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READER’S GUIDE TO THE
PENNSYLVANIA BULLETIN
AND THE PENNSYLVANIA CODE
Pennsylvania Bulletin
The Pennsylvania Bulletin is the official gazette of
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. It is published
every week and includes a table of contents. A
cumulative subject matter index is published quar-
terly.
The Pennsylvania Bulletin serves several pur-
poses. First, it is the temporary supplement to the
Pennsylvania Code, which is the official codification
of agency rules and regulations and other statuto-
rily authorized documents. Changes in the codified
text, whether by adoption, amendment, repeal or
emergency action must be published in the Pennsyl-
vania Bulletin. Further, agencies proposing changes
to the codified text do so in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin.
Second, the Pennsylvania Bulletin also publishes:
Governor’s Executive Orders; State Contract No-
tices; Summaries of Enacted Statutes; Statewide
and Local Court Rules; Attorney General Opinions;
Motor Carrier Applications before the Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission; Applications and Actions
before the Department of Environmental Protection;
Orders of the Independent Regulatory Review Com-
mission; and other documents authorized by law.
The text of certain documents published in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin is the only valid and enforce-
able text. Courts are required to take judicial notice
of the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Adoption, Amendment or Repeal of
Regulations
Generally an agency wishing to adopt, amend or
repeal regulations must first publish in the Pennsyl-
vania Bulletin a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.
There are limited instances when the agency may
omit the proposal step; it still must publish the
adopted version.
The Notice of Proposed Rulemaking contains the
full text of the change, the agency contact person, a
fiscal note required by law and background for the
action.
The agency then allows sufficient time for public
comment before taking final action. An adopted
proposal must be published in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin before it can take effect. If the agency
wishes to adopt changes to the Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking to enlarge the scope, it must repropose.
Citation to the Pennsylvania Bulletin
Cite material in the Pennsylvania Bulletin by
volume number, a page number and date. Example:
Volume 1, Pennsylvania Bulletin, page 801, January
9, 1971 (short form: 1 Pa.B. 801 (January 9, 1971)).
Pennsylvania Code
The Pennsylvania Code is the official codification
of rules and regulations issued by Commonwealth
agencies and other statutorily authorized docu-
ments. The Pennsylvania Bulletin is the temporary
supplement to the Pennsylvania Code, printing
changes as soon as they occur. These changes are
then permanently codified by the Pennsylvania
Code Reporter, a monthly, loose-leaf supplement.
The Pennsylvania Code is cited by title number
and section number. Example: Title 10 Pennsylva-
nia Code, § 1.1 (short form: 10 Pa. Code § 1.1).
Under the Pennsylvania Code codification system,
each regulation is assigned a unique number by
title and section. Titles roughly parallel the organi-
zation of Commonwealth government. Title 1 Penn-
sylvania Code lists every agency and its correspond-
ing Code title location.
How to Find Documents
Search for your area of interest in the Pennsylva-
nia Code. The Pennsylvania Code is available at
www.pacode.com.
Source Notes give the history of regulations. To
see if there have been recent changes, not yet
codified, check the List of Pennsylvania Code Chap-
ters Affected in the most recent issue of the Penn-
sylvania Bulletin.
A chronological table of the history of Pennsylva-
nia Code sections may be found at www.legis.state.
pa.us/cfdocs/legis/CH/Public/pcde_index.cfm.
The Pennsylvania Bulletin also publishes a quar-
terly List of Pennsylvania Code Sections Affected
which lists the regulations in numerical order,
followed by the citation to the Pennsylvania Bulle-
tin in which the change occurred. The Pennsylvania
Bulletin is available at www.pabulletin.com.
SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION: (717) 766-0211
GENERAL INFORMATION AND FINDING AIDS: (717) 783-1530
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Printing Format
Material proposed to be added to an existing rule or regulation is printed in bold face and material proposed to be
deleted from a rule or regulation is enclosed in brackets [ ] and printed in bold face. Asterisks indicate ellipsis
of Pennsylvania Code text retained without change. Proposed new or additional regulations are printed in ordinary style
face.
Fiscal Notes
Section 612 of The Administrative Code of 1929 (71 P. S. § 232) requires that the Office of Budget prepare a fiscal
note for regulatory actions and administrative procedures of the administrative departments, boards, commissions or
authorities receiving money from the State Treasury stating whether the proposed action or procedure causes a loss
of revenue or an increase in the cost of programs for the Commonwealth or its political subdivisions; that the fiscal note
be published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin at the same time as the proposed change is advertised. A fiscal note provides
the following information: (1) the designation of the fund out of which the appropriation providing for expenditures
under the action or procedure shall be made; (2) the probable cost for the fiscal year the program is implemented;
(3) projected cost estimate of the program for each of the 5 succeeding fiscal years; (4) fiscal history of the program
for which expenditures are to be made; (5) probable loss of revenue for the fiscal year of its implementation;
(6) projected loss of revenue from the program for each of the 5 succeeding fiscal years; (7) line item, if any, of the
General Appropriation Act or other appropriation act out of which expenditures or losses of Commonwealth funds shall
occur as a result of the action or procedures; (8) recommendation, if any, of the Secretary of the Budget and the
reasons therefor.
The required information is published in the foregoing order immediately following the proposed change to which it
relates; the omission of an item indicates that the agency text of the fiscal note states that there is no information
available with respect thereto. In items (3) and (6) information is set forth for the first through fifth fiscal years; in that
order, following the year the program is implemented, which is stated. In item (4) information is set forth for the
current and two immediately preceding years, in that order. In item (8) the recommendation, if any, made by the
Secretary of Budget is published with the fiscal note. See 4 Pa. Code § 7.231 et seq. Where ‘‘no fiscal impact’’ is
published, the statement means no additional cost or revenue loss to the Commonwealth or its local political subdivision
is intended.
Reproduction, Dissemination or Publication of Information
Third parties may not take information from the Pennsylvania Code and Pennsylvania Bulletin and reproduce,
disseminate or publish such information except as provided by 1 Pa. Code § 3.44. 1 Pa. Code § 3.44 reads as follows:
§ 3.44. General permission to reproduce content of Code and Bulletin.
Information published under this part, which information includes, but is not limited to, cross references, tables of
cases, notes of decisions, tables of contents, indexes, source notes, authority notes, numerical lists and codification
guides, other than the actual text of rules or regulations may be reproduced only with the written consent of the
Bureau. The information which appears on the same leaf with the text of a rule or regulation, however, may be
incidentally reproduced in connection with the reproduction of the rule or regulation, if the reproduction is for the
private use of a subscriber and not for resale. There are no other restrictions on the reproduction of information
published under this part, and the Commonwealth hereby consents to a reproduction.
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published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin during 2016.
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93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1205, 1324, 2970
109 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 857
208 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1421
210 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 996
211 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 996
218 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3509
240 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3509
901 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2967
28 Pa. Code (Health and Safety)
Adopted Rules
1131 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3254
Proposed Rules
23 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1798
31 Pa. Code (Insurance)
Adopted Rules
84 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3645
161 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2415
Proposed Rules
84 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 460
147 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 458
34 Pa. Code (Labor and Industry)
Adopted Rules
401 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2315
403 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2315
405 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2315
40 Pa. Code (Liquor)
Adopted Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 352
7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2553
13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 352
Proposed Rules
9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1652
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1652
49 Pa. Code (Professional and Vocational Standards)
Adopted Rules
25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1316
36 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 447
4045
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Proposed Rules
40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2417
42 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .886, 888
52 Pa. Code (Public Utilities)
Adopted Rules
53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .449, 1791
1017 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1203
Proposed Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1016
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1016
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1016
23 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1016
29 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1016
57 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 654
61 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 658
67 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 658
Statements of Policy
69 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1902
55 Pa. Code (Human Services)
Adopted Rules
13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
2380 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
2390 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
2600 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
2800 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
3800 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
4200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
4210 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
4215 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
4220 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
4230 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
4300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
4305 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
4310 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
6201 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
6210 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
6211 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
6250 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
6350 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
6400 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
6500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
6600 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3177
Statements of Policy
1101 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2683
1150 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3262
58 Pa. Code (Recreation)
Adopted Rules
53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1549
65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1650
105 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1549
111 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1549
131 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2664
139 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2665, 2671
141 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2674, 2675
143 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2676
Proposed Rules
65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2557
93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2555
111 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2555
131 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1426
133 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2680
135 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2679, 3258
139 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1427, 1553
141 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1423, 1425, 1552
143 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1423
147 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2678
681a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1433
61 Pa. Code (Revenue)
Adopted Rules
701 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3646
702 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3646
703 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3646
67 Pa. Code (Transportation)
Proposed Rules
189 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 991
403 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3957
201 Pa. Code (Rules of Judicial Administration)
Adopted Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3790
7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1781
19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .330, 3790
204 Pa. Code (Judicial System General Provisions)
Adopted Rules
83 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1642, 2163
Proposed Rules
81 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2274, 2407
83 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .978, 2407
207 Pa. Code (Judicial Conduct)
Adopted Rules
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2033
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2033
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2033
33 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 553
51 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 553
105 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2167
210 Pa. Code (Appellate Procedure)
Adopted Rules
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3231
9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3232
Proposed Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2518
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2518
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2518
7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2518
9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2518
13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2518
15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2518
16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2518
17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2518
19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2518
27 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2518
33 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2518
225 Pa. Code (Rules of Evidence)
Adopted Rules
83 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2409
Proposed Rules
Article IX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3793, 3795
4046
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231 Pa. Code (Rules of Civil Procedure)
Adopted Rules
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332, 2409, 3797
1000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1895, 2409, 3797
1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1412, 2854
1920 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3233
Part II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3804
Proposed Rules
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 982
1650 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3635
1910 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2275
1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3932
Part II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .332, 2306
234 Pa. Code (Rules of Criminal Procedure)
Adopted Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3806
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1532, 3235
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1532, 3414
7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1532
8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 554
10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1532, 3235
Proposed Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1643
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1643, 3636, 3935
7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3637
237 Pa. Code (Juvenile Rules)
Adopted Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2411, 3808
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2411, 3808
16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3415
Proposed Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .555, 3939
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3940
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1782
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3944
6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3944
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 555
12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3940
13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3949
15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3951
16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3951
246 Pa. Code (Minor Court Civil Rules)
Adopted Rules
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2412
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3811
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Adoption of Local Orphans’ Court Rules Pursuant
to Pa.O.C. Rule 1.5(e) and Pa.R.J.A. 103; Presi-
dent Judge General Court Regulation No. 2016-2
Order
And Now, this 20th day of July, 2016, the Board of
Judges of Philadelphia County having voted at the Board
of Judges’ meeting held on May 19, 2016 to adopt
proposed Philadelphia County Local Orphans’ Court
Rules (‘‘Local Rules’’) subject to review and modifications
upon submission to the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
Orphans’ Court Procedural Rules Committee (‘‘Rules
Committee’’) as required by Pa.O.C. Rule 1.5(e), now
contained in Pa.R.J.A. 103(d), the proposed Local Rules
having been submitted to the Rules Committee for review
and, upon request by the Rules Committee, the Local
Rules having been modified as requested by the Rules
Committee, and the Rules Committee having now pro-
vided written confirmation that the Local Rules may be
promulgated and published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin,
Now, therefore, It Is Hereby Ordered and Decreed that
the following Philadelphia County Local Orphans’ Court
Rules are adopted and shall become effective September
1, 2016.
As required by Pa.R.J.A. 103(d), this General Court
Regulation and the Local Rules being adopted has been
submitted to the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania Or-
phans’ Court Procedural Rules Committee for review,
and written notification has been received from the
Rules Committee certifying that the Local Rules are
not inconsistent with any general rule of the Supreme
Court. This General Court Regulation shall be filed
with the Office of Judicial Records (formerly the Protho-
notary) as well as with the Clerk of the Orphans’
Court, in a docket maintained for Orders issued by the
First Judicial District of Pennsylvania. As required by
Pa.R.J.A. 103(d)(5)(ii), two certified copies of this General
Court Regulation and Local Rules, as well as one copy of
the General Court Regulation and Local Rules on a
computer diskette, shall be distributed to the Legislative
Reference Bureau for publication in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin. As required by Pa.R.J.A. 103(d)(6) one certified
copy of this General Court Regulation and Local Rules
shall be filed with the Administrative Office of Pennsylva-
nia Courts, published on the website of the First Judicial
District at http://courts.phila.gov, and incorporated in the
complete set of local rules no later than 30 days following
publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. Copies of the
General Court Regulation and Local Rules shall also be
published in The Legal Intelligencer and will be submitted
to American Lawyer Media, Jenkins Memorial Law Li-
brary, and the Law Library for the First Judicial District.
By the Court
HONORABLE SHEILA WOODS-SKIPPER,
President Judge, Court of Common Pleas
Philadelphia County
PHILADELPHIA ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION
RULES
CHAPTER I. PRELIMINARY RULES
Rule 1.1A. Short Title and Citation.
These Rules shall be known as the Philadelphia Or-
phans’ Court Rules, shall be referred to individually
herein as ‘‘Rule,’’ and shall be cited as ‘‘Phila.O.C.
Rule .’’
Rule 1.3A. Definitions.
‘‘Legal Periodical’’—The Legal Intelligencer shall be the
legal periodical for the publication of legal notices in
Philadelphia County, whenever publication in a legal
periodical is required by Act of Assembly, or by Rule or
order of Court.
Rule 1.8A. Forms.
Local Orphans’ Court forms are set forth in the Appen-
dix.
CHAPTER II. ACCOUNTS, OBJECTIONS AND
DISTRIBUTIONS
Rule 2.4A. Additional Receipts and Disbursements.
Receipts and disbursements subsequent to the date to
which the account was stated and to be included in the
adjudication shall be set forth in the Petition for
Adjudication/Statement of Proposed Distribution and in
the audit notice.
Probate Section Comment: Generally, appearance
slips should be used to inform the Court of minor errors
or discrepancies in the account, or additional filing fees
and other nominal expenses incurred by the accountant
since the closing date of the account that are to be
included in the adjudication.
Rule 2.4B. Papers to Be Filed With Accounts.
(1) All Accounts. Counsel shall electronically file the
following papers contemporaneously with the account:
(a) account filing checklist;
(b) a Petition for Adjudication/Statement of Proposed
Distribution;
(c) copies of all agreements with respect to settlements
and compromises;
(d) copies of agreements, if any, with respect to the
accountant’s compensation, if credit therefor is taken in
the account or requested at the audit;
(e) a waiver of an income accounting by those entitled
to the income, if the account does not contain a complete
income accounting and such a waiver is not attached to
the account;
(f) the official receipt for any inheritance tax paid
during the period of the accounting; and
(g) a statement of the method and date of giving notice
to all interested parties of the filing of the account and
the Petition for Adjudication/Statement of Proposed Dis-
tribution and of the time of the audit, or alternatively, an
averment that such notice shall be given and a certifica-
tion thereof shall be submitted at the audit as hereinafter
set forth. In those instances where notice has been given,
a copy of said notice, as well as the names and addresses
of the parties notified, shall be appended to the Petition
for Adjudication/Statement of Proposed Distribution. In
those instances where notice is yet to be given, a copy of
said notice, as well as the names and addresses of the
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parties notified, shall be submitted to the Court at audit,
together with a statement executed by the accountant or
the accountant’s counsel certifying that notice has been
given.
(2) Accounts of Personal Representatives. In addition to
the papers required by Rule 2.4B(1), at the time of the
filing of an account of a personal representative, counsel
shall electronically file:
(a) a copy of the original letters, together with proof of
advertisement thereof; and
(b) a copy of the inventory and of the will and codicils,
certified by the accountant or counsel to be true and
correct.
(3) Accounts of Trustees. In addition to the papers
required by Rule 2.4B(1), at the time of the filing of an
account of a trustee, counsel shall electronically file a
copy of the trust instrument, certified by the accountant
or counsel to be true and correct.
(4) Accounts of Trustees of Special Needs Trusts. In
addition to the papers required by Rule 2.4B(1), at the
time of the filing of an account of a trustee of a special
needs trust, counsel shall electronically file:
(a) a copy of the trust instrument, certified by the
accountant or counsel to be true and correct;
(b) letter of No Objection from counsel for the Pennsyl-
vania Department of Human Services; and
(c) statement of method and date of notice to Pennsyl-
vania Department of Human Services Special Needs
Trust Depository and Social Security Administration.
(5) Accounts of Guardians of the Estates of Minors. In
addition to the papers required by Rule 2.4B(1), at the
time of the filing of an account of a guardian of the estate
of a minor, counsel shall electronically file:
(a) a copy of the will, deed or decree by which the
guardian was appointed;
(b) a statement that notice of the audit has been given
to all known, unpaid claimants;
(c) a statement of the former minor or, if the former
minor has been adjudicated an incapacitated person, of
the guardian of the estate of the former minor, setting
forth the date the former minor attained majority; and
that the former minor or the guardian of the estate of the
former minor:
(i) has examined the account;
(ii) approves the account and requests that it be con-
firmed; and
(iii) agrees that the guardian of the estate of the minor
shall be discharged upon distribution to the former minor
or to the guardian of the estate of the former minor of the
balance shown in the account, subject to such additional
credits as may be authorized by law and set forth in the
adjudication.
(6) Accounts of Guardians of the Estates of Incapaci-
tated Persons. In addition to the papers required by Rule
2.4B(1), at the time of the filing of an account of a
guardian of the estate of an incapacitated person, counsel
shall electronically file:
(a) a statement of the manner and date of appointment
of the guardian and a copy of the decree by which the
guardian was appointed; and
(b) a statement of whether a personal representative
has been appointed if the incapacitated person is de-
ceased; and if so, the date and place of grant of letters
and a valid certificate of appointment.
(7) Accounts of Agents under Power of Attorney. In
addition to the papers required by Rule 2.4B(1), at the
time of filing an account of an agent under power of
attorney, counsel shall electronically file a copy of the
power of attorney, certified by the accountant or counsel
to be true and correct.
(8) Distribution to Foreign Fiduciary. In addition to the
papers required by Rule 2.4B(1), at the time of filing an
account, when a share of the estate is distributable to a
foreign fiduciary, counsel shall electronically file:
(a) a certificate of appointment issued within three
months of the date of the filing or a copy of the
instrument evidencing the authority of the fiduciary to
receive the fund, certified by the proper authorities at the
place of issuance to be in effect at the time of the filing;
(b) an affidavit by the foreign fiduciary setting forth
whether or not an ancillary administrator has been
appointed in Pennsylvania, together with averments that:
(i) the foreign fiduciary is authorized, under the laws of
the jurisdiction in which the foreign fiduciary qualified, to
receive the fund to be distributed;
(ii) the filing of security has been waived, or the
amount of the bond which has been filed and the name of
the surety; and
(iii) there are no creditors within the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania of the estate for which the foreign fiduciary
has been appointed and no rights of any resident of
Pennsylvania will be adversely affected by the requested
distribution.
Probate Section Comment: The requirements of
paragraph (8) are based on 20 Pa.C.S. § 4101 et seq.
Particular attention is directed to Section 4111 and its
correlation with paragraph (8)(b)(iii) of the Rule. Under
Section 4111, the Court has broad discretionary power to
refuse distribution of a share of an estate to the domicili-
ary personal representative of a deceased nonresident
creditor or other distributee and to require an ancillary
administration in Pennsylvania.
Rule 2.5A. Advertisement of Accounts. Posting.
The Clerk shall give notice of all accounts and of the
time and place of the call of the audit list by:
(1) advertising once a week for two (2) successive
weeks in The Legal Intelligencer and in one (1) Philadel-
phia daily newspaper of general circulation; and
(2) posting copies of the audit lists in the office of the
Clerk.
Rule 2.6A. Filing for a Particular Audit.
An account to appear on a particular audit list must be
electronically filed not later than 3 p.m. on the fifth
Wednesday preceding the day on which such list will be
called.
Rule 2.6B. When Audit Lists Called. Postponed or
Adjourned.
Generally, the audit lists shall be called during the
week beginning with the second Monday of September
and the weeks beginning with the first Monday of other
months. The call of an audit list may be postponed or
adjourned at the discretion of the Auditing Judge or the
Court. When the first Monday of the month falls on a
holiday on which the Courts are closed, the audit list
shall be called on the next business day.
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Rule 2.7A. Appearances at Audit.
Counsel for the accountant, the accountant, and any
other interested party appearing pro se who desires to
raise objections or otherwise be heard, shall personally
appear at the call of the audit list and enter an appear-
ance on the form supplied by the Court.
Rule 2.9A. Schedules of Distribution.
(1) Filing. When directed by the Auditing Judge or at
the election of the accountant, a schedule of distribution,
in the form approved by the Court, shall be electronically
filed with the Clerk. The Auditing Judge, in his or her
discretion, may direct that only awards of real property or
personal property, to be distributed in kind, need be
included in the schedule of distribution.
(2) Certification. The attorney for the accountant shall
certify that the schedule of distribution is correct and in
conformity with the adjudication. See below (3)(a),
(3)(b)(ii) and (6)(b) for additional statements to be in-
cluded in the certification where appropriate.
(3) Consent or Notice.
(a) Written consents to the schedule of distribution
may be attached thereto. The attorney for the accountant
shall certify whether or not the parties whose consents
are attached constitute all interested parties affected by
the filing of the schedule of distribution and all other
parties to whom notice was directed by the Court.
(b) Notice of the filing of the schedule of distribution
shall be given to all interested parties affected thereby
and to such other parties as the Court may direct, except
those parties whose consents are attached. The notice
shall state the date of filing, that a copy of the schedule
of distribution accompanies the notice or will be sent
upon request, and that any party who objects to the
schedule of distribution must electronically file objections
within twenty (20) days of the filing of the schedule of
distribution under penalty that the Court may otherwise
assume that there is no objection and may approve the
schedule of distribution as filed.
(i) Notice shall be given no later than the day of the
filing of the schedule of distribution, by a letter addressed
to the last known address of the party or to his or her
attorney of record.
(ii) It shall be sufficient return of notice for the attor-
ney for the accountant to certify on the schedule that due
notice of the filing thereof was given as required by this
Rule. A copy of the letter of notice and a list of those to
whom notice was sent shall be submitted with the
schedule.
(4) Objections.
(a) Objections may be electronically filed within twenty
(20) days of the filing of the schedule of distribution, and
shall indicate the basis for the objections and in what
respect the schedule of distribution fails to conform to the
adjudication. In no event may objections raise questions
which actually were or could have been raised at the
audit of the account.
(b) Objections shall be electronically filed with the
Clerk. The Auditing Judge shall re-examine the subject
matter; may hold a hearing or argument thereon, at the
Auditing Judge’s discretion; and may make such disposi-
tion of the objections as the Auditing Judge deems proper
in a supplemental adjudication.
(5) Approval.
(a) Where the consents of all necessary parties are
attached, the Court may approve the schedule of distribu-
tion immediately upon filing. Where notice was given to
any party, the Court may approve the schedule of distri-
bution twenty (20) days after the filing thereof.
(b) In the absence of objections, the schedule of distri-
bution shall become absolute on the date of approval
thereof.
(c) Where objections have been filed and dismissed, the
schedule of distribution shall be approved.
(d) Upon approval of the schedule of distribution, the
accountant shall have the authority to make necessary
assignments and transfers of any property awarded.
(6) Confirmation of Title to Real Property. Approval of
the schedule of distribution shall constitute confirmation
of title in the distributees.
(a) Separate Awards. A schedule of distribution shall
set forth separate awards of real property in separate
paragraphs.
(b) Description. Certification by Counsel. Real property
shall be described in the same detail and with the same
particularity as is commonly required to be included in
deeds, and, in addition, shall include information perti-
nent to the derivation of title. Counsel for the accountant
shall certify that counsel or counsel’s agent has examined
the last recorded deed or the record thereof in the public
office for recording deeds in the county in which the real
estate is located and that the description in the schedule
of distribution is in conformity therewith.
(c) Certification by Clerk. The Clerk shall, upon re-
quest, certify excerpts from an approved schedule of
distribution for recording in any public office for recording
deeds.
(7) Effect Upon Distribution. When the matters which
are the subject of a schedule of distribution, or the report
of an auditor or master, are so separate and distinct that
an objection to any one or more, whether sustained or
dismissed, cannot affect the remainder, and the accoun-
tant will not be prejudiced by the distribution of such
remainder, confirmation of the schedule of distribution or
report shall not be suspended, except as to those matters
to which objections have been taken; distribution may
proceed as to the remainder; and any party from whom
such distribution has been withheld may petition the
Court to order distribution.
Rule 2.10A. Content of Report for Foreign Heirs
and Unknown Distributees.
The report required by Pa.O.C. Rule 2.10(b) shall be
submitted at the audit, and shall include, substantially,
the following:
(1) Unknown Distributee. If it appears that the identity
or whereabouts of a distributee is unknown, or there are
no known heirs, the fiduciary shall submit a written
report, verified by affidavit of the fiduciary and counsel
for the fiduciary, in which shall be set forth:
(a) the nature of the investigation made to locate the
heirs of the decedent, in complete detail; and
(b) in cases of intestacy, or where there are no known
heirs, a family tree, as complete as possible under the
circumstances, supported by such documentary evidence
as the fiduciary has been able to obtain.
The term ‘‘investigation,’’ as used in this Rule, shall
include inquiry of or as to as many of the following as
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may be pertinent and feasible: residents of the household
in which the decedent resided; friends and neighbors;
labor union membership; places of employment; social,
fraternal, or beneficial organizations; insurance records;
church membership; school records; social security, Veter-
ans’ Administration, or military service records; natural-
ization records, if not native born; and such other sources
of information as the circumstances may suggest.
(2) Non-Resident Distributee. If the fiduciary requests
the Court to withhold distribution to a non-resident
distributee, he shall submit a written report, verified by
the affidavit of the fiduciary and counsel for the fiduciary,
in which shall be set forth:
(a) the relationship of the distributee to the decedent,
and any available information concerning the distributee’s
present whereabouts;
(b) in cases of intestacy, a family tree, as complete as
possible under the circumstances, supported by such
documentary evidence as the fiduciary has been able to
obtain; and
(c) the reasons for the request that distribution be
withheld, and the suggested manner of withholding.
Rule 2.11A. Charitable Trusts. Visitorial Powers.
(1) Exercise: In General. In the exercise of its visitorial
and supervisory powers over charitable trusts, in general,
the Court will, in its discretion, from time to time, by
general rule or special order, direct the official examiner,
or a special examiner appointed for the purpose, to make
an examination of the assets of a designated trust and an
investigation to determine whether the purposes of the
trust are being carried out in the manner provided by the
trust agreement; and to submit to the Court a written
report thereon which shall follow as nearly as may be the
form prescribed by Pa.O.C. Rule 9.4 for a master’s report
and shall contain specific recommendation for the Court’s
consideration.
(2) Cemetery Trusts. In the exercise of its visitorial and
supervisory powers over cemetery trusts, the Court will,
from time to time, appoint a cemetery trust examiner, or
examiners, who shall, periodically, inspect all cemetery
lots and places of interment or sepulcher maintained
under cemetery trusts subject to the jurisdiction of the
Court; audit, informally, trustee’s accounts pertaining
thereto; examine the assets thereof; and submit written
reports thereon to the Court in accordance with such
rules and regulations as the Court will, from time to
time, promulgate.
Rule 2.11B. Termination of Trust.
A trustee making distribution of the corpus of a trust
upon its termination without formal accounting shall
obtain from the distributees a receipt and waiver of
accounting which shall be delivered to the examiner and
attached to the examiner’s report thereof. Such receipt
and waiver shall not constitute an approval by the Court
of the administration of the trust, nor operate as a
discharge by the Court of the trustee or the trustee’s
sureties. If an estate is distributed without an accounting,
the fiduciary shall be personally liable for the compensa-
tion of the examiner, unless provision is made therefor at
the time of distribution.
Rule 2.11C. Compensation.
(1) In General. Each estate shall be liable for the
compensation of the examiner based upon a schedule of
fees fixed by the Court or as determined by the Court.
(2) Cemetery Trusts. The cemetery trust examiner, or
examiners, appointed under Rule 2.11A supra, shall be
paid by the trustees in an amount fixed by the Court.
CHAPTER III. PETITION PRACTICE AND
PLEADING
Rule 3.4A. Exhibits, Consents, Approvals, Check-
lists, and Attachments.
Exhibits, consents, approvals, checklists, and attach-
ments shall meet the requirements of Pa.O.C. Rule 1.8
and Rule 1.8A.
CHAPTER IV. FORMAT AND SERVICE OF LEGAL
PAPER BY PARTIES AND COURT; ELECTRONIC
FILING
Rule 4.2A. Method. Absentee Individuals and Pre-
sumed Decedents.
Whenever notice is to be given to an absentee or a
presumed decedent, it shall be given in the manner
provided by Act of Assembly, or, in the absence thereof, in
such manner as the Court by special order shall direct.
Rule 4.7A. Electronic Filing and Service of Legal
Papers.
(1) Electronic Filing. Parties shall file all legal papers
with the Clerk by means of electronic filing.
(2) Website, Username and Password.
(a) Website. The Orphans’ Court Electronic Filing Sys-
tem shall be available at all times at the Court’s website
address, http://courts.phila.gov, or at such other website
as the Court may designate from time to time.
(b) Username and Password. To obtain access to the
Orphans’ Court Electronic Filing System, counsel or a
party not represented by counsel (‘‘filing party’’) shall
apply for a Username and Password at the Court’s
website.
(3) Electronic Filing of Legal Paper.
(a) A filing party shall file all legal papers and exhibits
at the Court’s website.
(b) The Clerk shall not maintain a hard copy of any
legal paper or exhibit filed electronically under this Rule.
(c) A hard copy of the legal paper shall be signed and,
as required, verified prior to the electronic filing of the
legal paper, and the filing party shall retain such hard
copy as required by Pa.O.C. Rule 4.7(c).
(4) Redaction and Access.
(a) All legal papers and exhibits filed electronically
shall be available electronically to the filing parties, as
the Court may provide from time to time. The Clerk shall
maintain computer terminals in the Clerk’s office for this
purpose.
(b) The Clerk shall provide public access to a redacted
copy of electronically-filed legal papers and exhibits, as
the Court may provide from time to time. The Clerk shall
maintain computer terminals in the Clerk’s office for this
purpose.
(c) The Clerk shall redact the following personal data
identifiers from an electronically filed legal papers, in-
cluding the Cover Sheet but excluding exhibits, for public
access:
(i) The name of the minor in minors’ estates.
(ii) Social Security numbers.
(iii) Dates of birth.
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(iv) Financial account numbers.
(v) Home addresses.
(d) A filing party shall redact the personal data identi-
fiers listed in subsection (c) from all exhibits to a legal
paper. The Clerk shall not review exhibits to determine
whether personal data identifiers have been redacted.
(5) Filing Date.
(a) Immediately upon receipt of the legal paper, the
Clerk shall provide the filing party with email notification
that the legal paper has been received by the Court’s
Electronic Filing System.
(b) Within six (6) business hours of receipt of the legal
paper, the Clerk shall provide the filing party with email
notification that the legal paper has been accepted for
filing or rejected.
(c) A legal paper accepted for filing shall be deemed to
have been filed as of the date and time it was received by
the Court’s Electronic Filing System. If a legal paper is
rejected, the Clerk shall specify the reason. Subject to the
provisions of subsection (d), a rejected legal paper shall be
deemed as not having been filed.
(d) Any filing party for whom the failure of the Court’s
website or the erroneous rejection of a legal paper
resulted in an untimely filing may file a petition request-
ing that the legal paper be deemed filed as of the
submission date. Such petition shall state the date and
time of the alleged failure or rejection. A petition alleging
failure of the Court’s website shall state why the legal
paper could not be timely filed in person in the Clerk’s
office. A petition alleging erroneous rejection of a legal
paper shall state why the rejection was erroneous and
why the legal paper could not be timely re-submitted.
(6) Automation Fee. Payment of Filing Fees.
(a) The Clerk shall collect, in addition to all other
applicable fees, an automation fee of $10.00 for each legal
paper for which a filing fee is now charged.
(b) The Clerk is authorized to charge the sum of $1.00
per page for each page of a legal document or exhibit
which is not filed in pdf.
(c) All fees collected pursuant to this Rule shall be set
aside by the Clerk and remitted to the First Judicial
District and shall be used by the Court consistent with
Pa.O.C. Rule 4.7(f)(2).
(d) The Clerk shall not accept a legal paper as filed
before payment of the required filing fee.
(7) Local Procedures. The Court may develop further
administrative procedures, as needed, to implement this
Rule and to provide for security of the electronic filing
system, as required by changing technology. All such
administrative procedures shall be posted on the Court’s
website.
CHAPTER V. RULES GOVERNING SPECIFIC
TYPES OF PETITIONS
Rule 5.2A. Family Exemption. Additional Require-
ments.
(1) Contents of Petition. A petition for the family ex-
emption shall also set forth in separate paragraphs:
(a) the name, residence and date of death of decedent;
(b) the name, address, and relationship of the peti-
tioner to the decedent, and whether the petitioner was a
member of the same household as the decedent at the
date of his death;
(c) if petitioner is the surviving spouse, the date and
place of the ceremonial marriage, and the name and
official capacity of the person who performed the cer-
emony; or, in case of a common-law marriage, all aver-
ments necessary to establish the validity of such a
marriage;
(d) whether the decedent died testate or intestate;
where, when, and to whom letters were granted; if
decedent died intestate, the names, relationship, and
addresses of those interested as next of kin;
(e) the location and valuation of the property claimed;
and
(f) that notice has been given in accordance with
Pa.O.C. Rule 3.5 to the personal representative or, when
no letters have been granted, to the parties adversely
affected.
(2) Exhibits. In addition to those otherwise required,
the following exhibits shall be attached to the petition:
(a) a copy of the will;
(b) a copy of the inventory showing the valuation of the
property claimed, when the exemption is claimed from
personal property, and the gross estate exceeds the
amount of the family exemption provided by law; and
(c) a verified return of notice.
Rule 5.2B. Allowance for Family Exemption.
(1) Prior to Audit. The petition may be electronically
filed with the Clerk at any time prior to audit in order
that the demand may be a matter of record.
(a) Personal Property. If the petition requests the ex-
emption prior to audit, the petitioner shall electronically
file the petition with the Clerk and thereafter shall give
twenty (20) days’ written notice of such filing to all
persons adversely affected thereby who do not join in the
prayer of the petition. In the absence of a responsive
pleading, on presentation of a verified return of notice, an
appropriate decree may be entered.
(b) Real Property. If the petition requests the exemp-
tion prior to the audit and the interested parties do not
agree upon the valuation, the practice and procedure
shall be as provided by Pa.O.C. Rule 5.2(a) and Rule
5.2C.
(2) At Audit. The filing of the petition prior to audit
shall be brought to the attention of the Auditing Judge, or
the request may be presented at the audit. The Auditing
Judge may require that the property claimed be ap-
praised or that notice be given in such manner as the
Auditing Judge shall direct.
Rule 5.2C. Appraisal. Notice. Confirmation.
(1) Filing of Appraisal. The appraisers shall, within
thirty (30) days after their appointment, electronically file
with the Clerk an appraisal of the property claimed.
(2) Notice of Appraisal. Upon the filing of the ap-
praisal, notice thereof shall be given to the personal
representative, and to the next of kin; and, if there are
neither personal representative, nor next of kin, then to
the Attorney General. The notice shall contain a copy of
the petition and the appraisal, and a statement that
confirmation of the appraisal and the setting apart of the
real estate for the family exemption will be requested and
may be allowed by the Court, of which not less than
twenty (20) days’ notice is given therein, unless objections
are filed. If the address or whereabouts of any of the next
of kin is unknown, notice shall be given in such manner
as the Court shall direct.
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(3) Confirmation and Setting Apart of Allowance. In
the absence of objection to the appraisal, at the expiration
of the notice period under paragraph (2), and after the
last appearance of the advertisement, if any, upon sub-
mission of proof of notice, the Court may enter a decree.
Rule 5.3A. Allowance to Surviving Spouse of Intes-
tate. Additional Requirements.
(1) Contents of Petition. A petition for the allowance to
the surviving spouse of an intestate shall also set forth in
separate paragraphs:
(a) the information required in a petition for family
exemption under Rule 5.2A, as far as appropriate;
(b) the death of decedent, intestate, without issue or
adopted children; the names, addresses, and the relation-
ship of those interested as next of kin; and
(c) that notice has been given in accordance with
Pa.O.C. Rule 3.5 to the personal representative; if no
personal representative has been appointed, then to those
interested as next of kin; if there are no next of kin, then
to the Attorney General.
(2) Exhibits. The following exhibits shall be attached to
the petition:
(a) if a ceremonial marriage occurred, a certified copy
of the marriage certificate;
(b) if there were prior marriages by either spouse, a
copy of the death certificate, if dissolved by death; or a
certified copy of the decree of divorce by which such
marriages were dissolved;
(c) a copy of the inventory and appraisement;
(d) a copy of any executed consent; and
(e) a verified return of notice.
Rule 5.3B. Appraisal. Notice. Confirmation.
(1) Filing of Appraisal. The appraisers shall, within
thirty (30) days after their appointment, electronically file
with the Clerk an appraisal of the property claimed.
(2) Notice of Appraisal. Upon the filing of the ap-
praisal, notice thereof shall be given to the personal
representative, and to the next of kin; and, if there are
neither personal representative, nor next of kin, then to
the Attorney General. The notice shall contain a copy of
the petition and the appraisal, and a statement that
confirmation of the appraisal and the setting apart of the
real estate to the surviving spouse will be requested and
may be allowed by the Court, of which not less than
twenty (20) days notice is given therein, unless objections
are filed. If the address or whereabouts of any of the next
of kin is unknown, notice shall be given in such manner
as the Court shall direct.
(3) Confirmation and Setting Apart of Allowance. In
the absence of objection to the appraisal, at the expiration
of the notice period under paragraph (2), and after the
last appearance of the advertisement, if any, upon sub-
mission of proof of notice, the Court may enter a decree.
Rule 5.4A. Petition for Citation to Restrain the
Payment or Transfer of Property Under 20 Pa.C.S.
§ 2211(d).
(1) Contents of Petition. The petition of an electing
spouse shall set forth the following:
(a) the same information which is required under
paragraphs (1)(a) through (d) under Rule 5.16E;
(b) if an election has been filed, the date of the filing,
and the date and method of notice to the decedent’s
personal representative of the filing;
(c) an averment that the property whose transfer or
payment the petitioner seeks to restrain is property
which may be subject to election as set forth in 20 Pa.C.S.
§ 2203 and a detailed description of the property to the
extent known by the petitioner, which shall include the
following:
(i) the nature of the property and its approximate fair
market value;
(ii) the names of all persons holding title to the
property at the time of the decedent’s death and at the
time of presenting the petition;
(iii) the identification of any fiduciary having an inter-
est in the property; and
(iv) the nature of the decedent’s interest in the prop-
erty and the date of any transfers of any interest held by
the decedent in the property;
(d) an averment that failure to restrain the transfer or
payment of the property may result in irreparable injury
to the petitioner;
(e) any other information relevant to the disposition of
the petition; and
(f) a prayer for a citation, directed to all persons whom
the petitioner alleges may transfer or make payments of
the property described in paragraph (1)(c) hereof, to show
cause why they should not be restrained from making
payments or transfers of the aforesaid property.
(2) Exhibits. The following shall be attached to the
petition:
(a) a copy of the decedent’s will, deed, trust agreement
or other instrument of conveyance (if any) pertaining to
the property with respect to which relief is requested; and
(b) consents to the relief requested signed by those
interested parties who have consented thereto and who
have not joined in the petition.
(3) Service of Citation and Notice. Service of the cita-
tion and notice on all interested parties shall be made in
accordance with Pa.O.C. Rule 3.5(a).
(4) Decree. There shall be attached to the face of the
petition:
(a) A preliminary decree in approved form awarding a
citation as requested in the petition; and
(b) A final decree in approved form providing for the
relief requested. In appropriate cases, the decree will fix
the amount of security, if any, to be entered.
Rule 5.4B. Petition to Extend the Time for a Surviv-
ing Spouse to file for an Elective Share in Accord-
ance With 20 Pa.C.S. § 2210(b).
(1) Contents of Petition. A petition by a surviving
spouse shall set forth the following:
(a) the same information which is required under
paragraphs (1)(a) through (d) under Rule 5.16E;
(b) the fact(s) relied upon to justify an extension of
time in which to file an election;
(c) any other information relevant to the disposition of
the petition; and
(d) a prayer for the extension requested.
(2) Exhibits. The following shall be attached to the
petition:
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(a) a copy of the decedent’s will, deed, trust agreement
or other instrument of conveyance (if any) pertaining to
the property which may be subject to the spouse’s elective
rights; and
(b) consents to the extension requested signed by those
interested parties who do not join in the petition, and the
names of those parties who do not consent and a copy of
the notice which has been given to them.
(3) Notice. Any interested party who does not join in
the petition or consent to the extension shall receive
notice of the filing of the petition in accordance with
Pa.O.C. Rule 3.5.
(4) Decree. A proposed decree in approved form shall be
attached to the face of the petition.
Rule 5.5A. Appointment of Guardian ad litem or
Trustee ad litem. Report Requirements.
(1) Time of Filing of Report. The guardian ad litem
and/or trustee ad litem shall electronically file the report
within 60 days after appointment by the Court unless the
time for filing is otherwise shortened or extended by (a)
the Court or (b) agreement of the parties.
(2) Contents of Report. The report of the guardian ad
litem and/or trustee ad litem shall contain the following:
(a) a statement of when, how and why the guardian ad
litem and/or trustee ad litem was appointed;
(b) the identity and interests of persons on whose
behalf the guardian ad litem and/or trustee ad litem has
been appointed;
(c) a review of the account, if applicable;
(d) a statement of the legal and other issues involved
and the position of the guardian ad litem and/or trustee
ad litem with respect thereto;
(e) such other information as the guardian ad litem
and/or trustee ad litem deems relevant; and
(f) the report may also contain a request by the
guardian ad litem and/or trustee ad litem for compensa-
tion.
Rule 5.6A. Minor’s Estate. Restricted Account.
(1) Waiver of Security. In lieu of the entry of security,
the Court, in the decree appointing the guardian, may
authorize the guardian to deposit the funds of the minor
in an interest-bearing account or certificate of deposit in a
bank with an office located in Philadelphia County in an
amount not to exceed the insured amount; subject to the
express restriction, to be noted on the records of the
institution, that no withdrawals shall be made therefrom
without order of Court. Proof of deposit evidencing the
restriction shall be electronically filed with the Court
within sixty (60) days.
(2) Limitation. An account or certificate of deposit
under this Rule shall not exceed the amount which is
fully insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation or the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora-
tion.
(3) Additional Assets. When the guardian has received
assets in addition to the deposit or investment made in
accordance with this Rule, the guardian shall account as
if the restricted account did not form part of the estate.
(4) A depository in which a guardian of the estate of a
minor has deposited the funds in a restricted savings
account or certificate of deposit pursuant to Court order is
authorized to release sufficient funds therefrom to pay
income taxes levied by the state or federal government
upon said minor’s estate upon the signature of the
guardian without Court approval.
Rule 5.6B. Minor’s Estate. When Guardian Unneces-
sary.
(1) Disposition. In General. If the value of the real and
personal estate of a minor does not exceed the statutory
limitation, the Court may:
(a) authorize payment or delivery thereof to the minor,
or the parent or other person maintaining the minor;
(b) direct the deposit of the money in a restricted
account, in the name of a natural guardian of the minor,
or of the minor himself; or
(c) make such provision for the retention or deposit of
securities or other assets, as the Court shall deem for the
best interests of the minor.
(2) Mortgage or Sale of Real Property. If the entire
estate of a minor does not exceed the statutory limitation,
the Court, upon petition, may authorize the parent or
other person maintaining the minor to convey or mort-
gage any real property forming a part or all of such
estate, without the appointment of a guardian or the
entry of security. The petition shall conform to the
requirements of the Rules governing the sale or mortgage
of real property by a guardian. The order of the Court
may be conditioned upon the deposit of the proceeds of
the sale or mortgage in a restricted account.
Rule 5.6C. Minor’s Estate. Allowances.
(1) In General.
(a) Responsibility of Guardian. Expenditures from in-
come for the benefit of the minor should ordinarily be
made by the guardian upon the guardian’s own responsi-
bility without application to the Court for approval.
(b) Petitions. Permissive. Mandatory.
(i) Permissive. The guardian may petition the Court for
approval of periodical payments from income needed for
the maintenance, support or education of the minor, the
minor’s spouse or children.
(ii) Mandatory. No payments shall be made by the
guardian, unless approval by the Court is first obtained,
when payment is to be made from principal.
(2) Contents of Petition. Allowance for Maintenance,
Support or Education. A petition for an allowance from a
minor’s estate, for the maintenance, support or education
of the minor, the minor’s spouse or children, shall set
forth:
(a) the manner of the guardian’s appointment and
qualification, and the dates thereof; and the terms of the
instrument creating the estate;
(b) the age and residence of the minor; whether the
minor’s parents are living; the name of the person with
whom the minor resides; and, if married, the name and
age of the minor’s spouse and children;
(c) the value of the minor’s estate, real and personal,
and the net annual income;
(d) the circumstances of the minor, whether employed
or attending school; if the minor’s mother or father, or
other person charged with the duty of supporting the
minor, is living, the financial condition and income of
such person and why such person is not discharging his
or her duty to support the minor; and whether there is
adequate provision for the support and education of the
minor, or the minor’s spouse and children;
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(e) the date and amount of any previous allowance by
the Court, and the name of the Judge who granted it;
(f) the financial requirements of the minor and the
minor’s family unit, in detail, and the circumstances
making such allowance necessary; and
(g) if the petition is presented by someone other than
the guardian, that demand was made upon the guardian
to act, and the reason, if any, given by the guardian for
the guardian’s failure to do so.
(3) Contents of Petition. Allowance of Counsel Fee. A
petition for the allowance of counsel fee shall set forth the
views of the guardian with respect to the reasonableness
of the fee and contain sufficient facts to enable the Court
to pass judgment on the matter. The following exhibits
shall be attached to the petition:
(a) a statement of counsel setting forth in detail the
nature and extent of the services performed;
(b) the joinder of the minor’s parents or surviving
parent; or, if both parents are deceased; the joinder of the
adult person with whom the minor resides, or the super-
intendent or other official in charge of the institution
having custody of the minor, and in all cases of a married
minor, of his or her spouse; and
(c) the joinder of the minor, if over eighteen (18) years
of age.
Rule 5.10A. Petitions for Leave to Sell Real Prop-
erty at Public Sale Under 20 Pa.C.S. §§ 3353, 5155,
5521(b) and 7780.6(a).
(1) Contents of Petition.
(a) A petition by a personal representative shall set
forth the following information:
(i) the name, residence and date of death of the
decedent; whether he died testate or intestate; and the
date letters were granted to the petitioner;
(ii) that the petitioner is not otherwise authorized by
statute to sell; or is not authorized to do so by the will; or
that it is desirable that the sale have the effect of a
judicial sale, stating the reasons;
(iii) the total value of the property set forth in the
inventory and the date it was filed;
(iv) the value at which the real property to be sold was
included in the inventory;
(v) if bond was entered, the name of the surety and the
amount of such bond;
(vi) the names and relationships of all interested par-
ties; whether or not they are sui juris, and, if not, the
names of their fiduciaries (if any) and a statement of how
they were appointed; and whether or not they join in the
petition or consent to the sale;
(vii) the street address or other adequate description of
the property to be sold, a brief description of the building
erected upon the property, the current occupant of the
property and the current tax assessment;
(viii) a list of all liens of record known to the petitioner;
and
(ix) sufficient facts to enable the Court to determine
that the sale is desirable for the proper administration
and distribution of the estate.
(b) A petition by a trustee shall set forth the following
information:
(i) how title was acquired, stating the date and place of
probate of the will or recording of the deed to the trustee;
(ii) a recital of the relevant provisions of the will, deed
or trust agreement pertaining to the real property to be
sold and a recital of the history of the trust;
(iii) that the petitioner is not otherwise authorized to
sell by statute or the will, deed, trust agreement or other
relevant instrument; or that it is desirable that the sale
have the effect of a judicial sale, stating the reasons;
(iv) the total approximate current value of property
held in trust; and
(v) the same information as is required under subpara-
graphs (a)(v) through (ix) in a petition by a personal
representative.
(c) A petition by a guardian of a minor’s estate shall
set forth the following information:
(i) the circumstances of the petitioner’s appointment;
(ii) the name, age and residence of the minor; the
names of the minor’s parents and whether either of them
is deceased;
(iii) how title was acquired;
(iv) if an inventory was filed, the total value of the
property set forth therein and the date it was filed, and
the value at which the real property to be sold was
included therein;
(v) the total approximate current value of property held
by the petitioner;
(vi) a recital of the provisions of the will, deed, trust
agreement or other relevant instrument relating to the
real property to be sold;
(vii) that the petitioner is not authorized to sell the
real property; or that it is desirable that the sale have the
effect of a judicial sale, stating the reasons;
(viii) the nature and extent of the interest of the minor,
of the petitioner and of third persons in the real property;
(ix) sufficient information to enable the Court to find
that the proposed sale is in the best interest of the minor;
and
(x) the same information as is required under subpara-
graphs (a)(v) through (ix) in a petition by a personal
representative.
(d) A petition by a guardian of an incapacitated per-
son’s estate shall set forth the following information:
(i) the date of the petitioner’s appointment and the
name of the Hearing Judge;
(ii) the domicile of the incapacitated person and the
institution, if any, at which the incapacitated person is
maintained;
(iii) how title was acquired;
(iv) the total value of the property set forth in the
inventory and the date it was filed;
(v) the value at which the real property to be sold was
included in the inventory;
(vi) the total approximate current value of property
held by the petitioner;
(vii) a statement of all claims of the incapacitated
person’s creditors known to the petitioner;
(viii) sufficient information to enable the Court to find
that the proposed sale is in the best interest of the
incapacitated person;
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(ix) if the property to be sold is the incapacitated
person’s former residence, an averment that he is not
likely to return to live in it; and
(x) the same information as is required under subpara-
graphs (a)(v) through (ix) in a petition by a personal
representative.
(2) Exhibits. The following exhibits shall be attached to
the petition:
(a) a copy of the will, deed, trust agreement, decree or
other relevant instrument by which the petitioner was
appointed; and
(b) consents to the sale signed by those interested
parties who do not join in the petition, and the names of
those parties who do not consent and a copy of the notice
which has been given to them.
(3) Notice of Petition for Public Sale. Any interested
party who does not join in the petition or consent to the
sale shall receive notice of the filing of the petition in
accordance with Pa.O.C. Rule 3.5.
(4) Decree. A proposed decree providing that the real
property be offered for public sale and that a return of
sale be electronically filed with the Court shall be at-
tached to the face of the petition.
(5) Notice of Public Sale. Notice and advertisement of
the public sale of real property shall specify the time and
place of the proposed sale, clearly identify the property by
street address or other adequate description, and be
given:
(a) by advertisement in the legal publication, if any,
designated by Rule of Court of that county for publication
of notices, the publication to be made not less than
twenty (20) days before the date of sale;
(b) as ordered by the Court, by advertisement in a
newspaper of general circulation in each county wherein
any portion of the real estate is located;
(c) by posting a notice at a conspicuous place on the
premises; and
(d) at least twenty (20) days prior to sale, by notice to
each interested party by service on the attorney appear-
ing of record for such party, or if there is no such
attorney, by personal service or, if the party’s residence is
known, by delivery at such residence or by mail.
(6) Post-Sale Return of Notice. The petitioner shall
electronically file with the Court an affidavit which shall
set forth:
(a) The price obtained;
(b) The name and address of the purchaser and an
averment that the purchaser was the highest bidder; and
(c) Proof of notice given as required by Rule 5.10A(5),
including dates of publication.
Rule 5.11A. Petitions for Leave to Sell or Exchange
Real Property at Private Sale Under 20 Pa.C.S.
§§ 3353, 5155, 5521(b) and 7780.6(a).
(1) Contents of Petition. A petition under this Rule
shall set forth, as nearly as may be practicable, the same
information as is required under Rule 5.10A with regard
to a petition to sell real property at public sale and, in
addition, it shall set forth the following information:
(a) the name and address of the purchaser and a brief
recital of the terms of sale; and
(b) the estimated net proceeds which the petitioner will
receive at the time of settlement.
(2) Exhibits. The following exhibits shall be attached to
the petition:
(a) a copy of the will, deed, trust agreement, decree or
other relevant instrument by which the petitioner was
appointed;
(b) consents to the sale signed by those interested
parties who do not join in the petition, and the names of
those parties who do not consent and a copy of the notice
given to them;
(c) a copy of the agreement of sale;
(d) a schedule setting forth the computation of the
estimated net proceeds which the petitioner will receive
at the time of settlement, including an itemized list of
estimated closing expenses; and
(e) the affidavits of two real estate appraisers or
brokers not of the same office, setting forth the informa-
tion required under Pa.O.C. Rule 5.11(b).
(3) Notice. Any interested party who does not join in
the petition or consent to the sale shall receive notice of
the filing of the petition in accordance with Pa.O.C. Rule
3.5.
(4) Decree. A proposed decree approving the sale and,
where appropriate, fixing the amount of security to be
entered by the petitioner shall be attached to the face of
the petition.
Rule 5.12A. Petition for Leave to Mortgage or Lease
Real Property Under 20 Pa.C.S. §§ 3353, 5155,
5521(b) and 7780.6(a).
(1) Contents of Petition. A petition by a fiduciary under
this Rule shall set forth, as nearly as may be practicable,
the same information as is required under Rule 5.10.A
with regard to a petition to sell real property at public
sale by the same fiduciary; and, in addition, it shall set
forth the name of the proposed mortgagee or lessee, the
amount and terms of the proposed mortgage loan or lease
and sufficient facts to enable the Court to determine
whether the proposed mortgage or lease should be ap-
proved.
(2) Exhibits. The following exhibits shall be attached to
the petition:
(a) a copy of the will, deed, trust agreement, decree or
other relevant instrument by which the petitioner was
appointed;
(b) consents to the mortgage or lease signed by those
interested parties who do not join in the petition, and the
names of those parties who do not consent and a copy of
the notice given to them; and
(c) a statement by the proposed mortgagor agreeing to
grant the mortgage loan.
(3) Notice. Any interested party who does not join in
the petition or consent to the mortgage or lease shall
receive notice of the filing of the petition in accordance
with Pa.O.C. Rule 3.5.
(4) Decree. A decree in approved form shall be attached
to the face of the petition approving the mortgage or lease
and, where appropriate, fixing the amount of security to
be entered by the petitioner.
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Rule 5.13A. Public Sale of Inalienable Property Un-
der 20 Pa.C.S. § 8301 et seq.
(1) Contents of Petition.
(a) Trustee. A petition to sell real property at public
sale, under 20 Pa.C.S. § 8301 et seq. shall also set forth
in separate paragraphs:
(i) how title was acquired, stating the date and place of
probate of the will or recording of the deed;
(ii) a full description of the real property, its improve-
ments, by whom it is occupied, its rental value, the
current tax assessment, and the liens and charges to
which it is subject;
(iii) the interest of the petitioner, if a fiduciary, how
and when such fiduciary was appointed; if other than a
fiduciary, the name of the fiduciary, if any, and how and
when such fiduciary was appointed;
(iv) a recital of the history of the trust, and of the
relevant provisions of the will or deed pertaining to the
real property to be sold; the names of all parties and the
nature and extent of their interests, stating which, if any,
are minors or incapacitated persons, and giving the
names and record of appointment of their guardians, if
any; and the names of the next of kin and the age of any
minors;
(v) the limitations or defeasibility from which title is to
be freed, following as closely as possible the language of
20 Pa.C.S. § 8301; and that the purpose of the proceeding
is to obtain a decree stating that the title transferred to
the purchaser shall be indefeasible by any person ascer-
tained or unascertained, or by any class of persons
mentioned in the petition or decree having a present or
expectant interest in the premises, and unprejudiced by
any error in the proceedings of the Court;
(vi) sufficient facts to enable the Court to determine
whether the proposed sale will be to the interest and
advantage of the parties, and whether the said sale may
be made without prejudice to any trust, charity, or
purpose for which the real property is held, and without
the violation of any law which may confer an immunity or
exemption from sale or alienation; and
(vii) the names of any parties who do not voluntarily
appear.
(b) Guardian. A petition by a guardian to sell real
property at public sale, under 20 Pa.C.S. § 8301 et seq.,
shall also set forth in separate paragraphs:
(i) that the petitioner was appointed guardian of the
estate of the minor, stating the method, date and record
of appointment; or, if the estate of the minor consists of
an interest in real property of a value not exceeding the
statutory limitation provided in 20 Pa.C.S. §§ 5101 and
5102, that the petitioner is the natural guardian, or the
person by whom the minor is maintained, stating the
relationship of the petitioner to the minor;
(ii) the interest of the minor and a full description of
the real property proposed to be sold; its improvements;
by whom it is occupied; its rental value; the current tax
assessment; and the liens and charges to which it is
subject;
(iii) whether title was acquired by will, descent or deed,
the date of decedent’s death, the date and place of probate
of the will or recording of the deed with respect to the
real property proposed to be sold; and if the interest of
the minor is partial, the names of the other parties, the
nature of their interest, that they desire the sale to be
made, and are willing to join in the deed;
(iv) the age of the minor; the names of his or her next
of kin; and the notice given them of the filing of this
petition; and
(v) sufficient facts to enable the Court to determine
that it would be in the interest of such minor that the
real property be sold.
(2) Exhibits. The following exhibits shall be attached to
a petition by a fiduciary to sell real property at public
sale, under 20 Pa.C.S. § 8301 et seq.:
(a) a copy of the will, deed, trust agreement, decree or
other relevant instrument by which the fiduciary was
appointed; and
(b) consents to the sale signed by those interested
parties who consent thereto, and the notice which has
been given to those parties who do not consent, or
voluntarily appear as petitioners or respondents; if all
parties having an interest do not voluntarily appear as
petitioners or respondents, a citation will be granted,
directed to all parties who have not appeared, as provided
by 20 Pa.C.S. § 8304.
(3) Notice. Security. The practice and procedure with
respect to the entry of security and notice shall conform
to the appropriate provisions of Rule 5.10A(1)(a)(v) and
Rule 5.10A(5).
Rule 5.13B. Private Sale of Inalienable Property
Under 20 Pa.C.S. § 8301 et seq.
(1) Contents of Petition.
(a) Trustee. A petition by a trustee to sell real property
at private sale, under 20 Pa.C.S. § 8301 et seq., shall also
set forth in separate paragraphs:
(i) the information required under Rule 5.13A(1);
(ii) the name and address of the proposed purchaser,
the price to be paid; the terms of the proposed sale; and
that the price offered is better than can be obtained at a
public sale; and
(iii) when the proposed sale is of an undivided interest,
that the other interested parties desire the sale to be
made and are willing to join in the deed.
(b) Guardian. A petition by a guardian to sell real
property at private sale, under 20 Pa.C.S. § 8301 et seq.,
shall also set forth in separate paragraphs:
(i) the information required under Rule 5.13A(2); and
(ii) the name and address of the proposed purchaser,
the price to be paid, the terms of the proposed sale, and
that the price offered is better than can be obtained at a
public sale.
(2) Exhibits. The following exhibits shall be attached to
a petition by a fiduciary to sell real property at private
sale under 20 Pa.C.S. § 8301 et seq.:
(a) a copy of the will, deed, trust agreement, decree or
other relevant instrument by which the fiduciary was
appointed;
(b) a copy of the agreement of sale;
(c) affidavits by two real estate appraisers setting forth
the information required by Pa.O.C. Rule 5.10(b); and
(d) consents to the sale signed by those interested
parties who consent thereto and the notice which has
been given to those parties who do not consent, or
voluntarily appear as petitioners or respondents; if all
parties having an interest do not voluntarily appear as
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petitioners or respondents, a citation will be granted,
directed to all parties who have not appeared, as provided
by 20 Pa.C.S. § 8304.
(3) Notice. Security. The Court, in the decree approving
or confirming the sale, will fix the amount of security
which the fiduciary shall be required to enter. The
practice and procedure with respect to notice shall con-
form to the appropriate provisions of Rule 5.11A.
Rule 5.13C. Mortgage of Inalienable Property under
20 Pa.C.S. § 8301.
(1) Contents of Petition. A petition by a fiduciary to
mortgage real property, under 20 Pa.C.S. § 8301 et seq.,
shall conform as closely as practicable to the require-
ments of these Rules with regard to a petition to sell real
property at public sale by the same fiduciary; shall set
forth the amount and terms of the proposed loan; and
shall set forth sufficient facts to enable the Court to
determine whether the proposed loan should be approved.
(2) Exhibits. Security. The exhibits required by Rule
5.12A(2) shall be attached to the petition, with the
proviso regarding consents, that if all parties having an
interest do not voluntarily appear as petitioners or re-
spondents, a citation will be granted, directed to all
parties who have not appeared, as provided by 20 Pa.C.S.
§ 8304. Security shall be fixed as provided by Rule
5.12A(4).
Rule 5.13D. Real Estate or Fiduciaries in Other
Counties of Inalienable Property. 20 Pa.C.S.
§ 8301.
(1) Fiduciaries whose appointments originated in this
county shall obtain leave of this Court to petition the
Court of another county of this Commonwealth, under 20
Pa.C.S. § 8301 et seq., to sell or mortgage real property
located in that county. Such leave may be obtained by
petition to this Court setting forth briefly the substantial
averments of a petition for the sale or mortgage of real
property.
(2) Fiduciaries whose appointments originated in other
counties of this Commonwealth shall obtain leave of the
Court of their appointment to petition this Court under
20 Pa.C.S. § 8301 et seq. to sell or mortgage real
property located in this county. The petition to this Court
shall comply with the provisions of these Rules with
regard to the sale or mortgage of real property, and shall
include, as exhibits, copies of the petition and of the
decree of the Court of origin.
Rule 5.16A. Settlement of Small Estates under 20
Pa.C.S. § 3102.
(1) Contents of Petition. A petition for the settlement of
a small estate shall set forth:
(a) the name, date of death and residence of the
decedent;
(b) the name and address of the petitioner and peti-
tioner’s relationship to the decedent;
(c) if petitioner is the surviving spouse, the date and
place of the ceremonial marriage, and the name and
official capacity of the person who performed the cer-
emony; or, in case of a common-law marriage, all aver-
ments necessary to establish the validity of such a
marriage;
(d) whether the decedent died testate or intestate; if
letters were granted, where, to whom and when they
were granted; and the amount of bond (if any) given by
the personal representative;
(e) the names, relationships and a brief description of
the interests of all persons entitled to share in the
decedent’s estate under the will or intestate laws; a
statement as to whether any of them is a minor, an
incapacitated person or deceased, with the name of his or
her fiduciary, if any; and a statement as to whether any
of them has received or retained any property of the
decedent under 20 Pa.C.S. § 3101, or otherwise;
(f) the person or persons, if any, entitled to the family
exemption and, if a claim is to be made in the petition,
any additional facts necessary to establish the right
thereto, as required by Pa.O.C. Rule 5.2 and Rule 5.2A;
(g) a list of the assets of the decedent and the value of
each asset, either incorporated in the petition or attached
as an exhibit;
(h) an itemized list, either incorporated in the petition
or attached as an exhibit, setting forth under separate
headings:
(i) all disbursements made prior to the filing of the
petition, including the amounts and dates paid, the
names of the payees and a description of the purposes of
the disbursements; and
(ii) all unpaid claims against the estate, including the
amounts of such claims, the names of the claimants, the
bases for such claims and indicating which claims are
admitted. In the case of an insolvent estate,
(iii) such disbursements and unpaid claims shall be
listed under separate categories according to the order of
priority of payment under 20 Pa.C.S. § 3392 for insolvent
estates.
(i) an averment as to the status of the inheritance tax;
(j) an averment that twenty (20) days written notice of
the filing of the petition has been given to every unpaid
beneficiary, heir or claimant who has not joined in or
consented to the petition, and, if the decedent’s heirs are
unknown, to the Attorney General; and
(k) a prayer for distribution of the personal property to
those entitled and, in appropriate cases, for the discharge
of the personal representative and the release of any
surety.
(2) Exhibits. The following exhibits shall be attached to
the petition:
(a) a copy of the decedent’s will certified by counsel to
be a true and correct copy;
(b) consents to the petition signed by those unpaid
beneficiaries, heirs and claimants who do not join in the
petition, and the names of any of them who do not
consent and a copy of the notice which has been given to
them; and
(c) a copy of the official Inheritance Tax Assessment
and, if an inheritance tax payment was made prior to the
date of filing the petition, a copy of the inheritance tax
receipt.
(3) Notice. Any interested party who does not join in or
consent to the petition shall receive notice of the filing of
the petition in accordance with Pa.O.C. Rule 3.5.
(4) Decree. A proposed decree, setting forth a list of all
disbursements and distributions of the assets of the
estate and, in appropriate cases, providing for the dis-
charge of the personal representative and the release of
any surety, shall be attached to the face of the petition.
(5) Appraisal. No appraisal of the decedent’s personal
property is required, unless ordered by the Court.
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Rule 5.16B. Procedure for Determination of Title to
Decedent’s Interest in Real Estate under 20
Pa.C.S. § 3546.
(1) Contents of Petition. A petition under 20 Pa.C.S.
§ 3546 for the determination of title shall set forth:
(a) the name of the petitioner and petitioner’s relation-
ship to the decedent;
(b) the facts on which the claim of the petitioner is
based;
(c) whether the decedent died testate or intestate, and
where, when, and to whom letters were granted;
(d) a description of real property located within the
Commonwealth, and the place, book, and page of record-
ing the last deed thereto;
(e) the names and addresses of all known creditors and
interested parties; and
(f) the facts material to a determination of the title.
(2) Exhibits. The following exhibits shall be attached to
the petition:
(a) the notice which has been given to creditors, and
interested parties; if the heirs of the decedent are un-
known, a copy of the notice given to the Attorney General;
and
(b) a copy of decedent’s will.
Rule 5.16C. Petitions to Fix or Waive Additional
Security under 20 Pa.C.S. §§ 3351 and 7780.6(a).
(1) Contents of Petition.
(a) In a sale, whether public or private, of real property
without benefit of an order of Court directing or authoriz-
ing such sale, where a personal representative or trustee
was required to give a bond, a petition by a personal
representative or trustee shall set forth the following
information:
(i) the name, residence and date of death of the
decedent; whether the decedent died testate or intestate;
and the date letters were granted to the petitioner;
(ii) the total value of all assets set forth in the
inventory;
(iii) the value at which the real property to be sold was
included in the inventory;
(iv) if bond was entered, the name of the surety and
the amount of such bond;
(v) the street address or other adequate description of
the property to be sold; a brief description of the building
erected on the property; the current occupant of the
property; and the current tax assessment;
(vi) the name and address of the purchaser and a brief
recital of the terms of the sale;
(vii) the estimated net proceeds which petitioner will
receive at the time of settlement;
(viii) a list of all liens of record known to petitioner;
(ix) the names and relationships of all interested par-
ties; whether or not they are sui juris, and, if not, the
names of their fiduciaries and a statement of how they
were appointed; and whether or not they join in the
petition or consent to the sale; and
(x) sufficient facts to enable the Court to determine
that the sale is desirable for the proper administration
and distribution of the estate.
(b) A petition by a trustee shall set forth the following
information:
(i) how title was acquired;
(ii) a recital of the relevant provisions of the will, trust
agreement, deed or other relevant instrument pertaining
to the real property to be sold;
(iii) the estimated value of all assets currently held in
trust; and
(iv) the same information required under paragraph
(a)(iv) through (x) in a petition by a personal representa-
tive.
(2) Notice. Any interested party who does not join in
the petition or consent to the sale shall receive notice of
the terms of sale and of the filing of the petition in
accordance with Pa.O.C. Rule 3.5.
(3) Exhibits. Attached to the petition shall be the
following:
(a) a copy of the will, trust agreement, deed, or other
relevant instrument;
(b) a copy of the agreement of sale;
(c) a schedule setting forth the computation of the
estimated net proceeds which petitioner will receive at
the time of settlement, including an itemized list of
estimated closing expenses; and
(d) consents to the sale signed by those interested
parties who do not join in the petition, and the names
and addresses of those parties who do not consent and a
copy of the notice which has been given to them.
(4) Appraisals. No appraisal shall be required where
counsel for petitioner certifies that:
(a) in counsel’s opinion the estate is solvent; and
(b) counsel knows of no objection to the sale by an
interested party. In the absence of such certification, an
appraisal by a qualified appraiser shall be presented with
the petition. The Court may order the appointment of an
appraiser in any case where it deems it appropriate or
necessary for the disposition of the petition.
(5) Decree. A proposed decree shall be attached to the
face of the petition. In the decree the Court shall fix the
amount of security which the petitioner shall be required
to enter, or excuse the petitioner from entering additional
security. The corporate surety shall be the same as on the
original bond, unless the Court directs otherwise.
(6) Specific Petitions.
(a) Petition by a Personal Representative or a Trustee:
When a personal representative or trustee is required to
petition the Court to have additional security fixed or
waived under Rule 5.16C, the sale must meet with Court
approval; otherwise personal representatives and trustees
have statutory authority to sell real property without
Court approval unless a specific devisee of the real
property refused to join in the sale, the personal repre-
sentative or trustee wishes to bid on the property, or the
governing instrument denies the power to sell. See 20
Pa.C.S. §§ 3351, 3353, 3356 and 7780.6(a).
(b) Petition by a Guardian of a Minor’s Estate: A
guardian of a minor’s estate may be appointed by order of
Court, by will in accordance with 20 Pa.C.S. § 2519(b), or
by instrument of conveyance in accordance with 20
Pa.C.S. § 5115. A Court appointed guardian does not
have the power to sell real property without Court
approval. See 20 Pa.C.S. § 5155. A will or instrument of
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conveyance appointing a guardian may give the guardian
power to sell without Court approval. See 20 Pa.C.S.
§ 5146(a).
(c) Petition by a Guardian of an Incapacitated Person’s
Estate: A guardian of an incapacitated person’s estate
does not have the power to sell real estate without Court
approval.
(d) With respect to petitions to sell real property under
the Inalienable Property Act, See 20 Pa.C.S. § 8301 et
seq. See Rules 5.13A to 5.13D.
(e) The procedure and the information required for a
petition for the private sale of real property to pay debts
of a decedent shall conform, as nearly as practicable, to
the procedure and information required of a petition
presented under Rule 5.11A.
Rule 5.16D. Approval of Corporate Fiduciaries. Se-
curity.
(1) In General. Financial institutions having fiduciary
powers and authorized to do business in this Common-
wealth, upon petition and pursuant to approval by the
Court, may act as fiduciaries in matters pending in the
Court, provided that a copy (either the original or photo-
copy) of the certificate evidencing the approval to conduct
fiduciary activities issued by the appropriate state or
federal banking regulator is attached to the petition. The
institution shall certify in the petition that the certificate
has been issued by the appropriate regulator and is valid
as of the date of the petition.
(2) Period of Approval. The approval granted by the
Court under paragraph (1) of this Rule shall be for a
period of one year running from January 1 to December
31. In order for approval to be granted or renewed in a
timely fashion, an institution must file this petition on or
before December 15 in the year preceding the year in
which the institution wishes to act as a corporate fidu-
ciary. The approval granted by the Court is subject to
compliance by the institution with these Rules and with
such other rules and regulations governing approval or
renewal as the Court will, from time to time, promulgate.
(3) Security. Except when required by statute or for
special cause shown, a bond will not be required of an
approved corporate fiduciary.
Rule 5.16E. Petition to Enforce the Rights of an
Electing Spouse under 20 Pa.C.S. § 2201 et seq.
(1) Contents of Petition. The petition by an electing
spouse shall set forth the following:
(a) the name, date of death and residence of the
decedent;
(b) the name and address of the petitioner, and the
petitioner’s residence on the date of the decedent’s death;
(c) an averment that the petitioner is the surviving
spouse of the decedent; the date and place of the ceremo-
nial marriage, and the name and the official capacity of
the person who performed the ceremony; or, in case of a
common-law marriage, all averments necessary to estab-
lish the validity of such a marriage;
(d) whether the decedent died testate or intestate; if
letters were granted, where, to whom and when they
were granted;
(e) the approximate value of all assets which may be
subject to the spouse’s election, to the extent known by
petitioner;
(f) the date of the filing of the election, and the date
and method of notice to the decedent’s personal represent-
ative of the filing;
(g) a description of the party or parties against whom
relief is sought, including whether each party is a fidu-
ciary, custodian or obligor, and whether each is the
original beneficial recipient or a successive donee to the
property or its proceeds;
(h) a description of the relief sought, describing the
specific acts to be performed or the extent of the personal
liability to be imposed;
(i) any other information relevant to the disposition of
the petition; and
(j) a prayer for a citation to show cause why the relief
sought should not be granted, or if no citation is required,
a prayer for the relief requested.
(2) Exhibits. The following shall be attached to the
petition:
(a) a copy of the decedent’s will, trust agreement, deed
or other relevant instrument of conveyance (if any)
pertaining to the property with respect to which relief is
requested; and
(b) consents to the relief requested signed by those
interested parties who have consented thereto and who
have not jointed in the petition.
(3) Service of Citation and Notice.
(a) Petitions Requiring the Issuance of a Citation.
(i) In accordance with Pa.O.C. Rule 3.5(a), service of
the citation shall be made on all parties to whom the
citation is directed, and the original citation with proof of
service endorsed or annexed thereon shall be filed with
the Clerk.
(ii) Petitioner shall give written notice to all other
interested parties who have neither joined in the petition
nor consented to the requested relief by letter and copy of
citation mailed to all such parties at least twenty (20)
days prior to the return date of the citation.
(iii) Counsel to petitioner shall electronically file with
the Clerk, prior to the return date of the citation, a
certification of mailing which shall list the names and
addresses of all parties to whom notice was so given,
including a copy of the notice given.
(b) Notice in the Case of Petitions Not Requiring the
Issuance of a Citation. In accordance with Pa.O.C. Rule
3.5(b), petitioner shall give written notice of the filing of
the petition to the Court and shall attach to the petition a
certification in the form required by Pa.O.C. Rule
3.5(a),(b).
(4) Decree. There shall be attached to the face of the
petition:
(a) In the case of petition requiring the issuance of a
citation, a preliminary decree in approved form awarding
a citation as requested in the petition; and
(b) A final decree in approved form providing for the
relief requested. In appropriate cases, the decree will fix
the amount of security, if any, to be entered.
Rule 5.16F. Fiduciaries in Military Service. Appoint-
ment of Substituted Fiduciary Pro Tem under 20
Pa.C.S. § 4301.
(1) Contents of Petition. A petition under 20 Pa.C.S.
§ 4301 shall set forth:
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(a) the facts necessary to confer jurisdiction upon the
Court;
(b) the estimated value of the estate;
(c) the names of all interested parties, the nature and
extent of their interest, stating who are minors or
incapacitated persons, whether or not they are sui juris,
and, if not, the names of their fiduciaries (if any) and a
statement of how they were appointed; and whether or
not they join in the petition or consent;
(d) that notice in accordance with Pa.O.C. Rule 3.5 has
been given to all interested parties;
(e) the name and address of the person proposed as a
substituted fiduciary pro tem, if such an appointment is
requested; the nature and relationship of such person to
the estate or to the parties; and
(f) such other facts as may be necessary to enable the
Court to pass judgment on the matter.
(2) Exhibits. A copy of the will, deed, trust agreement
or other relevant instrument, the consent of the co-
trustees and a verified return of notice shall be attached
to the petition.
CHAPTER VII. RULES RELATING TO
PRE-HEARING AND HEARING PROCEDURE
Rule 7.1A. Philadelphia Orphans’ Court Division
Practice.
(1) Except upon agreement of counsel, leave to take
depositions, or obtain discovery or the production of
documents, may be granted only on petition upon cause
shown.
(2) Where leave has been granted by the Court, the
procedure relating to depositions, discovery, and the
production of documents shall be governed by the order of
the Court.
Rule 7.1B. Pre-Trial Conference.
(1) In any action the Court, on its own motion or on
motion of any party, may direct counsel for the parties to
appear for a conference to consider:
(a) The identification of the issues;
(b) The necessity or desirability of amendments to the
pleadings;
(c) The possibility of obtaining admissions of fact and
of documents which will avoid unnecessary proof; and
(d) Such other matters as may aid in the disposition of
the action.
(2) The Court may make an order reciting the action
taken at the conference, identifying the issues for trial,
the amendments allowed to the pleadings, and the agree-
ments made by the parties as to any of the matters
considered.
Rule 7.2A. Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings.
After the relevant pleadings are closed, but within such
time as to not unreasonably delay the trial, any party
may file a motion on the pleadings as follows:
(1) The moving party shall file a motion attaching
thereto a copy of all pleadings which must be considered
by the Court and a brief or memorandum of law, which
shall be served on all other parties as required by Pa.O.C.
Rule 4.3;
(2) The non-moving parties shall file a response within
twenty (20) days of the service of the motion, may attach
any document, pleading or item not attached by the
moving party, and shall include a brief or memorandum
of law;
(3) Any interested party may request oral argument.
The Court may require oral argument, whether or not
requested by a party. The Court may dispose of any
motion without oral argument.
Rule 7.3A. Motion for Summary Judgment.
(1) General Rules. After the relevant pleadings are
closed, but within such time as not to unreasonably delay
trial, and in accord with any case specific case manage-
ment Order, any party may file a motion for summary
judgment, as provided in Pa.R.C.P. No. 1035.1 et seq., and
this Rule.
(2) Content of the Motion for Summary Judgment. The
moving party shall provide the bases for the entry of
summary judgment in a motion divided into consecutively
numbered paragraphs. Each paragraph shall contain as
far as practicable only one material allegation. The
moving party must reference in each allegation the
‘‘record’’ (as that term is defined in Pa.R.C.P. No. 1035.1)
which the moving party wants the Court to consider, and
shall attach a copy of that record as an exhibit. The
moving party shall include with the motion a brief or
memorandum of law. The brief or memorandum of law
shall provide the Court with the legal bases for summary
judgment in light of the allegations made in the motion,
and shall not reference any fact or pleading not raised in
the motion. Any fact or allegation mentioned in the brief
or memorandum of law which is not listed in the
summary judgment motion will not be considered by the
Court.
(3) Service of Summary Judgment Motion. The sum-
mary judgment motion, exhibits and brief or memoran-
dum of law must be served on the party or parties
against whom summary judgment is requested, as pro-
vided in Pa.O.C. Rule 4.3.
(4) Response to Motion for Summary Judgment. The
adverse party or parties must electronically file a re-
sponse to the motion for summary judgment within thirty
(30) days of service of the motion, as provided in
Pa.R.C.P. No. 1035.3. The response to the motion shall be
divided into paragraphs, numbered consecutively, corre-
sponding to the numbered paragraphs of the motion for
summary judgment. The response shall state whether
each allegation is admitted or denied. No general denial
is acceptable. The factual reasons for the denial or
dispute must be specifically stated and the ‘‘record,’’ (as
that term is defined in Pa.R.C.P. No. 1035.1) supporting
the denial or disputed must be attached as an exhibit. A
response may also include additional allegations demon-
strating any genuine issue of material fact, in which
event the responding party must reference and attach a
copy of the ‘‘record,’’ (as that term is defined in Pa.R.C.P.
No. 1035.1) which demonstrates the existence of a genu-
ine issue of material fact.
(5) Any interested party may request oral argument.
The Court may require oral argument, whether or not
requested by a party. The Court may dispose of any
motion without oral argument.
CHAPTER IX. AUDITORS AND MASTERS
Rule 9.1A. Appointment.
(1) Auditor to Examine and Audit Account. An auditor
to examine and audit an account may be appointed by the
Court when all interested parties, or their counsel, con-
sent thereto in writing.
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(2) Auditor to State Account. An auditor to state an
account may be appointed by the Court when a proper
account cannot be obtained from a fiduciary. Such ap-
pointment may be made sua sponte or upon petition of
any interested party. The auditor may be required to
electronically file the account and to participate in such
further proceedings as the Court may direct.
(3) Master. Amicus Curiae. A master or an amicus
curiae with the powers of a master may be appointed by
the Court, sua sponte or upon petition of any interested
party.
Rule 9.1B. Manner of Notice and to Whom Given.
(1) The Court appointed auditor, master, or amicus
curiae shall give written notice of such appointment and
of the time and place of such appointee’s first hearing to
all persons who have appeared of record, and to such
other persons and in such manner as the Court may
direct.
(2) Notice of succeeding hearings given by the auditor,
master or amicus curiae shall be given in accordance with
Rule 9.1B(1).
Rule 9.2A. Where Filed.
Reports of auditor, master, and amicus curiae shall be
filed with the Clerk.
Rule 9.6A. Time and Contents of Notice.
Auditors, masters and amicus curiae with the powers of
a master shall give thirty (30) days notice prior to the
filing of the report to all interested parties or their
counsel with the same information as required in the
notice for filing an account, as provided in Pa.O.C. Rule
2.5. A copy of the report shall also be provided at the time
notice is given.
Rule 9.7A. Confirmation of Report. Objections.
(1) Objections to Report. Within twenty (20) days of
receiving notice of the filing of the report, any interested
party may file with the auditor written objections to the
report. In such event, the auditor shall have ten (10) days
to supplement the report by a full consideration of the
objections seriatim, setting forth concisely all reasons for
recommending that the Court sustain or dismiss each
objection. The auditor shall then file the report with the
Clerk, which will then be submitted to the Appointing
Judge, together with a copy of the objections and the
supplemental report, giving the interested parties or their
counsel concurrent notice of such filing and a copy of the
supplemental report. The Appointing Judge shall make
such disposition thereof as the Court deems proper.
(2) Objections to Auditor Stated Account. Objections to
the report of an auditor who states an account shall be
asserted as objections to the auditor’s account, and shall
be in the form provided in Pa.O.C. Rule 2.7.
Rule 9.8A. Security for Expenses and Fees.
The Court may require that security be posted for the
compensation and expenses of the auditor, master, or
amicus curiae.
CHAPTER X. REGISTER OF WILLS
Rule 10.1A. Register of Wills—Forms Required to be
Used.
The following forms, approved by the Supreme Court,
are required pursuant to Pa.O.C. Rule 10.1, to be used in
proceeding before the Register of Wills:
(1) Estate Information Sheet (RW-01)
(2) Petition for Grant of Letters (RW-02)
(3) Oath of Subscribing Witness(es) (RW-03)
(4) Oath of Non-Subscribing Witness(es) (RW-04)
(5) Oath of Witness(es) to Will Executed by Mark
(RW-05)
(6) Renunciation (RW-06)
(7) Notice of Estate Administration Pursuant to
Pa.O.C. Rule 10.5 (RW-07)
(8) Certification of Notice Under Pa.O.C. Rule 10.5
(RW-08)
(9) Inventory (RW-09)
(10) Pa.O.C. Rule 10.6 Status Report (RW-10)
The following form may be used where applicable:
(1) Affidavit for Filing in Philadelphia County by For-
eign Fiduciary.
CHAPTER XIV. GUARDIANSHIPS OF
INCAPACITATED PERSONS
Rule 14.2A. Petitions Under 20 Pa.C.S. § 5501 et
seq.
(1) Contents. Any petition filed under 20 Pa.C.S.
§ 5501 et seq. shall be in plain language and shall
include the following (in addition to those paragraphs
unique to the relief requested by the petition):
(a) The name, residence and post office address of the
petitioner and the relationship, if any, of the petitioner to
the alleged incapacitated person;
(b) The name, date of birth, residence, post office
address and occupation, if any, of the alleged incapaci-
tated person;
(c) The names, ages and addresses of the spouse,
dependents, parents and presumptive adult heirs of the
alleged incapacitated person;
(d) The names and addresses of the persons or institu-
tions providing residential services to the alleged inca-
pacitated person;
(e) The names and addresses of all other service pro-
viders;
(f) The names and addresses of the persons or entities
whom petitioner asks to be appointed guardian and an
averment that all proposed guardians have no interest
adverse to the alleged incapacitated person;
(g) The reasons the guardianship is requested;
(h) A description of the functional limitations and of
the physical and mental condition of the alleged incapaci-
tated person;
(i) The steps taken to find less restrictive alternatives;
(j) The specific areas of incapacity over which the
guardian is requested to be assigned authority;
(k) The qualifications of each proposed guardian and
the written consent of each proposed guardian to serve;
(l) Where a guardian of the estate is sought, the gross
value of the estate and net income from all sources to the
extent known (including but not limited to salary, income
or other benefits which the alleged incapacitated person
is receiving or entitled to receive);
(m) A copy of the most recent annual report(s), if any
has been filed, certified as true and correct by counsel
and the date of filing of said report(s);
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(n) A statement as to whether the alleged incapacitated
person was a member of the United States Armed Forces
and whether he or she is currently receiving veterans’
benefits;
(o) A statement as to whether the alleged incapacitated
person has executed a power of attorney or an advance
directive for health care; and
(p) A statement as to whether any other Court has ever
assumed jurisdiction in any proceeding to determine the
capacity of the alleged incapacitated person.
(2) Decrees. The following decrees shall be attached to
the face of a petition for adjudication of incapacity:
(a) A preliminary decree awarding a citation directed to
the alleged incapacitated person to show cause why he or
she should not be adjudged an incapacitated person and a
limited or plenary guardian appointed, and providing for
a hearing at a time and place to be supplied by the Court.
The preliminary decree shall also restate the require-
ments set forth in Rule 14.2B(4), (5) and (6).
(b) A final decree adjudicating incapacity, appointing a
limited or plenary guardian of the person and/or estate,
directing the filing of annual reports and fixing security,
if any.
(3) Filing of Petitions. All petitions under 20 Pa.C.S.
§ 5501 et seq. shall be electronically filed with the Clerk
in the county in which the alleged incapacitated person
resides, or is domiciled, or in which previous matters
under this Chapter have been filed by the proposed
guardian, the Court-appointed guardian or any interested
party.
(4) Alleged Incapacitated Persons: Resident/Non-
resident.
(a) The Court may determine the incapacity of persons
domiciled or residing in the Commonwealth, and appoint
guardians of the person and/or estate of the incapacitated
person.
(b) The Court may determine the incapacity of persons
not domiciled in the Commonwealth, having property in
the Commonwealth, and appoint a guardian of the estate
of the incapacitated person. The Court shall give prefer-
ence in its appointment to the foreign guardian of the
nonresident incapacitated person, unless such appoint-
ment would not be in the best interests of the incapaci-
tated person.
Probate Section Comment: 20 Pa.C.S. § 5512.1
elaborates the basis upon which the Court shall make a
finding of incapacity. The description and the steps taken
to find less restrictive alternatives must include sufficient
information to satisfy the requirements of 20 Pa.C.S.
§ 5518. 20 Pa.C.S. § 5511 establishes that the Court may
adjudicate an individual incapacitated and appoint a
guardian only upon petition and hearing and upon the
presentation of clear and convincing evidence.
Rule 14.2B. Practice and Procedure. In General.
(1) Assignment of Petitions. Petitions for the appoint-
ment of guardians of alleged incapacitated persons will be
assigned to the Judges of the Court in rotation.
(2) Consent of Proposed Guardian. The written consent
of the proposed guardian to act as guardian, containing
the following information shall be attached to the peti-
tion:
(a) his or her business and domicile, and
(b) that he or she is a citizen of the United States, able
to speak, read and write the English language.
(3) Hearing Judge. The Judge to whom a petition is
assigned will be designated ‘‘Hearing Judge.’’ Generally,
all matters pertaining to the administration of the inca-
pacitated person’s estate will be referred to the Hearing
Judge.
(4) Service on Alleged Incapacitated Person and Notice
to Interested Parties.
(a) Personal service on the alleged incapacitated person
shall be made by petitioner, or petitioner’s representative,
no less than twenty (20) days before the hearing. At the
time of service, the petition and citation shall be ex-
plained to the maximum extent possible in language the
alleged incapacitated person will be most likely to under-
stand and the petition and the citation shall be left with
him or her. The form of notice and citation provided to
the alleged incapacitated person shall be found in the
Appendix of Orphans’ Court and Register of Wills Forms
Adopted by the Supreme Court.
(b) At least twenty (20) days before the hearing, notice
consisting of copies of the petition and citation shall be
sent by petitioner by certified mail to all persons who are
sui juris and entitled to share in the estate of the alleged
incapacitated person if he or she died intestate at that
time. Notice shall also be provided to such persons or
institutions providing residential services to the alleged
incapacitated person and to such other parties as the
Court may direct, including other service providers. If
there are no known intestate heirs, notice shall be given
to the Attorney General at the Eastern Regional Office in
Philadelphia.
(c) The petitioner must notify the Court at least seven
(7) days prior to the hearing if counsel has not been
retained by or on behalf of the alleged incapacitated
person.
(5) Proof of Service and of Notice.
(a) The following shall be submitted at a hearing for
determination of incapacity:
(i) An affidavit of service of the petition and citation on
the alleged incapacitated person, attached to or endorsed
upon the original citation, reciting that the petition and
citation were explained to the maximum extent possible
in language likely to be understood by the alleged
incapacitated person and that a copy of each was left with
him or her; and
(ii) An affidavit reciting the manner of giving notice of
the hearing and identifying those persons to whom such
notice was given as required in Rule 14.2B(4).
(b) For all other petitions, a certification by counsel
listing the persons notified and stating the date and
manner of service, together with a copy of the notice
given, shall be attached to petition as a separate exhibit.
(6) Attendance at Hearing.
(a) The petitioner and the alleged incapacitated person
shall be present at the hearing unless:
(i) the Court is satisfied, upon the deposition or testi-
mony of or sworn statement by a physician or licensed
psychologist, that the physical or mental condition of the
alleged incapacitated person would be harmed by his or
her presence; or
(ii) it is impossible for the alleged incapacitated person
to be present because of his or her absence from the
Commonwealth, in which case it shall not be necessary
for the alleged incapacitated person to be represented by
a guardian ad litem.
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(b) The Court may hold a closed hearing or a hearing
without a jury, subject to the right of the alleged incapaci-
tated person or his or her counsel to demand an open
hearing, or a hearing with a jury. The hearing may be
held at such location as the Court shall direct, including
the alleged incapacitated person’s residence.
(7) Emergency Proceedings.
(a) Appointment: The Court, upon petition and hearing
at which clear and convincing evidence is shown, may
appoint an emergency guardian or guardians of the
person and the estate of an alleged incapacitated person,
when it appears that the person lacks capacity, is in need
of a guardian and a failure to make such appointment
would result in irreparable harm to the person or estate
of the alleged incapacitated person. The Court may also
appoint an emergency guardian of the person pursuant to
20 Pa.C.S. § 5501 et seq., including § 5513, for an
alleged incapacitated person who is present in this Com-
monwealth but is domiciled outside the Commonwealth,
regardless of whether he or she has property in this
Commonwealth.
(b) Applicability of Other Provisions: The provisions of
20 Pa.C.S. § 5511, including those relating to counsel,
shall be applicable to such proceedings, except when the
Court has found such provisions to be impractical.
(c) Duration of Emergency Guardianship:
(i) Person: An emergency order appointing an emer-
gency guardian of the person may be in effect for up to
seventy-two (72) hours. If the emergency continues, then,
upon application to the Hearing Judge, the emergency
order may be extended for no more than twenty (20) days
from the expiration of the initial emergency order. After
the expiration of the emergency order or any extension, a
full guardianship proceeding must be instituted pursuant
to 20 Pa.C.S. § 5511.
(ii) Estate: An emergency order appointing an emer-
gency guardian of the estate shall not exceed thirty (30)
days. After thirty (30) days, a full guardianship proceed-
ing must be initiated pursuant to 20 Pa.C.S. § 5511.
(8) Evidence of Incapacity.
(a) Testimony: The petitioner must present testimony,
whether in person or by deposition, from individuals
qualified by training and experience in evaluating inca-
pacities of the type alleged by petitioner, which estab-
lishes the nature and extent of the alleged incapacities
and disabilities and the person’s mental, emotional and
physical condition, adaptive behavior and social skills.
(b) Independent Evaluation: If, pursuant to 20 Pa.C.S.
§ 5511(d), the Hearing Judge upon his or her own motion
or on petition by the alleged incapacitated person for
cause shown, shall order an independent evaluation to
meet the requirements of 20 Pa.C.S. § 5518:
(1) the evaluator shall electronically file a report of
findings with the Hearing Judge before the hearing and
shall send a copy thereof to each counsel of record and to
such other interested parties or persons as the Court may
direct; and
(2) the Hearing Judge shall determine the charges for
the independent evaluation and the persons responsible
for the payment and shall give due consideration to any
evaluator nominated by the alleged incapacitated person.
(9) Filing of an Inventory. Within three months of the
adjudication of incapacity, every guardian of the estate of
an incapacitated person shall electronically file an inven-
tory with the Clerk in accordance with the provisions of
20 Pa.C.S. § 5521(b) using the form contained in the
Appendix of Orphans’ Court and Register of Wills Forms
Adopted by the Supreme Court.
(10) Filing of Annual Reports. Within twelve (12)
months of a guardian’s appointment, and annually there-
after, the guardian of an incapacitated person shall
electronically file a report in accordance with 20 Pa.C.S.
§ 5521(c)(1) with the Clerk.
(11) Testamentary Writings. A copy of all testamentary
writings of the incapacitated person found by the guard-
ian, or in the possession of any other person, certified to
be true and correct, shall be submitted by the guardian or
such other person to the Hearing Judge for inspection
within thirty (30) days of such guardian’s appointment, or
when such testamentary writing(s) is subsequently dis-
covered.
(12) Certificates of Appointment. The Clerk, in addition
to issuing certified copies of the decree appointing a
guardian, will issue a Guardian’s Certificate in accord-
ance with the decree when the security, if any, ordered by
the Court has been entered.
Probate Section Comment: Notwithstanding para-
graph (4), a shorter time period for service may be
permitted in connection with petitions for the appoint-
ment of an emergency guardian. If the alleged incapaci-
tated person is in a hospital, nursing home or other
institution, service must be made upon an attorney or
authorized personnel of the institution and notice of the
hearing should be given to the director or other autho-
rized official of such facility. If the alleged incapacitated
person is a veteran, notice of the hearing must be given
to the Veterans’ Administration. Although paragraph
(8)(a) permits testimony by deposition, such evidence may
not necessarily be considered adequate to establish inca-
pacity. In relying on such evidence, counsel takes the risk
that the petition will be denied or that the hearing will be
continued so that a witness may be produced to give live
testimony.
Note: Pursuant to the Pennsylvania Mental Health
Procedures Act, § 109, the Court is required within seven
days of finding an individual incapacitated to file a
Notification of Mental Health Commitment form with the
Pennsylvania State Police.
Rule 14.2C. Practice and Procedure. Small Estate of
Incapacitated Persons.
If at a hearing the incapacity is established, and it
appears that the gross estate does not exceed the statu-
tory limitation, the Court may award the entire estate to
the person or institution maintaining the incapacitated
person, or make such order as may be appropriate under
the circumstances. In such case, a decree in approved
form, in lieu of the final decree appointing a guardian,
shall be attached to the face of the petition.
Probate Section Comment: 20 Pa.C.S. § 5101 and
§ 5505 prescribe the statutory limitation for small es-
tates.
Rule 14.2D. Practice and Procedure. Special Peti-
tions.
(1) Allowances.
(a) In General: Expenditures for the maintenance or
support of an incapacitated person or for dependent of the
incapacitated person, or for payment of counsel fees, shall
be governed by the appropriate provisions of Rule 5.6C(1)
and (3); but, otherwise, as hereinafter provided.
(b) Filing of Petition and Decrees: A petition for allow-
ance from the incapacitated person’s estate, during inca-
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pacity, shall be electronically filed with the Clerk by the
guardian or any interested party. A final decree shall be
attached to the face of the petition. When the petitioner is
not a guardian, a preliminary decree containing a provi-
sion for the time and place for hearing to be fixed by the
Court shall also be attached to the face of the petition.
Notice shall be given to the guardian and to such other
parties as the Court may direct.
(c) Additional Contents of Petition: In addition to the
provisions set forth in Rule 14.2A(1), (a) through (e) and
(m), the petition shall also set forth:
(i) the name of the guardian, the date of his or her or
appointment, the nature of the guardianship of the estate
or person (limited or plenary) and the name of the
Hearing Judge;
(ii) If the petitioner is not a guardian, his or her
relationship to the incapacitated person, and, if not
related, the nature of his or her interest;
(iii) A statement of all previous distributions allowed
by the Court since the date of the last Court approved
accounting, if any;
(iv) An itemized statement of all claims of the incapaci-
tated person’s creditors known to petitioner;
(v) A statement of the requested distribution and the
reasons therefor; and
(vi) A prayer for the distribution requested. If the
allowance requested will involve a matter which will
require annual petitions for substantially similar relief,
the petitioner may request the Court to make the grant of
the allowance applicable to more than one (1) year, but
not to exceed three (3) years, unless otherwise permitted
by the Court.
(d) Restrictions Governing Allowance:
(i) Except in cases of extreme emergency, requests for
allowances will not be approved prior to the filing of the
inventory or the last required annual report, as the case
may be;
(ii) If any portion of the incapacitated person’s estate is
received from the United States Veterans’ Administration
or its successor, or any agency of the Commonwealth,
notice of the request for allowance shall be given to such
agency.
(2) Sales.
(a) Real Property: A petition to convey an interest in
real property shall comply with the appropriate provi-
sions of the rules governing sale under Rule 5.10A, as far
as practicable.
(b) Personal Property: The Court shall be asked to
approve sales of personal property only when the circum-
stances are unusual or where the nature of the property
is such that the incapacitated person may wish to receive
it in kind if he or she regains his or her capacity.
(3) Reserve for Funeral. In accordance with 20 Pa.C.S.
§ 5537, the Court may authorize a funeral reserve.
(4) Estate plan. In accordance with section 20 Pa.C.S.
§ 5536(b), the Court may substitute its judgment for that
of the incapacitated person with respect to the incapaci-
tated person’s estate planning and other affairs.
(5) Other Petitions. The provisions of Rule 14.2D. do
not preclude the filing of other petitions for special relief.
All other petitions shall be electronically filed with the
Clerk by the guardian or any interested party.
Probate Section Comment: Section 5521 of the
Pennsylvania Probate, Estates and Fiduciaries Code (20
Pa.C.S. § 5521) gives the guardian authority to sell
personal property without Court approval. Therefore, for
instance, such approval should not be sought for the
routine sale of publicly traded securities; however, Court
approval may be sought for sales of other types of
personal property, such as the alleged incapacitated per-
son’s personal effects, household furnishings or closely
held stocks.
Rule 14.2E. Practice and Procedure. Modification
of Existing Orders and Adjudication of Capacity.
(1) Petition to Modify An Existing Order. A petition to
modify an existing order shall include a request for the
appropriate modification of the existing order in accord-
ance with the evidence as presented of the incapacitated
person’s capacity or other change in circumstance.
(2) Petition for Adjudication of Capacity. A petition for
adjudication of capacity shall include a request that the
incapacitated person be declared no longer incapacitated,
that the guardian be directed to file a final report and
that such other action as the circumstances may require
be approved.
APPENDIX
PHILADELPHIA COUNTY OPRHANS’ COURT
FORMS
Orphans’ Court Division Cover Sheet
Account Filing Checklist—Decedent’s Estate
Account Filing Checklist—Trust (Testamentary/Inter Vivos)
Account Filing Checklist—Agent under Power of Attorney
Account Filing Checklist—Guardian of Minor
Account Filing Checklist—Guardian of Incapacitated Person
Account Filing Checklist—Special Needs Trust
Affidavit for Filing in Philadelphia County by Foreign
Fiduciary
Appeal from Register of Wills
Excerpt form Schedule of Distribution
Subpoena
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FOR COURT USE ONLY





Responding parties must include this number on all filings.
NAME OF ESTATE
FILING PARTY'S RELATIONSHIP TO ESTATE
PHONE NUMBER
ADDRESSNAME OF FILING ATTORNEY OR PARTY
FAX NUMBER
TYPE OF ESTATE
SUPREME COURT IDENTIFICATION NO. E-MAIL ADDRESS
DATESIGNATURE OF FILING ATTORNEY OR PARTY
TO THE CLERK OF ORPHANS' COURT:
  Kindly enter my appearance on behalf of  I have entered my appearance on behalf of
PLEADING OR DOCUMENT FILED
FOR COURT USE ONLY - FIRST FILINGS ONLY (If Applicable)
DATE OF BIRTH DATE OF DEATH REGISTER OF WILLS NUMBER
Decedent's Estate Trust Inter Vivos Incapacitated Person Minor
Principal (power of attorney) Non-Profit Corporation
Testamentary Trust
	
                Other (specify)
NAME OF FILING PARTY (NOT COUNSEL FOR THE PARTY) ADDRESS
OTHER PARTIES (Name, address, and telephone number of unrepresented parties or all counsel already of record. If needed, use separate sheet.)
Is notice required?
No
Yes. Copy of notice attached to pleading.
Date of Notice: 
Yes. All joinders are attached.
If Citation is requested:
1. Was Citation against Respondent previously
issued?
  Yes         No
2. If yes, date of service:
Has another petition been decided in this case?
  Yes         No
Is another petition pending?
  Yes         No
If yes, identify the Judge:
ORPHANS' COURT NUMBER
11-23
ATTORNEYS MUST CHECK ONE BOX
DATE OF DEED OF TRUST
The Filing Party shall complete the information at the bottom of the Cover Sheet filed with the Clerk, and not the service copies. The information will only be
used by the Clerk. The Clerk shall not release this information to the general public.
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© Philadelphia Bar Association and Wachovia Bank, National Association Blue Book
AFFIDAVIT FOR FILING IN PHILADELPHIA COUNTY
BY FOREIGN FIDUCIARY
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania }
} ss.
County of                                   }
                                                                                                                                                                                             




        I am {Administrator c.t.a. } in the Estate of                                                                                              
        We are {Trustee }
{Guardian }
                                                                                                                                                                                             
who was adjudicated incompetent
who died                                          a resident of                                                                   
                                                             (Date)     (City)
                                                                                                                                                                                             
                                       (County)                                                              (State)
That deponent desires to exercise within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania the authority vested in
deponent by virtue of an Act of Assembly of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, known as the Probate, Estate and
Fiduciaries Code of 1972, P.L. 164, Sec. 4101 (1) and (2), and has complied with all the provisions of same.
That after diligent search and inquiry, deponent states that so far as deponent has been able to discover, the
above          ward   /   decedent           is not indebted to any person in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania; 
and that deponent will not exercise any power which                                  would not be permitted to exercise in the
jurisdiction of                                      appointment.
Sworn } }
} and subscribed to before }                                                                                       
Affirmed } } (Signature)
}
}
me this                 day of                                    }                                                                                       
} (Address)
}
A.D. 20                      . }
}                                                                                       
} (Signature)
}
                                                                          }
(Signature and seal of Notary or other official }
}                                                                                       
qualified to administer oaths } (Address)
}
Show date of expiration of Notary’s commission) } (If corporation affix corporation seal)
}
DO NOT FILE THIS AFFIDAVIT UNTIL AFTER ONE MONTH FROM DECEDENT’s DEATH.
AN EXEMPLIFIED COPY OF PROBATE PROCEEDINGS MUST ACCOMPANY THIS FORM.
APPENDIX A:  Form 10 - Foreign Fiduciary Affidavit
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                                                                                                       7-20-16
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 
COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF PHILADELPHIA COUNTY
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION
APPEAL FROM REGISTER OF WILLS
Will No. _________ of ________
Adm. No._________ of ________
Misc. No._________ of ________
ESTATE OF: _____________________________, ________________
O.C.  NO. __________ OF __________
TO THE REGISTER OF WILLS OF PHILADELPHIA COUNTY:
The undersigned, a party in interest, appeals to the ORPHANS’ COURT of said County 
from the decision of the REGISTER OF WILLS in the Estate:
Check one
     Admitting to Probate a certain writing, dated the _____ day of 
_______________________, ______ as the last will of said decedent, and 
granting letters testamentary thereon.
     Granting letters of administration to ______________________________.




Print Appellant’s Name, Address & E-Mail Address
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
Attorney:________________________________    I.D. No. ___________________________
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7-20-16 
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 
COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF PHILADELPHIA COUNTY
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION
EXCERPT FROM SCHEDULE OF DISTRIBUTION
No.                 of 20
Estate of                              , Deceased.
Schedule of Distribution approved                                      , 20
Award of Real Estate under Adjudication of                                              , J.,




his, her, their, its, heirs, administrators, successors and assigns.
Premises No. Street,




The Decedent Acquired Title Thereto as Follows: 
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Court of Common Pleas of Philadelphia County
Orphans’ Court Division






1. You Are Ordered by the Court to come to , at Philadel-
phia, Pennsylvania, on , at  o’clock .M., to testify on behalf of
 in the above case, and to remain until excused.
2. And bring with you the following:
NOTICE
If you fail to attend or to produce the documents or things required by this subpoena, you
may be subject to the sanctions authorized by Rule 234.5 of the Pennsylvania Rules of Civil
Procedure, including but not limited to costs, attorney fees and imprisonment.
Inquiries Concerning This Subpoena Should Be Addressed To:





WITNESS my hand and seal of said Court, this  day of
, A.D. 2 .
FOR THE COURT:
Asst. Clerk of Orphans’ Court Division
11-21 (Rev. 7/00)
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[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1289. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
Return of Service
On the  day of , 20 ,
I, , served  with the foregoing subpoena by (de-
scribe method of service):
I verify that the statements in this return of service are true and correct.  I
understand that false statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18 Pa. C.S.A.
§ 4904 relating to unsworn falsification to authorities.
SignatureDate
Name of Person Served
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Rules of the Orphans’ Court Division of the Court
of Common Pleas
The following Rules of the Orphans’ Court Division of
the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County were
adopted June 9, 2016, effective September 1, 2016, as last






This substantial revision of the local rules for practice
in the Orphans’ Court Division is the first since 2000.
This version is in response to a substantially revised and
more comprehensive set of Supreme Court Orphans’
Court Rules, approved by the Supreme Court on Decem-
ber 1, 2015, to be effective September 1, 2016. This
revision is the product of a committee of the Allegheny
County Bar Association, consisting of John F. Meck,
Esquire, Chair, Charles J. Avalli, Esquire, Thomas J.
Dempsey, Jr., Esquire, Lisa M. Dougan, Esquire, Aubrey
H. Glover, Esquire, Todd T. Jordan, Esquire and Paul W.
Stefano, Esquire. The new rules, together with the Su-
preme Court Orphans’ Court Rules are intended to be a
comprehensive guide for practice in this division.
Lawrence J. O’Toole, Administrative Judge
Kathleen A. Durkin, Judge
Frank J. Lucchino, Senior Judge
John A. Zottola, Judge
ALLEGHENY COUNTY ORPHANS’ COURT
DIVISION RULES
Explanatory Comment: Explanatory Comments are
not part of the Rules, but may be used in construing the
Rules. See Explanatory Comment to Pa.O.C. Rule 1.2.
All prior administrative orders and notices are null and
void. ‘‘Register of Wills’’ or ‘‘Register’’ is defined in Pa.O.C.
Rule 1.3 to mean ‘‘the Register of Wills or its equivalent’’
so as to include the Department of Court Records-Wills/
Orphans’ Court Division in Allegheny County.
CHAPTER I. PRELIMINARY RULES
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 1.1
Rule 1.1. Short Title and Citation.
These Rules shall be known as the Allegheny County
Orphans’ Court Rules, shall be referred to individually
herein as ‘‘Rule,’’ and cited as ‘‘Allegheny O.C.
Rule ’’.
Explanatory Comment: These Rules shall be read in
conjunction with the Pennsylvania Orphans’ Court Rules
as adopted by the Supreme Court.
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 1.7
Rule 1.7. Entry and Withdrawal of Counsel; Agree-
ments.
Sec. 1. Appearance.
Every attorney presenting any paper to the court or to
the clerk shall include on the cover sheet the attorney’s
name, law firm, office address, and telephone number in
Pennsylvania and the attorney’s identification number
issued by the court Administrator of Pennsylvania. Each
such endorsement shall constitute an appearance. An
appearance may also be entered by praecipe.
Sec. 2. Withdrawal of Attorney Appearance.
Leave to withdraw an appearance where there is no
co-counsel who will continue representing the party or
where there is not simultaneous entry of appearance by
other counsel will not be granted unless, after consider-
ation of all relevant factors, the court determines that the
withdrawal will not unduly prejudice any party or unduly
delay the litigation.
Sec. 3. Agreements.
No agreements between attorneys (and/or pro se liti-
gants) to vary procedure will be considered valid or
binding unless made in writing or of record in open court.
Explanatory Comment: Common examples of such
an agreement are waiving the 10 day notice of presenta-
tion required by Section 1(c) of Rule 3.1 or an agreement
with respect to discovery.
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 1.8
Rule 1.8. Forms; Cover Sheet.
Every legal paper filed with the court shall contain a
cover sheet in the following form:
IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF ALLEGHENY COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA
IN RE: Estate, Trust, Minor, etc. ORPHAN’S COURT DIVISION
No.
NAME OF PLEADING
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CHAPTER II. ACCOUNTS, OBJECTIONS AND
DISTRIBUTIONS
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 2.1
Rule 2.1. Form of Account.
Sec. 1. Form.
Accounts of all fiduciaries presented for confirmation
and audit, whether joint or separate, shall be prepared in
any form approved by the Supreme Court or in the forms
A to E of this Rule and shall be designated by consecutive
numbers starting with First and shall be further desig-
nated as Interim or Final. An Account which is not in a
form consistent with these Rules shall not be confirmed
nisi and shall not be scheduled for audit.
Accounts filed after confirmation nisi of an Account
shall be designated Supplemental. No Account will be
confirmed absolute before the disposition of all previously
filed unaudited and unconfirmed Accounts unless the
Account includes all matters embraced in such prior
Accounts.
Sec. 2. Copy of Inventory.
Accounts filed by executors, administrators, and guard-
ians under this Rule shall have attached thereto a copy of
the inventory (and any supplemental inventory) certified
by counsel to be a true and correct copy of the inventory
filed.
Sec. 3. Request for Distribution.
There shall be a request for distribution signed by the
accountant at the end of the Account requesting that
adjudication be determined by the court in accordance
with the petition for adjudication.
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 2.4
Rule 2.4. Petition for Adjudication; Supplements/
Additions.
Sec. 1. Petition.
The petition for adjudication shall be prima facie
evidence of the allegations therein and, unless objected to
by an interested party or by the court, or changed or
altered by the evidence offered at the audit or subse-
quently with leave of court, shall be conclusive for the
entry of a decree of confirmation and distribution.
Sec. 2. Supplements.
Receipts or disbursements received or made after filing
the Account and petition for adjudication may be ac-
counted for in a supplemental account, which shall be
signed and verified by the accountant and filed with the
clerk, with notice in the same manner as required by
Pa.O.C. Rule 2.5(a) to (g) with respect to an Account.
Explanatory Comment: Prior local practice was to
include in or attach to the petition for Adjudication any
supplemental accounting of transactions after the period
covered by the Account. The petition for Adjudication
must now be filed at the same time as the Account,
pursuant to Pa.O.C. Rule 2.4(a). Under Section 2 of Rule
2.4, any supplemental accounting will have to be filed
separately, at least 20 days in advance of the audit
hearing, with notice in the same manner as for the
Account.
Sec. 3. Additional Assets.
If additional assets are discovered after audit and
confirmation absolute of an account, then a signed and
verified petition for the distribution of the after-
discovered assets may be filed without an inventory or a
formal accounting, provided that it appears in such
petition that any inheritance or estate tax due on account
thereof has been paid, that there are no known unpaid
creditors of the estate and provided that the appropriate
notice of presentation has been given. Notice shall be
given in the same manner as required by Pa.O.C. Rule
2.5(a) to (g) with respect to an Account.
Sec. 4. Minor’s Estate.
In addition to the matters required by Sec. 1 above, the
petition submitted by a guardian of the estate of a person
who is still a minor shall set forth the name, address and
relationship of the person who assisted the minor in the
examination of the account. For any petition for distribu-
tion which is filed because a minor has reached the age of
majority, the petitioner shall attach a certified copy of the
minor’s birth record, or such other evidence of age as the
court shall require.
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 2.5
Rule 2.5. Notice of Account Filing.
Notice shall be given to each co-fiduciary who does not
join in the statement of the account, and proof thereof
shall be attached to the petition for adjudication.
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 2.6
Rule 2.6. Filing with the Clerk; Audits.
Sec. 1 Filing with the Clerk.
The following Accounts may be filed before four months
have elapsed from the date of the first complete adver-
tisement of the grant of letters:
(a) An Account of an administrator pendente lite;
(b) An Account filed pursuant to Sec. 3531 of the PEF
Code, dealing with small estates;
(c) An Account directed to be filed by the court.
Sec. 2. Attendance at Audits.
An accountant is not required to attend the audit if the
petition for adjudication has been verified by the accoun-
tant. Claimants, objectants and all other interested par-
ties, either personally or through their counsel, shall
attend audits at the time fixed therefor to address their
claims, objections or other positions.
Sec. 3. Continuance.
Unless otherwise ordered by the court, if a case on an
audit list is continued, it shall be placed upon the next
audit list by the clerk.
Sec. 4. Audit; Confirmation; Distribution; Suspension.
(a) Accounts confirmed nisi and any supplements
thereto offered at the audit will be examined and audited
by the court. After audit, the accounts will be confirmed
absolutely as stated or as modified and re-stated in
accordance with evidence presented at audit or at a
subsequent hearing, and balances for distribution decreed
to the parties or suspended as circumstances may require.
(b) A decree of distribution may suspend distribution of
any part of any fiduciary estate. In order to lift such a
suspension, a petition for that purpose must be filed and
a copy shall be delivered to the Motions Coordinator at
least one day in advance of presentation, setting forth all
receipts and disbursements since the entry of that decree.
A proposed decree of distribution shall be attached to the
petition.
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Sec. 5. Receipts for Distributions.
Receipts for distribution, if obtained, may be filed with
the clerk.
Sec. 6. Schedules of Distribution.
Schedules of Distribution shall not be used.
Explanatory Comment: Schedules of Distribution are
currently utilized in Philadelphia and surrounding coun-
ties following the entry of a Decree of Distribution. Two
questions on the Petitions of Adjudication (Forms OC-01
to OC-04 of the Pa.O.C. Rules) ask:
Is the court being asked to direct the filing of a
Schedule of Distribution?
As to real estate only?
In Allegheny County those questions should be an-
swered no. Allegheny County will still use a Schedule B
for awarding real estate per Sec. 2 of Rule 2.9.
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 2.7
Rule 2.7. Objections to Accounts.
In addition to written objections, an oral motion may be
made at audit for a continuance to file written objections.
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 2.9
Rule 2.9. Confirmation of Accounts; Awards.
Sec. 1. Confirmation Nisi; Audit List.
All accounts filed with the clerk will be confirmed nisi
not less than thirty days after the time of filing. An audit
list will be made up of all accounts confirmed nisi. The
audit list will be called beginning on the second Monday
following confirmation nisi, and shall continue thereafter
each day until all of the accounts have been audited.
Sec. 2. Distribution in Kind Under 20 Pa.C.S. Secs.
3534 and 3536.
(a) In every estate in which real estate remains for
distribution, the decree of distribution shall consist of two
schedules:
Schedule A—Distribution of personalty.
Schedule B—Distribution of real estate.
Schedule B shall contain a legal description and shall
be submitted to the court at the audit of the account.
(b) If the heirs, devisees, or legatees elect in writing to
take real estate not specifically devised, then it shall be
allotted and decreed to them in accordance with their
written election or agreement.
(c) If the heirs, devisees, or legatees do not elect in
writing to take unconverted real estate in kind, or if they
are unable to agree as to the division thereof, any
interested party, including the personal representative of
the estate, by petition presented at or prior to the audit of
the account, may request the court to divide, partition,
and allot the real estate. When so requested by petition to
divide, partition, and allot unconverted real estate, the
court shall fix a procedure for the disposition of such
petition.
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 2.12
Rule 2.12. Small Estates Petitions.
Any petition for settlement of a small estate as autho-
rized by 20 Pa.C.S. § 3102 shall set forth the following:
Sec. 1. Personalty Only.
When the estate of the decedent consists of personalty
only, the petition shall set forth the following:
(a) The name, date of death and domicile of the
decedent; whether the decedent died testate or intestate;
if testate, whether the will was probated; whether letters
have been granted, and if so, on what date and to whom;
(b) The items of personal property owned by decedent
and their values at the date of death;
(c) The names of all beneficiaries under the will, if any,
as well as the names of decedent’s next of kin if not
named as beneficiaries under the will;
(d) The names of the surviving spouse and next of kin
if decedent died intestate as to any personalty;
(e) The names of any persons entitled to distribution
who are not sui juris, with the names of their trustees or
guardians and a reference to their appointment;
(f) When a family exemption is claimed:
(1) by whom the exemption is claimed;
(2) the name of the surviving spouse, if any, whether
the family relationship was maintained, and whether the
spouse has forfeited his or her rights;
(3) if children of the decedent are claiming the exemp-
tion, then the names of all children and whether such
children were members of the same household as the
decedent at death, indicating any who are not sui juris, or
if there are no such children, the names of the parent or
parents of the decedent who were members of the same
household as decedent at death;
(4) a description of the property claimed and the gross
value thereof;
(5) whether there is any objection to the claim, and if
so, by whom;
(g) An itemized list of unpaid administrative expenses,
preferred debts, and taxes, including those due to the
Commonwealth;
(h) An itemized list of all claims and whether or not
admitted;
(i) The names of all next of kin and legatees under the
will, if any, not joining in the petition.
Exhibits shall be attached in the following order:
(1) A copy of the will, if any;
(2) The joinder of all next of kin, legatees, creditors,
sureties on any administrator’s bond, and any interested
party in the decedent’s estate, who consent to the grant-
ing of the petition;
(3) A receipt or statement from the agent of the
Commonwealth showing that the Pennsylvania inheri-
tance tax has been paid in full, or such agent’s consent to
the granting of the petition; and
(4) An itemized list of all disbursements made prior to
filing the petition, specifying the date, amount, payee and
purpose of each disbursement.
Sec. 2. Realty.
When the estate of the decedent consists of personalty
and realty or realty only, then in addition to the informa-
tion required by Section 1 of this Rule, the petition shall
set forth the following:
(a) The date of the first complete advertisement of the
letters, and the amount of bond, if any; and
(b) The names of all devisees under the will, if any.
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In addition to the exhibits required by Section 1 of this
Rule, the petitioner shall attach proof of advertising as an
exhibit to the petition.
CHAPTER III. PETITION PRACTICE AND
PLEADING
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 3.1
Rule 3.1. Petitions Generally; Parties in Military
Service.
Sec. 1. Petitions; Motions.
(a) All petitions and motions must first be filed with
the clerk. Motions (and consent petitions under Section
1(e)) must then be presented at 9:30 a.m. or at such other
time as may be fixed by Order of court.
(b) Ten (10) days’ notice of presentation of any motion
is required absent an emergency or consent by the
opposing party to a shorter notice of presentation.
(c) All motions shall include a notice of presentation
and certificate of service.
(d) If the sole relief requested by a petition is the
issuance of a citation or rule, a notice to plead pursuant
to Pa.O.C. Rule 3.5(b)(1) is not required.
(e) Where a party can satisfy Pa.O.C. Rule 3.5(c)
(Consents/Statements of No Objection; Joinders), then
neither a citation nor rule is required. In such a case, the
petition shall be presented in the same manner as a
motion, and compliance with Sections 1(b) and (c) of this
Rule is not required.
(f) A copy of all motions (and consent petitions under
Section 1(e)) shall be delivered to the Motions Coordina-
tor at least one business day in advance of presentation.
(g) Where a judge has been actively involved in the
matter which is the subject of a motion or a consent
petition under Section 1(e) of this Rule, counsel shall
present the motion or consent petition to such judge.
Sec. 2. Costs.
Except for cause shown, no order shall be docketed
until all filing costs have been paid.
Explanatory Comment: Section 2 reflects current
practice. The Rule has been clarified to provide that no
order shall be docketed until all filing costs have been
paid. No citation, rule or certificate can be issued until
the predicate order has been docketed.
Sec. 3 Parties in Military Service.
When any interested party in any proceeding in this
court is in the military service of the United States, the
procedure shall conform to the provisions of the
Servicemembers Civil Relief Act, as amended, 50 U.S.C.A.
3901 et seq.
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 3.5
Rule 3.5. Mode of Proceeding on Petition; Return
Date; Preliminary Orders.
Sec. 1. Petition for Citation.
(a) A petition requesting the issuance of a citation to a
party who is not yet subject to the personal jurisdiction of
the court shall be prepared in the manner prescribed by
Pa.O.C. Rules 3.3 and 3.4 and filed in the manner set
forth in Rule 3.1.
Explanatory Comment: The court may sua sponte
correct a request for issuance of a citation and order the
issuance of a rule if the court already has personal
jurisdiction over a respondent.
(b) The preliminary order directing the issuance of a
citation shall be in the form set forth in Sec. 4(a) of this
Rule.
(c) Upon entry of a preliminary order directing the
issuance of a citation, the following procedure shall be
followed:
(i) The clerk shall prepare a citation.
(ii) The petitioner is required to pick up the citation
from the clerk.
(iii) The petitioner shall serve the petition and citation
in a manner consistent with Pa.O.C. Rule 3.5(a)(2) and
Pa.O.C. Rule 4.2.
(iv) If a response is not filed on or before the return
date set forth in the citation, all averments of fact in the
petition shall be deemed admitted and the court may
enter an order granting the relief requested by the
petition.
(v) If an answer is timely filed and there are no
disputed issues of material facts, the court may decide
the petition based on the petition and answer.
Sec. 2. Petition for Rule.
(a) A petition requesting the issuance of a rule to a
party who is already subject to the personal jurisdiction
of the court shall be prepared in the form prescribed by
Pa.O.C. Rules 3.3 and 3.4 and filed in the manner set
forth in Rule 3.1.
Explanatory Comment: The court may direct the
issuance of a rule if the court believes that a notice
petition under Pa.O.C. Rule 3.5(b) is not appropriate.
(b) The preliminary order directing the issuance of a
rule shall be in the form set forth in Sec. 4(b) of this Rule.
(c) Upon entry of a preliminary order directing the
issuance of a rule, the following procedure shall be
followed:
(i) The clerk shall prepare a rule.
(ii) The petitioner is required to pick up the rule from
the clerk.
(iii) The petitioner shall serve the petition and rule in
a manner consistent with Pa.O.C. Rule 4.3
(iv) If a response is not filed on or before the return
date set forth in the rule, all averments of fact in the
petition shall be deemed admitted and the court may
enter an order granting the relief requested by the
petition.
(v) If an answer is timely filed and there are no
disputed issues of material facts, the court may decide
the petition based on the petition and answer.
Sec. 3. Return Date.
(a) The return date for a citation under Rule 3.5, Sec. 1
or a rule under Rule 3.5, Sec. 2 shall be the date set by
the court in the preliminary order. Any response due on
the return date shall be considered timely filed if it is
filed with the clerk on or before the close of business on
the return date or on or before any applicable electronic
filing deadline for that date.
Sec. 4. Form of Orders Issuing Citation and Rule.
(a) Preliminary Order directing the issuance of a Cita-
tion
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PRELIMINARY ORDER
AND NOW, this day of ,
20 , upon consideration of the foregoing Petition, it
is hereby ORDERED that a Citation shall be issued to
respondent(s), , to show
cause why the Petitioner is not entitled to the following
relief [specify the relief requested in the Petition]:
The Respondent(s) shall file a response to the Petition
on or before , 20 .
A conference shall be held on ,
20 at .m. prevailing time
in courtroom , 437 Grant Street, 17th
Floor, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
The issue(s) raised by the Petition and any response
thereto may be disposed of by the court at the conference
or the court may set a schedule for such further proceed-
ings as may be necessary.
(b) Preliminary Order directing the issuance of a Rule
PRELIMINARY ORDER
AND NOW, this day of ,
20 , upon consideration of the foregoing Petition, it
is hereby ORDERED that a Rule shall be issued to
respondent(s) to show
cause why the Petitioner is not entitled to the following
relief [specify the relief requested in the Petition]:
The Respondent(s) shall file a response to the Petition
on or before , 20 .
A conference shall be held on ,
20 at .m. prevailing time
in courtroom , 437 Grant Street, 17th
Floor, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
The issue(s) raised by the Petition any response thereto
may be disposed of by the court at the conference or the
court may set a schedule for such further proceedings as
may be necessary.
CHAPTER V. GOVERNING SPECIFIC TYPES OF
PETITIONS
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 5.8
Rule 5.8. Discharge of Fiduciary and Surety; Resig-
nation.
When a fiduciary has not completed the administration
of the estate, the fiduciary’s petition for leave to resign
and be discharged shall set forth:
(a) The nature of the fiduciary capacity;
(b) The date and a reference to the record of the
fiduciary’s appointment and the names of the fiduciary’s
sureties, if any;
(c) The kind and value of property remaining in the
estate;
(d) Whether an Account has been or will be filed; and
(e) The reason for the fiduciary’s resignation.
The prayer shall be (i) for the acceptance of the
resignation and an order directing payment and transfer
of the remainder of the property in the fiduciary’s hands
to the fiduciary’s successor; and (ii) for the discharge of
the fiduciary and the fiduciary’s sureties, if any, upon
confirmation of the fiduciary’s account.
The court, with or without notice to the parties and
with or without a hearing, may accept the fiduciary’s
resignation and direct the fiduciary to make payment and
transfer of the assets of the estate to the fiduciary’s
successor and may require the fiduciary to state and file
an account.
The proposed successor fiduciary and the representa-
tives of persons not sui juris, if appointed, and any other
interested party, may examine the assets of the estate
and any Account filed, and, when necessary, file objec-
tions. Upon consideration thereof and after audit and
confirmation of the account, if filed, and proof that all
taxes assessed have been paid or that provision has been
made for their payment, the court will decree a discharge
of the accounting fiduciary and the fiduciary’s sureties, if
any, upon payment and transfer of the assets remaining
in the hands of the fiduciary to the fiduciary’s successor
or as otherwise directed by the court.
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 5.10
Rule 5.10. Public Sale of Real Property.
In addition to the requirements of Pa.O.C. Rule 5.10,
any petition for the public sale of real property shall set
forth the following:
Sec. 1. Real Property.
(a) the name, residence and date of death of the
decedent; whether the decedent died testate or intestate;
the name and date of appointment of the personal
representative; and the amount of bond given by the
personal representative, if any;
(b) a description adequate to describe the real property
involved, with the improvements thereon, how acquired
by the decedent or trust, its rental income or value, its
value shown by the inventory, and, if the Pennsylvania
transfer inheritance tax appraisement has been filed, its
value as shown therein;
(c) the names of all interested parties as heirs, devi-
sees, legatees, or lienholders who will be affected by the
granting of the petition, the interest of each, an indication
of whether any of such are not sui juris, together with the
names of their fiduciaries, if any:
(d) the names of the interested parties consenting to
the transaction;
(e) the reasons why the sale or other requested disposi-
tion of the real property is desirable for the proper
administration and distribution of the estate or trust; and
(f) the mortgages, if any, to be discharged by sale with
the consent of the mortgagees if they are not to be paid in
full.
Sec. 2. Exhibits.
Exhibits to such petitions shall be attached in the
following order:
(a) a copy of the will, if any, or the trust;
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(b) a printout showing the current assessed value of
the real property;
(c) the joinder of parties who consent to the transac-
tion; and
(d) a copy of the inventory;
Sec. 3. Notice.
If the property is located in Allegheny County, then
public notice of a proposed public sale shall be given by
advertisement once a week for three successive weeks in
the daily editions of the Pittsburgh Legal Journal and in
one newspaper of general circulation published in Alle-
gheny County. If the property is not located in Allegheny
County, then such public notice shall be given in the legal
periodical, if any, of that county and in one newspaper of
general circulation published in such county. In either
case, public notice shall include the posting of at least
five notices of the proposed sale, exchange or option on
and in the immediate vicinity of the premises to be sold.
Sec. 4. Bid Process.
On or before the return day of a public sale, the proofs
of publication and of posting of notice shall be filed. On
such return day, the court will then open the sales to
competitive sealed bidding or may permit competitive oral
bidding in an open court or the court may refer the
matter to the clerk and fix the time and place during the
same day when the clerk will offer the property at
auction and make immediate return thereto to the court.
The successful bidder shall forthwith deposit cash or its
equivalent with the personal representative in a sum not
less than ten percent of the amount of the bid; the
balance shall be paid as directed by the court.
Sec. 5. Additional Security.
On or after the return day of a sale or other transaction
hereunder, the court shall fix the amount of the security
or additional security which the personal representative
shall be required to enter. If, however, the facts warrant
and a stipulation is entered by the surety on any existing
security accepting liability for the proceeds of the sale or
other transaction, the court may excuse the personal
representative from entering security or additional secu-
rity. The surety on any additional bond, except for cause
shown, shall be the same as on the original bond. The
bond shall be presented to the court for approval.
Sec. 6. Similar Petitions.
Petitions of guardians under Secs. 5152 and 5155 of the
PEF Code, and petitions of guardians under Secs. 5521
and 5522 of the PEF Code, shall conform so far as
possible to the provisions of this rule.
Sec. 7. Personal Property.
When a sale of personal property requires the approval
of the court, then the petition for such approval shall
conform so far as possible to the provisions of this rule.
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 5.11
Rule 5.11. Private Sale of Real Property or Options
Therefor.
In addition to the requirements of Pa.O.C. Rule 5.11,
the requirements of local Rule 5.10 sections 1 and 2 shall
be included on the petition for a private sale of real
property or options therefor.
The court may require additional security in accordance
with local Rule 5.10 Section 5.
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 5.12
Rule 5.12. Mortgage or Lease of Real Property.
In addition to the requirements of Pa.O.C. Rule 5.12,
the requirements of local Rule 5.10 sections 1 and 2 shall
be included in the petition and a copy of the proposed
mortgage or lease shall be attached as an exhibit.
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 5.16
Rule 5.16. Sale of Real Estate; Additional Security
or Waiver Thereof.
Sec. 1. Additional Security.
In the case of a personal representative who has been
required to give bond, the petition for an order requiring
additional security or excusing such personal representa-
tive from entering additional security under 20 Pa.C.S.
§ 3351, shall set forth the following:
(a) the name, residence, and date of death of decedent;
whether the decedent died testate or intestate; the name
of the personal representative and the date of appoint-
ment;
(b) the amount of the bond filed with the Register and
the name of the surety thereon;
(c) a description adequate to identify the real estate to
be sold and the improvements thereon;
(d) the name and address of the purchaser and the
price to be paid;
(e) the names of all interested parties and whether or
not they are sui juris.
When an order excusing the entry of additional security
is requested, or when security previously entered is to be
used to secure in whole or in part the proceeds of the sale
referred to in the petition, there shall be attached to the
petition a stipulation signed by the surety on the existing
bond accepting liability for the proceeds of the real estate
to be sold.
Sec. 2. Exhibits.
Exhibits to such petitions shall be attached in the
following order:
(a) a copy of the will, if any;
(b) a copy of the inventory, if filed;
(c) a copy of the agreement of sale; and
(d) consents, if any, of the interested parties.
Sec. 3. Surety.
Except for cause shown, the surety on the bond of the
personal representative at the time of appointment shall
be surety on any additional bond.
Sec. 4. Form of Additional Bond When Required.
When an additional bond is required, or a personal
representative is excused from entering additional secu-
rity, an order of court in substantially the following form
shall be annexed to the petition:
And now, this day of ,
20 , upon consideration of the annexed petition and
on motion of , it is ordered, ad-
judged, and decreed that ,
(Personal Representative)
of the estate of , deceased,
enter in the office of the Register of Wills additional
security in the amount of $ , with
as surety and, upon the entry of the same, the said
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, is authorized to receive
(Personal Representative)
the proceeds of the sale of the real estate known as
, Pennsylvania as the
(Number, Street and Municipality)
same is more fully described in the petition.
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 5.17
Rule 5.17. Compromise or Settlement of Wrongful
Death or Survival Actions.
Sec. 1. Petitions.
Whenever a personal representative, who has a right of
action to recover damages under the Survival Statutes
and who has not brought suit, wishes to compromise or
settle such a claim, whether or not any claim has been
made for damages under the Wrongful Death Statute, the
personal representative shall present his petition to the
Orphans’ Court Division for approval of the compromise
or settlement. The petition shall contain the following
averments:
(a) the name, age, state of health, residence and date of
death of the decedent and whether the decedent died
testate or intestate;
(b) the name of the personal representative, the date of
the personal representative’s appointment, that letters
were granted and duly advertised, and the amount of
bond, if any;
(c) the occupation of the decedent at the time of the
decedent’s death, the salary and average earnings, the
name of the decedent’s employer and address if the
decedent was not self-employed;
(d) the names of all heirs or next of kin (noting those
dependent upon the decedent) and whether they are sui
juris, together with the names of their guardians, if any;
(e) the names and addresses of all creditors who have
or had claims against the estate, whether or not they
have been paid, and, if paid, by whom;
(f) a brief recital of the facts constituting the cause of
action;
(g) a statement of reason for the proposed compromise
or settlement, the amount thereof, including the amount
of counsel fees and legal expenses, and the proposed
apportionment between the survival action and the
wrongful death action, if any; and
(h) a reference to an attached exhibit which shall
contain a statement of counsel’s professional opinion
regarding the desirability of the settlement and reasons
therefor, including a discussion with specific references to
the factual circumstances as to both the liability and
damages aspects of the case; a description of the services
rendered; a description and the amount of reimbursable
expenses requested, and the amount of fees requested,
which for a minor or incapacitated person, except in
extraordinary circumstances, shall not exceed 33-1/3% of
the present value of a structured settlement or 33-1/3% of
the gross recovery of any other settlement; and
(i) that notice of the presentation of the petition has
been given to all interested parties who do not join.
The prayer of the petition shall be for approval of the
compromise or settlement.
Sec. 2. Exhibits.
The following exhibits shall be attached to the petition:
(a) a copy of the will, if any;
(b) an affidavit of service of notice;
(c) the joinder of all parties who consent; and
(d) the exhibit described in Section 1(h) of this Rule.
Sec. 3. Hearing.
When the averments of the petition require it, the court
upon its own motion or upon the request of any interested
parties, will set a date for hearing.
Sec. 4. Distribution.
Distribution of the amount received in compromise or
settlement of a wrongful death action shall be made in
accordance with 42 Pa.C.S. § 8301. Distribution of the
amount received in compromise or settlement of a sur-
vival action shall be made in accordance with the will of
the decedent or pursuant to the intestacy statute.
Sec. 5. Settlement of Action Filed.
For approval of incapacitated person’s claim where any
action has been instituted, see Allegheny County Civil
and Family Division Rule 2206.
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 5.18
Rule 5.18. Petition to Settle Claims for Minors.
Sec. 1. Contents of Petition.
Where no action has been instituted, a petition by a
guardian of a minor (as the term ‘‘guardian’’ is defined
under Pa.R.C.P. 2026) for authority to settle a claim for
damages proposed to be paid to the estate of a minor
shall be verified by the guardian of the minor, shall
contain a statement of the nature of the evidence relied
upon to show liability, the elements of damage, the
injuries sustained, and the list of expenses incurred or to
be incurred. The petition shall also state whether a
surety bond was previously filed by the guardian and the
amount thereof. The petition shall be accompanied by the
following exhibits:
(a) A statement by counsel as to such counsel’s profes-
sional opinion regarding the desirability of the settlement
and reasons therefor, a description of the services ren-
dered, a description and the amount of reimbursable
expenses requested, and the amount of fees requested,
which, except in extraordinary circumstances, shall not
exceed 33-1/3 percent of the present value of a structured
settlement or 33-1/3 percent of the gross recovery of any
other settlement;
(b) A statement by the attending physician as to the
injuries sustained by the minor, treatment administered
and the prognosis; and
(c) In property damage claims, a statement by the
party who made the repairs or appraised the loss.
Sec. 2. Deposit of Funds by Order of Court.
All petitions under this Rule where the proceeds of
settlement are to be deposited in a savings Account or in
a certificate of deposit, shall have attached to the petition
an order including the following:
It is hereby ordered and decreed that the amount
of $ shall be deposited in the name of
, a minor, by counsel of record in a
savings account or certificate of deposit in a federally
insured bank, savings and loan association or credit
union. The savings account or certificate of deposit shall
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be marked ‘‘NOT TO BE WITHDRAWN UNTIL THE
MINOR REACHES THE AGE OF MAJORITY OR BY
FURTHER ORDER OF COURT.’’
Sec. 3. Annuity Contracts
Where the terms of settlement of a minor’s claim
include an annuity contract, the annuity contract shall
provide that the policy will not be transferred or assigned
to another company without the prior approval of the
Orphans’ Court Division of this court.
Sec. 4. Settlement of Filed Action.
For approval of a minor’s claim where an action has
been instituted, see Allegheny County Civil and Family
Division Rule 2039.
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 5.19
Rule 5.19. Petition to Settle Claims for Incapaci-
tated Persons.
Sec. 1. Contents of Petition.
Where no action has been instituted, a petition by the
guardian of the estate of an incapacitated person for
authority to settle a claim for damages proposed to be
paid to the estate of an incapacitated person shall be
verified by the guardian of the estate of the incapacitated
person, shall contain a statement of the nature of the
evidence relied upon to show liability, the elements of
damage, the injuries sustained, and the list of expenses
incurred or to be incurred. The petition shall also state
whether surety bond was previously filed by the Guard-
ian and the amount thereof. The petition shall be accom-
panied by the following exhibits:
(a) A statement by counsel as to such counsel’s profes-
sional opinion regarding the desirability of the settlement
and reasons therefor, a description of the services ren-
dered, a description and the amount of reimbursable
expenses requested, and the amount of fees requested,
which, except in extraordinary circumstances, shall not
exceed 33-1/3 percent of the present value of a structured
settlement or 33-1/3 percent of the gross recovery of any
other settlement;
(b) A statement by the attending physician as to the
injuries sustained by the incapacitated person, treatment
administered and the prognosis; and
(c) In property damage claims, a statement by the
party who made the repairs or appraised the loss.
Sec. 2. Annuity Contracts.
(a) Where the terms of settlement of an incapacitated
person’s claim include an annuity contract, the annuity
contract shall provide that the policy will not be trans-
ferred or assigned to another company without the prior
approval of the Orphans’ Court Division of this court.
(b) A copy of this local rule shall be served upon the
company issuing the annuity contract and proof of service
thereof shall be filed with the Department of court
Records, Wills/Orphans’ Court Division.
Sec. 3. Settlement of Filed Action.
For approval of an incapacitated person’s claim where
an action has been instituted, see Allegheny County Civil
and Family Division Rule 2064.
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 5.20
Rule 5.20. Minors; Allowances for Support and Edu-
cation.
A petition for allowance pursuant to 20 Pa.C.S. Section
5164 shall set forth:
(a) the name, address and age of the minor, the person
with whom the minor resides, and the date of appoint-
ment and qualification of the minor’s guardian;
(b) the names and addresses of the minor’s living
parents, their incomes and whether their incomes are
sufficient to support and maintain their children;
(c) the present net value and kind of the minor’s
estate, whether real or personal, the net income there-
from during the six months preceding the petition, and
any other information respecting principal and income
which may be of advantage to the court in fixing the
amount to be authorized for the specific purpose;
(d) whether any person has made any provision by will
or otherwise for the education and support of the minor
and, if so, a copy thereof;
(e) all previous allowances by decree;
(f) the school or institution which it is proposed the
minor shall attend, or information to substantiate the
allowance for support, care or maintenance and how the
desired allowance shall be paid; and
(g) a recommendation to the court of an amount that
should be allowed.
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 5.21
Rule 5.21. Corporations Serving as Fiduciaries.
Sec. 1. Petitions.
Subject to the provisions of Section 6 of this Rule, a
petition of a corporation organized under the laws of the
Commonwealth or of the United States having fiduciary
powers, doing business for one year or longer and desiring
to exercise fiduciary powers, shall set forth the following:
(a) the corporate name, the location of its business, the
statutory authority for its existence, the date and purpose
of its incorporation, any changes therein and the number
of years it has been in operation;
(b) the names and addresses of its executive officers
and directors and the stock in the petitioner held by each;
(c) the interest, direct or indirect, which the petitioner
has in the capital stock of any other corporation organ-
ized for the conduct of a similar business; and the name
of any corporation or group of allied persons or both
holding or controlling a majority of the stock of the
petitioner;
(d) if the petitioner is a national banking association,
the grant of fiduciary powers to it by the Comptroller of
the Currency (see Pa.C.S. § 160(c));
(e) that the petitioner will make a deposit of the sum of
$500 with the clerk on presentation of the petition, to be
used so far as necessary to pay the fees of the Examiner
of Fiduciaries and will make any further deposit in excess
thereof that may be ordered by the court; and providing:
(f) the passage of a resolution by the board of directors
of the petitioner
(i) that it will submit to a preliminary examination of
all its books, assets and liabilities, and, if approved, will
submit to all other examinations directed by the court
and will pay all costs and expenses of examination fixed
by the court;
(ii) that fiduciary funds and investments under the
control of the court will not be mingled with assets owned
by the petitioner or other assets in which it has any
interest except as fiduciary,
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(iii) that investments made by the petitioner as fidu-
ciary shall be so designated that the estate or trust to
which such investments belong shall be clearly shown;
(iv) that uninvested capital trust funds and income to
be invested shall be segregated and designated as di-
rected by applicable state and federal law;
(v) that it will submit to the court in January and July
of each year a statement duly verified showing its
financial condition at the close of business on December
31st and June 30th of each year in the form required by
the Examiner of Fiduciaries;
(vi) that it accept the provisions of the Acts of Assem-
bly relating to corporate fiduciaries now or hereafter in
existence, and of all orders and rules of court relating to
the petitioner;
(vii) that the petitioner will not become surety on any
bond, except as otherwise allowed by law;
(viii) that designated officers will execute any and all
petitions, writings and obligations necessary in the exer-
cise of fiduciary powers and that their names and any
changes therein will be filed of record with the Examiner
of Fiduciaries:
(ix) that its counsel of record shall be the agent of the
petitioner to receive all notices issuing from the court;
and
(x) that the gross amount loaned by it to all its officers
and directors and to the firms or houses in which they
may be interested, directly or indirectly, shall not exceed
the amount allowed by applicable state and federal law.
(g) whether the petitioner has applied to any other
court in Pennsylvania for approval to exercise fiduciary
powers, and the results of any such applications.
Sec. 2. Exhibits.
Exhibits shall be attached in the following order:
(a) a certified copy of its charter, amendments and
renewals;
(b) the approval of the State Banking Department or a
certified copy of the certificate from the Comptroller of
the Currency granting it the right to exercise fiduciary
powers;
(c) a certified copy of the resolution of the petitioner
embodying the allegations of Section 1(f), of this Rule;
(d) a current financial statement of the petitioner
showing its total assets and liabilities in the form re-
quired by the Secretary of Banking or the Comptroller of
the Currency; and
(e) the certificate of approval, or order for authority to
exercise fiduciary powers by the court of Common Pleas
of the county where the corporate petitioner’s principal
office is located as well as all certificates of approval or
orders for authority to exercise fiduciary powers which
have been issued by any other court of any other county
in Pennsylvania.
Sec. 3. Officer’s Oath to Petition—Records for Exam-
iner.
The petition shall be sworn to by an officer of the
petitioner authorized by resolution. When the petition is
presented to the court, counsel shall deliver to the
Examiner:
(a) a certified copy of the last report of the petitioner’s
examination by the Secretary of Banking or the Comp-
troller of the Currency; and
(b) a copy of the petitioner’s by-laws.
Sec. 4. Preliminary Order.
Upon presentation of the petition, a preliminary order
will be made in the following form:
And now, this day of ,
20 , the within petition having been presented in
open court, upon consideration thereof it is ordered,
adjudged and decreed that the petition be referred
to , Examiner of Fidu-
ciaries, who is directed to make a report thereon to the
court.
Sec. 5. Final Order.
After examination and report by the Examiner and
consideration by the court, a final order of approval may
be made in the following form:
And now, this day of ,
20 , it appearing to the court that the petition of
, a corporation, for au-
thority to exercise fiduciary powers, was presented in
open court and referred to , Ex-
aminer, who has filed a report, and it further appearing
from such petition and report that the petitioner has
complied with the applicable laws and the rules of this
court, and has subjected itself to all orders and rules
of this court hereafter to be made, upon motion of
, counsel for petitioner, it is ordered,
adjudged and decreed that be
and is hereby authorized to act as fiduciary, when
designated, chosen or appointed according to law.
Sec. 6. Suspension of Rule with Respect to Certain
Corporations or Entities.
The application of this Rule shall be suspended with
respect to corporations or entities desiring to exercise
fiduciary powers in Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, if
such corporation or entity is one of the following:
(a) a national bank authorized to exercise fiduciary
powers pursuant to 12 U.S.C. 92(a) and to perform
fiduciary services in this Commonwealth;
(b) a bank, a bank and trust company, a trust company
or to the extent provided under the Pennsylvania Bank-
ing Code of 1965, a savings bank which is authorized to
perform fiduciary services under Section 106 of the
Pennsylvania Banking Code of 1965;
(c) a federal savings bank which is authorized to
exercise trust powers by the Office of Thrift Supervision
pursuant to 12 U.S.C. § 1464(n); or
(d) a bank, a bank and trust company, a trust company
or savings bank which is regulated by the Office of Thrift
Supervision, chartered under laws of another state or
territory of the United States and satisfies the require-
ments of Section 106(b) of the Pennsylvania Banking
Code of 1965.
Such corporation or entity shall submit to the Orphans’
Court a copy of its charter, and for corporations or
entities described under subsection (d) above an approval
letter from the Pennsylvania Department of Banking
under Section 106.
Corporations or entities qualifying under any of the
above requirements need not comply with the require-
ments of this Rule, but shall file annually with the court
a statement that they continue to be authorized to
exercise fiduciary powers by their governing regulatory
entity. In the event the corporation or entity has its
authorization to exercise fiduciary powers revoked or
suspended, the court shall be immediately notified.
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ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 5.22
Rule 5.22. Surety Companies.
Sec. 1. Petitions.
A petition of a surety company, whether a stock com-
pany or a mutual company, having a capital and surplus
of not less than $4,000,000, with a minimum paid-in
capital of $1,000,000, to become surety on bonds of
fiduciaries shall set forth in the following order:
(a) the corporate name, the location of its business, the
statutory authority for its existence, the date and purpose
of its incorporation, any changes therein, and the number
of years it has been in operation;
(b) the amount, if any, of its capital stock, how paid,
the number of shares issued and par value thereof;
(c) the amount of its capital and surplus;
(d) the names and addresses of its officers (excluding
assistant officers), and directors and the ownership inter-
est in the petitioner held by each;
(e) the interest, direct or indirect, which the petitioner
has in the capital stock of any other corporation organ-
ized for conducting a similar business; and the name of
any corporation or group of allied persons or both holding
or controlling a majority of the stock of the petitioner;
(f) whether the petitioner has assumed or underwritten
policies issued by any other company and in force at the
date of its petition;
(g) the provision made to protect itself from excessive
losses in the event of a catastrophe under employers’
liability or workers’ compensation contracts or otherwise;
(h) that on presentation of the petition, the petitioner
will deposit a sum determined by the court, to be used as
far as necessary to pay the fees of an examiner and will
make any further deposit in excess thereof that may be
ordered by the court;
providing:
(i) the passage of a resolution by the board of directors
of the petitioner
(1) that it will submit to a preliminary examination of
its books, assets and liabilities and, if approved, will
submit to all other examinations ordered by the court and
will pay all costs and expenses of examination fixed by
the court;
(2) that fiduciary property coming into its custody will
not be taken out of the jurisdiction of the court but will
be managed and controlled by the company subject to
orders of the court;
(3) that no suretyship will be accepted in any sum
greater than allowed by any Act of Assembly of Pennsyl-
vania;
(4) that it will submit to this court not later than the
first week of March of each year a statement duly verified
showing its financial condition at the close of business on
December 3lst preceding, in the form required by the
Insurance Commissioner of the Commonwealth of Penn-
sylvania, together with a sworn or certified copy of the
annual renewal certificate when issued by the Insurance
Commissioner of Pennsylvania, permitting the transac-
tion of its business within the Commonwealth;
(5) its acceptance of the provisions of the Acts of
Assembly of Pennsylvania relating to surety companies
now or hereafter in existence and to all final orders of
court relating to the petitioner;
(6) that the names of its officers or agents authorized
to execute petitions, writings, and obligations on its
behalf, and any changes therein, will be filed of record in
the court with the Examiner of Fiduciaries; and
(7) that its counsel of record shall be the agent of the
petitioner to receive all notices issuing from the court.
Sec. 2. Exhibits.
Exhibits shall be attached in the following order:
(a) a certified copy of its charter with amendments and
renewals;
(b) a certificate of authority to do business in Pennsyl-
vania issued by the Insurance Commissioner;
(c) a certified copy of the resolution of the petitioner
embodying the allegations of clauses (1), (2), (3), (4), (5),
(6), and (7) of Sec. 1(i) of this rule;
(d) a financial statement of the petitioner showing its
total assets and liabilities in the form required by the
Insurance Commissioner of Pennsylvania; and
(e) a certified copy of the certificate appointing the
Insurance Commissioner of Pennsylvania attorney in fact
for the petitioner.
Sec. 3. Officer’s Oath to Petition. Records for Examiner.
The petition shall be sworn to by an officer of the
petitioner authorized by resolution to do so. When the
petition is presented to the court, counsel shall deliver to
the Examiner:
(a) a copy of the last report of the petitioner made to
the Insurance Commissioner of any state;
(b) a certified copy of the last report of examination by
the Insurance Commissioner of any state; and
(c) a copy of the petitioner’s by-laws.
Sec. 4. Preliminary Order.
Upon presentation of the petition a preliminary order
will be made in the following form:
And now, , 20 , the within petition
having been presented in open court, upon consideration
thereof it is ordered, adjudged, and decreed that the
petition be referred to , Exam-
iner of Fiduciaries, who is directed to make a report
thereon to the court.
Sec. 5. Final Order.
After examination and report by the Examiner and
consideration by the court, a final order of approval may
be made in the following form:
And now, this day of ,
20 , it appearing to the court that the petition of
, a corporation, for
authority to become surety on bonds or undertakings,
was presented in open court and referred to
, Examiner, who has filed a
report, and it further appearing from such petition and
report that the petitioner has complied with the appli-
cable laws and with the rules of this court and has
subjected itself to all orders and rules of this court
hereafter to be made, upon motion of ,
counsel for petitioner, it is ordered, adjudged, and decreed
that be and is hereby autho-
rized to become surety on bonds or undertakings permit-
ted or required by law.
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Sec. 6. Annual Examination Fee.
Every surety company, after approval by the court,
shall annually deposit with the clerk a sum determined
by the court for the expenses of examination of the
annual records required to be submitted under Sec. 1(i)(4)
in addition to the expense of any other examination
which may be required.
CHAPTER IX. AUDITORS AND MASTERS
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 9.1
Rule 9.1. Notice of Hearings.
Unless otherwise directed in the order appointing the
auditor or master, 20 days’ notice shall be given of a
hearing to the interested parties.
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 9.6
Rule 9.6. Notice of Filing Report.
Unless otherwise directed in the order appointing the
auditor or master, notice of the filing of the report or of
the intention to file the report shall be given to the
interested parties.
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 9.7
Rule 9.7. Confirmation of Report.
Sec. 1. Objections.
Objections to the report of a master or auditor may be
filed by the parties within twenty (20) days after receiv-
ing notice of the filing of the report. Copies of the
Objections shall be served upon all other parties and a
courtesy copy shall be provided to the Judge who ap-
pointed the Master or Auditor. Objections shall be set
forth precisely and without discussion. Any matters not
covered by Objections are deemed to be waived.
Sec. 2. Cross Objections.
If a party files timely Objections, then any other party
to the action may file Cross Objections within twenty (20)
days after the filing of Objections.
Sec. 3. Master/Auditor Fees.
The Master/Auditor shall, after prior notice to all
parties, petition the court to award the fees of the Master
of Auditor. The petition shall state that the Master/
Auditor has filed a report, given notice to counsel of the
filing thereof and the Master/Auditor has no further
duties to perform. The petition shall include a detailed
list of services provided and the amount for which the
Master/Auditor considers to be reasonable compensation.
Sec. 4. Briefing and Argument.
Within thirty (30) days of receipt of the filing of the
Objections, the court shall schedule a briefing and argu-
ment schedule with regard to the Objections. After brief-
ing and/or argument, the court shall enter such Order or
Decree as may be appropriate with regard to the matter
addressed by the Auditor/Master.
Explanatory Comment: The objection procedure pro-
vided for in the rule is exclusive to Chapter IX. Auditors
and Masters and has no relevance to Rule 2.7 Objection
to Account.
CHAPTER XIV. GUARDIANSHIPS OF
INCAPACITATED PERSONS
ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION RULE 14
Rule 14. Incapacitated Persons; Guardians.
Sec. 1. Petition Contents.
(a) A petition for the appointment of a guardian of the
estate or person of an alleged incapacitated person shall
set forth:
(1) the name, age, residence and post office address of
the alleged incapacitated person;
(2) the names and addresses of the spouse, parents and
presumptive adult heirs of the alleged incapacitated
person;
(3) the name and address of the person or institution
providing residential services to the alleged incapacitated
person;
(4) the names and addresses of other service providers;
(5) the name and address of the person or entity whom
petitioner asks to be appointed guardian;
(6) an averment that the proposed guardian has no
interest adverse to the alleged incapacitated person;
(7) the reasons why guardianship is sought;
(8) a description of the functional limitations and
physical and mental condition of the alleged incapacitated
person;
(9) the steps taken to find less restrictive alternatives;
(10) the specific areas of incapacity over which it is
requested that the guardian be assigned powers; and
(11) the qualifications of the proposed guardian.
(12) If a limited or plenary guardian of the estate is
sought, the petition shall also include the gross value of
the estate and the net income of the alleged incapacitated
person from all sources to the extent known;
(13) the potential for conflict with regard to the issue of
who will be appointed as guardian and with regard to the
issue of capacity;
(14) the current status of the alleged incapacitated
person (i.e. unconscious, unable to communicate due to a
stroke, combative, etc.); and
(15) If an emergency guardian is sought, the petition
shall also include an indication as to whether or not the
condition of the alleged incapacitated person is one that
will or will not be remedied within the first 72 hours.
(b) A consent, signed by the proposed guardian, shall
be attached to the petition in which the proposed guard-
ian shall agree to act as guardian of the person or the
estate of the alleged incapacitated person if appointed by
the Court and shall state that the proposed guardian has
no interest adverse to that of the alleged incapacitated
person and is not a fiduciary of any estate, trust or
similar fund in which the alleged incapacitated person
has an interest.
(c) The petition shall conclude with a prayer for the
appointment of a guardian of the estate or person or both
of the alleged incapacitated person and for the award of a
citation directed to the alleged incapacitated person to
show cause why he should not be adjudged an incapaci-
tated person and why a guardian should not be ap-
pointed.
Sec. 2. Preliminary Order; Notice; Service
(a) Upon presentation of a petition for the appointment
of a guardian, the Court will enter a preliminary order
awarding the citation prayed for. The form of the prelimi-
nary order shall be substantially as set out in the
appendix to this Rule.
(b) Written notice of the petition and hearing, to which
shall be attached the citation and a copy of the petition
and preliminary order, shall be provided to the alleged
incapacitated person. The written notice shall be in large
type and in simple language and shall indicate the
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purpose and seriousness of the proceeding, the rights that
can be lost as a result thereof, the date, time and place of
the hearing, and that the alleged incapacitated person
has the right to request the appointment of counsel, to
have counsel appointed if the Court deems it appropriate,
and to have such counsel paid for if it cannot be afforded.
(c) Personal service of the written notice, petition,
citation and preliminary order shall be made on the
alleged incapacitated person and the contents and terms
of the petition shall be explained to such person to the
maximum extent possible in language and terms the
individual is most likely to understand. Service shall be
no less than 20 days in advance of the hearing. In
addition, notice of the petition and hearing shall be given
in such manner as the Court shall direct to all persons
residing within the Commonwealth who are sui juris and
would be entitled to share in the estate of the alleged
incapacitated person if he died intestate at that time, to
the person or institution providing residential services to
the alleged incapacitated person and to such other parties
as the Court may direct, including other service provid-
ers. An Affidavit of Service shall be filed on or before the
day of hearing.
Sec. 3. Notice of Retention of Counsel
(a) Counsel retained by the person alleged to be inca-
pacitated in a petition under 20 Pa.C.S.A. § 5511(A) shall
enter an appearance and shall provide a copy thereof to
the petitioner at least seven (7) days prior to the date set
for hearing as set out in the appendix to this Rule.
(b) If petitioner does not receive notice under Sec. 3(a)
that counsel has entered an appearance on behalf of the
alleged incapacitated person, petitioner shall notify the
Court in writing at least seven (7) days prior to the date
set for hearing that the alleged incapacitated person is
not represented by counsel as set out in the appendix to
this Rule.
Sec. 4. Hearing
At the time fixed for the hearing on the petition,
testimony shall be submitted in support of the petition
(See 20 Pa.C.S.A. §§ 5512.1, 5518 and 5518.1). The
alleged incapacitated person shall be present in court at
such hearing unless (1) the Court is satisfied, upon the
deposition or testimony of, or sworn statement by a
physician or licensed psychologist, that his physical or
mental condition would be harmed by his presence; or (2)
it is impossible for him to be present because of his
absence from the Commonwealth.
Sec. 5. Appointment of Guardian
(a) Findings. In all cases, the Court, upon presentation
of proper proof, shall consider and make specific findings
of fact as required by 20 Pa.C.S.A. § 5512(A).
(b) Final Orders. The Court shall determine whether a
plenary or limited guardian of the person or estate of the
alleged incapacitated person is required. The forms of
final orders for the appointment of plenary and limited
guardians are set out in the appendix to this Rule.
Sec. 6. Emergency Guardians.
(a) Petition. A petition for the appointment of an
emergency guardian of the person or estate of the alleged
incapacitated person shall both set forth the information
required in 20 Pa.C.S.A. § 5511(E) and Sec. 1 of this Rule
and shall be subject to the provisions of 20 Pa.C.S.A.
§ 5511 (including those relating to notification concerning
the right to counsel and the appointment of such counsel
for the alleged incapacitated person), unless the Court
directs in its order setting the time of the emergency
hearing that the preparation and inclusion of such infor-
mation is not feasible under the circumstances. Such
emergency petitions must, however, contain facts and
information sufficient to enable the Court to determine
that: 1) the person allegedly lacks capacity; 2) is in need
of the appointment of an emergency guardian; and 3) the
failure to make such appointment will result in irrepa-
rable harm to the person or estate of the alleged incapaci-
tated person.
(b) Citation. Upon presentation of an appropriate peti-
tion for the appointment of an emergency guardian of the
person or estate of an alleged incapacitated person, the
Court will enter an order awarding a citation, subject to
the provisions of 20 Pa.C.S.A. § 5511(A), and will direct
such notice as it shall determine to be feasible in the
circumstances to persons appearing to be entitled to such
notice. In addition to fixing a return day for the filing of a
written answer to the petition (though such written
answer shall not be mandatory), the order shall also fix a
time and place for hearing on the petition. The citation,
together with written notice of the Petition, to which
shall be attached a copy of the petition and the order,
shall be served personally upon the alleged incapacitated
person prior to the hearing. The forms of orders for the
setting of a hearing upon a petition for appointment of an
emergency guardian of the person or the estate of an
alleged incapacitated person shall be substantially as
provided in the appendix to this Rule.
(c) Hearing. At the time fixed for hearing on the
petition for appointment of an emergency guardian, testi-
mony shall be submitted in support of the petition (See
20 Pa.C.S.A. §§ 5513 and 5518). The alleged incapaci-
tated person shall be present at the hearing unless: 1) the
Court is satisfied, upon the deposition, testimony or
sworn statement by a physician or licensed psychologist,
that his physical or mental condition would be harmed by
his presence, or 2) it is impossible for him to be present
because of his absence from the Commonwealth.
(d) Appointment of Emergency Guardian. Upon proper
proof, the Court shall make a finding of incapacity and
appoint an emergency guardian of the person or estate, or
both, pursuant to 20 Pa.C.S.A. §§ 5512.1 and 5513 and, if
the petition is for the appointment of an emergency
guardian of the estate, will fix the amount of the surety
bond, if any, to be filed by the guardian. The required
bond must be submitted to the Court for approval and
filed in the Clerk’s office before the order of appointment
will be released by the Court. The emergency guardian of
an alleged incapacitated person shall have only and be
subject to such powers, duties, and liabilities and serve
for such time as the Court in its order of appointment
shall direct. The forms of orders of appointment of an
emergency guardian shall be substantially as provided in
the appendix to this Rule.
Sec. 7. Inventory
Within three months after the real or personal property
of the incapacitated person comes into his possession or
as otherwise ordered by the Court, a guardian of the
estate of an incapacitated person shall verify by oath and
file with the Clerk an inventory and appraisement of
personalty and a statement of real estate, and a state-
ment of any real or personal property which the guardian
expects to acquire thereafter.
Sec. 8. Reports Required of Guardian
(a) Each guardian of an incapacitated person shall file
a report with the Court at least once within the first
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twelve (12) months of his appointment or such earlier
time as may be set by the Court and at least annually
thereafter.
(b) The annual report of a guardian of the estate of an
incapacitated person shall include:
(1) Assets held by the guardian and the current value
thereof.
(2) All receipts and disbursements of principal and
income since the date of appointment of the guardian, or,
if later, since the date of the last annual report. The
report shall identify expenditures which have been made
since the date of appointment or, if later, the date of the
last annual report, pursuant to any order for an allow-
ance under 20 Pa.C.S.A. § 5536, or otherwise for the
housing, maintenance, support medical expenses, reha-
bilitation, education and other needs of the incapacitated
person.
(3) The estimated annual income of the assets held by
the guardian and from other sources.
(4) Notice of the filing of the annual report by the
guardian of an estate shall be provided to the guardian’s
surety, the guardian of the person if someone other than
the guardian of the estate, the incapacitated person and
his or her counsel, if any, and such other interested
parties as the Court may direct.
The form of the Report of a guardian of the estate shall
be substantially as set out in the appendix to this Rule.
(c) Within sixty (60) days of the death of the incapaci-
tated person or an adjudication of capacity and modifica-
tion of existing orders, the guardian of the estate of such
incapacitated person shall file a final report with the
Court and an Account covering the period from the date
of the appointment of the guardian of the estate to the
date of death of the incapacitated person or the adjudica-
tion of capacity.
(d) The annual report of guardian of the person of an
incapacitated person shall include:
(1) Current address, type of placement and living ar-
rangements of the incapacitated person, e.g.: private
home, personal care facility, hospital, institution, etc.
(2) Major medical or mental problems of the incapaci-
tated person.
(3) A brief description of the social, medical, psychologi-
cal and other support services the incapacitated person is
receiving.
(4) The opinion of the guardian as to whether the
guardianship should continue or be terminated or modi-
fied, and the reasons therefor.
(5) The number and length of times the guardian
visited the incapacitated person in the past year.
The form of the report of a guardian of the person shall
be substantially as set out in the appendix to this Rule.
(e) Within sixty (60) days of the death of the incapaci-
tated person or an adjudication of capacity and modifica-
tion of existing orders, the guardian of the person shall
file a final report with the Court, providing the address
and type of placement of the incapacitated person as of
the date of death or adjudication of capacity, number and
length of times the guardian visited the incapacitated
person since the last report, and the reason why the
report is being filed.
Sec. 9. Petition for Allowance
A petition under 20 Pa.C.S.A. § 5536 for an allowance
from the incapacitated person’s estate during incapacity,
may be presented by the guardian or any interested
party. The petition shall set forth:
(a) the name of the guardian and the date of the
guardian’s appointment; if the petitioner is not the guard-
ian, the petitioner’s relationship to the incapacitated
person or the nature of the petitioner’s interest;
(b) the nature and present value of the incapacitated
person’s estate and the net annual income therefrom;
(c) the address of the incapacitated person; dependents,
if any;
(d) the names and addresses of the incapacitated per-
son’s
(e) a statement of all claims of the incapacitated
person’s creditors known to the petitioner;
(f) all previous allowances by decree; and
(g) a prayer for the allowance requested.
No order for an allowance out of an incapacitated
person’s estate shall be made without prior notice to the
incapacitated person’s guardian, if any.
Sec. 10. Sales, Mortgages, Leases, Exchanges and Op-
tions
A petition for a sale, mortgage, lease, exchange or
option of an incapacitated person’s real or personal
property shall comply with 20 Pa.C.S.A. §§ 3353, 5155,
and 5521(B), and the applicable provisions of Rules 5.10,
5.11 and 5.12.
Notice of a sale or other transaction under this section
shall be given to all persons who are sui juris and would
be entitled to share in the estate of the incapacitated
person if the incapacitated person died intestate at the
time the petition is presented.
Sec. 11. Small Estates
(a) When the entire real and personal estate, wherever
located, of a resident or non-resident alleged incapaci-
tated person has a gross value of $25,000 or less, a
petition to have him adjudged incapacitated shall be filed
in the form prescribed in Sec. 1 of this Rule except that
the appointment of a guardian of his estate shall not be
requested. After the hearing on such a petition and upon
presentation of the required evidence, the Court will
make a finding of incapacity as to the alleged incapaci-
tated person and may authorize the person or institution
maintaining the person to receive and hold or dispose of
the property of the person without the appointment of a
guardian or the entry of security.
(b) Without the appointment of a guardian, any
amount in cash of a resident or non-resident incapaci-
tated person may be ordered by the Court to be deposited
in one or more savings accounts in the name of the
person in banks, building and loan associations or savings
and loan associations insured by a federal government
agency, provided that the amount deposited in any one
such savings institution shall not exceed the amount to
which accounts are thus insured. Every such order shall
contain a provision that no withdrawal can be made from
any such account except as authorized by order of Court.
Sec. 12. Foreign or Successor Guardian.
(a) A foreign guardian shall file an exemplification of
the record of the foreign guardianship in the office of the
Register of Wills and thereafter a petition with the Court
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requesting full faith and credit to be given to the foreign
adjudication of incompetency. The Court will enter a
preliminary order awarding a citation directed to the
alleged incapacitated person and providing that at least
twenty days’ written notice of the proceeding be given to
all persons appearing to be entitled to such notice. In
addition to fixing a return day for the citation, the order
shall also fix a time and place for hearing on the petition.
The citation, together with a copy of the petition and
order, shall be served personally on the alleged incapaci-
tated person. Notice to other persons shall be given
personally or by registered or certified mail. The forms of
preliminary and final orders as approved by the Court are
as provided in the appendix to these Rules.
(b) The Court, after such notice to parties in interest as
it shall direct, may without a hearing appoint a succeed-
ing guardian to fill a vacancy in the office of guardian or
may appoint a co-guardian of the estate of an incapaci-
tated person. Where the vacating guardian was a parent
who is now deceased, any testamentary nominee of the
parent shall be given preference by the court.
Sec. 13. Distribution of Principal (Estate Plan)
In all petitions brought under 20 Pa.C.S.A. § 5536(b),
the Court will appoint a guardian ad litem to represent
the interests of the incapacitated person at the hearing
on the petition.
Alternate
In all petitions brought under 20 Pa.C.S.A. § 5536(b),
petitioner shall (1) request the Court to appoint a guard-
ian ad litem to represent the interests of the incapaci-
tated person in the proceedings, or (2) assert facts and
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an alleged incapacitated person )
PRELIMINARY ORDER OF COURT
(Non-Emergency Guardian)
AND NOW, this day of , the foregoing Petition having been presented in open Court, and
upon consideration thereof, and upon motion of * , Esquire, counsel for the Petitioner, it is
ORDERED and DECREED that a Citation be awarded directed to * , to show cause why *he/she
should not be adjudged an incapacitated person and a plenary guardian of *his/her person and estate be appointed,
returnable the day of , at o’clock .m. prevailing time, at which time and place a
hearing on the Petition for Appointment of a Plenary Guardian of the person and of the Estate of the Alleged
Incapacitated Person will be held in the Orphans’ Court Division of the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County, 17th
Floor, Frick Building, 437 Grant Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219.
At least twenty (20) days written notice of the hearing shall be given to * , the alleged
incapacitated person, by serving *him/her personally with a Citation and this Order of Court and a copy of the foregoing
1 3 Sections marked by asterisk (*) must be completed by counsel before Court presentation.
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Petition together with an explanation of the content and terms of the Petition; at least twenty (20) days written notice of
the Petition and hearing shall also be given to the next of kin and other parties in interest named in the Petition either
personally or by registered or certified mail.
BY THE COURT:
J.
Appendix B-2: Preliminary Order awarding a Citation for Emergency and Permanent Guardian under
Rule 14, Sections 2(a) and 6(a)






an alleged incapacitated person )
PRELIMINARY ORDER OF COURT
(Emergency and Permanent Guardian)
AND NOW, this day of , the foregoing Petition having been presented in open Court, upon
consideration thereof and on motion of * , counsel for petitioner, it is ORDERED and DECREED that
a Citation be awarded, directed to * , to show cause why *he/she should not be adjudged an
incapacitated person and a *plenary/limited guardian of *his/her person and estate be appointed. The citation shall be
returnable and an emergency and permanent hearing on the Petition and any answer thereto shall be held on the
following dates and times:
Emergency Guardianship Permanent Guardianship
Return Date: Return Date:
Hearing Date: Hearing Date:
Hearing Time: Hearing Time:
Courtroom:
The alleged incapacitated person shall be given notice of the hearing on appointment of an emergency guardian of
*his/her person and estate by serving *him/her personally with the Citation, this Order of Court and a copy of the
foregoing Petition prior to the time of such emergency hearing.
OR
The court finds that service of notice of the hearing on appointment of an emergency guardian upon the alleged
incapacitated person is not feasible under the circumstances and is, therefore, waived pursuant to 20 Pa.C.S. § 5513.
Any Answer or other response to the Petition shall be filed at the Office of the Register of Wills of Allegheny County
sitting as Clerk of the Orphans’ Court, First Floor, City-County Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219. Hearings shall
be held at the Orphans’ Court Division of the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County, 17th Floor, Frick Building,
437 Grant Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219.
The Court finds that strict compliance with 20 Pa.C.S. § 5511(E) and Rule 14, Section 1 of the Allegheny County
Orphans’ Court Division Rules (both relating to contents of the Petition) are not feasible under the circumstances and are
waived for the purpose of the hearing on appointment of an emergency guardian of the alleged incapacitated person.
The Court further finds that strict compliance with 20 Pa.C.S. § 5511(A) (relating to notification concerning the right
to counsel and the appointment of counsel for the alleged incapacitated person) are not feasible under the circumstances
and are waived for the purpose of the hearing on appointment of an emergency guardian of the alleged incapacitated
person.
At least twenty (20) days written notice of the hearing on appointment of a permanent guardian shall be given to
* , the alleged incapacitated person, by serving *him/her personally with a copy of the Petition, the
citation and this Order of Court, together with an explanation of their contents. At least twenty (20) days written notice
of the petition and hearing on the appointment of a permanent guardian shall be given to the next of kin and other
parties in interest named in the petition, either personally or by registered or certified mail.
BY THE COURT:
J.
2 3 Sections marked by asterisk (*) must be completed by counsel before Court presentation.
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Appendix C: Final Order appointing Permanent Limited Guardian under Local Rule 14, Sec. 5(b)






an alleged incapacitated person )
ORDER OF COURT DETERMINING PARTIAL INCAPACITY AND APPOINTING PERMANENT LIMITED GUARDIAN
OF PERSON AND ESTATE
AND NOW, this day of , a hearing in this case having been held on * ,
and it appearing to the Court that , was served with a Citation and Notice of the hearing on
, and was present at the hearing (or) the Court finds that the physical or mental condition of
* would be harmed by *his/her presence at the hearing, and further finds from the testimony:
1. That * suffers from , a condition or disability which partially impairs
*his/her capacity to receive and evaluate information effectively and to make and communicate decisions concerning
*his/her management of financial affairs or to meet essential requirements for *his/her physical health and safety.
2. That there are insufficient supports available to assist * in overcoming such limitations and that
there exists no less restrictive alternative mechanism for decision making than the appointment of a limited Guardian.
3. That based on the partial incapacity of * , to receive and evaluate information effectively and to
make or communicate decisions, a Limited Guardian of the Person and a Limited Guardian of the Estate are required on
a permanent basis.
NOW, THEREFORE, based on the clear and convincing evidence supporting the foregoing findings, it is ORDERED,
ADJUDGED and DECREED that * be and is hereby adjudged a partially incapacitated person.
* is appointed Limited Permanent Guardian of the Person of * and
is appointed Limited Permanent Guardian of the Estate of * .
The Limited Guardian of the Person shall have full authority to consent to the general care, maintenance and custody
of * , except as follows:
The Limited Guardian of the Person shall assure that * receives appropriate services and shall
assist *him/her in developing self reliance and independence.
The Limited Guardian of the Estate shall have the authority to marshall all of * ’s income and
assets except that * , the incapacitated person, shall retain the following power and authority to act
on *his/her own behalf: .
If there is a safe deposit box in the name of the incapacitated person alone or in the names of the incapacitated person
and another or others, said safe deposit box shall not be entered by the Guardian except in the presence of a
representative of the financial institution where the box is located or in the presence of a representative of the Orphans’
Court Division. The representative present at the time of entry shall make or cause to be made a record of the
incapacitated person’s property, and said record shall be filed with the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court Division. None of the
incapacitated person’s property may be removed until after the aforesaid inventory is completed.
If the safe deposit box is jointly owned, five (5) days notice of the proposed entry shall be given to the other owners by
the Guardian.
An Inventory must be filed within ninety (90) days. A report by the Guardian of the Person and Estate shall be filed
within days and annually thereafter.
Within sixty (60) days of the death of the incapacitated person or an adjudication of capacity and modification of
existing orders, the guardian of the estate shall file a final accounting.
A Surety Bond in the amount of shall be presented for approval by the Guardian of the Estate within five (5)
days of the date of this Order.
* , an incapacitated person, has the right to appeal this Order of Court by filing exceptions with
the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court Division within ten (10) days of the date of this Order or to petition this Court for
a hearing to review or terminate the adjudication of incapacity and guardianship herein established. If
* was not present at this hearing on the adjudication of *his/her incapacity and the appointment of a
guardian then Petitioner shall serve upon and read to * the Statement of Rights attached to this
Order and marked Exhibit A. Proof of service of the Statement of Rights shall be filed by the Guardian with the Clerk of
the Orphans’ Court within ten (10) days of the date of this Order.
BY THE COURT:
J.
3 3 Sections marked by asterisk (*) must be completed by counsel before Court presentation.
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Appendix D: Final Order Appointing Permanent Plenary Guardian under Rule 14, Sec. 5(b)






an alleged incapacitated person )
ORDER OF COURT DETERMINING INCAPACITY AND APPOINTING PERMANENT PLENARY GUARDIAN OF
PERSON AND/OR ESTATE
AND NOW, this day of , a hearing in this case having been held on * ,
and it appearing to the Court that * , was served with a Citation and Notice of the hearing on
* , and was present at the hearing (or) the Court finds that the physical or mental condition of
* would be harmed by his/her presence at the hearing, and further finds from the testimony:
1. That * suffers from , a condition or disability which totally impairs *his/her
capacity to receive and evaluate information effectively and to make and communicate decisions concerning *his/her
management of financial affairs or to meet essential requirements for his/her physical health and safety.
2. That there are insufficient supports available to assist * in overcoming such limitations and that
there exists no less restrictive mechanism for decision making that the appointment of a Plenary Guardian.
3. That based on the total incapacity of * , to receive and evaluate information effectively and to
make or communicate decisions, a Plenary Guardian of the Person and Plenary Guardian of the Estate are required on a
permanent basis.
NOW THEREFORE, based on the clear and convincing evidence supporting the foregoing findings, it is ORDERED,
ADJUDGED and DECREED that * be and hereby is adjudged a totally incapacitated person.
* is appointed Permanent Plenary Guardian of the Person of * and
* is appointed Permanent Plenary Guardian of the Estate of * .
The Permanent Plenary Guardian of the Person shall have full authority to consent to the general care, maintenance
and custody of * without exception.
The Permanent Plenary Guardian of the Person shall assure that * receives appropriate services
and shall assist him/her in developing self-reliance and independence.
The Limited Guardian of the Estate shall have the authority to marshal all of * ’s income and
assets, pay his/her bills and manage *his/her financial affairs as fully as * could do so *himself/
herself if *he/she had not been adjudged incapacitated.
If there is a safe deposit box in the name of the incapacitated person alone or in the names of the incapacitated person
and another or others, said safe deposit box shall not be entered by the Guardian except in the presence of a
representative of the financial institution where the box is located or in the presence of a representative of the Orphans’
Court Division. The representative present at the time of entry shall make or cause to be made a record of the
incapacitated person’s property, and said record shall be filed with the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court Division. None of the
incapacitated person’s property may be removed until after the aforesaid inventory is completed.
If the safe deposit box is jointly owned, five (5) days notice of the proposed entry shall be given to the other owners by
the Guardian.
An Inventory must be filed within ninety (90) days. A report by the Guardian of the Person and Estate shall be filed
within days and annually thereafter in a form approved by the Orphans’ Court Divisions.
Within sixty (60) days of the death of the incapacitated person or an adjudication of capacity and modification of
existing orders, the guardian of the estate shall file a final accounting.
A Surety Bond in the amount of shall be presented for approval by the Guardian of the Estate within five (5)
days of the date of this Order.
* , an incapacitated person, has the right to appeal this Order of Court by filing exceptions with
the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court Division within ten (10) days of the date of this Order or to petition this Court for a
hearing to review or terminate the adjudication of incapacity and guardianship herein established.
If * was not present at the hearing on the adjudication of *his/her incapacity and appointment of a
guardian then Petitioner shall serve upon and read to * the Statement of Rights attached to this
Order of Court and marked as Exhibit A. Proof of service of the Statement of Rights shall be filed by the Guardian with
the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court within ten (10) days of the date of this Order.
BY THE COURT:
J.
4 3 Sections marked by asterisk (*) must be completed by counsel before Court presentation.
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Appendix E: Order Appointing Emergency Limited Guardian Under Rule 14, Section 6(b)






an alleged incapacitated person )
ORDER OF COURT DETERMINING INCAPACITY AND APPOINTING EMERGENCY LIMITED GUARDIAN OF
PERSON AND/OR ESTATE
AND NOW, this day of , a hearing in this case having been held on , and
it appearing to the Court that * , was served with a Citation and Notice of the hearing on
* , and was present at the hearing (or) the Court finds that the physical or mental condition of
* would be harmed by *his/her presence at the hearing, and further finds from the testimony:
1. That * suffers from * , a condition or disability which partially impairs
his/her capacity to receive and evaluate information effectively and to make and communicate decisions concerning
*his/her management of financial affairs or to meet essential requirements for *his/her physical health and safety.
2. That there are insufficient supports available to assist * in overcoming such limitations and that
there exists no less restrictive alternative mechanism for decision making than the appointment of a Limited Guardian.
3. That based on the partial in capacity of * , to receive and evaluate information effectively and to
make or communicate decisions, a Limited Guardian of the person and Limited Guardian of the Estate are required on a
emergency basis.
NOW THEREFORE, based on the clear and convincing evidence supporting the foregoing findings, it is ORDERED,
ADJUDGED and DECREED that * be and hereby is adjudged a partially incapacitated person.
is appointed Emergency Limited Guardian of the Person of * and
is appointed Emergency Limited Guardian of the Estate of * .
The Emergency Limited Guardian of the Person shall have authority to consent to the general care, maintenance and
custody of * with the exception of: .
The Emergency Limited Guardian of the person shall assure that * receives appropriate services
and shall assist *him/her in developing self-reliance and independence.
The Emergency Limited Guardian of the Estate shall have the authority to marshal all of * ’s
income and assets except that * , the incapacitated person, shall retain the following power and
authority to act on *his/her own behalf:
If there is a safe deposit box in the name of the incapacitated person alone or in the names of the incapacitated person
and another or others, said safe deposit box shall not be entered by the Guardian except in the presence of a
representative of the financial institution where the box is located or in the presence of a representative of the Orphans’
Court Division. The representative present at the time of entry shall make or cause to be made a record of the
incapacitated person’s property, and said record shall be filed with the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court Division. None of the
incapacitated person’s property may be removed until after the aforesaid inventory is completed.
If the safe deposit box is jointly owned, five (5) days notice of the proposed entry shall be given to the other owners by
the Guardian.
The appointment of Emergency Limited Guardian of the Person and Estate shall remain in effect until further Order of
Court.
NO BOND REQUIRED ON EMERGENCY LIMITED GUARDIAN APPOINTMENT.
The testimony from this hearing on the emergency adjudication of incapacity and guardianship herein established shall
be preserved and perpetuated for the hearing on the permanent adjudication of incapacity and guardianship.
, an incapacitated person, has the right to appeal this Order of Court by filing exceptions with the
Clerk of the Orphans’ Court Division within ten (10) days of the date of this Order or to petition this Court for a hearing
to review or terminate the adjudication of incapacity and guardianship herein established.
If * was not present at the hearing on the adjudication of *his/her incapacity and the appointment
of a guardian then Petitioner shall serve upon and read to * the Statement of Rights attached to this
Order of Court and marked as Exhibit A. Proof of service of the Statement of Rights shall be filed by the Guardian with
the Clerk of the Orphans’ court within ten (10) days of the date of this Order.
BY THE COURT:
J.
5 Sections marked by asterisk (*) must be completed by counsel before Court presentation
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Appendix F: Order Appointment Emergency Plenary Guardian under Local Rule 14, Section 6(d)






an alleged incapacitated person.
ORDER OF COURT DETERMINING INCAPACITY AND APPOINTING EMERGENCY PLENARY GUARDIAN OF
PERSON AND/OR ESTATE
AND NOW, this day of , , a hearing in this case having been held on
* , and it appearing to the Court that * was served with a Citation and Notice of
this hearing on * , and was present at the hearing (or) the Court finds that the physical or mental
condition of * would be harmed by *his/her presence at the hearing, and further finds from the
testimony:
1. That * suffers from * , a condition or disability which totally impairs
*his/her capacity to receive and evaluate information effectively and to make and communicate decisions concerning
*his/her management of financial affairs or to meet essential requirements for *his/her physical health and safety.
2. That there are insufficient supports available to assist * in overcoming such limitation and that
there exists no less restrictive alternative mechanism for decision making than the appointment of a Emergency Plenary
Guardian.
3. That based on the total incapacity of * to receive and evaluate information effectively and to
make or communicate decisions, a Plenary Guardian of the Person and a Plenary Guardian of the Estate are required on
a Emergency basis.
NOW THEREFORE, based on the clear and convincing evidence supporting the foregoing findings, it is ORDERED,
ADJUDGED and DECREED that * be and hereby is adjudged a totally incapacitated person.
is appointed Emergency Plenary Guardian of the Person of and is appointed
Emergency Plenary Guardian of the Estate of * .
The Emergency Plenary Guardian of the Person shall have authority to consent to the general care, maintenance and
custody of * without exception.
The Emergency Plenary Guardian of the Person shall assure that * receives appropriate services
and shall assist *him/her in developing self-reliance and independence.
The Emergency Plenary Guardian of the Estate shall have the authority to marshal all of * ’s
income and assets, pay *his/her bills and manage his/her financial affairs as fully as * could do so
*himself/herself if *he/she had not been adjudged incapacitated.
If there is a safe deposit box in the name of the incapacitated person alone or in the names of the incapacitated person
and another or others, said safe deposit box shall not be entered by the Guardian except in the presence of a
representative of the financial institution where the box is located or in the presence of a representative of the Orphans’
Court Division. The representative present at the time of entry shall make or cause to be made a record of the
incapacitated person’s property, and said record shall be filed with the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court Division. None of the
incapacitated person’s property may be removed until after the aforesaid inventory is completed.
If the safe deposit box is jointly owned, five (5) days notice of the proposed entry shall be given to the other owners by
the Guardian.
The appointment of the Emergency Plenary Guardian of the Person and Estate shall remain in effect until further
Order of Court.
NO BOND REQUIRED ON EMERGENCY PLENARY GUARDIAN APPOINTMENT.
The testimony from this hearing on the emergency adjudication of incapacity and guardianship herein established shall
be preserved and perpetuated for the hearing on the permanent adjudication of incapacity and guardianship.
* , an incapacitated person, has the right to appeal this Order of Court by filing exceptions with
the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court Division within ten (10) days of the date of this Order or to petition this Court for a
hearing to review or terminate the adjudication of incapacity and guardianship herein established.
If * was not present at the hearing on the adjudication of *his/her incapacity and the appointment
of a guardian then Petitioner shall serve upon and read to * the Statement of Rights attached to this
Order of Court and marked as Exhibit A. Proof of service of the Statement or Rights shall be filed by the Guardian with
the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court within ten (10) days of the date of this Order.
BY THE COURT:
J.
6 Sections marked by asterisk (*) must be completed by counsel before Court presentation.
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Appendix H: Statement of Rights
STATEMENT OF RIGHTS
AN ORDER HAS BEEN ENTERED BY A JUDGE OF THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF ALLEGHENY
COUNTY, ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION, WHEREBY YOU HAVE BEEN ADJUDICATED AN INCAPACITATED
PERSON AND UNABLE TO CARE FOR YOURSELF AND/OR MANAGE YOUR PERSONAL AFFAIRS. YOU HAVE
THE RIGHT TO FILE EXCEPTIONS TO THE COURT’S DECISION WITHIN TEN (10) DAYS OF THE DATE OF THE
COURT’S ORDER. IF YOU FAIL TO FILE EXCEPTIONS, THE ORDER WILL BECOME FINAL. IN THE EVENT THAT
YOU FILE EXCEPTIONS AND THEY ARE DENIED, YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO FILE AN APPEAL TO THE SUPERIOR
COURT WITHIN THIRTY (30) DAYS OF THE DATE OF THE DENIAL OF THE EXCEPTIONS.
IN ADDITION, YOU MAY PETITION THE COURT AT ANY FUTURE TIME TO MODIFY OR TO TERMINATE THE
GUARDIANSHIP IF THERE IS A CHANCE IN YOUR CAPACITY OR IF YOUR GUARDIAN FAILS TO PERFORM
HIS/HER DUTIES IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE COURT’S ORDER.
IF YOU WISH TO APPEAL THE ORDER OR TO PETITION THE COURT TO MODIFY OR TERMINATE THE
GUARDIANSHIP, YOU ARE ENTITLED TO BE REPRESENTED BY AN ATTORNEY. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE AN
ATTORNEY, THE COURT MAY APPOINT ONE TO REPRESENT YOU. IF YOU CANNOT AFFORD AN ATTORNEY,
THE SERVICES OF AN ATTORNEY WHOM THE COURT MAY APPOINT FOR YOU WILL BE PROVIDED AT NO
COST TO YOU.
Appendix I: State Police Gun Control Notification
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
NOTIFICATION OF MENTAL HEALTH COMMITMENT
The Uniform Firearms Act, 18 Pa.C.S. 6105(c)(4) specifies that it shall be unlawful for any person adjudicated as a
incompetent or who has been involuntarily committed to a mental institution for inpatient care and treatment under
Section 302, 303, 304 of the Mental Health Procedures Act of July 9, 1976 (P.L. 817, No. 143) to possess, use,
manufacture, control, sell or transfer firearms. This would include adjudication of incapacity pursuant to 20 Pa.C.S.A.
§ 5501. Pursuant to the Pennsylvania Mental Health Procedures Act, Section 109, notification shall be transmitted to the
Pennsylvania State Police by the judge, mental health review officer or county mental health and mental retardation
administrator within SEVEN days of the adjudication, commitment or treatment by first class mail to the Pennsylvania
State Police, Attention: Firearm Unit, 1800 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17100. NOTE: The envelope shall be
marked ‘‘CONFIDENTIAL.’’
Place an ‘‘X’’ on either Involuntary Commitment or Adjudicated Incompetent
INVOLUNTARY COMMITMENT ADJUDICATED INCOMPETENT
Date of Involuntary Commitment or Adjudicated Incompetent
INDIVIDUAL INFORMATION (INDIVIDUAL INVOLUNTARILY COMMITTED OR ADJUDICATED INCOMPETENT)
LAST NAME FIRST MIDDLE
JR., ETC. MAIDEN NAME ALIAS
DATE OF BIRTH SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
SEX RACE HEIGHT WEIGHT HAIR EYES
ADDRESS
NOTIFICATION BY (Please print name, address, area code, and phone number of agency or county court.)
County Submitting Notification
County Mental Health and Mental Retardation Administrator
County Mental Health Review Officer
Physician Certifying Necessity of Involuntary Commitment
(Required in accordance with Section 6105(c)(4) of the Uniform Firearms Act)
Hospital/Facility Providing Treatment/Address
Judge
SIGNATURE OF NOTIFYING OFFICIAL DATE
Court Case Number Date of Court Order
******************************************************************************************************************
NOTIFICATION OF PHYSICIAN’S DETERMINATION THAT NO SEVERE MENTAL DISABILITY EXISTS
The physician shall provide signed confirmation of the determination of the lack of severe mental disability following
the initial examination under Section 302(b) of the Mental Health Procedures Act and pursuant to the Uniform Firearms
Act, Section 6111.1(g)(3). Notice shall be transmitted by the physician to the Pennsylvania State Police through the
county mental health and mental retardation administrator or mental health review officer.
Name of Physician (Please print)
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Appendix J-1: Consent of Guardian of Person






an alleged incapacitated person.
CONSENT OF PROPOSED GUARDIAN OF THE PERSON
I, * , do hereby consent to be appointed as the Guardian of the Person of * , an
alleged incapacitated person, if so appointed by the Court.
I understand that if I am appointed as guardian, I will be serving for the benefit of * , an alleged
incapacitated person, and I affirm that I will act in *his/her best interest at all times.
I further understanding that if I am appointed as guardian, I will be required to report to the Orphans’ Court Division
on my ward’s personal affairs on at least an annual basis.
Dated:
Proposed Guardian
Appendix J-2: Consent of Guardian of Estate






an alleged incapacitated person.
CONSENT OF PROPOSED GUARDIAN OF THE ESTATE
I, * , do hereby consent to be appointed as the Guardian of the Estate of * , an
alleged incapacitated person, if so appointed by the Court.
I understand that if I am appointed as guardian, I will be serving for the benefit of * , an alleged
incapacitated person, and I affirm that I will act in *his/her best interest at all times.
I further understand that if I am appointed as Guardian of the Estate, I am accepting fiduciary responsibility for the
financial affairs of * , an alleged incapacitated person, and will be required to report to the Orphans’
Court Division with regard to those financial affairs on at least an annual basis.
Dated:
Proposed Guardian
Appendix K: Notification of Retention of Lack of Counsel Under Rule 14, Section (3)
Date of Letter
The Honorable
Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County
Orphans’ Court Division Courtroom
1700 Frick Building
Pittsburgh, PA 15219




With regard to the above-captioned matter, and in accordance with Allegheny County Local Orphans’ Court Rule 14,
Section 3(b), this letter is to inform you that to the best of my knowledge, information and belief, * is
not presently represented by counsel in his/her own right in regard to the above referenced proceedings.
OR
With regard to the above-captioned matter, and in accordance with Allegheny County Local Orphans’ Court Rule 14,
Section 3(b), this letter is to inform you that to the best of my knowledge, information and belief, * is
7 Sections marked by asterisk (*) must be completed by counsel before Court presentation.
8 Sections marked by asterisk (*) must be completed by counsel before Court presentation.
9 Sections marked by asterisk (*) must be completed by counsel before Court presentation.
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presently represented by counsel in his/her own right in regard to the above referenced proceedings. An appearance has
been entered on his/her behalf by * whose address is * and whose telephone




Appendix L: Petition and Orders for Electroconvulsive Therapy for a Person under Civil Commitment






an alleged incapacitated person.
PETITION FOR ORDER OF COURT AUTHORIZING ELECTRO-CONVULSIVE THERAPY AS REQUIRED BY 55 PA.
CODE § 5100.54, ARTICLE VI 2(b) (4)
Your Petitioner, * , pursuant to 50 Pa. §§ 7102, 7104, and 7305, and 55 Pa. Code § 5100.54, Article
VI, 2 (b), hereby requests that this Court issue an Order authorizing electro-convulsive therapy for the Respondent,
* and in support of such request, avers and represents as follows:
1. * , is a * year old patient at * , having been admitted to
* on * Under an involuntary commitment order issued pursuant to Section
* of the Mental Health Procedures Act (50 P.S. §* ).
2. By Order of Court dated * , the Respondent * was found to be
* , and was committed or recommitted to * for involuntary in-patient care, for a
period not to exceed * days, pursuant to Section of the Mental Health Procedures
Act (50 P.S. §* ). See Commitment Order and underlying Commitment Petition, attached as Exhibit 1.
3. * ’s domicile prior to admission to * was * .
4. * carries a diagnosis of * which has been poorly responsive to treatment.
5. Over the last * , * has had a number of treatment regimens of
* which have failed to significantly improve *his/her symptoms.
6. * ’s recent symptoms have included refusing to * .
7. ’s treatment team has recommended electro-convulsive therapy (ECT) to treat *his/her psychiat-
ric condition, and it has been documented in *his/her record that all reasonable and less intensive treatment modalities
have been considered, and that ECT represents the most effective therapy for * at this time.
8. * , M.D., * ’s treating psychiatrist who has experience and training related to
ECT, has evaluated * and has recommended ECT for * . See Notarized State-
ment by Doctor * , attached as Exhibit 2.
9. Attempts have been made to give * a full explanation of the anticipated nature and duration of
the ECT, and why the treating psychiatrist is recommending ECT.
10. * has been told that *he/she has the right to accept or refuse ECT, and that if *he/she consents,
*he/she has the right to revoke *his/her consent for any reason at any time prior to or between treatments.
11. * has, to date, been unwilling and/or unable to discuss the recommended ECT treatment with
Doctor * or other * clinical personnel, and has neither consented to or refused
the recommended ECT.
12. Because of *his/her psychiatric condition, * clinical personnel believes that Respondent,
* lacks the capacity to provide informed consent to the recommended medical treatment - i.e. ECT.
13. It is recommended by * that the ECT be begun as soon as possible; the ECT would be
performed at * .
14. Prior to initiating ECT for * , * , in accordance with standard procedure,
would evaluate * , and would make an independent medical determination of the need for and
duration of ECT. See Exhibit 2.
15. This Petition is brought pursuant to 55 Pa. Code § 5100.54, Article VI (2)(4), which provides that when a patient’s
psychiatrist determines that the patient could benefit from ECT, but also believes that the patient does not have the
capacity to give informed consent to ECT, a Court order authorizing ECT must be obtained before ECT can be
administered to the patient.
10 Sections marked by asterisk (*) must be completed by counsel before Court presentation.
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IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF ALLEGHENY COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA ORPHANS’ COURT
DIVISION
IN RE: * , )
Respondent ) No.
)
PRELIMINARY ORDER OF COURT
NOW, this day of , the foregoing Petition having been presented, upon consideration thereof
and on motion of counsel for the Petitioner, it is ORDERED and DECREED that a hearing be held to consider the
Petitioner’s request. The time and place of hearing on this Petition are fixed for the day of ,
beginning at o’clock, .M., prevailing time, in the Orphans’ Court Division, 17th Floor, Frick Building, 437 Grant
Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219.
The Respondent shall be given notice of the hearing on this Petition by serving *him/her personally with this
Preliminary Order of Court and a copy of the foregoing Petition prior to the time of the hearing.
BY THE COURT:
J.
IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF ALLEGHENY COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA ORPHANS’ COURT
DIVISION
IN RE: * , )
Respondent ) No.
)
ORDER OF COURT AUTHORIZING ELECTRO-CONVULSIVE THERAPY
NOW, this day of , this Court having reviewed and considered the Respondent’s current
mental condition, the treatment that has been provided to Respondent to date and the results of such treatment, and the
recommendation by &his/her treatment team and treating psychiatrist for electro-convulsive therapy, and having found
that Respondent, due to a psychiatric condition which significantly impairs *his/her capacity to receive information
effectively and to make and communicate decisions concerning *his/her medical and psychiatric treatment is unable to
make or communicate an informed decision regarding treatment by electro-convulsive therapy, this Court, in accordance
with 55 Pa. Code § 5100.54, Article VI 2(b)(4), hereby authorized to provide electro-convulsive





ORPHANS COURT DIVISION RULE 15
Rule 15. Adoption.
Sec. 1. Venue.
A proceeding for voluntary relinquishment, involuntary termination of parental rights, confirm consent to adoption, or
adoption may be brought in the County of Allegheny if the parent or parents or the adoptee or person or persons who
have filed a report of intent to adopt, reside in Allegheny County, or if an office of an agency having custody of or having
placed the adoptee is located therein. Such a proceeding may also be brought with leave of Court in Allegheny County if
the adoptee formerly resides in Allegheny County.
Sec. 2. Parties.
Any individual may be adopted, regardless of his age or residence. Any individual may become an adopting parent.
Parent includes adoptive parent.
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Sec. 3. Voluntary Relinquishment. Relinquishment to Agency.
Petition.
(a) A petition of a parent or parents for permission to relinquish forever all parental rights and duties with respect to a
child under the age of eighteen years who has been in the care of an agency for a minimum period of three (3) days, or,
whether or not the agency has the physical care of the child, the agency has received a written notice of the present
intent to transfer to it custody of the child, executed by the parent, shall contain the following information:
(1) The name and address of petitioner and identity, i.e., parent.
(2) The name, address, age, racial background and religious affiliation of the parent or parents, and all alleged parents
and any deceased parent.
(3) The marital status of the mother as of the time of birth of the child and during one (1) year prior thereto, and, if
the mother has ever been married, the name of her husband or husbands, and her maiden name and how prior marriages
were terminated;
(4) The name, age, date of birth, racial background, sex and religious affiliation of the child; the name of the child shall
include all names by which child has been identified on the birth certificate and any other legal document;
(5) The name and address of the agency having care of the child;
(6) The date when the child was placed with the agency;
(7) When the child is born out of wedlock, whether the mother and father of the child intend to marry;
(8) If the mother of the child was married within one (1) year prior to the birth of the child but identifies the natural
father as a person other than her spouse, then the information as to the spouse (legal father) of the mother shall be set
forth as required in subparagraph (2);
(9) The date on which the parent has executed a written notice of the present intent to transfer to the agency custody
of the child, if said notice was executed;
(10) The reasons for seeking relinquishment.
(11) If Petitioner also seeks to terminate the parental rights of the putative father, then state whether or not the
putative father has filed a petition to Voluntarily Relinquish his parental rights pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2501
and 2503 and whether the putative father has filed an Acknowledgment of Paternity or Claim of Paternity pursuant to 23
Pa.C.S.A. Section 8302 or 8303.
The prayer shall be for permission to relinquish forever all parental rights and duties of the Petitioner with respect to
the child and to award to the agency the custody of the child. The prayer may also be for permission to terminate the
parental rights of the putative father pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2503(d).
(b) Exhibits.
The petition shall have attached to it the following exhibits:
(1) An original or certified birth certificate or certification of registration of birth of the child;
(2) The written notice executed by the Petitioner to the agency of that parent’s present intent to transfer to the agency
custody of the child, if applicable;
(3) The joinder of the agency having care of the child and the consent to the agency to accept custody of the child until
such time as the child is adopted.
(4) Original or certified copy of any previous divorce decrees relating to the mother and original or certified copy of
mother’s previous election to resume maiden name, if applicable;
(5) Original or certified copy of documentation from appropriate State Agency certifying Acknowledgement of Paternity
or Claim of Paternity indicating that no acknowledgement of paternity or claim of paternity has been filed.
(c) Preliminary Decree and Hearing.
Upon presentation of the petition, the Court, by preliminary decree, shall fix a time for hearing which shall be not less
than ten days after filing of the petition. Notice shall be given to the Petitioner. Notice of the hearing shall also be given
to the other parent including any alleged natural father, to the putative father whose parental rights could be terminated
pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2503(d), and to the legal father (spouse of mother within during one (1) year prior to
birth, if he is not identified as the natural father, and to the parents or guardians of a Petitioner who has not reached the
age of 18 years. The Petitioner and an authorized representative of the agency (if agency is involved) shall be examined
under oath at the hearing. The hearing shall be in private. The notices shall be in substantially the following forms, and
Affidavit/Proof of Service of the required notices of hearing shall be filed with the Court at least five (5) days prior to the
scheduled hearing.
(1) Notice to Petitioner of Hearing on Petition for Voluntary Relinquishment.
(Caption of Case)
TO: (name of petitioner)
MOTHER/FATHER/LEGAL FATHER OF (adoptee’s name) , BORN ON
THE DAY OF , , AT (hospital) ,
(city) ,
(county) , (state) .
A PETITION HAS BEEN FILED ASKING THE COURT TO PUT AN END TO ALL RIGHTS YOU HAVE TO YOUR
CHILD, (insert name of child). THE COURT HAS SET A HEARING TO CONSIDER ENDING YOUR RIGHTS TO YOUR
CHILD. THAT HEARING WILL BE HELD IN ORPHANS’ COURT, 1700 FRICK BUILDING, 437 GRANT STREET,
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA ON , AT .M. YOUR PRESENCE IS REQUIRED AT THE
HEARING. YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO BE REPRESENTED AT THE HEARING BY A LAWYER. YOU SHOULD TAKE
THIS PAPER TO YOUR LAWYER AT ONCE. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A LAWYER OR CANNOT AFFORD ONE, GO TO
OR TELEPHONE THE OFFICE SET FORTH BELOW TO FIND OUT WHERE YOU CAN GET LEGAL HELP.
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LAWYER REFERRAL SERVICE






(2) Notice to the Other Parent and Legal Father.
(Caption of Case)
TO: (other parent and/or legal father)
MOTHER/FATHER/LEGAL FATHER OF (adoptee’s name) , BORN ON
THE DAY OF , , AT (hospital) ,
(city)
, (county) , (state) .
A PETITION HAS BEEN FILED BY (petitioner’s name) ASKING THE COURT TO PUT AN END TO ALL RIGHTS
SHE/HE HAS TO YOUR CHILD, (name of adoptee). THE COURT HAS SET A HEARING TO CONSIDER ENDING
HIS/HER RIGHTS TO YOUR CHILD. THAT HEARING WILL BE HELD IN ORPHANS’ COURT, 1700 FRICK
BUILDING, 437 GRANT STREET, PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA ON , AT .M. A COPY OF




(3) Notice to Putative Father whose rights may be terminated.
(Caption of Case)
TO: (name of putative father)
FATHER OF (adoptee’s name) , BORN ON THE DAY OF
, , AT (hospital) ,
(city) , (county) , (state) .
A PETITION HAS BEEN FILED BY (petitioner’s name) ASKING THE COURT TO PUT AN END TO ALL RIGHTS
SHE HAS TO YOUR CHILD, (name of adoptee). THE COURT HAS SET A HEARING TO CONSIDER ENDING
HIS/HER RIGHTS TO YOUR CHILD. THAT HEARING WILL BE HELD IN ORPHANS’ COURT, 1700 FRICK
BUILDING, 437 GRANT STREET, PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA ON , AT .M. A COPY OF
THE NOTICE TO PETITIONER IS ATTACHED.
YOUR RIGHTS TO (adoptee’s name) MAY ALSO BE TERMINATED IF YOU FAIL TO FILE EITHER AN
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF PATERNITY OR CLAIM OF PATERNITY PURSUANT TO 23 Pa.C.S.A. SECTION 5103
AND YOU FAIL TO EITHER APPEAR AT THIS HEARING FOR THE PURPOSE OF OBJECTING TO THE
TERMINATION OF YOUR RIGHTS TO (adoptee’s name) OR YOU FAIL TO FILE A WRITTEN OBJECTION TO THE
TERMINATION OF YOUR RIGHTS WITH THE COURT PRIOR TO THIS HEARING.
YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO BE REPRESENTED AT THE HEARING BY A LAWYER. YOU SHOULD TAKE THIS
PAPER TO YOUR LAWYER AT ONCE. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A LAWYER OR CANNOT AFFORD ONE, GO TO OR
TELEPHONE THE OFFICE SET FORTH BELOW TO FIND OUT WHERE YOU CAN GET LEGAL HELP.
LAWYER REFERRAL SERVICE






(4) Notice to Parent(s) or Guardian of Petitioner who has not reached the age of 18 years.
(Caption of Case)
TO: MOTHER/FATHER OF , MINOR NATURAL FATHER/MOTHER OF
(adoptee’s name) , BORN ON THE DAY OF ,
, AT (hospital) , (city) ,
(county) , (state) .
A PETITION HAS BEEN FILED ASKING THE COURT TO PUT AN END TO ALL RIGHTS
(name of minor natural parent) HAS TO HIS/HER CHILD, (adoptee’s name)
. THE COURT HAS SET A HEARING TO CONSIDER ENDING HIS/HER RIGHTS TO HIS/HER
CHILD. THAT HEARING WILL BE HELD IN ORPHANS’ COURT, 1700 FRICK BUILDING, 437 GRANT STREET,
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(d) Final Decree. (1) A decree of termination in substantially the following form shall be submitted to the Court at the
hearing:
And now, this day of , the foregoing Petition For Voluntary Relinquishment of Parental
Rights and duties to an Agency having been heard, upon consideration thereof and of the supporting testimony and it
appearing that desires to relinquish forever all parental rights with respect to ,
the Court finds the averments of facts in said petition are true and that the prayer of the petition should be granted;
Now, therefore it is ordered, adjudged and decreed that all parental rights and duties of with respect to said child are
hereby terminated in accordance with The Adoption Act, 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2501 and 2503; said termination to
extinguish the power or right of said to object to or receive notice of adoption proceedings; and that
custody of is hereby awarded to .
, J.
(2) If the rights of the putative father will also be terminated pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2503(d) then a decree in
substantially the following form shall be submitted to the Court at the hearing:
And now, this day of , the foregoing Petition For Voluntary Relinquishment of Parental
Rights and duties to an Agency having been heard, upon consideration thereof and of the supporting testimony and it
appearing that desires to relinquish forever all parental rights with respect to ,
the Court finds the averments of facts in said petition are true and that the prayer of the petition should be granted;
Now, therefore it is ordered, adjudged and decreed that all parental rights and duties of with respect to said child are
hereby terminated in accordance with The Adoption Act, 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2501 and 2503; said termination to
extinguish the power or right of said to object to or receive notice of adoption proceedings;
Furthermore, the Court finds that the putative father, will not file a Petition to voluntarily
relinquish his parental rights pursuant to The Adoption Act, 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2501 and 2503, he has not filed an
Acknowledgement of Paternity or Claim of Paternity pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 5103, he has not appeared to object
to the termination of his parental rights to said child, and has not filed a written objection with this Court to the
termination of his parental rights to said child;
Now, therefore it is ordered, adjudged and decreed that the parental rights of the putative fa-
ther with respect to said child are hereby terminated in accordance with 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section
2503(d); said termination to extinguish the power or right of said to object to or receive notice of
adoption proceedings;
It is further ordered and decreed that custody of is hereby awarded to .
, J.
(e) Right to file personal information. At the time the decree of termination is transmitted to the parents whose rights
are terminated, the Court shall advise that parent in writing of his or her right to place personal information on file with
the Court and with the Department of Health pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2905(d) (relating to impounding of
proceedings and access to records).
Sec. 4 Relinquishment to Adult Intending to Adopt Child.
Petition.
(a) A petition of a parent for permission to relinquish forever all parental rights with respect to a child under the age
of eighteen years who has been in the exclusive care of an adult or adults for minimum period of thirty days, and who
have filed a Report of Intention to Adopt as required by the Adoption Act, 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2531 shall contain the
following information:
(1) The name and address of the Petitioner and identity, i.e., parent;
(2) The name, address, age, racial background, and religious affiliation of the parent or parents; and all alleged parents
and any deceased parent;
(3) The marital status of the mother as of the time of the birth of the child and during one (1) year prior thereto, and if
the mother has ever been married, the name of her husband or husband’s and/or maiden name and how prior marriages
were terminated;
(4) The name, age, date of birth, racial background, sex and religious affiliation of child; the name of the child shall
include all names by which child has been identified on the birth certificate and any other legal document;
(5) The date when the Report of Intention to Adopt was filed;
(6) The date when the child was placed with the adult or adults intending to adopt;
(7) When the child is born out of wedlock, whether the mother and father of the child intend to marry;
(8) If the child is born out of wedlock and the father has been identified, information as to the father shall be set forth
as required in subparagraph (2);
(9) If the mother of the child was married within one (1) year prior to the birth of the child but identified the natural
father as a person other than this spouse, then the information as to the spouse (legal father) of the mother shall be set
forth as required in subparagraph (2);
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(10) If the natural father is unknown, whether there has been any claim of paternity pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section
5103.
(11) The reasons for seeking relinquishment.
(12) If Petitioner also seeks to terminate the parental rights of the putative father, then state whether or not the
putative father has filed a Petition to Voluntarily Relinquish his parental rights pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2502
and 2503 and whether the putative father has filed an Acknowledgement of Paternity or Claim of Paternity pursuant to
23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 5103.
The prayer shall be for permission to relinquish forever all parental rights to the child and to award to the adult or
adults intending to adopt, custody of the child. The prayer may also be for permission to terminate the parental rights of
the putative father of the child pursuant to the 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2503(d).
(b) Exhibits. The petition shall have attached to it the following
(1) An original or certified birth certificate or certification of registration of birth of the child;
(2) The separate consent of the adult or adults intending to adopt, to accept custody of the child;
(3) Original or certified copy of any previous divorce decrees relating to the mother and original or certified copy of any
previous elections to resume maiden name relating to the mother;
(4) Original or certified copy of Acknowledgement of Paternity or Claim of Paternity indicating that no acknowledge-
ment of paternity or claim of paternity has been filed.
(c) Preliminary Decree and Hearing. Upon presentation of the petition the Court, by preliminary decree, shall fix a
time for hearing which shall be not less than ten (10) days after filing of the petition. Notice of the hearing shall be given
to the Petitioner. Notice of the hearing shall also be given to the other parent, to the putative father whose parental
rights could be terminated pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2503(d), to the legal father (spouse of mother within one year
prior to birth), if he is not identified as the natural father, and to the parents or guardians of a Petitioner who has
reached the age of 18. The Petitioner and an authorized representative from the agency (if agency is involved), shall be
examined under oath at the hearing, the hearing shall be in private. The notices shall be in substantially the following
forms and Affidavit/Proof of Service of the required notices of hearing shall be filed with the Court at least five (5) days
prior to the scheduled hearing.
(1) Notice to Petitioner of Hearing on Petition for Voluntary Relinquishment.
(Caption of Case)
TO: (name of Petitioner)
MOTHER/FATHER/LEGAL FATHER OF (adoptee’s name) , BORN ON
THE DAY OF , , AT (hospital) ,
(city) , (county) , (state) .
A PETITION HAS BEEN FILED ASKING THE COURT TO PUT AN END TO ALL RIGHTS YOU HAVE TO YOUR
CHILD, (insert name of child). THE COURT HAS SET A HEARING TO CONSIDER ENDING YOUR RIGHTS TO YOUR
CHILD. THAT HEARING WILL BE HELD IN ORPHANS’ COURT, 1700 FRICK BUILDING, 437 GRANT STREET,
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA ON , AT .M. YOUR PRESENCE IS REQUIRED AT THE
HEARING. YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO BE REPRESENTED AT THE HEARING BY A LAWYER. YOU SHOULD TAKE
THIS PAPER TO YOUR LAWYER AT ONCE. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A LAWYER OR CANNOT AFFORD ONE, GO TO
OR TELEPHONE THE OFFICE SET FORTH BELOW TO FIND OUT WHERE YOU CAN GET LEGAL HELP.
LAWYER REFERRAL SERVICE






(2) Notice to the Other Parent and Legal Father.
(Caption of Case)
TO: (name of Petitioner)
MOTHER/FATHER/LEGAL FATHER OF (adoptee’s name) , BORN ON
THE DAY OF , , AT (hospital) ,
(city) , (county) , (state) .
A PETITION HAS BEEN FILED BY (Petitioner’s name) ASKING THE COURT TO PUT AN END TO ALL RIGHTS
SHE HAS TO YOUR CHILD, (name of adoptee). THE COURT HAS SET A HEARING TO CONSIDER ENDING
HIS/HER RIGHTS TO YOUR CHILD. THAT HEARING WILL BE HELD IN ORPHANS’ COURT, 1700 FRICK
BUILDING, 437 GRANT STREET, PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA ON , AT .M., A COPY OF
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(3) Notice to Putative Father whose rights may be terminated.
(Caption of Case)
TO: (putative father)
FATHER OF (adoptee’s name) , BORN ON THE DAY OF
, , AT (hospital) ,
(city) , (county) , (state) .
A PETITION HAS BEEN FILED BY (Petitioner’s name) ASKING THE COURT TO PUT AN END TO ALL RIGHTS
SHE HAS TO YOUR CHILD, (name of adoptee). THE COURT HAS SET A HEARING TO CONSIDER ENDING
HIS/HER RIGHTS TO YOUR CHILD. THAT HEARING WILL BE HELD IN ORPHANS’ COURT, 1700 FRICK
BUILDING, 437 GRANT STREET, PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA ON , at M. A COPY OF THE
NOTICE TO PETITIONER IS ATTACHED.
YOUR RIGHTS TO (adoptee’s name) MAY ALSO BE TERMINATED IF YOU FAIL TO FILE EITHER AN
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF PATERNITY OR CLAIM OF PATERNITY PURSUANT TO 23 Pa.C.S.A. SECTION 5103
AND YOU FAIL TO EITHER APPEAR AT THIS HEARING FOR THE PURPOSE OF OBJECTING TO THE
TERMINATION OF YOUR RIGHTS TO (adoptee’s name) OR YOU FAIL TO FILE A WRITTEN OBJECTION TO THE
TERMINATION OF YOUR RIGHTS WITH THE COURT PRIOR TO THIS HEARING.
YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO BE REPRESENTED AT THE HEARING BY A LAWYER. YOU SHOULD TAKE THIS
PAPER TO YOUR LAWYER AT ONCE. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A LAWYER OR CANNOT AFFORD ONE, GO TO OR
TELEPHONE THE OFFICE SET FORTH BELOW TO FIND OUT WHERE YOU CAN GET LEGAL HELP.
LAWYER REFERRAL SERVICE






(4) Notice to Parent(s) or Guardian of Petitioner who has not reached the age of 18 years.
(Caption of Case)
TO: MINOR NATURAL MOTHER OF (adoptee’s name) ,
BORN ON THE DAY OF , , AT (hospital)
, (city) , (county) ,
(state) .
A PETITION HAS BEEN FILED ASKING THE COURT TO PUT AN END TO ALL RIGHTS
(name of minor natural parent) HAS TO HIS/HER CHILD (adoptee’s name)
. THE COURT HAS SET A HEARING TO CONSIDER ENDING HIS/HER RIGHTS TO HIS/HER
CHILD. THAT HEARING WILL BE HELD IN ORPHANS’ COURT, 1700 FRICK BUILDING, 437 GRANT STREET,






(1) A decree of termination in substantially the following form shall be submitted to the Court at the Hearing:
And now, this day of , the foregoing Petition for Voluntary Relinquishment of Parental Rights
to an adult(s) intending to Adopt Child having come on to be heard, upon consideration thereof and of the supporting
testimony and it appearing that , desires to relinquish forever all parental rights with respect to ,
the Court finds the averments of facts in said petition are true and that the prayer of the petition should be granted;
Now, therefore, it is ordered, adjudged and decreed that the parental RIGHTS OF THE with
respect to said child are hereby terminated in accordance with 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2502 and 2503; said termination to
extinguish the power or right of said to object to or receive notice of adoption proceedings; and that
custody of is hereby awarded to .
, J.
(2) If the rights of the putative father will also be terminated pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2503(d), then a decree
in substantially the following form shall be submitted to the Court at the hearing:
And now, this day of , the foregoing Petition for Voluntary Relinquishment of Parental Rights
to an Adult(s) intending to Adopt Child having come on to be heard, upon consideration thereof and of the supporting
testimony and it appearing that , desires to relinquish forever all parental rights with respect
to , the Court finds the averments of facts in said petition are true and that the prayer of the petition
should be granted;
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Now, therefore, it is ordered, adjudged and decreed that the parental rights of with respect to said
child are hereby terminated in accordance with 23 PA C.S.A. Section 2502 and 2503; said termination to extinguish the
power or right of said to object to or receive notice of adoption proceedings;
Furthermore, the Court finds that the putative father will not file a Petition to voluntarily
relinquish his parental rights pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2502 or 2503 of the Adoption Act, he has not filed an
Acknowledgement of Paternity or Claim of Paternity pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 5103, he has not appeared to object
to the termination of his parental right to said child, and has not filed a written objection with this Court to the
termination of his parental rights to said child;
Now, therefore, it is ordered, adjudged and decreed that the parental rights of the putative fa-
ther with respect to said child are hereby terminated in accordance with 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section
2503(d); said termination to extinguish the power or right of said to object to or receive notice of
adoption proceedings;
It is further ordered and decreed that custody of is awarded to .
, J.
Sec. 5. Alternative Procedure for Relinquishment. Petition to Confirm Consent to Adoption.
(a) A petition of an intermediary (or adoptive parents where there is no intermediary) to confirm the consents to an
adoption where the parent has executed a consent to adoption as required by 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2711 and has failed for
period of forty (40) days after executing the consent to file or proceed with a petition for voluntary relinquishment of
parental rights, shall contain the following information:
(1) The name and address of the Petitioner and identity, i.e., parent, agency, intermediary;
(2) The name, address, age, racial background and religious affiliation of the parents, including the mother and father
and all alleged parents and deceased parent;
(3) The marital status of the mother as of the time of birth of the child and during one (1) year prior thereto, and, if
the mother has ever been married, the name of her husband or husbands, and her maiden name and how prior marriages
were terminated;
(4) The name, age, date of birth, racial background, sex and religious affiliation of the child; the names of the child
shall include all names by which the child has been identified on the birth certificate and any other legal document;
(5) The name and address of the agency, or the adopting parent(s) if non-agency adoption, having care of the child;
(6) The date when the child was placed with agency, or adopting parents if non-agency adoption;
(7) When the child is born out of wedlock, whether the mother and father of the child intend to marry;
(8) If the mother of the child was married during one (1) year prior to the birth of the child but has identified the
father as a person other than her spouse, then the information as to the spouse (legal father) of the mother shall be set
forth as required in subparagraph (2);
(9) If the father is unknown, whether there have been any claims of paternity or acknowledgment of paternity filed
pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 5103;
(10) That the parent has executed a Consent to Adoption pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2711 and has failed for a
period forty (40) days after executing said consent to file or proceed with a petition for voluntary relinquishment of
parental rights.
(11) If a putative father’s rights are being terminated, pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. 2504(c), that said putative father will
not execute a consent to adoption as required by Section 2711 and has not filed an acknowledgement of paternity or claim
of paternity pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 5103;
(12) That the agency, or the adopting parent(s) if a non-agency adoption, agree to accept custody of the child until such
time as the child may be adopted;
(13) The reasons for seeking relinquishment.
The prayer shall request the Court to Confirm the consent to adoption and to terminate the parental rights of that
parent to the child and to award custody to either the agency or, in the case of a non-agency adoption, to the adults
intending to adopt. If the rights of the putative father are not to be terminated pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2504(c),
the prayer shall also request same.
(b) Exhibits. The petition shall have attached to it the following
(1) The joinder, if obtainable, of a parent who is not a petitioner;
(2) An original or certified copy of the birth certificate or certification of registration of birth of the child;
(3) The separate consent of the agency, or of the adult or adults intending to adopt, to accept custody of the child until
such time as the child may be adopted;
(4) Original or certified copy of any previous divorce decrees relating to the mother and original or certified copy of any
previous elections to resume maiden name relating to the mother;
(5) If the natural father is unknown or if the rights of the putative father are to be terminated pursuant to 23
Pa.C.S.A. Section 2504(c), the original or certified copy of documentation from the appropriate state agency certifying that
no Acknowledgment of Paternity or Claim of Paternity has been filed.
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(6) The original Consent signed by the parent pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2711.
(c) Preliminary Decree and Hearing. Upon presentation of the petition the Court, by preliminary decree, shall fix a
time for hearing which shall be not less than ten (10) days after filing of the petition. Notice shall be given to the
parent(s) whose rights are to be terminated, the other parent (including any alleged father), the putative father whose
rights could be terminated pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2504(c), to the legal father if he has not been identified as
the father, and to the parent(s) or guardian(s) of a natural parent who has not reached the age of 18 years.
Affidavit/Proof of the required notice of hearing on termination of parental rights shall be filed with Court at least five
(5) days prior to the scheduled hearing.
The Petitioner unless otherwise permitted by the Court, and the witnesses to the Consent executed pursuant to Section
2711 of the Adoption Act, shall also appear unless:
(1) The signatures of the parent and witnesses are notarized; or
(2) One of the witnesses to the Consent is an attorney; or
(3) One of the witnesses to the Consent is a representative of a licensed adoption agency or child welfare agency
representative.
(1) Notice to the Parent whose rights are being terminated.
(Caption of Case)
TO: (name of parent)
MOTHER/FATHER/LEGAL FATHER OF (adoptee’s name) , BORN ON
THE DAY OF , , AT (hospital) ,
(city) , (county) , (state) .
A PETITION HAS BEEN FILED ASKING THE COURT TO PUT AN END TO ALL RIGHTS YOU HAVE TO YOUR
CHILD, (name of adoptee). THE COURT HAS SET A HEARING TO CONSIDER ENDING YOUR RIGHTS TO YOUR
CHILD. THAT HEARING WILL BE HELD IN ORPHANS’ COURT, 1700 FRICK BUILDING, 437 GRANT STREET,
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA ON , AT .M. A COPY OF THE NOTICE TO PETITIONER IS
ATTACHED. YOUR ARE WARNED THAT EVEN IF YOU FAIL TO APPEAR AT THE SCHEDULED HEARING, THE
HEARING WILL GO ON WITHOUT YOU AND YOUR RIGHTS TO YOUR CHILD MAY BE ENDED BY THE COURT
WITHOUT YOUR BEING PRESENT. YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO BE REPRESENTED AT THE HEARING BY A LAWYER.
YOU SHOULD TAKE THIS PAPER TO YOUR LAWYER AT ONCE. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A LAWYER OR CANNOT
AFFORD ONE, GO TO OR TELEPHONE THE OFFICE SET FORTH BELOW TO FIND OUT WHERE YOU CAN GET
LEGAL HELP.
LAWYER REFERRAL SERVICE






(2) Notice to the Other Parent of Hearing on Petition to Confirm consent and Terminate Parental Rights.
(Caption of Case)
TO: (name of parent)
MOTHER/FATHER/LEGAL FATHER OF (adoptee’s name) , BORN ON
THE DAY OF , , AT (hospital) ,
(city) , (county) , (state) .
A PETITION HAS BEEN FILED ASKING THE COURT TO PUT AN END TO ALL RIGHTS (par-
ent’s name) HAS TO YOUR CHILD, (name of Adoptee) . THE COURT HAS SET
A HEARING TO CONSIDER ENDING HIS/HER RIGHTS TO YOUR CHILD. THAT HEARING WILL BE HELD
IN ORPHANS’ COURT, 1700 FRICK BUILDING, 437 GRANT STREET, PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA ON





(3) Notice to Putative Father whose rights may be terminated pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2504(c).
(Caption of Case)
TO: (putative father)
FATHER OF (adoptee’s name) , BORN ON THE DAY OF , , AT
(hospital) , (city) ,
(county) , (state) .
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A PETITION HAS BEEN FILED ASKING THE COURT TO PUT AN END TO ALL RIGHTS (par-
ent’s name) HAS TO YOUR CHILD, (name of Adoptee) THE
COURT HAS SET A HEARING TO CONSIDER ENDING HER RIGHTS TO YOUR CHILD. THAT HEARING WILL BE
HELD IN ORPHANS’ COURT, 1700 FRICK BUILDING, 437 GRANT STREET, PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA ON
, AT .M. A COPY OF THE NOTICE TO (parent’s name) IS
ATTACHED HERETO.
THIS PETITION ALSO ASKS THE COURT TO PUT AN END TO ALL RIGHTS YOU HAVE TO YOUR
CHILD (adoptee’s name) . YOU ARE WARNED THAT IF YOU FAIL TO FILE
EITHER AN ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF PATERNITY OR CLAIM OF PATERNITY PURSUANT TO 23 Pa.C.S.A.
SECTION 5103 AND YOU FAIL TO APPEAR AT THIS HEARING FOR THE PURPOSE OF OBJECTING TO THE
TERMINATION OF YOUR RIGHTS OR YOU FAIL TO FILE A WRITTEN OBJECTION TO THE TERMINATION OF
YOUR RIGHTS WITH THE COURT PRIOR TO THIS HEARING, THE HEARING WILL GO ON WITHOUT YOU
BEING PRESENT. YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO BE REPRESENTED AT THE HEARING BY A LAWYER. YOU SHOULD
TAKE THIS PAPER TO YOUR LAWYER AT ONCE. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A LAWYER OR CANNOT AFFORD ONE,
GO TO OR TELEPHONE THE OFFICE SET FORTH BELOW TO FIND OUT WHERE YOU CAN GET LEGAL HELP.
LAWYER REFERRAL SERVICE






(4) Notice to Parent(s) or Guardian(s) of Parent who has not reached the age of 18 years.
(Caption of Case)
TO: MINOR NATURAL MOTHER OF (adoptee’s name) ,
BORN ON THE DAY OF , , AT (hospital)
, (city) , (county) ,
(state) .
A PETITION HAS BEEN FILED ASKING THE COURT TO PUT AN END TO ALL RIGHTS
(name of minor natural parent) HAS TO (HIS/HER) CHILD (adoptee’s name).
THE COURT HAS SET A HEARING TO CONSIDER ENDING (HIS/HER) RIGHTS TO (HIS/HER) CHILD. THAT
HEARING WILL BE HELD IN ORPHANS’ COURT, 1700 FRICK BUILDING, 437 GRANT STREET, PITTSBURGH,
PENNSYLVANIA ON , AT .M. A COPY OF THE NOTICE TO (parent’s




(d) Final Decree. A decree of termination in substantially the following form shall be submitted to the Court at the
Hearing:
(1) DECREE
AND NOW, this day of , the foregoing Petition to Confirm Consent to Adoption having come
on to be heard, upon consideration thereof and the consent attached thereto executed by (name
of parent) , (mother/father) of (adoptee’s name) , and it appearing that
(name of parent) has failed for a period in excess of forty (40) days after executing the aforesaid
consent to file or proceed with a Petition for Voluntary Relinquishment of Parental Rights, the Court finds that the facts
averred in said petition are true and that the prayer of the petition should be granted;
NOW, THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED AND DECREED that the Consent to Adoption of (adoptee’s
name) executed by (parent’s name) be and is hereby confirmed in accordance with the Adoption Act,
23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2504 and the parental rights of (parent’s name) to (adop-
tee’s name) be and are hereby terminated; said termination to extinguish the power or the right of
said natural parent to object to or receive notice of adoption proceedings;
AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND DECREED that custody of (adoptee’s name)
be and is hereby awarded to agency name, or adopting parent(s) name(s) if non-agency adoption).
BY THE COURT:
J.
(2) If the rights of the putative father will also be terminated pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2504(c), then a decree
in substantially the following form shall be submitted to the Court at the hearing:
AND NOW, this day of , the foregoing Petition to Confirm Consent to Adoption having come
on to be heard, upon consideration thereof and the consent attached thereto executed by (parent’s
name) (mother/father) of (adoptee’s name), and it appearing
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that (parent’s name) has failed for a period in excess of forty (40) days after executing the aforesaid
consent to file or proceed with a Petition for Voluntary Relinquishment of Parental Rights, the Court finds that the facts
averred in said petition are true and that the prayer of the petition should be granted:
NOW, THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED AND DECREED that the Consent to Adoption of (adoptee’s
name) executed by (parent’s name) be and is hereby con-
firmed in accordance with the Adoption Act, 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2504 and the parental rights
of (parent’s name) to (adoptee’s name) be and are hereby
terminated; said termination to extinguish the power or the right of said natural parent to object to or receive notice of
adoption proceedings;
Furthermore, the Court finds that the putative father (putative father’s name) will not execute a
consent to an adoption as required by 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2711, has not filed an Acknowledgment of Paternity or Claim
of Paternity pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 5103, has not appeared to object to the termination of his parental rights to
said child, and has not filed a written objection with this Court to the termination of his parental rights to said child;
NOW, THEREFORE, it is ORDERED AND DECREED that the parental rights of the putative father, (putative father’s
name) , with respect to said child are hereby terminated in accordance with 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 2504(c); said
termination to extinguish the power or right of said (putative father’s name) to object to or receive
notice of Adoption proceedings;
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND DECREED that custody of (adoptee’s name)
is hereby awarded to (agency, or adopting parent’s name(s) if non-agency adoption.
BY THE COURT:
J.
Sec. 6. Involuntary Termination of Parental Rights Petition.
(a) A petition for involuntary termination of parental rights with respect to a child under the age of 18 years may be
filed by any of the following:
(1) Any parent when termination is sought with respect to another parent;
(2) An agency; or
(3) The individual having custody of or standing in loco parentis to the child and who has filed a Report of Intention to
Adopt.
(b) The petition shall contain the following information:
(1) The name and address of the petitioner and identity, i.e., parent, agency or other as permitted by the statute;
(2) The name, address, age, racial background and religious affiliation of the parent or parents and all alleged parents
or person and any deceased parent;
(3) The marital status of the mother as of the time of the birth of the child and during one (1) year prior thereto, and if
the mother has ever been married, the name of her husband or husbands and/or maiden name and how prior marriages
were terminated;
(4) The name, age, date of birth, racial background, sex and religious affiliation of child; the name of the child shall
include all names by which child has been identified on the birth certificate and any other legal document;
(5) The date when the Intention to Adopt was filed;
(6) The date when the child was placed with the adult or adults intending to adopt;
(7) When the child is born out of wedlock, whether the mother and father of the child intend to marry;
(8) If the child is born out of wedlock and the father has been identified, information as to the father shall be set forth
as required in subparagraph (1);
(9) If the mother of the child was married within one (1) year prior to the birth of the child but identified the natural
father as the person other than her spouse, then the information as to the spouse (legal father) of the mother shall be set
forth as required in subparagraph (1);
(10) If the natural father is unknown, whether there has been any acknowledgement of paternity pursuant to 23
Pa.C.S.A. Section 5103;
(11) The grounds for involuntary termination;
(c) The prayer shall be for a decree terminating forever all parental rights with respect to the child and awarding
custody of the child to the petitioning agency or individual.
(d) Exhibits. The petition shall have attached to it the following exhibits:
(1) An original or certified birth certificate or certification of registration of birth of the child;
(2) The separate consent of the adult or adults intending to adopt, to accept custody of the child, or agency intending to
accept custody;
(3) The original or certified copy of any previous divorce decrees relating to the mother and original or certified copy of
any elections to resume maiden name relating to the mother;
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(4) The original or certified copy of Acknowledgement of Paternity or Claim of Paternity indicating that no
acknowledgement of paternity or claim of paternity has been filed;
(5) A copy of the Court Order which adjudicated the child dependent, if child is currently under legal custody of
Children and Youth Services or other child welfare services;
(6) If child was previously adopted, attach a certified copy of adoption decree.
(e) Preliminary Decree and Hearing.
Upon presentation of the petition the Court shall direct that it be filed and shall fix a date for hearing thereon not less
than ten (10) days after the date of filing the petition. At least ten (10) days’ notice of the hearing on the petition shall be
given to the parent or parents, putative father, or parent of a minor parent whose rights are to be terminated and to the
natural or appointed guardian of any parent or parents who is or are under the age of eighteen (18) years, by personal
service or by registered mail to his or their last known address. Where personal service is not obtainable and the return
receipt of the registered or certified mail does not bear the signature of the person to be notified, notice shall be given
under appropriate Order of Court in accordance with Section 1(c) and (d) of Rule 12 of the Court, the last published
notice to be at least ten (10) days prior to the date of hearing, the Court shall make a finding relative to the pertinent
provisions of 23 P.A.C.S. Section 2531 of the Adoption Act, which finding shall be incorporated in a decree of termination
of parental rights. The hearing may be private. Affidavit/Proof of Service of the required notices of hearing on termination
of parental rights shall be filed with the Court at least five (5) days prior to the scheduled hearing.
(f) Notices.
(1) Notice to parent whose rights are being terminated of hearing on petition for involuntary termination of parental
rights.
IN RE: ADOPTION OF , a minor.
No. of in the ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION OF THE ORPHANS’ COURT OF COMMON
PLEAS OF ALLEGHENY COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA
TO: (parent’s name)
MOTHER/FATHER OF (minor’s name) , A MINOR, BORN
(IN) (city) , (county) , (state) .
A PETITION HAS BEEN FILED ASKING THE COURT TO PUT AN END TO ALL RIGHTS YOU HAVE TO YOUR
CHILD (insert name of child). THE COURT HAS SET A HEARING TO CONSIDER ENDING YOUR
RIGHTS TO YOUR CHILD. A HEARING WILL BE HELD IN THE ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION, 1700 FRICK
BUILDING, 437 GRANT STREET, PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA ON , AT , .M. YOU
ARE WARNED THAT EVEN IF YOU FAIL TO APPEAR AT THE SCHEDULED HEARING, THE HEARING WILL GO
ON WITHOUT YOU AND YOUR RIGHTS TO YOUR CHILD MAY BE ENDED BY THE COURT WITHOUT YOUR
BEING PRESENT. YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO BE REPRESENTED AT THE HEARING BY A LAWYER. YOU SHOULD
TAKE THIS PAPER TO YOUR LAWYER AT ONCE. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A LAWYER OR CANNOT AFFORD ONE,
GO TO OR TELEPHONE THE OFFICE SET FORTH BELOW TO FIND OUT WHERE YOU CAN GET LEGAL HELP.
LAWYER REFERRAL SERVICE






(2) Notice to the other parent of hearing on petition to terminate parental rights.
(Caption of Case)
TO: (name of other parent) MOTHER/FATHER/LEGAL FATHER
OF (adoptee’s name) , BORN ON THE DAY OF ,
, AT (hospital) , (city) ,
(county) , (state) .
A PETITION HAS BEEN FILED ASKING THE COURT TO PUT AN END TO ALL RIGHTS (par-
ent’s name), HAS TO YOUR CHILD (name of adoptee). THE COURT HAS SET A HEARING TO
CONSIDER ENDING HIS/HER RIGHTS TO YOUR CHILD. THAT HEARING WILL BE HELD IN ORPHANS’ COURT,
1700 FRICK BUILDING, 437 GRANT STREET, PITTSBURGH PENNSYLVANIA ON , .M. A
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(3) Notice to parent(s) or guardian(s) of parent who has not reached the age of 18 years.
(Caption of Case)
TO: (name) MOTHER/FATHER OF (adop-
tee’s name) , BORN ON THE DAY OF , ,
AT (hospital) , (city) ,
(county) , (state) .
A PETITION HAS BEEN FILED ASKING THE COURT TO PUT AN END TO ALL RIGHTS
(name of minor natural parent), HAS TO (HIS/HER) CHILD (adoptee’s name). THE COURT
HAS SET A HEARING TO CONSIDER ENDING HIS/HER RIGHT TO HIS/HER CHILD. THAT HEARING WILL BE
HELD IN ORPHANS’ COURT, 1700 FRICK BUILDING, 437 GRANT STREET, PITTSBURGH PENNSYLVANIA





(g) Final Decree. A decree of termination in substantially the following form shall be submitted to the Curt at the
hearing:
DECREE
AND NOW, this day of , the foregoing Petition for involuntary Termination of Parental
Rights having come on to be heard, upon consideration thereof and of the supporting testimony and of the record, the
Court finds that the facts averred in said Petition are true and the (name of parent) (mother/father)
(state grounds for termination with reference to minor)
.
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, that all parental rights of
(parent’s name) , to the minor (minor’s name), are hereby terminated, said
termination to extinguish the power or the right of (parent’s name) , to object to or receive notice of
adoption proceedings, and that the custody of the minor, (minor’s name), is hereby awarded to
the (agency, intermediary; or adoptive parent(s) .
BY THE COURT:
J.
Sec. 7. Report of Intention to Adopt. Investigation.
(a) Every person now having or hereafter receiving or retaining custody or physical care of any child under the age of
eighteen (18) years, other than that person’s own child, grandchild, stepchild, brother or sister of the whole or half blood,
or niece or nephew by blood, or adoption, for the purpose or with the intention of adopting the child, shall file a Report
relating thereto in the office of the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court Division of the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County and shall contain the information required by Sec. 2531 of the Adoption Act. The Report shall be verified by
affidavit and be filed within thirty (30) days of the date when the child came into the custody or physical care of the
person filing the Report.
Attach copy of preplacement report or homestudy (§ 2530-2531(7)). State whether birth mother has received counseling
and where (§ 2505-2531(5)).
(b) When a Report of Intention to Adopt has been filed, the case will be referred to the Adoption Department for
investigation, which shall report on matters alleged in the Report and any other matters that may affect the welfare of
the child, including the matters set forth in Sec. 2535 of the Adoption Act.
(c) The Report of Intent to Adopt shall substantially conform with Form A set forth in the Appendix.
Sec. 8. Report of Intermediary.
(a) Intermediary—an intermediary is defined as any person or persons or agency acting between the parent or parents
and the proposed adoptive parent or parents in arranging an adoption placement. If more than one person or agency acts
in this capacity, they shall be identified as co-intermediaries.
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(b) Each intermediary who or which has arranged the adoption placement of any child under the age of 18 years shall
within six (6) months after filing the Report of Intention to Adopt, make and file with the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court a
written report under oath, and shall thereupon forthwith notify in writing the adopting parent or parents of the fact that
the report has been filed and the date thereof.
(c) Contents of Report. The Report of Intermediary shall set forth the following information as required by 23 Pa.C.S.A.
§ 2533:
(1) The name and address of the intermediary.
(2) The name, sex, racial background, age, date and place of birth and religious affiliation of the child.
(3) The date of the placement of the child with the adopting parent or parents.
(4) The name, racial background, age, marital status as of the time of birth of the child and during one (1) year prior
thereto, and religious affiliation of the parents of the child and the husband of the natural mother if he was her husband
within one (1) year of the birth of the child.
(5) Identification of proceedings in which any decree of termination of parental rights, or parental rights and duties,
with respect to the child was entered.
(6) The residence of the parents or parent of the child, if there has been no such decree of termination.
(7) A statement that all consents required by Section 2711 of the Adoption Act (relating to consents necessary to
adoption) are attached as exhibits on the basis upon which the consents are not required.
(8) An itemized accounting of moneys and consideration paid or to be paid to or received by the intermediary or to or
by any other person or persons to the knowledge of the intermediary by reason of the adoption placement.
(9) A full description and statement of the value of all property owned or possessed by the child.
(10) A statement that no provision of any statute regulating the interstate placement of children has been violated
with respect to the placement of the child.
(11) If no birth certificate or certification of registration of birth can be obtained, a statement of the reason therefor.
(12) A statement that medical history information was obtained and if not obtained, a statement of the reason therefor.
(13) The report of the intermediary shall have attached to it the following exhibits:
1. An original or certified copy of the birth certificate or certification of registration of birth of the child if it can be
obtained.
2. A certified copy of any decree of termination of parental rights or parental rights and duties made by a court order
other than the court in which the petition for adoption will be filed.
3. A certified copy of the acknowledgement of paternity filed from the appropriate state agency that no claim or
acknowledgement of paternity has been filed by the putative father, or a statement that the same has been previously
filed with the Court.
4. Where applicable, a copy of the approved Interstate Compact Placement Request (ICPC-100-A).
(d) No intermediary shall place a child in the physical care or custody of a prospective adoptive parent or parents
unless a home study containing a favorable recommendation for placement of a child with the prospective parent or
parents has been completed within three (3) years prior thereto and which has been supplemented within one (1) year
prior thereto. A home study shall be conducted by local public child care agency, an adoption agency or a licensed social
worker designated by the Court to perform such study. See 23 Pa.C.S.A. § 2530.
(e) Where a home study required under 23 Pa.C.S.A. is in process but not yet completed, an intermediary may make
an interim placement provided the requirements of 23 Pa.C.S.A. 2530(c) are met.
(f) The intermediary in making a placement may honor the preference of the natural parents as to the religious faith
in which the adoptive parents intend to rear the adoptive child. However, no person shall be denied the benefits of a
placement because of a religious belief in the use of spiritual means or prayer for healing, 23 Pa.C.S.A. § 2725.
(g) Report of the intermediary shall substantially conform with the form set forth in Form B in the Appendix to this
Rule.
Sec. 9. Petition for Adoption
(a) The petition for adoption shall contain the following information:
(1) The full name, residence, marital status, age, occupation, religious affiliation and racial background of the adopting
parent or parents and their relationship, if any, to the adoptee.
(2) A statement that a report of intention to adopt under 23 Pa.C.S.A. § 2531, a report of intermediary under 23
Pa.C.S.A. § 2530 and a homestudy and preplacement report under 23 Pa.C.S.A. § 2530 have been filed, if required.
(3) The name and address of the intermediary, if any.
(4) The full name of the adoptee and the fact and length of time of the residence of the adoptee with the adopting
parent or parents.
(5) If there is no intermediary or if no report of the intermediary has been filed or if the adoptee is over the age of 18
years, all vital statistics and other information enumerated and required to be stated of record by 23 Pa.C.S.A. § 2533, so
far as applicable.
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(6) If a change in name of the adoptee is desired, the new name. When the person to be adopted has attained age
eighteen (18) and a change of name is desired, Petitioner must submit evidence showing compliance with the law relating
to change of name before a decree will be made.
(7) That all consents required by 23 Pa.C.S.A. § 2711 (relating to consents necessary to adoption) are attached as
exhibits or the basis upon which such consents are not required, or a statement that same have been previously filed
with the Court.
(8) That it is the desire of the petitioner or the petitioners that the relationship of parent and child be established
between the petitioner or petitioners and the adoptee.
(9) If no birth certificate or certification of registration of birth can be obtained, a statement of the reason therefor and
an allegation of the efforts made to obtain the certificate with a request that the Court establish a date and place of birth
at the adoption hearing on the basis of the evidence presented.
(b) The petition for adoption shall contain the following exhibits:
(1) The consent or consents required and executed in accordance by Pa.C.S.A. § 2711 (relating to consents necessary to
adoption). If the consents are executed before a notary public then one (1) witness to the consent shall be required to
appear at the hearing; otherwise at least one (1) of the witnesses to said consent shall appear at the hearing. The
consents need not be attached if they were previously filed with the Court, in which case, the Petition shall so state.
(2) Original or certified copy of birth certificate or certification of registration of birth of the child, unless previously
filed with the record.
(3) Original or certified copy of marriage certificate of adoptors.
(4) Divorce decree of both of adopters, and election to resume maiden name, if applicable.
(5) Death certificate of former spouse of both adopters, if applicable.
(6) Death certificate of natural parents, if applicable.
(7) Original or certified copy of divorce decree, if any, of natural parents when petitioner is a step-parent.
(c) The petition shall substantially conform with Form C set forth in the appendix.
(d) A completed Certificate of Adoption Form H 105.091 shall be filed with the Court by Petitioners at the time the
Petition for Adoption is filed.
(e) Hearing on Petition for Adoption—Disclosure of Fees and Costs.
The Court shall fix a time and a place for hearing. The hearing shall be private or in open Court as the Court deems
appropriate.
At the hearing there shall be offered in evidence a report by petitioner, certified by counsel for the petitioner, setting
forth the amount of fees and expenses paid or to be paid to counsel and any other fee, costs and expenses paid or to be
paid to an intermediary or any other person or institution, in connection with the adoption.
(f) Requirements and Form of Decree
If satisfied that the statements made in the Petition for Adoption are true, that the welfare of the person proposed to
be adopted will be promoted by the requested adoption, and that all requirements of the Adoption Act have been met, the
Court shall enter a decree so finding and directing that the person proposed to adopted shall have all the rights of a child
and heir of the adopting parent or parents, and shall be subject to the duties of a child to him, or them. In any case in
which the petition is withdrawn or dismissed, the Court shall enter an appropriate order in regard to the custody of the
child.
Sec. 10. Name of Adoptee
If requested by the petitioner, the decree may provide that the adoptee shall assume the surname of the adopting
parent or parents and any given first and middle names that may be chosen. If the adoptee is over age 18 and desires a
change in name evidence must be submitted showing compliance with the law relating to change of name before a decree
will be made.
Sec. 11. Impounding of Proceedings.
All petitions, exhibits, reports, notes of testimony, decrees, and other papers pertaining to any proceeding under the Act
shall be kept in the files of the Court as a permanent record thereof and withheld from inspection. Information in those
records may only be made available under certain circumstances set forth in 23 Pa.C.S.A.
Section 2905. Requests for information shall be by petition or letter to the Administrative Judge of the Orphans’ Court
Division.
Sec. 12. Docket Entries.
Upon the filing of any decree under the Adoption Act, the Clerk shall enter on the docket an entry showing the date of
the decree, the name of the adopting parent or parents and the post-adoption name of the adoptee. Information
identifying the natural parents shall not be entered on the docket.
Sec. 13. Certificate of Adoption.
After the decree is entered the Clerk shall issue to the adopting parent or parents a certificate reciting that the Court
has granted the adoption. The certificate shall not disclose the name of any natural parent or the original name of the
person adopted. The certificate shall be accepted in any legal proceedings in the Commonwealth, as evidence of the fact
that the adoption has been decreed.
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It shall be the responsibility of counsel for the adopting parent to inform other Divisions of this Court of the entry of an
adoption decree if this information is relevant to proceedings in other Divisions. It shall be the responsibility of counsel
for the adopting parent to also complete and file the Division of Vital Records forms necessary to amend the adoptee’s
birth certificate.
Sec. 14. Other Requirements.
Medical history information shall be as set forth in Sec. 2902 of the Adoption Act, counseling shall be as set forth in
Sec. 2505, and representation for child and parent shall be as set forth in Sec. 2313.
Sec. 15. Definitions.
1. Putative Father—The alleged or reputed father that is not the legal father of a child born out of lawful wedlock. A
putative father shall include one who has filed a claim of paternity as provided in Pa. 23 C.S.A. § 5103 prior to the
institution of proceedings.
2. Legal Father—The spouse of the mother during the one (1) year immediately preceding the birth of the proposed
adoptee.
Appendix Form A
IN THE ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF ALLEGHENY COUNTY,
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REPORT OF INTENTION TO ADOPT
1. PROPOSED ADOPTEE
Name of Child Sex
Age, Date and Place of Birth
Racial Background Religious Affiliation
The Birth Mother has (has not) had counseling relative to this adoption at .
2. PERSON(S) INTENDING TO ADOPT THE CHILD
Names and Ages of Adopting Parents
Maiden Name of Adopting Mother
Address
Religious Affiliation
Date Child was Received
Other Adoptions
Adoptive Parent preplacement report or homestudy completed by
On
Attach a copy of the homestudy.
3. STATEMENT OF CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING PROPOSED ADOPTING PARENT(S)
Include facts as to economic status, income, employment, home ownership, education, length of marriage, etc.




Amount of fees or expenses paid or to be paid to agency or intermediary:
$
We hereby certify that we now have custody of the child and intend to present a petition for adoption.
We acknowledge that we have been advised or know and understand that the natural parent(s) may revoke the consent
to the adoption of this child until a Court has entered a decree terminating the parental rights and unless a decree
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AFFIDAVIT
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania )
)
County of Allegheny ) SS:
)
Before me, the undersigned authority, personally appeared who being duly sworn according to law
depose(s) and say(s) that the averments set forth in the foregoing Report of Intention to Adopt are true and correct.
Sworn to and subscribed before me
to this day of .
Appendix Form B
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Religious Affiliation Marital Status:
At date of birth
During one year prior to date of birth




Religious Affiliation Marital Status:
At date of birth
During one year prior to date of birth
6. Legal Father (if applicable)
Name Age
Racial Background
Religious Affiliation Marital Status:
At date of birth
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If no decree of termination of parental rights has been entered, indicate current address:
7. Identification of proceedings in which any decree of termination of parental rights, or parental rights and duties,
with respect to the adoptee was entered. Attach a certified copy of the decree, unless said decree was entered in the Court
of Common Pleas of Allegheny County, Pennsylvania.
8. All consents required by 23 Pa.C.S.A. Sec. 2711 (relating to consents necessary to Adoption) are attached as Exhibits
hereto. If said consents have previously been filed with the Court, or if said consents are not necessary, explain why:
9. Set forth an itemized accounting of moneys and consideration paid or to be paid to or received by the Intermediary
by reason of the adoption placement:
10. Set forth an itemized accounting of money and consideration paid or to be paid to or received by any other
person(s) to the knowledge of the Intermediary by reason of the adoption placement.
11. Set forth a full description and statement of the value of all property owned or possessed by the adoptee.
12. Have the provisions of the statute regulating the interstate placement of children been complied with regarding the
placement of the adoptee?
A copy of the signed approval from the Administrator of the Interstate Compact on the Placement of Children (when
applicable) is attached hereto.
13. The original or certified copy of the adoptee’s birth certificate or certification of registration of birth (is attached)
(has been previously filed with the Court). If same cannot be obtained, state the reason therefor:
14. The medical history information on the birthparents has been obtained and provided to the adoptive parents, with








County of Allegheny )
Before me, the undersigned authority, personally appeared who being duly sworn according to
law, deposes and says that he/she is the intermediary in this case and has signed the within Report of Intermediary or
that
(Agency)
is the intermediary and that he/she is of said agency and is authorized to sign the within Report of
Intermediary on behalf of said agency and that the averments contained therein are true and correct.
Sworn to and subscribed before me
This day of .
Appendix Form C
IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF ALLEGHENY COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA, ORPHANS’ COURT
DIVISION
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PETITION FOR ADOPTION
TO THE HONORABLE, THE JUDGE OF SAID COURT:
The petition of (adoptive father) and (adoptive mother) re-
spectfully represents:
1. That, he, she, they reside(s) at
That petitioners are living together. The petitioners’ residence(s) for the past 5 years were:
2. That (adoptive father) , petitioner, is years of age, having
been born at on . He is of the religion and of the
race. He is presently employed by , having an annual income of .
His employers during the last 5 years were:
(names, address and dates)
His blood or legal relationship to the adoptee is
3. That , petitioner, is years of age, having been born at
on . she is of the religion and of the race. She is presently
employed by , having an annual income of .
Her employers during the last 5 years were:
(names, address and dates)
Her blood or legal relationship to the adoptee, is
.
4. That Petitioner(s) (is) (are) married, single, divorced.
Petitioners were married on at
.
5. Identify all previous marriages of either Petitioner and method of termination.
1.) That was divorced at No. Term, ,
County, on .
(date)
2.) That was divorced at No. Term, ,
County, on .
(date)
Attach an original or certified copy of any divorce decrees.
6. That Petitioner(s) (is) (are) the parent(s) of the following children (indicate age, other parent, residence, by whom
supported, and if adopted. If adopted, state date, term and court:
7. That the Report of Intention to Adopt and the Report of Intermediary have been filed if required.
(yes) (not required) (date filed)
(yes) (not required) (date filed)
8. The name and address of the intermediary, if any, is
9. The name of the adoptee is , of the sex. The adoptee is years of
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10. The petitioner(s) (is) (are) financially capable of supporting the adoptee, having an annual income of .
THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPHS, NOS. 11 AND 12, BOTH INCLUSIVE, MUST BE COMPLETED IF NO REPORT OF
INTERMEDIARY HAS BEEN FILED OR IF THE ADOPTEE IS OVER THE AGE OF 18.
(Section 2701)
11. The petitioners have no knowledge of any money or thing of value, fees, expenses, or charges of any kind passing
among or between them or any other person in connection with this adoption proceeding except:
(State fully if any exception.)
12. The adoptee’s financial or property assets are as follows:
13. No provision of any statute regulating the interstate placement of children has been violated with respect to the
placement of the adoptee. A copy of the signed approval from the Administrators of the Interstate Compact on the
Placement of Children (if applicable) is attached.
14. a.) The name of the natural mother of the adoptee is ; her residence is ; her
age is ; her racial background is ; her religious affiliation is ; her
marital status at the time of the birth of the adoptee was . And her marital status during one (1) year
prior thereto was .
b.) The name of the natural father of the adoptee is his residence is ;
; his age is ; his racial background is ; his religious affiliation
is ; his marital status at the time of the birth of the adoptee was .
c.) The name of the legal father of the adoptee is ; his residence is ;
; his age is ; his racial background is ; his religious affiliation
is ; his marital status at the time of the birth of the adoptee was .
15. The following required exhibits are herewith submitted:
(a) An original or certified copy of the birth certificate or certification of birth of adoptee unless previously filed with
Court, then state when.
(b) The consents required by Section 2711(a) of the Adoption Act unless if previously filed with Court, then state when.
16. There (has) (has not) been a decree of termination of parental rights or parental rights and duties. State date and
docket number of termination. If termination is in a Court other than Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County,
attached certified copy of decree.
17. List the names, addresses and telephone numbers of four (4) references who have known petitioners for the last









18. That it is the desire of the petitioner(s) that the relationship of parent and child be established between
petitioner(s) and the adoptee.
19. That it is desired that the new name of adoptee be
20. That the parent(s) of the adoptee, (is) (are) not entitled to the benefits of the Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Act of 1949, as
amended (50 U.S.C.A. 501).
21. Attached hereto are consents to adoption given by the adoptee, if over twelve years of age, and the adopting
parent’s spouse, unless he or she joins in the adoption petition.
22. Your petitioner(s) declare(s) that (he) (she) (they) will perform all the duties of parent(s) to such adoptee, and
believe(s) that the welfare of the adoptee will be promoted by this adoption and therefore, pray your Honorable Court
enter a decree that shall be the legally adopted child and heir of petitioner(s) and that the name of
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Before me, the undersigned authority, personally appeared
(Names of Petitioners)
who, being duly sworn, according to law, depose(s) and say(s) that he, she, they are the petitioner(s) in the above
entitled proceedings and that the averments set forth in the foregoing petition are true and correct.
Sworn to and subscribed before
me this day of .
(Notary Public)
My Commission Expires:
CONSENT OF ADOPTEE OVER 12
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA )
)
COUNTY OF ALLEGHENY )
I, , being duly sworn according to law, hereby depose and say:
(Name of Adoptee)
That I am the person whose adoption is proposed in these proceedings; that I am over twelve (12) years of age, having
been born on , that I am familiar with the facts stated in the petition for adoption filed in these
proceedings; and that the facts contained therein are true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
I hereby consent to the proposed adoption.
(Name of Adoptee)
Sworn to and subscribed before me this day of .
(Notary Public)
My Commission Expires:
I, , of , have witnessed the execution by ,
(full name) (address) (birth parent)
of the above to Adoption of , on the day of , . My
(adoptee)
relationship to is .
(signature of witness)




Local Rules of Orphans’ Court; No. 10937 of 2016
Administrative Order
The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania having adopted
new Orphans’ Court Rules with an effective date of
September 1, 2016, it is hereby Ordered and Decreed that
Beaver County Local Orphans’ Court Rules are hereby
adopted, after publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin
and on the Pennsylvania Judiciary’s web application
portal, with an effective date to coincide with the effective
date of the new Supreme Court Orphans’ Court Rules,
i.e., September 1, 2016.
1. Local Rule 1.3. Definitions.
‘‘Publication.’’ The Beaver County Legal Journal shall
be the legal periodical for the publication of notices
whenever publication in a legal periodical is required by
Act of Assembly, the Pennsylvania Orphans’ Court Rules
or by Order or Decree of Court.
2. Rules Governing Specific Types of Petitions.
Local Rule 5.16. Settlement of Small Estates.
Form of Petitions. Contents. Petitions Under Probate,
Estates and Fiduciaries Code § 3102 for distribution of
small estates shall set forth:
1. The name and address of the petitioner and his/her
relationship to the decedent.
2. The name, date of death and domicile of the dece-
dent, whether he/she died testate or intestate, the dates
of the probate of the Will and of the Grant of Letters, if
any, and whether the personal representative has been
required to give bond, and in what amount.
3. The names and relationships of all beneficiaries
entitled to any part of the estate under the Will or
intestate laws, a brief description of their respective
interests, whether any of them has received or retained
any property of the decedent by payment of wages under
Probate, Estates and Fiduciaries Code § 3102, or other-
wise, and whether any of them are minors, incapacitated
persons or deceased, with the names of their fiduciaries,
if any.
4. The person or persons, if any, entitled to the family
exemption and, if a claim therefor is made in this
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petition, any additional facts necessary to establish the
prima facie right thereto, as required by Pennsylvania
Orphans’ Court Rule 5.2.
5. An inventory of the real and personal estate of the
decedent, with values ascribed to each item, either incor-
porated in the petition or attached as an exhibit.
6. A list showing the nature, amount and preference of
all unpaid claims against the estate and indicating which
are admitted.
7. If any unpaid beneficiary, heir or claimant has not
joined in the petition, a statement that twenty (20) days’
notice of intention to present the petition has been given
in accordance with these rules.
8. A prayer for distribution of the personal property to
those entitled, and in appropriate cases, for the discharge
of the personal representative.
Exhibits. There shall be attached to the petition the
following exhibits:
1. The original of the Decedent’s Will if it has not been
probated, or a copy of the Will if it has been probated.
2. Joinders of unpaid beneficiaries, heirs and claimants
insofar as they are obtainable.
3. An itemized list of disbursements made prior to the
filing of the petition, indicating the payee and whether
the disbursements were in payment of administration
expenses, preferred or ordinary debts, item of distribution
or the family exemption.
4. Certificate of Register of Wills showing status of the
inheritance tax.
Appraisements. No appraisement shall be required un-
less ordered by the Court.
Auditors and Masters
3. Local Rule 9.1. Notice of Hearings.
Auditors and Masters shall provide notice of hearings
to be held by them to all interested parties, or to their
counsel of record, in writing, at least thirty (30) days
prior to the scheduled hearing.
Local Rule 9.6. Notice of Filing Report.
Auditors and Masters shall provide a copy of the report
filed with the Orphans’ Court to all interested parties, or
to their counsel of record, simultaneously with filing of
the report with the Court.
Local Rule 9.7. Confirmation of Report.
Interested parties shall have the right to file objections
to an Auditor’s or Master’s report within twenty (20) days
following filing of the report with the Court. If objections
are filed, the Court will schedule argument on the
matters at issue. If no objections are filed to the report
within the required twenty (20) day period or following
argument before the Court, the Court may enter an
appropriate Decree to confirm the Auditor’s report or
adopting the Master’s report, in full, or as modified
following argument.
The District Court Administrator is Directed to:
1. file one (1) certified copy of the Local Rules with the
Administrative Office of Pennsylvania Courts for publica-
tion on the Pennsylvania Judiciary’s web application
portal;
2. submit two (2) certified paper copies of the Local
Rules and a copy on computer diskette or CD-ROM
containing the text of the Local Rules to the Legislative
Reference Bureau for publication in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin;
3. submit one (1) certified copy of the Local Rules to
the Supreme Court Orphans’ Court Procedural Rules
Committee;
4. publish a copy on the Beaver County Court of Com-
mon Pleas website, i.e., http://www.beavercountypa.gov/
courts/courts-common-pleas, after publication in the Penn-
sylvania Bulletin, but no later than September 1, 2016;
5. keep a copy continuously available for public inspec-
tion and copying in the Office of the Clerk of the Orphans’
Court of Beaver County; and
6. keep a copy continuously available for public inspec-




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1291. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
BERKS COUNTY
Amendments to Local Rules; No. 16-0094
Order
And Now, this 20th day of July, 2016, with the
exception of Berks County Orphans’ Court Rules 15.5A
and 15.5B, which shall remain in full force and effect as
numbered, all Berks County Orphans’ Court Rules are
rendered null, void, deleted, and replaced by the following
Berks County Orphans’ Court Rules, which are hereby
adopted and shall become effective thirty (30) days after
publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
The District Court Administrator is Ordered and Di-
rected to:
1. File one (1) certified copy of this Order, including the
newly adopted rules, with the Administrative Office of
Pennsylvania Courts.
2. File two (2) certified copies of this Order, including
the newly adopted rules, and one (1) electronic copy with
the Legislative Reference Bureau for publication in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.
3. File one (1) certified copy this Order, including the
newly adopted rules, with the Orphans’ Court Rules
Committee of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
4. File one (1) certified copy this Order, including the
newly adopted rules, with the Berks County Law Library.
5. Keep continuously available for public inspection
and copying, one (1) copy this Order, including the newly
adopted rules, in the Office of the Register of Wills/Clerk
of the Orphans’ Court of Berks County.
The Register of Wills/Clerk of the Orphans’ Court is
Ordered and Directed to keep a copy of the Berks County
Orphans’ Court Rules posted on the office’s official web-
site.
By the Court
HONORABLE PAUL M. YATRON,
President Judge
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CHAPTER I. PRELIMINARY RULES
Rule 1.1A. Short Title and Citation.
These rules shall be known as the Berks County
Orphans’ Court Rules and shall be cited as ‘‘B.C.O.C.R.’’
Rule 1.4A. Holidays.
Whenever a session of the court, a return day, or any
time fixed for performing any judicial or clerical duty,
falls on a holiday, a Saturday or a Sunday, the next
following day not a holiday, a Saturday or a Sunday shall
be the day for the session of court, the return day, or the
time for performance of the judicial or clerical act, unless
otherwise provided by these rules or order of court.
Rule 1.6A. Mediation.
Mediation shall not delay the required filing of any
pleading or ordered return dates, or the scheduling of
court hearings, unless a stay is specifically requested by
all interested parties, and so ordered by the court.
Rule 1.7A. Counsel Information on Legal Papers.
All legal papers that are filed with the Register of Wills
or the Clerk of Orphans’ Court shall include counsel’s
name, address, and telephone number.
Rule 1.7B. Entry and Withdrawal of Counsel.
(a) The practice regarding withdrawal of appearance as
set forth in Pa.O.C. Rule 1.7(b) shall apply to withdrawal
of appearance before the Register of Wills and the Clerk
of the Orphans’ Court.
(b) A petition to withdraw shall be served on the client
and all interested parties and their counsel.
Rule 1.9. Local Miscellaneous Rules.
Rule 1.9A. Sureties.
(a) Individual Sureties. Except in the case of corpora-
tions, applications for the approval of sureties, preferably
on forms provided by the Clerk, shall be accompanied by
the affidavit of the proposed surety setting forth, (a) his
or her name, age, residence and occupation, and whether
or not he or she is married; (b) the location of the real
estate owned by the proposed surety, or so much as may
be sufficient, with a reference to the record of the deed
therefor, the nature and amount of the encumbrances, if
any, the assessed value thereof and whether title is held
by the proposed surety in fee; and (c) that the proposed
surety believes that after the payment of his or her debts,
engagements and liabilities, his or her worth is not less
than an amount to be stated.
(b) Corporate Sureties. Every surety company duly au-
thorized to do business in Pennsylvania may become
surety on any bond or obligation required to be filed in
this court; provided that a currently effective certificate
issued to it by the Insurance Department of the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania, evidencing such right, shall be on
file with the Clerk, and that no bond shall be executed by
any surety company after May 1 of any year until such a
certificate issued after March 31 of the same year shall
have been filed with the Clerk.
(c) No attorney of this or any other court shall become
surety on any bond given in any proceeding in this court
except by special leave of this court.
Rule 1.9B. Corporate Fiduciaries.
(a) Corporations having fiduciary powers and autho-
rized to do business in the Commonwealth of Pennsylva-
nia may act as fiduciaries in matters pending in this
court; provided, however, that initially there shall be filed
with the Clerk a copy of the certificate issued by the
State Banking Department, the Comptroller of Currency,
or the Federal Reserve Board, as the case may be,
evidencing its right to exercise fiduciary powers, certified
to be a true and correct copy by an executive officer of the
corporation. Thereafter, on or before the first day of May
of each year such corporation shall file a statement,
verified by the oath or affirmation of an executive officer
thereof, that it continues to be qualified to act in such
capacity.
(b) Except where required by statute or for special
cause shown, a bond will not be required of an approved
corporate fiduciary.
Rule 1.9C. Depository of the Court.
(a) All moneys and securities which shall be paid or
delivered into court, shall, upon the receipt thereof by the
Clerk, be immediately deposited by him with the deposi-
tory of the court, to the credit of the court in the
particular estate or proceeding to which the same may
belong; and said depository shall keep a separate account
of each of said payments and deliveries, designating the
same by the name of the particular estate or proceeding.
(b) No money shall be paid out of court by said
depository, or securities delivered except on the checks or
orders of the Clerk, countersigned by the Administrative
Judge of this Division, and accompanied by a certificate,
endorsed on said checks, or orders, under the hand of the
Clerk and the seal of the court, that the money was
ordered to be paid or the securities delivered.
Rule 1.9D. Publication.
The Berks County Law Journal shall be the legal
periodical for the publication of notices whenever publica-
tion in a legal periodical is required by Act of Assembly,
or by rule or order of court.
Rule 1.9E. Language.
All writings not in English, submitted for filing, shall
not be filed, unless there is attached to it and filed with it
a translation into English, certified to be true and correct.
Rule 1.9F. Interpreters.
Official or certified court interpreters shall be used for
all proceedings before the court wherein a language
interpreter is needed. Any person filing a pleading,
motion, notice or other document relating to a proceeding
pending before the court where it is known that a
participant in the proceeding will need the assistance of
an interpreter shall note in the caption of such document
that ‘‘An interpreter is needed: English to (language);
(language) to English.’’ Counsel shall make the necessary
arrangements for an official court interpreter to be pres-
ent for any court proceedings.
Comment: A form to request interpreter services is
available from Court Administration.
CHAPTER II. ACCOUNTS, OBJECTIONS AND
DISTRIBUTIONS
Rule 2.5A. Audit Date.
Accounts for audit shall be called on the first Wednes-
day of each month at 9:00 a.m. in the courtroom as
posted. Special days for audit may be appointed at the
call or order of the court. Accounts shall be scheduled for
audit on the audit date next following the expiration of 30
days after filing the account.
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Rule 2.7A. Objections to Accounts or Petitions for
Adjudication/Statements of Proposed Distribu-
tion—Order.
A proposed order for the scheduling of a status confer-
ence shall be attached to all objections to accounts or
Petitions for Adjudication/Statements of Proposed Distri-
bution. The proposed order shall be in the following form:
(CAPTION)
O R D E R
AND NOW, (month) , 20 , the above-
captioned matter is scheduled for a status conference
on , 20 at a.m./p.m. in
the chambers of the undersigned.
Counsel are directed to meet prior to this conference to
reduce fact questions and legal issues to a minimum; and,




Distribution: Clerk of Orphans’ Court; (all interested
parties or their counsel)
Rule 2.9A. Adjudication and Decree.
A proposed Adjudication and Decree for confirmation of
the account by the court shall be filed and served with
the Petition for Adjudication/Statement of Proposed Dis-
tribution.
Rule 2.10A. Foreign Heirs and Unknown Distribu-
tees—Report.
(a) The report required by Pa.O.C. Rule 2.10(b) shall be
incorporated in the Petition for Adjudication/Statement of
Proposed Distribution. If the circumstance necessitating
such a report arises after the filing of the Petition for
Adjudication/Statement of Proposed Distribution, the re-
port shall be filed and served on all parties whose rights
might be affected by the circumstance, including the
distributee’s heirs, with notice in accordance with Pa.O.C.
Rule 2.5(a)—(g).
(b) The report shall propose a resolution of the circum-
stance necessitating the report.
Rule 2.12. Small Estate Petitions.
Rule 2.12 Settlement of Small Estates.
(a) Form of Petitions, Contents. Petitions under Section
3102 of the Code for distribution of small estates shall set
forth:
(1) the name and address of the petitioner and peti-
tioner’s relationship to the decedent;
(2) the name, date of death and domicile of decedent,
whether decedent died testate or intestate, the dates of
the probate of the will and of the grant of letters, if any,
and whether the personal representative has been re-
quired to give bond, and in what amount;
(3) the names and relationships of all beneficiaries
entitled to any part of the estate under the will or
intestate laws, a brief description of their respective
interests, whether any of them has received or retained
any property of the decedent by payment of wages under
Section 3101 of the Code, or otherwise, and whether any
of them are unascertainable, minors, incapacitated or
deceased with the names of their fiduciaries or virtual
representatives, if any;
(4) the person or persons, if any, entitled to the family
exemption and, if a claim therefor is made in this
petition, any additional facts necessary to establish the
prima facie right thereto;
(5) an inventory of the real and personal estate of the
decedent, with values ascribed to each item, either incor-
porated in the petition or attached as an exhibit;
(6) a list showing the nature, amount and preference of
all unpaid claims against the estate and indicating which
are admitted;
(7) an itemized list of disbursements made prior to the
filing of the petition, indicating the payor and whether
the disbursements were in payment of administration
expenses, preferred or ordinary debts, item of distribution
or the family exemption
(8) if any unpaid beneficiary, heir, or claimant has not
joined in the petition, a statement that notice in accord-
ance with Pa.O.C. Rule 3.5(b) has been or will be given;
and
(9) a prayer for distribution of the personal property to
those entitled, and in appropriate cases for the discharge
of the personal representative.
(b) Exhibits. There shall be attached to the petition the
following exhibits:
(1) an original death certificate; and
(2) the original of the decedent’s will if it has not been
probated, or a copy of the will if it has been probated; and
(3) joinders or consents of unpaid beneficiaries, heirs
and claimants insofar as they are obtainable.
(c) Appraisements. No appraisements shall be required
unless ordered by the court.
(d) Order. A proposed order shall be attached to the
petition authorizing the petitioner to marshal the assets
and to make appropriate disbursements.
CHAPTER III. PETITION PRACTICE AND
PLEADING
Rule 3.4A. Preliminary Decree.
The proposed form of a preliminary decree for the
issuance of a citation shall include a space for a return
date and a separate space for a hearing date should the
court choose to schedule a hearing pending receipt of an
answer. Unless the matter is specifically scheduled for a
hearing on the return date, no interested party need
appear on the return day except as desired to ensure the
filing or lack of filing of a responsive pleading or objec-
tion.
Rule 3.5A. Mode of Proceeding on Petition—
Publication.
If the subject matter of the action is real estate, the
published notice shall contain a sufficient description of
the real estate involved to identify it, but need not set
forth a full and detailed description, if reference is made
in said advertisement to the volume and page in the
Recorder of Deeds office of this county where a recorded
description of said property appears.
Rule 3.5B. Emergency Petition.
(a) Notwithstanding the procedure set forth in Pa.O.C.
Rule 3.5, a petition for emergency relief may be filed
whenever it would be advisable for the court to grant
relief on an emergency basis so as to prevent irreversible
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harm. A proposed order for relief and a rule to show cause
in substantially the following form shall be attached to
the petition.
(CAPTION)
RULE TO SHOW CAUSE
AND NOW, , 20 , upon consideration of
the foregoing petition, it is ordered that:
(1) a Rule is issued upon the respondent to show cause
why the petitioner is not entitled to the relief requested;
( ) (2) the respondent shall file an answer to the
petition within days of this date;
( ) (3) an evidentiary hearing on disputed issues of
material fact shall be held on at a.m./p.m.
before the undersigned Judge in Courtroom of the
Berks County Courthouse/Berks County Services Center.
BY THE COURT:
J.
Distribution: Clerk of the Orphans’ Court (1); petitioner
(1); respondent(s) by name (1 each)
(b) All petitions, motions, or applications necessitating
personal presentation to the court shall be first presented
to the Clerk for filing then made in the courtroom of the
judge assigned to the case at a time prearranged with the
judge and failing such prearrangement at either 9:30
A.M. or 1:30 P.M. on a day he or she is scheduled to sit. If
the petition, motion, or application is of such a nature
that interested parties have a right to be heard, the
moving party shall give each interested party at least
forty-eight (48) hours’ notice of the time when the moving
party will appear and present such petition, motion, or
application, unless the emergency nature of the matter
prevents such notice. In the latter situation, the moving
party shall give as much notice as is reasonably possible.
(c) All petitions, motions, or applications in cases which
have not yet been assigned to a judge shall be filed with
the Clerk, who shall promptly assign a judge to the case.
(d) All petitions, motions, or applications which require
immediate action to prevent irreversible harm in cases
where the assigned judge is unavailable or in cases where
no judge has been assigned to the case and the Clerk fails
to assign a judge to the case in sufficient time to allow
presentation to such judge shall be presented to the
emergency motions judge in his or her courtroom at 9:30
A.M. or at 1:30 P.M. or at a time prearranged with that
judge.
Rule 3.6A. Pleadings Allowed After Petition—Order.
(a) No counterclaims shall be permitted. Cross-
petitions and motions are permitted.
(b) A proposed order for the scheduling of a status
conference or hearing shall be attached to all responsive
pleadings and shall be in the following form:
(CAPTION)
O R D E R
AND NOW, (month) , 20 , the above-
captioned matter is scheduled for a:
( ) status conference on , 20
at a.m./p.m. in the chambers of the undersigned.
( ) hearing on , 20 at a.m./p.m.
in the courtroom of the Berks County Courthouse/
Services Center assigned to the undersigned.
Counsel are directed to meet prior to the conference/
hearing to reduce fact questions and legal issues to a
minimum; and, further shall be authorized to settle at
said meeting and status conference.
BY THE COURT:
J.
Distribution: Clerk of Orphans’ Court; (all interested
parties or their counsel)
Rule 3.9A. Preliminary Objections—Order.
(a) A proposed order for the scheduling of a status
conference or argument shall be attached to all prelimi-
nary objections and shall be in substantially the following
form:
(CAPTION)
O R D E R
AND NOW, (month) , 20 , the above-
captioned matter is scheduled for:
( ) a status conference on , 20
at a.m./p.m. in the chambers of the undersigned.
( ) an oral argument on , 20
at a.m./p.m. in the courtroom of the Berks County
Courthouse/Services Center assigned to the undersigned.
A brief in support of the preliminary objections shall be
filed on or before , 20 . A response brief
shall be filed on or before , 20 .
If an amended petition is filed within 20 days of service
of the preliminary objections, this Order shall be rendered
moot and the status conference or oral argument shall be
deemed cancelled.
Counsel are directed to meet prior to the conference/
argument to reduce fact questions and legal issues to a
minimum; and, further shall be authorized to settle at
said meeting and status conference.
BY THE COURT:
J.
Distribution: Clerk of Orphans’ Court; (all interested
parties or their counsel)
(b) The court may grant or deny preliminary objections
at any time if it finds such relief is appropriate upon the
face of the pleadings.
CHAPTER V. RULES GOVERNING SPECIFIC
TYPES OF PETITIONS
Rule 5.2A. Family Exemption—Valuation.
If the exemption is claimed from personal property,
valuation shall be established as the interested parties
agree. Failing agreement, valuation shall be as set forth
on a filed inventory, or if no inventory has been filed,
valuation shall be established in accordance with the
procedure set forth in Pa.O.C. Rule 5.2(a) and (b) or in
such other manner as the court shall direct.
Rule 5.2B. Notice.
A copy of the petition for a family exemption and any
required notices shall be served on the Department of
Revenue.
Rule 5.3A. Intestate Share to Surviving Spouse
from Personal Property.
If the spousal share is claimed from personal property,
valuation shall be established as the interested parties
agree. Failing agreement, valuation shall be as set forth
on a filed inventory, or if no inventory has been filed,
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valuation shall be established in accordance with the
procedure set forth in Pa.O.C. Rule 5.3(a) and (b) or in
such other manner as the court shall direct.
Rule 5.3B. Notice.
A copy of the petition claiming a spousal share and any
required notices shall be served on the Department of
Revenue.
Rule 5.4A. Extension of Time for Filing of Surviving
Spouse’s Election.
A petition for the extension of time in which the
surviving spouse may file an election to take against the
will and other conveyances shall include to the extent
possible the same contents required by Pa.O.C. Rule
5.4(a).
Rule 5.6A. Allowances from a Minor’s Estate.
When a petition is necessary for an allowance from a
minor’s estate, the petition shall set forth:
(a) the manner of the guardian’s appointment and
qualification, and the dates thereof;
(b) the age and residence of the minor, whether the
minor’s parents are living, the name of the person with
whom the minor resides, the name and age of the minor’s
spouse and children, if any;
(c) the value of the minor’s estate, real and personal
and the net annual income;
(d) the circumstances of the minor, whether employed
or attending school; if the minor’s parents, or other
person or persons charged with the duty of supporting the
minor, is living, the financial condition and income of
such person and why such person is not discharging such
person’s duty to support the minor; and whether there is
adequate provision for the support and education of the
minor, the minor’s spouse and children;
(e) the date and amount of any previous allowance by
the court; and
(f) the financial requirements of the minor and the
minor’s family unit, in detail, and the circumstances
making such allowance necessary.
Rule 5.10A. Contents of Petition.
(a) All Petitions. All petitions to sell real property at
public sale shall set forth the name, address, and pro-
posed compensation of the proposed auctioneer or other
selling agent.
(b) Personal Representative. When it is required that a
personal representative petition the court to sell real
property at public sale, the petition (in addition to
requirements of Pa.O.C. Rule 5.10) shall also set forth in
separate paragraphs:
(1) the name, residence and date of death of the
decedent; whether the decedent died testate or intestate;
and the date of the grant of letters;
(2) that the personal representative is not otherwise
authorized to sell by statute; or is not authorized or is
denied the power to do so by the will, or that it is
desirable that the sale have the effect of a judicial sale,
stating the reason;
(3) whether an inventory and appraisement has been
filed; the total value of the property shown therein; and
the value at which the real property to be sold was
included therein;
(4) if the personal representative entered bond with the
Register, the name of the surety and the amount of such
bond;
(5) the names and relationships of all interested par-
ties; a brief description of their respective interests;
whether any of them are unascertainable, minors, inca-
pacitated or deceased, and if so, the names of their
fiduciaries or virtual representatives, if any;
(6) the improvements on the property, by whom it is
occupied, its rental value, rents due and payable, and
current tax assessment; and
(7) sufficient facts to enable the court to determine that
the sale is desirable for the proper administration and
distribution of the estate.
(c) Trustee. When it is required that a trustee petition
the court to sell real property at public sale, the petition
(in addition to requirements of Pa.O.C. Rule 5.10) shall
also set forth in separate paragraphs:
(1) how title was acquired, stating the date and place
of recording of the deed or other instrument of convey-
ance;
(2) a recital of the relevant provisions of the deed,
trust, will, or other instrument of conveyance pertaining
to the real property to be sold, and of the relevant history
of the trust;
(3) the names and relationships of all interested par-
ties; a brief description of their respective interests;
whether any of them are unascertainable, minors, inca-
pacitated or deceased, and if so, the names of their
fiduciaries or virtual representatives, if any;
(4) the improvements on the property, by whom it is
occupied, its rental value, rents due and payable, and
current tax assessment;
(5) that the trustee is not otherwise authorized to sell
by statute, or is denied the power by the trust instru-
ment; or that it is advisable that the sale have the effect
of a judicial sale, stating the reason; and
(6) sufficient facts to enable the court to determine that
the proposed sale is for the best interest of the trust or its
beneficiaries.
(d) Guardian. When it is required that a guardian of a
minor or incapacitated person petition the court to sell
real property at public sale, the petition (in addition to
requirements of Pa.O.C. Rule 5.10) shall also set forth in
separate paragraphs:
(1) the age of the ward;
(2) the names and addresses of the ward’s next of kin
and intestate heirs and the notice given them of the filing
of the petition;
(3) how title was acquired, stating the date and place
of recording of the deed or other instrument of convey-
ance;
(4) a recital of the relevant provisions of the deed, will,
trust, or other instrument of conveyance relating to the
real property to be sold;
(5) the nature and extent of the interest of the ward,
and of other persons in the real property;
(6) the improvements on the property, by whom it is
occupied, its rental value, rents due and payable, and
current tax assessment; and
(7) sufficient facts to enable the court to determine that
the proposed sale will be for the best interest of the ward.
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(e) Others. A petition for the sale of real property, other
than by partition, filed by a person other than a personal
representative of a decedent’s estate, trustee, or guardian
shall comply with such of the above provisions as nearly
resembles the circumstances necessitating the petition.
Rule 5.10B. Exhibits.
The following exhibits shall be attached to a petition to
sell real property at public sale:
(a) a copy of the will, deed, decree or other instrument
by which the fiduciary was appointed;
(b) any consents or joinders of interested parties, in-
cluding any lienholder whose lien would otherwise not be
discharged by the sale;
(c) the proposed terms and conditions of sale;
(d) affidavits of two disinterested and competent per-
sons familiar with said real estate as to the value of the
tract or tracts desired to be sold; and
(e) any appraisal reports that have been prepared
within the preceding five years.
Rule 5.10C. Notice. Return.
(a) Notice. In addition to the notice requirements of
any applicable statute or other rule or order of court,
notice of the sale shall be conspicuously posted on the
property to be sold and at a minimum of three other
locations within the immediate vicinity of the property at
least 20 days prior to the scheduled sale and be published
in the legal periodical and newspaper of general circula-
tion serving the property’s locale a minimum of once per
week for three successive weeks.
(b) Return. Within five days after the sale, or such
other time as the order approving a public sale provides,
the seller shall file a return in the form of an affidavit,
which shall set forth:
(1) the public notice given;
(2) the price obtained; and
(3) the name and address of the purchaser and that
such purchaser was highest bidder.
(c) Proof of publication shall be attached as an exhibit.
A proposed order approving the sale to the highest bidder
at the bid price shall be filed with the return.
Rule 5.10D. Security.
On the return day of the sale, the court, in the decree
approving or confirming the sale, will fix the amount of
bond or additional security which the personal represent-
ative, trustee, guardian, or other seller shall be required
to enter, or will excuse the fiduciary from entering
additional security.
Rule 5.10E. Confirmation.
Court approval or confirmation must be obtained before
delivery of a deed.
Rule 5.11A. Contents of Petition.
A petition for the private sale or exchange of real
property or for the grant of an option for any such sale or
exchange shall conform as closely as practicable to the
requirements of these Rules with regard to a petition to
sell real property at public sale.
Rule 5.11B. Exhibits.
In addition to the exhibits required by Rule 5.10B, a
copy of the agreement of sale shall be attached to the
petition.
Rule 5.11C. Security.
The court, in the decree approving or confirming the
sale, will fix the amount of bond or additional security
which the personal representative, trustee, guardian, or
other seller shall be required to enter, or will excuse the
fiduciary from entering bond or additional security.
Rule 5.12A. Contents of Petition.
A petition to mortgage or lease real property shall
conform as closely as practicable to the requirements of
these Rules with regard to a petition to sell real property
at public sale.
Rule 5.16. Assisted Conception Birth Registration.
Rule 5.16A. Assisted Conception Birth Registration.
(a) Form of Petitions, Contents. A petition to establish
the parentage of a child to be born by gestational carrier
shall set forth:
(1) the name and address of each petitioner;
(2) the source of the oocyte/ova and sperm used for in
vitro fertilization;
(3) the name and address of the physician(s) perform-
ing or supervising the oocyte/ova retrieval, sperm collec-
tion, in vitro fertilization, and transfer of viable embryo(s)
into the uterus of the gestational carrier;
(4) the number of embryos transferred and the number
of children expected to be born;
(5) the expected date and location of birth;
(6) the method by which it can be established that the
pregnancy is the result of only the embryo transfer and
not the result of fertilization of the carrier’s own ova;
(7) that the petitioners intending to be named as the
legal parents of the child(ren) expected to be born by the
gestational carrier, the carrier, and, if married, the carri-
er’s spouse have expressed their intentions that the
intended legal parents shall have exclusive custody and
all parental rights and duties with respect to the chil-
d(ren) and that they join in and consent to the petition;
and
(8) that the Department of Health does not object to
the relief requested.
(b) Exhibits. There shall be attached to the petition the
following exhibits:
(1) an affidavit by the physician attesting to his or her
being licensed to practice medicine and the facts relating
to the the oocyte/ova retrieval, sperm collection, in vitro
fertilization, transfer of viable embryo(s) into the uterus
of the gestational carrier, the number of children expected
to be born, and that the children expected to be born are
not the genetic children of the gestational carrier;
(2) acknowledgments from the gestational carrier and,
if married, her spouse, stating that the carrier and her
spouse are not the biological parents of the child(ren),
stating awareness that signing the acknowledgment will
grant all the rights and duties of parenthood to the
petitioners intending to be named as the legal parents
and that the carrier and her spouse will have no such
rights or duties, and authorizing the submission of the
appropriate forms to the Division of Vital Records identi-
fying the petitioners intending to be named as the legal
parents as the parents. Each acknowledgment shall also
state that the carrier and her spouse have the right to
refuse to sign the acknowledgment and that such refusal
would result in being named as the parent of the
child(ren); and
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(3) a stipulation by the petitioners and counsel for the
Department of Health that the proposed decree is accept-
able to them.
(c) Decree. A proposed decree shall be attached to the
petition that shall deem the intended parents as the legal
parents of the child(ren) and order that certified copies of
the birth records of the child(ren) shall reflect the in-
tended parentage. The proposed decree shall also direct
that all court records be permanently maintained and
withheld from inspection except as provided by 23
Pa.C.S.A. § 2915 (relating to records and access to infor-
mation).
CHAPTER VII. RULES RELATING TO
PRE-HEARING AND HEARING PROCEDURE
Rule 7.1A. Discovery.
B.R.C.P. Rule 4001 shall not apply to Orphans’ Court
discovery practice. Failure to comply with discovery re-
quests shall be addressed by the court directly upon the
filing of a motion to compel, motion for protective order,
or other appropriate motion.
Rule 7.1B. Subpoenas.
Subpoenas shall be obtained from the Clerk of Orphans’
Court, not the Prothonotary or Clerk of Court.
Rule 7.2A. Briefs and Argument.
(a) A party filing a motion for judgment on the plead-
ings shall file simultaneously with the Clerk an argument
brief, an argument scheduling order, and a proof of
service.
(b) the non-moving party shall file an answer, argu-
ment brief and a proof of service within 30 days. If the
non-moving party does not file an argument brief, the
court shall decide the motion based on the record. In
doing so, the court may in its discretion hear oral
argument from the party that filed the motion for judg-
ment on the pleadings, but not from the non-moving
party.
Rule 7.3A. Briefs, Argument, and Disposition.
(a) A party filing a motion for summary judgment shall
file the original motion and a proof of service with the
Clerk.
(b) The non-moving party shall file a response to the
motion for summary judgment and proof of service no
later than thirty (30) days after the date of service of the
motion in accordance with Pa.R.C.P. 1035.3(a). If no
response is filed within that thirty (30) day period, upon
written notice to the court by the moving party, pursuant
to Pa.R.C.P. 1035.3(d), the court may in its discretion
grant the motion for summary judgment. If a response is
filed, any party may file a request, accompanied by a
scheduling order and a proof of service, to list the motion
for summary judgment for oral argument.
(c) If the moving party files the request for argument,
an argument brief shall be filed therewith and the
non-moving party shall file a responsive brief within 20
days of service of the moving party’s brief.
(d) If the non-moving party files the request for argu-
ment, accompanied by a proof of service, the moving party
shall file and serve a brief of argument within 20 days of
service of the request. The non-moving party shall there-
after file and serve an argument brief within 20 days of
filing and service of the moving party’s brief.
Rule 7.5. Motions.
Rule 7.5A. Motions practice.
Unless another procedure is prescribed by a specific
rule, a proposed order granting the relief requested and a
rule to show cause why the requested relief should not be
granted shall be attached to all motions. Upon consider-
ation of the motion, the court may grant relief immedi-
ately or issue a rule to show cause. The rule to show
cause shall be in substantially the following form:
(CAPTION)
RULE TO SHOW CAUSE
AND NOW, , , upon consideration of the
foregoing motion, it is ordered that:
(1) a Rule is issued upon the respondent to show cause
why the movant is not entitled to the relief requested;
(2) the respondent shall file an answer to the motion
within days of this date;
( ) (3) the movant shall file a brief in support of the
motion within days after service of the answer;
( ) (4) the respondent shall file a brief in opposition to
the motion within days after service of the
movant’s brief;
( ) (5) an evidentiary hearing on disputed issues of
material fact shall be held on at a.m./
p.m. before the undersigned Judge in the Berks County
Courthouse/Services Center.
( ) (6) oral argument shall be held on
at a.m./p.m. in the courtroom of the Berks County
Courthouse/Services Center assigned to the undersigned.
BY THE COURT:
J.
Distribution: Clerk of the Orphans’ Court (1); movant or
counsel (1); respondent(s) by name (1 each) or counsel
CHAPTER VIII. RECONSIDERATION
Rule 9.1A. Manner of Notice.
An auditor or master shall give notice of scheduled
hearings to all interested parties, or to their attorneys of
record, in the manner provided in Pa.O.C. Rule 4.3 at
least twenty days in advance.
Rule 9.6A. Manner of Notice.
A copy of the auditor’s or master’s report and notice of
its filing shall be served on all interested parties, or their
attorneys of record, in the manner provided in Pa.O.C.
Rule 4.3.
Rule 9.7A. Objections.
(a) Consistent with the procedure set forth in Pa.O.C.
Rule 2.7, any interested party shall have the right to file
objections to an auditor’s or master’s report within twenty
days of the notice of its filing. A proposed order for the
scheduling of a status conference or oral argument shall
be attached to all objections and shall be in substantially
the following form:
(CAPTION)
O R D E R
AND NOW, (month) , 20 , the above-
captioned matter is scheduled for:
( ) a status conference on ,
20 at a.m./p.m. in the chambers of the under-
signed.
( ) an oral argument on ,
20 at a.m./p.m. in the courtroom of the Berks
County Courthouse/Services Center assigned to the un-
dersigned. A brief in support of the objections shall be
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filed on or before , 20 . A response
brief shall be filed on or before , 20 .
Counsel are directed to meet prior to the conference/
argument to reduce fact questions and legal issues to a
minimum; and, further shall be authorized to settle at
said meeting and status conference.
BY THE COURT:
J.
Distribution: Clerk of Orphans’ Court; (all interested
parties or their counsel)
(b) The court may grant or deny objections at any time
if it finds such relief is appropriate upon the face of the
objections.
Rule 9.7B. Confirmation.
If no objections are filed within twenty days of the
notice of the report’s filing, the court may enter a decree
confirming the auditor’s report or adopting the master’s
report or schedule additional proceedings as it deems
appropriate.
CHAPTER XIV. GUARDIANSHIPS OF
INCAPACITATED PERSONS
Rule 14.2A. Representation of alleged incapacitated
person.
No petitioner or person alleged to have been acting
against the best interests of the alleged incapacitated
person shall attempt to obtain counsel for an alleged
incapacitated person, except that a petitioner may contact
an attorney who is known to the petitioner to have a
previous professional relationship with the alleged inca-
pacitated person. The Area Agency on Aging is exempt
from the restriction of seeking counsel for the alleged
incapacitated person to the extent such practice is re-
quired by statute or regulation. If the alleged incapaci-
tated person or non-petitioning next of kin do not obtain
counsel for the alleged incapacitated person, the court
shall appoint counsel in its discretion upon receipt of the
notification required by 20 Pa.C.S.A. § 5511(a).
Rule 14.2B. Evaluation.
If a petition to adjudicate an individual as an incapaci-
tated person is filed with a request that the alleged
incapacitated person be directed to submit to an evalua-
tion of his or her capacity, the petitioner shall propose a
specific expert to conduct the evaluation. No evaluator
shall be proposed without first obtaining the proposed
evaluator’s consent to serve.
Rule 14.2C. Expert testimony—Interrogatories.
Whenever the issue of incapacity is not contested, the
use of verified answers to written interrogatories in lieu
of live expert testimony shall be permitted.
Rule 14.2D. Mental Health Commitment Form.
Promptly upon appointment, a court-appointed guard-
ian shall submit a completed Commonwealth of Pennsyl-
vania Notification of Mental Health Commitment (Form
SP 4-131) to the court.
Rule 14.2E. Guardian Acknowledgment.
Promptly upon appointment, a court-appointed guard-
ian shall initial, sign and file a Guardian Acknowledg-
ment of Duties and Liabilities form, as follows:
IN RE: : IN THE COURT OF COMMON
: PLEAS
an : OF BERKS COUNTY,
incapacitated : PENNSYLVANIA
person :




GUARDIAN ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF DUTIES
AND LIABILITIES
I, the undersigned court-appointed guardian, acknowl-
edge that as guardian I have broad, but not unlimited,
powers, duties, and liabilities as set forth generally in 20
Pa.C.S.A. § 5501 et seq. and more specifically acknowl-
edge my duties and liabilities under 20 Pa.C.S.A. § 5521
and as follows:
As Guardian of the Person, I shall:
• Assert the rights and best interests
of my ward.
• Respect to the greatest possible extent
my ward’s expressed wishes and preferences.
• Where appropriate, develop a plan of
supportive services to meet my ward’s needs.
• Encourage my ward to participate in
all decisions which affect my ward, to act
on his or her own behalf whenever he or she
is able to do so, and to develop or regain, to
the maximum extent possible, capacity to
manage his or her personal affairs.
As Guardian of the Estate, I shall:
• Take possession of, maintain, and
administer each asset of my ward, and make
all reasonable expenditures and efforts to
preserve the estate.
• Within three months, file an inventory of
my ward’s real and personal property and a
statement of any property that I expect
to acquire thereafter.
In addition to the above duties, as Guardian (either of
the person or the estate), I shall:
• Exercise my powers for the benefit of
my ward.
• Keep the ward’s assets separate from
my assets
• Exercise reasonable caution and
prudence.
• Keep a full and accurate record of all
actions, receipts, and disbursements on
behalf of the ward.
• File an annual report on forms
available in the Register of Wills/Clerk of
the Orphans’ Court attesting to the information
required by 20 Pa.C.S.A. § 5521(c). I shall
file a final report within 60 days of my
ward’s death or adjudication of capacity.
• Report any change of my address to the
court within ten (10) days.
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As Guardian of the person and/or the
estate, I understand and acknowledge that
any breach of my duty to my ward, such
as but not limited to asset misappropriation,
may result in civil and even criminal liability.
Date: Guardian’s Signature:
Rule 14.2F. Allowances From an Incapacitated Per-
son’s Estate.
(a) In General. Petitions for allowances from an inca-
pacitated person’s estate, when necessary, shall be gov-
erned by the appropriate provisions of B.C.O.C.R. 5.6A,
and as hereinafter provided.
(b) Contents of Petition. The petition shall set forth the
following:
(1) the name of the guardian, the date of the guardian’s
appointment, if the petitioner is not the guardian, peti-
tioner’s relationship to the incapacitated person, and, if
not related, the nature of the petitioner’s interest;
(2) a summary of the inventory, the date it was filed
and the nature and present value of the estate;
(3) the address and the occupation, if any, of the
incapacitated person;
(4) the names and addresses of the incapacitated per-
son’s dependents, if any;
(5) a statement of all claims of the incapacitated
person’s creditors, known to the petitioner;
(6) a statement of the requested distribution and the
reasons therefor; and
(7) a statement of all previous distributions allowed by
the court.
(c) Restrictions Governing Allowance. If any portion of
the incapacitated person’s estate is received from the
United States Veterans Administration or its successor,
notice of the request for allowance shall be given to this
agency.
CHAPTER XV. ADOPTIONS
Rule 15.4A. Separate Petitions.
A separate petition shall be filed for each parent whose
rights the petitioner seeks to terminate.
Rule 15.4B. Affidavit of Paternity.
Except as filed by a county agency or excused by the
court, a petition to involuntarily terminate the parental
rights of any father to a child shall have appended
thereto an affidavit of paternity signed by the child’s
birth mother that contains the following:
(a) A statement that a specific man, identified by as
much of his full name as is known, is the child’s biological
father. The affidavit shall set forth sufficient facts to
support the identification of this man as the father; or
(b) A statement that the identity of the father is
unknown to the mother. The affidavit shall set forth the
circumstances of conception, the reasons why the father’s
identity is not known, and what efforts, if any, have been
made to identify the father.
Comment: Facts supporting identification of the father
could include, but not be limited to, the mother’s not
having had sexual relations with any other man at or
around the time of conception (including one month
before or after conception) or that a DNA test has
established paternity. The reasons why the father’s iden-
tity might be unknown include, but are not limited to,
mother’s having had sexual relations with multiple
known or unknown partners, a one night stand, rape, and
prostitution.
Rule 15.4C. Decree.
The termination of parental rights shall be by decree
separate from a decree of adoption.
Comment: The name of a parent whose rights have
been terminated should not appear in an adoption decree
for confidentiality reasons.
Rule 15.5C. Financial Responsibility.
An Affidavit of Financial Responsibility, in the following
form, shall be attached to all petitions for adoption:
IN RE: : IN THE COURT OF COMMON
: PLEAS
ADOPTION OF : OF BERKS COUNTY,
: PENNSYLVANIA
: ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION
:
: No.
AFFIDAVIT OF FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
I, , the person petitioning to
adopt the above-named child, acknowledge that if the
adoption is approved by the court I will have the duty,
just as any other parent, to support the child financially. I
acknowledge that this duty of support is absolute and
may extend beyond the child’s eighteenth (18th) birthday
in accordance with 23 Pa.C.S.A. § 4321. I acknowledge
that I will owe this duty of support even if my relation-
ship with the child’s other parent ends, regardless of
which parent has physical custody of the child, and I may
need to make sacrifices to meet this burden. I further
acknowledge the possible responsibility to contribute to
the college education of my child, provided that the child
has the ability and desire to successfully complete the
course of studies, and in accordance with 23 Pa.C.S.A.
§ 4327.
As evidenced by my signature below, I accept my




Rule 15.6A. Waiver of Notice.
Any person entitled to notice of a hearing under
Pa.O.C. Rule 15.6 may execute a waiver of such notice.
The waiver shall not be irrevocable and shall state that it
can be revoked at any time prior to the hearing by filing
a revocation with the Clerk.
Rule 15.10A. Agreements for Post-Adoption Con-
tact.
Whenever a request for court approval of a voluntary
agreement for continuing contact, or modification or
termination thereof, under Subchapter D of the Adoption
Act is filed and the child(ren) subject to the agreement is
or was represented by a guardian ad litem in a depen-
dency or termination of parental rights proceeding, the
party filing the request for approval shall immediately
serve notice of the filing on the guardian ad litem. If a
voluntary agreement for continuing contact is proposed
for the first time at the time of an adoption hearing and a
previously appointed guardian ad litem is not present for
the hearing, the matter shall be continued to allow notice
to the guardian.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1292. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
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BUCKS COUNTY
Order Rescinding Orphans’ Court Rules 1.2A
through 13.3A and Orphans’ Court Rule 17.1A
and Promulgating Orphans’ Court Rules 1.1A
through 10.4A
Order
And Now, this 19th day of July, 2016, pursuant to
Pennsylvania Orphans’ Court Rule 1.5, the Bucks County
Orphans’ Court Rules 1.2A through 13.3A and Bucks
County Orphans’ Court Rule 17.1A are hereby vacated
and replaced by Bucks County Orphans’ Court Rules 1.1A
through 10.4A.
These rules shall take effect on September 1, 2016,




Rule 1.1A. Short Title and Citation.
These rules shall be known as Bucks County Orphans’
Court Rules and shall be cited as Bucks County Orphans’
Court Rule .
Rule 1.5A. Local Rules.
In all cases where there are no separate Pennsylvania
Orphans’ Court Rules or Bucks County Orphans’ Court
Rules, the Rules applicable to the Civil Division of the
Court of Common Pleas of Bucks County, including the
Pennsylvania Rules of Civil Procedure, where applicable,
shall apply.
Rule 1.6A. Mediation by Agreement, Local Rule, or
Court Order.
When the parties agree to mediation, or it is ordered by
the court, the mediation shall be conducted by a mediator
chosen from the list of certified mediators maintained by
the clerk, unless otherwise agreed to by the parties. All
proceedings by the court shall be stayed until the conclu-
sion of the mediation.
Rule 1.7A. Entry and Withdrawal of Counsel.
1. Appearance
Every attorney in any proceeding shall enter their
appearance in writing, noting thereon the date on which
entered, or by endorsement on papers filed, and shall not
withdraw the same without leave of court. The attorneys’
State Identification Number shall be included under their
signature on all papers filed. The filing of papers by an
attorney shall be an entry of appearance.
2. Attorneys Not Eligible to Practice
The following persons shall not practice as an attorney
before this court: the clerk of this court; the Orphans’
Court administrator; any law clerk of this court; the
Register of Wills and the Sheriff of this county; the
official stenographer; and persons otherwise prohibited,
their assistants, deputies and clerks.
Rule 1.9A. Holidays and Emergencies.
If an audit of account, a return day or any time fixed
for performing any judicial or clerical function falls on a
holiday, a Saturday, a Sunday, or on a day when circum-
stances result in an unforeseen or unexpected cessation of
courthouse function, the next following day, not a holiday,
a Saturday, or a Sunday shall be the day for the audit of
account, the return day, or the time for the performance
of the judicial or clerical function, unless otherwise
provided by these Rules.
ACCOUNTS, OBJECTIONS
AND DISTRIBUTIONS
Rule 2.1A. Sessions of Court.
The court will sit in stated session on the first Monday
of every month for the presentation for audit of accounts
and such other business as may properly come before the
court.
Rule 2.4A. Additional Receipts and Disbursements.
Receipts and disbursements received or made after
filing the account and petition for adjudication/statement
of proposed distribution may be accounted for in a
supplemental account, which shall be signed and verified
by the accountant(s) and filed with the clerk, with notice
in the same manner as required by Pa.O.C. Rule 2.5(a)—
(g) with respect to an account. A copy of the supplemental
account shall be presented to the court at the audit.
Rule 2.6A. Filing with the Clerk.
1. Filing For a Particular Audit
Accounts to appear on a particular audit list must be
filed not later than the fifth Wednesday preceding the
session of court when that audit list will be called, except
when that Wednesday falls on a holiday in which event
accounts must be filed not later than the next preceding
non-holiday.
2. When Audit List To Be Called
The audit list will be called, and accounts thereon will
be audited, unless another date therefor be specially
fixed, on the first Monday of every month of the year,
unless such first Monday falls on a holiday or on a day
when circumstances result in an unforeseen or unex-
pected cessation of courthouse function, in which event
said audit list will be called and accounts thereon audited
on the next following day not a holiday, or when court-
house functions have resumed in compliance with Bucks
County Orphans’ Court Rule 1.9A. Each audit list shall
include accounts continued from previous audit lists and
new accounts eligible for audit.
3. Appearances
At the call of the monthly audit list, counsel for the
accountant (or associated counsel authorized and pre-
pared to act as such on behalf of the accountant), as well
as counsel for any other party or interested parties who
desire to be heard (or accountant or other party or
parties, in interest in propria persona if not represented
by counsel), shall be personally present in open court and
shall note their appearance and such other matters as
may be appropriate upon appearance slips to be filed with
the court at that time.
Rule 2.7A. Objections to Accounts or Petitions for
Adjudication/Statements of Proposed Distribu-
tion.
When objections to an account have been filed, the
account of that estate will be presented for audit at the
stated meeting of court at which the account is called for
audit, but the merits of the objections will not then be
heard. A pretrial conference pursuant to Bucks County
Orphans’ Court Rule 7.1B will be scheduled, and thereaf-
ter a time for a hearing thereon will be fixed by the court.
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Rule 2.9A. Confirmation of Accounts; Awards.
1. Filing
The court in the adjudication, when requested or found
advisable, or in any case when real estate is to be
awarded in kind, may direct the accountant to file a
schedule of distribution in conformity with the awards of
the adjudication. Attached to such schedule when filed
shall be a certification by the accountant and counsel for
the accountant:
a. that the schedule is correct and in accordance with
the adjudication;
b. that notice of the filing thereof has been duly given,
or that the same is unnecessary by reason of a written
approval of the schedule filed therewith by all interested
parties affected thereby or by counsel of record.
2. Notice
Notice of the filing of a schedule of distribution shall be
given in writing, together with a copy of the schedule,
prior to the filing thereof, to all interested parties who
may be affected thereby, or their counsel of record, who do
not attach or file their written approval with the sched-
ule. Proof of notice shall be filed with the clerk.
3. Objections
Written objections to a schedule of distribution may be
filed within 10 days after the filing of the schedule and
shall indicate in what respect the schedule is incorrect or
fails to conform to the adjudication. The filing of objec-
tions shall be accompanied by a form of Order for
Hearing and a certificate of service.
4. No Filed Objections
If no objections to the schedule of distribution are filed
within 10 days after its filing, the accountant shall file a
motion with the court requesting confirmation of the
schedule of distribution. Upon issuance of a decree of
confirmation from the court, the accountant shall have
authority to make any necessary assignments, and trans-
fers of securities or other assets awarded in kind, and the
schedule of distribution shall be deemed and considered
as attached to and constituting a part of the adjudication.
Rule 2.10A. Foreign Heirs and Unknown Distribu-
tees.
The report contemplated by Pennsylvania Orphans’
Court Rule 2.10(b) shall be submitted as an exhibit to the
petition for adjudication and shall include substantially
the following:
1. Unknown Distributee
If it appears that the identity or whereabouts of a
distributee is unknown, or there are no known heirs, the
fiduciary shall submit a written report as an exhibit to
the petition for adjudication, verified by the fiduciary or
their counsel, which shall set forth:
a. the nature of the investigation made to locate the
heirs of the decedent, in complete detail; and
b. in cases of intestacy, or where there are no known
heirs, a family tree, as complete as possible under the
circumstances supported by such documentary evidence
as the fiduciary has been able to obtain.
The term ‘‘investigation’’ as used in this Rule shall
include an inquiry of or to as many of the following as
may be pertinent and feasible: residents of the household
in which the decedent resided; friends and neighbors;
labor union membership; places of employment; social,
fraternal or beneficial organizations; insurance records;
religious membership; school records; Social Security,
Veterans’ Administration, or military service records;
naturalization records, if not native born; and such other
sources of information as the circumstances may suggest.
2. Foreign Distributee
If the fiduciary requests the court to withhold distribu-
tion to a foreign distributee, they shall submit as an
exhibit to the petition for adjudication a written report,
verified by the fiduciary or their counsel, in which shall
be set forth:
a. the relationship of the distributee to the decedent,
and any available information concerning their present
whereabouts;
b. in cases of intestacy, a family tree, as complete as
possible under the circumstances, supported by such
documentary evidence as the fiduciary has been able to
obtain; and
c. the reasons for the request that distribution be
withheld, and the suggested manner of withholding.
3. Foreign Distributee. Notice to Attorney General
When at the audit of an account or other proceeding in
any estate in this court, it appears that any distributee is
not a resident of the United States and that distribution
to them might or should be withheld, notice of all of the
facts and circumstances shall be given to the Attorney
General who will be requested to participate in the
proceedings as amicus curiae.
Rule 2.11A. Appointment of Official Examiners.
1. Appointment
Whenever an examination of assets is ordered in
connection with an accounting, the order of appointment
shall be included in the adjudication of the account, and
the examiner shall make his examination after the
schedule of distribution shall have been filed and ap-
proved, so that the assets distributable by fiduciaries,
which are the assets to be examined, will have been
determined.
2. Reports and Fees
Reports of examiners shall be filed with the clerk. The
examiner’s fee shall be fixed and awarded by the court
when acting on the report, usually payable out of the
assets examined, unless circumstances warrant other-
wise.
PETITION PRACTICE AND PLEADING
Rule 3.1A. Petitions Generally.
Petitions and applications requiring action by the court
shall be filed with the clerk. The clerk shall enter on the
document the date and time filed and shall assign to each
new matter a file number. The file number and the name
of the matter shall be included in the caption of all
papers filed in court or in the clerk’s office.
Rule 3.5A. Mode of Proceeding on Petition.
The procedures set forth in Bucks County Rule of Civil
Procedure 206.4(c), relating to the mode of proceeding on
rules to show cause, are applicable in the Orphans’ Court
Division.
This applies in situations where personal jurisdiction
has already been established through citation practice
and a citation is not required by Pennsylvania Orphans’
Court Rules or Pennsylvania Statutes.
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Rule 3.7A. Time for Filing and Service of Respon-
sive Pleadings.
If a responsive pleading is filed which raises disputed
issues of material fact, any party may, thereafter, file a
motion for hearing to determine the disputed factual
issues. If a responsive pleading is filed which raises only
questions of law, the parties shall follow the procedures
set forth in Bucks County Rule of Civil Procedure
208.3(b).
Rule 3.9A. Preliminary Objections.
Preliminary objections shall be moved for disposition
pursuant to Bucks County Rule of Civil Procedure
208.3(b).
FORMAT AND SERVICE OF LEGAL PAPER BY
PARTIES AND COURT; ELECTRONIC FILING
Rule 4.2A. Citation or Notice to Individuals and
Entities.
1. The Bucks County Law Reporter is hereby desig-
nated as the legal newspaper and periodical for the
publication of legal advertisements and notices required
by law, rule, order or decree of court.
2. Every notice or advertisement required by law, rule,
order or decree of court in one or more newspapers of
general circulation, unless dispensed with by special
order of the court, shall also be published in the Bucks
County Law Reporter.
Rule 4.7A. Electronic Filing.
(a)(1) Any legal paper permitted to be filed under the
Pennsylvania Orphans’ Court Rules may be filed elec-
tronically under the procedures set forth in this rule.
(b)(1) All legal papers to be electronically filed shall be
presented in portable document format (‘‘.pdf ’’).
(b)(2) Legal papers may be submitted to the clerk in a
hard copy format. In that event, the clerk shall electroni-
cally scan such legal paper into .pdf format and maintain
it in that format. Any documents scanned into .pdf format
may be returned to the filing party for maintenance
pursuant to Pa.O.C. Rule 4.7(c)(3).
(c)(1) All legal papers that are filed electronically shall
be filed through the clerk’s Electronic Filing System
(‘‘Electronic Filing System’’). General access to the Elec-
tronic Filing System shall be provided through a link to
the Orphans’ Court appearing on the County of Bucks
website at www.buckscounty.org.
(c)(2) Parties who are not attorneys shall register with
the Electronic Filing System in order to file legal papers
electronically. Registrants shall provide the name, mailing
address, e-mail address, phone number, and other identi-
fying information as required by the clerk.
(d)(1) The clerk shall accept credit and debit cards for
payment of all filing fees and shall take reasonable steps
to ensure payment.
(e) (Reserved)
(f)(1) Upon receipt of an electronically filed legal paper,
the clerk shall provide the filing party with an acknowl-
edgement, which includes the date and time the legal
paper was received by the Electronic Filing System. The
clerk shall also provide the filing party with notice that
the legal paper was accepted for filing. If the legal paper
is not accepted upon presentation for filing or is refused
for filing by the Electronic Filing System, the clerk shall
immediately notify the party presenting the legal paper
for filing the date of presentation, the fact that the
document was not accepted or refused for filing by the
system, and the reason therefor. All acknowledgements
and notices under this subsection will be sent to the
e-mail address provided by the filing party.
(f)(2) The clerk shall maintain an electronic copy of all
legal papers filed.
Final written approval for implementation of the Elec-
tronic Filing System as described within Bucks County
Orphans’ Court Rule 4.7A shall be issued by the court.
RULES GOVERNING SPECIFIC TYPES
OF PETITIONS
Rule 5.4A. Revocation, Vacating or Extension of
Time for Filing of Surviving Spouse’s Election.
A petition for the extension of the time in which the
surviving spouse may file an election to take against the
will shall be presented to the court within the required
statutory period after the probate of the will as required
by Pennsylvania Orphans’ Court Rule 5.4(b). The petition
shall set forth the following additional matters:
1. the facts relied upon to justify the extension of time
requested and the period of extension desired;
2. the names of the interested parties who have con-
sented to the extension of time as evidenced by their
joinder in the petition.
Rule 5.6A. Appointment of a Guardian for the Es-
tate or Person of a Minor.
In lieu of the entry of bond, the court in appropriate
cases may authorize the guardian to deposit the funds of
the minor in an interest-bearing federally insured savings
account, certificate of deposit or credit union account or
an account investing only in securities guaranteed by the
United States government or a Federal governmental
agency managed by responsible financial institutions. The
account(s) shall be marked ‘‘not to be withdrawn until the
minor reaches the age of eighteen (18) years, except for
the payment of local, state and federal income taxes on
earnings of the certificate or account or upon further
order of the court.’’ Evidence of the deposit or investment
marked to indicate the restriction, shall be promptly filed
with the clerk.
Rule 5.6B. Minor’s Estate, Allowances.
When a petition is necessary for an allowance from a
minor’s estate, the petition shall set forth:
1. the manner of the guardian’s appointment and quali-
fication, the dates thereof;
2. the age and residence of the minor, whether his or
her parents are living, the name of the person with whom
they reside, the name and age of their spouse and
children, if any;
3. the value of the minor’s estate, real and personal,
and net annual income; and receipts from other sources,
e.g., Social Security;
4. the circumstances of the minor, whether employed or
attending school; if the minor’s parents, or other persons
charged with the duty of supporting them are living, the
financial condition and income of such person and why
they cannot, or should not be required to pay the
expenses forming the occasion for the requested allowance
under their duty to support the minor; and whether there
is adequate provision for the support and education of the
minor, his or her spouse and children;
5. the date and amount of any previous allowance by
the court; and
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6. the financial requirements of the minor and his or
her family unit, in detail, and the circumstances making
such allowance necessary.
Rule 5.8A. Discharge of Fiduciary and Surety.
1. Additional Averments
If the written consent of the surety is not attached as
an exhibit, the petition shall aver that notice has been
given to the surety, if any, of the date of the intended
application for discharge. The petition shall also expressly
state whether both the fiduciary and surety or the surety
alone is to be discharged.
2. Exhibits
The petition shall have attached thereto a copy of the
schedule of distribution as confirmed, if one has been
filed, and original releases or satisfactions of award from
the distributees showing full payment of their distributive
shares. If such original releases or satisfactions of award
have been filed with the clerk, copies may be attached
Rule 5.10A. Public Sale of Real Estate.
1. Personal Representative
When it is required that a personal representative
petition the court to sell real property at public sale, the
petition, in addition to the requirements of Pennsylvania
Orphans’ Court Rule 5.10, shall also set forth in separate
paragraphs, the following:
(a) the name or other designation of the estate; the
date of death; whether the decedent died testate or
intestate; date of grant of letters; if a decedent’s estate, or
testamentary trust, or the date and manner of creation, if
another type of fiduciary estate. If the petitioner is other
than the fiduciary, include the particulars of the fiduciary
required herein, and set forth facts sufficient to satisfy
the court of the propriety of entertaining the petition by a
petitioner other than the fiduciary;
(b) set forth the reason why the personal representa-
tive is not otherwise authorized to sell under the Probate,
Estates and Fiduciaries Code; or is not authorized or is
denied the power to do so by the will; or that it is
desirable that the sale have the effect of a judicial sale,
stating the reasons therefor;
(c) the total value of the personal estate for which they
are accountable, as shown in the inventory filed and the
inheritance tax appraisal made, if any, and also a state-
ment of the total proceeds of any real estate previously
sold or otherwise disposed of;
(d) if the fiduciary has been required to give bond or if
additional security may be required, waived or requested,
a statement of the amount of the bond or bonds filed by
them, if any, and the names of the sureties thereon;
(e) the names and relationships of all interested par-
ties; a brief description of the respective interests;
whether any of them are minors, incapacitated persons or
deceased, and if so the names of their fiduciaries, if any;
(f) the nature and amount of liens or other claims or
charges which are not liens;
(g) whether or not there is any known objection by any
party in interest to the grant of relief requested;
(h) a full legal description of the subject real estate,
together with a recital of the title thereof sufficient to
explain the nature and quantum of all interests therein
which will or may be affected by the relief requested;
(i) sufficient facts to enable the court to determine that
the sale is desirable for the proper administration and
distribution of the estate; and
(j) an appropriate request for relief, together with a
form of order or decree in accordance therewith.
2. Trustee
When it is required that a trustee petition the court to
sell real property at public sale, the petition, in addition
to the requirements of Pennsylvania Orphans’ Court Rule
5.10, shall also set forth in separate paragraphs, the
following:
(a) the name and capacity of the trustee, together with
the date and manner of their appointment; how title was
acquired, stating the date and place of probate of the will,
schedule of distribution, or recording of the deed;
(b) a recital of the relevant provisions of the will or
deed pertaining to the real property to be sold or of the
history of the trust (references to specific paragraphs or
pages of the exhibit may be incorporated by reference
rather than recite in detail the appropriate section of the
document);
(c) the names and relationships of all interested par-
ties; a brief description of their respective interests;
whether any of them are minors, incapacitated persons or
deceased, and if so, the names of their fiduciaries if any;
(d) the nature and amount of liens or other claims or
charges which are not liens;
(e) whether or not there is any objection by any party
in interest to the grant of relief requested;
(f) a full legal description of the subject real estate,
together with a recital of the title thereof sufficient to
explain the nature and quantum of all interests therein
which will or may be affected by the relief requested;
(g) the total value of the personal estate for which they
are accountable as shown, for example, in the inventory
filed (by the will, deed, or schedule of distribution); a
statement of the total proceeds of any real estate previ-
ously sold or otherwise disposed of;
(h) that the trustee is not authorized to sell under the
Probate, Estates and Fiduciaries Code, or is denied the
power by the trust instrument; or that it is desirable that
the sale have the effect of a judicial sale, stating the
reasons therefor;
(i) sufficient facts to enable the court to determine that
the proposed sale is for the best interest of the trust; and
(j) an appropriate request for relief together with a
form of order or decree in accordance therewith.
3. Guardian
When it is required that a guardian petition the court
to sell real property at public sale, the petition, in
addition to the requirements of Pennsylvania Orphans’
Court Rule 5.10, shall set forth in separate paragraphs,
the following:
(a) name, date, fiduciary designation and manner of
appointment of the guardian. If the petitioner not be the
guardian, include the particulars relating to the guardian
mentioned above as to the propriety of the court’s enter-
taining the petition and the granting of relief to the
petitioner, rather than to the guardian;
(b) the age of the ward and date of birth;
(c) the names of their next of kin and that notice has
been given them of the presentation of the petition; when
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there are no known next of kin who are sui juris to whom
notice may be given, public notice may be required as the
court shall by special order in each case designate, if
appropriate;
(d) how title was acquired, stating the date and place
of probate of the will, the schedule of distribution or
recording of the deed; together with a recital of the
provisions of the will, schedule of distribution or deed
relating to the real estate to be sold;
(e) the nature and extent of the interest of the ward,
and of other persons, in the real property, whether any of
them are minors, incapacitated persons or deceased and,
if so, the names of their fiduciaries, if any;
(f) whether or not there is any objection by any party
in interest to the grant of the relief requested;
(g) a full legal description of the subject real estate,
together with a recital of the title thereof sufficient to
explain the nature and quantum of all interests therein
which will or may be affected by the relief requested;
(h) that the guardian is not otherwise authorized to
sell under the Probate, Estates and Fiduciaries Code, or
is denied the power by the instrument appointing them;
or that it is desirable that the sale have the effect of a
judicial sale, stating the reasons thereof.
(i) sufficient facts to enable the court to determine that
the proposed sale will be for the best interest of the ward;
and
(j) an appropriate request for relief together with a
form of order or decree in accordance therewith.
Rule 5.10B. Joinder and Consent.
The court may act upon such applications forthwith
and ex parte if all interested parties join therein or if the
court is satisfied that the interests of all parties would be
served and protected thereby, or may require notice
thereof by citation or otherwise, to be served upon all
interested parties before action thereon in such particular
cases as it shall, by special order, direct.
Rule 5.10C. Procedure for Public Sale. Security.
Upon the entry of an order authorizing a public sale of
real estate pursuant to application by any fiduciary
subject to the jurisdiction thereof, the court shall also fix
the return day therefor. Such sale shall be advertised in
such manner, in such newspapers or other media, and for
such length of time as shall be required by law and
deemed necessary and proper reasonably and practically
to obtain the best price possible under all the circum-
stances, but in any event public notice of such sale shall
be advertised at least once a week for three successive
weeks in the Bucks County Law Reporter and in one
other newspaper of general circulation in the county prior
to the sale, and shall be conspicuously posted on the
subject real estate. Notice thereof shall also be given to
all interested parties at least 20 days before the sale by
personal service or by certified mail to their last known
address, unless the same shall have been waived in
writing or the court, for cause shown, shall dispense
therewith.
On or before the return day, a sworn written return of
said sale shall be filed with the clerk setting forth the
relevant facts concerning the sale and attaching a copy of
the agreement resulting therefrom and due proofs of
publication and service of other required notices.
Rule 5.10D. Public Sale. Exhibits.
The following exhibits shall be attached to a petition by
a personal representative, trustee or guardian to sell real
property at public sale:
1. a copy of the will, deed, or decree by which the
fiduciary was appointed;
2. any consents or joinders of interested parties, and
the names and a copy of the notice which has been given
to those parties who do not consent or join;
3. consent by any mortgagee whose lien would other-
wise not be discharged by the sale;
4. agreement of sale;
5. a full legal description of the subject real estate,
together with a recital of the title thereof sufficient to
explain the nature and quantum of all interests therein
which will or may be affected by the relief requested; and
6. any other instrument which may be material to the
application for public sale.
Rule 5.11A. Private Sale of Real Property or Op-
tions Therefor.
When a personal representative, trustee or guardian
requires court approval for a private sale, exchange or
option of real estate, in addition to the requirements of
Pennsylvania Orphans’ Court Rule 5.11, a petition for
approval shall comply with requirements of Bucks County
Orphans’ Court Rules 5.10 A, B and D.
Rule 5.11B. Petition to Fix or Waive Additional
Security. Personal Representative. Other Fidu-
ciary.
1. Form of Petition
In a sale of real estate, whether public or private, by a
personal representative, or by other fiduciary, without
benefit of an order of court directing or authorizing such
sale, where they were required to give bond as such
personal representative or other fiduciary, they shall
present their petition to the court before the proceeds of
the sale are paid to them by the purchaser. The petitioner
shall comply with Bucks County Orphans’ Court Rules
5.10A and B, as applicable, and, in addition shall:
a. attach exhibits required by Bucks County Rule 5.10;
b. attach a full legal description of the subject real
estate, together with a recital of the title thereof suffi-
cient to explain the nature and quantum of all interests
therein which will or may be affected by the relief
requested;
c. include a prayer for an order fixing the amount of
additional security or for an order excusing them from
filing additional security, as the case may be; and
d. attach an appropriate form of order or decree.
2. Surety on Additional Bond
The surety on any additional bond, except for cause
shown, shall be the same as on the original bond. All
bonds for additional security shall be filed with the clerk.
Rule 5.12A. Mortgage or Lease of Real Property.
1. Contents of Petition
A petition to mortgage or lease real property by a
personal representative, trustee or guardian, shall con-
form as closely as practicable to the requirements of these
Rules with regard to a petition to sell real property at
public sale; shall set forth the amount and terms of the
proposed mortgage loan or terms of lease; and shall set
forth sufficient facts to enable the court to determine
whether the proposed mortgage or lease should be ap-
proved.
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2. Exhibits
The following exhibits shall be attached to the petition:
a. a copy of the will, deed, or decree by which the
fiduciary was appointed;
b. any consents or joinders of interested parties, and
the names and a copy of the notice which has been given
to those parties who do not consent or join; and
c. other relevant documents—such as mortgage com-
mitment.
3. Security
The amount of the bond or additional security required
to be entered, or the waiver thereof, will be determined
by the court in its decree approving the proposed mort-
gage or lease.
4. Surety
When an order of the court shall require the entry of
additional security, the surety thereon, except for cause
shown, shall be the same as on the original bond. All
bonds for additional security shall be filed with the clerk.
Rule 5.16A. Petition to Settle Wrongful Death and
Survival Actions.
For information regarding Petition to Settle Wrongful
Death and Survival Actions see Bucks County Rule of
Civil Procedure 2205*(a)—(b).
Rule 5.17A. Petition for Leave to Compromise Mi-
nor’s Action.
For information regarding Petition for Leave to Com-
promise Minor’s Action see Bucks County Rule of Civil
Procedure 2039(a)*(1).
RULES RELATING TO PRE-HEARING AND
HEARING PROCEDURE
Rule 7.1A. Practice as to Depositions, Discovery,
Production of Documents and Perpetuation of
Testimony.
1. Leave to take depositions, or to perpetuate testi-
mony, or obtain discovery or the production of documents,
may be granted only on petition upon cause shown except
upon agreement of counsel.
2. Upon court approval under paragraph 1 of this Rule,
discovery shall be governed by Pennsylvania and Bucks
County Rules of Civil Procedure.
Rule 7.1B. Pretrial Conference.
In any proceeding, the court, of its own motion or on
motion of any party, may direct attorneys for the parties
to appear for a conference to consider:
1. the simplification of the issues;
2. the necessity or desirability of amendments to the
pleadings;
3. the possibility of obtaining admissions of fact and of
documents which avoid unnecessary proof;
4. such other matters as may aid in the disposition of
the action.
The court may enter an order reciting the action taken
at the conference, the amendments allowed to the plead-
ings, and the agreements made by the parties as to any of
the matters considered, and limiting the issues for trial to
those not disposed of by admissions or agreements of the
attorneys. Such order when entered shall control the
subsequent course of the action unless modified at the
trial to prevent manifest injustice.
Rule 7.2A. Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings.
A motion for judgment on the pleadings shall be moved
for disposition pursuant to Bucks County Rule of Civil
Procedure 208.3(b).
Rule 7.3A. Motion for Summary Judgment.
A motion for summary judgment shall be moved for
disposition pursuant to Bucks County Rule of Civil
Procedure 208.3(b).
RECONSIDERATION
Rule 8.2A. Motions for Reconsideration.
Upon the filing of a motion for reconsideration, notice
shall be provided to the court by simultaneously forward-
ing a copy of said motion to judge’s chambers.
AUDITORS AND MASTERS
Rule 9.1A. Notice of Hearings.
Auditors or masters shall give at least 10 days notice of
a scheduled hearing by personal service or by mail to all
interested parties of record or to their counsel of record.
Rule 9.2A. Filing of Report.
All auditors’ or masters’ reports shall be filed with the
clerk.
Rule 9.5A. Transcript of Testimony.
In all hearings before auditors or masters, the testi-
mony may be taken by the court stenographer at the
expense of the county. Any party desiring a copy may
order the same at their own expense; provided, however,
that if the stenographer makes an additional charge for
taking the testimony by reason of the hearing being held
away from the county seat, the additional charge therefor
shall be paid by the party or interested parties respon-
sible for the hearing away from the county seat as may be
determined by the auditor or master, or the auditor or
master may include such additional charge as part of the
costs, to be paid as directed with regard to the other
costs; but in no event shall such additional charge be paid
by the county.
Rule 9.6A. Notice of Filing Report.
Auditors or masters shall on or before the day of filing
their reports give notice of the filing of the same person-
ally or by mail to all interested parties of record or to
their counsel of record. Proof of notice shall be attached to
the report. All auditors’ or masters’ reports shall be filed
with the clerk.
Rule 9.7A. Confirmation of Report.
If no objections are filed within 10 days of the filing
thereof, the court may enter a decree confirming the
auditor’s report or adopting the master’s report, unless
the court is of the opinion that error has been made. The
court may correct minor errors or deficiencies or refuse to
enter a decree.
REGISTER OF WILLS
Rule 10.4A. Appeals from the Register of Wills.
1. Appeals from the judicial acts or proceedings of the
Register shall bear the caption of this court, and shall be
filed with the clerk. A notice of appeal shall be filed
concurrently with the Register.
2. The appeal shall be in the form of a petition, setting
forth the nature of the proceedings before the Register,
the basis for the appeal, the names and addresses of all
interested parties and the necessary jurisdictional facts
together with a preliminary decree and citation.
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3. If the petition sets forth a prima facie case, the court
will award a citation directed to all interested parties to
show cause why the appeal should not be sustained and
the act or decision of the Register set aside.
4. The Register shall certify its record to the clerk, in
due course.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1293. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
CHESTER COUNTY
Adoption of Orphans’ Court Local Rules
Order
And Now, this 13th day of July, 2016, the following
Chester County Orphans’ Court Rules are hereby adopted
in their entirety, effective September 1, 2016.
By the Court
THE HONORABLE JACQUELINE CARROLL CODY,
President Judge
THE HONORABLE JOHN L. HALL,
Chester County Orphans’ Court Rules Committee
Chairperson
CHESTER COUNTY COURT OF COMMON PLEAS
ORPHANS’ COURT RULES1
Chapter I. Preliminary Rules
Rule L1.1A. Short Title.
These Rules shall be known as Chester County Or-
phans’ Court Rules and shall be referred to individually
and cited as ‘‘Ches.Co.O.C. Rule .’’
Rule L1.2A. Trust Inter Vivos.
The original trust instrument and any amendments
thereto, shall be filed with the Clerk when the Court is
first required to exercise its jurisdiction over the inter
vivos trust. The instrument shall be indexed and recorded
by the Clerk. Any revocation shall be likewise filed,
indexed and recorded. The rules of Court applicable to
testamentary trusts shall apply to trusts inter vivos as
far as appropriate. In the event such instrument has been
filed with another court, a certified copy thereof will be
accepted in lieu of the original. All original instruments
lodged with the Clerk shall be scanned (or otherwise
electronically stored) and then returned.
Rule L1.2B. Sureties.
(1) Individual Sureties. Individuals proposed as sure-
ties on bonds of fiduciaries shall take an affidavit setting
forth the facts as required thereby. Such affidavit shall be
filed together with the bond when filed, and shall be
renewed annually thereafter so long as the bond shall
remain in effect. A member of the Bar or any employee of
the Court shall not act as surety in any proceeding in this
Court, except by special leave of Court.
(2) Corporate Sureties. Every surety company duly au-
thorized to do business in Pennsylvania may become
surety on any bond or obligation required to be filed in
this Court provided that a currently effective certificate
issued to it by the Insurance Department of the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania, evidencing such right, shall be on
file with the Clerk. No bond shall be executed by any
surety company until such a certificate is filed with the
Clerk.
Rule L1.2C. Corporate Fiduciaries.
(1) Corporations having fiduciary powers and autho-
rized to do business in Pennsylvania may act as fiducia-
ries in matters pending in this Court if a copy of a
currently effective certificate issued by the Pennsylvania
Banking Department, the Comptroller of Currency, or the
Federal Reserve Board, as the case may be, evidencing its
right to exercise fiduciary powers, certified to be true and
correct by an executive officer of the corporation, is filed
with the Clerk.
(2) Except where required by statute or for special
cause shown, a bond will not be required of an approved
corporate fiduciary.
Rule L1.2D. Committee on Rules.
(1) Whenever the Court deems it necessary, it shall
appoint a rules committee for the Orphans’ Court of
Chester County, which shall consist of at least six (6)
attorneys who are members of the Chester County Bar
Association, the Orphans’ Court Administrator, the Clerk
of the Orphans’ Court, and any other person(s) designated
by the Court. The committee shall serve at the pleasure
of the Court.
(2) It shall be the duty of said rules committee to
inform themselves as to legislation, procedural rules
promulgated by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, and
decisions of the courts affecting the existing local Or-
phans’ Court rules and, from time to time, to suggest to
the Court such rule modifications or additions to these
local rules as in its judgment, or the judgment of the
majority thereof, may be advisable.
Rule L1.2E. Reproduction of Papers.
All pleadings and papers filed with either the Register
or the Clerk shall be legible. Should any such pleading or
paper not be sufficiently legible for mechanical reproduc-
tion, the Register or the Clerk may refuse to receive such
pleading or paper or may require that a legible copy
thereof be submitted.
Rule L1.3A. Definitions.
(1) ‘‘Code’’ means the Probate, Estates, and Fiduciaries
Code (20 Pa.C.S. § 101 et seq.), as amended.
(2) ‘‘Schedule of Distribution’’ is a document filed with
the Clerk, if required by the Court in an adjudication,
which describes the final distribution of estate assets.
Rule L1.6. Mediation by Agreement or Court Order.
The Chester County Orphans’ Court Mediation Pro-
gram (‘‘Mediation Program’’) utilizes Court approved at-
torneys who have been trained as Orphans’ Court media-
tors.2 All attorneys representing parties in Orphans’
Court, and all unrepresented parties, are required hereby
to make a good faith effort to consider utilizing the
Mediation Program, or mediation through another
program/person, before litigating any non-emergency mat-
ter in Court. All such attorneys shall discuss mediation
with their clients at the beginning of their representation,
and estimate the legal costs and likely duration of Court
1 Most of these rules and all of the chapters are numbered to correspond to the
applicable Pennsylvania Orphans’ Court Rules and Chapters. Certain Chapters
described in the Pennsylvania Orphans’ Court Rules do not have a corresponding
chapter in this publication because there are no local rules pertaining to them.
Those using these rules are encouraged to check the Clerk’s website
(www.chesco.org/wills) for state forms and information pertaining to certain matters
described herein.
For any disputed matters, all attorneys and parties are required to comply with Rule
L1.6.
2 Mediation is intended to provide participants with an opportunity to achieve a
prompt, fair, and confidential resolution of a matter in dispute. Mediation allows
sensitive matters to be privately discussed and finally resolved, without resort to
public hearings. It also avoids costly pre-hearing litigation, hearings and appeals.
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proceedings/appeals if mediation is not used. Information
regarding the Mediation Program may be obtained from
the Chester County Orphans’ Court Administrator (ad-
dress: 201 W. Market St., P.O. Box 2746, West Chester,
PA 19380-0989; telephone: 610-344-6454) or the Clerk.
For anticipated complex or lengthy litigation, the Court
may order the parties to use the Mediation Program.
Chapter II. Accounts, Objections and Distributions3
Rule L2.1A. Accounts & Distribution.
Accountants preparing accounts are encouraged to re-
view the accounts and schedule of distribution checklists
available at the office of the Clerk and on its website at
www.chesco.org/wills in order to include all information
required by the Pennsylvania Orphans’ Court Rules.
Rule L2.5A.(d)(1). Audits.
Call of the Audit List. Unless scheduled differently by
the Court, the audit list will be called by the Court on the
first Wednesday of every month. There will be no call of
the audit list in January and July. Each audit list shall
include continued accounts and new accounts eligible for
audit. No attorney need be present unless an attorney
desires to file written objections or a claim in Court at the
call of the audit list.
Rule L2.6A. Filing with the Clerk.
For a Particular Audit List. Accounts to appear on a
particular audit list must be filed not later than thirty
(30) days preceding the session of Court when the audit
list will be called.
Rule L2.9A.(c). Schedule of Distribution.
(1) Filing. The adjudication of an account, when it
appears advisable or when requested, will direct the
attorney for accountant to prepare and file a schedule of
distribution. The schedule shall be signed by all accoun-
tant(s) and certified by the attorney for the accountant(s)
to be correct and in conformity with the adjudication. The
schedule shall then be filed with the Clerk.
(2) Additional Receipts and Disbursements. Receipts
and disbursements subsequent to the date the account
was stated shall be set forth in the schedule of distribu-
tion.
(3) Objections. Objections to an unconfirmed schedule
of distribution shall be filed with the Clerk and must be
filed not later than the twentieth (20th) day after the
schedule was filed. Such objection may raise questions
relating only to the schedule. In no event shall such
objection raise questions which were or could have been
raised previously by claims or objections to the account.
(4) Confirmation. If no objections are filed within
twenty (20) days after the filing of the schedule, it will be
approved. Schedules agreed to by all parties in interest
may be approved prior to twenty (20) days after filing.
After approval, the accountant shall have authority to
make necessary assignments and transfers of any securi-
ties awarded in kind.
(5) Notice. Notice of filing the schedule of distribution
is to be given in accordance with the Pennsylvania
Orphans’ Court Rules.
Rule L2.9B. Distribution of Real Estate.
(1) When No Partition or Allotment Required or When
Distributees Agree to Schedule. Schedules of distribution
shall include separate awards of real estate to the parties
entitled thereto, whether individually, or, where the cir-
cumstances require, in undivided interests. The real
estate so awarded shall be identified by reference to the
adjudication in the same detail and with the same
particularity as is commonly required to be included in
deeds and shall recite how the title was acquired by
decedent. A copy of the last recorded deed(s), certified by
the Recorder of Deeds, shall also be included.
(2) Partition or Allotment of Real Estate Requested by
Accountant or an Interested Party. When partition or
allotment of real estate is requested by the accountant or
an interested party, the request shall be made prior to or
at the audit. The Court may include in any order
granting such a request, a direction to submit an informa-
tion certificate issued by an attorney or a responsible title
insurance company showing the current state of the title,
provisions for owelty, if any, the preparation of a schedule
of distribution, notice to the parties, and fixing the dates
of further hearings, as may be necessary to protect all
interested parties.
(3) Certificate of Award of Real Estate. A certificate of
award of real estate shall be prepared by the attorney for
the accountant and submitted to the Clerk for execution
upon confirmation of the schedule of distribution.
Chapter III. Petition Practice and Pleadings.4
Rule L3.1A. Pleadings Generally.
(1) Typing and Endorsement. Every petition, motion,
answer, reply or other pleading/filing shall be typewritten
or printed, and shall be endorsed on the front upper
left-hand corner with the name, address, zip code, tele-
phone number, facsimile number, email address, and
identification number of the individual attorney repre-
senting the party filing the pleading or of the party if
proceeding pro se.
(2) Courtesy Copies Not to be Sent to the Court. Parties
shall not send courtesy copies of pleadings/filings to the
Court without the specific request of the Court for same.
Rule L3.4A. Additional Petition Requirements.
Preliminary Decree. A petition shall be accompanied by
a separate preliminary decree for the Court’s use either
setting a hearing date in those instances where jurisdic-
tion has been established or issuing a citation returnable
with a hearing date where jurisdiction has not yet been
established.
Chapter IV. Format and Service of Legal Paper by
Parties and Court; Electronic Filing.
Rule L4.2A. Citation or Notice by Publication.
The Chester County Law Reporter shall be the legal
periodical for the publication of notices whenever publica-
tion in a legal periodical is required by Act of Assembly,
the Pennsylvania Rules of Civil Procedure, the Chester
County Orphans’ Court Rules, order of Court, or other-
wise.
Rule L4.2B. Proof of Service of Citation or Notice.
(1) Certificate of Service. A certificate of service shall be
filed setting forth each document served, the date of
service, and the manner of service (personal, registered or
certified mail, or publication).
(a) Personal Service. If service is made by personal
service, the certificate of service shall also set forth the
3 For any disputed matters, all attorneys and parties are required to comply with
Rule L1.6.
4 For any disputed matters, all attorneys and parties are required to comply with
Rule L1.6.
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time of service, place of service, and that a true and
correct copy of the written notice was handed to the
person served.
(b) Registered or Certified Mail. If service is made by
registered or certified mail, the certificate of service shall
state the date and place of mailing and include as an
attachment the return receipt or a photostatic copy
thereof. When the person who gives notice by registered
or certified mail has personal knowledge, or has cause to
believe, that such notice was not received by the person
to be notified, the person giving notice shall so state on
the certificate of service. When the address of the person
given notice by registered or certified mail is in a country
other than the United States of America, a statement
that the notice was so mailed to that person at the
designated address shall be sufficient unless otherwise
ordered.
Rule L4.3A. Publication of Legal Papers other than
Citations or Notices.
The Chester County Law Reporter shall be the legal
periodical for the publication of notices whenever publica-
tion in a legal periodical is required by Act of Assembly,
the Pennsylvania Rules of Civil Procedure, the Chester
County Orphans’ Court Rules, order of Court, or other-
wise.
Rule L4.3B. Proof of Service of Legal Paper other
than Citation or Notice.
(1) Certificate of Service. A certificate of service shall be
filed setting forth each document served, the date of
service, and the manner of service (personal, registered or
certified mail, or publication).
(a) Personal Service. If service is made by personal
service, the certificate of service shall also set forth the
time of service, place of service, and that a true and
correct copy of the written notice was handed to the
person served.
(b) Registered or Certified Mail. If service is made by
registered or certified mail, the certificate of service shall
state the date and place of mailing and include as an
attachment the return receipt or a photostatic copy
thereof. When the person who gives notice by registered
or certified mail has personal knowledge, or has cause to
believe, that such notice was not received by the person
to be notified, the person giving notice shall so state on
the certificate of service. When the address of the person
given notice by registered or certified mail is in a country
other than the United States of America, a statement
that the notice was so mailed to that person at the
designated address shall be sufficient unless otherwise
ordered.
Rule L4.5A. Notices of Order, Decree, or Adjudica-
tion.
In any Orphans’ Court proceeding, the Clerk shall
immediately give written notice by ordinary mail, per-
sonal delivery, facsimile, or other electronic means of the
entry of any order, decree, or adjudication to each party’s
attorney of record, or if unrepresented, to each party.
Notice shall include a copy of the order, decree, or
adjudication unless a bond is required, then no copy is
provided until bond is posted. The Clerk shall note in the
docket the mailing or type of delivery of the required
notice and documents.
Chapter V. Rules Governing Specific Types of
Petitions.
Rule L5.6A. Appearance of Minor.
A minor, under 14 years of age, who is the subject of a
petition shall be present at the hearing unless excused by
the Court.
Rule L5.6B. Guardian Bonds.
If bond is required of an appointed guardian, the Clerk
shall not issue a copy of the guardianship order to the
guardian until the bond has been filed. The Clerk may
provide a non-certified copy of the order to the potential
bonding company in order to facilitate the issuance of the
bond. Where the guardian is appointed for several minor
children of the same parents, one bond may be filed to
cover the several estates.
Rule L5.6C. Use of Minor’s Funds During Minority.
When a petition is necessary for an allowance from a
minor’s estate, the petition shall set forth the:
(1) Manner and date of the guardian’s appointment, as
well as the guardian’s qualifications;
(2) Age and residence of the minor, whether the mi-
nor’s parents are living, the name of the person with
whom the minor resides, the age of minor’s spouse and
children, if any;
(3) Value of the minor’s estate, including real and
personal property, and the minor’s gross and net annual
income;
(4) Circumstances of the minor, whether employed or
attending school; if the minor’s parent(s), or other person
charged with the duty of supporting the minor, is living,
the financial condition and income of such person and
why that person is not discharging his or her duty to
support the minor; and whether there is adequate provi-
sion for the support and education of the minor, the
minor’s spouse and children;
(5) Date and amount of any previous allowance by the
Court; and
(6) Detailed financial requirements of the minor and
the circumstances requiring the allowance.
Rule L5.8A. Exhibits for a Petition to Discharge
Fiduciary and Surety.
Written consent of the surety, if any, shall be attached
to the petition, along with orders to satisfy awards from
all other parties shall be submitted with the petition.
Rule L5.8B. Petition to Settle Small Estate.
(1) Petitions for distribution of small estates under the
Code, shall set forth:
(a) The name and address of the petitioner and the
relationship of the petitioner to the decedent;
(b) The name, date of birth and domicile of the dece-
dent, whether the decedent died intestate, the dates of
the probate of the will and of the grant of letters, if any,
and whether the personal representative has been re-
quired to give bond and in what amount;
(c) The names and relationships of all beneficiaries
entitled to any part of the estate under the will or
intestate laws, a brief description of their respective
interests, whether any of them has received or retained
any property of the decedent by payment of wages or
similar items under the Code, or otherwise, and whether
any of them are minors, incapacitated persons, or de-
ceased, with the names of their fiduciaries, if any;
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(d) The person or persons, if any, entitled to the family
exemption and, if a claim therefor is made in this
petition, any additional facts necessary to establish the
prima facie right thereto;
(e) An inventory of the real and personal estate of the
decedent, with values ascribed to each item, either incor-
porated in the petition or attached as an exhibit;
(f) The status of the inheritance tax;
(g) That twenty (20) days’ written notice of intention to
present the petition has been given to any unpaid
beneficiary, heir or claimant who has not joined in the
petition, or to the Attorney General, if the decedent’s
heirs are unknown. Notice shall be given in accordance
with the Pennsylvania Orphans’ Court Rules; and;
(h) A prayer for distribution of the personal property to
those entitled and, in appropriate cases, for the discharge
of the personal representative.
(2) There shall be attached to the petition the following
exhibits:
(a) The original of the decedent’s will, if it has not been
probated, or a copy of the will, if it has been probated;
(b) Joinders of unpaid beneficiaries, heirs and claim-
ants insofar as they are obtainable;
(c) An itemized list of disbursements made prior to the
filing of the petition, indicating the payee and whether
the disbursements were in payment of administration
expenses, preferred or ordinary debts, items of distribu-
tion or the family exemption;
(d) A copy of the inheritance tax return and, if appli-
cable, proof of payment; and
(e) A copy of any notice given.
(3) No appraisement shall be required unless ordered
by the Court.
Rule L5.10A. Public Sale, Contents of Petition, Ad-
ditional Requirements.
(1) Personal Representative. A petition by a personal
representative to sell real property at public sale, under
the Code, shall also set forth in separate paragraphs:
(a) The name, residence, and date of death of the
decedent, whether the decedent died testate or intestate,
and the date of the grant of letters;
(b) That the personal representative is not otherwise
authorized to sell by the Code or is not authorized or is
denied the power to do so by the will, or that it is
desirable that the sale have the effect of a judicial sale,
stating the reasons;
(c) Whether an inventory and appraisement has been
filed, the total value of the property shown therein, and
the value at which the real property to be sold was
included therein;
(d) If the personal representative entered bond with
the Register, the name of the surety and the amount of
such bond;
(e) The names and relationships of all interested par-
ties, a brief description of their respective interests,
whether any of them are deceased, minors, or incapaci-
tated persons, and if so, the names and the record of
appointment of their fiduciaries;
(f) A full description of the real property to be sold, the
improvements thereon, by whom it is occupied, its rental
value and current tax assessment; and
(g) Sufficient facts to enable the Court to determine
that the sale is desirable for the proper administration
and distribution of the estate.
(2) Trustee. A petition by a trustee to sell real property
at public sale, under the Code, shall also set forth in
separate paragraphs:
(a) How title was acquired, stating the date and place
of probate of the will or recording of the deed;
(b) A recital of the relevant provisions of the will or
deed pertaining to the real property to be sold, and of the
history of the trust;
(c) The names and relationships of all interested par-
ties, a brief description of their respective interests, and
whether any of them are deceased, minors, or incapaci-
tated persons, and if so, the names and the record of the
appointment of their fiduciaries;
(d) The improvements on the property, by whom it is
occupied, its rental value and current tax assessment;
(e) That the trustee is not otherwise authorized to sell
by the Code, or is denied the power by the trust
instrument, or that it is advisable that the sale have the
effect of a judicial sale, stating the reason(s); and
(f) Sufficient facts to enable the Court to determine
that the proposed sale is for the best interests of the
trust.
(3) Guardian. A petition by a guardian to sell real
property at public sale, under the Code, shall also set
forth in separate paragraphs:
(a) The age of the ward;
(b) The names of the ward’s next of kin and the notice
given them of the presentation of the petition. When
there are no known next of kin who are sui juris to whom
notice may be given, public notice in accordance with the
Pennsylvania Orphans’ Court Rules and the Chester
County Orphans’ Court Rules must be given and proofs
thereof must be attached to the petition as an exhibit;
(c) How title was acquired, stating the date and place
of probate of the will or recording of the deed;
(d) A recital of the provisions of the will or deed
relating to the real property to be sold;
(e) The nature and extent of the interest of the ward,
and of other persons in the real property;
(f) The improvements on the property, by whom it is
occupied, its rental value and current tax assessment;
and
(g) Sufficient facts to enable the Court to determine
that the proposed sale will be for the best interest of the
ward.
Rule L5.10B. Public Sale of Real Property Petition
Exhibits.
The following exhibits shall be attached to a petition by
a personal representative, trustee, or guardian to sell real
property at public sale:
(1) A copy of the will, deed, or decree by which the
fiduciary was appointed;
(2) Any consents or joinders of interested parties, and
the names and a copy of the notice which has been given
to those parties who do not consent to join;
(3) Consent by any mortgagee whose lien would other-
wise not be discharged by the sale, or, if not attached, the
reason therefor; and
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(4) An affidavit as to value by one licensed real estate
appraiser.
Rule L5.10C. Decree.
Upon presentation of a public sale of real estate
petition, the Court, if satisfied that public sale is appro-
priate, shall enter a decree fixing the time within which
public sale shall be held and further fixing the time
thereafter within which the return of sale shall be made
to the Court.
Rule L5.10D. Notice and Return.
(1) After the allowance of a petition for public sale of
real property, the public sale shall be advertised.
(2) A return of public sale of real property for the
purpose of an approval or confirmation by the Court shall
include an affidavit, which shall set forth:
(a) The advertisement made;
(b) The name and address of the purchaser and that
said purchaser was the highest bidder; and
(c) As an attachment, a complete copy of the written
agreement of sale.
Rule L5.10E. Security.
On the return day of the sale, the Court, in the decree
approving or confirming the public sale, will fix the
amount of bond or additional security which the personal
representative, trustee or guardian shall be required to
enter, or will excuse the fiduciary from entering addi-
tional security.
Rule L5.10F. Petition to Fix or Waive Additional
Security, Personal Representative, Trustee.
(1) Form of Petition. In a public sale by a personal
representative or trustee without benefit of an order of
court directing or authorizing such sale, where the per-
sonal representative or trustee is required to give bond,
he/she shall, before the proceeds of the sale are paid to
the personal representative or trustee by the purchaser,
present a petition to the Court setting forth:
(a) The date of death of the decedent;
(b) The date of the petitioner’s appointment;
(c) The amount of the bond(s) filed by the petitioner
and the date of such filing and the name(s) of the
petitioner’s surety;
(d) The total valuation of the personal estate as shown
in the inventory and appraisement, if any, and the total
proceeds of any real estate sold previously;
(e) A short description of the real property sold, the
name of the purchaser and the amount of the consider-
ation to be paid;
(f) A prayer for an order fixing the amount of addi-
tional security or for an order excusing the petitioner(s)
from filing additional security, as the case may be; and
(g) In those cases in which waiver of additional secu-
rity is sought, the consent of the interested parties shall
be attached and a statement as will justify the waiver of
the additional security shall be included, and said state-
ment shall include but not be limited to, an averment
that there are no creditors whose claims shall be jeopar-
dized by the sale and that all taxes have been paid.
(2) Surety on Additional Bond. The surety on any
additional bond except for cause shown shall be the same
as on the original bond.
Rule L5.11A. Private Sale of Real Property Petition
Exhibits.
The following exhibits shall be attached to a petition by
a personal representative, trustee, or guardian to sell real
estate at private sale:
(1) A copy of the will, deed, or decree by which the
fiduciary was appointed;
(2) Any consents or joinders of interested parties, and
the names and a copy of the notice which has been given
to those parties who do not consent or join, such notice
containing the date of the presentation of petition to the
Court;
(3) Consent by any mortgagee whose lien would other-
wise not be discharged by the sale, or, if not attached, the
reason therefor; and
(4) A copy of the agreement of sale.
Rule L5.11B. Security.
The Court, in the decree approving or confirming the
private sale, will fix the amount of bond or additional
security which the personal representative, trustee or
guardian shall be required to enter, or will excuse the
fiduciary from entering bond or additional security.
Rule L5.11C. Petition to Fix or Waive Additional
Security, Personal Representative, Trustee.
(1) Form of Petition. In a private sale of real estate by
a personal representative or trustee without benefit of an
order of Court directing or authorizing such sale, where
the personal representative or trustee is required to give
bond, he/she shall, before the proceeds of the sale are
paid to the personal representative or trustee by the
purchaser, present a petition to the Court setting forth:
(a) The date of death of the decedent;
(b) The date of the petitioner’s appointment;
(c) The amount of the bond(s) filed by the petitioner
and the date of such filing and the name(s) of the
petitioner’s surety;
(d) The total valuation of the personal estate as shown
in the inventory and appraisement, if any, and the total
proceeds of any real estate sold previously;
(e) A short description of the real property sold, the
name of the purchaser and the amount of the consider-
ation to be paid;
(f) A prayer for an order fixing the amount of addi-
tional security or for an order excusing the petitioner(s)
from filing additional security, as the case may be; and
(g) In those cases in which waiver of additional secu-
rity is sought, the consent of the interested parties shall
be attached and a statement as will justify the waiver of
the additional security shall be included, and said state-
ment shall include, but not be limited to, an averment
that there are no creditors whose claims shall be jeopar-
dized by the sale and that all taxes have been paid.
(2) Surety on Additional Bond. The surety on any
additional bond except for cause shown shall be the same
as on the original bond.
Rule L5.12A. Mortgage or Lease of Real Property,
Additional Requirements.
(1) Contents of Petition. A petition to mortgage or lease
real property by a personal representative, trustee or
guardian, shall confirm as closely as practicable to the
requirements of these Rules with regard to a petition to
sell real property at public sale by the same fiduciary;
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shall set forth the amount and terms of the proposed
mortgage loan; and shall set forth sufficient facts to
enable the Court to determine whether the proposed
mortgage or lease should be approved.
(2) Exhibits. The following exhibits shall be attached to
the petition where applicable:
(a) A copy of the will, deed, or decree by which the
fiduciary was appointed;
(b) Consents to the mortgage or lease signed by those
interested parties who do not join in the petition, and the
names and a copy of the notice which has been given to
those parties who do not consent;
(c) A statement by the proposed mortgagee agreeing to
grant the mortgage loan; and,
(d) An appraisal by a licensed real estate appraiser of
the real property on which the proposed mortgage is to be
secured.
(3) Security. The amount of the security or additional
security required to be entered, or the waiver thereof, will
be determined by the Court in its decree approving the
mortgage.
Chapter VII. Rules Relating to Pre-hearing and
Hearing Procedure.
Rule L7.1A. Discovery.
In Orphan’s Court cases where any or all of the parties
are seeking discovery, Court approval must be obtained
prior to the taking of depositions, perpetuating testimony,
or compelling the production of documents. The parties
should anticipate that the Court will limit discovery when
it appears that the subject estate or trust will be unduly
depleted by discovery related expenses.
In matters where all parties are in agreement as to
discovery, a written stipulation shall be filed with the
Court for its approval within a reasonable time prior to
the proposed commencement of discovery. The stipulation
must be signed by all parties or their counsel and must
provide specific stipulations as to the nature and extent
of the discovery as well as a timetable for completion of
the discovery. Before entering into such discovery stipula-
tion, the parties must consider how discovery related
expenses will adversely impact the subject estate or trust
and make a good faith effort to mitigate that impact.
Chapter IX. Auditors and Masters.
Rule L9.1A. Notice of Hearings.
Auditors and masters shall give at least twenty (20)
days’ notice of hearings held by them to all interested
parties or to their attorneys of record in the manner
provided in the Pennsylvania Orphans’ Court Rules.
Notice of succeeding hearings given by the auditor or
master at a hearing of which proper notice has been given
shall constitute sufficient notice of such succeeding hear-
ings.
Rule L9.6A. Report Notice and Objections.
An auditor or master shall give notice of the filing of
the report by sending a copy of the report to all parties of
record. Any interested party shall have the right to file an
objection(s) to such report within a period of twenty (20)
days of the filing of the report. If an objection is filed,
either party may request that the objection(s) be listed for
argument.
Rule L9.7A. Decree.
If an objection is not filed within twenty (20) days of
the report filing, or if any such objections are overruled,
the Court may enter a decree confirming the auditor’s
report or adopting the master’s report.
Chapter X. Register of Wills.5
Rule L10.4A. Filing Petition for Appeal.
(1) Filing with Register. A person or entity desiring to
take an appeal from the judicial acts or proceedings of the
Register, shall file a petition for appeal with the Register,
specifying the issues on which it is based, stating whether
there is a request that disputed issues of fact be submit-
ted to a jury, setting forth the names of all interested
parties, and reciting the necessary jurisdictional facts.
(2) Transmission to Orphans’ Court. When a petition
for appeal has been filed, the Register shall transmit the
record to the Clerk.
Rule L10.6A. Renunciations.
Any renunciation executed outside the Register’s office
must be executed in the presence of a Notary Public.
Chapter XIV. Guardianships of Incapacitated
Persons.6
Rule L14.2A. Preliminary Decree.
A petition for guardianship shall be accompanied by a
separate preliminary decree with citation for the Court’s
use in setting a hearing date in those instances where
jurisdiction has not yet been established.
Rule L14.2B. Petition, Additional Requirements.
(1) The petition for guardianship shall include an
allegation as to whether the alleged incapacitated person
is known to have appointed an attorney-in-fact, trustee or
agent, and if so, the identity and address of such person.
(2) The proposed guardian’s written consent to his or
her appointment as guardian shall be attached to the
petition.
Rule L14.2C. Service of Petition and Citation with
Notice.
(1) Personal service of the petition for guardianship
and citation with notice shall be made on the alleged
incapacitated person.
(2) Notice of the petition and the hearing shall be given
to those statutorily entitled in accordance with the Code
and the Pennsylvania Orphans’ Court Rules.
(3) Notice shall also be given to any attorney-in-fact,
trustee or agent.
Rule L14.2D. Proof of Service of Petition and Cita-
tion with Notice.
An affidavit of service of the petition and the citation
with notice shall be filed with the Clerk at least seven (7)
days prior to the hearing date.
Rule L14.3A. Guardian’s Accounts.
(1) Guardian’s accounts filed for audit shall conform
with Ches.Co.O.C. Rule L2.1A.
(2) Guardian’s accounts shall have attached thereto as
an exhibit a copy of the guardian’s inventory and a copy
of the order or decree appointing the guardian. If the
accounting is occasioned by the death of the incapacitated
person, the account shall have attached thereto a copy of
the will if the incapacitated person died testate and a
5 For any disputed matters, all attorneys and parties are required to comply with
Rule L1.6.
6 Forms pertaining to guardianships are available with the Clerk and on the Clerk’s
website: www.chesco.org/wills.
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copy of the appointment of the personal representative of
the deceased incapacitated person’s estate.
Rule L14.3B. Notice of Filing of Account.
Notice of the filing of the account shall be given as
required by the Pennsylvania Orphans’ Court Rules and
any applicable local rule described herein. In all cases,
notice shall be given to individuals entitled to notice
under the Code.
Rule L14.3C. Testamentary Writings.
A person who possesses an original testamentary writ-
ing of an incapacitated person shall file it with the Clerk
no later than by the time the guardian’s inventory is
required to be filed. The testamentary writing received by




(1) In all pleadings related to the termination of
parent-child relationships and adoptions, all petitions,
reports, etc., shall be filed with the Clerk.
(2) After the first pleading is filed, the case shall be
referred to by the assigned docketing number and the
adoptee’s initials.
(3) Separate pleadings shall be filed for each proposed
adoptee.
(4) When parental rights are sought to be terminated,
whether by involuntary termination, consent, or volun-
tary relinquishment, a separate termination petition shall
be filed for each parent.
(5) All petitions shall be accompanied by a separate
preliminary decree [a preliminary decree with citation is
required for matters where jurisdiction is not yet estab-
lished] for the Court’s use in setting a hearing date. The
preliminary decree shall specify the names and addresses
of the persons to whom notice is to be given.
(6) Hearing dates shall be scheduled not less than
twenty (20) days after service of the petition.
(7) A motion for the appointment of counsel for the
child whose parent’s/parents’ rights may be terminated
and an order relating thereto shall be presented with
each petition for involuntary termination of parental
rights. At the time of filing, petitioner shall deposit with
the Clerk any counsel fees amount required by statute.
No such deposit shall be required for terminations sought
by the Chester County Department of Children, Youth
and Families.
(8) In every proceeding where the rules or statutes
require that the adoptee’s birth certificate be exhibited to
the Court, the original birth certificate shall show the
names of the mother and father, if recorded. If the name
of the father is not recorded but there is a claim of
paternity pursuant to statute, then that information shall
be provided.
(9) The Vital Statistics ‘‘Certificate of Adoption’’ Form
shall be filed with each petition for adoption as a separate
unattached document.
Rule L15.2A. Appearance of Intermediary, Volun-
tary Relinquishment to an Agency.
In a voluntary relinquishment to an agency proceeding,
the Court will require the appearance of representatives
of agencies or individuals who have acted as the interme-
diary unless excused by the Court.
Rule L15.3A. Appearance of Intermediary, Volun-
tary Relinquishment to an Adopting Adult.
In a voluntary relinquishment proceeding involving an
adult intending to adopt, the Court will require the
appearance of representatives of agencies or individuals
who have acted as the intermediary unless excused by the
Court.
Rule L15.4A. Involuntary Termination of Parental
Rights.
(1) Citation. When a petition for involuntary termina-
tion of parental rights is filed, the Clerk shall issue to the
parent(s) whose rights may be terminated a citation to
show cause why the prayer of the petition should not be
granted. The citation shall be made returnable no sooner
than twenty (20) days after the date of issuance, unless
ordered by the Court.
(2) Notification by the Clerk. The Clerk shall promptly
send, by first class mail, a certified copy of all decrees
terminating parental rights to the last known address of
the person whose parental rights have been terminated or
to his/her attorney of record. For this purpose, the
petitioner or his/her attorney shall provide the Clerk with
the last known address of the person whose rights have
been terminated. The Clerk shall enter the mailing of
such notice on the docket.
Rule L15.5A. Adoption.
(1) Reports and Investigation.
(a) In all cases in which the Chester County Depart-
ment of Children, Youth and Families is the intermediary,
the Court may rely on the intermediary’s report and will
not require an investigation by a court appointed investi-
gator. In all other cases, with the exception of those
treated differently by statute, an investigation shall be
conducted by a court appointed investigator who, in the
investigator’s discretion, may rely upon the report of a
voluntary child care agency acting as intermediary.
(b) If the report of the intermediary or the investigator
is not filed within six (6) months of the filing of the report
of intention to adopt (or the appointment of the investiga-
tor), the Court, on motion of any party, may issue a rule
upon the intermediary or investigator to appear and show
cause why the report has not been filed.
(c) If there is not an intermediary named in the report
of intention to adopt, the attorney shall attach an affida-
vit to the report which shall explain in detail how the
persons filing the report received possession of the adop-
tee from the birth parent(s), who arranged for the
exchange of possession of the adoptee, how the person(s)
filing the report received knowledge of the existence of
the availability of the adoptee for potential adoption, and
any other information the attorney may have regarding
the relationship of the persons filing the report to the
birth parent(s) and how the adoption was arranged.
(2) Disclosure of Fees and Costs of Intermediary.
(a) All intermediaries, other than Chester County De-
partment of Children, Youth and Families, shall submit
with the report of intention to adopt, an itemized report
disclosing all adoption related fees, expenses, and
charges. No investigator will be appointed and no hear-
ings will be scheduled until this information has been
filed.
(b) Counsel shall certify on the report offered into
evidence that the adopting parent(s) has been given a
copy of the report and fees.
7 Forms pertaining to adoptions are available with the Clerk and on the Clerk’s
website: www.chesco.org/wills.
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(3) Required Submissions.
In the course of causing an investigation to be made
pursuant to statute, an agency or person designated by
the Court to conduct such investigation, or the agency
which placed the child, shall require prospective adoptive
parents to submit or authorize collection of the following
information pursuant to statute. Prospective adoptive
parents who are not residents of Pennsylvania shall
submit an equivalent criminal history record information
and certificate from the state police and human services
departments of the state where they reside.
(a) Pursuant to statute, a report of criminal history
record information from the Pennsylvania State Police or
a statement from the Pennsylvania State Police that its
central repository contains no such information related to
that person. Such criminal record history information
shall be limited to that which is disseminated pursuant to
statute; and
(b) A certification from the Department of Human
Services as to whether the applicant is named in the
central register as the perpetrator of a founded or
indicated report of child abuse. The required certificate
shall be valid if dated within twenty-four (24) months
prior to the placement of the child by the agency. In the
case of a private placement, the certificate shall be valid
if dated within twenty-four (24) months of the Court
hearing.
Rule L15.5B. Adoption Investigation Fee.
A person required to file a report of intention to adopt
shall, when filing the report, pay an adoption investiga-
tion fee to the Clerk, in such amount as shall be
established by the Court.
Rule L15.5C. Disclosure of Fees and Costs.
At the time of filing of the petition for adoption, counsel
for petitioner(s) shall file a signed certification of adoption
related fees, costs and expenses, anticipated through the
hearing conclusion, as required by the Pennsylvania
Orphans’ Court Rules. The Court may request counsel to
provide an itemized billing statement if the Court consid-
ers the amount unreasonable.
Rule L15.6A. Notice; Method and Responsibility.
(1) If notice by publication is ordered by the Court, the
publication shall also appear in a newspaper of general
circulation in the area of the last known address of the
birth parent or where the petitioner believes the birth
parent may currently be residing unless otherwise or-
dered by the Court.
(2) Petitioner(s) or petitioner(s)’ counsel is responsible
for seeing that notice is provided in accordance with the
law for all persons entitled to notice. An affidavit of
service shall be filed in all matters where notice is
required, specifying the manner in which, and the person
or agency to whom notice is given.
Rule L15.7A. Adoption Search Requests.
All requests for adoption information made pursuant to
statute shall be provided by letter directed to the Court or
by a completed questionnaire which can be obtained from
the Clerk or available on its website at www.chesco.org/
wills. If a Court file is located regarding the adoption in
question, the Court will send the requestor a form
petition for completion and filing with the Clerk.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1294. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
DAUPHIN COUNTY
Promulgation of Local Rules; No. 1793 S 1989
Order
And Now, this 15th day of July 2016, Dauphin County
Orphans’ Court Local Rules are promulgated as follows:
CHAPTER I. PRELIMINARY RULES
Rule 1.1. Short Title and Citation.
These Rules shall be known as the Dauphin County
Orphans’ Court Rules and shall be cited as D.C.O.C.R.
Rule 1.2. Construction and Application of Rules.
(a) The Dauphin County Orphans’ Court Rules, in
conjunction with the Supreme Court Orphans’ Court
Rules and all Acts of Assembly regulating the practice
and procedure in the Orphans’ Court, shall regulate the
practice and procedure in the Orphans’ Court Division of
this Court.
Rule 1.6. Mediation by Agreement, Local Rule, or
Court Order.
All interested parties in a matter may use mediation to
resolve issues pending before the Court, and, upon either
partial or complete resolution, may petition the Court to
approve the agreement of all interested parties as an
order or decree of the Court.
(a) The interested parties may engage the services of a
mediator, either prior to or after any interested party has
filed a pleading before the Court, including an Account
filed by a fiduciary for audit.
(b) In such request for mediation, all interested parties
shall identify:
(1) The proposed mediator and the proposed source of
payment of fees and costs of the mediator;
(2) Names and contact information of all interested
parties and any counsel who shall participate in the
mediation;
(3) Names and information regarding any interested
parties having diminished capacity or a legal disability
whose interests must be adequately protected; and
(4) The scheduled date for the initial mediation confer-
ence.
(c) All interested parties shall execute an agreement
for confidential mediation, which is not inconsistent with
this local rule, and which shall remain confidential.
(d) Mediation shall not delay the required filing of any
pleading or ordered return dates, or the scheduling of
Court hearings, unless specifically requested by joinder of
the interested parties and so ordered by the Court.
(e) The Court will respect the confidentiality of the
mediation process and the mediator’s obligation of confi-
dentiality.
(f) Upon completion of mediation, all interested parties
shall sign a memorandum of principal terms, which either
shall acknowledge that no resolution was reached, or
shall embody the resolutions attained. This memorandum
of principal terms shall clearly state partial resolutions or
complete resolution attained. The memorandum of princi-
pal terms shall include a list of unresolved issues to be
determined by the Court. Where appropriate, the princi-
pal terms could provide for future review in light of
changed circumstances or a change in the operative facts.
The memorandum of principal terms agreed upon, or the
statement of no resolution, shall be filed with the Court.
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(g) In no event shall the terms agreed upon depart
from or violate any provisions of applicable law, specifi-
cally including the Older Adults Protective Services Act,
the Act of Dec. 18, 1996, P.L.1125, No.169 (35 P.S.
§§ 10225.101—10225.5102), as may be amended.
(h) The interested parties may request that the Court
approve the final mediated agreement, which embodies
the principal terms agreed upon in the memorandum
referenced above. The Court may grant approval in an
order or decree. Alternatively, the Court may recommend
any changes that the Court deems appropriate for ap-
proval. The parties to the mediation may accept the
Court’s recommendations, in which event the terms
agreed upon, as modified, shall be approved, or the
parties may decline to accept the Court’s recommenda-
tions, in which event the matter is deemed not to have
resulted in an agreement.
Rule 1.8(c). Docketing of Cases and Request for
Assignment.
(1) All matters shall be filed with the Clerk of the
Orphans’ Court before they are entertained by this Court.
(2) When the issuance of a citation is requested, or
when any petition, account, objection, preliminary objec-
tion, exception to an auditor’s or master’s report, or
motion is ready to be scheduled for a hearing, argument,
or disposition by the Court, or when a conference with the
Court is requested, a party must file a ‘‘Request for
Assignment’’ using the latest format, together with a
proposed citation, rule, or order which contain a distribu-
tion legend. The Request for Assignment must state:
(a) the name and docket number of the case;
(b) the title and date of the matter(s) ready for assign-
ment;
(c) whether all responsive pleadings have been filed or
the time for responsive pleadings has elapsed;
(d) if a hearing or argument is requested, the antici-
pated length of the hearing or argument;
(e) a list of any related cases; and
(f) the names, addresses, telephone numbers, and email
addresses of all counsel and self-represented parties.
Request for Assignment forms shall be available from
the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court or online at www.
dauphincounty.org.
Rule 1.9. Disposition.
The Court may hear testimony or appoint a master to
hear the testimony and report his/her findings of fact,
conclusions of law and recommendations to the Court.
Note: See PEF Code § 751
CHAPTER II. ACCOUNTS, OBJECTIONS AND
DISTRIBUTIONS
Rule 2.11. Appointment of Official Examiners.
(a) Rules pertaining to auditors in Chapter IX shall
extend to official examiners insofar as applicable.
CHAPTER III. PETITION PRACTICE AND
PLEADINGS
Rule 3.4. Form of Petition; Exhibits.
(c)(1) A typewritten version of a holographic writing
offered for probate or interpretation shall be attached to a
petition.
(2) The Court may require the filing of exhibits, con-
sents or approvals to a petition as may be required by
Pennsylvania Orphans’ Court Rules, applicable statute, or
other authority applicable to the petition, as may be
deemed necessary in the discretion of the Court in
exercise of its equity powers or application of equitable
principles.
Rule 3.7. Time for Filing and Service of Responsive
Pleadings.
(e) Disposition—No Answer. If no answer is filed, upon
proof of service of the citation, the Court may grant the
relief requested.
CHAPTER IV. FORMAT AND SERVICE OF LEGAL
PAPER BY PARTIES AND COURT
Rule 4.2. Citation of Notice to Individuals and Enti-
ties.
(e) Form of Notice: Except as otherwise provided in
these Rules or as provided by Act of Assembly, every
notice shall contain at least the following information:
(1) the caption of the case;
(2) a description of the nature of the proceeding;
(3) the date, time and place when the matter is to be
heard by the Court to the extent then known;
(4) the name of the decedent, settlor, incompetent or
minor, if not disclosed by the caption;
(5) the names and addresses of all fiduciaries; and
(6) the name and address of counsel for each fiduciary.
Note: Pennsylvania Rules of Civil Procedure 422, 423
and 424 specify to whom notice shall be given when
serving the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and its sub-
divisions, partnerships and unincorporated associations,
and corporations, respectively.
CHAPTER IX. AUDITORS AND MASTERS
Rule 9.1. Appointment; Notice of Hearings.
(a) An auditor or master may be appointed by the
Court on its own motion or upon the petition of the
accountant or of any interested party. All auditors and
masters shall be members of the Bar of the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania.
(b) Once appointed, an auditor or master shall schedule
a hearing and give notice thereof to all interested parties
at least twenty days prior to the hearing. The notice of
the auditor or master shall be given in accordance with
Rule 4.2.
Rule 9.2. Filing of Report.
(a) Reports of auditors and masters shall be filed with
the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court and served on the
attorney for each interested party.
Rule 9.6. Notice of Filing Report.
(a) At the time of filing of the report, the auditor or
master shall notify, in writing, the attorney for each
interested party of the date of filing of the report and
recommendation. The notice shall state that the report
and recommendation will be submitted to the court for
review and confirmation if no timely exceptions are filed
in accordance with Rule 9.7(a)(1).
Rule 9.7. Confirmation of Report.
(a)(1) Exceptions. Any exceptions to the report and
recommendation shall be filed with the Clerk of the
Orphans’ Court within twenty days after receipt of the
notice required by Rule 9.6(a) and served on the attorney
for each interested party and the master or auditor. If
exceptions are filed, the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court shall
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forward the file to the Court Administrator’s Office for
assignment to a judge. No exceptions may be filed after
the expiration of the twenty days without leave of Court
for good cause shown.
(2) Confirmation. If no exceptions have been filed, the
Clerk of the Orphans’ Court shall forward the file to the
Court Administrator’s Office for assignment to a judge
and the report and recommendation shall be confirmed
absolutely.
Rule 9.9. Rules for Masters.
Rules pertaining to auditors shall extend to masters
insofar as applicable.
CHAPTER X. REGISTER OF WILLS
Rule 10.4. Appeals from the Register of Wills.
(a) When an appeal is taken from a proceeding before
the Register of Wills, the record of the matter shall be
certified to the Court in accordance with 20 Pa.C.S.
Section 907 (relating to certification of records to the
Court). The appeal shall be in the form of a petition to
the Court and shall set forth:
(1) The nature of the proceedings before the Register.
(2) The basis for the appeal, including the facts or
circumstances upon which it is based.
(3) The names and the addresses of all interested
parties, including those who have not been parties of
record.




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1295. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
DELAWARE COUNTY
Local Rule 1920.54; Doc. No. MD-12-5040
And Now, this 7th day of July, 2016, It is hereby
Ordered and Decreed that the existing Local Rule 1920.54
is amended and shall be entirely replaced by New Local
Rule 1920.54 in accordance with the following language
effective 30 days after publication in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin.
Rule *1920.54. Hearing by Master. Report. Related
Claims.
(d) Once the ancillary claims for property division,
alimony and counsel fees/expenses are ripe for determina-
tion, either party may file a motion for a case manage-
ment conference with the Office of Judicial Support which
will then be forwarded to the Court Administrator. This
motion should be in substantially the following form:
(CAPTION)
MOTION FOR CASE MANAGEMENT
CONFERENCE
1. The moving party is , the (plaintiff or defen-
dant) in the above matter.
2. Respondent is , the (plaintiff or defendant) in
the above matter.
3. Moving party represents that both parties have filed
affidavits of consent; or one party has filed an affidavit of
consent under 23 Pa.C.S. § 3301(c)(2); or that plaintiff
has filed and served a 3301(d) affidavit to which no
counter-affidavit has been filed; or that a fault divorce
master has recommended that a divorce be granted and
no exceptions have been filed, and therefore the case is
ripe for equitable distribution.
4. Moving party represents that an Inventory has been
filed in compliance with Pa.R.C.P. 1920.33.
5. Moving party respectfully requests that the matter
be scheduled for a case management conference.
Respectfully submitted,
As a condition precedent to the scheduling of a case
management conference for the disposition of the out-
standing ancillary claims, the moving party must have
filed an Inventory Pursuant to Pa.R.C.P. 1920.33 and
certify in the motion for case management conference
that an Inventory has been filed. Additionally, one of the
following must have occurred:
(1) both parties have executed and filed affidavits of
consent pursuant to § 3301(c) of the Divorce Code;
(2) one party has filed an affidavit of consent under 23
Pa.C.S. § 3301(c)(2);
(3) one party has filed and served a 3301(d) affidavit
and all accompanying materials pursuant to the Pennsyl-
vania Rules of Civil Procedure, and twenty (20) days have
passed from service thereof without a counter-affidavit
having been filed refuting either the allegation of a
two-year separation or the allegation of an irretrievable
breakdown of the marriage;
(4) a recommendation for a fault divorce has been
issued by a divorce master and no exceptions have been
taken thereto; or, if exceptions have been taken, those
exceptions have been resolved by the court in favor of
upholding the master’s recommendation.
(e) The Court Administrator shall then schedule a case
management conference before a hearing officer. At the
conclusion of the case management conference, a case
management order shall be issued which shall include:
(1) a listing of document production or other discovery
required;
(2) a schedule for such discovery/document production;
(3) a due date for the parties’ pre-trial statements;
(4) a date for a pre-trial conference;
(5) such other matters necessary to prepare the case
for the pre-trial conference as the hearing officer shall
deem appropriate.
Failure to comply with the requirements of a case
management order may result in the imposition of sanc-
tions under Pa.R.C.P. 4019 and/or Pa.R.C.P. 1920.33(c)(d).
Sanctions may include but are not limited to an award of
attorney’s fees and/or precluding the introduction of evi-
dence in support of or in opposition to claims.
(f) At the pre-trial conference, the hearing officer will
discuss the issues applicable to the case as well as
potential settlement. The hearing officer will also resolve
any outstanding discovery issues. At the conclusion of the
pre-trial conference, in the discretion of the hearing
officer, the case will be assigned either a date for another
pre-trial conference or a hearing date.
(g) The parties must be present at the hearing and
prepared to present testimony and/or documentary evi-
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dence. The hearing will be a non-record hearing. How-
ever, on application of a party, and in the sole discretion
of the hearing officer, the hearing or portions thereof may
be reported (and transcribed). It shall be the obligation of
the party requesting reporting (and transcription) to
make the necessary arrangements therefore.
(h) All case management conferences, pre-trial confer-
ences and hearings shall be held in the courthouse
complex or other authorized facilities.
(i) Hearings shall be conducted in accordance with the
Pennsylvania Rules of Evidence. A party may, however,
offer into evidence in the nature of real estate and
personal property appraisals, estimates of value or worth,
listings of fees and costs, actuarial and other economic
reports, as well as the official or certified record of any
governmental or judicial body, provided that true and
correct copies of all such documentary evidence have been
provided to the adverse party no later than the date for
pre-trial conference, unless the time has been extended by
the hearing officer.
(j)(i) In cases assigned to the Equitable Distribution
Masters for disposition, petitions filed by counsel seeking
Leave to Withdraw as Counsel shall be filed pursuant to
Local Rule 206.8. All Petitions filed by Counsel seeking
Leave to Withdraw as Counsel, and the Certification
required in connection therewith, shall be filed at least
ten (10) days prior to any scheduled proceeding before the
Equitable Distribution Master.
(ii) At the time of the filing of the Petition, or prior to
the Hearing Date assigned thereto, petitioning counsel,
when appropriate, may file a Certification reporting that
all parties and counsel have been notified of the filing of
the Petition, and that there is no opposition thereto. Upon
the filing of such a Certification, the matter shall be
removed from the Hearing List, and the Order, submitted
with the Petition shall be entered as a matter of course.
(k)(i) The parties to a Decision of an Equitable Distri-
bution Master shall have the right to seek Reconsidera-
tion of the Decision by the filing of a detailed Petition
within fourteen (14) days of the date of entry of the
Decision. Grounds for Reconsideration shall be limited to
miscalculation, failure of the Master to consider specific
assets or liabilities, and other or similar errors. Reconsid-
eration shall not lie in order to permit re-litigation by the
parties of an award or denial of Alimony or Counsel-Fees
or Costs, the percentage of division, or other issues
related to the dispositive plan decided upon by the
Master.
The Petition for Reconsideration shall be referred im-
mediately to the Master making the Decision for disposi-
tion. Filing of the Petition shall not, in and of itself, serve
to stay the time for Appeal. Grant of the Petition for
Reconsideration shall act as a Supersedeas of all matters.
(ii) The parties to a decision of an Equitable Distribu-
tion Master shall have the right of Appeal from the
Decision of the Equitable Distribution Master by the
filing of a Request for Hearing De Novo within twenty
(20) days of the date of entry of the Decision.
(iii) A party filing an Appeal of a Decision of the
Equitable Distribution Master shall pay a fee to the
Office of Judicial Support in the amount of Three Hun-











AND NOW, this day of after a Conference before the Court appointed
Hearing Officer, Esquire, it is hereby ORDERED as follows:
Counsel should initial all items which apply, however, if they do not apply, they should be designated as N/A.
I. INVENTORY
Plaintiff has/has not filed an Inventory pursuant to R.C.P. 1920.33.
Defendant has/has not filed an Inventory pursuant to R.C.P. 1920.33.
II. DISCOVERY
Discovery has been completed.
Discovery has not been completed.
ALL DISCOVERY SHALL BE COMPLETED BY: .
III. DISCOVERY BY PLAINTIFF
Plaintiff has served Interrogatories. Said Interrogatories shall be answered no later
than .
Plaintiff shall serve Interrogatories no later than .
which shall be answered by Defendant no later than .
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IV. DISCOVERY BY DEFENDANT
Defendant has served Interrogatories. Said Interrogatories shall be answered no later
than .
Defendant shall serve Interrogatories no later than .
which shall be answered by Plaintiff no later than .
V. TAX RETURNS INCLDING W-2’S
Plaintiff shall provide tax returns (including all w-2’s) for the years to
Defendant by .
Defendant shall provide tax returns (including all w-2’s) for the years
to Plaintiff by .
VI. OTHER DISCOVERY
The following documents shall be provided by Plaintiff to Defendant by .
The following documents shall be provided by Defendant to Plaintiff by .
Docket No.
The parties certify that the following pension(s) is claimed by at least one party to be subject
to equitable distribution:
Description: If no pension is subject to equitable distribution designate as N/A. Estimated Value
VII. NON-DISSIPATON ORDER
VIII. INSURANCE BENEFICIARY STATUS
The Hearing Officer further finds the following:
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IX. PRE-TRIAL STATEMENT
Each party shall file and serve a pre-trial statement no later than pur-
suant to Pa.R.C.P. 1920.33(b).
PLEASE REFER TO THE APPLICABLE PENNSYLVANIA RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE AND SECTIONS OF THE
DIVORCE CODE FOR FORM AND/OR SUBSTANCE
X. PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE DATE
The Pre-trial/Settlement Conference is scheduled for .
In the event that any of the foregoing items have not been complied with by the specific date, a party may file a motion
with the Court. That Motion may include a request for an Order under Pa.R.C.P. 4019 and/or Pa.R.C.P. 1920.33(c)(d).
Sanctions may include, but are not limited to, the imposition of attorney’s fees and /or precluding the introduction of
evidence in support of or in opposition to claims. Counsel may apply for further discovery upon cause shown after the
foregoing has been provided.
ANY ITEMS NOT PROVIDED FOR BY ONE PARTY TO THE OTHER PURSUANT TO THIS ORDER MAY
NOT BE INTRODUCED OR RELIED UPON AT TRIAL UNLESS BY CONSENT ORDER OR ORDER
OF THE COURT.
I acknowledge receipt of the Order and requirements set forth herein.
Attorney for Plaintiff ID. # Address
Or Pro Se Party
Attorney for Defendant ID. # Address
Or Pro Se Party
Hearing Officer
JUDGE
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1296. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
DELAWARE COUNTY
New Local Rule 1915.4-1; Doc. No. MD-12-5040
And Now, this 30th day of June, 2016, It is hereby
Ordered and Decreed that the existing Local Rule 1915.3
is rescinded and shall be entirely replaced by New Local
Rule 1915.4-1 in accordance with the following language
effective 30 days after publication in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin.
Rule *1915.4-1. Custody Proceedings, Appointment
of Conciliator.
(d) A Custody Conciliator shall be appointed by the
Board of Judges. All custody proceedings shall be listed
for a conference before the Conciliator prior to being
assigned to a judge. The parties to the case and if
represented, their counsel, shall attend.
(e) Agreements reached as a result of the conference
shall be submitted in form of stipulation and proposed
order to the Custody Conciliator, who will present the
stipulation and order to the court with a recommendation.
(f) Cases not resolved at the initial conciliation confer-
ence may be continued and relisted by the Custody
Conciliator for further conferencing, or may be forwarded
to the court for hearing on the merits. When cases are
forwarded for court hearing the Conciliator will submit a
brief synopsis of the case as part of a letter of transmit-
tal.
(g) If, after proper service and/or notification, a party
fails to appear at a conciliation conference, the Conciliator
will report to the court and may recommend that the
court impose appropriate sanctions.
(h) A party may offer into evidence without further
proof the following items:
(1) Reports and correspondence and records from physi-
cal health providers, educators, law enforcement depart-
ments and related officials if said documents are provided
to opposing counsel or pro se party at least twenty (20)
days before the scheduled hearing. If the moving party
receives no written objection thereto not less than ten
(10) days prior to the trial date, this evidence shall be
admitted without the necessity of testimony from the
scrivener. If objection is made, the party requesting the
admission of said evidence may submit a specific written
request for an evidentiary ruling to the Court Administra-
tor for referral to the appropriate Judge. In no event shall
the scheduled hearing be delayed as a result of the
application of this rule.
(2) Reports and correspondence from mental health
providers and custody evaluators if said documents are
provided to opposing counsel or pro se party at least
twenty (20) days before the scheduled hearing. If the
moving party receives no written objection thereto, not
less than ten (10) days prior to the trial date, this
evidence shall be admitted without the necessity of
testimony from the scrivener. If objection is made, the
party requesting the admission of said evidence must be
prepared to present the person whose testimony is waived
by this Rule. In no event shall the scheduled hearing be




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1297. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
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DELAWARE COUNTY
New Local Rule 1915.11(d); Doc. No. MD-12-5040
And Now, this 30th day of June, 2016, It is hereby
Ordered and Decreed that the New Local Rule 1915.11(d)
is hereby adopted in accordance with the following lan-
guage effective 30 days after publication in the Pennsyl-
vania Bulletin.
Rule *1915.11(d). Appointment of Attorney for
Child, Interrogation of Child, Attendance of Child
at Hearing or Conference.
(d) Unless the party is directed by the court, the party
wishing to bring a child or children to the hearing or
conference shall provide at least seven (7) days written





[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1298. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
DELAWARE COUNTY
Orphans’ Court Local Rules; Doc. No. 12-5040
Order
And Now, this 20th day of July, 2016, it is Hereby
Ordered and Decreed that all current Delaware County
Orphans’ Court Rules and Forms are rescinded effective
September 1, 2016 and the following Delaware County
Orphans’ Court Rules are adopted and shall be effective






Del.Co.O.C. Rule 1.1A. Short Title and Citation.
The Delaware County Orphans’ Court Rules shall be
known as such, shall be referred to individually as ‘‘Local
Rule’’ and shall be cited as ‘‘Del.Co.O.C. Rule .’’
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 1.2A. Legal Publication.
The Delaware County Legal Journal is designated by
the court as the legal publication for the advertising and
publication of legal notices, in accordance with Pa.R.C.P.
430.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 1.7A. Entry and Withdrawal of
Counsel.
(1) In addition to the methods set forth in Rule 1.7,
written appearance of any attorney may be entered by
entering counsel’s information on a legal paper filed of
record.
(2) Written entry of appearance, however made, shall
contain the attorney’s name, Supreme Court Identifica-
tion number, address and telephone number, and may
contain a fax number and/or an email address.
(3) Inclusion of a fax number and/or email address in
the written entry of appearance constitutes counsel’s
agreement to accept service of Legal Paper other than
Citations or Notices by fax and/or email in accordance
with Rule 4.3(c) and (d), and to accept service of notices,
orders and opinions from the court by fax and/or email in
accordance with Rules 4.3 and 4.5.
CHAPTER II
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 2.6A. Date of Filing.
An account shall be filed not later than the fifth
Tuesday preceding the day on which it is called for audit,
except when that Tuesday falls on a Court holiday, in
which event such account must be filed not later than the
day preceding the Court holiday.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 2.7A. Audits and Claims.
(1) An appearance slip shall be filed on behalf of each
party represented at audit. Counsel for the accountant,
for any objector, or for any challenged claim shall be
present at the call of the Audit List unless excused by the
Court.
(2) Testimony or argument will not be heard at the call
of the Audit List. A later time for hearing or argument
will be fixed by the Court if deemed necessary by the
Court when a claim against an estate is not admitted by
accountant or is contested by any interested party, or if a
question of law is submitted for adjudication.
(3) Objections may be made orally at the call of the
Audit List, in which case the objections shall thereafter
be filed in writing within 10 days with notice as provided
in Pa.O.C. Rule 2.7(a).
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 2.9A. Schedules of Distribution.
(1) Filing. The Court, when it appears advisable or
when requested, will direct the attorney for accountant to
prepare and file a schedule of distribution. Schedules
shall be certified by the attorney for accountant to be
correct and in conformity with the adjudication, and shall
be filed with the Clerk. When a schedule is approved in
writing by interested parties, the attorney for accountant
shall also certify whether or not such parties constitute
all of those affected thereby.
(2) Confirmation. If no objections are filed by the 20th
day after the schedule was filed, it will be confirmed, as
of course. Schedules approved in writing by all interested
parties affected thereby will be confirmed, as of course, on
the day filed. Thereupon the accountant shall have
authority to make necessary assignments and transfers of
any assets awarded in kind.
(3) Objections. Objections to schedules of distribution
shall be filed with the Clerk, and may not be filed later
than the twentieth day after the schedule was filed,
unless said period of twenty (20) days is extended by the
Court. Such objections may raise questions relating only
to the schedule itself, and shall in no event raise ques-
tions which were or could have been raised previously, by
claims, or by objections to the account or petition for
adjudication/statement of proposed distribution. Objec-
tions to schedules shall be in writing, numbered consecu-
tively, signed by the objector or the objector’s attorney
and each objection shall:
(a) be specific as to description and amount;
(b) raise but one issue of law or fact, but if there are
several objections to items included in or omitted from
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the schedule relating to the same issue, all such objec-
tions shall be included in the objection; and
(c) set forth briefly the reason(s) in support thereof.
(4) Partial Confirmation. Where the matters which are
the subject of a schedule of distribution are so separate
and distinct that an objection to any of them, whether
sustained or dismissed, cannot affect the others, the
confirmation of such schedule shall not be suspended
except to the extent of the objection. Distribution may
proceed as to all other matters and the usual process to
enforce it may issue.
(5) Additional Receipts and Disbursements. Receipts
and disbursements since the date to which the account
was stated shall be set forth in the schedule of distribu-
tion.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 2.9B. Schedules of Distribution—
Notice of Filing.
(1) When Notice Given. Notice of filing the schedule of
distribution shall be given to all interested parties af-
fected thereby who do not submit with it their written
approval, but only when the schedule contains:
(a) items of additional receipts or disbursements not
included in the adjudication; or
(b) distribution of assets which were awarded in kind
in the adjudication, but which were neither specifically
bequeathed to the distributee nor elected by him to be
taken in kind or which were revalued.
(2) Time and Method of Notice. Such notice shall be
given no later than the day of the filing of the schedule,
by notice to all the interested parties or their attorneys.
(3) Return of Notice. The attorney for accountant shall
certify on the schedule that due notice of the filing thereof
was given as required by this rule and he shall attach a
copy of the notice and a list of those to whom notice was
given.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 2.9C. Objections to Schedule of
Distribution—Notice of Filing, Time and Method,
and Return.
(1) To Whom Given. Notice of filing of objections to the
schedule of distribution shall be given to the accountant
and to all interested parties affected thereby or their
attorneys.
(2) Time and Method of Notice. Notice shall be given no
later than the day of the filing of the objections to the
schedule to the accountant and all other interested
parties affected thereby or their attorneys. A copy of the
objections shall be included with the notice to the accoun-
tant or the accountant’s attorney.
(3) Return of Notice. At the time of the filing of the
objections, the attorney for the objector shall file a
certification that due notice of the filing thereof was given
as required by these rules, to which certification there
shall be attached a copy of said notice as well as the
names and details of the notice given to the parties
notified or their attorneys.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 2.9D. Distribution of Real Estate.
(1) When no partition or allotment required, or when
distributees agree to schedule. Schedules of distribution
shall include separate awards of real estate to the parties
entitled thereto, whether individually or, where the cir-
cumstances require, in undivided interests. The real
estate so awarded shall be described in the same detail
and with the same particularity as is commonly required
to be included in deeds and should recite how the title
was acquired by decedent. Approval of schedules of
distribution shall be in the nature of confirmation of title
in the respective distributees, and the Clerk is authorized
to certify to integral excerpts or extracts from such
schedules, so approved, for purposes of recording such
devolutions of real estate in the Office of the Recorder of
Deeds.
(2) Partition or Allotment of Real Estate Requested by
Accountant or by a Party in Interest. Whenever partition
or allotment of real estate is requested by the accountant
or a party in interest, the request shall be made at the
audit and the Court shall make such order, including a
direction to submit an information certificate, issued by
an attorney or a responsible title insurance company,
showing the current state of the title, the preparation of a
schedule of distribution if required, notice to the parties,
and fixing the dates of further hearings, as may be
necessary under the circumstances to protect all parties
in interest.
CHAPTER III
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 3.4A. Proposed Form of Decree.
(1) All petitions (excluding Petitions for Adjudication/
Statements of Proposed Distribution and excluding peti-
tions for citation which are specifically addressed in
Pa.O.C. Rule 3.5(a)) shall have a proposed preliminary
decree which provides wording for a hearing to be
scheduled, should the Court deem it necessary, affixed to
the Petition.
(2) The proposed form of decree should be entitled:
Decree.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 3.5A. Citation Practice.
(1) Unless otherwise stated in both the Court’s decree
and in the citation, the return date set forth in the
citation shall represent a return date only, for filing
return of service and/or notice, and for the filing of any
response to the pleading pursuant to which the citation
has been issued. Upon request of counsel or by order of
court a hearing may be scheduled after the return date.
(2) A copy of the preliminary decree signed by the
Court shall be served upon each cited party along with
the citation and a copy of the petition as set forth in
Pa.O.C. Rule 3.5(a)(2).
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 3.5B. Notice Practice.
(1) If a petition is filed and a preliminary decree
setting a hearing date and/or a return date is issued
without citation by the Court, service of the preliminary
decree and the petition shall be made on all interested
parties in accordance with Pa.O.C. Rule 4.3(a).
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 3.5C. Uncontested Petitions.
(1) If a petitioner believes there will be no objections,
by creditors and/or parties in interest, to a petition being
filed, a petitioner may state this in the petition and send
notice pursuant to Pa.O.C. Rule 4.2 to all such creditors
and/or parties at least twenty (20) days prior to filing said
petition advising said creditors and/or parties in interest
of the projected date of filing said potentially unopposed
petition. In the notice, petitioner should advise said
creditors and/or parties in interest that petitioner intends
to state to the Court in the petition that said petition is
unopposed and any creditor or party in interest who
disagrees with petitioner’s position that the petition is
unopposed must notify petitioner or petitioner’s counsel
on or before the projected date of filing of the petition. If
no creditor or party in interest notifies petitioner or
petitioner’s counsel by the projected filing date that the
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petition is opposed, the Court may rule on the petition
without scheduling a hearing thereon, or may schedule a
hearing if the Court believes a hearing is necessary for
any reason.
(2) The date of the notice shall be the date of mailing,
or service of the notice. A certification by counsel listing
the persons notified and stating the date and manner of
service, together with a copy of the notice given, shall be
attached to the petition.
(3) If all potential creditors and/or parties in interest
are in agreement and have signed consents to the pro-
posed petition, the petitioner may attach consents to the
petition and advise the Court that all parties in interest
have consented to the petition. Under these circum-
stances, the petitioner does not need to give twenty (20)
days notice of the filing of the proposed petition. Upon
receipt of the petition, wherein petitioner has advised the
Court that all creditors and/or parties in interest have
signed consents, and said consents are attached to the
petition, the Court may rule on said petition without
scheduling a hearing thereon, or may schedule a hearing
if the Court believes a hearing is necessary for any
reason.
(4) The above manner of proceeding (without a hear-
ing) is not available in matters wherein the relevant
statutes require a hearing.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 3.12A. Necessary Identification In-
formation of Attorney.
The telephone number and Pennsylvania Supreme
Court Identification Number of each signing attorney
must be included on all pleadings and responsive plead-
ings that the attorney is filing in addition to the attor-
ney’s address.
CHAPTER V
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.2A. Whether Petition Required.
The application for the family exemption may be made
by petition to the Court in any case and must be by
petition in all cases not within Del.Co.O.C. Rules 5.2B
and 5.2C.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.2B. Voluntary Distribution.
When the personal representative at his own risk
delivers or permits to be retained assets of the estate in
satisfaction or partial satisfaction of the exemption he
shall set forth the same as a credit in the account.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.2C. Award in Adjudication.
When the spouse or an adult child claims the exemp-
tion, but payment or delivery thereof is not to be made
until distribution of the estate is awarded by the court
upon the personal representative’s account, the award
thereof will be included in the adjudication upon written
request submitted at the audit. Such request may be
made by the personal representative or the claimant and
may be made by including it in the petition for adjudica-
tion.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.2D. Procedure When Appraise-
ment of Personal Property Necessary.
When personal property is claimed and an appraisal is
necessary, the court will direct the appraisement to be
made by special order in each case.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.2E. Notice.
When the procedure is without petition, no notice other
than that to the personal representative need be given of
the claim for exemption.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.2F. Procedure When Challenge
to Family Exemption.
(1) When Petition Filed. When the procedure is by
petition, challenges to the appraisement or allowance, or
both, may be raised pursuant to the procedure outlined in
Pa.O.C. Rules 3.6 and 3.7.
(2) Challenges to Appraisement. Challenges which re-
late only to the amount of the appraisement will be
dismissed unless a definite and bona fide bid for the
property is made, or facts warranting consideration by
the court appear.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.4A. Extension of Time.
A petition for an extension of time in which the
surviving spouse may file an election to take against the
will shall include the items required for a petition under
Pa.O.C. Rule 5.4(a) to the extent applicable.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.5A. Filing of Report.
A guardian ad litem or trustee ad litem shall file a
report if so ordered by the court.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.6A. Appearance at Presentation
of Petition.
If the minor is under fourteen (14) years of age, the
court may require the appearance of the minor in court to
make the selection of a guardian of the estate or of the
person.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.6B. Certificate of Health.
At a hearing on a petition to appoint a guardian of the
person of a minor, the petitioner shall offer into evidence
a certificate of health signed by a licensed physician,
attesting to the present condition of health of the follow-
ing persons:
(1) the minor;
(2) the proposed guardian(s).
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.6C. Certification of Household
Residents.
At a hearing on a petition to appoint a guardian of the
person of a minor, the petitioner shall offer into evidence
a certification attesting to the name, age, and relation-
ship to the minor of each individual residing in the
household with the proposed guardian(s) and the minor.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.6D. Child Abuse and Police
Clearances.
At a hearing on a petition to appoint a guardian of the
person of a minor, the petitioner shall offer into evidence
current (within one (1) year of the hearing) child abuse
and police clearances on forms provided by the Depart-
ment of Human Services and the State Police for the
following persons:
(1) the proposed guardian(s);
(2) each individual aged eighteen (18) years or older
who is residing in the household with the proposed
guardian(s) and the minor.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.6E. Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion Clearance.
(1) Prior to a hearing on a petition to appoint a
guardian of the person of a minor, the proposed guard-
ian(s) and each individual aged eighteen (18) years or
older who is residing in the household with the proposed
guardian(s) and the minor shall submit a full set of
fingerprints to the Pennsylvania State Police for the
purpose of a record check, and the Pennsylvania State
Police or its authorized agent shall submit the finger-
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prints to the Federal Bureau of Investigation for the
purpose of verifying the identity of the proposed guard-
ian(s) and each individual aged eighteen (18) years or
older who is residing in the household with the proposed
guardian(s) and the minor and obtaining a current record
of any criminal arrests and convictions. (This Rule is
designed to match the requirements to be met by Volun-
teers Having Contact with Children as outlined in 23
Pa.C.S. 6344.2).
(2) The verification(s) of identity and record(s) obtained
from the Federal Bureau of Investigation for the person(s)
stated above shall be offered into evidence at the hearing
on the petition to appoint a guardian of the person of the
minor.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.6F. Allowances.
When a petition is necessary for an allowance from a
minor’s estate, the petition shall set forth:
(1) the manner of the guardian’s appointment and
qualifications and the dates thereof;
(2) the age and residence of the minor, whether the
minor’s parents are living, the name of the person with
whom the minor resides, the name and address of the
minor’s spouse and children, if any;
(3) the value of the minor’s estate, real and personal,
and the net annual income;
(4) the circumstances of the minor, whether employed
or attending school; if the minor’s father, mother or other
person charged with the duty of supporting the minor is
living, the financial condition and income of such person
and why such person is not discharging their duty to
support the minor; and whether there is adequate provi-
sion for the support and education of the minor, and/or
the minor’s spouse and children;
(5) the date and amount of any previous allowance by
the court;
(6) the financial requirements of the minor and his
family unit, in detail, and the circumstances making such
allowance necessary.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.10A. Public Sale, Contents of
Petition, Additional Requirements.
(1) Personal Representative—A petition by a personal
representative to sell real property at public sale, under
Section 3353 of the Probate, Estates and Fiduciaries Code
shall also set forth in separate paragraphs:
(a) the name, residence and date of death of the
decedent, whether the decedent died testate or intestate,
and the date of the grant of letters;
(b) that the personal representative is not otherwise
authorized to sell by the Code; or is not authorized or is
denied the power to do so by the Will, or that it is
desirable that the sale have the effect of a judicial sale,
stating the reasons;
(c) whether an inventory and appraisement has been
filed, the total value of the property shown therein, and
the value at which the real property to be sold was
included therein;
(d) if the personal representative entered bond with the
Register, the name of the surety and the amount of such
bond;
(e) the names and relationships of all interested par-
ties, a brief description of their respective interests,
whether any of them are deceased, minors, or incapaci-
tated persons, and if so, the names and a reference to the
record of the appointment of their fiduciaries;
(f) a full description of the real property to be sold, the
improvements thereon, by whom and in what capacity it
is occupied, its rental value and current tax assessment;
and
(g) sufficient facts to enable the court to determine that
the sale is desirable for the proper administration and
distribution of the estate.
(2) Trustee—A petition by a trustee to sell real property
at public sale, under Section 7792 of the Probate, Estates
and Fiduciaries Code shall also set forth in separate
paragraphs:
(a) how title was acquired to the property which is the
subject of the petition, including the date and place of
probate of the will, or recording of the deed;
(b) that the trustee is not otherwise authorized to sell
by the Probate, Estates and Fiduciaries Code, or is denied
the power by the trust instrument, or that it is advisable
that the sale have the effect of a judicial sale, stating the
reason;
(c) a recital of the relevant provisions of the will or
deed pertaining to the real property to be sold, and of the
relevant history of the trust;
(d) the names and relationships of all interested par-
ties, a brief description of their respective interests, and
whether any of them are deceased, minors, or incapaci-
tated persons, and if so, the names and a reference to the
record of the appointment of their fiduciaries;
(e) a full description of the real property to be sold, the
improvements thereon, by whom and in what capacity it
is occupied, its rental value and current tax assessment;
and
(f) sufficient facts to enable the Court to determine
that the proposed sale is for the best interests of the
trust.
(3) Guardian—A petition by a guardian of a minor’s
estate to sell real property at public sale, under Section
5155(1) of the Probate, Estates and Fiduciaries Code shall
also set forth in separate paragraphs:
(a) the age of the ward;
(b) the names of the ward’s next-of-kin and the notice
given them of the presentation of the petition. When
there are no known next-of-kin who are sui juris to whom
notice may be given, public notice in accordance with
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.10C, must be given and proofs thereof
must be attached to the petition as an exhibit;
(c) how title was acquired, stating the date and place
of probate of the will or recording of the deed;
(d) a recital of the provisions of the will or deed
relating to the real property to be sold;
(e) the nature and extent of the interest of the ward,
and of other persons with an interest, if any, in the real
property;
(f) a full description of the real property to be sold, the
improvements thereon, by whom and in what capacity it
is occupied, its rental value and current tax assessment;
and
(g) sufficient facts to enable the court to determine that
the proposed sale will be in the best interest of the ward.
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Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.10B. Public Sale, Exhibits.
The following exhibits shall be attached to a petition by
a personal representative, trustee or guardian, to sell real
property at public sale:
(1) a copy of the will, deed, or decree by which the
fiduciary was appointed;
(2) any consents or joinders of interested parties, and
the names and a copy of the notice which has been given
to those parties who do not consent or join;
(3) consent by any mortgagee whose lien would other-
wise not be discharged by the sale; and
(4) an affidavit as to value by one real estate appraiser.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.10C. Notice.
After the allowance of a petition for public sale of real
property, notice of the public sale shall be given:
(1) by advertisement once a week for three (3) con-
secutive weeks in the Delaware County Legal Journal and
in one other newspaper of general circulation in Delaware
County in the vicinity of the subject property; and by
posting notice on the premises and three (3) additional
notices in the immediate vicinity of the premises to be
sold; and
(2) by personal notice or certified mail to all interested
parties of the time and place of the proposed sale at least
twenty (20) days prior thereto; or
(3) by such other notice as the Court may by special
order direct.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.10D. Security.
On the return day of the sale, the Court in the decree
approving or confirming the public sale, will fix the
amount of bond or additional security which the personal
representative, trustee, or guardian shall be required to
enter, or will be excused from entering additional security.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.11A. Exhibits.
The following exhibits shall be attached to a petition by
a fiduciary to sell real estate at private sale:
(1) a copy of the will, deed, or decree by which the
fiduciary was appointed;
(2) any consents or joinders of interested parties, and
the names and a copy of the notice which has been given
to those parties who do not consent or join;
(3) consent by any mortgagee whose lien would other-
wise not be discharged by the sale, or if not attached, the
reason therefore;
(4) a copy of the agreement of sale.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.11B. Procedure on Day Fixed for
Approval.
(1) Private Sale. Whenever prior to or on the day fixed
for approval of a private sale an additional bona fide
offer(s) is received by the petitioner, the additional bona
fide offer(s) and the petitioner’s recommendation as to
which offer for sale should be approved shall be submit-
ted to the Court for consideration.
(2) Private Exchange. The procedure in the event an-
other person appears on the day fixed for approval of an
exchange, for the purpose of offering different consider-
ation, shall be as the Court directs by special order.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.11C. Security.
The Court, in the decree approving or confirming the
private sale, will fix the amount of bond or additional
security which the fiduciary shall be required to enter, or
will excuse the fiduciary from entering bond or additional
security.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 5.12A. Additional Requirements.
(1) Exhibits. There shall be attached to a petition to
mortgage or lease property, where applicable:
(a) a copy of the will, deed or decree by which the
fiduciary was appointed;
(b) consents to the mortgage or lease signed by those
interested parties who do not join in the petition, and the
names and a copy of the notice which has been given to
those parties who do not consent;
(c) a written statement by the proposed mortgagee
indicating a commitment to grant the mortgage loan; and
(d) an appraisal by a real estate appraiser of the real
property on which the proposed mortgage is to be se-
cured.
(2) Security. The amount of the bond or initial security
required to be entered, or the waiver thereof, will be
determined by the Court in its decree approving the
proposed mortgage.
CHAPTER VII
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 7.1A. Pretrial Conference.
(1) In any action, the Court, of its own motion or on
motion of any party, may direct the attorneys for the
parties to appear for a conference to consider:
(a) the simplification of issues;
(b) the necessity or desirability of pleadings and/or
amendments thereto;
(c) the possibility of obtaining admissions of fact and of
documents which will avoid unnecessary proof;
(d) limitations on the number of expert witnesses;
(e) the advisability of a preliminary referral of issues to
a master for findings to be used as evidence when the
trial is to be by jury; and
(f) such other matters as may aid in the disposition of
the action.
(2) The Court may make an order reciting the action
taken at the conference, the amendments allowed to the
pleadings, and the agreements made by the parties as to
any of the matters considered, and limiting the issues for
trial to those not disposed of by admissions or agreements
of the attorneys. Such order, when entered, shall control
the subsequent course of the action unless modified at the
trial to prevent manifest injustice.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 7.1B. Practice as to Depositions,
Discovery, Production of Documents and Perpetu-
ation of Testimony.
(1) Leave to take depositions, or to perpetuate testi-
mony, or to obtain discovery or the production of docu-
ments, may be granted only on petition upon cause
shown, except upon agreement of parties and counsel, or
except when such depositions, perpetuation of testimony
or other discovery tools are required by statute or rule
(e.g., in a guardianship proceeding).
(2) Petitions filed pursuant to this Del.Co.O.C. Rule
7.1B shall include a description of all efforts made to
resolve discovery issues informally. Petitions shall also
state the identity of the persons who are to be deposed,
the testimony that is to be perpetuated, the documents
that are to be produced, and a description of any other
discovery requested. The petition shall also state the
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reasons why the aforementioned discovery is necessary
and relevant to the litigation.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 7.2A. Procedure for Motions for
Judgment on the Pleadings.
(1) Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings may be
accompanied by a memorandum of law in support thereof.
(2) Service shall be made in conformity with Pa.O.C.
Rule 4.3.
(3) All such motions shall be accompanied by a notice,
plainly appearing on the face thereof, of the date the
motion was filed with the Clerk and advising that a reply
memorandum of law may be filed within twenty (20) days
from that date. The moving party shall also file with this
motion a certification of service in conformity with
Pa.R.C.P. 405(b). This certification shall state that the
notice required by this Del.Co.O.C. Rule 7.2A has been
given.
(4) Upon receiving the record papers, the Clerk shall
then refer the matter to the appropriate judge. All
requests for an extension of the prescribed time in which
to answer such motions must be approved by the Court.
Such approval shall be sought by a letter addressed to the
Clerk. No agreement entered into solely by the parties
will be honored by the Court.
(5) If no memoranda are filed with regard to this
motion, the Court may dispose of the matter without such
memoranda.
(6) If any matter is settled or withdrawn prior to
disposition, the Clerk shall be promptly advised, and the
moving party shall file an appropriate praecipe with the
Clerk.
(7) The Court, in its discretion, may grant additional
time in which to file a reply memorandum, request
additional memoranda, or call for oral argument, or
advance the time for filing.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 7.3A. Procedure for Motions for
Summary Judgment.
(1) Motion for Summary Judgment may be accompa-
nied by a memorandum of law in support thereof.
(2) Service shall be made in conformity with Pa.O.C.
Rule 4.3.
(3) All such motions shall be accompanied by a notice,
plainly appearing on the face thereof, of the date the
motion was filed with the Clerk and advising that a reply
memorandum of law may be filed within thirty (30) days
from that date. The moving party shall also file with this
motion a certification of service in conformity with
Pa.R.C.P. 405(b). This certification shall state that the
notice required by this Del.Co.O.C. Rule 7.3A has been
given.
(4) Upon receiving the record papers, the Clerk shall
then refer the matter to the appropriate Judge. All
requests for an extension of the prescribed time in which
to answer such motions must be approved by the Court.
Such approval shall be sought by a letter addressed to the
Clerk. No agreement entered into solely by the parties
will be honored by the Court.
(5) If no memoranda are filed with regard to this
motion, the Court may dispose of the matter without such
memoranda.
(6) If any matter is settled or withdrawn prior to
disposition, the Clerk shall be promptly advised, and the
moving party shall file an appropriate praecipe with the
Clerk.
(7) The Court in its discretion may grant additional
time in which to file a reply memorandum, request
additional memoranda, or call for oral argument, or
advance the time for filing.
CHAPTER IX
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 9.1A. Local Rule as to Notice.
Auditors and masters shall give reasonable notice of
hearings to be held by them to all interested parties or to
their attorneys of record in the manner provided in
Pa.O.C. Rule 4.3.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 9.6A. Notice and Objections.
An auditor or master shall give notice of the filing of
the auditor’s or master’s report to all parties of record.
Any interested party shall have the right to file objections
to such report within ten (10) days of the date of such
report or within such other time period directed by the
auditor or master. If any objection is filed, the matter
shall be set for argument at the time and place directed
by the auditor or master, and with such notice to parties
in interest or their counsel of record as the auditor or
master directs.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 9.7A. Decree.
If no objection is filed within the period expressed in
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 9.6A, the Court may enter a decree
confirming the auditor’s report or adopting the master’s
report.
CHAPTER X
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 10.2A. Petition Practice.
(1) All Pleadings, Petitions, Citations, and Responsive
Pleadings, as well as Preliminary and Final Decrees,
shall be captioned: ‘‘In the Office of the Register of Wills
of Delaware County, PA.’’
(2) Delaware County Local Rules established for PA
Orphans’ Court Rule 3.4 shall apply for practice before
the Register of Wills.
(3) All Preliminary/Final Decrees and Citations that
are filed with a pleading shall contain the wording, ‘‘By
the Register’’ at the bottom of the Decree/Citation for the
Register of Wills’ signature.
(4) The procedure for rules to show cause shall be as
provided in Pa.R.C.P. 206.4, et seq., as well as
Del.Co.O.C. Rules 10.2A(1) and 10.2A(3).
(5) Del.Co.O.C. Rules 3.5A, 3.5B, and 3.12A shall apply
to practice before the Register of Wills.
(6) Counsel who has entered an appearance before the
Register of Wills as provided in Pa.O.C. Rule 1.7(a) shall
not be permitted to withdraw without filing a petition to
withdraw and obtaining the Register’s permission, unless
co-counsel, if any, will continue representing the party or
there is a simultaneous entry of appearance by other
counsel that will not delay the proceedings.
CHAPTER XIV
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 14.2A. Format and Rules for
Guardianship Filings.
(1) The practice and procedure for guardianship mat-
ters follows that set forth in the Pa.O.C. Rules, with
additional elements to reflect the purpose and practice of
20 Pa.C.S. Chapter 55, as generally described in these
Local Rules for Chapter XIV of the Pa.O.C. Rules.
(2) The general format for petition practice and plead-
ing for guardianship matters shall be as outlined in
Chapter III of the Pa.O.C. Rules and related Del.Co.O.C.
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Rules, with modifications necessary to fulfill the statutory
purposes of 20 Pa.C.S. Chapter 55, including, without
limitation thereto:
(a) Pa.O.C. Rule 3.3 shall be followed as applicable;
(b) the applicable petition content described in Pa.O.C.
Rule 3.4(a) shall be supplemented by the required peti-
tion content described in 20 Pa.C.S. § 5511;
(c) consent of the proposed guardian, if any, shall be
attached to the petition;
(d) service of the citation is by personal service as set
forth in 20 Pa.C.S.A. § 5511; the requirement for addi-
tional service of a citation by first class mail, Del.Co.O.C.
Rule 3.5A(2), does not apply to this type of service;
(e) the time period for rescheduled proceedings in
Pa.O.C. Rules 3.5(a)(5) may be modified by the court as
appropriate to the circumstances;
(f) the notice to plead described in Pa.O.C. Rule 3.5(b)
shall be modified to reflect the guardianship proceeding
and the notice shall include copies of the Citation with
Notice and the Preliminary Decree with hearing date, and
a description of the proceedings; and
(g) objections and responsive pleadings may be pre-
sented within twenty (20) days from the date of notice
and prior to the scheduled hearing.
(3) Notice to U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs.
Consult 20 Pa.C.S. § 8411 regarding notice to the United
States Department of Veterans Affairs, or its successor,
upon filing of a petition for guardianship where benefits
of compensation or insurance or other gratuity is payable
to or for the alleged incapacitated person by that agency.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 14.2B. Testamentary Writings.
All testamentary writings of the incapacitated person
found by the guardian or in the possession of any other
person shall at the time of the filing of the inventory be
submitted by the guardian or such other person to the
Court for its inspection, together with a photographic
type copy to be retained by the Judge for his private file.
Committee Comment: Neither the will nor a copy
thereof nor any description of its provisions should be
permitted to become part of a file available for public
inspection. See Widener Estate, 437 Pa. 294 (1970).
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 14.2C. Allowances from Incapaci-
tated Persons’ Estates.
(1) Petitions. Petitions for allowances from an incapaci-
tated person’s estate or for the payment of counsel fees
shall set forth:
(a) the name of the guardian, the date of his appoint-
ment; if the petitioner is not the guardian, his relation-
ship to the incapacitated person, and, if not related, the
nature of his interest;
(b) a summary of the inventory, the date it was filed,
and the nature and present value of the estate;
(c) the address and the occupation, if any, of the
incapacitated person;
(d) the names and addresses of the incapacitated per-
son’s dependents, if any;
(e) a statement of all claims of the incapacitated
person’s creditors known to petitioner; and
(f) a statement of the requested distribution and the
reasons therefor, and a statement of all previous distribu-
tions allowed by the court.
(2) Notice to U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs. If any
portion of the incapacitated person’s estate is received
from the United States Department of Veterans Affairs or
its successor, notice of the request for allowance shall be
given to that agency.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 14.2D. Certification.
(1) In any petition filed pursuant to 20 Pa.C.S. § 5511,
counsel for petitioner shall file with the Clerk at least
seven (7) days prior to the hearing a Certification that
provides the following information to the best of counsel’s
knowledge, information and belief:
(a) whether counsel has been retained by or on behalf
of the alleged incapacitated person;
(b) whether the issue of capacity is or is not contested;
(c) whether the testimony on the issue of capacity shall
be presented in one or more of the following manners:
(i) written interrogatory;
(ii) videotape deposition;
(iii) live testimony in court;
(d) whether the issue relating to the choice of guardian
is contested; and
(e) whether the alleged incapacitated person will or
will not be present at the hearing pursuant to 20 Pa.C.S.
§ 5511(a)(1) and (2).
(2) Information regarding the advisability of appoint-
ment of a guardian or attorney ad litem for the alleged
incapacitated person may be provided to the Court for
action by the Court with this filing or at another time as
appropriate under the circumstances.
(3) Forms for this Certification are available online as
described in Del.Co.O.C. Rule 14.5A(1).
Note: Counsel is advised to carefully review the re-
quirements of 20 Pa.C.S. § 5511 in completing the Certi-
fication required.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 14.2E. Testimony.
(1) Testimony of a person qualified to evaluate relevant
incapacities of the alleged incapacitated person is re-
quired for the hearing on incapacity (20 Pa.C.S. § 5518).
(a) In contested matters, medical or psychological testi-
mony may be provided by written interrogatory, videotape
deposition, or live testimony in court, as agreed to by the
parties, with adequate notice provided. No petition to the
Court is required with agreement of the parties.
(b) In uncontested matters, the medical or psychologi-
cal testimony may be provided via verified written inter-
rogatories. No petition to the Court is required. Forms of
such written interrogatories approved by the court are
available at the Office of the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court
or online as described in Del.Co.O.C. Rule 14.5A(1).
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 14.3A. Accounts and Distribution.
The practice and procedure with respect to the filing
and audit of accounts, as well as the distribution of the
assets comprising the estate, shall conform with the
practice and procedure governing accounts in Chapter II
of the Pa.O.C. Rules and related Del.Co.O.C. Rules.
Del.Co.O.C. Rule 14.5A. Forms.
(1) Please refer to forms on the website for the Dela-
ware County Government (http://www.co.delaware.pa.us/
documentcenter.html), Orphans’ Court forms. Mandatory
state-prescribed Orphans’ Court forms listed in Pa.O.C.
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Rule 14.5 must be used verbatim. When using other local
forms, filings may be made in substantial compliance
with these forms.
(2) The mandatory state form required to be filed
under the Pennsylvania Uniform Firearms Act (18
Pa.C.S. § 6105(c)(4)) and the Pennsylvania Mental
Health Procedures Act (50 P.S. § 7109(d)) within seven
(7) days of adjudication of incapacity, is available from the
Clerk of the Orphans’ Court or online as described in (1)
immediately above.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1299. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
FRANKLIN AND FULTON COUNTIES
Amended Local Rules for the Orphans’ Court of
the 39th Judicial District; Rule 39-2.6 Time for
Filing Accounts and Rule 39-2.7 Time for Filing
Objections
Order of Court
And Now this 18th day of July, 2016;
It Is Hereby Ordered That local Orphans’ Court Rules
39-2.6 and 39-2.7 shall be amended and adopted.
It Is Further Ordered that the District Court Adminis-
trator shall:
1. File one (1) certified copy of this amended Adminis-
trative Order with the Administrative Office of Pennsyl-
vania Courts;
2. Submit two (2) certified paper copies of this
amended Administrative Order and a copy on a computer
diskette or CD-ROM to the Legislative Reference Bureau
for publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin by 12:00
p.m., Wednesday, July 20, 2016.
3. Keep a copy of this amended Administrative Order
continuously available for inspection and copying in the
Office of the Orphans’ Court Clerk in both Fulton and
Franklin Counties and in the Franklin County and
Fulton County Law Libraries.
4. Publish a copy for continuous and free access to the
public on the Courts or Judicial Section of the franklin
countypa.gov and www.co.fulton.pa.us websites as of Sep-
tember 1, 2016.
5. File a copy with the Orphans’ Court Rule Committee
for the 39th Judicial District and arrange to have the
local rule changes published on the Franklin County Bar
Association web site at www.franklinbar.org.
39th Jud.Dist.R.O.C. No. 39-2.6 and 39-2.7 as amended
shall be effective September 1, 2016.
By the Court
CAROL L. VAN HORN,
President Judge
Rule 39—Local Rules of the Orphans’ Court.
Rule 39-2.6.—All accounts shall be filed with the Clerk
no later than 35 days prior to the date regularly sched-
uled for account confirmation by the Court.
Rule 39-2.7.—Objections to an account and/or a peti-
tion for adjudication/statement of proposed distribution
shall be filed with the Clerk no later than 4:30 PM on the
day preceding the date of confirmation unless the time is
extended by the Court. Whenever the day preceding the
date of confirmation is a legal holiday by the laws of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or the United States,
objections shall be filed no later than 4:30 PM on the last
day of business prior to the date set for confirmation.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1300. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
LACKAWANNA COUNTY
Local Orphans’ Court Rules
Effective September 1, 2016
CHAPTER I PRELIMINARY RULES
Rule 1.6(1). Mediation.
(a) All Interested Parties in a matter may use media-
tion to resolve issues pending before the Court, and, upon
either partial or complete resolution, may petition the
Court to approve the agreement of all Interested Parties
as an order or decree of the Court.
(b) All Interested Parties in a matter docketed before
the Court may request to engage in mediation at any
time during the pendency of the matter by petition before
the Court.
(c) In such request for mediation, all Interested Parties
shall identify:
(1) The proposed mediator and the proposed source of
payment of fees and costs of the mediator;
(2) Names and contact information of all Interested
Parties and any counsel who shall participate in the
mediation;
(3) Names and information regarding any Interested
Party having diminished capacity or a legal disability,
whose interests must be adequately protected; and
(4) The scheduled date for the initial mediation confer-
ence.
(d) All Interested Parties shall execute an agreement
for confidential mediation, which is not inconsistent with
this local rule, and which shall remain confidential.
(e) Mediation shall not delay the required filing of any
Pleading or ordered return dates, or the scheduling of
Court Hearings, unless specifically requested by joinder of
the Interested Parties and so ordered by the Court.
(f) The Court will respect the confidentiality of the
mediation process and of the mediator’s obligation of
confidentiality.
(g) Upon completion of mediation, all Interested Par-
ties shall sign a memorandum of principal terms, which
either shall acknowledge that no resolution was reached,
or shall embody the resolutions attained. This memoran-
dum of principal terms shall clearly state partial resolu-
tions or complete resolution attained. The memorandum
of principal terms shall include a list of unresolved issues
to be determined by the Court. Where appropriate, the
principal terms could provide for future review in light of
changed circumstances or a change in the operative facts.
The memorandum of principal terms agreed upon, or the
statement of no resolution, shall be filed with the Court.
(h) In no event shall the terms agreed upon depart
from or violate any provisions of applicable law, specifi-
cally including the Older Adults Protective Services
Act, the Act of Dec. 18, 1996, P.L.1125, No.169 (35 P.S.
§§ 10225.101—10225.5102), as maybe amended.
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(i) The Interested Parties may request that the Court
approve the final mediated agreement, which embodies
the principal terms agreed upon in the memorandum
referenced above. The Court may grant approval in an
order or decree. Alternatively, the Court may recommend
any changes that the Court deems appropriate for ap-
proval. The Interested Parties may accept the Court’s
recommendations, in which event the terms agreed upon,
as modified, shall be approved, or the Interested Parties
may decline to accept the Court’s recommendations, in
which event the matter is deemed not to have resulted in
an agreement.
Rule 1.7(1). Entry and Withdrawal of Counsel.
(a) Attorneys who are not admitted to practice before
the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania shall not be permit-
ted to enter an appearance or to file an account or any
other Legal Paper in any matter, except as an associate of
any attorney so admitted or so listed or by special leave
of Court. Admissions pro hac vice shall be upon motion of
a member of the bar of the Supreme Court of Pennsylva-
nia.
(b) The Register of Wills shall not practice as an
attorney before the Orphans’ Court Division.
Rule 1.9(1). Index of Proceedings.
The Clerk shall assign to each new matter a file
number, starting with No. 1 at the beginning of each
calendar year and consecutively thereafter. The file num-
ber and year and the name of the matter shall be
included in the caption of all papers filed in Court or in
the Clerk’s office.
Rule 1.10(1). Computation of Time.
(a) When any period of time is referred to in any rule,
such period in all cases shall be so computed as to
exclude the first and include the last day of such period.
(b) Whenever the last day of any such period shall fall
on a Saturday or Sunday, or on any day made a legal
holiday by the laws of this Commonwealth or of the
United States, such day shall be omitted from the
computation.
(c) Whenever in any rule or Act of Assembly providing
for the publishing of notices, the phrase ‘‘successive
weeks’’ is used, weeks shall be construed as calendar
weeks. The publication upon any day of such weeks shall
be sufficient publication for that week, but at least five
days shall elapse between each publication. At least the
number of weeks specified in ‘‘successive weeks’’ shall
elapse between the first publication and the day for the
happening of the event for which publication shall be
made.
Rule 1.11(1). Legal Publication.
The Lackawanna Jurist shall be the legal periodical for
the publication of notices whenever publication in a legal
periodical is required by Act of Assembly or by rule or
order of Court.
Rule 1.12(1). Sureties.
(a) Individual Sureties. Individuals proposed as sure-
ties on bonds of fiduciaries shall make an affidavit on the
printed form supplied by the Clerk, setting forth the facts
required thereby. Such affidavit shall be filed together
with the bond when that is filed for approval. No attorney
of this or any other Court nor employee of this Court
shall act as surety in any proceeding in this Court, except
by leave of Court.
(b) Corporate Sureties. Every surety company duly au-
thorized to do business in Pennsylvania may become
surety on any bond or obligation required to be filed in
this Court; provided that a currently effective certificate
issued to it by the Insurance Department of the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania, evidencing such right, shall be on
file with the Clerk.
Rule 1.12(2). Corporate Fiduciaries; Approval Secu-
rity.
(a) In General. Corporations having fiduciary powers
and authorized to do business in this Commonwealth may
act a fiduciaries in matters pending in the Court; pro-
vided that, upon request of an Interested Party, a current
certificate evidencing the approval of the state banking
department or a certified copy of the certificate from the
Federal Reserve Board granting the right to exercise
fiduciary powers shall be filed with the Clerk or Register.
(b) Security. Except when required by statute or for
special cause shown, a bond will not be required of an
authorized corporate fiduciary.
Rule 1.13(1). Depositories of the Court.
(a) All moneys and securities which heretofore have
been or shall hereafter be directed to be paid or delivered
into Court shall, upon the receipt thereof by the Clerk, be
immediately deposited by him or her in such bank or
trust company in Lackawanna County as shall be desig-
nated by the Court, to the credit of the Court in the
particular estate or proceeding to which the same may
belong; and, said depository shall keep a separate account
of each of said payments and deliveries, designating the
same by the name of the particular estate or proceeding.
Interest on said deposit, if any be paid, shall inure to the
benefit of those entitled to the principal, unless otherwise
directed by the Court.
(b) No money shall be paid out or securities delivered
by said depository, except on the checks or orders of the
Clerk, countersigned by the judge of this Court, and
accompanied by a certificate endorsed on the check or
order under the hand of the Clerk and the seal of the
Court, that the money or property was ordered to be paid
or delivered.
(c) The Clerk shall, not later than the first day of
March of each year, present to the Court a statement on
which shall be listed the accounts in all estates or
proceedings as to which moneys or securities have been
deposited pursuant to this rule, showing the receipts and
disbursements, if any, during the preceding calendar year,
and the balances, if any, of funds and securities in the
respective accounts at the end of the calendar year. This
statement shall be accompanied by a certificate of each
depository as to the balances of the respective accounts at
the end of the preceding calendar year.
CHAPTER II ACCOUNTS, OBJECTIONS AND
DISTRIBUTIONS
Rule 2.1(1). First Complete Advertisement.
‘‘First complete advertisement’’ means when the origi-
nal grant of letters has been advertised, on at least one
occasion, in both a newspaper of general circulation and
in the ‘‘Lackawanna Jurist’’.
Rule 2.5(1). Contents of Notice.
(a) The notice shall set forth:
(1) that the account has been filed with the Clerk of
the Orphans’ Court Division;
(2) that objections to the account may be made at any
time prior to the day set forth for submission by the
Clerk of the account to the Court by filing such objection
in writing with the Clerk;
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(3) that the account will be submitted to the Court on
the day of (the last Tuesday of
January, March, May, July, September, or November) and
final confirmation thereof and an adjudication or decree
of distribution may be entered if written objections
thereto are not filed with the Clerk prior to that date;
(4) a statement that, if the person notified does not
agree with the accountant’s interpretation, he or she must
appear at the hearing on the audit in person or by
counsel to present his or her contention, otherwise his or
her failure to appear may be construed by the Court that
he or she is in agreement with the accountant’s interpre-
tation.
Rule 2.6(1). Required Exhibits.
No account shall be accepted for filing and advertise-
ment unless accompanied by the applicable Supreme
Court-approved petition for adjudication/statement of pro-
posed distribution, all the exhibits required by such
petition/statement, and the following:
(a) Checklist;
(b) Releases and consents as required or as desired by
the accountant to be attached for filing;
(c) Legal description of real estate to be distributed in
kind; and,
(d) Copies of all agreements in respect to settlements
and compromises.
Rule 2.6(2). Submissions of Additional Documents.
In addition to the information and exhibits filed with
the petition for adjudication, the accountant or his or her
counsel may also submit to the Court for consideration as
evidence any additional documents which the accountant
thinks would be necessary or relevant for the Court’s
consideration. (For example, this should include an entire
trust document from which the relevant excerpts appear
in the petition for adjudication.)
Rule 2.6(3). Advertising of Accounts.
The Clerk shall, commencing on the first Friday of
January, March, May, July, September, or November,
advertise for two (2) consecutive weeks all accounts filed
with the Clerk prior to that day and on or after the last
advertisement date. The advertisement required by this
rule shall list the name of the estate, the name and
capacity of the accountant, and the name of counsel for
the accountant. The advertisement shall state in sub-
stance:
The following accounts have been filed and may be
examined in the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court office. If you
desire to object, the same may be accomplished by filing
that objection in writing with the Clerk prior to
the day of , .
The account will be filed by the Clerk with the Orphans’
Court for adjudication and confirmation on Tuesday,
the day of and distribution
may be ordered or authorized without further notice if no
objections are filed prior to that date.
Rule 2.6(4). Submission to Court.
The Clerk, on the last Tuesday of January, March, May,
July, September, and November, shall submit to the Court
all advertised accounts and petitions for adjudication,
together with the certificate and evidentiary documents,
to which no objection has been filed or hearing requested
or required. The Court shall audit those accounts and
may then confirm the account finally, order a hearing, or
enter any adjudication, decree, order, or award directing
distribution as law and justice may require. The Clerk
shall also, on that date, prepare and deliver to the Court
a list of all advertised accounts to which a hearing has
been requested or is required or to which any objection
has been filed. A hearing will then be scheduled in
regards to those accounts as the Court by special rule or
general order may direct.
Notice of such hearing shall be given to all counsel of
record and to such other persons as the Court may direct.
Rule 2.7(1). Time of Filing.
Objections to accounts and/or statements of proposed
distribution may be made at any time prior to the day set
forth for submission by the Clerk of the account to the
Court by filing such objection in writing in the Clerk’s
office.
Rule 2.9(1). Schedules of Distribution.
(a) Filing. The Court, when it appears advisable or
when requested, may direct the attorney for the accoun-
tant to prepare and file a schedule of distribution.
Schedules shall be certified by the attorney for the
accountant to be correct and in conformity with the
adjudication, and shall be filed with the Clerk. When a
schedule is approved in writing by Interested Parties, the
attorney for accountant shall also certify whether or not
such parties constitute all of those affected thereby.
(b) Confirmation. If no objections are filed by the
twentieth day after the schedule was filed, it will be
confirmed, as of course. Schedules approved in writing by
all Interested Parties affected thereby will be confirmed,
as of course, on the day filed. Thereupon, the accountant
shall have authority to make necessary assignments and
transfers of any assets awarded in kind.
(c) Partial Confirmation. Where the matters which are
the subject of a schedule of distribution are so separate
and distinct that an objection to any of them, whether
sustained or dismissed, cannot affect the others, the
confirmation of such schedule shall not be suspended
except to the extent of the objection. Distribution may
proceed as to all other matters and the usual process to
enforce it may issue.
Rule 2.9(2). Schedules of Distribution—Notice of
Filing, Time, Method, and Return.
(a) When Notice Given and Contents Thereof. Notice of
filing the schedule of distribution shall be given to all
Interested Parties affected thereby who do not submit
with it their written approval or the written approval of
their attorneys. Where the schedule contains items of
additional receipts or disbursements not included in the
adjudication and/or a revaluation of any assets, the notice
shall so state.
(b) Time and Method of Notice. Written notice shall be
given no later than the day of the filing of the schedule
by letter addressed to the last known addresses of all
Interested Parties or their attorneys.
(c) Return of Notice. At the time of filing of the
schedule, the attorney for the accountant shall file a
written certification that due notice of the filing thereof
was given as required by these rules, to which certifica-
tion shall be attached a copy of said notice, as well as the
names and addresses of all Interested Parties notified or
their attorneys.
Rule 2.9(3). Objections to Schedules of Distribution.
(a) Time of Filing and Content. Objections to schedules
of distribution shall be filed with the Clerk and may not
be filed later than the twentieth day after the schedule
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was filed, unless said period of twenty (20) days is
extended by the Court. Such objections may raise ques-
tions relating only to the schedule itself and shall in no
event raise questions which were or could have been
raised previously, by claims, or by objections to the
account or petition for adjudication. Objections to sched-
ules shall be in writing, numbered consecutively, signed
by the objector or his or her attorney, and each objection
shall
(1) be specific as to description and amount;
(2) raise but one issue of law or fact, but if there are
several objections to items included in or omitted from
the schedule relating to the same issue, all such objec-
tions shall be included in the same objection; and
(3) set forth briefly the reason or reasons in support
thereof.
(b) Notice of Filing. Notice of filing of objections to the
schedule of distribution shall be given to the accountant
and to all Interested Parties affected thereby or their
attorneys.
(c) Time and Method of Notice. Written notice shall be
given no later than the day of the filing of the objections
to the schedule by letter addressed to the last known
address of accountant and all Interested Parties affected
thereby or their attorneys. A copy of the objections shall
be included with the notice to the accountant or his or her
attorney.
(d) Return of Notice. At the time of the filing of the
objections, the attorney for the objector shall file a
written certification that due notice of the filing thereof
was given as required by these rules to which certifica-
tion shall be attached a copy of said notice, as well as the
names and addresses of all Interested Parties notified or
their attorneys.
Rule 2.10(1). Unknown Distributee.
If it appears that the identity or whereabouts of a
distributee is unknown or there are no known heirs, a
written report verified by affidavit of the fiduciary or his
or her counsel setting forth:
(a) the nature of the investigation made to locate the
heirs of the decedent, in complete detail; and,
(b) in cases of intestacy, a family tree, as complete as
possible under the circumstances, supported by such
documentary evidence as the fiduciary has been able to
obtain.
CHAPTER III PETITION, PRACTICE AND
PLEADING
Rule 3.2(1). Pleadings.
The pleadings in matters before the Orphans’ Court
Division shall be limited to a petition, an answer, a reply,
preliminary objections, motion for judgment on the plead-
ings, and motion for summary judgment.
CHAPTER V RULES GOVERNING SPECIFIC
TYPES OF PETITIONS
Rule 5.5(1). Time of Filing Report.
The decree appointing a guardian ad litem or a trustee
ad litem shall specify the time within which said guard-
ian or trustee shall file a report.
Rule 5.6(1). Allowance of Counsel Fee from Minor’s
Estate.
A petition for the allowance of a counsel fee from a
minor’s estate shall include a statement of counsel setting
forth in detail the nature and extent of the services
performed by him. Twenty (20) days notice of the presen-
tation of such petition shall be given to the guardian,
minor, both parents or surviving parent if whereabouts
are known or if both parents are deceased or whereabouts
unknown, the adult person with whom the minor resides
or the superintendent or other official in charge of the
institution having custody of the minor, and in all cases of
a married minor, the minor’s spouse if the whereabouts of
such spouse is known.
Rule 5.10(1). Notice.
After the allowance of a petition for public sale of real
property, notice of the public sale shall be given:
(a) by advertisement once a week for three consecutive
weeks in the ‘‘Lackawanna Jurist’’ and in a newspaper of
general circulation in Lackawanna County;
(b) by personal notice or certified mail to all Interested
Parties of the time and place of the proposed sale at least
twenty (20) days prior thereto; or
(c) by such other notice as the Court may by special
order direct.
Rule 5.11(1). Exhibits.
The following exhibits shall be attached to a petition by
a personal representative, trustee, or guardian to sell real
estate at private sale:
(a) a copy of the will, deed, or decree by which the
fiduciary was appointed;
(b) any consents or joinders of Interested Parties, and
the names and a copy of the notice which has been given
to those parties who do not consent or join;
(c) consent by any mortgagee whose lien would other-
wise not be discharged by the sale or, if not attached, the
reason therefor; and,
(d) a copy of the agreement of sale, if any.
Rule 5.16(1). Fees from Appointments.
Attorneys, masters, auditors, examiners, trustees in
partition, guardians ad litem, or trustees ad litem ap-
pointed by the Court, and paid by the County of
Lackawanna, shall present a petition to the Court for
approval of their fees and file the petition and order
approving fees with the Clerk prior to submission to the
Court Administrator’s office for payment.
CHAPTER VII RULES RELATING TO
PREHEARING AND HEARING PROCEDURES
Rule 7.1(1). Depositions, Discovery, Production of
Documents and Perpetuation of Testimony.
To the extent not provided for by order of Court in a
particular matter, the practice relating to depositions,
discovery, production of documents, perpetuation of testi-
mony, and perpetuation of Court records shall conform to
the practice in the Civil Division of the Lackawanna
County Court of Common Pleas.
Rule 7.5(1). Motion Court.
(a) Motions will be heard in accordance with the
direction of the President Judge, but not less than three
times per week. The schedule for Motion Court shall be
maintained by the Court.
(b) All petitions, motions and matters, not otherwise
regulated by these rules, must be presented at the call of
the motion list, unless the Court allows otherwise.
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(c) Counsel shall enter their appearance in the motion
book and they shall be called according to the sequence in
which they appear on the motion book.
Rule 7.5(2). Pre-Hearing/Trial Conference.
(a) In any action, the Court, on its own motion or
motion of any party, may direct the attorneys for the
parties to appear for a conference to consider:
(1) Simplification of the issues;
(2) The necessity or desirability of pleadings and/or
amendments thereto;
(3) The possibility of obtaining admissions of fact re-
garding documents which will avoid unnecessary proof at
the time of trial;
(4) Limitation of the number of witnesses;
(5) The possibility of referring preliminary matters to a
master for findings of fact to be used as evidence when
trial is to be by jury; and
(6) Such other matters as may aid in the disposition of
the action.
(b) The Court may enter an order reciting the action
taken during the conference, the amendments allowed to
the pleadings, and the agreements made by the parties as
to any of the matters considered, and limiting the issues
for trial to those not disposed of by admissions or
agreements of the attorneys. Such order when entered
shall control the subsequent course of the action, unless
modified at the time of hearing or trial to prevent
manifest injustice.
CHAPTER IX AUDITORS AND MASTERS
Rule 9.1(1). Notice.
Auditors and masters shall give at least twenty (20)
days notice of hearings held by them to all Interested
Parties or to their attorneys of record in the manner
provided in Pa.O.C. Rule 4.2. Notice of succeeding hear-
ings given by the auditor or master at a hearing of which
proper notice had been given shall constitute sufficient
notice of each such succeeding hearing.
Rule 9.6(1). Notice and Objections.
An auditor of master shall give notice of the filing of
the report to all parties of record. Any Interested Party
shall have the right to file objections to such report
within twenty (20) days after the date of filling or the
date of notice, whichever occurs later. If any objection is
filed, the matter shall be set for argument by the Court.
Counsel obtaining the argument date shall give opposing
counsel at least twenty (20) days notice of said argument
date. Briefs shall be furnished to the Court and ex-
changed between counsel at least twenty-four (24) hours
prior to the argument.
Rule 9.7(1). Decree.
If no objection is filed within the period provided in
Lacka.Co.O.C.R 9.6(1), the Court may either enter a
decree confirming the auditor’s report or adopting the
master’s report.
CHAPTER X REGISTER OF WILLS
Rule 10.6(1). Fee for Delinquent Filing.
Any party who fails to file a Status Report within ten
(10) days after written notice of delinquency shall pay a
fee for delinquency to the Clerk in conformity with the fee
schedule published by the Court.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1301. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
LANCASTER COUNTY
Adoption of Rules of Orphans’ Court; 2016-1570
And Now, this 20th day of July, 2016, after obtaining
approval from the Orphans’ Court Procedural Rules Com-
mittee, the Lancaster County Court of Common Pleas
hereby adopts the following Lancaster County Rules of
Orphans’ Court which shall be effective September 1,
2016:
Rule 1.1. Short Title and Citation.
These Rules shall be known as the Lancaster County
Rules of Orphans’ Court and may be cited as
‘‘L.C.R.O.C. . . . .’’
Rule 1.3. Definitions.
‘‘Lancaster County Orphans’ Court Business Court’’—
Lancaster County Orphans’ Court shall hold Orphans’
Court Business Court weekly in the Lancaster County
Courthouse at 50 North Duke Street, Lancaster, Pennsyl-
vania. The District Court Administrator shall publish
notice of the location, dates and times of Orphans’ Court
Business Court in the weekly courtroom schedule. See
also L.C.R.O.C. 1.9.
Rule 1.6. Mediation by Agreement, Local Rule or
Court Order.
All interested parties in a matter may use mediation to
resolve issues pending before the Court, and, upon either
partial or complete resolution, may petition the Court to
approve the agreement of all interested parties as an
order or decree of the Court.
(a) The interested parties may engage the services of a
mediator, either prior to or after any interested party has
filed a pleading before the Court, including an Account
filed by a fiduciary for audit.
(b) Upon the filing of a pleading before the Court,
including an Account filed by a fiduciary for audit, the
Clerk may provide the filing party with generic informa-
tion, regarding availability of mediation for the resolution
of disputes prior to adjudication by the Court.
(c) The filing party may provide such information to
other interested parties. The information, which does not
bind the Court, and which may be in the form of a
standard brochure or reliable Internet resources, should
include:
1. A brief description of the mediation process;
2. The anticipated benefits of mediation for litigants
and associated professionals; and
3. Contact information to initiate mediation.
(d) All the interested parties in a matter docketed
before the Court may request to engage in mediation at
any time during the pendency of the matter.
(e) In such request for mediation, all interested parties
shall identify:
1. The proposed mediator, the qualifications of the
mediator and the proposed source of payment of fees and
costs of the mediator;
2. Names and contact information of all interested
parties and any counsel who shall participate in the
mediation;
3. Names and information regarding any interested
parties having diminished capacity or a legal disability,
whose interests must be adequately protected; and
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4. The scheduled date for the initial mediation confer-
ence.
(f) All interested parties shall execute an agreement for
confidential mediation, which is not inconsistent with this
local rule, and which shall remain confidential.
(g) Mediation shall not delay the required filing of any
pleading or ordered return dates, or the scheduling of
Court hearings, unless specifically requested by joinder of
the interested parties and so ordered by the Court.
(h) The Court will respect the confidentiality of the
mediation process and of the mediator’s obligation of
confidentiality.
(i) Upon completion of mediation, all interested parties
shall sign a memorandum of principal terms, which either
shall acknowledge that no resolution was reached, or
shall embody the resolutions attained. This memorandum
of principal terms shall clearly state partial resolutions or
complete resolution attained. The memorandum of princi-
pal terms shall include a list of unresolved issues to be
determined by the Court. Where appropriate, the princi-
pal terms could provide for future review in light of
changed circumstances or a change in the operative facts.
The memorandum of principal terms agreed upon, or the
statement of no resolution, shall be filed with the Court.
(j) In no event shall the terms agreed upon depart from
or violate any provisions of applicable law, specifically
including the Older Adults Protective Services Act, the
Act of Dec. 18, 1996, P.L. 1125, No. 169 (34 P.S.
§§ 10225.101—10225.5102), as may be amended.
(k) The interested parties may request that the Court
approve the final mediated agreement, which embodies
the principal terms agreed upon in the memorandum
referenced above. The Court may grant approval in an
order or decree. Alternatively, the Court may recommend
any changes that the Court deems appropriate for ap-
proval. The parties to the mediation may accept the
Court’s recommendations, in which event the terms
agreed upon, as modified, shall be approved, or the
parties may decline to accept the Court’s recommenda-
tions, in which event the matter is deemed not to have
resulted in an agreement.
Rule 1.9. Orphans’ Court Business Court.
(a) Purpose of Rule. It is the intention of this Rule that
Orphans’ Court practice utilize Orphans’ Court Business
Court to ensure the expedited and streamlined manage-
ment of all cases.
(b) Orphans’ Court Business Court shall be held
weekly. Matters not resolved at a particular Orphans’
Court Business Court may be continued to another
Orphans’ Court Business Court date or other event to be
scheduled by the Court.
Rule 2.5(d). Notice of Account Filing.
(1) All accounts shall be listed on the Audit List by the
Clerk.
(2) The Audit List will be called for audit in accordance
with Local Orphans’ Court Rule 2.6.
Rule 2.6. Filing with the Clerk.
All Accounts shall be filed with the clerk.
(a) The Audit List will be called on the first Tuesday of
every month. When that Tuesday falls on a holiday, the
Audit List will be called on the first Wednesday of that
month.
(b) Accounts to appear on a particular Audit List must
be filed not later than noon of the third Wednesday
preceding the session of Court when that Audit List will
be called. When that Wednesday falls on a holiday,
accounts must be filed not later than noon of the
preceding business day.
Rule 3.5(b)(1). Notice Practice.
The notice to plead shall also include the following:
This matter is returnable to Orphans’ Court Business
Court on the day of , 201 in
Courtroom of the Lancaster County Courthouse,
50 North Duke Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania. All
counsel or unrepresented parties must appear.
Rule 3.5(d). Rule to Show Cause Practice.
(1) In all cases where personal jurisdiction is not
required or had been previously obtained, or conferred by
statute, and not addressed by any Pa.O.C. Rules or
L.C.R.O.C., the petitioner may seek the entry of a rule to
show cause.
(2) The issuance of a rule to show cause shall be
discretionary with the Court.
(3) The petition shall be filed with the Clerk or pre-
sented in Orphans’ Court Business Court and petitioner
shall affix to the petition a proposed order substantially
in the following form:
Rule
Upon consideration of the attached petition, it is
hereby ordered that:
1. A rule is issued upon the respondent to show
cause why the petitioner is not entitled to the relief
requested.
2. The matter shall be returnable to Orphans’ Court
Business Court, Courtroom , Lancaster County
Courthouse at 9:00 a.m. on the day of
, 201__. The respondent shall file an
answer to the petition on or before that date.
3. The petitioner shall provide notice of the entry of
this Order to all parties, at least 20 (twenty) days
prior to , pursuant to Pa.O.C. Rule
4.2.
(4) A certificate of service, listing the names and
addresses of those individuals receiving notice of the
entry of the rule shall be filed by the petitioner.
(5) If any interested party (whether sui juris or not) is
represented by another (including but not limited to
attorneys, guardians or agents), the rule and petition
shall be served upon the interested party’s representa-
tive(s) pursuant to Pa.O.C. Rule 4.2.
(6) After the issuance of the rule, the disposition of the
matter shall be in accordance with Pennsylvania Rule of
Civil Procedure 206.7.
Explanatory note: Orphans’ Court Business Court is
utilized by Lancaster County to manage all pending
matters. See L.C.R.O.C. 1.9(a). The Notice and Rule
Practices of the County is to return matters to Orphans’
Court Business Court for consideration. The dates pro-
vided in said Notice and Rules shall be set to be
consistent with Pa.O.C. Rule 3.5.
Rule 4.2(e). Citation or Notice to Individuals and
Entities.
The procedure of Pa.O.C. Rule 4.2 (Citation of Notice to
Individuals and Entities) shall include Rules to Show
Cause under L.C.R.O.C. 3.5(d).
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Rule 7.1. Depositions, Discovery, Production of
Documents and Perpetuation of Testimony.
No discovery or perpetuation of testimony is permitted
except by petition for leave of Court or by agreement of
the parties.
(a) A petition shall set forth the nature of the discovery
sought, the reasons why the discovery is necessary and
the time period within which discovery is to be completed.
Upon receipt of a petition, any other party seeking
discovery shall file a petition within five days unless all
parties agree to proceed under L.C.R.O.C. 7.1(b).
(b) Parties may request leave of Court to conduct
discovery by agreement. The agreement shall be signed
by counsel and shall describe the proposed discovery and
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LEHIGH COUNTY
Orphans’ Court Rules; File No. AO 20014-0002
Adminstrative Order
Now, this 19th day of July, 2016, upon receipt of
written notification from the Supreme Court Orphans’
Court Rules Committee as required by Pa.O.C. Rule
1.5(e);
It Is Ordered that the Local Rules of the Orphans’
Court of Lehigh County annexed hereto are adopted as
the local rules of the Orphans’ Court Division of the Court
of Common Pleas of Lehigh County, Pennsylvania, effec-
tive thirty (30) days after publication in the Pennsylvania






LOCAL RULES OF THE ORPHANS’ COURT OF
LEHIGH COUNTY
The current website for electronic access to Pa.O.C.
Rules and Supreme Court forms is www.aopc.org.
Local Rules 1 through 14 herein are effective as of
September 1, 2016
Local Adoption Rules are not reprinted here.
CHAPTER I GENERAL RULES
Rule 1.1-1. Local Rules.
All local rules adopted by the Orphans’ Court Division
of the Court of Common Pleas of Lehigh County shall be
known as Lehigh County Orphans’ Court Rules and shall
be cited as ‘‘Leh.O.C. Rule .’’
Rule 1.3-1. Additional Definitions.
(a) ‘‘Code’’ means the Decedents, Estates and Fiducia-
ries Code, 20 Pa.C.S.A. § 101 et. seq., as amended.
(b) ‘‘Rule’’ means any rule of Court promulgated by the
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania or the Orphans’ Court
Division of the Court of Common Pleas of Lehigh County.
(c) ‘‘Except as otherwise provided’’ means ‘‘except as
otherwise provided by statue, rule, or special order of this
Court’’.
(d) ‘‘Director’’ means the Director of Orphans’ Court
Operations.
Rule 1.7-1. Attorneys. Information.
Every attorney presenting or filing any paper with the
Court or the Clerk shall endorse thereon his or her name,
Supreme Court identification number, office address and
telephone number.
Rule 1.8-1. Local Forms.
Except to the extent of Supreme Court-approved forms,
which are to be used exclusively in practice before the
Orphans’ Court and Register of Wills, and which are
available on the website of the Administrative Office of
Pennsylvania Courts, from time to time, the Court may
approve other forms to facilitate practice and procedure
before the Court and such forms are maintained at the
Court’s website at www.lccpa.org/orphans.
CHAPTER II FORMAL FIDUCIARY ACCOUNTS
Rule 2.1-1. Form. Title. Blending. Supplemental Ac-
counts.
(a) Title of Accounts.
(1) All accounts shall be designated consecutively, as
the case may be, viz.: First and Partial, Second and
Partial, etc.; First and Final, Second and Final, etc.;
(2) Accounts filed after the filing of a final account
shall be designated ‘‘First (Second, as the case maybe)
Supplemental Account to (Title of the original account);
(3) When an account which has been filed is restated in
its entirety, it shall carry the title of the original account
with the words ‘‘As Restated’’ added;
(4) The titles ‘‘Amended’’ or ‘‘Revised Account’’ shall not
be used.
(b) Blending.
Items of distribution shall not be blended with credit
items. Accounts containing such blending shall not be
filed, and if filed, will not be confirmed.
(c) Supplemental Accounts.
Supplemental accounts shall conform to the original
accounts in every detail, including form, execution and
verification.
Rule 2.1-2. Accounts by Cemetery Trustees.
The accounts filed by Institutional Trustees and by
Cemetery Companies as Trustee pursuant to 9 Pa.C.S.A.
§ 308 shall include therein a schedule containing infor-
mation sufficient to demonstrate compliance with 9
Pa.C.S.A. § 303 regarding periodic deposits to permanent
lot care funds.
Rule 2.1-3. Valuations.
The values of assets on hand should be stated both at
the fiduciary acquisition value and the market value as of
the end of the accounting period.
Rule 2.2-1. Form. Appointed Estates.
Assets appointed by the donee of a testamentary power
and which must be accounted for by the fiduciary of the
donee because they were awarded by a court of the
donor’s jurisdiction, shall be shown in an entirely sepa-
rate account. Such assets shall not be included in an
account of the donee’s own estate unless the court of the
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donor’s jurisdiction has adjudicated a blending by the
donee of the appointed estate with his own.
Separate accounts of the appointed estate shall be
captioned in the name of the state of the donor or the
power. The caption shall also set forth accountant’s name,
describing the accountant as fiduciary of the done, and
the court which awarded the assets to accountant.
Rule 2.3-1. Caption. Accounts for Minors. Additional
Content.
The caption of all accounts filed for the estates of
minors shall set forth the date of birth of the minor.
Rule 2.4-1. Amended Petition for Adjudication/
Statement of Proposed Distribution.
(a) An amended Petition for Adjudication/Statement of
Proposed Distribution may be filed as of course with the
Clerk at any time after the account and Petition for
Adjudication/Statement of Proposed Distribution have
been filed and before the same are called for audit, and
thereafter with leave of or at the direction of the Court.
(b) An amended Petition for Adjudication/Statement of
Proposed Distribution shall contain the caption of the
case, a heading ‘‘Amended Petition for Adjudication/
Statement of Proposed Distribution,’’ contents in confor-
mity with Leh.O.C. Rule 2.5-3 hereof, and shall be signed
by the parties who executed the Petition for Adjudication/
Statement of Proposed Distribution or their counsel of
record.
(c) An amended Petition for Adjudication/Statement of
Proposed Distribution shall include all exhibits which are
not already part of the record.
(d) Notice of an amended Petition for Adjudication/
Statement of Proposed Distribution shall be given in the
same manner as in the case of a supplemental account
(Pa.O.C. Rule 2.5) and shall include the reason therefore.
Rule 2.4-2. Distribution. In Kind.
(a) Whenever unconverted personalty or realty is in-
cluded in the balance of an account and distribution
thereof in kind is proposed, a writing shall be filed with
the Petition for Adjudication/Statement of Proposed Dis-
tribution, signed by the prospective distributee or
distributees and acknowledged before a person duly au-
thorized to take acknowledgments, setting forth his or
their election to take in kind, designating clearly and
accurately the particular asset or assets included in the
election, stating the values at which said asset or assets
shall be allotted, and requesting the Court to order
distribution accordingly; provided that the foregoing rule
shall not apply in the following instances:
(b) When the distribution is in satisfaction of a specific
bequest or devise;
(c) When the proposed distributee has, in a proper
fiduciary capacity, stated or joined in the statement of the
account and executed and verified the Petition for
Adjudication/Statement of Proposed Distribution.
(d) When the will specifically authorizes the accoun-
tant to make distributions in-kind.
Rule 2.4-3. Distribution. In Kind. Real Estate.
Whenever the distribution of unconverted real estate is
proposed, whether in satisfaction of a specific devise or a
request for distribution in kind, there shall be submitted
with the Petition for Adjudication/Statement of Proposed
Distribution a description by metes and bounds and
Parcel Identification Number (‘‘PIN’’) of each tract or
parcel of realty to be distributed, together with a recital
of the derivation of decedent’s title. Counsel for the
accountant shall certify that he has examined the last
recorded deed or the record thereof in the public office for
the recording of deeds in the county in which the real
estate is located and that the description submitted is a
true and exact copy of the description contained in the
recorded deed.
Rule 2.4-4. Distribution of After-Discovered Assets.
(a) Whenever additional assets are discovered after
audit and final confirmation of an account, a petition by
the personal representative or any interested party may
be presented to the Court without the filing of a supple-
mental inventory or a formal accounting. The petition
shall set forth that no transfer inheritance tax is due or
that any such tax due has been paid as shown by a true
and correct copy of the official receipt therefor attached to
the petition as an exhibit; that there are no known
unpaid claimants of the estate or, if there be such
claimants, the names, addresses, and amounts claimed by
such claimants; the names and addresses of those entitled
to receive distribution and the facts supporting such
conclusions; and a Petition for Adjudication/Statement of
Proposed Distribution.
(b) Notice of such a petition shall be given in accord-
ance with Pa.O.C. Rule 2.5.
Rule 2.5-1. Notice. Co-fiduciaries.
Written notice of the filing of the account and the call
thereof for audit shall be given to all co-fiduciaries who do
not join in stating the account in accordance with Pa.O.C.
Rule 2.5.
Rule 2.5-2. Notice to Guardian or Trustee ad Litem.
Time.
Whenever a guardian ad litem or a trustee ad litem is
appointed within three (3) weeks of the audit date, then
the audit date shall be continued if requested by the
guardian ad litem or the trustee ad litem.
Rule 2.5-3. Notice. Supplemental Accounts.
Whenever a supplemental account is filed before the
original account is called for audit, notice thereof shall be
given as nearly as possible in accordance with Pa.O.C.
Rule 2.5 and proof of notice filed in accordance therewith,
and, provided at least twenty (20) days elapse between
the giving of such notice and the day on which the
original account is called for audit, the Court will audit
both the original and supplemental accounts. In the event
the aforementioned notice is not given or that the requi-
site twenty (20) days between notice and the call for audit
do not elapse, the Court will audit both accounts and a
true and correct copy of the supplemental account will be
served with the Court’s adjudication and order as pro-
vided by Leh.O.C. Rule 4.6-1.
Rule 2.6-1. Time for Filing with the Clerk.
Accounts to appear on a particular audit list shall be
filed no later than the closing date fixed for that audit list
by the Court calendar.
Rule 2.6-2. Time for Filing. Supplemental Accounts.
When a final account has been filed for audit, a
supplemental account of subsequent receipts and dis-
bursements and an amended Petition for Adjudication/
Statement of Proposed Distribution, if necessary, stated in
accordance with Pa.O.C. Rule 2.1 and Leh.O.C. Rule 2.4-1
may be filed with the Clerk before, or with the Court at,
the call of the final account for audit, or whenever the
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Court shall direct. Notice of the filing of a supplemental
account to be given to all interested parties in accordance
with Pa.O.C. Rule 2.5.
Rule 2.7-1. Objections. Time for Filing.
(a) Objections may be made orally when an account is
first called for audit, in which event they shall be reduced
to writing and filed in conformity with these Rules within
five (5) business days thereafter. Notice of the filing of
written objections must be mailed in accordance with
Pa.O.C. Rule 2.7(a).
(b) Objections to supplemental accounts or amended
Petition for Adjudication/Statement of Proposed Distribu-
tion shall be in the same form and filed in the same
manner as objections to accounts and Petitions for
Adjudication/Statements of Proposed Distribution.
(c) No objections shall be filed or made except as
provided in (a), (b) or (c) hereof unless leave of Court is
first obtained.
Rule 2.7-2. Objections. Service. Return.
(a) Immediately after objections have been filed with
the Clerk, a copy of said objections to an account and/or
Petition for Adjudication/Statement of Proposed Distribu-
tion shall be served upon the accountant and all other
interested parties or their attorneys of record. Proof of
such service shall be filed with the Clerk within ten (10)
days of filing objections.
Rule 2.7-3. Objections. Continuance of Audit.
When objections to an account and/or Petition for
Adjudication/Statement of Proposed Distribution have
been filed prior to or at audit, or presented orally and
thereafter filed in writing, in accordance with Leh.O.C.
Rule 2.7-1, the audit of the account shall be continued
pending disposition of the objections.
Rule 2.9-1. Confirmation of Account, Order of Dis-
tribution and Satisfaction of Award.
(a) An order of court confirming an account and direct-
ing distribution is final.
(b) Any party distributing, paying or delivering money
or other property to a distributee may, at the time
thereof, require the distributee or his counsel to execute a
Satisfaction of Award and shall file same with the Clerk.
(c) Whenever a distributee has refused to execute a
Satisfaction of Award as provided above, the distributor
may petition the Court for an order directing the
distributee to enter, or authorizing the entry of, a Satis-
faction of Award.
(d) The Clerk shall, at the request of any interested
party, certify excerpts from an order of court for recording
in any public office for the recording of deeds.
CHAPTER III PETITION PRACTICE AND
PLEADING
Part A. Petition Practice
Rule 3.4-1. Exhibits. Certification.
(a) There shall be attached to all petitions as exhibits
the originals or copies of all wills, codicils, agreements
and other written instruments relied upon.
(b) The signature of an attorney to a petition shall
constitute a certification by that attorney that all copies
of written or printed instruments, records or documents
which are not certified or authenticated, are true and
correct copies of the original.
Rule 3.4-2. Exhibits. Foreign Language. Translation.
Whenever a written instrument in a language other
than English is attached to a petition as an exhibit, it
shall be accompanied by an English translation sworn to
or affirmed by the translator to be a true and correct
translation of the original.
Rule 3.4-3. Consents. Joinders. Averments.
All petitions shall aver that the interested parties are
petitioners, or that all consents or joinders of all neces-
sary parties are attached to the petition, or set forth the
names of all necessary parties whose consents, approvals
or joinders are attached to the petition and the names of
all necessary parties whose consent or joinders are not
attached to the petition.
Rule 3.4-4. Consents. Joinders. Form. Acknowledg-
ment.
(a) Whenever a party other than a petitioner desires to
consent to or join in the prayer of a petition, there shall
be appended to the petition, a written ‘‘Consent’’ or
‘‘Joinder’’ signed by the parties substantially in the
following form:
I, , having read and considered the
contents of the foregoing petition, do herewith waive the
benefit of all requirements of notice of the presentation,
or service upon me, of said petition, do authorize the
Court to note my general appearance in said proceeding
as though I had appeared personally or by counsel, do
herewith waive all objections to the Court’s jurisdiction
over my person, and do herewith [consent to the entry of
an order as prayed for in said petition] or [join in the
prayer of said petition].
(b) All ‘‘Consents’’ and ‘‘Joinders’’ shall be acknowledged
before a notary public or other officer duly authorized to
take the same.







On , 20 , before me a in
and for , personally appeared who was known
to me (or satisfactorily proven) to be the person whose
name is subscribed to the foregoing (consent) (joinder)
and acknowledged the same to be act and
deed.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand




Rule 3.5-1. Rule to Show Cause.
In all cases where personal jurisdiction is not required
or has been previously obtained or conferred by statute, a
petitioner may proceed in the manner of a Rule to Show
Cause, (rather than a citation or Notice Practice), the
Rule shall be substantially in the form set forth in
Appendix A.
Rule 3.5-2. Praecipe.
In the absence of a responsive pleading and/or after the
pleadings have closed, any party may file a praecipe,
substantially in the form set forth in Appendix B, re-
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questing that the Court proceed on the motion or petition
and send a copy of said praecipe to each party by regular
mail.
Rule 3.5-3. Alternative Service.
Whenever service cannot be made as otherwise pro-
vided in this Rule and the facts thereof are made known
to the Court by an affidavit supplementing the original
petition or motion sought to be served, the Court may
enter an order awarding an alias or pluries citation or
other order (which may provide for service by publication
or other means) as the Court deems necessary.
Rule 3.5-4. Uncontested Petitions and Motions.
Applications, petitions, motions or other miscellaneous
business certified as uncontested may be filed with the
Clerk or presented in Orphans’ Court Motions Court.
Part B. Responsive Pleadings
Rule 3.9-1. Briefs.
Within twenty (20) days after preliminary objections
not raising issues of fact have been filed, the objector
shall file his or her brief with the Clerk and serve a copy
thereof upon all other interested parties, failing which the
preliminary objections shall be dismissed as of course.
Upon receipt of a brief timely filed, the Clerk shall list
the case for argument and notify all interested parties.
Answering briefs shall be filed with the Clerk not less
than twenty (20) days prior to the date for argument.
Rule 3.9-2. Failure to File an Answer to Preliminary
Objections.
If the petitioner fails to file an answer to preliminary
objections raising questions of jurisdiction, the averments
of fact set forth in the preliminary objections shall be
deemed admitted and the case shall be deemed at issue.
The Court may then, sua sponte or upon praecipe and
with or without argument, enter an appropriate order.
Rule 3.10-1. Failure to Answer.
If the respondent fails to file an answer, as herein
provided, the averments of fact set forth in the petition
shall be deemed admitted and the case shall be at issue.
The Court may then, sua sponte or upon praecipe, with or
without a hearing, enter a decree granting the prayer of
the petition.
Part C. Pleadings in General
Rule 3.13-1. Permissible Signature.
When it is impractical to comply with Pa.O.C. Rules
3.4(d) and 3.13, the pleading may be signed and attested
by someone familiar with the facts, in which case the
reason for the failure of the petitioner to sign shall be set
forth in the attestation.
CHAPTER IV FORMAT; SERVICE OF LEGAL
PAPER; ELECTRONIC FILING
Rule 4.1-1. Legal Paper.
All legal paper shall conform to the following require-
ments:
(a) The first sheet shall contain a 3-inch space from the
top of the paper for all court stampings, filing notices,
etc.;
(b) Be firmly bound by means of a metal binder clip
only and numbered consecutively at the bottom;
(c) If filed by an attorney, shall be endorsed with his
name, Supreme Court Identification Number, office ad-
dress, telephone number and facsimile number; and
(d) If filed pro se (an unrepresented party), shall be
endorsed with his name, address and telephone number.
Rule 4.1-2. Briefs.
In all matters where briefs are to be filed, an original
and one copy shall be filed with the Clerk and served
upon the other interested parties in accordance with
these Rules. All briefs shall include proper legal citations
conforming to the Uniform System of Citations and
contain:
(a) A title page upon which shall appear the caption of
the case, including its file number; a designation of the
party upon whose behalf the brief is filed and of the
matter involved;
(b) A statement or counter-statement of the questions
involved; in which each question involved shall be set
forth clearly and succinctly in a single sentence which can
be answered either ‘‘Yes’’ or ‘‘No.’’;
(c) A statement or counter-statement of the case;
(d) Summary of argument;
(e) Argument, in which each question involved shall be
the subject of a separate and distinct subdivision;
(f) A short conclusion stating the precise relief sought;
and
(g) The signature of the attorney or pro se litigant
filing the brief.
Rule 4.2-1. Notice by Publication.
(a) The Lehigh Law Journal shall be the legal periodi-
cal for the publication of all notices.
(b) A petition requesting leave of court for alternative
service is required. See, Leh.O.C. Rule 3.5-3.
Rule 4.2-2. Time for Notice by Publication.
Whenever notice of the intention to do any act, includ-
ing the sale of real property, is given by publication, the
last published notice shall be not less than twenty (20)
days prior to the return day, the day of hearing, the day
fixed for the sale or the day fixed for the doing of said act.
(See also Pa.O.C. Rule 1.2(b) and Pa.R.C.P. 106—108.)
Rule 4.2-3. Return of Notice. Form of Affidavit.
A return of notice shall be filed with the Clerk on or
before the date set for the occurrence of the event for
which notice has been given. The form of affidavit shall
substantially conform to the forms appended to this
section as follows:
(a) If notice was given by personal service, the affida-






COUNTY OF LEHIGH )
NAME , being duly sworn according to law, deposes
and says that s/he personally served the notice attached
hereto upon NAME , by handing him a true and
correct copy thereof,1 on DATE , at TIME ,
at ADDRESS , and making known the contents
thereof and further that the facts are true and correct.
1 Whenever notice is accompanied by other documents, e.g., a copy of an account and
Petition for Adjudication/Statement of Proposed Distribution, insert that fact here.
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/s/




(b) If notice was given by mail, facsimile or electronic







COUNTY OF LEHIGH )
NAME , being duly sworn according to law, deposes
and says that he served the notice attached hereto on
NAME , by (Insert form of service and whether a
return receipt was requested) on DATE , if applicable,
that attached hereto is the signed return receipt card
which accompanied the mailing2,3; and that
the above facts are true and correct.
/s/




(c) If notice was given by publication, an affidavit in






COUNTY OF LEHIGH )
NAME , being duly sworn according to law, deposes
and says that the present address of NAME is
unknown; [that a true and correct copy of the notice
attached hereto was forwarded to NAME , at his last
known residence at ADDRESS , by mail on DATE ;
that said mail was returned unopened and undelivered by
the post office; that said unopened and undelivered letter
is attached hereto;]4 that notice was given by publication
once a week for three (3) successive weeks on DATE ,
DATE , and DATE in the PUBLICATION , a
newspaper of general circulation published in the LOCA-
TION OF PUBLICATION , and by publication one (1)
a week for three (3) successive weeks on DATE ,
DATE , and DATE in the PUBLICATION , the
legal periodical published in LOCATION OF PUBLICA-
TION ; that attached hereto are the proofs of publica-
tion of said notice in said newspaper and legal periodical;
and that the facts set forth herein are true and correct.
/s/




Rule 4.6-1. Adjudication and Order. Service.
Method. Proof.
(a) Promptly upon receipt of notice of entry of an
adjudication order confirming a formal fiduciary account,
counsel for the accountant shall immediately serve a true
copy of the adjudication and order upon:
(1) Every individual required to be served with the
account and the Petition for Adjudication/Statement of
Proposed Distribution pursuant to Pa.O.C. Rule 2.5;
(2) Each attorney of record; and
(3) Such other parties as the Court may direct.
(b) Immediately upon effecting service of the adjudica-
tion and order as provided in (a) hereof, counsel for the
accountant shall file proof of such service.
CHAPTER V SPECIFIC TYPES OF PETITIONS
Rule 5.5.1. Reports.
Upon direction by the Court, each Guardian ad litem
and Trustee ad litem appointed by the Court shall, upon
concluding the duties of his appointment, file with the
Court a written report in substantial conformity with
Pa.O.C. Rule 9.4.
Rule 5.5-2. Compensation.
The compensation of a Guardian ad litem or a Trustee
ad litem appointed by the Court shall be fixed by the
Court on the basis of time expended, the nature of the
services rendered, and the results obtained. Unless other-
wise directed by the Court, requests for compensation
shall be in the form of a petition filed with the Clerk and
shall be accompanied by an itemized statement of ser-
vices rendered.
Rule 5.5-3. Resignation.
No Guardian ad litem or Trustee ad litem shall resign
without prior approval of the Court pursuant to a peti-
tion.
Rule 5.6-1. Receipt of Death Benefit/Life Insurance
Proceeds Payable to a Minor Without Appoint-
ment of Guardian of the Estate.
(a) A petition for authority to receive life insurance
and/or death benefit proceeds payable to a minor without
the appointment of a guardian of the estate shall include:
(1) Petitioner’s name, address and relationship to the
minor;
(2) The minor’s date of birth and the name, address
and relationship of the person with whom the minor
resides;
(3) The name[s] of the minor’s parent[s] who are not
petitioners;
2 If the receipt is not signed or is not returned, the affidavit shall so state, together
with the reason therefore, if known. When the notice is not delivered and the
unopened letter is returned to the sender, the affidavit should conform to the first part
of the form under Leh.O.C. 4.2-3(c).
3 If mailed, requesting a return receipt, to a foreign country (many of which will not
return the receipt card), set forth any facts indicating that the notice was received.
4 If initially notice was given by publication, the portion of the form enclosed in
brackets shall be omitted from the return.
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(4) A description, including the name of the payor and
policy/contract number[s], of the nature and amount of
life insurance proceeds/death benefit[s] payable to the
minor, including the name, date, place of death and
relationship to the minor of the person whose death
caused the proceeds to vest in the minor;
(5) The name, complete branch address and telephone
number of a federally insured bank in which the life
insurance proceeds/death benefit[s] will be deposited to a
restricted account in the minor’s name during minority;
(6) Petitioner’s agreement to file the requisite proofs of
deposit of the minor’s life insurance proceeds/death ben-
efit to an interest-bearing bank account in the minor’s
name alone, access to which is restricted during minority;
and
(7) Whether any parent of the minor who is not a
petitioner is aware of and consents to the petition.
(b) The petition shall be in substantial compliance with
the form annexed as APPENDIX C, including referenced
attachments.
Rule 5.6-2. Access to Restricted Account Estab-
lished by Court Order.
(a) A petition for access to a minor’s restricted account
created by the court pursuant to 20 Pa.C.S.A. § 5103,
shall include the following information:
(1) The date that the minor’s restricted account was
created;
(2) The file name/caption and number of the proceeding
in which the restricted account was created;
(3) The type of account, the account number, the
current balance and the bank name and address;
(4) Whether there is an early withdrawal penalty
assessed by the bank if access is granted by court order,
and if so the amount of any such penalty;
(5) The reason for the requested withdrawal; and
(6) Whether any non-petitioner parent[s] of the minor
consent to the petition.
(b) The petition shall be in substantial compliance with
the applicable of the two forms annexed as APPENDIX D,
including all referenced attachments.
Rule 5.9-1. Procedure.
The procedure subsequent to the entry of an order of
the Orphans’ Court directing partition shall, as near as
practical, follow the rules for Partition of Real Property
set forth in Pa.R.C.P. 1558 et seq., with the ‘‘Clerk of the
Orphans’ Court’’ being substituted for any reference to
Prothonotary or Clerk of Courts.
Rule 5.10-1. Petition.
(a) A petition by any fiduciary to sell real property at
public sale pursuant to §§ 3353, 5155, 5521(b) or 7792 of
the Code, or any other applicable statute, shall also set
forth, as appropriate:
(1) Type of fiduciary and copy of governing instrument
or order;
(2) A copy of the current deed with PIN;
(3) An estimate of the fair market value of the property
and the basis therefore, along with supporting documen-
tation;
(4) Whether or not the fiduciary is authorized to sell by
statute or is not authorized, or is denied the power to do
so by the governing instrument or that it is desirable that
the sale have the effect of a judicial sale and the reasons
why;
(5) If the fiduciary has entered a bond, the name of the
surety and the amount of such bond;
(6) The names and relationships of all parties, a brief
description of their interests; the ages of any who are
minors, the names of the authorized legal representative
of any who are deceased or incapacitated, an indication of
whether or not each party consents or does not;
(7) The proposed terms of the sale; and
(8) A prayer for an order and a copy of a proposed
order authorizing the public sale of real property in
accordance with the terms of sale set forth in the petition,
setting forth the date for sale, directing the filing of a
return of sale in accordance with Rule 5.10-3 and setting
a date for confirmation of the sale.
Rule 5.10-2. Public Sale. Notice.
(a) After grant of a petition for public sale of real
property, notice of the time and place of the proposed sale
and a description, stating the size and location of the
property to be sold, shall be given by:
(1) Advertisement once a week for three (3) successive
weeks in accordance with the requirements of Leh.O.C.
Rules 4.2-1 and 4.2-2, provided that if the property is
located in a county other than Lehigh County then by
advertisement as aforesaid in the legal periodical and in a
newspaper of general circulation published in the county
in which the property is located;
(2) Posting at a conspicuous place on the real property
to be sold and at three (3) different public places in the
vicinity of the real property; and
(3) Regular mail to all interested parties, including the
Attorney General of the state in which any charitable
party in interest is domiciled in accordance with the
requirements of Pa.O.C. Rule 4.4.
(b) All returns of notice shall conform to the pertinent
provisions of Leh.O.C. Rule 4.2-3 and be filed with the
Clerk on or before the date set for confirmation of the
sale.
Rule 5.10-3. Public Sale. Return of Sale. Confirma-
tion.
(a) Returns of public sale of real property for the
purpose of confirmation by the Court shall be in the form
of an Affidavit which shall set forth:
(1) The notice given as provided by Leh.O.C. Rule
5.10-2 hereof;
(2) The name and address of the purchaser and an
averment that he was the highest bidder; and
(3) The price obtained.
(c) In the absence of objections, which may be filed on
or before the date and time set for confirmation, which
date shall not be less than twenty (20) days after the date
of filing the Affidavit, the Court may enter an order
confirming the sale and fixing or waiving additional
security.
(d) At the date and time set for confirmation, which
date shall not be less than twenty (20) days after the date
of filing the Affidavit, the fiduciary shall submit to the
Court a proposed order confirming the sale.
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CHAPTER VI [ RESERVED ]
CHAPTER VII PRE-HEARING AND HEARING
PROCEDURE
Rule 7.1-1. Discovery.
(a) The practice relating to discovery shall be by special
Order of the Court in each case.
(b) Leave of Court must be granted to obtain discovery
of any kind or the perpetuation of testimony. Requests
may be made by petition or oral motion, with proper
notice or the consent of all parties.
(c) A petition to perpetuate testimony shall include the
averments required by Pa.R.C.P. 1532.
Rule 7.1-2. Pre-hearing Conference.
(a) In any proceeding before the Court, the Court may
direct the parties and counsel to appear for a pre-hearing
conference.
(b) At least five (5) business days prior to the date of
the pre-hearing conference, each party shall file with the
Clerk and serve upon each other party a written pre-
hearing statement which shall contain:
(1) A listing of the legal and factual issues and relief
requested;
(2) The names and addresses of all witnesses to be
called during the hearing and a statement as to whether
each witness is a fact witness or an expert witness;
(3) An identification of all exhibits to be used at any
hearing;
(4) Any list of proposed stipulations or agreements;
(5) Any proposed amendments to pleadings;
(6) Such other matters as may aid the Court in the
disposition of this action;
(7) An identification of hearing counsel, along with
counsel’s name, address, email address, telephone number
and facsimile number;
(8) An estimate of the length of the hearing; and
(9) A statement as to the status of settlement negotia-
tions.
Rule 7.2-1. Judgment on the Pleadings. Brief.
All motions for judgment on the pleadings shall be
accompanied by a brief in support thereof.
CHAPTER VIII RECONSIDERATION [ RESERVED ]
CHAPTER IX AUDITORS AND MASTERS
Rule 9.1-1. Notice of Hearings. Method. Parties.
(a) An auditor or master shall give written notice of his
appointment and of the time and place of his first hearing
to all interested parties or their counsel of record.
(b) Notice of succeeding hearings given by the auditor
or master at a hearing of which proper notice has been
given shall constitute sufficient notice of such succeeding
hearings.
Rule 9.6-1. Service of Report.
An auditor or master shall serve, in the same manner
as provided for notice under Pa.O.C. Rule 4.3, all inter-
ested parties or their counsel of record with a time-
stamped copy of his report and shall file proof of such
service with the Clerk.
Rule 9.7-1. Objections to Report of Auditor or Mas-
ter.
Objections, if any, to the report of an auditor or master
shall be filed within twenty (20) days of the filing of said
report in accordance with Pa.O.C. Rule 2.7.
CHAPTER X PRACTICE BEFORE THE REGISTER
OF WILLS
Rule 10.1-1. Supporting Documentation.
In addition to the payment of the published filing fee,
the following may be required:
(a) Photo identification of persons applying for appoint-
ment as personal representative;
(b) An original death certificate or satisfactory substi-
tute;
(c) Original will/testamentary writing; and
(d) Affidavit of Relationship.
Rule 10.4-1. Certification of Record. Petition.
(a) A petition to certify the record to the Orphans’
Court Pursuant to 20 Pa.C.S.A. § 907 shall include the
following information:
(1) The name, address and interest and/or standing of
each petitioner;
(2) The nature of the proceeding before the Register
and its procedural posture;
(3) The reason of the request to certify the record to
the Orphans Court;
(4) The names of those parties who oppose the certifi-
cation, if any, and the names of those parties who join the
request for certification; and
(5) A prayer for relief.
Rule 10.4-2. Appeals from Register. Time for Filing
Petition. Contents.
(a) A petition for citation to show cause why an appeal
from the Register should not be sustained shall be filed
with the Clerk within 30 days after the filing of a Notice
of Appeal with the Register of Wills.
(b) A petition for citation to show cause why an appeal
from the Register should not be sustained shall include
the following:
(1) A description of the decree of the Register from
which the appeal is taken, including the date thereof;
(2) The date on which a Notice of Appeal was filed with
the Register, and if a bond was required, the amount
thereof, the date on which it was filed and the name of
the surety, if any;
(3) The name, address and interest/standing of each
petitioner;
(4) The factual and legal basis for the appeal;
(5) The names and addresses of all interested parties,
whether they are sui juris, and if not, the names and
addresses of their duly appointed legal representatives
together with the date and place of said fiduciary’s
appointment; and
(6) The names of any interested parties whose Con-
sents and Joinders are attached and the names of those
whose Consents and Joinders are not attached and the
nature of such non-consenting party’s interest.
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(c) Exhibits.
(1) A copy of the will, codicil or other instrument relied
upon as the basis for the appeal and a copy of the
probated instrument, if any;
(2) A time-stamped copy of the Notice of Appeal; and
(3) Consents and Joinders.
CHAPTER XI [ RESERVED ]
CHAPTER XII [ RESERVED ]
CHAPTER XIII [ RESERVED ]
CHAPTER XIV ADULT INCAPACITY





IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF LEHIGH
COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA ORPHANS’ COURT
DIVISION
In re: : .
: File No.
:
RULE TO SHOW CAUSE
NOW, this day of , ,
IT IS ORDERED that a Rule hereby, issued upon
, to show cause why the prayer of the
annexed (insert title of petition or motion and the name
of the filing party) should not be
granted.
Notice is hereby given that, if you are opposed to the
granting of the prayer of the annexed petition or motion,
you must file a written answer or other responsive
pleading with the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court Division of
Lehigh County, Pennsylvania at the Lehigh County
Courthouse, 455 West Hamilton Street, Allentown, Penn-
sylvania, on or before the return date set forth below.
IF YOU FAIL TO FILE A TIMELY WRITTEN AN-
SWER OR OTHER RESPONSIVE PLEADING, THE
AVERMENTS OF FACT SET FORTH IN THE AN-
NEXED PETITION OR MOTION SHALL BE DEEMED
ADMITTED AND THE COURT sua sponte, OR AT THE
REQUEST OF THE MOVING PARTY, MAY ENTER AN
ORDER GRANTING THE PRAYER THEREOF WITH-






IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF LEHIGH
COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA ORPHANS’ COURT
DIVISION




TO THE HONORABLE JUDGES OF THE SAID COURT:
This is to certify:
1. That all respondents have been served with the
following petition or motion:
.
2. That an affidavit of service has been filed or is
attached.
3. That
no timely response has been filed.
And/Or
the pleadings are closed.
Therefore, the undersigned requests that the Court





IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF LEHIGH
COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA ORPHANS’ COURT
DIVISION
In re: :
A Minor : File No.
:
PETITION FOR AUTHORIZATION TO RECEIVE
DEATH BENEFIT/LIFE INSURANCE PROCEEDS
PAYABLE TO A MINOR BENEFICIARY AND TO
ESTABLISH A RESTRICTED ACCOUNT DURING
MINORITY OF BENEFICIARY IN LIEU OF
APPOINTMENT OF A GUARDIAN OF THE ESTATE OF
THE MINOR
To the Honorable, the Presiding Judge of the Orphans’
Court Division:
The petition of , parent and natural
guardian/ legal custodian of , a minor,
respectfully states:
1. Your petitioner is an adult individual who currently
resides at
.
2. was born on ,
is currently years of age and resides at
with .
A certified copy of the minor’s birth certificate that
includes the names of his/her parents is attached as
Exhibit A to this petition. (state the minor’s name, date of
birth, current address and the name of the adult with
whom the minor is living and that person’s relationship to
the minor. The minor’s birth certificate that includes the
names of the parents must be attached to the petition)
3. The minor is the child of and .
(provide name of the other parent and his or her current
address if living, and the date and place of death if
deceased). By order dated, , your peti-
tioner was awarded ( ) legal ( ) physical ( ) legal and
physical custody of said minor. (attach a copy of the
custody order as an exhibit)
4. The minor is a beneficiary of death benefit payable
by by reason of the
death of , a resident of County, who
was the of the minor. The amount of the
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death benefit payable to the minor is .
(state the name of the company/organization paying the
death benefit or life insurance proceeds, including the
policy number, if available, the approximate amount so
payable to the minor, the name and date of death of the
insured and his or her relationship to the minor)
5. Upon receipt of the death benefit payable to the
minor, your petitioner will deposit the funds in an
interest-bearing savings account, money-market account,
or certificate of deposit at , en-
titled in the minor’s name alone, which account shall be
completely restricted during the minority of .
(State the name of the bank and the mailing address of
the branch in which you intend to deposit the minor’s
proceeds to a restricted interest-bearing account)
6. Your petitioner will file proof of the establishment of
the restricted account, in the form satisfactory to the
Court, within 10 days of the receipt of the death benefit
payable to the minor.
WHEREFORE, your petitioner, ,
parent and natural guardian/legal custodian of the minor
beneficiary, prays this Honorable Court to authorize
him/her to receive the death benefit payable to the minor
child, , without the appointment of a
guardian of the estate, and to direct that s/he immedi-
ately deposit the proceeds to an interest-bearing bank
account in the name of the minor child, access to which
will be restricted during the minority of the beneficiary.
Date:
(Signature of the petitioner)
VERIFICATION
I, , Petitioner, verify
that the facts stated in the foregoing Petition for Authori-
zation to Receive Death Benefit/Life Insurance Proceeds
Payable to a Minor and to Establish a Restricted Account
during Beneficiary’s Minority and the Parental Consent
attached thereto, are true and correct to the best of my
knowledge, information and belief. Petitioner understands
that false statements therein are subject to the penalties
of 18 Pa.C.S.A. § 4904 relating to unsworn falsification to
authorities.
Date:
(Signature of the petitioner)
IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF LEHIGH
COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA ORPHANS’ COURT
DIVISION
In re: :
A Minor : File No.
:
Parental Consent to Establish Restricted Interest-Bearing
Bank Account Upon Receipt of Death Benefit/Life
Insurance Payable to Minor
I am the mother/
father and natural guardian of the minor beneficiary of a
death benefit payable by by reason of
the death of , on .
I consent and agree to immediately deposit the pro-
ceeds so payable to my minor child, to
an interest-bearing account at , .
I understand that:
• the bank account is to be entitled in the name of my
minor child alone;
• that I must give a copy of the Court Order authoriz-
ing me to receive these proceeds on my minor child’s
behalf and directing me to deposit them in an interest-
bearing account during his/her minority to the bank
official when I open the restricted bank account;
• that I must have the bank official who opened the
restricted account for my minor child fill out the form
entitled, ‘‘Affidavit of Deposit of Minor’s Funds’’ that will
be supplied to me by the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court
Division;
• that I must fill out the form entitled ‘‘Parent’s
Certification of Compliance with Court Order Directing
Establishment of Minor’s Restricted Account’’ that will be
supplied to me by the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court
Division
• that I must mail or deliver the completed ‘‘Affidavit
of Deposit of Minor’s Funds’’ and the completed ‘‘Parent’s
Certification of Compliance with Court Order Directing
Establishment of Minor’s Restricted Account’’ to the Clerk
of the Orphans’ Court Division, Lehigh County Court-
house, 455 West Hamilton Street Allentown, Pennsylva-
nia, 18101-1614, within 10 days after I have received the
death benefit payable to my minor child.
• that no withdrawals will be permitted from the
account during my child’s minority unless approved by
the Orphans’ Court of Lehigh County Pennsylvania.
Date:
(Signature of Parent)
IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF LEHIGH
COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA ORPHANS’ COURT
DIVISION
In re: Estate of )
)
, ) File No.
Deceased ):
[ , a minor]
ORDER
NOW, this day of , , upon
consideration of the Petition for Authorization to Receive
Death Benefit/Life Insurance Proceeds Payable to a Minor
Beneficiary and to Establish a Restricted Account During
Minority of Beneficiary In Lieu of Appointment of a
Guardian of the Estate of the Minor;
IT IS ORDERED that:
1. (name of proposed recipient and relationship to
minor) of (minor’s name), a minor, be and is authorized
and directed to receive, in care of (name of petitioner’s
counsel), Esquire, the proceeds payable under the terms
of the policy issued by (name of insurance company) on
the life of (name of decedent), deceased, without the
appointment of a guardian of the minor’s estate or the
entry of security; and,
2. (name of parent), be, and is, authorized and directed
to execute, on behalf of (minor’s name), a minor, any
receipt or other appropriate instrument necessary to
receive the proceeds payable under the terms of the policy
issued by (name of insurance company and policy num-
ber) on the life of (name of decedent), deceased;
3. (attorney’s name), Esquire, counsel for (petitioner’s
name), is authorized to retain from the proceeds the sum
of $ as compensation for legal services rendered
to the minor in connection with this petition and is
directed to deposit immediately the balance of the pro-
ceeds payable to (minor’s name), a minor, under the
terms of the policy issued by (name of insurance com-
pany), on the life of (decedent’s name) in an interest-
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bearing savings account, money-market account or certifi-
cate of deposit at (Bank/Savings & Loan/Credit Union—
include branch and address) a federally insured deposi-
tory, titled ‘‘ , a minor’’ subject to the express
restriction which shall be noted upon the record of the
depository and on the passbook or certificate that without
further Order of this Court, no withdrawals shall be
made until the minor reaches the age of eighteen (18)
years, which event will occur on (date of minor’s eigh-
teenth birthday), at which time the depository shall, upon
order of the former minor and without the necessity of an
accounting or further order of this Court, pay the funds
then on deposit in this account to the former minor.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, within thirty (30)
days of the date of this Order, (name of counsel to
petitioner), Esquire, shall file with the Clerk of the
Orphans’ Court Division, a sworn acknowledgment by an
authorized official of the depository, that the balance of
the money as herewith allotted to the minor has been
deposited in a form of savings investment entitled in the
minor’s name alone, subject to the restrictions on with-
drawals hereinbefore imposed, and that said restrictions
and the Orphans’ Court file number, have been noted on
the bank’s records and in the passbook or on the certifi-
cate as directed; an Attorney’s Certificate of Compliance
with Order Directing Deposit of Minor’s Funds, and a
Parent’s/Legal Custodian’s Certificate of Compliance with
Order Directing Establishment of Restricted Account for
Minor.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this Order shall
constitute sufficient authority to (name of insurance
company) to pay to (name of proposed recipient), in care
of (counsel’s name), Esquire, all proceeds payable to
(minor’s name), a minor, under the terms of the policy





IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF LEHIGH
COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA ORPHANS’ COURT
DIVISION
In re: :
A Minor : File No.
:
PETITION FOR ACCESS TO FUNDS ON DEPOSIT
FOR MINOR (under the age of 14) IN RESTRICTED
ACCOUNT ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO COURT
ORDER
To the Honorable, the Presiding Judge of the Orphans’
Court Division:
The petition of , Mother/Father of a
minor under the age of 14 respectfully states:
1. Your petitioner is an adult individual residing at
and is the Mother/
Father of , a minor under the age of 14
years.
2. was born on and
is currently years of age and resides at
with . (state the minor’s
name, date of birth, current address and the name of the
adult with whom the minor is living and that person’s
relationship to the minor)




addresses of a parent who is not the petitioner; if the
other parent is deceased, state date of death; if the
current whereabouts of the other parent are unknown, so
state and indicate the last time that parent had any
contact with the minor)
3. By Court Order dated a restricted
account was established for the petitioner’s minor son/
daughter at bank. The approximate amount of
the initial deposit was . The approximate
amount of the current balance is .
4. Access to the restricted account is requested be-
cause:
(State the reasons why you want to use these funds and
indicate how much money you are requesting be released.
Attach to this petition as much documentation that you
have regarding the expense for which you are seeking
funds from the restricted account, e.g. tuition bill; cost
estimate; invoice, etc.)
.
5. The petitioner and the other parent of the minor
petitioner are unable to pay for the item/course described
above.
6. The written consent of the minor’s other parent,
is attached to this petition.
OR
The consent of the minor’s other parent is not attached
because:
.
WHEREFORE, your petitioner, ,
mother/father of the minor under the age of fourteen
years prays this Honorable Court to authorize him/her to
withdraw $ from his/her minor child’s restricted
account at Bank which was
established by Order of Court dated .
Date:
(Signature of the petitioning parent)
VERIFICATION
I, petitioner, verify
that the facts stated in the foregoing Petition for Access
to Funds on Deposit for Minor (under the age of 14) in
Restricted Account Established Pursuant to Court Order
are true and correct to the best of my knowledge,
information and belief. Petitioner understands that false
statements therein are subject to the penalties of 18
Pa.C.S.A. § 4904 relating to unsworn falsification to
authorities.
Date:
(Signature of the petitioner)
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IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF LEHIGH
COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA ORPHANS’ COURT
DIVISION
In re: :
A Minor : File No.
:
Parental Consent to Access to Funds on Deposit for Minor
(under the age of 14) in Restricted Account Established
Pursuant to Court Order
I am the mother/father of
, a minor under the age of fourteen
years, I consent to the authorization to withdraw to
be used for




IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF LEHIGH
COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA ORPHANS’ COURT
DIVISION
In re: :
A Minor : File No.
:
PETITION FOR ACCESS TO FUNDS ON DEPOSIT FOR
MINOR (age 14 or older) IN RESTRICTED ACCOUNT
ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO COURT ORDER
To the Honorable, the Presiding Judge of the Orphans’
Court Division:
The petition of , a minor age 14 or
older, respectfully states:
1. was born on
and is currently years of age and resides at
with . (state
the minor’s name, date of birth, current address and the
name of the adult with whom the minor is living and that
person’s relationship to the minor)
2. The minor is the son/daughter of
and who currently re-
side at
(provide names and addresses of both parents; if the
other parent is deceased, state date of death and give
address of surviving parent; if the current whereabouts of
a parent are unknown, so state and indicate the last time
that parent had any contact with the minor)
3. By Court Order dated a restricted
account was established for the petitioner’s minor son/
daughter at bank. The approximate amount
of the initial deposit was . The approximate
amount of the current balance is .
4. Access to the restricted account is requested be-
cause:
(State the reasons why you want to use these funds and
indicate how much money you are requesting be released.
Attach to this petition as much documentation that you
have regarding the expense for which you are seeking
funds from the restricted account, e.g. tuition bill; cost
estimate; invoice, etc.)
.
5. The parent[s] of the minor petitioner is/are unable to
pay for the item/course described above.
6. The written consent of the minor’s Mother,
and/or Father, is/are attached to this
petition.
OR
The consent[s] of the minor’s parent[s] is/are not attached
because:
.
WHEREFORE, your petitioner, , the
minor age of 14 or older, prays this Honorable Court to
authorize him/her to withdraw $ from
his/her restricted account at Bank
which was established by Order of Court dated .
Date:
(Signature of the minor petitioner)
VERIFICATION
I, petitioner, verify that the facts
stated in the foregoing Petition for Access to Funds on
Deposit for Minor (age 14 or older) in Restricted Account
Established Pursuant to Court Order are true and correct
to the best of my knowledge, information and belief.
Petitioner understands that false statements therein are
subject to the penalties of 18 Pa.C.S.A. § 4904 relating to
unsworn falsification to authorities.
Date:
(Signature of the petitioner)
IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF LEHIGH
COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA ORPHANS’ COURT
DIVISION
In re: :
A Minor : File No.
:
I/We am/are the
mother/father of , a minor, age 14 or
older, I/we consent to the authorization to withdraw
to be used for
.
I/we am/are unable to afford this expense.
Date:
(Signature of the Parent)
Date:
(Signature of the Parent)
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1303. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
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WASHINGTON COUNTY
Local Orphans’ Court Rules; No. 2016-1
Order
And Now, this 15th day of July, 2016; It Is Hereby
Ordered that the previously-stated Washington County
Local Orphans’ Court Rules are adopted as follows.
These rules will become effective thirty days after





LOCAL ORPHANS’ COURT RULES
O.C. Rule 1.1. Citation of Rules.
These rules shall be known as the Rules of the Court of
Common Pleas of Washington County, Orphans’ Court
Division, adopted pursuant to Pa.O.C. Rule 1.5 and shall
be cited as Wash.O.C. Rule .
O.C. Rule 1.2. Sessions of Court. Miscellaneous
Business.
(a) The Orphans’ Court will be in session for the
presentation of petitions and motions, the return of
Citations and Sales, and for scheduling hearings and
arguments thereon at the Motions Court scheduled by the
Orphans’ Court Judge and published in the annual
Administrative Regulations, which can be found in Wash-
ington County Reports, the Register of Wills of Washing-
ton County, the Washington County Law Library, Office of
the District Court Administrator and the Washington
County Courts Website.
(b) The Audit List will be called on the dates specified
in the annual Administrative Regulations.
(c) All applications, petitions, motions, and other mis-
cellaneous business must, except in emergencies, be pre-
sented in open court; provided, however, that applications
in non-adversary matters may be presented to the as-
signed judge in chambers at the court’s convenience.
O.C. Rule 1.3. Definitions.
‘‘Publication’’—the publication in a newspaper of gen-
eral circulation where such newspaper is originally issued
and circulated and The Washington County Reports shall
be the legal periodical for the publication of notices
whenever publication in a legal periodical is required by
Act of Assembly, or by rule or order of court.
O.C. Rule 1.6. Washington County Orphans’ Court
Mediation Program.
(a) Cases filed in the Orphans’ Court division may be
ordered into the Orphans’ Court Mediation Program by
the judge to whom the case is assigned.
(b) The mediators shall be practicing attorneys that are
members of the Washington County Bar Association, with
an emphasis in their practice on Orphans’ Court matters.
A list of mediators shall be maintained by the District
Court Administrator, and selected by the court in consul-
tation with the Washington County Bar Association.
(c) Upon appointment, the mediator shall schedule the
mediation within sixty (60) days of the order of court. The
attendance of lead counsel, the parties, and a representa-
tive, including an insurance carrier, with authority to
enter into a full and complete compromise and settlement
is mandatory. If lead counsel, the parties, or a representa-
tive fail to appear absent good cause, the mediation will
not be held and sanctions shall be entered against the
non-appearing individual(s) by the court upon request of
the mediator. Sanctions may include an award of reason-
able mediator and attorney’s fees and other costs.
(d) At least ten (10) days prior to the mediation, each
party shall file a mediation statement which must include
the following: (1) a succinct explanation of the facts and
relief sought; (2) significant legal issues that remain
unresolved; (3) summary of medical and expert reports (if
applicable); (4) itemized list of damages; and (5) settle-
ment posture and rationale. Failure to file a mediation
statement may result in sanctions if requested by the
mediator.
(e) Each party to a case selected for mediation shall
pay a mediation fee to be made payable to the County of
Washington and submitted to the Office of the District
Court Administrator for processing. The mediation fee
shall be set by administrative order, and information
regarding the fee shall be available in the Office of the
District Court Administrator.
(f) If the case has not been resolved, within ten (10)
days from the date of the mediation, the mediator shall
send the court a report setting forth the mediator’s
assessment of the case and the mediator’s recommenda-
tion regarding settlement A copy of the report shall be
provided to and maintained by the District Court Admin-
istrator until the case is closed.
(g) If the case is resolved and a settlement agreed
upon, the mediation shall send a letter to the judge, with
copies to counsel and the District Court Administrator.
(h) The mediator shall not be subpoenaed or requested
to testify or produce documents by any party in any
pending or subsequent litigation arising out of the same
or similar matter. Any party, person, or entity that
attempts to compel such testimony or production shall be
liable and indemnify the mediator and other protected
participants for all reasonable costs, fees and expenses.
The mediator shall have the same limited immunity as
judges pursuant to the applicable law as it relates to
Common Pleas Judges. Notwithstanding the preceding
subsections the court may in its discretion set a case for
an alternative dispute resolution (‘‘ADR’’) before a private
mediator. The method of selection of the private mediator
shall be in the discretion of the court. All parties shall
bear equally the costs of any court-ordered private media-
tion; provided, however, that the court will take appropri-
ate steps to assure that no referral to ADR results in an
unfair or unreasonable economic burden on any party.
O.C. Rule 2.4. Medical Assistance.
(a) For decedents who died after August 15, 1994, and
were over 55 years of age upon their demise, the provi-
sions of 62 P.S. § 1412(b) apply. Attached to the petition
for adjudication shall be either:
(1) the notice sent to the Department of Human Ser-
vices and the Department’s response; or
(2) the Affidavit of the fiduciary, that he has reason to
know the financial affairs of the decedent prior to dece-
dent’s death, and the fiduciary affirmatively represents
that decedent did not receive any medical assistance
during the five years preceding decedent’s death.
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O.C. Rule 2.6. For a Particular Audit.
Accounts to appear on a particular audit list must be
filed not later than the date listed on the Schedule
published annually by the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court
and posted in the office of the Clerk of the Orphans’
Court. The Schedule shall list the audit date as provided
in the annual Administrative Regulation and the last
date to file an Account for inclusion on each particular
audit date.
O.C. Rule 2.9. Distribution of Real Estate.
(a) Schedules of distribution shall include awards of
real estate to the parties entitled thereto, whether indi-
vidually, or, where the circumstances require, in undi-
vided interests.
(b) The real estate so awarded shall be described in the
same detail and with the same particularity as is com-
monly required to be included in deeds, must recite how
title was acquired, list the tax parcel identification num-
ber and the name and address of the individual who is to
received real estate tax notices.
(c) Approval of schedules of distribution shall be in the
nature of confirmation of title in the respective
distributees and the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court shall
certify to integral excerpts or extracts from such sched-
ules, so approved, for purposes of recording such devolu-
tions of real estate in the office of the Recorder of Deeds.
(d) Whenever partition or allotment of real estate is
requested by the accountant or a party in interest, the
request shall be made at the audit and the auditing judge
shall make such order, including a direction to submit
evidence of title showing the current state of the title, if
required, provisions for owelty, if any, the preparation of a
schedule of distribution, notice to the parties and fixing
the dates of further hearings, as may be necessary under
the circumstances to protect all parties in the same
particularity as is commonly required to be included in
deeds and must recite how title was acquired.
(e) The following form shall be prepared by the attor-
ney for the accountant and submitted to the Clerk of the
Orphans’ Court for execution on final confirmation of an
adjudication awarding real estate:




IN RE: ) NO. 63 -
) In the matter of the AND
ESTATE OF ) ACCOUNT OF









REAL ESTATE TO BE CERTIFIED TO THE RECORDER OF DEEDS OF WASHINGTON COUNTY BY THE CLERK
OF THE ORPHANS’ COURT DIVISION (name of deceased), decedent to (devisees/intestate
heirs,) right, title, and interest of the decedent in and to the following described real estate:
O.C. Rule 3.2. Filing, Indexing, and Dockets.
(a) Each proceeding of the Orphans’ Court Division
shall be assigned a filing number by the Clerk of the
Orphans’ Court, which number shall consist of three
groups of numbers separated by hyphens, the first group
to be ‘‘63’’, the second to be the last two digits of the year
of filing, and the third, the number of the proceeding, in
numerical order, in the year in which filed. All papers
subsequently filed relating to that matter shall bear the
same number.
(b) All papers filed with the Register of Wills or Clerk
of the Orphans’ Court, including Inheritance Tax Returns,
shall be indexed in the Electronic Retrieval System
(c) Papers filed with the Register of Wills or Clerk of
the Orphans’ Court, shall not be removed except by order
of court, and petitions and court orders returned to
attorneys for filing with the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court
shall first be docketed by a court officer and then filed
promptly by such attorneys.
O.C. Rule 3.9. Preliminary Objections.
When preliminary objections are filed to any pleading
or proceeding in the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court after
notice to opposing counsel, a copy shall be presented to
the court at its Motions Session along with an original
order for scheduling argument and briefs.
O.C. Rule 5.10-1. Terms and Conduct of a Public or
Private Sale.
(a) All public or private sales shall be made for cash
unless otherwise specifically ordered by the court and in
no event shall a bid on the property be finally accepted
unless at least ten (10%) percent of the proposed pur-
chase price, or a sum sufficient to defray all costs of a
resale in event purchaser fails to pay the balance,
whichever is the greater amount, be immediately paid to
the fiduciary conducting the sale.
(b) The fiduciary shall reserve the right to reject any
bid for inadequacy of price or irresponsibility of bidder.
(c) Prior to calling for bids on any property being
offered for public or private sales, the terms of sale, as set
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forth in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) of this Rule, shall be
publicly announced, and at the same time notice shall be
given of the time and place at which confirmation by the
court will be requested.
O.C. Rule 5.10-2. Return, Confirmation of Sale, and
Security.
(a) Returns of public or private sales of real property
for the purpose of an approval or confirmation by the
court shall be in the form of a petition by the fiduciary
which shall set forth:
(1) the manner in which notice was given;
(2) the price obtained;
(3) the name and address of the purchaser and that
such purchaser was the highest bidder;
(4) a complete copy of the written agreement of sale
shall be attached;
(5) whether any objections to the confirmation have
been filed; and
(6) a proposed final order of court approving or con-
firming the sale.
(b) On the return day of the sale, the court will
entertain initial and subsequent bids for such property in
increments of Five Hundred ($500.00) Dollars, or five
(5%) percent in excess of the bid returned, whichever is
greater. In event any subsequent bid is offered, the
purchaser named in the petition may retain his right to
such property by matching the highest bid offered. All
bids shall be subject to the requirements of Local Rule
5.10-1(a).
(c) On the return day of the sale, the court, in the
decree approving or confirming the public or private
sales, will fix the amount of bond or additional security
which the fiduciary shall be required to enter, or will
excuse the fiduciary from entering additional security.
O.C. Rule 5.16. Settlement of Small Estates.
(a) Petitions under Probate, Estates and Fiduciaries
Code § 3102 for distribution of small estates shall set
forth:
(1) The name and address of the petitioner and his
relationship to the decedent.
(2) The name, date of death, and domicile of decedent,
whether he died testate or intestate, the dates of the
probate of the will and of the grant of letters if any, and
whether the personal representative has been required to
give bond, and in what amount.
(3) The names and relationships of all beneficiaries
entitled to any part of the estate under the will or
intestate laws, a brief description of their respective
interest, whether any of them has received or retained
any property of the decedent by payment of wages under
Probate, Estates and Fiduciaries Code § 3101, or other-
wise, and whether any of them are minors, incapacitated
persons or deceased with the names of their fiduciaries, if
any.
(4) The person or persons, if any, entitled to the family
exemption and, if a claim therefore is made in this
petition, any additional facts necessary to establish the
prima facie right thereto, as required by Rule 5.2.
(5) An inventory of the real and personal estate of the
decedent, with values ascribed to each item, either incor-
porated in the petition or attached as an exhibit.
(6) A list showing the nature, amount and preference of
all unpaid claims against the estate and indicating which
are admitted.
(7) If any unpaid beneficiary, heir, or claimant has not
joined in the petition, a statement that ten (10) days’
notice of intention to present the petition has been given
in accordance with these rules.
(8) A prayer for distribution of the personal property to
those entitled, and in appropriate cases for the discharge
of the personal representative.
(b) There shall be attached to the petition the following
exhibits:
(1) The original of the decedent’s will if it has not been
probated, or a copy of the will if it has been probated.
(2) Joinders of parties in interest.
(3) An itemized list of disbursements made prior to the
filing of the petition, indicating the payee and whether
the disbursements were in payment of administration
expenses, preferred or ordinary debts, distribution or the
family exemption; and
(4) Proof of payment of inheritance tax.
O.C. Rule 7.1. Pre-Trial Conference.
(a) In any action, the court, of its own motion or on
motion of any party, may direct the attorneys for the
parties to appear for conference to consider:
(1) the simplification of the issues;
(2) the necessity or desirability of amendments to the
pleadings;
(3) the possibility of obtaining admissions of fact and of
documents which will avoid unnecessary proof;
(4) the limitation of the number of expert witnesses;
and
(5) such other matters as may aid in the disposition of
the action.
(b) The court may make an order reciting the action
taken at the conference, the amendments allowed to the
pleadings, and the agreements made by the parties as to
any of the matters considered, and limiting the issues for
trial to those not disposed of by admissions or agreements
of the attorneys. Such order when entered shall control
the subsequent course of the action unless modified at
trial to prevent manifest injustice.
O.C. Rule 9.1. Notice by Auditors or Masters.
Auditors or masters shall give notice of hearings held
by them to all parties interested, or to their attorneys of
record, in the manner provided in Rule 2.5. Notice of
succeeding hearing given by the auditor or master at a
hearing of which proper notice has been given shall
constitute sufficient notice of each of such succeeding
hearings.
O.C. Rule 9.6. Notice and Objections.
Auditors or masters shall, on or before the day of filing
their reports, give notice of the filing of the same either
personally or by mail to all interested parties of record or
to their counsel of record. Proof of notice shall be attached
to the report.
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Any party interested party shall have the right to file
objections to an auditor’s or master’s report within twenty
(20) days of the filing thereof. If objections are filed the
matter shall be argued before the court.
O.C. Rule 9.7. Decree.
If no objections are filed within ten (10) days of filing
thereof, the court may enter a decree confirming the
auditor’s report or adopting the master’s report.
O.C. Rule 10.3. Fees for Hearings.
The Register shall require a non-refundable fee for
hearings in accordance with the Register of Wills and
Orphans’ Court fee bill, which is of record in the office of
the Register of Wills.
O.C. Rule 10.4. Form of Appeal from the Register of
Wills.
Appeals taken from the judicial acts or proceedings of
the Register shall be addressed to the court, and filed in
duplicate with the Register. The appeal shall be in the
form of a petition, setting forth the nature of the proceed-
ings before the Register, specifying the material points
upon which it is based, and containing a concise state-
ment of the relevant facts, and shall set forth the names
of all interested parties and the necessary jurisdictional
facts.
O.C. Rule 10.4. Issuance of Citation.
When an appeal has been perfected with the Register
and the record has been transmitted to the Clerk of the
Orphans’ Court a citation shall issue as of course directed
to all persons named in the appeal as interested parties
to show cause why the appeal should not be sustained.
The citation, with a copy of the appeal, shall be served as
provided by the Probate, Estates and Fiduciaries Code.
The citation shall be made returnable to a day and time
certain.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1304. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
SUPREME COURT
Relocation of Magisterial District 11-1-02 within the




And Now, this 12th day of July 2016, upon consider-
ation of the Petition for Relocation of Magisterial District
11-1-02 of the Eleventh Judicial District (Luzerne County)
of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, it is hereby
Ordered and Decreed that the Petition, which provides for
the relocation of Magisterial District 11-1-02 within
Luzerne County, outside of the boundaries of the magiste-
rial district from which the judge is elected, to be effective
immediately, is granted.
Said Magisterial District shall be located within the
boundaries of Magisterial District 11-1-01 within Luzerne
County.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1305. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
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[ 12 PA. CODE CH. 151 ]
Local Earned Income Tax
The Department of Community and Economic Develop-
ment (Department), under the authority of Chapter 5 of
The Local Tax Enabling Act (act) (53 P.S. §§ 6924.501—
6924.517), proposes to add Chapter 151 (relating to local
earned income tax).
Purpose
The purpose of Chapter 151 is to interpret and make
specific the provisions in Chapter 5 of the act. Chapter 5
of the act provides for the consolidated collection of local
earned income taxes. Chapter 5 of the act provides that
the Department shall address the following areas by
regulations:
• The filing of adjusted declarations of estimated net
profits.
• The criteria under which the tax officer may waive
the quarterly return and payment of income tax.
• The procedures for mandatory and voluntary media-
tion.
• The establishment of new county tax collection com-
mittees when political subdivisions have withdrawn from
an established tax collection committee.
• The establishment of tax officer qualifications and
requirements, including continuing education.
• The creation of standardized forms, reports, notices,
returns and schedules in consultation with the Depart-
ment of Revenue.
Summary
Section 151.1 (relating to definitions) sets forth defini-
tions for words and terms used in Chapter 151.
Section 151.2 (relating to procedures for filing adjusted
declarations of estimated net profits) sets forth the proce-
dures and deadlines for taxpayers to file adjusted declara-
tions of estimated net profits.
Section 151.3 (relating to procedures for filing taxable
income not subject to withholding) sets forth the proce-
dures and deadlines for taxpayers to file returns for
taxable income not subject to withholding.
Section 151.4 (relating to refunds) addresses the re-
funding of tax overpayments.
Section 151.5 (relating to publication of a Policy and
Procedure Manual) requires the Department to develop
and annually update a Policy and Procedures Manual to
be posted on the Department’s web site. The Depart-
ment’s web site includes a library of standardized forms,
reports, notices, returns and schedules developed in con-
sultation with the Department of Revenue.
Section 151.11 (relating to registration of employers)
outlines which employers shall withhold tax and file
returns for their employees and specifies that employers
shall require new employees to complete a Local Earned
Income Taxpayer Residency Certification form. It also
requires employers to keep the Local Earned Income
Taxpayer Residency Certification form on file and identi-
fies who has access to this information.
Section 151.12 (relating to voluntary withholding for
resident employees employed outside of a tax collection
district) indicates that out-of-State employers are not
required to withhold income taxes for employees residing
in this Commonwealth but employed outside this Com-
monwealth. It also provides for voluntary withholding.
Section 151.13 (relating to elective filing and remit-
tance by multiwork location employers) deals with the
elective filing and remittance of taxes withheld by
multiwork location employers. Under this section, an
employer with more than one place of business in more
than one tax collection district may elect to file one single
combined return for all of its employees at all of its work
locations in this Commonwealth.
Section 151.21 (relating to mandatory education for tax
officers) establishes the mandatory education requirement
for initial certification and continuing certification of tax
officers.
Section 151.22 (relating to minimum number of persons
required to receive mandatory education and meet the
qualifications and requirements for tax officers) estab-
lishes the minimum number of persons required to re-
ceive mandatory education and meet the qualifications
and requirements for tax officers.
Section 151.23 (relating to duties of a tax collection
committee in selecting a tax officer) delineates the re-
quirements a tax officer shall meet and establishes that it
is a duty of a tax collection committee to verify that the
proposed tax officer meets those requirements.
Section 151.24 (relating to duties of an appointed tax
officer) lists the duties of an appointed tax officer.
Section 151.25 (relating to point of contact for a tax
collection committee) establishes that each tax collection
committee shall provide a point of contact to the Depart-
ment.
Section 151.26 (relating to bond amount for tax officers)
addresses the bond amount for tax officers.
Section 151.41 (relating to rules for mediation) explains
the mediation process under the act.
Section 151.51 (relating to procurement of goods and
services—general rule) addresses the method of procure-
ment for goods and services needed by tax collection
committees.
Section 151.61 (relating to withdrawal and establish-
ment of a new tax collection committee) sets forth the
timing and procedures to follow if a political subdivision




The Department has incurred additional administrative
costs in the implementation and operation of the act.
However, these costs have been absorbed into the normal
operating budget.
Political subdivisions
An August 2004 report issued by the Department
documented the fragmentation, complexity and ineffi-
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ciency of the local earned income tax collection system.
The report found that, as of January 2004, there were
560 taxing authorities that collected nearly $1.9 billion in
annual revenue for more than 2,900 local taxing jurisdic-
tions. Due to inefficiencies in the system, it was esti-
mated that as much as $237 million in revenues were lost
annually and therefore not available to municipalities
and school districts.
Public
The implementation of the act is expected to result in
the recapture of tax dollars lost due to the inefficiencies of
the previous tax collection system. This will benefit
municipalities, school districts and taxpayers.
Paperwork
This proposed rulemaking will require the completion
of new Statewide forms to replace the forms created by
each tax collector. These new forms will not be more
burdensome than the previous forms.
Regulatory Review
Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P.S. § 745.5(a)), on July 20, 2016, the Department sub-
mitted a copy of this proposed rulemaking and a copy of a
Regulatory Analysis Form to the Independent Regulatory
Review Commission (IRRC) and to the Chairpersons of
the House Commerce Committee and the Senate Commu-
nity, Economic and Recreational Development Committee.
A copy of this material is available to the public upon
request.
Under section 5(g) of the Regulatory Review Act, IRRC
may convey comments, recommendations or objections to
the proposed rulemaking within 30 days of the close of
the public comment period. The comments, recommenda-
tions or objections must specify the regulatory review
criteria in section 5.2 of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P.S. § 745.5b) which have not been met. The Regulatory
Review Act specifies detailed procedures for review prior
to final publication of the rulemaking by the Department,
the General Assembly and the Governor.
Effective Date
This proposed rulemaking will take effect immediately
upon final-form publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Sunset Date
A sunset date is not applicable as the act under which
Chapter 151 is authorized does not specify a sunset date.
Contact Person
Interested persons are invited to submit in writing,
within 30 days from the date of publication of the
proposed rulemaking in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, com-
ments, suggestions or objections to Sean Sanderson, Local
Government Policy Manager, Department of Community
and Economic Development, Governor’s Center for Local
Government Services, Commonwealth Keystone Building,
400 North Street, 4th Floor, Harrisburg, PA 17120.
DENNIS M. DAVIN,
Secretary
Fiscal Note: 4-97. No fiscal impact; (8) recommends
adoption.
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TITLE 12. COMMERCE, TRADE AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENT
PART V. COMMUNITY AFFAIRS AND
DEVELOPMENT
Subpart D. LOCAL EARNED INCOME TAX
Chap.
151. LOCAL EARNED INCOME TAX
CHAPTER 151. LOCAL EARNED INCOME TAX
GENERAL PROVISIONS
151.1. Definitions.
151.2. Procedures for filing adjusted declarations of estimated net
profits.
151.3. Procedures for filing taxable income not subject to withholding.
151.4. Refunds.
151.5. Publication of a Policy and Procedure Manual.
WITHHOLDING
151.11. Registration of employers.
151.12. Voluntary withholding for resident employees employed outside
of a tax collection district.
151.13. Elective filing and remittance by multiwork location employers.
TAX OFFICER
151.21. Mandatory education for tax officers.
151.22. Minimum number of persons required to receive mandatory
education and meet the qualifications and requirements for tax
officers.
151.23. Duties of a tax collection committee in selecting a tax officer.
151.24. Duties of an appointed tax officer.
151.25. Point of contact for a tax collection committee.
151.26. Bond amount for tax officers.
MEDIATION
151.41. Rules for mediation.
PROCUREMENT
151.51. Procurement of goods and services—general rule.
WITHDRAWAL AND ESTABLISHMENT OF A NEW TAX
COLLECTION COMMITTEE




The following words and terms, when used in this
chapter, have the following meanings, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise:
Act—The Local Tax Enabling Act (53 P.S. §§ 6924.101—
6924.901).
Out-of-State employer—An employer that does not have
a place of business in this Commonwealth.
§ 151.2. Procedures for filing adjusted declarations
of estimated net profits.
Under section 502(c)(2)(iv) of the act (53 P.S.
§ 6924.502(c)(2)(iv)), every taxpayer who has filed the
declaration of taxpayer’s estimated net profits required
under section 502(c) of the act and who anticipates
additional net profits not previously declared or has
overestimated anticipated net profits shall file, on or
before April 15 of the current year, June 15 of the current
year, September 15 of the current year or December 31 of
the current year, whichever date next follows the date on
which the taxpayer first anticipates the change in antici-
pated net profits, an adjusted declaration of estimated net
profits and pay to the resident tax officer on or before the
quarterly payment dates that remain after the filing of
the adjusted declaration, beginning with the quarterly
payment date in which the adjusted declaration is filed,
equal installments of the tax due as reported on the
adjusted declaration of estimated net profits.
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§ 151.3. Procedures for filing taxable income not
subject to withholding.
Under section 502(c)(3) of the act (53 P.S.
§ 6924.502(c)(3)), every taxpayer who receives other tax-
able income not subject to withholding under section
512(3) of the act (53 P.S. § 6924.512(3)) shall make and
file with the resident tax officer a quarterly return on or
before April 15 of the current year, June 15 of the current
year, September 15 of the current year and January 15 of
the succeeding year setting forth the aggregate amount of
actual or estimated taxable income not subject to with-
holding attributable to the taxpayer during the 3-month
periods ending March 31 of the current year, June 30 of
the current year, September 30 of the current year and
December 31 of the current year, respectively, and subject
to income tax, together with the source, nature, antici-
pated frequency and location of the taxable income. Every
taxpayer filing a return shall, at the time of filing the
return, pay to the resident tax officer the amount of
income tax due or estimated to be due. The tax officer
may waive the requirement to file a quarterly return and
payment of income tax when the taxable income is
received on less than a quarterly frequency or is antici-
pated to be an aggregate amount of less than $12,000
annually.
§ 151.4. Refunds.
A tax officer shall refund overpayment of taxes to the
taxpayer in accordance with 53 Pa.C.S. §§ 8421—8438
(relating to Local Taxpayers Bill of Rights Act).
§ 151.5. Publication of a Policy and Procedure
Manual.
The Department will develop and post on its web site a
Policy and Procedure Manual. The Department will up-
date the Policy and Procedure Manual on an annual
basis. The Department’s web site includes a library of
standardized forms, reports, notices, returns and sched-
ules developed in consultation with the Department of
Revenue to be utilized by the local governments and the
regulated community.
WITHHOLDING
§ 151.11. Registration of employers.
(a) Under section 512(1) of the act (53 P.S.
§ 6924.512(1)), if an employer has a place of business
within a tax collection district and employs one or more
persons, other than domestic servants, for compensation,
the employer shall register with the tax officer for that
tax collection district.
(b) An employer shall collect and maintain the informa-
tion as required under section 512 of the act. On or after
January 1, 2012, an employer shall require each new
employee to complete a Local Earned Income Taxpayer
Residency Certification form as provided by the Depart-
ment to help identify the political subdivision where an
employee is domiciled and employed. Additionally, an
employer shall require each current employee who estab-
lishes a new address or domicile to complete the Local
Earned Income Taxpayer Residency Certification form.
The employer shall retain residency information provided
by the employee and, upon request, provide this informa-
tion to the tax officer to reconcile, correct or otherwise
confirm the political subdivision information for the em-
ployee.
§ 151.12. Voluntary withholding for resident em-
ployees employed outside of a tax collection dis-
trict.
Under section 512 of the act (53 P.S. § 6924.512), an
out-of-State employer who employs a resident of this
Commonwealth at a work location outside of this Com-
monwealth is not required to withhold the local earned
income tax. An out-of-State employer may voluntarily
agree with the employee to withhold and remit the tax
along with the appropriate forms to the tax officer of the
tax collection district in which the employee resides.
§ 151.13. Elective filing and remittance by multi-
work location employers.
Under section 512(5) of the act (53 P.S. § 6924.512(5)),
an employer with more than one place of business in
more than one tax collection district may elect to remit
the tax withheld from all of its employees in all of its
work locations in this Commonwealth for the preceding
month and file within 30 days following the end of each
month one single combined monthly return as follows:
(1) To be eligible to file combined returns and make
combined payments, the employer shall file:
(i) A notice of its intention to file combined returns and
make combined payments with the tax officer for each
place of employment at least 1 month prior to filing its
first combined return or making its first combined pay-
ment.
(ii) Its combined return and remit its combined pay-
ment electronically on a monthly, rather than quarterly,
basis.
(2) An employer with payroll operations located within
one tax collection district shall file the combined return
and remittance of earned income taxes withheld to the
tax officer in that tax collection district. An employer with
payroll operations located within more than one tax
collection district shall file the combined return and
remittance of earned income taxes withheld to the tax
officer of any tax collection district in which any of the
employer’s payroll operations are located. If the tax
officer declines in writing to receive the combined filing,
the employer may choose to file a combined return with
any tax officer in a tax collection district where the
employer maintains a place of business employing one or
more employees.
(3) An eligible employer’s election to file combined
returns and make combined payments does not alter an
employee’s workplace for purposes of nonresident tax
liability.
(4) An employer may not select a tax officer to receive
combined tax returns and remittances more frequently
than on a tax year basis. The selection of a tax officer
shall be made at the time of filing the tax return.
(5) If an employer outsources payroll functions to a
payroll processing company, the employer’s place of busi-
ness that forwards payroll data to the company is deemed
the employer’s payroll operations location. The location of
the payroll processing company is not the employer’s
payroll operations location.
TAX OFFICER
§ 151.21. Mandatory education for tax officers.
(a) Initial certification. Persons and entities seeking
appointment as tax officers shall take and achieve a
passing grade on the initial certification exam given by or
on behalf of the Department.
(b) Continuing certification. Persons and entities seek-
ing to maintain appointments as tax officers shall take
and achieve a passing grade on the annual continuing
certification exam given by or on behalf of the Depart-
ment.
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§ 151.22. Minimum number of persons required to
receive mandatory education and meet the quali-
fications and requirements for tax officers.
A tax officer or a person or entity seeking appointment
as a tax officer shall designate at least one person for
every five counties for which the tax officer has been
named a tax officer to satisfy the mandatory education
requirements under section 508(e) of the act (53 P.S.
§ 6924.508(e)) and meet the qualifications and require-
ments for tax officers under this chapter. For example, if
a tax officer has been named tax officer for 20 tax
collection districts, the tax officer shall have at least 4
employees who satisfy § 151.21 (relating to mandatory
education for tax officers).
§ 151.23. Duties of a tax collection committee in
selecting a tax officer.
Before appointing or reappointing a tax officer for any
tax collection district, a tax collection committee shall:
(1) Verify that the proposed tax officer meets the
following requirements:
(i) Meets or exceeds the qualifications for tax officers in
the Department’s Policy and Procedure Manual.
(ii) Has provided to the tax collection committee a
written statement prepared by an accountant professional
verifying that the tax officer operates and exists as a
solvent entity.
(iii) Has undergone a SSAE 16 audit (or other fiscal
control audit) at least once in the last 2 years.
(iv) Has certified with the tax collection committee that
it does not use a third party to process employer or
individual taxpayer tax returns.
(v) Has demonstrated timely earned income tax distri-
butions if the tax officer already serves as a tax officer for
another tax collection committee.
(vi) Has disclosed in writing any claim, including, but
not limited to, litigation filed in either state or Federal
court, brought by a municipality, school district, tax
collection committee or other tax officer against the tax
officer or its insurer regarding the collection or distribu-
tion of earned income taxes.
(vii) Meets the requirements of §§ 151.21 and 151.22
(relating to mandatory education for tax officers; and
minimum number of persons required to receive manda-
tory education and meet the qualifications and require-
ments for tax officers).
(viii) Has not been convicted of a felony involving
fraud, extortion or dishonesty in any jurisdiction.
(ix) Has not engaged in conduct which significantly
adversely reflects of the proposed tax officer’s credibility,
honesty or integrity.
(x) Is able to attain the bond required under section
509(d) of the act (53 P.S. § 6924.509(d)).
(2) Receive a minimum of five positive references for
the tax officer. The references shall be contacted indepen-
dently by the tax collection committee and may not be
provided by the tax officer.
(3) Conduct at least one onsite visit to the office of the
tax officer prior to selecting the tax officer. A minimum of
three tax collection committee delegates shall attend the
onsite visit.
(4) Include in the agreement between the tax collection
committee and the tax officer a termination clause that
allows the tax collection committee to terminate the
agreement if the tax officer fails to meet the requirements
of this section. The termination clause must provide that
the tax collection committee shall terminate the agree-
ment no later than 30 days after it provides written
notice to the tax officer that the tax officer has failed to
comply with the requirements of this section and the tax
officer has failed to cure the noncompliance within the
30-day notice period.
(5) Include in the agreement between the tax collection
committee and the tax officer a termination for conve-
nience clause that allows the tax collection committee to
terminate the agreement for any reason or for no reason.
The clause shall provide that the tax collection committee
may terminate the agreement within 60 days of providing
written notice to the tax officer.
§ 151.24. Duties of an appointed tax officer.
A tax officer shall notify the Department and all the tax
collection committees for which it collects taxes if it fails
to continually meet the requirements of §§ 151.21—
151.23 (relating to mandatory education for tax officers;
minimum number of persons required to receive manda-
tory education and meet the qualifications and require-
ments for tax officers; and duties of a tax collection
committee in selecting a tax officer). Failure of the tax
officer to comply with this section may result in the tax
officer losing its certification.
§ 151.25. Point of contact for a tax collection com-
mittee.
Each tax collection committee shall identify to the
Department a point of contact who is available during
normal business hours. The point of contact does not need
to be a delegate of the tax collection committee. Each tax
collection committee shall provide the point of contact’s
phone number, e-mail address and physical address. The
tax collection committee shall notify the Department if
the point of contact changes.
§ 151.26. Bond amount for tax officers.
(a) Section 509(d) of the act (53 P.S. § 6924.509(d))
requires that tax collection committee shall fix the
amount of the bond in an amount equal to the maximum
amount of taxes that may be held in the possession of the
tax officer at any given time or an amount sufficient, in
combination with fiscal controls, insurance, and other risk
management and loss prevention measures used by the
tax collection district, to secure the financial responsibil-
ity of the tax officer in accordance with guidelines and the
Policy and Procedures Manual adopted by the Depart-
ment.
(b) When a tax collection committee agrees to a bond
amount less than the maximum amount of taxes that
may be held in the possession of the tax officer at any
given time, the tax collection committee shall do so by
resolution. The tax collection committee shall expressly
indicate in the resolution the reasons why it has agreed
to a lesser bond amount.
MEDIATION
§ 151.41. Rules for mediation.
The following practices and procedures for mediation
apply.
(1) One or more affected political subdivisions shall
give written notice to the tax collection committee and the
Department of the desire to submit the disputed matter
to mediation by the Department. Thereafter, the political
subdivision, tax collection committee and tax officer shall
mediate in accordance with this section.
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(i) Only a political subdivision may initiate a mediation
request.
(ii) A political subdivision shall send the notice by
regular mail.
(iii) The notice must include a statement indicating
whether or not the dispute is subject to mandatory
mediation. If a dispute involves a 10% or greater devia-
tion from taxes received in the previous tax year, the
parties are subject to mandatory mediation. If a dispute
involves less than the 10% threshold, the parties may
agree to undergo voluntary mediation in accordance with
this section.
(iv) The Department will charge a $500 filing fee for
mediation. The fee is not refundable and not subject to
appeal. The political subdivision shall pay the fee by
check and submit it together with the notice to the
Department.
(2) Upon receipt of the notice, the Department will
provide a copy of the notice to the tax officer. Within 20
days of the submission of the notice, the political subdivi-
sion, tax collection committee and tax officer shall each
submit a written statement, not exceeding five pages, to
the Department and the affected parties stating their
positions as to the disputed and undisputed facts and
issues in the case and whether prior settlement negotia-
tions have occurred. The Department may decline to
consider any information within a statement filed after
the 20-day deadline.
(3) Within 30 days of the Department’s receipt of the
notice, the Department will determine whether the dis-
pute meets the threshold conditions for mandatory media-
tion.
(i) If the issue being mediated is the same for more
than one political subdivision, the political subdivisions
shall combine their notices into one notice, which may not
exceed five pages. The $500 filing fee may be shared by
the political subdivisions at their discretion.
(ii) The Department’s determination is final and not
subject to appeal.
(iii) The Department will provide written notice of its
determination to all affected parties within 5 days of its
determination. The Department may provide the notice
by e-mail, if available.
(4) If the Department determines that the dispute
requires mandatory mediation, the Department will turn
the matter over to the Pennsylvania Office of General
Counsel Dispute Resolution Coordinator within 5 days of
the Department’s determination. The coordinator will
appoint an Office of General Counsel mediator to mediate
the dispute. The selection of the mediator is final and not
subject to appeal. The mediator will attempt to complete
the mediation within 20 days of the appointment, but no
later than 30 days following the Department’s determina-
tion. Except as otherwise provided in this section, the
mediation will be conducted under the rules in the Office
of General Counsel Mediation Handbook. If the mediator
incurs costs or imposes other mediation fees upon the
parties, the costs or fees, or both, will be equitably
assessed. The assessment is final and not subject to
appeal.
(i) The parties shall participate in the mediation in
good faith. The parties shall have an official authorized to
settle the matter on their behalf available at the media-
tion. The mediator may require a party that fails to
participate in good faith to pay all the costs of the
mediation.
(ii) The mediator may request that Department person-
nel be present for all or a portion of the mediation.
(5) If the Department determines that the dispute
involves voluntary mediation, all parties involved in the
mediation, including the Department, shall agree to
mediate the issue through the coordinator within 5 days
of the Department’s determination. The coordinator will
appoint a mediator to mediate the matter. The selection
of the mediator is final and not subject to appeal. The
mediator will attempt to complete the mediation within
20 days of the appointment but no later than 30 days
following the Department’s determination. Except as oth-
erwise provided in this section, the mediation will be
conducted under the rules in the Office of General
Counsel Mediation Handbook. If the mediator incurs costs
or imposes other mediation fees upon the affected parties,
the costs or fees, or both, will be equitably assessed. The
cost assessment is final and not subject to appeal.
(i) The parties shall participate in the mediation in
good faith. The parties shall have an official authorized to
settle the matter on their behalf available at the media-
tion. The mediator may require a party that fails to
participate in good faith to pay all the costs of the
mediation.
(ii) The mediator may request that Department person-
nel be present for all or a portion of the mediation.
(6) Mediation sessions are closed to the public and are
not subject to the requirements of 65 Pa.C.S. Chapter 7
(relating to Sunshine Act).
(7) Offers or settlements made in a mediation session,
excluding the final written settlement agreement, are not
admissible as evidence in subsequent judicial or adminis-
trative proceedings in accordance with 42 Pa.C.S. § 5949
(relating to confidential mediation communications and
documents).
(8) If a settlement is reached during the mediation, the
Department will prepare a written settlement agreement
and obtain all necessary signatures within 30 days of the
agreement of the parties to settle the issue. The settle-
ment agreement is binding upon the parties to the
agreement. The settlement agreement is subject to the
Right-to-Know Law (65 P.S. §§ 67.101—67.3104). The
agreement is admissible as evidence in subsequent judi-
cial or administrative proceedings in accordance with the
Pennsylvania Rules of Court, the Pennsylvania Rules of
Evidence and 42 Pa.C.S. § 5949.
(9) If the mediation does not result in a written
agreement signed by the parties as provided in paragraph
(8), the mediation is deemed unsuccessful unless all
parties and the Department agree in writing to extend
the mediation. The mediator may determine that the
mediation is unsuccessful and terminate the mediation if
the parties have not executed a settlement agreement by
the ending date of the extension or of any further
extension agreed upon by the affected parties and the
mediator.
PROCUREMENT
§ 151.51. Procurement of goods and services—
general rule.
Tax collection committees shall procure goods and
services in accordance with section 1802 of The County
Code (16 P.S. § 1802) through competitive sealed bids,
unless otherwise specified in this section. References in
section 1802 of The County Code to county officials shall
be deemed to refer to a designated procurement officer of
the tax collection committee.
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WITHDRAWAL AND ESTABLISHMENT OF A NEW
TAX COLLECTION COMMITTEE
§ 151.61. Withdrawal and establishment of a new
tax collection committee.
(a) Resolution to withdraw. Under section 505(m) of the
act (53 P.S. § 6924.505(m)), a political subdivision gov-
erned by a tax collection committee established under
section 505(m) of the act may, within the 90-day period
ending November 15, 2013, and November 15 every
fourth year thereafter, adopt and file with the Depart-
ment and the tax collection committee a resolution evi-
dencing its desire to withdraw from governance by the
tax collection committee as of January 1 of the second
succeeding calendar year. If a majority of the governing
bodies of the political subdivisions adopt resolutions
evidencing a desire to withdraw, a new tax collection
committee shall be established in accordance with the
following:
(1) The establishment of a new tax collection commit-
tee may not alter the geographic boundaries or the
political subdivisions of the tax collection district.
(2) The old tax collection committee shall stay in effect
through December 31 of the first succeeding calendar
year after the November 15 date to adopt resolutions
evidencing a desire to withdraw.
(3) The new tax collection committee shall become
effective as of January 1 of the second succeeding calen-
dar year after the November 15 date to adopt resolutions
evidencing a desire to withdraw.
(4) Other than the timing requirements as provided for
in this section, the new tax collection committee shall
have all the obligations, duties and powers and be subject
to the quorum and voting rights provisions provided for in
Chapter 5 of the act (53 P.S. §§ 6924.501—6924.517) and
this chapter.
(b) Delegates.
(1) The governing body of each political subdivision
within the tax collection district that imposed an income
tax prior to July 1 of the same year the November 15
date to adopt resolutions evidencing a desire to withdraw
occurs shall appoint one voting delegate and one or more
alternates to represent the political subdivision on the
new tax collection committee by September 15 of the
succeeding calendar year after the November 15 date to
adopt resolutions evidencing a desire to withdraw. The
governing body of each political subdivision that after
June 30 of the same year the November 15 date to adopt
resolutions evidencing a desire to withdraw occurs im-
poses an income tax for the first time shall appoint one
voting delegate and one or more alternates to represent
the political subdivision on the tax collection committee. A
voting delegate or alternate shall serve at the pleasure of
the governing body of the political subdivision.
(2) The governing body of each political subdivision
within the tax collection district that prior to July 1 of
the same year the November 15 date to adopt resolutions
evidencing a desire to withdraw occurs does not impose
an income tax may appoint one nonvoting delegate and
one or more alternates to represent the political subdivi-
sion on the tax collection committee. If after June 30 of
the same year the November 15 date to adopt resolutions
evidencing a desire to withdraw occurs the political
subdivision imposes an income tax, the nonvoting del-
egate shall become a voting delegate to represent the
political subdivision on the tax collection committee.
(c) First meeting. The first meeting of the tax collection
committee in the tax collection district shall be on or
before May 15 of the year subsequent to the November 15
date to adopt resolutions evidencing a desire to withdraw.
The chair of the county commissioners or the chief
executive of the county in which the tax collection district
is primarily located or the chair’s designee shall schedule
the first meeting of the tax collection committee and
provide, at least 21 days before the meeting, public notice,
as required under 65 Pa.C.S. § 703 (relating to defini-
tions), and notice by first class mail by March 15 of the
year subsequent to the November 15 date to adopt
resolutions evidencing a desire to withdraw to the De-
partment and to the governing body of each political
subdivision located in the tax collection district.
(d) Establishment of tax collection committee. The chair
of the county commissioners or the chair’s designee or the
chief executive of the county or his designee shall convene
the first meeting of the tax collection committee, conduct
the meeting and record all votes until a chairperson, vice
chairperson and secretary are elected by the tax collection
committee. The voting delegates of the tax collection
committee shall elect a chairperson and a vice chairper-
son, each of whom shall be duly appointed voting del-
egates, and a secretary. The chairperson shall schedule
meetings, set the agenda, conduct meetings, record votes
and perform other duties as determined by the tax
collection committee. The secretary shall maintain the
minutes and records of the tax collection committee and
provide notices to each delegate and alternate appointed
to the tax collection committee.
(e) Bylaws. Before July 16 of the year subsequent to
the November 15 date to adopt resolutions evidencing a
desire to withdraw, the delegates of the new tax collection
committee shall adopt bylaws to govern the tax collection
committee and notify the Department within 30 days of
adoption. The Department will provide sample bylaws to
the tax collection committee. The tax collection committee
shall provide written notice to each delegate and alter-
nate delegate informing each delegate and alternate
delegate that the adoption or amendment of bylaws will
be considered at a meeting. The written notice must
include copies of the proposed bylaws or amendments.
The bylaws for each tax collection committee must in-
clude:
(1) Rules of procedure, quorum requirements, voting
rights and provisions for managing the affairs of the tax
collection committee.
(2) A list of officers, their terms and powers, and a
process for their election.
(3) Meetings, including special meetings.
(4) The process for adopting and amending bylaws.
(5) The procedure for the addition of new political
subdivisions to the tax collection committee.
(f) Election of officers. Upon the election of any new
officers, the tax collection committee shall notify the
Department within 30 days and shall provide the Depart-
ment with the name and address of each officer.
(g) Appeals board. By September of the year subse-
quent to the November 15 date to adopt resolutions
evidencing a desire to withdraw, the new tax collection
committee shall establish an appeals board under section
505(j) of the act and this chapter.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1306. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
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Title 4—ADMINISTRATION
PART II. EXECUTIVE BOARD
[ 4 PA. CODE CH. 9 ]
Reorganization of the Department of General Ser-
vices
The Executive Board approved a reorganization of the
Department of General Services effective July 18, 2016.
The organization chart at 46 Pa.B. 4186 (July 30, 2016)
is published at the request of the Joint Committee on
Documents under 1 Pa. Code § 3.1(a)(9) (relating to con-
tents of Code).
(Editor’s Note: The Joint Committee on Documents has
found organization charts to be general and permanent in
nature. This document meets the criteria of 45 Pa.C.S.
§ 702(7) (relating to contents of Pennsylvania Code) as a
document general and permanent in nature which shall
be codified in the Pennsylvania Code.)
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1307. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
PART II. EXECUTIVE BOARD
[ 4 PA. CODE CH. 9 ]
Reorganization of the Department of Human Ser-
vices
The Executive Board approved a reorganization of the
Department of Human Services effective July 18, 2016.
The organization chart at 46 Pa.B. 4187 (July 30, 2016)
is published at the request of the Joint Committee on
Documents under 1 Pa. Code § 3.1(a)(9) (relating to con-
tents of Code).
(Editor’s Note: The Joint Committee on Documents has
found organization charts to be general and permanent in
nature. This document meets the criteria of 45 Pa.C.S.
§ 702(7) (relating to contents of Pennsylvania Code) as a
document general and permanent in nature which shall
be codified in the Pennsylvania Code.)
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1308. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
PART II. EXECUTIVE BOARD
[ 4 PA. CODE CH. 9 ]
Reorganization of the Department of Revenue
The Executive Board approved a reorganization of the
Department of Revenue effective July 18, 2016.
The organization chart at 46 Pa.B. 4188 (July 30, 2016)
is published at the request of the Joint Committee on
Documents under 1 Pa. Code § 3.1(a)(9) (relating to con-
tents of Code).
(Editor’s Note: The Joint Committee on Documents has
found organization charts to be general and permanent in
nature. This document meets the criteria of 45 Pa.C.S.
§ 702(7) (relating to contents of Pennsylvania Code) as a
document general and permanent in nature which shall
be codified in the Pennsylvania Code.)
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1309. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
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GOVERNOR’S OFFICE
[ 4 PA. CODE CH. 1 ]
Executive Orders, Management Directives and
Other Issuances of the Directives Management
System Indexed for Reference Purposes
The Index of Issuances is being updated to reflect
changes since 45 Pa.B. 4236 (August 1, 2015). This
amendment adds new issuances, amends and rescinds
others. Recipients of publications listed in this index




(Editor’s Note: This Index of Issuances is published
under 1 Pa. Code § 3.1(a)(9) (relating to contents of
Code). This document meets the criteria of 45 Pa.C.S.
§ 702(7) (relating to contents of Pennsylvania Code) as a
document general and permanent in nature which shall
be codified in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.)
This manual provides a complete listing of issuances,
specified in Title 4 of the Pennsylvania Code § 1.2, from
the Governor’s Office and from agencies under the Gover-
nor’s jurisdiction, except proclamations and press re-
leases, that are intended for distribution to two or more
agencies following the procedures for publication of issu-
ances in Management Directive 210.1, Directives Manage-
mentSystem(http://www.oa.pa.gov/Policies/md/Documents/
210_1.pdf).
The manual will be amended to reflect the latest
issuances, and published annually in Title 4 of the
Pennsylvania Code § 1.4 at the end of each fiscal year.
This amendment updates the index for all executive
orders, management directives, and manuals issued,
amended, and rescinded between July 1, 2015 and June
30, 2016.
Individuals should subscribe to receive e-Alerts to
receive notification of published issuances at http://
www.oa.pa.gov/Policies/Pages/default.aspx. For questions
regarding the Directives Management System, contact
OA, EB-DMS at ra-eb-dms@state.pa.us.
Office of Administration
Office of Continuity and Records Information
Management
613 North Street
Room 221, Finance Building
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0400
www.oa.pa.gov
This manual replaces, in its entirety, Manual 210.3,
dated July 6, 2015. This manual includes all new and
amended issuances through June 30, 2016.
How to Use Index:
o Executive orders are by year of issuance.
o Management directives and manuals are numbered
in sequence by category (e.g., Financial Management) and
subcategory (e.g., Payroll).
o All documents preceded by the letter ‘‘M’’ are manu-
als.
o Documents that have been rescinded are indicated as
rescinded.
o Amendments are presented as complete documents
that incorporate all changes since the last issuance.
o Revisions which generally affect older issuances are
pen and ink changes or replacement pages and affect only
those parts of an issuance being changed. Therefore the
issuance changed by a revision will be in more than one
document because there will be original issuance and any
revision.




PART I. GOVERNOR’S OFFICE
CHAPTER 1. AGENCY OPERATION AND ORGANIZATION
Subchapter A. DIRECTIVES MANAGEMENT SYSTEM








1973-9 Environmental Protection By State Agencies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/13/1973
1974-11 Governor’s Interdepartmental Council on Seasonal Farmworkers . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/2/1978
1975-5 Commitment Toward Equal Rights . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/19/1978
1975-6 Preservation of Historic Resources . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/6/1975
1977-4 Compliance with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-112) . . 8/3/1977
1977-5 Implementation of Act No. 1976-101. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/27/1977
1978-4 Flood Plain Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/1/1978
1978-9 Public Information Policies and Practices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/23/1978
1978-19 Access by Handicapped Individuals to Meeting Locations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/19/1978
1979-10 Commonwealth Child Development Committee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/25/1979
1979-13 Governor’s Office of Policy and Planning. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/18/1979
1980-3 Life Cycle Costing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/8/1980
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1980-4 Golden Keystone Discount Card Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/27/1980
1980-5 Task Force on Employment Services to Displaced Homemakers . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/28/1980
1980-7 Small Business Service Center . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/29/1980
1980-18 Code of Conduct . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/16/1984. 1—3 (4 Rescinded)
1980-20 Pennsylvania Coastal Zone Management Program. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/22/1980
1981-3 Scheduling of Bond and Note Issue Sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/30/1981
1981-4 Federal Program Coordination . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/9/1981
1981-6 Pennsylvania Department of Health Advisory Board of Arthritis . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/22/1981
1981-13 Governor’s Committee on Employment of the Handicapped . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/19/1981
1984-3 Accounting and Financial Reporting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/11/1984
1986-1 Commonwealth Single Audit Coordinator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/24/1986
1986-5 Standby Allocations of the Volume Cap Under the Tax Reform Act of 1986 . . . 10/2/1986
1986-7 Liquor Control Board Sunset: Privatization of State Liquor Monopoly;
Transfer of Liquor Control Board Functions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/1/1986
1987-1 1987 Allocations of the Unified Volume Cap Under the Tax Reform Act of
1986. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/7/1987
1987-3 Transfer of Waynesburg Youth Development Center to the Department of
Corrections. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded by
EO2013-02—3/18/2013
1987-7 State Inspector General . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/6/1987
1987-8 Pennsylvania Emergency Response Commission. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/20/1987
1987-9 Allocation of State Low-Income Housing Credit Authority Under the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/22/1987
1987-10 Highway Safety. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/25/1992
1987-12 Cultural Advisor to the Governor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/27/1987
1987-19 Delegation to Department of Environmental Resources in Compliance with
Federal Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/21/1987
1988-4 Coordination of Food and Nutrition Programs; Appointment of the Advisor
to the Governor on Food and Nutrition Programs and the Inter-Agency
Council on Food and Nutrition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded by
EO2015-12—9/29/2015
1988-8 Pennsylvania State Data Center . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/12/1988
1989-3 Master Leasing Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/2/1989
1989-8 Municipal Waste Reduction and Planning Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/17/1989
1990-1 Municipal Waste Transportation Enforcement Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/14/1990
1990-3 Contractor Responsibility Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/29/1990
1990-4 UNITED STATES BRIG NIAGARA—‘‘Flagship of Pennsylvania’’ . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/17/1990
1990-7 Interagency River Island Task Force . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/17/1990 . . . . . 1
1991-5 Environmental Training Partnership . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/22/1991
1992-1 Records Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/8/1992
1993-2 Civil Disorder and Emergency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/9/1993
1993-3 State Land Use Planning—Goals and Objectives for Commonwealth
Agencies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/31/1993
1993-4 State Center for Health Statistics and Research. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/13/1993
1994-1 State Commission on National and Community Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/28/1994
1994-2 Governor’s Office of PennPORTS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/29/1994
1994-4 Governor’s Committee on Education Standards and Assessment . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/18/1994
1994-5 Nursing Home Loan Agency’s Authorization to Sell Loans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/4/1994
1995-1 Judicial Appointments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/27/1995
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1995-2 Drug Policy Planning Coordination. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/19/1997
1995-4 Monitoring Supplies of Petroleum Products . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/10/1995
1995-6 Governor’s Community Partnership for Safe Children . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/14/1995
1995-7 Governor’s Executive Council on Recycling Development and Waste
Reduction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/11/1995
1995-8 Governor’s Advisory Commission on Public School Finance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/11/1995
1995-10 Governor’s Sports and Exposition Facilities Task Force . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/27/1995
1996-1 Regulatory Review and Promulgation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/6/1996
1996-2 Implementation of the IMPACCT Commission Recommendations . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/19/1996
1996-5 Municipal Waste Facilities Review Program. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/29/1996
1996-6 Governor’s Advisory Commission on Academic Standards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/30/1996
1996-7 Pennsylvania Center for Environmental Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/20/1996
1996-10 State Employee Assistance Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/20/1996
1996-13 Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’s Policy on Substance Abuse in the
Workplace . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/20/1996
1997-1 Governor’s Travel and Tourism Council . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/17/1997
1997-2 Developmental Disabilities Council. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/30/1997
1997-5 Governor’s Advisory Council on Physical Fitness and Sports . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/24/1997
1998-1 Governor’s Green Government Council . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/25/1998
1998-3 The Pennsylvania Greenways Partnership Commission . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/16/2001
1999-1 Land Use Planning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/7/1999
1999-4 Pennsylvania Justice Network (JNET) Governance Structure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded by
EO2014-02—3/18/2014
2000-2 Pennsylvania Workforce Investment Board . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/14/2000
2001-1 Directives Management System . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/13/2001
2001-2 State Employee Combined Appeal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/14/2001
2002-2 Governor’s Task Force on Early Childhood Care and Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/15/2002
2002-4 Prohibition of Sexual Harassment in the Commonwealth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/3/2002
2002-5 Disability-Related Policy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/3/2002
2002-6 PA Open for Business . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/6/2002
2002-7 Integrating Mediation Into State Government. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/14/2002
2002-8 Governor’s Interagency Task Force on Energy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/18/2002
2002-13 Proposed Keystone Opportunity Improvement Sub-zones. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/31/2002
2003-1 Commonwealth’s Health Care Reform Agenda. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded by
EO2014-05—7/31/2014
2003-2 Agricultural Land Preservation Policy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/20/2003
2003-4 Workplace Policy for HIV/AIDS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/5/2003
2003-5 Upper Delaware Federal Scenic River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/22/2003
2003-10 Equal Employment Opportunity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded by
EO2016-04—4/7/2016
2003-12 Governor’s Cabinet on Children and Families . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/18/2003
2004-1 Governor’s Invasive Species Council . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/18/2006
2004-2 Utilization of Commonwealth-Owned and Leased Space . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/18/2004
2004-3 Pennsylvania Business Tax Reform Commission . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/4/2004. . . . . . . . 1
2004-4 Anti-Sweatshop Procurement Policy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/18/2004
2004-5 Pennsylvania Energy Development Authority . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/8/2004
2004-6 Minority and Women-Owned Business Opportunities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/17/2011
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2004-7 Financial Education and Literacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/29/2004
2004-11 Pennsylvania Election Reform Task Force . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/13/2004
2004-12 Energy Management and Conservation in Commonwealth Facilities . . . . . . . . 12/15/2004
2005-4 Proposed Economic Development District . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/14/2005
2005-8 Governor’s Renewable Agricultural Energy Council . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/20/2005
2006-2 Contract Compliance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded by
EO2016-05—4/7/2016
2006-7 Governor’s Pandemic Advisory Council . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/27/2006
2006-8 Contractor Social Responsibility and Offshore Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/14/2006
2006-9 Governor’s Cabinet for People with Disabilities—Governor’s Advisory
Committee for People with Disabilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/21/2006
2006-10 Strategic Development Areas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/22/2006
2006-11 Governor’s Dog Law Advice Group . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/22/2006
2007-01 Strategic Development Area, Butler County. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/24/2007
2007-02 Strategic Development Area, Westmoreland County . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/30/2007
2007-03 Commonwealth Automotive Fleet Efficiency Initiative . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/9/2007
2007-04 Office of Health Equity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/21/2007
2007-05 Chronic Care Management, Reimbursement and Cost Reduction
Commission . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/21/2007
2007-06 Registered Family Child Care Providers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/14/2007
2007-07 Subsidized Child Care Providers Exempt From Certification or Regulation . . 6/14/2007
2007-08 Strategic Development Area, Lehigh County . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/6/2007
2007-09 Governor’s Advisory Council On Rural Affairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/2/2007
2008-02 Sustainable Water Infrastructure Task Force . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/28/2008
2008-04 Pennsylvania All-Hazard Incident Management (PA-IMT3) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/13/2008
2008-06 Office of Diversity Management. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/15/2010
2008-07 Early Learning Council. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/11/2008
2008-08 Early Learning Investment Commission . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/27/2010
2010-02 Creation of the Commonwealth Health Care Reform Implementation
Committee and the Commonwealth Health Care Reform Implementation
Advisory Committee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded by
EO2014-05—7/31/2014
2010-03 Pennsylvania-Produced Agricultural Products Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/14/2010
2010-05 Leasing of State Forest and State Park Land for Oil and Gas Development . . Rescinded by
EO2014-03—5/23/2014
2011-03 Public Private Partnership . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/3/2011
2011-04 Pennsylvania eHealth Collaborative . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded by
EO2014-05—7/31/2014
2011-05 Enterprise Information Technology Governance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded by
EO2016-06—4/18/2016
2011-06 Commonwealth Licensee Tax Responsibility Program. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/15/2011
2011-07 Pennsylvania Dairy Leadership Council . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/28/2011
2011-08 Interagency Coordination Advisory Group for Economic Development . . . . . . . . 10/6/2011
2011-09 Small Business Procurement Initiative . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/21/2011
2011-10 Veteran-Owned Small Business Procurement Initiative . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/7/2011
2011-11 Office of City Receiver—Harrisburg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Terminated 3/1/2014
2012-02 Governor’s Advisory Council for Hunting, Fishing and Conversation . . . . . . . . Rescinded by
EO2015-13—11/24/2015
2012-03 Pennsylvania Homeland Security . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/22/2012
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2012-04 Governor’s Innovation Office. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded by
EO2015-04—2/5/2015
2012-05 Commonwealth Continuity of Government . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/30/2012
2012-06 Pennsylvania Commission for Women . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded by
EO2015-09—8/4/2015
2012-07 Governor’s Advisory Commission on Asian American Affairs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded by
EO2015-10—8/4/2015
2012-08 Governor’s Advisory Commission on African American Affairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded by
EO2015-07—8/4/2015
2012-09 Sunset Task Force . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Terminated 5/11/2013
2012-10 Governor’s Advisory Commission on Latino Affairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded by
EO2015-08—8/4/2015
2012-11 Permit Decision Guarantee for the Department of Environmental
Protection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/24/2012
2012-12 Pennsylvania Military Community Protection Commission . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/17/2012
2013-01 As Amended—The Pennsylvania Alzheimer’s Disease Planning Committee . . . Terminated 2/7/2014
2013-02 Rescission of Executive Order 1987-3 Transfer of Waynesburg Youth
Development Center to the Department of Corrections . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/18/2013
2013-03 Governor’s Advisory Council on Veterans Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/11/2013
2014-01 Pennsylvania Long-Term Care Commission . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Terminated 12/31/2014
2014-02 Pennsylvania Justice Network (JNET) Governance Structure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/18/2014
2014-03 Leasing of State forest and State Park Land for Oil and Gas Development . . Rescinded by
EO2015-03—1/29/2015
2014-04 Transition Period for the Pennsylvania Health Care Cost Containment
Council . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/1/2014
2014-05 Rescission of: Executive Order 2003-1, Executive Order 2010-02 As Amended,
and Executive Order 2011-04 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/31/2014
2014-06 Interoperable Public Safety and Emergency Communications Governance . . . 12/2/2014
2015-01 Executive Branch Employee Gift Ban . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/20/2015
2015-02 Competitive Process for Procurement of Legal Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/20/2015
2015-03 Leasing of State Forest and State Park Land for Oil and Gas Development . . 1/29/2015
2015-04 Governor’s Office of Transformation, Innovation, Management and Efficiency
(‘‘GO TIME’’) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/5/2015
2015-05 Participant-Directed Home Care Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/27/2015
2015-06 State Emergency Operations Plan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/16/2015
2015-07 Governor’s Advisory Commission on African American Affairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/4/2015
2015-08 Governor’s Advisory Commission on Latino Affairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/4/2015
2015-09 Pennsylvania Commission for Women . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/4/2015
2015-10 Governor’s Advisory Commission on Asian Pacific American Affairs . . . . . . . . . . 8/4/2015
2015-11 Diversity, Inclusion and Small Business Opportunities in Commonwealth
Procurement and in Pennsylvania’s Economy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/23/2015
2015-12 Coordination of Food and Nutrition Programs; Appointment of the Advisor to
the Governor on Food and Nutrition Programs and the Governor’s Food
Security Partnership . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/29/2015
2015-13 Governor’s Advisory Councils for Hunting, Fishing and Conservation . . . . . . . 11/24/2015
2016-01 Extension of Deadline for Nomination Certificates and Nomination Papers for
Special Elections on March 15, 2016 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Expired—1/29/2016
2016-02 Minimum Wage for Employees of the Commonwealth and of Organizations
Receiving State Contracts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/7/2016
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2016-03 Establishing ‘‘Employment First’’ Policy and Increasing Competitive
Integrated Employment for Pennsylvanians with a Disability . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/10/2016
2016-04 Equal Employment Opportunity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/7/2016
2016-05 Contract Compliance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/7/2016
2016-06 Enterprise Information Technology Governance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/18/2016













105.1 Allocation and Allotment of Funds for ICS Transactions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/22/1984
105.2 Contingent Commitments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/2/1985
105.4 Allocation and Allotment of Funds for Non-ICS Transactions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/22/1984
105.5 Use of the Determination of Tax-Exempt Category for Capital Projects Form 9/12/1991
Budget Preparation
110.2 Request for Approval of Federal Funds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/14/1985
110.3 Budgeting and Accounting for Federal Appropriations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/29/1985
Manuals.
M110.1 2016-17 Budget Instructions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/14/2015
MANAGEMENT/ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
General
205.4 Delegation of Authority to Sign and Delegation to Authorize SAP Payments . 5/11/2009
205.6 Defense of Suits Against Commonwealth Employees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/30/1986
205.9 Code of Conduct Statement of Financial Interest—Filing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/11/2013
205.10 Financial Disclosures Required by the Public Official and Employee Ethics
Act, 65 Pa.C.S. §§ 1101—1113 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/11/2013
205.12 Financial Disclosures Required of Former Employees by the Public Official
and Employee Ethics Act, 65 Pa.C.S. §§ 1101—1113 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/27/2014
205.14 Prohibition of Activities Not Specifically or Directly Connected With the
Official Business of the Commonwealth on Commonwealth Property . . . . . . . 11/21/2011
205.15 Memberships in Associations, Organizations, or Societies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/9/2006
205.16 Compliance With the Whistleblower Law, Act 1986-169, As Amended . . . . . . . . 9/17/2014
205.18 Ballot Question Advocacy by Executive Branch Employees, Appointees, and
Officials . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/11/1988
205.20 Documents and Evidence Relating to Asbestos in Commonwealth
Buildings. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded/Obsolete 3/20/2013
205.21 Commonwealth Child Care Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/8/2013
205.22 Recycling, Waste Reduction and Procurement of Environmentally Preferable
Products . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/19/2014
205.23 Submission of Commonwealth Publications to the State Library for
Distribution to Other Designated Libraries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/13/2012
205.24 Display of Flags on Commonwealth Buildings and Grounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/12/2011
205.25 Disability-Related Employment Policy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/13/2009
205.26 The Americans With Disabilities Act of 1990, Title II, Subtitle A,
Nondiscrimination in State and Local Government Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/22/1992
205.27 Implementation of Act 194-1990, Asbestos Occupations Accreditation and
Certification Act . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/27/2015
205.31 Pro Bono Publico Legal Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/11/1999
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205.32 Hiring/Contracting Sign Language Interpreters/Transliterators . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/12/2014
205.33 Workplace Violence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/16/2014
205.34 Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Information Technology Acceptable Use
Policy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/22/2016
205.35 Information Reporting From the Commonwealth’s Enterprise SAP Business
Information Warehouse System . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/2/2011
205.36 Right-to-Know Law Compliance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/18/2010
205.37 Role Assignment, Security, and Internal Control Maintenance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/25/2013
205.38 Emergency Evacuation and Safe Assembly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/31/2014
205.39 Use of Complete Physical Street Addresses For Department of General
Services Owned or Administered Buildings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded/Obsolete 5/30/2014
205.40 Commonwealth Branding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/15/2012
205.41 Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Continuity of Operations (COOP) Program . 2/16/2011
205.42 Social Media. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/6/2012
205.43 Quality Assurance for Business Productivity Tools. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/25/2014
Management Programs
210.1 Directives Management System . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/2/2011
210.4 Central Microfilm Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/18/2002
210.5 The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania State Records Management Program . . 7/29/2010
210.6 Selection, Acquisition and Use of Filing Equipment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/16/2002
210.8 Micrographics Procedures to be Used in Conjunction With Central Microfilm
Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/18/2002
210.11 Acceptance of Imaged Documents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/16/1997
210.12 Electronic Commerce Initiatives and Security . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/23/2010
Manuals.
M210.1 The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Employee Records Management
Manual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/20/2010
M210.3 Index of Issuances . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/6/2015
M210.4 Forms Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/16/1983 . . . . . . 1—2
M210.5 Standard (STD) Forms Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/15/1998
M210.6 Publications Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/1/1984. . . . . . . . 1
M210.7 State Records Management Manual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/8/2004
M210.8 Vital Records Disaster Planning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/9/1995
M210.9 The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania General Records Retention and
Disposition Schedule . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/4/2016
Contracts Management
215.8 Contractor Integrity Provisions for Commonwealth Contracts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/14/2015
215.9 Contractor Responsibility Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/25/2010
215.12 Provisions Concerning The Americans With Disabilities Act . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/14/2011
215.13 Contract Provision for Donation of Excess Prepared Food . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/12/2011
215.16 Contract Compliance Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/24/2015
Manuals.
M215.3 Procurement Handbook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/17/2016
(Current publication available at: http://www.dgs.pa.gov)
Central Services
220.1 Commonwealth Media Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/14/2008
220.9 Publication Services. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/25/2013
220.11 Preservation of Commonwealth Deeds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/7/2013
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230.6 Travel Expenses of Job Applicants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/1/2011
230.7 Remittance of Witness Fees. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/6/2010
230.10 Commonwealth Travel Policy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/1/2011—Effective 1/1/2012
Manual.
M230.1 Commonwealth Travel Procedures Manual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/1/2011—Effective 1/1/2012
Information Technology Management
240.7 Submission of Changes to the Commonwealth Telephone Directory . . . . . . . . . 8/18/2008
240.11 Commonwealth Wireless Communication Device Policy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/11/2012
240.12 Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Mobile Devices Security Policy . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/29/2008
245.13 Strategic Direction for Information Technology Investments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/8/2006
245.15 Pennsylvania Statewide Radio Network . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/14/2015
245.16 Pennsylvania Justice Network (JNET) Governance Structure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/18/2014
245.18 IT Administrator Acceptable Use, Auditing and Monitoring, Incident
Notification, and Response Policies and Procedures. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/7/2006
245.19 Enterprise Technology Security Council . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/3/2006
Public Information Programs
250.1 Notice of Public Meetings. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/25/2016
Organization and Space Management
260.1 Reorganization Requests . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/21/2013
Manual.
M260.1 Manual For Space Utilization. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/11/2004
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
General
305.2 Standard Check Endorsement Procedure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/22/2009
305.3 Responsibilities of Comptroller Operations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/15/2010
305.4 Payments to Counties . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/3/2012
305.5 Cash Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/22/2009
305.6 Withholding Payments to Municipalities (Act No. 166 of 1978) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/1/1997
305.7 Interest Penalties for Late Payments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/10/2014
305.8 Commonwealth Bank Accounts and Special Banking Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/11/1997
305.10 Receipt of Federal Funds by Wire Transfer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/23/1989
305.11 Depositing Checks, Money Orders and Cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/23/2012
305.12 Accounting, Reporting, and Cash Management of Federal Grants and
Contracts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/25/1999
305.15 Processing and Distributing Returned Checks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/30/1989
305.16 Lobbying Certification and Disclosure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/3/2003
305.19 Identification of Boards, Commissions, Councils, Advisory Committees, and
Authorities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/18/2014
305.20 Grant Administration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/26/2000
305.21 Payments to Local Governments and Other Subrecipients . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/23/2005
305.22 Commonwealth Licensee Tax Responsibility Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/14/2011
Accounting
310.1 Fiscal Guidelines for Federal Reimbursement of Disaster Related
Expenditures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/5/1983
310.3 Encumbering and Lapsing of Appropriations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/4/1998. . . . . . . . 1
310.9 Purpose and Use of Restricted Receipt and Restricted Revenue Accounts . . . . . 4/8/2013
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310.10 Collection, Referral, and Compromise, or Write-Off of Delinquent Claims . . . . 11/18/2011
310.11 Payment and Financial Reporting Requirements for Non-Preferred
Appropriations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/19/1982 . . . . . . 1
310.12 Refunding Erroneously Collected Fees and Charges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/30/1982
310.13 Responsibilities for Comprehensive Annual Financial Reporting . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/21/2012
310.14 General Capital Asset and Other Fixed Asset Accounting and Reporting in
SAP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/3/2003
310.15 Agency Federal ID Numbers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/22/2016
310.19 Accounting for Disbursement of Funds for Interagency Agreements,
Memorandums of Understanding, and Notifications of Subgrant . . . . . . . . . . 10/27/2010
310.20 Charging Equipment Expenditures to Federal Programs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/31/1994
310.23 Commonwealth Purchasing Card Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/5/2013
310.24 Accepting Debit/Credit Cards for Commonwealth Revenues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/3/2008
310.25 Transfers of Revenue or Expenses in SAP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/10/2011
310.26 Vendor Data Management Unit (VDMU) for Agencies Using SAP. . . . . . . . . . . . 9/18/2009
310.27 Month-End Closing Processes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/14/2005
310.28 Use of One-Time Vendor Records in SAP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/16/2006
310.29 Using Value (Service) Date in SAP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/10/2009
310.30 Pennsylvania Electronic Payment Program (PEPP) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/22/2009
310.31 Purchase Order Receiving, Invoice Processing and Invoice Reconciliation
Processes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/11/2009
310.32 Voyager Fleet Card Invoice Processing for Agencies Using SAP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/20/2009
310.33 Processing Electronic Invoices in SAP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/21/2009
310.34 Use of Agency-Level Dun & Bradstreet Data Universal Numbering System
(DUNS) Numbers in Applications for Federal Grants and Cooperative
Agreements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/18/2009
310.36 Identifying, Recording, and Reporting Computer Software as a Capital Asset. 12/10/2009
310.37 Approving, Monitoring, and Accounting for New Information Technology
Application Projects . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/20/2012
Manuals.
M310.1 Agency Operated Advancement Accounts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/11/1999
M310.2 Definitions of Major and Minor Objects of Expenditures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/26/1998 . . . . . . 1
M310.3 Manual of Accounting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/17/1996
Payroll
315.1 Calculation and Payment of Statutory Salaries. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/3/2011
315.6 Employees’ Requests for State or Federal Income Tax Withholding . . . . . . . . . . 5/24/2011
315.8 Restitution of Overpayments and Collection of Employee Debts . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/16/2014
315.9 Withholding of Delinquent Local Taxes from Employees’ Paychecks . . . . . . . . . . 8/30/2011
315.11 Distribution and Retention of Payroll Deduction Authorization Documents . . Rescinded/Obsolete 8/6/2012
315.13 Payment of Wages, Salary, Employee Benefits, and Travel Expense
Reimbursements Due Deceased Employees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/6/2014
315.14 Maintenance Charges for Employees Residing or Subsisting in
Commonwealth Facilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/16/2013
315.15 Withholding of Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency Loans from
Employee Pay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/30/2011
315.16 Payment of Annuitant Medical and Hospital Benefits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/21/2013
315.17 Direct Deposit of Pay and Travel Reimbursement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/11/2013
315.20 Taxability of the Use of State-Provided Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/1/2013
315.22 Preparation and Filing of Federal Forms 1099 and 1096 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/3/1995
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315.25 Pennsylvania Personal Income Tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/22/2011
315.26 Backup Withholding on Missing and/or Incorrect Taxpayer Identification
Numbers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/24/1994. . . . . . . 1
315.27 Recoupment of Conversion Pay Amounts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/4/1992
315.28 Taxability of State-Provided Parking . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/1/2011
Audits
325.2 Audit Inquiry Relative to Agency Litigation, Claims, and Assessments . . . . . . 12/17/2014
325.3 Performance of Audit Responsibilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/10/2011
325.5 State Level Single Audit Costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/17/2009
325.6 Auditing Computer-Based Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/10/2011
325.7 Implementation of the Commonwealth’s State-Level Single Audit. . . . . . . . . . . . 12/17/2014
325.8 Remedies for Recipient Noncompliance with Audit Requirements . . . . . . . . . . . 12/17/2014
325.9 Processing Audits of Federal Pass-Through Funds. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/23/2014
325.10 Review of Auditor General, Treasury, Legislative Budget and Finance
Committee, and Other Audit Reports . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/27/2009
325.11 Evaluating Agency Internal Controls and Financial Risk through Self
Assessment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/17/2012
325.12 Standards for Internal Controls in Commonwealth Agencies (Effective July 1,
2015) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/17/2014
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY (EEO)
Equal Employment Opportunity Programs
410.10 Guidelines for Investigating and Resolving Internal Discrimination
Complaints . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/5/2012
410.11 Commonwealth’s Equal Employment, Outreach, and Employment Counseling
Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/8/1997
Manual.
M410.3 Guidelines for Equal Employment Opportunity Plans and Programs . . . . . . . . 12/18/2007
EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATION
General
505.1 Employee Furlough Policy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/16/2006
505.2 Salaried Complement Management and Control . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/7/2014
505.4 Salaried Complement Control . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded by
MD505.2—8/7/2014
505.7 Personnel Rules . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/9/2010
505.8 Transmittal of Personnel Action Notifications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded/Obsolete—1/14/2015
505.9 Standard Abbreviations for Use With the Compensation Plan and SAP R/3
System . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/11/2004
505.11 Emergency Assignments of Employees During Emergencies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/17/1998
505.15 Employee Mobility Information Program. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/12/2012
505.18 Maintenance, Access, and Release of Employee Information . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/23/2014
505.20 Wage Complement Management and Control . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/27/2011
505.21 Office Hours . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/21/2015
505.22 State Employee Assistance Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/2/2003
505.23 Employee Recognition Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/31/2012
505.25 Substance Abuse in the Workplace . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/29/2004
505.26 HIV/AIDS and Other Bloodborne Infections/Diseases in the Workplace . . . . . . 12/11/2013
505.27 Worker and Community Right-to-Know. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/5/2014
505.28 Family Care Account Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/22/2013
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505.30 Prohibition of Sexual Harassment in Commonwealth Work Settings . . . . . . . . . 6/19/2002 . . . . . . 1
505.31 Domestic Violence and the Workplace . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded by
MD205.33—6/16/2014
505.32 Governor’s Awards for Excellence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/17/2010
505.33 Working From Home During Emergencies Including a Pandemic Influenza
Event . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/20/2007
505.34 Commercial Driver License Drug and Alcohol Testing Requirements . . . . . . . . . 7/25/2013
Manuals.
M505.2 Personnel Management Review . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/9/1997
M505.3 State Employee Assistance Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/29/2004
M505.4 Personnel Records Retention and Disposition Schedule . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded by
M210.9—4/4/2016
M505.5 Commercial Driver License Drug and Alcohol Testing and Related
Procedures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/25/2013
M505.6 An Agency Guide to Workplace Violence Prevention and Response . . . . . . . . . . . 6/16/2014
Employment
515.2 Transfer of Employees From One Agency to Another . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/20/2016
515.3 Classified Service Emergency Appointments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/3/2008
515.4 Seniority Rights of Commonwealth Employees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/12/2006
515.10 Selection and Appointment to Non-Civil Service Positions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/16/2006
515.12 Confidential Employees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/28/2004
515.15 Identification, Employment, and Education Verification Checks . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/13/1997
515.16 Appointment to Senior Level Positions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/14/2006
515.18 Supplementary Employment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/7/2013
515.20 Reemployment of Commonwealth Annuitants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/22/2016
515.21 Commonwealth School-to-Work Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/14/2006
Classification
520.3 Unclassified Codes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/10/2012
520.4 Position Classification Post-Audits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/21/2011
520.5 Centralized Job Control System . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/25/2013
520.6 Position Classification . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/15/2013
520.7 Development and Validation of Job Standards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/12/2012
520.8 Pay Action Effective Dates for Changes to Position Classifications and the
Commonwealth’s Classification and Compensation Plan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/2/2012
520.9 Appointments Above the Minimum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/21/2014
520.10 Position Descriptions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/23/2014
Pay
525.4 Temporary Assignment in Higher Classification . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/3/2013
525.6 Payroll Advances . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/16/2013
525.11 Dual Employment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/10/1997
525.12 Payment of Back Pay Due to Reinstatement of a Separated Employee or
Reduction of Disciplinary Suspension. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/9/2012
525.15 Overtime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/10/1997
525.16 Physicians and Related Occupations Quality Assurance Program . . . . . . . . . . . 2/14/2006
525.17 Internal Revenue Service Levies on Wages, Salary, and Other Income or
Payments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/28/1991
525.20 Implementation & Maintenance of Local Service Tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/10/2008
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530.1 Agency Benefit Coordinators. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/29/2015
530.2 Sick Leave Without Pay, Parental Leave Without Pay, and Family Care Leave
Without Pay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded/Obsolete 8/14/2013
530.4 State Paid Benefits While on Sick, Parental, or Family Care Leave Without
Pay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded/Obsolete 8/14/2013
530.8 Motor Vehicle Financial Responsibility Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/25/2014
530.9 Social Security Records . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/12/2015
530.10 Administrative Leave to Compete in International and World
Championships . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/20/2010
530.11 Benefit Rights of Permanent and Temporary Employees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/25/2006
530.15 Disability Benefits, Related Pay Status Options, and Retired Employee
Health Program (REHP) Effective Dates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded by
MD530.24—7/25/2013
530.17 Partial and Full Day Closings of State Offices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/25/2010
530.18 Benefit Rights of Furloughed Employees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/10/2016
530.20 State Paid Benefits While on Cyclical Leave Without Pay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded/Obsolete 9/21/2012
530.21 Paid Absence for Blood Donation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/8/2010
530.22 Unemployment Compensation, Noncovered Employment—‘‘Major Nontenured
Policymaking or Advisory Positions’’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/20/1996
530.23 State Employee Combined Appeal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/21/2014
530.24 Retired Employees Health Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/25/2013
530.26 Military Leaves of Absence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/3/2008
530.27 Leave Related Policies for Employees Excluded From Earning Leave and
Leave Service Credit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/7/1997
530.28 Pennsylvania Employees Benefit Trust Fund (PEBTF) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded/Obsolete 9/20/2012
530.29 Commuter Benefits Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/20/2009
530.30 Sick, Parental and Family Care Absence, Military Exigency Absence and
Military Caregiver Absence Policy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/11/2013
530.31 Workplace Safety and Health Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/2/2013
530.32 Group Life Insurance Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/19/2013
Manuals.
M530.2 Injury Leave Manual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/2/2016
M530.3 Group Life Insurance Program Manual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/19/2013
M530.7 Absence Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/23/2009
M530.9 Unemployment Compensation Insurance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/7/1998
M530.15 Pennsylvania State Police Administrative Manual Health Benefits Program . 7/20/2010
M530.16 Temporary Clerical Pool Agency User Manual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/1/1999
M530.17 Temporary Clerical Pool Employee Handbook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/1/1999
M530.21 State Employee Combined Appeal Procedures Manual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/21/2014
Training
535.1 Employee Training and Development . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/1/2015
535.2 Physicians and Related Occupations Specialty Board Certification
Payments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/21/2006
535.3 Out-Service Training . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/16/1999
535.4 Use of State Work Program Trainee, County Work Program Trainee, Public
Services Trainee and County Public Services Trainee Classes . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/19/2012
535.5 Use of Trainee Classes in the Classified Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/8/2004
535.6 Commonwealth Management Development Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/9/2000
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535.7 Annual Agency Training Plan and Report . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/8/1999
535.9 Physical and Information Security Awareness Training . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/3/2006
Performance Evaluations
540.7 Performance Management Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/2/2011
Retirement
570.1 Mandatory Membership in the State Employees’ Retirement System . . . . . . . . 4/7/2014
570.5 Employer Contributions Required on the Purchase of Previously Uncredited
State Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/7/2014
570.6 Optional Membership in State Employees’ Retirement System . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/7/2014
570.8 Reinstatement of Terminated Employees Into the State Employees’
Retirement System. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/7/2014
570.9 Reinstatement of Furloughed or Otherwise Terminated and Reemployed
Employees in the State Employees’ Retirement System . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/7/2014
570.11 Amending Data in Retirement and Personnel/Payroll System and Collecting
Arrears Balances . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/7/2014
570.12 Furloughed State Employees Retirement System Members’ Right to Earn
Interest on Member Contributions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/7/2014
570.13 State Employees’ Retirement System, Regional Counseling Centers . . . . . . . . . 4/7/2014
570.14 Deferred Compensation Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/7/2014
570.15 Reporting Potential Public Employee Pension Forfeiture Crimes to the State
Employees’ Retirement System . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/7/2014
570.16 State Employees’ Retirement System, Duties of Departments and Agencies . . 4/7/2014
Civil Service
580.2 Civil Service Availability Survey/Interview Notice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/20/2014
580.6 Tabulation of Classified Service Employees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/16/2006
580.8 Classified Service Probationary Periods. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/14/2013
580.10 Conducting Interviews for Classified Service Positions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/15/2013
580.11 Documentation of Classified Service Personnel Actions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/27/2006
580.12 Recruitment for Classified Service Positions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/28/2007
580.13* Report of Personnel Transactions for Non-State Employees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/16/2011
580.15 Selective Certification of Classified Service Eligibles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/11/2012
580.16 Provisional Employment in the Classified Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/16/2006
580.18 Pennsylvania Residency Requirements for the Classified Service . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/31/2011
580.19 Promotion in the Classified Service Without Examination. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/31/2009
580.21 Veterans’ Preference on Classified Service Employment Certifications . . . . . . . 2/16/2011
580.23 Resignation From and Reinstatement to the Classified Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/22/2013
580.24 Promotion of Employees in Unskilled Positions Into the Classified Service . . . 9/14/2006
580.25 Political Activities of Classified Service Employees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/7/2011
580.26 Transfer or Reassignment of Classified Service Employees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/29/2010
580.27 Limited Appointments to Positions Exempted from the Classified Service
Pursuant to Section 3(c)(4), Civil Service Act . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/28/2009
580.28 Reallocation to a Lower Class in the Classified Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/30/2011
580.30 Civil Service Leave of Absence and Return Rights . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/7/2010
580.31 Classified Service Temporary Appointments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/14/2006
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580.32 Substitute Employment in the Classified Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/24/2006
580.33 Reproductions of Documents for Classified Service Personnel Actions . . . . . . . . 4/30/2009
580.34 Removal of Eligibles for Certification or Appointment in the Classified
Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/20/2014
580.35 Employees Placed in the Classified Service by Position Reallocation . . . . . . . . . 8/29/2011
580.37 Promotion by Appointment and Temporary Higher-Level Assignment of
Unclassified Service Employees into the Classified Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/26/2012
580.38 Use of Intern Job Titles in the Classified Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/8/2004
Manuals.
M580.1 Certification of Eligibles for the Classified Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded/Obsolete 6/30/2014
M580.2 Furlough of Classified Service Employees Not Covered by Labor
Agreements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/16/2014
Labor Relations
590.1 Labor Relations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/27/2007
590.2 Confidential Positions and Employees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/8/2006
590.3 Deduction of Union Dues/Fair Share Fees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/22/2006
590.5 Guidelines to be Followed During Legal or Illegal Strikes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/25/2006
590.7 Labor Relations—Grievance Administration. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/8/2006
590.8 Classification Grievance Processing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/9/2012
SUPPLIES, SERVICES, AND EQUIPMENT
Supplies and Equipment Acquisition/Disposition
Automotive Services
615.1 Commonwealth Temporary Transportation Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/27/2013
615.15 Vehicle Parking License Agreements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/26/2006
615.16 Commonwealth Fleet Policy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/10/2011
Manuals.
M615.3 Commonwealth Fleet Procedures Manual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/10/2011
Commodity Standards
620.1 Coal Sampling and Reporting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/4/2005
Buildings, Property, and Real Estate
625.1 Repairs, Alterations, and Improvements to Commonwealth Buildings Under
the Direct Supervision of the Department of General Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/4/2004
625.2 Inventory of Commonwealth Real Property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/16/2008
625.3 Moving Employee Household Goods and Commonwealth Property . . . . . . . . . . 3/14/1996
625.4 Enforcement of Fire and Panic Regulations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/27/1991
625.5 Reporting Surplus Real Property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/6/1996
625.6 Leasehold Improvements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/1/2009
625.7 Use of Form STD-291, Request for Lease Action and Budget Approval . . . . . . . 11/6/1997
625.8 Contracting for Bargaining Unit Work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/25/1994
625.9 Payment of Contractors and Design Professionals for Agency-Funded
Construction Projects Undertaken by the Department of General Services .
Rescinded by
MD310.9—4/8/2013
625.10 Card Reader and Emergency Response Access to Certain Capitol Complex
Buildings and Other State Office Buildings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/2/2014
Bonds and Insurance
630.1 Agency Insurance Coordinators . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded/Obsolete 2/7/2013
630.2 Reporting of Employee Liability Claims . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/15/2013
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720.2 Wage Standards Picketing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/3/1977
720.4 Safety and Loss Prevention Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rescinded/Obsolete 2/7/2013
720.5 Energy Conservation and Electrical Devices in Commonwealth-Owned or
Leased Buildings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/25/2008
720.6 Call Trace Procedures for Threatening, Harassing, and Nuisance Telephone
Calls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/25/2016
720.7 Bomb Threats and Suspicious Packages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/29/2010
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1310. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
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Public Hearing and Business Meeting
The Delaware River Basin Commission (Commission)
will hold a public hearing on Wednesday, August 10,
2016, at the Washington Crossing Historic Park Visitor
Center, 1112 River Road, Washington Crossing, PA. A
business meeting will be held on Wednesday, September
14, 2016, at the Historic Hotel Bethlehem, 437 Main
Street, Bethlehem, PA. The hearing and business meeting
are open to the public.
Public hearing. The public hearing on August 10, 2016,
will begin at 1:30 p.m. Hearing items will include draft
dockets for the withdrawals, discharges and other water-
related projects subject to the Commission’s review.
Written comments on matters scheduled for hearing on
August 10, 2016, will be accepted through 5 p.m. on
August 11, 2016. After the hearing on all scheduled
matters has been completed, and as time allows, an
opportunity for open public comment will also be pro-
vided.
The public is advised to check the Commission’s web
site periodically prior to the hearing date, as items
scheduled for hearing may be postponed if additional time
is deemed necessary to complete the Commission’s review,
and items may be added up to 10 days prior to the
hearing date. In reviewing docket descriptions, the public
is also asked to be aware that project details commonly
change in the course of the Commission’s review, which is
ongoing.
1. Pennsylvania American Water Company, D-1966-100
CP-2. An application to renew the approval of an existing
surface water withdrawal (SWWD) and approve an alloca-
tion of up to 540 million gallons per month (mgm) to
supply the applicant’s public water supply from an exisit-
ing surface water intake on the Schuylkill River. The
project intake is located in the Schuylkill River Water-
shed in the Borough of Norristown, Montgomery County,
PA.
2. Paulsboro Refining Company, LLC, D-1969-195-3.
An application to renew the approval of the existing
Paulsboro Refining Company industrial wastewater treat-
ment plant (IWTP), formerly known as the Valero Refin-
ing Company IWTP, and its discharge. The IWTP has an
average annual design flow of 9.19 million gallons per day
(mgd) and a hydraulic design capacity of 15.84 mgd. The
IWTP will continue to discharge treated industrial waste-
water effluent to Water Quality Zone 4 of the Delaware
River at River Mile 87.7, in the Borough of Paulsboro,
Gloucester County, NJ.
3. Saputo Dairy Foods USA, LLC, D-1972-146-2. An
application to approve a change in ownership of a previ-
ously approved groundwater supply project and to renew
the approval of an allocation of up to 29 mgm from
existing Wells Nos. 1—4 for industrial cooling, industrial
processes and potable supply at an existing dairy process-
ing manufacturing facility now owned by the applicant.
The wells are completed in unconsolidated sand and
gravel in the West Branch Delaware River Watershed in
the Town of Delhi, Delaware County, NY within the
drainage area of the section of the main stem Delaware
River known as the Upper Delaware, which the Commis-
sion has classified as Special Protection Waters.
4. Boyertown Borough, D-1973-199 CP-4. An applica-
tion to renew the approval of the applicant’s existing 0.75
mgd wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) and its dis-
charge. The WWTP will continue to discharge to Swamp
Creek, which is a tributary of Perkiomen Creek, which is
a tributary of the Schuylkill River, River Mile 92.47—
32.3—12.9—11.9 (Delaware River—Schuylkill River—
Perkiomen Creek—Swamp Creek) in Douglass Township,
Montgomery County, PA.
5. Ambler Borough, D-1975-016 CP-4. An application to
renew the approval of the applicant’s existing 8.0 mgd
WWTP and its discharge. The WWTP has an average
annual flow of 6.5 mgd. The WWTP will continue to
discharge treated effluent to Wissahickon Creek, which is
a tributary of the Schuylkill River, at River Mile 92.5—
12.8—12.7 (Delaware River—Schuylkill River—Wis-
sahickon Creek) by Outfall No. 001 in Upper Dublin
Township, Montgomery County, PA.
6. Calpine Corporation, D-1981-020 CP-2. An applica-
tion to renew the approval of the existing discharge of up
to 870.2 mgd of noncooling contact water (NCCW), intake
screen backwash, and boiler and cooling tower blowdown
from the docket holder’s Edgemoor Energy Center and
Hay Road Energy Center power generation facilities. The
710-megawatt Edgemoor Energy Center is fueled by
natural gas or oil and consists of three boiler/turbine
units. The 1,100-megawatt Hay Road Energy Center
facility is fueled by natural gas and consists of six
combustion turbines and heat recovery steam generating
units and two steam turbine units. The facilities will
continue to discharge by three existing outfalls to Water
Quality Zone 5 of the Delaware River at River Mile 72.8,
in the City of Wilmington, New Castle County, DE.
7. Paunnacussing Founders, Inc., D-1996-042-3. An ap-
plication to renew the approval of an existing groundwa-
ter and SWWD of up to 6.2 mgm to irrigate the appli-
cant’s Lookaway Golf Course from existing Wells Nos.
PW-2 and PW-3 and an existing, off-stream constructed
pond. Wells Nos. PW-2 and PW-3 are completed in the
Brunswick Formation. The requested allocation is not an
increase from the previous allocation. The project is
located in the Commission’s designated Ground Water
Protected Area (GWPA) in the Mill Creek Watershed in
Buckingham Township, Bucks County, PA.
8. Easton Suburban Water Authority, D-1999-062 CP-2.
An application to renew the approval of an existing
SWWD to supply the applicant’s public water supply
distribution system and to approve a decrease in with-
drawal allocation from 13.0 mgd (403 mgm) to 10.42 mgd
(323 mgm) from an existing intake on the Delaware
River. The requested allocation is not an increase from
the previous allocation. The project is located in the
Delaware River Watershed in the City of Easton, North-
ampton County, PA within the drainage area of the
section of the main stem Delaware River known as the
Lower Delaware, which the Commission has classified as
Special Protection Waters.
9. Calpine Corporation, D-2000-012 CP-2. An applica-
tion to renew the approval to withdraw up to 8,763.7
mgm of surface water from the Pumphouse 2 Intake and
up to 18,404.7 mgm of surface water from the Pumphouse
3 Intake from the Delaware River (total combined alloca-
tion of 27,168.4 mgm) for noncontact cooling, cooling
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tower makeup, fire suppression and intake screen
backwashing at the existing Edge Moor and Hay Road
Energy Centers. The allocation provided by this docket is
based on the maximum water demands of the facility
with all circulating, service water, fire suppression and
intake screen backwash pumps in operation and repre-
sents a decrease from the allocation of 34,100 mgm
(33,000 million gallons per 30 days) approved in the
previous docket. This docket also updates project informa-
tion and consolidates several previous Commission ap-
provals into a single docket. The facility is located in the
City of Wilmington, New Castle County, DE, and the
intakes withdraw water at approximately River Mile 72.1
in Delaware River Water Quality Zone 5.
10. Upper Hanover Authority, D-2001-061 CP-4. An
application to renew the approval of the applicant’s
existing 0.4 mgd WWTP and its discharge. The WWTP
will continue to discharge to Macoby Creek at River Mile
92.47—32.3—19.5—5.3 (Delaware River—Schuylkill
River—Perkiomen Creek—Macoby Creek) located in Up-
per Hanover Township, Montgomery County, PA.
11. Aqua Pennsylvania Wastewater, Inc., D-2002-042-4.
An application to renew the approval of the applicant’s
existing 0.6 mgd White Haven WWTP and its discharge.
The WWTP will continue to discharge treated wastewater
effluent to the Lehigh River at River Mile 183.7—71.9
(Delaware River—Lehigh River) within the drainage area
of the section of the main stem Delaware River known as
the Lower Delaware, which the Commission has classified
as Special Protection Waters, in White Haven Borough,
Luzerne County, PA.
12. Artesian Water Company, D-2003-022 CP-4. An
application to renew the approval of an existing import
project of up to 0.369 mgd from the Chesapeake Bay
Basin from the Choptank and Bethel Church Wellfields to
supply water to the applicant’s public water supply
system. The application also requested to renew the
approval to withdraw up to 150 mgm of groundwater
from 26 groundwater sources. The requested allocation is
not an increase from the previous allocation. The project’s
existing groundwater withdrawals (GWD) are approved
by the Delaware Department of Natural Resources and
Environmental Control (DNREC) and will continue to be
regulated by DNREC in accordance with the Administra-
tive Agreement between the Commission and the State of
Delaware. The water supply system and wellfields are
located in New Castle County, DE.
13. Aqua Pennsylvania, Inc., D-2003-033 CP-2. An ap-
plication to renew the approval of an existing GWD of up
to 24.13 mgm from 14 existing wells including one
replacement well and up to 15.5 mgm of water from an
existing interconnection with Downingtown Municipal
Water Authority for continued use in the docket holder’s
interconnected UGS North and Honey Brook public water
systems. This docket consolidates and combines the total
allocations contained in two separate Commission approv-
als issued for the two systems with no increase in the
total allocations previously approved by these dockets.
The wells are completed in felsic gneiss, intermediate
gneiss and graphitic gneiss within the West Branch
Brandywine and East Branch Brandywine watersheds, in
East Brandywine, West Brandywine and Honey Brook
townships, Chester County, PA.
14. Buck Hill Falls Company, D-2009-001 CP-3. An
application to renew the approval of the applicant’s
existing 0.20 mgd WWTP and its discharge. Treated
effluent will continue to be discharged to Buck Hill Creek
at River Mile 213.00—21.11—0.50 (Delaware River—
Brodhead Creek—Buck Hill Creek) within the drainage
area of the section of the main stem Delaware River
known as the Middle Delaware, which the Commission
has classified as Special Protection Waters, in Barrett
Township, Monroe County, PA.
15. Wallenpaupack School District, D-2009-026 CP-3.
An application to renew the approval of the existing 0.04
mgd Wallenpaupack Area School District High School
WWTP and its discharge. The WWTP will continue to
discharge to Lake Wallenpaupack on the Wallenpaupack
Creek, which is a tributary of the Lackawaxen River, at
River Mile 277.7—15.8—1.4—0.2 (Delaware River—
Lackawaxen River—Wallenpaupack Creek—Lake Wal-
lenpaupack) within the drainage area of the section of the
main stem Delaware River known as the Upper Dela-
ware, which the Commission has classified as Special
Protection Waters, located in Palmyra Township, Pike
County, PA.
16. Tobyhanna Army Depot, D-1987-057 CP-4. An ap-
plication to approve new Wells 7—10 for inclusion in the
applicant’s public water supply system and to renew the
approval of an existing GWD of up to 20.66 mgm from
four new and two existing wells. The new wells will be
replacing Wells 1, 3, 4 and 5, which were previously
approved to supply groundwater to the applicant’s sys-
tem. The requested allocation is not an increase from the
previous allocation. The project wells are located in the
Poplar Gap Member of the Catskill Formation in the
Tobyhanna Creek Watershed, within the drainage area of
the section of the main stem Delaware River known as
the Lower Delaware, which the Commission has classified
as Special Protection Waters, in Coolbaugh Township,
Monroe County, PA.
17. Giorgio Foods, Inc., D-1988-043-5. An application to
upgrade the docket holder’s existing 0.5 mgd IWTP,
consisting of replacing the existing sand filter with new
cloth media filters and the existing chlorination/
dechlorination disinfection system with ultraviolet light
disinfection. The IWTP will remain at 0.50 mgd and
continue to discharge treated effluent to Willow Creek, a
tributary of Maiden Creek, which is a tributary of the
Schuylkill River, at River Mile 92.47—86.7—0.6—2.4
(Delaware River—Schuylkill River—Maiden Creek—
Willow Creek) in Maidencreek Township, Berks County,
PA.
18. Johnson Matthey, Inc., D-1999-038-4. An applica-
tion to renew approval of the applicant’s existing 0.08
mgd IWTP and its discharge. The applicant also renewed
a total dissolved solids determination and IWTP effluent
limit of 20,000 milligrams per liter (mg/l) (monthly aver-
age) and 40,000 mg/l (daily maximum). The project IWTP
will continue to discharge to the Schuylkill River by the
Matsunk Creek culvert at River Mile 92.47—21.5 (Dela-
ware River—Schuylkill River) in Upper Merion Township,
Montgomery County, PA.
19. ABB, Inc., D-1986-069-2. An application for ap-
proval of the discharge of remediation water from the
existing 0.108 mgd groundwater treatment plant (GTP),
as well as the withdrawal of up to 3.348 mgm of
groundwater from existing Wells Nos. W-1, W-2 and W-7.
The project wells are completed in the Stockton Forma-
tion. The GTP discharges to an unamed tributary (UNT)
of the Pennypack Creek by Outfall No. 1 at River Mile
109.75—19.7—1.8 (Delaware River—Pennypack Creek—
UNT of the Pennypack Creek). The facility is located in
the Commission’s designated GWPA in the Pennypack
Creek Watershed in Warminster Township, Bucks County,
PA.
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Public meeting. The public business meeting on Sep-
tember 14, 2016, will begin at 10:30 a.m. and will include:
adoption of the minutes of the Commission’s June 15,
2016, business meeting, announcements of upcoming
meetings and events; a report on hydrologic conditions,
reports by the Executive Director and the Commission’s
General Counsel; and consideration of any items for
which a hearing has been completed or is not required.
After all scheduled business has been completed and as
time allows, the meeting will also include up to 1 hour of
open public comment.
There will be no opportunity for additional public
comment for the record at the September 14, 2016,
business meeting on items for which a hearing was
completed on August 10, 2016, or a previous date.
Commission consideration on September 14, 2016, of
items for which the public hearing is closed may result in
approval of the item (by docket or resolution) as proposed,
approval with changes, denial or deferral. When the
Commissioners defer an action, they may announce an
additional period for written comment on the item, with
or without an additional hearing date, or they may take
additional time to consider the input they have already
received without requesting further public input. Any
deferred items will be considered for action at a public
meeting of the Commission on a future date.
Advance sign-up for oral comment. Individuals who
wish to comment on the record during the public hearing
on August 10, 2016, or to address the Commissioners
informally during the open public comment portion of the
meeting on either August 10, 2016, or September 14,
2016, as time allows, are asked to sign up in advance by
contacting Paula Schmitt, paula.schmitt@drbc.nj.gov.
Addresses for written comment. Written comment on
items scheduled for hearing may be delivered by hand at
the public hearing or by hand, United States Mail or
private carrier to the Commission Secretary, P.O. Box
7360, 25 State Police Drive, West Trenton, NJ 08628, fax
(609) 883-9522 or e-mail (preferred) paula.schmitt@
drbc.nj.gov. If submitted by e-mail, written comments on
a docket should also be sent to David Kovach, Manager,
Project Review Section, david.kovach@drbc.nj.gov.
Accommodations for special needs. Individuals in need
of an accommodation as provided for in the Americans
with Disabilities Act who wish to attend the informational
meeting, conference session or hearings should contact
the Commission Secretary directly at (609) 883-9500, Ext.
203 or through the Telecommunications Relay Services at
711 to discuss how the Commission can accommodate
their needs.
Additional information, contacts. Additional public re-
cords relating to hearing items may be examined at the
Commission’s offices by appointment by contacting Carol
Adamovic at (609) 883-9500, Ext. 249. For other questions
concerning hearing items, contact Judith Scharite, Project
Review Section assistant at (609) 883-9500, Ext. 216.
PAMELA M. BUSH,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1311. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
DEPARTMENT OF BANKING AND SECURITIES
Actions on Applications
The Department of Banking and Securities (Department), under the authority contained in the act of November 30,
1965 (P.L. 847, No. 356), known as the Banking Code of 1965; the act of May 15, 1933 (P.L. 565, No. 111), known as the
Department of Banking Code; and the act of December 19, 1990 (P.L. 834, No. 198), known as the Credit Union Code, has
taken the following action on applications received for the week ending July 19, 2016.
Under section 503.E of the Department of Banking and Securities Code (71 P.S. § 733-503.E), any person wishing to
comment on the following applications, with the exception of branch applications, may file their comments in writing with
the Department of Banking and Securities, Corporate Applications Division, 17 North Second Street, Suite 1300,
Harrisburg, PA 17101-2290. Comments must be received no later than 30 days from the date notice regarding receipt of
the application is published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. The nonconfidential portions of the applications are on file at
the Department and are available for public inspection, by appointment only, during regular business hours. To schedule
an appointment, contact the Corporate Applications Division at (717) 783-2253. Photocopies of the nonconfidential
portions of the applications may be requested consistent with the Department’s Right-to-Know Law Records Request
policy.
BANKING INSTITUTIONS
Consolidations, Mergers and Absorptions





Application for approval to purchase assets and assume liabilities of 18 branches of First







2070 George Urban Boulevard
Depew
Erie County, NY
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Date Name and Location of Applicant Action


















5751 South Park Avenue
Hamburg
Erie County, NY














































7-19-2016 First Citizens Community Bank
Mansfield
Tioga County





Date Name and Location of Applicant Location of Branch Action








Date Name and Location of Applicant Location of Branch Action
2-28-2016 ESSA Bank & Trust
Stroudsburg
Monroe County
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Branch Consolidations
Date Name and Location of Applicant Location of Branch Action
6-24-2016 ESSA Bank & Trust
Stroudsburg
Monroe County








Consolidations, Mergers and Absorptions
Date Name and Location of Applicant Action




Application for approval to merge Sacred Heart of Corpus Christi Federal Credit Union,
White Oak, with and into Alcose Credit Union, White Oak.
Articles of Amendment
Date Name and Location of Institution Action




Amendment to Article 5 of the institution’s Articles of Incorporation provides for the change
of par value of its shares to $1.
The Department’s web site at www.dobs.pa.gov includes public notices for more recently filed applications.
ROBIN L. WIESSMANN,
Secretary




Pilot Riparian Forested Buffer Grant Program
The Department of Conservation and Natural Re-
sources (Department) will launch a PILOT grant program
on August 1, 2016. The Department’s Riparian Forested
Buffer Program (Program) will provide financial assist-
ance in the form of reimbursable grants to local govern-
ments, nonprofits and educational organizations to iden-
tify locations in need of riparian forested buffers and to
design, establish, monitor and maintain those buffers.
Applicants are encouraged to include multifunctional
buffers in project proposals.
Funding will be provided to applicants on a competitive
basis with a minimum grant award of $50,000 and a
50/50 match requirement (cash or noncash). The applica-
tion period will be open from August 1, 2016, to mid-
September. For more information or to apply for these
grants, visit the Department’s web site at http://
www.dcnr.state.pa.us/forestry/yourwoods/streambuffers/
riparianbuffergrant. Additional questions regarding this
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Applications, Actions and Special Notices
APPLICATIONS
THE CLEAN STREAMS LAW AND THE FEDERAL CLEAN WATER ACT
APPLICATIONS FOR NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE ELIMINATION
SYSTEM (NPDES) PERMITS AND WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT (WQM)
PERMITS
This notice provides information about persons who have applied for a new, amended or renewed NPDES or WQM
permit, a permit waiver for certain stormwater discharges or submitted a Notice of Intent (NOI) for coverage under a
General Permit. The applications concern, but are not limited to, discharges regarding industrial, animal or sewage
waste, discharges to groundwater, discharges associated with municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4), stormwater
associated with construction activities or concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFO). This notice is provided in
accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapters 91 and 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing The Clean Streams Law (35 P.S.
§§ 691.1—691.1001) and the Federal Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1251—1376).
Location Permit Authority Application Type or Category
Section I NPDES Renewals
Section II NPDES New or Amendment
Section III WQM Industrial, Sewage or Animal Waste; Discharge into Groundwater
Section IV NPDES MS4 Individual Permit
Section V NPDES MS4 Permit Waiver
Section VI NPDES Individual Permit Stormwater Construction
Section VII NPDES NOI for Coverage under NPDES General Permits
For NPDES renewal applications in Section I, the Department of Environmental Protection (Department) has made a
tentative determination to reissue these permits for 5 years subject to effluent limitations and monitoring and reporting
requirements in their current permits, with appropriate and necessary updated requirements to reflect new and changed
regulations and other requirements.
For applications for new NPDES permits and renewal applications with major changes in Section II, as well as
applications for MS4 Individual Permits and Individual Stormwater Construction Permits in Sections IV and VI, the
Department, based upon preliminary reviews, has made tentative determinations of proposed effluent limitations and
other terms and conditions for the permit applications. In accordance with 25 Pa. Code § 92a.32(d), the proposed
discharge of stormwater associated with construction activities will be managed in accordance with the requirements of
25 Pa. Code Chapter 102. These determinations are published as proposed actions for comments prior to taking final
actions.
Unless indicated otherwise, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region III Administrator has
waived the right to review or object to proposed NPDES permit actions under the waiver provision in 40 CFR 123.24(d).
Persons wishing to comment on NPDES applications are invited to submit statements to the contact office noted before
the application within 30 days from the date of this public notice. Persons wishing to comment on WQM permit
applications are invited to submit statements to the office noted before the application within 15 days from the date of
this public notice. Comments received within the respective comment periods will be considered in the final
determinations regarding the applications. A comment submittal should include the name, address and telephone number
of the writer and a concise statement to inform the Department of the exact basis of a comment and the relevant facts
upon which it is based.
The Department will also accept requests for public hearings on applications. A public hearing may be held if the
responsible office considers the public response significant. If a hearing is scheduled, a notice of the hearing will be
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin and a newspaper of general circulation within the relevant geographical area. The
Department will postpone its final determination until after a public hearing is held.
Persons with a disability who require an auxiliary aid, service, including TDD users, or other accommodations to seek
additional information should contact the Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984.
I. NPDES Renewal Applications






































Sunny Acres MHP STP



























































CBH2O STP a.k.a. Camelback




































French Creek and an
Unnamed Tributary to
















II. Applications for New or Expanded Facility Permits, Renewal of Major Permits and EPA Non-Waived
Permit Applications
Southwest Regional Office: Regional Clean Water Program Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
Phone: 412.442.4000.
PA0037940, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Center Township Sewer Authority, 224 Center Grange Road, Aliquippa, PA
15001. Facility Name: Elkhorn Run STP. This existing facility is located in Center Township, Beaver County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Moon Run and Elkhorn Run, is located in State Water Plan watershed 20-G and is classified
for Warm Water Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public water
supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 2 MGD.












Flow (MGD) 2.0 Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
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Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 4.0 XXX XXX XXX
Total Residual Chlorine (TRC) XXX XXX XXX 0.5 XXX 1.0
Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen
Demand (CBOD5) 417.3 625.9
Wkly Avg
XXX 25.0 37.5 50
Biochemical Oxygen Demand
(BOD5)
Raw Sewage Influent Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids
Raw Sewage Influent Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids 500.7 751.1
Wkly Avg
XXX 30.0 45.0 60
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100 ml)
Nov 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 2,000
Geo Mean
XXX 10,000
May 1 - Oct 31 XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX 400
Total Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX Report
Daily Max
XXX XXX
Total Phosphorus XXX XXX XXX Report
Daily Max
XXX XXX
Benzo(a)Anthracene1 XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Benzo(a)Pyrene1 XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Benzo(k)Fluoranthene1 XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
3,4-Benzofluoranthene1 XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Bromide1 XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Chrysene1 XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
1,4-Dioxane1 XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Dibenzo(a,h)Anthracene1 XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Indeno(1,2,3-cd)Pyrene1 XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
1 The parameters indicated by footnote 1 received water quality based effluent limitations because the pollutants were
reported to be present at a concentration higher than the DEP recognized target quantitative level. The permittee will
have the opportunity to resample for those parameters during the public comment period to demonstrate that they are
not present at concentrations equal to or greater than the target quantitative level. The effluent limitations or monitoring
requirements may be removed from the permit or changed to less stringent technology based effluent limitations, as
applicable, based on the additional sampling data provided.
The EPA Waiver is not in effect.
Southeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401. Telephone 484-250-5970.
PA0244856, Storm Water, SIC Code 4953, Waste Management Of Fairless LLC, 1000 New Ford Mill Road,
Morrisville, PA 19067. Facility Name: Fairless Lndfl. This proposed facility is located in Falls Township, Bucks County.
Description of Proposed Activity: The application is for a new NPDES permit for a new discharge of treated Industrial
Stormwater.
The receiving stream(s), Unnamed Tributary to Delaware River and Unnamed Tributary of Delaware River, is located
in State Water Plan watershed 2-E and is classified for Migratory Fishes and Warm Water Fishes, aquatic life, water
supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are for storm water discharge.












pH (S.U.) XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Color (Pt-Co Units) (Pt-Co Units) XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen
Demand (CBOD5) XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Total Dissolved Solids XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Nitrate-Nitrite as N XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Ammonia-Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Arsenic, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Barium, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
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Cadmium, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Chromium, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Cyanide, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Iron, Dissolved XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Iron, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Lead, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Magnesium, Dissolved XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Magnesium, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Mercury, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Selenium, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Silver, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Sulfate, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Tritium, Total (pCi/L) XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
1,4-Dioxane XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Chloride XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Bromide XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Total Organic Carbon XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 002 are for storm water discharge.












pH (S.U.) XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Color (Pt-Co Units) (Pt-Co Units) XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen
Demand (CBOD5) XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Total Dissolved Solids XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Nitrate-Nitrite as N XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Ammonia-Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Arsenic, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Barium, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Cadmium, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Chromium, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Cyanide, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Iron, Dissolved XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Iron, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Lead, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Magnesium, Dissolved XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Magnesium, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Mercury, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Selenium, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Silver, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Sulfate, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Tritium, Total (pCi/L) XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
1,4-Dioxane XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Chloride XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Bromide XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Total Organic Carbon XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 003 are for storm water discharge.












pH (S.U.) XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Color (Pt-Co Units) (Pt-Co Units) XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen
Demand (CBOD5) XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Total Dissolved Solids XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Nitrate-Nitrite as N XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
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Ammonia-Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Arsenic, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Barium, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Cadmium, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Chromium, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Cyanide, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Iron, Dissolved XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Iron, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Lead, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Magnesium, Dissolved XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Magnesium, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Mercury, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Selenium, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Silver, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Sulfate, Total XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Tritium, Total (pCi/L) XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
1,4-Dioxane XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Chloride XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Bromide XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Total Organic Carbon XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Bench mark value for some parameters.
• BMPs requirements
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
484-250-5910.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0244848, Storm Water, SIC Code, USSC Group, Inc., 150 Gordon Drive, Exton, PA 19341. Facility Name: USSC
Group, Inc. This proposed facility is located in 150 Gordon Drive, Exton, PA 19141, Uwchlan Township, Chester County.
Description of Proposed Activity: The application is for a new NPDES permit for a new discharge of treated Industrial
Stormwater.
The receiving stream(s), Pine Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 3-D and is classified for Mi and High
Quality Waters—Trout Stocking, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public
water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.000 MGD.












pH XXX XXX Report XXX Report XXX
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Nitrate-Nitrite as N XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Aluminum XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Iron XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Mercury XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Zinc XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 002 are based on a design flow of 0.000 MGD.












pH XXX XXX Report XXX XXX Report
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Dissolved Solids XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Nitrate-Nitrite as N XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Aluminum XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Iron XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Mercury XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Zinc XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
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In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
Proposed Part C Conditions:
I. Requirements Applicable To Stormwater Outfalls
II. Other Requirements
A. Acquire Necessary Property Rights
B. Sludge Disposal Requirements
C. BAT/ELG Reopener
D. Small Stream Discharge
E. Remedial Measures if Public Nuisance
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
484-250-5910.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
Northeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915. Phone: 570-826-2511.
PA0012726, Industrial, SIC Code 3354, Sapa Extrusions Inc., PO Box 187, Cressona, PA 17929-0187. Facility Name:
Sapa Extrusions. This existing facility is located in Cressona Borough, Schuylkill County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Industrial Waste.
The receiving stream(s), West Branch Schuylkill River, is located in State Water Plan watershed 3-A and is classified
for Cold Water Fishes and Migratory Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to
affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 002 (discharge from IMP 010, stormwater and noncontact cooling water) are:










Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
PCBs, Total XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 007 (stormwater and groundwater infiltration) are:










Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX 9.0 XXX
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX 15.0 XXX 30.0
PCBs, Total XXX XXX XXX 0.00175 XXX XXX
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 008 (stormwater and groundwater infiltration) are:










Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX 9.0 XXX
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX 15.0 XXX 30.0
PCBs, Total XXX XXX XXX 0.00175 XXX XXX
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 009 (stormwater and groundwater infiltration) are:










Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX 9.0 XXX
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX 15.0 XXX 30.0
PCBs, Total XXX XXX XXX 0.00175 XXX XXX
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The proposed effluent limits for Internal Monitoring Point (IMP) 010 are based on an average discharge flow of 0.100
MGD.












Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX




5 day, 20 C XXX XXX XXX Report
Avg Qrtly
XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids 83.4 Report XXX 50.0 Report XXX
Total Dissolved Solids Report Report XXX Report 2,000.0 XXX
Oil and Grease 12.5 25.0 XXX 15.0 30.0 30.0
Fecal Coliform XXX XXX XXX Report
Avg Qrtly
XXX XXX
Ammonia-Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX Report
Avg Qrtly
XXX XXX
Chromium, Total 1.53 3.73 XXX Report Report XXX












(Interim) 27.2 57.6 XXX Report Report XXX
(Final) 12.7 19.8 XXX 15.2 23.7 38.0
Thallium, Total
(Interim) Report Report XXX Report Report XXX
(Final) 0.0120 0.0188 XXX 0.0144 0.0225 0.036






PCBs, Total XXX XXX XXX 0.00175 XXX XXX
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• WQBELs Below Quantitation Limits
• Total PCBs
• Treatment System for PCBs
• Schedule of Compliance for Total Thallium
• Chemical Additives
• Requirements Applicable to Stormwater Outfalls.
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
570-826-5472.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0060801, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Montrose Municipal Authority Susquehanna County, PO Box 306,
Montrose, PA 18801-0306. Facility Name: Montrose Municipal Authority WWTP. This existing facility is located in
Montrose Borough, Susquehanna County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Unnamed Tributary to Pettis Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 4-D and is
classified for Migratory Fishes and Warm Water Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not
expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.82 MGD.














Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX 9.0
Max
XXX
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 6.0 Inst
Min
XXX XXX XXX
Total Residual Chlorine (TRC) XXX XXX XXX 0.019 XXX 0.046
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Influent XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids
Influent XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Dissolved Solids Report
Avg Mo
Report XXX Report Report XXX
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100 ml)
Oct 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 2,000
Geo Mean
XXX 10,000




Nov 1 - Apr 30 30
Avg Mo
XXX XXX 4.5 XXX 9.0
May 1 - Oct 31 10
Avg Mo
XXX XXX 1.5 XXX 3.0








0.82 XXX 0.081 0.12 XXX
The proposed final effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.82 MGD.













Demand (CBOD5) 68 102 XXX 10.0 15.0 20
TSS (Load, lbs/mo or lbs/year) 68 102 XXX 10.0 15.0 20










The proposed interim effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.82 MGD.













Demand (CBOD5) 102 136 XXX 15.0 20.0 30
TSS (Load, lbs/mo or lbs/year) 102 136 XXX 15.0 20.0 30










In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Chesapeake Bay Limits; Schedule for Compliance (Zinc, CBOD5, TSS), Solids management; Toxic Reduction
Evaluation (copper and tetrachloroethylene); Stormwater prohibition; Necessary property rights; Residuals management;
Chlorine minimization; High Flow Management Plan; SSO prohibition; Changes to existing stream/discharge; Whole
Effluent Toxicity Testing prior to next NPDES Permit Renewal.
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
570-826-5472.
The EPA Waiver is not in effect
Southcentral Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110. Phone: 717-705-4707.
PA0266035, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Albert C Kuhn, 240 Springview Road, Carlisle, PA 17015. Facility Name: Kendor
Summit Lots 15i & 16i SRSTP. This proposed facility is located in North Middleton Township, Cumberland County.
Description of Proposed Activity: The application is for a new NPDES permit for a new discharge of treated SRSTP
Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Conodoguinet Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 7-B and is classified for
Migratory Fishes and Warm Water Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to
affect public water supplies.
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The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.0005 MGD.










Flow (MGD) Report XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
Biochemical Oxygen Demand
(BOD5) XXX XXX XXX 10.0 XXX 20
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 10.0 XXX 20
Fecal Coliform (No./100 ml) XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX XXX
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
717-705-4732.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0266051, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Albert C Kuhn, 240 Springview Road, Carlisle, PA 17015. Facility Name: Kendor
Summit Lots 3i & 4i SRSTP. This proposed facility is located in North Middleton Township, Cumberland County.
Description of Proposed Activity: The application is for a new NPDES permit for a new discharge of treated SRSTP
Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Conodoguinet Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 7-B and is classified for
Migratory Fishes and Warm Water Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to
affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.0005 MGD.










Flow (MGD) Report XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
BOD5 XXX XXX XXX 10.0 XXX 20
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 10.0 XXX 20
Fecal Coliform (No./100 ml) XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX XXX
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
717-705-4732.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0026654, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, New Cumberland Borough, 1120 Market Street, New Cumberland, PA 17070.
Facility Name: New Cumberland WWTP. This existing facility is located in New Cumberland Borough, Cumberland
County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Susquehanna River, is located in State Water Plan watershed 7-E and is classified for Warm
Water Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 1.25 MGD.












Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 5.0 XXX XXX XXX
Ultraviolet light dosage
(mjoules/cm) XXX XXX Report XXX XXX XXX
Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen
Demand (CBOD5) 260 417
Wkly Avg
XXX 25.0 40.0 50
Biochemical Oxygen Demand
(BOD5)
Raw Sewage Influent Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids
Raw Sewage Influent Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids 313 469
Wkly Avg
XXX 30.0 45.0 60
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Fecal Coliform (No./100 ml)
Oct 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 2,000
Geo Mean
XXX 10,000
May 1 - Sep 30 XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX 1,000
Ammonia-Nitrogen Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Phosphorus 21 XXX XXX 2.0 XXX 4
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Chesapeake Bay Nutrient Monitoring Requirements
• Whole Effluent Toxicity (WET) Testing Requirements
• Stormwater Monitoring Requirements
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
717-705-4732.
The EPA Waiver is not in effect.
PA0029106, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Greenfield Township Municipal Authority Blair County, PO Box 372,
Claysburg, PA 16625-0372. Facility Name: Greenfield Township STP. This existing facility is located in Greenfield
Township, Blair County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Frankstown Branch Juniata River, is located in State Water Plan watershed 11-A and is
classified for Trout Stocking, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public
water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.8 MGD.












Flow (MGD) Report Report Daily
Max
XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX 9.0
Max
XXX
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 5.0 XXX XXX XXX
Carbonaceous Biochemical Oxygen
Demand (CBOD5)
Nov 1 - Apr 30 167 267 XXX 25.0 40.0 50
May 1 - Oct 31 133 200 XXX 20.0 30.0 40
Biochemical Oxygen Demand
(BOD5)
Raw Sewage Influent Report Report
Daily Max
XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids
Raw Sewage Influent Report Report
Daily Max
XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids 200 300 XXX 30.0 45.0 60
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100 ml)
Oct 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 2,000
Geo Mean
XXX 10,000
May 1 - Sep 30 XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX 1,000
Ultraviolet light transmittance (%) XXX XXX Report XXX XXX XXX
Ammonia-Nitrogen
Nov 1 - Apr 30 110 XXX XXX 16.5 XXX 33
May 1 - Oct 31 37 XXX XXX 5.5 XXX 11
Total Phosphorus XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Copper, Total (interim) Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Copper, Total (final) 0.28 XXX XXX 0.042 XXX 0.084
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The proposed monitoring requirements and, where appropriate, effluent limits for implementation of the Chesapeake
Bay Tributary Strategy are as follows for Outfall 001.
Mass Units (lbs/day) Concentrations (mg/L)





Ammonia—N Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
Kjeldahl—N Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Nitrate-Nitrite as N Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Nitrogen Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Phosphorus Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
Net Total Nitrogen Report 14,612 XXX XXX XXX XXX
Net Total Phosphorus Report 1,948 XXX XXX XXX XXX
* This permit contains conditions which authorize the permittee to apply nutrient reduction credits to meet the Net
Total Nitrogen and the Net Total Phosphorus effluent mass limits, under the Department’s Chapter 96 regulations. The
condition includes the requirement to report the application of these credits in Supplemental Discharge Monitoring
Reports submitted to the Department.
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Stormwater Prohibition
• Approval Contingencies
• Proper Waste/solids Management
• Restrictions on accepting hauled in waste under certain conditions
• Toxic reduction evaluation requirement
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
717-705-4732.
The EPA Waiver is not in effect
Northwest Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
PA0264598, Sewage, SIC Code 8800, Thomas Zimmer, 5888 Lunger Road, Erie, PA 16510. Facility Name: Thomas
Zimmer SRSTP. This proposed facility is located in Harborcreek Township, Erie County.
Description of Proposed Activity: The application is for a new NPDES permit for a new discharge of treated SRSTP
Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Unnamed Tributary to Sixmile Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 15-A and is
classified for Cold Water Fishes and Migratory Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not
expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.0004 MGD.










Flow (GPD) Report XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX 9.0 XXX
Biochemical Oxygen Demand
(BOD5) XXX XXX XXX 10.0 XXX 20
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 10.0 XXX 20
Fecal Coliform (No./100 ml) XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX XXX
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Prohibition of Stormwater Discharges
• Right of Way
• Department Revocation of Permit/Abandonment of the Treatment System
• Submittal of an Annual Maintenance & Discharge Monitoring Reports
• Solids Handling
• Septic Tank Pumping Requirement
• Chlorine Optimization
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
814-332-6340.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
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PA0264296, Sewage, SIC Code 8800, Adam Brezinksi, 656 Ekastown Road, Sarver, PA 16055. Facility Name: Adam
Brezinksi SRSTP. This proposed facility is located in Buffalo Township, Butler County.
Description of Proposed Activity: The application is for a new NPDES permit for a new discharge of treated SRSTP
Sewage.
The receiving stream, an Unnamed Tributary to the Lardintown Run, is located in State Water Plan watershed 18-A
and is classified for Trout Stocking, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect
public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.0004 MGD.










Flow (MGD) Report XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX 9.0 XXX
Biochemical Oxygen Demand
(BOD5) XXX XXX XXX 10.0 XXX 20.0
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 10.0 XXX 20.0
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100 ml) XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX XXX
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
814-332-6340.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
III. WQM Industrial Waste and Sewerage Applications Under the Clean Streams Law (35 P.S. §§ 691.1—
691.1001)
Southwest Regional Office: Regional Clean Water Program Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
Phone: 412.442.4000.
WQM Permit No. 6369405 A-3, Sewage, Peters Township Sanitary Authority Washington County, 111 Bell
Drive, Mcmurray, PA 15317-6403.
This existing facility is located in Peters Township, Washington County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: The Giant Oaks Interceptor capacity augmentation project proposes construc-
tion of gravity sewer interceptor for approximately 5,200 lineal feet of SDR-35 PVC and Ductile Iron Pipe, ranging from
15-inch to 21-inch diameters of sizes and all required appurtenances.
Northeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915. Phone: 570-826-2511.
WQM Permit No. WQG02391601, Sewage, Hanover Township, 2202 Grove Road, Allentown, PA 18109.
This proposed facility is located in Hanover Township, Lehigh County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: An 8-inch diameter sewer extension along Willowbrook Road will connect to the
existing Hanover Township interceptor to serve a new development. The existing interceptor connects to the Borough of
Catasauqua for treatment at its wastewater treatment plant.
WQM Permit No. WQG02481602, Sewage, Allen Township, 4714 Indian Trail Road, Northampton, PA 18067.
This proposed facility is located in Allen Township, Northampton County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: An 8-inch diameter sewer extension along Willowbrook Road will connect to the
existing Hanover Township (Lehigh County) interceptor to serve a new development. The existing interceptor connects to
the Borough of Catasauqua for treatment at its wastewater treatment plant.
WQM Permit No. 5216401, Sewage, Route 739, LLC, 800 Mt. Vernon Hwy, Suite 140, Atlanta, GA 30328.
This proposed facility is located in Delaware Township, Pike County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: This application is for a sequencing batch reactor wastewater treatment plant,
sewage collection system and drip irrigation system to serve a proposed commercial development to be known as
Delaware Plaza. The effluent from the proposed wastewater treatment plant will be discharged to a drip irrigation field
for land application and disposal of the treated wastewater. The hydraulic design capacity of the treatment system is
4,570 gpd which includes flow contributions from a proposed grocery store, two retail users, a fast food restaurant, a
community bank and a coffee/donut shop. The proposed project is located along S.R. 0739, approximately 0.5 mile
southeast of Nichecronk Road.
Southcentral Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110. Phone: 717-705-4707.
WQM Permit No. 0116202, CAFO, Hillandale Gettysburg, LP, (Lake Meade), 3910 Oxford Drive, Gettysburg, PA
17325.
This proposed facility is located in Reading Township, Adams County.
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Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Seeking permit approval for the Hillandale Lake Meade layer operation that
will demolish the existing turkey barn and construct 6 new layer houses, and egg packaging facility, manure storage
building and an HDPE lined egg wash water storage structure. The facility will have the capacity to house 1,500,000
layer hens.
Northwest Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
WQM Permit No. 1016406, Sewage, Diana & George Mastovich, 1132 Lilly Vue Court, Mars, PA 16046.
This proposed facility is located in Middlesex Township, Butler County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Single Residence Sewage Treatment Plant.
VI. NPDES Individual Permit Applications for Discharges of Stormwater Associated with Construction
Activities








PAI010916005 Environmental Consulting, Inc.
2002 Renaissance Boulevard
King of Prussia, PA 19406
Bucks Chalfont Borough West Branch Neshaminy
Creek
WWF-MF
Northeast Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915.











Lehigh Weisenberg Township Hassen Creek
(HQ-CWF, MF)
with EV Wetlands








c/o Mr. Mark Daniel
4901 Kesslersville Road
Easton, PA 18040
Northampton Forks Township UNT to Bushkill Creek
(HQ-CWF, MF)







PAI025816003 Rail-Trail Council of NEPA, Inc.
c/o Lynn Conrad
P.O. Box 32
Union Dale, PA 18470
Susquehanna Thompson Township UNT to Starrucca Creek
(EV, MF)
Southcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110-8200, Nathan







902 Ott Town Road
Everett, PA 15537
Bedford Colerain Township UNT Cove Creek
(EV, MF)
PAI032116006 Donald E. Diehl
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Northcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701,
570.327.3574.








PAI046016003 White Deer Run Drug and
Alcohol Treatment Center
202 Cove Forge Road
Williamsburg, PA 16693
Union Gregg Twp White Deer Hole Creek
HQ-CWF, TSF, MF
Northwest Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.







PAI063716001 New Castle Sanitation
Authority
102 East Washington Street
New Castle, PA 16101





Unt Hell Run EV,
Unt Big Run TSF
STATE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
PROPOSED NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT PLANS RELATED TO APPLICATIONS
FOR NPDES PERMITS FOR CAFOs
This notice provides information about agricultural operations that have submitted nutrient management plans (NMPs)
for approval under 3 Pa.C.S. Chapter 5 and that have or anticipate submitting applications for new, amended or renewed
NPDES permits, or Notices of Intent (NOIs) for coverage under a general permit, for CAFOs, under 25 Pa. Code Chapter
92a. This notice is provided in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapter 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing The Clean
Streams Law and the Federal Clean Water Act.
Based upon preliminary reviews, the State Conservation Commission (SCC) or County Conservation Districts (CCD)
working under a delegation agreement with the SCC have completed an administrative review of NMPs described. These
NMPs are published as proposed plans for comment prior to taking final actions. The NMPs are available for review at
the CCD office for the county where the agricultural operation is located. A list of CCD office locations is available at
http://www.nacdnet.org/about/districts/directory/pa.phtml or can be obtained from the SCC at the office address listed or
by calling (717) 787-8821.
Persons wishing to comment on an NMP are invited to submit a statement outlining their comments on the plan to the
CCD, with a copy to the SCC for each NMP, within 30 days from the date of this public notice. Comments received within
the respective comment periods will be considered in the final determinations regarding the NMPs. Comments should
include the name, address and telephone number of the writer and a concise statement to inform the SCC of the exact
basis of the comments and the relevant facts upon which they are based. Comments should be sent to the SCC,
Agriculture Building, Room 310, 2301 North Cameron Street, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Persons with a disability who require an auxiliary aid, service, including TDD users or other accommodations to seek
additional information should contact the SCC through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984.
APPLICATIONS
NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT PLAN—PUBLIC NOTICE SPREADSHEET
Agricultural Operation



















2127 Oak Hall Road
Newport, PA 17074
Perry 85.9 1,865 Swine HQ-CWF Renewal
Melvin Bricker
East Dutch Corner Road
McConnellsburg, PA 17233
Fulton 160.4 346.82 Poultry/
Turkey
N/A New
Michael & Corey Wilt
1408 Pointer Road
Everett, PA 15537
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PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY (PWS)
PERMITS
Under the Pennsylvania Safe Drinking Water Act (35
P.S. §§ 721.1—721.17), the following parties have applied
for PWS permits to construct or substantially modify
public water systems.
Persons wishing to comment on permit applications are
invited to submit statements to the office listed before the
application within 30 days of this public notice. Com-
ments received within this 30-day comment period will be
considered in the formulation of the final determinations
regarding an application. A comment should include the
name, address and telephone number of the writer and a
concise statement to inform the Department of the exact
basis of a comment and the relevant facts upon which it
is based. A public hearing may be held after consideration
of comments received during the 30-day public comment
period.
Following the comment period, the Department will
make a final determination regarding the proposed per-
mit. Notice of this final determination will be published
in the Pennsylvania Bulletin at which time this determi-
nation may be appealed to the Environmental Hearing
Board.
The permit application and related documents are on
file at the office listed before the application and available
for public review. Arrangements for inspection and copy-
ing information should be made with the office listed
before the application.
Persons with a disability that require an auxiliary aid,
service or other accommodations to participate during the
30-day public comment period should contact the office
listed before the application. TDD users may contact the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at (800) 654-5984.
SAFE DRINKING WATER
Applications Received Under the Pennsylvania Safe
Drinking Water Act
Southeast Region: Safe Drinking Water Supply Manage-
ment Program Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown,
PA 19401.
Permit No. 4616517, Public Water Supply.








Type of Facility PWS
Consulting Engineer Gilmore & Associates, Inc.
65 E. Butler Avenue
Suite 100




Description of Action Installation of temporary
granular activated carbon
treatment systems at Wells 10,
17 and 21 for removal of PFC’s.
Southcentral Region: Safe Drinking Water Program
Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Permit No. 2216505, Public Water Supply.
Applicant Thomas W. Edwards II
Municipality Londonderry Township
County Dauphin
Responsible Official Thomas W. Edwards II
1899 Wisagarver Road
Manheim, PA 17545
Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer Charles A. Kehew II, P.E.
James R. Holley & Associates,
Inc.
18 South George Street
York, PA 17401
Application Received: 7/18/2016
Description of Action Installation of an anion exchange
treatment system along with
blending for the removal of
nitrate.
Southwest Region: Safe Drinking Water Program Man-
ager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
Permit No. 1116503, Public Water Supply.
Applicant Patton Municipal Authority
800 Fourth Avenue
Patton, PA 16668
[Township or Borough] Patton Borough




Type of Facility Water system






Description of Action Modify treatment and
distribution piping to direct
finished water to Tank # 1;
install a tank mixing system;
and abandon the use of chemical
fluoride.
MINOR AMENDMENT
Applications Received Under the Pennsylvania Safe
Drinking Water Act
Northwest Region: Safe Drinking Water Program Man-
ager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
Application No. 266W2-MA2, Minor Amendment.
Applicant Rixford Waterworks
Association
Township or Borough Otto Township





Type of Facility Public Water Supply
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Consulting Engineer Eric S. Lundy, P.E.
2836 Earlystown Road
Suite 1




Description of Action Replace two existing storage




UNDER ACT 2, 1995
PREAMBLE 1
Acknowledgment of Notices of Intent to Remediate
Submitted under the Land Recycling and Envi-
ronmental Remediation Standards Act (35 P.S.
§§ 6026.101—6026.907)
Sections 302—305 of the Land Recycling and Environ-
mental Remediation Standards Act (act) (35 P.S.
§§ 6026.302—6026.305) require the Department to pub-
lish in the Pennsylvania Bulletin an acknowledgment
noting receipt of Notices of Intent to Remediate. An
acknowledgment of the receipt of a Notice of Intent to
Remediate is used to identify a site where a person
proposes to, or has been required to, respond to a release
of a regulated substance at a site. A person intending to
use the background standard, Statewide health standard,
the site-specific standard or intend to remediate a site as
a special industrial area shall file a Notice of Intent to
Remediate with the Department. A Notice of Intent to
Remediate filed with the Department provides a brief
description of the location of the site, a list of known or
suspected contaminants at the site, the proposed remedia-
tion measures for the site and a description of the
intended future use of the site. A person who demon-
strates attainment of one or a combination of cleanup
standards or receives approval of a special industrial area
remediation identified under the act will be relieved of
further liability for the remediation of the site for con-
tamination identified in reports submitted to and ap-
proved by the Department. Furthermore, the person shall
not be subject to citizen suits or other contribution
actions brought by responsible persons not participating
in the remediation.
Under sections 304(n)(1)(ii) and 305(c)(2) of the act,
there is a 30-day public and municipal comment period
for sites proposed for remediation using a site-specific
standard, in whole or in part, and for sites remediated as
a special industrial area. This period begins when a
summary of the Notice of Intent to Remediate is pub-
lished in a newspaper of general circulation in the area of
the site. For the following site, proposed for remediation
to a site-specific standard or as a special industrial area,
the municipality, within which the site is located, may
request to be involved in the development of the remedia-
tion and reuse plans for the site if the request is made
within 30 days of the date specified as follows. During
this comment period, the municipality may request that
the person identified as the remediator of the site develop
and implement a public involvement plan. Requests to be
involved and comments should be directed to the
remediator of the site.
For further information concerning the content of a
Notice of Intent to Remediate, contact the environmental
cleanup program manager in the Department regional
office listed before the notice. If information concerning
this acknowledgment is required in an alternative form,
contact the community relations coordinator at the appro-
priate regional office. TDD users may telephone the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at (800) 654-5984.
The Department has received the following Notices of
Intent to Remediate:
Northeast Region: Eric Supey, Environmental Cleanup
& Brownfields Program Manager, 2 Public Square,
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915
Boyer Property, 1037 Jeter Avenue, Fountain Hill
Borough, Lehigh County. RT Environmental Services,
Inc., 215 West Church Road, King of Prussia, PA 19406-
3207, on behalf of Lehigh Fuel/Jack Rich, Inc., 617
Altamont Boulevard, Frackville, PA 17931, submitted a
Notice of Intent to Remediate. A release of No. 2 fuel oil
occurred at this site due to a delivery error. The proposed
future use of the property will be residential. The Notice
of Intent to Remediate was published in The Press Group
Newspapers on June 22, 2016.
Southcentral Region: Environmental Cleanup and
Brownfields Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue,
Harrisburg, PA 17110. Phone 717.705.4705.
American Clothing Restoration, 17 East Queen
Street, Ephrata, PA 17522, Ephrata Borough, Lancaster
County. Reliance Environmental, Inc., 235 North Duke
Street, Lancaster, PA 17602, on behalf of Matthew
Manwaring, 363 Cherry Valley Hill Road, Maine, NY
13802, and CMN Property Management LLC, 400 Arrow-
head Trail, Sinking Spring, PA 19608, submitted a Notice
of Intent to Remediate site soil and groundwater contami-
nated with chlorinated solvents. The site will be remedi-
ated to the Site Specific Standard and remain industrial
clothing restoration. The Notice of Intent to Remediate
was published in the LNP on July 1, 2016.
Southwest Region: Environmental Cleanup & Brown-
field Development Program Manager, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Bender Residence, 2149 Glendale Lake Road,
Clearfield Township, Cambria County. McKee Environ-
mental, Inc., 218 Washington Ave., Bellefonte, PA 16823
on behalf of Christoff Mitchell Petroleum, Inc., 2719
Walton Street, Philipsburg, PA 16866 has submitted a
Notice of Intent to Remediate (NIR) to meet the residen-
tial Statewide Health Standards concerning site soil and
groundwater contaminated with benzene, ethylbenzene,
cumene, MTBE, naphthalene, toluene, (1,2,4-TMB),
(1,3,5-TMB) from a home heating oil spill. The future use
of the property is residential. Notice of the NIR was
published in the Star-Courier on June 30, 2016.
RESIDUAL WASTE GENERAL PERMITS
Application(s) received Under the Solid Waste Man-
agement Act (35 P.S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1003); the
Municipal Waste Planning, Recycling and Waste
Reduction Act (53 P.S. §§ 4000.101—4000.1904);
and Residual Waste Regulations for a General
Permit to Operate Residual Waste Processing
Facilities and the Beneficial Use of Residual
Waste other than Coal Ash.
Southwest Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager, 400
Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745, telephone
412-442-4000.
Permit No. 301071. MAX Environmental Technolo-
gies, Inc.—Yukon Facility, 233 MAX Lane, Yukon, PA
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15698. An application for permit renewal for the contin-
ued operation of the residual waste processing and dis-
posal facility in South Huntingdon Township, Westmore-
land County was received in the Southwest Regional
Office on June 28, 2016.
Permit No. WMGR038SW011. Blairsville Environ-
mental Rubber LLC, 5490 State Rt 217 North,
Blairsville, PA 15717. An application for a permit renewal
for the residual waste Blairsville Environmental Rubber
LLC, tire recycling and processing site in Black Lick
Township, Indiana County was received in the Regional
Office on July 11, 2016.
OPERATE WASTE PROCESSING OR DISPOSAL
AREA OR SITE
Application(s) received Under the Solid Waste Man-
agement Act, the Municipal Waste Planning, Recy-
cling and Waste Reduction Act and Regulations to
Operate Solid Waste Processing or Disposal Area
or Site.
Northwest Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager, 230
Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
Permit Application No. 101187. County Landfill,
Inc., 344 Wally Run Drive, P.O. Box 237, Leeper, PA
16233-4128; Farmington Township, Clarion County.
County Landfill is a closed municipal waste landfill. This
application is a major modification of the approved Clo-
sure Plan. The landfill has requested off-site trucking of
leachate as the primary disposal method. The application
was received May 12, 2016. The application was found to
be administratively complete by the Northwest Regional
Office on June 9, 2016.
Persons interested in commenting on the permit may
contact John Guth, Program Manager, Northwest Re-
gional Office, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335
(814) 332-6848. TDD users may contact the Department
through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service, (800)
654-5984. Public comments must be submitted within 60
days of this notice and may recommend revisions to, and
approval or denial of the application.
AIR QUALITY
PLAN APPROVAL AND OPERATING PERMIT
APPLICATIONS
The Department has developed an ‘‘integrated’’ plan
approval, State Operating Permit and Title V Operating
Permit program. This integrated approach is designed to
make the permitting process more efficient for the De-
partment, the regulated community and the general
public. This approach allows the owner or operator of a
facility to submit permitting documents relevant to its
application for all sources related to a facility or a
proposed project, affords an opportunity for public input,
and provides for a decision on the issuance of the
necessary permits.
The Department received applications for Plan Approv-
als or Operating Permits from the following facilities.
Copies of the application, the Department’s analysis, all
pertinent documents used in the evaluation of the appli-
cation and subsequently prepared proposed plan
approvals/operating permits are available for public re-
view during normal business hours at the appropriate
Department Regional Office. Appointments for scheduling
a review must be made by calling the appropriate Depart-
ment Regional Office. The address and phone number of
the Regional Office is listed before the application notices.
Persons wishing to file a written protest or provide
comments or additional information, which they believe
should be considered prior to the issuance of a permit,
may submit the information to the Department’s Regional
Office. A 30-day comment period from the date of this
publication will exist for the submission of comments,
protests and information. Each submission must contain
the name, address and telephone number of the person
submitting the comments, identification of the proposed
Plan Approval/Operating Permit including the permit
number and a concise statement regarding the relevancy
of the information or objections to issuance of the permit.
A person wishing to request a hearing may do so during
the 30-day comment period. A public hearing may be held,
if the Department, in its discretion, decides that a
hearing is warranted based on the information received.
Persons submitting comments or requesting a hearing
will be notified of the decision to hold a hearing by
publication in the newspaper, the Pennsylvania Bulletin
or by telephone, when the Department determines this
type of notification is sufficient. Requests for a public
hearing and any relevant information should be directed
to the appropriate Department Regional Office.
Permits issued to the owners or operators of sources
subject to 25 Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter D or E,
or located within a Title V facility or subject to 25
Pa. Code § 129.51(a) or permits issued for sources with
limitations on their potential to emit used to avoid
otherwise applicable Federal requirements may be sub-
mitted to the United States Environmental Protection
Agency for review and approval as a revision to the State
Implementation Plan. Final Plan Approvals and Operat-
ing Permits will contain terms and conditions to ensure
that the sources are constructed and operating in compli-
ance with applicable requirements in the Air Pollution
Control Act (35 P.S. §§ 4001—4015), 25 Pa. Code Chap-
ters 121—145, the Federal Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C.A.
§§ 7401—7671q) and regulations adopted under the Fed-
eral Clean Air Act.
Persons with a disability who wish to comment and
require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation
to participate should contact the regional office listed
before the application. TDD users may contact the De-
partment through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service
at (800) 654-5984.
PLAN APPROVALS
Plan Approval Applications Received under the Air
Pollution Control Act (35 P.S. §§ 4001—4015) and
25 Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter B that may
have special public interest. These applications
are in review and no decision on disposition has
been reached.
Northeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790.
Contact: Raymond Kempa, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 570-826-2507.
54-00005A: Wheelabrator Frackville Energy, Inc.
(475 Morea Road, Frackville, PA 17931-2340) For the
installation and operation of a powdered activated carbon
(PAC) system control device in order to meet the 40 CFR
63, Subpart UUUUU National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) for the existing
Coal- and Oil-Fired Electric Utility Steam Generating
Units or the Mercury Air Toxics Standards (MATS) at
their facility in Mahoney Township, Schuylkill County.
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Intent to Issue Plan Approvals and Intent to Issue
or Amend Operating Permits under the Air Pollu-
tion Control Act and 25 Pa. Code Chapter 127,
Subchapter B. These actions may include
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Contact: Thomas Hanlon, Facilities Permitting Chief,
717-705-4862, Virendra Trivedi, New Source Review Chief,
717-705-4863, or William Weaver, Regional Air Quality
Manager, 717-705-4702.
22-05024B: Penn State University, Milton S. Her-
shey Medical Center (500 University Drive, Hershey,
PA 17033) For the construction of a human crematorium
in Derry Township, Dauphin County. The projected
annual emissions from the operation of the cremation
unit will be approximately 0.82 tpy of PM10, 0.29 tpy of
SOx, 1.2 tpy of CO, 0.35 tpy of NOx, and 0.35 tpy of
VOCs. The Plan Approval will include emission limits and
work practice standards along with testing, monitoring,
recordkeeping and reporting requirements to ensure the
facility complies with the applicable air quality regula-
tions. Based on these findings, the Department proposes
to issue a plan approval for the proposed operation. If the
Department determines that the sources are operated in
compliance with the plan approval conditions and the
specification of the application for plan approval, the
requirements established in the plan approval will be
incorporated into an operating permit pursuant to the
provisions of 25 Pa. Code Chapter 127.
OPERATING PERMITS
Intent to Issue Title V Operating Permits under the
Air Pollution Control Act and 25 Pa. Code Chap-
ter 127, Subchapter G.
Northeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790.
Contact: Raymond Kempa, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 570-826-2507.
40-00020: PA DPW/White Haven Center (827 Oley
Valley Road, White Haven, PA 18661-3043) The Depart-
ment intends to issue a renewal Title V Operating Permit
for a Residential Care facility in Foster Township,
Luzerne County. The facility’s main sources include
three (3) anthracite coal fired boilers, one (1) coal/oil fired
boiler, and fourteen (14) diesel fired generators. These
sources have the potential to emit major quantities of
regulated pollutants above Title V emission thresholds.
The proposed Title V Operating Permit contains all
applicable requirements including Federal and State
regulations. In addition, monitoring, recordkeeping and
reporting conditions regarding compliance with all appli-
cable requirements are included.
39-00016: Buckeye Energy Services, LLC,
Macungie Terminal (PO Box 368, 5002 Buckeye Road,
Emmaus, PA 18049-0368) The Department intends to
issue a renewal of the Title V Operating Permit for the
petroleum bulk stations and terminals facility in Lower
Macungie Township, Lehigh County. As a major source,
the facility is subject to the Title V permitting require-
ments of the Clean Air Act Amendments as adopted by
the Commonwealth under 25 Pa. Code Chapter 127,
Subchapter G.
The sources consist of a Loading Racks and Gasoline
and Distillate Storage Tanks. The control devices are a
Vapor Collection System (VCU) and a Vapor Recovery
System (VRU). The proposed Title V Operating Permit
contains applicable requirements for emission limitations,
work practice standards, testing, monitoring, recordkeep-
ing, and reporting standards used to verify facility com-
pliance with Federal and State air pollution regulations.
39-00019: Buckeye Pipe Line Co, LLC, Macungie
Station (PO Box 368, 5002 Buckeye Road, Emmaus, PA
18049-0368) The Department intends to issue a renewal
of the Title V Operating Permit for the refined petroleum
pipelines facility in Lower Macungie Township, Lehigh
County. As a major source, the facility is subject to the
Title V permitting requirements of the Clean Air Act
Amendments as adopted by the Commonwealth under 25
Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter G.
The sources consist of Pumps, and Gasoline and Distil-
late Tanks. The proposed Title V Operating Permit
contains applicable requirements for emission limitations,
work practice standards, testing, monitoring, recordkeep-
ing, and reporting standards used to verify facility com-
pliance with Federal and State air pollution regulations.
39-00028: Buckeye Terminals, LLC, Macungie Ter-
minal (PO Box 368, 5002 Buckeye Road, Emmaus, PA
18049-0368) The Department intends to issue a renewal
of the Title V Operating Permit for the petroleum bulk
stations and terminals facility in Lower Macungie Town-
ship, Lehigh County. As a major source, the facility is
subject to the Title V permitting requirements of the
Clean Air Act Amendments as adopted by the Common-
wealth under 25 Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter G.
The sources consist of a Loading Rack and Gasoline
Storage Tanks. The control device is a Vapor Collection
System (VCU). The proposed Title V Operating Permit
contains applicable requirements for emission limitations,
work practice standards, testing, monitoring, recordkeep-
ing, and reporting standards used to verify facility com-
pliance with Federal and State air pollution regulations.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Contact: Thomas Hanlon, Facilities Permitting Chief,
717-705-4862, Virendra Trivedi, New Source Review Chief,
717-705-4863, or William Weaver, Regional Air Quality
Manager, 717-705-4702.
36-05002: Armstrong Flooring, Inc. (P.O. Box 3001,
Lancaster, PA 17604) For operation of their flooring
manufacturing plant in the City of Lancaster, Lancaster
County. Actual emissions from the facility in 2014 were
estimated at 6.40 tons CO, 15.77 tons NOx, 4.97 tons
PM10, 4.97 tons PM2.5, 2.27 tons SOx, 24.54 tons VOC,
0.23 ton of a single HAP (glycol ethers), and 0.33 ton of
combined HAPs. The Title V Operating Permit will
include emission limits and work practice standards along
with monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting require-
ments to ensure the facility complies with the applicable
air quality regulations. Among other items, the conditions
include provisions derived from 40 CFR 60 Subpart
Dc—Standards of Performance for Small Industrial—
Commercial-Institutional Steam Generating Units, 40
CFR 63, Subpart JJJJJJ—National Emission Standards
for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Area Sources: Industrial,
Commercial, and Institutional Boilers, 40 CFR 63, Sub-
part KK—National Emission Standards for the Printing
and Publishing Industry, & 40 CFR 63, Subpart ZZZZ—
National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollu-
tants for Stationary Reciprocating Internal Combustion
Engines.
06-05069: East Penn Manufacturing Co., Inc. (P.O.
Box 147, Lyon Station, PA 19536) To issue a Title V
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Operating Permit renewal for the lead-acid battery as-
sembly facility located in Richmond Township, Berks
County. The actual emissions from the facility in the
year 2014 are estimated at 44 tons of CO, 54 tons of NOx,
35 tons of PM, 31 tons of VOC and 2 tons of lead. The
Operating Permit will include emission limits and work
practice standards along with monitoring, recordkeeping
and reporting requirements to ensure the facility complies
with the applicable air quality regulations. Among other
items, the conditions include provisions derived from 40
CFR 63 Subpart DDDDD, 40 CFR 63 Subpart MMMM,
40 CFR 63 Subpart ZZZZ, 40 CFR 60 Subpart JJJJ, 40
CFR 60 Subpart IIII and 40 CFR 60 Subpart KK.
36-05140: Valley Proteins, Inc. (693 Wide Hollow
Road, East Earl, PA 17519) To renew a Title V Operating
Permit for the animal rendering plant at the Terre Hill
facility in East Earl Township, Lancaster County. The
actual emissions from the facility in the year 2014 were
estimated at 6.5 tons of CO, 7.7 tons of NOx, 0.84 ton of
PM-10, 0.05 ton of SOx, and 0.54 ton of VOC. The
Operating Permit will include emission limits and work
practice standards along with monitoring, recordkeeping
and reporting requirements to ensure the facility complies
with the applicable air quality regulations. Among other
items, the permit renewal incorporates requirements from
plan approval 36-05140F, and includes provisions derived
from 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart JJJJJJ, and 40 CFR Part
60, Subpart Dc.
Intent to Issue Operating Permits under the Air
Pollution Control Act and 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127, Subchapter F.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19401.
Contact: Janine Tulloch-Reid, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 484-250-5920.
15-00138: Aqua Pennsylvania, Inc. (762 West
Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, PA 19010) For operation
of seven (7) units of diesel-fired emergency generators
and one (1) unit of natural gas-fired boiler at their
Pickering Water Treatment Plants located in Schuylkill
Township, Chester County. Nitrogen Oxide emissions
(NOx) are the main air pollutants produced by consump-
tion of fuels. The facility is a State-Only facility for its
NOx emissions. The renewal contains monitoring,
recordkeeping and reporting requirements designed to
keep the facility operating within all applicable air
quality requirements.
09-00075: Dunmore Corp. (145 Wharton Rd., Bristol,
PA 19007) For renewal of a State-Only Operating Permit
for a coated and laminated film manufacturing plant in
Bristol Township, Bucks County. This facility is subject
to the provisions of 40 CFR 60 Subpart VVV—Standards
of Performance for Polymeric Coating of Supporting Sub-
strates Facilities. The Operating Permit will contain all
applicable requirements that apply to each press and the
mixing room, monitoring, recordkeeping, reporting, and
work practices designed to keep the facility operating
within all applicable air quality requirements.
46-00283: Danco General Contracting, Inc. (485
Texas Road, Morganville, NJ 07751) For an initial State
Only Operating Permit for a portable non-metallic min-
eral processing plant located at Silve Concrete in Limer-
ick Township, Montgomery County. Sources authorized
under this operating permit include a portable crusher
and screener with associated diesel-fired engines. The
portable non-metallic mineral processing plant is con-
trolled by a water spray dust suppression system with the
primary pollutant of concern being particulate matter.
The facility is categorized as a natural minor facility
based on its potential emissions. The operating permit
includes monitoring, record keeping and reporting re-
quirements to address all applicable air quality require-
ments.
Northeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790.
Contact: Raymond Kempa, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 570-826-2507.
48-00068: Pennsylvania Perlite Corp. (1428 Mauch
Chunk Road, Bethlehem, PA 18018) The Department
intends to issue a State-Only Operating Permit renewal
for operation of a perlite manufacturing operation in
Bethlehem City, Northampton County. The sources
include two (2) vertical kilns. The kilns emissions are
controlled by a baghouse. The proposed operating permit
includes emission limits, work practice standards, testing,
monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting requirements
designed to keep the facility operating within applicable
air quality requirements.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Contact: Thomas Hanlon, Facilities Permitting Chief,
717-705-4862, Virendra Trivedi, New Source Review Chief,
717-705-4863, or William Weaver, Regional Air Quality
Manager, 717-705-4702.
06-03077: FM Brown Sons, Inc. (205 Woodrow Av-
enue, Sinking Spring, PA 19608) To issue a renewal of the
State Only Operating Permit for their feed mill opera-
tions in Sinking Spring Borough, Berks County. The
facility’s potential-to-emit estimates are approximately 1.2
tpy of PM10, 1.3 tpy of SOx, and 0.62 tpy of NOx. The
Operating Permit will include emission limits and work
practice standards along with monitoring, recordkeeping
and reporting requirements to ensure the facility complies
with the applicable air quality regulations. Among other
items, the permit includes provisions derived from 40
CFR Part 63, Subpart JJJJJJ.
28-03040: New Enterprise Stone & Lime (PO Box
77, New Enterprise, PA 16664) To issue a State Only
Operating Permit for a rock crusher operation in
Chambersburg Quarry located in Guilford Township,
Franklin County. The primary emissions from the
facility are particulate matter; the actual 2015 emissions
from the facility are 13.73 tons of PM and 5.01 tons of
PM10. The Operating Permit will include emission limits
and work practice standards along with monitoring,
recordkeeping and reporting requirements to ensure the
facility complies with the applicable air quality regula-
tions. Among other items, the conditions include provi-
sions for Federal 40 CFR 60 Subpart OOO—Standards of
Performance for Nonmetallic Mineral Processing Plants.
22-03018: Millersburg Lenkerville Elementary
School (520 S. Market Street, Millersburg, PA 17061) To
issue a State Only Operating Permit for the boilers at the
elementary school located in Upper Paxton Township,
Dauphin County. The potential emissions from the
facility are estimated at 47.20 tpy of SOx, 5.45 tpy of
NOx, 0.36 tpy of CO, 4.36 tpy of PM and 0.18 tpy of TOC.
The Operating Permit will include emission limits and
work practice standards along with monitoring,
recordkeeping and reporting requirements to ensure the
facility complies with the applicable air quality regula-
tions. Among other items, the conditions include provi-
sions derived from 40 CFR Part 63 Subpart JJJJJJ—
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National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants for Area Sources: Industrial, Commercial, and
Institutional Boilers.
PLAN APPROVALS
Receipt of Plan Approval Applications and Intent to
Issue Plan Approvals, and Intent to Issue
Amended Operating Permits under the Air Pollu-
tion Control Act and 25 Pa. Code Chapter 127,
Subchapter B And Subchapter F. These actions
may include the administrative amendments of
an associated operating permit.
Northeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790.
Contact: Raymond Kempa, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 570-826-2507.
39-00064A: Cera-Met LLC (2175 Avenue C, Bethle-
hem, PA 18017) For their facility located in Bethlehem,
Lehigh County. This Plan Approval No. 39-00064A will
be incorporated into a Natural Minor Permit through an
administrative amendment at a later date.
Plan Approval No. 39-00064A is for the installation of a
new thermal oxidizer and foam/wax burn off oven with
control. The company shall be subject to and comply with
25 Pa. Code § 123.41 for visible emissions. The facility is
subject to 25 Pa. Code § 127.12(a)(5) Best Available Tech-
nology (BAT) requirements. The company shall be subject
to and comply with 25 Pa. Code § 123.31 for malodorous
emissions. These limits will meet BAT requirements for
this source. The Plan Approval and Operating Permit will
include testing, monitoring, record keeping and reporting
requirements designed to keep the sources operating
within all applicable air quality requirements.
Copies of the application, DEP’s analysis and other
documents used in the evaluation of the application are
available for public review during normal business hours
at Air Quality Program, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre,
PA 18701-1915.
Any person(s) wishing to provide DEP with additional
information, which they believe should be considered
prior to the issuance of this permit, may submit the
information to the address shown in the preceding para-
graph. Each written comment must contain the name,
address and telephone number of the person submitting
the comments, identification of the proposed permit No.:
39-00064A and a concise statement regarding the rel-
evancy of the information or objections to the issuance of
the permit.
A public hearing may be held, if the Department of
Environmental Protection, in its discretion, decides that
such a hearing is warranted based on the comments
received. All persons submitting comments or requesting
a hearing will be notified of the decision to hold a hearing
by publication in the newspaper or the Pennsylvania
Bulletin or by telephone, where DEP determines such
notification is sufficient. Written comments or requests
for a public hearing should be directed to Ray Kempa,
Chief, New Source Review Section, Air Quality Program,
2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915, Phone
570-826-2511 within 30 days after publication date.
COAL AND NONCOAL MINING
ACTIVITY APPLICATIONS
Applications under the Surface Mining Conservation
and Reclamation Act (52 P.S. §§ 1396.1—1396.19a); the
Noncoal Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation
Act (52 P.S. §§ 3301—3326); The Clean Streams Law (35
P.S. §§ 691.1—691.1001); the Coal Refuse Disposal Con-
trol Act (52 P.S. §§ 30.51—30.66); and The Bituminous
Mine Subsidence and Land Conservation Act (52 P.S.
§§ 1406.1—1406.20a). Mining activity permits issued in
response to such applications will also address the appli-
cable permitting requirements of the following statutes:
the Air Pollution Control Act (35 P.S. §§ 4001—4015); the
Dam Safety and Encroachments Act (32 P.S. §§ 693.1—
693.27); and the Solid Waste Management Act (35 P.S.
§§ 6018.101—6018.1003).
The following permit applications to conduct mining
activities have been received by the Department. A copy
of the application is available for inspection at the district
mining office indicated before each application. Notices of
requests for 401 Water Quality Certifications are included
in individual application notices, as noted.
Written comments or objections, or requests for an
informal conference, or a public hearing, as applicable, on
a mining permit application and request for Section 401
water quality certification application may be submitted
by any person or any officer or head of any Federal, state
or local government agency or authority to the Depart-
ment at the address of the district mining office indicated
before each application within 30 days of this publication,
or within 30 days after the last publication of the
applicant’s newspaper advertisement as provided by 25
Pa. Code §§ 77.121—77.123 and 86.31—86.34.
Written comments or objections regarding a mining
permit application should contain the name, address and
telephone number of persons submitting comments or
objections, application number and a statement of suffi-
cient detail to inform the Department on the basis of
comment or objection and relevant facts upon which it is
based.
A request for an informal conference or a public
hearing, as applicable, on a mining permit application, as
provided by 25 Pa. Code § 77.123 or § 86.34, must
contain the name, address and telephone number of the
requestor; the application number; a brief summary of the
issues to be raised by the requestor at the conference; and
a statement whether the requestor desires to have the
conference conducted in the locality of the proposed
mining activities.
When an NPDES number is listed, the mining activity
permit application was accompanied by an application for
an individual NPDES permit. A separate notice will be
provided after the draft NPDES permit is prepared.
Coal Applications Received
Cambria District Mining Office: 286 Industrial Park
Road, Ebensburg, PA 15931, 814-472-1900.
Permit No. 32890109 and NPDES No. PA0598640.
CONSOL Mining Co., LLC, CNX Center, 1000 Consol
Energy Drive, Canonsburg, PA 15317, permit renewal for
reclamation only of a bituminous surface and auger mine
in Blacklick Township, Indiana County affecting 18.4
acres. Receiving stream: Aultmans Run classified for the
following use: trout stocked fishes. There are no potable
water supply intakes within 10 miles downstream. Appli-
cation received: July 8, 2016.
Permit No. 11910101. E.P. Bender Coal Co., Inc.,
P.O. Box 594, Carrolltown, PA 15722, permit renewal for
reclamation only of a bituminous surface and auger mine
in Reade Township, Cambria County, affecting 88.0
acres. Receiving streams: unnamed tributary to/and Pow-
ell Run classified for the following use: cold water fishes.
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There are no potable water supply intakes within 10
miles downstream. Application received: June 20, 2016.
Knox District Mining Office: P.O. Box 669, 310 Best
Avenue, Knox, PA 16232-0669, 814-797-1191.
61110102. Ben Hal Mining Company (389 Irishtown
Road, Grove City, PA 16127) Renewal of an existing
bituminous surface mine in Clinton Township, Venango
County, affecting 35.2 acres. Receiving streams: Un-
named tributaries to Scrubgrass Creek, classified for the
following uses: CWF. There are no potable surface water
supply intakes within 10 miles downstream. This renewal
is for reclamation only. Application received: July 14,
2016.
10110105. K & A Mining (P.O. Box 288, Grove City, PA
16127) Renewal of an existing bituminous surface mine in
Cherry Township, Butler County, affecting 25.8 acres.
Receiving streams: South Branch Slippery Rock Creek,
classified for the following uses: CWF. There are no
potable surface water supply intakes within 10 miles
downstream. This renewal is for reclamation only. Appli-
cation received: July 14, 2016.
10110102. K & A Mining (P.O. Box 288, Grove City, PA
16127) Renewal of an existing bituminous surface mine in
Cherry Township, Marion County, affecting 41.3 acres.
Receiving streams: Unnamed tributaries to North Branch
Slippery Rock Creek and North Branch Slippery Rock
Creek, classified for the following uses: CWF. There are
no potable surface water supply intakes within 10 miles
downstream. This renewal is for reclamation only. Appli-
cation received: July 14, 2016.
New Stanton District Office: 131 Broadview Road, New
Stanton, PA 15672, 724-925-5500.
26980104 and NPDES Permit No. PA0202355. Gary
Gioia Coal Co. (319 Karen Drive, Elizabeth, PA 15037).
Renewal application for continued mining to an existing
bituminous surface mine, located in Wharton Township,
Fayette County, affecting 156.5 acres. Receiving
streams: Big Sandy Creek and unnamed tributary to Big
Sandy Creek, classified for the following use: HQ-CWF.
There is no potable water supply intake within 10 miles
downstream from the point of discharge. Renewal applica-
tion received: July 13, 2016.
Pottsville District Mining Office: 5 West Laurel Boule-
vard, Pottsville, PA 17901, 570-621-3118.
Permit No. 22851602R6. Meadowbrook Coal Co.,
Inc., (PO Box 1, Wiconisco, PA 17097), renewal of an
existing anthracite coal preparation plant operation in
Wiconisco Township, Dauphin County affecting 23.4
acres, receiving stream: Wiconisco Creek, classified for
the following uses: warm water and migratory fishes.
Application received: July 15, 2016.
Permit No. 22851602C9. Meadowbrook Coal Co.,
Inc., (PO Box 1, Wiconisco, PA 17097), correction of an
existing anthracite coal preparation plant operation to
update the post-mining land use from forestland to
industrial/commercial with areas of unmanaged natural
habitat in Wiconisco Township, Dauphin County affect-
ing 23.4 acres, receiving stream: Wiconisco Creek, classi-
fied for the following uses: warm water and migratory
fishes. Application received: July 15, 2016.
Permit No. 22-305-002GP12. Meadowbrook Coal
Co., Inc., (PO Box 1, Wiconisco, PA 17097), application to
operate a coal preparation plant whose pollution control
equipment is required to meet all applicable limitations,
terms and conditions of General Permit, BAQ-GPA/GP-12
on Surface Mining Permit No. 22851602 in Wiconisco
Township, Dauphin County. Application received: July
15, 2016.
Noncoal Applications Received
Effluent Limits—The following effluent limits will apply




Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Suspended solids 10 to 35 mg/l 20 to 70 mg/l 25 to 90 mg/l
Alkalinity exceeding acidity*
pH* greater than 6.0; less than 9.0
* The parameter is applicable at all times.
A settleable solids instantaneous maximum limit of 0.5 ml/l applied to surface runoff resulting from a precipitation
event of less than or equal to a 10-year 24-hour event. If coal will be extracted incidental to the extraction of noncoal
minerals, at a minimum, the technology-based effluent limitations identified under coal applications will apply to
discharges of wastewater to streams.
Pottsville District Mining Office: 5 West Laurel Boulevard, Pottsville, PA 17901, 570-621-3118.
Permit No. 58060838. R&M Stone, (718 Newhart Road, Montrose, PA 18801), Stage I & II bond release of a quarry
operation in Forest Lake Township, Susquehanna County affecting 1.0 acre on property owned by Diane Armon.
Application received: June 30, 2016.
MINING ACTIVITY NPDES DRAFT PERMITS
This notice provides information about applications for a new, amended or renewed NPDES permits associated with
mining activity (coal or noncoal) permits. The applications concern industrial waste (mining) discharges to surface water
and discharges of stormwater associated with mining activities. This notice is provided in accordance with 25 Pa. Code
Chapters 91 and 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing provisions of The Clean Streams Law (35 P.S.
§§ 691.1—691.1001) and the Federal Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1251—1376).
The Department of Environmental Protection (Department) has prepared a draft NPDES permit and made a tentative
determination to issue the NPDES permit in conjunction with the associated mining activity permit.
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Effluent Limits for Coal Mining Activities
For coal mining activities, NPDES permits, when issued, will contain effluent limits that are the more stringent of
technology-based (BAT) effluent limitations or Water Quality Based Effluent Limits (WQBEL).
The BAT limits for coal mining activities, as provided in 40 CFR Part 434 and 25 Pa. Code Chapters 87—90 are as
follows:
30-Day Daily Instantaneous
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (Total) 3.0 mg/l 6.0 mg/l 7.0 mg/l
Manganese (Total) 2.0 mg/l 4.0 mg/l 5.0 mg/l
Suspended solids 35 mg/l 70 mg/l 90 mg/l
pH* greater than 6.0; less than 9.0
Alkalinity greater than acidity*
* The parameter is applicable at all times.
A settleable solids instantaneous maximum limit of 0.5 ml/l applies to: surface runoff (resulting from a precipitation
event of less than or equal to a 10-year 24-hour event) from active mining areas; active areas disturbed by coal refuse
disposal activities; mined areas backfilled and revegetated; and all other discharges and drainage (resulting from a
precipitation event of greater than 1-year 24-hour to less than or equal to a 10-year 24-hour event) from coal refuse
disposal piles. Similarly, modified BAT limits apply to iron, manganese and suspended solids in surface runoff, discharges
and drainage resulting from these precipitation events and those of greater magnitude in accordance with 25 Pa. Code
§§ 87.102, 88.92, 88.187, 88.292, 89.52 and 90.102.
Exceptions to BAT effluent limits may be applicable in accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 87.102, 88.92, 88.187, 88.292,
89.52 and 90.102.
Effluent Limits for Noncoal Mining Activities
The limits for noncoal mining activities as provided in 25 Pa. Code Chapter 77 are pH 6 to 9 and other parameters the
Department may require.
Discharges from noncoal mines located in some geologic settings (for example, in the coal fields) may require additional
water quality based effluent limits. If additional effluent limits are needed for an NPDES permit associated with a
noncoal mining permit, then the permit description specifies the parameters.
In addition to BAT or WQBEL limits, coal and noncoal NPDES permits establish effluent limitations in the form of
implemented Best Management Practices (BMPs) identified in the associated Erosion and Sedimentation Plan, the
Reclamation Plan and the NPDES permit application. These BMPs restrict the rates and quantities of associated
pollutants from being discharged into surface waters in this Commonwealth.
More restrictive effluent limitations, restrictions on discharge volume or restrictions on the extent of mining that may
occur are incorporated into an NPDES permit when necessary for compliance with water quality standards and
antidegradation requirements (in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapters 91—96).
The procedures for determining the final effluent limits, using a mass-balance equation or model, are found in
Technical Guidance Document 563-2112-115, Developing National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
Permits for Mining Activities. Other specific factors to be considered include public comments and Total Maximum Daily
Load(s). Additional discharge limitations may apply in the event that unexpected discharges occur.
Discharge rates for surface mining activities are precipitation driven. Discharge rates for proposed discharges
associated with underground mining are noted in the permit description.
Persons wishing to comment on an NPDES draft permit should submit a written statement to the Department at the
address of the district mining office indicated before each draft permit within 30 days of this public notice. Comments
received within the comment period will be considered in the final determinations regarding the NPDES permit
applications. Comments must include the name, address and telephone number of the writer and a concise statement to
inform the Department of the exact basis of a comment and the relevant facts upon which it is based.
The Department will also accept requests or petitions for a public hearing on NPDES permit applications, as provided
in 25 Pa. Code § 92a.82(d). The request or petition for a public hearing shall be filed within 30 days of this public notice
and contain the name, address, telephone number and the interest of the party filing the request, and state the reasons
why a hearing is warranted. A public hearing may be held if the Department considers the public interest significant. If a
hearing is scheduled, a notice of the hearing on the NPDES permit application will be published in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin and a newspaper of general circulation within the relevant geographical area. When a public hearing is held, the
Department will consider comments from the public hearing in the final determination on the NPDES permit application.
Coal NPDES Draft Permits
Cambria District Mining Office: 286 Industrial Park Road, Ebensburg, PA 15931, 814-472-1900.
NPDES No. PA0269468 (Mining Permit No. 56150103), Elk Resources, Inc., 30 Pounds Road, West Lebanon, PA
15783, new NPDES permit for surface coal mining in Paint Township, Somerset County, affecting 74.8 acres. Receiving
streams: unnamed tributary to Stonycreek River and Stonycreek River, classified for the following use: warm water
fishes. This receiving stream is included in the Kiski-Conemaugh TMDL. Application received: December 18, 2015.
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The outfall(s) listed below discharge to: Unnamed tributary to Stonycreek River & Stonycreek River:
Outfall Nos. New Outfall (Y/N)
001 Y
002 Y
The proposed effluent limits for the above listed outfalls are as follows:
Outfalls: (All Weather Conditions) 30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (mg/l) 1.5 3.0 3.7
Manganese (mg/l) 1.0 2.0 2.5
Aluminum (mg/l) 0.75 1.5 1.8
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) 35.0 70.0 90.0
pH (S.U.): Must be between 6.0 and 9.0 standard units at all times
Alkalinity must exceed acidity at all times
The outfall listed below discharges to: Unnamed tributary to Stonycreek River
Outfall Nos. New Outfall (Y/N)
003 Y
The proposed effluent limits for the above listed outfall(s) are as follows:
Outfalls: (All Weather Conditions) 30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (mg/l) 1.5 3.0 3.7
Manganese (mg/l) 1.0 2.0 2.5
Aluminum (mg/l) 0.75 1.5 1.8
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) 35.0 70.0 90.0
pH (S.U.): Must be between 6.0 and 9.0 standard units at all times
Alkalinity must exceed acidity at all times
NPDES No. PA0262897 (Mining Permit No. 32090104), Beth Contracting, Inc. 815 Rock Run Road, Glen
Campbell, PA 15724. Application for an NPDES permit for surface mining of coal in Banks Township, Indiana County,
affecting 23.2 acres. Receiving streams: Cush Creek and unnamed tributary to Cush Creek (topographic drainage only)
and Horton Run, classified for the following use: cold water fishes (CWF). This receiving stream is included in the West
Branch of the Susquehanna River TMDL. Application received: September 22, 2015.
The outfall(s) listed below discharge to Kittanning Run.
Outfall Nos. New Outfall (Y/N)
001 N
002 N
The proposed effluent limits for the above listed outfall(s) are as follows:
Outfalls: 001 (All Weather Conditions) 30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (mg/l) 3.0 6.0 7.0
Manganese (mg/l) 2.0 4.0 5.0
Aluminum (mg/l) 0.75 1.5 1.9
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) 35.0 70.0 90.0
pH (S.U.): Must be between 6.0 and 9.0 standard units at all times
Alkalinity must exceed acidity at all times
Outfalls: 002 (Dry Weather) 30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (mg/l) 3.0 6.0 7.0
Manganese (mg/l) 2.0 4.0 5.0
Aluminum (mg/l) 0.75 1.5 1.9
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) 35.0 70.0 90.0
pH (S.U.): Must be between 6.0 and 9.0 standard units at all times
Alkalinity must exceed acidity at all times
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Outfalls: 002 (10-yr/24-hr Precip. Event) 30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (mg/l) N/A N/A 7.0
Total Settleable Solids (ml/l) N/A N/A 0.5
pH (S.U.): Must be between 6.0 and 9.0 standard units at all times
Alkalinity must exceed acidity at all times
Moshannon District Mining Office: 186 Enterprise Drive, Philipsburg, PA 16866, 814-342-8200.
NPDES No. PA 0256692 (Mining permit no. 17080101), RES Coal LLC, Inc. 224 Grange Hall Road, P.O. Box 228,
Armagh, PA 15920, renewal of an NPDES permit for coal surface mining in Beccaria Township, Clearfield County,
affecting 217.1 acres. Receiving stream(s): Unnamed Tributaries to DeWitt Run, DeWitt Run, classified for the following
use(s): CWF and Unnamed Tributaries to Clearfield Creek, and Clearfield Creek classified for the following use(s): WWF.
Clearfield Creek TMDL. Application received: December 23, 2015.
Unless otherwise noted for a specific outfall, the proposed effluent limits for all outfalls in this permit are the BAT
limits described above for coal mining activities.
The outfall(s) listed below discharge to DeWitt Creek and Clearfield Creek:









NPDES No. PA0256528 (Mining permit no. 17070106), Junior Coal Contracting, Inc., 2330 Six Mile Road,
Philipsburg, PA 16866, renewal of an NPDES permit for bituminous surface and auger mining in Decatur Township,
Clearfield County affecting 245.6 acres. This is a correction to the mining permit no. that was published earlier.
Receiving stream(s): Big Run and Unnamed Tributaries to Big Run, classified for the following use(s): CWF. Moshannon
Creek TMDL. Application received: November 30, 2015.
Unless otherwise noted for a specific outfall, the proposed effluent limits for all outfalls in this permit are the BAT
limits described above for coal mining activities.
The outfall(s) listed below discharge to Big Run:









Noncoal NPDES Draft Permits
Cambria District Mining Office: 286 Industrial Park Road, Ebensburg, PA 15931, 814-472-1900.
NPDES No. PA0614343 (Mining Permit No. 7574SM2) Hempt Brothers, Inc., 205 Creek Road, Camp Hill, PA
17001, renewal of an NPDES permit for a Large Industrial Minerals limestone quarry in Lower Allen Township,
Cumberland County, affecting 29 acres. Receiving stream: Yellow Breeches Creek classified for the following uses: cold
water fishes, migratory fishes. Application received: June 30, 2016.
Unless otherwise noted for a specific outfall, the proposed effluent limits for all outfalls in this permit are the BAT
limits described above for noncoal mining activities.
The outfall listed below discharges to Yellow Breeches Creek:
Outfall No. New Outfall (Y/N)
001 N
The proposed effluent limits for the above listed outfall is as follows:
Outfalls: 001 30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) 35.0 70.0 90.0
Oil and Grease (mg/l) Monitor and Report
pH (S.U.): Must be between 6.0 and 9.0 standard units at all times
Alkalinity must exceed acidity at all times
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FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION
CONTROL ACT, SECTION 401
The following permit applications, requests for Environ-
mental Assessment approval and requests for 401 Water
Quality Certification have been received by the Depart-
ment. Section 401 of the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act (FWPCA) (33 U.S.C.A. § 1341) requires the Common-
wealth to certify that the involved projects will not violate
the sections 301—303, 306 and 307 of the FWPCA (33
U.S.C.A. §§ 1311—313, 1316 and 1317) as well as rel-
evant State requirements. Persons objecting to approval
of a request for certification under section 401 of the
FWPCA, the issuance of a Dam Permit or Water Obstruc-
tion and Encroachment Permit or the approval of an
Environmental Assessment shall submit comments, sug-
gestions or objections within 30 days of the date of this
notice as well as any questions to the office noted before
an application. Comments should contain the name,
address and telephone number of the person commenting,
identification of the certification request to which the
comments or objections are addressed and a concise
statement of comments, objections or suggestions includ-
ing the relevant facts upon which they are based.
The Department may conduct a fact-finding hearing or
an informal conference in response to comments if
deemed necessary. Each individual will be notified, in
writing, of the time and place of a scheduled hearing or
conference concerning the certification request to which
the comment, objection or suggestion relates. Maps, draw-
ings and other data pertinent to the certification request
are available for inspection between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. on
working days at the office noted before the application.
Persons with a disability who wish to attend the
hearing and require an auxiliary aid, service or other
accommodation to participate in the proceedings should
contact the specified program. TDD users may contact the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at (800) 654-5984.
Applications Received under the Dam Safety and
Encroachments Act (32 P.S. §§ 693.1—693.27) and
section 302 of the Flood Plain Management Act
(32 P.S. § 679.302) and Requests for Certification
under section 401(a) of the FWPCA.
WATER OBSTRUCTIONS AND ENCROACHMENTS
Southeast Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program
Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401,
Telephone 484-250-5900.
E51-274. Philadelphia Water Department, 1101
Market Street, 2nd Philadelphia, PA, 19107, City of
Philadelphia, Philadelphia County, ACOE Philadelphia
District.
To perform the following water obstruction and en-
croachment activities associated with the SR 0095 Section
BS4 Project outfall structures discharging to the
Frankford Creek (WWF, MF). Specific water obstructions
and encroachment are:
1) To replace and maintain two existing culvert outfall
structures under the Aramingo Avenue Bridge over the
Frankford Creek.
2) To construct temporary cofferdams within the
Frankford Creek to facilitate the construction and re-
placement of outfall structures at the Aramingo Avenue
Bridge.
3 To construct and maintain a proposed culvert outfall
structure upstream of the Aramingo Avenue Bridge.
4 To construct and maintain stormwater basins within
the floodway of Frankford Creek to facilitate the overall
objective of the project.
The project site, which is associated with Aramingo
Avenue Bridge Project, has two outfalls directly under the
Aramingo Bridge discharging to Frankford Creek (WWF,
MF). It is located approximately 1,059 feet northeast of
the intersection of Wheatsheaf Lane and Aramingo Av-
enue in the City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia County
(Camden PA-NJ USGS Quadrangle, Longitude 75° 05 27
W; Latitude 40° 00 19N near the center of the Aramingo
Avenue Bridge).
Northeast Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program
Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915,
Telephone 570-826-2511.
E35-463. Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission, P.O.
Box 67676, Harrisburg, PA 17106, in South Abington
Township, Lackawanna County, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, Baltimore District.
To construct and maintain a 424 foot stream relocation
of a UNT to Leggets Creek (CWF, MF) associated with
the construction of an additional lane to Interstate 476.
Grading associated with the construction of the additional
lane to Interstate 476 will temporarily impact 0.001 acre
of PEM/PFO wetland and permanent impact of 0.036
acre. The project is located along Interstate 476
(Scranton, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°2915; Longi-
tude: -75°4059.4).
Southcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program,
909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110, Ed Muzic,
Section Chief, 717.705.4802.
E36-959: Plenary Walsh Keystone Partners,
Ephrata Township, Lancaster County, U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers Baltimore District.
To remove the existing structure and to install and
maintain a 54.5 foot long, 30.5 foot wide concrete box
beam bridge having an under clearance of 5.40 feet over
Indian Run (TSF, MF) (Latitude 40°1214.76, Longitude
-76°1051.95) for the purpose of improving safety stan-
dards. No wetlands will be impacted by the activity.
Southwest Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-
4745
E32-518, PennDot District 10, 2550 Oakland Avenue,
Indiana, PA 15701, Blacklick Township, Armstrong
County, Pittsburgh ACOE District.
The applicant is proposing to:
1.) Remove the existing SR 0217 two lane, 46 wide by
43.4 long single span box beam bridge having an under-
clearance of 6.33 and construct and maintain a replace-
ment two lane, 46 wide by 48 long, dual concrete box
culvert having an under-clearance of 7.5 feet over Stewart
Run (CWF) with a drainage area of 5.8 square miles;
2.) To relocate 445 of the aforementioned Stewart Run
remove an existing 30 long 16 culvert carrying a UNT to
Stewart Run (CWF) with a drainage area of less than 100
acres and construction and maintain a replacement 75
long 16 culvert downstream from the original location;
3.) Place and maintain fill in a de minimis 0.04 acre of
PEM wetland(s) (aka Wetland(s) F, H and I);
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4.) Construct and maintain roadway associated
stormwater outfalls; construct and remove construction
related temporary encroachments;
For the purpose of intersection safety improvements
and the replacement of a structurally deficiency bridge
along SR 0217, which is located at the intersection of S.R.
0217 and S.R. 3004 (Blairsville Quadrangle, Latitude: 40°
29 14, Longitude: -79° 16 24.1) in Blacklick Township,
Indiana County. Mitigation for stream impacts will occur
on site within the relocated section of Stewart Run with
the installation of stream structures and riparian plant-
ings.
E63-683, PennDOT District 12-0, 825 North Gallatin
Avenue, Uniontown, PA 15401, East Bethlehem Township,
Washington County, Pittsburgh ACOE District.
The applicant is proposing to:
Install and maintain an anchored sheet pile retaining
along 450 linear feet of Tenmile Creek,
For the purpose of rehabilitating an existing emergency
retaining wall. The project is located near the intersection
of SR 88 and Morton Street (Quadrangle: Carmichaels N:
19.8 inches; W: 17.25 inches; Latitude: 39° 59 5.1;
Longitude: -79° 59 57.5) East Bethlehem Township,
Washington County.
Northwest Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program
Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
E42-367, National Fuel Gas Supply Corporation,
1100 State Street, Erie PA 16501-1912. Northern Access
2016 Expansion Project, in Sergeant, Keating, Annin,
Eldred, and Ceres Townships, McKean County, ACOE
Pittsburgh District (Crosby, PA Quadrangle N:
41°4204.84; W: 78°2959.98).
The project consists of the construction, operation, and
maintenance of an expanded natural gas transmission
pipeline and related infrastructure from Sergeant Town-
ship, McKean County, Pennsylvania to the Town of Elma,
Erie County, New York. The Pennsylvania portion of the
project includes approximately 28 miles of 24 inch diam-
eter natural gas pipeline construction from the
interconnection/tie-in at the existing NFG Midstream
Clermont, LLC, facility along SR 146 approximately 1
mile west of Clermont (Crosby, PA Quadrangle N:
41°4204.84; W: 78°2959.98) in Sergeant Township,
McKean County extending generally north crossing
through portions of Sergeant, Keating, Annin, Eldred, and
Ceres Townships, McKean County, to where it will cross
the New York border approximately 2 miles west of where
SR 44 crosses the state line (Bullis Mills, PA Quadrangle
N: 41°5957.51; W: 78°1756.98) in Ceres Township,
McKean County. Pipeline work also includes three main-
line valve sites, cathodic protection, and numerous tempo-
rary and permanent access roads to support construction
and permanent facility access. Numerous stream and
wetland crossings will occur along the project route as
described below. The project also will utilize one tempo-
rary pipe storage yard and one contractor yard along SR
155 south of Port Allegheny Borough in Liberty Township,
McKean County. The pipeline route has been co-located to
parallel/overlap existing utility ROWs for a total of 17.75
miles in PA.
The Pennsylvania portion of the project includes the
following proposed aquatic resource impacts:
1) 51 pipeline and temporary equipment crossings of
wetlands, installed by open-trench, resulting in a total of
7.073 acres of wetland disturbance within the proposed
permanent ROW, 1.682 acre of which consists of perma-
nent wetland vegetation conversion, and an additional
4.974 acres of temporary wetland impact within the
temporary construction ROW. There is no proposed per-
manent loss of wetland area associated with this project;
2) 15 temporary equipment crossings/construction
workspace areas in wetlands resulting in a total of 0.303
acre of temporary wetland impact;
3) 118 pipeline and temporary equipment crossings of
streams and floodways resulting in a total of 904 LF of
stream channel crossed by the pipeline and a total of
1.826 acre of temporary impact to stream channels. Of
these, 105 will be installed by open trench via dam/pump
(51 of which are 100 acre drainages), 1 by open trench
via coffer dam (Potato Creek), 1 by horizontal directional
drill (Allegheny River), and 1 by conventional bore (UNT
Rock Run). At the remaining 10 locations, the pipeline
will be installed within the 50 ft assumed floodway of
small tributaries but will not cross the stream channel
(all 10 are 100 acre drainages).
Project includes crossings of Bloomster Hollow and
tributaries, tributaries to Irons Hollow, Blacksmith Run
and tributaries, Cloverlot Hollow and tributaries, Kent
Hollow and tributaries, Newell Creek and tributaries,
Oswayo Creek and tributaries, Marvin Creek and tribu-
taries, Champlin Hollow and tributaries, Open Brook,
Allegheny River, Barden Brook and tributaries, Potato
Creek and tributaries, tributaries to Cole Creek, McCrea
Run and tributaries, and Pierce Brook;
4) 14 temporary equipment crossings of streams (tem-
porary bridges) resulting in temporary impacts to a total
of 420 LF stream channel (all are 100 acre drainages);
5) 1 pipeline and temporary equipment crossing of an
open water pond (23 LF);
To mitigate for these proposed impacts, the applicant
proposes the following:
1) To enhance existing, degraded PEM wetlands lo-
cated in State Game Lands 062 (SGL 062) and three
properties currently in the process of being added to SGL
062 (Lewis Run, PA Quadrangle N:41°4716.85;
W:78°3822.26). Enhancement activities include the
planting of a minimum of 0.507 acre of shrub habitat and
1.175 acre forested habitat utilizing native trees/shrubs to
improve habitat for game and non-game species;
2) To restore the forested wetlands within the tempo-
rary construction ROW. Restoration will include, depend-
ing on site conditions, either replanting of native trees in
disturbed wetlands or temporary stabilization and natu-
ral regeneration. Areas where the applicant opts to utilize
natural regeneration will result in additional planting
area being added to the SGL 062 enhancement project
above—bringing the total up to potentially 3 acres;
3) To restore the impacted wetlands within the ROW.
Wetlands crossed by the pipeline and equipment will be
restored to original contours by replacing native soils and
temporarily stabilized to allow natural regeneration;
4) To restore the stream crossings within the ROW.
Streams will be returned to original contours, and native
streambed material will be replaced. Stream banks will
be stabilized to minimize erosion.
The applicant previously requested 401 Water Quality
Certification for this project as part of the FERC authori-
zation process [Docket No. CP15-115-000 filed March 16,
2015]. This request was published in the May 14, 2016
edition of the Pennsylvania Bulletin under DEP file
number WQ42-001 and is currently under review.
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E42-371, Plenary Walsh Keystone Partners, 2000
Cliff Mine Road, Park West Two, 3rd Floor, Pittsburgh,
PA 15275. JV 064 State Route 0155 Segment 0290 Offset
0238 Section A04 over Newell Run in Eldred Township,
McKean County, ACOE Pittsburgh District (Pittsburgh,
PA Quadrangle N: 41°, 53, 22.1; W: -78°, 21, 8.4).
To remove the existing structure and to construct and
maintain a 43 foot wide single-span, folded steel plate
girder bridge having a total span length of 59 feet and a
low-chord elevation of 1,443.65 across Newell Creek in
Eldred Township, McKean County with associated impact
to 0.572 acre of wetland (0.039 acre permanent) and
realignment of 153 feet of UNT Newell Creek.
Northwest Region: Oil and Gas Program Manager, 230
Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335; 814-332-6860.
E10-08-009, Stonehenge Appalachia LLC, 11400
Westmoor Circle, Suite 200A, Westminster, CO 80021.
Renick to Shields pipeline in Clay, Center, and Oakland
Townships, Butler County, Army Corps of Engineers
Pittsburgh District (Mount Chestnut and East Butler, PA
Quadrangles 40.9296167N; -79.9042500W).
The applicant proposes to construct and maintain ap-
proximately 7.9 miles of one (16) inch steel natural gas
gathering pipeline located in Clay, Center, and Oakland
Townships Butler County. The pipeline connects and
existing Well Pad to the Renick Compressor Station.
The water obstructions and encroachments are described below:
To construct and maintain:
Impact No. Description of Impact Latitude/Longitude
1 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way to be
bored under UNT to Stony Run (WWF) having 102 linear feet of
temporary stream and floodway impacts.
40.954536N
-79.902303W
2 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Stony Run (WWF) having
170 linear feet of temporary stream and floodway impacts.
40.953297 N
-79.897647 W
3 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Stony Run (WWF) having
195 linear feet of temporary stream and floodway impacts.
40.953192 N
-79.897253 W
4 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Pine Run (WWF) having
125 linear feet of temporary stream and floodway impacts.
40.955158 N
-79.886333 W
5 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Pine Run (WWF) having
125 linear feet of temporary stream and floodway impacts.
40.956750 N
-79.888014 W
6 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Pine Run (WWF) having
163 linear feet of temporary stream and floodway impacts.
40.952206 N
-79.885583 W
7 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Pine Run (WWF) having
161 linear feet of temporary stream and floodway impacts.
40.952353 N
-79.882367 W
8 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Pine Run (WWF) having
114 linear feet of temporary stream and floodway impacts.
40.952344 N
-79.881167 W
9 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross Pine Run (WWF) having 148 linear
feet of temporary stream and floodway impacts.
40.952483 N
-79.879583 W
10 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Pine Run (WWF) having
115 linear feet of temporary stream and floodway impacts.
40.953103 N
-79.872825 W
11 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Pine Run (WWF) having
172 linear feet of temporary stream and floodway impacts.
40.953286 N
-79.863108 W
12 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Pine Run (WWF) having
176 linear feet of temporary stream and floodway impacts.
40.953292 N
-79.862911 W
13 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Connoquenessing Creek




14 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Connoquenessing Creek
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Impact No. Description of Impact Latitude/Longitude
15 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Connoquenessing Creek




16 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Connoquenessing Creek




17 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way to be
bored under UNT to Connoquenessing Creek (HQ-WWF) having 139
linear feet of temporary stream and floodway impacts.
40.951319 N
-79.831806 W
18 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Connoquenessing Creek




19 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Connoquenessing Creek




20 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Connoquenessing Creek




21 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Connoquenessing Creek




22 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Connoquenessing Creek




23 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Connoquenessing Creek




24 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Connoquenessing Creek




25 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Connoquenessing Creek




26 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Connoquenessing Creek




27 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Connoquenessing Creek




28 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Connoquenessing Creek




29 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Connoquenessing Creek
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Impact No. Description of Impact Latitude/Longitude
30 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Thorn Creek (HQ-WWF)
having 163 linear feet of temporary stream and floodway impacts.
40.931308 N
-79.806411 W
31 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross UNT to Thorn Creek (HQ-WWF)
having 125 linear feet of temporary stream and floodway impacts.
40.931100 N
-79.805897 W
32 One (1) 16 steel gathering line with associated right-of-way and
temporary road crossing to cross Thorn Creek (HQ-WWF) having 130
linear feet of temporary stream and floodway impacts.
40.932692 N
-79.803478 W
33 One (1) 16 steel gathering line to be bored under a Palustrine




34 One (1) 16 steel gathering line and associated right of way and
temporary road crossing to impact a Palustrine Forested Wetland
(EV-PFO) having 0.05 acre of permanent impacts.
40.952389 N
-79.880678 W
35 One (1) 16 steel gathering line and associated right of way and
temporary road crossing to impact a Palustrine Emergent Wetland
(EV-PEM) having 0.10 acre of temporary impacts.
40.952625 N
-79.876533 W
36 One (1) 16 steel gathering line and associated right of way and
temporary road crossing to impact a Palustrine Emergent Wetland
(EV-PEM) having 0.033 acre of temporary impacts.
40.952606 N
-79.875042 W
37 One (1) 16 steel gathering line and associated right of way and
temporary road crossing to impact a Palustrine Scrub Shrub Wetland
(EV-PSS) having 0.07 acre of temporary impacts.
40.950558 N
-79.851361 W
38 One (1) 16 steel gathering line to be bored under a Palustrine Scrub
Shrub Wetland (EV-PSS) having 0.007 acre of temporary impacts.
40.951250 N
-79.831672 W
In Butler County, the project will result in a total of 1,758 linear feet of temporary stream impacts, 226,509 square feet
of temporary floodway impacts, 0.123 acre of permanent impacts to wetlands, and 0.144 acre of temporary impact.
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS
Southcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110, Ed Muzic, Section
Chief, 717.705.4802.
EA36-046: Mill Creek Preservation Association, 1383 Arcadia Road, Room # 200, Lancaster PA 17601 in Upper
Leacock Township, Lancaster County, ACOE Baltimore District.
To construct and maintain a stream restoration project along 3,500 feet of Mill Creek (WWF, MF) including 1) seven
mudsills totaling 650 feet in length; 2) six cross rock vanes; 3) ten log/rock vanes; 4) one livestock crossing; and 5) 900
feet of bank grading with rock toe protection. The project is located downstream of the intersection of Stumptown Road
and S.R. 772 (Leola, PA Quadrangle, Latitude 40°0309N, Longitude: 76°0948.7W) in Upper Leacock and Leacock
Townships, Lancaster County. No wetlands will be impacted by this project.
Central Office: Bureau of Waterways Engineering and Wetlands, Rachel Carson State Office Building, Floor 3, 400
Market Street, P.O. Box 8460, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8460.
D26-001EA. Mr. Steve Leiendecker, Pennsylvania Game Commission, 4820 Route 711, Bolivar, PA 15923,
Dunbar Township, Fayette County, USACOE Pittsburgh District.
Project proposes to remove the breached remains of Number 1 Dam on State Game Lands # 51 for the purpose of
eliminating a threat to public safety and restoring the stream channel to a free-flowing condition. The project is located
across Dunbar Creek (HQ-CWF) (South Connellsville, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 39.9534; Longitude: -79.5785).
D26-002EA. Mr. Steve Leiendecker, Pennsylvania Game Commission, 4820 Route 711, Bolivar, PA 15923,
Dunbar Township, Fayette County, USACOE Pittsburgh District.
Project proposes to remove the breached remains of Number 2 Dam on State Game Lands # 51 for the purpose of
eliminating a threat to public safety and restoring the stream channel to a free-flowing condition. The project is located
across Dunbar Creek (HQ-CWF) (South Connellsville, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 39.9517; Longitude: -79.5786).
D26-044EA. Mr. Steve Leiendecker, Pennsylvania Game Commission, 4820 Route 711, Bolivar, PA 15923,
Dunbar Township, Fayette County, USACOE Pittsburgh District.
Project proposes to remove the breached remains of Number 3 Dam on State Game Lands # 51 for the purpose of
eliminating a threat to public safety and restoring the stream channel to a free-flowing condition. The project is located
across Dunbar Creek (HQ-CWF) (South Connellsville, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 39.9489; Longitude: -79.5785).
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STORAGE TANKS
SITE-SPECIFIC INSTALLATION PERMITS
The following Storage Tank Site-Specific Installation Permit application has been received by the Department of
Environmental Protection (Department) and is currently under review. Persons wishing to comment on the proposed
permit are invited to submit a statement to the Bureau of Environmental Cleanup and Brownfields, Division of Storage
Tanks, PO Box 8762, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8762, within 30 days from the date of this publication. Comments may also be
submitted via email to tanks@pa.gov. Comments received within this 30-day period will be considered in the formulation
of the final determinations regarding this application. Responses should include the name, address and telephone number
of the writer and a concise statement to inform the Department of the exact basis of the comment and the relevant facts
upon which it based.
The following applications have been received for Storage Tank Site-Specific Installation Permits under the
authority of the Storage Tank Spill Prevention Act (35 P.S. §§ 6021.304, 6021.504, 6021.1101—6021.1102) and




Address County Municipality Tank Type Tank Capacity
16010 National Oilwell Varco, L.P.
7909 Parkwood Circle Drive
Houston, TX 77036
Attn: Scott Rader






THE PENNSYLVANIA CLEAN STREAMS LAW AND THE FEDERAL CLEAN
WATER ACT
FINAL ACTIONS TAKEN FOR NPDES PERMITS AND WQM PERMITS
The Department has taken the following actions on previously received applications for new, amended and renewed
NPDES and WQM permits, applications for permit waivers and NOIs for coverage under General Permits. This notice of
final action is provided in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapters 91 and 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing
provisions of The Clean Streams Law (35 P.S. §§ 691.1—691.101) and the Federal Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.A.
§§ 1251—1376).
Location Permit Authority Application Type or Category
Section I NPDES Renewals
Section II NPDES New or Amendment
Section III WQM Industrial, Sewage or Animal Wastes; Discharges to Groundwater
Section IV NPDES MS4 Individual Permit
Section V NPDES MS4 Permit Waiver
Section VI NPDES Individual Permit Stormwater Construction
Section VII NPDES NOI for Coverage under NPDES General Permits
Sections I—VI contain actions regarding industrial, animal or sewage wastes discharges, discharges to groundwater,
and discharges associated with MS4, stormwater associated with construction activities and CAFOs. Section VII contains
notices for parties who have submitted NOIs for Coverage under General NPDES Permits. The approval for coverage
under these General NPDES Permits is subject to applicable effluent limitations, monitoring, reporting requirements and
other conditions in each General Permit. The approval of coverage for land application of sewage sludge or residential
septage under applicable general permit is subject to pollutant limitations, pathogen and vector attraction reduction
requirements, operational standards, general requirements, management practices and other conditions in the respective
permit. The permits and related documents, effluent limitations, permitting requirements and other information are on
file and may be inspected and arrangements made for copying at the contact office noted before the action.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal that action to the Environmental Hearing Board (Board) under section 4 of
the Environmental Hearing Board Act (35 P.S. § 7514) and 2 Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704 (relating to
Administrative Agency Law). The appeal should be sent to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor, Rachel
Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street, PO Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483. TDD users
may contact the Board through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service, (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be filed with the
Board within 30 days of publication of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin unless the appropriate statute provides a
different time period. Copies of the appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure may be obtained from the
Board. The appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure are also available in Braille or on audiotape from
the Secretary to the Board at (717) 787-3483. This paragraph does not, in and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond
that permitted by applicable statutes and decisional law.
For individuals who wish to challenge an action, the appeal must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is not
needed to file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so individuals should contact a lawyer at once. Persons who cannot afford
a lawyer may qualify for free pro bono representation. Call the Secretary to the Board at (717) 787-3483 for more
information.
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I. NPDES Renewal Permit Actions





































Jericho National Golf Club
250 Brownsburg Road










Sunny Dell Foods Inc.












































PA DCNR Kettle Creek State Park







II. New or Expanded Facility Permits, Renewal of Major Permits and EPA Nonwaived Permit Actions
Southeast Region: Water Management Program Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401
NPDES Permit No. PA0030970, Sewage, Cheyney University, 1837 University Circle, Cheyney, PA 19319-0200.
This proposed facility is located in Thornbury Township, Delaware County.
Description of Action/Activity: Issuance of an NPDES Permit for existing discharge of treated sewage.
Northeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915. Phone: 570-826-2511.
NPDES Permit No. PA0275662, Industrial Stormwater, SIC Code 4226, 5169, Horwith Trucks, Inc., P.O. Box 7,
Northampton, PA 18067. This existing facility is located in Allen Township, Northampton County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Issuance of an NPDES permit for the discharge of industrial stormwater from
an existing rock salt storage and distribution stockpile.
III. WQM Industrial Waste and Sewerage Actions under The Clean Streams Law
Southwest Regional Office: Regional Clean Water Program Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
Phone: 412.442.4000.
WQM Permit No. 1116405, Sewage, SIC Code 8811, William Kibler, PO Box 501, Hastings, PA 16646.
This proposed facility is located in Elder Township, Cambria County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: The applicant proposes to construct a small flow sewage treatment facility and
associated piping to serve the Kibler residence.
WQM Permit No. 6302402, Sewage, SIC Code 8811, Thomas & Hope Shadle, 347 Church Hill Road, Venetia, PA
15367.
This existing facility is located in Peters Township, Washington County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: this is for the transfer of this facility permit to new owners.
WQM Permit No. 0216401, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, McCandless Township Sanitary Authority, 418 Arcadia
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15237.
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This proposed facility is located in McCandless Township, Allegheny County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: construction and operation of sanitary sewers and the Sample Valley pump
station.
Southeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401, 484.250.5900
WQM Permit No. 0993205, Industrial, Clean Earth of Southeast PA LLC, P.O. Box 847, Morrisville, PA 19067.
This proposed facility is located in Falls Township Bucks County.
Description of Action/Activity: Renewal of Water Quality Management Permit for industrial activity:
WQM Permit No. 2316401, Sewage, DELCORA, 100 East 5th Street, P.O. Box 999, Chester, PA 19013-4508.
This proposed facility is located in Chester City, Delaware County.
Description of Action/Activity: Installation of an 8 force main and bypass pump.
WQM Permit No. 1505402, Amendment, Sewage, Aqua Pennsylvania Wastewater Inc., 762 West Lancaster
Avenue, Bryn Mawr, PA 19010.
This proposed facility is located in Londonberry Township, Chester County.
Description of Action/Activity: Amend permit to increase influent flow equalization capacity by adding 10,000 gallons.
WQM Permit No. WQG02151604, Sewage, Willistown Township, 688 Sugartown Road, Malvern, PA 19355-3300.
This proposed facility is located in Willistown,Township, Chester County.
Description of Action/Activity: Construct pressure sewer extension to serve 13 properties.
WQM Permit No. 0994423, Sewage, Transfer, Joseph Cassidy, 4958 Durham Road, Kintnersville, PA 18930.
This proposed facility is located in Nockamixon Township, Bucks County.
Description of Action/Activity: Permit transfer from Paul Dietz to Joseph J. Cassidy.
Northeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915. Phone: 570-826-2511.
WQM Permit No. 4816201, Industrial Stormwater, SIC Code 4226, 5169, Horwith Trucks, Inc., P.O. Box 7,
Northampton, PA 18067.
This existing facility is located in Allen Township, Northampton County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: This application is for the construction of stormwater management control
facilities at an existing rock salt storage and distribution stockpile.
WQM Permit No. 5406402A-2, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Saint Clair Borough Sewer Authority Schuylkill
County, 16 South Third Street, Saint Clair, PA 17970.
This proposed facility is located in East Norwegian Township, Schuylkill County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Amendment of 2006 WQM Permit to include: new UV disinfection system; new
influent flow meter; major changes to onsite sludge management units/process (deletion of sludge dryer/pumps/sludge
drying bed, conversion of anaerobic digesters into aerobic digesters, sludge process flow changes); new magnesium
hydroxide chemical feed system, peripheral density current baffles added to existing secondary clarifiers; assorted
changes to previously approved WWTP upgrade construction/equipment; and relocation of approved equipment onsite.
Northcentral Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
WQM Permit No. 6016201, CAFO, SIC Code 0241, Troester Dairy, 175 Cannon Road, Mifflinburg, PA 17844.
This proposed facility is located in Buffalo Township, Union County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Expansion of the existing dairy operation.
WQM Permit No. 5916401, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Anthony & Patricia Fiamingo SRSTP, 124 Borg Road,
Mansfield, PA 16933-8205.
This proposed facility is located in Sullivan Township, Tioga County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: The constructions of a single residence sewage treatment plant.
VI. NPDES Discharges of Stormwater Associated with Construction Activities Individual Permit Actions








PAI011505082-R The Cutler Group
5 Apollo Road, Suite 1
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
Toll PA XV, LP
700 Arcola Road
Collegeville, PA 19426
Chester East Vincent Township Stony Run
HQ-TSF-MF
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PAI011515019 Bombay Enterprises, LLC
1806 Zebley Road
Wilmington, DE 19810-1502
Chester Lower Oxford Township Tributary to West
Branch Big Elk





Chester Penn Township East Branch Big
Elk Creek
HQ-TSF-MF
PAI015116003 TPS Philadelphia, LP
200 West Monroe, Suite 1500
Chicago, IL 60606
Philadelphia City of Philadelphia Schuylkill River
WWF
PAI011509022-R Tel Hai Retirement Community
1200 Tel Hai Circle
P.O. Box 190
Honey Brook, PA 19344









Lincoln University, PA 19352
Chester London Grove Township East Branch White
Clay
EV-MF
















PAI024515008(1) Sanofi Pasteur, Inc.
Discovery Drive, State Route 611
Swiftwater, PA 18370




White Haven, PA 18661
Luzerne Rice Township Big Wapwallopen
Creek
(HQ-CWF, MF)
PAI024814016(1) Michael F. Ronca & Sons, Inc.
c/o Mr. David A. Ronca
179 Mikron Road
Bethlehem, PA 18020
Northampton Plainfield Township Bushkill Creek
(HQ-CWF, MF)












Indiana County Brush Valley Township Little Brush Creek
(CWF)
Northwest Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481







PAI064315001 SFT Properties LLC
104 Dogwood Court
Butler, PA 16001
Mercer Pine Township UNT Wolf Creek
CWF
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VII. Approvals to Use NPDES and/or Other General Permits
The EPA Region III Administrator has waived the right to review or object to this permit action under the waiver
provision 40 CFR 123.23(d).
List of NPDES and/or Other General Permit Types
PAG-1 General Permit for Discharges from Stripper Oil Well Facilities
PAG-2 General Permit for Discharges of Stormwater Associated With Construction Activities
PAG-3 General Permit for Discharges of Stormwater From Industrial Activities
PAG-4 General Permit for Discharges from Small Flow Treatment Facilities
PAG-5 General Permit for Discharges from Petroleum Product Contaminated Groundwater Remediation
Systems
PAG-6 General Permit for Wet Weather Overflow Discharges from Combined Sewer Systems (CSO)
PAG-7 General Permit for Beneficial Use of Exceptional Quality Sewage Sludge by Land Application
PAG-8 General Permit for Beneficial Use of Non-Exceptional Quality Sewage Sludge by Land Application to
Agricultural Land, Forest, a Public Contact Site or a Land Reclamation Site
PAG-8 (SSN) Site Suitability Notice for Land Application Under Approved PAG-8 General Permit Coverage
PAG-9 General Permit for Beneficial Use of Residential Septage by Land Application to Agricultural Land,
Forest, or a Land Reclamation Site
PAG-9 (SSN) Site Suitability Notice for Land Application Under Approved PAG-9 General Permit Coverage
PAG-10 General Permit for Discharges from Hydrostatic Testing of Tanks and Pipelines
PAG-11 General Permit for Discharges from Aquatic Animal Production Facilities
PAG-12 Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs)
PAG-13 Stormwater Discharges from Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4)
PAG-14 (To Be Announced)
PAG-15 General Permit for Discharges from the Application of Pesticides
General Permit Type—PAG-02

























PAG02004606015R(1) The Cutler Group, Inc.
5 Apollo Road
Suite 1










PAG02004616039 John and Julie Burke
1540 Bardsey Lane










PAG02004616027 Real Pro Enterprises LP













PAG02004616041 Abington Memorial Hospital
and Abington Properties
Corporation






















PAG02004616055 Tague Family Limited
Partnership IX













PAG02004611036(4) Janssen Research and
Development
Welsh and McKean Roads
P.O. Box 776











PAG02004616026 PPL Electric Utilities
Corporation














PAG02004616058 2010 Realty Partners LLC




















































PAG02000916026 Premium Excavation, LLC
269 Canal Road










PAG02000916032 Family Dining, Inc.
1780 Swede Road





























































PAG02000916030 St. George Georgian
Orthodox Church






2 East Main Street
Norristown, PA 19401
484-250-5900












PAG02003516010 Preit Services, LLC























PAG02004815021 Marine Properties, LLC
c/o Mr. Olav Sandnes
794 Sunrise Blvd.










ESG00103160002 Mr. William Timmermeyer
















PAG02005416006 TJ Sands Real Estate, LLC



















PAG02001916004 Bradford Gensemer Subdivision
16 Blue Jay Dr
Bloomsburg, PA 17815






(570) 784-1310 X 102
Scott Twp
Columbia Cnty
PAG02001916005 Nautilus Develop Holdings
PO Box 14
Mifflinville, PA 18631






(570) 784-1310 X 102
Valley Township
Montour Cnty
PAG02004716005 Villager Realty, Inc.
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PAG02000215130-1 The Municipality of Penn Hills
12245 Frankstown Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15235-3494


























PAG02000215142 Peck Family Holdings, LLC
198 Cantebury Road
McMurray, PA 15317
J. C. Bar Development, LLC
415 Fallowfield Road
Suite 301















































































PAG030049 Tasty Baking Co. Inc.
4300 S 26th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19112
Shed Brook—3-F Southeast Region
Clean Water Program
















PAR600074 Freddies Auto Parts Inc.
Dba Cartel Auto Parts












PAR702209 New Enterprise Stone & Lime
Co., Inc. dba Eastern Industries,
Inc.
3724 Crescent Ct. West
Suite 200
Whitehall, PA 18052









PAR224846 245 Reading Road
P.O. Box 158













PAR314812 Cudd Energy Service
2897 Route 414
Canton, PA 17724-7223
Mill Creek—4-C DEP Northcentral
Regional Office
Clean Water Program









PAR804842 XPO Logistics Freight Inc.
2211 Old Earhart Road
Suite 100
Ann Arbor, MI 48105-2963
Roaring Run— 8-C DEP North Central
Regional Office
Clean Water Program

























PAR224856 A & L Wood Inc.
3418 Red Bank Road














PAR224855 A & L Wood Inc.
3418 Red Bank Road






























PAR606121 Flowers Auto Wreckers Inc.
























PAG046257 A-2 Thomas & Hope Shadle




























PAG040149 A-1 Mr. Joseph Kelly
902 General Howe Drive

























PAG093509 Lang Septic Service
4995 Cortland Road
New Paris, PA 15554
Lang Septic Service
4995 Cortland Road







NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT PLANS RELATED TO APPLICATIONS FOR NPDES
PERMITS FOR CAFOs
The State Conservation Commission has taken the following actions on previously received applications for nutrient
management plans under 3 Pa.C.S. Chapter 5, for agricultural operations that have or anticipate submitting applications
for new, amended or renewed NPDES permits or NOIs for coverage under a general permit for CAFOs under 25 Pa. Code
Chapter 92a. This notice is provided in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapter 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing
The Clean Streams Law and the Federal Clean Water Act.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal under 3 Pa.C.S. § 517, section 4 of the Environmental Hearing Board Act
and 2 Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704 to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor, Rachel Carson State Office
Building, 400 Market Street, P.O. Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483. TDD users should contact the
Environmental Hearing Board (Board) through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be
filed with the Board within 30 days of publication of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. Copies of the appeal form
and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure may be obtained from the Board. The appeal form and the Board’s rules
of practice and procedure are also available in Braille or on audiotape from the Secretary of the Board at (717) 787-3483.
This paragraph does not, in and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond that permitted by applicable statutes and
decision law.
For individuals who wish to challenge actions, appeals must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is not needed to
file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so individuals should show this notice to a lawyer at once. Persons who
cannot afford a lawyer may qualify for pro bono representation. Call the Secretary of the Board at (717) 787-3483 for
more information.
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2713 Fowler Hollow Road
Blain, PA 17006
Perry 10 1,342.25 Swine HQ Approved
PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY PERMITS
The Department has taken the following actions on
applications received under the Pennsylvania Safe Drink-
ing Water Act (35 P.S. §§ 721.1—721.17) for the construc-
tion, substantial modification or operation of a public
water system.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal that action
to the Environmental Hearing Board (Board) under sec-
tion 4 of the Environmental Hearing Board Act and 2
Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704. The appeal should be
sent to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor,
Rachel Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street,
PO Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483.
TDD users may contact the Board through the Pennsylva-
nia AT&T Relay Service, (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be
filed with the Board within 30 days of publication of this
notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin unless the appropri-
ate statute provides a different time period. Copies of the
appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and proce-
dure may be obtained from the Board. The appeal form
and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure are also
available in Braille or on audiotape from the Secretary to
the Board at (717) 787-3483. This paragraph does not, in
and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond that
permitted by applicable statutes and decisional law.
For individuals who wish to challenge an action, the
appeal must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is
not needed to file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so indi-
viduals should show this document to a lawyer at once.
Persons who cannot afford a lawyer may qualify for free
pro bono representation. Call the Secretary to the Board
at (717) 787-3483 for more information.
SAFE DRINKING WATER
Actions taken under the Pennsylvania Safe Drink-
ing Water Act
Northeast Region: Safe Drinking Water Program Man-
ager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915
Permit No. 4815505, Public Water Supply.
Applicant Hickory Hills MHC, LLC




Type of Facility PWS







Southcentral Region: Safe Drinking Water Program
Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Permit No. 3616508 MA, Minor Amendment, Public
Water Supply.
Applicant Borough of Lititz
Municipality Lititz Borough
County Lancaster





Type of Facility Application for the change of
Lititz Borough water treatment
plant’s coagulation chemical to
Delpac 2020.
Consulting Engineer Bryan Panther, P.E.
ARRO Consulting Inc





Operation Permit No. 0512504MA issued to:
Bedford Township Municipal Authority (PWS ID
No. 4050037), Bedford Township, Bedford County on
7/12/2016 for facilities approved under Construction Per-
mit No. 0512504MA.
Operation Permit No. 2815504MA issued to:
Greencastle Area Franklin County Water Authority
(PWS ID No. 7280014), Antrim Township, Franklin
County on 7/12/2016 for facilities approved under Con-
struction Permit No. 2815504MA.
Operation Permit No. 3816502 MA issued to: Quen-
tin Water Company (PWS ID No. 7380031), West
Cornwall Township, Lebanon County on 7/12/2016 for
facilities approved under Construction Permit No.
3816502MA.
Operation Permit No. 1142815 issued to: Glacier
Water Services, Inc. (PWS ID No. 7676468), York
County on 7/12/2016 for facilities submitted under Appli-
cation No. 1142815.
Northcentral Region: Safe Drinking Water Program
Manager, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williamsport,
PA 17701-6448.
Millheim Borough Water Company (Public Water
Supply) Millheim Borough, Centre County: On July 19,
2016, the Safe Drinking Water Program approved the
Source Water Protection (SWP) plan for the Millheim
Borough Water Company, Millheim Borough, Centre
County. The personnel involved with the development of
this SWP are to be commended for taking these proactive
steps to protect these water sources for their community.
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Development of the SWP plan was funded by the Depart-
ment of Environmental Protection (John C. Hamilton,
P.E., (570) 327-3650).
Southwest Region: Water Supply Management Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-
4745
Operations Permit issued to: Patton Municipal
Authority, 800 4th Avenue, PO Box 175, Patton, PA
16668, (PWSID # 4110024) Patton Borough and Elder
Township, Cambria County on July 8, 2016 for the
operation of facilities approved under Construction Per-
mit # 1114510.
Operations Permit issued to: Patton Municipal
Authority, 800 4th Avenue, PO Box 175, Patton, PA
16668, (PWSID # 4110024) Patton Borough and Elder
Township, Cambria County on July 8, 2016 for the
operation of facilities approved under Construction Per-
mit # 1114517MA.
Operations Permit issued to: Patton Municipal
Authority, 800 4th Avenue, PO Box 175, Patton, PA
16668, (PWSID # 4110024) Patton Borough and Elder
Township, Cambria County on July 8, 2016 for the
operation of facilities approved under Construction Per-
mit # 1114518.






[Borough or Township] Penn Hills Township
County Allegheny
Type of Facility Mission Crest water storage tank
Consulting Engineer Chester Engineers
1555 Coraopolis Heights Road




Northwest Region: Safe Drinking Water Program Man-
ager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
Operation Permit issued to Pithole Water WTP,
PWSID No. 6420031, Keating Township, McKean
County. Permit Number 4215501 issued July 14, 2016
for the operation of the Pithole Public Water Supply Well
No. 2. This permit is issued in response to an operation
inspection conducted by the Department of Environmen-
tal Protection personnel on June 28, 2016.
Operation Permit issued to Erie City Water Au-
thority, PWSID No. 6250028, City of Erie, Erie
County. Permit Number 2510505 Interim Operation No.
5 issued July 5, 2016 for the operation of the five low
duty pumps at the Richard S. Wasielewski Water Treat-
ment Plant.
Transfer of Operation Permit issued to Slippery
Rock Properties LP, PWSID No. 5100071, Brady
Township, Butler County on July 5, 2016. Action is for
change in ownership; the potable water supplier will do
business as Maple Manor MHP. The new permit number
is 1013504-T1.
Cancellation of Permit issued to Slippery Rock
Properties LP, PWSID No. 5100071, Brady Township,
Butler County on July 5, 2016. This action represents
the cancellation of Permit Number 1013504 issued May
28, 2014. This action results from the consolidation of the
permit into permit number 1013504-T1.
Cancellation of Permit issued to Slippery Rock
Properties LP, PWSID No. 5100071, Brady Township,
Butler County on July 5, 2016. This action represents
the cancellation of Permit Number 1013504-MA1 issued
December 2, 2014. This action results from the consolida-
tion of the permit into permit number 1013504-T1.
Permit No. 1016502, Public Water Supply.
Applicant Summit School Inc.
Township or Borough Summit Township
County Butler
Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer John F. Larimer, P.E.
CME Engineering LP





SEWAGE FACILITIES ACT PLAN APPROVAL
Plan Approvals Granted Under the Pennsylvania
Sewage Facilities Act (35 P.S. § 750.5)
Southwest Regional Office, Regional Clean Water Pro-
gram Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA
15222-4745, Telephone 412-442-4000
Plan Location: Single Residence Sewage Treatment







1153 Camp Meeting Road
Sewickley, PA 15143
Allegheny
Plan Description: The approved plan provides for the
installation of a Single Residence Sewage Treatment
Plant at 2436 Henry Road, Sewickley, PA 15143 to
remedy an existing malfunction. The proposed discharge
is to an unnamed tributary of Rippling Run designated
under Chapter 93 as a Trout Stock Fisheries.
The Department’s review of the sewage facility plan has
not identified any significant environmental impacts re-
sulting from this proposal. Any required NPDES Permits




UNDER ACT 2, 1995
PREAMBLE 2
The following plans and reports were submitted
under the Land Recycling and Environmental
Remediation Standards Act (35 P.S. §§ 6026.101—
6026.907).
Provisions of Sections 301—308 of the Land Recycling
and Environmental Remediation Standards Act (act) (35
P.S. §§ 6026.301—6026.308) require the Department to
publish in the Pennsylvania Bulletin a notice of submis-
sion of plans and reports. A final report is submitted to
document cleanup of a release of a regulated substance at
a site to one of the act’s remediation standards. A final
report provides a description of the site investigation to
characterize the nature and extent of contaminants in
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environmental media, the basis for selecting the environ-
mental media of concern, documentation supporting the
selection of residential or nonresidential exposure factors,
a description of the remediation performed and summa-
ries of sampling analytical results which demonstrate
that remediation has attained the cleanup standard se-
lected. Submission of plans and reports, other than the
final report, will also be published in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin. These include the remedial investigation report,
risk assessment report and cleanup plan for a site-specific
standard remediation. A remedial investigation report
includes conclusions from the site investigation; concen-
tration of regulated substances in environmental media;
benefits of reuse of the property; and, in some circum-
stances, a fate and transport analysis. If required, a risk
assessment report describes potential adverse effects
caused by the presence of regulated substances. If re-
quired, a cleanup plan evaluates the abilities of potential
remedies to achieve remedy requirements.
For further information concerning plans or reports,
contact the environmental cleanup program manager in
the Department regional office under which the notice of
receipt of plans or reports appears. If information con-
cerning plans or reports is required in an alternative
form, contact the community relations coordinator at the
appropriate regional office. TDD users may telephone the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at (800) 654-5984.
The Department has received the following plans and
reports:
Northeast Region: Eric Supey, Environmental Cleanup
& Brownfields Program Manager, 2 Public Square,
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915
Bethlehem Commerce Center Site—Lot 88, 1005
Harvard Avenue, Bethlehem City, Northampton
County. HDR Engineering, Inc., 1720 Spillman Drive,
Bethlehem, PA 18015, on behalf of Lehigh Valley Indus-
trial Park, Inc., 1720 Spillman Drive, Bethlehem, PA
18015, submitted a Site-Specific Cleanup Plan concerning
remediation of site soils contaminated with historical fill.
The report is intended to document remediation of the
site to meet the Site-Specific Standard.
St. Francis of Assisi Kitchen Property, 500 Penn
Avenue, Scranton City, Lackawanna County. BL Com-
panies, 4242 Carlisle Pike, Suite 260, Camp Hill, PA
17011, on behalf of St. Francis of Assisi Kitchen, 500
Penn Avenue, Scranton, PA 18509, submitted a Site-
Specific Remedial Investigation Report and Final Report
concerning remediation of site soils contaminated with
lead. The report is intended to document remediation of
the site to meet the Site-Specific Standard.
Boyer Property, 1037 Jeter Avenue, Fountain Hill
Borough, Lehigh County. RT Environmental Services,
Inc., 215 West Church Road, King of Prussia, PA 19406-
3207, on behalf of Lehigh Fuel/Jack Rich, Inc., 617
Altamont Boulevard, Frackville, PA 17931, submitted a
Final Report concerning remediation of site soils contami-
nated with Benzene, Ethylbenzene, Isopropylbenzene,
MTBE, Naphthalene, Toluene, 1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene,
and 1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene. The report is intended to
document remediation of the site to meet the Statewide
Health Standard.
Southcentral Region: Environmental Cleanup and
Brownfields Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue,
Harrisburg, PA 17110. Phone 717.705.4705.
Harvey Building Products-Snyder & Bender Prop-
erties, 415 and 417 Lancaster Pike, New Providence, PA
17560, Providence Township, Lancaster County. EP&S
of Vermont, Inc., 2902 Reach Road, Williamsport, PA
17701, on behalf of Ronald and Lucinda Snyder, 415
Lancaster Pike, New Providence, PA 17560 and Daniel R.
and Fannie L. Bender, 41 Lancaster Pike, New Provi-
dence, PA 17560, submitted Final Report concerning
remediation of site soils contaminated with diesel fuel.
The report is intended to document remediation of the
site to meet the Residential Statewide Health Standard.
RE Invest Tire & Wheel Renewal LLC, 515—621
North College Street, Carlisle, PA 17013, Borough of
Carlisle, Cumberland County. Sovereign Consulting,
Inc., 111A North Gold Drive, Robbinsville, NJ 08691, on
behalf of RE Invest Tire & Wheel Renewal, LLC, PO Box
748, Hainesport, NJ 08036, submitted a Final Report
concerning site soils and groundwater contaminated with
VOCs, SVOCs, pesticides, herbicides, and PCBs. The
report is intended to document remediation of the site to
meet the Residential and Nonresidential Statewide
Health Standards.
Southwest Region: Environmental Cleanup & Brown-
field Development Program Manager, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Bender Residence, 2149 Glendale Lake Road,
Clearfield Township, Cambria County. McKee Environ-
mental, Inc., 218 Washington Ave., Bellefonte, PA 16823
on behalf of Christoff Mitchell Petroleum, Inc., 2719
Walton Street, Philipsburg, PA 16866 has submitted a
Final Report concerning site soil and groundwater con-
taminated with benzene, ethylbenzene, cumene, MTBE,
naphthalene, toluene, (1,2,4-TMB), (1,3,5-TMB) from a
home heating oil spill. Notice of the Final Report was
published in the Star-Courier on June 30, 2016.
Southeast Regional Office: Regional Manager, Environ-
mental Cleanup and Brownfields, 2 East Main Street,
Norristown, PA 19401, Telephone 484.250.5960.
Century Link Communications LLC, 2400 Market
Street, City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia County.
Mark Reisig, Tetra Tech Inc., 216 16th Street, Suite 500,
Denver, CO 80202, Harlan Pincus, CenturyLink Commu-
nication, LLC, 55 Church Street, 1st Floor, White Plains,
NY 10601 on behalf of Diane Green, PMC Property
Group, 2400 Market Street, Suite 1, Philadelphia, PA
19103 has submitted a Final Report concerning remedia-
tion of site soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil. The
report is intended to document remediation of the site to
meet the Statewide Health Standard. PF811109.
Kijak Residence, 1254 Durant Street, Whitemarsh
Borough, Montgomery County. Richard D. Trimpi,
Trimpi Associates, Inc., 1635 Old Plains Road, Pennsburg,
PA 18073, Jason Ballou, State Farm Insurance Company,
PA Fire Claims, P.O. Box 106169, Atlanta, GA 30348-6169
on behalf of John and Frances Kijak, 1254 Durant Street,
Conshohocken, PA 19428 has submitted a Final Report
concerning remediation of site soil contaminated with no.
2 fuel oil. The report is intended to document remediation
of the site to meet the Statewide Health Standard.
PF806972.
Crawford Residence, 710 Maple Hill Drive, Whitpain
Township, Montgomery County. Andrew Markoski, Pa-
triot Environmental Management, LLC, 21 Unionville,
Road, P.O. Box 629, Douglasville, PA 19518, John Walsh,
Clyde S. Walton, Inc., P.O. Box on behalf of Bonnie
Crawford, 710 Maple Hill Drive, Blue Bell, PA 19422 has
submitted a Final Report concerning remediation of site
soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil. The report is
intended to document remediation of the site to meet the
Statewide Health Standard. PF811107.
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1675 The Fairway, 1675 The Fairway, Abington Town-
ship, Montgomery County. Brend McPhail Kellogg,
REPSG Inc., 6901 Kingsessing Avenue Second Floor,
Philadelphia, PA 19142 on behalf of Michael Kennedy,
Kennedy Automotive Group, Inc., 620 Bustleton Pike,
Feasterville, PA 19053 has submitted a Final Report
concerning remediation of site soil contaminated with
leaded gasoline. The report is intended to document
remediation of the site to meet the Site Specific/Statewide
Health Standard. PF8061063.
25 Wilkshire Road, 25 Wilkshire Road, Doylestown
Township, Bucks County. Staci Cottone, J&J Environ-
mental, P.O. Box 370, Blue Bell, PA 19422 on behalf of
Frank Schmiltzer, BrzyAcre Management Company, LLC,
130 Wilkshire Road, Doylestown, PA 18901 has submitted
a Final Report concerning remediation of site soil con-
taminated with no. 2 heating oil. The report is intended
to document remediation of the site to meet the Statewide
Health Standard. PF808957.
2800 North American Street, 2800 North American
Street, City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia County. Jen-
ney Cutright, REPSG, Inc., 6901 Kingsessing Avenue,
Philadelphia, PA 19142, Cynthia Figureroa, Congreso de
Lantino Unidos, Inc., 2800 North American Street Com-
pany, 2800 North American Street, Philadelphia, PA
19133 on behalf of Dario Bellott, Congreso de Lantino
Unidos, Inc,. 2800 North American Street Company, 2800
North American Street, Philadelphia, PA 19133 has sub-
mitted a Final Report concerning remediation of site soil
contaminated with arsenic, naphthalene and benzo. The
report is intended to document remediation of the site to
meet the Site Specific Standard. PF733330.
Mack Oil Berwyn, 45 Branch Avenue, Easttown
Township, Chester County. Michael S. Welsh, P.E.,
Welsh Environmental, Inc., 131 Clearview Drive,
Downingtown, PA 19335 on behalf of Tim McCorry, Mack
Services Group, 45 Branch Avenue, Berwyn, PA 19312
has submitted a Remedial Investigation Report concern-
ing remediation of site soil and groundwater contami-
nated with no. 2 fuel oil. The report is intended to
document remediation of the site to meet the Site Specific
Standard. PF617237.
Speedi King, 249 Lancaster Avenue, East Whiteland
Township, Chester County. David Farrington,
Brickhouse Environmental, 515 South Franklin Street,
West Chester, PA 19382, Frank King, Jr, Estate of Frank
King, 417 Water Dam Road, Waynesburg, PA 15370 on
behalf of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn King, 675 Reeceville Road,
Coatesville, PA 19320 has submitted a Final Report
concerning remediation of site groundwater and soil
contaminated with other organics. The report is intended
to document remediation of the site to meet the Site
Specific Standard. PF785201.
1537 Edge Hill Road LLC, 1537b Edge Hill Road,
Abington Township, Montgomery County. Jeremy W.
Bolyn, Environmental Maintenance, 1420 East Mermaid
Lane, Glenside, PA 19038 on behalf of Adam Aronstein,
1537 Edge Hill Road LLC, 2020 Walnut Street, Suite 24E,
Philadelphia, PA 19103 has submitted a 90 day Final
Report concerning remediation of site soil contaminated
with no. 2 fuel oil. The report is intended to document
remediation of the site to meet the Statewide Health
Standard. PF809905.
Mary Jane McLarren Residence, 2007 Lockwood
Lane, Lower Southampton, Bucks County. Richard D.
Trimpi, Trimpi Associates Inc., 1635 Old Plains Road,
Pennsburg, PA 18073, Tina Reger, State Farm Insurance
Company, PA Fire Claims, P.O. Box 106169, Atlanta, GA
30348-6169 on behalf of Mary Jane McLarren, 2007
Lockwood Lane, Feasterville-Trevose, PA 19053 has sub-
mitted a Final Report concerning remediation of site soil
contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil. The report is intended to
document remediation of the site to meet the Statewide
Health Standard. PF811100.
Zieger Roas eNursey, 1756 and 1760 Dreshertown
Road, Upper Dublin Township, Montgomery County.
Terence A. O’Reilly, TriState Environmental Management
Sericves Inc., 368 Dunksferry Road, Bensalem, PA 19020
on behalf of Brian M. Cicak, P.E., Toll PA XIV, LP, 250
Gibraltar Road, Horsham, PA 19044, Richard R. McBride,
Esq., The Cutler Group, Inc., 5 Apollo Road, Suite One,
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462, John Zieger, Zieger Floral,
Inc., 7483 Rosebud Lane, Cape Charles, VA 23310 has
submitted a Final Report concerning remediation of site
soil contaminated with other inorganics. The report is
intended to document remediation of the site to meet the
Site Specific Standard. PF71328.
Gonzalez Residence, 1146 Grandview Circle, North
Coventry Township, Chester County. Patrick S.
Crawford, P.G, Crawford Environmental Services, LLC,
20 Cardinal Drive, Birdsboro, PA 19508 on behalf of
William and Virginia Fields 1146 Grandview Circle,
Pottstown, PA 19465 has submitted a Final Report con-
cerning remediation of site soil and groundwater contami-
nated with no. 2 fuel oil. The report is intended to
document remediation of the site to meet the Statewide
Health Standard. PF809256.
Kitts Residence, 873 Edgewood Road, Lower
Makefield Township, Bucks County. Thomas Hip-
pensteal, P.G. Envirosearch Consultants, Inc., P.O. Box
940, Springhouse, PA 19477 on behalf of Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen Kitts, 873 Edgewood Road, Yardley, PA 19057
has submitted a Final Report concerning remediation of
site soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil. The report is
intended to document remediation of the site to meet the
Statewide Health Standard. PF782451.
61 West Eagle Road, 61 West Eagle Road, Haverford
Township, Delaware County. Douglas B. Schott, PO.G.,
Brickhouse Environmental, 51 South Franklins Street,
West Chester, PA 19382, Kurt Spiess, EMG Remediation
Services, LLC, 5066 West Chester, Pike, P.O. Box 129,
Edgemont, PA 19028 on behalf of Frank and Janis
Pulcini, SDG Enterprises Group, LLC, 419 Haverford,
Avenue, Narberth, PA 19072 has submitted a Final
Report concerning remediation of site soil contaminated
with leaded and unleaded gasoline. The report is intended
to document remediation of the site to meet the Statewide
Health Standard. PF809100.
Flint Property, 730 Wheatland Street, Borough of
Phoenixville, Chester County. Alexander Ulmer, PG,
Barry Isett & Associates, 1003 Egypt Road, Phoenixville,
PA 19460 on behalf of Steve Kambic, Petra Community
Housing, 201 South Main Street, Spring City, PA 19475
has submitted a Final Report concerning remediation of
site soil contaminated with other organics. The report is
intended to document remediation of the site to meet the
Site Specific Standard. PF806062.
Dreshertown Plaza, 1424 Dreshertown Road, Upper
Dublin Township, Montgomery County. Craig Herr,
O.G., RT Environmental Services, Inc., 215 West Church
Road, King of Prussia, PA 19406-3207 on behalf of Jim
Bladel, Dreshertown Plaza, LP, 1301 Lancaster Avenue,
Berwyn, PA 19312 has submitted a Remedial
Investigation/Final Report concerning remediation of site
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soil and groundwater contaminated with PCE. The report
is intended to document remediation of the site to meet
the Site Specific Standard. PF631832.
Lincoln Plant Shopping Center, 830 West Trenton
Avenue, Falls Township, Bucks County. Richard S.
Werner, PG, Environmental Consulting, Inc., 2002 Re-
naissance Boulevard, Suite 110, King of Prussia, PA
19406 on behalf of Jon Lubert, JLM Ventures, 2929 Arch
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104 has submitted a Final
Report concerning remediation of site soil and groundwa-
ter contaminated with chlorinated solvents. The report is
intended to document remediation of the site to meet the
Statewide Health Standard. PF785061.
Landis Residence, 668 Lower Road, Franconia Town-
ship, Montgomery County. Brian D. Sauls, Skelly and
Loy, Inc., 449 Eisenhower Boulevard, Suite 300, Harris-
burg, PA 1711, Angela Funk, Goodville Mutual Casualty,
625 Main Street, New Holland, PA 175571 on behalf of
Warren and Lydia Landis, 668 Lower Road, Souderton,
PA 18964 has submitted a Final Report concerning
remediation of site soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil.
The report is intended to document remediation of the
site to meet the Statewide Health Standard. PF810305.
Collex Collision Experts, 1502 Bethlehem Pike,
Springfield Township, Montgomery County. Jeremy W.
Bolyn, Environmental Maintenance, 1420 East Mermaid
Lane, Glenside, PA 19038 on behalf of Anthony Mariello,
Sr., Collex Collision, 1502 Bethlehem Pike, Flourtown, PA
19031 has submitted a Final Report concerning remedia-
tion of site soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil. The
report is intended to document remediation of the site to
meet the Statewide Health Standard. PF811105.
5716—5754 Baltimore Avenue Property, 5716—5754
Baltimore Avenue, City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia
County. Martin Gilgallon, Pennsylvania Tectonics Inc.,
723 Main Street, Archbald, PA 18403 on behalf of Patrick
Burms, Philacobbs Development, LP, 5004 State Road,
Second Floor, Drexel Hill, PA 19026 has submitted a
Final Report concerning remediation of site soil and
groundwater contaminated with vocs. The report is in-
tended to document remediation of the site to meet the
Site Specific Standard. PF619681.
801 Baltimore Pike, 801 Baltimore Pike, Springfield
Township, Delaware County. Brian Loughnane, Synergy
Environmental, Inc., 155 Railroad Plaza, Royersford, PA
19468 on behalf of Joseph S. Botta, Jr, Pineville Proper-
ties, LLC, 1288 Valley Forge Road, # 987 Unit 66,
Phoenixville, PA 19460 has submitted a Final Report
concerning remediation of site soil contaminated with
naphthalene, 1,2,4-TMB and 1.3.5-TMB. The report is
intended to document remediation of the site to meet the
Site Specific Standard. PF810291.
Abbonizio Recycling Facility, Front Street and
Thurlow Street, City of Chester, Delaware County.
Michael Edelman, TRC Environmental Corporation, 1601
Market Street-Suite 2555, Philadelphia, PA 19103, Gary
Pierce, Covanta Delaware Valley, LP. 10 Highland Av-
enue, Chester, PA 19013 on behalf of Alex Piscitelli,
Covanta Delaware Valley, LP. 10 Highland Avenue, Ches-
ter, PA 19013 has submitted a Final Report concerning
remediation of site groundwater and soil contaminated
with other organics. The report is intended to document




UNDER ACT 2, 1995
PREAMBLE 3
The Department has taken action on the following
plans and reports under the Land Recycling and
Environmental Remediation Standards Act (35
P.S. §§ 6026.101—6026.907).
Section 250.8 of 25 Pa. Code and administration of the
Land Recycling and Environmental Remediation Stan-
dards Act (act) require the Department to publish in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin a notice of its final actions on plans
and reports. A final report is submitted to document
cleanup of a release of a regulated substance at a site to
one of the remediation standards of the act. A final report
provides a description of the site investigation to charac-
terize the nature and extent of contaminants in environ-
mental media, the basis of selecting the environmental
media of concern, documentation supporting the selection
of residential or nonresidential exposure factors, a de-
scription of the remediation performed and summaries of
sampling methodology and analytical results which dem-
onstrate that the remediation has attained the cleanup
standard selected. Plans and reports required by the act
for compliance with selection of remediation to a site-
specific standard, in addition to a final report, include a
remedial investigation report, risk assessment report and
cleanup plan. A remedial investigation report includes
conclusions from the site investigation; concentration of
regulated substances in environmental media; benefits of
reuse of the property; and, in some circumstances, a fate
and transport analysis. If required, a risk assessment
report describes potential adverse effects caused by the
presence of regulated substances. If required, a cleanup
plan evaluates the abilities of potential remedies to
achieve remedy requirements. A work plan for conducting
a baseline remedial investigation is required by the act
for compliance with selection of a special industrial area
remediation. The baseline remedial investigation, based
on the work plan, is compiled into the baseline environ-
mental report to establish a reference point to show
existing contamination, describe proposed remediation to
be done and include a description of existing or potential
public benefits of the use or reuse of the property. The
Department may approve or disapprove plans and reports
submitted. This notice provides the Department’s decision
and, if relevant, the basis for disapproval.
For further information concerning the plans and re-
ports, contact the environmental cleanup program man-
ager in the Department regional office under which the
notice of the plan or report appears. If information
concerning a final report is required in an alternative
form, contact the community relations coordinator at the
appropriate regional office. TDD users may telephone the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at (800) 654-5984.
The Department has received the following plans and
reports:
Northeast Region: Eric Supey, Environmental Cleanup
& Brownfields Program Manager, 2 Public Square,
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915
116 South Center Street, 116 South Center Street,
Frackville Borough, Schuylkill County. MEA, Inc., 1365
Ackermanville Road, Bangor, PA 18013, on behalf of
Federal National Mortgage Association, 14221 Dallas
Parkway, Suite 1000, Dallas, TX 75254, submitted a Final
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Report concerning the remediation of site soils contami-
nated with MTBE, Benzene, Ethylbenzene, Cumene, Tolu-
ene, 1,3,5-TMB, 1,2,4-TMB, and Naphthalene. The Final
Report demonstrated attainment of the Statewide Health
Standard, and was approved by the Department on July
12, 2016.
Lisa Steiner Property, 4586 West Mountain View
Drive, Lehigh Township, Northampton County. RT
Environmental Services Inc., 215 West Church Road,
King of Prussia, PA 19406-3207, on behalf of Ms. Lisa
Steiner, 4586 West Mountain View Drive, Walnutport, PA
18088, submitted a Final Report concerning the remedia-
tion of site soils contaminated with Benzene,
Ethylbenzene, Isopropylbenzene, MTBE, Naphthalene,
Toluene, 1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene, 1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene.
The Final Report demonstrated attainment of the State-
wide Health Standard, and was approved by the Depart-
ment on July 18, 2016.
Southcentral Region: Environmental Cleanup and
Brownfields Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue,
Harrisburg, PA 17110. Phone 717.705.4705.
Former BP Terminal 4567—Eastern Parcel, Old US
Route 220, Duncansville, PA 16635, Blair Township, Blair
County. Antea Group, 780 East Market Street, Suite
120, West Chester, PA 19382, on behalf of Atlantic
Richfield Company, A BP Products North America Inc.
Affiliated Company, 501 West Lake Park Boulevard,
WL1-28, 160B, Houston, TX 77079 and Pennsylvania
Terminals Corporation, 900 South Eisenhower Boulevard,
Middletown, PA 17057, submitted a Final Report concern-
ing site soils and groundwater contaminated with petro-
leum hydrocarbons. The Final Report demonstrated at-
tainment of the Site Specific Standard, and was approved
by the Department on July 13, 2016.
Former BP Terminal 4567—Western Parcel, Old
US Route 220, Duncansville, PA, 16635, Blair Township,
Blair County. Antea Group, 780 East Market Street,
Suite 120, West Chester, PA 19382, on behalf of Atlantic
Richfield Company, A BP Products North America Inc.
Affiliated Company, 501 West Lake Park Boulevard,
WL1-28, 160B, Houston, TX 77079 and Kevin Kneezle,
236 Pioneer Drive, Duncansville, PA 16635, submitted a
Final Report concerning site soils and groundwater con-
taminated with petroleum hydrocarbons. The Final Re-
port demonstrated attainment of the Site Specific Stan-
dard, and was approved by the Department on July 13,
2016.
Former Garden State Tanning, 16 South Franklin
Street, Fleetwood, PA 19522, Borough of Fleetwood,
Berks County. BL Companies, 4242 Carlisle Pike, Suite
260, Camp Hill, PA 17011, on behalf of Borough of
Fleetwood, 110 West Arch Street, Suite 104, Fleetwood,
PA 19522, submitted a Remedial Investigation Report
concerning remediation of site soils and groundwater
contaminated with VOCs, Lead, and PAHs. The Report
was disapproved by the Department on July 13, 2016.
J. Walter Miller Company, 226 North Ann Street,
City of Lancaster, Lancaster County. Reliance Environ-
mental, Inc., 235 North Duke Street, Lancaster, PA
17602, on behalf of J. Walter Miller Company, 411 East
Chestnut Street, Lancaster, PA 17602, submitted a Reme-
dial Investigation Report and Cleanup Plan concerning
remediation of site soils contaminated with iron. The
Report and Plan were approved by the Department on
July 15, 2016.
Northwest Region: Environmental Cleanup & Brown-
fields Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville,
PA 16335-3481
John Maneely Company—Wheatland Tube Cold
Draw Facility, 200 Clinton Street, Wheatland Borough,
Mercer County. TRC Environmental, One Council Av-
enue, Cincinnati, OH 45242 and Ramboll Environ US
Corporation, 1760 Market Street, Suite 1000, Philadel-
phia, PA 19103, on behalf of JMC Steel Group—
Wheatland Tube, 16161, submitted a Cleanup Plan/Final
Report concerning the remediation of site soil contami-
nated with 1,1,1,-trichloroethane, 1,1,2-trichloroethane,
1,1,-dichloroethane, 1,1-dichloroethene, 1,2,4-trimethyl
benzene, benzene, chloroform, cis-1,2-dichloroethene,
ethyl benzene, methylene chloride, tetrachloroethene,
trans-1,2-dichloroethene, trichloroethene, arsenic and site
groundwater contaminated with chloride, nitrogen (am-
monia), pH, sulfate, 1,1,1,-trichloroethane, 1,1,2-
trichloroethane, 1,1,-dichloroethane, 1,1-dichloroethene,
1,2,4-trichlorobenzene, 1,4-dioxane, benzene, carbon tetra-
chloride, cis-1,2-dichloroethene, methylene chloride,




anthene, bis[2-chloroethyl] ether, bis[2-ethylhexyl]-
phthalate, chrysene, dibenz[a,h]anthracene, hexachloro-
benzene, indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene, n-nitroso-di-n-propyl-
amine, pentachlorophenol, phenanthrene, aroclor-1242,
aroclor-1248, aroclor-1254, aroclor-1260, PCBs (total), alu-
minum, arsenic, beryllium, cadmium, chromium (total),
cobalt, cyanide (total), iron, fluoride, lead, manganese,
mercury, nickel, nitrate, nitrite, selenium, silver, and zinc.
The Cleanup Plan/Final Report demonstrated attainment
of a combination of the Site-Specific and Statewide
Health Standards, and was approved by the Department
on July 13, 2016.
Southwest Region: Environmental Cleanup & Brown-
field Development Program Manager, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
5301 Butler Street Property, 5301 Butler Street,
City of Pittsburgh—10th Ward, Allegheny County.
American Geosciences, Inc., 3925 Reed Boulevard, Suite
400, Murrysville, PA 15668 on behalf of Schreiber Real
Estate, 5840 Ellsworth Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15232
submitted a Remedial Investigation Report (RIR) concern-
ing the remediation site soils contaminated with petro-
leum related constituents from underground storage
tanks and prior use of the property as a gasoline station.
The RIR was approved by the Department on July 8,
2016.
Former Zoldos, et al. Lands, 961 South 88 Road,
Cumberland Township, Greene County. EnviroTrac,
Ltd., 176 Thorn Hill Road, Warrendale, PA 15086 on
behalf of Sheetz, Inc., 5700 Sixth Avenue, Altoona, PA
16602 submitted a Final Report concerning the remedia-
tion of site groundwater contaminated with bis(2-
ethylhexyl)phthalate and chloromethane. The Final report
demonstrated attainment of a Non-residential Non-use
Aquifer Statewide Health Standard for groundwater and
was approved by the Department on July 13, 2016.
Southeast Regional Office: Regional Manager, Environ-
mental Cleanup and Brownfields, 2 East Main Street,
Norristown, PA 19401, Telephone 484.250.5960.
Menasha Corporation, 501 East Erie Avenue, City of
Philadelphia, Philadelphia County. Thomas A. Petrecz,
Penn E&R, Inc., 2755 Bergey Road, Hatfield, PA 19440 on
behalf of Omar Whitfield, Menasha Packing Company,
LLC, 601 East Erie Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19134 has
submitted a Remedial Investigation Report/Cleanup Plan
concerning the remediation of site soil and groundwater
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contaminated with voc and metals. The Remedial Investi-
gation Report/Cleanup Plan was disapproved by the
Department July 12, 2016. PF681488.
Global Advanced Metals USA Inc. Boyertown, 650
County Line Road, Douglas Township, Montgomery
County. Joe Atkinson, Environmental Standards, Inc.,
1140 Valley Forge Road, Valley Forge, PA 19482 on behalf
of Raymond Stofko, Global Advance Metals USA, Inc., 650
County Line Road, Boyertown, PA 19512 has submitted a
Remedial Investigation Report/Cleanup Plan concerning
the remediation of site groundwater contaminated with
vocs. The Remedial Investigation Report/Cleanup Plan
was approved by the Department on July 11, 2016.
PF780184.
3349 West End Avenue Property, 3349 West End
Avenue, Bensalem Township, Bucks County. Staci Cot-
tone, J&J Environmental, P.O. Box 370, Blue Bell, PA
19422 on behalf of Beatrice Lewis, Bank of Americal,
7887 Safeguard Circle, Valley View, OH 44125 has sub-
mitted a Final Report concerning the remediation of site
soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil. The Final report
demonstrated attainment of the Statewide Health Stan-
dard and was approved by the Department on July 24,
2016. PF8100897.
National Heat and Power (49th Terminal), 1633
South 49th Street, City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia
County Jennifer L. Gresh, P.G. Duffield associates, Inc.,
211N 13th Street, Suite 704, Philadelphia, PA 19107 on
behalf of Monica Trudeau, P.E., Philadelphia Authority for
Industrial Development, 2600 Center Square West, 1500
Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102 has submitted a
Final Report concerning the remediation of site soil
contaminated with vocs, pahs, and lead. The Final reports
were withdrawn and return on July 7, 2016. PF763476.
27th & Girard Property, 2620 Girard Avenue, City of
Philadelphia, Philadelphia County. Bill Schmidt, Pen-
noni Associates, Inc., 300 1 Market Street, Philadelphia,
PA 19104-0591 on behalf of Dan Bleznak, 2th and Girard,
LLP, 1101 Industrial Highway, Southampton, PA 18966
has submitted a Final Report concerning the remediation
of site soil and groundwater contaminated with metals
and chlorinated compounds. The Final report demon-
strated attainment of the Site Specific Standard and was
approved by the Department on June 7, 2016. PF619558.
Phase II Arlington Square, 50 South 3rd Street,
Telford Borough, Montgomery County. Craig Herr, PG,
RT Environmental Services, Inc., 215 West Church Road,
King of Prussia, PA 19406 on behalf of Christopher
Canavan, Old Forge Acquisitions, LP, 404 Sumneytown
Pike, Suite 200, North Wales, PA 19454 has submitted a
Final Report concerning the remediation of site soil and
groundwater contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil. The Final
report demonstrated attainment of the Statewide Health
Standard and was approved by the Department on June
7, 2016. PF803174.
Ardossan Farms Parcel A-7, 555—575 Darby-Paoli
Road, Radnor Township, Delaware County. Ken S.
Eden, RT Environmental Services, 215 West Church
Road, King of Prussia, PA 19406 on behalf of James
Connolly, BNY-Mellon, N.A. Trustee, 1735 Market Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19103 has submitted a Final Report
concerning the remediation of site soil contaminated with
no. 2 fuel oil. The Final report demonstrated did not
demonstrate attainment of the Statewide Health Stan-
dard and was disapproved by the Department on June 23,
2016. PF778907.
Cipolline Residence, 11 Spring Lane, Makefield
Township, Bucks County. Grey Van Hook, INTEX Envi-
ronmental Group, Inc., 6907A Easton Road, Pipersville,
PA 18947 on behalf of Elizabeth Cipollini, 11 Spring Lane,
Yardley, PA 19067 has submitted a Final Report concern-
ing the remediation of site soil and groundwater contami-
nated with no 2 fuel oil. The Final report demonstrated
attainment of the Statewide Health Standard and was
approved by the Department on June 17, 2016.
PF774059.
Ridgeview, 163a Cathill Road, West Rockhill Town-
ship, Bucks County. Lawrence W Bily, RT Environmen-
tal Services, Inc., 215 West Church Road, King of Prussia,
PA 19406, Christopher Canavan, Old Forge Acquisitions,
LP, 404 Sumnyetown Pike, North Wales, PA 190454 on
behalf of Keith Thomas Univest Bank and Trust Com-
pany, 14 North Main Street, P.O. Box 64197, Souderton,
PA 18964 has submitted a Remedial Investigation/
Cleanup Plan and Risk Assessment concerning the
remediation of site soil contaminated with arsenic. The
Remedial Investigation/Cleanup Plan and Risk Assess-
ment were disapproved by the Department on July 6,
2016. PF807853.
US Steel Corporation (KIPC) Storage Tank FFU
160 Area, One Ben Fairless Drive, Falls Township,
Bucks County. John Garges, GHD Services, Inc., 410
Eagleview Boulevard, Suite 11, Exton, PA 19341. Michael
H. Leon, United State Steel Corporation, 1350 Penn
Avenue, Suite 200, Pittsburgh, PA 15222 on behalf of Dale
L. Davis, Exelon Corporation, 990 Steel Road South,
Fairless Hill, PA 19030 has submitted a Final Report
concerning the remediation of site soil contaminated with
metals, svocs and pcbs. The Final report demonstrated
attainment of the Statewide Health and was approved by
the Department on June 22, 2016. PF809909.
Clark Residence, 34 Mermaid Lane, Falls Township,
Bucks County. Richard D. Trimpi, Trimpi Associates
Inc., 1635 Old Plains Road, Pennsburg, PA 18703, The-
resa O’Connor, State Farm Insurance, PA Fire Claims,
P.O. Box 106110, Atlanta, GA 30348-6110 on behalf of
Lawrence Clark, 34 Emerald Lane, Levittown, PA 19054
has submitted a Final Report concerning the remediation
of site soil and groundwater contaminated with no. 2 fuel
oil. The Final report demonstrated attainment of the
Statewide Health and was approved by the Department
on June 27, 2016. PF782048.
Maxwell Residence, 294 Mill Drive, Bristol Township,
Bucks County. Richard D. Trimpi, Trimpi Associates
Inc., 1635 Old Plains Road, Pennsburg, PA 18703, Rick
Scheets, State Farm Insurance Company, PA Fire Claims,
P.O. Box 106169 on behalf of Paula Maxwell, 294 Mill
Road, Levittown, PA 19056 has submitted a Final Report
concerning the remediation of site soil and groundwater
contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil. The Final report demon-
strated attainment of the Statewide Health Standard and
was approved by the Department on June 24, 2016.
PF805125.
Crawford Residence, 710 Maple Hill Drive, Whitpain
Township, Montgomery County. Andrew Markoski, Pa-
triot Environmental Management, LLC, 21 Unionville
Road, P.O. Box 629, Douglasville, PA 19518, John Walsh,
Clyde S. Walton, Inc., P.O. Box 1669, Lansdale, PA 09446
on behalf of Bonnie Crawford, 710 Maple Hill Drive, Blue
Bell, PA 19422 has submitted a Final Report concerning
the remediation of site soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel
oil. The Final report demonstrated attainment of the
Statewide Health Standard and was approved by the
Department on July 7, 2016. PF81107.
Gonzalez Residence, 1146 Grandview Circle, North
Coventry Township, Chester County. Patrick S.
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Crawford, P.G. Crawford Environmental Services, LLC,
20 Cardinal Drive, Birdsboro, PA 19508 on behalf of
William and Virginia Fields, 1146 Grandview Circle,
Pottstown, PA 19464 has submitted a 90 day Final Report
concerning the remediation of site soil and groundwater
contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil. The Final report demon-
strated attainment of the Statewide Health Standard and
was approved by the Department on June 28, 2016.
PF809256.
Kitts Residence, 873 Edgewood Road, Lower
Makefield Townhsip, Bucks County. Thomas Hip-
pensteal, P.G. Envirosearch Consultants, Inc., P.O. Box
940, Springhouse, PA 19477 on behalf of Charles and
Deborah Prall, 9 Valley Court, Newtown, PA 18940 has
submitted a Final Report concerning the remediation of
site soil and groundwater contaminated with no. 2 fuel
oil. The Final report demonstrated attainment of the
Statewide Health Standard and was approved by the
Department on June 27, 2016. PF782451.
1537 Edge Hill Road, 1537 Edge Hill Road, Abington
Township, Montgomery County. Jeremy W. Bolyn, En-
vironmental Maintenance, 1420 East Mermaid Lane,
Glenside, PA 19038 on behalf of Adam Aronstein, 1537
Edge Hill Road LLC, 202 Walnut Street, Suite 24E,
Philadelphia, PA 19103 has submitted a 90 day Final
Report concerning the remediation of site soil contami-
nated with no. 2 fuel oil. The 90 day Final report
demonstrated attainment of the Statewide Health and
was approved by the Department on June 30, 2016.
PF809905.
Chester County Tax Parcel 50-1-36-31, Boulder
Road, West Bradford Township, Chester County. James
Mulry, Mulry and Cresswell Environmental, Inc., 1679
Horseshoe Pike, Glenmoore, PA 19343, Victor Abdala,
StanAb, LP, 433 West Market Street, West Chester, PA
19382 on behalf of Theodore VanBeruren, 435 West Minor
Street, West Chester, PA 19382 has submitted a Final
Report concerning the remediation of site soil contami-
nated with other organics. The Final report demonstrated
attainment of the Background Standard and was ap-
proved by the Department on July 12, 2016. PF809652.
25 Wilkshire Road, 25 Wilkshire Road, Doylestown
Township, Bucks County. Stacie Cottone, J&J Environ-
mental, P.O. Box 370, Blue Bell, PA 19422 on behalf of
Frank Schmiltzer, BrzyAcre Management Company, LLC,
130 Wilkshire Road, Doylestown, PA 18901 has submitted
a Final Report concerning the remediation of site soil
contaminated with no. fuel oil. The Final report demon-
strated attainment of the Statewide Health Standard and
was approved by the Department on July 11, 2016.
PF808957.
Specialty Glass Products, 2885 Terwood Road, Upper
Moreland Township, Montgomery County. Richard S.
Werner, Environmental Consulting, Inc., 2002 Renais-
sance Boulevard, Suite 110, King of Prussia, PA 19406 on
behalf of Frank J. Arrison, SGP Properties, Inc., 1150
Pebble Hill Road, Doylestown, PA 18901 has submitted a
Remedial Investigation/Cleanup Plan/Risk Assessment
and Final Report concerning the remediation of site soil
contaminated with vocs. The Remedial Investigation/
Cleanup Plan/Risk Assessment and Final Report were
approved by the Department on July 14, 2016. PF807381.
Biddle Residence, 2803 Diamond Street, Hilltown
Township, Bucks County. Kevin Burns, CBI, 200 Hori-
zon Center Boulevard, Trenton, NJ 08691, Gary Ecott
Petero Heating Oil Services, 650 Knowles Avenue,
Southampton, PA 18966 on behalf of Larry Biddle, 2803
Diamond Street, Hilltown, PA 18927 has submitted a
Final Report concerning the remediation of site soil
contaminated with fuel oil. The Final report did not
demonstrate attainment of the Site Statewide Health
Standard and was disapproved by the Department on
July 15, 2106. PF716036.
HAZARDOUS WASTE TRANSPORTER LICENSE
Actions on applications for Hazardous Waste Trans-
porter License received under the Solid Waste
Management Act (35 P.S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1003)
and regulations to transport hazardous waste.
Central Office: Bureau of Land Recycling and Waste
Management, Division of Hazardous Waste Management,
PO Box 69170, Harrisburg, PA 17106-9170
New Applications Received
Med-Flex, Inc., PO Box 365, Hainesport, NJ 08036.
License No. PA-AH 0847. Effective Jun 30, 2016.
Regulated Medical and Chemotherapeutic Waste Trans-
porter Reissued
Clym Environmental Services, LLC, 1539 Tilco
Drive, Frederick, MD 21704. License No. PA-HC 0253.
Effective Jul 14, 2016.
Med-Flex, Inc., PO Box 357, Hainesport, NJ 08036.
License No. PA-HC 0207. Effective Jul 19, 2016.
Renewal Applications Received
Clym Environmental Services, LLC, 1539 Tilco
Drive, Frederick, MD 21704. License No. PA-HC 0253.
Effective Jul 14, 2016.
Med-Flex, Inc., PO Box 357, Hainesport, NJ 08036.
License No. PA-HC 0207. Effective Jul 19, 2016.
MUNICIPAL WASTE GENERAL PERMITS
Permit(s) issued under the Solid Waste Manage-
ment Act; the Municipal Waste Planning, Recy-
cling and Waste Reduction Act (53 P.S.
§§ 4000.101—4000.1904); and Municipal Waste
Regulations for a General Permit to Operate
Municipal Waste Processing Facilities and/or the
Beneficial Use of Municipal Waste.
Southwest Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager, 400
Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
General Permit No. WMGM019SW002. Wood Waste
Recycling, LLC, 111 Kelso Road, McDonald, PA 15057.
Wood Waste Recycling Prestley Road Facility, 43 Prestley
Road, Bridgeville, PA 15017. A determination of applica-
bility under a municipal waste general permit for the
processing of waste concrete and asphalt to produce a
roadway construction material and for the processing of
wood waste, uncontaminated soil and leaf and yard waste
to produce topsoil, landscaping mulch material and com-
post in Collier Township, Allegheny County, was ap-
proved in the Regional Office on July 12, 2016.
RESIDUAL WASTE GENERAL PERMITS
Permit Issued under the Solid Waste Management
Act, the Municipal Waste Planning, Recycling and
Waste Reduction Act and Residual Waste Regula-
tions for a General Permit to Operate Residual
Waste Processing Facilities and the Beneficial
Use of Residual Waste other than Coal Ash.
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Southwest Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager, 400
Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745, telephone
412-442-4000.
General Permit No. WMGR025D501. AgRecycle,
Inc., P.O. Box 38783, Pittsburgh, PA 15238-8783.
AgRecycle Compost Facility, 25 Lindley Road,
Canonsburg, PA 15317. A residual waste general permit
for the processing prior to beneficial use of the following
source separated wastes: agricultural waste other than
mortalities, butcher waste other than whole carcasses,
food processing waste, pre-consumer and post-consumer
food residuals, yard waste, land clearing and grubbing
material, untreated wood waste, gypsum wallboard, pa-
per, cardboard, waxed cardboard, virgin paper mill sludge
and spent mushroom substrate in North Strabane Town-
ship, Washington County, was approved in the Regional
Office on July 13, 2016.
Central Office: Division of Municipal and Residual
Waste, Rachel Carson State Office Building, 14th Floor,
400 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA 17106-9170.
General Permit No. WMGR082D001. Development
of Sharpsville Furnace, Ltd, 2 North Sixth St.,
Sharpsville, PA 16150.
General Permit No. WMGR082D001. The renewal is
under Residual Waste General Permit WMGR082 for
Development of Sharpsville Furnace, Ltd, located in the
Borough of Sharpsville, Mercer County. This General
Permit is for the processing and beneficial use of steel
slag, iron slag, and refractory bricks that were co-
disposed with slag (‘‘slag’’) as a construction material. The
authorized processing is limited to magnetic separation of
metallics and mechanical sizing and separation. Uses of
slag as a construction material under this permit are
limited to the following: as an ingredient in bituminous
concrete; as aggregate; as base course; as subbase; and as
antiskid material. General Permit was reissued by Cen-
tral Office on July 2, 2016.
Persons interested in reviewing the general permit
should be directed to Scott E. Walters at 717-787-7381,
Chief, Permits Section, Division of Municipal and Re-
sidual Waste, Bureau of Waste Management, P.O. Box
69170, Harrisburg, PA 17106-9170. TDD users may con-
tact the Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T
Relay Service, (800) 654-5984.
General Permit Application No. WMGR082D002.
AMSI, US, LLC, 897 Perry Highway, Harmony, PA
16037.
General Permit No. WMGR082D002. The renewal is
under Residual Waste General Permit WMGR082 for
AMSI, US, LLC located at Quemahoning Industrial De-
velopment Park, 111 Hoganas Way, Hollsopple, PA 15935,
Somerset County. This General Permit is for the pro-
cessing and beneficial use of steel slag, iron slag, and
refractory bricks that were co-disposed with slag (‘‘slag’’)
as a construction material. The authorized processing is
limited to magnetic separation of metallics and mechani-
cal sizing and separation. Uses of slag as a construction
material under this permit are limited to the following: as
an ingredient in bituminous concrete; as aggregate; as
base course; as subbase; and as antiskid material. Gen-
eral Permit was reissued by Central Office on July 2,
2016.
Persons interested in reviewing the general permit
should be directed to Scott E. Walters at 717-787-7381,
Chief, Permits Section, Division of Municipal and Re-
sidual Waste, Bureau of Waste Management, P.O. Box
69170, Harrisburg, PA 17106-9170. TDD users may con-
tact the Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T
Relay Service, (800) 654-5984.
General Permit Application No. WMGR082SC001.
Willow Creek Stoneworks and Supply LLC (d.b.a.
Willow Creek Environmental Services), 74 Willow
Creek Road, Reading, PA 19605.
General Permit No. WMGR082SC001. The renewal is
under Residual Waste General Permit WMGR082 for
Willow Creek Environmental Services located in the
Ontelauee Township, Berks County. This General Per-
mit is for the processing and beneficial use of steel slag,
iron slag, and refractory bricks that were co-disposed with
slag (‘‘slag’’) as a construction material. The authorized
processing is limited to magnetic separation of metallics
and mechanical sizing and separation. Uses of slag as a
construction material under this permit are limited to the
following: as an ingredient in bituminous concrete; as
aggregate; as base course; as subbase; and as antiskid
material. General Permit was reissued by Central Office
on July 2, 2016.
Persons interested in reviewing the general permit
should be directed to Scott E. Walters at 717-787-7381,
Chief, Permits Section, Division of Municipal and Re-
sidual Waste, Bureau of Waste Management, P.O. Box
69170, Harrisburg, PA 17106-9170. TDD users may con-
tact the Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T
Relay Service, (800) 654-5984.
General Permit Application No. WMGR082SC002.
Boyertown Foundry Company, 9th and Rothermel
Drive, P.O. Box 443, New Berlinville, PA 19545-0443.
General Permit No. WMGR082SC002. The renewal is
under Residual Waste General Permit WMGR082 for
Boyertown Foundry Company, located in the Borough of
Boyertown, Berks County. This General Permit is for
the processing and beneficial use of steel slag, iron slag,
and refractory bricks that were co-disposed with slag
(‘‘slag’’) as a construction material. The authorized pro-
cessing is limited to magnetic separation of metallics and
mechanical sizing and separation. Uses of slag as a
construction material under this permit are limited to the
following: as an ingredient in bituminous concrete; as
aggregate; as base course; as subbase; and as antiskid
material. General Permit was reissued by Central Office
on July 2, 2016.
Persons interested in reviewing the general permit
should be directed to Scott E. Walters at 717-787-7381,
Chief, Permits Section, Division of Municipal and Re-
sidual Waste, Bureau of Waste Management, P.O. Box
69170, Harrisburg, PA 17106-9170. TDD users may con-
tact the Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T
Relay Service, (800) 654-5984.
General Permit Application No. WMGR082SW001.
Jigging Technologies, LLC (dba Atoll), 950 Riders
Road, Johnstown, PA 15906.
General Permit No. WMGR082SW001. The renewal is
under Residual Waste General Permit WMGR082 for
Jigging Technologies, LLC, located in the City of Johns-
town, Cambria County. This General Permit is for the
processing and beneficial use of steel slag, iron slag, and
refractory bricks that were co-disposed with slag (‘‘slag’’)
as a construction material. The authorized processing is
limited to magnetic separation of metallics and mechani-
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cal sizing and separation. Uses of slag as a construction
material under this permit are limited to the following: as
an ingredient in bituminous concrete; as aggregate; as
base course; as subbase; and as antiskid material. Gen-
eral Permit was reissued by Central Office on July 2,
2016.
Persons interested in reviewing the general permit
should be directed to Scott E. Walters at 717-787-7381,
Chief, Permits Section, Division of Municipal and Re-
sidual Waste, Bureau of Waste Management, P.O. Box
69170, Harrisburg, PA 17106-9170. TDD users may con-
tact the Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T
Relay Service, (800) 654-5984.
REGISTRATION FOR GENERAL
PERMIT—MUNCIPAL WASTE
Registration issued Under the Solid Waste Manage-
ment Act; the Residual Waste Planning, Recycling
and Waste Reduction Act (53 P.S. §§ 4000.101—
4000.1904); and Residual Waste Regulations for a
General Permit to Operate Residual Waste Pro-
cessing Facilities and/or the Beneficial Use of
Residual Waste Other Than Coal Ash.
Northwest Regional Office: 230 Chestnut Street,
Meadville, PA 16335
General Permit Registration No. WMGM043NW02.
McJunkin Rolloffs, Inc., 2064 Perry Highway,
Fredonia, PA 16124, Fairview Township, Mercer
County, PA. Registration to operate under General Per-
mit No. WMGM043 for the acceptance, transfer, and
processing prior to beneficial use of construction and
demolition waste materials including untreated and un-
painted wood waste, stone, brick, block, concrete, card-
board, gypsum board, asphalt shingles, particle board,
plastic, scrap metal, and glass. The registration was
approved by Northwest Regional Office on July 7, 2016.
Persons interested in reviewing the general permit may
contact John Guth, Program Manager, Northwest Re-
gional Office, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335
(814) 332-6848. TDD users may contact the Department
through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service, (800)
654-5984.
OPERATE WASTE PROCESSING OR DISPOSAL
AREA OR SITE
Permits issued under the Solid Waste Management
Act, the Municipal Waste Planning, Recycling and
Waste Reduction Act and Regulations to Operate
Solid Waste Processing or Disposal Area or Site.
Southcentral Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager,
909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Permit No. 301347 RecOil, Inc. (Residual Waste
Processing Facility), 280 North East Street, York, PA
17403. A permit renewal was issued on July 14, 2016 for
the Recoil, Inc. Residual Waste Processing Facility located
in York City, York County. This permit renewal is issued
in accordance with Article V of the Solid Waste Manage-
ment Act, 35 P.S. §§ 6018.101, et seq.
Compliance with the terms and conditions set forth in
the permit is mandatory. You have the right to file an
appeal as to these terms and conditions.
AIR QUALITY
General Plan Approval and Operating Permit Usage
Authorized under the Air Pollution Control Act
(35 P.S. §§ 4001—4015) and 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127 to construct, modify, reactivate or operate air
contamination sources and associated air clean-
ing devices.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909 Elmer-
ton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Contact: Thomas Hanlon, Facilities Permitting Chief,
717-705-4862, Virendra Trivedi, New Source Review Chief,
717-705-4863, or William Weaver, Regional Air Quality
Manager, 717-705-4702
GP3-01-03038B: Mellott Company (100 Mellott
Drive, Warfordsburg, PA 17267) On July 13, 2016, for the
installation and operation of portable nonmetallic mineral
processing equipment, under GP3, at the SGI Charmian
Quarry located in Hamiltonban Township, Adams
County.
GP11-01-03038B: Mellott Company (100 Mellott
Drive, Warfordsburg, PA 17267) On July 13, 2016, for the
installation and operation of five nonroad engines, under
GP11, to power portable nonmetallic mineral processing
equipment at the SGI Charmian Quarry located in
Hamiltonban Township, Adams County.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Program Manager,
570-327-3648
GP13-08-00014: Bishop Brothers Construction
Company, Inc. (P.O. Box 289 Ulster, PA 18850) On July
18, 2016, to construct and operate one 320 ton per hour
Gencor batch-mix asphalt plant consisting of a 100
MMBtus/hr natural gas-fired burner and a 1.5 MMBtu/hr
natural gas-fired heater burner, a Gencor knockout box
and a Gencor baghouse, and two 29,983-gallon storage
tanks pursuant to the General Plan Approval and/or
General Operating Permit BAQ-GPA/GP-13: Hot Mix
Asphalt Plants at their Wysox Plant located in Wysox
Township, Bradford County.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Contact: Tom Joseph, P.E., Engineering Manager—
Telephone: 412-442-4336
GP5-65-01009A: Mountain Gathering LLC (810
Houston Street, Fort Worth, Texas 76102) On July 13,
2016, to authorize the continued operation of the previ-
ously installed sources at their Mainline Compressor
Station located in Murrysville, Westmoreland County.
Plan Approvals Issued under the Air Pollution Con-
trol Act and regulations in 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127, Subchapter B relating to construction, modi-
fication and reactivation of air contamination
sources and associated air cleaning devices.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648
49-00065B: Polar Tech Industries, Inc. (1017 West
Valley Avenue, Elysburg, PA 17824-7259) On July 13,
2016, for the modification of an expandable polystyrene
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foam processing operation at their facility located in
Ralpho Township, Northumberland County.
Plan Approval Revisions Issued including Exten-
sions, Minor Modifications and Transfers of Own-
ership under the Air Pollution Control Act and 25
Pa. Code §§ 127.13, 127.13a and 127.32.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Contact: Janine Tulloch-Reid, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 484-250-5920
15-0141: Tin Technology and Refining LLC (905
Fern Hill Road, West Chester, PA 19380) On July 14,
2016, for the construction and installation of a tin
processing and refining facility and diesel-fired emergency
electric generator in West Goshen Township, Chester
County.
09-0174D: Liberty Coating Company Co LLC (21
Steel Rd S, Morrisville, PA 19067) On July 14, 2016, to
increase the volatile Organic Compound (VOC) in Falls
Township, Bucks County.
23-0038C: Delcora (100 E 5th Street, PO Box 999,
Chester, PA 19016-0999) On July 14, 2015, for the
addition of applicable requirements from 40 C.F.R. Part
63 to four (4) No. 2 fuel oil fired boilers in City of Chester,
Delaware County.
23-0038E: Delcora (100 E 5th Street, PO Box 999,
Chester, PA 19016-0999) On July 14, 2015, for construc-
tion and operation of a Biotrickling Filter to remove
hydrogen sulfide and other odorous compounds in City of
Chester, Delaware County.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648
41-00087B: Knight Confer Funeral Home, Inc.
(1914 Memorial Avenue, Williamsport, PA 17701) On July
10, 2016, to extend the authorization to operate the
human crematorium at their facility located in Williams-
port, Lycoming County on a temporary basis to January
6, 2017. The plan approval has been extended.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Contact: Tom Joseph, P.E., Engineering Manager—
Telephone: 412-442-4336
PA-03-00246B: Bedrock Mines LP (111 Freeport
Road, Aspinwall, PA 15215-2943) On July 13, 2016, to
extend the plan approval to facilitate shake-down sources
and to obtain an Operating Permit for their coal blending
facility located in Plumcreek Township, Armstrong
County.
Title V Operating Permits Issued under the Air
Pollution Control Act and 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127, Subchapter G.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Contact: Janine Tulloch-Reid, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 484-250-5920
23-00034: Villanova University (800 East Lancaster
Ave, Villanova, PA 19085-1603) On July 18, 2016, a minor
operating permit modification was made to the Title V
Operating Permit to incorporate a voluntary facility-wide
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) limit of 99 tons per year. This
limitation will exempt Villanova from the RACT 2 regula-
tions under 25 Pa. Code §§ 129.96—129.100. There were
no physical changes at the facility due to this modifica-
tion. This facility is located in Radnor Township, Dela-
ware County.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909 Elmer-
ton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Contact: Thomas Hanlon, Facilities Permitting Chief,
717-705-4862, Virendra Trivedi, New Source Review Chief,
717-705-4863, or William Weaver, Regional Air Quality
Manager, 717-705-4702
36-05014: Alumax Mill Products (1480 Manheim
Pike, Lancaster, PA 17601-3152) On July 11, 2016, for the
secondary aluminum foundry located in Manheim Town-
ship, Lancaster County. The Title V permit was re-
newed.
36-05081: Lancaster County SWMA (1299 Harris-
burg Avenue, Lancaster, PA 17603-2515) On July 12,
2016, for the Frey Farm-Creswell Landfill located in
Manor Township, Lancaster County. The Title V permit
was renewed.
Northwest Region: Air Quality Program, 230 Chestnut
Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
Contact: Dave Balog, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 814-332-6940
24-00012: Graftech USA LLC (800 Theresia Street,
Saint Marys, PA 15857-1831) On July 13, 2016, for
renewal of the Title V Operating Permit. The facility is
located in the City of Saint Marys, Elk County. The
facility’s emitting sources include: 1) Coke Unloading; 2)
Storage, Preheaters, Screening, Crushing; 3) Pitch Im-
pregnation; 4) Mixer, Feeder, Scale; 5) 48 Extrusion
Press System; 6) Burn Off Oven; 7) L.G. Coke Screening;
8) Liquid Pitch Storage & Distribution; 9) Air/Vegetable
Oil Quench System; 10) Pitch Storage; 11) Coke Han-
dling, 12) Sixteen Carbottom Furnaces; 13) Longitudinal
Graphitizers; 14) Sagger Sand Handling System; 15)
Parts Cleaners; 16) Graphite Bagging System; 17) Ma-
chining Operations; 18) Petroleum Coke Flour Mill; 19)
153 HP Cummins Natural Gas Emergency Engine; 20)
115 HP Natural Gas Emergency Generator Engine; 21) 67
HP Diesel Fueled Emergency Engine for Fire Pump; and
22) 105 HP Natural Gas Emergency Generator. The
emergency generators are subject to 40 CFR Part 60,
Subpart JJJJ and 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart ZZZZ. All
applicable conditions of Subpart JJJJ and ZZZZ have
been included in the permit. The facility is a major
facility due to its potential to emit VOC and oxides of
Sulfur. The facility reported the following emissions for
2015: Oxides of Nitrogen 8.6 Tons per year (TPY);
Particulate Matter less than 10 Micron 22.74 TPY; Oxides
of Sulfur 224.18 TPY; Volatile Organic Compounds 33.77
TPY. The facility is subject to the Title V Operating
Permit requirements adopted in 25 Pa. Code Chapter 127,
Subchapter G. The facility is also subject to the Compli-
ance Assurance Monitoring Rule (CAM) found in 40
C.F.R. Part 64. Appropriate permit conditions to address
the applicable CAM requirements were previously in-
cluded in the permit.
Operating Permits for Non-Title V Facilities Issued
under the Air Pollution Control Act and 25
Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter F.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19401
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Contact: Janine Tulloch-Reid, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 484-250-5920
15-00143: Phoenixville Crematory, Inc. (610 Main
Street, Phoenixville, PA 19460) On July 18, 2016, for the
issuance of an initial State Only (Natural Minor) Operat-
ing Permit No. 15-00143. Phoenixville Crematory oper-
ates a human crematory at its current facility, Campbell-
Ennis-Klotzbach Funeral Home. The crematory is a dual
chamber unit manufactured by Matthews Cremation Di-
vision. This crematory operates in accordance with Best
Available Technology for operating temperatures and re-
tention times, and this crematory uses natural gas as a
fuel. The Operating Permit also contains work practice
standards, monitoring and recordkeeping requirements,
and operating restrictions designed to keep the crematory
operating within all applicable air quality requirements
located in Phoenixville Borough, Chester County.
GP3-15-0072: Limestone Properties, LLC (1020
Broad Run Road, Landenberg, PA 19350) On July 18,
2016, for an Extec Portable nonmetallic mineral process-
ing plant with jaw crusher and water spray dust suppres-
sion system in Avondale Borough, Chester County.
GP3-09-0144: The H & K Group, Inc. (P.O. Box 196,
2052 Lucon Road, Skippack, PA 19474) On July 18, 2016,
to install the portable crusher in Hilltown Township,
Bucks County.
GP9-09-0074: The H & K Group, Inc. (P.O. Box 196,
2052 Lucon Road, Skippack, PA 19474) On July 18, 2016,
to install a fuel-field combustion engine in Hilltown
Township, Bucks County.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909 Elmer-
ton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Contact: Thomas Hanlon, Facilities Permitting Chief,
717-705-4862, Virendra Trivedi, New Source Review Chief,
717-705-4863, or William Weaver, Regional Air Quality
Manager, 717-705-4702
06-03096: Lucas Lane, Inc. (10 Lucas Lane, Bernville,
PA 19506) On July 12, 2016, for the oil filter recycling
facility located in Upper Tulpehocken Township, Berks
County. The State-only permit was renewed.
Northwest Region: Air Quality Program, 230 Chestnut
Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
Contact: Matt Williams, Facilities Permitting Chief at
Telephone: 814-332-6940
27-00018: National Fuel Gas Supply Corporation
(6363 Main Street, Williamsville, NY 14221) On July 12,
2016, the Department renewed a State Only Operating
Permit for the Queen Compressor Station located in
Hickory Township, Forest County. The facility is a
Synthetic Minor and has taken an operating hour restric-
tion of 500 hours per year on the emergency generator to
assure that potential NOx emissions for the facility
remain below major source thresholds. Potential Emis-
sions are as follows: 47.25 tpy VOC; 94.24 tpy NOx; 7.68
tpy CO; 0.01 tpy SOx; 0.43 tpy PM-10; 0.43 tpy PM-2.5;
3.22 tpy Total HAPs; 0.43 tpy formaldehyde; and 3,570
tpy CO2e. The sources at the facility are all natural gas
fueled and include two 150 hp compressor engines, two 75
hp compressor engines, a 75 hp emergency generator, a
natural gas dehydrator, and a boiler and six space
heaters with a total rating of 400,000 Btus/hr for all
seven combustion units combined. The engines are sub-
ject to 40 CFR Part 63 Subpart ZZZZ, National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Stationary
Reciprocating Internal Combustion Engines. The renewal
permit contains emission restrictions, recordkeeping,
work practice, and additional requirements to ensure
compliance with the Clean Air Act and the Air Pollution
Control Act.
Operating Permit Revisions Issued including Ad-
ministrative Amendments, Minor Modifications or
Transfers of Ownership under the Air Pollution
Control Act and 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.412, 127.450,
127.462 and 127.464.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Contact: Janine Tulloch-Reid, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 484-250-5920
46-00005: Merck & Company (770 Sumneytown Pike,
West Point, PA 19486-0004) On June 18, 2016 to incorpo-
rate plan approval number 46-0005AP (thin-walled refrig-
erated trailers equipped with diesel-fired engines—Source
383). This action also corrects several typographical er-
rors. Administrative Amendment and modification of Title
V Operating Permit issued under the Air Pollution Con-
trol Act (35 P.S. §§ 4001—4015) and 25 Pa. Code
§§ 127.450 and 127.462, located in Upper Gwynedd
Township, Montgomery County.
De Minimis Emissions Increases Authorized under
25 Pa. Code § 127.449.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909 Elmer-
ton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Contact: Thomas Hanlon, Facilities Permitting Chief,
717-705-4862, Virendra Trivedi, New Source Review Chief,
717-705-4863, or William Weaver, Regional Air Quality
Manager, 717-705-4702
36-05079: Chester County Solid Waste Authority
(P.O. Box 476, Honeybrook, PA 19344) Pursuant to 25
Pa. Code § 127.449(i), this Pennsylvania Bulletin Notice
is for the De Minimis Emissions Increase of 0.60 tpy of
NOx, 0.33 tpy of CO, 0.02 tpy PM, 0.08 tpy of SOx, 0.10
tpy VOC resulting from the use of a portable emergency
generator. The generator is certified under Tier 3 certifi-
cation standards as specified in Table 1 of 40 CFR 89.112
and will operate at a maximum of 500 hours per year.
This is the first De Minimis Emissions Increase at the
facility during the current term of the operating permit.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Contact: Tom Joseph, P.E., Engineering Manager—
Telephone: 412-442-4336
OP-30-00177: Coresco, LLC (103 Corporate Drive,
Suite 102, Morgantown, WV 26501) Per Title 25 Pa. Code
Section 127.449(i), this Notice is for the following De
Minimis Emission Increase at the Coresco, LLC, Dooley
Run Terminal, located in Dunkard Township, Greene
County. This project will allow the addition of a coal
crushing operation with an increase in PM10 emissions
from any source authorized in this project shall not
exceed 0.6 TPY; PM10 emissions from this project shall
not exceed 1.2 TPY; and all sources authorized in this
project are subject to the applicable requirements of 40
CFR Part 60 Subpart Y. The list of De Minimis Emission
Increases for this facility includes only this project.
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ACTIONS ON COAL AND NONCOAL
MINING ACTIVITY APPLICATIONS
Actions on applications under the Surface Mining
Conservation and Reclamation Act (52 P.S.
§§ 1396.1—1396.19a); the Noncoal Surface Mining
Conservation and Reclamation Act (52 P.S.
§§ 3301—3326); The Clean Streams Law; the Coal
Refuse Disposal Control Act (52 P.S. §§ 30.51—
30.66); and The Bituminous Mine Subsidence and
Land Conservation Act (52 P.S. §§ 1406.1—
1406.20a). The final action on each application
also constitutes action on the NPDES permit
application and, if noted, the request for a Sec-
tion 401 Water Quality Certification. Mining activ-
ity permits issued in response to applications will
also address the application permitting require-
ments of the following statutes: the Air Quality
Pollution Act (35 P.S. §§ 4001—4014); the Dam
Safety and Encroachments Act (32 P.S. §§ 693.1—
693.27); and the Solid Waste Management Act (35
P.S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1002).
Coal Permits Issued
California District Office: 25 Technology Drive, Coal
Center, PA 15423, 724-769-1100
56981301 and NPDES No. PA0215121 and GP12-
56981301-R13. Quecreek Mining, Inc., (PO Box 260,
1576 Stoystown Road, Friedens, PA 15541-0260). To re-
new the permit for the Quecreek No. 1 Mine in Lincoln
and Somerset Townships, Somerset County. Includes
renewal of Air Quality GPA/GP-12 Authorization. Ap-
proval is authorized under General Permit BAQ-GPA/
GP12 and is required to meet all applicable limitations,
terms, and conditions of authorization GP12-56981301-
R13. No additional discharges. The application was con-
sidered administratively complete on December 5, 2013.
Application received September 30, 2013. Permit issued
July 13, 2016.
30031301 and NPDES No. PA0235610. Dana Mining
Company of PA, LLC, (308 Dents Run Road,
Morgantown, WV 26501). To revise the permit for the
4-West Mine in Dunkard Township, Greene County and
related NPDES permit to construct 3 pipelines and 4
boreholes. Surface Acres Proposed 7.0. No additional
discharges. The application was considered administra-
tively complete on September 23, 2015. Application re-
ceived July 22, 2015. Permit issued July 13, 2016.
Cambria District Mining Office: 286 Industrial Park
Road, Ebensburg, PA 15931, 814-472-1900
Permit No. 39A77SM4 and NPDES Permit No.
PA0607878. Bentley Development Company, Inc.,
P.O. Box 338, Blairsville, PA 15717, renewal of NPDES
permit, located in West Wheatfield Township, Indiana
County. Receiving stream: unnamed tributary to
Conemaugh River classified for the following use: warm
water fishes. There are no potable water supply intakes
within 10 miles downstream. Application received: Febru-
ary 26, 2016. Permit issued: July 11, 2016.
Permit No. 32090201 and NPDES Permit No.
PA0262854. Britt Energies, Inc., P.O. Box 515, Indiana,
PA 15701, renewal of a bituminous surface refuse repro-
cessing mine in Conemaugh Township, Indiana County,
affecting 11.9 acres. Receiving streams: unnamed tribu-
taries to/and Sulfur Run, classified for the following use:
cold water fishes. There are no potable water supply
intakes within 10 miles downstream. Application re-
ceived: March 9, 2016. Permit issued: July 12, 2016.
Permit No. 56090101 and NPDES Permit No.
PA0262714, Heritage Coal & Natural Resources,
LLC, 184 West Mud Pike, Rockwood, PA 15557, permit
renewal for the continued operation and restoration of a
bituminous surface and auger mine in Elk Lick Township,
Somerset County, affecting 173 acres. Receiving
streams: Unnamed tributaries: unnamed tributary to/and
Casselman River, unnamed tributaries to Piney, classified
for the following use: cold water fishes. There are no
potable water supply intakes within 10 miles down-
stream. Application received: April 5, 2016. Permit issued:
July 15, 2016.
Moshannon District Mining Office: 186 Enterprise
Drive, Philipsburg, PA 16866, 814-342-8200
14080103 and NPDES PA0256994. RES Coal LLC
(224 Grange Hall Road, P.O. Box 228, Armagh, PA 15920).
Permit renewal for continued operation and restoration of
a bituminous surface and auger mine located in Rush
Township, Centre County affecting 150.8 acres. Receiv-
ing stream(s): Moshannon Creek and Mountain Branch
classified for the following use(s): CWF and TSF. There
are no potable water supply intakes within 10 miles
downstream. Application received: November 24, 2015.
Permit issued: July 7, 2016.
17120101 and NPDES PA0257893. RES Coal LLC
(224 Grange Hall Road, P.O. Box 228, Armagh, PA 15920).
Permit renewal for continued operation and restoration of
a bituminous surface mine located in Lumber City Bor-
ough, Clearfield County affecting 55.0 acres. Receiving
stream(s): Unnamed Tributaries to the West Branch of
the Susquehanna River and the West Branch of the
Susquehanna River classified for the following use(s):
CWF and WWF respectively. There are no potable water
supply intakes within 10 miles downstream. Application
received: January 15, 2016. Permit issued: July 6, 2016.
17050104 and NPDES PA0256200. RES Coal LLC
(224 Grange Hall Road, P.O. Box 228, Armagh, PA 15920).
Permit renewal for continued operation and restoration of
a bituminous surface and auger mine located in Chest
Township, Clearfield County affecting 295.9 acres. Re-
ceiving stream(s): Unnamed Tributaries to North Camp
Run to North Camp Run classified for the following
use(s): CWF and MF. There are no potable water supply
intakes within 10 miles downstream. Application re-
ceived: December 23, 2015. Permit issued: July 5, 2016.
17100106 and NPDES PA0257346. RES Coal LLC
(224 Grange Hall Road, P.O. Box 228, Armagh, PA 15920).
Permit renewal for reclamation only of a bituminous
surface mine and sandstone removal located in Bigler
Township, Clearfield County affecting 68.4 acres. Re-
ceiving stream(s): Clearfield Creek classified for WWF
and Unnamed Tributary to Clearfield Creek classified for
CWF. There are no potable water supply intakes within
10 miles downstream. Application received: March 31,
2016. Permit issued: July 6, 2016.
New Stanton District Office: 131 Broadview Road, New
Stanton, PA 15672, 724-925-5500
65090102 and NPDES Permit No. PA0251640. Coal
Loaders, Inc. (210 East Main Street, Ligonier, PA
15658). Permit renewal issued for reclamation only to an
existing bituminous surface mine, located in Bell Town-
ship, Westmoreland County, affecting 184.6 acres. Re-
ceiving streams: unnamed tributaries to Wolford Run and
Kiskiminetas River. Application received: March 4, 2016.
Renewal permit issued: July 13, 2016.
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65090102 and NPDES Permit No. PA0251640. Coal
Loaders, Inc. (210 East Main Street, Ligonier, PA
15658). Permit revision issued for land use change from
forestland to pastureland to an existing bituminous sur-
face mine, located in Bell Township, Westmoreland
County, affecting 184.6 acres. Receiving streams: un-
named tributaries to Wolford Run and Kiskiminetas
River. Application received: May 2, 2016. Revision permit
issued: July 13, 2016.
Noncoal Permits Issued
Cambria District Mining Office: 286 Industrial Park
Road, Ebensburg, PA 15931, 814-472-1900
Permit No. 56160301 and NPDES No. PA0262692.
PBS Coals, Inc., 1576 Stoystown Road, P.O. Box 260,
Friedens, PA 15541 commencement, operation, and resto-
ration of a large noncoal (industrial minerals) operation
located in Brothersvalley Township, Somerset County
affecting 174.3 acres. Receiving streams: unnamed tribu-
tary to Swamp Creek and unnamed tributary to Blue
Lick Creek, classified for the following use: cold water
fishes. There are no potable water supply intakes within
10 miles downstream. Application received: February 12,
2016. Permit issued: July 11, 2016.
Pottsville District Mining Office: 5 West Laurel Boule-
vard, Pottsville, PA 17901, 570-621-3118
Permit No. 58162504. Johnson Quarries, Inc., (PO
Box 136, LeRaysville, PA 18829), commencement, opera-
tion and restoration of a quarry operation in Rush
Township, Susquehanna County affecting 5 acres, re-
ceiving stream: unnamed tributary to North Branch
Wyalusing Creek. Application received: February 1, 2016.
Permit issued: July 12, 2016.
Permit No. 58162504GP104. Johnson Quarries,
Inc., (PO Box 136, LeRaysville, PA 18829), General
NPDES Permit for stormwater discharges associated with
mining activities on Surface Mining Permit No. 58162504
in Rush Township, Susquehanna County, receiving
stream: unnamed tributary to North Branch Wyalusing
Creek. Application received: February 1, 2016. Permit
issued: July 12, 2016.
Permit No. 58152801GP104. Bill Johnson, (7231
Route 706, Wyalusing, PA 18853), General NPDES Permit
for stormwater discharges associated with mining activi-
ties on Surface Mining Permit No. 58152801 in Rush
Township, Susquehanna County, receiving stream: no
discharge to Wyalusing Creek Watershed. Application
received: September 14, 2015. Permit issued: July 14,
2016.
Permit No. 58162506. Juan’s Bluestone, LLC, (1525
Fair Hill Road, New Milford, PA 18834), commencement,
operation and restoration of a quarry operation in Liberty
Township, Susquehanna County affecting 7.0 acres,
receiving stream: no discharge to unnamed tributary to
Rhiney Creek to Snake Creek. Application received: April
4, 2016. Permit issued: July 15, 2016.
Permit No. 58162506GP104. Juan’s Bluestone,
LLC, (1525 Fair Hill Road, New Milford, PA 18834),
General NPDES Permit for stormwater discharges associ-
ated with mining activities on Surface Mining Permit No.
58162506 in Liberty Township, Susquehanna County,
receiving stream: no discharge to unnamed tributary to
Rhiney Creek to Snake Creek. Application received: April
4, 2016. Permit issued: July 15, 2016.
ACTIONS ON BLASTING ACTIVITY
APPLICATIONS
Actions on applications under the Explosives Acts
of 1937 and 1957 and 25 Pa. Code § 211.124. Blast-
ing activity performed as part of a coal or
noncoal mining activity will be regulated by the
mining permit for that coal or noncoal mining
activity.
Blasting Permits Issued
New Stanton District Office: 131 Broadview Road, New
Stanton, PA 15672, 724-925-5500
65090102 and NPDES Permit No. PA0251640. Coal
Loaders, Inc. (210 East Main Street, Ligonier, PA
15658). Permit renewal issued for reclamation only to an
existing bituminous surface mine, located in Bell Town-
ship, Westmoreland County, affecting 184.6 acres. Re-
ceiving streams: unnamed tributaries to Wolford Run and
Kiskiminetas River. Application received: March 4, 2016.
Renewal permit issued: July 13, 2016.
65090102 and NPDES Permit No. PA0251640. Coal
Loaders, Inc. (210 East Main Street, Ligonier, PA
15658). Permit revision issued for land use change from
forestland to pastureland to an existing bituminous sur-
face mine, located in Bell Township, Westmoreland
County, affecting 184.6 acres. Receiving streams: un-
named tributaries to Wolford Run and Kiskiminetas
River. Application received: May 2, 2016. Revision permit
issued: July 13, 2016.
Pottsville District Mining Office: 5 West Laurel Boule-
vard, Pottsville, PA 17901, 570-621-3118
Permit No. 06164108. Keystone Blasting Service,
(15 Hopeland Road, Lititz, PA 17543), construction blast-
ing for Woods Edge in Amity Township, Berks County
with an expiration date of August 31, 2016. Permit
issued: July 12, 2016.
Permit No. 15164106. Brubacher Excavating, Inc.,
(P.O. Box 528, Bowmansville, PA 17507), construction
blasting for Chesterbrook in Tredyffrin Township, Ches-
ter County with an expiration date of July 6, 2017.
Permit issued: July 12, 2016.
Permit No. 22164106. J Roy’s, Inc., (P.O. Box 125,
Bowmansville, PA 17507), construction blasting for Stray
Wind Farms Phase II in Lower Paxton Township, Dau-
phin County with an expiration date of July 11, 2017.
Permit issued: July 12, 2016.
Permit No. 36164138. Keystone Blasting Service,
(15 Hopeland Road, Lititz, PA 17543), construction blast-
ing for Middle Creek School in Ephrata Township,
Lancaster County with an expiration date of August 31,
2016. Permit issued: July 12, 2016.
Permit No. 36194139. Keystone Blasting Service,
(15 Hopeland Road, Lititz, PA 17543), construction blast-
ing for Edwin Horning Chicken Houses in Ephrata
Township, Lancaster County with an expiration date of
August 30, 2016. Permit issued: July 12, 2016.
Permit No. 38164110. Douglas Explosives, Inc.,
(2052 Philipsburg Bigler Highway, Philipsburg, PA
16866), construction blasting for Blue Ridge Cold Storage
in North Lebanon Township, Lebanon County with an
expiration date of December 30, 2016. Permit issued: July
12, 2016.
Permit No. 09164107. American Rock Mechanics,
Inc., (7531 Chestnut Street, Zionsville, PA 18092), con-
struction blasting for Colebrook Residential Development
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in New Britain Township, Bucks County with an expira-
tion date of May 23, 2017. Permit issued: July 15, 2016.
Permit No. 36164140. Maine Drilling & Blasting,
Inc., (P.O. Box 1140, Gardiner, ME 04345), construction
blasting for Penns Crossing in Manheim Township,
Lancaster County with an expiration date of July 12,
2017. Permit issued: July 15, 2016.
Permit No. 36164141. Maine Drilling & Blasting,
Inc., (P.O. Box 1140, Gardiner, ME 04345), construction
blasting for Woodcrest Villa in East Hempfield Township,
Lancaster County with an expiration date of July 12,
2017. Permit issued: July 15, 2016.
Permit No. 36164142. Keystone Blasting Service,
(15 Hopeland Road, Lititz, PA 17543), construction blast-
ing for The Lakes Development in Mount Joy Borough,
Lancaster County with an expiration date of July 30,
2017. Permit issued: July 15, 2016.
Permit No. 38164111. Keystone Blasting Service,
(15 Hopeland Road, Lititz, PA 17543), construction blast-
ing for Curvin Newswenger Barn in Millcreek Township,
Lebanon County with an expiration date of August 30,
2016. Permit issued: July 15, 2016.
Permit No. 67164106. M & J Explosives, LLC, (P.O.
Box 1248, Carlisle, PA 17013), construction blasting for
Bridgewater Development in York Township, York
County with an expiration date of July 8, 2017. Permit
issued: July 15, 2016.
FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION
CONTROL ACT SECTION 401
The Department has taken the following actions on
previously received permit applications, requests for Envi-
ronmental Assessment approval and requests for Water
Quality Certification under section 401 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA) (33 U.S.C.A.
§ 1341).
Except as otherwise noted, the Department has granted
401 Water Quality Certification certifying that the con-
struction and operation described will comply with sec-
tions 301—303, 306 and 307 of the FWPCA (33 U.S.C.A.
§§ 1311—1313, 1316 and 1317) and that the construction
will not violate applicable Federal and State water qual-
ity standards.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal that action
to the Environmental Hearing Board (Board) under sec-
tion 4 of the Environmental Hearing Board Act and 2
Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704. The appeal should be
sent to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor,
Rachel Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street,
PO Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483.
TDD users may contact the Board through the Pennsylva-
nia AT&T Relay Service, (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be
filed with the Board within 30 days of publication of this
notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin unless the appropri-
ate statute provides a different time period. Copies of the
appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and proce-
dure may be obtained from the Board. The appeal form
and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure are also
available in Braille or on audiotape from the Secretary to
the Board at (717) 787-3483. This paragraph does not, in
and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond that
permitted by applicable statutes and decisional law.
For individuals who wish to challenge an action, the
appeal must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is
not needed to file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so indi-
viduals should show this notice to a lawyer at once.
Persons who cannot afford a lawyer may qualify for free
pro bono representation. Call the Secretary to the Board
at (717) 787-3483 for more information.
Actions on applications for the following activities
filed under the Dam Safety and Encroachments
Act (32 P.S. §§ 693.1—693.27), section 302 of the
Flood Plain Management Act (32 P.S. § 679.302)
and The Clean Streams Law and Notice of Final
Action for Certification under section 401 of the
FWPCA.
Permits, Environmental Assessments and 401 Water
Quality Certifications Issued:
WATER OBSTRUCTIONS AND ENCROACHMENTS
Southeast Region: Waterway and Wetlands Program
Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401,
Telephone 484-250-5900.
E15-877. East Goshen Municipal Authority, 1580
Paoli Pike, West Chester, PA 19380, East Goshen Town-
ship, Chester County, ACOE Philadelphia District.
To construct and maintain an 8-inch HDPE sanitary
force main crossing Chester Creek (TSF). Construction
will utilize open cut methods and is being done as a part
of the East Goshen Municipal Authority wastewater
diversion infrastructure project to reduce flow to the West
Goshen Sewage Treatment Plant.
Also, to place and maintain approximately 860 cubic
yards of fill within the 100-year floodplain of Chester
Creek associated with the construction of a 300 gallon/day
sanitary sewer pump station in order to elevate the pump
station building and its driveway above the 100-year flood
elevation.
The site is located near the intersection of Reservoir
and East Strasburg Roads (West Chester, PA, USGS Map,
Latitude: 39.9726; Longitude: -75.5482).
The issuance of this permit also constitutes approval of
a Water Quality Certification under Section 401 of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C.A.
§ 1341(a)).
E23-526. Agilyx Corporation, 9600 SW Nimbus,
Suite 260, Beaverton, OR 87008-7386, Marcus Hook
Borough, Delaware County, ACOE Philadelphia Dis-
trict.
To redevelop and maintain an existing industrial site,
partially located within the floodway and floodplain of the
Marcus Hook Creek (WWF, MF). The project is associated
with the facility that converts pre-processed recycled
plastics into synthetic oil.
The site is located near 401 Penn Avenue (Marcus
Hook—PA USGS Quadrangle latitude: 39.817824, longi-
tude: -75.409009.
The issuance of this permit also constitutes approval of
a Water Quality Certification under Section 401 of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C.A.
§ 1341(a)).
E09-1004. BCP Property, LLC and Playhouse Inn
Property, LLC, New Hope Borough, 55 Bridge Street,
Lambertville, NJ 08530-2115, New Hope Borough, Bucks
County, ACOE Philadelphia District.
To expand and maintain the existing Bucks County
Playhouse & Promenade situated along the floodway/
floodplain of the Delaware River (WWF, MF) and measur-
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ing approximately 145 feet in length and 7 feet wide
associated with the Playhouse Promenade Improvements.
The improvements also include open terrace, gravel area,
enclosed deck, and public access link, stormwater outfall
within floodway etc.
The site is located at 50 & 70 South Main Street
(Lambertville, PA USGS Quadrangle, Latitude: 40.36248;
Longitude: -74.950835).
The issuance of this permit also constitutes approval of
a Water Quality Certification under Section 401 of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C.A.
§ 1341(a)).
E15-871. PECO Energy Company, 2301 Market
Street, S7-2, Philadelphia, PA 19101, West Vincent Town-
ship, Chester County, ACOE Philadelphia District.
To construct and maintain a 6-inch PY_HP natural gas
pipeline beneath the bed of Burch Run (EV) at two
different locations utilizing Horizontal Directional Drill-
ing (HHD).
The site is located under the existing culvert on
Westover Lane and Birch Run Road bridge/culvert cross-
ing (Downingtown, PA USGS Quadrangle map, Latitude:
40.12034, Longitude: -75.6822).
The issuance of this permit also constitutes approval of
a Water Quality Certification under Section 401 of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C.A.
§ 1341(a)).
Northcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program
Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701,
570-327-3636
E17-496. Aqua Pennsylvania Wastewater Inc., 665
South Dock Street, Sharon, PA 16146. Aqua Wolf Run
Sanitary Sewer Replacement Project. Wolf Run. USACOE
Pittsburgh District (Sabula, PA Quadrangle Latitude: 41°
10 57; Longitude: 78° 44 00).
This authorization is giving consent to operate and
maintain a 16-inch diameter sanitary sewer crossing Wolf
Run, which was installed under Emergency Permit No.
E1715502. Authorized as Phase 1 by EP1715502, the
16-inch diameter sanitary sewer beneath Wolf Run was
encased in concrete. Authorized as Phase 2 by
EP1715502, a section of eroded stream bed and channel
side slopes were restored to uniform cross-section and
stabilized with R-4 rip rap. As fully completed under
EP1715502, the project is located immediately south of
Samana Cay Road and Treasure Lake Road intersection
in Sandy Township, Clearfield County. This after-the-
fact permit is being issued under Section 105.13(e) ‘‘Small
Projects.’’
Southwest Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-
4745.
E63-673, Baer Beach Front Properties, LLP, 71
Murtland Ave., Washington, PA 15301, South Strabane
Township, Washington County, Pittsburgh ACOE Dis-
trict.
Has been given consent to:
Place and maintain fill in 0.22 acre of PEM/PSS
wetlands (aka Wetlands W-1, W-2 and W-3), and 300 of
watercourses that are unnamed tributaries (UNT) to
Chartiers Creek (WWF) (aka UNT-01, UNT-02 and UNT-
04. Approximately 0.27 acre of replacement wetlands will
be constructed on-site and approximately 150 of UNT-01
will be restored and stabilized, to compensate for these
impacts. This authorization is for the construction of a
new auto dealership located approximately 1,200 south-
west of the intersection of SR 0019 and Davis School
Road (Washington East, PA USGS topographic quad-
rangle; Latitude: 40° 12 5; Longitude: -80° 12 11;
Sub-basin: 20F ; Pittsburgh Corps District), in South
Strabane Township, Washington County.
Northwest Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program
Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, 16335.
E43-364, SFT Properties, LLC, 104 Dogwood Court,
Butler, PA 16001 in Pine Township, Mercer County,
ACOE Pittsburgh District (Grove City, PA Quadrangle
N:41°1015; W:80°0349)
To construct a commercial development along the north
side of S.R. 208 approximately 1 mile east of S.R. 173
consisting of a 15,000 square foot warehouse/office build-
ing with a 3.04 acre parking lot/storage yard and associ-
ated roadways, utilities, and stormwater management
facilities at a site; to permanently impact 0.312 acre of
wetland for a roadway and stormwater pipe crossing of 1
wetland and placement of fill in portions of 3 wetlands; to
temporarily impact 0.076 acre of wetland for water, gas,
and electric utility crossings of wetlands as well as
temporary access for construction of the mitigation area;
to mitigate for these impacts by creating 0.38 acre of new
wetland adjacent to an existing wetland on-site and
enhancing an additional 0.62 acre of existing wetland
on-site.
DAM SAFETY
Central Office: Bureau of Waterways Engineering and
Wetlands, Rachel Carson State Office Building, Floor 3,
400 Market Street, P.O. Box 8460, Harrisburg, PA 17105-
8460
D30-083. Consol Pennsylvania Coal Company,
LLC, 1000 Consol Energy Drive, Canonsburg, PA 15317.
Permit issued to construct, operate, and maintain Bailey
No. 8 Sediment Pond Dam across Boothe Run (WWF) for
the purpose of providing sediment control for the disposal
area. The sediment pond will eliminate approximately
2.12 acres of wetland (PSS, PEM, PFO) and 5,512 lineal
feet of stream channel. Mitigation will be achieved
through stream restoration and wetland creation at Rob-
inson Fork Mitigation Bank at a rate of 1:1.
(Wind Ridge, PA Quadrangle Latitude: 39° 58 43,
Longitude: 80° 22 39) Morris Township, Greene
County.
EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL
The following Erosion and Sediment Control permits
have been issued.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal that action
to the Environmental Hearing Board (Board) under sec-
tion 4 of the Environmental Hearing Board Act and 2
Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704. The appeal should be
sent to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor,
Rachel Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street,
PO Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483.
TDD users may contact the Board through the Pennsylva-
nia AT&T Relay Service, (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be
filed with the Board within 30 days of publication of this
notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin unless the appropri-
ate statute provides a different time period. Copies of the
appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and proce-
dure may be obtained from the Board. The appeal form
and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure are also
available in Braille or on audiotape from the Secretary to
the Board at (717) 787-3483. This paragraph does not, in
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and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond that
permitted by applicable statutes and decisional law.
For individuals who wish to challenge an action, the
appeal must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is
not needed to file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so indi-
viduals should show this notice to a lawyer at once.
Persons who cannot afford a lawyer may qualify for free
pro bono representation. Call the Secretary to the Board
at (717) 787-3483 for more information.
Northwest Region: Oil and Gas Program Manager, 230
Chestnut St., Meadville, PA 16335
ESCGP-2 # ESG15-019-0056—Renick to Fleeger # 2
Pipeline
Applicant Stonehenge Appalachia, LLC
Contact Patrick Redalen
Address 11400 Westmoor Circle, Suite 325
City Westminster State CO Zip Code 80021-2738
County Butler Township(s) Clay
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) 3 UNTs to
Muddy Creek HQ-CWF, UNT to Stoney Run WWF,
Connoquenessing Creek
ESCGP-2 # ESX16-019-0010—Schneider Well Pad
Applicant R.E. Gas Development, LLC
Contact Michael Endler
Address 600 Cranberry Woods Drive, Suite 250
City Cranberry Township State PA Zip Code 16066
County Concord & Washington Township(s) Butler
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) Tributary 49195
to Bear Creek & Tributaries 34640 & 63632 of South
Branch Slippery Rock Creek CWF
Eastern Region: Oil & Gas Management Program Man-
ager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
ESCGP-2 # ESX29-015-16-0016
Applicant Name Chief Oil & Gas LLC
Contact Person Jeffrey Deegan
Address 1720 Sycamore Rd
City, State, Zip Montoursville, PA 17754
County Bradford
Township(s) Franklin
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) UNT to
Towanda Ck (TSF, MF)
Secondary—Towanda Ck
ESCGP-2 # ESX29-117-16-0029
Applicant Name SWEPI LP
Contact Person Jason Shoemaker
Address 2100 Georgetown Dr, Suite 400
City, State, Zip Sewickley, PA 15143
County Tioga
Township(s) Delmar
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) UNT to Dantz
Run (CWF)
ESCGP-2 # ESX12-015-0222
Applicant Name Chief Oil & Gas LLC
Contact Person Jeffrey Deegan
Address 1720 Sycamore Rd
City, State, Zip Montoursville, PA 17754
County Bradford
Township(s) Troy
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) UNT to Sugar
Ck (TSF, MF); UNT to Leonard Ck (TSF, MF)
Secondary—Sugar Ck and Leonard Ck
ESCGP-2 # ESG29-081-16-0008
Applicant Name Anadarko E & P Onshore LLC
Contact Person Stephen Barondeau
Address 33 W Third St, Suite 200
City, State, Zip Williamsport, PA 17702
County Lycoming
Township(s) Cogan House




Applicant Name Anadarko Marcellus Midstream LLC
Contact Person Stephen Barondeau
Address 33 W Third St, Suite 200
City, State, Zip Williamsport, PA 17702
County Lycoming
Township(s) Cascade




Applicant Name Williams Field Services Co LLC
Contact Person Lauren Miladinovich
Address Park Place Corp Ctr 2, 2000 Commerce Dr
City, State, Zip Pittsburgh, PA 15275
County Susquehanna
Township(s) Brooklyn
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) UNT to Martins
Ck (CWF-MF) and Dry Ck (CWF-MF)
ESCGP-2 # ESX29-081-16-0011
Applicant Name XTO Energy Inc
Contact Person Stacey Vehovic
Address 395 Airport Rd
City, State, Zip Indiana, PA 15701
County Lycoming
Township(s) Penn




Applicant Name EXCO Resources PA LLC
Contact Person Brian Rushe
Address 260 Executive Dr, Suite 100
City, State, Zip Cranberry Twp, PA 16066
County Lycoming
Township(s) Penn




Applicant Name Williams Field Services Co LLC
Contact Person Lauren Miladinovich
Address 2000 Commerce Dr, Park Place Corp Ctr 2
City, State, Zip Pittsburgh, PA 15275
County Susquehanna
Township(s) Bridgewater
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) Meshoppen Ck
(CWF-MF) and UNTs thereto
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1314. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
2016 Draft Integrated Water Quality Monitoring and
Assessment Report; Availability for Public Com-
ment
The Department of Environmental Protection (Depart-
ment) is providing for public comment its draft 2016
Integrated Water Quality Monitoring and Assessment
Report (Integrated Report). The Integrated Report in-
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cludes both a narrative description of the Common-
wealth’s water quality management programs (formerly
the Federal Clean Water Act section 305(b) Report) and
waterbody-specific lists depicting the status of Common-
wealth surface waters as required by section 303(d) of the
Federal Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.A. § 1313(d)).
Section 303(d) of the Federal Clean Water Act and 40
CFR Part 130 (relating to water quality planning and
management) require states to identify waters which
would be impaired, even after the appropriate pollution
control technology has been applied to point sources and
required best management practices are in place for
nonpoint sources. The Integrated Report establishes five
categories for listing waterbodies. Waterbodies that do not
meet water quality standards and that require a Total
Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) are placed on Category 5
of the Integrated Report waterbody list.
For each waterbody in Category 5, the Commonwealth
or, if requested, the United States Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (EPA) must develop TMDL allocations. A
TMDL is a calculation of the assimilative capacity of a
waterbody to handle point and nonpoint pollutant loads
without violating water quality standards. TMDLs also
describe the conditions necessary to improve water qual-
ity. TMDLs are used to set limits in National Pollution
Discharge Elimination System water quality permits and
identify pollutant load reductions for nonpoint sources
necessary to improve and protect water quality. When a
TMDL is approved by the EPA for a waterbody, that
waterbody listing is removed from Category 5 and placed
in Category 4a.
In addition to comments of a general nature on the
Integrated Report, the Department is seeking comment
on the eight waters listed as high priorities for TMDL
development and the 16 waters selected to be restored
through alternatives to TMDLs. These waters can be
found on page 27 of the report. Descriptions of the
waterbodies, causes of impairment and reason for selec-
tion are included.
Waterbody assessment and compilation of the Inte-
grated Report is an ongoing process. The Department will
continue to verify the quality of data used in this process
and, as needed, will publish supplements to the Inte-
grated Report for public review and comment.
The draft 2016 Integrated Report is available on the
Department’s web site at www.ahs.dep.pa.gov/eComment.
The Department invites public comments on the draft
Integrated Report and will accept comments through
Monday, September 12, 2016. Comments submitted by
facsimile will not be accepted. Comments, including com-
ments submitted by e-mail, must include the originator’s
name and address. Commentators are urged to submit
comments using the Department’s online eComment sys-
tem at www.ahs.dep.pa.gov/eComment. Written comments
should be submitted by e-mail to ecomment@pa.gov or by
mail to the Department of Environmental Protection,
Policy Office, Rachel Carson State Office Building, P.O.
Box 2063, Harrisburg, PA 17105-2063.
Persons in need of accommodations as provided for in
the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 should con-
tact Gary Walters at (717) 787-9637 or through the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1315. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
Department of Environmental Protection, the City
of Philadelphia Water Department and Partner-
ship for the Delaware Estuary; Planned Revision
for the Comprehensive Conservation and Man-
agement Plan; Public Listening Session
The Partnership for the Delaware Estuary and its
partners will be accepting public comments on the
planned revision for the Comprehensive Conservation and
Management Plan (Plan) for the Delaware Estuary at a
listening session to be held on August 11, 2016, at the
Department of Environmental Protection’s Southeast Re-
gional Office, 2 East Main Street Norristown, PA from 4
p.m. until 7 p.m.
The tidal Delaware River and Bay stretches from
Trenton, NJ through Philadelphia, PA to Cape Henlopen,
DE, where it joins with the Atlantic Ocean. The estuary
relies on clean freshwater from streams extending from
four states. The 1996 Plan is a blueprint for protecting
and enhancing this resource. Under the guidance of this
Plan, environmental organizations and agencies have
worked with businesses, schools and farmers on hundreds
of projects to reduce and prevent water pollution, and
restore fish and wildlife habitat, but it is outdated and
needs revision.
The Partnership for the Delaware Estuary and its
partners are holding three listening sessions, one in each
of the partner states, to inform the public about the
revision process and to gather thoughts and ideas from
the public to revise the plan. More information about the
plan and the listening sessions in New Jersey and
Delaware can be found at www.delawareestuary.org.
Preregistration for the listening session is appreciated,
and a link to preregister can be found at www.
delawareestuary.org. In addition, the agenda and meeting
materials for the listening session will be available on
this web site. The Department of Environmental Protec-
tion (Department) encourages commenters to bring a copy
of prepared comments in writing to capture an accurate
record of comments.
Questions concerning the listening session can be di-
rected to Sarah Bouboulis at (302) 655-4990, Ext. 119 or
sbouboulis@delawareestuary.org, or Lori Mohr at (717)
787-4628 or laumohr@pa.gov.
Persons in need of accommodations as provided for in
the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 should con-
tact the Department at (717) 787-3720 or through the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1316. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
Request for Delegation of Authority to Implement
the Federal Plan Requirements for Sewage
Sludge Incineration Units; Public Hearing
The Department of Environmental Protection (Depart-
ment) is requesting delegation of authority from the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to
implement the Federal Sewage Sludge Incineration (SSI)
Plan. Sections 111(b) and 129(a) of the Clean Air Act
(CAA) (42 U.S.C.A. §§ 7411(b) and 7429(a)) address emis-
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sions from new units through the new source performance
standards (NSPS), and sections 111(d) and 129(b) of the
CAA address emissions from existing units through the
emission guidelines (EG). The NSPS are Federal regula-
tions directly enforceable upon SSI units and, under
section 129(f)(1) of the CAA, become effective 6 months
after promulgation. The EPA promulgated EGs to reduce
emissions from existing SSIs at 71 FR 15372 (March 21,
2011).
‘‘Federal Plan Requirements for Sewage Sludge Incin-
eration Units Constructed on or Before October 14, 2010’’
was promulgated at 81 FR 26040 (April 29, 2016). This
final action implements the EPA’s EGs adopted on March
21, 2011, in states that do not have an approved state
plan implementing the EGs in place by the effective date
of this Federal plan.
Copies of the Delegation Request may be examined on
the Department’s web site at http://www.dep.pa.gov/
Business/Air/BAQ/Pages/default.aspx under the heading
‘‘Proposals Open for Comment.’’
The Department is seeking comments on the request
for delegation of the Federal SSI Plan and will hold a
public hearing on August 31, 2016, from 10 a.m. until 12
p.m. in the Rachel Carson State Office Building, 12th
Floor Conference Room, 400 Market Street, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-2301.
Persons wishing to present testimony should contact
the Department no less than 24 hours in advance of the
public hearing to reserve a time. Reservation requests
should be directed to Maisha Webb, Bureau of Air
Quality, P.O. Box 8468, Harrisburg, PA 17105 at (717)
787-9702 or maiwebb@pa.gov. Speakers will be limited to
10 minutes and should bring a written copy of their
comments.
The Department must receive all comments by Friday,
September 2, 2016. Electronic comments should be sub-
mitted using the Department’s eComment site at
www.ahs.dep.pa.gov/eComment. Written comments can be
submitted by e-mail to ecomment@pa.gov or by mail to
the Policy Office, Department of Environmental Protec-
tion, Rachel Carson State Office Building, P.O. Box 2063,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-2063.
Persons with a disability who wish to attend the
hearing and require an auxiliary aid, service or other
accommodation to participate in the proceeding should
contact Maisha Webb at (717) 787-9702 or maiwebb@
pa.gov. TDD users may contact the Pennsylvania AT&T
Relay Service at (800) 654-5984 to discuss how the
Department can best accommodate their needs.
PATRICK McDONNELL,
Acting Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1317. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
Small Business Compliance Advisory Committee
Meeting Cancellation
The August 10, 2016, meeting of the Small Business
Compliance Advisory Committee (Committee) is cancelled.
The next Committee meeting is scheduled for 10 a.m. on
Wednesday, October 26, 2016, on the 12th Floor, Rachel
Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street, Harris-
burg, PA 17101.
For additional information, contact Nancy Herb at (717)
783-9269 or nherb@pa.gov. The agenda and materials for
the October 26, 2016, meeting will be available through
the Public Participation Center tab on the Department of
Environmental Protection’s (Department) web site at
http://www.dep.pa.gov (select ‘‘Public Participation,’’ then
‘‘Advisory Committees,’’ then ‘‘Air Advisory Committees’’).
Persons in need of accommodations as provided for in
the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 should con-
tact Nancy Herb at (717) 783-9269 or through the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984
(TDD) or (800) 654-5988 (voice users) to discuss how the
Department may accommodate their needs.
PATRICK McDONNELL,
Acting Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1318. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
Approved Prearrest and Evidential Breath Testing
Devices
The Department of Health (Department) has statutory
authority to approve both prearrest and evidential breath
testing devices for use by law enforcement officials to
determine the alcohol content of blood by analysis of a
person’s breath. This notice contains the combined ap-
proved lists of prearrest breath testing devices and
evidential breath testing devices.
Prearrest Breath Testing Devices
The Department approves prearrest breath testing de-
vices as required by 28 Pa. Code §§ 5.101—5.104 (relat-
ing to equipment to determine blood alcohol content
under the Vehicle Code and the Fish and Boat Code).
Authority to promulgate these regulations is contained in
the Vehicle Code, 75 Pa.C.S. § 1547(k) (relating to chemi-
cal testing to determine amount of alcohol or controlled
substance), the Fish and Boat Code, 30 Pa.C.S. § 5125(k)
(relating to chemical testing to determine amount of
alcohol or controlled substance), the Game and Wildlife
Code, 34 Pa.C.S. § 2502(j) (relating to chemical test to
determine amount of alcohol) and section 2102(g) of The
Administrative Code of 1929 (71 P.S. § 532(g)).
Prearrest breath testing devices approved under this
authority may be used by police officers, waterways
patrolmen and officers enforcing the Vehicle Code, the
Fish and Boat Code and the Game and Wildlife Code in
conducting preliminary determinations of the alcohol con-
tent of blood of persons suspected of driving, boating,
hunting or furtaking while under the influence of alcohol.
Officers and patrolmen use these devices to assist them
in determining whether or not a person should be placed
under arrest for violation of 75 Pa.C.S. § 3802 (relating
to driving under influence of alcohol or controlled sub-
stance), for violation of 30 Pa.C.S. § 5502 (relating to
operating watercraft under influence of alcohol or con-
trolled substance), for violation of 34 Pa.C.S. § 2501
(relating to hunting or furtaking prohibited while under
influence of alcohol or controlled substance) or for any
other criminal offense under the Vehicle Code, the Fish
and Boat Code or the Game and Wildlife Code which
involves operating a vehicle or boat, hunting or furtaking
while under the influence of alcohol.
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) of the United States Department of Transporta-
tion published model specifications for Screening Devices
to Measure Alcohol in Bodily Fluids at 59 FR 39382
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(August 2, 1994). These specifications established perfor-
mance criteria and methods for testing alcohol screening
devices to measure alcohol content. The NHTSA estab-
lished these specifications to support state laws and the
United States Department of Transportation’s workplace
alcohol testing program. The Department has elected to
use the NHTSA criteria for approving devices for the
prearrest testing of a person’s breath to determine the
alcohol content of the person’s blood.
The NHTSA published its first Conforming Products
List (CPL) for screening devices at 59 FR 61923 (Decem-
ber 2, 1994), with corrections at 59 FR 65128 (December
16, 1994), identifying the devices that meet the NHTSA’s
Model Specifications for Screening Devices to Measure
Alcohol in Bodily Fluids. Thereafter, the NHTSA updated
the CPL at 60 FR 42214 (August 15, 1995), 66 FR 22639
(May 4, 2001), 70 FR 54972 (September 19, 2005), with
corrections at 70 FR 72502 (December 5, 2005) and 72 FR
4559 (January 31, 2007).
The NHTSA published revised Model Specifications for
Screening Devices to Measure Alcohol in Bodily Fluids at
73 FR 16956 (March 31, 2008). These specifications
removed from use interpretive screening devices (ISD)
because ISDs did not provide an unambiguous test result.
These specifications also removed from use the Breath
Alcohol Sample Simulator as it is not necessary for
testing breath alcohol screening devices. All other perfor-
mance criteria and test methods were maintained. The
NHTSA published an additional update to the CPL at 74
FR 66398 (December 15, 2009). The current list was
published at 77 FR 35745 (June 14, 2012).
On January 9, 2014, the NHTSA indicated that it had
approved the ALERT J5 from Countermeasure Systems
Corp. as a breath screening device. The Department
received confirmation of this addition on July 10, 2015.
Evidential Breath Testing Devices
The Department approves evidential breath testing
devices under the authority of the Vehicle Code (75
Pa.C.S. § 1547(c)(1)), the Fish and Boat Code (30 Pa.C.S.
§ 5125(c)(1)) and the Game and Wildlife Code (34 Pa.C.S.
§ 2502(c)).
Evidential breath testing devices approved under this
notice may be used by law enforcement officials to obtain
test results which will be admissible in evidence in any
summary or criminal proceeding in which the defendant
is charged with a violation of 75 Pa.C.S. § 3802 or any
other violation of the Vehicle Code arising out of the same
action or 30 Pa.C.S. § 5502 or any other violation of the
Fish and Boat Code arising out of the same action or 34
Pa.C.S. § 2501 or any other violation of the Game and
Wildlife Code arising out of the same action.
The NHTSA published the Standards for Devices to
Measure Breath Alcohol at 38 FR 30459 (November 5,
1973). A Qualified Products List of Evidential Breath
Measurement Devices comprised of instruments that met
this standard was first issued at 39 FR 41399 (November
21, 1974).
The NHTSA converted the Standards for Devices to
Measure Breath Alcohol to Model Specifications for Evi-
dential Breath Testing Devices (Model Specifications) and
published a CPL of instruments that were found to
conform to the Model Specifications as Appendix D to that
notice at 49 FR 48854 (December 14, 1984). Those
instruments are identified in this notice with an asterisk.
The NHTSA published a notice to amend the Model
Specifications at 58 FR 48705 (September 17, 1993) and
to update the CPL. That notice changed the alcohol
concentration levels at which instruments are evaluated
for precision and accuracy, from 0.000, 0.050, 0.101 and
0.151 blood alcohol content (BAC), to 0.000, 0.020, 0.040,
0.080 and 0.160 BAC, respectively. It also included a test
for the presence of acetone and an expanded definition of
alcohol to include other low molecular weight alcohols, for
example, methyl or isopropyl. Since that time, the CPL
has been annotated to indicate which instruments have
been determined to meet the Model Specifications pub-
lished in 1984 and which have been determined to meet
the Model Specifications, as revised and published in
1993. Thereafter, the NHTSA has periodically updated
the CPL with those breath instruments found to conform
to the Model Specifications.
The Department’s list of evidential breath testing de-
vices contains updates to the CPL published at 77 FR
35747 (June 14, 2012) for instruments that conform to
the Model Specifications for Evidential Breath Alcohol
Measurement Devices at 58 FR 48705 (September 17,
1993).
The NHTSA also evaluates equipment to determine if it
must be operated at fixed locations (that is, nonmobile
equipment) or can be transported to nonfixed operational
sites in the field (that is, mobile equipment). Most
equipment on the following list is approved for mobile
and nonmobile operation. The instruments on the list not
marked with an asterisk meet the specifications for use
as prearrest or evidentiary breath testing devices. The
instruments on the list marked with an asterisk may be
used as evidentiary devices for blood alcohol concentra-
tions at or above 0.050%. These instruments may also be
used as prearrest breath testing devices if they are
approved for mobile operations. However, these instru-
ments may not be used for making arrests under the
Vehicle Code, the Fish and Boat Code or the Game and
Wildlife Code when blood alcohol concentrations below
0.050% must be determined. Nonmobile devices can only
be used as evidentiary testing instruments since they are
not portable. Before purchasing breath testing devices,
law enforcement officials should consult with the manu-
facturer of the equipment they intend to purchase to
verify that the devices can be used for their intended
purposes.
Law enforcement agencies should determine that an
approved training program in the use of the equipment is
available in accordance with the previously referenced
statutes before purchasing any of the devices contained
on this list. Law enforcement agencies that plan to utilize
a device that does not appear on the following list should
contact the manufacturer of the equipment to verify that
it has been evaluated by the NHTSA and found to meet
the NHTSA’s performance requirements. If a device is
approved by the NHTSA after the date of this publication,
the manufacturer of the device will need to forward
documentation of the NHTSA acceptability to Dr. James
R. Lute at the address given as follows so that the
Department has information sufficient to enable it to
include the device in the next revision of this notice in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Some of the devices included in this notice are listed
under the name of more than one manufacturer due to
the fact that the name of the manufacturer has changed
or the right to produce a device has been transferred to a
different company. In these instances, the device is listed
under the name of every company that was ever associ-
ated with the device to allow law enforcement agencies to
continue using devices bearing the name of a previous
manufacturer.
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To facilitate accessibility of information concerning
breath alcohol testing devices which are approved for law
enforcement purposes in this Commonwealth, the Depart-
ment will publish revisions of this list of equipment
semiannually as notices in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Questions regarding this list should be directed to Dr.
James R. Lute, Assistant Bureau Director, Department of
Health, Bureau of Laboratories, P.O. Box 500, Exton, PA
19341-0500, (610) 280-3464.
Persons with a disability who require an alternative
format of this notice (for example, large print, audiotape,
Braille) may contact Dr. James R. Lute at the previously
referenced address or phone number. Persons who are
speech or hearing impaired may use V/TT (717) 783-6514
or the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-
5984 (TT).
CONFORMING PRODUCTS LIST OF ALCOHOL SCREENING DEVICES
Distributors/Manufacturers Devices





• AlcoMate.3 (aka: AlcoHAWK Pro by Q3 Innovations).
• AlcoMate Accu Cell AL-9000.
• AlcoMate Pro.3
• AlcoMate Core.4
• AlcoMate Premium AL-7000, with replaceable Premium Sensor
Modules (SM-7000).4 5
• AlcoMate Prestige AL-6000, with replaceable Prestige Sensor
Modules (SM-6000).4 6
• AlcoMate SafeGuard (Model AL-2500, aka: AlcoScan AL-2500).
Alco Check International, Hudsonville, Michigan Alco Check 3000 D.O.T.7
Alco Check 9000.7
Akers Biosciences, Inc., Thorofare, New Jersey Breath Alcohol .02 Detection System.8





BAC Solutions, Inc., Birmingham, Michigan BACmaster.
B.E.S.T. Labs., Boardman, Ohio PB 9000e.
Chematics, Inc., North Webster, Indiana ALCO-SCREEN 02TM9.
Express Diagnostics Int’l, Inc., Blue Earth,
Minnesota
AlcoCheck FC90 (aka: AT578 by Skyfine).
First Innovative Technology Group, Ltd., Hong
Kong
AAT198—Pro.
Guth Laboratories, Inc., Harrisburg, Pennsylvania • Alco Tector Mark X.
• Mark X Alcohol Checker.
• Alcotector WAT89EC-1.
• Alcotector WAT90.
Han International Co., Ltd.,2 Seoul, Korea A.B.I. (Alcohol Breath Indicator) (aka: AlcoHAWK ABI by Q3
Innovations).
KHN Solutions, LLC, San Francisco, California • BACTRACK Select S50.10
• BACTRACK Select S80.10
• BACTRACK Element.
• BACTRACK S 75 Pro.
OraSure Technologies, Inc., Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania
Q.E.D. A150 Saliva Alcohol Test.




Q3 Innovations, Inc., Independence, Iowa • AlcoHAWK Precision.
• AlcoHAWK Slim.
• AlcoHAWK Slim 2.
• AlcoHAWK Elite.
• AlcoHAWK ABI (aka: A.B.I. (Alcohol Breath Indicator) by Han
Intl.).
• AlcoHAWK Micro.
• AlcoHAWK PRO (aka: AlcoMate by AK Solutions).
• AlcoHAWK PT 500.
• CA2010.
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Distributors/Manufacturers Devices
Repco Marketing, Inc., Raleigh, North Carolina Alco Tec III.
Seju Engineering Co., Taejeon, Korea Safe-Slim.
Skyfine Inc., Ltd., Kwai Chung, NT, Hong Kong • AT577.
• AT578 (aka: AlcoCheck FC90).
• AT579.
Sound Off, Inc., Hudsonville, Michigan Digitox D.O.T.7
Varian, Inc., Lake Forest, California On-Site Alcohol.10
1 The AlcoMate was manufactured by Han International of Seoul, Korea, but marketed and sold in the United States
by AK Solutions.
2 Manufactured by Seju Engineering, Korea.
3 Han International does not market or sell devices directly in the United States market. Other devices manufactured
by Han International are listed under AK Solutions, Inc. and Q3 Innovations, Inc.
4 Manufactured by Sentech Korea Corp.
5 These devices utilize replaceable semiconductor detectors. Instead of recalibrating the device, a new calibrated
detector can be installed. The device comes with four detectors including the one that was already installed.
6 These devices utilize replaceable semiconductor detectors. Instead of recalibrating the device, a new calibrated
detector can be installed. This device comes with five detectors including the one that was already installed.
7 While these devices are still being sold, they are no longer manufactured or supported.
8 The Breath Alcohol .02 Detection System consists of a single-use disposable breath tube used in conjunction with an
electronic analyzer that determines the test result. The electronic analyzer and the disposable breath tubes are lot
specific and manufactured to remain calibrated throughout the shelf-life of the device. This screening device cannot be
used after the expiration date.
9 While the ALCO-SCREEN 02TM saliva-alcohol screening device manufactured by Chematics, Inc. passed the
requirements of the Model Specifications when tested at 40°C (104°F), the manufacturer has indicated that the device
cannot exceed storage temperatures of 27°C (80°F). Instructions to this effect are stated on all packaging accompanying
the device. Accordingly, the device should not be stored at temperatures above 27°C (80°F). If the device is stored at or
below 27°C (80°F) and used at higher temperatures (that is, within a minute), the device meets the Model Specifications
and the results persist for 10—15 minutes. If the device is stored at or below 27°C (80°F) and equilibrated at 40°C
(104°F) for an hour prior to sample application, the device fails to meet the Model Specifications. Storage at temperatures
above 27°C (80°F), for even brief periods of time, may result in false negative readings.
10 While this device passed all of the requirements of the Model Specifications, readings should be taken only after the
time specified by the manufacturer. For valid readings, the user should follow the manufacturer’s instructions. Readings
should be taken 1 minute after a sample is introduced at or above 30°C (86°F); readings should be taken after 2 minutes
at 18°C—29°C (64.4°F—84.2°F); and readings should be taken after 5 minutes when testing at temperatures at or below
17°C (62.6°F). If the reading is taken before 5 minutes has elapsed under the cold conditions, the user is likely to obtain a
reading that underestimates the actual saliva-alcohol level.
CONFORMING PRODUCTS LIST OF EVIDENTIAL BREATH MEASUREMENT DEVICES
Manufacturer/Distributor and Model Mobile Nonmobile
Alcohol Countermeasure Systems Corp., Toronto, Ontario, Canada:
Alert J3AD* X X
Alert J4X.ec X X
PBA3000C X X
SAF’IR Evolution X X
BAC Systems, Inc., Ontario, Canada:
Breath Analysis Computer* X X
CAMEC Ltd., North Shields, Tyne and Ware, England:
IR Breath Analyzer* X X
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Manufacturer/Distributor and Model Mobile Nonmobile
400PA X X
500 (aka: Lion Alcolmeter 500 outside the U.S.) X —







4011 AW* X X
4011A27-10100* X X
4011A27-10100 with filter* X X
5000 X X
5000 (w/Cal. Vapor Re-Circ.) X X




5000 (CAL DOJ) X X
5000VA X X
8000 X X
PAC 1200* X X
S-D2 X X
S-D5 (aka: Lion Alcolmeter SD-5 outside the U.S.) X X








7110 MKIII X X
7110 MKIII-C X X
7410 X X









EnviteC by Honeywell GmbH, Fond du Lac, Wisconsin:
AlcoQuant 6020 X X
Gall’s Inc., Lexington, Kentucky:
Alcohol Detection System—A.D.S. 500 X X
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Manufacturer/Distributor and Model Mobile Nonmobile
Guth Laboratories, Inc., Harrisburg, Pennsylvania:
Alcotector BAC-100 X X
Alcotector C2H5OH X X
Guth 38 X X
Intoximeters, Inc., St. Louis, Missouri:
Photo Electric Intoximeter* — X
GC Intoximeter MK II* X X
GC Intoximeter MK IV* X X
Auto Intoximeter* X X
Intoximeter Model:
3000 X X
3000 (rev B1)* X X
3000 (rev B2)* X X
3000 (rev B2A)* X X
3000 (rev B2A) w/FM option* X X
3000 (Fuel Cell)* X X
3000 D* X X
3000 DFC* X X
Alcomonitor — X
Alcomonitor CC X X
Alco-Sensor III X X
Alco-Sensor III (Enhanced with Serial Numbers above 1,200,000) X X
Alco-Sensor IV X X
Alco-Sensor IV XL X X
Alco-Sensor V X X
Alco-Sensor V XL X X
Alco-Sensor AZ X X
Alco-Sensor FST X X
Intox EC/IR X X
Intox EC/IR II X X
Intox EC/IR II (Enhanced with serial number 10,000 or higher) X
Portable Intox EC/IR X X
RBT-AZ X X
RBT-III X X
RBT III-A X X
RBT IV X X
RBT IV with CEM (cell enhancement module) X X
Komyo Kitagawa, Kogyo, K.K., Japan:
Alcolyzer DPA-2* X X
Breath Alcohol Meter PAM 101B* X X
Lifeloc Technologies, Inc., (formerly Lifeloc, Inc.), Wheat Ridge, Colorado:
LifeGuard Pro X X
Phoenix X X
Phoenix 6.0 X X
EV 30 X X
FC 10 X X
FC 20 X X
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Manufacturer/Distributor and Model Mobile Nonmobile




400+ (aka: Intoxilyzer 240 in the U.S.) X X
500 (aka: Intoxilyzer 500 in the U.S.) X —
600 (aka: Intoxilyzer 600 in the U.S.) X X
SD-2* X X






5000 CD/FG5 X X
5000 EN X X




Nanopuls AB, Uppsala, Sweden:
Evidenzer X X
National Patent Analytical Systems, Inc., Mansfield, Ohio:
BAC DataMaster (with or without the Delta-1 accessory) X X
BAC Verifier DataMaster (w/or without the Delta-1 accessory) X X
DataMaster cdm (w/or without the Delta-1 accessory) X X
DataMaster DMT X X
DataMaster DMT w/Fuel Cell option SN: 555555 X X
DataMaster DMT w/Fuel Cell option SN: 100630 X X




PAS International, Fredericksburg, Virginia:
Mark V Alcovisor X X
Alcovisor Jupiter X X
Alcovisor Mercury X X
Plus 4 Engineering, Minturn, Colorado:
5000 Plus 4* X X
Seres, Paris, France:
Alco Master X X
Alcopro X X
Siemans-Allis, Cherry Hill, New Jersey:
Alcomat* X X
Alcomat F* X X
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2000 (non-Humidity Sensor)* X X
Sound-Off, Inc., Hudsonville, Michigan:
AlcoData X X
Seres Alco Master X X
Seres Alcopro X X
Stephenson Corp.:
Breathalyzer 900* X X
Tokai-Denshi Inc., Tokyo, Japan:
ALC-PRO II (U.S.) X X
U.S. Alcohol Testing, Inc./Protection Devices, Inc., Rancho Cucamonga, California:
Alco-Analyzer 1000 — X
Alco-Analyzer 2000 — X
Alco-Analyzer 2100 X X
Verax Systems, Inc., Fairport, New York:
BAC Verifier* X X
BAC Verifier Datamaster X X
BAC Verifier Datamaster II* X X
* Instruments marked with an asterisk (*) meet the Model Specifications detailed in 49 FR 48854 (December 14, 1984)
(that is, instruments tested at 0.000, 0.050, 0.101 and 0.151 BAC). Instruments not marked with an asterisk meet the
Model Specifications detailed in 58 FR 48705 (September 17, 1993) and were tested at BACs = 0.000, 0.020, 0.040, 0.080
and 0.160. All instruments that meet the Model Specifications currently in effect (dated September 17, 1993) also meet
the Model Specifications for Screening Devices to Measure Alcohol in Bodily Fluids.
KAREN M. MURPHY, PhD, RN,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1319. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
Hospitals; Requests for Exceptions
The following hospitals have filed requests for exceptions under 28 Pa. Code § 51.33 (relating to requests for
exceptions) with the Department of Health (Department), which has authority to license hospitals under the Health Care
Facilities Act (35 P.S. §§ 448.101—448.904b). Department regulations governing hospital licensure can be found in 28
Pa. Code Chapters 51 and 101—158 (relating to general information; and general and special hospitals). The following
hospitals are requesting exceptions to 28 Pa. Code § 153.1 (relating to minimum standards) which contains minimum
standards that hospitals must comply with under the Guidelines for Design and Construction of Hospitals and Outpatient
Facilities (Guidelines). The following list includes the citation to the section under the Guidelines that the hospital is






Albert Einstein Medical Center 2.1-8.5.3.2 Size (TDRs) 2014
Einstein Medical Center Montgomery 2.2-3.4.6.10(2) Soiled holding 2014
Geisinger Wyoming Valley Medical Center 2.2-3.10.2.6 Patient toilet room 2014
Lehigh Valley Hospital—Muhlenburg 2.2-3.5.3.2(1)(a) Space requirements (area) 2014
3.7-7.2.2.1(3) Corridor width 2014
St. Luke’s Hospital—Anderson Campus 2.1-2.6.6.2 Work areas for preparing, dispensing, and
administering medications
2014
All requests previously listed are on file with the Department. Persons may receive a copy of a request for exception by
requesting a copy from the Department of Health, Division of Acute and Ambulatory Care, Room 532, Health and Welfare
Building, Harrisburg, PA 17120, (717) 783-8980, fax (717) 772-2163, ra-paexcept@pa.gov. Persons who wish to comment
on an exception request may do so by sending a letter by mail, e-mail or facsimile to the Division at the address listed
previously. Comments received by the Department within 10 days after the date of publication of this notice will be
reviewed by the Department before it decides whether to approve or disapprove the request for exception.
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Persons with a disability who wish to obtain a copy of a request and/or provide comments to the Department and
require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation to do so should contact the Director, Division of Acute and
Ambulatory Care at (717) 783-8980, for speech and/or hearing impaired persons V/TT (717) 783-6154, or the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service (800) 654-5984 (TT).
KAREN M. MURPHY, PhD, RN,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1320. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
Laboratories Approved for Drugs
The following laboratories are licensed by the Depart-
ment of Health (Department) under The Clinical Labora-
tory Act (35 P.S. §§ 2151—2165) or section 353 of the
Clinical Laboratories Improvement Amendments of 1988
(42 U.S.C.A. § 263a), or both, and are currently approved
by the Department under 28 Pa. Code § 5.50 (relating to
approval to provide special analytical services) to perform
analyses of blood or serum, or both, for the determination
of controlled substances. This approval is based on dem-
onstrated proficiency in periodic tests conducted by the
Department’s Bureau of Laboratories. These laboratories
are also approved and designated for purposes of the
Vehicle Code, 75 Pa.C.S. §§ 1547 and 3755 (relating to
chemical testing to determine amount of alcohol or con-
trolled substance; and reports by emergency room person-
nel), the Fish and Boat Code, 30 Pa.C.S. § 5125 (relating
to chemical testing to determine amount of alcohol or
controlled substance) and the Game and Wildlife Code, 34
Pa.C.S. § 2502 (relating to chemical test to determine
amount of alcohol), as qualified to perform the types of
services which will reflect the presence of controlled
substances or their biotransformation products in blood or
serum, or both.
Depending upon their capability and performance in
proficiency surveys, laboratories are approved to perform
screening or confirmatory analyses, or both, on blood or
serum, or both. Screening analyses provide a presumptive
indication that a controlled substance is present. Confir-
matory testing is used to substantiate screening results.
Persons seeking forensic blood or serum analysis ser-
vices, or both, from any of the listed laboratories should
determine that the laboratory employs techniques and
procedures acceptable for medicolegal purposes. They
should also determine that the director of the facility is
agreeable to performing analyses for forensic purposes.
Persons seeking blood and/or serum analyses are respon-
sible for specifying the controlled substances for which
testing is being sought. Persons seeking those analyses
should first determine the purpose of the analyses, that
is, whether they are for medical, legal or other purposes.
The Vehicle Code contains a provision in 75 Pa.C.S.
§ 1547(c)(3)(ii) that permits test results on blood or urine
for alcohol or controlled substances to be introduced into
evidence in legal proceedings in this Commonwealth if
the laboratory is located in another state and is not
licensed and approved by the Department to provide
these services. This section states that the test results
may be admissible into evidence at summary or criminal
proceedings in which the defendant is charged with a
violation of 75 Pa.C.S. § 3802 (relating to driving under
influence of alcohol or controlled substance) if the labora-
tory that performed the test is licensed by the state in
which the facility is located and licensed under the
Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments of 1988
(Pub.L. No. 100-578, 102 Stat. 2903). A similar provision
appears in the Fish and Boat Code in 30 Pa.C.S.
§ 5125(c)(3)(ii).
The name or location of a laboratory, as well as the
personnel and testing procedures, can change. When
changes of this type occur, the clinical laboratory permit
number does not change. If questions arise about the
identity of a laboratory due to a name or location change,
the clinical laboratory permit number should be used as
the primary identifier. To assist in identifying a labora-
tory that performed a test, the clinical laboratory permit
number of the facility at the time the list was prepared is
included in the list of approved laboratories before the
name of the laboratory.
The list of approved laboratories will be revised ap-
proximately semiannually and published in the Pennsyl-
vania Bulletin. Questions regarding this list should be
directed to Dr. James R. Lute, Assistant Bureau Director,
Department of Health, Bureau of Laboratories, P.O. Box
500, Exton, PA 19341-0500, (610) 280-3464.
Persons with a disability who require an alternative
format of this notice (for example, large print, audiotape,
Braille) should contact Dr. James R. Lute at the previ-
ously referenced address or phone number. Persons who
are speech or hearing impaired may use V/TT (717)
783-6514 or the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at
(800) 654-5984 (TT).
The symbols SB, SSe, CB, CSe indicate the following:
SB = approved for blood screening analyses
SSe = approved for serum screening analyses
CB = approved for blood confirmatory analyses
CSe = approved for serum confirmatory analyses
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AEGIS SCIENCES CORPORATION—SB, SSe, CB, CSe









ALLEGHENY COUNTY MED EX DIV OF LAB—SB,
SSe, CB, CSe










ARUP LABORATORIES INC—SSe, CSe
500 CHIPETA WAY
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84108
(800) 242-2787
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24997
ATLANTIC DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORIES LLC—SB,
SSe, CB, CSe




DRUGSCAN INC—SB, SSe, CB, CSe




FRANCES WARDE MEDICAL LABORATORY—SSe, CSe
300 WEST TEXTILE ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48108
(734) 214-0301
24655






MAYO CLINIC LABS-ROCHESTER MAIN CAMPUS—
SSe




MEDTOX LABORATORIES INC—SB, SSe, CB, CSe
402 COUNTY ROAD D WEST
ST. PAUL, MN 55112
(651) 286-6217
32803
MOLECULAR DX, LLC—SB, CB




NATIONAL MED SVCS INC/DBA NMS LABS—SB, SSe,
CB, CSe
3701 WELSH ROAD
WILLOW GROVE, PA 19090
(215) 366-1222
29741





OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY—SB, SSe, CB




















QUEST DIAGNOSTICS OF PA INC—SB, SSe, CB, CSe




QUEST DIAGNOSTICS VENTURE LLC—SB, SSe, CB,
CSe










WBGH COMMONWEALTH HEALTH LAB SVS—SSe





1001 SOUTH GEORGE STREET
YORK, PA 17405
(717) 851-2345
KAREN M. MURPHY, PhD, RN,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1321. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
Laboratories Approved to Determine Controlled
Substance Content of Urine under The Clinical
Laboratory Act, the Vehicle Code, the Fish and
Boat Code and the Game and Wildlife Code
The following laboratories are licensed by the Depart-
ment of Health (Department) under The Clinical Labora-
tory Act (35 P.S. §§ 2151—2165) and are currently
approved by the Department under 28 Pa. Code § 5.50
(relating to approval to provide special analytical ser-
vices) to perform analyses of urine for the determination
of controlled substances or their biotransformation prod-
ucts.
This approval is based on demonstrated proficiency in
periodic tests conducted by the Department’s Bureau of
Laboratories. These laboratories are also approved and
designated for purposes of the Vehicle Code, 75 Pa.C.S.
§§ 1547 and 3755 (relating to chemical testing to deter-
mine amount of alcohol or controlled substance; and
reports by emergency room personnel), the Fish and Boat
Code, 30 Pa.C.S. § 5125 (relating to chemical testing to
determine amount of alcohol or controlled substance) and
the Game and Wildlife Code, 34 Pa.C.S. § 2502 (relating
to chemical test to determine amount of alcohol), as
qualified to perform the types of services which will
reflect the presence of controlled substances or their
biotransformation products in urine.
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Depending upon their capability and performance in
proficiency surveys, laboratories are approved to perform
screening and/or confirmatory urine drug analyses.
Screening analyses provide a presumptive indication that
a controlled substance is present. Confirmatory testing is
used to substantiate screening results.
Persons seeking forensic urine drug analysis services
from any of the listed laboratories should determine that
the laboratory employs techniques and procedures accept-
able for the purpose. They should also determine that the
director of the facility is agreeable to performing analyses
for that purpose. Persons seeking the analyses are re-
sponsible for specifying the extent to which the presence
of a controlled substance is to be verified. That specifica-
tion should be predicated upon the purpose for which the
analysis is being sought.
The Commonwealth’s Vehicle Code contains a provision
in 75 Pa.C.S. § 1547(c)(3)(ii) that permits test results on
blood or urine for alcohol or controlled substances to be
introduced into evidence at legal proceedings in this
Commonwealth if the laboratory is located in another
state and is not licensed and approved by the Department
to provide these services. This section states that the test
results may be admissible into evidence at summary or
criminal proceedings in which the defendant is charged
with a violation of 75 Pa.C.S. § 3802 (relating to driving
under influence of alcohol or controlled substance) or any
other violation of the Vehicle Code arising out of the same
action if the laboratory that performed the test is licensed
by the state in which the facility is located and licensed
under the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments
of 1988 (Pub.L. No. 100-578, 102 Stat. 2903). A similar
provision appears in the Fish and Boat Code in 30
Pa.C.S. § 5125(c)(3)(ii).
The name or location of a laboratory, as well as the
personnel and testing procedures, can change. When
changes of this type occur, the clinical laboratory permit
number does not change. If questions arise about the
identity of a laboratory due to a name or location change,
the clinical laboratory permit number should be used as
the primary identifier. To assist in identifying a labora-
tory that performed a test, the clinical laboratory permit
number of the facility at the time the list was prepared is
included in the list of approved laboratories above the
name of the laboratory.
The list of approved laboratories will be revised ap-
proximately semiannually and published in the Pennsyl-
vania Bulletin. Questions regarding this list should be
directed to Dr. James R. Lute, Assistant Bureau Director,
Department of Health, Bureau of Laboratories, P.O. Box
500, Exton, PA 19341-0500, (610) 280-3464.
Persons with a disability who require an alternative
format of this notice (for example, large print, audiotape,
Braille) may contact Dr. James R. Lute at the previously
referenced address or phone number. Persons who are
speech or hearing impaired may use V/TT (717) 783-6514
or the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-
5984 (TT).
The symbols S, C, SC indicate the following:
S = approved for screening analyses
C = approved for confirmatory analyses
SC = approved for screening and confirmatory analyses
00212
ABINGTON HOSP JEFFERSON HEALTH—S















ACCURATE DIAGNOSTIC LABS, INC—S
3000 HADLEY ROAD













ADVANCED CLINICAL LABORATORY SOLUTIONS,
INC—SC




ADVANCED LABORATORY SERVICES, INC—SC
501 ELMWOOD AVENUE
SHARON HILL, PA 19079
(484) 494-6125
33583
ADVANCED MEDICAL LABORATORIES INC—SC
1690 US HWY 1 SOUTH, SUITE D
ST AUGUSTINE, FL 32084
(305) 790-9798
34513
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AEGIS SCIENCES CORPORATION—SC



















ALBERT EINSTEIN MEDICAL CENTER—S




















ALLE KISKI MED CNTR NEW KENSINGTON—S
651 FOURTH AVENUE
NEW KENSINGTON, PA 15068
(724) 226-7089
00671
ALLEGHENY COUNTY MED EX DIV OF LAB—SC




ALLEGHENY GENERAL HOSP DEPT OF LAB MED—S









ALLEGHENY VALLEY HOSPITAL LAB—S
1301 CARLISLE STREET
NATRONA HEIGHTS, PA 15065
(724) 224-5100
00420
ALLEY MEDICAL CENTER LABORATORY—S




ALLY CLINICAL DIAGNOSTICS, INC —SC
2099 VALLEY VIEW DRIVE # 180








AMERICAN CLINICAL SOLUTIONS, LLC—C
721 CORTARO DR
SUN CITY CENTER, FL 33573
(561) 367-7997
31871





AMERATHON LLC, DBA AHA—S




















































ASSURANCE TOXICOLOGY SERVICES INC—SC
933 E NAKOMA DRIVE








ATLANTIC DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORIES LLC—SC




















1077 CENTRAL PARKWAY SOUTH, SUITE 200
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78232
(210) 375-3231
00320














































481 EDWARD H ROSS DRIVE
ELMWOOD PARK, NJ 07407
(201) 791-3600
00033










BROOKSIDE CLINICAL LAB INC—S




















CARLISLE REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER—S
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34424
CASTLE MEDICAL, LLC—SC










525 ROUND ROCK WEST DRIVE STE B200
ROUND ROCK, TX 78681
(512) 838-3828
00132
CHAMBERSBURG HOSPITAL DEPT OF PATHOL-
OGY—S




CHARLES COLE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL—S










701 E MARSHALL ST









CHILDRENS HOSP OF PHILADELPHIA—S
3401 CIVIC CENTER BLVD




CHOICE LABORATORY SERVICES, LLC—SC













































1509 PROSPERITY FARMS ROAD SUITE 101








COMPANION DX REFERENCE LAB—SC




COMPREHENSIVE PAIN CENTER ALLENTOWN—S




COMPREHENSIVE PAIN MANGEMENT AND
SPECIALISTS, LLC—S




CONEMAUGH MEM MED CTR—MAIN LAB—S




CONEMAUGH MINERS MEDICAL CENTER—S
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CONFIRMATRIX LABORATORY, INC—C










340 COMMERCE AVE SUITE 10









2001 CAMPBELL STATION PARKWAY, SUITE C
SPRING HILL, TN 37174
(615) 465-6527
00201
CROZER CHESTER MEDICAL CENTER-LAB—S




D2 HEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC—S




DELAWARE COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSP-LAB—S
501 NORTH LANSDOWNE AVENUE
DREXEL HILL, PA 19026-1186
(610) 447-2232
00266

























EINSTEIN MEDICAL CTR MONTGOMERY—S
559 W GERMANTOWN PIKE
EAST NORRITON, PA 19403
(484) 662-1000
34447
ELEMENT 7 LABS LLC—SC
3189-D AIRWAY AVE




10996 FOUR SEASONS PLACE, 100A




2769 E ATLANTIC BLVD














3115 NW 10TH TERRACE, SUITE 108


















EPIC REFERENCE LABS, INC—SC
7960 CENTRAL INDUSTRIAL DRIVE—SUITE 120
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EXCEL MEDICAL LAB INC—S




















FIRST CHOICE LABORATORY, LLC—SC
6061 NE 14TH AVE


















FOX CHASE PAIN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES—S




FRANCES WARDE MEDICAL LABORATORY—SC
300 WEST TEXTILE ROAD




508 SOUTH CHURCH STREET















1047 E NAKOMA DRIVE
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78216
(210) 494-6300
00330
FULTON COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER—S




GARCIA CLINICAL LABORATORY INC—S


























GEISINGER-SHAMOKIN AREA COMMUNITY HOS-
PITAL—S
4200 HOSPITAL ROAD
COAL RUN, PA 17866-9697
(570) 644-4200
00019
GEISINGER WYOMING VALLEY MED CTR—S
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00152
GNADEN HUETTEN MEMORIAL HOSP—S









GREATER PHILADELPHIA SPINE AND PAIN, PC—S















DREXEL UNIV COLLEGE OF MED-DEPT OF
PATHOLOGY














HEALTH AND WELLNESS CENTER-HAZLETON—S














































7909 FREDERICKSBURG RD # 150









503 N 21ST STREET














INDUSTRY LAB DIAGNOSTICS PARTNERS—SC



























7020 KIT CREEK ROAD SUITE 240
RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK, NC 27709
(423) 328-0527
33792
INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES, LLC-DBA NJ REF
LABS—S




J C BLAIR MEMORIAL HOSPITAL—S









JEFFERSON REGIONAL MED CTR—S





1015 WEST BALTIMORE PIKE









3212 WILMINGTON ROAD SUITE 20








LAB CORP OCCUPATIONAL TEST SRVCS—SC




LABCORP OCCUPATIONAL TESTING SER—SC
1904 ALEXANDER DRIVE PO BOX 12652
RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK, NC 27709
(919) 572-6900
01088
LABCORP OF AMERICA HOLDINGS—SC










108 NW 4TH STREET














5000 CEDAR PLAZA PKWY # 200













LANCASTER REGIONAL MED CENTER—S





7301 GIRARD AVENUE, SUITE 100
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33702
LEHIGH VALLEY TOXICOLOGY, LLC—SC


































MAIN LINE HEALTH LAB-BRYN MAWR—S
130 S BRYN MAWR AVENUE
BRYN MAWR, PA 19010
(610) 526-3554
00242
MAIN LINE HOSPITALS LAB-LANKENAU—S




MAIN LINE HOSPITALS LAB-PAOLI—S




MAIN LINE HOSPITALS LAB-RIDDLE—S




MAP HEALTH MANAGEMENT LLC—SC




MAYO CLINIC LABS-ROCHESTER MAIN CAM-
PUS—SC




MAYO CLINIC LABS-ROCHESTER MAIN CAMPUS—C










MCKEESPORT DRUG SCREENING LAB—S




MD SPINE SOLUTIONS LLC, DBA MD LABS—SC














MEDICAL LABORATORY DIAGNOSTICS, INC—S
DBA MEDLABS DIAGNOSTICS, INC
85 HORSE HILL ROAD




402 COUNTY ROAD D WEST
ST PAUL, MN 55112
(651) 286-6217
00140
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL CLINICAL LAB—S









MERCY HOSPITAL OF PHILADELPHIA—S




METHODIST DIV TJUH CLINICAL LAB—S





16981 VIA TAZON, BUILDING 1
SAN DIEGO, CA 92127
(858) 451-3535
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28907
MIRMONT TREATMENT CENTER—S














MONONGAHELA VALLEY HOSPITAL INC—S




MORGENSTEIN DEFALCIS REHABILITATION INSTI-
TUTE—S









MOSS REHAB EINSTEIN AT ELKINS PARK—S
60 EAST TOWNSHIP LINE ROAD ATTN: LAB
ELKINS PARK, PA 19027
(215) 456-6150
00025
MOUNT NITTANY MEDICAL CENTER—S
1800 EAST PARK AVENUE








MY LAB CHOICE, INC—C
364 N COURTLAND STREET, 1ST FLOOR













NATIONAL MED SVCS INC/DBA NMS LABS—SC
3701 WELSH ROAD













NORCHEM DRUG TESTING LABORATORY—SC














OHIO VALLEY GENERAL HOSPITAL—S
25 HECKEL RD




5407 N HAVERHILL ROAD # 335













PAIN AND SPINE SPECIALISTS OF MARYLAND—S
2702 BACK ACRE CIR
MOUNT AIRY, MD 21771
(301) 703-8767
33938
PAIN MEDICINE OF YORK LLC—S









PAIN SPECIALISTS OF GREATER LEHIGH VALLEY,
PC—S

































SAINT MARYS, PA 15857
(814) 788-8525
00258
PENN PRESBYTERIAN MEDICAL CENTER—S




PENN STATE MILTON S HERSHEY MED CTR—S
500 UNIVERSITY DRIVE















10151 BARNES CANYON ROAD
SAN DIEGO, CA 92121
(858) 643-5555
32887
PHOENIX TOXICOLOGY & LAB SERVICES—C









PHYSICIANS CHOICE LABORATORY SERVICES,
LLC—SC
854 PARAGON WAY
ROCK HILL, SC 29730
(803) 325-9899
00157







PINNACLE HEALTH WEST SHORE HOSPITAL
LABORATORY—S
HARRISBURG HOSPITAL LABORATORY




PITTSBURGH DRUG SCREENING LAB—S




POCONO MEDICAL CENTER LAB—S
206 EAST BROWN STREET
EAST STROUDSBURG, PA 18301
(570) 476-3544
33950
POSITIVE RECOVERY SOLUTIONS, LLC—S




POTTSTOWN HOSPITAL COMPANY, LLC—S





8150 SR 42, SUITE B




3030 BUNKER HILL, SUITE 101
SAN DIEGO, CA 92109
(800) 635-6901
34191
PREMIER BIOTECH LABS, LLC—SC
7516 80TH ST SOUTH SUITE 201
COTTAGE GROVE, MN 55016
(763) 607-8690
31800
PREMIER PAIN, SPINE AND SPORTS MEDICINE,
PC—S
391 EAST BROWN STREET
EAST STROUDSBURG, PA 18301
(570) 872-9800
33940
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34030
PRINCIPLE LABS, LLC—SC




















555 S 108TH STREET


















QUEST DIAGNOSTICS CLINICAL LABS INC—SC




















QUEST DIAGNOSTICS OF PA INC—SC




QUEST DIAGNOSTICS VENTURE LLC—SC










11635 NORTHPARK DR SUITE 340




6TH AND SPRUCE STREETS










SANTA ROSA, CA 95403
(707) 577-7958
00336





RELIANCE LABORATORY TESTING, INC—S









RK CLINICAL SOLUTIONS LLC—SC









ROY M LERMAN, MD PC—S
700 S HENDERSON ROAD SUITE 308C
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00171
SACRED HEART HOSPITAL—S





150 NW 168TH ST UNIT 307
NORTH MIAMI BEACH, FL 33169
(305) 816-6503
00087
SAINT CLAIR MEMORIAL HOSPITAL—S














SAMARITAN LABS, LLC, DBA ASPERIO LABORATO-
RIES—SC
4715 TRADER’S WAY, SUITE 201
THOMPSON’S STATION, TN 37179
(615) 465-6529
29838
SAN DIEGO REFERENCE LABORATORY—SC
6565 NANCY RIDGE DRIVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92121
(800) 677-7995
00182
SCHUYLKILL MC E NORWEGIAN ST—S




SCHUYLKILL MC S JACKSON ST—S










SECON OF NEW ENGLAND—SC









SHARON PA HOSPITAL COMPANY LLC—S




SIX OAKS CONSULTING, LLC—SC










1051 E NAKOMA DR









10385 IRONWOOD ROAD, SUITE 130
PALM BEACH GARDENS, FL 33410
(561) 513-8440
00039





SOMERSET HOSPITAL CENTER FOR HEALTH—S









ST CHRISTOPHERS HOSP FOR CHILDREN—S
160 EAST ERIE AVENUE














ST LUKE’S HOSPITAL-ANDERSON LAB—S
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00180
ST LUKES MINERS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL—S




STEELFUSION CLINICAL TOXICOLOGY LABORA-
TORY, LLC—SC















495 BOULEVARD, SUITE 1A
ELMWOOD PARK, NJ 07407-2041
(201) 290-3232
34827
SW LABS LLC DBA ZENTECH LABORATORIES—C
6831 NW 20TH AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33309
(954) 591-5772
33368
SYNERGY MEDICAL LABORATORIES, PC—C










175 EAST CHESTER PIKE
RIDLEY PARK, PA 19078
(610) 447-2232
00235
TEMPLE UNIV HOSPITAL EPISCOPAL CAMPUS—S





3401 N BROAD STREET




THE ELITE LAB GROUP PA, LLC—S









THE UNIONTOWN HOSPITAL LABORATORY—S




THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY HOSP—S




THYROID SPECIALTY LABORATORY, INC—C
8037 LITZSINGER ROAD














14615 SAN PEDRO SUITE 125




14615 SAN PEDRO SUITE 240
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32389
UPMC EAST PATHOLOGY LABORATORY—S
2775 MOSSIDE BLVD







































UPMC PASSAVANT LABORATORY CRANBERRY—S
ONE ST FRANCIS WAY
CRANBERRY TOWNSHIP, PA 16066
(724) 772-5370
00083
UPMC PRESBYTERIAN SHADYSIDE CP PUH—SC





















US DIAGNOSTIC SERVICE, INC—S




US DRUG TESTING LABORATORIES INC—SC
1700 SOUTH MOUNT PROSPECT ROAD














1441 CANAL STREET, SUITE 401
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70112
(504) 609-3462
00335
VALLEY FORGE MED CTR & HOSP—S





























WAYNE MEMORIAL HAMLIN LABORATORY—S
543 EASTON TURNPIKE SUITE 105
LAKE ARIAL, PA 18436
(570) 253-8193
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WBGH COMMONWEALTH HEALTH LAB SVS—SC









WESTERN SLOPE LABORATORY, LLC—C




WESTMORELAND PAIN MANAGEMENT CENTER—S















1001 SOUTH GEORGE STREET
YORK, PA 17405
(717) 851-2345
KAREN M. MURPHY, PhD, RN,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1322. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
Laboratories Approved to Perform Blood Lead
and/or Erythrocyte Protoporphyrin Determina-
tions under The Clinical Laboratory Act
The following laboratories are licensed in accordance
with The Clinical Laboratory Act (35 P.S. §§ 2151—2165)
and are currently approved under 28 Pa. Code § 5.50
(relating to approval to provide special analytical ser-
vices) to perform analyses of blood for lead or erythrocyte
protoporphyrin content. This approval is based on demon-
strated proficiency in periodic evaluations conducted by
the Bureau of Laboratories of the Department of Health
(Department).
Lead poisoning is reportable. Approved laboratories
that offer blood lead testing services are required to
inform the Department of actual or possible incidents of
this condition in accordance with 28 Pa. Code § 27.34
(relating to reporting cases of lead poisoning). These
regulations specify the following requirements for report-
ing by clinical laboratories:
(1) A clinical laboratory shall report all blood lead test
results on both venous and capillary specimens for per-
sons under 16 years of age to the Department’s Childhood
Lead Poisoning Prevention Program, Division of Maternal
and Child Health, Bureau of Family Health.
(2) A clinical laboratory shall report an elevated blood
lead level in a person 16 years of age or older to the
Department’s Division of Environmental Health Epidemi-
ology, Bureau of Epidemiology or to other locations as
designated by the Department. An elevated blood lead
level is defined by the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH). As of January 26, 2002,
NIOSH defines an elevated blood lead level as a venous
blood lead level of 25 micrograms per deciliter (µg/dL) or
higher. The Department will publish in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin any NIOSH update of the definition within 30
days of NIOSH’s notification to the Department.
(3) A clinical laboratory which conducts blood lead tests
of 100 or more specimens per month shall submit results
electronically in a format specified by the Department.
(4) A clinical laboratory which conducts blood lead tests
of less than 100 blood lead specimens per month shall
submit results either electronically or by hard copy in the
format specified by the Department.
(5) A laboratory which performs blood lead tests on
blood specimens collected in this Commonwealth shall be
licensed as a clinical laboratory and shall be specifically
approved by the Department to conduct those tests.
(6) Blood lead analyses requested for occupational
health purposes on blood specimens collected in this
Commonwealth shall be performed only by laboratories
which are licensed and approved as specified in para-
graph (5), and which are also approved by the Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Administration of the United
States Department of Labor under 29 CFR
1910.1025(j)(2)(iii) (relating to lead).
(7) A clinical laboratory shall complete a blood lead test
within 5 work days of the receipt of the blood specimen
and shall submit the case report to the Department by
the close of business of the next work day after the day
on which the test was performed. The clinical laboratory
shall submit a report of lead poisoning using either the
hard copy form or electronic transmission format specified
by the Department.
(8) When a clinical laboratory receives a blood speci-
men without all of the information required for reporting
purposes, the clinical laboratory shall test the specimen
and shall submit the incomplete report to the Depart-
ment.
Erythrocyte protoporphyrin determinations may be per-
formed as an adjunct determination to substantiate blood
lead levels of 25 micrograms per deciliter or higher. Since
erythrocyte protoporphyrin concentrations may not in-
crease as a result of low-level exposures to lead, direct
blood lead analysis is the only reliable method for identi-
fying individuals with blood lead concentrations below 25
micrograms per deciliter.
Persons seeking blood lead or erythrocyte proto-
porphyrin analyses should determine that the laboratory
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employs techniques and procedures acceptable for the
purpose for which the analyses are sought.
The list of approved laboratories will be revised ap-
proximately semiannually and published in the Pennsyl-
vania Bulletin.
The name or location of a laboratory, as well as the
personnel and testing procedures, can change. When
changes of this type occur, the clinical laboratory permit
number does not change. If questions arise about the
identity of a laboratory due to a name or location change,
the clinical laboratory permit number should be used as
the primary identifier. To assist in identifying a labora-
tory that performed a test, the clinical laboratory permit
number of the facility at the time the list was prepared is
included in the list of approved laboratories above the
name of the laboratory.
The Department’s blood lead proficiency testing pro-
gram is approved by the United States Department of
Health and Human Services in accordance with 42 CFR
493.901 and 493.937 (relating to approval of proficiency
testing programs; and toxicology) which are administered
by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services. Partici-
pation in these programs may therefore be used to
demonstrate acceptable performance for approval pur-
poses under both Federal and Commonwealth statutes.
Questions regarding this list should be directed to Dr.
James R. Lute, Assistant Bureau Director, Department of
Health, Bureau of Laboratories, P.O. Box 500, Exton, PA
19341-0500, (610) 280-3464.
Persons with a disability who require an alternative
format of this notice (for example, large print, audiotape,
Braille) should contact Dr. James R. Lute at the previ-
ously referenced address or phone number. Persons who
are speech or hearing impaired may use V/TT (717)
783-6514 or the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at
(800) 654-5984 (TT).
The symbols L and P indicate the following:
L = approved for blood lead analyses
P = approved for erythrocyte protoporphyrin analyses
LP = approved for blood lead and erythrocyte
protoporphyrin analyses
31609
ACCU REFERENCE MEDICAL LABATORY—L






8901 WEST LINCOLN AVE
WEST ALLIS, WI 53227
(414) 328-7945
00016
ANGELINE KIRBY MEM HEALTH CENTER—L






SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84108
(800) 242-2787
24997
ATLANTIC DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORIES LLC—LP










481 EDWARD H ROSS DRIVE













CHILDRENS HOSP OF PHILADELPHIA—L
3401 CIVIC CENTER BLVD






ST. CHARLES, IL 60174-2420
(630) 377-8139
00561
EAST PENN MFG CO INC—LP
DEKA RD KELLER TECH CENTER
PO BOX 147
LYONS STATION, PA 19536
(610) 682-6361
10266










EDEN PARK PEDIATRIC ASSOCIATES—L
779 E MAIN STREET
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31400
FRANCES WARDE MEDICAL LABORATORY—LP
300 WEST TEXTILE ROAD


























































8279 STATE RT 22 SUITE 2
NEW ALEXANDRIA, PA 15670
05618










LABCORP OF AMERICA HOLDINGS—LP









LANCASTER PEDIATRIC ASSOC LTD—L
222 WILLOW VALLEY LAKES DRIVE
SUITE 100














MAIN LINE HOSPITALS LAB-LANKENAU—L





MAYO CLINIC LABS-ROCH SUPERIOR DR—L










MCMURRAY PEDIATRIC & ADOLESCENT MEDI-
CINE—L
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05574
MEDTOX LABORATORIES INC—LP
402 COUNTY ROAD D WEST
ST. PAUL, MN 55112
(651) 286-6217
20802
MERITUS MEDICAL LABORATORY, LLC—L




NATIONAL MED SVCS INC/DBA NMS LABS—LP
3701 WELSH ROAD

























PEDIATRIC ALLIANCE GREENTREE DIVISION—L
969 GREENTREE ROAD









PEDIATRIC ALLIANCE ST. CLAIR PED DIV—L
1580 MCLAUGHLIN RUN ROAD
PINERIDGE COMMONS SUITE 208
UPPER ST. CLAIR, PA 15241
(412) 221-2121
25436

















POCONO MEDICAL CENTER LAB—L
206 EAST BROWN STREET
EAST STROUDSBURG, PA 18301
(570) 476-3544
00255
PUBLIC HEALTH LAB CITY OF PHILA—L

























QUEST DIAGNOSTICS OF PA INC—LP




QUEST DIAGNOSTICS VENTURE LLC—LP





6TH AND SPRUCE STREETS
WEST READING, PA 19611
(484) 628-8615
22899
























SONIC REFERENCE LABORATORY, INC—L



















TRI COUNTY PEDIATRICS INC—L




TRI COUNTY PEDIATRICS INC—L
1939 CHELTENHAM AVENUE
ELKINS PARK, PA 19027
(215) 884-5715
29164
TRI COUNTY PEDIATRICS INC—L




UPMC PRESBYTERIAN SHADYSIDE CP PUH—L





WRIGHT CENTER MEDICAL GROUP, PC—L
5 SOUTH WASHINGTON AVENUE
JERMYN, PA 18433
(570) 383-9934
KAREN M. MURPHY, PhD, RN,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1323. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
Labs Approved for Blood Alcohol Content
The following laboratories are licensed by the Depart-
ment of Health (Department) under The Clinical Labora-
tory Act (35 P.S. §§ 2151—2165) and are currently ap-
proved by the Department under 28 Pa. Code §§ 5.50 and
5.103 (relating to approval to provide special analytical
services; and blood tests for blood alcohol content) to
perform alcohol analyses of blood, serum or plasma. This
approval is based on demonstrated proficiency in periodic
tests conducted by the Department’s Bureau of Laborato-
ries. These laboratories are also approved and designated
under the provisions of the Vehicle Code, 75 Pa.C.S.
§§ 1547 and 3755 (relating to chemical testing to deter-
mine amount of alcohol or controlled substance; and
reports by emergency room personnel), the Fish and Boat
Code, 30 Pa.C.S. § 5125 (relating to chemical testing to
determine amount of alcohol or controlled substance) and
the Game and Wildlife Code, 34 Pa.C.S. § 2501 (relating
to hunting or furtaking prohibited while under influence
of alcohol or controlled substance) as qualified to perform
the types of specialized services which will reflect the
presence of alcohol in blood, serum or plasma.
The Vehicle Code in 75 Pa.C.S. § 1547(c)(3)(ii) also
permits test results on blood or urine for alcohol or
controlled substances to be introduced into evidence in
certain legal proceedings in this Commonwealth if the
laboratory is located in another state and is not licensed
and approved by the Department to provide forensic
blood, serum or plasma analysis services. This section
states that the test results will be admissible into evi-
dence at summary or criminal proceedings in which the
defendant is charged with a violation of 75 Pa.C.S.
§ 3802 (relating to driving under influence of alcohol or
controlled substance) or any other violation of the Vehicle
Code arising out of the same action if the laboratory that
performed the test is licensed to conduct the test by the
state in which the facility is located and licensed under
the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments of
1988 (Pub.L. No. 100-578, 102 Stat. 2903). A similar
provision appears in the Fish and Boat Code at 30
Pa.C.S. § 5125(c)(3)(ii).
Since procedures for determining the alcohol content of
serum and plasma are identical and results obtained from
serum or plasma derived from a blood sample are the
same, laboratories that demonstrate reliability in the
determination of alcohol in serum are approved to ana-
lyze both serum and plasma for alcohol content.
Persons seeking forensic blood, serum or plasma analy-
sis services from the following designated laboratories
should determine that the laboratory employs techniques
and procedures acceptable for forensic purposes and that
the director of the facility is agreeable to performing
determinations for this purpose.
The name or location of a laboratory, as well as the
personnel and testing procedures, can change. When
changes of this type occur, the clinical laboratory permit
number does not change. If questions arise about the
identity of a laboratory due to a name or location change,
the clinical laboratory permit number should be used as
the primary identifier. To assist in identifying a labora-
tory that performed a test, the clinical laboratory permit
number of the facility at the time the list was prepared is
included in the list of approved laboratories above the
name of the laboratory.
The Department’s blood alcohol and serum and plasma
alcohol proficiency testing programs are approved by the
United States Department of Health and Human Services
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in accordance with the requirements in section 353 of the
Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments of 1988
(42 U.S.C.A. § 263a), and implementing regulations in 42
CFR 493.901 and 493.937 (relating to approval of profi-
ciency testing programs; and toxicology), which are ad-
ministered by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services. Participation in these programs may therefore
be used to demonstrate acceptable performance for ap-
proval purposes under both Federal and Commonwealth
statutes.
The list of approved laboratories will be revised ap-
proximately semiannually and published in the Pennsyl-
vania Bulletin. Questions regarding this list should be
directed to Dr. James R. Lute, Assistant Bureau Director,
Department of Health, Bureau of Laboratories, P.O. Box
500, Exton, PA 19341-0500, (610) 280-3464.
Persons with a disability who require an alternative
format of this notice (for example, large print, audiotape,
Braille) should contact Dr. James R. Lute at the previ-
ously referenced address or phone number. Persons who
are speech or hearing impaired may use V/TT (717)
783-6514 or the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at
(800) 654-5984 (TT).
The symbols S, B and SB indicate the following:
S = approved for serum and plasma analyses
B = approved for blood analyses
SB = approved for serum, plasma and blood analyses
00212
ABINGTON HOSP JEFFERSON HEALTH—S




ABINGTON-LANSDALE HOSPITAL JEFF HLTH—S




ADVANCED MEDICAL LABORATORIES INC—S
1690 US HWY 1 SOUTH, SUITE D








ALBERT EINSTEIN MEDICAL CENTER—S





ALLEGHENY COUNTY MED EX DIV OF LABS—SB




ALLEGHENY GENERAL HOSP DEPT OF LAB MED—S









ALLEGHENY VALLEY HOSPITAL LAB—S
1301 CARLISLE STREET
NATRONA HEIGHTS, PA 15065
(724) 224-5100
34874
AMERATHON LLC, DBA AHA—S








































ATLANTIC DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORIES LLC—SB
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00301
BHS LABORATORY—S





























CARLISLE REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER—S




CHAMBERSBURG HOSPITAL DEPT OF PATHOL-
OGY—S




CHARLES COLE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL—S





701 E MARSHALL ST









CHILDRENS HOSP OF PHILADELPHIA—S
3401 CIVIC CENTER BLVD



















CONEMAUGH MEM MED CTR-MAIN LAB—SB









CONEMAUGH MINERS MEDICAL CENTER—S









CROZER CHESTER MED CENTER—S




DELAWARE COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSP—LAB—S
501 NORTH LANSDOWNE AVENUE
DREXEL HILL, PA 19026-1186
(610) 447-2232
00266
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00175
EASTON HOSPITAL LABORATORY—S




EINSTEIN MEDICAL CTR MONTGOMERY—S
559 W GERMANTOWN PIKE





ELLWOOD CITY, PA 16117
(724) 752-0081
00612

























FRANCES WARDE MEDICAL LABORATORY—SB
300 WEST TEXTILE ROAD




508 SOUTH CHURCH STREET
MOUNT PLEASANT, PA 15666
(724) 547-1500
00330
FULTON COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER—S




GEISINGER BLOOMSBURG HOSPITAL LABORA-
TORY—S




















GEISINGER WYOMING VALLEY MED CTR—S









GNADEN HUETTEN MEMORIAL HOSP—S














GROVE CITY MEDICAL CENTER—S
631 NORTH BROAD STREET EXT
GROVE CITY, PA 16127
(724) 450-7128
00024
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00239
HAHNEMANN UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL—S
DREXEL UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
DEPT OF PATHOLOGY
























































503 N 21ST STREET
CAMP HILL, PA 17011-2288
(717) 763-2206
00052






J C BLAIR MEMORIAL HOSPITAL—S









JEFFERSON REGIONAL MED CTR—S





1015 WEST BALTIMORE PIKE








LABCORP OF AMERICA HOLDINGS—SB














LANCASTER REGIONAL MED CENTER—S











LOCK HAVEN, PA 17745
(570) 893-5000
00193
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00213
MAIN LINE HEALTH LAB—BRYN MAWR—S
130 S BRYN MAWR AVENUE
BRYN MAWR, PA 19010
(610) 526-3554
00242
MAIN LINE HOSPITALS LAB—LANKENAU—S





MAIN LINE HOSPITALS LAB—PAOLI—S




MAIN LINE HOSPITALS LAB—RIDDLE—S




MAYO CLINIC LABS—ROCHESTER MAIN CAM-
PUS—SB










402 COUNTY ROAD D WEST
ST. PAUL, MN 55112
(651) 286-6217
00140
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL CLINICAL LAB—S









MERCY HOSPITAL OF PHILADELPHIA—S




METHODIST DIV TJUH CLINICAL LAB—S









MONONGAHELA VALLEY HOSPITAL INC—S









MOSS REHAB EINSTEIN AT ELKINS PARK—S
60 EAST TOWNSHIP LINE ROAD ATTN: LAB
ELKINS PARK, PA 19027
(215) 456-6150
00025
MOUNT NITTANY MEDICAL CENTER—S
1800 EAST PARK AVENUE










ROARING SPRING, PA 16673
(814) 224-2141
00504
NATIONAL MED SVCS INC/DBA NMS LABS—SB
3701 WELSH ROAD













OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY—B




OHIO VALLEY GENERAL HOSPITAL—S
25 HECKEL RD

















SAINT MARYS, PA 15857
(814) 788-8525
00258
PENN PRESBYTERIAN MEDICAL CENTER—S




PENN STATE MILTON S HERSHEY MED CTR—S
500 UNIVERSITY DRIVE


























PINNACLE HEALTH WEST SHORE HOSPITAL LABO-
RATORY—S
HARRISBURG HOSPITAL LABORATORY




POCONO MEDICAL CENTER LAB—S
206 EAST BROWN STREET
EAST STROUDSBURG, PA 18301
(570) 476-3544
00221
POTTSTOWN HOSPITAL COMPANY, LLC—S






























QUEST DIAGNOSTICS OF PA INC—SB




QUEST DIAGNOSTICS VENTURE LLC—SB





6TH AND SPRUCE STREETS
WEST READING, PA 19611
(484) 628-8615
00336















SAINT CLAIR MEMORIAL HOSPITAL—S














SAINT VINCENT HEALTH CENTER—S
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00182
SCHUYLKILL MC E NORWEGIAN ST—S




SCHUYLKILL MC S JACKSON ST—S




SHARON PA HOSPITAL COMPANY LLC—S









SOMERSET HOSPITAL CENTER FOR HEALTH—S









ST. CHRISTOPHERS HOSP FOR CHILDREN—S
160 EAST ERIE AVENUE














ST. LUKES MINERS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL—S









ST. LUKES HOSPITAL—ANDERSON LAB—S










175 EAST CHESTER PIKE
RIDLEY PARK, PA 19078
(610) 595-6604
00235
TEMPLE UNIV HOSPITAL EPISCOPAL CAMPUS—S





3401 NORTH BROAD STREET




THE UNIONTOWN HOSPITAL LABORATORY—S




THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY HOSP—S






























UPMC EAST PATHOLOGY LABORATORY—S
2775 MOSSIDE BLVD.
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00059 UPMC HORIZON GREENVILLE—S









UPMC JAMESON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL—S
1211 WILMINGTON AVENUE


















UPMC PASSAVANT LABORATORY CRANBERRY—S
ONE ST. FRANCIS WAY
CRANBERRY TOWNSHIP, PA 16066
(724) 772-5370
00083
UPMC PRESBYTERIAN SHADYSIDE CP PUH—S









































WBGH COMMONWEALTH HEALTH LAB SVS—SB
























WVU HOSPITAL CLINICAL LABS—S





1001 SOUTH GEORGE STREET
YORK, PA 17405
(717) 851-2345
KAREN M. MURPHY, PhD, RN,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1324. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
Long-Term Care Nursing Facilities; Requests for
Exception
The following long-term care nursing facility is seeking
an exception to 28 Pa. Code § 205.24(a)(b) (relating to
dining room):
Platinum Ridge Center for Rehabilitation and Healing
1050 Broadview Boulevard
Brackenridge, PA 15014
FAC ID # 070302
The following long-term care nursing facility is seeking
an exception to 28 Pa. Code § 205.27 (relating to lounge
and recreation rooms):
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Platinum Ridge Center for Rehabilitation and Healing
1050 Broadview Boulevard
Brackenridge, PA 15014
FAC ID # 070302
The following long-term care nursing facility is seeking
an exception to 28 Pa. Code § 211.9(g) (relating to phar-
macy services):
Meadows Nursing and Rehabilitation Center
4 East Central Hill Road
Dallas, PA 18612
FAC ID # 137302
These requests are on file with the Department of
Health (Department). Persons may receive a copy of a
request for exception by requesting a copy from the
Department of Health, Division of Nursing Care Facil-
ities, Room 526, Health and Welfare Building, Harris-
burg, PA 17120, (717) 787-1816, fax (717) 772-2163,
ra-paexcept@pa.gov.
Persons who wish to comment on an exception request
may do so by sending a letter by mail, e-mail or facsimile
to the Division at the address listed previously.
Comments received by the Department within 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice will be
reviewed by the Department before it decides whether to
approve or disapprove the request for exception.
Persons with a disability who wish to obtain a copy of
the request and/or provide comments to the Department
and require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommoda-
tion to do so should contact the Division at the address or
phone number listed previously, or for speech and/or
hearing impaired persons V/TT (717) 783-6514 or the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service (800) 654-5984 (TT).
KAREN M. MURPHY, PhD, RN,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1325. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY
Current Prevailing Wage Act Debarments
The following contractors have been determined to have intentionally violated the Pennsylvania Prevailing Wage Act
(act) (43 P.S. §§ 165-1—165-17). This notice is published for the information and convenience of public bodies subject to
the act. Under section 11(e) of the act (43 P.S. § 165-11(e)), no contracts for public work shall be awarded to these
contractors, or either one of them, or any firms, corporations or partnerships in which either one of these contractors has
an interest for 3 years after the date listed.
Contractor Address Date of Debarment








[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1326. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
DEPARTMENT OF
REVENUE
Realty Transfer Tax; 2015 Common Level Ratio;
Real Estate Valuation Factors
The following real estate valuation factors are based on
sales data compiled by the State Tax Equalization Board
in 2015. These factors are the mathematical reciprocals of
the actual common level ratio (CLR). For Pennsylvania
Realty Transfer Tax purposes, these factors are applicable
for documents accepted from July 1, 2016, to June 30,
2017. The date of acceptance of a document is rebuttably
presumed to be its date of execution, that is, the date
specified in the body of the document as the date of the
















































































(1) Adjusted by the Department of Revenue to reflect
an assessment base change effective January 1, 2016.
EILEEN H. McNULTY,
Secretary




The August 16, 2016, meeting of the Environmental
Quality Board (Board) is cancelled. The next regular
meeting of the Board is scheduled for Tuesday, September
20, 2016, at 9 a.m. in Room 105, Rachel Carson State
Office Building, 400 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA.
The agenda and meeting materials for the September
20, 2016, meeting will be available on the Department of
Environmental Protection’s web site at www.dep.pa.gov
(select ‘‘Public Participation,’’ then ‘‘Environmental Qual-
ity Board (EQB),’’ then ‘‘2016 Meetings’’).
Questions concerning the Board’s next scheduled meet-




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1328. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
HOUSING FINANCE
AGENCY
Amendment to 2016 PHARE Plan; Pennsylvania
Housing Affordability and Rehabilitation En-
hancement Fund/Realty Transfer Tax
Governor Wolf signed the act of November 4, 2015 (P.L.
222, No. 58), which, in part, directs certain Realty
Transfer Tax (RTT) receipts to the Pennsylvania Housing
Affordability and Rehabilitation Enhancement Fund
(PHARE) established by the act of November 23, 2010
(P.L. 1035, No. 105) (PHARE Act). This new revenue
source will expand the PHARE program to the 67 coun-
ties of this Commonwealth.
Under the PHARE Act, the Housing Finance Agency’s
(Agency) PHARE program will receive an allocation of
RTT funds based on a formula using 2014 as a base. (The
annual amount available for the PHARE program will be
equal to the lesser of 40% of the difference between the
total dollar amount of the RTT imposed under section
1102-C of the Tax Reform Code of 1971 (72 P.S. § 8102-C)
collected for the prior fiscal year and the total amount of
RTT estimated for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2014.)
The PHARE/RTT fund will be capped at $25 million
annually. Funding allocations and reporting will be com-
pleted in accordance with PHARE legislative require-
ments.
Purpose
The PHARE/RTT program will provide funds to
projects/programs providing sustainable and comprehen-
sive solutions to address housing and community develop-
ment needs across this Commonwealth.
PHARE/RTT Priorities for Funding
These funds will be directed to address clearly articu-
lated needs in communities based on the following priori-
ties:
1) Preservation of the current stock of rental housing
or the development/creation of new affordable rental
housing to address unmet local need. This includes
projects/programs for the elderly in danger of losing their
homes and rental assistance to help families remain in
their residence.
2) Funding for projects/programs to address ongoing
housing needs for reducing homelessness, including spe-
cific and targeted vulnerable populations (veterans, per-
sons with disabilities, supportive housing for the elderly,
re-entry population, families and youth).
3) Funding for comprehensive housing and redevelop-
ment efforts that address blighted and abandoned proper-
ties impacting concerted community revitalization efforts,
supported by clearly articulated community plans. This
could include a variety of housing/redevelopment strate-
gies such as acquisition, demolition, construction, reha-
bilitation, site remediation and other efforts.
4) Creating new opportunities for affordable
homeownership. This may include closing cost/down pay-
ment assistance, financial education/counseling or other
forms of assistance to potential first-time homebuyers as
well as the development/construction of new homes and
rehabilitation of existing housing.
5) Other efforts that address unmet housing and com-
munity development needs. This could include projects
and programs to assist persons living in manufactured
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communities, homeowners to remain in their homes
through renovation/mortgage/utilities or other forms of
housing services and assistance, addressing environmen-
tal conditions such as lead paint abatement and emer-
gency temporary housing needs resulting from disasters.
Priorities for Selection
PHARE/RTT awards will be directed to projects and
programs based on the following criteria for selection:
• Projects/programs which are able to show significant
leveraging of other funds (local, State and Federal, public
and private) to ensure maximum impact.
• Projects/programs that have all funding committed
and can move rapidly to implementation and utilization.
• Projects/programs that embrace, partner with or are
incorporated into a larger local, county or regional hous-
ing development plan.
• Projects/programs that satisfy local planning/zoning
ordinances.
• Projects/programs that affirmatively further fair
housing.
• Funding for rental housing projects (five or more
units) will adhere to the Agency’s development processes.
• Projects/programs that are specifically designed to
address a clearly articulated need in a community or
specific population.
• Projects/programs that embrace innovative ap-
proaches to Statewide housing and community develop-
ment issues address underserved and unmet housing
needs across this Commonwealth and otherwise meet
overall agency goals for tackling community redevelop-
ment.
Application Process
In accordance with the PHARE program, the Agency
will develop and publish a Request for Proposals (RFP) in
fall 2016 with applications due in late fall. It is expected
that the Agency’s Board will be presented with recom-
mendations for funding in March 2017.
Applicants eligible to receive PHARE/RTT funds in-
clude units of local government (counties, cities, boroughs,
townships, town and home rule municipalities), nonprofit
and for-profit entities, and economic, community and
housing developments organizations in the 67 counties of
this Commonwealth. All applicants are expected to satisfy
the affordability requirements of the PHARE program
and commit to a long-term sustainable program to main-
tain affordability (which may be documented with restric-
tive covenants or other program documents), applicants
must abide by prevailing wage when applicable. All funds
will have expenditure deadlines and approved programs/
projects must be started within 1 year of funding reward.
Additional requirements for application submission will
be outlined in the annual RFP.
BRIAN A. HUDSON, Sr.,
Executive Director
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1329. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
INDEPENDENT REGULATORY REVIEW COMMISSION
Notice of Filing of Final Rulemakings
The Independent Regulatory Review Commission (Commission) received the following regulations. They are scheduled
to be considered on the date noted. The Commission’s public meetings are held at 333 Market Street, 14th Floor,
Harrisburg, PA at 10 a.m. To obtain a copy of the regulation, interested parties should first contact the promulgating
agency. If a copy cannot be obtained from the promulgating agency, the Commission will provide a copy or it can be
viewed on the Commission’s web site at www.irrc.state.pa.us.
Reg. No. Agency/Title Received
Public
Meeting
18-460 Department of Transportation
Mechanical, Electrical and Electronic
Speed-Timing Devices
7/13/16 8/18/16
7-491 Environmental Quality Board
Control of Volatile Organic Compound Emissions
from Miscellaneous Metal Parts Surface
Coating Processes, Miscellaneous Plastic Parts
Surface Coating Processes and Pleasure Craft
Surface Coatings
7/15/16 8/18/16
7-490 Environmental Quality Board
Control of Volatile Organic Compound Emissions
from Automobile and Light-Duty Truck
Assembly Coating Operations and Heavier
Vehicle Coating Operations
7/15/16 8/18/16
7-494 Environmental Quality Board
Safe Drinking Water; Revised Total Coliform
Rule
7/15/16 8/18/16





[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1330. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
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INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Long Term Care Partnership Program Revised
Guidance; Request for Comment; Notice 2016-09
Long term care insurance (LTCI) is a product that
many consumers may use to plan for the future. Yet, it is
too often unaffordable for those who might wish to
purchase it, and may become unaffordable when a rate
increase is implemented for those who have policies. The
Insurance Department (Department) is working on ways
to make LTCI more affordable and provide additional
asset protection options for middle-income Americans.
One of the types of LTCI available for consumers is a
long term care partnership (LTCP) policy. With an LTCP
policy, a consumer gets long term care (LTC) coverage
with the added benefit of being able to preserve assets
while still having the safety net of Medical Assistance if
they should use all of their LTCP benefits.
In 2008, when Pennsylvania’s Qualified Partnership
Program (Partnership Program) was established, the De-
partment identified levels of inflation protection for LTCP
policies that it would certify as satisfying Federal require-
ments. To make this product more accessible and provide
more affordable options for consumers, the Department
proposes to amend its April 2008 guidance to insurers by
allowing them to offer LTCP policies with lower inflation
protection levels. In 2008, after consultation with the
LTCI industry, the Department allowed inflation protec-
tion options equal to the Consumer Price Index or a fixed
rate of not less than 3% to demonstrate compliance with
Federal law for purposes of the Partnership Program. The
Department proposes lowering the fixed rate option for
purposes of the Partnership Program from 3% to 1%,
which would still be in compliance with Federal law.
(State law will still require insurers to offer a 5%
inflation protection option for all LTCI policies; insurers
may also continue to offer other inflation protection levels
as an option.)
This policy change would give consumers more afford-
able LTCP product options while retaining product
choices with additional inflation protection available to-
day. While a lower level of inflation protection would
reduce an individual’s benefit, particularly over time, it
would allow an individual to maintain meaningful cover-
age while still having the protection of an LTCP policy.
The Department expects that giving consumers more
choice in the level of inflation protection they may
purchase will significantly increase the competitiveness of
LTCP policies by making them more accessible, affordable
and analogous to the choices consumers have with tradi-
tional LTCI. Consumers are not required to purchase a
specific LTC daily benefit amount or length of coverage
with LTCP policies, so making this change will give them
an additional choice when weighing different financial
planning options.
Further, the Department proposes to clarify that as a
policyholder ages, the policyholder may reduce his infla-
tion protection level and still avail himself of the benefits
of an LTCP policy, so long as the policy has the requisite
age-triggered level of inflation protection when they apply
for Medicaid coverage.
This proposed adjustment to the LTCP inflation protec-
tion level is one tool to address the affordability of LTCI.
Insurance Commissioner Teresa D. Miller, chairing the
LTC Innovation Subgroup of the National Association of
Insurance Commissioners, is pursuing this goal Nation-
ally as well as within this Commonwealth, and looks
forward to taking additional steps and exploring options
to make affordable ownership of one’s financial future in
the face of potential long term care needs a realistic goal
for many residents of this Commonwealth.
Accordingly, the Department invites comments on its
proposed revision to its 2008 guidance on inflation protec-
tion levels for LTCP policies, as specified in Exhibit 1,
including the proposed revised Attachment C.
Interested parties are invited to submit written com-
ments, suggestions or objections to the Bureau of Life,
Accident and Health, Office of Insurance Product Regula-
tion, 1326 Strawberry Square, Harrisburg, PA 17120,
ra-rateform@pa.gov, within 30 days after publication of
this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Exhibit 1
Insurance Department
Long Term Care Partnership Program
Revised Guidance Announcement;
Notice 2016-
This notice provides guidance that supersedes para-
graph ‘‘C’’ of Notice 2008-05, published at 38 Pa.B. 1907
(April 19, 2008) regarding inflation protection for Quali-
fied Partnership Policies, and shall remain in effect until
a subsequent notice is published in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin.
As explained in Notice 2008-05, as of July 1, 2007,
Pennsylvania has had a qualified long term care insur-
ance partnership (‘‘Qualified Partnership’’) in accord with
the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005, Pub.L. No. 109-171 (the
DRA). As explained in that Notice, Qualified Partnership
Policies (‘‘Qualified Partnership Policy’’) may provide
valuable protections to purchasers of Qualified State Long
Term Care Insurance policies. Qualified Partnership Poli-
cies permit individuals to protect certain resources if
eligibility under the Medical Assistance Program is ever
needed. The protection of resources when determining an
individual’s eligibility for Pennsylvania’s Medical
Assistance-Long Term Care Program permits the disre-
gard of specific resources equal to the amount of insur-
ance benefits that were paid from a Qualified Partnership
Policy. If those specific resources are still in existence at
the time of the individual’s death and become part of the
decedent’s probate estate, they will not be recoverable
under Pennsylvania’s Medical Assistance Estate Recovery
program.
Since the Qualified Partnership has been in place, it
has become clear that additional flexibility in the levels of
inflation protection necessary under the DRA would ben-
efit consumers by allowing more affordable coverage
options while still providing meaningful inflation protec-
tion to consumers. Therefore, the Department hereby
revises its guidance to insurers and insurance producers
in paragraph ‘‘C’’ of Notice 2008-05 concerning inflation
protection for Qualified Partnership policies:
C. Inflation Protection. The DRA, at 42 U.S.C.
§ 1396p(b)(1)(A)(iii)(IV), requires that Qualified Partner-
ship Policies provide certain levels of inflation protection
based on the age of the individual as of the date of policy
purchase. Pennsylvania will certify inflation protection
options as meeting the DRA requirements subject to the
following:
1) ‘‘Compound annual inflation protection’’ means com-
pound coverage that automatically increases annually at
a rate equal to the Consumer Price Index (CPI) or at a
fixed rate of not less than 1%. Note that 31 Pa. Code
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§ 89a.112 requires an offer of 5% compound annual
inflation protection be made on all long term care policies
offered in Pennsylvania.
2) ‘‘Some level of inflation protection’’ means either
compound or simple inflation protection at a rate equal to
the CPI or at a fixed rate of not less than 1%.
3) A future or guaranteed purchase option for inflation
protection does not meet the requirements of the DRA.
4) Inflation protection options with a limited term (i.e.
10 years or 20 years) do not meet the requirements of the
DRA.
5) Inflation protection options that reduce the level of
inflation protection as the individual ages are permitted
only insofar as they are consistent with the age-specific
inflation protection levels outlined in the DRA.
6) The inflation protection level of an individual’s
policy that is in effect as of the month of application for
Medical Assistance is determinative of whether the policy
is consistent with the inflation protection levels outlined
in the DRA.
Finally, the Department has modified Attachment C,
the Policyholder Notification of Policy Status, to reflect
the fact that the level of inflation protection on a policy
may change from the level at the time of issuance to a
lower level that still is consistent with the inflation
protection levels outlined in the DRA. The Insurance
Department requests that issuers provide a notification
regarding the status of any Qualified Partnership Policy
against which claims have been made, upon request of
the policyholder, policyholder representative, or the De-
partment of Human Services.
The remainder of Notice 2008-05 remains as published
therein.
Revised Attachment C
Policyholder Long Term Care Partnership (LTCP) Pro-
gram Status Form
[ Issuer Letterhead ]
LONG TERM CARE PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM
POLICY SUMMARY
1. Name of insured
2. Policy/certificate number
3. Effective date of coverage
4. The policy/certificate was issued in the state of
5. Issue age of the insured at the time the coverage
was issued
6. The policy/certificate was issued  With  Without
inflation coverage
7. The inflation coverage at the time of issuance was
 Simple Inflation  Compound Inflation  None
8. The inflation coverage currently in effect on the
coverage is  Simple Inflation  Compound Inflation
 None
9. The policy meets the standards of a tax qualified
long term care policy  Yes  No
10. The cumulative dollar amount of insurance benefits
paid $
(Note: The indicated amount does not include any
payments for cash surrender, return of premium death
benefits, or waiver of premium, and if joint coverage, the
amount is for the indicated insured only)
11. The total dollar amount of insurance benefits re-
maining available under the policy $
12. Date this form was completed
13. The name, phone number and email address of the




I hereby certify that the above information is true and






[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1331. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
Review Procedure Hearings under the Unfair In-
surance Practices Act
The following insured has requested a hearing as
authorized by section 8 of the Unfair Insurance Practices
Act (act) (40 P.S. § 1171.8) in connection with the compa-
ny’s termination of the insured’s homeowners policy. The
hearing will be held in accordance with the requirements
of the act; 1 Pa. Code Part II (relating to General Rules of
Administrative Practice and Procedure); and 31 Pa. Code
§§ 56.1—56.3 (relating to Special Rules of Administrative
Practice and Procedure). The administrative hearing will
be held in the Insurance Department’s regional office in
Harrisburg, PA. Failure by the appellant to appear at a
scheduled hearing may result in dismissal with prejudice.
The following hearing will be held in the Administra-
tive Hearings Office, Capitol Associates Building, Room
200, 901 North Seventh Street, Harrisburg, PA 17102.
Appeal of Yvonne Holtz; File No. 16-116-197987; Travel-
ers Home & Marine Insurance Company; Doc. No. P16-
07-007; August 25, 2016, 10 a.m.
Parties may appear with or without counsel and offer
relevant testimony or other relevant evidence, or both.
Each party must bring documents, photographs, draw-
ings, claims files, witnesses, and the like, necessary to
support the party’s case. A party intending to offer
documents or photographs into evidence shall bring
enough copies for the record and for each opposing party.
Following the hearing and receipt of the stenographic
transcript, the Insurance Commissioner (Commissioner)
will issue a written order resolving the factual issues
presented at the hearing and stating what remedial
action, if any, is required. The Commissioner’s Order will
be sent to those persons participating in the hearing or
their designated representatives. The Order of the Com-
missioner may be subject to judicial review by the
Commonwealth Court.
Persons with a disability who wish to attend the
previously-referenced administrative hearing and require
an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation to
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participate in the hearing, should contact Donna R.




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1332. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
MILK MARKETING BOARD
Hearing and Presubmission Schedule; All Milk
Marketing Areas; Over-Order Premium
Under the Milk Marketing Law (31 P.S. §§ 700j-101—
700j-1302) the Milk Marketing Board (Board) will conduct
a public hearing for Milk Marketing Areas 1—6 on
September 7, 2016, at 10 a.m. in Room 202, Agriculture
Building, 2301 North Cameron Street, Harrisburg, PA.
The purpose of the hearing is to receive testimony and
exhibits concerning the level and duration of the Class I
over-order premium to be effective October 1, 2016.
The staff of the Board is deemed to be a party to this
hearing, and the attorney representing staff is deemed to
have entered his appearance. Other persons who wish to
present evidence may be included on the Board’s list of
parties by: (1) having their attorney file with the Board
on or before 12 p.m. on August 8, 2016, a notice of
appearance substantially in the form prescribed by 1
Pa. Code § 31.25 (relating to form of notice of appear-
ance); or (2) if unrepresented by counsel, filing with the
Board on or before 12 p.m. on August 8, 2016, notification
of their desire to be included as a party. Parties shall
indicate in their notices of appearance if alternate means
of service, that is, e-mail or fax, are acceptable. Notices of
appearance filed electronically should be directed to
deberly@state.pa.us.
The parties shall observe the following requirements for
advance filing of witness information and exhibits. The
Board may exclude witnesses or exhibits of a party that
fails to comply with these requirements. Copies of the
filings will be available on the Board web site at http://
www.mmb.pa.gov/Public%20Hearings/.
1. By 3 p.m. on August 11, 2016, the petitioner shall
file with the Board, in person or by mail, one original and
five copies and ensure receipt by all other parties of one
copy of:
a. A list of witnesses who will testify for the petitioner,
along with a statement of the subjects concerning which
each witness will testify. A witness who will be offered as
an expert shall be so identified, along with the witness’s
area or areas of proposed expertise. For expert witnesses
there shall also be filed a written report or written
testimony explaining the substance of the facts and
opinions to which the expert is expected to testify and a
summary of the grounds for each opinion.
b. Each exhibit to be presented, including testimony to
be offered in written form.
2. By 3 p.m. on August 25, 2016, each responding party
shall file and serve as set forth in paragraph 1 informa-
tion concerning rebuttal witnesses and copies of rebuttal
exhibits.
3. By 12 p.m. on September 1, 2016, parties shall file
and serve as set forth in paragraph 1 information con-
cerning surrebuttal witnesses and copies of surrebuttal
exhibits.
Parties that wish to offer in evidence documents on file
with the Board, public documents or records in other
proceedings before the Board, or wish the Board to take
official notice of facts, shall comply with, respectively, 1
Pa. Code § 35.164, § 35.165, § 35.167 or § 35.173. When-
ever these rules require production of a document as an
exhibit, five copies shall be provided for Board use and
one copy shall be provided to each interested party.
Requests by parties for Board staff to provide data
pertinent to the hearing shall be made in writing and
received in the Board office by 12 p.m. on August 29,
2016.
The filing address for the Board is Milk Marketing
Board, Room 110, Agriculture Building, 2301 North Cam-
eron Street, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
TIM MOYER,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1333. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC
UTILITY COMMISSION
Purchase and Sale of Tangible Property
A-2016-2557380 and A-2016-2557471; G-2016-
2557472 and G-2016-2557473. Peoples Natural Gas
Company, LLC and Peoples TWP, LLC. Joint applica-
tion of Peoples Natural Gas Company, LLC and Peoples
TWP, LLC for approval of the purchase and sale of
tangible property used in the public service, and for
approval of an affiliated agreement between affiliated
interests for the purchase and sale of tangible property
used in the public service.
Formal protests and petitions to intervene must be filed
in accordance with 52 Pa. Code (relating to public utili-
ties) on or before August 15, 2016. Filings must be made
with the Secretary of the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission, P.O. Box 3265, Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265,
with a copy served on the applicant. The documents filed
in support of the application are available for inspection
and copying at the Office of the Secretary between 8 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, on the Pennsylva-
nia Public Utility Commission’s web site at www.puc.
pa.gov and at the applicant’s business address.
Applicants: Peoples Natural Gas Company, LLC;
Peoples TWP, LLC
Through and By Counsel: William H. Roberts, II, Es-
quire, Peoples Service Company, LLC, 225 North Shore
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15212
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1334. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
Service of Notice of Motor Carrier Applications
The following temporary authority and/or permanent
authority applications for the right to render service as a
common carrier or contract carrier in this Commonwealth
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have been filed with the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission (Commission). Formal protests and petitions
to intervene must be filed in accordance with 52 Pa. Code
(relating to public utilities). A protest shall indicate
whether it applies to the temporary authority application,
the permanent authority application, or both. Filings
must be made with the Secretary, Pennsylvania Public
Utility Commission, P.O. Box 3265, Harrisburg, PA 17105-
3265, with a copy served on the applicant by August 15,
2016. Documents filed in support of the applications are
available for inspection and copying at the Office of the
Secretary between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday, and at the business address of the respective
applicant.
Applications of the following for approval to begin
operating as common carriers for transportation
of persons as described under each application.
A-2016-2543168 (Amended). Gilson Transportation,
LLC (381 Walker Township Park Lane, Mifflintown,
Juniata County, PA 17059) for the right to transport as a
common carrier, by motor vehicle, persons in paratransit
service, from points in the Counties of Huntingdon,
Juniata and Mifflin, to points in Pennsylvania, and
return. Attorney: David M. O’Boyle, Esquire, Wick,
Streiff, Meyer, O’Boyle & Szeligo, PC, 1450 Two Chatham
Center, 112 Washington Place, Pittsburgh, PA 15219-
3455.
A-2016-2553435. Maria’s Enterprises, LLC (307
Brookside Apartments, Lebanon, Lebanon County, PA
17046) for the right to transport as a common carrier, by
motor vehicle, persons in group and party service, in
vehicles seating 11 to 15 passengers, including the driver,
from Lebanon County, to points in Pennsylvania, and
return; excluding service that is under the jurisdiction of
the Philadelphia Parking Authority.
A-2016-2554667. Mount Pleasant Emergency Med-
ical Service, Inc. (100 East Main Street, Mount Pleas-
ant, Westmoreland County, PA 15666) for the right to
transport as a common carrier, by motor vehicle, persons
in paratransit service, from the Counties of Allegheny,
Fayette and Westmoreland, to points in Pennsylvania,
and return.
A-2016-2554761. Cisse Transportation, LLC (5120
Derry Street, Unit 4654, Harrisburg, Dauphin County, PA
17111) for the right to transport as a common carrier, by
motor vehicle, persons in paratransit service, from the
City and County of Philadelphia, to points in Pennsylva-
nia, and return.
A-2016-2555313. Metro Transit, Inc., t/a Metro
Transit (6665 Church Lane, Upper Darby, Delaware
County, PA 19082) for the right to transport as a common
carrier, by motor vehicle, persons in paratransit service,
from the Counties of Delaware and Philadelphia, to
points in Pennsylvania, and return.
A-2016-2555806. Metro Access, Inc. (301 Byberry
Road, Unit G11, Philadelphia, Philadelphia County, PA
19116) for the right to transport as a common carrier, by
motor vehicle, persons in paratransit service, from Phila-
delphia County, to points in Pennsylvania, and return.
A-2016-2555982. Safe Rides, LLC (4336 Sepviva
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19124) for the right to begin to
transport, as a common carrier, by motor vehicle, persons,
in paratransit service, from points in Delaware, to points
in Pennsylvania, and return.
A-2016-2556195. Alec Italiano, t/a Italiano Taxi (417
Welker Street, Jeanette, Westmoreland County, PA 15644)
in call or demand service, in the Cities of Jeannette and
Greensburg, Westmoreland County.
Application of the following for approval of the
beginning of the exercise of the right and privi-
lege of operating motor vehicles as contract carri-
ers for the transportation of household goods as
described under the application.
A-2016-2555139. John Alexander Giroski (12 East
Greenville Drive, Greenville, Mercer County, PA 16121)
for the right to begin to transport, as a contract carrier
for Ready, Sort, Go, by motor vehicle, household goods in
use, from points in Mercer County, to points in Pennsyl-
vania.
Application of the following for approval to begin
operating as contract carriers for transportation
of persons as described under the application.
A-2016-2555132. Be Safe Transport, LLC (1023 Bull-
ock Avenue, Apartment E, Yeadon, Delaware County, PA
19050) for the right to begin to transport as a contract
carrier, by motor vehicle, persons for LogistiCare Solu-
tions, LLC, from points in Philadelphia County, to points
in Pennsylvania, and return; and persons for
Access2Care, LLC from points in the Counties of Dela-
ware and Philadelphia, to points in Pennsylvania, and
return. Attorney: Heather C. Winett, Esquire, 1515 Mar-
ket Street, Suite 1200, Philadelphia, PA 19102-1932.
Application of the following for the approval of the
transfer of stock as described under the applica-
tion.
A-2016-2555323. Rainbow Cab, Inc., t/a Rainbow
Limo and Air Parcel Service, a Pennsylvania Corpo-
ration (539 South Bolmar Street, West Chester, Chester
County, PA 19382) for the approval to transfer 1,000
shares of the capital stock of Rainbow Cab, Inc. held by
Richard E. Tolsdorf to Richard G. Tolsdorf.
Application of the following for the approval of the
right and privilege to discontinue/abandon oper-
ating as common carriers by motor vehicle and
for cancellation of the certificate of public conve-
nience as described under the application.
A-2016-2556032. JMT Property Corporation (2407
Park Drive, Harrisburg, Dauphin County, PA 17110)
discontinuance of service and cancellation of its certifi-
cate, to transport, as a common carrier, household goods
in use, between points in the Counties of Cumberland
and Dauphin, and from points in said counties, to points
in Pennsylvania, and vice versa.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1335. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
Service of Notice of Motor Carrier Formal Com-
plaints
Formal Complaints have been issued by the Pennsylva-
nia Public Utility Commission. Answers must be filed in
accordance with 52 Pa. Code (relating to public utilities).
Answers are due August 15, 2016, and must be made
with the Secretary, Pennsylvania Public Utility Commis-
sion, P.O. Box 3265, Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265, with a
copy to the First Deputy Chief Prosecutor, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission.
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Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission; Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement v. Charles H.
Edwards, Jr.; Docket No. C-2016-2544672
COMPLAINT
The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commis-
sion) is a duly constituted agency of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania empowered to regulate public utilities
within the Commonwealth. The Commission has del-
egated its authority to initiate proceedings which are
prosecutory in nature to the Bureau of Investigation and
Enforcement and other bureaus with enforcement respon-
sibilities. Pursuant to that delegated authority and Sec-
tion 701 of the Public Utility Code, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement Prosecutory Staff hereby
represents as follows:
1. That Charles H. Edwards, Jr. (Respondent) is listed
as residing at 1611 Sandusky Court, Apt. 245, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15212.
2. That on Friday, May 6, 2016, at 10:57 PM, PUC
Enforcement Officers Ryan Balestra and Christopher
Urey observed the Respondent’s 2003 Hyundai SUV,
bearing PA registration number JVJ3490, operating on
Carson Street in the south side of Pittsburgh. The
respondent’s vehicle had mounted and displayed a taxi
dome light on the roof.
3. That Respondent, by affixing a taxi dome light to the
roof of the vehicle, violated 52 Pa. Code § 29.314(d).
Dome lights are only permitted on vehicles operated by
call and demand carriers.
4. That Respondent, by holding out to provide passen-
ger service between points in Pennsylvania while not
having operating authority with this Commission, vio-
lated the Public Utility Code, 66 Pa.C.S. § 1101. The
penalty for this violation is $1,000.00 and suspension of
the registration of the vehicle referenced in paragraph 2,
by the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation.
Wherefore, the Bureau of Investigation and Enforce-
ment Prosecutory Staff hereby request that the Commis-
sion fine Charles H. Edwards, Jr., the sum of one
thousand dollars ($1,000.00) for the illegal activity de-
scribed in this Complaint. In addition, Respondent’s
vehicle registration at license number JVJ3490 will be
suspended by the Pennsylvania Department of Transpor-
tation.
Respectfully submitted,
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement




I, David W. Loucks, hereby state that the facts above
set forth are true and correct to the best of my knowl-
edge, information and belief and that I expect that the
Bureau will be able to prove same at any hearing held in
this matter. I understand that the statements herein are
made subject to the penalties of 18 Pa.C.S. § 4904
relating to unsworn falsification to authorities.
Date: 6/14/2016
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement
Bureau of Investigation and Enforce-
ment
NOTICE
A. You must file an Answer within twenty (20) days of
the date of service of this Complaint. The date of service
is the mailing date as indicated at the top of the
Secretarial Cover Letter for this Complaint and Notice,
52 Pa. Code § 1.56(a). An Answer is a written explanation
of circumstances wished to be considered in determining
the outcome. The Answer shall raise all factual and legal
arguments that you wish to claim in your defense and
must include the reference number of this Complaint.
Your Answer must be verified and the original shall be
mailed to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or may be sent by overnight delivery to:
400 North Street, 2nd Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Additionally, please serve a copy on:
Michael L. Swindler, Deputy Chief Prosecutor
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, e-mailed toMr. Swindler at: RA-PCCmplntResp@pa.gov
B. If you fail to answer this complaint within twenty
(20) days, the Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
will request that the Commission issue a Secretarial
Letter imposing a penalty. The penalty could include a
fine, the suspension or revocation of your certificate of
public convenience or other remedy.
C. You may elect not to contest this complaint by
paying the fine proposed in this Complaint by certified
check or money order. Payment must be made to the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and should be forwarded
to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Your payment is an admission that you committed the
alleged violation and an agreement to cease and desist
from further violations. Upon receipt of your payment,
the complaint proceeding shall be closed.
D. If you file an Answer, which admits or fails to deny
the allegations of the Complaint, the Bureau of Investiga-
tion and Enforcement will request that the Commission
issue a Secretarial Letter imposing a penalty.
E. If you file an Answer which contests the Complaint,
the matter will be assigned to an Administrative Law
Judge for hearing and decision. The judge is not bound by
the optional fine set forth above.
F. Alternative formats of this material are available for
persons with disabilities by contacting the Commission’s
ADA Coordinator at 717-787-8714.
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission; Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement v. Big Brother
Little Brother Enterprises, LLC;
Docket No. C-2016-2542920
COMPLAINT
Now Comes the Bureau of Investigation and Enforce-
ment (I&E) of the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commis-
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sion (Commission), by its prosecuting attorneys, and files
this Complaint against Big Brother Little Brother Enter-
prises, LLC (Respondent), pursuant to Section 701 of the
Public Utility Code, 66 Pa.C.S. § 701. In support of its
Complaint, I&E respectfully represents the following:
Parties and Jurisdiction
1. The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, with a
mailing address of P.O. Box 3265, Harrisburg, PA 17105-
3265, is a duly constituted agency of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania empowered to regulate public utilities
within the Commonwealth pursuant to the Public Utility
Code, 66 Pa.C.S. §§ 101, et seq.
2. Complainant is the Commission’s Bureau of Investi-
gation and Enforcement and is the entity established by
statute to prosecute complaints against public utilities
pursuant to 66 Pa.C.S. § 308.2(a)(11).
3. Complainant is represented by:
Stephanie M. Wimer
Prosecutor
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission







Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission







Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
4. Respondent is Big Brother Little Brother Enter-
prises, LLC and maintains its principal place of business
at 2249 North Broad Street Philadelphia, PA 19132,
Attention: Staci Robinson.
5. Respondent is a ‘‘public utility’’ as that term is
defined at 66 Pa.C.S. § 102, as it is engaged in transport-
ing property in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania for
compensation.
6. The Commission issued Respondent a certificate of
public convenience on or about March 14, 2013, at
A-2012-2302016, for household goods carrier authority.
7. Section 501(a) of the Public Utility Code, 66 Pa.C.S.
§ 501(a), authorizes and obligates the Commission to
execute and enforce the provisions of the Public Utility
Code.
8. Section 701 of the Public Utility Code, 66 Pa.C.S.
§ 701, authorizes the Commission to, inter alia, hear and
determine complaints against public utilities for a viola-
tion of any law or regulation that the Commission has
jurisdiction to administer.
9. Section 3301 of the Public Utility Code, 66 Pa.C.S.
§ 3301, authorizes the Commission to impose civil penal-
ties on any public utility, or any other person or corpora-
tion subject to the Commission’s authority, for violation(s)
of the Public Utility Code and/or Commission regulations.
10. Respondent, in transporting property as a common
carrier for compensation, is subject to the power and
authority of this Commission pursuant to Section 501(c)
of the Public Utility Code, 66 Pa.C.S. § 501(c), which
requires a public utility to comply with Commission
regulations.
11. Pursuant to the provisions of the applicable Com-
monwealth statutes and regulations, the Commission has
jurisdiction over the subject matter of this complaint and
the actions of Respondent related thereto.
Factual Background
12. On or about September 10, 2015, the Commission
mailed to Respondent an assessment invoice for the July
1, 2015 to June 30, 2016 Fiscal Year (2015-2016 Fiscal
Year). Respondent’s assessment was $527.
13. Accompanying the assessment invoice was a notice
that informed Respondent that it was obligated to pay the
amount listed on the assessment invoice within thirty
(30) days or file objections within fifteen (15) days.
14. There is no record that the assessment invoice was
returned in the mail to the Commission as being undeliv-
erable.
15. The Commission received no objections from Re-
spondent to the assessment amount set forth in the
2015-2016 Fiscal Year assessment invoice.
16. Respondent failed to pay the amount of its 2015-
2016 Fiscal Year assessment invoice.
17. The total outstanding assessment balance for Re-
spondent is $527.
Violation
18. That Respondent failed to satisfy its 2015-2016
Fiscal Year assessment in that it did not pay the amount
due within thirty (30) days of receipt of the invoice. If
proven, this is a violation of Section 510(c) of the Public
Utility Code, 66 Pa.C.S. § 510(c). I&E’s proposed civil
penalty for this violation is 15% of the outstanding
assessment balance or $79.
Wherefore, for all the foregoing reasons, the Pennsylva-
nia Public Utility Commission’s Bureau of Investigation
and Enforcement respectfully requests that:
(a) Respondent be ordered to pay a total of $606, which
consists of its outstanding assessment balance of $527
and a civil penalty of $79 for the above-described viola-
tions; and
(b) If payment of the civil penalty and assessment is
not made, the Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
requests that:
(1) the Commission issue an Order to cancel the Cer-
tificate of Public Convenience issued to Respondent;
(2) this matter be referred to the Pennsylvania Office
of Attorney General for appropriate action; and
(3) the Commission certify automobile registrations to





Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission





Date: May 2, 2016
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VERIFICATION
I, Mandy Freas, Accountant, Bureau of Administrative
Services, Assessment Section, hereby state that the facts
above set forth are true and correct to the best of my
knowledge, information, and belief and that I expect the
Bureau will be able to prove the same at any hearing
held in this matter. I understand that the statements
herein are made subject to the penalties of 18 Pa.C.S.
§ 4904 relating to unsworn falsification to authorities.
Date: May 2, 2016
Mandy Freas, Accountant
Assessment Section
Bureau of Administrative Services




A. You must file an Answer within 20 days of the date
of service of this Complaint. The date of service is the
mailing date as indicated at the top of the Secretarial
Letter. See 52 Pa. Code § 1.56(a). The Answer must raise
all factual and legal arguments that you wish to claim in
your defense, include the docket number of this Com-
plaint, and be verified. You may file your Answer by
mailing an original to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, you may eFile your Answer using the Commission’s
website at www.puc.pa.gov. The link to eFiling is located
under the Filing & Resources tab on the homepage. If
your Answer is 250 pages or less, you are not required to
file a paper copy. If your Answer exceeds 250 pages, you
must file a paper copy with the Secretary’s Bureau.
Additionally, a copy should either be mailed to:
Michael L. Swindler, Deputy Chief Prosecutor
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, emailed to Mr. Swindler at: RA-PCCmplntResp@pa.gov
B. If you fail to answer this Complaint within 20 days,
the Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement will request
that the Commission issue an Order imposing the pen-
alty.
C. You may elect not to contest this Complaint by
paying the past due assessment and civil penalty within
20 days. Send only a certified check or money order made
payable to the ‘‘Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’’ and
mailed to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P.O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
D. If you file an Answer which either admits or fails to
deny the allegations of the Complaint, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement will request the Commis-
sion to issue an Order imposing the penalty set forth in
this Complaint.
E. If you file an Answer which contests the Complaint,
the matter will be assigned to an Administrative Law
Judge for hearing and decision. The Judge is not bound
by the penalty set forth in the Complaint, and may
impose additional and/or alternative penalties as appro-
priate.
F. If you are a corporation, you must be represented by
legal counsel. 52 Pa. Code § 1.21.
G. Alternative formats of this material are available
for persons with disabilities by contacting the Commis-
sion’s ADA Coordinator at 717-787-8714.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1336. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
Transfer of Control
A-2016-2557451. inContact, Inc. and NICE Sys-
tems, Inc. Joint application of inContact, Inc. and NICE
Systems, Inc. for approval of a transfer of control of
inContact, Inc.
Formal protests and petitions to intervene must be filed
in accordance with 52 Pa. Code (relating to public utili-
ties) on or before August 15, 2016. Filings must be made
with the Secretary of the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission, P.O. Box 3265, Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265,
with a copy served on the applicant. The documents filed
in support of the application are available for inspection
and copying at the Office of the Secretary between 8 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, on the Pennsylva-
nia Public Utility Commission’s web site at www.puc.
pa.gov and at the applicant’s business address.
Applicants: inContact, Inc.; NICE Systems, Inc.
Through and By Counsel: Allison D. Rule, Esquire,
Jacqueline R. Hankins, Esquire, Joanna G. Wallace,
Esquire, Marashlian & Donahue, PLLC, The Commlaw




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1337. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
Transfer of Control
A-2016-2557397. Inmate Calling Solutions, LLC,
d/b/a ICSolutions, Centric Group, LLC and TKC
Holdings, Inc. Joint application of Inmate Calling Solu-
tions, LLC, d/b/a ICSolutions, Centric Group, LLC and
TKC Holdings, Inc. for approval of a transfer of control.
Formal protests and petitions to intervene must be filed
in accordance with 52 Pa. Code (relating to public utili-
ties) on or before August 15, 2016. Filings must be made
with the Secretary of the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission, P.O. Box 3265, Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265,
with a copy served on the applicant. The documents filed
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in support of the application are available for inspection
and copying at the Office of the Secretary between 8 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, on the Pennsylva-
nia Public Utility Commission’s web site at www.puc.
pa.gov and at the applicant’s business address.
Applicants: Inmate Calling Solutions, LLC, d/b/a
ICSolutions; Centric Group, LLC; TKC Holdings, Inc.
Through and By Counsel: Sharon R. Warren, Consul-
tant, Technologies Management, Inc., 151 Southhall Lane,
Suite 450, Maitland, FL 32751
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1338. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
Water Service
A-2016-2557255. Pennsylvania American Water
Company. Application of Pennsylvania American Water
Company for approval to offer, render, furnish or supply
water service to the public in a portion of Oakland
Township, Butler County.
Formal protests and petitions to intervene must be filed
in accordance with 52 Pa. Code (relating to public utili-
ties) on or before August 15, 2016. Filings must be made
with the Secretary of the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission, P.O. Box 3265, Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265,
with a copy served on the applicant. The documents filed
in support of the application are available for inspection
and copying at the Office of the Secretary between 8 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, on the Pennsylva-
nia Public Utility Commission’s web site at www.puc.
pa.gov and at the applicant’s business address.
Applicant: Pennsylvania American Water Company
Through and By Counsel: Susan Simms Marsh, Es-
quire, Melanie J. El Atieh, Esquire, Pennsylvania Ameri-








The Philadelphia Parking Authority will accept sealed
proposals for RFP No. 16-20, Crew Neck Sweatshirts
2016, until 2 p.m. on Monday, August 15, 2016. Informa-
tion can be obtained from www.philapark.org or call Mary
Wheeler, (215) 683-9665.
VINCENT J. FENERTY, Jr.,
Executive Director




Application of Gretta Markle for Reinstatement of
Teaching Certificates; Doc. No. RE 16-03
Notice of Hearing
Under the Educator Discipline Act (act) (24 P.S.
§§ 2070.1a—2070.18c), the Professional Standards and
Practices Commission (Commission) has initiated hearing
procedures to consider the application of Gretta Markle
for reinstatement of her teaching certificates.
On or about June 22, 2016, Gretta Markle filed an
application for reinstatement of her teaching certificates
under section 16 of the act (24 P.S. § 2070.16), 1 Pa. Code
§§ 35.1 and 35.2 (relating to applications) and 22
Pa. Code § 233.123 (relating to reinstatements). In ac-
cordance with the act and 1 Pa. Code Part II (relating to
General Rules of Administrative Practice and Procedure),
the Commission will appoint a hearing examiner to serve
as presiding officer to conduct the proceedings and hear-
ings as might be necessary and to prepare a proposed
report to the Commission containing findings of fact,
conclusions of law and a recommended decision on the
application.
Interested parties who wish to participate in these
hearing procedures must file a notice of intervention or a
petition to intervene in accordance with 1 Pa. Code
§§ 35.27—35.32 (relating to intervention) within 30 days
after publication of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulle-
tin. Persons objecting to the approval of the application
may also, within 30 days after publication of this notice
in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, file a protest in accordance
with 1 Pa. Code § 35.23 (relating to protest generally).
Notices and petitions to intervene and protests shall be
filed with Shane F. Crosby, Executive Director, Profes-
sional Standards and Practices Commission, 333 Market
Street, Harrisburg, PA 17126-0333, on or before 4 p.m. on
the due date prescribed by this notice. Persons with a
disability who wish to attend the hearings and require an
auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation to partici-
pate, should contact Suzanne Markowicz at (717) 787-




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1341. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
STATE BOARD
OF NURSING
Bureau of Professional and Occupational Affairs v.
Jodie L. Majerik, LPN; File No. 14-51-14351; Doc.
No. 1230-51-2015
On July 30, 2015, the State Board of Nursing (Board)
issued a Memorandum Order indefinitely suspending the
license of Jodie L. Majerik, LPN, license no. PN288537 of
Erie, Erie County, effective August 20, 2015, unless an
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answer and request for hearing were filed by that date,
based upon her failure to attend a Board ordered evalua-
tion.
Individuals may obtain a copy of the order by writing to
Bridget K. Guilfoyle, Board Counsel, State Board of
Nursing, P.O. Box 69523, Harrisburg, PA 17106-9523.
KRISTIN MALADY, BSN, RN,
Chairperson
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1342. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]





In the Matter of the Denial of the Application for a
License by Examination to Practice Professional
Counseling of Rachel Keridwen Carlson; Doc.
No. 1149-69-16
On June 14, 2016, Rachel Keridwen Carlson, last
known of Kempton, Berks County, was denied licensure,
based upon not having met all of the educational require-
ments set forth.
Individuals may obtain a copy of the adjudication by
writing to Megan E. Castor, Board Counsel, State Board
of Social Workers, Marriage and Family Therapists and
Professional Counselors, P.O. Box 69523, Harrisburg, PA
17106-9523.
This adjudication and order represents the final State
Board of Social Workers, Marriage and Family Therapists
and Professional Counselors (Board) decision in this
matter. It may be appealed to the Commonwealth Court
of Pennsylvania by the filing of a petition for review with
that court in accordance with the Pennsylvania Rules of
Appellate Procedure. Individuals who take an appeal to
the Commonwealth Court must serve the Board with a
copy of their petition for review. The Board contact for
receiving service of the appeals is the previously-named
Board counsel.
JAMES K. MATTA, Sr., EdD, NCC, LPC,
Chairperson




The following hearing has been scheduled, as autho-
rized by 71 Pa.C.S. Part XXV (relating to State Employ-
ees’ Retirement Code), in connection with the State
Employees’ Retirement System’s denial of claimant’s re-
quest concerning the indicated accounts.
The hearing will be held before a hearing officer at the
State Employees’ Retirement System, 30 North Third
Street, Fifth Floor, Harrisburg, PA 17101:
August 17, 2016 Diane Zeglen
Purchase of Service Issue
1 p.m.
Parties in each respective case may appear with or
without counsel and offer relevant testimony or evidence
to support their respective positions. The hearing will be
held in accordance with the requirements of 2 Pa.C.S.
§§ 501—508 and 701—704 (relating to Administrative
Agency Law). Under 4 Pa. Code § 250.1 (relating to
applicability of general rules), procedural matters will be
in conformance with 1 Pa. Code Part II (relating to
General Rules of Administrative Practice and Procedure)
unless specific exemption is granted.
DAVID E. DURBIN,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 16-1344. Filed for public inspection July 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m.]
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT
Unclaimed Property Owners
Each year, the Pennsylvania Treasury (Department) receives millions of dollars in unclaimed property from abandoned
bank accounts, forgotten stocks, checks that have not been cashed, certificates of deposit, safe deposit box contents, life
insurance policies and other sources.
The following list of unclaimed property was reported and delivered to the Department. If you find your name, you can
file a claim on the Department’s web site at www.patreasury.gov. From this site, you can download a claim form and
follow the progress of your claim. Persons may also file a claim by calling the Bureau of Unclaimed Property at (800)
222-2046, Monday through Friday, 8 a.m.—5 p.m. Written inquiries may be sent to the Bureau of Unclaimed Property,
P.O. Box 1837, Harrisburg, PA 17105-1837, Attention Research Department.
TIMOTHY A. REESE,
State Treasurer
2016 Notice of Names of Persons Appearing to be Owners of Abandoned and Unclaimed Property
Adams County
Abbottstown Pa 17301
Aguilar Joel 15 Mary St
Bossard Jack L 138 Sunrise Dr
Brogan Deborah A 427 Ardmore Ln
Brokaw Tomi 140 King St
Brose Kyle 7717 Lincoln Hwy
Conners Lois F 8950 Maple Grove Rd
Connors Lois F 8950 Maple Grove Rd
Cromwell Emma F 113 Sunrise Dr
Dailey Robert E 32 Protectory Rd
Eldridge Willa, Paul RD 1 Box 655
Emich Clinton C 57 N Pheasant Way
Fair Beatrice RD 1
Gass Kristin L 46 Fox Meadow Dr
Gladfelter John 96 Country Club Rd
Gmac 7717 Lincoln Hwy
Gribbin Robert C 6084 W Canal Rd
Klosterman Sharon C 7460 Lincoln Hwy
Kuhn Barbara 110 Cherry Ln
Lentz Bryan K 144 Home Rd
Lex Angela M, David A 173 Abbotts Dr
Miller J Raymond 1354 Pine Run Rd
Moul Sandra M 264 W King St
Paden Christian 35 Abbotts Dr
Smith Pearl 7465 Lincoln Hwy
Soos Robert PO Box 475
Vidyarthi Jay A 7686 Paradise Hts
Wentz Dillon 251 Smt Dr
Williams Dolores E 144 Home Rd
Worhach Russell G 7007 York Rd
Yaiaa Basketball Coaches Assn 8950 Maple Grove Rd
Arendtsville Pa 17303
Acostasolalinde Nallely 21 Apple Ln
Calderon Yasmin A 27 Glenwood Dr PO Box 202
Cervantes Nicole PO Box 518
Lepiz Tranquileno PO Box 256
Lupian Noemi PO Box 262
Moreno Lorenzo PO Box 386
Snyder Elizabeth L Box 337
Aspers Pa 17304
Adler Nicholas 511 Frazer Rd
Blish Cindy A 766 Schoolhouse Rd
Bodenberg Elizabeth Trust 305 Fairmount Rd
Bodenberg Fred Trust 305 Fairmount Rd
Esquivias Yesenia 76 Routsong Ln
Mackey Richard J 592 Guernsey Rd
Martinez Reymundo G 257 Hasman Rd Garycooper
Maust Eliz W RR 1
Meyer Louise RR 1
Pathstone 2150 Carlisle Rd PO Box 128
Perez Avelina 115 Gablers Rd
Quigley Monica 616 Quaker Run Rd
Shipley Oil Inc PO Box 946
Tribuiani Michael 889 Bendersville Wenksville Rd
Weld Lori 8 Timbers Ln PO Box 133
Gates Eric R 47 B Concester Hwy
Bendersville Pa 17306
Acceptance Regional 102 Park St
Black Dorothy A PO Box 56
Cain Ray PO Box 86
Clark Dorothy M 104 N Main St
Dutka Janet 167 Park St PO Box 142
Heller Tina M 102 Park St
Lopez Rivera PO Box 278
Neal Trina L PO Box 261
Rodriguez Angel 113 115 N Main St
Rosch Sophie 133 N Main St
Biglerville Pa 17307
Baeza Cristobali B 50 Thomas Cir
Biglerville Kitchenettes, Betty U Mackley Box 405
Brown Frank 3585 Chambersburg Rd
Campbell Sandra L 227 Main St
Chambers Elisabeth, Richard E 140 Fairview Fruit Rd
Chronister Jerri 160 Winding Brook Rd PO Box 175
Concepcionybarra 951 Brysonia/Wenksville Rd
Davies Charles 53 5th St
Dreyer Anna S 65 Southview Dr
Fowler Mildred M W Hanover St
Ginter Michael S, Laurie M 4 Veronica Trl
Gorsuch George Georges Vending Svc 115 Rentzel Rd
Green Richard A, Susan M 250 Old Railrd Rd
Henry Cynthia S 14 Penn St PO Box 600
Hudson Kathleen 43 Ridge Rd
Karoly Miklos 325 Oak Hill Rd
Kline Jason 4585b Chambersburg Rd
Klinefelter M E 55 4th St
Martin Theodore 779 Carlisle Rd
Montoya Heriberto V 170 Potato Rd
Myers Norman L 2nd 215 Norris Rd
Quaid Gracie 1305 Hilltown Rd
Raffensperger Rebecca 322 Dale Rd
Rodriguez Antonio M 50 Thomas Cir
Scott Robert 640 Stone Jug Rd
Sharrah Linda 161 E Hanover St
Silk Peggy 400 Quaker Run Rd
Sut Mardoqueo M 101 En Chanke
Testa Kathleen PO Box 482
Thomas Catherine 3205 Biglerville Rd
Cashtown Pa 17310
Crossroads Grill, Michelle Sanchez 1691 Hilltown Rd
Mulewich Lane G Box 123 1121 Old Rte 30
East Berlin Pa 17316
Bakers Burial Vault Inc 1040 Lake Meade Rd
Bentz Tina L 112 Bentz Mill Rd
Border James L Jr, Darla L Citimortgage Inc
354 Church Rd
Bowman James B Jr 66 Curtis Dr
Brian Properties LLC PO Box 1
Brian Properties LP 407 North Ave
Dougs Lawn Care Inc 646 N Lake Rd E
Duncan Joshua 39 Pemberton Dr
Durnin Stephen L 43 Burnside Dr
Eichelberger Kristen 14 Wadsworth Dr
Ferree Jordan 138 Myers Rd
Firestone Pearl, John Box 125
Grandinetti Mary 203 Rife Rd Trlr 22
Groft Kelly 1960 Baltimore Pike
Group Angela N, David 33 Burnside Dr
Hanchette Markham W 7 Pickett Cv
Hobbs Dorothy W 111 East Lynn Dr
Jones Bernice A 8 Ewell Dr
Jones Carl W 8 Ewell Dr
Laza Nicolae 1225 Greenridge Rd
Lopez Hilario 203 Rife Rd Lot 12
Love John M Benray Enter Inc, Rudisill’s Auto Body
1965 Baltimore Pike
Marchio Bridget A 25 Halleck Dr
Messinger Dalton J 551 W King St
Miller Elmer G 245 Fish & Game Rd
Miller Geneva 580 Church Rd
Miller J Elliott A, Elmer G 245 Fish & Game Rd
Minnich William, Carol 129 Ruppert Rd
Moulton Frederick 203 Rife Rd Trlr 31
Northcraft Lisa M 4 Hancock Dr
Red Fox Kennel & Cattery Inc 78 Red Run Church Rd
Reimert Ronnie C 10 Reynolds Dr
Ruiz Marcela 2339 East Berlin Rd
Shanabrough Janet S 11 Schofield Dr
Shipley Kimberly 2313 Stoney Point Rd
Shurfine Pharmacy East Berlin 30 Primrose Ln
Smith Daniel 119 Rife Rd
Smith Jennifer H 245 Fish & Game Rd
Soos Robert 84 Red Run Church Rd
Speelman Cassie M Benray Enterpr Inc, Rudisill’s Auto
Body 1965 Baltimore Pike
Thomas Kathryn G PO Box 62 RD 2
Velek David A 79 Reynolds Rd
Weigand Amanda 8 Fisher Dr
Weigand Christian Est 410 Hoover School Rd
Weigle Jennifer M 540 Lake Meade Dr
Wenschhof Le Roy PO Box 422
Yake David S 591 Wolf Rd
Yake Melissa J, David S 591 Wolf Rd
Yohe Cindy, Glen 100 Homestead Ln
Fairfield Pa 17320
Arena Jean M Po Box 514
Banda Tamara P O Box 101 9 Fawn Trl
Beard Barry 51 Ski Run Trail
Bersani Mary 13 Blizzard Trl
Bobil Inc PO Box 1835
Bolinger Mathew 1811 Mt Hope Rd
Bostwick Eugene H RFD 2
Boyd Richard D, Matthew 10 Ctr Trl
Boyle Timothy C 5 Hilltop Trail
Branson James R Jr 247 Tract Rd
Burkhart Shannon C 20 Dove Trl
Chenault Hunter S, Jane J 23 Hillview Ct
Cornell Robert J 30 Wortz Dr
Daly Edward F Est PO Box 14
Davis Brittany 17 Mile Trail
Dennison Michael L 1634 Waynesboro Pike
Devage Travis 19 Ringneck Trail
Domino’s Pizza PO Box 1835
Fairfield Four Seasons Inc 5450 Fairfield Rd
Fiioc 2576 Iron Spgs Rd
Fitzwater Carl S RR 1
Givler Kathryn E 2b Gingell Rd
Gruber Raymond V, Marie A 8 Anna Trail
Hance Barbara D, James, Sharon 205 Country Club Trl
Herr Robert J 4306 Emmitsburg Rd
Hildebrand Dooley A 2084a Pumping Sta Rd
Hull Matthew 9 Sunfish Trl
Jensen Mike, Mikes Auto Body Collision
2084a Pumping Sta Rd
Keeney Kenneth, Patsy J 531 Water St
Kieckhefer Robert L 3 Diane Trl
Krukonis Gregory P 24 Robin Trail
Maanki Manageme PO Box 619
Machado Anderson 90 Sunrise Ave
McGlaughlin Evelyn L 4958 Fairfield Rd
Miller Douglas 10 Deborah Trail
Miller John Douglas 1475−D Mt Hope Rd
Newlin Ellen J 130 Franklin St
Newlin Gregory L 20 Ringneck Trail
Nolan Leona R 1
Ohler Clarence, Bonnie 35 Collie Trl
Perry Anthony, Wanda R 14 Upper Trail
Piper Brian 602 Boyle Rd
Placek Christina F 60 Scotch Trl
Robbins Timothy, Dana 25 Oak Ridge Trl
Ruff Jason 110 Wenschoff Rd
Rutherford John, Lee 320 Waynesboro Pike
Sheets Kenneth A 160 Cove Hollow Rd
Sites D 2576 Iron Spgs Rd
Smith Nicholas E 2474 Waynesboro Pike
Stevenson Christopher B Pob 471
Sunny Ray Market Box 248 100 Main St
Thompson Scott PO Box 101 9 Fawn Trl
Thompson Topper Kara PO Box 28
Walter Kristopher S, Heather R 18 Blue Gill Trl
Weikert Jeffrey L III 80 Collie Trail
Zitzman Jeffrey J 75 Ski Run Trail
Gardners Pa 17324
Altice Clarence 139 Ground Oak Church Rd
Armstrong Ben 958 Myerstown Rd
Belicic Tammy S 813 Baltimore Pike
Black Shirley D 4375 Carlisle Rd
Cornillion Shirley, John PO Box 52
Daniels Michael O 1463 Goodyear Rd
Duttera Linda A 4375 Carlisle Rd
Gardner Bertha E 220 Upper Bermudian Rd
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Karichner Susan 469 Pine Grove Rd
Kuhn Timothy R 221 Pine School Rd
Lopez Laderos Raul 225 Grover Rd
Moose Charles E, Laura RR 1 Box 211−A
Oyler Annette L 1092 Myerstown Rd
Saul Anna M 325 Peach Glen Idaville Rd
Shafer Donald E 94 Greenhouse Rd
Shaffer Charlie, Martha Box 3 RD 1
Shealer Marlene A Est 4247 Carlisle Rd
Sons Eddie J PO Box 93
Toner George G Deceased 235 Creek Rd
Gettysburg Pa 17325
21st Century Oncology Vanilla Mgmt
20 Expedition Trail 102a
Acquaah George 21 Brigadier Ct
Adams Co Now Chapter PO Box 3731
Adams Correctional 45 Major Bell Ln
Addazio Louis W 2636 Emmitsburg Rd Villa 36 Box D 6
Agrotos Inc 1750 Emmitsburg Rd PO Box 4537
Ambrose April 2245 Biglerville Rd
Ambush Theresa P 595 Bilgerville Rd
Apple Ridge Family Medicine 1311 Biglerville Rd
Arnold Metta N 364 Rupp Rd
Bailey Janet PO Box 3081
Bailey Susan L 52 Cedar Ave
Barrow Thomas Clayton 97 Skyline Ct
Barry Raymond J 725 Chambersburg Rd Apt 1
Beauchat Mark D 2267 Fairfield Rd
Bebhart Mildred R RR 5
Billek William PO Box 4339 163 N Washington St
Bloom Carla 1655 Highland Ave Rd
Bobonic Arlene S Md 85 Spring Creek Cir
Bobs Collision Repair Center Inc 182 Longst Dr
Bodenberg Frederick 55 Fidler Rd
Bolton Leonard 525 Flickinger Rd
Bower Ronald D 1006 Heritage Dr
Boyce Peter 438 Baltimore St
Boyds Collection 75 Cunningham Rd
Brady Almeda Gettysburg Lutheran Home
1075 Old Harrisburg Rd
Breighner Margaret 19 4th St
Brennan Joseph P 395 Knorr Rd
C W Wolf & J P Wingert PO Box B
Camp John E 220 Savannah Dr Ste 301
Cashman Jeanne M 114 W High St
Castellano Robert V 363 Gettysburg College
Charles P Shriver Revocable Living Trust 28 Table Rock Rd
Chea Tea Y, Soon 76 Garrison Falls Dr
Chiteji Frank M 224 Gettys St
Clingan Edward Elwood Jr, Tina L 156 Jackson Rd
Cogan Kenneth L, Karen K 260 Confederate Dr
Cole White Alica L 5 Spring Creek Cir
Colkitt Kieth A 2062 Goldenville Rd
Cool David A Sr 95 Belmont Rd
Coon Philip L 19 Cedar Ave
Copp Minnie M 321 Crooked Creek Rd
Coulter Trocelia W 104 Rodes Ave
Crone Gladys E 877 Biglerville Rd
Crouse Art B Sr 1860 Baltimore Pike
Cunningham Emily D 599 Gettysburg College
Dandrea Edward Homewood Ctr 1225 Nomox Rd
Darr Mary E 64 E Hanover St
Davis Rose 1479 Barlow Two Taverns Rd
Davis William 365 Longst Dr
Deaner Doris M 1075 Chambersburg Rd
Delancey Gettysburg Vil 1863 Gettysburg Village D
Dermatology Assocs Of York Inc 369 York St
Diaz Oscar 411 York St
Dillon Leslie 583 Hooker Dr
Dougherty Brian 682 Grant Dr
Downey M 1760 Shrivers Corner RD 1
Dunlap Cheryl A PO Box 4901
Eagle Jerry L 675 Knoxlyn Rd
Erling Maria 123 Spgs Ave
Eyssell Kristen M PO Box 3731
Eyster Robert, Mary RD 5 Box 320
Feaster Deborah J, Shawn 1267 Highland Ave Rd
Flood David H 683 Grant Dr
Flynn Mary M 301 Smith Rd
Fofanah David L 115 Artillery Dr
Forkel Frederick W 914 Fairfield Rd
Forrest Margo J 2714 Meadow Dr
Geisler Wilbur F 595 Bilgerville Rd
Germeroth Frances E 595 Bilgerville Rd
Gettysburg Cent 867 York Rd
Gettysburg Country Club 730 Chambersburg Rd
Gettysburg Economic Development Corp 40 E High St
Gettysburg Hlth Care 1142 York Rd
Gettysburg Sd Cumberland 2059 Taneytown Rd
Gillespie Alan 85 Table Rock Rd
Glenns Carstar Body Shop 61 Seminary Rdg
Gochenour Matthew 2715 York Rd
Godwin Patricia A 898 Shrivers Corner Rd
Gomer Phillip 336 Heritage Dr
Gordon Gregory L 729 Chambersburg Rd
Grp Insur 304 York St
Haar Donald 3683 Hanover Rd
Hagghard Christopher 45 Major Bell Ln
Hale James Est, James Clifton 116 Seminary Ave
Harbach Suzanne H 1075 Old Harrisburg Rd Unit 114
Hartlaub Gladys R 5
Hatcher Sherry J 449 W Middle St
Hodge Judy Ann 815 Belmont Rd
Hoffman Ruth A 595 Bilgerville Rd
Holz Kenneth III 48 Skyline Ct
Hostetter John E 165 Old Mill Rd
Hull Electric Svc Inc 15 Sachs Rd
Hunley L R 170 Mcglaughlin Rd
Ireland Ritchie III 3145 Emmitsburg Rd
J D Landsacpe & Masonry Supplies 2650 Biglerville Rd
James David 824 Boyds School Rd
Jamie Miller 43 E Middle St
Jangel Darlene M 20 Bonniefield Ci
Jarvis Vernon PO Box 4074
Jim Garrahy S Fudge Kitchen Inc 30 Plank Rd
Johnson Gordon RFD 9
Johnson Nicholas 1020 Burnside Dr
Jones Herff 414 Boyds School Rd
Jones James R 595 Bilgerville Rd
Jones William, Cindy R 268 10 S Washington St
Keller Bradley A 350 Meadowbrook Ln
Kenneth & Karen Cogan Livin Ua 28−Jul−03 G Trust 260
Confederate Dr
Kessel Della B 136 N Stratton St 14
Kint Susan K 35 Charmed Cir Dr
Km2 Partners Inc, Home Inst 304 York St Ste 1
Knarr Tara 159 1/2 N Washington
Korte Cheryl A, Craig A 61 Seminary Rdg
Kramer Matthew M, Diane S, Raelyn N 877 Hancock Dr
Kubeck Randi 3 Johnson Dr
Kunkel Ashlee Elizabeth 96 Battalion Ln
Kurtz Elisza F 2715 York Rd
Learning Tree Child Care 1075 Old Harrisburg Rd
Lewis Gregory E, Belinda S 870 Fairfield Rd
Lewis Tyler C 723 Chabersburg Rd
Little James M 297 Thomas Dr
Long George F RR 1
Lua Silvia 1760 Shrivers Corner Lot 162
Lund Samantha J 61 Seminary Rdg
Macks Jennifer A 15 Cumberland Dr
Malfatti Norma E 61 Seminary Rdg
Marshall Elvin F PO Box 3633
Mathers Amie PO Box 3731
Mccand Donald C, Judith E 690 Boyds School Rd
McDannell Jeffrey A 2502 Mummasburg Rd
McLaughlin Timothy 1746 York Rd
McMaster Jane E 2555 Heidlersburg Rd
Meistrich Barbara B, Ira J 144 Spring Ave
Meyers Sherry Daniels Apt 4 253 Baltimore St
Miller Ag Craft Ltd 160 Jackson Dr
Miller Alan 67 Marsh Creek Hts Rd
Miller Earl Est 35 N Steeplechase
Miller Fred A Est Jr 1460 Fairfield Rd
Morris Samantha A 727 Chamberburg Rd Apt L
Morton Building Inc 3370 York Rd
Moser Anna C 595 Bilgerville Rd
Muller James W 4820 Old Harrisburg Rd Lot 10
Mulligan Sheila 39 Delap Ave
Nevling Aden D 55 Chambersburg St Apt D
Nicholson Michael J PO Box 4493
Nicole Patience 1980 Baltimore Pike
Nolan Michelle 228 Chambersburg St Apt 3
Nsi Alpha Corpo, Federal Licensing Inc 1588 Fairfield
Obrien Stephen P 912 Sunset Ave PO Box 4809
Odom Jean W 318 Barlow St
Odonnell Dolores 2636 Emmitsburg Rd A−33
Olsen Patricia 64 Greenbriar Ln
Patrono Alan K 98 E Brdway
Payne Dorothy M, Lynne 210 Ewell Ave
Peiffer Roquel G 32 E Hanover St Apt 3
Pittman Nancy Colwell 54 Redding Ln
Pjka LLC 44 Natural Spgs Rd
Place Gina S 16 E Hanover St
PNC Bank 525 Flickinger Rd
Poole Mary J 140 Seminary Ave
Previti Lois H, Louis 336 Heritage Dr
Project Design Systems 8 Shiloh Ct
Pun Andrea W PO Box 3391
Quistgard William PO Box 3624
Rangelova Radost 38 E Middle St Apt 3r
Reaver James S 1440 Emmitsburg Rd
Rebert Salena A 18 W Middle St
Reindollar Bertha L 2690 Biglerville Rd
Ricetownsend Emily 145 W Brdway
Riley David 126 Baltimore St Apt
Riordan Eugene P 75 Confederate Dr
Rivera Jessica 500 Boyds School Rd Apt 201
Rohrbaugh Andrew 395 Buford Ave
Rupp Karen S 61 Seminary Rdg
Sanders Alisha PO Box 3731
Schwartz Scott 174 E Water St
Scott Margaret E, Margaret N 529 Baltimore St
Scotts Body Shop Inc 6 Cold Spgs Rd
Scotts Tire & Auto Repair 2132 York Rd
Seltzer Ray H 90 Spgs Ave
Shaffer Catherine P 35 Wetbrdway
Sharar Joann S 595 Bilgerville Rd
Shaw Rachel E, James W 220 Ewell Ave
Shealer Frederick M 1185 Granite Sta Rd
Shindlederker Dani 126 Marsh Creek Hts Rd
Shively Christi C 79 Pegram St
Shop N Go 400 Lincoln Ave
Showvaker Margaret 42 York St
Sinopoli Dori L 136 N Stratton St 11
Sipkoff Martin 1660 Baltimore Pike
Slagle Cynthia 4820 Old Harrisburg Rd Lot 68
Slaybaugh James P 449 W Middle St
Smith Alma M 56 Perrin Ave
Smith David O 7 Brooke Ct
Smith Georgianna 1079 Bon Ox Rd
Smith Meredith P, Leda Y 250 Country Club Ln
Solano Merced 48 Breckenridge St 2nd Fl
Soliday Keith T Gettysburg Oral Surgery 228 Buford Ave
Solomons Beacon Inn, Nilesh Patel 871 York Rd
Sontheimer Beverly T 533 Hillcrest Pl
Sprague Roger L 155 Apple Way Rd
Stahle John C 26 E Lincoln Ave
Sullivan Denis J 267 E Middle St
Surguy James K Jr, Sharon A 312 E Middle St
Symington Salome J Lutheran Vlg Apt 178
1075 Old Harrisburg Rd
Taylor Leslee 151 Rear N Stratton St
Taylor Terri L 77 Hunters Trial
Thomas Jennifer, Robert 45 Old Mill Rd
Thorpe Frank 92 Laura Ln
Tommys Pizza 105 Steinwehr Ave
Treon Jonathan N 26 E Hanover St Apt C
Troia Loui E, Anna E 27 Spruce Dr
Turcios Silvia L 119 W Meadow St
Turner James M III 154 N Stratton St
Ua 26−Nov−92 Leda Y Smith Rev Trust
250 Country Club Ln
Uwil Frank Patrono 98 E Brdway
Vangorder Krystal L 4820 Old Harrisburg Rd Lot 56
Vanilla Mgmt 20 Expedition Trail Ste 102a
Vega Marco Antonio M 2581 Old Harrisburg
Vendetti Geradline 595 Bilgerville Rd
Vera Garcia Martin 530 Carlisle St Apt 2
Von Staden Jesse 2715 York Rd
Wagman John 15 Freedom Ct
Wallace William S 182 Longst Dr
Weatherly Donald E Sr 2744 Fairfield Rd
Weaver Helen P 384 Stone Bridge Rd
Weaver Laura R 31 Wheatland Dr
Weikal Beauchat Wendy K, William W 63 W High St
Weishaar David F 10 Carole Ct
White David C 15 Battery Ridge Dr
Will Matthew S 11 Colonial Dr
Wingert J Paul C W Wolf & J P Wingert Exec PO Box B
Wintrode Buick Chevrelet 791 York Rd
Witherow Miriam E, Elsie E 222 E Middle St
Woerner Thomas 2168 Old Harrisburg Rd
Woods David W 3rd 128 Artillery Dr
Wortz Evelyn J RR 2
Wrigh Avis Est, Gettysburg Ctr 868 York
Yeater Doris A 595 Bilgerville Rd
Yingling Meta C RR 5
Yingling Petual 1980 Baltimore Pike
Young Harry J Jr, Lois M 52 W Hanover St
Zero Jason A 364 Rupp Rd
Ziegler John Charles, Lillian T 354 Longst Dr
Littlestown Pa 17340
Andrews Julia RR 2
Berberian Steven 505 Glenwyn Dr
Bobs Collision 215 M St
Boschert Duane L 320 McSherry Woods Dr
Boyd Pamela 119 Wheaton Dr
Brooks Angela 1040 Teeter Rd
Brooks Larry L, Leroy 32 Starlite Dr
Bruce J E Est 11 Stedtle Ave
Brumgard Vivian N 164 Charles St
Bucher J Gregg 890 Georgetown Rd
Buffington Samuel 160 Updyke Rd
Burdick Emilia Riveiro 56 E King St
Caughron Brianna E 792 Teeter Rd
Chandler Heather, Chris 871 Littlestown Rd
Christman Justin 113 E King St
Citizens Bank 16 Yorktowne Ct
Crumbacker Ralph E, Doris M PO Box 84
Decolli Paula 791 Recding Ct
Emanuel Gregory PO Box 333
Faircloth Heather 1365 Georgetown Rd
Golding Robert PO Box 423
Grosick Kristen J 55 Shirley Ln
Haffner Kurt E 2020a White Hall Rd
Hancock Thomas 266 St Johns Rd
Harman Charles, Ida Rte 2
Harner Barbara, Clyde RD 1
Haruey Edwin F 1501 Fish & Game Rd
Henry Richard L 2134 White Hall Rd
Hill Sherman R II 235 M St
Hughes Billy R, Rachel 384 Schottie Rd
Humes Ross 1040 Gettysburg Rd
Integrated Computer Serv LLC Shelia Fellenbaugh
210 Feeser Rd
Iser William J 562 S Queen St
Jaworski Jesse J 40 Quail Ct
Jordan Craig H 16 Yorktowne Ct
Keystone Milling Co 115 S Queen St
Klein Robert G Jr 2171 White Hall Rd
Kuhns Jessica L, Todd D 40 Ocker Ave
Lahsini Anis 117 Boyer St
Lawrence Carolyn L 222 W King St
Memmesheimer Justin M, Lori A 27 Lumber St
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Myers Ginger M, John D 504 Mehring Rd
Myers Leroy G 409 Prince St
Null Tammy 315 Lumber St
Pappas Harry 599 Mud College Rd
Pearson Connie M 25 Starlite Dr
Plitt Dawn 380 Lexington Way
Potts Angela 15 Shenandoah Ct
Purcell Tara 11 Smokehouse Ct
Rebert Atlee F 525 White Hall Rd
Rippeon Robert Jr Est 83 Mummert Dr
Rosenberg Bryan 1076 Bollinger Rd
Shepherd Gearhart Janice E 301 Schottie Rd
Sims Lauren 100 Lucas Dr
Small Sara 413 S Queen St
Thomas Jeannine M, Eric J 32 Trenton Ct
Thomas Theresa 1380 Harney Rd
Tracy Karen F 12 Johnamac S
Walker Patricia Ann 145 Feeser Rd
Weant Merle C 1706 Harney Rd
West Edge II Inc. 599 Mud College Rd
Wilson Barbara 1789 Hoffman Home Rd
Woodring Robert 36 W Queen
McSherrystown Pa 17344
Barnhart Guy K 913 Linden Ave
Bivens Ryan 349 Main St
Coffee Charles 423 Main St Apt A Apt
Costella Pamela J 329 South St
Dodd Williams Garage RR 611 Main St
Hankey Carl 80 Main St B6
Hockenberry Michelle R 144 Pin Oak Place
Kozak Dawn N 16 Squire Cir
Lawrence Lorraine 528 Main St
Lonaberger Sherry 221 N 5th St Apt 84
Meche Christine L 538 Ridge Ave
Mendoza Rafael 65 North St 41
New Oxford Class Of 2001 400 Main St
Niedererr Gertrude A N 2nd St
Poling Deborah 18 Franklin Ct
Scarff Dean M 305 Johnathan Dr
Shearer Virginia, David 160 2nd St
Sullivan Cordon L 610 Cricket Ln
Sweeney William 424 North St
Wells Martin 220 South St
Yantis Brook F 355 North St
New Oxford Pa 17350
Aloha Salon Inc 2675 Carlisle Pike
Alsruhe Ruby D 70 Fiddler Dr Unit 24
Anderson Roxanne, William A
1810 Hunterstown Hampton Rd
Bahn Jennifer 410 Brickcrafter Rd
Baker Ian 3310 Hunterstown Hampton Rd
Barker Bobbette, Ronald 152 Poplar St
Buen Olav 381 Kohler Mill Rd New
Busbey Thomas W 1302 N Browns Dam Rd
Busbey William L 8 N Peter St Rear
Butler Edna Mae 565 Hanover St
Charles Joanne, McLeen 147 Reba Dr
Charles Mclean 147 Reba Dr
Conewago Valley Soccer Club 55 Raber Rd
Crouse Kevin 5388 Apt B
Dawley Richard 4 Paradise Ct
Deel Dennis 743 Oxford Rd New
Dougherty Robert 35 York Dr
Eisenhower A M RR 2
Fernandez Bernabe 117b Lincolnway East
Forbes Stacey 45 Browns Dam Rd Trl 22
Garrett Sayers, Leonard Stoner 542 Shalom Dr
Gearhart Donald M, Amber 154 Cottage Dr
Gladfelter Sheila 45 Browns Dam Rd Trl 22
Griggs Jennifer 3710 Carlisle Pike
Herbert Sandra L PO Box 343
Hess Miriam M 80 Walker Dr
Hickman Wanda E 2 E High St
Hitchcock Sharon 22c Clinton Ct
Hoffacker Robert H, Sandra H, Robert K 223 Coventry Ct A
Hubbard Ruth P 214 Matthew Dr
Hudson William G Jr 26 Cottage Dr
Ildefonso Juan L 127 Jacqueline Dr
Jones Claudia 9656 Oxford Rd
Kuhn Edward W 575 Mt Misery Rd
Lang Delinea 1170 New Chester
Leggieri Gary 36 Green Tree Dr
Linn Valerie N 565 Hanover St
Marick Anthony G, Debra A 18 E Locust Ln
Markle Dorothy P 2990 Carlisle Pike
Mccullough Christine R 150 Dogwood
Miller Jeremy E 276 Miller Rd
Miller Kortney 3103 Lincoln Way East
Morales Jorge 27 Oxwood Cir
Noel Francis 406 Lingg Rd
Pabst Jessica L 3885 Carlisle Pike
Perez Jon 100 N Bolton St New
Poist Andrew P 334 Hanover St
Richwien Ashley 176 Cottage Dr
Roller Donald Jr 11 Oxwood Cir
Salazar Ivonne M 188 Drummer Dr
Shrader Robert M 997 New Chester Rd
Smith John L 2224 Hunterstown Hampton Rd
Smith Mary L 104 E Harmony Dr
Smith William E 610 Harmony Dr 104
Steinour David H 99 Woodland Dr
Stock Rebecca A 150 Dogwood Ct
Storm Cathy A 1046 Kohler Mill Rd
Stover Margaret E RR 1
Sturtz Kraig W 290 Green Ridge Rd
Tr M&M Auto Warehouse Inc 6050 York Rd
Trimen Industries Inc PO Box 309
Tuminello Gloria 9656 Oxford Rd
Turner Brian 106 W High St Apt A
Villecco Ruth P 2324 Bon Ox Rd
Weaver Diane 10 Hampshire Dr
Weishaar Matthew E, Cynthia M 1365 New Chester Rd
Williams Raymond B Jr 235 E High St
Winemiller Chad 3710 Carlisle Pike
Wright Robert E Sr, Michael Wright 1450 S Browns Dam Dr
Yake David S 575 Berlin Rd
Orrtanna Pa 17353
Bosserman Curtis, Rhoda 3165 Old Rte 30
Brown Raymond D 995 Bingaman Rd
Doxzen Daniel 995 D New Rd
Doxzen Daniel H Sr 995 New Rd
Hfc 1120 Green Ridge Rd
Mccullough Alice Q 395 Bottom Rd
Melton Lois J 1120 Green Ridge Rd
Puciato George A 2816 Old Rte 30
Snow Carol P 937 Old Rt 30
Sterner Nancy A PO Box 34
York Springs Pa 17372
Altland Elizabeth M 134 A Main St PO Box 129
Bair Allen L 102 Harrisburg St
Bream Helen E, Nora C 405 Main St
Campuzano Salvador 235 Main St
Claar Phillip 208 Latimore Creek Rd
Dietzel Kathryn H 564 Quaker Church Rd
Garay Heydi 119 Harrisburg St
Gaura Jennifer 205 Atlantic Ave
Grace Richard C 359 Quaker Church Rd
Harris Yuliya S 407 Main St
Hurd James F 105 State St
Kaylor Dwayne E 67 Wright Rd
Lerew Ethel M, Donald R Miller Atty 8045 Carlisle Pike
Marcos Pedro Rafael 145 B Main St
Mccleaf Jennifer L, Tristin N, Nathan D 60 Wendy Dr
Midwig Kenneth A 1065 Fikes Sch Rd
Shull Betty Est, Kenneth 400 Main St
Stephens Nancy A Est PO Box 74
Talex Inc 400 Main St
Tipler Nina 422 Main St
Weaver Tristan D 127 Main St
Whispering Pines Assisted Living 400 Main St
Allegheny County
Allegheny Pa 15212
Casey William P 4 Marie Pl
Charles Butsorojec 1118 Prospect St
Dickson Albert 1011 Gladstone
Drum Joseph RR 1
Estelle Kindsrater RR 1
Gackenheimer George, Ernest 1061 Spring Gdn
Holand Florence, Albert 1024 Haller St
Millcarik Mary M 1234 Remada Ave
Moss Alice 1407 Page
Rittenhouse Willma 318 Jacksonia St
Steiner Mary E 1263 Juniata St
Stumpert Frederick 5 Montrose St
Allison Park Pa 15101
Abernethy Auld & Young Pc 4499 Mt Royal Blvd
Adams Clyde J, Howard S Auld & Asso 2589 Duncan Ave
Adebimpe Folasade O, Victor R 9687 Babcock Blvd
Alegria June 9807 Presidential Dr Apt 202
All Seasons Htg Clg Mech 1502 Montgomery Rd
Amfo Ayeh Esther 8842 South Ct Apt 101
Baecher Lauren M, Paul 4685 Middle Rd
Bailey Kristin 3900 Isabella Ave
Ballintine Patrick PO Box 303 4477 Mt Royal Blvd
Bernet Robert M 4890 Cherry St
Bieglar Laurel Ann 1391 Parkview Dr
Bigelow Mary A 8981 Eastview Dr
Blumenschein W 9640 Babcock Blvd
Blumer Luann 3985 Old RT 8
Blumer Luann A Est 3825 Ridgeway Dr
Bouvier Marianne 1072 Covington Place
Brooks Ann E 2884 Elfinwild
Brown Lauren 1857 Brandywine Dr
Bullington Mary Jo 4293 Wembelton
Canino Lyn E 4662 Hidden Pond Dr
Cannon Regina 1601 Tamarack Dr
Carchman Evie H 1402 Towne Sq Dr
Carlsen Doris A 4014 Ctr Ave
Casselberry Patricia, Patrick 3605 Cedar Ridge Rd
Casselman Rosemary 4483 Birchwood La
Cathers Keith William 1400 Balsam Dr
Cavanaugh James L Jr, Vicki K 1607 Tamarack Dr
Ching He 4031 Cir Dr
Cho Jeong Kwon 9500 Babcock Blvd Apt 54
Choleva Mildred J 3031 Marie Dr
Chopping Sarah 3019 Swansea Crescent West
Choudhury Sanjaya 2800 St Andrews Sq Unit 2253
Ciorra Mia T 9804 Presidential Dr Apart
Clarke Cheryl 2585 Wildwood Rd
Clarke Robert P 4312 Rosanna Dr
Clayton Margaret L 4253 Chambertin Ct
Clayton Shirley P 2919 Skyline Dr
Cole Donna M, Frank 600 Dressel Rd
Comiskey Helen M 4843 Cherry St
Craig Peter 3984 Grand Ave
Daugherty James W Est 4200 Tanglewood Dr
Davis James W, Jerri L 4779 Roland Rd
Dearth George 2854 Bella Vista Dr
Debaldo Kathleen 2933 Clearview Rd
Deguarde Carol 3031 Marie Dr
Dietz Martin A 2391 Highland Ave
Difatta Frank J 4068 Mount Royal Blvd Ste 123
Dodds Eleanor F 4480 Mount Royal Blvd Apt 213
Donatelli Fred C 3106 Ponderosa Dr
Dougherty William Children of, 2608 College Park Rd
DRB Construction 4179 William Flynn Hwy
Duchak Christopher, James 1406 Towne Sq Dr
Edwards Susan L 4200 Tanglewood Dr
Ellis Ewa S, S Strom 4382 Maryville Dr
Enterprise Bank 4091 Mt Royal Blvd
Eurotech Corp 195 23rd St
Fabac William, Rita 9648 Babcock Blvd
Ferree Robert A, Judith L 4848 RT 8 Unit 2
Ferris Baker Watts, Maris Disco Ira 4209 Wembleton Dr
Fetzick Joseph E 2191 Ferguson Rd
First Trust Corp 2207 Laurel Ln
Foster Laureen M, Mark R 209 Pamela Dr
Frank Gayausek RR 2
Franklin Marie M 1972 Shady Oak Cr
Frederick Jon R 1402 Towne Sq Dr
Friend Douglas W, Edwin D, Janice S 3036 Hartswood Dr
Friend Jeffrey A 3036 Hartswood Dr
Fusan Rebecca 4365 Mount Royal Blvd Apt 264
Galietti Mario 2997 Spruce Ave
Geisler Inez Druscan Ave
Geyer James R 1403 Fernledge Dr
Gold Kenneth N 4841 Trillium Trial
Golden Triangle Podiatry Asso Louis G Vidt PO Box 117
Granville James 9835 Presidential Dr Apt 302
Grice Stephen E 4820 Bayfield Rd
Grubbs Harry W, Hope C 4019 Cole Ave
Haberstich Donald 4331 Kenson Dr
Haizlett Bradford D 1591 Hedwig Dr
Harrington Dennis Est 9436 Babcock Blvd
Havrilla William J 4112 Buckboard Trail
Hawbaker David 4480 Mount Royal Blvd Apt 245
Heimann Francois W 3191 Canterbury Dr
Hemphill Jeanne F, Earl J 2060 Aldergrove Dr
Herold Jean M, Howard S Auld & Asso 2589 Duncan Ave
Hertle Richard W 1809 Red Coach Rd
Hilf Janet 4084 Cir Dr
Hilko Luke Michael, Joseph 9599 Castleton Dr
Hoffmann Paul Jr Re: Vsa 10193405 3544 Huntertown Rd
Hossain Moazzam 2051 Saint Andrew Sq 2740
Humphreys Constance S, Millard L 4729 Pembroke Ct
Innovative Medical Devices Inc Po Box 15
Inquartano Judith H 620 Moonstone Dr
Iwanyshyn Roman 2100 Legendary Ln
James Mary D Est 9801 Presidential Dr Apt 201
Johannes George R 4165 Pape Clement Ct
Johnson Brendan 1426 Parkview Dr
Joyce Patrick D, Joyce Anne D, Elizabeth
4455 Laurel Oak Dr
Junius Nathaniel 9822 Presendital Dr Apt 108
Kang Hwa Soon 2795 Saint Andrew Sq Apt 1727
Kaniewski Alex 510 Stoneridge Dr
Killian Paul J Jr 3202 McAlister Farm Ln
Kim Eun Joo 8854 Royal Manor Dr Apt 301
Kim Sun Ki 8842 Royal Manor Dr Apt 203
King Leanne 4250 Old New England Rd
Knezovich Michelle Lynn, Gloria C, Nicole Kathern
4504 Bucktail Dr
Komatz Jeffrey A 4679 Middle Rd
Kovalik Vincent S, Adam 4547 Nature Trail Dr
Kremenskov Dmitry 9 Green Brier Dr
Kroll Deborah S 4750 Bayfield Rd
Kronebusch Mary James 9801 Presidential Dr Apt 225
Ksp Investment Inc, Kotobuki 9801 Babcock Blvd
Kurzeja Norman 4842 Spring Valy Dr
Kyriazis Jeffrey 9500 Babcock Blvd Apt 40
Kysel Andrew J 9301 Springfield Dr
Lawson Kathleen 2424 Trotter Dr
Lent Bruce F 4340 Hemlock Cir
Leo Salvatore 2810 Leo Rd
Leyton James 9601 Meadow Rd
Loeffert Elizabeth 3043 Taly Cavey Cir
Lucci Michael 9584 Saratoga Dr
Luciew Brian D 1758 Guyton Rd
Lupo Jasmine Dale 1391 Parkview Dr
Madsen Stephen 3281 Maine Dr
Mahler Kathryn C 1906 Red Coach Rd
Malley Robert E 3725 Mount Royal Blvd
Margaret L Clayton Ua 4253 Chambertin Ct
Marn John J 9830 Presidential Dr Apt 107
Masi Susan D 205 Red Coach Rd
Matesic Irene R 1505 Burchfield Rd
Matthews Joshua 9826 Presidential Dr
McAninch Joseph W 3060 Woodland Rd
Mccabe Edward 1827 Sample Rd
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Mccafferty Megan 3537 Cedar Ridge Rd
Mccauley Wendy D 2740 St Andrews Sq Apt 2013
McDuff Frederick H III 4216 Mt Royal Blvd
McHugh James 2959 E Elfinwild Rd
Meier Madeline M, Bridget 611 Carrara Dr
Mellor Gretchen M, James W 4230 Yarmouth Dr
Merz Susan Irene 2627 Sapling Dr
Metropulos Dean C 2548 Red Oak Ct
Michel Daniel 3323 Maine Dr
Miller William G 2818 College Park Rd
Mitra Devashis A 3093 Fairfield Ct
Montgomery Rust Inc Castleton Sq S 4284 RT 8
Muadotton Chuangchot, Wongduen 4023 Lee Dr
Muir Donna 17037 Burchfield Rd
Muir Jennifer A 3232 Mcalister Farm Ln
Murray Lillian 4842 William Flynn Hwy
Nagasubramaniam Padmavathy, Balajee
2715 Thoroughbred Ct 1051
Narcisi Anne S 3746 Cedar Ridge Rd 124
Neugebauer Elaine C 2448 Saddle Dr
New Image Sales 4731 RT 8
Niwransky Rita F, Rita S 906 Dressel Rd
Novak Mary M, Sara E 2854 Harts Run Rd
Nowakowski Andrew W 3428 Cedar Glen Dr
Nowicki Alice 205 Red Coach Rd
Oben Christine A 2401 Saddle Dr
Obendorfer Kevin R 2401 Saddle Dr
Obrien Joyce 213 Governor Dr
Olsen Lydia W, John A, Wesley P 3036 Swansea Crescent W
Opong Amonu 9839 Presidential Dr Apt 303
Orlowski Catherine 2278 California Dr
Pannier Jeffrey W 9505 Meadow Rd
Park Myoung Jin, Jeomg Yeun 2800 St Andrew Sq Apt 2233
Pazur Nicole M 3428 Cedar Glen Dr
Pellegrino Bruno J 9193 Peebles Rd
Peluso Diane M Rd 1 RT 910 Cedar Run Rd
Pfund Rita K 4480 Mount Royal Blvd Apt 214
Pharos Technologies LLC 3436 Cedar Glen Dr
Pirt Deborah A, Daniel R 712 Willruth Dr
Pisarcik Irene M 2627 Sapling Dr
Plimpton Jean M 4400 Winchester Dr
Pohl Elizabeth T 9428 Springfield Dr
Privitera Jeanine 1906 Oakhurst Dr
Purnell Graham P 4842 Spring Valy Dr
Ra Soojin 8842 Royal Manor Dr Apt 203
Rehder John G 3908 Ash Dr
Rich Henry D 4293 Sample Ct
Robinson Cherrelle 2850 Buckingham Ct Apt 1551
Rohde Elizabeth U 2479 Wildwood Rd
Roice Construction & Maint Inc Box 564
Ross Jean 2431 Hampton Ave
Rusiski Heather J 9 Green Brier Dr
Rutledge Vincent 4142 Bryant Rd
Rybak Philip C 3148 Westwind Dr
Salva Alysia Dave Thamen−Manager 4325 Rosanna Dr
Sanford Frank Terry 4036 Clarkland Ave
Schettler Laverne E Trust 4084 Cir Dr
Schleiden Howard J, Ruth 2236 Ferguson Rd
Schwartz David G 3161 Morningside Dr
Sciullo Naomi 910 Victory Dr
Scott Esq Michael J 4091 Mount Royal Blvd
Shaffer Myron 8898 Royal Manor Dr Apt 102
Singh Hardial 9447 Viewcrest Dr
Slahtovsky Robert R 2372 Highland Ave
Slizeski Josephine V 614 Mica Dr
Smith Alfretta C 3178 Morningside Dr
Soeder Margaret I, James 1404 Lakeside Dr
Sonel Elif 2615 Carriage House Dr
Soxman Buzzatto LLC 3942 William Flynn Hwy
John F Buzzatto DDS
Stern Michael D 8356 Post Rd
Sugarmann Sean 3922 Ash Dr
Sun Trust Bank 2100 Legendary Ln
Surloff Paul B 2723 Tillia Dr
Surmacz Susan M 1104 W Ridge Rd
Sutter Mary T 2953 E Elfinwild Rd
Tauro Ann M 2518 College Park Rd
Technical Standards Svc Bkst 4024 Mount Royal Blvd
Tegethoff Marcella Thaner 1874 Sample Rd
Tessmer David 3807 Greenfield Rd
Thiele Eric K 3072 Woodland Rd
Thomas John W 2360 Mckee Dr
Thomas William A Jr 1583 Hedwig Dr
Thurell Julia 1942 Sample Rd
Tinyo Raymond James 2816 Clearview Rd
Torres Epifanio III, Janet C 2807 Ridge Dr
Tsvetkoff Helen 906 Tidal Tr Dr
Tte Dorothy H 4268 Old New England Rd
Vadnais David M 2506 Tall Timber Dr
Valenson James W 2904 Fir Dr
Voelker & Asso 3960 RT 8 Ste 200
Wallace Pamela 2623 Breezy Ledge Ln
Walter Margaret I, Margaret T 4480 Mount Royal Blvd
Apt 331
Watkins Dorothy M, Terri L 2718 College Park Rd
Wentzslahtovsky Maureen Est 2372 Highland Ave
White Pauline M 985 E Arcadia Dr
Whitfield John 9682 Old Kummer Rd
Yoo Si Hyung 2795 St Andrew Sq Apt 1727
You Seunglok 2750 Hunters Cir Apt 525
Zang Thomas W 9306 Chase Pl
Zoar Home Endow Fnds C Betwiler 3724 Mount Royal Blvd
Aspinwall Pa 15215
Colorado Auto Damage Appraisers 19th 3rd St Apt 2
Cornish Dasta Lula J 337 Freeport Rd
Eckenrode Eddy 405 Ctr Ave
Fite John C 112 10th St 105
Fox Ashley J 706 Ctr Ave
Hyschak Michael 1010 Delafield Rd Section 2a Rm 110
Isabelle Fleming 111 Brilliant Ave
Michael Biel 117 Emerson Ave Fl 1
National City Bank 103−105 Brilliant
Pams 120 5th St
Stefancic Elsie 210 1st St
Avalon Pa 15202
A Eck Construction LLC 639 California Ave
Adams Elizabeth 301 S Home Ave Apt 506
Avalon Arms 841 California Ave Apt 204
Bahney Andrew 511 Florence Ave
Bank of Texas 909 California Ave Apt 108
Beal Sara 206 Harrison Ave
Camardese Kadi 716 Orchard Ave
Cherkes Margaret 723 Orchard Ave
Crewl Ashley 120 Elizabeth Ave
Donahue Graham 100 S Bryant Ave
Finch Mary J Est 925 California Ave Apt 503
Freeman Claire Svac 841 California Ave Apt 212
Greene Fred 831 Malvern Rd
Irwin Mary Betty 1001 New Brighton Rd Apt 1009
Jackson Devon 741 Orchard Ave
Jones Eric 302 Marie Ave Apt 1
Jost Virginia T 534 Marie Ave
Krom Howard S Jr 909 California Ave Apt 108
Larocca James B, Samuel 301 S Home Ave Apt 408
Lynch Dorothy G, Thomas 223 Fisk Ave
McElvany Betty B 841 California Ave Apt 711
McGee Candice C 944 Clive St
Ohanlon Jean M 841 California Ave Apt 806
Polichio Frank 50 S Freemont Sq Apt 208
Rector Wardens & Vestrymen Episco Pal Churc S Home Ave
& California Ave
River Road Inn 850 Ohio River Rd
Serwo John N Sr 4585 4th Ave
Yost Jennifer L 325 Harrison Ave
Bairdford Pa 15006
Castello Louis 461 Bairdford Rd
Molnar Bela PO Box 150
Painteric Anne Porter Rd
Pivna Thomas J 468 Bairdford Rd Apt 91
Pivni Valia 88 Main St
Stec John Box 23
Bakerstown Pa 15007
Bakerstown Animal Hospital 5814 William Flynn Hwy
Kost Helen E 129 White Ln
Kostas Margaret S, Peter RR 1 Box 128
Mikesell Allan M 5942 Heckert Rd
Puglisi Denise M PO Box 201
Bellevue Pa 15202
Beile Walter John 190 Smt Ave
Brown Janice J 465 Lincoln Ave Apt 1a
Burkhard David A 202 Hazelwood Ave
Cain Clyde E, Clyde 18 E Forrest Ave
Campana Cynthia A, Ronald J 640 Highland Pl Apt 4
Douglas Craig Jr 51 Lincoln Ave Apt 1
Hofstetter Milt 156 Lincoln Ave 2
Kernick Abbey R 18 N Fremont Ave Apt 208
Lee Helen 108 S Euclid Ave
Miller Edward 50 N Fremont Ave
N John Cunzolo Asso Inc 360 Lincoln Ave
Otoole Zachary 440 Jefferson Ave
Parous Robert 111 Watkins Ave Apt 2
Roberts Dennis 14 N Euclid Ave A2
Ross Wilburt, Julia M 101 Farragut St
Schmid Eleanor L 193 N Sprague
Schulte Joseph R 145 Washington Ave Apt 22
Schutzman Robert 217 McKinley Ave
Shogan Stacie L 82 N Fremont Ave Apt 2
Thomas Henrietta 64 Union Ave
Thornton Margaret 629 Fingley
Ben Avon Pa 15202
Odonnell Erin M 7225 Brighton Rd
Rohrman Marjor 221 Alder Dr
Rohrman Marjor 221 Laurel Ave
Bethel Park Pa 15102
Abbott Rita M 2960 Bethel Church Rd
Alag Yaman 471 Broughton Rd
Alliance Retail 2414 Lytle Rd Ste 201
Amato Dalton, Janet 5992 Kings School Road
Anthony Irene B 2713 Ohio St
Arffa Robert C MD 1300 Oxford Dr Ste 1a
Aupke Robert F 2114 Hillcrest St
Barcala Joanne M 2525 Milford Dr
Beck Maureen G 5362 Madison Ave
Beggs Charles T 55 Highland Rd
Benz Pam 2313 Caswell Dr
Benze Pamela 2313 Casswell Dr
Berry Marcella 3351 S Park Rd
Bertini Anthony 6491 Churchill Rd
Birtig Leslie 1011 Hamlin
Blue Ridge Insurance PO Box 596 Senior Claims
Bodish Sharon 6525 Coventry Ct
Bontempo Lois Jane 6430 Churchill Rd
Born Eileen B 405 Sonnybrook Ct
Brennan Patrick T 5540 Library Rd Apt 301
Brooks Joseph L 6290 Irishtown Rd Ex
Brooks Leigh F 2643 Bethel Crest Dr
Bruno Francis D 5900 Murray Ave
Bryce Krista King, James M 5019 Belmont Ave
Buzdor Clara M, John 5886 Dashwood Dr
Byrnes Margaret E Est 6186 Dalmation Dr
Cab East LLC 401 Berrington Ct
Campbell Russell Est 2826 Poplar St Deceased
Canali James 827 Clifton Rd
Capozzoli James R 4310 Overhill Dr
Carlson Roy T 5330 Chestnut St
Carroll Etta Jean, Walter 5069 Brightwood Rd
Carroll Nancy 2574 Oldfield Ave
Cashdollar Lois 6067 Boxer Dr
Castanet Mary E 3060 S Park Rd
Chicchi Joseph R Jr 6160 Library Rd Apt 41
Cholovich Emily F 2831 Poplar St
Cippel Jonathan F Ugma Pa 5712 Valyview Dr
Cisneros Cassandra 2608 Ctr St
Clark John A Sr 2960 Bethel Church Rd Apt 107
Club Halftime 1114 Logan Rd
Cochin John 4472 1st St
Compheuristics LLC 424 Chessbriar Dr
Conley Margaret M 2911 Greenwald Rd
Cooley Douglas A, Rita R 5008 Belmont Ave
Covel Joseph J 26380 W Ross Ave
Cox James J 1009 Grandview Farms Dr
Cox James J 1034 Cork Dr
Coyne Anit A 4910 Brightwood Rd Apt D511
Crawford Anne M 5102 Orchard Ave
Cready Devin Steele, James Scott, Bradley James
1210 Airedale
Dale John B 5394 Florida Ave
Dana Pivik L 5978 Murdock Ave
Davis Mary Louise Bus Ofc Meadowcrest Nursing Ctr
12 Braun Rd
Davis Maureen 60 Highland Rd
Davison John 930 Clifton Rd
Dears Kenneth M 207 Santa Fe Dr
Dedig Emelda N 5785 Baptist Rd Ste 201
Delewski Robert J Jr 3520 Thornwood Dr
Delsignore Rose E 5380 Florida Ave
Deramo Christopher 2620 Smt St
Devlin S De 2701 Smt St
Didion Charlene M 5024 Lindermer Ave
Dodds Kathryn L 5354 California Ave
Donley Claire 3200 Greenwald Rd
Dougherty Lynn A 2210 Superior St
Dowdell Wilma J 334 Allandale Dr
Duffy Othilia F 2008 Lenox Dr
Duffy Othilia F Est 2008 Lenox Dr
Dumont Judith A 111 Heather Dr
Dupont Arthur 5588 Florida Ave
Dusky Livia 2960 Bethel Church Rd Apt 313
Eddie Volkers Body Shop 2620 Smt St
Engel Michael T 5880 Southampton Dr
Enterprise 3020 S Park Rd
Feden Sophia House 88 Mollenauer St
Ferrari Mark 5979 Murray Ave
Fidel William M 2726 Bertha St
Fields Jacqueline D 4871 Criss Rd
Foley Mary Anne Lincoln Pointe Apts 2203 35 Highland Rd
Ford Jennifer, Kenny 4817 Criss Rd
Frank V Cust 5712 Valyview Dr
Funk Bonnie L 5430 California Ave
Gallagher Nanci Patricia, Ryan Patrick 1218 Cobblewood Dr
Galvin James T 7200 Baptist Rd Apt 607
Garber Brittany 404 Maywood Dr
Gastgeb Michael, Kellee 887 Irishtown Rd
Gedeon Jamie Lee, Keith C 2403 Longcrest Ave
General Casualty PO Box 596
Giant Eagle Pharmacy 5055 Liberty Rd
Giel Justin 202 Regency Place
Goff Tammy Z 1048 Copsewood Dr
Goodman Robert L 1123 Greenbrair Rd
Grace Zachary A 5495 Library Rd 17
Grant William G 921 Tanglewood Dr
Gray Catherine M 812 Jonathan Dr
Grubic Genevieve F 429 Limestone Dr
Guffey Jill C 2530 Lytle Rd
Gullum Robert B, Robert A 1000 Logan Rd
Haldeman Phyllis J 1022 Cork Dr
Hancharik Carol 2469 Bethel Church Rd
Harbaugh Bonnie 3599 Maplevue Dr
Harper John A 706 Havengate Dr
Hayes Sally J 3572 Ridgeway Dr
Hecht Joyce C, James 681 A Kevin Dr
Helfrich Nora Md 2470 Slater Rd
Hellerstedt Carl H 2960 Bethel Church Rd Apt 233
Henke Rosalie P 2481 Driftwood Dr
Henke Theodore O, Rosalie P 2481 Driftwood Dr
Hleba Rachael, Betty R 1200 Braun Rd
Hobby Franklin, Jean O 5851 Dashwood Dr
Hopkins Raymond Jr 4780 Robert Dr
Hunter Robert J 53 Highland Rd Apt 301
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Huntsinger Robert F 3124 Eastview Rd
Impellicceiri Angelica 5441 California Ave
Ingegnieros Linda 35 Highland Rd 2204
Iqbal Asad 2910 Oneill Dr
James Stevenson Ins Group LLC 2884 Ind Blvd Ste 9
Jeffries Barbara 5538 Bethel Park
Jenny John W 3368 Crestview Dr
Kamyk Louise 747 Broughton Rd
Kane Timothy 5440 Flordia Ave
Kasavich David C 29 Woodbridge Dr
Kaye Jennifer 4817 Criss Rd
Keen Benjamin, Molly P 2010 Superior St
Keller Walter J III 3436 Thornwood Dr
King Joe Louis 242 Logan Rd
Klink Karen A 346 Rocky Ridge Rd
Kotfis Frances D, Eleanor Jones 5916 Dalmation Dr
Kroll Thomas, Sherri 130 Pinto Ct
Kuhn Angela 202 Timberidge Dr
Langer Bridget 3204 Greenwald Rd
Lapaglia Aaron 6073 McPherson Ave
Larosse Jonathan 303 Timberidge Dr
Latsko Cynthia J 2413 Lytle Rd
Leahey John 557 N St
Leahey John C Jr 7168 Baptist Rd Apt 301
Leporace Lela 149 Opalwood Ct
Lesker Cynthia B 1099 Grandview Farms Dr
Limegrover Heather P Est 3342 Forest Rd
Link Patrick E 2936 Idaho Ave
Lis Stella R 3343 Sylvan Rd
Lucianos Pizza Pasta 1030 Clifton Rd
Luvara Frederick C, Patricia A 130 Old Village Ln
Mahr Joe 5978 Murdock Ave
Maloney Josh 216 Cambridge Rd
Mandros Gloria C 3238 Forest Rd
Mann Ronald D 719 Mcmurray Rd
Manning Lois B 3232 Elderwood Dr
Marra Gerry 5578 Saddlebrook Dr
Marton Mildred, Elizabeth 2620 Wincote Rd
Maurer Mary Louise 3274 Sylvan Rd
May Harry W 200 Orchard Park Dr
Mccabe Claire M 5198 Priscilla Dr
Mcclintock Ruth N 5380 California Av
Mccluskey Lauren 3016 Eastview Rd
Mccoy Clark Juanita H, William H Sr 1000 Oxford Dr
McGonigal Michael MD 1000 Higbee Rd Ste 104
McGrady Judith 1500 Holly Hill Dr
McManigal Mary 2102 Hillcrest St
Meade William A 998 Clifton Rd
Merkt Kathleen 2789 Tischler Rd
Metz Patricia 6170 Library Rd Apt 71
Meyer Robert E 2108 Edward St
Michael Wildman 5948 Wallace Ave
Mineo Ciazio M 5805 Wilson Dr
Modrak Justine M, Michele 340 Altherton Dr
Moore F J 612 Glenrock Dr
Morris Darlene 108 Iron Run Rd
Mueller Herbert C Jr 158 Highland Rd
Murphy Mary 5470 Library Rd
Murthy Krishna M 4930 Brightwood Rd Apt B411
Neil Ronald 203 Old Village Ln
Nemchick Genevieve F 1031 Gatewood Dr
Newmatics Mfg Usa LLC 5390 Progress Blvd Ste A
Nieder William A Jr, Ruth Ann 5358 Elm St
Nikolich Micheal 5369 Park Ave
Nocine Louis 100 Pickwick Dr
Odonnell Tracey 1220 Cheesman St
Omslaer Margaret M 1115 Sarah St
Palfrey Cara 1270 Highfield Ct Apt 1
Panian Barbara Ann, Donna 5521 Annette Dr
Parking Lot Painting 2991 Industrial Blvd
Paskevicius Erna Est 5556 Clark Ave
Pastore Pamela J 401 Berrington Ct
Phillips Helen K 1367 Ctrman Ave
Phillips Helen K 3014 Hillcrest Rd
Pigatti Gene, Judy 949 Trillium Trl
Popovich George 951 Logan Rd
Powell Linda M 257 Santa Fe Dr
Pruitt Ellen M 5994 Irishtown Rd
Pusateri Rosa Miriam 6170 Library Rd Apt 63
Rapp Norman 5548 Clark Ave
Redeker Donna L 5536 Saddlebrook Dr
Rettura Brett 2727 Bethel Crest Dr
Reynard Ronald R Est III 2611 Brd St
Richardson Frank 2878 Cherry St
Ripepi Janelle 2620 Smt St
Rittenhouse Frank H 2960 Bethel Church Rd Apt 310
Roman Richard 385 Church Rd
Romano Justin A 6150 Library Rd
Romano Samuel W 5326 Chestnut St
Rooney Robert J 5969 Monogahela Ave
Rupnik Ernest M 2850 Hickory St
Sawhill E B 3341 Altherton Dr
Schiffbauer Anthony, Nadia C 195 Old Village Ln
Schiller Maria L 5441 California Ave
Schilling Michael 35 Highland Rd Apt 5103
Schmitz Stacy 6342 Churchill Rd
Schullek Madeline, Anthony 391 Mc Murray Rd
Schultz Erin E 346 Rocky Ridge Rd
Schultz Robert L 6270 Library Rd 2
Secoli Raymond 5833 Library Rd Apt 2e
Sharpsky Lawrence J, Angela P 2960 Bethel Church Rd
Apt 133
Sherwin Elena M 3359 Sylvan Rd
Shubosky Michael 838 Boulder Dr
Simmers Genevieve J 3571 Myrna Dr
Simmons Business Sys 5390 Progress Blvd
Simpson Ella Mae 3228 Apache Rd
Skinkis Cassie Apt 1102
Sluk June E Apt D204 4910 Brightwood Rd
Smearman Jerry W Jr 2925 Oakhurst
Smith Katherine 4310 Overhill Dr
Smith William, Jessica 6122 Kings School Rd
South Hills Family Medicine 1300 Oxford Dr Ste 1e
Steel Nancy S 5720 Valyview Dr
Stewart Deborah J 127 Bluestone Dr
Stickler John R 3566 S Park Rd
Stubenbort Cecilia T 5466 Liberty Rd
Susan Stay & Asso LLC 1025 Sarvis Dr
Tate Albert 5563 Saddlebrook Dr
Taylor Bradley J, Lenore M 102 Bertley Dr
Technical Vericheck Svcs Inc PO Box 8
Tierney Robert D 5826 Clark Ave
Tranovich Michael A, Donna J 3018 Grandview Farms Plac
Trittler Raymond 4910 Brightwood Rd Apartment
Tsouris Gust 3191 Industrial Blvd
Tygart Angela K 1211 Woodcock Ct
Us Film Crew, Glenn Yocca 100 Broughton Rd
Vandervelde Peter Paul 5076 Orchard Ave
Volzer Melinda 5910 Keystone Dr
Wells William J 618 Clearview Dr
Wetzel Ellen F 2960 Bethel Church Rd
Wilkenson Elizabeth 1237 Cobblewood Dr
Witherow Sally 518 Bassett Dr
Zamboldi Brian 5975 Glen Hill Dr
Zimmer Jean H 2638 Brd St
Blawnox Pa 15238
Chorle Edward J 701 Ctr Ave Apt 807
Coatesville Coca Cola Btl Wks PO Box 38188
Council of Three Riv 120 Charles St
Lipski Melissa 940 Ctr Ave Apt 9
Phillips Auto Body 234 Freeport Rd
Saporito Michael 121 Freeport Rd
Brackenridge Pa 15014
Alter Betty M Highland Ctr 1050 Brdview Blvd
Bowser Sandra, S 705 Prospect St
Brilbee Amie Stin St
Chamber of Commerce 1030 Brdview Blvd
Dick Dennis 732 8th Ave
Digirolamo Elizabeth A 1032 Atlantic Ave
Dombroski Myrtle M 887 1st Ave Apt 203
Doutt Zelma, Boyd 921 6th Ave
Dunn Kenneth 1005 Brackenridge Ave
Feola Jennie Highlands Snf 1050 Brdview Blvd
Friday Shelby G 848 9th Ave
Gall Robert Est 857 3rd Ave
Hails Todd A 939 8th Ave
Hatfield Bruse 1051 Cleveland Ave
Hughes Lucille Est 1050 Brdview Bl
Johnson Larry G 1039 Eighth Ave
Karson Lynn 1038 3rd Ave
Kipp Melissa 716 Ohio St
Klaes Jonathan 724 Ohio St
Klemm Barbara J 245 Crestvue Dr
Kowall Casimer 1136 Union Ave
Linhart Helen R 968 Union Ave
Lloyd Otto 921 6th Ave
Lloyd Theodore Est 921 6th Ave
Matovcik Richard J Est 951 Penn St
Miller Grace 813 Roup Ave
Morris Rebie A 111 Locust Ln
Negley Laura 1007 1st Ave
Neusch Michael 914 Brackenridge Ave
Nora Arensberg Candies 1124 Roup Ave
Pechan Edward H Jr 903 Morgan St
Pfeil Charles N 1107 Pacific Ave
Poland Daniel P, Geor Man Nh 1050 Brdv
Rahmann Don Co Melford Rahmann 827 6th
Reyer Dorothy M 725 8th Ave
Ross Anna V Rear 1036 Brackenridge Ave
Schrag Dale F 873 8th Ave
Schultzer Leroy 321 Stern
Scoff Mark 1070 Nelson Ave
Shank Shirley M 1017 Union Ave
Sinemers Margaret 713 Roup Bracens Ridge
Smith Hazel A 813 Roup Ave
Webb Robert Alan 1021 Union Ave
Whaley Charon L PO Box 174
Yunaska Joan M 1059 Cleveland Ave
Braddock Pa 15104
Adamasko Joseph M, Laura 216 Comrie Ave
Allen Erik C 712 Middle St
Anderson Kenneth K 1018 4th St
Anderson Rikki 6 Kenmawr Ave
Barham Jeanne L 526 13th St
Barlock Francis J 1116 Talbot
Belejchak Edward J 707 N Main St
Bendinelli Mae 621 Margaretta St
Bennett Phyllis, William 1336 Bell Ave
Berkley Marc M 906 Bell Ave
Blazina Thomas M 19 Holland Ave
Boley Earl V 623 Braddock Ave
Braddock Enhancement Task PO Box 514
Brook Elizabeth 818 Spring St
Burke Joseph H 94 Oconnell Blvd N
Burns Marcien 1034 6th St
Campbell Shakharis D 829 North Ave
Capital One Auto Finance Inc 906 Bell Ave
Carrone Mary M 203 Comrie Ave
Carter John H Jr 212 2nd St
Cinciripini Paul, Helen 218 Comrie Ave
Clark Mary M 206 Corey Ave Rear
Cnac Lundine Apts 125 Corey Ave Apt 105
Connor Ruth 521 4th St
Connor Ruth L 521 4th St
Cooper Dorsey PO Box 415
Coyne Paul 620 Corey Ave
Coyne Paul 633 Corey Ave
Cuba Thomas, Marie 1221 Cherry Way
Dawn Mary 708 Talbot Ave
Dawn Mary Est 708 Talbot Ave
Dibernardo Daniella J 1526 Ridge Ave
Diefenderfer Betty J 814 North Ave
Dipaolo Bertha 216 Pine Way
Dixon Bruce W 541 Jones Ave
Dollar Bank Leasing 441 6th St
Donifero Caroline 1753 Wolf Ave
Donovan Margaret 809 Washington Ave
Draskovich Lillian 234 Jackson St
Duncan Irene 515 Washington Ave
Gardner Brian M 524 13th St
Geary Martin E 744 Middle St
Grant David J 415 Lobinger Ave Apt 103
Gregor Regina 1123 Crosby St
Grosko Susan 519 Verona St
Handza Kathleen A 523 2nd St
Hankins Clarence O 715 Parker Ave Apt 9
Henderson E L 652 1st St
Heritage Health Foundations 445 4th St
Hicks Lucille 519 Hawkins Ave
Hilliard Lula 336 Hawkins Ave
Horwath Regina Est 1123 Crosby St
J P Cruz Auto Specialist 207 Braddock Ave
Jackson Lois L 1534 Grant St
Jones Oliver RR 1
Jones Robert L Jr 112 Comrie Ave
Jones Robert RR 1
Kelly Keenan 114 Comrie Ave
Kobulinsky George V 1313 Bell Ave
Korbel Joseph 1421 Grant St
Kraly Kenneth 147 Camp Ave
Krul Dorothy M, John 513 Verona St
Lasczynski Joseph 734 Washington Ave
Lloyd Robert 425 4th St
Lorraine Barlock 1116 Talbot
Mansfield Thomas M 620 6th St
Manson Bernard 205 3rd St
Manson Mary Francis 713 Talbot Ave
Mantia Mary 210 Penn St
Maskarinec Anna P 1003 Kirkpatrick Ave
Matrazzo James 1224 Mcdonough St
Matthews Bernadine 620 6th St Apt 904
McGinty Cecilia 1409 Grandview Ave
McGraw Gene Est, Marion 1616 Wolfe Ave
McKelny Anna V RR 1
Merranko Mary E 429 Camp Ave
Mills Charlotte RR 1
Mockabee Lynae J 606 4th St
Mullen James R 426 Second St
Mullins D S 400 Holland Ave
Nedley Anna B 1524 Ridge Ave
Nedostup George D 127 Second St
Newby Lucy 9 Moodie St
Novotny John 1314 Kirkpatrick St
Novotny Marcella 1146 Jones Ave
Nowlin Charity L 412 Talbot Ave
Obrien Thomas 424 4th St
Omalley William P 1308 Brinton Ave
Parsons Patricia W 929 Oconnell Blvd
Paul Gapel RD 1
Petitta Vincent, Dale 306 Camp Ave
Pierce Gregory M 205 4th St
Pysk Gerald John Sr, Cheryl A 308 Corey Ave
Qualiotto Mark PO Box 321
Raynard J Jr 56 8th St
Roberts Aaron R 4 A Hawkins Village
Roberts Stanley Sr 43 N 10
Ronallo Lisa M 1400 Violet Way
Rudman Olga 372 Virginia
Ruggiero Claudia M 215 Reeves Way
Salvation Army 300 Holland Ave
Schweinberg Robert 707 James Rd
Sciarretti Asphalt 812 Halkett St PO Box D
Silvasy Clarence 1714 Murdough St
Skowronski Chester 1716 Wolf Ave N
Smatana Irene 523 2nd St
Smatna Frances 523 2nd St
Smith John 26 Moody St
Smith Ronald 5 Palisades Plz Apt B5
Spencer Alexander, Hazel 1620 Ridge Ave
Steinman Robert J 548 Baldridge Ave
Stinger Patricia A 810 Kirkpatrick Ave Apt 1r
Taliaferro Kirsten 1308 Brinton Ave 2
Taucher Dena J 155 Comrie Ave
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Taylor Jacqueline 40 Holland Ave
Tomasic Elizabeth, George C 1514 Beech St
Torbich Shirley V, Thomas B PO Box 344
Tronsberg John J 634 2nd St
Trowell Cecelia 6 Kenmawr Ave
Vance Dorothy 325 Braddock Ave Apt 104
Walter Regis J 818 Spring St
Walter Rosie 1505 Bambi St
Washington Carlos Antonio 2203 Brighton Manor 102
Whistler Const Co 1300 Braddock Ave
White Calvester Mc 813 6th St
White Josephine 335 Hawkins Ave
White Nathaniel 415 Lobinger Ave
White Winifred 538 6th St
Whitehead Mary S 541 Lohnger
William Worlds Jr Lundine Apts 125 Corey Ave Apt 105
Williams Elmer PO Box 346
Williams Herman 206 Hawkins Ave
Williams Lori 502 5th St
Wilson Priscella 14 N Ave
Woods Larry 531 Corey Ave
Young Clarence 427 Stokes Ave Ste 144 Pmb 253
Zavada Mary Irene, John 838 North Ave
Bradford Woods Pa 15015
Beckman Erin M, Kurt M 135 Wyndwood Rd
Broderick Gina C PO Box 306
Cairns Robert, Mary RD 1 Wexford
Clendaniel Earl A 50 Seldom Seen Rd
Cothren Elizabeth, Joseph 89 Mystic Hbr
Cover Story Comm In 631 Ctrvue Rd
Edmunds Claire E, David H, Brynn E 810 Willow Rd
Ferraro Arlene 604 Ctrvue Rd
George Vincent, Gloria 4933 Wexford Run Rd
Guzzardi Joseph 203 Oak Grove Rd
Hall Nigel 919 Dale Ave
Jacobson Tanner PO Box 86
Johnson Todd Robert, Jeanne M 65 Seldom Seen Rd
Keck John B 14 Chestnut Rd
Morris Matthew R 50 Seldom Seen Rd
Spence Jeffrey 36 Meetinghouse Ln
Stn Development Inc PO Box 341
West Larry E 821 Oak Rd
Wilson Bryan K 1 Commons Dr
Wilson Catherine RR1
Yates Patricia A 4800 Wexford Run Rd
Brentwood Pa 15227
Dishart Donald J 3116 Elroy Ave
Ford Phyllis 1625 Skyline Dr
Gredeon Charles C 958 Agnew Rd
Hartman Laureen M 3116 Brownsville Rd
Johnson Gayle 20 Shadow Dr
Kearns Lacey M 103 Pentland Ave
Mattwell LLC, Quiznos 507 Townsq Way
Porta Dawn 405 Lawnwood Ave
Ritzel Edward, Kathleen R Roslonski 4114 Cloverlea St
Stephenson Brad A 4886 Leona Dr
Thomas Nee Crosby Ave
Bridgeville Pa 15017
Abbey Deborah L, Brian P 3046 Willowbrook Dr
Aberle Earl 637 Elm St
Accelight Networks Inc 70 Abele Rd Ste 12011203
Agi 127 Washington Ave
Allegheny Clin Assoc 1195 Washington Pike Ste 117
Allegheny Clinical Assoc 1370 Washington Pike Ste 30
Allpak Inc, Lisa Kennis 1195 Washington Pike
Arlet Joseph A 1407 Bower Hill Rd
Baiocco Dana 502 Cypress Ct
Baldini Albert 666 Baldwin St
Baldini Jennifer A 3006 Willowbrook Dr
Barwick Marjorie 420 Swan Dr
Beerel Medical LLC 1370 Washington Pike Ste 206
Behanna James 333 Greenwood Pl
Bell Lisa 320 2nd Ave
Bellis Irene T 3570 Washington Pike Apt 37
Bender Bruce 479 Bank St Apt 1106
Bier Albert N 327 Ridge Point Cir Apt 24
Bishop Thomas 64 Pond Ct S
Bly Russell D Jr 102 Twin Ponds Ln
Bodnar Kim S, Kim B Kepple 127 Washington Ave
Bonardi Edith M, Louis 797 Bower Hill Rd
Bowen Medical Services Corporation 50 Abele Rd
Bridgeville Rotary Club PO Box 38
Briselli Gayle D 978 Ella St
Brown Matthew 974 Ella St
Bruening Lynn P 502 Cypress Ct
Bryson Harold L, Joan C 3564 Washinton Pike Apt 436
Bud Behling Leasing Inc, Mildred Shaw 382 Carol Ave
Burns Patrick 1303 Marbleseed Ln
Butler A D 3152 Laurel Ridge Cir
Cam Marian M 345 Chess St
Cavanaugh Helen P 3570 Washington Pike Apt 48
Ceiling Systems Dist 100 Union St
Chabala Mary Ann 302 Saint Clair St
Chabala Rodger 653 Orchard Ave
Cms Nevillewood Limited 1 Kroner Farm Ct
Collins Anne M 3564 Washington Pi 420
Collins Harriet M 2202 Open Meadow Cir
Complete Fitness LP 3089 Washington Pike
Condio Gregory J 350 Presto Sygan Rd
Conway Harriet V 50 Vanadium Rd Apt 344
Country Meadows Nursing 3590 Washington Pike
Country Meadows of South Hills 3570 Washington Pike
Crawford Martha B, Barbara Stroh 1240 Parkside Dr
Cruz Sonia 157 Union St
Dalessandro Bertha 319 Prestley Rd
Dankowsky Russell Steven, Harile Cynthia 644 Bank St
Darzilosk Patricia 319 Prestley Rd
Davis Dale A Jr, Dale A 3570 Washington Pike Apt 10
Davoren Jacqueline A 1332 Tr St
Debski Paul J 258 Portman Ln
Developme Stambrosky 1226 Newbury Highlands Dr
Dinardo Nicholas 709 Washington Ave Apt 2b
Diorio Nickolas 618 Dewey Ave
Dobbins Ann 224 Hwy View Dr
Dobrowolski Steven F PO Box 219
Dolence Thomas L 105 Prestley Rd
Double Frances Agnes 620 Baldwin St
Drew Ella Kathryn 743 Bower Hill Rd
Dunn Alisha Beth 1208 Harvest Ct
Dunn Craig J 1075 Bank St
Edler Anna 3560 Washington Pike
Fi360 Attn Designations 10 Emerson Ln Ste 8013
Finnerty Ella Jane, James 1338 Main St
First Commonwealth Bank 428 Sta St
Forest Builders Inc 1049 Carol Dr
Forza Monaca A Inc PO Box 677
Franckhauser Margaret, John F Est 6000 Belle Terre Ct
French Robbie 1315 Missouri Ave
Fulton Robert 219 Woodhaven Dr
Gallagher Betty J Est 50 Vanadium Rd Apt 325
Gerlach Arlean W, John 1404 Main St
Gillece Services 3000 Washington Blvd
Goodnight John W 1314 Union St
Goodyear Auto Svc Center 1110 Washington Pike
Gossett Edna C 601 McMillan St
Grelle Edward E 50 Vanadium Rd 234
Haver Esther B Est, William C Est 1104 Harding St
Hbg R Auth, K Welch/Benchmark 107 May Ave Ste 3a
Huibregtse Dean M 713 Augusta Dr
Humphrey Mark E 601 Mayer St
Impaqt 1350 Old Pond Rd
Incperkinelmerg 90 Emerson Ln
Iron City Ventures LLC 6328 Oyster Bay Ct
Jacobs Mary M 1208 Harvest Ct
Johnson Nancy R, Otto F Lesnett Rd
Jones Maynard L 3275 Washington Pike
Joshi Bhawana 750 Hickory Grade Rd
Kiefer Eunice Est, Frank Est 794 S Gray Ave
Klaphake Bradley A 211 Jones Dr
Klein Dorothy S 739 Mill St
Koller Margaret R, William J 3580 Washington Pike Apt 220
Komisary Sarah Est 933 Laurel St
Koszarsky Elma 230 Osceola Dr
Kovach Mike 1372 Pesavento Dr
Kreisel Esther, Carl 514 Dewey Av 4
Lanz Paula 910 McLaughlin Run Rd
Lindemann Marco 708 Winstein St
Love Josephine, Roger A 812 Mclaughlin Rd
Lunardi Caroline M 3564 Washington Pike
Lunsford Darla S 1006 Ryeland Ct
Lyttle Stephanie J 6122 Caledonia Ct
Magliocca Helen D, Helene L 50 Vanadium Rd Apt 134
Maioli Clara 404 Forbes St
Maloy Hugh J Jr 50 Vanadium Rd Apt 129
Mankamyer Harold 548 Cherryhill Dr
Marrow Julie T 164 Firwood Dr
Martino Florence, Ernest 414 Bower Hill Rd
Mazetis Ann 3560 Washington Pike
Mazetis Ann Est 3560 Washington Pike
Mazur Michael 128 Melrose Ct
Mazur Michael, Marion 128 Melrose Ct
Mcclure Elwin Eugene 601 Mcmillan St Apt 316
McGill Marie 625 Gregg
McNany James R Country Meadows
Melani Anthony 3520 Washington Pike Apt 802
Mercer Lime Stone Co 50 Abele Rd Ste
1006 Carolyn Stenisauskie
Mghanga Anthony N Fr 303 Twin Ponds Ln
Milanof Schock Library 107 May Ave Ste 3 A K Welch Be
Milavec Stanley R, Elizabeth 935 Ella St
Milavec Wayne A 935 Ella St
Missonak James Kenneth 1337 Washington Pike
Mlinac Ruth M 50 Vanadium Rd Apt 313
Mosti Ellen Louise 607 Gander Cir
Mucha Lauren E, James E 1380 Pesavento Dr
Nestor Marcella 8578 Christine Ct
North American Solstice Sky 318 Ridge Point Cir
Oliver Capital Group LLC 1597 Washington Pike Ste B14−1
Orkin Inc 10 Emerson Ln Ste 804
Oskamp Heidi 652 Cherry Way
Oxford Solutions 98 Vanadium Rd Building D
Padgelek James L, Rose M 795 S Gray Ave
Pajer Patricia J 704 Bates Way
Petrick Esther L, Tressa H 1028 Bank St
Peyton Robert PO Box 123
Piazza Salvatore C, Gail S 1130 Sarah St
Plezia Pamela 1840 Mayview Rd Ste 202
Plumley Randal 1601 Mayview Rd
Porter Arlene Rolling Hills Ranch 677 Hickory Grade Rd
Priceking South Inc 3029 Washington Pike
Purvis Ava 3520 Washington Pike Apt 606
Putulowski Robert J II 143 Meadow Dr
Queen City Lacrosse PO Box 186 Billing
625 Washington Ave
Ranalli Marion B, Verne W 558 Thomas St Ext
Ray Enterprises LLC 733 Augusta Dr
Remmick Dolores M 50 Vanadium Rd Apt 302
Roussel Catherine 114 Patterson Rd
Rowley Norman 189 Hickory Hts Dr
Ryan Norma E Est 3564 Washington Pike Apt 450a
Salizzoni Gail M 1130 Sarah St
Scott Catherine 1601 Mayview Rd
Shah Nirupa B 711 Chartiers St
Shaikh Muhammad I 5857 Longview Cir
Sharmila Thota R 6050 Spring House Pl
Shaw Mildred E 5312 Thoms Run Rd
Shepley Carolyn T, Donald J 3275 Washington Pike Ofc
Shinzato Hinako 136 Meadow Dr
Shop & Save Food & Drug 3239 Washington Pike
Silinskas Gene A 479 Bank St Ext Apt 901
Simpson Suzanne 656 Dewey Ave Apartment A
Smart Office Services 600 Old Pond Rd Ste 507
Snyder Scott T 8580 Christine Ct
Soos Sharon 1601 Mayview Rd
Stansbury Patrick M 403 Montgomery Ave
Stenzel Dorothy 404 Forbes St
Stesiak Ronald R 3520 Washington Pike Apt 404
Stolash Dorothy Est 919 Ridge Rd
Styche Bethany A 751 Mill St
Styche Ronald Jr 751 Mill St
Teria Wood Parent of 1012 Ryeland Ct
Tiley Edward J III, Tiley Melissa A 155 Smt Ridge Dr
Tkac Marcela 7054 Highland Creek Dr
Trusz Michael 50 Vanadium Rd Apt 207
Us Security Inc Lisa Cherish 1370 Washington Pike
Vertical Solutions Inc 600 Bursca Dr Ste 602
Wallace Jeffrey W 8105 Palomino Dr
Wallace Larry P 1285 Cook School Rd
Wieland Grace M, Grace 2421 Southern Dr
Williams Sabrina A Minor 1012 Ryeland Ct
Williams Thomas G 3580 Washington Pike Apt 217
Wirth Ken K Welch/Benchmark 107 May Ave Ste 3a
Wittmann Madeline A 3580 Washington Pike Apt 217
Wolf Patricia A 735 Mill St
Wolnosci Towarzystwo 270 Prestley Rd 270 Prestley Rd
Wood Alan L, Alan Lee Wood Est 376 2nd Ave
Woolfsmith Jennifer 505 Cypress Ct
Wozniak Alice M 136 Eisner Ave
Yankel Loretta 1101 Harding St
Yocum Madeline A 50 Vanadium Rd
Young Julia Ann 1326 Missouri Ave
Yu Ping 704 Augusta Dr
Zinnen Robert O PO Box 219
Buena Vista Pa 15018
Duran Kelly Lauren, Darlene RD 1 Duran Rd
Frank Lindsey M 3303 Wood St
Gregory Michael T, David T, Leila M 3410 Wood St
Lacey James R PO Box 55
Linn Patricia B 119 Elway St
Thaxton Theresa 1916 Offshore Dr
Zeiler Sara 125 Kratt St
Bunola Pa 15020
Frizzell John K PO Box 1105
Carnegie Pa 15106
Balanced Capital Svcs Inc 700 Washington Ave
Barker Celeste Danielle Union Natl Mortgage
420 E Main St
Barrett Richard E, Linda 19a Chartiers Ter
Bartlett Alfred Dean 1 Old Farm Rd
Bean Marc Est 636 Liberty Ave
Beckel Harry H 207 Ewing Rd
Bennett Lillian Est Tammy Korczyk 215 Ignasius Ave
Benzinger Neil 637 Library Ave
Betts Raymond Gerard Est 222 Wedgewood Ct
Bishop Genevieve 55 Noblestown Rd
Bodnar Lisa M 111 Maclaine Dr
Bolden Kelly L 109 Mountain Dr
Bosetti Justin 45 Walker St
Bostic Sarah 644 Liberty Ave Apt B Fl 2
Bradley Fred E, Julia 30 Sunnysude Ave
Brannan Beverly L, Jerry J 104 Norwich Ct
Bright Matthew D Union National Mortgage 420 E Main St
Buehler Alexis R 101 3rd St
Campbell Kristen M 404 Gregg St
Cange Jennie 4 Rosslyn Rd John D Onofrio
Capozzoli Sarah 517 Hulton St
Carroll Joseph R 242 Woodkirk St
Catherwood Chas E 324 Plum St
Cehic Sadik C 301 Noblestown Rd
Chagnon Christine, George W 408 1st St Apt 1
Chandler Teresa J, Paul 1 3rd Ave Apt 600
Chartiers Valley Ptrship Inc 1 Veterans Way
Chase Home Finance LLC 4 Chestnut St
Chrysler Financial 559 Garfield Ave
Clover Harold C 1 3rd Ave Apt 815
Cochran Shirley Est, William 538 Division St
Cohen Cheryl 611 Library Ave
Conley Gladys M 303 5th Ave 1
Connolly Eunice 815 Library Ave
Corporate Accommodations Inc 15 Chestnut St
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Cortezamaya Romer A 27 W Mall Plz Southside
Coyne Amy 50 Sigard
Crouse Lynn M 168 Mountain Dr
Dantry Mary 457 Brdway St
Derewecka Cecylia 408 3rd Ave
Derose Andrew R Jr 441 Wilcox St
Dewey Brandi L 309 Modern Ave
Dezamits Joseph 753 Lindsay Rd
Disaster Restoration Svcs 4 Chestnut St
Dixon William, Thomas 515 Noblestown Rd
Doak Dennis C 211 Alden Rd
Dobbins Kathleen, Peter A 316 Glenn Ave
Donnelly Joseph 700 Orchard St Apt 1
Dymond Elizabeth I 316 Grant Ave
Eberlein Paul 101 3rd St
Elizabeth Lange 771 Darlington St
Everhart Scott 312 Grant Ave
Fiering Wilbert J Attn Marilyn Arnold 15 B Chartiers Tr
Fife Thomas 324 Academy St
Fischer Joshua B 103 Railrd Ave Apt 2
Fisher S Pharmacy 500 Noblestown Rd Ste 200
Fontana Michelle A, Matthew A 834 Washington Ave
Apt 213
Fordham Tonya D 638 Idlewood Ave
Fragapane Katheryn 556 Garfield St
Frazier Eugene 820 Capitol Dr Apt 10
Freedom Home Ventures LP PO Box 365
Frew William, Ruth M 144 Boroview St
Gallagher Home Healt 1100 Washington Ave Ste 206
Gardner Patricia 515 Morrow Ave
Giroski Diana P 42 Elwyn Ave
Goolsby Harold L 414 First Ave
Greentree Auto Body 301 Noblestown Rd
Gronsky Joe 720 Arch St
Habovick Heather 459 Finley Ave Apt 3
Haer Vanessa M 66 Wynnecliffe Dr
Hajorie Majed N 1922 West Railrd St
Hanis Raymond 200 Railrd Ave Apt 214
Hardy Dolores C 200 Railrd St Apt 114
Hatcher Clarence T 246 Pringle St 1b
Hatcher George 37 Lind Way
Hendershot Russell C 425 Cubbage St
Hindt Amber L 132 Cherrytree Dr
Hines Katherine, William 820 Capitol Dr Apt 1002
Holzworth Angela, Jon 209 Boden Ave
Home Health Agency Indiana LLC 600 N Bell Ave Bldg 2
Impress Packaging Puerto Rico Inc 600 N Bell Ave 200
Impress Usa Inc Acct Payable 600 N Bell Ave Ste 200
Iorio Sestino David 543 Hulton St
J G Refractory 530 Bell Ave
Kanavy Elaine A 815 Library Ave
Kantor Michael 711 Logan St
Kaul Neha 133 Lee St Apt 109
Kazi Asif 834 Washington Ave 606
Keefer Michael A 410 Carothers Av
Kelly Gladys, David 303 Washington Pike
Killian Regina E 820 Capitol Dr Apt 312
Klapach Anthony 226 Wedgewood Ct
Klepeis John, Mary 23a Chartiers Ter
Koszarsky Virginia, George 1832 Ellsworth Ave
Kovacs Andrew 119 Grienbrier Dr
Krasousky Susan D 302 Lexington Ct
Kuduva Premkumar R 834 Washington Ave Apt 608
Kueshner Steve 221 Woodkirk St E
Kulik Stanley C 1810 W Railrd St Fl 2
Kwasnicki Victoria Frances 525 Flynn Ave
Lackovich Patricia, David Presser Her Atty
850 Washington Ave
Laflame Thomas 523 Carothers Ave 1
Land Options Inc 600 N Bell Ave Ofc Carnegie Park
Ste 120 Bldg
Lawrence Charlene R 1108 Peachtree Rd
Lococo Kathryn 541 Boyd St
Lollo Charles H, Olga 544 Garfield St
Lu Chuan 834 Washington Ave Apt 101
Lucas Leo R Kismet St
Martin Jeremy 424 Carothers Ave Apt 4
Matrosky Agnes 427 Reamer Ave
May Ian T 609 Doolittle Ave
Mccarty Alice 51 Dean St
Mccracken Nicole R, Brad M 505 Morrow Ave
Mcgrogan Evelyn 1 Third Ave Apt 414
Mcintyre Snyder Exxon 201 3rd Ave
Mcnamara Anna 339 Thomas St
Miller Alama 121 Mansfield Ave
Miller Michael G 830 Library Ave Apt 2a
Moehler Ronald P 702 Reamer Dr
Moskal William PO Box 21
Moslen William M, Bonnie M 126 Brunswick St
Mozurak Harry J 105 Wabash St
Mucha Betty Ann, Michael J, Michael P 308 Torrence Ave
Namy Rosemary 133 Lee St Apt 110
National Record Mart 507 Forest Ave
Navarro Omar 714 Dick St
Nelson Dale L 301 Noblestown Rd
Nervo David M 2 Walker Ave
Newman Scott 525 Beechwood Ave
Ninness Frank Jr, Anna, Frank Sr 9 Wynnecliffe Dr
Pace Joe 323 2nd Ave
Parker Michelle D 35 Suburban Ave
Paslowski Robert P 366 Branch
Pastorok Ian 67 Noblestown Rd Rear
Pater Scott 425 1/2 Elk St
Penn Frank 330 Gregg St
Pesci Livio Po Box 223
Peterson Eleanor A 509 Beechwood Ave
Pitschke Melanie L 328 Knox Ave
Poole Margaret 134 Mountain Dr
Pritchard Mary 55 Carol Dr
Prohaska Andrea 319 Ewing Rd
Rago Mark K Md 11 Winthrop Rd
Rausch Dolores 253 Magazine St
Ray Rosemary 2 Old Farm Rd
Rehabilitation Mgmt Svcs Inc 317 W Main St
Rice Tami 531 Carothers Ave Apt 2
Rimmel Lois D 412 5th Ave
Riser Lois 145 Noblestown Rd
Ritter Lori A 323 2nd Ave
Rogers Joyce L Est Mildred Rutkowski 426 Franklin Ave
Rose Jennifer L, Jay R 318 7th Ave
Ross Edward A Tr 87 Cynthia Dr
Ross Family Trust 5/4/06 87 Cynthia Dr
Ross Pauline B Tr, Pauline B, Edward A 87 Cynthia Dr
Sanchez Clare H 535 Flynn Ave
Sandy Thelma G 105 Ramsey Ave
Sauers Dennis A 101 Railrd Ave
Schmeider Vernon W 305 W Main St
Schu Meagan L, Linda V 728 Collier Ave
Schwagle Stella 518 Grant St
Scott Eileen M 201 Mansfield Ave
Settles Jack F Est 1444 Old Scrubgrass Rd
Shubra George 210 3rd St
Simpkin Thomas J 306 5th Ave 1
Simplified Service Corp 441 Jane St
Simpson Ruth 834 Washington Rd
Smelko Emma B 417 Torrence Ave
Smith Anita L 467 Lindsay Rd
Spahr Herbert James, Mary H 834 Washington Av 308
Speer Ronald G 419 Carothers Ave Apt 1
Sperring Kenneth 318 Lydia St
Springfield James A 338 Seventh Ave
Stachel Olga K 480 Canterbury Cir
Stage 62 Bethel Park Community PO Box 462
Stark Adele Y 982 Hoffmeyer
Stefura Maria 323 2nd Ave
Stranko Lori A 240 Noblestown Rd
Swanson John 138 Noblestown Rd
Sylvester Tokarczyk 55 Noblestown Rd
Thomas Andrew C 559 Garfield Ave
Thomas Talotta 130 Huron Dr
Thompson Mark W, Scot M 146 Noblestown Rd
Thomson Gladys E 509 Ctr Ave
Tomsin Steel Co Inc PO Box 507
Truchok Frances J 6 Highlandview Ave
Turko Joseph D 662 Dow Ave
Underwood Travel 520 E Main St
Vanderpool Daniel J 291 Ewing Rd
Veer Malik Abhay 1005 Forsythe Rd
Victory Security, Aaron Kellington 416 Washington Ave
Volek Erik J 26 Carol Dr
Wagner John A 1624 Walnut St
Weiss Jerome 424 Carothers Ave Apt 1
Whitten Eric G 1025 Lindsay Rd
Williams Carol 814 Logan St
Wojcicki Monica L 441 Wilcox St
Woltz Wind Ford Inc 109 Mountain Dr
Wozny Lou Est 539 Grant St
Wozny Peter A Jr 505 Library Ave
Wroblewski Henrietta 312 Finley Ave
Zaun Hartmut U 139 Mountain Dr
Zieger Florence A 16 Winthrop Rd
Zubrow Jimmy 200 3rd Ave
Castle Shannon Pa 15234
Aymin Margaret Est, Margaret A 1421 Highlandville Dr
Baratta Pete 836 Bockstoce Ave
Giant Eagle 000671 Clsd 862 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Haas George J, Julia M 1 Poplar St
Kast Jacqueline 850 Baldwin St Apt 116
Kelly Donna L 4113 Willow Ave
Malesky Pamala 808 Kerry Hill Dr
Mcgee Michael 417 Hood Ridge Dr Apt 21
Meloukaz Helen 9 Mine 2
Moulton Jennifer 3721 Lyndell St
Reardon Eleanor C Rockwood
Richards Patrician 1524 Blossom Hill Rd
Robert Freeman, Freeman Realty Ste 206c Ste 206 C
Zamaris James 1006 Thornwood Dr
Cedarhurst Pa 15243
Mongelli Jeannine S 954 Segar Rd
Cheswick Pa 15024
Ak Collision 1040 Pittsburgh St
Albert Marie PO Box 202
Alla Dinesh 1 Miller Ln
American Stress Tech 840 Watercrest Way
Anderson Robert B Est 715 Freeport Rd Apt
Austin Lauree L 1413 Maple St
Baker Dayton 296 W Starz Rd
Bamrick Tina 53 Quigley Rd
Beimel Nicklaus W 401 Ashton Dr
Bocheks Collision Center 1009 Russellton Rd
Bowman Pearl 715 Freeport Rd
Boyd Brad 1615 Beech St
Britton Brian J, Kalli K 248 Shagbark Dr
Brown Thomas H, Gina G 411 Ashton Dr
Carrier Timothy C 308 Linden Dr
Carroll Richard W, Robert D 1315 Linden St
Chapple Beverlyn, Richard 4026 Huron Ct
Chelecki Helen D, Angel RR 2 Box 99a
Chilebowski John Est 119 S Highland Ave
Cristillo Gladys 310 N Highland Ave
Curtiss Wright Elect 1000 Cheswick Ave
Deemer Jane A Rich Hill Rd
Deer Lakes Sd 109 E Union Rd
Durci Debra L 49 Simon Rd
Eyerman Walter G III 1009 Russellton Rd
Filter Service Installatio 110 Cheswick Ave
Funtal Carl R 114 Hill Ave
Gardner James 305 Hill Ave
Goggins Dennis 6 Orr Ave
Hall Engineering 160 Eisele Rd
Hanna Elizabeth M 1313 Beech St
Hickey Raymond 208 Wilson Ave
Horvatic Jill A 113 Shady Ave
Hvizdos Robert 101 Wye Oak Dr
Jones William P 622 Pillow Ave
Kish Anna RR 1
Kish John RR 2
Kosala Albert E 1528 Linden St A
Luciano Phillip P 340 Guys Run Rd
Lukac Olive A 128 N Atlantic Ave
Lyker Lucy 255 Shagbark Dr
Marasco Amy 411 Kleiner Ct
Mccallister Daniel C, Joyce Mark M Riggs Deer Lakes
Auto Body 43 Woodhill Rd
Mcgrew Elizabeth M 48 Grubbs Rd
Myers Merick 112 Maple Rich Rd
Pajerski Michael, Nellie RT 1
Panza Carol L 116 Allegheny Ave
Patterson Hazel F 920 Old Mill Rd
Peterman Jane C 715 Freeport Rd 2nd Fl
Podmilsak John L 212 Scarborough Dr
Pure Mineral Waters 201 Orr Ave
Pursh Jennifer F, Eric 23 Philomena Cr
Reinhardt Irene 53 Quigley Rd
Renaissance Family Practice upmc In 600 Watercrest Way
Ste 630
Rizzo Laura D 401 Ashton Dr
Rohay Andrew M 255 Little Deer Creek Rd
Russell Keith W 21 Magill Dr
Sardone Mary Est 221 School St
Secrist John W Jr, Renna J 604 Pine Ave
Secrist Renna Est 604 Pine Ave
Shreve Autumn, Jeremy 208 Wilson Ave Apt K
Simms Janelle F, Eric J 208 Mcclure Rd
Sims Diane A 10 Wilson Ave
Slomiany Julian 114 Coolidge Ave
Sma Deer Lakes Pc 221 Russellton Dorseyville Rd
Snyder Geraldine E Est 223 Snyder Ln
Stosic Matthew J 3876 Saxonburg Blvd
Strain Margaret M 60 Columbia Dr
Sunrise Assisted Living 931 Rte 910
Tollgrade Comm Richmond House
Vargo Dorothy, Rebecca 471 Crawford Run Rd
Vargo Rebecca 471 Crawford Run Rd
Wallace George J 715 N Freeport Rd
Werner Edith K, Scott C 113 Reaghard Dr
Wickham James E 819 Freeport Rd
William Flinn Assoc Inc 934 Rte 910
Willoughby Rhonda 921 Russellton Rd Apt 204
Wilson Wayne 1100 Stonegate Mnr
Zonarich Eugene R 209 Shady Ave
Clairton Pa 15025
Annell Angelo A 107 3rd
Annello Verona 107 3rd
Anthony Alice V 6706 Mckinley Ct
Antrom Barbara A 324 Baker Ave
Assenti Constance J 122 Residence Way
Ayres Edwin A 1616 Jefferson Ridge Dr
Balas Rita M 532 Old Clairton Rd
Bartolomeo Dawn 613 6th St
Beatty Kandace E 3506 Miles Ave
Beier Andreas 565 Reed St 108
Benack Arnold, Betty 915 Vankirk St
Blaylock Karen N 3506 Miles Ave
Boehm Deborah 5124 Oak Rd
Booker Glenda L 226 1/2 Sycamore St
Boyd Robert K 414 3rd St
Bradford Marla D 604 Constitution Cir
Brown Towanda 537 N 6th St
Byers Isabel 421 Ohio Ave Apt 8
Byrd Thomas 1605 Village Green Dr
Campieri Maria R 511 Payne Hill Rd Apt 183
Casteel John E Jr, Cheryl A 1640 Jefferson Ridge
Chauhan Ambaram Prime Medical Group
1200 Brooks Ln 140
Chotiner Stanford, Arnold, Ben 818 Miller Ave
Clark Carolyn L 117 Constitution Cir
Cook Andrew 9d Blair Hts
Cook Jennifer A, Robert M Suzanne E Cook 511 Payne Hill
Rd Apt 111b
Cundra Steven D 1207 Grove St
Diclaudio Tamara 382 New World Dr
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Dutton Alan H 380 Wray Large Rd
Ellis Willie 115 R Boundary
Estate of Laura Romanos 606 Miller Ave
Fielder Leola 1605 Village Green Dr
Foley Paul J 1232 Village Green Dr
Gash David S 765 Vankirk St
Geiger Shirley G RD 2 Box 128
Gennaula Charles 1200 Brooks Ln Ste 120
Gillie William R 34a Woodland
Goodman Hievirtha 265 Reed St Apt 712
Gori Frank, Paula 1009 2nd St
Greb Kailee L, Beth S 235 Elm Hollow Rd
Gress Aemand 5031 Alta Vista Dr
Grimerstein Robert Est, Andrea 5405 Wilson Ct
Hoffman Pearl 454 Old Clairton Rd
Hough Louis M 615 12th St
Jackson Walter N 3506 Miles Ave
Jae C Kim Rehab Asso 575 Coal Valy Rd Shmb Ste 36
James F Kemp Inc 709 Miller Ave
Jefferson Orthoped Assoc 1200 Brooks Ln Ste 20−G
Johnson Barbara L 755 Horton St PO Box 5
Johnson Bonola 201 Chambers St
Johnson Kenneth 523 N 4th St
Jones Loura C 854 Vankirk St
Jordan Everett 745 Horton St
Karl Herman A Box 753 Larce Branch
Kish Julia Est 1024 1st St
Klein Mordecai Shmb Ste 403 575 Coal Valy Rd
Knight Grace L 414 3rd St
Latterner Donald I 223 Wray Large Rd
Lee Robert E 223 Springhouse Dr
Lehman Leonard 362 Vermont Ave
Leopold Leslie L 223 Wray Large Rd
Lewis Martha 854 Vankirk St
Liotus W 103 Dale St
Lombardi Mary C, Fay L 301 N 4th St
Lorenzo Dawn A 1635 SR 885
Lucot Clayton 318 New York Ave
Luffy Lauren M 6007 Independence Dr
Maksin Dean A Jr 523 Farnsworth Ave
Maksin Helen B, Steven 552 Thompson Ave
Marcus Samuel 608 Lafayette Dr
Marion Emma L 920 Miller Ave
Mccormley Betty 241 North 5th St
Mcintosh Judy 406 Walnut Ave
Mclean Alexander 881 Miller Ave
Mclean Brian 320 N 3rd St
Mct Cardiology Medic Mct Cardiology Med Ass
575 Coal Valy Rd Ste 460
Medved Helen J 43 N 4th St
Middlebrook Laquala M 616 Large Ave
Mitchell Samuel 405 Caldwell St
Mulvay Karen 1038 Penn Ave
Nahay Lawrence D 403 Payne Hill Rd
Nickolich Sanitation LLC 1121 Mcpherson Ave
Norris Bridget Y 621 Waddell Ave
Olah James 1510 Decker Ave
Ollie Jacquelynn I 2122 Beams Run Rd
Packard Kathryn E 1324 Worthington Ave
Pavlik Martin G 801 Saint Clair Av
Perry Candice I 740 N 6th St
Picicci Nancy 535 N Lewis Run Rd Apt 403
Potts Ryan J 1141 Toman Ave
Presti Betty R 359 Baker Ave
Pugh Cathi L 511 Payne Hill Rd Apt 192
Quest Charleen J 454 Old Clairton Rd
Ramanos George J 606 Miller Ave
Rice Tisha L 275 Waddell Ave
Richard Andrea 1456 Regency Dr
Roberston Karol 533 9th St
Roberts George M 138 Baker Dr
Robinson Sandra 511 Payne Hill Rd Apt 212
Robinson Theresa L 633 Constitution Cir
Romanos Laura M 606 Miller
Ruic Elizabeth A 209 Fawn Dr
Ruzich Frank 203 Elm St
Sajna Donna J 514 Coal Valy Rd
Santiago Julia 207 Tangelo Dr
Sawyer Willie L 226 1/2 Sycamore St
Sawyer Willie L, Carl J, Kent A 226 1/2 Sycamore St
Scalise Clementina 314 Waddell Ave
Slampak Faith 202 Aber Dr
Snyder Christopher R, April M 936 Old Clairton Rd
Spang Marian L, Joseph N 4031 Rustic Woods Dr
Stright Megan 111 Redcliffe Dr
Swanney Mary B 349 Wylie Ave
Swanson Judy 1074 Village Green Dr
Tachoir Auto Body 601 12th St
Tachoir Thomas 1329 SR 885
Thomas Ernie 103 Dale St
Thompson William J 774 Vankirk St
Thunborg Wade D, Grace 508 New York Ave
Turner Thymi 411 Halcomb Ave Apt B
Valecko Eleanor R, Mark A 246 Oak Entrance Dr
Velliky Florence 835 St Clair Ave
Verlich Edward 625 Thompson Ave
Wargo Robert T, Margaret 528 Thompson Ave
Webb Anna B 219 Scymore St
Weinheimer Stephen K 100 Cassia Dr
Whitt Laurie A 289 Ohio Ave
Wiggins Andre L 544 Halcomb Ave
Wilcher Aileen T 123 2nd St 15
Williams Dorothy Blair Hts
Wilson Eugene 330 State St
Wilson Mattie Lee 565 Reed St Apt 706
Withrow Linda 160 Carnegie Ave
Woo Sung Kyun 535 N Lewis Run Rd Apt 1301
Wright Earlene, Kathy 36 E Woodland Terr
Coraopolis Pa 15108
Acevedo Victor M PO Box 1675
Adams Daniel 1901 Beechford Ave
Adams Frank 1024 Ventana Dr
Adoki Iyalla 1104 5th Ave
Aiello Anne M 951 1st Ave Apt 401
Alcantara Rosa PO Box 5075
Alford Bey Maquallah 171 Juniper Dr
Allen Joan B, Avie M 914 1st Ave
Ally Bank PO Box 4025
Als Auto Body 856 Fourth St Ave
Altieri Sophia PO Box 3025
American Bridge 1000 American Bridge Way
Americredit Financial Services 73 Herbst Rd
Andraso Kathleen R 2515 Beaver Grade Rd
Angelisanti Sherri 414 Bryan Dr East
Applegate Scott D 845 Elm Way
Appodaca Edreena PO Box 3050
Aragon Misti Po Box 3050
Ariel Abstract Svcs 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Armstrong Rachel 1301 Vance Ave
Arrington Eric PO Box 4025
Ashbaugh Kenneth M 1132 Vance Ave
Ashe Edward J, Cathy D PO Box 3025
At Home Senior Svcs 814 5th Ave
Atm PO Box 1287
Authorized Factory Svc Inc Anthony R Palumbo
1010 1st Ave Box 31
Avital Sara, Yakov PO Box 1675 Isaoa Atima,
Bank of America 133
Ayala Armando PO Box 3025
Ayers Margaret, Kenneth RD 3
Azur Francis H, Atm Corp of America 345 Rouser Rd
Babich Plumbing Inc 4995 University Blvd
Bac Home Loans Servicing LP PO Box 4025
Bailey Smith Samantha PO Box 4025
Baker Debbie PO Box 3050
Balisky Harry G 323 Ewings Mill Rd
Balogh David W 102 Red Deer Ln
Banovac Steve 22 Elco Dr
Barry Brevik Orthopedic Rehab 515 Thorn Run Rd
Barte Dorothy B, Ralph E 129 Old Ridge Rd
Basra Hanish PO Box 3025
Bayer Heritage Fcu 102 Red Deer Ln
Bayer Thomas 329 Wendt Dr
Beaumount William E 137 Evergreen Ln
Becerra John R PO Box 4050
Beck Dolores E PO Box 4025
Beere Madeline, Nadine 56 Brodhead Trailer Ct
Beighey Janet M 215 Scottsdale Dr
Belllee Beverly PO Box 4025
Belmonte Roman 1116 Ridge Ave
Bence Gary L 726 George St
Benson Matthew L 209 Darnley Dr
Berola Margaret 814 5th Ave
Betonte Kenneth G 73 Herbst Rd
Blair & Toyota Motor Sandrow L PO Box 3025
Blumling Terri, Ace Tire & Parts 1101 4th Ave
Blystone Selena 49 Oak Dr
Bodnar Danielle 638 N Allerton Ct
Boem Desiree Amanda 504 Cypress Dr
Boheler Crystal N PO Box 4050
Bollard Stephanie L 4638 Elizabeth St
Bonowicz John PO Box 4050
Borner Richard W 215 Cranbrooke Dr
Boyer Rikki 1235 N Flaugherty Run Rd
Bradley Julie, Eric PO Box 4025
Bradshaw Juston, Gmac PO Box 4025
Brendza Nadine, Angela 6009 Hawthorn Dr
Brooks Hospitality LLC 408 Mill St
Brown Janet D PO Box 4025
Bueno Theresa PO Box 3024
Bunny Prak Co Bunnary Say & Toyota PO Box 3025
Butler Chauncey 4 Pentland Place
Butler Mervyn L PO Box 4050
Cabral Christian, Ursula N 173 Rosemont Dr
Cahen Eleanor C 900 Hiland Ave
Carroll Mary B 191 Darlene Dr
Cary Cheryl, David PO Box 4025
Caserta Fred R, Dawn M PO Box 4025
Cavcic Mujesira, Semso PO Box 1675
Cejer Industrial Equip Inc 254 Lytton Rd
Centi Melissa L 283 Coralwood Dr
Chakeres Jeannette RR 1
Chastain Rachael PO Box 3050
Chen Kai 612 Riders Way
Chiavetta John 1450 Ridge Ave
Chopra Manish, Sunita PO Box 3025
Ciamacco Nicole 11 Elco Dr
Cieco Inc 254 Lytton Rd
Cjc Inc PO Box 695863
Clark Kinna N PO Box 3025
Clark Wallace A II, Clark Beverlee S 812 7th Ave
Clinton Donna PO Box 4050
Coffman Charles, Pat PO Box 3025
Cohen Ira J 980 Beaver Grade Rd Ste 10a
Colalillo Salvatore M 103 Tory Rd
Columbus Paula Ventana Hills Apts 2825 Ventana Dr
Consort Hotels Inns Resorts 1500 Beers School Rd
Corelogic As Trustee of Gmac Mortga PO Box 4025
Cornett Erin 307 Woodcrest Dr
Corp PO Box 3025
Cpa Richard R Attn Richard Schiemer 927 Brodhead Rd
Crabb Patrick 8105 Landing Ln
Crawford Clarence N 1301 2nd Ave
Crawford Grace B 1550 Forest Green Dr
Crawford Harold 1116 2nd Ave
Crawford Lonie PO Box 4050
Crivello Tony PO Box 3025
Cruz Jose J PO Box 4050
Ctic Servicelink LLC 345 Rouser Rd
Dafauti Kripal Best Value Inn University Blvd
Daugherty Deldon H 108 Beacon Hill Dr
Daugherty William C III 814 5th Ave
David & Anna Stoddard Family Trust 136 Elmhurst Dr
Davis Maureen, Ellwood 291 Ewings Mill Rd
Davis Nichole 127 Crestview Dr
Davis William A PO Box 5075
Decroce William A, Ruth D 315 Scottsdale Dr
Denbow Ellen R 1347 State Ave Apt 106
Dennis Glen PO Box 5075
Devlin Fred 1020 5th Ave
Divincenzo Susan PO Box 3025
Dixon Dale I 617 Watson St
Doctor Stephany M 297 Oak Dr
Doubletree Hotel 8402 University Blvd
Drozdowski Witold PO Box 3025
Dt Gruelle Co 301 Moon Clinton Rd
Ducarme Elaine, Jules 316 Elkwood Dr
Duncan Lorne R 111 Shippen Dr
Dutton Carmella M 205 Bendix Dr
Eckman Kristen M PO Box 3025
Ecsi Edu Computer Sys Inc 181 Montour Run Rd
Edward E 1308 5th Ave
Edward E James DO & Asso 1308 5th Ave
Eggerstedt Duane, Mary PO Box 4025
Eguifax Settlement Services 420 Rouser Rd Bldg 3
Ekema Timothy PO Box 4025
Elance Federal Express Corp 500 Cherrington Pkwy Ste 200
Elder Careservices 29 Elco Dr
Emrich Walter 31 Sipes Rd
Ess 420 Rouser Rd Bldg 3
Estate of Ann M Lemons 619 Maple St
Estate of Mary Nichols 1315 Ridge Ave
Fadeley David 105 Wallridge Dr
Falavolito Christina 3202 Ventana Dr
Falcione Anthony 609 Cornell St
Falkey Diane PO Box 305037
Fast Stop 620 Mcgovern Blvd
Faunce Buffie PO Box 3025
Fed Ex Ground 1000 Fed Ex Dr
Fellows Barbara Jane 111 Bentley Down Dr
Filipovitz Elizabeth M, Joseph 1523 State Ave
First Franklin Loan Services H PO Box 5050
Fischer John J Jr C O Susan Hays 412 Nike Rd
Florio Deborah 29 Elco Dr
Fob Settlement 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Foley Jennifer R 319 Mc Intosh Dr
Foster Rachel E PO Box 4050
Fricke Jeff PO Box 3025
Frye Richard Major 911 Aw/Sv 1160 Brown St
Gallagher Betty Jane 718 Thorn St
Gallagher Dawn E Est Cindy Murphy 101 Crossridge Rd
Gardner Brandon L 520 Hemlock Ct
Garrison Kenneth PO Box 4050
Geisler Robert A 305 Red Deer Ln
Gertrude Mcbride Tr Ua 1132 Vance Ave
Gilbert William R Jr PO Box 4050
Gillies Alasdair 503 Moon Clinton Rd
Goggin Russell 319 Shafer St
Gonzalez Aurora PO Box 4050
Goodwin Edward PO Box 1675
Gopalan Radhika 4022 Turnwood Ln
Gordon Diane M 1633 Forest Green Dr
Gray Soon C PO Box 3025
Gross Bryan J 214 Ctrdale
Gumm Lillian M 20 Petrie Rd
H R Block Bank 5990 University Blvd Moon Plaza Ste 14
Hagadorn Gerald C 207 Winridge Dr
Haller Nelson M Box 250 RD 1
Hampton Inn Pittsburgh Airport 1420 Beers School Rd
Handel Jonathan 239 Old Ridge Rd
Hanesbrands Outerwear PO Box 394
Harper Leo F 1631 Ridge Ave
Harper Robert E Atty 1009 Beaver Grade Rd Ste 230
Hartz Victor Est 1003 Sanlin Dr
Haus W 1203 Vance St
Hawthorne Emma Louise 915 2nd Ave
Haynie Sue L 520 Hemlock Ct
Helms Cynthia A, David B 4126 Duckhorn Dr
Herman Samantha 11 Schuler Ln
Hernandez Jacqui PO Box 3025
Hernandez San J PO Box 1675
Hernandezneves Igor B 220 Polo Club Dr
Hickey Michael 716 Lincoln Highlands Dr
Hinkle Christopher J, Leonard C 124 Dover Dr
Hodder Denise 248 Glenmore Dr
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Hoehle Michael A, James D, Margaret M 194 Herbst Rd
Homecomings Financial Cecelia M Willis 1120 Steven
Mill Rd Ste 200
Homecomings Financial PO Box 4025
Horton Vilicia, Kevin PO Box 4025
Hough Zach 1541 Woodcrest Ave
Hq 99th Regional Readiness Cmd, Gary Weyant 99 Eng
Fms 99 Soldiers Ln
Hsbc Auto Finance Inc PO Box 3075
Hudson Thomas K 702 Flaugherty Run Rd
Hulton James 838 Lincoln Highlands Dr 838
Huskic Izudin PO Box 3025
Iirep Z Inc 4660 Elizabeth St
Ingram Simone C 915 2nd Ave
Insurance Automation PO Box 2975
Isakaial Inc Allan Sakai 16 Elco Dr
Isaoa Netbank PO Box 2975
Isaoa PO Box 1675
Iwasaki Takeshi, Yumiko 500 Cherrington Pkwy Ste 300
Jackline Mary M 1502 Woodcrest Ave Apt 122
Jackson Cleo C 108 Main St
Jeff Zell Consultants Inc 1031 4th Ave
Jiang Liu PO Box 559
John Seretti Chevrolet 880 Narrows Run Rd
Johnson Hattie PO Box 3050
Johnson Joyce L 2615 Leona Ln
Johnson Kirk Gregory 4008 Turnwood Ln
Johnson Leroy PO Box 5075
Johnson Lori PO Box 3025
Johnson Walter PO Box 3050
Jones Gregory Jr, Fawn PO Box 1675
Joyner Freda PO Box 4050
Juarez Zeferino PO Box 5075
Jukes Lydia 2015 Montour St
Karipin Kathleen M 951 1st Ave Apt 920
Kathju Sandeep 305 Scenic Ct
Kelly Mary PO Box 3075
Kelly Stephenson PO Box 3075
Kelvington Eric J, Amy 726 Ferree St
Kephart Michael L 818 6th Ave
Kimbrough Iva 1041 Main St
King Robert L 502 5th Ave
Kirk Howard 369 Cedar Dr
Kirwan Heights Vfd 729 5th Ave
Klein Ofir 3312 Ventana Dr
Kozup Kim PO Box 4050
Krafft David A 723 Forest Green Dr
Kraszewski Anna Est 9 Helen St
Kratovil Elizabeth L 48 Norfolk Dr
Kryst Jesse PO Box 3025
Kukucka William G 1039 Whispering Woods Dr
Lamborn Christina J PO Box 3075
Landamerica Prod Center Alithia Molinick
600 Clubhouse Dr Ste 400
Lang Heather 900 Kris Dr Apt 169
Langhorne Tanesha PO Box 4050
Lara Jorge L PO Box 3025
Lara Veronica PO Box 4025
Larocca Anthony J PO Box 28
Larocca Patrick 917 Kable Way
Laroocca Anthony J PO Box 28
Lee Anthony G PO Box 4025
Lee Ayanna M 210 Becks Run Rd
Lemons Ann 619 Maple St
Lender S Svc Inc, Karen Scott 700 Cherrington Pkwy
Lending Link 345 Rouser Rd Bldg 5 5th Fl
Lenz Lucie A PO Box 545
Lexus Financial Svcs PO Box 3025
Lsi Conseco Bank Inc 700 Cherrington Pkwy
Lsi Escrow Dept 700 Cherrington Pkwy
Lsi Inc 700 Cherrington Pkwy
Lsi Titleagency Inc Tina Cararie 700 Cherrington Pkwy
Lubinski Edward 319 Smallwood Dr
Lucovich Rebecca, Luke, Jacob 300 Summer Dr
Madison Meri L 3707 Ventana Dr
Mainwaring John T 185 Old Ridge Rd
Majalca Maria C PO Box 1675
Makos Richard PO Box 3050
Maloney Christine M 226 Patton Dr
Mangalie Indarjit PO Box 3025
Manna Helen 1626 Vance Ave
Manocha C R 6 Oxford Dr
Marine Brandon, Shannon PO Box 4050
Marnich Clay K 1 Timber Ln
Marrible Ruth 1619 Hiland Ave
Marsalis Amy 3205 Ventana Dr
Marsman Nichole, Chad PO Box 4025
Martin Nathaniel PO Box 3050
Martinez Griselda G PO Box 4050
Martinez Llanos Julio E PO Box 1675
Martinez Patricia PO Box 4025
Martrano Lawrence Sr 1 Robinson Manor Blvd Apt 305
Mccann Daron J PO Box 4050
Mcdonald Janice PO Box 3025
Mcdonald Joan 127 2nd Ave
Mcdonough Lawrence L, Bonita J 103 Greenlea Dr
Mcfarlin Leonard W PO Box 5075
Mcgough Sharon PO Box 3050
Mclean Jessica L 1220 Lee Dr Apt 262
Mcmillan Anthony K, Alison K PO Box 4025
Mcnall Agnes RD 3
Md Framing Construction PO Box 521
Mediate 1000 Beaver Grade Rd
Mejia Roberto 251 Moon Clinton Rd
Mendoza Rosa PO Box 30509
Menjivar Adan PO Box 3025
Mercorelli Diaz Gina M 135 Herbst Rd
Metcalf Jeannette, Charles PO Box 3075
Meyers Cecelia B Thorn Run Rd
Microban Unsmoke Systems 4660 Elizabeth St
Mihok Kimberlee 173 Rosemont Dr
Mitchell Mary 20 Norfolk Dr
Mlynarski Catherine, Richard 921 1st St Fl 10
Mollenauer Jarett 15 Elco Dr
Molyneaux Rege A 121 Old Ridge Rd
Moon Township Auto Body 502 5th Ave
Moore Kawonda M PO Box 3050
Mortage Connect LP 500 Cherrington Pkwy
Mortgage It Inc PO Box 4025
Mortimer Michael B 22 Phillips Ave
Motor Credit Corp PO Box 3025
Mullins Matthew T 2628 Ventana Dr
Munroe Melissa 2016 Ewings Mill Rd
Muralidharan Seshadhri 4022 Turnwood Ln
Nalesnick Joann 70 Ehle Ave
Nancy A Svc Co 419 Barn St
Narubin Gunar PO Box 5050
National Financial Svcs Ira 1685 Brdhead Rd 12
National Link 300 Corporate Ctr Dr Se 30
National Link Disbursements 300 Cherrington Pkwy
Nationallink 345 Rouser Rd Bldg 5
Naujelis Thomas 340 Hemlock Dr
Nelson Lorraine 1992 Ewings Mill Roa
Neport Management Co PO Box 4025
Newport Management Co PO Box 4025
Ngueyn Ha 1007 5th Ave
Nichols David 212 Polo Club Dr
Nichols Mary 1315 Ridge Ave
Nicholson Matthew M 207 Newton Sq
Nikqi Binake PO Box 3025
Nine One One Aw Lgtt Afrc Pittsburgh 2495 Alpha St
Nolte Christine L 904 6th Ave Apt 9
Northern Settlement Svc 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Nowak Rod PO Box 3075
Obrocto Stephanie A 5024 Stags Leap Ln
Olmstead Derek A PO Box 3050
Olson Maribeth R, Kent T 165 Wild Turkey Dr
Opalewski Jennifer M, Scott D 12 Peppertree Dr
Optimum Settlement Group 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Orgel Naomi PO Box 3025
Ortiz Clarissa, Frank PO Box 4025
Osweiler Teresa PO Box 4050
Owen Gerald W Jr 1822 State Ave
Padezanin Construction 845 Fourth Ave
Pahor Frances G 1502 Woodcrest Ave Apt 124
Palit Sylviana R, Stenly PO Box 1675
Palmer Kersti L 497 7th Ave
Palumbo Carol Apt Nu 940 1st Ave
Parmer William P, Mary D PO Box 3075
Pate Justin PO Box 5075
Paul William Robert 711 Maple St
Payton Randy E, Donna A PO Box 3050
Peavy Patrick R PO Box 5075
Pellek Lucia 72 Escalon Dr
Pendergast Richard, Ann 512 Crescent Blvd Ext
Pennsylvania Hospitality Asso Ctney Back 1406 Beers
School Rd
Peoples Bank Isaoa PO Box 4025
Perez Mailie PO Box 3075
Pesce Joseph 308 Serendipity Dr
Peters Jeremy W 2410 Stratford Ave
Petrucci Colleen, Lido 1503 Meerschaum Ln
Phillips Elizabeth P 423 Forest Green Dr
Plakosh Greg A 8900 University Blvd Ste 232
Plants Rose 951 1st Ave Apt 1003
Ponce Olivia PO Box 4025
Porters Prescription Pharmacy 935 Beaver Grade Rd
Powerlink 345 Rouser Rd
Pozo Xavier PO Box 3025
Puhlman Bridgette 815 Newton Sq
Puricelli Grace C Est 119 Rivercrest Dr
R D Copeland Ltd F Uneral Home 867 5th Ave
Ramada Inn 1412 Beers School Rd
Ramos Alonso PO Box 1675
Ramos Ervin 4031 Turnwood Ln
Ramsey Scott 104 Shippen Dr
Recinos Jose PO Box 1675
Reed Margaret A 129 Old Ridge Rd
Reichl Dennis L 210 Mulberry St
Reilly Eugene A, John M RD 1 Mcclaren Rd
Rendon Rhonda PO Box 3050
Residential Lending Inc PO Box 4025
Revelation Hair Desi, Bonnie Lipkie 1136 Thorn Run Rd
Reyes Israel PO Box 1675
Rhoden Raymond R 1304 4th Ave
Riccardi Dawn PO Box 3050
Ridenour Nancy 808 5th Ave
Ridenour Nancy L 808 5th Ave
Rimmel Carol A 201 Village Dr
Ritchie Chris J PO Box 4025
Ritchie David II 1717 Vance Ave
Robinson Melinda S PO Box 3025
Rodgers Chris D 1602 5th Ave
Rodrigues Sunitha J 2812 Ventana Dr
Rodriguez Isabel Ins Svc Ctr PO Box 3050
Ronco International Inc 614 5th Ave
Ross Edwin B 8 Hattman Dr
Ross Michael, Kim PO Box 4025
Rubischko & C PO Box 4025
Rubischko & J PO Box 4025
Ryan Sean PO Box 4025
Ryan Violet, Edward 275 Oak Dr
Salituro Stefan Peter Robert Morris University
Washington Hall C11
Sallay Andre PO Box 1675
Samalot Antonio PO Box 3075
Sanders Robert, Paula 31 Norfolk Dr
Santomo Bonnie 114 Breezewood Dr
Sanvito Anthony A 220 Coraopolis Rd Apt 14
Saracena Renee 712 Lincoln Highlands Dr
Sardella Dorothy A Est 915 5th Ave
Sardello Dorothy 915 5th Ave
Sardello Mckenzie, Justin 6 Cherrington Ln
Satcho Richard L 42 Agnes St
Saylor Judith A 235 Mc Cartney Dr
Schilling Jessie PO Box 1675
Schultz Clarence, Cheri Ins Dept PO Box 3050
Schultz Paul J 1633 Forest Green Dr
Schweitzer George Herbert IV 1445 Ridge Ave
Servati Elizabeth 1002 Watson St
Service Link 345 Rouser Rd Bldg 5
Service Nancy Est 419 Barn St
Servicelink 345 Rouser Rd Bldg 5
Servicelink PO Box 1115
Servicelink PO Box 115
Shannon Sherley, Jean 104 Crosswick Dr
Sharma Asish 1923 Ventana Dr
Shaw Randall PO Box 4050
Shulin Sophia 1021 2nd Ave
Singleton Brandon L 464 Cedar Dr
Sink John E 273 Overlook Ct
Skelton Livia R 1213 3rd Ave
Smith Derek PO Box 298
Smith Elizabeth 951 Brodhead Rd 226
Smith Graham 212 Norman Place
Smith Jerry PO Box 4025
Smith Rebecca L 25 Sunset Dr
Sobieralski Kerry L Forest Green Dr 231 Forest Green Dr
Solari Kevin J PO Box 5075
Solidarity Ins Asso Inc 423 Mill St
Sorenson Michael, Insoon PO Box 5075
Spaeth John H 1616 Brodhead Rd
Spencer Cherie PO Box 4050
Springer Bush & Perry Pc 500 Cherrington Pkwy
St Naomi 210 Oakhaven Dr
Stary Mary A 948 Thorn Run Rd
Stclair Paul 210 Oakhaven Dr
Steen David W 418 Chestnut St
Steinman Gerald, Joy PO Box 1675
Stewart Kathleen 10 Robinwood Dr
Stuart Virginia 615 Cornell St
Successors or Assigns PO Box 4025
Suffredini Peter 109 Brookside Ln
Sullivan Joyce A, Bank of America PO Box 1675
Superior Home Services Trustee PO Box 1675
Suzan Thompson PO Box 3050
Swoger Morgan Taylor 209 Parkridge Ln
Symchak Dolores B 107 Grant St
T M C C PO Box 3025
Tamasy Mary E 234 Coraopolis Rd Rm 102
Tate Mildred G 951 1st Ave
Tech Rx Inc 530 Lindbergh Dr
Terrenzo Lawrence 1115 Pine Way
Thompson Wayne E RR 2
Three Rivers Endoscopy Center 725 Cherrington Pkwy
Ste 101
Tmcc PO Box 3025
Tne 4200 Casteel Dr
Tolbert Waltraud J 510 College Park D
Toth Kayla 401 Red Deer Ln
Transouth Financial, Ins Dept PO Box 3050
Trinidad Christopher 1601 Ventana Dr
Tudose Adrian 1230 1/2 Ridge Ave
Unger Richard 1504 Edgewood Ave
Uni Mart Choice Tobacco 101 Fern Hollow Rd
Vito William D 39 Coraopolis Rd
Vitsas Theodora 2413 Ventana Dr
Wabby Frieda M 59 Ehle Dr
Wachovia Dealer Svcs PO Box 5075
Walker Bobi Jean L 42 Herbst Rd
Walters Raymond Est, Amy Jo Gray 1619 Ridge Rd
Wanda H Bunting Ua Gertrude Mc Bride 1132 Vance Ave
Wang Xue S PO Box 3025
Ward Hazel 951 1st Ave Apt 421
Wasinski Eric M 124 Francis St
Wawrykow Karol S 1209 1 2 Vance Ave
Weber Pauline 5 Ehle Ave
Weber Robert 192 Becks Run Rd
Wegrynowicz Mark J 150 Valy Green Dr
Wegrzynowicz Mark J 150 Valy Green Dr
Weikart Alice L 920 Kable Way
Weixel Thomas 1685 Brdhead Rd 12
Wells Richard C PO Box 91
West Hills Issan Inc 7900 University Blvd
Westenweig Steven T 1014 Ventana Dr
Westenzwieg Heather L 1014 Ventana Dr
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White John 209 Woodcrest Dr
Whittenburg Mary A PO Box 3050
Whittie Arthur PO Box 3050
Wilcox Garnetta V 156 Ridgewood Rd
Williams 939 5th Ave
Williams Glenda PO Box 4050
Williams Henry 2100 Forest Grove Rd
Williams Mildred 120 Delaware Dr
Wilson Billie PO Box 3025
Winans Joshua 1637 Ridge Ave
Wings Suds Spuds 856 Fourth St Ave
Wittkopp Mark D 1602 Chelton Ave
Wollmann Wayne R, Rena M 207 Crestridge Dr
Yant Dorothy J Est 739 6th Ave
Yonan Jhonphilipp 811 6th Ave
Young Mark A 244 Overlook Ct
Zack Kenneth S, Linda L PO Box 4025
Zizic Vukasin 2707 Leona Ln
Zubritzky Steven 42 S Petrie Rd
Coulters Pa 15028
Hibbs Gail 111 Third St
Rebold Edward, Bessie Coulter Rd
Crafton Pa 15205
Baggus Lewis E RR 5
Bourke John 31 Sta St
Eutsey Caroline A 178 Chartiers Ave
Eutsey Lawrence E, Marie T 178 Chartiers Ave
Gibans Carl S 43 Madsion Ave
Harke Adriane 1901 Ovid St
Land Deborah A 107 Poplar St
Manske Todd 75 Haldone St
Martinelli Billie Jean 106 Berry St Trlr 27
Mcanany Johanne 332 Noblestown
Mcnany Kevin J 15 Tr Dr
Medlock Thomas 2613 Frank Ave
Morreale Roseann 137 Poplar St
Novogradac Brandon A 12 Maplewood Ave Apt 2
Pastore Ruth M 821 School St
Patton Regis B 255 Clearview Ave
Potter Gail Thompson, Robert L PO Box 44315
Russell Cherry R 17 Ewing
Seiulli Biba 102 Union Ave
Smith Marie 137 E Stuben St
Sullivan Joan Est 124 Fountain St
Thomson James 126 Fountain St
Wells Ethel Parrott 620 Brdhead Ave
Worstell Dorothy 257 Noble Ave
Creighton Pa 15030
Amslers Auto Inc Matthew M Sabotka 1031 Freeport Rd
Dolinich Anna R 413 Marion St
Gardner Mary 904 Front St
Haven Anderson S 122 Sherman St
Mcguire Tiffany M 419 Crawford Rd
Orris Fuel Inc Charles Orris PO Box 275
Pgw Plants 150 Ferry St
Sabotka Honey L, Matthew M 1031 Freeport Rd
West Penn Hat Cap Corp 1000 Treadway Dr
Crescent Pa 15046
Architectual Glazing Systems I PO Box 445
Brown Douglas L 1294 Maple St
Chalinski Edward, Max 409 Valy View Dr
Crain Andrea R 1718 Heather Hts Dr
Dickey Jean O PO Box 84
Dickey William, Ella Box 73
Kriger Margaret A, Glen J 846 Bocktown Rd
Myros Timothy P, Karen P 1055 Crest Dr
Obrien Greg 1260 Jeannette Ave
Price Marion, George 5 Starr Rd
Reinard Scott A 1116 Daisey Ln
Ryan Richard, Lori 321 Locust Rd
Shaw Marietta 55 Mcgovern Blvd
Sites Linda 418 Valy View Dr
Cuddy Pa 15031
Baldi Salvatore 12 Mccln St
Chereck Stephanie 1 Campbell Ave
Deak Donald 7 Allegheny Ave
Filippelli Maureen, Michael PO Box 124
Giorgis Rebeka B 12 Mccln St
Henderson Olivia, Robin Mehok 101 Bowman St
Kersanty Sophie 7 Allegheny Ave
Macek Mary PO Box 386
Urista Patricia 1167 Mohawk Rd
Dravosburg Pa 15034
Abels Alvin C 113 Duquesne Ave
Bartok Stephanie 149 Duquesne Ave
Batdorf Brian W 31 Elizabeth St
Beck Thomas J 102 1st St
Burgman George H 240 Bettis Rd
Cindrich Nick 75th St
Dies Patricia A 24 Goldstrom Ave
Hauser Blanche E 6 4th
Hauser Fred J 6 4th St
Helzlsouer W J Esq 302 Euclid Ave
Intrntl Ray A, Cravosburg Ofc Dip 200 Wash 2 Allegh Cty
Airprt
Kadar Michael 14 Charles St
Kiczan Matthew J 1106 Highview Dr
Krohe Victoria L 40b Scott Dr
Mcdonnell Gweneth, John C 30 N Clay St
Menner Shelley J 1128 Highview Dr
Patch Florence E 6908 Monroe Ave
Risaliti Reath 256 Bettis Rd
Shuster Jean 28 Dewey St
Slade Company 415 Washington Ave
Smith Reid J 513 Ridgeview Dr
Superior Tv 211 Washington Ave
Thomas Phyllis 20 Park Ave
Turacy Jared A Minor 302 Euclid Ave
Websters Comm Kitchen Repair 803 Valy View Dr
Wensel Holly L 19 Charles St
Duquesne Pa 15110
Ables Inez 204 S 1st St
Allen Jessica 116 S 6th St
Allen Lavorda 825 Oak St
Alston Jea L 100 Grant St Apt 406
Andrews Ernest E 901 Crawford Ave Apt 5
Beauford Stephen 836 Hinnerman St
Bernott Anthony 52 N 2nd St
Berry Cecelia, A 207 S 1st St Apt 207
Blocker Marion 814 Chestnut St
Brown Benjamin, Rosalie 331 Cedar St
Brown Joshua A 1013 Edith St
Bush Joseph J 811 State St
Butler Evette 32 Oakmont Ave Apt 201
Chervenak John Est, Helen 412 S 3rd St
Cooper Gladys 14f Burns Hts
Cooper Ronnie C 28 N 3rd St
Cox Edward 510 Grant Ave
Craddock Timothy U 1104 Bach St
Cruse Betty 1122 Pitts Ave
Davis Clinton 122 S 3rd St
Davis Dorothy 420 S 1st St
Davis Mary 322 S 3rd St
Dunston Paulette Y 420 S 1st St
Dunston Paulette Y, Naomi 201 Oak Aly
Flint Adam 116 Erwin St
Garrett Carme 112 S 6th St
Gustave Randolph S Jr 815 Hinnerman St
Hancock Jeffrey 905 Duquesne Place Dr Apt 305
Helsel Evelyn I 17 Earl St
Hensler William G 315 Kennedy Ave
Howell Roslynn 2600 Duquesne Place Dr Apt 103
Jackson John R, Rita 923 Maryland Ave
Jackson Mildred 410 S 3rd St
Jefferies Harold, Eddie 825 Oak St
Johnson Angela A 108 N 4th St
Johnson Danielle 100 Grant St
Johnson Dolor 2400 Raphel Bldg 202
Johnson Lloyd W Jr 104 Duquesne Place Dr Apt 104
Jones Theodore R 12 Earl St
Kichko Anna 408 S 1st St
Kinney Bryce S, Marie T 703 Willow Dr
Korbanic Helen 408 S 1st St
Ku Resources Inc 22 S Linden St
Labancz Anna 1405 Highland Ave
Lee Janaya C PO Box 552 633 Duquesne Blvd
Lehman George 600 Catherine St
Lehmann George F 111 Hamilton Ave
Lepperd Jackilyn 617 Mehaffey St
Liska Pauline, Johna 412 S 3rd St
Loncar Milan 1731 Iowa Ave
Lucarelli Anna Marie 716 Richford St
Martin George D, Alice U 519 Priscilla St
Masters Alexander 667 Ohio
Mcdonough Margaret, Anna M 717 Duquesne Blvd
Mcnamara Mildred M 511 Grant Ave
Melkon Robert J, Helen 106 Erwin St
Miller Craig W, Lisa D 1026 Sherman Ave
Morris Benjamin Est 1746 Vermont
Moser Kathleen 1105 Goldstrohm St
Murcell Jennifer 825 Oak St
Murray Joyce 409 Miller
Nemeth Bernadette 125 S 6th St
Oatneal Howard L 1122 Pitts Ave
Obringer Marie, John 1000 Kennedy Ave
Olga Obradovich 1143 Goldstrohm Ln Apt 1
Parkview Manor 901 Duquesne Place Dr Ste 201
Perger Zoltan, Helen 1034 Lincoln Ave
Petroff Joan S 701 Crawford
Porphyria Research Asso Inc 615 Mehaffey St
David Stockdill Jr
Price Delores, Rodney, Ronee PO Box 623
Robinson Adia S 603 Richford St
Rodgers Alexis S Apt 102
Rowell Elizabeth 26 Campbell Cir
Sabol Michael A, Mary 811 Priscilla Ave
Salopek Betty L, Matt F 1000 Kennedy Ave
Scarpone Henrietta, Pat 217 Mifflin St
Scott Robert 328 Grant Ave Apt 10
Seeman Dayle 1143 Goldstrohm Ln Apt 1
Shaffer Joan 701 Crawford
Sikora Stephen R 400 Harden Ave
Simons Charles 1128 S Duquesne
Spade Nicholas, Ann 119 Kennedy Ave
Still J Denise 115 Library Pl
Taylor Carletta 2102 Duquesne Place Dr Apt 110
Taylor Donte T 103 Wilmot St
Teichart Marybell 1115 Kennedy
Terminas Frank 28 N 5th St Rear
Terza Mary Adelle 297 Utah St
Voltec Inc 1 S Linden St
Walker Sewell Gladys 811 Richford St
Webb Floyd 807 Savey St
Weber Shirley 2020 Ohio Ave
Williams Deborah 804 Overland St
Williams Edna 327 1/2 S 3rd St
Williams Jessie B 802 Monterey St
Yahner Mary J Est 125 S 6th St Apt 316
East McKeesport Pa 15035
Barlock Francis 1345 5th Ave
Bianco Anthony L 906 Brdway Ave
Brown Kenneth, Walter 529 Lincoln Hwy Apt 5
Fry Nellie A 934 Brdway St
Jaramillo Beverly PO Box 451
Klobucaz Dragica Curcya 111 5th Ave
Lorraine Barlock 1345 5th Ave
Madden George H 630 Pittsburgh St
Mahaffey Donna J 1311 Greensburg Pike
Mann Josephine M 550 Woodmont Ave
Milos Josephine 538 Playford
Ohalek Richard J, Sue A 622 Brdway
Pappalar Joseph, Annie Brdway Ext
Price Sylvia 550 Woodmont Ave
Roebuck Karen 1021 4th St
Ryan Marika M 1016 Brdway St
Shah Vinod Med Billing Solutions PO Box 45
Smith Bruce J 559 Larimer Ave
Smith G 917 5th Ave
Smith Pauline E 1810 Denning Way
Storrick Linda 519 Josephine St
Tamewitz Regis E 535 5th Ave
Thomas Kalkstein Doctor Of Chi 1164 Brdway St Apt 10
Valerio Daniel 1135 5th Ave
West Penn Physician Practice Network PO Box 45
East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Allen John II 553 Ridge Ave
Anderson Jason 201 Dorthy St Apt H2
Bostock Lema M PO Box 126
Brady Joseph 109 Bessemer Ave
Brown Edwin L Jr 359 Cline St
Budzik Frank A 807 E PittsburghMall−Apt Apt D3
Casto Vicki L 511 Maple St
Cervenak Ronald M Sr, Michael 413 Western Ave
Delozier Rose H 210 Beech St
Estate of Ronald Myers 1315 Grandview Ave
Fierst Edwin G, Mary A 121 Lynnwood Ave
Fultz Gwendolyn L 308 Bessesmer Ave
Generations 803 E Pittsburgh Plaza
Gerguson Gloria J 292 Brighton St
Gozewski Sophie B 314 Cline St
Hunter Ann 201 Dorothy St Apt H4
Johnson Alonzo Lamar 615 Grnadview Ave
Karavlan John A, Eleanor 827 Greensburg Pike
Krall John 736 Grandview Ave
Krause Ruth 114 Versailles Ave
Lynch Lenea 533 Bessemer Ave
Mcfayden Helen 216 Bessemer Ave
Milcic Eileen 560 Braddock Ave
Morris Robert H, Doris H 836 E Pittsburgh Mall
Muhammad Rahim R 512 Franklin St
Myers Ronald 1315 Grandview Ave
Nelson Charlotte M 62 Prospect Ter
Peterson Justin 620 Bluff St
Pham Sang 304 Electric Ave
Pocsatko Ann M 850 Main St Apt 103
Powell Charles D 200 Bessemer Ave
Reabe Anna 125 Wilians Ave
Resnick Lauren Univ of Pittsburgh Lrdc 0824
Ricci Alfred 1202 Electric Ave Apt 2
Riling Bertha 410 Franklin St
Ryan Thomas Francis 108 Faraday
Shelpey Cecilia D 142 Highland Ave
Shields Susaan 545 Bessemer Ave
Sidorovich Elsie 312 Shadeland Ave
Smith Valerie D 850 Main St Apt 100
Speece George H, George E 139 Wallace Ave
Tumnskie John A 1202 Electric Ave Apt 2l
Walker Ebony 813 Madison Ave
Wambaugh Ida 206 Bessemer Ave
Webb Regina L 701 Western Ave
Werl Catherine, Frederick, Frederick Sr 401 Ctr St
Wright Bill 100 Bryn Mawr Ct Apt 505
East Liberty Pa 15206
Hough Rose RR 1
Jones William, Mary 611 Lincoln Ave
Milton Micheal 610 Lincoln Ave
Samuel E Coston Funeral Home 427 Lincoln Ave
Wood Stephanie 729 N St Clair St
Elizabeth Pa 15037
Barr Lyda J 509 Douglas Ave
Benedek John T 118 Arrow Dr
Beresford Esther G 105 Hillview Dr
Bodzer Rocky O 2371 Scenery Dr
Bowen Treva 410 E Williamsport Rd
Bowers Albert C 8973 Roberts Hollow Rd
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Bucy Nancy L 1360 Hayden Blvd
Carl Fekula, Paul Williamsport Rd RD 3 Box 418
Chaudhry Rauf 121 N Second St
Cheran Rose M 210 5th Ave Apt 15
Chizmar Bernard D RD 4 Box 126
Chorba Cheryl 433 Stoneybrook Dr
Christoff Margaret RD 3
Coulon Florence L 237 Mckeesport Rd
Dague Lyman Peggy Ann 110 N 2nd Ave
Day Automotive Collision 1461 Hayden Blvd
Dibernardo Kelly Carole 14 Picone Dr
Eichler Martin 302 High St
Elizab Elizabeth 522 Rock Run Rd Muni Bldg
Elizabeth Bp 141 Mckeesport Rd
Floyd Jacob H 38 W Bainbridge St
Forward Const Co Inc Eugene Christoff 8896 Roberts
Hollow Rd
Galati Joseph 410 E Williamsport Rd
Geiser Dora 105 Maple Cir
Gregan Margaret, Peter Elizabeth & Elrama Rd
Grimes Vera L 611 Elizabeth Ave
Grimes Verla L 611 Elizabeth Ave
Halaszynski Cheryl A 823 8th Ave
Hall John K 502 Ekin Ave
Hasley Daniel Paul DMD, Andrew W 1116 Blythedale Rd
Haugh Bonnie 105 Beverly Ln
Herchelroath David 503 Chicago Ave
Hicks Katharine 155 Pineview Dr 3
Hobaugh Allen H 606 Elizabeth Ave
Hosfelt John S 163 Brdlawn Dr
Hrezo David W Hrezo Phoebie P 412 Oak Ave
Humenik Kenneth S, Sharon A 1106 Deerfield Dr
Johnson Donald 308 Monongahela Ave
Karnes Kimberly 256 Karen Dr
Kelley Kelly Ann 303 Long St
Kelly Hannah 14 Picone Dr
Kenders James M Jr 534 Brdlawn Dr
Kerecman Stella R D
Kerelman Joseph 5618 Hollow Rd
Kevin S Ryan Dds 510 Simpson−Howell Rd
Kranik Mary 961 Scenery Dr
Krise William A 2023 Foxwood Dr
Lamendola Est 1151 Scenery Dr
Leeper Const Inc 458 Simpson Howell Rd
Lyman Brenda 110 N 2nd Ave
Lynch Patricia M 4098 Concord Dr
Martinez Fern A 603 5th St
Martino Vincent M 312 Scott St
Mckernan Daniel T 723 Fallen Timber Rd
Mcknight Joel H 603 Ginger Ln
Mcmeans Timothy L, Leslie A 317 S 2nd Ave Apt B
Michalski Agnes L, Edwin F 304 Wylie Av
Miller Elizabeth B 681 Peairs Rd
Mills Bobbieann P 25 Foxwood Dr RT 51 Est
Mitchell Mathew S 216 Second St Rear
Mytrysak Anna 2400 Ridge Rd
Mytrysak Michael N, Anna 2400 Ridge Rd
Napoli Amy R 630 Walker Rd
Noga Scott L 22 Willow Dr
Orion Power Midwest LP 9m 200 Park Ave
Pencoske Joseph 118 Brd Lawn
Posney Camden James, Irene Spark 614 2nd St
Prybyloski Betty C 122 Hillview Dr
Puckey Matthew J, Rebekah 1108 Deerfield Dr
Randolph James 502 Ekin St
Rockwell Mary 1029 4th Ave
Rosella Joseph A 4081 Concord Dr
Ruhe Ella 930 13th St
Sanislow Henry J 7 St
Saunders Richard S 912 8th Ave
Schampel James 219 Ash Dr
Schneider Billie C 511 Scenery Dr
Schneider John W 961 Scenery Dr
Scott Elizabet H 25 Foxwood Dr RT 51 Est
Showalter Bobbi J 752 Bunola River Rd
Skrinjaric Sandra K 700 Bayard St
Smith Cheryl L 601 S 2nd Ave 2nd Fl
Smith David E, Rae 261 Stewart St
Smyth Regina E 209 Rock Run Rd
Sovitski William J 1550 Hayden Blvd
Spark Emma L 3852 Memory Dr
Sproul Howard D 135 Pineview Dr
Stout James D 310 S 3rd Ave
Thomas Anna M, James O 1011 4th Ave
Tomasino Megan 820 6th Ave Apt B1
Werner Constance, Oscar RR 3 Mustard Hollow
Williams Charlene 2400 Ridge Rd
Wolters Keith O 213 Locust St
Wozniak Elaine L 304 Wylie Ave
Emsworth Pa 15202
Shore Marie 6041 Emsworth
Etna Pa 15223
Cleaver Charles E 106 Dewey St
Dokman Nicholas J Est 322 Butler St
Harris Steven J 164 Washington St Apt 1b
Hemmerlin Andrew C 76 Wilson St
Iskra Frank J Jr 62 Bridge St
Kobe Mary Frances 8 Hickory St
Miller Helen M 23 Gdnway
Floreffe Pa 15025
Gdn Industries Corp Jan Durkin 300 Glasshouse Rd
Lois Margaret Q Old RT 837
Tortorice James PO Box 1101b
Gibsonia Pa 15044
Amato Teah Gabrielle 414 Meadowlark Ln
Amercer Robert III 429 Banbury Xing
Antonucci Erin M 104 Beech St
Ardine Jones Anna 401 Vineyard Dr
Baker Justin W PO Box 274
Barley Denise R 3131 Camberly Dr
Barthel Elmer E Est 5850 Meridian Rd Apt 501c
Behan Tara, Maureen Connolly 5739 Meridian Rd
Bendicksen Danielle 118 Northbrook Dr
Benson Stuart W III 2116 Grandeur Dr
Berthold Teresa L 120 Clover Ln
Bitely Michael S, Jean K 27 Bairdford Rd
Bittinger Cindy L 4137 Grandview Dr
Branchen Jene Spencer 4004 Gibsonia Rd
Bridgham Bradley M 915 Black Oak Ct
Broge Laura J Box 327 RD 7 Middle Rd Ext
Bruno Dino F 161 Shuster Rd
Buck Robert E 4132 Clarenceux
Burgess James 423 Hts Dr
Burns Kathleen 4410 Skyview Ter
Caldwell Marvin R 5430 William Flynn Hwy
Cameron Scott P, Kelly 5117 Amleth Dr
Campbell Susan 4109 Fairway Dr
Catalano Laura L 414 Meadowlark Ln
Ceurvorst Stephen 703 Parkview Dr
Chuderewicz Maurela J, Russell P 5621 Meridian Rd
Clay George F, Tammy L 5565 Lakeside Dr
Clein Robert C 3166 Meadowridge Ct
Cohen Bernard 3231 Wexford Rd
Cole Gladys J 3613 Crestview Dr
Collins James 308 St James Ct
Commendatore Elaine, Mark, Mia V 2990 E Hardies Rd
Conflenti Jack F 3015 White Pine Dr
Connor Walter A Jr PO Box 269
Consolidated Comm 4008 Gibsonia Rd
Craig Shawn 3718 Bakerstown Rd
Croal Graciela 210 Chesapeake Dr
Cypher Kimberly S 2892 Camberly Dr
Dambach William, Cathy 106 Meadowbrook Ave
Davis Mary T 108 Hillcrest Dr
Dehn Dorothy 3081 Navajo Ct
Demas Nicholas P 5850 Meridian Rd Apt 203 B
Dickey Deborah S 4016 Watters Ln
Digital Signal Systems Inc 1025 Beacon Hill Rd
Dinapoli Dean V 4312 Grandview Dr
Dobson Daniel M 5245 Stella Dr
Doheny Edward 803 Chapel Hill Ct
Dowbenko Rostyslaw 4136 Clarenceaux Dr
Esplen Robert J Jr 112 Pinehurst Ln
Farwell Sarah J Box 387 RD 1
Ferko Joseph F, Helen A PO Box 22
Ferko Joseph RR 3 Box 91
Fernander Michael L 2190 S Villa Dr
Fink Susanne 1173 Logan Rd
Firmin Joanna 3907 Bakerstown Rd
Fleming Carol A 119 Bay Hill
Flint Melanie S 3242 Camberly Dr
Foglia Tobias L, Remo 542 Shephard Rd
Fowkes Allen R 1003 Victoria Pl
Gasper Michael 210 Anna Dale Dr
Gates C D 404 N Church Ct
Gaylord David F, Joyce L 126 Pinehurst Ln
Giese Glenn Est, Dolores, Raymond 4173 Grandview Dr
Gonzalez Karen J 220 Kaufman Rd
Greene John 2350 Willow Run Ct
Greene Judy L 1144 Links Way
Guidas Michael J 212 Wilshire Ct
Guido Thomas 429 Jenny Dr
Guthrie Diane T 112 Pintail Rd
Hanna Martha M Est 5827 Meridian Rd
Harrison John 2860 Bardonner Rd East
Hartman Frederick C 15 Foxford Ct
Haselton Kathryn T 4977 Gittings Dr, Diane Peck
Hendry Lloyd F 5850 Meridian Rd 408c
Herock Michael J, Mary J 2409 Delo Dr
Heron Doris 3299 Antler Dr
Herzog Jason 116 Pinehurstln
Higgins Vivian Ann 400 Vineyard Dr
Hildenbrand Theodore J, Patricia Z 4120 Lee Rd
Hoerner Kenneth L 588 Merridian Unit B
Hopkins Harry K Est, Helen M 2116 Grandeur Dr
Hull Karen M 2350 Willow Run Ct
Hurst Gladys D 1218 Nicklaus Way
Hyland Thomas 108 Hillcrest Dr
Iaa Acquisition Corp 49 Bairdford Rd
Imperial Clnrs Inc 5320 William Flynn Hwy
Insurance Auto Auctions 49 Bairdford Rd
Jaicks Nancie Gautier 1002 Old Orchara Dr
Jakovac Matthew 3875 Grove Rd
Jaracz Adam 206 Northglen Ct
Jayaraman Seshasai 5262 Karrington Dr
John Artzberger Auto Body 4327 Grandview Dr
Jones Douglas R 13 Fox Ford Ct
Julkowski Chad T 3157 Camberly Dr
Kaiser Irene 4409 Skyview Ter
King Anna 4899 Sioux Ct
King David A 917 Deer Creek Rd
Kline Joseph 5850 Meridian Rd Apt 201b
Klug Gina L 221 Haymont Dr
Koeberlein Ernest J Jr 4481 Bakerstown Culmerville Rd
Kopczyk Helen V, Patricia A Ober 4309 Paradise Dr
Korber Dennis J, Nancy C 4832 Oakhurst Ave
Kordenbrock Nancy M 2117 W Grove Dr
Kraus Sylvia 5850 Meridian Rd
Kudlock Eileen 4134 Grandview Dr
Kunzmann Carl 1804 N Villa Dr
Latronica Michael A 4848 Bakerstown Crl Rd
Lee Agnes M 3082 E Bardonner Rd
Lewetag Walter W III 1164 Logan Rd
Lherbier Daniel P 45 Glasgow Rd
Lindy Gas 3880 Grove Rd
Litman Tracy 3024 E Bardonner Rd
Lubinsky Terry J 724 Bristlecone Dr
Madtes Matthew, Angela 1001 Eddy Ct
Malchano Joan F 3721 Bakerstown Rd
Marc Soracco Photography Inc 3706 Northfield Dr
Mary L Winkler Trust Ua Meridian Rd Apt 412b
Mathewson Dorothy S 4560 Bakerstown Culmerville Rd
Mccorkle James 514 Treeline Dr
Mcgeary R Jeffrey 2116 W Grove Dr
Mcguire Abigail F, Michael 4790 Oakhurst Ave
Mckinniss Catherine O 3539 W Stag Dr
Mcloughlin Kimberly M 1529 Mountain View Dr
Mcwhirter Elizabeth, James P 642 Westland Dr
Meadowcraft Inc PO Box 10287
Meiring Jenniffer E 500 Jenny Dr
Mercer Eileen M 429 Banbury Xing
Miller Raymond, Kim 3848 Kim Ln
Motorcars North Hampton 5048 Rte 8
Murphy Loretta C 5125 Willow Wood Dr
Murphy Matthew PO Box 491
Murray Irene M 180 Steeplechase Cir
Murray Mary C 251 Kaufman Rd
Nolan Edwin E, Mary E 2806 Drake Ct
Nolan Jill 34 Leywood Dr
Nolan Richard 5015 Foxwood Ct
Nwosu Sylvanus N 3055 E Hardies Rd
Oleniacz Kosha 3243 E Hardies Rd
Olson Matthew C 414 Vineyard Dr
Omalley Martin R 5334 Georgiann Dr
Parton William E 1027 S Lake Dr
Pasierb Marian 121 Rana Ln
Pavlidis Pavlos P, Meltem L 4014 W Grove Way
Peck Diane S 4977 Gittings Dr
Pecoraro Elliot 815 Chapel Hill Ct
Pefferman Stella 3823 Anderson Rd
Penn Telecom Inc 9t PO Box 1170
Pennsylvania Histology Society 1036 Old Orchard Dr
Pesci Prena, Jack 5711 King of Arms Dr
Petrucci Armand M Est 2593 Lakewood Rd
Petsinger Harry M 155 Logan Rd
Phoneresource Com PO Box 797
Piskurich Nicholas J 1542 Old State Rd
Pjax Inc PO Box 1290
Poa David G 3912 Anderson Rd
Potter Leslie Catherine Chase Home Fin & Disaster Rest
4930 S Pioneer Rd
Price Leona 5827 Meridian Rd
Purta Carolyn A 3613 Crestview Dr
Radke Iris 205 Smt Cir
Raszewski Richard L 620 Warrendale Rd
Reeves Alma H, Nathan Suddeth 2194 Grandeur Dr
Rice Linda M 351 Old Babcock Trail
Robertt Dolmayer Tiffany S Ugma 3160 E Hardies Rd
Romanias James C 3275 Antler Dr
Rosenberger Donald H, Dimitri 191 Wedgewood Dr
Rush Harry PO Box 283
Sabacinski Mary F 4153 Kenneth Dr Apt 12
Salvin Donald 3621 Ctrview Rd
Santamaria Cara E, Elisa M 2101 Grandeur Dr
Schafe Joyce 209 Rose Cir
Scheibel Amelia C 5214 Karrington Dr
Schick Dianne 4958 Oakhurst Ave
Schmitt Janice 5240 Richland Rd
Schurer Jeffrey 2619 Elgro Rd
Seethaler Ind Inc 2406 Dagenhardt Rd
Seibel Richard L 4041 Cook Rd
Serafini Rebecca M 705 Placid Ct
Sharlow Robert C, Terisa A 909 Black Oak Ct
Siebart John P 328 Old Babcock Trl
Slusser Harris W 5850 Meridian Rd 317a
Smay Carl F 1806 N Villa Dr
Snyder Diane 3270 Antler Dr
Somma Linda 4327 Grandview Dr
Spakauskas James J 593 Bruton Dr
Split Tesone Enter & Anthony Teson E & Nancy
5374 Wm Flynn Hwy
Sullivan Doreen A 5850 Meridian Rd Apt 219
Sullivan Sierra S 605 Crestview Ct
Swarmer Walter J 6162 Deer Creek Rd
Ta Joseph C Joes Hoagie Hot Dog Shop 1542 Old State Rd
Talhouk Joya 401 Meadowlark Ln
Thomczak Clara 9012 Peregrine Dr
Thompson Helen E Est 6005 Valencia Dr
Fosnights of Valencia
Thompson Stephanie, Braun 1948 Lake Marshall Dr
Tillman Erica R 354 Oak Rd
Tomczak Clara Migdal 9012 Peregrine Dr
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Tomczak Raymond, Clara 9012 Peregrine Dr
Trimarchi Domenic 4113 Saint Thomas Dr
Tyner Mary Est 317 Saddlebrook Rd
United Mercantile Co of Pitts 2919 E Hardies Rd
Uptown Realty Holdings LLC 704 Deer Creek Rd
Urbanic Henrietta M 4032 Ewalt Rd
Varrasso Caterina 4769 Oakhurst
Vitran Express PO Box 1290
Vivianna LLC 1111 Eleanor Place
Wade William N 401 Hts Dr
Wadlow A Bennett 113 Squirrel Hollow Rd
Walker Richard M 5850 Meridian Rd Apt 501a
Werkmeister James E 2008 Lynn Ln
White Margaret K 2779 Florence Dr
Wilson Richard B 110 N Pine Cir
Winkler Mary L 5850 Meridian Rd Apt 412b
Wisser Danielle M 3160 Homhawk Dr
Yagusic Jaime L 5028 Harvest Ln
Yourko Charles B 5435 Gibson Rd
Yousef Ismail 200 Tyburn Woods Dr
Yunt Millicent S 5310 Middle Rd
Zafar Jasmine 205 Essex Ct
Zottola Eileen 180 Steeplechase Cir
Glassport Pa 15045
Alfonsi Bridgid M 200 8th St Apt 2
Angelo Elizabeth 420 Iowa Ave
Berggen Erik D 609 6th St
Bertok Phyllis L 615 Michigan Ave
Captain Frances G, Stella 136 Monongahela Ave
Coddington Tracie 802 1/2 Ohio Ave
Craine Jonathan D 1108 Elm St
Davidson Anna 524 Indiana Ave
Deverse Kathleen 410 N Monangahela Ave
Deverse Shawn, Borough of Glassport 440 Monongahela Ave
Dorn Paul A 624 Monongahela Ave Apt 1
Dudley Russell E 638 Vermont Ave
Eckert Valerie G 311 Monongahela Ave
Fike Russell, Edna 504 Ohio Ave
Foster Margaret, William 315 N Monongahela Ave
Gams Veronica 712 Indiana Ave
Gaums Albert A, Veronica 712 Indiana Ave
Grimm William D 526 N Monongahela Ave
Hagen Lori J 506 Ohio Ave Apt B
Hallas Barbara J 516 Monongahela Ave
Homiak Yolanda, Peter 840 R Ohio Ave
Hrehocik Elizabeth T 1027 Ohio Ave
Igou Melvin Jr, Norma 419 Mongahela Ave
Ihrig Jennifer L 333 Euclid Ave
Jackson Everett R 2233 High St
Kampas James M PO Box 88
Karna Alan D 604 N Monongahela Ave Apt 2
Kirkwood Michelle J 125 Monongahela Ave
Knapp Mary F 509 Vermont Ave
Kramer Mary A 609 Allegheny Ave
Kubala Cynthia 206 Marie St
Lachappelle J 609 Allegheny Ave
Leshko Frank 625 Michigan Ave
M Fahey Inc 742 Monongahela Ave
Mary Robinson PO Box 133
Mcafee Richard 833 Vermont Ave Unit R
Messner Donald H 607 Michigan Ave
Messner Donald H Jr 615 Michigan Ave
Mihoces Edward Est 619 9th St
Miller Robert A 538 Ohio Ave
Minicucci Norma, John 411 Erie Ave Rear
Neel Theresa 115 Monogahela Ave
Patrick Sandra 312 Monongahela Ave
Pergantis Statios 115 Monogahela Ave
Slafka Carolyn M 210 Ohio Ave
Teegarden Allen A 519 Allegheny Ave
Thomas Annabelle, Charles, George 1032 Vermont Ave
Vardjan Frances M 140 Ohio Ave
Young David R 8 Erie Ave
Zidick John 20 Erie Ave
Glenshaw Pa 15116
Battaglia Darlene, Miranda 137 Richard Dr
Benshaw Inc, Timothy Kelly 1659 E Sutter Rd
Bittner Clarence RFD 1
Brown George W 1616 Mount Royal Blvd
Callahan Debra, Elkan Kirkling 308 Glen Douglas Dr Apt D
Cangilla Louise M 1005 Gdn Pl Apt 3
Caporizzo Marna 799 Mt Royal Blvd
Cascio Ruth Lo, John Lo 2407 Mt Royal Blvd
Casillas Henry 2312 Middle Rd D
Casper Jill M PO Box 129
Christina Dreslinski 1503 Middlecrest Dr
Clemens Mary 201 Soeder Dr
Cms West 2700 Mt Royal Blvd
Cooper Marilyn Jean 233 Maryland Dr
Critter Control of Pittsburgh 3362 Saxonburg Blvd
Davis Walter M 806 Scott Ave
Defilippo James M 511 Northview Dr
Dellettnso Antonio, Joseph 799 Mt Royal Blvd
Dorn Nancy J 115 Bridle Rd
Evans Mark 301 Shady Ln
Filak Carolyn 2509 Oakwood Rd
Flaherty Patricia 1526 Half Old Butler Plank Rd
Franz James H Butler Pike
Frollini Rita A 2037 Middle Rd
Galloway Amanda L 121 Shirehill Dr
Ganster Gail 104 Anderson Pl
Ganster Virginia 104 Anderson Pl
Glensahe Glass 1101 William Flynn Hwy
Gustaitis Victor J 449 Spencer Ln Ext
Hartman Linda M 808 Glenshaw Ave
Hughes James P 1520 Maple Ave
Hunter Marie E 206 Hiawatha Dr
Jackson John 615 Vilsack Rd
John Harrison Co Inc 975 Rte 8
Joseph Mary RFD 1
Kennedy Shawn A 106 Forkview Rd
Klobuchar Theresa 312 Glen Douglas Dr Apt D
Kozak Charles, Grace 1022 Saxonburg Blvd
Lee William M 119 Ellen St
Lindemer Duane D, Cathy L 104 Eade Ave
Locascio John, Ruth 2407 Mt Royal Blvd
Loughrey Keith 116 Iola Ave
Lynch John R 301 S Highlands Hts Dr
Markowitz Richard A 304 Glen Douglas Dr Apt C
Mccracken Mark W 705 Glenshaw Ave
Mcginn Brian P 225 Elfinwild Ln
Mckee Timothy L 135 Lilly Dr
Mhroney LLC 2905 Mount Royal Blvd
Moortgat Christine E 300 Vilsack Rd
Nicholson Bridget 204 S Magnolia Dr
Niyogi Sharmishtha 2510 Rose Dr
Olaughlin Darlene 408 Albine Dr
Palombo Dominic A III, Dominic II, Jennifer, Gianna Marie
404 Clifton Ave
Paslowski Robert, Walter 100 Lingay Dr
Paslowski Walter 100 Lingay Dr
Pedutomto & Asso LLC 1412 Mt Royal Blvd
Peterson William, Gerald 817 Breezewood Dr
Plant Richardjoseph 1702 President Dr
Polito Michael J 309 South Highlander Hts D
Port Augustus Glass Co LLC, Glenshaw Glass Co
1101 Wm Flynn Hwy
Price Harris C 117 Linden St
Regner Brad A 3500 Mt Royal Blvd
Rice Amy J 2114 Carriage Hill Rd
Robison Arene E 2422 Clearview Dr
Rucinski Doreen 204 Magnolia Dr
Ruschhaupt Mary E 307 Meadow Rd
Sambol Edward M, Anita K 501 Glenn Ave
Schurr Lois L 203 Chipper Dr
Scott Eileen D 2396 Clearview Dr
Shafer Aaron L 2007 Woodside Dr
Sharing Profit 116 Morewood Rd
Sherman Dennis J 125 Dennis Dr
Ska Roanne L 1302 Grandview Ave
Skogsholm Alida D 3217 Laurel Dr
Smalstig Mildred M, Herbert 2008 Clearview Rd
Smith James 111 Hodil Rd
Spalick Auto Body Collision Ctr 1606 Butler Plank Rd
Stack Elizabeth E 1612 Middle Rd
Sweeney M Laverne, James E Jr 113 Middlecrest Dr
Tacik Eloise J 615 Vilsack Rd
Tain Tim 102 Primrose Ave
Tarolli Helen A 303 Blaze Dr
Tommarello Landscaping Profit Sharing Pl An 12 29 116
Morewood Rd
Wagner Maria M 700 Vilsack Rd
Walter Gerard S 2625 Middle Rd
Wasileski Julie W 1482 Wilson St
Way Dwight W 1048 Middle Rd
Weisen Gloria J 2607 Mt Royal Blvd
Wenzel Raymond C 419 Sandy Dr
Westgren Jenniver S 321 Blaze Dr
Wilson Robyn L 609 Vilsack
Winkler Wade C 225 Sandy Dr
Wolfe Bryon L, Julie L 101 Hawk Dr
Wolfinger Eric 1606 Butler Plank Rd
Yusko Dennis 2825 Mt Royal Blvd
Glenwillard Pa 15046
Falkowsky Theodore, Helene 689 Ridge Ave
Stevens Carl F 1024 Chanticleer Dr
Greenock Pa 15047
Breegle Timothy 941 Cherry Box 151
Minyon Amber 7285 Rosina St PO Box 205
Ploskina Gloria J PO Box 116
Rock Lottie 611 Oberdick Dr
Winkelvoss Lawin H, G PO Box 176
Harwick Pa 15049
Benec Joseph Est, Joseph M 128 Cambridge St
Dunn James F 830 Thompson Run Rd
Lambot Catherine E PO Box 503
Ricci David 830 Main St
Tominac Frank 207 Cambridge Dr
Wolfe Thomas A 723 Ctr St
Ziacik Andrew 926 Main St
Heidelberg Pa 15106
Boyle Francis X, Thelma M 1606 W Railrd St Rear
Fragapane Lucy, John 556 Garfield St
Grande Dominick 1725 Railrd St
Hillen Joyce 481 Grant St
Hlad Elinore 481 Grant St
Jesko David Jr 1901 Washington St
L Thomas Body Shop 1725 Railrd St
Metlife Home Loan Isaoa PO Box 7481
Ritz Margaret J 1611 Walnut St
Stevens Kathryn L 556 Garfield St
Viola Louis, Amma 539 Lincoln Ave
Wrights Seafood Rest LLC 1837 Washington St
Zurman Jacqueline 481 Grant St
Homestead Pa 15120
Albright Anna 15 Longfellow Dr Apt D
Altenbaugh Margaret, Francis 910 Amity St
Ashkanani Mohammad A, Zahrah H 641 Waterfront Dr E
Apt 2401
Asko Inc PO Box 355
Baird Jean 138 E 8th Ave
Barrett Charles M 411 E 8th Ave
Bassett Andre L 118 E 15th Ave
Bethune Howard E 1307 W St Apt 1
Bev O Matic Co 127 E 7th Ave
Bill Merletti Brace Co In 131 E 8th Ave
Booth Terry, Rose 1150 Ravine St
Bourke Gregory D 224 Whitaker Way
Brady Elizabeth I 1225 Edgewood Dr
Brevard Thomas L 318 W 14th Ave
Brickner Harry 1626 West St
Broadhurst James S Eat’n Park Hosp Group
285 Waterfront Dr E Ste 2
Brogan Thomas, Mary 539 1/2 Heisel St
Brown Margaret 634 Doyle Ave
Buchko Jay J 207 W 9th Ave
Buckner George L 220 E 11th Ave
Capron Kirkwood C 338 W 12th Ave
Carr Dexter R 1008 West St
Carswell Traesha 306 E 12th Ave
Chambers Roger L 559 W 8th Av 2
Coffey Eugenia A 411 E 8th Ave Bldg A Apt 202
Commercial Textiles Inc 500 E 8th Ave
Connelly Cynthia, James 1231 Coal Rd
Conner Crystal 421 E 8th Ave Apt 302
Coursin Raymond E 1225 Edgewood Dr
Coyne Thomas, Alice 251 E 5th Ave
Cozizza Dolores 1346 Overdale
Crump Brandon 928 Ravine St
Damons 301 Waterfront Dr W
Davis Lamarr L 1009 Hays St
Davis Melinda 223 W 9th Ave Apt C
Derco Tool & Die Co 199 Hartman Bridge Rd
Donaldson James W 830 Forest Ave
Dowdell John 11 Amanda Ave
Dressel Markus N, Anita N 1412 Hays St
Eat N Park Hospitality 285 E Waterfront Dr
Ehrin Dawn M 255 Washington St
Elder Mary Lyn 1202 Margaret St
Evans James R 1809 West St
Faulkner Madeleine 305 W 13th Ave
Gai Consultants Inc 401 K Plan Gerald Pitzer
385 E Waterfront Dr
Gaines Christopher 810 Amity St Apt 3
Gamrat Patricia Ann 333 W 13th Ave
Gardner Michael R PO Box 82
Gaylik John Jr, Regina, John Sr 625 Briefly Ln
Grattan Edward J II, Edward J 4440 Cassabill Dr
Hanley Thomas F 794 Oakville St
Harrison Edna Mae 1509 West St
Henderson Mora 216 E 13th Ave
Hener Clare A 109 W 13th Ave
Herzig Hubert Francis 309 E 10th Ave
Hoffman Maryann 1000 Andrew St
Hooper Charles W, Elaine G 210 E 21st Ave
Hresko John 3401 Timberwood Rd
Hughey Rodney 221 E 14th Ave
Jackson Ronald Wilbur 128 W 12th Ave
James Sandra D 313 E 12th Ave Apt 2
Johnson Charles R 128 W 12th St Apt 312
Johnson James J 647 Waterfront Dr E Apt 8101
Johnson Patricia Joa 107 West 14th Ave
Johnstone David 3532 Wayne Rd
Joyce John M, John M Joyce Agency 1202 Margaret St
Kern Anna M E 8th Ave Apt 606 Bldg D
Kish Mary Beth 613 17 Th Ave
Kisty Stephen M Jr PO Box 59403
Kubanscek Estelle Est 1512 West St
Lau Danielle E E Waterfront Dr Apt 7306
Laux Sean 601 Amity St
Lesko Kimberly PO Box 42
Lin Feng 641 E Waterfront Dr Apt 4202
Little Easter S 1400 Glenn St
Lowry James 1518 Mifflin St
Mader Joseph 1800 West St Apt 323
Maneff Alexander, Stella 139 W 11th Ave
Martello Mary L 108 Bouquet St
May Ruth J 3643 Daniel Dr
Mccallum Margaret L, Robert R Hughes 245 E 20th Ave
Apt 2
Mcpherson Raymond C 238e 19th Ave
Mcrae Addie F 115 E 13th Ave
Moore Philip M 1218 Ann St
Moseley Steven P 1628 West St
Mosser James 101 W 10th Ave
Mullen Charles 1231 Coal Rd
Murray Lynnie B 359 12th Ave
Myers Lester C O Nelo Watkins 1111 Sarah St
Nee Carol Lee, Raymond 126 W 9th Ave
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Nicomatti Amy C 133 Whitaker St
Ostroski Anna M Trust, Joseph S Trust 209 Short St
Ostroski Joseph S, Anna M 3650 Sunset Dr
Palaski John 1800 West St
Patterson Arthur 122 Orris St Gra Upr 4l 02022015
Petrosky Margaret 107 W 13th Ave
Pham Tam 317e 17th Ave
Pitt Andrew J 333 E 9th Ave
Pleasant Hills Chrysler 1610 West St
Popik Geraldine B 4 St Therese Ct Apt 304
Putilla Cynthia 329 W 15th Ave
Reynolds Liddie F 115 E 13th Ave
Robinson Gloria 104 E 14th Ave
Ross James D 343 W 13th Ave
Roy Rose 111 Caroline St Apt 104
Runco Charles 156 Hillcrest Dr
Sandcastle Water Park 1000 Sandcastle Dr
Shallenberger M 106 Ann
Shetty Manohar MD 1800 West St
Shop N Save 713 E 8th Ave
Slovak Radio Hour 707 E 14th Ave
Solano Michael A 404 W 8th Ave Apt 3
South Hills Health System 1800 West St
Spillane Daniel P Jr 328 E 11th Av
St Julien Mahoganee Lyn 1202 Margaret St
Stoffa Lillian 807 West St
Straka Julia 507 Ann St
Super Valu Hold 713 E 8th Ave
Tassone Bernadette, William P 4584 Mapledale Dr
Tiller Frank 421 E 8th Ave Apt 302
Tobasco David, Kathleen 4420 Benezette St
Tunies A B 115 E 9th Ave
Ulassin Mary 531 Ammon
Unrue Samuel M 1112 Sylvan Ave
Urban Regis N 248 E 17th Ave Fl 3
Wagner Paul O 1320 Cascade Dr
Walther Howard 2603 Main St
Whitaker Udf Store 203 Whitaker St
White David 4353 Woodhill Dr
Williams Christine 481 E 8th Ave Apt 601 Bldg B
Williams Mary R, J 118 W 8th Ave
Williams Willie E 121 Riverview St
Wynn John T 223 E 14th Ave
Imperial Pa 15126
Adams Scott W 2707 Canterbury Dr
Bailey Helen I 9105 Timberglen Dr
Baselj Catherine 271 Stark Ave
Bodnar Julie 1301 Timberglen Dr
Boundless Domain Inc 88 Forest Glenn Dr
Bradley Brad 127 Van St
Bulleit Steven, James PO Box 692
Burnette Adam Paul 105 W Pine Rd
Connolly Judith M 395 Birch St
Cooper Gloria 3038 Santiago Rd
Costa Angela S 395 Birch St
Cotters Cynthia C 10 Forest Glen Dr
Ducks Kristine M 501 Pine Valy Dr
Duckstein Ronald H Jr 501 Pine Valy Dr
Flinne Robert 6 Williamsburg Ct
Flinner Ruth 6 Williamsburg Ct
Florak Mark E 1−L Woodcrest Dr
Freeman Brian K 115 Valyview Dr
Giles Patrick Jr 636 Falls Church
Gregor Patricia W Allegheny School Sys Box E
Himler Geraldine, Jacob 704 Timberglen Dr 2c
Hyre William E 3550 Fox Chase Dr
Imperial Towing Inc 212 Clinton Frankft Rd
Judy L Disanti DMD 480 Penn Lincoln Dr
Kasten Edward C PO Box 461
Kovach Betty J 343 Boggs Rd
Kutzavitch John A 2305 Timberglen Dr
Lewis S P 100 Lincoln Way
Lindsay Kathleen F 117 Pinoak Ln
Maronda Inc 11 Timberglen Dr
Maronda Inc Larry Kisiel 11 Timberglen Dr
Maropis Melanie 1803 Timber Trail
Matchett Jerry E 1210 Balsam Dr
Mcdonough John C 165 Main St
Meeks Amber PO Box 646
Praseut Buncheat 602 Pine Valy Dr
Reynolds George E 195 Falls Church Rd
Rittmeyer Tealia 287 Gene Mine Rd
Rodgers Robert 1655 RT 30
Shaulis Florence 1368 SR 30
Siegert Martin J 1014 Timber Trail
Simbra Maria E, Norma 8306 Hilltop Cir
Sinagoga Anthony J, Rose Ann, Marybeth, John A
187 Robinson Rd
Sotak William Est 263 Stark Ave
Timcheck Matthew Anthony, Paul E, Michael Roy Jr
222 Briar Path
Valent Joseph, Mary 88 Enlow Rd
Walden William 181 Walden Way
Wesley Thomas 324 Moosehead Way
Wheeler Madeline R 3306 Timberglen Dr
Indianola Pa 15051
Decker Karen S PO Box 813
Executive Warehouse Inc PO Box 288
Hammon Stanley I 213 Indianola Dr
Link Shawn E 213 Indianola Dr
Martin George L 162 House
Vento Laurie M PO Box 218
Watychowicz J G 99 Republic Ave
Whitcomb James S Jr PO Box 369
Ingomar Pa 15127
Bitzer Elizabeth 73 Schley St
Jones Richard, Bryce 9800 Braewick Dr
L G Manesiotis & Co PO Box 106
Manesiotissr Gregory L PO Box 676
Mitchell Heather PO Box 374
Mueller Jean J Valy View Rd
Ohrin Patricia M, David Alex PO Box 431
Ostrum Roxane M, Ralph Box 244 Bellcrest Rd
Robinson Laverne 2025 Wightman St
Rrc Consulting Group Inc PO Box 275
Wolfe Gerald P Jr PO Box 227
Ingram Pa 15205
Creighton Ann 42 Hodgson Ave
Fries Bernard 451 Union Ave
Jefferson Hills Pa 15025
Bowser Collision Center 2011 RT 51
Brock Bonnie S 216 Gill Hall Rd
Brooks Thomas J 511 Payne Hill Rd Apt 232
Browser Pontiac 2011 Clairton Blvd
Caponi Catherine A 191 Meadowfield Ln
Crewl Paula K 1501 N Randolph Dr
Dagda Aidee 1455 Village Green Dr
Diethorn Melissa 105 Neilson Dr
Fescemyer Robert 2100 Beams Run Rd
Galati Christina 1453 S Randolph Dr
Gori Frank J 1009 2nd St
Hannan Joseph M 1315 SR 885
Hauser Mary Jude 104 Stettler
Hawkins Bernadine E Jefferson Hills Manor
448 Old Clairton Rd
Hyde Kelli J 1218 Gill Hall Rd
Jackson Cherie 106 Andrew Dr
Jaggat Taramati H, Ria Hena, Ravi 535 N Lewis Run Rd
Apt 1303
Kerestes Kathy J 2240 Beams Run Rd
Kingsley James 101 Camino Ct
Korom Nikolas 1367 Village Green Dr
Lenz Lisa 1287 Village Green Dr
Lipp Kathi Lynn 1500 Majestic Dr
Litwin Auto Body Center 305 Springhouse Dr
Martinis Restaurant 1215 SR 885
Mccollough Haluka William E, Mary A 520 Timber Ln
Moore Douglas, Nikki 1886 Village Green Dr
Novak Melanie K 511 Payne Hill Rd 187m
Pagach Jennifer A 1658 Village Green Dr
Parsons Laurie E, Scott A 1206 RT 885
Patricia A, Randall L 210 Shellbark St
Reynolds William B 117 Fawn Dr
Salvino Todd W 460 Coal Valy Rd
Sanders Thomas B 305 Springhouse Dr
Seiler Charles C Jefferson Hills Manor 448 Old Clairton Rd
Siemon Michael 1155 Alice Ave
South Hills Rehab Asso I 575 Coal Valy Rd Ste 277
Stallings Gladys 535 Lewis Run Rd Apt 400
Stosic Alanna Franchesca, Rob 1224 Oakwood Dr
Strauser Ryan S 184 Coal Valy Rd
Stretavski Gary J 1001 Franklin Ct
Wiegand Elizabeth M 1286 Village Green Dr
Window Cleaners Local 16 Death Gratuity Fund
1544 Gilmore Dr
Woods Cynthia L 1479 Village Green Dr
Wordz R Us 1139 Oakwood Dr Ste 100
Wright Susie 535 N Lewis Run Rd Apt 400
Zakowski Linda M 2011 RT 51
Zupkow Doris 121 Snee Dr
Leetsdale Pa 15056
Beson Gary N 41 Ferry St
Cameron Dulane PO Box 112
Carroll Mfg Co LLC 80 Ind Dr Ste 301
Grinberg Hagar 436 Washington St
Hormann Flexon LLC Buncher Ind Pk Bldg 20a
Ivis Tek LLC 14 Ave B Unit 14b
Langett Edward L 3330 Oakland Dr
Leetsdale Centennial Committe Fun 85 Brd St
Leetsdale Industrial II L P 100 Leetsdale Ind
Martin William A II 107 Brd St
Opalka Josephine 298 Beaver St
Pace Wayne E 36 Victory Ln
Sewickley Valley Med Group 12 Quaker Village Shopping
Ctr Ste 2a
Sunbelt Turrett Steel Co PO Box 148
Turret Steel Corp Box 55
Walker Magdalene, Richard 241 Beaver St
Zajicek Rosemarie Est 313 Nevada
Library Pa 15129
Akerley Gladys O Est 6337 Helen St
Costa Britton Robert 2408 Bonnie Dell Dr
Falletta Joseph 1008 Maripat Dr
Fischer George F W, Edith A 6481 Second Ave
Fulton Ann C 2064 Alberta Dr
Ivan Christine, Irma M 3825 Grandview St
Ivan Irma M 3825 Grandview St
Kreiter August 3101 Southern Dr
Luffy Jacob RD 6 Box 200
Mcclellan Nellie J 3804 A Mountain Rd
Moessinger Laura A 6422 Helen St
Perry William R 2283 Helena St
Philips Margaret PO Box 74
Piccolo Darlene N 3613 Falmouth Dr
Pogany Sherry Kay 6337 Helen St
Santoro Evelyn L 2627 Keats Dr
Szwaczkowski Jacob V, Bruce 1084 Old Post Rd
Taylor Ethel 119 Grove
Williams Carter Scott 6561 Library Rd
McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Adamiak John 43 Fawnvue Dr
Addlespurger Jacob P 318 Diana Dr
Allen Jack, John 716 Mary St
Allison Elma M 6025 Steubenville Pike
Andrews Dorothy 10 Brentwood Dr
Avery Chaundria 558 Hillcrest Ave
Axiom Automotive 1400 Fleming Ave
Bassett Thomas 206 Hickory St
Beadiing Ruth Est 1130 Knox St
Beck Estella H 32 Heckel Rd Apt 108
Becker Philip M 117 Helen St
Bell Helen M 1004 Elesnuth
Black Christine, David E 21 Kohleen Dr
Boate Marie 1010 2nd St
Bonitz Freda M 325 Fairoaks St
Bowser Jill 22 Ohio St
Boylen Nicolle 912 1st St
Bp Beaver Grade RD 2 Beaver Grade Rd
Bpoe Lodge PO Box 222
Bradley Shirley W, Deborah 1100 Church Ave
Broadway Plymouth Inc Helen Thomas 612 Brdway
Burford Jean E 731 Chartiers Ave 307
Burwick Diane 133 Lakeview Dr
Byrd Annie 3 Young St
Cannon Robert 1450 Flemming Ave
Carey Eileen L, Residence At Willow Ln 30 Heckel Rd
Chase Katherine 250 Jefferson Dr Apt 212
Chevrolet Jim C 108 Mckees Rocks Plz
Cieslak Frank A Sr 17 Creek Rd
Cieslak Madeline, Stanley 14 Creek Rd
Cioppa Victor 812 Brdway Apt 1
Clark Marquetta 313 Pleasant Ridge Rd
Clemenson Armand L 324 Diana Dr
Coates Antwan 907 Robinson St
Coax Daniel 920 Liberty St
Compagnone Mary 826 Island Ave
Conley Sean M 1229 Silver Ln
Conroy G T 1200 3rd St
Cook Adrien M Pasquales Pizzeria 1734 Pine Hollow Rd
Coppola Murri V 33 Shaw Ave
Corson Courtney 145 Davis Ave
Corson Lyman 20 A N West Blvd 169
Courry Fred 532 Island Ave
Crivelli Agnes, Gene 1319 Stowe Ave
Crosby Bernard 31 Tanager Dr
Cross Martin James 125 Mckinney Ave
Cummins Beverly 1157 Stowe Ave
Cvengros Mildred 621 Elliott Dr
Danenas Mary A 208 Jane St
Danknich Donna 112 Grace St
Davis Richard J 214 Bruce St
Dawgiello Joseph 4 Janes Ln
Defazio Samantha 906 1st St
Delia Nancy 2 Jefferson Dr Apt B
Denardo Angeline 38 Brisk Ave
Dicenzo Philip 1228 Silver Ln
Diloreto Noelle 11 Westchester Ct
Disaster Restoration Svc 823 Davis Ave
Dooley Virginia 1110 Church Ave
Douglass John H 930 Russellwood Ave
Dunak Lorelei 1157 Stowe Ave
Dunlap Mary R 508 Marwood Ave
Dusek Beatrice, Roberto 810 Ridge Ave
Ermi Lisa M 272 Field Club Cir
F R Realty Group LLC 104 Countryview Dr
Fadgen Nancy D 27 Devassie Rd
Fanelli William R 1421 Pine Hollow Rd
Farley John 333 Fair Oaks St
Fedorko Gizella 47 May Ave
Fickley Edwin 12 Robin Rd
Fleming Ida RR 1 Box 1608 Pine Hollow Rd
Fleming Melissa L 1150 Church Ave
Fleming William J 114a Bruce St
Folks Virginia 32 Heckel Rd Apt 108
Frank Robert D, Shawn W 377 Helen St
Gardner Randall B 1129 Chartiers Ave
Garrison Richard, Teresa 205 Meadow Ridge Ct
Glikes Kathleen A, Kevin W 23 Kohleen Dr
Gold & Electronics 706 Brdway Ave Store Front
Goodelle Jason 5009 Silver Oaks Dr
Graham Alton P 1137 Charles St
Greenwald Joel 1320 Island Ave
Greer Charles A 709 Russellwood Ave
Guinyard Saaddia E 838 Etna St
Guyer Trese L 512 Friendship Ave
Hall Angel 1175 Island Ave Apt 5
Hall Kelly, Jared, Jeff 1205 Brdway Ave
Harper Nancy J 5941 Steubenville Pike
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Harrer Wei Ming 217 Waterford Dr
Harris Fred 26b Denver Dr
Harris May L 5th Howard Dr
Hazel Carol 5 Hodgkiss Dr
Henry William Est 38 Tanager Dr
Hess Physical Therapy LLC 500 Pine Hollow Rd
Hoffay Lynne Cpa 356 Cobblestone Cir
Horn Tasha 1245 Church Ave
Horner Regina 1robinson Manor Blvd Apt 301
Houlihan Cecilia 1010 Charles St
Hudak Mary B 1617 Poplar St
Hummel David S Beaver Acres 45 Bellview Cir
Isenbergs Auto Body 423 Brdway Ave
Ivanoff Charles R 1121 Knox St
J V Chujko Inc 329 Brdway Ave
Jak Linda J 229 Lakeside Dr
John Savena Children 7 Denver Dr
Johns James E 712 11th St
Johnson Eastwood M 904 Gray St
Johnson June Est 328 Bell Ave
Johnson Michael, Ryne J 38 Brisk Ave
Julianos 5476 Steubenville Pike
Kandrack Lucille N 515 Marwood Ave
Khan Najmus S, Tariq M Happy Wheels Body Shop
240 Clever Rd
Koger Albert C 19 Jane St
Komoroski Carrie L 236 Field Club Cir
Krall Mary Est, Michael Filippelli PO Box 532
Kress Raymond P PO Box 212
Kulak David, Amy 120 Walnut Dr
Kyles Judith 325 Ella St Apt 1
Labrie Sandra 61 Midway Dr
Larkin Francis E, Residence At Willow Ln 30 Heckel Rd
Lehew Laurel A 250 Jefferson Dr Apt 405
Letke A 830 Bouguard St
Lex Michael J 705 Island Ave
Lynk Brian 1187 Pine Hollow Rd
Mallick Dana 824 Woodward Ave
Malloy Bertha 136 Amelia St
Mancini Amy M 347 Clever Rd
Marion Dolores M 1118 Taggart St
Marks Ashley Marie 46 South Vireo Dr
Marshall Heidi J 1103 Woodward Ave
Mazza Stephen 95 Thorncrest Dr
Mccarthy Alexander M 115 Schoor Dr
Mccool Sean 1528 Chartiers Ave
Mccray Clara 824 Gray St
Mcelhaney John 614 A Woodward Ave
Mcelhaney John G 1015 Church Ave
Mckees Rocks Food Market Inc 1100 Chartiers Ave
Mcknight Stacie M 21 Mckinley Dr
Mcvay James D 318 Diana Dr
Melnack Walter 320 Bell Ave
Mid Atlantic Medical Equip 5627 Steubenville Pike
Miljus Michael 42 Fawnvue Dr
Miller Crystal 5004 Windrr Dr
Moon Township Auto 1617 Poplar St
Muran Paul G 1034 Mccoy Rd
Musmanno William 1 Mccoy Rd
Nagy Deborah L, Alex 823 Davis Ave
Neupert Robert C 137 Amelia St
Nogueira Richard B 703 Frederick St 1st Fl
Ohara Jo A 39 Tanager Dr
Ohara Madeleine 824 Woodard St Apt 3
Ondo Ruth Ann, Ruth I 58 Ewing Rd
Onett Marie 705 11th St
Orr Robert, Edna 250 Jefferson Dr Apt 406
Painter Nancy C N 9 Greenview Dr
Pandocchi Madeline B 1120 9th St
Papieska Cecylia 295 Brdway A−4
Pasziewicz Jennie 708 11th St
Paszkiewicz Jennie 708 11th St
Perella C 356 Cobblestone Cir
Piazza Marcella A 1102 Woodward Ave
Pirschl Marcella 1102 Woodward Ave
Pizzeria Primos 704 Island Ave
Placzek Sandra, Joseph 108 Fairview St
Pope Denise R 801 Grey Ave
Postlewait Robert 73 Poplar St
Prescott Marie 233 Churchill St
Pryle Robert F 401 Island Ave
Reed John 124 Park Place Dr
Rehm Caroline 568 Hill Crest
Reppy Henry Beaver Acres 38 Bellview Dr
Res Technology Inc 5998 A Steubenville Pike
Riggs Wendy Ellen 1141 West 11th St
Rinehart Donna 716 Mary St
Riser Suzanne L 731 Chartiers Ave Apt 203
Riser Suzanne L, Carol A 731 Chartiers Ave Apt 203
Rizzo James C 601 Hillcrest Ave
Robinson Gladys 5793 Steubenville Pike
Rodkey Leah O 14 Hodgkiss Dr
Rohall Donald E Esq 752 Chartiers Ave 421
Rose Randy P 1168 Moon Run Rd
Royster Tyhir L 1309 Woodward Ave
Safway Steel Scaffolds Co Pitts Richard Ogle 501 Robb St
Salvie Anthony 1074 Silver Ln
Sanderson Peck Naomi 62 Cortland Dr
Sanvito Anita A 927 Brdway
Savena John 7 Denver Dr
Schaffold William G, Patricia 903 Chartiers Ave
Schinzel Mark B 22 Highland Ave
Schiralli Nicole, Frank 823 Odonovan St
Schmidt George A 1124 12th St
Schneider Lawrence A 8 Robin Rd
Schoenfeld Shirley A 5793 Steubenville Pike
Scrivens Angela 822 Rose St Rear
Sersen Mary 1117 12th St
Shah Asif 721 Island Ave
Shea Clarence L 813 Dohrman St
Sheets Daniel L 19 Highland Dr
Shop N Save Kennedy 500 Pine Hollow Rd
Sienko Daniel 1133 Chartiers Ave
Simcox Mary 410 Meadow View Dr
Simpson Patricia M, Thomas E 46 Tanager Dr
Singlesource Roofing 1200 Mckee Ave
Sirkoch William, Mary 1215 Woodward Ave
Skaggs Donald L 32 Heckel Rd Apt 404
Skraba Frances 5741 Steubenville Pike
Smalley Alice M 526 Woodward Av
Smith Eleanore L 32 Hecrel Ro 1 2
Smith Janie L 15 Orchard St
Smolcha Joseph R, Carolyn 722 Ridge Ave
Spiegel Alice E PO Box 717
Stangl Mathilda, Michael 553 Fairdale St
Stecko Barbara A 5024 Windrr Dr
Stefko Richard J 84 Highland Ave
Strausser Rosemart Est 814 Chartiers Ave No 429
Strunk Sue P 9 Greenview Dr
Sulzer Edna 221 Lenore Dr
Szymczyk Henry 743 Boquet St
Tancosh Henry 10 Creek Rd
Tarquinio Pasqua 1141 12th St
Taylor James K 302 Grove St
Taylor Richard S 525 Woodward Ave
Tropiano Rose 1033 Chartiers Ave
Van Shuren Cheryl 906 Woodward Ave
Vates C Al 813 1/2 Odonovan St
Verosko Katherine, Diane C 701 Countryside Dr
Vi Corporation 6200 Crown Ct
Visnawsky Mary 1b Robb St
Vito Filiberto J, Leonardo 811 10th St Fl 1
Walker Dorothy 329 Fairoaks St
Walker Moziah 311 Russellwood Ave
Weiblinger Mari 225 Churchill St
Weinhofer Karen E 1427 Pine Hollow Rd
Werner Sophia 708 11th St
West Donna Sue 11 Van Buren Cir
Williams Jerry D 325 Russellwood Ave
Wilson Scott R 825 Benwood Ave
Winder Laverne L, Harry L 2073 Mckees Rocks Rd
Wolkan Edith P 1015 Church Ave Apt 108
Wylie Lissa M 1005 3rd St
Yagodic Margaret 94 Main
Yahner Robert B, Ethel J 110 Mallard Dr
Yamber Stephen 5971 Steubenville Pike
Yata Fleming 1305 Island Ave
Zombeck Thomas 8 Neptune Dr
Zurkovski John R 1011 3rd St
Zyroll Marisa A 239 Singer Ave Apt 2
McKeesport Pa 15131
Bills Barbara C O 125 C Royal Oak Dr
Brown Cecilia E, John Jr 128 Oliver Dr
Burda Ann Est 3203 Cynwood Cir
Caione Lena 216 Sunset Dr
Chung Nicholas M 4050 University Dr Apt 306
Clayton Alma 152 Royal Oak Dr Apt 309
Cochran Dorothy M 447 E Pittsburgh Blvd
Gergely Robert S 209 Cool Spring Rd
Goughnour Angeline K 215 Congress St
Hollin Vision Centers Inc Po Box 45
Hollis Anna 310 Mulberry
Jackson Josephine, Walter 2616 Poinsetta Dr
Jacobs Orlena 219 Thomas Dr
Kim Mi Kyong 170 Royal Oak Dr A
Lame Philip 152 Royal Oak Dr Apt 307
Lotz Glenn W, Gary 219 Thomas Dr
Lotz Glenn W 219 Thomas Dr
Malloy Kathie A 213 Sunset Dr
Martin Dorothy Dzama 176 Upper Carmella Dr
Mccarty Robert 2021 Fawcett Ave
Milmot Virginia A RR 1
Myers Eleanor S 1601 Fawcett Ave
Peters Jerome 1101 Fawcett Ave
Peterson Martha A 2935 State St
Prady Mary 1922 Dearbourn Dr
Pribanic John M 106 C Royal Oak Dr
Rhodes Sheryll L 1200 Fawcett Ave
Robertson Wilbert, Sara 2911 Apple
Sandusky Kirk 2308 Cleveland St
Serbin Gladys S 1319 California Ave
Sinkler Edward 170 Royal Oak Dr
Sykes Mary L 2021 Fawcett Ave
Vanmeter Laura D 2502 Henderson Rd
White Oak Chrysler Plymouth Lucy Thomas
1234 Long Run Rd
White Oak Obgyn Services Pc 1966 Lincoln Way Ste 100
Wible Henry J 2605 Oniel Blvd Rear
Witt Irrevocable Grantor Ua Trust 2502 Henderson Rd
Wright Joseph, Clara Box 119 Skellytown Rd
Zvolensky Irene 2020 Fawcett Ave
McKeesport Pa 15132
Adamczyk Nicholas J 907 Fawcett Ave
Adams Marjorie 2822 Morlock St
Alfer Adam A 513 Diehl Dr
Allen Gwendolyn A 801 Shaw Ave Apt 8
Allen Raymond D Jr 608 31st St
Altmiller Heather A 3326 Stewart St
Andrase Julia 508 Crown Plz Apt E
Armstrong Terry W, Alice G 2316 Cleveland St
Bailie Foodmart 2316 Bailey Ave
Balogh Erma 1614 Versailles Ave
Balogh Erma 461 27th St
Bartko Margarate 2306 James St
Bell Ann Mae 1706 Jenny Lind St
Bell Sophia A 621 Romine Ave
Benedict Melvin, Belle 204 Hartman Ext
Bennett Barbara J 501 Pirl St Apt 3g
Bennett Betty L 100 9th St Rm 233w
Bergstedt Robert D 1805 Gray St
Bernardt Janet 802 E Pittsburgh Blvd
Bielic Betty A Est 217 Wainwright Dr
Blount Reginald 1101 Hartman St
Boehm Roger A 852 Jefferson St
Bookhamer Judith 2506 Mccarrell St
Boris Michael S, Ann M 1000 5th Ave Apt 41
Bowens James Jr 2609 Highland Ave
Bowser William C 439 W 5th Ave
Boyd John G 2519 Highland Ave
Brodzinsk Janet E, Harry 1107 Park St
Brooks Dorothy 231 Marshall Dr
Brooks Stanley R, Dorothy 231 Marshall Dr
Brosey Malerie J 3402 Odair St
Brown Herman E 320 9th St
Brown Okolo A 1006 Jenny Lind
Brown Sadie E 320 9th St
Brozstek Joseph P Est 1007 Park St
Bruce Fred 1318 Arch St
Bruce J Nothmann MD PC Tion, Dr Sudhir K Narla Prof
Arts Bldg 1 1320 5th Ave Ste A
Brush Mary 2919 Myer Blvd
Buckley James E 2609 Delaware St
Burk Thomas 700 Smt St
Burke Lee 3012 Cronemeyer Ave
C & S Transpor 687 O’neil Blvd 203
Campbell Marie 508 Patterson
Cassel Francis H 4000 Sarah St
Cecchini Fred Est, Alfred 1415 Patterson St
Cedillo Mary L 1835 Flagler St
Charney Ann 2122 Cherry St
Chaudhry Pulmonary Asso 1321 5th Ave Ste 202
Cheeseman Jeanne 1608 Williams St
Chew John Charles 721 Palm St 3rd Conversion
Clarke Leon E 13k Harrison Vlg
Cmar Robert Joseph 1610 Wesley St
Cole James E 900 Mccleary St
Comfort Richard A 501 Reynolds
Copeland Russel 8 Morgan Ave
Core Network, Centers for Rehab Svcs 625 Walnut St
Coulter Albert, Sarah 623 Versailles Ave Apt 2
Curran Irene C 2601 Highland Ave
Daniels Lorraine 327 28th St
David Norman R, Helen 1401 Hamilton St
Davis Josephine 806 Union St
Deaugustine Louis J 2916 Jenny Lind St
Decker Eleanor 100 9th St
Degelman Georgeann 2013 Allison St
Dessify Albert 420 30th St
Difelice Elizabeth 423 1/2 25th St
Dillard Kayla 416 Olive St
Dixon Everett 18 Harrison Village
Dudley Hilda 311 11th Ave 1f
Dupier Helen B 1914 Bailey Ave
Elkins Elizabeth Est 1 H Harrison Village
Engard Helen Est 100 9th St
Eschelbacher Karen 801 Walnut St Apt 311
Estok Mary 2004 Grandview Ave
Fabian Eva M 3211 Stewart St
Faloskey Roy 502 White St Apt 105
Farally Alyssa 709 Faucett St
Farnan Joseph 722 Grant
Fate William R, Robert E 17 Harrison Vlg Apt 3k
Filson Helen L 3330 Versailles Ave
Finn Richard A 4509 Walnut St
Fisher Carolyn, Derek 1063 Long Run Rd
Floyd Willard G 2612 Grandview Ave
Fontana Armand L 2410 James St
Forgash Albert M 424 Hopkins St
Forsythe Walter N 606 Lincoln Way
Foster Robin Nicole 2813 Palmgreen St
Freeland Alice J 100 9th St Kane Regional Ctr
Freeland Carl 1106 5th Ave Apt 8
Frum Evelyn 5001 1st St
Gale Mary K 2506 Oak St
Garrett Colette 46−F Crawford Village
Garrett Tiffany 1710 Converse St
Gary Simonetta Auto Body Inc 605 Eden Park Blvd
Gault Henry J 1506 Wesley St
George Cameron B 601 Hartman St
Gephart Susan 528 Evans Ave Apt 1
Gesmond Jerry 1812 Grandview Ave
Giant Eagle 000628 Clsd 4313 Walnut St
Gildea John J 1407 Scott St
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Goodwine Frederick 2507 Harrison St
Grice Robert 1606 Beaver St
Griffith Dennis W Est 913 Ctr St Apt 504
Grimes William 1606 Beaver St
Guzzi Tracy A 429 28th St
Hajduk Marsha 2337 5th Ave
Halaszynski Patricia J 2408 Banker St
Hall Cleveland D 540 1/2 Evans Ave
Hampton Ivan J 1127 Washington St
Haney Johnny M 2604 Jenny Lind St
Harding Dennis 4619 3rd St
Hardy Justin 4508 2nd St
Hassler Emma K, Willig Funeral Home 9th St
Hawkins Charles 1601 Grandview Ave
Henskey William 2507 Cleveland St
Hernandy Mary L 1835 Flagler St
Hilton Alex 2236 Monongahela Blvd
Hollisworth Arlen 501 Pirl St 6k
Holloway Grace 621 Petty St
Holtzman Matthew 413 Hillview St
Horvath Theresa 3610 Mayfair St
Houston William, Deborah Est 5 Harrison Vlg Apt C
Hubbard Eugene Est Quiet Ridge Manor Pch 1318 Arch St
Jackson Marian 521 Lincoln Way E
Jameson Lyonel C 1401 Union Ave
Jarvis Patricia N, Riverside 100 8th St
Jayvee Corp, Plum & Plum 4304 Walnut St
Jeffcoat Jesse 3301 Stockholm St
Johnson Eddie Mae 120 Hershey Dr
Johnson Lloyd 1401 Packer St
Johnson Richard 12 Harrison Vlg Apt B
Johnson Robert L 608 31st St
Johnson Stephen 505 Shaw Ave Apt 7
Jones Elva L 1229 Evans Ave
Jones Leslie D, Alane C 1009 Fawcett Ave
Kapis Joseph, Robert, Anna 3834 Desota St
Karas Nadine 2004 Grandview Ave
Keefer Howard L, Helen C 411 31st St
Keefer Randy 411 Û 31st St
Ketchum Wilda B 2406 Banker St
Keys Terri A 226 Pine St
Kilcullen Joseph 55 Crawford Vlg Apt B
Kimber Pauline E 1615 Jenny Lind St
Kimmel Francis L 1422 Versailles Ave
King Patricia D Mary Little PO Box 1151
Kitchen Ethel 4619 3rd St
Klacik Steven A 2416 Highland Ave
Klippick Sarah F 607 Worthington St
Kossuth Sharon 2421 Cleveland St
Kotzarapog Zoe 602 Evans
Kovaly Veronica 223 Atlantic Ave
Kowalczyk Carol A 3831 Anderson St
Kraus Ann 233 Atlantic Ave
Lafayette Herriott, Hustle & Flo Barb 1007 Walnut St
Lanauze Harry 1026 Walnut St
Lawrence Sterling 3 Harrison Village
Lee Darlene 3509 Oneil Blvd Apt 2
Lee Jennifer 433 Arctic Ave
Leeper Brenton G 2009 Allison St
Lepolt Kelley 533 6th St Apt 109
Lewis Allen O Jr, Mary E 1205 5th Ave
Lewis Diana B 2412 Grandview Ave
Lindsay Robert J 3022 Myer Blvd
Link Audrey, Rose T 2721 5th Ave Fl 2
Lloyd Kenneth E 501 Pirl St Apt 5g
Lopota Alice 2407 Easler St
Luna Collision 316 W Grant St
Lyons Jenifer 2613 Delaware St
Macfarlane Betty L 2515 Carson St
Magoch Michael, Diane 610 Archer St
Mahaffey Donna J 5114 Railrd St
Mallick Frances 2717 Owens Aly
Maneer Ann M 4626 Walnut St Apt 11
Manspeaker Edwin G Jr Midtown Towers Apt 1108
516 Sinclair St
Masko Allen D 523 Sinclair St Box 310
Massie George E Sr 601 6th St Apt 711 Mckeesport Towers
Mathews Marilyn D PO Box 592
Mccarter Arleen Est 308 27th St
Mcgarrity Hughes 300 W 6th Rear
Mcghen Daniel T, Betsy J 419 Atlantic Ave
Mcgreevy Rita Mae 2110 Cleveland St
Michalek Catherine 1014 Jefferson St
Miller Denise 801 Walnut St Apt 315
Miller James R 2622 Harrison St
Miller Matthew 1743 Eden Park Blvd
Mohanan Irene 2923 Grove Ave
Mon Valley Holdings LLC 1321 5th Ave
Monahan Irene 2804 Stewart St
Moody Timothy L 1309 Hamilton Ave Apt 1
Moonis James 1028 Market St
Moonis James E Est 1028 Market St
Morales Marcus Rolando, Marcia J 1416 Carnegie St
Mosier Stephen 425 Bayne
Movic Aymond 2605 Fayette St
Mrkonic Emil, Marjorie P Bauer Ex 505 Crown Plaza F
National Ymca 523 Sinclair St
Neff Debra A 2120 Gordon St
Nelson Dennis 100 8th Ave
Nelson Jacqueline 1112 Locust St
Nelson Kellie D 1728 Maple St
Nemchik Joseph M, Rose 312 Archer St
Norgaard Norma C 517 Spring St
Oaks Leola, Leo Est 3006 Bowman Ave
Ogrady Timothy F 604 Lincoln Way
Ohanlon Joseph 2903 Boyd St
Oliver Brittany L, Terri 223 Oxford Dr
Olsen Wayne A 2409 Jenny Lind St
Olsen Wayne A, Arlene 4900 Walnut St Apt 1
Olympia Beer Shopping Center 34−35 Olympia Shopping
Ctr
Orman Mark 1040 Franklin St
Ostoich Martha 100 8th Ave
Paat Florante P MD, Upmc Mackeesport 1500 5th Ave
Pahler Catherine M, Bob Mc Kelvey 516 Sinclair St Apt 209
Palka Louise 2000 Lamont St
Palm Herbert T, Esther Palm 737 Palm St
Palombo Mary 120 6th St
Payne Darlene S 218 Arnold Dr
Perino Joseph 2601 5th Ave
Perri Fortunato, Patricia 709 Mcintosh Dr
Peterson Richard C, Jean N 2026 Bridge St
Piccolino Loretta H 621 Petty St
Plaskon Frances T 1414 Craig St
Polischak Joseph E Jr Mckees Pointe Lodge 120 6th Ave
Radinovic Frank B, Olga 1505 Jenny Lind St
Ranelli Rita 2601 Highland Ave
Reynolds Herbert A 120 6th St
Rhoades Juanita, John 1312 Park St
Riemenschnei Delores 120 6th St
Riverside Nursing Center 100 8th Ave
Rizzo Jacqueline 3404 Orchard St
Robertson Earl, Sara 1415 5th Av
Robinson Chris 1910 Willow St
Rump Timothy 2421 Cleveland St
Russo Corrine 1107 5th Ave
Rx Council 410 9th St
Sakal Helen R 418 28th St
Salvo Peter, Mary 313 Penny St
Santa Cathleen 503 Park St 503 Park St
Saperstein Beverly, Harry M 100 9th St
Saunders Donna 2415 Riverview Ave
Sayles Bradley Melvin 1326 Bailey Ave Apt 1
Sayles Cora 1208 Jenny Lind St
Saylor Walter M Jr 100 9th St
Schultz Elsa 601 6th St 0
Scott David W Sr, Patricia 406 Beckman Dr
Seman William B 225 Pacific Ave
Shaffer Anna M 2116 Wesley St
Shepherd E J 1000 5th Ave
Shnol Boris M Riverside Nursing Ctr
Siefen Harry A 224 Marshall Dr
Simmons Lawana L 2208 Harrison St
Singleton Marilynn 1724 Flagler St Apt 911
Smilowicz Henry R 2817 Garbett St
Smith Brandon R, Charlene 433 Greenwood St
Smith Elizabeth Marie 601 6th St Apt 211
Smonski John 910 1/2 Smtt St
Sodora Lori J 2311 Grandview Ave
Spade Matthew A 1418 Wilson St
Stasko Anne L 1611 Packer St
Steffen Tony 1308 Railrd St
Still Catherine, Wilbert 1402 Packer St
Still Wilbert 100 9th Ave
Stinson Doris J 1001 Locust St
Stockdill Matthew J 1135 Mccleary St Fl1
Strager Barbara, Helen 502 Manning Ave
Stroud Patricia L 17 Harrison Vlg Apt 3j
Sutton Tracie L 1231 Ravine St
Sutton Tracie L 1502 Grant St
Swink Lee R 314 27th St
Szczerba Elizabeth RFD 1 Box 450
Tarli Vaughn 913 Ctr Apt 605
Tassoney Joseph Est 327 25th St
Taylor Olive 601 6th St
Taylor Shyra E 46d Crawford Village
Tom Clark Chevrolet 1063 Long Run Rd
Tom Clark Chevrolet Inc 419 Atlantic Ave
Toth Elizabeth G 621 Petty St
Tsantes Gianoula 635 5th Ave
Tyler Candance 1411 Wilson St
Vallelunga Michael 601 6th St Apt 412
Vickers Ruth P 1313 Ross St
Volk Helen Schmidt 415 30th St
Ward Vincent P 1416 Patterson St
Wargo Bertha 522 Manning Ave
Waslis Paul 619 Worthington St
Waters Ruby Jean 501 Pirl St 7d
Watson Nancy 1919 Meadow St
Way Maryjane, Elvira R 5309 Walnut St
Weber John 1063 Long Run Rd
Wedel Michael E 410 32nd St
Welcker Betty Ann 1 Glenshire Ln
White Jacqueline M 3201 Orchard St
Wholey Donald S 1412 Evans Ave
Wiggins Mary W 2000 Monongahela Blvd Park Forest
Wilkens Joseph J 2616 5th Ave
Williams Bessie 601 6th St Apt 715
Wivagg Printing Co Inc 324 326 6th Ave
Wolf Katherine 624 Manning Ave
Wonderling Joshua R, Robert E 1612 Williams St
Worthington Christopher 2915 Jersey St
Wright Andre 1612 Patterson St
Wright David 3707 Woodland Ave
YMCA of Mckeesport, Sandra Carnahan 523 Sinclair St
Yost Filomena Jhon J Kain 100 9th St
Yotter Lois G 104 Mcarthur Dr
Young Cecief 2814 Morlock St
Zsak Albert 100 9th St
McKeesport Pa 15133
Alleg Liberty B 2816 E St
Boris Michael S 1122 Oakland Ave
Broman Linda, Glenn 1425 Washington Blvd
Chokota Linda J 3811 Liberty Way
Clark Gerald 1008 Pleasant Ave
Denkenberger Elaine 2910 Liberty Way
Dworek Timothy D II 1312 Barkley Rd
Ermakov Rachael 509 Scene Ridge Rd
Farkas Louis Jr 100 9th St
Godfrey Sarah A 507 Liberty Way
Gutberlet Angela 828 Lylse Ave
Heilman Dennis R 211 Sceneridge Rd
Hess Patti J 502 Sceneridge Rd
Jones John P 809 Burbridge St
Kaminsky Anthony 1104 Norwood St
Langett Edward 3330 Oakland Dr
Limley Cheryl 1007 Burbank St
Mcginty Vincent J 317 San Juan Dr
Obrator Margaret P Est 3212 Oakland Dr
Perkins Richard 1707 Romine Ave
Peterson Carl E 1908 Trimble Ave
Petras William 2900 C St
Piplica Nick Est 3502 Orchard Dr
Pollak Janet 1610 New York Ave
Popovic Darlene G 1023 Oakland Ave
Potersnak Denise K 822 Elmwood St
Ray George, Mary I 310 Port Vue Av
Risher Eric David 806 Elizabeth St
Rose Est Jr Fred A 57 Deer Ln
Scarborough Christine 1334 Barkley Rd
Sidney John 720 Gray St
Sillaman Greig, Ellen 2703 F St
Smaracheck Donna 3815 Mclean Dr
Stone David 1114 Woodland
Svetz William J, Gail E 201 Liberty Ave
Swalwell Robert 704 Burbridge St
Thrasher Robert 3815 Mclean Dr
Uziel Kyra Est, Kyra D 509 Scene Ridge Rd
Vallance Deborah 2806 C St
Werner William F Jr, Jean 1371 Washington Blvd
Weston Richard 506 Kaler St
Zebroski Megan A 3004 Memory Ln
McKeesport Pa 15134
Brooks Renee L PO Box 64
Caldwell Anthony C Est PO Box 925
Ford Mary K, Mary PO Box 427
Fusaro John Louis PO Box 265
Goscinski Mary Mckeesport Regional
Haduck Harvey PO Box 427
Rose Marie Mainelli PO Box 265
Westin Louise I, Dianne Spivak PO Box 925
Wrc Inc Sales PO Box 429
Yonek Millie E PO Box 3232
McKeesport Pa 15135
Abels William E, Christine 2124 Lebanon Dr
Ables Christine 2124 Lebanon Dr
Atkins Herbert B 1009 Greenock R
Atkins Jean 1009 Greenock Rd
Beres Mildred J 1300 Virginia St Apt 308
Berkovitz Daniel 2200 Lebanon Dr
Bobs John C 942 Greenock Buena Vista Rd
Brown Daniel E 5925 Smithfield St
Brown David James, Daniel E 5910 Roslyn St
Brown Isabell S Meade St
Castaldo Thomas B 2334 Surrey Ln Apt−138
Castine Blanche 5704 Meade St
Castine Michael Est 5704 Meade St
Central Pizza 5925 Smithfield St
Chiado Bruna V 1239 Pennhurst Dr
Clark John W 833 Everglade Dr
Combetty Richard A 6032 Meade St
Cooper Virginia, Mt Vernon Apts 2301 Surrey Ln Bldg 1
Couchenour Joyce 6205 Smithfield
Crncic Ruthjean S 222 Narragansett Dr
Cunningham Dorothy 163 Mount Vernon Dr
Devos Karen 930 Golfview Dr
Evans Noami H 222 Narragansett Dr
Fisher Terry 913 Clydesdale St
Flaherty Paul M 625 Tr Dr
Frantish Christina M, Jon R 550 Tr Dr
Gelbish Virginia G 1112 Sommerset St
Genes Rhonda 2302 Constitution Blvd
Gereshenski Edward M 5803 Pitt St
Giles Mary 5864 Smithfield St
Guthrie Robert W 900 Seneca Ct Apt 35
Johnson Bert L 321 Tr Dr 3
Key Personnel Svcs Inc PO Box 101
Kosloski Wilma M, Joseph A 2124 Neal Dr
Lawrence Beatrice C 2318 Surrey Ln Apt 89
Long Michael E 1921 Drake St
Loving Carol 1509 Schweitzer Rd
Lowry Douglas 1428 Greenock Buenavista
Mainwaring Alice 905 Zimmer Ln
Mamaux Margaret H 934 Burning Tree Dr
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Marsh Daryl J 804 Everglade Dr
Martonyak Tracey 2247 Ridge Rd Apt B
Mcgavern William 1325 Schweitzer Rd
Merranko Matthew R 204 Oberdick Dr
Reigel Andrew 2313 Surrey Ln 145
Ruhe William R 312 Concord Dr
Shipley Reginia 1798 Hankins Dr
Sopher Carolyn, Gail 1 Colonial Dr
Sowa Patricia Est 1300 Penhurst St
Sowa Stephen, Patricia Sowa 1218 Penhurst Dr
Stephenson Sandra 126 Mount Vernon Dr
Stotler Thomas P 1513 Greenock Buena Vista Rd
Tbi Contracting Inc 2419 Greenock Buena Vista
Tedesco Julie L 2155 Constitution Blvd
Trimble Holly 1209 Wexford St
Wargo Vera 202 Atlantic Ave
McKnight Pa 15237
Dugan Kenneth R 106 Sunset Dr
Engelmore Kenneth, Jewell 150 Ridge Ave
Good Irene B 3511 Washington Ln
Holmes Geoffrey S, Michele L 182 Baker Dr
Hunter Virginia D 102 Raleigh Ct
Kirschler Charles 900 Lincoln Club Dr
Millvale Pa 15209
Aplus Sunrise 1329 Babcock Blvd
Dawson James Est 611 Farragut St
Disaster Keystone Restoration LLC 713 North Av
Esteban Julio Cesar 10 Spring St
Hughes Kevin L 930 North Ave
Javorsky Anna 8335 Staton Ave
Maire Georgia, Richard 26 Troy St
Maire Richard Est 26 Troy St
Malloy Catherine 147 Lincoln Ave
Mitchell Jennifer A 510 Lincoln Ave
Murray Clara 123 North Ave
Parillo Theresa A 510 Lincoln Ave
Spisic Cecilia L 8335 Staton Ave
Stoltenberg Robert, Helen 706 Stanton
Stoltenberg Robert, Helen 736 Evergreen Ave
Suchma Dorothy E 7 Johnson St
Urmann Herman 75 Troy St
Vogler Harry G 816 North Ave
Volaric George, June Box 696 Peoples Rd
Waruszewska Stefania Box 1 Lockhart Ln
Wenner Donald C 817 North Ave
Wokutch Jeff 930 North Ave
Zelkovich Thomas W 211 North Ave Fl 3
Zwolinski Mary S 224 Grant Ave 0
Monroeville Pa 15146
1 Cochran 4520 William Penn Hwy
1 Cochran Pontiac Inc 417 Luzerne Dr
A L Motor Sales 3780 William Penn Hwy
Addle Margaret L 215 Highland Ave
Akutu Timo N 4315 Stonecliffe Dr
Al Motor Sales 3780 William Penn Hwy
Ali Zulfiqar 210 Duff Rd
All Floor Supplies 168 Dexter Dr
Allen Ryan C 704 Ceder Ridge Dr
Almar Radiologists 2520 Mosside Blvd Ste 4a
Alraisi Nuha 860 Macbeth Dr Birman Wood Apartments
Andrews Robert, Dawn 1726 Mountain View Dr
Angel Annette Vario PO Box 1478
Apple Ruth Est 1312 Hillsdale Dr
Arbors Mgmt 1670 Golden Mile Hwy Rte 386 J Pison
Balson James M 2604 Fairview Dr
Barcellino Elizabeth A 1552 Cavitt Rd
Barezinsky Peggy E, John 350 Deauville Dr Apt 1
Barrington Manor 4220 William Penn Hwy
Bartman Christopher 1400 Delmont Bld Apt 306
Batteries Plus 3841 William Penn Hwy
Beam Nelson L, Ila 230 Caruso Dr
Beck Stanley 106 Trotwood Dr
Beckett Brian S 430 Brunner Dr
Belkin Ruth 1343 Towerlawn Dr
Belt Jerry 322 Mall Blvd Ste 133
Bennett Harriet J 4165 Ivanhoe Dr Apt 412
Berry Mitchell 4150 Ivanhoe Dr B8
Berry Rosemary 250 Cedar Ridge Apt 601
Bey Sierra 718 Bittersweet Rd
Biddington William 111 Alpine Village Dr
Blaha Benjamin D, Wesley E PO Box 669
Blankenfeld Paul 2644 Mosside Blvd
Block Elliott W 361 Willow Hedge Dr
Blum Arnold 1322 Hillsdale Dr
Bolden Javon T 2275 Tilbrook Dr
Boodman Rosalie A 128 Monticello Dr
Boosupalli Vasudeva 328 Spring Run Dr
Boscovs 500 Monroevall Mall
Boss Lester 116 Donley Dr
Boura Eleanor H 133 Kelvington Dr
Bowlin Charles C Est 429 Colonial Dr
Brassell Hosea 3651 William Penn Hwy
Bratton Robert 749 Gdn City Dr
Breen Lori L, Ryan J 2144 Old Dominion Dr
Brown Ronald 255 Shady Ridge Dr
Brunger Robert G 4165 Ivanhoe Dr Apt 509
Bruwelheide Ethel G 4432 Helmar Dr
Bruwelheide Louis A, Ethel M 4432 Helmar Dr
Bukes Vasiliki 140 Lavale Dr Apt 509
Burns Elizabeth 528 Shumaker Dr
Burpee Robert F 214 Duff Rd
Butler Virginia R, Thomas J 52 Coleman Dr
Cagliuso Dannielle Marie 4370 Northern Pike
Caldwell Alvin R 2380 Mcginley Rd
Carducci Shayna K 603 Dahlia Dr
Carmen Rehfeld 3409 Sardis Rd
Carney Patricia 401 Hazelnut Dr
Carothers Barbara M 322 Woodhaven Dr
Cassley Denise 1703 Eagle Ridge Dr
Casto Skilken Group 4055 Monroeville Blvd Ste 435
Cecutti Ed 1670 Golden Mile Hwy
Cedars of Monroeville 4363 Northern Pike
Chen Xiu Juan, Chang Yu 4624 Old Wm Penn Hwy
Christopher Margaret 1766 Mountain View Dr
Cicero Anthony 413 Arden Dr
Ciufo Mark A 744 Patton St
Clever Ruby I 152 Willow Dr
Coalition for Safe Children & Dogs 211 Spartan Dr
Cochran Automotive 318 Old Haymaker Rd
Cochran Automotive 4520 William Penn Hwy
Cochran Body Shop 318 Old Haymaker Rd
Cochran Collison Center 4520 Wm Penn Hwy
Cochran Motors Inc 4520 William Penn Hwy
Cochran Pontiac of Monroeville 4520 William Penn Hwy
Colamarino Raymond V Jr 141 College Park Dr
Cole Eric 3651 William Penn Hwy
Collura Jennifer 2735 4th St
Colo Rectal Asso 2566 Haymaker Rd Rm 206
County Cardiology Inc Tri 2570 Haymaker Rd
Cox John 409 Fieldstone Dr
Cribs To Teens Inc 308 Mall Blvd
Crouse Ruth J Est 523 Cottage Ln
Cushing Andrew G 148 Cedar Ridge Dr Apt C8
Dalton George R, Mary B 338 Altaview Dr
Dalton Robert 338 Altaview Dr
Dash Soumya R 1145 Fox Hill Dr 326
Davis Jeffrey 4220 Wm Penn Hwy
Day Chevrolet 133a Cliffside Dr
Daykon Mary 2267 Monroeville Rd
Dearth Richard 1226 Harvest Dr
Decker Steve W 768 Illini Dr
Delo James Monroeville Mall 200 Office
Deluca Michael 149 Kelvington Dr
Dewitt Robert J, Janice 3912 Evergreen Dr
Doege Chas W Sr, Verena G 4520 Old Wm Penn Hwy
Dollar Generalj, Joe 2223 Conley Rd
Douglas Patricia M, David E 1928 James St
Drs Schilling & Lambros 4099 William Penn Hwy Ste 211
Duffy Carol A 563 Beatty Rd
Duluth Missabe Iron Missabe Treasurer 135 Jamison Ln
Dunn William P, Judith 250 Cedar Ridge Dr Ph 5
Dunson Linda D PO Box 473
E Lawrence 401 Hazelnut Dr
Eapen Thomas 1145 Foxhill Dr Apartment 2
East Hills Pitt Club 269 Newbury Dr
Ehalt Hilda G 3949 Logans Ferry Rd
Electric Westinghouse 4350 Northern Pike
Eles Brothers Inc 1000 Thompson Run Rd
Evanil Oil Co 3825 Northern Pike
Fereday Charles 403 Eden Dr
Forlastro Anthony L 105 Old Suffolk Dr
Fortney John F Est 482 Cannongate Dr
Foster William R Est 750 Illini Dr
Francis Dorothy C 2654 Stroschein Rd Apt 2
Garald Letzelter, Carol Letzelter 126 Shangri La Dr
Garloff Randall, Joan M 225 Ctr St
Garner Henry 1329 Eagle Ln
Geo Con Inc 4075 Monroeville Blvd Ste 400
Corp One Bldg II
George Paulette C 442 Brunner Dr
Gera Vivian 4185 Ivanhoe Ivanhoe Apts 201
Germanowski Helen M 455 Colonial Dr
Giant Eagle 60 4010 Monroeville Blvd
Gibbs Christopher 636 Illini Dr
Gillcrese Alberta 519 Thomas St
Gonano Max 8 Hillcrest Ct
Gray Ralph J 303 Drexel Dr
Gregowich Eugenia 2618 Monroeville Blvd
Guitar Center the Musicians Choice S Robert
200 Mall Cir Dr
Haight Joseph Stanley 895 Deauville Ct Apt 2
Hajduk Andrew 126 Verlinden Dr
Halter Julie 103 Horizon Dr
Hamdah Arif 4553 Old William Penn Hwy
Hankinson Michael, Lisa 122 Drake Dr
Harper William R 133a Cliffside Dr
Harris Lidia 1120 Fox Hill Dr Apt 311
Hazra Kaushik 4121 Stonecliffe Dr
Heide Michael L, John H, Rose M 112 J Cambridge Sq
Hendricks Laura J 1000 Belmont Blvd Apt 205
Henkel Dorothy J 117 Fox Rd Ste 101
Hersi Kadija 100 Oxford Dr Apt 517
Hertwig Irrev Trust James Irrev Trus 376 Shady Ridge Dr
Hibala Joseph A 128 Alpine Village Dr
Hickey Eleanor K 1460 James St
Hickman Catherine, Reginald 817 Gdn City Dr
Hill Andrea, Macy’s, Tom Provins 400 Monroeville Mall
Hirsch Michael 412 Alpine Village Dr
Hoffman Velma E 4816 Lolly Dr
Hofmann William Curtis, Charles A 3957 Logans Ferry Rd
Hogan Donald J 1339 Hazenwood Dr
Hollister Co 151 Monroeville Mall Dr
Hoque Maher 257 Mallard Dr
Houston Edna M 4622 Bert Dr
Howard Richard T 1033 Eagles Nest Ln
Howard Sheila D 402 College Park Dr
Howell Otis R 523 Firethorn Dr
Howell Shirley J, Otis R 523 Firethorn Dr
Howell Vaughn Danelle R, Shirley J 523 Firethorn Dr
Hydro Delta Corp 1000 Rico Rd
Iksic George A 1503 James St
Imhof Dorothy 313 Karen Ct
Ipi Investments 1670 Golden Mile Hwy
It Corp Houston Paul Salinshick 2790 Mosside Blvd
It Corp Miami Paul Salinshick 2790 Mosside Blvd
It Hopkinton 3910050 Paul Salinshick 2790 Mosside Blvd
Jackson Britanya D PO Box 307
Jeffrey Portis, Portis Ins Grou PO Box 21
Jjg Inc Parkway T 312 Ctr Rd
Johnson Linda Ray 1700 Mountain View Dr
Johnson Raymond 1700 Mt View Dr Shangri−La
Johnston Sarah J 1000 Belmont Blvd Apt 306
Jones Brandi 1120 Fox Hill Dr Apt 316
Joseph Lamar 645 Pine Frost Dr
Kane William 242 Old Haymaker Rd
Kelly Ronald 201 Victoria Dr
Kenny Ivella M, Phyllis Taylor 126 Heather Dr
Kimbrough Sheearla M, Keenan C 402 College Park Dr
Knabe John G 2610 Monroeville Blvd
Koduri Parandham, Tanya 111 Cherry Hill Dr
Kohl Winifred J 1319 Deerfield Dr
Kostyak Theresa 1987 Butler Dr
Kubit Brian 2520 Mosside Blvd Ste 1b
Kunkle Charles W 1806 Ramsey Rd
Kyslinger Jerry A 1208 Stonecliffe Dr
Labate Steffanie Forbes Reg Hospital 2570 Haymaker Rd
Lamb Patricia Lou 108 Laura Lee Dr
Latusek Edward A 832 Patton St Ext
Lawson Elvin A Sr 2400 Mcginley Rd
Lee Seungyoon 112 Jamison Ln
Lee Younghee 4185 Ivanhoe Dr
Lei Hong, Nan 203 Rush Valy Rd
Lester Thomas Oscar 575 Thomas St
Liang Shung 147 Mt Vernon Dr
Lin Ming 4099 William Penn Hwy Ste 805
Lodhi Sharad Babasaheb, Parag Bedekar 4170 Ivanhoe Dr
Apt A1
Lombard Motor Sales 3900 Monroeville Blvd
Lott Timothy A, Lillian M 2610 Monroeville Rd
Maccausland Donna K 4162 Ivanhoe Cir Dr A13
Maccumbee George N 4134 Ivanhoe Dr Apt C13
Maddox William J Jr, William Johnston Maddox IV
1224 Eagles Nest Ln
Maesinfo LLC 4175 Ivanhoe Dr Apt 707
Mahoney Cassandra L 387 Deauville Dr
Mak Sam 301 Coleman Dr
Mann Horace PO Box 962
Marino Jason John 4405 Ruth Dr
Mary Haurtman 113 Laura Lee Dr
Maskiewicz Lorraine M 115 Grandwood Ct
Maszkiewicz David E 1308 James St
Matteo Chad Di 801 Sweetleaf Dr
Maxwell Susan D 1330 Eagles Nest Ln
Mayekar Chetan 1120 Fox Hill Dr Apt 208
Mayekar Jyoti 1145 Fox Hill Dr Apt 216
Mayekar Jyoti 1145 Foxhill Dr Apt 301
Mc Cune Edna 700 Beatty Rd Apt 323
Mccahill David PO Box 388
Mccarty Eleanor S 1763 Mountain View Dr
Mcclendon Charles PO Box 525
Mccrea John PO Box 172
Mcgrath & Co Inc PO Box 808
Mcnunis Constance PO Box 278
Mctoys LLC Learning Express Toys 362 4116 Wm Penn
Hwy Unit 36
Medam Surendra Setty 3200 Daniel Ln 106
Medical Gastrointestinal Grp I 125 Daugherty Dr Ste 200
Medland Greg PO Box 891
Miller Alan 3701 Stonecliffe Dr
Miller Curtise M 2022 Eagle Ridge Dr
Mills Otis 900 Macbeth Dr Apt 14
Mitchell Tracy D 301 Victoria Dr
Motor City 2530 Monroeville Blvd
Motorists Mutual 2674 Monroeville Blvd
Moy Ming Gum, Jimmy 3967 Logans Ferry Rd
Mpi Pittsburgh Chap PO Box 62
Muko Lawrence 108 Shangri La Dr
Mulheran Betty V 1337 Woodlawn Dr
Munir Munaza 2135 Pendleton Dr
Murph Kevin 136 Blue Grass Cir
Nakiboglu Beyhan 1000 Stonecliffe Dr
Narayani Shrinivas 2305 Stone Cliffe Drv
Nelson Robert G Jr 1346 Hillsdale Dr
Nese Construction One Monroeville Ctr Ste 1050
New Monroeville Dodge Inc 3633 William Penn Hwy
Newman Paul W 3944 Monroeville Blvd Apt B1
Nishi Yohei 300 Oxford Dr Ste 301
Nixon Holdings Miracle Mile Shopping Ctr RT 22
Oconnor Carole J 4175 Ivanhoe Dr Apt 801
Ocwen Federal Bank 609 Dahila Dr
Olivo Cassidy Mckenzie, Nancy 182 Blue Grass Cir
Omniprox 570 Beatty Rd
Oneill Frances M 1168 Princeton Rd
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Oneill Irene F, John W 118 Jamison La
Oshea Richard P 140 Lavale Dr
Otterman Richard G, Payton M, Emmie 129 Kelvington Dr
Ovr 551 Shumaker Dr Ohio Valy Region Usa Volleyb
Owoc Teresa 125 Mayberry Dr
Pa Grand Assembly Intl Ord, Pj O’neill 608 Quince Rd
Pache Martin W 100 Oxford Dr Apt 813
Pagliai Mark F 1310 Oakridge Rd
Palmieri Rosemary 4442 Marywood Dr
Palmieri Salvatore F 1378 Cavitt Rd
Pandey Rishi R 1145 Fox Hill Dr Apt T11
Paramonov Dmitry Victor 112 Coventry Ct
Patil Sajata 352 Coleman Dr
Paul C Rizzo Assoc, Charles Kurz 105 Mall Blvd 270e
Persichetti Patrick N, Lisa A 178 Westminster Dr
Petruzzi Mary F 280 Lilac Dr
Piccoli Karen D 148 Penn Lear Dr
Pittsburgh Pagan House Fou PO Box 1113
Poppi Elmer R Beatty Pointe Village 700 Beatty Rd Apt 156
Portis Insurance Group 216 Elliott Rd
Powell Robert T Est 157 Kelvington Dr
Prasad Bandhu 4145 William Penn Hwy
Pritts Kenneth 427 Beatty Rd
Progressive Insurance Unit 300 Oxford Dr 4th Fl
Quinones William P, Barry J 4922 Point Cir Dr
Quiroz Antonio 1115 Fox Hill Dr Ap 326
Rashid Shaik A, Kauser 327 Red Oak Ct
Ray Emma M 521 Larix Rd
Renee Bourg Giarusso Persoma 2540 Monroe Blvd
Respironocs 1740 Golden Mile Hwy Attn Jeremy Powers
Riecke Robert J 414 Shady Ridge Rd
Riems Jeffery T, Jerome T 277 Newbury Dr
Rigby Marc C 705 Hawkeye Dr
Rj Lee Group Inc 350 Hochberg Rd
Rj Lee Grp Inc 350 Hochbery Rd
Robinson Karen D 549 Lakewood Dr
Rohall Mary G 212 Rosecrest Dr
Romagno Daniel J, Dawn L 2407 Mt Pleasant Rd
Rossetti Stephen A 1421 James St
Rouse Nathaniel 1331 Cavitt Rd
Rutledge David L 745 Cottonwood Dr
Rx Pharmacy Svcs 540 Seco Rd
Sakamoto Hiroyuki, Noriko 3200 Daniel Ln Apt 102
Samuels Joanne 1914 Glencrest Dr
Sandretto Natalie 8 Hillcrest Ct
Sandy Ruggieris House of Dance 1782 Golden Mile Hwy
Sathi Padmasini, Semur P, Ram 336 Willow Hedge Dr
Schablik Helen G 700 Beatty Pointe Rd Apt 249
Schendel Douglas E 1763 Mountain View Dr
Schroeder Jennifer K 242 Poplar St
Schultheis Dwight 2336 Haymaker Rd
Sears Optical Sears Optical 0233 3470 Wm Penn Hwy
Seubert Ruth 1312 Hillsdale Dr
Shaikh Nadeem S 1115 Fox Hill Dr Apt 128
Shamim Mohammad A 2135 Pendleton Dr
Shannon Ronald L 1996 Gregory Dr
Shovel David P 4533 Old William Penn
Shumaker Martha H 405 Cottage Ln
Shussett Beverly S 250 Cedar Ridge Dr
Simms James H 4314 Old Wm Penn Hwy Ste 101
Simon Hazel R 4175 Ivanhoe Dr Apt 503
Singer Susan D 605 Greenleaf Dr
Singleton Alice 2100 Berkshire Dr
Smeltz Cheryl L 308 Poplar St
Smierciak Julie E 205 Dawkins Dr
Smith Elsie M, Carl H 2275 Tilbrook Dr
Smoley Jeannine A, John 731 Greenlet Dr
Snyder Torrie 3780 William Penn Hwy
Sommer Elizabeth K 1460 James St
Specialists In Cardio Monroeville Med Ctr
125 Daugherty Dr Ste
Stagon David Michael 2413 Cathedral Dr
Stevens Richard D III 417 Luzerne Dr
Stewart David 1580 Golden Mile Hwy
Summers Jane 250 Cedar Ridge Dr 212
Sumy Howard C, Howard 623 Beatty Rd
Taliaferro D O 582 Sunnyfield Dr
Taylor Keith 2112 Mountain Way Ln
Theodorson Sophie 140 Lavale Dr Apt 509
Thom Joanne M 4363 Northern Pike
Thompson Janice M 1120 Fox Hill Dr
Topolosky John J 1316 Knollwood Dr
Torma Donald A 2731 4th St
Toys R Us 3735 William Penn Hwy
Trerice Douglas N 231 Spring Run Rd
Tsang Katie 3967 Logans Ferry Rd
U Haul of W Pa 4780 Old Frankstown Rd
Used Car Connection PO Box 666
Veneri John, Lois 1193 Bucknell Dr
Vento Jennifer 215 Fairlawn Dr
Venturino Laura 1000 Belmont Blvd Apt 205
Wagner Louis P Jr 403 Fieldstone Dr
Walter Angeline M, William D 2056 Township Rd
Watkins Catherine K 140 Lavale Dr 209
Westerlund Lillian T 4185 Ivanhoe Ivanhoe Apts 201
Westinghouse Electri 4350 Northern Pike Wece 145d
Wilborn Fatinma PO Box 602
Wilson F J 1995 Gregory Dr
Wipprecht Ginger M 106 Bradberry Dr
Yong Fionna Yu 900 Macbeth Dr Apt 18
Zahavi Lori 317 Penn Lear Ct
Zaldivar Carrie A 607 Bellwood Ave
Zau Kang 4719 Lolly Dr
Zecher Steven 1170 Saint Vincent Dr
Zhao Jie 1115 Fox Hill Dr Apt 310
Ziccardi Albert 410 Urick Ln
Moon Township Pa 15108
Aed Investments 311 Rouser Rd
Akers Dusti Leigh 283 Moonclinton Rd
Aletto Mark V Atty 944 Beaver Grade Rd
Alex Camesi Dba Airport Auto Body 1260 Stoops Ferry Rd
Alves Samantha S 6001 University Blvd Unit 3c
Amc Settlement Group 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Angel Settlement Co 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Arl All Arl Pay Card 1155 Stoops Ferry Rd
Arl Unassigned 1155 Stoops Ferry Rd
Barraclough Sean 483 Sharon Rd
Beighey Pierce E 215 Scottsdale Dr
Big Time Construction 100 Marshall Dr
Block House Corning Glaxosmithkline Con 1000 Gsk Dr
Brendza Angela 6009 Hawthorn Dr
Call Processing Prof PO Box 1212
Carroll Robert D 295 Moon Clinton Rd Apt 5
Christian Eric A 1311 George St
Cisler Tanya 236 Shafer Rd
Citizens East Fcu 8805 University Blvd
Citywide Settlement 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Clearview Federal Credit Union 8805 University Blvd
Cole Colleen R 152 Greenlea Dr
Consumers Choice Settleme 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Covertry Health Care Inc Recoveries Dept Mark A Mchaffie
Cox Donna L 1612 Charlton Hts Rd
Curran Amy L 1120 Lee Dr Apt 238
Dag Settlement Asso 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Delivery Fedex H 1000 Fedex Dr
Deloglos Gust 115 Craigwood Dr
Delta Zeta, Rebecca Howells 3201 Landing Ln
Dillman Craig 100 Airside Dr
Donnelly John V 227 Havenwood Dr
Dss Settlement 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Duncan Isabelle A, Lorne R 111 Shippen Dr
Dwyer Kenneth P Est 282 Shafer Rd
Eaton Tim 393 Moon Clinton Rd A
Entrepreneur Authority Strell Corp PO Box 989
Faison Alexander C 186 Juniper Dr
Freund William Jr 1002 Whispering Woods
Gabrial Julie 965b Beaver Grade Rd
Gabriel Julie 90 B Beaver Rd
George Susan 1509 Staunton Dr
Gmutza Stephanie 206 Becks Run Rd
Griffith Bonnie S 2414 Emma Ln
Haley Enterprise 276 E Conestoga Rd
Harangozo Pavol 135 Fern Hollow Rd 1203
Hartman Carl David 1612 Charlton Hts Rd
Hedderman Edward N 138 Jarod Dr
Heritage Valley Health Sy 420 Rouser Rd Ste 201
Imediegwu Chimara 1500 Beers School Rd
Isabella Novella 6001 University Blvd 1093
James Haney Inc A Close Corp 910 Beaver Grade Rd
Jenikovsky Eadie 7016 Weeping Willow Dr
Johnson Auction Service 147 Flaugherty Run Rd
Kernick Abbey R 251 Burch Dr
Khan Rukhsar 6001 University Blvd Student Financial Svcs
Klancher Jon 208 Oak Knoll Dr
Kline David B 1704 Wheatland Ct
Kmetz Lucille R, Donovic 111 Heldon Dr
Knepper James J 201 Timberyoke Dr
Ldl Professional Svcs 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Le Tuyet Thi 171 Shafer Rd
Leiser Edward Jr 206 Darnley Dr
Lemmon Katherine L, National Link 300 Corp Ctr Dr 300
Martinez Krista 104 Christler Ct
Mcdonnell Patricia M, Autumn Ln 1757 Brodhead Rd
Mdr Settlement 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Mehan Tracy 6029 Hawthorn Dr
Mester George 224 Clubside Dr
Midwest Settlement Group 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Mj Settlement 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Monaghan Jason 413 Elgin Cir
Monarch Settlement Asso 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Moon Township Auto Body 5604 University Blvd
Moon Township Hotel Conf Ctr Doubletree Hotel
8402 University Blvd
Morse Margaret Jean 6039 Hawthorn Dr
Mortgage Connect LP 200 Corporate Ctr Dr Ste 200
National Asset Management LLC PO Box 703
National Link 300 Corporate Ctr Dr 300
Newport Management 600 Lindbergh Dr
Nguyen Hoang M 171 Shafer Rd
Palusamy Chandran 801 Riders Way
Parking 107 Brookside Ln
Passano Elizabeth 128 Jarod Dr
Pc Supp Fedex Ground Pkg Sys 1000 Fedex Dr
Phe Settlement 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Piarulli Deborah 221 Inberness Dr
Pirring Nicholas 243 Moon Clinton Rd Apt 6
Pitt Cardiac & Vascular 995 Beaver Grade Rd Ste B 2
Private Settlement Svc 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Reed Erin 3003 Landing Ln
Reis Laurie F 146 Greenlea Dr
Rfg Settlement Co 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Richards Ronald C 1236 Maple St Ext
Ring Hazel L 1200 College Park Dr Apt 5
Rj Settlement 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Rk Settlement 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Sapa Extruder Inc 400 Rouser Rd Airport Office
Screaming Eagle Air Inc 300 Horizon Dr
Seemiller Robert J 5102 Landing Ln
Seningen Aimee E 5604 University Blvd
Seth Obeng 8858 University Blvd 130
Sewickley Car Store Inc 5304 University Blvd
Shukla Mahendra Nath 119 Darnley Dr
Simonette Dawn M 1001 Colony West Dr
Smedley Dorothy S 1222 Spring Run Rd Ext
Smola Cynthia M 1708 Brodhead Rd
Souilliard Catherine S 364 Moon Clinton Rd
Springer Mauder Eva 960 Thorn Run Rd
Stiger Sean P 1426 Charlton Hts Rd
Stroup Cheryla A, David K 116 Old Manor Ln
Stubna Elaine, Erica 202 Ctrdale Rd
Sye Nancy K 5604 University Blvd
Sylvestre Mario 50 300 Lee Dr
Synergy Destination Mgmt 2403 Emma Ln
Tri State Medical Group I 420 Rouser Rd
Tuszynski Charles D 621 Forest Green Dr
Ultra Settlement Svcs 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Unity Settlement Group 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Usf Settlement Co 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Va Ldta Cherrington Corp Cente 300 Corp Ctr Dr 300
Valtek Settlement 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Wheeler Colby H 6001 University Blvd
Wilkie Thomas J 115 Treeview Dr
Wilson Sonja J 135 Fern Hollow Rd 1401
Windsor Settlement 6026 Hawthorn Dr
Winters Brian D 207 E Crestridge Dr
Wirebaugh Brett M 204 Arcola Dr
Wphfma 169 Foxwood Rd Deborah Szczypinski
Zampogna Mike 120 Mccutcheon Rd
Zani Albert Living Trust 7/3/97 140 S Patton Dr
Zvolenski Craig 206 Becks Run Rd
Morgan Pa 15064
Clemons George 76 Orchard Ave
Davidson Charles E, Helen 524 Millers Run Rd
Mcfarlane James T PO Box 135 Bluff St
Servsteel Inc Albert L Mcquillen Box 452
Mount Lebanon Pa 15228
Bedortha Ann K 410 Jefferson Dr
Bradford L S 105 Shady Dr W Apt 4
Desantis Lynn 727 Wisteria Ave 2
Fatigati Nalin & Asso 615 Washington Rd
Helon Chase 720 Scott Rd
Jones Timothy, Heidi 215 Woodhaven Dr
Josephson Eva 223 Martin Ave
Krelis Andrew P 522 Kelso Rd
Malik Louise A 56 Iroquois Dr
Michael A Martin Esq Pc 633 Washington Rd
Orr Stanley Allen, Sandra Louise 345 Cedar Blvd
Petrelli Shirley A, Norman J 502 Kenmont Ave
Smith Elizabeth C 214 Altoona Pl
Tandon Hans P 355 Orchard Dr
Thompson Claire L 355 Beadling Rd
Westerbeck Shirley M 219 Mabrick Ave
Zehner Lois C 135 Abbey Ville Rd 209
Zhu Haifeng 121 Beverly Rd A5
Mount Oliver Pa 15210
Beneficial Consumer Disc Com 136 Sherman St
Diethorn Rita A 205 Penn Ave
Kirsch Coletta 610 Hays Ave
Robinson Alexander W 136 Sherman St
Seiferth Grace 121 Charles St
Watkins Melody 450 William St
Yoos Erin L 212 Anthony St
Zebroski Catherine 136 Sherman St
Mount Pleasant Pa 15228
Bashia Michaela 330 Pkwy Dr
Palchick Bryce 330 Pkwy Dr
Mount Washington Pa 15211
Auria Mary G 243 Augusta St
Keane Margaret A 1000 Grandview Ave
King Eugene C 406 Grace St Apt 1
Wallace Charles 138 Virginia Ave
Munhall Pa 15120
Adams Stephen 118 Orris St
Agard Olga E 3405 Timberwood Rd
Albright Anna 15 D Longfellow Dr
Aldrich Michael J 431 E 9th Ave
Amaya Janet 120 W Schwab Ave
Asson William, Nicole 4537 Woodhill Dr
Baker J 617 E 9th Ave
Bollens David 125 W Virginia Ave
Brizek Daniel P 1253 Ravine St
Capp Paul 3800 Main St
Centerline Collision 2918 Main St
Chandran Vinay 641 E Waterfront Dr Apt 4111
Chase Home Finance LLC 4537 Woodhill Dr
Cielieska John J 1018 Ravine St
Clark Harry 924 E 8th Ave
Clark J Karen Est 3703 Sunset Dr
Conrad Hotel & Lounge Inc Conrad C 504 E 8th Ave
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Cooley Dorothea 102 Woodlawn Dr
Crawford Carla 3306 Alberta St Fl1
Davin John D 111 Caroline St Apt 104
Davis Ruth D 219 19 Ave
Donne Elmer Delle 289 Riverview St
Drane William 4417 Jefferson Ave
Drezga Robert F Jr 201 West Virginia
Ducar Donald M 415 E 11th Ave
Edstrom Jean B 174 Larkspur St
Emery Thomas H 4101 Superior St
Esseny Elizabeth 3901 Fairfield Ave
Ferris Bradley S 2918 Main St
Fisher Mary Est 4 St Theresa Ct Apt 102
Flaherty Mildred 814 E 12th St
Flewellen Charles 526 E 9th Ave Fl 02
Fullard Charles H Est 121 N Lehigh Ave
Golby Patricia M 122 Video Dr
Grecco Thomas J, Ruth D 1372 Ravine St
Grimm Marjorie Est 3521 York St
Hart Ann 222 Vondera St
Hausrath Sara 3621 Trautman St
Hawk William L Jr 1021 Mcclure St
Heidel Grace I 3800 Main St
Hickey Lois J 131 W Eugene St
Hoffman Karen J 415 W Oliver Rd
Hohman Aubrey 119 W Eugene St
Horgos Robert P 709 E 9th Ave
Hudak Andrew 4023 Ctr Ave
Joel Mary 219 Mary St
Johnson Raymond 1028 Sunglow St
Jones Helen 216 N Lehigh St M
Kalupson George Jr 201 W Marigold St
Karch Lillian A 125 E 19th Ave
Kasnik Andy, John 220 21st St
Kicsinko Helen 3531 Trautman
Kinney Charles Est 239 E 20th Ave
Kopicko Timothy G 4497 Mapledale Dr
Kreczmer Stanley 3004 Short Stree
Kumar Manish 3714 Main St
Lampel Carla L 102 W Marietta St
Lawry Richard, Evelyn 917 Goldenrod St
Lekovitch Tracey, Michael J 4366 Homestead Duquesne Rd
Link Edward R 218 E 20th Ave
Litz William G 4365 Woodhill Dr
Lust Lizzie 819 E 11th Ave
Marks Helen 624e 13th Ave
Martin Audrey, Roy 615 E 19th Ave
Matey John 237 Mary St
Matusky Donald Sr, Donald Jr 900 Hillt Op St
Mcdonough Thomas J 3629 Ada St
Middleton James R 27 Harrison St
Miller John 112 E Edna St
Miller Patricia A 13 D Longfellow Dr
Mosallem Frank M 4826 Hamilton Rd
Mudryk Myroslaw 2 Longfellow Dr Apt B
Mullen Cynthia M 647 E Waterfront Dr Apt 8205
Neel James W 4837 Interboro
Nicula Anne N 3712 Venango Ave
Nypaver Benjamin 141 E 20th St
Oglenski Leonard 2708 Main St Apt 7
Paul James M 156 Lawrence Ave
Pesanka Michael E 4001 Fairfield Ave
Pounds Richard Est 128 Vine St
Pysk Carol, Leo 3614 Forest Ave
Sabo Julius M 1316 River Rd
Sabol Michael A, John F 628 W 7th Ave
Sailor Excavating Paving Co Inc PO Box 184
Santiago Juli 905 Dixon St
Santiago Julia 520 Boone Way
Serechin George Est 27 C Longfellow
Sferazo Jayla R 220 E 21st Ave
Siegel Joan M 242 Woodlawn Ave
Skerba John 230 Dukane Rd
Slaughter Ilatiffany 603 E 16th
Smith Julie M 2321 Clinton St
Sobie John 3904 Main St Apt 1 A
Srinivasan Soundararajan 629 E Waterfront Dr
Stuffle Marion V 111 Caroline St Apt 711
Torkowsky Thomas R 304 Mary St
Tragesser Charles 3506 Main St
Trent Kimberly Ann 918 Hilltop St
Valley Honda 2502 Main St
Vandergraft Joann 616 E 17th Ave
Varhola Diane M 1138 Ravine St
Waldron Karen, John 3742 Sunset Dr
Weber Nicholas 238 E Larkspur St
White Lakeisha J 220 E 21st Ave
Wilson Theodore 219 Mary St
Wintersteen John D, D, Lee 617 14th Ave
Yates Cecelia 647 E Waterfront Dr Apt 8304
Yura Eileen M 1216 Louise St
Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Arndt Helena 285 Park Asve
Baldassare Melissa J 1112 Carlisle St
Balog Justin Anthony, Jeffrey Thomas 1508 Caroline St
Bartut Stephanie 96 Pine St
Bennardo Georgetta 2006 Brdview Blvd Apt 805
Boehm Mark W 1235 8th Ave
Bombalski James 2603 High St
Boston Lisa 302 Highland Dr
Bouchat Buick Gmc Truck 1625 Union Ave Billy W
Bowser William M 405 Jefferson Ave
Bradley Edward W, Edward PO Box 457
Burrows Kimberly 404 Primrose Ln
Burtner Mary C 1405 4th St
C D Phillips & Sons Inc Toni Phillips 1485 Saxonburg Rd
Chase Home Finance LLC 1226 Minnesota Ave
Cichowski Jean 512 Burtner Rd
Cooper Debra 1008 Lilac St
Crytzer Theresa M, Harry 1226 Minnesota Ave
Daugherty Ruth N 54 Wood St
Del Bianco Cynthia A 544 Green Parrot Ln
Devlin Raymond W 114 Randolph Rd
Dick David N 214 Mcwilliams Dr
Dick Dennis R 302 Highland Dr
Dlugonski Mark F 913 Jefferson Ave
Edmonston Claire R Sugar Loaf Hill Rd
Ehrmentrout Lawrence, Cheryl 2610 Palm St
Fennell Malissa F 200 Mc Williams Dr
Freude Trust Ua 4 18 97 1605 3rd St
Freude Walter R, Helen D 605 3rd St
Fryer Faye E 2006 Broaview Blvd Apt 805
Georgia Alesha 1405 Freeport Rd Apt 2
Global Contacts LLC 1405 N State St
Gunst Kevin 1502 Caroline St
H W Judy Nhm Operating Account PO Box 454
Harkless Gladys 2125 Freeport Rd
Hayden Lloyd D 324 Park Ave
Heights Plaza Merchants Assn Hts Plaza
Highlands Surgical Associates 1629 Union Ave
Houston Julia 616 Burtner Rd
Ingold Kristan 1300 Harvard Ave
Irwin Cheyenna T, Joshua 46 Kuntz St
Johnson Matthew 1501 Pacific Ave
Jonczak Chester A, Anne K 203 Old Mill Rd
Jonczak Chester A, Nicole S 203 Old Mill Rd
Jonczak Christopher M, Chester A 203 Old Mill Rd
Jonczak Elizabeth S, Chester A 203 Old Mill Rd
Jonczak Timothy J, Chester A 203 Old Mill Rd
Josefoski David 1209 Dallas Ave
Keefer Paul 304 Mcwilliams Dr
Keim Peter 109 Allegheny Dr
Kostie Charles 434 Oldmill Rd
Kuchta Andy A, Lorraine 1017 Olive Ave
Kurylo Kurt 1504 Union Ave
Lattus Gene M, Adam E, Rosemary E 203 Old Mill Rd
Ludwig Michelle L 1447 5th St
Mason James L 405 Eisenhower Dr
Mcallister Shirley Est 1424 Pacific Av D5
Medrad Inc, Russell M Evans III 918 Carlisle St
Monroe Ch Rem Trust 1527 Freeport Rd
Montgomery Maizi 6 Gibson
Munroe Charit Remainder Ann Trust Robert W Sodini
Trustee 1527 Freeport Rd
Nagy Alexander RD 1 Box 305p Altermoor Plan
Niga Victor 21 Ctr St
North Pittsburgh Imaging Specialists 7 Acee Dr
Nowicki Anna C 102 Lawest Dr
Ohrman Amy PO Box 131
Orthopaedic Surgical Asso 1624 Pacific Ave Ste A
Painter Margaret A 1232 8th Ave
Palmer Beth 1325 Freeport Rd
Patrick Sophie T 61 Spruce St
Penn Lloyd 432 Park Ave
Peterson Robert C 1204 Princeton Ave
Petrak John F 1005 Ln Ave
Porter Gloria F 1523 Hawthorne St
Putignano Margaret A 3527 Donnellville Rd
Radiologic Consultants Ltd 7 Acee Dr
Rakowski Ronald W 184 Oak Manor Dr
Rapp Chad A 203 Old Mill Rd
Ravigoni Angelo 404 Echowood Dr
Reed Charlotte M 1419 Union Ave
Reese Barbara K, Bernard C 69 1/2 Chestnut St
Regas James 2 Concord St
Reyer Lillian J 892 Verterans Ln Apt 312
Rugh Iris E 1720 Juanita St
Schneiderlochner Colleen E 292 Sober Ln
Shaffer Lisa M 116 York Dr
Slater Jocelyn M 1501 Pacific Ave
Smalley Ruth S 1313 Freeport Rd
Smith Donna E 892 Veterans Ln Apt 206
Smith John J 1302 Union Ave
Smith Theresa J 301 Eisenhower Dr
Sodini Vincent J, Robert W 1527 Freeport Rd
Sowinski Joel R 1510 Neely St
Steele Alison L 1518 Cambridge St
Stewart Eddie L 26 Kuntz St
Stitt Jason M, Jordan M, Justin M 1305 Pennsylvania Ave
Stitt Stephanie 1004 Oregon Ave
Stobert Dominic S, Katie S 09 Talisman Ln
Stotler Carey D 1430 Burtner Rd Apt 105
Suhr Kristy 2401 Hemlock St
Supik Katie PO Box 182
Suran Gregory 879 RR 908
Suran Jane Ann, Gregory 879 Rte 908
Szafranski John 58 Natrona St
Tascick Mary 16 Chestnut St
Thomson Thomas 30 Walnut St
Todd Gerald F 1509 Freeport Rd
Trettel Patricia, Guido 1412 Princeton Ave
Ventorini Lauren M, Pam 2813 Meadow St
Volna Pauline 2611 Buchanan St
Wagner Robert E Jr 31 Garfield St
Warehouses By Design 251 RT 908
Watts Vivian Arlene, Carl E 3124 Primrose Ln
Wise Robin 30 Walnut St
Yenny Lois 616 Burtner Rd
Zbieranowski Iren 56 Natrona St
Zottola Anthony Jr 331 Bachman Rd
Neville Island Pa 15225
Kerr Phillip M Willow Ln
Murphy Sophia 135 4th St
Nagel Lawrence 7410 1/2 Grand Ave
Prince Carmella 112 1st St
Swetz Lillian D, August J 5309 F River Rd
North Braddock Pa 15104
1 Cochran Pontiac Inc 1306 Orchard Ave
Bellina Charles P 903 Jones Ave
Deemer Paul 1210 Bell Ave
Dienstbier Frederick 1930 Josephine St
Everett Rosella 1302 Packer St
Golofsky Mae 1120 Bell Ave
Horsley Murphy Lois 1715 Weiler St
Hruska Diana Lee, Norberta 116 General Braddock Dr
Konopka Stanley Est 402 Seddon Ave
Kura Katherine, Calvin J 1331 Bessmer St
Lumberge Carolyn P 403 Stokes Ave
Mancini Ryan L 1306 Orchard Ave
Mccabe Bonita M 1309 Orchard St
Mcmullen Catharine P, Nelson B 17 2 N Braddock Hts
Phillips Thomas 1708 Tr St
Prilla E Willson 192 Rebaca
Saksun Mary 1167 Taylor Way
Sojak Veronica 819 Bell Ave
Tag Motors Chry Dodge Jeep White Oak 22 N Braddock
Hgts Apt 1
Yurko Helen R 1138 Franklin St
North Versailles Pa 15137
Ainsco Kimberly 619 3rd St
Atzenberger Albert A 1036 Logan Rd
Barnes George Apt 7g 500 Della Dr
Bernhardy Brian K 355 James St
Bosco Timothy 120 Mckee Rd
Brandywine Agency Lincoln 357 Lincoln Hwy PO Box 300
Burry Donna 1600 Rosedale St Apt 213
Cain Kathleen, Nicole M 970 Diane Dr 1
Caltagirone Marie F 724 4th St 1
Carroll Marlene 504 Irishtown Rd Oak Hill Apts Apt 3e
Carter Robert 409 E Carter Dr
Casertano Dolo Linda Miller Executrix 882 Joan Dr
Cenkner Rose Marie, Jon A, Catherine, John 113 Textor Dr
Ciarolla John J Est 3524 Bevan Rd
Cosgrove Jess D 1500 Ice Plant Rd
Douglas Herbert 98 Montgomery St
Dumm Paul Laurel Highlands Found 1000 Jacks Run Rd
Dunny Irene A 745 Prince St
Dupars Joseph 1756 Greensburg Ave
Dziak Edward J 255 Foster Rd
Everett Arthur M 418 E Carter Dr
Falavolito Nikki 104 Sandra Cts
Fields Christine 416 E Carter Dr
Flickinger Beth E 3930 Foster Rd
Folino Brothers 1069 3rd St
Fox Ellen L 903 Derby Ln
Fox Ellen L 93 Port Perry Rd
Geico PO Box 423
Gratosky Stanley III 623 3rd St
Hanks Justyn, Brian 102 Union Ave
Harvey John B 825 Larimer Ave
Helen Pratko 1211 Denning Way
Hutton George T, Norma A 1008 Taylor St
Inge Lemmer 430 Grandview
Jones Jason J 436 E Carter Dr
Judge Robert 1104 Clinton Ave
Kapfer Alice E 522 Pinehurst St
Keefer Glen A 3725 Shady Ln
Laird Barbara A 63 Central Ave
Lang Alice Est 485 Mckee Rd
Leonard Janis PO Box 34
Lochiatto Tamara J 505 Arlington Ave
Marrow Laura A 356 Foster Rd
Mathews Wade W 659 Overhill Dr
Mcatee Dorothy 1650 Rosedale St Apt H23
Mcconnaughy Roger 516 Westinghouse Ave
Mcgauley Debra 1650 Rosedale St Apt H14
Menzies Jean M 3319 Crestview Dr
Metzger Virginia L 10 Markle St
Mikosz John J, Irene A 39 Central Ave
Miller James D, Addie 1802 Girard Ave
Montgomery Gladys M 803 E Pittsburgh Mckeesport Bl
Myers Lloyd E 120 Mosside Blvd Box 115
Napier Monica 449 E Pittsburgh Blvd
Neubauer Winifred S, Paul M 918 Derby Ln
Nguyen Viet 1804 Patricia Ln Apt 3e
Oconnor Michael Apt 59c 2516 Hyer Ave
Odonnell Ethel M 249 Lincoln Hwy
Odorisio William Apt 5b 500 Della Dr
Orlic Michael 3300 5th Ave
Panuccio Denise M 1302 Lincoln Hwy Apt G
Praisner Mary E 102 Rodgers Pl
Precise Tech Inc Bill Ruth 501 Mosside Blvd
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Premoshis Grace L 86 Houck Ave
Puhalla Robert Est 1412 Luehm Ave
Putz Mary 422 Mc Kee Rd
Ransom William B 196 Central Ave
Ross Karlyle 158 Dix Dr 81
Ross Patrick Apt 53b 2504 Hyer Ave
Russell Renovating Inc 1415 Denver St
Rutherford Deandre 1345 Walnut St Apt 116
Ryniak Martha 102 Rodgers Pl
Saello Renee 1717 Payne St
Saula Melvin 505 Greensburg Pike
Schmidt Christine 163 Dix Dr Apt 20
Shaffer Mark A 3720 Bevan Rd
Sharik Florence 3531 Bevan Rd
Silverstein David 1102 Denning Way
Slean Mary Ellen 860 Joan Dr
Snyder Katherine Hodges, Frances L 36 Central Ave
Soltesz Dana M 701 Lynda Ln
Steinman Rena L 119 2nd St Apt A
Tapparo Anthony 902 Pittsburgh St
Tarr Paula L 341 Calavale St
Thompson Nicholas P 522 3rd St
Toomey Michael 404 Woodland Rd
Tr of Matt’s Furniture Corp 1404 Lincoln Hwy
Valley Honda Collision Center 104 Sandra Cts
Veres Raymond F, Ellen P 88 N Brdway Ave
Vozza Eleanor 782 Angeline Dr
Waggoner David L 516 Overhill Dr
Wagner Diane, Dione 119 2nd St Apt A
Wagner Russell F 119 2nd St Apt A
Walkmeyer Jennifer L 2108 Patricia Ln Apt 25a
Waller Paris 449 E Pittsburgh Blvd
Watts James W, Karen L 915 Westbbury Rd
Welsh William M 613 E Pittsburgh Mckeesport Bl
Whelpley Norman M 408 Woodland Rd
Whisler Glenn, Lisa 805 Pittsburgh St
Whitman Howard 820 Sylvan Ave
Williams Juanita Apt 21c 2100 Patricia Ln
Williams Ramone D 1908 Hyer Ave Apt 9f
Wilson Ella M 2303 Girard Ave
Wolfe Priscilla 1902 Hyer Ave Apt 6−E
Young Jonathan Apt 52f 2502 Hyer Ave
Yunn John W 1203 Clinton St
Yurik Paul 1007 Jacob St
Oakdale Pa 15071
Abner Geoff 308 Jonathan Ct
Avalon Distributors 307 High Tech Dr
Ayers Darlene PO Box 305
Banks Victor 1001 Hawthorne Cir
Beneficial Consumer Discount Co 14 Albert Ln
Boocks Bernard, Catilin 302 Dincenses Ave
Brown Katherine K 517 Old Fayette Trl
Brown P J 3304 Estate Dr
Bungard Aimee 1128 Hoffman Dr
Cai Weijia 3042 Estate Dr
Carpenter Eula M 211 Palomino Dr
Carter Kathy 3216 Estate Dr
Conn Sandra L 112 Bantam Dr
Craft Fastner Inc Pitts Intl Ind Park 304 High Tech Dr
Czerniewski Michael T 145 Holly Hill Dr
Danzik Robert 3414 Estate Dr
Dillon Patricia J 316 Grail Hill Ct
Donlon Clyde RD 1
Edwards Agnes E Pinch Rd Rd 1
Eisel Ellen 1009 Old Noblestown Rd
Farabaugh Melinda 1111 Mckee Rd
Gibson II 327 Ctr Ave
Harshman John C 722 Dutch Hill Rd
Heckman Agnes 2002 Montour Church Rd
Heckman Wayne P 1201 Pineridge Dr
Jajoo Ashish O 4020 Wellington Dr
Kijowski Steven B 237 Highland Ave S
Kirchner Christopher J 115 Barrington Dr
Koper Richard J 302 Jonathan Ct
Kulak Thomas 80 Country Club Dr
Lauch John D 706 Jessica Cir
Levcik Sandra S 2612 Birchwood Ln
Linko William J III 225 Aberdeen Dr
Macwilliams Alberta E 501 Shepard Dr
Madan Sanjay 101 Hemlock Ct
Madhwaraj Vivek M 1310 Crest Ln
Maglich Mary J 7530 Steubenville Pike
Marx Richard 243 W State St
Mccallister Jamie 241 Hawthorne Dr
Mcgregor Michael E 3037 Estate Dr
Mcmanus Michael L 190 Whittengale Rd
Mellon Bank 1113 Noblestown Rd
Miller Mary Mulherin 80 Country Club Dr
Mistreta Richard 141 Holstein Dr
Mulherin Mary Catherine 80 Country Club Dr
Murphy John L 2593 Hawthorne Dr
Murray Renee 207 Hawthorne Sq
National City Bank Seminary Ave
Neff Bessie Marie 198 Valyview Dr
Oakdale Construction Corp 300 Stop St
Paglia Linda 805 Hawthorne Sq
Pearson Dolores B 1113 Noblestown Rd
Pennsylvania Motel Asso Inc 7750 Steubenville Pike
Pompa James 309 Palomino Dr
Puglio Caroline 406 Katy Ln
Rickenbach Edna J 322 Florida Dr
Routman Karen 2533 Hawthorne Dr
Santucci Domenic P 101 Mayer Dr
Saville Wallace R 303 Vincennes Ave Apt 300
Shearer Nathan A 900 Hawthorne Cir
Snee Lisa E 716 Woodbridge Dr
Sopata Joseph 621 Elm Ct
Souffrant Richard A Highland Ave
Steele Auto Body Inc 7201 Noblestown Rd
Stover Michael S 436 Carolina Dr
Symosko Mary 407 Boys Home Rd
Terrell Carolus 4014 Wellington Dr
Ulrich Eleanor 450 Highland Ave N
Usf Federal Credit Union 1310 Crest Ln
Vandenbord Gladys 101 Mayer Dr
Vercammen Brenda 131 Donnington Rd
Vogelsberger Eric R 314 Greenfield Dr
Vogelsberger Michelle C 314 Greenfield Dr
Wagner Richard T 118 Dorrington Rd
Warman Vernon L 3 Marko Trailer Park
Wasson William D 380 Western Ave
Will Lydia Marie 1118 Raymond Dr
Williams Donna 200 3rd St
Yamber Andw 380 Western Ave
Zierden Jack R 111 Barrington Dr
Zombek Cynthia J 206 Aberdeen Dr
Oakland Pa 15213
Lee Jungmin 151 N Craig St Apt 8d
Pistininzi Concetta, Frank 51 Boundary St
Wang Lin 4629 Bayard St Apt 218
Oakmont Pa 15139
A Folino Construction Inc 331 Allegheny Ave
Anderson Betty B 433 6th St
Bacon Francis Est 841 10th St, Thomas C Holowaty
Baker Herbert T 600 Dogwood Way
Bonosky John M Est, James P 434 Allegheny River Blvd
Ste 2
Bossert Juliet 101 Delaware Ave Apt 4m
Brown Melanie, Robert 658 4th St
Brown Michele 825 15th St
Butler G S 800 California Ave
Byer David K 29 Riverfront St
Calandra Karl Anthony 1313 Smt Dr
Capretto Gregory P 836 Fairways Dr
Chenot Susanne, Flora 101 Delaware Ave Apt 3u
Christmann Marie G 101 Washington Ave Apt 331
Coffman Emma Munroe Tower 101 Delaware Ave Apt 3p
Condron Patricia 101 Washington Ave Apt 419
Copley Betty J 1215 Hulton Rd
Curti Randal W 625 10th St
Dahlberg Stephanie 23 Greenwich Ct
Dalton Ray C 214 7th St
Davis William F 504 Delaware Ave Apt 5
Deegan Jeremy 49 New London Ln
Denuyl Christian, Katherine A 358 Washington Ave
Donahoe John 1215 Hulton Rd
Donohoe Louise M 1215 Hulton Rd
Dufal Julia 236 Pennsylvania Ave
Eyesontheprize Org 700 Tenth St
Farrell Brokerage Co Gene Farrell 750 3rd St Ste 3
Farrell Eugene, Susan 728 11th St
Frederick Elizabeth 100 Delaware Ave Apt 231
Frisenda Alex 627 Valy St
Gardner Martha 810 College Ave
Gerba Karen 1515 Merion Ln
Glass William 612 10th St
Hanus Mary 384 Porte St
Hein Janet E 674 9th St
Houston Anne M 719 9 St
J Sullivan Co 838 Allegheny River Blvd
Jacka William, Donna 228 9th St
Jones Damian M 418 4th St
Junk Mgmt Corp 508 Allegheny River Blvd
Klingensmith Ernest 732 3rd St
Kruszka Karen 521 Cedar Way Ste 101
Lee James G 330 California Ave
Life Ins Trst Dtd 9/24/69 330 California Ave
Luzer Jack F 616 5th St
Luzer Jack F, Kelly 616 5th St
Mack Dolores Dee, Dolores M Sprohar 1531 Merion Ln
Maniero Michael, Agnes Maniero 101 Delaware Ave Apt 3h
Marchese Anthony L 531 7th St
Mc Grath M A 628 7th St
Mccutcheon H C 318 Washington Ave
Mccutcheon H Claude, Marie A 516 2nd St
Mcquade Joseph A, J 416 Isabella St Apt 104
Monsour Nancy J 92 Pennsylvania Ave
Mulvey Ruth P 661 7th St
Nemec Joseph Jr, Anna 1215 Hulton Rd
Neva Maryann I 372 Washington Ave Apt 3
Nickel Gregory C 369 College Ave
North Aiken Senior Housing LP, Presbyterian Senior Care
1215 Hulton Rd
Ntoas Konstantin 310 Archie St Rear
Oakmont Bakery Inc 531 Allegheny Ave
Oakmont Glc Rfms Trust for Mary Allenbaugh 26 Ann St
Olszyk Darlene 616 5th St
Palermo Mauro 647 Allegheny Ave
Pennsylvania Municipal Svcs 336 Delaware Ave Dept A
Peretic Victoria H 606 6th St Apt A
Plant Health Care 10 Ann St Bldg 12
Reilly Sean, Lisa 700 15th St
Richlloyd Marion 827 9th St
Sankey Rebecca A 710 13th St
Schaltenbrand George E, Naomi R 703 Washington Ave
Sharpe Sally 101 Delaware Ave Apt 4m
Shook Carol O 1020 Hulton Rd
Showclix LLC 416 Allegheny River Blvd Ste 106
Slonaker Thomas N Jr, Thomas N 2nd Fl 814 Allegheny
River Blvd
Smith Chadd Granter 7 W Woodland Ave
Snyder Ann 834 11th St
Spadaro Vincent 369 College Ave
Steimer Samuel T 375 Wahington Ave
Stoup George Est 524 11th St
Thermo Twin Ind 1155 Allegheny Ave
Thompson William, Alice 312 Beech St
Tmurrell Robert 630 Pa Ave
Tonnessen Eileen A 1580 Saint Andrews Dr
Truchok Stanley 1017 5th St
Truschel Lory Y 400 11th St
Tucci Cicilia 303 Pennsylvania Ave
Observatory Pa 15214
Madden Mary Colleen, Clyde C Jr 15 Quail Hill Rd
Penn Hills Pa 15235
Abbondanza Kathleen 326 Rodi Rd
Battle Bessie PO Box 10679
Brennan Doris 175 Orchard Dr
Brentley J D 214 Pennoak Dr
Brently J D 214 Pennoak Dr
Burke Cassandra L 224 Stotler Rd
Chancellor Latonya 250 Alcoma Blvd Apt 404
Dansbydean Katharine B 326 Rodi Rd
Dollar General 7181 Saltsburg Rd
Doss Gregory 201 Jefferson Rd
Jones Timothy 12020 Joan Dr
Jv Tavern 142 Howard St
Kearney Jeffrey A 14 Pennridge Ct
Kimbrough Melvin 250 Alcoma Blvd
Kubrick William J 314 Clay Dr
Lee Robert Jr 3103 Laketon Rd
Lewis James Est Shirley Edmunds 7983 Dollman Rd
Mahoney Margaret 8156 Chaske St
Miller Qualyne 375 Rodi Rd Apt 108
Newcomb Paul 117 Colonial Village Dr
Patrick Boccardi Ta 6523 Saltsburg Rd
Perlik Ruth 511 Pennview Dr
Reese Nancy R 211 Higghland Rd
Robinson Logan Yvette 1084 Evergreen Dr
Short Shellie 73 Duff Rd
Simoni Peter 326 Rodi Rd
Spruill Christina 95 Hilda St Apt 3
Sterling Penn Hills 326 Rodi Rd
Swarek Jeffery S 129 Colonial Vl Dr
Tallo Helen M Est 10918 Frankstown Rd
Tanisha Caputo 128 Dogwood Dr
Taylor Carla Rae 148 Canaveral Dr
Tigano William 133 Sycamore Dr
Toler Elaine 8102 Chaske St
Urbahns Deborah A 155 Quail Dr
Varlotta Janet 506 Thompson Run Rd
Vaugan Mostel 5738 Verona
Washington Debra L 358 Princeton Dr
Williams Ronnie L 2507 Holly Dr
Pitcairn Pa 15140
Cable Thomas 620 13th St
Cobb Wilma 532 2nd St
Cratty T Mr 510 Brdway Ave
Dick Cynthia, Duane 328 Wall Ave
Dombrosky George 408 Robinson St
Duke Clarence D Jr 369 2nd St
Fleming Cynthia 532 2nd St
Hanscom Ralph 432 Second St 1
Henderson Scott 810 Highland Ave
Hileman Gregory, Allen, Katherine 202 Hillside Ave
Hummer Aaron 565 3rd St Apt 3l
Larmann Janet A 335 2nd St
Latherow Mary E PO Box 236
Lehosky Susan 376 Brdway St Apt 6
Lucas Robert C RT 1 Box 880
Mae Backus 200 Short St
Maillette Cassandra J 412 Robinson St
Mcbride James 504 3rd St
Mccaig Donald R, Russell 636 6th St
Mccauley Mabel 1112 Creighton Ave
Moon Ruth A 5 Saunders St
Neill Bruce Est 1156 North Ave
Neill Bruce Thomas 445 Eleanor St
P R O W 426 Brdway
Pascarella Bruce R 1075 Pennsylvania Ave
Pennell Rae 79 Foxboro Dr Eastgate Manor
Porter Pearl 374 Brdway
Ruby Matthew J 473 2nd St
Sampaysis Lois J 408 Brdway
Saunders Mary 350 3rd St
Shaner Lon C 226 Hillside Ave Apt 3
Taylor Katherine 620 5th St
Tempest Kenneth 415 3rd St
Tr Marie Family 711 13th St
Weber Joan 358 2nd St
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Wigginton Helen Lvg Trt Dtd 316 2nd St
Witowski Dorothy 374 Brdway
Pittsburgh Pa 15017
Safko Mary 2331 Roller St
Santo Raymond 9301 Sundance Dr
Satko Bernard 2331 Roller St
Pittsburgh Pa 15044
Russell Alan 530 Salem Hts
Pittsburgh Pa 15065
Swirceski Matthew 6564 Zupancic Dr
Pittsburgh Pa 15090
Potter Robert 10069 Grubbs Rd
Pittsburgh Pa 15104
Jd Byrider Cnac 2103 Park Hill Dr
Joe Michael 100 2nd St Apt 12
Jones John 100 2nd St Apt 10
Mckinley Alicia 1530 Grandview Ave
Smith Stacy L 2103 Park Hill Dr
Pittsburgh Pa 15106
Cronin William Est 187 Anabelle St
Heinlein Theresa Marie, Union Natl Mort 420 E Main St
Impress Usa Inc 600 N Bell Ave Ste 200
Kester Daniel J 182 Margaretta St
Zelinko Elizabeth 119 Scenic Hill Dr
Pittsburgh Pa 15108
Weaver E III 1 Oliver Pl
Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Eiseman Stephen 403 Howard St E
Mcbride Dais Litonya 308 North Ave
Pataky Betsy A 12 Ohm St
Pittsburgh Pa 15116
Bombach Bill 117 Spruce Dr
Justice Elizabeth D, Ralph D 229 Tartline Dr
Khalil Jamil 1201 Brownsville Rd
Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Alexander James C 1025 Chelton Ave
Beck Edna 5363 Cornwall
Becker Eugene F, Jenny E 1422 Oakglen St
Bigler Mildred L 13 Singer
Brown Margaret 221 Halket
Chapman Robert J, Alice C 205 S Millvale
Cunningham Rose RR 1
Domurot Winifred 923 Greentree Rd
Ely Katharine 1065 Oldgate Rd
Farrell William B 5 Eakin Ave
Fitness 247 2260 Lebanon Church Rd
Frederick Kelly RR 1
Gaghan Catherine D 1822 Main Sharpsburg
Garnett Ralph 147 Luna St
Glass Pamela, Carl H 522 Ogden St
Glenn Raymond R, Mary 2515 Chauncey Dr
Gresham Virginia 776 Spring Gdn
Hein Clarence 54 R Marian
Heinz, Es3 Co 357 6th Ave
Henry Stein RR 1
Honesdale Anesthesia Pc PO Box 35
Johnson Margaret M, Andrew J 2724 Bedford Ave
Kenworthey Randall R, Helene B 950 Beech Ave
Krystopolski Regina 3704 Fleetwood St
Lillian Fonders RR 1
Litz Austin 140 Oneida St
Long Cecelia 49 Fullerton St
Lookman Ruth 1100 Herman Ave
Markee George S 4434 N 16th St
Mcafee Richard, Irene 152 Home Fl 1 Apt 1
Mccord Olive M 5 Mawhiney St
Mcdonald Mary 15 Nantucket Dr
Mckenna P Robert 125 Giffin Ave
Meder Marcella M, Richard J 2949 Churchview Ave
Melhorn Alice RR 1
Meyers Carl H RR 1
Miller Charles RR 1
Monnie Pauline 515 Case St
N Star Coal Co Pension Plan 1202 Benedum Trees Bldg
221 4th Ave
Omalley Leo 295 Elizabeth
Owens Thomas Lee 2814 Bedford Ave
Reese Geraldine 2814 Bedford Ave
Rinko Bessie E 421 Lockhart St
Rosalie Mader RR 1
Saporito Mildred Est, Thomas 126 Droinswick
Sharpe Warren A 816 Shawnee St
Sinemus Henrietta M, Donna A 842 Lovitt Way
Singleton Delores 2112 Wylie
Small Marion 1826 Howard
So San Antonio Indep Ebds Benefit Svc Ctr 1 Gateway Ctr
Ste 1250
Staley Dorothy 201 Hobart St
Sudey Edward 621 Glencairn
Swoger Anna M RR 1
Swolok Marie B RR 1
Villanova Ida M 205 Syracuse St
Weigard Richard D 421 Lockhart St
Wendell Charles RR 1
Williams Raymond J 1618 Clark St
Young Bruce E, Neva M 395 Answanda Dr
Pittsburgh Pa 15136
Akp Signs Inc, Julian E Neiser 5944 Steubenville Pike
Lind Gwynn 210 Roosevelt Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15143
Borres Brian M 531 Straight St Apt 2
Pittsburgh Pa 15144
National City Bank 911 Pittsburgh St
Pittsburgh Pa 15146
Harrison Square Inc Mosside Blvd
Murphy John R Jr, Timothy J, James T 107 Mayberry Dr
Renal Endocrine Asso P 2570 Haymaker Rd
Pittsburgh PA 15147
Anyang Bean Njoh 2029 Outlook Dr
Pittsburgh Pa 15201
3e Trading LLC 39 S 39th St
Aks Inc, Fred Kline 6020 Butter St
Allen David J 5168 Carnegie St
Allison John S 5106 Carnegie St
Anderson James, John 5108 Natrona Way
Anderson Tracie L 215 Chalfont St
Balzer Thomas P 1141 Olgethorpe Ave
Battad Brenda 5431 Carnegie St
Bauman Francis Est 333 44th St Apt 1
Baumbeck Edna I 5311 Wickliff St
Beichner Audrey A 5732 Butler St
Bejnar Krysztof 3811 Mineral Way
Benson Joyce Deas 211 Schenley Manor Dr
Bernot Anna 348 Main St
Beyerl Audrey, Donald 5271 Duncan St
Binetz Anna 5134 Ruby St
Bobel Eugene F, Ann H 6004 Sawyer St
Bork Margaret, Karen Otoole 4425 Stanton Ave
Botero Development LLC 4608 Plummer St
Brown Joseph 923 Mccaudless Ave
Buchholz Matthew A 4606 Plummer St
Bullock Valerie 1164 Woodbine St
Caldwell George D 3418 Ligonier St
Canney Mary A 1187 Mccabe St
Canterbury Place, Marla Eicheldinger 310 Fisk St
Carlino Edward J III 267 Fisk St
Carney John 310 Fisk St
Casselberry Patricia A 349 44th St
Chapman Peggy 5108 Natrona Way
Charles Grace 247 Aterway St
Charlton Dolores, William Est 5235 Dresden Way
Charney Mary A 265 S Mckean
Chok Tarek 1020 Fairfield St
Cohen Lillian, Sidney 5116 Rosecrest Dr
Cook Leonard, Jennie 5164 Butler St
Craig Susan 251 Fist St
Crosby Eugene Est 3136 Penn Ave 3
Cunningham Darius G 515 53rd St
Curtis Leslie J 5029 Rosecrest Dr
Dancers Trust Fund The 2900 Liberty Ave
Defazio Joseph 179 36th St
Donohue Helen Est, Joseph 330 46th St Apt 206
Doty Aaron 227 45th St
Dozier Lshona 3489 Denny St
Duffy Jean 717 Wible Run Rd
Dugan Catherine 338 Main St
Dulemba Theodore S 4619 Carlton St
Dvorakova Marie 1559 Woodbine St
Dyer Eleanor 504 Waysaw St
Dzimidowicz Theodore 4024 Eden Way
Eisenstatt Steven 4323 Butler St Fl 2
Engel Paula I 159 1/2 38th St
Exigence Medical of Binghamton PO Box 200858
Expert Medic Enterp Inc 3030 Penn Ave Fl 1
Fankulewski Janlyn 189 45th St
Fitzgerald John 307 46th St
Flajnik Catherine 5228 Poe Way
Flajnik Nicholas 4720 Hatfield St Apt 212
Foster Gerald Jr, Melissa 1316 Woodbine St
Fox Florence 5323 Keystone St
Francioni Nina C 128 45th St
Friedman Sylvia R 957 Woodbine St
Gadmomski Henrietta 221 Fisk St
Gage Co 3000 Liberty Ave
Gareis Estelle M 1711 Howard St
Gargaro Jane F Z 4348 Stanton Ave
Garner Judith 3514 Butler St Apt 2
Gbl Inc 3030 Pennsylvania Ave
Gelvin Eleanor 504 Waysaw St
Gentile Margaret A 310 Fisk St Rm 514
Gibala Frank Est, Helen 451 44th St Apt 610
Gniewkowski Thomas 276 46th St
Graco Louis Est 4608 Coleridge St
Grebiner Phillip M 5123 Dresden Way
Gribbon Co PO Box 40126
Guevara Manuel L 4612 Carlton St
Gurnec Jacqueline M 3822 Mintwood St
Gurneck J M 3822 Mintwood St
Gurneck Jacqueline 3822 Mintwood St
Hagar Jennifer M 3439 Penn Ave
Hammers Kitty L 5405 Carnegie St
Hammers Wesley 4641 Plummer St
Hanna Thomas L 5144 Kent Way
Hanson Henry W IV 171 45th St
Harkcom Dorothy 1130 Brintell St
Harrison Jacqueline 5316 Duncan St
Hayden Dale 5223 Duncan St
Helen Mages 4024 Eden Way
Herriot Keith 5265 Carnegie St
Horvatich Helen 324 44th St
Howard Myrtle 360 W Main St
Howze Deborah S 268 38th St
Howze Eric 147 46th St
Huang Kung C, Yao S 3430 Penn Ave
Hughes Princess, Roseanna 5326 Kent Way
Huntington Nat 5097 Rosecrest Dr
Huser Mario PO Box 6012
Hutch Peter J 114 44th St
Hwang Bon Woo 265 46th St Apt 2303
International LLC 115 41 St
Iron City Spring Co 2920 Smallman St
Jefferson Dollania M 1121 Woodbine St
John Samek Svc M 745 Allegheny Ave
Johnson Robert P 4264 Coleridge St
Jones Allene 13 4th St Cir
Karen Meyers Photogr Ice House 100 43rd St 212
Keglovich Leo P 147 Ely St
Keller Elizabeth B, William W 310 Fisk St 316
Kelly Eric G 1110 Premier St
Key Emmanuel 1122 Stanton Ter
Klein Kyra 5220 Carnegie St
Kline John C 141 Cotton Way
Knapton Jason 143 Home St
Kokos Elizabeth, Valerie A 4118 Smith Way
Kozar Patricia 1130 Brintell St
Kristich Peter J 2036 Red Rose Ave
Krsul Emily Est, Theodore 5439 Natrona Way
Kubit Loretta 310 Fisk St Rm 220
Kunst Plaehn Ann M Est 310 Fisk St Apt 423
Kupneski Jane R 4348 Stanton Ave
Lane Edith 5223 Lotus Way
Lawrence Russell 4319 Upview Ter
Le Phuc D 4257 Stanton Ave
Lewkowicz Denise C, Nellie 164 42nd St
Lewrowiccz Denise C 164 42nd St
Limbach Co 31 35th St
Lumsden Amy L 4034 Willow St
Maloney Patrick N 4229 Calvin St
Marciniak Stanley M 131 46th St
Marshall Darrell 5140 Dresden Way
Maternick Marie T 3431 Ligonier St
Mazurick Timothy 773 Locust Ridge Dr
Mccants Michele 4918 Coleridge St
Mccollum Sean 5222 Butler St
Mceowen Amanda M 4311 Smt St Apt 2
Mcgill Charles W 5097 Rosecrest Dr
Mcintyre Elaine, Charles 30 Fairfield Ct
Mcnavidge Mary 322 44th St
Mcquaide Frances C, Tamara, Francis 5138 Holmes St
Mentoring Partnership 2935 Smallman St 2nd Fl
Merlina Ronald 3345 Ligonier St
Mesnar Raymond 291 45th St
Michalowski Francis A, Angeline 143 46th St
Miller Thomas, Ida Old Clairton Rd
Miller Matthew C 5234 1/2 Carnegie St
Moczulski Rita 347 Fisk St
Modcloth Com 3011 Smallman St
Mohamed Alexander 107 43 1/2 St
Moidel Ron A 906 Mccandless Ave
Monahan Anna 5239 Kent Way
Monsour Michael 3080 Smallman St Apt 104
Mozejko Catherine 354 Main St
Murphy Margaret 310 Fisk St
Najewicz Helen A 140 47th St
New Perspective Prods 2949 Smallman St
Nichols Henry, Ruth 621 Hale St
Nolan Brian E 319 38th St 2
Noon Timothy F 337 42nd St
Oleniczak Robert 130 45th St
Olson Catherine 377 Main St Fl 1
Oneil Margaret M 131 44th St
Oneil Patricia 5328 Dresden Way
Ostrowski Regina S 129 42nd St
Ott Joseph 5138 Holmes St
Palcic Joseph, Anna 5144 Carnegie
Papa Nicholas 120 Stanton Ct W
Park Jong Soon 265 46th St Apt 2303
Parker Patrick R 5241 Keystone St
Pazula Walter, Irene 284 39th St
Peirce Adrienne 100 43rd St Ste 115
Percolater Inc 227 Fisk St
Phillips Jeffrey S 942 Woodbine St
Phillips Wess 5153 Keystone St
Piet Theodore, Anna G 116 41st St
Pijanowski Stephen Est 807 54th St
Pischke Janine 174 42nd St
Pittsburgh Collision 6130 Butler St
Pmi Powell Mechanical 4845 Harrison St
Polk Anna P 301 Fisk St Apt 339
Pollard James 3311 Penn Ave
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Poplawski Margaret 1016 Fairfield St
Popovic Anna 5248 Harrison St
Prusznski Beatrice 3617 Charlotte St
Rader Catherine, Earl 5228 Natrona Way
Radziminska Helena 291 Main St
Ranelle Smith 3952 Howley St 103
Reck Alexis S, Salven, Taylor H 3337 Penn Ave
Riggs Marie 30th Paulowna
Robson Thomas D, Judith A 5332 Butler St
Roomfull Express 55th & Avrr
Rupert Gerard 5715 Mcdandless Ave
Rupert Patricia 4401 Stanton Ave
Ruppen Frances G 5135 Keystone St
Sal Reck Equipment Co 3337 Penn Ave
Sanchez Ruben 3049 Penn Ave
Schwartz Lillian 4283 Coleridge St
Scully Marianne S 162 Almond Way
Sepich Judith 174 42nd St
Serdich Gertrude, George M 254 Main St
Shea Wilson Sr, Wilson 382 Bowery Way
Shop N Save Lawrenceville 450 56th St
Shuler Hattie 981 Oranmore St
Siebel Laura Mae 6018 Butler St Rear 2nd Fl
Sienko Laura 310 Fisk St
Silvaggio Nancy 4307 Stanton Ave
Sinicki Donald R 3824 Howley St
Smith James T 4440 Camelia St
Sogga Paul 5332 Wickliff St
Somar Realty LLC 5339 Carnegie St
Staudt Janet 1208 Woodbine St
Steele Marcy A 1020 Downlook Ave
Stewart Lois I 121 W Stanton Ct
Stokes Ryan 4221 Sherrod
Strickler Kristin Lynne 228 38th St
Sullivan Geraldine J 3001 Graham Blvd
Sytsma Justin M 1414 Simona Dr
Szyszkowski Christ 344 45th St
Taylor Rhonda G 4215 Post St
Tercsak Mary 114 41st St
Thomas Lillie, Edward 1509 Allegheny Ave
Thomas Mary 114 41st St
Thomas Paxton C 3337 Penn Ave
Tides Center 2934 Smallman St
Tortorete Gloria A 1539 Hawthorne St
Troppman Amy L 222 38th St
Tsuchiya Maiko Ranch 8112 530 45th St
Tulli Maureen 4277 Upview Ter
Valsamis George Est 5412 Camelia St
Vetter Justin T 5611 Celadine St
Vitunac Edward Ivan 229 Fisk St
Vogini Michael 5142 Butler St
Wagner Raymond 192 47th St
Walker Janet 3514 Butler St Apt 2
Ward Jennifer 150 43rd St Fl 2
Wawzensk Gloria, Mary, Stanley 117 Glenmore Ave
Weitz Geraldine 4215 1/2 Geneva St
Wertz Fremont, Marilyn 1105 Premier St
Wilson Irene 185 Stanton Cts E
Wozniak Richard 114 43 1 2 St
Wright Matthew S 386 Bowery Way
Your Independent Mobility LLC 6242 Butler St
Zigmond Eric 381 Fisk Steet
Zinsser Adaline A 4411 Stanton Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15202
360 Project Mgmt LLC, Lorie Raccomandato PO Box 4137
Adams John R 21 S Balph Ave
Appel Charles Rev 6825 Church Ave
Ault Margaret 601 Hemlock St
Avonworth Sd, Ben Avon He 14 Oxford Rd
Ball Lonnie 167 Lincoln Ave
Ban Stella Z 132 S Home Ave
Barnes Helen S 301 S Home Ave Apt 709
Barrett Viola G 6505 Church Ave
Barroso Juanita 131 Monitor Ave
Beck Kimberley J 37 Washington Ave Apt 210
Belanys 200 Division Ave
Bellevue Pediatric Assocs Ltd 446 Lincoln Ave
Benetton Marcus 12 New Brighton Rd
Bichey Ruth 136 Sheridan Ave
Billeter Dennis A 23 Beech Ave Fl 3
Blackburn Joseph, Hazel 2441 California Ave
Blais Patricia L 160 N Sprague Ave
Blauth Kathleen M 59 N Fremont Ave
Boffo Whitney K 241 Dickson Ave
Bohach Carol 186 Sheridan Ave
Borlak Alexander 734 California Ave
Boylan Dolores 117 Woodlawn Ave
Bristol James P 808 Taylor Ave
Bushee S L 425 Hallett Pl
Carter Patrick 203 Marie Ave
Cibula Noreen J 134 N Sprague Ave
Clem James R 240 W Riverview Ave
Colangelo Michael, Lori 6611 Ohio River Blvd
Coleman Germaine M 14 Hillcrest Dr Apt 3
Conair Inc, Scott Sloat 1 Conair Dr
Conlin Dolores 839 Malvern Rd
Conlon Teagan 540 Highland Pl
Costello Jerome R 37 Washington Ave Apt 102
Cowan Victor W 225 Laurel Ave
Cronin James T 130 Prospect St
Cummings Richard 171 Ctr Ave
Cupps Dawn L 141 Locust St
Deen David P 918 California Ave
Delta Sigma Pi Pittsburgh Alumni Chapt 548 Forest Ave
Deshong Richard, Nancy 120 Harrison Ave
Dietrich Grace 107 Shiloh
Edith Grimm M 613 Ravenswood Ave
Edmunds Albert P 802 Semple Ave
Ellis Mary E 600 Roosevelt Ave
Ermlich Michael, Dawn 220 Hilands Ave
Etzel Viola C Est 8228 Ohio River Blvd Apt 42
Fabina Helen C 25 S Sprague Ave Apt 1
Farley Edward G 087 N Starr Ave
Farmer William M, Lisa J 219 Clearview Rd
Fedorski Grace, John 41 E Orchard Ave
Feldman Rosalie M Estm James V Jordan 4 Hawley Ave
Finnegan Joseph C 540 Highland Pl
Fisher Juliana L 7183 Ohio River Blvd
Foltz Calin 440 Jefferson Ave Apt 18
Ford Motor Credit 514 Marie Ave
Forsythe Kathleen E 430 Teece Ave Apt 304
Foye George K 124 Irwin Ave
Frank James, Paul, Laura 5324 Kentway
Frey John A 208 Teece Ave
Fuehr Robert P 194 Locust St
Gallagher Jennifer 164 Ridge Ave
Gillingham Steve 310 W Riverview Ave Apt 1
Gittins Mildred C 640 Highland Pl
Glassbrenner Mary B 323 S Home Ave Apt 204
Goetz Kathryn L 202 Cleveland Ave
Golben Dorothy R 4 Hawley Ave
Gonlin Sophie 933 Jackman Ave
Goodyear Tire Center of 396 N Balph Ave
Grady Justin J 26 Avon Dr
Greenfield Albina J 88 N Bryant Ave
Gruber Jane 101 Plainfield Ave
Hadley George Francis 1021 Ridge Ave
Hall Jennifer E 603 Tingley Ave No 2
Hammett Demetrius 72 N Jackson Ave
Hartman Robert, Clara 128 Teece Av
Hartman Mary K 74 S Fremont Ave Apt 45
Haverlandt 979 Ridge Ave
Hawk Mary 915 Howden St
Hay Melissa, Walter 99 Kendall Ave
Hayes Kevin M 122 N Jackson Ave
Heagerty Audrey H 248 S Chestnut St
Heineman Anna M 257 Lincoln Ave Apt 1
Heisey Paul 300 Union Ave
Heuttner Emma 643 Tingley Ave
Hill William Jr 7072 Woodland Rd
Hoffman Kathleen 162 Watkins Ave
Hogan Kevin P 7 Beaver Rd Ab1
Hosey James W 315 Taylor Ave
Hunt Elizabeth F 6915 Church Ave
Hunt Robert Anderson III 129 S Euclid Ave
Irons Aurelia 925 California Ave Apt 311
Jackson Roderick V 815 Semple Ave
Jessup Evonne M 360 Plummer Ave
Jo Jos Pizza Hogi 344 Union Ave
Johnson Kenneth 257 Lincoln Ave Apt 8
Johnson Ronald Edward 38 N 3rd St Rear
Johnston Julianne M 530 Carolyn Ave
Jones James Est, Barbara Bartholomen 255 Woo
Jones John 95 Kendall Ave
Jones Kenneth J Jr 507 California Ave Apt 1
Karn James 6905 Merton Rd
Kastory David 210 Harrison Ave
King Justin 6609 Church Ave Apt 1
Kitch William 223 Greenwood Ave
Klein Joseph 215 Forest Ave
Klemens Marjory J 140 Lincoln Ave
Klenotic Robert 304 S Birmingham Ave Apt 301
Klimko Samuel M 420 N Chestnut St
Knapp Lisa 814 Orchard Ave
Kralosky Paul F 7432 Perrysville Ave
Krisinsky Betty 655 Highland Pl
Kwon Nao 310cliffside Dr 31
Lalama Anthony J 538 Madison Ave
Landy Michael 540 Highland Pl
Lang Mary B 430 Teece Ave Apt 306
Laymon Bruce 171 N Jackson Ave Apt 2
Lewandowski Mary L 227 S Home Ave Apt 601
Lewis David G 410 Redwood Ct
Ley John E 655 Highland Pl
Leyland Thelma 4 Hawley Ave
Liedke Shirlee 300 Union Ave Apt 301
Limbach Facility Svcs L L 31 35th St
Lott Laura V 4 Hawley Ave
Mahmud Zahid 512 Ohio River Blvd
Mamros Rosemarie A 147 N Fremont Ave
Manion Timothy J 923 California Ave Apt 705
Marcil Justin K 227 S Home Ave Apt 601
Marmo Elizabeth 366 Lincoln Ave
Marn Dennis A 1 The Knob
Martin Nettrour Inc PO Box 41120
May Dorothy 73 Sheridan Ave
Mccausland Gertrude Emsworth 35 Grove Ave
Mcclintock W Creighton 165 Irwin Ave
Mcdermott Rosemary 312 Fisk Ave
Mcelroy Carolyn, Alfred, Irene 841 California Ave
Mcknight Sales Co Inc Bellevue Branch PO Box 4138
Mehringer Helen T 300 Union Ave
Merriman Joan 1 The Knob
Miller James P 430 Teece Ave Apt 111
Miskimmin Renee 7026 Church Ave
Mk Enterprises 225 Laurel Ave
Momper William H 57 N Sprague Ave
Monda Kimberle 534 Lincoln Ave
Monheim Nathan 163 Lincoln Ave Apt 2
Monte Anne 129 S Euclid Ave
Montgomery Michael 323 S Home Ave Apt 103
Moore Benjamin H 62 S Harrison Ave
Morgan Jamie L 900 Forest Ave 2
Morris Frank R 704 Orchard Ave Apt 305
Morrison Robert J 16 Pittsburgh St 1121 Peer
Muder Gemma, Richard 7051 Woodland Ave
Murray Lillian 343 Plumer Ave
Nacey Michael L 33 E Orchard Ave
Norkus Helen Anna 503 S Tremont Ave 305
Ott Linda 132 S Home Ave
Ott Rosemary Lee, M Gray 5 Marie Ave 1
Ottavio David 59 N Fremont Ave
Parrish Dontae 45 N Balph Ave
Patterson Mary E 102 N Jackson Ave
Pierre Esther 440 Jefferson Ave Apt 13
Piscitelli Jen 301 Union Ave
Pittsburgh Alumni Chapter Delta Sigma 942 Jackman Ave
Price Deloris J 115 Teece Ave
Pritchard Dale 514 Marie Ave
Prudential Realty 88 Sheridan Ave
Ramsey Quashawn 261 Berringer Pl
Reed Melissa J 115 N Jackson Ave 1
Rehtorik Dorothy 101 Grant Ave
Reichert Douglas A Jr Trust 1 Newgate Rd
Reinheimer Cecilia 97 Cedar Ave
Revell Louise S Est 538 Madison Ave
Rey Rodolfo 309 Wildflower Ct
Riverview Auto Sales 4177 Ohio River Blvd
Robert Anderson Hunt III 129 S Euclid Ave
Rollo Philip J 8228 Ohio River Blvd Apt 20
Ross Winifred, James R 224 Mckinley Ave
Rourke Thomas W, Jesse T 344 Mckinley Ave
Ryan Regis Est 6521 Brighton Rd
Sanger Robert 522 Teece Av 1
Sara512 Inc 512 Ohio River Blvd
Saylor Christina M, Alexia H 202 Cleveland Ave
Schaffner William R, James R 21 Herron Ave
Schaffner Manufacturing Co Inc 21 Herron Ave
Schneider Romayne E 209 Church Av
Schrim Auto Body LLC 120 Sheridan Ave Apt 1
Schrim Frank 120 Sheridan Ave Apt 1
Scott Marvon 137 Kendall Ave
Semf Inc 62 N Harrison Ave
Seymore Kayla D 415 N Chestnut St Apt 43
Shaukey Catherine 334 Plumer Ave
Silvis Ann A 7302 Church Ave Apt 4
Simmrew 980 Ridge Ave
Skahill James E 97 Cedar Ave
Slowik James 165 Davis Ave
Snyder Kenneth C 14 Hillcrest Dr Apt 3
Stanger Margaret N 16 Kilbuck St
Stanley Kristin L 633 Park Ave
Stein Henrietta 4 Hawley Ave
Steiner D R 57 Ctr Ave
Stepnick Anna, Thomas, Mary J138 Ridge Ave
Stiegler Charles A 207 Fisk Ave
Straka Marian 731 Claifornia Ave
Strowe Dorothea S 186 Ctney Mill Dr
Sutter France E 264 Smt Ave
Switalski Philip J, Eric 7139 Ohio River Blvd
Thomas Russell Leslie T, Benjamin, Robert L G
30 Shannopin Dr
Thompson Stacey 2834 California Ave
Tiller Gloria B 525 Spruce Run Rd
Tsantes Gus A, Kathryn 62 Kendall Ave
Turk Joseph 11 Sheridan Ave
Ullman Alvin 500 Cliffside Dr
Vennie Angela 323 S Holme Apt 607
Wachovia Bank 640 Semple Ave
Waller George 50 S Freemount Ave
Ward Gussie S 300 Union Ave 210
Ward James K 308 Mckinley Ave 2
Watkins Jeffrey C 531 Roosevelt Ave
Weigand James 915 Howden St
Weixel Mary L 245 Lincoln Ave Apt 706
Wells Michelle 53 E Orchard
Wendt Walter B II 730 California Ave Apt 1
Wiedmann John Frederick, Carole 151 Kendall Ave Apt 3
Williams Helen C 233 Ridge Ave
Williams June R 240 Irwin Ave
Wisniewski Rachel C, Payton C 721 Semple Ave
Witherspoon E Jane 1001 New Brighton Rd Apt 407
Wlsw Wall Entertainment 6825 Church Ave
Wolf Dorothy 69 Sheridan Ave
Wright Mildred J 54 Ctney St
Young Sarah 112 Pinewood Ct
Zahren Ella H 634 Means Ave
Zotter Marcella 373 Ambard Ave
Zotter Timothy R 35 S Howard Ave Apt 3a
Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Abramov James 1417 E Carson St
Ad Efx Of America Inc 801 Bingham St Ste 100
Ajl Holdings 2331−2333 E Carson St
Allen Marvin 2635 E Carson St Apt 308
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Anderson Bryan E 413 E Carson St
Andrulonis Nellie 2125 Sarah St
At Ease Strategic Comm LLC 2100 Wharton St Ste 500
Babich Jeffrey 2708 Shelly St
Bagady Ken 2508 Sarah St Fl2
Bailor Martha E 1716 Sarah St
Barnyak Jeremy 2222 Carey Way
Bars At 1109 Inc 1109 E Carson St
Bhatt Shirley A 2714 Sarah St
Billing Adam R 2704 Jane St
Binder Robert Julian 2529 Sidney St Ac
Bista Anthony 42 S 20th St
Blosser Donald W, Sara 1714 Sidney St
Blough Daniel A 162 S 17th St
Bonacci Joseph 1410 Carson St
Boreda Kartik V 506 Cabot Way
Bp Oil 1006 E Carson St
Breitbart Tv 3030 Jane St
Brown Dashondra 2014 Gregory St
Brown Eric 2121 Wharton St Fl 1
Bsb Inc 2100 Jane St Roesch Taylor Bldg Ste 803n
Buncher Dani H 2341 Wrights Way
Butrymowicz Josephine 1917 Larkins Way
Cagley Annabelle 2234 Larkins Way
Cain Eleana Eileen, Daniel E 1716 S Shore Ct
Campbell Amanda J, Jody A 1614 Merriman Ct
Carroll Adam 133 S 22nd St Apt 2
Carson Street Deli 1610 12e Carson St
Case Matthew J 2011 Jane St
Celli M C 101 S 15th St
Chan Steffonn 2228 Sarah St
Cherry Anne E 64 S 22nd St
Choi Ji Y 122 S 12th St Apt 1
Cigars Etc 928 E Carson St
Clancy Cornelius J Dr 910 Bingham St Apt J
Clumpner Gregory 1925 Foxway
Cohen Angeline 143 S 18th St
Collins William 156 S 18th St Unit 3
Cooney Benito 900 Sarah St Ste 205
Corbett Susan 181 S 16th St
Corcoran Anthony T 132 S 12th St
Crilly James 2512 Josephine St
Cunningham Charles 35 S 11th St
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation 77 S 19th St 2nd Fl
Davis Patricia A 2115 Wharton St
Deery Madelyn U 2017 Sarah St
Del Fazio Real Est Ltd 2100 ECarson St
Digaudio Adam 3108 Stromberg St
Dobrowolski Norma 1739 E Carson St 249
Dojcak Veronica 400 Bingham St
Domingues Murphy Deborah M 2309 Mission St
Duck Thomas R 607 E Carson St Apt 3
Dynavox Systems LLC 2100 Wharton St Ste 400
Elkurdi Mohammed 3113 Mission St
Emge Agnes 2324 Sidney St
Erbe Mildred H 2108 Sarah St
Fera Richard 2225 Jane St Apt 3
Firewater Restoration 1714 Sidney St
Firewater Restoration 811 E Carson St
First Student Inc 150 S 24th St
Forbes Regina 2006 E Carson St
Frahm Malkuth L Chair One Prod 2100 Warton St
Gasperini Richard 2419 Wrights Way Apt 2
Gatesmanmarmiondrake Dave 60 S 15th St
Gavel Jodi C 2512 C Wharton St
Genilogix Limited Li 3846 W Water St
Gonzales Armando 68 S 11st St Apt 2
Gorenc Toni 2800 Sarah St
Greer Dowis Jr, Dowis W 2416 Jane St
Griffin John V 2924 Stromberg St
H2 Integrated Market 1817 E Carson
Hagosky Anthony Est 2828 Mary St
Hallow Kristen 152 Mayview Rd
Harman John 2024 Sarah St
Hauck Abigail 2334 Fox St
Hawrylak Louis J 29 Kosciusko Way
Hazlett Todd 14 Regina St
Heming Jason D 6 Magdalena St
Henry Robert V 143 S 12th St
Herbster Elizabeth 89 S 24th St
Hildenbrand Michael 2635 E Carson St Apt 332
Holiday Inn Express 20 S 10th St
Home John J 119 S 15th St
Homesales Inc 2840 Josephine St
House Isabelle 12 Kosciusko Way
Iron & Glass Bank, Kathy Kennedy 1114 E Carson St
Jarzynka Victor 1401 Sarah St
Jenkins Robert 1818 Sarah St
Jesionowski Eleanor 64 S 16th St
Jones Kathryn E Apt 4 1739 E Carson St
Kachonik Angela 1922 E Carson St
Kadlewicz Daniel 1077 Arlington Ave
Keicher William J 2100 Wharton St Ste 110
Keimach Noah 2557b Sidney St
Kellogg Ryan A 51c S 25th St
Kendra Power Design 94 S 13th St
Kim Jennifer 2635 E Carson St 227
Kim Ke H 9b Wharton Ct
Kim Min 33 Wharton Ct
Kissell Ed 1909 Fox Way
Knopp Neurosciences Inc 2100 Wharton St Ste 615
Kobylinski D 2107 Sidney St
Kraemer E 67 Pius St
Krause Nellie 39 Pius St
Krayvo Alisa M 3133 Josephine St
Kubiak Bronislawa 33 Keibs Way
Kudis Laurie 132 S 15th St
Lach Lillian T 134 Monastery St
Laidlaw Charter Svcs 150 S 24th St
Laidlaw Education Svcs 150 S 24th St
Lalala Photo PO Box 10701
Landis Amy E 1424 Muriel St
Langel Joan R 52 S 12th St
Lantz Laura 2615 Larkins Way
Lea Megan 103 S 11th St
Leffler Kenneth C 136 Pius St
Leibert Marion 26 S 27th St
Lenzo Kevin 2332 Sarah St
Lesikiewicz Anna 100 Borelle St
Lim Hyungjoon 2521a Sidney St
Lins Asian Fusion 2018 E Carson St Apt 4
Lloyd K Richless MD 2100 Wharton St 720
Lonergan Kevin M 2537c Wharton St
Lonszak Edward, Helen 2021 Larkins Way
Maciaszek Ken 1913 Larkins Way
Marshall Jason 2707 Jane St
Mate Larry J 3202 Jane St
Maya Design Inc, Peter Lucas 2730 Sidney St Ste 300
Mazzarella Louise M 2222 Lorkins Way
Mccarthy Michael M 14 Pius St
Mcclaran Anne R 2100 Wharton St Ste 400
Mcclinton John 2305 Sierra St
Mcdonald William 4555 Gates Dr
Mcfeaters Melvin J 1824 Wharton St
Mcswiggen Elizabeth 2834 Larkins Way
Mcwilliams Diane 77 Hot Metal St
Mecs Sandor 2100 Jane St Ste 503
Medwid Eugene N, Eugene 1917 Sidney St
Melvin James 1741 Edwards Way
Merrimack Svcs Corp 2100 Wharton St Ste 505
Meucci Communications Corp 1739 E Carson St 384
Miller William 40 S 19th St Fl 1
Moe G Enterprises LLC, Whim1713 E Carson St
Mollett Victoria M PO Box 4229
Morgan Edith, John 2129 E Carson St
Musher Benjamin 119 S 18th St
National Slovak Soc Of Usa 2325 E Carson St
Navoney Alex 2522 Leticoe St
Nealis Lucy C 2100 Wharton St Ste 110
Nesbit Melissa A 2318 Jane St 3rd Fl Apt
Network Parking 301 W Sta Sq
Newman Ellen I, Joseph S Bielecki 1200 Sarah St
Nguyen Minh Hong 910 Bingham St Apt J
Nikoula Charles A 168 S 16th St
Nockert Clas Jonas 2635 E Carson St Apt 322
Ober Laverne 2834 Larkins Way
Offutt Nathan M 110 S 12th St Apt C
Ogara John M 29 Welsh Way
Ondersma Rachel 1918 Shamokin St
Oneill Terrance M, Todd M 1606 Merriman
Orr Laura 2616 Larkins Way
Pappas Perry 2107 Sidney St
Parris Clyde 150 Arlington Ave
Petes Kiosk LLC 445 S 27th St
Pezzelle Jayce 2819 Jane St Fl 1
Pfenninger Virginia, Joseph F 138 S 18th St
Pfoertner Raymond A 2309 Larkmans Way
Phillips Andrew 2128 S 18th St
Piccioni Jennie 125 S 11th St
Polatajko Robert 141 S 12th St
Poleski Anna M 22 Kosciusko Way
Polit Robert J, Regina 2716 Mccord St
Polit Stanley J Est 2716 Mccord St
Primanti Bros Restau 70 S 23rd St
Proud Kerri L 2121 St Leo St
Quinn Paul H 138 S 15th St
Quinn Tyler 115 S 25th St
Rassman Catherine L 2724 Sarah St Back Unit
Rauber Emily 1736 Gregory St
Razewicz Edward C 2850 E Carson St
Reese Garry 2708 Niles St
Retetagos Kristine A 1925 Jane St
Reynolds Timothy G 2817 Jane St
Riglene Mike 1929 Fox Way
Ringloff Mary A 85 Pius St
Rink Mary Dee, Ronald 142 S 17th St
Riverside Pension Plan 5 Hot Metal St Ste 200
Rodgers Norman R, Anna M 1807 Mary St
Rosato Paul 2019 E Carson St
Rost Allison A 133 Pius St A
Russell Melanie 1a Wharton Ct
Samson Frank Jr, Frank 2919 Mary St
Schwennig Theresa L, Robert D 216 Glenwood
Scientology Pittsburgh 1906 E Carson St
Scott Selma 2416 Sarah St Apt 202
Sczublewski F 95 Barry St
Shafer Brett J 111 S 13th St
Shaffer Ryan 2908 Carey Way
Shane Michael D, Mary Ann 1719 Jane St
Shapiro Joel 2715 Mission St
Shoup Rose Marie PO Box 42338
Shoust Andrea 2537 Wharton St
Simanski Amie Nicole 2533c Wharton St
Simmons Matthew P 66 Pius St 204
Skillman Luke 1117 E Carson St
Snyder Marsha Lynn 1205 S 15th St 202
Sohn Jung Hoon 33a Wharton Ct
Solarczyk Barry 2602 Mission St
Springhill Stes Pittsburgh Southside 2950 S Water St
Stachowicz Ethan 1916 Wharton St
Stark Sarah 55a S 25th St
Stathis Anna 74 S 18 St
Steel Jennifer 25 Hartford St
Stonebridge Capital LLC 105 S 18th St
Stoneman Brian P 1709 E Carson St 3
Studer Ronald 2327 Larkins Way
Stuffman Amy Carson St Comons Apts 2553b Sidney St
Sturm Michael R Est, Beth Sturm PO Box 42355
Styperk Jay 2501 Sidney St
Swank Andrew R 120 S 15th St Apt 201
Swenderman Jane, Jody 2305 Sarah St
Tar Allergy Immunology 1926 E Carson St
Tarczy Sandra K 1925 Jane St
Tarkett Donna 2628 Mccord St
Terner Benjamin 2420 Carey Way
Togonuts LLC 424 S 27th St
Trbovich Eve E 1923 Wrights Way
Trbovich Sam 2713 Larkins Way Fl 1
Vernet Vincent 131 1/2 S 16th St
Vetter William C 139 S 16th St
Wallace Chelsey R 3012 Harcum Way
Wanielista Kyle 3110 Mary St
Waters Patricia 2412 Larkins Way Fl 2
Weber Anna 52 S 12th St
Weiyin Danella C 77 Hot Metal St
Wier Virginia 1925 Jane St
Williams Sophia R 92 S 24th St
Wolfe Dorothy J 305 Grant Ave
Wong Alex 1107 E Carson St Ste 3
Wpee Ins Trust 5 Hot Metal St Ste 200
Yancura Cindy 622 Cabot Way
Young Bradley C 135 S 12th St
Zajac John 1917 Larkins Way
Zajac Martha V 125 S 19th St
Zbozny Geraldine V, Frank J PO Box 4247
Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Abbati Monica 128 Clearfield Pl
Ally Financial 2729 Glenmawr Ave
Armstrong Crystal 3301 Canopolis St Apt 3
Auel Dorothy G 1012 Moyer St
Beckham Michael D, Erica N 1238 Justine St
Benefield Halima M 3357 Kathy Dr
Benning Cassidina E 923 Tyndall St
Best Isabelle 2951 Merwyn Ave
Bothwell Catherine Allgeier 128 Clearfield Pl
Boyle Carey T 3830 Haven St
Brandimarti Thomas, John, Lena 2822 Frontenae St
Brent John D 3330 Allendale St
Brown Karen 1338 Nokomis St
Bryant Timothy E 1001 Moyer St
Burke Lisa 2447 Old Washington Rd
Carter Marissa 2753 Sacramento Ave
Cartlidge Barbara J 423 Parson St
Citifinancial 1214 Fairdale St
Cti Biofuels LLC 4075 Windgap Ave Bldg 56
Davis Shawn 801 7th St
Deltondo Lauren 3121 Landis St
Dixon Alvin Est 3111 Middletown Rd
Dougherty William J 2934 Merwyn Ave
Eaborn George H 3735 Mayfair St
Elizabeth Stengel 2904 Sacramento Ave
Ellis Trey 1103 Ellopia St
Englert Stephanie 728 Fairston St
Esb Bank 2769 Glenmawr St
Eshenbaugh Thomas M 2925 Merwyn Ave
Evans Bob 3664 Harlow Pl
Everly Clifford L 1428 Straka St
Farrell Darlene 1214 Fairdale St
Fitzgerald Raymond, Dena 3057 Glen Mawr Ave
Fletcher Carla R 1527 Summerdale St
Flournoy Morrell A 3553 Centralia St
Fossett Jack 2921 Merwyn St
Friedel M Marcella 3108 Landis St
Grayber Mary A 414 Tabor St
Haeg Amanda J 2793 Zephyr Ave
Harris William H 1395 Harlow Dr
Hazel Gillis 302 Walcott St
Healthy Home Resources 64 S 14th St
Hewitt Lowell J, Mary A 1321 Nokomis St
Hildebrand Kathleen F 3026 Glenmawr Ave
Hill Stacy L 1204 Fairdale St
Hobdy Satara A 2925 Stafford St Apt 2
Holtz Ronald 800 Hillsboro St Fl 2
Howard Edith Mae 1012 Criss St
Howe Gloria S 1250 Faulkner St
Hunsberger Sarene E Est, 3222 Brunot St
Hutson Marlon J 3118 Faronia St
Jackson Anthony P 1504 Evanston St
Joyce Timothy J 3403 Kedzie St 306256
Karpynka Helen 1016 Fairdale St
Kern Raymond 2723 Stafford St
Kohut Dorothy C, Walter 3347 W Carson St
Kostie Arlene 3825 Windgap Ave
Kramer Magdelene 3127 Landis St
Kunz Gretchen R 769 Sherwood Ave
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Land Gerald M 3326 Allendale St
Laney Nikkia 3853 Mayfair St
Lerner Henry 2752 Bergman St
Leverty Catherine C 1019 Faust St
Li Yung Hui, Bin 3752 Allendale Cir
Martin Constance L 3156 Ashlyn St
Mazza Armand 2912 Zephyr Ave
Mccaskill Sean 3039 Bergman St
Mccorvey Rosetta 2411 Glenmawr Ave
Mcgough Thomas E 415 Stadium St
Mcguire Genevieve 901 Tyndall St
Medwid Natalie K, Robert 3667 Allendale Cir
Morrison Carolyne A, Albert W 1431 Justine St
Mutzig Ruth 113 Saginaw St
Myrla Jesse 3837 Merle St
Nester Ann 1450 Orator St
Oakes Marian E 3468 Clearfield St
Palmer Lawrence 2755 Zephyr Ave
Parkin Ervin Sr 2633 Glasgow St
Patton David A 1412 Orator St
Paulauskas Alice V 1101 Tyndall St
Petrak Susan A 114 Mccaw Dr
Price Nichole 814 Citadel St
Reams D 3462 Allendale St
Robinson Pierce 3433 Allendale St
Romano Katherine F 769 Sherwood Ave
Roseboro Terrence J 3006 Landis St
Royster Eric 1139 Oltman St
Salter Nancy 3530 Chartiers Ave
Schaffer Roy A 3052 Zephyr Ave
Sharpe Williamson Barbara 3204 Faronia St
Smith Florence, T J 764 Sherwood
Smith Gwendolyn 1117 Sutherland St
Smith Ruth E 3748 Windgap Ave
Snell Charles 2775 Zephyr Ave
Snyder Melanie 3351 W Carson St
Streeter Rachel 3207 Ashlyn St
Stumper Michael J 1125 Faust St
Swasey Alexis, John 1227 Stanhope St
Szymczak Helen L 612 Hillsboro St
Taylor Florence E 3599 Harlow Pl
Temple Bernard E 113 Saginaw St
Tucker John 1118 Oetting St
Tucker Leona 3708 Windgap Ave
Turner James 1337 Oakglen St
Vincent Lynn 3207 Faronia St
Walker Paul E 3346 Francisce St
Walsh Edwin 3000 Fadette St
Washington Sharon R 1103 Ellopia St
Washington Tiffany 500 Cherry Way
Welshgamble Michele D 2729 Glenmawr Ave
Whitaker Walt 821 Sherwood Ave
Williams Menefee 3711 Chartiers Ave
Wilson Ida 3011 Ashlyn St
Wolbert Auto Body & Repair 1214 Fairdale St
Zhang Meng 3681 Allendale Cir
Zirckel Emma, John 3225 Chartiers Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15205
5 Spokes Partners LP 4400 Campbells Run Rd
Aaa 1760 Park Manor Blvd
Abel C F, Elizabeth Abel 31 Oregon Ave
Abercrombie & Fitch 2290 Robinson Centre Dr
Adele Bosson 11 Ctr St
Alpizarmonge Lizzie 300 Moon Run Ave Apt 1b
American Internation 5177 Campbell Run Rd
Ames Jeffrey 28 Stowe St
Amin Kailashchandra H 501 Village Rd
Athens Escrow Settlement 2121 Noblestown Rd
Aveta Business Solutions 1525 Park Manor Blvd
Bainbridge Freddie 604 Brdhead Ave
Balbina E Nsue 306 Maxwell St Apt 5
Ballinger Eugene L Sr 1986 Warriors Rd
Bannias John R 1311 Colescott St
Barbach Nancy S, Jordan 4640 Campbells Run Rd
Barna Joseph 2010 Village Rd
Barnes & Noble 800 Settlers Ridge Ctr Dr
Barton B R OD 9 S Linshaw Ave PO Box 44088
Bednar Dorothy M, John 1 Division St
Benanison Sandy 1849 Chessland St 6
Berardi Silvestro 56 Duncan Ave
Bermeier George 1245 Oakmont St
Bertram Ashley 1511 Strathmore St
Besseck Robert 3542 Mazette Rd
Birk Sarah 1525 Park Manor Blvd 110
Black Christine 1654 Arnold St
Blyzwick Stella H 1359 Harris Ave
Body Shop LLC 604 Brdhead Ave
Bodzioch Anthony F 2 Robinson Plz Ste 200
Bovard Marie M, Mary M 60 Grace St
Branchin Debra L 126 W Prospect
Branham Andrew C 1379 Glencoe Dr
Brice George E 253 Noble Ave Apt 6
Brothers Kelly 3000 Westpointe Dr
Brown Robert C Est 2440 Baldwick Rd Apt 808
Buck Frances D, Marian M 5032 Windover Dr
Buck Jeremy N 5032 Windover Dr
Buggys Auto Body 28 Stowe St
Burden Milton F 425 Fairwood St
Burke Deborah A, Adrian J 519 Shadyhill Rd
Burns & Scalo Roofing Co Inc 22 Rutgers Rd Ste 200
Cadillac Ranch 1060 Settlers Ridge Ctr D
Calvert John 30 Mackin Ave
Carbone Anthony 705 Pennsbury Blvd S
Cardello Nicholas R 905 Valy Rd
Carey Elizabeth M 2440 Baldwick Rd Apt 509
Carlin Mary V 102 Elmont St
Carlynton Little Cougars PO Box 44191
Carothers Floyd B II, Lisa 91 Dinsmore Ave
Carson Alice, Hazel, Donna 20 Duncan Ave
Cash Sale Fastener 10 Pkwy View Dr
Casper Colosimo & Son Inc 5170 Campbells Run Rd
Catalano Ronald F 1452 Poplar St Apt 14
Cellone Bakery Inc, Kristin Mizia 193 Chartiers Ave
Cerminara Megan C 315 Pennsview Ct Cessar Brian 1015
Idlewood
Chen Liang 219 Veneze Dr
Chestnut Ridge Apts 3200 Chestnut Ridge Dr
Chyung Taek 2405 Kenzie Dr
City Realty Group 190 Bilmar Dr
Clark Clara Mae 178 Reed & Robert Pl Apt 5b
Clark Lesley 82 Duncan Ave
Clendaniel Earl A 60 Mcmunn Ave Apt 2
Cochran Collision Ctr Robinson 5200 Campbells Run Rd
Coleman Robert 200 Lee Dr Apt 26
Collins Emmett, Marie Rte 6
Cornetti Marianne 1100 Harvard Rd
Corporation Elizur 4484 Steubenville Pike
Cotter Margaret M 1304 Barr Ave
Cottrell Bruce 72 Union Ave
Cox Eileen S 20 Elmwood St
Craft Mary J 1831 Warriors Rd
Crafton Historical Soc 140 Bradford Ave
Cross Daniel 892 Leo St
Crunkleton John C 991 Woodlow St
Cunningham Mark 4489 Campbells Run Rd
Cynthia R Fields Ltd 831 Woodlow St
Cyprowski Lorretta 108 Kearns Pl
Dadey Rudolph F 65 Warren St
Damico Sammie 316 Stratmore Ave
Danziger Wilma C 592 Mcmichael Rd
Darr Bonnie M 47 N Emily St
Diehl Dustin D 1521 Crucible St Apt 212
Diloreto Larry 1203 Kenzie Dr
Diven Janel L 77 Ingram Ave
Dlutowski James M 135 Elmont St
Donahoe Peter J 66 Bradford Ave 1
Donwil Co, Gene Massetti 925 Vista Park Dr
Drobycki Eleanor Est 137 E Steuben St
Dugan Alexandra F 1405 Village Rd
Dyer Celena 34 Underhill St
Dzadovsky Thomas J 26 Linshaw Ave
Ebix Health 111 Ryan Cour
Elattar Nabil A Jr 14 E Prospect Ave
Emeigh Marie S 96 Kingston Ave
English Dolores F, Carl, Ronald 112 W Prospect Ave Apt B3
Enterprise 4489 Cambells Run Rd
Equity Real Est 100 Beecham Dr
Equity Real Est Solutions LLC 290 Bilmar Dr
Erdner Gregg, Lisa 26 Harrison St
Erfley Harry 99 Bradford Ave Apt 6
Evens Davy 17 Josephine St
Fazio Matthew 39 S Linwood Ave
Ferguson V 2513 Chestnut Ridge Dr
Findlan Joseph G 2600 Morange Rd
Fogle Rosemary 16 Evans Ave
Foster Holly 111 Charlton St
Franco Robert M St John Vianney Manor
Frankel James A 4270 Steubenville Pike 15
Fritz Sebastian D 1000 Westpointe Dr Apt 210
Froehlich Karen 209 Colony Ct
Furmanite 711 Pkwy View Dr
Gable Sophia 17−4th St
Galisin Robert M 625 Chestnut Ridge Dr
Garbera Dana 5112 W Harbison Rd
Geiger Robin J 16 Lyons St
Gelormini Josephine, Lawrence 2730 Middletown Rd
Gercone Joseph A Craftons 2071 Noblestown Rd
Gertz Margaret S, Joseph S 25 E Crafton Ave Apt 707
Gertz Joseph 8 Stowe St
Geyer Harry G Jr, John E 132 Angena Dr
Geyer Emil 132 Angena Dr
Gigliotti Lynnann 1616 Cumberland Rd
Gildernew Paul F 135 W Prospect Ave
Giliotti Anthony W 1616 Cumberland Rd
Gillespie Jennifer 127 Chestnut Ridge Dr
Glancy Nharles L 1741 Durbin St
Glaxo Smith Kline PO Box 1467
Goff James A 1822 Crafton Blvd
Gootgarts Tal 600 Boyce Rd
Gordon Timothy 1136 Cornell Rd
Graph Pak Corp Co Afs Logistics
Greentree Borough 4 Clearview Dr
Grejda Matthew J 1420 Preston St
Griffin Daniel J 5200 Campbells Run Rd
Guglielmo Antonia 705 Pennsbury Blvd S
Hahne Carmen, Barbara Schohn 903 Cherry St
Hampton Inn Greentree 555 Trumbull Dr
Harlan Mark 8058 Wingate Dr
Harlem Furniture LLC 290 Bilmar Dr
Harvey Jeffrey 8 Lawson Ave
Hassett Thomas E Est 130 Noll Ave
Hayden Nakeena 313 Stratmore Ave
Heckler Valdoris, Carl C 42 Mckenna Ave
Helmsman Ins Agency LLC 1550 Omega Dr
Hempy Cynthia 133 Kever St
Henderson R 3 Sheryl Dr
Hengler Arthur B 42 Mainsgate St
Henry Carla M, Adam C Rohrich Auto Group
1650 Crafton Blvd
Herman Edward J, Edward 1234 Harris Ave
Herman Kayla 1206 Harris Ave
Herniak Stephen F 1866 Chessland St 12
Hertrich Dorothy C 1215 Foster Av Apt 307
Hillcrest Townhouses IV Unit Owner 2250 Roswell Dr
Hollister George 53 N Duane Ave
Houston Caraway 104 W Steuben St Apt 3
Howell Christophe 513 Prospect Ave
Hvizdak Richard C, Michelle 290 Bilmar Dr
I A Climatech Inc 200 Bilmar Dr
Imperial Cleaners & Restoratio 700 Mansfield Ave Rm 824
Integrated Real Est, Deb Chorba 290 Bilmar Dr
Integrated Real Estate Process 100 Beecham Dr
Integrated Title Inc 100 Beecham Dr
Irep 290 Bilmar Dr
James Chelsey 1455 Iroquois Dr
James James 41 Hawthorne Ave
James Michael Christopher 2653 Ctr St Apt 18
Jeg Zeus Inc 1049 Pennsbury Blvd
Johnston Frank L, Kathleen S 127 St Andrews Dr
Johnston Stewart D 1525 Park Manor Blvd Ste 137
Joseph E P III 315 Pennsview Ct
Joshi Suniti, Rahul 4400 Campbells Run Rd
Karafa Steven James 123 Ingram Ave
Kardos Ronald D 209 Pkwy View Dr Bldg 2
Keller Stacy 22 E Prospect Ave
Kennedy Stephen J 65 N Linwood Ave Apt 4
Keymarket of Pa LLC 100 Ryan Ct Ste 98
Keystone Oaks Steel Band 175 Reed Dr
King Eulacile Est, Andrew J 97 Noble Ave
King Elizabeth 102 Cumberland St
Kirby Helen A 788 Beacon Rd
Kirkpatrick Emily C 1209 Village Rd
Kline Gerald 264 W Steuben St
Kos Donald 79 Taylor St
Kriska Michael D 51 N Lynnwood Ave
Kuntz Benjamin M 5177 Campbells Run Rd
Kust William 309 Glendon Ave
Kyles Lois P 104 W Steuben St Apt 3
Lanza Kyleigh M 1449 Poplar St Apt 6
Lawrence Dennis M Casper Colosimo & Son 5170 Campbells
Run Rd
Lefevre Virginia, Kenneth 1215 Foster Ave 503
Leive Barbara S, Robert M 1460 E Steuben St
Lifetime Autoworks, Domenic Luciano 2320 Noblestown Rd
Lolene Leslie A 1473 Rydal St
Lomack John 121 Ingram Ave
Lotz Mattias, Tobias 4853 Campbells Run Rd
Lucchetta Anna Est, Clement 25 S Grandview Ave
Lukitsch Lynn M 2520 Noblestown Rd
Lynch Bonita 21 Cannon St
Main Stephanie A 26 Emerson St
Mancini Sandra L 702 Carriage Cir
Manion Bernard 1601 Grasmere St
Marks Richard J 82 Duncan Ave
Marlo H 123 Sterrett St
Mcfalls Ruth E 85 Union Ave
Mccarthy Blayne 2112 Chestnut Ridge
Mcconkey Terrence G 606 Wingate Dr
Mcfalls George T 85 Union Ave
Mcginley Anna Mae, John F 2200 Crafton Blvd
Mcgreevy Lorraine 722 Baldwin Rd
Mears Judson J Jr 63 Schley Ave
Medenhall Janet 81 Dinsmore Ave
Meyers Sharon A 1230 Vinemont St
Mickle Mary K Est 21 Evans Ave
Middleton Renie 1019 Woodlow St
Mielnik Stefan 228 W Steuben St 2
Miller Earl 300 Christopher Cr
Modcloth Inc 2250 Roswell Dr
Moeller Jillian L 110 Kisow Dr
Molek Gloria E 429 Union Ave
Moore Jacquelin M 1144 Harvard Rd
Moran Michael 5200 Campbells Run Rd
Morgan Betty, John 1490 Rydal St
Morgan Stanley 105 Ingram Ave 2
Moroz Ruth J 5560 Glass Rd
Morris Dereck G 60 Mcmunn Ave Apt 2
Morris Scott A 1356 Preston St
Moschitta John Jr 213 Eton Rd
Moss Trista L 105 Shadyhill Rd
Motetto Maryann 15 Oakmont St
Mowery John T 1604 Village Rd
Mucha Susan 269 Clearview Ave
N R E I S 100 Beecham Dr
Nair Jyothi L, Reghu M 210 Village Rd
Nath Gertrude A 3743 Old Orchard Cir
National Real Est 100 Beecham Dr
National Real Est 290 Bilmar Dr
Natishan Annmarie 22 Evans Ave
Navas Laura A 1455 Willoughby St
Neighborcare Home Medical Eqpm 501 Pkwy View Dr
No 1 Cochran Of Robinson 5200 Cpbells Run Rd
Novic Christopher 632 Woodcrest Dr
Nreis 100 Beecham Dr
Obermeier George 1245 Oakmont St
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Okeeffe Samuel Joseph Ira 8/23/02 105 Ingram Ave 2
Omahony C 10 Middle St
Orris Season 1277 Clairhaven St 1st Fl
Palmer Zitzelsbergerr Caroline 1426 Chestnut Ridge Dr
Park Helen S Beacon Rd
Patent Constr Systems 4465 Campbells Run Rd
Patrick Charles 105 Haldane St
Patterson Ethel 302 Scotia St
Peklansky John R 115 St Andrews Cir
Pellegrini Lisa M 100 St Andrews Dr
Perrino Mary Ann, John M 1231 Queensbury St
Pesanka Nicholas St John Vianney Manor 2600 Morange Rd
Pietrzak Michele, Adam P 605 Windover Dr
Pk Invitational Inc 209 E Harbison Rd
Platt Alice, Alice M Nixon 419 Fairywood St
Podurgiel Jennifer 321 Chestnut Ridge Dr
Pojeta John Jr 61 Lincoln Ave
Pollard Teyonna 123 Clearview Ave
Pondexter Terris 1733 Stratmore Ave
Popovich Leona J, William 47 N Emily St
Popovich Craig A 47 N Emily St
Popular Mortgage Svc Inc 35 Joel St
Povero Darlene 740 Windvue Dr
Pusateri Ashley N 191 W Prospect Ave
R & R Express 3 Crafton Sq
R S Specialty Chemical 121 St Andrews Dr
Real Est Appraisal Svcs Inc 3 Robinson Plaza Ste 30
Recker Mattes James Morris 1234 Earlham St
Renner Cheryl M 527 Chess St
Richards Magdalyn 40 Maplewood Ave
Riley Paul 81 N Duane Ave
Riley Ray 1760 Warriors Rd
Robich Amy 112 W Prospect Ave Apt B5
Robson Marie 220 Maxwell St
Romano Mildred 1597 Obey Ave
Roomful Express Furniture 2250 Roswell Dr
Roth John J 1210 Pennsbury Blvd
Rowkosky David J 405 Shadyhill Rd
Russitano Ronald J Jr 743 Windvue Dr
Ryan Homes 300 Bilmar Dr
Sacco Anna Louise, Frank A 40 Charlton St
Safety Solutions Intnl 116 Sampson St
Salter Mildred B 523 Fairywood St
Sanders Paula M 423 Union Ave
Sato Atsumi 1 Woodlawn St
Schuchert Kenneth A 85 Berry St
Schultz Kelly 1421 Chestnut Ridge Dr
Schutz Richard C 1605 Steuben St
Sciulli Davide A, Jenna K 102 Union Ave
Scott Elaine 112 W Prospect Ave Apt B3
Secured Lending Svcs Gp 290 Bilmar Dr
Sewickley Valley Med Ca Group Robingson Plaza 3 Ste 210a
Shandor Robert C 109 St Andrews Dr
Sharp Creative 290 Bilmar Dr
Singh Munni S 692 Carriage Cir
Slater Jessica R 736 Carriage Cir
Smilovici E Sue 613 Mcmichael Rd
Smith Mamie P, Frank A 410 Fairywood St
Smith Donald E 1122 Denisonview St
Smith Kayla M 908 Village Rd
Smith Marie K 28 Hodgson Ave
Smith Shawn P 1726 E Steuben St
Smith Susan T 700 Mansfield Ave Room 824
Snyder Lauren E, Joan M 111 St Andrews Dr
Sodiq Khidiirov 1814 Chessland St
South Hills Electronics 760 Beechnut Dr
Southwest Comm 1427 Poplar St Apt 16
Spencer Chasity S 905 Woodlow St
Sphar Michelle A 115 Ringold Ave
Sprys Autumn M 141 Nottingham Dr
Starrett Betty J Est 23 Chapman St
Stewart Margaret A 1452 Poplar St Apt 14
Stewart Timothy 47 Oregon Ave
Straub Robert 37 Stowe St
Strothers Demond L 14 Norwalk St
Summers Dorothy M, Wilbert E 106 Elmont St
Surmick Lorraine F 885 Cherry St
Tamglass Inc Tgl Tempering Systems Inc
1007 Pkwy View Dr
Tassick Pauline 26 E Prospect
Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc 600 Business Ctr Dr
Thomas Brandon 2664 Ctr St
Thornberg William E 1434 Barr Ave
Timothy Pauline A 47 Dinsmore Ave
Tmi Inc 500 Vista Park Dr
Tmobile Kiosk 7907 100 Robinson Ctr Dr
Tracy Paul S 622 Carriage Cir
Trevenen Scott E 201 Ingram Ave
Tri State Dialpro 180 Bilmar Dr
Tri Wire Engineering Solutions 524 Parkview Dr
Turk Elizabeth L 50 E Prospect Ave Apt 1 2nd Fl
Unisource Info Svcs 100 Beecham Dr
United Defense L P 100 Bayer Rd
Usrey Ashley 3395 Stiles St
Vaskov Nicholas S 2900 Noblestown Rd
Veera Venkateswara R 3000 Westpointe Dr Apt 204
Vermeulen Lindsay 49 Warren St
Vertical Transportation 4207 Campbells Run Rd
Village Apts 1 LP 287 Village Rd
Vivadio Albert F 679 Pennsbury Blvd
Volk Mary Jane 103 Noble Ave
Wagner Ralph E, Pauline 17 Scotia St
Walters Glenn 40 E Steuben St
Walther Donna L 1060 Stanford Rd
Walther Janet 3 Stanwood St Apt 5
Warren Properties Inc 111 Ryan Ct Ste 300
Washington Audrey 209 Maxwell St
Waynes Auto Body 1601 Grasmere St
Williams Betty 3669 North Ct
Williams Patricia 58 Oakwood Rd
Winder Laverne 3542 Mazette Rd
Winer James Dr Dr 2419 Baldwick Rd
Wosiak Stanley C 1160 Harvard Rd
Wyke John R 1215 Foster Ave Apt 703
Yannessa Elizabeth A 65 N Linwood Ave Apt 4
Yannessa Est 596 Carriage Cir
Yatzenick Sue Ann 25 E Crafton Ave Apt 114
Yut Lisa M 110 Charlton St
Zhang Jiawen 100 Bayer Rd
Zink Charles 206 Mueller Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Aaa 5900 Baum Blvd
Adams Anita 322 N Negley Ave Apt 6
Adams Anthony 6205 Stanton Ave Fl 2
Adams Georgia 5653 Brd St Apt 302
Adekanye Adefemi S 939 N Negley Ave Apt 3
Aesthetic Plastic Surgery Of Pittsb 5750 Centre Ave Ste 360
Ahrens Dylan 5805 Callow Hill St
Aiello Eugenia 7141 Ross Gdn Rd
Air Pro 1370 Old Freeport Rd
Aker Alp T 6735 Reynolds Ave
Akerley Angela Carolyn 146 S Fairmount St Apt 9
Akhtar Rahil 333 S Highland Ave Apt 304
Al Ajmi Khaled H 5701 Ctr Ave Apt 1103
Alcobe Jose Roure 6344 Aurelia St Apt 2
Allegheny Housing Rehabilitation Corp 5604 Baum Blvd
Allegheny Womens Center 121 N Highland Ave Ste 333
Allen Albenous Sr 1023 Lincoln Ave
Allen Elzater R 6713 Deary St
Allen Linda 753 Chislett St
Allen Michelle A PO Box 4937
Alston Allene S PO Box 5232
Alston Florence 6706 Deary St
Anderson Alonzo J, Barbara J 6604 Apple St
Anderson Bettie Est 324 N Beatty St Apt 306
Anderson Donald 5805 Hays St
Anderson Louise PO Box 4753
Anderson Willie L 7140 Wiltsie St
Anglero Shannon, David 6639 Stanton Ave
Anglin Nicole D 1141 Portland St
Antonino Richard 513 Bear Run Dr
Arjunwadkar Mihir K 5801 Welleston Way 2
Assoc In Neurology Of Pitts 5750 Ctrave Ste 100
Assocs In Neurology 5750 Centre Ave Ste 100
Austin Melvin E, Doris J PO Box 5397
Bagran Miriam 5700 Centre Ave Apt 716
Baker Adelaine, Albert 6354 Marchand St
Banks Merle 6340 1 2 Shetland Ave
Baranowski Brian 5545 Wellesley Ave
Bareke Halin 6121 Jackson St Fl 3
Baum Blvd Chrysler Jeep Dodge Inc 5625 Baum Blvd
Becohsky Francis 7060 Highland Dr
Bell Adam, Mae 5704 Penn Ave W509
Bennett Eloise 902 Laxton St
Bergamasco Dolores C, Richard P 1277 Nelson St
Berman Allen R 5701 Centre Ave
Best Terrie L 312 N Aiken Ave
Bircher Nicholas G, Jane A 1210 N Highland Ave
Bircher Jane 1210 N Highland Ave
Bitar Karim Wafic Essex House A1503
Blair Alfoster 502 Lowell St
Blaiser Peter 6427 Howe St
Blocker Susie 6655 Frankstown Ave
Blumer Dorothy, Albert 5700 Bunkerhill St Apt 406
Bobo Vera K 324 N Beatty St Apt 207
Bonner Ruth L Est PO Box 5196
Bonnett Mathew D 720 Portland Way
Bowman Allissa A 1310 Chaney Ct
Boyd Juanita L Est 512 N Sheridan Ave
Bracco Jennie 7210 Lemington Ave
Bracy Ella N 510 Lowell St
Bradford Mary 1110 Beechwood Blvd
Bradshaw Montrose 1310 Olivant St
Brand Carl 6518 Shetland Ave
Bresenden Mikhail 5850 Centre Ave
Brickell Angela M 1006 N Negley Ave
Brooks Lenora 430 N Negley Ave Apt 307
Broughton James 642 Whittier St
Brown Melvin S 1229 Paulson Ave
Brown Robert L 7038 Apple Ave
Browne Joanne C 539 Fairmount St
Brubaker Jason R, Jason 5535 Avondale Pl
Brundage Regina 5115 Lincoln Ave PO Box 4854
Bryant Street Phase II LP 6101 Penn Ave Ste 201
Buechel John C Est 6734 Reynolds St
Burdette Corlie 434 Shady Ave Apt 13
Burdette Corlie 6655 Frankstown Av
Burke Deborah, C E 6209 Brd St Ap 1503
Burley Jack Lynn Jr 1462 Greystone Dr
Butler Peter M 6635 Bower St
Cain Clara 5300 Stanton Ave
California Wireless 5903 Penn Ave
Cameraphone Props LLC 6119 Penn Ave
Campos R Y 5850 Centre Ave 411
Cannon Glenn M 1040 Portland St
Carey Ann M 401 Shady Ave Apt 404b
Carolan Nancy M, James G 6325 Marchand St Apt 5
Carr Francis J 7040 Apple Ave
Carroll Rosa L 6340 1 2 Shetland Ave
Carter Alfred PO Box 4607
Carter Christopher T 218 S St Clair St Apt 1b
Cash Grace 14 Joseph St
Cash Jesse B 7222 Everton Ave Apt E
Caslin Ruth 233 S Aiken Ave
Celebioglu Foster Hulya A 6393 Penn Ave
Center For Urologic Care 5750 Centre Ave Ste 395
Chang Chih Ming, Han Ya 5700 Centre Ave Apt 1016
Chang Yeon Woo 5701 Centre Ave Apt 1206
Chang Yi 3b 137 Stratford Ave
Chao Hsin Kuo 5700 Bunkerhill St Apt 1708
Cheek Tiffany Michelle 6546 Rowan St
Cheema Sara M 6315 5th Ave Apt 102
Chen Yihang 5700 Centre Ave No 410
Chien Michael 402 Shady Ave Apt 603d
Children Of Insured 510 Lowell St
Cj Hanson Trste For Beautiful Rest Trust
6393 Penn Ave 170
Clark Deborah E 712 Collins St
Coalition For Christian 5912 Penn
Cohen Jonas L, Megan S 6105 Alder St
Collins Andrew 5711 Rural St
Conklin John J 5633 Hays St
Conley Charles 5524 Hays St Apt 6
Conte Angela M 826 N Negley Ave
Cooper Sandra 305 N Negley Ave Apt 15
Copenhauer Gladys B 5701 Centre Ave Apt 1011
Coppler Audrey 5653 Brd St Apt G13
Coulverson Torrey 525 N Euclid Ave
Craddock Andrew B 6340 Dean St
Crawford Glenn F 363 S Highland Ave
Crawford John 1051 N Negley Ave Apt 1
Crawford Patricia Ann 718 Hastings St
Crawford Tracy 408 North Beatty St
Croneberger Michael 6020 Bunkerhill St
Cross Arthur F Southwestert Veterans Ctr
Crowley Margaret M 5923 Harvard Sq
Cumberledge James A 1608 Chislett St
Cumer Brian 135 N Bellefield Ave
Daiban Salma A 5701 Centre Ave Apt 506
Darby Brandi 5700 Centre Apt 207
Davis Darnell PO Box 4753
Davis Jeanette 6231 Penn Ave Apt 505
Davis Rodney Lee 525 Larimer Ave Apt 5
Days Baum Blvd Doge Chryslr Jeep 5625 Baum Blvd
Demasi Mary 1254 Morningside Ave
Denniso Josephine L 214 N Aiken Ave
Depot Home 400 N Highland Ave
Derico Carol 6228 1/2 St Marie St
Dietrich Scott, Diane 820 N Highland Ave
Diggs Arthur 1355 Point View
Dolan Kevin J 500 S Highland Ave
Domat Melad 1927 Chislett St
Dommermuth Ronald, Forbes Rd Nursing &
6655 Frankstown Ave
Donahue John F 1054 Beechwood Blvd
Donald M King As Plenary Permanent Janie Ross
6557 Deary St
Dorsey Glenn E 1003 N Negley Ave Apt 2
Doss Evelyn 825 Collins Ave
Doswell Gussie 309 Omega St
Doyle Frances C 1126 Winterton St
Dragon Randall, Yvonne 6009 Walnut St 22
East End Medical Assocs 211 N Whitfield St Ste 590
East Side Pediatrics 5808 Eva St
Ebright Margaret 340 N Sheridan Ave
Eccleston Dorothy R 517 Emerson St
Edwards Robert 1539 Lincoln Ave
Edwards Roger A 334 Denniston Ave
Eichenlaub Carl 7221 1/2 Witherspoon St
Elder Mary 6349 Walnut St
England Helen 200 Amber St
English David 5405 Brd St
Enzio Tedesco Painting Contractor 1116 Duffield St
Erwin Donald D 5600 Penn Ave Apt Z212
Evans Renee 306 N Negley Ave Apt 11
Fabbozzi Kathryn 823 Farragut St
Farries Florence 6624 Lyric St
Fears Douglas 1621 Lincoln Ave Apt 215
Federica Saporiti 6348 Marchand St Apt 3
Feigelstein Shira E 1725 Trinity St
Feng An I 5700 Centre Ave Apt 1004
Fennell Wilhelmina 5706 Rippley St
Fife Jesse W Jr, Valerie L 1006 N Sheridan Ave
Fiores Motores LLC 6223 Meadow St
Fitzgerald Catherine 322 N Negley Ave 4
Flaherty Mark F 5540 Bryant St
Fleming Jason C 909 N St Clair St
Floyd Helen 529 Lowell St
Forbes Health Foundation, Holmes Trust 500 Finley St
Forbes Road Nursing Rehab Center 6655 Frankstown Ave
Ford Patricia 5412 Penn Ave
Forman Cecilia Nicole 311 N Fairmont St
Fowler David H 401 Shady Ave
Freeman Fred L 1621 Lincoln Ave Apt 312
Friedman Abe W MD 5845 Centre Ave
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Friendship Development Assoc 5530 Penn Ave
Fullerton Catherine M, Robert W 7209 Baker St
G Tech Strategies 6587 Hamilton Ave
Gans Anthony 544 N Sheridan Ave Apt 1
Gatewood Harry 6720 Butler St
Gavaler Judith S 5850 Centre Ave Unit 302
George Joanne L 1023 Beechwood Blvd
Gesky Robert D 5546 Jackson St Apt 13
Ghingold Bryan 5814 Wellesley St Apt 2
Gibson Michael K 1315 King Ave
Gitelman Milton 1116 Morningside Ave
Githens Elizabeth, Leslie 6532 Jackson St
Golcuklu Tuba 6009 Walnut St Apt 23
Goldberg Katheryn 6290 Auburn St Apt 1009
Goldblum Lee S 333 S Highland Ave Apt 201
Goldman Ruth 5700 Centre Ave Apt 804
Goldsmith Psychological A 401 Shady Ave
Gookin Mary Therese 5714 Rural St
Gordon Ira H 126 Beechmont Rd
Graf Joseph 1308 Westmoreland St
Grant Ida M 847 Highview St Apt 2
Grau Edna 836 Chislett St
Gray Julia 5706 Callowhill St
Greater Pittsb Ortho Assoc 5820 Centre Ave
Griffith Stella 372 S Highland Ave Ap
Hall Barbara 923 Jancey St
Hall Roger 7182 Lemington
Halley Clybur 1500 Westmoreland St
Hampton William J 1141 King Ave
Harlovich Frank 6927 Greenwood St
Harper Natalie 6720 Greenwood St
Harris Eloise J 1601 Trinity St
Harris Linda 5507 Stanton Ave Apt 3 Fl 2
Harrison Maurice Est 6565 Ladson St
Hartkopf Vorker 5770 Bunkerhill St
Hawkins James 6290 Auburn St Apt 713
Healthcare Financial Mgmt Assoc W Penn Alleg Health Sys
500 Finley St
Henderson Kenneth 5529 Black St
Henn Lisa PO Box 4652
Herrup J Lester 1080 Lyndhurst Dr
Hess William A 1700 Lincoln Ave
Hester Barbara 5526 Beverly Pl 2nd Fl
Hicks Kathryn W, Ronald J 1421 Jancey St
Higgins Kayla 5805 Hays St
Highland Park Deli Inc. 925 Mellon St
Hirsch Stuart 401 Shady Ave C 203
Hlafcsak Judy J 1007 Heberton St
Hodge Vanessa 719 N Euclid Ave
Holmes Thelma 6537 Deary St
Hooks Jess 1730 Lincoln Ave
Hooper Charles A 224 S St Clair St
Hopkins Minnie 5614 Brd St
Hopper Margaret R Apt 207 400 N Negley Ave
Howell Jeffrey T, Joseph 1007 Heberton St
Howell Shirley J 6529 Deary St
Hsieh Kaiting 5850 Centre Ave Apt 702
Huang Po Tsung 5700 Centre Ave Apt 714
Humphries Sheree 5704 Penn Ave Apt V512
Hung Yin Chih 5700 Centre Ave Apt 408
Hunter Grover D, Louise 1230 Pointview St
Iellimo Santino 935 Wellesley Rd
Ioli Grace L 1145 Chislett St
Iolo Grace L 1145 Chislett St
Irwin Steven D 1244 Beechwood Blvd
Ishima Yu 6315 5th Ave 202
Izumi Masanori 301 S Highland Ave Apt 601
Jackson Peggy J 1644 Jancey St
Jamison Tanisha D 6412 Winslow St
Jeffries Howard 550 Negley Run Blvd
Jenkins Leonard J 147 S Fairmont St 3
Jeong Young Hak 248 Yardley Way
Johnson Arlene 924 Highview St
Johnson Marshall 1104 Larimer Ave
Johnson Sarah E 6344 Walnut St
Joint Builders Inc 6534 Hamilton Ave
Jones Chris V 6344 Marchand St Apt 3
Jones Christopher R 119 Continental St
Jones Harry 5416 Black St Apt 1
Jones Ronald D 170 Carver St
Jordan Ronald 6731 Deary St
Joyce Mary P 1225 Jancey St
Justice Louise D 200 Amber St
Juzwick Joseph 1720 Duffield St
K & K Partnership, Stephen Kline 1055 Lyndhurst Dr
Kao Yung Wei 5700 Centre Ave Apt 705
Kastrantas George L 1140 N Negley Ave
Kato Yuki 401 Shady Ave Apt D402
Katz Mitchell H, Matchell H 5700 Bunkerhill St 1907
Keller Randy S 5814 Stanton Ave 5
Kenmawr 401 Shady Ave
Kennedy Mary A 6923 Greenwood St
Kenol Peterson 248 Amber St
Kerr Adam 509 S Highland Ave Apt 16
Kertiskubiak Nadine 6339 Walnut St
Killigrew Michael 602 Hastings St
Kim Jonghern 401 Shady Ave Apt A606
King Loretta 492 Gettysburg St
King Marvin Forbes Nursing & Rehab 6655 Frankstown Ave
Kioko Sonia 6315 5th Ave
Kirk Gregory Johnson 612 Laschall St
Kirkendall Megan D 6007 Walnut St 11
Kisner Robert G Dr 211 N Whitfield St Ste 410
Klein Jon 639 Gettysburg St
Kline Chris S 109 Stratford Ave
Kline L Stephen 1055 Lyndhurst Dr
Kment Robert 6393 Penn Ave Ste 124
Knott Terrance M 372 S Highland Ave 204
Koike Yasushi, Naoko 5701 Centre Ave Apt 1203
Kolling Margaret C 232 S Highland Av 3
Kondrich Keith G 5920 Kirkwood St
Krownapple Michael 5636 Callowhill St
Kubiak Leonard 6339 Walnut St
Kuchera Susan A 6318 Howe St
Kulick Aaron 6346 Aurelia St
La C Drapery 5750 Baum Blvd 1
Labella Painting Co Inc 7227 Butler St
Lachina Carmen S 5750 Baum Blvd 200
Lampley Gloria 505 N Euclid Ave
Larose Dave 910 N Negley Av Fl 1
Latzoni Kathleen M 6393 Penn Ave 325
Lederer Florence, Raymond 5717 Ctr Ave
Lee Jee W 139 S Fairmont St Apt H3
Lee Robert 1542 Windcrest Dr
Lee Veronica 5613 Hayes St
Lemington Home For The Aged 1625 Lincoln Ave
Leon Stein Revocable Living Tr Essex House
5701 Centre Ave Apt 909
Lerner Ben 516 S Highland Ave Apt 32
Lett Donald Est 745 N Highland Ave
Levy Molly R 142 W Lyndhurst Dr
Lewis Alan 409 S Highland Ave
Liao Chenchun 5700 Centre Ave Apt 915
Liao Wen Shan 821 Collins Ave Apt 1
Librecht Eugene 1665 Morningside Ave
Lipchak Scott 1418 Morningside Ave
Lipscomb Geraldine 615 Paulson Ave
Littlejohn Tamara M 6256 Auburn St
Litvak Paul 5850 Centre Ave Apt 706
Liu Xiaoping 129 Stratford Ave
Louis Silvio Jr R7218 Butler St
Lyles Leutelia 5518 Jackson St
M Molly A 1661 Duffield St
Macklin Antwoine T 7102 Tilden St
Mahmoud B Aqeel 341 S Highland Ave Apt C341
Majmundar Sughosh 6655 Frankstown Ave
Malloy Kather 233 Mayflower St
Manson John L 59 Penn Cir W Apt U405
Marconi Catherine S 6448 Aurelia St
Martinez Jose A 412 S Highland Ave Apt 25
Martinez Rizalez Jose Antonio 412 S Highland Ave Apt 25
Martorna Celia 201 Larimer Ave
Mary Joseph 126 Beechmont Rd
Matsumoto Tomoyuki, Yukako 401 Shady Ave Apt C302
Matsusaki Takashi 6490 Jackson St
Mayahi Majid Al 5601 Penn Ave Apt A53
Mazzarella Louise 6290 Auburn St Apt 524
Mccampbell Brian 7116 Baker St
Mccary George II 5403 Brd St
Mccauley Rosalyn 355 Omega St
Mccoy Sharon L 59 Penn Cir W Apt V606
Mcculley Cynthia 844 N St Clair St
Mcfadden Ronald G 33 Carver St
Mcguire Roderick M 209 Stratford Ave Apt 2
Mckeen Deborah 200 Amber St
Mclaughlin Regan A 1032 Chislett St
Mcnally Robert J 1837 Jancey St
Mcnees Jean 1051 N Negley Ave Apt 1
Mcnulty Mary 1815 Jancey St
Mendoza Blewins Martha 106 S Fairmont St
Mendoza Robert 5498 Hays St
Merok Huldah Est 6348 Aurelia St
Middleton Jerry 5600 Penn Ave Apt 301
Mikulski Josephine 745 N Highland Ave Ste 200
Miller Esthermae 6655 Frankstown Ave
Milone Lucy 5707 E Liberty Blvd
Mizuguchi Yoshiaki 401 Shady Ave Apt C503
Mokhiber Russell J, Angele 527 Gettysburg
Moore Llyod M 6700 Deary
Morgan Earl 350 Enright Ct
Morten Qori J 6713 Atwell St Apt 2
Mortgageofferings 6393 Penn Ave 124
Motheral Philander K Jr 6031 Bryant St
Moving Lives Of Kids Art 6000 Penn Ave
Mungo Marlene 140 Winslow St
Murphy Charles D 1643 Duffield St
Myer Lauren, Alan 150 W Lyndhurst Dr
N D C Asset Mgt Kenmar Apts 401 Shady Ave
Naghshineh Nima 363 S Highland Ave Apt 801
Nixon Wilbert Jr 714 Dunmore St
Nogal Paul 629 Gettysburg St
Nussrallah Nicholas 5850 Centre Ave Apt 404
Oconaire Claran Kenmawr Apts A202 401 Shady Ave
Offerman Joop 6740 Reynolds St
Oh Sae Ah, Essex House 5701 Centre Ave 1410
Oh Sol Saem 5700 Centre Ave Apt 912
Oleary Lida M 1410 N Negley Ave
Opticall Star 5947 Penn Ave
Osterhout Karl E, Alison 6478 Jackson St
Ostrowski Viola, Jr Donald V 522 Mellon St
Paik Jun Young 401 Shady Ave Apt B704
Paolina Jane, John 7300 Hamilton
Parental Stress Center 5877 Commerce St
Parham Marco 214 S Highland Ave
Parker Evelyn 505 Gettysburg St
Patton James E Est 5412 Brd St
Pawol Charles L 550 Negley Run Blvd Apt 209
Pearson Susanne G 7105 Churchland St
Penn Avenue Mail Center 6393 Penn Ave
Pepe Particia 6659 Reynolds St
Pergantis Stephanie I 1725 Trinity St
Perry Herbert M 1131 Winterton St
Pesyna Lauren E 1265 Duffield
Peterson Leane P 6202 St Marie St Apt 2
Pflug Beth 418 Hastings St
Phillips Edward M, Jennie C 6523 Rowan St
Pierce George Jr 224 Carver St
Piggee Triage 5622 Jackson St
Pirt John J Jr 1611 Jancey St
Pittman Christine R 5203 Brd St
Pittsburgh Hd Pa Vamc 7180 Highland Dr
Pittsburghs Best Jjs LLC 180 Bakery Sq Blvd
Plaza Jeffrey 916 Highview St Apt A
Podolinski Lisa M 6359 E Liberty Blvd
Potter Michael A 6507 Deary St
Price Timothy G 738 N Highland Ave Apt 233
Pwono Damien M 5817 Callohill St
Rago William J 1221 Winterton St
Ralph Audrey E 1668 Brdhead St
Redd Lillian, Patricia 415 N Fairmount St
Regus Jose L 7101 Tilden St
Reider John W 109 N Graham St
Reiling Elizabeth J 1039 S Trenton Ave
Reynolds William 6290 Auburn Towers 801
Rhpk Inc, Marcus Kitchens Et Al 5954 Baum Blvd
Ringgold Anthony D 6627 Stanton Ave
Ritu Thamman MD Pc 420 Denniston Ave
Roberts Kevin PO Box 4657
Roberts Matthew M 6021 Jackson St
Robinson Emma 5443 Black St
Robinson Jesse Est 6505 Olivant St
Robinson Lucille M 5442 Rosetta St
Robinson Newton 6427 Winslow St
Rominger Roland E Jr, Judith Y 1417 N Negley Av
Rosenfeld Michael 1649 Morningside Ave
Rozas Ana Maria 6344 Aurelia St Apt 2
Russell Anna Patton 1315 Heberton St
Saimoto Rena 900 Highview St
Salloum Rana 1927 Chislett St
Sample Tonya D 5700 Stanton Ave Apt 2
Sanders Rosalyn D, Florence 6419 Apple Ave
Sato Kazuya 5700 Bunkerhill St Apt 805
Sauer Jane 6655 Frankstown Ave
Saxon Maura Frances, George E Jr 5542 Hampton St
Sayers Hilda 1659 Brdhead St
Schaltenbrand Naomi R 5619 Bryant St
Scheib Robert 5744 Centre Ave
Schemp John 5607 Penn Ave
Schindler Samuel 372 S Highland Ave
Schroeck Robert J, Ann T 430 N Negley Ave Apt 309
Schroeder Wes 242 Yardley Way
Schroeffel John R 1215 Beechwood Blvd
Sciulli Joseph 138 Mayflower St
Seibert Margaret 318 N St Clair St
Seifert Theresa E, William A 305 Elysian St
Seiler Joesph M 335 Hastings St Unit R
Sell Mary Louise 5714 Rural St
Seok Ha 401 Shady Ave Apt C604
Serrao Virgil 6333 Stanton Ave
Service System Assocs Inc 1 Wild Place
Sharma Tara 370 S Highland Ave Apt 15
Shealey Henry M 5600 Penn Ave
Sheppard Palestine 6586 Navarro St
Sherman Sylvia 5701 Centre Ave
Shih Chung 5700 Centre Ave Apt 1013
Shoop Eugene M 6425 Dean St
Silverstein Michael 5624 Wellesley Ave
Simmons Kym J 1337 Cordova Rd
Sisney Elizabeth A 962 Wellesley Rd
Smales William C 1413 Mellon St
Smith Beverly 5470 Rosetta St
Smith Constance G 5 Ipswich Ct
Smith Ernest & Hall 349 Ladson St
Smith Geraldine T 5700 Bunker Hill St
Smith Harriette 349 Ladson St
Smith Jack E MD 5845 Centre Ave
Smith Jennifer 421 N Euclid Ave
Smith Martin J 623 Whittier St
Snc Lavin America 6585 Penn Ave
Soffer Ida 401 Shady Ave Apt 406
Sparks Mona 5772 Baum Blvd Fl 3
Sparvero Daniel G 1006 Farragut St
Specialties Of Plast 5750 Centre Ave Ste 180
Stadterman Rachel Grant 5620 Elgin Ave
Stein Annetta Essex House 5701 Centre Ave Apt 909
Stewart Deborah 25 Mayflower St
Stine William 5619 Bryant St
Stockwell Keith H 900 Highview St
Storms Norma L 5653 Brd St Apt 206
Sumpter Lillian 5600 Penn Ave Apt 406
Suttles Lela M 427 N Graham St
Sutton Justin W, Cheryl R 322 N Negley Ave
Tahirih Mitchell B 1550 Oberlin St
Tajima Goro 401 Shady Ave Apt B504
Takahashi Yoshika 5701 Centre Ave Apt 608
Tarditi Ana M 5525 Ellsworth Ave Apt 19
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Taylor Elizabeth J 6315 Saint Marie St
The Medicine Shoppe 221 S Highland Ave
Thomas Annabelle 6525 Meadow St
Thomas Lorrain 140 Winslow St
Thompson Da’quan L 6256 Auburn St
Thompson James E 1332 Silverton Ave
Thompson Lauren K 1145 Portland St
Three Rivers Eastern Area Tournament 235 Shady Ave
Tian Ameng 401 Shady Ave Apt C205
Tita Yermiah 5540 Baywood
Tomprou Maria 6333 Walnut St
Traficante Carina C 1600 Trinity St
Tran Le 6639 Stanton Ave
Traub Mildred L 6290 Auburn St Apt 832
Tsuchiya Maiko 5700 Centre Ave Apt 304
Tsuji Mayuko, Takao 301 S Highland Ave Apt 702
Tucker Eugene 1621 Lincoln Ave Apt 302
Ua 07 18 83 Allen J Cousin Irrev Life In S Tr
1215 Beechwood Blvd
Uchida Hiroaki, Takako 401 Shady Ave Apt B702
Unger Mark 5525 Hampton St
Upsher Curtis 7121 Wiltsie St
Urbaitis Elizabeth A 558 N Sheridan Ave
Vactor Orville W, Ardelle J 509 S Highland Ave 13
Van Tuyl Steven 1022 Mellon St
Vansickel Allen 510 S Highland Ave Apt 1
Vaughn Edward W 6660 Frankstown Ave
Verdiglione Florence 7157 Churchland St
Villella Ann Marie 401 Shady Ave B302
Vizueta Patricia 507 Shady Ave
Voelker Harry A 6916 Bishop St
Vogini Mich 1748 Jancey St
Wagner John A 1227 Grotto St
Walbridge Ashley 216 S St Clair St
Walker Grover C 5816 Rippey St
Walker John 5653 Brd St
Wallace William, Geneva 6521 Shetland Ave
Wallace Geneva 6521 Shetland Ave
Walnut Market 5901 Bryant St
Walsh John Sr, John 5718 Elgin St
Walsh Stephanie P, Randall P 1315 N Sheridan Ave
Wander S, J 6393 Penn Av 172
Wang Jun 5701 Centre Ave Apt 10
Ward Jeanette 6555 Rowan St
Warner Jasmine 5631 Rippey St B2
Washington Marjorie 6209 Brd St Apt 1601
Washington Trust 5604 Baum Blvd
Watkins Stella M 1266 Duffield St
Wehrheim Loretta 1163 Morningside Ave
Weichel Mary A 1631 Duffield St
Weick Joseph L 214 N Aiken Ave
Weitz Harold B, Saul 1183 Beechwood Blvd
Wells Fargo Trade Capital PO Box 360286
Welsh Veronica J, John J 6924 Bishop St
Welton Charlotte L 1337 Cordova Rd
Westbrooks Essie M 1356 Silverton Ave
Western Pa Teamsters Employe 50 Penn Cir W
Western Pa Fund For Choice 200 N Highland Ave
Wheatley Harry A Jr 7225 Lemington Ave
White Horace C 5600 Penn Ave Apt Y304
White Inger M 434 Shady Ave Apt 21
White Jeris 422 N Graham St
Wideman Bette A 421 N Graham St
Wilcox Cynthia 1664 Westmoreland St
Wilkey Elizabeth 509 Gettysburg St
Williams Lucille 308 Renfrew St
Wilson Harlis 1592 Lincoln Ave
Wilson Mark 5440 Jackson St
Wood Stephanie 729 N St Clair St
Woods Gladys 139 Torrens St
Wright Nina R 6214 Walnut St
Wright Sarah 5850 Centre Ave
Wu Cheng Chien 5700 Centre Ave Apt 407
Yamamoto Mayumi 5701 Centre Ave Apt 803
Yates Tamika 928 Portland St
Yi Margarett 1302 N Highland Ave
Yoeli Raphael 6641 Reynolds St
Young Christine J 1121 N Euclid Ave 2
Zacharias Sara Jane 600 S Highland Ave Apt 305
Zhang Fan 5700 Centre Ave Apt 703
Zhang Haipeng 5916 Bryant St 3
Zhang Wensheng 5701 Centre Ave Apt 405
Zhitova Aren C 1092 Lyndhurst Dr
Zhu Wu 401 Shady Ave Apt A701
Zulueta Jason 529 N Euclid Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Alessi Charles P 4305 Haldane St
Allen Irene 5124 Ladora Way
Alpert Brian 4111 Haldane St
Andrews Nelson 111 Tecumseh St Apt 206
Baek Seungjae 4221 Winterburn Ave E
Baek Sun H 560 Bigelow St
Ballardtodd Sandra E 60 Bigelow St
Bane Raymond, Mary 5026 Ladora Way
Bane Raymond, Mary 605 Rivermont Dr
Barcala Mary Alice 1427 Muldowney Ave
Bazaco Michael, Hope 1381 Leaside Dr
Beres John 4354 Gladstone St
Beres Patricia Est 4354 Gladstone St
Berger Gerald J 5829 Interboro Ave
Biggs Edward 4124 Winterburn Ave
Black David 4310 Winterburn Ave
Bpo Of Elks PittsburghLodge No 11 5800 Buttermilk
Hollow Rd
Brazen Elizabeth 591 Bigelow St
Brethauer Ruth E 29 Forrester St
Brown Cornelius 4538 Monongahela St
Butler Georgeann 221 Ctland St
Camp Kimberly, Beatrice 228 Flowers Ave
Carcia Anna Mae 4610 Winterburn Ave
Cavins Charles J 150 Marsden St
Chapman W 218 Winston St
Cherup Elva 5136 Lytle St
Chmielarski Rose 3000 Naomi Dr 206
Chudnovsky Alexander, Irena 4246 Shields St
Churilla Alex Est, Grayce 217 Joyce Ter
Cialone Bartolo 3803 Nantasket St
Clifford William 218 Winston St
Cogswell Margaret, Marvin 378 Flowers Ave
Combo Mini Mart 1235 Muldowney Ave
Connolly Anthony W Jr, Melissa A 4325 Stanley St
Connolly Coleman 4115 Stanley St Apt 4
Cuccaro John, Anna 506 Saline St
Cusick Dolores M 1016 Mc Elhinny Ave
Destifino Suzanne 4028 Hoosac St
Detemple Rita Est 4029 Lydia St
Diery Opal E 4127 Gladstone St
Dinardo Charlotte 4131 Brickle St
Dinardo Lawrence Est 4121 Bristol St
Dominici Helen E 576 Calera St
Durrette Darlene 4666 Sylvan Ave
Dziak Anna E 955 Rivermont Dr
Elwell William B 1076 Muldowney Ave
Est Francis Nemeth 5018 Ampere St
Est Paul Fry 331 Alger St
Evans Barbara 4121 Bristol St
Fabian Albert S 338 Ashton Ave
Feher Arlene 4806 2nd Ave
First National Bank 725 Mifflin Rd
Foley Margaret G 33 Clarion St
Fry Paul 331 Alger St
Gillikin Robert W 363 Bigelow St
Ginocchi Lucille 9 Tecumseh St
Glickman Matthew 344 Connor St
Grassinger Gary PO Box 5586
Grattan Paul 404 Winterburn St
Grigsby Agnes 5259 Dyke St
Gruber Anna 4218 Winterburn Ave
Guido Laura S 4118 Winterburn Ave
Hahalyak John A 4595 Mcknight Rd
Harper James 27 Tecumseh St
Hart Alice 235 Trowbridge St
Herman Dorothy R, Patricia 5001 Lougean Ave
Hildebrandt Lea 4325 Lydia St
Hill William K 3924 Lydia St
Hoak Elizabeth, Ellis 643 Baldwin Rd
Holloway William, June 885 Cove Pl
Hong Kim E 5413 Glenwood Ave
Hunter Alice 4910 2nd Ave
Hurt Geneva 5014 Glenwood Ave
Hutcherson Charles T 955 Rivermont Dr
Inglis Richard 681 Baldwin Rd
Ipe Investment Group LLC 5847 Forbes Ave
Irene W A 5124 Ladora Way
Irvin June J 246 Renova St
Jenca Elizabeth A PO Box 55032
Jenkins Rachael 5318 Gertrude St
Johnson Walter 205 Saline St
Johnston Robert Jr 88 Lebanon Rd
Joyce William F 5 Farnsworth St
Kane Regional Center Glen Haze 955 Rivermont Dr
Kelley David, Paul, Dolores 507 Collins
Kern Duane 4806 2nd Ave
Kimak Julius 5016 Blair St
Kincaid Mary Jane, Nancy E 1212 Leaside Dr
Kincaid Edward 3930 Coleman St
Kish John 230 Johnston Ave
Kiss Anna 425 Mansion St
Kiss John 5049 Orinoco St
Kopay Margaret, John E 4336 Haldane St
Kucherenko Susan 3805 Hoosac St
Labelle Kelly 404 Winterburn St
Landy Alan V 4314 Stanley St
Lantz Mary Est 321 Saline St
Latchie Leon 4119 Rosalia Place 1
Lillian L Laemmle & Peter E Lehmann
4106 Winterburn Ave
Logan Bernice L 4645 Chatsworth Ave
Margeta Shirley 4114 Haldane St
Markina Olesya 324 Kaercher St
Mccauley Fred James 1 Rear Apt 5400 2nd Ave
Mcknight Helen J 1 Bigelow St
Mcpherson Norene A Kane Care Glen Hazel Regional 955
Rivermont Dr
Mcpherson Timothy C 4219 Bristol St
Mellott Robert L 411 Greenfield Ave
Mezmnik Yamma 613 Alger St Fl 2
Miller Helen J 111 Tecumseh St Apt−201
Monroe Thomasina D 1016 Mc Elhinny Ave
Moreno Joseph 632 Minnesota St
Morris Evelyn A 4911 2nd Ave
Morris James 5123 Blair St
Mulcahy Ronald E 657 Bigelow St
Mundy Sandra M 3921 Coleman St
Murphy Alonzo 230 E Elizabeth St A
Nelson Bruce 5347 Cox Ave
Nemeth Francis 5018 Ampere St
Nola Bethany 5111 Glenhurst Rd
Noone Catherine C 514 Coyne Ter
Omalley Margaret 3930 Coleman St
Onda Cecilia C PO Box 5584
Oswald Mildred RR 4 Evergreen Rd
Ott Justin 5936 Interboro Ave
Pesyna Eileen C 4757 Lougean Ave
Phillips Dorothy 5136 Lytle St
Pilyih Mary 4235 Stancey St
Pittsburgh Pa No 11 5800 Buttermilk Hollw Rd
Pontis Martha T 945 Roselle Ct
Popoleo Terry L 5024 Blair St
Praise Temple Delive 5400 Glenwood Ave
Pranada Arie 513 Farnsworth St
Puzak John M 5436 2nd Ave
Reed Julia E Est 55 Almeda St
Reno Helen 320 Saline St
Robertson Margaret 333 Ashton Ave
Rodgers Mary 111 Tecumseh St Apt 213
Roehren Harold R 5110 2nd Ave Fl 1
Roman Michael 428 Connor St
Ruby Joseph A 4 Tecumseh St
Rush Albert Jr, Albert 4501 Irvine St
Sakony John 5414 2nd Ave 2nd Fl
Sauvageot Mark 126 Hazelwood Ave
Scavariello Regis 591 Bigelow St
Schaub Ethel E 111 Tecumseh St
Schaup Amanda B 725 Mifflin Rd
Schoemer John A 1270 Leaside Dr
Schweinberg Joseph R 5424 2nd Ave
Seama Mary Est 418 Mansion St
Shaffer Ronnie L 4814 Lougean Ave
Shelton Robert 4114 Bristol St
Smith William Est 328 E Elizabeth St
Smyth John L 904 Baldwin Rd
Soltesz Francis, Pamela 356 Renova St
Sparks Corp 5204 Interboro Ave
Storch Marichristine M 4116 Lydia St
Strang Kaysie 5610 Interboro Ave Apt 2
Strothers Antone 5318 Gertrude St
Stuthers Gerald E 3000 Naomi Dr
Sweeney Patricia 4914 Barberry St
Switalski Walter F 1203 Leaside Dr
Switalski Walter J Est, Patrick Lawlor 979 Perry Hwy
Synyder Kristin 4121 Bristol St
Tate Nicholas 539 Greenfield Ave 3a
Todd William J Est, William O Ex 5613 Fredanna St
Todd William John 5613 Fredanna St
Tulley John C 4906 Gertrude St
Turtle Creek Valley Mh/Mr 1130 Stock St
Us Bank Na 4 Tesla St
Waleska Bruce 5347 Cox Ave
Washington James 3536 Mayette Rd
Weeks Edward J 539 Greenfield Ave 3a
Welsh William 4300 Winterburn Ave
West David P 503 Lytle St
White George 455 Kaercher St Apt 3
Wiegand Shirley 955 Rivermont Dr
Yauch Anthony D, Jessie M 5010 Glenhurst Dr
Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Adkins Jessie B 7141 Mt Vernon St
Alexander John S III, Annie 6726 Mcpherson Blvd
Alexander Charles 7119 Thomas Blvd
Alexander David 111 N Dallas Ave Apt 2
Allegheny Caregivers Inc 7147 Hamilton Ave
Alston Bernice 7137 Kedron St
Anderson Leatha 7051 Frankstown Ave 1
Anderson Wayne 7227 Penn Ave
Arrashid Alamin 720 N Lang St
Austin Ora 6815 Frankstown Ave 2
Azevedo Maria Olinda 7024 Chaucer St
Banks Shelton D 6925 Susquehanna St
Barbot Elise N 6823 Thomas Blvd Apt 6
Bates Stanley 7814 Kelly St
Beal Eva Maria, Frank S, Frank S Jr 528 S Murtland St
Berry James 300 Carnegie Place
Beth Duffy Mary 7416 Richland Manor Dr
Bey Nadia 6929 Meade
Boddy Gilbert Jr Est 7618 Mulford St
Boyle Rose Eileen 7441 Ben Hur St
Britner Carla 520 Oakwood St
Brock Juanita 6815 Frankstown Ave 2
Brooks Marion 7417 Race St
Brown Annie L 7433 Idlewild St
Brown Anthony Lewis 208 N Homewood Ave
Brown Regan Latosha 7151 Race St Ste 2
Bruce Annie 7324 Formosa Way
Bryant Thelma 7232 Race St
Buckley Candace, Robert, Ellen 7343 Hamilton Ave
Calhoun Celeste N 7347 Idlewild St
Cammon Lotis 7322 Monticello St
Carroll Elizabeth M 6926 Kedron St
Chapman James A 7421 Monticello
Charles Priscilla 7130 Frankstown Ave Apt 404
Clark Elizabeth 7139 Thomas Blvd
Coll James F, Pearl 7456 Penfield Ct
Connolly Cecelia B 317 N Dallas Ave
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Copeland Thomas D 7044 Hermitage St
Craig Louise J 825 Inwood St
Davis Clarence, Helen 7625 Baxter St
Davis Coley R 7152 Upland St
Davis Margery 108 Lang Ct
Drew C Allen, Sho 6800 Frankstown Ave
Duffy Kenneth J 7416 Richland Manor Dr
East End Food Coop 7516 Meade St
East Side Comm 7140 Bennett St
Edwards Rosa L 6945 Hamilton Ave
El V Taylor 7013 Hermitage St
Ely Kimberly 7724 Hamilton Ave
Evans Robert 6827 Frankstown Ave
Falk Charles P 6956 Blenheim Ct
Faukoer Blanche 623 Dwango Way
Fitzgerald Daria L 101 910 Gerritt St
Flores Elizabeth 6824 Meade St Apt 2
Flynn Carol A 825 Inwood St
Friend Maurice R 6750 Simonton St
Fry Robert M 7333 Mt Vernon St
Fuget Harry E, Gladys 6837 Frankstown Ave
Geskin Larisa 7153 Roycrest Pl
Gilbert Anna B 7418 Felicia Way
Girls Gwens Lexington Techn Park 7230 Mcpherson Blvd
Gray Paul A 7623 Mulford St
Griggs Enjay T 7110 Thomas Blvd
Grove Margaret, Gordon 6938 Kelly St
Hampton Casey 105 Conover Rd
Harris Dwayne 7327 Idlewild St
Hayllar Ben 7032 Reynolds St
Hirsch Stanley A 6836 Penham Place
Hodges Carolyn 851 B Inwood St
Holmes Marie 7155 Penn Ave
Hopson Linca 6954 Monticello St
Horvath Brian M 113 Lang Ct
Hubbard Betty PO Box 5735
Huggard Maggie 7324 Formosa Way
Hughes Elizabeth M 7901 Inglenook Pl
Humphry Shirley 7137 Kedron St
Hylton Dorothy M 7240 Monticello St
I D Ritter Co 7008 Bennett St Fl 2
Jackson Stanley 7546 Bennett St
Jerpe Eric J 7120 Edgerton Ave
John D Jackson Ira 7951 Tioga St
Johnson Gloria Y 7043 Bennett St
Johnson Robert 1100 N Homewood Ave
Jones Jacqueline 7130 Frankstown Ave Apt 117
Jones Mark 6940 Hamilton Ave
Jones Mary Margaret 1310 Collier St
Jones Roland W 414 Jonathan Ct
Jones Thomas 1310 Collier St
Kane Leona W 7031 Hamilton Ave
Katsos Gregory G 7108 Edgerton Ave
Keita Lee 7507 Mulford St
Kennedy Ida 7929 Tioga St
Kenney Tanya 7808 Kelly St
Keys Gertrude, Philip L 7010 Farmer Way
Kindle Charene 7042 Hermitage St
Kuzmych Oleksandr 124 N Linden Ave
Lacey Astoria A 6946 Mcpherson Blvd
Laurie Althea 6900 Kelly St
Laurie Althea 6935 Frankstown Ave Apt 324
Lawrence Pauline 536 Oakwood St
Lawson Pauline W 7318 Susquehanna St
Leonard Shandrew, Lorenzo, Theresa 224 Carver St
Lockett William M 7319 Idlewild St
London Christine B 7049 Willard St
Lowe Linnea 543 Rosedale St
Lucey Simon M 510 S Lang Ave
Major Helen M 1012 Brushton Ave
Mason Jalissa 7616 Frankstown Ave
Massie Clarence 7422 Monticello St
Mcbroom Elsie J Est 7339 Hamilton Ave
Mcclelland Dorothy 1 Oakwood Pl
Mcconahey Janet N 7925 Tacoma St
Mccray Hester 7445 Finance St
Mccullough Andrea P 7227 Hamilton Ave
Mcguire Thomas W, Ellen M 7004 Race St
Mckelvia Tyrone 7021 Kelly St Apt 5
Mckim Helen L 7151 Upland St
Mclone Joseph 1012 Brushton Ave
Mcmahon John 108 N Homewood Ave
Mcpherson Ned, Ruby 7107 Monticello St
Mctigue Kathleen 114 Carnegie Place
Mernice Milelr 6840 Kelly St
Mihm John M 515 Edgerton Pl
Morton Henriette 1008 Brushton Ave
Neal William H 6932 Kelly St
Nelson Ramond 1065 N Wheeler St
Nickel Gary W 7052 Edgerton Ave
Nigborowicz Ronald J 6938 Blenheim Ct
Ohara Terrence R 619 Kirtland Ave
Oliver Michael 7229 Susquehanna St
Onstead Martha S 6836 Mcpherson Blvd
Osborne Steve 7335 Mt Vernon St
Parris Charles 7215 Finance St
Patterson Lizzie 710 Oakwood St
Perrin Grace 1008 Brushton Ave
Phillips Suzanne Guando, Mckay 7042 Reynolds St
Picone Jordan B 300 Carnegie Place
Pisztora Agoston 741 S Linden Ave
Pittsburgh Region Cl 214 N Lexington St
PNC Brokerage 7951 Tioga St
Poon Tyrone 7118 Jonathan Place
Primary Care Health Svcs I 7227 Hamilton Ave
Pritchett Jamaar 7427 Monticello St
Prochownik Edward 326 S Dallas Ave
Pryor Leroy 7032 Penn Ave
Randolph Dorothy J 7121 Kedron St
Ray Laurane 7229 Susquehanna St
Ray Laverne B 7130 Frankstown Rd
Reddick Nanie 7913 Inglenook Pl
Reed Shannon T 7225 Penn Ave
Rjkidd Inc 622 S Lang Ave
Robins Mabel M 7440 Tioga St
Robinson Daryl 1344 Heart Ct
Rubin Ani E 113 Lang Ct
Rush Mary 1100 N Homewood Ave
Sagan Quinlin Elizabeth 620 S Linden Ave
Sands Myrtle M 7531 Hamilton Ave
Saunders Johnnie 7130 Frankstown Ave 515
Schwartz Betsy 6942 Penn Ave
Scott Celeste N 7347 Idlewild St
Scott Jannie B 606 Oakwood St
Shefton Edna 301 Fram St
Shields Bernice 7641 Hamilton Ave
Shuman Russell L, Alma 6957 Mt Vernon St
Sims Johnny N 6942 Kelly St
Sizemore James 6958 Monticello St
Smallwood Kathryn R 6948 Thomas Blvd
Smead Thomas E 6904 Hamilton Ave
Smith Chauncey W 105 Point Breeze Ct
Smith David B 7335 Bennett St
Smith Hughie E 7619 Hamilton Ave
Snipe Ronald 7331 Hermitage St
Solomon Robert 127 Hartwood Dr
Sophisticated Ladies, Dora Rumph 7114 Mt Vernon
Span Armand F 1152 N Wheeler St
Spera Michael 1054 N Wheeler St
Starbuck Donald L Jr 1013 N Lang
Statnick Stephen P, Julianne 140 S Lang Ave
Supply Co PO Box 382070
Surloff Ellen L 6956 Blenheim Ct
Swan James A 7039 Upland St
Swoope Cassandra 7311 Race St
Talliferro John W 521 El Ct
Thomas Mamie 7439 Monticello St
Thomas Ronald L 7023 1/2 Kelly St
Thomas Verna R 7406 Monticello St
Tomlin Josephine D 1146 N Wheeler Dr
Troppman Ellen Pauline 7426 Penfield Ct
Turner Antonne 7238 Thomas Blvd
Turner Emmett C 6838 Mcpherson Blvd
Turney Mary H 1037 N Wheeler St
Unitan Dorothy 6942 Penn Ave
Waites Rosabelle 7729 Kelly St
Warfield Frances 7728 Baxter St
Washington Edythe 7302 Idlewild St
Weaver Nellie Louise 7219 Race St
Webster Johnny B 7030 Kelly St Apt 1201
Weir Thomas 7325 Hermitage St
Wells Louise 7423 Race St
West Frances S 7424 Monticello St
Weston Paul D 849 Inwood St
White Charles, Sonja 820 Laschall
White Leonard, Charles 820 Laschall
White Adolphus 7042 Hermitage St
White Lorita 7641 Hamilton Ave
White Nellie M 6838 Kelly St
White Nellie M 711 N Dallas Ave
White Paul E 7433 Idlewild St
Whitted Shianne M 7508 Kelly St
Wideman Robert D 7130 Frankstown Ave Apt 610
Wilborn Wiley 710 Oakwood St
Wilkes Elsie J 7339 Hamilton Ave
Williams Ronald C, Jessie 7010 Hermitage St
Williams Agnes Est 6814 Frankstown Ave
Williams Betty Jane 6929 Mcpherson Blvd
Williams Fannie E 6930 Thomas Blvd
Williams Kimberley P 121 N Linden Ave
Williams Lawrence 6814 Frankstown Ave
Williams Levi 7922 Tioga St
Wilson Annette 7500 Penn Ave Pittsburgh
Woods Robert G 7303 Monticello St
Wright Danyelle 1344 Heart Ct
Wright Donte 1008 N Wheeler St
Young Alice 7255 Upland St
Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Banach Sophie C 221 Sample St
Barie Janell E 9 Hts Dr
Barie Michael J 11 Hts Dr
Bauer Bianca 414 Winterset Dr
Becki Jennie 43 Meinert St
Benning Mary E 115 Clara St
Bierman Judith L, Scott E, Joan N 452 North Av
Blakeley Dennis W 714 Stanton Ave
Bujak Sarah J 143 Hahn Rd
Campbell Ruth 1584 Anderson Rd
Carr Albert E 8 Wible Run Rd
Church Rickey 201 Rebecca Sq
Co Maryellen 1063 Evergreen Ave
Conely Donna 810 Forest Ave
Coy Sharon A 1063 Evergreen Ave
Coyne Martin J Est 1063 Evergreen Ave
Critical Care Atlanta Ll 820 Evergreen Ave
Difrancisco Louise P, James E Lohrett 315 Crestview Dr
Dimatteo Joseph A 1519 Anderson Rd
Edwards Timothy Frank 200 Park St
Fordoski Shane 213 E Meyers
Gaynord Kristi 774 Locustridge Dr
Gelormini Lawrence Jr 4 Emerson Rd
Gemach Ralph P 621 Farragut St
Goruch Valarie 107 Griffith St
Gray Nancy L 132 Clara St
Harbaugh Robin J 115 Berket St
Harris Carzie V 412 Logan St 25
Hein Rachelle 414 Sample St
Heintzinger Catherine M 12 Sollinger Ln
Heintzinger Shirley A PO Box 58112
Hohman Daniel A 1000 Anderson Rd
Hollinger Leanne Marie 16 Sherman St 3rd Fl
Horvatich Joanne 109 Westwood Ave
Hoynoski Edward 218 Marie Ave
Hula Bar Grille Inc 1448 Anderson Rd
Joseph Bilolen 16 Lincoln Ave
Keating Patricia 203 Hugel Dr Apt 2b
Kinnee Stephanie, Arlene F 409 Stanton Ave
Kishur Joann P, Mary 1422 Evergreen Ave
Klueber Clarence J 922 Wible Run Rd
Kocan Mary M 107 Town View St
Kohl Shauna 17056 Burchfield Rd
Kraft Anthony Est 523 Mary St
Krebs Sylvia Ann 882 Stanton Ave
Lebrew Haruko Est 4002 Wimar Cir
Lieb Harry C 802 Obrien St
Lisjak Anna 203 Regina St
Lohrett James E 315 Crestview Dr
Manjerovic David 100 Friday Rd
Marchetti John 908 Obrien St
Michalski Dorothy 212 Hillwood Rd
Miller William 200 Hahn Rd
Morris Lois M 115 Colton St
Muchow Richard L 111 Wood Park Dr
Nelson Michael S III 1212 Lower Burrele Rd
Orosz Alex 810 Forest Ave
Pfeifer Evelyn R 218 Soose Rd
Pitt Chapter of Sohn 117 Fenway Rd
Pittsburgh Window Door Co LLC 100 Evergreen Ave
R J Garner Auto 317 William St
Radinic Emma 810 North Ave
Rafferty Elizabeth, Jeanne C 206 Soose Rd
Roytas Margaret 810 Forest Ave
Sahr Chana 240 Maryland Ave
Schmeider Tammy L 1000 Anderson Rd
Schmitt Arthur J 1008 Anderson Rd
Scravonic Helen 22 Sedgwick St
Skonieczny Edward 212 Soose Rd
Slack Tyrone 29858 Clearbrook Cir 119
Smith Charles E 202 Lincoln Ave
Song Yun 301 North Ave Apt 203
Spagnol Pamela 87 Westminster Pl
Sproul Brian 1 Howard St Apt B3
Stampfle Robert W, Rose M 828 Wible Run Rd
Thiel Michael William 107 Shoup St B
Thomas George C Jr 132 Lohengrin Dr
Thomas Irene 614 Lincoln Ave 502
Thomas Ziggie 304 Erin St
Toyota Motor Credit Corp 110 Rock Ridge Rd
Tully Brian D 1001 Hansen St Apt 2
Tutino Nicole L 110 Rock Ridge Rd
Webb M G 106 Marzolf Rd Ext
Williams Mary, Devlin Funer Est 5 Chambord Dr
Wirko Helen 1657 Babcock Blvd
Wokutch Jeffrey 930 North Ave
Wolfe Margaret 410 1/2 Hts Dr
Wujko Dolores, Phyllis 103 Arlington St
Young Kathleen S Rr 1 Sunset Dr
Zellmer Mildred 27 Elizabeth St
Zewe Jennifer E 9 Barrington Dr
Ziccarelli Emil 539 North Ave
Zilaitis Sheila A 100 Westwood Ave
Zurcher Zackary T 317 William St
Pittsburgh Pa 15210
A Automotive 2135 Brownsville Rd
Abbott Bernard P 820 Mclain St
Ade Loretta 1823 Mt Joseph St
Albertson Florence K 2117 Brownsville Rd Apt C21
Alfery Evelyn M, Paul 1602 Eleanor St
Andrews Harry T 211 Mckinley St
Andrews Lorraine 431 Rochelle St
Andrews Perry J PO Box 59265
Babbit Georgette 301 Alice St
Bacon Arthur 113 Ormsby Ave
Baehr Kenneth N 2306 Spring St
Baines Charles N 422 Sylvania Ave
Baker Cheyenne 3010 Arlington Ave Apt 522
Baldwin Michelle A, William 365 Copperfield Ave
Baldwin Brandon A 210 E Warrington Ave
Barnes Talisha 89 Knox Ave 8
Baruch Lillian J 17 Industry St
Bass Taryn 414 Fisher St
Batibeki Kaan 74 Beltzhoover Ave
Battista Harry E 213 Charles St
Baudoux Kenneth R 1626 Fiat St
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Bauwin Thomas 39 Becks Run Rd
Beakley Janet L 239 The Blvd
Beck James J 121 Nuzum Ave
Becker Ruth M, Leo F 700 E Warrington Ave
Becker Celestine E 249 Bausman St
Bey Hameed 233 E Meyer St
Beyer Albert A 52 Grape St
Bishop Metals 422 Hays Ave
Bobak Audrey J 2312 Valera Ave
Bobak Nichols 2110 Lucina Ave
Bogacki Jennifer 1816 Brownville Rd
Bogacki Jennifer 2126 Elsie St
Borodycia William 2315 Almont Ave
Borowski David J 1905 Westmont Ave
Boyd John F, Betty 303 E Warrington Ave
Bracker Shirley, Kenneth 2425 Arlington Ave
Braun Robert 2236 Lucina Ave
Brown Arthur Est Jr 106 Chalfont St
Bujnowski Eleanor F, William 302 Carrick Ave
Burgon E Craig 821 Eldora Pl
Burnham Carissa M 2500 Brownsville Rd
Button Walter L 172 Ormsby Ave
Byers Ruth J 127 Laughlin Ave
Bykowski Dennis 1739 Leolyn St
Calloway Joseph G 325 Alice St
Campana Linda M 124 Dengler St
Campbell Betty M 228 Climax St
Carey Delva Y 2117 Brownsville Rd
Carr Joseph, James 345 Freeland St
Carter Annie Bell 132 Climax St
Casne Joanne 87 Amanda Ave
Cerminara Josephine, Lana 2012 Dellrose St
Chytil George 137 Clover St
Cipranic Benjamin, Edith 421 Orchard Pl
Conway Janet C 125 Millbridge
Conway Janet C 742 Excelsior St
Curcio Cheryl S 315 Arabella St
Daniels Lulla 242 W Warrington Ave
Datig Estella 2547 Brownsville Rd
Datum George F 2022 Fairland St
Davies Lawrence 41 Becks Run Rd
Davis Kenneth PO Box 59442
Dean Lance D 520 Kohne St
Dear Aaron 305 Beltzhoover Ave
Delmar Lynn D 224 Mountain St
Despert Rosecina D 423 Freeland St
Dingfelt K Gladys 226 Rochelle St
Dixon Pamela N 1405 N Murtland St
Dodds Henriett 821 Warrington Ave
Doerschner E M 614 Manton Way
Donmoyer D Est 364 Copperfield Ave
Dowdell John 1123 Amanda Ave Apt 1
Drasutis John 302 Giffin Ave
Dupree Jeffrey 518 Brownville Rd
Dursh Walter S PO Box 5981
Dvorchak Joseph 1613 Sterling St
Eckert Albert F 126 Santron Ave
Eiben Margaret L, Edward 139 Stamm Ave
Eichhorst Margaret 2040 Brownsville Rd 2
Eisel Ellen 1606 Arlington Ave
Eisel Ellen E 438 Parklow St
Elliott Edward R 128 Sherman St
Englert Charles F 1793 Arlington Ave
Est Lloyd Round 41 Beltzhoover Ave
Est Regina Braun 2236 Lucina Ave
Evanosky Michaelene A, Sylvia M 420 Knox Ave
Exteremetowing & Recovery LLC 426 Brownsville Rd
Falgiani Victor, Hazel 25 Clifton Blvd
Falgiani Hazel 25 Clifton Blvd
Farkas Norma Helen 1106 E Warrington Ave
Farrell Anna E 824 Fulton Bldg
Farrell William Est 856 Freeland St
Fekula John W 239 Climax St
Felix Francis M, Mary E 151 Eiler Ave
Feltz Vincent P 118 The Blvd
Fidelity Investments 179 Penn Ave
Filipiak Edna 106 Onyx St
Fisher Susan B 133 E Woodford Ave
Flamm Charolotte 107 Frederick St
Fleming Donald 201 Wachter St
Fowler Betty 2156 Lucina Ave
Fralic Burke H 1932 Westmont Ave
Frankwitt Mary Darlene 321 Walter St
Frantz Dillon L 136 Amanda Ave
Frazier Antoinette R 124 Carrick Ave
Freeman Sherry L 128 Stamm Ave 8
Frey Ruth K 2526 Berg Pl
Fuchs Allen R 318 Wilbur St
Gallik Anna C 307 E Agnew Ave
Gardner Donald 136 John St
Geiss Ann D 118 Wynoke St
Gialanella David Jr 805 Berkshire Ave Apt 1
Gialanella Lia A 920 Transverse Ave
Giannetti Michael 2433 Edgar St
Glasner Jennifer 2407 S 18th St Ext Fl 2
Glover Aadam D 2371 Brownsville Rd
Glover Marilyn M 224 Millbridge St
Goins Fred 803 E Warrington Ave Apt 613
Goldbac 3338 Graiger St
Goldbach Robert, Helen 2126 Wenke St
Goldsmith Patricia 343 Arabella St Apt 1
Gorsky Evelyn 197 Madeline St
Grassinger John 2239 Brownsville Rd
Gray Ronald 112 Rochelle St
Gronsky Andrew J 1645 Oakhurst St
Hajtol Stephanie 821 Freeland St
Hale Glenn A 2109 Louist St Apt 2
Hall John F 1112 Wingate St
Halligan Nancy E 449 Linnview Ave
Hamel Judson 301 Bon Air Ave
Harhai Helen 2347 Brownsville Rd
Harrell Twanda 116 Jucunda St
Harris Tisha L 423 Freeland St
Hart Henry 1102 Creswell St
Hary Bertha 1644 Oakhurst St
Hayward Donald G 839 Freeland St
Heidkamp Roy 144 Laughlin Ave
Henchell Mary 44 Beltzhoover Ave
Henzler Harey 421 Cedarhurst St
Hicks Paul 2246 Brownsville Rd
Hirt Katherine 1141 Brownsville Rd
Holland Harold 1647 Oakhurst St
Holleran Mary C 470 Antenor Ave
Hood Irma J 114 Chalfont St
Hudzicki J W 140 Hornaday St
Hunter Katarina, John 14 Beltzhoover Ave
Huntington Bank 1817 Brownsville Rd
Hydak Helen Est 2065 Walton Ave
In Marios H 735 Brownsville Rd
Jackson Edwin S, Jackson Richard 2126 Salisbury St
James John L 2429 Spring St
Janet Conway 742 Excelsior St
Javornick George 2034 Brownsville Rd
Jedrzejewski Donna 1316 Wobles Ln
Jenkins Elaine D, Schmitt 2240 Almont St
Joe Dilorios Auto Body Inc 44 Beltzhoover Ave
Johns Margaret I 1609 Sterling St
Johnson Barbara, Larry 7405 Rochelle St
Johnson Nicola 456 Hays Ave Apt 2
Johnson Pierce 9 Overbrook Blvd
Jones Calvin R 305 Cedarhurst St
Jones Dwayne 2836 Spring St 1
Jones Lewis J 512 Michigan St
Jones Marcus 532 Overbrook
Jones Mildred 71 Climax St
Jordan Joseph S 424 Arabella St
Kablack M S 402 Zara St
Kablack Sara M 402 Zara St
Kaminski Anna D 1305 Nobles Ln
Karman Julianne M 403 Reifert St
Kasten Anna Mae 2140 Hazeldell St
Kearns Robert 300 Onyx Ave
Ketter Michael P 205 E Meyers Ave
Keys Paul F 218 Clover St
Kibler Edith M 2390 Almont Ave
Kicsak Dorothy 162 Penn Ave
Kiklewich Stella 300 Alice St
Kingsley Marilyn, Jane 2317 Dartmore St
Kleiber Harry H 202 Meredith St
Knight Lucas 414 Griffin Ave
Knight Viola R 238 Meredith St
Knorr Thomas 2330 Spring St
Konenkamp Charlene 311 Michigan St
Kossak Sandra K 718 Brownsville Rd
Kowalewski James E Jr 112 Thielman St
Kratt Jason W 14 Camfield St
Kraus Alma 509 Transverse Ave
Kress Justin A 2427 Salisbury St
Kurtz Michael 1733 Hallowell St
Lacey Willard Juan 24 Sylvania Ave
Laffey Dale A 404 Fairland St
Lane Ashley A 954 Excelsior St
Lane Christine L 560 Becks Run Rd
Lane Edith 125 Rentz Way
Laura Rm 1821 Arlington Ave
Lauterbach Diane M, Helen 416 Fisher St
Leasa Regina C 2117 Brownsville Rd
Lemp Grace 1704 Brownsville Rd
Lewis Marilyn 423 Michigan St
Link Martin J 111 E Meyers St
Lips Regina V 1525 Brownsville Rd Apt 1
Lisanti Painting Co Inc 535 Griffin Ave
Louise Smith Ringling Ira 179 Penn Ave
Lubawski Kevin M 844 Excelsior St
Lynch Donald H, Madeline 2328 Elsie
Macevic Rudy 165 Knox Ave
Mader Patrick E 923 Climax St
Mahler Charles J 172 Ormsby Ave
Malloy Jason 302 E Agnew St
Malloy Jason M 201 Wayside St
Malone Ruth B, James 427 Chalfont St
Malone Ruth B 803 E Wannington Ave
Mannion Sherilyn J 148 Rinne St Apt 2
Marshall Reeble G, William L 407 Rochelle St
Martin Brad L 64 Mt Oliver St
Martin Keith B 10 Nobles Ln 1
Massey William J 818 Mclain St
Maul Patricia, Andrew 912 Climax St
Maurin Shirley A 2419 Diehl Ave
Mays Shirley 201 Wachter St
Mcbride Anthony 211 Moore Ave
Mccombs Eva M, William 408 Giffin Ave
Mccormick Hope S 321 Quincy St
Mccoy Pamela D 208 Charles St
Mcfarland Mary M 335 Jucunda St
Mckay Helena 420 Cedarhurst St
Mcnally Darlene 2815 Brownsville Rd 6
Mcquade William Mrs 425 Sinton Ave
Meriweather Andy 2305 Brownsville Rd Apt 1
Metal Fixture Inc 2201 Dartmore St
Meyer Phyllis L, Fred 1530 Brownsville Rd
Meyers Donald M Est 438 Orchard Place
Mhrez Emadden 331 Rochelle St
Michael Donald R 811 Eureka St
Miller Marie H 431 Orchard Pl
Miller Rose M 424 Rochelle St
Mirabelli Mildred 622 Lillian St
Mitchell Patricia 2836 Spring St 1
Mohr Raymond, Paul 12 Nobles Ln
Moss Alice 160 W Warrington
Most George D 260 Anthony St
Muldrow Melody D 325 Bausman St
Murphy Karen A 2523 Brownsville Rd
Myers Joseph V 111 Frederick St
Nancy Cheatom 99 Boggston Ave
Nelson Carl M 418 Jucunda St
Nelson Josephine 1947 Fairland St
Nestor Leslie A, Lewis R 958 Industry St
Nguyen Tu Thi 234 Mathews Av
Nugent Ellen 121 Orchard Pl
Obrien Tamara 952 Excelsior St
Oconnor Edward R 1509 Arlington Ave
Oddera Roland A 160 Ormsby Ave
Orsini John K 306 Dengler St
Osterwise Rebecca Thomas 12 Knob
Overbrook Admin Center 2140 Saw Mill Run Blvd Rm 20
Overfield Jack R Est 132 Rochelle St
Overfield M C A J Lippert 132 Rochelle St
Palmer Margaret M 121 Minooka St
Parne James 432 Alice St
Parrott Karen 129 Bausman St
Parrott Warren S Jr 120 Bausman St
Parsons Kevin 1716 Leolyn St
Perella Ronald 1148 Brownsville Rd
Peretin John 4663 Marina Dr
Peters Laura J, Charles 220 E Agnew Ave
Peterson Denise 975 Becks Run Rd
Petrauskas James 435 Overbrook Blvd
Petruso Michael J 126 Brownsville Rd 2nd Fl
Phillips Michael, Melinda 322 Reifert St
Pirozzie Louise 1104 Carson St
Pittas Elaine, John 200 Brownsville Rd
Platt Shirley Jean 324 Dengler St
Porro James M 926 Eureka St
Preus Christian M 211 E Meyers Ave
Primm Elizabeth Est 23 Mt Oliver St
Raczkowski William L 113 Ormsby Ave Apt 205
Randolph Jeanne Est 1052 5 Housing Project Bausman Ave
Reed Luther Jr 302 Bausman St
Reed Regina R 4 Elizabeth St
Reiner Michele 3626 Liberty Ave
Remele Loretta M 340 Rochelle St
Rini Marie C 208 Walnut St
Ripley Mary K 908 Taft Ave
Roach Ramon 403 Jucunda St
Robinson Wilbert J Jr, Krista L 109 Rochelle St
Robinson Eugenea 3915 California Ave
Roper Henry G 958 Industry St
Roslick Michael 7 Science St
Ross Margaret 1644 Oakhurst St
Ross Natalia 51 Lacona St
Rostek Clarence 313 Linnview Ave
Round Lloyd 41 Beltzhoover Ave
Rubolino Frank A 300 Overbrook Blvd
Rush Alice M 2046 Redrose Ave
Russell Willie Est 730 Cresswell St
Sable Southside Preowned LLC 904 910 Brownsville Rd
Sanchez Rolando V 311 Agnew
Scalo Rose 431 Arabella St
Schaffer Regis F 321 Conniston Ave
Schilling Clara C 742 Excelsior St
Schmidt Loretta 2035 Westmont Ave
Schneider Carl 1616 Delrose
Schwarz Philip 307 Rinne St
Scott Thomas G, Sara 212 Alice St
Scott Nathani 209 Locust St
Sember George Jr 122 Margaret St
Sexton Daniel 135 Margaret St
Short Leona 242 Mosgrove St
Sirbaugh Irene J 2035 Fairland St
Skarupa John 1947 Fairland St
Slancauska Adolph 416 Zara St
Slancauskas Adolph 416 Zara St
Sloan Nicole R 442 Drycove St
Slowieniec Verna C, Nina Herrle 818 Industry St
Smith Harold R Jr 404 Ariston St
Smith John E 315 E Agnew Ave
Soldati Amanda J 128 Linnview Ave
Southerland Mary M 168 Knox Ave
Stevenson Savanna D 1752 Arlington Ave 2nd Fl
Stewart Phyllis R 513 Walde St
Stockd William A 513 Brownsville Rd Rear
Stockdale Irene M 513 Brownsville Rd
Susanin Adrian J 1625 Concordia St
Swanson Anna 735 Cresswell St
Tamborini Carmella 206 Giffin Ave
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Taylor Charles 231 Sprucewood St
Teresas Shear Design 2014 Brownsville Rd
Thoma Charlotte 745 E Warrington Ave
Timbers Charles E 301 Allen St
Timbers Robert H, Charles E Sr 301 Allen St
Todd Josephine 2531 Brownville Rd
Tom Lynch Auto Sales Inc 1875 Saw Mill Run Blvd
Tom Toney Inc 1691 Saw Mill Run Blvd
Tranter Ceicely Evelyn, George Henry 33 Camfield St
Trent Addie R 208 Sylvania Ave
Ugen Eugene J, Kenneth E, Mildred B 218 Rinne St
Ullah Qudrat 126 Orchard Pl
Ultra 1 Motors 1691 Saw Mill Run Blvd
Uni Mart 1926 Brownsville Rd
Urban Mary 836 Excelsior St
Vaday Michael J 1215 Amanda Ave
Vitelli Joseph A 2361 Brownsville Rd Apt 1
Vongeis Heather 2135 Brownsville Rd
Vranchik Alice M 105 Walnut St 1
Walko Helen 107 Minooka St
Weber Rose M, Rose 227 Meredith St
Weigand Denise 25 Clifton Blvd
Weigold Connie L 2310 Spokane Ave
Weiner Louis R, Noah K 910 Brownsville Rd
Weis Doris 1108 Trost Ave
Weiss Milton P, Donald C 302 Clover St
Wentland Elizabeth A, Stanley H 622 Climax St
Werner Ralph J 139 Linnview Ave
West Helena M, James N 417 Orchard Pl
Wetzel Louis W, James W, Lewis M 519 Overbrook Blvd
White Veronica A, Wilbert 502 Gerring Ave
White Lavonne R 108 Chalfont St
Williams Jeleela Majeed 314 Carrick Ave
Williams Robert P 127 Redlyn St
Williamson Merle S 226 Sylvania Ave
Wilson Carolyn 336 Bausman St
Wisdom Margaret 1512 Denise St
Yankee Austin M, Jessica Lotis Guard 114 Poplargrove St
Yelling Joseph 1725 Concordia St
Young Albine C 118 Orchard Pl
Zareck Clara A 111 Redlyn St
Zentek Margaret T, Barbara 230 Wilbur St
Zimmerman John 339 Birmingham Ave
Zurlinder Grace 941 Manton Way
Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Anderson Donna 1301 Grandview Ave Ste 220
Andrea N 438 Oneida St 1
Andrew A J Rendos Mem Scholarship F, Randall D Reginelli
77 Wyoming St
Ashley Shawn A 229 Seward St
Augustine Paul J, Mary 1308 Grandview Ave
Ayers Megan A 210 Wilbert St
Bennett Sommer 305 Kearsarge St
Bloxsom Arin Lynn 28 Simms St
Blystone Mary Ermond 824 Belmont
Boyle James, Maxine L 254 Republic St
Brose Ruth C 1411 Grandview Ave Apt 506
Bruner Charles 69 Pasadena St
Burns Erica 144 Oneida St Apt 4
Burrell Mark L 125 Ruth St
Caitlin Joy Baker 12 E Sycamore St
Carr Matthew 232 Ruxton St
Ciak Regina 435 Sweetbriar St
Cisar Thomas R, Linn A 212 Prospect St
Cockburn Kenneth A Jr 56 Estella Ave
Conroy Michael P 157 Belonda St Apt 2
Cooney Kathryn Dorothy 571 Southern Ave
Copeland Mary 339 Albert St
Cornacchione Emilio 327 Grandview Ave
Cunningham Helen W 80 Laclede St
Davis Joseph 240 Fingal St
Diperna Richard G, Rose 505 Griffin St
Divincenzo Rosi 710 Virginia Ave
Dudes Place Inc 205 Boggs Ave
Easton Florence 29 Marne Way
Eaton Michael V, Miriam R 518 Natchez St
Ebbert David B Est 333 Virginia Ave
Embrey Pleasent, Joyce T 406 Bailey Ave
Erkard Andrea C 438 Oneida St 1st Fl
Est Rosemarie Davis 240 Fingal St
Evans Collyn L 466 William St
Fairbank David 239 Bigham
Falk Jay P 71 Greenbush St
Fellows Bruce 145 Meridan St
Finneran Tom 1301 Grandview Ave Ste 400 Tri
Fisher Ralph B 2221 Harrison Ave
Fitzurka Roberta, Janice 820 S Southern
Flowers Margaret C 211 Sweetbriar St 602
Fox Florence 420 Edith St
Fuga Nicholas A, Sheena A 739 Wills St
Funk Emma P 42 Laclede
Gammiere Peggy 247 Dilworth St
Gilbert Loletta 45 Passadena St
Glover Chad W 118 Maple Ter
Graf Roger 229 Wilbert St
Greenberg Gabriel S 144 Oneida St Apt 3
Greer Jason 107 Bailey Ave 3
Greesh Dorothy 473 Norton St
Gregg Annette 7 Kohlmeyers Ln
Griffiths Ian 85 Ruth St Apt 2
Haley Catherine E, James J 36 Cushman St
Hammerlin Sharon 335 Virginia Ave
Hancock Jeff J 255 Lelia St
Harley Theodore 653 Boggs Ave Apt 2l
Harmon Ruth 401 Kambach St
Hatfield Sharon L 400 Kambach St 2
Heiss Gail I 1000 Grandview Ave Apt 105
Hendershot Ray 136 Amabell St
Hickey William B, Patricia 11 Soffel St
Horbal Anthony 1301 Grandview Ave Ste 220
Horbal Anthony 950 C 1rimont Ln
Hudak Virginia 5 Grandview Ave
Hughes Louis 318 Virginia Ave
Hutzler Maureen 208 Cairo St
Impiccini Kimberly 656 Boggs Ave Fl 2
Inghram Gertrude 437 Eureka St
Jackson Stepheena 462 Edith St
Jc Newton Agency 6 Boggs Ave
Johnson Corinne 105 Dilworth St
Jonas Jan M 714 Southern Ave
Jones Alice L, Harry 348 Maple Tr
Kelcha Sharon A 215 Lelia St Apt 315
King Eugene 406 Grace St Apt 1
Kollinger Auto Body 159 Ulysses St
Kruhm Mary 27 Craighead St
Kumar Neil P 74 Greenbush St Apt 1
Labrie Annette E 441 Sulgrave Rd
Lai Junrui 329 Sweetbriar St
Lambrou Peter J 322 Bigbee St
Larnino Andrew J, Lisa A, Anthony D, Nicole L
57 Haberman Ave
Li Wenjing 116 Bigham St
Lindsay James Riggs 99 Haberman Ave
Livingston Lillian 112 Shilott St
Logelin Joshua 159 Ulysses St
Lowman Chester R 216 Bertha St
Ludlam Lillian C 112 Kearsarge St
Luffey Ruth E 302 Prospect St
Mack Lynne 132 Virginia Ave
Marlett William W 312 Olympia St
Marquard Theresa 53 Pasadena St Fl 2
Mathison David T 416 Iberia St
Matthews Tiffany 70 Pasadena St
Mccann Kerry R 131 Shiloh St
Mccreadie James M 516 Grandview Ave Apt 8
Mcgeorge Terrance 873 Boggs Ave C2
Mcshane Catherine 445 Iberia St
Medved Lauren 111 Kathleen St Apt 7
Mercavitch Alice V 469 Norton St Apt 1
Merkle James F 114 Kenoua St
Messenger Richard 312 Edith St
Miller Edith Boteler 117 Southern Ave
Moore Meghan 141 Meridan St Lower Level
Mt Washington Fdl 125 Virginia Ave
Myers Michael 234 Shiloh St
Naleski Clifford, Dennies, Ann 255 Lelia St
Newton Agency 6 Boggs Ave
Newton Janine Catherine 6 Boggs Ave
Odonnell Joseph 454 Edith St
Olszewski Stephen 335 Republic St
Onifer Erik R 303 Republic St
Pagano Soliska M 211 Sweetbriar St Apt 502
Paul Joshua 162 Merrimac St
Pembroke A Theresa 231 Merrimac St
Perfect Solutions Mortgage Co LLC 635 Boggs Ave
Perkins Marie M Guardian, Jeanette 1 Bangor St
Peterson Edward J 334 Prospect St
Phillips Joseph 111 Oneida St
Pittsburgh Quarterly 36 Haberman Ave
Plesh Thomas J 418 Boggs Ave
Polinsky Gary 1411 Grandview Apt 302
Prevatte Chris 121 Grandview Ave Apt 2
Radzyniak Ed 1 Trimont Ln Apt 500p
Reed Mary 69 Pasadena St
Regan Hilda G 245 Paul St
Repak Ronald 402 Simms St
Retzlaff Kelly 209 Kingsboro St
Rogers Darlene Est 139 Lelia St
Russell Esther A 301 Virginia Ave
Russell Janet M 818 Southern Ave
Sailor Timothy, Sonja 416 William St
Sanchez Leonardo, Gladys 503 Boggs Ave
Sanders Robert, Paula 217 Oneida St
Santamaria Carolina 1411 Grandview Ave Apt 709
Sc Speech Language Hearing Assc 700 Mcknight Park Dr
Ste 708
Scanlon Brian Jr 509 Griffin St
Schiebe Clarence 321 Clarence St
Schneider Jean P 361 Wyoming St Apt 3
Schuck Neil E One Kramer Way
Schulte John 401 Eureka St
Schweinsberg Frances W 240 Republic St
Shahar Yitzhak 245 Natchez St
Sharp Steve 403 Sweetbriar St
Shaw Isabella M 330 Southern Ave
Singer Anna 115 Grandview Ave
Skruch Deborah A 402 Boggs Ave
Smith Barbara 643 Chess St
Snee Marcella, Sandra 409 Natchez St Apt 2
Snee Phillip E 334 Bigbee St
Sommer Christine R, Robert B 111 Grandview Ave
Sosnoski Peter 27 Green Leaf St
Stockey John 701 Omaha
Strack Margaret 346 Woodruff St
Stull William C 5 Grandview Av 703
Thompson Ambler, Anna 216 Kearsarge St
Tnt Hardware Co 307 Shaler St
Trump Daniel J 724 Wills St Apt 1
Tuzynski Richard F, Marie 135 Bigham St
Unal Ilhami 513 Grace St
Unger Karen M 224 Hallock St
Vandall Renee M, David J 200 Meridan St
Volkov Andrey 1411 Grandview Ave Apt 309
Walsh Madlyn E 42 Laclede
Wavefront Consulting Svcs 160 Southern Ave
Wiland Janelle 85 Ruth St Apt 1 Fl 1
Williams Todd 717 Omaha St
Yeo Sheauyuen 703 Boggs Ave Apt 1
Zamanzadeh Mehrooz 1411 Grandview Ave Apt 511
Zink Brandon 453 Natchez St
Pittsburgh Pa 15212
180web LLC, Allan Slider 700 River Ave
A R C House 800 E Ohio St
Abbinanti Samuel 3508 Shadeland Ave
Abbots Beer 3200 Brighton Rd
Abdul Raheem Aisha Ina 3831 Hiawatha St Apt 4
Affiliated Building Svcs 4 Northshore Ctr
Agh Emergency Assocs 320 E North Ave
Ahrco III River 125 Rhine Place
Alco Parking Corp 501 Martindale St Dl Clark Bldg
Alcoa 201 Isabella St
Alcoa Commercial Windows LLC 201 Isabella St
Aldaihani Shuqair, B 1020 Progress St M110
Alexander Howes 1749 Perrysville Ave
Allegheny Singer Research 320 E North Ave
Allegheny Specialty Practice Networ 2 Allegheny Ctr Fl 6
Allegheny Specialty Practice Network 320 E North Ave
Allegheny Telemarketing Inc Pittsb 3 Rivers
120 N Shore Dr
Allen Jennifer H 1220 Woodland Ave
Allnock David, Edith 2341 E Beckert Ave
Allshouse Arthur G 1227 Hodgkiss St
Altman Robert R 1110 James St
Anderson Eugene L 1529 Davis Ave
Annis Toni 3011 Shadeland Ave
Anthony Frederick 1532 Rhine St
Archie Sholanda 1209 Island Ave
At T Cre Leasing Admin 2500 Allegheny Ctr Mall
Babicka Robert A, Dawn L, Jeff Critchlow Auto Body 3719
Mt Troy Rd
Ballinger Amelia 1535 Lowrie St
Barnett Johnsie L 220 Carrington St
Barrett Veronika 8 Allegheny Ctr Apt 1005
Barry May B K 1630 Hybla St
Bauman Martha J Est 1202 Siebel
Beam Charles S, Valerie 1105 Speck St
Beaumont Eugene 528 Pressley St
Bednar Cecelia 1210 Thelma St
Bedrock Barbeque 2820 Shadeland Ave
Beierle Joseph 3528 Mcclure Ave
Bennett Natalie 1516 Warren St Apt 6
Betzold Loretta 3313 Brighton Rd
Bisesi Josephi 1416 East
Blair Linda D 1190 New Hampshire Dr
Bogaski Robert L 3416 Mt Troy Rd
Boles Cynthia 1900 Sring Gdn Ave
Boles Michelle 180 List St
Bozovich Nell 432 Catoma St
Brady Memorial Home 1151 Southside Ave
Brighton Road Auto Svc 3160 Brighton Rd
Britton Albert III 600 W North Ave 436
Brletic Lenor 1308 Geyer Ave
Bronchart M 1 North Shr
Brown Anthony 1111 Stanford Rd
Brown Bruce 3109 Shadeland Ave
Brown Charles E 1500 Letort St Apt 12
Brown Karol 1236 Haslage
Brown Roy W 860 Kirkbride St
Brown Viola 838 Grand Ave
Bryant Crystal 2453 Brighton Rd Apt 10
Bucaro Michael N 914 Suismon St
Buchanan Katherine 1830 Kleber St
Bujalski Jeffrey, Joseph, Jill 1039 Woods Run Ave
Bunyervac Thomas 7 Salter Way
Burke Angela 3904 Brighton Rd
Burke Ivory 1301 Arch St Apt 301
Burns White Hickton 106 Isabella St
Butler Terranc 10−12 Eastend Ave
Byam Melissa W 503 Martindale St 2nd
Calhoun John 1332 Goettmann St Apt A
Campbell Norma 1322 Lowrie St
Cardies Chris 1557 Spring Gdn Ave
Carlino Ethel L 1329 Gifford St
Casker Steven 1311 Sherman Ave
Cassel Justin 1408 Federal St
Cavett Ethel 1211 James St
Chambers Elizabeth 1508 Arch St
Chen Alex S 320 E North Ave
Chen Jennifer 500 Tripoli St Apt 114
Chester Joyce 401 Armanda Le St
Chiaramonte Karen 824 Suismon St
Chiccitt Albert 1002 Spring Gdn Ave
Ciambro Nicholas P 606 Cedar Ave Apt 1
Clapsadle Jeffrey 1000 Cedar Ave Apt 4
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Claus Margaret L 1235 Yetta Ave Apt 905
Coffey Janae D 121 Rhine Pl Apt 3d
Cole Alice Est 3607 California Ave
Collington Christopher 847 Kirkbride Place
Colville Marie 3110 Westborn St
Community House Literacy Center 120 Parkhurst St
Conde Naissatou, Boke Svcs Mgmt 30 Isabella St Fl 3
Cortese Virginia Est, Harry Orchowski 3111 Shadeland Ave
Craig Verda 3527 Laird St
Craven Roberta E 318 Jacksonia St
Cray Alicia 1515 Termon Ave
Crocket Christina 255 E Ohhio St Apt 115−D
Crowley Mary 401 W Jefferson St
Cruz Edwardo 606 Cedar Ave Apt 4
Csurilla Michele 2039 E Beckert Ave
Cubellis Brian 1229 Palo Alto St
Cunningham Rose 7 Allegheny Ctr Apt 107
Daddario Christopher F 608 Sampsonia St
Daffinger Kim 1825 Ley St
Damons Mgmt Group LLC 2200 Spring Gdn Ave
Davies Darren 700 River Ave Ste 420
Day Donna J 528 Pressley St 530
Del Monte Foods, Sissy Sluganski 375 N Shore Dr
Delilah Court 9 Dos, Margaret C Towns PO Box 6403
Depaoli Linda M 2628 California Ave
Depreist Ruth Est 714 Cedar Ave
Dimperfield W 49 Rostock St
Direnzo Joe 921 James St
Dixon Eugene E 710 N West Ave
Dominion Peoples Plu 501 Martindale St Ste 400
Dougherty Gerard J 3605 Mt Troy Rd
Douglas Rhoda Est 1303 Ingram St
Downer William J Jr 1414 Sandusky St
Doyle Francis 1722 Brighton Rd
Dressel Assocs LLC 2200 Spring Gdn Ave
Dunbar Robert 1149 Newhampshire Dr
Dutzik Mary 3200 Mitchell St
Eagan Theodore 2544 Massachusetts
Edmondson Linda D 1803 Marmaduke St
Ellis Mont Cheryl Ann 1312 Stranmore St
Equitable Resources Emp Fcu 225 N Shore Dr 3rd Fl
Esola John 4004 California Ave
Esser Elizabeth 1025 Norris St
Fact 800 Vinial St
Falconer Malana 3475 Shadeland Ave Apt B 2nd Fl
Favers Laura A 1500 Brighton Pl Apt 207
Finch Merle 3607 California Ave
First Franklin Loan Svcs 1850 Allegheny Ctr Mall
First Franklin Loan Svcs 150 Allegheny Ctr Mall
Fischer George 506 Arch St
Fitzgerald Matthis 417 Lockhart St
Five Star Rentals Inc, 4th Fl Allied Ins Brokers Inc
4 Allegheny Ctr
Flannagan Patrick 1731 Perrysville Ave Ward 2
Floyd Jimmie 1630 Sandusky Ct Apt 214
Floyd Mary Eloise 1028 Benton Ave
Flynn William Est 601 Pressley St
Ford John T 1505 Monterey St
Foster Ethel 1208 Woodland Ave
Foster Mary A 2453 Brighton Rd Apt 5
Fowler Ronald A 905 Constance St
Frazier Arnetha 601 Pressley St Apt 205
Frey Freda M 3208 Lecky Ave
Freyvogel Dutzik Mary H 3707 Parviss St
Fryson Naomi P 514 Sampsonia Way
Fullum Delbert A 1432 Boyle St
G&R Mgmt Svcs Inc 2200 Spring Gdn Ave 2nd Fl
Gahlot Manasi 500 Tripoli St Apt 314
Gale Allison 128 San Pedro Place
Gamer Agnes Est 1525 Buena Vista St
Ganse John J Jr 1212 Goe Ave
Gapinski Richard J 1003 Langtry St
Gasbarro Angelo 3012 Mt Troy Rd
Gee Daniel 1021 Grand Ave
Geiscott Albert, Helen 1121 Morrison
Gergar Margaret L, John 858 Suismon St Fl 2
Germann June 611 Lockhart St Ns
Gerst Peter R 98 Brahm St
Geyer Kriesky John, Kriesky Jill 220 Alpine Ave
Giant Eagle 4110 Brighton Rd
Giant Eagle 000637 Clsd 318 320 Cedar Ave
Givner Phillip 324 Jacksonia St
Glowacki Dolores M 824 Suismon St
Golden Sadie 401 W Commons Apt 217
Gomez Alexandria 404 Alpine Ave
Gonzales Melissa S 3547 California Ave Apt 4
Goodrich William 1418 Terman Ave
Gordon John 1111 Paloalto St
Green Annette 1224 Boyle St
Green Annette 810 Cedar Ave
Greene Eric L 7591 Kelly St
Greenleaf Stephanie, Robert M 1522 Garfield Ave
Greenleaf Louise 2170 Rhine St
Griffith Mccague & Wallace Pc 408 Cedar Ave
Griffith Wallace & Mccague Pc 408 Cedar Ave
Grill T A D 2200 Spring Gdn Ave
Gwens Girls Inc 711 W Commons
Hager Brenda M 2628 California Ave
Hager Michelle L 3140 Mt Hope Rd Rear 2
Haiilovic Hasib 1614 Sandusky Ct Apt 267
Hall Charles, Audrey 1214 Resaca Pl
Hammers Colleen E 1105 Davis Ave
Hammond Frances M 1019 Woods Run Ave
Hancsak William 1619 Lowrie St Apt Rr Fl 1
Harp Amos 710 W North Ave Apt 80
Harp Lillian Est 710 W North Ave Apt 80
Harris Sylvia D 904 James St
Hartman Cindy 1342 Damas St Apt 2
Hartman Ruth 500 Tripoli St Apt 104
Harvey William J III 1111 Middle St
Haydn Jack C 206 E Jefferson St
Haywood Todd A 1945 Pittview Ave
Head Lucille 1442 Sandusky St
Heard Carrie B 1308 Sherman Ave
Heartland Restaurant Group 115 Federal St
Hencher William 1212 E Ohio St
Henderson Patricia 2031 Pittview Ave
Henderson Roseann T 1121 Lapish Rd
Hennigan Paul A 919 Haslage Ave
Hermer Stephania E 1231 Resaca Pl
Heyl Corinne R 2401 Cronemeyer Ave
Hezlep Elizabeth, Robert 912 Middle St
Hickey Dorothy M, John L 1208 Monteray St
Hickly Edward A, Eleanor 3620 Wickshire St
Hildenbrand Emma, Joan 2027 Lautner St
Hill Douglas 3505 Mexico St Apt 511
Hines William F, Marie C 1500 Letort St Apt 102
Hodnik Kata Est 2125 E Beckert Ave
Hodsoll Ruth 1220 Boyle St
Hoffield Frances, Elmer 408 River Ave
Hohnadel Ruth H 1514 Termon Ave
Holmes Dorthy 1500 Brighton Pl Apt 203
Home Loan Svcs Inc 150 Allegheny Ctr Mall
Hopkins Lawrence 3827 Bonaventure Way
Hornezes Tamika R 1357 Oakhill St
Houck Audrey 508 Avery St
Houston Douglas O 414 W North Ave
Hudson Robert R 3528 Massachusetts Ave
Humphries Norman 524 Armandale St
Huy Robert 2628 Spring Gdn
Ideahaus LLC 300 Heinz St C322
Imber Dolores A 1924 Marmaduke St
Indrunas Mildred 1217 Howard St
Ivey Lenora 604 W North Ave 2
Izzo Scott 514 Jacksonia St
Jackline Mary A 1512 Froman St
Johns Clara S 2046 E Homestead St
Jones Tina 1963 Pittview Ave Fl 2
Jp Morgan Chase Bank 1507 Monterey St
Jp Morgan Chase Bank 150 Allegheny Ctr Mall
Jupinko Andrew, Anna 3542 Campus St
Kamma Corp 3200 Brighton Rd
Kamyk Louise C 2710 Houston St
Kargenian Ella M 2544 Massachusetts
Keiser Elizabeth J 3808 Mcclure Ave
Keleti Zsolt 201 Isabella St
Kelly William H 519 Emlin Way
Kentzel Charles Sr, Charles 899 Davis Ave
Kern Jack 1912 Bader St
Kidney Preeval Program 320 E North Ave
Kirkpatrick J L 3450 Fleming Ave
Klein Anthony 1520 Hatteras St
Kmetz Margaret 1401 Buena Vista St
Kopelic Frank 861 Phineas St
Kopinski Matthew J 614 Armandale St
Kostelnik Celeste 1200 Monterey St Apt 1
Kozar Marie 3178 Mcclure Ave
Krafzig Martha F 1317 Diana Pl
Kramer Barbara 1520 Lowrie St
Krelko Richard 821 Suismon St
Krostyne Marie 1235 Yetta Ave
Kruse Kenneth 528530 Pressley St Henderson House
Kuczyski Anna 509 Emlin Way
Kuntz Joseph August Jr 1621 Lowrie St
Kunz Christine L, Karl F 2153 Lowrie St
Lacher Clarence J 2350 E Beckert Ave
Lalonde Robert, Tom Keffer 3952 Drexel Rd
Lang Charles F 3729 Atkins St
Lasalle Bank NA 150 Allegheny Ctr Mall
Leacock Megan 1711 Warren St Apt 2
Lee Katherine E 3208 Lecky Ave
Lee Melissa 100 Anderson St Apt 135
Leininger Elizabeth 1962 Lowrie St
Leininger Elizabeth J, Wendy W 2100 Liedertafel Way
Leinroth Marcella 2801 Houston St
Lepage Roger Jr 3522 Simen Ave
Lersch Wilma L 2121 Rockledge St
Levdansky Joe Est 3522 California Ave Apt 107
Leyland Thelma V 1430 Lowrie St
Lindow Roie Est 1500 Letort St Apt 805
Lipinski Kenneth 4141 Gibsonia Rd
Lociga Mili 503 Warfield St
Loebig John P 918 Rothpletz St
Logan Henry 1716 Brighton Rd
Loiselle Brendon, Keith 1 N Shore Ctr Dr Ste 300
Lopez Jorge 2901 Hartman St
Lordi Frank L 3514 Shadeland Ave
Lorkovich Anna 1312 E Ohio St
Love Robert M 315 Hoffman Rd
Lowe Erik 3607 California Ave Unit 1
Lucas Ruby Est 1416 Boyle St
Luettin Wm 1107 Shreve St
Lutton James 1308 Reddour St
Luu Tung T 3739 California Ave
Lysien Rosella C 1409 Spring Gdn Ave
Macik Claudia M 1396 Hodgkiss St
Macintyre Shawn 2615 Mt Troy Rd
Mackrell Joseph N III 1141 Cornell St
Madden Mark W 2120 Mt Troy Rd
Maddox Ophelia 638 Woods Run Ave
Mahoney Timothy 3216 Central Ave
Mannka Leona 966 Morrison St
Marak Angela A 22 Noster St
Markl David Michael 1203 Linden Pl
Markos Hermina 940 Vista St
Marks William 1906 St Ives St
Marks William A 1906 St Ducs St
Martin Brandon 1521 Hatteras St
Martin John L 1515 Buena Vista St
Mcbaier Myra C 3101 Shadeland Ave
Mccants Barbara A Est 810 Cedar Ave
Mccants Barbara Ann 1221 Boyle St
Mcclung Beatrice 1327 Sherman Ave
Mcconomy Dolores 917 Spring Gdn Ave
Mccormick Smith Donna D 1228 Itin St
Mccoy Sarah A 1210 Arch St
Mcmahon Florence A 1210 Mimosa Way
Mellon Bank W Recovery Svcs 500 Ross St Rm 154−0650
Merz Theodore E Est 3810 California Ave
Messmer George 1026 Haslage Ave
Metropolitan Ent Assoc, Allegheny Prof
490 E North Ave 207
Miller Levi M Jr 1258 Ingham St
Miller Lisa 255 E Ohio St Apt 0010
Miller Narcisi Leah 2453 Brighton Rd 15
Mock Marie 1121 Voskamp St
Mont Garrett Dior 1312 Stranmoor St
Monte Del 375 N Shore Dr
Mooney Robert B, Clara 2000 Brighton Rd
Mooney R Christophe 316 W North Ave Apt F
Morado Robert 1111 Palo Alto St Apt Lft
Morgan Construction Co 2 N Shore Ctr Ste 315
Morris Jeffrey T 300 Heinz St Apt C226
Morrison Lucille 956 Morrison Sts
Moser Irene 815 Geyer Rd
Mostowy Joseph F 1968 Straubs Ln
Mudd Carl 3834 Oswego St
Murray Nolan Est 201 Isabella St
Nachreiner William 1042 Lapish Rd
Namisnak John Est, Mary 290 Mullins St
National City Bank of Pa 116 Allegheny Ctr Mall
National City Consumer Loans 1110 James St
Nelson William C, Marybeth 100 Anderson St Apt 344
Nelson Jeffrey L 1700 High St
Nese James 851 Progress
Nevels Catherine 1521 Hatteras St
Newman Charles W, Rita 2029 Howard St
Niven Brian G Alcoa China Beijing Off 201 Isabella St
North Arthur Est 3138 Shadeland Ave
Novak Funeral Home 3313 Brighton Rd 3313 Brighton Rd
Odell Robinson Funeral Home 614 Taylor Ave N
Oliver Lolee 201 Penft St
Olszewski John F 1018 Voskamp St
Onyshko Matthew, Jessica 262 Cliffview Rd
Orourke Anne 243 E Jefferson St
Owens Kelvin 1010 Woods Run Av
Papania Richard 1018 Chestnut St
Parker David A 208 Carpenter Ln
Parks Janice 16 Schubert St
Parrishptomey Donna 844 Kirkbride St
Pearl Preisendorfer 1142 Lapish Rd
Pearson Brenda 2620 Shadeland Ave
Pelc Sandra Wagner 1430 Dickson St
Penn Wall Washing & Scaffolding Co 104 W North Ave
Pennrose Mgmt Co, Manchester Commons 1220 Sheffield St
PittsburghTcg 2500 Allegheny Ctr
Pgw 30 Isabella St Ste 500
Photographic Communications 502 Avery St
Pinkerton Elva M Est, Sean Carmody Esq 801 Vinal St
3rd Fl
Pittsburgh Commercial Real Est 12 Federal St
Pittsburgh Tcg 2500 Allegheny Ctr Mall
Platek Kim 1021 High St
Plutnicki Ashley 2822 Shadeland Ave
PNC Mortgage 116 Allegheny Ctr Mall
Poad William J 201 Isabella St
Popovich Samuel J 320 E North Ave Ste 108
Pouyat Stephan 1228 Buena Vista St
Power Contracting Inc 2200 Spring Gdn Ave 2nd Fl
Powers Joseph J 1607 Antrim St
Pozar Michael 1204 E Ohio St
Primonato Enterprises Ltd 422 Foreland St
Proctor Timothy S, Deborah B 414 Jacksonia St
Puharic Donald S 2123 Rockledge
Purcell Cleta 404 Hoffman Rd
Quertinmont A 1 North Shr
Quintessence 116 Federal St Ste 230
Raheem Amirah Abdul, Khalid A 3831 Hiawatha St Apt 4
Ramey Curtis 1200 Woodland Ave
Ransom Frank 1145 New Hampshire Dr
Rarachay Maggie 1215 Troy Hill Rd
Rashid Lisa A 907 Haslage Ave Apt 1
Rebholz Richard J Jr, Billie K 3407 Spring Gdn Rd
Redpath Integrated Pathology In 816 Middle St 2nd Fl
Reeves Olivia 1216 Kunkle Way
Relentless Simplicity LLC 1229 Ingham St
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Respiratory Equipment & Mfg 3210 Mcclure Ave
Revis Denise 1218 Loraine St
Richard J Sentner Family Trust, Nai Pitt 2 N Shore Ctr
Ste 300
Richards Jane J 122 Darling Dr
Richardson Kathleen 601 Pressley St Apt 715
Richey Pauline M Est 604 Cedar Ave
Richmond Lillian Est 3202 Mcclure Ave
Riehle Ryan 1323 Gifford St
Riley Karl F 1400 James St
Ritenour Tammy 1114 Buente St 3b
Robic Michael 1148 Voskamp St
Robinson Jennie F 859 Kirkbride St
Rodgers Marie B, Robert 422 Suismon St
Rose Jennifer A 3443 Corona St
Roth Edward, Norman 1901 East St
Roth Robert 1731 Perrysville Ave Ward 2
Rothert Charles A 51 Leister St
Rounds Linda M 1235 Sandusky St
Rozum Leona C 3501 Shadeland Ave
Russ Frank Kirby 1146 Fabyan St
Russ Loretta M 638 Woods Run Ave
Russo Steve Jr 1525 Buena Vista St
Rutherford James 1500 Brighton Pl Apt 207
Ryotaro Ito 300 Heinz St C 418
Safe Foundations Inc 2200 Spring Gdn Ave 2nd Fl
Sakol Ronald W Skyview Tr 2170 Rhine St
Salizco Inc Allied Ins Brokers Inc 4 Allegheny Ctr 4th Fl
Salzer Catherine 1025 Norris St
Samuels Marc Dr 320 E North Ave Ste 108
Sapa Extrusions 12 Federal St Ste 505
Saunders John 844 Kirkbride St
Saunders Richard PO Box 6827
Savvior Technology Solutions 800 Vinial St
Scalise Jean 108 Brahm St
Scarmella Maureen K 2010 Straubs Ln
Schaffer Thomas M 3427 Fleming Ave
Schatzman Alex 4132 Gittens St
Schindler Anthony L 3543 California Ave
Schwab Betty 3642 Verner Ave
Schwarzmeier John 1012 Buente St
Scott Thomas 420 E North Ave Ste 206
Scribner Deanna 1707 Brighton Pl
Sekela Viola 1826 Wittmer St
Sharing Malezi 1528 Termon Ave
Shelley Virginia A 2010 Straubs Ln
Shelton Bessie 124 Carrington St
Sherbondy James M 408 Jackson St
Shinde Trupti S 3 Allegheny Ctr Apt 514
Simpson Sadria 2106 Lappe Ln
Sines Kenneth 2354 Atmore St
Singer Norman A, Norma A 2225 Howard St
Slovak Savings Bank 2470 California Ave
Small Decarlos D 1723 Cowley St Apt 50
Smigiel Chester, Hilda 1344 Goettman St
Smith Lawrence C 841 Suismon St
Smith Pamela 3827 Bonaventure Way
Snyder Deloris L 1500 Letort St Apt 312
Snyder Thomas A 28 Solar St
Socash Michelle A, Peter R 2024 Termon Ave
Spears Annie 1707 Brighton Pl
Standfast Ann L 2840 Mt Troy Rd
Starkist Co 225 N Shore Dr Ste 400
Steele Mystique 3658 Perrysville Ave
Steinitz Patricia A 1400 Orchlee St
Stephen Dorothy L 1308 Geyer Ave
Stephen M Brady Funeral Home 920 Cedar Ave
Stettner Jacqueline Est 403 1235 Yetta Ave
Stevenson Alice E, Sarah A 1524 Termon Ave
Stine Renee 1258 Thelma St
Stiver Gary L 3527 California Ave
Stoll Lillian B 4044 California Ave
Stouwie Diane E 2027 Lowrie St
Strauss Elizabeth 849 Phineas St
Streba Theodore 1842 Winhurst St
Stutzmann Arlene 1500 Letort St 704
Sukaly John 1533 Lowrie St
Tarasi Ruth 1014 Woods Run Ave
Tavolieri William E 1358 S Side Ave
Taylor Lois 1442 Sandusky St
Thomas Edward Est PO Box 61023
Thomas Helen 3266 Richardson Ave
Thompkins Mary A 1602 Buena Vissta St
Thompson Stephen 1401 Buena Vista St
Thompson Stephen Hugh 1234 Monterey St
Thurner Kensey R 100 Anderson Stapt 145
Toomey James Jr 1051 Smithton Ave
Toyota Motor Credit Corp 606 Cedar Ave Apt 1
Traupman Ronald Sr 3202 Spring Gdn Ave
Trautman John Paul 1114 Buente St Apt 3b
Trela Edward 601 Pressley St Apt 1014
Trevisan Rosemary T 920 Reiss St
Tubner Da Shea 1312 Marshall Ave
Ugly 208 Federal St
Unick Jason 905 Peralta St
Urban Settlement Svcs LLC 4 Allegheny Ctr 6th Fl
Urbik Kraig 1020 Progress St Apt M201
Us Bank National Assoc 150 Allegheny Ctr 24−060
Valeriano James P Mri of Western Pa 127 Anderson St
Verda S Craig Revocable Living Trust 3527 Laird St
Vescio Robert L, Helen A 1112 Linden Pl
Viestate Edward, Rose, Stanley 1116 Welfendale St
Vollberg Richard 3914 California Ave
Vuga Stephen 3017 Stayton St
W Penn Aaa Tvl Agcy 2 N Shore Ctr 2nd Fl
Wagners Landscaping 2328 Spring Gdn Ave
Walker Anthony 1241 Resaca Place
Wasielewski Clara 1014 Salter Way
Waters Hilda 1305 Stranmore St
Watson Geoffrey H, Alcoa Inc 201 Isabella St
Watson Patricia 1012 Buente St
Watts David Est 710 W North Ave Apt 408
Weaver Jean M 840 Tripoli St Apt Fl 2
Webster Douglas 1239 Dickson St
Weidner Agnes 21 Queen St
Weixel Gertrude K 104 Richbarn Rd
Wells Fargo 2615 Mt Troy Rd
Welsh Nancy 1504 Termon Ave
Wertelecky Jerry T 100 Anderson St Apt 631
Westlink Financial Svcs 1218 Loraine St
Whalen Mary R 3548 Mass Ave
White James 857 Suismon St Apt 2
White Joseph 861 Grand Ave
Wiggan Victor PO Box 6401
Wigton Amanda L 3729 Brighton Rd
Wilbur Smith Inc 503 Martindale St 6th Fl
Williams Leola 1623 Federal St
Williams Mariah 710 W North Ave 309
Williamson Joel 2021 Lowrie St
Wilson Tonisha N 1138 Ridgeland Dr
Windhorst Patrick J 814 Blossom Way
Witt Charles G, Jerry A 3910 Winshire St 1 fl
Wolfe Mary T 1 Blanche Ave
Wolfe Theresa M 1 Blanche Ave
Wolmark Norman 4 Allegheny Ctr 5th Fl
Wood Wilbert P 1146 Voskamp St
Wozniak George W 1424 Lowrie St
Wozniak Louis 916 Suismon St
Wpahs Physician Billing 2 Allegheny Ctr
Wright Garrick 2315 Bessie Ave
Wright Tonaira J 1616 Montorey St
Young Janet 1145 Westpoint Ave
Young Shavonda 522 Armandale St
Young Vernon M 1520 Antrim St
Youngworth Norbert F, John R 8 Allegheny Ctr Apt 202
Zeosog Theodore 201 Isabella St
Ziegler Theresa 2034 Eggers St
Zopank Geraldine Est 1457 Firth St
Zotaley Jason 300 Hein St Apt C520
Pittsburgh Pa 15213
3609 Forbes Ave Assocs Ltd 4617 Winthrop St
Abdel Samia Atti 338 S Bouquet St
Abell Edward Md 5001 Centre Ave 3rd Fl
Abernethy David S 4450 Bayard St
Adams Helen 441 Burrows St
Ahn Bernard 4705 5th Ave Apt 1h
Alagar Medical Assocs 270 Tennyson Ave
Alattar Muna A 414 S Craig St
Alkazemi Reyadh A 414 S Craig St
Allen Donna Lee, Bobby L 3616 Frazier St
Almatroudi Maznah 3601 5th Ave
Alpha Kappa Delta Ph 5032 Forbes Ave Smc 3856
Alsaud Aljoharah Mohamed 3601 5th Ave Falk Clinic Ste 1a
Alsaud Turki 3601 5th Ave
Alshuala Fatima 5030 Centre Ave Apt 35
Amonkar Aditya 4716 Ellsworth Ave
Andersen David G 4216 Centre Ave
Anderson Sharon, Family House Nevi 514 N Neville St
Rm 39
Antosiewicz Anna Herman 4733 Wallingford St
Anunt Sumrej Sriprachya 4742 Centre Ave Apt 404
Arabu Eduardo 400 Oak Hill Dr
Armstrong Durval 3107 Tr St
Armstrong Sean H 323 Morewood Ave 1
Arrington Audrey M 3233 Gorman Way
Assocs In Neurology 5750 Ctrave Ste 100
Avacara 203 Whitridge St
Ayi Kumi William A 3312 Dawson St 2nd Fl
Baddeloo Edna 43 Taggart St
Bak Gi W 2 Bayard Rd Apt 25
Bar Jessie Mae 2527 5th Ave
Barnes Wilmer L 3217 Niagara St
Barnett Mary 4400 Centre Ave Apt 4m
Baruch Lillian J 246 Mckee Pl
Batra Eiti 222 Melwood St Apt 202
Bayir Hulya 144 N Dithridge St 67
Beechgrove Homes LLC, Ndc Real Est 4415 5th Ave
Bellissimo Christopher 167 Morewood Ave Apt 1
Benton Tellie 6639 Odessa
Berera Anshul 5032 Forbes Ave 6926
Berger Allison 220 N Dithridge St 403
Bey Victoria 3234 Dawson St
Bhawnani Richika A 5000 Forbes Ave Smc
5443 Carnegie Mellon Univ
Bicking Charles W 5119 Ctr Ave
Blank Alan M 101 N Dithridge 1002 Webster Hall
Bohna John A 155 N Craig St Ste 150
Bombay Mart Inc 326 Atwood St
Bonaut Aitziber Aleu 128 N Craig St Apt 307
Boomerangs 3909 Forbes Ave
Borisenko Grigory G 3709 Dawson St
Boroumand Azadeh 100 Hyman Place
Bose Anamika 4740 Baum Blvd Apt 41
Brothers Stern 4614 5th Ave
Browdie Leonard 414 S Craig St
Brown James T PO Box 7107
Brown Julius III 513 Cato St
Bucci David 262 N Dithridge St Apt 1
Bullard Jane 313 Oakland Ave
Burke Jeffrey 120 Lytton Ave 250 University Ctr
Burmeister Lynn 311 S Craig St Ste 300
Bushon Fannie F 3209 Niagara St
Byungjun Kim 4716 Ellsworth Ave Apt 121
C R Collision 500 N Craig St
C Wong And Co 4234 Parkman Ave
Caldwell John 307 S Dithridge St The Atrium Apt 305
Campbell Angela 141 Robinson St Apt 39
Campbell Griselda 4749 Baum Blvd
Cao Dong 5000 Forbes Ave Language Techn Newell Simon
Hall Rm 4502
Cao Manshu 4628 Bayard St Rm 401 Aberson Apt
Carr Adam 262 N Dithridge St Apt 401
Carthew Bryan 262 N Dithridge St Apt 603
Castineiras Terezinha MD 3896 Bigelow Blvd Apt 704
Celesi Helen 3633 Childs St
Celesti John R, Helen 3633 Childs St
Center For Contine 200 Lothrop St Iroquois Bldg Ste 302
Cert Cmu, Kim Farrah 4500 5th Ave
Chambers Frances, Doris 3105 Kennett Sq
Chan Kelly 4740 Baum Blvd Apt 58
Chang Yi Chih 201 Whitridge St
Chao Pei 245 Melwood Ave
Chapman Jessie W 5030 Centre Ave Apt A51
Chapski Florence 3334 Ajax St
Charoenpornsawat Paisarn 5030 Centre Ave Apt 860
Chen Haiyan 3429 Dawson St Apt 101
Chen Jiajia 3952 Forbes Ave Cmu
Chen Li Ming 151 N Craig St Apt 7j
Chen Michael Y 4730 Centre Ave Apt 204
Chen Pi C 1 Bayard Rd Apt 4
Chen Qingming 331 Devonshire St Apt A3
Chen Wenqian 3355 Dawson St
Chetlin Julie Guerriero DMD 213 S Craig St
Cheul Park 5000 Forbes Ave
Chia Hung 5032 Forbes Ave 6886
Chinmay Garde 5000 Centre Ave
Chivatchev Boris L 409 Morewood Ave
Chivukula Srinivas 250 Melwood Ave Apt 22
Choi Marianne 1032 −1 Holland 3990 Fi
Chovin Carlson 3990 5th Ave 507
Chow Yee H 4629 Bayard St Apt 208
Chu Alan 10 Hemingway St
Chuang Shang H 3441 Ward St
Churley Rose Ursuline Svcs Inc 4749 Baum Blvd
Ciora Joseph J 19 Mackey St
Cleveland Spencer 272 Melwood Ave
Cohen Leeor 4506 Centre Ave Fl 1
Cohen Samuel M 4625 5th Ave 511
Compression Mgmt Svcs Webster Hall 4415 5th Ave
Computational Diagnostics Inc 5001 Baum Blvd Ste 530
Cooper Danielle 361 Darragh St 314
Costelloe Michael Upmc Overseas Inc 200 Lothrop St
Cotton Shalonda 146 Oak Hill Dr
Coyne Martin J 356 Coltart Ave
Cramer Jayva 129 Rhine St Apt 3d
Cronin Douglas 619 Melwood Ave
Crownover William Smc 51275032 Forbes Ave
Csizmadia Marianne 4041 Bigelow Blvd
Curran Theodore L 520 Morewood Ave
Dai Bao 22 Wellsford St
Dai Fa J 3725 Dawson St Apt 1
Dai Shengchuan 2 Bayard Rd Apt 52
Das Satyajit 407 S Aiken Ave Apt 3
Daswani Vishal 5000 Forbes Ave Smc2094
Davis Luke 4614 5th Ave
Deaktor Scott Ivan, Marcia J 803 Devonshire St
Dean Lauren 4351 Centre Ave Apt 2
Deane Chris 4639 Filmore St
Delaney Frank 500 N Craig St
Depsipeptide Ctcl 190 Lothrop St Ste 145
Dermpath Diagnostics 5001 Centre Ave 3rd Fl
Detre Thomas 3811 Ohara St
Deva Susan Kerber 144 N Dithridge St Apt 609
Devan Saunseiarae 3245 Kennett Sq
Devereaux James H PO Box 7257
Devereaux Thomas G 2540 Wadsworth St
Devreaux Thomas G 2540 Wadsworth St
Dillon Chelsie Hottel 226 Robinson St
Dinneen James 3630 Frazier St
Ditoma Judith 123 University Pl
Donaldson William 3471 5th Ave Ste 1010
Dorsey Akilah 262 N Dithridge St Apt 204
Doughty Dontae D Smc 15275032 Forbes Ave
Duff Ogle Burks 5 Bayard Rd Apt 719
Dunai Judit 2418 Allequippa St Apt 106
Elizabeth Venditti Schenley House 155 N Craig St Ste 100
Endo Takeshi 230 N Craig St Apt 404
English Robert L 100 Hyman Place Apt 219
Ensminger Eric 500 N Craig St
Epstine Jane M 5023 Frew Ave
Est Rosella Freedman 3407 Bates St
Eye & Ear Foundation 203 Lothrop St
Fab 5 Entertainment 417 Semple St Apt 2
Fabio Anthony 4609 Bayard St Apt 23
Fagiolini Andrea M 166 N Dithridge St 4d
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Feabry William L 3117 Ellers St
Feldman Jeffrey Brandon 1091 Morewood Ave
Feller Robert 220 N Dithridge Unit 706
Feng Ziqin 334 Oakland Ave 1
Ferguson Cynthia 3222 Dawson St Apt 1fw
Fersch Deborah J 7 Cable Pl
Feyza Koksal 5000 Forbes Ave 35
Fischbeck Paul 4303 Parkman Ave
Fitzgerald Margaret C, Edward C 2 Bayard Rd Apt 66
Fitzpatrick Helen 4749 Baum Blvd
Fong Jason V 100 Jamal Pl
Forbes Pharmacy 3501 Forbes Ave Ste 756
Forum For Academic P 3380 Blvd of the Allies Ste 15
Freecsd 5000 Forbes Ave
Freedman Rosella 3407 Bates St
Friedman Emma 552 N Neville St 82
Froelich Amanda 3233 Parkview Ave
Fryer Vernell, April E 2431 Waring Ct
Fu Xiaoluo Litchfield Tower C 1308
Funn Jean 3214 1/2 Juliet
Gagne Danielle L, Jill A 295 Melwood Ave Apt 502
Gao Shaorong 331 Devonshire St Apt B1
Garrett Kevin O 3454 Forbes Ave 7th Fl
Gaskiene Ona Aldona 4721 Maripoe St
Gaydos Esther M, Ronald 4601 Bayard St
Gerber Sharon Gail, Rose Sari 4903 Ellsworth Ave
Gerberkalson Beverly D 128 N Craig St 317
Gerphol Thippaporn, Sopitjariya 4742 Centre Ave Apt 602
Geywon Kim 5032 Forbes Ave
Ggidealab Inc Dba Flashgroup Labs Inc 4618 Henry St
Glassner Leonard E Schenley Gdns 3890 Bigelow Blvd
Apt 221
Goda Dolores B 3418 Bates St
Goldberg Samantha L 4716 Ellsworth Ave Apt 615
Goldstein Morton L 540 N Neville St Apt 802
Goliat Dolores Est 64 Beelen St
Gonzales Rivero Manuel 3952 Forbes Ave Cmu 5032
Gonzalez Ginestet Pablo Matias 320 N Neville St Ap
Good Nathan 3509 Blvd of The Allies
Goto Takuma 326 Melwood Ave Apt 4
Graff Milton M 154 N Bellefield Ave
Grandis Jennifer R Biomedical Science Tower W947
Gregor Zachary 262 N Dithridge St Apt 105
Gregory Kyle 316 Ophelia St
Grieco Mauro 3432 Ward St
Griggs Ruth A 4625 5th Ave Apt 807
Gross Aaron 4716 Ellsworth Ave Apt 309
Gross Joshua B 807 S Millvale Ave 1
Grybas Algirdas 5000 Forbes Ave
Guard Winifred Reddington 4749 Baum Blvd
Guergana Pentcheca Ilieva 5000 Forbes Ave
Gunes Canan 5000 Forbes Ave
Guoli Haung 4629 Bayard St Apt 213
Gupta Arish 5032 Forbes Ave
Gursoy Muruvvet M 3601 5th Ave
Guzman Rios 3601 5th Ave
Hall Lullene 2540 Allequippa St 1
Haller Marjorie B 5023 Frew St
Han Byoung 5032 Forbes Ave 1376
Hao Mingzhou 144 N Dithridge St Apt 702
Harkins Daniel, Mary 3216 Joe Hammer Sq
Harper John 3630 Frazier St
Harrison John PO Box 7202
Hayde Edward N 4601 5th Ave
Hegde Sachin 5000 Forbes Ave 3440
Heher Melinda 3811 Ohara St Ste 600
Heisel Kathryn 3952 Forbes Ave Cmu 5032
Henqghan Michael 347 Oakland Ave
Herbert Ginny 3990 5th Ave 320−1
Hiller Miriam 4601 5th Ave Apt 329
Hirsch Eleanor L 4625 5th Ave Apt 108
Ho Serena Smc 6793 5032 Forbes Ave
Ho Vivian 8048 Carnegie Mellon Dr
Hodzic Sanel 4720 Wallingford St
Hoffman Holli 111 Hyman Place Apt 310
Hongdul Thomrat 4 Bayard Rd Apt 34
Horne D Stuart, Horne Arline 166 N Dithridge St
Hotta Chisato 240 Melwood Ave Apt D1
House of Law 100 Hyman Pl Apt 219
Howard Elizabeth F, Lawrence 825 Morewood Ave Apt W
Hsu Hsao Hsun 4742 Centre Ave Apt 105
Hu Hanzhang 1063 Morewood Ave
Hu Jian 220 Chesterfield Rd
Huang Min Huang Min 5030 Centre Ave Apt 364
Huang Shuchuan 2 Bayard Rd Apt 32
Huang Xi 1029 Lothrop Hall
Huber Donald K 3 Bayard Rd Apt 56
Hunter Lindley Reed 128 N Craig St Apt 415
Huntley Rosemary L 4625 5th Ave Apt
Huston Estella M 3526 Frazier St
Huynh Anh Van Tower A 1309 2 3990 5th Ave
Hwang Joonho R 151 N Craig Stapt 5e
Hyoju Kim 4614 5th Ave Apt 321
Hyun Dae Jun 5030 Centre Ave Apt 751
Ibe Raymond O 348 Melwood Ave
Ijiri Tomoko, Yuji 5 Bayard Rd Apt 118
Immunosite Inc 5117 Centre Ave L 1 26
Iron City Storage 3700 Bigelow Blvd
Itm Holdings Ltd, John Davis 3636 Blvd Of The Allies
Jackson Dorothy 3135 Ellers St
Jani Rasiklal M Family Dental Care 3500 5th Ave
Jennings Frank 3601 5th Ave
Jia Liqian 245 Melwood Ave Apt 302
Johan Morton 220 N Dithridge St
Johnson Sarah 3896 Bigelow Blvd
Jones Carrie 3234 Dawson St
Jones Richard J 3314 Hardie Way
Jones Rosella 4400 Centre Ave Apt 5c
Joyner Shannon 5000 Forbes Ave
Jung Seoul 5030 Centre Ave Apt 751
Jung Yu S 5000 Forbes Ave Snc 3708
Junichi Yoshida 230 N Craig St Apt 708
Justsystem Language Techns Inc 5001 Baum Blvd Ste 700
Kachachi Bashar J 5031 Forbes Ave
Kaefer Nicole, Data Ctr 200 Meyran Ave Ste 200
Kalik Louis 209 307 S Dithridge St
Kamada Jun 4742 Centre Ave Apt 401
Kaminski William 307 Oakland Ave A
Kaminski William L 304 Oakland Ave
Kang In Ho 5000 Forbes Ave
Kapoor Sonali Carnegie Mellon Univer 1060 Morewood Ave
Rm 144
Kartik Venkataraman 3 Bayard Rd Apt B1
Katora Michael 3714 Ward St
Kaufer Abigail Debra 3289 Kennett Sq
Kawada Hiroyuki 4742 Centre Ave Apt 503
Kazsmer Eleanor J 4749 Baum Blvd
Keene High School Class of 1998 5 Bayard Rd Unit 615
Keisel David 306 South Ave Apt 16
Kellogg Dan A 5032 Forbes Ave 6846
Kelly Judith A, Joseph The Royal York 611
3955 Bigelow Blvd
Kerner Isabel C 4609 Bayard St
Kim Byungjun 4716 Ellsworth Ave 121 Cathedral Mansions
Kim Hyunsoo 151 N Craig St Apt 10f
Kim Jin B, Kappa Sigma 1063 Morewood Ave
Kim Jinkyung 2 Bayard Rd Apt 31
Kim Kyuhwang 5032 Forbes Ave 4843
Kim Mingyew 4705 5th Ave Apt 2c
Kim Mintaek 230 N Craig St Apt 804
Kim Taek Goo 4705 5th Ave Apt 2c
Kim Yeon Jung 3 Bayard Rd Apt 67
Kim Yongwoo 4614 5th Ave Apt 403
Klein Donald J 146 N Bellefield Ave Apt 504
Kleynen Kayla 3609 Swinburne St
Ko Su Yun 193 Morewood Ave
Kobayashi Shinobu 5032 Forbes Ave
Koh Jaeho 5000 Forbes Av
Koo Jing Yuen 5032 Forbes Ave
Kornfeld Vera 331 Devonshire St
Kulkarni Hrishikesh 5030 Centre Ave Apt 456
Kwon Junghyun 4628 Bayard St Apt 301
Ladov Susan B 128 N Craig St Apt 915
Lahmaideh Majdia 323 Atwood St
Lai Yu Ni 5030 Centre Ave Apt 661
Lakeview Golf Resort Spa Tailored Marketing Inc
425 N Neville St
Lam Wai C 231 Dunseith St
Lamar Companies 2610 5th Ave
Lamar Maretta 2515 Wadsworth St
Lambert Arthur Est 3452 Bates St
Larson Linna K Est 3890 Bigelow Blvd Apt 402
Latimore Edward A 227 N Neville St Ext
Lauer Alison 39 Boundary St Fl 2
Lee Beyle 4716 Ellsworth Ave
Lee Irene 5032 Forbes Ave Smc6419
Lee Jungeun 4750 Centre Ave Apt 24
Lee Wan 4705 5th Av Apt 1g
Lee Ying 141 N Dithridge St Apt 32
Lee Yong B 430 Atwood St Apt 2c
Levin Elizabeth 4625 5th Ave Apt 108
Lewis Dorothy A 3206 Niagra St
Lewis Jeanne M 3256 Ward St
Li Hongming 3222 Juliet St
Li Hongming 3604 Parkview Ave Apt 1
Li Minren 11 Edith Place
Liang Li Heng 5030 Ctr Ave Apt 857
Lin Alexander Y 4609 Bayard St 87
Lin Chih Che 4742 Centre Ave Apt 407
Linhart Debbi 3339 Ward St
Lining Taji 262 Robinson St
Liu Zhenyu 3633 Bethoven St
Lucas Grady 64 Wakefield St
Lyons Deborah A, Jason 3817 Dawson St Apt 304
Lysenko Dmitry 344 Meyran Ave Apt 2b
Ma Junhan 3448 Frazier St
Ma Mark 3952 Forbes Ave Cmu 5032
Mackenzie Mary P 307 S Dithridge St
Mai Ken Soh 4 Bayard Rd Apt 64
Manea Amna 4910 Centre Ave
Manning Annie M 4737 Maripoe St Apt 1
Mark Randall B, Ryan G 166 N Dithridge St Apt 1g
Marshall Tyrell J 4523 Centre Ave
Martinez Alejandro 431 Atwood St
Martins Maira Cristiana 101 N Dithridge St Apt 401
Mathur Sameer 1 Bayard Rd 42
Matin Sarah 4614 5th Ave Apt908
Matthews Johnnie L 3400 Ridgeway St
Mawe Eileen C 4601 5th Ave Apt 225
Maynard Emily 3990 5th Ave Apt A19101
Mazur Michael Alan 4625 5th Ave Apt 407
Mcbryde Joy C 2431 Waring Ct
Mccandless Judith A 3276 Parkview Ave
Mcdonald F 3264 Ward St
Mcdonnell Terrilyn, Paul F 414 S Craig St
Mcginnis Laura 300 S Craig St 313
Mcnicholas Thomas Est 3349 Tr St
Mcsweeney Edward F, Daniel 4721 5th Ave
Mead Christopher J 4720 Centre Ave Apt 5d
Medical Media Svcs 230 Mckee Pl 1st Fl
Meersman Steven 3 Bayard Rd 1
Melone Alvine 244 Oakland Ave Apt 3 1
Meng Yuan 5032 Forbes Av Apt 7344
Merriman Margaret 307 Coltart Ave
Mieczkowski Caroline 3290 Dawson St
Miller Mary E 3608 Bates St
Min Zhang Xian 825 Morewood Ave Apt G4
Minton Andrew 5000 Forbes Ave Smc 3093
Miyata Susanne 300 N Dithridge St Apt 312b
Montefiore Hosp 3459 5th Ave
Mooney Jettie L, Paul A 825 Morewood Ave Apt G5
Moore Antoinette 822 Francis St
Moore Charles E 3520 Forbes Ave
Moore Grace Danley Park Plaza Apt 804 128 N Craig St
Moore Veronica L 3210 Dawson St
Moran Michael 154 N Bellefield Ave Apt 6
Morey Samuel W 335 N Craig St 1st Fl
Moriyama Tsuyoshi 4742 Centre Ave Apt 403
Morris Claire, Sam B 540 N Neville St 806
Moura Helder 4600 5th Ave
Mr 2nite Entertainm, Raymond Ibe 348 Melwood Ave 201
Musa Afaf Khalefa 331 Devonshire St Apt A4
Myint Sao A 4400 Centre Ave Apt 6m
Nahari Yaron 4720 Centre Ave Apt 1f
Nahei Kim 4716 Ellsworth Ave Apt 714
Nalepa Michael A, Helen M 220 N Dithridge St Apt 907
Narasimhn Sriram 4730 Centre Ave Apt 108
Nasakaitis Samantha 358 Atwood St
National Kidney Foundation 3109 Forbes Ave Ste 101
Ndc Real Est Mgmt 4415 5th Ave
Neely Matthew 3271 Dawson St
Nesgoda John Est 4733 Centre Ave Apt 4d
Ni Shih Wei 4716 Ellsworth Ave Apt 405
Nimmo Educational Foundation 4627 5th Ave
Nixon Miryam 475 Walllingford St
Nogueira Milton 516 Alumni Hall 4227 5th Ave
Oh Yejin 4628 Bayard St Apt 310
Ohrman Amy 627 Melwood Ave Rear
Onishi Toshinari Apt 402 144 N Dithridge St
Ooi Melissa G Apt 252 5030 Centre Ave
Orlick Stella 4749 Baum Blvd
Osawa Aki 4614 5th Ave Apt 721
P And W Foreign Car Svc Inc 4801−4900 Baum Blvd
Pack Jennifer R, Robert R 3244 Dawson St
Padayachee Avesh 4601 Bayard St Apt 206
Page Octavia A 2443 Waring Ct
Paliwal Vishal 272 N Dithridge St 202 Ich
Park Chan 5000 Forbes Cmu Smc 5326 Av
Park Rakjun 2 Bayard Apt 2 Rm 38
Park Sanghee 151 N Craig St Apt 6f
Park Sukwon 245 N Dithridge St
Patamapongs Malawan 5000 Forbes Ave
Patamapongs Natasha L 5032 Forbes Ave 6758
Pattaraatikon Wasan 412 N Neville St Apt 1
Patterson Daryl Esq, Daryl Sr 1216 Hillsboro St
Pauknerova Daniela 4218 Centre Ave
Paul William 4716 Ellsworth Ave Ste 219
Pawlenko Joseph D 231 Chesterfield Rd
Perot Valentine 733 Broughton St Fl 2
Perwas Lauren J 4825 Ctr Ave
Petereit Gladys 3601 5th Ave
Pettaway James 3409 Bates St
Pfohl Georgia 154 N Bellefield St
Philana Lin J 10 Hemingway St
Phillips Charlie 651 Morewood Ave
Piao Chuncheng 3222 Juliet St
Pierson Margie 4400 Centre Ave 7 I
Pitt Win 322 Mckee Pl Apt 10
Plung Donald S 146 N Bellefld 1002
Plung Louis B 6565 Beacon St
Poirer Martha Virginia 223 Mckee Place
Pollard Shelia 822 Francis St
Pontious Dorothy A, Marlin H Mickle 4601 5th Ave 623
Posey Elijah 300 Melwood Ave
Puhl Marguerite 4601 5th Ave Univ Sq 2 Apt 22
Pw Bmw 4801 Baum Blvd
R Street Assocs 4415 5th Ave
Raghavan Mythili L 222 Melwood Ct 108
Ramey Donald 315 Lawn St
Ramirez Francisco 3217 Kennett Sq Fl 2
Ramnath Rohit 5032 Forbes Ave
Ratanasirintrawoot Napat 4742 Centre Ave Apt 505
Rebert Marc 4720 Centre Ave Apt 4c
Reddington Winifred Sr 4749 Baum Blvd
Reilly Maura C 111 Hyman Pl Apt 109
Richardson Christopher 4716 Ellsworth Ave
Rieck Albert J 317 Meyran Ave
Ritzen Charles 5100 Forbes Ave
Rms 154 North Bellefield Ave
Roberson Ronald L 4333 Dakota St
Robinson Sanford N 4712 Bayard St
Rock Henrietta 4749 Baum Blvd
Rock Victor, Henrietta 4749 Baum Blvd
Rodriguez Mario Dvm 204 Craft Ave
Ronconi Lucas 230 S Bouquet St
Rosa Manuela 3955 Bigelow Blvd Apt 307
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Rose James D 747 Broughton St
Rosenberg James Louis 4700 Ellsworth Dr
Rubenstein Ida R 4749 Baum Blvd
Rugart Robert Smc 19835032 Forbes Ave
Sabharwal Akshay 4000 Forbes Ave Smc5193
Sagong Hoon 151 N Craig St Apt 9e
Saker Linda, Wayne 3520 Forbes Ave Apt 157
Sammartino Camillo 518 Cato St
Sanchez Angel 205 Robinson St Apt 24
Sanchez William J 373 Mckee Pl Apt 4
Sarwohadi Sandjaja 4628 Bayard St Apt 217
Scarff Lindley Hunter 128 N Craig St Apt 415
Schechter Beatrice 154 N Bellefield Ave
Schultz Clifford B Jr Hampton Hall K 3 166 N Dithridge
Sciulli Philomena E 3348 Parkview Ave
Scott William H 3623 Frazier St
Scruggs Barbara 825 Morewood Ave Town House M
Seinberg Jacob 4506 Centre Ave Apt 1
Seleski Veronica, Frances 503 Melwood Ave
Sell David PO Box 7527
Seller Carole 3281 Dawson St
Shackelford James Benton 4922 Centre Ave Apt 3
Shakir Yasser, Alia 4625 5th Ave Apt 504
Sheets Trever 801 S Millvale Ave Apt 2
Sherosky Margaret 375 N Craig St Apt 302
Sheth Kamalesh Webster Hall 4415 5th Ave Apt 518
Shim Eun 5023 Forbes Ave
Shook Cynthia 4720 Centre Ave Apt 1d
Shour Fouad V 5000 Forbes Av
Shults Auto Group P&W Division 4801 Baum Blvd
Sidhanth Lalwani 5023 Forbes Ave 6761
Sim Medical Wiser 230 Mckee Pl Ste 300
Singh Aman D Carnegie Mellon Unive 1060 Morewood Ave
Rm 144
Singh Veni 4716 Ellsworth Ave 611
Siqiao Lu 330 Mckee Pl Apt 11
Skelly John P, Ursuline Svcs Inc 4749 Baum Blvd
Song Hahnsang 4614 5th Ave Apt 301
Soo Kim 5000 Forbes Ave Smc2686
Soongsawang Sarun 3 Bayard Rd Apt 51
Souverin Matthew 356 N Craig St
Spencer Darryl X 4737 Maripoe St Apt 1
Spencer William 5000 Forbes Ave 5205
Sribenjachote Chiti 256 N Craig St Apt 4
Stallings Jean J, Jean PO Box 19058
Stanford Study S 506 Bst 200 Lothrop St
Steel City Promos Inc 3577 Bigelow Blvd Fl 2
Stern Norman 3109 Forbes Ave Ste 500
Stimmer Michael 1150 Banbill Rd
Straub Peter B 3707 Dawson St
Streeter Matthew J 3266 Ward St Apt 1
Sullivan Caitlin A 3530 Louisa St
Sun Je W 1030 Morewood Ave 504
Sung Woo Hwang, Cmu 5000 Forbes Ave
Suryanto Bambang 100 Lytton Ave
Suspense Cash Fyten 200 Lothrop St
Suttles Ora 2946 Crockett St
T N Prithvi Reddy Trust 808 Devonshire St
Tagore Satish K 4720 Centre Ave Apt 5f
Talak Angela A 3229 Dawson St
Tan Xiaoyue 3429 Dawson St Apt 202
Tan Yi Ju 4614 Filmore St
Tang Chenchen 343 Mckee Pl Apt 6
Tang Wen Shu Apartment 8
Tatar Ben Est 4400 Centre Ave Apt 7l
Taweewitchakreeya Natchaya 5030 Centre Ave Apt 763
Teitelbaum Maja W, Hugh E 4913 Wallingford St
Telerama Public Access 5001 Baum Blvd
Tepco Inc 307 S Dithridge St 912
Teplitz Philip M 307 S Dithridge St 912
Terrasim 4620 Henry St 3 Fl
Thaxton John, Jean 3214 1/2 Juliet St
Thorpe Curtis 113 Oakland Ct
Tianhui Xu 406 N Neville St Apt 101
Ting Zhang 16 Melba Pl 2
Tittel Victor 342 Ophelia St
Toby Rens Pittsb Volleyball Camps 414 S Craig St
PO Box 253
Totten Virginia B Royal York Apt 303 3955 Bigelow Blvd
Toy Heather Carnegie Museum Of Art 4400 Forbes Ave
Tseng Yu Chien 4750 Centre Ave Apt 60
Tsukada Akihiro 4742 Centre Ave Apt 604
Tsunemiya Chihiro 5000 Forbes Ave
Turnblacer Linda A, John J 3250 Niagara Sq
Twyman Crawford 2409 Waring Ct
Ua 2 16 00 Howard Preservation Trust 825 Morewood Ave
Town House
Udekwu Betty PO Box 19270
Ukigawa Hatsuko 5001 Baum Blvd Ste 700
University Surgical Assocs 3600 Forbes Ave 9th fl
Ursulines Inc 4749 Baum Blvd
Utl Tristate Neuro 200 Lothrop St Ste 5c
Vaccaro Antonino, Ana Rita 129 Baker Hall
Van D Miller Dmd 230 N Craig St Ste A
Veerasak Nichayapun 4780 Centre Ave 34
Visitpittsburgh Regional Enterp Tower 425 6th Ave
Wallace Lauren 2502 Sennott Sq 10 S Bouquet St
Wan Li 3237 Dawson St
Wang Dunyang, Hongfei 5000 Forbes Ave Smc6143
Wang Lin 322 Meyran Ave Apt 2
Wang Yeni 3604 Parkview Ave Apt 1
Weber Thomas R 233 N Craig St Apt 204
Western Psychiatric Inst 3811 Ohare St
Whitlock Sarah E 222 Colter Ave
Willey Raymond 154 N Bellefield Ave Apt 35
Williams George 375 N Craig St Apt 311
Wilmer Richarh 5023 Frew St Apt 5c
Wilson Benjamin 2415 Allequippa St Apt 205
Wingki Fung 5032 Forbes Ave Sm5543
Wingrove Roger L 224 S Fairmont Ave 1
Wisewire Corp 5001 Centre Ave
Woan Melissa C 1 Bayard Rd Apt 4
Wolfson Lillian K, George J Aif 4601 5th Ave Apt 622
Woodring Jamie 154 Chesterfield Rd
Woody Patrick 101 N Dithridge St Apt 30
Woskowiez Laura 50 Beelen St
Wpic, Kimberly Kirchner 3811 Ohara St E−502
Wroblewski Blanche 3432 Monroe St
Wu Chi Ling 4742 Centre Ave Apt 407
Wu Huafeng, Cmu Cylab 4720 Forbes Ave 2217
Wu Jianjun 294 Craft Ave Apt 8
Wu Meng Hung 4705 5th Ave 1h
Wu Zhikun 4400 5th Ave
Wu Zhikun C3 4730 Ctr Ave
Xiaojie Sun 304 Colgart Ave
Xinyang He 3990 5th Ave Apt 1701
Xu Ding 2283 Shady Ave
Xu Duosi 245 Melwood Ave Apt 906
Xu Jingping 151 N Craig St Apt 4k
Xu Wanwan 361 Darragh St Apt 215
Xu Wen 3633 Bethoven St
Xue Shan 5030 Centre Ave Apt 251
Yahav Chen 537 N Neville St Apt 6c
Yang Charlotte 350 Oakland Ave
Yang Ping 1 Bayard Rd Apt 38
Yang Yena 4614 5th Ave Apt 607
Yao Xiang 229 N Craig St Apt 102
Yeh Fuling 300 N Dithridge St Apt 302
Yen Suling 3243 Ward St
Yi Wang 190 Lothrop St 564
Yih Albert 5000 Forbes Ave Smc6747
Yin Zhang 5000 Forbes Ave
Yoo Hyun 151 N Craig St Apt 6j
Yoshikawa Miho 3401 Blvd Of The Allies
Yost Micheal 327 Meyran Ave
Yu Anthony Sky 825 Morewood Aveapt G4
Yu Qiang 4920 Centre Ave Apt 305
Yusko Sarah L, Ursuline Senior Svcs 4749 Baum Blvd
Zavaras Alexander A, Katerina A 226 Lytton Ave
Zec Anna 432 Atwood St
Zelinski Louise 4749 Baum Blvd
Zeng Yining 4720 Centre Ave Apt 3a
Zhan Jianghua 411 Atwood St
Zhang Henry 1091 Morewood Ave
Zhang Xuanshi 5 Bayard Rd
Zhang Yihong 3401 Forbes Av
Zhao Bei 358 Oakland Ave Apt 5
Zhao Shuyi 3550 5th Ave A1415−2
Zientek Emily A 4329 Dakota St
Zolkoski Lucille 3550 Melwood St
Zwinderman Matthijs 348 Lawn St
Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Adams Judith Ann 136 Van Buren St
Anderson Chris 2949 N Charles St Apt 201
Anderson Donald J 128 Brunner Ct
Austin Ora 306 W Burgess St
Auth David J 103 Dunlap St
Bahl Janet M 3854 Harpen Rd
Baulddng Devita 2102 Letsche St Apt 1
Beasley Oliver D 663 Chester Ave
Berwick James H 2403 Perrysville Ave Apt G3
Blaz Francis 3023 Viola St
Boling Alberta 3332 Perrysville Ave
Bonner Elda 2409 Osgood St
Bonner Robert G 253 Lafayette Ave
Boothe Charles 3374 Perrysville Ave
Boss Esther 4484 Mt Troy Rd Ext
Boutique Bee S 3671 Baytree St
Bova Megan 20 E Marshall Ave
Brock Juanita L 306 W Burgess St
Brown Mary L 2653 Perrysville Ave
Buccilli Jim 130 Jackson Run Rd
Burghart August J, Sandra 534 Roseland Ave
Burns Kevin 3504 Perrysville Ave
Burrell Keith Est 3001 Marshall Rd Apt 414
Butler Laura 3229 Perrysville Ave
Coffey Andre M 119 Dunlap St
Coleman Connie L 2652 Perrysville Ave Apt 1
Collins Robin 2113 Rederal St
Connolly Fred 4060 Perrysville Ave
Cooper Kevin M 3671 Baytree St
Cooper Tanisha S 620 N St Clair N3
Craig Minnie, Hugh 112 Hazlett St
Craig Allen H 112 Hazlett St
Dade Edith L 252 Penft St
Daiss Anna E 4442 Rodenbaugh Ave
Davis Joseph 131 Richey Ave
Deer Lucas 409 1/2 Bascom Ave
Demartini Gloria 3336 Delaware St
Denson William Jr 2816 Charles St
Devine Marjorie 1900 Belleau St
Donati Sharon C 34 Bonvue St
Drake Carry M 709 Chautauqua Ct
Early Patrick 409 Croghan Dr
Edgar John P 2344 Perrysville Ave
Edwards Robert, Leola 606 Rolla St
Edwards Maureen E 78 York Dr
Elliott Dorothy L 2403 Perrysville Ave Apt 109
Ellis Earl Est 2639 Perrysville Ave Apt 505
Ellison Irma E 25 Semicir St
Eubanks Sharon M 415 Mt Pleasant Rd 881
Evans Winnie 533 Mt Pleasant Rd Apt 609
Eyles Paul 3021 Viola St
Fearbry Lisa D 882 Mt Pleasant Rd
Feddes James 3400 Portola St
Feury Lora 3658 Baytree St
Fields Jacqueline 3509 Colby St
Flynn Somerville Kathleen 3741 Colby St
Fontana Michael 3701 Colby St
Ford Milford Lee 300 Kennedy Ave
Frederick Melissa F 150 Montana St
French Robert B 3001 Marshall Rd 301
Fuchs Kathleen 4484 Mt Troy Rd Ext
Fulwood Deverdine 243 Essen St
Fusina Marilyn 45 Watson Blvd
Gandy Willie, Norman 2004 Mountford Ave
Gaydos Kerry 1114 Montana St
Gelet Stella C 3881 East St
Gilmore Wanda 757 Magginn St
Golden Margaret Neal 158 Watson Blvd
Griggle Cheryl 322 Bascom Ave
Hall Leah 144 Villa Dr
Hammond Leroyal 2416 N Charles St
Harris Rawl 231 James St
Hatcher Ruth 2921 Perrysville Ave
Hathaway Edward 2704 Veteran St
Healthy Nest 1 Pine Hill Dr
Healy Hahn Funeral Props 4047 Perrysville Ave
Heim Mary Ann 419 Katherine St
Held Sandra 709 Maginn St
Hinsman Kathryn 178 Watson Blvd
Hirt Mary A 138 Jucinda St
Holiday Darla 418 Benture St
Hoover Daniel J 4486 Mt Troy Rd Ext
Horton Jerry J 2623 Maple Ave
Hsbc Bank Usa Na 417 Marshall Ave
Huerbin Timothy P 192 Connie Dr
Ivy Randy J Jr Mr 213 Watson Blvd
Janvier Niyungeko 1475 Chicago St 942
John Hancock Contracting Inc 33 Colby Tr
Jones Martha R 1858 Clayton Ave
Kabudasia Minami 600 Mt Pleasant Rd
Keith B 31 Hazlett St
King Bessie 2344 Perrysville Ave
Kirkland Dwayne 4040 Franklin Rd
Klein Shirley M 4436 Evergreen Rd
Knox Beatrice I 2201 Wilson Ave
Kohut Martha 3700 Ruggles St
Kolcun Stephen 66 Riverview Ave
Kress Jack Est, Marilyn 324 Bascom Ave
Krill Melissa L 3830 East St
Kuebbing Richard A, Sharyn B PO Box 76011
Latzko Barbara A 215 Waldorf St 1
Leindecker Anthony J, Mary C 100 Bascom Ave
Leonard Tammy 1845 Clayton Ave
Lesnefsky Benjamin J, Natalie C 3242 Orleans St
Lisanti Helen J, Joseph 4429 Evergreen Rd
Lynette Gasparre 41 Sylvia Ave
Marchase Marjorie 3418 Perrysville Ave
Marochi Sara J 2715 Norwood Av
Mastrean Margaret 2144 Perrysville Ave
Maxwell Clarence L 2709 Sherlock St
Mcafee Jill, John 212 Maplewood Dr
Mccarthy Eleanor M, Robert E 2334 Perrysville Ave Apt 2
Mcdonough Thomas 4029 Franklin Rd
Mcmahon Joseph 334 Bascom Ave Apt 215
Means John 131 Zilla Dr
Meyer Mary L 22 Garvin St
Mielke Marion A 2506 Perrysville Ave
Miller Frances 7 Geranium St
Mitchell Daniel S Mr Jr 2110 Federal St Ext
Mitchell Ronald V 2205 Federal St Ext
Moeller Elizabeth H, Paul H 3535 Colby St
Molitaris James R 202 Enger Ave
Moman Loleda L 238 Marshall Ave
Morrow Jeremy D 28 Radium St
Mullin K 5 Charlemma Ct
Murray Katherine E 62 Harlan Ave
Muto Scott 4564 Zane Pl
Nanna Tracie Ann 25 Semicir St
Nelson Brittany A 3001 Marshall Rd Apt 226
Neszpaul Richard 3973 Oakdale St
Novak Adam 39 Waldorf St
Oglesby Genanine D 3 Penn Dr
Ohare Kathleen 7226 Bennett St
P F B Enterp Inc 45 Allen Dr
Parker Anna Marie 637 Marshall Ave
Parker Richard E 1941 Letsche St
Paul Erma M 312 Faber St
Pavlakovich Raymond 2332 Osgood St
Pearl Snaman 2836 N Charles St
Perkins Mary M 330 Dunlap St
Phelan Eulalia 431 Dunlap St
Populo A B, Beverly A 334 Bascom Ave Apt B4
Porter Frederick 2414 Wilson Ave
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Powers Holly 710 Maginn St
Pratt George 2342 Osgood St
Ready Mildred 229 W Burgess St
Redman Ruth 2428 Maple Ave
Reese Andre, Jack 3733 Perrysville Ave
Richardson Robert 510 Danbury St
Ringland Jennie B 131 Connie Dr B
Robinson Emmanuel 347 Mt Pleasant Rd
Robinson Ernest 3466 Perrysville Ave
Robinson Funeral Home 2025 Perrysville Ave
Robinson George Meade 2344 Perrysville Ave
Robinson Odell III 2025 Perrysville Ave
Roetter Paul A, Paul T 525 Marshall Ave
Rose James R 404 Cherrywood Dr
Rose Lucille 723 Chautauqua Ct
Rosenberg Stanford H 152 Villa Dr
Rosenthal Robert B 3604 Manuel St
Rossi Laurieann 4132 Franklin Rd
Samuel G Est 2221 Holyoke St
Scott Leah 2722 Goshen St
Selevos Harry N 238 Marshall Ave
Serrano Paul M 4448 Valy View St
Shannon Patrick 107 Lowland Dr
Sofranko Mary 231 Kennedy Ave
Spencer Alna L 154 Oak Park Rd
Stammer Christine 532 Mcclintock Ave
Staples Gerri 2409 Osgood St
Stefano John J 3955 Evergreen Rd
Stephens Ann M 3973 Oakdale St
Stewart Ronald C Jr, Helen B 51 Grandview Ave
Strothers James 3912 Rear Perrysville Ave
Strott Doris M 98 Watson Blvd
Supanick Hope E 411 Hawkins Ave
Tate Mildred 463 Dornestic St
Taylor Sunday 59 Semicir St
Ternyey Eleanor, Robert 556 Ridgewood St
Tevis Marilyn L 217 Jacks Run Rd Apt 2
Tharp Kevin 700 Ivory Ave
Thoma Beverly 112 Longmount Dr
Thomas Alfred C 189 Connie Dr
Thomas Eugene 2321 Osgood St
Thomas Robert 3336 Delaware St
Thorne Eleanor, Betti 533 Mt Pleasant Rd Apt 202
Toyota Financial 3741 Colby St
Trojan Janet L 26 Quail Hill Rd
Truxell Elaine 4461 Lucerne Ave
Tucker Dorian V 318 Bothwell St
Turner Jean 2721 Leland St
Twyman Mary P 3315 Portola St
Ua 14−Apr−98 Robert E Mccarthy & E Leanor M
2334 Perrysville Ave Apt 2
Ur Pittsburgh 3001 Marshall Rd Ste 208
Vila Roger Alex 125 Bonvue St
Voelp Frances 3418 Perrysville Ave
Wagner Richard 212 W Burgess St
Walton Loretta 2416 N Charles St
Warcholak Emma 447 Marshall Ave
Ward Mykia 1437 Chicago St
Wee The People Ed Fund Inc Raymond D Hluska
2932 Norwood Ave
Wehrheim Helen M, Ursula 153 Ivory Ave
Westbrook Christian 27 Perryview Ave
Westlake Financial Svcs 3912 Rear Perrysville Ave
White Pauline R 3 Penn Dr
Wilds Robert 115 Bonvue St
Williams Alfonso 533 Mt Pleasant Rd 403
Williams Edward 2729 Norwood Ave
Williams Jeleela Est 3340 Delaware St
Winkler Joseph G 341 Faber St
Winmon Elizabeth 3545 Colby St
Woods Lorzeno 639 Danburyst
Wujko Phyllis Est 2613 Sunset Ave
Young Virginia M 405 Maline St
Zima Gerald 1 University Ave C 2c112
Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Allegheny Ent Assoc 100 Delafield Rd Ste 207
Baker Kimberly L 29a Bethany Dr
Banker Sharon M 10 Crest Dr
Banks Judith I 311 S Main St
Banther Michael 710 Main St
Benson Theresa M 39 B Bethany Dr
Bentz Kevin, Joy 28 Buckingham Pl
Bolans Chocolates 1310 Sharpshill Rd
Bollinger Bertha T 312 Eastern Ave
Bradley Paulette 1873 Middle St
Branch Rachael 124 3rd St F2
Brown Terry 345 Dorseyville Rd
Burchfield Janice L 611 Twin Pine Rd
Caprino Lillian 430 Valy View Dr
Carr Craig A 131 Valy View Dr
Carroll Dorothy F 1865 Middle St
Carson Leona G 112 Weir Dr
Cautela Mario 1730 Cecil St
Chandler Mark A 224 17th St
Cheng Kenneth P, Alec B, Colin R 215 Hunt Rd
Choi Jang Won 623 High St
Chorle Edward J PO Box 7763
Chou Hsu Man Hua 42 Collinwood Dr
Clark Richard, Amy 15 5th St
Compare Ezio G 4 Twin Pine Ct
Danks David J 209 Saint Charles Place
Delgrosso Dean 135 23rd St
Desabaetino Melissa 125 Kittaning Pike
Dever Collin 500 Brookdale Dr
Dishart Paul 815 Freeport Rd
Doan Thuy 351 Kittanning Pike
Douglass Sarah 304 3rd St
Drake Gerald H 402 Sisca St
Drawbaugh Daniel S 350 Fox Chapel Rd
Driggs Gerald E 900 Delafield Rd
Driver Jane 135 Freeport Rd
Driver Jane 227 4th St
Eck Donna 72 Kittanning Pike 1st Fl
Edmonds Richard A 345 Dorseyville Rd
Eichner Thomas 901 Centre Ave
Ellison Andrea Whitney 9 Westmoreland Farm Ln
Entrust Cama, Rush Howe Ira 100 Bader St
Ferris Baker Watts, Charlene Akanowicz Ira 1914 Main St
Fire Fighter Sales 1721 Main St
Frank T Donnelly Co PO Box 7829
Fritz Albert T Jr 1865 Middle St
Gamble Timothy 1030 Penn St
Genovese Fiore 219 9th St
Gerlovic Francis B 1615 Middle St
Gerstbrein Louis 223 Clay St 1
Gilmore James L 403 Easten Ave
Glasgow Frank 211 Garnier St
Good Barbara C 609 Virginia Ave Ext
Gregg Medical Corp PO Box 7842
Groomes Christopher A, Tony 1801 Middle St
Grossi James W 23 5th St
Harrell Maralee M 209 St Charles Place
Hart P B 705 W Waldheim Rd
Henn Sylvester 1627 Main St
Honda Lease Trust 301 Hampton Rd
Hou Xiaofan 551 Ctr Ave Apt 716
Hsu Chien Kung 42 Collinwood Dr
Hurh Ryon PO Box 7830
Hurley Daniel L 101 Tamahawk Dr
Hwang Sun Chul 31 Oakhurst Cir
Jacob Richard Paul II, Cheryl A 709 Sherwood Dr
Jasniecki Leonard J, Kate 217 8th St
Jetkiewicz Joan 213 10th St
Jones Cynthia D 129 Altmeyer St
Karolyi Josette D 1 Edgewood Rd
Kier Sheila 404 Valy Dr
Kleiner Kirt M 102 Weir Dr
Kocoshis Marie Schotz, Samuel A 203 Hunt Rd
Koehler James 221 13th St
Kovalchick Helen J 1005 Sadowsky St
Kraft Clyde E Sr, Clyde E 213 3rd St
Kwaitkowski Danielle 347 Dorseyville Rd
Kydland Kari 127 1st St Apt 2
Labun Lynn A 300 S Pasadena Dr
Lavia Susie 220 18th St
Leanandzoom LLC 316 3rd St
Lewin Kathleen D 505 Kerrwood Dr
Lipinski Florence 109 Fahnestock Rd
Lipscomb James W 1030 Penn St
Lyons John J 144 Kittanning Pike
Maletic Olga C 309 Buckingham Rd
Markiewicz Mathilda 601 Main St Apt 102
Markowitz Bonnie, Saul 223 St Charles Pl
Martha Susan Jennifer 132 Emerson Ave
Mathew Stephen J, James 408 Valyview Dr
Matthews Catherine 700 Main St
Matthews Christine T 400 Maple Ave Apt 1
Mcgeary Anne E 1402 N Canal St
Medina Lorraine, Jeffrey PO Box 7812
Mellett Michael 101 Emerson Ave
Morris John T 211 Emerson Ave
Morrissey Marilyn M 44 Kittanning Pike
Munck Eckard 207 St Charles Place
Munroe Richard B 301 Hampton Rd
Murphy Cecelia O 511 Glengary Dr
Namey David 204 Buckingham Rd
Noethling Rhodora F 600 Twin Pine Rd
Nord Burton J 1721 Middle St
Occupational Health Centers PO Box 77080
Oneill Ruth H 29 5th St
Peiffer Anna 1646 Middle St
Peoples Edward J, Ellen S 215 Delafield Rd
Pettinato Christina & First National Bank
822 Parkview Blvd
Phillips Robert 1935 Chapman St
Piasecki Eugenia 311 8th St
Pittsburgh Bariatrics 200 Delafield Ste 200
Plunkett Conner S, Ann C, Oliver S 2 St James Pl
Pugliese Samuel Est, Joan 15 Crest Dr
Rao Venkateshwar 103 Alyne Dr
Richard Florida Creativity Group 19b Bethany Dr
Richard Panza PO Box 7796
Riviere Nicholas S 1100 River Oaks Dr
Romea Marilyn 825 Sharps Hill Rd
Rosenstein Maury 112 Wynnwood Dr
Scheid Nicholas 410 Maple Ave
Schmidt Edward R 217 12th St
Schmitt Shirley M 137 Freeport Rd
Schwartz Leonard 302 S Pasadena Dr
Scott Elizabeth Stewart 122 Marvelwood Pl
Scott Wallace H 1010 Delafield Rd 51
Shimko Marie 219 Marys Ave
Sieubert Regis 129 13th St
Small George A 104 Fox Ridge Farms Dr
Smith Katherine A 116 Riding Trl Ln
Smorey Dolores L 1627 Main St P
Speciality Practices Svcs 200 Delafield Rd Ste 3060
Straight Denzil N 16 4th St
Takane Karen K 527 Brookdale Dr
Tutwiler George E 100 Western Ave
Ua 12 24 80 Steven Mark Burchfield 611 Twin Pine Rd
Ujazdowski Catherine A, Chester 1011 Sharps Hill Rd
Uku Eustace D, Carol A 214 Farminton Rd
W Roy Carson Trust 01/16/1991 112 Weir Dr
Washington Ronald E 1010 Delafield Rd
Widdoss Dustin B Apt E
Williams Stephen E 110 Richmond Dr
Winters Michael 1219 Main St
Wolkiewicz Mary 500 N Main St Apt 405
Wuslick Bozica 122 Emerson Ave
Yalch Jennifer L 1715 Middle St
Zaenger James 102 Greyfriar
Zehner Jean C 128 Westchester Place
Zeisloft Deborah A 900 Delafield Rd
Pittsburgh Pa 15216
A B Charles Hobby Shop 1635 Mcfarland Rd
Adams Lee E 264 Newburn Dr
Aitken Mort Jr 1437 Rockland Ave
Allison Alecia 1143 Wisconsin Ave
Americredit 1636 Mcfarland Rd
Ampm 67315 2900 Banksville Rd
Anantarow Julian 2331 Candace St Apt 1
Angel Michael J 111 Abington Dr
Appel Michael 1801 Fallowfield Ave
Arndt Anne M 1329 Orangewood Ave
Astorino Sam 210 Beverly Rd
Aub Aana Pittsburgh Chapter 852 Ridgefield Ave
Ball Mary Betty 938 Peermont Ave
Bankovic Elaine 2143 Pauline Ave
Barlette Jennifer, Joseph 1714 Dagmar Ave
Barry W Timothy 395 Parker Dr
Battaglia Ronald M 1626 Dagmar Ave
Beanner Scott P 249 Dell Ave
Beard Nell 1326 Mississippi Ave
Beranek Bernard 1427 Beechview Ave
Berry Rakyia F 1080 Chatman Park Dr Apt H
Bhambhwani Navin 824 Ridgefield Ave
Bikulege Joseph S, Rose E 1315 Fallowfield Ave
Bissert Christine R 917 Lovingston Dr
Bittner John W Est 2915 Belrose Ap201
Blawas Jessica 1501 Ruthford Ave
Bleichner W Richard 58 Overlook Dr
Blinov Ivan 251 Beverly Rd Apt 4
Blinov Painting & Drywall 251 Beverly Rd Apt 4
Bock Clifford A, Deborah M 1346 Tennessee Ave 2
Bockstoce Jay C 1320 Kenberma Ave
Boilermaker Lodge 1221 Banksville Rd
Bolling Darryl 1533 Westfield St
Bova Joseph 2819 Glenmore Ave
Boyd Terry C, Rachel 1222 Biltmore Ave
Briglia Angela B 1205 Tennessee Ave
Brown William Ronald, Clare 3319 Latonia Ave
Bucci Kenneth V, Ryan E 253 Shadowlawn Ave
Burger Regis F 107 Morrison Dr
Burns Lee Patton 311 Martin Ave
Buzzelli Catherine 1817 Tonapah St
Carpenter Marie G, Alice G 187 Morrison Dr Apt 23
Carpenter Eleanor A 805 Ridgefield Ave
Caruthers Nichole 610 Sebring Ave
Cecchetti Frank L, Susan A 268 Dell Ave
Chojnicki Walter V, Linn 1411 Methyl St
Cicchino Lucia 1625 Brdway Ave Apt 1
Cillo Donna S 1770 Theodan Dr
Citifinancial Mortgage Co 320 Longmore Ave
Claus Frances 1211 Kelton Ave1
Cochran Infinity of S Hills 2809 W Liberty Ave
Coda William J 2125 Los Angeles Ave Apt 307
Collision Rohrich 2690 W Liberty Ave
Concept Food Sales, Kathryn Banks 1428 Banksville Rd
Conley Maureen 1137 Biltmore Ave
Connell Mariel 817 N Meadowcroft Ave
Conway Dorothy 2823 Philadelphia Ave
Cornman John L 2705 Brdway Ave
Costello Christina Maria, Mary Jo 269 Newburn Dr
Cowers Bebe 1699 Potomac Av
Crawford Marian Z 916 Bridgewater Dr
Crowley Theresa 2388 Crestview Rd
Croyle Harry A, Eva 280 Beverly Rd
Crozier Kyle Steven 1313 Beechview Ave
Crozier Lois 1232 Dagmore Ave
Crvikshank Clara R 1132 Kelton Ave
Curran Sean M 1254 Hillsdale Ave
Damits Lourena 1121 Peermont Ave
Dan Adam G 1501 Methyl St
Deaver Austin 3225 W Liberty Ave Apt 4
Dee Sandra G 230 Traymore Ave
Dela Rosa Reynaldo 1541 Methyl St
Deluehosh Renee B 3061 W Liberty Ave
Demarco Barbara A 1504 Rutherford Ave
Demarco Barbara A 1817 Tonapah St
Demarco Frank II 1504 Rutherford Ave
Desimone Margaret 1072 Mississippi Ave
Dibiasi Debra 970 Chatham Park Dr
Dilmore Robert M 114 Overlook Dr
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Dixon Corey 3085 Eastmont Ave
Doran James M 434 Beverly Rd
Dormont Lanes, Tim Chubarov 2961 W Liberty Ave
Dormont Theatre 1449 Potomic Ave
Dowie Robert R II 1269 Mississippi Ave
Downs Deborah 255 Parker Dr
Duffy Brett D 212 Sieafth Ave
Duffy Ruth 1318 Illinois Ave
Dunoff Steven L 623 Robinwood Dr
Durling J R 1914 Curran Hill Ave
Elison Sam, Auto Image 1301 Banksville Rd
Emmons Nichole 1123 Kelton Ave
Everhart Margeaux M 1730 Helen Dr
Feldstein Allison 347 Newburn Dr
Feltis Edward 1333 Tennessee Ave
Flory Gregory V 2728 Miles Ave
Foodland Beechview 1604 Brdway Ave
Foster Tammy 324 Newburn Dr
Franklin Daniel P 2620 Mackinaw Ave
Friday & Cox LLC 1405 Mcfarland Rd
Gage Leopold L 1126 Hillsdale Ave
Garcia Miguel 1409 Beechview Av
Gardner Lisa Ann 2705 Brdway Ave
Gargotta Samuel A 1310 Hillsdale Ave
Garritan Elizabeth 1926 Pauline Ave Apt 307
Garritan Elizabeth 960 Gladys Ave
Geary Ruth, J 1112 Dormont Ave
Geiger Lawrence H 1137 Biltmore Ave
Gerhold Paul J, Willa M 2701 Bankville Rd
Gibb John S 2327 Potomac Ave
Gibson James G 1664 Hillsdale Ave
Gibson Richard G Sr 1667 Montpelier Ave
Gigler Emily 505 Lyndhurst Ave
Gilbert William G 1831 Tonapah St
Golitko Georgine 137 Marlin Dr E
Graham Mariel L 817 N Meadowcroft Ave
Grajcar Josephine P 1414 Westfield St
Graner William P 2727 Stachan Ave
Gratton Harry Est 1602 Dagmar Ave
Gratton Lorena W Liberty Ave PO Box 7975
Great American Federal Saving & Loan 1222 Biltmore Ave
Grosskopf Zita M 2446 N Meadowcroft Ave
Grove D Virginia 902 Gladys Ave
Grover Thomas F 2214 Saranac Ave
Grunebach Jeff 2917 Voelkel Ave
Gulden Jared 3241 Waltham Ave
Haislip Mildred, Donald 280 Colonial Dr
Halligan Lois A 3084 Eastmont Ave
Hanlon Raymond 343 Oak Forest Dr
Hanoglu Ali 1817 Ringwalt St
Harpley Shawn 1138 Illinois Ave Apt 6
Harrington Helen R, Robert 2284 Crestview Rd
Harsch Michelle A 1000 J Margarite Dr
Hasley Andrew W 1775 Helen Dr
Hess Josephine B, Barbara J 1268 Shadycrest Dr
Hipple Lorraine A, Robert E Jr 1332 Fallowfield Ave
Hodes Benjamin, Carole 357 Marlin Dr
Hook Alice 23 Wenzell Pl
Huang Huang 1609 Rutherford Ave
Hustava Diane 2311 Candace St
Hyatt June 23 Wenzell Pl
Jaquay Shannon M 1317 Orangewood Ave
Jdixon 1385 S Wagenfield Ct
Johnson Kambria M 334 Kenmont Ave
Jones Vincent M Apt 203 2900 Voekel Ave
Jrusso Florence 3261 Waltham Ave
Kachmar Brandon M 1663 Brdway Ave
Kalvi George B 2717 Connecticut Ave
Kawalkin Jenna 1020 Chatham Park Dr
Keenan Pauline B 2805 Connecticut Ave
Kennedy Robin 1333 Tennessee Ave
Keptner Flora M 1527 Napoleon St
Klootwyk Linda 1230 Chatham Park Dr Apt A
Knonerwetter David Pizza Hut 1984 Greentree Rd
Kolodziej William 1500 Brdway Ave 8
Komakec Michael L Fr 1108 Tennessee Ave
Kostas Reynea 1130 Peermont Ave
Kowal Paul 2269 Potomac Ave
Krom Rose Audrey 1309 Biltmore Ave
Krugh Estelle L 1010 Shadycrest Dr
Labant Walter 1518 Mcfarland Rd
Laffey Christopher E 1683 Potomac Ave
Lancia David 2825 Espy Ave
Laufer Betty 1315 Mississippi St
Lawrence Carolyn E 1532 Belasco Ave
Leierzazf Joann 25 Alpark Ave
Lenhart Jane M 719 Shadycrest Rd
Life Svcs Providers 110 Marlin Dr W
Little Nippers 303 Beverly Rd
Litz Andrea 1485 Mcfarland Rd Apt 313
Liu Elizabeth E 390 Newburn Dr
Locals Tavern 2318 Brdway Ave
Locke Amanda, Rebecca 917 Lovingston Dr
Logan Mark 3134 Banksville Ave
Lois Bayne 1323 Mcneilly Ave
Lokar James 1427 Mervin Ave Apt 2
Lothard Samual S 1403 Methyl St 2nd Fl
Lowers Phillip 1699 Potomac Av
Macdonald George S 2844 Brdway Ave
Macdonald Ronald Est 1320 Methyl St
Mackin Terrance, Judith 102 Morrison Dr
Madden David K 316 Akron Ave Apt A
Maietta Domenico, Maria 1630 Rutherford Ave
Malcolm James E 142 Beverly Rd
Martin Deborah 2930 Banksville Rd
Martinelli Jonathon 734 Sebring Ave
Martinez Jose Manuel 1423 Dagmar Ave
Marucci Tiffini 762 N Meadowcroft Ave
Maxwell Leslie 2904 Espy Ave Apt 3
Mazza Kelly 1449 Greenmount Ave
Mcandrews Kevin J 2201 Saranac Ave
Mccarth Agnes R 1134 Illinois Ave
Mcgeary Dorothy F 2829 Dwight Ave
Mcginliy Katherine J 1818 Tonapah Ave
Mckee Jared M 2940 Mattern Ave
Mcmillian Lakia S 1760 Potomoe Ave Apt 3
Mcminn Oldsmobile Inc 3200 W Liberty Ave
Mctighe M 1425 Mcfrarland Rd
Mctighe Mary G 1425 Mcfarland Rd Apt 603
Mescall Jacquilyn M 1721 Dagmar Ave
Messineo Cynthia Est 249 Newburn Dr
Meucci Mark 1467 Dormont Ave
Mileusnic Igor 271 Dell Ave
Mj Flaherty Plumbing Heating 283 Arden Rd
Moneck Teresa M 1318 Illinois Ave
Mooney Marie 1711 Fair Acres Ave
Moore Amanda 2716 Brdway Ave
Moore Betty, Robert 2536 Wenzell Ave
Mundsinger John Est 3250 Pinehurst Ave
Musta Kelley 1708 Potomac Ave
Nalevanko Adelle E 1120 Shadycrest Place
Naylor Ronald W Est, Donn A Wilke Inc Pc
3220 W Liberty Ave Ste 210
Ndungu Florence W 2951 Espy Ave Apt 2
Nguyen Minh 2461 Wenzell Ave
Nichols Beatrice N 300 Rd Apt 306
Niederberger Mary J 1145 Biltmore Ave
Obersteiner Christoph 3321 Piedmont Ave
Ondrick Edward 1201 Oklahoma Ave
Orourke Frances C, John F 1420 Dagmar Ave
Osborne Melissa G, Garry N 252 Colonial Dr
Pach Melissa L 1209 Beechview Ave
Patel Rina 824 Ridgefield Ave
Patsey John A 116 Sebring Ave
Patterson Salenna N 1404 Beechview Ave
Paul Davis Restoration Of Alle 1143 Wisconsin Ave
Phillips Victor T 2716 Espy Ave
Pierce William 1259 Westfield St
Pittsburgh Advertising Spec Co 2721 W Liberty Ave
Popovitch Donald J 58 Overlook Dr
Posega Anthony, Barbara A 1320 Arkansas Ave 4
Posega Paul Jr, William 1320 Arkansas Ave Apt 4
Potamac Pharmacy 1600 Potamac Ave
Potomac Pharmacy 2860 Brdway
Pugh Chris 1657 Potomac Ave Top Fl
Rau Jonathan D 318 Washington Rd Apt 107
Reeves Franklyn A 615 Overlook Dr
Regan Mary 147 Morrison Dr
Reitz Jennifer M, Reitz Bradley 2927 Mattern Ave
Resnick Debbie S 200 Highland Rd
Rich Matthew J 1107 Hillsdale Ave
Rite Aid 3210 Banksville Rd
Rizza Gino A PO Box 79122
Rizzo Attilio 1428 Methyl St
Roberts Brendan F 1202 Fallowfield Ave
Rohoza Lillian Est 1611 Methyl St
Rojas Hugo 2347 Fremond Place
Russo Janet 2132 Pauline Ave
Russo Samuel V 3261 Waltham Ave
Saban Marian 1818 Tonapah Ave
Sala Charles J 1430 Grandin Ave
Schafer Margaret M 340 Kenmont Ave
Schuck Kathleen A 2330 Candace St
Schuck Neil E 2396 Mcmonagle St
Scott Howard 215 Sieafth Ave
Settelmaier C L, George 1644 Potomac Ave
Shaheen John 1200 Oklahoma Ave
Shakarian Virginia P, Bart J 307 Twin Hills Dr
Shearer Donald L 1205 Illinois Ave Apt 1
Silveira Joshua A 1525 Beechview Ave
Sinatra Jill Dominique 2697 Crosby Ave
Sirabella Anthony 2615 Espy Ave
Sitler Richard H 2354 Benosina Ave
Skarupa Margaret L 2900 Belrose Ave Apt 305
Smith Kristen B, Annie M 110 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Smith Fermi P 1636 Mcfarland Rd
Smith Madelyn J 1122 Hillsdale Ave
Smith Roger 358 Midway Rd
Smith William A 1523 Beechview Ave
Snee Phillip 1733 Potomac Ave
Snyder Ruth E 1729 Potomac Ave
Snyder Tracy A 1504 Rutherford Ave
South Richard 475 Morrison Dr
Spirk Charmel 1924 Brdway Ave
Spriel Pauline 2614 Mackinaw Ave Gra Upr 4l 0
Sroka Jacqueline 1120 Tropical Ave
Staley Marion E 1074 Roseanne Ave
Stanley Margaret G 1269 Mississippi Ave
Stanton Betty A 2327 Potomac Ave
Staples Mary T 2311 Los Angeles Ave
Stein Herbert W 1838 Tonapah St
Stencil Frank F Jr 291 Parker Dr
Stribling Darnell E 240 Vodeli St Apt 1
Tafer Elizabeth 1211 Kelton Ave1
Taylor Trennan 1809 Brdway Ave
Teasley Vella 2143 Pauline Ave
Tedesco Mildred 2108 Pauline Ave
Teredasai Amar 238 Twin Hills Dr
Terlecki Amber 2744 Brdway Ave
Thompson Christopher D 2814 W Liberty Ave
Tilton Frances R 1207 Arkansas Ave
Tony Sakinski RR 1
Trapolsi Mark 1124 Tropical Ave
Twigger Richard O, Ruth O 1324 Fallowfield Ave
Vennare Felix 1216 Dagmar Ave
Voege Derek B 2966 Espy Ave
Voshall Allison 2838 Brdway Ave Apt 2
Vu Tuyet 1320 Mississippi Ave
Walker Nicole C 1485 Dormont Ave
Wallace Moretti, Carlson Auto1236 Banksville Rd
Walnoha Clarence E 3329 Beacon Hill Ave
Wapiti Props Corp, Cis PO Box 79007
Way Charles John 1137 Mcneilly Ave
West Casey 218 Dell Ave
Whittaker Helen H 1763 Theodan Dr
Wieczorek Michelle Wphima 3257 W Liberty Ave
Wilson Dwayne E 1601 Belasco Ave
Wilson Roger E 2010 Brdway Av 2f
Wozniak Randal 1236 Illinois Ave
Yolanda Vennare 1216 Dagmar Ave
Young Elizabeth A 249 Dell Ave
Yura Eileen M 2850 Espy Ave
Zayad Hala M 1416 Grandin Ave
Zerby Loreen M 2737 Philadelphia Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15217
229 St Clair St Land Trust, Frances Earman
1935 Murray Ave
Acton Gregory F 5412 Northumberland St
Albion Investments LLC PO Box 81651
All Brand Electronics Inc 4237 Murray Ave
Alley Rosemary 5530 Raleigh St
Alpern Bernard 120 Aylesboro Ln
Alqasim Ali A 5809 1/2 Hobart St
Altintas Nejat 959 Greenfield Ave
Alvarez Beatriz E 6476 Monitor St
Americus Harold 6373 Ebdy St
Ammon Teresa 2437 Mt Royal Rd
Anker Erez 1527 Biltmore Ln
Annamalai Ramanathan 2357 1 Half Tilbury Ave
Armstrong Jaime P 1147 Wightman St
Arora Kavita 5285 Forbes Ave
Ashkin Marilyn E 5600 Munhall Rd Apt 1004
Askew Yuko S, David 6322 Phillips Ave
Associated Eye Physicians, Zelda Bergad 4118 Murray Ave
Fl 1
Baking Arts LLC 2218 Murray Ave
Balawejder Stephanie M 4120 Millington Rd
Bannon John C 828 Flemington St
Baohong Sun 1200 Bennington Ave
Barrow Elizabeth 5840 N Umberland St
Beekman Nicole R 8 Forbes Terr
Begby Endre 5600 Pocusset St
Bell Michael 5702 Northumberland St
Belov Daniel 1724 Wightman St 2
Benjamin Oscar 2761 Mt Royal Rd
Bennett Dorothy, Robert 204 Belleau Ave
Bergad Zelda 4118 Murray Ave Fl 1
Berger J A 5711 Lynn Haven Rd
Berkowitz Daniel, Tamara 5873 Douglas St
Bernard George 1320 Bennington Ave
Bernstein Robert 6699 Kinsman Rd
Bg Behavioral Health 5665 Bartlett St
Bhatt Pramodchandra M 5860 Darlington Rd
Bickel Deborah 1233 Denniston Ave
Billings Eric 6650 Woodwell St
Blatman Bluma 52 Garetta St
Blobner Joseph Jr 3449 Beechwood Blvd
Blue Chips Salsa PO Box 81592
Bohrer Mary Ann, Marie A 1545 Denniston Ave
Bond James F 745 Montclair St
Bortolotti Stefania 5428 Wilkins Ave
Bowker Geoffrey Charles 6758 Forest Glen Rd
Brannon Ryan K 837 Mirror St Apt 2
Braver Jill F 2835 Beechwood Blvd
Brenner Hill Sandra E 5634 Wilkins Ave
Britton Jack X 6374 Ebdy St
Brooke Jacob L 900 Agnew Rd
Brownlee Ann S 316 Schenley Rd
Buffalo Coal Co In 1000 Flemington St 201
Building Exchange Co 5770 Forbes Ave
Buncher Family Found Co H Wm Doring Treas
PO Box 81930
Buncher Rena 5841 Forward Ave Apt 316
Buranosky Raquel A 1277 Bellerock St
Butler Sylvia G 5710 Bartlett St
Cabanellas Carmen PO Box 81684
Cameron Archibald, Elizabeth 810 Lilac St
Capehart Ins Agency 5828 Forward Ave
Capule Lagrimas E T 5545 Forbes Ave Apt B
Carb Carol L 2932 Fernwald Rd
Cardamone Dominic 727 Hazelwood Ave
Cards Plus 5854 Forbes Ave
Carpenter Dale O 5475 Darlington Rd
Casa Blanca Gallery LLC 5860 Forbes Ave
Cavanaugh Elizabeth L 300 Jhf Dr Apt 214
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Center Lubavitch 5616 Phillips Ave
Certo Steven A 6611 Darlington Rd
Chari Amalavoyal V 5 Forbes Tr
Chen Luke Chia Gee 5609 Darlington Rd
Cheng Alice 6378 Morrowfield Ave
Cho Boowal 2715 Murray Ave Apt 611
Chu A Yu 5632 Beacon St
Citro Gil PO Box 81786
Clair Sidney, Esther 5635 Forbes Ave
Clark Clyde 109 Imogene Rd
Cobanoglu Onur 1511 Asbury Pl Apt 2
Cohen Elaine L 8315 Forbes Ave Apt 712
Cohen Lewis E 1512 Murray Av
Cohen Michael 5555 Darlington Rd
Cohn Linda 5336 Pocusset St
Cole Brenda J PO Box 81576
Comay Deborah 2139 Beechwood Blvd
Conboy Richard M 402 St
Connecticut Bradley P, Kate A, Matthew D
1147 Wightman St
Cook Elizabeth A 950 Kennebec St
Cooke Maren 6745 Forest Glen
Corcos Samuel M 5915 Douglas St
Cotariu Heather Marie 2964 Fernwald Rd
Cowles Jennifer E 3464 Beechwood Blvd
Crane Russell J II 2025 Wightman St Rm 607
Culic Mirko 6411 Darlington Rd
Curiel Erik 607 Worth St 1
Czajkowski Eilene Z 833 Mirror St
Dafner Emma E 918 Welfer St
David Jorgensen Family Trust, Joseph Small
4017 Windsor St
Davidoff Scott I 5742 Northumberland St Apt 1
Davis Martin I 5865 Forbes Ave 2nd Fl
Deitsch Joseph 2214 Shady Ave
Dhaliwal Deepinder K PO Box 81739
Diamanti Eirini 5615 Hobart St
Dillon Susan M 3000 Naomi Dr
Dionysios Papachristou 1614 Michael Dr
Dipaolo Dominic C, Janet 861 Deely St
Ditchman Amy 1402 Beechwood Blvd
Dobrovinskiy Evgeniy 5855 Alderson St 12
Dombrovski Alexandre 5463 Fair Oaks St
Donna L Knupp Md Pc 4381 Murray Ave
Donohue Michael B 5532 Raleigh St
Douglas John 5603 Fair Oaks St Apt 3
Dow Donna 6560 Rosemoor St
Dowling Yvonne 2025 Wightman St The Commons At
Dright Kareem 3348 Beechwood Blvd
Dujmovic Milenka 2025 Wightman St
Duncan A J Morrison Mppp 1364 Denniston St 1
Dunn Geraldine S 5841 Forward Ave Apt 419
Eagen Kevin L 5726 Hobart St
Early Joseph D 6323 Ebdy St
Egame Entertainment Co, Eidinova Alina 5672 Melvin St
Elkhoja Selma M 2043 Wightman St Apt A6
Esposito Kenneth, Deborah 4009 Windsor St
Fakiro Uri K 1736 Wightman St
Fang Fan 6313 Morrowfield Ave
Fanselow Erika 312 Gladstone Rd
Farkas Gina M 611 Montclair St
Farrington Dorothy 4045 Windsor St
Feinberg Bari Elizabeth 6740 Forest Glen Rd
Fels Dawn 5528 Raleigh St
Fenton Dorothy, Autumn 4224 Millington Rd
Finkel Svetlana 1850 Shaw Ave
First Niagra Bank 1730 Murray Ave
Fischer Erin N 5412 Northumberland St
Fishman Beatrice, Ronald 6337 Crombie St
Fitzpatrick David, Melanie 4230 Saline St
Flanders Jane Townend 1520 Murray Ave
Fogel William L 5728 Darlington Rd
Foley Dolores 935 Lilac St
Foreman Michael Steven, Paul 5415 Northumberland
Foster Robert 830 Hazelwood Ave
French Nancy 5831 Douglas St Apt 1
Friedman Steven Miles, Leo R 5841 Forward Ave Apt 526
Friedman Peter A 104 Schenley Rd
Friedman Steven 5841 Forward Ave Apt 526
Frishman M Q, S N 5838 Marlborough Ave
Gaines Barbara Anne, Abner 1236 Malvern Ave
Galdi Elena 2763 Beechwood Blvd
Gallagher Sarah M 5512 Woodmont St
Ganapathiraju Gopal S 7070 Forward Av Apt 1008
Garzarelli Rachel 2105 Wightman St Apt 3
Gateway Travel Mgmt Inc 6507 Wilkins Ave Ste 204
Gavrieli Avihay PO Box 81955
Gaynord Margaret F 729 Mccaslin St
Gendelman Marla 5461 Beacon St
Gendelman Marla S 6725 Forest Glen Rd
Ghorpade Gautam V 6315 Forbes Ave Apt 511
Gildengers Rebecca S 2512 Beachwood Blvd
Glauiser William 6473 Monitor St
Gold Nancy B, Rise Ins Agency 6315 Forbes Ave Ste L 114
Goldberg Bernice, Ivan 5719 Solway St
Goldberg Joan E, Joan Kamin 5425 Albemarle St
Golden Gerson M 2715 Murray Ave Apt 522
Goldstein Cheryl 2257 Shady Ave
Goldstein Ella 5744 Woodmont St
Goldstein Howard 226 Anita Ave
Goldstein Leslie Est 4244 Mccasslin St
Goldstein Robert I 6507 Wilkins Ave
Goldstein Seth 5744 Woodmont St
Goldstein Sophia 2303 Sherbrook
Goldstein Stanley J 4244 Mccasslin St
Golit Antoinette D 4331 Tesla St
Golitz Antoinette 4331 Tesla St
Golomb Eleanor D, Jeffrey Maizlech 6315 Forbes Ave
Golomb Eleanor D, Jeffrey Maizlech 5715 Beacon St Apt 21d
Gong Qingguo 4110 Murray Ave Apt 1
Gordon Jeffrey M 5884 Hobart St
Graham Adam K 5640 Forward Ave Apt 13
Grand Kathryn 3566 Beechwood Blvd
Grant Francis V, Mary K 2838 Shady Ave
Green Stuart H, Sarah H 2916 Fernwald Rd
Green David, Jeffrey PO Box 8231
Griffin Richard, Edward 2025 Wightman St
Groark Stephanie K 3878 3880 Beechwood Blvd
Grubb Alexander Lami 948 Flemington St
Gruszka Irina Ethel 1441 Wightman St
Gudela Praveen B 2336 Eldridge St
Guillermo Vazquez Del Mercado 1232 Denniston St
Guthery Frances R 5833 Solway St
Haber Leah 5620 Hobart St
Haff George 4218 Millington Rd
Hagan Susan M 6676 Woodwell St
Haggerty Ryan E 5865 Alderson St Apt 4
Haider Syed 5533 Covode St Apt 34
Half Gertrude T, Henry C 6662 Northumberland St
Hammond Daniel 5562 Hobart St Apt 306
Hanchak Josephine N 4320 Tesla St
Harris Bernard 5841 Forward Ave Apt 402
Harris Emily N 6320 Waldron St
Harris Realty Escrow Acct 2214 Murray Ave
Harris Rebecca 52 Garetta St Apt 2 1/4
Harrison William R 1144 Greenfield Ave
He Yi 1543 Shady Ave
Herron Richard G, Sandra 2715 Murray Ave
Herskovitz Samuel D 5607 Darlington Rd
Hevko Vladyslav 4133 1/2 Frank St
Hill Kathy 5636 Bartlett−Rear
Hill Roger A 5634 Wilkins Ave
Hirata Thomas J 4000 Murray Ave
Hoffmann J Eric 2015 Wightman St
Hogan Emily 2635 Beechwood Blvd
Hokkaido Seafood Rest 4612 Browns Hill Rd
Holc Damian 5812 Morrowfield Ave
Hollifield George B 126 Gladstone Rd
Holm Joan B 6315 Forbes Ave Apt 305
Holveck Eleanore W Est 6680 Ridgeville St
Hora Fumino 1167 Murray Hill Ave
Howard Goldstein DMD Pc 5725 Forward Ave Ste 200
Howard Mark 2241 Wightman St
Howe Elizabeth, Griffith 928 Greenfield Ave
Hoy Leu Lei 2305 Tilbury Ave
Hu Te 1326 Wightman St
Hughes Stephanie 5533 N Umberland St Apt 2
Hykes Brian A 5562 Hobart St Apt 217
Iancu Albert 5757 Bartlett St
Infinitus Prods LLC 5865 Alderson St Apt 4
Isack Edward J 6379 Douglas St
Israel Edith 6363 Morrowfield Ave
Issabayeva Gulmira 2301 Shady Ave
Ito Takashi 5562 Hobart St 704 Wendover
Jain Kanika 1732 Wightman St
Johnson Joanna C 5445 Wilkins Ave
Jones Garret R 1519 Shady Ave
Jones Judith S 1504 Shady Ave
Jones William M 204 Gladstone Rd
Julliard Christian 1459 Barnsdale St
Juriga Barbara M 5876 Solway Rd
Kalson David J, Susan F 1974 Beechwood Blvd
Kang Jung 1248 Malvern St
Kaufman Hilda 5600 Munhall Rd Apt 81
Kaufmann David L MD 5525 Dunmoyle St
Keinath Alexander 2331 Eldridge St
Kelly Regina Miss 3482 Beechwood Blvd
Kennedy Janet Dione 5466 Bartlett St
Khalil Zelta 1151 Frick Ln Box 9
Kim Chun Ae 7070 Forward Ave Apt 309
Kinnaird Emily E 5889 Bartlett St 2
Kish Anna 5608 Forbes Ave
Kisilinsky Molly 5757 Bartlett St Apt 320
Kitsko Amy M 1406 Fairstead Ln
Kivowitz Sally 5644 Beacon St
Kivowitz Sally R 4001 Windsor St
Kleimann Marcel 5620 Hempstead Rd Apt 5
Knupp Donna 4381 Murray Ave Ste 225
Ko Kangsuk 903 Mirror St
Kocharhook Kenneth 2025 Wightman St
Koedel Barbara Est 1 Unger Ln
Konstantinos Giannakopoulos 2332 Eldridge St
Kovats Susan Y 6613 Woodwell St
Kramer Florence 2815 Shady Ave
Kress Douglas 1343 Murdock Rd
Krishna Priya D MD 1220 Crescent Pl Unit 2l
Kroz Aleksandr Z 5835 Alderson St Apt 1
Kuhl Darren 917 Deely St
Kurmen Miriam L 200 Jhf Dr
Kuslieva Irina 2825 Murray Av
Kweller Clara 5841 Morrowfield Ave
Kwiatkowski Andy 5609 Darlington Rd
Lai Han 5837 Beacon St
Lalonde Jean Francois 5562 Hobart St Apt 216
Lambie Mary E 5436 Albemarle Ave
Lane Joshua A 5557 Raleigh St
Law Ruth 4334 Glen Lytle Rd
Ledson Douglas 5837 Bartlett St
Leers Matthew T 1540 Beechwood Blvd
Lehane Nicholas L 5722 Beacon St Fl 1
Leof Marjorie B 5540 Wilkins Ave
Leon Gregg 5500 Beacon St
Levenson Michael 749 Hazelwood Ave Apt 5
Levine Barbara 1026 Murray Hill Ave
Levite Herbert 6315 Forbes Ave Apt 705
Li Bryan 5532 Covode St Apt B4
Li Hubert 5708 Darlington Rd
Lichtenstein Wendy Mae, Wendy Mae Gluckman
1330 Fairstead Ln Lot 83
Liepack Stanley 2609 Shady Ave
Lim Wei Shan 5234 Forbes Ave
Lindauer Blank Marie S 5514 Wilkins Ave
Lipsey Therese M 5701 Phillips Ave
Liu Liu 2305 Tilbury Ave
Liu Qianyu 5562 Hobart St Apt 601
Liu Xun 2715 Murray Ave 615
Long Yanjin 2305 Tilbury Ave
Lopez Mariana 6514 Bartlett St
Love Charlotte 5715 Beacon Pl Apt 308
Lowery Lincoln D 5621 Hobart St Bsmnt Apt
Lowy Rose 6379 Douglas St
Ludwig Gary, Joan 7 Hollenden Place
Lynches Rose G 52 Garetta St Apt−216b
M Davis Group LLC 5865 Forbes Ave 2nd Fl
Macfarlane John G 5850 Darlington Rd 5
Mach Mary P, Ruth 1540 Beechwood Blvd
Mackler Aaron L 6429 Darlington Rd
Maka Hitashyam 1914 Murray Ave Apt 22
Mallika Sanyal 1330 Beechwood Blvd
Mandel Ruth W 5715 Beacon Pl
Mao Xinping Nick 5860 Bartlett St
Markel Levi 5526 Pocusset St
Market Street Trust PO Box 8188
Marks Joshua 6525 Beacon St
Marrero Brooke 5645 Hempstead St
Marstine Constance Blum 5520 Dunmoyle Ave
Marstine Sheldon 5520 Dunmoyle Ave
Mastriano Jay 883 Flemington St
Matvey Stephanie 869 Deely St
Mccaw Mary E 2130 Wightman St
Mckenna Robb 5524 Raleigh St
Mckeown David 1273 Bellerock St
Mckinney Jerome 6337 Burchfield Ave
Mckinney Robert 5 Imogene Rd
Mcquiston Rose M 7 Dunmoyle Pl
Meyer Anna G 1340 Wightman St
Meyers A 2622 Shady Ave
Mieres Jose PO Box 81805
Miller Carol 5721 Forbes Ave
Miller Kathleen J 1144 S Negley Ave
Miller Mildred 1660 Murray Ave 33
Miller Nicholas 2635 Beechwood Blvd
Misra Dhirendra N, Tapati 2136 Wightman St
Misra Navodit 5838 Darlington Rd Apt 1b
Mo Chen 5737 Hobart St Apt 3
Mohindra Dhruv 5649 Phillips Ave Apt 2
Mohindra Dhruv D 2 Phillips Ave
Monroe Jennifer K 68 Timberline Ct
Moorgi Desi, Spodek Ins Agcy Inc 4349 Murray Ave
Morera Victor 5838 Alderson St Apt 6
Morris Alan R 5712 Munhall Rd
Morrison Duncan A J 1364 Denniston St
Mullen Barbara, Robert T 5757 Wilkins Ave
Myers Juliette Irene, Margart Mae 5552 Beacon 22
Myers Edward 5525 Fair Oaks St
Nagaraja Kshama 5922 Nicholson St 2
Narahalli Sneha 5726 Beacon St
Nest Inc 4224 Millington Rd
Nieberding Karl 5712 Phillips Ave Apt B3
Nucci Pasqualina 857 Flemington St Fl 1
Nuoyan Chen 5841 Ferree St
Obrien W Michael 5800 Morrowfield Ave
Ordaz Sarah 2105 Wightman St Apt 11
Osborne Anwar D 2840 Shady Ave
Osterhout Karl 1811 Wrightman St
Papachristou Dionysios 1614 Michael Dr
Paulin Lucy N PO Box 81823
Payne Scott C 816 Monteiro St
Pearlman Irrevocable Grantor Trust 142 Anita Ave
Pearlman Stanton H 142 Anita Ave
Pearson Barbara Est 5417 Bartlett St
Peault Bruno 5693 Forbes Ave
Pelupessy Federico Inti 5839 Darlington Rd 1
Penn Society of Oral & Maxillofac 1108 Crescent Place
Perdeus Lawrence J 6417 Landview Rd
Perlman Ethel 5314 Beeler St
Pesco John 2025 Wightman St
Phillips Melissa A 6374 Ebdy St
Piper Judy 5854 Maeburn Rd
Pitts William P 1251 Murdoch Rd
Podlipsky Roxanne 2220 Shady Ave
Price Corinna E 5637 Forbes Ave 2
Price Tyson 5529 Wilkins Ave
Prisuta Shelley, Ian 6636 Northumberland St
Prosdocimo William, Donald 6374 Caton St
Puir Pleasures LLC 5836 Forbes Ave
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Qiu Fengping 4612 Browns Hill Rd
Quinn Anne 753 Mccaslin St
Rabinowitz M Elizabeth 6540 Dalzell Pl
Radcliffe Brent 5621 Woodmont St
Radio Ncholas M 2001 Wendover St Apt 3
Ralph Frank 3566 Beechwood Blvd
Rao Uma N 2761 Mt Royal Rd
Raunicher Peter Albert 5819 Bartlett St Apt 7
Realty Choice Investments PO Box 81955
Reed Darrell K 6473 Phillips Ave
Reese Lisa 613 Algers St
Reingardt Linda A 708 Melbourne St
Reinherz Yehezkel PO Box 81955
Reisner Howard, Shira 5831 Forward Ave
Reisner Howard M 5896 Hobart St
Rice Charles 5715 Beacon St Apt 109
Righi Michael 5643 Wilkins Ave
Ringgold Mary 50 Garetta St
Ringgold Mary L 4724 Browns Hill Rd
Robb Real Est Co 5816 Forbes Ave
Rominger R E J 6529 Northumberland St Apt 2
Rosen Freda G 52 Garetta St Apt 313b
Rosenberg Ann M 1441 Severn St
Rosenberg David 5562 Hobart St Apt 403
Rosenbloom Isabelle 5600 Munhall Rd Apt 802
Rosenfeld Israel 2214 Shady Ave
Rosenthal Marc 5701 Phillips Ave
Rozenberg Igor, Roza 901 Norfolk St
Ruby Jeffrey T 864 Mirror St 1
Rudnicky Alexander I 5848 Aylesboro Ave
Ruffner M Susan, V L 32 Timberline Ct
Russell Beverly J 5650 Forbes Ave
Russey David 1637 Beechwood Blvd
Ruttenberg Reid W 1345 Bennington Ave
Ryan Neal D 1950 Beechwood Blvd
Rygalski Sophie 3500 Beechwood Blvd
Sachs Alison 1344 Squirrel Hill Ave
Safo Patrick 782 Greenfield Ave Apt A20
Sandhaus Elaine 1850 Shaw Ave
Saunders Eric J III 5646 Hobart St Apt 12
Saxon Paul PO Box 81689
Scavariello Regis Est 4021 Windsor St
Schadt Trevor W 2352 Eldridge St
Schadt Trevor W 5611 Fairoaks St
Schappert Cynthia Covey 1234 Bennington Ave
Schechter Milton J 5621 Wilkins Ave
Schen Karen 778 Hazelwood Ave 1
Schutte Lyndsey 5848 Alderson St Apt 6
Schwartz Aaron, Susan 5700 Darlington Rd
Schwartz Angela, Thomas 800 Lilac St
Scoff Tim 4350 Murray Ave
Seaman Sloan 5621 Wilkins Ave
Seekings Michael R 1532 Overton Ln Unit C
Segall Bernard, Lillian 52 Garetta St Apt 809−B
Senapati Venkat Raman 5854 Forbes Ave Apt 9
Shapera Warren 1211 Inverness Ave
Sharpe Jeffrey B 6656 Ridgeville St
Shatkin Jess P 5541 Wilkins Ave
Sherman Frederick G 104 Schenley Rd
Sherman Nicholas 2130 Wightman St Apt 8
Sherman Sylvia 5715 Beacon St Apt 109
Shi Chao 5118 Second Ave Dyke St
Shimada Takahito 5730 Beacon St Apt D2
Shipkovitz Samuel 5829 Nicholson
Sigel Deborah, Jay 1426
Silk Elephant LLC 1712 Murray Ave
Silk Jennifer 5570 Beacon St
Sindhi Rakesh K, Laura A 5308 Pocusset St
Sinkevich Desiree 830 Lilac St
Sklar Morris 2331 Tilbury Ave
Slaymaker Elizabeth 5711 Northumberland St
Smith Mary A PO Box 81031
Smooke Chiropractic Clinic 828 Hazelwood Ave
Snehalkumar Gaikwad 5737 Hobart St Apt 5
Sobel Michael N DMD 5873 Forbes Ave
Sobol Bernard, Aaron L 5851 Wilkins Ave
Socolofsky Annika 5724b Solway
Solomon Edward L Jr 416 Schenley Rd
Solomon Estelle E 2805 Beechwood Blvd
Sooriamurthi Raja Forbes Tr Apt 14
Sorr Edward M, Amy L 1100 Gatewood Dr
Spinner Patricia A 5825 Bartlett St 3rd Fl
Spitzer Carol J 2041 Wightman St 4b
Star Susan Leigh 6758 Forest Glen Rd
Staunton Michael L 9 Forbes Ter
Strauch Clauss 5735 Pocusset St
Strigkos Theodoros 5562 Hobart St Apt 716
Su Jun 5619 Melvin St
Sugar Cecilia A 837 Deely St
Swanson Lawrence A 5425 Normlee Pl
Tabakol Ahiad 5553 Phillips Ave
Tang Liang 5856 Alderson St Apt 3
Tastan Oznur 5838 Phillips Ave 1
Taxay Mark P 1141 Wightman St
Taylor Robert J 2336 Murray Ave Apt 2
Tepper David E 6552 Rosemoor St
Theodoros Messinis 5521 Hobart St
Thomas Edward W Jr 923 Lilac St
Thornton Patrick D 1900 Murray Ave Ste 303
Tibrewala Neal 662 Montclair St
Tommy Sands 5817 Douglas St Ste 200
Tong Teng Apt 3 5856 Alderson St
Troutman Chris 1635 Shady Ave
Tsang Yi Min 7070 Forward Ave
Twerski Sarah R 5505 Kamin St
Usoro Mfon E 169 Anita Ave
Uw Harry H Shapera 1211 Inverness Ave
Vandenberghe Stijn 939 Greenfield Ave
Vansittruijen Robert, Helen 6623c Ridgeville St
Vasquez Berta 937 1 2 Lilac St
Vavasis Valentina 1505 Denniston St
Vento Robert W, Janet M 5929 Nicholson St
Vincent Haywood 879 Flemington St
Vine Edith, Joseph 6315 Forbes Ave Apt 1108
Vogler Barbara 226 Anita Ave
Vucic Janice 2958 Beechwood Blvd
Vukadinovic Milica 6411 Darlington Rd
Wadhawan Satish 142 Phillips Pl
Wagner Erik C 39 Unger Ln
Walker Margaret, Charles Morris Ctr 200 Jhf Dr
Walls Trinnette 737 Hazelwood Ave Apt 1
Wang Jinshi 5860 Bartlett St Apt 2
Wang Wenjuan 5646 Hobart St Apt 9
Ward M C 2043 Wightman St
Washburn Therapeutics Inc 6743 Wilkins Ave
Washington L 5439 Northumberland St
Wechsler Lawrence 5565 Northumberland St
Weimer Jason 950 Kennebec St
Weiss Joseph S, Sara 6225 Nicholson St
Weisser Victor R 1220 Bellerock St
Wells Fargo Bank Na Successor 169 Anita Ave
Wentzell Ryan L 5508 Phillips Av
White Erin L 4147 Murray Ave Fl 2
Whitehouse Mary K 5555 Darlington Ave
Whitman Jill 5841 Morrowfield Ave A209
Wider Eve 5564 Northumberland St
Wojtyna Benjamin 5418 Wilkins Ave
Wolfram Raunicher Dolores 5819 Bartlett St Apt 7
Wolfson River View Towers Apt 815b
Wolkin Charlotte, Samuel 3217 Shady Ave Ext
Wolman Dariusz 4203 Windsor St
Wu Yunyne 1551 Denniston St
Xie Pengtao 2036 Wendover St
Xu Wanhong 5000 Forbes Ave 6528 Darlington Rd 3
Yamada Kyoko S 976 Greenfield Ave Fl 2
Yang Charles I 5459 Kipling Rd
Yang Hongyu 4612 Browns Hill Rd
Yang Jimmy 1812 Shady Ave
Yoshida Yasuhisa 5607 Beacon St
Yothers Thomas J 5632 Beacon St
Young David 5620 Woodmont St
Younger Jordanna 6663 Woodwell St
Youssef David 5540 Northumberland St
Yuan Hai I 5632 Beacon St
Zembower Elizabeth 5670 Beacon St
Zhang Fan 5562 Hobart St Apt 702
Zlochower Marcia 2205 Shady Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Aber Nicole 203 Smokey Wood Dr
Agarwal Elizabeth A 324 Dewey Ave
Alford Laura Est 2010 Noble St 1
Allen Shanna 163 Lloyd Ave
Andrews Thelma V, Regina 2210 Lloyd Ave
Ayers Bradley 1709 S Braddock Ave
B T Woodlipp Inc 1789 S Braddock Ave Ste 340
Baca Magdalene B, Susan M 1244 Pocono St
Balochko George J 15 Love Place
Balochko Robert 2234 S Braddock Ave
Barclay Della M 2241 Hawthorne Ave
Barr Thomas 1220 Laclair St
Beczak Margaret, Napoleon Est 1340 Pocono St
Benteler Lee R, Helen 7686 Highland Av
Bethel Angela 1912 Monongahela Ave Apt 2
Bigos Augustine G 1648 S Braddock Ave
Blanding Nora E 128 Lacrosse St
Blassingame Ollie M 2306 S Braddock Ave
Boyd Abdul S 7505 Ormond St
Boyer Pentek 2015 Deleware Ave
Brazier Jennie 1247 Love St
Burton Robert P, Anna 1631 Nevada St
Butler Sean M 2017 Delaware Ave
Byers John F 1231 Smokey Wood Rd
Cannon Inez 905 Milton Ave Pittsburg
Carhuaslla Antonia 7921 Graff Ave
Carnes Lois B 1211 Richmond St
Centgraf Peter J 218 Beech St
Chmielewski Eric D 1201 Savannah Ave
Christy Joyce A, Todd P 2015 Deleware Ave
Chuckwumezie Beatrice 2621 Dalgate Pl
Churley Michael David 7708 Juniata St
Clark Frederick E 8018 Lloyd Ave Rear
Clinger Wade H 7638 Highland Ave
Collier Square 1789 S Braddock Ave
Cook Helen V 103 Maple Ave
Copeland D Robert 1200 Lancaster Ave
Copsey Chris M 1125 Savannah Ave
Costanzo Leonard 123 Gordon St
Cramer Frank W 7336 Denniston Ave
Cravotta Mary Ellen Mrs 1100 Olivia St
Crawford Norton C 2225 Lehigh St
Crombie Judith 1720 Tonette St
Crowe Susan B 1244 Pocono St
Crytzer Douglas E 1217 S Braddock Ave
Daw Mary J 301 Leblanc St
Depascal Philomena 7314 Burton St
Diggs Ronald 1709 S Braddock Ave Box 152
Dodd Jeannette 26 Mckelvey Ave
Domracki Jennifer 400 Willow Place 1
Donofrio Anthony 7482 Mcclure Ave
Dorjee Mingmar 2600 Woodstock Ave Bsmt
Duffy Mary Pat 7225 Church St
Easley B R 7337 Princeton Place
Easley Barbara 7337 Princeton Pl
Eastman Marilyn M 138 Hawthorne St
Ebbitt Denise 1211 Milton
Edwards Nya L 1709 S Braddock Ave Box 152
Elmaz Eitan 7130 Schoyer Ave
Ferrell Michael P 2531 Delaware Ave
Flynn Judy 1826 Monongahela Ave Apt 410
Foggie Charles H, William C King Jr 1200 Windermere Dr
Foss Howard Est 80 Whipple St
Gillespie Yvonne E PO Box 82543
Guy Jody H 1631 Nevada St
Hainsey Robert, Thelma 2259 1/2 Hawthorne Ave
Handelsman Claire Brenner, Gordon Louis 311 Maple Ave
Hardy Renee 7500 Elsmere St Apt 5
Harmening Clara B 7239 Whipple St
Harris Floyd 2013 Delaware Ave
Hartman John O 1207 Lancaster Ave
Haynes Nekieta 7318 Church St
Held Jonathan 210 Homestead St
Heron Dwight E 159 W Hutchinson Ave
Herrick Jessie G 1170 Lancaster Ave
Hester Violet C 2332 Buena Vista St Apt 2
Hickey Julia B 7458 Schoyer Ave
Hopkins Fred C 7924 Edgewood Ave
Horner Meghan E, D Kevin 455 Maple Ave
Hornung Michael E 7328−2 Princeton Pl
Hough Linda 1513 Mansion Place
Huntington National Bank 139 Edgewood Ave 208
Johnson Joseph 811 E Hutchinson Ave
Johnson Kenneth 7708 Westmoreland Ave
Johnston Drynda L for Anne Johnston 16 E Swissvale Ave
Jozwak Carol A 221 Smokeywood Dr
Kahn Osman 1206 Richmond St
Kanner Daniel 138 Homestead St
Kart Robert A 7004 Church St
Khan Adeel 215 W Hutchinson Ave
Koldefran LLC 2105 Noble St
Lane Daniel D 7541 Ardmore St
Lee John 2336 Columbia Ave
Lee Sherri 139 Edgewood Ave 208
Leemhuis William P 435 Elmer St
Leff Gerald E 24 Krist Gln Dr
Leighty Rebecca 6907 Mcclure Ave
Leokadia S 7331 Mcclure Ave
Lewin Gilbert H 8014 Westmoreland Ave
Lewis Hilda 7500 Calumet St Apt 3
Lieber Ruth W 1006 Macon Ave
Locke Leroy H Est 147 Homestead St
Lucatorto Michelle 1201 Trevanion St
Lynam Michael John 2021 S Braddock Ave
Macko Anna 7904 Lloyd Ave
Madden Christopher, Leah 7273 Mcclure Ave
Mantia Walter J 93 Lilmont Dr
Markham Weston 230 Garland St
Martin Edward A Est 130 Lilmont Dr
Mcbride Sheila A 7116 Church St
Mcclure Shirley R 1761 Harvard St
Mckinnon L S 2107 Lloyd Ave
Mcknight Mary Elizabeth 915 Laclair St
Mediouni Bouchaib 102 Race St
Miles David F 6907 Mcclure Ave
Miller Gerald I PO Box 8335
Mishler Rodney 183 Gordon St
Montgomery Cassius X, Ebony R 226 W Swissvale Ave
Morales Maria 131 Edgewood Ave Apt S3
Neilly Gina D 7411 Church St
Noel Sharon, Paul 7470 Delmar St
Okada Hisaka, Tadao Fl 2 2120 Columbia Ave
Olfman Sharna PhD 261 Maple Ave
Omasta Bernard, Betty 1907 Delaware Ave
Oxford Settlement Svcs 411 7th Ave Ste 1140
Pagliaro John 2533 S Braddock Ave
Palombo Dominic A III 7326 Princeton Place 2
Parker Gary L 2611 S Braddock Ave
Pathak Sudhir 153 Lloyd Ave Apt F2
Peepels Erin, Rita 118 Blackhawk St
Pelles Dorothy 8104 St Lawrence Ave 101
Perla Peter Jr, Loretta 8006 St Lawrence Ave
Perrone Mortuary 7455 Church St
Pezzino Julie Beth 1135 Richmond St
Phillips Stanley R 3176 Gordon St
Popovich Clinton 7321 Whipple St
Powell Francis X 7410 Trevanion Ave
Pyeritz Nicole L 7124 Church St
Ramtech Support Svcs PO Box 82566
Reabe Dary 20 Farkas Pl
Read Aurora 114 Lilmont Dr
Richards James 333 Locust St
Richardson Ronald, Gerald 2453 S Braddock Ave
Richardson Judy A 1170 Lancaster Ave
Roberson Jaya 7314 Burton St
Rocco Nicholas 7815 Lloyd Ave
Rochon Amanda 263 Maple Ave
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Rode Agnes 1815 Lafayette
Rohrich Cadillac Inc 215 W Hutchinson Ave
Rossi Daniel 7108 Mcclure Ave
Rouse Eula 7500 Calumet St Apt 3
Russell Mary L 1304 Milton St
Sabol Mary K 2228 S Braddock Ave
Sandidge Theodore Jr 7719 Juniata St
Sarnaik Syana M, Ajit A 1218 Goodman St
Schad Elizabeth A 7305 Florence St
Scheftic Carol 1155 Windermere Dr
Schmidt Lynne 100 Beech St
Schmidt Richard 1128 Laclair St
Schoming Emma 2324 Buena Vista
Scuffle Patricia 1722 Miriam St
Sears James 7544 Roslyn St Apt 2
Sheats Marian E 1400 Smokey Wood Dr 812
Shimberg Jonathan, Joanna 112 Ivy St
Simmons Paul 7621 Roslyn St
Sink Jean 14 Love Place
Sisak Eric 163 Lloyd Ave
Snyder Paul F 7123 Michigan Ave
Stark Steve, Irene 7316 Burton St
Starks Lapaula D 7354 Schley Ave
Stevenson James W 1418 Macon Ave
Stine Donald 100 Beech St
Stokes Maryann 7467 Schoyer Ave
Stolec Rebecca M 6907 Mcclure Ave
Strittmatter Cynthia 515 Greendale Ave
Sweigert Cynthia B 7126 Whipple St
Taylor Melissa 7119 Harrison Ave
Taylor Warren 7218 Agnes St
Thomas Daniel 2519 Waverly St
Title Hub 1201 S Braddock Ave 3
Tony Liz Realty Comp 7341 Burton St
Treidel Paul E PO Box 8412
Trenga Concetta T 113 Blackhawk St
Tufts Patricia 2115 Lloyd St
Tyree Myra J 2324 Patterson Ave
Vernon Mildred 1753 Harvard Ave
Vierling Julie 7131 Harrison Ave
Wach Kristen, Michael 1909 Wayne St
Wagner Rolland W Jr 7408 Washington Ave
Walton Delilah K 541 Allenby Ave
Wedemeyer Phillips P 441 Maple Ave
Weir William E 6b Elm St
White Robert R 7239 Whipple St
White Susan M 1010 Milton St
Wolfe Theresa M 240 Race St
Y W Homes Inc 2238 Milligan Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15219
915 Penn Ave Assoc LP 425 6th Ave Apt 304
A G Holdings LLC 3039 Brereton St
Abduction Abx Productions 225 W Sta Sq Dr
Abramovitz Debbis LLC 1034 5th Ave Ste 400
Action Medical Inc 100 Techn Dr Ste 400
Active Ptm 1stside Cntr L 644834 500 1st
Adams Ellen G 715 Mercer St Apt 703
Adams Mary S Est 1600 W Carson St
Adv Oncology Hematology 1400 Locust St Ste G 103
Afm Epf 709 Forbes Ave
Aguliar Bonnie 1600 W Carson St Ste 300
Ainsman Levine Drexler LLC 330 Grant St Ste 1500
Akers Melvin T 715 Mercer St Apt 701
Alcoa Inc 1501 Alcoa Bldg
Alexander Andrew Koziak 8 Alleghney Ctr
Alexander Edward 607 Wandless St
Alexander Janice 2107 Elmore Sq
Alhimali Sultan 553 Protectory Pl
Aliquant, Paul Salow 600 Grant St Ste 5380
All Family Real Est 2703 Brackenridge St
Allegheny Conference 425 6th Ave Ste 1000
Allen Chester 455 Shiffler
Allen Richard 722 Cherokee St
Allied Electric Supply Co, Dale Caprara 1201 Forbes Ave
Alvin Rogal 2000 Fam Trust Us Steel Tower 600 Grant St
Ste 5500
Andrews Richard A, Helen F 1005 Herron Ave
Ansoft Corp 225 W Sta Sq Dr
Armstrong Linda 428 Blvd of The Allies
Arthur Holt Johnstone Family Trust 429 1st Ave Apt 3
Artman Edward, Charles Frankovic Esq 513 Ct Place
Associated Prof Sleep 1400 Locust St 5120
Association Mgmt 425 6th Ave Ste 1620
Auker Lulu 1352 2nd Ave
Bachofner Birgit 1345 Vickroy St Smc 6395
Bailey Harold S, Clara B 2906 White St
Bailey Kristin 330 Grant St Ste 2201
Balint Raymond, William Graham 542 Forbes
102 County Bld
Baltimore Ronald W 852 Whiteside Rd
Banderhoff Eleanor G 1926 Bedford Ave
Bano Gulchera Est, Ronald Bua & Assocs 1040 5th Ave
Bansal Surenda K 425 6th Ave Ste 250
Bar R Pittsburgh R 7 E Carson St Sta Sq
Barback Monica 411 7th Ave Ste 575
Barksdale Marsha 342 Elmore St
Barry Cheryl A 3427 Bethoven St
Battle Clarence W 2437 Chaundey Dr 162
Battle Curtis 1901 Centre Ave
Beck Robert R 704 2nd Ave
Bedford Square PO Box 53029
Benson Lisa 3303 Iowa
Bernstein Burkley Pc Gulf Tower Ste 2200
Bey Ronald J 2077 Bentley Dr Apt 551
Birdsong Viola 3002 Camp St
Black Ronald 2621 Centre Ave Apt 435
Blackhawk Pine Rental LLC 501 Great St
Blackwell Harold 244 Bedford Ave
Blakeley Edward 1 Soho St
Blank Marcus Est 402 Law & Finance Bldg
Bluming & Gusky 436 Grant & 7th St 1200 Koppers Bldg
Boehm Lydia M 2167 Centre Ave
Bonner Ruth M 2700 Centre Ave Apt 2
Booker Louise 2121 Centre Ave Apt 114
Booth James 1635 Bedford Ave
Bosco Thomas 23 Mercer St
Brabender Cox Mihalke Political Inc 100 W Sta Sq Dr
Ste 315
Bradley Carol A, Davon 3145
Braskem Pp Americas Inc 550 Technology Dr
Brightside Academy, Lavonne Hall 707 Grant St Gulf Tower
15th Fl
Broniszewski Jeffrey A Taylor Auto Body 605 Roberts St
Brown Byrd R 515 Ct Place
Brown Elsie F 912 Bryn Mawr Rd
Brown James 276 Wick St
Bruce Brett 1401 W Carson St
Bruzzese Esq Michael Frick Bldg Ste 1806
Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney Pc 301 Grant St 20th Fl
Buegeler Sarah 700 Forbes Ave 1416
Bunnelle Tammy 1600 W Carson St Ste 300
Buntin Mary 715 Mercer St
Burch Hortense 209 Devilliers St
Burnett Eleanor K 437 Grant St 1530
Burroughs Leanora 2029 5th Ave
Burton Mary Lois PO Box 2497
Burwell Mamie 2802 Webster Ave
Calhoun Devaughn 2219 Holyoke St
Calhoun Keith 3304 Cargill St
Callaway Alpharetta C 3340 Mcneil Pl
Campbell & Levine LLC 1700 Grant Bldg
Campbellwest Nathan J 2035 5th Ave 4
Capital Asset Research Corp 1010 Allegheny Bldg
Cardworks Servicing 225 W Sta
Carson St Live 1 E Carson St
Casson Alfred Tennyson 3301 Iowa St
Casson Ernestine E 3301 Iowa St Apt 8b
Cdeg Inc 600 Grant St Ste 1414
Chandler Elena, Bethlahem Haven 903 Watson St
Charney Mary A 265 S Mckean St
Chemical Mellon 4 Sta Sq 3rd Fl
Chicago Title Ins Co Natl Bus Unit 920 Grant Bldg
330 Grant St
Childers Beatriz L, Dennis 3237 Dodson St
Christian Wanda 2621 Elba St
Chubb Insurance 301 Grant St
Chv Holdings LLC 330 Grant St Ste 1320
City Deli At The Paragon 436 7th Ave
Clark Irene L 1005 Herron Ave Apt 108
Clark Rachel 1600 West Carson St Ste 300
Colbert James L Jr 2700 Centre Ave 16
Coleman Linnie M 3150 Avalon St
Community Care 1 Chatam Ste 700 112 Washington Place
Conley Ossie 3363 Milwaukee St
Conley Ray 125 W Sta Sq Dr Ste 168
Cornor Susie 1826 Webster Ave
Cosby Henry 1833 1/2 Diaz Way
Crew Lawrence 2112 Bentley Dr Apt 687
Curtis Wesley 2025 Bentley Dr
David Stanford 819 Bryn Mawr Rd
Davis Blarey 2533 Chauncey Dr Apt 224
Davis Lena 2933 Webster Ave
Davison Lula 19 Perry St
Day Christopher E 3321 Cargill St 2nd Fl
Dean Michael A, Alfred 715 Mercer St Apt 1213
Dean John J Corp Ctr Ste 619 1 Bigelow Sq
Deforest Koscelnik Yokitis Kaplan & Be 436 7th Ave
3600 Koppers Bldg
Delgado Alvero 1600 W Carson St Ste 300
Dembec Rose 1911 Forbes Ave
Dermatolgy & Cosmetic Surgery 100 N Wren Dr
Destro Mary, Koppers Co Inc 436 7th Ave
Devon Mobile Comms LP 275 Oak St
Diagnostic Imaging Assoc Ltd 425 6th Ave Ste 250
Diamyd Inc 100 Technology Dr
Diaz Borrego Maria 1345 Vickroy St 5170
Ditillo Marilyn, William Graham 542 Forbes 102 County Bld
Dobek Jennifer L, Carol Harrite Harrif 3300 Iowa St
Dobek Carol Harrite Harrif 3300 Iowa St
Dodson Florence 140 Erin St
Dreier Llp 436 7th Ave 1000 Koppers Bldg
Dresbold Joel Esq 432 Blvd of The Allies
Dunlap Denise D 2650 Centre Ave Apt 606
Duquesne Light Co A James Wallace E Griffith Mcgague &
Fernsler Ste 3626 Gulf Tower
Duquesne Light Energy LLC 411 7th Ave 15−4
Dwight Medley Est 1503 Coldwell St
Edwards Laurika 2031 5th Ave Apt 4
Egler Frederick N, John C Lawyers Bldg 21st Fl
430 Forbes Ave
Eldridge Mary A 642 Duff St
Ellis Delfonte D Est 733 Anaheim St
Ellis Wylie Jr 1817 Wylie Ave
Emerg Med Assoc of Pitts 1501 Locust St Ste 403
Equitable Resources 301 Grant St Ste 3300
Evans Theodore, Debra 2114 Hemans St
Evans John J 1352 2nd Ave
Evans Theodore 537 Francis St
Everett Cornelia 2165 Elmore
Ewing Fannie L 3375 Milwaukee St
Excel Kitchen Centers, Mark Tihey 1800 5th Ave
Fae Tennison 2015 Forbes Ave
Fahad Aljoahani 112 Washington Place Apt 10j
Faisal Al Sadoun 1345 Vickroy St 5642
Faulks Roberta 2700 Centre Ave Apt 39
Fee Irene A 4820 Emblem Ave
Feldstein Grinberg Stein & Mckee 428 Blvd Of The Allies
Fields Cynthia R 157 Sweeney Way
Firewicz Terri L, Jan 600 Grant St S660
First American Title Ins 300 Grant Bldg Ste 2300
First Vehicle Svcs 215 Mckean St
Fisher John T 1518 Forbes Ave
Fisher Oil Co 900 5th Ave Ste 500
Fitzgerald Ida M 715 Mercer St Apt 515
Flenory Joseph Jubilee Kitchen 2005 Wyandotte St
Flood Eleanor 2902 Webster Ave Fl 1
Focer Isabelle 2010 Union Bank Bldg
Foster Juanita L, Dorothy 818 Aneheim St
Franklin Odeal 3535 Milwaukee St
Freedom Forge Corp Buck Consultants 500 Grant Str
Funaro Mary R 429 4th Ave 800
Gaines Iva L 2134 Webster Ave
Gaitens Tucceri & Nicholas Pc 519 Ct Place
Gant Alberta M 2851 Bedford Ave Apt 210
Gay Jennifer Est 1600 W Carson St Ste 300
General American Corp 707 Grant St
Gibson Walter J 2104 Reed St
Gilli Josephine 1911 Forbes Ave
Givan Anna M 707 Grant St Ste 1730
Gkmsw Partners, Leo A Keevican Esq Dkw Law Group Pc
58th Fl Usx Tower
Global Corp Trust 525 William Penn Place 7th Fl
Gmac 470 30th St
Gobble Doris B 723 Finland St
Godfrey James M 420 Dinwiddie St Apt 406
Gonzalez Paul, Rene Gonzalez 19 Perry St
Goods Samuel Jr 2409 Chauncey Dr Apt122
Gordon Props LP 700 5th Ave 6th Fl
Grace Memorial 1000 Bryn Mawr Rd
Graham Robert 2160 Webster Ave
Grant Arnold Sr, Arnold 57 Arthur St
Griffin John, Administrator 1635 Bedford Ave
Haley Loren 1420 Centre Ave 1916
Hall Ronald 818 Shawnee St
Hamblin Elizabeth R 654 Herron Ave
Hanlons Cafe 1501 Locust St
Harlan Irene L Usx Tower 600 Grant St
Mailstop P6−Pusx−36−1
Harmon Terri 3074 Iowa St
Harper Geraldine, Ernest 3372−3372 1/2 Mlwk St
Harper David 2125 Webster Ave
Harrington Dennis C Esq 429 Forbes Ave Ste 1800
Harris Ralph J 1600 West Carson St
Harris Willowby 2012 Bedford Av
Harry Davis Co 1725 Blvd Of Allies
Hayes Gary L Taylor Auto Body 605 Roberts St
Heard Mabel 131 Trent St
Heard Marion Mcnair 747 Union Trust Bldg
Heath Hazlett Todd A 429 Forbes Ave Ste 1900
Heim Peter 1600 W Carson St
Hemby Ida 2024 Grove Pl
Hff Inc 429 4th Ave Ste200
Hickman Michael E 38 Elmore St
Hilb Rogal Hobbs LLC 600 Grant St Us Steel Tower
Hill James, Rose 279 Lombard St
Hill Lorenzo A, Estella 3044 Iowa St
Hill District Consensus Group 1835 Centre Ave Ste 265
Hill Keith M 811 Bryn Mawr Rd
Hill Thelma C 1600 W Carson St
Hirschfield Morris 402 Law & Finance Bldg
Hirshberg Gustine Straka Llp 1 Oxford Centre Ste 45
Hoffman Phyllis J, William Graham 542 Forbes
102 County Bldg
Homer Paul D 707 Grant St Ste 2700
Hoon Robert 707 Grant St
Houston Caraway, Lilly 3345 Milwaukee St
Howze Samuel 3101 Iowa St
Hoyos Castro Eduardo 1420 Centre Ave
Hughes Patricia A 420 Dinwiddie St Apt 304
Iannetti & Waltman 304 Ross St Ste 305
Iba Temps Frick Bldg Mezzanine 437 Grant St
Ikon Document Svcs PO Box 640015
Indspec Chemical Corp 411 7th Ave Ste 300
Intl Academy of Design Techno 555 Grant St Oliver St
Entrance
Is Rockefeller 1935 Trust, Virginia G Musinski 500 1st Ave
P7 Pfsc 020
Isaccs Gregory 435 6th Ave
Ishizuka Seiichi 1420 Centre Ave Apt 1712
J & J Holdings 525 William Penn Place 30th Fl
Jackson Anna 2121 Rose St
Jackson Jim Willie 809 Whiteside Rd
Jackson Kathy 1600 W Carson St Ste 300
Jazzworks LLC Wduq Radio 600 Forbes Ave
Jenkins Marie 2052 Bentley Dr
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Joanne E T Est 810 Allegheny Bldg 429 Forbes Ave
John P Ferrara Rev Liv Tr 5100 Usx Tower 600 Grant St
Johns Georgia L H J Heinz 600 Grant St
Johnson Ashley A 1345 Vickory St
Johnson Roberta 3143 Brackenridge St
Johnstone Henry W III, Barbara C 429 1st Ave Apt 3
Jolley Vaughn C 615 1st Ave Box 136
Jones Clifford M 1600 W Carson St Ste 300
Jones Helen 3002 Camp St
Jones James, Ansoft Corp 225 W Sta Sq Dr Ste 200
Jones Katie W 1600 W Carson St Ste 300
Jordan Harvey 140 Hooster St
Joseph Marianne, William Graham 542 Forbes
102 County Bld
Josh Gibson Foundation Ammon Recreation Ctr
2217 Bedford Ave
Jun Ae Lee 707 Grant St
Kaczynski Deborah 1400 Locust St 2140 Bldg D Admin
Kakel Charles F 112 Washington Place Apt 10k
Karchmar Michael J 13 Pride St
Karlowitz Cromer & Flaherty 1400 Allegheny Bldg
429 Forbes Ave
Kavafes Susan 1600 W Carson St Ste 300
Keith Dale Robert 437 Grant St Ste 1116
Keith Nasire Lucy Esq, Sidney Sokolsky Esq 437 Grant St
Ste 1116
Kell Phillip A 3330 Mcneil Pl
Kessinger 707 Grant St
Khelaifi Sultan Al 600 Forbes Ave 141
Kiem Leroy 300 Mckean St
Klanica LLC Gulf Tower Ste 1730 707 Grant St
Klett Lieber Rooney & Schorling A Prof Co, Robert Tyler
1 Oxford Ct Fl 40
Klett Rooney Lieber Schorling One Oxford Ctr 301 Grant St
20th Fl
Kochuba Edward L, Edward Jr 205 Ross St
Kokkila Leonard M, Robert B Williams & Williams Coulson
1500 2 Chatham Ctr
Kropp David H, Robert B Williams & Williams Coulson
1500 2 Chatham Ctr
Kunz Zimmer 3300 US Steel Tower
Lackner Joseph F 32 Terminal Way 36
Ladd Kathryn E Corp Ctr Ste 619 1 Bigelow Sq
Lash Nevonia 2223 Webster Ave
Law Office of David J Gorberg & Assoc Pc 429 Forbes St
1900 Allegheny Bldg
Leech Douglas M 600 Grant St Ste 660
Leech Tishman Fuscaldo & Lampl LLC 525 William Penn Pl
Leech Tishman Fuscaldo Lampl 1800 Frick Bldg
Legal Helpers 600 Grant St Ste 3214
Leonard Robb 2300 1 Mellon Bank Ctr
Leonard Roberta D 905 Watson St
Levine Hilda S 1 Bigelow Sq Ste 1
Life Ins Co of No America, Randy Sharp 1600 W Carson St
Ste 300
Lloyd Institute 2 Chatham Ctr Ste 1500
Logan Arthur, Rothman Gordon Foreman & G 310 Grant St
Ste 300
Logiclibrary 1900 W Sta Sq Dr
Louis P Vitti & Assoc Pc 916 5th Ave
Lovette Thelma A 2939 Webster Ave
Luette Alice C 6 N Evashavik 310 Grant St Apt 520
Lydia S Place Inc 710 5th Ave Ste 2100
Mac Co, Mutual Fund Ops 525 William Penn Pl
PO Box 3198
Macedonia Comm2851 Bedford Ave Apt Rec
Macys 400 5th Ave
Macys Food Svc 400 5th Ave
Maddox Joan J 528 Morgan St
Maint Greater Pit, Eric P Reif Reed Smith Shaw & Mcclay
435 6th Ave
Mandel Eric C 3008 Paulowna St
Manion Mcdonough & Lucas Pc 600 Grant St Ste 882
Mao Wei 1513 Wylie Ave
Marchwinski Rose M 3212 Brereton St
Marcus Jonathan D, Marcus & Shapira One Oxford Ctr
35th 301 Grant St
Marcus Keogh Bernard, Shapira D 301 Grant St
Markatos Eusththios 1499 Shannon Rd
Markel Helvy 2087 Bentley Dr Apt 577
Market Place Print Office Depot 600 Grant St
Massillon Div A P Green Refractories Co 600 Grant St
Mastro Joseph T 835 Herron Ave
Mathews Edith 608 Perry St
Matsuda Yuki 1420 Centre Ave
Mazzuki Kazoza K 11 Marion St
Mcbride Herman M 557 Herron Ave
Mcclung Elliott 2118 Bentley Dr
Mccormack Baron Mgt PO Box 53029
Mccoy Pearl 717 Upton St
Mccullars Juanita, Joseph P Decker Atty 429 Forbes Ave
Ste 419
Mccullough Electric Co 418 1st Ave
Mcdonou Neil A Est 205 Ross St
Mcintyre Mark G St Joseph House of Hospit
1635 Bedford Ave
Mckinney Lavenia 532 Junilla St
Mechelle Lynn Humpries Hayes 2019 Centre Ave
Meggett Freddie 708 Francis St
Mendiola Francisco Q 600 Grant St Fl 44
Mercantile Bank 500 1st Ave Ms P7 Pfsc 02 0
Mercantile Bank Dealer Svc 500 1st Ave Ms P7 Pfsc 02 0
Mercantile Safe Deposit & Trust 500 1st Ave
Ms P7 Pfsc 02 0
Metropolitan Life Ins Co, Jones Ln Lasalle 525 William
Penn Pl 20th Fl
Michael Emma RR 2 Hunlock Crk
Michael F Fives Assocs 168 Harshaville Rd
Midtown Cardiovascular Assocs I 1501 Locust St Ste 501
Miles Virginia 768 Brymawr Rd
Miller Ament Henny Kochuba Colonial Bldg 205 Ross
Minick Evelyn G 628 Herron
Mistic Constr 859 Memory Ln Apt 201
Mitchell Francis C 1600 W Carson St Ste 300
Mitchell Siroya 1601 5th Ave
Mobili Office LLC 125 W Sta Sq Dr
Monroe Margaret 617 Kirkpatrick St
Moore Roberta 420 Dinwiddie St Apt 709
Moore Thomas E Est 3130 Avalon St
Morales Richard 425 Miller St Apt 301
Morgan Melba J 1862 Ctr Ave
Morris Timothy 2031 5th Ave Apt 4
Moss Jessica G 3302 Iowa St Apt 2
Mroz Antoinette 3442 Bethoven St
Muiter Mary E 2264 Bedford Ave
Mularkey James M 1518 Forbes Ave
Muldrow Charles H 715 Mercer St Apt 413
Municipal Risk Mgmt Workers 101 Ft Pitt Commons
Murphy Dale 903 Cherokee St Apt 3
National City Cons Loan Ohio 500 1st Ave Ms P7 Pfsc 02 0
Niyazi Hanin M 1420 Centre Ave Apt 2012
Nmhg Financial Svcs PO Box 643749
Norman Ollie L 2025 Colwell St
Observatory Hill Inc 459 City Co Bldg 414 Grant St
Olsen Financial Svcs Ltd, Ansoft Corp 225 W Sta Sq Dr
Ste 200
Olson Douglas Barbara J, Jay Silberblatt 2904 Gulf Tower
707 Grant St
One For The Money Movie 555 Grant St
One Oxford Center 301 Grant St 20th Fl
Orbital Engineering Inc 1344 5th Ave
Owens Margaret V 918 Clarissa St
Oxford Development 1 Oxford Centre Ste 4500
Packer Randy 3313 Bethoven St
Page George 1717 Arcena
Papernick & Gefsky LLC 301 Grant St 34th Fl
Parisen Betty J Est, Robert S 564 Forbes Ave
Parker Hunter 600 Grant St 31st Fl
Parker Kimberly 2819 Webster Ave
Parking Network 301 W Sta Sq Dr
Parnes Jon 519 Herron Ave
Pascale Catherine M 707 Grant St
Patel Medical Assocs LLC 1350 Locust St Ste 104
Patrick Christina 11 Trent St
Patterson Randolph 2700 Centre Ave Apt 19
Paul M Goltz Assocs 429 Forbes Ave 810 Alegheny B
Penbrad & Co Commerce Ct 4 Sta Sq
Penn Bertha 715 Mercer St Apt 210
Perisen Robert S 564 Forbes Ave
Perry Lois M 2535 Elba St
Pesek Seth W 1420 Centre Av Apt 1901
Peterson Anthony, Emma, Beverly Williams 908 Adelaide St
Pettigrew Ethel 2314 Webster Ave
PittsburghInf Dis Ltd 1350 Locust St 4
Phillips Woodrow 904 Anaheim St
Pienkoski Gary W, Doris 437 Grant St Ste 1110
Plato Donald L 801 Anaheim St
Plowden Nathaniel L 2535 Elba St
Pokrowka Paul 436 Blvd of The Allies
Pollard Edward G III, Janet 771 Bryn Mawr Rd Apt 2b
Pollard Susan A 470 30th St
Potter Edith 2121 Rose St
Powell Clara 2121 Centre Ave Apt 215
Prather Constance 215 Dinwiddie 2nd Fl
Pratt Trudy 3373 Webster Ave
Prudential Securities Cf J Olson Prudential Secs 5600 Usx
Tower
Raji M Reza 425 6th Ave Ste 250
Ravi Gi Assocs Llp 1350 Locust St Ste 208
Redding Viola 227 Dinwiddie
Reed Smith Llp 435 6th Ave
Reed Smith Llp, Peter Blasier 435 6th Ave
Renaissance Settlements 437 Grant St 407 Frick Bldg
Renewal 601 Grant St
Renninger Virginia 1905 Bedfor Ave
Reo Land Svcs Inc, Michael Rabel 429 Forbes Ave Ste 1201
Richard S Caliguiri Amyloid Research Fund 301 Grant St
Riggans Bessie 2827 Bedford Ave Apt 102
Robb Mulvihill 2300 1 Mellon Bank Ctr
Roberts Ryan 600 Grant St Ste 3250
Robertson Catherine A 1820 Centre Ave Apt 202
Robinson Hattie 103 Perry St 2
Robinson Joan E 420 Dinwiddie St Apt 1006
Ronald J Bua & Assocs 1040 5th Ave
Ronda Winnecour 600 Grant St Ste 3250 Usx Tower
Ross Street Assocs LP 225 Ross St
Rtea Antelope Active Cdhp Rural, Aliquant 600 Grant St
Ste 5380 1
Rtea Codero Rojo Active Cdhp Rural, Aliquant 600 Grant St
Ste 5380
Rtea Spring Creek Active Cdhp Rural, Aliquant
600 Grant St
Rush Paul R 311 Ross St
Ryans Arthur 2031 Webster Ave
Saddle Ridge 4 E Carson St Sta S
Salim Hassan H 2110 Bentley Dr Apt 693
Sanders Brown Arlene 1600 W Carson St
Sanders Katherine A 3016 Paulowina St
Scatena Gina 424 S Main St
Schafer Pearle 527 Ct Place
Schmieder Katherine 707 Grant St Ste 1730
Seat Donald 2642 Wylie Ave
Seay Olivia 2124 Elmore Sq
Select Pittsburgh 1350 Locust St 104mpob
Shapira Daniel, Marcus & Shapira One Oxford Ctr
35th 301 Grant St
Shapira Titus Marcus E 301 Grant St
Sharlock Gary 700 Grant St Ste 2600
Sharlock Repcheck & Mahler 3200 Gulf Tower 707 Grant St
Shaw Joy 1560 5th Ave
Shen Hsueh Lung 1600 W Carson St Ste 300
Sheraton Palace Hotel 300 W Sta Sq Dr Ste 30
Sheraton Station Square Hotel 300 W Sta Sq Dr
Sherer Shafawn A 234 Wich St
Shim Hackjoon 1420 Centre Ave Apt 1915
Shop For It All LLC, Forrest Hughes 600 Grant St Ste 308
Silverman Bernheim & Vogel 1 Oxford Centre Ste 4300
Silvers Gladys M 420 Dinwiddie St Apt 304
Simpson Mary Mccreary 609 Junilla St Apt 4
Simpson Regina 1420 Centre Ave Apt 710
Sites George 301 Grant St Ste 4300m Pmb 4315
Small Alice K 2136 Bentley Dr 618
Smith Jane H 3074 Iowa St
Snowden Mary A 3016 Iowa St
Spencer Donna 318 Hancock St Apt 1
Steinberg Steidl, Kenneth M Steinberg 210 Grant St
Stiska John, Ansoft Corp 225 W Sta Sq Dr Ste 200
Strasburg William 1600 W Carson St
Strauss Auto 600 Grant St Ste 1414
Strebin Patrick A 2012 Centre Ave
Sughrue Douglas Esq 428 Forbes Ave Ste 2400
Ste Edna L 1005 Herron Ave Apt 208
Sullivan Timothy D 3226 Dobson St
Sutej John W, Ann F 205 Ross St Colonial Bldg
Swanson Rosa 2026 Grove Pl 477
Sydnor Eric 615 1st Ave 711
Tarabolsi Osama 1420 Centre Ave Apt 1507
Taylor Bertha L 520 Herron Ave
Taylor Colette 704 Anaheim St
Temole Arnauld 1084 Memory Ln Apt 203
Terrell Herbert A Esq 1 Oxford Centre Ste 4300
301 Grant St
Thomas Dell E 1635 Bedford Ave
Thomas H Witt Ins Trusts 3351 Bigelow Blvd
Thomas John 2507 Hallett
Thomas Lara 428 Blvd of The Allies
Thomas Michael P 1345 Vickroy St Box Smc7689
Thompson Anita, C T Stockdale 1802 Law Finance Blvd
Thompson Berthene 2902 Webster Ave Fl 1
Thompson Warren 111 5th Ave
Townes Deljean 517 Morgan St
Trantine Richard R 527 Ct Place
Traylor Flo N 3372 1/2 Milwaukee St
Trentini Joanne E, Dana L 429 Forbes Ave Ste 810
Tri State Mgmt 301 Grant St Ste 2700
Tristate Capital Bank 1 Oxford Centre 301 Grant St
Ste 2700
Tucker Helena L 2165 Elmore Sq Apt 223
Tuggle Margaret 2239 Midtown Sq
Tumolo Anthony 3039 Brereton St
Turner Dolores E, Alonzo 2545 Chauncey Dr
Turner C 905 Cherokee St
Turner Edward 2125 Rose St
Turner Edward D 915 Bryn Mawr Rd
Turner Kenneth 2441 Bedford Ave Apt 337
Union Real Est Co 429 Forbes Ave
United Nations Assoc of Peter C Blasier 435 6th Ave
Uptown Pediatric Assoc 1515 Locust St Ste 1
Vanryn Sara Hane 700 Grant St Ste 2600
Vasquez Paredes Felix Est 1600 W Carson St
Vitti Louis P Esq 916 5th Ave
Vollmer Rulong Keating Pc 445 Ft Pitt Commons Blvd
Volt Svcs Group 436 7th Ave Ste 228
Vudy Justin 1716 Locust St
Wade Daniel 138 Trent Ave
Wade Mary K 1420 Centre Ave Apt 503
Walker Harbison 600 Grant St 51st Fl
Waller Kimberly 2066 Bentley Dr 769
Waltman Michael E 304 Ross St Ste 305
Walz Colleen Bureau of Fire 414 Grant St
Warner James A 2533 Chauncey Dr Apt 224
Warwick & Warwick 500 Grant St Upper Lobby
Washingto Herold W 2160 Bentley Dr
Washington Beatrice, Harold E 533 Protectory Pl
Washington Thelma 2140 Elmore Sq
Wassel Daniel Est, Frederick 1600 WCarson St
Watkins Winifred E 2004 5th Ave
Watts Jacqueli, James 2265 Bloomer Way
Wegner Ruth G 1600 W Carson St Ste 300
Weiji Lu 1345 Vickroy St
Weis Mary M Wehrheim, Feczko & Seymour 310 Grant St
Ste 520
Weltman Weinberg & Regis Co Koppers Bldg 436 7th Ave
Ste 400
Wenger Robert 1600 W Carson St Ste 300
Wesco Companies Ste 700
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Wesco Distribut 225 W Sta Sq Dr
West Ella M 1600 W Carson St Ste 300
West Penn Royalties Co Broido & Rosenbaum
807 Jones Law Bldg
Wharton Blondeva 732 Bryn Mawr Rd
Wheeler Doug Tr 1401 W Carson St
White Darryl 332 Elmore St
Wilds Cheryl L 564 Forbes Ave Ste 1008
Wilentz Goldman Spitzer Pa 1 Oxford Centre Ste 4300
Wilhite Dorothy M 2829 Bedford Ave Apt 308
Wilkins Hattie 819 Bryn Mawr Rd
Williams Beatrice 29 Perry St
Williams Janet L 2701 Brackenridge St
Williams Robert 3118 Avalon St
Williams Sheryl L 905 Watson St
Williams Willie J 2121 Rose St
Williamson Jean D 420 Dinwiddie St Apt 1006
Wilmer Kenneth D 2829 Bedford Ave Apt 405
Wilson Harry, Walter 1600 W Carson St Ste 300
Winnecour R 600 Grant St Ste 3250 Usx Tw
Winnecour Rhonda J 600 Grant St Ste 3250 Usx Tower
Winnecour Ronda 3250 Usx Tower 600 Grant St
Winters Mckenna Arcovio Pc 310 Grant St Ste 1500
Woods Julia 2234 Webster Ave
Woods Linda 715 Morgan St
Woodyear Dawna 1801−15 Centre Ave Ste 304
Wu Ian M 3 Rivers Nephrology Assoc 1401 Forbes
Wyman Susan 1600 W Carson St Ste 300
Xiao Qiang 660 US Steel Twer
Yanni Bilkey Investment Consulting Co, Terry Scotti
2500 Grant Bldg
Yoon Ju Eun 1243 Forbes Ave 5032
Young Annie Ruth 1631 Wylie Ave
Young Tiffany 514 5th Ave
Young Willie M 346 Robert St
Zaharis Edward 1600 W Carson St Ste 300
Zellers John 1838 Bedford Ave
Zhang Wenting 4251 Bryn Mawr Rd
Zimmer Kunz 3300 Us Steel Tower
Pittsburgh Pa 15220
3 W Interactive 680 Anderson Dr Foster Plaza 10
Alajmi Abdullah Saad 1063 Greentree Rd
Alanazi Nawaf Aoed 914 Hillgate Pl
Alarefi Saad N 547 Oaklynn Ct
Albright Lucy 1235 Greentree Rd
Allgeier James F 1540 Orchardview Dr
Allin Consulting Of Penns 381 Mansfield Ave
Allstate Ins Co 1721 Cochran Rd
Alston David 1100 Greenvaly Dr 1
American Staffing Supplier LLC 417 Mapleview Dr Apt 2c
Antony Shanto 248 Chatham Park Dr Apt 1b
Arbogast Karen D 651 Holiday Dr Foster Plaza V
Augustine Raymond 529 Ridgemont Dr
Auth Michael E 1031 Ringgold St
Barbare Vrushali A, Amol G 100 Chatham Park Dr Apt 405
Barme Lillian 1438 Greentree Rd
Barsotti Donna M, John 1101 Green Tree Rd
Bcd Travel 220 Bayer St
Bcd Travel 7 Pkwy Ctr
Beck Adam R 257 Banbury Ln
Becker Paul H Jr 101 Greenboro Ln
Bethany Hospice Svcs Of We 6 Pkwy Ctr Ste 100
Biedenbach Beverly A 12 Leon Rd
Bingham Cori Josh, Craig N 179 Black Oak Dr
Bitts George N Jr, George N 2 Noblestown Rd
Black Judith 1910 Cochran Rd Manor Oak 2 3rd Fl
Boeh Elizabeth, Francis 1117 Oriole Dr
Boehm Gretchen J, Henry R 109 Greenbriar Dr
Borgman Francis C, Ruth H 220 Parkedge Rd
Borgman Ruth 220 Parkedge Rd
Boswell Oil Co The Ste 2015 200 Fleet
Boulos Chahine 1351 Great Oak Dr
Boyd Evelyn C 35 Wabash St
Branca Guy R 271 Corliss St
Bricker William 127 Shiela Dr
Brough Mary L 148 150 Greenbriar Dr
Brown Theodore 702 Kerr St
Brusters Real Ice Cream 1005 S Bee St
Bryan Anna 414 S Main St
Butkus Stanley 111 Greenvaly Ct
Carey Rita Est 12 Mcknight St Apt 20
Casey Margaret Est 1848 Greentree Rd
Castleberry Paula 195 Oakbrook Cir
Central Blood Bank 875 Greentree Rd
Ceridian Employer Svcs 790 Holiday Bldg 11 1 Dr
Chaphalkar Ajitkumar P 1540 Greenvaly Dr Apt 15
Chaphalkar Anagha Ajitkumar 1540 Greenvaly Dr Apt 1
Charles Perlow Tr, Perlow Investments Foster Plz 10 Fl 4
680 Anderson Dr
Chartwell Mgmt Co PO Box 25309
Chatham Dental Group 100 Chatham Park Dr Ste 203
Christie Ins Agency, Mark Christie 733 Washington Rd
Ciftcioglu Selen 24 Oakville Ct Apt 2a
Ciongoli James A, Louise 200 W Manilla Ave
Citiwide Mngm Group 615 Oaklynn Ct
Civitarese Louis R 432 Foxwood Ln
Clutter Suzanne, Chad 1125 Lakewood Ave
Collins Kyle Jonathan 1382 Great Oak Dr
Continental Broadband Pa 810 Parish St
Cook Elizabeth A 814 Chartiers Ave
Costello Audrey H 140 Greenbriar Dr
Covington Roberta B 10 W Manilla Ave
Cox Brandi 730 Springfield St
Creative Global Solutions LLC 556 Chatham Park Dr
Apt 1b
Creeley Pearl Est 416 S Main St
Cunningham Anna 24 Orchard Spring Rd
Daffner Marc 1120 Greenridge Ln
Darbha Sambasiva 100 Chatham Park Dr
Dawson Terry 4 Werder St
Dettling Lester E, Sara 216 Elmhurst St E
Dettling Sarah Crichley 216 E Elmhurst Rd
Dibello Michael J 32 Pocono Dr
Direct Response Techn 730 Holiday Dr Foster Plaza 8
Diversified Group Admini Inc 1910 Cochran Rd
Manor Oak 2 Ste 605
Dobrowsky Alice 638 Harker St
Donatelli Scott F 131 Greenbriar Dr
Edwards Janice 1312 Crucible St
Ellen Rebecca M 645 Elmspring Ct
Elliott Heights 1110 Steuben St
Enserch Energy Svcs 680 Andersen Dr Rm Ste 200
Evaluation Specialists LLC 110 Roessler Rd Ste 100b
Express Financial Services 9 Pkwy Ctr Ste 275
Fandozzi Robert 5 Carol Place
Farias Julio T, Manor Oak II 1910 Cochran Rd Ste 460
Ferris Christopher C 1479b Spreading Oak Dr
Fichter Mary Apt 207 2695 Winchester Dr
Gaetano Janet L 2428 Rose Gdn Rd
Galivenkata Pradeepreddy 400 Camelot Ct Apt 211
Ganta Sankara R 7 Pkwy Ctr Ste 769
Gentiva Health Services 875 Greentree Rd Ste 3
Gerken Nancy 1 Neptune St
Giftcards Com LLC Foster Plaza Bldg 6 681 Andersen Dr
Global Of Pennsylvania LLC 11 Pkwy Ctr 365
Gnanaprakasam Balamurugan 430 Chatham Park Dr
Apt 1a
Golis Betty 718 Springfield St
Gopalakrishnan Prade 208 Chatham Park Dr 1a
Govinddikshit Ramesh K 952 Chatham Park Dr
Grichang Oliha 166 Akla Dr
Griffin Mary C 1108 Gibbon St
Guenther Harry T 110 Ryan Dr
Gumudavelli Ramesh 400 Camelot Ct Apt P 14
Haggass Abdulaziz Al 425 Mapleview Dr Apt 1a
Harris Robert C 173 Sheldon Ave
Heartland Hospice 750 Holiday Dr Foster Plaza 9
Helvacioglu Belkis 600 Chatham Park Dr
Hennon Mark 2302 Allender Ave
Hess Betty R 1848 Greentree Rd 326
Hicks Deonna 8 Marena St
Hill Mary 304 Oakville Dr Apt Ta
Hisle Farris M 229 Kearns Ave
Hoover Kathleen 992 El Rancho Dr
Hopfer Robert G 1055 Greenlawn Dr
Howie Charlotte C 702 Harker St
Hutson John W 669 Elmspring Ct Apt 1 D
Ifft George, Mary 1115 Crucible St
Igate Global Solutions 5 Pkwy Ctr Ste 400
Ilkoz Onur 24 Oakville Ct Apt 2a
Institute Transfusion Med 5 Pkwy Ctr 875 Greent
International Steel Svcs Inc 661 Andersen Dr Foster Plaza
No 7
Jamieson Virginia 150 Orchard Spring Rd
Jani Nirav A 677 Elmspring Ct Apt 1a
Joby Sheeja 500 Chatham Park Dr Apt 2b
Johnson Sylvia 119 Wabash St Apt 2
Jpmorgan Chase Bank Na 140 Greenbriar Dr
Kallathian Kannan 100 Chatham Park Dr Apt 309
Kane Laura 3000 Swallow Hill Rd Apt 101
Katz Agency Manor Oak II 1900 Cochran Rd
Kelly Nancy 649 Elmspring Ct 1a
Kinnee Heather 361 Ryan Dr
Kitman Fred J 510 S Main St
Klemick Shelly, Jason 1020 Avacoll Dr
Koegel Virginia S 1320 Greentree Rd 213
Koike Chihiro 430 Chatham Park Dr Apt Tb
Kolodynski Jadwiga 116 Cedarbrooke Dr
Konecky Olga 1103 Greetree Rd
Kossman Paul 11 Pkwy Ctr
Kostas Reynea C, Michelle 41 White Birch Cir
Kust Margaret E 1100 Zahniser St
L449 Frank M Vaccaro Assoc 1517 Woodruff
Langston Joyce 211 Parkedge Rd
Laudont Thomas R 232 Black Oak Dr
Ledonne Samuel J 1427 Hidden Timber Dr
Lenfestey John O 204 Cherrydale
Lester Bobbie 875 Greentree Rd
Loeffert Eileen 121 Bygate Cir
Louis R Civitarese Retire Fund Ua 04 1 81 432 Foxwood Ln
Lovette Walter H Sr 134 Wabash St
Magness Michael 211 Hamburg St
Maier Darlene M 1462 B Speading Oak Dr
Marappa Smitha 700 Carriage Rd Apt Ta
Mariani Edmond G 1899 Greentree Rd
Marino Linda 230 Ryan Dr
Marks Richard Est 1036 Chartiers Ave
Mastech Systems Corp 2090 Greentree Rd
Matts Megan C 165 Orchard Spring Rd
Matuszewski Kathleen 90 N Sprague Ave
Maurer & Scott Sales 1910 Cochran Rd Bldg 2
Mca Adminis 1910 Cochran Rd Manor Oak II Ste 605
Mccrary S A 1466 Crane Ave
Mcdermot Robert G 236 Arla Dr
Mcferron Helen 105 Sheldon Ave
Meehan Irene, John 2424 Red Oak Dr
Meehan Irene 2424 Red Oak Dr
Meglio Geneva 418 Cedarville
Mercer Monica A 4227 El Rancho Dr
Merkle James F 292 Danley St
Meyer David 681 Andersen Dr Ste 410
Mike Moriregency Transp 401 Neptune St
Minick Martha Est 112 Marlow St
Minick Martha Est 625 S Main St
Minnotte Mcm Corp 1 Minnotte Sq
Miscio Margaret M 1226 Greentree Rd
Mladenick Mildred 4 W Manilla Ave 11
Morgan Calvin J, Franae 2160 Greentree Rd Apt 804 W
Morgan Heather E, Robert B 533 Oaklynn Ct
Morneau Sobeco 5 Pkwy Ctr Ste 100
Morse William S 145 Greenbriar Dr
Morycz Barbara A 2120 Greentree Rd Apt 407e
Moses Michele 1351 Great Oak Dr
Moyles James R 4016 Alden Dr
Muddam Sunil K 886 Hillgate Place
Mullin Patty 1031 Mckenna
Murugan Senthil K 400 Camelot Ct Apt 316
Musta Curtis E 1016 Greentree Rd Ste 101
Mutunga Pam 567 Oaklynn Ct Apt Tb
Mutzig David P 2215 Old Oak Dr
Nadgauda Sunil S 440 Chatham Park Dr Apt 1b
Narayanaswamy Rajesh 548 Chatham Park Dr Apt 2b
Naskar Arnab 600 Chatham Park Dr Apt 703
Natarajan Jagan N, Hariharan Venkatraman
128 Oakville Dr Apt Ta
National Multiple Sc 875 Greentree Rd 125
Nco Fin 1910 Cochran Rd
Neil Air Systems Inc 1130 Mccartney St
Nelson Katherine, George 1395 Steuben St
Neonatal Care 7 Pkwy Ctr St 375
New Horizons Clc Of Pittsburgh 5 Ctr Dr Pkwy Ste 200
Norfolk Southern Railway Co 425 Holiday Dr
Norkus Edward J, Gloria M 2340 Silver Oak Dr
Nowak Frances, John 74 Steuben St
Obrien Carol 191 Sheldon Ave
Omalley Brian E 18 Mcmonagle Ave
Onda Nathan 119 Mcmonagle Rr 15220
Oppenheim Irving M 2120 Greentree Rd Apt 605e
Palaniyappan Subamanian 100 Chatham Park Dr Apt T1
Papa Albert 1015 Crucible St
Patala Ahmed 400 Camelot Ct
Pathania Narjinder Singh 320 Oakville Dr 18
Patterson Margaret 73 Greenbriar Dr
Patton John Lyons PO Box 8496
Payne Jacqueline 324 Oakville Dr Apt Tb
Periyasamy Kamalanathan 100 Chatham Park Dr Apt 208
Perri Bernadette 38 Perri Ln
Pescarmona Enrique M 1910 Cochran Rd Ste 460
Phatak Rahul 400 Camelot Ct Apt 605
Polasky Ariann A 340 Oakville Dr 2a
Porter Laurie J, Edward F 27 Pocono Dr
Preferred Primary Care Physicians I 1910 Cochran Rd
Ste 490
Prestia 1080 Greentree Rd
Presto Products Co 100 Chatham Park Dr 607
Previs Charles A 501 Holiday Dr
Prithvi Info Solutions LLC 750 Holiday Dr Ste 700
Proctor Anthony 136 Wabash St
Procyk Alex I, Sylvia 177 Parkedge Rd
Procyk Family Trust U A Dtd 11 01 0 177 Parkedge Rd
Puccio Phyllis 139 Greenbriar Dr
Pulla Krishnanadh 600 Chatham Park Dr Apt 109
Purini Suresh 444 Chatham Park Dr Apt 2a
Quest Diagnostics Inc Bldg 4 Pkwy Ctr 875 Greentree Rd
Quinlan Daniel 2610 Winchester Dr
Racz George W 733 Wymore St
Radewicz George R 1039 Steuben St
Ralston Purina Co 875 Greentree Rd
Rasmussen Lisa M 120 Orchard Spring Rd
Raymond Joseph A 277 Foxcroft Rd
Reliance First Capital 501 Holiday Dr Bldg 4 Ste 200
Rels Abstract Co 680 Andersen Dr Ste 450
Richardson Denaja M 1027 Valonia St
Rj Meyer Control Co 139 Wabash St
Robertson Cecelia 37 Swallow Hil
Rodgers Elizabeth E 28 Roseleaf Dr
Rodgers Norma M 1433 Orchardview Dr
Rogers William E 145 Oakville Dr Apt 2 B
Rose M Wengryn Trust Ua 05 08 01 232 Black Oak Dr
Rosi Anthony 316 Oakville Dr Apt 1b
Rothaus Matthew Corey, Ronald M, Ronald R
199 W Manila Ave
Rural Metro Corp 7 Pkwy Ctr Ste 500 875 Greentree Rd
Rutman Deanna Manor Oak Village 1910 Cochran Rd
Ryan Mary E 2695 Winchester Dr
Sacco Anna B 1848 Greentree Rd
Sacco Joseph M 2362 Oak Manor Dr
Sakariya Jayesh 3000 Gdn Apt Dr Apt 23
Sakili Chennareddy 400 Camelot Ct Apt P5
Samuel J Ledonne Trust 1427 Hidden Timber Dr
Sarcom Inc 680 Anderson Dr Foster Plaza 10 Ste 500
Sawant Shiwaji 400 Camelot Ct 417
Scarpine Anthony J III 219 Lorenz Ave
Schmitt Hayley M 1462 B Speading Oak Dr
Schuster Marie 58 Robinhood Rd
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Scott Medical Health Ctr 2275 Swallow Hill Rd
Selvam Bhagyalakshmi 100 Chatham Park Dr Apt P2
Sharek Stanley J 3000 Swallow Hill Rd Apt 309
Sharma Vivek 730 Carriage Rd A1a
Shepell Morneau 875 Greentree Rd Pkwy Ctr
Shields Donald 1018 Steuben St
Sholes Robert M 20 Crosswinds Dr
Shoneys Of Knoxville 1910 Cochran Rd Bldg 2
Short Gwendolyn J 52 W Manilla Ave
Simmons Business Systems 651 Holiday Dr Ste 205
Simmons Kenneth M 1520 Greenvaly Dr 10
Simon Mary 44 Rhodes Ave
Singaravelu Senthil Kumar 600 Chatham Park Dr Apt 712
Smith Richard, Ruth 833 Greentree Rd Bldg 4 Apt B
Smith Justin 659 Oaklynn Ct Apt 1b
Smiths Group Americas Ll 730 Holiday Dr Bldg 8 F201
Sobeco Morneau 875 Greentree Rd
Soundarajan Govindaraj 421 Mapleview Dr Apt 1d
South Hills Cardiology Assoc 1910 Cochran Rd
Southwinds Inc 2101 Greentree Rd Ste A−201
Sriknath Vugranum T 844 Carriage Rd Apt B
State Auto Ins Co 1 Pkwy Ctr Ste 215
Stewart Title 651 Holiday Dr
Stewart Title 652 Holiday Dr
Stiller Robert L 169 Orchard Spring Rd
Stoj Nicole L 117 Banksville Place
Storm Parent Organization Inc 2090 Greentree Rd
Sullivan Dolores, John 531 Harker St
Sunset Props LP 1650 Greentree Rd
Tabassum Syed Suhana 100 Chatham Park Dr
Tarasovic George Apt 207 2695 Winchester Dr
Tarbert James C 1039 Steuben St
Technology People Inc 7 Pkwy Ctr Ste 679
Thomas E Reilly Pc 2025 Greentree Rd
Thota Sagas P 124 Oakville Dr Apt 1
Three Rivers Card Inst 400 Holiday Dr S 101
Toliver Brenda 2439 Red Oak Dr
Tom Prestia Medical Benefits Network 1080 Greentree Rd
Tranter Beth 1140 Glencoe Ave
Tresa Mettilda Vazhappilly Yohanna 3000 Swallow Hill Rd
Apt 202
Truecompanies LLC 950 Greentree Rd
Tsangaris Stella 1094 Tomaino Dr
Turnaround Mgmt Assoc Pitts, Nachman Hays Asso 651
Holiday Dr Ste 300 5
Urso Raymond J. Raymond Sr 254 Ryan Dr
Varghese Deepu 378 Chatham Park Dr Apt 2c
Viskovicz Ron B 2520 Hayson Ave
Vocelli Pizza Natl Adv Coop 201 Greentree Rd Ste A 202
Wadatkar Ajit 508 Chatham Park Dr Apt 2b
Wagner Catherine, Stanley 812 Wymore St
Walker Thomas M 714 Robinwood Dr
Ware Joseph B 25 Wabash St 8464
Washington Mutual Bank Fa 1446 Hidden Timber Dr
Wengryn Rose M 232 Black Oak Dr
Werner Marcelun G 26 Pocono Dr
Wexford Health Sources 425 Holiday
Wolbert Auto Body Inc 8 Marena St
Wolf Lloyd 1338 Crucible St
Woodhall Gregory W 2400 Allender Ave
Wuenstel Cynthia A 225 Sheldon Ave
Yamamoto Taizo 2437 Rose Gdn Rd
Zelinko Emma Mary, Elizabeth 49 Roseleaf Rd
Zumpano Marita 128 High Oak Place
Zurich American Ins 10 Foster Plaza 680 Anderson Dr
Ste 600
Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Abdullah Tahirah 1160 South Ave
Adams Sophia K 1724 Montier St
Adkins Susan M 800 Limecrest Rd
Aivaliotis Michelle 2289 Elmhill Rd
Ajibola Judieth 1125 Wallace Ave
Akmal Farooc 922 Garfield Ave
Aland Edgar A 945 Rita Dr
Allen Ruby 419 Rosedale St
Anderson Pamela M 705 Pitt St 4
Andrews Victoria 1967 Robinson Blvd
Antesberger Helen C, Karl 394 Ave F Forest Hills
Appel Sara E 7264 Beacon Hill Dr
Arendt Dolores M 2050 Beech St
Arnold Annie B 1897 Fairlawn Ave
Baer Sondra 1278 Blackadore Ave
Bailey Minnie 18 S Wheeler St
Balcita Angel MD 1501 Ardmore Blvd 601
Bandy Ramona D 756 Princeton Blvd
Banks Barbara Jean PO Box 91192
Banks Gladys H 810 Wood St Apt 311
Baranet T Frank 2405 Laketon Rd Apt Aptc5e
Barnett Daniel J, Cara B 405 Pacific Ave
Barnett Elizabeth 838 Holland Ave
Barnhart Charles H 8017 Mooseheart St
Bass Matthew 102 Cascade Rd
Battle Lisa 1601 Penn Ave Apt 606
Bell Douglas J 118 S Trenton Ave
Bell Francis G 7725 Brashear St Apt 5
Belsar Clarence 1942 Laketon Rd
Bender Barrett M 21 Yost Blvd Ste 215
Benteler Lee R, Helen 714 Hulem Way
Benton Mary 3000 Locust St Apt 514
Benzo Juan Francisco 406 East End Ave
Berta Michael J 238 Cascade Rd
Beru Zewdu 7521 Penn Bridge Ct
Besterman Sandra L 155 Hay St
Bey Salahadin A, Nadia 1420 Avon Pl
Biondi Parkway Ford 475 Ardmore Blvd
Blanchard Gloria Jean 1531 1 2 Swissvale Ave
Bonaddio Josephine A 4008 Greensburg Pike
Bond Clara D 2331 Laketon Rd
Booker Antoinette M 1541 Sylvan Tr
Boulden Elsie, L Boulden Jr Execut 2003 Calistoga Pl
Bradbury Eleanor 26 Barton Dr
Bradford Delice L 404 Hay St
Brevard Ernest J 902 James St
Brown Benjamin H 7446 Lighthouse Pt
Brown Clark 423 Biddle Ave
Brown Jerry 1448 Marlboro Ave
Brown Lakeisha 8801 Bricelyn St
Bruce Carmen R 2009 Kendon Dr W
Bryant Saundria 1331 Singer Pl
Buefort Theodore O 2407 Laketon Rd
Bunyan Michael 415 Burlington Rd
Burke Josephine 2301 Bracey Dr
Burnett Rodrick P 1023 Blackadore Ave
Burrell Bertram A 1128 South Ave
Bush John R DMD 2400 Ardmore Blvd Ste 402
Butler Dories 517 West St 5
Buzzard Jessica 425 Whitney Ave Apt 2
Calabrese Michael, M Jr 908 Blackdore Ave
Calloway Vincent 516 Rebecca Ave Apt A
Campbell Patrick Est 1807 Ardmore Blvd
Capan Jamie L 201 Sharon Dr
Capcara Mary 120 Ave L
Card Effie 8136 Frankstown Ave
Carlson Gregory N 101 Fall Run Rd
Carpenter Frances 886 Stvendale Dr
Carter Emma L 1780 Mcnary Blvd Apt 2
Carter Eugene 800 Ross Ave Apt 6
Carter John L 1400 Clark St
Catalano Laura L 7414 Lighthouse Pt
Chape Alfred, Yvonne 2405 Laketon Rd Apt D 3
Cherak Jennifer C 19 Hawthorne Rd
Chianese Toni C 282 Barclay Ave
Churma Mary 3000 Locust St Apt 422
Ciavolella Mark Milestone Ctrs Inc, Harry Burner Rep
Payee 712 South Ave
Cinciripini Victoria F, Anita Jo 841 Maine St
Cohen Earl 7228 Beacon Hill Dr Bldg 8
Colaizzi Gregory P 219 Union St
Columbus Clarence 886 Stvendale Dr
Comer Anna K 2557 Park Hill Dr
Comin Walter Jr 2130 Mcnary Blvd
Competitive Employment 8384 Frankstown Ave
Conde Manuel 409 Rebecca Ave
Cost Co 2400 Ardmore Blvd
Costa Philip 965 Wilkins Ave
Costello Patricia A 416 S Ave Apt 3
Cotman Paul G 1046 Hallam St
Coto Yx 1226 Ozan Way
Coulverson Torrey 525 N Euclid
Covella Kathryn 1717 Penn Ave Apt 810
Crane Ferris W 634 E End Ave
Crawford John E Jr, Crawford Nancy 436 Franklin Ave 3 B
Crimbly Vincent 2400 Ardmore Blvd Ste 400
Cost Commns 9 Bldg
Crouse Barbara 915 South Ave
Crowley Greg 7527 Rosemary St
Crum Christina B 2058 Laketon Rd
Cuccaro Kenneth D 2012 Greensburg Pike
Curry Annette 571 Shelbourne Ave
David Michael M 601 Hilll Ave
Davis Clarence 502 Haverhill St
Davis Clarence Villages at Pennwood
Davis Cora 1135 S Ave
Davis Isaiah Jr 1709 Crestline St
Davis Marie 739 Glenn Ave
Dehonney Willa M 1318 Wesley Ave
Delrosso Laurie A 995 Illinois Ave
Deluca Marjoria, Frank 1712 Doyle St
Depalma Eric J 510 Halsey Ave Apt B
Diggs Annette R 2407 Laketon Rd Apt C11 Douglas Plaza
West
Dls Holding LLC 100 Forest Hills Plz Ste 260
Dnu Village at Penwood 909 West St
Dobson Dominique 1717 Penn Ave Apt 814
Dorazio Angeline M 1239 Brinton Rd
Drv Inc One Drv Inc
Dudley Sherida 2557 Park Hill Dr Apt 2
Eckles Eva 7213 Beacon Hill Dr
Ecung Sheila 964r Wilkins Ave
Edwards Clifford D 2518 Patterson St
Elliott Patricia 917 South Ave
Elston Krista 502 Cascade Rd
Emery James H 810 Wood St
Engineered Products Inc 1844 Ardmore Blvd
Evans Kathleen, Evans James 421 Rebecca Ave
Everett Bennett 407 Franklin Ave Apt 5
Everett Marie 1515 Penn Ave Apt−202
Ferber John 4297 Greensburg Pike
Ferraro Frank 1845 Montier St
Fisher Kenneth J PO Box 61
Fisher Shirley D 405 Whitney Ave
Fitz Netty 641 Tokay St Apt 206
Fitzgerald Allen 3000 Locust St
Fleming Beverly 2407 Laketon Rd Apt G−15
Ford Eva 601b S Trenton Ave
Foster Zenobia 501 Mifflin Ave Apt 2
Foundation of HOPE 800 Swissvale Ave
Fowler Frances L 563 Montview Pl Fl 2
Frailey Patricia 917 South Ave
Fratangelo Louis Michael 916 East End Ave
French Janice N 311 Woodside Rd
Fry Ernest E Est 515 Wallace Ave
Fugua Lee 1502 Foliage St
Fuhrer Jaclyn 549 Filmore Rd
Fuhrman Kyle 810 Rebecca Ave Apt 4
Garner James PO Box 86324
Gartner Andrew P 405 Peebles St 1
Gasper Cara L 2145 Ardmore Blvd Apt 2r
Gebhardt Jerome M 1810 Niggel
George Robert S 1006 Ross Ave
Germinaro Theresa, Sam R 1815 Morningside Ave
Giardino Eve 610 Cascade Rd
Ginsburg Mary Est 204 Pitt St
Gonda Michael B 201 Sharon Dr
Gordon Leslie R 1025 S Ave
Goslin Patrick J, Goslin Thomas D 2401 Marbury Rd
Gourley Ethel M 1514 Penn Ave Apt 111
Gray Edward E 407 West St
Greenwald Devra 184 Penhurst Dr
Griffin Anna C 2430 Marbury Rd
Griffin Cecelia 2136 Laketon Rd
Grimes Jay 522 Halsey Ave 2
Grimes Virginia C 7722 Forbes Ave
Gurrentz Morton 1501 Ardmore Blvd Ste 400
Hadley David J, Hadley Jayme R 125 Legrande Dr
Hagans Arrmon D 2273 Wilner Dr
Hall Donte L 1610 Mill St
Hampton Martin L PO Box 91217
Harnish Matt 20 Marwood Ave Apt 2
Harper Alex E 1607 Clark St
Harrington Gwendolyn 1208 Wood St Apt 303
Harris Jamaal 561 Filmore Rd
Harris Josephine 2052 Frankella Ave
Harris Mary P 1918 Wright St
Held Karen A 708 Coal St
Herman Carole L 640 E End Ave
Hess Judith O 1833 Ardmore Blvd
Hickman Christopher D 7 Barton Dr
Higley Omar 610 Whitney Ave
Hill Ireland Tyne 748 Glenn Ave
Hilton Michael 415 West St
Holiday Inn 915 Brinton Rd Pkwy E
Hollie Justin F 4071 Greensburg Pike
Holy Royal Arch Mason Council 1442 Mill St
Hooper Charles W, Hooper Elaine G 15 Demmer Ave
Housley Glenda M Apt 305
Howell Gregory L Sr Est 1030 Franklin Ave
Huggins Richard A 616 E End Ave
Hughes Tiffany M 510 Mifflin Ave Apt 1d
Hunter Joyce M 913 Rita Dr
In Store Service 21 Yost Blvd Rm Ste 202
Institute for the Documentation 416 Burlington Rd
International Motor Car Pittsburgh 1050 Brinton Rd
Ismaeli Abdul Hakim 494 Campbell St
J Robbins Distributing Co 513 Wallace Ave
Jackson Christine 8124 Frankstown Ave
Jacobs Robert 713 E End Ave
James Audrey, Regina 1951 Robinson Blvd
Jansimore June R 649 Singer Pl
Jerele Annie 1089 Prosprer
Joe Ditorios Auto Body Inc 510 Mifflin Ave Apt 1d
Johnson Kevin 1114 Maple Ave
Johnson Vincent E, Ann M County Line Collision Cent
682 Park Ave
Jones Dorothy B 3857 Greensburg Pk
Jones James PO Box 8687
Jones Marilyn L 1287 Blackadore St
Jorden Henry T 1017 Ctr St
Josey Erica J 325 Ave A
Kaminsky Lorraine H 534 Barclay Ave
Kamminga Jacob 311 West St
Kapoor Vikrant 218 Rebecca Ave Apt 218a
Kauffman Ronald 119 1/2 Ctr St
Kelly James E 1231 Morrow St
Kemp Raymond 1017 Hallam St
Kennedy Donald E 2312 Greensburg Pike
Kirkwood Margaret 117 Biddle Ave
Knox Myron 8212 Rolf St
Kovats Yvette 7527 Rosemary Rd
Laird John 600 Hampton Ave Apt 6
Lane Anna M 2037 Swissvale Ave Ext
Lee Gregory R 1615 Laketon Rd
Leff Roger B 4297 Greensburg Pike Apt 3317
Lena Athans 5 Glasgow Rd
Lengyel John 584 E End Ave
Lenhardt Timothy 417 Trenton Ave
Liberto Joseph 5808 Forbes Ave
Lindsay William, Nancy 1954 Remington Dr
Loner Sarah 108 Stuman Ave
Love Learn Childrens Ctr 1300 Brinton Rd
Maclyak Jacquelyn 16 Lenox Ave
Macon Anthony 906 Ctr St
Madden Bertha A 808 West St
Malechek Helen E, John, Susan J 1409 Smt St
Markee Edward J 4439 W 16th
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Martin Rodney D 1203 Franklin Ave
Mary S Harris Trust 809 Maine St
Mason Claudia Y 2317 Park Hill Dr
Mason E 2008 Sampson St
Mazaras Laura 415 Lenox Ave Apt 3l
Mccabe Brothers Inc 5300 Penn Ave
Mcclung Elmer 7923 Susquehanna St
Mccrea Jean M 510 Mifflin Ave Apt 2c
Mccreary Faye 837 Woodworth St
Mccree Harry 1224 Kobnia Dr
Mccue Charles J 1026 Mifflin Ave
Mcdonough Hugh J 408 Whitney Ave
Mcgivern Robert J 803 Wood St
Mckown Rita 536 Briar Cliff Rd
Md David J B 2020 Ardmore Blvd
Melton H D 728 Rebecca Ave
Mentzer Alice J, Mark 912 S Trenton Ave
Michael W Best 719 E End Ave
Michelle Laniyah 118 Angela Dr
Miller Althea 713 E End Ave
Miller H M 446 Biddle Ave
Miller Laura 2107 Brinton Manor Dr
Milligan Georgia 909 West St
Mills Daniel P 1717 Penn Ave Apt 604
Mills William T Jr 338 Hall St
Mitchell Keith A 303 Peebles St
Mitchell Lewis R 1022 Findley Dr East Apt 8
Mitchell Nathaniel 501 Mifflin Ave Apt 2
Moffet Jane M 1821 Mcnary Blvd
Momper Jeremiah D 703 S Braddock Ave
Moon Chester G 7924 Madiera St
Moon Sandra 29 Sylvan Rd
Moore Dione R 2407 Laketon Rd Apt C13
Moore Dustella B 2407 Lakeston Rd Apt E71
Moore Gwendolyn Y, George E 1122 Pearl St
Morgan Carl E 1717 Penn Ave Apt 716
Morgenlander Keith 184 Penhurst Dr
Morton Gurrentz Revo Tr 1501 Ardmore Blvd Ste 400
Morton Ladonna Michelle 118 Angela Dr
Moses Barbara Ann 205 Rebecca Ave Apt B6
Myint Htun 100 Bryn Mawr Ct W Apt 504
Nanji Christopher 2327 Marbury Rd
Narcisse Yolande 12 Greenwood Rd
Nicholas Hugh 4293 Greensburg Pike Apt 1308
Nicholas Hugh B 7549 Graymore Rd
Niknejad Daryoush 821 Mifflin Ave
Niton Philip J 550 Celeron St
Noe Chester A 608 Ardmore Blvd
Northland Hearing Centers Inc 2140 Ardmore Blvd
Northway Group L P 1717 Penn Ave Ste 5015
Nuzzo Emma M 311 Woodside Rd
Okojie Joseph Saint Maurice Church
Olsen Lori 400 Whitney Ave Apt 5
Ombres Richard S 536 Briar Cliff Rd
Ombres Rita J 536 Briar Cliff Rd
Otis Jerry T 530 Halsey Ave
Ousley Creola 1208 Wood St Apt 303
Panetta Frank 204 Forest Hills
Papula Delio Jennifer 518 Atlantic Ave
Parks James W Est 1097 Blackadore St
Patrick Maryellen 236 Elmore Rd
Patterson Daryl K 818 Mckee St
Pearson Dorothy 1312 Sherman St
Penrod Harry 1236 Rebecca Ave
Perrone Cherly 113 Chalet Dr
Perry Barbara 1812 Clark St
Perry Robert L 1514 Foliage St
Peterson Ethel 405 Hampton Ave
Petrov Roman V 556 S Trenton Ave Apt B
Philyau Gwendolyn 500 Holmes St
Pittler Elena 296 Barclay Ave
Podnar Gregg W 1046 S Trenton Ave
Polatas Holly A 21 Bryn Mawr Rd
Pollock Melvin M 1898 Brushcliff Rd
Porter Catherine 210 Rebecca St Apt C
Powell Lanelle 320 South Ave Apt 8
Price Doris 1021 Rebecca Ave
Price Karen 917 S Trenton Ave 1st Fl
Prince Leonard 710 Coal St
Psychiatric Asso West 225 Penn Ave Ste 2100
Quail Video Products Inc 924 Penn Ave
Quigley Rosella A 14 Newport Rd
Quinn Sharon 619 Barclay Ave
Ransaw Louis D PO Box 91217
Rebic Barbara M 107 Fairfax Rd
Reddy Lakshmi 945 Savannah Ave
Reedtsur Mia D 736 North Ave Apt 3
Reese Walter S 1331 Singer Pl
Reisenwever Steven 369 S Braddock Ave
Retnaningr Dewiana 1425 Avon Pl
Reynolds Henry 1822 Wright St
Rice Herbert E Est 311 Hays St
Ricchiuto Anthony 238 Ave A
Richardson Meridith 1268 Ridge Ave
Rideout Kimberly, Bobby 1349 Woodlawn Ave
Riggs Dearion D 104 Parkridge Place
Rivers Sharon L 443 S Braddock Ave Apt 1
Robert George 1006 Ross Ave
Roberts Bessie L, John F 1897 Fairlawn St
Roberts Evelyn K, Leah M, Nathanael, Kristin L P
578 Filmore Rd
Robinson Sharee M 1413 Norvell Dr
Rodriguez Javier L 980 Illinois Ave
Rollins William 604d Hay St
Rosner Andrew Noah 1898 Brushcliff Rd
Rushe John M 1057 Ardmore Manor Dr
Rutkoski Lauren 139 Fairfax Rd
Sacramento Francis M 2836 Mckelvey Rd
Sakerak George 1459 Marlboro Ave
Saling James H Est 1318 Singer Pl
Sapp Lois F 2525 Greensburg Pike
Savers Margaret 851 Rebecca Ave
Scott Mary M 7720 Waverly St Apt 1
Secunda David Lee 1573 Clark St
Serena Susan L 1310 Singer Place 2
Shady Med Asso 607 E End Ave
Shagets Edward D, Ann D, Francis D 952 E End Ave
Shiner Sylvia Forest Hills
Siefers Elizabeth J, Siefers William D 525 S Braddock Apt 2
Sigal Billy R, Alvin 100 Bryn Mawr Ct W Apt 321
Silzle Elizabeth R 708 Mifflin Ave
Siren Christopher R 525 Mifflin Ave
Sivak Andrew J 33 Woodside Rd
Smith Brian 837 Woodworth St
Smith Joy Elaine, Smith Joy E 506 Shelbourne Ave
Smith Mildred R 506 Shelbourne Ave
Smythe Larue E 107 Fall Run Rd
Spanish Elizabeth M 1012 Wallace Ave
Spears Alma M 2407 Laketon Rd Apt G−15
Speece Robert 3204 Brinton Mnr Dr 304
Springs Traci 7821 Madiera St Apt 2
Stahl Agnes 442 Biddle Ave
Starks Gregory 2303 E Hills Dr
Staten Clifton N Jr 731 Ardmore Blvd
Stewart Cheryl L 222 E End Ave Apt 2
Stine Michael R 755 Franklin Ave
Stock Angharad G 522 Halsey Ave 2
Stock Violet M, Jack P 630 Karl St
Straka Raymond W Jr 3518 Greensburg Pike
Strawder Thomas E 1429 Marlboro Ave
Stuetzer Sarah Z 8361 Vidette St
Sturdivant Luke, Eugenia C, Markhum T1214 Coal St
Sun Qiang 568 S Trenton Ave Apt C
Svb Associates Inc 500 Ardmore Blvd
Sysinct 1500 Ardmore Blvd Ste 100
Tabak George, Margaret 408 Atlantic Ave
Tabak Margaret 408 Atlantic Ave
Tate Debora 7241 Beacon Hill Dr
Taylor Jeffrey T 91193 PO Box
Taylor Rosealee C 902 James St
Thomas Rose M 344 Barclay Ave
Thomas Ruben 8357 Perchment St
Thompson Kenneth R 418 Biddle Ave
Tiberio Tifanie A 746 East End Ave
Tinsley Alan 2440 Park Hill Dr
Tipton Lucille 810 Wood St Apt 701
Tomnay Florence, Michael, Charles 1015 Wallace Ave
Trotman Gloria E 100 Bryn Mawr Ct W Apt 109
Truschel Mary M 591 Filmore Rd
Tucker Sandra B 805 S Braddock Ave 1
Turner George E 1145 South Ave
Turner Robertina 1031 Glen Ave
Turner Rose Marie 605 Braddock Rd
Tyler Pamela 944 Lilly Ln
Tyler Sandra L 1348 Laketon Rd
Uram Michael, Stella 1234 Brinton Rd
Valen Gary L 1526 Fairmont St
Vaskov Constance A, Eugene W 528 Halsey Ave
Vincent Meya L 412 Rebecca Ave Apt 3
Vsiinteractive L P, Stuart Griffin 943 S Braddock Ave
Wagner Courtney 1712 Brinton Manor Dr Apart
Waibel Alexander 619 Windsor Ave
Walker Ebony 108 Summer Ave
Walker Margaret 810 Wood St Apt 304
Walsh Catherine C 813 Franklin Ave
Walters Harry J 1513 Brinton Rd
Ware Sherry L 1211 Glenn Ave
Watson Mildred 1124 Maple Ave
Watters Dorothy Goodwin 323 Barclay Ave
Werbin Marcella 634 E End Ave
West Christina D 1009 Wallace Ave Apt 1
Westwood Nursing Rehab Center 909 West St
White Lisa M 8340 Vidette St
White M Louise 1114 Pearl St
Whitehead Horace 559 Princeton Blvd
Wilkie Rachel 1437 Franklin Ave
Wilkinsburg Penn Joint Water Authority
2200 Robinson Blvd
Williams A 1222 Glenn Ave
Williams Dorothy L 1506 Wood St
Williams Earl Jr 1124 North Ave
Williams George 303 Peebles St Apt 1
Williams Juanita C 599 Lucia Rd
Williams Neal 2219 Laketon Rd
Williams Timothy, Sandra 1538 Montier St
Williamson Michael H PO Box 8951
Wilson Dana A 3769 Greensburg Pike
Wilson Gladys 7923 Susquehanna St
Wilson Jeffrey C 225 Penn Ave Ste 200
Wilson Raven 2105 Park Hill Dr E
Wilson Roberta C, Mark 312 E End Ave
Wimbs Dorothy 524 Rebecca Ave Apt B
Winchester Leroy 7819 Madiera St
Womack Brandon F 2089 Chalfont St
Wood Rodney 1742 Wesley Ave
Wright Beatrice 1519 Hunter St
Wright George 7613 Penn Ave
Wright Leonard 832 Graham Blvd
Xu Yuan 205 Rebecca Ave Apt B 10
Yanri Muhammad 1425 Avon Pl
Young Doris Y 2407 Laketon Rd
Young Walter 414 Franklin Ave 1l
Zendek Martin Todd 130 Fieldcrest Dr
Zhou Dan 205 Rebecca Ave Apt B 10
Zinn Olga 107 Fall Run Rd Apt 232
Zizak Rosemary 14 Newport Rd
Zizan Susan M, Susan Hagan 817 E End Ave 4
Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Aaa West Penn 300 6th Ave
Abes Baumann Pc 810 Penn Ave 5th Fl
Abraxas Group Inc 1 Gateway Ctr Fl 5
Ag Rochling Automotive 625 Liberty Ave
Air & Waste Mgmt Asso 420 Ft Duquesne Blvd
Alajwani Ali PO Box
Alawwad Mohammad A 100 7th St Apt 1505
Alfaro Francisco R PO Box 22328
Ali Mohamad Arif 320 Ft Duquesne Blvd Apt 25e
Allegheny Clinical Asso 1600 Ctr City Towers
1145 Bower Hill Rd
Allegheny Ind LLC 11 Stanwix St 18th Floor
Allegheny Tech 1000 Six Ppg Place
Allergy &Asthma Asso 320 Ft Duquesne Blvd Ste 380
Allied Eastern States Maintenance 2 Oliver Plz
Alzheimers Asso 1100 Liberty Ave Ste E−201
American Harness Tracks 241 4th Ave
Anonia D Anthony F 111 5th Ave May Bldg703
Antonio South S One Gateway Ctr Ste 1100
Arensber Tucker Pc 1500 One Ppg Place
Artistry 2613 Smallman St
Associated Grp Mgmt, V A Martinelli 200 Gateway Towers
Atsumi Takenori 100 7th St Apt 1003
Avizent Risk 3 Gateway Ctr
Babst Calland Clements & Zomnir Pc Two Gateway Ctr
8th Fl
Bache Jan M, Martin Hagan Esq
Bancshares Realty LLC One PNC Plaza 249 5th Ave
Batton James C II 336 4th Ave 4th Fl
Bazaz Mazin A 915 Penn Ave
Bbr Services LP 6 Ppg Pl Ste 1150
Bc Out Of Area Managed Care 5th Ave Place
Beachler Edwin H 312 Blvd Allies
Becker Paul Office of Muni Investigation 2608 Penn Ave
Beech Co Pitts Nal Bank 2495th Ave Trust Securities Vault
939 P1 POpp Lb 6
Benkovitz Deborah A 74 Waterfront Dr
Bethesda Homewood LP 100 Wood St
Big Day Entertainment Video 2549 Penn Ave
Blahnik Assoc Inc 345 4th Ave
Born Kevin R 301 3rd Ave Apt 1316
Boucher Philippe Penn Ave Apts 801 941 Penn Ave
Boulevard Glass & Metal Co Inc 2111 Penn Ave
Boyd H, PNC Advisors 2 PNC Plaza 620 Liberty Ave
Brady Comm Inc Stacey Tomko 4 Gateway Ctr 16th Fl
Bristow James PO Box 22328
Brose Ruth C Est 620 Liberty Ave Fl 28
Brown David W Est PO Box 22328
Brown Lauren 2359 Railrd St Apt 221
Burch Ralph Est Cohen & Grigsby Pc 11 Stanwix St Fl 15
Burns William J 535 Smithfield St Ste 1300
Campbell Tim 320 Ft Duquesne Blvd A8d
Cannell Margaret A 401 Liberty Ave Ste 448
Canness Harrison Deborah Lina PO Box 22328
Capital Recovery 2730 Liberty Ave
Carmeuse Ind 11 Stanwix St 21st Fl
Ccac 625 Stanwix St
Cf I Retirees Veba Ste 620 60 Blvd of the Allie
Chang Chia Jen 201 Wood St
Chapman James E Plymouth Corp 1000 Six Ppg Place
Chiperfield Robert B Trust PNC Bank Two PNC Plaza 620
Liberty Ave 5th Fl
Christian Joseph J Richard B Goodman Atlantic Financial
Bldg 313 6th Ave
Cigna Companies PO Box 22325
Cimro 249 Fifth Ave 5th Fl
Clc Consumer Service 2730 Liberty Ave
Cntr PNC B, Ryan J Gattone 2730 Liberty Ave
Colborn Robert H 1800 Smallman St
Coleman Mary E, Sherrard German & Kelly 620 Liberty Ave
Ste 28
Cook Carroll 643 Liberty Ave
Corporate Autosweep Customers National City Bank of Pa
20 Stanwix St
Coslov Ruby R, R Joel 607 Penn Ave Ste 206
Counsel Trust Co Mid Atlantic Trust Co Cust Th 1251 Water
Front Place Ste 525
Coventry Health Care 11 Stanwix St Fl 14
Cowan Thomas W Box 22272
Cranmer Savanna L, Cglic PO Box 22328
Credimax Asso Inc PO Box 2694
Creech Ollie J Est 98 Box 22328
Crosby Judd Centre City Terrance Ste 1110
650 Smithfield St
Crosby Sidney 625 Liberty Ave Fl 5th
Cross Blue One Smithfield St
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Crut Jeanette W, PNC Advisors 2 PNC Plaza
620 Liberty Ave
Cs Mckee Co, Kelly Lasco One Gateway Ctr 8th Flr
Dadowski Francis J Jr, James 2700 Smallman St Ste 200
Dahar Richard J DMD 1428 Park Bldg
Davis Lewis M Jr 320 Ft Duquesne Blvd 12−F
Demko Joseph G 300 4th Ave
Deshantz Richard A 905 Liberty Ave Apt 2a
Deutscer Elenore 2349 Railrd St Apt 1601
Devere David 600 Waterfront Dr Ste 225
Diallo Momodou Aliou, Diallo Binta 239 Forbes Ave
Dibella Geer Mcallister Best 20 Stanwix St Fl 11
Dibella Geer Mcallister Best PC 312 Bouldeard of The Allies
3rd
Dickie Mccamey & Chilcote Two Ppg Place Ste 400
Dietrich Eleanor 2 PNC Plaza 28th Fl 620 Liberty Ave
Dimatteo Gino A 301 3rd Ave
Direct Energy 1001 Liberty Ave Ste 1200
Direct Energy Business Two Gateway Ctr 603 Stanwix St
Diversified Investment Advisors 1251 Waterfront Pl Ste 510
Diversified Publishing Group 3 Gateway Ctr Ste 1899
Dkw Law Group 1001 Liberty Ave Ste 11 Accounts Payable
Docherty 109 Market St
Dollar Bank 2700 Liberty Ave
Drabiska Francis J 111 Blvd of the Allies
Du Gang 1251 Waterford Pl Ste 525
Duddy Thomas J Jr Four Gateway Ctr Ste 1700
Duffs Business Institute 100 Forbes Ave Ste 1200
Dunkin Donuts 15222 808 Liberty Ave
Durler Jason R Mortgage Svc Cntr Ste 11e
Elecinic Corp One Ppg Place Shijr City
Ellis 600 Six Ppg Place
Ellis C R 312 Blvd of the Allies
Employee Benefit Data One Gateway Ctr 420 Ft D
Es3 339 6 Ave
Evens Samantha I 300 4th Ave Apt 1702
Family Comm Inc Mpp PNC Bank 620 Liberty Ave
2 PNC Plaza
Family Health Council 960 Penn Ave Ste 600
Federated Investment Counseling 1001 Liberty Ave
Federated Investors Mgmt Co Federated Investors Twrs
1001 Liberty Ave
Fidel Edythe R 339 6th Ave Ste 720
Flaherty & Ohara Pc 610 Smithfield St Ste 300
Fmk Enterprises Inc 22 Market St
Foka Hubert G Adagio Health Pitts Ste 1000 Town Place
Fourth Property Development LLC 5165 Campbells Run Rd
204
Fox Jennifer 938 Penn Ave
Frank A Borgia Ira 120 5th Ave Ste 2800
Garrison Powers 332 5th Ave 600 Warner Centre
Gateway Towers 320 Ft Duquesne Blvd Ste 200
Gatons Elizabeth 118 Crestvale Rd
Gerber Beatrice Central Servicing 2700 Liberty Ave
Ghatnekar Revati Ppm Consulting Group 232 1st Ave
Ste 100
Gillespie Mary S 320 Ft Duquesne Blvd Apt 15k
Godwins Inc, Aon Risk Svc 625 Liberty Ave 10th Fl
Golden Triangle Podiatry Asso Louis G Vidt 100 5th Ave
Ste 200
Good Apples LLC 2305 Smallman St
Goodman William Stuart 4 Gateway Ctr Ste 425
Grattan Edward J II, Edward J, Joan M PO Box 23355
Greaney Delia, Mary 3949 Mintwood
Grizzly Auto Center 1133 Penn Ave
Grogan Graffam Mcginley Lucchino 3 Gateway Ctr Fl 22
Grubb & Ellis 200 Three Ppg Pl Management Services Inc
Grubh & Ellis Mgmt Services Inc 600 Six Ppg Place
Guggolz Eloise E 201 Wood St 8154
H J Heinz Co 357 6th Ave
Hal K Waldman & Assos 625 Liberty Ave Ste 300
Hambly W 2 PNC Plaza 8th Fl 620 Liberty
Hammel Companies Inc 15 27th St
Hanzivasilis Rosemary B, Mccann Garland Ridall
309 Smithfield St Ste 4000
Hardy Kevin 111 5th Ave
Harrington Melanie L 1100 Liberty Ave Apt 721
Haushalte Katharine 2 Gateway Ctr 616
Haven Jennifer 355 5th Ave Ste 1325
Health America, Kristen Ln 11 Stanwix St Ste 200
Health Assurance 11 Stanwix St Floor 14
Heinz North America, Linda Feitl 357 6th Ave
Henderson Brothers 920 Ft Duquesne Blvd
Hispanic Bar Assoc of Western Pa 209 Ninth St Ste 800
Hms Hallmark Ltd Gary Doughty Four Gateway Ctr
Hoesley Freida Est 955 Liberty Ave Ste 402 C O Gerald W
Foulds Esq
Holmes Germaine A PO Box 22328
Holmes Gretchen V Est 401 Wood St Ste 705
Holt Anita L 1100 Liberty Apt 1003
Hornyak David Esq Eqt Plaza 625 Liberty Ave 23rd Fl
Hud 1000 Liberrty Ave Ste 1000
Huser Mario Est 2 PNC Plaza 28th Floor
Idc Inc 716 Oliver Bldg
Ilene Inc Hal Waldman 625 Liberty Ave
Individual Financial Serv Inc 1306 Gateway Ctr Three
Iss Facility Services Holding 908 Penn Ave Ste 1
Ivoudi Joel 804 Lawrence Hall 201 Wood St
James Anthony Llp 1906 Penn Ave
James C Batten Trust 336 Fourth Ave
Jenkins Cecelia A 401 Wood St Ste 705
Ji Minhua 500 Liberty Ave
John Robert POwers 401 Liberty Ave Ste 1700
Jones Crystal 525 Penn Ave
Jones Donald H, Donald T 2 Gateway Ctr 17th Floor
Jones William B, Gladys M 312 Blvd of the Allies Ste 600
Joslyn Heather L Trust Two PNC Plaza 625 Liberty Ave
Judd Crosby 401k Plan Dtd Centre City Terrance Ste 1110
650 Smithfield St
K L Gates 210 6th Ave
Kaiser Engineers Retiree G 5 Gateway Ctr Ste 620
60 Blvd of the Allies
Keller Bonnie 304 Wood St
Kelly John G 151 Ft Pitt Blvd Apt 703
Kemp Jacob Est PO Box 22328
Kindt Syndi L 2730 Liberty Ave
King James T 120 5th Ave
Kirk Dial Of Pa 717 Liberty Ave 501 Clark Bldg
Krishnamurthy Prema 2349 Railrd St 2404
L047 Gem Group 1200 3 Gateway Ctr
Lake Shore Frozen Foods Babst Calland Clements Zom
2 Gateway Ctr 603 Stanwix St Fl 7
Laura Plunkett 1099 Grandview Farms Dr
Law Office of James J Ginsburg Bank Tower 10th Fl
Lawrenceville Land Co LLC 625 Stanwix St Apt 1704
Lebovitz Jennifer Halle, Rose Linda, Benkovitz Fisheries
23 Rd & Smallman St
Legg Mason Wood Walker Inc 1 Ppg Pl Ste 1300
Leibert Ruth G 26 27th St
Lesker Kurt 1099 Grandview Farms Dr
Lester Floree 609 Penn Ave 402
Lewis Elizabeth A 100 7th St Apt 501
Lippincott Eleanor M, PNC Bank Co Trustee Chris White
2 PNC Plaza 620 Liberty Ave
LLC Childs H 3 Guys Optical 208 Fifth Ave
Lockner L 920 Ft Duquesne Blvd
Lopez Nora PO Box 22328
Lovitch Jacqueline M 320 Ft Duquesne Blvd 23ab
Lozano Ott Eary M 320 Ft Duquesne Blvd Apt 4d
Lucas Cynthia, Atty Terry Bashline 210 6th Ave Ste 3500
Luki Inc, Cohen & Grigsby Pc Cynthia 11 Stanwix St Fl 15
Mackenzie Colin 2349 Railrd St Apt 3603
Maloney Eugene F 120 5th Ave Ste P2503
March of Dimes Birth Defects Pitts 650 Smithfield St
Ste 1180
Marsh Usa Pitts Six Ppg Place Ste 300
Martine John 401 Wood St
Mattucci Egidio 620 Liberty Ave
Maxim Crane Works Paul London 800 Waterfront Dr
Mccamey Dickie Two Ppg Place Ste 400
Mccormick John M, Mccann Garland Ridall
309 Smithfield St Ste 4000
Mdl Capital Mgmt Inc 309 Smithfield St 5th Fl
Mimi Forbes Beal
Mdl Large Cap Grwth Equity Portfolio, Mdl Capital Mgmt
309 Smithfield St Fl 5
Medqwik Inc 1627 Penn Ave
Mejia Myriam Patricia 1600 W Carson St
Mercantile Brokerage Svcs Inc Two PNC Plz 620 Liberty
Ave 26th Fl
Metz Lewis Brodman Must O Keefe 535 Smithfield St
Ste 80
Mid Atlantic Capital Corp 1251 Waterfront Pl Ste 510 Fbo
Diver Investment Adv
Mid Atlantic Casu 1000 Liberty Ave Ste 1307
Mid Atlantic Regional 3 Gateway Ctr 401 Liberty Ave
Mid Atlantic Trust Co 1251 Waterfront Pl Ste 525
Mid Michigan Assur Group Limited 24th Fl One PNC Plaza
249 F
Midatlantic Trust Co 1251 Waterfront Place Ste 525
Middle Mgmt & Marketing Corp, Jeanne 1400 Smallman St
Midlantic Natl Bank J Piccolino P1 05 04 249 5th Ave
Mike Feinberg Co 1736 Penn Ave
Miller Richard H Family Trust 11 Stanwix St Ste 650
Miller Ryan D 1100 Liberty Ave Apt 919
Mj Brunner Inc 11 Standwix St 5th Floor
Moeller Lindsey 2501 Liberty Ave 2b
Monteverde James W Ste 2300 Three Gateway Ctr
Moore Benjamin 301 3rd Ave
Moore Brian M 2840 Liberty Ave Ste 100
Moore Jane B Est, Martin Hagan Esq
National City Bank Tr Elsa W Leveque Ua
Jeffrey Szalkuski 249 5th Ave 9th Fl
National Financial Svcs 1251 Waterfront Pl 510
Need Warner Ctr 332 5th Ave 1st Floor
Nicholas Ebds 1100 One Gateway Ctr
Nigro & Asso LLC Two Gateway Ctr Ste 1799
Nora Gathering LLC PO Box 23485
North Hills Anesthesia Asso 600 Waterfront Dr Ste 225
Nshimirimana Aline 301 3rd Ave
Nwachukwu Chiemela Olekan, Nwafor Alekanma Lina
PO Box 22328
Oblebay Norton Co Affl Erin Anderson 11 Stanwix St
Obrien William G Jr Cohen & Grigsby Pc 11 Stanwix St
15th Flr
Oglebay Norton Co Carmeuse 11 Stanwix St 11 Fl
Oliver Henry J Sr Test Trust PNC Bk Min Sec P2ptpp 055
Orkoskey Teresa 2349 Railrd St
Ortiz Jose A 620 Liberty Ave
Osullivan R 620 Liberty Ave
Paesano Anthony 2432 Patterson St
Palonis James 625 Stanwix St Ste 1602
Penn Sterling Bank 620 Liberty Ave
Pennsylvania Culinary Institute 717 Liberty Ave
Pf 102 2 PNC Pz 9th Fl 620 Liberty Av
Phillip Injeian Violin Shop 905 Penn Ave
Phoenix Properties A Pennsylvania Gener 819 Penn Ave
Pinaco Inc 620 Liberty Ave 26th Floor
Pintail Marketing Group 1650 Smallman St
Pittsburgh Beauty Academy, Robert A Levy
415 Smithfield St
Pittsburgh Chinese Restaurant Assoc 1627 Penn Ave
Pittsburgh Financial Group Inc 607 Penn Ave Ste 205
Pittsburgh Hilton Gateway Ctr
Pittsburgh Linkowski Group Inc 4 Gateway Ctr Ste 605
Pittsburgh Meps Uscg 1000 Liberty Ave
Pittsburgh Sports Foundation 6 Ppg Pl Ste 600
Plung Donald 4 Gateway Ctr 9th Floor Louis Plung And Co
Plung Donald S 444 Liberty Ave Fl 9 Louis Plung & Co Llp
Plung Donald S, Louis Plung & Co 4 Gateway Ctr Fl 9
Poerio James 11119 Penn Ave Ste 303
Point Communications Inc 4 Gateway Ctr Flr 10
Porterdale Hydroelectric Asso 625 Liberty Ave
Portland Region Dodge Ad Assn Inc 1133 Penn Ave
Powers Hughes 332 5th Ave 600 Warner Centre
PPO Blue Fifth Ave Place
Precision Homes Usa 2349 Railrd St Apt 1613
Primanti Bros 2 S Market St
Provident Funding Asso LP K Morrone Esq Dibella 20
Stanwix St 11th Fl
Provident Natl Bk, General Counsel 5th Ave & Wood
Pujia Richard W 2349 Railrd St Apt 1714
Rabner Law Offices Pc Atty Terry Bashline 210 6th
Ste 3500
RappaPOrt Lewis Ppm Consulting Group 232 1st Ave
Ste 100
Rawls Danielle 100 Liberty Ave Ste 911
Real Property Holding Pa 249 Fifth Ave
Reese Teleservices I 925 Penn Ave
Reilly Jeannine 2730 Liberty Ave
Rendon Escobar Alicia Jose Maria Pino Suarezno 110
Right By Nature LLC 2305 Smallman St
Rightime Blue Chip Fund Fed Investors Tower 21s
1001 Liberty Ave
Robert Allen Partnership 4 Gateway Ctr 9th Fl
Robert W Walker Inc 312 Blvd of the Allies Fl 5
Roberts Dennis 2501 Liberty Ave Apt 1b
Robinson James A, John L 2 Ppg Pl Ste 400
Rockwell Mfg Co 625 Liberty Ave
Ross David L 535 Smithfield St
Ross Sharon One Gateway Ctr Dr 5th Fl
Russell Holdings LP, C Andrew Russell 625 Liberty Ave
3100 Dominion Tower
Rwh Myers And Co LLC 401 Liberty Ave Ste 1651
Ryan Robert L 535 Smithfield St Ste 1300
S T Wealth Mgmt Grp 1251 Waterfront Pl Ste510
Sabol Paul A PittsburghEms Training Division 220 22nd St
Scheuermann Johanna K 609 Penn Ave
Scogin H 20 Stanwix St Ste 1200
Secco Energia Bolivia Sa P4−P024−01−1 249 5th Ave
Seippel William Est 1206 Esplanade
Select Blue Fifth Ave Place
Senoski Joseph Michael PO Box 23572
Shehata Afaf A 11 Stanwix St
Shepard Christopher R, Gregory B 625 Stanwix St
Shrc 339 6th Ave Heinz Ctr
Siciliano Mary, Gateway Towers 320 Duquesne Blvd 15h
Sikora Kristy 1100 One Gateway Ctr
Sistik Chester E Jr 301 3rd Ave Apt 1118
Smith Barney 1 Ppg Pl Ste 1300
Smith Ethel Est 210 6th Ave Apt 2800
Smith Jean M, Martin Hagan Esq
Smith Manny H 320 Ft Duquesne Blvd
Smith Reed 20 Stanwix St Ste 1200
Smith Thomas 210 6th Ave Apt 2800
Smith Truck Service Inc, Richard B Goodman
3 Gateway Ctr 16n
South San Antonio Isd One Gateway Ctr Ste 1100
Southco Sal Ees Pens Pl Tr General Counsel
5th Ave & Wood
Southland Equity Holders Stock Transfer Dept 982
Speyer Alexander C Jr A C Speyer Jr 1202 Benedum
Trees Bldg
Sphar Karen PO Box 22424
Stans Market 1811 Penn Ave
Starks Max 941 Penn Ave
State Street Bank & Trust Co Trustee Ual Corp Esop
Kirkpatrick Lockhart Nicholson Graham
Steeb Crawford Construction, Mills Henry 200 Bendedum
Tree Bldg 223 5th Ave
Stewart Michael R 620 Liberty Ave 5th Floor
Stoffan Stephen M Trust 11 Stanwix St Ste 2125
Stolar Craig 1133 Penn Ave
Stone Cipher Cunningham Beard & Schmitt 125 First Ave
Storino Timothy J 2349 Railrd St 2607
Strassburger Mckenna 444 Liberty Ave Ste 2200
Four Gateway Ctr
Strategic Energy Ltd Kate Logan 2 Gateway Ctr Fl 9
Strauss Estelle M 6 Ppg Pl Ste 1150
Stutsman Kathryn P 535 Smithfield St Apt 900
Subhash K Jyothirmai K Reddy PNC Bank Irr Trust
620 Liberty Ave F5
Synopsys Inc 210 6th Ave Ste 2500 Ariba Transaction Ctr
Teledyne Inc 1000 Six Ppg Place
Tercsak Mary Est 1119 Penn Ave Ste 401
Tetrick David W 336 4th Ave Fl 2
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Theagene Cazeau Venise 620 Liberty Ave
There Video Lounge 931 Liberty Ave
Three Rivers Arts Festival 970 Penn Ave
Tobe Sylvia D 333 Jenkins Arcade
Todd Josephine D, Harry B 620 Liberty Ave Ste 2800
Transamerica Retirement Svcs 336 4th Ave
Travelers Service Co Inc 900 Benedum Trees Bldg
223 4th Ave
Travelers Service Co Inc, Leslie Marino Ste 630
535 Smithfield St
Tri State Reprograph 907 Penn Ave
Trustee Ronda J Winnecou 600 Grant St Ste 3250
Usx Tower
Tucker Arensberg Pc 1500 One Ppg Place
Tucker Arensburg Pc 1500 One Ppg Place
Ubs Financial Services 120 5th Ave Ste 2800
Ulrich Kenneth 625 Liberty Ave Ste 300
Uranich John M 525 Penn Ave
Urban League of Greater Pitts Development Dept
610 Wood St
Vip Styles, Victor Musgrove 413 Smithfield St
Visnick Katherine 2349 Railrd St Apt 1407
Vogel Ed 225 Blvd of the Allies
Vogel William S Est, L Anthony Legal Asst Kirkpatrick &
Lockhart Llp 535 Smithfield St
Voo Doo Lounge Inc 1807 Penn Ave
W W Inc Shiao Wong 1611 Penn Ave
Wac Kristine B 930 Penn Ave 3a
Wachter Edward C Jr 309 Smithfield St Ste 4000
Ward Hines E 2349 Railrd St Apt 3303
Warren Investments LLC Thad Fields 249 5th Ave Fl 18
Washington Area Carp Pension, Gemgroup Leonard M
Spencer Jr 1200 Three Gateway Ctr
Washington Group Inc 6 Ppg Pl
West Penn Financial Isaoa 1800 Smallman St
West Run Sh Lauren Hornyak 223 4th Ave Ste 100
West William K Jr, Jonathan F 8th Fl 249 5th Ave
Western Surgery Center PO Box 23248
Westin Convention Center 1000 Penn Ave
Wheat First Union 1 Ppg Pl Ste 2200 Eleanor Mchugh
William H Batten Trust 336 4th Ave
Williams Lanesha PO Box 569
Wilshire Assoc 210 6th Ave Ste 3720
Wimmer Todd 2359 Railrd St Apt 2423
Wolf Maurice I 2832 Liberty Ave
Wolff Mark Steven 1 Ppg Pl 700
Woodland Hills Aquatic Team 420 Ft Duquesne Blvd
Woodley Lamarr D 67 Waterfront Dr
Workman Stephanie 609 Penn Ave Apt 1005
Yang Weituan 643 Liberty Ave Apt 202
Yarsky Kenneth J II 620 Liberty Ave Fl 28
Young Eric One Ppg Place
Young Yoo 100 7th St Apt 805
Youttananukorn Pimpilai 643 Liberty Ave Apt 1701
Yukevich Marchetti Liekar & Zangrilli 11 Stanwix St
Ste 1024
Yurcheshen Esq Michael J 312 Blvd of the Allies Ste 6
Zamaglas Richland LP 336 Fourth Ave
Zdrodowski Paul J 2705 Penn Ave
Zehnder Amanda T 1100 Liberty Ave Apt 1006
Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Allen Maryjane 105 W Littlewood St
Bauman Gladys H, Charles 2110 Pine St
Bernardo Lillian M 21 Hickory St Apt 176
Bovard Joseph J 60 Grant Ave
Canonacco Rudolph 142 Sherman Ave Apt 1
Canonaco Gilda, Laura, Petro 142 Sherman Ave Apt 1
Claus Marion B Liv Tr Ua 8 30 00 113 Koehler St
Comunale Automatic Sprinkler Inc 51 Bridge St Ste 240
Croyle John 53 Lincoln St
Cutway George W 293 Butler St Apt 6
Dalzotto Karen F 803 Mount Royal Blvd
Dell Alice 7 Vilsack St
Dembowski Jamie 21 High St
Ferketic Richard 7 Christler St
Fink Phillip J 947 Saxonbug Blvd Apt 2
Fischer Dolores M 221 Parker St
Fisher Fred F 221 Parker St
G C Drywall 47 Maplewood St
Gebert Frank P 67a Vilsack St
Gerardi Robert W, Carmen J, Maria L105 Adele St
Gubanic Natalie M 15 Butterfield Ave
Hardern Juneice R 120 Lehr Ave
Hoffmann Thelma A 124 E Unercliff Ave 1
J Rothdec Ltd PO Box 95225
Jordan Lynn S 1302 Orvis Ave
Kennelly Richard 31 Ann St
Ketterer Rebecca L 937 Saxonburg Blvd
Kosarich Ronald D 21 Weible St
Kovar James 60 Hickory St
Kozlowski Rose Est 156 Washington St
Kubik Margaret 41 Ann St
Lichy Enterprises Inc 400 Poplar St
Lupi Vittorio 114 Lehr Ave
Mckown Melissa A 60 Highland Ave
Mclane Tara 50 Arlington Ct
Mcneice Eunice A 126 Parker St
Merwick Lorraine I 107 Vista St
Morreale Chiropractic Center 890 Butler St
Nard Jason E 3 Bittner St
Navas Johander 17 Lincoln St
Northeastern Energy Consulting 28 Freeport St Apt A
Pietrowski Rita A 5 Spring St Ext
Pittsburgh Brokerage Svcs 803 Mount Royal Blvd
Pittsburgh Veterinary Surgery Pc 882 Butler St
Podgorski Gregory L 178 Alma St
Polaritz Mary J 2 Maplewood St
Protulipac Barbara E 117 Adele St
Przywitowsi Antoi 88 Kittanning St
Przywitowski Antoinette 21 Hickory St Apt 112
Przywitowski Antoinette R 88 Kittanning St
Raum Mathilda, M A Hartman Executrix 12 Vilsack St
Reese Edward A, June P 1101 Mt Royal Blvd
Rengers Richard R 104 Orvis Ave
Ritenour Leroy 75 Vilsack St
Schilling Kristen 34 Highland Ave Apt 1
Schmitt Mary 31 Kittanning St
Schmitt Mary Kim, Matthew 7 Fischer Ave
Schofield Douglas Franklin 803 Mount Royal Blvd
Seabert Arthur 35 Cherry St
Seger Joseph, Doris 405 Butler St Apt 2
Shoaff Margaret, Frank 12 Orchard Ave
Sigecan Catherine M 423 Mount Vernon Dr
Smith Alice Mae Natl Church Residences 1122 Mount Royal
Blvd Apt 201
Speck Jeffrey A 87 Dewey St
Speer Esther 21 School St
Taylor Mildred R 621 Louann St
Thomas George 115 Lehr Ave
Tippins Inc 435 Butler St
Toner Cathern J 65 Grant Ave
Wagner Robert A 413 Irene Ave
Ward John D, Anna T 1323 Spring St S
Weigand Helen 5 Reese Ave
William Arnold 69 Herman St
Wright Industries 100 Poplar St M Zordich
Wright Industries Bridge & Popular Sts
Yagusi Thomas J Est 3 Bittner St
Zoerb Hazel C 105 W Genessee Ave
Zupsic Frank J 11 Butler St
Zwart Jeffrey B 33 Christler St
Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Acker James 5014 Brd St
Acsa Inc Tr 4815 Liberty Ave 204
Advanced Kidney Care Medical 4564 Penn Ave
Aguzzoli Paul J 349 Garnet Way
Alejandre Peiti C 389 Gross St Apt B
Allegheny Assoc Ob Gyn 4815 Liberty Ave Ste 336
Allegheny Primecare 5140 Liberty Ave 5140 Liberty Ave
Antanitis Almeda B Est 5112 Rosetta St
Arai Kazuhiko 4738 Friendship Ave
Ballard Lola 4906 Schenley Ave
Barron Whited Ira 04 30 03 5157 Coral St
Beitel Kathleen 4657 Gangwish St
Benchmark Orth Pros Inc 5100 Liberty Ave
Biacco Betty 520 S Winebiddle St
Biacco William Est 520 S Winebiddle St
Bland Theresa M 4443 Howley St
Bloomfield Hardware Co Inv 4517 Liberty Ave
Bobitski Regis 246 S Windbiddle Apt 12
Brown Geraldine 201 S Winebiddle St
Brundage Edarnary 5201 Gem Way
Bui Phuong 5140 Dearborn St
Burton Marye A 5321 Penn Ave Apt 312
Byrne Dorothy R 5203 Dearborn St
Cardiac Surgeons Inc 4815 Liberty Ave Ste 437
Cardiovascular Assoc Empl P P 4401 Penn Ave Ste 1900
Carfagna Theresa J 4209 Milgate St
Carola Joseph A 311 N Evaline St
Castel Kimberly 5201 Gem Way
Center Ursuline 201 S Winebiddle St
Chuck Alescio & Contracting 5002 Penn Ave
Ciotola Martha E 5147 Friendship Ave
Clinton Brian J 534 Gross St
Colligan Thomas L 318 Sapphire Way
Collins Carlton 4555 Friendship Ave
Columbie Abreu Louis Sr 527 N Mathilda St
Conlin Mary Patricia, Stephan T, Michael J, Richard, Sean
J, Beth 225 S Atlantic Ave
Connelly Cecilia B 605 Gross
Connelly Clementine 201 S Winebiddle St
Connolly Patrick J 4763 Liberty Ave
Connors Catherine 4003 Penn Ave Apt 327
Conoran Charles 5112 Rosetta St
Conway Fran PO Box 111551
Copenhaver Heather 3914 Clement Way
Cunningham Daniel, Major PO Box 90042
Cunningham Mary P 256 Gross St 2
Daljit Singh MD & Asso 4520 Penn Ave
Damico Daniel P 426 Winebiddle St
Daniels Albert N 219 Pearl St
Darby Dolores C 4636 Penn Ave
Decker Dorothy, Passeltiner 440 S Pacific Ave
Denman Steven 447 Taylor St
Desabato William A 4065 Howley St
Diagnostic Digestive Diseases 4815 Liberty Ave Ste 453
Dixon Sheila 5312 Kincaid St
Dorsey Anna 201 S Winebiddle St
Dowling Jennifer L 260 Gross St Apt 8
Dufner Donald 4041 Cabinet St
Elsamahy Rami 212 S Evaline St
Everett Hurite Opht Assn Mellon Pav Ste M23
4815 Liberty Ave
Fallen Terrence Ward, Sister Dorothy Gourley
201 S Winebiddle St
Farnan Kenneth 4092 Howley St
Fierst Helen M 304 S Winebiddle St
Finley Dorothy J 4513 Torley St
Francis Health System 4401 Penn Ave
Fuhrer Paul F Sr, Cecilia E 4540 Penn Ave
Galloway John 220 Joliet Way
Gatto Julia 201 S Winebiddle St
Gay Agnes H 4123 Main St
Gerstbrein Louis J 4612 Friendship Ave
Goettman Phillip C 421 Fisk St
Golani Medical Asso Pc 4815 Liberty Ave Ste 120
Gornic Mary 201 S Winebiddle St
Graver Catherine 4636 Penn Ave
Graves Yvonne D 311 N Evaline St
Halloran Erin 5110 Friendship Ave
Harrington Ena 349 Gross St
Hartz Joanne 415 Cedarville St
Health Center Asso 5140 Liberty Ave
Heart Group 4221 Penn Ave Ste 507
Henderson Violet J 112 S Atlantic Ave
Higgins Ralph C 4069 Cabinet St
Hovestadt Roland 224 S Atlantic Ave
Huckerston Marcy 200 S Pacific Ave
Infectious Disease Asso 4778 Liberty Ave
J & M Hydraulic Svc Inc Profit Shari 4063 Liberty Ave
Jackson Bernice 5330 N Aiken Ct Apt 215
Jackson Reba 510 Wicklow St
James J Rams MD Def Cont Plan 4815 Liberty Ave 204
James James J Def Contr 4815 Liberty Ave 204
Jamuna Sivakanthan M Premier Med Rehab Inc
Jemison Pat 5201 Gem Way
Jenkins Princess M 5332 Mossfield St
Johnson George, Adolph, Edna 5201 Gem Way
Johnson Hannah 354 W Penn Pl
Johnson Neil 5356 N Aiken Ct
Johnson Quinneal J 5311 Columbo St
Johnson Rita Mae 5330 N Aiken Ct Apt 307
Johnson William J 261 W Winebiddle St 24
Keene Nancy E 227 N Atlantic Ave
Kengerski Joseph H 264 S Winebiddle St Apt 1
Kirby Marjorie 5321 Penn Ave Apt 106
Klosterman Debra E 231 S Millvale Ave
Kocharhook Kenneth G Est 4603 1/2 Corday Way
Konishi Takuzo 4211 Milgate St A
Koschik Pamela Marie 301 N Winebiddle St
Kraus Anna, Janice Griffin O Reilly PO Box 9119
Kurstedt William J 201 S Winebiddle St
Laurence Benjamin 457 Cedarville St
Ledwich Lindsay 4783 Year St
Liberty Physicians Pc 4800 Friendship Ave Ste 2303
Logan Nora 4912 Dearborn St
Logan Nora 4915 Dearborn
Lynch Denise M 4705 Libery Ave
Maloney James F 233 S Millvale Ave
Mangieri Francis 419 Taylor St
Martin Maria 160 Pearl St
Martinez Amber 3934 Woolslayer Way
Mascio Michael, Mary 4732 Liberty Ave
Massey Wayne 4312 Penn Ave Davita Dialysis
Matthews Virginia M PO Box 9032
Mcddonal Alberta 228 Cedarville St
Merendino Catherine 3922 1/2 Howley St
Meza Manuel MD Childrens Hosp of Pitts 4401 Penn Ave
Michelangelo Musmanno Lodge 665 216 Edmond St
Millender Rosetta 5151 Schenley Ave
Mitchell Lynae J 5226 Schenley Ave
Morewedge Carey K 118 S Atlantic Ave
Morris Earl L 227 Cedarville St
Murphy Joseph 4726 Kincaid St
Muto Patsy Ralph Est 373 44th St
Nelson Kimberly 211 S Millvale Ave
Nguyen Tuan H 5145 Penn Ave
Nickel Hazel K 4915 Penn Ave
North Hills Radiology PO Box 90040
Orbin Marie E 427 Pearl St
Pandit In PO Box 9226 Liberty Ave
Parks Willie M 5330 N Aiken Ct Apt 307
Paul Brittney 5020 Penn Ave
Pechan Gwendolyn 255 Edmond St
Pediatric Neonatal Asso 4800 Frienship Ave Ste 3
West Tower
Pepper Todd Allen MD 5124 Liberty Ave
Petrilli Crescenzo A 327 Cedarville St
PittsburghGyn Oncology 4815 Liberty Ave Ste
Phh Mortgage Corp 5351 Waterford St
Piper Martha F 416 Cedarville St
Pittsburgh Cardiothoracic Asso 4815 Liberty Ave Ste 156
Polam Chandra 4506 Penn Ave
Pottmey Theresa 4927 Brd St
Rambaud Benjamin 4905 Cypress St 6
Renal Endocrine Asso Pc 5171 Liberty Ave
Renal Therapeutics Inc 4564 Penn Ave
Renner Paul R 349 Garnet Way
Ritters Diner 5221 Baum Blvd
Rocci Vincent 452 Sapphire Way
Rodrigo Kaz MD 373 S Pacific Ave Apt 2r
Sandor Ronald A, John R 375 Gross St
Sangl Ursula 231 Gross St
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Schatzman Dennis C, Ann R 1561 Brd St
Schmitt Thomas 200 S Atlantic Ave
Scow Sarah 219 S Mathilda St Apt 3
Senan Cardiothoracic 4520 Penn Ave Ste 100
Shadduck Richard K MD 4800 Friendship Ave
Shuey John 4601 Carroll St
Simmers Arrion, Orrion 233 Ella St
Simpson William A 302 S Pacific Ave
Sims Robetr L Est 4601 Torley St
Staniszewski Adam 435 Pearl St Fl 02
Staruch Helen 47 S Middleton Rd
Sterling Stella 4923 Yew St
Stewart Earl 4600 Carroll St
Stewart Earl T Est 4600 Carroll St
Strosser Kristina J 462 S Atlantic Ave Apt 3
Studeny Ruth 4607 Torley St
Sukits Frank J 4619 Friendship Ave
Szaronos Jeffrey 3910 Woolslayer Way
Tate Ashley Marie 409 N Mathilda
Taylor Lillian 5204 Columbo St
Tedford Martha 201 S Winebiddle St
Templeton James 4442 Milgate St
Theiss George, Paul 5019 Penn Ave
Tracey Margt 4761 Liberty Ave
Tri County Cardiology 4506 Penn Ave
Trust Co 5157 Coral St
Turocy Carole 328 Pearl St
Turpin Vinessa G 4816 Cypress St
Ukits Frank S Est 4619 Friendship Ave
Urbaniak Raymond 718 Edmond St
Walker Stephen H 5315 Baum Blvd
Webb M C 5159 Penn Ave
Weir Sean E Rear Apt 4502 Liberty Ave
Williams Mary A 316 N Atlantic Ave
Williamson Ruby 5330 Fern St
Wilson S Pharmacy 4101 Penn Ave
Wisniewski Agnes S 3948 Mintwood St
Yi Margarett PO Box 9255 5182 Liberty Ave
Young Christopher C 233 S Millvale Ave
Zappa Maria J 224 S Evaline St
Zellars Mary L 5330 N Aiken Ct Apt 210
Pittsburgh Pa 15225
American Environment 4990 Grand Ave
Brs Rolloff Svcs 2951 Grand Ave
Deramo Rose Marie, Anthony 242 Von Stein Ln
Jackson William Personal Confidential 3400 Grand Ave
Kanakis Karen 7113 Grand Ave
Lipscomb Alice 126 2nd St
Luzier Violet 207 Oak Ln
Murphy Michael PO Box 9343
Neville Aggregates Co Inc 4700 Neville Rd
Paczkowski Norman P 210 Maple Ln Front
Recycle Management LLC 4100 Grand Ave
Richardson Chaunce 11 Conklin St
Rokicki Ronald 7300 Grand Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Abdulnour Rania 2324 Freedom Ave
Aboud Dourid N 1117 Creedmoor Ave
Abrams Irvin 415 Mcneilly Rd
Alharbi Abdulaziz O 617 Southcrest Dr Apt 3
Alshaikhi Mohammed Ahmed 643 Southcrest Ct Apt 1
Altman Francis M 2200 W Liberty Ave Apt 503
Amato Harold 1608 Seaton St
Ashworth Irene C 1306 Brookline Blvd
Atomic Family Records 2803 Fitzhugh Way
Balfe Michelle 1511 Chelton Ave
Barlekoff Jane E 3109 Pioneer Ave
Barzowski Constance 3112 Pioneer Ave Apt 1
Beamon Sara K 1231 Wareman Ave
Bejster Jacie 1070 Fordham Ave
Bennett Ali 2327 Glenarm Ave
Bernard Alfraido 415 Mcneilly Rd
Betz Ronald H Sr 614 Brookline Blvd
Beyer Ruth A 387 Fernhill Ave
Birmingham Marsha, Claire 830 Bayridge Ave
Black Laura, Devonshire 256 1050 Mcneilly Rd Apt 233
Black Tie Valet Parking 1636 Reamer St
Blake Kathleen R 2121 Pioneer Ave 2
Brenneman Linda Lue 2004 Pioneer Ave
Bromley William III 630 Larose St
Brookes George J 415 Mcneilly Rd
Brown Heather, Cody 1 Cochran Pontiac Inc
1225 Creedmoor Ave
Brunick Eleanor 815 Bellaire Ave
Butler Francis M 1758 Eben St
Cannavalle M 1050 Mcneilly Rd Apt 519
Catone Frances 1306 Brookline Blvd Apt 609
Chorba Marcia L 135 London Towne Dr
Christos Mediterrian Grill Inc 707 Woodburne
Clements Cirelli Theresa G 1206 Ftuna Ave
Cnac 1561 W Liberty Ave
Commisso Sara Ann Est 202 Bodkin St
Corbett Marvin 1255 Gallupe Dr
Cummings Michael 616 Rossmore Ave
Dabbish Laura 2116 W Liberty Ave
Dallas Olivia 1536 Reamer St
Davis Hazel 415 Mcneilly Rd
Dayoub Steven 607 Fordham Ave
Deluise Teddy 1695 Parkline Dr 30
Dicola Anna, Febo 1445 Woodbourne Ave
Donato Phyllis E 202 Bodkin St
Doyle Margaret A PO Box 96023
Drabick Paul K 2544 Pioneer Ave 2nd Fl
Duffee Julie H 2813 Pioneer Ave
Eason Toni 1033 Berkshire Ave Apt 2
Eckenrode Edward J 330 Mayville Ave
Einhaus Marie 415 Mcneilly Rd
Emanuel Anna K 630 Larose St
Emmett Joseph Jr 730 Gallion Ave
Erny Joy 2918 Pioneer Ave
Est Frank Mayer 830 Norwich Ave
Eutsler J 1218 Creedmoor Ave
Fenger Jeffrey 816 Eathan Ave
Freeman Eric 2004 Plainview Ave
Funtal Sandra Marie 660 Crysler St
Furniss Harry 216 Bodkin St
Furniss Harry III 216 Bodkin St
Gannon D L 1508 Beltram Ave
Garlitz Dorothy Est 1050 Mcneilly Rd Apt 320
Gaspar Victoria S 415 Mcneilly Rd
Gerenyi Isabel 206 Hargrove St
Gill John N 415 Mcneilly Rd
Giroux Benjamin, Kathryn 2346 Wolford St
Gmiter William J 201 Aidyl Ave
Gress Frank L 147 Mcnuilly Rd
Hackney Doris 415 Mcneilly Rd
Hancock Josephine A 1021 Woodbourne Ave
Hanna Virginia T 1523 Abstract Ave
Harley Rosalie 415 Mcneilly Rd
Harper Kyle Raymond 2004 Pioneer Ave
Havens Susan A 1405 Creedmoor Ave
Herisko Thomas J 1773 Harlor Dr
Hodzic Arnel 1325 Brookline Blvd Apt R
Holt L B 415 Mcneilly Rd
House Cecelia 415 Mcneilly Rd
Huber Edward C 544 Rossmore Ave
Hurd Roy 1507 Wareman Ave
Jacobs Max 415 Mcneilly Rd
Jaquay Riley David 2004 Pioneer Ave
Jester William, Nikki 656 Elmbank St
Johnson Albert A 738 Bellaire Ave
Kassouf Elias 1222 Brookline Blvd Apt 1
Keating John T 826 Mayville Av
Kirshbaum Gary R 415 Mcneilly Rd
Kist Wayne Est 816 Bellaire Ave
Klehm Patricia M 2558 Plainview Ave
Klehn Frederick Chil 2558 Plainview Ave
Klehn Patricia M 2558 Plainview Ave
Klis Philomine 230 Brookline Blvd
Knight Kristopher 2731 1/2 Pyramid Ave
Kobach Anna 421 Winterhill St
Kurtz Rosemary, John B Jr 1225 Brookline Blvd
Laird Nancy B 415 Mcneilly Rd
Lambert Jeffrey A 735 Bellaire Ave
Lansdowne Jason 147 Mcneilly Rd
Laraine Allen Exec Est Carl E Tack 759 Gallion Ave
Lare Wade E 940 Norwich Ave
Latona Jennie 1502 Chelton Ave
Laux Wayne 2139 Pioneer Ave
Lemmon David 1536 Homer St
Liebro Robert 1459 Milan Ave
Lintz Charles 1310 Breining St
Loomis Albert G 2204 Dippen Ave
Luna Collision 2683 Amman St
Lutz Nancy J 1050 Mcneilly Rd Apt 535
Mahla Michael R 918 Woodbourne Ave
Malagan Nicholas Paul 2424 Pioneer Ave 3/4 House
Malie Susan E 1633 Seaton St
Manfred Beth 934 Berkshire Ave
Mang Donald J, Marjorie 2200 W Liberty Ave 502
Mankin Alan M 2527 Romine Ave
Mar Pat Investments LLC 1445 Brookline Ave
Mary Hofmeister, Congregational Homes
2200 W Liberty Ave
Mason Erica M 545 Rossmore Ave
Mathews John 1050 Mcneilly Rd Apt 340
Mayer Frank 830 Norwich Ave
Mc Neilly Food Mart 580 Mcneilly Rd
Mccarey Lillian 822 Bellaire Ave
Mcdonald Megan L 1206 Berkshire Ave
Mehalic Cheryl Lynn 1900 Woodward Ave
Metz Marirose C 415 Mcneilly Rd
Meyer Joan 1444 Milan Ave
Miller Christopher A 1504 Creedmoor Ave
Mingrone Connie 2832 Castlegate Ave
Mitchell Adele 316 Aidyl Ave
Mitchell Samuel J Est 316 Aidyl Ave
Monz Edward A 1520 Bellaire Pl
Moore Paul 206 Hargrove St Mueller Eric P 815 Berwin Ave
Murdoch Peggy R 2713 Dippen Ave
Muriel Hons Frankies 860 Sawmill Run Blvd
Mustafa Ramzi 929 Bellaire Ave
Nardi Thelma M 213 Saw Mill Run Blvd
Nath John 2681 Waddington Ave
Neale William E 815 Bellaire Ave
Nellis Fogle B 1621 Creedmore Ave
New Karrousel Steak 688 S Crest Dr
Nguyen Thanh T 1011 Mcneilly Rd
Norris Helen 415 Mcneilly Rd
Northern Sw Community Mh Fiscal Agent 508 Fernhill Ave
Ocilka Erin L 965 Mcneilly Rd
Oleksiak Edward Est 1613 Seaton St
Olivo David S 2359 Birtley Ave
Orr Paul And Jean, Michael 2200 W Liberty Ave
Palamides Lena 427 Linial Ave
Parker Angela 1601 Creedmoor Ave
Pascarella Mary A 1050 Creedmore Ave Apt 208
Pastin John 1548 Eben St
Pateras George M PO Box 9665
Pavlovich Natalie PO Box 96002
Penn Regional Properties LLC 824 Brookline Blvd
Peterson Oscar 415 Mcneilly Rd
Petrilli Janine M, Mario A 1923 Creedmoor Pl
Petrosky Raymond 2923 Pioneer Ave
Pizzarella 618 Brookline Blvd
Prince Harmony 827 Berkshire Ave
Pulse Oximeter Repair Inc 147 Mcneilly Rd
Real Vest Inc 547 Gallion Ave
Regan John 913 Woodbourne Ave
Rhad Joseph P 1130 Waremare Ave
Rieseck Elmer J, Julia M 1218 Gallupe Dr
Roberts Richard 2652 Pioneer Ave
Rodriguez Marcos A 936 Bayridge Ave
Rohrich Cadillac Inc 2116 W Liberty Ave
Rohrick Cadillac Inc 2116 W Liberty Ave
Roller Nancy 2214 Lynnbrook Ave
Rooney Brandon J, Robert J 989 Mcneilly Rd
Rowlands Margaret 147 Mcneilly Rd
Rowley Joseph T 415 Mcneilly Rd
Sarsfield Helen G Est, Michael 802 Fordham Ave
Sarsfield Michael, Mary 802 Fordham Ave
Sarsfield Michel 802 Fordham Ave
Schmidt Deborah C, Peter L 2312 Birtley Ave
Sconing Richard Dwight 2681 Waddington Ave
Shirk Jane L 415 Mcneilly Rd
Showalter Shirley A 2681 Waddington Ave
Shultzaberger Dana 2683 Amman St
Simmon Charles Leo 540 Fordham Ave
Siroky Georgene M 135 London Towne Dr
Skovsted Per 415 Mcneilly Rd
Smith Kevin B 1206 Chelton Ave
Smith Naashon 1734 Skyline Dr
Snyder Maud F 415 Mcneilly Rd
Soisson Ginevra E 2200 W Liberty Av 602
Sommer Robert V 2200 W Liberty Ave Apt 411
Sontheimer Grace M 1433 Woodbourne Ave
Spernak Dennis 1349 Saw Mill Run Blvd
Stalma Josephine Trust 1050 Mcneilly Rd Apt 224
Stein Thomas 826 Dunster St
Stellar Generator Sales & Svc 1415 W Liberty Ave
Stevenson John R Schrl Fund Robert H Stevenson
242 London Towne Dr
Stolar Anna 415 Mcneilly Rd
Stromple Valerie 344 Mayville Ave
Stueber Isabelle, William 2821 Midland St
Suchy Mark 1847 Plainview Ave
Suhoza John E, Devonshire 1050 Mcneely Rd
Sukustis Delores T 1710 Pioneer Ave
Sullivan Brigid 1501 Merrick Ave
Sullivan Mary E 738 Berkshire Ave Fl 2
Surujbal Alicia R 820 Bayridge Ave 2
Taylor Sue D 608 Beauft Ave
Tevis James J, Irene R 762 Dunster St
Tiani John Nicholas, Lisa Marie 2401 Beauft Ave
Tigano Jason 1501 Merrick Ave
Titus Jane C 2200 Liberty Ave
Tonsetic Mildred 508 Fernhill Ave
Toole Auto Body Inc 97 Mcneilly Rd
Torchia Patrick F 1621 Pioneer Ave
Towing N Recovery Pro Lift 1008 Creedmore Ave
Triangle Towing 308 Charm Ave
Trimbur Theodore 1504 Creedmoor Ave
Tuite Frank E 920 Brookline Blvd Apt 206
Turan Fethi 924 Brookline Blvd
Tutton Kim M 748 Brookline Blvd
Vanselow Brian S 821 Norwich Ave
Wainer M R 415 Mcneilly Rd
Walker Cynthia 97 Mcneilly Rd
Walsh Gertrude M 1216 Woodbourne Ave
Walsh Robert J 935 Bayridge Ave
Weeks Mary C 1422 Perri Dr
Wehrheim Jeanne C 653 Southcrest Ct Apt 1
Weiford David J, Ruth F 2039 Plainview Ave
Weir Elsie 1149 Brookline Blvd
Williams Robert N, Betty N 415 Mcneilly Rd
Willy Theresa M 1325 Wareman Ave
Wilma Wycoff Est 620 Liberty Ave 33rd Fl Na
Wissinger Harry D 725 Fordham Ave
Zaiden Michael 2911 Knowlson Ave
Zimmerman Lynn 1025 Nowrich Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Abbiatici Barbara A 4453 Stilley Rd
Abernathey Mary B Baldwin Health Ctr
Alava Jose 5208 Elmwood Dr
Alko Kathleen L 17 E Willock Rd
Allegheny County Education 240 Kaplan Ave
American Home Mortgage Svc Inc Isa 517 Sunnyland Ave
Andrews Anna 690 Lechner Ln
Andrews Carol A 1222 Cloverfield Dr
Andrio Evelyn 1533 Bevan Rd
Apitzsch Shyrl L 4901 Frich Dr
Augustine Michael John, Michael J 233 Owendale Ave
Backus William 310 Merritt Ave
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Baldwin Health Center Inc 1717 Skyline Dr
Bannerman Jennifer 3556 Wallace Dr
Barker Margaret C 5002 Frich Dr
Barone Michael M 2956 Brevard Ave
Bauer John J 140 E Francis Ave
Baumgardner Gladys 2806 Pyramid Ave
Baumiller Sally 1838 Parkline Dr Apt1
Beatty Dorothy 1021 Towervue Dr
Bedsole Jeff 140 Van Wyck Ave
Bellinger Darnell L 104 Village Dr
Berner Diane M 3226 Churchview Ave
Bigelow John 3725 Oakton Rd
Boyden Patrick 1577 Parkline Dr
Brandale George 2826 Clermont Ave
Brandon Slater 3030 Bremen Ave
Brednick Timothy W 237 Kaplan Ave
Brodsky Randy G 4959 Young Dr 4959 Young Dr
Brophy Donna 1220 Camarta Dr
Bruschi David 3331 Bookman Ave
Bryant James R Jr 3608 Brownsville Rd Apt 5
Budd Jean E 2916 Pyramid Ave
Bungo Joseph 35 W Willock Rd
Burnett Joseph, Ruth 5019 Fritch Rd
Burnshire Thelma S 2453 Underwood St
Butler Sara, Jake PO Box 97827
Campbell Thomas J 1717 Skyline Dr
Carso Heather Dawn 2911 Brownsville Rd
Caruso John D, Mary M 433 Kingsley St
Cavataio Thomas 4207 Tuxey Ave
Chasky Bernadette P, William J 3406 Wallace Dr
Ciardi Dalia 1236 Abbott Rd
Cockrell William 4907 Elmwood Dr
Cogley Jessie 127 Catskill Ave
Cogley Wallace L Jr 127 Catskill Ave
Cogo Brownsville 2800 Brownsville Rd
Colaric Mary K 1691 Skyline Dr Apt 2
Colarossi Richard 3432 Villawood Ave
Colonial Services 1661 Skyline Dr
Connelly Joseph R 3224 Bookman Ave
Connor Elizabeth 348 Marylea Ave
Conway Janet C 3008 Clermont Ave
Cortese Angeline 207 Joseph St
Costa Albert III, Carmen 3008 Bremen Ave Front
Cromer Jessica 3910 Meadowbrook Blvd
Dabulis Donald F South Side Welding 601 Songo St
Daer Steve 3946 Dalewood St
Davis Brian 214 Owendale Ave
Deasy Marissa L 317 Greenlee Rd
Delsignore Anna 3084 Woodridge Dr
Devi Phuyel C 21 W Willock Rd
Dickson Daniel P 59 Mullooly St
Dimirack Stanley D 1657 Parkline Dr Apt A
Donalies Lynn S 29 Flora Rd
Donovan April 3032 Churchvw Ave
Dougherty Shannon 2922 Glendale Ave
Dowds Cecilia A, Robert K 2906 Pyramid Ave
Drazina Paul, Mary 2926 Churchview Ave
Duff Stacey 139 Catskill Ave
Duncan Donald 238 Maytide St
Ebersberger Margaret 2953 Brevard Ave
Eberst George 3543 Willett Rd
Edwards Audrey M 3901 Willett Rd
Egger Jonathan D 6 Green Glen Dr
Egler Mary 220 Tyrol Dr
Eisel Donald S Est 456 Calvert Ave
Emerald Owl Real Est 1524 Tretterd St
Emerick Jennifer A 2936 Clermont Ave
Eng Kuchheng 6331 Burchfield
Espy Jeff 3374 Churchview Ave
Estacio Teresita 37 Maytide St
Evans Carol Ann PO Box 98031
Fabian Louis G 3011 Vernon Ave
Farmer Claudia 244 Sunset Dr
Ferraz Manoel L 226 Meadowdell Dr
Fiedler Howard W, Mary P 142 Kathlen Dr
Fink Charles 3142 Bel Air Dr
Fitterer Scott R 114 Westbellcrest Ave
Fitzpatric Leo J 3125 Churchview Ave
Foglia Stella Lee 3303 Wallace Dr
Foley Thomas G 347 Merritt Ave
Fornof Lorraine M 318 Hamlet Ct
Fox Glen A 12 Shadow Dr
Freed Robert R 27 W Francis Ave
Furno Virginia N 1290 Prospect Rd
Gallagher Patti J PO Box 97791
Gaumer Margaret B, Ray A 411 Pointview Rd
George Christopher L 3926 Meadowbrook Dr
Gianni Ceclia E, Gene 3757 Brownsville Rd
Gibson Darlene 317 Greenlee Rd
Gilchrist Sherry 947 Girard Rd
Gill Dante 3965 Edge Rd
Gilmore Janice 3127 Villawood Ave
Glunt Anthony W 725 Esther St
Grace Lawrence Joseph, Diane Mary 3109 Hazelhurst Ave
Graham David B 2915 Pyramid Ave
Grgurich Mark N 2975 Ruthwood Ave
Grimes Mary D 1821 Parkline Dr Apt 9
Groves Gary 4340 Seton St
Guthrie Andrea L 619 North St
Haberman Bruce 58 W Francis Ave
Hamler Beth A 539 East Gdn Rd
Hannan Roberta 135 Van Wyck Ave
Hargenrader James 214 Newburn Ave
Harris Lois T 3835 Provost Rd
Hart Javon 2725 Pyramid St
Hebda Lillian M 502 Greenlee Rd
Het Ta 1685 Parkline Dr Apt 13
Hewitt Kristina M 1044 Prospect Rd
Hirtz Russell John, Mary Ann 1308 Earlford Dr
Ho Thu Dung T 4326 E Barlind Dr
Hockenberry Marsha A 517 Sunnyland Ave
Holewinski Ursula L Est 1111 Varner Rd
Holman Nicholas V 330 Greenlee Rd Apt 16
Holzwarth Mary 2612 Brownsville Rd Apt 2
Howcroft Brian M 330 Greenlee Rd
Howells Arline, John 4120 Edge Rd
Huber Christine Anne 3431 Villawood Ave
Hurley Michael 2851 Saw Mill Run Blvd
Hutton Ginny J 3234 Shadyway Dr
Imling Joyce L 3943 Lawnview Ave
Immekus Judy A 307 Palace Place
Italian O Cafe 4090 Brownsville Rd
Jackson C M 232 Cedarcove St
James Chol Luk 24 Claus Ave 1 L
Jesionowski Albert K, Tina M Sturman−Larkin Ford
1607 Hollyrood Rd
Jones Amy J 435 Greenlee Rd
Jones Modesty 52 Merritt Ave
Judt Walter S 2723 Brentwood Ave
Karwowski Joseph Baldwin Health Ctr 1717 Skyline Dr
Katchmar Robert J 513 Greenlee Rd
Kazar Sonja 3180 Churchview Ave
Khalil Yassemine, Elias, John 1461 Prospect Rd
Kielarowski Lorraine 3045 Pyramid Ave Apt C4
Kienic Jennifer A 210 Kaufman Ave 1st Fl
Kiesel Eileen M 2920 Glendale Ave
Kirsch Helen C 1661 Skyline Dr Apt 5
Kirsh W 1820 Brownville Rd
Kochis Joseph A 1691 Skyline Dr Apt 2
Koehler Walter C Therev 5165 Dolores Dr
Kon Jeffrey 336 Sunnland Ave
Kovac Marie 4009 Edge Rd
Kramer Krystal C 247 Spencer Ave A4
Kraycar Ann M 3606 Pary St
Kraynick Kelly L, Ryan J 3779 Louisa St
Krepley Edward, Arlene 6 Bowel Ct
Kriger Richard J 1701 Beryl Dr
Kriston Zita R 1449 Maple Dr
Kupchak Dorothy 124 Kirk Ave
Kurtz Ruth T 152 Odette St
Kwiatkowski Raeleen C 3305 Willett Rd
Lamb Teresa L, John 1284 Girard Rd
Laur William R 426 Fairway Dr
Lavelle David 300 Benson Cir Dr
Leicht Brandi N 143 Victoria Dr
Lenger Mary Est 3015 Pyramid Ave
Leva Max 1030 Dallett Rd
Lewandosky Dolores 3336 Brownsville Rd
Ley Dorothy M 1161 Prospect Rd
Litigation Solution 101 Towne Sq Way Ste 25
Lobus Mildred J 3644 Wallace Dr
Logan Jeffrey, Alma 1640 Skyline Dr Apt 14
Lynch Cecelia 2733 Almora St
Lysaght Williams 75 Owendale Ave
Macellaro Joseph F 138 Green Glen Dr
Manning Lillian 3423 Pleasantview Dr
Marcus B Edwards Doctor of Ch PO Box 98103
Markert Martha 2915 Pyramid Ave
Martin Pearle Est, Louis 2713j Greenlee Rd
Mcgee Theresa A 43 Maytide St
Mcgillivray Grace 1717 Skyline Dr
Mcmichael John 607 Steiner St
Mcquade Irene E 2618 Brownsville Rd
Mcquaide Mitchell P, Elaine M 22 W Francis Ave
Mcswigan Wayne 3256 Shadyway Dr
Menking Paul N 3501 Kaufman Ave
Meyer Charles, Eda 199 Calvert
Miburo Mois 1685 Parkline Dr Apt 11
Michael M Bianco DMD 4232 Brownsville Rd
Mims Classy Lassies 1449 Maple Dr
Mino Ralph E 109 Belplain St
Mizak Tyler 58 W Francis Ave
Moan Liane T 3194 Kestner Ave
Mondry Gregory M 3124 Villa Wood Ave
Moore Hobart A 141 Van Wyck Ave
Mulholland Philomena Est 607 Agnew Rd
Mullner Gloria M, Robert E 106 Koegler Ave
Mulvaney Suzanne 3854 Louisa St
Murphy Donald J, Hollie A 726 Greenlee Rd
New England Audio Trust 1001612 3568 Wallace Dr
Newbould Shirley M 1232 Cloverfield Dr
Nickson Kenneth E Sr 1752 Skyline Dr
North Shore Constructors PO Box 98100
Nyair Askandar 3045 Pyramid Ave Apt B11
Ochazak Deborah 110 Caplan Ave
Ogrady Kathleen 230 E Willock Rd
Oneil Mary L 1232 Prospect Rd
Osorio Tammy 1000 Prospect Rd
Paga Barbara Neeley 4894 Leona Dr
Parks Earl F, Joan B 29 Mullooly St
Parrish Luanne B 326 Maytide St
Pasco William 4109 Dalewood St
Paterni Mark P 206 Newburn Ave
Pattinato Frank D 243 Merritt Ave
Patton Joseph M 801 Maytide St
Peeler Eleanor M 2969 Kestner Ave
Peifer James J & Dar 235 Merritt Ave
Pelone Frank 304 E Gdn Rd
Pentecost Alexander J 4786 Frich Dr
Phuyel E 21 W Willock Rd
Pickard Wm 12 Hillman St
Pierce Hilda E 413 Ganlet Dr
Pifer Melissa 39 Belplain Sr
Plantz Barbara J 591 Brinwood Ave
Plettke Martha A 128 Catskill Ave
Plinak Virginia M 4914 E Willock Rd
Polk Robert T 312 Olancha Ave
Popovich Karen M, Wilma M 505 Middle St
Powell Jack R 147 Catskill Ave
Ranman Co LLC 4959 Young Dr
Ray Dennis R 210 Spencer Ave
Regmi Ghanashyam 1550 Radford Rd Apt 8
Reighard Derek S 210 Mira Ave
Richey Pauline 61 Greenlee Rd
Rieffle Gloria A 8 Sceneridge Ave Apt 104
Ritchey Pauline Est 61 Greenlee Rd
Rodgers Dennis M Jr, Clara B 2944 Brevard Ave
Rohm Joseph A 3607 Kaufman Ave
Rollins Gloria E 5154 Dolores Dr
Romito Kharla G 771 Frank St
Rose Peter J PO Box 9844
Russo Matthew V, Mary Karen 128 Vanwyck Ave
Rutherford Thomas 39 Belplain Sr
Sakach Sophie 146 Koegler Ave
Savko Bill 2929 Brownsville Rd 1
Saydee Mary 1550 Radfrd Rd 7
Scheller Russell W, Matthew 3467 Pleasantvue Dr
Schmidt Beatrice Est 4600 N Emblem Dr
Schneiders Dairy 726 Frank St
Schwimer Mark 4809 Oakridge Dr
Schwimer Mark J 4141 Brownsville Rd
Segin Ann 947 Jill Dr
Seward Catherine L 6 Esther St
Shafer Margaret A, Ann M 3342 Jameson Dr
Shank Ben 155 Victoria Dr Apt A
Sheets Mary Lou 203 E Willock Rd
Shipe Danielle L 102 Elma St
Shuster Raymond E 4786 Frich Dr
Simpson John W Jr 3232 Churchview Ave
Skerba Jean 2833 Custer Ave
Smith Anthony 700 Maytide St Apt 4
Smith Elizabeth M, Donald G 104 Catskill Ave
Smith Nicholas J 2823 Brentwood Ave
Smith Shelby R 154 Kirk Ave
Snyder Barbara 2618 Churchview St
Sprecher Patricia J 3820 Brownsville Rd Apt 8
Stasik Mary L 510 Middle St
Steele Frank 1050 Towervue Dr
Stella Charles 114 Burdine Ave
Steranka Nancy 4701 Baptist Rd Ste 103
Stewart Avenue Evangelical Saelc Youth
2810 Brownsville Rd
Stoe Catherine F 216 Catskill Ave
Stoehr Catherine 216 Catskill Ave
Sullivan David J 2836 Custer Ave
Sullivan Dorothy 2913 Willett Rd
Sunday Louis W, Anna 3019 Glendale Ave
Suski Chester J 3587 Reiland St
Thomas Ladeva Est 1600 Skyline Dr Apt B 21
Thomas Mildred Est 3808 Brownsville Rd
Tichansky Andrew 3109 Churchview Ave
Tomanio Georganne, Lisa M 2523 Edgar St
Toney Laurene L 4033 Cloverlea St
Tri State Financial Daryl King 4232 Brownsville Rd Ste 137
Troy Omeis Memorial Fund 3239 Churchview Ave
Ungarea Timothy DDS 4701 Baptist Rd Ste 301
Universal Aggregates LLC PO Box 98100
Vallapuzha Subramania 1511 Michael Dr Unit 113−B
Waigand George L 3216 Mayflower Dr
Walker Shannon M 3926 Meadowbrook Dr
Wallace India PO Box 98114
Walther Mary 2939 Brevard Ave
Watterson Margaret A 1067 Towervue Dr
Waugaman Arthur L 3008 Harmening Ave
Webb Catherine N 3046 Churchview Ave
Weber Donald W 45 Bellanca Ave
Weir Thomas 1675 Parkline Dr
Werbaneth Jeanne K 602 Maytide St
Wessel Anna M 3720 Brownsville Rd
Westapal Adrian, Mary E 4711 W Barlind Dr
Whetsell Donald R 61 Flora Rd
Wilhelm Elizabeth, Wilbert 133 Frederick Ct
Williams Landra A 2480 Underwood St Apt 4
Williams V B 1303 Earlford Dr
Willis Dolores, Harold 3625 Oakleaf Rd
Wingert Charles D, Lavinia 3602 Reiland St
Wingert Charles, Fern B 3602 Reiland St
Wojnovich Nickolas M 3463 Pleasantvue Dr
Wytiaz Michael, Patti Jo Gallagher PO Box 97791
Yaroscak Betty Est 3609 Pary St
Zamule Veronica M 210 Cheston St
Zaparoni Christy L 3153 Glendale Ave
Zigerman Sivan 40 Hsavionim St, Givat Avni
Zorich John P 4614 Doyle Rd
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Absolute Capital Mgmt 101 Pennsylvania Blvd
Aliabadi Roozbeh 217 Altoona Pl
American Cancer Society 940 Country Club Dr
Anixter Miriam 823 Country Club Dr
Aspire Pediatric Therapy 666 Washington Rd
Assetta Ralph V 900 Washington Rd Apt 48
Attanasio Adeline E 498 Haverhill Rd
Badolato Becky 833 Macarthur Dr
Badolato Tracy L 244 Spruceton Ave
Bahm Gary Trust Agreement, Eleanor L Bahm
251 Main Entrance Dr
Barcic Brian 440 S Meadowcroft Ave
Bartram Marjorie B 750 Washington Rd Apt 1605
Bathanti Joseph 686 Crystal Dr
Bathanti Roselyn M 686 Crystal Dr
Beck Ruth W 210 Jonquil Pl
Bencze Rebecca C 124 Abbeyville Rd
Bencze Rebecca C 126 Abbeyville Rd
Berklich Darlene R 824 Fruithurst Dr
Berkovitz Leonard 300 Abbeyvill Rd Apt C
Besecker Sherri 1155 Washington Rd
Booze Ann 400 Washington Rd 412
Bourgeois Anthony, Tracy 348 Orchard Dr
Brown Cynthia L 36 Mayfair Dr
Brown Jacob P 652 Crystal Dr
Bulgaris Athena 272 Catalpa Pl
Capps Anthony T, Theresa H 105 Ordale Blvd
Carroll George 205 Mayfair Dr
Challinor S Boyd 13 Forest Glen Dr
Chivers Jeffrey W 106 Markham Dr
Coldwell Banker Real Est 1699 Washington Rd
Crampton Bernice 59 Seneca Dr
Crosby Frances D 493 Haverhill Rd
Crutcher Tara M 226 Adeline
Cunningham Jean R 26 Academy Ave A 3
Cutler Roselinie A Est 249 Lebanon Ave
Daum Dwight 258 Mabrick Ave
Davidson Arthur D 39 Florence Pl
Deangelis Robert A, Diana F 319 Brdmoor Ave
Denton Terryann N 28 Academy Ave Apt 9
Devenyi Alice 260 Baywood Ave
Dicola Denise 51 Woodland Dr
Douds Howard N 733 Washington Rd
Drane Lisa 368 Tampa Ave
Dudley E Gerry 195 Mayfair Dr
Dugas Amy K 15 Catalpa Pl
Durkin Christopher J 117 Atlanta Pl
Duscov Demitri 121 Mount Lebanon Blvd Apt 9
Earl Maureen R 244 Brdmoor Ave
Earley Thomas A 478 Marlin Dr
Eckenrode Edward J III 469 Jefferson Dr
Entwistle Effie 11 Catalpa Pl
Eva Szabo European Skin Care Spa 200 Bird Park Dr
Evans Vivian M 350 Old Gilkeson Rd
Events Avatar 520 Milbeth Dr
Fatigati Nalin Assoc 615 Washington Rd Ste Tl 4
Fiand William R 15 Bower Hill Rd
Fleck Steve 26 Academy Ave Apt B4
Forbes Margaret, Mary M 332 Old Farm Rd
Frank Delores 2 Brdmoor Ave
Friedlein Yochanan M 79 Ordale Blvd
Full Ryan S 440 S Meadowcroft Ave
Genuine Parts Co Patrick R Riley Esq 650 Washington Rd
Ste 210
Gilberg Marie C 330 Orchard Dr
Goodrick Jerome A 185 Vernon Dr
Gorham Kathleen, James 208 Vee Lynn Dr
Green David Est Jeffrey Green 185 Eletan Dr
Hayes Laura 654 Washington Rd Apt 2b
Hedin Enviromental Inc 195 Castle Shannon Blvd
Heindel Wilbert A 722 Wisteria Ave Apt E6
Henderson Scott Edward 154 Vernon Dr
Henze H Marie 7 Bower Hill Rd 516
Herrom Beatrice 20 Shady Dr W Apt 304
Hill Kevin 208 Ashland Ave
Hoffman Ronald 41 Spalding Cir
Holmes Aileen D 71 Woodhaven Dr
Holmes Katherine A 438 Cochran Rd 5
Hunt Gloria 221 Buchanan Place Apt G−2
Ibrahim Salem Ahmed Z 110 Painters Dr
Irr Robert E Sr 900 Washington Rd Apt 305
Ishizaki Suguru 123 Cedar Blvd
Ivill William J III, Cheryl C 681 Shady Dr E
Jasionowski Marlene R, Thomas W 196 Birch Ave
Johnson Lloyd L 208 Painters Dr
Karam Antoine Ibrahim Ab, Adam Kassab 341 Birch Ave
Kashi Kevin 40 Cedar Blvd 2
Kavoulakis Joanne 207 Main Entrance Dr
Kekich Marcus S 400 Washington Rd 412
Keller Melvin R Cynthia K Richey 750 Washington Rd
Apt 1001
Ketchum Charlton 19 Thornwood Dr
Khurana Rc 700 Washington Rd
Kitchen Christopher 21 Mission Dr
Klinchock Joseph 422 S Meadowcroft Ave
Lacher Florence 103 Woodhaven Dr
Lanphear Kimberly P, Ian P 834 Washington Rd
Lapiana Chiropracticpc 367 Washington Rd
Leasure Marilyn 460 Washington Rd Apt 507
Legum Stacey 110 Sunnyhill Dr
Legum Tyler C, Stacey 110 Sunnyhill Dr
Lemieux Mario 1 Altoona Place
Lightell Karen J 240 Inglewood Dr
Lightner Louise Est, Louise 129 Vernon Dr
Linn Operating Inc 650 Washington Rd 8th Floor
Lucido Brittany A 776 Shady Dr E
Luck Florence A 919 Florida Ave
Luedy Carl Allan 371 Avon Dr
Lyle Leon, Mary 1231 Cedar Blvd
Lynn Margot E 41 Vernon Dr
Malseed Helen G Est 260 Lemoyne Ave
Marian Givens 4372 Paulsen Ave
Markl Grace 1203 Linden Pl
Martins Cesar Antonio 438 Coolidge Ave
Mayberry David James 353 Birch Ave
Mcartor Lela N Est Nancy M Sikes 77 Longue Vue Dr
Mcconnell Patrick I R R 128
Mcelveney Paula C 117 Markham Dr
Mcginty Lydia S 460 Washington Rd
Mckee Marian R 126 Central Sq Apt 3
Mckiernan Shirley D 923 Country Club Dr
Mclain D Kenneth, Martha E 1420 Navahoe Dr
Mclaughlin M 219 W Buchanan Rd Apt 168
Mclean Lightner Louise 129 Vernon Dr
Meade Eileen R 210 Park Entrance Dr
Meg A Phone Answering Svc 520 Washington Rd Ste 104
Melby Thomas C 363 Cedar Bl
Metz Katelynn Raymer 434 Fruithurst Dr
Millhouse Nancy C 175 Markham Dr
Minneci M Dolores 900 Washington Rd
Mistro Angel, Aegis Realty Partners 235 Cochran Rd
Monahan Elizabet H 460 Washington Rd
Morgan Margaret S 200 Buchanan Pl Apt C4
Mostow Melody June 1 Coventry Ln
Murray Elaine A 195 Mount Lebanon Blvd Apt 110
Nabors Marion C, Nabors Eric D 61 Youngwood Rd
Nca Corp 1699 Washington Rd
Nee Doyle Tricia L 494 Highview Rd
Needles Alexander M, Christine M 190 Orchard Dr
Needles Gretchen Elizabeth, James H III, Rebecca Joyce,
Matthew James 190 Orchard Dr
Niedergal Cynthia J 320 Hazel Dr
Oconnor John F 663 Shady Dr E
Oneil Lillian H, Harry J 635 Kenilworth Dr
Parfitt Shirley N 350 Old Gilkeson Rd
Pate Brad 1360 Navahoe Dr
Paulson Robert E 119 Baywood Ave Apt A−5
Pines of Mt Lebanon 1537 Washington Rd
Pittsburgh Anesthesia Asso 1699 Washington Rd Ste 307
Popescu Adrianna 203 Gilkenson Rd
Powell Kelli E 142 Mohawk Dr
QuimPO Jacqueline 760 Highvue Rd
Quinlan Amanda 60 Markham Dr Apt B5
Quinlan Nial Thomas 488 Mapleton Ave
Ratkovich Marcy L 331 Beadling Dr
Reed Michael J Jr, Michael J 136 Jefferson Dr
Ricciuti Elsie P 460 Washington Rd Pendale Towers Apt 7g
Rice Clarence J 473 Marlin Dr
Richardson C 11 Conklin St
Richie James C 51 Longuevue Dr
Risby William 40 Shady Dr W
Robert G Gesman Tr Edward Villella 102 Hoodridge Dr
Rooney Michael 1190 Washington Rd
Ropchock Brittan 125 Abbeyville Rd
Roth Idelle H, Leonard Berkovitz 300 Abbeyvill Rd Apt C
Rothermel Henry S, John M 32 Woodhaven Dr
Rothhaar Edward R Jr 829 Wainwright Dr
Sapienza Philip 244 Lebanon Ave
Scheiferstein Alicia 36 St Clair Dr
Schembri Nicholas A 721 Roselawn Ave Apt #D6
Schmidt Margaret M 460 Washington Rd
Schuler Stephanie 235 Woodhaven Dr
Schulhof Jay 1675 Washington Rd Prof Plaza I Ste
Seewald Shira E 246 Magnolia Place
Shappacher Harry 106 Lebanon Hills
Shoulders Rickael R 101 Central Sq Apt9
Showers Norman L 40 Lupine Ln
Smiley Charles R Jr, Eileen W 545 Westover Rd
Smiley Robert S 441 Old Farm Rd
Smith Helen M 304 Cochran Rd
Smith Jean A 121 Abbeyville Rd Apt B4
Staley Marion 245 Cochran Rd
Stonehenge Inc 514 Washington Rd
Sullivan Frank W 24 Fernwood Ave
Summit Kenneth E 260 Lemoyne Ave
Taran Orna 903 Country Club Dr
Thompson Kathleen G 422 S Meadowcroft Ave
Trettel Andrea 446 S Meadowcroft Ave
Truel Barbara, John C 127 Woodland Dr
Unice John G 675 Shady Dr E
Vallatuthodiyil Rugmini 36 Lemoyne Av
Vanschaick Suzanne F 35 Le Moyne Ave
Vogel Diane K 10 Forest Glen Dr
Walsh Daniel T 486 Old Farm Rd
Watson Jennifer 197 Inglewood Dr
Watts Lucille L 275 Ashland Av
Weissman Michael 241 Lynn Haven Dr
Werley Kelly C, Carey E 260 Ashland Ave
Western Pa Friends of the Wounded PO Box 11722
White Anthony 401 Anawanda Ave
Williamsburg South Apartments 401 Abbeyville Rd
Willoughby L 610 Cockran Rd
Winschel Daniel James 505 Milbeth Dr
Wright Michael 182 Vernon Dr
Wszelaki Florence 15 Bower Hill Rd Apt 303
Yanar Zeynep 212 Cochran Rd
Zimdahl Stephen J 1000 Painters Dr
Zotter John G 200 Birch Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Adams Judith A 124 Jamaica Ave
Allen Irene E 5112 Towers Tr Apt 2
Atkins Judith M, Elvin D 176 Georgetown Ave
Barna Suellen 1703 Renton Ave
Barton Brandon D 138 Spruce Valy Dr
Barton Sean M 138 Spruce Valy Dr
Becker Richard C Jr, Mary J 230 Martsolf Ave
Bender Florence E 106 4th Ave
Bober Michael J 409 Reel Ave
Bovill Lance M 120 Jamacia Ave
Brallier Elizabeth M 27 Homekort Ave
Brennan Howard, Agnes 610 Eskey Way
Briggs Cynthia L 512 Bellwood Dr
Cain Dorothy S 222 Ridgewood Ave
Cammarata Marietta L 1511 Ctr Ave
Chapman Robert 87 Ridgewood Ave
Clair Stacey A 1209 1/2 Brookline Blvd Apt 1
Coleman Eric V, Ronald R Coleman 162 Grove Ave
Coleman Lynnanne H 349 Ctr Ave
Coleman Ronald 162 Grove Ave
Colvin R Wayne 119 Ridgewood Ave
Damico Dolores J 117 Valy Hi Dr
Del Din Virginia 173 Georgetown Ave
Demmler John J 16 Mineola Ave
Dering Kimberly A 110 Montclair Ave
Desmond Jeffrey H 5 Hiland Valy Dr Apt 507
Donovan Megan 159 Highland Ave
Eber Robert E 126 8th Ave
Ehlers Marv 122 Van Buren Ave
Elinsky John 106 Wedgewood Dr
Etter Dianne J 4609 Perrysville
Fallat Michael 138 Highland Ave
Ferguson Jennie 341 S Highland Ave
Fleckenstein Jillian M 147 Hawthorne Ave
Folmer Isabel H 15 Pearl Ave
French Robert M 2 Columbia Ave Apt 10
Fritsch Richard J 160 Harvard Ave
Gamble John 3 William St
Good Michael G 325 Cornell Ave Apt 1
Grace Medical Group LLC 1000 W View Park Dr Ste 1
Grimm William C Jr 209 Park Ave
Gurgacz Marian 117 Thompson Dr Ext
Haggerty Hugh 28 Vassar Ave
Halliday Donald H, Alice, Margaret M 206 Highland Ave E
Hammond Maxwell T, Michael T 360 Ridgewood
Heintz Alice Marie 360 Ctr Ave Nest View
Highland Country Club 450 Highland Ave
Hilliard Joseph G 741 W Madison Cir
Howell Howard D 37 Norwich Ave Apt 1
Hune Clarence 152 Schwitter Ave
Hutchison William James 1105 Perry Hwy Room 237
Manor Care Nursing Home
Inzinga Arthur 368 Ctr Ave
J Charles Miller & Assoc PO Box 97193
Johns Christina C III 304 Thompson Dr
Kane Helen M, John W 36 Perry Ln
Kentzel Jack S 327 Bellevue Rd
Kentzel Jack S 331 Bellevue Rd
Knable Adam 155 Bronx Ave
Kornick Michael 57 Hempstead Ave
Lampus Otto A Jr 135 Grove Ave
Lang Jeffrey C 5227 Clarwin Ave Apt 2
Lang Walter 89 Bronx Ave
Lazar Leona A 4530 Perry Hwy
LLC Mdnetsolutions 40 Ctr Ave
Lowery Alex W 244 Jamaica Ave
Mahoney Terrance Jr 94−46 Rosecrest Dr
Mathison Dean A 40 Chalfonte Ave 2
Mccreary Susan 757 Washington Dr
Mclean Robert C 7 Pioneer Ave
Mcmaster Amie 430 Columbia Ave 1
Meyers Alice 249 Sixth Ave
Mil Deborah L 189 King Ave
Miller James PO Box 97193
Miller Larry 189 King Ave
Miller Susan, Pittsburgh Candle Co 442 Perrysville Ave
Front
Monteverde James W 3 Ctr Ave
Mundell Ashleigh E, Leigh A 333 Columbia Ave
Nocera Antonio 151 Grove Ave
Noon William 109a 3rd St
Orozco Marsella 270 Westfield Ave
Palmetto Long Term Care Pharmacy 4900 Perry Hwy Bldg 2
3rd Fl
Park Hj Vance, Anna 27 Homekort Ave
Pawlikowski Ann 114 3rd St
Paylo Nina M 185 6th Ave
Pietrzak Arleen PO Box 97071
Pizer Jenifer D 405 Highland Ave
Platt Larry 119 Gass Rd
Prycl Michael 122 Harvard Ave
Qol Meds 55 Cherry Ln
Qol Meds LLC 4900 Perry Hwy
R G F Industries Inc Randall L Bonzo 150 Perrysville Ave
Reagen Dorothy 36 Montclair Ave
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Redman Richard R, Joanne M 704 Jefferson Dr
Reel Dorothy A, Homer R 244 Lakewood Ave
Reid Leona G 188 Thompson Dr
Ringland Donna 87 Ridgewood Ave
Rosedale Cemetery 12 Homekort Ave
Rossi Motors Inc 161 Perrysville Ave
Sabil Abdelali 30 Hiland Valy Dr
Schneider David 131 Harding Rd
Schollaert Diana L 103 Hawthorne Ave
Sebal George F 140 W View Ave
Seiffert Norma 143 Harvard Ave
Seney Marianne 1206 Macon Ave
Share John A 320 Holly Hill Dr
Skrtich Joseph 1367 Ctr Ave
Slogick Kevin J 4303 Park Plaza Dr
Smith Eleanor T 325 Ridgewood Ave
Spear Donald W, Betty J 205 Rolling Dr
Staley Carol J Est 106 Braden Ct
Steele Frank 242 Lakewood Ave
Stepnick Kathy 216 Ridgewood Ave
Stojhovic Richard 4000 Park Plaza Dr
Sweeney Donna L 128 Spruce Valy Dr
Tedesco Donna 244 Princeton Ave
Tedesco Thomas G 2000 Park Plaza Dr Apt 2201
Terai C J Est 747 E Madison Cir
Thirugnanasambandam Sadasivam 10000 Park Plaza Dr
Apt 203
Tuomela Ellen M, Elma T Schlossman 250 Waverly Ave 8
Tusick Drew E 409 Reel Ave
Uhl Judith Miss 204 Van Buren Cir
Van Newkirk Ellis 126 Timberln Dr
Vanatta John C 4 Adrian Ave
Vannewkirk Clare 126 Timberln Dr
Vukson Ray 411 Ridgewood Ave
Waddingham Patrick 157 6th Ave
Walkauskas John P 150 1st Ave
Walker Matthew E 7000 Park Plaza Dr Apt 7104
Weber John E, Weber Audrey 161 Hinkel Rd
Wendt Dorothy 153 Schwitter Ave Apt 206
West View Auto Body PO Box 97071
Wichelmann Marc L 123 Stanford Ave
Wiegand Jacqueline Est, Norbert 128 5th Ave
Williamson Kyle 2445 S Sheridan St
Wolf Consulting Inc 115 Evergreen Hts Dr Ste 4
Wotherspoon Sarah M 26 Mineola Ave
Yenerall Linda L 136 Hieber Rd
Zacharias Jonathan 135 Westminster Dr
Zivic William J 939 Perry Hwy Apt 2
Pittsburgh Pa 15230
Adams Mildred M, Donald L PO Box 444
Adebimpe Folasade O PO Box 1783
Alexander Lee B 5443 Cypress St
Allegheny Brain & Spine Surgeo PO Box 60
Allegheny Radiology Asso Ltd PO Box 3425
Allegheny Radiology Asso PO Box 49
American Cancer Society PO Box 185
American Paso Fino Horse Asso Inc PO Box 2363
Athenix Corp PO Box 98
Aurora Medical Group Inc PO Box 0049
Baudry Louise, Rene Mellon Fin Corp Stock Income Unit
PO Box 3196
Beaumariage Joseph G PO Box 3838
Belka John D 3331 Madison
Boston Safe Deposit & Trust Co PO Box 3198
Bradley William L PO Box 49
Buncher Co PO Box 768
Burke Lillian G PO Box 926
Calgon Corp A/C Plant 3 1045550 Chemical Tech
PO Box 1346
Caliber System Inc, Jim Golding PO Box 108
Cipriani Carol Ann, Parker Hunter Inc, Reorg Dept
PO Box 148
Clawson Eugene 1234 Frankstown Rd
Clayton William PO Box 2581
Community Care Behav Hlth D03 PO Box 2972
Compservices Inc PO Box 3460
Cook Babinsack PO Box 1805
Cosby Ravenell PO Box 2711
Costello John Joseph PO Box 152 Allson Park
Crab & Co PO Box 3196
Csi Inc PO Box 3460
Dcgov & Co PO Box 3196
Delaware Charter G T Co Parker Hunter PO Box 148
Distribution Wesco PO Boxx 2458
Dominion Retail PO Box 298
Duquense Light Compa Box 10
Duquesne Club PO Box 387 325 Sixth Ave
Duquesne Light Co PO Box 10
Electrical Material Richard Oberlander Mellon Bank
PO Box 360602m
Evanovich Melvyn PO Box 379
Farley Jane B PO Box 339
First Franklin Loan Services PO Box 1838
First Franklin PO Box 1838
Fisher Scientific Worldwide PO Box 1768
Frg Central PO Box 60
Frg Kentucky Psc PO Box 60
Glaxosmithkline Jason Kalashian PO Box 1467
Golden Aluminum Co PO Box 1778
Goldstein William Attn Sterling Lite PO Box 425
Griffin Steven PO Box 49
Ground PO Box 108
H J Heinz Co Manager PO Box 57
H J Heinz Co, Gary Matson Director Organization
Development & Adm World Headquarters
Harper Eaglin Claudia Y 1848 Greentree Rd
Hartzler Roberta W PO Box 330
Hartzler Roberta W PO Box 334
Hartzler Roberta W PO Box 339
Healy Donald F PO Box 1577
Home Loan Services PO Box 1838
Hvac Sales for Pg07 PO Box 427
Isola Hugh L PO Box 3198
Ivy Rozelle PO Box 1221
J J B Hilliard W L Lyons Fbo: Karen L Bolle PO Box 256
Joseph T Ryerson & Son Inc Arch St & Bell Ave Box
Kewanee Employees Thrift Plan Norma Bell Mellon Bank
PO Box 926
Lewis Alvin W PO Box 1412
Lynn Rodney E, Joanne PO Box 339
Mac & Co PO Box 926
Mac Co Auzf0233702, State of Maine PO Box 3198
Mutual Fund Ops
Mac Co Xcff4001682 PO Box 3198
Mac Co, Mbs Income Unit Mellon Bank PO Box 3195
MatchPOint Marketing PO Box 2804
Medco Health PO Box 2201
Medialand 5200 Forbes Ave
Midwest Area Physicians LLC PO Box 49
Miller Harvey A Jr PO Box 926
Miller Mildred L 826 Royal
Mine Safety Appliances Co PO Box 426
Moore Kelly 38 Gregory St
Morgan Theo J 20 Stradino Ave
Nelson Nicole, Erik PO Box 1838
Neonatal Care PO Box 49
Nishi Atsuko PO Box 355
North Pittsburgh Imaging PO Box 60
Ohara Kevin R Allegheny Imaging of Mccandles PO Box 49
Paisley Kevin J PO Box 60
Paragon Anesthesia Pc PO Box 49
Parker Hunter Inc PO Box 148
Path Assoc of Washington PO Box 49
Patil Ulhas S PO Box 355
Physicians In Radiology PO Box 60
Radiology Asso of W Pa P PO Box 49
Rice Dan, PNC Retirement Svcs PO Box 3499
Sapa PO Box 1179
Schuylkill Endoscopy Center PO Box 35
Shaud Matilda H 6015 Hoeveler St
Shaw David S 198 Charbien
Staples Ruth E RR 4
Stapleton Joseph P MD PO Box 49
State Of Maine PO Box 3198 Mutual Fund Ops
Steuben Radiology Asso Inc PO Box 60
Stuart James PO Box 926
Sutter George Edward Jr, George Edward PO Box 926
Swayze William B PO Box 926
Thermo Fisher Scientific PO Box P O Box 1768
Titan Enterprises Corres Dept RPO PO Box 444
Union National, Bank of Pittsburgh PO Box 837
Us Diversified Group 600 Grant St
Usx Corp PO Box 1018
Wertz Russell 4413 Calvin St
Wesco Distribution Inc PO Box 2458
West Penn Radiation Oncology PO Box 49
West Shore Pathology Asso PO Box 60
Williams Lori J PO Box 183
Wilson Dana A PO Box 3672 700 Grant St
Yeomans Ruth G 1701 Parlsline Dr Apt 18
Zeng Yueming Box 57
Pittsburgh Pa 15231
Aerolink Maintenance Inc PO Box 12375
Avis Rental Car 120 Rental Car Access Rd
East Drive Ventures LLC PO Box 12401
Secord Frederick H PO Box 12301
Pittsburgh Pa 15232
5100 Fifth Ave Condominium 5100 5th Ave
Abravanel Samuel D 811 S Negley Ave Apt 102
Abulleil Medhat 5635 5th Aveneu
Adams Eben, Ann 523 Saint James Pl
Adams Lorraine J, Trevor J 401 Amberson Ave, Apt 336
Akbari Adnan 900 S Negley Ave Apt 15
Akshat Sharma 5619 Kentucky Ave Apt 302
Arita Yoshihiro 5100 Bayard St
Arita Yumi 439 S Graham St
Associates In Neurology of Pittsburgh 5230 Centre Ave
Astzenbelani Ph Safeffzd, Susan Tutchko
Bahety Ashish 5551 Centre Ave Apt 306
Balasubramania Sowmya 5624 5th Ave Apt C6
Bansal Ruchita 5506 5th Ave Apt 315b
Bansal Saurabh 5435 Claybourne St Apt 70
Barbre Norris H, Patricia 329 S Graham St
Barnes Christine 5735 Kentucky Ave Apt 1
Barron Nellie Est Heartland Health Cr Ctr Snf
550 S Negley Ave
Bayko Anne M 5825 5th Av 117
Bedell Ellen D 713 College Ave
Beisbart Claus 5821 Walnut St Apt 24
Bell Christopher S 731 S Negley Ave 2
Berkman Stephen, Myles 1224 Shady Ave
Boak Carolyn 704 Amberson Ave
Bobo Inez M 550 S Negley Ave
Booth W R 5825 5th Ave A304
Bresticker Andrew 5731 Ellsworth Ave B2
Brick Claudia 439 S Graham St
Brown Jennifer F 5713 Elwood St Apt 16
Burke Ma T 5735 Ellsworth Ave Apt C1
Candel Jonathan L 5260 Centre Ave
Carpenter John S M C M Commun 5541 Walnut St No S203
Cass Barbara L 920 College Ave
Charusadhirakul Thanesphongse 5424 5th Ave Apt 102
Chen Hung 918 Ivy St
Cherubino Mario 730 S Negley Ave Apt 9
Chung Young Apt 704 551 Ctr Av
Civan Orhan 5738 Kentucky Ave Apt 2
Clark Robert 5517 5th Ave
Coley Charlotte L 550 S Negley Av
Collins Bertha B, Morby 116 Woodland Rd
Converse Timothy P 355 S Aiken Ave Apt 3f
Cook Mary PO Box 1444
Cooke William PO Box 1444
Couts Doris J, Mildred 921 Lincoln Ave
Coyne Christopher J 22 Brownell St
Crapse Trinity 730 S Negley Ave Apt 10
CresPO Maria M 401 Amberson Ave Apt 335
D Spanovich, Oakdale Develpmnt LLC 5820 Alder St
DapPOlonia Eileen J 5140 Pembroke Pl
Daube Kristin R 515 S Aiken Ave 805
Deasy Anastasia 5973 Alder St
Deivahayagam Sweta 5826 Alder St Apt 3
Denesvich Jill 5050 Amberson Place
Denkowski Michael 5537 Kentucky Ave Apt 3
Dharnidharka Vardhan 711 S Negley Ave Apt 2
Diagnostic Digestive Diseases PO Box 110050
Diamond Gabriel L 16 Brownell St Apt 1
Diehl Matthew Straub 808 S Negley Ave Apartment 1
Donnelly James 1088 Shady Ave
Dovey John B Est 623 Saint James St
Droz Rochelle, Lauren 5037 Castleman St
Dumitras Tudor 5917 Walnut St Apt 1
Dunn Robert R 5731 Ellsworth Ave S1
Earle Nathaniel 5321 5th Ave Apt 5
Eber Mary M 5903 5th Ave Apt B−108
Eck Eduard 5405 5th Ave Apt 307a
Elhabashy Ahmed Essam 5424 5th Ave Apt 202
Embury Cynthia A 5309 Westminster Place
Evans Shelly K 5029 Amberson Pl
Fairbanks George 327 S Negley Ave
Falkinburg Kimber L 5437 Ellsworth Ave Georgian Apt 118
Farrell Angela S 5977 Alder St Apt 2
Farris Coreen 5915 Alder St Apt 3
Felmet Kate 5204 Ellsworths Ave
Feltman Nicolas 6015 5th Ave Apt C−1
Ferguson David H 5121 Bayard
Fisher Richard E, Nancy S 5131 Westminster Pl
Fissell Catherine 5440 5th Ave Apt 40
Frost Timothy D 332 Lehigh Ave Apt 1a
Fulciniti Branden A, Antonio 717 S Negley Ave Apt 1
Gajendren Gayash Dhawan 5401 Kentucky Ave
Gallery Thomas A 5535 Centre Ave
Gardiner Amy S 5224 5th Ave Apt D
Garg Siddharth 714 Summerlea St Apt 2 Fl 1
Geishauser Ryan W 728 Summerlea St
Gibel Jeannine M, Mary 617 Saint James St
Gleason Margaret 335 Lehigh Ave
Glickman Stephen 600 Filbert St
Goetz Elaine, Goetz Melvyn 5742 5th Ave Apt 204
Goodenough Judith B 5020 Castleman St
Goodman Gordon Ortho 5200 Centre Ave Ste 506
Graham Beata 832 Amberson Ave
Granito Michael R 1088 Shady Ave
Grima Patti 708 S Negley Ave Apt 2 Fl 1
Guestrin Carols E 6111 5th Ave Apt 3h
Gullivers Travels 460 S Graham St
Gupta Parag 5812 5th Ave Apt M32
Haines Margaret S 5825 5th Av 117
Han Seunghee 5405 5th Ave Apt 101a
Harbison Samuel P III 840 Canterbury Ln
Harris David J 5405 5th Ave
Hayes Edward D 341 S Aiken Ave Apt 5
Hayward Lauren E 5821 Holden St
Henderson A 5816 Howe St
Henderson Maxine 919 S Aiken Ave
Hensler Daniel 5500 Elmer St
Heritage Shadyside 5230 Centre Ave
Higgins Elmira 5609 5th Ave
Hirshfield Paul R 5734 Walnut St
Hirshfield Traci Beth, Paul R 5734 Walnut St
Holden Jonathan 5514 Clayborne St
Hsu Jason 5733 Holden St
In Suh 401 Amberson Ave Apt 116
Indovina Assoc 5880 Ellsworth Ave
Istomin Galina 5423 Kentucky Ave Apt 1fw
Johnston Mary H 5415 5th Av 203b
Jonyer Istvan 634 Maryland Ave
Joslin S S III, Joslin Stacy 5721 Walnut St
Kaczor Jeremy L 705 Ivy St Apt 4
Khalil Ramzi 5324 Ellsworth Ave
Kiger Lesley Ann, Kiger Lorraine A PO Box 110228
Kilemi Kariithi 5700 Ellsworth Ave F7
Kim Chul 401 Amberson Ave Apt 215
Kim Jeong Yon 800 S Negley Ave Apt 7
Kim Judy 5551 Centre Ave Apt 315
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Kimbrough Eld 5944 Alder St
Knicklebein Katherine, Knicklebein Kelly 5526 Ellsworth
Ave Apt 3
Knight John H 401 S Graham S
Ko Kyung Jun 5551 Centre Ave Apt 401
Kook Allison B, Megan R 5614 Howe St
Koontz Jon PO Box 110211
Krencicki Jason A 239 Lechirn Ave Apt 1
Kuruba Ramalinga 587 S Southneugly Ave
Kuykendall Derek J 5616 Elmer St Apt 14
Lakhavani Sachal 5434 Ellsworth Ave
Lang Thomas, Mary L 5614 Howe St
Lee Brian 587 S Negley Ave Apt 20
Lee Jerome 5718 Howe St 2
Lee Junesoo 5537 5th Ave Apt 3
Lee Seung Ju 401 Amberson Ave Apt 124
Lee Sungmin 5551 Centre Ave Apt 412
Leftati Mustapha 362 Stratford Ave Apt 4
Lehn Marina 5061 5th Ave
Levine Herb 925 Maryland Ave
Lewis Alvin 5745 Kentucky Ave
Lim Wei P 620 Summerlea St Apt 2r
Lindahl Mattias 401 Amberson Ave 116
Lobo Mohneil 5440 5th Ave Apt 52
Lu Tammy 414 S Craig St
Lucero Mark 510 Roslyn Place
Macgilvray John C 5601 Howe St
Maggs Bruce 125 Woodland Rd
Maidman Richard 532 St Aiken Ave Ste 414
Makhhdoom Zahoor MD 5230 Centre Ave
Maloney Stacy 5721 Walnut St
Mansion at Maple Heights LLC 5516 Maple Hts Ct
Marsh Raymond E 1043 Highmont Rd
Mccahill Sarah 5716 Howe St Apt 1b
Mcsorley John 5200 Centre Ave Ste 718
Mentzer Lisa K 401 Amberson Ave Apt 143
Merkel Calli 5502 Ellsworth Ave
Mesquida Jaume 515 S Aiken Ave Apt 504
Miguel Andres 5752 Ellsworth Ave Apt 9 Fl 03
Mihalov Michael Jacob 6200 5th Ave Apt 209
Milletary Marcie S, Jason P 350 Lehigh Ave
Minato Masayuki 5715 Ellsworth Ave
Mishra Rakesh 5260 Centre Ave Apt 307
Missouri Willie L 550 S Negley Ave Heartland Health Care
Ctr
Mooney William 5526 Graham Pl
Morrisroe Shelby 301 Roup Ave 3
Munsch Katherine, Joshua 906 Maryland Ave Apt 2
Murphy Shirley 5609 5th Ave
Nimmagadda Neelima 404 Noble St
Novak Berkowitz & Rosenberg 532 S Alken Ave
Oakland Kiwanis Club George Arnold MD 5200 Centre Ave
Ste 409
Oconnor James 5529 Claybourne St
Odonnell Brendan A 5440 5th Ave 55
Osaka Itaru 5551 Centre Ave Apt 512
Ost Thomas 5880 Ellsworth Ave
Otoole James 720 Copeland St
P And W Motors Renee Williams 5523 Ellsworth Ave
Pantazoplos Pete 1440 Eben St
Park Hiyori 5551 Centre Ave Apt 209
Patel Amit 401 Amberson Ave Apt 133
Pattison Jenna Lee 5522 Centre Ave Apt 12
Pekruhn John Phillipson 5312 Saint James Ter
Peruviana Inc 5527 Walnut St 2nd Fl
Peterson Heidi 6224 5th Ave Apt 115a
Petronek Rose Marie 5609 5th Ave 220b
Pink Service Design 317 S Graham St−Rear
Pittsburgh Cardio Consultants 5200 Centre Ave Ste 703
Pittsburgh Heart Group 5200 Centre Ave Ste 206
Pizzutti Susan 709 Bellefonte St
Pleins Barbara J 329 S Graham St
Pontious Dorothy 575 S Negley Ave Apt 4
Prahallad Kishore Sunkeswari 5527 Ellsworth Ave Apt 2
Prakhya Srinivasa S 5501 Centre Ave Apt 6
Qupeterson Zhuqing 5237 5th Ave
Rabner Brittany 5430 Kentucky Ave
Ramanathan Md Ramesh K 5150 Centre Ave 5th Fl
Rao Aishwarya 450 S Aiken Ave
Rattner Enterprises Inc Pmb 40 815 Copeland St
Rattner Heather, Jonah, Rose 1075 Highmont Rd
Ravindran Dilipnarayanan 5506 5th Ave Apt 206
Reckner Derek 543 S Aiken Ave Unit 3
Reise Nicholas 121 Woodland Rd
Rempell Michael, Dawn 607 Pitcairn Pl
Rheinfrank Justin Evan, John J III 5029 Amberson Pl
Richard S & Nancy T Scott Trust 5225 Pembroke Pl
Roberts Linda 500 S Aiken Ave
Rodgers Megan L 6005 5th Ave Apt 7
Rohan Mascarenhas 5713 Elwood St Apt 17
Ross Matthew 5722 Walnut St
Rumbarger Kevin 459 S Aiken Ave Apt 3
Run Shadyside Walnut Capital 500 Walnut St Ste 300
Ruszinko Miklos 331 Lehigh Ave Apt 2
Santhanam Ashwin 5260 Centre Ave Apt 815
Santos Susana 623 Ivy St Rear
Schiller Craig 5540 Fifth Ave 18
Schloh Bernhard 5405 5th Ave Apt 305a
Schreiber L 123 Woodland Dr
Schwartz Beatrice Est 5125 5th Ave Apt 2a
Scott Richard S 5225 Pembroke Pl
Scuffle Sara Irrev Special Needs Trt 523 Saint James Pl
Seitz James 515 South Aiken Ave Apt 219
Seshadri Srihari 921 Bellefonte St Apt B
Severance Tyler S 706 Summerlea St
Shadyside Chamber of Commerce 5501 Walnut St
Shadyside Orthoped Assoc 5200 Centre Ave Ste 712
Shadyside Psychological Svc 5200 Centre Ave Ste 514
Shadyside Settlement Co 932 S Aiken Ave
Sheehan Mary 580 S Aiken Ave Ste 201 Shadyside Place
Shrutee Sharma 5517 Claybourne St Apt 2
Siger Dorothy J 1021 Highmont Rd
Silver Constance K, David H 517 St James Pl
Singer Martin 1207 Shady Ave
Smith Addis 550 S Negley Ave Room 239b
Smith Dorothy Est Wesley Scott Pre Buy 5126 Westminster
Place
Smith Eleanor C Box 10147
Smith Nate Deceas 550 Negley Ave
Somma Stephe T 730 S Negley Ave Apt 20
Sommanat Seksan 727 Ivy St
Song Cheng Y 515 S Aiken Ave Apt 207
Spahn Marie E 917 Ivy St
Spanckeren Karen Van 6224 5th Ave Apt 115a
Spanovich Daniel L, Daniel D 5820 Alder St
Srinivasan Varun 5733 Holden St Apt C
Stadelman Melissa 344 Lamont Pl
Stanchina Julia 462 S Aiken Ave Apt 6
Stockdale Dorsey M Clear Vision Optical 5987 Alder St
Stockton Marc T 715 Summerlea St
Stuthers Geraldine 613 Copeland St
Su Yu Kai 5551 Centre Ave Apt 618
Sujansky Dorothy, Joseph 806 Maryland Ave
Sun Emily W 5440 5th Ave Apt 49
Supper Dorothy Ann 5715 Ellsworth Ave Apt 3b
Tamvada Chandra M 5506 5th Ave Apt No 206d
Tay Jeffrey 915 Ivy St Apt 3
Thompson Walter 5511 Baum Blvd Rm 211
Tillman James S Jr 439 S Aiken Ave Apt 12
Tots & Tweeds Inc Jane Runnette 5424 Walnut St
Tyler Jonathan 5570 Centre Ave Ste 401
Uden Thomas 641 Maryland Ave 2
Van Sickel Nicholas 510 S Highland Ave
Vasudha V 5530 5th Ave
Veon William 634 Summerlea St Apt6
Villalobos Marianne C 5535 Centre Ave Apt 10
Vinson Carey T MD Fhc Family Health Ctr 5215 Centre Ave
Visus Miguel Maria C 5523 Ellsworth Ave Apt 5a
Waddy James W PO Box 10228
Walker Pearl 5526 Graham Pl
Wang Hui 5841 Walnut St Apt 34
Wang Juanshu 5237 5th Ave Apt A4
Washington Nancy D 1101 Shady Ave
Watson Darryl D 537 Ivy St
Wechsler Irving A 5000 5th Ave Apt 202
West Penn Urology Assoc 532 S Aiken Ave
Whelan Christine B 724 S Negley Ave Apt 1
Wildman Gillian 5421 Howe St
William Penn Pub 739 Bellefonte St
Williams Alex 5301 5th Ave
Williams Patricia 374 S Negley Ave Apt 4
Williams Renee 5523 Ellsworth Ave
Wright Clorena 31 Bigger St
Wright John 5300 5th Ave Apt A−3
Wu Kuo Hua 714 Filbert St Fl 2
Xu Tata 5600 5th Ave
Zhai Ling 5420 Ellsworth Ave Apt 11
Zheng Heng 5604 5th Ave C 304
Zhu Yan 5326 5th Ave Apt 20
Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Adams Andrew 1501 Preble Ave
Aleman Thomas 865 W North Ave
American Records Mgmt Asso Pitts Chapter
1018 Western Ave
Blackson Lisa E 1317 Sheffield St
Blackwell Anna L 1210 N Franklin St
Blackwell Marcella 1302 Adams St
Breberine Anna M 5210 Carnegie Ave
Bryant Clifford 1001 Manhattan St
Cargile Lorraine 1112 Fulton St
Connectel Wireless Inc 1501 Reedsdale St
Conway Theresa 1335 Columbus Ave
Cordek Mark 1007 Galveston Ave
Cramer Sherry S 946 Western Ave
Cwynas Monica 1325 LiverPool St 3
Czake Genevieve L 1219 LiverPool St Apt 1
Dalby Phillis Est 1215 W North Ave
Daugherty May C 1253 Ridge Ave
Eberhardt Eric 1243 Page St
Environmental Polyme 2001 Tracy St Dan Phillips
Est Lawrence Mastromatteo 1233 Franklin St
Falbo Ralph A 946 Beech Ave
Fmtc 1501 Reedsdale St Ste 400
Foley Robert Est 913 W North Ave
Frediani Josephine 1322 Webster Ave
Funk Dorothy, Luther 5257 Dyite St
Gobert Isabelle P, Emmaline 1513 Manhattan St
Harrison Thomas D 1014 Sheffield St Apt 409
Hayes Lula 1207 Liverpool St
Held Stella, Wayne 1002 Bidwell St
Howard Martin N, Denise L PO Box 99391
Hunter Rita 1122 Liverpoole St
Intertech Security 1501 Preble Ave
J Allan Steel Co 829 Beaver Ave
Jinar Brianna 923 Beech Ave Apt 1
John Jamie 846 North Lincoln Ave
Johnston Nancy A 1101 Ridge Ave
Jones & Brown Inc John Nelson Evp PO Box 99969
King Lizzie M PO Box 100154
Kress Elizabeth C 928 Maolis Way
Kress William L 1116 Sheffield St
Kuhn Robert H 923 Bidwell St R H Kuhn Co
Kujdych Natalia 1309 N Franklin St
Leasure William A, William Sr, Grace PO Box
Lee Richard E 1101 Liverpool St
Lee Theresa M 1405 Stedman St
Malloy Eleanor A 1225 W North Ave
Manchester Academic Charter 1214 Liverpool St
Manchester Commons I IV 1220 Sheffield St
Pennrose Mgmt
Mancu Paul 1501 Preble Ave
Marince Madison H, Bryan, Craig W Mcmillen Lr Gaus
1106 Reedsdale St
Marks Helen D PO Box 99803
Mastromatteo Lawrence 1233 Franklin St
Mcclinton La Gretta 1018 Pennsylvania Ave
Mckenna Thomas Est 1241 Western Ave
Mistick Inc Mary Ann Majewski 1300 Brighton Rd Fl 3
Pedone Lena 947 Western Ave
Pickett Gary C PO Box 100174
Pipkin Deborah 1716 Manhattan St
Refund Womencare Utl 1650 Metropolitan St
Richards Malinda, Ruth A 1337 Columbus Ave
Robertson William H 1525 Metropolitan St
Rucker Evans 1002 Pennsylvania Ave
Russell Edmond 1119 Pennsylvania Ave
Russell William J 1418 Sedgwick Ave
Scherer Lock & Suppy Inc 1242 Brighton Rd
Sloan Alphonso PO Box 100236
Snead Stacey 1028 Liverpool St
Source National Mortgage PO Box 99552
Stepanets Nataliya 858 N Lincoln Ave
Stewart Rolando 1119 Pennsylvania Ave
Stiffler Margaret 1312 N Franklin St
Tadiso Inc Curtis Brown 1425 Beaver Ave
Thomas Grady 1124 Sheffield St
Thomas Larry N Est 1631 Allegheny Ave
Thomas Leona M 1105 Bidwell St
Thomas Reddy 1313 Allegheny Ave
Thornton Clyde A 1012 Pennsylvania Ave
Three Rivers Employment Svc Inc 100 Columbus &
Preble Ave
Toshiba Business Sol 1501 Reedsdale St Ste 1000
Trevant Dimitri PO Box 99925
Turk Elizabeth, Terence PO Box 99926
Utl Invest Ermi 1650 Metropolitan St
Wade David W 1003 Manhattan St
Wallace James L 942 Beech Ave
Ware Seymour 1800 Preble Ave
Watkins David 1248 Pennsylvania Ave
Webb Monica L 1227 Pennsylvania Ave
West Penn Allegheny Health System, Michele Walsh
1501 Reedsdale St 5000
Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Akyea Bridget 2205 Bernard St
Allied Security Inc Attn Steve Stein 2840 Library Rd
Amman Madeline S 242 Vineland St
Amoroso Judith D 312 Larch Ln
Amtrust Bank 2205 Bernard St
Anderson Patton Kylie D 3260 Waverly St Apt 1
Arlington Park Corp 43 Arlington Park
Avery Insurance Mgmt Svc Inc 302 Castle Shannon Blvd
Axmacher Florence O 446 Hoodridge Dr Apt 402
Bacharach Inc Cora Moog & Asso
Banze Mariellen 901 Margaretta Ave
Barley Christine E 2201 Parklyn St
Barr Ruth 3157 Nilden Ave
Beebe Fred H Jr 3711 Rebecca St
Bencze Emma Alaine, Rebecca C 815 Kewanna Ave
Best Buy 2840 Library Rd
Betz Alice C 2240 Bernard St
Bottorff Sandy 411 Hoodridge Dr Apt B−7
Brewick Alice J 149 Sunridge Dr
Casillo Amy L 223 Green Ct
Catizone Rita E 489 Castle Shannon Blvd
Centerline Collision LLC 3701 Lyndell St
Chajkowski Lydia M 702 Rose Ln
Chen Qian K 859 Corbett
Citizens Bank 809 Corbett Dr
Cook Mary A 3547 Middleboro Rd
Dalby Betty D 122 Jacob St
Dattilo & Hall LLC 305 Mount Lebanon Blvd Ste 305
Daube Joseph H 711 Rockwood Ave
Daube Michael J 405 Hoodridge Dr Apt A2
Davis Jonathan R 1031 Vermont Ave Apt 4
Debor Curtis 3368 Sycamore St
Dillingham Kelvin V PO Box 10353
Dilliott Valerie J, Betty J 26 Briggs St
Diminno Nicholas 2121 Parklyn St
Dobosh Alberta J 3768 Willow Avenune
Dudukovich Brian D 1293 Grove Rd 1
Dudukovich Brian, Duke Construction 1293 Grove Rd
Eichhorst Margaret A 2304 Kingwood St
Engel Lisa M 3800 Lyndell St
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Eriksson Jody L 102 Saxonwald Ln
Ermakov Bonnie L 1027 Thornwood Dr
Est Curtis Debor 3368 Sycamore St
Evans Donna 1410 Blossom Hill Rd
Farrell Thomas V 446 Hoodridge Dr 108
Fechter Leonard B 850 Kewanna Ave
Fix Howard C, Mary B 1324 Mccully Rd
French Fortuna 265 Roycrost Av
Friedman Ruth A 1522 Oakwood Dr
Fronckiewicz Rose Est 3141 Mcroberts Rd
Fusco Nicholas 1435 Oak Dr
Gerono Mary A 3500 Marge Dr
Giant Eagle 862 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Gruber Thomas R 2520 Library Rd
Gugliuzza Marcella 3094 Loma Dr
Hallo Josephine 4134 Steiger
Hamill Samantha 3269 Library Rd A2
Hathaway Jean M 2281 Bernard St
Hueb Christina M 588 Glen Shannon Dr
Huebner Matthew T 588 Glen Shannon Dr
Hughes Joanne 859 Rolling Rock Rd
Jones Ginny 1670 Breining St
Kalanish Kimberly A, Michael A 4209 Willow Ave
Keddie Rosemary T PO Box 10300
Kelly Edward 881 Middle Rd
Kennedy William E Jr, William E 3517 Marge Dr
Kenny Ross Ford South Inc 3200 Library Rd
Kern Norman, Vera 3161 May St
Kerr Janice 305 Queensberry Cir
Kipp Margaret G, Robert L 395 Castle Shannon Blvd
Kiray William 321 Castle Shannon Blvd
Kirsch Michael R Jr, Kimberly 70 Glenbury St
Knopp Sarah E 808 Kingsberry Cir
Koerber Dennis M 2768 Homehurst Ave
Kosinski Wilma F 237 Allenberry Cir
Koyton Linnie M, Michael 104 Woody Crest Dr
Kozorra John J 812 Lindenwood Dr
Kraft Dean 904 Vermont Ave A1
Krawec Theo 301 Parklyn St
Kretchun Brenda E 1049 Thornwood Dr
Kuchnicki Lynn 424 Parklyn St
Kuczynsky John O 411 Hoodridge Dr Apt B 6
Larosa Mario V 2424 Saw Mill Run Blvd Apt 4
Laughlin Funeral Home Ltd 149 Sunridge Dr
Laush Christiana, Charles Citimortgage Inc
3801 Rebecca St
Leonard John Patrick 945 Walnut St
Lewandowski Annmae 2628 Library Rd
Lissfelt Barbara D 781 Cooke Ln Apt 3
Lockhart Barbara 921 St Anne St
Lucas Rita M 3244 May St
Marasco Doreen A 948 Lebanon Ave
Maschak Kathy Ann 1016 Milton Rd
Mashkouri Mohammad Th 843 Vermont Ave
Mason Paul 500 Hoodridge Dr Apt 801
Mcdonough Patrick 4146 Library Rd
Mcmaster James H 301 Queensbury Cir
Mcneilis Dorothy G 795 Killarney Dr
Mcpherson Evelyn 2413 Saint Norberts St
Mctighe Mary 3103 Mcroberts Rd
Meussner Helen T 257 Roycroft Ave
Moore Jean L 484 Hoodridge Dr Apt C8
Mosley James I 606 Rockwood Ave
Naser Madeline R 125 Piper Dr
Oakes Petroleum Co Inc 1033 Thornwood Dr
Obrien Margaret A 507 Kingsberry Cir
Oxenreiter Allen 446 Hoodridge Dr Apt 402
P F Sherman Co Inc 3727 POplar Ave
Palashoff Dean 930 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Panella Michele M 2390 Groveland St
Papavasiliou B PO Box 10303
Parker Plastics Corp, Diane Moore 3585 Valy Dr
Passanante Patrick 54 Briggs St
Patton Barbara F 3260 Waverly St Apt 1
Perrino Jerome 225 Thornberry Cir
Piotraczk Andrea M, Steven P 63 Woodridge Ln
Pittsburgh Grapevine Com 2600 Library Rd
Pittsburgh P Guyz 3360 Library Rd
Popeck F P 794 Cooke Dr A
Primary Care Svcs Crawfor PO Box 14637
Pro Energy Consultants PO Box 24589
Providence Point Healthca 489 Castle Shannon Blvd
Pugliano Johanna 341 Murrays Ln
Radoli Oscar 401 Castle Shannel Blvd
Roginski John 107 Briggs St
Ross Elizabeth L 500 Hoodridge Dr Apt 701
Rossey Ronald C 980 Laurel St
Sakmar Agnes, Andrew 5143 Earlsdale Rd
Santillo Ronald A Jr, Heather L Toole Auto Body
736 Highview Rd
Schaffer Margaret Ann, Alma Ruth 3918 Willow Ave 3
Schloss Irvin P PO Box 10449
Schmitt Lois 2107 Parklyn St
Schweig John M Jr, Howard A 730 Rockwood Ave
Sebastian Luke A 606 Rockwood Ave
Seneta Orest 585 Dewalt Dr
Shaffer Margaret 493 Castle Shannon Blvd
Shaky Nanieil 3538 POplar Ave
Shandor Robert C 3734 Library Rd
Shelly Todd 884 Edgewood Ave
Shephard Paulette 3413 Lockridge Rd
Sherco Erectors Inc 3727 Poplar Ave
Siemon April A, Sara R 985 Castle Shannon Blvd
Simon Elwin H 304 Queensberry Cir
Skoko John 3721 Lyndell St
Specialists 250 Mount Lebanon Blvd Ste 306
Tysarczyk Dianne 271 Kohen St
Usiak Marion 1463 Highland Villa Dr
Vath Brian L 809 Corbett Dr
Volk Heidi 635 Vermont Ave
Wagner Robert C Est 250 Mt Lebanon Blvd
Walsh Stacy 3701 Lyndell St
Washington Nicole R 3200 Library Rd
Waynes Auto Body 2520 Library Rd
Weiss Instrument LLC 300 Mt Lebanon Blvd Ste 2202
Wilson Betty, William Dumbaugh 1236 Grove Rd
Winterdivas, Greg Klein 3738 Library Rd
Wisdom Margaret 1510 Blossom Hill Rd
Wolczko Helen G 1513 Andrea Dr
Wolf Kathy L 882 Rolling Rock Rd
Wolkiewicz Billie 4107 Greenridge Rd 3
Woods David, D E, Janet 4104 Greenridge Rd Apt 1
Wotring Mary Louise 343 Castle Shannon Blvd
Yosi Ronald P 2318 Bernard St
Zurenski Steve F 920 Newport Dr
Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Adair Hilma 216 Evaline St
Adams Charles 8914 Frankstown Rd
Alexander James 101 Central St
Allegheny Coin Co 6245 Saltsburg Rd
Allen Steven 7400 Stranahan St
Altrudo Phyllis C 617 Veronica Dr
American Dental Part Western New York Dental Gr
777 Penn Ctr Blvd Ste 700
American Dental Partners of Fl, Christie Dental
777 Penn Ctr Blvd Ste 700
American Diabetes Assoc 300 Penn Ctr Blvd Ste 700
Amore Robert W Jr, Marleen J 321 Duff Rd
Andersen David M 3890 Old William Penn Hwy
Andonisi Armand, Diane 540 Mc Donald St
Andrews Philip Ramone 184 Rosewood Dr
Anna E J 133 Keefer Dr
Antalik Christine Ann, Paul Edwin 7125 Saltsburg Rd
Araya Joyce E 220 Penhurst Dr
Asco Service Inc PO Box 10505 211 Nelbon Ave
Associates 645 Rodi Rd Ste 100
Athmakuri Ravi Kumar 1230 Mccully Dr
Atwood Daniel K 210 Barckhoft St
Avis Rental 620 Rodi Rd
Bahl & Bahl Medical Asso 10922 Frankstown Rd
Baker Walter E 540 Burton Dr
Baldwin Talon 700 Penn Ctr Blvd Apt 401
Baran Marti 1531 Williamsburg Pl
Barbieri Frederick M 368 Collins Dr
Barren Jordan Alexander 132 Conestoga Rd
Battaglia Tara L 265 Hazel Rd
Battles Bessie V PO Box 10679
Baxter Willard W 9431 Glendale
Beck Gladys N, Nancy Beck Hutson
Bennett Janale 247 Walpole Dr
Benzenhoefer Marian C 212 Long Rd
Beswarick David J 455 Wilson Dr
Biddle George E 10135 Pearl Rd
Boby Margaret G 319 Walpole Dr
Bonadio Peter M Almar Radiologists Inc 400 Penn Ctr Blvd
Book Country 503 Rodi Rd
Borders Charlie B PO Box 27012
Borthwick Ann 118 Macfarln Dr
Boston Genetta 1477 Beulah Rd
Bowles William M 214 Milliken Ave
Boyd Eunice A 217 Cypress Hill Dr
Branch Gus H 140 Glennfield Rd
Brash Rose 1311 Gibbon St
Brazell Charmaine A 552 Guylyn Dr
Braziel Melvin B 801 Universal Rd
Brent Rambo Co Escheat Funds Pa 645 Veronica Dr
Brighton Place Asso 133 Jefferson Rd Ste 101
Brown Catherine, Walter 117 Lynwood
Brown Lindsay F, Robert B 215 Meadow Ave
Brown Ruth E 512 Hochberg Ave
Bucki Walter 177 Everglade Dr
Buefort Andre H 07 Rodi Rd
Bullock Andrea N 1303 Graham Blvd
Burch Marcella 1931runnette St
Burkett Lucile W 10918 Frankstown Rd 10
Cam Studio 1948 San Juan St
Campbell John R 344 Whittier Dr
Carey Kenneth, Ken R 7235 Cushing St
Carter Tyrone S 214 Oak Manor Pl
Castiglione Angelo PO Box 17340
Cbs CorPOration 1380 Beulah Rd
Cedarholm Page A 2347 Collins Rd
Cellucci Edward D Est 135 Pennoak Dr
Cellucci Mary 135 Pennoak Dr
Chalmers Evelyn V Est 10031 Calvin St
Chandiramani Jetho 201 Penn Ctr Blvd
Chapman William 107 Mccutcheon Ln
Chartwell Pennsylvania 1370 Beulah Rd
Chase Home Finance LLC 10 Kiltie Dr
Chestnut Hills Dental 777 Penn Ctr Blvd Ste 700
Chirigos Marian, John 244 Sunset Dr
Chisolm Louise E 50 Duff Rd 212
Chubina Inna 1100 Penn Ctr Blvdapt
Clay Berrilina A 190 Howard St
Clontz Robert 10811 HighPOint Dr
Cobb James T Trust 141 Deerfield Dr
Coit Serv 11575 Frankstown Rd
Colbert Jabber Rasheed 644 Homewood Dr
Cole John R 332 Garlow Dr
Cole John Robert 332 Garlow Dr
Coleman Arthur 125 Everglade Dr
Cook Brian 306 Veronica Dr
Corr Charles A 103 Earlwood Rd
Cowell Ronald R 30 Thorncrest Dr
Croumbles John L 10918 Frankstown Rd Apt 213
Curtis Paula 214 Pinewood Sq
Cusick John C 2347 Collins Rd
Cusick Margaret 144 Rosewood Dr Gra Upr 6l 04022015
Custom Patio Rooms Inc Diane C Shook 120 Purity Rd
Dahl Stephen 2250 William Penn Hwy
Damp James 301 Pennview Dr
Dave Smith Chevrolet 1337 Universal Rd
Davis Andrew O 8520 Dersam St
Delaney Mary 115 Country Club Dr
Diaz Ysidro 167 Sycamore St
Dible Clifford M 10824 Frankstown Rd
Dible Wesley E Jr, Norma Jean 11511 Clematis Blvd
Dincau Florence V Est 10 Duff Rd Ste 203
Direct Settlement Svcs LP 300 Penn Ctr Blvd Ste 303
Disanti Marc A 250 Alcoma Blvd Apt 411
Dixon Neocha 326 Dorothy Dr
Domagala Florence, Florence Douglas 1216 Universal Rd
Donnelly Joseph Jr, Florence 2 Chaucer Dr
Doolittle Mary S 120 Bryant Dr
Dopico William E, Dolores A 2524 Hill St
Doughertry Margaret 140 Mcalister Dr
Dougherty John 3821 Burnaby Dr
Duncan Fern 10960 Frankstown Rd
Dye William B Krista L 10 Kiltie Dr
E Staff Consulting Group Inc 11900 Frankstown Rd
Eackles John W 412 Springdale Dr
Easley Martin 325 Lougeay St
Eco Inc E 201 Penn Ctr Bv 400
Edmonds Peter R 120 Crescent Hills Rd
Edwards Richard D 101 Rodi Rd
Epps Jacquelyn 10112 Gibson St
Epstein Michael F 112 Earlwood Rd
Ewell Eric 1819 Atkinson Pl
Eye Vincett 645 Rodi Rd Ste 100
Falbo Alexander 335 Janice Dr
Ferris Baker Watts Chalres Schact Ira 12 Holland Rd
Fialla Elaine M 309 Dunbar Dr
Finkbeiner Jennifer L 208 Janice Dr
Fischetti Frank G 131 Pennoak Dr
Flanagan Mara C, Ann D 30 Holland Rd
Fleming Huett M 3000 William Penn Hwy
Flinner Rachel L 121 Hibiscus Dr
Flores Luis R 3810 Burnaby Dr
Ford Kevin E 342 Duff Rd
Fossick Audrey, T L 1621 Williamsburg Pl
Frank John S 11695 Penn Hills Dr
Ft Couch Eye Care Assoc 3470 William Penn Hwy
Fuffett Florence 200 Conestoga Rd
Funar Esther 2336 Hill St
Gatewood Tahiti L 10424 Frankstown Rd
Geisler Heather 317 Carlton St
Giannetta James 2031 Garrick Dr
Gibtech 349 Tall Tree Dr
Glacken Ed 408 Grescent Gdn Dr
Glover Chelsea L 127 Cypress Hill Dr
Goins Bonnie 58 Hathaway Ct
Goode Devonne M 604 Springdale Dr
Goode Devonne M, Terri 604 Springdale Dr
Gorman Christopher A 248 Stotler Rd
Grace Melanie L 1007 Marathon Dr
Gray Thomas G 8 Marycrest Dr
Greene Mildred L 2611 Gaywood Dr
Gregory Kathleen 313 Stotler Rd
Greiner Taz, Amy 11538 Clematis Blvd
Grippin Jamie L 118 Westward Ho Dr
Groover Norma J 8616 Oakcrest Rd
Hall Geneva A 7 Cameron Dr
Hall Sarah Lee 326 Beulah Rd
Harris Kiyonna 526 Penn Vista Dr
Harris Leon 363 Lime Oak Dr
Harrishord Pamela L 363 Lime Oak Dr
Harrison Lori L 2698 Robinson Blvd 11
Hawthorne Cheryl 1000 Integrity Dr Ste 330
Heimberger Rebecca A 330 Wilson Dr
Heller Jennifer R 130 Richland Dr
Hess Mary K 223 Highland Rd
Higginbotham William 11 Melvin Ct
Hinkle Larry 138 Ange Dr
Hood Camille C 127 Oak Ave
Horsley Alicia B 221 Bart Dr
Hudak Lori A 128 Yellowstone Dr
Hudak Mary 1046 Old Gate Rd
Hughes Kenneth W 803 Sta St
Humes Scott C 223 Lynnwood Dr
Infiniti Real Est 133 Jefferson Rd
Irwin Anita M 11387 Althea Dr
Jackson Bruce C 134 Castle Dr
Jackson Floyd N 828 Macbeth Dr
Janocko Laura E 1007 Marathon Dr
Jennings Laura Jane 7105 1/2 Verona Blvd
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Jiggetts Julius Jr 133 Vetter Dr
Johnson L O 2185 Sampson St
Johnson Lorraine B 225 Alcoma Blvd Apt 302
Johnson Mary A 111 Westward Ho Rd
Johnson Rosie 117 Huntingdon Dr
Jones Cliff 6234 Saltsburg Rd
Jones Cornell 765 Cedarwood Dr
Just Chiropractic 10483 Frankstown
Kadipasaolgu Kamuran 5125 5th Ave
Karchella Maccumbee Alex 132 Queenston Dr
Karotis Helen L 638 Veronica Dr
Kaufman Mary 124 Button Way
Kay Ronald, Mary 3249 Hebron Dr
Kazmierczak Jill 2513 Collins Rd
Kelly Terrence J, Jean M, Megan M 2310 May St
Kerr Sharon E, Sharon E Hughes 614 Penny Dr
Kieist Tommy Co Robert Kieist 201 Jefferson St
Kopay Gregory P, Sylvia 11387 Althea Dr
Kosarich Kenneth E 134 Key Dr
L G Realty Advisors Inc 400 Penn Ctr Blvd Ste 401
Lacey Beth A 103 Saylong Dr
Lakshmisundar Sudarsanan 1230 Mccully Dr
Lamagna Jeanne 6824 Tunnelview Dr
Lauer Ruth C 126 Greylock Dr
Laundry Owners Mutual Ins Asso 701 Rodi Rd Ste 100
E Park 1
Lawrence Godfrey R 131 Anthon Dr
Leaf Robert R 480 Billy Dr
Lee Allison G 146 Greylock Dr
Lee Eleanor R 11504 Althea Dr
Legge Russell Scott 2737 Race St
Lesesne Elsa 580 Guylyn Dr
Lesnansky Ronald 130 Clay Dr
Lewandowski Thomas R 319 Elft Dr
Lewis Nathan 211 Richland Dr
Lifegiver PO Box 17497
Lincare Inc PO Box 27298
Liu Kaihong 1638 Georgetown Place
Livingston Cynthia D 1957 Lincoln Rd
Loebig Dorothy K 159 Crescent Gdns Dr
Lovelace Keith 119 Richland Rd
Lozier Linda K 202 Dorothy Dr
Lyman Christine Marie, Barbara A 904 Cimarron Dr
Mack Virginia A 1240 Mccully Dr
Macy Denise M 501 Macbeth Dr
Magill Dorothy A 177 Crescent Hills Rd
Malley Auto Body LLC 801 Universal Rd
Malley Automotive 801 Universal Rd
Malley Joshua D 801 Universal Rd
Mangone Stephanie Anne 136 Cypress Hill Dr
Mann Aaron R 1477 Beulah Rd
Marckissotto Darlene 3 Grayhurst Dr
Marcus Philip 117 Thornberry Dr
Martin Katharyn J 125 Mccurdy Dr
Mason Erica L 370 Green Way Dr
Matthews Eloise 213 Cypress Hill Dr
Mazzotta B 152 Betty Jane Ct
Mcafee Charles 510 Barckhoff St
Mcafee Charles Est 510 Barckhoff St
Mccaffrey Gerald C 113 Burton Dr
Mcclure Thomas R 109 Frazier Dr
Mccoy Bradley 2548 School St
Mccoy William H 1115 Graham Blvd
Mcdonald Tameka 1639 Nash Ave
Mcgough Marcy 700 Penn Ctr Blvd Apt 108
Mckee Helen L 638 Veronica Dr
Mcquade Mary D 114 Yosemite Dr
Mcs IncorPOrate 400 Penn Ctr Blvd
Medical Eye Bk Wstrn Pennsylvania PO Box 17158
Meer Lois S 2623 Saybrook Dr
Mehalik Carolyn 112 Garlow Dr
Meritello Anna 428 West Railrd St
Meyers James F, Mary K 86 Rdgcrst Dr
Miele Anthony 2049 Palm Ave
Mihelich Neil Richard 205 Millview Ave
Miller Deann 2548 School St
Miller Gerald I 11517 Gdnia Dr A
Miller Marie W 137 Maple Lo Dr
Miller Mark W 703 Rodi Rd
Milton Rose R 1 Torrance St
Molitoris Jeremy, David 136 Cypress Hill Dr
Montgomery Hilda E 263 Idlewood Rd
Moore Ida M 212 Railrd St
Moore Jane B 17 Hearthstone Dr
Moore Mary 129 Dashwood Dr
Moreland Vhasti 417 Cypress Hill Dr
Morley Dorothy 821 Macbeth Dr
Morton Ann M 1127 Mc Cully Dr
Morton Henrietta Est 10125 Buckann Rd
Mossellem John 300 Penn Ctr Blvd Ste 735
Mottey Celestine M 728 Pennwood Dr
Munnell Rebecca 11514 Clematis Blvd
Murphy Larone 11 Duff Rd
Narayanan Ayyachamy S 301 Princeton Dr
Natarajan Thinium T 122 Crescent Hills Rd
Navarro Joseph L 409 Radcliff Dr
Nawrocki Alba 250 Alcoma Blvd Apt 620
Nejak Raymond P 136 Mohawk Trail Dr
Neto Oswaldo F 3252 Nottingham Dr
Neumann Jennifer L 296 Evaline St
Noralco Corp 1920 Lincoln Rd
Norman Jean S 315 Garlow Dr
Nutter Phillip E 7575 Saltsburg Rd
Olivercarter Sara 2509 Holly Dr
Osborne Mary E 7234 Travella Blvd
Otey David A 10918 Frankstown Rd Apt 303
Otto Jennie E 361 Long Rd
Painter Eugene Merle 315 Hamil Rd
Palmer Daemon L 225 Alcoma Blvd Apt 302
Parenti Gary 800 Penn Ctr Blvd Bldg 800
Park Chisung 800 Penn Ctr Blvd 208
Parks Brenda M 436 Dunbar Dr
Pat Tiani Auto Sales 11415 Frankstown Rd
Penn Center Mgment Corp Controller 400 Penn Ctr
Blvd 211
Pennysaver 460 Rodi Rd
Perkins Carl Ellis Est 1052 Old Gate Rd
Peterson Wylma 419 Old Hickory Dr
Petras Anna 11313 Althea Dr
Petriga Joseph Jr 257 Saint Croix Dr
Philip H Miller Pc Wellington Sq 461 3940 Old Wm Penn
Hwy
Phillips Catherine 6703 Saltsburg Rd
Phillips Minnie R 1791 Tiers St
Pickens R G 125 Mccurdy Dr
Pillows David 217 Conestoga Rd
Pittsburgh F Week PO Box 17947
Polimus Michael 127 Fenwick Dr
Poole Thomas 109 Valeview Dr
Pottinger Frances B 2612 Saybrook Dr
Prestogeorge Christine, John 140 Thornberry Dr
Pring Kenneth 1304 Universal Rd
Pruski Rose Marie 8929 Eastwood Rd
Queen Dolores 5 Kiltie Dr
Ravano Rowena 117 Penhurst Dr
Rde Land Co LLC 101 Rodi Rd
Reed Anna K, Randolph 8930 Frankstown 8
Reeves Callie 97 Woods Rd
Renshaw Oliver M 3950 Old William Penn Hwy Ste 521
RePOrting Homecomings Fi 10 Kiltie Dr
Rhule Richard R, Joanne 261 Evaline St
Rick Louise S, Marilyn J Mcguire 326 Wilson Dr
Roberts Sherry 856 Homewood Dr
Robinson Derreck 7731 Mount Carmel Rd
Robinson Michael 11632 Frankstown Rd
Romah Lisa A 11835 Joan Dr
Route 286 Shell Mart 2405 Rte 286
Route Malcolm 138 Constoga Rd
Russell Charles E 8932 Frankstown Rd
Russell Ladonna 211 Rodi Rd
Sabock Florence 2721 Main St
Salzman Robert E Est 3910 Old William Penn Hwy Apt 122
Sandry Frank 557 Springdale Dr
Sansonetti Justin Anthony 6633 Saltsburg Rd Apt 210
Santangelo Robert J, Aileen F 140 Laurie Dr
Saradippity Productions 30 Holland Rd
Sarknas Paul Gerard 273 Penhurst Dr
Saunders Dawn M 2111 Suzanne Dr
Schultz Florence M 1935 Hampstead Dr
Schultz Joseph J Jr 143 Saylong Dr
Schultz Joseph J Jr 1935 Hampstead Dr
Scott Taylor Michele 123 S Joslyn Dr
Select POrtfolio Servicing Inc 10158 Pearl Rd
Sendgikoski Nathan A 6815 Alcoma Dr
Shaw Corryn 1100 Penn Ctr Blvd 1
Sheehan Joseph T 700 Penn Ctr Blvd Apt P5
Sheffey Dorothy Roxsanne 2917 Gilmore Ave
Sheppard Darryl A 7324 Lemington
Sherett Veronica, Richard L 1801 Loretta Dr
Shontz Blanche M, Thomas G Shontz 528 Macbeth Dr
Sickeler Ann D 1632 Jamestown Pl
Silchen Lee 146 Greylock Dr
Skinner Rosabelle, John F 937 Fineview Dr
Smith Bobbette J, Alvin L Biondi Motor Co 1100 Penn Ctr
Blvd 915
Soffer Joseph 400 Penn Ctr Blvd
Somerville Charmale F 444 Guylyn Dr
Spaid David M, Todd M 127 Hochberg Rd
Spinello Isabel M 140 Lewis Dr
Stadt Solutions 600 Penn Ctr Blvd
Stankay Thomas A, Laurel J 258 Elias Dr
Starr Rose Est 147 Rodilin Dr
Stefan Brian F 12151 Harvard Dr
Stein Ethel 1708 Williamsburg Pl
Sterling Penn Hills 12151 Harvard Dr
Stevens Donald R, Mabel E 2360 Collins Rd
Stojakovich Helena 18 Rushmore Dr
Stoner Ethel Z 6827 Alcoma Dr
Sunrise Sunoco 7 12000 Frankstown Rd Ste 104
Sutton Sandra M 137 Marose Dr
Swanson Joan M 9915 Frankstown Rd
Tavormina Louise A 221 Shenandoah Dr
Taylor John 119 Saint Croix Dr
Technologies Properties 10 Duff Rd Ste 201
Thomas Ethel P 297 Hansel St
Tlp Corp 108 Mc Curdy Dr
Torisky Daniel 1090 Graham Blvd
Toth Karen A 729 Twin Oak Dr
Trotter Joe W, H L 413 White Birch Dr
Trustee for Gupta Permold Gupta 401k Pla Gupta Permold
234 Lott Rd
Truxell Melvin C, Helen P 120 Merrie Wood Dr
Tucker Velma 250 Alcoma Blvd Apt 617
Turnbull Jill M, M J 11518 Joan Dr
Turner Kathleen 214 Hazel Rd
Turner Lewis M 7567 Manilla St
Tyrone Howard 135 Castle Dr
Usdl Pittsburgh Inc 665 Rodi Rd Ste 103
Vaughn Charles E 11697 Althea Dr
Vaughn Shirley 452 Hershey Rd
Vince Verrico Landscape Construction 2717 Reiter Rd
Vzarski Justin L, Terry 512 Ridgemont Dr
Wahome George 65 Duff Rd
Waite Lois W 100 Queenston Dr
Walker Carlton, Katie 401 Beulah Rd
Walker Joseph B 7300 Somerset St
Waller Willie M 8933 Eastwood Rd Gra Upr 5l 03032015
Walter David G, H 121 Keefer Dr
Webb Tiffany L 1337 Universal Rd
West Michael J 1938 Hampstead
Wharton Justin M 233 Universal Rd
White Anthony S 10960 Frankstown Rd
White Tracey L 215 Jacob Dr
White Willa C 7266 Somerset St
Williams Bernice PO Box 17497
Williams James 15 Elrond Dr
Williams Laverne 636 National Dr
Williams Marcia L 460 Idlewood Rd
Wilson Linda K 8932 Frankstown Rd
Worsing S Est 1091 Jefferson Hts
Wright Malcolm J, Ivy K 125 Milliken Ave
Wyke Benjamin Oliver, Barbara L 315 Lime Oak Dr
Yanko Janette R 107 Earlwood Rd
Yorkshire Diane Lynn, Julie Ann 167 Glenfield Dr
Young Justin 112 Deerfield Dr
Zaugg Fred F 2703 Victoria Ct
Ziegler Deborah 8436 Park Way
Ziegler Khalilah A 836 Homewood Dr
Ziringer Victor Jr 607 Southern Ave
Zukerman Marlene 1485 Laurel Dr
Zulueta Jason 302 Frazier Dr
Zura Pauline, John F 800 Penn Ctr Blvd Apt 105
Pittsburgh Pa 15236
A D Furniture 4465 Clairton Blvd
Adams Geraldine M 1417 Snee Dr
Alice Ragni 842 Connolly Ave
Amidi Carol 5414 Youngridge Dr Apt 4
Anderson Aliecia M, Joann B 932 Fidelity Dr
Artman Brian Christopher, Susan Loedding 370 Millet Ln
Augenstein Jason S 101 Welsch Dr
Baccelli Mary J 4414 Brownsville Rd
Bandi Michelle 6531 Quaker Dr
Barati Joseph E PO Box 10997
Bates David P, Leigh A 4658 Cook Ave
Bathory June E 500 E Brucitar Rd Apt 225
Bathory Richard J 500 E Bruceton Rd Apt 225
Bathory Richard J, June E 500 E Bruceton Rd Apt225
Benedetti Giampiero 1012 Augusta Way
Bensen Lincoln Mercury 4800 Clairton Blvd
Benson Lincoln Mercury 4800 Clairton Blvd
Bilsing Laura 5267 KeePOrt Dr
Binder Marie 505 Weyman Rd
Black Richard W 5196 Grove Rd
Bland Evelyn 4766 Sherwood Dr
Boles Belford 5600 5th St
Bombardier Internal Med 1501 Lebanon Church Rd
Bombardier Transportation Ed Barto
1501 Lebanon Church Rd
Bowser Pontiac 42 Hennig Dr
Bowsers Collision Lewis Run Rd RR 51
Bozic William P 8 Club Dr East
Bozic William Platte 8 Club Dr E
Brennan Marth A, John L 6 Harter Cir
Brown Lois E 200 Curry Hollow Rd
Bruce Michael 396 Sabbath Dr
Buday Margaret P, Carl M Hanchak 76 Old Clairton Rd
Burwell Patricia 7200 Akwood St
Caniff Andrew Walker 5029 Grove Rd
Cappelli Anthony, Alyssa 343 Dutch Ln
Cappelli Dawn 323 Delano Dr
Century III Nissan Inc 1303 Lebanon Church
Chambers David M 507 Rosewood Dr
Champion Frank 5916 Curry Rd
Chottiner Leonard, Meida S 238 Yarrow Ln
Chs Corporate &Home Services PO Box 10035
Citizens Bank 50 Old Clairton Rd
Claims Quickmed PO Box 18210
Cleary Carrie A 219 Mcclellan Dr
Coda Geoffrey E Jr 505 Weyman Rd
Cogley Jessie M 45047 Norwin Rd
Cogley Jessie M 4507 Norwin Rd
Comcast Utility 5211 Brownsville Rd
Conti Joseph A 49 Rosewood Ct Apt 16b
Conway Ronald T & Asso 53 Old Clairton Rd Ste 205
CorPOrate Chs PO Box 10035
Cox Florence D 5064 Brownsville Rd
Cox George T 5340 Brownsville Rd
Coyne Tabitha 158 Hollow Haven Dr
Cramer Robert S, Helen D 413 Marta Dr
Crawford Joseph P 942 Brentview Ave
Crawford Timothy J 942 Brentview Dr
Cricket Communications 410 East Bruceton Rd
Cromer Kathleen A 5126 Mcanulty Rd
Cross J H 5205 Gerry Dr
Crow Susan R 945 Sts Run Rd
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Cyphers Barbara L 669 Jenne Dr
Daniels Shirley A 366 Toura Dr
Darcic Brian 100 Clover Dr Apt 1
Dawes Sara 5395 Hacienda Dr
Dawso Della 200 White Hampton Ln Apt 502
Delehanty James F 100 White Hampton Ln Apt 722
Delia Kurt F 34 Melvin Dr
Delpercio Elva 5601 Villa Haven Dr
Dengler Shirley A 100 White Hampton Ln Apt 803
Dewar Joseph Est 3783 Churchview Ave E
Dick Enterprises Inc PO Box 10902
Diulus Mary C 309 Tara Dr
Dodd Robert B 5250 Meadowgreen Dr
Dotson Monique T 5418 KeePOrt Dr 6
Dovedot Bryan K, Eric J 4648 Oak Ave
Downer William Coal Valy Rd PO Box 18119
Doyle Eric J 1020 Glass Run Rd
Drew Frances 197 Woodhall Dr
Drew Frances M Est 197 Woodhall Dr
Dva Healthcare Renal Care Inc 14 Clairton Blvd
Dzubinski Christine D 245 Linhart Ln
Eichhorn Richard 101 Duffland St
Esser Erin W 1408 Marion Dr
Facchiano Michael 209 Rosewood Ct
Farelli Anthony P 5916 Curry Rd
Fedorski Nancy L 69 Hennig Dr
Ferguson Kenneth R, Edith I 388 Brdway Dr
Ferrelli Francis 5916 Curry Rd
Fess Mathilda, John 174 Senate Dr
Fischer Edith Louise, Paul V Jr 410 Maxwell Dr
Fischer Paul V III, Paul V Jr 410 Maxwell Dr
Fisher Oprah L 133 Norrington Dr
Fitterer Louis J 1045 Broughton Rd
Fitz Patrick G 5825 Fifth Ave
Flaherty Catherine A 7 Scholar Dr
Foley Gwendolyn 453 Nantucket Dr
Foliart Gordon E 4764 Norma Dr
Foodland Curry 350 Curry Hollow Rd
Forbes Phyllis 204 Glenburn Dr
Forbes Raymond C 204 Glenburn Dr
Forrester Joseph J Est 323 Delano Dr
Frantz Hope L 293 Knoedler Rd Apt 1
Fregin Miriam K 210 National Dr
Freund Claudette M 102 Gdn Dr
Friday Rose 5204 Blossom Rd
Funk Michael J 5243 Blossom Rd
G G Plumbing George Gazzam 5191 Curry Rd
Galiszewski Christine 5029 Bernadette Dr
Gallick Jennifer 6522 Zupancic Dr
Gary Davis I Trust PO Box 18739
Gateway Underwriters Inc 206 Clairton Blvd
Gnoth Edward L, Robin 348 Yarrow Ln
Grady Michael T 4513 Norwin Rd
Grieser Arlene E 6500 Springvale Dr
Haas Allan, Sally 5273 Caste Dr
Haigy Kim 179 Lebanon Church Rd
Haines Andrew P, Mary L 66 Dutch Ln
Hall Industries Inc PO Box 18462
Hamric Brad 90 Clairton Blvd
Hancovsky Brianna L 4526 Norwin Rd
Happe Mary 100 Cerasi Dr
Harbert Roy A 521 523 Castle Shannon Blvd
Harkins Edward G 655 Horning Rd
Harper James E Jr 110 Clover Dr Apt 2
Hartman Virginia L 200 White Hampton Ln Apt 502
Hawrylak Susan M 3783 Churchview Ave Apta18
Heisler Edward J 2 West Club Dr
Henderson Edward P 1501 Lebanon Church Rd, Adtranz
Henry Myrtle G 500 E Bruceton Rd 107
Herbert E Ransford Jr Trt Ua 11 17 94 224 Jill Dr
Hertzberger Harry 3420 Kauffmann Ave PO Box 1
Hess Tracey, Paul 244 Yarrow Ln
Hobby Franklin, Jean B 100 White Hampton Ln Apt 621
Home Services PO Box 10035
Hsiung Lin 5321 Clairton Blvd
Huber Elizabeth Anne 1423 Marion Dr
Huber Pamela M 500 E Bruceton Rd
Huggins Brandon 123 Revo Rd
Hunkele Raymond 1410 Marion Dr
Husar Hedwig 452 Rosewood Dr
Huston Elizabeth B, Clyde J 530 Jenne Dr
Hyland William B, Dorothy J 677 Jenne Dr
Iannachione Anthony, Barbara 4514 Mckee Dr
Jankowski Beverly Young 192 Beall Orive
Jefferson Pain & Rehab Center 4735 Clairton Blvd
Jeffery Kunkel, Nancy Schmidt 169 Peach Dr
Jenkins Shirley 7033 Chaucer
Johnson Debbie L 49 Rosewood Ct Apt 6a
Johnson Eric 452 Nantucket Dr
Johnson Thelma M 6513 Brownsville Rd B
Jones Frederick G 431 Mcclellan Dr
Josephine Todd 406 Woodrift Ln
Jrmc Diagnostic Services LLC PO Box 18091
Judd Jane H 4924 Carlyn Dr
Kampert Pamela June PO Box 18020
Kanell Alberta H 139 Shadowlawn Dr
Kasicky Andrew J 1446 Cathell Rd
Kemp Richard G 371 Millet Ln
Kennedy Chester R 5631 Marilyn Dr
Kenney Joseph 243 Coleen Dr
Kikuchi Tadashi 465 Holdsworth Dr
King David 5453 Youngridge Dive Apt 12
King Robert K 400 Faith Dr
Kirschman Reda 4976 Willow Dr
Kohler G C 5365 Orchard Hill Dr
Kokladas Shawn 217 Congress Dr
Koonse Anna H 5229 Colewood Dr
Kosar Mark T 541 Jenne Dr
Kramer Walter L 1112 Springdale Dr
Kulasa Joann, Paul 237 Manor Dr
Lafrankie John F 191 Woodland Dr
Lagrossa G M 5231 Wolfe Dr
Lamars Geo 327 E Bruceton Rd
Lanetz Nicholas E 5150 Lantern Hill Dr
Lang Monica 158 Woodhall Dr
Langlois James R, Randy L, Scott J 314 June Dr
Lashley Paula, John 421 Bliss Dr
Laudato Nicholas C Jr, Domenic A, Mary Ann
1140 Glass Run Rd
Layburn Lynn 5140 Fieldcrest Dr
Lazar Larissa 4208 Mckee Dr
Lebaron William 4714 Rolling Hills Rd
Lee Madeline 1110 Edith Ave
Leland POint Apts 5492 Youngridge Dr
Lesante Mildred C, Sam A 3642 Churchview Ave Ext
Liang Si Y 351 Macassar Dr
Lincoln Mercury Benson Hartman Motors Inc
4995 Old Clairton Rd
Linder Paul G 1201 Broughton Rd 1st Fl
Lindner Arleen L 5153 Colewood Dr
Lloyd Betty J, Lloyd 422 Sequoia Dr
Lochner & Lochner 300 Weyman Plaza Ste 180
Long Eugene 136 Dutch Ln
Lozano Eary M, Robert R Ott Overlook Green Care House
5250 Meadowgreen Dr
Majkowski Albert Box 18062
Marculaitis Lorene A 5133 Colewood Dr
Marsh Jeffrey A 261 Challen Dr
Marshall Brian K 205 Clarion Blvd
Martin Geneva 336 Farm Ln
Martinez Thomas 5146 Colewood Dr
Mary Margaret C 4614 Echo Glen Dr
Mary Margaret C, Kenneth F 4614 Echo Glen Dr
Mcgreevy Raymond, Amata, Richard 4795 Sherwood Dr
Mchu Sandra Lee 5225 Becky Dr
Mcmaster Ruth S 500 E Bruceton Rd
Mcnamara Mary 4310 Brownsville Rd
Mcwilliams Nicolette 273 Constitution Dr
Mehlich Andrew L 5248 Keeport Dr Apt 3
Melani James J 4837 Flamingo Dr
Mem Fcu PO Box 18269
Merritt Willie 201 Saratoga
Migraine Center 4735 Clairton Blvd
Milas Rose 42 Hennig Dr
Miller John 158 Woodhall Dr
Minetti Sandra B, Richard 289 Maxwell Dr
Mitchell Bernice 257 Columbia St
Mizgorski Florence, Bernard 212 June Dr
Monaghan Jason J 934 Brogile Dr
Mooney Jacqueline M 245 Tara Dr
Mora Christian 5366 KeePOrt Dr Apt 5
Morgan Mary 5332 Baptist Rd
Morris Julian J 1821 Parkline Dr 21
Morycz Henry M 5620 Koeffler Dr
Mwanjawanthu Constance 60 Cloverleaf Dr Apt 29
Naleem Awan 517 Hi−Tor Dr
O Connell Thomas C Rev Thomas J Kram 5802 Curry Rd
Obeldobel Laura H 100 Knoedler Rd Apt 322
Olson Kent D 309 Nantucket Dr
Omahne Norman 242 Cedar St
Online Retail Partners LLC 417 Maplevale Dr
Overlook Green 5250 Meadowgreen Dr
Owens Shannon Leigh 202 Lynn Dr
Pack Anthony J 202 Doris Dr
Panchura Andrew T 217 Maxwell Dr
Parker Bridget 146 Norrington Dr
Parroccini Andrew 201 National Dr
Pascarella April M 119 Shadowlawn Dr
Pastrorius Michael 4206 Hyghgrove Rd
Paul Charles 67 Old Clairton Rd
Paul J Gitnik & Asso Atty Pa Blue Shield
1201 Broughton Rd
Pediatric Alliance Pc 850 Clairton Blvd Ste 1200 3300
Peery Lillian V 318 Challen Dr
Pellegrini Joyann 524 Blossom Dr
Perun Ronda D 1103 Orourke Dr
Pesco Claudia 357 Regis Ave Ste 1
Petro Dennis PO Box 10837
Petrosky William J Sr 119 Norrington Dr
Peyton John V 213 Cedar St
Plank Patricia K 5166 Caste Dr
Pleasant Hills Chrysler Plymouth 600 Clairton Blvd
Poore Theresa A 5272 KeePOrt Dr Apt 3
Popular Housing Svcs Equity One PO Box 10935
Porterfield Walter 3 Marhoefer Dr Apt 3c
Priano Timothy, Amanda 5150 Colewood Dr
Provenzano Thomas 1303 Lebanon Church Rd Rm 12
Quinn Eleanor J, Quinn Mary D 205 Doris Dr
Radar Nicole 6522 Zupancic Dr
Redlinger Gregory J 234 Toura Dr
Reed Eileen P 125 Slater Dr
Reiche Kate A 5332 Highgrove Rd
Reiss Frederick W 184 Peach
Richard D Dachille DMD 25 Gill Hall Rd
Richardson Ronald C 50 Old Clairton Rd
Rodgers Terrence J 6500 Springvale Dr
Rothrock Robert D 314 Knoedler Rd Apt 3
Rowley Jenny R 5243 Blossom Rd
Rowley Kathleen, Jenny R 5243 Blossom Rd
Rowleyfunk Jenny 5243 Blossom Rd
Salago Helen 74 Glenburn Dr
Salopek Kirk A 318 Mcclellan Dr
Santiago David W, David E, Kelly L 1577 Wilson Rd
Sarkis Catherine M 470 Sts Run Rd
Sauter Becky L 382 Carmen Dr
Scanlon Eric 408 Maplevale Dr
Schaming Morgan S 4837 Flamingo Dr
Scherer Donald 200 White Hampton Ln Apt 316
Schlutz Erik 5351 Spring Valy Dr
Schmoutz Melvin C 500 E Bruceton Rd Apt 223
Schnippert Elizabeth 4440 Brownsville Rd
Schwartz Alan, Als Commericals 916 Goldenrod St
Seagle Donald 4411 Mckee Dr
Sedley Joseph N 325 Grace St
Semich Delores 6522 Zupancic Dr
Sexauer Jacquelyn 5055 Cherryvale Dr
Shade Grace M 100 White Hampton Ln Apt 605
Shenkle Sandra C 5412 Wolfe Dr
Shew Louis A Jr 397 Faith Dr
Shoemaker Barbara 600 Clairton Blvd
Siciliano Lester, Ellen 516 Jenne Dr
Simpson E Roberta 100 White Hampton Ln Apt 109
Skrak Deborah J 5146 Mcannulty Rd
Skukan Lessa PO Box 18443
Smith Dorothy K 120 Clairton Blvd
Snyder Linda 276 Nantucket Dr
Sokira Gary N Lewis Run Rd RR 51
Sosman Eleanor J 207 Old Clairton Rd
South Hills Country Club 4305 Brownsville Rd
South Park Club House 2200 Brownsville Rd
Spencer Henry 5365 Keeport Dr 3
Spiral Fittings Inc of Sc In Care Of Tfm
St Moritz Building Svc Brian Fiscus 4616 Clairton Blvd
Stack Carol C 5354 Fieldcrest Dr
Stepanek Kimberly 5455 Keenan Dr
Sterrett Clare 5238 Meadowcrest Rd
Stimmer Barbara K 359 Millet Ln
Stoneking Rocky PO Box 18269
Suhoza John E Rev 5200 Greenridge Dr
Sutton Shalove 5493 Youngridge Dr Apt 4
Szymanski Joseph G 211 Thomas Dr
Thomas Howard 969 St Run Rd
Thomas Violet W 5631 Koeffler Dr
Todd Harry B 406 Woodrift Ln
Trainor Jane P 6510 Springvale Dr
Tri State Mobile X Ray 4684 Clairton Blvd
Trimbur Madge F, Diane G 100 White Hampton Ln 316
Tritchler Dot 462 Marta Dr
Trosene William 5112 Curry Rd
Tucker Harry 4800 Clairton Blvd
Urbanowicz Donna M 208 Temona Dr
Vanryan Eleanora 434 Hi Tor Dr
Vietmeier Judith A 5277 Caste Dr
Vision Benefits of America 300 Weyman Plaza
Visnick Amanda E 705 Tyler Dr
Walker John J PO Box 10977
Waterson Albert 100 Knoedler Dr
Weiss Elliott 100 Terence Dr
Westlake Financial Services 5365 Keeport Dr 3
Whalen John 440 Nantucket Dr
Whitcomb Michael 1094 Broughton Rd Apt D
Williams Barbara 7318 Monticello
Williams Frances R, David M 109 Temona Dr
Williams H Thomas 4717 Curry Rd
Willis Charles J 4109 Highgrove Rd
Winter John 5249 Becky Rd
Wojton Timothy G Atty 1043 Duncan Ln
Wright Victor P 408 Toura Dr
Wrobleski Thomas H 513 Torwood Ln
Yorkgitis Edward A, Helen T 4937 Roberta Dr
Yost Keirstin L, Sharon M, Mathew G 5302 Overlook Glen
Young Ernest J Jr 155 Divine Dr
Young Gladys M 500 E Bruceton 814
Zinsser Carolyn C 313 Constitution Dr
Zmuda Paul S 537 Portia Dr
Zupancic Frank A 6607 Springvale Dr
Zupkow Mary Beth 227 Congress Dr
Zurku Lorin S, John E 921 Nurnberger Dr
Pittsburgh Pa 15237
4700 Mcknight Asso 4700 Mcknight Rd Unit C
Abersold E 129 Arrowhead Rd
Adelaide Ragon 2356 Nevin Dr
Advanced Integrated Medic 8400 Perry Hwy
Advanced Integrated Medic 9800a Mcknight Rd Ste 200
Ahearn Brian 7850 Perry Hwy Apt 101a
Akoad Mohamed 308 Avonworth Hts Dr
Alaica Stanley 1532 W Ingomar Rd
Alderson Dale G Kane Regional Ctr 110 Mcint
Alfred E Thomson III Testamentary Tr 1036 Ctr Oak Dr
Allegheny Financial Group 811 Camp Horn Rd Ste 100
Allergic Diseases & Asthma 3801 Mcknight East Dr
Almusallum Abdulwahab Salem 4885a Mcknight Rd 150
Amelio Geraldine 629 Olive St
Ammann Krista 123 Sycamore Dr
Arthurs June R 79 Chapel Dr
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Ate Communications 424 Seminole Ave
Aubel Raymond L Est Sr, Daniel J, Harold A English Esq
3111 Babcock Blvd
Augustine Barbara A 411 Hemlock Ct
Back Ji Hyun 701 Duncan Ave Apt 106
Bahnemann Ludwig P 133 Siebert Rd
Barnett Carol Ann 544 Beech Ct
Barr David 200 Mcknight Park Dr Ste 201
Bauer Jacqueline 206 Ennerdale Ln
Bee Thelma Bee 201 Highland Pines Ct
Beeman Cheryl PO Box 101277
Belz Elizabeth 121 Ridge Rd
Bennie Charles, Mildred 305 Lee St
Berkoski John 111 Schars Ln
Bertram Dexter 112 Daleran Dr
Best Buy 4801 Mcknight Rd
Bibbee Todd M PO Box 101735
Bjorkman Betheny Lyn 134 Perrymont Rd
Black Robert H, Mary G 1579 King Charles Dr
Blackburn Elizabeth B, Michael E, Elizabeth E
1015 Woodland Rd
Blanar Helen 312 Perrytown Pl
Block Clair Est Elliott Block 112 Trolley Ct
Block Elliott W 112 Trolley Ct
Blodgett Melissa 303 Bernice St
Bogari Nadia Amin PO Box 15279
Bookleiner William A 8449 Roosevelt Blvd
Booth James 112 Hilands Place
Boucher Dolores B, John C 301 Kent Ct
Bowie Tawnya 8 E West Dr
Boyer Brian R 705 Mcknight Park Dr
Bozik Michael Edward 108 Heidcrest Dr
Bp Procare 7400 Mcknight Rd
Brayley Caroline 121 Drood Ln
Breisch Charles C 324 Highland Pines Dr
Brezani Joseph 410 Mt Nebo Rd
Brown Holly E 481 Browns Ln B33
Brown Thomas 109 Reis Run Rd
Bumbaugh Joanne E Est 1517 Ashbury Ln
Burkhart Gerald M, Noreen 286 Hillcrest Cir
Busch Elizabeth 2185 Ben Franklin Dr
Butzine Craig 131 Inwood Rd
Buylow Auctions Mark Bembnowski 125 Hillvue Ln 100
C And B Trailer Sales Inc 4493 Peoples Rd
Campbell R M 353 Hawthorn Ct
Catanzaro James M 528 Wimer Cir
Center For Musculoskeletal Evaluati 5900 Corp Dr Apt, Ste
200
Cepanec Margaret R Town North Towers 99 Corbett C 11
Chaffee Brian B 719 Duncan Ave Apt 918
Chapman David E 1652 Oakleaf Ln
Chen Shihruey 1498 King Charles Dr
Cho Hyo Sunyook 613 Bear Run Dr
Choi Hyea Suk Lee 1605 Bear Run Dr
Christie Linda Jean 8205 Brittany Pl
Chun Juliana M 1536 Field Club Dr
Churman Martha A 7995 Remington Dr
Clark Irene 113 Idaway Dr
Cmi 9800 Mcknight Rd
Cole Daniel 2042 Karen Dr
Costanzo Angela 600 19 N Dr Apt 9
Costello Jerome 1028 Grandview Ave
Cotters Collision Ctr 351 Mount Nebo Rd
Covey Delores E 503 Crawford Rd
Cullen Kristen A 300 Kinvara Dr
Cully John J 288 Sunset Rd
Cunningham Rebecca J 8266 Brittany Pl
Davey Robert 1005 Thornberry Dr
Davis Automotive Group LLC 7401 Mcknight Rd
Davis Toyota 7401 Mcknight Rd
Dba Lang Custom Screen Printing 157 Cemetery Ln
Deck King Usa, Richard A Picciani 8416 Edwood Rd
Denhup Ashley 9275 Marymont Dr
Denning David A 9350 Timber Trl
Dent Al Smiles of No, Patrici Pacheco 9066 Perry Hwy
Desanzo Jessica 410 W Ingomar Rd
Deverts Richard W 8301 Van Buren Dr
Devoted To You Perry Highway Carriage House
1120 Perry Hwy
Diamond Car Wash Const Co 3345 Babcock Blvd
Dickerson Edward R 442 Allenberry Dr
Dimond Ryan 2177 Ben Franklin Dr
Dohn William, Jane M 122 Mayer Dr
Donaldson Mariam 133 Siebert Rd
Duffee Michael T 1601 Country Club Dr
Duncan Elizabeth PO Box 101702
Durning Robert 215 Crider Ln
E Z Mini Storage 1003 Ross Park Mall Dr
Earnest Jennifer, Mark 304 Cross Creek Ct
Eberhardt Edward 1543 King Charles Dr
Edgewood Svcs Inc 5800 Corporate Dr Ste 102
El Kadi Matt MD Univ Pitts Medical Ct 9100 Babcock Blvd
2 Main Rm 2096
Elkadi Matt A MD Upmc Passavant 2 Main Ste 2096
9100 Babcock Blvd
Elliott Elizabeth 213 Woodbridge Dr
Ellis Melissa 1712 Bears Run
Erdelack Margaret M Perry Town Place Highland Pines Dr
Apt 1004
Ernharth Ronald L 1600 Oakleaf Ln
Escola Cayden J 137 Mohican Ave
Eslep Barbara J 356 Sunset Rd
Espey William E 2057 Karen Dr
Euler Michael H 317 Byron Rd
Evans William M, Tina M 9100 Pannier Rd
Faett Betty 351 Mount Nebo Rd
Fako Evelyn L 903 Camelot Dr
Farnan John 715 Duncan Ave Apt 806
Federated Investors Deb Safran 2nd Fl 5800 Corporate Dr
Fellner Ursula D 101 Mayer Dr
Fidelity Bank 1015 Perry Hwy
Fitzgerald James R 113 Locust Ct
Fleming Agnes M 4648 Peoples Rd
Flower Market 962 Perry Hwy
Foglia Colleen Oneil, Remo 121 Seibert Rd
Foncho David 595 Calais Dr Apt 315
Fort Duquense Orthoped 5900 Corporate Dr Ste 200
Fowler Keith 110 Good La
Franklin Inn Restaurant 2313 Rochester Rd
Fri Lorence 595 Calais Dr Apt 315
Frumen May O 811 Village Dr Apt 207
Funk Pau E 136 Martin Rd
Gahagan Marcella M Karen Dr
Gallick Theresa 2200 Ben Franklin Dr
Garfield Carla 2715 Bear Run Dr
Geisler Barbara A 2717 Bear Run Dr
George Karl E 141 Tillotson Cir
Gerstbrein Mildred Est 530 Cider Hill Rd
Giardina Dolores G 163 Sewickley Oakmont Rd
Giger Anna May 4513 Peoples Rd
Glancy Laura 2053 Jamestown Ct
Glikis Nancy 518 Madison St 2nd Fl
Gloekler Cinzia S, Gloekler John S 900 W Ingomar Rd
Goodfellow Susan D 1304 Bear Run Dr
Goodrich John 9051 Woodview Dr
Gorman Josephine P 9050 Willoughby Rd
Gorski Veronica A 8719 Roosevelt Blvd
Gostomski Joan 228 Hillendale Rd
Granberg Sarah L 205 Highland Pines Dr
Greer Mary 1509 Ashbury Ln
Greg George 140 Siebert Rd
Gregory Robert 1540 Ingomar Hts Rd
Grgurich George Est 300 Harmony Rd
Grogan Margaret C 1113 Brandt St
Groweg Arthur Est 1241 Bingay Dr
Guinther Virginia M, Owen H 163 Link Ave
Haid Marion A, Philip A Welling 1507 Ashbury Ln
Halluin Mary 3308 Babcock Blvd
Hammesfahr Arthur 4236 Stanley St
Han Gyungsoo 9000 Babcock Blvd 5243
Hand Joann Miss 114 Morelli Dr
Handron Kerry 147 Inwood Rd
Hao Qiang 97 Green Hill Rd
Hartman Elizabeth J 8695 Peebles Rd
Hastings James N 1511 King David Dr
Hawk Wound Care Consulting LLC 132 Berwyn Rd
Haynes Josephine, Raymond 481 Browns Ln Apt B39
Heard Margery E 8271 Peebles Rd
Heil Mary 787 Olive St
Hellman Kurt H 811 Village Dr Apt 201
Hellmann Kurt Harry 811 Village Dr Apt 201
Hellmann Mildred, Kurt H 811 Village Dr
Henderson George B 135 Cumberland Rd
Hennick Benjamin A 9605 Fox Rd
Herzer Viola A 3238 Babcock Blvd
Heverly Walter R 8831 Harmony Pk
Heyl John G 527 Crider Hill Rd
Hicks Christine 1422 Teal Trce
Hirons Robert II 3447 Evergreen Rd 2
Homiak Joyce L 105 Cresthaven Ln
Homza Janet 109 Clarette Rd
Hoskinson Beverly M 467 Inwood Rd
Hrishenko Alexandra M 150 Hillendale Rd
Huber Julia L 1544 Field Club Dr
Hudak John J 104 Doray
Hughes Kristen L 714 Duncan Ave Apt 1207
Huth Barbara S 410 Goldsmith Rd
Hwang Sung Ook 2409 Fox Hollow Dr
Integrated Marketing Communica 131 Inwood Rd
Jackley Katie L 9022 Woodview Dr
Jackson Ruth E 1521 King John Dr
Jacobs Elizabeth C Brian C Jacobs Ttee 1607 Doral Ct
Jameson Dimitri 321 Schlag Ct
Jaramillo Beverly 105 Braunlich Dr Ste 220
Jeff Critchlow Auto Body 1023 Grandview Ave
Jevaji Indira P, Padmarao 7087 Bennington Woods Dr
Jevon Richard 616 Olive St
Johnson Betty A 2426 Bellwood Dr
Johnson Mark D 2188 Ben Franklin Dr
Johnson Mckissick Courtney Dr 404 Bear Run Dr
Johnson Ronald C 141 Buckhill Rd
Johnston Marsha E 1324 Bear Run Rd
Johnstone Scott R, Luanne 9261 Highland Rd
Jones Braden R 8163 Peebles Rd
Jones Brandon 1411 Scarlett Ridge
Jou Hsien 959 Ctr Oak Dr
Jurecko Elizabeth Est 625 Guenevere Dr
Justus Adr PO Box 101824
Kaminski Ann 2304 Rochester Rd
Kasha Elaine 900 Lincoln Club
Kaualis Steve Est 132 Marie Dr
Kaul Aarti 2018 Teal Trace
Kavanagh James D 7935 Perry Hwy
Kavanagh Kathleen D 7935 Perry Hwy
Kelly Brad 2707 Bear Run Dr
Kelly Charlotte C 433 Allenberry Dr
Kelly Michael F, June M 313 Lynette Pl
Kennedy Haley 972 Perry Hwy B1
Kenney Margeret 979 Perry Hwy
Keyser Edward 1113 Brandt St
Kim Sandra A 350 Stevens Dr Apt 301
Kim Young Min 713 Bear Run Dr
Kinross Daniel P, George 9149 Pannier Rd
Kinsella Brian T 9085 Pine Hts Pl
Kinsella Kathleen Est 9085 Pine Hts Pl
Kinsella Kathleen L 720 Nordica Dr
Klocko Diane 400 Bryn Ct
Koch Patricia A, Robert B 555 Madison St
Kohl Matthew M 1526 Ashbury Ln
Krall Walter Tower 99 Corbet Ct Apa
Kramer Mary L 168 Chickasaw Ave
Kraus Stephen J 8266 Brittany Pl
Krist Gary B 837 Stuyvesant Rd
Kruse Louis H Jr 131 Brookview Ln
Kuhn John F Jr, Jennifer 613 Bear Run Dr
Kwon Yoon 715 Duncan Ave Apt 812
Lacy Benjamin Sr, Benjamin 9367 Pannier Rd
Lacy Elizabeth, Benjamin 9367 Pannier Rd
Lafever Janice 614 Maplewood Ct
Lager William H 4802 Mcknight Rd
Landy John W 48 Oxford Ct
Lang Walter J 157 Cemetery Ln
Lavalley Shawn 189 Baker Dr
Lawlor Patrick F, Patrick N 150 Hillendale Rd
Lawrence Eileen M 314 Elm Ct
Leasing Services PO Box 101200
Leczo Jeffrey A, Brady A, Quincy J, Riley S
8208 Van Buren Dr
Lee Kyung Mi 2409 Fox Hollow Dr
Lee Mun Hee 701 Duncan Ave Apt 106
Lee Seung Yeon 713 Bear Run Dr
Lee Sung 108 Locust Ct
Lejune Catherine M 620 Park Pl
Leone Frank A 1540 Daffodil Ln
Leviere Jennie B, Jack D 496 Woodland Rd
Lewis Juanita E 8550 Ridgement Rd
Liberto Samuel A Jr Est 101 N Harleston Dr
Lickwar Margaret W 8344 Elaine Dr
Lifes Work Physical T 124 Longvue Dr
Lingenfelter Dorothy 800 Nineteen North Dr
Lott Laura V 146 Seminole Ave
Lowery Jay Eric, Jay W 8105 Perry Hwy
Lowery Lincoln David, R Jay, Scott Thomas, Jay W
8105 Perry Hwy
Lucas Helen W 643 Nordica Dr
Ludwig Michael 2168 Reis Run Rd
Lunge Lodge 325 Hillcrest Ave
Lymphedema Connection Pc 8400 Perry Hwy Ste 204
M Randy Dalbow MD Pc 9565 Mcknight Rd Ste 300
Macphail Harriet D 139 1/2 Longvue Dr
Magdalena Nguema Ayanga 1210 Quail Roost
Maloney Andrea S, Joseph C 8273 Thompson Run Rd
Markuss Robert A 107 Sycamore Dr
Marryshow Basil A MD Ltd Mpp Psp 9066 Perry Hwy
Martin Mary Jean 226 Thompson Run Rd
Massey Randall 9561 Harding
Mayer Virginia 7500 Ross Park Dr Apt 418
Mazenko Agnes N 582 Thompson Run Rd
Mcadams William F 160 Mcadams Ln
Mcclaning Jeannie 1553 Lenora Dr
Mcclung Marianne 8249 Thompson Run Rd
Mcdonalds 7201 Mcknight Rd
Mcginley Thomas J 1519 Ingomar Hgts
Meister Clara Perry Town Pl Apt 430
Meldon Brandon 74 Grace Dr
Mercier Tammy 419 Goldsmith Rd
Meyer Karen L 8254 Peebles Rd
Michel Gregory A 1507 King David Dr
Mikszan Russell J 900 Lincoln Club Dr Apt 425
Milesky Richard L Jr, Richard 131 Radcliff Dr
Miller Christy 332 Nicols Rd
Miller Lisa 378 Harold St
Mlecko Kooros Asso Passavant Prof Bldg Su 9104 Babcock
Blvd
Mohan Pankaj 3011 Lenox Oval
Montgomery Maria 137 Cemetery Ln
Mulder Harry E 514 Perry Town Pl
Mulligan Daniel L 244 Sewickley Oakmont Rd
Mullins Elizabeth, James G, Barbara Getty
2222 Kingridge Cir
Murtagh John 9825 Bellcrest Rd
N Hills Cardiology Assoc Passavant Prof Bldg Su 9104
Babcock Blvd
N Hills Suburban Mri 1140 Perry Hwy
Nahay Shirley M 9332 Almar Pl
National Amusements 9700 Mcknight Rd
Nelson Donald O 2388 Oakview Dr
NetresPOnsive 9576 Perry Hwy
Neurosurgery Group 5000 Mcknight Rd Ste 202
New York Marriott Downtown PO Box 15277
Newlon Elizabeth 111 Perrymont Dr
Newman Ellen I 111 Perrymont Dr
Newport Kaitlyn 206 Ennerdale Ln
Nikhazy Raymond D 212 Cresthaven Ln
Noble Monique 715 Duncan Ave 812
Nocito Joseph W 9370 Mcknight Rd Ste 300
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Nocito Joseph W Dynasty Tr 300 Arcadia Ct
9370 Mcknight Rd
Nolan Edwin E, Mary E 104 POint Vue Dr
Nolan Mary E 104 Pt Vue Dr
Nolan Richard M 104 Point Vue Dr
North Hills Auto Body 9552 Perry Hwy
North Hills Disposal 340 Thompson Run Rd
North Hills Ob & Gyn Passavant Prof Bldg Su 9104
Babcock Blvd
North Hills Psych Svc 5000 Mcknight Rd Ste 207
Northern Audio Exchange 3283 Babcock Blvd
Northwood Services Inc 134 Three Degree Rd
Ober Joanne D, Neil 28 E West Dr
Obrien Melody A 604 Olive St
Oconnor Herbert, Anna M 539 Erochester Rd
Odonnell Christopher 1914 Bear Run Dr
Odonnell Michele 1324 Bear Run Rd
Ogle Virginia Weaver 320 Holiday Dr
Oneill Edmond F 242 Moreland Rd
Osterrieder Clarence J 951 Perry Hwy Apt 214
Ostrowmadia R S 9370 Mcknight Rd Ste 300 A
P C Consultants Inc 3365 Babcock Blvd
Pace Ronald C 605c Mcknight Cir
Pagani Anna Mae 200 Cedar Dr
Pagano Amelia M 156 Ridgewood Rd
Paine Michael P, Virginia 1309 Regency Dr
Painmed Pc 5000 Mcknight Rd Ste 200
Palaoro Mary 428 Neola Cir F
Palaoro Oliver 428 Neola Cir
Palombo Dominic, Edward T Manko 209 Green Vista Dr
Panahanden Abol Hassan, Ellen E 2288 Clearvue Rd
Parepally H, Haranath 1703 La Costa Ct
Parker Brenda Est 110 Mcintyre Rd
Parkhill Sharon 107 Jackson St
Paul Prakash, Grace R 510 Avonworth Hts Dr
Pavlik Madeline J 833 Saratoga Dr
Pep Boys 4751 Mcknight Rd
Perez Elizabeth 1101 Lenox Oval
Petri Susan, Grace 7700 Wick Dr
Pfalzgraf Anna S 4000 Charlemagne Cir Apt 4302
Pikciunas Frank 710 C Mcknight Cir
Pitts Kimberly 605 Calais Dr Unit 301
Pittsburgh Cardiovasc Med Asso 2008 Kinvara Dr Ste 5105
Plunkard David William, William Evans 9100 Pannier Rd
Plunkard David, Tina Evans 9100 Pannier Rd
Pochan Lisa M 40 Chapel Dr
Poloka Tracey R 719 Duncan Ave Apt 918
Powell Mary Lou 99 Corbett Ct Apt 616
Prezikowski D 401 Park Pl
Prince Sara J 8695 Peebles Rd
Priore Mark 102 Arbor Dr
Prsa Pittsburgh Chapter 307 Noring Ct Amy Kowal
Psp Lawrence F 8241 Thompson Run Rd
Pucciarelli Joseph Andrew, Cynthia A 103 S Harleston Dr
Pulmonary Partners Ltd 9104 Babcock Blvd Ste 2103
Quinlan Paul T 759 Crawford Rd
R Super Foods Inc 5700 Corporate Dr Ste 430
Ragan Tiffany M 8105 Dormar Ct
Ragon Martin 2356 Nevin Dr
Rahenkamp Carolyn L 502 Camelot Dr
Rahmani Hami 242 Woodbridge Ct
Ramsey C Stanley 1563 W Ingomar Rd
Rathke Marie A 333 Cumberland Rd
Rawlings Darrell L 113 Holly Hill Dr
Real Est Svcs Coldwell Bnker 9600 Perry Hwy Ste 200
Redinger Nicole 115 Hillcrest Dr
Reid John A, Mary M 8084 Dormar Ct
Reiff Kathleen M 599 Olive St
Reilly Thomas L 1120 Roosevelt Rd
Reno M Lynn 207 Plymouth Sq
Rentz Mary A 512 Hunter Dr
Resch Fred J 119 Derwent Dr
Richards Nicole 209 Dombey Dr
Richards Richard D, Nicole 209 Dombey Dr
Riddle Diana 1502 Ingomar Hts Rd
Ringer Ruth Kane Regional Ctr 110 Mcint
Riser Foods Co Giant Eagle Attn Greg Carlson
Risk First N Fnrm Western Pa 125 Hillvue Ln
Roberts Michelle Upmc Passavant Hospital Med Oncology
9100 Babcock Blvd
Robinson Auveline E 4595 Mcknight Rd
Roeser Ila Mae 117 Kinvara Ct
Rojik Jeffrey T 113 Rebecca Ct
Roll Elizabeth 218 Houston Rd
Roos Norman J 641 Olive St
Rosenberg Jane M Est Robert Rosenberg 2356 Westgate Dr
Ross Harry 4721 Mcknight Rd Ste 201 North
Ross Park Dodge Inc 7475 Mcknight Rd
Rouzzo Justin C 992 Perry Hwy Apt 3
Rusczinsky Stanley J 1284 Balmoral Dr
Ruthe Selina 156 Cobblestone Dr
Safe 3501 Babcock Blvd
Sahli Earl, Lisa 746 Sequoia St
Sahnd Krista 123 Sycamore Dr
Sankarapandian Subramanian 904c Mcknight Cir
Sapet Janet, Todd 128 Sunnyhill Dr
Sargents Breakfast Sargent Bonfiglio 515 Woodland Rd
Savko Rosemary 710 Perrymont
Schmidt Darthy W 461 Eicher Rd
Schmidt Ida Est 102 Perrytown Place
Schuchert Sandra D 1536 Hazlett Rd 1 Gateway Ctr 18e
Scullio Margaret I 345 Washington Blvd
Seiler David L 4595 Mcknight Rd Apt 209
Senkoski Frank T 3115 Babcock Blvd
Sfeir Charles 2413 Traci Dr
Shah Atman 454d Mcknight Cir
Sherman Michael S 301 Elm Ct
Shipkowski Jason C 303 Ilex Dr
Shipley Timothy W 765 Chesapeake Ave
Sienkiewicz Nancy A 2371 West Gate Dr
Simmeth Lois 175 Corbett Ct Apt 307
Sinkavich Francis Est 321 Bernice St
Sistek Julia 309 Pontiac Ave
Skirtich Janine K, Paul E 120 Parkview Rd
Skovran Timothy R 1190 Balmoral Dr
Smalstig Anne M, John D 1531 Robertson Dr
Smith Linda J 158 Seminole Ave
Smith Thomas W, Laura L 121 Mayer Dr
Snaman Polly B 2185 Ben Franklin Dr
Sound 3501 Babcock Blvd
Spring Charles A Jr 205 Hillendale Rd
Stefko Charles B 221 Houston Rd
Steigerwaldt Alex 128 Berwyn Rd
Stewart Ann L 111 Tillotson Cir
Stewart Michael S, Tom 108 Manchester Cir
Stewart Patricia 110 Inverness Dr
Stitt Kelly A 119 Shannon Dr
Stoker Robert S 9350 Babcock Blvd Apt 303
Struss Karl 127 Cir Dr
Stutz Kathleen J 1023 Grandview Ave
Sullivan Matthew, Susan 120 William St
Suneris Inc 3385 Babcock Blvd
Sunseri Robert 1003 Lenox Oval
Surman David 8220 Eleanor St
Swamy Nayana, S M 2428 Traci Dr
Szalanski Steven L 117 Brookmeade Dr
Talerico Margaret H, Joseph J 1515 W Ingomar Rd
Tedesco Denise 595 Calais Dr Apt 322
Texolve Inc 415 Mt Nebo Rd
Thermoflo Equip Co 3233 Babcock Blvd
Thomas Glenn 3208 Lenox Oval
Ticjak Nathaniel 530 Lincoln Ave
Tidd Peggy L Est 1207 Quail Roost
Timmons Lawrence 1412 Scarlet Ridge Dr
Toumey Gregory D 9386 Cromwell Dr
Toy Mellisa 7475 Mcknight Rd
Tri Rivers Consulting Inc 9104 Babcock Blvd Ste 2120
Tri State Ortho 5900 Corporate Dr Ste 200
Trombold Robert J 565 Harmony Rd
Twisted Angel Hair Boutique 9365 Mcknight Rd
Ulloa Inc 8600 Mcknight Rd
Valencic Lynn M 903 East Arcadia Dr
Vales Lauren 1549 King Charles Dr
Vandling Mary D 110 Mcintyre Rd
Vietmeier Tara L 256 Cobblestone Dr
Walzer Krista L 705 Duncan Ave Apt 323
Wang Xiaohui 97 Green Hill Rd
Ward Mattie M 8212 Brittany Ct
Washington Youn Soon 147 Siebert Rd
Welch Sarah 7733 Oak St
Wells Filicia 510 E Pittsburg Mckeesport Blvd
Wenzel Patrick A 492 Huron Ave
West Penn Billiard, Chris 3221 Babcock Blvd
West Victoria 2104 Lenox Oval
Weston Cody 9648 Highland Rd
White Marie B 130 Mohican Ave
White Oak Heights Civic Asso 122 Byron Rd
Wiebe Lucinda 320 Pontiac Ave
William R Thorpe 1113 Brandt St
Williams Irene L 551 Sloop Rd Apt 72
Wilmus Richard 302 Cedar Dr
Wilson Laura R 2321 Bear Run Dr
Wolfe Gerald J 8234 Elaine Dr
Wolfe Gerald P 8344 Elaine Dr
Wolfe William A 1586 Oakleaf Ln
Wolff John A Sr, John, John A Jr, Lucille 549 Tyler St
Woltz W 244 Sewickley Oakmont Rd
Wong Io Kei 718 Tally Dr
Wu Peter 504 Camelot Dr
Yaggi Loretta J 322 Highland Pines Dr
Yeager Marie D 109 Berkeley Meadows Ct
Yook Ki Hwan 613 Bear Run Dr
Yost Scott A 2203 Rocherster Rd
Young Kristina 411 Browns Ln Apt 201
Young Lorraine D 123 Hillendale Rd
Youngworld Inc & Ford Motor Credit 202 Sproul Rd Ste 100
Zastrow Angela L, Joseph C 715 Duncan Ave Apt 809
Zellers Anton L, Kathy S 801 Wyngold Dr
Zern Krystal D425 Mcknight Cir
Zwigart Laverne F 4000 Mcknight Cir
Pittsburgh Pa 15238
180 Fort Couch Road Assoc Howard Hanna Co
119 Gamma Dr
3m Co, Genco Distribution System 100 Papercraft Park
Ahuja Subash C, Suman 911 Settlers Ridge Rd
Algor Inc Inecom LLC & Inecom 150 Beta Dr
Allegheny Emergency Care PO Box 38128
American Funds 1000 Ridc Plaza Ste 212
Americus Scott 1150 Freeport Rd
Ametek Inc Attn Credit Manager 150 FreePOrt Rd
Archer Gloria 1101 Riverfront Dr
Ariens, Genco Dist System 100 Papercraft Park
Axon Medical Inc PO Box 111343
Bacharach Inc 625 Alpha Dr
Baldwin Frances A Est, Tracy A 1151 Old FreePOrt Rd
Barnebee James H 1151 FreePOrt Rd
Barristers Land Abstract for Lawson Dusn 119 Gamma Dr
Behm Emily M 315 Hidden Falls Crt
Beltran Diego 121 Gamma Dr
Bhagwanni Drupadi G, Gul G 6 Davonshire Dr
Bharill Parth S MD 51 Long Meadow Dr
Boyd Garrett R 112 Weber Dr
Boyd Keith 553 Gdn Glen Ln
Boyd Marianne K 112 Weber Dr
Boyle Michael D, Bethany C 330 Old Chapel Trl
Bray Abby E 321 Five Acres Dr
Brown Mary K, Megan 3775 Saxonburg Blvd
Buccilli Patricia A, Michele A 107 Mattier Dr
Burchfield Albert H III Trust 5 Indian Hill Rd
Capital Bank Trust 3180 William Pitt Way
Cardyn Lisa 211 Hunt Rd
Cellumen Inc 3180 William Pitt Way
Cenk Chiropractic at Alexander 1331 Freeport Rd
Cenk Donald R 1331 Freeport Rd
Charukamnoetkanok Chantana 233 Ohara Manor Dr
Choicecare Physical Med 2585 Freeport Rd Ste 105
Cline Robert, Janet A 758 Fairview Rd
Cms Mid AtlanticTricia Antonucci 609 Epsilon Dr
Coating Excellence Int Genco Logistics 100 Papercraft Park
Coburn P Christophe 1326 Freeport Rd Ste 250
Cole Turner Rebecca N 118 St Charles St
Conrad F Nagel Nagel Faimly Trust 213 Wilmar Dr
Converteam 200 Abbott Park Rd
Council Three Rivers American Indian Ctr 120 Charles St
Coyne Anita L 500 Chapel Harbor Dr Apt 204
Davis Gary 609 Epsilon Dr Davis Wilmar
Davison Design 585 Alpha Dr
Debiasio Robbin L 53 Locust Ln
Deluca Mary Ann 632 POplar Ct
Derabasse Kevin 413 Landon Knoll
Dewolf William 3122 Riverfront Dr
Dicarlo Ronald 401 Windmere Dr
Dively Mary J, Lane 303 Wildberry Rd
Domski Stephen C 113 Clifford Ave
Eckerd Health Services 620 Epsilon Dr
Edmonds Jr James N 1326 Freeport Rd Ste 300
Egan Ann 4 Foxwood Dr
Emerson Process Mgmt Power Water Solutions 200 B
F & G Painting Inc 208 Livingston Ave
Farrell Craig F 373 Walnut St
Fay Dorothy L, Edward J 1117 Powers Run Rd
Ferguson Laura H 104 Hawthorne Rd
Fisher Scientific 105 Gamma Dr Instrument Svc Div
Fleming Ann J 122 Crofton Dr
Florio Rocco 207 Sigma Dr
Fluhme Tiffany 44 Long Meadow Ct
Ford Mary L 211 Hunt Rd
Forsate Ira 5 31 91 William J 2 Old Timber Trail
Foster Dwight D Jr, Sally 1211 Waterfront Dr
Foster Edmund D 1343 Princeton Place
Fownes John T 904 Red Oak Dr
Fox Chapel Chiropractic PO Box 38248
Fox Jerome F Hotel Holiday Inn Room 413
French Schofield & Pfeifer 1000 Ridc Plaza Ste 602
Frey Richard G 603 Driftwood Dr
Friday Rupert H 1622 POwers Run Rd
Froehlke Meaghan K, Peter M 527 Dorseyville Rd
Furda Amanda K 3745 Saxonburg Blvd
Garland Loretta J 6128 Riverfront Dr
Garvin Stephen 116 Burning Bush Pl
Genco Co 100 Papercraft Pk
Genco Logistics 100 Papercraft Park
Genco Marketplace 100 Papercraft Park
Genco Transportation Mgmt 100 Papercraft Park
Giant Eagle Inc 101 Kappa Dr
Giant Eagle Inc 575 Epsilon Dr
Giant Eagle Inc Employee Benefits Dept 701 Alpha Dr
2nd Floor
Glamour Pageants Inc 1151 Freeport Rd
Gohel Nita R, Shyam 3 Sweet Water Ln
Gorby Robert S 208 Hillcrest Rd
Gordon Mark 594 Squaw Run Rd E
Grane Healthcare 209 Sigma Dr
Greenwald Michael 1326 Freeport Rd
Greiner Fred E IV 100 Mellow Ln
Guyasuta Investment Advisors Inc 285 Kappa Dr Ste 220
Hagan Bernadine L Est 414 Wickford Dr
Haldeman J F, Jack Tillman 705 Woodland Dr
Hanlon Jane M 418 FreePOrt Rd
Hanna Howard W 119 Gamma Dr
Hartman H King Jr, Hartman Jamie Y 126 South Dr
Hay Jessie F 201 Foxhurst Dr
Healingthegulf Org 1151 Freeport Rd 393
Hillcrest Family Partnership L P 204 Hillcrest Rd
Hockey & That LLC D B A Hockey N At
108 Rockingham Rd
Hollingshead Patricia A 700 Fairview Rd
Hollingsworth Royal J 218 Harrow Rd
Hrusa Daniel B 1325 Old FreePOrt Rd
Hub 1 641 Alpha Dr
Huff Suzanne Johnston 155 North Dr
Hutchison Joan G 500 Chapel Harbor Dr Apt 320
Hutlas Cecilia 1554 Fox Chapel Rd
Institutional Specialties Inc PO Box 11528
Jain Kanika 51 Long Meadow Dr
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Jain Shashi Kumari 512 Kellingwood Dr
Jankovics Ida Wettack St Ns
Jankowski Jackie 74 Werner Camp Roa
Jarrett Claudius 5102 Riverfront Dr
Jenmar 258 Kappa Dr
Jennmar Inc 258 Kappa Dr
Jml Landscape Management Corp 978 RT 910
Johnson Louise K 500 Chapel Harbor Dr Apt 415
Jones Mary Ann 23 Werner Camp Rd
Joyce Catherine L 407 Central Ave
Kennon Betsy 728 Dorseyville Rd
Kintner John M Box 11511
Klear Blue Tech LLC 106 Hodil Tr
Kline Patricia L 6121 Riverfront Dr
Klingelhofer Kathleen 101 Catalpa Ridge Ro
Knapp Bridget 1 Willow Farms Rd
Knor Eric PO Box 15561
Kunkle Thomas C 1330 Freeport Rd
Lamfrom Alan 300 Fox Chappel Rd
Lamond Dunbar Michelle J 429 Forest Highlands Dr
Lang Teresa M 595 Dorseyville Rd
Laquinta Mgmt Inc 560 Epsilon Dr
Lashar David 19 Old Timber Trail
Lee Willard D 1321 FreePOrt Rd
Leech Patrick M, Susan H 224 Foxhurst Dr
Leslie James P 1504 Fox Chapel Rd
Lincoln David H Jr 5315 Riverfront Dr
Lowers Lori A 1352 Powers Run Rd
Lynch Tara 705 Fairview Rd
Mackey Richard S 742 Fairview Rd
Mangis Rose M 8 Riverside Ct
Manning David J 102 Hickory Hill Rd
Mapara Markus 212 Wilmar Dr
Martin Barbara 533 Dorseyville Rd
Mccann Kerry 106 Glen David Dr
Mccollum Timothy 523 Tr Dr
Mccomb Richard B 726 Fairview Rd
Mclean Katherine J 500 Chapel Harbor Dr Apt 415
Melocchi Lou 109 Charles St
Meloni Rose 437 Tr Dr
Meridian Mmgt Group Inc PO Box 38128
Meza Manuel P MD 173 Shadow Ridge Dr
Miller Richard H 300 Fox Chapel Rd Apt 503
Mine Safety Appliances Co PO Box 426 121 Gamma Dr
Minnotte Elizabeth 513 Farndale Rd
Moeller John Seland 112 Bristol Sq
Monsour Edith M 716 Blaw Av
Monsour Edith T 500 Riverfront Dr Apt 5123
Murphy James W Est, James W Jr 104 Spring Forest Dr
Neilan Sarah J 152 Wagon Wheel Ln
New Century Productions Inc 2 Beta Dr
New York Life Trust Co 218 Harrow Rd
Nord Burton, Joshua 106 Canvasback Rd
Omalley Betty Lou 140 Lakeside Dr
Osborn Barbara M 104 Spring Forest Dr
Panchal Pravin PO Box 111372
Papa Nancy R 213 Central Ave
Papa Robert & Nancy Papa Cbom 213 Central Ave
Pat Palmer Ta Palmer Ins Agency Pat Palm Ins Agency
Paul Alix Glosser, David 314 Old Chapel Trail
Perlman Mark 302 Fox Chapel Rd
Petre Mildred L, Roy A 201 Smt Dr
Petrou Stacia D 302 Hallsborough Dr
PittsburghCardiac Electrophysio 1060 Fox Chapel Rd
Picard Robert C, Vanessa A 313 Old Chapel Trail
Pistella Fm 3101 Westchester Dr
Progar Joanne, Tracy 321 Cornwall Dr
Ragusa Sandra M 897 Field Club Rd
Raj Moses S Dr 111 Frick Rd
Reblock Jordyn K, Kimberly K 635 Arbor Ct
Rivers Elizabeth Parrish 231 2nd St
Rosarius Wiley Shirley 233 Foxhurst Dr
Rosenberg Adam Scott, Howard 209 Springhouse Ln
Ross Suzan Cafferty 1002 Carla Dr
Rosvanis James 715 Guys Run Rd
Royston Labs Div 201 Zeta Dr
Russell Lillian G 500 Chapel Harbor Dr Apt 110
Saccomanno John H Est 202 Woodmont Dr
Schimmel Kurt, Eric 579 Dorseyville Rd
Scott Elizabeth Stewart PO Box 38101
Scott Randolph, Annabell 500 Chapel Harbor Dr Apt 420
Selvig David W DDS 609 Epsilon Dr Ste 2
Service Employees Intl 237 6th St
Shields Ryan K 6104 Riverfront Dr
Siciliano Nancy C 944 Field Rd
Simmermon James E 302 Fox Chapel Rd Apt 316
Skinner Kiron 610 Arbor Ct
Smith R 1150 Fox Chapel Rd
Soman Prem 212 Shaker Hts Dr
Sprague Lauren Est Curt R Grossman Admin 204 Ridge Rd
Steinhaus Robert L Jr, Julie T 54 Ridgeland Dr
Straub Donald B 212 Glenhaven Ln
Straut Martin 947 Field Club Rd
Streiff Jas 113 Ohara Woods Dr
Succop Gladys M American Roller Bearing Co
150 Gamma St
Suda Maria P 115 S Oak Hill Rd
Sullivan Maureen L Dr Apt 201 302 Fox Chapel
Sydor Darryl 110 Millview Ln
Szabo Bela G, Belz G 7 Fairgrove Dr
Tabas Janet H 7 Fairgrove Dr
Takahashi Tetsuya 501 Riverfront Dr Apt 5223
Team Nutz LLC 1300 Freeport Rd
Thiele Mfg LLC 1350 Old Freeport Rd
Thomas Joseph 13366 Old Freeport Rd Box 111322
Thomas Larry 22 River Rd Apt 402
Tippins Cynthia 128 Marlboro Rd
Toshok Revathi 70 Fair Oaks Dr
Tpc at Riverbend Golf Channel 3 Beta Dr
Tti Genco Dist System 100 Papercraft Park
Uriostegui Cielo 121 Gamma Dr
Vennare Raymond F 605 William Pit Way U−Parc Bldg 3−B
Verbofsky Russel 220 Springhouse Ln
Vernetti Lawrence A 3180 William Pitt Way
Vita Anthony C 500 Chapel Harbor Dr Apt 413
Voelker Charles III 1151 Freeport Rd
Vu John R 212 Park Sq Ln
Waligura John 135 Greenwood Rd
Waligura Mary L 135 Greenwood Rd
Wellman Robert J 313 Old Chapel Trl
Whitman Children Trust 635 Arbor Ct
Whitman Jeffrey W II 635 Arbor Ct
Wiley Michael A, Shirley R 233 Foxhurst Dr
Williams Betty C 13 Chapel Oak Rd
Williams Jordan Alexander 791 Guys Run Rd
Wooldridge Thomas A 227 Clifford Ave
Wright Flowcont Curtis 615 Alpha Dr
Yu Marvin S 970 William Pitt Way
Zambrano Corp 260 Alpha Dr
Ziemke Dorothy Est 100 Hillcrest Rd
Zimmerman Ernest E II Ste 2a 1370 Old Freeport Rd
Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Aa Motorcars 1851 Golden Mill Hwy
Adams Anne Est, David A Exec 9125 Pine St
Andrews Nicholas 3789 Logan Ferry Rd
Arndt Paul 420 Francis St
Asturi Alyssa E 720 Dehaviland Dr
Asturi Josephh A Jr, Alyssa Marie 727 Dehaviland Dr
Bartley Justin Yano, Bartley Patrick F, Reagan Leigh
478 Crestview Dr
Bates James 265 Alter Way St
Beasley Antoinette, Michael 436 Roberts Rd
Behan Janet E 704 Rosewood Dr
Berndt Carolyn, Roger 4909 Havana Dr
Berndt Roger 4909 Havana Dr
Berndy Carolyn 4909 Havana Dr
Blakeslee Alma L, Beth, Harrison J 60 Sandune Ct Apt C
Bollinger Jessica L 438 Millers Ln
Bonetto Helen L 1115 Keith Dr
Brosius Robert L Jr 2366 Golden Mile Hwy
Bruce Kevin J 563 Catskill Dr
Bruno Justin David, Dianna, Jordan Peter 626 Millers Ln
Burnside Ronald 7906 Saltsburg Rd
Bwb Industries Inc PO Box 14029
Caban Valerie L 7 Oliver Ct
Cars & More Sales Leasing 4431 William Penn Hwy
Castelli Margaret 435 Allegheny Ave
Cerchiaro Gregory L, Ciara 1664 Oblock Rd
Charlton Dolores Est 107 Mardi Gras Dr
Children of Insured 442 Francis Rd
Cole Albert W 745 Presque Isle Dr Apt A
Conrad Systems 482 Davidson Rd
Conti Jamie S 520 Ctr Hill Rd
Corle Patricia 4030 Cape Cod Dr
Cray Ruth Jr 916 Mount Hood Rd
Delgiacco Cathy J 332 Holiday Park Dr
Delo Maronee, Joseph 936 Mallisee Rd
Deluca Adrianne L 3807 Logan Ferry Rd Apt D1
Denne Kathleen 689 Blue Ridge Rd
Dennie Kathleen 689 Blue Ridge Rd
Divito Augusta 262 Fiesta Dr
Dollar Lily 2352 Golden Mile Hwy
Drop Barbara A 431 Trestle Rd
Dymski Mark B 538 Cresthaven Dr
E Staff Consulting G 600 Davidson Rd
Fedele Jeffrey L, Kimberly 545 Vale Dr
Feerst Megan M 614 New Texas Rd
First Student 101 Old Frankstown Rd
Flaherty Jay K Jr 339 Ohiopyle Dr
Forrester Catherine V 430 Woodbine Dr
Fox Pauline F 354 Ctr New Texas Rd
Gertrude S Hargreaves Ua Living Trust 715 Wimbledon Dr
Giannotti Nicholas 60 Colony Dr
Gilbert John O 441 Crestview Dr
Gilmore Gary T 237 Duane Dr N
Graham Shawna R 352 Holiday Park Dr
Graham Skye 352 Holiday Park Dr
Grove Thomas L, Jessica 755 Presque Isle Dr Apt G
Hamilton John 655 Regency Park Dr
Hamilton Karen, John 655 Regency Park Dr
Hargreaves Gertrude S 715 Wimbledon Dr
Harris Diane L 304 Yettman Dr
Hellings Jason R 569 Catskill Dr
Henry Dawn 425 Trestle Rd
HighPOint Properties LLC 546 Cresthaven Dr
Homan Marlene J 581 Catskill Dr
Hrivnak Charlene 16 Creole Dr
Hutchison Margaret J Est 271 Great Smokey Dr
Hyland Brandon J 190 Sagamore Hill Rd A
Idl Coffee Fund 535 Old Frankstown Rd
Ilgenfritz Herbert E 77 Sierra Dr
Ingram Sheldon L Sr, Sheldon L 218 Shangri La Ln
Innovative Golf Products 482 Davidson Rd
Intellisoft Corp 535 Old Frankstown Rd Ste B
Jesseca Hayden L 2 Jenny Lynn Ct
Justifacts Credential Verification Inc 8085 Saltsburg Rd
Ste 100
Kazmeraski Angie T 525 Cresthaven Dr
Kern Duane E 699 Regency Dr
King Mandy 9162 Maple St
Kiragis Joanne E 764 Pine Valy Dr
Knighton Michelle M 164 Francis Rd
Kotcher Danny A 107 Pebblestone Ct
Lampert Magdalene, William 1721 Oblock Ave
Lavalle Courtney 3791 Logans Ferry Rd Apt I
Lovely Jamie 6 Arcadia Park Dr
Lower Valley Business Asso Pat Nesbit
1660 Harvest Hill Dr
Lpz LLC 100 E Boyce Park Dr
Luciano Kathleen A 500 Deborah Jane Dr
Lukas John A 519 Regency Dr
Malinowski John J 1510 Luray Dr
Maltese Patrick C 404 Summer Haven Ct
Mccall Bruce 169 Black Hill Rd
Mccloskey Katelee N, Shawn E 874 Blue Ridge Rd
Mccloskey Shawn E 874 Blue Ridge Rd
McGaw Sharon A, Kylie E 34 Ross Hollow Rd
McGraw Jeffrey N, Sharon S 34 Ross Hollow Rd
McGuill Annette 708 Wimbledon Rd
McShane Timothy 629 Millers Ln
Miller Tammy J 457 Pierson Run Rd
Minick Jeff 110 Catalina Dr
Montgomery James 293 Lindsey Ln
Moorehead Betty S 4835 Hialeah Dr
Morrison William Est 9261 Wedgewood Dr
Murray William 115 Scott Rd
Musala Dorothy Est 564 Rainier Dr
Myers Kenneth F 507 Old Frankstown Rd
Naccarati Chapkis Michelle M 839 Justine Dr
Nutter Phillip 7621 Saltsburg Rd
Ohara William R 137 Black Hills Rd
Oliver Holly 80 Sierra Dr
Pa Society of Prof Engineers Westmd Co Chptr Petrucci
Engi Consu 2366 Golden Mile Hwy 452
Packosky Sarah E 3785 Logan Ferry Rd Apt C
Pajak Alicia A 7717 Saltsburg Rd
Pampena Marie A 322 Pampena Ln
Papalazaros Vanessa 49 Bracken Pl
Pavia Rose A Est 9244 Douglas Fir Dr
Phillips Donald 275 Boyce Park Dr
Phillips Kiel 110 Alcan Dr
Pratko Peter J Jr 148 Mardi Gras Dr
Prime Care Internal Med Asso 1049 Unity Ctr Rd
Pugliano Construction 2000 Sheena Dr
Quivers Celia 7 Plum Crest Dr
Richards Edward R 316 Yettman Dr
Roth Jennifer 208 Falls Village Rd
Ruble Phillip L 107 Fiesta Dr
Rusch Ronald 9227 Saltsburg Rd
Sabock Lauren K 648 Regency Dr
Sansonetti Jennife 3791 Logan Ferry Rd Apt F
Scampone Gregory 21 S Murray Ct
Schultz Anne E 1460 Renton Rd
Secher Penny J, Paul 750 Presque Isle Dr
Settino Nancy L, Fred 369 Ctr New Texas Rd
Shred It Usa Inc 16 Commerce Dr
Silvio Vincent A 251 Great Smokey Dr
Singh Davinder 201 Carriage Blvd
Sirochman Mary L 442 Francis Rd
Sokol Marie J 318 Allegheny Ave
Stiles Linda 4320 New Texas Rd
Stokes Richard A 328 Clements Rd
Swaney Georgetta M 757 Garlow Blvd
Treloar Clyde F 616 Pike View Dr
Tuite Maurie 609 Surfside Dr
Tyler Robert J III 717 Rosewood Dr
Vandzura Helen M 1098 Millers Ln
Wagner Rebecca, Beth Marcello 100 Plus St
Washington Henrietta 305 Tahoe Dr Apt H
Watson Tyler Stephen, Michael 9233 Douglas Fir Dr
Webb Lacey 332 Holiday Park Dr
Whiteside John L III, Whiteside Tracey E 124 Big Horn Rd
Winslow Loreen M 404 Summer Haven Ct
Wyble Carol A 9580 Saltsburg Rd
Wynn Clyde C 389 Holiday Park Dr
Yurina Frank 111 Kooser Dr
Yurko Brady 727 De Haviland Dr
Zavarella Paul D Atty 787 Pine Valy Dr Ste E
Zdinak Christopher 737 Pine Valy Dr
Pittsburgh Pa 15241
A L Brourman Asso Inc Audrey Bro PO Box 12874
Aghiorgoussis Maximos E 129 Kent Ct
Allergy Clinical Immunology 180 Ft Couch Rd
Allison Michael, Sandra 1869 Tilton Dr
Allison Sandra M 1869 Tilton Dr
Argento Casey Anne, Liborio J, Dylan Leigh, Ellen, John,
Matthew Robert 110 Surrey Ln
Associated Dental Special 110 Ft Couch Rd
Aurora Loan Svcs L 2550 Boyce Plaza Rd Ste 140
Avellana Regina E 3304 Brookdale Dr
Bacon Janet D 1216 Fernridge Dr
Barnett Carlos 1711 McMillan Rd
Barristers South 180 Ft Couch Rd
Becek Joseph F Sr, Becek Christine A 2431 Huntington Dr
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Behrens David P 122 Kent Ct
Bennett James 1235 Fernridge Dr
Berry Barbara Jean 1290 Boyce Rd Apt B515
Besser Christopher J, Mary Ann 274 Lincoln Dr
Besser Michael J, Mary Ann 274 Lincoln Dr
Besterman Viola W 1290 Boyce Rd Apt B402
Bianco Michael 1725 Washington Rd
Bianco Michael M 88 Ft Couch Rd 2nd Fl Ste 202
Bleier Mark D 1352 High Oak Ct
Boone Elizabeth T 1253 Rolling Meadow Rd
Bryant Sean J 3 Dorchester Dr Apt 409
Burke Charles F 3216 Arapahoe Rd
Burkey Lucas Augustine, William R Dr Fred J Burkey
1773 Seegar Cir
Cafaro Joseph M 1206 Oak Park Ct
Camelot Music 344 Village 477 S Hills Co Lloyd Graham
Mgr
Capps Jason E 100 Thousand Oaks Dr
Capra Chiropractic LLC 1317 Rolling Meadow Rd
Carson George B, Bruce 1290 Boyce Rd
Casares Jeremy R, Lenley C 230 Seegar Rd
Cavrich Law Offices Limited 118 Conewanta Rd
Cawley Charles Jr, Martha 523 Clair Dr
Chastaine Mary S Est 1290 Boyce Rd Apt B502
Chervenick David P 1712 Hunters Path Ln
Chiesa Dino P 129 Brookside Blvd
Chuba Lorraine M 2720 Locust Dr
Churchill Real Est Svcs 37 McMurray Rd Ll 3
Citimortgage Inc 2550 Boyce Plaza Rd
Cnx Gas 1800 Washington Rd
Colborn Robert A 14 Sioux Rd
Comtel Comm Inc 180 Ft Couch Rd
Connell Leslie C 2782 Locust Dr
CorPOrate Cab Group 209 Cherokee Rd
Crnkovich Joseph Jr Cpa 1035 Boyce Rd Ste 121
Cybergenetics Corp 2555 Washington Rd S611
Daley Michael D III, Michael D II 320 Howard Dr
Davids T Ua George R Lambl 406 Manordale Rd
Delano Jonathan 90 Long Dr
Deliere Barbara C, Emil A 2089 Blairmont Dr
Devlin William E 124 Keifer Dr
Dimarco Ross F 2090 Blairmont Dr
Dixon Ann 2511 Willowbrook Rd
Drake Mary Est 2633 Cedarvue Dr
Dulis Dorothy D 1775 Hastings Mill Rd
Duncombe Burns Diana 320 Ft Couch Rd
Duralia Limited Partnership 1470 Hollow Tree Dr
Eckenrode Michael D PO Box 12654
Fais Alegra 1850 Taper Dr
Fitzpatrick Terri H 2528 Heartwood Dr
Fornear Elizabeth 500 Village Dr Apt 224
Franklin Cheryl H 1441 Redfern Dr
Fraudin Advanced Chiropractic 1030 Boyce Rd
Gable Victoria A 1519 Hastings Mill Rd
Gaenzle Marion M 1294 Old Meadow Rd
Gander Lois 2249 Clairmont Dr
Garvin C L 233 Cherokee Rd
Gelb Richard I, Susan P 120 Fieldgate Dr
Geyer Roseanne F 2460 Southvue Dr
Gianni Gene J Est 1803 Tragone Dr
Gilbert Mary M 1729 Waterford Ct
Gilbert Terrence A 1729 Waterford Ct
Gittler Sidney 2569 Corteland Dr
Glausser Shirley 89 Marwood Dr
Goodlett Randolph Aquatic Systems Cons 1204 Montclair Dr
Goodwin Sopko Rebecca S 2779 Locust Dr
Griffith Heather Desiree 2504 Chapelwood Dr
Grubic Milton PO Box 113233
Gruss John J IV, Joyce M, Sara J, Kaysee J 421 Lorlita Ln
Halleck Ernest H 2344 Mill Grove Rd
Hamilton Mark R 1910 Murdstone Rd
Hancock Jeffrey J 2291 Lambeth Dr
Harbaugh Gregory A 1490 Redfern Dr
Harshman Jeffrey C 2440 Corteland Dr
Harshman Martha L 88 Adams Dr
Haspel John B 104 Ft Couch Rd
Headquarters Inc 1369 McLaughlin Run Rd
Henry Eileen T 1581 Pinehurst Dr
Holifield Brodie 1695 Swanson Ln
Holmgren Adelina Est 212 Trotwood Dr
Huang Xuejun 1458 Old Meadow Rd
Hunter Stanley J 126 Kent Ct
Isaacs Irving, Martha 235 Salem Dr
Johns Margaret P 1290 Boyce Rd Apt A508
Johnson Jane I 1290 Boyce Rd
Jones Theodore A 2420 Millgrove Rd
Joseph Mary K 2032 Murdstone Rd
Jura Anton 1085 Tall Trees Dr
Juram Albert 3233 Apache Rd
Jurcic Joseph G 217 Mesa Ci
Jurova Dana 1085 Tall Trees Dr
Kaiser John A 3 Dorchester Dr Apt 408
Kethavath Ramesh, Atiya 1526 Allison Dr
Kilkearys Auto Body 451 Laredo Dr
Kocevar Florence J 1219 Greystone Dr
Koller Lisa M 3531 Myrna Dr
Kosh Sheri J 2320 Mill Grove Rd
Krah Patricia 451 Laredo Dr
Kratovil Elizabeth L, William T 2538 Edgewood Dr
Lambl David G Trust 406 Manordale Rd
Lambl George R 406 Manordale Rd
Landman Richard M 1540 Pineview Dr
Lanese Michael 2 Eton Rd
Liberatore Michele 1176 Southwick Dr
Lives Restored Inc Calvin Clark 2430 Old Washington Rd
M Hisham Tarabishi Inc Pension Plan 381 Oaklawn Dr
Macdonald Elizabeth 3338 Brookdale Dr
Mace Kathleen 156 Southern Hilands Dr
Marsh Frank E 291 Hays Rd
Marshall James B 1801 Tilton Dr
Mathews Bryan R, Richard A 504 Trotwood Ridge Rd
Mccaffrey Elizabeth T 121 Village Ct
Mccasland Nick 114 Mitchell Dr
Mcclelland Regis 1819 Murdstone Rd
Mcclintock Joseph Russell 1290 Boyce Rd Apt 534
McKeever Dorothy A Dorchester Towers Apts Bldg 1 Apt 607
McKenzie Julie 1377 LangPOrt Dr
Mellick Richard A Jr, Michele 1624 Tier Dr
Mertz Charles R 1214 Lamson Cir
Michael M Bianco DMD Pc 88 Ft Couch Rd Ste 202
Miriam R Boyd Exec 110 Locust Ln
Mitchell Christopher 1215 Satellite Cir
Monnig Earl W, Jo Ann 1840 McMillan Rd
Moore Charles W 1616 Terrie Dr
Moore Charles W, Helen H Friendship Vlg Apt B403
1290 Boyce Rd
Moore Helen H Friendship Vlg Apt B403 1290 Boyce Rd
Mott Jon A 2672 Sunnyfield Dr
Mukherjee Subroto, Swapna 2655 Monterey Dr
Mulik Lori J 1861 Tilton Dr
Muriel Green Trust 1648 Little Meadow Rd
Nagpal Sumedha, Umesh 2704 Franklin Dr
Nagpal Umesh 1228 Southgate Dr
Naidoo Raj 145 Warwick Dr
Nakano Tatsuya 117 Hiscott Dr
National City Bank of Pe Single Source Prop
2550 Boyce Plaza Rd 140
Neill William R 510 Ft Couch Rd
Noirot William Robert 132 Fieldgate Dr Upper St Clair
Oakes Fredric D 1448 Lattidome Dr
Ocando Armando R, Amanda M 2307 Harrow Rd
Omlor Candace A, Ann M 3 Dorchester Dr
Ong Andrian W 1239 Southgate Dr
Orthopaedic Spec Center 180 Ft Couch Rd Ste 400
Papandreas Mike E 2427 Willowbrook Rd
Pare Amelia 2535 Washington Rd Ste 1121
Parker Anita E 1152 Tall Trees Dr
Patel Shashikant 1477 Dominion Hts
Patterson Quentin, Vivian 1420 Lattidome Dr
Perelstine Robert J, Karla M 2331 Norton Rd
Perryman Frank 1527 Scenery Rdg Dr
Plecs Joseph 2476 Southvue Dr
Podlesnik Courtney South Hills Village
Pollution Control Systems Mark Joseph 144 Devonwood Dr
Primary Physicians Research 1580 McLaughlin Run Rd
Psychiatrix 1035 Boyce Rd Ste 220
Raeder Robert E 5 Dorchester Dr 405
Raftis Anastasia 1500 Fox Chase Ln
Randall Collins Tr 212 Iroquois Rd
Reebye Smita 145 Warwick Dr
Reid George 2347 Lambeth Dr
Reis Leah M 1206 Oak Park Ct
Reitenauer Ruth R 121 Oxford Place
Robinson Margaret T 1421 Candlewood Dr
Robinson Margaret T, William T 2660 Fairgreen Dr
Rodgers Jack 1721 Partridge Run Rd
Roman Roger C 1213 Satellite Cir
Romano Carolyn, George, Sharon 2217 Country Club Dr
Romanoff Cecelia 303 De Arment Pkwy
Rosen Jules 1505 Windsor Ct
Ross Julie Ann, Donald R 2301 Morton Rd
Rossin Peter C 1500 Hollow Tree Dr
Roth Christine M, Jacob B 196 Orr Rd
Roze Stephane B 2172 Hycroft Dr
Ruckes Hedwig 676 Harrogate Rd
Russo Natalie 225 Brookside Blvd
Saalbach William F, Betty P 2513 Shenandoah Dr
Sadasivan Joby K 1290 Old Meadow Rd
Sage Crest Bethel LLC Pittsburgh S 164 Ft Couch Rd
Salvini Shauna M 95 Bartley Rd
Schramm Pauline H 1290 Boyce Rd
Shaw Mildred E 2339 Golfview Dr
Shields Mary K 1309 Greystone Dr
Shields William E, Carol P 2013 Murdstone Rd
Shogry Robert 1049 Tall Trees Dr
Shue John 2632 Lindenwood Dr
Sidor Mary M 2665 Cedarvue Dr
Siesky Rheba G 5 Dorchester Dr Apt 507
Simone Anna Rose Miss 1266 Sun Ridge Dr
Sinha Shivom Chinmoy 1464 Paragon Pl
Snyder Patricia M 404 Clair Dr
Software Wholesale Intl 2019 Mohawk Rd
South Hills Chrysler Jeep Kia 500 Village Dr Apt 224
South Hills Ymca 51 McMurray Rd
St Clair Settlement Services 2625 Sunnyfield Dr
Statti Anna Rose 1266 Sun Ridge Dr
Steimi Antoinette M 2075 Washington Rd
Strocchia Fortunato, Andrew 1470 Candlewood Dr
Sujansky R Charles 2666 Gloucester Dr
Sumedha LLC 1228 Southgate Dr
Swarna Varma IlI Tr 1470 Jenkins Dr
Szymanski Elizabeth H 7 Dorchester Dr Apt 507 Bldg 7
Tarabishi M Hisham 381 Oaklawn Dr
Taylor Christopher, Karin 306 Gerrie Dr
Taylor Delores J 1668 Little Meadow Rd
Thomas Brandon D 83 Ruthfred Dr
Tristate Asso of Physicians PO Box 0672
Trivedi Shelly 1446 Peterson Pl
Troike Roberta L 2575 Rossmoor Dr
Trubowitch Victor 1210 Turnberry Dr
Ukani Akash B, Dharti 2718 Bingham Dr
Varma Rajiv R MD 1470 Jenkins Dr
Vlahos Zacharias, Mary L 82 Country Club Dr
Volpatt Raymond A 1571 Hollow Tree Dr
Wahlen Constance 119 Lamar Rd
Walker Linda M 1445 Peterson Pl
Wallace Daniel A 2785 Bingham Dr
Wang Qin Zhen 96 Adams Dr
Welsh John M Jr, Beth K 31 Seneca Rd
Welsh Lawrence E III 1861 Tilton Dr
Wesley Spectrum Services 243 Johnston Rd
Williams Nicole 2189 Meadowmont Dr
Willson Joyce A 1450 Redfern Dr
Wilson Anna Bess Est 110 Locust Ln
Wiss Margaret 3316 Brookdale Dr
Wissner Donald P 45 McMurray Rd
Woltz Ruth M, John 152 Village Ct
Zack Claire Conaway, Chloe Conaway Upper St Clair
Zehel Wendell C 553 Harrogate Rd
Zvi Nancy Ben 2337 Southwood Dr
Zvi Segev Y Ben 119 Cypress Dr
Pittsburgh Pa 15242
Knerr Kevin S PO Box 16030
Primo Promotions Inc PO Box 16315
Us Property & Appraisa PO Box 16490
Wexford Health Sources PO Box 16218
Pittsburgh Pa 15243
Adair Rita K 674 Osage Rd
Albert A Murrer Jr Irrev Trust 393 Vanadium Rd Ste 201
Allegheny Clinical Assoc 1145 Bower Hill Rd Ste 101
Amick Ashley L 1672 Norsen Dr
Anderson Anne M 1806 Berkwood Dr
Auld Mary Jo 702 Doris Dr
Barley Melanie M, Robert E 361 Kane Blvd
Barr Greg 1714 Borlana Ave
Basial Patrick J 928 Parkview Dr
Battaglia Antoinette 700 Bower Hill Rd
Beatty Rolland 1300 Bower Hill Rd Apt C186
Beddard Leo Est, Leo 1300 Bower Hill Rd Apt 1422
Bittner Clarice H 700 Bower Hill Rd 1609
Blumling Leonard 1735 Sillview Dr
Bolding Deborah 530 Greenhurst Dr
Bradley Kathleen 1500 Cochran Rd Apt 80
Brown David A 990 Lakemont Dr
Burke Elizabeth, John F 1102 Grouse Dr
Cagney Edward P, Edward P Jr 1261 Cardinal Dr
Caramanna Amiel 1101 Firwood Dr
Chambers Robert 555 Greenhurst Dr
Chan Yvonne St Clair Prof Services 1 Penn Ctr W 307
Charles Mildred A 1911 Bower Hill Rd
Chase Norman O, Dorit 1176 Firwood Dr
Christulides Rozalia P, Thespina 849 Foxland Dr
Clever Janina 401 Greenhurst Dr
Clinical Occupational Pulmonary 1000 Bower Hill Rd
Ste 211
Consoli Josephine A, Robert N 1643 Morsen Dr
Covenant at South Hills 1300 Bower Hill Rd
Craig David W 700 Bower Hill Rd Apt 2416
Cummins Thomas M Jr 1212 Blue Jay Dr
Cuozzo Shirley C 837 Elm Spring Rd
Dale A Mathews Trust 730 Bower Hill Rd Apt 101
Davidson Mary V 700 Bower Hill Rd
Demjan A J 1026 Lakemont Dr
Dettling Josephine 700 Bower Hill Rd
Dieterich Heather L 127 Vanderbilt
Dixon Elmer H Jr, N Liberi 658 Mccully St
Drambel Virginia Z 752 Scrubgrass Rd
Draus Frank John 1079 Lindendale Dr
Drummond Myrtle T 700 Bower Hill Rd
Duffy Margaret 1314 Cochran Rd
Earley Margaret A 1035 Summer Pl
Edwards Dewald Anthony 500 Austin Ave
Enelow Carle J 401 Carnegie Dr
Family Hospice & Palliative 50 Moffett St
Fetterman Kenneth Est 536 Sandrae Dr
Fino Gregory J MD 1000 Bower Hill Rd Ste 211
Fitzgerald Mildred 464 Sage Dr
Forrest Marjorie H, Martin R 1331 Cardinal Dr
Gatto Shawn, Kate 2 Couch Farm Rd
Gentile Tresalyn 1500 Cochran Rd Apt 513
Geyer Mary E 700 Bower Hill Rd Apt 1
Goldstein Henrietta, Warren 1417 Raven Dr
Gorss Cheryl 172 Oak Park Pl
Grant Beulah A 545 Kelso Rd
Grant Van B Jr 334 Vanadium Rd
Greer Lawrence 867 Lochlin Dr
Guthrie William W, Billie Jo 1121 Lakemont Dr Unit 403
Gyimesi Miklos 401 Duquesne Dr
Hansen Matthew R 1247 Grouse Dr
Hartlage Robert A Jr 511 Duquesne Dr
Hendershot David M 809 Ella St
Hively Patricia G, Melissa R 734 Artvue Dr
Ho Ngoc 1707 Moynelle Dr
Home Instead Senior Care 393 Vanadium Rd Ste 201
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Hopson Esther 700 Bower Hill Rd Asbury Hts
Howard Jean 1170 Bowerhill Rd510
Hsiao Cheng H 1348 Firwood Dr
Hufnagel Robert 1111 Meadowlark Dr
Hughes Christopher M MD 100 Bower Hill Rd
Hughes Dorothy L Asbury Hts 6230 700 Bower Hill Rd
Ji Zhenhua 475 Sage Dr
John J Kane Regional Ctr Attn Robert C McLain
300 Kane Blvd
John P Colletti Associates Inc PO Box 13376
Johnston James 1082 Bower Hill Rd
Karp Howard S 1300 Bower Hill Rd
Katherine Toluka 481 Bartolo St
Kearcher Catherine 1639 Moynelle Dr
Kelly Maryann M 1959 Borland Rd
Kerr Philip H, Carol A 905 Old Hickory Rd
Killmeyer Dale H 415 Parkview Dr
King Marion G 700 Bower Hill Rd Asbury Hts
Kingsbacher Susan Ronna, Florence 1215 Raven Dr
Kirschenmann Leona 1170 Bower Hill Rd 400
Kiska Gamet D Est, Alisa L 828 Elm Spring Rd
Koch Ruth Marie 737 Artvue Dr
Kratovil Kenneth J 1131 Pinewood Dr
Kurth Lois A 419 Glaids Dr
Kushner Kristen F 1247 Grouse Dr
Lan Tse Seto 1141 Cardinal Dr
Landgraf Margaret J 700 Bower Hill Rd
Lawson Douglas A 1415 Meadowlark Dr
Leidigh Robert 1347 Bower Hill Rd
Leis Mary Kathryn 430 Longridge Dr
Leslie Virginia F 300 Kane Blvd
Lonegan Christine, Michael T 181 Elatan Dr
Lonergan Dolores 1985 Berkwood Dr
Lonergan Thomas Est 1985 Berkwood Dr
Main Stephanie 2033 Spring Valy Rd
Maiorano Concetta Cipriani 1007 Firwood Dr
Mandal Amiya K 1203 Pinewood Dr
Mandel Charlotte F 920 Parkview Dr
Manzione Geraldine R 1278 Grouse Dr
Marteney Dominic 1611 Worcester Dr
Mathews Mary 730 Bower Hill Rd Apt 101
McFin Oil Co 558 Greenhurst Dr
McHale Marylou Ross PO Box 13471
Melson Merchelle 1150 Bower Hill Rd 514a
Merchant M 694 Valyview Rd
Meyers Daniel 1771 Moynelle Dr
Michell Mary Lu 700 Bower Hill Rd Apt 2514
Miller Josephine C, Jacob I 1423 Cardinal Dr
Miller Patricia D 700 Bower Hill Rd
Molitoris John Concordia of S Hills 1300 Bower Hill Rd
Apt 1303
Mongelli Michael S 954 Segar Rd
Morgan Aileen S, John J 1500 Cochran Rd 609
Morgan Barbara R 750 Pinoak Rd
Moriarity Patricia 298 Pines Dr
Morin Emma J 668 Beverly Rd
Nelson Merchelle R 1150 Bower Hill Rd Apt 514a
Orner Elizabeth Ann 864 Osage Rd Xfer to Paine Webber
No Vp8292
Ostfield Sheryl 1126 Grouse Dr
Ostrosky Delores 1274 Lakemont Dr
Paczynski Richard P 1050 Bower Hill Rd Ste 203
Paisano Partner Greg Pfeifer 480 Willow Dr
Papay Kimberly, Dolores 1261 Raven Dr
Paul Robert 1217 Arrowood Dr
Payne Eleanor 450 Carnegie Dr
Pierce Helen M 1062 Summer Pl
Prescott Bruce G 300 Kona Blvd
Purcell Richard E 1195 Arrowood Dr
Ragin Shirley C 1617 Norsen Dr
Richardson Lizbeth P 1423 Meadowlark Dr
Rick Robert M Est 700 Bower Hill Apt 2414
Roberts Donald F 1816 Sillview Dr
Robertson Regina M, Regina Kallick 1136 Folkstone Dr
Rydze Abby 788 Osage Rd
Sanderson William A 2045 Spring Hill Rd
Sanns Frank Jr, Anne E 1672 Norsen Dr
Sarkis Brian D, Sarkis Susan M 1120 Folkstone Dr
Sawich Antoinette D 419 Glaids Dr
Schiffman Ruth R 1300 Bower Hill Rd
Schmh Employees Fcu 1500 Cochran Rd Apt 80
Schmulevich Rafael, Susan 985 Osage Rd
Scoglio Fresh Seafoo 1600 Painters Run Rd
Self Sheila, Galen 565 Greenhurst Dr
Semaan Michael E 1210 Driftwood Dr
Shettig Ann 812 Somerville Dr
Shuster Emily 1120 Folkstone Dr
Singleton Lois A 407 Washington Way
Sirakos Lillie A Providence Pt 100 Adams Ave Apt 328
Smith Charles E, Valerie S 504 Serpentine Dr
South Hills Ortho Surgical Assoc 363 Vanadium Rd
Surgery Assoc
Stclair Hospital 1000 Bower Hill Rd
Stockhausen Mary 534 Path Haven
Stolzer Bertrand L, Shirley L 1500 Cochran Rd Apt 1004
Stolzer Shirley L 1500 Cochran Rd Apt 1004
Stonaker Charles B 1964 Bower Hill Rd
Stremple Chris 1743 Norsen Dr
Sukaly Kathryn A PO Box 13531
Swed Brian 787 Flint Ridge Rd
Sweeney Sharon 474 Carnegie Dr
Syed Tasneem 768 Scrubgrass Rd
Tambellini Mary 752 Bower Hill Rd
Taylor Harold Jr, Gwen 700 Bower Hill Rd
The Est Sukam 119 Vanderbilt Dr
Thomas Paul A, Ruth A 1117 Grouse Dr
Tracy Mary Est 1667 Norsen Dr
Tucker Independent Medical Exp 1082 Bower Hill Rd
Ste 100
Tucker Ortho 1082 Bower Hill Rd Ste 100
Vu Skin System Inc 100 N Wren Dr
Wagner John 450 Carnegie Dr
Wagner Louis E 1500 Cochran Rd 612 Cochran Hall
Wagner Regis, John 450 Carnegie Dr
Walters Pennie B 1441 Meadowlark Dr
Walters Samuel J, Pennie B 1441 Meadowlark Dr
Walters Timothy M, Ken J 1441 Meadowlark Dr
Wehrum Mary E 730 Bower Hill Rd Apt 328
Weidl Joanne P, Kevin 10 Jaycee Dr
Williams Dawn 1922 Bower Hill Rd
Wilson Harry N 1170 Bower Hill Rd 614
Wolf Gretchen M 518 Somerville Dr
Wolkovitz Aaron 300 Kane Blvd
Yarussi Frank P 312 Rockfield Rd
Yoo Seung Hyun 544 Moreland Dr
Yount Mary B 666 Kelso Rd
Pittsburgh Pa 15244
Duke of Bubbles Inc Helen Bonaros PO Box 15912
Dxp Enterprises PO Box 15865
Gng PO Box 15746
Hanley Donald PO Box 15720
Muller Harper Inc Box 15518
Profit Sharing Box 15518
Zaltash Christy G PO Box 15558
Pittsburgh Pa 15250
Acs Education PO Box 371834
Allianz Life Ins Co of No PO Box 360348
Amerigas Richmond PO Box 371473
Ashland Oil Inc PO Box 371002
Atlantic Broadband Box 371801
Axa Equitable 01 Box 371459
Axa Equitable PO Box 371405
Bank Flagstar Box 371891
Bax Global Inc PO Box 371963
Cendant Mtg Escrow Dept PO Box 371458 Acct Pay
2010 Taxes
Connecticut Mutual PO Box 371309
Emery Worldwidea C F Co Box 371232m
Fisher Healthcare PO Box 360153
Fisher Scientific Co LLC PO Box 360153
Flagstar Bank PO Box 371891
General Dynamics It PO Box 360152
Girdany David Upmc Community Med Inc PO Box 382046
Health Care Fin Admin Medicare Premium Collection
PO Box 371384
Helen Redfield Sinnet Tuw Mellon Bank Na 3600
1 Mellon Bank Ctr
Homestead Center Shhs PO Box 371667m
Itt Water & Wastewater Usa Inc PO Box 371630
Jenette Redfield Gretzinger Tuw Mellon Bank Na 3600
1 Mellon Bank Ctr
Lehigh Safety Shoe Co Thomas J Battista Gen Cr
PO Box 371958
Lixbeth Redfield Olton Tuw Mellon Bank Na 3600
One Mellon Bank Ctr
Menlo Worldwide Forwarding P O Box 371232
Milford Management Corp PO Box 371414
New England Life Insurance Co PO Box 71499
New Jersey American Water PO Box 371476
Phhveridian Credit Union PO Box 371867
Purchase Power PO Box 371874
Robert Horace Redfield Tuw Jr Mellon Bank Na
3600 One Mellon Bank Ctr
Rocky Brands Retail LLC PO Box 371958
Safety Kleen Corp PO Box 382066
Senior Health Ins Co PO Box 371803
Sibley Richard PO Box 371980
Smith David W PO Box 360206
Thrift Drug 8782 Allento PO Box 360321
Thrift Drug Inc PO Box 360321
Thrifty Payless Inc PO Box 371115
Trust Wilmington PO Box 371306
University Radiology Group PO Box 371863
Western Psychiatric Instit PO Box 382007
Pittsburgh Pa 15251
40 86 Mortgage Capital PO Box 223196
Acterna Box 371693
Advanced Pain Management Serv PO Box 347570
Aetna Us Healthcare PO Box 371004
Aircraft Products Co PO Box 371085
Alliance Medical Inc PO Box 371632
Allied Corp PO Box 360142m
American Homecare Supply PO Box 347118
Ars & Co Bnymellon PO Box 3920002
Asarco Inc PO Box 360222
Babcock & Wilcox Co PO Box 350441
Bd Ehs Box 223027
Beckman Instruments Inc PO Box 360150m
Bhatnagar Sonika Univ of Pitts Physi PO Box 382053
Black Box Corp PO Box 371671m
Blackboard Inc PO Box 200154
Blackboard Inc PO Box 200957
Cable Wireless PO Box 371689
Centimark Corp PO Box 360093 626407
Cnc Microtech PO Box 200664
Computer Asso Inc Accounts Rec PO Box 360355
Copd Services Inc Box 200898
Core Netowrk LLC PO Box 200661
CorPOration Centimark PO Box 360093
Cox Margaret E Mellon Bank4300026 1
Coyne Textile Services PO Box 200562
Dole Packaged Foods Co Joe Mitchell Cr Mgr
PO Box 371251
Drew Industrial Div Ashland Chemicalsinc
PO Box 371709m
Eagle Emergency Care Inc PO Box 200345
Engelhard Corp PO Box 360941
Environmental Protection Agency 500 Ross St Rm 670
Equitable Resources Balcron Oil PO Box 360977
Equitable Resources PO Box 371688
Esoterix Genetic Labs LLC PO Box 223671
Fonseca Carlos PO Box 382053
Frederick Sean A Univ of Pitts Physi PO Box 382053
Gp Communications LLC PO Box 347255
Hare & Co Ar A0604a Bnymellon PO Box 3920002
Harper Collins Publishers PO Box 360846
Highgate Ltc Management PO Box 200487
Hill Brian M PO Box 347082
Hr So Acs Bank of New York Mello
Hutt Howard PO Box 347216
Lakewood Ind Holdings LLC Box 347336
Landauer Metropolitan Ho PO Box 200902
Landauer Metropolitan Inc PO Box 200911
Lord Corp PO Box 3620261m
Manhattan Esoterix Genetic Lab PO Box 223671
Marsh Usa Inc PO Box 371750
Maxfield John F Mves Austintown Inc PO Box 200497
MCI International Inc PO Box 382115
McLow Clark Berk PO Box 223756
Mid Atlantic Healthcare PO Box 200982
Miller Medical Respiratory PO Box 200905
Morgan Mary PO Box 360258
Mrisoftware LLC Box 347130
Ogara Flore Msw PO Box 223250
Ogara Msw PO Box 223250
Olympus America Inc PO Box 200160
One Beacon Insurance PO Box 371898
Oneil Karen Md PO Box 223016
Orange Genzyme Genetic PO Box 371748
Oticon Inc PO Box 347996
Pike Creek Asso PO Box 200857
Quadramed Affinity Corp PO Box 347188
Radiology Asso of New Jersey PO Box 347274
Realty Asso Fund VIII LP Asso Realty
6420 Wilshire PO Box 223535
Realty Asso Iowa Corp Holt Lunsford Commercial I
Box 223076
Roche Diagnostic Sys PO Box 360497
Rose Brian E Emergency Phys of PittsburghLtd
PO Box 347277
Ruthrauff Inc PO Box 371037
Salomon Smith Barney Inc PO Box 360003
Salyer American Fresh Food Inc Box 2722
Santa Rosa Consultin PO Box 347747
Saratoga Hospital PO Box 347332
Smartcomp LLC PO Box 200873
Smith Lisa M PO Box 347272
Stanley Access Tech PO Box 0371595
Stanley Tools PO Box 0371761
Tempcraft Inc PO Box 53512
Time Warner Cable PO Box
Tokio Marine & Nichido Fire Ins PO Box 347410
Trabe Anesthesia Ltd PO Box 360325
Waggoner Keith 4m Emerg Sys of Parkersburg
PO Box 200435
Wagner Timothy J Mahoning Valy Er Sp Inc PO Box 200053
Westarm Therapy Services PO Box 360936
Williams Shelley D Univ of Pitts Physi PO Box 382053
Worldcom PO Box 360215
Worldcom PO Box 382040
Ws Westfield Prop LP PO Box 223196
Pittsburgh Pa 15253
Allegheny Bradford Corp Hba Billing PO Box 535054
B C Research Inc PO Box 535152
Cbcinnovis Inc PO Box 535595
Comp Services Inc X38 PO Box 535370
Iron City Ind Uniform PO Box 535054
James A Morgan Inc PO Box 535054 Accts Payable
Marilyn Handler Bcbs PO Box 535045
Reynolds Wheels PO Box 535152
Southern Graphics Sys Inc PO Box 535121
Pittsburgh Pa 15255
Schmitt Denise S 125 Roddin Dr
Pittsburgh Pa 15257
First Unum Life Insurance Co PO Box 360701
Lincoln Automotive Financial PO Box 220564
Pittsburgh Pa 15258
Adrien D Copeland Retirement Plan Mellon Bank Ctr
Cochrane Julie Z Est Mellon Bank Na 1 Mellon Bank Ctr
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James W Smith Ira One Mellon Ctr
Keene C Brown Tr 1 Mellon Ctr Ste
Laurel Capital Advisors Llp 500 Grant St Aim 151−3925
Love Howard M Bny Mellon Ctr
Mearl Corp Employees Pension Plan One Mellon Bank Ctr
Rm 151−1320
Schenkemeyer Malissa Est Charles Collins Bny Mellon
Trust Dept
Vs & A Fund III Group Trust Bny Mellon Grant St
Aim 151 06
Pittsburgh Pa 15259
Citizens Financial Group Inc 525 William Penn Place
Dominon Resources Inc Master Trust 525 William Penn Pl
Rm 3518
First Unum Life Ins Comp PO Box 360701
Haskell B 525 William Penn Place
Heckscher C 525 William Penn Place Room 34
Gavin Mccollum
Hodges Priscilla 525 William Penn Place Room 34
Gavin Mccollum
Household Finance 525 William Penn Way 20th Fl
Jones Lang L 3 Mellon Ctr 20th Fl
LDJ Family Trust 525 William Penn Place
Shalowitz Aileen 525 William Penn Pl Rm 0400
Sophia Bowart Tr 3 Mellon Bank Ctr 4000
Stead P C 525 William Penn Place
Pittsburgh Pa 15260
Branson Douglas M 3900 Forbes Ave Rm 512
Dicicco Anna Marie 25 S Sprague Ave 1f
Fabina Helen C 25 S Sprague Ave 1f
Labelle Bernard 2740 Carillo St
Prabhu Sunil N Univ of Pittsburgh Execu 515 Alumni Hall
Roberto Clemente Minority Bus Assoc 2502 Sennott Sq
210 S Bouquet St
Smg Peterson Events Center 3719 Tr St Room 2033
Tower E1140 200 Lothrop St
Pittsburgh Pa 15264
Acceris Com PO Box 641655
Amersham Health Inc Ge Healthcare Fin Serv
PO Box 641419
Ashland Exploration, Mineral Royalties PO Box 641937
Benson Appraisals PO Box 641028
Blazer Energy Corp PO Box 641937
Brentwood Medical Group Inc PO Box 644104
Brentwood Medical Group PO Box 643789
Celtic Healthcare Inc PO Box 644311
Central Lewmar LP PO Box 822425
Con Way Trans Srvcs Inc PO Box 642080
Diamond POwer Intl Inc PO Box 643966
Diebold Inc PO Box 643543
Direct Energy Busine PO Box 643249
Douglas Avery & Asso PO Box 643413
Famili POuran PO Box 643631
Fayette Medical Asso PO Box 644381
Ferguson Enterprise Inc PO Box 644054
First Industrial LP PO Box 644949
Gxs PO Box 640371
Hill Rom Co Inc PO Box 643592
Ibm Training PO Box 643600 Lock Box 643600
Icsa Inc PO Box 641889
International Filing Co LLC PO Box 644394
Life Technologies Corp PO Box 640169
Main Medical Ventures Ll PO Box 642768
Mallikarjun Mahesh R, Washington Healthcare Strategies
PO Box 644543
McJunkin Red Man Corp PO Box 640300
Mine Safety Appliances Co PO Box 640348
Modular Space Corp PO Box 641595
New Energy East Payment Ctr Acct Box 642399
New North Hardin Health & Rehab C PO Box 644604
New Summerfield Health & Rehab Cn PO Box 644604
Onedeo Nalco Co PO Box 640863
Penn Telecom Inc PO Box 643462
Petroleum Products Inc PO Box 644283
Plastics Cadillac Dept L458p
Qorpak PO Box 641087
Quin T Corp General Counsel/President PO Box 641449
Ross Gerald PO Box 641366
Santa Clarita Radihe Rapy PO Box 643815
Sfeir Charles PO Box 643631
Shadyside Cardiology Rotation PO Box 641671
Signature File M PO Box 644448
Sosovicka Mark F PO Box 643631
Standard Retirement Svcs Inc PO Box 642742
Steris Corp PO Box 644063
Stoffel Seals Corp PO Box 644085
Strategic Energy PO Box 643249
Stryker Capital PO Box 642555
Toshiba Financial Svcs PO Box 642111
Trelleborg Sealing Solutions Guelph PO Box 640880
Uptown Pediatric Assoc Dept 640198
Utility West Virginia Inc Box 641649
West Anesthesia Assoc PO Box 643483 Wpaa
West Penn Anes Assoc Ltd PO Box 643483
Willard Associates PO Box 642950
Workflow PO Box 644039
World Exchange Inc Acceris Comm Solutions Box 641655
Pittsburgh Pa 15265
Allen Thomas M 3 PNC Plaza 620 Liberty Ave
Clark 3 PNC Plaza 620 Liberty Ave
Collins Carole M 3 PNC Plaza 620 Liberty Ave
Collins Elizabeth C 3 PNC Plaza 620 Liberty Ave
Colver Russell C 3 PNC Plaza 620 Liberty Ave
Elliott Lynn 3 PNC Plaza 620 Liberty Ave
Failing Leigh H 3 PNC Plaza 620 Liberty Ave
Giordano Francis Est 3 PNC Plaza 620 Liberty Ave
Graham Elizabeth 3 PNC Plaza 620 Liberty Ave
Jone Martha 3 PNC Plaza 620 Liberty Ave
King Marilyn 3 PNC Plaza 620 Liberty Ave
Morse Susan A 3 PNC Plaza 620 Liberty Ave
Palm Co 1034046 PNC Bank 5th Ave Wood St Trust Sec
Pellek Michael 3 PNC Plaza 620 Liberty Ave
Smith Amy S 3 PNC Plaza 620 Liberty Ave
Stoddard Amanda 3 PNC Plaza 620 Liberty Ave
Thompson Jean 3 PNC Plaza 620 Liberty Ave
Tsalas Constance, M E Hritz PNC Bank Na 2800
One Olion Plaza
Unici Robert 3 PNC Plaza 620 Liberty Ave
Washabaugh George A 17th PNC S
Watts Brenton 3 PNC Plaza 620 Liberty Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15268
Joseph Peter M Allegh Specialty Practice N PO Box 400573
Redding James A PO Box 400313
Pittsburgh Pa 15272
Adams Adams & PO Box 1014 Pretoria Ia − Za
Agway Energy Products Box 747037
Alimtek 15 Calle 21−60 Zona 12 Gt Guatemala
Alternative Glass Trading One Ppg Place Credit 4x2
Foreign − Default
Ameron Intl One Ppg Place Credit 4x2 Foreign − Default
Clc PO Box 747054
Consolidated Communities PO Box 747100
Detallesynovedadesdel One Ppg Place Credit 4x2 Foreign −
Default
Dtadistributionandtransportationanalysis One Ppg Place
Credit
Export Import Caraibeazulca One Ppg Place Credit 4x2
Foreign − Default
Glasspty Sydney One Ppg Place Credit 4x2 Foreign −
Default
Grup Ogmcyl Comercializ Adorsadecv One Ppg Place Credit
4x2 Foreign − Default
Hnos Francisco M Av Gran Flores 2870 Montevideo
Importadorawiferca One Ppg Place Credit 4x2 Foreign −
Default
Industrial Marine Services Ltd Port of Spaintrinidad & Toba
Lasry Vitrage France S A Bp 402 64104 Bayonne Dedex
Melbourne Safety Glass Pty Ltd One Ppg Place Credit 4x2
Foreign − Default
National Glass Ind One Ppg Place Credit 4x2 Foreign −
Default
North Pittsburgh Telephone Co PO Box 340003p
Olympic Trading Co One Ppg Place Credit 4x2 Foreign −
Default
Rcn Inc PO Box 747070
Saridar Trading Co One Ppg Place Credit 4x2 Foreign −
Default
Sherizly & Son Abraham One Ppg Place Credit 4x2
Foreign − Default
Stadler Franc B, J 1 Ppg Pl
Vetrotecdemexicosadecv One Ppg Place Credit 4x2 Foreign −
Default
Vidriosycristalesindustrializadossadecv One Ppg Place
Credit 4x2 Foreign − Default
Vitrodi One Ppg Place Credit 4x2 Foreign − Default
Zamil Glass Industries One Ppg Place Credit 4x2 Foreign −
Default
Zhejiangyaohuaimpexpcoltd One Ppg Place Credit 4x2
Foreign − Default
Pittsburgh Pa 15275
Airef Co Unit 6 Airef 266266 Co Park West 2
American Cablevsn of Carolina 610 Epsilon Dr
American Int Relocation Solution LLC Laura Bero 111 Tech
Dr 2nd Fl
American Transport Inc David Hartman 100 Industry Dr
Apple Six Hospitality Mgmt 1500 Park Ln Dr
Barnes Gary 2000 Park Ln
Customer Channels Group CCG 2000 Park Ln Dr
Customer Channels Group HMD 2000 Park Ln Dr
Customer Channels Group RMD 2000 Park Ln Dr
Exhibitgroup Giltspu, Mark Kaiser, Steven Vujovic Credit
Mgr 112 Technology Dr
Fisher Scientific Co LLC 2000 Park Ln Dr Ste 2
Fisher Scientific Intl Inc Celia Grabowski 2000 Park Ln
Galyans, Deborah Debold 300 Industry Dr
Grams Axton 2000 Cliff Mine Rd
Green Tree TransPort 100 Industry Dr
Haas Michael 24 Smt Park Dr
Hds Marketing Inc 112 Technology Dr Ste 201
Independent Settlement Svcs LLC 1000 Cliff Mine Rd 390
Kta Tator Inc 115 Technology Dr
Larson Sales Co Ste 230
Lee Gregory, Kelly E 2000 Cliffmine Rd
Microgenics 2000 Park Ln Dr
Musaheb Riaz 111 Ridc Parkwest Dr
Peevish Patricia 2737 Andrew Dr
Stack Edward W 200 Industry Dr
Thermo Nition Analyzers LLC Payroll Dept 300 Ind Dr
Thomas Charles A Solid St Measmts Inc 110 Tech Dr
TII Logistics Inc 100 Industry Dr
Pittsburgh Pa 15276
Broadspire for Penn Ctr W Ste 125
Cabot Oil & Gas Five Penn Ctr W Ste 401
Carpathios Michael P St Clair Prof Svc 1 Penn Ctr W 307
Clarke Sheila St Clair Prof Svc 1 Penn Ctr West 225
Crawford & Co 4 Penn Ctr W 125 Bldg 4
George Robert One Penn Ctr West Ste
Griffin Dayle B St Clair Pediatrics 1 Penn Ctr W 225
Griffith Bennett Inc 6 Penn Ctr W Ste 211
Hsbc Bank Upstate Accounts Payable 8 Penn Ctr West
Mcclure Cleveland E Jr Cabot Oil Gas Corp
Paul William Penn Ctr W Six Ste 211
Peters C F 300 Fourth Ave 3−992
Standard Retirement Svcs Inc 6 Penn Ctr W Ste 211
Tri County Gastroenterology as One Penn Ctr W Ste 225
Vichie Daniel R One Penn Ctr W Ste 101
Pittsburgh Pa 15282
Wduq Fm Duquesne Univy 600 Forbes Av
Ye Hua Mellon Hall 308 600 Forbes Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15289
Abbasi Faiz Carnegie Mellon Univ Smc 2794
Aggarwal Tarush 5032 Forbes Ave Smc 5711
Ahyoung Sun 5032 Forbes Ave Smc 5247
Bonsu Akosua A Carnegie Mellon Univ Smc 3819
Chahin Oscar 5032 Forbes Av Apt 2784
Cho Albert 5032 Forbes Av Apt 3321
Choi Na E 5000 Forbes Ave
Chung Andrew 5032 Fordes Ave smc 2954
Chung Ka Ha Smc 6725 5032 Forbes Ave
Dobashi Mohamed A Pittsburgh Smc 1070
Dubey Prakhar Carnegie Mellon Univ Smc 5032 Forbes Ave
Duterte Daniel C 5032 Forbes Ave 1479
Ganesh Arjun Ghosh 5032 Fores Ave 1555
Glenn Rosena F Carnegie Mellon Univ Smc 3775
Gupta Monica Carnegie Mellon Univ Smc 5032 Forbes Ave
Ha Jiwon 5032 Forbes Av Apt 2813
Han Hye Y Carnegie Mellon Univ 5032 Forbes Ave
Hong Ji S 5032 Forbes Ave Smc 5218
Hong Sung Soo Smc 48095032 Forbes Ave
Hong Sung W Cmu 5032 Forbes Ave Smc 2410
Huang Zhijun Carnegie Mellon Univ Smc 5032 Forbes Ave
Kahng Tchunoo R Carnegie Mellon Univ Smc
5032 Forbes Ave
Kamal Mohammed Fahad 5032 Forbes Ave 1633
Kang Byung Un 5032 Forbes Ave
Kang Minsun B 5032 Forbes Smc 4158 Av
Katona Andrew 5032 Forbes Ave 5780
Kim Brian 5000 Forbes Av
Kim Min G 5032 Forbes Ave Smc 2813
Kim Minju 5032 Forbes Ave Smc 4971
Kim Seong Bae 5032 Forbes Ave 4045
Kim Soo K 5032 Forbes Av
Kim Woncheul Carnegie Mellon Univ Smc 5032 Forbes Ave
Kobayashi Kiyoshi, Shinobu 5032 Forbes Ave 4408
Koh Jaeho Carnegie Mellon Univ 5000 Forbes Ave Smc 3679
Kwak Terence 5023 Forbes Ave Smc 6215
Lee Han I 5032 Forbes Av
Lee J I H Carnegie Mellon Univ 5000 Forbes Ave Smc 6854
Lee Seungmin, Daw Won Ku 5032 Forbes Ave
Lee Woo 5032 Forbes Ave Smc 4943
Lewis David E 5032 Forbes Ave 4898
Liu Yu En Smc 6152 5032 Forbes Ave
Lu Shihjung 5032 Forbes Ave 4626
Menchaca Michael A 5032 Forbes Ave 2322
Min Sewon, Carnegie Mellon Univ Smc 5369
Nakai Karan 5032 Forbes Ave 3845
Park Hae Won, Jane J 5032 Forbes Ave Smc 5480
Park Hee 5032 Forbes Ave Smc 5193
Park Jisoo Carnegie Mellon Univ Smc 3756
Plascencia Julio C Carnegie Mellon Univ Smc 3459
Pong Peter 5032 Forbes Ave 2944
Puri Ankita Forbes Ave 68885032 Smc
Reuter Alyssa Smc 71165032 Forbes Ave
Shapiro Laurie D Carnegie Mellon Univ Smc
5032 Forbes Ave
Sohn Wonwoo 5032 Forbes Cmu Smc 6937 Av
Tanoto James 5032 Forbes Ave 7149
Tartan PO Box 1017
Thompson Jasper 5032 Forbes Ave Smc 1198
Transue Wesley 5000 Forbes Ave Smc 1757
Ufondu Kenechi Smc 44845032 Forbes Ave
Vidhani Deepak 5032 Forbes Ave
Wesley Transue 5000 Forbes Ave Smc 1757
Woo Kevin Smc 70635032 Forbes Ave
Yang Chanmi 5032 Forbes Ave Smc4327
Yang Heewon 5032 Forbes Av Smc 3714
Yang Seoyeon 5032 Forbes Smc 7184 Av
Yashiro Akira 5032 Forbes Ave 2386
Zhang Xian M Carnegie Mellon Univ Smc 3519
Zhang Yun Fan 5032 Forbes Ave Smc 6558
Pleasant Hills Pa 15236
Ellwood Kathleen 5300 Adobe Dr
Gown Co 8 Clairton Blvd
Lanham Virginia R 3462 St James
Schultz Clarence G 269 W Bruceton Rd
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Sullivan Jonathan R, Rebecca L 210 Delano Dr
Wrobleski Timothy H, Carlee G 455 Grace St
Plum Pa 15239
Britanik Janice M 210 Darlan Hill Dr
Family Links 720 Ctr Rd
Ferguson Mary J 6 Biscayne Rd
Matthews Margaret R 198 Alcan Dr
Pile Drivers Pizza 9755 Saltzburg Rd
Prime Care Internal Medicine Asso 1049 Unity Ctr Rd
Senik Phyllis 610 Presque Isle Dr
Walsh Erica L 1130 Block Rd
Port Vue Pa 15133
Boris Michael S, Ann M 1122 Oakland Ave
Ewing Alfred G 900 Pride St
Gregory Wayne 503 Manning Ave
Mayor Christine 1334 Barkley Rd
McElhinny Michael, Kristy Charles W Shane Jr The Dentist
1335 Beverly Rd
McQuaide Dorean 1303 New York Ave
Muic Lawrence E 1325 Beverly Rd
Rosso Kathleen 1007 Norwood Ave
Walker Norene 1396 A Washington Blvd
Wright Betty E 503 Manning Ave
Presto Pa 15142
Ballantine Associates LP 4230 Muirfield Cir
Buessow Christian Max PhD, Maria 1007 Cherry Hill Dr
Chakeres Anthony A, Andrew A 405 Cherry Hill Dr
Chucks Landscaping Inc 5102 Thoms Run Rd
Conroy John P 2392 Hilltop Rd
Daniel Edward C, Cheryl C 1014 Tee Ct
Delaney Jerrold J 1601 Grand Cypress Ln
Delo Elizabeth Rose Irrev Trst 1601 Grand Cypress Ln
Deluca Michael 13210 Clubhouse Rd
Divito Marina A 1703 Grand Cypress Ln
Ealing Richard T 607 Fairacre Ct
Ess China LLC 8061 Sherwood Dr
Fischer Eve 505 Fairacre Ct
Frank A Yarussi MD & Asso PO Box 308
Fursa Thompson Dorianne 2202 Tee Ct
Hough Janet L 4110 Breckenridge Dr
Irvin Erin 1212 Tee Ct
Isoldi Vince 6200 Crown St
Jones Brian L 3321 Annandale Dr
Krash Jacqueline 1001 Cherry Hill Dr
Ludka Richard, Teresa 6020 Turnberry Ln
Macclery Jerry Waterford Nevillewood Apts 7119
Club House Rd
Mario Lemieux Foundation One Forsythe Rd Ste 200
Mccormick David 9101 Clubhouse Rd
Orpik Richard B 8061 Sherwood Dr
Patel Minaxi G 2040 English Turn Dr
Renoll Ammon B 2012 Tee Ct
Smith Barclay 7115 Clubhouse Rd
Smith Steven 5021 Carnoustie Ct
Social Committee Tcan Leo Beck 1145 Saint Mellion Dr
Terry Michael, Carol 7071 Pinehurst Dr
Wesson William 2108 Tee Ct Bldg 2
Williams Dawn 5131 Carnoustie Dr
Yarussi Dena 1090 Saint Mellion Dr
Rankin Pa 15104
Allen James 346 5th Ave
Dusetzina Richard 107 4th Ave
Jon Eugene Carlton 308 4th St
Jones Caren 322 Kenmawr Acres
Knox Marie 28 Hawkins Vlg Apt E
Lomax Pearl 153 5th Ave
Marrison Percy 334 4th St
Marton Edward A, Andrew 209 Division St
Miyares Carlos M 120 Miller Ave Apt A
Owens Sadie G 133 4th Ave
Rdm Inc 98 Antisbury Place
Scarpino Dean 1 Talbot Ave
Williams Pamela A 9 A Hawkins Village
Rural Ridge Pa 15075
Cisek Edward 21 Barnhart St Box 43
Cisek Frank PO Box 74
Russellton Pa 15076
Laykish Terrence C Jr, Maria B PO Box 153
Papriska Margaret 40 McKrell Rd Apt 304
Puskarich Mary PO Box 62
Tabacchi Dolores Y PO Box 87
Sewickley Pa 15143
Abel Goerdt K Pink House Rd
Abram Jane A 734 Cochran St
Adams Deborah L 1520 Brimfield Dr
Addison Julia 103 Burdine Dr Rd Apt 2
Akay Anne T, Adnan 1702 Chestnut Ct
Allada Vivek 10 Thawmont Dr
Amend Mary C 167 S Mccoy Place Rd
American Foundation for the Blind PO Box 1020
Andrew Kenneth F, Clara Mae 2345 Masonic Dr
Araujo Photography 112 Dippold St
Arnold Allen R RR 1 Box 188
Arnold John 1628 Blackburn Hts Dr
Ashton Helen V 512 Miller Way
Bairhalter Michael 776 Campmeeting Rd
Barbee Clara 310 Centennial Ave
Barmetler Virginia L 179 Shaffer Rd
Bastiaans Chamovitz Mary Ann 851 Thorn St
Bean Katherine 1513 Fox Chase Dr
Beddard James 875 Thorne St
Belfry Inc PO Box 132
Bellotte Jonathan B 622 Grove St
Black Arthur 209 Cypress Knoll Dr
Black Jane M 316 Beaver St Apt 202
Bollenbacher Margaret 34 Watson St
Brackney Jennifer 325 Frederick Ave
Bradford Kati 326 Centennial Ave
Bright Mark A, Wendy 125 Sarah Ln
Brodie Allen L 662 Maple Ln
Brooks Theodore Carlton 341 Beaver St
Brown Christine, David PO Box 465
Buckley John E PO Box 485
Burton Patricia 328 Centennial Ave
Burton Paul L 784 Ohio River Blvd
Business Behavior LLC 455 Backbone Rd
Buzard Joseph Jr 216 Chestnut St
Byrne Henry S 401 Maple Ln Edgeworth
Cahouet Frank V, Ann W Pink House Rd
Calhuun Catherine V 462 Maple Ln
Campbell Linda D 601 Harbaugh St Apt 5
Campbell Patricia A 216 Pine Rd
Caravaggio Spencer K, Harry B 420 Rockledge Dr
Carter Jeffrey F, Beth 240 Ritter Rd
Cashdollar Tia Lynn 1661 Stone Mansion Dr
Chamovitz Sarah S 851 Thorn St
Chao Frank 215 Cheryl Dr
Charitable Resource Charitable Resources
618 Beaver St 104
Child Care Be At Home LLC 2590 Wexford Bayne Rd
Chunn Mable 407 Hare Ln
Clarke Charles E Dr 1099 Ohio River Blvd
Clear Robert, Jane 208 Kenney Dr
Clew Beverly J 109 Sebago Lake Dr
Cobe Dynamics Lc 25 Sewickley Hills Dr
Colaiaco Michael Patrick, Paul A 608 Hopkins St
Cole Bettie 861 Nevin Ave
Coltrane Ronald D, Aaron S 205 Quaker Rd
Controls Link Inc 518 Brd St
Corry William Jr 201 Creek Dr
Cosman Jeffrey S 511 Maple Ln
Creative Therapies Enter 2335 Fairhill Playground Rd
Custom Cars 186 S Mccoy Place
Davis Claudia M 874 Farren St
Dean Gale S 919 Dickson Rd
Dizkowski Anna 1 Way Hollow Rd
Dorothy Hart 601 Centennial Ave
Drant Stacey 10 Thawmont Dr
Dreier Alison 345 Blossom Ln
Duffey Jayne 510 Ohio River Blvd
Duzzny Beth A 309 Walnut 4
Dzubak Maria 237 Chadwick St
Eckert Margaret RR 3
Edelstone Daniel 1427 Laurel Dr
Edgar Sharon G 207 Church Ln
Fang Shuncang 503 Sewickley Hts Dr
Fouse Virginia S 2239 Masonic Dr
Gabriele Michael W 116 Hamilton Dr
Gaither Le Ann 625 Fountain St
Gc Partners Ltd 428 Beaver St Graham Realty Co
Gerle Abbie L 186 S Mccoy Place
Goltz Gerald Fourth Floor Area C 701 Brd
Goltz Gerald M 701 Brd St Floor Area
Graham Barbara Lynn 2380 Henry Rd
Graham Thomas J 2380 Henry Rd
Greathouse Mark 13 Thorn St
Guest John E 30 Myrtle Hill Rd
Hackett George J 606 Sonie Dr
Haley Systems 2200 Georgetowne Dr Ste 600
Hall Judith R PO Box 60
Hause Morris O 1126 Campmeeting Rd
Hauser Charles B 158 E Beaver St
Heffernan Hildy E, Paul G 319 Scaife Rd
Helbling Thomas PO Box 509
Heneghan James C 1520 Brimfield Dr
Heverner Mary Scaife Rd
Hoffman Process Inc 10 Chadwick St
Holles Matthew 218 Orchard Ln
Humphrey Sally PO Box 91
Huppenthal Michael A Jr 211 Edgewood Rd
Jackson Devon C, Velma L 339 Little St
Jahdi Nasrollah PO Box 369
James Howard J 132 Ritter Rd
Jetter Margaret A, Margaret A Mc Groarty 725 Chestnut Rd
Johnson Elizabeth 18 Watson St
Johnston Thomas 227 Chestnut
King Darla J 628 Straight St
Knee Lawrence 1000 Masonic Dr
Kohlmeyer Johanna L 211 Osborne Ln
Koka Kalyan 1509 Shaker Ct
Konopka Jacqueline 423 Walnut St
Kristopher King Foundation Inc 121 Kenney Dr
Landy Janet A, Doug Landy Poa
Larue John 709 Timber Ln
Lee Martha 315 Church Ln
Leiper William C Thawmont Rd
Lewis Barry L 151 Ferndale Ave
Lewis Ronald J, Gwen Fair Acres Dr
Lewis Ronald J, Romi Fairacres
Lin Chris Asso LP 315 Quaker Rd
Liu Penny 622 Grove St
Lobello John 438 Walnut St
Losco Leo Est, Drois 126 Shaffer RD 3
Ludwig Martha M 228 Chadwick St
Maguire Myrtle P 824 Beaver St
Mahaney Curry 107 Pilgrim Dr
Management Recruiters of Pitt North Inc
435 Brd St PO Box 69
Martin David N 1710 Dawn Dr
Martin Rose M 834 Thorn St Apt 20
Mary Jean McDowell Trustee 1661 Stone Mansion Dr
McBride Phyllis B 308 Thorn St
Mccarthy Elizabeth H, Thomas J 12 Bradshaw Dr Rd 1
McDowell Joshua S, Leona L, Leona M 3 1661 Stone
Mansion Dr
McGinley Thomas J 708 Timber La
Medich David S 311 Hazel Ln
Medvitz Thomas C Jr 201 Forest Edge Dr
Meienberg Alyce W 2006 Masonic Dr
Merkel Blair 130 Woodland Rd
Meta Albert F 110 Meta Dr
Mi Minhong 1615 Norman Dr
Miller Thomas W 1606 Stone Mansion Dr
Miller William 302 Thorn St
Mitchell John 1527 Brimfield Dr
Modern Transp 2605 Nicholson Rd S 110
Monte Cello 616 Beaver St
Moore Sandra 606 East Dr
Moore Thomas J 421 Redgate Rd
Mortensen Amanda Michelle 1302 Beaver Rd
Mr Handyman of Nort 1981 Big Sewickley Creek Rd
Muders Dave G 1526 Railrd Ave
Mussman Richard E, Susan M 377 Magee Rd
Nakai Hiroyuki 1627 Norman Dr
Nastick Patricia L 130 Overlook Ln
Navalon Jose F 105 Bell Farm Estates
Negri Veronica 1721 Dawn Dr
Neugebauer Tracy L 181 Ferndale Ave
Newlin Elizabeth M 542 Centennial Ave
Nimick Katharine K Darlington La R D 4
Nimick Malcolm G, Sally S 611 Maple Ln
Nvr Dba Ryan Homes 203 205 Overlook Dr
79 N Industrial Park
Oakes Sally Ann 1661 Stone Mansion Dr
Omlor Gregory W 1258 Magee Rd
Ondrasik Martha 2430 Masonic Dr
Ondrasik William 126 Brighton Dr
Oneil Esther C, Harry 408 Mdw Ln
Opthalmology Asso of O 1099 Ohio River Blvd
Parker Richard, Brian R 419 Chestnut Rd
Peckowych Charles, Beverly 320 Ohio River Blvd
Poole Dolores A 1619 Blackburn Hts
Poppinger Julia H 259 Dawson Ave
Printing Ind of America Inc 200 Deer Run Rd
Nancy Campobello
Prizants 943 Beaver St
Pugh Reginald P 527 Irwin Dr
R S Auto Body 186 S Mccoy Place
Reich Francis 101 Dawson Ave Fl 1
Revell Louise S 307 Beaver Rd
Ribar Paul Est 434 Oliver Rd
Richard Kost Brandt 517 Locust Pl PO Box 62
Roberts Araminta C, Araminta C Bauer 1606 Stone
Mansion Dr
Roberts Caroline M, William D 205 Sewickley Ridge Ct
Roberts John M IV Backbone Rd
Roberts Joseph 3036 Scottish Rite Ln
Rockwell Software 504 Beaver St
Rohde Daniel D 601 Blackburn Rd
Rosak Jodi L 2260 Montgomery Rd
Ryan Homes 203 Overlook Dr
Sandhu Rajdeep 601 Sonie Dr
Sandy Michael 246 Frederick Ave
Santry Michelle 251 Ritter Rd
Saunders Michele L Blackburn Rd
Sauro Rebecca Ann 219 Beaver St Apt 11
Savage Sandra D, Dale R Box 328a Rd4
Scanlon Elizabeth W 1808 Cheviot Dr
Schwartz Helen J, Ralph E 401 Trail Side
Scott L H 215 Pine Rd
Shaner Andrew P 1600 Georgetown Dr
Shannon Richard 1 Pink House Rd
Shostak Eva 634 Maple Ln
Shrum Stephen C, Nola M 211 Blossom Ln
Shu Yingmei 215 Cheryl Dr
Slater Sara M 2415 Masonic Dr
Smith Francine H 602 Grove St
Smith Harding, Olive 524 Centennial Ave
Smith Jeffrey D 264 E Beaver St
Smith Melvin J, Nancy 600 Chestnut St
Smith Pauline Est 333 Ferry St
Smith Phyllis P, Fabian Oconnor Poa 609 Poia Rd
Sobol Nicholas A 1104 Big Sewickley Creek Rd
Software Specialists, Scott L Poliziani
2591 Wxfrd Bayne Rd 400
South Frances Backbone Rd
Stagani George 620 Ohio River Blvd
Staiger Charles V 323 Chestnut St
Stobie Donald R 1000 Masonic Dr
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Suckling Raymond 315 Church Ln
Suskiewicz Henry A 525 Locust Place
Sye Luchia R 830 Thorn St Apt 2
Talbert Nanette, Marc 120 Woodcock Dr
Tarasi Carmella J 1 Way Hollow Rd
Tatineni Harati 1119 Castletown Ct
Thomas Judith E 742 Chestnut Rd
Thomas Marshall Found Co Ste 206 2593 Wexfordbayne Rd
Thompson Anna F 302 Thorn St
Thorsteinson Kay K 655 Charette Pl
Tippins Cynthia A 543 Backbone Rd
Tormey Mary 217 Chestnut Rd
Transportation Mgmt Services 110 Lenzner Ct
Trapizona Janet V 187 S Mccoy Place Rd
Trautman Sheryl R D 4 Fox Hill
Tucker Raymond 508 Park Ln
Urffer Christine M 194 Witherow Rd
Ursic Dennis L 557 Beall Way
Valley National Bank 352 Beaver St
Valoski Julia H 145 Bradley Ln
Vescio Charlene M 7 Farm Hill Rd
Veshio Douglas 237 Chadwick St
Vinterus Technology LLC 435 Brd St
Wallace Linda S, John A PNC Bank Na 8 Demar Dr
Waller Rachael 318 Sprott Way
Ward Suzanne, Liam 344 Laurel Oak Dr
Watson Andrew P, Hayley 238 Melville Ln
Wauro Helen O 1426 Beaver St
Wettach Donald Joseph 659 Grove St
Whalen Mark 221 Beaver St
Wiegers Eleanor M, Conrad B 2322 Masonic Dr
William Pauly 314 Woodland Rd
Wilson Mary Ellen 3050 Scottish Rite Ln
Winepicks Com 400 Brd St Ste 2001
Winter Annalee Maloney 1634 Norman Dr
Winters William 505 Sewickley Hts Dr R7
Wolfe Barbara A 209 Blossom Ln
Wolff Robert 146 S Mccoy Place
Xu Wei 503 Sewickley Hts Dr
Yant Dorothy J 613 Centennial Ave
Yedlin Walter G, Candace Founds 2338 Haven Hill Ln
Yee Lin C, Logan 455 Maple Ln
Yee Lin Chan 455 Maple Ln
Yeiser Louise C 911 Centennial Ave
Yin Liqun 1615 Norman Dr
Zarycki Alan 316 Henry Ave
Zerjav Lud 2055 Henry Rd
Zernich Christian, Noleen 518 Park Ln
Zimmerman John G III 305 Shady Ln
Zlotnik Zachary H 508 Sewickley Hts Dr
Shadyside Pa 15232
Hollifield Guy Foster Jr 227 Lehigh Ave Apt 1
Kuechle Ashley 106 Woodland Rd
Liu Wenjia 5528 Howe St
Sharpsburg Pa 15215
Brann Norbert 104 Clay St
Duray John 1330 Middle St
Gempe Diane C 222 10th St
Goral Kenneth 210 18th St
Haselton Kathryn T 601 Main St Apt 508
Joseph Carmen 225 17th St
McFarland James Clay St
Moore Barbara 1206 Penn
Rush Christina 217 Linden Ave
Sharpsburg Hardware Co 906 Main St
Shimko Marie 206 15th
Siriano Albert 1732 Main St
Switaiski Elizabeth, Edward Jr 828 Highland Ave
Vaughn Robert W 224 8th St 1
South Park Pa 15129
Atkinson Sabrina 3825 Grant St Apt B
Barrett David P 1021 Old Post Rd
Berkebile Robert RD 1
Brannen Erin L 6555 Library Rd Apt A
Brickett Lynn 4207 Remington Dr
Brody Norman 1437 Annette Ave
Bulazo George Jr, Monna 1713 Kings Ct
Dadisman Elisabeth A 3098 Amy Dr
Dahlstrom Rhonda 1800 Patrick Place Apt 211
Dalessandro Christine J 4125 Orchard Ave
Dell Joseph M 1419 Greenbriar Dr
Devine Medical Practice Co 1468 Royal Park Blvd
Domzalski David 977 Ridgebury Dr
Ference Masonry Const Inc 1527 Barnes Ave
Finney Diane 910 Royal Dr 198
Fournier Dolores 1021 Old Post Rd
Fulton James, Anne 2064 Alberta Dr
Gigliotti Leo A 1261 Armstrong Dr
Gradnik James D 1037 Old Post Rd
Greenco Waste Svcs 6321 Library Rd Ste 2
Hallman Glynnis 620 Royal Dr Apt 138
Hammack Richard W 4207 Remington Dr
Hara James F 2510 Bonnie Dell Dr
Hughes Megan A 15 Old 88
Hunter Jonathan H, Timothy P 2956 Abbey Ln
Ivan James, Irma 3825 Grandview Ave
Jeffrey E Duncan Excavating Dba Jeffrey E Duncan
6617 Library Rd
Johnson Craig A 1120 Royal Dr 246
Kratofil Katherine 2717 Gould Dr
Kurbjuhn Eckhard 5450 N Brd St
Larson Robert L 1997 Hertford Dr
Licht Alexandria Elizabeth 1164 Mike Reed Dr
Lichtr Benjamin Jon 1164 Mike Reed Dr
Litwin Auto Body Center 1800 Patrick Place Apt 211
Lowden Rita M Est 1539 Barnes Ave
Manson Smith 3831 Grandview Ave
Mcculloch Wesley Wm 6540 Church St
McPeek Jennifer R 500 Hidden Ridge Ct Apt 304
Melani Harry V 6494 2nd Ave
Mosesso Leslie, Brian 1018 Robbinwood Dr
Muchicka Rebecca 3032 Southwell Dr
Nixon Darline 712 E 14th St
Orr Tracy 1004 Bideford Dr
P A M R PO Box 426
Parkford Apartments South Park Assoc 601 Parkford Dr
Peremba Aaron Michael, Ricky 2265 Watchfield Dr
Phillips Gertrude B Attn Richard Zelinski 1750 Patrick Pl
Apt 209
Piacquadio John D 1054 Robinwood Dr
Piccolo Darlene 3613 Falmouth Dr
Prince Dustin J 316 Parkford Dr
Roberts Catherine M, Clarence 917 Lindfield Dr
Rohar Mary 3704 Meadow Ln
Sabolcik Loretta 1723 Queens Dr
Schick Robert R 941 Bideford Dr
Smith Irene A 2004 Rachel Dr
Spadoni Kelly A 1126 Sodbury Dr
Stokes Gregory Jr 716 Parkford Dr
Strauss Charles Karen A PO Box 467
Tao Wan Yi 1750 Patrick Pl 202
Valkorn Linda 6376 Pleasant St
Walsh Tracy 1029 Barnsley Dr
Springdale Pa 15144
Anderson Craig 517 Walnut St
Anker Agnes 526 Elwyn Ave
Bernhardy Julia 825 Pittsburgh St
Byrne Corey A 121 Hartrey St
Copeland Sharilyn 205 Ctr St
Corridoni Brian 943 Lincoln
Eiseman Mary 1531 Butler Rd
Enk Mobile Med Equip I 1039 Pittsburgh St
Flis Anne 726 Lincoln Ave
Fortuna Amelia 610 Henderson Dr
Graff Emma M 800 Pittsburgh St Apt 8
Grime Michael P 345 Orchard St
Jordan Clyde S 502 Elwyn Ave
Kelly Barbara 1531 Butler Rd
Kerrigan Patricia J 423 North St
Kollias Veronica L 819 Rhilrohu
Lavenets Chester K, Mary R 121 Hoeveler St
McGinty Kathy L 237 Sycamore Ridge Dr
Mechling Alma E 362 North St
Mieszkowski Mary 607 Maple Ave
Mock S Beer Distributors Inc 636 Lincoln Ave
Musser Patrick W 504 Pittsburgh St Apt 509
Olszewski Cecilia 413 Washington St
Oravec Mary Dolores, Andrew R 401 Bechman St
Orlando John L 132 1/2 James St
Orzechowski Anna B Anna B Orzechowski 329 Colfax
Pillitteri Catherine H 612 Colfax St
Re Crawford 1046 Pittsburgh St
Snead Helen 988 Willow St
Soich Helen M 623 Chestnut St
Sonic 1046 Pittsburgh St
Sturga Paul 309 Porter St
Tomayko Raymond Est 419 Oakwood St
Toth Edward, Judith 415 Orchard St
Vargo Dorothy E 1025 Walnut St
Walt Yarnall & Asso Inc 824 Pittsburgh St
Willard William H Jr 323 Rosslyn Ave
Wolf Lillian B 213 James St
Zelenak Michael G Jr, Genevieve Zellenak 418 Oakwood Ave
Sturgeon Pa 15082
Henderson Olivia M, Michelle Box 300 Main St
Lively Michelle R PO Box 300
Livesay Michelle R PO Box 300
Swissvale Pa 15218
Allman Margaret D 7449 Church St
Birochik Valentine L PO Box 8416
Bunyan Michael 1306 Richmond St
Chadwick Richard 2012 Noble St
Chambers Bruce C 7309 Agnes St
Chertik Lawrence 1229 Smokey Wood Dr
Cioppa Assunta D 7128 Mcclure Ave
Correll Harold 2050 Palmer St Apt 6
CVS Pharmacy 4091 7406 Church St
Estate of Lois E Foss 1312 Pocono St
Foss Lois 1312 Pocono St
Gilbert Bertha 7710 Edgewood
Glass Tillie 7525 Dickson St
Grana Bertha 7546 Dickson St
Grandizio Hilda 7000 Church St
Grandy Andrea 7551 Melrose
Hanusick Mary A, Mary M 7509 Ormond Ave
Hardy Ericka L 7523 Melrose St Apt A1
Hawkins Garland D III 2101 S Braddock Ave Apt 5
Heller Ida M 2116 Delaware Ave
Heritage Apts Gold 2522 Columbia Ave
Hicks William 2235 S Braddock Ave
Isles Marian E 1932 Lacross St
Johns Jaunietta 7201 Schley St
Livingston Yevette T 7403 Schoyer Ave Apt 3
Moeller Dolores M 211 Lehigh Ave
Monson Chris 1703 Nevada
Powell Francis X 7410 Trevanion St
Powell Monique E 7428 Duquesne Ave
Preston J M 1915 Columbia Ave
Ross Frances 7710 Edgewood
Smiths Budget Cleaning 2016 Noble St
St Martin John W Est 1319 Laclair Ave
Wojnar Edwin F 2254 Milligan Ave
Yermak Yermak 2114 Bradden Ave
Zhang Ethan, Yong 7455 Mcclure Ave Apt 2
Tarentum Pa 15084
Akmc Destination Wellness 556 Pittsburgh Mills Cir
All Star Vending Alliance PO Box 172
Ambrose Geraldine, Robert L 114 Conwell Ave
Beckett John T 1934 Bull Creek Rd
Bon Way Auto Body Inc 3306 Bull Creek Rd
Borowski Daniel 805 Baileys Run Rd
Bowser Myrtle M 811 Creek St
Brutoft Daniel M 427 E 7th Ave
Buchanich Michael Jr 83 Hemphill Rd
Card Gallery 590 Pittsburgh Mills Cir Kiosk 50
Chabal Priscilla, Charles 33 Millerstown & Culmerville R
Coffman Marcella R, Donna 409 E 9th Ave
Conley Carole A 1220 Sandstone Ct E
Cordier Elizabeth 1304 Bakerstown Rd
Cosentino Joseph J 519 Pittsburgh Mills Cir
Csonka Kathleen J 915 Porter St
Defina John R 201 B Conroy Way
Dewispelaere Melvin J 221 Johnson Ave
Do Len Chu 927 Corbet St
Dunlap Richard A, Ova PO Box 414
Duquesne Imaging Ltd 207 Allegheny St
Edwards Lydia M 120 Creighton Russellton Rd
Fedusa Anne M RD 3 Box 112
Ferris Baker Watts, Kevin McKinzie Ira 619 Betush Rd
Fircak Michel K, Holly A 139 E First Ave
Florentine Dorothy Est 45 Crestview Dr
Fox Marlene J 135 2nd Ave Apt 1b
Furmanski Mary Jane 225 W 10th Ave
Gbur Nicholis A, Nick 126 Woodland Dr
Giant Eagle 590 Pittsburgh Mills Cir Kiosk 50
Gillette Mary J 215 Alleghany St Apt 4b
Glass Richard 328 East 9th Ave
Grace George 1719 Days Run Rd
Gray Scott 321 E 8th Ave
Guenther James H Jr 2202 Dellenbaugh Rd
Haynes Manuel 416 E 7th Ave
Hazlett Michelle 100 Country Ln
Hazlett William 217 W 7thh Ave
Helgert Jeff 800 Smt St
Hensel David A 144 Miller Dr
Hloznik Joseph 304 Clarks Pike Rd
Holmes James F 471 Millerstown Rd
Horvath John J, A Horzempa 104 W 10th Ave
Huziak Robert 230 Wood St
Jackson Sharon 188 Bessemer St
Jones Rich 522 East 9th Ave
Kuhn Bryan S 127 E 1st Ave 1
Lang Darlene M RR 1 Box 359h
Langhurst Bertha RR 2
Lauchack Est Betty G 146 Valy Dr
Mark Shirley, Adam 115 E 10th Ave
Mason Rentals 140 Saint Regis Ln
Mattone Jillian M, Michael A 1525 Bakerstown Rd
Mccallian Sean Thomas 6547 Bull Creek Rd
Mccutcheon Tina L 608 2nd Ave
McIntyre Patrick 623 E 9th Ave
McNabb Robt W 437 W 9th Ave
Moreno Claudio 421 East 7th Ave Apt 3
Morgan Gerald 5086 Bakerstown Rd
Negley Auto Sales, William Negley 433 W 7th St
Nickolaus Norbert J 328 E 9th Ave 3
Orr Leighton E, Margaret W 130 Windy Pines Ln
Ortasic John 123 W 10th Ave
Palko Mary Beth, Norman 314 W 9th Ave
Pavlik Bertha J 800 Creek St Apt F
Posney Darla 2006 Marshall St
Posney Wilma D 210 W 7th Ave
Rivera Maria 414 Walters Way
Rodgers Pearl 314 Ivans Ln
Roman Pedro A 305 Poplar St
Ryn Paul Van 2312 Dellenbaugh Rd
Sadecky Gertrude T, William M 19 Conroy Ave
Salerno Jennifer L 150 Millerstown Culmerville Rd
Schmitz Elvira R 700 E 3rd Ave
Skwortz Benjamin M, Joseph J 587 SR 908 Ext
Stanko Randi M 1132 Park St
Starr Charlene Est 322 W 6th Ave
Stosic Matthew 1401 Bakerstown Rd
Straub Kathry 541 E 8th Ave
Sutorka Irene 713 Days Run Rd
Thi Minh Uyen 927 Corbet St
Thompson Mary E 31a RD 4
Truong Anh Bao, Anh Vu, Minh Thi 927 Corbet St
Unangst John G 1751 Saxonburg Blvd Unit A
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Vanthiel Michael D, David H 376 Deer Creek Valy Rd
Vintorini Sue B 402 W 8th Ave
Weleski Transfer Inc 140 W 4th Ave
Wentzel Joseph 1212 Locust St
West Ridge LP Trinity Select Group II
357 Pittsburgh Mills Cir
White Charity E 117 E 1st Ave
White Kaelah 521 E 5th Ave
Willard Donald G PO Box 301
Zahniser Maria 605 E 9th Ave Apt 5
Turtle Creek Pa 15145
A J Meyers 500 Brown Ave
Allegheny Valley Glass 919 Lynn Ave
Allessan Pasqualine 893 Larimer Ave
Amato Alexandra 312 Edgewood Dr
Antolovich J 811 Thompson St
Auto Plus W Mifflin 421 Regis Ave
Bichsel Elinor 716 McMasters Ave
Bichsel Elinor Estate 716 McMasters Ave
Boosler Charles Negley Ave
Brady Mark, Lynn 1602 Lynn Ave
Brown Mary L 6198 Mercer St
Bryant Franklin V 127 Linhart St Rear
Bryant Robert J 807 Thompson St Apt A
Bucholtz William 332 Mercer St
Chase Merceeda 128 Watson Dr Apt B
Chervenick Karen A 221 Churchill Rd
Chontos Chontos Pc 561 Brown Ave
Crenshaw Shanell L 502 Penn Ave Apt 6
Daily Harry T PO Box 58
Davis Douglas 141 George St
Day Ryan M 163 Valy Park Dr
Derzak Frank M 137 Orchard St
Eles Carl W, Mark 1235 Rodi Rd
Eles Frederick W, Gilbert R, Mark C, Carl W 1235 Rodi Rd
Estate of Robert Rettger 111 7th St
Estocin Andrew 112 Baker St
Evashavick Anna 120 Prospect St
Fairish Mary A, Peter 231 Miller St
Faust Grant R 711 Elsie St
Francis Dana 404 Kenyon St
Galati Alfreda 274 Braddock Ave Fl 1 Frnt
General Purpose Steel 505 Braddock Ave
Golightly Scott 405 Clugston Ave
Granata Ralph 17 Carothers Dr Apt B
Green Hellena 1700 Monroeville Ave
Gregowich Margaret, John RD 1 Box 586
Harrison Warren H 264 Harrison Rd
Henline Deborah 944 Sycamore St Apt D
Henry Robert G 13 Carothers Dr Apt A
Hewston Elizabeth L 104 Briaridge Dr Apt J
Hill James 354 Stewart St
Hotep Uhuru 820 Maple Ave
Irie Tadao 635 Brown Ave
Jackson William Rupp Fiore Ins Mgmt 200 Osborne St
Johnny Mocks Auto Body Shop Inc 1271 Rodi Rd
Johnson Robert 202 Penn Ave Ext
Jones Valarie 915 Maple Ave
Jos F Elder Son Inc 932 Penn Ave A
Koil Tek LLC 503 Braddock Ave
Lang Brad A 414 Kenyon St
Laurel Mtn Whirlpool PO Box 190 1210 Airbrake Ave
Law Walter R, Thomas W 1005 Lynn Ave
Lazur Kathy 6198 Mercer St
Mayes Julia 78 Harper Dr Apt A
Mazzoni Louise 103 Shaw Ave
Mcclelland Melody 414 Charles St
Mcconnaughy Roy 1 RD 2
Mccown Francis Est 605 Brown Ave
Medicine Shoppe Pharmacy 131 920 Penn Ave
Meyers Leland J 800 Elsie St
Miller Dolores, Howard 275 Braddock Ave
Moser Glenda 1701 Milton St
Myler Eilene 310 Sariner
Noah David 109 Farnsworth Ave
Osorio Georgetta 0 344 Kenyon St
Penman Charles T 422 Brunner Dr
Pfab Gerald 84 Harper Dr Apt D
Pickford Elsie G 196 Harrison Rd
Plessinger Ruth 843 Laringer
Pollitt Pam J 125 C Watson Dr
Preisach Ronald D 107 Watson Dr Apt D
Quinn Lillian A 90 Harper Dr Apt D
Reis Rachel 800 Thompson St
Rettger Robert 111 7th St
Rivera Rosa 808 Grant St
Roberts Robert A Est 523 Washington St
Samsa John S 519 Larimer Ave
Shields Thomas E 412 Larimer Ave
Sholder John Paul, John P 245 Harrison Rd
Slick Gina Marie 343 Highland Ave
Smeltzer Gilbert, Robert 216 Church St
Smeltzer Robert, Mary 215 Church St
Smeltzer Robert, Mary, Gilbert 321 George St
Speirs Kathleen 122 Prospect Ave
Spirk Kenneth 843 Maple Ave
Spirk Robert 839 Maple Ave
Staub Hawkins Lillian Ann 92 Harper Dr Apt B
Stevens Celeste W 656 Highland Ave
Stewart Donald 501 Locust St Apt B
Stifura VI 127 Prospect St
Storrick Diane J 811 Thompson St
Talackine David L 98 Harper Dr Apt D
Taylor Anthony H 726 Negley Ave
Taylor Robert W, George 361 Negley Av
Tennant Bryan G 96b Harper Dr
Thomas Clarence 113 Kenyon St
Thompson Fred III 24 Harrison Rd
Treganwan Tim 613 Mercer St
Vrontos Sharon Kelly, George E 115 Larchwood Dr
Washington Eunice 202 Penn Ave Ext
White Wendy A 340 Kenyon St
Whitney John J 108 Ivy St
Wiedemer Pami 1415 Chestnut St
Williams Ramone 246 Kenyon St
Upper Saint Clair Pa 15241
Bayl Elizabeth A 1776 Moynelle St
Bayley Thomas W IV 1776 Moynelle St
Carson George B 1290 Boyce Rd C406
Davies Harry B 2211 Morrow Rd
Davis George R 2411 Brdlawn Dr
Lavi Franchi, Victor 2102 Blairmont Dr
Lawrence Laura 407 Ft Couch Rd
Levy Scott, Abby 2296 Cramden Rd
Lynne Chris 136 Devonwood Dr
Lytle Alice B 1290 Boyce Rd Apt B−308
McKee Marian S Est, Kara Petras
Miele James 1745 Waterford Ct
Miller Dana 1330 Lesnett Rd
Mossman Andrew D 1250 Greystone Dr
Perry Edward J Jr 1607 Cook School Rd
Pershouse Laura 2672 Sunnyfield Dr
Reinheimer Pamela J 2618 Siesta Dr
Rosen Jillian 1787 Robson Dr
Stevens Florentine M 112 Johnston Rd
Stork Jeffrey C, Luke J 2450 Willowbrook Dr
Yatsu Tetsuya, Atsuko 1519 Hastings Mill Rd
Verona Pa 15147
Abriola Joseph 1460 Stanley Dr
Adams Alan C 8072 Lincoln Rd
Adams Sandra L 141 Jeanette Dr
Affalter Thomas E 6870 Sylvan Ave
Aivaliotis George Chris 701 Brunot St
Allen Eric 7850 Thon Dr
Allston Sarah G, Dale E 5340 Saltsburg Rd Apt 301
Alverson Harry 244 Overlook Dr
Anderson Holland B 7934 Orlan Pl
Anderson Stanton, Suan, Glen 4361 Verona Rd
Ayala Conrad American Beverage Corp One Daily Way
Balik Katherine, James, John 458 Roseanne Dr
Banks Linda Ann 8053 Mount Carmel Rd
Barr David J 700 Ctr Ave
Bash David 938 7th St
Bazylak Stanley E, Luann 6819 Shannon Rd
Bennett Ronald H 173 Selvin Dr
Bennett Scott J 200 University St
Birmingham Kenneth Mike 5350 Saltsburg Rd Apt 326
Bohanes Anna Mae, Joseph 6742 Verona Rd
Brookville Hots 4689 Verona Rd
Brown A V 209 Russell Dr
Brown Madeline R 526 W Railrd Ave
Bruwelheide Louis A, Ethel M 1612 Reynolds St
Bucci Margaret B 142 Ctney Dr
Bunting Graphics Inc 20 River Rd
Burger Mary E 1 Demor Towers Apt 202
Burnside Jodi 157 Foxchase Dr
Burry Thomas H Est 500 Rte 909
Carroll Ruth M 5350 Saltsburg Rd
Cerra Alice M 5864 Heberton Dr
Chase Home Finance LLC 164 Lois Dr
Clark Ariana I 7831 Mt Carmel Rd
Clark Tracy L 7851 Mark Dr
Coll Vickie L 6015 Heberton Dr
Collier Erma 7821 Thon Dr
Cooper Thomas E 171 Woodlands Dr
Creighton Michael 1629 Galeton Dr
Crosby Tamara D 8305 Pierce St
Curtis Jean G 5350 Saltsburg Rd Apt 115
Daily Juice Products American Beverage 1 Daily Way
Datz Kenneth 5413 Saltzburg Rd
Dayen Harry 420 Coal Hollow Rd
Demartino Vincent Jr 410 Seldon Ave
Derubeis John 546 St Clair Dr
Dincau Kathleen L 1667 Creekview Dr
Donachy Amy M 918 5th St
Dziniak Mary 128 Glenhurst Dr
Estock Jennifer M 1343 Hunter Rd Apt 4
Expo Cleaning In 524 Penn St
Fantone John 6420 Swan Dr
Fentross Michael, Lynn 168 Lois Dr
Forte Florence 712 Athletic St
Franceis Ieisha L 340 Hamil Rd
Freeman Kelli L 1814 Gdn Dr
Gardy Geraldine 425 South Ave
Geiser Anna M 545 Diamond Way
Gemas Michael W 7735 Jane St
Gent Childrens College Fund Paula Gent 739 3rd Ave
Gfrorer Ludwig 432 Hamil Rd
Gigliotti Frank A, Jean 1900 Outlook Dr
Glasson Dorothy H Est 2117 Alc Dr
Gonnella Anthony 742 4th Ave
Good Tina M 283 Lee Hwy
Gravelle Jennifer 186 1 St
Greene Brandon J, Anesha 4054 Greenridge Dr
Griffin Wayne K 117 Xavier Dr
Griggs William 621 First St
Groninger Margaret L 314 Grandview Dr
Haley Ruth 117 Parkwood Rd
Harley Ruth 8818 Mark Dr
Hauck Jeannine A 478 Frankland Ave
Hawkins Leonard E 414 Roseanne Dr
Hayden Helen Hayden 8004 Thon Dr
Haymon Elmer 446 Grove Rd
Henderson Helen 224 Hillary Dr
Hicks Mary M 117 Presidio Ct
Hills Sidney O 5350 Saltsburg Rd
Holmes Edmund J 127 Old Barn Dr
Hooper Walter C, Sandra 6338 Lowell Dr
Hopper Alice L 708 Valemont Dr
J Michael Mccormick Atty 518 Spruce St
Jackson Donald 173 Saint Rose Dr
James Andrew Owen 5350 Saltsburg Rd Apt 225
James Ebonique 4700 First St
James Mary D Seneca Hills Village 5350 Saltsburg Rd
Apt 225
Jasper Steven 143 Faybern Ct
Jefferson Herman 488 Grove Rd
Joseph James S 2 Winding Way
Kennedy Glenn E 7633 Morris St
Kerlick Michael 434 Jefferson St
Kimball Howard 916 Hamil Rd
King Nancy J 208 Ridgely Dr
Klimantis Emanuel 4901 Allegheny River Blvd
Kotvas Annabelle 524 St Clair Dr
Kratsa Perry P 701 E Railrd Ave
Kress George M 1443 Maple Ave
Krulac Florence M 921 6th St
Kull Kurt R 446 Parker St
Laughlin William F, David, Michael 456 North Ave
Lenard Virginia 5350 Saltsburg Rd
Lewandowski Walter F 483 Union St
Lewis Barbara A 137 Faybern Ct
Lewis Kenneth M 535 Hamil Rd
Lewis Margaret E 7849 Thon Dr
Lewis Vernea 8026 Chaske St
Longanecker Mildred 708 Sara Ln
Lyons Anne American Beverage Corp One Daily Way
Maiers Mathilda A 483 Poplar St Apt 2
Mannys Emanuel Klimantis D−B−A 4901 Allegheny River
Blvd
Mason Jeannette 7945 Aber Rd
Mcclintock Pearl 420 Coal Hollow Rd
McElhinney Frank 313 Grandview Dr
Mianzo Anna M 262 Hulton Rd
Miller E J 1343 Hunter Rd Apt 4
Moeller Carl W, Anna 68 Moore St
Montgomery James R 6040 Poketa Rd
Morris Hazel W 2101 Gdn Dr 1911
Mullins Williams W Dr 178 Woodlands Dr
Murphy Margaret A 336 Hamil Rd
Nash John R 2048 Hulton Rd
Nguyen Quan H 738 1st St
Nirschel H J 1416 Stanley Dr
Nobile Carmen Sr 270 Coal Hollow Rd
Olsen Regina R 457 Parker St
Onstead Martha S 1779 Kirk Dr
Pagano Charles S 5350 Saltsburg Rd Apt 110
Palguta Helen 1408 White Oak Dr RR 4
Palguta Michael F 1408 White Oak Dr
Palmer Jessie American Beverage Corp One Daily Way
Patterson Deborah 8231 Chaske St
Pavia Rose A Est 1517 Edwards St
Payne Susan E 164 Lois Dr
Pence M E 1132 Ctr Ave
Peters Ronald E 5732 Brinley Dr
Pittsburgh Piano Shop LLC 700 Ctr Ave
Rao Edwin J 4013 Greenridge Dr
Rebar Katherine 733 Elm Dr
Rebman Gina M 634 Davidson Dr
Reedy Kenneth W Jr 1739 Kirk Dr
Reiter Sheet Metal Inc PO Box 15
Reynolds Margaret W 157 Suncrest Dr
Rideout Brittany M 8003 Mark Dr
Rohm Anne 5521 Third St
Ruggieri Sandra L 186 Seton Rd
Schneeberger M Lee Longwood At Oakmont Apt G−30
Scott Dennis 146 Suncrest Dr
Shahalam Abulbashe 6397 Lowell Dr
Sharbaugh Eric J 411 Boyd Blvd
Shepherd D E 151 Dalecrest Rd
Shiffler R 7654 Fitzsimmons St
Siyufy Lisa 1321 Barbara Dr
Skoda Anna 4009 Greenridge Dr
Sleighter Marian 105 Jade Dr
Sloan George Seneca Place Snf 5360 Saltsburg Rd
Smith Bryan D 1021 6th St
Smith Francis M 6005 Dewayne Dr
Smith Mae Belle PO Box 207
Spangle Gloria M 5340 Saltzburg Rd Rm 313
Steele Ajne M Est 1102 Alc Dr
Steinhauser Helen Vujnovich 146 Sherwood Dr
Stout Florence M Est 3 Ridgemead Fields Dr
Streily Richard F, Doris F 1720 Raithel St
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Stroschein Sylvia J 6718 W Barivista Dr
Strpula Sylvia 5350 Saltsburg Rd
Stubbs Gilbert 123 Selvin Dr
Taylor Robyn 7913 Orlan Place
Tuminella Joseph 5212 Jean St
Type & Print Inc 4350 Verona Rd
Varassi Irene M 738 Brunot St
Varrenti Matthew 509 St Clair Dr
Viscardo Arsenio P 567 Spruce St
Walter Louise 100 Vavale Dr
Webb James E 127 Old Barn Dr
Wehmer Charles R, Joyce 341 Golden Gate Dr
Welsh Irene 1740 Outlook Dr
Welsh John A Est, Irene 1740 Outlook Dr
Wiggins Patricia 1004 Indiana Rd
Williams Arthur 8042 Chaske St
Williams Donaldson, Keziah 149 Springwood Dr
Williamson John Patrick, John S 1422 Elliott St
Yang Anqin 2000 Eastern Ave
Yugovich John P 625 3rd Ave
Ziaukas Francis J 111 Stephens Ln
Zrimsek Zachary 6124 Verona Rd
Wall Pa 15148
Adams David 662 Division St
Bilak Samuel 331 Valy Ave
Cline Michael R 209 Wall Ave Apt 2
Debone Christopher J 652 Irwin St
Drakulic Lisa A 422 Alter St
Farmer Thomas 618 Graham St
Gomez Marcia 121 Hampton St
Huber Harry F Jr, Anna Negley Ave
Jennie Fontinello Wall Ave Ext
Lee Donna L 217 Grant St
Yoder Florence R 204 Wall Ave
Warrendale Pa 15086
American Eagle Outfitters 150 Thorn Hill Dr
Angus Daniel R American Eagle Outfitters Inc
150 Thorn Hill Dr
Artesanos 1 Williamsburg Pl Ste 240
Bachman Phillip D, Dana J 138 Warren Rd
Benati Danilo J PO Box 787
Clinton Gatewood 1 Williamsburg Pl
Emeryville Trucking Inc PO Box 416
Federated Investors Inc 4000 Ericsson Dr Ste 100
Fisch Robert 800 Commonwealth Dr Ste 100
Fulmer Donald PO Box 231
Hartzell Richard E PO Box 231
Insurance Erie PO Box 516
Jabibi LLC 1 Williamsburg Pl Ste 240
Junior Achievement 120 Marshall Dr
Karaba Kenneth J 207 Warren Rd
Kress Paul D Sr PO Box 2086
Layton Bert 230 Mt Pleasant Rd
Layton Morgan C 230 Mount Pleasant Rd
Marconi Msi 1000 Fore Dr, Lori Kobayashi
Materials Research Society 506 Keystone Dr
Medrad Inc 100 Global View Dr Karen Marchi
Medrad Inc John P Friel 100 Global View Dr
Mr Rooter Plumbing PO Box 748
Mrs Members Svcs 506 Keystone Dr
North Hill Motor Mall Inc 16070 Perry Hwy
Penn E R 359 Northgate Dr
Petras Bernard J, James D PO Box 193
Pro Am Safety Inc 551 Keystone Dr
Retail Control Systems Inc Rcs Tech Ies Donna Allnock
797 Comlth Dr
Rue 21 Inc 800 Commonwealth Dr Ste 100
Siemens Water Tech Corp 181 Thorn Hill Rd
Smith James M PO Box 231
Snaman Thomas W PO Box 455
West Elizabeth Pa 15088
Altfather Craig D PO Box 31
Clymire Robert A PO Box 158
Hull Cretta PO Box 0165
Levdansky Charles R, Karen 724 6th St
Nikolic Mary J 308 Border St
Nikolic Mary Jane 330 Border St
Porter Lawrence E PO Box 534
Powell Louella R PO Box 296
Scheidter Robert P 10 Ronald St
Sorrentino Alfred F 1063 7th St PO Box 356
Tortorice Timothy 2220 State St Box 368
Trainer James, Ralph 700 5th St
West Homestead Pa 15120
Alkhafiz Marilyn, Decora 305 Walnut St
Benjock Helen 1314 Edgewood Dr
Bentley John M 3637 Pinewood Dr
Caruso John D Jr, John D 1268 Overdale Dr
Chuba Lorraine 1157 Vivjon Dr
Crosby Lamont 219 W 10th Ave
Filtech Inc 221 W 8th Ave
G S S W Pa Heather McLaughlin 1369 Edgewood Dr
Kovallo Katie 620 W 7th Ave
Lewis David N 566 Doyle Ave
Miller John R 640 W 7th Ave
Steimer Robert W 346 Cherry St
Wampler M L 226 W 9th Ave Apt 1
West Mifflin Pa 15122
Air Methods 58 Allegheny Co Airport
Allegheny Med Pri Network 2027 Lebanon Church Rd
Anastas Jessica 1709 Maryland Ave
Andres Daniel 2812 Homestead Duquesne Rd
Anthony Holdings Intl John Nicklas Aviation De
2 Allegheny Cty Airport
Arovits Kristine 833 Joyce Dr
Auberle 1101 Hartman St
Bakosh A Jr 403 Lebanon Rd
Balta A PO Box 362
Baltimore Mary D 4716 Greenspgs Ave
Barnes Cleo J 2751 Glenny Ln
Baron Mary 512 N Lewis Run Rd Apt 346
Bedell Florence 857 Elwell Ave
Boehm Joseph G 770 Camp Hollow Rd
Boldy Nancy A 509 Helena St
Brenyo Ruth Walter 229 Castle Dr
Brown Maud 820 Oak St
Brown Robert L 216 Bellwood Rd
Brown Tomika M 4533 Homestead Duquense Rd
Bryner Keith 4010 Jane St
Burke Bob 2 Allegheny County Airport
Calesaric William 102 Lewis Run Rd
Centofanti Beth A 2621 Glenny Ln
Champtires Com 1200 Lebanon Rd Ste 112
Chase Home Finance LLC 1305 Anna Ave
Chonko Deborah 1934 Homestead Duquesne Rd
Clifford Elizabeth, Jos A 7445 Rodgers Ave
Colella Lillian 1934 Homestead Duquesne Rd
Collision Dee S 216 Bellwood Rd
Coulter Taucher Christopher 208 Commonwealth Ave
Cowell Gary 259 Bluemont Dr
Crevar Peter P 1515 Maryland Ave
Daerr Kathleen A 206 5th Ave
Daniels Josh 637 Neel St
Daugherty Teri 1029 Huston Dr
Davis Carole J 815 Maple St
Davis Leeann 2234 Worton Blvd Fl 2
Davis Quintin 44f Midway Dr
Dean Carol A 3902 Outlook Dr
Dominick Carmela 10th St
Downey William M 2400 Sharp Ave
Dworchak Cynthia M 3709 Outlook Dr
Ernhardt Anthony J 455 Dennison Dr
Expanets 7045 Clairton Rd
Fenwick Kenneth C, Mary J 4018 Francis St
Ferchak Michael, Anna 917 Chestnut
Fisher Audrey B 205 Shaker Dr
Fisher Dale Est 127 Sanie Dr
Fisher John P 168 Parkside Dr
Gavlak Elizabeth 1142 Inland Ave
Gavron Carly 4213 Vistaview St
Gentry Elizabeth B 509 Helena St
Germany Doushon L 4410 Outlook Dr
Giatroud Dorothy A 382 Utah Ave
Goff Leon Jr, Anna 7242 B Glenthorne Ri
Gremba John A 6726 Elmwood Ave
Grose Locust 4043 Irene St
Guaranteed Motor Cars 3706 Lebanon Church Rd
Hart Ashley 630 Kenny St
Hazuda Erma 100 Cerasi Dr Apt 103apt
Hazuka Helen 4100 Vistaview St
Helsel Donald, Evelyn 2 Maryland Ave
Helzlsouer Emily M 2118 Homestead Duquesne Rd
Henderson Eleanor Johnson 13 Midway Dr
Heroine Guild of Oriental Grand Ct No 1 801 Maple St
Hess Russell J 224 Lebanon Manor Dr
Hinchman Edward R 710 Ascension Dr W
Hofmeister Tammy L, John C 4728 Poplar St
Holden Joy 1305 Anna Ave
Hornfeck James 1011 Camp Hollow Rd
Howell Robert 26f Midway Dr
Hrabosky Dorene A 260 Utah Ave
Hudak Michael Jr 322 Valeview Dr
Hullihen Sandra L 4020 Everlawn St
Huziak John 432 Srping Valy Rd
Iams Customer RR 51 Century 3 Mall
Jatkowski Jessica 4125 Glencairn St
Johnson Tonya B 5100 Jane St
Joyce Micheal D 646 Irwin Run Rd
Julian Kristin Lee 2705 Homestead Duq Rd
Kaselonis Will 4916 Aspen St
Keck Jamie M 3411 Whitaker St
Kennedy Mary 2400 Sharp Ave Apt 212
Kerr John K 260 Bluemont Dr
Kerr Susan R 1944 Addison Ave
Kostovny Dorothy C 102 Palmer Ln
Kresak Rick, Ann 559 Lebanon Manor Dr
Krupowicz Charles Edwin 452 Ford St
Kunzelman Robert J 100 Cerasi Dr Apt 319
Lancianese Ramon 1612 Maryland Ave
Latorre Mark 514 Laura St
Lazar Ernest 503 Edgewood Ave
Lees Audrey L 1952 Michigan Ave
Liberty Run Road 920 Irwin Run Rd
Lunger Norma 502 Lewis Run Rd Apt 106d
Lyden Tyler 2483 Lebanon Church Rd
Mahoney Joseph 294 Castle Dr
Marshall Thunhorst Patricia A 544 Spring Valy Rd
Martincic William J 274 Millport Rd
Mccue Anita P 418 Elm St
McKay Jason K 114 Bluemont Dr
Metz Nichelle 204 Thomas St
Milton Sharon D 35 D Midway Dr
Molinari Frank Jr 428 Dennison Dr
Nationwide Auto Glass 1000 Maryland Ave
Nedzbala Zora 414 Ford St
Obrien Joan 4037 Donna Ave
Oconnell Ryan K 1808 Vermont Ave
Ohara Prudence Est 812 Brierly Ln
Olasin Joseph Jr 1725 Iowa Ave
Ondayko George, Susan 2200 Reuben Dr
Opalko Melissa J 310 Utah Ave
Our World of Learning Yvonne Barnes 131 2nd Ave
Patterson Rosetta 35d Midway Dr
Peiliker Jeffrey R 400 Park Ave Apt 21
Phifer Emma A PO Box 334
Pivarnik Margaret 96 Maryland Ave
Poad Margaret R 1141 Huston Dr
Pollard Asia 33 B Midway Dr
Prest Marjorie M 112 Palmer Ln
Price Daniel E Jr Southwestern Nursing Home
Prism Health Svcs 3567 Mountain View Dr
Prism Health Svcs 4821 Buttermilk Hollow Rd
Rawls Shirley 801 Maple St
Rebmann Jean 406 Maple St
Reid Madan 3215 Duquesne Ave
Rhue Russell G Mark D Rhue 3 Midway Dr B
Roberts Selena 32e Midway Dr
Rose Phyllis M 1208 Brierly Ln
Ross Benjamin 4406 Vistaview St
Rost Carrie 749 Willow Ave
Rostek Jenny 1704 Anna Ave
Rudnick Angel 3567 Mountain View Dr
Rushe Susan 145 Karen Pl
Salmon Paul Heritage Manor 4043 Irene St
Sapos Helen 250 Utah Ave
Sarsfield Helen Est 121 Glencoe Dr
Savikas Michele L 150 Shara Dr
Schoderbek Helen R 201 Valeview Dr
Scott Donna J 127 Helena St
Sechler Robert Anthony 6921 Buchanan Ave
Seifried William 1835 Homestead Duquesne Rd
Shipe Keith 116 2nd Ave
Shook Margaret, Vance Library Rd
Sipe Charlene 4309 Greenspgs Ave
Small Thomas M, James A 156 Garrett Shortcut Rd
Smith Karen Est Kelly Carrington
Smith Nicholas S 313 Joanne Dr
Sopko Dorothy A 288 Millport Rd
Stammer Karl A 1917 Michigan Ave
Stasch Catherine M, Wilma J 104 Hampton Rd
Stasko E M 221 Roberts St
Stetson Florita, Florita Yatsko 608 Ascension Dr West
Stickel Harold D 1807 Maine Ave
Strichko Timothy R 77 Maryland Ave
Sturak George, Honora 521 Maple St
Sumic Frank J 1150 Pittsburgh McKeesport Blv
Sunesys Inc 349 Lebanon Rd
Sutton Blair D, Lyn D 319 Glencoe Dr
Swietlik Walter 452 Ford St
Szuch Stephanie 3418 Duquesne Ave
Think Inc 4924 Buttermilk Hollow Rd
Thomas Corey 20 Midway Dr
Thomas Elsie Marie Coles 112 Maryland Ave
Thompson Laura D 1125 Lee St
Tomovcsik Catherine Lawrence St Lawrence St
Toth William 2504 Jefferson Dr
Trumbull Corporation 1020 Lebanon Rd
Vandall Jessica 743 Willow Dr
Verbanick Diana L 4637 Bowes Ave
Wahly Theodore N 701 Shady Ln
Waldron Tom 3567 Mountianview Dr Box 33
Walmart 4733 Greenspgs Ave
Walsh Verona, David 1319 New England Rd
Walters Jeffrey L 3525 Cherry St
Wang Li Ping 3075 Clairton Rd
Wargo Kurt R 1956 Antoinette St
Wassick James A Est 6914 Wilson St
West Mifflin Collision 1618 Homestead Rd
West Mifflin Ems 3567 Mountain View Dr
White James Est 1738 Clairton Rd
Williams Michael P 1925 Pennsylvania Ave
Wilson Geraldine 840 Thompson Run Rd
Winland Christie 406 Village Ln
Yenchenko Margaret 1946 Michigan Ave
Zevola Sheldon 40 A Midway Dr
West View Pa 15229
Ashby William 95 Oakwood Ave
Caporuscio Roberto 170 Hinkel Rd
Clerihue Jessie 220 Martohoff
Cook Cecelia R 173 Clearview Ave
Dougherty Thomas 235 Jamaica Ave
Grimm William C 209 Park Ave Apt 2
Paupore Taran 531 Perry Hwy Apt 11
Radanovic Robert 78 Beechmont Ave
Radanovic Robert J Cheryl Sayre Guardian 78 Beechmont
Ave
Shaheen Regina M 619 Ctr Ave Apt 2
Vtipil Daniel John, Marie E 617 Ctr Ave
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Wexford Pa 15090
Ambrose Mark 11940 Perry Hwy
American Back Centers 11910 Perry Hwy Ste 3
American Society of Clinical Radiation O 9909 Le Grand Dr
Amoroso Brock Q 203 Wally Nue Ct
Andreozzi Concetta 4788 Wexford Run Rd
Ann Tomb Mary Kathryn 10095 Bristol Ct
Antico Dominic A 785 Stonegate Dr
Antonioli Rafael 8000 Christopher Wren Dr
Ashworth Roy 328 Oak Grove Ct
Associate 171 Wexford Bayne Rd Ste 102
Associates Consumer Discount Co 11279 Perry Hwy Ste 307
Associates In Gastroenter 5500 Brooktree Rd Ste 201
Ausefski Andrew 2503 Birchwood Ct
Autoworks of Wexford 10537 Perry Hwy
Ayyash Maher 2605 Dogwood Ct
Baierl Automotive Collision Center 10430 Perry Hwy
Baierl Collision Inc 10430 Perry Hwy
Bank Pittsburgh 1001 Village Club Rd
Barnes David N 118 Oakhaven Dr
Basararahalli Nanju 3219 Salisbury Ct
Bateman Peter A 3053 Wexford Rd
Berkstresser James A 508 Indian Pine Ln
Best Joanne 10160 Grubbs Rd
Beyer J 626 Ciderberry Dr
Bhende Mananda S MD, Shailesh S 2508 Clubhouse Dr
Bistolas Nicole M 2311 Sutton Place Ext
Blake Dorothy J, Karl E 10475 Grubbs Rd
Bobby E Seltz Trust Lara M Seltz 913 Highlander Cir
Bobby Rahal Volvo 15035 Perry Hwy
Braun Anna 10299 Twin Hill Rd Ext
Brooks Jeanne 310 Mingo Rd
Brutt Candace 700 Stonewood Commons Ste 300
Buchser Lisa 115 Farmingdale Rd
Burke Sam 220 Pine Creek Rd
Carter Sean 117 Rabold Dr
Casillas Miguel, Irma V 11675 Perry Hwy
Chappel Coy J 5185 Wexford Run Rd
Cheng Kenneth P MD 1000 Stonewood Dr Ste 310
Chiurazzi Henry 1301 Harewood Sq
Christner Marion Pmb 130 10592 Perry Hwy
Clark Jerry R Jr 209 Egret Dr
Codan George K 780 Powers Dr
Colosimo Blanche V, Philip J 8000 Christopher Wren Dr
Apy 202
Conti Andrew 407 Marshall Hts Dr
Crawford Ethel F PO Box 21
Credit Suisse Securities 2507 Matterhorn Dr
Cunningham Lee 315 Frey Dr
Custer Bobbi J, Dale H, Samuel E 20 Reichold Rd
Dagnon Elizabeth M, John M Exec 307 Bridge Brook Ln
Daugherty Christopher S 10013 Oakridge Dr
Ddx Ltd 2489 Mattahorne Dr
Delie Michelle 400 Cloverdale Dr
Demarco Family Trust 4124 State Gamelands Rd
Demarco Michael F, Esther L 4124 State Gamelands Rd
Demilio A Edward PO Box 1087
Dentistry 10441 Perry Hwy
Doctors Cameron & Murthy 6400 Booktree Ct Ste 230
Doe John Harbor Rd
Doelle Hans Peter 302 Sherbrook Ct
Douglass Beck Nancy U 8000 Christopher Wren Dr
Eichner Ronald H, Richard A 300 Richard Rd
Etrade Securities 118 Oakhaven Dr
Evans Kathleen M 701 Powers Dr
Fanto J Robert, Betty, Intergen Advis Angela Monfredi
101 Meadows Dr Ste 125
Festival Foods 10888 Perry Hwy
Fire Fighter Sales & Svc Box 1013
Fisher Mark 8000 Christopher Wren Dr Apt 302
Gary Gregory G 513 Rockport Pl
Gee David 2476 Dogwood Dr
General Lead 324 Osprey Ct
Giordano Lisa A 4000 Conifer Ct
Gnazzo Victoria L, Joseph 10535 Kummer Rd
Goday Swapna 106 Kestler Dr
Goltz Joseph, Paul 219 Whetherburn Dr
Goltz Paul 924 Park Plaza
Gordon Charles 10420 Grubbs Rd
Grammer Derek 2000 Shadow Glen Ct
Haas Cheryll A 160 Maple Dr
Halferty Carolyn 9863 Tomahawk Trl
Hammel Antoinette V RR 1 Meinert Rd
Hammel Donald C 310 Mingo Rd
Hare Elizabeth K 10418 Perry Hwy
Hayes Raymond L, Donald L 125 Hilltop Ln
Helfer Kristie M, Joshua A 702 Highpoint Dr
Hendrick Lee C 1113 Deerfield Cir
Hertweck Alison 120 Dyrt Ln
Hill Robert J 3000 Conifer Ct Apt 103
Holliday Linda 21 Blueberry Hill
Hope Learning Center 206 Village Place
House Wexford 9850 Old Perry Hwy
Howell James R III 5115 Sutton Place
Huerbin Marion M 2531 Clubhouse Dr
Iman Dan 170 Sunny Hill Rd
Janous Elinor A Crest RD 3
Jezerc Gretchen, Jeffrey 10090 Oakridge Dr
John M Dagnon Admin Est of Margaret C Mc Gowan
307 Bridge Brook
Johnson Patricia B, Carl J 107 Breckenridge Dr
Johnston Rose M 180 Meadowbrook Ave
Jones Jeffrey C, Terri A 216 Gander Dr
Joseph Andrea S 2617 Fountain Hills Dr
Judys Car Nation 10537b Perry Hwy
Kancheti Nagamahesh 356 Marshall Hts Dr
Kand Construction Inc 342 Warrendale Rd
Kasprik John A 667 Baur Dr
Kelly Mary Louise 120 Neely School Rd
Kennedy David Est 104 Lyndhurst Cir
Kesselem Timothy 4311 Wren Place
Koebler Debbie Bradford Hills Veterinary 13055 Perry Hwy
Kreuer Lawrence E 100 Pikemont Dr
Kutschbach Patricia A, Gregory J 303 Nathan Ct
Lara M Seltz Trust Ua Carol S Seltz 913 Highlander Cir
Law Offices of 12705 Perry Hwy Ste C
Libby Robert S 785 Stonegate Dr
Linblad Douglas Scott 1384 Royal Oak Dr
Liu Yang 307 Oak Grove Ct
Lodovico Gerald 905 Smt Dr
Lorek Roland M 2533 Country Side Ln
Lowery Scott 300 McKinney Rd
Luck Barton L RD 3 Little Meadow Rd
Marshall Madison, Tracy 872 Hillcrest Cir
Martincic Rachel E 352 Marshall Hts Dr
Maskelunas William 207 Pine Creek Rd Bldg 1 Ste 201
Masso Anthony 2631 Hunters Point Dr
Matthews James P 800 Brookside Dr
Maul Eleny 2580 Grouse Rdg Apt B
Maxwell Joseph N 129 Maplewood Dr
Mccabe Debora 220 Whetherburn Dr
Mccabe Kevin Debora Mccabe 220 Whetherburn Dr
Mcconville Keith 353 Wagon Wheel Trail
McGinnis Cheri Lynn 4007 Wick Place
McGowan Margaret C Est of 307 Bridge Brook Ln
McGregor Rosemary M 106 Medowview Dr
McWhirter Mildred 62 Strawberry Ln
Medford Virginia 302 Nathan Ct
Michael J Seel MD Pc 500 Blazier Dr
Millennium Pharmacy Systems Inc 12450 Perry Hwy
Ste 200
Miller Marguerite S 556 Westchester Dr
Mitchell Janet 8603 Lexington Place
Monfredi Robert J, Karen L 12300 Perry Hwy Ste 206
Monroeville Diagnostic Imaging 3000 Stonewood Dr Ste 120
Morsy Mohamed G 10533 Forest Hill Dr
Navarra Insurance Asso Inc 16055 Perry Hwy
Naveen Syamesh Pisharath 201 Sutton Pl
New Image Const Inc 303 Frey Dr
North Hills Health & Rehab Center 194 Swinderman Rd
Oconnor Patricia 419 Cloverdale Dr
Olek Marian 340 Natick Ct
Olsson Christian J 311 Knobs Hill Ct
Opiela Walter Jr 5184 Wexford Run Rd
Papasava Stamatios S, Stella 531 Cloverdale Ct
Parkinson Robert M 2507 Matterhorn Dr
Pataky Douglas 161 Washington St
Pawloski John 1605 Valy Brooke Ct
Penn Vista Group Inc PO Box 536
Persia Barbara A Est 194 Swinderman Rd
Polk Mandy 10430 Perry Hwy
Powel Kathyrn D, William J 408 Highland Ct
Powers Robert M, Joseph M, Susan K, Adam R
107 Harmony Rd
Precision Funding Group LLC 12330 Perry Hwy
Progressive 11279 Perry Hwy Ste 201
Quivers Eric MD 3000 Conifer Ct 3 119
Ralph Gaudio MD Ltd Ongart Chuensumran MD 10025
Grubbs Rd
Ramsey Arthur R Est 307 Bridgebrook Ln
Randig Jeanne M 247 Ash Ct
Ranganathan Ganesh 110 Blue Heron Dr
Reedy Patricia E 10100 Old Perry Hwy Apt 402
Rehab Care Group East Inc 5500 Brooktree Rd Ste 102
Rehabcare Group Ste 102
Reid Mary Sue 133 Blaze Ct
Richard Bazzyrd 219 Whetherburn Dr
Rodgers Richard D, Monica M 6000 Christopher Wren Dr
Apt 3
Salzman David 404 Wynstone Dr
Sanders Charles S 117 Archberry Dr
Sanders Charles S 2494 Matterhorn Dr
Sansale Rebecca 10555 Landau Dr
Savvides Marios 506 Eagle Ct
Schinagl Richard J, Shannon C 904 Forest Edge Ct
Schmidt Grace I 493 Cardinal Dr
Schneider Robert R 2430 Dogwood Dr
Seapker Daniel L 441 Brooks Rd
Sell Harry W 853 Arbordale Ln
Seltz Carol S, Joe D, Lara M 913 Highlander Cir
Shepard Paula A 2606 Dogwood Ct
Shults Dodge Inc 10677 Perry Hwy
Shute Gregory G PO Box 821
Similo Ronald J 2545 Longmount Dr
Slater James W Rev Life Ins Trt, James W Maple Dr
Sli Lighting Co 10475 Perry Hwy Ste 301
Smith Joseph A 3807 Wick Pl
Snyder Susan 317 Llewleyn Rd
Stearns Sandra 905 Smt Dr
Steigerwald Janette 10192 Twin Hill Rd
Stevens Michele, Lisa M PO Box 43
Stinner Lainie Mollica, Ian 360 Manor Rd
Storexpress Inc 235 Edelweiss Dr
Stradley Benefits LLC 217 Gander Dr
Stupi Angela M MD 10431 Perry Hwy
Stypula Rita M 848 Arbordale Ln
Suga Takehiko 2544 Country Side Ln
Summer Breeze Michael E 11279 Perry Hwy Ste 301
Takahashi Koichi 2000 Shadow Glen Ct Apt 305
Tessner Ashley R, Linda S, Lisa F, Ryan D
300 Pinkerton Rd
Thoma George A 10418 Perry Hwy
Three Rivers Urology Pc 3000 Stonewood Dr Ste 200
Totskaya Yekaterina 2717 Salisbury Ct
Tourek Julie E 2555 Armadale Ct
Trainor Robert C Sr 2213 Sutton Pl Ext
Tretow Miller Louise 9909 Belton Cir
Tuttle Jr Esq Clifford 7500 Brooktree Rd
Twomey Maureen E, Eward F 10081 Oakridge Dr
Tysarczyk Michele P 10100 Old Perry Hwy Apt 402
Ujhazy Gail 250 Pine Creek Rd
Urbas Margaret 2547 Matterhorn Dr
Vadlaptla Verrahadra Rao 5105 Sutton Pl
Vargo Mary Ellen 800 Brookside Dr
Varma Rajiv R MD 447 Pinkerton Rd
Verma Shivkanti 721 Highpoint Dr
Viola Michael RR 1
Walko John S 205 Greenwood Dr
Walpole Carl F 204 Cedar Wood Dr
Wang Shuliang 804 Birchfield Ct
Wassel Helen W, Katie PO Box 43
Wesco Distribution 225 W Sta Sq Dr
Wexford House Nursing Center 9850 Old Perry Hwy
Wexford Supply Inc 3014 Wexford Rd
White Clifford B 905 Smt Dr
Wiest Sam E 36 Blueberry Ln
Wiley Sylvester H 105 Bradford Rd Ste 320
Wilson R Bruce 10377 Grubbs Rd
Witman Anita D 2526 Matterhorn Dr
Witman Anita D, Mark W 2526 Matterhorn Dr
Wittman Lee M Box 21 RD 1
Wolfe Jeffrey Meadow Point Office Park 103 N Meadow Dr
Young Stephen M 2665 Weinman Rd
Whitaker Pa 15120
Bandik Richard 234 W Larkspur St
Bellotti David M 244 Cherry St
Colaric Stephen G 123 Riverview St
Cullen Mary L 134 Chalfont St
Irving John 213 Riverview St
Verbanick Suzanne E 234 Bouquet St
Zitelli Michale J, Jack 233 Mifflin St
White Oak Pa 15131
Abraham Mildred, Samuel 152 Royal Oak Dr Apt 309
Adam Hathaway Bene Ira 3415 Eisenhower Dr
Alberts Charles J 3511 Foster Rd
Alvi Mumtaz Ste 100 1220 Lincoln Way
Andrews Margaret L, Charles J 2967 Jack Run Rd Apt 111
Biros Robert 3001 Jacks Run Rd
Blanchard Ellen B Est 123 Pkwy Ln
Borres Jonathan 3001 State St
Busdosh Mary A 1817 Hill St
Carroll Jeffrey 1540 Vermont Ave
Cicci Robert H Jr, Tracey L, Thomas L 266 Poinsetta Dr
Coulter Meade S III 2713 Lincoln Way
Craighead Delores E, Martin D 1829 Ohio Ave
Craighead Martin D 1829 Ohio Ave
Davis Diane M 3301 Jacks Run Rd Box 27
Elite Diagnostics 2606 Lincoln Way E
Esp Home Improvements LLC 3025 Jacks Run Rd
Fine Norman 3301 Jacks Run Rd Lot 106
Florida Audie C 204 Sunset Dr
Gerstner Mary L 1623 Ohio Ave
Gironda Erin 1407 Smtt St
Golomb Jonah 1204 Smtt St
Hunter Lauralee 2890 Amy Dr
John R Maloney 1100 Fawcet Ave
Kasyan Tim 227 Carmella Dr
Keene Roxie 2001 Lincoln Way
Kovtun Amanda 1318 California Ave
Kozar Helen P, John 133 Horseshoe Dr
Macdonald Richard 3511 Foster Rd
Maneer Anna M 2659 Main St
Manning Dan 2460 Coulter Rd
Maskowitz Lauren 1528 California Ave
Mrkonic Emil, Dorothy Ex 1316 Delaware Ave
Myers Doug 1407 Smtt St
Myers Douglas E 1407 Smtt St
Nagy Elizabeth 1735 Ohio Ave Apt 3
Naretto John PO Box 86
Patterson Paul 1405 Fawcett Ave
Pebley Brian 1138 Franklin Ave
Phillips Melvin A 1502 Delaware Ave
PNC Investment 3415 Eisenhower Dr
Pogen Juli M 1985 Lincoln Way Ste 23
Pribanic Pribanic Pc 1735 Lincoln Way
Primary Care East LLC 2001 Lincoln Way Oak Park Mall
Protheroe Angela 1134 Pennsylvania Ave
Pure Power Hpc Inc 515 McKee Rd
Ray Garrett W 219 Riverview Dr
Rice Carolyn, Daniel 1 Allen Way
Rodgers E E 145 Carmella Dr
Rollason Dorothy H 2216 Pleasant Dr
Russel Jason D 1504 Fawcett Ave
Scheponik Katherine 2713 Lincoln Way
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Sotereanos Anthony M 1208 Fawcett Ave
Stewart Jean S 152 Royal Oak Dr Apt 509
Tomko Mary V 1633 California Ave
Turner Vernie Est 3202 Capitol St
Twigg James 2120 Lewis St Rear
Ukasik Lorraine 107 Midway Dr
Wander Deborah J 1811 Fawcett Ave
Wildwood Pa 15091
Atkison Norman RR 1
Lah Helen C PO Box 85
Scott John T PO Box 85
Vitullo Fernando PO Box 42
Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Beatty Julietta PO Box 91205
Bernal Ricardo 848 Rebecca Ave
Blanchard James E 1531 1/2 Swissvale Ave
Bradley Blanche RR 1 Box 433
Burns Kehoe Catherine I 813 Alpine Blvd
Case Elizabeth, Dustin 920 William Penn Ct
Charlesworth Harriet, John 517 Jeannette St
Chatfield Vivian 1150 East St
Extreme Auto Body 1032 Penn Ave
Good Walter 810 Ross Ave
Green William E 1026 Montier St
Hauck Helen 1124 Ross Ave
Henry Russell 524 Rebecca Ave A
Jones Thomas 493 Ella St
Kemmerer Agnes 722 South Ave
Luther Thelma 807 Walnut St
Marlowe Harry P 1008 Maple Ave
Marshall Mildred 524 Holmes St
Marx Patrick 1314 Ctr St
Mccullough Ian P 951 S Braddock Ave 1
Mikes Corner Deli 1105 Franklin
Moore Elgin N, Jane 714 Whitney Ave Fl
Polk Anna Carriage House 1515 Penn Ave Apt 209
Pope Earl D 1015 Hill Ave
Rodgers Emmet L 1021 Taylor Way
Rudolph Kenneth D III 583 Lucia Dr
Sanney T Griffiths 1207 Montier St
Showman Matthew 554 S Trenton Av
Silberstein Christopher R 303 West St Apt 3
Sima Anita L 422 S Trenton Ave
Smiley Lillie M 1909 Remington Dr
Smith Helen M 532 S Trenton Ave
Solid Rock Foundation Inc 1201 Hill Ave
Thomas Theresa 526 North Ave
Turner Denise 1702 Paul Ct
Waz Ronald Borough of Wilkinsburg 605 Ross Ave
West Iry H 605 North Ave
Wright Patricia W, George H 2375 McNary Blvd
Wilmerding Pa 15148
Andrews Berkley V PO Box 71
Basa Klobucaz Dragica 115 Middle Ave
Colonna Clara 210 Marguerite Ave Apt 21
Fontela Rosabelle, Noelia 530 Glenn St
Fulcomer Patricia 242 Welsh Ave
Hawkins Nathan 532 Middle Ave Fl 01
Huffman Russell 167 State St Apt 2
Kemerer Norman 539 Westinghouse Ave
Lynam James R 437 Marguerite Ave
Marzaloes Ashley 142 Watkins Ave
Mazak Joanne, Elias 29 A St
Meyer Alice M, Janet M 510 Sta St 103
Milcic Mary K Est PO Box 164
Mills John W 217 Waldwill
Okeefe Christine 616 George St
Pocsatko Michael 102 Pat Mews Dr
Rugh Linda 100 St Joseph Dr Apt 111
Rush Thomas J 406 Middle Ave
Sandrovich Helen M Est, Marianne M 444 Card Ave
Serrano Gregory 314 Commerce St Apt 3e
South Marjorie 210 Marguerite Ave Apt 21
Staruch Thomas J, Agnes 213 5th Ave
Thornton Timothy 408 Welsh Ave
Tuckan Anna 447 Patton
Tuskan William, Anna, John 447 Patton
Urban Caroline 118 James St
Wabtec Attn Rebecca Dietrich 1001 Airbrake Ave
Walker Bonnee 469 Patton St
Armstrong County
Adrian Pa 16210
Ambrose James T Jr RR 1 Box 158
Buck Sonya L 104 Croyle
Davis Charles 90 Frick Dr
Hooks Richard RD 1
Johnston Christopher, Rebecca RR 1 Box 830
Mateer Joseph A 514 Quigley Hill Rd
McAuley John 400 Adrian Sherrett Rd
Placha Helen M, Frank L 559 Brush Valy Rd
Yapp Edward 560 Brush Valy Rd
Cowansville Pa 16218
Bowser Ryan L, Adam 1058 Bear Rd
Hamilton Lee E 543 Morgan Rd
Hester F P 175 Smith Rd
Johnson Gwendolyn, Bruce 1413 SR 468
Kaufman Jeffrey, Janet 428 Kaufman Rd
Lingenfelter Holly 2211 Ridge Rd
Patsy Dawn PO Box 211
Richard G Snyder Irrev Trust RR 1 Box 351
Salak Mary E RD 1
Waddell Rickey D 2478 River Rd
Young Lelan M Camp Rd
Dayton Pa 16222
Bowser Nellie Duene, Nellie D 439 Church St
Burns Tami J RR 2 Box 265
Goodheart Pauline 585 Evergreen Rd
Ion Betty Brady Schrecongost Schrecs Auto Body
501 Kittanning Ave
Lamont William 672 Crossrds Rd
McIntire Terry L Brady Schrecongost Schrecs Auto Body
501 Kittanning Ave
McSparrin Tara PO Box 104
Morris David PO Box 143
Tussey Ruth J 114 Fox Hollow Rd
Zik Joseph Alan RR 2 Box 293
Distant Pa 16223
McIntyre Candy L PO Box 63
Elderton Pa 15736
Johnston Glenda M PO Box 277
Kromer B Z PO Box 162
Ford City Pa 16226
Aites Teena L RR 3 116
Aldrich Michael 2313 Pleasantview Dr
Almada Janice 815 5th Ave
Bartony Henry E Sr, Mary C 613 10th St
Betha George A 327 4th Ave Rear
Boyer Courtney L 1016 Cherry Run
Brank Evelyn J Est 115 SR 2020
Bure Joel 1329 4th Ave
Cassesse Christine B 511 Neale Ave
Charney Mary A, Grace 1231 6th Ave
Culp Patricia, Robert RR 1 Box 33
Danihel Helen B, John L 2116 Pleasantview Dr
Davis Faye W RD 3 Box 38a
Davis Laird H, Faye W RD 3 Box 38a
Delp Donald 819 5th Ave Apt2
Dermidzakis Geraldine RR 3 Box 31
Dobransky Michael Joseph, Michelle 700 3rd Ave
Edwards Andrew RD 1 Box 205a 1
Fulton Charles A 332 Iron Bridge Rd
Galbraith William J Jr 490 Fair St Shop
Green Sandra L 1972 Garretts Run Rd
Hanna Harry RD 1
Hileman Walter L RD 1
Hooks Frank L 180 Ft Run Rd Ford
Hover Toni 1000 Main St
Jankowski Richard J 1332 Rear 5th Ave
Johns Calvin D 639 6th Ave
Lasher Carrie Annette 96 Front St
Lasher Isabel 1001 5th Ave Apt 108
Lefchik William R 1011 7th Ave
Morda Helen 220 Main St
Notto Steven F 202 3rd Ave
Orostek Lisa D, A F 516 Neal Ave
Pendleton Annie 232 5th Ave
Pisarcik John 2280 Garretts Run Rd
Relich Nicholas G 1510 5th Ave
Romoli Gerald M Ross Ridge Manor 1126 Ross Ave
Rosenberger Deitra 302 Piper Ct
Schaeffer George M 2310 Elm Dr
Schaffhausser James 909 6th Ave
Scheeren Thomas, Erin 1884 SR 66
Shellhammer Deborah 115 SR 2020
Shoop Daniel L 225 Montgomery Flats Rd
Shumaker William T 319 9th St
Smith Anna L 318 5th Ave
Smolik Evelyn RR 2
South Dale E RR 3
Spinelli Janet W 1000 Main St
Tilson Carl M, Ellen RD 1 Box 163a
Tilson Ellen RD 1 Box 163a
Walker Gerald R PO Box 213a
Welch Robert 1032 4th Ave
Woychek Anna B 1315 4th Ave
Ford Cliff Pa 16228
Baum Wilma K Neale Ave
Bowser Mildred 616 Painter Ave
Craig Cindy L 600 Orr Ave Apt C
Miller Susan 616 Painter Ave
Power of His Word 719 Christy Ave
Riskosky John 630 Orr Av
Svezeny Connie I 730 Ore Ave
Freeport Pa 16229
Arvay Richard G, Mary A 645 Oberg Dr
Babinsack Dorothy A 544 Franklin St
Barber Joan J 221 1st St
Bellotti Margaret A 395 Ford City Rd
Bezelli Josephine 111 Community Park Rd
Bowser James M 205 3rd St
Buck Norman 567 Freeport Rd
Christian Verna J 123 Vandyke Rd
Deacon Matt 106 Kountz Ln
Dobransky Mary 206 Buffalo St
Erb Christopher J 115 4th St Ste 1
Freeport Hometown Pharmacy 235 5th St
Gamble Keith 206 Buffalo St
Grafton Kevin 138 Sipes Rd
Green Clark S 103 McIntyre Ln
Hill Maywood C Box 715
Hitchcock Clarence 945 Freeport Rd
Karns Brett 116 Vandyke Rd
McBride Timothy E 198 Horseshoe Dr
Naddour Murhaf 255 Mesa Dr
Olczak Amelia M RR 1
Optical Systems Tech 110 Kountz Ln
Page Dorothy 411 Riverside Dr Apt 604
Porter Clark L 111 Community Park Rd
Posney Alberta R 2251 Gdn Way
Ravotti R 743 High St
Robinson Anthony A 10 Confed Walk PO Box F44
Seitam Francis A 114 Srader Grove Rd
Seneker Carla, Ida J 218 Mesa Dr
Singer Robert W Jr 192 Ford City Rd
Smetanick Lynne H PO Box 104
Smith Michelle A PO Box 148
Snyder David C 56 Main St Apt 11
Talbert Cora 945 Freeport Rd
Totally Nascar 309 Market St Apt C Jamie Kutsch
Wagner Anna Mae 303 McVille Rd
Weibel Cory J 392 Iron Bridge Rd
Wolfe Herbert G 518 High St
Kittanning Pa 16201
Alwine Tannie R 259 Red Mill Rd
Anyder Brothers Inc Agent PO Box 1022
Archibald Jacqueline Box 145 RD 5
Arnold Harry A 109 N McKean St
Atkinson Timothy M, Anna B PO Box 74
Avinash Aggarwal MD 401 Pine Hill Rd
Barton 2020 15a Franklin Village Mall
Bass Machine PO Box 69
Bauer Robert H 1160 Orr Ave
Beardsley Alberta Master In 201 S McKean St Ac Wh
Bell Fred 131 Sunpond
Biddle Harold S 505 Cleveland St
Blose William K 280 S McKean St Apt 8n
Boehm Roger L 310 Market St
Bowser Kathleen M 396 Ponyfarm Rd
Bowser Kristopher K 326 N McKean St Apt D
Charles R Richards S McKern St
Claypoole Marian E 106 Riggle Ln Apt C
Cloonan William C Jr, William C 209 Oak Dr
Craig Cindy L, Terry L 215 Serraro Rd
Cratty Jeffrey S, Jill A 1004 Alton Ct
Cunningham Daniel F Est 438 Union Ave
Dejong Rob G 127 Hillview Ln
Fiscus Carl RD 6 Box 236 Fiscus Rd
Flowers Elliott 483 Pony Farm Rd
Foster Carol A, James R 111 Hoover St
Fox Charles RR 7
Frg Acmh Pc 1 Nolte Dr
Garrott John 200 Medical Arts Bldg Ste 230
Hahn Mary Gail 424 Highland Ave
Harry A Arnold Agency 109 N McKean St
Hartman Beatrice, Ravena A RD 3
Hartman Ravena A, Muriel RD 3
Havrilesko Gemma M, Cygnarowicz RR 4 Box 93c
Hilliard Richard G RR 5
Hohl Phyllis L 12678 US RT 422
Hooks Amanda M 555 Hawthorn St
Houston Kevin R PO Box 271
Hutchinson Robert 109 Lorraine Ave Apt 1
Jenkins Elizabeth L, Jennifer C 615 Fern Dr
Jenkins Jennifer Catherine 617 Ferne Dr
Kline William RR 7
Knapp Acquisitions & 262 S Water St
Kocon Richard 1415 Orr Ave
Koffman James E 632 Butler Rd
Kunkle Betty M RR 7
Lane Christine L 242 Yockey Rd
Lasher Amy 553 Hawthorne Ave
Lauster Betty J 651 Johnston Ave
Lewis Walter W, Christopher J 121 Rebecca St
Lindeman Lois T 555 Hawthorne Ave
Linek Rachele, Douglas 141 E Brady Rd Na
Livengood Paul R RD 4 Box 134
Manenski James H, Mae E 530 S Jefferson St
Marcinek Anna RT 422 E
Mary L Rau Memorial 418 Church Rd
Mc Nutt Frank H Jr RR 3 Box 417
Mccaslin Max A 371 Little Rock Rd
Mccue John B PO Box 359
Mechling Elsie O 134 S McKean 2nd Fl
Mieckowski Gregory RD 6 Box 279k
Murphy Mildred W 521 Locust St
Myers James A 123 Sunset Dr
Ochs Elizabeth K 547 N Water St
Ortmann Bernard J 364 SR 28166
Painter Alexander 233 Chestnut St
Pasekoff Gene A 232 W High St
Penn West Radiology Inc RD 6 Box 279k Friendship Plaza
Pennington Robert 179 Poverty Hill Rd
Powell Nellie N RR 7 567
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Powers Jacky 140 Oak Ave
Pratkanis Richard A 231 Butler Rd
Reedy Michael A 307 Hc 1027
Reesman Body Shop 481 Iron Bridge Rd
Richard A Mercurio MD Inc 198 Westgate Rd Ste 101a
Ripley Dorothy R 253 N Grant Ave
Rizzo John G 496 Greentree Rd
Robertson Frank Oneil, Frances R Odrechowski
114 Pinewood St
Robinson Suzanne 215 Market St Apt B
Samaj Paul 396 Ponyfarm Rd
Samaj Paul M RD 7 Box 152
Saxon Robin C 1160 Orr Ave
Scalise Susan M 424 Highland Ave
Schuey Mary A 711 S Harrison St
Seefeld Le Roy 839 Butler Rd
Serene Dalton H 124 Cleveland St
Shetler Mildred Mae, Edna Larue 407 N Ave Apt 2
PO Box 244
Skau Valerie J 1026 Glade Park E
Smith Hazel M 280 S McKean St Apt 5
Snyder Companies Ron Piechowicz PO Box 1022
Steiner Nancy 511 N Jefferson St
Stroman Good Cassie L, Kevin E 120 Pine Hill Rd
Sulkosky Ryan E 212 Sandy Flatts Rd
Transue Imogene 112 Longview Dr Apt 9
Varhol Michael A 340 Upper Hayes Run Rd
Vega Rose M 448 Sadlle Club Rd
Vensel Agnes M 280 S McKean St Apt 4k
Walker Larry Lee RD 6
Walker Lucille M 526 Locust St
Walker Sandra 135 N Grant Ave
Warner Danielle M 137 Oak Ave
Weary Carol A 424 Highland Ave
West Central Dis 1022 Wilson Ave
Widdowson Ruth L 107 Spruce Ln
Wingard Mary A 21 Lindenwood Dr
Yeomans Michael A 2116 Shady Ln
Leechburg Pa 15656
All Medical Resources Inc PO Box 223
Armbrust Richard 205 Pershing Ave Apt 312
Ashbaugh Earle V RR 1 Box 253
Barbella Mary G PO Box 145
Bonello Meitzel Linda M 260 Beale Ave
Breman Donna S 127 Main St
Broda Mary E 86 Maple St
Buckoske Emily Est, Margaret Marchitelli Execu
853 8th Ave
C And C Tooling Inc 120 Siberian Ave
Canale Sylvia J 101 Weimer Rd
Carino Anthony J Jr Box 868 RT 66 North
Carnahan Lucille 167 Giron St
Carruthers Rebecka L 373 Main St
Cinpinski Robert A RR 1 Box 1560
Comfab 2095 Melwood Rd
Contino Julia M RR 1 Box 620
Coward John E 871 Hulton Rd
Daugherty Beverly, George 4905 Shearsburg Rd
Decapite Todd 401 Grant Ave
Del Vecchio Natalie, Frank RD 1 Box 1839
Family Wellness Center 1181 SR 356
Faulkner Steven 295 Ice Pond Rd
Feeney Richard M 105 Highland Dr
Frank Thomas 123 Basin St
Garda Madaline PO Box 123
Gendrolies Margaret 4446 Evergreen Rd
Gendrolies Margaret Ann PO Box 462
Gray Edwin 214 RD 3
Gray Marie RR 2 Box 318
Gvoth Kimberly, Tifanie 120 Bell Ave
Hill Kenneth Est, Thelma 402 Grant Ave
Hollis Edward J, Jane A 897 Sunrise Dr W
Hubbell Michael 368 1/2 Washington Ave
Jenny Mniszak Trust 2 Morgan Dr
JJJ Real Est Trust 3016 3rd St
Jubinsky Joseph, Brian Scott 267 Beale Ave
Jubinsky Joseph, Brian Scott PO Box 145
Kasacjak Kathleen 155 Campbell Ave
Keibler Cassandra 4960 Melwood Rd Apt 405
Keller Robert A 404 S Leechburg Hill
Keyser Patricia R PO Box 145
King Glenda L, Harry J RD 1 Box 40
King H J Box 40 RD 1
Kish Susan C, Alan L 127 Lincoln Ave
Koehnlein John 270 Kepple Rd
Kolenik Joseph 1113 Gosser St
Kordes Darl E 1874 SR 356
Latoza Ingrida 4446 Evergreen Rd
Leichliter James C 4510 Melwood Rd
Leighli Bonnie D 4510 Melwood Rd
Lovelace Robert C, Robin H 111 Bell Ave
Martin Dale 613 1st St
Mccartney Gene D 468 Pitt St
McElfresh Loren D 609 Spang Ave
McFadden Debra, McFadden Family Practice
62 Greenbriar Dr
McGinnis Betty L 1044 White Cloud Rd
McGinnis Harold F 1048 White Cloud Rd
McKee Donna 404 Linda Ln
Metco Supply Inc 81 Kiski Ave
Mniszak Jenny 2 Morgan Dr
Moore Debra L 812 Red Tail Ct
Neal David R RR 1 Box 3410
Newell Raymond V RR 3
Ohara Edith RR 1 Box 2135
Oplinger James 3210 Joe Hammer Sq
Paul Gregory F 403 Penn Ave
Peterman James M, Stella 156 Ctr Ave
Picone Lisa M 161 Hall Dr
Pleasant Ridge Mature Living 981 Pleasant Hills Rd
Pops Stop 1199 S Leechburg Hl
Prunty Dorothy Breman PO Box 625
Pugliese Charmaine R 112 Stonegate Dr
Ravetto Christopher E 312 Harrison Av
Ritchie Ruth L 120 2nd St Apt 2e
Robert T 103 Rhoda Ave
Robinson Renee D, Joel E Angela McGee A S
Infinity Graphics 2219 Melwood Rd
Rubus Edith, John 260 Campbell Ave
Salego Htg 2971 Leechburg Rd Ste A
Sedlacek Sophia 981 M Pleasant Hill Rd
Shockley John H III 312 Lincoln
Shremshock Irene G 68 McGeary Hollow Rd
Shupe Charles, William RR 2 Box 145a
Smail Joseph P 400 Grant Ave
Star Auto Body 404 S Leechburg Hill
Starr Auto Body 404 S Leechburg Hill
Tarr William E, Iva R RR 1
Watkins Earl Est PO Box 446
Weister Fonda K 661 Markle Rd
Weister John W 117 Cibik Ln
Whitener Mary 323 Anderson Ave
Yamber Mary A 4960 Melwood Dr
Zetler Edward R Jr RR 1 Box 3720
Manorville Pa 16238
Kijowski Sonya 706 Ctr Lake
Lefchik William PO Box 144
Livengood Lynnford L PO Box 213
Logsdon Elizabeth L PO Box 201
Manorville Armst B 608 Manor St
Yount Lincoln M PO Box 115
McGrann Pa 16236
Miller Robert A, James PO Box 263
North Apollo Pa 15673
Boarts Marie PO Box 66
Fott Phillip PO Box 259
Hall Lori L 1214 Robbins Ave PO Box 65
Musick Joseph F 1803 Moore Ave
Phillips Amber 1820 Moore Ave Apt B
Sheplar Susan J PO Box 225
Velez Fidel E MD 1903 Acheson Ave PO Box 87
Nu Mine Pa 16244
Nagy Agnes L Rte 85
Oak Ridge Pa 16245
Adams Robert Est PO Box 54
Parker Pa 16049
Alworth Jack L RR 3
Bowser Virginia, Gary E 108 A Bowser Rd
Cole Brian K 808 Pine Hollow Rd
Cooper Vera L 302 N Wayne Ave 101
Cooper Vera S 302 N Wayne Ave Apt 210
Ford Clarence Jr RR 2 Box 288
Ford Stella J RR 2 Box 288
Getty Mary E 808 Pine Hollow Rd
Hilliard Dennis E, Susen 200 Rocks Rd
Jordan Jeannie A 303 Lincoln St
Kaufman Edward J 235 Division Rd
Kaufman Paul 5379 Doc Walker Rd
Kaufman Paul J 212 Division Rd
Logue Gerald L RD 1
Monroe Rosella M Parker Hts Apts
Nickel Gail, Rosella M Monroe Parker Hts Apts
Patterson George L RR 1
Peirce Barbara RR 2
Schelinski M 119 Mudd Ln
Schelinski M RR 2 Box 303b
Weber Joel 1314 Myers Hollow Rd
Williams David 102 N Maple Ave
Wolfe Angela 1087 RT 58
Rural Valley Pa 16249
Doughty Rosemarie 249 SR 2006
Ellenberger Shirley J 521 Main St
Headley William N PO Box 116
Headley William Ned PO Box 302
Headly Lois M PO Box 302
Hockenberry Kenneth C PO Box 246
Jewell Paul S Water St
Matusiak Melissa RR 1 Box 228
Morrison Nora E 1000 Main St
Trudgen Timothy L, Jeannie 127 S Water St
Us Energy South Water St PO Box 237
Sagamore Pa 16250
Keenan Doris 302 7th
Shaw James PO Box 165
Torrence Leona 195 3rd
Wertz Stella PO Box 165
Spring Church Pa 15686
Cumberledge Lawrence D, Linda J SR 127
Dilick Ernest SR
Harris Mae PO Box 111
Turner Warren 125 Laurel Way
Templeton Pa 16259
Adams Fern E Est 1417 Madison Rd
Crissman Dallas 848 Madison Rd
Mazzotta I Virginia PO Box 53
McLaughlin Wiliam J, Madge E PO Box 418
Miller Marshall M PO Box 132
Northern Express 7 RD 1
Reedy Stephanie A 100 1st St PO Box 121
Schreckengos Wilmer RR 1
Templeton Sewer Co PO Box 132
West Leechburg Pa 15656
Carnahan Charles 167 Giron St
Giworonik Mike 1501 North Ave
Martin John D 132 Smt St
Pierce L Melody 774 7th St
Smythe Lindsay R 140 Peach Ln Apt C
Worthington Pa 16262
Adam Asso 15141 US RT 422
Artman Dorothy E, Wallace RR 1 Box 132a
Braun William W PO Box 23
Brendlinger Arthur PO Box 781
Carlton Richard 120 Lakeside Dr
Claypoole Gregg 10028 W Main St
Claypoole Louis 422 E Main St
Eisler Millie 120 Lakeside Dr
Giff George W Heirs of C H Smith RD 1 Box 329
Johns Debra A 104 Brandon Rd
Kasanicky Kaaren E, Robert L 214 Slate Lick Rd
McDaniels Robert RR 1 Box 137
Richey Joseph E RR 1 Box 26
Roudybush Ashley 528 Meadow St
Williams Beverly J 157 Gameland Rd
Wilson Lee F RD 1 Box 348
Yatesboro Pa 16263
Fauin Joseph A PO Box 177
Keller Charles RR 1
McKain Katherine L PO Box 89
Yeloushan Charles 182 Main St
Beaver County
Aliquippa Pa 15001
Acosta Chris 103 Buss Rd
Akins Rose 5023 Bocktown Rd
Aliquippa Education Asso 4024 Patterson Rd
Altoft William 2002 State Rte 18
Anderson James Jr Lot 40 Spring St
Anderson Vanella 500 Elizabeth St Rear
Angelo Nicholas P, Janice M 1428 Croxall Ave
Anzur Joseph 2655 Brdhead Rd Apt 1
Arnick Veronica 2007 Ensign Dr
Aukscunas Dorothy 3131 Locust St
Bagshaw Naser Greta Est, Carl Eric 1927 Cardinal Ave
Baker Elizabeth 3664 S Long Rd Green Gdns Rd
Ball Sue 1933 Cardinal Ave
Barbuto Victoria A, Valerie 2849 Brodhead Rd
Barnes Earl 111 Sutton St
Bauder Robert D 8105 Revere Place
Beal Frank Est 122 Cottonwood Dr
Bell Alvin Es, Walter 2912 Propst
Bennett Debra L 706 Hall St
Best Helen Est 2514 Wigwam St
Bielich Mary 2505 Marian St
Bolden Jess 1402 Green St
Bonomi Camillo A 2878 Brodhead Rd
Bowers Stephanie 925 Columbus Dr
Brooks Robert O 3109 Brodhead Rd Apt A
Brown Willie 218 Cooper St
Burba Eligio, Rose 1016 Division St
Butera Suzanne H 3023 N Trillium Dr
Butterfield Sandra 437 Franklin Ave Apt C
Cain Virginia 4695 SR 151 Trlr 23
Calderone Santo 3188 Bradbury Dr
Caldwell Charles E Bene 3813 Green Gdn Rd
Callahan Mary 1825 Pierce St
Castelli Mario V 2303 Wigwam Rd
Center Medical Asso Inc 99 Autumn St
Cervi Dawn 2002 State Rte 18
Chamovitz Bruce 99 Autumn St
Chavis Ucelo 115 Orchard St
Chunchick Ann 710 Ivy Ln
Cobb Mabel 300 Monaca Rd
Cobb Quo Vadis 350 Angela Dr
Cook Linda 337 Linmar Ter
Cook Mary 214 Second Ave
Cook William E, Joanne 1215 Main St
Cramer David 2308 Smith Ave
Cruisers LLC 106 Bridget St
Cucchiorini Louis 140 W Shaffer Rd
D&K Plumbing & Heating LLC 1701 Filmore St
Dantonio Dante 140 Turkmar Dr
Dantonio Mary L 1811 Wade St Ext
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David Barbara L 599 Golf Course Rd
Dawkins Ann Ruth 223 Spaulding St
Dawkins Arnolar 92 Eleanor Roosevelt Apts
Dawkins Irwin 223 Spaulding St
Dawson Frances 5 Hall St
De Blasio Margaret 2226 Airport Rd
Delisio Richard Est 2132 Maratta Rd
Desantis Aldo T 138 Geneva Dr
Desena Geraldine L 601 Burton St 2
Dibenedetto Christine F 1701 Polk St
Dibenedetto Luciano R 1700 Van Buren St
Dicicco Dennis, Linda Grossi & Ass Inc 98 Whitehall Rd
Dinello Paul 703 Hall St
Dioda Pauline 2360 West St
Dobich Margaret 425 Hopewell Ave
Dobich Margaret M Est 425 Hopewell Ave
Douds Frank 346 Holt Rd
Droz Charles A Jr, Karen S 202 Monahan St
Druzak Patricia L 1578 Garfield St
Duplaga Edward T 4403 S Beverly Dr
Dzurko Helen P 120 Division St Ext
Echement Karen 531 Beaver Ave
Edgell Douglas A 2020 McMinn St
Elis Auto Repair 847 Franklin Ave
Emerick Margaret L 137 Mengel Ave
Eppley Thomas, Alice 2364 Carmel St
Eramo Bertha D, Vince D 1118 Fairln Dr
Fedak Phyllis E 5025 Clifton Dr
Federal Home Loan Mort Corp 400 Corporation Dr
Feenstra Eben N 1105 Main St
Feenstra Theresa, Eben 1105 Main St
Feltes Diana 1305 Agnew Ave
Fetkovich Julia 785 Chapel Rd
First Franchise Capital 2304 Brodhead Rd
Fisher Lawrence, Mary 9 Cedar Ave A
Five Sisters Catering LLC 137 Shippingport Hill Rd
Ford Jonathan, Gregory 197 Princeton Dr
Foringer Jessica M, David A 107 Jones St
Fragozo Marie A 28 A Maratta Rd
Frantangelo Americo 516 Cornell Dr
Garvey Lori 190 Wellington Rd
Gavalya Joseph Est, Joseph III 470
Georgiadis Peter, Mary 5314 Clearview Ave
Gilbert Willie L 520 Hill St
Gipson Darrell 1306 Irwin St 1
Gipson Janice J 625 Highland Ave
Gray Al 523 McKee Ave
Gray Jeffrey R 1566 Jackson St
Gregory Elzbieta RR 1 Box 190
Grubbs Otis 109 Sutton St
Gula Andrew, Diana 602 Grand Ave
Gula Stephen 210 5th Ave
Gush Karen L 1820 McMinn St
Hall Tasha L 4414 St Rt 151
Halleman Mary K 3123 Ridge Ave
Halleman Thomas A 3123 Ridge Ave
Hampton Marene 109 Sutton St
Haney Joseph J 1202 Gringo Rd
Harris John Jr 1711 Boundary St
Hart Byrtron L 134 Geneva Dr
Hartman David V Jr, Kristin A Greater Pitts Collision
210 Sharon Grange Rd
Hauger Leoda 149 Buss Rd
Henderson Melissa Anne 396 21st St
Hepler Nicole 549 Chapel Rd
Herman Allen Est, Kathy Ash 2001 Washington
Highberger Danielle D, Ronald J 137 Moores Rd
Hodge Karen Lee 3013 Scott Ave
Hodges Roland B, Blanche 44 Linmar Terr
Homecomings 4000 Industrial Blvd
Huckstep Lesia E 852 Monaca Rd
Hughes William P 100 Paula Dr
Hunter Kathleen M 106 Colonial Way
Hunter Margaret 106 Strawberry Aly
Hutton Howard Est 2343 Sheffield Rd
Jane Kelley 1825 Pierce St
Janos Joseph J III, Helen M 1917 Maratta Rd
Jernigan Sandi 4000 Industrial Blvd
Jeter Mae Cilla 691 Hill St
Johnson Brian 1815 Tyler St
Johnson Jeremy M 1912 Sheffield Dr
Johnson Terrance 2 Temple Rd
Johnston Elmer A Jr 124 Ingles St
Jolley Thomas 1739 Garfield St
Jones Carol A, Brian 1206 Ridgeway Ave
Jones Edward 727 Griffith St
Jones Ernest 705 Grove St
Jones Jeffrey L, Ralph R 216 Cooper St
Jones Ralph R Est 216 Cooper St
Jordan Donald J 1205 Meadow St
Kacsur Mary Musulin 1734 Tyler St
Kalemon Kimberly, Peter 1213 McMinn St
Kalinowski Sandra 4317 Beverly Dr
Karas Michael P, Dolly, Rudy 1203 Boundary St
Katras Panagiota 309 Christine Dr
Kelliher Mildred 2805 Brodhead Rd
Kelly Maci E 1202 Gringo Rd
Kenner Dwight PO Box 204
Klein Adele 1911 Crestmont Dr
Koceja Linda M Service Link 4000 Industrial Blvd
Lacour Margaret, Robert 3005 Crissman Dr
Lasala Patrick 2010 McMinn St
Lay Heard D 313 Cooper St
Leasha Kenneth 103 Ctr Grange Rd
Lee Susie 104 Todd St
Lenart Jason M 1818 Grant St Apt 4
Lewis Maxwell D Jr 308 Rainbow Dr
Leys Christina 310 Penny Hollow Rd
Liggett Cynthia S PO Box 734
Link Nanional 400 Corporation Dr
Linmar Market Quip 2028 Golfway Dr
Lj Kennedy Trucking 4 Woodlawn Rd
Lowe Joanna 2778 Johnson St
Lucci Nancy, Dean 3103 Brdhead Rd
Lucus Helen PO Box 264
Mallas Margaret 1615 Polk St
Malye Violet 196 Richard Dr
Mance Marie A 2413 W Irwin St
Mancini Germano Est 4 2nd Ave
Markham Danielle 1501 Washington St Apt B−206
Marshall James O 1306 Irwin St 1
Martin Henry B 100 Superior Ave Apt 103
Martin Lawrence, Diana 438 Independence Rd
Mcconnell Joel 2061 Brodhead Rd Apt A 1
Mccoy Chantel 1128 Main St
Mccoy Shane A 3937 B SR 151
McKinin Lorraine A, James A 1603 Polk St
McStay Bill 2305 Virginia Ave
Meade Melvin C Aliquippa School District 115 Shaw St
Megaludis Yvonne I R 105 Gettysburg Dr
Mesko Karen 2415 Marian St
Miazgowicz Ronald E 431 Daniel Dr
Michael Edith N 2778 Johnson St
Mihalik Gary A 2507 Mill St
Mihok Peter G 102 Garnet St
Miller & Sons Chevrolet 21st & Sheffield Rd
Miskulin Mildred A, Mildred M Drabeck 1932 McLean St
Mohr Karen M 106 Colonial Way
Moka Ganapathi Rao 2305 Wigwam Rd
Moktey Stella W 309 Merchant St
Moore Marie 2106 Lynwood Dr
Moran Eva 614 Burton St
Moreland Anna 305 Cooper St
Morgan Mae E, Joanne Landry 138 Purkmar Dr
Morris Serita L, Mary L 274 Linmar Ter
Morrison Christine 553 Service Creek Rd Lot 17
Moxley Benjamin L Jr 1716 Pierce St
Mulligans Sports Bar & Grill 2422 Brodhead Rd
Myers Jessie M 324 Spaulding St
National Link 1000 Industrial Blvd
National Link 400 Corporation Dr
National Link Retirement 4000 Industrial Blvd
Nationallink 4000 Industrial Blvd 2nd Fl
Nesbitt Kelly 2415 Maple Ave
Norman Faith 1589 Tyler St Apt 4
Oleck George R 1209 New Hampshire Ave
Osborn Stewart L 3022 Paul Dr
Pallante Ralph, Vera 345 Christine Dr
Palombo Steve 112 Turkmar Dr
Panella Carole A PO Box 1162
Papas Dorothea 839 23rd St
Papas Perry 1910 Irwin St
Pappas George 839 23rd St
Patel R MD 2448 Mill St
Peduzzi Mary F, Gary P 1830 Polk St
Peluso Virginia Est 2402 Calvert St
Pierce Hattie 531 Elizabeth St
Poiarkoff John Michael 210 5th Ave
Pollack Helen C, Andrew 124 Holt Rd
Popps Denise 1319 Irwin St
Puckett Genevieve M Est 1216 Concord Dr
R D Csfrelli R D DDS 23w Sheffield Rd
Raffle Beatrice 4024 Patterson Rd
Raffle Bertha D 137 Gross Dr
Rebich Catherine, Marion 111 Locust St
Rebich Marion Est 358 Franklin Ave
Reed S Esther 4502 Hopewell Hts Rd
Revay Kim E 710 Hall St
Ridjaneck Mark 1708 Davidson St
Riggins Geraldine S 149 3rd Ave
Roberto Inglese MD 4348 Brodhead Rd
Roberts Lorrane D 144 4th Ave
Roberts Roxann 514 Crooks School Rd
Roman Eleanor M PO Box 69
Roper Brian C 1309 Irwin St
Rygalski Stanley A 1800 McMinn St
Sadowy Leonard P 107 McKenna Dr
Santilli Antoinette M 2364 Academy St
Sarkis Brenda L 1802 Cardinal Ave
Sarkis Joseph C, Brenda L 1802 Cardinal Ave
Saxon Carol C, John E 829 Franklin Ave
Sayre Ellen 1111 Shefield Ave
Schmidt Quentin Est PO Box 11
Schmidt Zelma PO Box 11
Sergi Donna M 708 Chapel Rd 2
Shillingburg Roseann 2412 Woodbine Rd
Shomsky Julia Est 602 Main St
Simmons Anna Grace 241 Spaulding St
Simmons Marionette, Willie C 272 Return St
Sipp Anna R 1856 Brodhead Rd
Skeriotis Steven 4406 S Beverly Dr
Slappy John 132 Meade St
Sneed Steven K 3347 Brodhead Rd Apt 7f
Sperry Harold C, Ruth K 401 Carmel Dr
Spice Daniel 101 Brobeck Dr
Staab Richard A 1815 Hudson St
Steals Lori A 530 Highland Ave
Steele Joan 1302 Allen St
Suhrie Irma Rt 2 Box 246
Szelist Nancy 130 Ctr St
Tarquinio Russell E, Jeffrey L 102 Lantern Ln
Tarquinio Russell E, Joshma M 102 Lantern Ln
Taylor William 419 Sarah St
Thomas Emilie 961 Main St
Thornton Frank 221 Todd St
Tranelli Dorothy Marie 1219 Main Ave
Trinity Restoration Svcs 1830 Polk St
Tucker Nicholas C 1220 Ridgeway Ave
Tuttle Denece 400 Corporation Dr
Tyler Dorothy M PO Box Box 153
Unger Freight Services Inc 2002 SR 18
W Pa Auto 2613 Brodhead Rd
W T Hospitality Inc 2304 Brodhead Rd
Wagner Bernadette 434 Franklin Ave Apt 313
Wasler Jennie RFD 3
Weber Joanne 463 Service Creek Rd
Welch Elliot 103 Moffett Run Rd
White Antoninette Est 2355 West St
Wiland Donald W, Helen L 411 Franklin Ave
Williams John R 100 Garnet St
Wilson Laura 1314 Gringo Rd
Witterman Michael 101 Radcliff Dr
Woodard David 1829 Irwin St
Woods Perkins Melva 770 Sheffield Ave
Yanchik Mary 164 Kiehl St
Zimmer Jim 2014 Golfway Dr
Zoltak Susan A, Alex C 1824 Irwin St
Zupi William P, Elaine C 510 Ritchie Pl
Ambridge Pa 15003
Altman Sharon L DO 751 Merchant St
Beave Ambridge B 757 Merchant St
Bengas Margaret K 2624 Beaver Rd
Bergstrom Elsie L 536 Virginia Ave
Besong Raymond J 129 Neely St
Big Sewickley Creek Watershed 51 Ambridge Ave
Bober Stephen N 1901 Beaver Rd
Bonomo Juliene C 651 Ambridge Ave
Borzyn Rose 713 17th St
Brandt Trucking Inc 2301 Duss Ave Bldg 1 Ste 15
Brennan Robert 801 Kerr St
Brown Carol 240 Ambridge Ave Apt 5
Calgren Lance D 617 Glenwood Ave Apt 4
Carter Eddie B 192 Crestview Vlg
Centria 500 Perth Dr PO Box 198
Chapala Jane T 1399 Merchant St 203
Chervenka John Jr 2606 School St
Coleman Gracie, Ethel Lazar 511 Wilson Ave
Coordinated Ind Inc PO Box 490
Cunningham Ashley L 917 Hazel Ave Apt 1
Dauer John J, Erma A 1423 Beaver Rd PO Box
Deluca Donette M 112 Fairview Ave
Dewitt Enterprises 79 15th St
Dickey Ellen A, Anna M 633 Pine St
Dietsch Mary 22 Solar Dr
Dorsey Albert 1036 Maplewood Ave
Dudenich Betty 153 Locust St
Dumek Steven J 1133 Merchant St
Dunn Racheal L 1000 Spruce St
Fairfield Leslie P 650 Maplewood Ave
Fedorko Raymond, Heather 500 Pine St
Follins Helen 653 Ridge Rd
Fornal Stanley 108 Park Rd
Gaskins Johnny 300 4th St 304
Gentille Michael 1820 Zehnder Rd
Gilarno Joseph Est, Betty 331 Sherman St
Grabinski Irene 920 Ridge Rd
Grebb Ted 920 Ridge Rd
Greenhouse Tom 1492 Merriman Rd
Heine Elizabeth C 500 Beaver Rd Apt 90
Helms Heather Colleen 3088 Woodland Rd
Helping Hand Handyman Svcs 920 Maplewood Ave
Hlista Zachary R 663 Merchant St
Hoggin Elolo 917 Beverly Ave
Hubler Margaret 85 15th St
Hudacsek William 1702 Ridge Rd Ext
Hudock Barbara, James R 1194 Merchant St
It & Ly Hairfashion Richard Zucckero PO Box 536
Jobco PO Box 370
Karas William 274 15th St
Kasper Hahn Funeral &Cremation 547 8th St
Keene David 215 Elm Rd
Kelly Keith 801 14th St
Kramer Adella V 1212 May St
Krupa Frank J 1102 Beaver Rd B
Krupa Rose C 291 12th St
Kuncio C 2623 Lenz Ave
Kusma Gerald J 156 Maplewood Ave Apt 2
Laffey James 404 Park Rd
Lane Scott 1709 Duss Ave
Larsen James F, Angela 8 Solar Dr
Law Rena M 328 Park Rd
Levato Louise 1428 Beaver Rd
Marangone Patrick H 321 Maplewood Ave
Marinich Doreene, John, Anna 529 Pine St
Markovich Gertrude 85 15th St
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Matusiak Helen 189 7th St
Matzie Robert 315 Wilson Ave
Mazur Carole B 724 13th St
Mccaskey Jacqueline R Est 808 18th St 2nd Fl
Mccaskey Robert 808 18th St 2nd Fl
McGarry William, Mary 513 Stephen St
McGeehan David W 1798 Zehnder Rd
McHenry Norma 1005 Melrose Ave
Mck Whitlock William 701 Maplewood Ave
Mercadante Deno 1428 Beaver Rd
Microsonic Inc 2960 Duss Ave
Mooney Nora M 1545 Longview Ave
Muha Helen 520 Beaver Rd
Murawski Joseph 1521 Beaver Rd
Murdock James L 1601 Beaver Rd
Norman Bernard 904 Spruce St
Nourigat Dorothy, Gary H, Earl 281 Wagner Ave
Obrien Whitney J, Carol A 1017 Olga St
Onufryk Ronald P 1027 Spruce St
Painter Steve 807 20th St
Panzanella Elizabeth 801 Kerr St
Pastva Anna Est 1146 Maplewood Ave
Patrician Peter 220 Park Rd
Piro Mary 56 Longvue Cir
Pisano Albert 1508 Beaver Rd
Plevel Joseph Est 804 Duss Ave
Poore Katherine Rose 1648 Church St
Pudo Robin 612 Melrose Ave
Reithmiller Evelyn, Rick Ridge Rd Ext
Rinaman Eugene W 625 Merchant St
Roman Jean R 307 Locust St
Shusko Mike 2518 Beaver Rd
Simon James PO Box 308
Skeriotis Patricia 307 Merchant St
Smith Josephine 166 Crestueiw Village
Snatchko Jacob 426 Hymes St
Speredkes Dorothy 264 1st St
St Michaels Club 800 Pine St
Stills Rose A 44 Economy Village St
Swogger Dorothy, Harry 349 Maplewood Ave
Turner William 312 Elm Rd
Tyson Monique L 822 Duss Ave
Urban Florence 300 4th St
Urquhart Robert 200 Merchant St Apt 6
Volpe James R 2661 Woodland Rd
Wall Robert 1933 Duss Ave
Ward Daniel 917 Pine St
Wheeler Wesley 1616 Merchant St
Whitlock Griffin Marcella, William C 701 Maplewood Ave
Witowich Anna 404 Park Rd
Wright Marjorie G, Charles W, Rowley Smith Lewis &
Dohan 800 Maplewood Ave
Yost Edith I 530 Virginia Ave William J Krachala
Zinsmaster David A Est PO Box 583
Baden Pa 15005
Alberts Dawn M, Amy E 4 Leaf Ct
Allego Victor 3779 Watson St
Benney Richard M 142 Peppergrass Rd
Berkihiser Pam 1000 North Ave
Biddle Roy W G Jr, Dorothy J 1710 Warrendale Bayne Rd
Borzyn Edward S 379 Mellon Ave Apt 102
Branowitzer Stanley A 219 Anthony Wayne Ter
Carnahan Kayla J 42 Cir St
Cercone Chester 395 Golden Grove Rd
Certich Christine S, Frank J 233 State St
Davis D 3735 Watson St
Deep Enterprises Inc 514 State St
Demas Virginia 623 Steele St
Dornack Lillian 52 Russell St
Dunn Richard J 304 Brookside Rd
Eric Barto Memorial Foundation 1127 Phillips St Ext
Flowers Michael J, Sandra L 180 Spring Ln
Gaydos John, Mary 2569 Ridge Rd Ext
Goode Willie 443 State St
Gross Robert J Phillips St
Hanne Opal L Agent 2969 Ridge Rd Ext
Icnp 121 Fearight Dr
Iqbal Mishal 161 Buckthorn Dr
Jeswald Darlene J, Kevin L 366 Golden Grove Rd
Karcher Carolyn 1030 State St
Kollinger Auto Body Inc 1285 Markman Park Rd
Kulish Mary T 905 Bauman Ave
Leavitt James 286 Camilla St
Lenart William 1285 Markman Park Rd
Machiko Janeil 411 Golden Grove Rd
Manick Robert 501 Phillips St
McKee Ross H 335 Wayne St
Melnick Rose 151 Legionville Rd Box 6
Miller John 165 Walnut Dr
Miller Victoria RR 1
Monahan Matthew P 101 Anne St
Nadzak Dennis R 1034 Phillips St Apt 7
Neidhardt Auto Sales 101 State St
Nickle Paul S 416 Cavitt Ave Apt 2
Obruba Joseph G 901 Virginia Ave
Packard Colton. Kai A 107 Foxglove Dr
Panner Gwendolyn L 1030 State St
Parkinson Noah Camron, Colby J, Winifred 419 Bryan Ave
Sattley Edward 429 Friel Rd
Scheel Annie F Box 178 Phillips St Ext
Schroeder Mike 640 Hoenig Rd
Sendek Emil RR 1
Shaffer Matt 118 Lovi Rd
Singleton Florence Tiffany 1265 Woodland Rd
Slivensky Michael 600 Pittsbergh
Spaziani Shiela 329 Berry St
Spear Ronald L Apt 3 Anthony Wayne Tr
Stack Francis 969 4th St
Svegel Dale W 282 Prospect St
Timney James J 860 Riverview Ave
Tri State Medical Gr 1525 Beaver Rd
Valley Medical Facil 200 Ohio River Blvd
Vescio Frank G 2615 Warrendale Bayne Rd
Wagner Veronica E, Ramona A Sangermano 2504 Ridge Rd
Ext
Walker Rev Trust, Joycelyn A 2902 5th Ave PO Box 6
Weisbecker Rose M 980 Markman Park Rd
Wilkinson James J, James T 103 Woodberry Rd
Williams Edith 443 State St
Williams Maryann C 438 Prospect St
Yant Dorothy J 63 Anthony Wayne Tr
Beaver Pa 15009
Anderson James T Jr, Helen H 933 4th St
Anderson Opal 246 Friendship Cir Friendship Ridge Rm 529
Balmer Margaret, Marlene Moxie 366 5th St
Barnett Donald Est 618 Market St
Bates Frances H 620 Beacom Dr
Battung Diane N 620 Tuscarawas Rd
Beaver Dental Associates LLC 244 College Ave
Beaver Valley Intl Arts 540 Galey Blvd
Benec Joseph M 208 Maple Dr
Bennett Dorothy W 1401 Corporation St
Bennett Dorothy W 255 Dravo Ave
Best Virginia S 274 Friendship Cir Apt 214
Bielich Paul Est 324 Toy St
Black Timothy 911 Market St
Blistan Orella Beatrice 4545 Dutch Ridge Rd
Bojanac Amelia, Gretha 381 3rd St 3
Boyd Gerald R 274 Friendship Cir Apt 102
Brandt Arthur MD 1700 3rd St
Brant Arthur 1700 3rd St
Braund Carla 967 4th Ave
Brodbeck John S 26 Nicholas Dr
Brooks Robert O 30 Walnut St
Brueggman David J 2905 22nd Ave
Brunberg David W 1505 Sebring Rd
Butler Azalia I 420 Insurance St
Campbell Cory 707 Tr Ave
Campbell George R Jr, Wanda G 4 B St Van Buren Homes
Campbell Olga J 1420 Second St
Carney Olivia B 371 Laura St
Catanese Grace Est, Frank 905 Riverside Dr
Cernick Anna 449 Fair Ave
Chaffee Ward PO Box 341
Chamovitz Bruce 2 Peartree Way
Connelly Madison Ann, Jamie 501 4th St
Connor Cornelia B, Susan O 194 Woodridge Dr
Connor Susan O 194 Woodridge Dr
Corcoran Pearl RR 1
Cowen Marlene E, Effie 1141 Tpke St
Crossland Ryan J 4220 Tuscarawas Rd
Davidson Betty L 38 Tamqui Village
Davis Brian J 630 6th St
Delacruz Angel 1755 Corporation St
Delarosa Maria 124 Edgewood Dr
Denbow John E 493 E End Ave
Desantis Jerome, Ida PO Box 132
Dioguardi John A 1501 Corporation St
Donaldson Marylyn S 166 Ctr Dr
Dowling Mark Alice D RR 2
Dutch Ridge Dairy Store 1635 Dutch Ridge Rd
Etal Albert V Lindwood Windy Ghoul
Ferrand Electric 135 Eric Dr
Fosnot Scott 140 Canal St
Friend Pont Buick Gmc Trk Rte 51
Gibbons Ron 2600 Tuscarawas Rd
Grant Cynthia A Law Offices 345 Commerce St
Greater Pitts Surgical 1030 Beaner Hollow Rd 4th Fl
Griffeth Timothy A 202 Woodbine Dr
Hall Victor E 243 Navigation St
Hamilton Jean R Westview Ridge Rd
Hammer Lawrence J III Est 246 Friendship Cir
Hartford Anna 804 Tpke St
Henry Roland 308 Todd St
Henry Ruth D MD 2 Peartree Way
Heritage Valley Beaver 1000 Dutch Ridge Rd
Hill Darlene Guardian Alliance 59 A St PO Box 505
Hoang Tam V 1058 Tpke St
Hobbs Georgia C Est Friendship Ridge 246 Friendship Cir
Hoffman Elizabeth L 2 Main
Hoffmaster Irene 246 Friendship Cir
Holland Dorothy S 395 Dutch Ridge Rd Apt 1
Hoover Stephany S 160 Park St
Horvatich Mary A 208 Maple Dr
Hostetter Sherman 254 4th St
Hutton Colleen 245 Commerce St
Hyrb Christine L, Steven J 117 Appletree Dr
Javonovich Edith 47 Hemlock St
Jewell Margaret 1420 Corp St
Jones Ruth 246 Friendship Cir
Karaffa John G 652 State Ave Suite E
Kelly Gladys Est Friendship Ridge Snf 246 Friendship Cir
Kugel Mary 1565 Dutch Ridge Rd
Laneve Gladys 680 Canal St Apt 315
Laughlin Toni L 332 5th St
Leczek Alice 3535 Tuscarawas Rd
Lothrop James T 500 Market St Ste 200 A
Lucas Tracey A 302 River Rd
Mackey Ralph V 452 Tpke St
Macneil Wilma F 246 Friendship Cir Room 247−1
Marquette Robert E, Jody R 492 Lime St
Martin Timothy P 9 Vandivort Dr
Masley John M 362 Third St
Matika Francis W 107 Murray Dr
Mcclure Beatrice C 670 Bank St
Mccourt Matthew 38 Hemlock St
McTaggart James W 407 Bridge St
Meinhardt June D 446 4th St
Mennell Edward L Est Friendship Ridge 246 Friendship Cir
Mikita Anna Est Friendship Ridge 246 Friendship Cir
Miles Lucille D 50 Economy Vlg
Moore Richard E Est Friendship Ridge Snf 246 Friendship
Cir
Moore William C 435 Market St
Moots James 1005 Sebring Rd
Morris Geraldine L Est 246 Friendship Cir
Morse William T, Sandra D Munroe Auto Body
437 Commerce St
Mushlit Harold D 1613 Third St
Neely David C 158 Beaver St
Neighborhood Legal Services Assn Stone Point Landing
Ste 204a 500 Market St
Neiman Anthony 47 Hemlock St
Norek John Po Box 35
Norman James D 456 Buffalo St
Oakes Norman 435 E End Ave
Oshaughnessy Ryan M 615 Dutch Ridge Rd
Peters Catherine J 274 Friendship Ci 312
Pinkerton Allan H 208 Woodbine Dr
Porter Richard D 117 Matthews Dr
Powers Etheldreda A, Ronald D Powers
525 Bradys Ridge Rd
Prendergast Beth D 363 4th St Apt 4
Pritchard Dorotha E 363 4th St Apt 4
Quality Clnrs Altrat 330 Insurance St
Ramsey Chris 723 State Ave Unit 1
Ranger Bo 430 Lincoln Ave
Raymond Dorothy E, E Burton 144 Ridgeview Dr
Reda James L 372 Dravo Ave
Reich William P 337 3rd St
Rice Morgan 1817 Barclay Hill Rd
Robinson Tessa 54 Sycamore St
Schaufler Patricia R 725 Galey Blvd
Schenk Andrew Est Veaver Village Apts 699 5th Ave Apt 201
Scroggs Virginia G, James F PO Box 195
Sewickley Vly Med Group Inc 2 Peartree Way
Shaddick Graham 958 River Rd
Shaffo Andrew T 78 D St
Shallcross Helen E 150 Wilson Ave
Shaul Edward L Jr 425 3rd St 2fl
Shaw Sara M 34 Tusc Gln
Sherin Richard T, Thelma 1216 4th St
Slovak John E 680 Canal St Apt 415
Smith Lucille L 1 M St
Speigle Joseph Est PO Box 185
Staats Gary 195 Wildwood Rd
Stafford Jeffrey S, Diana 908 Western Ave
Stafford Susan L 207 Pin Oak Dr
Staples Edward 120 Edgewood Dr
Stay Michael J 5135 Dutch Ridge Rd
Thompson Scott M 1160 6th St
Thornton Patrick 1007 Colvin Dr
Todd David 540 Kerr Dr
Tompkins Esther R 6052 Tuscarawas Rd
Totsky Kristine E 2920 Dutch Ridge Rd
Tri State Medical Group 605 Sharon Rd
Tri State Medical Group Inc 2 Peartree Way
Tri State Ob Gyn Inc 2 Peartree Way
Tri State Pediatrics Inc 2 Peartree Way
Tristate Med Group, Tsmg Business Care
1030 Beaner Hollow Rd
Us Settlement Services 445 State Ave Ste 2
Varley Mark P 110 Aspen Dr
Vojnovich Tiffany Ann 1180 Gypsy Glen Rd
Waddell Robert B, Mary J 66 Sycamore St
Wafer Eric A 595 Sebring Rd
Wahl Anna M Est 246 Friendship Cir
Wallover James I Est 430 College Ave
Watkins Mary T 4370 Tuscarawas Rd
Wegrzynowicz Denise D 2 Peartree Way
Western Pa Psych 1607 3rd St Ste 102
Whitted Rosella Friendship Ridge 246 Friendship Cir
Wickline Alan 274 Friendship Cir Apt 101
Wilbon Mildred A 308 Todd St
Yzquierdo Wendy L 132 Oak St
Zangus Elizabeth Ann, Jason M 213 Edgewood Dr
Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Abston Will 2713 Darlington Rd
Alhgren Jarod 103 Chestnut Ridge Dr
Allen Billie 1603 5th Ave
Allen Charles J Jr 3614 Seventh Ave
Amelia A Thompson 1303 10th Ave
Andreas Dolores M 275 Braden School Rd Apt 1701
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Armstrong Doris M 761 Harbinson Rd
Arnold Freda, Gary, Jon 2003 5th St
Atkinson Pearl 1 Pleasantview Homes
Austin C C 109 Klitch St
Austin Iranae R 3011 6th Ave Rear
Baker Bobbie J 4307 W 8th Ave
Ballish Dennis J 267 Allen Rd
Balloon Loft 113 Brady Ave
Baumbardner Patrice 311 Thompson Run Rd
Baumgarten Sam, Max 2920 4th Ave
Bayne Linda G 486 Wallace Run Rd
Beaver County Auto Rental 2755 Darlington
Beaver County Collision Ctr 2219 9th Ave
Becze Kimberly D 1207 4th Ave Rear
Bedison Thomas Po Box 1561
Beegle Tod E 1321 24th St
Beighley Dolores P 3606 Jean St
Benden Christian G Beaver Valy Nursing Rehab Ctr
Bezuk Barbara PO Box 1711
Black Hawk Golf Course W Richard Blackwood Enter
644 Blackhawk Rd
Blackies Automotive Service 2301 24th Ave
Bond Richard L Jr 3720 College Ave
Bonetti Ann 144 Saint Charles Dr
Boulding Dorothy 329 9th Ave
Boyce Viola A Est 805 2nd Ave
Bozzo Irene 521 7th Ave
Bozzo Irene Est 521 7th Ave
Brown Murray Virginia Est 278 Hickory Dr
Burckart Eileen RR 1
Burckart Gilbert H Est RR 1
Burk Marilyn 293 Aley Hill Rd
Byrd Philip 2722 5th Ave
Cahill Susan J RR 2 Sunset Dr
Campbell Lorraine 3239 4th Ave Apt 2f
Carothers Dorothy 2415 8th Ave
Casey Mary 1420 5th Ave
Casey William 511 9th Ave Patterson Hgt
Cater Kenneth Est RD 2
Cellini Julius R, Ialeen K 260 Sylvia Dr
Chiappette Richard 1621 3rd Ave
Childs Jeffrey 2304 12th Ave
Closingspace Inc 2701 College Ave
Coleman Edward PO Box 744
Coover Lloyd 3380 37th St Ext
Corwin Margaret E 2401 Darlington Rd
Craig Stanley W Jr 2719 10th Ave
Creach James M 2007 Ctr Ave
Cronin John 1216 6th Ave
Cronin Margaret, John 1216 6th Ave
Csomos Istvan, Peter, Edward Young Esq 909 8th Ave
Csuy John 258 Douglass Rd
Cunningham Charles M 282 Oakville Rd
Dachille Rose R119 11th St
Damaska Ronald D 124 Klein St
Daugherty Harold Sr, Harold, Blanche 221 Hickory Dr
Davidson Andrea A, Eric M 139 Mcclain Rd
Denes Hope 135 Tpke Ave
Derflinger Shirley Est 2311 11th Ave
Diehl Jacob E 650 Wallace Run Rd
Dillon Matthew R 369 Glendale Rd
Douthitt Joseph 812 7th St Apt 3a
Dutton Hailee Russell RR 4 Box 51
Dwyer Esther F 417 18th Ave
Dyson Robert J 121 Mannal St
Edward Ours R 183 Foster 30
English R J III 300 18th Ave
Erb George J 2410 Clayton Rd
Esoldo Dorothy Est 7508 9th Ave
Esoldo Louis 7508 9th Ave
Fennych Ann 208 Connolly Park Dr
Ferguson Linda Jean 199 Blackhawk Rd
Finch Royal 135 Colonial Oaks
First General Svcs Jay R Zdunek DO 4 Bonnieview Dr
Fitzgerald Louise 122 Crosswynds Dr 49
Foster Janet Dee Est 109 Walnut Ridge Dr
Foster Natalie 3514 W Third Ave
Freed Kathleen C 2802 12 Ave
Fulford Barbara, Harold PO Box 365
Giles Stanley, Renee 680 Maxine Dr
Gilkey Ronald L Jr, Ronald L 777 Blackhawk Rd
Gilliam Anna M PO Box 744
Ginther Jane M 383 Morado Dwellings
Glasgow Scott 600 Maxine Dr
Goesch Veronica 114 Meadow Dr
Green Robert L 1900 4th Ave
Grooms Lotta I Est, John 2155 Bennetts Run Rd
Gunn Paulette, Thomas 368 Braden School Rd
Gwin Christy 1310 Darlington Rd
Hall C J 2915 Darlington Rd
Harding Kathie 1504 4th St Patterson
Hayden Helen 257 Georgetown Rd
Hayden Helen S Beaver Valy Nursing Rehab Ctr
Hemphill Mike Est 108 McKinley Rd
Hen Barbara 2700 24th Ave
Hendon Darryl 308 9th St
Hesser Betty 8 Davidson Dr
Hilliard Mildred 257 Georgetown Rd
Hoffman Ronald B 712 12th St Brodhead Apt 313
Hogue Thomas E 534 Glendale Rd
Hojeck Irene 804 3rd Ave
Holley William 921 11th St
Holtzman Daniel 2738 Darlington Rd Apt 4
Hoskinson Patti 83 Pleasantview Homes
Houy Carla 60 Darlington Rd
Hrick John T Apt 309 705 14th St
Hsbc Mortgage Services Its Suc 2606 Craighead Ln
Iden Mary E 211 Darlington Rd
Jankowski Bertha H 1008 7th Ave Apt 7i
Javens Randy 309 7th St Ext
Johnson James 1701 11th Ave
Jones Glyn E 1901 3rd Ave
Joyner Rose V 315 17th St
Js News 1404 7th Ave
Kittner Marie 251 Oakville Rd
Knopp George A, Mary 805 Market St
Knowles Nathan T 119 Dehaven Rd
Kotoff Michael 3004 20th St Ext
Koziol Marion A 3517 College Ave
Kroskey Robert F II, Jonathon R RD Box 622 Mercer Rd
Kurash Huber Marilyn 1600 21st Ave
Lallement Beverly A, Edwin M 155 Curtis Dr
Lampus Jordan R, Tina A 411 Wissner Ave
Lampus Joshua J, Tina M, Christopher J 411 Wissner Ave
Lane William 1526 5th Ave Apt 1
Lantz Sandra 2001 5th Ave
Leiper Leonard L, Maria 3415 6th Ave
Lewis David A 2111 Darlington Rd
Little Ronda 53 Sunnyhill Dr
Long James 2832 5th Ave
Lutz Travis W 139 Shaffer Rd
Malichky Pam 1 Pleasantview Homes
Malinowski Kimberly, Edward 140 Walnut Ridge Dr
Mancing Joann Est 16 Wyndycrest Dr
Marti Beatrice J, Eric 122 Meadow Dr
Mascia John 60 Darlington Rd
McAum Leroy 1420 5th Ave
Mccary Mark P 769 Mercer Rd
Mcconaughy Beverly J 200 Darlington Rd
McKenzie Jeneva 805 W 38th St
McKnight Barbara A 2902 Darlington Rd Apt 304
McMahon Michael 920 Shenango Rd
McMillen Alexandria, Patricia E 110 Breezewood Ct 403b
McMillion Darryl D 1404 10th Ave
Medina Ann 3239 4th Ave Apt 2f
Mercer Rd Mini Mart 807 Mercer Rd
Merriman Margaret L RR 2 Sunset Dr
Mike Tim, Js News 1404 7th Ave
Milanovich Ann C 1817 20th Ave
Miller Amanda C 151 Meadow Dr
Miller Ray S 222 Bologne Valy Rd
Mitchell M 111 17th Ave
Monnich Keven 2407 8th Av
Mooney Karen A McGuire Memorial Homes
Moore Terry L 102 Rama Rd
Moretti Hilda C 136 Sunview Dr
Nahas David Sr, David 427 State St
Nahas David, Mary 427 State St
Ncjw Beaver Valley Section 604 Franklin Towers
Nemeth Joseph F 1214 2nd Ave
Nichol Alyssa M, Joshua 166 Thompson Rd Ext
Oak Plumbing & Cont 460 Shaffer Rd
Ogozalek John W 127 Sanger Dr
Ondrusek Thomas L 164 Carol Rose Dr
Orlowski Nellie 3616 W 3rd Ave
Orrico Kenneth E Sr 265 Norwood Dr
Ours Donald H 3578 37th St Ext
Pabian Eric W 7055 Big Beaver Blvd
Pacd Acquisition LLC 4400 W 3rd Ave
Paff Florence R 1011 6th Ave
Pagani Joseph C 3704 4th Ave
Pagani Julieanna M 3704 4th Ave
Pagani Sean W 3704 4th Ave
Paliwoda William M 1910 14th St
Pangan Elsie M 2100 8th Av
Pangan Larry, Ada 1008 7th Ave Apt 10h
Pavlovich William 3410 5th Ave A 4
Peete Jennie C 616 3rd Ave
Pettler James Douglas PO Box 120
Phares Michael 1709 20th Ave
Pia Mary Est, Gerald PO Box 28
Piccolo Anna Est 623 5th St
Pinkerton John E 2002 13 1 2 St
Poerio Louis J PO Box 21
Pope Michelle L, Michael R 2606 Craighead Ln
Popelia Olivee J Patterson Twp 301 8th Ave
Price Lavonne M, Steven E 336 Friendship Rd
Pugh Alberta 21 Harmony
Pupava Steve 2209 8th Ave
Rambo Eleanor Est, Paul Matakovich 2140 Bennets Run Rd
Reid Judy A 2219 9th Ave
Rimbey Donna 3110 5th Ave
Rimbey Nora Est 3110 5th Ave
Riouff Pauline Est 1099 Timberwood Dr
Riquelme Marcelo 1627 Darlington Rd
Ritorto William J 227 Oakville Rd Unit 1
Rosenberg Samuel A 2101 5th St
Ross Frank, Lois RR 4
Ross Mary Ann 2620 10th Ave
Rowe Rebecca E 109 6th Av
Ruby Veronica 4104 4th Ave
Rukas Mary K 4507 4th Ave
Saltzer Richard Jr 1907 5th Ave
Santillo Laura Ayfield Vlg 37th 901m St
Schatz William R 116 Summers Dr
Schneider Daniel C, Kathleen 1310 Darlington Rd
Schwamb Theodore, Gretta 1300 4 Ave
Scott Jennifer B 1719 Darlington Rd Patterson T
Scriva Samuel C 104 Pinebrook Dr
Scruci Genevieve R, Francis G 63 Darlington Rd Apt C23
Shebanie Laura M 2729 Darlington Rd
Sheets Glenn S Est 71 Darlington Rd
Smith Donald P 109 Klitch St
Smith Gentry 149 Mccloy Rd
Smith James R, Cathy 1007 37th St Ext
Smith Mabel 900 3rd Ave
Smith Palma R, Sara 71 Darlington Rd
Smith Thomas L 3644 37th St Ext
Sollazzo Albert 913 3rd Ave Apt 1a
Stanyard Virginia L 120 Arthur St
Stelter Margaret E RR 4 Box 51
Stevens Juanita 315 2nd Ave E
Stevens Juanita Est 315 2nd Ave E
Stewart Roxann 206 Oakville Rd
Stitt Virginia T, John W 11 Davidson Dr
Studio I Hair Designs 105 Blackhawk Rd
Stummer Michaela 65 Darlington Rd Apt B26
Szabo Lynda 3411 7th Ave
T L Ferguson Inc 114 Polk Ave
Tacl Enterprises 2301 24th Ave
Tauber Larissa N 1508 6th Ave 4
Taylor Mark, Amy 129 Beachmont Dr
Thomas Teresa 1709 20th Ave
Thompson Alberta 1611 17th Ave
Thompson Joseph R, Donna J 1307 2nd Ave
Throckmorton Adrian Est, William 29 Mayfield Vlg
Tisza Francise Iosif Co Edward Young Esq 909 8th Ave
Trimbur Theodore J 151 Meadow Dr
Trivercity LLC 134 Knowlson Ave
Tunno Secreta A 411 Wisner Ave
Turner Ann L 809 9th Ave
U Call Well Haul 615 6th Ave
Uebelacher Edward 1715 21st Ave
Underwood William L, Beryl J 716 6th Ave
Ursida Colleen 104 Sunnyhill Dr
Veons Truck And Trailer Repair 333 Wallace Run Rd
Walker William L 2902 5th Ave PO Box 6
Washek Scott A 275 Braden School Rd 1106
Washington Essie 815 7th St
Waters Ruth 257 Georgetown Rd
Wayne Perry C Jr 441 Blackhawk Rd Apt 124
Wayt Beverly J 3317 4th Ave
Weidner Derek R 1825 3rd Ave
Whinery Margaret 275 Overlook Dr
White Rebecca A 1825 7th St
White Robert L 3640 37th St Ext
Willson James D 3003 4th Ave
Woodward Heidi S 947 Achortown Rd
Wotisky Timothy Robert 1110 6th Ave Rear
Wylie Mark D 251 Oakville Rd
Wylie Matthew K, Michael J 251 Oakville Rd
Wynn Garnet L 513 12th St
Young Lewis Jr 2523 9th Ave
Yukner Valerie A, Kenric C 495 Maxine Dr
Yuricha Alice 1007 Mercer Rd
Zdunek Jay R DO 4 Bonnieview Dr
Ziegler William 4177 River Rd
Clinton Pa 15026
Bankowski Martha, Kimberly Solomon Ex Box 431
Bencho Thomas PO Box 106
Broskey Leonard J 53 Dillo Rd
Chaney Joshua D 78 Campmeeting Rd
Copeland Funeral Home 836 Rte 30
Farley Katherine 406 Bocktown Cork Rd
Fife Ralph RD 1
Gross Dave 2406 Hookstown Grade Rd
Hess Kelley PO Box 248
Humphrey Eugene B 262 McKenzie Rd
Josephs Robert 256 Backbone Rd Lot 18
Kinney Mary A, Carl PO Box 66
Lonchar Lisa G 106 Foxwood Dr
Mazure William E 441 Dillo Rd
Meanor Jeanne 318a Backbone Rd
Pierce Frank 168 Hufnagel Dr
Prisuta Christian E 4183 RT 151
Sturgis George C 355 RT 30 Lot 72
Troutman Jack 46 Parkview Dr
Weyers Lawrence G 153 Patterson Farm Rd Apt RD 2
Conway Pa 15027
Beaver County Collision Ctr 1616 2nd Ave
Bensonmizzelle Shana 359 11th St
Brown Rose M 1324 4th Ave
Bruno Dena M Main St
Carlisle Crystal L 1616 2nd Ave
Catalucci Gilbert H 1024 8th Ave
Cercone Sales & Service 201 11th St
Frawcioni Doug 117 Starr Rd
Justus Shari 1425 Porter St
Micija John 1209 3rd Ave
Mohrbacher Janine 1321 Riverview Ave
Palko Margaret, Stephen 1440 3rd Ave
Pavlovic Raymond J, Sam 1333 2nd Ave
Pensenstadler Christine 1335 3rd Ave Fl 1
Poloskey Michael 909 1st Ave
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Presto Mary 1001 S 5th Ave Apt No 202
Roberts Terrence A 1209 1st Ave
Roser Diana 1421 2nd Ave
Sturm Janel M 1322 Schley St
Tontala Kathleen J 1233 3rd Ave
Darlington Pa 16115
Bable Mary RD 1
Barlow Cecil 3378 Old Barlington Rd
Chen Ellen 210 Martin Rd
Cope Donald E 358 Mccaughtry Run Rd
Davis Harold M 219 Valy Rd
Evans Estelle M, John S 217 Taggart Rd
Hicks John 273 Oakdale Rd
Holland Ralph 105 Lemp Way
Hrenko Jonathan P, Tyler S 3669 Constitution Blvd
Jessee James PO Box 432
Kline Helen M RR 2
Kyle Patricia G 480 Watts Mills Rd
Littlejohn Deanna 127 Ridge Rd
Mihalik Paul J 445 Rohrmann Rd
Rockar Anthony 116 Beaver Brook Dr
Wagoner Terry D 182 Cannelton Rd
Weavers Mkt PO Box 439
Wilson Jack PO Box 96
Young Jessica 472 Hollow Rd
Zahn Elva L PO Box 301
Fair Oaks Pa 15003
Clouse Genevie I 121 Ambridge Ave
Gifford Mary Jane, Mary 116 Eckert St
Fombell Pa 16123
Crans Lorena M 102 Thomas Hill Rd
Kenehan Angie M 133 West Rd
Ropelewski Lawrence J, Marion J 127 Phillis Dr
Sharer Erica M 119 Lesnett Rd
St Andrews Prod Inc 507 Hartzell School Rd
Williams Ronald 121 Tara Ln
Zimmerman Karl J RR 1 Box 271
Freedom Pa 15042
Agnes C Mazzocca Living Trust 1245 5th Av
Babukunju Chinnamma 572 Jackson Blvd
Banyas John Jr 145 6th Ave
Conedera Deborah Steel 1161 Freedom Crider Rd
Cs Market Enterprises LLC 2507 Lovi Rd Bldg 3
Darby James R Sr 1455 Orchard St
Demacio Pauline 245 Ridge Ave
Dietrich Alice 503 4th Ave
Disanzo Anthony J Jr 677 Pine Run Rd
Farmer Jakob D 1475 4th Ave
Freedom Boro 901 3rd Ave
Gordon Robert P, Kevin C 108 Carriage Dr
Gorman Linda, John 215 Celestial Dr
Graham John 144 5th Ave
Gregg Mary M RR 1
Grosskopf Elizabeth 1475 5th Ave
Hodson Denis J 1399 Pine Run Rd
Isaly Dorothy M 605 Franklin Blvd
Johnstone Scott 831 Rte 989
Kaczmarczyk Michele 200 Ridge Rd
Kaczmarczyk Paula S, Henry A 200 Ridge Rd
Koty Catherine, Harry 225 Ridge Ave
Kronk Marian S 611 6th Ave
Latherow Gretchen 1001 6th Ave
Learmonth Michael W 588 Franklin Blvd
Luke Charles B 572 Jackson Blvd
Lutz Thomas 134 Knobvue Dr
Mahoney Daniel 1489 4th Ave
Maloney Natalie A 1475 4th Ave
Manges Brenda L 1571 Lovi Rd
Marti David A 503 Hamilton Blvd
Martin Lillian 71 6th Ave
Mayhue Leslie 1755 Lovi Rd
Mazzocca Agnes C 1245 5th Av
Mitchell John D 145 Ridge Rd
Msp 155 Commerce Dr
Schach Charles, Anna 995 Park Quarry Rd
Steinmiller Paul 544 Jackson Blvd
Temple Margaret E 458 4th Ave
Thaha Cunningham RR 1
Trgovac Jo Ann George Werner Apts 8th St
Weaver William A 629 Freedom Crider Rd
White Deborah A 1200 Lovi Rd
Wilfong Elmer L 350 1st St
Wine Joshua E 133 Blackwoods Rd
Zorich Timothy S, Keri L 120 Locust Ln
Georgetown Pa 15043
Allison Nancy 400 Hardins Run Rd
D D Mechanical 529 Leeper Rd
Faulk Marjorie W, William V 283 Johnan Rd
Garrison Ron 3010 US RT 30
Jones Gail D 3192 US RT 30
Leenora Allison Main St
Morrow Robert C, June 3152 US RT 30
Norman Adalene M Est, Adalene M 392 Gas Valy Rd
Obrien Terrence 226 Hardins Run Rd
Reed Keith R 337 Temple Rd
Hookstown Pa 15050
Beadling James J Est 2498 US RT 30
Bradley Richard 111 Bradley Dr
Brown Ada M 2696b SR 168
Cain Gail A 209 Cain Rd
Clutter Michele 2933 SR 18
Covert Mabel 521 Upper Service Rd
English Belle 521 Upper Service Rd
Kirsch Wilma E 3230 State Rt 18
Ku Richard F 116 Tellish Dr
Newton Alan D 116 Tellish Dr
Prevost Violet M 3320 State Rte 18
Shivler Nancy R, James O 267 Shivler Rd
Simmons Dale PO Box 47
Steele Florence PO Box 47
Stjohn Dawnette L, Michael P 153 Upper Service Rd
Zack Mary Ann 1644 RT 30
Industry Pa 15052
Atwood & Clark Consultants 1630 D Midland Beaver Rd
Brucker Betty J, Paul R Box 246
Cecconi Amorina 107 Orchard Dr
Davis Keith Est RD 1
Davis Verna RD 1
Elliott Pamela J 1258 Avondale Dr
Gailey Rose 136 Wood St
Garland Bernard 1131 Ohioview Dr Ext
Hendry Lloyd F 1520 Ohio Ave
J T Anderson Son Funeral Home RD 2 Box 503
Kolesar Sarah E, Judith 133 Fairln Dr
Onufrak Matthew J 1302 Midland Beaver Rd Apt 2
Pritchett Robert PO Box 73
Rosenberg Ann S 1817 Beaver Ave
Shearer Diana 141 Edgewood Cir
Shenot Rosemary. Glenn 1131 Ohioview Dr Ext
Shychuck William 137 Fairln Dr
Susie Albert W 500 Engle Rd
Swidorsky Robert D 1514 Ohio St
Valler Valerie 316 Ridgemont Dr
Koppel Pa 16136
Berezniak William Est 118 3rd Ave
Crawford Charles, Tina M 2319 2nd Ave
Dynamic Metal Forming Inc 7544 RT 18 N
Favorite P J PO Box 555
Ferrigno Nicholas 2627 2nd Ave
Kennedy Katlyn PO Box 358
Lapatka Frances M 657 2nd Ave
Mackline LLC PO Box Q
Maga Pauline 68 Richard St
McLane Sarah J PO Box 121
Murdoch Ethel M 5th Ave
Salvano Lois C PO Box 65
Shymko Rose 3700 3rd Ave
Yoho Frank PO Box 532
Yuricha Sylvia D 5th Ave
Midland Pa 15059
Ancrile Rose Est, Louis 107 Midland Ave
Barnes James II 653 Penn Ave
Barney Helen F 23a Midland
Boston Betty I 708 Penn Ave
Bouler Caroyln A 314 Railrd Ln
Brown Annie, L W 505 Midland Ave
Burchett Robert Lee PO Box 43
Delfiacco Amalie 127 Spring Ln
Deutsch Ernest 463 Ohio Ave
Dickey Deborah 500 Beaver Ave 108
Estate Of Frederick Parks Jr 69 7th St
Fox Kenneth M, Michelle 173 Pleasantview Dr
Hazlett Ryan G 15d Midland Hts
Hill James W 242 Bielers Run Rd
Jacome Mario 489 Virginia Ave
Kairush Joseph A 500 Beaver Ave Apt 107
Mandish Stephen 66 W Midland Ave
Mccafrey George 12 Ohio
Mccauley Krysti 6509 Tuscarawas Rd
Meriage Michael Est 1142 Ohio Ave
Miller Sarah Est RD 1
Moore Nellie Est 500 Beaver Ave Apt 202
Moore Nellie L 202 Corak Towers
Moser Isobel 108 Brookuve Dr
Norris Ed 646 Beaver Ave
Parks Frederick 69 7th St
Poole Marlane R, Rashell A 373 Woodln Ave
Prop Steven J 827 Maryland Ave
Reed Patrick 340 Midland Ave
Shirley Aria 500 Beaver Ave 108
Short Richard L 472 Pennsylvania Ave
Stewart Mattie Corak Tower Apt 408
Thompson Homer 3 Midland Hts Apt B
Thompson Mary Est 3 Midland Hts Apt B
Troiani Albert P 877 Ohio Ave
Washington Corey PO Box 64
White Deborah 37 Elm St
Monaca Pa 15061
Abdullah Taraman 1907 Marshall Rd
Albert Frank J, Lori J 116 Shady Way
Baker Robert C, Ada S 960 Chapel Rd
Brick City Clothing 526 Beaver Valy Mall Rt 18
Buccini Anthony, Pete RD 1 Elkhorn Run Rd
Burd Ken 108 Aspen Ln
Cade Kenneth 121 Pine Lake
Cattivera Anna E 1010 Atlantic Ave
Center Stage 1495 Old Brodhead Rd
Cinderich Joseph F 434 8th St
Clements Jean 106 Marcur Ln
Cochran James A 808 Beech St
Connolly Carol 209 8th St
Connolly Raymond J Est 209 8th St
Cushnen Marie 1041 Linden St
Cyril Kleyl 1510 Indiana Ave
Daniel J Mancini Asso 201 A Fairview Dr
Dechellis Richard A, Karen F 124 Todd Ln
Decicco Albert Est 1426 Pennsylvania Ave
Deeter Anthony L 201 8th St
Distanislao Anthony J Est 1038 Sumit
Dr Harry B Burke & Asso 3578 Brodhead Rd
Fenser Anna S 1020 Indiana Ave
Flint Anna 114 Elkhorn Rund Rd 60
Fogg Luann 1219 Washington Ave Apt 1
French Michael P 490 Frankft Rd
Fry Johnathan 3625 B Brdhead Rd
Fuegi Edward W Jr 111 17th St
Gabriel William D 932 Washington Ave
Goehring Kevin 1199 Indiana Ave
Grahovac Thomas J 208 Gourley Ln
Hahn Elizabeth M 1041 Linden St
Harper Huston C, Rose A 138 Mulberry La
Heginbotham Elizabeth A 1257 Eckart Rd
Henderson Jean P 109 Crest Dr
Henry Margaret 200 6th St
Hill Charlotte 1108 Bechtel St
Howell Chester 1029 Nimick Ave
Inhoff Juanita H Ctr Manor Dr C 9
Jones Ineka D 114 James Ln
Kaminsky Louise 105 4th St
Keefer Franklin 1039 Grove St
Kirk Howard E 2412 Front St
Larry Howard H 115 Wagner Rd
Lee Marianela 192 Golfview Dr
Liberatore Robert Est 1370 Lincoln Dr
Lickman Jennie 1545 Marshall Rd
Mancini Daniel J 201a Fairview Dr
Mancini Esq Daniel 201a Fairview Dr
Matascik Robert Est 1119 Wagner Ave
Merendo Anthony 806 Atlantic Ave
Mineral Beauty 2 570 Beaver Valy Mall
Nichol Alyssa Marie, Gretchen Osman 1624 Virginia Ave
Nichol Alyssa Marie, Thomas S, 108 Kermiet Dr
Nichol Alyssia, Julia 108 Kermit Dr
Nichol Gretchen 1109 Bechtel St
Nichol Gretchen, Alyssa M. Joshua R 1109 Bechtel St
Nichol Joshua 108 Kermiet Dr
Nichol Joshua Robert 1624 Virginia Ave
Nichol Joshua Robert, Joseph 1124 Linden St
Nichol Joshua, Thomas S 108 Kermiet Dr
Oldaker Ocie Geraldine 914 Chapel Rd, Ruby Armstrong
Osman Amy M 1624 Virginia Ave
Otoole Matthew J 2526 Beaver Ave
Pagan Hector C 3433 Brodhead Rd
Pain Control Center of Pitts Inc 3627 Brodhead Rd 1
Pevek Lillian 2502 Beaver Ave
Pflug Nicole L 154 Mowry Rd
Pinksaw Joseph, Laura 1344 Atlantic Ave
Powell Trudie 870 Monaca Rd
Powers Madeleine, Robert 1029 Nimick Ave
Pratt Dorothy 223 Shirley Dr
Premier Wireless Inc 3947 Brodhead Rd
Rauch Jamie 110 University Dr Box 204
Richards David A 908 B Monaca Rd
Robitz Mary 1999 Marshall Rd Apt 501
Russ Stockhausen 1548 Pennsylvania Ave
Schillo Arthur L 92 S Phillip Homes
See Shannon 429 Frankft Rd
Seery James A 6 Stephen Phillips
Shop N Save 115 Wagner Rd
Shumaker Brian 1099 Atlantic Ave
Smith James Jr 128 Shady Way
Smoot Violet L 40 Project Rd
Sopko Joseph 3526 Brdhead Rd
Spoerl Morgan L 1230 Eckerd Rd
Stesprit Richard J 898 Speyer Ave
Stripay Mary Est 828 Nimick Ave
Three Rivers Marine 2010 Beaver Ave
Trombetto Vincent E 1603 Indiana Ave
Trover Delmar J 217 15th St
Trumpeter Martha 1134 Washington
Venuto Joseph A 514 Atlantic Ave
Versitech Inc 100 Alexander Dr
Ward Walter D, Mary, Mathew 1605 Brodhead Rd
Williams Eric L 131 Mccracken Dr
Willis Kenneth 288 Todd Ln
Zawistowski Paul 118 Cedar Rdige Dr
Zielinske Mary RR 1
New Brighton Pa 15066
Anderson Jennie M 1506 3rd Av
Ayers Grace M 937 Sunflower Rd
Banyas Vivian J 730 Penn Ave
Beaver Anesthesia Asso Inc PO Box 237
Beighey Marjorie E 1514 Penn Ave
Beighey Martorie E 1514 Penn Ave
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Bestiwick Edith K 921 6th Ave Apt 1
Bishop Robert L, Diana J PO Box 87
Black John L 405 Grove St
Blake Alta M 726 10th Ave
Bonzo Kirk 319 12th Ave
Boyce Dennis 1901 5th Ave Apt 1
Caccia Construction Bruce D Caccia 902 9th St
Colbert Doris 351 Harmony Rd
Cole Nicholas P 1620 6th Ave
Colvin Vera 738 Grove Ave
Colwell Darrell, Elsie 3323 47th St
Conca Frank 1352 2nd St
Damaska Ronald D 738 9th Ave
Davis Linda 904 13th St
Demarco Frank RR 1
Dugan Catherine M 848 Grove Ave
Dunn Louis L 801 Allegheny St Apt 3206
Estate Robert Hardesty 1500 5th St
Fortune Fin Serv 1010 3rd Ave
Fortune Financial Svc Blake Daniel 1010 3rd Ave
Fortune Financial Svcs Inc 1010 3rd Ave PO Box 296
Frazer Mary D 1531 4th Ave
Fry Curtis P, Sandi D 215 Main Ave
Fulford Gertrude 141 John St
Funkhouser Jay 721 Fifth Ave
Gillespie Paul D. 1301 Allegheny St
Ginther Arthur J Jr 827 Grove Ave
Gosseck Margaret, Christopher Shoaff 605 8th St
Graham Transportation 420 Constitution Blvd
Hardesty Robert 1500 5th St
Heid John C 402 6th Ave
Holzworth Christopher 1219 6th Ave
Hovancik Bryan 113 Stuber Rd
Icenhour Mary 351 Harmony Rd
J Bradley S Hvac 669 Allendale Rd
Jackson Matthew R 605 5th Ave
Johnson Bertha I PO Box 175
Ketterer Dorothy J 680 Tulip Dr
King Bessie C 4907 Rochester Rd
Koczur Leonard 1131 5th Ave
Kosanovich Edward P 770 19th Ave
Labon Lori L 171 Londonderry Dr
Labon Paige R, Lori L 200 Mercer Ave
Lawson Edith L 405 Grove St
Lee Maureen A 307 Stuber Rd
Millich Caroline 1023 6th Ave Apt 3b
Nesmith Alex H 900 8th St 4114
Pander Georgia 209 N 18th Ave
Pascoe Sandra M, Drew H 213 Gordon Ln
Popovich William, Anne M, Frank 1324 3rd Ave
Powell Daniel 901 9th St Apt 1109
Pratte Eva Mae RR 2
Ragozzino Matthew 5100 Rochester Rd
Rank Agnes 712 Grove Ave
Ribar Elizabeth 1441 4th Ave
Robinson John L 634 11th Ave
Robinson Tessa Lea, John L 634 11th Ave
Rose William Sr 3600 52nd St
Ruff Lillian R Main St
Rusko Marie K 201 19th St
Sarver Jennifer 406 Lexington Dr
Scheck Sharon K 1038 Deer Ln Ext
Seevers Wayne 207 Valy Ave Apt 25
Shaffer Richard Est PO Box 188
Shoaff Christopher Margaret Gosseck 327 7th Ave
Smith William 1201 16th St
Spencer Gregory L 524 3rd Ave
Stanley Kenneth Dean RR 1 Mercer Rd
Steffen Joshua M 38 Pulaski Homes
Stewart Melanie 640 Weises Grove Rd
Svanda Hope 57 Pulaski Homes
Tanaka Toshio 107 Brown Rd
Taylor Mary Est 278 Stuber Rd
Tegrant Corp 800 5th Ave
Temple Mary 479 Blockhouse Run Rd
Templemorris Mary 479 Blockhouse Run Rd
Theys Jay W 1012 8th Ave
Thomas Constance 900 Eighth St Apt 4210
Trenary Catherine Est 1 Shadyside Trailer Ct
Tunno Paul E, Rose Y RR 1
Tw Meals 880 Brickworks Dr
Ust Global Inc 401 7th St
Vorderbrueggen Patricia L 132 School House Rd
Wagners Home Remodeling Inc 828 3rd Ave
Wallace Alice M 937 Sunflower Rd
Walters Lewis, Mary 528 3rd Ave Fl 1
Weber Annette, Mark 313 N Mercer Ave
Webster William R, Emma 1006 5tyh Ave
Westover Margie PO Box 45
Wiley Lela K PO Box 397 PO Box 177
Woodward Manuel R 72 Pulaski Homes
Woodward Timothy A, Manuel R 72 Pulaski Homes
Wooley Bradley T 1454 4th St
Wright Pamela S 416 13th St
Zahn Jeri 1747 RT 68
Zahns Service Inc 113 Coleman Dr
New Galilee Pa 16141
Antoniazzi Kevin PO Box 279
Benedict Marti K 308 Benedict Ln
Bish Linda S 700 Centennial Av PO Box 263
Cordes Marilyn F 952 Fairland Blvd
Davis Gerald L 649 Moravia Rd
Davis Matthew L 208 Haggerty Rd
Galbreath George 114 Reno Ln
Giles Town Country II 800 Centennial Ave
Gilkey Ronald L, Beulah V PO Box 257
Greene Thomas 444 Crescent Dr
Hora Joseph W Jr PO Box 421
Jackson Helen E 367 Jackson Ln
Jackson Lauren 5863 Wampum Mount Air Rd
Mars Pamela A Est, James F Exec 1111 Wampum New
Galilee Rd
Quigley William 275 Fairln Blvd
Smith Michael W 501 Fairln Blvd
Wulff Kathleen Box 277 Hamilton Ln
Zeh Lee, Sharon A Zeh 152 Senn Ln
Patterson Heights Pa 15010
Hendry R Virginia, Stanley G 608 7th Ave
Kimbrough Carole P 714 Darlington Rd Apt 2c
Rochester Pa 15074
Ames Irene Est 198 RT 68
Arner Ronald A 472 Mecklem Ave
Batto Elizabeth Est 781 Virginia Ave
Bentel George W 484 Jefferson St
Black Kenneth J 500 Big Knob Rd
Bp Rochester 505 Virginia Ave
Brodbeck John S 219 Spade Rd
Bush Mildred 617 Reno St
Campbell Meghan E, De Lana 905 Sunflower Rd
Carpenter M 354 RT 68
Carson Richard H, Elaine Z 235 Poplar St
Chesnut Vanessa L, Joseph C 808 Coleman Dr
Clark William C, Wiliam P 429 Harmony Ave
Covacs Zoltan 259 Highland Rd
Dagen William, Viola 160 Monroe St
Daniel Jacqueline M 188 Miller Rd
Difrancesca Eleanor 529 Wilson Ave
Eckert Albert F 609 Deana Way
Elia Frank Est 479 Connecticut Ave
Estate of Virgil Kauffman 497 McKinley Ave
Fresca Cheryl 501e Case St
Galazka Steven C 327 Cypress Ave
Garlathy Frank B 345 Jefferson St
Gossard Mitchell, Audrey, Grace 634 California Ave
Harn Eva 1300 Sharon Rd
Hartnett Donald, Jerry, Joan 397 Pennsylvania Ave
Healthcare Support 426 Adams St 3
Hill Bryan W 540 Pennsylvania Ave
Hogan Brandon M, Bryan S 75 Pinney St
Huggins Andrew Grant 608 Zeigler Rd
Jennings Mela R 616 Davidson St
Jurich Theodore, John Knob RD 1
Kamzelski Emma J 103 Davis Way
Kauffman Virgil 497 McKinley St
Kendrew Mildred 193 Taffy Run Rd
Kerns Rodney 21 Shorty Ln
Kramer Adella J 174 Virginia Ave
Lloyd James B 26 Noonen St
Mabery Mabery Est 357 Virginia Ave
Mahon Nancy L 438 Dalton Ave
Marino Angelo Est 314 W Park St
Martin Margaret L 188 George St
Mayle Charles B 1510 Veder St
McNear Melvern 369 Brewer Rd
Michael David G 267 Virginia Av 2f
Milz Aron M 230 Rhode Island Ave Apt A
Morgan George Wm 803 Virginia Ave
Morgans Mkt 803 Virginia Ave
Neubig Earl 466 Sharon Way
Obradovich William 620 Whistler Dr
Onoffrey Valerie 28 Community Spgs Ct
Poliak Linda 529 Wilson Ave
Ragozzino Matthew James 593 East Madison
Redd Vernon 414 New York Ave
Robinson George Meade 446 E Washington St
Robinson Robert E 174 Virginia Ave
Samchuck Kathryn A 1223 Reno St Ext
Sanchez Oscar 291 Pinney St
Sarah A Gordon Brighton Ave
Schuster Irene H 43 Lacock Dwellings
Shore Donna 230 W Madison St Apt 4
Sickles Robert, Della 425 Kossuth St
Signor Mary 185 Clay St
Stadnik Cheryl A 698 Big Knob Rd
Tallent Bernice V 505 Ohio
Vankirk Mary 249 Pennsylvania Ave
Vassilenko Mikhail 176 Virginia Ave
Verrico Theresa 230 W Madison St Apt 4
Wargo R R 192 Pennsylvania Ave
White Juanita I 291 RT 68
Willison David E 330 Connecticut Ave Apt 5h
Wilson Sandra 1415 Rt 989
Wise Howard B 410 Deer Ln Apt 6
Zorich Mary V 62 Maple Ave
Shippingport Pa 15077
Beaver Valley Power Station RT 168 Warehouse 22
Maxwell June M Box 43
South Heights Pa 15081
Haberland Grace RR 1
Livengood Ronald T, Randi J 45 Cedar Way
Livengood Ronald, Randi PO Box 444
Schmetzer Dustin Michael, Terry PO Box 217
Seltz Ashly M 63 Oak St
Shirely Stephanie PO Box 271 115 N Jordan St
Vanport Pa 15009
A K Nahas Shopping Center Inc 463 State Ave
Brown Jean E Est, Raymond RD 2 Mudlick Hollow
Popp George R 70 D St
West Aliquippa Pa 15001
Gall George W. 214 Beaver Ave
Krnyevich Joseph 605 Allegheny Ave
Showsky Julia 602 Main St
Yaskevich John 17 Hopewell St
Bedford County
Alum Bank Pa 15521
Allison Clark, Helen 1541 Lovely Rd
Bheam Edna 329 Barefoot Rd
Crawley Perry L 434 Wayne Blvd
Eberhart Donna M RD 1 Box 203
Marshall Carol, John RR 1 Box 78
Miller Dianne 1305 Oldham Rd
Mitchell Patricia A, Bennett 290 Oldham Rd
Slick Gladys D 7030 King Saint Clair Rd
Artemas Pa 17211
Clingerman Estol Akers Sr RD 1 Box 121
Eaton Paul A RFD 1
Lewis William E RT 1 Box 3
Snider Allison J, Sherri L, Wesley M 185 Shipley Rd
Bedford Pa 15522
Adams Rita 506 S Bedford St
Allen Marilyn R 909 S Juliana St
Ashbridge Oil Co Inc 215 Railrd St
Auctionzip Com, Steve Johnson 105 S Richard St Su
Bakers Body Center Inc 5741 Business 220
Bender Kelly S 136 Donahue Manor Rd
Carder Dane R 116 East Pitt St Apt 20
Checkered Flag Fast Oil Change 9445 Lincoln Hwy
Claycomb Lois J 217 Donahue Manor Rd Apt 216
Deryck Adrianne Parker Wells Fargo Bank
210 N Thomas St
Diehl Curtis Green Ln
Edmiston William W PO Box 382
Elliott Frances L 3290 Bedford Valy Rd
Elliott Gertrude M 106 Highline Rd
Eugene Koontz Trucking Inc 3102 Centennial Rd
Fisher Jamie 2861 Belden Rd
Fungaroli Michael J 233 E Penn St
Funkhouser Betty Est 136 Donahoe Manor Rd
Funkhouser Betty J 116 E Pitt St Apt 20
Girdany Michele L, David S 842 Harrington Ln
Grove William V III 146 S Thomas St Apt 2
Hammer Roger R, Karen S PO Box 673
Hcr Manorcare 136 Donahoe Manor Rd
Herr Florence E 338 E Penn St
Hicks Ellis Doris Stiffler
Hill Stephen J 702 W P H St
Hillegass Terry 176 Chalybeate Rd
Himmler Dawn M 5146 Diehl Wa
Homas Chevrolet Inc 4003 Business 220
Hopkins William 220 Donahue Manor Rd
Jones Cathy E, Mark A 797 Hench St
Kimmins Audrey E 225 E Pitt St Apt 217
Koury Bonnie L RD 2 Box 1711
Lane Metals PO Box 614
Lankey Gary A 207 Pensyl Hollow Rd
Leppert S G 144 Walnut St
Letrents Pharmacy 135 W Pitt St
Market Drive Marketi 442 S Richard St
Mason Carl 1640 Oppenheimer Rd
Maxwell Anna R 400 S Richard St
McGill Malachy 2970 Imlertown Rd
McLaughlin Michelle M 104 Paul St
Mellott Stephen J, Sarah L 5741 Business 220
Mile Level Farm Mark, Janet Weyandt PO Box 647
Moorhead Charles M, Shirley M 405 Briar Valy Rd
Morris James B 412 Oakwood Dr
Nave Alvin 3188 Reservoir Rd
Noonan Roy V PO Box 91
Octavio Robert M 456 Forbes Rd
Otis Thomas M 507 S Bedford St
Overdorff Jesse K 327 S Richard St
Palin Linda 1108 Bedford Valy Rd
Perkowski Edward Jr PO Box 89
Ramey Jaclyn V 5163 Forest Ave
Ray Dick 1205 Shed Rd
Reiley Mary Est 114 S Juliana St
Ross Michelle 4003 Business 220
Salhan Raj 7247 Walnut St
Scott Savilla, Jack B 11 Cole Ave
Shade Phyllis 872 Birch Ln
Silver Eagle Enterprise 836 S Juliana St
Slick Ross W 933 Point Rd
Stiffler Patricia R 167 Orchard Way
Taylor Adam 778 Business 220
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Thomas Automotive PO Box 165
Thomas Chevrolet Inc 4003 Business 220
Traynor Cyrilla A 1410 Cumberland Rd
Weist Glenn 136 Donahue Manor Rd
Welsh Robert 139 Mile Level Rd
Wentz Karen S 114 Chalybeate Rd
Wever Florence 3175 Cumberland Rd
Williams Mary Louise 7550 Lincoln Hwy
Wilson Mary M 113 Steelers Rd
WKW Enterprises LLC 651 E Pitt St
Breezewood Pa 15533
Bittner Patricia L, Sandra L, Charles L PO Box 85
190 N Main St
Chiappelli Richard P PO Box 125
International Express, Choe Song Chu 545 S Breezewood Rd
Markle Mary E 969 Mountain Chapel Rd
Buffalo Mills Pa 15534
Harclerode Robert J II 161 Geller Rd
Clearville Pa 15535
Barkman Duane D 309 Frame Church Rd
Beegle Glenn E PO Box 117
Garcia Christine RR 1
Mcconnell Mary Ellen 2278 Ragged Mtn Rd
McGrath Hilde M 6551 Clear Ridge Rd
Messersmith Chester E RD 1
Moffitt Tina L 587 Beans Cove Rd
Porter Harold F 587 Beans Cove Rd
Troutman Doris K 181 Whipperwill Ln
Everett Pa 15537
Ackley Richard 205 Mill Ridge Rd
Beatty Billy J 433 E Asa St
Beck Veryl H 608 W Main St Apt A
Bevans Brian 5087 Walnut Ln
Blair Lorelei, Jason 18 E 4th Ave
Bollman Helena 138 Netherlands Rd
Bowser Jessica 1702 Raystown Rd
Brallier Isadora 14 Hopewell
Christiana Heather L 458 Hollars Ext
Clairs Auto Body 80 E 5th Ave
Collision Cline 451 West St
Davis Grayson C RR 3
Davis Rhoslyn Jay PO Box 531
Diehl Larry T 42 E Main St
Evans Kathryn Main
Everett Cash Mutual Insurance Co 10591 Lincoln Hwy
Felton Shannon, Mary K Hammel RR 4 Box 261
Fink Anna R 11 S Spring St Apt 2
Foor Dorothy J, Fred F 461 Woy Bridge Rd
Foore Jacob A 1521 Plank Rd
Gochnour Mary E 118 Masters Ave
Griswold Joseph R 5190 Walnut Ln
Hauze J Est 400 West St
Howard Michael 901 N Spring St Apt 1
Howlett Robert J 68 7th Ave
Kaczey Charles 119 Spring Ln
Martin William W 1962 Felton Hollow Rd
Mellott Wilkie, Bonnie 80 W 5th Ave
Miller Donald 451 West St
Morral Terry R, Tyler R, Kadie T 54 E 4th Ave
Murphy Joshua A 458 Hollars Ext
Norris Rodney C 1025 West St
Rose Anna 208 Pennknoll Rd
Rose Gaycinda 80 E 5th Ave
Sciranko Jennifer K, Morgan D, Dillon M, Derik M
1046 N Spring St
Sipes Heather D 202 Hazelette St
Smith Doris 208 Pennknoll Rd
Stahlman Koren C, Mary K, Gloria J Hammel RR 4 Box 261
Thomas Cevilla 5e South St Apt 1
Westwood Deborah, Edward 2339 W Mattie Rd
White Danny 106 King St
Fishertown Pa 15539
Green Leonard N, Eleanor J Box 77
Simpson Leanna Est PO Box 114
Hopewell Pa 16650
Brallier David W 1128 Locust Hill Ln
Farmers Natl Bank 1128 Locust Hill Ln
Hetzlein Robert B 204 Cypher Beach Rd
Leader Michael 7004 Raystown Rd
Musselman John, Miri RD 2
Tom Dickey Law Office Barbarians 5199 Raystown Rd
WSI of Central PA PO Box 136
Hyndman Pa 15545
Brown Elizabeth RT 1 Box 19 Londonderry Township
Deist Linda 169 Clarence St
Dennison John R 312 Church St PO Box 472
Dennison William, Janet PO Box 308
Flegal Robert, Ginger 2612 Hyndman Rd
Foutz Ron L 310 Pinewood Ave
Garys Pizza Diner LLC PO Box 316
Hosselrode Judith M, Harry H, Lester L RR 1
Kinton Marian PO Box 366 Washington St
Porter John Richard 1725 Hyndman Rd
Raley Linda J PO Box 272
Rich Leonard PO Box 571
See Ella G, Kevin, Merle A 384 Cooks Mill Rd
Shaffer Carolyn S PO Box 196
Shroyer Mary 169 Clarence St
Simpson James H PO Box 512
Watson Johnny D E PO Box 534
Imler Pa 16655
Bollman William H PO Box 437
Burkett Marci N 310 Veal Farm Rd
Corle Karen J Imler Rd
Dipko John J RR 1 Box 497
Ickes Mary L 149 Baughman Rd
Professional Auto Body Inc 167 S Dakota Rd
Ramsey Douglas E 108 Ash Ln
Rideout Karen Jean 2233 N Imler Valy Rd
Shoenfelt Kelley R 469 Feathers Rd
Snider Valley 9985 William Penn Rd
Swindell Troy D 1670 N Imler Valy Rd
Tate Lindy M 167 S Dakota Rd
Walter Marvin P 1131 N Imler Valy Rd
Loysburg Pa 16659
Crocker Mellissa J PO Box 153
Sell Lee J 2012 Woodbury Pike
Manns Choice Pa 15550
Ferguson Jerry PO Box 308
Heit Ruth E 3564 Milligans Cove Rd
Hinson C Wayne 3574 Allegheny Rd
Knopsnyder Lacy J, Allegheny Abstract 4949 Milligans
Cove Rd
Nye Randall R 2064 Riddlemoser Rd
Ramirez Elpidido 125 Rest Home Rd
New Enterprise Pa 16664
Clapper John R 305 Chestnut St
Cumming Motors 3082 Lafayette Rd
Hess Jason A 591 Kings Rd
Hull Kara 242 Town Hill Rd
Johnson Gregory 699 Middle Ridge Rd
Russell Jared Dwight, Dwight L, Tina L
3983 Brumbaugh Rd
Sollenbe Bryan J 3082 Lafayette Rd
Sollenberger Bobbi J 3082 Lafayette Rd
New Paris Pa 15554
Dumin Jill S 456 Ridgewood Dr
Duncan Thomas 155 Hillside Dr Box 11A
Fisher Frank W 318 Ridgewood Dr
Fluke Susan L 183 Ridgewood Dr
Harris Greg 5365 Cortland Rd
Howard Elsie E 136 Rockie Dr
Rose Beverly K 215 Taylor Rd
Shaffer Dorothy V 1948 Rockleck Hollow Rd
Stewart Rodney James 220 Mccreary Ln
Williams Cynthia D 134 4th Ave
Osterburg Pa 16667
Chidley Samantha L 599 Main St
Connelly Tonya 115 Lumber St
Hughes Talton 115 Lumber St
Melius Logan Wc 599 Main St
Mock Ronald Dean 337 Pine Knob Rd PO Box 383
Wilson Patty 293 Unit A Main St
Queen Pa 16670
Ronette Claar Box 75 Beaver Dam Rd
Saxton Pa 16678
Allmond Michael W 1802 Wall St
Bush Peggy S 9727 Raystown Rd
Foor Deborah A 608 Spring St
Foster Robert 242 Front St
Heselton Mary A 436 Sugar Camp Rd
May Brody 2350 Brd Top Mtn Rd
R And R Vending Co 705 Mifflin St
Runk Healther N 511 6th St
Saxton Seton Inc, Utoka Jones Horton Dr
Seville Paul Lee 402 16th St
Snyder John P 1010 6th St
Schellsburg Pa 15559
Anderson Johanna Smith 710 Anderson Rd
Howard Max R 201 Sickenberger Ln
Kozak Clara L 112 Heavens View Rd
Six Mile Run Pa 16679
Singer Richard L 119 Huron Rd
Wood Pa 16694
Mykut Nick 23 E Fulton
Woodbury Pa 16695
Detwiler Todd A 2526 Woodbury Pike
McElgin Connie 198 State St
Berks County
Bally Pa 19503
Benovsky Stefan 10 N Front St
Choinski Raymond J PO Box 597
Filer Sara Jane Est 650 Main St
Keill Angela L PO Box 378
Kuder Gregg N PO Box 509
Kuntz Theresa M PO Box 533
Pluck Kurtis PO Box 4
Reinert Grant PO Box 112
Vogel Matthew 522 Elm St PO Box 348
Vovcsko Michael George 816 Cherry St
Witman Barbara, Russell, Robert 333 N Church St
Barto Pa 19504
Bergen Marie E 114 Congo Niantic Rd
Bey Henry RR 1
Burkett Jacob Est 3200 Seisholtzville Rd
Caracci William 175 Greenhouse Ln
Clemmer Richard C RR 1
Donnelly Curtis 1220 Huffs Church Rd
Fitzgerald Meghan, Meghan Haldeman 120 Green Hill Rd
Himes Robert L RR 1 Lone Pine Rd
Hudon Terry 1323 RT 100
Kempton Carol 39 Old Company Rd
Lawery William L Jr PO Box 126
Lee John T 131 Niantic Rd
Leggio Carmelo, Jole 424 Niantic Rd
Lessig Mark K 38 Back Country Rd
Ling Brian 56 Back Country Rd
Mann Rosanna 15 Bob White Rd
May Norman L 1734 Huffs Church Rd
McElvenney Patricia A 1610 Huffs Church Rd
McMunn Catherin C 114 Congo Niantic Rd
Oshansky Martin 179 Branch Rd W
Renninger Jason, Jeanette Est 178 Henry Rd
Rothenberger Scott 86 Laura Dr
Schultz Gertrude, M R 144 Hillcrest Rd
Scott Rothenberger Place 86 Laura Dr
Strauss Joel B 183 Lenape Rd
Woodman Cary 433 Hoffmanville Rd
Bechtelsville Pa 19505
Buck Tiffany 1761 Main St S
Criblear Terry 2128 Old RT 100
Eberhart Walter 1617 S Main St
Fahs Ashley Taylor, Steven K 102 Renninger Rd
Gross Equipt Inc 1200 Rte 100
Heath Sarah E 328 Hoffmansville Rd
Hill Russell 223 Deer Run Rd
Horvath Robin L 5 E Green St
Lambert Melene, Troy 19 Wilt Rd
Landis Dean 107 Renninger Rd
Miller Charles 18 E Chestnut St
Moyer Duane 2116 Old RT 100
Parsons Dwight 333 A Deer Run Rd
Pennsylvania Student Transp PO Box 92
Rizzetto Albert 2128 Old RT 100
Scheponick Nick 15 Cubbler Ct
Schott Laura S Main St
Specht Construction, Ricki Mariani 160 Spring Gdn Dr
Stock Richard Jr, Leona 1847 N Main St
Swanson Jennifer R 10 Mockingbird Ct
Wallwin Shirley L PO Box 396
Bernville Pa 19506
Alexander Robert W 93 Dogwood Dr
Angstadt Dena C 240 Shadyhill Ln
Bernheiser Landon C 12 Heidelberh Farms Ln
Blatt Joshua, Larry 79 Davis Bridge Rd
Citizens Auto Finance Co 83 Stump Ln
Consoli Alfred T Jr 9 Heidelberg Ct
Fetterman Terry PO Box 203
Fredericks Lawrence E Est 135 Ft Rd
Guenther Barbara H 216 Koenig Rd
Hoffa Kristen M, Shane M 315 Stevens Ave Box 185
Johns Brennan K 306 Snyder School Rd
Kalnoski Brien T 548 Scull Hill Loop Rd
Knauer William W 168 Koenig Rd
Kurtz David E Est, Andrew P 83 Stump Ln
Kurtz Eileen S, Andrew 83 Stump Ln
McKelvey Patricia J 6305 Old RT 22
Mettler Jeffrey 6071b Old RT 22
Neizel Fern, Denise I Kooker 97 Penn−Bern Rd
Potteiger Mary Ann 165 Derr Rd
Potteigner Walter J 165 Derr Rd
Reading Fairgrounds Racing Hist Society
173 Davis Bridge Rd
Reber Anna S 21 Reber Hill Rd
Shields Petter W 474 Tulley Dr
Smith Beth A 6 Bricker Rd
Snyder Kelly M 155 Koenig Rd
Spatz Justine Richelle, Mary Beth, Dustin Tyler
111 Tobias Ln
Wagner Daniel L, Pamela A 125 Arboretum Dr
Wesner Craig 325 Penn Valy Rd
Wolf Josephine A, Otto R Jr 28 Obold Rd
Woomer Michael 22 Hickory Ln
Zerbe Pauline E, Mervin RD 3
Bethel Pa 19507
All American Plazas Inc PO Box 302
Bashore Brian J, Lucille 541 Schubert Rd
Bennett Emma Est 85 Bennett St
Blatt Billijo 60a Keeney Rd
Brown Kimberly J 51 Ft Henry Rd
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Chahal Inc 8555 Lancaster Ave
Donkel Robert G 1910 Schubert Rd Lot 21
Edwards John 1910 Schubert Rd Lot 19
Gingrich Sarah R 3140 Camp Swatara Rd
Harris Carol A 9505 Old RT 22
Kramer Julie S, Mark A 8330 Old RT 22
Lehman Jesse W 1430 Pine Grove Rd
Leonhard Kenneth, Carol 898 Bloody Spgs Rd
Oaks Gary 54 Mountain View Rd
Swanger Ernest T 1460 Little Mountain Rd
Vanstone Clint 8471 Old RT 22
Wolf Verling H 115 Club Rd
Birdsboro Pa 19508
Adamson Richard J 497 Manor Place
Angelisanti Anthony 51 Pine Ave
Angstadt F L RR 2
Avarese Vincent J, Jennie B 110 N Walnut St
Baer Ricky A 504 Monocacy Hill Rd
Barbeau Richard 286 Schuylkill Rd
Belnome John 226 River Rd
Berman Morris 70 Evertts Ln Apt 16
Betz Dora RR 4 Box 425
Birdsboro Market 100 Chestnut St
Bowdy Jessica 629 W First St Fl
Brossman David C PO Box 396
Burbank Christopher J, Dana M 122 Bird St
Butz Sandra 339 Lincoln Rd
C G Landscaping LLC 372 Old River Rd
Caputo John 420 Ada Dr
Celentano Nicole E 219 Spruce Dr
Clemens Arthur J 870 Lincoln Rd
Colby William F Jr, Abigail 225 Colorado Dr
Conroy James 2 Antietam Dr
Cress Kelly M Jr 401 W 2nd St
Destefano Ralph 161 S Mill St
Dreisbach Dodson E 3368 Main St
Dunkerley James 6411 Perkiomen Ave
Femino Christopher E 4 King Fisher Dr
Freas Heidi 213 Hopewell St
Fry Doris M RR 2
G Frank Arters Inc 11 Stonetown Rd
Gardner Edward, Shawn 340 Old River Rd
Gaughan Carol A 651 Geigertown Rd
Giangiacomo Jeane 6 Manison Ct
Gieringer Tina 403 Green Hills Rd
Guaranteed Installation Inc 275 Whispering Pines Ln
Hannon Conor 540 Rugby Rd Apt 1
Harps Auto Body 401 W 2nd St
Hartle Colten 1115 Claire Dr
Heller Sheila 135 Hill Ave
Hickey Judith A 505 Garfield St
Himmelman Laura C 400 Ada Dr
Hix Tanya A 450 Old River Rd
Huyett Charle 793 Ridgeway Rd
Ira P Berman 70 Evertts Ln Apt 16
Jarman Stephen R 318 W 2nd St
Karasin Noel E 337 Rock Hollow Rd
Kirsch Renae L, John C 6 Antietam Dr
Kissling Kathryn D 627 W 2nd St
Kitchen Richard A Jr Kratz Rd Box 165
Knapp Danielle M, Gregory J 266 Oakbrook Dr
Knoll Mary 6430 Perkiomen Ave
Lance John, Beverly Maurer 315 2nd St
Lehman Beth A 226 Chestnut St Apt 207
Lennick Michael 548 Monocacy Creek Rd
Leslie Harry T Jr 44 Putter Ln
March James I Jr, Debra L 155 Daniel Boone Rd
Marison Patrick 122 S Mill St
Mather Wardle Sydney Lynn, Gary Mather 206 Cinder St
Mauger Corey E 39 Whispering Pine Ln
Mccord Catherine 1029 Haycreek Rd
McNeal Yale G 138 Hook St
Mercado Tanya M 43 Osprey Ln
Miller Helen RR 1
Mountz Huldah 627 W 2nd St
Myers Harold 3361 Main St
Nemchenko Alexander 912 Liberty Pl
Patel Vipul K 6031 Long Pond Dr
Penley Preston M 120 S Spruce St
Poltonowicz Julia 981 Schoffers Rd
Preston Andrew 6102 Pond View Dr
Protheroe Kaliope 724 E Seventh St
Quick Barry L 42 2nd St
Rattigan John K 242 Haycreek Rd
Reese H 254 Haycreek Rd
Reidinger Grace RD 1
Reiff William A Box 674 RD 5
Reitnauer Thomas 112 N Mill St
Richie Kotzen Music 256 E Ben Franklin Hwy
Riegel Susan A 123 Furnace Rd 1
Ritz Martha Anne 54 Memory Ln
Rubright Ronald L 14 Charles Ave
Sacco Matthew A, Lavina 10 Ridgeway Cir
Scheuring Anna R 720 Haycreek Rd
Schwenk Joette 115 Valy Dr
Shaner Crystal E 312 W 2nd St
Shaner Helen E 501 W 2nd St
Shirey Glenn, Nadine 501 W 2nd St
Snyder Linda 204 Haycreek
Somics Bradley S 1130 Haycreek Rd
Steinmetz Donald G 521 Mountz Rd
Strunk Shawn 119 S Mill St
Styer Larry K 1145 White Bear Rd
Sunoco 285 Colorado Dr
Swartz Steven 195 Oakbrook Dr
Taylor Samuel R 140a Gollub Dr
Tobin Ella Mae Chas Stahle RD 3 Box 161 A Rd
Toole Robert 529 Manor Pl
Vagnoni Barry P 30 Longview Dr
Wadsworth John 794 Geigertown Rd
Walley Chris P 620 W 2nd St
Wilson Julie 814 W 8th St
Winterhalter Kathryn 6430 Perkiomen Ave
Yarnall Andrea M 81 Stonetown Rd
Zana Kelly 125 Orange St
Blandon Pa 19510
Aldee Daniel 220 Faith Dr
Ambroise Marie, Jean 441 Riviera Dr
Aviles Richard 106 Ponderosa Dr
Barth Samuel A, Irene L 501 Hoch Rd
Barwinski Michael 266 Longleaf Dr
Basile Kevin 825 Park Rd
Battler Michael V 275 Hope Dr
Beckett John 546 Wyatt Dr
Bryant Kaylisha M 100 Via Dolorosa Dr
Campbellaviles Nicole 106 Ponderosa Dr
Carter Cynthia 84 Via Dolorosa Dr
Chalasani Subhas 321 Cornerstone Dr
Clouse Edith 84 Via Dolorosa Dr
Connor Andrea 612 Walnut Tree Dr
Custead Kathleen A 412 Eagle Dr
Davis Joseph 652 Main St
Delp Harry C Park Rd
Devils Castle Inc 8472 Allentown Pike Ste 2
Eagelman David T 1057 Park Rd
Fcp Incorporated Excelsior Ind Park PO Box 99
Freeh Jessica A PO Box 368
Gabes Transmission Inc 254 Hope Dr
Gilbert Wendy L 100 Lidia Ln
Irving Linda C, James 331 Sycamore Ln
Jackson Jermaine 111 Judy Dr
Jantz Gregory 103 Grove Rd
Jean Pierre Ainsley 129 Kingston Blvd
Jims Hauls All 8472 Allentown Pike
Kanarek Mark S 318 Sooner Ln
Kline Laura 1049 Park Rd
Kochel Alexis Chase, Shane E 109 Water St
Krajewski Matthew, Paula, Michael, Stephen 153 Spirit Ct
Kummerer Michael R, Austin M, Roxanne 113 Allison Place
Lawrence Thomas R Jr Est 137 W Wesner Rd
Mcculley Barbara, Walter, Peggy 408 Golden Dr
McMullen Richard E, Jane M 228 Faith Dr
Nelson Fritzlyne 129 Kensington Blvd
Nigg Aldee Lorrie E 220 Faith Dr
Paredes Alejandro 620 Walnut Tree Dr
Pringle Eddie 106 Hill Rd
Reinert Charles H Jr, Jordan B 301 Monaco Ln
Roberts George M 32 Cir Dr
Rodriguez Nancy M 440 Eagle Dr
Smith Suzanne 318 Sooner Ln
Stockton Richard G 42 Genesis Dr
Timothy E Fisher 8477 Allentown Pike S3
Tissera Joseph 322 Sycamore Ln
Tree Tops Trust Fund PO Box 439
Velasquez Alex 440 Eagle Dr
Villarrubia Lloyd 204 Sandhurst Bl
Wesoloski William R 402 Blandon Meadows
Yeich Thomas 546 Wyatt Dr
Yoder Joan 800 Golden Dr B4
Boyertown Pa 19512
Abramczyk Melissa A, Erik S 115 Applewood Ln
Acree Jeremiah 714 E Philadelphia Ave
Andress Cathrine 181 Montgomery Ave
Arnold Rebecca 50w Philadelphia Ave
Bailey Katy Marie, Jennifer L PO Box 5
Barthel Joseph M 199 Long Ln Rd
Bauses Super Drug Store 42 E Philadelphia Ave
Beauvais Paul 47 Villa Ave
Becker Robert 22 Elaine Dr Apt 1
Benfield Stephen 390 Hill Church Rd
Berger Kevin 121 N Reading Ave
Biebuyck Susan, Gavin 11 Weller Rd
Biever Dale E 54 Douglass St
Blaine George P Est 96 Chrest Dr
Blankenbiller Edwin 8 Kauffman Ln
Bollen Alysia N 20 E 4th St
Branagh Dorothy D 35 N Walnut St 214n
Brunetti Marion S Est 35 N Walnut St Apt 108
Bryant Stevan L Apt B5 33 Swinehart Rd
Buchert Brian Lee 56 Buchanan Dr
Chance James 40 Fern Dr
Ciccone Mamie 71 Rattlesnake Hill Rd
Cleaver Ernest C 35 N Walnut St Apt 304
Cobb Jack C 285 Montgomery Ave
Cogan Leonora M 10 Sassafras Dr
Colsher Kenneth J 113 E Philadelphia Ave
Constien Jaime 700 E Philadelphia Ave
Craven Valerie 279 Henry Ave
Cullipher Jamie 122 College St
Dampf Kimberly 525 Rte 100 N
Davis Edward J 817 Mountain Rd
Dessauer Ralph 16 Orchard Ln
Dittrich Elenore M 285 Landis Ln Apt 4
Dodson James 1124 Weisstown Rd
Drielski Erik J 17 Valy Brook Rd
Dudak Christine 143 Water St
Duncan Christopher D 634 E Philadelphia Ave
Eddinger Richard 44 Chapel Ln Rd 7
Eisenhard David Joseph RR 3 16
Emes Deborah PO Box 852
Emms Electric 2230 Farmington Ave
Faust Loreen 416 Mill St
Faut Linford Est 335 Philadelphia Ave 2
Feroe Barton K Jr Stauffer House 205 E Philadelphia Ave
First Service Bank PO Box 547
Fitzgerald Michael 640 E Philadelphia Ave Apt R
Fred Beans of Boyertown 525 RT 100 N
Gabel Dorothy S, Kenneth J 51 Orchard Ln
Gauger Sandra L 131 S Washington St
Gilbert Edward A 224 Wissinger Rd
Grace Jana Lynn, Lynn Ann 78 Henry Ave
Gresh Marie 431 E 3rd St
Guerrieri Dorothy H 223 Oysterdale Rd
Hallman William M 136 N Washington St
Hanley Margaret S, Paul R 52 Orchard Ln
Hartman Pearl 1628 Orchard Ln
Hartman Thomas, Lola 524 E 4th St
Haynes Luke W 323 Mill St
Heimbach Sally Est 175 Vale Dr
Heist Walter O 616 N Reading Ave
Hoffman Jean 29 N Chestnut St
Homan Ruth RR 3
Imbody Adeline, Albert 97 Hill School Rd
Isett Deborah M 290 N Funk Rd
Isett Deborah Michele RR 3 16
Judson A Smith Co 857−863 Sweinhart
Knbt Bank PO Box 387
Kramer Grace I Est, Atty Charles Haddad 209 N Monroe St
Kriebel Veronica B 35 North Walnut St 333
Kulp Lorraine 1063 Manatawny Rd
Kuser Kevin L 630 Englesville Rd
Leh Marian 246 S Ironstone Dr
Leister Kelly Lynn 6 Alice Ct
Lockhoff Eleanore 483 Water St
Lopez Minerva C 132 Cleaver School Rd
Lowe Christian 522 E 4th St
Lyman Betsy W 301 Merkle Rd
Mackey I M 188 Long Ln Rd
Majka Jason M 730 Sweinhart Rd C6
Majka Jessica 318 E 4th St
Maldonado Reuben 74 Colebrookdale Rd
Martonyak Jason J PO Box 387
Masten Mark E 122 N Reading Ave 2
Maurek Veronica R 323 Longview Rd
Mayer Myrtle R E 4th
Mccardell Michael 9 Crest Dr
Meitzler Chad 24 Colebrookdale Rd
Miller Harry M, Elaine RD 1
Miller Sarah 529 E 2nd St
Minner Arthur R 502 Colebrookdale Rd
Moore Carol L 528 Colebrookdale RD 2
Morgan Robert J, Marie T 64 Brookside Ct
Moser Edward P 602 E Philadelphia Ave
Moyer Carl L, Alice 61 E Philadelphia Ave
Moyer Howard W 120 W 5th St Apt 216
Moyer Justin 1466 Manatawny Dr
Moyer Marie J 846 Englesville Rd
Moyer Michelle C 116 S Walnut St Apt 2
Ownbey Stephen Kyle 335 S Reading Ave
Pamarado Center 329 E 2nd St
Paschall Lillian RR 1
Pechstein George Michael, George R RD 4
Posthelwait Roy E Jr 123 Blackberry Rd
Renninger Theresa Kay 47 Oysterdale Rd
Res Administrators LLC 1628 Orchard Ln
Richard McHone 405 E 4th St
Robinson Daniel 233 Montgomery Ave
Rohrback Charles S 126 N Jefferson St
Roth Frank J 77 Woodland Rd
Roush James W 45 Fern Dr
Rychlak Stephani 228 Water St
Schmidt Edna R 545 E 2nd St
Schoot Thomas J 509 E Philadelphia Ave
Shuhler Lori 408 Colebrookdale Rd
Sinnes Harold E 152 Montgomery Ave
State Street Bank & Trust Co 105 E Philadelphia Ave
Carl J Devore Sr
Stehman Keith A 29 N Chestnut St
Stern Arthur A, Heidi K 470 N Iron Stone Dr
Ullom Brian 1643 W Philadelphia Ave
Votee Barbara 335 Philadelphia Ave 2
Weber Julie 6 Fir Ln
Weiler Marian J 106 N Berks St
Welsh Stanley 986 Reading Ave
Werstler Henry J Walnut Woods 35 N Walnut St
Wessner Mary A 223 Oysterdale Rd
West Motor Freight Dtw 740 S Reading Ave PO Box 587
Witzel Andrew 132 Cleaver School Rd
Wolf Betty 1054 W Philadelphia Ave
Yocum Melissa 9 Wards Way
Youse Dorothy RD 1
Yura Stephen 34 W 5th St
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Centerport Pa 19516
Byler Marvin PO Box 298
Donohue James R PO Box 151
Douglassville Pa 19518
Asia Maries Angels PO Box 492
Baldridge James A 16 Lehmann Dr
Barton Darrell W 6 Welsh Dr
Beavens Dale A PO Box 184
Becker Allen C 66 Worman Rd
Beneficial Bank 101 Cameron Dr
Blue Marsh Lab 1605 Ben Franklin Hw
Body Roberta P 2668 E Main St
Bradford Helen 342 Douglass Dr
Bradford John L, Helen 386 Squirrel Hollow Rd
Bridgeford Paul M 341 Douglass Dr
Buchanan Kimberly 211 Pin Ln
Bucher James E Jr, Lisa A 204 Elliott Dr
Campbell Brad PO Box 416
Conlon Joseph IV, Stephanie Harners Auto Body Inc
1003 N Monocacy Creek Rd
Ct Penrose Construction 16 Horseshore Dr
Daniels Robert A, Ronda T 7 Colergo Dr
Davidowski Juliann, Adreana PO Box 79
Davidowski Juliann, Athene PO Box 79
Davis Robb 221 W Welsh Dr
Degrazia Patricia S 6743 Boyertown Pike
Deihm Steven 103 W Morlatton Rd
Deppen Brandon J 40 Worman Rd
Detweiler Gerald J Jack & Sons Auto Body Inc 1424 E Main
St
Dougherty Charles 306 Willowwood Dr
Douglassville Hotel, De Jen Limited 160 Random Rd
Dull Perry, Susan D White 301 Pleasant View Dr
Ervin Natasha L 435 Shed Rd
Faithful Everett M RR 1
Fenning Matthew C, Monica A 702 Antietam Dr
Fick Dean C 101 Arrowhead Dr
Fulmer David J 610b Lake Dr
Goodwest Industries PO Box 5617 48 Quarry Rd
Grebloski Joseph J 1180 Ben Franklin Hwy E Apt 10
Haddock Thomas R 43a Fir House
Haney Mary Essential Prop Mgmt PO Box 562
Happy Paws Pet Sitting LLC 107 Cameron Dr
Hayes William 221 Shadybrook Dr
Hellerick Bryan 125 Ln Dr
Hemmys Body Shop 34 Sycamore Rd
Henderson Kathleen 504 Pleasant View Dr
Hilbert Russell J PO Box 362
Himes Melissa 2147 E Main St Apt 3
Hine Louise 107 Old Philadelphia Pike
Hodges David A 71 Township Line Rd
Hohl Harold RR 1
Hontz Fred 16 George St
Houlihan Erin R 88 Blacksmith Rd
Hsbc Mortgage Sevices LLC 40 Crest Ave
Hughes Heidi M 110 Mulberry Pl
J R & R G Wells Partnership Rear of 1724
1784 W Schuylkill
Joy Valerio & Cont L Bank Box 508
Kandler Joseph 79 Pine Forge Rd
Katchur Theresa, George 310 Old Airport Rd
Keeley Erin Marie 207 Russell Ave
Kellar Catherine M 387 Red Corner Rd Apt Rd 1
Key Lawrence E 1180 Ben Franklin Hwy E Apt 238
Kim Dok Chun 358 Rosecliff Dr
Kinasz Steve 21 Union St
Kinsey Sierra 5012 Pepper Ln
Klein Mary Est 102 Oxford Cir
Krapf Richard L, Myrtle D 615 Ridge Dr
Laverty Edna M Roselawn Farm Box 13
Law Marguerite 139 Old Swede Rd
Long Leonard L 7−A Aspen House
Lovas Robert 4986 Overlook Pointe
Lytle Kevin S 106 Rattlesnke Hllrd
Madison Albert J, Linda A 602 Bramblewood Dr
Melamed Marcia 107 Martin Ln
Michaels Family Rest 5028 Rising Sun Dr
Mickle Elizabeth A 140 Unionville Rd
Millard Greg L 105 Woodbridge Ln
Minottios Garage PO Box 276
Mutter Karen PO Box 161
Otis Robert 307 Rosecliff Dr
Penrose Charles 16 Horseshore Dr
Pufnock Jesika A Jack & Sons Auto Body Inc
1424 E Main St
Reese John L 18 Terry Ct
Reigel David N Apt 74b Juniper House
Reynolds William D 88 Blacksmith Rd
Robert C F Iv 26 Horseshoe Dr
Rollano Louis E 205 W Welsh Dr
Rolling Mills Engineers Inc 519 Douglass Dr
Rosenthal Theresa B RR 1
Rowe Jean B 948 Old Airport Rd
Sabo George L 882 Old Airport Rd
Safin Ernest I 251 Green Meadow Dr
Schaeffer Chris A 144 N Main St
Scull Todd R 7723 Boyertown Pike
Sereny Ronald W III 18b Cedar House
Siegfried Margretta 5007 Overlook Pointe
Smedley Shannon, Robert 101 Cameron Dr
Smith Bonnie Jean 948 Old Airport Rd
Smj Contracting Inc 1050 Ben Franklin Hwy W
Speedway Oil Co Inc PO Box 67
Spence Donald, Dianne PO Box 213
Stiles Adelaide S 623 Old Airport Rd
Stock John J RR 2 Box 354
Sullivan George 123 Old Philadelphia
Swift Sirlena 200 Pine Ln
Thurman Gary J 205 W Welsh Dr
Timothy L Gibble Inc 34 Sycamore Rd
Torma Derek Istvan 355 Buckhead Ln
Turner Wannetta L 668 Old Swede Rd
Valerio Joseph P Box 508
Vanderslice Robert C Jr 100 Lanie Dr
Wertz Mitchell S Sr 732 Nicholson Ave
Will David A 355 Rosecliff Dr
Williams Peter L 235 Buckhead Dr
Wise Derek M, Jacob 110 Meadowcrest Ln
Witman Russell Estate 62 Hess Ln
Wyatt Christopher S 79 A Juniper House
Yescavage Kurt 500 Russell Ave
Yorks Eleanor Y Amity Manor Apt 211
Earlville Pa 19519
Schlegel Christian O PO Box 54
Fleetwood Pa 19522
Anderson Eugene 317 Galean Dr
Angstadt Robert E 314 E Arch St
Bildstein Nineen 616 Memorial Hwy
Bingaman Arlene S 3435 Pricetown Rd
Burns Daniel Sr 03 E Locust St
Cameron Zachary 1103 Forest St
Camilli Steven J, Kyra L 878 Maidencreek Rd
Centerforce Ind Inc 1050 D Maidencreek Rd
Cerven Benedict J Jr 19 Day Rd
Ch Dolores M 166 Willow Rd
Colon Myrtelina 17 E Main St
Cormier Sandra L, Scott R 4126 Pricetown Rd
Cuchran Glenda S 82 Lyons Rd
Curry Jeromy W 140 W Washington St
Defrancisco Brian 289 Sandhill Rd
Denardo Thomas 506 Park Rd
Dengler Lisa 105 Schweitz Rd
Doremus Linda Laura 89 Forgedale Rd
Ekvall Carl S 110 E Arch St
Fager Richard A 23 Ridge Dr
Fenstermacher Doris 27 W Washington St
Fleetwood Bank 152 S View Rd
Focht Mary A 363 Orchard Rd
Frey David R 296 Walnuttown Rd
Fritz Mary Ann Est, Rhoda Stoudt & Bradley Att
42 W Main St
Garden State Tannery 16 S Franklin St
Gh Spring Ridge Asso 82 Conrad Rd
Greiss Jacqueline 6 Eli Dr
Gumnick Velma C PO Box 19
Heere Kevin 3539 Pricetown Rd
Heffner Eric 203 S Franklin St
Hertzog Terri L, Alberta RR 2 Box 178
Hess Thomas P 126 Beaver Creek Rd
Hess Wa 56 Deysher Rd
Hess Wilda F 263 Sandhill Rd
Heydt Mildred A 42 E Pine St
Hildebrand Tammy S 27 Apple Ln
Huddleston Mildred V RD 2 2562
Huml George E 69 Mill Rd
Irene J Moll Revo Trust Ua 10 8 96 RR 2 PO Box 2440
Iris Companies 901 Park Rd
Irish Setter Club of America Fran Sloughfy
J&B Asset Properties LLC 6 Schoolhouse Ln
Kocher Dennis 347 Orchard Rd
Koller Margaret 27 E Pine St
Kopp Kevin J 120 North Richmond St
Kroninger Ivan Rd 2529
Krug James S, Ruth A 600 N Richmond St
Kulaga Stanley 4036 Pricetown Rd
Leiby Katherine 10 Vista Ct
Licht Victoria M 8 Brookfield Dr
Lonker David 234 Hickory Dr
Manley Bessie M, Harry W 308 Mine Rd
Mensch Donna F 309 S Franklin St
Merkey David 170 Lobachsville Rd
Moll Irene J RR 2 PO Box 2440
Murphy Mary Ellen PO Box 211
Neiman Leon J 465 Orchard Rd
Nerino Eric 105 Schweitz Rd
Noll Mary E, Carl S RR 2
Oakes Nicholas 13 W Pine St
Ochs William F Jr 275 Walnuttown Rd
Pyne Steven J 325 S Franklin St
Raifsnider Joseph E PO Box 134
Rautzhan Matthew L, Kristin Diamond Credit Union
46 Timothy Leo Ct
Reese John A Jr, Jill M 301 Orchard Rd
Reimert Kenneth L, Carla C 25 E Washington St
Roth Sophia 21 Ridge Dr
Sabatini Katherine 3735 Pricetown Rd
Sanders Diane F, Larry D 235 Spook Ln
Schott Tobb 616 Memorial Hwy
Smith Pamela A, David M 513 Walnuttown Rd 11
Snyder Hettie K 129 Houck Rd 30
Stana Matthew 236 N View Rd
Storms Charles H 323 Somerset St
Strazzeri Josephine 20 Woodland Dr
Stufflet Douglas 119 W Poplar St
Sweinhart Kelly Ann 209 Forgedale Rd
Thompson Robert 296 Forgedale Rd
Tobias Helen M 2593 Moselem Spgs Rd
Torres Will 418 Grandview Dr
Tothero Laura K RR 2501
Van Etten Geraldine E 191 S View Rd
Wagenhurst Dennis N Memorial Hwy Apt 466
Wilf Cheryl H 15 Vista Ct
Wink Robert J R 2
Yerger Sarah M 51 Kutz Rd
Younker Leroy W 108 Richmaiden Rd
Ziegler Kasey 200 Orchard Rd
Geigertown Pa 19523
Corbett Helen RD 1
Hamburg Pa 19526
Adam Wilbur Est 125 Holly Dr
Adams David B 225 S 3rd St
Albracht Megan M 29 Orchard Rd
Backmon S 2717 Old 22
Bewley B G 1300 Windsor Castle Rd
Bond Leroy M RR 1
Brad, Jetson Direct Mail Svc 100 Industrial Dr
Brown Neil R 234 Washington St
Carosella Vincent, Jetson Direct Mail Svc 100 Industrial Dr
Carpenter R 20 Industrial Dr
Carter Jacqueline 320 Hepner Rd
Chimics Heath S 13 S 4th St Apt 3
Cline Jason 310 S 3rd St
Crownover George L Jr 138 Krick Ln
Davey Jason W 29 Orchard Rd
Davis Walter E, Cathy A 518 Overview Dr
Delong Patricia E, Robert 100 Chestnut St Apt A10
Donatelli Luciano F, Antiono L 32 S 4th St
Engen Blossom L Est 2376 Mountain Rd Eric Engen
Erb Nathan Allen 1328 Windsor Castle Rd
Fitzpatrick Charles F RD 1
Frankenfield Patty S 320 Port Clinton Ave
Frederick Ralph S Road Box 3388
Gesslein Andrea L 1004 Redwood Ct
Grushko Christine Est Alexandra Grushko Mehrka
322 Hepner Rd
Gurney Careyanne M 3517 Old RT 22 Front
Gustitus Julia E 34 Wyndcliffe House Apts Apt A
Hahn Emma RR 2
Hartranft James 3450 Mountain Rd M29
Heistand Clifford N 389 Hill Dr
Hepner Marguerite E 138 S 4th St
Hicks Ruth Pleasant Hills 1006 Valy Ct
Hill Jenni 19 Scenic Ave
Himmelreich Janelle L 839 Zions Church Rd
Hoyer John W 515 Williams St
Humphreys Lisa A 270 South 4th St Apt 2
Johns Betty M 101 S 4th St
Jurgielwicz Rita 51 Cheese Ln
Kantner Jennifer 405 Tilden Rd
Kauffman Harry R 730 Monument Rd
Kimberly, Jetson Direct Mail Service 100 Industrial Dr
Kline Sterns O 115 Berne Rd
Kramer Kara L 715 Franklin St
Leidy Gary J Dc 11 S 3rd St
Lenhart Violet A Hamburg State School Hosp
Lesnefsky T B 103 East Ct
Littlejohn Doris 125 Holly Rd
Long Gretchen E 730 Monument Rd
Machmer Myrtle 653 Pear Aly
Madenfort Doris L 411 N 5th St
McKnabb Daniel 43 S 4th St A
McPhail Novella, Daniel 117 Linden St
Mil Joy Farms 323 Virginville Rd
Miller Christopher M 138 Krick Ln
Miller Martha C 323 Virginville Rd
Miller Roger 56 S 3rd St 1st
Miller Todd O 323 Virginville Rd
Moya Shane 159 N 4th St
Moya Shane A 154 N 4th St
Nesters Sanitation Inc 142 Marion St
Nicole, Jetson Direct Mail Service 100 Industrial Dr
Ortiz Ana E 511 Elm Ave
Oz Fund 234 Washington St
Patriot Collision Center 60 State St Ste 2
R & D Industries Inc 145 Schuylkill Ave
Raezer Donald W 1812 Mountain Rd
Ramer Wendy K 1014 Port Clinton Ave Apt A
Ramierez Maryann 3450 Mountain Rd M61
Refinger Susan D 515 William Ste
Reilly James T 839 Zions Church Rd
Reitenauer Walter 141 Pine Rd
Reppert Joann 328 S 4th St
Rhoads Megan 321 Bow Ln
Ruth Barbara RR 2
Salks Diane K 3375 Berne Rd
Schoedler Cathy C 2724 Old RT 22
Schwinger Ronald R 704 2nd St Ext
Shank William R 6 Brdwinge Cir
Shindler Beers Pearl G 1201 N Frank St
Shollenberger Donald A 109 Pheasant Ct Apt 4
Singh Dilpreet 3695 Mountain Rd
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Snyder Raymond E 1816 Moselem Spgs Rd
Sonon Jeannette Est 3450 Mountain Rd
Stine Sandra J, Hannah 216 Washington St
Stotz Carol RR 2
Stout Beryl G 35 Helene Ct
Sunday Crystal 304 S 4th St
Sweitzer Marian M, Carl E 134 N 3rd St
Swine Factory Foes, Dolores J Arndt 17 Sunset Ln
Thren Raymond J 339 State St
Treitl Angelica 50 Willow Rd
Ward Winnifred M 5361 Old RT 22
Watt Dorothy Est RR 1
Werley Sherri 3450 Mountain Rd M29
Werley Todd D 234 Washington St
Willingham Judy A 159 Willow Rd
Yazujianwehr Sara 614 Florence Ave
Zettlemoyer James 234 Washington St
Hereford Pa 18056
Conways Bbq PO Box 599
Diehl Leslie M 193 Lexington Dr
Kehl Richard Allen PO Box 16
Kriebel Dale L 9 Standish Ln
Ritz Renee F 290 Ashford Ln Box 605
Shafer Dolly Gerasimos Skiadas PO Box 42
Wilson Family Co LLC PO Box 599
Kempton Pa 19529
Birgl Sally 39 White Oak Ct
Bretz Karen A 4 Coopers Way
Davis Francis J 8819 Bluejay Rd
Greiner Dorothy 5686 Golden Key Rd
Hsbc Bontn 9447 Loghouse Rd
Kistler Larry F 3514 Golden Key Rd
Kistler Olive S 7566 Blue Mountain House Rd
Kohls Chase 9447 Loghouse Rd
Kopchick George A 4 Coopers Way
Lutz Clifford G RR 2
Morales Antonio 8807 Kings Hwy
Walton Timothy 8780 Cardinal Rd
Wfnnb Peeble 9447 Loghouse Rd
William R Dewitt Trust, Mrs Raine Fussner 7 Coopers Way
Wisser Kenneth R RR 1
Kenhorst Pa 19607
Balsbough Matthew R 1300 Commonwealth Blvd
Clark Margaret 1300 Commonwealth Blvd
Esterly Jeanie L 1631 Liberty Ave
Jacobs Christian N 1115 Fern Ave
Reiter Eugene 1422 New Holland Rd
Wendling Scott T 1119 New Holland Rd
Zimpleman Tara 1070 Brdway Blvd
Kutztown Pa 19530
Alkhal Anthony K, Karen N 1307 Apex Dr
Behler Mamie 125 Shardian Rd
Behm Timothy A, Lee H 230 Church Rd
Bell Louise A RD 2 Box 325
Bergstrom Michael 44 Greenwich St
Bieber Victoria R 99 Moyer Rd
Blatt Ayla Morgan, Susan T 86 Miller Rd
Boden Catherine RD 3
Bohrer Robert 45 Halls Rd
Bortz Paul H 48 S Elm St A
Brunnabend Matthew J, Shawn M 420 W Walnut St
Cake Anne Marie, Daniel C, Peter D 44 Deer Run
Cake Daniel, Peter A, Peter D, Sean 44 Deer Run Rd
Ceridwen Janice L 91 Noble St
Davis Charlott I, Elwood P 120 Trexler Ave
Diehl Michele M 125 N Kemp Rd
Dietrich Verna RR 4
Flynn Timothy J 130 Rhoads Rd
Fox Mae H 72a S Elm St
Garner Lemar 138 E Main St
Geiger Irma C 233 Noble St
George Linda M 447 W Walnut St
Gordon Alice M RD 3
Grim Barbara Est 420 Collage Blvd Apt J3
Hafner Todd L 301 E Main St Apt 9
Hart James M F4 420 College Blvd
Hasani Haxere, Ejup 83 Noble St
Hatton William H 38 Daniel Rd W
Hemenway Ron 953 Dunkels Church Rd
Henry Violet M 35 N Whiteoak St
Holley Pam 389 Moyer Rd
Hummel Marie R 548 Gun Club Rd
Ingraham Ronald R 321 B East Walnut St
Jackson Shannon N, Edna Kaufman RR 3 Box 458
Jeanbapti Lesly, Myrna 320 N Cedar St Ste
Johnson Gordon A 91 Noble St
Keith L Good Pc PO Box 210
Kuhn Lawrence B RR 3 Box 103a
Kutztown Publishing Co Inc PO Box 346
Kuzniec E 228 Mill Creek Rd
Laczkowski Jenna R 111 S Whiteoak St
Lahmeyer Rachel 46 Daniel Rd W
Leibensperger Jane 139 Normal Ave Apt D 6
Lesher Bruce 207 Hill Rd
Lott Miriam 120 Trexler Ave
Maldonado Gerardo 202 Fenstermaker Rd
Martin Marvienne 120 Trexler Ave
Massachusetts Mutual Life Ins 15 Chestnut Rd
Mccarthy Keith M Jr 550 Gun Club Rd
Mccarthy Keith M Jr PO Box 862
McGonigle Phillip 139 Normal Ave Apt B7
Meals Donna 234 E Walnut St
Milestone Financial Svcs 544 Noble St
Miller Fay C 160 W Main St Apt 1
Miller Ida R RR 1
Miller Lester C 44 Miller Rd
Mohler Nathan, Sara 243 E Main St
Moore Lee 817 Dunkels Church Rd
Moyer Steven T, Adam C 431 E Walnut St
Murphy Evan 246 W Walnut St
Musser William G Jr, Diane L 24 Pheasant Dr
Muthard Dolores G 211 W Walnut St
Nester Russell A, Kutztown Facility 230 Railwad St
New Smithville Diner Family Rest 2299 Golden Key Rd
Ott Lisa A 128 Wessner Rd
Peanut World Direct 326 Highland Ave
Peter Steven B 37 Rosecrest Dr
Picus Sharon M Tempest Morgans 53 Kerith Ln
Piscitelli Scott 245 Chestnut St
Pizza Roma 478 W Main St
Reimert Ray M Est, Lisa Gentile Atty 258 W Main St
Reimert Scott D 9753 Stagecoach Rd
Reinisch Erin 55a S Elm St
Riggleman Mark S 441 W Main St
Savage Debra 530b Bennicoff Rd
Schneider Jennifer M 3391 New Smithville Rd
Scholl Evelyn E 464 Noble St
Schultz Kim M 421 E Main St
Seidel Raymond A 258 Highland Ave
Siddiqi Musab U 136 Noble St
Silver Maple Veterinary Clinic 14993 Kutztown Rd
Skoutellas Stefanos A 245 Chestnut St
Smith McKenzie 79 Pheasant Dr
Snyder Jean E, Sharon L Smith 93 Noble St
Snyder Nicholas A, Patricia M, Timothy E 201 Adams Rd
Springer Machie 10212 Walbert Ct
Stetzler Helen 139 Normal Ave Apt D 6
Tihansky J Scott 496 Eagle Rd
Toth Joseph E RR 3 Box 70j
Vanderstaeten Phillip 65 S Elm St Apt D
Weaknecht David 43 Sunny Ridge Ct
Wessner Stanley J RD 2 Box 205
Williamson Elsie, James 58 Daniel Rd W
Youse Laurence E 303 Greenwich St
Yu Taeseon 205d Golden Bear Villa S 20
Zaldaris Edmund J 237 Fairview Dr
Laureldale Pa 19605
Bohn Gregory 3216 Oak St
Bohn Stephanie B, Gregory 3216 Oak St
Campbell Margarethe 104 6th Ave
Chanis Holly 3209 McKently St
Crossland Frederick 3423 Gray St
Feltenberger Richard D 3226 Kutztown Rd
Gilar Joseph 3427 Marion Ave
Gross Eugene 3437 Earl St
Hanlon Timothy, Pamela 1611 Bennett St
Hitchens Mary A 3626 Ridgeway St
Hoffman Doris E 3533 Hawthorne Ave
Hoover Melissa B, Russell 3338 Montrose Ave
Hotzman Michael 3414 Montrose Ave
Keehn Miriam A 3206 Earl St
Keller Glen A 3515 Kutztown Rd
Laureldale Family Medicine 3212 Kutztown Rd
Lauricella Jessica 3522 Montrose Ave
Marks Edward V, Dennis 3611 Oak St
McDermott Cheryl 3530 Gray St
Mullarkey George D 2125 Elizabeth Ave
Noll Ruth 1200 Elizabeth Aved
Pollock Jesse 3530 Gray St
Quaglia Joanna T 3500 Kutztown Rd
Sarangoulis Gregory A 3240 Montrose Ave
Schaeffer Douglass, Tammy 3418 Oak St
Seidel Alex J, Mark 3518 Montrose Ave
Sell Madeline 3512 Oak St
Stoudt Mildred S 2125 Elizabeth Ave
Sundberg Dawn 614 18 1/2 St
Unter Stephanie 3216 Oak St
Westley Rita Est 114 Park Ave
Westly Rita 114 Park Ave
Leesport Pa 19533
Alvarez Pouleson Gloria E 1214 Fox Rd
Binner Bradley PO Box 191 210 N Centre Ave
Blimline Robert L, Robert T 259 Woodland Dr
Bonnel Jean C PO Box 433
Boyer Linda 540 Oak St
Bright Sign Inc 1025 James Dr
Brincho John Leisz RD 1 Box 1131
Britt Deborah J, Robert E 257 Gernants Church Rd
Burgos Antonio 1287 County Welfare Rd
Burkevage Lisa 52 Lee St
Burns Tiffany L 1003 Christina Dr
C F Luppold 2668 Leisczs Bridge Rd
Chill Grill Lounge 2747 Bernville Rd
Churchman Phyllis A 1090 Hilltop Rd
Coughlin Emily L 2 Twin Oak Dr
Dester Linda 2950 Bernville Rd
Dinner Arthur Est PO Box 191 210 N Centre Ave
Donovan Barbara B 975 Grange Rd
Ecker Helen Leisz RD 1 Box 1131
Ecker Russell, Helen 2711 Leisczs Bridge Rd
Edi Inc 1300 Hilltop Rd
Epler Paul L Est 119 Lower Loop Rd PO Box 404
Gaul Patricia S, Mitchell K 6 Homestead Dr
Grim Aimee V 357 Indian Manor Dr
Grindrod Gerald 258 Degler Ave
Hartman Harold S RR 1 Box 355
Heller Bryan R PO Box 179 82 Canal St
Heydt Wanda M 225 N Ctr Ave Box 215
Johnson Ruby T 1064 Mahlon Dr
Kreidler Mary, R E Butter Ln 2222
Lanzilotti Tanya PO Box 191 210 N Centre Ave
Mazda American Credit 1214 Fox Rd
Mengel Howard 114 N Canal St
Michael E Wahl 1050 Palisades Dr
Mohn Joshua M 522 Linden St
Paine Thomas W PO Box 282
Parastino Andrew S 15 Orchard Ln
Pouleson Chris R 1214 Fox Rd
Rahn Mildred F RR 22
Richards Kyle 251 Nichols St
Riera Carlos E 107 Bing St
Rothenberger Nellie M 54 N Schuylkill Ave PO Box 305
Sager Roger A 46 N Central Ave PO Box 583
Seaman Randy 1025 James Dr
Smith Tammy L PO Box 324 Schuylkill Hill Rd
Snyder Ralph, Dena 30 N Centre Ave
Spencer Donald, Gail 433 Miriam Ave
Strohecker Kaylei 251 Nichols St
Venier Erica S RD 1 Box 154
Walther Nathan K 70 Canal St
Weatherly Norma Jean 269 Kindt Corner Rd
Welbilt Homes Inc 15 Orchard Ln
Wert Judith A, Mrs William Davis PO Box 66
Westwood Charles P 52 Lee St
Lenhartsville Pa 19534
Bellesfield Jenni 1558 Krumsville Rd
Blanchette Edward P 149 Robin Hill Rd
Cann William H 36 Sunrise Blvd
Gerberich Jeanette L, Myron C 1563 Old 22
Lesher Ernest C, Betty A 79 Sousley Rd
Marmarou Christos 1362 Krumsville Rd
Rathfon Eugene A Jr, Eugene 150 Bleile Rd
Reifsnyder Kathryn RR 1
Smith Carl 1798 RT 143
Smith Dustin, Abigail 218 Sousley Rd
Stoudt Tim 162 Long Rd
Vali Tech Services Inc 140 Wisser Rd
Vymazal Don Carl 174 Wert Rd
Wasser Steven L 1467 Long Ln Rd
Weaver Dale O 878 Old 22
Lyon Station Pa 19536
Haring Paige E, Brian L PO Box 69
Quinones Luis 2316 Downing St
Suez Maoz H 8 W Hunter St
Maxatawny Pa 19538
Reichert Kenneth C PO Box 58
Mertztown Pa 19539
Alexander Branden 1271 State St
Andreoni Mark 21 High View Ln
Benson Kathleen 3 Barclay St
Brunner D 300 Longsdale Dr
Burfeind William R Brandywine Medical Ctr
Caruso Matthew R 235 Forest Rd
Christman Ruth L 633 Old Topton Rd
Fulton Brett 71 Cider Mill Rd
Griffin Thomas F 71 Cider Mill Rd
Grim Rebecca 45 Kurt Dr
Heffner Jarrod T 71 Heritage School Rd
Heffner Lee K 537 Old Topton Rd
Horneman Kevin, Nancy 94 Hertzog School Rd
Kelleher John 748 Valy Rd
Keller Harry H Est 1232 State St
Laing Mary 55 S Park Ave
Laudenslager Arthur 951 Old Topton Rd
Lindenmuth Micah R, Terrill L 22 Highview Ln
Mack Lorraine 9540 Longswamp Rd
Meyer John C Jr 404 Barclay St
Miller Virginia G PO Box 177
Muller Robert Jr 5 Stony Hill Ln
Nguyen Zachary K 9468 Longswamp Rd
Rhode Lee G 322 Chestnut St
Romig Darryl Jr, Destiny 9711 Mertztown Rd
Root Reginald J 616 State St
Scardina Lisa 45 Sally Ann Furnace Rd
Schuler Ronald K, Mary RR 1
Seyler T S 633 Old Topton Rd
Shivok Sherrie A 9825 Mertztown Rd
Shorpp Margaret M 21 Farmington Rd
Slezak Joseph Jr 74 Median Dr
Tow Nicole M, Troy 106 Meadow Dr
Wahome Margaret 275 Centennial Rd
Werley Linda E 600 Locust St
Wiltrout Alex M 71 Heritage School Rd
Yeager Conrad C 284 Forrest Dr
Zimmerman Charlie F PO Box 57
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Mohnton Pa 19540
Alcorn David S RD 2 Box 2823
Allen David W 6 Bordeaux Dr
Amadio Amelia 486 Maple Grove Rd
Black Angela 71 E Wyomissing Ave
Blatt Gladys V, Elmer E RD 2 Box 2264
Bradley Darius J 3941 New Holland Rd
Brendle Warren E 842 Scenic Dr
Brown Carrie A 967 Kurtz Mills Rd
Brown Gerald C RD 1 1214 Hartz Store Rd
Cameron David 118 Woodland Manor Dr
Carter Nanette, Robert 4 Tudor Ct
Coleman Michael G, Faith A 69 W Madison St
Debinder Richard D 58 Aspen Ln
Diehl Julia J 1439 Alleghenyville Rd
Dillon Albert G 9 Gebhart School Rd
Dolfin Intl Corp PO Box 190
Fiant Anne L 311 Alleghenyville Rd
Fisher Tatiana 29 Shea Dr
Gebhart Emma E 967 Kurtz Mills Rd
Grote Scott 1436 Redding Rd
Guenot Tim 74 Oregon Rd
Hafer Connie 4208 New Holland Rd
Harkum Pamela 5015 Spruce Ln
Hartgen Dennis T RD 1 Box 1346
Hassler Blaine P 520 Homestead Ln
Hertzog George 101 Smt St
Himes James T 44 Moore Rd
Hoffert John A Jr PO Box 37
Hoffman Jacqueline H 6 Buck Run
Irwin James R 701 Candy Rd
Joma Machine Co Inc 5 Front St Plaza
Kaestler Elizabeth 133 Main St
Kissling Darrel G 330 E Wyomissing Ave
Kline Ann 180 Chestnut St
Landis Christine 273 Westley Rd
Larson Gregory 105 Davida Pines Dr
Latshaw Elizabeth 414 Kurtz Mill Rd
Letter Christian T 238 Hickory Dr
Martin James M 1690 Reading Rd
Mathews Connor W 94 Guigley Dr
Messner Jenica E 314 Schlouch Rd
Miller Lynn M 56 Fleischman Dr
Miranda Christina 132 N Church St
Montag Barry 3525 Plow Rd
Moyer Harold H 568 N Church St
Nelson & Sons LLC 4692 Morgantown Rd
Preletz Mark J 238 Hickory Dr
R & J Kitchen Dist Inc James Eyrich
110 W Wyomissing Ave
Rahn Debbie J, Paul A 1864 Chestnut Hill Rd
Rashad Mahmoud M 119 Hartz Store Rd
Reading Collision Center 29 Shea Dr
Reedel Tyler J 7 Buck Run
Reigel Oprah F 202 E Wyomissing Ave
Reinert Frances D 5049 Kachel Rd
Reinert Larry L 5049 Lachel Rd
Renningers Golf Carts 1503 Reading Rd
Reuscher Delores 64 Speck Rd
Rodriguez David M 967 Imperial Dr
Salvatore Nanette Cutrona 2621 Welsh Rd
Scheipe Walter G 809 Sycamore Rd
Sellers Nathan Apt 147 E Wyomissing Ave
Stinson Jonathan Troy 734 Buck Hollow Rd
Stowell John W 34 Pennypacker Rd
Strausser Debra L, Alma L 738 Fairmont Ave
Sweitzer Todd 2186 Welsh Rd
Templin Terry A 165 Main St
Turck Gloria J, Harry J 3901 Morgantown Rd
Tygergoods LLC 167 Davida Pines Dr Davida Pines Village
Walters Justin D 164 Chestnut St
Wesley C F RR 2 Box 178
Wilt Melody 5042 Sweitzer Rd
Wojciechowski James 233 E Wyomissing Ave
Working Cathy M 5015 Cedar Ct
Yerger Elizabeth A 2558 Welsh Rd
Mohrsville Pa 19541
Anastasio Andrew D, Susan E, Dominic E, Thomas A
277 Irish Run Rd
Brown Joseph M 616 Garfield Rd
Folk Ronnie C Irish Creek & Bellemans Church
Gerner Faye E 1572 Trolley Rd
Haines Michael 1342 Garfield Rd
Iwanysyn Gloria 775 Cornerstone Dr
Long Cyrus H Jr 54 Elm St
Melvin Theresa A 1507 Pony Rd
Noll Grace E 251 Tower Rd
Noll Monique N 393 Main St
Printz Violet H 1930 Rake Rd
Reitnouer Jason 4379 Berne Rd
Rothenberger Missi 687 Pony Rd
Schreiber William S 342 Main St
Simon Cynthia R 52 Daniel Dr
Stramara Jana M 1712 N End Rd
Swoyer Stella R Box 184
Wagner Dennis G 900 Rover Rd
Yerger Lawrence R, Irish Creek & Bellemans Church
Zerbe Claire L, Claire 136 Stone Rd
Monocacy Station Pa 19542
Horning Randy 142 Keller Rd
Morgantown Pa 19543
All American Housing 308 E Main St 704 PO Box 704
Beachler George D, George M PO Box 204
Beswick Christine 230 Mill Rd B
Bresslers Inc 2563 Valy View Rd
Citizens Bank 1000 Country Ln
Compel Frank I Box 102
Compel John 3400 Main St Apt 5
Cronomiz Mary J 100 Frantz Ct
Dorr Brian 1301 Lexington Way
Faust Karen 343 Twin County Rd
Gods Property LLC PO Box 576
Hafer Maxwell W, Nancy E 8 Kane Rd
Hain Barbara 100 Ctr Ave
Hart Harry L 108 Quarry View Dr
Harvey Joseph M, Joan E 390 Swamp Rd
Hertzler Robert II 3213 Main St PO Box 145
Hess Michelle A 21 Willow Glen Rd
Horning Melissa G, Philip M 2624 Conestoga Creek Rd
Kalbach Lindsay 1301 Lexington Way
Keitel George 31 Whitetail Pass
Kennedy William T RR 1
Kurzweg June L 1000 Country Ln
Leary Leslie 57 Highcroft Dr
Lovejoy Duncan C 51 Hillview Rd
Manning Lance 3302 Main St
Miller Tracy 428 California Rd
Nitti Aj Victor Est, Anthony Est 667 Weaver Rd
Patel Ghanshuambhai J 3801 Main St
Perimeter Technology Inc 730 Hemlock Rd Bldg 2b
Preston Andrew W Jr Trust 2909 Oak Ln
Ressel Dennis J, Lisa A 19 Quarry View Dr
Ressel Lisa A 19 Quarry View Dr
Ring Kathleen A, Joseph F 506 Estate Rd
Rotteveel Christine H, Andrew W 276 Overlook Rd
Roy Andrew T PO Box 856
Sandurkar Sandhya, Sunand 131 Quarry View Dr
Seibert Sandra D PO Box 318
Sheerin Kathleen M 201 Lexington Way PO Box 189
Spotts Theodore RR 1
Topos Mondial Corp 2941 Main St
Trego Donna C PO Box 574
Troutman David H PO Box 21 3057 Main St Apt C
Velentzas Constantine 34 Pennwood Dr
Waltman Sylvia A PO Box 10
Yarnall Robert G Jr 22 Oxford Dr
Yaworski Eleanor H 3302 Main St
Mount Aetna Pa 19544
Ritzman Helen M 7636 Lancaster Ave
Mount Penn Pa 19606
Asztalos Istvan, Ilniko 2539 Glen Tr
Billy Kathleen 2117 Fairview Ave
Boone Donald H 607 Byram St
Creswell Alyson M, Rev J M Jr 211 Endlich Ave
Curb And Concrete Ll Reynolds 2138 Fairview Ave
Dela Cruz Pedro A 527 S 15 1\2 St
Haas Edward F, Gladys R 108 Ctr St
Leonard Eleanor D 266 Friedensburg Rd
Terrell Craig 835 Possum Ln
Tothero Ida Edith, Ralph E 2531 Grant St
Wilhelm Christina L 1959 Fairview Ave
New Berlinville Pa 19545
Boyertown Oil Co 865 N Reading Ave
Cassel James E Sr PO Box 286
Keesey Echo 841 N Reading Ave PO Box 39
Kluegling Conchita M 630 N Reading Ave PO Box 358
Wilkinson Harris PO Box 189
Oley Pa 19547
Adams Christine E 526 Long Ln
Alabovitz Kimberly M 9 Foxglove Ln
Bartman Jeffery M, Betsy L 489 Old State Rd
Bohn Grace M RD 2
Burkhardt Nancy S 291 Lobachsville Rd
Burkhart Terry Est 2018 C Memorial Hwy
Ciocoiu Maria 113 Bull Rd
Delong Sandra A 90 Mexico Rd
Delvecchio Anthony L 9 Foxglove Ln
Fetter Nathan 3144 W Philadelphia Ave
Field Brendon R 836 Memorial Hwy
Fisher James H 357 Lobachsville Rd
Gerheart Lynne M 78 Carriage Cir
Glase Margaret E RD 3 PO Box 28
Gries Agnes C PO Box 144
Harrison Adele 389 Long Ln
Hausman Harold F 2662 W Philadelphia Ave
Hirko Timothy J 40 Water St
Jepsenburger Joan H 51 Mine Rd
Jones Lawrence 643 Main St
Merkel David A 1448 Memorial Hwy
Readinger Tracy E 124 Stitzer Rd
Ritter Robert W 23 Carriage Cir
Shadow Construction PO Box 366
Toms Roland B 4059 Friedensburg Rd
Watts Sidney B 116 Basket Rd
Weis Karen 4059 Friedensburg Rd
Ontelaunee Pa 19605
Thren Glen A 517 Snyder Rd
Pechtelsville Pa 19505
Lehmann Paul Von Jr, Donald P 20 Lehmann Ln
Paul Von Zech Lehmann Trust Ua 02 11 03 Jr
20 Lehmann Ln
Pennside Pa 19606
Przybeck Andrew P 15 Hilbert Ct
Pine Forge Pa 19548
Allegheny East Conference PO Box 266
Davis Daniel L Sr PO Box 283 Creek Rd
Hall Ernestine K PO Box 305
Jones Race PO Box 356
Vernitsky Francis X PO Box 353
Reading Pa 19601
Abreu Anacaona C 926 N Front St
Abreu Giovanni 205 W Green St
Acker Raymond Charles Sr, Tracy L 121 W Douglas St
Acosta Padilla Jose L 239 W Greenwich St
Acosta Rafael 300 Lackawanna Stree
Adigurelli Mehmet A 50 N 5th St
Aiman Dennis 106 E Spring St
Alemayehu Samuel 211 N 4th St
Alexa Energy Ltd Craig Priebe 34 S 4th St 1248 Wayne Ave
Alvarado Velez Jorge 831 Muhlenburg St
Alvarado Vidal 100 N Front St Apt 5a
Alvares Belguida T 824 Lincoln St
Amole Nathaniel W 1166 Church St
Amoroso Gary 105 W Greenwich St
Anderson Mary E 222 Rose St
Andrus Ann V 124 W Douglass St
Arellano Christian 437 Elm St Apt 3f
Arroyo John Steven, John S 1260 Church St
Bachman Esther M 244 N 10th St
Baghouse Solutions 93 Schuykill Ave
Bailey Catherine L 66 Winged Foot Dr
Bass Jessica G 521 Buttonwood St
Batista Jose 825 N 2nd St
Bean William Sr, Pauline 105 Arlington St
Becker Heather H 1703 Golf Rd Greenfields
Beltran Perez Luis Antonio 217 N 10th St
Berks Behavioral Health 640 Walnut St Ste 301
Rosemary Davis
Berks Fire Water Restoration 1042 Ct St
Betz Dora 700 Schuylkill Ave
Blair Nancy J 355 Lackawanna St Apt 3−9
Blandford Florence 325 N 3rd St
Boateng Kwame A 429 Rosenthal St
Bone Nancy 821 Schuylkill Av Apt 101
Bonilla Aladdin 146 Elm St
Bonilla Fernando 112 W Douglass St
Borner Richard 800 Ct St Apt 415
Bower Joanne B 131 N 8th St
Brabham Michael 428 Walnut St
Branch Patricia A 347 W Greenwich St
Branford Derek L 224 Jamison Place
Bravo William 344 N 9th St
Breidegam Doris M 237 W Oley St
Brown Catherine N 435 N 5th St
Brown Maria 1012 N 6th St
Brown Miriam E 134 Robeson St
Brown Shirley 343 Schuykill Ave
Brown Torianda 937 N 10th St
Brown Virginia Est, John 401 N 4th St
Brumbach Steve 631 Washington St
Bukovsky Sylvia 929 N 4th St
Bullock John B, Stella 837 McKnight St
Burkholder Emily 613 Walnut
Calhoun Brian 324 N 2nd St
Candelaria Bonet Maritza 112 Schuller St
Carlance Fredi 39th S Second
Cartwright Peggy A 241 W Oley St
Caruso Julia, John 213 W Windsor St
Casianos Shadae 937 Schuylkill Ave
Chambers Jacqueline 137 N 5th St Apt 2
Chelius Raymond 520 Elle Rd
Chelius Raymond M, Raymond 520 Elle Rd
Chevere Juan Pablo 316 McKnight St
Cichocki Joseph A 803 Penn St Apt 129
Ciervo Brooke 6 Wendy Rd
Cintron Nathan A 334 N 9th St Apt 1
Classon Yonk 1256 N Church St
Coad Talnisha 121 Poplar St
Collado Nelson 1518 Schuylkill Ave
Collazo Hector 3 Bentley Ct
Colon Benitez Christian 313 N 6th St
Colon Jose 1017 N Front St
Colon Lisette 34 S 5th St Apt 4
Colon Luis 527 Franklin St
Colon Luz 548 Maple St
Colon Rodriguez Edwin 863 Ave A
Columbo Barbara 1508 N Front St
Connolly Margaret 100 N Front St Apt
Contreras Gilberto 210 Mercer St Apt L5
Copeland Fredonia 104 Windsor St
Cortez Montano Francisco 307 N 9th St
Coy Loretta 206 N 6th St
Crawford Olephia 229 N 11th St
Crawl Justin A 932 Walnut St
Cretu Marian 900 Centre Ave Fl 2
Crisostomo Eddi 222 N 2nd St
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Cruz Deleon Pedro 823 Walnut St Apt 2
Cruz Rudy 127 Rose St
Cruz William J 304 N 5th
Cubascarranza Hermitano 210 N 10th St
Dabreu Leon Francisco 532 Pike St
Dalessio Ralph 534 N Front St
Daniels Elizabeth, William 636 Weiser St
Davis Florence M, Fred R 1506 Greenview Ave
Davis George T Jr 16 N 2nd St
Davis Suzanne 1053 Mulberrty St
Deas Darrell 249 Pear St
Dejesus Irizarry Wilfredo 629 Pear St
Dejesus Omar 448 W Douglass St
Delarosa Medina Yu 316 Hollenbach St
Delcarpi Mercedes 134 N 9th St
Deleon Julia Luis Angel 611 Chestnut St Rm 7
Delong Dorothy M 365 N Greenwich
Deltaura Inc 425 Gateway Dr
Derr Bertha 526 S 18th St Rear
Desir Elizabeth 529 Marion St
Devault Cori 253 S 10th
Dewald Irene 300 Lackawanna St 15a
Diaz Cruz Dorian L 240 N 2nd St
Diaz Daniel 435 Walnut St
Diaz Luis 161 W Greenwich St
Diaz Rafael 631 Schuykill Ave
Diaz Ramon 1316 Church St
Direnzo Christina 840 Country Ave Apt 3
Dolce Devese D 659 Tulpehocken St
Dominguez Tejada Maximino 226 Greenwich St
Dominguez Vasquez 529 Marion St
Donton Mildred F 803 Penn St Apt 204
Dorsey Wayne Est, Nanette 2104 Bernville Rd
Druckenmille Velma 622 Eisenbrown St
Dunn Magnolia 234 Pear St
Durgin Betty A 815 N Front St
Eady Delesha 47 N 9th St Apt 2
Eberhart William F 900 Schuylkill Ave
Echevarria Julius, Nancy 139 W Oley St Apt 2a
Ellmore Melanie 17 Black Matt Rd
Elmohtarem Laila, Omar 351 N 2nd St
Epler Hazel R 1534 Fanc Ave
Escalera Jose R 412 Pear St
Espinal Ana 518 Robenson St
Espinal Delrosario Hector E 304 N 5th St
Esteban Diaz Luis 161 W Greenwich St
Esteves Hector 122 N Jefferson Stereet
Eusebio Tony 622 Weiser St
Faulkner Terrisa D, Dean G 1045 Penn St
Feliciano Julio Angel 213 N 2nd St
Felix Guerline 857 N 8th St
Fernandez Jose 138 W Greenwich St
Fernandez Matilde 162 Greenwich St
Fernandez Raquel 739 Lincoln St
Fernandez Ruben C 948 N 5th St
Ferreri Jeane M 1010 N 6th St
Figueroa Maria I 832 Weiser St
Figueroa Santiago Ceferino 920 Oley St
Fischer Maryann, Edward 833 N 5th St
Fisher Tanisha 815 Weiser St Apt 2
Fitz Mae I 50 N 5th St
Flecharuiz Candido 153 W Green St
Flores Anita 722 McKnight St
Flores Hilda 428 Woodward St
Foster Carrie E 207 1/2 N 3rd St
Frey Elizabeth S Est 50 N 5th St Ste 2 Barley Snyder LLC
Funderburk Lance 100 N Front St Apt 4m
Fusner Jeana L Mrs 1040 N 6th St
Gabrielli Alexander D, Sandra P 510 Mercer St
Garcia Carlos A 423 W Douglas St
Garcia Rosa 232 Mercer St Apt N6
Garcia Silvia Y 157 Douglass St
Gaul Verna A 101 Windsor St
Geltz Nicole 38 N 6th St
George W Wolfe Jr Trust Stevens & Lee 111 N 6th St
Gibson B B 123 W Green St
Giudicelli Francisco 243 Washington St
Glass W Repair Inc 132 N 9th St
Gomezmaldonado Javier 334 McKnight St
Gonsalves Michael David 100 N Front St Apt 10 J
Gonzalez Rolando N Jr 319 Elm St
Gonzalez Thelma 1502 N Front St
Good June F 307 Fisher Rd Greenfields
Goss Franklin D 814 Church St
Gossler Robert E 739 Ritter St
Grab Richard Guardianship John J Grenko 519 Walnut St
Grafvintees 50 N 4th St Apt 10f
Green Raymond 316 N 9th St Apt 3
Greenwalt Adam 716 N 6th St
Griesemer Denton Y 928 Beech St
Grillo Edith C 642 Schuylkill Ave
Grumbling Harvey 1301 Lehigh St
Guthrie Patricia A 126 Cedar St
Han Song H 907 Penn St
Hartman Jane E 50 N 9th St 604
Hartman Margaret Ann 942 N 4th St Apt 2
Hartman Myra 227 N 11th St
Heck Ferdinand, Helen 1133 N 5th St
Heckman Miriam 1915 Oley St
Heffner Jean W 1330 Butler St
Heimann Hubbard Anne 335 Douglass St
Hendricks Esther Est RD 2
Herald Allen 542 N Front St
Hermann Doris J 512 Curtis Ave
Hernandez Freddie 709 River Oak Dr
Hernandez Nelson 535 Pike St
Hernandez Rafael 426 W Oley St
Hernandez Richard 214 N 6th St
Hidalgo Juan 328 North 4 St
Hoffman Ellen I 326 Harold St
Holland Gertrude 622 Eisenbrown St
Hollenbush Harvey S 35 N 6th St
Hopkins Luvina B 320 Lehigh St
Hopper James F 800 Ct St Apt 313
Hubbard James E 335 Douglass St
Humbert Doris R 515 Penn St
Hummel Mildred 355 Penn St
Hunsbuger Richard 935 Ct St
Hunsicker George A Jr 143 Oley St
Imes Doris 1502 N Front St
Inirio Roberto 323 Pear St
Isabel Holger Y 520 Greenwich St
Janda Ida G 300 Lackawanna St 15a
Jefferson Jennifer L 1 N 9th St Apt 34
Jefferson Lannie 424 Schuylkill Ave
Jenkins Mabel E 551 N Front St
Jennings Mildred 634 Schuylkill Ave
Johnson Flonnie 5 Bentley Ct
Johnson Helen D 207 1/2 N Third St
Joseph A Cichocki Trust U A 4 5 93 803 Penn St Apt 129
Jusino Angelo Noel 103 Douglass St 2nd Fl
Karanja Myra Est 605 N 5th St Apt 8
Kebbay Abu 1227 Allegheny Av Rer Fl1
Keifrider Shanon 1031 Church St
Keiser Emma V 256 W Douglass St
Kershner Dena 627 Gordon St
Kershner Dorothy Est, Grant Est 552 Schuylkill Ave
Kiarie Stephen 910 N 6th St
Kline Allen E, Frederick O Brubaker Esq 543 Elm St
Kline Lucy S Est 543 Elm St
Klopp Lola M 350 Lackawanna St Apt 204
Kneiper Sally 783 Ct St Apt A−9
Knight Quayshawn 249 Reed St
Koch Meghan Elizabeth 527 Greenwich St 2nd Fl
Kuhlman Nancy B 811 Lehigh St
Lafata Peter M 350 Lackawanna St Apt 221
Larkin Rita 1241 Church St
Laureano Angel 342 W Douglass St
Lee Joyce 819 Pear St
Leguisamon Mercedes 145 W Windsor St
Lehman Leo 509 N 8th St
Lennon Sean M 1044 Spring St 2nd Apt
Leon Mary N 246 10th St
Levan Richard 422 W Windsor St
Lias Sandra K 501 Walnut Apt 201
Lilac Tyler R 808 Church St
Lloyd T S 50 N 4th St Apt 1e
Longview Construction 328 Buttonwood St
Mary Ann Helbert
Lopez Sanchez Angel 214 W Greenwich 3rd Fl
Lovera Rafael A 433 Greenwich St
Lozada Velez Ruben 809 McKnight St
Lubas Frank S 247 Cedar St
Lugo Peter 1452 Luzerne St
Luna Criado Robinson 228 N 10th St 3
Maduro Elsie M 825 Weiser St
Maharg Elsie A 1060 N 6th St
Main Street Bancorp Inc 601 Penn St
Maisonet Joey 229 Reed St
Maldonadovazque Eric 920 N 4th St Apt 507
Mamrak Frank M Jr 1038 Spruce St
Marburger Mary Est, Ronald 147 N 5th St
Marks A G 255 N Front St
Marmolejo Jose R 116 W Greenwich St
Marreo Nannette 180 W Green St
Marrero Antonio Junior 327 N 8th St
Marshall Jiquil 1537 Schuylkill Ave Fl 2
Marston Karlene 620 N 6th St
Martin David L 601 N 5th St Apt 12
Matisko Diana M 212 Mercer St Apt K6
Matos Carmen J 777 Ct St
Mauros Auto Sales 1226 Centre Ave
Mauros Service Center 1226 Centre Ave
McGlinn Terrence J Jr, Christine R, John F II
607 Washington St
McGonigle Arthur T, Ruth V 50 N 5th St M&T Bldg 2nd Fl
McKittrick Michael 1521 Mineral Sring Rd
Medina Jose 201 W Oley St 2nd Fl
Meekins Hobert Ronald 300 Lackawanna St Apt 14s
Melo Juan 327 Greenwich St
Mentzel 532 N 8th St
Mercedes Manuel 777 Ct St Apt 504
Merkey Janelle 125 N 8th St
Mestre Alfredo 228 N 6th St
Miller Arthur 856 Schuylkill Ave
Miller Rita 527 Elm St Fl 1 Rear
Mizak Jennifer L 2103 Dennis Dr
Mohan Marie I 633 Ct St Fl 8a
Mohn Vivian E 836 Madison Ave
Montanez Robles Jaslin 342 Pear St
Morales Olmo Abraham 1036 Washington St
Moreno Antiono 328 Pear St
Moreta Ramirez Ramon 923 Washington St Apt 2
Morla Angelica 110 N 3rd St
Moyer Fern 334 13th
Moyer Marian L 332 W Douglass St
Mulligan Carlos 320 Moss St
Multicultural & Literacy Inst 201 Schuylkill Ave
Multicultural & Literacy Inst 201 Washington St
Munoz Emily 1101 N 5th St
Mustafa Jaami 306 Hollenbach St
Najera Yolanda 353 N 8th St
Nardo Russell, Joseph 339 N 12th St
Nazario Jose R 428 Walnut St
Nelson Janis L 932 Walnut St
Nguyen Helene 108 N 3rd St
Nieves Angel 333 Half S 6th St Apt 2
Nocho Bertha W 425 Washington St Apt 901
Noll Ronald G 944 N 6th St
Noll Sarah 209 Greenwich St
Norat Diana, Luiz 931 N 3rd St
North Ninth Street Asso of Readin 151 N 9th St
Nuel Patricia 614 Ave B
Nuel Pauline 1428 Church St
Obrien Joseph F 1221 N 5th St
Okafor Chikwudubem, Emeka C 315 Pear St
Olgesby Sunny 1015 Penn St
Olivencia Stacy 1916 Rose St
Oneil Walter Willis, Estelle 143 W Greenwich St
Opake Michael A Est 1525 Schuylkill Ave
Orphanos Irene R, Sara N 624 N 3rd St
Ortega Jimmily 417 W Oley St
Orth Emma M 714 N 9th St
Ortiz Carlos 128 Elm St
Ortiz Victor Eugenio 904 Washington St
Ortiz Wilfredo Jr 806 Elm St PO Box 6462
Osumanu Tawa 314 Bern St
Oyola Marisol 540 South Ct
Pachiulo Gladys M 580 N 8th St
Pedroza Izquierdo Rogelio 556 Douglass St
Pena Carlos 332 N 4th St
Peralta Hector D 505 N 8th St
Perez Kelvin 518 Robenson St
Perez Roberto 430 N 2nd St
Pergola Jane R 748 N 8th St
Perrotto James I 1014 N 5th
Peterson Heather 237 W Oley St
Pichardo Juan 834 N 2nd St
Piegari Frances Apt 213 350 Lackawanna St
Pineda Ma 129 N 8th St
Polanco German 212 Mercer St
Queen of Hair Corp 134 N 9th St
Quittner L M 1 James St
Ramirez Cherly A 431 Cedar St
Ramirez Twila 134 N 5th St
Ramos Anna L Est 403 Spring St
Reading Box Co 250 Blair Ave Brent Atkins
Reese Mary E 146 Beech St
Repair Inc 132 N Ninth St
Repko Mary L 501 Walnut St
Rico Marco A 163 Douglass St Apt 3
Rider Emily H 803 Penn St Apt 207
Rios Suzanne 356 N Front St
Rivera C Raul 130 W Spring St
Rivera Daniel S 1723 Pear St
Rivera Fernando 117 N 3rd St Apt 1
Rivera Herminia R 428 Woodward St
Rivera Janira A 334 N 9th St Apt 1
Rivera Jose 420 Woodward St 2nd Fl
Rivera Juan 417 419 Walnut St
Rivera Reyes 611 Chestnut St
Robinson James M Jr 310 Walnut St
Robles Waldo A 413 N 6th St
Rodriguez Angel T 425 N 5th St 2nd Fl
Rodriguez Colon Diosdado 1329 Church St
Rodriguez Diaz Rodolfo 631 Washington St Rm 6
Rodriguez Emeri Martinez 1761 N 3rd St
Rodriguez Juan 129 N 8th St
Rodriguez Olga 251 N Front St
Rodriguez Santiago Javier 813 N 5th St 1st Fl
Roman Miguel A III 321 Mulberry St
Romero Gonzalez Celia 725 Peach St
Roper Seth Est, Seth 537 N 8th St
Rosa Jose 924 McKnight St
Rosa Ruiz Jose 50 N 9th St
Rosado Gloria 925 Weiser St
Roshorn Daniel R Jr Episcopal House 50 N 9th St Apt 901
Roth Carl E 455 Douglass St
Ruffin Abdre 551 Gordon St
Ruiz Francis, Juan M 813 McKnight St
Ruiz Michael 1031 Penn St
Ruiz Rios Lourdes R, Amalia R 821 Schuylkill Ave Apt 302
Russell Rutman 140 Oley St
Saez Magali 53 N 10th St
Sako Sadjo 507 River Oak Dr
Saldana Martha M 777 Ct St
Salinas Wellington 319 W Greenwich St
Sanchez Elsa 623 Gordon St
Sanchez Laureono Rojas 1743 Pear St
Sands Deborah, Erin L 321 Blair Ave
Sanh Quyen, Kevin 836 McKnight St
Santana Ruth 149 N 8th St
Santander 601 Penn St 10 6438 Rc4
Santiago Francisco 34 W Green St
Santiago Jacob 365 Schuylkill Ave
Santoro Pauline 416 W Greenwich St
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Sawyer Samuel D 720 Thorn St
Schaeffer Fred 223 N Front St
Schaeffer Mary L 802 N 3rd St
Schimmel John H 637 Tulpehocken St
Schmehl Virginia H, William 103 W Douglass St
Schmidt Nannie G 1208 N 6th St
Schock Richard 139 N 6th St
Seitzinger Thomas R, Tom 643 N 3rd St
Serpa Andrew 647 Clinton St
Setzler Horace N 1124 Church St
Seyler Geraldine A 355 Lackawanna St Apt 11
Shared Solutions Inc Angel Figueroa 100 N 5th St Ste 2
Shaw Hyacinth 1214 Allegheny Ave
Shields Lindsay T Irrev Gst Trust Stevens & Lee
607 Washington St
Shields Margaret A 607 Washington St
Shields Patrick J Jr Irrev Gst Trust Stevens & Lee
607 Washington St
Sickle Samuel V 802 N 5th St Side 1
Simmons Agnes R Est, Kathleen Dautrich E 530 Ct St
Simmons Leonard M 530 Ct St
Simons Austin Jennifer Jean 323 Spring St 1st Fl
Simons Robert H, Virginia 318 Madison Ave
Simons Virginia 318 Madison Ave
Slatkovskey J 1831 River Rd
Sloane Jasma 1118 Palm Ct
Smith Clifford 235 Greenwich St
Smith David Gwesyn 1522 Snyder St
Snerker Ruth 616 Weiser St
Sobrino Jose 641 McKnight St
Solano Francisco 813 N 5th St Fl 1
Sotomayor Matilde 1220 Ctr Ave
Spanklin Carl F 239 N 11th St
Steffe Joreen A 223 Linden St
Stillman David, Emily 724 N 3rd St
Straka Quinn A 725 Madison St
Strickland Lee A 238 Jameson Pl
Struass Gertrude Lot 43 Mitchell Rd
Tate Margo 139 Walnut St
Taylor Justin 418 Bingamen St
Tellado Rosario 618 Pine St
Templin Darrell 313 W Windsor St
Thomas Annie L 155 W Greenwich St
Thomas Cornell, Annie L 155 W Greenwich St
Tinoco Gonzalez Jose L 141 N 5th St 3 Fl Front
Tolentino Angel 214 Windsor St
Tolentino Carlos M 326 W Greenwich St
Torres Carlos R 105 Walnut St
Torres Jose F Jr 161 W Buttonwood St
Towels Lloyd 125 W Douglass St
Tracy Edna I 66 Winged Foot Dr
Trivedi Shirishykumar M, Ansoyaben S 2017 Bernville Rd
Trythall Fred C, Barbara Coffin 633 Ct St 8th Floor
Tuttle Jeffrey D 134 Windsor St
Tyson Shantel 859 Schuylkill Ave
Ulloa Elpidio A 41 N 9th St
Updegrave Helen E, Uweene 112 W Spring
Vacarro Joseph 1551 N 5th St
Valdes Castaneda Juan 117 W Oley St
Vanetten Darrell Est, Darrell L Sr Providence House
800 Ct St Apt 214
Vanlandingham Patricia 155 W Greenwich St
Vansickle John 802 N 5th St Side 1
Vargas Ariel 558 N 8th St
Vargas Nancy 356 Spring St
Vasquez Cleotilde 1018 N 6th St
Vasquez Edwin 729 Pear St
Vaugh King Lakeisha 839 Church St
Velez Venus 819 N 5th St
Vializ Pedro Jr 437 W Greenwich St
Viano Armando, Bulmaro 21 Croyden Ter
Villanueva Mariesel 836 N 2nd St
Vindas Carlos 209 Chapel Tr
W Christie S Appraisals Inc, Stevens & Lee 111 N 6th St
Wagner John B 315 Green Ln Greenfields
Walls Sophia A 304 N 4th St
Walter Claudia C 928 N 2nd St
Walters Linda 147 N 5th St
Waples Bradford Jr 809 Madison Ave
Ware Dejalyn P 350 Elm St Apt 403
Watts Colette M 711 N 4th St
Wayne Eleanor 1230 Schuylkill Ave
Wayne Eleanor 16 C Fairway Rd
Weidenhammer Ethel M 315 McKnight St
Weitzel Jim 325 W Green Stret
Wheeler Mary A 100 N Front St Apt 4m
Whitmeyer Dorothy S 102 Douglass
Williams Michael L 645 N 6th St Hope Rescue Mission
Wilson Donald G 843 N 3rd St
Wilson Robert L 550 N 3rd St
Wolfe Melissa 402 Green Tr St Front
Woodson Willie 920 N 4th St Apt 508
Yangari Luis 139 N 8th St
Young Kenneth 716 North 6th St
Your Employment Marketplace 401 Oley St
Zapata Hemenegild D 424 Buttonwood St
Zapata Hemengildo 424 Buttonwood St
Ziegler Mildred E 1717 Pear St
Zorrilla Carlos D 110 N 3rd St
Zs Fitness Factory 618 8 Rm Main Fl 4
Reading Pa 19602
Acevedo Victor 118 S 8th St
Adames Liliana 1339 Mineral Spring Rd 1f
Adams Magnolia 624 1/2 Spruce St
Alfiero Mary 233 Franklin St
Almanza Martinez Jose C 932 1/2 Penn St
Anderko Anne E 820 Franklin St
Andino Israel 1515 Hill Rd Apt C23
Astacio Reynaldo 1742 Mineral Spring Rd
Augustine Joyce L 815 Franklin St Apt 208
Ayalon Chesnner 139 S 9th St
Baez Marie P 613 Bingaman St
Bailey Ruth F 1026 Franklin St Apt 717
Baker Bonnie 625 Cherry St Ste 1
Bates Eddie 1403 Muhlenberg St Apt 110
Batista Kenia 1742 Mineral Spring Rd
Baziotes Chritos 816 Franklin St
Beck Chad 1235 Cotton St
Becker April L 1446 Muhlenberg St
Benjamin John W 835 Franklin St Apt 906
Berriosluna Ezequiel 421 N 9th St
Bialy Thomas, Rose, Stella 951 Culvert St
Boas Frank C, Frank 317 S 17th St
Bohn Brian 1100 S 9th St
Bonilla Carlos A 430 Bingamon St
Bravo Supermarket 228 Penn St
Brito Mario 470 Spring Gdn St
Brown Norman L 922 Pear St
Brunner Verna V 1247 Perkiomen Ave
Bryce Edmond J Jr 1601 Perkiomen Ave
Bryniarski Catherine 513 S 15th St
Bryniarski J 513 S 15th St
Burgos Lizbeth 106 S 4th St Fl2
Caba Ramona 523 Weiser St
Cafarelli Rosemarie S 1982 Hessian Rd
Cain Donald A Jr 404 S 11th St
Calvaresi Leas Andrea S 1046 Spruce St
Candelario Hevly 116 S 8th St
Carabello Jose 231 Wunder St
Carranza Jose 802 Chestnut St
Carrasquillo Felix 439 Locust St
Checo Rafael 1606 Mineral Spring Rd
Clifford Sidney 120 South 6th St
Cochran Eugene 255 S 17th St
Collazo Lalitha 1380 Perkiomen Ave
Committed Cleaning Svcs Inc 1900 Hill Rd Ste 1−N
Conlon Carol J 324 S 17th St
Cooper Juanita 210 S 3rd St
Copeland Willie B Jr, Dorothy R 1046 Muhlenberg St
Correa Jason 102 S 9 St
Cotto Yambo Victor 537 S 6th St
Crane Walter C 1026 Franklin St Apt 314
Crespo Iris 1403 Muhlenberg St Apt 110
Cruz Annalleli 107 Carpenter St
Cruz Manuel, Lydia 920 Spruce St
Cruz Sandra, Juan 103 S 3rd St
Daniels Antoinette, Geo 333 Franklin
Daubert David Scott 615 S 10th St
David Morales Vidal A 531 Minor St
Davidheiser Danielle L 1306 Spruce St
Davila Margarita 335 Spruce St
Deccu Phillip 445 S 5th St
Dejesus Carlixta 222 S 4th St
Delarosa Elidia, Felix 1018 Union St
Deutsche Bank National Trust 1436 Perkiomen Ave
Diaz Jesus M 523 Weiser St
Diaz Jorge L 401 S 9th St Apt 8
Diaz Rivera Alex 310 Minor St
Diaz Simith 936 Franklin St
Dunn Melissa 126 1/2 Wunder St
Eberly Chad PO Box 13
Edwards Jermaine R 127 S 4th St
Elio Hernadez 327 Colls Ct
Ellison Robert 740 13th St
Encarnacion Josephina R 340 Spring Gdn St
Evans Consuelo 1115 Franklin St
Fabre Ursula 535 Spruce St
Fabriziani Jospeh 420 Wunder St
Feinstein Jacqueline 450 Penn St
Feltman Hazel F 1712 Centre
Fernandez Joaquin 201 1/2 S 4th St
Fleming Devon 408 Pine St
Flores A C 1327 Perkiomen Ave Apt 1
Flores Carlos 117 Carpenter St
Fnma, Phelan Hallinan & Schmieg 1018 Franklin St
Franciscos E 324 S 17th St
Friedman Herbert S 1716 Haak St
Friends Inc 1925 Centre Ave
Garcia Gonzalez Jose A 1148 Perkiomen Ave
Gomez Ramon Enrique Jr 310 S 17th St
Gonzalez Francisco E 301 S 8th St
Gonzalez Jose A 570 S 18 1/2 St
Goodman Edward 1517 Unit 7−B Hill Rd
Goodman Evelyn 1026 Franklin St Apt 1112
Goodman Evelyn 1517 Hill Rd Apt B7
Gorman Janet B 1120 Perkiomen Ave
Greenwald Anna M 1736 Perkioman Ave
Guerrero Raul 615 Pine St
Guzman Faustina 237 Pearl St
Guzman Rafael Antonio 1129 Chestnut St
Haas Anna 17 S 9th St Apt 4
Haggerty Geraldine Est 1201 Museum Rd
Hammer Ruth M 300 S 4th St Apt 303
Hanson Roy John 316 S 10th St
Harris Gregory L 1016 Spring St
Hartman Ira M 429 Spruce St
Hartman Stephanie 334 S 18th St
Hatch Kimberly J 1247 Perkiomen Ave
Hellaby Jack H 117 S 4th St 12
Hernandez Adriano B 248 S 6th St
Hernandez Ceferino 402 Franklin St
Hernandez Nelson L 541 Minor St
Hernandez Teolindo 321 Hoskins Pl
Hillsmon Mia 550 Pearl St
Hoffmann Paul N 330 S 10th St
Hofmann Paul N 330 S 10th St
Hollinger Erma 315 Pine St
Hosue Michael 733 Perkiomen Ave
Humacao Fourth Pine Grocery Food Stamp Account
354 Pine St
Hutchinson Taniva 331 Hoskins Place
Jesus Trinidad 1252 Perkiomen Ave Apt 4
Kline Jean A 846 Franklin St
Kocher Birdella, Robert 248 Wood St
Kogut Mary P 1156 Spruce St
Kopala Victoria J 409 S 10th St
Kozlowski Richard Joseph, Kasimer 139 W Under St
Kressly Harold C 928 Penn St
Kuhns Richard A 1725 Haak St
Latorre Joaquina 911 Franklin St 3b
Leader C William 211 S 4th St
Lebron Jose 536 Franklin St
Lenich Joseph R 318 S 10th St
Lepierre Rose M 225 Chapel Ter
Lightsey Mirtha P 438 S 15th St
Lopez Arnaldo S 500 S 11th St Apt 2
Lopez Erik 1154 Spruce St
Lopez Lourdes 216 Clymer St
Machado Daniel M 414 Spruce St
Marte Albert A 918 Muhlenberg St
Martin Eric A 559 South 11th St
Martinez David Junior Jr 335 S 9th St
Martinez Rivera Arnaldo 213 Maple St
Matias Luis 243 Klemmer St
Maurer Nancy J 1201 Perkiomen Ave
Mayen Mynor 137 S Third St
Medina Robert 1334 Cotton St
Mens Place Angela German 237 Carpenter St
Mercado Julia 118 S 8th St
Mercedes Mena 253 Pear St
Millayes Brenda I 545 S 14th St
Molina Rivera Angel 1126 Franklin St
Montilla Salus C 1024 Mutlenber St
Moore Leona M 1405 Muhlenberg St
Morales Francisco 728 1/2 Franklin St
Morges Castro Daniel 1043 Mulberry St
Moser Nicholas F 1321 Mineral Spring Rd
Murray Josephin 953 Cotton St
Nestler Sheldon F, Emelyn 129 S 4th St
Nieves Angel L 939 Franklin St Apt 2
Nunez Maria C 1141 Franklin St
Ocasio Modesta, Ramon 1037 Franklin St
Ojea Valerie 1126 Franklin St
Olayo Mirtha G 127 S 8th St Apt 1st
Oritz Margarita 730 Lance Pl
Ortiz Elida 542 S 14th St
Ortiz Richard Hiram 832 Chestnut St Rear 1st Fl
Pacheco Veronica 242 S 5th St Fl 1
Paganadames Angelica 127 S 4th St 3
Palmer Ricky S 939 Cotton St
Patton Derek 1532 Mineral Spgs Rd
Peralta Jose A 603 Pine St Apt 2a
Perez Jose 316 S 8th St
Pluta Steven Edward 1520 Mineral Spring Rd Apt 2
Premium Abstract 1436 Perkiomen Ave
Prestige Furniture 412 S 5th St
Price Mary E 1501 Mineral Spring Rd
Quirindogo Lismary 211 Windsor St
Ramirez Jose A 325 S 8th St
Randolph Elijah J 514 Minor St
Rankin Mark A 117 S 4th St 12
Ratajczak Arline D 438 Bingaman Ct
Rehner Ellen 523 S 15th St
Reiss Mary E 835 Franklin St
Reyes Ramon 1118 Spruce St
Rivera Ashley N 256 S 13th St
Rivera Johnny W 941 E Laurel St
Rivera Judith 827 Chestnut St Fl 1
Rivera Leonor 623 Laurell St
Rivera Ramos Jessica 522 S 12th St
Rivera Sofia 339 South 6th St
Robertson Pernella 340 S 6th St
Robinson Shirley C Est Apt 301 1026 Franklin St
Robles Alexander 314 S 13th St
Rodriguez Eduardo M 535 Gordon St
Rodriguez Miguelina 536 Franklin St
Rodriguez Ramirez Wilfredo 120 S 6th St
Rojas Ismael Z 810 Franklin St
Rolon Carlos 1043 Franklin St
Roman Jimmy 629 S 13th St
Romano Luisa 700 Franklin St Fl 1 Frnt
Ronky Margaret M, Martin R 1812 Steuben Rd
Rosado Yolanda 300 S 4th St
Ross Dennis E 1337 Mulhenberg
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Rozanski Stanley J, Helen S 941 Franklin St
Sanchez Saturnino Jesus 339 S 8th St
Sandoval Salvador 934 Franklin St
Santiago Felix 1214 Eckert Ave
Santiago Juana 139 S 3rd St
Santiago Roman Antonio 1009 Greenst
Santiago Wanda I 338 S 11th St
Schmehl Janelle 522 Minor St
Schnibbe June F 300 S 4th St Apt 718
Schock Richard 139 S 6th St
Scrap Usa LLC Vincent Smith 213 S 11th St
Selig Claude H 1040 Penn St Apt 203
Shoup Clarence S 117 S 10th St Fl 1
Simplicity Inc 501 S 9th St
Slowek Lottie 427 1/2 S 7th St
Snyder Elsie 213 Peach
Sonja Ronalda 1148 Chestnut St
Staboleski Kathryn 432 S 5th St
Stangreciak Beverly 249 S 12th St B
Stark Mildred 146 Grape St
Steakelum M B 204 S 9th St
Steinhoff Paul 548 S 7th St Apt 6
Stoudt Dylan 1530 Mineral Spring Rd Apt 3
Stoudt Kenneth A Sr 138 S 12th St
Stoudt Lester E 330 S 10th St
Stubblebine Christine A 324 S 17th St
Swaby Clifton A 343 S 18th St 1st Fl
Szymonik Albert R 609 Maple St
Terefenko Thomas P 631 Willow St
Terwilliger Linda 842 Franklin St
Tobias Stella C 419 Wunder St
Tobolski Edwin L 700 Penn St
Toledo Mayra A 119 S 6th St Apt 3
Tom Masano Auto Body 733 Perkiomen Ave
Tomaszewski Clarence, Venera 1037 Muhlenberg St
Torres Victoria 1427 Fairview St
Truax Lottie B 237 Wunder St
Trythall Richard R, Fred C 1916 Hill Rd
Uberti Quenitn 328 S 6th St
Union Prescription Center 806 Penn St
Vanderhorst Albairis 325 S 8th St
Vanlandingham Patricia T, Juan B 1506 Perkiomen Ave
Vanreed Camille Est Carol Till 265 S 17th St
Vazquez Navila 600 S 7th St
Velasquez Juan 4075 11th St
Ventura Christopher 127 S 8th St Apt 1st
Villafuerte Elias Olmeda 1101 Thestmut St
Walter Thomas 620 Perkiomen Ave
Washington Viera Tirado 569 S 11th St
Watson Robert 740 Chestnut St
Weller Amelia 50 Neversink St
Wentz Jason 907 Locas St
Wernicki Frances S, Joseph A 1235 Cotton St
Wike Serenity 1369 Mineral Spring Rd
Williams Shaka 135 W Green St
Williams Sherry 219 S 4th St Apt 1
Williams Tasha 515 S 5th St
Wischuck Ann 1434 Spruce St
Wolfe Ruth 300 S 4th St Apt 303
Yanez Miguel Angel 237 Pearl St
Reading Pa 19603
Aigeldinger Eleanor PO Box 1102
Al Tech Speciality Rt 10 Green Hills
Baumener Ruth I PO Box 1495
Bouchard Ken PO Box 8423
Brown Missouri PO Box 1495
Capitanio Mary P A 6486 PO Box 1102
Cosgrave Ruth M 13th Bern St
Deelman Jan L PO Box 184
Edith F Fleischmann Rev D T 38 N 6th St PO Box 8467
Fast Track Claims PO Box 604
Firestone Ethel E Berks County Home 221 Brookline St
Funb Mary Capitanio Trust PO Box 1102
Gaul George B Ua 12 6 89, Elizabeth B,Thomas Work Esq
PO Box 679
Graham Greg, Brentwood Ind PO Box 605
Greene Dorothy, Gordon, Stevens & Lee 111 N 6th St
PO Box 679
Gumby Hazel Est, Genevieve J PO Box 461
Hagen Dorrace PO Box 1234
Hoffert John A Jr PO Box 1538
King Mildred PO Box 593
Lentz J Mark Est, Stevens & Lee PO Box 679
Level Joseph T PO Box 316
Mancuso Jack G, Stevens & Lee PO Box 679
McGlinn Christine R Irrev Generation Skippin
Thomas Work Tr Steven & Lee PO Box 679
McGlinn John F II Irrev Generation Skipping
Thomas Work Tr Stevens & Lee PO Box 679
Mgclinn Terrence J Jr Irrev Generation Skipp
Thomas Work Tr Stevens & Lee PO Box 679
Morgan Kasey G, Kyleigh E, Thomas Work Esq PO Box 679
Nguyen Hien Thi PO Box 1127
Penske 255 Penske Plz
Randall Prather PO Box 7733
Sara A Capiotis Guardianship 522 Washington St
PO Box 1179
Schaefer Joseph A Rev, William P Mackay PO Box 1256
Schmidt Kathryn G Box 1643
Schwartz George D PO Box 1495
Shields Margaret A Irrev Generation Skipping
Thomas Work Tr Stevens & Lee PO Box 679
Sroka Evelyn M PO Box 1495
Vega Roberto PO Box 553
Yeager Supply 1440 N 6th St
Reading Pa 19604
Acosta Pedro N 814 N 13th St
Aguilar Antonio 437 12th St
Alba Maira 1021 Pike St
Allende Flores Victor 1220 Amity St
Altenbaugh Francis 910 Amity St
Alvarado Felix 401 N 11th St
Andrade Tristan 1620 N 11th St
Andres Perez Urbina 1240 Oley St
Ap Auto Body 914 Douglas St
Apsokardu Lesvia 2151 Hampden Bl L5
Arentz Lorna L 1311 Linden St
Aston Michael J Jr, Jennifer 1201 Oley St
Bacon Gregory 2036 Alsace Rd Apt C
Baez John 1401 N 13th St
Barett Dorothy V 1053 Union St
Batista Fausto 1410 Mulberry St
Batista Ursula M 337 Mulberry St
Beachan Muriel A 647 Mulberry St
Benke William 924 Perry St
Berk George, Erma E 531 Mulberry St
Berks Restoration & Rehab LLC 120 N 9th St
Berube Vincent 707 N 11th St
Beverly Bea M 215 Mulberry St
Bienvenido Alamo 1338 Scott St
Blessing Zachary A 450 N 11th St
Boardman Alex 352 N 13th St
Bonilla Carmen 2017 Alsace Rd Apt A
Bratsper William R 1030 Robeson St
Bruno Kristopher, Michele 1609 N 10th St Fl 1
Buchter William H, Daisy J,Gene A Blimline 1423 N 13th St
Buckley Kath 614 N 10th St
Budier Ramon 602 Linden St
Bui Danny 1307 Lorraine Rd
Campanur Laura 1614 N 9th St
Campo Propero E 1363 Walnut St
Candelario Bill B, Alba L 1030 Union St
Cante Fredy 1141 Robeson St
Capellan Henry 911 N St Eight
Caraballo Carmen J 1022 Oley St
Caraballo Delrosario Freddy 413 N 11th St
Cardona Ernesto 920 N 10th St
Carmany Florence 1231 Spring St
Carrasco Fulgencia 1532 Mulberry St
Cartagena Betzaida Torres 1117 N 12th St
Castro Miguel A 926 Marion St
Catherman Luis 1306 N 11th St
Centeno Mayte 824 Nicolls St
Cernaschavez Oscar 1122 Marion St
Clarnecki Elsie 329 Moss St
Clemente Richard A 1401 Walnut St
Colon Hector Manuel 706 N 12th St
Conrad Anna M 1140 13th St
Constantino Stephen A 2235 McKnights Gap Rd
Consuelos Octavio 432 N 13th St
Cook Jeremiah E Jr 608 N 13th St
Corcoran Nicholas L 1401 Lorraine Rd
Cordovamoctezuma Alfonso 1225 Greenwich St
Crespo David 1130 N 10th St
Cruzgarcia Jesus 521 A Birch St
Czarnecki Paul 329 Moss St
Danu Floarea 309 N 10th St
Davis Margaret 608 N 9th St
Dearce Joshua 944 Buttonwood St
Deisher Kyrstin L, Scott A 2113 Elder St
Dejesus Alexis 1509 Moss St
Dejesus Juan 1235 Sring St
Deleon Antonio Cruz 827 Elm St
Diaz Nieves Augencio 903 A N 9th St
Diluzio Anthony S, Gennaro S 1528 N 14th St
Dina Madara 1711 Alsace Rd
Dinino Eileen 635 N 13th St
Disla Luis 923 Birch St
Dixon Jerimiah M 554 N 10th St
Dominguez Jose L 1219 Linden St
Donnelly Francis D 1165 Mulberry St
Dorman Carlene 1309 Linden St
Drain Claire E, Eliza P, Raymond 252 Linden St
Driesbach Laurine A 1120 N 11th St
Duncan Wendy E 427 N 11th St 3rd Fl
Eckenroth Charlene 428 Locust St
Edwards Edward J Tr 2320 Alsace Rd
Edwards Edward J, Irene Tr, Irene 2320 Alsace Rd
Ehrnfeldt Earl S 1446 N 10th St
Ellingsworth Rodney Jr 1524 Palm St
Engle Hunter E 621 Locust St
Esser Norman S 1028 N 11th St
Est of Jane Oudinot 643 N 11th St
Esterly Wilda R 1338 Locust St
Eveland Elizabeth E 1147 Oley St
Everson Eugene E 9200 Leiszs Rd
Eyrich Jack 1530 Moss St
Faber Sallie S 1446 N 10th St
Fana Alfred 1710 Olive St
Farrell Leon C 1041 Birch St
Faust George 1008 Moss St
Fernandez Gabriel 1408 Linden St
Ferrer Eddie 2055 Alsace Rd Apt 17c
Fetter Gloria F 1130 Windsor St
Fogel Eric 1016 N 10th St
Ford Daniel Thomas 932 Greenwich St
Forlini John J 1834 N 16th St
Frank R Strauss 1213 Windsor St
Freedom Partners Auto 1200 N 9th St
Frees Nancy E 505 N 10th St Apt 807
Freese Emerson L, Lorraine 941 Perry St
Fretz William A, Andrea J 1728 Olive St
Fryce Margaret 950 N 10th St
Garcia Joel P 820 Hampden Blvd
Garcia Rodriguez Domingo A 825 N 8th St
Garman Kenneth W 505 N 10th St Apt 804
George Pauline M Est 1318 Mulberry St
Gerber Ethel M 1613 Mulberry St
Gilbert John H 722 Birch St
Glass Wesner Collison Repair Inc 1248 Alsace Rd
Gonzalez Artemio 1248 Alsace Rd
Gonzalez Leonardo S 1133 N 12th St
Gonzalez Lisette 1113 Douglass St
Gonzalez Raul C 1130 N 11th St
Gonzalez Roberto 1302 N 11th St
Gonzalez Rodrigu M 923 Oley St
Gonzlaez Manuel 945 Elm St
Grimm Lois N 428 Mulberry St
Grullon Teresa New Star 2 Day Care 625 N 13 St
Gts Welco 1800 N 11th St
Guillen Eloisa Reyes 1024 Oley St
Guzanowski Eleanor 1616 Moss St
Guzanowski Eleonora 1616 Moss St
Guzman Beata 1042 N 12th St
Guzman Ramon 1035 Buttonwood St
Hacker Paul Leroy 1451 Mulberry St
Hahn Alexander S 1111 N 12th St
Harner Almeda L 1901 Elder St
Hartman Mabel 1420 Palm St
Heck Brooke A 530 N 13th St
Henne Floyd D 1151 Perry St
Herbert Horace 1639 N 10th St
Hernandez Eileen 1338 N 11th St
Hernandez Marina 1122 Marion St
Herrera Geoffrey 1129 N 9th St
Hess Julia L 1227 Pike St
Hess Samuel E 1519 Mulberry
Hiegler Randall D 1411 N 14th St
Higo Barrie S 1659 N 9th St
Hill Madeline M 1228 Oley St
Hinzman Catherine K 846 Mulberry St
Hoster Andrew J 1427 Union St
Houck Elsie M 1615 Rockland St
Hughes Jarmaine 1215 N 10th St Apt 2nd Fl
Hummel Mildred 747 Locust St
Iglesias Raymond 1531 Birch St
Ilarraza Diana J 1029 Greenwich St
Ingle Margaret 1610 N 9th St
Iraheta Manuel 343 N 10th St
Itterly Warren N 903 A N 9th St
Jimenez Decornejo Margarita, Decornejo Cor 529 N 9th St
Johnson Michael 421 S 15th St Apt 3
Jones Christopher 951 N 11th St
Karr Bradley E 1002 N 11th St Apt 3
Karr Cynthia J 1901 Elder St
Kase Robert F 1231 Spring St
Kaufman Verne 1601 Hampden Blvd
Keller Leda 1111 N 10th St
Kidon John 1915 N 15 St
Klemmer Shawn 505 Muhlenberg Ave
Kraljevic 403 N 13th St
Kramer John Leon, Betty J 1041 Moss St
Kulak Jennie J 339 N 12th St
Laity Russell 1241 Mulberry St
Laity Russell C 241 Mulberry St
Lara Jorge Maritza 401 Linden St
Laskey Edward M Jr 824 N 13th St
Leader C William, Jennie 216 S 4th St
Leesport Bank Loss Prevention 1210 Rockland St
Leibrock Margaret Est 1060 N 10th St
Lewis Chester J, Luella M 1229 N 11th St
Lewis Luella M 1229 N 11th St
Lillis Jefferey M 1615 N 15th St
Lone Arletta 337 1/2 11th St
Lopes Caraballo Efrain 1012 N 11th St 2nd Fl
Lopez Andres A 1551 N 10th St
Lorah Marzone, Lester 1117 Perry St
Lozada Alejandro 1302 N 11th St
Luckenbill Donald A PO Box 13442
Maggs Patricia A 1055 Pike St
Marks Gloria L, Bernard 1226 Lorraine Rd
Martin Chester B, Kenneth B 859 Hampden Blvd
Marys Mercedes Bastardo 1139 Locust St
Massey David D, Anna M 450 N 11th St
Matthews Elaine 1221 Elm St
Mavreles Minnie 1612 N 12th St
Mb Multiservice LLC 1166 Mulberry St
McIntyre Thomas, Tracey Citifinancial 1042 Mulberry St
Medina Ada 1338 Scott St
Melder Christine M 1640 Mulberry St
Melendez Maria 1301 N 9th St
Melendez Norma 1006 Locust St
Mendez Manuel E 1050 N 11th St
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Mendoza Xavier, Anny 829 N 11th St
Michael Joseph 1431 Moss St
Michael Joseph Est 1431 Moss St
Miller Ian Charles 1019 Elm St
Miller Richard 905 Buttonwood St
Miller Shirley J 726 N 11th St 1st Fl
Mirrian Fisher 1039 Mulberry St
Monroy Cleaning 530 N 12th St 3rd Fl
Montes De Oca Alberto 619 Mulberry St
Mora Lemus Gaspar 811 N 11th St
Morales Jacinto 1161 N 10th St
Morales Ruben 651 Mulberry St
Moreno Franklin J 1263 Spring St Apt 2
Moyer Betty L 2307 Alsace Rd
Moyer Ethel M 436 N 13th St
Murphy Daniel D 2204 Fernwood St
Myers Florence R 1113 Greenwich St
Nagales Dante 1322 N 12th St
Napoleonimedina Jeannette 1014 Douglass St
Negron Anna 726 N 9th St
Nguyen Minh 650 N 11 St
Nicholson Jack 1021a Greenwich St
Nocelo Fernando T 900 N 10th St
Noll Howard 1146 Buttonwood St
Nunez Juan R 1044 N 11th St
Nunez Marcos 1113 Douglass St
Odonnell Caroline 1028 Moss St
Ohona Maor 239 Mulberry St
Olivares Hernandez Eusebio 727 N 9th St
Olmeda Jose 348 North 9th St
Oreilly Gloria Jane 349 Linden St
Ortiz Anthony W 916 N 12th St
Ortiz Jose A 2257 Raymond Ave
Ortiz Luis M 1151 Locust St
Ortiz Ramos Ivan E 1248 Church St
Ostos Javier 728 N 9th St
Otero Marisa A, Luis N 1523 N 15th St
Oudinot Jane 643 N 11th St
Pabey Lisbeth 1410 Mulberry St
Pagan Carmen D 1345 Birch St
Parenti Jennie 868 N 8th St
Paulino Garcia Luis 1017 Pike St
Pawlewicz Eva R 1851 Milton St
Pehlman Franklin, Gladys J 426 Linden St
Perez Edwin 434 Locust St
Perez Elvira 1234 Greenwich St
Perez Julio E 1407 N 12th St
Perezrivera Mstinrli 634 Locust St
Pham Tuyen Q 1307 Lorraine Rd
Picetta Annetta 910 Amity St
Pimental Silva Miguel 1128 N 10th St
Polanco Gilberto 1132 Birch St
Pomerantz Wong 403 N 13th St
Ponce Gerardo 532 Birch St
Portner Toby E 1315 Locust St
Pottage Catherine A 502 Spring Valy Rd
Pouriet Cabrera Miguelina 932 N 9th St
Primitivo Medina 323 Moss St
Quevedo Ramon A 835 N 8th St
Ramirez Pantoja Jose 1029 Amity St
Ramos Demetrio, Betania 1122 Marion St
Rappaselli Dominic 1154 N 11th St
Reliance Transport Express Inc 1618 Locust St
Resto Melendez Jose 621 N 9th Apt3fl
Revco 2734 1130 Rockland St
Rico Monico R Est, Maria 1619 N 11th St
Rivera Axel W 737 Mulberry St
Rivera Gonzalez Leticia 1603 Robeson St
Rivera Jose A 926 Marion St
Rivera Lopez Carmen 1408 Union St
Rivera Ramirez Carlos 1516 Palm St
Rivera Reinaldo 1124 Green St
Robinson Antonio 1200 N 11th St Apt 108
Robinson Howell Valrie 936 Oley St
Rodriguez Vellon Javier A 431 N 12th St
Rodriguez Goedy 710 N 9th St
Rodriguez Ismael 1965 Amity St
Rodriguez Noelia 415 N 11th St
Rodriguezga Denny 602 N 10 St
Rodriquez Dorcas I 841 N 11th St Apt 1
Rodriquez Josephina 1170 Douglas St
Roger Malcolm 433 Locust St
Rollins Ted 1610 N 9th St
Romero Braulio 929 Greenwick St
Romero Wilson 1414 N 13th St
Rosario Angela 943 N 10th St
Rosario Kelvin A 1120 Marion St
Rothermel Thomas A, Jenna L 1723 Olive St
Ruetrakul Pimon 1403 College Ave
Russell Whitmoyer 1328 Green St
Salcido Julia, Rosa 1107 N 12th St
Salinas Guzman Romaldo 913 Amity St
Sanchez Newton M 1014 Elm St
Sanchez Rivera Veronica 245 Mulberry St
Sands Barbara E 942 Mulberry St
Santas Melendez Jose 636 1/2 Moss St
Santiago Eli Samuel 404 N 14th St
Santos Sigfredo 631 Moss St
Saul Shirley 1507 Union St
Schearer Walter R 1023 Union St
Schmeer Kaobe 1219 Fidelity St
Schultz Leilani 1926 Elder St
Schwambach Francis R, Irene 1118 N 13th St
Scott James 1030 Windsor St
Scroggins Robert 1052 Pike St
Serraty Angela M Sr 1111 Marion St
Seyfert Michelle L 920 Marion St
Shingle Jacob 721 Locust St
Smith Mary J 2260 Alsace Rd Apt 3
Smith Theresa M 1324 Linden St
Soler Galarza Jose 1145 Robeson St
Spring Street Deli Grocery LLC 963 N 11th St
Stevens Dave 2000 Alsace Rd
Stevens Mary 1347 N 9th St
Stewart Abstract of Berks Co 120 N 9th St
Stewart Joanne, Frederick 1522 N 14th St
Stichter George G 1331 Moss St
Stumhofer John C 1236 Robeson St
Suarez Montoya Janeth 1000 N 9th St
Swavely Mary L 1349 N 10th St
T E H Realty I LLC 1235 Elm St
Thomas Barbara A, James L 1312 Linden St
Tipsword Desiree 1309 Walnut St
Tlc Real Estate Solutions Inc 1107 N 9th St
Towles Fred Duane 1929 Alsace Rd Apt 24a
Travel Eagle 242n 14st
Turner Darnell 936 Union St
Unger Cherylin, Irving 1315 N 13th St
Unger Robin B 1548 N 9th St
Urena Jose I 330 Linden St
Valencia Isela 1028 Green St
Valleja Nerelyn A, Alejandra 522 N 9th St Fl 2 Frnt
Vargas Padro Edson 337 N 11th St
Vasquez Saturnina, Vidal 354 N 13th St
Vazquez Carmen 933 N 10th St
Vazquez Julio Jr 1043 N 10th St
Vazquez Lopez Raymond A 1726 Hampden Blvd
Velazco Jose A 316 N 10th St
Vicento Estevan 620 N 9th St
Waters Ethel 1142 Locust St
Watt David Est 516 N 10th St
Weitzel Michael 1021 Oley St
Wentzel Thomas 1530 Moss St
Werich Michael S 1549 N 10th St
Wert Mildred A 1401 Lorraine Rd
Wicklow Andrew Zip Net Inc 801 William Ln
Wiemann Leticia 914 Perry St
Wilson Robert 1230 Alsace Rd
Wolpert Mary A 826 Nicolls St
Woodworth Elmer J 1147 Mulberry St
Woynarowski David M 1830 Lorraine Rd
Wright Eric 1132 N 11th St
Xbl Realty LLC 925 Oley St
Ysidro Cepeda G 814 Linden St
Zalegowski Edward A Est 243a N 14th St
Zamudio Mariano Almanza 721 N 10th St
Zavala Bedolla Jose 1159 N 9th St
Zavala Maria E 1032 N 12th St
Reading Pa 19605
A A C P Inc 3433 Montrose Ave
Abreu Jose 622 Alton Ave
Ace Lock Co 1294 Park Rd
All Seasons Motor Sports 2225 N 5th St
Allied Finance 2707 Bernville Rd Apt 2nd
Andrews Susan L 3427 Fremont St
Angstadt Grace RR 2
Angstadt Jenna 1105 Bernard Dr
Aquiline Michael J, Ruth L 530 Acorn Ct
Arrow International Inc 2400 Bernvillle Rd Acct Dept
Baker Johnny E, Marie, James E 2355 River Rd
Balliett Amy L 2301 Hoffer Ave
Bayliss Olds Inc 2526 Centre Ave
Becker Kirk 973 Pine Hts Rd
Berks Credit Collections Inc, Sam Pierce 900 Corporate Dr
Berks Vascular 2494 Bernville Rd Ste 203
Bettys Paradise Corp 1007 Rosebud St
Blank Frances R 3141 Elm Rd
Blatt Suzanne L 1061heffner Ln
Bowrin Stirlyn 3832 N Alabama Ave
Bpv Partnership RT 222 RD 2 Box 2443a
875 Berkshire Blvd
Buckley Ruth A 1061heffner Ln
Burkhart Brett A 857 Delta Ave
Cabaldon Danan Bernard 3925 River Rd
Cacho Edwin A 1001 Rosebud St
Cammarano Dennis J 1017 Whitier Rd
Campfield Kirk 317 Rivervale Rd
Canonico Doris 1024 Leanne St
Cardenas Maria R 3423 Arlington St
Careerlink Allen Fineman 501 Crescent Ave
Carmona Alexis, Delia R Carmona 205 Columbia Ave
Carpenter Janiesse B 3141 Elm Rd
Comfort Pro Inc 109 Dries Rd
Correa Juliany 501 Crescent Ave
Cotto Rafael A 227 Brookline St
Decker Stephen 1012 Shilo St
Defuso Frank 3019 Kutztown Rd
Diaz Avila Glorimar 1021 Sunnyridge Rd
Diefield Hannah M Est 1051 Yarrow Ave
Divine Cynthia J, Jeanne E RD 2 Box 464 A
Dokes Mary J 201 Elmer Cir
Doyle Bowrin Ann 3832 N Alabama Ave
Dubois Melissa L 3830 N Alabama Ave
Edelman Brenda, Edelman Janitorial 1005 Bowman St
Engel Paul A 1343 Cross Keys Rd
Enriquez Carlos 807 Belmont Ave
Ermler Elizaneth 113 Lafayette St
Exide Corp PO Box 14294
Eyer Ruth A 2000 Kutztown Rd 2 Fl
Feeney Hoffmaster Shannon 4714 Pottsville Pike
Ferlazzo Joseph A Sr 3815 N Alabama Ave
Fernandes Susan M 1201 Fredrick Blvd
Ferragame Francis R, Dung N 2345 High St
Fickenscher James D 3510 E Kent Rd
First Hsa Inc 1044 Macarthur Rd
Fisher Barry Lee 2900 Lawn Tr Apt 105
Fitz Moe I RR 2
Forrer S Auto Sales & Svc Inc, Janice Forrer
1949 Centre Ave
Fromm Erma 43 Valy View Tr Pk
Frutos Brenda 501 Crescent Ave
Fulton Ryan S 501 Crescent Ave
Garcia Miranda Alan 501 Crescent Ave
Gass Elizabeth 4208 Pottsville Pike
Gehret Gary L, Joni C 506 Jefferson St
Gibson Debra A 2347 Berkley Rd
Haas Grace Est 525 Muhlenberg St
Harman Jared R 501 Crescent Ave
Hatton Jeanette, Howell 739 Bruckman Ave
Hefner Rudolph M 109 W Huller Ln
Hefner Rudolph M, Florence 109 W Huller Ln
Hegyesi Christopher 1012 Bowman St
Heist Mary E 207 Bernhardts Ave Hyde Villa
Hernandez Fersido A 3954 N Alabama Ave
Hernandez Ramirez Neliumar 1036 Rosebud St
Hoffman Dorothy 403 Snyder Rd
Hoffman Herbert L, Dorothy V 403 Snyder Rd
Hornberger Joan E, Arthur 3625 Arlington St
Hoyer Fern C 514 Vesta Pl
Huggins Daniel R 317 Hain Ave
Huston Wanda 1016 Fredrick Blvd
Infante Elvio 1021 Sunny Ridge Rd
Janvier Marie 19 Versailles Ct
Jc Penney Corp 3050 N 5th St 3037
John White Roofing 17 Berkley Rd
Jones Barry G, Janet N 1028 Meadow Dr
Journey Fellowship 600 Alton Ave
Jumbo China Buffet of Reading Inc 3252 N 5th St
Kellum Judith A 1018 Fredrick Blvd
Kennedy Robert 2200 Stacey Dr Rm 124
Kercher Christina 1024 Leanne St
Kimma Casey James 1014 Meadow Dr
Kistler June V 3919 Rosewood Ave
Kline Elizabeth C 103 Bernhart Ave
Knight Margaret L 320 W Bellevue Ave
Kohl Building Products Inc 1047 Old Bernville Rd
Kraft Stephanie M, David H 1005 Amity Cir
Kraus Dolores B 408 Elmer Cir
Lee Cheryl K 1015 Duryea Ave
Leguizamon Nicole A 2808 Kutztown Rd
Leibelspercer E M 8 Monroe St
Leibelsperger James R 8 Monroe St
Leinbachs Bsa Troopp 21 Grube Ln
Lerch Dorothy 614 Crescent Ave
Lesher Russell John, Mildred E 3949 Rosewood Ave
Louise E Catlin 857 Delta Ave
Lucas Joseph, Kristy 1014 Bowman St
Ludy Brandon M 501 Crescent Ave
Mack David 602 Elmer Cir
Madeira Justin M 707 Daniel Dr
Maldonado Carmen 1024 Saint Vincent Ct
McGee Michael, Doris 1155 Frederick Blvd
McNeill Christopher J 1306 Fredrick Blvd
Melendez Guzman Dianilda 25 Lumber St
Melendez Sierra 2126 Elder St F
Mendez Yesenia M 501 Crescent Ave
Mengel Evelyn F 626 Alton Ave
Michael Darcy Nuding Agency 1400 Crosskeys Rd
Mifflinville T P, P Singh 1137 Commons Blvd
Miller Betty L 2602 Kutztown Rd
Mills Leon 3808 Hilltop Ave
Mohn Marylin M 400 Elmer Cir Reed Farm
Moore Constance M 2222 Raymond Ave
Moriarty Elizabeth R, John K Jr 2557 River Rd
Moyer Grace Ritton House Senior Living of 2900 Lawn Ter
Apt 226
Moyer Shirley I 20 Monroe St
Mullen Catherine 120 Bernhart Ave
Nguyen Huong, Cao V 601 Georgia Ave
Ojeda Jonathan 501 Crescent Ave
Ojeda Rachel 500 Crescent Ave
Orama Maida 1624 Myrtle Ave
Overhead Door Co of Reading 901 Delta Ave
Paul Marie 1004 Leanne St
Peacock Bridge Kennels 1411 Cross Keys Rd
Pennypacker Gladys 51 Seminary Ave Apt 303
Perfetto James 2310 Hoffer Ave
Performance Sports Appare 1047 Macarthur Rd
Perkins Samuel L 3500 Earl St
Perrotto David S 216 Moll Ave
Prestige Tooling Co Inc Sherry Vernet 260 Corporate Dr
Professional Culinary 2800 Centre Ave
Qabbani Faisal 1343 Cross Keys Rd
Reading Electric 260 Corporate Dr
Redners Warehouse Market 3 Quarry Rd
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Reed Rodney S 2707 Bernville Rd Apt 2nd
Reed Sabrina C 1009 Brinan Ave
Reitz Dorothy 3624 Stoudts Ferry B
Robbins Joyce E 1168 Whitner Rd Riverview Park
Roberts Joyce N 3627 Willingham Ave
Roth Allen Jr, Allen 4718 Pottsville Pike
Rothenberger Carly 3321 Harrison Ave
Rothermel Ruth E Muhlenberg Park 420 Elm Ave
Ryder Fleet Products 600 Corporate Dr
Sanchez Torres Maribel 1021 Sunnyridge Rd
Santos Ray Antonio 5311 Pottsville Pike
Schmehl Michael K 3427 Fremont St
Scholl Verna E 3313 Harrison Ave
Schuyler Josephine M 2900 Lawn Ter Apt 206
Schwab Myrtle RR 2 Box 810
Seaman Leroy E Jr 1023 Laurelee Ave
Skipper James H, Nancy S 636 A Centre St
Skirvin Jeff 429 Elmer Cir
Smith Charles E, Margaret 609 Alton Ave
Smith Laurie 823 Elm St
Smoot Diann 3605 Poinciana Ave
Sotomayor Matilde R 35 Madison Ave
Spatz Bruce 3500 Montrose Ave
Stacherski J H 5623 Allentown Pike
Stone Jason C 2851 Kutztown Rd Apt 3
Store 90323 3262 N 5th St Hwy
Stoyer Karl Richard Est 520 Muhlenberg St
Stoyer Lorelei 520 Muhlenberg St
Tavares Juan I 3 Verdun Dr
Turner Brook E, Janelle L 501 Crescent Ave
Uhrig Dorothy D 309 Elmer Cir
Veres Iloiko, Jules 2136b Georgia Rd
Via Quest Behavioral Health 555 Raymond St
Warmkessel Naomi E 22 Rothermel St Apt 310
Weikel Kenneth J Jr 1005 Landover Dr
Williams Gary J 501 Crescent Ave
Wyomissing Family Medicine 2561 Bernville Rd
Zegrean Vasile 120 Bellevue Ave
Zuchowski Michael W, Therese A 3617 Rosewood Rd
Reading Pa 19606
Abraham Louise M 5485 Perkiomen Ave Apt 120
Abrams Mark P 603 N 26th St
Adamski Gary A, Lori M 116 Michelle Dr
American Dental Svc of Exe 5500 Perkiomen Ave
Americredit Financial Svcs 832 Woodchuck Ln
Andresen Juanita 531 S 17 1 Linda Hiatt
Angiotech Pharmaceuticals Inc 100 Dennis Dr
Angstadt Charles W 554 S 18th St
Angstadt Deborah 745 Lilac Ln
Archer Anne R 3802 Penns Ct
Ardeleanu Manuel 615 S 18th 1 2 St
Arndt Megan Elizabeth, Nathaniel A 712 Brighton Ave
Ash James F 29 Woodland Ave
Ayala Alex 1838 Perkiomen Ave
Baez Clarissa M 405 Rehr St
Baghouse Solutions Inc 1008 Hartman Rd
Barshinger Mildred E PO Box 4631
Bartolomucci Carrie A 5415 E Lorane Rd
Bear Elinor 34 Thymebrook Dr
Bell Christine 14−1 Cranberry Ridge
Bellman Mildred 1631 Cotton St
Berg Jean M 30 W 33rd St
Berman Mildred, Morris 811 Brighton Ave
Beto Richard A 4715 Williams Av
Bonner Hazel C Golden Living Ctr, Sandy 21 Fairln Rd
Boone Florence M Lorane Rd
Bowser Jeanne 4500 Perkiomen Ave
Boyer Nancy Y 2725 Perkiomen Ave
Breen Patrick T 3614 Jacksonwald Ave
Bria Carley A 2552 Grant St
Bridges Jeanette M 1022 Fox Run
Brown Stephanie L 1136 Deer Run
Burkholder Earl III 18 W 33rd St
Caruso Jenafer L 2703 Hollywood Ct D
Casis Rowena A 1103 Orchard View Rd
Cavet Draga 4507 Del Mar Dr
Chiarelli Emily 237 Pennsylvania Ave
Christ Mary M 2402 Grandview Ave
Ciemiewicz Devan P 120 Montgomery Ave
Cieniewicz Eileen F 4924 Painted Sky Rd
Clothes Tree LLC 2970 St Lawrence Ave
Cooper Glenn D 131 Wegman Rd
Copeland Cynthia M, Robert A 110 Hedgerow Ln
Coscia Steven 46 Glen Oley Dr
Costello Helene A 4130 Steeple Chase Dr
Covington Beatrice M 535 Dover Ct
Cyprus Realty Company A Pa Corp
2201−2207 Perkiomen Ave
Czarnecki Ronald 9 Colin Ct Apt 313
Daniel Boone Rod Gun Club 3853 Perkiomen Ave
Davis Jessie R 2900 Oley Tpke Rd Apt H−5
Davis Justin A 25 Warwick Ct
Dawkins Jamez E RR 4
Day Carl R 412 W 37th St
Derr Joseph A Jr 507 Caravelle Ln
Devenny Ashlee 11 Melrose Ave
Dise Edward 5341 Perkiomen Ave, Strahn Law Offices
Donton Mildred 5501 Perkiomen Ave
Doskus Nancy, Shannon 549 S 18th St
Duesterhoeft Keith 432 Carsonia Ave
Duren Donald B 37 Warwick Ct
East End Athletic Club 200 S 19th St
Erianne Neva B Est, Stephen A 3111 Filbert Ave Apt B
Erwetowski Irene 2417 Woodvale Ave
Fabian Randy S 233 Woodland Ave
Fantini Fannie 5341 Perkiomen Ave
Farinelli Remo 415 N 25th St
Fasig Stanley 328 Parkview Ave
Feeney Mark C 60 Limekiln Rd
Fernandez Jorge A 535 S 15 Half St
Flamporis Robin C 1006 Hartman Rd
Foster Heather L, Justin A 74 Rock Haven Ct
Foster Merrow Sonya 44 Emily Ct
Francisco Massari 1814 Perkiomen Ave
Frederick Arthur L 2607 Hollywood Ct
Frey Bryan E 125 Wessex Ct
Gale Lydia Lee 850 Carsonia Aveneue
Ganter Linda A 109 Brown St
Gery Christopher A 7 Beechwood Dr
Gilfert Kenneth C 27 Keystone Rd
Gilfert Thomas, Betsy 613 Bryan St
Gizara Josette L, Joseph J 1102 Heathrow Ct
Glass Terrance C 237 Skyline Dr
Glodzik Cathy Keystone Trlr Park 47 Keystone
Goheen Elinora 1626 Muhlenburg St
Golden Living Center 21 Fairln Rd
Goldfarb Hyman 601 Carsonia Ave Apt G
Gomez Maria 381 Hartman Rd
Gonzalez Miguel A 1383 Friedensburg Rd
Goodman Ervin Trt Agreement, Goodman Ervin
200 Opal Ave Pen
Gottlieb Alma D 9 Colin Ct Apt 202
Grabarek Janel A 29 Beechwood Dr
Graeff Elizabeth, Joseph A 554 S 18 1/2 St
Graham James E 549 S 18th St
Graham Thelma 413 Chalfont Pl
Grickis Jerry J 108 Ritz Ave
Groshel Stella M 201 Brighton Ave Apt A
Groves Jason A 656 S 19th St
Guillen Edwin E 613 Penndale Ave
Hall Kathy L, Sara K 37 Butter Ln
Hampson John H 460 West Neversink Rd
Hanf Friends Meeting House 19 Virginia Ave
Hannahoe Beverly H 212 Grande Valy Rd
Hannahoe Beverly H Exe Est Jan 3 Ptarmigan Dr
Harners Auto Body 2009 Quail Hollow Dr
Harrington Ida R 406 Printz St
Haught Theresa A 4493 Pheasant Run
Heath Ronald J 4510 Hillside Rd
Heck Arlene R, Thomas C Montag Poa 21 Fairln Rd
Hehr Jane A Est 212 Grande Valy Rd
Herman Jacob Michael, Rita 800 N 26 St
Herman John M, Rita E 3701 Perkiomen Ave
Herter Charles 236 N 25th St
Hi Tech Controls Inc 3506 Perkiomen Ave
Higo Kathleen M, Kenneth H 2523 Perkiomen Ave
Hinner Katrina M 206 Linda Ln
Hinnershitz Heather L 206 Linda Ln
Holmes Cheryl 316 Grande Valy Rd
Houck James E 300 Cemetery Ln
Huckleberry Jackson N, James R 4560 Kelly Ln
Ibach Ethel 14 Park Ln
Ir Management LLC 200 Sherwood Dr
Iwanyszy Wanda I 3813 Penns Dr
Iwanyszyn Nathan R 3813 Penns Dr
Janda Virginia R 7 Alpine Ct Crestwood
Jdc Properties LLC 109 Parkview Ave
Katzin Joseph W 71 5 Holly Dr
Keller Harry C 424 Carsonia Ave
Keller Thomas E 208 Cathy Ann Dr
Kelsey Patrick M 17 Bowes Ln
Kershner Genie M 4412 Mays Ave
Khalil Medhat 4420 Kelly Ln
King Ronald E 225 Friedensburg Rd
Kintzer Mary E 841 Carsonia Av 105s
Kirby Agnes M 1904 Perkiomen Ave
Kissinger Eli 848 Fernleigh Place
Ko Towing Service Inc 3058 St Lawrence Ave
Kupres Michele A 2902 Filbert Ave
Langlois Richard S 1080 Fox Run
Lanphier Basil Thomas Jr 125 W 48th St
Lanshe Paul F 7 Gibraltar Rd
Lattin Gary Box 3730 RD 3
Lawson Amanda K 118 N 25th St
Le Johny 4961 Dunham Dr
Leaman Carl W 1652 Cotton St
Lecce Carolyn M, Samuel J 1445 Butter Ln
Leftwich Clay 35 N Walnut St Apt 127
Lenker Nathan T 5140 Oley Tpke Rd
Lewis Evelyn Po Box 4114
Logan David M, Timothy C 192 Christine Dr
Loose Clara 21 Fairln Rd
Luca Battista 4381 Prestwick Dr
Lutz Virginia E 148 Skyline Dr
Lytle Leroy 1287 Roosevelt Ave
Mace Matthew J 2902 Filbert Ave
Mairs Continental Mtrs 1455 Friedensburg Rd
Mamone Giuseppe 2620 Cumberland Ave
March Jeanice 12 Aster Ln
Marino 100 E 36th St
Markle Thomas W Jr 12 Aster Ln
Maurer June C 2319 Perkiomen Ave Apt B
Mccarthy Michael J 1524 Kramer Ave Stony Creek Ml
McGlory Cindy A, Jason E 4949 Persimmon Dr
McGrogan Nickolas Alexan 103 Cathy Ann Dr
Meshin Donna 150 W 47th St
Messner Ryan 344 Wister Way
Meyers Allison M 47 1 Holly Dr
Meyers James X 821 Penndale Ave
Michael Mangionlardo Mem Fund, Exeter Twp HS
37th & Woodland Ave Reiffton
Minto Randal 4303 Sylvan Dr
Miravich John 123 Old Friedensburg Rd
Misko Francis H 2552 Grant St
Moore Michael, Karen 8 Baker Ln
Motze Jennifer L 2805 Filbert Ave
Moyer Terry L 2009 Quail Hollow Dr
Mulholland Francis M Sr Est 5341 Perkiomen Ave
Mullarkey George D 1755 Cotton St
Myers Jeffrey P Est 821 Penndale Ave
Nester Brett A 915 Neversink St
Ney Kyle P 103 N 27th St
Noll Michael A 231 Spies Church Rd
Nordhoy Tom 112 Antietam Trace
Oister Christopher M 1325 Budd St
On Point Property Dev Inc 1014 Rill Rd
Oropeza Juan P 44 North 23rd St
Ott Ray 612 W Neversink Rd
Pagoda Electrical 2003 Friedensburg Rd
Parris Patrick D 1050 Deer Run
Patton Carrie S 622 S 17th St
Patton Melissa, James 832 Woodchuck Ln
Pawlewicz Stephen A 4903 Club Dr
Peterson Ryan 540 Pomander Ave
Pinney Janet 351 Gibraltar Rd
Price Teresa 55 W 33rd St
Prydybasz Nickolas, Sarah E 2626 Hill Rd
Raum George W Jr 7433 Brimway Ln
Rediger Anthony 4466 Del Mar Dr
Reedy Lisa M 1917 Perkiomen Ave
Reich Harold W 912 N 25th St
Reids Towing 300 Lincoln Rd
Reigle Frederick L 2901 St Lawrence Ave PO Box 4010
Reinert Anna M 571 S 15 1/2 St
Reppert Ryan 5−1 Willow Way
Rhoads David 561 Marshall Ave
Richards Cleveland Jr 2002 Orchard View Rd
Rifai Aicha H 204 Eastwick Dr
Rito Pamela 4826 Partridge Dr
Rivera Heriberto 1632 Cotton St
Rodriguez Colon Luis A 525 S 17th St
Rohrbach Arthur 1746 Fairview St
Rothenberger Gloria M 175 Skyline Dr
Rulapaugh Rose T, Henry 2252 Fairview Ave Apt 105
Salzman Mildred E 5500 Fairway Dr S
Sandman Arlene 1339 Butter Ln
Santos Jessica 427 S 16th St
Santos Marcio 206 Orchard View Rd
Sargent Steven E, Aimee J 1 Christman Rd
Scalzi Stephanie Est 650 N 5th St
Schlegel Jennifer R 705 Byram St
Schman Olga 1652 Cotton St
Schwambach Kimberly L, Shelley L 128 W 38th St
Schwartz Verna M 9 Rimby Way
Seidel Kolbey M, Lisa A, Mitchell G 281 Schoffers Rd
Shultz Kira N 100 Eastwick Dr
Singh Edelweiss 550 S 17 1/2 St
Slabaugh Stanley D 4746 Alisan Rd
Slabik Barry 820 Brighton Ave
Slater Doris J Golden Living Ctr 21 Fairln Rd
Smale Helen M 5005 Persimmon Dr
Smith Donald F Jr, Joann 910 Brighton Ave
Snyder Charles A Jr 3853 Perkiomen Ave
Snyder Kathryn E, Willis 19 Wilson Ave
Souder Ray M Jr 9 Christine Dr
Spring Wanda S 122 S 20th St
Stamm Lillian M St Lawrece Gdn Apt D9
2900 Oley Tpke Rd
Staverosky Andr Lillia 518 Fountain Ave
Steffy William H III 12 Hilbert Ct
Stitzman Courtney 2615 Park St
Stufflet June M 220 Melrose Ave
Stye Rayanne 3735 Patton Ave
Sutsko Deborah Ann 6001 Farming Ridge Blvd
Swaggard Michael 1636 Muhlenberg St
Tablone Margaret 253 Penn Ter
Toyota Motor Credit Corp 605 Eastwick Dr
Troxel Ronald E 103 Heidelberg Ave
Urick Michael 621 Friedensburg Rd
Vertis Inc 4500 Perkiomen Ave
Wachovia Dealer Services 1339 Butter Ln
Wagner Carrie A 123 W 37th St
Wallner David A, Eva N 4519 Edgewood Dr
Walters Kristyn, Sean 4621 Pheasant Run N
Watches Clocks 4500 Perkiomen Ave
Weller Gerald M Jr 54 Chrisine Dr
White Virginia 4627 Pheasant Run Nor
Whitman Tracy A 3405 Saint Lawrence Ave
Williams Amelia J 21 Fairln Rd
Williams Hugh 1339 Butter Ln
Williamson Howard C, Karen M 3506 Perkiomen Ave
Wilson Jacqueline 604 Lennox Ave
Woodruff George W 104 Constitution Ave
Wright Amanda 423 Chalfont Pl
Zackon Steven Lee 55 Sherwood Dr
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Zaorski James M 1850 Perkiomen Ave
Reading Pa 19607
1507 Birch St Land Trust PO Box 651
Acevedo Idalis 132 Colonial Dr Apt K
Alicea Alberto 1016 Lancaster Ave
Antonucci Doris M 312 4th St
Antos Nellie, Henry 617 Canal St
Barry Fatoumata B 406 Community Dr Apt G
Beckett Eleonor V 24 Cayuga Ct
Blackerby Doris J 2431 Morgantown Rd
Blanco Vilma R 444 Paul St
Bolukoglu Hakki 31 Pinehurst Ct
Brady Joseph T, Joan A 15 F Congressional Cir
Breedy George Jr 20 Village Ctr Dr Ste C3 Rear
Brennan Kelly 1346 Woodcrest Dr
Brimline C F 750 Mount Penn Rd
Brown J P 1623 Morgantown Rd
Bryan Russell E, Jean S 500 Haig Blvd Kenhorst
C21 Woolston Assoc 139 Merion Ln
Campos Juan A 444 Paul St
Caretti Patricia 705 Tamarack Trail
Daniels Miriam M 1012 Commonwealth Blvd
Daras Robert J 6 Chip Ln Flying Hls
Dietrich John W 1 Muirfield Dr
Dunkelberger Eileen L 30 Dogwood Ln
Estela Awilda 34 Franklin St
Estella Achenbash RR 1
Evans Dorothy D 205 Wellington Rd
Filippini Gino 1610 Crowder Ave
Fisher Ira O 429 Devon Terr
Folk Marie RD 1
Fourie Nicolaas 32 Village Ctr Dr
Frankhouser Blanche W 84 Winged Foot Dr
Frederick Christopher 1411 Fayette Ave
Gallagher Michael 108 Philadelphia Ave Fl 1
Garman Brian 311 N Brobst St
Generose Neal 2 Whitetail Ln
Genthner Robert J 509 Parkside Av
Gillespie Tiffany B PO Box 365
Glass Wesner Collision Repair Inc 1211 Lancaster Ave
Gohacki Winifred M, Wayne 12 Iron Cir
Goldberg Jennifer, Larry L 20 Nassau Ct
Golden Aw 801 Lancaster Ave PO Box 40
Goldsmith Karen T 41c Canterbury Cir
Gonzalez Jose Octavio 11 Chestnut St
Gordon Jessica 430 Elsie St
Gorman Kathleen 1411 Fayette Ave
Green Hills Inn 2444 Morgantown Rd
Grim Kathryn I 1011 Sheerlund Rd
Groff Mark 942 Upland Ave
Guzewski Mary H 450 Philadelphia Ave Apt 220
Haehnel H 1519 Cedar Top Rd
Hain Virginia T 1375 Pershing Blvd 301
Hart Dwayne G Apt I
Hartman Jeffrey 204 Montrose Blvd
Hawkins Laura T Doral Dr Apt 19b
Hba Restoring Hope Foundation 1300 New Holland Rd
Ste 101
Heckman Constance M 932 Morgantown Rd
Hess Marie M 322 Beverly Ct Num 1
Higginson Susan A 11 Freemansville Rd
Hill Jay S III 106 Brookline Plz
Hinkle Megan 824 New Holland Rd
Hodges James 42 S Miller St
Hyle Mary Jane 330 E Elm St
Ja Maurer & Asso Inc PO Box 1007
Jarmon Pinkie V 211 New Holland Ave
Jeschke H 112 John Glenn Ave
Kathy J Gurski DMD, Mark A Dagostino DDS PO Box 277
Keefer Denise 20 New Holland Ave
Kerschner Courtney PO Box 590
Kleckner Kelly 18 Catherine St
Ko Ara 1400 Ridge Ave
Kohl Polly A 109 Kenhorst Blvd
Kostar Edward M 15 Meadow Glen Ln
Kostick Bertha M 425 Paul St
Lanci Joseph 2 Ashfield Ct
Lanci Rosaria Est 2 Ashfield Ct
Litwin David 8 Fawn Dr
Lodish Walter A 12 Creighton Ci
Lord Kenneth J Dr 14 Rim View Ln
Mail Room 2415 Prospect Ave Apt 306
Mayo Phillip 431 Paul St
McAuliffe Diane 2431 Morgantown Rd
Miller Jean 9 Quail Ridge Dr
Morrisey Joan M 153 Castleton Dr
Olszewski Anthony Rte 10 Pheasant Rd
Pagerly Kyle D 507 Harding Ave
Paraison Reginald, Marie 406 Spgside Dr 1
Parisi Angelina 320 Haig Blvd
Parson Worley, Amy Grant 2675 Morgantown Rd
Peralta Francis 128 High Blvd
Peralta Francis D II 128 High Blvd
Peters Ernestine 1375 Pershing Blvd Apt 305
Piazza Acura 917 Lancaster Ave
Porretto Margaret N 5 St Andrew Cir Apt A
Price Sandy PO Box 615
Priebe Otto R Kenhorst 1406 Fayette Ave
Pynch Kathryn 446 Greenwich St
Reber John Jr 1011 Fern Ave
Reber Revell 1415 Scott St
Reed Kathy L 2 Overview Ct
Rickenbach Marcie S 1632 Cedar Top Rd
Rodriguez Nelly 1826 Hancock Blvd
Rymshaw R III 1629 Cortland Ave
Sapna Lynn A 1211 Lancaster Ave
Sato Seijun PO Box 333
Schlamowitz Joseph 139 Merion Ln
Segal Myron L 18 Tanglewood Ln
Serhan Samir J 7 Sandy Way
Shikitino Jennie 932 Morgantown Rd
Simon Florence J 1130 Fern Ave
Simon Tara 1427 Scott St
Sobezlizk Cecelia C RR 1
Staley Myrtle A 312 4th St
Stebbins Cynthia R 41 Winged Foot Dr
Steffy Yukiko 1375 Pershing Blvd
Strouse Charles 201 F Community Dr
Strunk Ruth A 5 Russell Dr
Swoyer April R 1005 Brooke Blvd
Szkaradek Velma E Est 825 Morgantown Rd
Tait Cynthia M 109 Elkins Ave
Tom Masano Auto Group 3728 Pottsville Pike
Tomaszewski Venera A 964 Park Ave
Trails Inc 1 Sandy Way
Uai Group LP 6 Commerce Dr
Vallery Annelisa 917 Lancaster Ave
Verrinder Kimberlee J 102a N Wyomissing Ave Apt 1
Walsh Richard S Est 86 Medinah Dr
Walters Yvonne 83 Winged Foot Dr
Westinghouse Comm 2675 Morgantown Rd Ste 4501
White Kris 825 Morgantown Rd
Wilder Gail E 1328 Woodcrest Dr
Wisniewski Francis A 101 Community Dr Apt B
Yadlosky Joseph, Joan 3 Becket Ct
Zondlo Richard 3 W Brd St
Reading Pa 19608
Allbert Tiffany C 2809h Wyoming Dr
Antos Jack H, Amy M, Maxwell N 27 Connecticut Ave
Atlas Funding Co Inc 899 Penn Ave Ste 1
Baer Harry H 3000 Windmill Rd
Baldino Donna 924 Cacoosing Dr
Bhusari Anant S, Sampada 18 Pacific Ave
Brogan Christopher 2946 Wilson School Lon
Burkert Kelly C 367 Oneida Dr
Carter Alberta S 2955 Wilson School Ln
Corson Richard E 32 Winding Brook Dr
Ct Install America, Chris 4006 Lancaster Pike
Cunningham Paul J Est 2807 Sturbridge Port
Dabor Kadiatu 15 Crestview Dr
Delcorso Kathleen 5082 Ridgewood Rd
Den Otter Elisabeth 3210 Harwood Ln
Donton Mildred F 910 Grings Hill Rd
Endlich Cheryl A, Cheryl A Focht 308 Elizabeth Dr
Fleck Jonathan W 3316 Harwood Ln
Ha Kim Thuong 11 Indiana Ave
Hafer Paul 3000 Windmill Rd
Hoffa Shelby L, Brian L 276 Brd St
Holloway Donald W 2015 Old Lancaster Pike
Hotaling Sarah A 7 Meadow Ct
Johnson David 420 Vinemont Rd
Koontz Norman L, Janet M 13 Balthaser Rd
Landis Ronald S 402 Arrowhead Trail
Leiby Dennis E 727 Commerce St
Loland Signe L Est 714 Mohns Hill Rd
M J Real Estate Investment Corp 109 Bran Rd
Marino Robin P 129 Sage Dr
McGlinn Kristin E 3540 State Hill Rd
McKellin Richard D 1924 Old Landcaster Pike
McMahon John R 48 N Hull St
Morel Chenise 2800 Wilson School Ln
Ortiz Migdalia G 717 Spring St
Porr Wayne A 2936 Wilson School Ln
Progansky Helen Est 3000 Windmill Rd Ofc
Sewell Raymond G, Donna G 910 Grings Hill Rd
Shelton Cynthia 505 Albert Dr
Swavely Frances S 123 Spohn Rd
Villasenor Espino Luis 2807 Wyoming Dr Apt I
Von Neida Mary E, Terry R, Mary E Reynolds
2901 Octagon Av
Weinhold Amber 391 Sioux Ct
Wiczkowski Melinda 3101 N Wagner Cr
Wondowski Margaret 2807 Sturbridge Port
Zuppa Barbarba A 106 Primrose Ln 175 Heidelberg Run E
Reading Pa 19609
Beane Jeffery S 2606 Penn Ave
Bear Mary Louise 703 Berks Pl
Bonawitz Calvin F 2260 Cleveland Ave
Boyle Edward J 1412 Durwood Dr
Bright Sandra P 2737 Grandview Blvd
Carlino Christopher P 501 Snyder Rd
Conlon Donald J, Lisa A 212 Kocher Rd
Cruz Rivera Vivian Denisse 1342 F W Wyomissing Blvd
Derr Terrence 1407 Dogwood Dr
Dietrich H Arthur Jr, Carol A 226 Jefferson Blvd
Fink Bonnie L 1505 Whitfield Blvd
Finn James L 1505 Whitfield Blvd
Fonseca Juan A 307 Amherst Ave
Furry Howard Jr, Lois S 629 Lawrence Ave Lincoln Park
Grande Fiorino 2213 Quarry Rd
Gromis Carol A 1207 Lilac Ln
Gruber Syre M 2032 Spring St
Haggerty Geraldine E 400 Lawrence Ave
Harlon Edward 1936 Reading Ave
Hetrich Doris M 92 Wyomissing Hills Blvd
Hincapie Paula, Constanza Graff 2815 Heister Blvd
Keenan Jeffrey A 701 Jefferson Blvd
Kleffel Jaime L 2032 Spring St
Lewicki Eleanor C 2403 Lindale Dr
Louner Lorena Lincoln Park 319 Dorchester Ave
Maxim 2211 Quarry Dr Ste E 58c
Mccullough Rowanda E 207 Revere Blvd
Miller Irvin 1107 Whitfield Blvd
Neubert George E, David E 206 Woodside Ave
Oneil Ronald L, Mary Lou 2444 McKlinley Ave
Richard Shanaman DDS Pc 1719 Penn Ave
Schell Angela M, William 2313 Bressler Dr
Schmidt George 1111 Heister St
Shiloh Hills Element 2601 Grandview Blvd
Shoffner Mary J 2406 Lasalle Dr Whitfield
Smith Dorothy F 1348 W Wyomissing Blvd Apt V
Sonon Harry 2215 Noble St
Sturnioia Samuel J 92 Wyomissing Hills Blvd
Swoyer Eileen, Keira 2514 Jefferson Ave
Ulrich Michael D, Ariel E 2336 Penn Ave
Woodworth Harry M 108 Radcliffe Ave
Reading Pa 19610
Accounts Recovery Bureau PO Box 6768
Airgas 1521 Concord Rd Ste 101
Akhtar Kazi 855 N Park Rd Apt I201
Alexander R William 151 Leisure Ct
Anzalone Salvatore 2005 Regency Dr
Beard John S 855 N Park Rd Apt T204
Beaver Howard O Jr 1954 Meadow Ln
Berhalter Annamae D 1416 Old Wyomissing Rd
Berkleigh Country Club Inc 2763 Century Blvd
Born James P, Lucy M 113 Primrose Ln
Drebushenko Angela L 60 Cheltenham Dr
Freund Margaret K, Margaret 2000 Cambridge Ave
Garvey Christopher, Peter 801 Evergreen Dr
Godzeijeiwski Margaret A 169 Victoria Ln
Gonzalez Christopher 2013a Franklin Place
Guarino Dominic J 1651 Cleveland Ave
Hajost Dale R, Glen E 1940 Meadow Ln
Herman John M 1410 Orchard Rd
Hetrich Doris M 1800 Tulpehocken Rd Apt 25
Himmelberger Anna A Apt 14 3121 State Hill Rd
Ide Jule M 2000 Cambridge Av 102
Jim Rau Enterprises Po Box 6898
Kamicheril Jayant 2109 Buckman Ave
Kramer Verna A 1802 Tulpehocken Rd 264
Krapf Richard L, Myrtle 2000 Cambridge Ave Apt 332
Lichtenstein Allen B 2001 Buckman Av
Loomis Co Benefit Div N 850 Park Rd
Mcconnaughey Dorothy Rev, Paul Rev 1802 Tulpehocken Rd
Moran Ethan Scott, Kristine A 1736 Alden Ln
Moser William T 1410 Orchard Rd
Munsing Juliana D, Peter N 1138 Reading Blvd
Munsing Stephanie A, Juliana D 1138 Reading Blvd
Neiman Cheryl 855 N Park Rd Apt E303
Nieman Lauren Nichole 855 N Park Rd Apt E303
Oneill Bernard J 19 Timberline Dr
Orwig Peter, Janet 420 Oak Hill Ln
Raytel Imaging Network I 2001 State Hill Rd
Rothenberger Franklin G 2000 Cambridge Ave Apt 197
Savage Marion M 2000 Cambridge Ave
Shah Ajay P 439 Wroxham Dr
Shah Ashish A Est 439 Wroxham Dr
Siktel Hira 720 Old Mill Rd Apt C2
Snyder Clair A 2000 Cambridge Ave Apt232
Sobolesky Martina M 146 Kestrel Ct
Spada Giliberto, Pietro 11 Bristol Ct
Ssm Group Inc PO Box 6307
V F Corporation 801 Hill Ave
Vanpelt Ronald P, Paul R 5 Wyomissing Ct
Vf Outlet Inc 801 Hill Ave Ste Ofc
Walter Raeann 944 Penn Ave 2nd Fl
West Reading Rad Asso 2 Meridian Blvd Fl 2
Xinyue Yang 2080 Tulpehocken Rd 263
Reading Pa 19611
Allen Chef 6th & Penn Ave
Armstrong Josephine G, Harry D Sr 512 Arlington St
Baer Florence Villa St Elizabeth
Baldwin Hardware Corp 841 E Wyomissing Blvd
Bimbo Bakeries 640 Park Ave
Bowers Kippy L 919 Smt Chase Dr
Carlisle Tanja 222 Arlington St
Carter Aaron Darnell 55 Crestmont St
Crawford Valeria 408 Carroll St
Crawford Valeria C 411 Carroll St
Downey Jacqulyn M, James P 264 Bartlett St
Evans Fred 220 S 4th Ave
Folk E 314 Spruce St
Fuller Danielle 27 Crestmont St
Gonzalez Martha Ruiz 39 Arlington St
Guzman Rafael A, Sandy I 1041 Liggett Ave
Herald Pearl N Est, Allen G 1208 Old Wyomissing Rd
Hill Lisa J 110 Yarnell St
Hill Robert C 310 Playground Dr
Huntington Jake D 534 Cherry St
Jorge Sandy Y 500 Parkview Rd Apt 3
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Knoblauch Michael 204 Gregg Ave
Krause Charlene R 1230 Oley St
Kurath Joseph W 19 Angelica St
Livingood Cynthia Ann 223 S 4th Ave
Ludy Melanie 931 Liggett Ave
Maniaci Leroy J 1209 E Wyomissing Blvd
Matta Jose 203 Carroll St
Mccreary Charles, Ruth 1009 Liggett Ave
Morrison Angela S 214 Morgantown Rd
Napolitano Katherine A, Michael A 1305 Farr Rd
Nicholas Taveras Jr 812 Margaret St
Nieves Carlos J 971 Patton Ave
Nissan Motor Accept Melvin Pujols 905 Kenhorst Blvd
Northern Health Facilities 220 S 4th Ave
Oquendo Javier 542 Lancaster Ave
Persona Care of Reading 1000 E Wyomissing Blvd
Pichardorodrigu Jonathan 963 Patton Ave
Ray Miller B 620 Fern Av
Reitenauer Rolland I, Mary H 205 Upland Ave
Rentz John D, June W 1307 Gdn Ln
Rivers John A 1201 Museum Rd Rm 137
Roman John 410 Burnside Ave
Russell Plywood Inc 4010 Old Wyomissing Rd
Sauls Andrew 389 Pine St
Sfingas Richard B 328 Tulpehocken Ave Ste 3
Stine Erica M 202 Hancock Blvd Fl 2
Szpak Leona M 1023 Meade St
Tobias Pia C 429 Fern Ave
Tom Masano Auto Body 42 Gregg Ave
Tom Masano Collision 420 Gregg Ave
Tom Masano Inc 420 Gregg Ave
Tom Masano S Body Shop 420 Gregg Ave
Valentin Jeanette Christmas Club 608 Brookline Plz
Wawrzonek Barbara Jo, James T Jr 1117 Sheridan St
Wertz Jeanette 101 S 5th Ave
Wyomissing Health & Rehab, Kimberly Quinn
1000 E Wyomissing Blvd
Young Tammy Lee 322 Spruce St
Reading Pa 19612
Acevedo Miriam K PO Box 13653
Bancorp Sovereign 11900ex5 PO Box 12646
Bazsika Mathew 13 & Bern St PO Bx 113
Bitler Harvey PO Box 14263
Blauman Katherine W Est, Sovereign Bank PO Box 12646
Cb Richard Ellis PO Box 14115
Clms Cna T PO Box 16030
Cosentino Michael Co Sweet St Deserts Acct M PO Box 1527
Escalerasantos Efrain PO Box 13362
Franc Jillian Albright College Box 419 13th Bern Sts
Frutoszavala Rafael PO Box 14261
Gsu, Joy Soto Albright College 1418 13th Bern Sts
Horsham Valley Inc, John Robertson PO Box 12646
J C Ehrlich Co Inc PO Box 13848
Kim Hyunjun PO Box 15234 Albright College Box 752
Loomis Co PO Box 13636
Loomis Co PO Box 14086
Loomis Co PO Box 14162
Mbr Construction Svcs Inc PO Box 14775
Motion Industries Inc PO Box 13697
Moyer Sherry, Ralph 1433 R7055 St
Noguchi Atsuko 13th & Bern St
Pantoja Iris Dalia PO Box 12374
Penn Savings Bank 1130 Berkshire Blvd
Petrolane Inc PO Box 12677
Quadrant Epp Usa Inc PO Box 14235
Quinones Santiago Virna PO Box 13362
Rc Heavy Mechanical LLC, Cynthia Sticher PO Box 14624
Reading Anesthesia Asso Ltd PO Box 16052
Robinson Ali PO Box 12227
Smith Carol PO Box 12646
Smith Cynthia A PO Box 12544
Trenton Savings Bank Judy Olsen PO Box 12646
Tungseth Paul PO Box 14354
Wynn Resorts Ltd PO Box 13636
Rehrersburg Pa 19550
Green Franklyn T PO Box 98
Perniski Charles R PO Box 228
Sosnowich Alex A PO Box 122
Robesonia Pa 19551
B T Management Svcs Inc 33 Focht Rd
Backhaus Debora J 29 Whitetail Dr
Bloch Donald 416 Charming Forge Rd
Bolib Russell RR 1
Borden David M 115 Pennbrook Ave
Bright Willis C 130 Pellu Ave
Coldren Scott 138 E Penn Ave
Criss Randy S 303 Texter Mountain Rd
Eiceman Vernon H, Mary L 324 Jackie Ave
Evans Appraisals Inc 457 Texter Mountain Rd
Evans Marketing PO Box 83 272 N Heidelberg Rd
Fessler Heather J 1821 Brownsville Rd
Giktib Robert M Cra 29 Ginna B Dr
Hartzell Lynue, Mary RD 1
Lavender Lisa 261 Bernville Rd
Martin Patricia L 411 E Lincoln Ave 4
Maurer Samuel H, Mary M RR 1
Mazurak Tena 145 Klopp Rd
Meyer Nelson E, Marilyn Meyer 264 Tulpehocken Forge Rd
Monighan James J, Stella PO Box 114
Moyer Stephen 134 Birch St
Petak Rubin 205 E Penn Ave
Potteiger June K 351 N Church St
Reese Susan L 47 Sylvan Ln
Rent Way Trucking Leasing 336 E Penn Ave
Ressler Pauline 689 Furnace St
Rivera Mateo Gilberto 201 Smokering Dr
Robesonia Exxon 406 East Penn Ave
Schaeffer Harold F Golden Ridge Assisted Living
404 S Church St
Shocket Sidney 35 W Ruth Ave
Snyder G R 13 E Penn Ave
Stine Daniel 127 N Robeson St
Tiger Charles J III 398 Big Spring Rd
Williams Terry 325 Freeman St
Witman Robert 532 S Church St
Wonderware 946 W Penn Ave
Shartlesville Pa 19554
Grassley Travis 36 N 4th St
Jurgielewics Joseph Jr PO Box 257
Jurgielewicz Janet Irv Trust PO Box 257
Kramer Leon William, Leon PO Box 164
Miller Joyce B, Glenn B PO Box 73
Ross Alan D PO Box 257
Strause Charles B, Marie J 60 N 1st St
Shillington Pa 19607
Abreude Sanchez Francisca 11 Community Dr Apt G
American Auto Mecca 2280 Lancaster Pike
Backman Harry E Philadelphia Ave
Bankemper Mark 616 Gregg St
Beam Derrick 1045 Commonwealth Blvd
Benfield Samuel A, Fran PO Box 395
Boyer Lydia D 401 Hill Cir
Breidegam William R 36 N Miller St
Burk Rita M 1607 Ridge Ave
Catharine S Dives Trust 6 Holland St
Cifredo Michael Angelo 1421 Fern Ave
Covely Brian 6 Tippert Ct
Diehl Julie 450 Philadelphia St
Drennen John 111b Colonial Dr
Ermentrout Gregory 411 Sherwood St
Eshelman Karl B Lancaster Ave
Fischer Jeanette E 20 S Smt Ave
Fre David L 2 W Lancaster Ave
Friel Conor 228 Pennwyn Place
Giusti Kevin P 32 N Brobst St
Gogluizza Donald A 37 N 2nd St
Harrison William Matthew, William H 110 Spgside Dr
Hileman Chester 414 1 Spgside Dr E
Hoffman Linda R, Leroy F 31 Spruce St
Hurwitz Gary 50 Hendel St
Kissling Darrel G 203 Community Dr Apt B
Koharcheck Tracey 2816 New Holland Rd
Kraemer James R 128 Colonial Dr Apt K
Kuzniar Debra J 15 Pennsylvania Ave
Lamonica Russell Jr 501 N Brobst St
Lebengood Robin M 20 S Smt Ave Apt 806
Loudenslager Alyssa 530 Gregg St
Lozano Juan 237 S Wyomssing Ave
Mail Room Express 524 E Lancaster Ave
Marcus Francis, Pearl 309 Spgside Dr E
Martinez Heriberto 509 Governor Dr
Mcalvage Felicia M, Edward S 710 Parkside Ave
Merkel Jessica 228 Pennwyn Place
Miller Lucy 104 N Sterley St
Moore Brian C 100 S Sterley St Apt 2
Optihealth Fitness Club 31 Catherine St
Pisanick Joseph 500 E Philadelphia Ave
Putt Dalton James, David G 221 N Miller St
Putt Dominic Alan John, David G 221 N Miller St
Radical Restorations Inc 2 W Lancaster Ave
Reasonable Auto Sales 2469 W Lancaster Pike
Reiter Antonette 20 S Smt Ave Apt 821
Rodriguez Ramon E 503 Marshall Dr
Rohrbach Kevin M 13 Charlemont Ct
Royster Geroge 110 Cortel You Ave
Sadowski Florence E 20 S Smt Ave Sencit Apts Apt 806
Schien Jennifer 430 Old Lancaster Pike
Schock Rose N 104 N Sterley St
Shaw Charles W, Donna 409 March St
Siegfried Richard 267 Newcastle Dr
Spinelli Stella 321 E Lancaster Ave PO Box 161
Staboleski Irene 20 New Holland Ave
Steffy Eric 543 Gregg St
Stolz Carrol A, Leonard 415 Community Dr Apt
Store 90386 2203 Lancaster Pike
Strouse Charles R 201 Community Dr Apt F
Sullivan Tiffany S, John R 204 N Brobst St
Sutton James 1 Ashfield Ct
Tolossa Abebech 322 Amy Ct 2nd Fl
Vanino Conrad Jr 222 Pennsylvania Ave
Weitzel Lori 401 Madison St
Werner Joerg 8 Flint Ridge Dr
Whitmeyer Richard H 302 Beverly Ct
Wicklein Marvin Est 20 Philadelphia Ave
Wray Jeffrey M 6 Shady Hollow Ln
Yarosz Christian D, Rebecca Glass & Wesner Collision
Repair Inc 404 Gregg St
Shoemakersville Pa 19555
Az U Pull It Auto Parts 194−6 Ridge Rd
Bortz Paul D 804 Shoemakersville Rd
Burkey Tina M 35 Northview Ave
Burns Tina M 303 Church Ave
Cordwell Darryl 417 Franklin St
Davidson Rodney D, Gayle B 167 Troxell Rd
Dietrich Judy A 53 E Bellevue Ave
Domagalski Linda 513 Reber St
Friebolin Keith H 732 B
Fronina Judy A 53 Bellevue Ave
Gilbert Cheryl L 444 Dreibelbis Mill Rd
Gottschall Gregory P 726 Chestnut St
Henry Ashton D, Craig W 25 Paradise Ave
Hess Rodney Neil 377 Stone Hill Rd
Keller Margie L 522 Ontelaunee Dr Gra Upr 7l 05012015
Kern Robert J W Jr, Cheryl A 310 5th St
Kline Stearns O RFD 1
Korch Jodi 363 Canal St
Long Sandra 327 Main St Apt A
Majercak William Joseph 1526 Main St
Martin Irene M 111 Noble Ave
Moyer Lynne 170 Kemmerer Rd
Porcaro Marian Rte 61 & 662
Ray Martin 1001 Pottsville Pike
Reppert Robert 319 Main St
Route 61 Affordable Housing, Raymond S Martin
1001 Pottsville Pike
Santana Nancy 200 3rd St
Schappell Helen C 443 Main St Fl 2
Troisi Jeffrey A PO Box 242
Wesner Leroy W 800 Mohrsville Rd
Whetstine Edward E 42 Zions Church Rd
York Dennis K 332 Louisa Ct
Sinking Spring Pa 19608
Adams Anna D, James 801 Commerce St
Amameda Alberto, Nelia 3300f Kingston Dr
Andrew Linette J Est 3000 Windmill Rd
Andys Paving Service Inc PO Box 2001
Auto Cool And Lube 1011 N Church Rd
Aw Golden Goodwrench Auto Body Ctr 703 James St
Bar B Q Pit 4741 Penn Ave
Bauknecht Wilma 11 Woodrow Ave
Bellairs Kim M 77 Meadow Ct
Brown Ora Lee 2801 Rebecca Dr
Brubaker Mary L, Henry, George 808 Columbia Ave
Buck Gloria J 409 Chapel Hill Rd
Carter Claudette C 2955 Wilson School Ln
Chandler Jacquelyn T, John Jr 850 Miller Rd
Chiu Kimberly M, Anthony J 14 Shelly Dr
Colpetzer Briar G 50 S Hull St
Creel Susan N 543 Grings Hill Rd
Davison Sarah 518 Albert Dr
Derr Melissa A 900 Cacoosing Dr
Dewald Brandon 631 Frederick St
Dexing Gao 403 Merion Dr
Dinenna Mario 122 Aspen Dr
E Kuser Inc 150 Grings Hill Rd
Eagelman Walter 125 Elwyn Ave
Espejo Elma B 23 Roxberry Dr
Essig Donald W, Helen M 77 Meadow Ct
Evans Beth A 124 Morgan Dr
Faulkner Jessicalee 21 Ontario Dr
Federowicz Johanna L 260 Keller Ave
Ferretti David A 2 Pacific Ave
Figarola Donald R 11 Knollwood Dr B
Figueroa William A 2801 D Wyoming Dr
Fonseca Kristin 560 Mohn Hill Rd
Forino Co LP 555 Mountain Home Rd
Freddie Mac, Phelan Hallinan & Schmieg 2518 Joshua Dr
Fronina Judith A 665 Fritztown Rd
Fry Erik 136 Meadow Ct Apt 136
Fs Food Svcs Inc 19 Krick Ave
Gable Madeline H Est 468 Kenny Dr RD 6
Gao Pin Jin 403 Merion Dr
Garber Carol J, Mark R 96 Evans Hill Rd
Garipoli Joyce M 829 Columbia Ave
Geran Gertrude T 1 Colorado Ave
Giugliano Michael 1031 N Church Rd
Glover Ronald D 701 Caramist Cir
Grant Ann 135 S Hull St
Harley Davidson Richard Heiner Jr 396 S Hull St
Hassenbein Grace K PO Box 2054
Hsbc Mortgage Svcs Inc 226 N Sandy Ln
Jayco Grafix Inc PO Box 2195
Jean Baptiste Patrick 703 James St
Jen Jen Travel 28 Connecticut Ave
Jg Investment LLC 2669 Shillington Rd Su
Karnati Sundeep 2916 Wilson School Lan B
Kauffman Bernice L RR 8 Box 206a
Keevil Philip 204 Bainbridge Cir
Kegerise Holly B 207 Michael Dr
Keller Miriam Est RD 1
Keller Richard RD 1
Kelly Michael A 417 S Sandy Ln
Kimmel Lee M 2804 Wilson School Ln
Koluski Frances 3000 Windmill Rd
Lasting Image Promotional 60 Shillington Rd
Lerch Christine L 2957 Wilson School Ln
Lyons Terrance W 105 Octagon Ave
Macpherson Matthew 2803 Wyoming Dr Apt G
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Madden Eileen N 823 Fritztown Rd
Marcinko Kristen M 2512 Overland Ave
Matthew Bugay, Caramist Village Ho PO Box 2307
Mcallister Christie A, William J 108 Running Creek Dr
Mccarter Keith A 6 Primrose Ln
Meharg Cathy 2929 Cotswold Rd
Metzinger William J 2 Hidden Brook Way Ste 1b1
Miller Marilyn J 232 Shakespeare Dr
Modi Mayank 1403 Stone Ridge Rd
Naohsm Berks Chapter, Harry P Dussinger
33 Cacoosing Ave
Nolin Bruce Edward Trust 3115 Linda Ln
Pagerly Thomas 123 Running Creek Dr
Pascal Giovanni 1420 Hillpoint Cir
Phelps George C 3250 Paper Mill Rd
Reading Collisio PO Box 2001
Reber Robt Box 33a RD 5
Rigdon Abby L 109 Spring Crest Blvd
Rodriguez Ricardo 2845 Wilson School Ct Ot
Romain Roseline 7 Shelly Dr
Ross Joseph M 244 Keller Ave
Schneider Kathryn A, Jon R 2539 Joshua Dr
Shannon Alice A, Bruce Box 338 Rd Brownsville Rd
Shipe Antoinette 3129 Merritt Pkwy
Shott Jeffrey B 113 Rosemead Ave
Smith James D 2903 Wyoming Dr Apt F
Spang Dorothy E 24 Woodrow Ave B
Spurling David M, Lindsey 411 S Sandy Ln
St Julien Marie 233 Bainbridge Cir
Starita Martha 174 Crest Rd
Stech Mildred 309 Bard Ave
Storage World 1 Caramist Dr
Super Asian Buffet 4726 Penn Ave
Suruskie Steven F 135 Keller Ave
Tbg Homes Inc 3 Morgan Dr
Templin Penny E 2955 Wilson School Ln
Thomas Amy S 212 N Sandy Ln
Thomas Anna M 2705 Tennyson Ave
Thornton Shawn M 2614 Whitteir Ave
Tom Masano Collision Center 518 Albert Dr
Trivic Goran 140 Nicole Way
Vazquez Ted 21 Matthew Dr
Walsh Lynn 2669 Shillington Rd 116
Weist Dennis J 335k Rd 6
Wickel Ryan T 232 Shakespeare Dr
Wildfogel Pamela Jean, Kathleen 2 Maywood Ave
Wilson Faye E Est, Barbara Szczpanski 235 Hampshire Rd
Woodworth Karen T 300 Spohn Rd
Wyberg Erika J 738 Columbia Ave
Spring Township Pa 19608
Pierorazio Genoeffo 507 Albert Dr
Stouchsburg Pa 19567
Becker Arlene I, Harold V 73 Main St
Strausstown Pa 19559
Mengel Leroy RR 22 Box 216
Neuin Norman O, Ruth I Main St
Temple Pa 19560
A W Golden Centre Goodwrench A B Center
115 Antietam Rd
Barlet Bradley N, Daniel D 4 Woodside Ave
Barrett Edna M 5204 Sunset Rd
Becker Glenn H PO Box 453
Billman James R Sr 610 Euclid Ave
Bisconti Edna M, Frank 4231 10th Ave S
Breitenstein Dolores 2903 Mannerchor Rd
Brown Jeanette F, Kevin M 4051 10th Ave
Cardiac Diagnostic Asso PO Box 324
Carinal Francis 500 Shalter Ave
Carl Lois R, Evan B, Mary A 3070 Pricetown Rd
Cinelli Cleto Jr Beaumond Ave
Delong Catherine 25 Delp Rd
Delp John 1834 Frush Valy Rd
Delp Nancy J 25 Delp Rd
Dobisesky Homer, Joyce 819 Tuckerton Ave
Drogo Crystal E 1007 Mt Laurel Ave
Essick Robert B Est 2461 Elizabeth Ave Lot A4
Fields Carl C 4800 5th St Hwy
Gehring Heather L, Robert S 1019 Saylor Dr
Gehring Robert S 1019 Saylor Dr
Gehris Rochelle, Daniel 510 Hatco Dr
Gochanour Timothy R, Dorena L 4050 Hillview Rd
Greth Michelle J 109 Logan Ave
Haas Jennifer 1530 Beaumont Ave
Hand Joshua 3023 Buckrun Rd
Hanth Jeffrey M RD 1 Box 446
Homestead Landscaping 117 Heckman Rd
Jackson Gregory 1037 Daisy Dr PO Box 12562
Jiang Xiu Zhen 4005 5th Ave
Joshua Trust LLC 610 Euclid Ave
Kantner Bradley Michael 4337 10th Ave
Kaufman Kelly A 17 Kegerise Dr
Kurtyka Barbara A 1312 Beaumont Ave
Laub Shawn M, Angela 603 Tuckerton Rd
Laubmeier Trevor J 108 Greenwood Dr
Levan Sheila M, Scott L 2712a Old Pricetown Rd
Love Summer 5212 Allentown Pike
M A C And E Inc 5340 5th St Hwy
Ma Yue 1000 Jean Ave
Mac And E Inc 5340 5th St Hwy
Mckently Bros Inc 17 Kegerise Dr
Media Nls E 5207 Sioux Rd
Medical PO Box 329
Metal Supermarkets 601 Water St
Morgan Jason 11 Schmecks Ln
Orth Mary J 729 Tuckerton Ave
Pollari Michele 500 Shalter Ave Apt B105
Potteiger Josh 115 Antietam Rd
Reed James B Jr 4233 8th Ave
Rentschler Martha M 1133 Beaumont Ave
Santos Daniel M 726 Columbia Ave
Santos Milton N 4114 7th Ave
Schilling Buck 4233 8th Ave
Seaman George 606 Euclid Ave
Seiverling Jason L 4707 10th Ave
Smith Thomas 6 Kegerise Dr
Snyder Justine 4900 Kutztwon Rd Rear 1st
Sonon Angela 141 Beacon Hill Rd
Spinka Michael, Marie 1317 Beaumont Ave
Stanley William 4450 5th St Hwy
Sterner Patricia A 2865 Pricetown Rd
Stoudt Ronald M Jr 4602 10th Ave
Takacs Sharon A 3057 Pricetown Rd
Taney Robin L 5030 Kutztown Rd
Taylor Michael L 1007 Mt Laurel Ave
Tolland Judy 1401 Beaumont Ave
Valeriano Francis P 1141 Beaumont Ave
Vp Development Inc PO Box 67
Wagner Jodi L 5212 Allentown Pike
Walmart Loss Prenvention 5370 Allentown Pike
Williams Joseph 11 Irish Mtn Rd
Witters Patricia M, Dale T 19 Schmeck Ln
Zettlemoyer Judy 5401 Leesport Ave
Topton Pa 19562
Alderfer Catrina Engelman S Auto Body 42 E Franklin St
Amig Carrie 407 Luther Meadows
Andrews Jill 67 E Franklin St
Angstadt Duane 407 Luther Meadows
B D E Inc Engelman S Auto Body 42 E Franklin St
Barto E M 29 S Callowhill St
Bates Adelaide R Topton Lutheran Home
Brennan Patrici 15 N Home Ave Apt 3
Godusky Dean W 26 Spruce St
Good Dorothy I 31 Spruce St
Lehigh Valley Transmission Inc 522 N Main St
Leibenguth Evelyn R 504 W Franklin St
Lick Joy A 125 W Palm Dr Apt 6
Merrigan Christine R, Amie L 2 N Home Ave
Mingos Nicole 125 W Franklin St Apt 6
Nawoczenski Christie M PO Box 175
Nolan Christie M PO Box 175
Olsheski Sarah L 504 W Franklin St
Rosario Axel 43 E Franklin St Apt 4
Ruppert Elsie W Est 29 Washington St
Sitler Terry 15 Juliet Ave
Slifer Samuel B 109 Tower Ct
Sterner Charles A 16 W Smith St
Virginville Pa 19564
Joseph C Gilardone & Son Inc, Trey Gilardone 3rd St
Krause Kim D PO Box 125
Wernersville Pa 19565
Adams William M, Anna 1 Heidelberg Dr
Argstadt Warren 661 N Church Rd
Bac Home Loans Svc LP 19 Carriage Dr
Baver Larry A 138 Holland St PO Box 185
Beidler Richard J, Lisa A 35 W Washington St
Berger Bradley Joseph 479 N Church Rd
Berube Janice L 14 Turtle Ln
Blair Kendra M 419 Mountain Blvd
Brimmer James R Phoebe Berks Village
Calpino Christine J 507 W Penn Ave
Caron Treatment Centers Galen Hall Rd PO Box 150
Conewago Wernersvill 165 Main St Bldg 18
19 Sportsmans Rd J Coates
Fasig Nicholas J 121 Justa Rd
Fss Acquisition Co LLC PO Box 98
Ginder Terry A Est 652 Fairmont Ave
Gonzalez Esther 141 Fox Hill Dr
Guarnero Brian 609 N Galen Hall Rd
Haigh T Fletcher PO Box 252
Harpel Ethel E 211 N Galen Hall Rd
Haueisen Nathan B, Robert W 138 Holland St PO Box 185
Hicks Tracy L 145 W Gaul St
Hoch Mary E 10 Reed St
Hughes Patricia A, Gerald P 554 Preston Rd
Imageworks Film & Video Inc 1079 Brownsville Rd
Katzaman Barry L 5 E Penn Ave
Keer Darrell Wernersville St Hosp Rte 422 &
Sportsmans Rd
Kreiser Antonio Frank 109 Werner St
Lewistown Pharmacy Rte 422 Sportsman Rd
Long Louise J 9 Reading Dr Apt 6
Lundin Lucy K 9 Reading Dr Apt 17
Manegold Linda A 265 E Penn Ave
Millisock Michaelene 928 Brownsville Rd
Mock Danielle, Shane 332 Pine St
Morales Marketing &Design 216 E Wilson Ave
Morrow J Wilson, Amanda W 26 Penn Ave
Nellies Deli Grille 111 Omega Cr
Pep Boys Savings Plan 83 E Penn Ave Fao Ret Plan
Phillips Blaine PO Box 300
Phoebe Berks Village Reading Dr
Ramalli Andrea S 126 Thomas Dr
Ramsay Donald L 530 Woodrow Ct
Ressler Earl Sr Est, Edna RR 1
Reusing Martin 277 Preston Rd 1
Richard J Caron Foundation Inc, Galan Hall Rd PO Box 150
Roy J Fritz Inc 138 Holland St PO Box 185
Savage Ford 25 W Penn Ave
Sayer Jordan M 55 Furnace Rd
Scotto Michael 19 Carriage Dr
Seidel Jason 103 E Penn Ave Apt 2
Shaaber Barbara A 25 W Wilson Ave
Simpson Wilma P, Bill T 1 Heidelberg Dr
Stewart Carl A 502 Ganna Dr
Stewart Warren B 502 Gamma Dr
Swartz Caroline S 543 Preston Rd
Swartz Melissa Lynn 238 W Penn Ave
Vang Lynda Hang, Pao 201 S Rosewood Ct
Walborn John 50 Preston Rd
Wanner Jeremy Michael 9 Wanner Ln
Wenrich Roslynd N 80 E Charles St
Wernersville Ford Inc 25 W Penn Ave
Wise Brett J 606 Christopher Dr
Yoder Beth Y Caron Foundation Wec
Zitzman Kimberly Y, Roland R 502 Erich St
West Lawn Pa 19609
Abreu Jose O 103 Halsey Ave
Allen Bryon 3020 Belmont Ave
Behrle Floyd D 2525 Girard Ave
Bona Mame 2600 Reedy Rd
Bonawitz Barbara A, Calvin 2260 Cleaveland Ave
Boyle Edward 1412 Durwood Dr
Burkart Ruth E 9 Darlin Dr
Byerly Eileen F 2816 Hiester Blvd
Cashin Cheryl, Ann 304 Dorchester Ave
Castle Betty Jane, Francis 2237 Reading Blvd
Cataldo Angelina S, Leonard Jr 2144 Reading Ave
Cbsd 2225 Mckinley Ave
Cesca Robert C, Tara K 2225 Penn Ave Fl 2
Cesped 103 Halsey Ave
Cespedes Nancy 103 Halsey Ave
Connick Walter J 213 Halsey Ave
Cooper John E 407 Dorchester Ave
Delcollo Joseph L 2129 Spring St
Dusko Juliette A 202 Riegel Ave
Earl B Gicker Hilda E Gicker Trust 2202 Reading Ave
Fetterhoff Beverly 67 Keppel Ave
Frymyer Dylan 1936 Reading Ave
Gabel Paul A 2226 Spring St
Gicker Hilda E 2202 Reading Ave
Grande Construction Inc 2213 Quarry Dr Unit 1
Grande Fiorino 2213 Quarry Dr
Hess Paul J, Carl H 2024 Girard Ave
Johnson Kevin 1344 W Wyomissing Av Apt Q
Karl Emil 2648 Gerard Ave
Kemp Heather L 15 Cambridge Ave
Leibensperger Lori A 2816 Hiester Blvd
Lozada Prospere Jose J 305 Brevity Ln
Miller Brenda L 60 Wilson St
Mohan Francis E Jr 2526 Garfield Ave
Moyer Lori 2421 Grandview Blvd
Pacharis Helen T 27 Darlin Dr Wyomissing Hls
Paul Z Rentschler Trust 2232 Highland St
Plank David H Jr, David H PO Box 2564
Reichert Florence M 2318 Monroe Ave
Rudy Joyce V 505 Dorchester Ave
Rupp David 2725 Belmont Av
Sheidy Dorothy 19 Merrymount Rd
Smith Michelle 516 Jefferson Blvd
Spayd Edith I 201 Cecil Ave
Stripe Lawrence 2548 Garfield Ave
Thd 2225 Mckinley Ave
Tr Grande Construction Corp 401k Plan 2213 Quarry Dr
Trythall Fred C 201 Cecil Ave
Unger Merlin H 2015 Reading Blvd
Varner Thomas S 1932 Garfield Ave
Wickham William H, Cheryl E 304 Dorchester Ave
Woodward Mark R 2304 Lasalle Dr
West Reading Pa 19611
Aitelmajouh Abdellah 150 Tulpehocken Ave
Angelisanti Kristen A 334 Cherry St 1
Application Research & Design 564 Penn Ave
Arthritis & Osteop 401 Buttonwood St Nicolen C Barone
Bailey Norman 323 Linden Ln
Barrios Mario F 332 Franklin St 2
Beristain Delaorta Claudia Aurora 565 Reading Ave
Bezler Gina 308 Sycamore Rd
Bourette Michael 324 Spruce St
Clark Heather 619 Penn Ave
Cochran Eugene M 399 Sunset Rd
Collins Linda S, Henry D 334 Cherry St Fl 1
Doubek Jeffrey 508 Penn Ave
Faith Priscilla 425 Buttonwood St
Fidler James W 102 S Second Ave
First States Financial 200 Reading Ave
Fitz John A So 4th Ave & Spruce St
Frill Robert H, Emma M 221 Tulpehocken Ave
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Georgios Pizzeria Ltd 500 Penn Ave
Hamilton Ashley J 324 Franklin St Fl 1
Hanley Terrance P 301 S 7th Ave S 3070
Hill Ashley L, Robert C 310 Playground Dr
Hug R M 406 Walnut St
Latif Shaub A 301 S 7th Ave Se 2020
Leonard J Marchinski MD PC 301 S 7th Ave Ste 0 3020
Livingood Cynthia A 223 S 4th Ave
Lockovitch Francis J 617 Reading Ave
Maldonado Virginia 320 Kline St
Mccarthy Marnell E 429 Oak Tr
Myers Sandie L 411 Sycamore Rd
Narrow Fabrics Industries 701 Reading Ave
Pitz Norbert H 132 Crestmont St
Price Raymond Est 404 Walnut St
Reading Vascular Specialists 301 S 7th Ave Ste 1070
Reazor Stephen J 740 Franklin St
Redling Nancy J 5 S 2nd Ave Apt 3
Regional Pizzeria 320 Smtt St
Rivera Ilia 405 Walnut St
Rodriguez Amy E 316 Cherry St
Seavers David P 220 S 4th & Spruce St
Snyder Pauline C, Verne F 405 Ann St
Sparks Robert 1000 E Wyomissing Blvd
Stenson Diane A 424 Chestnut St
Stones Kristin L, Brian J 216 Park Ave
Stout Lucille E 116 Tulpehocken Ave
Sutter Robert A, Kelly L 411 Franklin St
Torres Jennifer 308 S 3rd Ave
Vacula Stephen 433 Oak Tr
West Reading Radiology Asso 301 S 7th Ave Ste 135
Young Marie Est 220 S 4th Ave & Spruce
Womelsdorf Pa 19567
Ansel Jacob R 420 Cherry Dr Apt F
Anspach Charles J 25 S Front St
Baker Tammy L 4 Smt Cir
Baskin Wilbur M 3995 Conrad Weiser Pkwy
Billman Jean 22 Shady Cabin Cir
Brenneman W Earl 48 Westview Ter
Carroll Amy L 324 Winding Way
Clarkson Edith M 214 S 5th St
Donahue Rebecca L, Jesse 139 Deck Rd
Duke Theresa 65 Witman Rd
Fidler George S 57 Westview Ter
Frederick Matthew 128 Deck Rd
Goodman Kari N 41 S Front St
Guzanowski Jeffrey S 1270 Rte 419
Hinkley Kim M 214 S 5th St
Keller Eugenia F 24 E High St Apt 304
Mastellar Jerry 112 Sweet Birch Ln
Miller Francia R, Scott T 112 Bunker Hill Rd
Moyer Loretta, Luther 23 N Front St
Neidig Douglas L 235 S 2nd St Apt 10
Nowacki Elizabeth M, Leonard A 242 S 5th St
Perez Aida A 225 S 4th St
Schoemaker Danell J, Duane L 21 W Ryeland Rd
Shelow Todd 214 Whigh St Apt4
Smile Makers Pc 1192 W Penn Ave Ste 3
Spayd Mac 142 W High St
Stitzer Mark A Sr, Nicole R 22 Seltzer Ave
Wachovia Dealer Services 211 W High St
Wagner Sven H 117 S Front St
Wetzel Robert L Jr 5200 N 419
Wyomissing Pa 19610
Accounts Recovery Bureau Inc 555 Van Reed Rd
Adhezion Biomedical LLC PO Box 6706
Alexander William Rober, R W 151 Leisure Ct
Ambarian Mikayla Kathryn 459 Warwick St
Ambrose Mary C 855 N Park Rd
American Dental Services 1301 Penn Ave
Anna M Hails Rev Trust 11 29 93 636 N Wyomissing Blvd
Aronson Jo 1055 Spring St
Attreed Bonnie J 2900 State Hill Rd Apt I9
Bagenstose George E 2122 Tulpehocken Rd
Bank Sovereign 1130 Berkshire Blvd
Barak Rakesh 161 Victoria Ln
Berges Abraham PO Box 6623
Berks Urologic Surg Ctr 1320 Brdcasting Rd Ste 210
Berks Urological Asso 1075 Berkshire Blvd Ste 900
Berkshire Dairy & Food Products 1258 Penn Ave
Berkshire Eye Surgery 220 Ridgewood Rd
Berkshire Eye Surgery 2220 Ridgewood Rd
Berkshire Place 2210 LP 2210 Ridgewood Rd
Bertolet William S 79 Grandview Blvd
Beyer Psychological Asso 947 Penn Ave
Bonnel Aurelie 1914 Andre Ct
Borawski Evelyn F 999 Berkshire Blvd 290
Browning Carol A 1625 Reading Blvd
Bucolo Kimberly A, John D 1541 Cleveland Ave
Carl L N Erdman Trust 2640 Westview Dr PO Box 6286
Carmike Cinema 800 Berkshire Blvd
Carpenter Technology 2 Meridian Blvd
Cashin Cheryl E, Ann J, Leisawitz Heller Pc
2755 Century Blvd
Caulfield Maria K 459 Warwick St
Ceccola Samuel 147 Kathleen Ln
Center For Urologic Care 1075 Berkshire Blvd Ste 900
Chen Kuei C 817 Carman Dr
Chestnut Spring Holdings No 1 LP 511 Lauers Ln
Commercial & Residential Real Est Lynda Macrina
205 Wyomissing Blvd
Consoli Deborah 1801 Lincoln Ave
Cooper Jennifer L 21 Wyomissing Ct
Cusati Erin M 1131 Lafayette Ave
Darienzo Leonard A 1701 Statehillrd N8
Davis Leona E 1801 Cambridge Ave B−18
Delta Cable Wireless 1141 Garfield Ave
Deluca Antoinett PO Box 6561
Dicus William J Apt 601 2000 Cambridge Ave
Ditsky C Josh 228 Sturbridge Dr
Donahue John J 1852 Brandywine Rd
Dss, Kristy Slimmer 1 Meridian Blvd
Duda Mary 5 Bobolink Dr
Eastern Comp Sleep Disorder 867 Berkshire Blvd
Ebersole Jeanne M 116 Leisure Ct
Eckert Miriam 1651 Delaware Ave
Ehrlich J C 850 N Wyomissing Blvd
Ehrlich Jc Fund A, Fund B 850 N Wyomissing Blvd
Eichelberger Mark D Est, Brian F Boland Esq PO Box 6286
Emkey Arthritis Osteo Clinic I 1235 Penn Ave Ste 200
Erdman Carl, Kozloff Stoudt 2640 Westview Dr
PO Box 6286
Estate 2122 Tulpehocken Rd
Eye Consult of Pa Pc 1 Granite Point Dr Ste 100
Faust Michael 100 N Park Rd 1223
Feinberg Stanford S 2 Meridian Blvd
Fitch Michele M 114 Logan Ave
Fresh Hot & Fast Inc 1665 State Hill Rd Ste 440
Fry Samuel R II 1641 Museum Rd
Fuoco Peter T, Rose 1701 State Hill Rd
Fyock Robert E 2015 Franklin Pl
G New Inc And Subs 1 Meridian Blvd Ste 3c1
Geiger Millard Donna 337 Douglas St
George D Manderbach Inc Manderbach Ford
177 Heather Ln
Glass Wilbur L 2000 Cambridge Ave Apt 311
Glickman Roslyn Nagy 5 Vireo Dr
Golden A W 211 Springmont Dr
Good Stacy A 715 Old Mill Rd Apt J 10
Grill Gloria, Cathy 934 Penn Ave
Grimes Attn R 1100 Berkshire Blvd
Hails Anna M, Gary L Tr 11 29 93 Anna M Hails Rev Trust
Hamill Annette C 2000 Cambridge
Harvey James A Est, Beth Farmer Paralegal
2640 Westview Dr 6286
Hearn Edith B, Edith I 163 Hickory Ln
Heinly Janet 1803 Tutpenhocken Rd Apt 416
Heyen Joseph P 2000 Cambridge Ave Apt 348
Hill Norman C 735 Lynne Ave
Hogue Jw 512 N Wyomissing Blvd
Hoirne Marian J 855 N Park Rd Apt T204
Holiday Builders 1130 Berkshire Blvd
Holloway Danielle 2 Meridian Blvd Treeview Corp
Hsu Chung C 817 Carman Dr
Intech Jan 1055 Spring St
J R Management Inc Joseph Rawden 406 Oak Hill Ln
Ja Mauree Assoc 420 N Park Rd 200
Jed Resources Inc 601 N Park Rd
Jo Aronson 1055 Spring St
Johnson Aronson 1055 Spring St
Jones Betty M 942 Penn Ave
Jones John K 3 Woodland Rd
Kantner Lucinda 1701 State Hill Rd
Kartenko Larry 1005 N 8th St
Kleiman Louis M 1209 Monroe Ave
Knaut Natalya V 4 Park Plz
Kosmerl & Co Pc 845 N Park Rd
Kosturos Katina 177 Heather Ln
Kramer Verna A Country Meadows 1802 Tulpehocken Rd
Room 264
Krapf Myrtle D 2000 Cambridge Ave Apt 332
Kravatz Sharon G 855 N Park Rd Apt C 302
Kulp Elizabeth C, Matthew 1904 Van Reed Rd Apt C−18
Kuruvilla Sibi 1763 Reading Blvd
Langden Kathleen 82 Downing Dr
Laufersweiler Anna L 720 Old Mill Rd Apt A4
Lavia Nicole, Daniel 211 Springmont Dr
Leesport Bank 2228 Bern Rd
Leesport Bank Wyomissing PO Box 6219 1240 Brdcasting
Loomis 850 N Park Rd
Loomis Company PO Box 7011
Loomis Company Russell Knauss N 850 Park Rd
Lott Llewellyn A Jr, Madyson J, Lucille I 7 Vista Rd
Ludwig Allen R Est 840 N Park Rd Park Plaza
Luecke Charles 2000 Cambridge Ave Apt 161
Lutz Harry D 320 Oak Hill Ln
Lynx Diverse 850 N Park Rd Diane Cassel
Madara Forrest G, Beulah N 855 N Park Rd Apt G−103
Manco Enterprises, Mcglinn Capital Mgmt PO Box 6158
Masand Rai S 329 Greenview Rd
Matus Christine Ann 157 Lucinda Ln
Mcdevitt David J 4 Larchwood Rd
Mcmahon James A III 614 Trent Ave
Mercado Tanya Skin Store Pa 1 1665 State Hill Rd
Metropolitan Management Group Inc 1030 Reed Ave Ste 100
Miller Alex Po Box 6564
Miller Amy 12 Woods Way
Muallem Nabil S MD Pc 1330 Penn Ave
Munsing Juliana 939 Penn Ave
Myatt Jonathan J 107 Kelly Ct
Myers Fernine 1802 Tulphocken Rd 236
Natoli James C 437 Douglass St
Oil Associates Inc PO Box 6312
One Washington Square Venture, Remote Bookkeeping
Solutio 999 Berkshire Blvd Ste 125
Othic Ashley 3009 State Hill Rd
Overly Kenneth P 800 Holland Sq
Overly Kenneth P, Judith A 800 Holland Sq
Pa Pubs 2201 Ridgewood Rd Ste 310
Pap Media PO Box 6738
Payne Leslie PO Box 6286
Perna Anna T, Anna 1000 E Wyomissing Blvd
Peters Robert 2000 Cambridge Ave Apt 204
Piersol Harry E 175 Victoria Ln
Planitwinit Com 349 Greenbriar Ct
Prange Grete Rene, Mary Jo 1122 Lehigh Ave
Pursell Virginia R 855 N Park Rd P304
Rapp Ruth E 931 Penn Ave
Ravel Donald M, Helen E 909 N 9th St
Rawden Stephanie 406 Oak Hill Ln
Redling Nancy 4 Lawndale Rd
Redner Mary G Est 141 Haltorn Cort
Remore Bookkeeping Solution 999 Berkshire Blvd Ste 125
Reynolds Joint Revocable 850 N Park Rd
Ring Timothy E 144 Victoria Ln
Rm Palmer Co, Loomis Co PO Box 7011
Robbins Joyce E 1802 Tulpehocken Rd Rm 262
Rosado Jonathan 1116 Bern Rd
S K Hartman III LLC 1 800 Got Junk PO Box 6440
Santoro Christine L 715 Old Mill Rd J11
Scalise Joseph 1112 Lehigh Ave
Schoch Kathleen L, Frank C 106 Gail Cir
Schoener Lewis E 1803 Tutpenhocken Rd Apt 416
Seghetti Nancey L 228 Sturbridge Dr
Seidel Carl 938 Penn Ave
Sem Megan 34 Timberline Dr
Shields Patrick J 2 High Rd
Shorter Lia 31 Clayton Ave A−2
Simmerman Kevin P 321 Charleston Ln
Simonton Samuel D 1831 Lincoln Ave
Simpson Reed Margaret Ann 1942 Squire Ct
Sottosanti Anna 1708 Alden Ln
Source Mortgage Corp 711 Spring St
Staab Kathryn E 15 Kevin Ct
Stanley Jestine O 50 Lynne Ave
State Public Adjusting Co 1775 Reading Blvd
Stewart Abstract 1100 Bershire Blvd Ste 100
Stump Ronald B, Carol A 17 Bristol Ct
Takeuchi Taisuke 145 Victoria Ln
Tarrach James, Joyce 1126 Fairview Ave
Tedcar Properties 850 N Wyomissing Blvd Ste 200
Teleflex Medical One Meridian Blvd Ste 3a01
Turner Alastair J 1400 Dauphin Ave
Ugo Networks Inc 1 Meridian Blvd Ste 2c01
Utopia Home Care 420 N Park Rd Ste 202
Vic And Dena 607 S Trent Ave
Vision Systems Group 850 N Park Rd Diane Cassel
Waddell Douglas T 715 Old Mill Rd Apt E3
Wagner Thomas D 1020 Wayne Ave
Walker Howard G 3121 State Hll Rd
Wallace Karen 505 Campus Rd
Weidenhammer Systems Corp 935 Berkshire Blvd
PO Box 6218
Wells Fargo 1665 State Hill Rd
Wenhold Donald 1118 Penn Ave
Westfield 1055 Spring St
Wiczkowski Melinda 418 Evans Ave
Wilbur L Glass Settlor Uad Dtd 5 15 86 2000 Cambridge
Ave Apt 311
Witt Danielle K, Bridget, Mckayla 412 Windsor St
Zoom Wireless Reading Pa Inc 1177 C Berkshire Blvd
Yardley Pa 19607
Cvetic Mirjam 549 Winchester Dr
Blair County
Altoona Pa 16601
Acre Laura 3000 Ivyside Park
Adams Ronald L 415 26th Ave
Arrow Land Solutions LLC 2900 Beale Ave
Audiological & Hearing Aid Ser Bldg A−107 501 Howard Ave
Bailey Chester 1302 9th St
Baker Robert G, Marie 1016 16th Ave
Ball Regis W 2814 W Chestnut Ave
Bartley Eleaner P 1109 Amelia Av
Battisti Carman H 1222 13th Ave
Behe William E 2322 Beale Ave
Beiswenger Marie Est 2416 Oak Ave
Belle Partners LP 605 Nelson Rd
Black Minerva S RR 2
Blair Family Solutions LLC RR 3 Box 94
Bocchicchio Constance S 331 22nd Ave Apt 3
Bollman William J RR 6 Box 1396
Bookhamer George W 1216 13th Ave
Bowser Shawn E 1319 24th Ave
Bruno Anthony J Sr, Maryann T 2117 16th Ave
Bryant Michael 112 N 14th Ave
Buchanan L RR 1 Box 705
Burgoon Geraldine 1006 18th Ave
Burgoon Geraldine A 1501 13th St
Burket Georgetta S, L C 1366 Huntersfield Close
Burley Daniel L, Linda L 995 Frankstown Rd
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Burnshire Thelma S 2402 Horner Dr
Butler Marie J 1010 12th St Apt 703
Camberg Mae R 905 Brdway
Capstick James W, Anna E 1511 12th St Fl 2
Capstick Robert R 1937 W Chestnut Ave
Carothers Scott 3140 Walnut Ave
Castro Anthony S Jr 212 8th St
Christner Effie 1302 9th St
Clapper Diana L 1220 13th Ave 1
Clapper Linda 891 20 Th St
Coakley David 2276 Old 6th Ave Rd
Cochrane John E 1828 11th Ave
Coho Timothy W 3140 Oak Crescent Dr
Colangelo Eileen S 911 Green Ave 1019
Coldwell Jeremy E 1905 20th St
Colello Dennis A 913 N 2nd St
Coleman Ruth O 422 Spruce Av
Conrad Emily 2401 Washington Ave
Conrad Joseph 415 N 9th Ave
Cooney Charles 1216 18th Ave
Crawford Samuel T 414 Willow Ave
Crist Carol 1928 Pine Ave
Cupp Jean K 310 27th Ave
Daughenbaugh Loris W 5401 Colclesser Ave
Dawson Paul J 1316 N 6th Ave
Decker Kenneth M Jr RD 1 Box 793
Deleo Dennis E DDS 501 Howard Ave Ste C104
Dennis Jo L 1907 16th St
Dennis Kelcie R 2333 Old 6th Ave Rd
Destefano Joseph F 1737 25th Ave
Dinges Alvin F 1407 Park Blvd
Duncan Aileen 2608 11th St
E H Watkins & B A Delozier 320 25th Ave
Ellis Eleanor A, Melvin L 421 N Tenth Ave
Franell Arthur R, Kandie L 618 N 8th Ave
Frederick Helen M, Paul E RD 2
Free Adam C 2300 3rd St
Fry Nathan 1217 16th Ave
Fun Factory 2420 Brd Ave
Gaeto Robert A RR 3 Box 320b
Garland Quazil 3004 Walnut Ave
Gates Franklin, Julia G 1010 19th St
George Debra RD 4 Box 320
Gibson John H Est 850 25th St
Gil Juan B 3000 Ivyside Park 114 Hawthorn Bldg
Gildea Donna J 911 Green Ave Apt 714
Goldsmith Ian 415 Parkview Ln Condo #403
Goss Mildred G 1106 18th St
Green Robert R Jr 1436 N 9th Ave
Grimes Lance 214 26th Ave
Grove Mona 1501 11th Ave Apt 104
Halow Mary 1013 N 6th Ave
Harding Brenda R 1912 N 5th Ave
Hartman Wendy J 1500 Brdway Apt 5
Harvey Doris 1020 Green Ave
Hasenstab Tammy 1827 31st Ave
Helsel Mark 453 Longview Dr
Henderson Abrana J 1430 22nd Ave
Hennaman Robert F 1018 Howard Ave
Hogans Betty 1431 Washington Ave
Holtzinger John E Jr RR 1 Box 225
Hoover Lisa K RR 5 Box 809
Hoover Naomi E RR 3 B459
Houser Paul A 2019 11th Ave
Howe William, Betty L 4901 Oak Ave
Huber Shane M 2701 Walnut Ave Apt 214
Ingraham Ross 718 5 Ave
Intown Tire Auto 1213 16th St
Janosik Edward J 1312 5th Ave Juniata
Jung Betty L 411 22nd Ave Apt 2nd
Kamoie James E Jr 1522 18th St
Kelliher Mary F Est 910 29th St
Kemp William G 1828 11th Ave
Kenner Robert 703 E 25th Ave
Kipp Ryan W 1007 N 3rd St
Kirsch Maureen A RR 4 Box 92
Klein Paul Est, Mae 1008 21st Av
Knapp David 2817 Ind Ave Ste 201
Knepp Dorothy 111 Carlow Ln
Kostenbauder John C 800 55th St
Kratzer Frank M 1827 31st Ave
Kruise Joseph 2918 Brd Ave
Lees John H 2013 19th St
Leffard Virginia R, Jack R, Virginia R Crawford Ida Towers
821 1010 12th St
Lengyel Barbara E 1020 Green Ave 312
Lewis Peggy 1005 Pkblvd
Lilly Thomas R 430 E 25th Ave
Lilly Thomas R Est 303 N 10th Ave
Lingafelt Brian 123 Beech Ave
Love Evelyn F 2826 Maple Ave
Luther Evelyn P 1305 16th St Apt 6
Madison Evelyn RR 3 Box 378
Marcelli James 1409 13th St
Mayernick Charles 1019 N 5th Ave
Mccall Robert M, Kathy J RR 7 Box 727
Mcconnell Carlene G 2803 Brdway
Mcdermott Margaret E 911 Green Ave Apt 220
Mcdonald Richard D 1020 Green Ave Altoona Ctr
For Nursing
Mcgeary Raymond E 406 Lexington Ave
Mcguire Margaret P 1127 20th Ave
Mcintire Joyce 1117 21st Ave
Mcneal Donald G 506 Franco Ln
Mcneel Donald G 506 Franco Ln
Mease Linda J 211 Beale Ave 1st Fl
Miller Rose M 1908 18 1/2 St
Mincin Cathy J 917 Race St
Mock Pearl 1228 15th Ave
Montezuma of Altoona 106 Sierra Dr
Mouskourie Barbara A, Gus S 600 N 9th Ave
Munster Power Investment Inc PO Box 225
Murtiff James W RR 4 Box 576
Nale Edna M 1100 11th St Apt 202
Nohaile George A 1319 10th St George A Nohaile DMD
Nolan Kelly D RR 3 Box 825c
Nyc Doitt Verizon Crc 1119 16th St Fl 1
Nygyen Phong 896 20th St
Obrien Thomas M 615 Howard Ave Ste 105
Oleksyn Paul J 2325 15th Ave
Osgood Carroll Bldg F3 501 Howard Ave
Osterhout Sandra L RD 3 Box 466
Panagoplos Mafalda M 3905 Brd Ave
Papadeas Ted L 1217 16th St
Parshall Margaret L 2137 Antis Rd
Payne Robert J 130 Wopsy Ave
Perry John H, Agnes 610 N 9th
Phelan Nathan D 909 N 4th Ave 1
Phoenix F Phoenix RR 3 Box 430E
Phoenix Lee Ann, Frances, Robert RR 3 Box 430−3
Piaggio Andrew P 1117 21st Ave Apt 1b
Port William C 911 Green Ave Apt 503
Port William C, Rosie M 1309 7th Ave Juniata
Porta Jennifer L 897 Race St
Powell Mildred V, Roxy 1711 11th St
Priddy William E RR 3 Box 378
Pufka Heleh M Est 2303 16th Ave
Puleo Mary Ann Miss 888 Greenway Dr
Raihl Charles 126 E Willow Ave
Rappold Wilhelm H, William G 2417 10th St
Rehm Vincent M 2306−10 Brd Ave
Rfd Linda B 4 Box 24b
Rifkah Elias 100 Chestnut Ave
Rocco Jack F 605 Nelson Rd
Romeo Selena R 1708 11th St Fl 2
Sadler Shelly 841 26th St
Santos Luiz Cedar Hall 342 3000 Ivyside Park
Savine Matilda 1009 5th Ave
Saxton B Irene 2301 Brd Ave
Schaul Vivian L RD 1
Schiappa Annette 2024 Pine Ave
Schmitt Thomas 913 28th Ave
Schrieber Charles L 407 E Wopsononock Ave
Schultz Family Trust Fund B 1332 Eleventh Ave
Shaw Andrew F, Donna J 309 22nd Ave
Shew Catharin E 105 26 Ave
Shindel Jane A RR 3 Box 212
Shingler Mary 300 E Walnut Ave
Siddiqui Mohammad 1701 12th Ave Bldg D
Sines Karen L 1016 16th Ave
Singer Mark E 229 23rd Ave
Slater Beatrice M, James 1100 11th St Apt 1106
Smith Helen M 911 Green Ave Apt 1007
Spalding Clarence J 911 Green Ave 1019
Spring Meadow Farm RR 3 Box 249
Stampley Julian D 520 N 7th Ave
Stayer Remadias, Ralph 1630 20th Ave
Steele Shirley 1020 Green Ave
Stevens Joseph J 1020 Green Ave 312
Stevens Melvin Est 911 Green Ave Apt 703
Stuckey Steven R RR 6 Box 1580
Stumpf Helen E 304 N 15th Ave
Sullivan Agnes M 1306 14th Ave
Taylor Barry K, Ray RR 1 Box 631
Taylor Mary E Est 1911 4th St Apt 2
Thomas Eleanor M Apt 3c 106 S Beckman Dr
Thomas James D RT 6 Box 1578
Thompsons Pharmacy 1118 12th St
Tr L Phoenix Rr 3 Box 430−E
Trimble Danny A RD 1 Box 801−A
Ulziikhuu Dugersuren 314 Oak Hall Penn State
Vangelder Carolyn L RR 1 Box 489
Veit David E 509 N 11th Ave
Ventura Joseph B 1401 N 9th Ave
Vinglas Jason E RD 3 Box 329c
Vogel Madeline H, John R Vogel 406 E Wopson
Walls Harold RR 6 PO Box 516
Warwick Michael J 607 N 3rd St
Watkins Helen G 320 25th Ave
Weaver Gregory G 903 N 2nd St Apt 3
Wertz Glenn A RR 2 Box 15
Westover Pam 608 N 3rd St
Wetzel Marie 501 Howard Ave Suite E3
Williams Lewis Est RR 1 Box 760
Wolfe John J 722 N 6th Av
Wolfkiel Grace K 809 Howard Ave
Woodley Sharon L 518 N 9th Ave
Xinyuan Li 408 E 26th Ave
Yon Jack 1342 N 7th Ave
Young David A 101 Maple Ave
Zhao Yi Ran 522 E 26th Ave
Altoona Pa 16602
Adams Marie C 2206 2nd Ave
Adams Melissa 2023 3rd Ave
Adelsberger Randy J 106 E 2nd Ave
Aiken Tina M 208 Colorado Dr
Airhart Mary 1005 7th Ave
Altoona Beasley Mfg 210 E Plank Rd
Angelo Pacifico Sons Inc 1208 5th Ave
Anslinger Christian W 714 Morningside Ave
Appleman Leona M 602 Pottsgrove Rd
Arsparger John 3977 6th Ave
Bailey Peggy 1600 8th Ave
Ballos Jewell 1805 6th Ave
Barton O Gilden 1331 8th Ave
Bathurst Virginia 612 7th Ave
Beck Helen L 214 Lloyd St Apt 1
Beecher Edgar A, David C, 1404 E Hamilton Ln
Beecher Vyvian A 1404 E Hamilton Av N
Benacci Suzanne M 718 1st Ave
Bender Chad E 5315 5th Ave
Bilko Emogene K 342 Pennsylvania St
Blocher Martha J 112 1st Ave
Bookhamer Kimberly M 524 S Dartmouth Ln
Boston Patrick 63 Duff Dr
Bowers Charles Jr 705 6th Ave Unit R
Brewer Fred G 1901 4th Ave
Brickley Hilda 301 Valy View Blvd
Burket Ellen N 3800 7th Ave Apt 302b
Burkhart Walter E 2100 3rd Ave
Butcher Michael 810 2nd Av
Campbell Lois A 1668 Notre Dame Rd
Campion Francis T Jr 304 Ruskin Dr
Caramadre John 2115 8th Ave
Carson Richard G, Edna Box 31 Greenwood Rd
Cassell Amber C 1927 6th Ave
Catherm George D 710 E Bell Ave
Cellnii Laura M 3800 7th Ave Apt 308b
Chase Marie C 2206 2nd Ave
Chase Toys R 114 Pleasant Valy Blvd
Chet Groves Cars Unl 700 Pleasant Valy Blvd
Chevalier Violet L, Harry E 211 E 5th Ave
Chow Teitin 254 Calder St
Christy Gregory M, Nancy E 503 Beaumont Dr
Chulyak Mildred 1407 E Walton Ave
Civiello David 1222 7th Ave
Civilized Sound Inc 5001 6th Ave
Colangelo Eileen S 110 3rd St
Colello Concetta 1400 Grant Ave
Copy Rite 1904 Union Ave
Costanzo Meriam 301 Valy View Blvd
Coudriet Brandy N 526 Walton Ave
Culp E Karen 617 Walton Ave
Cummings Motors Inc 27 Grnwood Rd
D&M Chrysler Plymouth 1549 Pleasant Valy Blvd
Damron Donald 2201 8th Ave
Dangel Sylvia L 532 3rd Ave
Dean Patterson Autobody 1014 S 1st St
Dean Patterson Autobody 321 7th Ave
Delancey Betty M 800 4th Ave
Dent William H Jr 615 E Lugan Ave
Deshong Byron E, Ruth C 600 2nd St
Detwiler Sandra 409 E Southey Ave
Di Sabato Timothy D 303 Mountain Ave
Dibert Alice 615 2nd Ave
Diehl Steve 304 Ruskin Dr
Donoway Anna 208 1st St
Dukeman Kati 2715 Fairway Dr Apt 1 C
Duncan Eugene J 1127 7th Ave
Dunio Richard T 323 4th Ave
Durio Arthur M 2022 Hudson Ave
Ebersole Edith V 301 Valy View Blvd
Eckley Karlene 1401 Van Buren Ave
Eger Donna 1st Fl 707 2nd Ave Apt 1
Eger John D Sr, John 500 5th Ave
Elders Joseph W, William 519 10th St
English Jane L 2902 3rd Ave
Ernest Ed 808 Logan Blvd
Etchells Wilfred 430 Crawford Ave
Eulchiero Gregory 3000 Fairway Dr
Evangelista Helen V 1812 2nd Ave
Evangelisto Lori A 3346 Lynwood Dr
Fanale Leanne 321 7th Ave
Fanella Josephine M 301 Mountain Ave
Fanelli Louis J 554 55th St
Farber Genea 326 7th Ave
Farrah Mabel E 321 Howard Ave Lakemont
Fazenbaker Karen J 508 11th St
Ferrone Concetta J 106 E 4th Ave
Finnegan Carrie L 1506 First Ave
Fiore Buick 808 Logan Blvd
Folcarelli Nellie 2519 Quail Ave
Forney B Alan 2705 Dove Ave
Fries Jeanette M 1600 8th Ave Apt 601
Fry Nathaniel 2500 Walton Ave
Fulchiero Gregory 2525 9th Ave Ste 2a
Fusco Louise M Hillview 700 S C
Galioto Carol 400 E Hudson Av 2
Gallagher Janine 1514 E Pleasant Valy Blvd
Gallucci Brandon 706 Claybrooke Dr
Garman James 1600 Pleasant Valy Blvd
Gathers H W 1319 Logan Blvd
Geasey Kenneth 2025 Pkwy Dr
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Gerardine Jo Anne 311 Orchard Ave
Gerhart Helen C, Gregory 1601 1st Ave
Gioiosa Elizabeth R 720 E Bell Ave
Goetz Mary 801 1st Ave
Goff Altoona 206 Dewey St
Goldberg Virginia, Hugh 309 31st St
Goodfellow Thomas Jr 105 Halleck Pl
Gorsuch Charles, Mary E 1027 3rd Ave
Graham Dennis H, Margaret Rose 1606 Old Dominion Dr
Grassi Leonar 512 6th St
Gray Thomas S 522 E Logan Ave
Green Thelma 705 Ruskin Dr
Harkless Jean M 701 Lincoln Manor
Harten Courtney 221 7th Ave
Hatch Alberta P 112 2nd Ave
Hele Karri 1909 1st Ave
Heslip Geraldine, Norman 811 11 St
Holsinger Deborah A 502 Forest St
Hoover Blanche M 1413 3rd Ave
Horizons Hospice Amy Schnelder 309 E Plank Rd
Hostetler Dwight M 2107 2nd Ave
Hrivnak Jennifer R 5 Log Cabin Ct
Huber Janet A 1901 3rd Ave
Hutchison Edith 1010 S 9th St
Igou Caroline M 2040 E Pleasant Valy Blvd Ap 25
J C Harper LLC 700 Logan Valy Mall
Jackson Christopher M 214 12th St
Jenkins Daniel L 721 Shand Av
John H Welch Trust 1101 Flamingo Dr Apt 3000
Julmis Yurik 1014 S 1st St
Kaphamer John 1423 1st Ave
Keith Robert G, Susan M 5537 5th Ave
Keresey Cleo M 309 1st Ave
Keyser James, Diane 112 S Beckman Dr
Kirsch Emma 718 1st Ave
Kirsch Emma J 514 6th Ave
Kling Pearl E 514 Pleasant Valy Blvd
Knorr Audrey Est 708 2nd Ave
Koofer Barbara 228 E 1st Ave
Kopp Express 1400 8th Ave
Krazy Kustoms 709 6th St
Labriola Jill Charlene 35 Mansion Blvd
Labriola Jill Charlene 3900 3rd Ave
Lamar Advertising 704 8th St
Lamca Elizabeth F 3806 4th Ave
Lamertina Tina M 101 41st St 1
Lantz Joseph, Rena 2422 5th Ave
Larres Sandra L, Gus 1828 Grant Ave
Larrimore Margaret, Chas M 2030 6th Ave
Lear Gloria 112 2nd Ave
Lee Walter J III, Elizabeth M 304 Ruskin Dr
Lemire Philippe 1513 Crawford Ave
Lender Yvonne N 1655 Juniata Rd
Leonard C K 800 4th Ave
Leonard David A 116 E 6th Ave
Leonard Patricia D 515 7th Ave
Liebal Diana 1626 Bell Ave
Link Computer Inc 317 E Pleasant Valy Boule
Lipitz Mark E Blair Medical Asso 1414 9th Ave
Lipple Jo Anne L Ex Est Ernest Quintilli 1317 Polk Ave
Locke Alice A 115 Rosehill Dr
Loop Marian J 516 Mountain Ave Apt C
Lucianos Auto Body Inc 1600 Pleasant Valy Blvd
Maillard William P 820 Crawford Ave
Malick Gregory 54 Duff Dr
Mann William M 1405 Rosehill Dr
Marshall Marjorie J 1600 8th Ave Apt 517
Mayernick Michael 2662 Lark Ave
Mccarthy David 1306 Pleasant Valy Blvd
Mcclellan Vanessa R 6 Laughlin Cir
Mccohan Edgar F 809 3rd Ave
Mcgarvey Pauline 622 N Tr Dr Condo 5
Medina Stephen M 123 Grace Rd Apt 10
Mentzer David Motel 6 Rm 132 1500 Sterling St
Mercy Joyner Assoc 2525 9th Ave Ste A A
Messner Donald K, Robin A 1517 Fordham Cir
Messner Robin A, Donald Co Heather 1001 5 Hench Cir
Messner William V, Kristine 222 Calder St
Michael C Harpster 502 11th St
Miller Dorothy P 600 1st Ave
Miller Dorothy P 818 1st Ave
Miller Leonard P 501 Grant Ave
Miller Scott J 1007 S Carlisle Ln
Mollica Richard, Fannie 405 1st Ave
Mort Alfred T, Zelma G 1621 Jackson Ave
Moses Carol J 407 8th Ave
Moses William, Amy 407 8th Ave
Mozur Mitchell P, Rose D 2303 5th Ave
Myers Frances 812 6th Ave
Nace Clara M 212 Logan Blvd Apt I
Nagle Helen M 326 4th Ave
Ng Guys Inc, Antonios 1000 6th Ave
Noonan Timothy A 711 E Bell Ave
Oakman Sharon J 516 First Ave
Orr Jayme 802 3rd Ave
Oswald George J 2170 Old 6th Ave Rd
Palazzi Christopher M, Tyne N 600 Baynton Ave
Palladini Joseph 413 6th Ave
Palma John 2413 3rd Ave
Palms John M Est 608 29th St 189
Parker M Suzanne 516 Mountain Ave Apt C
Pechter Shirley A 3405 Baker Blvd
Peros Tammy J 620 Lehigh Ln
Petersen Bradley D 614 N Tr Dr
Peterson Kathryn 2703 Fairway Dr Apt 2a
Pfahler Walter 705 6th Ave Unit R
Pfeffer Hardware 311 S Kettle St
Pietrolungo Carmella 1929 E Pleasant Valy Blvd
Piper Crystal Leeann 2700 7th Ave
Popp Taylor M, Maria A 2523 5th Ave
Porta Charles 2911 6th Ave
Potter Richard W 212 27th Ave
Potts Amber L 135 S Dartmouth Ln
Raihl Randoph M 2219 6th Ave
Railroaders Heritage Corp 301 Union Ave Pmb 324
Raynal Ada G 1808 Bellmeade Dr
Reindl Francis, Anna F 1202 3rd Ave
Richard Aloysius L 608 10th St
Riley Helen 316 1st Ave
Rinker Walt 304 60th St Apt A
Robbins Margaret 1668 Notre Dame Rd
Robinson Therese 2818 6th Ave
Rodgers Charles 11th St
Rosenberger Sharon 1231 Bell Ave
Ross Lois 607 9th St
Russel Karla 532 3rd Ave
Sabo Deborah L 3505 Ft Roberdeau Ave
Sankey Shawn W 415 24th St
Savino Patsy 126 E 4th Ave
Scott David M 304 Ruskin Dr
Semple Marvin D 506 7th Ave
Seymour Elizabeth M 2802 Furnace Ave
Shutack Joseph 801 2nd Ave Fl 2
Sites Lois M 517 7th Ave
Southern Care Hospice 206a Falon Ln
Spahr Christy 2016 4th Ave
Spalding Clarence J 110 3rd St
Steele Patricia R 2024 4th Ave
Steinbeiser Raymond 1915 First Ave
Steinbrunner Cheryl A 312 6th St
Steingraber Mike 510 45th St Fl 1
Stelco Inc 260 Brush Mt Rd
Stevens 2009 23rd Ave
Stevens Mortuary 1331 8th Ave
Stich Gary P 324 Pleasant Valy Blvd
Stiffler Blake 503 Ridge Ave
Stride Rite Bootery Park Hills Plz
Sub Convenience Group LLC 100 W Plank Rd
Superior Systems Integrators 400 Lakemont Park Blvd
Swauger Shirley Marie 612 7th Ave
Taylor Joan M 1668 Notre Dame Rd
Thatcher Margaret L 510 E Walton Ave
Threadgill George 605 1st Ave
Unverdorben C Joanne 1614 Crawford Ave
Vaught Hilda 2117 8th Ave
Veloz Micaela 229 5th Ave
Veloz Micaela 707 3rd Ave
Way Aaron Russell 617 Yale Ln
Weber Leeta 1020 Pleasant Valy Blvd
Webster Sally B Est 111 Logan Blvd
Weicenburg Charles H, Margaret L 112 Mosser St
Weichenburg Charles H 112 Mosser St
Welch John H 1101 Flamingo Dr Apt 3000
Weyandt Kathy J 210 Ridge Ave Apt 3
Winebrenner Marion M 101 41st St Apt 3
Wise Connie L 1850 Bellemeade Dr
Wolfkiel Grace 506 4th St
Yacobucci Thomas Joseph II, Thomas J III
705 Morningside Ave
Ye Hua 2018 Hudson Ave
Yon James G 216 1st Ave Lakemont
Zeigler Erika C 3413 Onieda Ave
Zimmerer W G 5800 Boyce Ave
Altoona Pa 16603
Bekins C, Keystone Finl Trust Oper PO Box 1814
Bidaut Romain PO Box 642
Brannock Shaw Prop Ll PO Box 332
Emes Cody Wild Bill Cody PO Box 552
Filipiak Frank J PO Box 2177
Forbes Margaret, Valy View Home PO Box 1229
Geist Stephanie L PO Box 495
Hampton Melissa C PO Box 289
Holtzinger John E III Box 225 Homers Gap
Johnston James W PO Box 1363
Keystone Fin Natl Bank, Keystone Fin Tst Oper
PO Box 1814
Lamantia Paul A PO Box 2069
Lep Profit Intl Inc, Keystone Fin Tst Op PO Box 1814
Manpower Inc Regency Sq Old RT 220 N Ste 200
PO Box 3200
Nassif Albert C PO Box 2379
Oakman Sharon J PO Box 1003
Settlemyer Robert R PO Box 2718
Television Station Group LLC 5000 6th Ave
Tritex Sportswear Inc PO Box 1430
Veeder Root Co 6th Ave Burns Crossing PO Box 1673
Ward Trucking Corp PO Box 1553
Ward Truckload Express LLC PO Box 1629
Williams Pauline 1211 19th St
Ws Lee & Sons PO Box 1631
Bellwood Pa 16617
Barry Mark J PO Box 204
Benfield Janet M, David J 125 S Tuchahoe St
Bouchat Frederick C Jr 1207 Cambria St
Bowman Chris 536 Stewart St
Burgess Ania C 809 N 9th St
Erickson Susan J 625 E 9th St
Garland Robert J 700 N 4th St
Garver Glenn L 396 N 4th St
Gross Esther M 414 Main St Apt 9
Igou Gertrude, Harry Miller Trailer Ct
Kovac Judith 1311 N Cambria St Apt
Lindsey Eugene E, Lois A PO Box 189
Miller William H 920 Cambria St
Milliron Charlotte A 809 N 9th St
Moore Jacqueline 700 N 4th St
Prough Penny R 536 Stewart St
Sacolic Rachelle E PO Box 152
Tyler Shirley 508 Stewart St
Wicks Jerome E 320 Blair St
Wicks Jerome E 325 Blair St
Claysburg Pa 16625
Albright John Est PO Box 234
Champeno Megan 561 Ski Gap Rd
Claycomb Gayle 12756 Dunnings Hwy Ste 2
Clinich David W PO Box 34 Senior Dr
Diani Megan PO Box 6
Dupree Josephine RR 1
Feathers Sheldon S RR 2 Box 1237
Grove Hannah N 944ab Pine Hollow Rd
Lair Audrey 112 N Scrubgrass Rd
Long Evan 126 Rush Dr
Pierce Celia J RR 1
Roudabush Eugene W 211 Picnic Rd
Strayer Dennis A, Amy L 540 Butchs Cir
Walter Galen 207 Upper Claar Rd
Zeigler Chevrolet Olds Inc RT 220 PO Box 443
Duncansville Pa 16635
382 Michael Miller 667 Brd St
Austeel Stamping 121 Poplar Run Rd
Auto Oasis Car Wash 603 3rd Ave
Bac Home Loan Servicing John R Watson III PO Box 492
Baker Jessica A 1590 Dry Run Rd
Barfield Earnest J 131 Glenn Rd
Berkey Lee S 12 Woodland Terrance
Bounds Alexander Est, Twila 130 Keister Ln
Brawley Viola 809 Country Manor Dr Apt 408
Bumgardner Pauline RFD 5
Burwell Family Medicine P 764 Plz Ste 3
Clarke Alice H 1707 Newry Ln
Claycomb Lisa A 3244 Colonial Dr
Colbert Dewayne 106 Zimmerman Ln
Colledge Foster R Est 1149 Municipal Dr PO Box 663
Shawn B Cohen
Dellape Dianna 218 Walker Dr
Dick Richard P, Steven P 184 Cross Keys Vlg
Doutt Matthew R 849 3rd Ave
Dutko Edward L 1008 7th Ave
Emsi Duncansville PO Box 773
Fl Smithe Machine Co Inc Old RT 220 North
Giuseppe Frucella 1012 Newry Ln
Godard Mildred 822 Fox Chapel Dr
Halbritter Marlene M 2319 Sugar Run Rd
Harris Richard J 521 Municipal Dr
Herman Motorsports PO Box 908
Herr Jennifer L 1328 7th Ave PO Box 323
Horomanski Eugene PO Box 837
Howard Nancy S 590 Newry Ln Apt 221
Hunter Roman N 521 Municipal Dr
Hunter Warren 838 3rd Ave
Jaggard Ruth M 1317 9th Av
Jandora Colleen M 1658 Mill Rd
Johns Charles T 21 Crosskeys Ct
Jones Dwayne 2013 Old RT 220 N N220
Jubas John Andrew 604 Penndale Ln
Kensinger Carl W, E I 15665 Dunnings Hwy
Kensinger Paul G 597 Harvest View Ln
Lanzendorfer Brenten 250 Helen St
Laurel Lodge 2319 Sugar Run Rd
Lee Foodservice PO Box 279
Lyons Maryann O2 Maple Hollow Townhouse
Microsh Richard 1008 7th Ave
Mielnik Vicki S 1317 5th Ave
Miller Jennie M 501 Elm Ln
Miller Marjorie M 1317 9th Av
Minnigh Cheryl PO Box 239
Morina Joshua D 125 Mcdonald Dr
Neave Jessica E 2170 Sugar Run Rd
Norris Lisa 1409 3rd Ave Apt A
North American Comm PO Box 39
O’Connell Thomas 329 Maple Hollow Rd
Ott Catherine 809 Country Manor Dr Apt 408
Ott Florence B 350 White Oak Ln
Paulson Jean R 1122 6th Ave
Plummer James 9112 Charger Hwy
Porta Michael 125 Mcdonald Dr
Professionals Auto Body 1109 Old RT 220 N
Pyramid Healthcare Inc 1894 Old RT 220 N PO Box 967
Rajkov Sherry RR 1
Reed George F 22 Woodland Ter
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Rice Bruce W Jr Est PO Box 296
Ritts Tawnia 3331 Old 6th Ave N Fl 2 A
Rubin Patricia A 633 Appleview Ln
Rudy Phyllis J 2141 Hixton Rd
Rugh Michael C PO Box 7
Schmidhamer Gerald RD 3
Seymour Esther M 103 Taylor Ln
Sharp Alice J RD 5 Box 16
Shaw Dale 1116 3rd Ave
Smith Gail A 1107 Puzzletown Rd
Smith Oronde A 653 Cedarcrest Dr
Snyder Lillian K 9708 Charger Hwy
Sorbera Steven 1962 Old RT 220 North
Street Show Motorspo 1067 Edgewood Dr
Watsons Garage John R Watson III PO Box 492
Will Elizabeth R, Amy D 15665 Dunnings Hwy
Wilson Michael 1500 Teds Way
Wilt Joseph L RR 2 Box 43
Ws Lee Dip PO Box 279
Wyandt William Care Free Landscaping PO Box 1017
East Freedom Pa 16637
Claar Anna K RR 2 Box 236e
Claar Dennis RR 1 Box 468
Claar Joann R 421 Showalter Rd
Gates Jeffrey 15045 Dunnings Hwy
Hale Luther RD 1 Box 239
Harris Michele L 2823 Everett Rd
Herman Michael S 498 RD 1 Pole Ca
Kagarise Deborah A, Kyle B 267 Beagle Club Rd
Michael Herman H 498 RD 1 Pole Cat Hollow Rd
Michael Herman S 498 RD 1 Pole Ca
Rd Daniel G 2 Box 2b
Smith Jacqueline G PO Box 117
Tomlinson Nellie R 168 Irvin St
Walter Clair E 1156 Polecat Rd
Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Ajay Audrey M, John RR 1
Albright Louise C PO Box 16
Alliance Imaging Inc Lisa A Consiglio 37 Cir Dr
Anderson William B 720 Blair
Battisti Anthony J 292 Frankstown Sportsman Rd
Bauer Charles J Hollidaysburg Veterans Home PO Box 319
Beauchamp Mary 128 Logan Blvd 111
Becker Brittany RD 3 Box 415a
Bendzella Sylvester Dmitri Manor Apt 103 St Marys Ln
Blitz Gregory W, Theresa C 1003 Maple Ave
Boone Cheryl K 1221 Walton Ave 207 Bonnie Ln
Boring Robert A 771 Locke Mountain Rd
Bowser Betty L 320 Hickory St
Burk Charles R 412 Walnut St
Burk David I 425 Bedford St Apt 1
Burket Cara L RR 4 80
Burkhart Edgar K 420 Benton Dr
Cannarsa Marie E RR 2 Box 5b
Chesney Ruth I 1237 Locke Mountain Rd
Curfman Mary K Garvey Manor 128 Logan Blvd
Daly Shannon Eileen 108 Sweet Cherry Ct
Daub Richard L Hollidaysburg Vet Home Macarthur Hall
Davis Tonda Leigh 725 Shaw Rd
Decker Jeffrey P PO Box 535
Delerme Carmen L 2954 Scotch Valy Rd
Dodson Dennis E 1209 Maple Ave
Dodson Scott E 218 Anna Dr
Dunlap Gertrude Smithfield
Elkins William S RR 2 Box 520
Fahnline Elizabeth A Brush Run Apts 201
Felton Rebecca S 260 Donna St
Fink Jaye A 178 Mulligan Dr
First United Bank & Tru PO Box 593
Forever of Pa Inc One Forever Dr
Foster Lillian, Lester H 270 Richards Dr
Fox Pamela P 804 Holliday Hills Dr
Grassadonia Thomas P 1201 Maple Ave
Grove Patrick C 203 Upper Reese Rd
Hammond Horace Hollidaysburg Vet Home PO Box 319
Hartmann Walburga 2013 Lakes Rd
Hartmann Walburga RR 3 Box 408
Haslam Nicholas J 422 Quiet Hollow Rd
Heiberg Eric J 523 Clearview Dr
Hindinger Ryan P 1004 Holliday Hills Dr Apt 2
Hodge Martha 422 N Juniata St
Hollen Grayce 309 Jackson St
Hoover Alexander F 317 Cedar St
Irwin Jessica A PO Box 83
Jacobs Jessica D 905 Mattern Orchard Dr
John Stuckey Ford Inc 34 Scenic Dr
Johnson Charles A 1106 Spruce St
Kaminsky Miriam Evergreen Rd
Karson Arthur J Meadows Intersection PO Box 319
Keirn Samuel 2 Linden St
Kenyon Carl D 501 Hickory St
King Timothy Jr 604 Mulberry St
Kinton John PO Box 319
Kuang Jian L 57 Michaels Dr
Kuntz Marshall E, Robert 287 Todd Ave
Lehman Mary A PO Box 468
Lingenfelter Terry P, Susan P RD 3 Box 133
Littlejohn John D 4 Brushmeade
Lloyd Sorge Funeral 422 N Juniata St
M Feeney Construction 47 Creekside Ln
Maggi Patricia E RR 2 Box 558
Mahendi PO Box 225
Maragos Gerald P 523 Wayne St
Mathias Brian C, Dorothy 125 Lower Donna St
Matthews Mary M Rural 3 Box 204a
Mcaleer Dennis J, Nellie M 220 Newry St
Meyers Regis F St Marys Ln
Mock Michael W RR 2 Box 236
Moudy Kenneth Hollidaysburg Vet Home Macarthur Hall
Moyer Janelle D 409 Locke Mountain Rd
Murphy Frederick T, Kimberly D 16 Brushmeade
Murphy Frederick T, Kimberly D 1737 S Logan Blvd
Musselman Jennifer J 108 Flintstone Dr
Nachylow Barbara 24 Locust Ct
Nasrallah Paul F 202 Jones St
Nerenberg Carl S, Nadeen A 205 Belair Rd
Nevling Joseph 310 Newry St
Pa Activity Prof RR 2 Box 15
Pahl Lillian Box 4 Evergreen Rd
Pasi Joseph A 314 Walnut St
Patt Pamela Jean PO Box 427 422 Allegheny St
Perna Elaine I, Dayton E Hollidaysburg Veterans Home
PO Box 319
Petroski Richard A PO Box 398
Pontzer Matthew M, Denise L 716 Walnut St
Reiker Agency Inc 17 Sylvan Hts Dr
Rilling Dennis B, Lois M PO Box 143
Risher Beatrice M 1 Green St
Robert Kemp RT 2 Box 226
Robinson Barbara A RD 1 Box 144
Romig Michael G PO Box 319
Rubbe Cornelia M, James J, Michael J, Michelle
303 Jones St
Rutter Herbert G 1101 Hedge St
Scavone Anthony S 975 Brush Mountain Rd
Shiffler Betsy 109 Wall St
Smith Judith S RD 1 Autumn Ests Box 605
Snare Dorothy E 300 Spring St 309
Snively Nancy L Apt 3 A Seville Apts
Sollenberger Elaine Tew 707 Clark St
Storer M F 15 S Montgomery St
Thomas Andrew S 420 Lindsay St
Thomas Ronald N, Sandra L 140 Holliday Hills Dr Apt 215
To Market Two Markets 310 Penn St Ste 101
Trimarco Cindy A 250 N Gail St
Vaughn Philip W 104 Country Club Te
Vaughn Tammy J 578 Berwind Rd
Vipond Paul Est PO Box B
Waibel Caroline 916 Walnut St
Walk Danicia M 1540 Reservoir Rd
Walls George E Jr, Elda 315 Hickory St
Weaver Rosella 326 Allegheny St Fl 2
Weyant Randy A RR 4 Box 150
Whalen Daniel P 732 S Logan Blvd
Wimer Christi C 34 Scenic Dr
Wissingers Pharmacy PO Box 628
Wolfe Jeffrey 302 Roosevelt Ave
Yeager John B 4 Orchard View Dr
Yohn Sharon A, Paul I 1221 Walton Ave
Yost Vicki, John 103 Woodview Dr
Zeigler Grace RR 1 Box 379 Reservoir Rd
Martinsburg Pa 16662
Black Betty 449 Orchard Ln
Blough Eric D 507 Cherry St
Cliber Barry R 211 N Railrd St
Clouse Myron RR 2 Box 42
Dandrea Edward Homewood Retirement Ctr
1225 Nomox Rd
Dick Mark A 104 Blair St
Freyer Thomas A 408 N Market St
Griffith Victoria Est 72 Spring Dr Carol Warland
Hall Lois 1373 Cross Cove Rd
Henry Wendy L 440 Brumbaugh Ln
Hicks Jeffrey A 127 Fox Ln
Honsaker Raymond H 404 Maple St 3
Johnson Ann RR 2
Kagarise Helen 429 S Market St
King Kaye A 410 E Julian St
Lauver Timothy D 137 Applepacker Rd
Litzenberger Kenneth PO Box 403
Mcconahy Cloyd Est 161 Spgs Dr
Piccirillo John A Est 430 S Market St Apt 114
Reed Alyssa M, Jamie M 104 Locust St
Riley Robert L 437 Givler Dr
Ritchey S Dairy Inc 2130 Cross Cove Rd
Wylam Glenn E 410 E Julian St
Newry Pa 16665
Rabatin Catherine G PO Box 153
Roaring Spring Pa 16673
Albright Irene L 247 Main St
Auto Trakk LLC 1434 Bloomfield Rd
Bechtel Gladys M 3649 Lafayette Rd
Bechtel Shirley A 208 June Dr Apt 135
Burket Marian G 714 Bloomfield St
Campbell Danielle N 3826 Lafayette Rd
Clarke Harry E 704 Robinson Ave
Cunningham Dale 2237 Frosty Hollow Rd
Detwiler Marshall G 731 Rossevelt Ave
Garber John A, Joan V 600 Walnut St
Hamm Jennifer 427 Cherry St
Hasenstab Louise 516 Park Ave
Kensinger Jean B 827 James St
Lion Gate Farm PO Box 7
Mowry Clarence R, Mary K RD 1
Musselman Blair D 247 Main St
Myers J B Box 84 Plum Creek Rd
Pote Ada M 708 Walnut St
Pote Alton J, Lena RR 1 Box 81
Smith Transport Inc 331 E Closson Rd PO Box 201
Theofield Truman E 226 Cherry St
Thompson Funeral Hom 734 New St
Thornton Mary M, Carroll A Miller 210 June Dr 351
Wallace Shawn 1434 Bloomfield Rd
Walters Ronald D 113 June Dr
Tipton Pa 16684
Dogs Deserve Better PO Box 23
Gibson John PO Box 38
Johnson Reed T PO Box 31
Tyrone Pa 16686
A Min Mark Hanna RFD 2 Box 411
Adams Vince Jr 1861 Adams Ave
Amin Joshua Hanna RFD 2 Box 411
Aungst Bryan D 4579 E Pleasant Valy Blvd
Ball Verna RFD 2
Barner Christine A, Richard A 2970 Pennington Rd
Baronner Thomas W, Thomas 770 Washington Ave
Billy Emile 554 Sassafrass St
Black George C 3250 S 8th St
Bogel Jenny M 12402 S Eagle Valy Rd
Boughamer Kevin S 126 W 12th St
Boyer Galen C 299 Maines Dr
Burket John W RD 1 Box 407
Campbell Jordan 745 Stahls Ln
Campbell Sally Est 1465 Blair Ave
Chapman Jerry RD 1 Box 436
Chen Beiwei PO Box 308
Cherry A Min Allison, Min Amanda L, Min Arin D
RFD 2 Box 411
Cherry Charles A 200 Main St
Cherry Donald 122 Grace Ln
Cherrya Min Angela M RFD 2 Box 411
Clark Brian 916 Laurel St
Crews Mary F 1252 Blair Ave
Dearment Holly J 13796 S Eagle Valy Rd
Decker Stanley J 1057 Logan Ave 2fl
Desimone Michael D 1463 Logan Ave
Dixon Ruth A 403 Park Ave
Epworth Manor 951 Washington Ave
Friday Donald L 30 Cherry Ave
Gibboney William 1507 Columbia Ave
Green Glenn A RR 2 Box 539a
Grindall Emerson 310 W 11th St Apt A
Hand Cecelia A 306 6th St
Hand Leann 1903 Columbia Ave
Hanna Adam J RFD 2 Box 411
Hausknecht Edna Est 925 S Lincoln Ave Ste 227
Himes A Min Kara E, Mary C, Min Kristin, Jennifer N,
Min Daniel I RFD 2 Box 411
Hoffer Sheila 36f RD 5 Rossman Rd
Kimberling Cheryl L 1025 Bald Eagle Ave
Kohan John 1311 Bell Tip Rd
Larson Theresa A, Donald A 122 Cherry Ave
Leri Dan 3621 Johnson Hill Rd
Logan Beverage Inc 150 W 14th St
Lucas Hull B 2207 Adams Ave
Maccise Devlyn Jennifer PO Box 308
Mattern Heather 1213 Hamilton Ave
Mcclellan Charles RR 3
Mcelwain William M RD 3 Box 118a
Mcgeary Alice M 9166 William Penn Hwy
Merritt Betty J RR 3 Box 197
Miller Ethel 16 E 14th St
Miller Jacinda 134 Grazierville Rd
Mills Gerald E PO Box 301
Minemier Frances 774 Washington Ave Fl 1
Moore Marjorie L 602 W 18th St
Mordan Benjamni 2738 Ridge Rd
Morrissey Catherine D 537 Oak St
Morrissey Paula 2220 Morrissey Ln
Moryken John W RR 2 334
Myers Auto Body RD 4 Box 28f
Nelson Eric 2247 Pennington Rd
Ni Boyuan PO Box 308 RT 453 Grier School
Nowak Gary 14050 Sw SR
Premier Chry Jeep Dodge PO Box G Old RT 220
Premier Chrysler Jeep Dodge PO Box G RT 220
Rankin Naomi G, Paul R 549 Oak
Romano Crista RR 4 Box 182
Sager James 421 W 23rd St
Shaffer Hope K 601 S Lincoln Ave
Shaffer John 180 Grazierville Rd
Skarada Philip, Joan C 513 Oak Ln
Skelton William 320 W 17th St
Smead John C 109 W 12th St
Smith Valerie 1001 Bald Eagle Ave
Stimer Joyce 2105 Glad Ave
Swogger Camden R 670 Becker Rd
Tecca Mary Ann 905 Belmont Av
Toms Edward Jr RR 2 Box 99f
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Toms Ruth 198d Tuckahoe Rd
Tuono Albert DO 3 Hospital Dr
Uncle Dans PO Box 82
Unlimited Cycle Center RR 5 Box 27a
Vance Jennifer L 13530 S Eagle Valy Rd
Varga Jennifer 615 W 21st St
W F Hiller Agency Inc 1463 Logan Ave
Wagner Bernice E 111 W 12th St
Waite Esther E 1595 Hoovers Ln
Weber Bernadette RR 4 Box 155
Whitesel Gary A RD 5 Box 275
Wilson Mark 320 W 15th St
Wiser Mary L 310 6th St
Wypyszewska Karolina 4431 Kettle Rd
Yarn Elizabeth A 1210 Lincoln Ave
Yarnell Jay R 1210 Lincoln Ave
Yingling James 1462 Pennsylvania Ave
Williamsburg Pa 16693
Bones Dawn M 2971 Covedale Rd
Crothers Ruth A 632 W 3rd St
Diehl Stephen M 532 W 2nd St 2
Mcdowell Krista R 1442 Juniata River Rd
Mcdowell Krista RR 2 331−A
Mohansingh Samuel 707 W 3rd St
Mumich Elizabeth B RR 1
Nevitt Timothy 144 Cove Forge Rd
Shaw Barbara 403 W 3rd St Apt 101
Yoder Charlotte E 3rd St
Bradford County
Athens Pa 18810
Abie Elton 200 S Main St
Agri Service Agencies Inc PO Box 228
Allen Karen 109 Chemung St
Alm Solutions LLC 111 S Main St
Bailey Danielle D 303 N Main St
Baker Orpha G RR 1 156
Beirne Virginia Est PO Box 87
Bitler Robert E 121 Edward St
Calaman Roxanne RR 2 Box 338
Daniels Dennis M 111 Paine St 907
Decker Emil J 106 Hopkins St
Decker Lerdo 209 N River St
Dewalt Martha Jo RR 1 PO Box 305
Ford Marjorie RR 2 Box 109
G Webster Inc 460 Gateway Industrial Pkwy
Greenwood Margaret Kizer 411 2nd St
Hiley Mary Lou 215 Willow St
Hillyard Johnnie Est RD 2 Box 323
Hoagland Tillie R 505 Wells Ave
Horton Mildred F RR 2
Hunt Clarence E RR 1 Box 51
Ingersollrand 101 N Main St
King Arthur B Est Jonathan P Foster Co Exec
407 South Main St
King Jane Est Beverly J Bleiler Exec C/O Jonathan P
Foster Esq
Kromelbein Ferne 83 Horseshoe Ln
Lewis Mary J 502 Church St Apt 701
Lichtenstein Diane E 204 W Cooper St
Lunn Ernest 151 Horseshoe Ln
Mann John R Sr, Barbara B 10539 N Rome Rd
Martha−Jo Harding Dewalt Trust Uw RR #1 Box 305
Mays David R Jr, Gordon E 211 Longway St
Mcsparron Faith L Est C/O Frances W Crouse Esq
216 S Main St
Molyneaux Lulu 403 1st St
Morgen Sue E RR 2 Box 521
Northrup Eric 215 Bridge St
Norton Laurie−Beth RR #1 Box 305
Nothstein Pauline 129 Spruce
Park Virginia M 702 3rd St
Parks James E Attn Rae Parks 219 S Main St
Patterson Anita A, Frank Z00 South Main St Kingswood 73
Pietro Carlyle T 207 Ann St
Proper Fanna B 770 S Main St
Reagan Helen Est L 222 Chestnut St Apt 611
Robinson Doris R 222 Chestnut St Apt 612
Rogers Theron 402 S Elmira St
Rubin Richard Howard 389 Goose Hollow Rd
Rudloff Kyle 109 Water St Apt 3
Schrier Leola E 104 Chestnut St
Staniukinas Frances 69 Woodland Pines Rd
Temple Justin K 122 North Elmira St 2
Trbjld LLC 27811 Rt 220−PO Box 86
Vanness Dennis J RR 1
Wagoner Darren J RR 2 Box 320a
Walter Michael G RR 1 Box 101a
Warland Marshall 153 Penny Ln
Williams Richard RR 2
Wilson Minnie G Est Attn Rae Parks 219 S Main St
Woodard Chris 201 Pine St
Camptown Pa 18815
Bates Michelle Box 11
Canton Pa 17724
Allen Paul E 221 Pratts Mill Rd
Anderson Barbara C/O RR 1 Box 1648
Baillie Michelle 46 Griffin Ln
Barrett Patrick J 293 Buchanan Rd
Brown Justin L Ctr St
Castle Marrian E 1611 William Hallow Rd
Chilson Jesse A 58 E 2nd St
Cole Matthew J 667 Troy St
Diggs Lottie101 W South Ave
Fleury Matthew R, Hannah M 24 N Minnequa Ave
Fleury Matthew R, Isaac J 24 N Minnequa Ave
Fleury Matthew R, Jacob M 24 N Minnequa Ave
Haflett Eric RR 2 Box 85b
Haflett Lyle A RR 2 Box 2652
Haflett Trula V, Lyle A287 Reed Rd
Hamilton Belinda R Apt 1 14 Troy St
Hartsock Edna RR 1 Box 1180
Hayes Stephanie RR 2 Box 3248
Lawler Martha10 S Minnequa Ave Apt B101
Marbaker Kevin R 735 Ward Hill Rd
Mcnett Richard A RR 2 Box 2136
Mcpherson Alice M 680 Troy St
Mooney Anthony P 15235 Rte 414
Mooney June R RR 2 Box 227
Porter Wilburn RR 3 662
Postma Aldert 1513 Newell Rd
Rieco Derrick S 360 East Main St
Roberts Mary 323 Troy St
Roe Thomas, Sally 5733 Rt 414
Rousos Hazel RR 1 Box 1648
Sentyz John J Jr RR 1 Box 247
Snyder Lenora G, Edward RD 1
Spencer Timothy W RR 2 Box 56
Stankiewicz Marie E 120 Elm St
Stiner Jack J RR 2 Box 2104
Storrs Larue R C/O Regina Storrs Regina Storrs
160 E Main St
Storrs Regena P Regina Storrs 160 E Main St
Swart Virginia 10a Little St
Whitehead Tracy L RR 1 127
Columbia Cross Roads Pa 16914
Botha Philip Rudolph RR 3 Box 128c
Bovier E RR 3 Box 245
Hamburger Peter J RR 2 Box 264
Rhodes Jackie D RR 3
Robbins Charles Keith, Kathryn RR #3 Box 253
Rounds Dennis A 239 Ridgebury Rd Apt 8
Schuessler Nancy Joy Est RR 2 Box 214
Watkins Jamie RR 2 Box 47a
East Smithfield Pa 18817
Webster Richard PO Box 115E
Easton Pa 18845
Dieterich Stephanie 2600 Northhampton St Apt 207b
Hetzel Richard A 2600 Northhampton St Apt 207b
Gillett Pa 16925
Arthur Hungerford Trust State Rte 14 Box 35551
Austin Scott 15861 Berwick Tpke
Bolt Laura RR 2 Box 611
Brock Joann K, Daran RR 2 Box 354
BS Investment Club Dennis Sullivan Agent RD 3
Carson Cary 35734 Rte 14
Cole John G III 3153 Fairview Rd
Felko Fred 5191 Roaring Run Rd
Granger George 3240 Bucks Creek Rd
Lepkoske Robert 32855 Rte 14
Liles Robert 548 Henshaw Ln
Mcneal Wilford J RD 3 Box 83
Posant Will RR 2 Box 843
Purcell Leigh F RR 2 Box 747
Robinson Michael 152 Apt 2 Wheeler Rd
Roy Bruce A 1881 Coryland Park Rd
Shedden Scott A 1311 Congdon Rd
Swatsworth William F, Nancy L RR 2
White John 34 Whites Dr
Granville Summit Pa 16926
Cole John G III 3153 Fairview Rd
Woellmer Elizabeth 6637 Rte 514
Grover Pa 17735
Brennan Edmund J 368 West Main St
Milan Pa 18831
Ashby Christina RR 1 Box 166
Campbell Bonnie PO Box 44
Chisdak Debra M RR 1 Box 91
Mann Elizabeth R PO Box 35
Miller Laura M 263 Water St
Smith Adelbert, Jane 5290 Laurel Hill Rd
Walrath Scott D RR 1 Box 176
Weaver Jessie P PO Box 21
Monroeton Pa 18832
Arnold Edward L RR 1 Box 155
Baker Dillon RR 1 Box 2526
Emory Frank RR 209 209
Frisbie Jordan F 615 Brocktown Rd
Moscufo David RR 1 263d
Oswald Edwin H RR 1 Box 201
Packer Stella B 192 Weston Rd
Penfold Joan 54 Brecher St
Petro Stella J, John Rte 1 Box 198−B
Robinson William E RR 1 Box 170
Smith Eleanor 82 W Laurel St
Woleslagle Duane G RR 1 Box 199b
New Albany Pa 18833
Higley Valerie A RR 2 Box 8
Manahan Dale RR 1 Box 16a
Marczyk Beth PO Box 394
Masteller Violet 90 Main St PO Box 160
Mcpherson Linda A PO Box 150
Rome Pa 18837
Cook Ronald T RR 2 Box 426
Davis James N, Paula M 1750 N Orwell Rd
Deloach Billie L, Jerry L47 Parkhurst Ln
Kuhlmam Mark RR Box 207 I
Richardson Janet RR 1 Box 106r
Rose Scott RR 2 305 1
Ruger Gerald S 74 Seven Hill Dr
Senatore John M RR 2 Box 332
Strope Matthew R, Cheryl L525 Strope Rd
Vanderpool Thomas L RR3 Box 3111
Sayre Pa 18840
Anderson William E 116 Elsbree St
Arnold Teresa RR 1 Box 85a Litchfield Rd
Ault Barbara A 517 North Hopkins St Apt 2
Ayers Mary E 330 Chemung St
Baker Jean 900 N Elmer Ave Apt 712
Ball August PO Box 114
Bennett Brian PO Box 216
Bernard Sarah L 108 Southeast St
Bokus Anna1 22 N River St
Brungess Fred Park Hotel
Butts Laurel 128 Vallilee Pl
Carl Louise M 133 Bressler St
Carlin Gary P 924 N Elmira St Lot 70
Cavazos Gabriel 106 N East
Clark Harry E 47 Lilac Ln
Clawson Joel R 334 W Lockhart St
Cleveland Airport Hospitality LLC C/O Attn Scott D Chaffee
255 Spring St
Coldiron David S 44 Oak Hill Dr
Cole Aaron N 207 Cayuta St
Cook James D 30 Larch Rd
Cornell Aaron 114 E Lockhart St Apt C
Cotter April1 297 N Elmira St
Daugherty Linda C 204 Blue Spruce Ln
Dipio Josephine 120 River
Drake Doris A 139 S Hopkins
Essien Adeline D 1 Guthrie Sq Guthrie Clinic Ltd
Evans Robert O 113 Layton St
Ferorko Anna1 22 N River St
First Liberty Bank & Trust 227 Spring St
Friend Emil B RR 1 Box 128
Garney Jolene M 517 North Hopkins St Apt 2
Georgetson Michael J 1199 Queen Esther Dr
Glover Dianne H 101 N Elmer Ave
Graczyk John 402 S Wilbur Ave
Green Cindy L 517 N Wilbur Ave
Green Maryalice, David R457 N Keystone Ave
Greene April 105 Bradford St
Greene Stephen, Alice M PO Box 362
Greninger Matthew T 120 West Lockhart St
Haulton Cathy 104 Maple St
Heavner Keeney Barbara 133 Bressler St
Hogan Charles T 107 N Hopkins St
Hogan Edward C RR 2 Box 352
Jeng Sheng B 107 Layton St
Jurcin Barbara F 517 N Hopkins St Apt 2
Kercher Estella D 121 Alden St
Lane Martin Donald, Emily Sara 132 Bressler St
Lanza Christine 104 1st St
Lathrop Lillian 142 Robb St
Le Torre Concrete Co RR 1 Box 38bb
Lefchak Jay D RR 2 Box B352c
Lenox Gertrude Park RD 2 Bressler St
Lewis Colleen S 1942 Pennsylvania Ave
Mcgill Dirk149 Baxter St
Mcmahon Faith C 4418 Wilawanda Rd
Med Supply Depot 1393 N Elmira St
Meyer Margaret Mary, Kenneth K 228 Hillcrest Dr
Meyer Michael J 310 Desmond St
Miller Jonathon W 227 Spring St
Mitchell Minton L 155 Cayuta St
Monte Joseph G 1827 Elmira St
Newman Julia 700 Keystone Mnr
Nobles Theresa M119 Fulton St
Penn Zelda L PO Box 9
Polinski Stephen E 108 Gdn St
Reed Wayne 2558 Riverside Dr
Richman Lesa A, Peter A 310 Olive St
Robertson Douglas Jr 719 Lincoln St
Royal Chevrolet 200 Spring St PO Box 278
Schurer Marie Rt 2 53 Oak Hill Dr
Seely Angie B Rt 2 Box 13er
Semezko Helen Est RR 1 Box 112d
Sharpton Keith 120 West Lockhart St
Sindoni Joshua 300 N Elmira St
Singhel Kenneth J, Kevin J101 Jacob St
Singhel Ryan Robert, Kenneth J101 Jacob St
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Taylor Brenda L 133 Bressler St
Tolhurst Sue E 117 Hemlock Rd
Towner Elizabeth J 204 Blue Spruce Ln
Turner Lillian B 426 N Keystone Ave Apt 205
Tymoski George 208 Guthrie Sq
Voorhees Sean Dennis, Sharon 712 N Elmer Ave
Waite Valerie 209 S Elmer Ave
Warner Allen G, Vina M RR 1 Box 76c
Warner Leadom A, Vina M RR 1 Box 76
Stevensville Pa 18845
Walters Daniel R RR 1 Box A1
Sugar Run Pa 18846
Adams Shawn L 308 Sugar Hill Rd
Gottlieb Maude H RR 1 Box 35
Greer William Est RR 1 Box 83c C/O Denise Greer
Salsman Michael H, Paula E 7549 Rte 187
Winney Jason R 454 Burke Rd
Towanda Pa 18848
Ackley Harry R 21706 Rte 187
Alberta Dorothea A RR 4 Box 162
Alper Andrew M RR 1 Box 125−A1
Arnold Jean I RR 5 Box 5406
Bailey Ambrose H, Gladys L 609 2nd St
Bailey John Paul RR 4 Box 121
Bailey Thomas J RR 1 Box 279a
Beckmann Evelyne RR 5 5378
Bennett Sherrie K RR 2 Box 108a
Blemle P P RR 1 273
Bowen Joseph4 Ward Ave
Bowen Nellie R, James A, Leroy T 217 York Ave
Brutzman Bill, Lois RR 1 Box 93
Bryan George F Jr 6 3rd St
Captain Jacks Inc 616 Main St
Chacona Octavius 116 Second St
Chaplin Edith Colonial Towers Apt 414
Chilison Jeffrey L RD 4 Box 280c
Conklin Russell A Jr 115 Ward Ave
Cory Harold D RR 4 Box 86
Craig Timothy P 2560 Preacher Brook Rd
Craig Timothy RR 3 Box 202
D L Abbott Hearing Aid Center 23 James St
Daniels Samantha J 25 1/2 Huston St
Day James E 302 Pine St
Driscoll Karen Apt 121 131 Colonial Dr
Farrell Steven RR 1 Box 195 A
Ferrario Auto Center Inc RR 6 Box 6013a
Franklin Donald E RR 2 Box 260c
Frawley Margaret J104 Pine St
Gilfoyle Timothy J10 State St
Harris Glen L, Tracy L Box 206a RR 3
Henry Dunn Inc 317 Main St PO Box 109
Isbell Christopher L RR 2 Box 233a
Johnson Lynn K RR 5 Box 5102
Kaylor Pearl B RR 3 Box 80
Larnard Thomas B 500 William St
Lewis Richard B 222 Poplar St
Lockhart Lois RR 1 Box 78
Lowery Thomas C PO Box 174
Mansfield April L 338 Borden Rd
Marcellus Gas and Oilmans Association PO Box 167
RD 1 Box 248c
Mechling Daniel John RD 5 Box 5192
Mechling James C IV RD 5 Box 5192
Mechling Pamela Mary RD 5 Box 5192
Miller Gary T RR 1 Box 212
Morris Lonza RR Box 6167a
Murray James L, Robin RR 5 Box 5341
Nagle Timothy Box 85
Northern Tier Cultural Alliance One Washington St Suite A
Ntier Prov Bradford Tioga House 317 Main St
Ntpt Northern Tier 317 Main St
Ntpt Partners In Progress 317 Main St
Ohmer Charles 206 Main St Apt 3
Olm Albert H Jr C/O Harriet Olm 116 Charles St
Olm Barbara C/O Harriet Olm 116 Charles St
Olm Jeanne C/O Harriet Olm 116 Charles St
Olm Robert C/O Harriet Olm 116 Charles St
On Cue Video RR 6 Brad Towne Centre
Osam Sylvania Produc Hawes St
Pardoe Guy E6 Mechanic St
Parker Willette F C/O Hernon RR 4 Box 53
Parsons David PO Box 5147
Patton Joshua J 5264 Fairview Rd
Pindar Michael W RR 3 Box 139
Pratt Colleen M 31 Hillcrest Hts Ln
Pro2cair Towanda 507 Main St
Reeves Dianna 618 Main St PO Box 4
Rowe Jean B RD 5 Box 5192
Saylor Roland H RR 1 Box 235a
Sheridan Frederick A RR 3
Shields Francis Bridge St
Smith Frances R Est 363 York Ave
Steele Gregory F 162 RR 2
Stempel George R RR 1
Swick Russell 39 Shepard Rd
Taylor Brenda 3 Bridge St
Thompson Thomas C 110 State St
Traceys Car Care Detail Auto Sales 7950 Rt 220
Tucker Louise C RR 5 Box 21
Welker Mae A RR 1 Box 217
Williams Oil Co PO Box 207
Yaremko Kim G 09 2nd St Apt 2
Troy Pa 16947
Anderson Harper Est 1090 West Main St
Ayers William 15900 Rt 6 C/O Bradford County Manor
Nursing
Barrett Janice E 4555 Mountain Ave
Campbell Mary B PO Box 332
Carson James RR 2 Box 352
Crooks Elizabeth M 142 Newland Dr
Erwin Ned B PO Box 194
Fitzwater Richard M RR 3 Box 117
Gilmore Rebecca A RR 3 Box 117
Gordon Elizabeth R, Robert B 743 Fairview Rd
Gwin Kenneth R 2472 Wallace Rd
Hollister John S 115 W Main St
Jacoby Mary E Obo Laura Riddle
Kennedy William W RR 2 Box 377 Old Kennedy Rd
Kent Stacy A RR 3 Box 95
Leblanc Kay 14133 Rte 6
Millstone Resources LP PO Box 6
Morris G Richard 180 Canton St
Porlanick Inc 299 PO Box
Priest Jordan 14133 Rte 6
Rood Kevin 1197 Redington Ave
Sharp Amber J 150b Taylor St
Thomas William E 9 W Main St
Twigg Steve RR 2 Box 388
Ulster Pa 18850
Campbell Halton PO Box 345
Geppert Mary Ellen RR 2 Box 231
Kelley Marion E RR 2 Box 263
Learn C M RD 2 Box 183
Reese Robin E RR 2 Box 258
Satterly Barbara RR 2 Box 190l
Towner Stephen D RR 1 Box 416a
Wagnecz William RR 2 Box 174
Walburn Christy 7672 Ulster Rd
Wilkerson Heather PO Box 261
Warren Center Pa 18851
Dewing Andrew R, Sally A HC 34 Box 31
Mondak Suzanne, Mark Box 27b Jones Rd
Seeley Roxanne C Executrix Sidney R Dake Est
RR 1 Box 856
Wyalusing Pa 18853
Adams Frank R PO Box 81
Armitage Alice RR 4 Box 4053
Billespie Beatrice RR 2 Box 168
Brink Joseph RR1 Box 110a
Chadwick Barbara A RR 1 Box 28
Conroy Jesse RR 3 Box 150
Ferguson John L RR 3 Box 165
Forristall Christine RR 1 Box 1c
Harris Doris Est RR 1 Box 186
Huber Deirdre PO Box 2
Huber Deirdre PO Box 279
Jones David W 128 Taylor Ave RR11h
Keeney Evelyn P1 St
Kipp Russell L 39586 Rte 6
Lasuer Aaron PO Box 828
Mcclaskey Theresa RR 2 Box 188b
Molyneux Donna RR 3 Box 306
Neagle Brandy RR 2 Box 273
Otis Robert C RR 3
Pennay Steven PO Box 796
Plaza Pharmacy State Rte 6
Schantz Gregory J 288 Railrd Ln
Smith Delphine RR 1 Box 186
Sperlazzo Arinda V 2113 Viall Hill Rd
Taylor Packaging PO Box 188
Vandemark Gail S, John M RD 4 Box 4302
Warfle Leslie RD 3 Box 149
Whipple Hope M Usa Rural Housing Service
1574 Stoney Point Rd
Wysox Pa 18854
Corbin Geraldine D RR 2
Dail Roy RR 2 Box 250 Mercur Rd W
Graczyk John J PO Box 330
Jennings Thomas L PO Box 38
Mitchell Elberta J RR 2 307
Palmer John P, Julie RR 2 Box 88b
Roshak Leonard J Jr RR 2 Box 233 North Rome Rd
Soulsby Nellie A132 Tulip Ln
Sudiekis Jordan D RR 2 Box 88b
Sweet Family Practice PO Box 341
Welch William F RR 2 Box 52
Wickwire Theron G RR 2 Box 100
Bucks County
Andalusia Pa 19020
Bamberski Monica Cedar Park Apt N5
Evelyn V Nickel Bristol Pike
Gale Gregory T 506 A1 Bells Ct
Kowal Alice Ann 1127 Highland Ave
Nickel Evelyn Bristol Pk
Sauer Rebecca A 205 Bayswater
Valentine Jeffrey 916 Mill Rd
Wise Anna May 1042 Tennis Ave
Bedminster Pa 18910
Goss Charles H 200 Veterans Ln Apt 310
Gross Pauline 200 Veterans Ln Apt 310
Hauser Kathleen PO Box 59
Mcginnis Joseph PO Box 343
Ron Lloyd Siding, Ron Lloyd PO Box 71
Wubbels Gertrude PO Box C
Bensalem Pa 19020
21 Publishing 1950 St Rd Ste 409
A Great Way To Travel Inc 3675 Hulmeville Rd
A T Chadwick Co Inc, Albert T Chadwick
100 Dunksferry Rd
A Vital Response Inc 550 State Rd Ste 105
Accu Weld L L C 1211 Ford Rd
Acharya Jayanta K 434 Hummingbird Ln
Acme Corrugated Box Co I 4525 Adams Cir
Acosta Pedro 3241 Humeville Rd
Adams Marie 889 Sta Ave
Addis John B Jr 2433 Hulmeville Rd
Advanced Care Podiat 3046 Knights Rd
Advanced Insurance Concepts Inc 3325 St Rd Ste 200
Aileo Lauren K, Aileo Frank 415 Knightsbridge Ct Apt C
Aklym Roofing & Siding 2336 St Rd
Alarapon Bimpie O, Julius A 1023 Bristol Pike
Albert Michael L 6433 Thomas Paine Ct
Alberto Jeffrey 2951 Century Ln
All Seasons Svc 4060 Blanche Rd
Allers Altmann PO Box 733
Almomani Mohammad A 606 Hogeland Ln
Almomani Mohammad A MD 2685 Knights Rd
Alwindsor Finan 3260 Tillman Dr Ste 90
Ambartsumian Marina 3338 Richlieu Rd Apt Y327
American Architectural Inc 2260 State Rd
Americredit Fin Svcs 1057 Totem Rd Apt A4
An Choon J, Wan I 4234 Telly Ln
Analytic Bio Chemist 3520 Progress Dr Ste F
Applegate Bart 4520 Winding Brook Dr
Appleyard Dawn 378 Dartmouth Ct
Arant Daniel E Jr 1438 Cornwells Ave
Ardis Christopher Sr 307 Penguin Dr
Arrianna Rose Foundation 1025 Wildwood Ave
Atz Diane 1086 Bristol Pike Apt 208
Aurora James 3200 Bensalem Blvd
Avenel Colonia First Aid Squad PO Box 1702
Ayala Felix 1912 Arrowood Dr
Aylestock Susan 3551 Bristol Pike
Bacon Billy B 1302 Gibson Rd Lot 61
Bader Derrick M 2517 Dunksferry Rd Apt M206
Baier Arthur L 814 Edgewood Ave
Bailey Jonathan 3806 Bensalem Blvd Apt 70
Baisden Agnes 320 Thunder Cir
Ballard Carlita 3551 Bristol Pike
Bally Refrigera Boxes 539 Dunksferry Rd
Balogun Samuel 1900 Park Ave
Barnard Catherine E, Scott A 1094 Emerson Ln
Barraza Raul L 4201 Neshaminy Blvd Pmb244
Barreto Cesar 3131 St Rd
Batty Karen 2844 Crafton Dr
Beatrice Prince 738 Mulberry Ct
Belardino Margaret M 4426 Yates Rd
Belcher Carol L 263 Thunder Cir
Bell Inez 5879 Griscomb Dr
Bensalem Auto Body 2531 St Rd
Bensalem Auto Body 3217 Farragut Ct
Bensalem Millwork LLC Neshaminy Valy Millwork
735 Birch Ave
Bensalem Muscle Therapy 1950 St Rd Ste 318
Bensalem Pain Mgmt PO Box 1006
Bensalem Pharmacy PO Box 429
Berenheim Audrey 1154 Woodbine Ave
Bernacki Bernadette A, Walter V 1409 Algate St
Berry Robin R 2852 Stanwood Ln
Bertolino Angela 2025 State Rd
Betham Trent G 1086 Perkins Ln
Beverage Incubators 3161 State Rd Unit L
Beyer Edward Jr 2739 Oakley Ave
Bieniek John J 5819 Wharton Cir
Birney Paul 1505 Pear Tree Ln
Black Nickecia 2517 Dunksferry Rd D 105
Blithe Nicole L 3551 Bristol Pike
Boateng Nat O 3158 Essin Town Way
Bollendorf Michelle 4512 Winding Brook Dr
Booz Russell 1606 Horace Ct
Boulden Dale 769 Haunted Ln
Bowman Chris 850 Sta Av D 6
Boyd Betty Est 479 Wicker Ave
Bradley Willie 3806 Bensalem Blvd
Brady John J 5980 Mark Dr
Brakoniecki Frank 1215 Lavender Rd
Brandt Debbie 1012 Burnley Ct
Brash Jamie 1835 Finch Dr
Bretherton John 3455 St Rd
Briggs Richard J 3607 Cedarcrest Rd
Brine Donald 1909 Inkberry Ln
Brockman Elliott D Bldg 6 Apt 15 3131 Knights Rd
Brodecki Darcy L, Jacob C 341 Herringbone Ln
Brown Morris, Adele 4532 Barnsleigh Dr
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Brown Jill Est, Ken Korger 3237 Bristol Rd Ste 204
Brown Karen 632 S Mt Vernon Cir
Brown Paul 2510 N Headhouse
Brown Zoryana P 2835 Century Ln Apt A 7
Bruno Michael 1504 Pear Tree Ln
Buckner Thomas 1450 Atterbury Way
Bucks Crossing 2005 LLC 3131 Knights Rd Ste 3−1
Buday Vincent 3241 Humville Rd Apt B5
Bukofsky John J 2049 Brown Ave Apt F−12
Burgstaller Maria A 1409 Chancellor Cir
Burns Michael J 3069 Century Ln
Bussey Mccray 2500 Knights Rd Apt 9903
Butcher Laura M, Butcher Logan A 3437 Mansion Dr
Caballero Refugio 2274 Green Ave
Caine Joan F 2517 Dunksferry Rd Apt H204
Calibrated Capital Inc 4768 Manitou Place
Calle Lito 2500 Night Rd Apt 3802
Campbell Abe Ira Philadelphia Svc Cente PO Box 57
Cannon Chick 5061 Sayer Ct
Canteen Services Compass Group 4060 Blanche Rd
Caoile Benjamin Est 1676 Rywall Ln
Capitol Ins Agency Inc 4201 Jakes Way
Capriotti Florence 1005 Essex Dr
Carle Patricia 301 Moorsgate
Carney Kevin 6017 Michael Dr
Carr Marie 516 A Beacons Ct
Carter Margaret T 3200 Bensalem Blvd Apt D107
Carts Today Inc, Yorai Roded 1040 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Cartusciello Dorothy 1900 Byberry Rd Apt 214
Cayto Shadrach 3131 Knights Rd Apt 5 2
Cervellero Jeanette M 6188 Garrett Ave
Cha Suk Yi 2500 Knights Rd Apt 7 05
Champion Alan A 3967 Gloucester Ct
Charming Shoppes Of Delaware Inc, Anne Hoban
450 Winks Ln
Chatrath Rajani 2500 Knights Rd 92−06
Chestnut Restaurants Group Inc 3070 Bristol Pike Bldg 1
Ste 200
Choi John 3002 Gilbert Dr
Chub Perez Alberto 3241 Hulmeville Rd E146
Citizen Public Adjusters 3237 Bristol Rd Ste 204
Citizens Bank 1396 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Clark Lashinda 608 Hummingbird Ln
Clark Nancy L Wood River Village Apt L104
Ben Salem Blvd
Clemens Loraine M 2756 Clifton Dr
Clemonscarr Leslye 3551 Bristol Pike
Clickstein Lisa S 2465 Croydon Ct
Clissold Florence G 3200 Bensalem Blvd Pca2
Coates H Randolph Anderson Organization
3643 Valy Meadow Dr
Cobra Electric PO Box 83
Cohen Albert S 2290 Galloway Rd A8
Cohn Ursula M, Diana 2500 Knights Rd 33 03
Colbs Ruthe A 366 Redwood Ct
Collins Patricia A 3269 Farragut Ct
Comings John S 209 High Rd C1
Conahan Janice M 5757 Prescott Ct
Conkey Dennis 3137 Benjamin Rush Ct
Connor Joseph S 1029 Wildman Ave
Constantini Robert C 3060 Bristol Rd Apt 101
Cook Elizabeth 972 Bristol Pike
Cook Joseph 3116 Clive Ave
Cormier Kevin 3300 Neshaminy Blvd Apt 245
Cornwells Station Apts L 717 Sta Ave
Corporate Financial Serv Inc Sidney A Friedman
3643 Valy Meadow Dr
Coyle Kathleen 2640 Atlantic Ave
Cranford Ems PO Box 1702
Crawf Patricia A 3313 Pasqualone Blvd
Cressman Brenda L 1059 Bolton Ct
Cri Services Inc 4124 Blanche Rd
Crosley Elizabeth V Wood River Valy F211
3200 Bensalem Blvd
Cross Kim A 116 Casey Ln
Csgc Inc 3750 State Rd
Cummons Joseph R 2945 Columbia Dr
Cunningham Janet J 3200 Bensalem Blvd F−204
Curtis Chester PO Box 495
Dallmer Adjusters Inc 1023 Bristol Pike
Damis Louis F 6517 Jefferson Ct
Daniels Leslie A 4562 Winding Brook Dr
Daraf Tal 280 Thunder Cir
Datcuk Dorothy M 890 Sta Ave
Daulerio Michael 2500 Knights Rd Apt 155 06
David Anthony 2049 Brown Ave Apt E24
Davids Mark 6430 Garrett Ave
Davidson Suzanne M 1030 Sunset Ln
Davis Denise 2500 Knights Rd
Davis Robert 1542 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Day Barry 2290 Galloway Rd Apt B 8
Deabler Vincent 400 C Rollings Gate Ct
Dejesus Stacey 3624 Creamery Rd
Demasi Ann M 3182 Sheppard Rd
Dennis Almond Q 427 Hummingbird Ln
Depalma Louis 4600 Bensalem Blvd
Devito Yolanda 3200 Bensalem Blvd
Diaconu Eugen 2517 Dunk Ferry Apt H 305
Dialogic Fasteners 3161 State Rd
Diamond Glass Co 1336 Bristol Pike 213
Diaz Juan G 2500 Knights Rd Bldg 6 2
Distaso John 1590 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Dougherty Brian 3806 Bensalem Blvd Apt 112
Dougherty Jim 1930 Juniper
Eckstein Robert 1446 Gibson Rd Trlr D25
Ed Win Constr Inc 3110 Knights Rd Apt A11
Edayalamuriyil Bronson S 289 High Rd Apt C1
Edgcomb Metals Macsteel, Patricia Weishaupt 555 State Rd
Eidson Salvatora S 6200 Key Ct
Elgoueli Ahmed G 1671 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Enright John 214 Bayswater
Enterprise 1328 St Rd
Evans Lorraine 6061 Buckingham Dr
Expandex Corp Of 1390 Adams Rd
Eye Ic L 3046 Knights Rd
Fanell Kimberly 1334 Bradford Ln
Farber Rose, Country Lights Mews 3300 Neshaminy Blvd
Apt 232
Farrell James J 2300 Byberry Rd A8
Fashion Bug Of Midway Tax Dept 7−B13 3750 State Rd
Fashion Svcs Corp 450 Winks Ln
Faunce Elizabeth T 5729 Keenan Ct
Fedorovskiy Dmitriy 3601 Big Barn Ln
Financial Maintenance Org Of America Inc, Bensalem
Professional Plaz Ste 201 3237 Bristol Rd
Fischer Michael 3551 Bristol Pike
Fisher John 2469 Brandon Ct
Fitzpatrick Brian 972 Bristol Pike
Flagstaff Industries Corp 364 Dunksferry Rd
Flagstaff Industriest Corp PO Box 1330
Flagstar Bank Fsb 3551 Bristol Pike
Flannery David R 605 Laurel Ct
Fldmn Brthrs Bttle Sply, Howard Feldman 1390 Adams Rd
Florence Dan M PO Box 57
Foster Joseph S PO Box 57
Francis Edward 2500 Knights Rd Apt 105 02
Francis Kelly 6437 Garrett Ave
Frankford Leather Co 1820 Byberry Rd
Frickmann Eric 116 Casey Ln
Fridkis Paul Anderson Org 3643 Valy Meadow Dr
Fuentes Alfonso 3131 Knights Rd Apt 7−49
Fullbright Lauren 6517 Jefferson Ct
Fye Josephine 1405 School Ln
Gadson Norman Est 3551 Bristol Pike
Galarza Martin 3070 Bristol Pike Ste 221
Gallagher Mike 1859 Hollandale Dr
Galloway Linda 3551 Bristol Pike
Garaba Gelu M 633 Ctr Ave
Garcia Arias Able 2500 Knights Rd
Garger Adele 1675 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Gazonas Joan 2746 Mechanicville Rd
Gentile Samantha A 4834 Oxford Ct
George Betsy M 305 Palton Rd
Gerace Michael, Roseann 2336 St Rd
Gesin Robert 3550 St Rd Apt A1
Getman M 2788 Knights Rd
Ghatak Annwoy 3060 Bristol Rd 165
Giacomini Harold F, Kristy N 457 Newgate Ct Apt B
Giacomini Andrew C 457 Newgate Ct Apt B
Gilbert Colin R 1175 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Gill Anthony T 138 New State Rd
Girma Zerfu 1900 Park Ave Apt B4
Glasgow Willi Jr 1120 Bromley Ct
Global Color Concepts Inc Cr 2260 State Rd
Gmac Morgage LLC Isaoa 3551 Bristol Pike
Gmac Mortgage LLC 3204 Adams Ct
Godoy Guzman Luis Alberto 2500 Nice Rd Apt 156−6
Goenka Manan 521 Windsor Ct Apt B2
Goldberg Jordan L, Lisa 5131 Euston Ct
Goldman Edward 2900 Knights Rd Apt D15
Gonzalez Anibal 5754 Prescott Ct
Gonzalez Anthony 2049 Brown Ave Apt A14
Gonzalez Jose 957 Bristol Pike Apt A20 957 Bristol Pke
Gonzalez Manuel 2418 St Rd
Goodman Richard B 5850 Neshaminy Vly Dr
Goodspeed Patrick 183 Thunder Cir
Gorski Eugene 2049 Brown Ave Apt 36e
Gorski Eugene 717 Sta Ave K 81
Graham Thomas E Sr PO Box 412
Greathouse Larry Duane 5214 Winward Ln
Greenberg Sylvia 957 Bristol Pke
Greer Lorraine 665 Haunted Ln
Griffin Kathryn 2927 Marion Ave
Gross Barry 2189 Philip Dr
Gsp Donuts Inc 1858 St Rd
Guinan Carol 4534 Stratton Dr
Gulada Rasouly 805 Finch Dr
Gutierrez Leticia 2500 Knights Rd Apt 8302
H Randolph Coates H, Anderson Org 3643 Valy Meadow Dr
Haddon Windows LLC 1211 Ford Rd
Hadry Douglas 1118 Beverly Ave
Halpin Michael J 4729 Fredonia Pl
Hamidi Abdul 3131 Knights Rd Apt5 58
Hamilton Janine A 331 Pine Ct
Hanshew D 629 Dorham Pl
Harris Russell A 3455 St Rd Sherman 7
Hart Mildred E 6030 Buckingham Dr
Hatchingan David 3237 Bristol Rd Ste 204
Health Care Svc Group Inc Ste 300 3220 Tillman Dr
Henry Shonda 3241 Hulmeville Rd Apt D107
Hernandez Carlos J 3300 St Rd Apt J6
Hernandez Gladys 4704 Belmont Ave
Herrera Alfredo L 3241 Hulmeville Rd Apt B53
Hillis Adjustments Agency Inc 2336 St Rd
Hills Parsippany T PO Box 1702
Hirsch Jeanette, Tracy 1100 Gravel Pike Apt 301
Hirsch Jeanett E 1100 Gravel Pike Apt 301
Hme Hlthc Resources Inc 800 Clarmont Ave
Ho Renalie, Nam 3969 Gloucester Ct
Hodanish Mildred R, George M 1322 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Hoffman Sean 277 Thunder Cir
Hollers Charlotte 1442 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Horowitz Rose E 1070 Tennis Ave
Huang Chung Jen 2900 Knights Rd Apt E3
Hughes Ruth E 3200 Bensalem Bl 201
Hullinger Janet Apt 106 1900 Byberry Rd
Hummel Ruth 3551 Bristol Pike
Hunt Martin Est 512 Bells Ct Apt A1
I D S Hardcourts Inc 1919 Bristol Pike
Ilnicki Kimberly, Jessee 2585 Glenn Ave
Industrial Systems 3220 Tillman Dr Ste 200
Interstate Locksmith Group Inc, Linda Wilson 3518 St Rd
Iocco Christopher G 2356 Ogden Ave
Iodice Armand, Anne 949 Edgewood Ave
Irs Acs Support PO Box 57
Isaacs Relocation Svc 3131 Knights Rd
Islam Mohammad 3300 St Rd Apt D8
Island Sun 5633 Bensalem Blvd
Isn Sleep Center Of Bensalem 3034 Knights Rd
Jackson Jennifer, Donna A 3616 Windsor Dr
Jan Jennifer A 2217 Bristol Pike
Janoff Julia Est 1215 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Jansen Gerald 3551 Bristol Pike
Jee Seong R 2814 Mechanicsville Rd
Jeekim Myoung S 2814 Mechanicsville Rd
Jenkins Ruth 2900 Knights Rd B21
Jester Natalie A, Carolyn 1412 Village Greene Blvd
Jody King Productions 6219 Hulmeville Rd
John Tammaro III LLC Philadelphia Park
Johnson Janelle 2049 Brown Ave Apt C15
Jones Alisha 3300 Neshaminy Blvd
Jones Arthur A 3455 St Rd Chase 5
Jones Hellena 6410 Craig Ave
Jordan Southorn 1901 Finch Dr
Jorge Huanga 2400 Knights Rd 86 03
Joseph H Tees & Son 1450 Bridgewater Rd
Joshi Nila 1911 Inkberry Ln
Joyce John 3333 St Rd Ste 210
Judge Maryanne 3333 St Rd Ste 140
Junger Shay 750 Durham Place
Kabir Humayoun 2860 Bellview
Kane Allyson M 124 Smt Ave Apt C
Kardos Bret E 2356 Ogden Ave
Katsoff Michael 3217 Farragut Ct
Katzoff Justin 870 Jordan Dr
Kazan Ali H 3614 Corncrib Rd
Keeley Sandy A 3204 Adams Ct
Kelly John, Rev Shirley Scott POA PO Box 1856
Kelly Kenya S 2500 Knights Rd Apt 45 02
Kelly Liana B 501 Knightsbridge Ct
Kenyon Margaret A 1363 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Keys Anna M 2157 Andrea Dr
Keystone Surplus Metals PO Box 716
Khanina Inna 4945 Elberta Ave
Kim Ki Y, Gina K Kim 4234 Telly Ln
Kincaid Shannon 2333 Oriole Dr
Kirk Kymberli 828 Cedar Ave
Kitchen Jeanne 6140 Hulmeville Rd
Kite Lisa 4337 Willow Ave
Kjmb Inc, W Trenton Sve 2137 Galloway Rd
Klapatauskas Paul 1062 Bolton Ct
Kline Joe M 3806 Bensalem Blvd Apt 144
Kncholas LLC, Banzai Japanese Seasfood Buffet & Banquet
2601 Bayshore Dr Ste 85
Knickerbocker Chris 530 Regis Ct Apt A1
Knight Elaine 2665 Woodsview Dr
Knoblauch Builders Inc Partnershi 1000 Bristol Pike
Kohn Helen J MD 339 Redwood Ct
Kolaris Paraskevi 4534 Winding Brook Dr
Kolk Corinne M 1117 Orgeon Ave
Kominsky Vivian, Martin 5764 Corsair Ct
Kovalevski Alexandr 2900 Knights Rd Apt A6
Kowalski Anne M 3949 Mechanicsville Rd
Kralle Robert C, Ethel 1635 Briarwood Dr
Krause William 3728 Grandview Ave
Krawczy Wojciech 578 S Mt Vernon Cir
Krawczyk Margaret 578 S Mt Vernon Cir
Krupicka Lynlee 1135 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Krzyzanowski Jason 1430 Neshamny Vly Dr
Kubacke Paul A 194 Willow Ct
Kulp Industrial 865 Village Ln
Kumar Rajendra 727 Mulberry Ct
Kumbat Joyce 890 Sta Ave
Lamont Dennis P 1411 Corry Ave
Larr George 3519 Trevose Ave
Laskowski Walter S 6078 Buckingham Dr
Launder Mart Inc 777 Bristol Pike
Lawless Bernice C 1534 Hampton Rd
Lawrence David PO Box 14
Layden Michael J 4703 Anaconda Rd
Lederer John 2049 Brown Ave Apt C6
Lee Yu Mei 289 High Rd Apt C2
Lefkowitz Allen 400 Chestnut Ct
Leftwich Allen 3507 Bristol Pike
Leftwich Kimberly 3507 Bristol Pike
Lehigh Pain Assoc PO Box 749
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Lekoff Harriet R, Arthur L 472 Oak Ct
Lemashova Inessa 2900 Knights Rd Apt D15
Lepre Lucille F PO Box 1557
Levchevitch Alexei 802 Durham Pl
Levi Aviad 720 Durham Place
Liberty City College Promos 1388 Bridgewater Rd
Lin John J 507 Beacons Ct Apt B2
Linaras Maria 2517 Dunksferry Rd Apt G103
Lindsay Beth R 1619 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Litton Loan Svcs LP 3551 Bristol Pike
Livengrin Foundation Inc 4833 Hulmelville Rd
Loduca Laura M, Joseph 817 Cliff Rd
Londino Michelle, Michael 4967 Bensalem Blvd
Long Jonathan P 630 Hummingbird Ln
Lonsdale Herbert W 831 Cedar Av N2
Lorino Leslie A 31 Pennsylvania Ave
Lotz Anna K 2253 College Ave
Lykins Juliana 2723 Bowman Ave
Lynch Troy 1869 Hollandale Dr
Maddocks H W 1028 Wildwood Av
Maddocks Walter 1446 Gibson Rd Trlr D32
Maher Tracey, David 4720 Paisley Rd
Mallman Erich 2835 Century Ln
Mallon Oliver 3009 Hallowell Ct
Mandi Nanak S 2605 St Rd
Manning Dorothy C 1446 Gibson Rd E10
Mantzoukas Andreas 4112 Salford Ct
Markley Laura Apt 106 1900 Byberry Rd
Martin Eli P 3300 St Rd Apt H8
Martin Geraldine M 1056 Tennis Ave
Martin Joel 626 Durham Pl
Martin Liza 996 Bristol Pk
Martin Roberta 3551 Bristol Pike
Martin Ruth A 4860 Sunrise Ave
Martinez Alex 3131 Knights Rd 24 01
Martinjuk Thomas 3551 Bristol Pike
Martz Byron R 3300 Neshaminy Blvd Apt 226
Mathai Betty 1543 Shrewsbury Dr
Mcarthur Susan L 1004 Oldham Place
Mccrane Mary K 2905 High Ave
Mckenney Thomas 4906 Julie Ct
Mckeown Alice 3551 Bristol Pike
Mcmenamin George W, Eleanor 3846 Meridan Dr
Mcpeak Helen L 2843 High Ave
Medcare Ambulance LLC 3020 Alden Ct
Mehler Michelle 4534 Stratton Dr
Merchan Heras Mario 3131 Knights Rd Apt 1−2
Meredith Earl E, Meredith Mary A 1302 Gibson Rd Trlr 140
Metro Public Adj Inc 3551 Bristol Pike
Meyer Marlon N 3206 Sarmiento Dr
Meyers Jhon 1731 Hulmeville Rd
Migliacco Kimberly 308 Cambria Ave
Miller Michael, Irs Levy Proceeds 1040a 2001−2002 Acs
Support 7486
Miller Virginia L 2517 Dunksferry Rd Apt L306
Mills James D Jr 5713 Shetland Ct
Minichiello Susan 6644 Timra Cir
Minka Kathleen 644 Wicker Ave
Mirowicz Robert E 927 Ashton Rd
Mirsch John Jr 2014 Hansell Dr
Mitchell Helene 429 Hummingbird Ln
Mitchell Princess 3131 Knights Rd
Mohamad Mohamad Ali 2500 Knights Rd Apt 164−01
Monarch Virginia A 3200 Bensalem Blvd Apt L206
Montero Antonio 3717 Berkley Rd
Montero Moe 1338 Lavinder Rd
Morales Alberto 3360 St Rd Apt J8
Morinich Anna 3200 Bensalem Blvd
Morinick Andrew 3200 Bensalem Blvd
Morris Hyonchu 3060 Bristol Rd Apt 164
Morris Sabrina 3551 Bristol Pike
Morris Samantha M 3550 St Rd Apt 6
Morrison Jean E 1169 Hawthorne Rd
Morrow Hugh T 2752 Knights Rd
Moule Joseph 2049 Brown Ave
Mulberribush Inc, Mary Miller 625 Winks Ln
Muldoon John J 1926 Inkberry Ln
Mullen John T 2720 Windsor Dr
Murphy Erin E 5658 Bensalem Blvd
Murphy James T 3551 Bristol Pike
Myers Carol P 3200 Bensalem Blvd
Myers David A 3241 Hulmeville Rd Apt B 40
Nangel Robert W Anderson Org 3643 Valy Meadow Dr
Napp Melanie Salem Harbour Apts 408 1
Narke Rosemarie 2917 Bunker Hill Ct
Natale Giovanna Marie 1180 Harwood Rd
Network Distributors PO Box 1084
Newfield National 351 Bristol Ave
Newman Debra 2775 Colmar Ave
Nextel Sprint 3329 St Rd
Nichols Reed 5707 Shetland Ct
Nieh Bryna A PO Box 1446
Nightlinger Concettina, Antoinette 4712 Hillside Ave
No James 6008 Goldenrod Ln
Noble Melinda Wajda A 1370 Corry Ave
Norris Marsha 3131 Knights Rd Apt 4 22 Apt 4
Nyembe Jimmy 2819 Kate Ave Apt 13
Nyisztor Istvan 1324 Chancellor Cir
Nytef Plastics 633 Dunksferry Rd
Oconnor Daniel 3806 Bensalem Blvd Apt 69
Oconnor Heather A 3224 Lisa Turn
Oleykowski Francis 957 Bristol Pike Apt A7
Oliphant William E 1057 Totem Rd Apt A4
Olney Pain Mgmt PO Box 1006
Omalley Rosemarie 4701 Overland Rd
Orleans Corp 3333 St Rd
Orourke Nash Ruth A 5658 Bensalem Blvd
Ortiz Ellyn K, Ellyn K Kingsmill 3771 Hickory Ln
Oshea Francis, Oshea Theresa 1023 Bristol Pike
Ossenfort Margaret 3200 Bensalem Blvd Apt L101
Owls Club Of Trenton Nj 3060 Bristol Rd Apt 101
Palka Thomas C 1161 Treeline Dr
Palmer James 3551 Bristol Pike
Pandolfi Joseph 3551 Bristol Pike
Pandya Ranjanbe 2500 Knights Rd Apt 155−06
Pannuccio Pasquale F 7211 Torresdale Ave
Park Vincent H, Yon 2168 Joshua Dr
Park Laura E 1446 Gibson Rd
Parkins Clayon O, Caron 447 Oak Ct
Parkway Laboratories C PO Box 467
Parmentier Lorraine 1446 Gibson Rd Apt A22
Partem Daniel 3338 Richleu Rd
Parx Casino Philadelphia 2999 St Rd
Patel Kantaben, Bhaskar 2819 Kate Ave Apt B5
Patel Shantibhai, Nanyben 3806 Bensalem Blvd Apt 198
Patel Smita R, Rajni L 2503 Annina Ln
Patel Vilasben H, Hasmukh D 4193 Remo Crescent Rd
Patel Ashwinkumar Ramanlal 3455 St Rd
Patel Dhruven 1109 William Penn Dr
Patel Lalitkumar 2819 Kate Ave Apt 82
Patel Mitul S 4116 Portsmouth Ct
Patel Nimisha 1711 Hollins Rd
Patel Paresh 2517 Dunksferry Rd Apt E304
Patel Pushpaben Lot 36 1262 William Penn Dr
Patel Rajesh B 1002 Burnley Ct
Patel Ramesh 2550 Knights Rd
Patel Shivam V 1069 Essex Dr
Patel Smita 1932 Juniper Ln
Patel Tanvi M 2517 Dunksferry Rd Apt L309
Patota Ginger M 376 Thunder Cir
Payne Mabel 2720 Windsor Dr
Peng Michael 2049 Brown Ave
Perry Nicholas A 2127 Galloway Rd
Pester Jennifer L 1086 Perkins Ln
Peters John 6140 Hulmeville Rd
Petree Desirae 1446 Gibson Rd Apt B9
Phadnis Mahesh 526 Evergreen Ct
Pharo Eleanor E, Watson F 1925 Inkberry Ln
Phelan Gregori 941 Locust Ave
Phelan Stephen 2720 Bowman Ave
Philadelphia Park Race Track, Sharon Maritak 3001 St Rd
Pinargote Julio 2500 Knights Rd Apt 161 03
Pitman Corey 609 Bensalem Park Ave
Pittman Phyllis 2500 Knights Rd
Pola Sailaja 136 Tatham Rd
Pollard Cheyenne 3060 Bristol Pike Apt 216
Polter Stacey 2600 Dudley Ct
Potts Hazel Jane 1302 Bristol Rd Lot 102
Powers Joseph T, Maria 2464 Brandon Ct
Powers Joseph 2464 Brandon Ct
Prasad Dharm 2500 Knights Rd 10−01 Creeks
Prickett Teresa R, John J 3551 Bristol Pike
Prince Beatrice 738 Mulberry Ct
Pritchard Kimberly 952 Baxter Ave
Przestrzelski Karen R 5775 Michael Dr
Public Adjusters Assoc 3507 Bristol Pike
Quarles Jared Matthew 2449 Brandon Ct
Qureshi Shahzeb A 973 Ashton Rd
Rai Hakumat 829 Finch Dr
Ransome Rents 2975 Galloway Rd PO Box 8522
Raol Janak J 2500 Knights Rd Apt 109 03
Ray Michael A 1041 Muscovy Ln
Reborn Belt P PO Box 603
Redraks 780 Haunted Ln
Reid Duane 2517 Dunksferry Rd
Reinhardt Elizabeth 2300 Byberry Rd C45
Reiss David 3554 Hulmeville Rd Ste 110
Renaissance Comm Inc 1505 Ford Rd
Retail Construction Mgmt 550 State Rd Ste 109
Reynolds Robert J 644 Wicker Ave 644 Wicker Ave
Ricca Dawn 790 Clinton Ave
Ricks Auto Sales 4608 Bristol Pike
Ritas Water Ice 1525 Ford Rd
Rivera Cruz Jose 3131 Knights Rd 6 48
Rivera Edwin 3060 Bristol Rd Apt 242
Road Runner Towing 2460 Bowman Ave
Robert Newell 2852 High Ave
Robinson Paula Wood River Village L211
3200 Bensalem Blvd
Rocks Michael, Edward 716 Mulberry Ct
Rodgers Jeanette 4923 Hillside Ave
Rodriguez Benito 3131 Knights Rd 2 46
Rodriguez Gabriel 260 Thunder Cir
Rogers Barbara 2206 Lillian Dr
Rogers John 3960 Bainbridge Ct
Romanchukeviych Anastasia 3554 Hulmeville Rd Ste 102
Romero Colon Japhe 1386 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Ronex Corp, Rental Office 1900 Park Ave Apt A2
Roofers Local 30, Tom Pedrick 3200 Bristol Rds
Rosenberg Herman 957 Bristol Pike Apt E16
Roth Christine 1421 Gibson Rd Ste C
Rouse Kenneth R 1384 Corry Ave
Rudrow Phyllis R 2517 Dunksferry Rd Apt G102
Ruggiero Joseph F Jr 2688 Finley Ave
Russo Charles R 5105 Pintail Ct
Rymarczuk Mary A 19 Freedom Ln
Sahayda Peter M 3060 Bristol Rd Apt 186
Salamanca Beatriz 2909 Mechanicsville Rd
Salzberg Arlene 418 Chestnut Ct
Sanchez Sonia 4714 Meeting Rd
Sanchez Vincent 3131 Knights Rd Bldg 4 Apt 9
Sandal Jagroop 2513 Knights Rd
Sansores Mary 1933 Park Ave
Saponara Nicholas 5838 Hudson Rd
Scanlan Holly A 1541 Barnswallow Dr
Schaffer Catherine A 1559 Neshaminy Vly Dr
Scher Adam Paul 4201 Neshaminy Blvd
Scherer Matthew R 3131 Knights Rd Apt 2−12
Schramm Charles J, G Elaine 3808 Kingston Way
Schuman Natalie 4851 Sunrise Ave
Schuman Natalie L 4851 Sunrise Ave
Schwab Joseph T Jr 3241 Hulmeville Rd Apt C82
Schwartz Joseph L 2475 Ginger Ct
Schwartz Salli 3282 Independence Ct
Scicchitano Fausto, Sandy 3060 Bristol Rd Apt 102
Second Of Pa Inc 2862 St Rd
Shaev Adina 703 Durham Pl
Shaffer Robert 1195 Whittier Ave
Shah Timir, Binal 2500 Knights Rd Apt 92 03
Shah Ankit 2717 Woodsview Dr
Sharshenbaev Ryskeldi 2517 Dunksferry Rd Apt C308
Shatrowsky Robert 2517 Dunksferry Rd Apt H102
Shaw Jason 1618 Rywal Ln
Sheridan Eileen M 717 Sta Ave Apt L−100
Siegrist Thomas J 1101 Daisy Ln
Sierra Oaks Of Bensalem 6400 Hulmeville Rd
Silva Marcella L, Edward 4441 E Yates Rd
Silva Edward J Est, Christopher W Watson 4441 E Yates Rd
Silva Marcella 2846 Marion Ave
Sims Crystal Nicole, Deborah 1276 Ford Rd
Sirmarco Christine, Phil L 3260 Glendale Dr
Slama Noam P 743 Durham Place
Slater Timothy R 1928 Inkberry Ln
Slawecki Richard A Jr, Deborah Bensalem Auto Body Inc
2408 Ogden Ave
Sloane Jeremy N 5100 Leeward Rd
Smeal Christine 911 Woodbine Av
Smith Amanda 4635 Action Ct
Smith Franklyn C 3551 Bristol Pike
Smith Herold E 1865 Fleming Ave
Smith William 1248 William Penn Dr
Snyder Jerold M DO 2560 Knights Rd
So Kit P 1065 Bolton Ct
So Philadelphia Pain Mgmt PO Box 1006
Sommers Marie J 2180 Phillip Dr
Spagnoletti James W 2517 Dunksferry Rd
Sps 1388 Bridgewater Rd
Stanley Emanuel 2304 Oriole Dr
Star Insulation Inc Bensalem 1400 Adams Rd Unit C
Star Paasewe C O Theresa Roberts 3550 St Rd Apt K3
State Wide Roofing 501 Cambria Ave
Steigerwalt Ronald N 1396 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Stern Jeanette F 1839 Finch Dr
Stock Anne 2151 Betsy Ross Dr
Stone Thurman 1555 Brown Ave
Strang Harriet E 1166 Wayland Ave
Suessegger William 2500 Knights Rd Apt 6903
Sullivan Elizabeth E 655 Haunted Ln
Support Acs PO Box 57
Syron Mary D 2224 Rittenhouse Sq
Szabo Tiffany 4530 Rosemarie Dr
Tal Ido 743 Durham Place
Tank Wash Usa LLC 1000 Imperial Ct
Taraburca Daniel 3338 Richlieu Rd Apt F84
Tasey Norman T 2713 High Ave
Tasleem Bibi F 1234 Newport News Dr
Tataren Renee 5100 Leeward Rd
Taylor Christina 1446 Gibson Rd Trlr A34
Teixeira Jennifer 3060 Bristol Rd
Templin Susan, Thomas 1446 Gibson Rd E10
Thierjung Lillian 3200 Bensalem Blvd Apt 11205
Thierjung Nicholas 4500 Laurence Ct
Thomas Danielle 2517 Dunksferry Rd
Thress Anne M 3039 Meredith Pl
Tijani Kamilou 3551 Bristol Pike
Todt Gloria M 1967 Hansell Dr
Tollok William A, Tollok Mary Jane 2714 Woodsview Dr
Torres Marcos, Metro Public Adjusting 3551 Bristol Pike
Torres Monica 3241 Hulmeville Rd Apt C78
Torres Viergida 3551 Bristol Pike
Toyota Motor Credit 3158 Essin Town Way
Traboulsi Joumana, Ahmed 3614 Corncrib Rd
Transue Mark J 1029 Wildman Ave
Tri State Public Adjusters 1125 Bristol Pike
Truong Yen My 5125 Merganser Way
Tuason Domingo 3607 Sunny Lea Rd
Ulkloss Frances 2478 Brandon Ct
Univest Capital Inc 3325 St Rd Ste 125 PO 3824
Us Empire LLC Pa 2522 State Rd
Vail Marie E 3200 Bensalem Blvd
Vardi Yarden 320 Thunder Cir
Vera Geovany 2536 Woosvidw
Verdon Sherri A 1125 Bristol Pike
Vickrey June 3960 Bainbridge Ct
Villante Joseph 352 Thunder Cir
Villas Korman 1121 Neshaminy Vly Dr
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Vista Cay Svcs LLC 4201 Neshaminy Blvd
W J O Inc 2171 Galloway Rd
Wais Lindie Sue 3300 Neshaminy Blvd Apt 404
Wajda Michael A, Anthony 3265 Bristol Rd
Waka Naomi J 2500 Knights Rd Apt 96−01
Wallace Harry P Sr 2207 State Rd
Walsh Richard 6355 Lewisville Ave
Waseem Fahd 4617 Wellington Dr
Weigand Dorothy A, Robert E 252 Hemlock Ave
Weiler Alyssa J 3711 Knights Rd
Weise Robert 509 W Ct B 1
Weiss Samuel J 2517 Dunksferry Rd Apt M205
Welch James S 4201 Neshaminy Blvd
Welch Jonathan 3673 Markham Dr
Wells Fargo 3551 Bristol Pike
Wells Fargo Bank Na Successor 2951 Century Ln
Wenig Michael J 3551 Bristol Pike
Wenzel Michael D 2608 Dudley Ct
Wheat George G 1056 Tennis Ave
White Ian 1013 Essex Dr
White Janet Est 3200 Bensalem Blvd Apt E116
Widnikiewicz Jan 1036 Neshaminy Vly Dr
Wild Rice Constr LLC 2476 Atlantic Ave
Williams Alyssa L 2567 Valy View Rd
Wills Dorothy L Est 143 Cypress Ct
Windrim Marcia 4343 Bensalem Blvd
Wissel Sharon L, Evelyn B, Sharon L Fisher
1744 Gibson Rd
Wjo Inc Galloway 2171 Galloway Rd
Wood River Village 3200 Bensalem Blvd
Works Holding Inc 4201 Neshaminy Blvd Ste 108−271
World Class Ink Supply 269 Thunder Cir
Worldwide Ins Systems Enterp Inc PO Box 1574
Worth William,Diane 6255 Washington Ln
Worthington George 1921 Inkberry Ln
Wright Gwinevere C, Lonnie Jr 3551 Bristol Pike
Wynne Angus G PO Box 57
Yankuskie Goldie 6418 Garrett Ave
Yates Charles 3806 Bensalem Blvd Apt 70
Zeitz Edward 746 Mulberry Crt
Zglinicki Joseph 2720 Windsor Dr
Zielanski Edward M 5090 Judson Dr
Blooming Glen Pa 18911
Barnes Wendy S PO Box 101
Derstein Esther Est PO Box 364
Graver Douglas R PO Box 394
Kotkiewicz John 810 Callowhill Rd PO Box 119
Bristol Pa 19007
Adlen & Pinciotti Drs 119 Mill St PO Box 2192
Agosto Christina 1217 Marie Lowe Dr Lot 2
Airgas Northeast 128 Wharton Rd
Alfonsi Asunta 685 Mansion St
Alston Karen D 4200 Fayette Dr
American Gas Springs LLC 1900 Frost Rd Ste 101
Americas Servicing Company 2900 Glenrose Ave
Azzolina Leah 159 Otter St
Badalato Michael 271 Monroe St
Barbagallo Carmelo 338 Washington
Bardue Alexander 1405 Veteran Hwy U12
Barron Joseph F 1418 Milton St
Bartle Alice F 333 Lafayette St
Bennett Cathrine 529 Swain St
Berg Charlotte Eddington Farms Rd 2
Berman Arnold T 501 Bath Rd
Berman Orthopedic Insti 501 Bath Rd
Beth Israel Cemetery Assoc 155 Rittenhouse Cir
Bishop Lesley A 1000 Harrison St
Bjorseth Eric 3213 Newportville Rd
Boggi Stephen C Sr 357 Washington St
Bowen Carburetor 3950 New Falls Rd Ste C
Brennan Chreyl L 2924 West Ave Bristol
Brennan William L 821 Pond St
Brenner Jeffrey 102 Radcliffe St
Bristol Township 2501 Bath Rd
Brophy Edward 1103 Cherry St
Brown Misty, Alex 2618 Century Ave
Brown Ronald P, Vivian F 236 Garfield St
Bryant Margie 917 Winder Dr
Buckley Noreen 632 Newport Rd No 7
Bucks Co Family Care 236 Mill St
Bungard Ruth Ann 905 Tower Rd
Burg Catherine 845 Pine St
Burg Catherine Est 845 Pine St
Burkhart Judith A, Nancy 331 Jackson St
Burset Ronald Carol 3213 Newportville Rd
Burton Edward 338 Jackson St
Cable John 1801 Willow Ave
Carbone Kathleen A, Frank 1405 Veterans Hwy
Carney Michelle 606 Clymer St
Carnivale Warren A 2215 Wilson Ave
Castro Oscar 2705 Maple St
Central Supply 700 Beaver St
Chambers George 1942 Ford Rd
Chambers Harold A 746 Corson St
Charles Olds Cadillac 498 Green Lna Tpke
Chichilitti Patricia, Joseph 640 Bath St
Cieslinski Helen RR 3
Clover Leaf Park Cemetery Assoc 155 Rittenhouse Cir
Colella Christine 920 New Chestnut St
Coleman James A 619 Winder Dr
Coleman William A 205 Pond St Apt 1512
Coles Dorothy R 905 Tower Rd
Coney Rick 3716 Elmhurst Ave
Connelly Eleanor 806 4th Ave
Copeland Lavaughn 908 Merlin St
Cox Margaret B 369 Taft St
Crosby Barry G 3097 Newportville Rd
Crosby Catherine 821 2nd Ave
Culp Bryan D 2904 Maple Ave
Cummins Power System 2727 Ford Rd
Darden Floyd 1010 Winder Dr
Davies Philip L 5605 Turtle St
Degregorio Grace 925 Mansion St
Dejesus Patricia, John 1011 Laings Ave
Deon Beverages Inc 1020 Bristol Pike
Dewsnap Alexander, Doris A 2108 Palmer Ave
Dilissio J 326 Brook St
Direnzo Jeffery Annemarie 2900 Glenrose Ave
Ditella Edith G 134 Taft St
Donovan Joy Sarkisian 1316 Wyndale Ave
Dougherty Marie A Est 7129 Riverview Ave
Du Tao 1717 Bath Rd Apt A23
Dubas Kimberly 3509 Dixon Ave
Dutton Carolyn 268 Harrison St
Emergency Phys Assoc Of P 501 Bath Rd
Ennis David 805 Pine St
Esposito Collision Center 2600 E Farragut Ave
Falu Rafael 1816 Willow Ave
Farley Frances E 1119 Radcliffe St Apt 11
Ferraro Christine P 671 Gdn St
Ferry Catherine 628 Pine St
First American Mortgage 418a Mill St
Flanigan A R Jr 913 Park Ave
Gainsburg Caryn 2422 Wood Ave
Galeone Christopher D 225 Mulberry St 2nd Fl
Gervis Eddy D 906 Winder Dr
Gibbs Glenn H 332 Railrd Ave
Gibbs Hervey J Est 332 Railrd Ave
Gloria Vanderbilt Apparel Corp 250 Rittenhouse Cir
Gontar Margaret 613 Beaver St
Greco Daniel 4633 Forest St
Green Land Apts 1300 Green Ln
Gricus Philip 7212 N Radcliffe St
Griga Samuel 3509 Dixon Ave
Grossmayer Cathrine 647 Race St
Guaria Contractors Inc 547 Linden St
Gutierrez Nicholas 305 E Cir St Apt 22
Gwyn Alberta 621 Spruce
Harvey Dorothy M G 32 Lloyd St
Hearn Troy 110 Mifflin St
Henderson F E Grundy Towers
Henderson Ivory L 582 Bath St
Hernandez Andres 1228 Radcliffe St 2
Hobyak Michael S 3815 Otter St
Homan Marjorie, Donald 552 Ct B
Hoque Zohural 1414 Mica St
Horblyuk Ruslan 3213 Newportville Rd
Hubbs Francis 1002 Laing Ave
Hughes Rita M 538 Bath St
Hutchinson James 115 Mulberry St Apt 1
Ima North America Inc 211 Sinclair St
J E Lamina Inc 2661 Durham Rd
Jackson James 533 Swain St
Jacoby Luise 905 Tower Rd
James Daniel 1746 Willow Ave
Janzer Scott Cheryl A 1115 Radcliffe St
Jewel Penn Inc 271 Monroe St
Johnson Mary 5800 Beaver Dam Rd
Jones Dist Corp 180 Rittenhouse Cir
Jones Group 180 Rittenhouse Cir
Jones Kinion L 521 Linden St
Jones Naomi, Joseph C Moore 822 Pine St
Keenen Russell 3704 Spruce St
Keich Morrison 32 Pine St
Kellogg Co, Sdi Ap 1414 Radcliffe St Ste 300
Kelloggs 1414 Radcliffe St Ste 350
Kelly Sharika 5605 Truman St
Khanna Rajesh 3000 Ford Rd Apt F10
Kikis Furniture 206 Bristol Pi St 11
King Jessica 5800 Watson Ave
Kirkwood Charles 205 Pond St Apt 904
Kitchen Svc Solutions 1700 Farragut Ave
Konefal Joseph 28 Palmer Ave
Kramer Arnold A Jr 1900 Frost Rd 111
Kravkowski Mike Jr 309 Park Ave
Kreuzburg Jeanette 904 Laings Ave
Kusmaul Gertrude B 6830 N Radcliffe
L 3 Comm Telemetry E PO Box 729
L3 Telemetry E PO Box 729
Lancaster Sarah M 112 Buckley St
Lancieri Philip 1011 Wood St
Larrisey James 350 Lafayette St
Lavrigata Antoinette, Frank Rd 1 Harrison St
Lee Robert B 2300 David Dr
Litostansky Bernard Jr, Jean 2636 Magee Ave
Lombardo Tiphani 907 Pear St
Lopez Franklin 907 Elmhurst Ave
Lopez Sharee 1709 Benson Place
Lower Bucks Health Enterp Inc 501 Bath Rd
Ludwig Charles S, Charles 527 Swain St
Ludwig Charles S, Charles J 121 Pine St
Ludwig Charles J 621 Pine St
Lypka Florence 1814 Ford Rd
Magic Maintenance Inc 2300 David Dr
Magro Alfred J 6845 N Radcliffe St
Manto Sports Group LLC 725 Radcliffe St
Margaret Grego 4633 Forest St
Maris Denise 1828 Willow Ave
Martin Geoffrey 526 Linden St
Mcclofferty Florence 915 Wesch
Mcgovern Belinda A 3108 Dixon Ave
Mcilvaine Jane C, John F 1122 Radcliffe St
Melbourne Maxine 910 Merlin St
Melesio Martin 65 Jewel Ln
Melnick Hannah 3519 Rockville Dr
Merz Susanna 2511 Green Ave
Metasource LLC 2500 Pearl Buck Rd
Metro Public Adjustment 2900 Glenrose Ave
Mill Run Personal Care 1201 Wilson Ave
Mintz Florence 200 Rittenhouse Cir Ste 8 E
Moeller Bernard, Edna J 2924 West Ave
Montanya Michael 308 Diguiseppe Dr
Montervino Thomas 823 Pond St
Moore Richard L 223 Hayes St
Moore Willie 914 Elmhurst Ave
Morris Raymond, Ben Magnolia Ave
Mullenholtz Bonnie Karen 201 Mulberry St
Mulligan Margaret 1107 Cherry St
Neiman Patricia 534 Linden St
Newbold Josh M 348 Jefferson Ave
Nickel Evelyn Bristol Pike
Nm Leathers 315 Old Rogers Rd Ste C
Nolan H P 922 Wood St
Nowosielski Eugene 1103 Cherry St
Oboyle Vincent D Est 6414 N Radcliffe St
Om Workspacebristol 3001 Frost Rd
Omalley Holly J 332 Railrd Ave
Osborne Junell 705 Race St
Parrish Stephanie 236 Buckley St
Patel Jayantibhai, Bhanubai, Rupal 1405 Veterans Hwy
Apt Y 10
Patel Surendrabhai R 3000 Ford Rd Apt F−32
Pearl Richard B Grundy Tower No 1006 205 Pond St
Penott Evis K 349 Jefferson Ave Apt 7
Petitte Nicholas J Jr, Nicholas J 2604 Palmer Ave
Philadelphia Flatwire 2300 David Dr Ste 1
Pilla Lisa M 2429 Palmer Ave
Pimenov Roman 1717 Bath Rd Apt P18
Pinto Mary 925 Mansion St
Pirri Michelina, Mary Ftini 319 W Cir
Pittsby Richie 307 Washington Ave
Pittsley Mabel 307 Washington Ave
Planned Parenthood Action Fund Of Bucks
721 New Rodgers Rd
Princeton Biomedical Lab 2921 New Rodgers Rd
Pruitt Nadine M, Denise 1202 Wilson Ave
Pulse 2 Pearl Buck Ct
Radewonuk Anthony E 1717 Bath Rd Apt L06
Rago Frances 805 Radcliffe St
Railey Clarence S K12 1405 Veterans Hwy
Ray Virginia J 2523 Palmer Ave
Reid Brenda G 3106 Brdway
Retzler Westley 504 Western Ave
Rivera Josue 3401 Oxford Valy Rd Apt G17
Roberts Diane Wilson Graves III 1416 Mica St
Robinson Sara C 3000 Ford Rd F59
Rodriguez Iribeliz 3000 Ford Rd Apt H29
Rogers William 2105 Bath Rd
Rowland David 3000 Ford Rd A7
Rowland David W Jr 828 3rd Ave
Salagbi Vasey 1833 Parkview Ave
Sapp Barbara 200 Pond St
Scheese Margaret M, Charles H Chicken Ft Rd RD 1
Schillinger Mary 1829 Newportville Rd Cornwell Hts
Schlager Eric, Max 3000 Ford Dr 16
Schu Mary 2404 Wood Ave
Scott Kristin 824 Radcliffe St 2c
Scoz Jacqueline Ann 726 Beaver St
Sdi 1414 Radcliffe St Ste 300
Sdi Inc 108631 1414 Radcliffe St
Sdi Kellogg 1414 Radcliffe St Ste 350
Septer Elizabeth B 2022 Bath Rd
Shellys Medication 1504 Grundy Ln
Shrestha Hari Bahadur 3000 Ford Rd Apt F57
Shugar Jesse 2409 Palmer Ave
Silver Lake Center 905 Tower Rd
Silver Lake Centers Inc A 501c 905 Twrrd
Silvers Darcy 1414 Radcliffe St
Smith Branden, Sandra Roberts 1400 Green Ln Apt B1
Smith Harry A 3511 Llanberis Ave
Smith William E 907 Pear St
Stahlnecker Richard 3000 Ford Rd Apt A6
Standard Auto Parts Inc 513 Bath St
Stevens Dorothy, Joseph 343 Garfield St
Strategic Distribution Inc 1414 Radcliffe St Ste 300
Sumbillo L L 711 New Rogers Rd
Surya Systems Inc 1200 New Rodgers Rd Ste Cfa
Szafran Kristy 316 Otter St
Taylor & Francis Inc 1900 Frost Rd Str 101
Taylor Marie S 2022 Bath Rd
Taylor Ogden V 1717 Bath Rd
Taylor Ogden V 905 Tower Rd
Tennesen Marvin 3007 Veterans Hwy
Thompson Anthony D, Carla M 232 Franklin St
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Trans Force 1200 New Rodgers
Triversity 311 Sinclair St
Triversity Corp 401k Plan Trustee 311 Sinclair Rd
Tucker Thelma PO Box 101
Tyler Ida 214 Mulberry St Apt 2a
Tyson James 112 Walnut St
U T D 1 19 96 Lenoid & Mary Jo Demenczuk Irrev Tru
102 Radcliffe St
Uddin Ala 1414 Mica St
Valenzuela Gregorio, Gregory 1035 B Beaver St
Vattimo James 914 Harrison St
Velez Rolando 2716 Crest Ave
Vickers Tina M 719 Pond St
Vogel Alva Walter 6830 N Radcliffe St
Vsv Enterp Corp 2009 Cross Rd
Weed Chevrolet Rt 413 And Ford Rd PO Box 227
Weisenberger Kimberly L 227 Lafayette St 1
Weller Henry C 214 Mulberry St Apt 1
Wheeler Michael 2235 Farragut Ave
Whelan Kelly 3000 Fords Rd
White Alan H 905 Tower Rd
Whiteman John 3519 Rockville Dr
Williams Wayne 1832 Park View Ave
Windline Charles 1717 Bath Rd Apt N 10
Winslow Helen 226 Jackson St
Wjo Inc 202 Jefferson Ave
Wjo Inc 424 Mill St
Wjo Inc Bustleton 420 Mill St
Wnc Inc T A Wash Nat L Cemete 155 Rittenhouse Cir
Wojciechowski Paul 603 Pond St
Wolf Albert H 3501 Llanberis Ave
Zack Harry G 286 Hayes St
Buckingham Pa 18912
Beck Laura PO Box 677
Berezovsky Helen Carroll PO Box 336
Candlewick Deli Box 391
Caton Terri PO Box 503
Cybriwsky Adrian PO Box 2000
Diggle Anthony A PO Box 2000
Friends Of The Doylestown Airport In PO Box 2000
Ganter Norman Est 6192 Durham Rd
Gibbons John M Buckingham Valy Nursing Home 850m
Durham Rd Box 447
Hill David B III 2735 Mill Rd
Inneguale Salvatore PO Box 96
Matches Inc PO Box 66
Rorer William H PO Box 1035
Sharp Ralph PO Box 707
Smith Carolyn PO Box 444
Smith Carolyn PO Box 447
Smith David G PO Box 183
Smith Luke PO Box 4
StumPO IIsa M PO Box 553
Wooleyhan Linda K PO Box 1118
Carversville Pa 18913
Broad Todd 6450 Old Carversville Rd
Demaria Lisa 50 Tamarack Dr
J Walter Livezey & Sons PO Box 100
Chalfont Pa 18914
Alan Christopher Mele, Maria Mele Est PO Box 545
Alliance Adjustment Group 54 Cartln Cir
Ami Entertainment 404 Remington Ct
Andre William A 518 Township Line Rd
Armstrong Margaret L, Joseph J 92 W Peace Valy Rd
Arnold Shane P 721 Upper Stump Rd
Askar Consulting Inc 507 Daltry Ct
Atkinson Casey Jeanne 301 Brookside Ct
Bachurski Walter 227 Hibiscus Dr
Bank Of Jon R Fabien Secalic 214 Cambridge Pl
Barnes Marcella M 575 Lower State Rd
Bateman Joan D 1 E Peacevaly Rd
Bellamy Betty 825 Sherrick Ct Chalfont
Benson Amanda T One Highland Dr
Better Bodies Cross Training Center 219 W Butler Ave
Better Bodies Of Chalfont Inc 219 W Butler Ave
Bharatiya Temple Inc 1612 County Line Rd
Bocchino Est 211 Surrey Rd
Bocchino Thomas 211 Surrey Rd
Bowl For Brian Memorial 104 King Rd
Bowler Lawrence 231 E Fairwood Dr
Bowling J M 3465 Pickertown Rd
Brisendine Jaime, Roy 523 Lexington Ave
Bruner Marian E RR 1
Burdick Meg 208 W Hamilton St
Butler Scott D 245 E Fairwood Dr
Byrne Michael J 3383 Jennings Ln
Byrne Raina 126 Rose Ln
Caison Michael A 55 N Main St
Callanan Mary K 141 Upper Stump Rd
Cerrito Dominick J 2 Marian Cir
Chalfont James J 53 Clearview Ave
Chase Home Finance 54 Cartln Cir
Chaterski Chris A 164 Becky’s Corner
Chookagian William 413 W Butler Ave 17
Chrysler Financial 1100 Manor Dr
Chrysler Financial Corp & Beverly Ann PO Box 950
Clarke Kenton F, Ahuagene 216 Bristol Rd
Claus Tim 150 N Main St PO Box 322
Clear Point Resources 1600 Manor Dr Ste110
Clerk Robert J 26 Park Ave C44
Colella Roseanne T 230 Village Way
Combs Zoe T 109 A North Ln
Costello Christopher T 234 Pointer Ct
Craftex Mills Inc Of Pa 500 Horizon Dr Ste 503
Cristinzio Elizabeth A 302 Village Way
Cunnane Insurance 318 Hamlet Dr
Cunningham Christina M 2 Unami Trl
Curry Connor Patrick 119 Shady Hill Dr
Dale Rimmer Siding 237 Townshipline Rd
Deery Paul J 250 Prince William Way
Delgovernatore William 134 Galway Cir
Dettmann Jorg M 814 Long Meadow Dr
Dolce Maria, Edit 63 Applecross Cir
Dormuth Richard W 120 Glen Dr
Drakeley Sandy, Paul 41 Kulp Rd E
E Schmidt Paving 1604 N Limekiln Pike
Enders Howard A, Lauren 144 Statesman Rd
Epstein Amanda R, Linda R 333 Bristol Rd
Esther 140 Tartan Tr
Eum Jung 117 Galway Cir
Favors Richard 70 Creek Rd
Ferrara Karen 165 Old Orchard Rd
Ferry Joan E 800 Manor Dr Apt 308
Folk Francis E Jr 337 Callowhill Rd
Ford Sarah E County Line Rd
Foy William P, Foy Jenifer R 37 Hickory Ln
Foy William P, Foy Mary L 123 Krista Ct
Gall Dorothy RR 1
Gallagher Mikayla E, Sharyn L, James P, Taylor P
112 Dolly Ln
Gallant Barry R 153 Beckys Cor
Garrahan Ann 113 Megan Cir
Garton Norman F 3360 Bristol Rd
Gaskill Joseph 81 Kul Rd W
Gausz Doris J 104 Lilac Ln
Gillespie Michael T 301 Brookside Ct
Gilmour James J 53 Clearview Ave
Gorman David C 920 Upper Stump Rd
Greenwood Mary G 27 Folly Rd
Griffis John 74 Curley Mill Rd
Gustie Kirk W 1202 Sage Ln
Gwyn Ee 12 Shady Hill Dr
Gwynedd Family Pract 1600 Horizon Dr Ste 117
Haag Scott 98 Upper Church Rd
Hamilton William H, Evelyn M 55 N Main St
Hamilton Carolyn R Est 611 Chatham Ct
Hamlet Jane 340 Butler Dr
Haney Elizabeth C 227 Forrest Dr
Hanlon William J, Esther K 140 Tartan Ter
Harris Robert 665 New Galena Rd
Harten Victor V 1600 Manor Dr Ste 110
Haydock Pauline 115 Moyer Rd
Heitman Catherine H 146 Billingsley Dr
Hertz Mary Elizabeth 822 Twp Line Rd
Hi Ho Inc PO Box 97
Hibbard Stephen D 120 Devon Rd
Hong Sunkwang 1233 Revere Dr
Hopkins Jennifer 99 Brittany Dr
Impax Global 401k 121 New Britain Blvd
Irwin John Darcy Box 306
Ivy Public Adjustment 37 Kulp Rd E
J Sweeney, James 34 Skyline Dr
Janeczko Ted 834 Upper Stump Rd
Jib Kim 117 Galway Cir
Jones Lawrence D 3400 Pin Oak Ln
Junker Walter 4365 County Line Rd
Kaushik Vinoorai 3267 Berry Brow Dr
Kelly Scott 52 Falcon Dr
Kilgallon Barbara Jean, John C Jr 22 Hickory Ln
Kita Noriyuki N 235 Township Line Rd
Kohut Elfriede M 110 Solway Cir
Kunkle Charles III 102 Coachlight Cir
Kunz Evaline 55 N Main St
Kutchi David Michael, Delphine M 165 Old Orchard Rd
Lakhmna Gagan Deep 101 Walnut Co
Lemek Gregory 116 Upper Stump Rd
Lewis Jamie Eryn, Seth D 3453 Pin Oak Ln
Lewis Christine J 106 Pipers Pl
Logan Lacy A RR 1
Loudenback Joyce G 721 Upper Stump Rd
Lucas Gary Jr 37 Maple Ave
Macarthur Donald 120 Gertrude Dr
Maher Charles T, Teresa 1126 Callowhill Rd
Malik Dean 804 Longmeadow Dr
Mark 1 Restoration Svc Inc 140 New Britain Blvd
Marvin Morris Joyc 119 North Ln
Marx John Calvitti 454 New Galena Rd
Masney Maria 207 Hamiliton St
Maybo Peter J 45 Woodview Dr
Mccloskey Mary L 92 W Peace Valy Rd
Mcelhattan Richard D Donna 54 Cartln Cir
Mckenna Irene 3 Edinboro Cir
Mcrath James P II 56 E Butler Ave
Mcreynolds Matthew J, Patricia 1050 Lower State Rd
Metzger Robert 67 Jasen Dr
Michaels Brian 205 W Fairwood Dr
Michelle De P 226 Village Way
Miller Robert J Est Of, Robert J Sr 223 Iverness Cir
Mitchell Ogdem R 125 W Butler Av PO Box 201
Mitchell Sally A 475 Upper State Rd
Moberg Kate 564 Askley Dr
Modafferi Rocco 148 Cardinal Rd
Montco Libertarian Committee 22 Farber Dr
Montgomery Ann S 62 Hickory Ln
Montgomery Bucks Endodontics 4 Meadowbrook Ln
Moore Megel PO Box 43
Mullarkey Jack 3565 Pickertown Rd
Mulligan Shannon R 230 Village Way
Mullmann Michael C 7 Kathryn Rd
Murphy John T 122 Suffield Ct
Murphy Kathryn, Donald Murphy 316 Rocky Ct W
Novak Katina K 52 Skyline Dr
Obrien Mary Fbo 321 Hamlet Dr
Ockershausen Jonathan R 27 Edinboro Cir
Old Forge Collision Chalfont 56 E Butler Ave
Packzaro Joseph W PO Box 415
Palczewski Leonard Stanley, Rosemarie Ann 105 Lilac Ln
Patel Nipurna 3267 Berry Brow Dr
Petro Joanne M 55 Hellberg Ave
Piccirillo Richard, Renee 215 Somerset Cir
Pinto Vincent J, Pinto Hannah B 103 Rocky Ct S
Pitzer George W PO Box 351
Plenderleith James 111 Dolly Ln
Plenderleith S 400 HighPOint Dr
Pohl John R, John, Rebecca M 218 Red Maple Ct
Pollock Earl M 3 Valy Dr
Pottichen Patrick J, Sandra 108 Micheals Ct
Precision Auto Center Limit, Keenan Collision C
150 Galway Cir
Precision Landscape PO Box 45
Puffenberger Robert 100 Skyline Dr
Quantum Resources Corp 1600 Manor Dr Ste 110
Reid Philip A 427 Patrick Pl
Reilly Stefanie 3218 Riding Ct
Reznick Sylvia M 250 Forrest Dr
Richard Gaibler Family Practice 1600 Horizon Dr Ste 105
Rossi Michael J 226 Inverness Cir
Rowland Cleanout And Haulin 815 Upper Stump Rd
Ruggles Nancy 549 Meadow Rd
Saperior Solutions Inc 105 Glen Dr
Scarpello Anna 3530 Limekiln Pk
Schaefer G M 66 Applecross Cir
Schiavone Mary E 822 Twp Line Rd
Schmidt Ernest J 1604 N Limekiln Pike
Schneider Lisa 137 S Limekiln Pike
Scotti Joanne 86 Cedar Hill Rd
Services National Finacial 34 Skyline Dr
Seybolt Susan 8 Teresa Ln
Shanahan Amy Lynne 46 Bristol Rd
Sharps Francis B 2627 County Line Rd 1
Sherwood Zoe 127 Brittany Dr
Smith John H III, Janis B 121 Glen Dr
Smith Anna S Rte 202
Smith Melissa P 156 Old Orchard Rd
Snyder James C 150 Galway Cir
Society Of Clinical Research Assoc 530 W Butler Ave
Ste 109
Sokolis John 89 Sherri Dr
Spatolas Pizza 403 W Butler Ave
Stadler David 64 Curley Mill Rd
Stoler Richard K, Martha A 32 Walter Rd
Stuhl Joann M 3142 Fox Dr
Swan Douglas 37 8th Pickertown Rd
Swanger Robert 961 Scarlet Oak Dr
Sweriduk Christophe A 315 Stonyhill Dr
Swope Kevin J 4202 Grey Friars Ter
Taba Inc 235 W Butler Ave Store 5
Taba Inc Store 5 Webbies Pizza
Tarant Frank PO Box 124
Taub Eileen M, Kenenth 607 Remington Ct
Taylor Judith A 26 Pasture Ln
Teap, William Michael 914 Monarch Ct
Teitelman Ray H 112 Cornwall Dr
Timofeev Dmitri 918 Bentley Ct
Tolson Thomas 1531 Upper Stump Rd
Toth Joseph Est 18914 Chalfont
Tressler Amy L 24 B East Butler
Trinh Truc 46 Hellberg Ave
Virk Jamie C 1000 Azlen La
Waltrop Claire L 339 Stonyhill Dr
Wells Fargo Bank Na 708 126 Rose Ln
Werley Audrey F 6 Beachwood Dr
Wiley Justin, Steven 17 Edinboro Cr
Wood Jason A 50 Hellberg Ave
Yochim Carmela A Trustee 119 Heath Ct
Zadravec Matthew, Tatjana 1250 Revere Dr
Churchville Pa 18966
Booth Advisory Group LLC 48 Nelson Dr
Bourlier Dorothy M, Matthew W 62 Churchville Ln
Caranfa John J 103 Livery Dr
Cebzanov Victoria B, Michael 34 Cedarbrook Dr
Cekaitis Joan M 255 Stratford Rd
Coleman Alan J 61 Creek Rd
Collins Edward M 28 Brown Dr
Corp 4055 Chresson Inc 267 2nd St
Dailey Frank J Est 27 N Hilltop Dr
Eskin Debra S 14 Stella Dr
Exterior Images Inc 51 Hampton Dr
Grindrod Gerald J 927 Bristol Rd
Harris Kenneth J, Jane S 300 Cherry Blossom Dr
Harris Jane S 300 Cherry Blossom Dr
Hernandez David 48 Willow Rd
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Irwin Tara L 805 New Rd
Jackson Maur A 179 Harriet Rd
Keegan John 31 Erich Dr
Knapp Susan B 187 Harriet Rd
Laporta Kristine M 71 Boxwood Rd
Littman Carol 103 Hidden Cove Dr
Macdonald Mary A Est, David M 179 Harriet Rd
Marsella Nicole 70 W Norton Dr
Mensh Tsilya, Biana 50 N Kitty Knight Dr
Mike & John Kobithen Roofing & Insulation Inc
57 Virginia Dr
Miller Eric Scott 122 Ross Rd
Miller Stephen 212 Fairhill Dr
Morton Katie Lynn 72 Cherry Blossom Dr
Nelson Anna Mae 612 Snyder
Olmedo Julia M 48 Willow Rd
Perkins Hazel 1900 Bristol Rd
Ryan Patrick G 281 Windsor Dr
Shelmet Joseph C Jr 175 Stratford Dr
Shiloh Felice, Aaron 61 Brown Dr
Sibre Mark 31 N Hilltop Dr
Simmons Edgar H 290 Wisteria Dr
Simon Joseph R 138 Harriet Rd
Sklyut Dmitry 261 Frog Hollow Rd
Vaze Geeta M, Jai M, Reema M 3 Traub Dr
Vaze Miland M MD 31 Traub Dr
Weber Margaret, Harry M 240 Windsor Dr
Weiss Jeffery Est 51 Schan Dr
Whartenb Carol A 116 Merry Dell Dr
Whartenby Christopher 116 Merry Dell Dr
Wolbert Patricia 975 Churchville
Wright Joseph E Jr 20 Charlotte Dr
Yeager M Charlotte, Fredrick H 112 Arbor Rd
Cornwells Heights Pa 19020
Anthony Catherine, George 1137 Harwood Rd
Becker Lewis V 1446 Bristol Rd
Berg Ruth, Oliver E Locke Jr 3673 Dresher Rd
Brascetta Nicholas 301 State Rd Side Apt
Felloney Eleanor M, Joseph Knights & Kate RD 14
Lachowicz Dorothy T, Richard W 3642 Berkley Rd
Lachowicz Living Tr 10 11 95 3642 Berkley Rd
Mccormick Edward P 1655 Rywal Ln
Merhaj Miray 3627 Hulmeville Rd
Persofsky Alissa, Barry 6441 Thomas Paine Ct
Roche Joyce Mary, Carriage Stop Apts 2111 Sparrow Way
Scheck Joseph R, Mary M 1129 Emerson Ln
Taylor Albert J, Sandra PO Box 31
Town & Country Roofing Inc 477 S Lerch Rd
Vandergrift Rhoda B 2835 Pearl Ave
Was Margaret A 467 Mill Rd
Washington J F 467 Mill Rd
Weitzel Ralph N 1091 Wildman Ave
Wicker Florence, Wayne 2455 Bowman Ave
Croydon Pa 19021
Curtis Emma R 1100 Newportville Rd Apt 233
Mcnamara Harold 1100 Newportville Rd Apt 233
Action Adjustment Svc 519 Bristol Pike
Adams Stephen J 804 Orchard Ave
Adamson George 318 Spring Ave C
Advanced Engineering Techno 915 Ray Ave
Alexander Kevin 900b Sycamore Ave
Applegate Carrieanne Marie 1110 Cedar Ave
Arce Maria 1701 Newport Rd Apt 1727
Armstrong James W 239 Neshaminy Rd
Ayres William A 1021 Hilary Ave
Bac Home Loans Servicing LP 832 Excelsior Ave
Brundage Anna R 606 2nd Ave
Buck Pattie 1330 Prospect Ave
Bungard Ruth Ann, Donald E Coles Sr 151 Walnut Ave
Calderon Mauner 706 Cedar Ave
Capwell Robert W Sr 945 Wyoming Ave
Catrambone Anthony M, Dawn V 914 1st Ave
Centeno Lourdes 1100 Newportville Rd Apt 334
Chrzanowski Alexander M, Marie A 706 Excelsior Ave
Civitello Robert 2377 Dixon Ave
Conklin Catherine R 704 1st Ave
Cook Charles Lot 21 Millers Trailer Park
Crawford Darrell E 713 Excelsior Ave Apt B
Crohe Donald L, Scott 1924 Lineola Ave
Damon Graham 1100 Newport Rd
Davison Keith 1100 Newportville Rd Apt 420
Defilippis Barbara A 501 Cedar Ave
Denham Mabel 917 Excelsior Ave
Desper Vanderick, Anna 519 Bristol Pike
Diernbach Linda M 2012 Garfield Ave
Dow Chemical 2900 River Rd
Estrella Ernestina 402 Franklin St
Fantini Nicholas 519 Bristol Pike
Figuereo Earidice 802 Elm Ave
Fiocco Herbert, Patrick 727 Keystone St
Frankenfield Harold C, Shirley 823 Logan Ave
Garlicks Great American Smokehouse Inc 417 State Rd
Gerstlauer John M 219 Hillcrest Ave
Gillen Grace 619 Washington Ave
Good Randall Jr, Liz 518 Brown Ln
Gouse Grace R Est, Herman 1754 Prospect Ave
Green George F 146 Hillcrest Ave
Griffin Dorothy E, Norman 619 Delaware Ave
Gunn Stanley E, Maryann 718 Washington Ave
Hamill Dawn M 724 3rd Ave
Harned Ralph E PO Box 232
Have A Vend Co Inc 1000 Washington Ave
Have A Vend Co Betty Fazio 1000 Washington Ave
Helm Assoc 801 Bristol Pike 801 Bristol Pike
Helstrom Michael J 1100 Newportville Rd Apt 1223
Hemmert Ruth A 239 Neshaminy Rd
Hudock Elizabeth 717 Patterson Ave
Hughes Darryl 919 Dolores Ln
Infantry Corps, J D Merrell 2348 Prospect Ave
Ionescu Christopher Robin 1110 Cedar Ave
Kairis Joseph 700 Browns Ln
Kalinowski Max Jr 901 Stella Ave
Kaytes Beverly, Eric 519 Bristol Pike
Kelley Charles D, Mary T 2326 Prospect Ave
Landau Kelly A 950 Maple Ave
Liu Qian 2033 Garfield Ave
Ludwig Lynn Elizabeth 1701 Newport Rd 1425
Malazita Mary Ann 150 Belmont Ave
Martin James 2207 Lincoln St
Mcallister Caitlyn M 1100 Newportville Rd
Mcgovern Thomas Main St
Mcgovern Thomas P 950 Miller Ave 60
Mcguire Doreen A 1009 Dolphin Ave
Melesio Agripina 1701 Newport Rd Apt 13 21
Metro Public Adjustment 321 Cedar Ave
Modzelewski Marcie 519 Bristol Pike
Molino Brein A 609 Princess Ave
Montero Ubertino 514 Sycamore Ave
Morris Robert P 604 Rosa Ave
Murphy Leo D 1925 Lincoln Ave
Napoli Nicholas 2124 Dixon Ave
Nunez Arce Angiely Maria 1701 Newport Rd Apt 1727
Nunlist William 400 Harris Ave
Nwabara Sarah O 1001 Franklin Ave
Oledzki Piotr 1060 Franklin Ave
Oneile Vicki A 506 Princess Ave
Ott Sarah B 1103 Maryland Ave
Oxley Jennie Rae 698 Main St
Patricks Pub 505 Bristol Pike
Pawlowic Brian 1700 Dixon Ave
Pierce James R Jr 913 Stephen Ave
Pozdnyakov Alex 519 Bristol Pike
Quinn Thelma C 608a Browns Ln
Ramos Jose 832 Excelsior Ave
Renton Douglas 739 Tulip Ave
Rich David M 2816 State Rd
Roth Melbourne L Sr 2316 Dixon Ave
Roth Russell C 705 Neshaminy Rd
Roth William 1701 Newport Rd Apt 1631
Sanders Craig 1715 Susan Ave
Savo Carol 519 Bristol Pike
Schaeffer Edward 1819 Lincoln Ave
Schulz Mary Est 103 Dorset Ave
Schum Michael L 511 Sycamore Ave
Sears Home Remodeling 719 Bank St
Senador Joeber 1007 Stephen Ave
Shaffer James 1914 Dixon Ave
Soboleva Svetlana 603 1st Ave B
Sorbello Olivia R, Cheryl B 823 1st Ave
Starzel Joseph 602 Miller Ave
Suberski Gene 321 Cedar Ave
Tasey Edward, Jayne 837 Unton Ave
Tavernier Christophe P 603 3rd Ave
Taylor George S Est Of 2012 Garfield Ave
Tenaruiz Jose R 802 Elm Ave
Thomas P Pfender His Attorne 832 Excelsior Ave
Ting Kai Ling, Weilun 2033 Garfield Ave
Tomlinson Lori 911 Cedar Ave 3
Tompkins Eileen Est, Patricia Delvecchio 936 Wyoming Ave
Toscani Walter, Sandra 519 Bristol Pike
Turfitt Ronald F, Irene 414 Delaware Ave
Tyrrel Casey A 1700 Dixon Ave
Ward Jack C/O Patricia Delvecchio 936 Wyoming Ave
Wetzel Frederick H, Charlene 845 Keystone St
White Dorothy L, Robert H 139 Hillcrest Ave
Williams Ray 2345 Dixon Ave
Yeager Esther R 603 Grant Ave
Zimmermann Bruce T 1100 Newportville Rd
Danboro Pa 18916
Brooks Carol PO Box 35
Hicks Susan C PO Box 588
Logan John B IV Est Of Box 130 Point Pleasant Pk
Logan John B PO Box 30 Pt Pleasant Pk
Snyder Sarah 4334 Point Pleasant Pk
Witcher Daniel D PO Box 520
Doylestown Pa 18901
92 Inc 92 Cheese Factory Rd
A And T Medical 54 East Oakland Ave
Abbate Paul 158 East Oakland St
Achberger Helen E 200 Veterans Ln Apt 407
Adalbert Renee, Leo 102 Coles Dr
Adams Ruth A, Greenleaf 400 S Main S
Allen Louise A Lousie A Kirby 4549 Summerhill Dr 29
Allen Muriel E Rd 1 58 Oak Leaf Dr
Alliance Adjustment Group Inc 263 N Main St
Amy Heinel Garthly Foundation For Medica PO Box 776
Anderson Linda 161 Mechanics St
Andover Est 875 N Easton Rd Ste 2b
Andre Werner 723 W Sandy Ridge Rd
Angel Joan L 22 Crestland Ter
Ansinn Paul A 4032 Holly Way
Aopen 26 ESwamp Rd
Baggesen Jensen Kristen 3184 April Ln
Baker Meredith A 44 Bittersweet Dr
Baran Marijoan 4711 Briar Cir
Barati Amir 106 E State St
Barrish Esther 2425 Lower State Rd Rm 228
Barry Margaret 61 Cornerstone Ct
Bash R N Dds Ste 3 275 S Main St
Berger Adam 4133 Swamp Rd Apt 1
Bevan Thomas RR 3
Bieker Michele W, Edward C 430 N Brd St Apt F
Blair Edward W 154 W Oakland St
Blake Mary E 42 S Chapman Rd
Blum More Reporting Svcs Inc 350 S Main St Ste 203
Blythe Jon Barrie 400 Almshouse Rd
Bonilla Rosa 11 Eljan Dr
Boulton Maria 328 Doyle St
Boyce Karen 129 Blackfriars Cir
Boykins Esther 124 E Ct St
Boyle Helen R, John 69 Brinker Dr
Bozzuto Jennie E, Joseph 4168 Dillon Rd
Bp Amoco 3611 N Easton Rd
Breish Joseph J 5139 Landisville Rd
Briggs Louise D 166 Edison−Furlong Rd
Brill Melissa 8 Belmont Sq
Brown Viola O 22 Crestland Ter
Bruno Florence M 4041 Captian Molly Cr
Brunt Susan H 135 Woodcrest Ln
Burge Georgina A 4387 Swamp Rd No 281
Burns Pamela 612 N Shady Retreat Rd Apt 17
Burton Pierson M III 4525 Deep Glen Way
Byam Korleen Buskirk C O Helen Cannella 4913 Fawn Ct
C G Assoc LLC 18 E Ct St
Cabell L Frances 1290 Almshouse Rd Apt 108
Calahan C 47 Meadow Ln
Camilton Solutions Care Of Horst Ins Doylestown
600 Farm Ln
Campbell Robert G 29 Meadow Ln
Caruso Christopher T, Mabel T 403 S Main St Unit A104
Cawood William L, Joan M 551 Christopher Ln
Chakravarthi Seshadri S, Sandra L 4220 Aly Dr
Chestnut Anne L 7 Chestnut Dr
Child Home & Community 144 Wood St
Chiusolo Michael J 24 Charter Oak Ct Lot 804
Chope Sharon 232 Hemlock Dr 18
Clarke Michael F, Susan J 350 New Britain Rd
Cole William G, Marion G 127 W Ashland St
Collaborative Leadership Project 68 E State St
Collectible Concepts 1600 Lower State Rd
Collins Alicia D 1208 Whitehall Dr
Collision Keenan 4037 Swamp Rd
Communication Techn 301 S Main St 2w
Constantine William 555 N Brd St Apt 102b
Corr Sean M 36 Golf View Rd
Cox Kathleen 336 E Ashland St
Craig Jeffrey S 66 Willowbrook Dr
Craig Megan 39 N Hamilton St
Crum Scott 255 W Ct St
Cunfer Lizabeth M Chestnut Grove 3−9 Aspen Way
Curley Anna 4465 Honeysuckle Ln
Cutting Edge Cycles LLC 641 N Main St
Cutting Eric 304 E Ct St
Cycle Sports Of Doylestown 641 N Main St
Czupich Joseph, Helen Heritage Towers Apt 813
Dean Travis 5 S Main St 7
Dechant Scott 70 Old Dublin Pike J5
Demuro Christine 47 W Ashland St 1a
Denner Joshua R 3279 Bristol Rd
Denner Katherine V 3279 Bristol Rd
Desimone June M 303 W State St Apt 312
Diaw Codou 72 Spgs Dr
Dimeo Nancy PO Box 885
Disidoro Agustino E 284 Foxhound Dr
Doherty Stephen G 1456 Ferry Rd Unit 603
Dolan Deawn 96 Providence Ave
Donigan Christopher P, Joann B 150 Hart Ave
Donofrio Eileene 115 Aarons Ave
Donovan Timothy 873 Ferry Rd
Dougherty Jane Est 5 8 Aspen Way
Downin Robert R 16 Doyle St
Downs Stephen C 10 Bomaca Dr
Doylestown Atop 18 W State St Ste 205
Doylestown Int Medc Assoc 310 Farm Ln
Doylestown Invst Group Fl 3rd 77 W Ct St
Doylestown Lodge 245 55 E State St
Doylestown Pizza & Restaurant 1776 Easton Rd
Doylestown Pizzeria Inc 1776 S Easton Rd
Drake Amy 61 E Oakland Ave Apt 1a
Dunn Stanley E 62 Townview Dr
Edwards E Everett 475 North St Apt 7a
Eh Kyaw 143 Mecanice St Apt 1
Elder Services Inc 25 N Main St
Ely Christine Michelle, Regina, Michael Charles A
23 N Woods Ln
Engelman Edward C, Anne C 777 Ferry Rd Q18
Ernest Warren Nelson 10 Magnolia Ct
Esposito Louisa 1290 Almshouse Rd Apt 600
Facey Katherine Mary 4608 Watson Dr
Fahnstock Co, Richard Fox 60 N Main St
Fannon Kate Marie 115 Providence Ave
Farrow John R 5081 Rebecca Fell Dr
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Fehr Jeffery S 111 Beulah Rd
Ferry Joan Lakeview Assisted Living 2425 Lower State Rd
Fidelity Investments Inst Ops Co Inc 42 Steeplechase Dr
Fischer F C 284 E Ct St
Fitch Lori E 200 Blue St Apt B29
Flock William M, Shirley H 55 Pinevale Rd
Flynn Stefanie A, Jason J 64 Fox Hill Rd
Foresight Svcs Inc PO Box 1886
Forsthoefel Sarah E, Tim J 3836 E Brandon Way
Franklin Kristin T, Ian M 375 Union St
Freitas Aline 1209 Fonthill Dr
Fretz Mary E 59 Colonial Heritage
Frye Henry 14 Viburnum Cluster 4
Fryling Warren W 555 N Brd St Apt 124a
Fuller Mark M 64 Radcliff Dr
Funston Shane PO Box 3
Ganter Norman B PO Box 1207
Garis Denise A 225 Hastings Ct
Gastineau Edward A, Mary 5070 Paist Rd
George Lawrence S Jr 14 Brookdale Dr
Gershon Norm S, Lela M 3096 Church School Rd
Getz Wesly F 36 E State St
Gibbons Susanne 29 Radcliff Dr
Gill Tim 70 Old Dublin Pk
Glaab Catherine 700 E Butler Ave
Glab Stephanie Ctr Sq Towers 555 N Brd St
Goehring John R PO Box 274
Goldberg Elissa F, Lily H 4230 Leslie Ln
Golit Gustave J 400 S Main St
Gottschalk Sarah B 555 N Brd St 410b
Grady George R 166 Cherry Ln
Grauel Elaine R 1202 Fonthill Dr Apt M2
Green Michael 76 Squirrel Rd
Greenberg Robert 1305 Whitehall Dr
Greg Mitsch Esq 124 E Ct St
Gresh Michelle 1730 S Easton Rd
Groff Helen K 200 Veterans Ln Apt 315
Groves Esther L 29 Bridge St
Guthrie Kevin 707 Commons Way
Haas Willard H 555 N Brd St Apt 417 A
Hackethal Timothy 144 Cheese Factory Rd
Hadigian William 50 S Clinton St
Hafer Regina 4286 June Meadow Dr
Halpin Elizabeth C 216 Stags Leap Cir
Haney Jennifer L, Aiden P, Owen J 129 Steeplechase Dr
Haney Michael 278 W State St
Hartwell Lucile C Est 23 Pine Mill Cir
Haywa Est 777 Ferry Rd Apt R 3
Heller Richard A 5941 High Ridge Cir
Henderson Christina 534 Christopher Ln
Henderson Hoy Lynne 182 N Brd St
Herd Victoria Prescott 2346 Turk Rd
Heritage Towers 734 200 Veterans Ln
Herrity Renee 5 Pine Mill Cir
Hertzel Catherine C 316 Dorset Ct
Hilker C R, Girard Bank Main State Sts
Hilker Crystal 126 Colonial Heritage Park
Hillbrath Henry Est 407 Cherry Ln
Hillis Adjustment Agency Inc 723 W Sandy Ridge Rd
Hojnacki Linda 49 Brinker Dr
Holmes Doris B Vallen House A−104
Holstein Eleanor B 2425 Lower State Rd 230
Horne Thomas R 8 S Main St 5
Houser Susan 403 S Main St Apt H 200
Hunsberger David R 200 Veterans Ln Apt 417
Hurley Karla 2063 Country Club Dr
Iannucci Kay 600 Hyde Park
Ibrahim Mckillop PC Iolta 71 S Main St
If The Shoe Fits By Hot Foot 29 W State St
Ilock Products Corp PO Box 1502
International Oil Gas Inc 2967 Paprika Rd
Ireland Margarita A 5082 Beacon Hill Ct
Isidoro Helen M 284 Foxhound Dr
Jackson Michael D 227 Fty Foot Rd
Jarret Thomas L 53 Meadow Ln
Jaurigue Philip P 197 Ash Way
Jesko Jonathan 70 Old Dublin Pike Apt F2
Jkm Health LLC 102 Progress Dr Ste 202
Jones Frank, Jane 3095 Knights Way
Jtc Marketing LLC 33 Campbell Ave
Junkin Michael 4300 Hawk Cir
Justice Ada H 555 N Brd St Apt 219b
Kallen Scott 403 Main St S Apt 100
Khaurallah Toufic 4583 W Swamp Rd 2168
Kirby Janet L 3472 Indian Spring Rd
Kistler John A 197 Almshouse Rd
Kline James Ctr Sq Towers
Kloppel Herman F 47 Blythewood Rd
Koch Sarah E 612 N Shady Retreat Rd 38
Kopenhaver Emilie M, Lorie M 448 Pine Run Rd
Kornegay James E 234 Old Dublin Pike
Kramar Francis R, Amelia F 50 Shady Grove Cir
Kreiensieck Ann 4 4 Aspen Way
Kuklinski John J Jr, John J 741 N Chubb Dr
Kupersmith William R Jr, Peter A, Mary M, John A
3070 Yorkshire Rd
Landes Ruth G 84 East St
Lansberry Robert 107 E Ct St
Lawler Terence J, Linda 2230 Turk Rd
Lea Sue M 23 Forest Dr
Leal Jessica 1837 Lower State Rd
Leatherman Howard RR 2
Lee Meyrowitz Orthodontics Pc 363 N Main St
Licurse Dorothy 194 Sandy Koll Dr
Lieberman Mary R 174 Progress Dr
Lindsay John B 167 Hart Ave
Lindsay Lucille L, Peter S Williams 167 Hart Ave
Lizarazo Sandra 25 Avalon Ct
Lownes Ruth S 128 Harvey Ave
Lucey Kate 69 Radcliff Dr
Lynch Merrill 600 Hyde Park
Mack Myrtle 777 Ferry Rd
Mafg Svcs Inc, Francis Brancha 26 E Swamp Rd Ste 200
Magee Richard D Jr 19 John Dyer Way
Maguire Robert T 5708 Ridgeview Dr
Maher Maryann P, Thomas J 32 Charter Oak Ct
Mahoney Joseph M 70 W Oakland Ave Ste 200
Malinowski Ira Isabella 514 E Ct St
Mallon Robert V 27 Blythewood Rd
Manes Kimiko 178 Edison Furlong Rd
Marek William 1530 Woodcock Ln
Marinelli Donna M, Joseph 5231 Windtree Dr
Marinelli Joseph, Donna 1206 Whitehall Dr
Marinelli Christopher, Joseph 3979 Landisville Rd
Marino Richard M, Andrea 30 Radcliff Dr
Markle Cindy 3720 W Brandon Way
Martin John J 3341 Spruce Dr
Max Pauline State & Ct St
Mcanulty Joan T 68 Hillcrest Dr
Mccloud Eileen 73 Old Dublin Pike Ste 10
Mcdowell Mary S 1335 Ferry Rd
Mcelroy Peter J 1004 Whitehall Dr
Mcgillicuddy Donald G 200 Veterans Ln Apt 831
Mcgrath Daniel 176 W Oakland Ave Apt 2
Mchenry Christopher W 4401 June Meadow Dr
Mchugh Mary C 21 Golf View Rd
Mckeogh Kathleen R 3638 Nancy Ward Cir
Meder Daniel James, Kevin J 3944 Johns Way
Meier Donald PO Box 221 206 Moyer Rd
Melling David W 17 Hillside Ln
Merck Cardio Special 2007 200 62 E Oakland Ave
Miller A Andrew 87 Brinker Dr
Mills Amanda 329 Horseshoe Way
Mohr Michael F, Sharon T 166 Edison−Furlong Rd
Mohr Ramo Hernandez 5 Cornerstone Ct
Morris Janet Neshaminy Manor Home 1263 Almshouse Rd
Moyer Robert L 7004 Birdie Ln
Murphy Leah 83 Pine Mill Cir
Murray Dorothy A 94 Sioux Rd
Murray Marshall Est 708 N Valy Forge Rd
Myers Lucinda H 75 S Clinton St
Nai Joseph F 4 Charter Oak Ct
Nair Harish B, Aparna 70 Old Dublin Pike Apt H 14
Neamand David 2015 Lower State Rd
Nfs Fmtc 514 E Ct St
Nicholson Tabitha 405 Font Hill Dr Apt D5
Nicolo John M, Eileen 440 Cobblestone Way
Oleary Roxie 777 Ferry Rd Apt P17
Oneil Michael R 125 Chapman Rd
Opass Edward, Marilyn 16 Stacey Dr
Opass Edward S 196 W Ashland St Ste 206
Orr Frances M 355 North St Apt B6
Orr Thomas A W Oak Tr Apts Apt B1 355 North St
Otoole Martin A 171 Wooded Dr
Ott Robert 432 Maple Ave
Paek Nam H 34 E State St
Palermo Joseph Est 233 Edison Furlong Rd
Pascoe Doris R 107 E Oakland Ave
Paulus Caroline L 3472 Indian Spring Rd
Pegram Dorothy PO Box 885
Pelham Alfred 50 Belmont Sq A
Penn Disposal Inc 79 E Ashland St
Peppermint Carol L 31 Townview Dr
Perkins Anne, George H Perkins 5242 Old Easton Rd
Pfleiger Greta 555 N Brd St Apt 107b
Physicians Endoscopy 1456 Ferry Rd Ste 305
Pierce Merrill Lyman Jr 132 Sandywood Dr
Pisani Christopher R 403 Appian Way
Plakins Rieffel Pc, Diane Strach PO Box 1287
Ponniah S 7 19 Aspen Way
Porter David J 6−11 Aspen Way
Post Vicki V 1795 S Easton Rd PO Box 885
Price Norman 200 Veterans Ln Apt 726
Pursel Edward R, R R 400 S Main St
Putman Kevin S Sr, Ryan E 5450 Long Ln
Pyles Margaret 19 Chestnut Dr
Pysar Mary A 2980 Ash Mill Rd
Ranalli William, Chris Burns 36 Pine Valy Rd
Rathbun Mary Ann 73 Old Dublin Pike Ste 10
Reid Gene 5078 Beacon Hill Ct
Resh Elizabeth M 166 Rickerts Rd
Reshetar Realty Inc, Robin Reshetar PO Box 2045
Reshetar Rudolph E 166 Rickerts Rd
Response Tv Network Inc 18 W State St Ste 224
Rheinstadter Edward Est 107 E Ct St
Rhell H Evans, Frank S 3835 Us Rt 202 N
Richie Charles W 5621 Old Easton Rd
Richter Stefan Esq 107 E Oakland Ave
Rieser Catherine C 316 Dorset Ct
Rizo Lazaro 263 N Main St
Robert J Neborsky MD Inc Combination Trust, Quantrx
Biomedical Corp 100 S Main St Ste 300
Rogan Rose 5815 Private Dr
Roth Margaret L, Gregory E 6 Dell Dr
Rts Technologies LLC 350 S Main St
Rullo Virginia 200 Union St
Rush Jennifer W, Michael J 49 Cornerstone Ct
Rutherford Anthony J 914 Ferry Rd Apt 1
Saks Rachel H Psyd 432 Maple Ave
Sales & Marketing Group Inc 196 W Ashland St Ste 203
Sano Agency LLC 68 Hillside Ave
Sayles Victoria R, Timothy F 3 Constitution Ave
Schafer Thomas M 61 Bogey Cir
Schank Thelma M 3211 Bristol Rd
Schenk Lisa 14 Easthill Dr
Schilling Contractors 21 Tracy Dr
Schilling Frank D RD 1
Schilling Walter A 38 Stacey Dr
Schlotter Andrew W 3 Valy Cir
Schmell Francis F Est 49 Piccadilly Cir
Schreck Lynne 5 21 Aspen Way
Schreiner C S 555 N Brd St Apt 803a
Schreiner Caroline Est Of 555 N Brd St Apt 803a
Schultz Jacob A, Matthew R 117 Aarons Ave
Schwabe Alexander K 5078 Beacon Hill Ct
Shaw Georgeianna R 13 Kershaw Ave
Signator Ins A 2005 S Easton Rd 202
Simmers Richard G 35 Duane Rd
Singley Judith C 62 N Church St
Skuse Meghan E, Amy J 430 Pine Run Rd
Smith Jean Marie, Richard B 6 Walton Ave
Smith Lynnell M, Luke S 4223 Sunnyside Dr
Smith Richard L, Carolyn 7 Yellowwood Cluster
Smith Bart 49 Constitution Ave
Smith Donald B 57 N Clinton St
Smith Jeremy 156 W Oakland Ave
Smith Joshua S 4−1 Aspen Way
Smith Lawther O 30 Watercrest Dr
Smith Russell H 174 E State St
Snyder David M 197 W Chestnut Valy Dr
Soletta LLC 25 Radcliff Dr Ste 100
Solutions Inc Ste 208 70 W Oakland Ave
Soto Gil Rafael W Apt F3
Spatolas Pizza 5175 Cold Spring Creamery Rd
Spencer Betty J 555 N Brd St Apt 305b
Spring Martha 30 Hillcrest Dr
Stefenack Mary J 555 N Brd St Apt 612b
Steltz John 106 Beulah Rd
Stephenson Rhoda B 555 N Brd St Apt 706b
Store 42033 73 Old Dublin Pike Ste 14
Stout Pia 1101 New Galena Rd
Stowman Dorothy I, Howard J 172 Edison Forlong Rd
Struble Stan 33 Houk Dr
Sumner Edwin R 50 Willowbrook Dr
Swartley Agnes 200 Veterans Ln 204
Swartz Lisa 25 Carriage Dr
Swiftsellit 1796 S Easton Rd
Sytex Inc 2003 S Easton Rd Ste 304
Talaricolose George 5416 Simpson Cir
Tatem Nancy G 54 Spgs Dr
Taylor Mechanical Constructors Inc PO Box 390
Teat James A 122 Wood St
Tesno Ronald R 76 Colonial Heritage Park
Thomas Eleanor H 51 Magnolia Ct
Tobin J B 4229 Mechanicsville Rd 1st Fl
Tolen Margaret PO Box 445
Tommassello Catherine P 3936 Amberton Way
Top Prospect LLC 1796 S Easton Rd
Treffinger Harvey G Jr 3378 Holicong Rd
Trustee Tricity Leasing 4910 Kearny Mesa Rd
Tsen Clara A 401 Eagle Ln
U−A 06−03−81, George H Perkins 5242 Old Easton Rd
Underwood Michael 36 Cornerstone Ct
Upmalis Heather 22 Maple Ct
Vamos Stephan 402 Appian Way
Ventresca Ugo 67 W Ct St
Via Affiliates 599 W State St Ste 308
Via Affiliates, Fountainville Medical 595 W State St
Vida Patricia A 36 Charter Oak Ct
Vincent Patricia F 1795 S Easton Rd PO Box 885
Vincent William H Apt 433 200 Veterans Ln
Volm Michelle 19 Woodstone Dr
Von Ahrens Frederick A 83 Radcliff Dr
Voran Jason 200 Spruce St Apt B27
W A Haberern Agcy Inc, Agent Broker Lic Unit
151 N Main St
Walker John 251 N W St
Warf Anne F 64 Radcliff Dr
Warga Richard G, Mary H B1 Pine Run Community
Weiner Howard 35 E State St
Wells Fargo Bank Na 723 W Sandy Ridge Rd
Welsh Loretta A 555 N Brd St Apt 209b
Whitaker Wesley 19 Chestnut Dr
Wieland Eugene K Jr 35 Colonial Heritage Pa
Wilhoit Stanley V, Scott L 248 E Ct St
Williams Arthur E 8 Shadbush Pine Rum Comm
777 Ferry Rd
Wilson Lillian S 555 N Brd St 611b
Wolf Michael 8 Belmont Sq
Woltemate Carol J 596 Sandy Ridge Rd
Wood Jason B 1004 Whitehall Dr
Worth Stepehen, Ann D PO Box 1178
Xanthopoulos Fred G 475 North St 3e
Yerkes Natalie M 13 Dogwood Cluster
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Young Catherine F 35 Limekiln Rd Apt 25
Zang Qin 33 Cornerstone Ct
Zielonka Benjamin James, Jason S Premiere Research
Worlwide 333 Dorset Ct
Doylestown Pa 18902
501 503 20th St Condo Assn 4409 Sunflower Ct
92 Inc 92 Cheese Factory Rd
A And T Medical 54 E Oakland Ave
Abbate Paul 158 E Oakland St
Achberger Helen E 200 Veterans Ln Apt 407
Adalbert Renee, Leo 102 Coles Dr
Adams Ruth A, Greenleaf 400 S Main S
All About Vacuums 4383 W Swamp Rd
Allen Louise A Lousie A Kirby 4549 Summerhill Dr 29
Allen Muriel E Rd 1 58 Oak Leaf Dr
Alliance Adjustment Group Inc 263 N Main St
Alpha Care Ambulance Inc 1936 S Easton Rd Ste 5
Amy Heinel Garthly Foundation For Medica PO Box 776
Anderson Linda 161 Mechanics St
Andover Est875 N Easton Rd Ste 2b
Andre Werner 723 W Sandy Ridge Rd
Angel Joan L 22 Crestland Ter
Ansinn Paul A 4032 Holly Way
Aopen 26 East Swamp Rd
Auto Smart LLC 30 Woodsend Dr
Baggesen Jensen Kristen 3184 April Ln
Baker Meredith A 44 Bittersweet Dr
Baran Marijoan 4711 Briar Cir
Barati Amir 106 E State St
Barish Marvin 3841 Mechanicsville Rd
Barrish Esther 2425 Lower State Rd Rm 228
Barry Margaret 61 Cornerstone Ct
Bartnikowski Brian Mercer Sq Shopping Ctr
Bash R N DDS Ste 3 275 S Main St
Baxter Richard 3986 Spring Valy Rd
Berger Adam 4133 Swamp Rd Apt 1
Bevan Thomas RR 3
Bieker Michele W, Edward C 430 N Brd St Apt F
Bitzer John H Jr, Lisa A 2911 Snakehill Rd
Blair Edward W 154 W Oakland St
Blake Mary E 4045 Ruckman Way
Blake Mary E 42 S Chapman Rd
Blum More Reporting Svc Inc 350 S Main St Ste 203
Blythe Jon Barrie 400 Almshouse Rd
Bonilla Rosa 11 Eljan Dr
Boulton Maria 328 Doyle St
Boyce Karen 129 Blackfriars Cir
Boykins Esther 124 E Ct St
Boyle Helen R, John 69 Brinker Dr
Bozzuto Jennie E, Bozzuto Joseph 4168 Dillon Rd
Bp Amoco 3611 N Easton Rd
Breish Joseph J 5139 Landisville Rd
Briggs Louise D 166 Edison−Furlong Rd
Brill Harry H 20 Covenant Ct
Brill Melissa 8 Belmont Sq
Brindisi Joseph J, Evan J 3810 Secondwoods Rd
Brink Laura B, Erick 5987 Stovers Mill Rd
Brown Viola O 22 Crestland Ter
Bruno Florence M 4041 Captian Molly Cr
Brunt Susan H 135 Woodcrest Ln
Burge Georgina A 4387 Swamp Rd No 281
Burke Joseph L Jr Est, Kristine A Demarco
4487 Summer Meadow Dr
Burkle Nicholas A 4162 Milords Ln
Burns Pamela 612 N Shady Retreat Rd Apt 17
Burt Charles 3385 Gail Cir
Burton Kyle Pierson 4525 Deep Glen Way
Burton Pierson M III 4525 Deep Glen Way
Byam Korleen Buskirk, Helen Cannella 4913 Fawn Ct
C G Assoc LLC 18 E Ct St
Cabell L Frances 1290 Almshouse Rd Apt 108
Calahan C 47 Meadow Ln
Camilton Solutions Care Of Horst Ins Doylestown
600 Farm Ln
Campana Dorothy 4585 Deep Creek Way
Campbell Robert G 29 Meadow Ln
Cannon Yoon 2977 White Tail Ct Ste 200
Carlineo For Congress 101 Meadow View Dr
Carney Colette 4705 Nottingham Way
Caskey M U 3853 W Brandon Way
Castro Carol A 5723 Silo Hill Rd Apt D
Cavanaugh Eugene M 3601 Windridge Dr
Cawood William L, Joan M 551 Christopher Ln
Cenaj Halim 5071 Rebecca Fell Dr
Chakravarthi Seshadri S, Chakravarthi Sandra L
4220 Aly Dr
Chestnut Anne L 7 Chestnut Dr
Child Home & Community 144 Wood St
Chiusolo Michael J 24 Charter Oak Ct Lot 804
Chope Sharon 232 Hemlock Dr 18
Clarke Michael F, Susan J 350 New Britain Rd
Cogels Charles 4783 Church Rd
Cole William G, Cole Marion G 127 W Ashland St
Collaborative Leadership Project 68 E State St
Collectible Concepts 1600 Lower State Rd
Collins Alicia D 1208 Whitehall Dr
Collision Keenan 4037 Swamp Rd
Communication Technologies 301 S Main St 2w
Connelly William 4884 Mead Dr
Constantine William 555 N Brd St Apt 102b
Corr Sean M 36 Golf View Rd
Costello Marianne 3671 Nancy Ward Cir
Coulton Donna L 4185 Miladies Ln
Cox Kathleen 336 E Ashland St
Craig Jeffrey S 66 Willowbrook Dr
Craig Megan 39 N Hamilton St
Crazee Daisee Edible Fruit Arrangements, Natalie
3687 Old Easton Rd
Crum Scott 255 W Ct St
Cunfer Lizabeth M Chestnut Grove 3−9 Aspen Way
Curley Anna 4465 Honeysuckle Ln
Cutting Edge Cycles LLC 641 N Main St
Cutting Eric 304 E Ct St
Cycle Sports Of Doylestown 641 N Main St
Czupich Joseph Heritage Towers Apt 813
Czupick Helen Heritage Towers Apt 813
Dannels Betsy A, Brittany Mcginley 3610 Nancy Ward Cir
Datin James A, Susan E 21 EstDr
Dean Travis 5 S Main St 7
Dechant Scott 70 Old Dublin Pike J5
Demuro Christine 47 W Ashland St 1a
Denner Joshua R, Katherine V 3279 Bristol Rd
Desimone June M 303 W State St Apt 312
Diaw Codou 72 Spgs Dr
Dicicco Michael Mercer Sq Shopping Ctr
Dimeo Nancy PO Box 885
Disidoro Agustino E 284 Foxhound Dr
Doherty Stephen G 1456 Ferry Rd Unit 603
Dolan Deawn 96 Providence Ave
Donahue Vincent P 4052 Diane Way
Donigan Christopher P, Joann B 150 Hart Ave
Donofrio Eileene 115 Aarons Ave
Donohue Anna M 4443 Longview Ln
Donovan Timothy 873 Ferry Rd
Dougherty Jane Est 5 8 Aspen Way
Downin Robert R 16 Doyle St
Downs Stephen C 10 Bomaca Dr
Doylestown Atop 18 W State St Ste 205
Doylestown Int Medc Assoc 310 Farm Ln
Doylestown Invst Group Fl 3rd 77 W Ct St
Doylestown Lodge 245 55 E State St
Doylestown Pizza & Restaurant 1776 Easton Rd
Drake Amy 61 E Oakland Ave Apt 1a
Dunn Stanley E 62 Townview Dr
Edwards E Everett 475 North St Apt 7a
Eh Kyaw 143 Mecanice St Apt 1
Elder Services Inc 25 N Main St
Ely Christine Michelle, Regina A, Charles 23 N Woods Ln
Engelman Edward C, Anne C 777 Ferry Rd Q18
Ernest Warren Nelson 10 Magnolia
Esposito Louisa 1290 Almshouse Rd Apt
Excel Ins Svcs Inc 3683 Seneca Ct
Facey Katherine Mary 4608 Watson Dr
Fahnstock Co, Richard Fox 60 N Main St
Falkowski Marian 9 Poplar Ln
Fannon Kate Marie 115 Providence Ave
Farrow John R 5081 Rebecca Fell Dr
Fehr Jeffery S 111 Beulah Rd
Ferriter Robert H 3119 Pelham Place
Ferry Joan Lakeview Assisted Living 2425 Lower State Rd
Fidelity Investments Inst Ops Co Inc 42 Steeplechase Dr
18901
Fischer F C 284 E Ct St
Fischer Leonard, Cheryl 4268 Fell Rd
Fitch Lori E 200 Blue St Apt B29
Flock William M, Shirley H 55 Pinevale Rd
Flynn Stefanie A, Jason J 64 Fox Hill Rd
Ford Mccafferty 3960 Airport Blvd
Foresight Svcs Inc PO Box 1886
Forsthoefel Sarah E, Tim J 3836 E Brandon Way
Franklin Kristin T, Ian M 375 Union St
Freitas Aline 1209 Fonthill Dr
Fretz Mary E 59 Colonial Heritage
Frye Henry 14 Viburnum Cluster 4
Fryling Warren W 555 N Brd St Apt 124a
Fuller Mark M 64 Radcliff Dr
Funston Shane PO Box 3
Ganter Norman B PO Box 1207
Garis Denise A 225 Hastings Ct
Gastineau Edward A, Mary 5070 Paist Rd
George Lawrence S Jr 14 Brookdale Dr
Gershon Norm S, Lela M 3096 Church School Rd
Getz Wesly F 36 E State St
Gibbons Susanne 29 Radcliff Dr
Gill Tim 70 Old Dublin Pk
Glaab Catherine 700 E Butler Ave
Glab Stephanie Ctr Sq Towers 555 N Brd St
Goehring John R PO Box 274
Goldberg Elissa F, Lily H 4230 Leslie Ln
Golit Gustave J 400 S Main St
Gottschalk Sarah B 555 N Brd St 410b
Grady George R 166 Cherry Ln
Grauel Elaine R 1202 Fonthill Dr Apt M2
Green Michael 76 Squirrel Rd
Greenberg Robert 1305 Whitehall Dr
Greg Mitsch Esq 124 E Ct St
Gresh Michelle 1730 S Easton Rd
Groff Helen K 200 Veterans Ln Apt 315
Groves Esther L 29 Bridge St
Guthrie Kevin 707 Commons Way
Guzelak Stephen 5997 Carversville Rd
Haas Willard H 555 N Brd St Apt 417 A
Hackethal Timothy 144 Cheese Factory Rd
Hadigian William 50 S Clinton St
Hafer Regina 4286 June Meadow Dr
Halpin Elizabeth C 216 Stags Leap Cir
Haney Jennifer L, Aiden P, Owen J 129 Steeplechase Dr
Haney Michael 278 W State St
Hardmetrics Inc 5983 Stovers Ml Rd
Hartwell Lucile C Est 23 Pine Mill Cir
Hatfield Jerry A 4730 Cheshire Rd
Haywa Est 777 Ferry Rd Apt R3
Heller Richard A 5941 High Ridge Cir
Helmich Hartland H 3041 Ursulas Way
Henderson Christina 534 Christopher Ln
Henderson Hoy Lynne 182 N Brd St
Herd Victoria Prescott 2346 Turk Rd
Heritage Towers 734 200 Veterans Ln
Herrity Renee 5 Pine Mill Cir
Herrmann Paul E 4136 Tersher Dr
Hertzel Catherine C 316 Dorset Ct
Hilker C R, Girard Bank Main State Sts
Hilker Crystal 126 Colonial Heritage Park
Hillbrath Henry Est 407 Cherry Ln
Hillis Adjustment Agency Inc 723 W Sandy Ridge Rd
Hojnacki Linda 49 Brinker Dr
Holmes Doris B Vallen House A−104
Holstein Eleanor B 2425 Lower State Rd 230
Holt Rosine 5322 Long Ln
Horne Thomas R 8 S Main St 5
Houser Susan 403 S Main St Apt H 200
Hunsberger David R 200 Veterans Ln Apt 417
Hurley Karla 2063 Country Club Dr
Iannucci Kay 600 Hyde Park
Ibrahim Mckillop P C Iolta 71 S Main St t
If The Shoe Fits By Hot Foot 29 W State St
Ilock Products Corp PO Box 1502
Intelligencer Record PO Box 1109
International Oil Gas Inc 2967 Paprika Rd
Ireland Margarita A 5082 Beacon Hill Ct
Isidoro Helen M 284 Foxhound Dr
Jackson Michael D 227 Fty Foot Rd
James John C 4251 Lynn Cir
Jarret Thomas L 53 Meadow Ln
Jaurigue Philip P 197 Ash Way
Jesko Jonathan 70 Old Dublin Pike Apt F2
Jkm Health LLC 102 Progress Dr Ste 202
Jones Frank, Jane 3095 Knights Way
Jorgensen Renee N 3813 Swetland Dr
Jtc Marketing LLC 33 Campbell Ave
Junkin Michael 4300 Hawk Cir
Justice Ada H 555 N Brd St Apt 219b
Kaishauri Katherine T 5171 Woodward Dr
Kallen Scott 403 Main St S Apt 100
Khaurallah Toufic 4583 W Swamp Rd 2168
Kirby Janet L 3472 Indian Spring Rd
Kirsch Alan DDS Pc 875 N Easton Rd
Kistler John A 197 Almshouse Rd
Kline James Ctr Sq Towers
Kloppel Herman F 47 Blythewood Rd
Koch Sarah E 612 N Shady Retreat Rd 38
Kopenhaver Emilie M, Lorie M 448 Pine Run Rd
Kornegay James E 234 Old Dublin Pike
Kramar Francis R, Amelia F 50 Shady Grove Cir
Kreiensieck Ann 4 4 Aspen Way
Kuklinski John J Jr, John J 741 N Chubb Dr
Kupersmith William R Jr, Peter A, Mary M, John A
3070 Yorkshire Rd
Lachman Dorothy C 5443 Silo Hill Rd 5
Ladow Elissa, Paul 3820 Dogwood Ln
Landes Ruth G 84 East St
Lansberry Robert 107 E Ct St
Lapalomento Robert J Jr 5477 Rinkers Cir Unit 303
Lawler Terence J, Linda 2230 Turk Rd
Lea Sue M 23 Forest Dr
Leal Jessica 1837 Lower State Rd
Leary Cheryl 3755 Curly Hill Rd
Leatherman Howard RR 2
Lee Meyrowitz Orthodontics Pc 363 N Main St
Legris Ellen 5025 Sundance Ct
Licurse Dorothy 194 Sandy Koll Dr
Lieberman Mary R 174 Progress Dr
Linder Maureen 4734 Redeux Ct
Lindsay John B 167 Hart Ave
Lindsay Lucille L, Peter S Williams 167 Hart Ave
Lizarazo Sandra 25 Avalon Ct 18901
Lownes Ruth S 128 Harvey Ave
Lucey Kate 69 Radcliff Dr
Luther Barbara 3267 St Rd
Lynch Merrill 600 Hyde Park
Lynch Thomas, Kelly 3720 W Brandon Way
Mack Myrtle 777 Ferry Rd
Madalinski Boguslawa, Janusz 3921 Captain Molly Cir
Mafg Services Inc, Francis Brancha 26 E Swamp Rd Ste 200
Magee Richard D Jr 19 John Dyer Way
Maguire Robert T 5708 Ridgeview Dr
Maher Maryann P, Thomas J 32 Charter Oak Ct
Mahoney Joseph M 70 W Oakland Ave Ste 200
Malinowski Ira Isabella 514 E Ct St
Mallon Robert V 27 Blythewood Rd
Manes Kimiko 178 Edison − Furlong Rd
Marek William 1530 Woodcock Ln
Marenghi Frank Paul 4819 Valy Park Rd
Marinelli Christopher, Joseph, Justine 3979 Landisville Rd
Marinelli Donna M, Joseph 5231 Windtree Dr
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Marinelli Joseph, Donna 1206 Whitehall Dr
Marino Richard M, Andrea 30 Radcliff Dr
Markle Cindy 3720 W Brandon Way
Martin John J 3341 Spruce Dr
Max Pauline State & Ct St
Mc Dowell Mary S 1335 Ferry Rd
Mcanulty Joan T 68 Hillcrest Dr
Mccabe Daniel P 4481 Blue Ridge Dr
Mccloud Eileen 73 Old Dublin Pike Ste 10
Mcelroy Peter J 1004 Whitehall Dr
Mcgillicuddy Donald G 200 Veterans Ln Apt 831
Mcginley Paulette A, Paulette T 4438 Summer Meadow Dr
Mcgrath Daniel 176 W Oakland Ave Apt 2
Mchenry Christopher W 4401 June Meadow Dr
Mchugh Mary C 21 Golf View Rd
Mckenna Donna L 6 Scott Ln
Mckeogh Kathleen R 3638 Nancy Ward Cir
Meder Daniel James, Kevin J 3944 Johns Way
Meier Donald PO Box 221 206 Moyer Rd
Melling David W 17 Hillside Ln
Merck Cardio Special 2007 200 62 E Oakland Ave
Metz Kathleen R 4511 Deep Creek Way
Mi Tra Co Inc Psp 3684 Sablewood Dr
Miller A Andrew 87 Brinker Dr
Miller Randall S 5924 High Ridge Cir
Mills Amanda 329 Horseshoe Way
Mohr Michael F, Sharon T 166 Edison−Furlong Rd
Mohr Ramo Hernandez 5 Cornerstone Ct
Moria Inc 1050 Cross Keys Dr
Morreale Michele 3764 Swetland Dr
Morris Janet Neshaminy Manor Home 1263 Almshouse Rd
Mosley Christine 4509 Old Oak Rd
Mowery Andrew 5963 Shetland Dr
Moyer Robert L 7004 Birdie Ln
Munn Theodore E 4965 Gayman Rd
Murphy Leah 83 Pine Mill Cir
Murray Dorothy A 94 Sioux Rd
Murray Marshall Est 708 N Valy Forge
Myers Lucinda H 75 S Clinton St
Nai Joseph F 4 Charter Oak Ct
Nair Harish B, Aparna 70 Old Dublin Pike Apt H 14
Neamand David 2015 Lower State Rd
Neher Sandra, Van 3209 Grape Bay
Nfs Fmtc 514 E Ct St
Nicholson Tabitha 405 Font Hill Dr Apt D5
Nicolo John M, Nicolo Eileen 440 Cobblestone Way
Nicosia Carol 5077 Rosewood Dr
Nitro Fitness Repair LLC 4228 South View Ln
Noll J David, John David 4183 Miladies Ln
Okeefe Eileen 5883 Buck Run Rd
Oleary Roxie 777 Ferry Rd Apt P17
Oliveira John 5 Plumridge Dr
Oneil Michael R 125 Chapman Rd
Opass Edward S 196 W Ashland St Ste 206
Opass Marilyn, Edward 16 Stacey Dr
Orr Frances M 355 North St Apt B6
Orr Thomas A W Oak Tr Apts Apt B1 355 North St
Orth Joan 3907 Greystone Dr
Otoole Martin A 171 Wooded Dr Mailstop 23
Ott Michael 3778 Swetland Dr
Ott Robert 432 Maple Ave
Paek Nam H 34 E State St
Palermo Joseph Est 233 Edison Furlong Rd
Paramount Business Coach 2977 White Tail Ct Ste 200
Pascoe Doris R 107 E Oakland Ave
Paulus Caroline L 3472 Indian Spring Rd
Pawlovich Suzanne 4914 Point Pleasant Pike
Payn Brittany, Brittany Mcginley 3610 Nancy Ward Cir
Payung Harrison Vaughn, Drake J 5761 Landis Green Dr
Pegram Dorothy PO Box 885
Pelham Alfred 50 Belmont Sq A
Penn Disposal Inc 79 E Ashland St
Peppermint Carol L 31 Townview Dr
Perkins Anne, George H Perkins 5242 Old Easton Rd
Peterson Erika 3310 Ephross Cir
Pettitt Adrian Daniel 3580 Byron Dr
Pfleiger Greta 555 N Brd St Apt 107b
Phillips Christopher 1 John Dyer Way
Physicians Endoscopy 1456 Ferry Rd Ste 305
Pierce Merrill Lyman Jr 132 Sandywood Dr
Pierson Robert W 3933 Burnt House Hill Rd
Pisani Christopher R 403 Appian Way
Plakins Rieffel Pc, PO Box 1287
Pollard Dylan, Lauren 4189 Sir Andrew Cir
Ponniah S 7 19 Aspen Way
Porter David J 6−11 Aspen Way
Post Vicki V 1795 S Easton Rd PO Box 885
Price Norman 200 Veterans Ln Apt 726
Pursel Edward R, R R 400 S Main St
Putman Kevin S Sr, Ryan E 5450 Long Ln
Pyles Margaret 19 Chestnut Dr
Pysar Mary A 2980 Ash Mill Rd
Quinn Heather L, James P 67 John Dyer Way
Quinn Maegan R 67 John Dyer Way
Ranalli William, Chris Burns 36 Pine Valy Rd
Rathbun Mary Ann 73 Old Dublin Pike Ste 10
Reid Gene 5078 Beacon Hill Ct
Resh Elizabeth M 166 Rickerts Rd
Reshetar Realty Inc, Robin PO Box 2045
Reshetar Rudolph E 166 Rickerts Rd
Resonateit 4648 Louise St Claire Dr
Response Tv Network Inc 18 W State St Ste 224
Rheinstadter Edward Est 107 E Ct St
Rhell H Evans, Frank S 3835 Us Rt 202 N
Richie Charles W 5621 Old Easton Rd
Richter Stefan Esq 107 E Oakland Ave
Rieser Catherine C 316 Dorset Ct
Rist Christopher 10 Poplar Ln
Rizo Lazaro 263 N Main St
Robert J Neborsky MD Inc Combination Trust, Quantrx
Biomedical Corp 100 S Main St Ste 300
Rogan Rose 5815 Private Dr
Roth Margaret L, Gregory E 6 Dell Dr
Rotondo Peter 4545 Summerhill Dr
Rts Technologies LLC 350 S Main
Rullo Virginia 200 Union St
Rush Jennifer W, Michael J 49 Cornerstone Ct
Rutherford Anthony J 914 Ferry Rd Apt 1
Ryder Virginia C 3942 Charter Club Dr
S Main St Unit A104
Sadek Miriam M 511 Clermont Ct
Saks Rachel H Psyd 432 Maple Ave
Sales & Marketing Group Inc 196 W Ashland St Ste 203
Sanders Douglas B 3130 Millhurst Ln
Sano Agency LLC 68 Hillside Ave
Sayles Victoria R, Timothy F 3 Constitution Ave
Schafer Thomas M 61 Bogey Cir
Schank Thelma M 3211 Bristol Rd
Schenk Lisa 14 Easthill Dr
Schiff Harriet G 4540 Old Oak Rd
Schilling Contractors 21 Tracy Dr
Schilling Frank D RD 1
Schilling Walter A 38 Stacey Dr
Schlotter Andrew W 3 Valy Cir
Schmell Francis F Est 49 Piccadilly Cir
Schreck Lynne 5 21 Aspen Way
Schreiner C S 555 N Brd St Apt 803a
Schreiner Caroline Est Of 555 N Brd St Apt 803a
Schultz Jacob A 117 Aarons Ave
Schultz Matthew R 117 Aarons Ave
Schwabe Alexander K 5078 Beacon Hill Ct
Shannon Margaret K 5943 Carversville Rd
Shaw Georgeianna R 13 Kershaw Ave
Signator Ins Agency Inc 20050 S Easton Rd Ste 2002
Simmers Richard G 35 Duane Rd
Singley Judith C 62 N Church St
Skuse Meghan E, Amy J 430 Pine Run Rd
Smith Alfred E 4474 Country View Dr
Smith Barney 4259 W Swamp Rd Ste 400
Smith Bart 49 Constitution Ave
Smith Donald B 57 N Clinton St
Smith Jean Marie, Richard B 6 Walton Ave
Smith Jeremy 156 W Oakland Ave
Smith Joshua S 4−1 Aspen Way
Smith Lawther O 30 Watercrest Dr
Smith Lynnell M, Luke S 4223 Sunnyside Dr
Smith Richard L, Carolyn 7 Yellowwood Cluster
Smith Russell H 174 E State St
Snider David K 5413 Rinker Cir
Snyder David M 197 W Chestnut Valy Dr
Soderman Kristin, Breid 4580 Louise St Claire Dr
Soletta LLC 25 Radcliff Dr Ste 100
Solutions Inc Ste 208 70 W Oakland Ave
Sonitu Pharmaceuticals LLC 3805 Old Easton Rd
Sonnelitter Robert C, Daniel, Joanne 4525 Overlook Cir
Soto Gil Rafael W Apt F3
Spatolas Pizza 5175 Cold Spring Creamery Rd
Spencer Betty J 555 N Brd St Apt 305b
Spring Martha 30 Hillcrest Dr
Stefanovic Helen 3580 Byron Dr
Stefenack Mary J 555 N Brd St Apt 612b
Steltz John 106 Beulah Rd
Stephenson Rhoda B 555 N Brd St Apt 706b
Stevens David A 4183 Miladies Ln
Store 42033 73 Old Dublin Pike Ste 14
Stout Pia 1101 New Galena Rd
Stowman Dorothy I, Howard J 172 Edison Forlong Rd
Struble Stan 33 Houk Dr
Suessenguth Michael 133 Wells Rd
Sumner Edwin R 50 Willowbrook Dr
Swartley Agnes 200 Veterans Ln 204
Swartley James D, Sonia M 3786 Swetland Dr
Swartz Lisa 25 Carriage Dr
Swiftsellit 1796 S Easton Rd
Sytex Inc 2003 S Easton Rd Ste 304
Talaricolose George 5416 Simpson Cir
Tatem Nancy G 54 Spgs Dr
Taylor Mechanical Constructors Inc PO Box 390
Teat James A 122 Wood St
Tesno Ronald R 76 Colonial Heritage Park
Thomas Eleanor H 51 Magnolia Ct
Thompson Florence E Est 4500 Bergstrom Rd
Tobin J B 4229 Mechanicsville Rd 1st Fl
Tolen Margaret PO Box 445
Tommassello Catherine P 3936 Amberton Way
Top Prospect LLC 1796 S Easton Rd
Treanor Warren F 6422 Ferry Rd
Treffinger Harvey G Jr 3378 Holicong Rd
Trustee Tricity Leasing 4910 Kearny Mesa Rd
Tsen Clara A 401 Eagle Ln
Turner Sandra J 5089 Beacon Hill Ct
Twitchell Arthur Travis 5233 Winterberry Dr
U−A 06−03−81 C O George H Perkins 5242 Old Easton
Underwood Michael 36 Cornerstone Ct
Upmalis Heather 22 Maple Ct
Usa Beverage Inc Ste 4 5175 Cold Spring Creamery Rd
Vamos Stephan 402 Appian Way
Van Allen John A 3942 Charter Club Dr
Ventresca Ugo 67 West Ct St
Via Affiliates 599 W State St Ste 308
Via Affiliates, Fountainville Medical 595 W State St
Vida Patricia A 36 Charter Oak Ct
Vincent Patricia F 1795 S Easton Rd PO Box 885
Vincent William H Apt 433 200 Veterans Ln
Volm Michelle 19 Woodstone Dr
Von Ahrens F 83 Radcliff Dr
Von Ahrens Frederick A 83 Radcliff Dr
Voran Jason 200 Spruce St Apt B27
W A Haberern Agcy Inc, Agent Broker Lic Unit
151 N Main St
Walker John 251 N W St
Warf Anne F 64 Radcliff Dr
Warga Richard G, Mary H B1 Pine Run Community
Weiner Howard 35 E State St
Wells Fargo Bank Na 723 W Sandy Ridge Rd
Welsh Loretta A 555 N Brd St Apt 209b
Whitaker Wesley 19 Chestnut Dr
Wieland Eugene K Jr 35 Colonial Heritage Pa
Wiley Suzanne M, Steven J 4343 June Meadow Dr
Wilhoit Stanley V, Scott L 248 E Ct St
Williams Arthur E 8 Shadbush Pine Rum Comm
777 Ferry Rd
Williamson Stephen W 3769 Swetland Dr
Wilson Lillian S 555 N Brd St 611b
Wolf Michael 8 Belmont Sq
Woltemate Carol J 596 Sandy Ridge Rd
Womack Laura Michelle 3016 Pelham Pl
Wood Jason B 1004 Whitehall Dr
Worth Stepehen, Ann D O Box 1178
Wright Annemarie 4700 Bergstrom Rd
Xanthopoulos Fred G 475 North St 3e
Yeager Frederick Hartley, Mary Charlotte
5925 Point Pleasant Pike
Yerkes Natalie M 13 Dogwood Cluster
Yeselavage David, Dawn 3601 Windridge Dr
Young Catherine F 35 Limekiln Rd Apt 25
Zang Qin 33 Cornerstone Ct
Zielonka Benjamin James, Jason S Premiere Research
Worlwide 333 Dorset Ct
Zinn Michael A 3672 Hancock Ln
Dublin Pa 18917
Barlow Thomas 127 High St
Bertolet Burying Ground Assoc PO Box 626
Conti Elmer J Jr PO Box 368
Elridge Donald 17 Cardiff
Grand View Medical Co 161 N Main St
Hendricks Thomas PO Box 485
Hoffman Kenneth W 136 Middle Rd Apt D3
Isaacs Elizabeth E, Jerome 815 Manor Dr
Mcconnell Group Inc The 159 S Main St
Mcgrath Raymond J 156 Maple Ave
Eddington Pa 19020
Donado Espina Edin Saul 33418 Ashfield Ln
Perez Castillo Maximo 3131 Kinghsts Rd
Polanco Ascencio Juan Pablo 3131 Knights Rd
Recording Industry Assoc PO Box 10
Valentin Maria L 3131 Knights St 4 36
Edgely Pa 19907
Worthington Kenneth J 7123 Riverview Ave
Erwinna Pa 18920
Duerr J J PO Box 243 44 Permanent School Rd
Lynn Ward Inc PO Box 234
Miller Wayne, Ellen 280 Headquarters Rd
Schneyer Priscilla 56 Tinicum Creek Rd
Woodtiger Fund The PO Box 66
Fairless Hills Pa 19030
8000 Inc PO Box 36
American Auto Repair 212 Lincoln Hwy
Arnold Harold 244 Andover Rd
Ball Donna 251 S Olds Blvd
Bashwinger Courtney 523 Ehret Rd
Becker Paul 58 Cameo Rd
Bickel Golden PO Box I2o
Bill Deckhart Ncmt Cht 205 Stanford Rd
Bomont Louise 521 Cassineham Rd
Borelli Mary E 460 S Olds Blvd Apt 201
Boring Barry F 169 Wistar Rd
Boruta Custom Wood Flooring Inc 225 Lincoln Hwy
Bosler Ronald 516 Fairhurst Rd
Bosso Eugene L 136 Truman Dr
Botwe Esi 251 S Olds Blvd Apt 109
Breault Lawrence 591 Buck Dr
Briens Trailer Sales Inc 168 Lincoln Hwy
Bristol Alloys Inc 225 Lincoln Hwy
Brunell Mary S 122 Trenton Cir
Bullick Debra 225 Lincoln Hwy
Caine Carrie 236 Devon Rd
Cann Natalie M 79 Avenrowe Ct
Castillo Pedro 350 Canal Rd
Cerci Nebi PO Box 71
Cesari Curtis 223 Yorkshire Rd
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Chris Michael Motors II 521 Stanford Rd
Clifton Norma S 710 Fairbridge Dr
Cobes Ronald L 115 Lebbie Ln
Coffman Daniel 302 Chelsea Rd
Colonial Motors Inc 327 Lincoln Hwy
Combined Express Inc 290 B Canal Rd
Corvin Henry T 648 Trenton Rd
Country Farms 957 Trenton Rd
Craven James J 335 Trenton Rd
Crawford Kiimberly S 188 Lincoln Hwy Ste 108
Davidson Harry W III 232 Devon Rd
Dillon Jane 422 Andover Rd
Dougherty Marie E 6 Pennsylvania Ave
Downs Robert M 624 Iva Ln
Drobnich Carole 404 Austin Dr
Dunleavy James V, Mary T 37 Avenrowe Ct
E & E Chimney 914 Trenton Rd
Eliason Bryce P, Shawn, Haley L, Janelle 433 Chelsea Rd
Energy Command & Control LLC 1 Ben Fairless Dr
F And T Investments Ste 105 164 Lincoln Hwy
Fairhills Appliance PO Box 37
Fairless Pets LLC 467 S Oxford Valy Rd
Fan Terrence T 473 Stanford Rd
Ford Virginia 676 Austin Dr
Freer Thomas E 700 Fairbridge Dr
Gamesa Technology Corp Inc 400 Gamesa Dr
Gary Peter F Finance Director 188 Lincoln Hwy Ste 100
Gausz Fred PO Box 344
Gerard Betty Jean, David F 501 Cassingham Rd
Gillis Dorothy Elizabeth 154 Canterbury Dr
Golden Patricia 317 Berkshire Rd
Gregory Tara 235 Stanford Rd
Hale Ralph B 458 Stanford Rd
Hartsoe Trilba G 677 Austin Dr
Hartwick Colin R G, Melvin R 712 Hood Blvd
Hartz Robert, Gallaghers Trailer Park 250 Lincoln Hwy
Hastings Jordan D, Daniel 126 Andover Rd
Helbling Anita L 835 Dunbury Rd
Hellings Ruth 152 Hardings Dr
Hetrick Karen Anne 112 N Oxford Valy Rd
Hill Kevin F127 251 S Olds Blvd
Hitchcook Brett 106 St Barnabas Cir
Holland Andrew J 596 Fernwood Ln
Johnston Judith A 23 K Suffolk Rd
Jones James M III 123 Winfield Ct
Keaten Caroline E, Arthur T 135 Trenton Rd Apt C2
Kelly Bonnie Kelly, Charles C, Marlin 312 Oxford Valy Rd
Kelly Charles C, Lucille W 708 Fairbridge Dr
Kelly Marie 252 N Olds Blvd
Kiessling Eric 512 S Queen Anne Dr
Kilpatrick Tammy S 614 S Oxford Vly
Knuttel Matthew P 521 Cassineham Rd
Kohler Michael 595 Buck Dr
Kulesza John W 681 Trenton Rd
Lalli Christa S 403 Hidden Forest Ct
Lambert Brian M 816 Hidden Forest Ct
Lanier Joyce E PO Box I2o
Lapinski Cynthia, Lori J 429 Berkshire Rd
Larocque Merlin 457 Pheasant Ln
Lindsay John Est 504 Cassingham
Lorric Assoc Inc, Service Master 525 Fairhurst Rd
Lybarger William M 33 N Oxford Vly Rd Ste 601
Madden Deborah 618 Oxford Valy Rd
Maietta Kathleen M 231 Suffolk Rd
Marion Fred J 7 Kennedy Dr
Matthews Barbara C 120 S Queen Anne Dr
Mcclain Harold E, Joan M 235 Stanford Rd
Mcclain Harold Est 235 Standford Rd
Mcgee Ashley N, Erica Lynn 115 Lebbie Ln
Mcgiwley Dorothy 522 Drexel Rd
Mchugh Stephen P 130 Lincoln Hwy
Mchugh Stephen P 380 Lincoln Hwy Apt C8
Mcnevin Margaret M 204 S Olds Blvd
Mcsloy Charles R 80 Kennedy Dr
Michael H Kaliner Trustee For Est 312 N Oxford Valy Rd
Miller Douglas 437 Chelsea Rd
Miller Wallace W 225 Chelsea Rd
Moskaitis John E 333 N Oxford Valy Rd Ste 107
Motsko Shea N 624 Hood Blvd
Myers Joseph Jr 251 Trenton Rd
Myers Mary 251 Trenton Rd
Nahri Syed 380 Lincoln Hwy N12
Olds Florence I 430 S Olds Blvd Apt 605
Otis Charles D, Sandra L 520 Kavanaugh Rd
Panchal Ashvin 251 S Olds Blvd Apt 157
Papirio Phillip A 2 Eagle Ct
Parker Chastity 219 N Olds Blvd
Parker Lorraine F N10 Woodcrest Apts
Patel Kanti Newport Village Apt B10
Paulsworth Sarah L, Susan M 144 Fairfax Rd
Pda Ramos Ltd, Paul Magier 110 Lincoln Hwy
Pettit Charles E 705 Beaumont Rd
Risley Ryan 527 Nel Dr
Ritzius Melissa M 637 Auburn Rd
Russo Michael II PO Box 423
Sahara Sand Of Eagle 355 Newbold Rd
Saraullo Paul 112 N Oxford Valy Rd
Saunders Richard 400 Welsford Rd
Scaccetti Christopher 27 Perennial Dr
Schumer Justin P 206 Suffolk Rd
Schwartz Robin N 168 Lincoln Hwy
Shaffer Ralph 324 Trenton Rd
Skopinski John E 125 Andover Rd
Society Inc 135 Lincoln Hwy
Stix Chinese Restaurant 600 Oxford Valy Rd
Swank Stephanie N 105 Blough Rd
Synergy Electrical Sales Inc 95 Canal Rd
Thomas J S 548 Elford Rd
Ultrapak Inc 49 Newbold Rd
Wagner Charles 156 Trenton Rd
Walker Jacqueline 352 Trenton Rd
Warriner Richard 251 S Olds Blvd Apt 195
Weinhardt E 308 Chelsea Rd
White Khrista Jana 505 Valmore Rd
White Sharon 251 S Olds Blvd Apt 268
Whitehead Judith A 460 S Olds Blvd Apt 107
Wiegand Arthur 613 Iva Ln
Williams Robert D 213 Blough Ct
Winkelspecht Ethel Lakeview Tr Apt
Winters Michelle D 624 Iva Ln
Wolfe Linda L 217 Stanford Rd
Woodbridge Holdings, Attn Suzanne Kars 202 Rock Run Rd
Young Edna Est 135 Trenton Rd Apt E9
Fallsington Pa 19054
Drews William C 33 Williamson Ave
Est Henry Larsen, Marie Brown 81 Taylor Dr
Ffallsington Friends Fund Meetinghouse Sq
Garrett Kenneth H 295 Lower Morrisville Rd
Guerriero Daniel A 13 Nottingham Dr
Heaton Robert T 9 Amesbury Rd
Kerr Charles 3 Rue Ct
Larsen Henry 81 Taylor Dr
Lieggi Michelle L 34 Williamson Ave
Reckard Wanda H 49 Vlg Ln
Scarpiello Harry 121 Yardley Ave
Feasterville Pa 19053
Abbott Linda 33 E Myrtle Ave
Anthony Mark 148 E St Rd Apt 194
Auerbach Rubin 1625 Buck Rd
Bahaleisha Tamara 157 Bustleton Ave
Beans Michael 120 Village Dr
Citizens Advocating Responsible Expansio 135 Ashley Dr
Cooper Louisa 34 Dolton Rd
Corporate Abstract LLC 1033 Millcreek Dr
Delucca M 1428 Poplar Rd
Depa Joseph 1727 Prospect Ave
Dependable Conveyancing Inc 110 E Pa Blvd
Destefano Elizabeth Anne 228 Katie Dr
Dorosz John Est 25 S Eastview Ave
Eckstein Cheryl Ann Est 1308 Redcone St
Fernandez Mark A 148 E St Rd Apt 194
Gallo Joan 826 Bustleton Pike Ste 203
Gluzman Jonathan Simon 4608 Cypress Ave
Greenockle David J Jr 301 Hts Ln Apt 48 D
Gumpper Mary Est, Mary Trzuskowski 114 Berry Ln
Gutarra Humberto Apt L1
Havul Victoria 634 Stream Ridge Ln
Holwood Michele M 301 Hts Ln
Holzer Katelynn M 95 Height Ln 47
Instock Kitchens Inc 915 Pennsylvania Blvd
Interstockcabinets 915 Pennsylvania Blvd
Jackson Allan W 1327 Pinyon St
Kampf Joseph 82 Kara Ln
Kenneth Thomas, Electric Rembr 930 Bustleton Pk
Keystone Restoration 1002 E Pennsylvania Blvd
Khanna Surajit 1959 Saxon Dr
Klein David M 527 Newport Cir W
Krippel Rita 226 Anvil Dr
Lewandowski Matthew J 1308 Redcone St
Lower Southampton Athletic Assoc 511 Hazel Ave
Malamud Mikhail 301 Hts Ln 24d
Masymink Mae Est 1426 S Meadowbrook Rd
Mcdonald Painting Contractors 2560 Maple Ave
Mckeon Susanne, John F 1115 Richard Ln
Meller Josephine 1726 Prospect Ave
Nieves James Desmond 1813 Meadowbrook Rd
Pacitti Carmela 328 Skyline Dr
Pillai Manoj 608 Valy Stream Cir
PNC Bank Na 1002 E Pennsylvania Blvd
Pollacksteinberg Llp 210 E St Rd Ste 3a
Poluektova Natalia 4362 Pine St
Redeyof Jill, Joan, Leonard G, Mary 312 Trevose Ave
Robert Egbert 281 Philmont Ave
Roddy Lorraine, Patrick 305 Crestwood Av
Samsonov Vitaly A 446 Trevose Rd
Sariego Angela L 1411 Lakes Rd
Schneider Helmuth 302 Bustleton Pike
Seymour G C Ins Srv 317 Bustleton Pike
Shaheena Pizza LLC 266 E St Rd
Shulski James Edmond 23 Helen St
Skrot Stephanie Anne, Janice A 505 Grandview Ave
Smith Linda 1021 Mill Creek Dr
Sophie Kasper 42 W Myrtle Ave
Steele Matthew Ryan 2042 Roselyn Dr
Sunes Ann Marie 107 Crocus Rd
Tolas Healthcare Packaging 905 Pennsylvania Blvd
Unique Paving 148 E St Rd Apt 194
Univest Feasterville Off 40 E St Rd
Vinodkumar H Mandalia Pc 826 Bustleton Pike Ste 105
Vontrot Linda 1034 Mill Creek Dr
Wings To Go 1045 10 Bustleton Pike
Feasterville Trevose Pa 19053
A Carotenuto & Sons LLC 401 E Pennsylvania Blvd
Abbott Arthur Jr 4151 E St Rd
Abbott Nicole K 4739 Ridge Ave
Analytic Bio Chemistries 1680d Loretta Ave
Armstrong Doris E 1357 Bridgetown Pike Apt C
Athanasiadis Meletios, Stavros 2030 Riverview Ln
Baizhabaginov Alisher 148 E St Rd Ste 101
Barnes James U 108 Creekwood Dr
Beare William J 345 E Myrtle Ave Apt B
Beiser Alvin F 330 Churchville
Beleiff Howard 286 Katie Dr
Benjamin Rod 3507 Boundbrook Ave
Benner Danielle M, Jordan E 3507 Boundbrook Ave
Benner Danielle M 3507 Boundbrook Ave
Bilinski Raymond 20 Rose St
Billingham Kenneth H 137 Westbrook Rd
Blumenfeld Paula 1825 Bridgetown Pike Apt 402
Burkel Sophie Anna, William T 2627 Brownsville Rd
Carlitz Debbie 826 Bustleton Pike
Chan Hoy 28 Henry Ave
Citimortgage Inc PO Box 63
Clark Carl, Mary 4367 Buckfield Ter
Cobb Clyde A, Helen D 1409 Bustleton Pike
Cobb Family Trust Ua 4 13 98 1409 Bustleton Pike
Corliant Inc 1210 Northbrook Dr Ste 100
Deane Susan J 57 Irving Pl
Desanto Elizabeth 119 Front St
Dill Carole E 1825 Bridgetown Pike 707
Dorsey Beverly 359 Basswood Cir
Doscher Gary 1825 Bridgetown Pike 204
Doshi Chhaya D, Deepak R 12 Stallion Cir
Downing John Jr 4487 Cedar Ln
Dusak Dennis 1200 Bustleton Pike Ste 8
Erbring Donald R 8 Neshaminy
Esposito Madeline 502 Carol Dr
Farber Alice A 1311 Clover Ln
Faul Denise 2006 Shadybrook Ln
Fern Todd 34 W Myrtle Ave
Finley Brianna M 2006 Shadybrook Ln
Fisher David 286 Katie Dr
Fives Martin 706 Bridgeview Rd
Gamesa Wind Us LLC 3 Neshaminy Interplex
Ge Betz 4363 Somerton Rd
Geib Danielle L, George N 2030 Tr Dr
Giuseppe Mimmo Inc 315 E St Rd
Goeltzenleuchte Helen A 1020 Hoover Ave
Gracce Carla 3739 Hollywood Ave
Grace Carla, Howard 3739 Hollywood Ave
Grant Auto Repair Shop 309 Philmont Ave
Green Eye Technology, George Welhaf PO Box 207
Guilmoutdinov Artour, Tamara 2055 Roselyn Dr
Guise Barbara 2020 Lockwood Ln
Guzman Villela Jose 400 E St Rd Apt Apt 14
Haberl Boschena 2628 Brownsville Rd
Hahn Catherine M 28 Hillcroft Rd
Hallowell Cramer Karen S 3549 Aster Ave
Hannigan Joan M, William J Jr 1124 W Pine St
Hanratty James 4746 Boston Ave
Haresh Priya Punjabi MD Pc 1629 Bridgetown Pike
High Noon Advertising Design 1333 Buck Rd Ste 1
Holleran Jay 1708 Forrest Ave
Id Business Group LLC 102 E Pennsylvania Blvd
Isa Nacco 1615a Bustleton Pike
Jackson Prophete Brian A 4421 Brownsville Rd
Kaminski Judith 2044 Lockwood Ln
Karacz George T 315 Steele Rd Apt C17
Kgks Inc, Michael Wade 416 E St Rd
Khassenov Arman K 148 E St Rd Ste 251
Kieffer Vicki 627 Loblolly St
King Kristopher 386 Larchwood Ave
Koshaleu Maksim 446 Trevose Rd
Krienitz Ryan 124 Delwhit Dr
Lanza Pizzeria Ristorant 315 E St Rd
Lavko Gene 634 Stream Ridge Ln
Lazo Cecilia T 665 Buck Rd
Lebotesis Vasili 1521 Blue Bonnet Ct
Lechwar Mariusz 4858 Sycamore Ave
Lehman Ashley J 1200 Bustleton Pike Ste 8
Lehn John R 52 E St Rd Ste A4
Lev Alexander 1850 Medfield Rd
Liberty Boxing Trevose 751 Bustleton Pike
Lin Ai Jie 660 Valey Stream Cir
Lukovsky Samuil 1320 E Pine St
Luxury Trading Inc 660 Valey Stream Cir
Lyle Jason, Lyle Naomi 41 Brookside Dr
Malia Denny PO Box 63
March Robert 1410 Ctr Ave
Mastriano Charlene 108 Westbrook Rd
Mccloskey Patricia A 101 4th St
Mcmaster Palmer J 2028 Shady Brook Ln
Mercylife Ambulance 309 Philmont Ave
Michelefelder Eleanore M 450 E Stoney Hill Crt
Mort Christine E 814 Beech Rd
Moskovitz Kyle 330 Watergate Dr
Murray Bros Electric 26 Hillcroft Rd
Nick Madrigale Meats Inc 244 E Myrtle Ave
Olson Thomas 600 Old St Rd Apt A113
Oneill Peter I 2 Hilltop Rd
Orleans Jeffrey P & Agneta Orleans Irrev Trust Agr 7
Neshaminy Interplex Dr Ste 215
Orodanker Colin, Hedy 1839 Cynthia Ln
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Ortega Jesus R 44 Winding Ln
Personal Public Adjusters Ltd 1200 Bustleton Pike Ste 8
Piker Nadezhda 1206 Heritage Cir
Powell James P 22 Hillcroft Rd
Raines Craig 25 W Myrtle Ave
Redeyof Jill, Joan, Leonard, Mary PO Box 594
Richman Dwight G 24 Jay St
Riley Nancy M 107 Crocus Rd
Rodway Christine 1605 Meadowbrook Rd
Rohr Virginia 1504 Poplar Rd
Rubin Michael 1418 Lake Rd
Russel Nicole 301 Hts Ln 34a
Ryan Mary J 315 Steele Rd Apt A4
Salvatore Gloria E St Rd 2
Schneider Elizabeth 131 W St Rd 131 W St Rd
Schwartz Jack 436 Walnut Ave
Serban Magdolna C 3521 Brownsville Rd
Shmukler Ellie 301 Hts Ln
Sinn William C, Eleanor T 1123 Roberts Ave
Smyth David S 20 Rose St
Somerton Springs Golf Ltd 55 Bustleton Pike
Source Two Friendly Rent A Car 2400 Old Lincoln Hwy
Terlychmarquis Anna 201 Skyline Dr
Tnt Constr Inc 2588 W Maple Ave
Tom Donnelly Auto Svc 433 Clearview Ave
Tschirlig William F 50 School Ln
United Therapy Center 325 E St Rd Fl 2
Vincent C. Remsing & Assoc In 20 Hts Ln
Voron Debbi L 18 Brookside Dr
Walsh Rosalie T 33 Bridal Path Ln
Walters Ruth N, John R 1905 Meadowbrook Rd
Websterbank Na Its Succ Andor PO Box 63
Wheeler Wendi E, Jake R 4727 Wunder Ave
White Chapel Memorial Park 140 Wst Rd
Williams Leslie J 2354 Paris Ave
Wilson W W Box 213
Woodward Mildred, Joan C 116 Front St
Yampolsky Marc 18 Indian Path Ln
Yeager Edward, Laura 4 Hilltop Rd
Yurovskiy Mikhail 1828 Buck Rd
Zambelli Patricia A 934 Mallard Rd
Fountainville Pa 18923
Bhatt Anand, Palak 13 Croft Dr
Chan Wing 311 W Armstrong Dr
Irey Jill E PO Box 56
Mccolgan John F PO Box 525
Terwilleger Rich PO Box 282
Woosley Paul 223 Liberty Trail Ct W
Furlong Pa 18925
Bellano Griffin J, John A 2279 Staffordshire Rd
Bensalem Pharmacy 3790 Powder Horn Dr
Bond William 3228 Old York Rd
Brill Michael V 1887 Lower Mountain Rd W
Carter John R 3629 Green Ridge Rd
Clark Angela 2028 Edgehill Dr
Coen Michael C 3053 E Brighton St
Crompton Daniel S 2769 Duke Dr
Dawson Florence M, William P 1500 Sugar Bottom Rd
Duncan William C 2071 Derbyshire Rd
Dutton Austin R Jr PO Box 383
Fairchild C 1252 Biskhech
Family 1 Pharmacy 3790 Powder Horn Dr
Farrell Ronan T, Keith A 3732 Powder Horn Dr
Forsberg Christophe 1610 Sugar Bottom Rd
Goldbach Scott P 3614 Oak Ln
Gordon Kenneth, Jenna, Lindsay 3207 Meadowview Cir
Guarrasi And Assoc Pc 2995 York Rd
Haaz Edward J 1878 Sugar Bottom Rd
Hardwick Virginia Lee 2281 Nottinghamshire Rd
Hodgson Joel 38 Saddle Dr
Holmes Kenneth D, Lauren E 2463 N Whittmore St
Mccarthy Meghan L 3042 Dorchester St E
Mcintyre Kathleen M 2331 Sugar Bottom Rd
Nordfors John 3049 Dorchester St East
Orphanides Christina E 3281 Lower Mountain Rd
Phung Mike 2351 Whittmore St
Scherch Kellie A, Scott J 3641 Lower Mountain Rd
Schmidt Mary W 2717 Duke Dr
Schramm Betty L 840 Macclesfield Rd
Shankar Sidhartha 3714 Green Ridge Rd
Shea John RR 1 Box 511
Smith Benjamin C, Judith B 3831 Smith Rd
Vanhorne Katherine D 2343 Deer Meadow Ln
Vasquez Kasandra N 780 York Rd
Verdolini Stephen 561 Mccarty Dr
Verica Michael 3284 Old York Rd
Yates Neil R 3113 Edison Furlong Rd
Hartsville Pa 18974
Gregoire Danielle R 950 Jamison St
Walsh Robert A RR2 Hardyville
Williams Walter H, Doris E 534 E Co Line Rd
Hilltown Pa 18927
Fretz James L Est PO Box 62
Heich Marshall PO Box 27
Somers Brandon 610 Upper Church Rd PO Box 75
Holland Pa 18966
Ambela Inc 29 Sima Rd
Andrews Jane Y 1 Bridle Path
Armstrong Sinclair S, Maxwell S 3204 Stockton Pl
Baranak Henry 64 Rambler Dr E
Bass Sheila F 200 Buckshire Dr
Berkun Igor 132 Knox Ct
Bermingham Charissa 19 Larch Cir
Bernhardt Lorraine W 280 Middle Holland Rd Apt 205
Bernier Carol 656 Heron Rd
Blaney Christine, Michael 99 Forrest Dr
Brabazon Christopher G, Brabazon George 903 Hopkins Ct
Brabazon George 903 Hopkins Ct
Bretz Wendy 3257 Durham Pl
Burik Alexsandr 3707 Potters Pl
Burnite George J 17 Cottonwood Dr
Busillo Peter E 287 Doris Ave
Camel Benjamin 3159 Springhouse Ln
Clark Dorothy A 353 Buck Rd
Clarkes Coins 3001 E Village
Clayton Mark 3500 Coventry Place
Cole Brian 104 Portsmouth Ct
Cr French Education 6 Sima Rd
Cunningham Gilian V 14024 Beacon Hill Dr
Danthonys Pizza & Pasta 106 Buck Rd Gateway Shopping
Cntr
Dibattista Claudia 6 Plumly Way
Diviny Shawn 166 S Marmic Dr
Donnelly Ashley 27 Crest View Dr
Dougherty Joseph E 16 Lempa Rd
Dreyster Natalya 21 Indian Summer Dr
Eckard Richard 7 Potters Place
Epstein Eugene 125 Ponderosa Dr
Ezra Jamie 49 Banbury Ct
Findlay Scott 3017 Shepherds Way
Gaisinsky Michael, Rada 122 Mullberry Dr
Garrison Margt 1005 Covered Bridge Rd
Garvin Katherine 1400 Old Jordan Rd Ste 2262
Goldberg Mitchell J 31 Spruce Dr
Goodman Larry D 43 Forrest Dr
Gorrell David R, John J, Joan H 58 Mallard Rd
Gottlieb Rena 69 Signal Hl Rd
Green Leonard W 89 Buckshire Place
Grygoriy Novak 815 Central Ave
Gussman Barbara 98 Johanna Dr
Hall Alberta 1014 Covered Bridge Rd
Haney Edward 92 Buck Rd
Hendricks Marie J 907 Bennett Place
Hennessy Robert Est, Harvey Abramson Esq 86 Buck Rd
Hui Ellen L 7 Brianna Rd
Jos Brahn 9 Amsterdam Ave
Kalita John T 7 Crestview Dr
Kalita Kaitlyn V 7 Crestview Dr
Kantor Ellen 3178 Burnley Place
Keenan John 107 Lark Dr
Kilcoyne David J 107 Lark Dr
Klinker Chanda Kaye 43 Thoroughbred Rd
Knish Ronen 20 Westwood Pl
Kodytek Carla L 812 Covered Bridge Rd
Kurteson Linda 3251 Durham Place
Lafferty Kelly 528 Churchville Ln
Laporte Pamela 6022 Wyncoop Ct
Levins Lisa A 16 Buckshire Dr
Levitas Stanley, Jed 287 Heron Way Tr
Lewis John D 4010 Beacon Hill Dr
Li Zongguo 537 Middle Holland Rd
Lo Doy Y 54 Hope Rd
Lochmann Sara E, Chris 21 Taylors Way
Lowenthal Stephen J 2 Meredith Dr
Luong Tren V 925 Buck Rd
Macdermott Dorothy E 907 Covered Bridge Rd
Macintyre Janice D 72 Windmill Dr
Mancinelli Carol J 1496 Holland Rd
Margolin Boris 147 N 2nd St Pike
Marks Robert G, Jodi S 27 Cropwell Ln Apt 166
Marks David 17 Heather Valy Rd
Marquardt Marjorie 51 Cardinal Rd
Myers Theresa Est 99 Forrest Dr
Neiman Dorothy E 40 Windmill Dr
Oopik Tonis 83 Rolling Hills Dr
Pendino Margaret C 146 N Timber Rd
Pinho Maria R, Manuel, Jason 655 Middle Holland Rd
Pisacano Viola G 7 Crestview Dr
Pitschi Katherine D 172 Sydney Rd
Poehlmann James 15 Paddock Way
Powell Joseph 1400 Old Jordan Rd
Price Robert 205 S Marmic Dr
Pukhkiy Vladimir 117 Hope Rd
Richter Robert D 253 Heron Rd
Robbins Robin Lynn, Brittany R, Julianne, Stephanie
15 Arabian Way
Rubin Paul M 8 Joyce Kilmer Dr
Russian Tea House 111 Buck Rd St 6 St 5
Sagerock Com 295 Buck Rd Ste 203
Sauder Jane T 733 Covered Bridge Rd
Schilling Josephine K 39 St Leonards Rd
Schoefellinger M V 327 Stoney Ford Rd
Schweidler Glenn R 5 Joyce Kilmer Dr
Selekman Meridith, Jeremy 16 Saratoga Ct
Semonsky Sathana 30 Stardust Dr
Shaffer Zachary 3 Joyce Kilmer Dr
Sherget Svetlana 3134 Sheffield Place
Sloan Theodore Anthony IV, Gretchen 3401 Stafford Pl
Slobojian Emily 51 Wren Dr
Software Builders 25 Exeter Ct
Sosiot Academy 618 Buck Rd
Steinberg Anna 37 Van Horn Pl
Stephenson Timothy W 49 S Timber Rd
Stokes Micheal 31−5 Freedoms Ln
Swanner Eric N 2178 E Village Rd
Tatham Betty 79 Old Mill Ln
Tiger Barbara 2190 East Village Rd
Tyutyunikov Victoria 18 W Bellwood Dr
Vaynshteyn Valentina 13 Mulberry Dr
Vernier Alyssa 39 Saint Leonards Rd
Watson Wendry R 15 Traub Dr
Weidel Catherine P 121 B Twining Hall 280 Middle Holland
Rd
Weinstein Pamela R 38 Mulberry Dr
Weiss Sharon 210 Mallard Rd
Welwood Ben 528 Churchville Ln
Whalen Anne B, Mcginn 1202 Old Jordan Rd
Wowk Roman L, Harvey Abramson 86 Buck Rd
Yamashita Deborah A 136 Forrest Dr
Yeingst Daryl 67 Banberry Ct
York Franconi M, Ellen E 400 Stoneyford Rd
Zaborowski Mary 255 Sydney Rd
Hulmeville Pa 19047
Carroll Jacqueline 204 Ford Ave
Crookham Paul S 129 Green St Rear Apt
Durkin Carli Rae 101 Main St
Forth Eric Est 604 Old St Rd
Jadczak Audrey R 135 Green St
Jordan William P II 445 Mckinley Ave
Leon Andrea 501 Lincoln Ave
Phoenix Search & Abstract Inc 3b Lincoln Ctr
Smith David 74 Midway Ave
Wheeler Sheri 101 Main St
Ivyland Pa 18974
Bellosi Stephen 51 Brewster Dr
Berardi Andrea 1 Aspen Dr
Colelta Anna 101 Hardwood Ln
Conti Florence R 21 Bobbie Dr
Curtis Wendy, James 28 Hampshire Dr
Disandro Antonio, Maria 101 Hardwood Ln
Farr Darlene 94 Milbob Dr
Gilmore Alberta H 1000 Jacksonville Rd 40
Gilmore Michael P 137 Peach Blossum Ln
Grimaldi Maria R 101 Hardwood Ln
Joseph Sabu P, Regina 100 Clover Rd
Kenrich Mechanical Inc Unit A2 2049 Stout Dr
Lafollette Peter 1390 Old Jacksonville Rd
Leicht Martin L 1050 Grenoble Rd
Mccabe Daniel L 1189 Greeley Ave
Menarde John E, Patty Valeri 1010 Pulisnki Rd
Millar Theresa 49 Chase Ave
Mirth Cornelia D 1221 Jacksonville Rd
Molenaar Gerardus C, Luanne L 415 W Bristol Rd
Reliable Equipment & Svc Co PO Box 3009
Rook Elizabeth F, J Walter Box 245 Spencer Rd
Rose Thomas 851 W Bristol Rd
Smith Louis 23313 Anns Choice Way
Tanner James C 17 Lincoln Ct
Voegtli Aaron 85 Valentine Rd
Jamison Pa 18929
Acclaim Adjustment Agency 2321 Charles Ln
Barlow Elizabeth D 2010 York Rd 108
Bobo Myron 2611 Fallow Hill Ln
Bowers Elizabeth K 2123 Sturbridge Dr
Boyd Teresa M 1723 Lafayette Dr
Boyle John T, John J 1926 Woodfield Dr
Brandschain David 2500 York Rd
Carr Carolyn T 2943 Rushland Rd
Cashwell Pascal R 2264 Golden Rod Ct
Charles Allen W, Bj 2321 Charles Ln
Cheapcaribbean Com PO Box 343
Clarke Allison 1874 Buckingham Dr
Connors Nicole Marie, Leslie Ann 2507 Meetinghouse Rd
Conville Jane A 2236 Lilac Ln
Davis Kathleen 2227 Sand Trap Rd
Desai Nikhil 1826 Adams Way
Dimaggio Mario, Diane 2658 Fallow Hill Ln
Ellis Keith 1920 Guinea Ln
Forbes Rosalind 2610 Fallow Hill Ln
Gemmel Bernice Est, Jean Stillman 1485 Coralberry Ct
Goldstein Martin A 1401 Brook Ln
Gruber Roza 1643 Rockcress Dr
Higgins Daniel P Ct W 815 Wilkinsonvillage
Jamison Chiropractic 1700 Almshouse Rd
Jamison Rene L 2701 Fallow Hill Ln
Jarmolow Roberta A 1671 Brook Ln
Jenet Donna L, Gregory A 1856 Cold Brook Ln
Johnson Eric C 2852 Lee Dr
Jones Dafydd P, Ildiko PO Box 252
Kalinsky Jeffrey 1841 Heritahe Dr
Killingsworth Andrea L 1523 Carol Ct
Kovalik Ken 1626 Saratoga Ct
Kreschollek Patricia 1623 York Town Rd
Kuntz Howard A Jr, Kathleen R 1348 Highwoods Dr
Leone Alessandro S, Phillip S 1688 Fairway Dr
Levant Dawn M 1810 Augusta Dr
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Loftus Gary R 2101 Jericho Dr
Lowery Aileen 2191 Wayne Dr
Maconaghy Jeffrey 2209 Denbeigh Dr
Maier Ella 2249 Jericho Dr
Markovic Kyle Edward 1423 Forestdale Cir
Mcnamee Pauline, Shawn 2099 Canterbury Ln
Meringo Leeanora, Lewis R 2512 Lockleigh Rd
Meringo Leearndra, Lewis R 2512 Lockleigh Rd
Mitchell Winifred Mckenna, l Lindsey A 1828 Sunrise Way
Mueller Darryl E PO Bx 21
Nrg Consultants Inc PO Box 337
Nunemaker Betty L 2010 York Rd 305
Patel Sharmila K, Kamlesh 2267 Sunrise Way
Phillips Dorothy E 2126 Chapman Cir
Rimmer Byron W 1623 York Town Rd
Romano Lorretta K B, Matthew F 2609 Fallow Hill Ln
Rubin Sharon L 2636 Virginia Ln
Shoemaker Lisa B 2642 Virginia Ln
Shotynski Michael W 1596 Turkey Trot Rd
Shuman Frank I The Manor Apt 312 2010 York Rd
Sirianni Carol J 2700 Viriginia Ct
Smookler Kathleen A, Bart D 2341 Wintergreen Land
Sommer Michelle T, Martin J 2429 N Daisey Dr
Stein Nolan, Daryl 2616 Virginia Ln
Steinberger Earl N, Anne 2010 York Rd Apt 213
Strauss Jeffrey, Eric 1528 Brook Ln
Suburban Cable 2319 York Rd
Tc Mgmt LP 2176 Wayne Dr
Thomas Robert K 2176 Wayne Dr
Thompson Mabel E 2624 Virginia Ln
Tramontana Laura PO Box 1
Tredin Ryann E 2943 Rushland Rd
Vohon Ukrainian N 2276 Lilac Ln
Vonwiegen James A, James 2868 Lee Dr
Walters Vincent 1692 Rockcress Dr
Wasyliw Nickolaus, John 1410 Brook Ln
Whalenrd William 2002 Brook Ln
Wiegen James V 2868 Lee Dr
Winget Richard 1745 Fairway Dr
Zazmar Music Co PO Box 356
Zuckerman Vladimir 1643 Rockcress Dr
Kintnersville Pa 18930
Campeau David F, Betsy A 1559 Maple Rd
Clarke Christoph J 1054 Roundhouse Rd
Collins Marie C 1510 Woodcock Ln
Foderaro Joseph F 1052 Roundhouse Rd
Frank Wallace E PO Box 10
Fries Paul R 3783 Hunter Rd Box 41
Good Mary T 541 Haycock Run Rd
Hader Suzanne M 1078 Roundhouse Rd
James Marion L, Perry L 17 Wulaton Rd
Meehan Nancy A 320 Red Bridge Rd
Morton Anita 3865 Hunter Rd
Oswald Josephine, Robert S 373 Kintner Rd
Pine Roswell Dean Jr PO Box 96
Popivchak Nadine 5237 Harrow Rd
Rothsein Cary RD 1 Lehnenberg Rd
Rothstein Aaron Benjamin, Cary 4651 Lehnenberg Rd
Rothstein Carley H 4651 Lehnenberg Rd
Rothstein Carley H RD 1 Lehnenberg Rd
Stankiewitch Joseph R 245 Mountian View Rd
Lahaska Pa 18931
Karaskevic Edward Jr PO Box 31
Karaskevicus Linda PO Box 31
Kovac Keith PO Box 702
Levine Darryl, Maria 1918 St Rd
Long Paige K PO Box 192
Mcdermott Amy PO Box 636
Michitsch Frank S PO Box 313
Periwinkle Place PO 467 Shop 161
Renzi Albert PO Box 276
Robinson Anita N PO Box 191
Sims Robert T 5849 Hickory Hollow
Sterling Karen C, Wayne R RR 202
Langhorne Pa 19047
A T F Trucking LLC 2150 Cabot Blvd W
Aarons PO Box 1127
Ace Towing & Recovery 1836 E Old Lincoln Hwy
Advanced Concepts, Anthony Schufreider 340 E Maple Ave
Ste 101
Aldo A Ciccotelli MD 106 Corp Dr E
Alper Marjory K, Robert 962 Daylily Dr 157
American General Design Inc, Joseph Brewer
113 Maple Point Dr
American Trans Freight Inc 2150 Cabot Blvd W
Anthony Robert M 304 W Fairview Ave
Arland Celie E RR 3
Armour Sons Electric Inc 23 Cabot Blvd E
Arno Janet C 1397 Rowland Rd
Ashmore Brian J, Susan 1144 Jeffrey Ln
Ashmore Kevin A 1144 Jeffrey Ln
Astalos Richard J 105 Shady Brook Dr
At Odds LLC 131 Thirteen Smt Sq
Atlas Grinding & Machien Psrp PO Box 156
Axis Diagnostic Ste H50
Axis Diagnostics 900 Town Ctr Dr
Babot William J PO Box 156
Barix Clinics Of Pa 280 Middletown Blvd
Barr Ann S 337 Green Ridge Rd
Batezel Agnes A 262 Tollgate Rd
Baugher Lawrence 1812 Gdn Ct Rd
Beacham Patrick, Sharon 44 Pne Gln Rd
Bereanu Anca MD 111 Carmen Ln
Bereza Elizabeth J 589 Lenape Cir
Bianco Carmella A 791 Highpointe Cir
Bishnu C Borah MD Pc 380 Middletown Blvd Ste 702
Bleiler Russel DMD 360 Middletown Blvd Ste 406
Blonder Sheila 57 Danby Ln
Bono Regina R 88 Liberty Dr
Bonsall Dorothy RR 3
Brogan John J Jr 1228 Brownsville Rd
Brown Robert R, Ellie L 9 Boxwood Ln
Brown Kashif 200 Manor Ave
Bryant Marjorie, Lisa M, Michael R 539 Lincoln Ave
Bucks Co Nut & Coffee 2250 W Cabot Blvd
Bulkowski Catherine 262 Tollgate Rd
Burkhardt Diane 707 Ford Ave
Cabot Medical Corp 2021 Cabot Blvd W
Calderone Francis J 800 Durham Rd
Callahan Bruce, Gina 609 Madison Ave
Campbell Paul 925 Hellings Ave
Cannon Joseph 621 Lollard Ct
Capone Z A 1233 Rising Sun Ave
Carlin J Mclaughlin 825 Town Ctr Dr Ste 148
Carolinas Healthcare System 1201 Langhorne Newton Rd
Caruso Kathleen 330 Cedar Ave
Casmirri Dorothy 1101 Poplar St
Catalanotti Margaret 1 Oxford Vly Ste 302
Celebrity Auto Sales 800 Trenton Rd Bldg J 254 L
Center For Colon & Rectal Hea 1203 Langhorne
Newtown Rd Ste 130
Chan Elisa 13 Doublewoods Rd
Chang Ming Teh 1250 Wood Ln A
Chase Kathryn M 281 N Hawthorne Ave
Chatot Robert E 610 Grand Ave
Cheetah Trans LLC 2150 Cabot Blvd W PO Box 3068
Cherubini Dorothy A 1115 Taylor Dr
Cjm & Nsb LLC 825 Town Ctr Dr Ste 148
Clark Michael, Trisha 406 Kilburn Rd
Clark Kathleen 5125 Fonthill Ct
Classic Baseball League 7 Golf Club Dr
Clemmensen Scott 140 Chilton Rd
Cohen Paul J Est, Shelley Goodman 256 Dilworth Ln
Cohen Thomas 225 Pintale Ct
Cole Barbara F, Thomas J 1138 Brownsville Rd
Collins Nancy 17 Black Eyed Susan Rd
Combined Ins Co Of Am PO Box 568
Commercial Credit Ste 205 2080 Cabot Blvd W
Community Involvement 565 Hulmeville Rd
Competitive Auto Outlet 1917 E Old Lincoln Hwy
Connelly John Est 350 Manor Ave
Connors Sean Patrick, Edward E 12 Edgemont Ln
Conroy Barbara A 6208 Harpers Xing
Coy Burt Roland 132 Granite Hill Ct
Craig Scott W, Ryan W 524 Fawnhill Dr
Dallas & Mavis 2150 Cabot Blvd W
Davy Jonathon D 118 Garrison Ct
Deal Janice, David 10 Apple Valy Driv
Dean Daniel P, Chris PO Box 1279
Decker Kenneth 1908 E Lincoln Hwy
Decola Pamela 521 Grand Ave
Dehrehn Maryann 299 Tollgate Rd
Deinarowicz Valerie 907 Gartner Ln
Dejesus Jenilee 800 Trenton Rd 71
Delaware Valley Radiology 200 Oxford Valy Rd
Demarco Susan 533 Paxson Ln
Derry Norman 400 Hulmeville Rd
Dicristo Michael 204 W Park Ave
Diduch Michael A 1801 Old Lincoln Hwy 32
Digregorio Aimee 425 W Richardson Ave
Dillstandiford Teresa J 340 E Maple Ave Ste 104
Dimoia David M 301 W Fairview Ave
Dipietro Donna 215 N Buckthonre Ave
Direct Source Inc 1308 Harpers Crossing
Dobron Catherine E 228 Hampton Dr
Doherty Tara A 844 Eastbrook Ave
Domkowski Josephine Est 290 Winchester Ave
Domtar Paper Co 1050 Wheeler Way
Doneker Jake 386 Old Mill Dr
Dove Darius 32 Green Meadow Dr
Drumm Donald W 341 E Lincoln Hwy
Dudkowska Grazyna Perczak B MD 1205 Langhorne
Newtown R Ste 208
Duffy Eye Assoc Pc 2300 E Lincoln Hgwy Ste 281
Dunkley Susan L 1195 Jeffrey Ln
Dyal Melissa, Peter 159 Smt Trace Rd
Dynamic Landscaping & Lawn Maintnc Inc 1239 Wood Ln
Garage 1
E Share Systems Inc, Cometo Us 225 Flowers Mill Rd
Elliot Bldg Group 3000 Cabot Blvd Ste 200
Emerg Squad Pen 616 E Lincoln Hwy
Empedrad Albert Ste 302 1205 Langhorne−Newtown Rd
Empire Abrasive Equipment Corp 2101 Cabot Blvd W
Endoscopy Center 1205 Langhorne Newtown Rd Ste 103
Enterprise 78 Cabot Blvd Eastgroup 17dd
Erman Teresa 194 Pine Glen Rd
Extendicare Foundation, Carol Pitchman 350 Manor Ave
Exxon Station 20336 1266 E Old Lincoln Hwy
Family Service Assoc 4 Cornerstone Dr
Fassano Paul D, Louis 2860 Langhorne Yardley Rd
Fast Check Cashing LLC 141 Durham Rd
Fast Track Accounting Svcs 218 N Pine St
Fazio Peter J 102 E Fairview Ave
Feldman Adelfa 370 Middletown Blvd Ste 500
Feldschneider Caryn J, Kaurel 248 Norsam Dr
Feola Kimberly D, Joseph M 208 Daulton Ct
Fitzgerald Brian T 850 Ave E
Fitzpatrick Neal C 13 Teal Dr
Flicker Of M 1138 Brownsville Rd
Fordyce Anna Rita, Frederick E PO Box 1141
Forman Phyllis 8 Sweet Pea Ln
Foster Joseph F Jr Woodburne Ellis Rd
Foulds Mary E 26 Shady Brook Dr
Fountain Barbara A 655 1st Ave
French Catherine Battle, Cornelius T 22 Gunning Ln
Fried Guy 260 Pintale Ct
Friedman Vivienne 267 Shady Brook Dr
Friedmann Brad S 380 Middletown Blvd Ste 700
Friend William P 1707 Langhorne Newtown Rd Ste
Friends & Family Pizza Ste 301 340 E Maple Ave
Fritz Karl Gregory 2603 Creek Rd
Fuchs Michael 36 38 Bel Air Ave
Funchess Lori S, Lori 833 Hillbrook Ln
Galeone Christopher D 124 W Maple Ave
Galster John D PO Box 1145
Gamesa Wind 2050 W Cabot Blvd
Gana Stephen E 67 Golf Club Dr
Garie Henry L 232 Trappe Ln
Gaynor Deborah 17 Black Eyed Susan Rd
Gefri Thomas 57 Algate Rd
Gibbins Lorraine 14 Sandybrook Dr
Gillie Mike 938 Duxbury Rd
Golden Ryan A, Sharon 64 Liberty Dr
Golder Susan A 1144 Jeffrey Ln
Golder Susan Ashmore 1144 Jeffrey Ln
Goldner Sidney 302 Bluebell Ave
Goldstein Arnold 970 Town Ctr Dr C15 Ste 101
Greatwide Truckload Mngt 2150 Cabot Blvd W
Green Jason R 769 Linden Ave
Gribbon Margaret M Est, Begley Carlin & Mandio L
680 Middletown Blvd PO Box 308 1
Grimmer James C 402 Deer Dr
Gross Brett T, Elyse 150 Rugby Dr
Grossman Craig 12204 Harpers Crossing
Group9 Inc & Group9 444 Oxford Valy Rd Ste 300
Hadry Henry PO Box 1025
Hair Express 186 N Pine St
Hamilton John 167 Smt Trace Rd
Hanisco Kevin 235 E Maple Ave
Hansen Alice Est 88 Andover Dr
Hart J 310 E Winchester Ave Apt 19b
Harte Hanks Direct Inc, Julie Donovan 2050 Cabot Blvd W
Hasan Ahmed Ta Fine Fair 1578 W Maple Av Str 8843
Hasson Jaime M 207 Pennsylvania Ave
Hawley Thomas Patrick Jr 71 Fairway Dr
Hayden Garland S 350 Manor Ave
Hebdin Alexander A Tareyton Apts C 306
Hecker Anna Marie 269 W Virginia Ave
Hellman Edna M 310 E Winchester Ave Apt 45b
Hennessy Robert 662 High Pointe Cr
Henry Mark S 34 Fairway Dr
Heraeus Electro Nite Co LLC Ste 100
1717 Langhorne Newtown Rd
Herman Charles 54 Chancery Rd
Hetelson Lynn A 70 Lady Slipper Ln
Hill John G 366 Sta Ave Blk Hs
Hill Lanise F 287 Kilburn Rdad
Hnat Helen 26 Shady Brook Dr
Holloway Robert 800 Trenton Rd Apt 134
Holmes Peter 1117 W Lincoln Hwy
Holub Edward II 1201 Langhorne New
Howarth Michael W, John A, Mirian 800 Trenton Rd Apt 67
Hutchens Clifford 400 E Alleghery Ave
Itwfs Jp Chilumula 302 Corporate Dr Ste E
Jablonski Marion F 375 N Elmwood Ave
Jarzyk Mary F, Crest View Nursing Home 262 Tollgate Rd
Jmv3 LLC 21 Pickering Bend
Johnson Robert Dc 1 Oxford Valy Ste 810
Jolibois Chipo M 829 Granite Ave
Jones Margaret E, William O 300 E Winchester Ave
Jones Evan 138 W Richardson Ave
Jordan Inselman Memorial Art, Michael Inselman
146 Egerton Rd
Joseph S Smith Roofing Inc 313 Hulmeville Rd
Jp London Court LP 1262 Wood Ln Ste 207
Juniper Enterprises 1262 Wood Ln Ste 207
Kaczor Courtney 1515 Franklin Rd
Kanefsky Terry M 1205 Langhorne Newtown Rd Ste 302
Kardos Ellen 1175 Taylor Dr
Karpman Yevgeniya A 105 W Fairview Ave
Keenan Dorothy A, Steven 498 Old Mill Dr
Kelly Michael 476 Trapt
Kelly Michel A 100 Clear Greek Rd
Kelton Fern S 310 E Winchester Ave Apt 11c
Kennedy Jonathan 790 E Parker St
Key Communicator 116 N Bellevue Ave
Kilpatric Josephine 220 Beech Ave
Kimble Anna M, Jean 33 Princeton Ct
Kitchen John 430 Ellis Rd
Kmiec Adeline 1777 2nd St
Kolesar Mary 52 Smt Trace Rd
Korah Benny K 209 Norsam Dr
Koziar Joseph 800 Trenton Rd Apt 285
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Kravitz Elaine 4204 Harpers Crossing
Krimmel John T Sr 120 N Green St
Krishnan Sathasivam 64 Pine Glen Rd
Krukovets Svetlana, Vladimir 1855 Buck Rd
Kwh Dental Assoc Pc 680 Middletown Blvd Ste 201
Lampman James H 34 Boxwood Ln
Langhorne Pediatrics 1205 Langhorne−Newtown Rd Ste 108
Langlois Patricia 725 Ford Ave
Larimer Victor L 20 Markham Ct
Lasner Sue 33 Smt Trace Rd
Lawson Lois 268 Hampton Dr
Lawson Thomas M 258 Aspen Ave
Lawson Tracy J 268 Hampton Dr
Lehman Kenneth B 159 Mill Pond Pl
Lenihen Mabel 910 Bellview Ave
Lindsay Sarah A 250 Manor Ave
Linfield National Golf Club 1262 Wood Ln Ste 207
Little Jeffrey 867 Poplar St
Lofts Internal Medicine 170 Middletown Blvd Ste 101
Logan Clarice B 510 Hulmeville Av
Lohff Kirby B 16 Exeter Ct
Long Eugene F 241 Periwinkle Ave
Louderback Christine A, Tommy J 220 Royal Ct
Lowe Molly L 189 Eaton Ct
M N R Pa LLC 108 N Flowers Mill Rd
Macfarlan Malcolm III, Betty 422 Wyoming Ave
Maliban Emma S 800 Trenton Rd Apt 410
Manzak Shelva 195 S Walnut Tr
Marino Ruth R 1889 3rd St
Mark Henry Fashions PO Box 157
Marquess John M 612 Hulmeville Ave
Martz Byron R Est R 1706 4th St
Martz Madeleine 1706 4th St
Mason Melyni PO Box 1145
Matthews Guy Thomas 139 W Richardson Ave
Mawson & Mawson 1800 Old Lincoln Hwy
Mcbrierty Ashley 1618 S Woodbine
Mccafferty Hyundai 1222 E Lincoln Hwy
Mcdonald William M III, Megan E 92 Hollybrooke Dr
Mcelvaney Hugh 41 Oakridge Dr
Mcginnity Barbara 38 Golf Club Dr
Mcgonagle Shane F 255 E Lincoln Hwy Apt 121
Mcnamee Ron R 1246 W Maple Ave
Mero George F 174 Windham Dr
Mertes Elizabeth A, Shane 200 Shadeybrook Dr
Miasnikowicz Bernadine Macneal 145 E Marshall Ave
Middletown Anesthesia Group 1201 Langhorne
Newtown Rd R
Mike Piazza Collision 1908 E Lincoln Hwy
Mike Piazza Honda 1862 E Old Lincoln Hwy
Mike Piazza Honda 1908 E Lincoln Hwy
Miller Ann E Est Ste 312 1 Oxford
Milman Faina, Boris 8 Flint Rd
Milyavsky Alex 164 N Flower Rd
Minni Joseph 2209 Font Hill Ct
Moliniaux Helen 833 Ave C
Monterosso Giovanna, Rosario 620 Crescent St
Mti Information Tech 1 Oxford Vly Ste 500
Mueller Bethann L 197 Iron Rock Ct
Nelson Lawrence A 290 E Winchester Ave Apt 320
Norato Anthony 300 Hill Ave L
Odonnell Michael J 975 Woodvale Ave
Odriscoll Kate 316 Tollgate Rd
Pain Mgmt Centers Of America 820 Town Ctr Dr Ste 200
Palella Adriano 712 Sparrow Ln B1
Palmer Brenda 147 Golf Club Dr
Paramount Ind 2475 Big Oak Rd
Parsons Dorothy J 123 Hollybrooke Dr
Parulekar Sahadeo 800 Trenton Rd Apt 422
Patel Bharat D, Hiten S 1981 Wellington Dr
Pellak Gerald B 297 Woods Edge Pl
Pelosi Wilson Ent 372 Paxson Ln
Personalized Internal Medicine Pc 970 Town Ctr Dr Ste C15
Peters Mary L 373 E Winchester Ave
Peters Naomi G 225 Strawberry Cir
Petraitis William Robert 202 Daulton
Pfeiffer Matt 526 Gables
Pharmacutical Business Intelligence Group PO Box 755
Platinum Realty Team LLC 195 Bristol Oxford Valy Rd S
Plunkett James J 800 Trenton Rd Apt 136
Postrel June H, Pamela, Steven 17 Black Eyed Susan Rd
Proven Properties LLC, Anytime F 136 N Flowers Mill Rd
Pruitt Charles 2815 Clearview Ave
Raju Pamela, Raju Ajay 630 White Ash Dr
Ramirez Jorge L 800 Trenton Rd 247
Ranger Eight LLC 13 Smt Sq Ctr No 117
Rayner Mark 120 W Highland Ave
Reed James A Sr 312 S Hawthorne Ave
Reedman Toll LP PO Box 3004
Reeves Edward V PO Box 338
Reifer Deborah N 593 White Swan Way
Rhee Hyun 3 Liberty Dr
Rojohn Jay 441 Apple Valy Dr
Rollins Enterp Inc, Patty Randall Bellevue Ave &
Super Hwy
Rooney Brian M 189 Eaton Ct
Roseboro Harold L 314 W Richardson Ave
Rossogana Kathleen R 67 Golf Club Dr
Rountree Bernadette J 604 Hill Ave
Rozengarten Michael J Langhorne−Newtown Rd
Salzarulo Michelle 355 Flour Ln
Samhouri Kareem F 930 Town Ctr Dr Ste G 75
Samuel Joyal E 32 Vinnia Way
Sander Edwin 227 Tina Dr
Sanders Hilda 13 Doublewoods Rd
Sarcewicz Michael J Iii 5304 Harpers Xing
Saveoz Raymond R 880 Town Ctr Dr
Schiavoni Jennifer L 1449 Hollywood Ave
Schlatzer George Jr 952 Ave D
Schmidt Helen 952 Ave D
Schrenk Nicole M 297 Woods Edge Pl
Schwartz Nancy K 2 Carrage Knoll Ct
Secoolish James M 602 Hulmeville Ave
Segraves Mary 402 Sta Ave
Seltzer Mary F 328 W Lincoln Hwy Apt 5
Seven Hills Enterp Inc 105 W Fairview Ave
Shank Eric T 225 Strawberry Cir
Shank Gregory Jay 225 Strawberry Cir
Shapley Maria Danielle 572 Jefferson Ave
Shell Station Oxford Valley 61 Oxford Valy Rd
Sinaiko Peter 340 N Bellevue
Smith Brian M, Danielle, Richard, Sarah A Lindsay
250 Manor Ave
Smith Frank Est 139 W Richardson Ave
Smith Matthew 353 White Swan Way
Smith Mike 252 Flour Ln
Sock Matthew F 581 Atkinson Ln
Spadafora Vincent, Eve 45 Teal Rd
Sprout Maryanne 121 Rugby Dr
Stephen Brackin 305 Elm Ave
Stephens Kevin W, Tabatha 516 W Maple Ave
Stmary Medical Center 1202 Langhorne Newtown Rd
Suburban Scapes LLC 2391 Durham Rd
Sutton Marion G 810 Walsh Ave
T O M M I Foundation Inc PO Box 21
Taylor Lisa J 159 Flint Rd
Terrence Huff 207 West Maple Ave
Thatcher Stella Co Crest View Ctr 262 Toll Gate Rd
Thurner Julia 238 Sugarberry Ln
Tokarski Stanley F 20 Fairway Dr
Tomasino James 2 Smt Trace Rd
Trivedi Tarlika, Pravin 491 Atkinson Ln
Unfreed Thomas 687 Woodlyn Dr
Unitech Engineers Inc 654 Woodbourne Rd
Ursic Anthony 66 Shady Brook Dr
Vanzant Emma D RR 2
Walker Stinson Pola S 874 Walsh Ave
Walls Denny Joseph 35 Bellaire Dr
Wallwork Darren M 337 Barclay Ct
Warren Martina PO Box 520
Waters Joseph 13 Oswin Turn
Weatherby Thomas R 45 Pine Glen Rd
Wetzel James W, Gail A 288 Colonial Dr
Whalla Kirpal 4 Boxwood Ln
Wilson Julie A 103 Smt Trace Rd
Wolf Jason 33 Smt Trace Rd
Womens Spec Of Bucks Cty 360 Middletown Blvd Oxford Sq
Ste 400
Workman Katherine 5210 Fonthill Ct
Wornczyk Mark 613 Main St
Xu Huishu 76 Liberty Dr
Yan Lin 31 Liberty Dr
Yeakel Howard 30 Essex Ln
Young John C 60 Apple Valy Dr
Yrigoyen Charles 290 E Winchester Ave Apt
Zhu Wei 59 Oakridge Dred
Zima Brian T 201 Trappe Ln
Zitkus Paul 814 Durham Rd
Ztech Precison Inc 448 Penncrest Dr
Langhorne Pa 19053
Abramson Richard M, Carol N 850 Green Ridge Cir
Allen Kyle 820 Greenridge Cir
Azoff Karen I, Joshua, Lauren 46 Polder Dr
Bortz Andrew 427 Fox Hollow Dr
Brown Barbara W, Barry C 751 Lynwood Dr
Brown Candida W 2740 Brownsville Rd
Brust Edith 2304 Brownsville Rd
Carcione Mark W 958 Bridgtown Ppike
Carnation Andrew R 916 Manor Ln Cabin 5
Cheney Oliver F 124 Woodbridge Ct S
Denis Roger S 2527 Brownsville Rd
Dethomas Anthony Z, Carol 110 Woodbridge Ct S
Evtouchenko Vladimir, Leonard Edelson 32 Braintree Cmn
Fedele Marie T, Mark S 2727 Brownsville Rd
Fedele Mark S 2727 Brownsville Rd
Flack Martha W 1392 Bridgetown Pike
Gerber Jeanette 16 Woodbridge
Hayes Ruby P 2343 Linconia Ave
Hicks Winifred T 30 Savage Dr
Holman Lisa Anne 2304 Brownsville Rd F−18
Johns Richard M 4 Quartermaster Rd
Kay Shelby E 52 Bellwood Dr
King R 2631 Skyview Ave
Kormisak Dolores 687 Woodlyn Dr
Lerner Beth D, Steven 901 Edgewood Ln
Mandalia Vinodkumar H 3 Hals Dr
Marda Shweta, Anup 210 Dolton Rd
Martin Patricia Ann 2304 Brownsville Rd
Mercer Richard W Clear View Ave
Michelfelder Eleanore M 450 Stoney Hill Ct E
Neamand Donald 2603 Skyview Ave
Oles Eileen 2368 Brownsville Rd
Petrikis Richard 2304 Brownville Rd Lot J 4
Reilly Merritt W 2740 Brownsville Rd
Rogachevsky Eileen 132 Drew Dr
Smith Bonnie C, Eric D 102 Woodbridge Ct S
Stanger Ernie A 1450 3rd St
Stock William 760 Woodlyn Dr
Teller Emily R 502 Valy Stream Cir
Tsypis Natalie 206 Sycamore Cir
Wiley Marian E 821 Green Ridge Cir
Wilson Crystal 2061 Gabriel Cir
Levittown Pa 19054
Acosta Luis A 160 Falls−Tullytown Rd Apt C4
Allekotte Bette G 21 Penn Valy Rd Apt G10
Allen Shawn 176 Willow Dr
Arnold Gregory B 9071 Mill Creek Rd Apt 2424
Ayaz Painting Inc 75 New Pond Ln
Baghina Petre 9101 New Falls Rd Apt A20
Bara Kathie L 14 Vitaloak Ln
Barzda Mindaugas 9071 Mill Creek Rd Apt 2013
Bell Mary D 8590 New Falls Rd Apt F4
Bembridge Burke Jr 9071 Mill Creek Rd Apt 2302
Biddle John 45 Magnolia Dr
Boyd Charles 9071 Millcreek Rd Apt 1402
Brachelli Edythe A Est 68 Northct Ln
Cappellinis Ta Steven Moyer 9078 Mill Creek Rd Vlg Of
Pennbrook Store 5
Cavallo Vincent E 48 Thimbleberry Ln
Chappell William 20 Nettletree Ln
Christine 8728 New Falls Rd
Chuzhinin Oleg 9071 Mill Creek Rd Apt 209
Cichocki Diane 21 Mockorange Ln
Clark John 41 Tamarack Ln
Cobes Jeanne M 25 Wildrose Ln
Cohen Kristi 16 Lakeside Dr
Cohoon Brett 23 Needle Pine Ln
Coia Richard 92 Tulip Ln
Colville David W 76 Lavender Ln
Concannon Mary 51 New Pond Ln
Conway James M, Conway Donna M 416 Pinewood Dr
Corado Diane M 9071 Mill Creek Rd Apt 1906
Cowie Robert S 34 Vermillion Dr
Crain Raphael J 15 Tall Pine Ln
Curci Tracy 36 Laurel Ln
Dampman Dianne, Iva M 74 Thornyapple Ln
Deakyne Karl 23 Nearwood Ln
Delpietro Mary T 297 Pinewood Dr
Denardo William R 116 Amelia Dr
Dibattista Anthony 113 Birch Dr
Dobson Mary W 17 Village Ln
Dowis Michelle 2 Venture Ln
Drennen Lee 2 Nature Ln
Dunham Jamie L, David 53 Teaberry Ln
Edward A Madeline F Shukwit Rev Tr Dtd 05 27 03 75
Tulip Ln
Elharazy Mohamed 116 Everturn Ln
Elkarroudi Abdelhadi 9071 Mill Creek Rd Apt 902
Ellmaker Whitney P 2 Timber Ln
Farrell Dennise 40 Newberry Ln
Faulkner Jeffrey D 43 Mallow Ln
Fenner Clinton 2 Timber Ln
Finney Gloria E 925 Van Kirk Rd
Fox Harriet 23 Pinewood Dr
Gadzinski Anna D 20 Pond Ln
Garver Susan, Glen 9071 Mill Creek Rd 2712
Getson Janet 9071 Mill Creek Rd Apt J15
Gibson Chet 9071 Mill Creek Rd
Giwerc Edith 21 Penn Valy Rd Apt G10
Gorban Deborah A 5 Vermillion Dr
Grady Rose E 41 Be Ood Ln
Gregory Eileen M, Mae R 93 Blue Spruce Ln
Guddat Bridget 431 Magnolia Dr
Haigh Carolyn 10 Edgewood Ln
Halberstein Joseph L 22 Penn Valy Rd Apt B19
Hall Jennifer 38 Timothy Ln
Hanes Joyce 40 Newberry Ln
Healey Nancy Ruth 5 East Ln
Heck Floyd C Jr, Janice M 8728 New Falls Rd
Hetzel George F 29 Echo Ln
Higgins Alice C 7 Nicklehill Ln
Hoagland Elizabeth 17 Nestingrock Ln
Hofmann Lois L 81 Village Ln
Hollis Deloris E, James P 43 Mountain Ln
Hughes Laurie Lynn 67 Lakeside Dr W
Ian Services Inc 434 Pinewood Dr
Immordino Michael 93 Black Pine Ln
Jacques Kathleen M 33 Tall Pine Ln
Kass Dolores R 125 Birch Dr
Kay Shelby 6 Pond Ln
Kelly Marion D, Dominic N Raffaele Sr 30 Nearwood Ln
Kim Yong 9071 Mill Creek Rd Apt 2906
Kratt Mary C 120 Village Ln
Krumm Edward J 10 Viking Ln
Lafleur Lorraine J 21 Penn Valy Rd No G29
Lawrence Daniel J 33 Thimbleberry Ln
Leyden Judith 33 Lilac Ln
Lombardi Andrew R 45 New School Ln
Loughrey Declan P 31 Mulberry La
Lupini Jacquelin R 55 Timber Ln
Lyons Dale 30 Ember Ln
Marcus Allen H 3 Pinewood Dr
Markey Mildred D, Edward 30 Begonia Ln
May William III, May Wiliam A 41 Old Locust Av
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Mcandrew James W 57 Vicar Ln
Mccauley Norma R 303 Magnolia Dr
Mcginnis Eleanor, Bryan W 48 Northpark Dr
Mcglone Frances M 19 Emerald Ln
Mcinerney Joyce, Gavin 341 Poplar Ln
Melio Anthony J 25 Begonia Ln
Mendenhall William E 2 Newberry Ln
Miller Harry 23 Linden Ln
Milligan June C 8590 New Falls Rd Apt P1
Monroe Raymond, Monroe Sherry 23 Elm Ln
Musselman Anna E, John G 173 Pinewood Dr
Narkhede Rohit 2 Rue Ct
National Property Investors 4, Village Of Pennbrook
9071 Mill Creek Rd
Neuman Rita 125 Birch Dr
Niedrist Bert 7 N Turn Ln
Olenderski Kristen 18 Echo Ln
Palma Margaret E, John D 129 Everturn Ln
Parks Vernetta, James T 44 New Pond Ln
Peck Steven 29 Peartree Ln
Pieszala Helen D 22 Pennvaly Rd Apt A36
Pitts Eric M 9071 Mill Creek Rd
Pokrywa Jerzy 9071 Mill Creek Rd 2619
Powell Dolores 96 Bald Cypress Ln
Praetorius Cindy L 71 Tulip Ln
Prato Dorothy 114 Greenbelt Ln
Prekuraski Joseph W, Dorothy 33 Nectar Ln
Quinlan Haridy Michelle 272 Birch Dr
Rager Nancy A 46 N Park Dr
Ramirez Nelson 160 Falls Tullytown Rd
Ransley Frank A 9071 Millcreek Rd Apt Apt 705
Raudenbush Catherine E 42 Village Ln
Reese Genevie 9071 Mill Creek Rd Apt 1804
Retzler Anthony 166 Birch Dr
Richardson Charles F 55 New School Ln
Robert Cooper J 21 Nasturtium Ln
Rocha Sofia 9071 Ml Crk Rd Apt 1817
Schappert R F 503 Village Of Pennbrook
Schatzan Richard 2 Mearwood Ln
Schilling Francis J 18 Vitaloak Ln
Schilling Raymond R 15 Lakeside Dr Unit We
Schultz Joan E 3 Pinewood Dr
Shannon Joshua 15 Midwood Ln
Shenberger Nancy L 249 Lakeside Dr
Shukwit Madeline F, Edward A 75 Tulip Ln
Simmons Rene 9071 Mill Creek Rd
Slikes Elizabeth M 133 Birch Dr
Slowik Jeffrey 10 Robin Hood Dr
Stcerny Kellyann E 77 New School Ln
Steigerwalt Erna E, Earl C 141 Birch Dr
Stein Frances G 21 Penn Valy Rd Apt G10
Stewart Brian 107 Everturn Ln
Sullivan Frank 1874 New Falls Rd
Tanalski Mary Katherine, Joan S 9071 Mill Creek Rd
Apt 220
Tanzone John J 9071 Mill Creek Rd 316
Tanzone Patricia R 160 Falls Tulleytown Rd Apt H
Travagline Dorothy L 25 Begonia Ln
Trentini Brenda A 46 Laurel Ln
Triestman Mitch 19 Primrose Ln
Vingless Thoedore C Jr 118 Falls−Tullytown Rd
Vohra Satnam 9071 Mill Creek Rd Apt 2006
Walk Rolland 16 Tanglewood Ln
Wehberger Gregory 224 Magnolia Dr
Whitt Irene E 34 Viking Ln
Wieck Ruth Z 2 Thimbleberry Ln
Wiley Katherine A, Christopher 10 Boulder Ln
Wisniewski Lisa 25 Wildrose Ln
Wood David W 2 Leisure Ln
Yanza Manuel 38 Needlepine Rd
Zapasnik Marta 9071 Millcreek Rd Apt 2312
Zeon Josaphine 9043 New Falls Rd
Levittown Pa 19055
990 President Street LP 2813 Foste 7200 Marion Ave
Apt 3−16
Adeleke Alade M 32 Jonquil Ln
Akbayrak Mustafa 20 Kenwood Dr S
Alexander Amanda Leigh 43 Rideg Ln
Appel William 54 Oaktree Dr
Archibald Sheila 7 Almond Ln
Bartram Richard W 70 Rambler Ln
Bassett Constance L 96 Jonquil Ln
Bean Timothy C 27 Swan Ln
Bozzo Kathleen R 79 Kentucky Ln
Brelsford Kimberly 58 Swan Ln
Buy4lesstuxedo Com Inc 57 Kentucky Ln
Cairns Doris 37 Favored
Cameron Jeffrey A Sr, Christine L 141 Appletree Dr
Cantone Anthony R Jr, Anthony Sr 18 Aspen Ln
Caracoza Mario 30 Robin Hill Ln
Carango Lorraine K 64 Jewel Ln
Carvale Theresa M 2 Copper Beech Ln
Chapman Elizabeth 47 Aster Ln
Clarkson Marlena 35 Alder Dr
Clendening Helen 26 Openwood Ln
Coates Robert 27 Oaktree Dr
Darnell Donald E, Donald M 25 Holly Dr
Demarchis Mark 16 Oaktree Dr
Dorazio Holly A 7200 Marion Ave Apt 528
Dubzak Michael 36 Jewel Ln
Duffield Margaret 12 Rose Arbor Ln
Dunbar Howard, Helen 332 Crabtree Dr
Duncan Joseph 24 Ridge Ln
Emeigh Theodore 6 Kingwood Ln
Fagan Declan Earnest, Deirdre 16 Strawberry Ln
Fenstemaker Robert 28 Silverbirch Ln
Foster Richard B Iv 43 Crabtree Dr
Gamboa Vindas Ivan 80 Shepherd Ln
Gorman Matthew C 60 Jonquil Ln
Greenfield Emma L 32 Shadetree Ln
H M Painting, Husreu Akbayak 20 Kenwood Dr
Hale Kathleen L 11 Orchard Ln
Hallier Frances R Est 64 Jewel Ln
Hansell Mathew 42 Rolling Ln
Harris Stella F, Stella 46 Friendly Ln
Hawkins Eleanor A 62 Kindle Ln
Hepler Michael 6 Rambler Ln
Hoffman Evelyn J, Hoffman Jack 41 Schoolhouse Ln
Hoops Lois 87 Kenwood Dr S
Hornung Frank V 185 Kenwood Dr N Apt 120
Janus Frank 229 Holly Dr
John Hild Jr 321 Stonybrook Dr
Johnston Christina M 16 Robin Hill Ln
Jones Darshana 7 Library Way
Kieser Elizabeth 51 Coral Ln
Kimball Richard 11 Holly Dr
Kownacki Anna 31 Coral Ln
Kramer Edward J 27 Crabtree Dr
Kwasniewski Stephen C 246 Kenwood Dr S
Labonski Stanley T 12 Red Maple Ln
Levins Anntoinette 55 Friendly Ln
Levins Gloria 18 Keystone Ln
Lewis William 37 Jester Ln
Lewis Xavier 40 Rocky Pool Ln
Liberty Jordan 216 Dogwood Dr
Lumio Mildred C 80 Jolly Ln
Manz Robert C 69 Ruby Ln
Marsh Betty Jane, William E 9 Shelter Ln
Martin Jennifer 50 Rolling Ln
Matsick Sophie T 19 Shepherd Ln
Mayorga Manuel 48 Kindle Ln
Mcbride James C 60 Huckleberry Ln
Mccaughey Jessica 35 Huckleberry Ln
Mcguire Regina M 2 Norman Ave
Mcintosh Theodore 72 Azalea Ln
Milewski Anthony 304 Oaktree Dr
Monk Wilfred D, Anne B 57 Crabtree Dr
Moore Rochelle 34 Azalea Ln
Mostag Intl Inc 22 Shepherd Ln
Mucklow William J 35 Rocky Pool Ln
Naylor Raymond Jr 262 Appletree Dr
Neptune Painting LLC 7200 Manion Ave Apt 310
Palcko Victoria, Dwayne 229 Holly Dr
Petro Edward R 6 Daffodil Ln
Phillips Leon G 59 River Ln
Pierce Eileen 5 Mulberry Ln
Poulsen Lori A 1970 N Rodgers Rd Apt L42 Box 591
Propper Denise 7200 Marion Ave Apt 603
Reposy Alexander 280 Holly Dr
Richman Wayne W 14 Outlook La
Robbins Michelle, Craig Vandergrift 35 Redbrook Ln
Romanko Kristen, David 103 Crabtree Dr
Romantini Christine 281 Holly Dr
Savage Cynthia 51 Rose Arbor Ln
Schiefer Norman E Jr 61 Russett Ln
Schlager Gail Phyllis, Max 31 Junewood Dr
Schmitt Judy A 84 Red Cedar Dr
Seabridge Dale A 82 Autumn Ln
Seibert David J 36 Stonybrook Dr
Shaw Theresa M 42 Daffodil Ln
Smith Mary Felkner 31 Kingwood Ln
Snedeker Lee 309 Oaktree Dr
Spengler Katherine 29 Summer Ln
Stonybrook Medi 50 Serpentine Ln
Szczekoski Louis M, Ruth M 33 Sweetbriar Ln
Taylor Helen 85 Ruby Ln
Urban Joseph P 51 Apricot Ln
Vandine Dorothy 29 Summer Ln
Viechnicki Kathleen 68 Daffodil Ln
Volansky Anna 28 Robin Hill Ln
Waith Katrina 7200 Marion Ave Apt 722
Warriner Damian M 71 Azalea Ave
Webb Amy Lynne 193 Red Cedar Dr
Wenograd Barton D, Jason S 7200 Marion Ave
Williams Marion V 58 Overbrook Ln
Wilson Carole 97 Crabtree Dr
Wudyka Charles 47 Aster Ln
Levittown Pa 19056
Alexander Wade H Jr 1970 Veterans Hwy Apt N17
Alloy Walter E, Mary R 12 Harbor Rd
Alloy Mary Peeples 12 Harbor Rd
Alloy Mary R 12 Harbor Rd
Appicello Danielle 98 Plumtree Rd
Ashton Barbara G, Charles 10 Larkspur Rd
Awusi Essa 40 Pine Needle Rd
Barrett James 11 Mountain Rd
Bathe Carol A 48 Hydrangea Rd
Begley Curtis, Diana 551 Snowball Dr
Blockbuster Video, Jeffrey Stebbins Sr 4551 New Falls Rd
Bolf Michael J 15 Fountain Rd
Boyle Patrick M 18 Umber Rd
Bradford Janet 2 Rust Hill Rd
Breece Kelly L 2151 Lincoln Hwy
Breslin John W 1970 Veterans Hwy
Brisbane Rosetta D 2180 Veterans Hwy Apt 1607
Brown Shellie 10 Elizabeth Ln
Bryan William J 104 Hollow Rd
Burns Kathryn A 57 Steeplebush Rd
C & L Svc Corp 80 Pumpkin Hill Rd
Callery William S 9 Hawk Rd
Campbell Lorraine C 2000 New Rodgers Rd C25
Cartlidge Cody 19 Surgarplum Rd
Chevallier Eloise 1338 Veterans Hwy Apt S7
Choi Moonweon 1338 Veterans Hwy Apt O7
Chowdhury Mohamed 2180 New Rodgers Rd Apt 1008
Colatriano Dona L 25 Harrow Rd
Conley Wendy 25 Tempo Rd
Cox Catrice 1970 Veterans Hwy Apt M21
Cox Daniel 47 Middle Rd
Crispell Rachel Est 42 Hedge Rd
Crown Hill Cemetery Assoc, Stonemor Partners
311 Veterans Hwy Ste B
Davis Karen 43 Macintosh Rd
Delaney Eve M 1 Middle Rd
Domansky Rose M 196 Lower Orchard Dr
Dones Evelyn 2151 ELincoln Hwy Apt L−5
Ducati Andrew 35 Forsythia Dr N
Ernsberger Noel K 2180 Veterans Hwy Apt 104
Feeney Patricia 39 Mayflower Rd
Figueroa Macarmen 43 Pumpkin Rd
Fiore Frank J, Mark J, Steven M 4 June Rd
Fisher Michael 1970 New Rodgers Rd C37
Fisher Tracey L 2 Plumbridge Dr
Foxwood Manor Aptsclosed, Mgmt Office
2180 Veterans Hwy
Foxwood Manor Pa 2180 New Rodgers Rd
Furey James P Sr 78 Deep Dale Dr E
Gangadai Harinarine 51 Plumtree Rd
Garcia Miguel, Fredo 1970 Veterans Hwy Apt L37
Gillespie Dolores N 2151 Lincoln Hwy Apt A1
Goodyear Tire Co 1417 E Lincoln Hy
Gray Richard T 1970 New Rodgers Rd
Green Danny J, Michele E 112 Heartwood Rd
Green Neva S 28 Hope Rd
Gutbezahl Boris 23 Rust Hill Rd
Gyokchyan Hayk 20 Jadewood Rd
Harsanyi Frank III 19 Hook Rd
Hasness Richard Scott, Michael L, Blanche
47 Hydrangea Rd
Hetherington Francis J Jr 1 Jollybrook Rd
Hi Chemical 3091a Nebraska St
Hillenbrand Thomas L 2000 Veterans Hwy Apt D15
Horan Donna M 24 Middle Rd
Hudanish Debra A 24 Rain Lily Rd
Irion Randall C 2000 Veterans Hwy E 6
Jabateh Musa 2130 Veterans Hwy Apt C10
Jones Charles E 1228 Veterans Hwy Apt A4
Katona Edward 68 Four Leaf Rd
Kayatin Justin 2000 New Rodgers Rd D20
Keen Dawn 4613 Newportville Rd
Kelly John J 27 Dawn Rd
Kessler Colleen M 8 Plumtree Turn
Khan Faisal 1970 Veterans Hwy Apt B30
Kimsal Gwen R 16 Four Leaf Rd
Klein Mary E, John T 69 Plumbridge Dr
Klein Family Trust 69 Plumbridge Dr
Klepcvynski Raymond 83 Heartwood Rd
Knecht Elise 1301 Frosty Hollow Rd
Kocher Rodney 3921 Pine Ave
Kokkinos Sophia 28 Turf Rd
Kostis Minas A 17 Tr Rd
Labelle Raymond A 62 Upland Rd
Laczkowski Darcy E 2 Tempo Rd
Leeper Charles E 3913 Nichole St
Liu Ge 1228 New Rodgers Rd B4
Longenbach Travis 81 Juniper Dr
Lower Bucks Chapter Of The Red 1909 Veterans Hwy
Mack Shaunda 4013 Fairdale Rd
Madsen Nicole 2811 Ave E
Maguire Anna M 18 Misty Pine Rd
Malia Sherry L 11 Dawn Rd
Mancuso Beatrice M 54 Round Hill Rd
Mangarelli Felix L 9 Forsythia Dr
Martin Gargard Sayyuo J 2180 Veterans Hwy Apt 1510
Martin Jocilyn L 3101 Oxford Valy Rd Unit 216
Mayer Collin, Rose, Evan 81 Juniper Dr
Mayer Dolores, John 2629 Trenton Rd
Mayer Rose 81 Juniper Dr
Mccullen Joseph, Rose 1338 Veterans Hwy Apt U10
Mcdonnell Robert P, Thomas 131 Highland Park Dr
Mcnally Diane 27 Dawn Rd
Middleton Edna 39 Shellflower Rd
Miller J 57 Fruitree Rd
Miller Maureen F 37 Hearth Rd
Minnig Cody 81 Juniper Dr
Mohr Helene D 36 Crystal Place
Montoya Steven, Mario 1338 Veterans Hwy Apt Q6
Moore Emily T 1608 New Rodgers Rd
Moore William 39 Maroon Rd
Moser Charles E, Ruth I 37 Firtree Rd
Nicastri Alessandra F, Patricia M 96 Upland Rd
Nikolich Bernadette M, Raymond K 5 Long Loop Rd
Nott Arlene 2180 Veterans Hwy Apt 204
Notter Lauren 2000 Veterans Hwy Apt C2
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Obrien Patrick J 15 Hearth Rd
Oneill Margaret 5 Parkside Cir
Onisick Leslie 11 Hedge Rd
Outland Loretta T 1938 New Rodgers Rd Bb10
Palmer Cianel 1970 Veterans Hwy Apt B3
Pandolph Charles J, Sheri A 37 Spring Valy Rd
Pandolph Chuck J 37 Spring Valy Rd
Patel Praful J 43 Spinythorn Rd
Pearce Michael J 2200 New Falls Rd
Pearson David E 35 Shellflower Rd
Perkins Paul F 24 Middle Rd
Phraner Christopher D 26 Limewood Rd
Pierce Anita 1970 Veterans Hwy Apt C5
Platnick Sandra 12 Sunflower Rd
Podesva Ruth E 2619 Trenton Rd Rm 30
Prashant Shah 2754 Woodbourne Rd
Rodgers Jean M 36 Underwood Rd
Rugers Beer & Soda Inc 4369 New Falls Rd
Sanchez Jose P 2151 Lincoln Hwy Apt 267
Sapp Harold 28 Hope Rd
Schmick Mary C Apt 704 2180 Veterans Hwy
Shook Donna M 62 Heartwood Rd
Shortall Mary Jane 37 Harvest Rd
Siedler Liselotte 35 Mill Dr
Smith William F 5 Parkside Cir
Sommer Milton 29 Sweetgum Rd
Spruhde William 117 Forsythia Dr N
Startzel Kevin 150 Forsythia Dr E
Stephens Angela M 12 Round Hill Rd
Sterling Eleanor B 1970 Veterans Hwy
Stevenson Gerald Wm 2180 New Rodgers Rd Apt 1712
Steves Auto Body 415 New Falls Rd
Stewart Derek 19 Silver Spruce Rd
Stonemor Partners LP 311 Veterans Hwy Ste B
Taggart Edmund T 78 Sweetgum Rd
Talarico Vincent D, Talarico Eileen R 2 Juniper Dr
Tate Dillon 65 Sweetgum Rd
Terrell Michael Edward 43 Firtree Rd
Thomas Earl D Jr 50 Upper Orchard D
Tomes Judith A 15 Larkspur Rd
Tomkins Dorothy M 18 Firtree Rd
Travelers Chesapeake 38066 311 New Rodgers Rd Ste C
Trimboli Paul F Jr Apt 704 2180 Veterans Hwy
Ungvarsky Frank 80 Pumpkin Hill Rd
Varela Toinea 1970 Veterans Hwy Apt D14
Vlessing Elias 59 Flamingo Rd
Weinelet Tommy 9 Thistle Rd
Weintraub Jerry 51 Macintosh Rd
Whiteman Robert J Jr 8 Hay Rd
Wilker Judy 145 Highland Park Dr
Williams Kellyann 40 Middle Rd
Winder David J 16 Hoghland Park Way
York Anita G 2180 Veterans Hwy Apt 1204
Zazzara Eugene B 1 Plumbridge Dr
Levittown Pa 19057
Adams Steven 1597 Bristol Park Rd
Aidee Dyna 29 Gooseneck Rd
Airgood William 1314 Edgely St
Alec Martin Klatchko Ua Dtd 8 14 84 15 Camellia Rd
Andrews Empie 3501 Bristol Oxford Va Apt 901
Apel Boris Jr 11 Geranium Rd
Apelian Robert J 23 Basswood Rd
Apex Medical Equipment 1249 Woodbourne Rd
Associates Calhoun 6850 Hibbs Ln
Atm Park Avenue Apts LLC 11 Inbrook Rd
Ballester Cesar A 1350 Woodbourne Rd Apt A10
Barnes Michael 204 Devon Way
Bartle Minerva E 22 Grieb Ave
Bates Kenneth Jr 42 Beechtree Rd
Becker Gregory L 30 Inwood Rd
Belton Sharlanda 2433 Fleetwing Dr
Benedict Chang 1350 Woodbourne Rd
Boose Thomas J, Megan A 3101 Bristol Oxford Valy Rd 101
Boyd Charles R 6605 Manning Blvd
Bozek Elaine M 45 Candytuft Rd
Broomall William T, Ethel L 25 1/2 Woodside Ave
Brown Tyrone, Ruth 802 Avalon Ct
Bryant Albert J 47 Ironwood Rd
Burke Richard E Jr C O Carol A Burke 30 Indigo Rd
Burke Teresa M 1314 Edgely St
Capar Bayram 22 Crown Rd
Carroll Francis 174 Quincy Dr
Chadwick Donna 15 Green Lynn Dr 15
City Radiator 1410 Manning Blvd
Clark Ralph B 14 Quarter Turn East Rd
Cook Ann 44 Ice Pond Rd Le
Crawford Stefanie 46 Orangewood Dr
Crawley Donald C 5606 Fleetwing Dr
Cuttler Doris 31 Inkberry Rd
Davis Gladys R 38 Iris Rd
Deals On Wheels Of Pa 7401 Bristol Pike
Debuono Janine 294 Holly Dr
Delano Thomas, Diana 31 Cir Rd
Derolf Donald M, Donald 96 Quincy Dr
Dias Ceramic Tile Inc And 5th 3rd Bank 175 Idlewild Rd
Dickerson Janna 5584 Hwy 44 W
Dimeglio Francis S 32 Ivy Hill Rd
Donnelly Thomas M, Marie T 55 Grasspond Rd
Doris Joseph N 10 Idolstone Rd
Doughty Leigh 33 Winding Rd
Dowd Kellie J 114 Applewood Ln
Dunham Susan, David 1350 Woodbourne Rd Atp H134
Durant Chevelle A 2411 Airacobra St
E Coast Installation 1605 Hanford St
Efaw Susan L 3501 Bristol Oxford Apt 303
Ferguson Donna, Marie 6 Gamewood Rd
Fitzgerald B A, Janzer 130 Cobalt Cross Rd
Formax Financial Network Inc 4137 Woerner Ave
Franz Richard D 5939 Emilie Rd
Gale Eileen 21 Woodbine Rd
Garcia Arthur J 105 Green Lynne Dr
Garron Robert D 132 Goldenridge Dr
Gerace Diane 80 Queenlily Rd
Gerard Robert 86 Catherine Ct
Green Gregory 5815 Fleetwing Dr
Haggarty Patrick S 7030 Mill Creek Rd Apt 12
Hanak Tammy M 61 Vineyard Rd
Harry J D 294 Holly Dr
Hartman Tammy 28 Violet Rd
Harvey Darrell R 2419 Airacobra St
Heard Keith 16 Goodrock Rd
Hearthside Realtors Inc 964 Woodbousne Rd
Helkowski Robert 11 Crystal Pl
Helsley Aimee L 10 Michael Pl
Herder Isaac Isreal 2211 Liberator St
Horton Padraic 39 Queen Anne Rd
Howarth Elmina C, John 119 Crabtree
Hrm Usa 1723 Woodbourne Rd A144
Ibric Munib 15 Gaping Rock Rd
Immaculate Conception Parish 5201 Emilie Rd
Immordino Jennifer L 53 Cliff Rd
Ingel Barbara 40 Quincy Dr
Isik Emine 1350 Woodbourne Rd Apt G126
Jacobs Theresa A 7006 Bristol Pike
Janiec Maebelle I 2 Queen Anne Rd
Janzer Henry J, Irene V 48 Cotton Rd
Jesse R Hobbs Educational Fund 62 Cleft Rock Rd
Johnson Russell, Joann 42 Beechtree Rd
Jones Thomas J, Frances 2409 Bloomsdale Rd
Jones Yvette L 1023 Green Ln
Jpmorgan Chase Bank Na 31 Cir Rd
Karczewski Linda 26 Ivory Rock Rd
Karlikowski Patricia A, Edward G 3501 Bristol Oxford
Valy Rd
Kearney Gerald M 44 Ice Pond Rd
Kelly Nicole Marie 82 Indigo Rd
Kettyle Michael M 199 Goldenridge Dr
Khometskyy Vasyl 1350 Woodbourne Rd Apt I−149
Killiangioia Donielle 115 Green Lynne Dr
King William B, William W 72 Basswood Rd
Kinsey Chris 46 Orangewood Dr
Kirkpatrick Donna 27 Thomas Place
Klatchko George A 15 Camellia Rd
Kniese Norman 73 Vly Rd
Kurko Metro J, Helen L 57 Island Rd
Kurtz Jack G 86 Queen Lily Rd
Lamy Lucien 29 Gooseneck Rd
Leeser Jack 64 Quaker Hill Rd
Leighton A J Sr, John 12 Greenbrier Rd
Leo Movers & Storage Inc 7002 Beaver Dam Rd
Lowery Charles H 272 Blueridge Dr
Lynch Deyamira, Joseph 2184 Green Ln
Macomber Christopher 27maryln
Maids Bi Co 14 Greib Ave
Mann Linda 2206 Airacobra St
Marylue Forkay, Liberia Mini M 4139 Woerner Av
Mason Caroline R 44 Queen Anne Rd
Masselles Auto Body 42 Beechtree Rd
Maurice Jacquelyn F 24 Michael Place
Mcateer Christopher 295 Goldenridge Dr
Mcdaniel Adele 2215 Fleetwing Dr
Mcdonnell Joan C 12 Iroquois Rd
Mcghee Dwayne H 2406 Liberator St
Mcguigan William R 20 Quaint Rd
Mcinnes Citizens Pub Richard Est 48 Black Walnut Rd
Mcvey Mary 26 Canyon Rd
Mendenhall William 3401 Oxford Val Rd Apt I12
Mike Dagrossa Ta B & B 4100 Woerner Ave
Miles Camile A 91 Golden Rich Dr
Millward James 29 Goodturn Rd
Moldovan Bruce M 62 Conifer Rd
Molly Morton 346 Playwickey St
Moore Holland R 32 Indigo Rd
Morley Kevin M, Carol L 53 Black Walnut Rd
Natal Doris A 71 Gentle Rd
Nika Trade Inc 7401 Bristol Pike
Odell Carole 64 Ivy Hill Rd
Oliver Jasper 2204 Fleetwing Dr
Oshea Deneen 32 Basswood Rd
Peiffer Zachary 18 Crystal Place Rha
Pets Best Friend Veterinary Hosp Psp Shirley Jeffers Ttee
7029 RTE 13
Phoenix Collision 2184 Green Ln
Pitts Eric W 55 Incurve Rd
Pizzo Patricia 94 Indian Red Rd
Prestigexoticars 7401 Bristol Pike
Ricciardi Jeannine 52 Idlewild Rd
Robinson Thomas 2206 Liberator St
Romanowski Sharon R 10 Indian Park Rd
Romatowski Przemyslaw, Sylwia 124 Roberts Ave
Rosario Manuel A Jr 26 Queen Lily Rd
Russell Madeline R, Allen V 45 Goldenridge Dr
Russell Esther F Est, Ruth R Quinn 57 Quickset Rd
Savoy Florence H, Dorris J 28 Basswood Rd
Sawyer Anna M 1350 Woodbourne Rd Apt J176
Schibik Brian 120 Gable Hill Rd
Scott Rosemary 62 Old Brook Rd
Senapo Belinda 1721 Woodbourne Rd
Sharkey Sylvia 3401 Bristol−Oxford Valy Rd Apt B4
Shimko Faith 1350 Woodbourne Rd Apt A13
Shirey William A 6750 Mill Creek Rd Apt 12
Shulman Lauren 94 Cardinal Rd
Silver Bernice, Joseph 127 Ironwood Rd
Snead Ruth 2409 Fleetwing Dr
Snyder Sarah 44 Natalie Ct
Son Pil 23 Quail Rd
Stacherski Dorothy 114 Goldenridge Dr
Sterling Huntingdon Valley 200 Jennifer Ct
Storm Devorah 55 Wildflowers Rd
Sullivan Francis J 377 Blue Ridge Dr
Thayer Dianne M 36 Goodturn Rd
Thompson Dana 200 Jennifer Ct
Trost Mark 12 Inbrook Rd
Troyen Steven 7030 Mill Creek Rd Apt12
Tuccillo Angela 51 Indigo Rd
Ulley Jason Aaron 32 Ivy Hill Rd
Virant Adam, Karpf Karpf & Virant 243 Jennifer Ct
Vollmar Beatrice Katherine 15 Cotton Rd
Walsh John 15 Calicobush
Wash Depot Holdings Inc 15 Green Lynne Dr
Webb Louise, Milton 5713 Mustang St
Weidenmiller Ryan 6 Coral Rock Rd
Wentink Dorothy 49 Quaker Hill Rd
Whalen Susan 22 Crown Rd
White Lora H 9 Greenbrier Rd
Williams Carrie L Est 2406 Liberator St
Wilson George K 2 Goldenridge Dr
Wolfinger William, Robert 1415 Elkins Av
Wood Wendy 285 Juanita Ct
Woods Sophia L 88 Cobalt Cross Rd
Ziegler Elizabeth A, Kathleen M Roden 29 Crystal Rd
Zluky Loretta M, Joseph, Stephen 23 Indian Creel Dr
Lexington Pa 18932
850 South LLC 17 Barclay Rd Line
American Support Aircraft Parts Inc 10 Maple Ave PO Box
340 Line
Curran Dan 390 A Hilltown Pike 2 Line
Dicicco Matthew Peter 6 Hilltown Pi Line
Lewis Family Auto Sales 1080 Bethlehem Pike Line
Nicholas Elizabeth, Frank C PO Box 320 Line
Rascher Hilary, Lisa 703 Hilltown Pk Line
Russo Timothy 735 Hilltown Pike Line
Mechanicsville Pa 18934
Croutham Ruth E RR
Dillon Joseph A, Marie M 5500 Mechanicsville Rd
Ganter Norman PO Box 204
Horn Carolyn H 5424 Mechanicsville Rd
Loeb Irma N 5424 Mechanicsville Rd
Ottey Luke 5356 Mechanicsville
Ricco Theresa, Daryle PO Box 217
Iatesta Antonetta Buckingham Pike
Tweedy Ann Elizabeth, Charles E III PO Box 215
Morrisville Pa 19067
Alantiejus Victoras 515 Woodland Ave Apt C12a
Aldrich Laurie E 621 N Delmorr Ave
Algirdas Mikulenas 250 Plaza Blvd Apt C11
Allan Elizabeth L, Alexander 400 W Bridge St
Amend Steven 300 Clymer Ave
American Credit Alliance 2 S Delmorr Ave
Applegate Jennifer 589 Carlisle Dr
Araya Leimer 175 S Main St
Arcadia Herbs & Alternatives 190 Fletcher Dr
Ashland Distribution 1101 New Ford Mill Rd
Aspen Casuals 23 E Trenton Ave
Atomica Design Group, Bern Stromberg 60 E Bridge St
Av Corp 250 Plaza Blvd E15
Bachmatiuk Bogdan, Monika 513 Prospect Ave
Baker Jr St 1402 Sweetbrair Rd
Baroli Paul E Sr 1 Makefield Rd
Barron Tawanna, Isaac 1 Makefield Rd Apt H357
Barros Brett 10 S Pennsylvania Ave Ste 209
Bauer Mark 541 Crown St PO Box 743
Beadle Douglas C 506 Osborne Ave
Beliveau Jonathan A 59 Lions Dr
Best Lloyd E 502 Curtis Dr
Blumenthal Diane 4 Houston Rd
Bonaparte Nathaniel III 490 Plaza Blvd Apt J 89
Bonno Christine W, Ronald G, Ronald A 106 Winding Way
Borcnick Juanita E 79 N Pennsylvania Ave
Bowenssmith Sharon R 491 Plaza Blvd Apt A 1
Box Kenneth 604 Clymer Ave
Boyer Paul J 387 Plaza Blvd Apt 191
Brazil Maya D 311 W Franklin St
Brennan Patricia 7 E Afton Ave Apt 2
Brewer Ann 537 Hillcrest Ave
Brewer Mildred 36 Crown Tr Rd
Brisko Esther Morrisville Presbyterian Twr 1 Hillcrest Ave
Apt 812
Brown Nicole M 371 Plaza Blvd Apt 58
Bruehl Derek 243 Stockham Ave
Buckley Nicole 250 Plaza Blvd Apt F11
Bueale Monica 807 Sweetbriar Rd
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Burch Jimmy 3066 Chandler Dr
Burgess Crystal 1 Makefield Rd
Burton Margaret 111 Walnut Ln
Cartusciello Anthony M 48 Valy View Dr
Chambers C 410 Alden Ave
Chauhan Shailesh 250 Plaza Blvd Apt F 16
Chemcentral 4 Steel Rd E
Cherney Elizabeth 1021 N Elbow Ln
Chino Stephen 128 Winding Way Unit 124
Chubin Herbert 859 Weber Dr
Chyb Pawel 27 E Bridge St Apt 1
Cognicellence LLC 155 Hillcrest Ave
Comings John Sterling 6208 Spruce Mill Dr
Computer Experts Inc 38 E Bridge St Ste 102
Conover Karen 200 W Bridge St N 7
Constructional Dynamics 1903 Bristol Pike
Cox Patricia 38 S Morris Ave
Cullen James M 371 Plaza Blvd Apt 28
Damico Anthony 555 Stevens Rd
Davis Lessel P 826 Highland Ave
Dees Suzanne, Sarah 14 Lynns Ct
Dejesus Evita M 491 Plaza Blvd
Dent Nancie M 25 Oak St
Desai Roma 254 W Trenton Ave
Diagnostic Labs Inc 201 Woolston Dr Ste 2a
Diaz Ismael Sr 604 Fairhill Rd
Dipalma Joseph V 308 W Hendrickson Ave
Dlugosz Todd L 163 Rice Dr
Dotcom Interactive Inc 1113 Bancroft Ln
Dowdy Pauline M Penn Trlr Park G
Duncan Timothy D 580 Wilk Dr
Durant Robert 553 Aspen Woods Dr
Echitra Apt G276 1 Makefiled Rd
Eggers Howard MD PO Box 271
Etienne Jean 937 W Trenton Ave
Evancho John 232 Hillcrest Ave
Evans Richard C 550 W Bridge St
Fira Express Inc 1497 Bristol Pike
Fleming Citeria G 615 W Palmer Ave
Fordham Leonard J 4031 Dalton Way
Foschi Roman A 1 Hillcrest Ave Apt 702
Foster Carolyn H 1114 S Penna Ave
Gafarov Parviz 250 Plaza Blvd
Gallo Carmen 9813 Lawson Dr
Garcia Susan Est 1 Hillcrest Ave Apt 105
Garden State Neuro 201 Woolston Dr Ste 2a
Garlits Industries Inc 30 N Pennsylvania Ave
Geddes Joseph 433 Stockham Ave
Giovannetti Jared R 100 Barnsley Ave
Givens Karen 1 Makefield Rd Apt J412
Goolsbyrowe Kimberly J 250 Plaza Blvd B5
Gordon Danita Y 1 Makefield Rd Apt C128
Gougon Danielle, Kevin O 309 N Harper Ave
Grant Marjorie 1203 Yardley Rd
Green Constance M 254 W Trenton Ave Apt B32
Gregory Abalov 981 Lincoln Hwy
Guarno Philip 1224 Yardley Rd
Hale Mark 9816 Lawson Dr
Harkins Danielle 501 N Lafayette Ave
Haug Zachary, Haug Gayle 260 Harper Ave
Hesler Vincent W 1316 Ohio Ave
Higgins Mary 10 E Bridge St
Hitesman John 200 W Bridge St Apt N7
Hk Calhoun Enterprises LLC 401 Mckinley Ave
Holder Philip 699 W Trenton Ave
Hopper Andrew 407 Musket Dr
Hulme James 250 N Lafayette Ave
Hynes Stephanie A 474 Lang Dr
Ihr1 Concrete Inc 1 Makefield Rd Apt
Ingram Linda 412 Barclay Ave
Japee Devangi P 250 Plaza Blvd Apt D6
Jennings Kevin 2109 Sweetbriar Rd Apt 21
Jester Evelyn E, Elmer C Jr 1 Mill Creek Rd A
Jeune Pamphile Leone 250 Plaza Blvd F12 Apt J1
Jimenez Saul A PO Box 187
Johnson Evelyn Admin 498 Plaza Blvd Apt 15
Jopek Beata S 39 Delaware Ave
Joseph Cammarata Dc 895 Old Lincoln Hwy
Kamble Sarika S 250 Plaza Blvd Apt A22
Karimboccus Raouf Mamoo 7506 Spruce Mill Dr Unit 622d
Kata Srinivase R 1 Makefield Rd Apt G296
Kelly Elizabeth S 9104 Sheffield Dr
Kissane Donald E 222 Winding Way
Klass Agnes 1 Hillcrest Ave Apt 210
Kovach Paul 1124 S Pennsylvania
Kramak Vadzim 9224 Old Tyburn Rd
Krzysztof Bos One Makefield Rd Apt A18
L K Windows & Doors 1 Makefield Rd
Lane Rebecca 10 Decou Dr
Lapicky Evdokia 4 Ida Ave
Lehigh Rubber Works 32 W Bridge St
Lewandowski Joseph, John 682 Doloro Dr
Lewandowski Debra 5062 Grace Dr
Licari Josephine 4212 Darby Dr
Lizerbram Bruce 1418 Heather Cir
Long Rajakumari 509 Brookbend Ct
Lorimer C Russell PO Box 325
Ludwick Robert M 1605 Clydesdale Cir
Lyden John C 343 Prospect Ave
Mamrilla Michael 1 Makefield Rd Apt K463
Mandalia Virali K, Kunal K 250 Plaza Blvd Apt D20
Manzek Robert J Est 54 Grandview Ave
Mappy Lydia W 250 Plaza Blvd
Matthews Carleen S 5074 Grace Dr
Mcandrew Megan 7907 Spruce Mill Rd
Mcclellan Michael, Sharon 235 Alden Ave
Mccrary Willie B 127 Louise Dr
Mcdonald Catherine, Michael 537 Hillcrest Ave
Mckay Michael S 250 Plaza Blvd Apt C20
Mefford Rod 9290 Old Tyburn Rd
Meigs Edward 133 Ctr St Apt C 3
Mg Constr Co Llp 1 Makefield Rd K432
Milik Krzysztof 27 E Bridge St Apt 4
Miller Jessica Ellen, Edith Gates 414 Musket Dr
Miller Ellen 50 Delaware Ave
Mitchell David 123 Winding Way
Mitchell Edward V 217 Penn Valy Ter
Moeller Christopher J 650 W Bridge St
Moore Tyrone 937 W Trenton Ave
Morgan Nicola J, John 192 W Hendrickson Ave
Morin Jeanne 407 Musket Dr
Morrisville Svcs LLC 2 W Bridge St
Moser Charles 236 Winding Way
Needleman Benjamin S 340 Tall Meadow Ln
Nelson Lawrence A 300 W Trenton Ave Apt 2
Nelson Miles D 118 W Bridge St 2 Fl
Neurosurgical PO Box 198
Nexeo Solutions LLC Pittsburgh Parking Ct
Nova Steel Tube Inc 600 Dean Sievers Place
Obrien Christopher 311 W Maple Ave
Organisciak Artur 250 Plaza Blvd Apt F9
Palani Arutchelvam 1 Makefield Rd Apt G276
Pamphile Ferntz 250 Plaza Blvd F12 Apt J1
Parson Kenneth C 155 Robertson Ave
Peck Kyle Steven 1461 Bristol Pike Trlr 24
Pflieger Richard 7023 Huber Dr
Pietrowski Walter C 1 Lewis Ave Apt 1b
Piwonski Alfred G 126 Grove St
Plazashell 907 W Trenton Ave
Poleet Rachel 254 W Trenton Ave Apt
Powell Gerald P 1045 Aldrich Dr
Powers James G, Powers Rose A 804 S Penna Ave
Powers Rose A 804 S Pennsylvania Ave
Pre Finish Metals Inc New Ford Mill Rd
Pur Jan 569 Rosemar Dr
Rafferty Frank J 1226 Adler Dr
Ramsey Stephanie 27 E Palmer St Apt 3
Rawls Iris 52 E Trenton Ave
Redding Automotive Works LLC 1430a Bristol Pike Office
Reed Robert M 250 Plaza Bl 8
Ressler Todd A 107 Bank St
Rice Donald E 423 Barclay Ave
Rockey Grace RR 1
Rodriguez Coralia A, Joseph Sr 413 Osborne Ave
Roger Deirdre 611 Wrensong Rd A
Rojas David 24 E Palmer St
Sadok Adam 38 E Bridge St 202
Sanner Gina 39 N Pennsylvania Ave Apt 4
Santiago Christina 101 N Pennsylvania Ave
Savithrikutty Dhanya 250 Plaza Blvd Apt E10
Scalera Diane J 308 W Hendrickson Ave
Scarpiello Kimberly 113 Independence Dr
Schilling Dorothy A 7031 Huber Dr
Schumann Lillian E Est 1 Hillcrest Ave Apt 305
Sesar Matthew A 120 Winding Wy
Shaddingier Shirley 9300 Lacey Ave
Sheriff Ahmed B 250 Plaza Blvd Apt D15
Simpson Gail 5111 Galen Dr
Sloma Nicholas J 227 Midway Dr
Smith Crystal A 490 Plaza Blvd Apt K113
Smith Laura 118 Independence Dr
Snipes Jonathan Roberts 880 S Bridge St
Spiker William D 8316 Windsor Dr
Spisso Frank W 2029 Beatty Dr
Stillwell Carhart RR 1
Stintsman Kelly A 619 Osborne Ave
Stokes Kim K 705 Crown St
Stolzenbach Simon 63 N Pennsylvania Ave
Stover Richard 5061 Grace Dr
Tanzillo Tony 479 Stockham Ave
Telegadis George S 1350 Knox Dr
Thr Investigations Inc 364 W Trenton Ave Ste 10
Three Sigma LLC 316 Harper Ave
Tirado Marizol 38 Francis Ave
Tkac Ernest 6 Rita Rd
Torres Jennifer L 176 Rice Dr
Trexler Michelle 406 Federal Ln
Trott Nicholas P, Arja PO Box 179
Tryon Trucking Inc 1100 Bristol Pike Ste 1
Ttees R Yellin Trust Abc Bail Bond Inc 215 W Bridge St
Tucker Joan 126 E Maple Ave C 24
Turetzky Howard R 262 Woodbrook Rd
Tyburn Railroad Co 1535 S Pennsylvania Ave
Us Components Pa Inc Pod Box 1119 3 M Y Ln
Vanderveer William J 173 Stony Hill Rd
Vedder Glenn Mark 263 Woolston Dr
Walczak Linda M 39 Althea Ave
Wallace Charles B 125 N Delmorr Ave
Walls Joann 1 Makesfield Rd Apt J396
Walter Robert F, Eileen 265 Saxony Dr
Walter Colleen 7109 Harris Dr
Ward Jeffrey K Est 1698 Bristol Pike Trlr 34
Wd Constr Inc 500 Crown St
Weber Joseph W 20 Makefield Rd
Webster Harriet A 134 Louise Dr
Whinney June T 12 Kirby Dr
White Marie D Penn Trlr Park G
Whitehurst Aaron D 937 W Trenton Ave 43b
Willard Samuel R, Elaine PO Box 189
Williams Doran J 206 Elm Ave
Wollover Megan L 5211 Graham Dr
Wood Sue 167 N Delmorr Ave
Woodward Jennie E 323 W Bridge St
Worthington Katherine PO Box 1165
Yates Betty A 5111 Galen Dr
Zamojc Robert 21 Makefield Turn
Zamorski Daniel 1 Makefield Rd Apt K 434
Zechman Bradley R 100 Gratton Ct
Zubrzycki Matthew F 649 Nancy Rd
New Britain Pa 18901
Barford Harry J, Mari 29 Lamp Post Rd
Bucks New Britain Boro 116 Pawnee Rd
Gale Colin J, Gale Brian G 15 Goldeneye Ct
Hammill John F Jr 107 Ruth Ln
Julia Brucker Trust 75 Lamp Post Rd
Justice Eleanor B 63 Francis Meyers Rd
Kuhns Brian M, Meri S 80 Carousel Cir
Nace Warren L Est Of 146 Keeley Ave
Notwick Eric 105 Ferris Ln
Sabol Richard, Aileen 116 Pawnee Rd
Snellman David L PO Box 5113
Walt Barans Auto Repair Place 550 E Butler Pike
Woolcock Jacqueline J 108 Ferris Ln
New Hope Pa 18938
Adekunle Oluwaseyi B 532 Tori Ct
Agios Z 6 Pheasant Run Rd
American Business Alliance 6805 Rte 202
Araki Hirobumi 701 Harrowgate Ln
Avalon Green Clean LLC 105 N Main St
Beacham Mandee 708 Brighton Way
Binstock Sharon, Seb Group Inc PO Box 418
Blake Joanne 2458 River Rd
Bommarito Brian 150 S Main St
Borthwick Malcolm J 6925 Phillips Mill Rd
Bowen Daniel 10 Smoke Rise
Broadway Theatrical LLC 23 Meadow Ln
Brown Kathleen V PO Box 97
Chongas Anthony I, Karyl 255 Deerfield Ct
Chongas Karyl 255 Deer Field Ct
Cobun Gwendy 1 Old Mill Rd Apt 6
Coleman Lawrence M PO Box 684
Commodaro Barrett, Edith 17 Brooks Bend Dr
Conte Dina M 6321 Lower York Rd
Crane Rose, Capri Consulting 6425 Stoney Hill Rd
Davis Carolyne K 85 PO Box 85
Denby Sally N 3510 Old Windybush Rd
Derry Henry 249 W Mechanic St
Devaney Raymond J, Raymond, Joseph F 2 Candlewyck Ct
Dorfsman Elissa D 18 Ingham Way
Ez Ink Cartridge 6725 Laurel Rd New
Faraco James P PO Box 87
Fass Derek 94 Old York Rd
Fiore Carolyn L 34 Parchment Dr
Firestone Sandra, Scott 20 Eden Roc
Firstin William RR 202 PO Box 224
Fisher George E III 412 Byerly Dr
Flitter Michael PO Box 15
Flowers Paula 6509 Saw Mill Rd Apt B
Franke Joan 765 Tower View Ci
Gale Rhonda 517 Waterview Place
Gamache Thomas 7335 Ferry Rd
Gano Estella 7180 Sladek Rd
Gano William Jr Tr Of 7180 Sladek Rd
Geduldig Lise 2 Candlewyck Ct
Gelb Judith 605 Weymouth Ct
Giacobello Michael J 350 S River Rd Unit G1
Glasgow Tara 212 Riverwoods Dr
Glasscock W M 40 W Mechanic St
Godsell Joseph David 1310 Tarpan Cir
Gold Michael 4 Warner Rd
Grabowski Diane C 6431 Stoney Hill Rd
Grastataro Gail R 128 Riverwoods Dr
Gutauckis Dallas S 81 New St
Hancock Stanley T Exec, Jerry 6157 Upper York Rd
Hanusey Bryan A 841 Breckinridge Ct
Hermo Fernanda 716 Brighton Way
Holtzin Kathie M 807 Breckinridge Ct
Homesellers Group 22 Pheasant Run
Hood & Assoc Inc 460 Lurgan
Hood David 460 Lurgan Rd
Houwe Louise V 6725 Laurel
Hradsky Genniene 7180 Sladek Rd
Hsbc Mortgage Corp Usa 128 Riverwoods Dr
Jagoe Lawrence D, M A PO Box 13
Jagoe Sarah Jane, William H 6184 Stoney Hill Rd
PO Box 13
Jensen Bradford K, Mary S 16 Hibbs Ln
Jones Kathryn A 408 Greenwich Ct
Jones Lesley P, Gregory Burch 9 N Main St
Jordan Timothy 128 Riverwoods Dr
Journeys LLC 6209 Lower Mountain Rd
Kabuna Music Co PO Box 779
Kelly Thomas, John T, Anne M 3500 Windy Bush Rd
Kelly Patrick J 6226 Pidcock Creek
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Kirzgavis Joni 7 Darien Vlg 2 Apt B
Kosture Assoc Inc Profit Sharing P Lan Dtd 0 6431 Stoney
Hill Rd
Kramer Jeffrey, Adam M 7040 Ely Rd
Krebs Esther C 298 Blackberry Cir
Laurel Ridge Farm Inc 1601 Pineville Rd
Lee Elizabeth 704 Brighton Way
Leister Scott 3555 Old Windy Bush Rd Cottage
Leonard Brodsky And Associates Inc 48 W Bridge St
Lewis Deborah Kay 275 W Bridge St
Liese Luzie A 29 Brooks Bend Dr
Loch Thomas 12 Waterloo St
Long Nancy 25 Pheasant Run
Loux Robert L 6725 Laurel Rd
Lucy Alexandra G 6777 Upper York Rd
Lyons Colleen P 412 Byerly Dr
Magill James L 57 Parchment Dr
Makris Caliope 27b Riverhill
Mankin Dennis M 3044 River Rd
Manz Immacolata, Michael W 103 Kiltie Dr
Manza Ralph 508 Clydesdale
Marcellas North PO Box 194
Martinez Emil P 6471 Middleton Ln
Mccarty Scott C, Fran 102 Arboresque Dr
Mcnamara William 92 Mechanic St
Messick Christopher W, Karen P 407 Jason Ct
Minford Pamela 8 Riverstone Cir
Mintz Preston L, Susan M 307 Aquetong Rd
Molnar John J Est 257 Highland Ct
Munro Craig M 33 Hillside Ln
Murphy Eleanor R 3722 Windy Bush Rd
Nemzoff Susan 360 Covered Bridge Rd
North American Window Door 443 Loder York Rd
Odonnell Helena 35 New St
Olivieri Michael 7010 Swagger Rd
Olympus Building Svcs Union Sq Dr Ste 110
Onumah Neh MD Market Pl Ste 50 Solebury Logan Sq
Oppenheimer Jeffrey 113 Equestrian Dr
Overington May 249 W Mechanic St
Peak Performance Tours 12 W Mechanic St Ste 3c
Perri James J 1710 Squire Ln
Petrie Kurt S 135 N Main St
Pfister Robert 4 Bridlewood Dr
Phone Co, Debbie Bratzler 6805 Rte 202
Pitts John Gothier 6600 Ferry Rd
Plumb D R 136 Covered Bridge Rd
Powell Evan 2232 Corson Ln
Primetime Partners LP 101 Muirfield Ct
Prisciliano Perez 15 W Bridge St
Procerus Medspa LLC 430 Union Sq Dr
Pyle Ross A Star RTE 263
Questar Inc, Tim Smith PO Box 59
Quillian Entertainment 100 St Rd
Quinn David, Colin 5187 Lower Mountain Rd
R L Limo 118 N Main St
Raimo Patricia M 53 Reeder Rd
Rainville Mario 26 Brooks Bend Dr
Randall Lee 176 S Main St
Razzi Rayond G 4281 Lower Mountain Rd
Reed Lorraine C PO Box 58
Roazzi Marlene, Vincent M 21 Red Fox Dr
Robert N Wilson Insurance Trust 40 W Mechanic St
Robertson Ray Eula PO Box 127
Salerno Anthony 107 Hilltop Rd
Santoro John D, Lucy 214 Riverwoods Dr Apt 56
Santoro Lucy 214 Riverwoods Dr
Sarris Financial Group Inc PO Box 638
Schreiber Julia 3929 Lower Mountain Rd
Schubert Frank A Jr 317 Blackberry Cir
Schull Louissa P Bridge St
Schwartz Sophie PO Box 702
Soffe John R 6010 Stoney Hill Rd
Stack Joan M Est 79 Old York Rd
Stanell William P 127 Heather Dr
Star Voyager Transporter 24 S Main St
Stern Marion 151 N Main St New
Summes Robert 20 Village Row
Sumner Stephen 15 Bellinghamshire Pl
Susco Michael 17 Village Row Logan Sq
Syrek Daniel S 126 Rolling Hill Ct
Taccalozzi Raymond J 325 Raspberry
Talkamerica 6805 Rte 202
Tang Renyuan 334 W Bridge St
Tappan Deborah L 21 N Main St Fl 2
Taylor Leslie L 110 St Rd
Tel Save, Sal Gargiulo 6805 Rt 202
Templin Carol M, Kurt R 94 Acorn Ct E
Thanki Ashokkumar S, Shivshankar Box 249
That Certain Age 350 S River Rd Unit G3
Thome Andrea 6137 Greenhill Rd
Till George G 57 Parchment Dr
Timmerman Gary 89 Chapel Rd
Town Karen, Eric 6811 Phillips Mill Rd
Trindle Claire E 107 Old Mill Rd
Valley View Farm Partnership 41a Darien Ct Village 2
Vallone Melinda 3220 Windy Bush Rd
Van Scott Ann E 325 Raspberry Ct
Vanasse Ben 267 Deerfield Ct
Veight Mary Beth 3929 Lower Mountain Rd
Walinski Christopher D, Alexander L 104 Austin Ct
Welch Marguerite E 419 Hawk Xing
Wesolowski Paul G 335 Fieldstone Dr
Westcott B 40 W Mechanic St
Wilson A W 40 W Mechanic St
Wood Rachel F PO Box 425
Yardumian John 6001 Stony Hill Rd
Zaleski Brittany Ann 6600 Ferry Rd
Zerba Travis 85 Kiltie Dr
Zito Mike 3563 Old Windy Bush Trail
Newportville Pa 19056
Becker Mildred L 2904 New Falls Rd
Bowen Carl Est Of Jr 2425 Ave E
Haeckner Virginia K 2910 New Falls Rd
Knipp Raymond F 4008 Nichol Ave
Miller Bruce J 2225 Ave A
Miller Julius 2225 Ave A
Smith Robert 3101 Newportville Rd
Newtown Pa 18940
Ace Public Adjusters Inc 32 Parkview Way
Akinbote Akintola A 307 Crittenden Dr
Alexander Paul A 406 Mahogany Walk
Alexander Robert PO Box 115
Alexs Lemonade Stand Foundation 29 Friends Ln
Ali M 53 Chatam Place
American Honda Finance 230 E Hanover St
Andersen Elizabeth, Philip 202 Sequoia Dr
Anderson Arthur C 42 Violet Ln
Anesthesia Advantage Pc PO Box 1400
Angel Heart Inc 10 S State St
Ashish J Sitapara MD Pc Parula Sitapara Practice Admin
770 Newtown Yardley Rd Ste 220
Avila Liliana 1644 Powderhorn Dr
Bank Of America 55 Snapdragon Dr
Barnard Phillip 39 Justice Dr
Barnhart Alice C 10 S State St Apt 1
Bashline Tina 258 Ridge Ave
Baxer Nancy 20a S Elm Ave
Bello Kenneth 1734 Wrightstown Rd
Bennett George K 102 Jefferson St
Bentley Thelma L 3 Friends Ln D−3
Berg Jonathan D, Joshua 1310 Society Pl
Bergan Dorothy, Bergan John M 8 Woodstock Dr
Bergan John M 8 Woodstock Dr
Berkowitz Deborah, Barry 24 Copper Leaf Dr
Bermeo Sarah Blodgett 267 Kane Bridge Ln
Berran Ignatius J 14 Skyview Way
Bezner Laurie Ann 235 Ct St
Biddle Craig, Irene 285 Leedom Way
Bielanski Arkadiusz 11 Farmington Pl
Bishop Margaret G 425 Edgeboro Dr
Bloom Catherine D, David 450 Washington Ave
Blue Night Events 1583 Wrightstown Rd
Boaitey Wilma A 58 Brecknock Ct
Borges Jose A 523 Atwood Ct
Bosley Elsie 691 Swamp Rd
Brabble Lily 136 Parsons Ln
Bradshaw Matthew P 6 Rosefield Dr
Brady Alan 28 Ct St
Brown Kimberly A, David M 1171 Shannon Ln
Brown David 10 Sawmill Ln
Brungraber Edward L 7 Essex Pl
Buchanan William P, David M 1690 Newtown Langhorne Rd
Buermann Dorothy Elizabeth 19 S Chancellor St
Burch Amanda E 1381 Heather Ridge Dr
Burdo Julianna 3 Ainsley Ct
Burke Michele 54 Ardsley Ct
Buzzard Maryann, Scott Petri & Assoc P 2288 2nd St Pike
Ste 1
Calderon Lisa 4 Madison Ct
Callan David S 159 N State St
Campbell Jan S 1571 Brookfield Rd
Cancelliere Justin Newtown Yardley Rd The Atrium Ste 12
Carlin Herbert S 12 Franklin Cir
Carney Melinda 131 Sequoia Dr
Carroll Mary H 99 Barclay St
Caton Teresa, Oma T 250 S State St Apt 3
Ccm Consulting Inc 159 N State St
Charlton John W 130 N State St
Chesson Philip, 662 Danbury Ct
Chomenko Jason 14 Heather Ct
Citizens Bank 121 Friends Ln
Cline Tria 1 Lakeview Dr
Cocozza Victor W 117 Frost Ln
Cohen Stuart R, Amy S 220 Willow Dr
Comm Assoc Undrwrtrs, Customer Svc Dept
2 Caufield Place
Corner Bakery 29 Freinds Ln
Cox Kevin 4 Madison Ct
Cramer Thomas M 3 Aldans Way
Culleton Ian 1690 Newtown Langhorne Rd
Dahlgren Katarina H 164 Windham Ct
Daly Katie 13 Craig Ct
Dalzell Heidi J Ste 214 770 Newtown Yardley Rd
Damico Evelyn B 533 Taylor Ave
Daugherty Virginia M 34 Liberty St
Davis Shealyn S, Kristy 102 Whisper Wood Ct
Davis Phyllis E 648 Penn St
Debaise John 157 Pine Ln
Dempsey Kim 372 Burgundy Ln
Dentaurum Usa 10 Pheasant Run
Depol Lisa M, Ryan S, Taylor M 62 Copperleaf Dr
Dibetta Samuel 1690 Newtown Langhorne Rd
Dickinson Ruth E 100 S Chancellor St
Didomenico Mary Ellen 424 Mahogany Walk
Dinakar Mahalakshmi 3 Wellington Rd
Donahue James 7 Valy Ct
Donovan Christian 1690 Newtown Langhorne Rd
Dorfman Suzanne 4 Terry Dr Ste 1k
Dowling Randine L 4 Azalea Cir
Doyle Gerald, Jerry 171 Hillcroft Way
Easterling I Kay 305 Sequoia Dr
Eicholtz Ron 11 Bayshore Dr
Einfalt Joseph 5 Eagleton Farms Rd
Embree John R 14 Watson Mill Ln
Epstein Marlene B 1238 Wrightstown Rd
Erich A Everts & Gilda Everts Trust Ua 0 3 27 90 4 Paul
Douglas Ct
Everts Erich A Jr 4 Paul Douglas Ct
F J Reality Inc 121 Friends Ln Ste 600
Falak Gordon 623 Easterluy Ln
Fallon Lawrence J, Scott Petri & Assoc P 2288 Second St
Pike Ste 1
Fell Ada M 103 North State Apt 6
Ferandino Anthony 36 Atkinson Ln
Fidelity Investments 15 Harvest Mews
Fisch Frances Kimberly, Kimberly Superfine 24 Duval Ct
Fischer Joyce 1 Everett Dr
Flannery S Marc 40 Woodhill Rd
Ford Russell 163 Woodhill Rd
Forman Brooke Amanda, Robin 1 Brentwood Ct
Fox Namoi C 863 Dolington Rd
Frappier Robert M 4 Barclay Ct
Gallagher Maryanne 3108 Danbury Crt
Garden State Neuro Diagnostic 27 Blacksmith Rd
Gardner Lorraine G, Cathy Winn 40 S State St
Geyer John W 301 Edgeboro Dr 1
Ginnity Barbara M PO Box 383
Global Printing Equip Inc 121 Friends Ln
Goodnoe Kendall A 235 Eagle Rd
Goodwin Marvin Ttees 21 Vintage Farm
Green Chris 100 Brandywine Blvd
Green Roger 232 Stoneybrook Dr
Gringeri Louis J 2875 S Eagle Rd
Haas Timothy 412 Merion Dr
Haldeman Allen 206 Log Pond La
Hall Jerry 55 Greenbriar Ln
Harris Stella Est Pickering Manor Home 226 N Lincoln Ave
Hattingh Ebenhaezar, Gabrielle 230 E Hanover St
Hayakawa Yuko 119 S State St 3
Henry Edith M, Lawrence 1 E Hanover St
Henry John M 28 Gablewing Cir
Hevener C T 281 Sequoia Dr
Higgins Patrick H 14 Claire Dr
Highland Avenue Assoc PO Box 630
Hill Robert B PO Box 445
Hipple Keith Anthony C 1340 Wrightstown Rd
Hoellein Deborah E 4 Paul Douglas Ct
Hoover Loretta W 403 Merion Dr
Horn Gerald V 48 Brecknock Ct
Hortman Sharon 9 Hill Haven Ct
Hritz Gregory P 1004 Colonial Dr
Hughes Zachary, Mark 18 Skyview Way
Hyatt Andrea 159 N State St
Iafolla Angela M 17 Crimson Leaf Dr
Inger Amery 106 Chestnut Dr
Insoft Solutions Inc PO Box 719
Integrated Financial Group 121 Friends Ln Ste 301
Ireland Timothy 44 Hampton Ct
Irwin Elizabeth G 50 S Congress St
Jackette Yolanda 15 Brighton Pl
Jacobs Carol L 487 Cambridge Ln
Jett Anthony 4 Randolph Ct
Jhaveri Sameer 9 Myrtle Pl
Johnson Benefits, Marjorie Grubb PO Box 17
Johnson Haley D 18 Barclay St 3s
Johnson Kendall Johnson Inc 109 Pheasant Run
Johnson Kendall, Marjorie Grubb PO Box 17
Jones Craig 55 Skyview Way
Jpl Foods One LP 4 Terry Dr Ste 3
Jpmorgan Chase Bank Na 32 Parkview Way
Just New Homes 10 Primrose Ct
Kardos Deed Of Trust 5 Spring Oak Dr
Kartzmer Leon H 8 Essex Pl
Kelly Brett W 10 Alexander Way
Kelly Lori A 76 Skyview Way
Kenney Anna 11 Aster Way
Kern Joel 42 Ebony Ct
Klein Robert 39 Hersey Ct
Kn Interior Design 10 Plain Tree Ct
Knapp J Barclay, Ntl Inc 388 Brownsburg Rd
Knowlin Patricia Ttees 21 Vintage Farm
Kraut Robin Newtown Yardley Rd Atrium Ste 12
Kreider Arline L 42 Essex Place
Kryza Dorothy 280 Brownsburg Rd
Ksm Assoc, Karen Hodges 411 State St 3rd Fl
Langhorne Psych P PO Box 235
Laugh Riot Productions PO Box 614
Lazar Edmund 1 Briarwood Ct
Lazarus Kori 210 Frost Ln Apt 3
Leahey Michael J 2036 Silverwood Dr
Leblanc Jennifer M 10 Pickering Dr
Levin Susan G 93 Cliveden Dr
Levine Abraham L 1 Crittenden Dr
Li Feng 34 Aster Way
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Lilco Mgmt 10 Colts Neck Dr
Linton Hill Partners Llp 435 Stoneybrook Rd
Littell C M 216 Washington Ave
Lochetto Christian F 93 Stockton Ct
Lodestar Consulting 780 Newtown Yardley Rd
Logan Karra B 36 Atkinson Ln
Lynch T J 7 Lakewiew Dr
Macmurchy Emily A, Joan L 145 Burgundy Ln
Magrann T 306 Cambridge Ln
Mahon John L Jr, Claudia S 2411 2nd St Pike
Malandra Christopher 28 N State St Ste 2
Maman Yuval 7 Jefferson St
Marcopolus Odysseus G, Mary 930 Creamery Rd
Marmo Jeannine, Joseph 21 Claire Dr
Marotto Patrick 304 S Lincoln Ave
Marston Mgmt LLC 126 S State St Ste 300
Martin Claire R 331 Lower Dolington Rd
Martineaux Doris Dalton 4 Terry Dr Ste 17
Martinson John H 1551 Brookfield Rd
Mccauley Norma P 202 Sequoia Dr
Mcdade Jim 184 Cambridge Ln
Mcewing Murphy Patricia K 202 S Chancellor St
Mchale William 1001 Diamond Dr
Mcintyre Michael C 103 N State St 3
Mclaughlin Edward 106 Washington Ave
Mclaughlin Trisha 107 Penns Trail
Mclean Christine, Paul 55 Snapdragon Dr
Medvic Eugene C, Kathleen PO Box 1500
Mensh Tsilya 47 Nathan Ct
Merriam S A B111 1382 Newtwn Lnghrn Rd
Milano Jacqueline 32 Parkview Way
Miller Janice C 113 Hidden Valy
Miller Sally 103 Hillcroft Way
Millhimes Brenda L 32 Sparrow Walk
Mish Janette L 17 Longmeadow Dr
Missonis Rebecca 1690 Newtown Langhorne Rd
Mitchell James C 254 S Chancellor St
Mitchell Thomas G 15 Harvest Mews
Molnlycke Health Care Inc 826 Newtown Yardley Rd
Ste 300
Moore John R II 709 Worthington Mill Rd
Moore Mary C 1014 Cooper Rd
Moore Ronald C 1014 Cooper Rd
Munson Lisa L 403 Sawyers Ln
Murphy John P 202 S Chancellor St
Neal Systems Inc. Nsi Neal Systems Inc 122 Terry Dr
Nerurkar Meena, Anil 12 Eldridge Rd
Nevius Jacob C 724 Towerview Dr
New Jersey Pc 206 Palmer Aly
Newman Matthew S 112 Quince Cr
Noll Leslie E 4 Paul Douglas Ct
Ns Plumbing 100 Warner Way
Nugent Carla 532 Pineville Rd
Oh Hongsug 2603 Society Pl
Olle Jose, Edward Stanojev PO Box 366
On Call Contractors 2865 S Eagle Rd
Oneal Odom Josephine E Box 4510
Open Door Valet LLC 13 S State St Apt A
Oxford Vly Surgical Investors LLC 104 Pheasant Run
Parisi Inc 305 Pheasant Run
Park Choon 1690 Newtown Langhorne Rd
Parsons Joseph W 205 Rumford Ct
Patel Jay PO Box 68
Paumi Joseph 172 Stoney Brook Rd
Pawha Varun 33 Alyssa Dr
Peck Gregory 15 Buckman Dr
Penn Auto Body 304 S Lincoln Ave
Pershing 58 Brecknock Ct
Peters Jolanta 2011 Silverwood Dr
Peterson Paul E 122 Cambridge Ln
Petetti Jacqueline P 125 N Park Rd
Petrillo Gary 1734 Wrightstown Rd
Pfleger Carrie 81 Vera Ave
Pickering Manor Home, Linda Rickert 226 N Lincoln Ave
Plymouth Stockburger Chrysler V 34 S Sycamore St
Preemptive Healing 84 Woodhill Rd
Priestley Desiree, David 15 Walton Ct
Pumbi LLC 503 E Washington Ave Ste 2d
R E I Consultants Ltd PO Box 1222
Rays Hvac Svc Corp 2 E Centre Ave
Reass Robert PO Box 1467
Reaves Mark A, Ruth A 33 Jasmine Ct
Reiff David B 177 Firecreek Rd
Rieder Christopher 305 Matthews Ln
Rimel Colleen M, Rimel Thomas S 2039 Dawn Ln
Ring Noah R 27 Kirkwood Dr
Rjk Investment Group L P A Pennsylvan PO Box 1222
Roche Romayne, Ellen R 172 Firecreek Rd
Rodriguez Oscar 218 Cambridge Ln
Roebuck Vaughn 66 Brookdale Pl
Rosenthal Debra 2960 Windy Bush Rd
Rossi Thomas M 41 University Dr Ste 200
Rudis Alice 159 Liberty Dr
Ruvolo Barbara 117 Swamp Rd
Ruzak Peter W 1 Nathan Ct
Sade John P 1 Yorkshire Dr
Sansrosa Pharmaceutical Development Inc 41 University Dr
Ste 200
Saurman Stephen 81 Vera Ave
Savage Renshall Jennifer Ann 1690 Newtown−
Langhorne Rd Pmb 4658
Schanne Elizabeth, Francis 108 Winding Ln
Schmidtcasdorff Tracey A, Marc W 775 Durham Rd
Schneider Jodie G 35 Nutmeg Pl
Schwarze Louise T 2 Farmington Pl
Scot Helen 57 Gablewing Cir
Seely Kenneth C 1045 Worthington Mill Rd
Sheehan David F 56 Harmony Way
Sheriff Alan R 390 Woodhill Rd
Sheriff Karen, Alan 390 Woodhill Rd
Shirman Martin PO Box 11602
Sides Charles R 44 Nathan Ct
Sill Walter C, John B Sill 1382 Langhorne Rd N−212
Silvi Dina 205 Palmer Aly
Sivchuk Aleksander 709 Towerview Dr
Skalicky Robert J 338 Hunters Wood Dr
Smith Mark T 18 S Chandor St No 2
Smith Taylor 42 Greenridge Cir
Smolinski Brenda 18 Amaryllis Ln
Solomon Morton, Peter 2032 Farmview Dr
Sovereign Bank 3 Terry Dr Ste 102
Spinal Research Foundation PO Box 1264
Sri Psychological Svcs 37 Skyview Way
Staiger David B 551 Sterling St
Stefanski Karrie M 3 Aldans Way
Stevens Harry R 2865 S Eagle Rd Apt 343
Stieber George L Est 415 Merion Dr
Stork Mma Testing Labs 2 Pheasant Run Rd
Stover John L III Rm 123 820 Durham Rd
Stuetz Lawrence J, Jennifer 26 Bayshore Dr
Sykes Acquisition LLC, Charles Feitner III
100 Brandywine Blvd
Sykes Enterprises Inc 100 Brandywine Blvd
Sykes J 7 Manor Rd
Taylor Rose 16 Amaryllis Ln
Thomas Retinal Eye Specialists 27 Blacksmith Rd Ste 200
Thorpe Lolita Est 371 Stoneybrook Rd
Toht Kenneth J Est Of 1 Yorkshire Dr
Tri Mc Inc 17 Gaucks Ln
Trigona Wendy L 9 Clearview Dr
Tyson Susan E 460 S State St Apt 221
U T D 05 15 00 Gary Reiss & Leslie Reiss Irrevocab
2960 Windy Bush Rd
Ungarino Christopher J, Lauren A 102 Whisper Wood Ct
Unger Sandra 102 Beaumont Dr
Universal Payment Solutions 121 Friends Ln Ste 200
Valley Forge Special 133 N State St
Vargo Jeffrey 121 Friends Ln
Verduci Maria F 12 Verduci Dr
Viritcon Corp, Edward Stanojev PO Box 366
Vlahakis Cecelia 35 Hunters Way
Vovk Yana 11 Essex Pl
Wagner Beatrice, Robert 31 Spruce Ct
Wagner Mindy 31 Spruce Ct
Wahrhaftig Eric D 64 Hillcroft Way
Walker M 357 Wexley Dr
Walker Monica L 533 Atwood Ct
Wallace Enterprises PO Box 268
Walton Kenneth C 52 Greenridge Cir
Wambach Andrew F 230 Union St
Waters Margaret H 61 Greenridge Cir
Weichert Realtors 155 Laurel Cir
Weinberg Laurie 1 Everett Dr
Westover Lorraine R 331 Lower Dolington Rd Apt A 8
White Charlotte M 833 Highland Rd
Whiteman Works Of Art 12 Plntree Ct
Wiest Lillian C 34 Eaton Ct
Wiley Mark 206 Jefferson St
Williams Dorothy R 820 Durham Rd Rm 212
Wilma Boaitey Ira 09 10 07 58 Brecknock Ct
Wiseman Catherine S 20 Amaryllis Ln
Wjo Inc Newtown 2950 S Eagle Rd
Wl Messick Const Ste 129b 104 Pheasant Run
Wolfe Debra L 48 Skyview Way
Wright Ward 3 Gaylord Ct
Yates Todd 906 Creamery Rd
Yong S Shin MD & Assoc LLC 27 Blacksmith Rd Ste 200
Zein Toby Azziz 9 Valy View Dr
Oakford Pa 19053
Hoerley Robert A, Mary E 2113 Woodchuck Ln
Rice Arnoldus V 2104 Woodchuck Ln
Wheeler Helen 4575 Magnolia Ave
Ottsville Pa 18942
Agenda Feral 1369 Deer Run Rd
Banas Mary Ellen, Gary 564 Quarry Rd
Bell Andrew M, Bell Angela 100 Durham Rd
Blaydon Christian 57 Oak Grove Rd
Brunton Ernesto B, Lauri A 4 Hayden Ln
Bucks Co Timbercraft Inc 3466 Fretz Valy Rd
Caldwell Carol, Mandeville 564 Quarry Rd
Carrero Joseph, Judy 2 Beaver Run Rd
Cooper Mechanical 7696 Easton Rd
Deeg Christophe 208 Beaver Run Rd
Far East Gifts Yuan Dong Li Wu LLC 3645 Farm School Rd
Fees Charles 1323 Deer Run Rd
Hack Francis PO Box 204
Knable Daniel 450 Quarry Rd
Laughlin James 8 Quail Ln
Mcnabb Anna Revocable Trust Ua 03 22 00
522 Geigel Hill Rd
Nester Brian 10 Park Rd
Price Catherine Rank 49 Frankenfield Rd
Radmd 281 Tabor Rd 2nd Fl
Rakowsky Terry Dr 4018 Durham Rd
Roter Ben 55 Mccann Dr
Sears Iron Works 267 Beaver Run Rd
Trautwein Dawn M 46 Byers Rd
Waldman Doris J Est 3423 Farm School
Walton Kenneth F, Patti 522 Geigel Hill Rd
Winkelman Alan E 10 Brennan Rd
Parkland Pa 19047
Chappell Michael M Est 855 Ave E
Mcclain Edward R 900 Parker St
Rangnow Robert 1305 Poplar St
Stressman Eileen S 1018 Ave B
Walczak Janusz D 1027 Ave D
Penndel Pa 19047
Adamson Wayne D 681 Pennhill Dr
Allen Controls 228 Highland Ave
Argenti Theresa, Robert 132 Crescent Ave
Beckett Carol Ann 532 Crescent Ave
Bispham Wayne Est, Patricia 566 Bellevue Ave
Brennan Steve R 736 Willow Ave
Dalessandro Ruby K 623 Neshaminy St
Devlin Dominic N 560 Bellevue Ave
Gale Francis W 348 Delaware Ave
Haney Timothy 255 E Lincoln Hwy 136
Horn Harrison, Doris E 22 W Woodland Ave
Jordan Brendan 401 S Bellvue Ave
Laird Mike 447 Fairview Ave
Matecki Clair 158 Durham Rd
Michael Woodford, Options I PO Box 7019
Muldowney John D 534 Dehaven Ave
Muller Kathleen 698 Bellevue Ave
Neitzel Kathryn E 738 Birch Ave
Nhlabatsi Samuel 623 Neshaminy St
Ny April 143 Durham Rd
Ott Theresa C 158 Durham Rd
Radzinski Martha 586 Webster Ave
Serota Guy A 521 Fairview Ave
Smith Anna R 750 Linden Ave
Smith Emily 401 Bellevue Ave Apt R5
Sullivan Catherine E 739 Willow Ave
Thomas Clifford E 800 Durham Rd
Tway Alexander C 508 Fairview Ave
Weckerly Sean P 645 Bellevue Ave
Williamson Amanda L 239 Centre St Apt 3a
Winkelspecht Ethel 401 S Bellview Ave
Winkelsphect Ethel D4 Bellview Ct Apts
Perkasie Pa 18944
A Way To Womens Wellness Victoria Brown 1233 Brd St
Adamczyk Stan, Rose 265 Scott Rd
Adtell Inc 547 Penny Ln
Agnello Tiffany M 24 S 2nd St
Albano Salvatore T 140 Noble Dr
Arnold Christina A 15 Longview Rd
Benner Gordon 600 N 7th St
Bentz Steven D 121 Sunnyside Ln
Borges Andre 2530 Peachtree Dr
Brooks Florence M 809 Shadywood Dr Apt C101
Brubaker Margaret H 146 Dill Ave
Bryan Stanley Branch Rd
C Mary Webb 407 Coventry Way
Cahill Patrick C 2534 Peachtree Dr
Ceneviva Amy 612 E Walnut St
Clements Phyllis A 113 Dublin Rd
Cole Jason 473 Campus Dr
Connelly Mary 142 Sunnyside Ln
Costa Zachariah L 402 S 5th St
Crabtree Loren H Jr, Crabtree Suzanne S 16 Paige Trail
Cuthill Agnes E 401 W Chestnut St
Davis Bessie M, Davis Twilliam 664 Campus Dr
Davis James Michael 14 Bryant Dr
Dawson Derek L 204 Blueberry Ct
Delbar Products Inc 601 W Spruce St
Deose Ronald B 1201 W Park Ave
Detweiler Joyce C 817 N Ridge Rd
Detweiler Nathan Ryan 111 Dill Ave
Drinker Michael 22 Tiffany Dr
Dubois Athena K 416 W Walnut St
Eichlin Anna P, Leroy 2070 Bedminster
Esbenshade Medical Care 2615 Crabapple Cir
Farmer Francis J 14a S 2nd St
Federer Susan 2911 Fretz Valy Rd
Fisher Katherine RR 1
Fluidrx 1302 Blackberry Ct
Folkman Alexis Lynn 316 Thistle Ln
Franks Kevin L 109 Fairview Ave
Frederick Ranee B 123 Orchard Rd
Fretz Joanna L 46 Creek View Dr
Galano Ryan Taylor 429 Bucks Rd
Geisel Lokay Katherine 1286 Bucks Rd
Ghagan Robert 69 Misty Mdw
Godfrey Kenneth 310 Race St
Gray Timothy 973 Bypass Rd
Grenier William Sr 810 Forest Rd
Guiliano Michael D 302 Cherrywood Ct
Hartranft Adrienne M 602 Minsi Trl
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Hatter James S, Anne M 630 Brd St
Hauck John F III, Deborah B 111 Sterling Dr
Haverly Leo 301 Thistle Ln
Henning Richard L, Phyllis 1835 3 Mile Run Rd
Heverly Dolores F, Leo M 301 Thistle
Hollenbach Myrtle RR 3
Hunsberger Dorothy I 517 Race St
Kapps Mark P, Karl M 130 Wigton Cir
Koehler Kevin 2911 Fretz Valy Rd
Kostura Susan 410 W Market St
Lare Theresa, Mark 1034 Green St
Law Raymond D, Sandra E 1337 Meadow Ln
Leatherman Lisa R, Scott 452 Irish Meetinghouse Rd
Leister Charles 22 S 4th St
Linaberry Andrea 1734 Mill Rd
Linter John M 1435 Elephant Rd
Lintner Nicholas 1435 Elephant Rd
Lokay Craig Geisel 1441 Elephant Rd
Lokay Katherine Geisel, Louis J 1286 Bucks Rd
Lutischen Peter 426 S Perkasie Rd
Martucci Phillip P 645 Scott Rd
May Elizabeth 32 Spring Ln
Mcaweeney Plesh Mary E 233 Beech Ln
Mccartney Kathryn R, David 5 Ruhl Dr
Mccauley Sarah, Deepa 206 Beech Ln
Mchale Beatrice Marie 211 Orchard Rd
Mclennan W Ross 410 W Market St
Miller Alexander D, Mildred W 638 Highland Dr
Miller Katherine 532 Middle Rd
Mills Elizabeth A 15 S 5th St
Mnj LLC PO Box 426
Morris Andrea 10 Greenleaf Cir
Moyer Charles 809 Shadywood Dr Apt C108
Moyer Ethel D, Charles 809 Shadywood Dr Apt C108
Mulvey Shannon 109 Sunnyside Ln
Murphy Walter 972 Sweetbriar Rd
Musho Shawn 616 W Walnut St
Naumann Peter 383 Essex Ct
Norton Herbert C 937 Pine Ct
Oconnor James D Jr 521 Waltham Ln
Osullivan Eileen K 1030 Deerpath Cir
Ouimet Christopher N, Valen 605 Buttonwood St
Parker Harry T 1404 Schoolhouse Rd
Patel Yogikumar S 262 Barnhill Rd
Paterson John A 915 East Walnut St
Payton Linda A 506 Old Bethlehem Rd
Pennridge Aquatic Club Suburbanaquatic League
PO Box 104
Phipps Rebecca 8 Highpoint Rd
Plesh Ryan S 233 Beech Ln
Pottichen Madison A, Sandra 29 Beverly Rd
Psulkowski Kyle 108 Cranberry Cir
Puntel Marino A 635 Shadywood Dr
Pursell Katie 644 Buttonwood St
Renninger Doreen L 2310 Rickert Rd
Rodgers Jarrett, Louis 504 Spring Ct
Rodgers Mary C 43 S 3rd St
Saalfrank Michael J 216 Strassburger Rd
Sage Madeline M 41 Sweetbriar Rd
Savage Henry T, Jameson 1030 Deerpath Cir
Scanlon Matthew Jr 1719 N Ridge Rd Apt 5
Schaefer Michael P 48 Deer Run Rd
Schuster Monica 4 S 9th St
Seeher Stephen M 1443 Rte 113
Self Kristine A 2553 Peachtree Dr
Shacklady Keith R 207 E Walnut St
Sinclair Geneva Est 253 Parkridge Dr
Smith Daniel C 521 Walnut St
Smith Daniel S 522 W Walnut St 2e
Spadafora Susan 480 Buchanan Rd
Stanish Jennifer 406 S 9th St
Steele Samantha 664 Milliken Ct
Sterner Raymond E 125 N 7th St
Sullivan Daniel J 502 Lombard St
Swenson Roland G 2069 Bedminster Rd B
Tofel Ronald S PO Box 522
Toland Linda 448 Longleaf Dr
Tomey Ethel R 312 S 29th St
Toros Victor 1909 Rickert Rd
Trauger Kathleen 1316a W Rte 313
Traynor Patrick 138 Overholt Dr
Treanor Denise M 15 Longview Rd
Turner Eric S 18 Hillendale Rd
U T D 06 21 00 Donald R Linter Irrev Tru St
1435 Elephant Rd
Vass Group 27 Hayhouse Rd
Vogel Timothy D C O E W Vogel 247b Ridgeway Ct
Wadhwani Bhagchand T, Veena B 206 Beech Ln
Walker Daniel C 217 Branford Tr
Wallet Sandra Elmes 126 Brd St
Walsh Kyle D 18 N Ridge Rd
Wells Nathan 310 W Walnut St
Wensel Margo J 333 Thistle Ln
Wesley Johnson Teresa A 618 W Walnut St
Williams John R Jr 502 Lombard St
Wilson Charles PO Box 237
Wimmer Bette M 1118 Green St
Wiseman Brenda L 905 Pine Ct
Worth Richard, Suzanne 106 Stone Creek Dr
Wyatt C 6 Fetter Ct
Yaroma Peter 1 Applewood Dr 80
Yondura Joseph Jr 1231 Seven Corner Av
Pipersville Pa 18947
Arkles Barry 226 E Dark Hollow Rd
Blaikie Sarah 139 E Dark Hollow Rd
Boardman Norman 232 Smithtown Rd
Bosworth Alice T 5155 Durham Rd
Bottke Linda 5859 Rodgers Rd
Boyle Edward J 400 River Rd
Burak Jeremy 5301 Geddes Way
Caron Clement Nicholas M 355 E Darkhollow Rd
Casterline Tiffany A 6624 Old Easton Rd Trlr 8
Clee Walter S 6755 Easton Rd
Coluccio Richard 2 5296 Moyer Rd
Conover Maureen G 5672 Wismer Rd
Cook Dennis E 138 Municipal Rd
Dakay Paul 6141 Mulberry Ct
Dear William, Kelly 4819 Woodspring Dr
Dougherty Jean L 6106 Live Oak Dr
Emmer Les, Ramona 6315 Groveland Rd
Eorio John 5477 Durham Rd
Expanse Networks Inc 6206 Kellers Church Rd
Ferrari William, John I 561 Hollow Horn Rd
Folkes Sara G PO Box 160
Gallagher Gertrude M 7112 Old Easton Rd
Gleason Chapman L Stone Rd & Smith Corner
Hines Nurseries Inc 6071 Durham Rd
Hofer Cheryl A Jr, Thomas E 20 Mountainview Ln
Keim James D, Cathy 385 Cafferty Rd
Kelly John D, Kelly John B 6810 Tohickon Hill Rd
Krinn Dawn L 6585 Stump Rd
M M Motors LLC 5707 Easton Rd
Maderich Derek 6121 Autumn Ct
Marilyn Black & Assoc Inc 7036 Easton Rd Unit A
Marra Jana 194 E Dark Hollow Rd
Mascioli Rochelle 6104 Live Oak Dr
Mcpherson Kimberly, Joseph 4965 W Rolling Glen Dr
Mgm Sales & Marketing PO Box 252
Millhouse Scott 4944 Tall Cedar Ct
Mormile Michelle 4912 Tall Cedar Ct
Olson Douglas R, Margit G 63 Mt Airy Rd
Pedersen Susan E 4743 Stump Rd
R M Electric Co Inc 4841 Applebutter Rd
Reid Christine, Lisa 5802 Township Line Rd
Romarc LLC 32 Appletree Ln
Ruffino Frank 5476 Jillian Way
Russo Daniel 345 E Dark Hollow Rd Apt 1
Sailer Est 94 Lily Valy Rd
Scott Kaelin M 4970 Windy Meadow Ct
Smithberg Midgeann M 6200 A Durham Rd
Smythe Charles T Box 157
Toth Shirley M 6142 German Rd
Trauger Kristian M 424 Dark Hollow Rd
Wakabayashi Y Hiro H 174 Hollow Horn Rd
White Judy 5260 Stump Rd
Wilm Jamie L 358 Cafferty Rd
Yost Martin W 6585 Stump Rd
Plumsteadville Pa 18949
Cretsinger Robert G 512 Scott Rd
Curtis Iden Constr PO Box 511
Dance Arts Collaborative PO Box 337 5870 Easton Rd
Decker Bernadette E, Fredrick W PO Box 334
Decker Family Living Trs PO Box 334
Hunsberger Glen PO Box 505
J Man Inc, Action Karate Plumst 6100 Easton Rd
Old Plumstead Inn 5902 Easton Rd
Scotts Specialty Gases 6141 Easton Rd
Thompson Collision Center 6175 Eon Rd
Point Pleasant Pa 18950
Bucks Co River Country, Daniel K Breen 2 Walters Ln
Claudio Odanis PO Box 446
Cornillon Jacques 54 Byram Rd
Meade Price Clarke Box 580
Northey Edward R, Hazel S PO Box 266
Northey Hazel S PO Box 266
Parvin Futami PO Box 79
Perot Dana G PO Box 447
Relyea Gregory E PO Box 205
Snow Clifford J 7344 Swagger Rd PO Box 62
Time And Tide 54 Byram Rd
Quakertown Pa 18951
Ackerman Viola E 2525 Wieand Rd
Albert Abigail 1571 Clay Ave
Albright Melissa K 1208 Therese Dr
Albright Seth D Carol 1045 N W End Blvd 101
Alcott Alan PO Box 73
Alkins David 11 Beaver Run Dr
Amc Delancey Partners 1178 Berkley Ave
And Preventive Medicine Inc 2132 Gable Ln
Association Of Scientist & Scholar PO Box 334
Baldwin Paul W 232 Yankee Rd Lot 140
Bannak Joseph T, Anne M RR 2 Box 109
Baum Aaron S, Megan C 1013 Ronald Reagan Dr
Beahn Harvey 232 Yankee Rd Lot 76
Berlinger Jennifer Davis, Arden Graffam, Stuart H
1563 Stoney Gdn Rd
Bess Jean 1045 N W End Blvd
Bickley Theodore 2660 Allentown Rd
Brenner Cindi L, Peter 1124 Farmhouse Ln
Bridgeway House Inc 2385 Camp Rock Hill Rd
Brothers Roger 2000 Starr Rd
Brown Daub Auto Body 315 New St
Brown Frances F 206 Quakertown W Apts
Brown Helen 412 E Brd St
Brown Thomas W 2334 N Old Bethlehem Pike
Brummer Tim 1304 E Saw Mill Rd
Buehrer A J 530 Calf Rd PO Box 317
Burkey Tiffiny R, John Iv 2361 N Old Bethlehem Pike
Butler Emily Kay 304 Juniper St Apt A
Callan Richard P 102 Jefferson Ct
Cavallero James A 1024 Patriots Way
Charlton Stephen 226 S 11th St
Chookaglan Donna 40 Rocky Ridge Rd
Christmas Kenneth A 2352 Blackledge Dr
Clark Candace 112 Jefferson Ct
Clark Helen J 1045 Nw End Blvd Lot 270
Clymer Lee G 225 Axehandle Rd
Cole Evan 1235 Fieldstone Ct
Conly Glenn 141 W Brd St
Connelly Lauren, Patrick 1734 Pine Ln
Cooks Creek Conservancy 2184 Springhouse Ln
Cooper Marry E 1045 Northwest End Blvd 327
Coulston Peter W 110 E Cherry Rd
Craig Mary C 1660 Park Ave Apt 237
Cressman Elizabeth 315 New St
Cressman Miriam R 1320 Mill Rd
Croissette Earl Jr A3 Wagonwheel Rd
Cronk Deana PO Box 259
Cruice Steven F, Esther L 13 S 11th St
D D Consulting LLC 1618 Stoney Gdn Rd
Daniel C POtts Trust 2210 Allentown Rd
Daubert Mary 1619 N West End Blvd Apt C
Davis Donna 1209 Denby Ct
Davis Richard 2043 Quarry Rd
Degrendle Julie 2150 Weiss Rd
Delaney Michael 2470 Yankee Rd
Dempsey Dorothy Lot 22 232 Yankee Rd
Derossi Erik E 243 Windsor Ct
Detweiler Mary Ellen 1575 Kumry Rd
Diamond Drywall Painting Co PO Box 276
Diefenderfer Barbara 316 Tohickon Ave
Diener William F Jr 1045 NW End Blvd Lot 270
Donnelly Robert K 1045 NW End Blvd Lot 417
Door To Door Pizza Inc 240 SW End Blvd 246
Dorse Edna M 2250 Allentown Rd
Duffy Anne 316 Tohickon Ave
Duffy John J 709 Juniper St
Dunlop Claire A 121 E Mill St
Elite Restore Spec Clean Inc PO Box 318
Engelmann Dennis G 12 Clover Ln R D
Everdale Tracy A 3058 Sterner Mill Rd
Farmer Joseph M, Scott R 1047 Lakewood Dr
Felsted Jeanne 232 Yankee Rd Lot 166
Firman Craig L Jr 2157 Mill Valy Ln
Fischer Dorothea M 21 S 7th St
Fluck Roger D 1005 Glen Manor Dr
Foerster John 20 Camp Rockhill Rd
Forti Letizia A 2525 Mill Rd
Fox Myrtle E 650 E Brd St
Frantz Richard L 1245 Cobblestone Way
Fresh Stephen 2 Beaver Run Dr
Frey Mamie M RD 4 Fl 1
Furniture Unlimited Inc 125 Penn Am Dr
Gallo Jackson A, Gallo Hope A 2124 Claymont Dr
Galluppi Nicolino 2525 Mill Rd
General Video Corp, Arthur Murphy Box 527
Genesis Quakertown 1020 S Main St
Gibson Damon L 758 E Pumping Sta Rd
Godin Mildred, Gerald RR1
Goodin Sharon M, Timothy 613 W Brd St
Grindle William C 315 New St
Grossella Andrew 436 E Brd St
Guttkorn Ivory 12 S Vassar Sq
Hamm Chester G 2338 Steinsburg Rd
Hanns Blanche M 206 Franklin St
Harbison Donald 112 Horseshoe Dr
Hardwick David R 2020 Grant Rd
Headman Charles L RR 1
Hearn Thomas W 49 SW End Blvd
Heatherjo Inc 1541 Rte 309 Unit 1
Heebner Gerald L, Dena M 73 Braithwaite Ln
Helen Shatsky RR 4
Helms Kathleen, Keith M 1923 Sycamore Dr
Henry Earl R, Mary T 1028 Brookfield Cir
Hensel Judith 200 1/2 Front St
Heridia Mike 409 Cedar Crest Dr
Heyer Judy 20 Red Oak Dr
Hoffert Lori 49 Essex Ct
Hoffman Kevin D 533 Jct Ln
Honorato Rodriguez Ana Elia 3 Mimosa Ct
Humma Heather M 506 Juniper St
J Bean LLC PO Box 888
Jackson Ulysses 1149 Virginia Way
Jane E Wiseheart Trust 1710 Weidner Ct
Jenkins Sarah, Sarah Mccurdy 1395 Benner School Rd
Jimenez Patricio 115 Braithwaite Ln
Jones Alan, Farm & Home Oil Co 815 Doylestown Pike
Jung J S 2385 Camp Rock Hill Rd
K Of C 1st Dist 232 Yankee Rd Lot 248
Kathco LLC PO Box 888
Kelly Thomas J 424 Tr Dr
Kerns Craig, Babs 1555 Gateway Dr
Kessler Samantha 317 Heller Rd Apt 4
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Klein Elizabeth A, Steaven P 1716 Pheasant Ln
Klein Steaven P 1716 Pheasant Ln
Knechel Connie 2380 Mill Pond Rd
Knoble Nancy J 650 E Brd St
Knoob Alberta B 804 Park Ave
Koch Jody F206 Quakertown West Apts
Koehler Barbara K 3115 Trolley Bridge Cir
Kramkowski Kathy 533 Jct Ln
Krause Magdalen 758 E Pumping Sta Rd
Kuprevich Charles 1045 N Westend Blvd Apt 281
Kutzner David E 613 Juniper St
Lane Anna K 15 S Hellertown Ave
Lavin Barbara M 1066 Freedom Ct
Leatherman Ray 185 Younken Rd
Lee H Jae 1541 Rte 309 Unit 1
Lego Gene H 133 Hickory Dr
Lent John E 12 S Vassar Sq
Lepko Rebecca D 2309 Brick Tavern Rd
Lindtner Jeffrey P 2184 Springhouse Ln
Lokay Leonard L, Linda M 127 S 2nd St
Lorraine Shearer 122 W Cherry Rd
Lumbano Miriam 61 Braithwaite Ln
Lynch John E 1716 Pheasant Ln
Manone Frank 3900 Sterner Mill Rd
Marlin Patricia L, Michael F 1 Naylor Ct
Marquart Robert 232 Yankee Rd Lot 248
Martin Joan 1621 Mission Rd
Massey Helen E PO Box 513
Masteller Interiano Beth A 2059 Rohrbach Rd
Mccot Vincent J Jr 232 Yankee Rd PO Box 359
Mcdermott Mary 1620 Lucas Ct
Mcgrody Bill 1868 Strong Rd
Mcgullam James A 250 Live Oak Dr
Mckernan John 107 Laurel Ct
Mclay Ruth N 232 Yankee Rd Lot 270
Mcmonagle Thomas 2047 Valy View Dr
Medicine Shoppe Pharmacy 1408 W Brd St Ste 2
Melchior A 1785 Sycamore Dr
Mellion Zachary 315 New St
Michael Maurer Ira 1440 Doerr Rd
Michaels Jay J 3110 Trolley Bridge Cir
Miller Jacinta 7 Evelyn Ln
Milne Christopher G, Barbara A 438 E Brd St Apt A
Miranda Edwin 140 Gross Rd
Mitchell Michelle M 259 Violet Ct
Morgan Stanley Dean Witter 1440 Doerr Rd
Mortgage Services CorPOration 1118 Liberty Ct
Murphy Patrick 188 Praire Ct
Muschek Margaret L 202 Redwood Dr
Nace Joyce A 365 E Cherry Rd
National Development, Independence Ct 1660 Park Ave
Novak Dorothy, Edward 1317 W Brd St
Olimpo Michael P, Donna J 48 Wagon Wheel Rd C 48
Oliver M Landis & Assoc Inc PO Box 177
Oneill Jessica D 77 Ivy Ct
Otto Dawn 1141 W Sawmill Rd
Oxenford Albert F 860 California Rd
Pallante Anthony 275 Camprook Hill Rd
Palushock Rhett 23 S Hellertown Ave
Paravati Frank 232 Yankee Rd Lot 387
Parker Jessica, Emile M 992 E Cherry Rd
Patel Ilaben A 1016 Huntington Rd
Patko Andrew 220 Jefferson Ct
Pendrak Edward M 1571 Clay Ave
Pennsylvania Reflexology Assoc 2344 N Old Bethlehem Pike
Phs Healthnet Patient Refunds PO Box 478
Piotrowicz Brian A 1739 Red Bud Rd
Piszczek Deborah 2030 Grant Rd
Piszczek Mary A RR 3
Pizza Hut Bulk Propane 320 W End Blvd
Pizzczek Mary RR 3
Poolos John 219 E Brd St
Porzkowski Marcin 1101 Presidential Dr
Porzkowski Marcin A PO Box 579
Potts Daniel C 2210 Allentown Rd
Poyner Nicole 305 Hickon Rd
Professor Connors Inc, Freshpet 787 California Rd
Quak Man Nursing Home 1020 Main St S
Quinlan Diane 1788 N Old Bethlehem Pike
R R Donnelley 100 American Dr
Ramanathan Deborah Md PO Box 560
Ray Laura 1936 Rte
Regina A Shoemaker Rev Lvtrust 1020 S Main St
Retail Nursery Outlets Inc 1421 NW End Blvd
Rich Lillian P 2694 Old Bethlehem Pike
Riegler F J St Isidore Rectory 531 W Brd St
Roselon Industries Inc 18 S 5th St
Rubin Michael L 232 Yankee Rd Lot 147
Rudy Suzanne Est, Geroge E Schonheiter Jr
159 Winchester Dr
Rush David K 403 Juniper St
Salazar Oscar 100 Jefferson St
Samet Mary F 1061 Arbour Ln
Savage Jean R 2114 RT 313
Scattolini Renee A 107 Washington Ct
Scheetz Ada 1045 NW End Blvd Lot 111
Schlicher Richard M Jr, Jeanne E 2118 Barley Dr
Schukraft Freida M RR 1
Schwager Barry 1045 N Westend Blvd Lot 426
Seifert Mildred, Earl L 2450 John Fries Hwy
Serok Gary L 809 Old Bethlehem Rd
Shatsky Helen Est RR 4
Shatsky Michael RR 4
Shearer Harvye L 122 W Cherry Rd
Sheffler Mary Jane 1045 Nw End Blvd Lot 270
Shelly Esther A RR 2
Shoemaker Regina A 1020 S Main St
Shrader Shrubbery Inc 390 Scholls School Rd
Sibert John 1445 W Brd St
Signore Winifred J 1225 Doylestown Pike
Smile Spa 1541 Rte 309 Unit 1
Smith Craig 21 Tierney Ct
Spinhirn Kaylee 17 Essex Ct
Stalker Yvonne C 1685 E Saw Mill Rd
Stoerrle Christine 60 Pennington Ln
Stoltzfus Mary J 141 N Ambler St
Stout Clara 191 N Ambler St
Stout Janice S 44 Alan Ln Apt C10
Super Cuts 1775 Oak Ln
Tan Julia D 385 Tollgate Rd
Thayer Joann 2255 Mill Pond Rd
Thomas Amanda M 55 Pennington Ln
Tomashefsky Victor 327 Deerwood Ln
Torres Emiliano 200 N Ambler St Apt B
Toyota Finiacial 1734 Pine Ln
Tss Co Inc 864 NW End Blvd Rt 309
Ulrich Robert G, Irena P 144 E Mill St
Universal Primary Cust 2132 Gable Ln
Van Houten G 1776 Wentz Rd
Velazque Sin S 2024 Huber Dr
Velazquez Humberto 2024 Huber Dr
Victor Music Exchange 201 Sta Rd
Volensky Mera 216 Washington Ct
Weinman Margaret, Joseph L 461 S 9th St Apt J302
Wenner Hilda V 15 S 3rd St
Wentz Kyle L 42 Elm St
Western Fin Sav 73 Braithwaite Ln
Wheelin Karin 1219 Winterthur Ln
Whitman Elizabeth G 116 Cypress Dr
Wilson Sarah 68 Hickory Dr
Winter Jennifer L 32 S Main St
Wirthmiller Ada S 324 E Brd St Apt A
Witsil Dorothy V Est 222 Park Ave
Wood Young & Co 209 W Brd St
Wunsch Megan P 1858 Sassafas Ln
Yazujian Haig D 600 Rocky Valy Rd
Zaleski Gregory 1118 Liberty Ct
Ziemer Adelle W 325 Cedar Crest Dr
Zuck Donald E Est 12 Pickett Ln
Zugaro Elisabetta 2015 Grand Rd
Revere Pa 18953
Jones Waylon PO Box 247
Richboro Pa 18954
Au Ivan 49 Lenape Rd
Bamberski Joseph 65 Newtown Richboro Rd Apt G0
Barron Joan D 65 Newtown Richboro Rd 210
Berenbaum Blake 82 Florence Dr
Berenbaum Jake 78 Sharon Dr
Bombas Stanley 120 Lehigh Dr
Bradley Brendan 10 Silo Hill Rd
Branch Banking Trust Co 48 Torresdale Dr
Brauer Brandon A 18 Cameo Dr
Brown Kenneth 48 Dorchester Ln
Bryant Mary C 59 Cypress Cir
Bulman John F Sr 21 Woodside Dr
Caldwell Wilma R Est, Wilma R 8 Lantern Way
Caldwell Wilma R 8 Lantern Way
Calloway John C 52 Grace Dr
Cann John A Jr 63 Chestnut Dr
Cantor Antoinette M 123 Lehigh Dr
Cantor James A 123 Lehigh Dr
Cedarbrook Farm Homeowners 11 Farmhouse
Collection Mgmt Svcs PO Box 636
Colombo Joseph 25 Highspire Rd
Connolly James 32 Farmhouse Ln
Cooper Samuel T, Holli 52 Yale Dr
Cronin Cheryl 50 Wendy Way
Cunane Diane 1607 Hatboro Rd
Dimber Property LLC 235 Lehigh Dr
Dorfman Gail W 60 Redwood Dr
Dossa Gretchen 14 Renee Cir
Ellet Albert 36 Pond View Dr
Ellet Albert, Pamela 36 Pond View Dr
Finney Nicole 132 Marie Dr
Freedman Deborah, Manuel Villages Of N Hampton
45 Titus Ct
Gaudet Christopher M, Christine 157 Cloverly Dr
Ginn Barbara S 26 Highspire Rd
Giunta Stephanie 449 Golden Gate Dr
Greenwald Rochelle, Steven 18 Ann Cir
Guest Thelma Lynne 111 Meadow Ln
Hauben Adam 158 E Georgianna Dr
Holley Carol A 253 Twining Ford Rd
Ickovics Rachel, Barry 53 Cynthia Dr
Independence Blue Cross 253 Twining Ford Rd
Jacob Korinne 785 Newtown Richboro Rd
Jaffe Allan M 67 W Windrose Dr
Janovsky Elissa 119 Tanyard Rd
Kaplan Eliot S 11 Cypress Cir
Kimco Realty Corp 800 Bustleton Pike Ste 1g
Korol Sergey 19 Silo Hill Dr
Krieger Frank A 81 Lehigh Dr
Laporta Thelma A Est, Alterra Wynwood Home 65 Newtown
Richboro Rd
Le Shay Philip J, Cecile L 179 Gleniffer Hill Rd
Majczan Kimberly 16 Columbia Cir
Mcelwee Christopher 449 Golden Gate Dr
Mctamney Marita 48 Torresdale Dr
Michael Kenny 15 Auburn Rd
Miller Chris L 970 2nd St Pike
Mockus Dominic C, James P, John D 76 Pine Ave
Morrison Nancy K 770 2nd St Pike
Moyer Makayla, Greg 59 Charles Dr
Mproven 975 2nd St Pike
Murphy Eleanor 65 Newtwn Richbro Rd Unit 136
Nathan Robert 126 Marie Dr
Nguyen Krystal 67 Livery Dr
Noone Johanne 21 Woodside Dr
Ns Society Of Richboro 79 Cypress Cir
Pacific Investors Corp 79 Eagle Mt Dr
Pasquale John D 11 Farmhouse Ln
Pedraz Kenneth 50 Wendy Way
Peronace Joseph 1135 2nd St Pike
Philadelphia Regional Limousine Assoc PO Box 653
Pierce Michael W, Melissa C 6 Cypress Ave
Pietrylowski Krzysztof 21 Purdue Dr
Priscilla C Edden Trust 8 Farmway Dr
Richboro Care Center 253 Twining Ford Rd Tidewater
Richey Joanne N Est, Thomas W 1801 2nd St Pike
Rieser Loretta 9 Harmony Dr
Right Steps Inc & Day Holding 29 Tanyard Rd
Rosenbaum Heather B, Dana 196 Anselm Dr
Schatz Nat 115 Orthodox Dr
Schley Lee 10 Poplar Dr
Schlupp Donald 50 Temple Dr
Schoen Aidan Uco Aidan Schoen 10 Sharon Dr
Schulz Stephen 119 Orthodox Dr
Schwartz Kitty, Alan 134 Orthodox Dr
Sciolla Alyse J, A J Jr 239 Sunset Dr
Sciolla Anthony J Jr, Samantha J 239 Sunset Dr
Silverman Josh PO Box 246
Snyder Jerrold M 219 Patrick Dr
Spaeth Marie 253 Twining Ford Rd
Stepian Bogdan 9 Joshua Dr
Toomey Barbara 173 Matthew Cir
Trikke Philly Care Of Alex Polkhovsky PO Box 100
Truskin Glenn B 612 Bustleton Pike
Tucker Harris M 62 W Windrose Dr
Valdellon Alejandro, Maria 30 E Pickering Bend
Vanderlinden Fleurette 65 Bewtown Richboro Rd Apt 2
Vargas Christine M PO Box 149
Vera Jennifer 21 Farmhouse Ln
Waldner Eleanor E 253 Twining Ford Rd
Walters Matthew J 41 Bryan Dr
Weiner Harry PO Box 14
Zhao Aiguo 15 Sherbourne Rd
Richlandtown Pa 18955
Ackerman David L 165 S Union Rd PO Box 358
Boxer Charles 107 1st Ave
Gabel Howard R, Phoebe Richland Hcc 108 S Main St
Garrano Eve L PO Box 243
Hartnack Frank T PO Box 705
Leiter Robert E, Leiter Carol L Cliff’s Auto Body
246 N Main St
Licari Dawn A 243 N Main St PO Box 58
Low Katilyn PO Box 76
Miller Vaughan 219 1st Ave
Mindler Erwin Est A 224 N Main St
Peter Anderson 950 Sonny Ln
Phoebe Richland 108 South Main St
Querry Vera M Est Box 155
Sapienza Richard PO Box 606
Scott Brandon 855 Church Rd Apt D
Shield Esq Axel 1265 Industrial Blvd
Riegelsville Pa 18077
American Restoration 6054 Hawk Rd
Broach Jarryd W, Terry 430 Hilltop Rd
Burns Jillian 3567 Lenape Way
Evans Gene 152 Fairview Rd PO Box 568
Floyd Dale E 220 Linden Ln
Hanna Scott D 595 Smt Ln
Hashagen Harry 904 Easton Rd
Hendry Ozena 972 Edgewood Rd Apt 295
Hills Isabelle E 2884 Gallows Hill Rd
Leff David A 4327 RT 212
Melchior Helen I RR 1
Modig Mark, Zeau PO Box 763
Skerkis Craig J PO Box 739
Sonder John 290 Valy View Rd
Soriano Kiyomi, Miguel 6514 Rte 412
Sterling Gary L 5582b Rte 412
Wachs Judy 3495 Swan Way
Zuckermann Marie PO Box 96
Sellersville Pa 18960
American Safety Clothing Inc 30 E Park Ave
Barhight George A, Glenn A, Norma M 807 Lawn Ave
Beck Bryana K 725 Lexington Way
Blees David V 2416 Old Bethlehem Pike
Bordo Bonda 2509 Diamond St
Bottoms−Yisreal Miscellette D 202 Hampshire Dr
Brent Donald L, Judith A 307 Tower Rd
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Cannon Karen 8 Wisteria Ct
Carlton Irene P 141 Diamond St
Childress Marianne 351 Beechwood Dr
Cichon Adeline 109 Hafler Rd
Clancy Kathleen M 105 Brinkley Dr
Claypoole Crystal V 1118 RTE 309
Clymer David E 211 Cathill Rd
Computer Cable Store PO Box 491
Crean Frederick P Jr 207 Augustine Rd
Cristea Anda 313 E Park Ave
Davies Tim A 601 S Main St
Decristofano Eileen 235 Grove Cir
Dipietro Eleanor D 351 Beechwood Dr
Dunlap Patrica 10 Reagan Dr
Farr Joanne 750 Allentown Rd
Faulkner Ciocca Collision Center 1118 RTE 309
Fillman Sally 109 Maple Ave
Flanagan Kathleen, John W 1010 Mill Creek Rd
Frescatore Dorothy M 2331 Muskrat Rd
Garner Bros Heating And 1208 A Bethlehem Pike
Ghotra Enterprises LLC, Citgo Gas 396 N Main St
Griffith Dorothy M 407 E Ridge Ave
Grusnick Harold E 1718 Ridge Rd
Gruver Gerald 415 Diamond St
Haberle Derek S 225 Grove Cir
Hamburger Joseph G Est 435 Washington Ave
Herrmann Jeffrey P 140 Hampshire Dr
Heskett Katie E 555 Newbury Ct
Hindle George W 80 Waterford Ln
Hoberman Julie 113 Crestwood Ct
Jeronis Charles P 342 N Main St Box 361
Johnson Mary M 2000 Hill Rd
Kasey Otis 381 N Main St Apt 1
Kearney Thelma L, Eileen Royer 1408 Lawn Ave
Kelly Alexandra E, Terri J 505 N Main St
Knoble Nancy J 2000 Hill Rd
Kozlowski Kathryn Ann 338 N Main St
Kriebel Kathleen V 605 Ridge Rd
Lagomarsino Paxton Judith M 509 Diamond St
Larzelere Regina M 2602 Old Bethlehem Pike
Lifequest Nursing Center 2409 Old Bethlehem Pike Apt G
Louis A Walch Tr Ua Jun 22 90 1604 Fairhill Rd
Mayhew Steven W 201 Schultz Rd
Mazurek Thomas 515 Barington Ct
Mccandless Jason 412 S Main St
Mclaughlin Terese 1010 Mill Creek Rd
Mcphillips J 340 Farmers Ln
Mirarchi Ralph F Sr, Michael A, Linda 1127 Keystone Dr
Miriam E Walch Trust 1604 Fairhill Rd
Moore Adam 27 E Temple Ave Apt 3
Myers Kenneth A, Kathleen 750 Allentown Rd
Nolan Michael 807 Lawn Ave
Novo Pharm Inc PO Box 904
Olech Sheldon 39 Augusta Fairway Cr
Pagan John 915 Lawn Ave Ste 203
Patel Sumanbhai D, Kantaben 509 Hickory Ln
Paxton Daniel W 509 Diamond St
Pennridge Dental Asc LLC 55 N Main St
Pharmacy Marketing International PO Box 360
Phiambolis Janice M, Peter A 12 Boulder Dr
Phiambolis Robert John, Janice M 12 Boulder Dr
Pierson David D 14 Hillcrest Pl
Ploor Lola E 430 N Main St
Price Traci A 74 Clymer Ave
Rankin Pamela K, James J 112 Aspen Dr
Rittenhouse Corey 169 Diamond St
Rock Hills Medical Arts Ctr PO Box 32
Rodriguez Maritza 2554 Hill Rd
Rose Nicole, Torrey 451 Schultz Rd
Royal Medical Technical Cons 1119 RTE 309
Ryan Matthew 2014 N Rockhill Rd
Salamone Marnio A 109 Lawndale Ave
Salemno John E 121 E Rockhill Rd
Schmidt Martha L 160 Hampshire Dr
Serianni Brian 235 S Main St
Shepard Josephine 118 N Main St
Shepard Josephine RR 1
Slotter William L 518 S Main St
Smakula Shawn M 116 Tower Rd
Smith Jamie, Chad 420 Lawn Ave
Snader Kenneth M 238 Lawn Av
Stephan Mark M 12 Florence Cir
Suelkes Roadstand LLC 1912 Rte 309
Susi Andres Matti 11 Boulder Dr
Swartley James M 2100 Diamond St
Szymanik Henry J 1133 Keystone Dr D
Tarburton Rick PO Box 45
Wabrek Janice S, Robert 750 Allentown Rd
Walch Miriam E, Louis A 1604 Fairhill Rd
Wallace Jennifer L 75 Longwood Ave
Weber Ruth L 3250 State Rd Apt G58
Wilcox Tom 241 Oldmill Rd
Young Park 226 Hampshire Dr
Silverdale Pa 18962
Blagus Dennis S PO Box 422
Dunner Steve 161 S Barringer Ave S
Harris Klaudia PO Box 322
Herrmann Janice A, Ralph A 162 Pkwy S PO Box 309
Kern George 124 Baringer Av
Koehler Albert G Jr PO Box 301
Shearer Ronald PO Box 116
Silverdale Auto Sales II Inc 1003 Old Rte 309
Solebury Pa 18963
Ciccone Beverlee, Patrick PO Box 391
Jones Carol PO Box 564
Mailer Robert M PO Box 150
Monette Robert PO Box 434
Neely Jason PO Box 225
Paul Monette Inc Profit Sharing Plan PO Box 434
Primak Leon 3230 N Sugan Rd Box 99
Rohman Gary PO Box 199
Shapiro James M PO Box 280
Southampton Pa 18954
Bux Buelah M, Thomas 1436 St Rd
Losse Ronald Brian, Elsie Mae St Rd
Southampton Pa 18966
A A Machine Co 1085 Industrial Hwy
Abdrabbah Amali 171 Edwards Dr
Abel Lynne 746 Second St Pikeapt
Abramsky Victor A 347 Elkins Cir
Advanced Back Neck Care 347 2nd St Pike Ste 2
Anakwe Tobechi 41 Livery
Assured Adjusters Inc 283 2nd St Pike Ste 100
Au Soui 782 Newbury Ct
B I County Medical Assoc 735 Davisville Rd
Bangs Lillian Z 1271 Davisville Rd
Bari Regina 35 Nelson Dr
Becker Unknown A III 436 Shallcross Rd
Bendiner Kathryn S Hampton Ests 238 St Rd Apt A202
Bespartochny Vladimir 874 Central Ave
Bethman Andrew J 740 Newbury Ct
Blue Grass Lawn Svc Inc 100 Industrial Way
Blue Sage Enterpr 772 2nd St Pike
Bondzinskas Mudestas 382 Holly Dr
Brandani Enzo D 11 E Rambler Dr
Brann Joseph R 722 Grove Ave
Brodsky Alexandra 41 New Rd
Brooks Susan H 766 Bargate Ct
Brown Christopher A 801 Willopenn Dr
Brunell William H PO Box 129
Brunetti Judith L, Nicholas 1706 Hawkins Dr
Burns Stanley Est 879 Churchville Rd
Burton Lisa C 79 Charlotte Ave
Business Information 1105 Industrial Blvd
Cancelliere Celina F 452 Jefferson Dr
Candeloro Stephen E, Rothman Securities 1111 St Rd
Ste 201
Celentano Jane S 1400 Old Jordan Rd Apt 2114
Center For Creative Hmn Perform 688 Knowles Ave Ste C
Chaset Pc 501 St Rd
Chernyakhovskiy Oleg 28 St Michaels Ct
Churchville Auto Body 481 2nd St Pike
Citizens Premier Real Est Inc 1225 Industrial Blvd
Clare Henrietta A PO Box 381
Clifford Richard, Ann 410 Wendy Rd
Commercial Crdt Corp 75 Jamesway Rd
Consumer Adjustment Agency Inc 752 Bargate Ct
Contractors Inc PO Box 1188
Cook Anna C Est 238 St Rd Apt 205
Coutts Daniel 995 Jaymor Rd
Crane William J PO Box 1056
Customers Bank 283 2nd St Pike Ste 100
Dailey Francis J Jr 27 N Hilltop Dr
Danilchenko Bronislava 752 Bargate Ct
Decorative Living Ll, Ira Adler 44 Ponderosa Dr
Delpino James P 775 Second St Ste B
Desimone Anthony J Jr 79 Tulip Rd
Digiacomo Thomas, Olia P 819 2nd St Pike
Dorazio Anthony, Vertical Screen Inc 1105 Ind Hwy 200
Downing Mildred Southampton Ests A101 238 St Rd
Dynamic Digital Advertising 950 St Rd
Eckstadt Christel, Werner 727 Covered Bridge Rd
Einhorn Philip Est 1309 Steamboat Sta
Environmental Consultants Inc Dept 301 Lakeside Park
Fallon Landscaping 100 Industrial Way
Fanelle Diane, David 851 Churchville Rd
Feeney Jennifer L 59 Upland Dr
Feldman Allen 255 Toll Dr
Fenton Algard Corp 1045 Industrial Hwy
Feraldo Vera 603 Steamboat Sta
Five Star Dropshipping LLC 472 2nd St Pike Unit 327
Fleagle Janet Denise 425 Wendy Rd
Floyd Earl W 33 Twist Dr
Flynn Willliam J 1200 Gravel Hill Rd
Forr David 947 Rozel Av
Fortson Timothy M 800 Willopenn Dr Apt G107
Free Marguerite 225 Heron Place
Funds John Hancock, Rothman Securities 1111 St Rd
Ste 201
Fuxman Leonora 347 Elkins Cir
Gaikwad Abhijit 595 Kutcher Rd
Gakh Volodymyr 1260 Mill Creek Rd
Gateway Funding 95 James Way Ste 120
Geib Carita M 756 Willow St
Ginchereau Christ 528 Cedarbrook Rd
Ginchereaustrunk Christin 528 Cedarbrook Rd
Girsh Regina A 916 W Maple Dr
Gleich Richard 768 Newbury Ct
Goldstein Philip N PO Box 22
Goodwin Patricia 1009 Willopenn Dr
Goudy Dorthy J, David B 238 St Rd Apt B110
Gouran Cecelia 280 Middle Holland Rd Apt 1035
Greenberg David, Ray S PO Box 442
Grinberg Irene 11 W Bellwood Dr
Grossman Solomon 2116 Sturbridge Commons
Growth Opportunity Center Inc Ste B 150 928 Jaymour Rd
Harrar William J, Teresa E 1440 Est Ln
Harrison Doris M 740 Willow St
Haztec Sales Amp Svcs LLC 50 Toll Rd
Helfrich Margaret T 1465 Est Ln
Herm Fred 53 Rosebud Rd
Hess Leonard J 21 11 Hopkins Ct
Hilferty Furey Catherine 65 Belmont Sta
Howells Nina, Lois Wright 67 Belmont Sta
Hower Jane B Est 280 Middle Holland Rd Apt 704
Howley Mary 105 Cedarbrook Dr
Hullstrung Curtis F, Dorothy 1228 Marge Dr
Jerry L Berman Appraisers In 704 Willow St
John J Kershner Uw 1337 Joan Dr
Johns Sandra B 959 Cybus Way
Jorden Edwin 598 Belmont Ave
Kahn Dianna M 11 E Rambler Dr
Kaplan Rachel Dana, Kaplan Jamie H 806 Barry Ct
Karoley Francis 29 W Norton Dr
Kealey Francis P, Donna M 430 Wendy Rd
Keill Fred 1400 Old Jordan Rd 2115
Kerber Ilse 1476 Stephen Way
Kershner Paul Richard 1337 Joan Dr
Khatri Azaad 30 Spruce Dr
Kims Nails 443 2nd St Pike
Kj Falcon Log LLC 619 Hampton Ave
Klingbell Margaret 1361 Provident Rd
Knox Barbara, Patrick 1260 Carolyn Dr
Kolanko Frank J 1281 Dennis Rd
Koropova Yana, Aleksejs 1155 Deer Run Ct
Kravitz Jay 950 Jaymor Rd
Krieger Helen 2384 Bristol Rd
Kulpa Doreen, Peter 144 Valy Dr
Kuplaste Armand 109 Charlotte Ave
Law Office Of L Bruce Hoffman Iolta 1819 Hennessy Dr
Law Offices Of Gregory Javardian 1310 Industrial Blvd
Ste 101
Leahy Mary J 983 Madison Ave
Lecher James T 527 Moyer Rd
Levin Marc N 101 Kingsclere Dr
Libman Helen 1485 Charter Ct
Lilies LLC 253 2nd St Pike
Linda Mazaud Sportswear 366 2nd St Pike
Loscalzo Suzanne 417 Tabor Ave
Louis F Rose DDS MD And Assoc Pc 501 Lakeside Dr
M & C Specialties Co 90 James Way
Mac Sales & Trading Psp 670 Buckstone Dr
Macnamee Christine R 75 New Rd
Malone Thomas 1358 Orcap Way
Manero Anthony 1496 Nancy Dr
Manion John T, Mary T 490 Jefferson Dr
Marina Ovetsky 645 Glen Meadow Rd
Marlow Thomas 122 Mallard Rd
Marsan Yves 175 Rocksville Rd
Martha Keyser Flex 1358 Chinquapin Rd
Masucci Dante L 55 Chestnut Rd
Mathai Thomas V 400 Gravel Hill Rd
Matthews Walter D 520 Tabor Ave 1
Mcadoo Elsie R 79 Charlotte Ave
Mccann Patrick M, Dianne M 283 2nd St Pike Ste 100
Mccormick Gladys Hampton Ave
Mcghee Brendon, John 432 Hogeland Rd
Mcglynn Kathleen 444 Tabor Ave
Mckeown Joanne 755 Chesham Turn
Mcmenamin Joseph A, Ray S Greenberg PO Box 442
Mcmenamin Laura 234 Stahl Rd
Mcshane Catherine M PO Box 1505
Me Electronics LLC 1055 Fawn Dr
Mellert Frank William 770 Cybus Wa 201f
Menaker Sandra PO Box 336
Mennen Medical Corp 950 Industrial Blvd
Merin Brian 1452 Strathmann Dr
Merkin Gerald 294 Holly Knoll Dr
Messe Frederick F, Dorothy E, Frederick K
1383 Strathmann Dr
Meyrowitz Weiss Deborah 928 Jaymor Rd Ste A120
Michael Sean 30 Livery Dr
Micison Max 200 S Marmik Dr
Middleberg Barry 862 Churchville Rd
Mighty Hardware LLC, Glen Nathan 324 2nd St Pike 19
Miller George F, Adele M 824 Cybus Way
Miller Pati A, Ted A 1332 Butternut Dr
Miller Nikki 886 Springview Dr
Miller Ruth D Est 824 Cybus Way
Mohr Thelma R 238 St Rd G234
Moke John J 283 2nd St Pike Ste 100
Money Warehouse Inc 75 James Way Ste 120
Morgan Robert H 723 Dell Ct
Muir Jessicah 15 Sima Rd
Myaskovskiy Stanislav 862 Churchville Rd
Myers Estella 761 Morning Glory Dr
Netterville Daniel 157 Russell Dr
Network Connections Inc PO Box 1222
Neumer Richard N 1817 Morris Ct
Newman Marvin Est 531 Holly Knoll Rd
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Nielsen Rita I 238 St Rd Apt H213
Nissim Stuart 4 Taylors Way
Oconnor Margaret M 349 Maple Ave
Omalley Patrick, Shane 180 Forrest Ave
Orr Mccartney Michelle, Ray 1030 2nd St Pike
Ozga Helen 1071 Jeffrey Dr
P H Inc PO Box 1043
Parent Bloggers Network PO Box 412
Patel Rajesh B, Nila 111 East Buck Rd
Penfil Eugene, Louis 33 Radcliffe Dr
Pontarelli Frank 452 Silver Ave
Pontarelli Frank M 99 Heather Rd
Posch Amber L 151 Maple Ave
Posten Diana 1249 Hiview Dr
Povio John Est 238 St Rd G120
R Baron Assoc Ste 17 324 2nd St Pike
Rauch Patricia 283 2nd St Pike Ste 100
Rein Stephen M 801 Willopenn Dr Apt M106
Revotskie Harry 11 Pennlyn Rd
Richardson Edwin H Jr 1028 Fawn Dr
Rider Jane K 1337 Joan Dr
Ridgecrest Nursing Home Rehab 106 Lakeside Dr
Rj And Rita Nielsen Revoc Trust 238 St Rd Apt H213
Robert E Lavelle Jr Delta Removal Inc 1345 Industrial Blvd
Rodgers Richard 1131 Tomlinson Rd
Roldan Robert 267 E Village Rd
Ronchetti Erica 800 Willopenn Dr Apt D200
Royack Anne 830 Covered Bridge R
Rt Vaders Inc 727 2nd St Pike
Salmon Viona 74 Mallard Rd
Santilli Joseph 1308 Stephen Way
Satija Albert E 82 Ponderosa Dr
Scantek Inc 950 Industrial Blvd Ste 100
Scariato Thomas 634 Danenberger Dr
Schieber David W 238 St Rd Apt G222
Selezneva Galina 1007 Fawn Dr
Seller Craig 36 Ponderosa Dr
Sheerin Margaret 598 Belmont Ave Apt L104
Sherman Phyliss Est 840 Bristol Rd
Shred One Security Corp PO Box 1470
Sichel Amy 111 Ponderosa Dr
Sigrist Virginia 1400 Old Jordan Rd Apt 2114
Sjm Europe Usa Inc 283 2nd St Pk Ste 180
Sleeter Mark 43015 Bennett Place
Southampton Collision 400 Gravel Hill Rd
Southampton Fam Prac Pc 1045 E St Rd
Southampton Psychiatric Assoc 929 Jaymor Rd Ste A200
Southampton
Southhampton Abstract Inc 1310 Industrial Hwy Ste 103
Spencer Vanarsdalen 823 Orchard Ave
Staudte Ethel 928 Jaymor Rd C 190
Stevenson Mary 455 Rick Rd
Stewart Robert C PO Box 973
Stewart Robert C 630 Buck Rd
Stiteler Joseph 1152 Rozel Ave
Stover Spencer T, William 1043 Davisville Rd
Sturman Nathan P 1 Brown Dr
Sutter Rudolph 481 2nd St Pike
Sylvester Grace 238 St Rd Apt G204
Tadevosyan Ani 905 Jeffrey Dr
Tancredi Ann L 727 Chesham Turn
Thomas J Gatley Jr DDS Pc 730 2nd St Pike
Thompson Geoffrey, Mary 1483 Strathmann Dr
Thompson Joseph A, Nancy 604 Hampton St
Thompson Lawrence J, Jodi L 32 Cottonwood Dr
Thompson Joseph A 604 Hampton St
Timet Anthony J 3705 Bennett Pl
Toal William G 1809 Steamboat St
Todays Pharmacy Inc 130 Maureen Rd
Todrin Vivien B Est 238 St Rd Apt G110
Total Quality Svcs Inc 347 2nd St Pike Ste 2
Trench Anne Marie, Carol Anne 1071 Jeffrey Dr
Tri County Collision Center 995 Jaymor Rd
Triggian Anna 1412 Stephen Way
Tsipenyuk Samuel 1245 Cushmore Rd
Vayner Samoil 199 Monroe Ct
Vaynshteyn Yevgeniy A 13 Mulberry Dr
Vertical Screen 1105 Industrial Hwy Ste 20
Volz Brian 45021 Bennett Pl
Warfield Edwin L Est Of, David E Heilman PO Box 455
Water Treat Usa LLC 1020 Industrial Bl
Weisberg Sidney I, Pearl 1707 Steamboat Sta
Weiss Jeffrey S, Tyler P 51 Schan Dr
Wellnet Healthcare Admin 57 Treet Rd Ste O
Wesley Enhanced Living Foundation 928 Jaymer Roud
Ste B150
Williams Harold E Grove Ave
Woerner Dorothy 1256 Hi View Dr
Woodward Howard P Southampton Ests H C C 14 238 St Rd
Wunderle Francis A 1005 2nd St Pike
Wunderle Phyllis M 238 St Rd Apt E202
Wytish Peter, Rita 651 Croft Dr
Yang Seoung C 1243 St Rd 1st Fl
Yeager Sharon A, Alma S 52 Holly Rd
Zaslavsky James 164 Sydney Rd
Zimovets Alex 38 Arabian Way
Zumbo Bruno 969 St Rd
Trevose Pa 19053
Alliance Financial Svcs LLC 4850 E St Rd Ste 300
Barger Theresa M 736 Fairview Ave
Barreto Bianca Liz 2919 Carter Rd
Bassett Gallagher PO Box 556
Batres Everardo 2555 Old Trevose Rd B12
Bay Michael S 3501 Azalea Ave
Beyer Dwaine 4636 Hazel Ave
Bob Graber Memorial Fund The 415 Larchwood Ave
Boisson Rose 1324 Brownsville Rd
Boyle Brendan M 478 Walnut Ave
Brown Maureen R 631 Ave D
Brown Robert J 3860 Fleetwood Ave
Bvi Industries Inc 4667 Sommerton Rd Ste C
Calico May E Larchwood Ave
Campos Ruth H 636 Hazel Ave
Caruso Ola 4361 Chestnut Ave
Cash Sale No Customer Information Avai Cash Sale Ge Betz
Inc 4636 Somerton Rd
Cole Shawn M 1000 Northbrook Dr
Cooke Kenneth E Jr 4337 Garfield Ln
Copple Marianne 628 Clearview Ave
Daniel Thomas Sales 45 Terry Dr
Dauphin Deposit 4 Neshaminy Interplex
Davies John L, Gary Pope 3425 Temple Ave
Diagnostic Imaging Inc 4 Interplex Dr Ste 209
Dubon Alex 600 Old St Rd Apt C 13
Dunn Jay 4911 St Rd
Eating Disorders Treatment Ctr 1200 Bustleton Pike Ste 11
Edwin Constr Inc 3447 Oakford Ave
Ever Cleaning Environmental Inc 3 Neshaminy Interplex Dr
Ste 3
Faulkner Auto Body 2425 Lincoln Hwy
Faulkner Pontiac 4427 E St Rd
Fendall Mary E 3535 E End Ave
Gallagher Bassett 3600 Horizon Blvd Ste 405
Gallagher Bassett Svcs Inc PO Box 556
Gallagher Maryann P, Edward W 4064 Spruce Ave
Gamesa Wind Us 3 Neshaminy Interplex Ste 201
Ge Betz Inc 4636 Somerton Rd
Ge Mobile Water Inc 4636 Somerton Rd Ionics Bld
George Cedric 4485 Somerton Rd
Gitman Cilia 2555 Old Trevose Rd Apt G102
Gkantsinikoudis Georgeos, Nikos 2555 Old Trevose Rd
Apt F11
Glass Mimi Muriel 406 Bruce Rd
Hall Ruth N 423 E Myrtle Ave
Hate Madge Louise, Hate L Est 636 Hazel Ave
Hermani Hotels LLC 4700 St Rd
Hicks Dorothy 3872 Fleetwood Ave
Holiday Inn Express 4700 E St Rd
International Sos Assist 3600 Horizon Blvd Ste
Jackson Robert P 250 Andrews Rd
Johns Caf, Chuck Smith 1870 Brownsville Rd
Kaliser Cindy, Rod 4417 Grove Ave
Klein Dm 4935 Summers Ave
Knowledge Key Assoc, Steve Gaudino Six Neshaminy Intplx
Ste 101
Korewa Zalman, Saul Care Of Harold P Schwartz Cpa
4 Neshaminy Interplex Ste 109
Kulik Regina 3169 Rail Ave 2nd Fl
Lakernick Stuart 639 E Myrtle Ave
Laning Aura M 442 Linden Av
Lopez Emilio 2555 Old Trevose Rd B12
Mann Edward 19 W St Rd
Margaret Grines 1438 Brownsville Rd
Margiotta Alexander Est 1834 Brownsville Rd
Marriott Sarah Chantele 4608 Cypress Ave
Mccaughey Hugh 922 Ann Dr
Mehta Gaurav 2921 Lincoln Hwy
Middleton Wilford A 4427 Master Ave
Mkm Healthcare Systems Corp 3610 Bound Brook Ave
Mortimer Barbara 3420 Aster Av
Murphy Bernard 4349 Somerton Rd
Nieves Alexander 2555 Old Trevose Rd Apt J 104
Oflynn Edward PO Box 106
Palilonis Jeff 600 Old St Rd Apt Ct01
Pittman Greg 2555 Old Trevose Rd Apt Ki
Plaza Physical Therapy 339343 E Steet Rd
Praxair 4667 Somerton Rd
Professional Abstract Assurance 4600 St Rd
Pure Earth Inc, Brent Kopenhaver 1 Nshmny Intrplex201
Reges Charles 2519 Buffalo Ave
Rescot Systems Group 1 Neshaminy Interplex Ste 207
Rizzo Justin M 3100 Lincoln Hwy Us Rte 1
Robert Smith 4764 Tremont Ave
Rose Kelly 127 Bellwood Dr Trevose
Rso East Region 5 Neshaminy Interplex
Rubenstone Lamm 3600 Horizon Blvd Ste 150
Sai Moy Chang 661 Elmwood Ave
Samoylova Olena 600 Old St Rd
Schoenleber Martin 190 E Bristol Rd
Schultze Marie S 3324 Azalea Ave
Schwartzer Matthew 3580 Rose Ave
Sebarowski Jozef 15 Lukens St
Sib Ivy Mortgage Fc 1 Neshaminy Interplex Ste 102
Sommer Melissa 656 Ave F
Sos Assist International 3600 Horizon Blvd Ste 300
Stoltz & Hahn Medical Assocs 339 E St Rd Stemers Mill
Strollo Barbara 212 Buttonwood Dr
Ta Uyvonne Bingham Ta Nanas Apts 2858 Old Lincoln Hwy
Techigo Compania Asta Techns 3 Neshaminy Interp Ste 30
Transition Pharmacy 2607 B Interplex Dr Ste
Trapezoid Communications, Alan Toltzis 3 Neshaminy
Intrplx 207
Turley Scott 611a Clearview Ave
Udowenko Michael 239 Philmont Ave
Wheeler Mark 2549 Kay Ave
Williams Jerome 2531 Paris Ave
Worldgate Communications Inc 3190 Tremont Ave
Trumbauersville Pa 18970
Artistic Furnishing 1rr 30 W Brd St
Bryan Jason PO Box 177
Dreams LLC PO Box 251 Case 05 35168
Tullytown Pa 19007
Katz M 503 Lovett Ave
Markat Industries Inc 1115 Branagan Dr
Wyatt Marie L 900 Easy St Unit A
Upper Black Eddy Pa 18972
Bechtel Shane 1227 River Rd
Benner Rebecca 1180 Lodi Hill Rd
Boyle Maria O 155 Old Canal Ln
Cameron Ellen, Wm RR 1 Box 134
Carrier Karen 72 Woodland Dr
Charles Barry A 349 Kintner Hill Rd
Drustrup Linda T 1735 Berm Ln
Elky John W 1945 River Rd
Fania Anthony, Maryanne 600 Ctr Hill Rd
Howell Susanne G, L Lippincott 1712 Bridge Ln 79
Kenney Drew M 287 Upper Tinicum Church Rd
Levy Jonathan Mark, Jack 26 Red Cliff Rd
Miller Linda P 1540 Oak Ln
Nickles Sharon 1442 River Rd
Nufio Ramos Elmer 1802 Riverview Cir Apt 4
Shoudt Ella 1506 Bridgeton Hill Rd
Toyota Motor Credit Corp 1227 River Rd
Villani Linda B 1281 River Rd
Wilson Stephen L, Stephen Rd Box 140
Young Jack A, Dawn 1748 Clarion Ln
Zangli Jack S 126 Lake Warren Rd
Upper Holland Pa 19053
Daknis Albert D 206 Sycamore Cir
Greene Marnie J 255 Sycamore Cir
Kay Chul H, Helen, Peter 228 Sycamore Cir
Kerchentseva Ekaterina 116 Bellwood Dr
Sharp James J III 9 Bellwood Dr
Upper Makefield Pa 18940
Brown David 1171 Shannon Rd
Warminster Pa 18974
Abdalla Paul 3 Barton Ave
Abouras Nabila, Ed 428 Olive St
Abramson Rosemary C 675 E St Rd Apt 113
Adams Robin A 120 E St Rd Apt G1 9
Agreement Of Trust 9/18/1995, Eileen Shernoff 32 Villa Dr
Albert Ethel 760 Ridge Ln
Alfeche Robert J 1008 Princeton Place
Ally Financial Gmac 272 Lea Ln
American Hardware Systems 674 Louis Dr
Ananthuni Prashanth 25 Valentine Rd
Ann S Choice Way 20000 Anns Choice Way
Arost Mary 1171 Brennan Dr
Ashmunn Michaell D 485 Maple
Associated Marketing Group Inc PO Box 10
Aussprung Clint William, George 468 Prospect Rd
Averell Robert O, Jean H 748 Martha Ln
Bailey Diane 1213 Emma Ln
Baird Justus, Mary 356 Hancock Rd
Barats Abigail 737 Cheryl Dr
Baxter Harry J 738 Phillips Rd
Becton Hubert L 120 E St Rd Apt F12
Bellucci Carmen 777 Rambler Rd
Bennett Carole 694 Fox Hunt Ln
Benson Carl A Est 882 Fairfield Dr
Bentz Gertrude E 1559 Carousel Dr
Biegel Keith R 733 Parmentier Rd
Bigley Francis P 418 Homestead Ct
Birenbaum Irene 187 Villa Dr
Bitterlich Lisa 21313 Anns Choice Way
Blaker Edna M 25413 Anns Choice Way
Boice Rebecca 237 Dipling Dr
Bolak George 911 Phillips Rd
Bolak Living Trust 911 Phillips Rd
Bonno Gail 37 Potter St
Bp 775 Louis Dr
Bracher Nancy E 23412 Anns Choice Way
Brady Harry P Jr 106 Centennial Rd
Breidenthall Mark R Est 322 Coventry Ln
Brown Tyler J 1236 Roberts Rd
Browndimatteo Joanne M 120 E St Rd L2 3
Bruno Albert 16 Belair Rd
Bucks Montgomery Center For Human Svcs
620 Jacksonville Rd
Buckwalter Helen 522 Winding Way
Buesser Blacknell Carolyn 15 Macfarland Ave
Burns Mary G 365 Newtown Rd Apt A5
Callender Jack K Jr 6 Charter Cir
Camacho Binmatti 35 Centennial Rd
Campbell Daniel, Anna 47 Elmwood Ave
Campbell Joseph 740 Honeysuckle Dr
Canseco Ramon 307 Beech St
Caraballo Leticia Ariel 57 Grier St
Cardinal Financial Co Ltd Isao 444 Jacksonville Rd
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Carlton Pools 415 Constance Dr
Carmona Joanna 31 Holt Ter
Cass Harold W, Anna M 497 Kalmia St
Castrol Industrial 775 Louis Dr
Catering Express Inc 485 3rd Ave
Civale Antonio G 466 Juniper St
Clark Christopher 46 Neshaminy Dr
Clark Helen 522 Winding Way
Clayton Bryan K 1575 W St Rd
Clendaniel Sarah M 305 Beech St
Clites Dale R 973 Bancroft Pl
Cockroft Matilda E, John J 739 Blossom Rd
Coe Roy 59 Evans St
Collision Max 565 W St Rd
Cook Lillian D 1575 W St Rd
Corbin Kevin 120 E St Rd Apt J2 12
Cornman Jason D 196 Maple St
Corrial George 1067 Viking Dr
Countis Michael 155 Grasshopper Dr
Cowdrick Anna 560 Jacksonville Rd
Cowhey Family Supermarket 942 W St Rd
Cramer Andrew 1246 Barness Dr
Crawford April 745 Honeysuckle Dr
Creachen Christopher Charles 1535 Windmill Rd
Credo Group 700 Veterans Cir Ste 300
Cu Abstract LLC 626 Jacksonville Rd Ste 135
Cvs Pharmacy 05914 445 W St Rd
Damiani Devin 76 Willow Dr
Daniels William S 139 Crockett Rd
Data Vision 539 Jacksonville Rd
Davis Bruce A II 980 Birch Rd
Deangelis Joseph PO Box 10
Decicco Brittany, Joseph, Darby 734 Ivers Ln
Degideo Albert A 1270 Jacksonville Rd
Delgado Robert 31 Holt Ter
Derhammer Robin L 1110 Charter Rd
Dershaw Terry P PO Box 556
Detwiler Laura E 1174 Davisville Rd
Dibiagio Brian Anthony, Dennis A 878 Decker Ln
Digital Systems Group Inc 650 Louis Dr Ste 11
Dinsmore Sarah W 733 Tennyson Dr
Diven James 255 Estelle Ln
Donnelly Charles 81 Griffith Miles Cir
Dooley Joseph M 722 Ivyland Rd
Dordray Christopher 1575 W St Rd Apt 532
Douglass Scott W Jr 13518 Ann S Choice Way
Driscoll James 5 Mercer St
Dunn Brian Patrick, James Arthur 951 Ramsay Rd
Dunn Lillian I 1575 W St Rd
Educational Impact 626 Jacksonville Rd Ste 105
Egoavil Silvia 13 Tennent St
Entis Lawrence J 1214 Scott Pl
Epstein Marlene M 31305 Anne’s Choice Way
Erickson Health Medical Group Of Pe
10000 Anns Choice Way
Erickson Retirement Comm Former Naval Air Warfare Ctr
St & Jacksonville Rd 1
Fagenson Isabel 21203 Anns Choice Way
Falconio Seth 1333 Mallard Cir
Fallon James M 923 Otto Ln
Famous Footwear 932 W St Rd
Fenner Brian 1222 Irma Rd
Ferguson Robert A 953 Marian Rd
Ferguson Robert R 850 Norristown Rd
Ferrizzi Jerome 784 Meadow Dr
Finn Philomena 709 Cypress Rd
Flood Carol A 24410 Anns Choice Way
Flores Lorenso B, Olga 46 Davisville Rd
Foedisch Robert E 751 Ivyland Rd
Foulk Robert C 446 Olive St
Fpi Topcraft Fabricated Plastics 301 Ivyland Rd
Frankly Green Landscaping Inc PO Box 2683
Fred Goodman Inc 10203 Centennial Sta
Freedom Credit Union 626 Jacksonville Rd
Freeland Harvey J, Marie R Box 402
Friel Regina P, John M 341 Beech St
Friends Floor Covering Inc 350 N York Rd
Gaffin Frank K, Mary 150 Deb Ln
Gaines Nancy 517 Brook Ln
Galetti Adrienne L 986 Riviera Rd
Gallagher George M 238 St Rd Apt G106
Gallagher Mary C 403 Anns Choice Way
Gamez Jose D 120 E St Rd Apt J3 9
Garcia Ruben D 365 Newtown Rd Apt E24
Gardner Loretta 149 Delmont Ave
Gavaghan Rosemary T 25106 Anns Choice Way
Geier Barbara M 1 Grier St
Geiser Grant W 120 E St Rd Apt L1 4
Genes Auto Body Inc 2070 Stout Rd
Giaimo Giuseppe, Lecia E 1622 Stony Rd
Giardinelli Josephine Y 23203 Ann’s Choice Way
Gibbons Michael Jr 961 Worthington Dr
Gilbert Joan M 237 Luff Ln
Gillie Jeffrey 1110 Charter Rd
Gindhart Harrison M 528 Winding Way
Giuffrida Samuel J 796 Fairfield Dr
Gogel Jon 555 Smith St
Goldberg Sandra 170 Fairway Dr
Gonzalas Carmen M 51 Jamison St
Gordon Richard 1575 W St Rd Apt 422
Gorman Elizabeth A 320 B Elm St
Goss Carol N 120 E St Rd Apt M3 8
Gower Timothy A Jr 1237 Roberts Rd
Graham Rose M 16 Potter St
Greater Philadelphia Pain Mgmt 607b Louis Dr
Greene Robert N 509 Parmentier Rd
Greenwood John H 11301 Anns Choice Way
Gregg Jeffrey 885 York Rd Apt 13a
Gregin Jesta 1 Madison Ave Apt E5
Griffin Kelly 894 Fairfield Dr
Gringeri Jennie A, Louis J 678 Cheryl Dr
Grispino Frances 375 Beech St
Groarke Denise M 810 Pelham Ave
Grossman Leni 34518 Ann S Choice Way
Haase Rosalie M 712 Clifford St
Hagan Helen J 12204 Anns Choice Way
Hakobyan Rubik 868 W St Rd 306
Hamlet Elizabeth 120 E St Rd Apt G2−12
Hance Henrietta C 981 Worthington Dr
Hancock Joseph W 746 St Davids Ave
Hankel Constance J 1242 Tulip Rd
Hannan John T II, Michael R 3208 Centennial Sta
Harris George T Jr 6409 Centennial Sta
Harrison Eric 511 7th Ave
Harron Denise 1222 Irma Rd
Hauptman Adele 13317 Ann S Choice Way
Henderson James 1209 Log College Dr
Henney Eleanor D 32003 Anns Choice Way Ach Bg T03
Herbert Robert G 742 Henry Ave
Hessler Bobbie F 1411 Sinkler Rd
Heybach Robert E, Margaret 1183 Lynda Ln
Hillis Adjustment Agency 3 Barton Ave
Hirst Shirley 279 Henry Ave
Hoffman Tim J Jr 489 Grape St
Holder Emily C 892 Clover Pl
Hollimon Perry 1215 Hart Ln
How To Save A Life Karl Hottenstein 349 Madison Ave
Hsbc Mortgage Svcs Its Suc 3 Barton Ave
Huber Fern J 1220 W St Rd 8
Hudock Megan 371 Byron Rd
Ignacio Uz Carlos 810 Pelham Ave
Incollingo Mario L Jr 207 Fairway Dr
Irwin Elizabeth A 25506 Ann’s Choice Way
Jameson Joanne 885 N York Rd Unit 10c
Jennings Christopher 785 Wallace Dr
Johnson James M, Leslie 36 Potter St
Johnson Gregory P 8 Inland Rd
Johnson Olga 1 Potter St Apt 622
Jones Barbara J 1095 Valy Rd
Junker Sandra M 193 Washington Dr
Kaumann Maureen 675 E St Rd Apt 2307
Khan Mehboob A, Ijaz M 675 E St Rd Apt 1910
Kim Sang H 1 Potter St Apt 305
Kirk Robert 750 Meadow Dr
Kline John M 1229 June Rd
Knellinger Frank C 475 Ivy St
Koch Robert A 1220 W St Rd
Kohn Sheldon, Richard, Helen 81 Griffith Miles Cir
Kostas Patricia 850 Norristown Rd
Krishnaswamy Prashan 25 Valentine Rd
Kroll Paul 153 Colonial Dr
Lafferty Chevrolet Co 829 W St Rd
Landscaping Smith PO Box 2542
Lane George 626 Jacksonville Rd Ste 135
LaPOrta Brothers Contracting 375 Ivyland Rd Ste 2
Laub Susan E 1591 Carousel Dr
Lavey Robert S 1489 Tarleton Pl
Leavens Helen 817 Worthington Dr
Lehmann Joseph 422b Sunnemeade Ave
Leonards Robert A, Ruth 24514 Anns Choice Way
Leonards Robert A 371 Hancock Rd
Lewis Anne Kelly 1516 Harris Ln
Linder Loren 675 E St Rd
Long Kenneth 1214 Lynda Ln
Lynch Christophe J 787 School House Ln
Lynn Howard F 80 Woodlawn Rd
Maffei Joseph M 45 Wheatsheaf Rd
Main Line Bank 952 W St Rd
Majestic Oaks 222 Newtown Rd Majestic Oaks
Major William S Est 760 Martha Ln
Makkar Catherine M 120 E St Rd
Maldonado Juan Carlos 120 E St Rd Apt K12
Maldonado Maria 120 E St Rd M2 12
Malsbury Michael E 102 Hamilton Dr
Manning Jacqueline M 32215 Anns Choice Way
Mansfield Richard G 25414 Anns Choice Way
Marek Brett E 515 Winding Way
Marketing Group, Robert Dean 880 Louis Dr
Marlton Auto Credit 120 E St Rd Apt G2−12
Marsh Patricia A PO Box 3311
Martin Carolyn V 1147 Dager Rd
Mary G Wilkins Liv Tr Dtd 03 31 95
13520 Anns Choice Way
Masgai Donna 832 Roberts Rd
Max Weinraub 311 2000 Centennial Sta Lodge 311
Maxwell Dorothy 1013 Gates Pl
Mayer Melissa M 1100 York Rd
Mccabe Stacey 108 Monarch Ct
Mccombs Phyllis A Living Trust 32112 Anns Choice Way
Mcdonald Mildred N, Michael J 510 Spencer Ln
Mcgettigan James Jr 259 Henry Ave
Mcguinness Michela 84 Ashley Dr
Mchugh Donna L 8 Garrison Rd
Mchugh Dorothy J, Leo 1575 W St Rd Unit 212
Mcmahon Thomas L 443 Evergreen Ave
Mcnab Derek 649 Lexington Rd
Meakim Jeaneen K, Ausitn P 1223 Weber Rd
Mealia Helen T 373 Hardman Ln
Meindl Matthew 306 Henry Ave
Mellen Charles, Helen M 59 Evans St
Mendel Alexander 120 E St Rd Apt D1 6
Metzger George 493 Norwood Ave
Meyers Grace 11 Downey Dr
Middle Earth Inc 299 Jacksonville Rd
Miller Douglas H, Nora H 11518 Anns Choice
Miller Shawna Lee 1096 Seaking Dr
Minavik Stephen 475 Ivy St
Mirarchi Brothers Inc 1528 Campus Dr
Miscenich Rebecca, John D 1560 Meetinghouse Rd
Mmh Investment Group 539 Jacksonville Rd
Morell Alfred 95 Madison Ave
Morocco Geraldine 743 Tennyson Dr
Moser Paul K Jr 1043 Kemper Dr
Mouzon Marian J 1575 W St Rd Apt 127
Muldowney Mark L 1241 Kemper Dr
Murphy Patricia, Michael 305 Date St
Murray Michael P 120 E St Rd Apt M2−3
Muscant Alma, Martin Musicant 12205 Anns Choice Way
Musicant Stanley, Alma C, Martin 12205 Anns Choice Way
Nardi Gregory R 1002 Victoria Rd
Newsome George 39 Potter St
Nicholls Michelle 328 Beech St
Nicholson Sarah 21 Gibson Ave
Oaks Majestic 333 Newtown Rd
Oetting Catherine M 23115 Anns Choice Way
Oettinger Margaret A 23115 Anns Choice Way
Old Collis 743 Tennyson Dr
Olsky Stephen M 31113 Anns Choice Way
Oneill John 6 Noble St
Orzehoski 31 Dorsett Cir
Osbeck Emily T, Robert 355 Cedar St
Palmatary Thomas E, Palmatary Theresa 304 Grace Ct
Palomo Ruben 120 E St Rd Apt K3 8
Parks Jeff 675 E St Rd
Parsons Aimee S 868 Hostman Dr
Patch Henry R 360 Olive St
Paul Thelma Est 866 Ivyland Rd
Pelletier John 675 E St Rd
Penecale Leslie S 928 Log College Dr
Petro Ralph R 24109 Anns Choice Wa
Pfeiffer Jillian, Wayne 866 Davisville Rd
Piccari Press Inc 315 W St Rd
Pierson Gary A, Ann 24410 Anns Choice Way
Pincus Gertrude 13117 Anns Choice Way Ach Wp 117
Pinkerton Lynn E 799 Mueller Rd
Pittmann Nickolas A, Teresa M 777 Cotlar Ln
Plunkett James L 1335 Cloverly Rd
Pomeroy Christopher F 401 Brandywine Ct
Popper Steven M 33413 Anns Choice Way
Pulmodose East 340 Constance Dr Unit 1
Radley Christopher C, Christine 1535 Nevarc Rd
Ramirez Mario 586 Corsair Dr
Rapp Charles H 1083 Toll House Ln
Ravich Mel 1121 Valy Rd
Ravich Melvin 1121 Valy Rd
Reh Sinaida 12422 Ann S Choice
Reichert Charles F III PO Box 556
Reider Trent 81 Griffith Miles Cir
Rigau Charles J 25 Sienna Cir
Ritter Jean 368 Florence Ave
Rivas Nestor Antonio 1096 Seaking Dr
Rivera Rafael 50 Downey Dr
Rizen Angela M 1488 Tarleton Pl
Robbins Alice L 389 Maple St
Robert N Greene & Co 509 Parmentier Rd
Robey Keith R 1155 York Rd Unit B1
Rodgers Thomas M 120 E St Rd Apt E32
Rodriguez Angel 536 7th St
Romero Jose Daniel 675 E St Rd Apt 2412
Rorke Arline V 747 Lily Rd
Rossman Stephanie 977 Browning Pl
Roth Norman C 14222 Anns Choice Way
Rozario Anna 33 Wilson Ave
Rubio Reyes 107 York Rd Apt A
Russell Audrey 11302 Anns Choice Way
Ryan Thomas J 1221 Woodbrook Ln
Sanchezdiaz Guillermo R Apt 624 1575 W St Rd
Sanderson Frank 13515 Anns Choice Way Ach Wp 515
Savitski John 237 York Rd
Scheck Joseph, Mary 333 Newtown Rd
Schiebel Donald Arthur 120 E St Rd Bldg H2 Apt 6
Schlueter Ella M 735 Honeysuckle Dr
Schneider Ian 753 Tennyson Dr
Selective Insurance 693 Sheldon Dr
Senior Citizens Club 1220 W St Rd Apt 12
Seniuk Stephania B 12201 Anns Choice Way
Serafin Patricia A 1574 Grey Ln
Sexton D C 21209 Anns Choice Way Ach Br Apt 209
Shallcross William 314 Valy Forge Ct
Sheehan Christopher Gregory 657 E St Rd Apt 703
Sheehan Steven 349 Hawthorne St
Sibre Charles F 675 E St Rd Apt 1803
Simmons Jessie 675 E St Rd Apt 1813
Smith Eleanore H Est Of 1398 Kingsley Dr
Smith Group 816 Nina Way
Smith Mary 25505 Anns Choice Way
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Soberick George J 25515 Anns Choice Way
Sosa Jesus 675 E St Rd Apt 2212
Southampton Gymnastics Club Inc 36 D Vincent Cir
Spicer Carolyn A 941 Hilltop Rd
Squadron 101 Alumni Fund 1137 Toll House Ln
Stanley Kathleen 260 W St Rd
Steinbrecher Douglas 335 Hawthorne St
Storti Katherine 199 Nemoral St
Subramanian Karthikeyan 365 Newtown Rd Apt F2 r
Surgical Ctr Of Bucks Co 401 N York Rd
Sweeney Niamh 482 Acorn Dr
T Rowe Trust 817 Worthington Dr
Talley Tatianna Mercedes 120 E St Rd E 3 1
Teti Trisha J, Nicholas 345 Patton Dr
Thestores Com, Dimitri Dikman 320 1 Constance Dr
Thomas John R, Betty 373 Cedar St
Thomas Thomas J, Sonia M 513 Brook Ln
Thomas Adolphinam 648 Lily Rd
Thomas Rose 851 W Bristol Rd
Tomlinson Francis Megan 93 Chase Ave
Toroniewski Valarie A, Adam R, Jordan E 629 Jefferson Ave
Utma Pa
Torre Claudia D 120 E St Rd Apt K3 8
Transcontinental Direct U 1500 Merrill Lynch Dr
Translogic Corp 234 Veterans Way Ste 100
Trate Harry 365 Newton Rd Apt A 27
Trust Fund Of Leonard S Mccombs 32112 Anns Choice Way
Tschepikiewski Anna 276 Poplar Rd
Tull Margaret, George 226 Florence Ave
Uselis Timothy 1190 Nassau Rd
Vanguard Feduciary Tr Co 104 Newton Rd
Vanosten Michael, n Mary 996 Gorson Dr
Varallo Dominic 108 Monarch Ct
Vigorita Brandi, John 255 Olive St
Villante Patricia 555 Parmentier Rd
Viola Michele L 821 Bluebell Rd
Volk Herbert O, Eileen M 1243 Wedgewood Dr
Vw Credit Leasing Ltd Ins Svc Ctr 928 Log College Dr
Wagner Richard Paul 341 Hopwood Dr
Wanamaker Eleanor 237 York Rd
Wang June Ting 15 Wordsworth Dr
Warminster Tree House Flowers Inc 540 W St Rd
Webb Stephanie 941 Hilltop Rd
Weiss Dorothy 357 Cedar St
Wesley Auto Recovery Inc 1824 Mearns Rd
Whelan Joan Est, Anne E Moore 12405 Anns Choice Way
White Edward P Christ Home Retirement Ctr 1220 W St Rd
White George 1468 Tarleton Place
Whitsell Thomas E Jr 260 W St Rd
Whittle William 1558 Wheatfield Ln
Wike Letitia C 266 E Bristol Rd
Wilde Maria A 895 York Rd Apt 107
Wiley Michelle 527 7th Ave
Wiley Wayne 207 York Rd
Wilkins Mary G, John J 13520 Anns Choice Way
Williams James H 136 Grandview Dr
Wills Surgery Center Of Bucks 401 N York Rd
Wilson Jessica Marie 1170 Newtown Rd
Wioncek Watson Est 977 Dogwood Rd
Wolkiewicz G 7301 Centennial Sta Apt Blg7
Woodys Bbq 832 W Strd
Wyckoff Lloyd 272 Lea Ln
Yohn Karen E 948 Marshall Dr
Youtz Dorothy Charter Arms Apts 1 Potter St Apt 102
Zaengle Frederick, Marie 1365 Foster Rd
Zeccardi Toni 15305 Anns Choice Way Ach Hr Apt 305
Warrington Pa 18976
A F & L 1800 St Rd
Amg Properties LLC 1800 St Rd Ste 101
Augusta Savas 1060 Almshouse Rd
Ayling John, Warrington Mobil 1400 Easton Rd
Baek Seung I 509 Easton Rd
Bauer Harry A Sr 600 Valy Rd Apt D12
Beauchamp Edith J 1745 Appaloosa Rd
Becker Karl L 2174 Herblew Rd
Black Suzanne P, Gregg S 532 Mockingbird Way
Blore Helen 1660 Easton Rd
Boeve Borgeson Lynne PO Box 727
Borgeson Brad J PO Box 727
Boulton Maria 91 Basswood Ct
Bova Rose Melba 1700 St Rd 2j
Bowman Ian 1107 Vincent Dr
Bruin James J 1432 Easton Rd Ste 4b
Bryan Gregory A, Susan R 1700 St Rd Apt P9
Buchmann Michele A Est 2187 Bristol Rd
Burkholder Dolores F, William R 1713 Appaloosa Rd
Burstein Miriam 402 Homestead Cr
C A Inc, Michael K Almonrode 2128 Pinto Rd
C C Redevelopment 880 Mustang Rd
Caldwell Maria L 273 Sassafras Ct
Calvetti Eric E 2715 Pickertown Rd
Canale James 1337 Shadow Creek Ln
Canali Accursia Neshaminy Manor 1660 Easton Rd
Central Bucks Sd/War Rington 272 Titus Ave
Cerez Cirilo P 2212b Pileggi Rd
Cesare David D 130 Arbor Ridge Dr
Chimbo Ana 2146 Ted Jim Dr
Cicala Diana A 1769 Peach Tree Ln
Clauss John A 740 Golf Dr
Cohen Stuart M PO Box 419
Condran Mary M 503 Bradford Ave
Conly Joseph 1740 Sorrel Rd
Conricode Michael V 700 Country Club Ln
Conti Florence R 200 Claret Ct Ste203
Cook Norman A 346 N Founders Ct
Craig Richard W 2140 Robin Dr
Craven Eileen R 2199 Warwick Rd
Davis Patricia Exec 1145 Peach Tree Ln
Delosso Richard 600 Valy Rd
Delta Zeta Housing Corp Of Phi Sigma Sig
815 Sand Wedge Ct
Devine Kimberly 220 Wayside Dr
Devit Connor, Susan Devitt 2125 Horshoe Rd
Devitt Liam P 2125 Horseshoe Rd
Devitt Liam P Mail To: Susan T Devitt 2125 Horseshoe Dr
Dieckmann Alfred H 1718 Palomino Dr
Dierkes Charles P Jr 2290 Suzann Dr
Dudnyk Thomas 401 Hosta Ct
Dugan Evelyn I Ref Xxxxx6194, Td Bank 2050 St Rd
Dulsky Maureen 1700 St Rd Apt F7
Duncan Derek 1700 St Rd Apt N 5
Falco Jennifer 955 Easton Rd Apt J118
Felgoise Dorothy 600 Valy Rd Apt C57
Foedisch Eleanor 1700 St Rd No M6
Ford Robert L 1503 Stuckert Rd
Fox Rothschild Llp 2700 Kelly Rd Ste 300
Frankel Dora R 425 Homestead Cir
Furno Henry Lo 1819 Jericho Dr
Gaebel Alan 1475 Chelsea Ln
Gardner Erin, Mark 4010 Creekside Ct
Gerber Barbara Z 811 Triumphe Way
Giacomelli Mark 60 Pebble Ridge Rd
Girdner Ted 714 Marcus Cir
Gordon Helen S 600 Valy Rd Apt B36
Greenberg Stacey, Max 409 Bens Run Ct
Grimley Shannon M 335 Cedar Waxwing Dr
Gruber Shae A, Toby R 104 Fulgens Ct
Grun Jean M 2121 Bristol Rd
Hampton Inn Warrington 1570 Easton Rd
Harkin Christine 1356 Peach Tree Ln
Hasson Michael J, Scott D 180 Buttercup Blvd
Haubenstein Donald Est 100 Evodia Cir Apt 103
Hayes Anna 2118 Green Ridge Dr
Heath Samuel Patrick, Stephen W 1299 Palomino Dr
Hennessy Trey Michael, Linda 2312 Birch Ct
Herman Phillip E 704 Oriole Ct
Hills Cleaners 880 Easton Rd
Hodum Ida L 2110a Ted−Jim Dr
Houpt Charlotte A 860 Folly Rd
Immerman Tyler 403 Feldspar Ct
Jambeth Investments LLC 807 Lorraine Dr
Johnston Abbie K 1145 Peach Tree Ln
Jones Elizabeth 600 Valy Rd D37
Jones Kevin 985 Almshouse Rd
Jose Adriana B 1700 E St Rd Apt E7
Karch Charles J, Dorothy R 131 3rd St
Katz S U T D 9 15 86 1800 St Rd Ste 200
Kenney Patricia M 1519 Long Pond Dr
Kielburger Erich F II, Mckinley I 2601 Pickertown Rd
Kloss Jeffrey 3037 Bristol Rd
Konschak Albert 1824 Carriage Way
Kressly Pediatrics Pc 1432 Easton Rd Ste 3 G
Krueger Doris E 1660 Easton Rd
Kueny Martin J Jr 2310 Birch Ct
Letnyanchyn Oleh PO Box 315
Limbach Company LLC 175 Titus Ave Ste 100
Lingo Darren 1497 Greenleaf Dr
Loranca Rivera Luis Enriq 2026 Bristol Rd
Lu Qiang 306 Princeton D
Lucas Heaven Debra 1102 Princeton Ct
Lurye Leonard 2352 Deer Path Dr
Macfarland Richard H 629 N Settlers Cir
Mastrocco Anthony P Sr 2264 Dogwood
Maxjay Cathleen 382 Redbud Ct
Mccall Edward 101 Hill Top Ct
Mcelhinney Erin 910 Partridge Pl
Meeco Inc 250 Titus Ave
Mehta R, Bhavi Motel LLC 1570 Easton Rd
Meinel Haley A, Alan W 660 Griffiths Rd
Merchant Wahida A 2301 Forest Glenn Dr
Miller Edgar 2156 Lisa Dr
Miller Jean 134 Morning Walk Dr
Monaghan Monica A 4006 Creekside Ct
Morales Mari 1700 St Rd Apt R10
Morison John N 2156 Herblew Rd
Mortimer Beverly A 2104 Georges Ln
Motta Sydney, Cynthia Zimmer 1846 Acorn Way
Moyer Svcs Group 600 Valy Rd
Mrs Bs Furniture Outlet 1111 Easton Rd
Murphy Walter F 262 Titus Ave
Ohanlon John 1700 St Rd 422
Omelyaneako Vyacheslav 105 Hilltop Ct
Pac Liza F 1380 Easton Rd
Panchal Jayantibhai R 1700 St Rd Apt H2
Parker Angel Ashley 2143 Green Ridge Dr
Peleg Yariv 163 Buttercup Blvd
Pfeil Laura J, Thomas 1004 Malvern Ct
Przybylek Catherine A 2389 Upper Barness Rd
Quinn Michele 2110 Horseshoe Rd
Quinones Angelo J, Joseph 1538 E Gablestone Cir
Ramamurthy Karthik 1700 St Rd
Ramirez Laura R 45 Norristown Rd 11
Reichwein Constance 309 Eaton Ct
Reimer Charles T 102 Basswood Ct
Ricciuti Richard 2012 Cedar Dr
Richards John H 2032 Greyhorse Dr
Rickards Cynthia 2251 Gdn Ave
Riepen Caroline M 403 Homestead Cir
Rimmer Donald V 627 Neshaminy Ave
Rivera Wilfredo PO Box 292
Robbins Robert J, Brett 600 Valy Rd Apt A11
Rogers Donald W, Beryl M 2141 Longview Rd PO Box 387
S R Mazda Assoc 907 Master Manor
Sayles Victoria, Timothy 1060 Almshouse Rd
Schlauer Albert R Sr 2232 Tohickon Ln
Scullen Barbara 220 Wayside Dr
Seddon Howard W 2392 Tabatha Dr
Serban Michael 2469 Pine Cone Rd
Sklodowski Anna, Anthony S 549 Bradford Ave
Smale Nicole 2290 Suzann Dr
Smythe Andrea F 174 Buttercup Blvd
Snyder Kim L 600 Valy Rd Apt C22
Stefano Donna J 131 3rd St
Summers Jennifer L 1464 Turk Rd
Sweigart Birgitta C 860 Folly Rd
Taylor Elizabeth C 2359 Greensward S
Thomas Nancy Jo 2383 Greensward N
Thompson Charles Jr 1700 St Rd Apt P10
Topel Fred J 830 Warrington Ave
Tr C Katz U T D 9 15 86 1800 St Rd Ste 200
Trustee Of Lowes Home Center Inc 1107 Vincent Dr
Turtle Paul W, Sally K 600 Valy Rd Apt E35
U T D 9 16 93 Riepen Irrev Trust 403 Homestead Cir
Urofsky Ricki D 704 Oriole Ct
Valerio Andres 2278 Pileggo Rd
Villa Barolo 1373 Easton Rd Fl 1
Volpe Fausto 2492 Greensward S
Waddell Timothy J 120 E St Rd Apt H27
Watts Eric 3099 Bristol Rd
Williams Keith A 2129 Herblew Rd 1
Williamson Clarke E PO Box 749
Wright Joangela, Keith 600 Valy Rd
Wulc Allan E 847 Easton Rd
Xie Xueqie 306 Princeton D
Zappacosta Joanne M 100 Evodia Cir Apt 103
Warwick Pa 18974
Benizri Crystal Denise 401 Silveroak Ct
Blue Sage Enterprises 1479 Tarleton Pl
Bocchicchio Janeen M 1002 Conway Ct
Boyd John F 3105 Knox Ct
Centofanti Nicholas J, John M 1156 Maxwell Mnr
Deangelis Michael A 302 Oaktree Ct
Ehrmann Mildred F 1110 Sterling St
Englebreth Rita 941 Nathaniel Trail Warwick Trail
Golden Susan 302 Oaktree Ct
Inglese Joan P 206 Oaktree Ct
Jamison Francis, Andrea 1409 Warwick Ln
Karpeta Gregory, Ewa 106 Summerhill Ct
Killion Linda L 926 Hamilton Way
Koval Galina 106 Julian Dr E
Leister Janine M, Anne E 1107 Julian Dr W
Linsk David M 910 Hamilton Way
Mcneil Eugene 102 Middlebury Dr
Metzger Lore, Ralph 1236 Scott Place
Rosner Leah 3208 Knox Ct
Scanelli Anthony D Est 108 Middlebury Dr
Scannelli Mary R 108 Middlebury Dr
Umansky Marina 206 Silver Oak Ct
Vrk Enterprises Inc 4201 Knox Ct
Washington Crossing Pa 18977
Conlon Kevin 1644 Thistlewood Dr
Cooper L Robert Old Trolly Rd
Copper Edward C Sr, Charles L, Evelyn R
1088 Taylorsville Rd
Davis Martha, Glenn 58 Betts Dr
Derry Pearl M 1120 Taylorsville Rd
Dickerson Eileen K 1118 General Sullivan Rd
Garots Stephen PO Box 21
Goldstein Mark 40 Van Artsdalen Dr
Gorring Robert L, Lilla A 1251 Gen Wash Mem Blvd
Heble Arun R PO Box 66
Hoffman Grover Sharon D 1004 Swayze Ave
Howell John T 10 Spring Ct
Hunter Vainey Kim 199 River Rd
Inn To The Woods 150 Glenwood Dr
J G Park Assoc Inc PO Box 518
Koller Realty Inc, K & E Paulus 68 Betts Dr
Latigona Arlene 3 Dunkin Dr
Mccormick Mark P 85 Dispatch Dr
Mckenzie Elizabeth R 11 Averstone Dr E
Miller Frank P 134 Glenwood Dr
Oneill Alyson C O P M Co 54 Bailey Dr
Pratt Edward C 1 Canal Run E
Reichlin Peter PO Box 488
Schiavoni Eugene, Guido 1272 Taylorsville Rd
Scotto Brian G 31 Jericho Run
Seiler Francine 31 Sentinel Rd
Sill Ann Marie 52 Dispatch Dr
Smestad Varney Mary, Vainey Mary 199 River Rd
Sodexho Health Care PO Box 620 0601
Spiezle Scott 6 Timber Knoll Dr
Stahl Herbert D Est RT 1 84
U T D 5 27 93 Wallace Irrev Trust 9 Decision Way W
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Vainey Marissa 199 River Rd
Varney Kim H, Marissa N, Charles, Shannon 199 River Rd
Wallace Patricia F 9 Decision Way W
Wright Simona, R D 45 Dillon Way
Zucchetti Anthony 48 Heritage Hills Dr
Washington Xing Pa 18977
Anastasi Charles S, Lauren, Mark, Richard 61 Canal Run W
Bentley Drivers Club N E Region, Matthew A Sysak
27 Canal Run E
Bradley Mary E 7 Commanders Dr
Gray Beth 5 Betts Dr
Hamilton Douglas 170 Aquaduct Rd
Master Loyola A 1613 Thistlewood Dr
Mauro Gabriella F, Mauro Dawn M 36 Terrell Dr
Sysak Matthew A 27 Canal Run
Wallace Patricia F, Edward Jr 9 Decision Way E
Xing Fncl Conslnt Inc PO Box 737
West Bristol Pa 19007
Deluca Joanne M 305 Park Ave
Mokan Douglas 507 Park Ave
Simon Barbara J, Stacy Vetovick 904 Laings Ave
Yellow Freight Systems Inc, Gallagher Bassett Svc
916 Ctr Ave
Wrightstown Pa 18940
Evans Jeffrey Michael 164 Pheasant Ln
Frey Steven F 591 Durham Rd
Humola Randy R 487 Durham Rd
Tcp Ventures 148 Parsons Ln
Wycombe Pa 18980
Corless Allan L 1053 Park Ave Box 234
Hayman Judy PO Box 106
Krakovitz Mark Richard, Pearl PO Box 5
Schoch Susan PO Box 95
Walter Christine, Charles 865 Cherry Ln PO Box 256
Yardley Pa 19067
Addison Cresente C 1654 Fairfield Rd
Alexander Chalier 148 N Main St
Almac Clinical Tech, Linda Brennan 1040 Stony Hill Rd
Ste 200
American Home Mortgage Svc 232
Amice Amy M, Benjamin 815 River Rd 2nd
Amster Bernard J 8 Moon Cir
Andreczski Olivia 24208 Cornerstone Dr
Anthony James IV 217 Cinnabar Ln
Appalaraju Srikanth 2603 Waterford Rd
Arias Enrique D PO Box 394
Ashby Toni 910 Sensor Rd
Axis Healthcare Comm 800 Township Line Rd
Backes William W 700 Oxford Valy Rd
Bacsik Eileen M 209 Penn Valy Ter
Bahm George 1005 Buckingham Way
Bainbridge Securities Inc 301 Oxford Valy Rd Ste 801b
Bane David 1627 Polo Run Dr
Barr Robert 1048 Erin Ct
Bartal Amy M 560b S Dove Rd
Baumert George S 5 Del Rio Dr
Benish Stella M 233 W Ferry Rd
Bersack Mary T 701 Stewarts Way
Betanbes Dellin 1504 Kathy Dr
Betty Moran 410 Yardley Cmns
Beyer Marthe 1759a Finch Ct
Bianchi Isabella 807 Winthrop Dr
Biundo Giuseppina 16102 Cornerstone Dr
Blackburn Cleveland Jr, Damion Carmichael
70 W Afton Ave
Boan Keith 1656 A Bluebird Dr
Bolger James 1000 Meridian Way
Bower Christine A 625b Rose Hollow Dr
Brabant Michele H 65 Black Rock Rd
Brandt Christian, Tyler 821 Hudson Dr
Breithaupt Krista 1562 Bud Ln
Brisendine Roy Af 301 Oxford Valy Rd
Brockman Susan M 1121 Polo Run Dr
Buckley Robert K 680 Heacock Rd 103
Bucks Co Heartlink Network 550 Heritage Oak Dr
Byrne Patrick, Lesa 8 Riverdale Rd
Caliber One Indemnity Co 1040 Stoney Hill Rd Ste 200
Cammarasana M 2403 Sterling Rd
Canal Street Grille 27 E Afton Ave
Caputo Joseph J, Mary G 7 South Dr
Cardinali Richard 13107 Cornerstone Dr
Carus Clinical Comm 375 Oxford Valy Rd Ste 320
Cascade Beagle Rescue Inc PO Box 393
Chambers John B 666b Woodford Ln
Chase Gary H 1459 Clinton Dr
Cho Kihwan 1372 Violetwood Ct
Choromanski Walter E 311 Newtown Yardley Rd
Chow Chanchi J 838 Winthrop Dr
Church Capital Mgmt LLC 301 Oxford Valy Rd Ste 80
Ciaccia Paul Jr 110 Longshore Ave
Clarke Mott Evelyn 156 Pine Ln
Cocci Rose 1912 Westover Rd
Coen Kathryn 6 Del Rio Dr
Cohen Stephanie K 658 Friar Dr
Cole Rosemarie 1353 Heller Dr
Coley Raymond A, Irene E 1567 Brock Creek Dr
Community Radiology Of Uphs 777 Township Line Rd
Ste 150
Connors Matthew T 678 Laurel Ln
Conway Beatrice H Est 1214 Evergreen Rd
Cooper Richard, Julia F 352 Ramsey Rd
Costantini Earnest 10 Sunnyside Ln
Cramer Gail 132 S Main St
Croasdale Pam 800 Township Line Rd
Cullen Gerard M 66 W College Ave
Daniels Donna 585 Aspen Woods Dr
Darby Matteoda Richard T 559 Hearthstone Dr
Darby Terence 559 Hearthstone Dr
Debiasi David A 34 Fairway Dr
Demartino Celestino 31 Maple Ave
Desimone Anthony, Eve 1064 Garey Dr
Diablo Nancy 1901 Gregg Ct
Dickert Charles T, Janice 10 Glenolden Rd
Dietrich Allyson K 1292 Albright Dr
Dobre Dumitru 32 Howley Dr
Dobronte Elizabeth PO Box 204
Donald W Henderson Tr 1491 Innis Ln
Donovan Laura Fasbach 1804 Wrightfield Ave
Dossantos Steve, Rose 27 Morningside Dr
Dougherty Thomas S 18208 Cornerstone Dr
Dress Charles F 647 Palmer Ln
Dubin Jennifer A, n Gail F 1014 Smt Dr
Dunaief David Matthew, Leah 25201 Cornerstone Dr
Durso Robin 1297 Albright Dr
Ebrahimighatar Syed 143 Pine Ln
Eichler Susan 3403 Sterling Rd
Estey David A 51 East Philadelphia Ave
Evans Florence E 2232 Polo Run Dr
Evans Muriel B 191 S Canal St
Faia Margarita 273 S Flint Ct
Feldheim Eric 1237 Edgewood Rd
Ferranti Vito 6 Mark Anthony Ct
Ferrara Justine N 329 Rowantree Cir
Finder Scott D 485 Jenny Dr
Fischer Mark 33 E Afton Ave Apt 2
Fischer William 18107 Cornerstone Dr
Fletcher Edgar C 101 Arborlea Ave
Fletcher Valerie 2112 Polo Run Dr
Floral Val Phase III 1000 Foral Val Blvd
Francona Jacqueline S, Terry 958 Hunt Dr
Frankel Susan L 6 Glen Dr
Frederick C Mccormick Irrevocable Trust 553 Scattergood Ct
Freed Karen 2122 Polo Run Dr
Fried Alexis J, Mark D 721 Stewarts Way
Friedman Florence 1811 Makefield Rd
Funches Judith M 1352 Brentwood Rd
Fx Express Publishing Inc 310 Floral Vale Blvd
Gale Alice T 42 W College Ave 315
Garbini Lisa R 181 Wildflower Cir
Garlits Pauline A 59 Morgan Ave
Garrigan Cristin L 1148 University Dr
Gattin Fay K 630 B Rose Hollow Dr
Gekowski Kathleen M 408 Floral Vale Blvd
Genin Ilya D 503 Aspen Woods Dr
Genovese Caroline S 18 Springreee Ln
Giglio Heather L 40 Bedford Pl
Giordano Anthony L 1017 Randolph Dr
Glasshofer Sheldon, Bonita 905 Hunt Dr
Glickman Beth 17 S Bell Ave
Glickman Beth L 1365 Brentwood Rd
Glynn Maribeth 670 Leslie Ln
Goetz Rebecca P 142 Juliet Rd
Goring Keith E 534 Aspen Woods Dr
Grafenstine David G Est 53 S Main St
Graham Kathryn 3105 Sterling Rd
Graiff Angela 607 Rose Hollow Dr
Graver Eric J 41 Bedford Pl
Griffith Matthew, Logan 570a S Dove Rd
Grissinger James 3804 Waltham Ct
Groome James E Jr S Main
Guerrero Fernando A 1381 Pepperbush Ct
Hadley David P 1166 University Dr
Halbkram L R 401 Kathy Dr
Hallett Khaleef Munir 527 Nottingham Dr
Halper Phillip 170 S Main St Ste C
Hanley Maggie A 502 Palmer Farm Dr
Hansbury John G 44 Bedford Pl
Hardy Susan, Gary 1498 Merrick Rd
Harkins Richard, Linda P 1549 Silo Rd
Harris Brent 1269 Edgewood Rd
Hastie William 3 Del Rio Dr
Hayes Maureen A Msw 76 Black Rock Rd
Henderson Donald W 1491 Innis Ln
Herald Publishing Co 790 Township Line Rd
Hickey Kathleen M, John G 151 N Main St
Hildreth Stephen C, Kriste T 915 Lanyard Rd
Hildreth Kathleen E 8108 Spruce Mill Dr
Hilliard Barry 232 Meadow Dr
Hillman Frederick J III 30 Riverdale Rd
Hjembo Robin H 1309 Revere Rd Apt D
Ho Charles 620 Rosalind Run
Holmequist Dolores 1050 N Kimbels Rd
Homely Vogola L 134 S Bell Ave
Hovick James Est Of 6 Serene Ln
Hoyer Dorothy F Makefield Glen 489 Cedar Hollow Dr
Hudson Audrey C, William James 134 S Bell Ave
Ingraham Zack 1597 Lakeview Cir
Jackman Virginia E 1382 Beechdrop Ct
Jackson Jessica 2106 Brookhaven Dr
Jacobs William P Est 1553 Butterfly Ct
Jaramillorana Marta 530 American Dr
Jezyk Matthew D, N K 3 Effingham Rd
Jon Barry Di Nola 2 S Main St
Jorgenson Eric L 41 Walnut Ln
Joyce Joann 108 Pennsylvania Ave Apt B
Jt Ten Michael Margulies 308 Cinnabar Ln
Kaler Helena J 503 Aspen Woods Dr
Katz Marilyn, Harold 1318 Moon Dr
Keane John T 1583 Willow Pond Dr
Kearney Jon T 8 Brook Ln
Kemery Christianne 554 Apen Woods Dr
Kemp Daria M 1121 Polo Run Dr
Kepa Mariusz 1707 Yardley Rd
Kerr Liam N 1226 Yardley Rd
Kirschenbaum Jeff 1078 Randolph Dr
Klatzkin Audrey K 6 Eton Rd
Klein Elayne 671 River Rd
Knoke Kristy L 560 Aspen Woods Dr
Kotlyar Konstanti 642b Rose Hollow Dr
Kozak Eugene, Harry P Flannagan III 1441 Wheatsheaf Rd
Kushner Cohen Carol 658 Friar Dr
Kusmierczyk Michael J 7806 Spruce Mill Dr
Kuzma Elsie O 442 Stony Hill Rd
Lala Ranjana, Rajat 289 S Fieldstone Ct
Lambinus Earl C 90 S Main St Apt 1
Lanctot Philip M 362 Twig Ln
Lang John 400 Sweetbriar Ct
Lang Patricia 1507 Ester Ln
Larson Gabriele H, Brad L 1852 Inverness Dr
Lee Jacqueline A Est 16 S Main St PO Box 381
Lehmann Elizabeth 2403 Brookhaven Dr
Lifeshield Inc 770 Township Line Rd Ste 350
Little Annamay 1528 Stapler Dr
Little Christopher M 60 Letchworth Ave
Lizerbram Deborah 1418 Heather Cir
Locane Frank A 353 Margery Rd
Love Jonathan R 1663 Trellis Cir Apt B
Loveland Lynn D 8 Brook Ln
Luise Karen 1032 Garey Dr
Lundy Enterprises LLC PO Box 1206
Lynn Charlotte T, Francis W 12 Wilfred Dr
Mack Jennie A, Jane H 3406 Waltham Ct
Madison At Bay Pointe 770 Township Line Rd Ste 150
Madison At Chestnut Hill 770 Township Line Rd Ste 150
Madison At Northwoods 770 Township Line Rd Ste 150
Mager Bruce R, Susan A 1502 Hayfield Dr
Mahoney Eileen, James 14 Austin Rd
Mangiaracina Giacomo 606 Burgundy Pl
Mangum R Jennings Est 700 Oxford Valy Rd
Manna Kimberly A 1393 Knox Dr
Manzo Maxence J, Virginie Devaux−Rauen
1044 S Kimbles Rd
Maquire Samantha 611 E Melissa Cir
Marcus Nealy 1300 University Dr
Marini Anthony A 619 Friar Dr
Martin Richard C 291 Cricket Ct
Martin William 49 Black Rock Rd
Massicotte Vicky Sauriol 1112 Daffodil Dr
Mcaloose Anne M 362 Emerald Dr
Mccabe Christopher, C 611 River Rd
Mccormick Craig D 1425 Scarlet Oak Rd
Mckee Joseph 602 Yardley Commons
Mcwilliams Lillian 1300 University Dr
Mellin John R 207 Taylorsville Rd
Mendelson Amy Lynne 1400 Silo Rd
Mendlow Edward R 2805 Waterford Rd
Mercer Family Of Ymca, Donald Painter, Bob Lande
7 Morningside Dr
Messer Nate F 23306 Corner Stone Dr
Meyer Rebecca J 1209 Dickinson Dr
Michael M Castor Doctor Of Ch 301 Oxford Valy Rd
Ste 1104
Michaels Joseph F 2306 Yardley Rd
Millward Kathleen G 341 Sherwood Dr
Minnella Humbert, Mary P, John 607 Rose Hollow Dr
Monfalcone Joan M 5 Oak Ave
Moon Mary 47 Rickert Dr
Morba Mary Ellen 1566 Applewood Cir
Morrison Joseph 498 Palmer Farm Dr
Mother Daughter Team Inc The Af 301 Oxford Valy Rd
Mullen Joseph A 1808 Makefield Rd
Murphy Michael 502 Aspen Woods Dr 36
Murphy Mildred D 212 Penn Valy Ter
Murray Jessie K 918 Hamilton Dr
Napiecek Steven J 1190 Longmeadow Ln
Nash Maureen E 1226 Yardley Rd
Nicchi Gandolpho 1220 Yardley−Morrisville Rd
Nolting Leon A, Leroy 581 Kings Rd
Norman Arnold 504 Kings Rd
Norton Darcy C, Norton Kim B 209 Ballytore Ct
Nowill Donald P 12 Plymouth Ln
Obrien Theresa 660 Fox Hollow Dr
Oconnell Edward 1463 Clinton Dr
Olszewski Helen 859 Manor Gate St
Otis R 885 Sensor Rd
Paradigm Visions Inc 385 Oxford Valy Rd Ste 412
Parks Kenneth 630 Burgundy Place
Paroya Kamran 575 Long Acre Ln
Patterson Rosanna 1342 Knox Dr
Pellecchia Rosario P 1122 Brian Ct
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Perez Jesus D 614 Deerbrook Dr
Petrangeli Danielle R, Derek A 530 Gordon Dr
Phillips Kathleen 7306 Spruce Mill Dr
Phinney Margaret M, Meghan 1280 Lexington Dr
Pierce Mabel E 1410 Kathy Dr
Porter Lindsay 2202 Lynbrooke Dr
Powell Roy A, Abby 1597 Clark Dr
Powers James N, Powers Brian J 31 Edgewood Rd
Prophet 21 19 W College Ave
Provenzano Marie C 34 Fairway Dr
Quattrone Chelsea, S J 530 Gordon Dr
Quinn Michelle M 250 Oxford Valy Rd
Raab George W 121 Dolington Rd
Ramos Saul J 12 Del Rio Rd
Rbc Dain, Bainbridge Securities 301 Oxford Valy Rd
Ste 801b
Realen Homes L P 1040 Stoney Hill Rd Ste 100
Reddy Vyshali 6405 Spruce Mill Dr
Rednor Jeffrey D 627 W Melissa Cir
Ren Susan I 25 W College Ave
Reph Normalee A 139 Barbara Dr
Richard S Egan Ira, Bainbridge Securities
301 Oxford Valy Rd Ste 801b
Rider Paula 888 Gainsway Rd
Rinschler Claudia A 1582 Candace Ln
Roecker John T 892 Duchess Dr
Roman Arlene S, Stacey E 967 Hunt Dr
Rosenau Joshua M 124 Mountain Oaks Rd
Rosenthal Debra, Wilma 1475 Greenmeadows Rd
Rosenzweig Paul 481 Cedar Hollow Dr
Rossi Carol J 1347 Apple Blossom Dr
Roth Stanley 167 Crestview Way
Rucker Tara 16 S Main St PO Box 381
Rudd Harold R Jr, Cassidy E 287 Emerald Dr
Rumpa Tim 1679 Barnswallow Rd
Saedal Stephen 115 N Delaware Ave
Sahasrabuddhe Sonali Samir 1663 Covington Rd
Sample La Monte 668 Stony Hill Rd 200
Sanchez Laura 1803 Covington Rd
Santiago Peggy A, Robert L 2005 Woodland Dr
Sarnoff Jeffrey R 1007 Yardley Commons
Savage Sean 20208 Cornerstone Dr
Saviers Marion R 2101 Stackhouse Dr
Scheps Marcia 100 Pierson Miller Dr 697 Brose Hollow Dr
Schuman Ida Z 1303 Moon Dr
Sharpe Jessica 586 S Dove Rd B
Shimberg Julius 631 Stony Hill Rd
Shinkle Margurite C Est 454 Cedar Hollow Dr
Shortell Robert E 203 Elm Ave
Shostedt Marie L, James W 67 Sutphin Pnes
Shovlin Kathleen G 1050 Lafayette Dr
Showaker R Edward 1220 Yardley−Morrisville Rd
Shri Food Inc 5208 Spruce Mill Dr
Simms Kathleen A 879 Big Oak Rd
Singer Lori G 1903 Waterford Rd
Skoler Glen D 930 Gainsway Rd
Small Kate S 301 Oxford Valy Rd Ste 603 A
Sobotka Christophe D 105 Lantern Ct
Soccer Corner Ltd 14 S Main St
Sommer Juliet C PO Box 394
Sowerbutts David J 53 S Main St
Squyres Coy 359 Richard Rd
Srein Michael P 43 Bedford Pl
St John Agnes, Richard 135 Hyde Park Place
Staerzl Bonny R 530 Gordon Dr
Stanley Clyde 7703 Spruce Mill Dr
Starzl Bonny R, Mark 530 Gordon Dr
Stebbins Russell M 801 Kathy Dr
Stefanowski Amelia R, Sophia 216 Penn Valy Ter
Stein Bradley E 571 Aspen Woods Dr
Stein Lyra M 7303 Spruce Mill Dr
Strysko Ethel 100 Pierson Miller Dr 697 Brose Hollow Dr
Taboada Javier G 347 Robin Hood Dr
Taddeo Daniela 976 Drexel Dr
Thomas Hadley Marion 1166 University Dr
Tilton John Scott 329 Rowantree Cir
Titan Access Systems Inc 1135 Garey Dr
Todor Emil T 1632 Bluebird Dr B
Todor Josephine M 1632 Bluebird Dr
Travers Antoinette 681a Rose Hollow Dr
Tunnat Nicole 597b Wrensong Rd B
U G M A−Pa Meredith Lane 1583 Willow Pond Dr
Ua 29−Mar−95 Irrevocable Trust 620 Rosalind Run
Unger Lenore R 120 N Main St
Unis Paul 15 Edgemere Dr
Valentine Tracey 17 Concord Ln
Valeriohealy Toni 49 E Afton Ave
Van Reet I 1214 Polo Run Dr
Vandemark Emily A 1198 Waterwheel Dr
Vanderpool Ramon 89 Polington Rd
Vanguard Teneralli Thomas 1018 Queens Dr
Vanguard Fiduciary Trust Co 2122 Polo Run Dr
Vanhart Elsie R 189 S Canal St
Vanhoeck Barbara A 1613 Lakeview Cir
Varney Marissa River Rd
Velcera Inc, Dennis Steadman 777 Township Line Rd Ste 17
Venture Air 1480 Greenmeadows Rd
Verispan LLC 800 Township Line Rd Ste 125
Wang Justin 1002 Yorkshire Dr
Warda Slawomir, Halina 314 W Ferry Rd
Waywood Catherine D 1780 Greenbriar
Weinholtz Randen J 1242 Madison Dr
Wernovsky Harris 4002 Waltham Ct
Wild Linda A 1303 Waterford Rd
Wilhelm Lauren B, Jill 1980 Timberlake Dr
Williams Mattie 921 Moyer Rd
Woloshin Jeffrey 301 Oxford Valy Rd Ste 103b
Woods Christopher 400 Sweetbriar Ct
Yang Xin 942 Piper Ln
Yardley Mgmt Solutions Inc 235 Emerald Dr
Yardley Professional 41 E Afton Ave
Yasembousky Mary R 869 S Crescent Blvd
Yetter Richard A 2106 Yardley Rd
Ym Tennis Program Co, Michael D Cremens
2002 Woodland Dr
Young Christine M 347 Saly Rd
Youngblood Allyson 921 Moyer Rd
Zaharoni Roy 281 Hideony Rd
Zarkowski Victoria Est 1702 Clydesdale Cir
Zhang Yajiong 1722 Polo Run Dr
Zhang Yi H 470 Palmer Farm Dr
Ziaylek Theodore P 152 Riverview Ave
Butler County
Annandale Pa 16018
Walker William Rr 1 Box 142
Boyers Pa 16020
Ferrere William, Hattie RR 1 Box 154a
Hermann Susan L 220 Murrin Rd Box 162
Krause Suzanne M 1b 525 Knights Bridge
Metals Remediation I 170 Mcjunkin Rd
Rebman Harold J, Mary L PO Box 93
Ruffing Lawrence A Jr 140 Windy Rd
Sneberger Jack J 240 Redbrush Rd
Wooster James 784 Branchton Rd
Bruin Pa 16022
Browser Roy PO Box 134
Campbell Karen 138 Sta St
Stevenson Beverly PO Box 37
Butler Pa 16001
Adams Vicki, Eric 79 Jamisonville Rd
Albert Emalie, Manuel 211 1st St
Albert William B 201 E Cunningham St
Allison Geneieve W 107 4th Ave
Alwine Linda 401 W Pearl St
American Legion Post 117 104 Reo St
Anderson Matthew 401 Cherokee Dr
Angelo Kenneth J 530 N Main St 405
Antreth Howard O 443 N Bluff St
Api Autobody Products In 133 S Monroe St
Armstrong Cable Svcs Armstrong Utilities Inc
One Armstrong Place
Arrow Financial 113 Neely Ln
Artman Derrick J 409 Mercer St
Autobody Products Inc 133 S Monroe St
Baglier Mazda 709 S Main St
Baldauff Judith I, Adam, Jennifer 150 Alameda Rd 26
Barber Janet M, Paul R 113 Shroyer Mill Rd
Bartmas Samantha 465 Jamisonville Rd
Base Weber 350 Zeigler Ave
Basham Estelle M 231 S Eberhart Rd
Been Stephen L 300 W North St 2
Bellisario Antonio Mario 101 Deer Run Dr
Benbrook Pharmacy LLC 100 Technology Dr Ste 1
Bengler Michael 112 W Brady St
Bhs Nallathambi Med Asso 131 E Cunningham St
Birckbichler Wendel A 20 K & L Ln
Blystone Doreen 322 Miller Ave
Bolten Frederick 415 N Main St Apt 301
Bonanni Clarice L 1021 New Castle St
Boring Josephine 109 Lyon Ave
Bowers Irene 208 E Walnut St
Bowman Mary A 138 4th Ave
Bowser Doris V Lumar Village Apt 11a
Bowser Jessica 107 Oberlin Dr
Bowser Mae L 3b Lumar Vlg
Boyle David 330 New Castle St Apt 2
Bradford Walter 617 W Penn St 3
Brast Louise C 325 S Mckean St Apt 211
Broad Josh 201 Beulah Rd
Brown John 110 Andrews Tr
Brown Kevin 5108 Rosecrest Place
Brown Velma 110 Andrews Tr
Bruce Wesley S 307 One Half N Monroe St
Bruzzese Michael J 100 Forest Hts Apt C14
Btr Co Chap Waterfowl Usa Ltd 112 Cashdollar Ln
Burd Theresa A 105 4th Ave
Burkett Kathy 111 Whitestown Rd
Butler Truck Parts 457 Oneida Valy Rd
Butterfield Sandra A 319 Brown Ave Apt A
Buzas William 310 N Monroe St
Caggiano Kim 1 N Brdway Ste 120
Callihan Jeffrey H 227 Highfield Rd
Campbell Marion 422 Mercer St
Carlson Roberta 116 Branon Ln
Carpenter Donna M 106 Pine St
Carraway Quincy 319 Brown Ave Apt A
Cartenson Eliza 223 E Walnut St
Carter Daniel D 100 Forest Hts Apt D32
Chaffee Steven R 192 New Castle Rd
Chaffin Raymond D, Donald R 260 Home Ave
Chicquennoi John G 813 Wood St
Christie Israel Craig 112 Shawnee Dr
Cindric Matthew R 143 N Main St Apt 2
Cirillo 240 East Christy Ave
Clauser Richard E 201 South St
Claypool Melinda 113 Ctr Ave
Connacher Hope A, Karen 128 Delaware Dr
Consolidated Comm 212 S Main St
Corbo Thomas J 5433 Kissell Ave
Cotellese John 552 3rd St
Coulter Jean E 260 Pullman Sq Pmb 172
Country Motors Inc 630 Evans City Rd
Craig Christopher 504 Bredin St
Crouch Elizabeth, Glenn 615 Eau Claire St
Cunningham Harold L Jr 228 Bennett Dr
Cupp Ruth E Est, Robert 745 S Main St
Damanick Leslie 150 Oak St
Dandoy Arthur J, Mary A 530 N Main St Apt 610
Daugherty John 240 E Cunningham St
Davis Richard E 204 N Magnolia Dr
Davliakos George P 104 Arabian Cir
Dent Joseph N, Sally J 423 W North St
Deriggi Eric 357 Sawmill Run Rd
Dicuccio William 480 E Jefferson St
Diehl Collision Center 109 College St
Dietrich David C 5106 Mccandless Rd
Dillon Cheryl 322 E Brady St Apt 2
Donahue Aaron 306 W Pearl St
Dorsch Ronald J, Paula S 139 Autumn Dr
Dorsch William 511 S Benbrook Rd
Dowdy Susan 303 E Brady St
Doyle Lawrence P 1032 Old Orchard Dr
Duckett Wyatt David, Heather K34 Forest Hts
Duffy Robert 17 Sunflower Rd
Edwards Kirk B 104 Saddlebrook Cir
Erdos Brian G 104 Mulberry Dr
Estate of Marion Campbell 422 Mercer St
Estate of Patricia Myers 632 Ctr Ave
Eyler Dennis 247 Ctr Ave
Fairfield Inn Butler 200 Fairfield Ln
Feil Edward G 229 Whitestown Village Apt C
Fennell Barbara F, Lewis W 411 New Castle Rd
Fennell Todd A 106 Springhouse Dr
Fetters Shannon 203 Pinehurst Rd
First Seneca Bank Ctr Ave
Fisher William J 120 Rothen Ave
Fleske John E 112 Easy St
Floform Usa 602 Evans City Rd Ste 101a
Foreman Maude 308 N Main St
Frank Patrick A 223 Mercer St
Frawley Susan 126 Frawley Ave
Frazier Allison 1803 N Main St
Freedom Wireless Inc Jay Rodgers 160 Alameda Plz
Freehling Cynthia 320 S Washington St
Fulmer Lawrence J 325 New Castle Rd Unit 55
Furman Ann 428 W Cunningham St
Garber Harry B 530 N Main St Apt 403
Garrison Bonnie RR 1
Geibel Funeral Home 201 E Cunningham St
Georgakis Jacob D 400 W New Castle St
George David W Est 725 Mercer Rd
Gettman Jeffrey, Kate 205 Home Ave
Gibson Lillian I 262 N Duffy Rd
Gillot Eleanor Lafayette Apts Box 55 302 S Main St
Glasgow Paul 114 Milheim Dr
Glendys Keily Tronzo 520 Mercer Rd
Glenn Linda F 302 N Main St Apt 6
Glenn Richard 218 E Fulton St
Globis Kenneth A 554 New Castle St
Goettler J 153 Hindman Rd
Graham David 305 Grand St Ext
Gray Maureen A 115 Mayfield Dr
Grenek Norma 143 Greehill Dr
Gulevich John E 218 Willard Ave
Gulisek T 400 Morgan Ctr
Gumburg J J 101 Clearview Cir
Gutshall Susan 110 Andrews Tr
Hagins Zoe D 325 S Mckean St
Harry E W 105 Farmington Dr
Harvey Jennifer 209 E Rockenstein Ave
Heath Terrence 214 W Brady St
Hepler Suzanne C 553 4th St
Hill Boys Inc 116 N Main St Apt 1
Hinterlang Blaise 137 Eastwood Dr
Hoch Sylvia A 145 Oak St
Hoehn Alexander Jonathan, Allen L 102 Cheyenne Dr
Holler Barbara Jean 120 Rothen Ave
Hopper Donald R, Verna 530 N Main St Apt 408
Hoshak Jay M 106 Dubois St
Hu Shihyung K 939 E Brady St Ste 303
Hughes Katherine 303 Piper Ln
Hundertmark Edith V 302 N Main St
Hundertmark Edith V 426 W Fulton St
Hutchinson William P RR 5
Hutchison William Est 400 E Jefferson
Iarrapinos Muffler Shop 404 W Cunningham St
Iden Marilyn F 231 E Mcquistion Rd
Jackman Richard 108a Margate Dr
James Kay Allan Asso 129 E Cunningham St
Jenson Aleta 423 Unionville Rd
Johnston Johnny R 109 1/2 E Christy
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Kane William R 104 Palamino Cir
Kearns Frank 302 S Main St Apt 214
Keck Chry Ply 1024 N Main St
Kendrick Mick D 4136 Highland Ave
Kensky Betty 197 Spring Run Rd
Kilbert Shari N 112 Layton Dr
Kirkwood Kathryn M Sunnyview Nursing Home
107 Sunnyview Cir
Kl Bronder Const Svcs 652 New Castle Rd
Klimantis Emanuel G32 Forest Hts
Konieczny Denise M 113 Campbell Ave
Krajnikovi Helen 200 Lincoln Ave Apt 712
Krendale Golf Course 139 Winterwood Dr
Kreutz Glenda K 228 Araerizan
Kroll Bradley W 30 Hickory St
Krzaszcak Raymond 140 N Main St Apt B
Kuhns Kenny R 434 W Cunningham St Apt 1
Kurtz Nadine G 202 Bellefield Dr
Lampka Lisa 219 Arlington Ave
Lanning Frances C 308 N Main St
Laska Charles B 199 Havenhill Dr
Lechner Marian G 120 W Cunningham St Apt 101
Leinenbach D 217 Mcclain Ave
Leith Ethel 407 W North St
Lifesteps Inc 383 New Castle Rd
Linsenmayer Paul A 524 Dodds Rd
Lloyd Johnson Inc 232 S Main St
Lostorto Vincent C 217 W Jefferson St
Lowry Robert Dr 166 E Brewster Rd
Mackey Frederick A 214 1/2 Fairview Ave
Mahmood Saba 503 W Jefferson St
Makselan Krzysztof 110 N Ridgeline
Mansfield Marshall W Whitestown Rd 370 3
Martin Virginia 202 Grant St
Martonik Sandra L 109 Stonecrest Dr
Matis Joseph F Jr 110 Ayleshire Dr
Mccormick Chassidie 309 Wilson Ave
Mcelhinny Joseph W 807 Pittsburgh Rd
Mcjunkin Clifford, George Whitestown Village
Mclaughlin Arthur R 106 4th Ave
Mediva Daniel 227 Mcclain Ave Apt A
Mehelich Emma J 130 Eigle Dr
Mikesell Robert 119 Braethorn Dr
Miles Timothy 191 Thorn Run Rd
Miller Kelly 90 Kaufman Dr Apt 5
Miller Pamela M 791 2 W Old 422
Mitchell Ins Inc 400 N Main St
Moody David K 306 Valy St
Moore Genevieve 489 S Eberhart Rd
Moran Doug 155 Thorn Run Rd
Morgan Carrie L 204 N Magnolia Dr
Morgan Kimberly A 1016 Ableview Dr
Moult Eileen Meridian Rd
Moyer Jason 1125 Sunset Dr
Murdick Elizabeth 239 Holyoke Rd
Musko Garrett P 102b Crabapple Dr
Myers Patricia 632 Ctr Ave
Nablo Marci 229 E Metzger Ave
Nace Forrest 801 E Pearl St
Nicastro Joy L 212 Willow Run Dr
Noa Linda 403 E Penn St
Noah Curtis L, Lori K 111 Noah Ln
Odonnell Catherine L 326 School St
Olenic Wanda 111 Laray Dr
Optical Ra 330 N Main St
Orihel Lillian M 565 N Monroe St
Orloski Kenneth Jr 212 W Penn St
Ott Gertrude 415 N Main St
Parella Donald 307 American Ave
Paul S Critchlow Ins Agency Inc 1665 N Main St Ext
Paulick Frances M, Donald R 318 Sawmill Run Rd
Pento James D 136 W Sunbury Rd
Philips Rhoda M 111 Autumn Dr
Pichair Chai 554 W New Castle St
Pipher Howard 5201 Elliott Rd
Pizer Gerald 573 W Cunningham St Fl 1
Point Hoagie Shop 110 N Mckean St
Porter George 432 W New Castle St Apt 22
Potter Leroy M 417 N Main St
Potts Alexandra 206 Litman Rd Apt 4c
Powell Elizabeth A 111 S Cliff St Apt 8b7
Preseloz John 320 S Washington St
Preston Jane E Box 49 Meridian Sta
Pudina Judy 427 First St
Ramelli Betty 107 Sunnyview Cir
Rasely Mary M 404 N Main St
Rearviewmirror The 325 W Cunningham St Apt 1
Reddinger Jeremy 109 Hansen Ave Apt 5
Redman Mark W 120 A W Quarry St
Reefer Lois 105 Mount View Ln
Renick Patricia A 115 Jan Dr
Resource Funding Inc 130 Burtner Rd
Riemer Janice 500 Whitestown Rd
Ritts Edith Mauntel Rte 10
Ritts Leland E Est Mauntel Rte 10
Rodger Richard, Mary 455 Brown Ave
Rodgers Gloria J 212 Greenview Dr Apt 1c
Roman Perkins M 118 W Christie Ave
Roskovsky Vera M 1312 N Main St Ext Rm 308
Ruley Bradley A 23 Red Oak Dr
Ruley Bradley A, Amy K 111 E Christie Aav
Rumbaugh Genevieve 311 W North St
Samuel Dhinesh J Bhs Nallathambi Med Asso
131 E Cunningham St
Schneider Htg 172 Unionville Rd
Scott Lucy 430 New Castle St
Sentner Janet E 524 Dodds Rd
Shaner Louann A 28 Plum St
Shively Athena 323 Franklin St
Shook Doris 489 S Eberhart Rd
Short Shannon 109 College St
Shulik Deanna S 246 Acre Ave Apt B6
Simmons Pearl Est 136 Virginia Ln
Simpson Bobbie J 111 Sumner Ave
Sloboda John P Jr Rev Liv 308 W Wayne St
Smalley Arthur E, Beulah 233 Holyoke Rd
Smith Jamie C 197 Spring Run Rd
Smith Regina RR 1
Snow Nicholas 107 Greenview Dr Apt 2c
Sobotka Brandi L 141 Isle Rd
Spears Christophe 222 N Main St
Stamm Randy W 668 Unionville Rd
Starr Hazel I, Alvin D 104 Kemar Dr
Steele Mabel A 754 W Old RT 422
Steele Margaret E, Mable A 754 W Old 422
Steighner Beatrice Est 227 Howard St
Stephenson Jason Paul 410 Virginia Ave
Stock Patricia A 208 E Muntz Ave
Stoughton William J 414 1/2 Pillow St
Summerill Barbara 334 Orchard Dr E
Szymanski Sally 709 E Pearl St
Tamburo Violet M 219 Beech Rd
Taylor Jeffrey 447 Whitestown Rd
Taylor Sara B, Sara 447 Whitestown Rd
Taylor Susan M 302 N Main St
Taylor Susan M 426 W Fulton St
Thomas Michael Anthony Jr 113 Whippo Ave
Thompson Mary R 104 N Breezewood Dr
Thompson Patricia, Donald 212 Heim Ave
Thompson Sheena 206 Pflugh Rd
Tri Centers Inc Alliance for Non−Profit Resour Ste 1023
212−214 S Main St
Turbett Harold Est 136 Pillow St
Turbie Twist Inc 140 Kriess Rd
Uncapher Marie A 248 Minich Rd
Uncapher Timothy, Marie 155 Pal−Mar Dr
Undercuffler Chad 241 Amy Ave
Univentio Inc 525 N Main St
Vfc Meridian PO Box 40
Vincent Sara A 709 S Main St
Voit Lisa M 4136 S Highland Ave
Vrabel Michael 441 E Pearl St Apt 10
Wagner Jack C Mounted Rte 10
Wagner Robert 309 N Chestnut St
Walsh Matthew J 132 First St Appt 2
Weaver Mildred M 24 Lumar Vlg Apt B
Weitzel H 961 New Castle Rd
Wiles Dennis Jr 218 W Brady St
Wiles Julia 102 Belleshire Dr
Willard Ashley 318 Sawmill Run Rd
Winchester Jeffrey L 386 Jamisonville Rd
Winters Brittany N 110 Whitestown Vlg Apt 8
Wittebort Ronald A 512 Mercer Rd
Wood Judy 230 W Locust St
Woodard Lila M 233 E Pearl St
Young Dawn M 119 Linhurst Ave
Young Grace C 138 American Ave
Young Niccole 8 Fincher Ln
Ziminski Walter A, Janet P RR 5
Butler Pa 16002
1st National Bank 238 Eyth Rd
3 Sons Const 6222 Crestmont Dr
Antill Kevin 118 Wildwood Dr
Bard John L 168 Burtner Rd
Bartley Wayne 904 Rockdale Rd
Bergbigler Harry 2116 Highland Dr
Blust William G 943 Bonniebrook Rd
Bodema Amy 116 3rd Ave
Broman William, Emma K 146 Blakely Rd
Brown Lisa 101 Mountain Laurel Dr
Brucker Dolores M, Thomas W 164 Dinnerbell Rd
Bryant Installations 111 W Cruikshank Rd
Brzezinski Julia 2470 Plank Rd
Buechele Cecelia 245 Fairway Ln
Campbell Anne C 116 Hampton Ct
Cerny Phillip A 98 Port O Call Blvd
Cotter Catherine B 107 Windmill Rd
Custom Atv Jessica Bowser 510 Pittsburgh Rd
Cvs Thoracic Surgery Asso 459 RT 422 E
Demetriadis Sherrie 1131 Three Degree Rd
Diehl Collision Center 119 Hyvue Ln
Donnelly Peter T 225 W Airport Rd
Dwyer Dana M 212 Saxonburg Rd
Eury Shane P 238 Eyth Rd
Foster F Gordon 245 Fairway Ln
Furniture Galleries Inc 465 Pittsburgh Rd
Gillen Florence R 103 Reed Ln
Grant Johanna RR 4
Grelling Wayne E Regina C Pruitt 212 Saxonburg Rd
Grosch Elizabeth A, Robert E 101 Valy View Dr
Hansen Franklin W 109 Trieste St
Heasley Daniel P Est 130 Shrader Ln
Hill Cathy 116 Blackhorn Dr
Hindman Patricia J Constance Campbell 102 Lamont Dr
Ibis Signs 912 Pittsburgh Rd
John W Greco 485 Airport Rd
Keeler Johnna 138 Becker Rd
Kelly Chevrolet Cadillac Olds Geo Inc 132 Brinker Rd
Kelly Rebecca Ann 3451 Beck Rd
Kramer James 130 Kramer Ln
Kubla Georgia Schnur Care Home 3325 Beck Rd
Lesseski Tammy L 111 Becker Rd
Lipscomb Cinthia 119 Hyvue Ln
Mack Thomas C Sr 290 Anderson Rd
Maha Stephanie L 205 Robinson Run Rd
Mahan William L 205 Robinson Run Rd
Mccoy Georgette 1009 Three Degree Rd
Miller Daniel J 143 September Dr
Miller Sarah A, Gary J 122 Rancindin Rd
Mueller Michelle 535 Freeport Rd
Nuhfer Gloria J 1233 Lake Vue Dr
Owens William 912 Pittsburgh Rd
Parsons Violet G RR 6
Pawlowicz Jerald, Kevin, Jason, John 1201 West Dr
Peffer Amy 107 Freeport Rd
Perri Bonita A 140 W Cruikshank Rd
Petroleum Servi Advanced 100 Charlemagne Dr
Pyzdrowski Stanley S 206 Winters Rd
Scherder Sharon L 181 Schiebel Rd
Shimmel Norman Est 1015 Bonniebrook Rd
Sustar Peter J 411 Herman Rd
Tango Charley Food Services Inc 890 Pittsburgh Rd
Trainor Monica, David 111 Mountain Laurel Dr
Wahler Theodore N 332 Geibel Rd
Walker Bradley C Jr Oldmobile Geo Inc 132 Brinker Rd
Washington Mutual Bank Fa 987 Saxonburg Rd
Wayne A Hindman Trust Constance Campbell
102 Lamont Dr
Whitmire Edward Allan 1302 E Cruikshank Rd
Williams Kimberly J 631 Saxonburg Rd
Yetter Charles, Linda 101 October Dr
Yost Sandra L 1223 Lakevue Dr
Butler Pa 16003
Althoff Rodger W MD PO Box 1690
Ealy Brandon PO Box 2530
Eonta Nicole 274 Mercer Rd Apt 1
Heinbach Paul D 125 Brown Ln
Howe Peggy L PO Box 1684
Mariotti Mario PO Box 1671
Stelmach Steven L PO Box 1684
Thomas Esq Ronald N 249 S Main St
Turbett Harold J PO Box 1803
Wagner Harry E 311 Wilson Ave PO Box 1962
Cabot Pa 16023
Amell Sherryl M, Robert T 499 Leasureville Rd
Campbell Cyril P RD 1
Clepper Jean Apt 1212 148 Marwood Rd
Dempster Erin M 227 Marwood Rd
Drewencki Aleshia 721 Winfield Rd
Heinritz Helen E 134 Marwood Rd
Henninger Eleanor H 226 Marwood Rd
Hesselgesser Frances 134 Marwood Rd Apt 2022
Hosack Elizabeth J 615 N Pike Rd
Jankosky John 324 Leasureville Rd
Kress Brothers Builders LP 227 Marwood Rd
Lang Jeffrey 846 Bear Creek Rd
Mcclaine Kenneth, Freda 620 Railrd St
Mitchell & Westerman 901 N Pike Rd
Montag Edwin H 134 Marwood Rd
Noteriani Anthony 111 Bonniebrook Rd
Petruzziello Virginia R 134 Marwood Rd 1807
Reed Dorothy 227 Constitution Ave
Romagni Mary A 134 Marwood Rd Apt 2225
Schroeder Karl T 112 Marwood Rd 210
Sebald Walter 148 Marwood Rd Apt 1301
Seebaugh Freda 615 N Pike Rd
Shearer Scott R 1115 Cornplanter Rd
Stumpf Robert M 141 Gerner Rd
Suhan Mark M 444 Marwood Rd
Swager Albert M 150 Wetzel Rd
Wilhelm Charles 615 N Pike Rd
Callery Pa 16024
Foley Mike 218 Kline Rd
Hershey Ronald K PO Box 139
Salem Corp Nonqualified Deferred Comp Trustee
PO Box 239
Wittmer Valerie PO Box 226
Chicora Pa 16025
Baxter Leonard F 160 Medical Ctr Rd
Birckbichler Thomas, Mary 112 Lower Green St
Burtner Martha A 1255 Kittanning Pi
Chicora Drug PO Box E
Cirillo Damian J, April L 435 W Slippery Rock Rd
Clark Tirza Blanche 108 Odonnell Rd
Craig Cody L 109 Front St PO Box 428
Davis Shirley A PO Box 3163
Dunn Shirley L, Robert L 106 Harper Rd
Hindman Mary R PO Box 94
Hovis Todd L 122 Ball Ln
Kerkhan James B, Diana 160 Medical Ctr Rd
Knoch Zachary 748 Chicora Rd
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Laughery John E 111 Trimbur Rd
Lowers Kathleen 123 Main St
Mcginnis Myrtle L RR 1 Box 11
Mcmarr Arthur 148 Mcginley Rd
Olenchak Michael RR 1
P W Foreign Car Svc Inc 202 Cartwright Rd
Rajchel James E 129 Green St
Riding Melissa 1226 Chicora Rd
Scherer Bradley 831 E Slippery Rock Rd
Schmid Amber 204 Old State Rd
Sharp Peter 202 Cartwright Rd
Sheehan Daniel B 200 Central Ave
Silverio Faye L 101 Pine Ridge Dr
Snyder Craig L 441 Kaylor Frogtown Rd
Toasters Restrant Saloon Lau 125 N Main St
Vogt Doris L Central Ave
Willms Sean 202 Kittanning St
Connoquenessing Pa 16027
Donahue Gerald R Jr, Emily PO Box 327
Dreucci Kelly A PO Box 295
Kuntz Hannah R, Joseph M, Traci C, Lauren M PO Box 205
Manganello Anthony PO Box 210
Cranberry Township Pa 16066
Aiken Carla M 612 Country Vue Ct
Albert Samantha A 106 Lexington Dr
Alberts Kaitlyn E, Jill M 160 Winterbrook Dr
Allen Matthew W 576 Joan St
Amoruso Frank J, Jewel 173 Village Dr
Ardisson Dorothy 104 Gable Rd
Auto Up Link of Pitts 20120 RT 19 Ste 105 Box 259
Bass Underwriters 1921 Trenton Ct
Battin Jeffrey L 1253 Freedom Rd
Baumbach Nicole R 403 Stockton Ridge
Bednar Clara J 804 Sunset Cir
Belock Joseph R 393 Mary St
Benedict Joseph L 41 Rolling Rd
Best Michael 323 Collingwood Ct
Betar Katherine, Douglas PO Box 2464
Billie Jeans 20412 RT 19 Ste 340
Billie Jeans LLC 20412 RT 19
Bisceglia Michael A 65 Robinhood Dr
Bmj Enterprises Inc 20418 RT 19 Ste 210
Book Smarts Tax & Acct Svcs 900 Commonwealth Dr
Ste 200
Briggs Otilie 212 Sandalwood Dr
Brockett Jeremy T 740 Kilbuck Dr
Brown Nancy L 76 Ashford Dr
Capellman Jennifer K, Robert J 8618 Peters Rd
Cecconi Michael F 205 Lexington Dr
Chen Hao Lun 1217 Berkley Manor Dr
Choi Si H 617 Akex Ct
Christa Tapert DDS Pc 20421 RT 19 Ste 320
Ciaramella Nadine Lee 14 Dover Dr
Citizens Dev Group 16 Leonberg Rd
Cleland James Est, Shirley 322 Norman Dr
Clerici Julie L, Ryan S 500 Sunrise Dr
Cole William 6825 Old Mars Crider Rd
Collins David 258 Sherwood Dr
Connected Energy Group 500 Cranberry Woods Dr Ste 170
Conrad Kitchen Bath Remodeling LLC
Corcoran Lucas H 912 Stockton Rdg
Costello Ralph H, Arlene 100 Norman Dr
Coventry 120 E Kensinger Dr
Coventry Health Care 120 E Kensinger Dr
Cranberry Auto Center 9504 Goehring Rd
Craven Charles W, Mark C 109 Cherrington Dr
Crawford Robert Alan 706 Reiser Ct
Crunick John 180 Autumn Hill Dr
Curry Deborah J 310 Meadow Dr
Dambrosi Bernadette 507 Edinboro Ct
Decd Clara E 205 Crescent Ct
Degrothy Michael C 201 Autumn Hill Dr
Demetter Robert 105 Valy Forge Dr
Dicesare Enrico 416 Settlers Village Cir
Dobler Lee Colburn Jr 101 Wyndmere Dr
Dobler Lee Jr 101 Wyndmere Dr
Dodds Virginia M Est, Robert W 28 Dover Dr
Donelli Jonathan Jude 405 Lundy Dr
Dougherty Bj 114 Macintosh Ct
Douglas Kevin, D A 121 Preserve Valy Dr
Drake Hobard, Mary Ella 149 Norman Dr
Dunn Silvia 180 Hampshire Dr
Durant Mildred C Recov Member Provide 1824 Louden Hts
Circl
Dzikowski Kathlene V, Douglas 105 Woodridge Dr
Edwards James B Est Jr, Ralph B 203 Norman Dr
Eklund Marietta, Howard 112 Norman Dr
Epic Merchant Svcs LLC 326 Thomson Park Dr
Erb Cheryl A 227 Greenwood Dr
Essman Pamela, Jim 120 Marguerite Dr Ste 300
Famiano Anthony 511 Sword Dance Pl
Farabaugh Philip 1202 Dutilh Rd 23
Fauth John 407 Barrett Ct
Fauth John PO Box 1843
Felder Darrell 407 Berkley Manor Dr
Fieser George W Est 504 Norman Dr
Fifth Third Bank 123 Middleground Pl
Fischer James 7248 Franklin Rd
Fisher Bill 137 Wiegand Dr
Francis Melissa R 116 Crossing Ridge Trail
Franklin Shane 1004 Stockton Ridge Rd
Free Diane 303 Winchester Ct
Gabriel Michael 913 Stratford Ct
Gallagher David 161 Oakview Dr
Gandhari Santhosh 311 Scarlet Peak Ct
Geisler Lynn J 9703 Goehring Rd
Gilberti Barbara 14 Dover Dr
Gmitter Jennifer, Marg 629 Sarah Ct
Gongola Chatham 102 Averys Way
Good Looks Eyewear 105 Brandt Dr
Goodman Alice 100 Winterbrook Dr
Granata Dominic C Est PO Box 2112
Greenfield Stephen 6719 Old Mars Criders Rd
Grove David G 218 Lexington Dr
Gupta Vikas 113 Middleground Pl
Guy Bryan J 505 Sunrise Dr
Hack Andrew 2674 Rochester Dr
Haderthauer Patrice M, Jeremy M 508 Ridge Ct
Hansen Reed 129 Glenbrook Dr
Harpster James R 205 Northfield Rd
Heinz North America PO Box 57
Henzler Anna M 106 Woodridge Dr
Huntington Bank Crn 10−Security 500 Cranberry Woods Dr
Ste 100
Hunzeker Christopher MD 159 Kingston Ave
Hvizdak Richard C 202 Lagrande Dr
Iarussi Jennifer 501 10 Point Ln
Iarussi Jennifer L 501 Ten Point Ln
Ijose Olumide 127 Middleground Pl
Jergel Claire O, Alvin H 126 Clearbrook Dr
Johnson Ryan 407 Woodcock Dr
Johnston Christopher R 1300 Cranberry Pointe Ln
Jones Edward 576 Joan St
Kaminski John C Oexecunet 101 Smith Dr
Kaminski Michael 403 Auburn Dr
Kathleen L Wright Trust Ua 07 22 98 76 Ashford Dr
Kellar Leland H 111 Valyview Dr
Kelly Douglas PO Box 1728
Kelly Sara J 130 Fox Run Rd
Kenny Ross Chevrolet Buick North Inc 709 Stockton Rdg
Khoury Fares J 125 Wayne Dr
Kim Sooorney Si Hyu J POF 617 Akex Ct
King Nicklas M 20280 RT 19 Unit 7
Kirschner Virginia 192 Mystic Pine Trail
Knichel William E 318 Hummingbird Cir
Kovacic Brandon 104 Emerald Ct
Krauland Mark 6825 Old Mars Crider Rd
Kuhns Cranberry 20111 RT 19
Lakshminarayanan Balaji Seshadri 2821 Chelsey Ct
Lando Esther 6719 Old Mars Criders Rd
Lankarani Ali 805 Deep Lake Dr
Lashuk Catherine A 7033 Franklin Rd
Lauder Ian James 504 Duncan Ct
Lenox Don 216 Brookston Dr
Leseman Frederick D, Susan J 716 Hartland Dr
Librich Pamela M 207 Leatherbark Rd
Loughran Michelle L 1564 Garvin Rd
Lsb Masons LLC 20315 RT 19 Apt 14
Lyon Sandra 7346 Franklin Rd
M S A, Michael T Rupert 1000 Crandberry Woods Dr
Macoutfitters 20395 RT 19
Madaus Kathryn, John 204 Pioneer Dr
Mafflykipp Laurie F, Peter W 722 Norman Dr
Magoch Michael, Diane 910 Stockton Ridge
Mancini Melissa A, Dante J 601 Highland Ct
Manikandan Dhandapani 313 Collingwood Ct
Mastovich Sam J 705 Sunset Cir
Matrix Rehabilitation PO Box 2285
Mazza Michelle 709 Stockton Rdg
Mcclelland Barbara J PO Box 2301
Mccormick Beulah 100 Norman Dr Unit 501 Sherwood Oaks
Mckiernan Richard 316 Norman Dr
Mclaughlin Charity 1405 Cranberry Pt
Medica Claudia, Mark 241 Erin Dr
Meggyes Jozsef P 832 Sunset Cir
Metcalfe Patricia Lynn, Clyde E 620 Golden Ridge Ct
Micco Christopher 503 Church Hill Ct
Millennium Pharmacy 200 W Kensinger Dr Ste 6
Millennium Pharmacy Systems Inc 100 E Kensinger Dr
Ste 500
Mitchell William Est 106 Autumn Hill Dr
Montero Jessamine M 133 Heathercroft Dr
Moravek Margaret, Thomas 523 Callery Rd
Morgardshammar Inc 5025 Pennell Rd
Mrs Virginia M 28 Dover Dr
Mudrany John 312 Green Fields Ct
Multiserv PO Box 5003
Murin Shari 206 Chadwick Trail
Murtaugh Harry C 706 Parkwood Dr
Nanda Geetha 2711 Chelsey Ct
Nelson Sims Roberta J 900 Birch Dr
Net Applications 800 Cranberry Woods Dr Dan Vallus
Noman Mohammad 2815 Chelsey Ct
Northgate Recrtl Vehicles 20634 RT 19
Nosal Matthew, Mark 600 Golden Ridge Ct
Obrien Joyce M 612 Ironwood Ct
Ochsenreither Julia 227 Erin Dr
Odonoghue John F 1301 Inverness Ave
Oltmanns Valerie M, Robert 316 Yorktown Dr
Oman Heidi 116 Whitney Dr
Oss Inc 20397 RT 19 Allegheny Medical Blvd Ste 132
Overcool 220 Executive Dr Ste 300
Owings Michele 459 Monmouth Dr
Panetta Joseph A 731 Little Creek Ln
Pci Energy Services 1000 Westinghouse Dr Ste
Peters John E 213 Clearbrook Ct
Peters Jon M 229 Meadowbrook Dr
Petraglia Frank W III 501 Edgewood Cir
Pfeffer Agatha 1204 Berkley Manor Dr
Phillips Nicholas J, John H PO Box 1642
Pickett David 609 Country Vue Ct
Pillai Sunu 9245 Marshall Rd
Plowman David S 8617 Peters Rd
Pls 3120 Unionville Rd
Porter Glenn 318 Springfield Dr
Premier Plastic Surgery St Francis Prof Bldg 20130 Rte 19
Ste 2200
Price Casey Dawn, Vickie L 254 Clearbrook Ct
Racioppi Pat PO Box 1575
Ramus Kevin J, Dorothy 1111 Berkley Manor Dr
Rapid Granulator 200 W Kensinger Dr Ste 100
Rectenwald Perry Development 16 Leonberg Rd
Red Bull Distributing Tampa Inc 210 Commerce Park Dr
Reed Homes Inc 21201 Rte 19
Rennig Ryan M 1564 Garvin Rd
Rice Charlotte C, Samuel M PO Box 2005
Riley Leverne P 205 Crescent Ct
Rodrigues Lynne H 316 Kerry Ct
Rohm Elizabeth C, Michael R, Michael D, Kevin B
155 Crossing Ridge Trail
Romanias Stacey M 420 Sunny Dale Dr
Roseborough Chad E 20300 Rte 19
Rosenberger Jane 142 Norman Dr
Rosenberger Jane M 392 Norman Dr Cranberry
Rossi Marcus A 807 Tania Ct
Rossi Melissa 505 Rywood Ct
Ruf James Anton 7328 Franklin Rd
Ruff Rebecca A 130 Crystal Spgs Dr
Russ Judith Aho Recoveries Member Provide
10 Densmore Ct
Samler Jason 810 Woodhollow Dr
Santamaria Micha 120 Blue Ridge Dr
Schmitz Hartmut 180 Hampshire Dr
Shaffer Delmer R 402 Cambria Ct
Shaughnessy Michael P, William F 115 Bellwood Cir
Shirley Jeremy 968 Woodhollow Dr
Sigma Instruments Inc 506 Thomson Park Dr
Sithida Baua 71 Progress Ave
Skurla Robert M 109 Glenbrook Dr
Smith Conrad 504 Walnut Grv
Smith Mary Louise, Harry C 109 Buttercup Dr
Smith Stephen P 124 Bucks Rd
Snell Katherine A 209 Erin Dr
Southwood Michael Allen, Margery 162 Fox Run Rd
Ssi Incorporated PO Box 1958
Stacey Sargent Ira 123 Middleground Pl
Staley Hanna D 910 Denny Ct
Stamile Peter A 128 Shady Oak Dr
Stebbins Elizabeth, Jeffrey 312 Scarlet Peak Ct
Stenglin John C, John F 715 Helen Ct
Stenglin Matthew R, John F 715 Helen Ct
Stevens Janet M 424 Woodcock Dr
Stewart Dana R 411 Chestnut Grove
Stewart Melania Martinez 1021 Stratford Ct
Sunday Thomas C Jr 638 Huntington Dr
Sutterlin Martha F 309 Leatherbark Rd
Talbott Mary R 100 Norman Dr Apt 255
Talbott Mary R 255 Norman Dr
Technology Blue Inc 220 Cashmere Ct
Three Rivers Auto Glass 20710 RT 19
Trainor Marlene E 805 Deep Lake Dr
Trapold David E 917 Glenwood Ct
Tripp Lucinda 293 Norman Dr
True Commerce Inc 800 Cranberry Woods Dr
Tubridy Patricia E 76 Ashford Dr
Tutera Rachel V 805 Cranberry Pointe Ln
Usx Fcu Po Box 1728
Valdez Michael 520 Berkley Manor Dr
Waddell James 246 Norman Dr
Wagner Kelly A 106 Lexington Dr
Wagner Kevin J 442 Anna Marie Dr
Weaver Herman 39 Eobinhood Dr
Weidenhamer MD Msw Monica L 8050 Rowan Rd
Welch John C 416 Sunny Dale Dr
Westinghouse 600 Cranberry Woods Dr
Whitty Natalie N 20734 Rte 19 Unit 5
Williams Nneka N 2129 Cambridge Ct
Willison Laura L 115 Fox Chase Ct
Wilson Eleen 185 Woodbine Dr
Wise Shane T 500 Palmate Dr
Wisniewski Michael D 130 Fox Run Rd
Wood Street Commons Asso 9189 Marshall Rd
Wright Timothy E 12 Monmouth Dr
Yang Iyae J 140 Lexington Dr
Yoder Bradley A 1027 Stratford Ct
Young Christine 804 Sunset Cir
Zarnich Pamela F 123 Village Dr
Zink Laurie 319 Stockton Ridge
East Butler Pa 16029
Currie Helen M Manson
Eau Claire Pa 16030
Brinkley Peggy M PO Box 46
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Evans City Pa 16033
Adams Kathy, Alan PO Box 16
Blough Jaye Abigail, J Andrew 229 Margaret Ave
Bordt James Est RR 1
Brudy Lawrence D 1272 Mars Evans City Rd
Dennistonwel Christie 270 Connoquenessing M
Dornetto Maryanne PO Box 134
Dunbar Robby L 433 May Ln
Elliott David J, Jane E 308 Valencia Rd
Fischer Edith N RR 1
Flick Scott D 106 Harrison St
Forringer Donald, Ann R 115 Elizabeth Ave
Frederick Tamy 129 Lakeside Dr
Frye Erin 450 Textor Hill Rd
Gryskewicz Allan 102 Cloverdale Dr
Hepler Frank A, Frank 348 Waldron Ave
Kapp E Sharon 260 Harmony Rd Ext
Kasha Elvina C, Elaine RR 1
Kosich Edward, Chase 578 Pattison St Ext
Lyle Mary 113 Clearview Dr
Mausteller J Wilson 1033 S Washington St
Mckernan Dennis J 129 May Ln
Mcmillen Catherine 121 Wahl Ave
Northern Comm Med Asso 217 E Main St
Painter Patricia A, William D, William D II 169 W Main St
Ruth Raymond K 115 Sturbridge Ln
Sankovich James D 103 Cloverdale Dr
Sarver William V 131 Belle St
Stettner Ronald 211 Van Buren St
Streiner Gary 361 Prospect Rd
Thompson Richard 604 Pattison St Ext
Walsh Olga PO Box 461
Walter Jason 685 Little Creek Rd
Weddle John RR 3
Fenelton Pa 16034
Bergbigler Barbie, Harry, Christine 116 Juniper Rd
Bergbigler Dawn M, Harry, Stacy 116 Juniper Rd
Coates Laura K 199 Zoo Rd
Depiero Dolores 199 Pine Haven Dr
Dipero Dolores 199 Pine Haven Dr
Donaldson Robert George 240 Steighner Rd
Griebel Barbara 199 Pine Haven Dr
Jeffries Christopher R 127 Mclafferty Rd
Jordan Ernest 199 Pine Haven Dr
Marrichi Lois 199 Pine Haven Dr
Orloski Kenneth C Jr 682 Chicora Fenelton Rd
Orloski Kenneth C Williams Connie M
682 Chicora Fenelton Rd
Ruth Elaine 132 Russell Rd
Sacco Amanda J 103 Arrowhead Ln
Shankle Omer C II 214 Channing Ln
Tamburo Joseph A II 2420 Old RT 422 E 422
Welter E L 150 Mc Evoy Rd
Wertz Joanne Judy Mccreas Boarding Home PO Box 82
Harmony Pa 16037
Abramson Franklin 251 Mercer St 2nd Fl
Anderson Carol R 135 Jackson St
Bailey Christy A 522 Perry Hwy
Bauman Shirley, Mark PO Box 1
Biedka Mark Jon 380 Mercer Rd
Dawson William, Angela 135 Maple Glen Dr
Fogal Lauren 524 Main St Apt 2
Harmony Family Chiropract 100 Perry Hwy Ste 104
Hovis Betty L PO Box 113
Kampas David A 465 Scott Ridge Rd
Mallary Michael L 137 Liberty Rd
Manganello Anthony 1151 W Lancaster Rd
Marburger Douglas E 125 Gregg Dr
Mazzetti Damien 113 Maple Glen Dr
Mcconville Delena D, Scott B 102 Red Brush Trl
Myers Davina Us 19 North RD 1
Ohio Casualty Group 202 Buckeye Dr
Ord Thelma J 364 Mercer Rd
Paragon Trade Brands 300 Ziegler St
Pickett Sue 108 Senns Way
Prosper Gloria J 106 Rylie Dr
Reynolds Paul J 327 Monroe St
Ridgley Maxine RR 1
Robert 106 Rylie Dr
Schott Helen M RR 1
Trustee−David A Kampas 465 Scott Ridge Rd
Wahl Karen 647 Scott Ridge Rd
Wahl Sons Family Practi 835 Edmond St
Zelienople Harmony Chamber of Commerce
202 High Acres Rd
Zoelle Christopher 1269 Hill Rd
Harrisville Pa 16038
Abrams David Autumn Grove Card Ctr 555 S Main St
Anthony Renee PO Box 545
Bonetti Nancy T PO Box 40
Custer Paula J PO Box 69
Daugherty Charles PO Box 387
Doherty F PO Box 58
Fyda Freightliner Pitts at 5758 SR 8 Exit 29
Hockenberry Virginia E 422 W Prairie St
Johnston Boyd E Jr, Theresa L Santander Cons USA
PO Box 514
Kalafut Andrew W 1726 Clintonville Rd
Kephart Sarah 1726 Clintonville Rd
Mcdonald Violet PO Box 107
Melnick Nick RR 1 Box 285
Nwpa Growers Co Op 141 Porter Rd
Pisor Daniel 185 Patton Rd
Ray Sandra Darlene 107 Boomerang Rd
Roccia Joann M, John A 255 E Wash St Ext
Rodgers John M 111 Walter Ln
Strange James PO Box 29
Sybert Emily 202 W Washington St
Karns City Pa 16041
Anderson Tina 143 Hindman Rd
Boozel Fred H Est 113 Stiehler Rd
Burk John A PO Box 273
Farone Ada B RR 2
Geibel Earle 116 Redwood Rd
King Margaret 223 Spruce Rd
Kolich Betty 349 Queenstown Rd
Kuhn Leroy S 728 Hooker Rd
Plunkard Clarence PO Box 383
Procz Michael F 1285 Kittanning Pike
Reed Alanna P 223 Spruce Rd
Stiehler Kathryn A Admn 113 Stiehler Rd
Lyndora Pa 16045
Baldauf Autobody 17 Pittsburgh Rd
Community Care Surgery PO Box 0398
Grynuck Raymond N 510 Hansen Ave
Jurysta Harold J 194 Whitestown Rd
Kuhn Christina L 1 Meadow Ave
Manchester Christine 17 Pittsburgh Rd
Raab Christopher 211 Bessemer Ave
Simons Jolene 4 Cooledge St
Smith Ronald Est 44 Penn Ave
Mars Pa 16046
Anderson Florencia 128 Kaufman Run Blvd
Atomic, B Al Eisen 10 Adams Ridge Blvd
Banks Christopher M 308 Garfield Ave
Bartolac Rudolph J 445 Myoma Rd
Beech View Place LLC 129 Carriage Hill Dr
Benson Jamie D 308 Garfield Ave
Betz Patricia RR 3 Box 420
Bott Mark P 303 Leatherbark Dr
Brandtonies Jill 121 Brdstone Dr
Brink Nicholas R PO Box 1244
Brown Hilda RD 1
Brudy Lawrence 7021 Crider Rd Ste 201
Catalano Michael J Jr 218 W Vanderbilt Dr
Cerelli Michael 22410 Adams Pt Blvd
Concast Metal Products Co PO Box 816
Czech Marlene 219 Adams Pointe Blvd Unit 10
Dci Sevenfields 201 Highpointe Blvd
Diehl Matthew 503 Kensington Ct
Douglass Karen J PO Box 1015
Duncan George E Trust 22410 Adams Pt Blvd
Dwyer James P PO Box 1262
Edelstein J David 938 Northridge Dr
Fester D M RR 7 Box 207
Foletti Claudia 213 Adams Pointe Blvd
Francis Terri L, John M PO Box 990
Freel Jami 174 Southern Valy Ct
Galket Greg S 128 Forest Dr
Good Shepherd Vet Ho 101 Fox Trot Dr
Griffin Helen D Penn Mar Plz Apt 302 Box 527
Grimm Dorothy 115 Pearce Rd
Hahn John H Est 500 Wittenberg Way PO Box 928
Henry James 230 Adams Pt Blvd Ste 10
Howe Marilyn S, John D 8811 Lost Valy Dr
Howell Audrey 777 Norwegian Spruce Dr
Hudac Elizabeth PO Box 599
Husain Shahid 2003 Buckingham Dr
Ikenberg Carol, Homer PO Box 221
Jakovac Matthew 801 Strasburg Dr
Johns Celeste M 2019 Buckingham Dr
Kleinhampl Regis E 81331 Lost Valy Dr
Kline Ruth W PO Box 741
Kokan Sammer A 516 Village Grn Bl
Konow Lapaglia Veronica 215 Union Church Rd
Loiselle Mary D 122 Linden Ct
Lutsiv Andriy 120 Brdstone Dr
Margo Robert Paul 1500 Graham Way Apt 207
Markovich Bob 192 Southern Valy Ct
Mars Dental Spec 160 Brickyard Rd Ste 500
Mars Transmission Svc Mark Pugliese PO Box 674
Mazziotti Joseph L Jr 708 Audubon Dr
Mcguigan James 115 Pearce Rd
Mcivain Margaret RR 1
Mercier Makayla Jeannine, Chamine L 915 White Water Dr
Meyers Donald M 290 Hutchman Rd
Miller Krzeminski Julie 607 Village Green Blvd
Miller Thomas G 522 E Vanderbilt Dr
Moore Megan 534 Dorchester Dr
Moser Lance A 423 Beaver St PO Box 988
Myers Donald 290 Hutchman Rd
Natto Gertrude A PO Box 527
Olescyski Anne E Box 14
Otto David F 459 Myoma Rd
Passodelis Jack Alexander, Ann E 505 Merriman Ct
Patterson Kimberly 1009 Alpine Dr
Portman Dixie 22410 Adams Pt Blvd
Purvis Brothers Inc PO Box 957 321 Mars Valencia Rd
Rabenstein Janet 540 Pittsburgh St
Rapp Raymond Patrick PO Box 1143
Rapp Raymond, Mildred 610 Sta Ave
Reese Drew Amelia 229 Adam Pointe Blvd 2
Ridgway Heather D 343 Warrick Dr
Rushenberger Guy Vogel Disposal Svc In 121 Brickyard Rd
Sablowski Michael 110 Indian Meadow Dr
Saundry Tyler 2023 Buckingham Dr
Scarborough Eric J PO Box 664
Schroth Kelsey A PO Box 717
Schroth Ryan N PO Box 717
Scina George 509 Blackburn Ct
Sedor Leigh Ann 781 Norwegian Spruce Dr
Severo Ron 112 W Wild Cherry Dr
Sgroi Anthony 604 Columbia Ct
Smith Saundry Karen 2023 Buckingham Dr
Smith Steve 353 Myoma Rd
Souder Julie 524 E Vanderbilt Dr
Souder Julie Joy 815 Strasburg Dr
Spuntak Diane C 115 Pearce Rd
Steiner Pamela Est 645 White Pine Dr
Stern Alexander I 19025 Perry Hwy
Stiefel John Po Box 24
Vanguard Ftc 2019 Buckingham Dr
Variety Vendors 1037 Mars Evans City Rd Bldg
Veverka Margaret M RR 2 Box 112
Vna Tip Celtic Hospice & Home 150 Scharberry Ln
Vogel Debra 176 Stoup Rd
Volk Deanna R 202−1 Adams Point Blvd
Walukiewicz Todd DC 510 Adams Shoppes
Wespax 119 Sewickley Farm Cir
Wolf Elliot M 807 Wilshire Cir
Yeater Gerald E Jr, Paul M 1661 Chapel Ridge Ln
Petrolia Pa 16050
Bornar Roland J 274 Sand Rd
Dunn Albert Joseph RR 1 Box 313
Gosnell Diana, Cassandra Divers 147 S Argyle St
Hammond Shirley D RR 1 Box 313
Indspec Chemical Corp PO Box 307
Indspec Chemical Corp, Scott A King 133 Main St
Lauer Jennifer L 737 Petrolia Queenstown R PO
Rhodes Chris 1870 Kittanning Pike
Taylors Riverside Market, Joseph Ion PO Box 77 Main St
Portersville Pa 16051
Baumann Roy 106 Moraine Dr
Brown Edna G RD 2
C D Dietrich Water 982 Yellow Creek Rd
Caldwell Irene E RR 2 Box 344
Gallaher Robert G 1405 Perry Hwy
Goetz James Douglas PO Box 200
Hoffman Charolette 158 Gram Ter
Hotham Linda R PO Box 416
Hughes Cynthia L 122 Sechan Dr
Lantz Ruth M 668 Stickle Rd
Leslie Brenda J 123 E Portersville Rd
Lunn Chris H 640 Heinz Camp Rd
Mackrell Kenneth P RR 1
Mcclymonds Sup Tra PO Box 296
Mcknight Shawn P 121 Brians Ct
Micham William D 241 Reichert Rd
Putori William Jr Rd 1 Box 107c
Scheidemantle Judy 1193 Perry Hwy
Shirey Paul 626 E Portersville Rd
Suber David M, Cindy S RR 2 Box 188a
Surgenor Jennifer, Linda B 205 Reichert Rd
Viale Jack 130 Charles St
Weaver Brooke 141 Hips Tr
Weitzel Brittany 203 Levis Rd
Womeldorf Joseph R PO Box 344
Prospect Pa 16052
Allen Charles 222 Sawyer Rd
Braden Christine F, Terry R RD 1
Buttermore David T 771 Yellow Creek Rd
Gehm Mary Ann 314 Country Ln Rd
Ketterer Jean M 105 Oak Dr
Kildor Lela RD 2
Kunze Harold 403 Stone Church Rd
Mackay Thomas PO Box 617
Preston Rond Judy 110 E Stoney Battern Rd
Renfrew Pa 16053
Brenckle Greg 300 Shannon Rd
Caulfer Susan 307 Kriess Rd
Fresh Kenneth J PO Box 14
Gratzer Mary L 143 Leisie Rd
Hoffman Timothy B 114 Hoffman Ln
Ikenberg Homer 929 Evans City Rd
Manos Charles R 352 Three Degree Rd
Manuel Richard T 240 Beacon Rd
Mcelravy Patrick 143 Leisie Rd
Murray Raymond J, Patricia M Perlinger
204 Rader School Rd
Rgt Construction Inc 134 Leslie Rd
Rutledge Pamela J, Mark C 275 Powder Mill Rd
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Simms Wanda M 2083 Winchester Ct
Smyth Mary 135 Eckstein Rd
Spence Dorcas E 117 Easy St
Uram Robert 219 Boy Scout Rd
Yossa Virginia M 145 Hidden Meadows Cir
Yousko Julia, John 598 Brownsdale Rd
Sarver Pa 16055
Aites Frances RD 2
Asay Russell J 110 Bryan Dr
Astleford James F Jr 606 Fleming Rd
Bittner Delores 411 Kepple Rd
Brenenborg Robert 141 Shaner Dr
Burd Evelyn L 178 Beale Rd
Carbide Dimensions Inc PO Box 237
Claypool Larry M 133 Ridgeview Rd
Dlubak James E, Vicki 273 Ekastown Rd
Fotheringham Mary S 497 Bearcreek Rd
Gamble Elizabeth, Joseph L PO Box 226
Getgo 710 S Pike Rd
Good Faith Const John Davis 281 Ekastown Rd
Gordon Belinda 106 Doyle Rd Apt 1
Grimm Ross Ethan, Ross Alan PO Box 132
Harbison Daniel L 101 Sparrow Ln
Heinauer James T 113 Hibbs Ln
Iodice Donna L 541 Sarver Rd
Jacks Ford Inc 700 E Kastown Rd PO Box D
Jones Lori M 325 Sarver Rd
Knox Bertha 723 S Pike Rd
Kramer Sally 105 Kamer St
Love David Est, Sofia 128 Iron Bridge Rd
Macurdy Gladys K 307 Silverview Dr
Majestic Cynthia 110 Painter Ave
Mcclure Donald E 146 Leasureville Rd
Miller Rebecca J RR 1
Murray Edward D Jr, Valentina A 592 Parker Rd
Nicholas Timothy A, John M, Virginia 211 Cole Rd
Olczak Amelia RR 1
Petsinger Albert W, David 482 N Pike Rd
Reed Christine E 215 Silverview Dr
Rodgers Aleta J 536 Parker Rd
Rossi Elizabeth L 148 Beale Rd
Rugh Jane Estate 124 Edgewood Dr
Schneider Christopher 112 Grimm Rd
Seamon Robert S 126 Iron Bridge Rd Apt 503
Signorella Tracey Lynne 104 Doyle Rd Apt 4
Smith Evelyn M 117 Painter Ave
Speer Megan C 111 Oak Dr
Stivenson Keith 289 N Pike Rd
Stivenson Keith, Julia 209 N Pike Rd
Swartzlander Evalin 125 Darby Ln
Venderlic Beryl J 211 Cole Rd
Waldron Kenneth H 108 Carol Dr
Wiley William 565 Fleming Rd
Saxonburg Pa 16056
Anderson Kenneth Est PO Box 78
Anderson Olive 338 Driftwood Dr
Batcher Joseph A, Edna A Box 15
Beyer Judith M 408 Cherry Valy Rd
Bridgeman Leslie 243 Cherry Valy Rd
Brooks Edward T 243 Cherry Valy Rd
Castcon Stone Inc Sandy Ussia 2900 S Noah Dr
Clover Richard, Dorothy 100 Bella Ct 110
Cocoa Criollo Corp J Thomas Allen 656 Saxonburg Blvd
Crisman Timothy W 232 Green Manor Dr
Diesel Injection Svc 3600 S Noah Dr
Drechsler Thomas A 212 Butler Rd
Ferguson Courtney 131 Tower Rd
Fred K Fioravanti MD Box 625 100 Saxonburg Blvd
Frenchak Anne E, Mary 40 Pine Dr
Gift Basket Main St
Henry Robert P 344 Victory Rd
Hotel Saxonburg Inc 220 Main St
Knochel Marlene 508 Willow Ct
Kutzner Camaron 105 Whitaker Rd
Lassinger Jeffrey R PO Box 775
Makin Richard, Sandra 217 Knoch Rd
Manges Gertrude, Carl C RR 1 Box 161
Mark J 265 Brewer Rd
Mccandless Leanne M 135 Tower Rd
Meinert Amelia Box 183
Miller Gerald L 168 Glade Mill Rd
Pietz W Guy 211 Mckay Rd
Pinkerton Charles, Amelia Box 183
Pozzoto Daniel F PO Box 427
Pozzuto Daniel F 105 Whitaker Rd
R A M Transit Lines Inc 3651 S Noah Dr
Rantane Zach PO Box 374 108 Leggens Ln
Schrecengost Marlin M 265 Brewer Rd
Schultheis Hildagard 129 S Butler St
Seibel Terry L 395 Cherry Valy Rd
Smgell Samatha 145 Tara Ct
Stevenson Martha 111 May Dr
Stuebgen Cheryl 112 S Rebecca St
Stutzman Kenneth H 105 South Ct
Temoshenko Jennifer, John 135 Butler St
Thomas Barbara E, Shiann E PO Box 510
Welteroth Terry 230 Carol Dr
Wineberg Helena M 300 Commons of Saxonburg Ct Ap
Seven Fields Pa 16046
Aloha Properties LLC 147 Severn Dr
Arena Mary K 113 Hillvue Dr
Barnett Richard E 122 Aspen Ln
Barnett Roselyn 122 Aspen Ln
Edelstein David J, Dawn M 938 Northridge Dr
Gulgin Heather Nicole, Frances Ann 401 Georgetown Ct
Harsco Metals 300 Seven Fields Blvd Ste 300
Hartenstein Gregory A 200 Cumberland Dr
Hassell Joseph W 938 Northridge Dr
Heflin Erin A 327 Warrick Dr
Librich Frank, Kiley 119 Hillvue Dr
Lombardo Barbara 215 Brookside Ln
Mehta Rajil 515 Whitehaven Dr
Multiserv 300 Seven Fields Blvd Ste 300
Nationwide Adams Pl 200 Seven Fields Blvd 300
Odonnell Timothy Matthew, Carol Ann 109 Forest Dr
Oftedal Travis C, Connie L 129 Severn Dr
Paguia Mary Michelle, Samson 709 Breckland Dr
Riley Patrick Oconnor 706 Breckland Dr
Rosenberger Russell 131 Woodhaven Dr
Scammahorn Caroline C 7020 Franklin Rd
Shiperly James 7026 Franklin Rd
Streetman George D 814 Graywyck Dr
Swentkowsky Stephan A 628 Cheshire Dr
Village of North Meadows Realty Partners LP 310 Seven
Fields Blvd Ste 350
Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Abbott Celeste M 571 W Liberty Rd
Abdullah Mohammed Alarifi 1 Morrow Way Bldg 58
Ahrens Patricia L 152 Cemetery Rd
Bailey Christina L 454 Franklin St
Barnhart Elaine E 331 Grove City Rd Unit 401
Barr William M Est 536 Branchton Rd
Bishop Tricia 116 Arrowhead Dr Apt 14
Blouin Gilles 877 New Castle Rd Apt 111
Blouin Phillippe G 877 New Castle Rd Apt 111
Britton Donald PO Box 152
Brown Gerald R RD 3 Box 275
Brydon Thomas L 315 Harmony Rd
Cooper Kenneth E 205 Currie Rd
Cothran Rickey 1388 W Park Rd
Coulter Jean E 136 Creek Dr
Cowin Brian D 121 2 Shawnee Ln
Crawford Sarah 422 New Castle St
Crispen Brian W 233 Hall Rd
Croupe Carl R 509 Kelly Blvd
Ealy Dana, John 528 Marigold Ln
Ellenberger Thelma B 1367 W Park Rd
Estok Zachery R 407 Cameron Dr
Finn Megan 474 Ctr St
Foxs Pizza Den 622 Ctrville Park Rd
Goss Kathleen 108 Ashley Ln
Gruesman Mary N 244 Elm St
Herlinger Lisa M 129 Keister Rd
Holloway Gregory D 4111 Perry Hwy
Ivy Apartmentscall Credit 1 Vineyard Cir
Jack Thelma S 418 S Main St
John Sara 329 Elm St
Kelley Fred N 253 W Liberty Rd Pt 2
Lewis J D, J D Webb PO Box 63
Lewis Martha 411 Barron Rd
Lin Hang 586 Slippery Rock Rd
Maynard Parker 311 Ralston Rd
Mcmurdy Brian 111
Meerkat Management 100 Ashley Ln
Merritt Doreen PO Box 523
Morgan Nancy 335 New Castle St
Nakatsuka Al 611 S Main St
Organization Otter LP 100 Ashley Ln
Ostwinch Stan RR 5
Pomichalova Anna, Wilma J Cavill PO Box 118
Radelovage Mary Est 651 Kiester Rd
Randolph Janet L 112 Sanderson Dr
Redmond Joyce 1211 Kiester Rd
Rhoads Virginia 129 Sanderson Rd
Richards Jeffry P 109 W Water St
Selfridge Louise C 629 Muddy Creek Dr
Shaffer James, Sara RR 3
Snyder Helen Ruth RR 1 Box 226
Spadola Nicole 424 Iris Ln
Sru Literacy Council 137 Woodbridge Dr
States Dorothy M PO Box 543
Stevenson Jessica A, Sarah A 321 N Main St
Stewart Lacey J 227 W Cooper St Apt 53
Such James R 221 Elliot Mills Rd
Synder Helen RR 1 Box 226
Tiche Richard Leroy 511 Ctrville Pike
Turner Beth 592 Primrose Ln Peter Rabbit M
Warren Frank A, Country Golden Manor Home RR 1
White Elizabeth 207 Arrowhead Dr
Xu Chong Hao 241 W Water St
Young Daniel K 133 Smith Valy Rd
Valencia Pa 16059
Asbee Dennis J, Lance P 101 Valybrook Dr
Baker Audrey L Est 211 Overbrook Rd
Brodersen Instruments 1180 Mars Valencia Rd
Bruce Richard J 66 Dodds Ave
Bsn Ellen H 122 Butler St Ext
Clagett Barbie Marie 133 Keithwood Dr
Coates Kim E RD 2 Box 71
Darr Duane E 150 Dwellington Dr
Devaul Elbert W 124 Windermere St
Dingel Patricia 256 Leslie Rd
Elm Joseph P 675 Sandy Hill Rd
Ferraro James E 738 Galloway Dr
Fiel Thomas 119 Ridge Rd
Fleeger Terry D, Norren A Kapp 143 Windermere Dr
Frey Suzan M 128 Kozy Corner Rd
Fyfe Joy L 134 Dwellington Dr
Gallagher John E 204 Laurel Oak Dr
Gertz Margaret S 64 Hayes St
Haralson Donald W 440 Steiner Bridge Rd
Henderson Richard 57 Allegheny Ave
Hirsch Viva T 85 Charity Pl
Huber Thomas R, John A 116 Huber Ln
Johnston John L 190 Love Rd
Kozminski Autobody 57 Allegheny Ave
Kramer Melissa A 66 Allegheny Ave
Kushner George 205 Dwellington Cir
Lampenfeld Timothy W 134 Dwellington Dr
Lang Beth A 179 Browns Hill Rd
Lasavage Michael 164 Davis Rd
Linn Leonor R 222 State Rd
Loney Clint T, Troy A, Aafke 4245 Glasgow Rd
Mcclymonds Charles 143 State Rd
Mckinney Brian 105 Linda Ln
Morrison John P 240 Kozy Corner Rd
Napierkowski Thomas 151 RT 228 W
Nicolletti Paula J 241 Downieville Rd
Olesnevich Barbara A 170 Old Glade Mill Rd
P&W Invest Dba Voce 256 Lesie Rd
Plutt Christina M, Christina M Thomas 337 Logan Rd
Pulliam Michael 634 Deer Creek Rd
Purvis Grace PO Box 233
Ralph A Shaw Est Mary E Thoma Shaw
257 Kozy Korner Rd
Schulz Jeffrey 302 Hill Farm Ln
Seitz Barbara 345 RT 228 W
Shield Jack 155 RT 228 W
Shields Asphalt Paving Inc Psp 155 Rte 228 W
Shields Timothy J, Linnea PO Box 672
Slater Jeffery 110 Harbison Dr
Smith Erin M 11220 Babcock Blvd
Smtih Jamie Brent 233 Logan Rd
Sturges Deida M 325 Logan Rd
Thomas Charles K 128 Kozy Corner Rd
Weihrauch Harry J III, Patricia J 627 Deer Creek Rd
Wilkinson Shirley 132 North Dr
Yeager Ruth V 114 Oak Hill Dr
Ziel Charles D, Anna S 201 Providence Ct
Zivkovich John 152 Overbrook Rd
Zottola Frank J PO Box 180
West Sunbury Pa 16061
Carrier I J 111 Renick Rd
Dillaman Hollis L, Anna M RR 2
Glenn Dolores A PO Box 83
Johnson Raymond T 560 Halston Rd
Krajnikovich Ronald 310 Thompson Town Rd
Mccrommon Earl 923 W Sunbury Rd
Metz James, Donna 332 N Washington Rd
Middendorf Betty J PO Box 42
Milbert Leonard, Emma 206 Gilbert Rd
Moore Amanda 1302 W Sunbury Rd Apt 2
Shoop John PO Box 308
Sieffert Raylene 1300 W Sunbury Rd
Sloan Matthew 115 Helga Dr
Snow Leroy 112 Walnut Ave
Zelienople Pa 16063
Armstrong Utilities 123 Industrial Dr
Auld Torey 420 E New Castle St
Baur Rosemarie Est 700 S Green Ln
Buerger Martin A, Agnes E 812 S Green Ln
Burke Mary Est 100 Burgess Dr Apt 214
Cole Patricia S 123 Gristmill Ln
Cooper Robert J, Andrea K 64 Halstead Blvd
Costanza Marian 502 Burgess Ct
Dahonau Michael 117 W New Castle St
Defilippo Catherine M 312 C Mckim St
Dittmar Janet 419 S Main St 284
Doerflein Joseph A 115 Saltanka Ln
Erzen John W 401 S Main St
Faust Lani Downey, Leah Eve 406 E Spring St
Ford Arline 14 Timberbrook Dr
Foust Charles L RD 1 Box 222
Frey Dorothy M 419 S Main St 284
Fuel On 129 N Main St
Gass Michael A 232 Magill Rd
Gaudet Andrea 353 E New Castle St
Gilleece Jason T 718 Hemlock Sq
Graham Jennifer Beth Rai 247 Arthur St
Hamilton Anne M 214 S High St Apt 412
Harding John D 157 Glen Rape Rd
Harmon Roy C 1 Genkinger Dr
Holzer Mark F 118 N Milton St
I Am Enterprise 129 N Main St
Kenny Ross Chevrolet Buick N 22010 Perry Hwy
Kraus James W PO Box 306
Lyne Harry 166 Skyview Ln
Mckivigan Raymond S 219 Hillside Dr
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Meeder Valerie C 215 Spruce St
Mhf Express 2328 Evans City Rd
Miller William E 2350 Evans City Rd
Mollenauer Walter J 419 W New Castle St
Moyer Helen Margaretta 401 S Main St
National Fallen Heroes Foundation PO Box 233
North Star Pontiac Gmc Inc 22426 Perry Hwy
Passavant Ret Com Lutheran Senior Lvg 401 S Main St
Box 390
Phone Cards Unlimited 503 W New Castle St
Pritts Duane 107 Hazel St
Raczynski John 601 Woodland Dr
Sartori Sara 22010 Perry Hwy
Schmitz Mary 120 Maria Ln
Sherburne Lampard Clarke 120 E Beaver St
Soltesz Andrew J 114 Pine St
Southwick Nance J 419 S Main St Apt 162
Starr Ceridwen Est 305 S High St
Tait Catherine 107 Maria Ln
Taylor Sam 605 Creekwood Dr
Toliver Daniel 110 Hickory Hill Ln
Vics Foods LLC 606 W Beaver St
Wary Bryan D 548 W New Castle St
Weaver James H 273 Robin Hood Dr
Workman Sandra J Box 53
Cambria County
Diehl Edward A PO Box 188
Fox Agnes T 3414 Gallitzin Rd
Lidwell Joseph P 2737 Coupon Gallitzin Rd
Lynch Chuck 187 Maple St
Peachman Ruth 3527 Coupon Gallitzin Rd
St Clair Esther L 110 Pear Ln
Barnesboro Pa 15714
Angelo Mary G 3401 Crawford Ave
Fantauzzo Verna M 800 N 11th St
Fantzuazzo Verna M 800 N 11th St
Jarvis Alma M 300 Willys Rd
Kizak Richard M 5 Susquehanna St
Lubert Joyce 1003 Hubert Ave
Panaro Francis RR 1
Previte Joseph D 529 Philadelphia Ave
Simmers Toni 529 Philadelphia Ave
Westover Margaret C RR 1
Wilson George E, Mary 1101 Philadelphia Ave
Zulka Joseph M Philadelphia Ave
Beaverdale Pa 15921
Afton Ira James 661 Cedar Box 65
Afton James D PO Box 65
Andrykovitch Jo Anne Micha PO Box 617
Barr Camilla 1 Store
Buds Auto Sales 1120 Beaver Run Ave
Galiano Augustus C PO Box 533
Gorsch Alice PO Box 249
Michaels Christopher D, Beth 702 Henry St PO Box 120
Belsano Pa 15922
Cook Robert 103 Burr St PO Box 187
Holby Thelma RFD 1
Blandburg Pa 16619
Hullihen Zane W, Jaynee PO Box 35
Williams Josephine M PO Box 8
Carrolltown Pa 15722
Bearer Elizabeth, Delrose PO Box 64
Dutch Valley Land Co PO Box 565
Farabaugh Girard, Jean 579 Brawley Rd
Hofer Jeffrey 112 Cedar St
Mcmullen Leah J 227 N Main St PO Box 202
Reichvalder Sonya M 139 Lacey St
Tocarchick John Joseph, Joseph Michael
149 Sportsman Dam Rd
Weakland Inez D RR 1
Cassandra Pa 15925
Husar Paul N PO Box 49 128 Main St
Myers Randy L 20 Bunker Ln
Colver Pa 15927
Berkoski John RD 1
Buterbaugh Pamela PO Box 521
Goldian Mary 470 4th St
Lundgren Joshua T 324 Zimmerman Rd
Smith William P Jr, Aaron J 100 First St PO Box 522
Conemaugh Pa 15909
Cobaugh Albert B, Lori, Marian R 131 4th St
Dostal Dennis RD 1 Box 259
Gordon Gordon V 103 Spring Aly
Matala Devin C 235 5th St
Moran Margaret Rita 258 Main St
Rock Anna 118 2nd St
Snyder Ruth 160 3rd St
Wainwright James 245 5th St
Walker Grace I RD 1
Wasylovski Mary H 409 Lyman Ln
Wheland John M 329 4th St
Cresson Pa 16630
Beiswenger Scott 716 Keystone Ave
Blue Coat Investment Club 308 Summer St
Bradley Olive 915 5th St
Burgoon Gerald 1115 5th St
Capriotti Thomas J 211 Laurel Ave
Condrin Buick Chevy 7887 Admiral Peary Hwy
Conrad James H 856 Cambria St
Delozier Benjamin J 36 Aspen Ct
Digruilles Kris 260 Timberline Dr
Finn Amy Marie 38 Aspen Ct
Gallagher Richard D 856 Cambria St
Gibson L Mayetta 401 Keystone Ave
Goisovich Tonya 44 Maplewood Ave
Gregg Marilyn D 423 2nd St
Ivory Mary Jane 330 Spruce St
Jones Raymond PO Box A
Knee Charles 1027 Hemlock
Kos Body Shop 305 Ashcroft Ave
Litzinger Aldine 509 2nd
Maines Lester W 127 Pennsylvania Ave
Manor John Paul II 856 Cambria St
Mccardell David C 701 Front St
Milnes James G 305 Ashcroft Ave
Mobile Phone Pros 100 Park Ave
Nihart William K 302 High St
Parrish Joseph E 212 Beech St
Price Robert E 605 2nd St
Shop N Save 1213 Second St PO Box 205
Slebodnick Mary H Mountain View Manor Rm 306
Stehley Margaret L 96 Shaft
Stine Karl F PO Box 265
Dunlo Pa 15930
Bosic Mary PO Box 35
Carl Angelina S 257 Huff St
Richnavsky Joseph E Jr PO Box 76
Smith Mary Box 351
Dysart Pa 16636
Citimortgage Inc 1947 Wopsy Rd
Flaro Esther M 185 1st St PO Box 24
Karlheim Lynn Marie, Mary Grace 1700 Schoolhouse Dr
Onorato Lewis W 1084 Dysart Dr
Taylor Cory 1947 Wopsy Rd
Ebensburg Pa 15931
Advanced Foot & Ankle Asso PO Box 776
Alleghny Chesapeake PT 3053 New Germany Rd
Altemus Margaret R 521 W High St E
Benner Michael, Lorna 212 N Caroline St
Bennett Sophia Est 307 N Julian St
Bianco Hyacinth P 943 W High St
Bixler Florence 429 Manor Dr
Brown Robert RR 1 Box 328
Bucci Dennis P, Helen L 301 Maple St Mylo Park
Cessna Virginia Est, Murray 514 E Lloyd St
Croft Alex J Jr 616 E Lloyd St
Cunningham James J, Ellen L PO Box 264
Davis Alice 915 Rear Wm Penn Hwy
Duffner Robert L 404 Lous Rd
Fohringer Lynn A 409 Myers St
George Nickole 295 Bethel Rd
Gowen Gregory, Diane M 620 W Lloyd St
Grane Pharmacy 02 6th Flr Annex Ste 620 429 Manor Dr
Hanlon Romona T 237 Municipal Rd
Hickman Catherine 415 Rear Caroline
Hill Annetta G, Larry C 429 Manor Dr
Hinsonwolf Shari 111 Clara St
Hoffman Dorothy I, John 122 S Locust St Apt 1
Hoover Janet L 1475 Colver Rd
Hughes Henrietta, Roger E 626 Margaret St
Illig Charles J 1909 N Ctr St
Keilman Harry C, Brenda 2510 Cardiff Rd
Kemler Donald G 129 S Ctr St Kevin Persio
Kerr Phyllis J 316 N Julian St
Keystone Electric Motors & Controls 3989 Admiral Peary
Hwy
Kimmel Kent R 104 Crestwood Dr
Kirkpatrick Jeremy 290 Hogue Rd
Koenigsberg Amanda M 322 A Frame Rd
Kudell James E Area Agency on Aging Lovell Park Rd
PO Box 88
Kutchman John R 726 Pensacola Rd
Leahey Thomas J Est 213 S Ctr St
Link Paul PO Box 724
Loscar Roberta D 404 Lous Rd
Mcallister P O 408 W Horner St Apt 10
Mckotch Michael F 1400 Colver Rd
Meade Retallack A 408 W Horner St
Pallas Max Jr RR 1
Petre Jack 109 Lemon Drop Rd
Pirtle Alioha 109 Myers St
Premier Podiatry Group Pc Ste 62 3133 New Germany Rd
Rambeau Jean PO Box 355
Rankin Richard L 2503 Ben Franklin Hwy
Reese M Ruth 825 Myers
Rizzo Chiropractic 110 N Ctr St PO Box 813
Ron Davidson Chevr 3885 Admiral Perry Hwy
Roseman Farabaugh Jennifer A 104 Crestwood Dr
Sacchet Mae L 107 Lovell Ave
Scarton Enzo W, Alan J 409 Myers St
Schrock Thwing Joy 206 Maplebrook Rd
Sebetich Anthony 216 W Crawford St
Sibert Mary Louise 1609 N Ctr St
Sikora Andrew D 402 Lous Rd
Simanski Rhonda L 2827 Munster Rd
Spiegel Violet RD 2 Box 269
Springerr Kim 408 E Highland Ave
Timek Patricia A PO Box 36
Vance Wanda L 723 W Highland Ave
Vescovi Margo 109 Lemon Drop Rd
Vmd James T 812 Rowena Dr
Wilson Evelyn, Louis 429 Manor Dr Fl3
Elton Pa 15934
Harnish James A Box 254
Emeigh Pa 15714
Smith Ian 160 White Ln PO Box 171
Whited Michele L 898 Main St PO Box 17
Zemrose Nancy PO Box 116 127 Mark St
Fallen Timber Pa 16639
Apple Merle T RD 1
Beightol Darlene 124 Elm St
Briel Nita E RD 1 Box 128
Connelly Joshua 166 Van Ormer Rd
Hollis Kevin P 197 Executive Dr
Klanish Richard RR 1 Box 73
Merle Apple Est RD 1
Partner Mary C 1890 Marina Rd
Flinton Pa 16640
Gabel Steven Randolph 230 Church Hill Rd
Ingram Sylvia J PO Box 42816 154 Morningside Dr
Mcconnel Kim PO Box 42807
Meckley Donald PO Box 421509
Morrow Charmaine R RD 1 Box 34
Gallitzin Pa 16641
Crilley Leigh 729 Church St
Foreso Mary 617 Grant
Funkhouser Holly 410 Main St
Ickes Mike 117 Skupien Ct
Irvin Robert, Ida 508 Sugar St
Jenkins Anna L 342 E Bledsoe St
Keith Timothy R 131 Forest St
Kudrick Laura RD 1
Loucks Ronald 227 Sanker St
Pelliccioni Rita 178 Forest St
Shevenock Mary E 708 Convent St
Zonts William P 118 Forest St
Hastings Pa 16646
Burkharts Body Repair Shop PO Box 302
Byrnes Michael PO Box 333
Carpinello Nancy 1419 Main St
Drass Matthew C 916 Miller St
Hockenberry Melvin H, Laura PO Box 302
Kurtz Trasey L PO Box 768
Miller Donald, Louis 247 Bridge St
Nemec Meghan E, Tammy L 441 Huber St
Patricia Dowdney I PO Box 220
Sunderland Michael, Robin S, Don C 1146 Mcculley Rd
Johnstown Pa 15901
Agnew Leona 389 Rear Moore St
Allen Bertha A 635 Sherman St
Andrews Allen 622 Napoleon St #1
Andrews Curtis 181 New St
Applied Technology LLC 239 Main St Ste 200
Aveni Francis 717 Napoleon St
Bartosik Michael J 525 Vine St Apt 1312
Bartosik Michael J, Stephen J 348 Locust St Apt 3
Baxter Charles E, Roy L Sr 373 Gray Ave
Benn Robert L 623 Sherman St
Berry Ruth Attn: Beverly 430 Main St Ste104
Bhat Krishna M 321 Main St Ste 5h
Bongiavanni Lena 739 Maple Ave
Bongiovanni Lena 739 Maple Ave
Caddy Thomas E 126 Chapin St
Cashaw Shirley E 102 Halite Pl
Cobaugh Margaret E 313 Figg St
Coleman Virginia A 110 Franklin St Ste 400
Cooper Margaret Jean 305 Market St
Costanzo Arthur 140 Ganter
Costlow Walter 155 Hudson St
Crawley Winefred L 744 Sarah Pl
Cummings Allen J 716 Sherman St
Cunningham Justin J 753 Napoleon St
Deal Market 339 Walnut St
Diamond Run Mall LLC Market St
Dies Mcclinsey Justina Lynn 809 Napolean St
Distefano Angeline C 708 Locust St
Distinctive Human Services Inc 430 Main St Ste 101
Duder William A 1104 Connor Towers
Ear Nose & Throat Assoc 321 Main St Ste 4−F
Echard John R 430 Main St Ste 101
Falvo Carmela T 1077 Church Ave
Ferner Helen M 151 Johns St
First National Trust Co 532 Main St Ste 6
Fisher Audrey 1114 Church Ave
Forrester Ralph Jr 125 Marion Pl
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Frankofsky Josephine 787 Railrd St
Gaskins Sandra L 373 Gray Ave
Gates Othelia 821 Conner Towers
Gella Jyothi 600 Franklin St
Gleason Agency Inc 551 Main St Ste 204
Gottwald William, Mary 50 Woodvale Ave
Grow Roger 532 Main St Ste 6
Gutwein Louis C Emmitt Dr
Harris Jonathan 113 Peter St
Harris Tiffany, Mary PSC 78 Box 3351
Hawks Robert Jr 5 94 Solomon Homes
Herndon Jordan P 427 Moore St
Hicks David M Lee Place
Hill Frances 54 Leisure Village
Hilton Jessie M 25 Fleetwood St
Hrin Walter F 227 Franklin St Ste 220
Huston Pauline 429 Napoleon Pl
Jackson Josephine 704 Menoher Blvd
Janisko Angeline 524 Mccovaughy St
Janovec Margaret M 725 Thomas Ave
Jennings Mary E 215 Vine St
Jerin Nora M 532 Main St Ste 6
Johnstown Prof Hockey 326 Napoleon St
Joy Sammie H 1126 Rdg Ave
Kemar Dianne 155 Hudson St
Killian Wilbert F, Adeline 207 1/2 Market St
Kinney Catherine R 614 Somerset St
Kleinmeyer Rose M 718 Barclay St
Krstyen Robert 448 Figg Ave
Krupa Santa M 350 Market St Apt 504
Landau Frannie E 1212 Vine St Twrs
Laurel Highlands MRI LLC 239 Main St Ste 400
Lavely George 9 Horrocks St
Lightfoot James S 385 Ihmsen Ave
Liperi Maria 390 Bedford St
Lucas Kirk Navell 538 Main St
Mabon Thomas K 231 Walnut St Apt 703
Macale Leonard 430 Main St Ste 101
Marital Trust UW of Paul J Petrovich 231 Market St
Marshall Alice L, Paul J 623 Napoleon
Mastovich Michael L, Erma D Lee Place
Mccreary Martha 400 Adams St
Meleski Mary E 1074 Church Ave
Michael Philip J 301 West Berkley St
Mills Rose Townhouse Towers 420 Vine St Apt 2507
Mills William 618 Napoleon St Apt 2
Morrison Chas RD 1
Moss Ella RD 3 Box 324
Mowery Gertrude T 123 Woodvale Ave
Myers Darla R 345 Ebensburg Rd
Nealen Richard V 227 Franklin St
Novotny Frank S 619 Woodvale Ave
Panasci Sante 814 Smith Pl
Pepon Luann 101 Main St
Pletcher Dale E Jr 532 Main St Ste 6
Replogle Helen E 350 Market St Apt 307
Robinson Harold E Est 429 Napoleon Place
Roman George P Jr 130 Catherine St
Roper Geraldine Est 387 Moore St
Ruiz Jeremy 527 Somerset St
Sabo Helen 901 Vine St Towers
Saccone Sam 216 Main St Rm 102
Samko Francis 110 Franklin St Ste 400
Sarosi Paul 248 Woodvale Ave
Scott George R 234 Union St
Servicek Irene 119 Jackson St
Sheavly Robert Bruce, Mary Jane 781 Lucas Pl
Sietz Ruth 533 Vine St
Singer Sadie 815 St Michael
Smalls John III 619 Sherman St
Smeal Helen L 321 Main St Ste 4h
Smith Linda K 311 Strauss Ave
Smith Shyheim 729 Menoher Blvd
Smith William R 714 Main St
Stewart Kathleen 723 Sherman St
Suppes Ford 101 Main St
Svoboda Beulah, Fred 749 Railrd St
Thompson Queen E 322 South St
Tomaselli Charles S 109 Coconut Pl 1
Toney Jacqueline 717 Sherman St
Tribune Democrat 425 Locust St
Vansickel Stephanie 736 Sarah Place
Wagener Paul E 323 Market St 2nd Floor
Walker William 113 Cuthbert Place
Whiteford Barbara E 227 Franklin St
Williams Joseph 704 Menoher Blvd
Womens Help Center 809 Napoleon St
Yurasits Stephen L 198 Southmont Blvd Apt 2
Zagrodnick Nick 608 Iolite Ave
Zamias Services Inc 300 Market St
Zvalo Edward J 443 Maple Ave
Johnstown Pa 15902
Adams Wayne 531 Coleman Av
Allison Elizabeth 517 Wheat St
Batko Michael J 814 Highland Ave
Birkhimer Mary E 340 Arthur St
Bomba Walter J 140 Glass Rd
Bovino Curtis A 923 Lemon St
Bowers Christine 839 Fronheiser St
Brett Brian P 259 Grove Ave
Brown Andre 405 Goldie St
Brown Dennis R, Edith 524 Wood St
Brown Dennis R, Edith F 743 Mcmillen St
Buksa Anna M, Helen 645 Wood St
Burkett Todd N 651 Coleman Ave
Carr Elizabeth 1763 Ocala Ave
Carroll Margaret 811 Park Ave
Chris Rose Payroll 1 1182 Bedford St
Cinko Tanya M 266 Cypress Ave
Clavcomb Fred Jr 714 Grove Ave
Cruse Virginia M 611 Elder St
Czyrnik Paul D 806 Park Ave
Dollak John R 80 Boltz St
Donald Gloria M 608 Oak St
Dull Jason M 1735 Ruby St
Durham Charles 1109 Sunday St
Ellis Antonio 531 Grove Ave
Eppley Evelyn, Dennis 634 Grove Ave
Eric N A R 562 Highland Ave
Euen Lorene E, Mary 236 Wood St
Ferguson Rose 538 Russell Ave
Fielding Thelma C 758 Grove Ave
Finnigan Elizabeth 730 Bloom St Apt 8i
First National Bank Pa Ira 540 Central Ave Ste 400
Fisher Jeanne M 715 Cypress Ave Apt C
Ford Florence E 719 Pine St
Garretson Richard C 1331 Briggs Ave
Gates Kristine M, Bryan W 407 Russell Ave
Geisel Funeral Home 736 Bedford St
Guyer Jay R 731 Bloom St
Hallow Aleatrice J 165 Jacob St
Harris Robert R Sr 311 R Ohio St Apt 1
Harvey Henry L 627 Oak St
Herndon Mary 508 Oak St
Hogue Marie E 1501 Pleasant St Apt 5−D
Holtzman Charles D 624 Linden Aven
Horner Alverda P 1263 Cushon St
Horner David P 608 Cypress Ave
Hummel Jennifer A 633 Coleman Ave Side Door
James Robert W 1168 Solomon St
Jamison Nichole D 714 Grove Ave Fl 2
Kartes Karen E 563 Coleman Ave
Ketner Robert 1127 Riffith St
Klatt Tamica 660 Park Ave
Klein Davied 634 Grove Ave
Komensky Donald 932 Nathaniel St
Kot A F Estate 540 Russell Ave
Kusher Charlene 125 Truman Blvd
Lashley Alice 108 Dupont St
Lindsay Mark 114 Bond St
Lopez William 8145 Solomon Homes
Marc Victoria 510 Messenger St #1
Marhefka John F 135 Lohr Place
Martin Eileene L 551 Highland Ave
Mathews James H 205 Iolite St
Mcsurdy Bruce J 120 Antonazzo Ln
Messersmith Helen 108 Dupont St
Miller Ella 730 Bloom St Apt 7l
Mishler Walter E, Robert 923 Bloom St
Molchan George, Mary 716 Linden Ave
Morales Ididra, Violet 1127 Miles St
Moxham Mobile 329 Ohio St
Nardecchia Virginia 522 Fronheiser St
Newkirk Everett R, Winifred 1020 Von Lunen Rd
Oliver Toney 352 Ohio St
Palmer Bruce 828 Fronheiser St
Palovich Helen 631 Coleman Ave
Patrick Ramona 515 Forest Ave
Pb T 1201 Solomon St Bldg 12
Petrunak Mary 1867 Frankstown Rd
Pickerill Beverly 524 Grove Ave
Pollino David P 400 Greenich St
Ream William C 220 Dupont St
Rector Annette 700 Oak St
Rodak John J 742 Park Ave
Rose William R 2190 Frankstown Rd
Saintz Josephine 538 Russell Ave
Sarlouis Elizabeth V 1434 Frankstown Rd
Siverinac Sara E 730 Bloom St Apt 5c
Smith Roy D 420 Ohio St
Spangler Geraldine 175 Frederick St
Stahl Richard 346 Linden Ave
Stevenson John 177 Pine St
Suboleski John L 820 Coleman Ave
Szarka Jeremy 609 Pine St #1
Taylor Jermaine 412 Messenger St Apt 4
Team Chevrolet R 562 Highland Ave
Team Collision Center 828 Fronheiser St
Thomas Agnes 409 Saipan Ave
Thompson Alicia 918 Bedford St
Trofino Agnes M 310 Highland Ave
Troutman Claudia, Arthur Leonard 313 Horner St
Veale Dorthy 338 Highland Ave
Wadsworth Elaine 524 Ash St
Ward Sharon W 540 Central Ave Ste 400
Washington Lee E 544 Bedford St
Younker Margaret 1817 Ocala Ave
Zewe Robert W 545 Central Ave
Johnstown Pa 15904
Adams Nancy L 321 Wissinger Hollow Rd
Air East Inc 469 Airport Rd
Alwine Marjorie G, Eugene H 320 Boise St
Arthur J Gallagher Risk Mgmt Serv 210 Ind Park Rd
Ste 130
Beneficial Consumer 500 Galleria Dr
Beri Douglas M Jr 933 Eisenhower Blvd
Bloom Julia, Anson 750 Eisenhower Blvd
Borsuk Joseph F 2434 Bedford St
Boxler John 137 Jacqueline Dr
Brady Albon 344 Stonehedge Ct
Budash Lisa M 1101 Darlene St
Charlett Carolyn 500 Schoolhouse Rd
Clark Lenora Sue 300 Owen Dr
Clean Water Car Wash 950 Scalp
Coach Road Prop LLC 1397 Eisenhower Blvd Ste 200
Coller Marjorie E 128 Western Ave
Conemaugh Health Initiatives 1450 Scalp Ave
Coward Lawren M 549 Schoolhouse Rd
Cramer Mary L 1239 Jordan Dr
Croyle Harold J 224 Rean St
Ctc 100 Ctc Dr
Dachs Jonathan 1200 Kegg Ave 107
Daley Francis J 611 Euclid Ave
David J Carney M D Pc 903 Old Scalp Ave Ste 275
Doan Harry L 241 Beechwood St
Dollock John 990 Damen Ave
Douglass Mary D 858 Solomon Run Rd
Dowdell Anthony, Christy 933 Eisenhower Blvd
Dravis Lois A 428 Luther Rd
Duca Fredrick J 236 Collegiate Dr
Eakins Kevin 450 Schoolhouse Rd Upj Box 1039
Erbe Jonathan, Jodi 3365 Elton Rd
Eshleman Daniel P 1084 Tener St
Facciani Dominic 196 Kemp Ln
Faranda Margaret T 217 Alvin St
Fisher Widman Flick Ins 429 Theatre Dr
Gacka Linda R 1206 Norwood St
Galiote John A, Mary K 430 Danner St
Gary Thomas N 113 Walters Ave
Gearhart Joan 214 Theatre Dr
Gelles Agnes M 345 Erma St
George Andrew J 626 Evergreen St
Good Margaret G 1115 Havana St
Green Thomas D 211 Radian Dr
H & B Motors Inc 611 Euclid Ave
Haddad Edna G 123 Western Ave
Halasky Joseph 601 Lamberd Ave
Harmony House Manor Inc, Nova Irons 601 Lamberd Ave
Haslett William 116 Sheriden St
Hatch Margera 500 Schoolhouse Rd
Hoover William 1102 Emilio St Apt 154
Horbal Anthony 132 Gerry St
Horner Carolyn E, Katherine 3482 Elton Rd
Hornick Agnes L, Bernard C 206 Rean St
Hornick Richard C, E 215 Ottawa St Apt A10
Hussey Patrick T 218 Beechwood St
Inman Joseph W Jr 108 Coldren St
Jaramillo Victor 1407 Eisenhower Blvd Ste 303
Kansagra Real Est 172 Luna Ln
Kentes Michael P 933 Eisenhower Blvd
Kimmel Douglas James Jr 722 E Oakmont Blvd Apt D
Kirchner Audrey R Lillian Hartley 515 Luray
Kosker Leon L 134 Euclid Ave
Krouse Benjamin I 1001 Tener St Apt J
Kuntz David W 1251 Annette St
Kutch George 601 Lamberd Ave 111
Lape Hebenthal Braidon 804 Sunberry St
Lauer Merle B, Pearl C 206 Bloomfield St
Laurel Imports Inc 933 Eisenhower Blvd
Laurel Motors Chrysler Plymouth Inc 933 Eisenhower Blvd
Legeza Alex Est 169 Stonehedge Ct
Locher Benjamin 750 Eisenhower Blvd
Lockwood Matthew J 108 Coldren St
Matula Joseph 202 Roberts Rd
Maus Charles F 428 Luther Rd
Mcdonald Shawn E 724 Scalp Ave
Mcgraw Raelynn R 228 Suie St
Mcnamara Marie J, Mary B 230 Hawthorne St
Mikula Anna Mae 213 Coldren St 213
Miller Martha L, Telford 208 Churchill St
Miller Mary L 206 Dowling Rd
Moore Robert D 413 Euclid Ave
Moschgat Elvina 103 Songbird Ln
Moschyat Alvena 103 Songbird Ln
Moud Fred R Est 351 Budfield St
Mugerwa Jude A 407 Devon Dr
Murphy Kevin C 1531 Scalp Ave Rm 260 251
Nagrant Mary Jane 215 Radian Dr
Nevarre Daniel 1083 Oak Ridge Dr
Nosal Cynthia A 229 Marietta Dr
Oberneder Brian 500 Fulmer Rd
Oswald Ernestine E 236 Griffith St
Plachy Valerie 338 Elbert St
Polacek William 196 Kemp Ln
Polacek William C 187 Wyndemere Dr
Polak Erin E, Rachael Amy 106 Clayton Dr
Poorbaugh Kenneth P Est Edith Grimme R
423 1/2 Danner St
Postupack E Marlane 224 Rean St
Powell Mary L 1137 Solomon Run Rd
Price Marvin 1202 Kegg Ave Apt 112
Profaizer Anthony 609 Sunberry St
Puchko Kaitlyn 201 Shaw Ave
Pudliner Thomas Jr 716 Walters Av
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Radwanski Jacob 869 Tener St
Rearick Melissa 201 Shaw Ave
Red Cross 250 Jari Dr
Replogle Helen G 132 Fieldstone Ave
Rutledge James T 1248 Jordan Dr
Safko Diane Louise 214 Clermont St
Sanborn Charlotte L 1744 Solomon Run Rd
Saylor Bros Real Est Partnership 138 Brandle St
Scarton Nancy 113 Seneca St
Schrader William R 224 Hostetler Rd
Schultz Timothy C Jr, Alyson M, Samantha M
2311 Bedford St
Scott Judy 1923 Bedford St
Shaffer Matthew L, Nadine 873 Tener St
Shaw Theodore W, Lucille 107 Merchant St
Smith Patricia 916 Alwine St
Spangler Tim 700 Scalp Ave
Spengler Dora L 1467 Erickson Dr
Stein Evelyn M 933 Eisenhower Blvd
Stiffler Leo F 320 Suie St
Stiles Deborah 108 Lovejoy Ln
Stoffa Anna M 214 Theatre Dr
Straw Gary 114 Timothy St
Street Marilee Jane 125 Western Ave
Sunquest Info Systems 1407 Eisenhower Blvd Ste 200
Synnett Julia D 858 Solomon Run Rd
Szczepanik Donald J 105 Beta Dr
Teak Settlement Svcs 219 College Park Plaza
Team Force Inc 667 Scalp Ave
Team Luciano Georges 708 Eisenhower Blvd
Tete Caroline N 407 Devon Dr
Thacker Kathryn 208 Nadona Ave
Thomas Buick GMC 750 Eisenhower Blvd
Thomas Dirk K 110 Euclid Ave
Trent Insurance Agency Inc Profit Sharing Plan
700 Scalp Ave
U S Bank National Asso 3365 Elton Rd
Unger Damian Warren 319 Brookside Way
Walker Gene N 301 Marilyn Way
Wallace Twila R, Albert 104 Wildwood Ave
Wc Mcquaide Inc 153 Macridge Ave
Weaver Robert D, Agnes T 805r Luray Ave
Webb James F, Ione A 210 Geis St
Weinzierl Kenneth 611 Euclid Ave
White Verda M, M Miller 101 Camden Ave
Williamson Dainya, Justin 933 Eisenhower Blvd
Zabala Kay D 812 Luray Ave
Zhang Meng 616 Sunberry St 1st Fl Rear
Johnstown Pa 15905
Abrahams Jonathan 1412 Luzerne St Ext
Adams Roseann L, Mark A 136 Tillman Ave
Anchor Realty Settlement 95 Osborne St
Ashworth Carl 1480 Franklin St
Barron Robert G 807 Liberty Ave
Bechtold Ernest 103 Dartmouth Ave
Benford Mary Agnes, Robert W 161 Croyle St
Blalock David 1333 Christopher St
Boyer Thomas J, Janet H 556 Harshberger St
Brosig Irene E 102 Woodmont Rd 220
Brown Homer A 200 Arch St
Cable David B 169 Orlando St
Cable William B 814 Vickroy Ave
Camargo Jamie A, Hayder 1211 Zucco Ln
Camut James S 1732 Magdalene Way
Cantela Josephine A 1029 Franklin St Apt 409
Carosella Donald A 839 Stanford Ave
Carrier William 305 Beaver Ct
Casey Barry 820 Bucknell Ave
Cenc Mark W 1156 Boyd Ave
Chen Enn A 101 Helen St
Chupko Elizabeth A, Joseph 2266 Pett Ave
Conrad Mary Kay 106 Campus Dr
Constance Craven 326 Gerard St
Cooper Catherine A Trustee 325 Graystone Ln
Cooper Thomas D 557 Melander St
Craven C 61 Akers St
Craven Constance 326 Girard St
Craven Warren 326 Gerard St
Davis Warren J 120 N White Dr
Devine Joseph F Est 868 Ferndale Ave
Difalco Vito 1639 Sunshine Ave
Dirsch Catherine, Carl 100 Woodmont Rd
Dixon Rachel 1977 Bates Dr
Dolence Patricia A, John P 1437 Franklin St
Drager Violet A 262 Shady Oak Dr
Fetzko John Est 100 Woodmont Rd
Firm Sally J 620 Glenwood Ave
Fleming Anne R 321 Tioga St
Fornwalt Michael 103 Dartmouth Ave
Fritz Tracy L 2122 Ellsworth St
Fuge Telford R, Martha J 216 Watson St
Gaughan James M 115 Susan Dr
Geiser Bonnie 727 Ferndale Ave
Goehres Alma A 540 Smt Ave
Golias Drew 322 Meadow Dr
Gyauch Michael A 123 Venango St
Hand Marie 103 Diamond Blvd
Hatton Robert L, Leslie R 31 Clarion St
Heller Yvette 1524 Shelbourne Pl
Hendon Mary 904 Franklin St
Hockycko Joseph J 422 Girard St
Hong Eugina, Yiyan 407 Stoney Ln
Horner Raymond L, Mary L 521 Mars St
Hornick David B, Eugene 120 Keafer Rd
Hostetler Michelle 436 Govier Ln
Huey Alberta L 768 Carnegie Ave
Husinka Lakyn N 448 Southmont Blvd
Interstate Ins Mgmt Inc 2307 Menoher Bvld
Irvin Evelyn G 567 Margaret Ave
Jordan Sally 111 Cambridge Rd
Kesselak Mary E 215 Norwood Gdns
King Christina 240 Derby St
King Maceyko Dermatology 350 Southmont Blvd
Klodosky Frank J 213 Leila St
Kopco Richard, Sandra 2312 Woodcrest Dr
Kovach Kathleen B 134 Clarion St
Krupka Edna 447 Girard St
Lamberti Karen L 125 Derby St Apt 301
Langham Jason 1140 Boyd Ave
Laura Sweeney 521 Ferndale Ave
Lech Dorothy L 218 Weber Rd
Lesko Dorothy 262 Shady Oak Dr
Loveridge Jame Surf & Turf Inn 100 Valy Pike
Lowry Scott 800 Luzerne St
Macdonald Margaret L Allegheny Lutheran Home
807 Goucher St
Mack Jessica 189 Harshberger Rd
Mall Albert K MD 1111 Franklin St Ste 203
Maluchnik Jaimee 829 Vicroy Ave
Marsh Lorrin A 860 Parkview Dr
Mellon Jennifer, Gregory RR 5 Box 211
Mical Michelle M 473 Clarence St
Milazzo Rose 1144 Barnett St
Miller Donald R 3688 Menoher Blvd
Miller Madelyn Gwyn 104 Antonia St
Miller S L MD 2798 Menoher Blvd
Mountain Top Premium 2307 Menoher Blvd
Mulkey Matthew 2241 Sunshine Ave
Mullin Nan M 1141 Confer Ave
Murray Emily 850 Ferndale Ave
Nginyo Josphat 135 Osborne St
Nittany Foods Llp 525 Vickroy Ave
Noll Stella A, Gary M 112 Gregory Rd
Nttceapseanea 209 Leon St
Pardoe Richard E, Edna M 100 Woodmont Rd
Partners S And P 515 Diamond Blvd
Patel Aditi 2431 Franklin St
Petrick Jamey T 1031 Omar Dr
Petrowski Frances 2153 Sunshine Ave
Plummer Sarah W 310 Graystone Ln
Polak Rachel Amy 1124 Boyd Ave
Racerz Edge 130 Allison Dr
Randolph Alexa 192 Old Keafer St
Riek Bruce E 133 Wyoming St
Ripple Ruth 186 Dell St
Robert L Conrad Trust 106 Campus Dr
Roberts George 187 State St
Rowland Geraldine 500 Cheney Oaks Dr Apt 122
Saade Lizabeth A 1810 Lakeshore Dr
Saintz B J 844 Franco Ave
Schricker Benjamin O 824 Fernwood Pl
Sdt Investment Company A Partnership 1 Atlee St
Seesholtz Grant J 225 Swank St
Serokman Dorothy L 114 Spruce Dr
Seth Helene, John 153 Tillman Ave
Shannon Dennis F 37 Gardner St
Simmons Ann D 734 Farragut St
Smith Rhoda 465 Edward St
Smith Rhoda M 465 Edwards St
Spanko Mary A 93 Duncan Way
Stahl Ira 2013 Krings St
Stalberger Sonya J 800 Luzerne St
Steere Wendy L, David W 572 Margaret Ave
Stevenson Loretta V, Richard L 1546 Shelburne Pl
Stofko Danielle, Edward 134 Rambo St
Stouffer Frances 521 Ferndale Ave
Thomas Buick Gmc 2241 Sunshine Ave
Thomas Gladys M 901 Drexel Ave
Thomas Nancy L, Boyd N 171 Linda Dr
Town Judith L 499 Mars St
Trotz Richard M 1413 Oberlin St
Valencia Elenore 116 Colgate Ave
Valley Oral Surgeon Ltd 20 Osborne St
West End Auto Parts 2312 Woodcrest Dr
Whitmore Adam 1016 N Fork Rd
Wilkinson David W 218 Violet St Apt 2
Williams Leron 749 Summerset St
Wilt Beverly J 121 Shaffer Rd
Wingard Donald E 314 Sta St
Wisor Mildred L 166 Plainfield Ave
Yocum Stephanie 1271 Franklin St
Yuhas Mary 146 Esterville Rd
Zitnay Lorraine H, George A 97 Dartmouth Ave
Johnstown Pa 15906
Anderson Samantha K 217 1/2 Vaughn St
Ann Huncharik 397 Piney Aly
Armstrong Henry R 1003 Brd St 300
Biddle Samuel J 127 Duwell St
Birch Sharon E 160 Blawn St
Birkholms Orth Serv 1003 Brd St 300
Blansett Gerald, Esther 250 Chandler Ave
Bolton Vanessa 568 Corrine Ave
Boring Arthur Z 13 Mccreary St
Breast Diagnostic Clinic Sc 1003 Brd St Ste 300
Buchovecky Catherine A 147 Garfield St
Churilla Anna 267 Glenn St
Churilla Dorothy 194 Strayer St Rear
Collins Thomas A Jr 334 Laurel Ave
Cominsky John 430 Main St Ste 101
Cowan B 31 Plymouth Ave
Cowan Bernadette 31 Plymouth Ave
Cross Richard, Connie 122 1st
Difabio Vincent E MD 1003 Brd St Ste 300
Dull James F Est 110 Grass Ave
Elliott Rosemarie 828 Iron St
Gornick Stanley Jr 366 Naylor Rd
Grados Margaret 524 Farrell Ave
Groce Mary 192 Strayer St
Gruca Sophie A 144 Iron St
Gunn Marko RR 1
Gvozden Phillip Dr 812 Saint Clair Rd
Hamara Helen 202 Dishong Rd
Hammer Martin J 407 Harold Ave
Harrison John W 1003 Brd St 300
Hashemiyoon Robert B, Martin Goldman, Esq 1003 Brd St
Ste 300
Herndon James 320 Grape St
Hill Otto F RR 1 Box 43a
Hockey John T 252 Spring St 16030
Horner Cover B 217 Strayer St
Hornick Nicole A 203 Castle St
Hornicks Hardware & Sporting Goods 316 Brd St
Huncharik James 397 Piney Aly
Ideal Market 000765 Clsd 346 Sheridan St
Ideal Market 9765 346 North Sheridan St
Janicsko Angeline V 302 Grape Ave
Janisko Angeline 302 Grape Ave
Jeffreys Terry L 38 Cooper Ave
Jones Elizabeth RR 1
Joyner Charles R 401 Corrine Ave
Jwf Industries PO Box 1286
Kass Michael A 1003 Brd St Ste 300
Kasterko Anne 1137 Virginia Ave
Keppler Karen 200 D St
Kirell Robert L Weisfuse & Weisfuse Llp 1003 Brd St
Ste 300
Kot Barbara Ann, Stanley 49 Oakhurst Homes Apt G
Kozak Andrew 210 Stuntzman St
Krenisky Helen R 227 Home St
Kriak Francis M, Evelyn 253 Stone St
Kurt A Johnson DC 1003 Brd St Ste 300
Langham Lee Anne, William 426 Sheridan St
Leech Anthony J 571 Harold Ave
Leech Anthony J, Dorothy A 571 Harold Ave
Mainline Assets Mgmt Trus 737 Main St
Mark Ester S MD 1003 Brd St Ste 300
Matula Joseph RR 1
Mcklveen Elmer 427 Cooper Ave
Miller Kathleen 119 Avalon Ave
Mittwer Travis Jason 421 Brallier Pl
Morris Arnold J 1003 Brd St 300
Orris Amanda 562 N Sheridan St 5
Padonoavac Andza 305 Cambria Aly
Partsch Kathleen 303 Troy St
Perrine Richard 617 Waterfall
Petrowsky Matthew J 227 Glenn St
Pfeil Joseph R 153 Fairfield Ave
Pleskovic Susan M 369 Habicht St
Podplesky Valeria 144 Marbury Ave
Polca Richard J 158 Anthony St
Popovich Francis M, Margaret 163 D St
Porch Katherine 220 Fairfield Ave
Price Earl F,John M Price 244 Academy St
Samir F Abdo MD 1003 Brd St Ste 300
Seals Darlene 320 Grape Ave
Seals Darlene H 229 Blaine St
Sebeny Mary Agnes 315 Brallier Pl
Sefcik Alfred A R208 Chestnut St
Sichak Mary Ann 136 Gilbert St
Smith Gerald Jr 562 N Sheridan St
Stclair Jackson Jr 427 Chester St
Steve Szfcik R208 Chestnut St
Sutt Frances 135 Guard St
Sutt Robert F Sr 135 Guard St
Vanasse Arthur Joseph 571 Harold Ave
Wadsworth Elaine A Bldg 7c Apt 137
Waligora Stanley E 166 Bheam Ave
Walker Debbie J 537 Harold Ave
Walker Keith 571 Corrine Ave
West End Auto Body 426 Sheridan St
West End Citizens Asso Louis Torak 120 Chandler Ave
Will Theresa M 522 Dorothy Ave
Yahnert Rosemarie Bldg 7c Apt 137
Johnstown Pa 15907
Blount Sylvia PO Box 6250
Crown American Corp PO Box 879
Galliker Dairy PO Box 159
General American LLC PO Box 6250
Gleason Agency Inc PO Box 8
Knisely Wayne A III, Lesley R PO Box 871
Laurel Corp PO Box 1287
Lebanon Mutual Ins Co PO Box 1443 Richard Delsignore
Liu Ludan PO Box 637
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Mcmillan Dora E RD 7 PO Box 326
National Bros of The Hammer PO Box 443
Seesholtz Grant J PO Box 317
Voltz Joseph S, Lenore L Box 1150
Whysong Terry L PO Box 140
Wolfe Isabel Ferris PO Box 32
Workplace Health PO Box 66
Johnstown Pa 15909
Alt Angela 153 4th St
Beitel Savilla 3177 Benshoff Hill Rd
Beithel Adolph 3177 Benshoff Hill Rd
Blue Jay 1894 William Penn Ave
Cambria Painting Remodeling 116 Trout St
Coffman Melda J 1262 Spruce St
Cvejkus Paul 320 Locust St
Dostal Eric W 138 Herman Ln
Gustkey Rachel A 18 Hazel St
Hagerich Lynn D 181 Jesse Ln
Harris Alan J 159 Chaser St
Horner Edna Lutheran Home 1367 Briggs Ave
Hunt Todd 209 Hunt Rd
Lewark John Patrick 45 Birch St
Matula Barbara RR 8 Box 562
Parks Harold E Jr 166 Jesse Ln
Perpetualcaret Hilda M Trust 3744 Wm Penn Hwy
Posea Gibby 116 Trout St
Reasbeck Steve R 240 Harmony Dr
Salata Michael F 105 Wyatt Ave
Thomas Mary A 1646 Admiral Peary Hwy
Toney Annie Laura 1111 Locust St 2
Turancs Julia 501 First St
Ullery Arthur 463 Kenwood Ave
Workmasters Builders 318 Ranch Rd
Johnstown Pa 15925
Laurelwood Center 100 Woodmont Rd
Lilly Pa 15938
Ankeny Barry 112 Mission Ln
Bill Leahey 213 Jones St
Bp Publishing Inc 114 Alba Dr
Della Retail Inc 110 Alba Dr
Hill William 1244 Level Rd
Leahey Harold E 5370 Portage St
Mccoy Lindsey A, Mathew W 152 Mitchell Rd
Ritz Irene 500 North St
Shelbaer Audrey 105 Jones St
Spodnik Leo W RR 1 Box 76a
Whysong Bernadine 1217 Coach Rd
Loretto Pa 15940
Baker Lane Investment Club Charles Farabaugh
320 Beck Rd
Bender David PO Box 11
Chubara Helen RD 1 Box 39
Eckenrode Frank J 6442 Admiral Peary Hwy
Fogle David 159 Sawmill Rd
George Ann E 110 Lakefront Dr
Kephart Paul P III 1294 Dutch Rd
Lees Disposal Inc 452 Ice Plant Rd
Miller Brian 2326 Manor Dr
Opeth Catherine RD 1 Box 39
Smith David J, Dawn M 896 Vale Wood Rd
Mineral Point Pa 15942
Baum Irene 107 Arrow Rd
Burkhart Charles 107 Arrow Rd
Charles J Merlo Inc Kelly A Kachik 234 Merlo Rd
Dickert David 250 Gillin Ln
Electric Inc Tipton 1933 Swigle Mt Rd
Maus Etherldreda 2227 Swiggel Mt Rd
Penington Thomas 526 Mineral Point Rd
Nanty Glo Pa 15943
Barosky Linda M 1523 Christoff St
Behr Marlynn 197 Middle St
Butler Auto & Truck Sales 1005 Beulah Rd
Dostal Christina R 723 Sta Rd
Dostal Eric W Sr 349 Loraine Rd
Eves Marvin, Jane 211 Pennway Dr
Fuller Harold R, Elizabeth R 1282 2nd St
Furman Donald J 275 Cardinal St
Goodrich Richard 197 Middle St
Kasecky John 710 Spring St
Kirchner Sarah Est 1343 Lloyd St
Konsavich Michael, Joyce 1795 White St
Luciano Georges Ab Inc 49 Anderson Ave
Mcquay Matthew D, Lindsay 49 Anderson Ave
Miller Frank 1033 Maple St
Patterson Margaret M, Samuel B 535 Allie Buck Rd
Patterson Wilbert, Louann 53 Fulton Dr
Sabo Mary Louise 209 Old Nanty Glo Rd
Schilling Gregory Sr, Tina 1139 Lloyd St
Seaman Bernetta M PO Box 213 RD 1
Shawley Lisa 1033 Maple St
Sheesley Duane Jr 1565 Roberts St
Sideras Debra J, Augusta M Lamantia, Katherine M
951 2nd St
Sobonya Paul J RD 1 Box 147
Swensky Tresa 221 Pearson St
Sybert Darlene, Ellen 1026 1st St
Walker Michael 209 Sta Rd
Zamboni Christopher C, Christopher R 1250 1st St
Nicktown Pa 15762
Augustine Gertrude M 3160 Blue Grove Rd
Morris Philip H 542 Waterfalls Rd
Mulligan Patrick PO Box 183
Wysocki Albert R D Box 74a
Northern Cambria Pa 15714
Beckel George, Cora 716 Lancaster Ave
Bonatesta John 203 Hickory St
Cantalupo Maria PO Box 293
Costello Bessie, Thomas 120 Philadelphia Ave
Davis Cecelia M 306 Butternut Rd
Donohue Yolonda 802 Goodridge Rd
Duriez Bill 121 Duriez Ln
Evanosky Timothy J, Edward J 617 Bigler Ave PO Bx 393
Huether Charles D 1022 Philadelphia Av
Kalister Emil F PO Box 1026
Konitsky Harry 1004 38th St
Lee Walter J 130 Ft Lee Ln
Mariskanish Gloria J 411 Steele Corner Rd
Paone William S PO Box 305
Rito John J 412 Joseph St
Sedlock John A 3502 Crawford Ave
Stratton Nancy Lou 3007 Crawford Ave
Watters Ethel H 1022 Philadelphia Av
Weaver Sheila 306 Butternut Rd
Wilson Robert J, Jewel F 1021 Elm Rd
Woods Guy M RR 2 147a
Parkhill Pa 15945
Howie Philips, Irene 299 Goughnour St
Damage Mma 201 Mele St
Patton Pa 16668
Angus Warren R 808 Magee Ave
Baran Joe, Joan I 220 Mcintyre Ave
Bender Dustin J 2149 Glendale Lake Rd
Bender Jeffrey J, Dana L 139 Ashcroft Rd
Brough William, Mary 306 Green Ave
Carnicella Anthony A 1001 Brown Ave
Conklin Robert 801 Magee Ave
Cunningham Anna Estate 109 Kinkead Av
Dvorchak Mary K 306 Green Ave
Emmel Joseph C 90 Linda Ave
Forsythe Martha A, Charles 421 Lang Ave
Hammond Timothy J 314 Range Rd
Harbor Kyle 426 Mcintyre Ave
Helbig Penrod Kimberly A 1003 4th Ave
Hetsko Edward 302 Herriman Ave
Kleman Edith 1433 Magee Rd
Klemann Edith Est 1433 Magee Rd
Kollar Helen 306 Green Ave
Lacue Chevrolet Buick Olds Pont 1003 4th Ave
Laurito Patrick P 222 Highland Av
Marra Joseph F Jr 94 Mellon Ave
Martin John F 408 5th Ave
Niebauer Mary E 274 Marina Rd
Noel Patricia L 90 Linda Ave
Paddock Joseph 109 Kinkead Ave Apt 110
Petak Margaret, Joan Baran 220 Mcintyre Ave
Petrunyak Sophie 413 Palmer Ave
Petrunyak Sophie M, Jerome L, John RD 1
Rematt Theodore J 1981 Saint Lawrence Rd
Warner Donald R 1487 Eckenrode Mill Rd
Waronek John L 109 Kinkead Ave Apt 107
Williams Nathan R 523 Beech Ave
Wrabel Mary J 112 Linwood Ave
Yeager Louise 1309 Ridge Ave
Portage Pa 15946
Ang Grace L 816 Gillespie Ave Apt 304
Barr Lucy Marie 109 Block Rd
Brown Josephine 639 Main St Apt 2
Bumford Dale W PO Box 133
Bunting Dana 908 Caldwell Ave
Burda Stanley M 711 Branch St
Capalety Cheryl 639 Main St Apt 2
Chernisky Julia 804 Martin Ave
Flynn Lisa A 103 Blair St
Gall Betty 109 Block Rd
Gaunt Anthony 532 Dulancey Dr
Gregory Josephine G, Joseph S Gruse 2179 Cemetery Rd
Haney Kathy 1407 Springhill Rd
Haney Richard A 407 Johnson Ave
Jenkins Thomas C 4112 Springhill Rd
Jma Collision Center 629 Park Ave
Kalwasins Vincent, Helen Kalwasinski 1479 Munster Rd
Luckenbaugh Edward RR 1 Box 3
Machuta Sharon 1577 Puritan Rd
Mainline Asset Mgmt Trust 737 Main St
Mccabe Dean 124 Storm St
Mccabe Joseph F RR 2 Box 249a
Monfordini Chad 629 Park Ave
Myher Catherine 1407 Springhill Rd
Nepa Dolores A Est Richard Vermeulin Exec
1306 Springhill Rd
Nimits Andy RD 2
Noga Annabelle J, Joseph 1511 Caldwell Ave
Plummer Margaret D 711 Main St
Reed Paul D 1106 Johnson Ave
Reed Ruth 1026 Line Rd
Ritchey Bernadine M 601 Cunard St
Schmidt Kayla M 1023 Sonman Ave
Schrift Martin S 1670 Munster Rd
Semanchik Joseph Jr 700 Orchard St
Simala Michael J 405johnson Ave
Slagle Mary Lou 4112 Springhill Rd
Smith Alberta, Howard 1312 Gillespie Ave
Smith Elizabeth 1019 Sonman Ave
Smith Mathew, Scott 813 S Railrd Ave
Stelling Frederick 711 Prospect St
Stronsick Mike C 601 Makin St
Tranquill Michelle L 3174 Frankstown Rd
Tsyuman Khrystyna 915 Blair St
Wa Michael C 110 Laurel Run Rd
Washko Michael C 110 Laurel Run Rd
Revloc Pa 15948
Balog Anna PO Box 95
Howard Hobart W, Mary L PO Box 476
Killinger Harry 3rd
Lorditch Laura PO Box 476
Saint Benedict Pa 15773
Drew Marie PO Box 161
Saint Michael Pa 15951
Chulick Theresa R PO Box 203
Hood Laura F PO Box 185
Sarka Joe PO Box 246
Salix Pa 15952
Cameron Frances 148 Poplar Dr
Chowdhury Melissa 137 Pinecone Ct
Cooper Jonathan 229 Adams Dr
Diebold Mildred RR 1 Box 450
Lambert J Lester 1003 Forest Hills Dr
Mathias Anne 179 Hickroy Dr
Mckelvey Jeanne 1182 Forest Hills Dr
Morin Jason PO Box 96
Oxford Shawn A PO Box 21
Patterson John J 108 Baumgardner Rd
Shaw Nancy Est 141 Spruce Ct Apt 6
Tercek Mark R 104 Crestview Dr
Von Lunen George III, Kathryn PO Box 47
Vonlunen Patricia PO Box 47
Sidman Pa 15955
Beck Aaron M PO Box 224
Coppock Jeff L 151 Pine Bluff Rd
Kistner Henry Jr 624 Fairview Ave
Kovalchik Andy RR 1
Miller Patricia, Donald 113 Myers Rd Apt 3
Vidrich Arthur 1131 Railrd Ave
Wingard Jordan 366 Black Rd
South Fork Pa 15956
Blazauskas Joseph RR 1 Box 96a
Blough Kenneth L 136 Liberty Park
Botteicher Emory Est RD 1
Burkhart Matthew R 407 2nd St
Burntnett Wilbur 521 Lake St
Burtnett Edna 521 Lake St
Dierling Benedict, Margaret 725 Croyle St
Durolik Diane 245 Railrd St
Gage David R 232 Ragers Hill Rd
Hill Annetta G, Larry C, Alice Wagner 144 Amsite Rd
Kicks Convenience 220 Lake St
Logrando Frank 512 Maple St
Michie Violet 245 Railrd St
Sliko Andrew V PO Box 300 RD 1
Stapleton Mary RR 1
Stiffler Sara PO Box 421
Swickes Antonett 245 Railrd St
Spangler Pa 15775
Becker Duaine PO Box 573
Lantzy Margaret, Samuel PO Box 61
Swerbinsky John RR 2
St Benedict Pa 15773
Reiger Robert A Est, Gladys 240 Lower Rd PO Box 5
St Michael Pa 15951
Zombeck Frank 917 Market St
Summerhill Pa 15958
Allsopp Robert D Est 592 Oaks Rd
Bracken Janet PO Box 245
Chrisko Donald 108 Century St
Country Tire Warehouse 135 Tower Rd
Galla Jean A 102 Tunnel St
Gaunt Lisa 375 Benschoff Rd
Hazlett Arnold B 136 Minor Rd
Kirby Thomas North Jackson Street
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Malesky Heather, Sam 916 New Germany Rd
Neff Esther 2184 Fieldstone Ave
Sullenberger Gregory A 111 Tall Timber Dr
Vorhauer Esther 247 Stagers Rd
Twin Rocks Pa 15960
Conrad James H PO Box 275
Kovach Joyce A Rear Main St
Lanzendorfer Sophia Box 271
Long Carole PO Box 122
Popp Margaret Est 229 Expedite Rd 141
Sabo Thomas 1112 Sta Rd
Vintondale Pa 15961
Dixon Bernard J 215 Plowman Rd
Dixon Bernard J, Ryan B 205 Plowman Rd
Kassick Julia PO Box 364
Peterman Jocelyn 205 Plowman Rd
Pytash John PO Box 245
Wilmore Pa 15962
Llewellyn Timothy PO Box 27
Moyer Charles F PO Box 34
Cameron County
Driftwood Pa 15832
Hersh Tim 114 Rattlesnake Ct
Emporium Pa 15834
Anderson Helen L Apt 105 40 W 5th St
Armstrong Eugenia L 137 E 4th St
Berry John L Jr 344 Valy View Rd
Bonini Barbara D Apt 105 40 W 5th St
Bucher David C RR 2 Box 79
Cameron Land Dev Inc RR 4 Box 488
Cools Auto Repai 223 Jupiter Rd
Cools Auto Repair 242 Pine Tree Rd
Cools Auto Repair 255 S Pine St
Danner James J 305 Maple St
Danner Josephine RR 1 Prospect Park
Earle Vincent 255 S Pine St
Emporium Contractors Inc PO Box 127
Fragale Janice E 314 Hickory St
Fry Dillon 301 E Allegany Ave Apt 3
Galluzzi Michael A, M RR 2 Box 148
Grovan Jessica R 242 Pine Tree Rd
Grovanz Christine V Est C/O Peter C Grovanz
3519 Rich Valy Rd
Grovanz Ralph A III 242 Pine Tree Rd
Hand Scott A 315 West Alleghany Ave
Heck Richard D Jr, C 83 Thornapple Rd
Home Edward M Pete F Grovanz 3764 Rich Valy Rd
Home Edward M RR 1 Box 351
Kronos Management 401 West Sixth St
Leavitt Karen C/O Delores Burlingame 6718 Rte 120
Lewis June 324 W 4th St
Mack Albert J 160 Lindenwood Ct
Mcneil F Denise 6774 Beechwood Rd
Mid Cameron Authority 421 N Brd St
Mina Isrinefuls RD 1
Moate Randi A 223 Jupiter Rd
Morse J L 345 1/2 E 3rd St
Munson Stephen L C/O Lawrence Munson POo Box 211
Our Homestead Hotel C/O Richard Merry 205 S Maple St
Penn Vend Inc Payroll Account 140 E 2nd St
Ramsey Mark S RR 4 Box 270
Rinehuls Maurice, Henry, Mina, Zane RD 1
Salter Gary L 2077 Sizerville Rd
Smith Anna C 1090 Old West Creek Rd
Spiegel Gordon 324 W 4th St Apt 317
Spiegel Gordon H Emporium Arms 324 W 4th St Apt 304
Stolz Harriet B RD 2 Box 68 52 Huckleberry Cr
Troyan Karen E, Gary E 217 W 5th St
Zimmer Mildred N RD 1
Carbon County
Albright Pa 18210
Agne 131 Penn Forest Dr
Benckert Joseph A 142emersondr
Berger Suzanne, Barry RT 534 West PO Box 759
Bianchi Rosemary, Mark A Box 562
Brand William V 1182 Indian Mountain Lks
Brent Heather 187 Chippewa Trail
Burns Devin W 1402 Indian Mountain
Calvo Joseph 472 Old Stage Rd
Cruz Jeffrey A, Lucie M 106 N Shore Dr
Curreri Frank J PO Box 1602
Dungan William M B 3 Lensing Ln
Dzwilewski Katherine 1037 Indian Mountain Lakes
Egan David J 12 Indian Mountain Lks
Epple Laura 13 Penn Forest Dr
Farmer Donna R 138 Tawnee Trail
Farr Alonzo E 1601 Indian Mountain Lks
Fatkhiyev Julia PO Box 614
Fauber Eleanor 200 Indian Mountain Lks
Flewelling Victoria HC 1 Box 98
Gillette Robert I 10 Heine Cir
Ginsberg Marc 19 Dana Ct
Gonzalez Eddie N SR 76 Lucretiaus Tr
Grant Beverly PO Box 3659
Guzman Victoria, Paul N PO Box 462
Haines Constance 76 Old Stage Rd
Hart Dean T 1429 Lindsey Mew
Heller Patricia 31 Shelley Ct PO Box 6
Henning Jeffrey I, Martha I Est 48 Henning Rd
Huber Troy A 5 W Cherokee Trl
Jones Sharon HC 3 Box 3154
Kelly Brenda PO Box 1803
Kelly Brian 110 G Crest Dr
Kleber Marie L 28 Indian Mountain Lks
Kovacs Daniel Est, Elizabeth Gerth 90 Blackfoot Trl
Kozel Miroslaw 58 Oak Ridge Dr
Kruzick Raymond 10 Jonathon Dr PO Bx 526
Kyriakopoulos Nick 131 Penn Forest Dr
Ladderman Hoseman 12 Indian Mountain Lks
Leon Marie 1405 Indian Mountain Lake
Lopez George RT 534 Apt 1b
Luciano Juanita B 10 Cedar Ln
Macminn Lee 744 Wilde Glen
Martin Rolando Lot 558v Towamensing Trails
Matson Arthur C PO Box 635
Mattson Helen PO Box 635
Mcconell Janice, Alex 190 Chippewa Trl
Medina Ricardo 1930 Mountain Rd
Medina Roberto Est 128 Chetco Rd
Medrano Amalia 69 Guest Cir
Melusky Joseph PO Box 730
Meriano Albert 12 Indian Mt Lks
Michlovsky Shawn 72 Indian Mt Lakes Lot A
Miller Betty M 1236 Indian Mt Lks
Miller Lynn 15 Yana Ln
Miranda Justin M, Noemi 1476 Indian Mt Lks
Moyer Charlotte J, Jena C PO Box 194
Murtha Jason PO Box 517
Niezgoda Mariusz Lot 605 Indian Mt Lakes
Oprisko Anna PO Box 137
Oquendo Daniel HC 3 Box 3574
Panovec Justin W PO Box 574
Pavel Francis A PO Box 1496
Peskin Dara PO Box 1703
Pliss Oleg 21 Lucretius Trail
Polachak Lee 10 Mohawk Trl
Rivera Francisco, Carmen 134 Kiowa Ln
Robinson Elaine M 1368 Indian Mountain Lks
Roman Yolanda M 170 Winding Way
Saltz Steven 54 Foothill Rd
Sander Joseph H, Alicia R 1102 Indian Mt Lakes
Schroyer Carol A PO Box 37
Smith Bettie 120 Hunter Ln
Stoss Robin F PO Box 1806
Swift Shannon Lee, Amy L 1435 Indian Mt Lakes
Szymanik Blanche L PO Box 721 286 Mckuen Way
Tam Michael 1404 Elmwood Dr
Verhage James M PO Box 502
Walters Derek 11 Elm Ln
Warner Desiree J 110 Patten Cir
Williams Gary 70 E Cherokee Trail
Williams Lisa 8 Winnebago Ln
Williams Murphy Helena PO Box 1099
Wolkner Kirk T 1314 Indian Mountain Lks
Wood Karla M 197 Brittany Dr Ph
Zelman Natalie PO Box 1356
Ashfield Pa 18212
Senft Mary L PO Box 86
Smith Barry L PO Box 201
Smith Tammy S 72 Hi Arc Ln Box 87
Beaver Meadows Pa 18216
Avillion Marian M 1939 E Brd St
Conway Neil RR 1 Box 1
Fedorko Verna 12 Coxeville
Gasper Helen G New Coxeville
Gasper Margaret C 1935 E Brd St
Genery Brian 31 Berwick St
Sabol Helen RR 1 Box 176
Wishin Stanley A Jr PO Box 157
Yanick David J PO Box 285
Zeigler Lori A 6 Tamaqua St Box 528
Bowmanstown Pa 18030
Bower Danette M 725 White St Apt A
Doland Walter L PO Box 446
Frable Troy D PO Box 146
Freeman Hazel Box 214
Grove Gail J PO Box 435
Lehigh Sallie 150 Forge St
Paules Ellen J PO Box 255
Steigerwalt N E Box 214
Weimt 665 Pne St
Wentz Auto Body 725 White St Apt A
Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
Advent Foot & Ankle Inc 509 Oak St
Atkinson Mary Pam, Carl D 79 Hemlock Dr
Breininger Harlan A Therev 56 Lake Dr
Brisbane Thomas P 1432 SR 903
Bulanda Larry 15 Hemlock Dr
Carpenter Joan E 3 E Chipmunk Trl
Community Pharmacy Inc 30 River St
Corson Simon PO Box 237
Criswell Charlotte 517 Lentz Trail
Defranco Mohn Donna 200 North St
Dempsey Jennifer L 113 Piney Woods Dr
Deremer Mary E 87 E 3rd St
Donovan Nieves Cheryl 26 W Brdway
Duffy Timothy A 56 Porter Dr
Eckhart Marilyn K 17 E Front St
Eckhart Marilyn Lehigh Coal Navigation Co Bl Apt 3d
Edward F Melber Funeral Home 524 Ctr St
Falk Carol Ann 194 Behrens Rd
Fasolino Robyn 81 Leslie Ln
Faylor Guy A HC 2 Box 2490b
Fenton Joseph 52b W Brdway
Freely Michael 311 W Brdway
Fye Russell 109−111 Ctr St
George Amanda M, Kyle W 1028 North St
Gould Jonathan F 232 Lehigh St
Grover Robert 111 Ctr Ave
Harman Robert 228 North Ave
Hausman Heather A 33 Rhododendron Trl
Heart Mountain 216 North St
Heisler Linda P 422 School St
Hershberger Robert PO Box 353
Hickey Michael 921 North St
Hogan Hannah 218 Delaware Dr
Hontz Hannah E 138 Ctr Ave
Hurleymeckes Nannette 89 Bear Creek Dr
Hydro Michael 88 Susquehanna St
Jackson Eunice T 104 Porter Dr
Katzen Samantha A 8 Cedar Ave #2
Kemmerer Robert H 60 Boxwood Cir
Krum Kenneth M 441 South Ave
Kuhla John 818 Carbon Ave
Leonardis Joseph T 7 Brdway
Lesisko Michael A, Bernadette 303 South St
Malinchoc Winifred 261 W Brdway
Mcelmoyle Terry M 427 South St
Moyer Edward J 2001 SR 903
Mrvica John 67 Forest Lake Dr
Nelson Michael 320 North St
Nieves Rodolfo 26 W Brdway
Palumbo Terrilynn 118 Coyote Dr
Pissani Carlo 601 South Ave
Rochette Harry M 722 South Ave
Romanowski Theodore PO Box 104
Rontz Marilyn 524 Ctr St
Rossino Frank G 707 Ctr St
Rowe Virginia A 108 Pinoak Dr
Shane Patrick R PO Box 206
Shrum Beth S 135 Mountain Vw
Smith Bertha 517 Lentz Trail
Swedar Stephen PO Box 4014
Times Earl 200 W Brdway
Tout Edward L, Winifred 244 W Brdway
Tout Winifred C 27 W Brdway
Weiss Gertrude 24 W Brdway
Williams Shaneiqua PO Box 8
Wilson Julius 83 Saginaw Dr
Wing Hilary K 14 E Third St
Zurawa Cecile 217 Ctr St
Lake Harmony Pa 18624
Allan Virginia A PO Box 118
Fncb Realty Co LLC PO Box 809 Pocono Ramada
Futerman Gene 39 Red Fox Ct
Hufnagle Sharla PO Box 402
Joyce John Lalor Est PO Box 268
London David Allen PO Box 502
Mallard Investments Inc PO Box 309
Ropa Dba Split Rock Resort One Lake Dr
Rossetti Daniel PO Box 28
Swanson Uwd U W 02 26 96 Olga 808 Vista Ln
Swenson Theresa V, Mark K, Kurt A 808 Vista Ln
Lansford Pa 18232
All Staffing Inc 6 Coal St
Andrews Scott 226 W Bertsch St
Bank of America Na Its Scrs 114 W Bertsch St
Barno Frances C, Daniel 611 E Ridge St
Bomba Helen J 437 E Abbott St
Breiner Jay A 718 E Ridge St
Cnac 331 W Ridge St
Costello Stanley J PO Box 219
Coury Martha Jane, Sophia K 309 W Bertsch St
Coury Sophia T PO Box 56
Demyanovich Emil E 24 Tunnel St
Drabic Anna Est PO Box 280
Feisel Jonathan 239 W Ridge St
Friedman Barry 6 Leisenring St
Gillespie William 26 E Kline Ave
Graven Mary 228 W Patterson St
Greenwalt Harold 117 W Ridge St Apt 5
Gustus Elizabeth Hallie, Franklin J 6 Edgemont Rd
Hettrick William 219 E Abbott
Jones Karie L 4 E Abbott St
Kite Lisa 6 Leisenring St
Kunkel Tamara L 220 E Bertsch St
Laite Flora E Edgemont Personal Care Lod Edgemont Rd
Lauer Richard E Bertock St
Lesko Samuel J Jr 226 W Abbott St
Lorah Michael D 217 W Bertsch St
Malik Alex Jr 123 E Patterson St
Marconi Ermina 302 W Kline Ave
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Moyer Randy 12 Edgemont Rd
Natividad Dollinda C 33 E Ridge St
Neal William H 609 E Patterson
Oakes Florence T 29 Andrewsville St
Pena Margarita 109 W Abbot St
Perrault Monique 114 W Bertsch St
Pohlod Joseph 154 W Ridge St
Pohlod Michael 12 W Abbott St
Sabot Robert M 9 E Abbott St
Schleicher James 220 E Abbott St
Sebia Alfonso J PO Box 219
Sittler James Thomas S Mccready Esq 42 E Patterson St
Smith Stella 631 E Ridge
Stein Zane B 209 & 211 W Ridge St
Szumigraj David J 331 W Ridge St
Tarlton Robert J, Florence 133 W Abbott St
Tessitore Thomas 30 Cortright St
Thom Elizabeth S 222 W Bertsch St
Vanguard Brokerage Svcs 607 E Kline Ave
Velky John 607 E Kline Ave
Ward Virginia N 609 E Patterson
Lehighton Pa 18235
Acevedo Juan E 230 232 Ctr St
Ahern Philip E Jr Est 2033 E Lizard Creek Rd
Ahner Matthew 100 Cedar St
And Dc Fin Svcs Amer 305 Krakow Dr
Arbeider Alison, Daniel 383 Vine St
Beltz Robert RR 5 Box 87
Bender Mae 396 Long Run Rd
Berger Scott 372 Mahoning Hts Rd
Bickel Jean 510 N 10th St
Binder Melissa M, Charles S 361 West Aly
Blocker Collision Center 316 N 7th St
Bonser Richard F 8260 Interchange Rd
Bryfogle Clayton, Ruth M 115 Cir Dr
Cannon Daniel E, Daniel R 227 Ctr St
Cebrosky Jennifer N, Deborah A 39 Brook Dr
Chen Thao Qing 306 N 1st St
Ciardi Samuel 344 Smith Ln
Country Junction Online LLC 6565 Interchange Rd
Csencsits August J Est 1170 Green St
Cusenza Siena M 146 Oak Dr Apt 10
Cusenza Siena M 219 Ochre St
Danowski Anthony 268 S 7th St
Dedonato Michael V Hht 5−73 Cav Stop A 458 N 2nd St
Delp Richard 220 Ochre St
Diienno Wendy A 502 Mahoning St
Dnistrain Anna 1126 Packerton Dam Dr
Dombchewskyj Boohdan, Irena PO Box 429
Dotter Claude A RD 3
Dropp Thomas 428 Mahoning Mountain Rd
Dunkin Donuts 92 E Bridge St
Dynarski William 116 Coal St
Eck Donald J Sr 204 Ziegler Rd
Eckley Kimberly A 59 Beaver St
Fleming Arnold Kimberley 53 Main Rd
Frey Lori 2285 Mahoning Dr W
Frey Sophia 2716 Mahoning Dr W
Friedman Robert H, Carol A 935 E Lizard Creek Rd
Fritz Richard 1658 Blakeslee Blvd Dr W
Gabovitz Andrew, Mary A 1200 Lower Nis Hollow Dr
Gehani Chandru 100 Knoll Dr
Gibbons John F IV RR 3 Box 297
Gower Tammy L 13 Main Rd
Green Dennis T 226 Carbon St
Greenfield James C 230 Pleasant View Dr West
Guarantee Charter Del 1653 Green St
Gyuricsek Helena 1474 Twin Crest Dr
Hagenbuch Ronald E Sr 226 S 2nd St
Harris Robert A 172 Ben Salem Rd
Heckman Kristy L 726a Bridge St
Henry Allen 334 S 1st St
Hernandez Pierre 843 N 1st St
Hill Jonathan A 444 Mahoning St
Hill Mabel 211 N 12th St Huetten Hosp
Hollenbach Claire 1094 Troxell Rd Apt #403
Huber Sylvia 36 Horseshoe Ln
Hunsicker Dustin 353 1/2 N 6th St
Karper David G 203 W Ridge St
Kelley Paula A, Susan PO Box 253
Kerschner Robert, Donna 289 Highland Hill Rd
Kerschner Tammy A 565 Raymond St
Kester Lynn J 95 Valy View Dr
Kleckner Arthur G Jr, Arthur G. Sr RR 5 Box 474
Koch Bobbyjoe, Robert 460 Mahoning St
Kramer Nathaniel R, James W Jr 85 Cardinal Dr
Lehighton Ind Dev Corp C/O George Larose 143 N 3rd St
Lehighton Memorial Library 124 North St
Leslie Patricia 144 S 6th St
Leyer Dennis 2068 Fairyland Rd
Leyer Theodore C 4220 Interchange Rd
Longenbach Ricky 198 Long Run Rd
Longo Victoria 230 232 Ctr St
Lorah Gerald E, June M RR 3
Lorie Jennifer B 305 Krakow Dr
Lyczkowskyj Jurij 124 Konowaletz Rd
Mahoning Valley 323 Country Club Rd Hse
Makhija Family Trust U T D 08 01 91 100 Knoll Dr
Makhija Vasudev 100 Knoll Dr
Mann Mary A 334 N 4th St
Mass Mutual Financial Svcs 470 Maxine Dr
May Catherine D, Karen Or Danny Stubits 129 S 2nd St
Mccans Charles D, Michael R Mccans 2164 Municipal Rd
Mcevoy Steven S, Laurie A 1530 Upper Nis Hollow Dr
Mcgrath Kevin D 470 Maxine Dr
Merluzzi Jack N 145 N 11th St
Miller Elaine 726 Bridge St 2
Moreton John S RD 3 Box 419
Moyer Alburtus 102 Blakslee Blvd
Moyer Karen E 316 N 7th St
Nevil Michael 286 96 Lower Nis Hollow Rd
Northeast Pharmacy Services Inc 590 Coal St
Nuccio Phillip J, Linda L 307 Jefferson St
Parlavecchio Rose 62 Oak St
Patricia Hamm Pa 68 2nd Ave
Pollock Linda S 101 Cir Dr
Popek Cheryl 160 Scenic View Ln
Powell Sterling 36 Horseshoe Ln
Praetorius Jeanette M 103 Renner Rd
Rader Thelma 726 Bridge St 2
Rehrig Emma C 447 Mahoning St
Rehrig Mildred S 1165 Main Rd
Reichard Mahlon, Hazel 109 Main Rd
Rex Betty J 410 Bridge St
Richard G Balliet Ins Agency Inc 1403 Blakeslee Blvd
Richardson Desiree 239 S 7th St
Ritter Doris E 199 Main Rd
Roth Robert H 180 N 7th St
Sample Diane M 159 S 4th St
Schleicher Amanda, Bruce 335 S 1st
Schofield Jessie F 145 S 3rd
Sebelin Ethel 579 Ben Salem Rd
Slifer Harvey R 466 Fritz Rd
Smith A W 772 Indian Hill Rd
Smith Llewellyn 426 James Town Rd
Smith Ruth 215 N 2nd St
Smith William 160 Chestnut St
Smith Wilma Est, Ruth Smith Exec 215 N 2nd St
Snyder Opal, Ryan 272 N 8th St
Solt Randi A, Judy A 21 Third Ave
Solt Wilson III 116 E 2nd St
Steigerwalt Chas RR 1
Steigerwalt Evaline 164 Jamestown Rd
Stein Danielle 2137 E Lizard Creek Rd
Stranger Marcella A 973 Interchange Rd
Strohl Blanche P RR 3
Swarcheck Joanne R 1511 Blakeslee Blvd Dr East
Szoke Joseph, Anna 222 S 4th St
Trottas Catv Constru PO Box 254
Troxell Justin 196 Clover Ln
Unger John S 68 S Kittatinny Rd
Vayshchuk Jonathan, John, Nancy 134 1/2 Bankway St
Wagener Carol May 875 Fredericks Grove Rd
Walck Lucille J 88 Valy View Rd
Walk Dorette N PO Box 384
Wargo Anna C Est 397 Hemlock Dr
Webb Clarence F Jr, Phyllis A 134 N Fifth St
Welch Beverly L 860 Green St
Wentz Auto Body, Wentz Gary 350 Interchange Rd
Wentz Jason M 125 Fairview St
Wetzel Karan 366 S Second St
Wilk Albert 850 W Bowmans Rd
Williams Lisa 323 N 3rd St
Yale Dorothy 348 S 2nd St
Yenser Amanda 172 Fredericks Grove Rd
Young Louise G 923 N 1st St
Zeiser Mary M, Agnes, William 34 S Kittatinny Rd
Zovak Mark S 1878 Long Run Rd
Nesquehoning Pa 18240
Billig Harold W 450 E Ctr St
Caputo Juli K, Juli Caputo Ferry 40 White Oak Rd
Collette Sandra 12 Willow Ln
Cruzmaidh Linda 2 and 4 Rhume St
Ellis Holly B 34 E Railrd St
Evanko Donna J 201 E Diaz Ave
Gallant Raymond R Sr 631 E Catawissa St
Hallahan John 81 E Catawissa St
Homa Elizabeth B, John J 15 E Catawissa St
Kahane Sol, Carol 491 Lake Dr
Kemmerer Tina 72 E Ctr St
Kusko Margaret A 65 W Catawissa St
Levitsky Puschock Anna 126 W Railrd St
Macaluso Mary J 1257 E Catawissa St
Maidhoff Chris 2 and 4 Rhume St
Malloy Agnes M 333 W Catawissa St
Marketing & Automation Resource Co 350 W Catawissa St
Mcintosh Ronnie J 19 E Ctr St
Mohrbach Olga Est 2 7th Ave
Petrucci Frank Sr 50 W Garibaldi Ave
Poburski Jeffrey 118 Willow Ln
Puza Stephen K, Dorothy 80 W Ctr St
Rosell John 251 Stock St
Seo Anthony V 350 W Catawissa St
Shilko Joshua 131 Lake Dr
Skelton David Ahrens, Matthew Allen 34 E Railrd St
Skodacek Milan 433 E Railrd St
Snyder Bernice M 11 Rhododendron Tr
Sperber Louise B 50 White Oak Rd
Sugarman Harold 220 E Ctr St
Sweeney Michael, Judith 34 W Catawissa St
Turin Angela 400 W Oak St
Wood Harwell Maple Shade Ret Asst 50 E Locu
Palmerton Pa 18071
Ahner Claude F 210 Ave A
Alleva Daniel R 218 Lehigh Ave
Andreas Miles O 321 Lehigh Ave
Andrews Edwin RR 1 Box 102a
Bartholomew Alfred 4 Costenbader Ln
Bauer Ilene M 150 Wintergreen Rd
Beers Chris C 450 Summer Mountain Rd
Belovich Pauline, Joseph 535 Columbia Ave
Blue Mountain Ski Patrol PO Box 216
Blue Ridge Comm PO Box 316
Buchert Richard Est 100 Alton Rd
Buchfeller Scott E 346 Edgemont Ave
Buck James 575 Hickory Rd
Buck Jason C 500 Hickory Rd
Capone Jane C PO Box 304
Castaneda Elena C 360 Delaware Ave Apt 401
Castaneda Louis J 369 Lehigh Ave
Celoso Don L 1509 Mauch Chunk Rd
Costenbader Virginia 1135 Summer Mt Dr
Delong Lori 457 Franklin Av
Eastern Audiology Rehab Inc 217 Franklin Ave Ste 5
Eck Sherry L 12 Lafayette Ave
Ezzo Barbara A 3716 Little Gap Rd
First Natl Bank of Palmerton, Frank Checho PO Box 217
Golden Key Iga 493 Delaware Ave
Gordon William J PO Box 52 10 Penn Ave
Gorst Pete 360 Delaware Ave Apt 311
Greaves Carol Lyn 455 Horseshoe Dr
Green Edwin H 424 6th St Rear 2nd Fl
Green Jeffrey 607 Lehigh Ave
Hendricks Gretchen L 662 Lafayette Ave
Herbert Stacy J 648 E Princeton
Herne Angela M 2294 Cherry Hill Rd
Hess Phillip M, Robert S 610 Buck Hill Rd
Hofacker Elizabeth, Lisa Ann 3845 Forrest Inn Rd
Itterly Duane A, Duane 581 Mount Chuck Rd
Kasick Delores, George 280 Drift Rd 122
Kazanchy Karl L 715 Hazelwood Rd
Kjh Enterprises, Fireline Hotel 1065 Fireline Rd
Kocher Mahlon 290 Harvard Ave
Koston Kay L 628 Lehigh Ave
Kresge Stephanie 1047 Mauch Chunk Rd
Kulp Leon S 346 Edgemont Ave
Kuneck Stephen N Jr 573 Lehigh Ave
Lacey Carmen E 1900 Hemlock St
Lapp Gertrude E 71 Princton Ave
Manfredi Kim Marie Box 91 715 Hazelwood Rd
Merendini Andrew, Mary 265 Manor Dr
Messinger Robert A 353 Cir Dr
Mihalko Connie, Mark 217 Franklin Ave
Miller Elmer E 172 Ave A
Mlt Painting & Inpro 425 57 Dr
Montes Ann M 1028 5th St
Moser Cameron R 729 Lincoln Ave
Moyer Billie Jo 450 Summer Mountain Rd
Newman Jason C 1900 Hemlock St
Obrian Elizabeth M 2865 Hemlock St
Ogilvie Barbara H PO Box 77
Olinger James A 572 Franklin Ave
Ondrasik Peter Jr 19 Lafayette Ave
Perkins Restaurant 443 1/2 Franklin Ave
Plantec Caitlin 2294 Cherry Hill Rd
Polakovics Janice 901 Princeton Ave Apt 213
Quinn Irene B3 Stoneridge Apts
Rennig Jeremy 610 S Fireline Rd
Robinson Rodger 789 Church St
Russell Sheirer 610 Lafayette Ave
Schaub Robert K Est 401 Delaware Ave 3rd Floor
Scheirer Brian 557 Mauch Chunk Rd
Schoch Randy S 1030 Hickory Rd
Seo Anthony V 1345 Hazelwood Rd
Shea Bernard M 317 Smith Av
Sherman Delbert R 867 Edgemont Ave
Shuck Charles J Jr, Mary A 596 Mauch Chunk Rd
Stangle Michael J, Helen L 438 Hazard Rd
Stephens Mark Pharmacy 135 Lafayette Ave
Sterling Jillyan A 672 Franklin Ave
Stormer Barbara 308 Sunnyrest Dr
Structual Metal Fabricators 1226 Little Gap Rd
Summer Mountain Custom Homes LLC
1210 Summer Mountain Rd
Supon Lawrence 190 Princeton Pnes
Szakacs Eleanore 172 Ave A
Vanbelle Marion L 867 Edgemont Ave
Visnosky Andrea 266 Harvard Ave
Waggoner National Bank PO Box 2271
Watson Sandra A 653 Lafayette Ave
Weiss Brenda J 4 Costenbader Ln
Williams Debra J 218 Lehigh Ave
Parryville Pa 18244
Avvisato Nicholas P PO Box 191
Blocker Enterprises Inc Rte 248 Box 204
Dunbar Susan E PO Box 143
Everett Lori A PO Box 198
Rahn Ellen R PO Box 11
Szoke Jessica Ella 567 N Fireline Rd
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Summit Hill Pa 18250
Blose Edward 125 E Fell
Edwards Merriam Hazzard
Gallagher Cynthia A, Thomas D 231 E White St
Galotti Louise M 3 E Ludlow St Apt 2
Goff Mark 315 N Pine St
Gps Gideon Prophetic Svcs Inc 341 Iron St
Griffith Deborah 430 W Iron St
Gryzik Lisa 486 W White Bear Dr
Gurka Joseph Jr 202 W Fell St
Hotsko Brial 237 W White St
Krynock Steve M 204 W Hazard
Kucek John L 341 W Iron St
Lemoine Helen B Est 110 E Fell St
Maholick Anna 235 W Hazard St
Mertz Debra A 526 W White Bear Dr
Monkiewicz Victor 312 E Hazard St
Nikodem Mary 486 W White Bear Dr
Polakovich William J, Clara 210 W Hazard St
Porambo Benjamin J 145 W Holland St
Porambo Veronica 255 E Hill
Praskac Lee A 110 E Fell St
Rex James E 210 S Oak St
Ricks Judy A 8 South Pine St
Robinson Richard J 216 W Hazard St
Ruth Manufacturing Co 38 E Richards St
Schad William H, Anna 247 W Hazard St
Schady Anna 247 W Hazard St
Segaria Pearl 136 E Mcmurtrie St
Stevens Elizabeth 115 W Fell St
Swarcheck Paul 43 Park Ave
Turnbach Robert J, Lori A 468 E White Bear Dr
Weber Colleen, Joseph 211 W White St
Wentz Auto Body 115 W Fell St
Williams Ronald 104 East Hazard St
Zettlemoyer Paul PO Box 23
Tesckow Pa 18254
Ballick John S 28 E Oak St
Carr Anna 9 E Oak St
Demara Jennie 33 W Market
Haber John J 52 E Market St
Sallemi Sally Ann PO Box 390
Slusser Roy PO Box 107
Tarantino Magdalene 42 Spruce St
Walshock Andrea 27 E Oak St
Weatherly Pa 18255
Bender Geraldine E 304 4th St
Bobal Frederick 56 Bobal Ln
Dechert Tyler W, Lisa A 216 1st St
Gimbi Jane, Myrtle 403 Carbon St
Harris Frank 477 Bark Hollow Rd
Mcauley J RR 2 Box 116
Mcnab Shanna, Otto 45 Dunnigan St
Miller Helen 1088 Evergreen Ave
Miller Joan H 1500 Evergreen Ave Apt 302
Nagle Frank J 110 Main St PO RD 2 Eckley
Oliver John T R613 W Main St
Raab Anna H 1500 Evergreen Ave Apt 302
Sansur Gustavo 929 North St
Santana Jennifer 929 North St
Schaufer Wallace 209 5th St
Schneider Mandi N 23 Wilbur St
Schultz Carolyn 126 Carbon St
Spohr Clayton 162 W Main St
Todd Lance, Lisa 246 Hudsondale St
Weaver Paul Box 109 A RD 1
Weissport Pa 18235
Miller Thelma 143 W Mountain Ave
Pauker Jane 313 Prospect St
Straub Marion E PO Box 602
Top Circle Hosiery Mills Co 329 Franklin St
Centre County
Aaronsburg Pa 16820
Church Gary W 1406 39th St
Talarico Louis, Amy 167 Apple Butter Rd
Bellefonte Pa 16823
Alice Duthie Clark 111 Wiltshire Dr
Alterio Alexis L 614 E Howard St
Anthony Michele L 160 Woodside Dr
Banks Rick 195 Crestview Dr
Basher Michael Jr Centre Crest 502 E Howard St
Bashore Danielle 752 Nittany Valy Dr
Bathurst Gwendolyn L, William D 20 Ash St
Bathurst Tr 5 25 92 Gwendolyn L 20 Ash St
Beachy Eric N 221 E Howard St
Benson Alice Lynn, Adele H 1204 Sherwood Ct
Bergey Kimberly M 670 Nittany Valy Dr
Bradley Agnes 200 Wyndtree Ct Apt 113
Chandler Stacie L, Curtis W 202 S Water St
Clark Joseph G 111 Wiltshire Dr
Corman Timothy B Est 597 Little Marsh Creek Rd
Craig Sherry I, Thomas M 2336 Zion Rd
Craig Thomas M 2336 Zion Rd
Culligan 565 Rolling Ridge Dr
Dankavich Frank M DDS Jr 115 S School St
Deitrich Ned Sr 340 Heritage Ln
Devane Nicholas 1304 Smt Dr
Dunlap Ford PO Box 269
Dupler Eugene W 103 Darrell St
Duthie Alice Clark 111 Wiltshire Dr
Estright George H 379 Lower Coleville Rd
Farr Sandra 130 Franklin St
Frank Curtis 119 Dogwood St
G M Mccrossin Inc 2780 Benner Pike
Genet William L 78 Cedar St
Gillin Katie 330 Myrtle St
Givens Gerald 2023 Jacksonville Rd
Glossner John E, Frank Simco 1253 Nittany Valy Dr
Haranin Henry I Box 66
Harry Cruz Jr 102 Fieldstone Ln
Heidt Charlotte 101 W Linn St
Hockenberr Heather 379 E Burrows St
Hoffman Gladys C, Lyne S PO Box 482
Hollenback Debra K PO Box 465 533 Walker Rd
Horman Theodore A Est 124 Heartwood St
Houtz R Steven 412 Chestnut St
Johnson David Harold 442 E Logan St
Keiser Thomas Evan 1667 Barns Ln
Keith David 224 Hale Aly
Kellander William, Terri 148 Musser Ln
Kersteller Robert 695 Nittany Valy Dr
Kerstetter Lewis G 695 Nittany Valy Dr
Kimmel Richard O 150 E Beaver St
Klinger Doyle H Jr 1193 Ctr St
Knepp Hailey N, Ethan T 411 Meadow Ln
Krape Emma C RD 2 Box 230 F
Kravets Jonas 239 Crawford Ln
Kroboth Charles J Jr 1013 Halfmoon St
Lang Mildred R 994 E High St
Leupold Laura D 611 W Lamb St
Liner Michelle L 242 Forge Rd
Lopez Heather J 160 Dunkle Rd
Lowery Hunter B 491 Benner Rd
Magoffey Mandy 100 N Danielle Dr Apt 312
Maitland Kelly M 511 Shope St
Marshall Susan 195 Maple Village Ln
Mcclellen Nevin E RR 3
Mcmurtriie Robbie L 103 Cedar Ln
Melius Michelle L, Brent F, David D Dixon Dixons Auto
Body 180 Dunkle Rd
Meyer Margaret Anne 219 N Mcallister St
Miller Dennis W 197 Fetzertown Rd
Miller Philip E RD 5 Box 541
Miltenberger Daniel T, Mary E 169 Willow Bend Dr
Moore Adonis J 375 Pine St
Newman Wade I 115 S School St Frank M Dankanich Jr
DDS
Olson Warren G 1304 Smt Dr
Peterson Jacob K 153 Clemens Ln
Purnell Stephen C 109 N Thomas St
Ragghianti Tokina M 623 Scenic St
Raybuck Steven R, Julie K 197 Cir Rd
Remodelers Workshop Repine Gordon 105 Stonecrest Dr
Rice David C, Sarah B 322 S Spring St
Roberts Timothy 307 E Linn St PO Box 454
Robinson Portable Toilet 306 Runville Rd
Rockey Robert E 1241 Seibert Rd
Rosentrater Michael D Est, Willard 200 Rachel Dr
Rossman Hubert J 429 Simpson St
Rossman Margaret H 425 Willowbank St
Sanderson George 441 E Curtin St
Sans Convenience Sto 111 S Wilson St
Schreffler Manor At The Oaks 200 Rachel Dr
Sefchick Kathryn F 1132 Centre St
Sefchick Mary K 1132 Centre St
Selfridge Rebecca D 375 E Burrows St
Shope Minnie 602 E Howard St 202
Shuey Mildred Est 274 Forge Rd
Shultz Clark F 331 Burnside St
Simco Frank R 1253 Nittany Valy Dr
Sinasky Megan 612 Valentine St
Speight Eric 142 S Allegheny St Apt 1
Stevens Matthew 327 S Allegheny St
Stock Thomas M 255 Crest View Dr
Stover David A 727 N Spring St
Sweeney Leslie 208 Ash St
T W T Inc Stanley Steemer 1960 E College Ave
Tate Christine 710 Nittany Valy Dr
Trinity Inves Mgmt A C Ici Amer Hld 301 N Spring St
Underground Sun Inc Aaron, Kendra Spring
3208 Benner Pike
Uni Mart 2 341 W Lamb St
Wagner Ruby M Est 540 N Spring St
Warfield Betty R 101 W Linn St
Warner Kathryn 19 Ash St
Waselefsky Peter R 1124 Devils Elbow Rd
Watson Bryan P Jr 117 Sparrow Dr
Watson Dorothy A, Emma Fritzinger 499 Armagast Rd
Weaver Debra K 108 Dublinwood Dr
Weaver Janet M 695 Nittany Valy Dr
Weaver Steven R 110 S Wilson St
Williams Evelyn, Jesse RD 2
Witherite Nancy A Est 121 Dublinwood Dr
Wood Craft Industries 595 E Rolling Ridge
Woodring Sally 1240 Sylvan Cir
Young David PO Box 206
Blanchard Pa 16826
Augustine Paula A Box 328
Glossner Sharon E PO Box 255
Heverly Jeffrey W PO Box 314
Waltmon Marcus H 107 Eagle Nest Rd PO Box 203
Boalsburg Pa 16827
Aikens Charles T II Box 665
Altman Theresa L 912 Kay St
Antolosky Mark T PO Box 74
Benjamins Catering 124 Chambers Aly
Bilger Esker C Williams Dorothy PO Box 138
Boyer Gertrude H, Village Green Mhp Park
Brown Richard E, Eileen M 221 Mary Elizabeth St
Burrell Robert W 1414 Bear Meadows Rd
D D Auto Repair, Doug Cowhen 334 E Boal Ave
Devries Melinda B, Peter F 405 Bailey Ln
Engelder James T 1124 Oak Tree Ln
Faber Rose Ann 912 Kay St
Faussette Jaclyn PO Box 91
Gall Blake 131 Blackberry Ln
Hand Nina 241 Mount Pleasant Dr
Hill Brian 404 Loop Rd
Ingram David 301 Jacks Mill Dr
Johnson Warren D, David H PO Box 286
Keller Frances L 821 E Boal Ave
Kleh E 717 Carhall St
Laakmann Anna B 240 Meadow Lark Ln
Laakmann Peter Dexter 240 Meadow Lark Ln
Lang Douglas E 514 West Dr
Mcclellan Joseph S 1465 S Old Boalsburg Rd
Metheny Allen L 112 Mary Elizabeth St
Oconnor Charles T 312 Bailey Ln
Pocono Anesthesia Assoc Pc PO Box 580
Preschutti Katherina 624 Rosslyn Rd
Real Estate Closing Service 122 Aspen Dr
Saxon Amanda 216 Belle Ave
Schweitzer Steven J, Emma L, Nathan J PO Box 381
Shears Mark Mcs Radiology 164 Hylbert Rd
Zhang Xuelian 302 Jacks Mill Dr
Centre Hall Pa 16828
1 Cycle Center Harl RD 1 Box 318
Bierly Stanley C, Phyllis W 102 Oakwood Land Ste 101
Boring Court Reporting 121 Charles St
Breon Geraldine R RD 1
Bryan Dulcy T 250 Tussey Sink Rd
Cartey Julia C RR 1 Box 47a
Confer Michael R RR 2 Box 178
Craul Timothy 282 Whiteman Dr
Dix David G, Dorothy A 529 Airport Rd
Dunkle John J 114 E Locust St
Duvall Danielle E PO Box 369
Eyth Gertrude W 122 Wynwood Dr
Glossner Wilbur H 171 Empire Ct Rd
Harter Kevin 2031 General Potter Hwy
Kissinger Richard G 200 Raven Haven Ln
Kutz Suzanne E, Steven K 247 Greens Valy Rd
Lewis Andrew 154 Par−Sonics Rd
Linton Laurie 123 Ridge Ave
Murphy George E 102 Stone Fence Rd
Myers Matthew S 135 Bierly Ln
Phillips Arthur, Lori D 129 Valy Ave
Schultz Molly 145 Timberwood Trl
Snyder Robert M Wynnwood House #9 122 Wynnwood Dr
Snyder−Birth Shirley Wynnwood House #9
122 Wynnwood Dr
Swires Susan 3281 Penns Valy Pike
Ventura Mary A 194 Willow Ln
Yocum Scott L RD 1 Box 179a
Young Ralph E Sr, Ralph E 124 Williams St Ext
Clarence Pa 16829
Casher Larry Box 201 747 Clarence Rd
Coburn Pa 16832
Barrett Pamela 191 Coburn Rd
Fleming Pa 16835
Hopkins Eleanor A, Daniel T PO Box 131
Shirk Gerald W PO Box 10
Howard Pa 16841
Andreoli Thomas L 146 Matis Dr
Bartley Frederick A Jr, Ivalou J 4160 Jacksonville Rd
Byler Adam J Jr 952 Hublerridge Rd
Crowley Richard L 275 Walnut St Box 403
Dorman Emeline B PO Box 258
Fisher Lewis G 2228 Old 220 Rd
Fisher Steve E 53 Main St Ext
Gates Jane L 4160 Jacksonville Rd
Ghaner Helen R RR 2
Hutchings Bryan 167 Primrose Ln Lot 67
Kepler Steven C 153 Greens Run Rd
Litz Jessica 2248 Old RT 220
Lumadue Mary C 4160 Jacksonville Rd
Mackey Dennis K 2495 N Eagle Valy Rd
Meeker Irene R 122 Pine St
Peck Tara 4317 Jacksonville Rd
Rogers Wiliam E RD 1 Box 294
Shaw Dennis E Jr, Dennis E 748 Bullit Run Rd
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Uni Mart 04094 280 Walnut St
Weller Chad E 4296 Jacksonville Rd −
Wert Jordan S 155 Lynn Ln
Zimmerman Heather L 100 Weller Ln
Julian Pa 16844
Berry Florence L, Alvin T 1444 Beaver Rd
Chencharick Jack M 130 Steele Hollow Rd
Dac Enterprise Const Svcs LLC PO Box 57
Davidson Ellen, Marcella D Crestani PO Box 7
Dwyer Connie J 1111 Furnace St
Lee Mark 3050 S Eagle Valy Rd
Richards Jami 300 Mudlick Rd
Sims Scott L, Paula L 272 Taylor Ln
Sloyer John S 151 Moore St
Stauffer Sandra E 1400 Bush Hollow Rd
Wilson Herbert A Jr 1180 Ulrich Rd
Yearick John 251 Barnhart Rd
Lemont Pa 16851
Bergstein Andrew T PO Box 9
Bleggi Douglas R PO Box 263
Buckley William E Jr 256 Whitehill St
Dyreson Mark PO Box 385 719 Berry St
Fink Barbara A PO Box 471
Lal Kailash PO Box 1166
Lal Rasik B PO Box 1166
Malnory Lara PO Box 789
Sandywoods PO Box 5
Tremblay Bonnie L PO Box 895
Vanallen Diane L PO Box 514
Madisonburg Pa 16852
Huey Beatrice 183 Shaffer Towne Rd
Mccaffrey Sean PO Box 33
Milesburg Pa 16853
Gummo Donald A 139 Oklawana St
Hockenberry John F Jr 213 Front St
Mckinley Eugene E PO Box 203
Noll Richard W PO Box 506
Millheim Pa 16854
Bierly Group Inc 108 W Main St
Boettinger Russell T PO Box 547
Brown Emma A PO Box 22
Dearmitt Harry W PO Box 244
Paradise Pools & Spas PO Box 312
Stoltzfus Lydia R, Amos B HC 1 Box 17
Mingoville Pa 16856
Deitrich Lois M PO Box 157
Wells Robert C Est PO Box 130
Woomer W E Jr 470 Blue Ball Cap Rd PO Box 51
Moshannon Pa 16859
Martin Penelope A RT 144
Schall George E Jr 430 Pine Glen Rd
Swancer Martha C 165 Guenot Rd
Wallace Kyle J 1507 W Sycamore St PO Box 97
Witherite Sarah E 175 Askey Rd
Pennsylvania Furnace Pa 16865
Boyd Winfield, Jean M HC 1 Box 26
Citi Financial 234 Wyoming Ave
Falkenstern Sharon L 230 Greenfield Rd
Fye E R 4505 Tadpole Rd
Glisan Carla M 234 Wyoming Ave
Hoover Susan 4834 W Whitehall Rd
Kaplan Test & Prep 110 Horseshoe Cir Lesley Wieland
Jackson
Mullen John J 6309 W Whitehall Rd Rd
Smith Charles M 117 Elm Rd
Torsell Darlene D 3680 W Whitehall Rd
Philipsburg Pa 16866
Adomis Peter P Box 468
Ammeran Brent D 1109 Walton Ave
Bar Industrial Inc, R P Supply 415 N 2nd St
Basford Mari Jo 130 Pike Ln Silver Oak Terr
Branton Jason R 607 N Front St
Casher Judith 5551 Black Moshannon Rd
Common Sense Tech 331 Enterprise Dr Ste A
Culp Hazel 300 N Front St Apt 813
Cvs 815 N Front St
David Reid Inc 134 Enterprise Dr
Devereaux Mary Jo Windy Hill Vlg 100 Dogwood Rm 409
Dixon Bess M PO Box 313
Durnin Sylvia V 318 N 3rd St
Flick Richard W 140 Martin St
Geiger Elsie 616 Cliston
Godissart Albert 463 Decatur St
Goss Barbara Po Box 242
Graham Della Est 300 N Front St Apt 707
Guenot Nicholle M 704 Florence St
Hagyard Dorothy J 103 S Ridgewood Dr
Hamilton Ronald 2326 Six Mile Rd
Heemer John 300 N Front St Apt 801
Humphrey Emma J Est 216 N 2nd St 106
Johnson Donna 308 Sheffield St
Kelley James W RR 3 Box 464
Ken Long Motors Inc 113 Walton St
Ketcho Kathryn J 300 N Front St Apt 712
Kizina Raymond C 1049 Alder St
Kunkle Thomas J 509 Ray St
Layeni Daniel Akinkunmi, Olurotimi PO Box 2000
Layeni Olurotimi 555 Cornell Dr 1
Mcgoey Thomas C RR 1 Box 530
Midway Collision Darryl Reed 49 New Liberty Rd
Morrison Sarah, Kenneth Bailey Jr 627 Tyrone Pike
Muchmore Tyler L 1084 Copelin Rd
Pannebaker Thomas R 406 Laura St
Pretash Leadeth E 1474 Troy Hawk Run Hwy
Pysher Kenneth 84 Bennett St
Reams Garret, Dawn 49 New Liberty Rd
Rebo Sophie 100−2 Lochlomand Rd Trailer Ct
Rider Ford Inc 1001 Walton St
Rusnak Lewis P Est George Test Atty PO Box 706
Ryan Esther 926 Hillside
Semple Sandra L 45 Irwin Dr Apt 102
Showers Robert J Connie 696 Old RT 322
Stott Linda L Box 468
Turner Joseph 114 Grandview Tr Dr
York Calvin G, Diana K 221 S Centre St
Pine Grove Mills Pa 16868
Gordon Betty I PO Box 75
Gordon Philip M PO Box 316
Tate Bronson 171e Pine Grove Rd
Taylor Kelsey 126 W Pine Grove Rd Apt 20
Pleasant Gap Pa 16823
Baker Daniel 127 S Main St Apt 3
Britsch Bessie D 300 Rachel Dr Apt 3005
Bruce Thomas P 306 Vanessa Dr
Cross Rebecca L 218 Danielle Dr
Fenush Joan 360 South Main St
Gettig Engineering Mfg Co Pleasant Gap Office
Heeman Stacey L, Leigh C 103 Heather Cir
Ishler Donald R II 310 N Harrison Rd
Kolarik Joseph T Pleasant Gap Office
Kuzmik Nick 137 Norman Ave
Markle Paula 110 Whitman Cir
Miller Kaleena R 238 N Vanessa Dr
Millinder Larry M 124 S Danielle Dr
Modricker David J Pleasant Gap Office
Stocker Chevrolet 103 Heather Cir
Uni Mart 94166 106 W College Ave
Port Matilda Pa 16870
Beward Edward RD 1 Box 59
Brandt Dietrich H 2075 Halfmoon Valy Rd
Corbin S Creative Concrete 2910 Halfmoon Valy Rd
Dixon James P, Jo A 162 Houtz Ln
Fellows Sharon L 3760 N Atherton St
Freeman Phyllis L RR 3 Box 991
Glantz Joshua W 802 Meeks Ln
Halloran Matthew D, Ciara D 171 Barrens Ct
Houck Ralph M, Clara M Deceased 254 Hilltop Ln
Kibe Steven S 605 S High St
Kistner Gary L DDS 405 East Springwood Place
Lawver Luther J RR 3 Box 991
Liner Barbara A 151 Wilson Ln
Liner Barbara J 10269 S Eagle Vly Rd
Local Bounty 33 Tammenend Rd
Mcvey Irene C Est 267 Mahala St
Miller Adam R 200 E Plank Rd Apt C
Murray Thomas J Jr, Kaitlin C 143 Brothers Ct
Powers Marion F, Kurt R 43 James Hill Rd
Redmond Heather D 223 Harvard Rd
Richardson David W 132 Gibson Place
Scutti Thomas J 181 James Hill Rd
Stewart Sherry L 603 Plank Rd PO Box 437
Stott Maxwell Hugh, Derek 146 Lone Pine Rd
Williams Walter H 120 E Mountain Rd
Wininger Glenn A 120 Hunter Wood Way
Zaspel Kurt Jr, Wilma 112 Montauk Cir
Zhao Mandy Y 102 Greenmeadow Ln
Zimmerman Peggy Lu RR 1 Box 144
Rebersburg Pa 16872
Fisher Elizabeth, Emanuel HC 1 Box 211
Miller Eric F 119 E Main St
Spicher Maryann 111 Brd St
Stoltzfus Jacob S, Sallie HC 1 Box 8
Wargo Gerald C PO Box 31 141 W Main St
Sandy Ridge Pa 16677
Kyler Edward PO Box 38
Snow Shoe Pa 16874
Clevenstine Bart T 956 W Sycamore Rd PO Box 3
Emert Cheryl S 106 W Sycamore St
Florence Brown Nectarine St
Mccloskey Edward PO Box 53
Morgan William J Sr 226 Morgan Ln
Stark Calvin 199 Stark Ln
Spring Mills Pa 16875
Byler Mark 4873 Penns Valy Rd
Connelly Donna 120 Railrd St
Ebeling Elizabeth J 179 Brown Hollow Ln
Fredd Michael J RR 1 Box 51
Gene Paylock Photography 241 Old Ft Rd
Hansjurg Kessler 123 Pat Ln
Homan Bryan Keith 4163 Penns Valy Rd
Labiaux Ann P 237 Long View Ln
Mcclenahan Elizabeth E 179 Brown Hollow Ln
Peoples Ivan G 646 Green Grove Rd
Runner James M 221 Black Bear Ln
Shaffer Violet 180 Siglerville Millheim Pike
Snyder John 114 Cobblestone Ct
Spicer John S 232 Main Rd
Stanley Ronald L PO Box 164
Zerby Dale R 180 Siglerville Millheim Pike
State College Pa 16801
797 Lounge 244 College Ave W
Abbe Joshua 301 S Pugh St Apt 609
Abdul Rahman Wannurhayati N 415 W College Ave
Abdulghafour Fahed K 3704 Plaza Dr
Aboufirass Amine 134 E Foster Ave Apt 202
Adyam Venimadadhav 445 Waupelani Dr Apt E25
Agarwala Vijay K 910 Robin Rd
Agarwala Vijay K, Neena 910 Robin Rd
Ahmed Al Wahedi Zayed 229 S Sparks St Apt 12
Airoso Justin 226 Highland Ave Apt 505
Al Sanee Z 472 E College Av
Alghannam Faisal M 424 Waupelani Dr Apt Q13
Allegany Mountain Network Wgmr 2351 Commercial Blvd
Alleghenies Analysis 210 West Hamilton Ave 333
Almalowi Saeed 821 Gate Dr S
Alnajas Ahmed K 424 Waupelani Dr
Alnuaimi Humaid 327 E Beaver Ave Apt 410
Alpha Tau Omega 321 E Fairmount Ave House
Alromaithi Khalifa 3604 Plaza Dr 604
Altland Sarah 134 N Barhard St
Alvarado Fatima B 228 S Barnard St
Arbys 422 106 S Atherton St
Are You Hungry 111 Sowers St
Associated Realty Arpm 456 E Beaver Ave Ste 102a
Christa Ciezobka
Ateeq Alhameli 331 W College Ave Apt 23
Atik Can 478 E Beaver Ave Apt 319
Attig Clarence J Est 805 Stratford Dr Apt 3
Aumiller Aaron J 1218 S Allen St Apt 5
Aurnez Hayes 112 Elmwood St Apt 1
Azteca Rey 485 Benner Pike
Baba Dea 212 E Waring Ave
Balasundaram Kavind 445 Waupelani Dr Apt H21
Balkit Patrick A 924 Bellaire Ave Apt V210
Barajas Sophia B Apt 312bz 646 E College Ave
Bauer John A 746 Mccormick Ave
Bayard Georgia 306 S Gill St
Beer Dorothy Tie, Hale 231 E Hamilton Ave
Bender Brian 812 Elmwood St
Bender Brian K 201 W Beaver Ave
Bender Paige R 112s Fraser St
Best Line Leasing 25 Decibel Rd
Betts Thelma M 525 S Sparks St
Bingyang Zhang 315 E Beaver Ave Apt 405
Bjoerk Anna 728 W College Ave Apt 10
Black Nicholette 520 East Calder Way Apt 406
Blackwell Sara E 1003 W Aaron Dr 10a
Blaise Alexander Inc 1703 W College Ave 1104 Old
Boalsburg Rd
Blatek Inc 2820 E College Ave
Blowers Andrew 710 S Atherton St Apt 709
Bowen Timothy A 322 W College Ave
Bracebridge Condo 1525 Science St Judy M Fetzer &
Robin L
Brennan Kevin 300 W College Ave Apt 41
Brown Jeff 480 Ivy Ln
Burgwin Margaret B 711 Elmwood St
Burnett Gabriel August 130 Washington Pl
C Cornet 60 Decibel Rd
Campbell Vanessa L 1174 William St
Carper Ronald 211 W Beaver Ave
Cater Anthony 2150 Mountainview Ave
Cates Brooke 178 Limerock Tr
Central Pa Livestock Co Op 312 Squirrel Dr 105
Centre Engineering Inc 2820 E College Ave
Centre Region Settlement LLC 3091 Enterprise Dr Ste 206
Cha Chan Y 316 S Gill St
Chang Chih Cheih 219 S Sparks St Apt 18
Chang Parris H 1221 Edward St
Chang Shirley L 1221 Edward St
Chao Huei Ling 916 Southgate Dr Apt 9
Chen Dale 810 S Allen St Apt 3
Chester Marjorie K 1930 Cliffside Dr 1298
Chiarkas Peter, Anita 141 Bradford Ct
Choi Jayoon 1311 Plaza Dr
Choi Philip 2416 Plaza Dr B416
Choi Stacey 315 E Beaver Ave Apt 202
Christman Roger Jr 3281 Shellers Bnd
Chuba Virginia 901 Crabapple Dr
Chun Jae P 119 Stuart St
Chun Samuel S 1000 Plaza Dr
Chun Tian 934 Stratford Ct
Chung Chris 307 W Hamilton Ave
Chung Ha R 3314 Plaza Dr
Chung Jong H 310 Allen St Apt 402
Chung Moon J 315 E Beaver Ave Apt 305
Clark Michael H 2122 Brushwood Dr
Combs Joyce S 208 E Doris Ave
Confer Jean B 1632 Bristol Ave Apt 603
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Connolly Michael 227 S Burrowes St
Cooperative Playschool 611 E Prospect Ave
Crandall Mindy R 226 Independence Ave
Dahlawi Yasser Hassan 3222 Shellers Bnd Unit 238
Dalonzo Robert 26 Hamilton St
Dang Chi K 112 W Hamilton Ave Apt 202
Davidson Virginia G 113 Wellington Dr
Days Inn At Penn State 240 S Pugh St
Decarle Andrea 732 W Nittany Ave
Delaney Carol L 163 Harvest Run Rd N
Delong Jessie M 1601 E Branch Rd Apt 1
Delsandro Frances 1000 Bayberry Dr
Delta Sigma 206 E Nittany Ave
Demer Nicholas G 120 E Beaver Ave Apt 605
Devan Victoria 2216 Gwenedd Ln
Dibley Christina A 128 Jay Ln
Dietrich A K 1331 Trout Rd
Downsbrough George A 305 Village Height Dr
Edwards Gisele M 403 Keller St
Eichhoff Dorothea, Juergen 300 E Irvin Ave
Eick Tasha C 3091 Enterprise Dr Ste 206
End B Peiffer Revocable Trust 3083 Sheffield Dr
Enkhtuvshin Dorjpalam 240 S Pugh St
Entrepreneur Dev Inc 2601 Gateway Dr
Erikson Barnett Inc 500 W Nittany Ave
Farrell John 1333 South Allen St 2
Farrell Sharon Addison Ct 120 E Beaver Ave 408
Feaster Nicole, Craig 364 Norle St
Fl Utma Acct 212 E Waring Ave
Flanders Abigail L 425 Waupelani Dr Apt 202
Flanigan Thomas H 231 1 2 E Prospect Ave
Foss Gordon 450 Waupelani Dr Hearthside
Fox Kathryn Ellen, Betty M 800 W College Ave
Frank Robert Jr 749 W Hamilton Ave
Fred C Thompson, M Joan Trust Liv 01 20 0
1940 Cliffside Dr
Frost Wilda H 3030 Sheffield Dr
Fueyo Jose H 300 W College Ave Apt 34
Gamma Phi Beta 220 Lois Ln
Gao Yuqing 616 W College Ave Apt 4
Garfields 2901 E College Ave Sp 624 Nittany Mall
Garrison Christina 127 S Barnard St Apt 7
Ghannam Sarah Hussain 333 S Allen St Apt 401
Ghosh Arpan 747 E Beaver Ave Apt 222a
Ghosh Prashun K 717 W College Ave
Glenland Apartments 215 E Beaver Ave
Goldfinger Garrett M 340 E Beaver Ave Apt 521
Gorham Lavona J 947 Southgate Dr
Graci Ashley 605 Easterly Pkwy
Gramling Scott 120 Buchanan Ave
Greeley Ruth A 1940 Cliffside Dr
Green Brian 211 Adams Ave
Greene Herbert 436 Nimitz Ave
Grine Edward E, Pamela A Ruest 1930 Cliffside Dr
Gu Ye 478 E Beaver Ave Apt 703
Guest Lester P, Thelma 620 E Foster Ave
Guuliani Antonia 826 W Beaver Ave
Haffner Megan 1617 Highlandon Ct
Hajal Nastassia J, Fady 1317 Charles St
Hampshire Apartments A Partnership 532 E College Ave
Han Gyoonhee 220 Kennedy St
Han Jaesung 255 E Beaver Ave Apt 503
Han Song 425 Waupelani Dr Apt 126
Harrington Emily 923 Metz Ave
Harrison David A 1346 Sandpiper Dr
Hartman Enterprises Inc 2929 Stewart Dr Ste 201
Hassinger Kate I 236 S Fraser St
He Huizhong 1609 Plaza Dr
Heartside Nursing & Rehab Ctr 450 Wauplani Dr
Hill Wilbert 1243 Blue Course Dr
Hofstra Thomas C 941 Red Gate Rd
Holt Steven L 233 Fairlawn Ave
Holtzer Zillah 301 Waring Ave
Homoki Scott M 1741 Manor Ct
Hongyun Han 3305 Plaza Dr
Hsieh Lin Shwu Ling 917 S Allen St Apt 205
Huang Chien Jen 710 S Atherton St Apt 302
Huang Xinyi 315 S Allen St Apt 616
Inklusions Inc 1316 Sandpiper Dr
Innoblue 220 N Burrowes St
James Kelly 2601 E College Ave
Janowicz Krzysztof W 1002 House Gana St
Jensen Peter A 529 E Prospect Ave
Jeong Kwang S 1730 Bristol Ave Apt 324
Jiaxin Zeng 1501 Plaza Dr
Jin Seung H 3312 Plaza Dr
Jin Su K 899 Southgate Dr Apt 101
Jisuk Chang 333 Logan Ave Apt 411
Jo Kwang Hee 333 Logan Ave Apt 309
John Glen Sanitation 2560 Clyde Ave
John Tennis Towing 1701 W College Ave
Johnson Lanny 445 Benner Pike
Jones Katherine C, Trudy K 209 S Gill
Joseph Michael 804 Stratford Dr 31
Joungjin Lee 600 W College Ave Apt 3002
Junaibi Hazza Al 445 Waupelani Dr Apt N2
Jungmin Park 710 S Atherton St Apt 109
Junichiro Kugai 424 Waupelani Dr Apt D33
Kaddoura Zayed H 501 S Allen St
Kaiser John R Est 505 Mccormick Ave
Kang James S 500 S Allen St
Kao Cheng Feng 916 Southgate Dr Apt 9
Karunaratne Damitha S, Padma M 500 Hubler Rd
Katiyar Neerja 689a Waupelani Dr
Kaur Navneet 710 S Atherton St Apt 108
Keesey Steven R 1493 Blue Course Dr
Khachatourian Menas B 200 Highland Ave Apt 407
Kim Christopher 1408 Plaza Dr
Kim Don 972 Stratford Ct
Kim Jihye 1730 Bristol Ave Apt 324
Kim Seong S 710 S Atherton St Apt 308
Kim Yu Jin 636 E College Ave Apt 806
Kim Yunjeong 972 Stratford Ct
Kistler Jean L 124 Colonial Ct
Kline Jarod 409 E Fairmount Ave
Koch Anna Violet 825 W Fairmont Ave
Kocher Nathan 351 W Nittany Ave
Kotalik Joseph A,Virginia Chuba 901 Crabapple Dr
Kraus Gary L 942 Shamrock Av
Kuklis Andrew W 637 A Waupalani Dr
Kwan Steve T Spc Steve Tung Fai Kwan
827 Old Boalsburg Rd
Langdon Richard M, Robert E Fleck Exec 409 S Pugh St
Larchuk Daniel 358 Bradley Ave
Laurila Stephen Daniel 784 Westerly Pkwy
Lauth Edward III 485 Scenery Dr
Lawson Seth 817 Old Boalsburg Rd
Lee David Y 333 Logan Ave Apt 212
Lee Seokwon 1229 S Allen St Apt 25
Lee Woo H 333 Logan Ave Apt 411
Lemont Physical Therapy I 2766 W College Ave Ste 300
Lewisburg Natl Bk 1000 E Branch Rd
Li Chen 2101 Plaza Dr
Lim Kyeong Ho 909 Southgate Dr Apt 102
Lin Hochen 235 Buckhout St S Apt 6b
Lion Ambassadors Moxie Thon Hintz Family Alumni Ctr
Littleton Brooke H 508 S Fraser St
Liu Yuexin 425 Waupelani Dr Apt 103
Liu Zihao 228 S Garner St Apt 106
Lloyd Kevin 320 E Hamilton Ave
Lloyd William 827 S Atherton St
Lohse Kent R 408 Meckley Rd
Lu Nan 2719 Plaza Dr
Malsie Hana 601 Pike St
Man Ho Hei 1601 Plaza Dr
Maney Kimberley M 1049 Bayberry Dr
Marchione John 1246 Charles St
Markle Dianne 411 Waupelani Dr Apt A204
Marlow E Mildred 1620 S Allen St
Marshall Andre H, Ian T 101 Goldfinch Dr
Marshall John 1184 Oneida St
Martin Calvin 115 W Hamilton Ave
Martinez Jonathan S 328 E Fairmount Ave
Mary E Sanders Trust 500 E Marylyn Ave C 37
Mathisen Patricia Unit 101
Mckelvey Kristen 532 E College Ave Apt 8d
Mclaughlin Andrew 2295 Spruce Ave
Mcnitt Richard P, Jean K 500 E Prospect Ave
Mcvey Irene 1151 William St
Meister Megan M 1108 S Garner St
Metzner Barbara M 805 Stratford Dr Apt 2
Meyer Ray E 166 Mitchell Farm Ln
Mezzanine 420 E College Ave
Michna Christine 701 Benner Pike
Mikami Kazuhiko, Yukari 425 Waupelani Dr Apt 24
Miller Dale E Jr 113 Harvest Run Rd S
Miller Edith H 150 Farmstead Ln
Miller Genevieve N 825 S Allen St Apt 9
Miyakawa Sayaka 211 E Mccormick Ave
Mohammed Suaad 215 W Fairmount Ave Apt 604
Monica Payne 214 W Nittany Ave
Moon Eun Jung 315 E Beaver Ave Apt 303
Mourey Devin A 971 Southgate Dr
Muhairi Omar Al 3518 Plaza Dr
Myers Barry 561 Balmoral Cir
Nagurney Andrew Gilbert, Mary C 443 W Beaver Ave Apt 1
Nakamura Shuhei 244 E Nittany Ave
Nashine Vishal C 445 Waupelani Dr Apt M22
Nie Lei 1315 Plaza Dr
Niebauer John P 1703 W College Ave
Nieweg Hilda Eleanor 352 E Outer Dr
Noll Agnes E 139 Harris Dr
Number 2 Inc 128 W Irvin Ave
Oh Yoon Suk 316 S Gill St
Oheron Shannon 2275 Charleston Dr
Olsen Norma M 500 E Marylyn Ave Apt 85f
Omotayo Banjo 0115 Carnegie Bldg
Palmer Daniel E, Donald E 321 S Corl St Apt 6
Palmeter Kyle 127 N Sparks Ave Apt 4
Pantazes Robert 711 B Whitehall Rd
Park Chan 445 Waupelani Dr Apt H25
Park Chan L 425 Waupelani Dr Apt 18
Park Edge Asso 974 Greenbriar Dr
Park Ji Eun 1408 Plaza Dr
Park Seung Ho 425 Waupelani Dr Apt 510
Park Soohyun 424 Waupelani Dr Apt A23
Park Sunghun 3702 Plaza Dr
Park Yoojin 215 W Fairmount Ave Apt 403
Park Yujun 445 Waupelani Dr Apt J24
Patel Cynthia G 2309 Abington Cir
Patel Nameet 340 E Beaver Ave Apt 223
Pennoni Associates Inc 2571 Park Ctr Blvd
Perry Katelyn, Owen 154 Ellen Ave
Peterson Gary, Mary 536 E Foster Ave
Petrarca Erin L 451 E Hamilton Ave
Petrilli Rocco 200 Claremont Ave
Poon Yiuchi Linda 204 E Hamilton Ave Apt 13
Porter Ruth H Book Account 1306a Plaza Dr
Price Raquel 270 Walker Dr Ste 100w
Prisk Clifford L Sr 1725 Houserville Rd
Prospectors 2080 Cato Ave
Purnell John S Jr 1000 E Branch Rd
Rajendran Rajeswaran 127 E Hamilton Ave Apt 24
Ranck Frederick 1015 Metz Ave
Rangarajan Balu 109 E Irvin Ave Apt 4
Rao Manju L 424 Waupelani Dr Apt F310
Raymond Heather DMD 432 Rolling Ridge Dr Ste 1
Reale Colin 646 E College Ave Apt 512
Reed Joseph R, Stephanie A Wilkinson 1930 Cliffside Dr
Rm 143
Rex Energy Operating Corp 476 Rolling Ridge Dr Ste 300
Riddle Margaret J 201 Twigs Ln
Rider Charles Ii 1703 W College Ave
Ridings Rebecca 726 W Whitehall Rd
Rioux Robert M 1204 Smithfield Cir
Rippin Kelly D, Rita M 601 S Pugh St
Roddy Hart Marion J 265 Homan Ave
Rudowski Mitilda Est 197 Lime Rock Tr State Co
Rutherford Daniel 636 College Ave Apt 105
Saleh Alghamdi 340 E Beaver Ave Apt 331
Sanders Laurel B 800 Wintergreen Cir
Sanders Mary E 500 E Marylyn Ave C−37
Saunders Barton Mary 312 S Buckhout
Saviano Toby T 821 Southgate Dr Apt B14
Schell Georgia 1900 Cliffside Dr Apt 103
Schied Fred M 542 Brittany Dr
Schlotzhauer Vernon E 332 W Fairmont Ave
Schroeder Mary L 139 Harris Dr
Scotts Landscaping 3180 W College Ave
Sensor Sylvestor W, Rennaissance 1105 Plaza Dr
Shahab Dina 1460 Blue Course Dr Apt 16
Shaner Armand L 1930 Cliffside Dr 107
Sheikh Mohammad 141 S Garner St
Shen Xiaofei 1108 Plaza Dr
Shenk John W 1362 S Atherton St
Shihab M 1460 Blue Course Dr
Shin Dong R 1108 Plaza Dr
Shoemaker Katie 235 S Corl St
Sholevar Cyrus 322 Fraternity Row
Shvenke Julia 3490 W College Ave
Sim John 371 Cogan Cir
Simmons Julie Nittany Apt 1403 600 E Pollock Rd
Sisko Arthur W 500 E Marylyn Ave C−48
Smith Barbara J I 505 Mccormick Ave
Snyders Helen 904 Southgate Dr
Soh Jason 711 University Dr Apt S209
Soler Maria Desamparad 244 E Nittany Ave
Sommers Edgar 1401 S Atherton St
Song Jae Joon 424 Waupelani Dr Apt A23
Soojin Kang 3611 Plaza Dr C611
Spic Macay,Vaidyanathan Venkateswaran 1272 Penfield Rd
Stanton Lionel 1401 S Atherton St
Stephenson Richard L 1112 S Atherton St
Stevenson R A 845 Walnut Spring Ln
Stewart Roger III 340 E Beaver Ave Apt 614
Stidham Alexandra 138 S Atherton St Apt 402
Stogdill Timothy 334 Willow Ave
Sun Jing 478 E Beaver Ave Apt 710
Sung Min 710 S Atherton St Apt 102
Sunrise Homes Inc 2790 W College Ave
Tang Jonathan 600 W College Ave Apt 101
Tate John 411 Waupelani Dr Apt D120
Tech Reach Inc David L Hall 168 Homan Ave
Teeple Alice C 626 S Pugh St Apt 4
Tian Li 734 Southgate Dr
Toula Christopher 1013 S Allen St Apt 110
Tranell Theresa Est, Cathy 1329 Sandpiper Dr
Tsai Hwei En 424 Waupelani Dr Apt C−24
Tsai Yi Wen 425 Waupelani Dr Apt 525
Tsai Yi Wen, Irene 425 Waupelani Dr Apt 525
Tsugawa Albert PNC Bank 348 E Foster Ave
Tsutsui Motoyuki 129 Locust Ln Apt B4
Twoey Kathleen D, Gary R 3091 Enterprise Dr Ste 206
Tyndall David P 917 S Allen St Apt 204
Ua 10 04 00 Carol L Delaney Trust 163 Harvest Run Rd N
Ulbricht Ross W 111 Corl St
Ultran Group Inc 3100 Research Dr
Urbanik Andrew M Hearthside Rehab Ctr 450 Waupeln Dr
Urology Asso of State College 905 University Dr
Us Spirit 1442 Majestic View Dr
Uta 6 8 71 1000 E Branch Rd
Valenti David S, Julia D 200 Highland Ave 111
Valigorsky Lee G 616 W College Ave Apt 8
Varlin Julien 712 W Beaver Ave Apt B
Venkada Datla 801 Southgate Dr Apt C10
Venkatesulu Rathish Kumar Bayy 424 Waupelani Dr
Apt F310
Walker Dallas Keith 270 Walker Dr Ste 100w
Walker Jesse Kenneth 1401 S Atherton St
Walks Service Center Inc 827 S Atherton St
Waltz Kevin A 1703 W College Ave 1104 Old Boalsburg Rd
Wang Yan Song Zipeng Wang 3520 Plaza Drr
Waple John H 445 Waupelani Dr H6
Warner Kerri K 801 11 Stratford Dr
Warshauer Rose 220 Village Hts Dr
Washington Rosharon 2901 Brekerest
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Watson Barto L 520 Mobile Ave
Way Kathlen M Attn Cliff Way
Wen Tsai Yi 2304 Prairie Rose Ln
Weyandt Dorothy H 411 Waupelani Dr B115
Wilkinson Stephanie A 1930 Cliffside Dr Rm 143
Williams Anthony V, Bryn A 441 Waupelani Dr B114
Williams Dave 906 W College Ave
Wolf Alberta M 1304 W College Ave 1
Wolf William A 238 S Atherton St
Wolfe David W MD 200 Scenery Dr
Wolfe Lois M 574 Struble Rd
Xu Hong 3296 Shellers Bend Apt 114
Xu Yi 478 E Beaver Ave Apt 402
Xue Zhanyang 445 Waupelani Dr Apt B4
Yannou Quentin 315 W Beaver Ave
Yeung Diana 1106 Plaza Dr
Yifei He 1601 Plaza Dr
Yifu Liu 600 E Pollock Rd Apt 3104b
Yin Yan 204 E Hamilton Ave Apt 15
Yoon Taeyoung 962 Stratford Ct
Young Chris 520 E Calder Way Apt 607
Young Mi Do 1607 Plaza Dr
Young Richard 3261 Shingletown Rd
Yu Xiaohua 3519 Plaza Dr
Yudi He 331 W College Ave
Yuracko Joella 914 1 Southgate Dr
Zayed Hisham 501 S Allen St
Zeigler David 611 University Dr
Zeiss Caroline W 500 E Marylyn Ave
Zhang Zhenyue 425 Waupelani Dr Apt 408
Zhou Yong 2035 Country Glenn Ln
Ziegler Daniel R 340 E Beaver Ave Apt 225
Zierke William C 115 Outer Dr
Zihao Liu 228 S Garner St Apt 106
Zimmerman Mary B 500 E Marylyn Ave A14
Zuehlke Jeremiah 661b Waupelani Dr
State College Pa 16802
Cheong Edward S 706 Stuart Hall
Dumas Charles, J Ann 107 Arts Bldg PSU
Fangxi Lin 408 Geary Hall
Fu Hongyu 206d White Crse
Gege Nie 122 Jordan Hall
Hirotani Tomoko 402 Hibbs Hall
Hong Samin 211 Sproul Hall
Kim Sang Yoon Park Way Plz Apt 3003
Kong Xiangyan 135 Mcelwain Hall
Lion Help LLC 28 Simmons Hall
Loren Hall 1013 S Allen St Apt 409
Ogi Juwana 308 Hiester Hall
Sun Xiaofeng 236 Research Bldg East
Tarazi Joseph 310 Beaver Hall
Wang Luzhi 1011 Tener Hall
Wanying Chia 614 Hartranft Hall
Wirjawan Armand L 104 Sproul Hall
Yamaguchi Itsuko 403 Hartranft Hall
Zheng Yi 87 Mcelwain Hall
State College Pa 16803
Abdulghafuour Khaled Y 160 Northbrook Ln Apt 109
Accuweather Intl Inc 385 Science Park Rd
Acharya Ragini 265 Blue Course Dr Apt 24
Acharya Raj 1477 Ridge Master Dr
Adair Elizabeth 1937 Fairwood Ln
Adams Ryan 10 Vairo Blvd
Adora Interactive Corp 1051 Teaberry Ln Apt A4
Akkurt Tolga 601 Vairo Blvd
Al Mujaini M 130 Farmstead Ln Apt 121
Alajmi Mohammad Naser 446 Blue Course Dr
Alarafat Hassan 125 Northbrook Ln 209
Alhamoud Raneem 601 Vairo Blvd
Alhashidi Mohamed A 130 Farmstead Ln Apt 121
Ali Sara M 1984 Park Forest Ave
Alnuaimi Saeed 201 Vairo Blvd Apt 160a
Althouse Virginia F 300 Lions Hill Rd Apt W204
Althowaina Assma 1140 W Aaron Dr Apt 201
Americas Carpet Outlet Inc 1518 N Atherton St
Avillion Bonita K 111 W Clearview Ave
Badeeb Noha 161 Ghaner Dr
Baker David L 436 Orlando Ave
Baker Robert F 150 W Mitchell Ave
Bangkok Timothy 125 Northbrook Ln Apt 20
Berg Marion 515 Orlando Ave
Bergen Katelyn Ann 805 W Aaron Dr
Beylouny George A 133 Sandy Ridge Rd
Blattner Timothy A 201 Viro Blvd Apt 112
Bokach Helen 173 E Aaron Dr
Bowser Tomoko S, Todd S 769 Cricklewood Dr
Boymel Carl 1337 Linn St
Brewer Daniel 1969 N Oak Ln
Brown Thomas B 433 Sierra Ln
Burns Stacy J 738 Tanager Dr
Burnsworth Marilyn E 2553 Applegreen Cir
Cahill Daniel L 133 N Boal Aly
Calvin D Pierce Heating & Co 536 Brittany Dr
Carlin Philip J 757 Devonshire Dr
Carthy Jessiann M 639 Exeter Ct
Caselnova Lauren 226 Amble Wood Way
Cassidymiller Kimberly 603 Devonshire Dr
Cervino Anthony M, Janet 878 N Allen St
Chen Cheng 160 Northbrook Ln Apt 111
Chen Shanshan Nittany Crossing 601 Vairo Blvd
Chen Zhouren 1100 W Aaron Dr Apt F3
Chidesta Paul 133 E Park Ave
Chien Tzu Wei 905 W Aaron Dr Apt A
Choi Jeong H 2356 Sagamore Dr
Christopher House 840 N Allen St
Clark Stephen B 36 High Meadow Ln
Cleghorn Timothy 359 W Clearview Ave
Colby Melissa S 900 S Glenn Cir
Conrad Teri 625 Marjorie Mae St
Craven Jennifer M, Charles W 607 Crickle Wood Dr
Cunning Andrew J 118 Whisper Ridge Dr
Cunningham Rebekah H 118 Whisper Ridge Dr
Curtis Douglas A 595 Devonshire Dr
D E Communications Jeff Fisher 441 Science Park Rd
Dandolo Karen 349 W Clinton 263
Daniel Melissa K 250 Toftrees Ave Apt 209
Dawson Shannon B 260 Toftrees Ave Apt 118
Delta Sigma Theta 1120 Teaberry Ln Apt 403
Dennett Mollie C 112 Haverford Cir
Deshpande Abhijit A 10 Vairo Blvd Apt 239
Destefano Regina C 268 Douglas Dr
Diandra Wirjawan 150 Northbrook Ln Apt 101
Dirinald Mary A 853 Thomas St
Donaldson Sara C 10 Vairo Blvd Apt 24d
Dong Gui Y 447 Oakwood Ave
Dong Hu 10 Vairo Blvd Apt 11a
Dong Kim 1400 Martin St Apt 3091
E Travco 100 Oakwood Ave Ste 100
Evans Amber L 611 Marjorie Mae St
Fagley Kevin 1429 N Allen St
Fagley Kevin D 1429 N Allen St
Fan Ziqian 601 Vairo Blvd Apt 937
Fang Haoze 1100 W Aaron Dr 666
Feng Siwei Jr 1317 N Atherton St
Ferrara Nicholas A 130 Northbrook Ln Apt 109
Ferree David R 629 Berkshire Dr
Foore Leona G 568 Ridge Ave
Fosnacht Ninon M 459 Park Ln
Fox Hill II LP 2121 Old Gatesburg Rd Ste 200
Freeman Katherine H 538 Westview Ave
Gao Jess 501 Toftrees Ave Apt 201
Gao Junying 1051 Teaberry Ln Apt A2
George A Beylouny Revocable Trust 133 Sandy Ridge Rd
Georgeon Olivier 133 E Park Ave
Gerenser Janet A 1402 Harris St
Gerhold Henry D 1637 Princeton Dr
Ghadar Fariborz 555 Orlando Ave
Gibboney Helen 1920 Waddle Rd
Global Strategic Alliance 103 Ridgewood Cir
Gorman Judith A 245 Ghaner Dr
Gotgelf Semen K 420 Sierra Ln
Green Tech Industries Corp 310 Carogin Dr
Greenawalt Yekaterina V 316a Vairo Blvd
Greenwood Townhomes 850−892 Galen Dr
Grim Brian J 779 Cricklewood Dr
Grubb Sydney R 854 Thomas St
Hajek Elizabeth 497 Orlando Ave
Han Hyesook 801 W Aaron Dr Apt A2
Hans Associates 850 Cricklewood Dr 214
Hanyak Dolores Jean 1423 N Atherton St
Harib Alshamsi 501 Vairo Blvd Apt 1622
Harvey Jones Raychel 130 Farmstead Ln 225 Oakhill
Haung Hsiang 130 Farmstead Ln Apt 126
He Xuhi 1400 Martin St Apt 3065
Health America Pennsylv PO Box 8088
Heimer Jeff MD 1850 E Park Ave Ste 304
Hocker Jodi Lynn 348 Toftrees Ave Apt 161
Hommel Christina L 416 Galen Dr
Horne Barbara, Kyle G 300 Farmstead Ln Apt E
Hudak John K 515 N Allen St
Ibberson Joseph E Est 1637 Princeton Dr
Inochanon Keerati 501 Westview Ave
Insight 1800 E Park Ave
Irele Modupe E 111 Presidents Dr
Jayoon Choi 1400 Martin St Apt 1011
Jenkins Nina 2610 Sleepy Hollow Dr
Jiayun Chen 1100 W Aaron Dr Apt D3
Joshua 726 Tanager Dr
Jung Kihyo 121 Clemson Ct
Keller Laura 601 Vairo Blvd
Kenly Thomas F 1628 N Cherry Hill Rd
Kenworthy Hilary C, Donald B 709 Debonshire Dr
Keystone Capital Resources LLC 113 Sandy Ridge Rd
Khalid Al M 130 Northbrook Ln Apt 201
Kim Sook Ja 1400 Martin St Apt 2031
Kim Sun Kyu 601 Vairo Blvd 311
King Brian 195 Northbrook Ln
Kingsbury Nathaniel M 401 Martin Ter
Kohlhepp Andrew J 2369 Nantucket Cir
Kuhns Albert F 805 W Aaron Dr D3
Kumar Anshul 655 Wiltshire Dr
Kuo Juping 201 Vairo Blvd Apt 365b
Kussmann Joerg 550 Toftrees Ave Apt 346
Lee Byoung M 65 Northbrook Ln Apt 101
Lee Jungchan 446 Blue Course Dr Apt 902
Lee Patrick Y 1120 Teaberry Ln Apt 306
Lerner Benjamin 104 Floral Pl
Liao Tzuhsuan 348 Blue Course Dr Apt 364
Lichtenstein Jeffrey 2312 Oak Leaf Dr
Liu Guangli 221 W Mitchell Ave
Liu Hongzhou 1400 Martin St Apt 2013
Liu Wei En 99 Wheel Cir
Lu Xiyun 10 Vairo Blvd Apt 14d
Lukehart W Network Inc 1643 N Atherton St
Maddi Abdulazeez 501 Vairo Blvd 512
Maguire Dennis 610 Devonshire Dr
Marshall George 896 N Allen St
Martin Suhey Orthopedi 1700 Old Gatesburg Rd
Martukanitz F M 610 Old Farm Ln
Mashat Zohour A 112 E Clearview Ave
Mccarthy William J 639 Exeter Ct
Mckeever Zundell T 501 Vairo Blvd Apt 1332
Md Karstetter Inc 102 Village Dr
Meng Hao 829 Galen Dr
Mengi Shruti 10 Vairo Blvd Apt 209d
Miller Christina M 542 E Hillside Ave
Misher Bobby 2211 Cirville Rd
Mistrik Ivan 913 E W Aaron Dr
Moore Victoria 750 W Aaron Dr
Morris David C 309 Toftrees Ave Apt 142
Morton Carole A 150 Haverford Cir
Mourri Hamza Bensouda 120 Northbrook Ln Apt 209
Movchan Roman 243 Varsity Ln
Mulhem Omer A 110 Northbrook Ln Apt 209
Mulich Michael 750 W Aaron Dr
Murphy Kenneth J 2009 Mary Ellen Ln
Na Byeongchul 807 Science Park Rd
Narayanaswami Sandeep 10 Vairo Blvd Apt 206b
Nasser Rawan North Brook Copper Beach Ln 150 Apt 113
Nguyen Hien T 950 W Aaron Dr Apt E5
Nriagu Chinedu D 150 Haverford Cir
Pang Jung Sung 1400 Martin St Apt 2023
Parmerlee Lucile M 338 Oakley Dr
Pekel Ahmet Y 343 Ghaner Dr
Petersen Russell O 661 Cricklewood Dr
Plumley Glen R 1874 N Oak Ln
Polo John 901 Glenn Cir S
Pote Famiglio Nicole A 2426 Oak Leaf Dr
Psrp Developers LLC 265 Blue Course Dr Ste C1
Pursel Lisa 19 Colonnade Way Ste 105
Qambar Athba Obaid 403 Oakwood Ave
Qassim Hadi A 501 Vairo Blvd Apt 723
Rao Chandra 130 Farmstead Ln 230
Ravenhorst Cari C 358 Toftrees Ave Apt 272
Ray Thomas E 2565 Sleepy Hollow Dr
Reed Margaret G 543 Lanceshire Ln
Repka Mark A 201 Vairo Blvd Apt 264
Rice Christopher M 42 B 10 Vairo Blvd
Rizzo Karen L 617 Cricklewood Dr
Roans Body Shop 611 Marjorie Mae St
Roman Henry 308l Vairo Blvd
Rosenbaum Nora Kroll, David A 931 Mckee St
Royster Yoshani 1975 Norwood Ln
Rucker Airelle 601 Vairo Blvd
Sachs Carolyn E 180 Lightner St
Schobert Linda S, Alexa S, Gwyn 230 Oakley Dr
Seltzer Samuel A 1308 Vineyard Hvn
Seo Kwang Kyu 1400 Martin St Apt 1011
Shao Yujun 601 Vairo Blvd
Shaw Leslie L 800 Tanager Dr
Shenefelt Katherine 10 Vario Blvd Apt 215
Shin Jisoo, Gyu Nam Jeon 265 Blue Course Dr Apt F
Small Arthur 481 Glenn Rd
Softgenetics LLC 200 Innovation Blvd Ste 241
Son Ji Y 632 Fairway Rd
Song Aekyung 807 Science Park Rd
Song Zhensen 446 Blue Course Dr Apt 104
South Philadelphia Community Action Gr 510 Toftrees Ave
Apt 131
SPE Federal Credit Union 901 Glenn Cir S
Steinberg Michael A, Jordan 1965 Harvest Cir
Strauss Charles H 1637 Princeton Dr
Sultan Binrbian 125 Northbrook Ln Apt 205
Thomas Matthew 2610 Sleepy Hollow Dr
Thompson Cathy E 1952 Highland Dr
Townsend Howard F 613 Cricklewood Dr
Tsao Ya Lun 265 Blue Course Dr Apt 29b
Tussey Douglas C, Kaston 130 Farmstead Ln Apt 161
Tzu Chien 130 Farmstead Ln Apt 117
Urbanski Ryan 761 W Cherry Ave Apt B
Venema Robert 1407 N Allen St
Villareal Victor 601 Vairo Blvd
Walsh Kenneth P 1966 Park Forest Ave
Wang Shufang 10 Vairo Blvd Apt 36b
Wen Jia 10 Vairo Blvd Apt 232b
Wild Patricia A 2524 Tara Cir
Won Daehyun 500 Toftrees Av
Woodbridge Linda 712 Franklin St
Wright Thomas A 300 Lions Hill Rd Apt W405
Wu Lijuan 410 Toftrees Ave Apt 211
Xiao Qu 1400 Martin St Apt 3015
Xinyue Zhao 201 Vairo Blvd Apt 140a
Yang Polung 1141 W Aaron Dr Apt H
Yang Xao 411 Oakwood Ave
Yao Lin 439 Oakwood Ave
Yeo Yoon Sung 265 Blue Course Dr Apt 29f
Youn Chang Gook 265 Blue Course Dr Apt 11b
Yousef Alnemer 120 Northbrook Ln Apt 105
Yousef Alzaabi Suood S 165 Northbrook Ln Apt 201
Yun Yan 446 Blue Course Dr Apt 104
Yusupova Alfiya 420 Sierra Ln
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Zahn Laura Michelle 551 Lanceshire Ln
Zeng Teng 208 Pickwick Ave
Zhang Aihua 1100 W Aaron Dr Apt H7
Zhu Jian 1000 W Aaron Dr Apt I−7
State College Pa 16804
Alexander D Sahakian Trust PO Box 673
Cannon Instrument Co PO Box 16
Charney Christopher 8741 Contee Rd Apt 104
Esteban Susana PO Box 1128
Guner Nezih PO Box 1128
Kunkel Surgical Group Ret Plan Asse PO Box 1070
Macrae Farquhar D PO Box 1110
Newman S PO Box 296
Niles Spencer G PO Box 1216
Nittany Valley Rentals LLC PO Box 1258
Park Crest Terrace L P PO Box 215
Potter Robert, Thomas, James, Mary PO Box 296
Quan Zou PO Box 1196
Sahakian Henry D PO Box 673
Stern Richard Penn State Univ PO Box 30
State College Pa 16805
Akcali Zeki PO Box 10151
Osorio Xol Marvin Ruben 45182 Cottage Ln
Shafer Robert W PO Box 10153
Tyrone Pa 16868
Shoe Mania PO Box 82
University Park Pa 16802
Abaalkhail Abdullah 404 Stephens Hall
Al Muhairi Ahmed M 702 Pinchot Hall
Alrashed Abdulaziz 303b Beam Hall
Alsheef Bassam 113 Hastings Hall
Alvaro Jose 303 Snyder Hall
Apple Sylvia 0206 Reber Building
Aurore Lynnsay 0308a Garban Hall
Back Giyeon 302 Miller Hall
Bintachitt Patamas 302b Grubb Hall
Blanca Ayuso De Dios, Melissa Mccloskey 107c Mcallister
Bldg
Boyang Li 409 Tener Hall
Buckalew Ronald E 117 Burrowes Bldg
Chao Fan 605 Mifflin Hall Pollock Hall
Chen Yamao 312 Wartik Lab
Choi Sang Jun 206c Dunham Hall
Chung Jong 273 Mcelwain Hall
Chunshan Jiang 216 Packer Hall
Dulce Marie Flecha 111g Kern Bldg PSU
Dumas Jonathan Parker, Charles 107 Arts Bldg
Dunkman Matthew 0104 Davey Laboratory
Forum On Black Affairs 108 Shields Bldg Beverly Wilson
Frans Klinkhamer Randi Neshteruk 104 Davey Lab 258
Fuli Wang 126 Thompson Hall
Gayatri Nanda 402 Hartranft Hall
Guk Eun 315 Mcelwain Hall
Guo Gui J 105 Mifflin Hall
Hamedi Ahmed Al 46 Simmons Hall
Heriani Hoetama 309l Hibbs Hall
Ho Howard 205 B Garban Hall
Hu Guanglong PSU 201 Old Main
Huiran Jiang 320 Wolf Hall
Jackson Thomas 216 Electrical Eng West PSU
Jay Peter Apt A35 A35 Hamilton Hall
Jiankai Zhang 210 Mifflin Hall
Jiao Jian 317 Hartranft Hall
Ju Chen Y 509 Beaver Hall
Junaibi Abdulla A 615 Brumbaugh Hall
Jung Ga K 321 Packer Hall
Kayacan Nurhan 312 Nelson Hall
Ken Worgu Kenneth C 201 D Whitecourse Garban
Khazanchi Ayushman 510 Hartranft Hall
Kim Seung H 209 Holmes Hall
Kim Won S 302 Beaver Hall
Kim Yoon J 101 Pennypacker Hall
Lee Ji Y 115 Carengie Bldg
Lee Jong Y 605 Sproul Hall
Li Jie 216 Atherton Hall
Lian Jikun 118 Brumbaugh Hall
Lin Yi He Wan 109a Holmes Hall
Liu Tianning 406 Ewing Hall
Lu Kai 408 Geary Hall
Marsan Schiller MD, Lynnsay A 0308a Garban Hall
Mcanally Deirdre 412d Burrowes Bldg
Meggiolaro Guilherme 318 Hiester Hall
Micoogullari Okan Bulent 29 Recreation Hall
Ming Hsuan Kang 0109a Mcallister Bldg
Moon Jinsoo 408a Beam Hall
Mustafa Sezer 703 Beaver Hall
Natthaphan Nanavaratorn 217 Hartranft Hall
Neal Staley 0104 Davey Laboratory
Nimarjit Singh 409 Stephens Hall
Okubo Yasushi 121 Electrical Engineering E
Osa Afiana U 216 Curry Hall
Pan Henry 807 Pinchot Hall
Park Seung W 0226 Cedar Bldg Cedar
Perle Daniela, Uzi 102 Ikenberry Hall
Pessoa De Melo Lucas 117 Hartranft Hall
Qi Chengzhi 210l Hoyt Hall
Qian Yan 103 Inkenberry Hall
Qiao Fu 101b Nittany Hall
Rajesh Koli 421 Thomas Bldg
Ruiqing Teng 204b Dunham Hall
Rutledge Douglas 0104 Davey Laboratory
Rutter Lindsay A 48 Thompson Hall
Schloesser Maite 306 Porter Hall
Sholy Nader 501 Snyder Hall
Siyuan Yang 320 Tener Hall
Sloan David, Randi Neshteruk 104 Davey Lab
Smith Evan B 18b Runkle Hall
Song Han S 103 Stuart Hall
State Univ Rm 3 Housing & Fdsvc Bldg
Sun Jianhua 602 Walker Bldg
Sydnor Chris Attn: Kelly Thomas 1 Beaver Stadium
Tang Yi Hai 716 Packer Hall
Tatsuaki Tokunaga 108 Holmes Hall B
Tianjing Li 104 Davey Lab
Torreegano Michelle 101 White Course H
Touch of Africa, Asa 319 Hub Robeson
Tschakert Petra 315 Walker Bldg Dept of Geography
Tuo Huang 101 Stuart Hall
Wang Minghao 108 Sproul Hall
Wonseok Kim 302c Dunham Hall
Woo Man S 601 Hartranft Hall
Xinran Feng 301 Shunk Hall
Yang Kuo Te 315 Keller Bldg
Yang Pinyi 903 Tener Hall
Yao Xin 701 Snyder Hall
Ye Park 106 Snyder Hall
Ye Tian 311a Holmes Hall
Yiran Ma 608 Mifflin Hall
Zhao Xinyue Pollock Hall 317 Beaver Hall
Zhou Yisu 312 Sproul Hall
Woodward Pa 16882
Burd Dorothy M, Peter W 640 Pine Creek Rd
Chester County
Atglen Pa 19310
Anderson Jeffrey B,Leah M 503 Glen Run Dr
Aubrey Tujana PO Box 382
Bozyczkocoyne Donna 180 King Rd
Casey Gary L 433 Ridge Ave
Coyne William R 180 King Rd
Fargo R David 201 E Main St PO Box 405
Humphries Evelyn PO Box 365
Humphries James 743 Valy Ave
Morrison Donald L 448 Valy Ave
Pointeck Alexis Ann, Richard & Deborah Yost Box 28c Rd1
Swan Rd
Pointek Daulton David, Deborah Yost 1310 Swan Rd
Russo Ralph A III 755 Ridge Ave
Smith Jason K 1603 Swan Rd
Smoker Daryl K 4951 Church Rd
Smoker Verna 1222 Zook Rd
Vanscoter J 333 Church St
Young Alexander 810 Pugh Rd
Avondale Pa 19311
Abernethys Auto Body Inc 834 Gap Newport Pike
Alvar Mis Landeros 1728 Baltimore Pike
Andrew Harrison Ira 5 Jack Reynolds Wy
Asaduzzaman Muhammed 9 Letchworth Ln
Ashton Seth M 315 E St
Avillaneda Jose PO Box 1116
Bennett Ronald Jeanette 106 Brookline Dr
Boland Timothy 933 Gdn Sta Rd
Brown David E 102 Maloney Ter
Calderon Jose 190 Ewart Rd
Cano Jesus 501 Pennsylvania Ave
Cardile Brothers Mushroom Pac 8790 Gap Newport Pike
Carmona Gilberto G 109 Ever Way St
Castro Heraclio 1684 Baltimore Pike
Charles Marilyn R 102 St Andrews Dr
Colson Haroldsr Tr 329 Carlisle Dr Brittany Hills
Dawson Edith R 342 Carlisle Dr
Deutsch E Thomas III 122 Porthcawl Ct
Diaz Jose 90 Pennsylvania
Dicamillo Raymond J,Carol 103 Five Farms Cir
Eckman Pamela A PO Box 559
Elinsky Gregory N, Renee M 903 Gap Newport Pike
Elinsky Renee M 903 Gap Newport Pike
Eric Kalish 105 Hartefeld Dr
Esuivel Esteban Jacome 8844 Gap Newport Pk
Fabian Ignacio Baltimore Pike 1742
Fackler Craig E, Donna M 834 Gap Newport Pike
Farias Kruzel Roy 106 Chatham St
Farias Leroy R PO Box 890
Flores J Carmen 1645 Baltimore Pike
Frye Agnes Shores 316 Chatham St
Gardunoreyes Sulpiciomauro Pa Ave PO Box 892
Garner Elsie M PO Box 82
Gienez J Porea 1636 Baltimore Pike
Grey Alice K 42 Franklin Ct
Gruce Jennifer, Geoff 185 Shinnecock Hl
Guppy Harold Colson Sr, Betty Jane 329 Carlisle Dr
Brittany Hills
Henry Whalen & Son LLC 165 Candlewyck Dr
Hernandes Morales Isaias 1655 Baltimore Pike
Hernandez Lopez Severo 8760 Gap Newport Pk
Herron Christine, John 525 Church Rd
Jasienski Anthony M, John J 438 Sharp Rd
Landeros Vasquez Rafael 1742 Baltimore Pk
Larson Anita L 8941 Gap Newport Pike
Lee Odell Sr 102 St Andrews Rd
Lee Seung H 344 Carlisle Dr
Lemus Juan 235 Church St
Lewis Milton E PO Box 304
Llamas Agustin 1th St Apt 15
Londongrove Nursery LLC 529 Gdn Sta Rd
Lopez Jaime 200 1st St Apt 215
Lopez Miguel PO Box 104
Lopeznino Alejandro PO Box 340
Mader Colleen 182 Hilltop Rd
Mastrippolit Anthony 6640 Limestone Rd
Matzkin Zachary P 362 Clay Creek Rd
Maximum Fitness Inc 946 Lake Rd 102
Miller Kenneth 3 N Williamson Rd
Mullay Frank 118 St Andrews Dr
Murphy Jennifer L, Jason P 924 Aringa Way
Nurry Jonathan 101 Turnberry Dr
Ortizavila Artemio PO Box 827
Pantoja Fernand Dulce R 206 New St
Perales Petra 570 Chandler Mill Rd
Philly Pretzel Factory 901 Gap Newport Pike
Pops Grill 23 S Pa Ave
Ranalli Mary I RR 1 Box 14
Ray Michael, Nancy 235 Church St
Rhdulski Williemae 3 Jason Ct
Ruiz Juan PO Box 1048
Sanchez Rodolfo 1750 Baltimore Pike
Serad William Carberry, William J 18 Roosevelt Way
Shc Inc 11 Strand Rd
Tassmer Patricia C 114 Turnberry Dr
Wentland John 16 Miller Dr
Werner Graceanna M, Marianne C, Erich C, Kyle J
110 Daniel Dr
Willis Leon PO Box 223 202 State Rd
Wiscons Firstar B 5 Jack Reynolds Wy
Wright Bedford, Thomas Church St
Yrtiz Amadeo 1987 Gdn Sta Rd
Zhu Yi 128 Shinecock Hill
Berwyn Pa 19312
3 Revere Rental 3 Revere Rd
Aemtec Electronics LLC 181 Daylesford Blvd
Alice L Schwinhart Trust, Margaret S Bridwell
880 Saratoga Rd
American Freedom Assurance 1205 Westlakes Dr Ste 250
Anderson Andrew J 700 Berwyn Ave
Axis Healthcare, Paul Versaggi 1160 W Swedesford No 300
Ayers William B 419 Lantern Ln
Baby Matters LLC, Leslie Gudel Kemm 531 Winston Way
Bagby Martha L 518 Newtown Rd
Barajas Robert JR 1008 Howellville Rd
Barney Smith 2 Westlakes 1205 Westlakes Dr
Beaumont Judith, Scott 414 Rock Creek Cir
Berwyn Hardware Store 618 Lancaster Ave
Biddle Ann Est 2910 Wayland Rd
Biddle Anne G 2900 Wayland Rd
Black Carlton, Stelle 1472 Byrd Dr
Black Margaretta Jane 529 Sugartown Rd
Blanchard Katie 700 Conestoga Rd
Bogle Robert J Est 188 Coldstream Dr
Bolis Diane L 1330 S Leopard Rd
Boyle Gregory M 1199 Lancaster Ave
Boyle Jean 419 Chandlee Dr
Brandolini Barbara Jane, Lewis J, Barbara B Simmington
423 Leopard
Brock Edward C 832 Maple Ave
Bronstein Nina 418 Old Lancaster Rd
Brown Leonard 91 Central Ave Garage Apt
Brown Mary L 1123 Edgewood Ave
Buckley John Leopard Rd
Burnside Ward B 714 Lancaster Ave
Buthusiem Edward J 533 Newtown Rd
Cappelletti John M 606 Midland Cir
Carbon Techs Energy Inc 400 Berwyn Park 899 Casatt Rd
Caroline Talbott Merrick Small 859 Farragut Rd
Chae Jong Sun 719 1st Ave Fl 1
Chambers Robert G 224 Waterloo Ave
Champion Dorothy 2615 Crum Creek Dr
Champlin Carole Carriage House 501 Newtown Rd
Chartwell, Cynthia Smith 1235 Westlakes Dr Ste 400
Cofactor Group 1055 Westlakes Dr Ste 300
Congdon Annemarie F 1504 Evergreen Ln
Connell George J 80 Oak Knoll Dr
Coyne Carol 206 Shoreline Dr
Daily Schribner 351 Bair Rd
Daniels Claire T H 5 Twin Creek Ln
Deegan Barbara K Est Apt C209 750 Old Lancaster Rd
Digiacomo Louis J, Philips Curtin & Digiacomo
1231 Lancaster Ave
Digiandomenico R 1046 Old Lancaster Rd
Diserafino Raymond F Est 357 Higland Ave
Disman Ira M 125 Hunt Valy Cir
Donnelly Katrina L, Aidan M 971 Conestoga Rd
Dorris Rosemarie 580 Bair Rd
Drake Wayne A 15 Martins Ln
Elitesem 920 Cassatt Rd Ste 300
Eng Wai Kwong 1237 Berwyn Paoli Rd
Eyre Matthew L, Morgan 638 Howellville Rd
Fennimore Arthur 892 Old Lancaster Rd
Fried Andrew, Matthew 161 Monmouth Cir
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Gallagher Richard L, Sally W 332 Lindsey Dr
Gallagher Paul P 307 Country Rd
George Amy 2036 Buttonwood Rd
Gerben John 1006 S Leopard Rd
Giannotti At 278 Main St 3100 Monticello Ste 200
Gillis Howerton Lawrence, Alfred G 412 Rock Creek Cir
Giordano David 1026 Beaumont Rd
Govillian John D 744 Bair Rd
Graves Anita B, J R 501 Annadale Dr
Grose Ziba 37 Overlook Cir
Groves Eloise M 2155 Buttonwood Rd
Hamman Gail 357 Higland Ave
Hastings Margaret D 5 Chapel Cir
Hee Michael E 200 Coldstream Dr
Henry Lydia A 750 Old Lancaster Rd Apt B211
Herbert Elizabeth R 750 Old Lancaster Ave A−212
Heritage Place Assoc 22 Cassatt Ave
Hiltbrand David, Mary 1135 Sugartown Rd
Hiltbrand David J 1135 Sugartown Rd
Horoski Robert A 419 Lantern Ln
Howell Edward N JR 49 Manchester Ct
Hubbert Bernice S 750 Old Lancaster Rd Apt B405
Hurley Mary Hazel 163 Monmouth Cir
Huzzard Leon 750 Old Ln Rd A206
I D S Scheer Process, Chris Sigg Cfo 1055 Westlks Dr
No 100
Inner Circle Chartwell Lrg Cap Value, Cynthia D Smith
1235 Westlakes Dr Ste 400
James N Mullen Cf Kyle Mullen Utma Pa, Kyle Mullen
288 Winthrop Rd
James N Mullen Cf Megan Mullen Utmapa, Megan Mullen
288 Winthrop Rd
Jetdirect Aviation, Michael Rosenheim 1235 Westlakes Dr
No 160
Jewell James G Est 1012 Waltham Rd
Johnnies Dog House Franchising 446 Green Hill Ln Ste 201
Johnson Charles A, John 31 Walnut Ave
Johnson Kevin 524 Morris Ln
Johnson Steven 31 Walnut Ave
Kane Derrick 88 Bridge Ave
Kaplan Zelick 165 Coldstream Dr
Karia Darshak 2121 Inverness Ln
Keating Karen M 444 Donalyn Ln
Keck Ann I 855 Cloverly Rd
Kelly Edward J, Eileen 406 Lantern Ln
Kelly Eileen 406 Lantern Ln
Killen Group Inc 1189 Lancaster Ave
Klaus Janet L 1189 Lancaster Ave
Kolvereid Bernice Est 15 Leopard Rd Apt 3y
Korkus George 165 Cold Stream Dr
Kostenbauder Kerry S, John F 630 1st Ave
Kubicek Anthony 10 Cypress Ln
Laffan Susan B, Patrick W 1085 Old Lancaster Ave
Laffen Patrick W 1085 Old Lancaster Ave
Lancaster Ave LLC 1257 Lancaster Ave
Lane Bertram L 1022 Millbrook Rd
Law Office Scott Johnson 523 Midland Ave
Li Zhenjun 59 Eastwood Rd
Lishon Dexter 447 Chandlee Dr
Little Blue Commerce PO Box 596
Littleton Mary E 70 Middle Rd
Lobb George S 611 Berwyn Ave
Long Allison E 750 Old Lancaster Rd Apt A308
Lund Shirley B, Lund George E 923 Pinecroft Rd
Lutte Todd M 226 Hearn Ave
Macnamara J Michael 636 Olympia Hill Cir
Mahan Arthur K 859 Old Lancaster Rd
Markind Wendy F 530 Annadale Dr
Martin John P 116 Sussex Pl
Maxwell Miriam G 750 Old Lancaster Rd Apt C210
Mayer Henry S MD 175 Little Turtle Way
Mcaleer Sandra M 507 Winston Way
Mccarter Michael, Barbara 1112 Cymry Dr
Mcclain Denis M 719 Hillside Ave
Mchugh James, Sarah 1310 Meadow Ln
Mckenna Isobel A 437 Waynesbrooke Rd
Mckinnie Myrna D, Mark P PO Box 663
Melmark Homes 2600 Wayland Rd
Mintz Ronald 519 Green Hill Ln
Modspace 1200 Swedesford Rd
Modular Space Corp 1200 Swedesboro
Moller Frederick A 589 Winston Way
Monastero Todd C 137 Piqua Cir
Morelli Barbara J, John 922 Newtown Rd
Mullins Carolyn E 1004 Gwilym Cir
Murrays W Chester 575 Lancaster Ave Gas
Murry Madaline M 475 Greenhill Ln
Naylor Matthew S 822 Grubbs Mill Rd
Nephcure Foundation 15 Waterloo Ave Ste 200
New Port Richey Kidney Ce 1180 W Swedesford Rd
Newbymoore Dorthy Apt 4cc 15 Leopard Rd
Nolan Matthew 563 Kromer Ave
Okeeffe Alice J Est 254 Leopard Rd
Olsson Alice T 437 Waynesbrooke Rd
Passant Francois 115 Waterford Cir
Patel Hinel 2121 Inverness Ln
Pederson Lauren W 1047 Beaumont Rd
Perrin Lynnsey A 200 Coldstream Dr
Polek Schwartz Archi 1160 W Swedesford Rd
Price Mary E 154 Greenville Ct
Pusey Mary Ellen 227 Hearn Ave
Qi Fang 59 Eastwood Rd
Quinn Randall 558 Westwind Dr
Raghupathi Ramesh 484 Cassatt Rd
Rathmann Noonan Andrew G, Anne, Alexandra
102 Atlee Cir
Reilly Jean F, Mary Jo 18 Oak Knoll Dr
Renal Treatment Cent 1160 Swedesford Rd Bldg
Renwick Julius 820 Maple Ave
Richelou Builders Inc 1199 Lancaster Ave
Robert Gerard 1421 Pennsylvania Ave
Rollins Jennifer 750 Old Lancaster Rd Apt B405
Roy Irene R 162 Monmouth Cir
Russell Essie M 832 Maple Ave
Ryu Choon Woo 719 1st Ave Fl 1
Scott Philip W Melmark Martha House 2600 Wayland Rd
Selous C L, G H C O Kms Law Offices 1055 Westlake Dr
Ste 300
Singley Christine M, Eric C 670 Leopard Rd
Slack Maureen E 122 Cherry Ln
Smith Charles F 15 Leopard Rd Ofc
Stanley Laman Group Ltd 1235 Westlakes Dr
Stocker Connie J 750 Old Lancaster Rd Apt A402
Stoddard Nicholas 307 Country Rd
Stuart C Irby Co 1060 W Swedesford Rd
Summit Funds, Cynthia Smith 1235 Westlakes Dr Ste 400
Suncom Wireless Mgmt 1100 Cassatt Rd
Super Fresh 0248 450 W Swedesford Rd
Szabo Gabor P 443 Irish Rd
Taggart Jane S 900 Heatherstone Dr
Thomas Mary E 886 Saratoga Rd
Thompson Assocs Special Events LLC 725 Hillside Ave
Torrey Curtis F 750 Old Lancaster Rd Apt A 204
Toscani Thomas F, Ann B 1522 Green Hill Cir
Townsend Charlotte S The Highland 44 Manchester Ct
Trimont Real Estate Adv 850 Cassatt Rd Ste 300
Tsui Ping 1237 Berwyn Paoli Rd
Turner Christina M, Polina M 1054 S Leopard Rd
Turner Global Top 40 1205 Westlakes Dr Ste 1
Turner Investment Prtnrs Inc 1205 Westlakes Dr Ste 100
Turner Invst Managedequity Prtfoliio 1205 Westlakes Dr
Ste 10
Turner Mark 1054 S Leopard Rd
Turner Wireless Commun Fd, Turner Investment Partners
1205 Westlakes Dr Ste 100
Tuveson Timothy 608 Muirfield Crt
Ubee Bradford H 218 Shoreline Rd
Us Allianz 300 Berwyn Park
Vassallo Frederick 1231 Lancaster Ave
Vector Data Svcs, Nicole Geczy 474 Cassatt Rd
Verguldi Michael 750 Old Lancaster Rd Apt 4034
Vincent Irene M Est 15 Leopard Rd Ofc
Wallace George K, Janet B PO Box 517
Walsh Francis G, Mary T 706 Contention Ln
Wcw Trust Agreement Dated June 6 1994
2009 Fox Creek Rd
Weiss James A 1055 Westlakes Dr Ste 170
Wendys Regional Office 920 Cassatt Rd Ste 310
Wenzel Anne M 7 Martins Ln
William Briggs Tr Carrow & Assoc Llp 1160 Swedesford Rd
Ste 140
Wilson Imogene 489 Cassatt Rd
Woldow Sonia, Fairman Group 300 Berwyn Park
Zieba Anna Renata 2121 Grubbs Mill Rd
Birchrunville Pa 19421
Erdman Karen L PO Box 21 1834 Sawmill Rd
Geis Dean H PO Box 203
Godfrey Nancy J PO Box 1
Kusner David PO Box 275
Shoemaker Robert B PO Box 21 1834 Sawmill Rd
Uw Dean R Erdman PO Box 21 1834 Sawmill Rd
Brandamore Pa 19316
Novak Daniel 180 Brandamore Rd PO Box 6
Prettyman Claude A PO Box 5
Chatham Pa 19318
Frank Lillian E PO Box 15
Hosford Skapof Martha RR 41 Box 114
Lee Kathleen, Chatham Acres 315 E London Grove Rd
Needham Arthur B PO Box 61
Tackett Robert Rt 841
Chester Springs Pa 19425
Allen Jeff 115 Rising Hill Ln
American Foods Dist Co 46 Wynde Mere Lake
Anderer Catarina 1202 Porter Rd
Avrigian Lisa 15 Birch Run Tr
Banket Toni 1232 Kimberton Rd
Becker Patricia 1680 Spring House Rd
Bi Jinbo 801 Melrose Ct
Bierly Steven T PO Box 188
Braccia Jennifer 1505 Quaker Way
Brasington Florence, Clifford 511 Worthington Rd
Brown Doranne 1326 Hollow Rd
Burdick Newell U Elbow Ln
Byers Group II LLC 1180 Sta Blvd
Cannella Karen M, Erica J 2143 Ferncroft Ln
Cappuccio Mark G 16 Adelphia Ln
Carfagno Robert F, Cheryl L 911 Evergreen Ln
Caruso Danielle 501 Benson Ln
Cascades Biosciences Consultants Inc 78 Jennifer Dr
Castro Sixto A 450 Fairmont Dr
Certified Environmental Soluti 960 Pottstown Pike
Chitnis Amit 15 Sheldon Ct
Chung Yen 428 Prescott Dr
Cichocki David 928 Samantha Cir
Cracas Louis J RR 1
Cryo Genetic Laboratory PO Box 127
Deforno Adelaide E 1678 Kimberton Rd
Dial Medical Of Pa PO Box 109
Dore Larry M 1109 Harding Cir
Dulaney Thomas C 200 Flagstone Rd
Eisenhour Wendy 527 Worthington Rd
Fai Roberta M Est 25 Sycamore Ln
Fairbanks Teri 25 Sycamore Ln
Fairview Partnership Co Hansen & Seldes Bldrs 340 E
Township Line Rd
Feulner Marko E, Renate 634 Churchill Rd
Fogwell G Christophe JR, Acf George 22 Springlea Ln
Fralic Max C 1505 Quaker Way
Frantz Elizabeth E 940 Meadowcreek Rd
Freshley John R 507 St Albans Ct
Fylnn Katherine Mary 1700 Spring House Rd
Gadde Naryanna, Saroja 1325 Garman Dr
Gagliardi Rachel M 100 Cedar Ridge Ln
Gagnon Kacie M 1723 Chantilly Ln
Galbally Rita C 376 Harshaw Dr
Gallagher Joseph 916 Dewees Ln
Gaynes Janet G 1201 Tullamore Cir
Global Trade Links LLC 2610 Rockledge Ct
Gs Ventures Inc 1006 Bodine Rd
Gupta Manish 407 Prescott Dr
Habenreich Thomas 403 Pierce Dr
Hall Roy S 1821 Eagle Farms Rd
Hanrahan John 1610 Oak Hill Rd
Herndon Gordon D 703 Fox Ln
Herron Douglas B 3 Sycamore Ln
Hill Louise 1512 S Beaver Hill Rd
Humphrey Mark D 4 Carriage Ln
Hydok Maureen A 1387 Hilltop Rd
Iannelli Mike A 1708 Conestoga Rd
Ignas Ann 1112 Yellow Spgs Rd
Ignas Ann 1112 Yellow Spgs Rd PO Box 488
Integrated Risk Mgmt 961 Pottstown Pike
Jams Electric LLC 433 Fairmont Dr
Jan E Morse Trust 1201 Bassett Ln
Jewett Bradley A, Scott W 608 Deep Hollow Lan
Joe Leboon 3 Surrey
Jurgens Cassandra L, Curtis, Tamara L 125 Stanford Dr
Kapotchkina Natalia 1608 Todd Ln
Kern Lauren E 46 Wyndemere Lake Dr
Kinderman Betty RD 2 Pine Dr
Kinniry Francis M 2 Ivy Ln
Kolb Christopher Michael 2856 Tansey Ln
Kumar Hari 1303 Harness Ln
Lakare Manjushree S, Sarang A 415 Ruby Rd
Lash Rosmary P 406 Holly Tree Estates
Leclerc Joshua A, Lisa M 142 Windgate Dr
Louis Sunday S 1224 Hilltop Rd
Loving Steven 1967 Horseshoe Trail
Ludwigsen Michael A 521 Emerson Cir
Maholik Elizabeth, Joseph 601 Lionville Sta Rd
Mash Spencer 2855 Tansey Ln
Mashru Ashvini, Rakesh 2154 Ferncroft Ln
Mastroianni Anthony J 2003 Garrison Dr
Mcevoy Brian P 1 Wyndemere Lake Dr
Mcgarry Gerald J 1951 Conestoga Rd
Mclaurin Greg 179 Magnolia Dr
Mcrae Richard M 630 Benson Ln
Menzel Lawrence S 1019 Linden Ave
Messick Lynn L 445 Waynebrook Dr
Michaelson Thomas 1049 Bartlett Ln
Miller Kenneth I Jr, Susan D 2573 Horseshoe Trl
Miller Lisa A 511 Worthington Rd
Miller Margaret S RR 1
Miller William H 900 Evergreen Ln
Mingle Philip 2524 Rainer Rd
Mircrosoft Corp 45 Liberty Blvd
Montgomery Landscape Nursery, Robert Montgomery
Rt 113 67 C
Morse Donald H, Rita 402 Holly Tree Ct
Murphy James V 604 Byers Rd
Murray Maria T, Edward 1439 S Beaver Hill Rd
Murray Maria 1439 Beaver Hill Rd
Nguyen Cung 1006 Barclay Rd
Oaklands Medical Pc PO Box 88
Oleary Susan 443 Waynebrook Dr
Oleary Susan M 443 Waynebrook Dr
Omlor Kevin J 1214 Rte 113 Apt North
Pennypacker Charles S RR 2
Phillips Carolyn A 1271 Elbow Ln
Pikeland Industries 1615 Pikeland Rd
Pitchai Alagar 27 Granite Ln
Pruitt Elizabeth Ann, Mary S 543 Pickering Sta Dr
Raman Seshadrinathan 308 Waynebrook Dr
Rambhatla Shailaja 407 Prescott Dr
Reichert Deborah A 1350 Shady Ln
Rittenhouse Dean 1240 W Lincoln Hgwy
Romero Jorge 677 Churchill Rd
Rometsch Roberta S, Karen L Sheehan 1615 Pikeland Rd
Saddic Nadia 2403 Bridgewater Ct
Sanders Derial H 2619 S Chester Spgs Rd
Satyasai Bhavaraju 1330 Garman Dr
Schmoyer James 1612 Pottstown Pike
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Scott Charles W Jr 1102 Asmore Way
Sebastian Judy 1201 Tullamore Cir
Sebastian Judy Est, Janet G Gaynes 1201 Tullamore Cir
Shovlin Noreen 916 Dewees Ln
Song Minghu 801 Melrose Ct
Spina Michelle 1923 Cavalier Ln
St 504 Saint Albans Ct
Stark Archibald R Jr, Karen L Sheehan 1615 Pikeland Rd
Stein William, Esther 19 Harkaway Rd
Sundahl James 443 Waynebrook Dr
Taudt Horst H, Marion 2 Pne Dr
Thompson Cara A 105 Cawley Ct
Till Coleman 7 Sycamore Ln
Tillemans Tiffany 129 Windgate Dr
Tolson Virginia K 1702 St Johnsbury Ct
Touhey Nancy P, Mark C 108 Laymens Way
Ua 22−May−97 The Williams Family Tr 445 Waynebrook Dr
Vanderzan Rob M Lot 152 220 Prescott Dr
Vangala Jyothsna D 620 Sunderland Ave
Vinueza Louise 1326 Hollow Rd
Volkova Tamara 414 Prescott Dr
Wacker Carol 608 Deep Hollow Ln
Wang Dajun D 923 Samantha Ci
Ward Jamelia, Tyrone 618 Sunderland Ave
Whaley Christine 2546 Veronica Dr
Wilson Rick 302 Waynebrook Dr
Winawer Robert E 520 Benson Ln
Winkler Owen, Abby 800 Quail Way
Wu Richu 212 Prescott Dr
Yao Manjiang 704 Churchhill Rd
Yellamraju Srilatha 1330 Garman Dr
Zavalny Igor 414 Prescott Dr
Coatesville Pa 19320
Acampora Laura A 720 Coates St
Adamson Joyce 350 E Main St
Aguilaravelino Sergio 73 6th Ave
Agustin Santiago Gabino 154 E Lincoln Hwy
Akins Donald 94 S Church St
Albarran Rodrigu, Juan 242 W Lincoln Hwy Apt C
Alderman M Jeanne, William Est 307 Lafayette Rd
Alexion Patricia 112 S 3rd Ave
Alfe John 330 Trotters Way
Alpizar Sylvester 107 Franklin St
Alvarez Guadarrama Franciso, Laguna 210 E Lincoln Hwy
Apt 5
Americredit Financial, Monica Falcone 143 Hurley Rd
Anderson Kevin E 201 Walnut St
Anderson Margaret L, William R, John D
1026 Stargazers Rd
Andrews James 18 Nichols Ave
Armour Deborah 203 Andrew Rd
Arnold Clinton J 2205 Smithbridge Dr
Aruffo Margaret 612 Tolbet Rd
Baby Phood LLC 1096 Merchant St
Badnar Michael RD 1
Baker Doris M 53 W 6th Ave
Baker Mildred A 120 Penrose Ln
Bardsley Richard, Renee R 1083 W Kings Hwy
Barrett John A, Lisa Beth 1348 Radburn Ct
Barrett Lisa B 1348 Radburn Ct
Becker Lucas J, Peter 114 N Hawthorne Rd
Bencker Roberta S, G Fred 617 Farmland Way
Bender Kenneth 114 E Lincoln Hwy
Bennett Jamey W 1010 Stirling St
Beury Ashley E 141 Penn Dr
Billings Sumner G, Helen, Brenda L Cotton
1210 Cranberry Ln
Bobadilla Mario 122 N 9th Ave
Bodnar Wayne M RD 1
Booth Cora 761 Lumber
Booth Henry R, Lisa G 1693 Embreeville Rd
Bower David 551 Olive St
Bowler Christopher 12 S 13th Ave
Bowman Henry L 579 Coates St
Bowser Germaine A 862 Coates St
Bradley Diana 6 Jane St
Brandywine Valley Endosco 213 Reeceville Rd Ste 17
Braxton James H 325 Jenville Ct
Brennan Sally 17 Merchant St
Brenner Violet M 300 Strode Ave 103
Breuninger Robert 54 Toth Ave
Broomall Karl 1006 Olive St
Brown Dave K 122 Marquis Dr
Brown George K Jr PO Box 1073
Brown Kenneth E 110 Huntington Cir
Brown Linda M 524 Colfax St
Browne Pearl A 846 Merchant St
Bucci Nicholas 2609 E Kings Hwy
Burgess Heidi 402 Victoria Dr
Burke Elizabeth A, Verna G 118 Hilltop Dr
Burton Linda 34 Coates St
Burton Vincent 859 Coates St
Bush Margaret A 115 Skyview Dr
Butera Annmarie 900 Madison St
Butterfield Shakia PO Box 862
Byrd Charles 607 E Morgan Dr
Calle Franklin R 1149 Stirling St
Carr C 122 Mayfield Dr
Carr Enrico 10 Moore Rd
Carter Albert 10 Moore Rd
Carter Carl K 307 Martingale Cir
Carter Renee 12 Country Ln
Castaneda Oropeza Jose 126 E Lincoln Hwy Apt 3
Castellano Carlos 213 Union St
Castro Gonzalez Juan Jose 4 Ave Apt 5
Catalano Vincent 1204 Francis Dr
Chalfant William 1016 Walnut St
Chapman Stephanie 1314 Airport Rd
Charriez Ezequiel 870 Coates St
Chas Toomey 256 Reul Rd
Chase Connie 538 Fleetwood St
Cheng Jim 6 N 3rd Ave
Chester Co Community Dental 744 E Lincoln Hwy Ste 110
Chicago Pizza 2517 Grand View Rd
Chigas Mary L, John J Rd 3
Clark Annie M 813 E Chestnut St
Coatesville Family Fund 135 Modena Rd
Coatesville Memorial PO Box 311
Colantoni Carey A 112 Shepherds Way
Coleman Lillian A 635 Merchant St
Coleman Ronald 109 Baker Rd
Colon Efrain 1080 W Lincoln Hwy 4
Communication Test Design Inc 200 Stewart Huston Dr
Connell Elizabeth J, Eugene J 1224 Cranberry Ln
Connell Sarah A 230 Fairview Rd
Constr & Consult Assoc 115 Eachus Dr
Contracting Consulting 201 Elmwoood Ln
Crampton George L 339 Charles St
Crudup Edward W 29 Glouster Ct
Culley Donald Lee 3 Maplewood Dr
Dagostino Michele L 409 Colina Ln
Daniels Edward G Jr RR 1 Box 365
Danilina Elena, Evgueni 245 W Mattson Hollow Rd
Dasilva Anabela 247 Cambridge Rd
Davis Benjamin Z 404 Larose Dr
Davis James L Est 26 Pkwy Dr
Davis John 406 Providence Hill Rd
Deangelis Giuseppe A 1130 Oak St
Decker Frances, Roy W 129 Haslan Ln
Dehart Tara S 176 Milbury Ln
Devito Richard 2535 E Lincoln Hwy
Dey J 159 Bridle Path Ln
Dginto Sarah 1318 Francis Dr
Donlen Gary T 68 Landover Dr
Dorothy Mc G RR 2
Dorsey George 4 Johnson Ave
Dovin Larry M 382 Valy Rd
Draper Stephen 120 Milbury Rd
Dudas Thomas J 384 Madison St
Dugdale William K 250 Fairview Rd
Dunfee Robin A 125 Davis Rd
Earnest Steven R 76 S 6th Ave
Ebba Todd 105 Millview Dr
Eberhardt Stephen P 32 Marc Dr
Eichelroth Henry 109 Birch Run Dr
Elizabeth Necole Ellerbe Foundation Inc 302 Trestle Ln
Ellingsen Roy, Barbara 540 N Sandy Hill Rd
Ellis Frank III 3110 Manor Rd
Encarnacion Eduardo C 123 N 4th Ave Apt 2
Engvik Karin E 1701 Saginaw Dr
Fabian Gabriel J 520 Thouron Rd
Falcone Monica 143 Hurley Rd
Fanco Inc 23 Cochran Dr
Farley Christine A Jr 20 Carlin Dr
Ferrare Joanne 110 Cooper Hawk Dr
Ferris Kirk L 55 Walden Way
Flores Eva S 30 N 5th Ave 1st Fl
Florian Constance M 222 Overlook Dr
Fortanel Carrie 154 Doe Run Rd
Fortaneo Pascal 154 Doe Run Rd
Forte Betty J 70 S 3rd Ave Apt 113
Fowler Edward W 404 Providence Hill Rd
Freestone Frederick J 1701 Saginaw Dr
Funk Seville S Jr 623 N 5 Points Rd 5
Furlough Chad 1414 Francis Dr
Gage Martin A 529 Freedom Blvd
Gambill Matthew D 97 Park Ave
Garcia Charles 45 Diamond St
Garcia Miguel Luisa 89 S 5 Ave St
Garcia Victor 760 Merchant St Apt 1
Garnet Terrace 100 Garnett Dr
Gerald Dawn 524 E Lincoln Hwy Apt 3f
Gisondi Michael 382 Norton Ave
Givler Mary 224 W Chestnut St
Glick Irvin 185 Mt Carmel Rd
Godra Mae P 201 5 Points Rd
Goldberg Dalia 67 Oak Streeet
Goldfarb Neil 2316 Valy Sta Rd
Goodman Edward 176 Milbury Ln
Gray Joseph P 100 Ruthland Ave
Green Heather Anne, Thomas, Marianne A 510 Pebble Ln
Greenwood Joanne H Est 102 Hollow View Dr
Gregory Cathleen, Erin, Julia 1424 Balmoral Rd
Gregory Michelle 156 S 4th Ave
Grove Thomas 340 Mt Pleasant Rd
Gutierrez Aguila Juan Jose 43 W 6th Ave
Gutierrez Michua Edgar Lincon Hwy
Habecker Abraham 28 Linden St
Haga James J 200 Martins Corner Rd
Hall Sylvester 619 S 1st Ave
Hallman Charles E RT 4 Box 764
Hamilton Kristin D, Kevin Grand Sport Auto Inc
98 Arden Ln
Hamilton Shelli R, Todd 94 Mineral Spgs Rd
Harding Ronald Jr 49 Hogan Place
Harris Antony R 138 Durham Dr
Harris Leroy 260 Madison St Apt 1
Harris Michael 516 Victoria Dr
Harris Pauline 215 Glencrest Rd
Harrison Sarah RR 1
Hayne Annesley 520 Thouron Rd
Hayne Jonathan S, Richard A, Sarah E 520 Thouran Rd
Healis Frank G 351 Wagontown Rd
Heintzelman Marybell Neal, George H 125 S 13th Ave
Heisler Robert N 424 Walnut St
Helm Rosemary 330 Trotters Way
Hernandez Andres D 1201 Francis Dr
Hernandez Erica 23 N 2nd Ave Apt 3−A
Higgins Willard L 355 W Lincoln Hwy
Himelright Richard 1320 Telegraph Rd
Himes William RR 1 Box 80
Hines Jimmie L 12 Toth Ave
Hines Marcia 1709 Reed St
Hines Michael 965 W Main St
Hipp David R 10 Hidden Acres Ln
Hogate Sylvia J Est Of 97 Park Ave
Holmes Alberta J 624 Coates St
Honore Regine M 232 Eagle Glen Dr
Hopkins Vyneeka 708 E Lincoln Hwy
Howe A 1249 E Lincoln Hwy
Hudson Judith B 220 Pratts Dam Rd
Hudson Thomas R 71 Landover Rd
Hufnell Mary C 338 Madison St
Hughes Karen C, Mamie A 300 Gilmer Rd
Hummer Jami D, Jeri H 204 Caranel Cir
Hunt Emmett G 725 Merchant St
Hunter Juanita 4 Jane St
Hurley Catherine S 475 Reeceville Rd
Hyman Marcia 321 Charles St
Iacoviello Matthew 1826 Saginaw Dr
Illes Louis 109 Penna Ave
Jackson Theodore D 355 Harry Rd
Jaszczak Robert B Jr, Danielle S 1292 Sterner Mill Rd
Jean Wright Trust Ua 4 12 02 327 Wagontown Rd
Jelinek Kathryn 1125 Overlook Dr
Jendos Susie M, Frank 202 W Chestnut St
Jennings Pamela P 881 Merchant St
John Peterson Trust Ua 16−May−97 135 Chelsey Dr
Johnson Ashley 410 W Lincoln Hwy
Johnson David A 703 Coates St
Johnson Joseph 235 E Lincoln Hwy Apt 308
Johnson Leroy H 59 Foundry St
Johnson Linda M 524 Colfax St
Johnson Maggie 972 Mary St
Jones Kevin W 676 E Reeceville Rd
Jones Kristy, Robert 100 Brandywine Dr
Jones Latasha 150 Rosemont Ave
Jones Michael 39b Blackhorse Hill Rd
Jones Tracy L 22 S 5th Ave
Jt Dorrance III Etal Res Trust, Iron Spring Farm 75 77 Old
Stottsville Rd
Judith B Hudson Living Trust Utd 09/14/2001 220 Pratts
Dam Rd
Junior Achievement Of Dela Valley 1445 E Lincoln Hwy
Just Wingin It 1807 E Lincoln Hwy
Kalanick Marycarol 1341 Old Wilmington Rd
Keehn Service Corp For Trustee 99 N 11th Ave
Kim Y 538 E Lincoln Hwy
Kimes Randy L 240 Pratts Dam Rd
King James 188 Church St
King Rebekah 429 Wagontown Rd
King Robert 207 Brookview Ave
Kinsel Kenneth D Jr 804 Timber Dr
Kirk Brian P 32 Marc Dr
Knecht Caleb T 2613 Barclay St
Kohnke Wendy A 901 Madison St
Krout Jennifer V 101 S 13th Ave
Kumar Rakesh 1947 E Lincoln Hwy
Kundick Brian B 266 Sandy Way
Kuroczko Katherine 324 W Kings Hwy
Kurtis Kinzel Memorial Scholarship 804 Timber Dr
Kurtz Beth Ann 133 Penn Dr
Lack Richard J 2537 Essex St
Lambert Wilson 130 Glenrose Rd
Lancaster A W, June C 559 Oak St
Latoff Helen 19 Penn Ave
Laurels Of Landhope Cde Inc 115 Fairview Rd
Lauser Kurtis, Wayne C 119 Wynne Wood Dr
Leterson Elsie J 2441 E Lincoln Hwy
Lewis Jennifer E 1413 Francis Dr
Lewis Robert E 822 W Kings Hwy
Lindsey Carol A 624 Proctor Ln
Lndscp Funk Bros, Rhonda L Funk 623 N 5 Points Rd
Lock Mary E 219 Lafayette Rd
Luby Bernice M 1319 Reed St
Lung Consultants 213 Reeceville Rd Ste 36
Lunger Jones Ann 1305 Doe Run Rd
Machamer Steve 40 Reason Ln
Madonna Home Improvement 715 Doe Run Rd
Majors Roland 12 Lafayette Ave
Maldonado David 848 Lumbard St PO Box 1039
Marie Amber 163 Davis Rd
Marrollo Thomas Pietro 660 E Reeceville
Martin Patricia M 213 Windy Hill Rd
Martinez Jose Joel 87 S 6th Ave
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Matthews Anthony 757 Merchant St
Matthews Hannah W, Thurgood 6 Jane St
Maughan Ellen B 514 Pebble Ln
May Robbin 99 Lincoln Hwy
Mcbride Ray P 350 Freedom Blvd
Mccaffrey Thomas J, Jeanne 239 Hibernia Rd
Mccarty Harry J 1334 Telegraph Rd
Mccarty Harry J, Diana L 1334 Telegraph Rd
Mccloskey Sandra 461 Cann Rd
Mccracken Frances Jean, William M 1145 Freedom Blvd
Mccracken William M 1145 Freedom Blvd
Mccracken William M Jr 1345 Freedom Blvd
Mccracken William M Jr W Brandy Wine
1145 Freedom Blvd
Mcerlean Michael A 102 Farmington Ln
Mcfall Geneva 25 N Church St
Mcfall Geneva 55 Youngsburg Rd
Mckay Michael Rural Rte 6 Box 120
Mckeever Enterprises Inc 104 W Clearview Dr
Mckenna Patricia M 752 Meadowbrook Dr
Mckinney Alan J 123 Riverside Ln
Mclimans Diana L, David L RR 30 Box 202
Mcmullan R H, J D 529 Colfax St
Mcquire Michael G 515 Reeceville Rd
Menmaker Robert RR 1
Michalski Samuel 11 Branford Way
Middleton Crystal R, Keith M 227 Flagstone Cir
Miller Laurence W 2801 E Kings Hwy
Miller Louis 148 Brdview Ct
Mondragon Ar 210 E Lincoln Hwy Apt 5
Moore Catherine M, Catherine S Hurley 475 Reeceville Rd
Moran Florence 115 Andrews Ln
Morelos Puebla Fermin 6 Ave Lincoln Hwy
Morrell Jane E 131 Stillwagon Ln
Morris Emiline RD 2
Morris John 701 Olive St
Moses Krista 1108 E Lincoln Hwy
Motta April Nicole 2714 N Barley Sheaf Rd
Motta John D 2714 N Barleysheaf Rd
Motta Sydney Lauren 2714 N Barley Sheaf Rd
Mt Vernon Lodge 642 Merchant St
Mullen Barbara 1301 Scott Dr
Multi Channel Solutions LLC 105 N Inverness Way
Mummert Christine E 102 Nichols Ave
Murphy Mary 106 N 9th Ave
Murphy Victoria R 102 Pennsylvania Ave
Murray Wesley B Sr 353 Mt Pleasant St
Muscarella Patricia 11 Cambria Rd
Myrter Stephen R 1308 Brownsville Rd
Nagy Elaine Grant St
Naskret Charles, Mildred 137 Rosemont Ave
Neri Nunez Patricia 10 Toth Ave
Nilsson Deborah A 203 Cyprus Ln
Nixon Anna 265 Buck Run Rd
Norris Sally J 127 Telegraph Rd
Northeimer Charles W 1007 Caln Meetinghouse Rd
Nursery Landscape Funk Bro RR 3 Box 335
Oconnor Robert A Jr 1101 Persimmon Dr
Ordonez Barrera Braulio 336 E Lincoln Hwy
Orr John 6 Nichols Av
Osborn General Contractors PO Box 511
Palmer David Lee Jr PO Box 1051
Park Anne E 32 Beaver Dm Rd
Parker George H Sr Est 224 Hurley Rd
Parlett Heather, Janet 108 Karen Cir
Patterson Frederick 102 Berry Rd
Patton Hazel M 108 S 5th Ave
Patton Sherry Ann 130 S 8th Ave
Paylor Florence M 818 W Kings Hwy
Pearlman Helen S, Reuben 300 Doe Run Rd
Penguin Industries Inc, Howard Shaw 116 Quarry Rd
Peters Holly A 2885 Strasburg Rd
Peterson John 135 Chelsey Dr
Pham Heuyan 745 Franklin St
Pitts Harold A 31 S 6th Ave
Platas Angel 89 Pennsylvania Ave
Pluck Marcia 909 Madison St
Poole Lori R 602 Allison Ln
Potter Wilhelmena E 106 N 9th Ave
Prado Florentino O 4 Av Num 23 Apt 2
Prigg Carlos B 84 Timacula Rd
Pritz George T, Leona T 1137 W Kings Hwy
Proudfoot Paul A Est 110 Cornwall Pl
Ramos Rolando M 1966 Crest Dr
Ramsay Stacey 224 Union Ave
Ramsey Jessica L 162 Maple Ave
Ray Earnest J 52 Park Ave
Ream Larry 375 Coffroath Rd 283
Reece Charlotte 2707 E Kings Hwy
Reilly Charles 2475 W Chester Rd
Rhoads Diane T 701 Hulnick Rd
Richard Douglas L 475 W Glenrose Rd
Richards John H 2341 E Lincoln Hwy
Rios Esquivel Norma Nancy 91 Pennsylvania Ave
Ripleyacey E L 920 N Walnut St
Ritzel John 1421 Doe Run Rd
Rk Transport 1233 W Kings Hwy
Robinson Bertha 2203 Dixonville Rd
Rodgers Charles, Freedom Village 216 Freedom Blvd
Rodgers John 1331 N Chatham Rd
Rogers Shaun M 1522 Francis Dr
Rogers Susan 240 S 13th Ave
Rohr Dennis J 247 Cambridge Rd
Roper Charles R Jr 251 Water Works Rd
Rosciolo Ronald M, Helen 122 Sunset Ln
Roseborough Robert C II, Jessica L 2890 Strasburg Rd
Rothera Amber D 163 Davis Rd
Rudra LLC 810 E Lincoln Hwy
Rumsey Charles R, Jane D 1713 Fisherville Rd
Runner Sharee N 573 E Lincoln Hwy
Runner Willerma, Runner Arnold 4 Johnson Ave
Rutledge Robert J, Dayle C 108 Telegraph Rd
Sabin Hedley W 45 S 6th Ave
Sahota Rosemary 804 W Lincoln Hwy
Saldana Lucio V 240 Charles
Sanchez Juan Carlos S 125 Main St
Sandoe Donna L 1018 Ericsson Dr
Santos Jeff 137 Woodland Ave
Sarago Natalie M, Stephen J 49 Tuxford Ln
Sardella John V DDS 1810 E Lincoln Hwy
Sartin Ronnie 107 Hatfield Rd
Saska Theodore J 27 W 6th Ave
Schmidt Katherine A 1026 Stargazers Rd
Scott Douglas W 75 Lukens Mill Dr
Sears Maria 37 Coates St
Serafin Agustin V 393 1 Ave St
Shaw Nicole 1482 S Bailey Rd
Shoemaker Sarah 291 S Sandy Hill Rd
Shortlidge Susan 1216 Francis Dr
Sibanda Handsome 12 Lafayette Ave
Sikorsky Global Helicopters 110 Stewart Huston Dr
Simmonds Heather 2631 Barclay St
Sinapi Erma 130 S 4th Ave
Singletary Donald A Sr 528 Harmony St
Smith Eemonie 141 Penn Dr
Smith Isaac W 809 W Main St
Smith Katherine E 352 Walnut St
Sohn Jeannie 2203 Strasburg Rd
Somewere Saloon 2800 W Lincoln Hgwy
Special Delivery, Ken Meyle 1648 Valy Rd
Stabilo Vince A 404 Hatteras Dr
Stanley Dorothy M PO Box 781
Stanton George R 625 Merchant St
Stanton Oliver H 121 Irish Ln
Stepping Stone Early Learning Acade 28 Chester Ave
Stokes Louis Campbell, Barbara L 559 Black Horse Rd
Stott Jonathan B, Laurie J 3060 Manor Rd
Strait Scott D Sr, Dawn M 212 Union St
Street Barbara J 601 Morgan Dr E
Stringer David W 1303 Beechwood Dr
Strouse Euruth 219 Lafayette Rd
Stukes Anthony D 597 E Chestnut St
Suber Ronald Rumal 730 E Diamond St
Subrahmanian Raj 131 Pennsylvania Ave
Suchon Stephen 730 E Diamond St
Suplick Cherylann G 540 Martin’s Corner Rd
Supplee Construcition 1147 Romansville Rd
Sweigart Betty L 20 W 12th Ave
Sylvanus Karen Elizabeth 1309 Oak St
Sylvester John J Jr, John J 43 E Friendship Church Rd
Szebold Eugenia 1316 E Kings Hwy
Tagliaferri Jon S 12 Ashberry Ln
Taylor George R JR, Patricia A 223 Pine Valy Dr
Tenono Meghann 334 Oak St
Theodorakis George 803 E Lincoln Hwy Apt 2
Thompson Margaret, Paul 258 E Lincoln Hwy
Thompson Harry 135a Frog Hollow Rd
Tinson Deborah Lee 2726 N Barleysheaf Rd
Tran Tom 745 Franklin St
Travers Kathryn N, Gerard 210 Thia Ct
Trowery Louis T 330 E Lincoln Hwy Apt 8
Trunell Leslie Est Of 291 Hurley Rd
Turner Tinisha 100 Harlan Dr Apt B7
Tyman Christopher 100 Woodland Ave
Tynes Christopher 110 Scenic View Dr
Valentine Fred S 321 W Main St
Vara Reyes Demetrio 1 Ave St
Vazquez Rosa 152 Woodland Ave
Vega Gladys 337 Charles St
Velasques Pedro 7247 Lincoln Ave
Verbonitz Michael R 420 Misty Patch Rd F
Vernon Francine 123 Riverside Ln
Villegas Garcia Ruben 138 E Chestnut St
Wadron Muriel 138 55th Ave
Wagner Corey W 162 Maple Ave
Wagner S M 28 Lauren Ln
Walker Joseph A, Jean B 101 Berry Rd
Wallin William 3174 Valy Sta Rd
Walls Katelynn A 1826 Saginaw Dr
Walsh Edward 135 Bridle Path Ln
Walter Kayla J 75 Lukens Mill Dr
Ward Vivian 610 Coates St
Warmijak Monica A 1013 Charles St
Warren Bill, Warren Nita 215 Freedom Blvd
Way Brenda 12 Lafayette Ave
Wegman Robert 316 Andrew Cir Coatesville Pa
Wells Dale Clayton 259 E Chestnut St
Welsh Dennis J 1400 Blackhorse Hill Rd 138a
Wen Cecilia 23 Merchant St
Whalen Tyrone 12 Toth Ave
White Gerald R 8 St George St
Whiteman Donald P PO Box 1051
Whitmore Albert 2305 E Kings Hwy
Wiggins Essie 107 Westmoreland Dr
Willard Kelly J 1065 S Caln Rd
Williams Garland T RR 3
Willis Robert J 171 Maple Ave
Wills Marie R 2605 W Chester Rd
Wilson Wayne II 1002 Charles St
Winch David Mallards Run 130 Mt Carmel Rd
Winfield Lymas L 324 W Lincoln Hwy
Wood Winifred V 189 Strode Ave Harrison House
Woodward Judy 10 Lafayette Ave
Wright Jean 327 Wagontown Rd
Yasaitis David 152 Cornwall Pl
Zackey Charlotte M 310 Ash Rd
Zeisler Mary 1043 Telegraph Rd
Zheng Yuqi 49 Chester Ave
Zimmerman Kurt 71 Pine St
Cochranville Pa 19330
Allaband William 2078 Limestone Rd
Amoriello Gary T PO Box 62
Comeaux Johnny J 459 Jennersville Rd B
Cuff Jeffrey Aaron 3216 Bryson Rd
Deal Richard Est 41 Londonderry Ct
Diaz Hector 15 Watterson Rd
Dimarco Diane 17 Birchwood La
Egam Donal Trlr 586 Jennersville Rd
Equine Delaware 172 Hood Rd
Fenstemacher Rebecca, Lois 371 Pusey Mill Rd
Fyk Emily S 50 Gibble Rd
Heinzman Dina J 180 Fernwood Rd
Horrocks Sidney F 2 Phillips Mill Rd
Houghton Tiffany, Jason Dba Tjh Concessions
3077 Glenville Rd
Jones John Albert 417 Wrigley Blvd
Lewis Elizabeth M 187 Cochran St
Lynch Nancy Nancy, Frank Lynch 165 Daleville Rd
Mcgugan Kristen PO Box 263
Nucifora Salvatore A Sr 512 Mcgrew St
Rowe Amy T 25 Keller Rd
Stanley Robert T 3094 Glenville Rd
Swinehart Robert E PO Box 222
Vanormer Clara G 723 Ewing Rd
Vantrump Kimberly 166 Hilton Rd
Waldron Edward J Jr, Rosanna 932 Homeville Rd
Watterson Keirastan L PO Box 85
Wolfe Sheila C 241 Cochran St
Devault Pa 19432
Barnett Cliff Box 373
Breiling Anne M PO Box 39
Congdon Elizabeth M PO Box 6
Ellen Behrle PO Box 441
Kalogris Elizabeth, Michael PO Box 431
Merrill Family Trust PO Box 39
Sproule Mfg Co Inc 3239 Phoenixville Pike
Devon Pa 19333
Aboseada Sarah PO Box 627
Abraham Marissa Lynn 57 Devond Rd
Advanced Oral & Facial Surgery Of 223 W Lancaster Ave
Arndt Stephanie 14 Sugar Knoll Dr
Bagby John S Conestoga Rd
Bandi R 261 Avon Rd
Bellew Douglas V 270 Poplar Ave
Benevicius Vincas 499 Millbrook Rd
Benjamin Semond 344 Avon Rd L338
Bianchi Helen M 301 S Valy Forge Rd
Bioesthetic Dentistry Inc 227 W Lancaster Ave Ste 201
Borger Lawrence J 476 School House Ln
Broome Christine M, Mark A 170 Steeplechase Rd
Callahan Lorraine F, Joseph P 21 Sugar Knoll Dr
Conestoga Conestoga Auto Body Co Inc H282 260 Avon Rd
Constant Terri 865 Lancaster Ave
Continuing Care Rx2 445 N Valy Forge Rd
Copeland Audrey J 424 N Valy Forge Rd
Crapo Valarie 488 Old Forge Xing
Curnyn Shantha 722 N Valy Forge Rd
Drugan Helen A, William PO Box 153
Durand Alain D 70 Hunters Ln
Durand Mary Brigham P 142 Hunters Ln
Dury Janet 468 Bell Mountain Rd
Dutton Philip R 367 Highland Ave
Easttown Township PO Box 79
Eaton La Verne 411 W Conestoga Rd Apt 29
Edie Richard N 313 Church Rd
Excellis Consulting Corp 206 Old Lancaster Rd
Falcon Technology Partners, James L Rathmann
PO Box 405
Ferrie Cristina M 149 Beaumont Rd
Fox & Roach LP 431 W Lancaster Ave
Fox Roach Realtors 431 W Lancaster Ave
Fritz David T 130 Devonwood Ln
Gallagher Helen M 31 N Devon Park Ct
Gallagher I R 30 N Waterloo Rd
Ghosh Pijush R 314 Avon Rd Apt K369
Gifford Rober 35 Grove Ave
Gould Kathleen M 290 Avon Rd Apt J402
Griffin Frank H III, Frank H Iv 32 Fairfield
Hagan Joyce 400 W Lancaster Ave
Hard Seven Technologies LLC 270 Poplar Ave
Hawley Janet C 215 S Fairfield Rd
Hayes Jerry R Jr 30 N Devon Park Ct
Hipkiss Jill 29 Old Forge Crossing
Hong Xuming 376 Avon Rd Apt M287
Hummer Anne W 28 Wingstone Ln
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Imparato Philomena M 1027 N Valy Forge Rd
Jathan Raviraj H282 260 Avon Rd
Jeffrey Keith W 334 Poplar Ave
Jeong Changjin 315 Avon Rd Apt F203
Kimble Ann E Est, Glenn E 153 Old Forge Xing
Konolige Peter, Maria 339 Exeter Rd
Krishnaswamy Rengesh 261 Poplar Ave Apt R 634 Devon
Lawrence J Borger Living Tr Ua 12 28 1994, Lawrence J
Borger 476 School House Ln
Lecg LLC 80 Lancaster Ave
Lecg LLC, Hr Dept 80 Lancaster Dr
Leik Alexander M 345 Poplar Ave Apt 0507
Lejeune Susan 222 Highland Ave
Lemmon Jane M 322 Castlewood Dr
Lynn Jaime R 23 W Conestoga Rd
Macfarland Helen W Sugartown Mews Ave Apt E158
Marcinowski David L 155 Old Forge
Mascio Joseph L 376 Avon Rd Apt M294
Mccabe Angela P, Lynx Consulting 505 Brighton
Mccullough Michael F 54 Berkley Rd
Mcdonald Joan C 500 Berwyn Baptist Rd 3
Mcfalls Daniel R 411 Conestoga Rd
Mckenna David N, Jody 203 Dorset Rd
Medical Investigation Group Inc PO Box 838
Melvin Joseph P 61 Hunter Ln
Meridian Bank 92 Lancaser Ave
Merron Wendy 215 S Valy Forge Rd
Miskolczy Kalman 363 N Valy Forge Rd
Moon Malone Tyretta W 261 Avon Rd I440
Morales Lisette 431 W Lancaster Ave
Morin Rebecca L 315 Poplar Ave
Nelson Gregory A Box 95 326 S Fairfield Rd
New Market Equipment PO Box 681719
Nofer Michelle 49 Berkley Rd
Nofer Michelle Smith 60 Gwen Ln
Noll Eva D 307 Spencer Rd
Norton Skeffington S III 215 W Conestoga Rd
Obireddy Madhu 345 Avon Rd E166
Overbrook Station Condo 431 W Lancaster Ave
Panda Anusuya 345 Poplar Ave Apt O 517
Perumal Manivijayanand 314 Avon Rd Apt K379
Potnis Pritam V 326 Sugartown Rd Apt A12
Potter Lawrence 209 Fairfield Rd
Price Pat H 305 Exeter Rd
Quay Shirley S Est 337 Highland Ave
Quici Maryanne F 459 Old Forge Crossing
Rafter Lisa 315 Poplar Ave Apt P564
Regula Madison T 155 Old Forge Crossing
Reinoehl Ronald J Devon Manor 235 W Lancaster Rd
Reservation Agent 431 W Lancaster Ave
Rhoads J 584 Waterloo Rd
Roach Patterson Schwartz LP 431 W Lancaster Ave
Russell Caroline G 5 Wingstone Ln
Saia Lisa 345 Beaumont Rd
Salgado Cruz Claudia M PO Box 627
Samii Constr Co 431 W Lancaster Ave
Sara Robiins Trust 609 Longchamps Dr
Saunders Sally L 639 Timber Ln
Shaud James K 660 Clovelly Ln
Smith Evdokia 343 W Conestoga Rd
Spengler Melinda 345 Poplar Ave Apt O526
Sponseller William J, Dorothy L 21 Wingstone Ln
Stuber Susan C 377 Poplar Ave Apt N492
Sulit Jeremy W 305 Dorset Rd
Summers Hubert G 261 Avon Rd Apt I432
Suneson Gustave W 445 Valy Forge Rd 107
Taraborelli Theresa 236 Poplar Ave
Telefsen Harold 486 Timber Ln
Trident Land Transfer Escrow Nj 431 W Lancaster Ave
Trident Mortgage Co LP 431 W Lancaster Ave
Truong Cang 64 Berkeley Rd
Venella Sandra D 382 Old Forge Crossing
Wang Hangli 290 Avon Rd Apt J419
Wanner Elizabeth 470 Old Forge Crossing
Weston Phoebe S 461 Devon State Rd
Wilkie Victor 377 Avon Rd Apt D100
Wright George 112 Hunter Ln
Yoon Oh 340 Sugartown Rd Apt C86
Downingtown Pa 19335
Adamcik Teresa 26 Batten Dr
Adams Eleanor D, Arlo N 3709 Hazelwood Ave
Alla Murali K 1359 Stonegate Dr
Allen Liana 5 Keller Way
Allen Pete 1 Black Hawk Cir L9
Ambic Bulining Inspection Cons 101 Locust Knoll Rd
Anderson Laura M 112 Somers Dr
Andrews Aaron T 3 Marshall Cir
Angela Lasprogata Extr Est Of Vincent La Sprogata 1212
Cornerstone Blvd Apt 222
Anna Jessica Maria Abus PO Box 067
Arena Management Assocs Inc 981 E Lancaster Ave
Arik Victor 2 Pinewood Dr
Armon L Thompson Trust 1104 Winchester Trl
Astudillo Hugo 1311 Bondsville Rd
Athletics Inc PO Box 98
Automated Security Corp 321b W Uwchlan Ave
Avellino Marie A 971 E Lnaster Ave
Babula Kevin 463 Cheshire Dr
Bailey Kamel 238 Chestnut St Apt C2
Baker Charles Est 16 Black Hawk Cir Apt H
Banks Isabell M 289 Prospect Ave
Barige Shashidhar 943 N York Dr
Barinov Irina 4 Lafitte Ct
Barry Marion L 1172 Crawford Ln
Barton Susan M 3 Aston Ave
Bath Linda L 350 E Pennsylvania Ave
Bauer Steven 11 Rolling Glenn Ln
Bauerlein Charles R Ballerlein C R 120 490 Manor Ave
Bechtold Diane C 115 Stuart Ave
Bergeys Collision Center 903 E Brittney Ter
Betz Trust 607 Whiteland Hunt Rd
Bhagirathi Ganga 11 Blue Heron Ln
Bianco Marianne 317 W Pennsylvania Ave
Bowling Linda M, Martha E 105 Southside Cir
Brade Marguerite R 1326 Kerwood Ln
Brady Rosemary 490 Manor Ave Villa St Mart
Brandywine Valley Endosco 150 E Pennsylvania Ave Ste 320
Bressi Michael D, Maureen A 107 Edgefield Dr
Briggs Graham, Terri 107 Clearview Dr
Brock David 1309 Norwood House Rd
Brotna Julie 1220 Indian Trail Dr
Brown Jacqueline, Richard 1224 Indian Trail Rd
Brown Michael 4435 W Lincoln Hw
Browne David D 1618 Wolfe Ln
Bruce Kenneth G Jr 590 Milford Rd
Brunges E 350 E Pennsylvania Apt 104
Bruno Mary Ann, Petro 341 Washington Ave
Buccella John J Jr 308 Denfordway
Buchmann Kelly 233 Ferndale Ln
Bulack Alexander 631 Park Rd
Bull Rosemarie A, Roger W 2 William Penn Dr
Bumpus Carol E 22 Lincoln Dr
Burch Linnea 21 Highview Rd
Burch Margaretta, James L Cox Ln
Burke G J 12 Long Dr
Burleigh Barbara L, Robert B PO Box 441
Burman Brett W 10 Veterans Way
Burns Diana M Est, Richard J 5026 Deer Dr
Byrd Evan 24 Yarmouth Ln
Calvaresi Deborah, David 105 Gottier Dr
Caring Hearts LLC PO Box 604
Carlson Glenn S 1361 Crestmont Dr
Carmona Celine T 490 Manor Ave Unit 12
Carpenter Julius S, Julius 11 Rock Raymond Rd
Carpenter Kenneth L Jr, Jonita L 1236 Cornerstone Blvd
Unit 270
Carter Patsy W Est 3331 Hazelwood Ave
Cedeno Samantha M 404 Brandham Way
Cederholm Beatrice J, Warren B 101 Plaza Dr Apt 304
Cell Jonathan H 1236 Cornerstone Blvd Unit 478
Cellular One Triton 87 Moore Rd
Chadwick Megan E 532 Lancaster Ct
Chaiko Jones Eleanore M 215 Lenora Ln
Chandler Marie S 17 Delancey Pl
Chapina Dalia 363 Meadowlake Dr
Chen Qiao H 10 Paul Nelms Dr
Chlopecka Sylwia B 15 Kingfisher Ln
Clark Naomi M 118 Lake Dr
Cloetingh Emily L, Brian C 109 Evergreen Dr
Club Volant 4305 981 E Lancaster Ave
Coffin Kathy 16 Gable Ave
Cole Daniel 341 French Cir
Coleman Matt W 105 Pheasant Way
Colker Beatrice J 402 Norwood Rd
Colker Jules H, Aimee B 402 Norwood Rd
Collins Matthew E, Sarah J 6 Carriage Dr
Comeau Maurice J, Carol A 20 Karens Way
Condax Denise 455 Reeds Rd
Connors Margarett, Chris 811 Williamsburg Blvd
Courtney Timothy 61 Nancy Ln
Cowburn David W 1 Dowlin Forge Rd
Coyne Bush Elizabeth Ann 108 Bondsville Rd
Cramer Dba Patline Products Intl 1003 Kimberly Ln
Creen John J 971 E Lancaster Ave Dep 426
Crisman Mary E 75 W Lancaster Ave
Cruzan Winston Est 297 Old Kings Hwy
Curley Catherine T, James J 108 Chapel Ct
Curry Sandra L, Brian M, Stephanie M 503 Grant Ave
Dalzell Beth 1304 Spellman Dr
Dambrosio Dodge 1221 E Lancaster Ave
Dean Lissa 53 Meadowlake Dr 14 A
Deblasio Stephen 319 Bolton Ln
Deblasio Steve 319 Bolton Ln
Derr Ralph Jr 1040 Hillside Dr
Deshmukh Ranjit, Sujata 1001 Tesia Ct
Desprito Angela 301 E Lancaster Ave Apt1m
Devane Thomas J PO Box 276
Dewees Barbara 1612 Loretta Ln
Diefenbach Brook, James 315 Bolton Ln
Digby James 459 Norland Dr
Digiovantanio Rose 248 Highland Ave
Diner Exton 30 Lahawa Dr
Dipietro Pasquale F, Dipietro Philomena 4 Forrest Ave
Direct Car Sales Inc 4423 W Lincoln Hwy
Distasio Lanora B, Distasio Ronald J 1476 Federal Dr
Dittbrenner Kody 16 Pinewood Dr
Dodge D Ambrosio 1221 E Lancaster Ave
Doyle Ellen D 66 Essex Ct
Drenker Irene 101 Plaza Dr Apt 326
Duffy Kiera J 105 Aspen Dr
Duffy Patricia P 441 Chesterfield Dr
Dunaway David M 23 Grovehill Ct
Duncan Donna Lot 50 112 Bolero Dr
Dunn Angela D 66 Essex Ct
Durnall Richard 113 Aspen Dr
Durnall Richard B 113 Aspen Dr
Eagles Carole I 400 Winding Way Unit 19
Edlin Jay R PO Box 510
Egan Danielle 730 Taylor Rd
El Masoudi Jamila 58 Nancy Ln
Elkin Jaramillo Son’s 102 Larson Dr
Erickson Mary E 4243 Howell Rd
Esposito Kimberly 1212 Cornerstone Blvd Apt 129
Evans Katharine A 20 Kennedy Dr
Exton Alliance LLC 533 W Uwchlan Ave
Fava Petrone Doreen 23 Woodland Cir
Fedick Jody 404 Carpenters Cove
Fetters Margaret R, Robert W 370 N Milford Rd
Fiore Thomas 1614 Rene Cir
First Markland Corp 605 Peck Rd
Fleming Amy L 23 Krauser Rd
Fleming Joseph 2206 Mallard Ln
Fleming Thomas 151 Woodbine Rd
Fleming Thomas, St John Vianney Ctr 151 Woodbine Rd
Fordyce John R 446 Devon Ct
Forlano Domenic Est 284 Hidden Creek Dr
Forrest Michael J Jr, Michael J 253 Jefferson Ave
Fratoni Gloria 101 Blenheim Pl
Frybarger Janet RD 1 Box 4
Fuimano Steven T 410 Lightfoot Dr
Fxpro Traders Inc 30 Lahawa Dr
Galante Hauling Inc 565 Trastle Place
Garrett Emma 1172 Crawford Ln
Garrett George F, George R 112 W Lancaster Ave Apt 2
Garris Helen Mari 370 Corner Ketch Rd
Garson Ellen, Jared 1603 Heather Dr
Gauger Martin J 914 Norwood House Rd
Geller Beth 1236 E Cornerstone Blvd 472
Genter John R 12 Glenview Ln
Gentile Healy Cynthia 326 N Woodmont Dr
Georgescu Amy Ryan, Shelly 834 Tremont Dr
Ghoroghchian Rose 816 Welsh Ayres Way
Gilbert Katrina, Dean 4904 Horseshoe Pike
Gilken Mary D 303 Paul Cir
Gilken Mary M 303 Paul Cir
Glover Michael C 17 Willow Ct
Goldstein Robert Jason 15 Colts Meadow Run
Gomer Andy A 2029 N Brd St Room 364
Goodman James M 1401 Dowlin Forge Rd
Gordon Michelle E 525 W Uwchlan Ave
Gose Robert 59 Norwood House
Grant Brandon 1418 Carolina Pl
Greenamyer Judith J 196 Chester Ct
Griffin Rosemary 833 Good Dr
Hakam Nidal M 554 Lancaster Ct
Hamer Mary 106 Brandywine Ave
Hampson Brett W 1332 Westminster Dr
Harding Christine R, Edward N 221 Jefferson Ave
Harris Jeff S 423 Highland Ave
Harrison Amelia W 265 Highland Ave
Haverford State Hosptal 630 Milford Rd
Hayduk John 404 Harbour Rdg
Hebenton Ann P 478 Braceland Dr
Hedgecock Sharyn 1401 Dowlin Forge Rd
Heller Urs 1236 Cornerstone Blvd Unit 377
Henderson Marlese D 1603 Creagh Knoll Ln
Hicks John I 221 Twp Rd
Higgins Margaret 259 Highland Ave
Hillebrand Mary E 4 Mckenzie Place
Hilton Anna B 23 Chestnut St
Hilton Webster J 339 William St
Hoey Francis J 1346 Pennsridge Place
Hogue Michael L 103 Canter Dr
Hohlefelder James 980 E Lancaster Ave
Hoke Natasha, Byron M 421 Bianca Cir
Horiel Paige E, Kelly A 3319 Smt Ave
House Doctors 260 Park Rd
Houser Bette 417 Willow Cir
Hulstine Michael 1652 Carlisle Ln
Husband Maxwell R 5 Beaver Run Rd
Jackson Marian J 4108 Milltown Trl
Jackson Robert F 119 Waring Dr
Jackson Thomas A, Marian J 4108 Milltown Trl
James T Devane Revocable Trust PO Box 276
Jaszczak Danielle S, Claudia R, Gianna M, Michael J
1319 Spellman Dr
Jeff D Ambrosio Chrysler Jeep 1221 E Lancaster Ave
Jennings Ellen T 1424 Highland Ave
John Edge Park House 320 Lancaster Ave
Johnson Brenda 309 Highland Ave
Kane Marissa A 950 Hopewell Rd
Kanthasami Sutharshan 4 Cherry St
Keane Michael 250 Truman Way
Keating John D, Louis M 418 Lightfoot Dr
Keeshan Melissa 404 Norwood Rd
Kelly John J IV 3 Parkside Ave
Kelly Thomas 104 Nicolson Dr
Kender Anthony 26 Spring Meadow Dr
Kender Tony 26 Spring Meadow Dr
Kester Katherine C PO Box 311
Kiernan Ann 328 Horseshoe Ln
Kindt Margaret R 163 Meadowlake Dr
Konpa Inc, Konrad Paulig 41 Gunning Ln
Korpics Andrew J, Mark T 103 Laurelwood Dr
Kovacevic Boban 127 Meadow Lake Dr
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Kramer Kenneth R, Vaughn 15 Gable Ave
Kronenberg Alicia 315 William Taft Ave
Ku Amy C 101 Manor Ave
Kuklensky Adelaide RR 1
L F S & LP S Ltd 22 Lafayette Cir
Lamb Etal 607 Whiteland Hunt Rd
Langford Cathy S 7 Lynn Blvd
Latorre William 516 Larkins Bridge Dr
Laui Lorraine 238 Chestnut St Apt A−6
Lawn Care Specialists LLC 418 Sunset Dr
Lazda Paulas 102 Pony Cir
Lewis Ron L Jr 903 George Pitt Dr
Li Ri 1532 Montana Dr
Liberty Mutual Ins 1080 Spencer Rd
Lin Mei 1532 Montana Dr
Lindsay Mary L Est 101 Plaza Dr Apt 307
Link Patricia T PO Box 646
Lockhart Co 146 150 Wallace Ave PO Box 331
Loomis Christopher French, Nancy, Nancy Thorington
314 N Woodmont Dr
Loomis John James, Loomis Nancy 314 N Woodmont Dr
Lucas Robert 724 E Ln Ave
Luckowski Emily E, Kyle S 61 Somerset Ct
Lundmark Stephen H Jr 250 Ferndale Ln
Maaty Mohamed 30 Lahawa Dr
Mackieh Samih A 554 Lancaster Ct
Manhertz Camiel 9 Wetherburn Dr
Manou Dorothy Rb, Laurence 160 Shelmire Rd
March Alice S Apt 220 490 Manor Ave
Marcor Of Pa Inc 540 Trestle Pl
Marten Dylan James, Christene 1400 Shadyside Rd
Martin Andrew 525 W Uwchlan Ave
Martin Scott 455 Delphi Ct
Martine Quinn 1321 Lawson Ln
Masek Family Corp 408 Denford Way
Matejkovic Helen T 30 Williams Way
Mc Cracken Frances Jean, Glenn W 607 Pancoast Ln
Mcbrinn Mark 155 Crawford Rd
Mcelya Drew S 301 Jefferis Rd
Mcfadden Mary Lot 39 270 W Uwchlan A
Mcgeorge Donald R Jr, Jennifer L 5 Heron Hill Dr
Mchenry Christopher 125 Stonebridge Ln
Mchenry Christopher, Ian C 128 Stonebridge Ln
Mcintyre Judith 102 Southside Cir
Mckinney Kenneth 61 Somerset Ct
Mckinney N K 61 Somerset Ct
Mcmakin Martha K 112 Briarwood Dr
Mdbreast 105 Yellow Wood Dr 302 Astor Ct
Meek Dudley 102 Mcilvaine Dr
Megargle Joyce 1301 Castings Ct
Messa Charles A DDS 72 W Lancaster Ave
Metanchuk Bohdan 541 W Lancaster Ave
Michelfelder Karl W 1566 Brd Run Rd
Middleton David, Florence 101 Bradford Ave
Minissale Rori A 522 Larkins Bridge Dr
Molina Smith Minelva 3315 Walnut St
Moms Bake At Home 15 E Pennsylvania Ave
Monteith James J 24 Beaver Run Rd
Moore A Park 72 Old King Hwy
Moore Edward W 280 W Uwchian Ave Lot 7
Moore Park 72 Old King Hwy
Moore Steven 2104 Jacobs Mill Cir
Morisoli Douglas E 913 N York Dr
Murphy R J 233 Mary St
Mwgi 150 E Pennsylvania Ave Ste 320
Mwgi LLC 150 E Pennsylvania Ave Ste 320
Myers Gregory 521 Whiteland Ave Apt 3
Nagoti Prasanna 14 Kennedy Dr
Natarajan Anand 11 Blue Heron Ln
Nayak Priyashri 1531 High Country Rd
Nelson Spencer, Joanne M 3112 Silbury Hill
Nestor Peter M 971 E Lancaster Ave Apt 110
Nfi Office 379 W Uwchlan Ave 202
Norken Howard 109 Mcilvain Dr
O Neills Collision Inc 2 Viaduct Ave
Oakes Ellen G 760 Norwood Rd
Oconnell Ryan M, Jack W 1221 Indian Trail Dr
Odonnell Catherine 490 Manor Ave Rm 212
Oneill Home Corp 0 Wessington Blvd
Oneill Phyllis A 119 Chapel Ct
Onwuliri Viola 808 Williamsburg Blvd
P & R Products Co 158 Wallace Ave
Paciga Liza PO Box 758
Pahouja Rupali 3 Adams Ln
Pali Joan M 131 Crowser Rd
Pancoast Samuel Echo Dell Farm RD 1
Park Run Assoc 233 Spring Run Ln
Parke Thomas 320 E Lanacaster Ave
Parker Anna, Anna Mc Causland 52 Meadowlake Dr
Pearson Lawrence, Barbara 531 N Gutheriesville Rd
Pennypacker Margaret 212 William St
Perez Luna Jose 113 Bensville St
Perrotta Joseph 1232 Cornerstone Blvd Apt 365
Petrizzio Peter A 1478 W Stonington Dr
Philadelphia Women S Pro Soccer 1426 Marshallton
Thorndale Rd
Pickle Robert 4 Mulberry Ct
Plakosh George 101 Plaza Dr Apt 238
Plank Louise 153 Whiteland Hunt Rd
Polito Christopher 819 Dover Ct Place
Powell Justin 249 Buchanan Ct
Preston David R 110 Rose Tree Dr
Price Suzanne 54 Oakland Dr
Pwn Of Philidelphia Philadelphia Aig 1111 Vermont Ln
Pyle Edward H II, Emma H 17 Pinewood Dr
Quinn Courtney R, Mark, Merrideth K 624 Perimeter Dr
Raber Christine E 1657 Carlisle Ln
Ram T Corp 1112 Downingtown Pike
Ramachandren Kannan 506 William Salesbury Dr
Randall Peart 1355 Pennsridge Pl
Randzin Alan 911 Welsh Ayres Way
Rao Mythri 943 N York Dr
Reinhardt Barbara Jean 1529 Hilltop Rd
Riddel Louis RD 2
Roberts Mildred B, Edmund B 385 Brookwood Dr
Robinson Edward W 119 E Lancaster Ave
Robson James S Est 25 Lafayette Cir
Roden Russell E 1455 N Red Maple Way
Rodowski Charles R 389 Brookwood Dr
Rossana Lisa M 2 Paul Nelms Dr
Rothwell Helen M Villa St Martha 490 Manor Ave Apt 200
Rowlinson Molly A 2016 Bondsville Rd
Roymar Apartments Assoc 402 Norwood Rd
Rubinich Kara 319 Old Kings Hwy
Ruf Terence P 3180 Silbury Hl
Sabadish Lisa S 294 Prospect Ave
Sager Sarah P 1326 Ridgeview Cir
Scattareggia John J 827 E Lancaster Ave
Schafer Daniel 70 Santillo Way
Schmanske Brian M, Mary V 571 Cricket Ln
Schmidt Natalie 707 Driftwood Ln
Schmocker William 571 Cricket Ln
Schwalm Nicole M 1123 Norwood House Rd 19335
Sciarretta Michael J 1516 Hillcrest Ln
Scott Carter Enterprises Inc 114 Washington Ave
Second Markland Corp 605 Peck Rd
Shaffer William 1417 Henry Dr
Shillingford Elizabeth M 51 Somerset Ct
Shorley Glen 38 Marshall Cir
Shriner Seth 1416 Steeple Chase Rd
Sicola Robert A, Stacey 204 Briars Run Dr
Sigle Charles K, Eloise D 407 Manor Ave
Silvestri Joseph 1649 Farnham Ln
Simpson Jordan L 221 Park Dr
Slimm Louise 115 Stuart Ave
Smith Daniel P, Marie A PO Box 686
Smith Nichole 409 William St
Smith Pamela L 1387 Horseshoe Pike
Smith William 233 Highland Ave
Smoyer Patrice 1606 Wolfe Ln
Softmart Commercial Svcs Inc 450 Acorn Ln
Stanco Michael A, Edward, Roger 1357 Westminster Dr
Stanfield Jacob 1649 Farnham Ln
Staples Michael E 225 W Pennsylvania Ave Apt 1
Stefani Amy M 17 Delancey Pl
Stefani Shane M, Amy M 17 Delancey Pl
Summers Donald 433 W Prospect Ave
Swackhamer William, Natalie 28 Woodland Cir
Swartwood William 2797 Bradford Ave
Talucci Contractors Inc PO Box 179
Taylor Cheryl L 1317 Cir Dr
Taylor Daniel C 4202 Hazelwood Dr
Taylor Krista L, Lauren 1467 Alton Way
Teman Zachary 1401 Dowlin Forge Rd
The Lumber Yard 4810 Horseshoe Pk
Thompson Armon L, Nell G 1104 Winchester Trl
Thuraisingam Sitharthan 61 Meadowlake Dr
Tigan Gregory 903 E Brittney Ter
Trethewey Ann M 325 Jefferis Rd
Tripac Inc 441 Boot Rd
Tucker Joseph, Tucker Eva 1175 Harmony Hill Rd
Tucker Nancy 3809 Humpton Rd Apt A
United Sports Training Ctr LLC 1426 Marshalton
Thorndale Rd
Verma A 104 Plaza Dr Unit 6
Victory Brewing Co 240 Acorn Ln
Vilmar Enterprises 13 Karrens Way
Vimalkumar Desai 4 Lincoln Dr
Wagner Environmental Inc 4531 W Lincoln Hwy
Wagner Kristie 1 Parkside Dr
Walsh Elizabeth 490 Manor Ave Unit 202
Walsh John J 200 Hidden Creek Dr
Wanck John C 404 Carpenters Cove
Watson Brian C Jr, Heidi W 16 Cherry St
Webster Frances M Est 555 Reeds Rd R 4
Weintraub Esther T, Andrew S 425 Shelmire Rd
Welder Stephanie, Richard 103 Victoria Ct
Welsh J Carl 470 Hopewell Rd
Wenzel Carl M, Eric S 626 Overlook Dr
Wertz Hannah E 305 W Uwchlan Ave Lot 26
Wheatley Kenneth F 361 Little Conestoga Rd
Willard Dorothy RD 1 Box 4
Williams Sharon E 515 Grant Ave
Woodford Mark 100 Blue Ribbon Way
Woods James 27 Windemere Ct
Wozniak Edward, Mary 603 Comstock Ave
Wray Douglas 2 Northwood Dr
Wright Dorothy L 1575 Delong Dr
Wrigley Patricia Est 1448 N Red Maple Way
Xu Kanyan 1608 Russell Dr
Yard Michelle 41 Yellowood Dr
Yoder Barbara, John W Smt Ave
Yost Donald Franklin, Bertha E 4902 Horseshoe Pike
Yost Mildred, Harry 16 Gable Ave
Young Gail 418 Farmhouse Ln
Young Geraldine, Kelsey L 1502 Pamela Dr
Young Jeffrey W 205 Tall Trees Cir
Zaferes Athens N 6 Wallace Av
Zaferes Nicholas 1709 Teresa Ct
Zingani Collision 309 Highland Ave
Zope Manisha, Sachin 807 Windridge Ln
Zorn Lawrence 1114 Norwood House Rd
East Fallowfield Pa 19320
Berghorn Jason 9 Whitetail Way
Bratcher Thomas 206 Glenrose Rd
Earle William C, Earle Josephine 158 Park Ave
Frederick Anthony F 46 Lyons Ln
Heisler Frederick L, Lee F 126 Columbia Dr
Mcguire Melissa 1329 Old Wilmington Rd
Mitchell Darin 144 Bridle Path Ln
Oliver Esther E 1745 W Chester Rd
Walker William W Jr, Hope E 2927 Strasburg Rd
Willard Kelly J 45 Maple Ln
Elverson Pa 19520
Allen James E 688 N Manor Rd
Ballaron Charles PO Box 448
Baran Raymond, Ramona Wilt 8 Hidden Ct
Bennett Ronald P, Doris A 18 Hall St
Bl Myers Bros 2583 Ridge Rd
Byrne Margaret A PO Box 419
Byrne Valerie 283 Isabella Rd
Clark Mary 101 Church Rd
Co Star 1292 Heritage Dr
Corkum Gwendolyn D 11 Dampman Rd
Dittbrenner David 219 S Pine St
Fitzsimons Douiglas 301 Piesol Rd
Frank Michelle, Joey 221 Lammey Rd
Fry Warren RD 2
Greenleaf Thomas R 119 Drake Rd
Hards Ann 562 Bultown Rd
Havard Gwendolyn 11 Dampman Rd
Hertzog Cheryl 301 Piesol Rd
Hms Host PO Box 274
Johnston John A 4225 Conestoga Rd
Kaiser Susan 704 N Manor Rd
Klh Properties Inc 114 New Rd
Larson Brian R 19 Isabella Rd
Law Kathleen E 1665 Hopewell Rd
Lesher Kenneth A 2046 Ridge Rd
Malik Imani PO Box 423 333 Warwick Rd
Mclaughlin Bonnie 221 Trythall Rd
Moore Larue P 1499 Elverson Rd
Moser John MD PO Box 448
Niemeyer Michael R, Raymond 371 Warwick Rd
Perry John F PO Box 210 25 S Pine St
Postnak Ethel E 7 Parkside Dr
Ragnone Helen PO Box 280
Ratanam Inc 100 Crossings Blvd
Scotts Tree Svc 463 Yoder Rd
Shirey Elaine S 124 Steeplechase Dr
Wenke Deborah L 51 W Conestoga Rd
Williams Rene T, John M 122 S Pine St
Ziegler Russell H 19 S Brick Ln Case 04 35759
Exton Pa 19341
3 D Bodyworks 201 Candalwood Ln
Adecco 740 Springdale Dr
Advan Med Homecare Suppl Ste 105 319 N Pottstown Pike
Advanced Web Hosting 422 Exton Cmns
Aleardi Camilla M, Camilla Burch 97 Gordon Dr
Alfonsi Michael 611 Newcomen Rd
Alice Rossi Dba Red PO Box 335
Allianceone Cobra 411 Eagleview Blvd Ste 109
American Academy Of Medical Aesthet 303 National Rd
American Telecom Group Ste 200
Arcuri Michael 337 Penwyllt Ct
Atturu Sunitha 300 Apple Dr
Awhd Inc Web Resseler Net 140 S Village Ave Ste 220
Babylon Telecommunications Inc 363 E Lincoln Hwy
Ste 200
Badasarian James R 236 Apple Dr
Baker Richard 124 S Ship Rd
Banbury Shoppes PO Box 562
Beals Thomas A 327 Misty Autumn Dr
Beatrix Dagmar Trube, Teresa Rappucci 564 W Saxon
Bentley Harris Mfg Co 241 Welsh Pool Rd
Bertrand Joseph Grand Sport Auto Inc 263 Iron Lake Dr
Bhandari Jitendra, Sunita 219 Windham Dr
Bhandarkar Satej V 267 Iron Lake Dr
Bhatte Milind 17 Landon Way
Bhimanapalli Srinivas 228 Apple Dr
Blgba 418 Eagleview Blvd
Boyle Kathleen, Howard Rudisill 218 Mill Pond Dr
Braceland C Ward 126 Crump Rd
Brands On Demand LLC 64 E Uwchlan Ave 229
Brandywine Senior Care Inc 835 Springdale Dr Ste 200
Burdenski Robert 106 Willow Glade Ct
Butnark Suchada 584 Pewter Dr
Buvel Reilly Kathleen 314 Penwyllt Ct
Byrd William Eugene 35 Lindenwood Dr
Canalessalinas Gabriela 314 Iron Lake Dr
Carco PO Box 1268
Carfagno Anthony 141 Lampeter Ct
Ccdsig PO Box 258
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Centre For Dentistry At Exton 356 N Pottstown Pike
Ste 100
Charlees Burger Of Lionville 221 Eagleview Blvd
Chester County Obstetrics And Gyn 119 E Uwchlan Ave
Chester Valley Counseling 431 Exton Cmns
Coley Pontiac Buick, Robert Yocom Cba 421 W Lincoln Hwy
Collins Don D Namar Ave
Collinson Mary PO Box 181
Comfort Suites 700 W Uwchlan Ave
Connexan Inc PO Box 1570
Consumer Mortgage 97 Gordon Dr
Corlett Anthony, Xxl Ins 505 Eagleview Blvd
Cornucopia Deli Inc 880 Springdale Dr Ste 200
Cosimo Restaurant LLC 209 Allen Dr Ste 100
Curran Joseph F, Kathleen 378 Vineyard Ln
Daniel I Wesolowski Ta Wesos Piz 318 E Lincoln Hwy
Datastrip Inc 211 Welsh Pool Rd Ste 100
Davis Daniel A 10 N Pottstown Pike
Decker Maureen 201 Warren Ct
Delphais Collision Center & Cianel Pal 411 Clover Mill Rd
Delvecchio Julia A 249 Aberdeen Ave
Demers Marc 111 Atherton Dr
Design For Health Chiropractic Cente 491 John Young Way
Ste 300
Dittbrenner Jeffery, Kate, Christina 8 E Welsh Pool Rd
Diversity Buffet 133 E Swedesford Rd
Dudek Marc 116 Whiteland Hills Cir
Dyson Norman J 306 Cornell Dr
Easter Aimee Grand Sport Auto Inc 263 Iron Lake Dr
Eastern Gunite Co Inc PO Box 557
Eastern Pa Rugby Union PO Box 393
Edgehill Enterpr I T A Harla Co Rheologics Inc
15 E Uwchlan Av Ste 412
Edmonds Mary 200 Sunrise Blvd
Elite 191 Sheree Blvd Ste 200
Energy Mgmt Systems PO Box 646
Environmental Resources Mngmt 350 Eagleview Blvd
Etzel Kathryn M 129 Neyland Ct
Evolution Retail 319 N Pottstown Pike 307
Falcon Consulting Falcon Consulting 1 E Uwchlan Ave
Fast Signs 307 Lancaster Ave
Faunce Megan M 9 Fairwind Ln
Fisher & Son 110 Smt Dr
Fitzgerald Chantal 108 Neyland Ct
Florsheim Michael B 249 Autumn Dr
Forrest Ridge Homeowners Assoc 517 Anthonys Dr
Frank Paul 201 Candalwood Ln
Fried Larry 255 Iron Lake Dr
Fritsch Janice E Sunrise Of Exton 200 Sunrise Blvd
Fullerton Robert J Jr 209 Andover Dr
Garfinkel Harriet D 363 Apple Dr
Geipel Dave, Home Marketsite 255 Dave Geipel
Gochtovtt Gregory M 331 Misty Autumn Dr
Golden Andrew 279 Iron Lake Dr
Golden Peter J 191 Lindenwood Dr
Gpacu 860 Springdale Dr Ste 110
Graham Cordella E 113 Crump Rd
Greater Philadelphia Alliance Of College 860 Springdale Dr
Ste 110
Greenawalt Robert J Web Resseler Net 140 S Village Ave
Ste 220
Grey Douglas 201 N Hillside Dr
Guilory Sabrina 68 Atherton Dr
Hab Inc 325 A N Pottstown Pike
Hadawle Vidhya V 260 Iron Lake Dr
Hampson Mowrer Agency Inc 750 Springdale Dr
Harris Brothers Buick Olds Inc, Healthfirst Benefits
211 Welsh Pool Rd Ste 1
Head George L 34 Granite Ln
Hebble Kathryn A 364 S Balderston Dr
Helpnowcom, William Picardi 102 Pickering Way Ste 200
Helpnowdotcom 15 E Uwchlan Ave Ste 402
Heron Hill Props Ste 2a 5 47 Marchwood Rd
Hidden Gem Props LLC 64 E Uwchlan Ave 474
Holbrook Martha 713 Exner Ln
Holdbrook Martha L 713 Exner Ln
Hoop Carol L 445 Wharton Blvd
Hoorfar Mersad N 670 W Lincoln Hwy
Horwedel Barbara H 410 Longwood Dr
Howland Denise A, Sarah E 109 Conway Ct
Hu Wen H 29 Corbin Dr
Huang Zhen Y 79 Buttonwood Dr
Internet Pipeline In, Lawrence Berran 750 Springdale
No 100
Internet Pipeline Inc 750 Springdale Dr 100
Irm 961 Pottstown Pike
John S Bell T A Assoc For Womens 119 E Uwchlan Av
Ste 100
Julia Oat 343 Steeplechase Dr
Juliano Alice C, Paul J PO Box 1235
Justice Ralph 55 Atherton Dr
Kadarkarai Karthikeyan 190 Shoen Rd
Kairer Alison F 102 N Severgn Dr
Kannakkamanaidu Seenivasan 330 Apple Dr
Kaplan Judith L 534 Westfield Dr
Keesey Carrie 1002 S Severgn Dr
Keller Williams Real Est 100 Campbell Blvd Ste 106
Kim Arcaro 608 Jeffers Cir
Kinney Anthony J 203 Namar Ave
Kirankumar Thakkar 204 Winham Dr
Kis Katie 448 Deep Willow Dr
Klingelhoeffer Kari 141 Lampeter Ct
Knebels Jean M PO Box 28
Koenigs Scott 204 Scott Dr Lot 39
Koppe William PO Box 562
Kratchman Samuel I 665 Exton Commons
Kronenberg Alicia M 301 Bell Ct
Kruzek Wayne C 469 Braceland Dr
Kumar Rajesh 185 Heritage Ln
Kuzmak Beth A 315 Hidden Farm Dr Lot 54a1
Kwon Ju H 303 N Severgn Dr
Landau Maisie Est, Maisie 200 Sunset Blvd
Lausier Dennis C 305 Dawns Edge Ln
Leech Allen D 189 Heritage Ln
Lenarcik Robert J 38 Lindenwood Dr
Levin Bruce 760 W Lincoln Hwy
Linecom Inc 118 Pickering 101
Lnp Engineering Plastics 475 Creamery Way
Lombardi Joseph J, Veglia M 601 Bunker Hill Rd
Longnecker Jackie J, Parke L 304 S Balderston Dr
Lorusso Luis M 12 Surrey Way
Lubeck Steven M 614 N Whitford Rd
Lyver Lee 110 Llandovery Dr
Macknis Christopher C 218 B Namar Ave
Mainline Health Ret Sav Pl 102 N Severn Dr
Marco Inc 320 Commerce Dr
Mariaselvam Vijayalitha 330 Apple Dr
Marrollo Thomas J, Thomas N 205 Scott Dr
Marrollo Nicholas Joseph 221 Candalwood Ln
Marrollo Thomas P 501 Summercraft Dr
Masek Amelia G, Masek Mary PO Box 6
Massenburg Erica 151 Heritage Ln
Mazur Joseph A III, Joseph A Jr 210 Mill Pond Dr
Mccahon Joseph 637 W Lincoln Hwy
Mccarthy Dennis 353 S Balderston Dr
Mccormick Mary A 420 Fairfax Dr
Mcnabb Virginia L, Warren E 17 Marlyn Ln
Medical Imaging Of Exton 470 John Young Way Ste 100
Mehta Gaurang 295 Apple Dr
Mid Atlantic Imaging 303c Commerce Dr
Millennium Orthopaedics Ltd 479 Thomas Jones Way
Oaklands Corp Ctr Ste 300
Milos Cermak 1001 E Lincoln Hwy
Mobil Oil Corp, Exxon Mobil Corp 436 Creamery Way 300
Moktan Manjari, Hridai 308 Landers Ct
Molloy Mark C 311 Green Cir
Momot Michael 109 Lakeview Dr
Montgomery John 214 Woodward Dr
Moraes Glauco R 475 Creamery Way
Mosscrip Robert III 397 Hidden Farm Dr
National Mail Graphics Corp 300 Old Mill Ln
National Penn Bank 690 Stockton Dr
Nefferdorf William J, Kathy A 208 Mitchell Rd
Nersu Leela 379 Bristol Cir
Neubert Daniela I 403 Wharton Blvd
Ni Yan 29 Corbin Dr
Nilsson Jeffrey E 142 Sunnyhill Dr
Olseski Helen 502 Worthington Dr
Omegaflex Inc 451 Creamery Way
Opdenaker R T 191 Sheree Blve Ste 200
Ortiz Kimberly 113 Conway Ct
Ott Shannon M, Matthew B 526 Westfield Dr
Ott Linnette M 584 Pewter Dr
Ott Matthew 526 Westfield Dr
Owen Alden B 318 Shoen Rd
Pac Strapping Products Inc Us Strapping Co Inc
307 National Rd
Parameswaran Ravi N 375 Apple Dr
Paul Davis Restoration Of Lancaster 423 Bowen Dr
Pennsylvania Home Of The Sparrow 969 E Swedesford Rd
Phillips Paula S 303 N Snowdon Ct
Physiotherapy Assoc 855 Springdale Dr Ste 200
Qm Solutions Inc 506 Carmarthen Dr
Race Susan 108a Shoen Rd
Ramli Amin B 148 Shoen Rd
Ranish Mikhail 219 Concord Ave
Raudenbush Christopher 203 Cadwalden Cir
Real Est Workout Svcs Inc 707 Eagleview Blvd
Rector Evelyn C 131 Timber Spgs Ln
Reed Robert, Sherry 423 Bowen Dr
Reilly Joseph C 573 W Saxony Dr
Reilly Matthew R 314 Penwyllt Ct
Renzi Rebecca 331 Aberdeen Ave
Robins Nest Home Staging LLC 309 E Lincoln Ave
Roehrs Co Inc 736 Springdale Dr
Rollins Albert W 308 Cadwalader Cir
Royston Frederick Colebrook Rd
Rupert Thomas L, Glenn V 111 Baker Cir
Ryerson 304 Cornell Dr
Salwitz Mark 256 Eagleview Blvd
Sand Systems LLC 430 Exton Sq Pkwy 14
Santos Elizabeth 1116 Olive St
Sap America Inc 350 Eagleview Bl Ste 110
Schmotzer Suzanne, Bryan 320 W Swedesford Rd
Schucker R Foster 409 Village Walk
Schutz Kenneth A Irrev Trust 415 Newcomen Rd
Shaving Grace Barbers 269 Main St
Shoup Eric 213 Lindenwood Dr
Singer Marilyn 216 Towyn Ct
Smith Camille Guinevere, Andrew C PO Box 1437
Smith Howard 159 Philips Rd
Spencer Solutions 520 Wharton Blvd
Stratton Wade A 500 Woodview Dr
Sunoco 350 Eagleview Blvd Ste 300
Sunoco Inc 623 E Lincon Hwy
Sustaplast LP 216 Phillips Rd
Tewani Ashok K 603 Sylvania Rd
Thomas Maureen 110 Conway Ct
Thomas Nancy L. 11 Arianna Ln
Thompson Jeffrey 92 Atherton Dr
Tlc Refreshments 308 Commerce Dr
Tolento Patricia M, Thomas J 625 Newcomen Rd
Toltzis Elaine F 9 Hayworth Cir
Toner Organization Inc 750 Springdale Dr
Town Motors Of Exton Inc 305 W Lincoln Hwy
Traini Patrick 280 Derby Dr
Triebl James M PO Box 464
Tyler Wealth Counselors Inc 717 Constitution Dr
Uboh Cornelius 130 Conway Ct
Ucmak Emel 162 Apple Dr
Ucs Solutions Inc 486 Thomas Jones Way Ste 100
Usta Middle States Section 211 Lindenwood Dr
Utcfs Fire Safety Svcs Group PO Box 695
Valley Financial Systems Inc 760 Constitution Dr 100
Vann Virginia Cntr Ortho 390 Waterloo Blvd 200
Vaughn Donald J, Shirley 203 N Severgn Dr
Victor Amy L 732 Brooke Rd Exton
Viropharma Inc 405 Eagleview Blvd
Wallace Kathyrn M PO Box 247
Waltz Lauren 23 Lindenwood Dr
Warda Jean M 432 Devon Dr
Warner Shirley K 100 Lampeter Ct
Warwick Christopher E 506 Carmarthen Dr
Wen George Jian 296 N Cote Cir
White Alyson 8 Kingston Cir
Whittaker Harriet A, David N 414 Newcomen Rd
Woodall Sandra K 131 Atherton Dr
Woodruff Mark, Paul Whiteland Village 740 Springdale Dr
Ste 160
Woods Jeane 201 N Hillside Dr
Wright Robert L 334 Huffman Dr
Wutsch Sharen 112 N Severgn Dr
Xl Design Professional 505 Eagleview Blvd
Xl Insurance Surety 505 Blvd
Xl Specialty Ins 505 Eagleview Blvd PO Box 636
Yeager Veronica 610 Valy Hill Rd
Zelonis Jeanette 432 Devon Dr
Frazer Pa 19355
Advantage Ind L P 2 Lee Blvd
Animas Corp 590 Lancaster Ave
Bhattacharjee Abhijit 333 Lancaster Ave Apt 307
Bradshaw Michael H Pneumatic Hydraulics Inc Box 757
Cefalon Inc 41 Moores Rd PO Box 4011
Cephalon Inc 41 Moores Rd
Curtis Dorothy K, John N 126 Sproul Rd
D R Landscaping Power Wash 157 Plnbrook Rd
Eckerd Drug Loss Prevention 225 Lancaster Ave
Fizzano Landscaping 536 Lancaster Ave
Force Richard M, Beth A 77 N Bacton Hill Rd
Fords Auto Body Inc 157 Plnbrook Rd
Frazer Fam Chiro 348 Lancaster Ave Ste A
Heron Hill Properties Fl 2nd 10 Davis Ave
Jkotowich Brian PO Box 1074
Kinetz Chiro Rehabilitation Pc 17 Ravine Rd
King Street Grill LLC 182 E Lancaster Ave
Laurento Anthony P 333 Lancaster Ave Apt 614
Market Incentives Corp 11 N Bacton Hill Rd
Mooney Margaret C, Thomas H, T H Jr 9 College View Rd
Popa Laura 2002 Conestoga Rd
Q Aitz Enterprises PO Box 1031
Sanguino Jose 68 Markel Rd
Saunders Allison, Sean PO Box 903
Simone Mabel J Westgate Village Apts 333 Lancaster Ave
Apt 702
Thomas Elizabeth A 204 Carly Ln
Vergel Adolfo D 577 Lancaster Ave
Villanueba Santos 17 Prospect Ave
Whitford Eric 333 Lancaster Ave Apt 918
Wyeth 33 Morehall Rd
Wyeth 31 Morehall Rd
Glenmoore Pa 19343
Alberici John A 321 Indian Run Rd
American Express Trust Co 1140 Little Conestog
Auchey George Jr, Verla RR 1
Babbie Melinda, Jeffery 21 Ludwigs Crossing Ln
Bauer Rebecca Susan, Nancy Ann 458 Indian Rd
Condra Edward S 20 Ludwigs Crossing Ln
Costello James J, Chrisel 109 Donomore Dr
Crocker Adrian 91 Mapleflower Rd
Curtin Sean 90 Arrow Point Dr
Davis Gregg M 224 Nantmeal Rd
Defazio Peter A 24 Bridle Ct E
Degala Lawrence B 5 Laurel Dr
Dekamodo Investment Partnership LP PO Box 9
Dennis George 141 Indiantown Rd
Dougherty Neil J 33 Bridle Ct E
Downingtown National Bank 321 Indian Run Rd
Dunlap Alexander S 1911 Creek Rd
Er Stuebner Inc 400 Fairview Rd
Evans Patricia A, Matthew F 60 Deerpath Ln
Filorono Cynthia 16 Andover Rd
Flasher Michael E Est Of, Pamela J 2950 Conestoga Rd
Fleming Development LLC 15 Buck Dr
Fossett Brenda A 40 Arrow Point Dr
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Fulop Frank 55 Meadow Creek Ln
Gibbon Joseph Font Rd Rd
Gigliuto Robert A 16 Red Fox Ln
Johnso Kristin A, Mark D 17 Kiloran Wynd
Keen Lane S Sr 319 Fairview Rd
Mackey John C Jr 1720 Fairview Rd
Mcclatchy Rich 11 Ashlea Dr
Miller Charles R PO Box 291
Morrison Gardenia E 1655 Horseshoe Pike Apt 4
Obanion Pamela J 90 Arrow Point Dr
Paganelli Waldo Rd 2
Parra Sory A 1931 Creek Rd
Parson Virginia 2950 Conestoga Rd
Randall D Naftal Ira Ua 2 27 03 1140 Little Conestog
Rinehart Barbara R 16 Red Fox Ln
Robinson Jennifer E 31 Bassett Hunt Ln
Rose Message 82 Brittany Ln
Run Camphill Special 1784 Fairview Rd
Schmidt Paul J 9 Bridle Ct W
Schriver Kathy 43 Steepleview Dr
Schueneman Gary 861 Springton Rd
Seabrooks Stacey M 1655 Horseshoe Pike Apt 4
Smith Marilyn R 79 Andover Rd
Smith Walter 1646 Fairview Rd G
Snytsina Volha 248 Selwyn Pl
Starr Franklin I, Nancy R 8 Fawn Dr
Stockhausen Gretchen, Julie 121 Indian Spgs Dr W
Stonebarn Crossing Homeowners Assoc PO Box 35
Suburban Philadelphia Arts In 26 Bryan Wynd
Tabasso Michael J 2 Peters Ln
Taylor Frederic Box 44
Ten James Hauer 131 Lamb Tavern Ln
Tkachenko Irina V 248 Selwyn Pl
Vollbracht Gabrielle 1784 Fairview Rd
Whittaker Cynthia L 1419 Horse Shoe Pike
Wiener David A PO Box 609
Wilkin Theresa M 531 Highspire Rd
Wilson Robert M 6 Forsynthia Ln
Youngdahl Carol E 27 Seminary Rd
Honey Brook Pa 19344
Amarhanov John Badam 102 Camelot Ct
Arc Valley View Mob 2130 Horseshoe Pike
Baker Carol PO Box 38
Barnes Roberta A 11 Shawnee Ln
Bauer Tanya, Cole 110 Clydesdale Cir
Baun Joshua 21 Darrell Ln
Becker Diane 384 Hill
Beiler Ben S 610 Vine St
Boldaz Dawn E 236 Hill Rd
Brown Princeton 413 Walnut St
Cloetingh Tyler C, David 1 Lv 39
Cook George H, Esther S Tel Hai PO Box 190
Cowan Everett C Jr 3180 Horseshoe Pike
Dombrowski Patricia, Ronald 77 Foxview Rd
Dombrowski Ronald Robert RR 1 Box 349
Donovan Shaina C 1160 N Manor Rd
Eldridge Lance 91 Antler Ct
Ellis Richard 35 Buchanan Rd
Ely Wendy C 15 Cherokee Ln
Evans John 38 Darrell Ln
Ferguson Doris Est, Robert W PO Box 190
Forni Louise H RR 1
Foya Joel C PO Box 85
Foya Joel J 4461 Horseshoe Pike Apt 10C
Frazier Sarah S 18 David Ln
Frith Charles J 1927 Reservoir Rd
Gill Gertrude P 119 Goldfinch Ln
Gods Props 152 Morgantown Rd
Green Grace A RD 3 Box 1280
Gunwaldsen Reid 972 Suplee Rd
Hallman Kathleen 125 Lilly Rd
Hartman Lisa E 989 Welsh Rd
Heatherwood Ret Comm 3180 Horseshoe Pike
Helms Jane E Tel Hai Hillcrest 511 PO Box 190
Hiltebeitel Daniel 1495 White School Rd
Holbrook Hilda 3180 Horseshoe Pike
Houck Albert E Jr 121 Erica Cir
Howett Ronald 1471 Telegraph Rd
Johnson Rorece 427 Cahill Cir
Kauffman Daniel U 1815 Beaver Dam Rd
Kauffman Jacqueline PO Box 561
Kauffman John P RR 4 Box 30
Kendig Angeline Est 104 Azalea Cir
Kingsley Susan 100 Bo Bee Dr
Lathroum Harriet 310 Sawgrass Ct
Lintz Charles H 4530 Horseshoe Pike
Lynch Bailey E, Dawn M, Zoe M 4 Erica Cir
Major Robert 8 Ottawa Ln
Marberger Robert Jr 1731 Horseshoe Pk
Mason William A 718 Lammey Rd
Mcfalls Miriam E RD 3 Box 1280
Mclain Debra 9063 Horseshoe Pike
Mcneil Floyd 1932 Telegraph Rd
Miley A Lawrence 270 Barneston Rd
Moyer Christine, Timothy 201 Hill Rd
Mummah Emma 205 Dove Dr
Murphy William 1852 Telegraph Rd
Nolan Michael James 16 Apache Ln
Pegler William, Joy 280 Kaitlin Ct
Petchel Kathleen F 12 Diane Dr
Ray John L 330 Grieson Rd
Reed Helen J Rt 3 Box 76 Apt B 104
Riley Donald 297 Dampman Rd
Samuel Nicole 1580 White School Rd
Schnure Robert E 6233 Davis Ln
Schwemmer Stephen K, Michelle 475 Caitlin Ct
Shanahan Jeanne H 2240 Beaver Dam Rd
Shepherd David B 370 Lammey Rd PO Box 684
Simon Zook M Co 4960 Horseshoe Pike PO Box 160
Simone Jean, Tel Hai Retirement Co 1200 Tel Hai Ci
Somokovic Ava 48 Patton Dr
Stolzfus Daniel L 280 Walnut St
Stoner Jessica, Timothy 105 Caton Rd
Struckmeyer Eric 21 Darrell Ln
Trainor John A 133 Engletown Rd
Tribuno Albert 1805 Horseshoe Pike
Vinson Chad 4540−20 Horseshoe Pike
Viscuso Michael 513 Todd Rd
Walker Nancy 270 Barneston Rd
Wilkinson Carol 205 Dove Dr
Wilson Lee 413 Walnut St
Woodlin Carlton M, Elizabeth K 6239 Main St
Zook Samuel 973 Twin County Rd
Zorica Lauren M 44 Archery Ct
Immaculata Pa 19345
Anderson Lorraine RD 2 Partridge Ln
Dignam Theresa M PO Box 706
Kelton Pa 19346
Brice Jennifer PO Box 103
Charles H England Inc PO Box 177
Difilipp Anthony J PO Box 103
Mcmahon William J PO Box 61
Kemblesville Pa 19347
Fields Susan F PO Box 57
Janata LLC 1762 New London Rd Rte 896 Near Delaw
Littlejohn Rebecca 19347 Everton Place
Obrien Daniel PO Box 213
Richards C Timothy, Sherry D PO Box 323
Richards C T 110 Walker Rd
Stewart Jefferson D PO Box 57 6 Hunt View Ln
Taylor Pansy PO Box 44
Wilkinson Janet H PO Box 172
Kennett Square Pa 19348
Aaron John 420 Larkspur Dr
Aguilar Jacob 452 Penberton Rd
Alvarez Daniel Lopez 509 Ctr St Apt 2
Andersen Thomas S 112 Hadleys Mill Rd
Anderson Christine M, Marc B 602 W South Sq
Anderson Ardeth S 901 Merrybell Ln
Anderson Lisa G 309 Walnut Ct Way
Antonio Gus D 218 Ctr St
Applegate Frank W 209 Partridge Way
Arizaga Alfredo 320 Buena Vista Dr
Athmakuri Ravi 312 Elizabeth Dr
Atley Richard W 461 E South St
Attila Wings LLC 135 E State St
Autumn Living Center LLC 101 E State St
Avalos Ignacio PO Box 285
Bavarian Collision 602 W Cypress St
Bedolla Enrique C 101 Twin Creek Ln
Bedolla Manuel Z 428 Buena Vista Dr
Bedolla Reyez Ysidro 505 Hazel Ave
Bender Lynette Ann 2344 443 Kendal Dr
Bernal Jose 565 Rosedale Rd
Bethea Viola Est Of 418 Marlboro Rd
Bioderma Laser And Aesthetic 507 Orchard Ave
Bird Stacey M 301 Cedar Spring Rd Apt B 18
Blaine James 430 W St Rd
Blevins Phyllis R 300 Cedar Spring Rd
Bodenstab Harold P Est 550 N Walnut St
Borough Of Kennett S 120 Marshall St
Bowers Brandi Pcu 101 E St
Brandywine Internal Medic Longwood Corp Ctr N S
701 E Baltimore Pike
Brientnall Kelly 708 Pheasant Run
Brodeur Tru Etal Martin 107 Stone Pine Dr
Brooks Thomas E 517 E S St
Brown Elizabeth W, Ruth M 409 E State St Kennett
Brown James W 621 W South St
Brown Ruth M 409 E State St
Brusters Nathans 940 E Baltimore Pk
Bujard Alban 754 Meadowbank Rd Willowdale Crossing
Burkhart Holly, Burkhart Rory 118 W Sickle St
Burton Gary 459 Greenwood Rd
Bvp Enterprises, Boucher Vaughan Petke Inc PO Box 969
C & J Clark America Inc, H Boyer 520 S Brd St
Calcano Angel, Mike Randle, Kaolin Mushroom Farms Inc
644 E Cypress St
Canale Mary Pcu 101 E St
Capcare Inc 101 E State St
Carbajal Angelina, Angelica Medina 126 Race St Apt 22
Carlin John 105 Chalfont Rd
Carlos R Pantoja Ta Alondras Bak 113 W State St
Carson Melissa 200 E State St
Cartagenabonil Felix PO Box 75 Castro Bernardo 701
Wayne Ave
Century 21 Pierce Bair Inc 699 Unionville Rd
Chi Priya M 126 Spring House Way
Ciallella Susan 107 Stonepine Dr
Ciganek Anna Maria 121 Spring House Way
Cisneros Jose Luis 101 Twin Creek Line
Clement Rebecca Sophia 237 N Washington St
Cloud Christopher M 405 Manor Dr
Coady Carolann 472 Mimosa Cir
Cook Dorrit B, Lee C 104 E Thomas Ct
Custer David 108 Penns Manor Dr
Czeiner Czeiner R PO Box 384
Danielle Paula Graffunder 444 North Mill Rd
Daum Oscar W 101 Cedar Key Ln
Dcw Inc Eurocrafter 214 Kirkbrae Rd
Desanto Wayne Box 832
Di Prospero Dorothy, Joseph M RR 2
Dillinger Elizabeth PO Box 1156
Dixon Jane 104 Woodview Dr
Donald G Rhodes Assoc Inc 504 Meetinghouse Ln
Dreisbach Bradley C 120 Gideon Dr
Dudley Adam 104 Woodview Dr
Dunwody Robson Philip 104 Taylor Ln
Duran Jose Manuel 520 Kenview Ave
Eastern Horticultural Service 340 Cream St
Eckman Walter M 129 Beverly Dr
Elliott Gary 815 E Baltimore Pk
Emmons Linda J 415 Irwin St
Exton Whiteland Devco Ste 201 200 Old Forge Ln
Faccenda Rita 204 Ridge Ave
Fajardo Maelby 713 Wayne Ave
Falgowski Casey R 424 Merrick Ln
Fleming Marilyn Kay 504 Meeting House Ln
Foot Ankle Assoc LLP 685 Unionville Rd
Fox Judith L 113 Woodridge Dr
Foy Thomas R 55 Kendal Dr
Garcia Ricardo L 640 Lafayette St 2
Gates William A 110 Spottswood Ln
Gaultney Joseph 604 Monticello Ln
Gellersen Kerstin 215 Crestview Dr
Genesis 101 E State St
Genesis Eldercare Bruce Liebman 101 E State St
George Emily P 114 Twin Creek Ln
George Shaw & Assoc Inc 219 Gale Ln
Gianoulis Nicholas P 1068 Kaolin Rd
Glade Valley Center 101 East State St
Glasco Charles C PO Box 678
GMC Software Technology Inc 294 Longview Ln
Grant James H 314 Walnut Ct Way
Gray Frank B Jr 211 Meredith St
Groton Regency Nursing 101 E State St
Guest Jeffrey D Kennett Sq Specialties PO Box 652
Haley Adam 244 S Thistle Down
Hammaker Jeremy 700 Willowdale Ln
Hare Ram Inc 117 Penns Manor Dive
Hendrixson Sarah 114 Twin Creek Ln
Henry Matthew P, Molly D 748 Meadowbank Rd
Hess Beverly 172 Kendal Dr
Holcomb Edward E 104 Willow Glenn
Holliday Catherine Dill, Robert L Jr, Fricnk Home 147 W
State St Apt 125
Huerta Carlos 703 Fox Hunt Dr
Hurley S M 233 Deepdale Dr
Hyala Eduarado 146 Ctr St
J L Allen & Assoc 517 Penn Ave
Jaimes Eudosio S 358 Pemberton Rd
Jinsoo Kim 400 Wynchester Wa
Johns Gerald L 461 E South St
Johnson William E, Linda K 842 Meadowview Ln
Johnston Janet K 425 Upland Rd
Johnston Robert Est 873 E Baltimore Pike Ste 952
Jolie Matkowski 409 Pierre Dr
Jurata Theresa L 613 Millers Hill
Kampf Casey 341 Astilbe Dr
Kane Marianne 705 Wickersham Ln
Kaskey Baylen Est 113 Spottswood Ln
Kelly Mike 607 S Brd St
Kennedy Robert 301 W Locust Ln
Kennel Cherly PO Box 1156
Kennett Run Charities PO Box 327
Kennett Square Erosion Control 221 Birch St
Khosravi Nasser 110 Ringtail Run
Kise Jeffrey B 302 E Mulberry St
Knowles Kenneth 16 Fern Hill Rd
Krautzel John R 228 E Mullberry St
Krug Marie F 413 Lilac Dr
Lacy William J 312 Astilbe Dr
Lagunas Irma 126 S Race St Apt 15
Lankenau Beth W 116 Gideon Dr
Larzelere Adam P 1609 Resnick Rd
Lawrence Frances S 408 Anvil Dr
Listman David 504 Joshua Way
Lopez Gregorio 937 Walnut St
Lopez Noelia 556 Creek Rd
Lowe Carol M, Carl O 137 Davenport Rd
Luhr Thomas 701 Beversrede Trail
Lynch Catherine E 236 Kendal Dr
Mainer Victoria 95 Deer Path
Marchetti Erica P, Mark M, Judy P 655 Red Lion Rd
Marshall Eric S, Mary R 109 Twin Creek Ln
Martelli Michael A 131 Magnolia St
Mcauley Amanda Grant 806 Waverly Rd
Mcdonald Susanna 318 S Brd St
Mcginnity Candace 228 East Mullberry St
Mcgovern Environmental, Judy Difilippo 1144 W Baltimore
Pike
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Mcgrath Patricia 110 Ringtail Run
Medartis INC 127 W St Rd Ste 203
Medchiro LLC 420 Lakespur Dr
Memba Pablo 295 Hickory Dr
Menchaca John J 118 Chalfont Rd
Metzger Catherine 420 Larkspur Dr
Miller William J 321 Union St
Moller Steen 304 Lawnfield Way
Moser Susan 996 Baneswood Dr
Murphy Carol J 532 Crosslands Dr
Muten Kristina C Springbank Farm RD 3
Neelamaygum Balaji 842 Meadowview Rd
Neu Esperanza, David 20 Fernhill Rd
Nice Mary C 426 Larkspur Dr
Nikcevic Vuk 105 N Young Ave
Nunn M D 1604 Cheryl Ln
Ochs Florence M 101 Cold Spgs Dr
Orem Alexandra 131 N Willow St 3
Orenstein Denise 804 Merrybell Ln
Orr Lucinda 214 Marlboro Rd
Ortiz Gloria 556 Creek Rd Apt 1
Owen J Roberts Class Of 94 409 Pierre Dr
Pan Henry Yue 460 Baneswood Cr
Patel Santoshiben 301 Cedar Spring Rd Apt C106
Pathstone 421 Mcfarlan Rd
Pediatric Dentistry At Longwood 400 Mcfarlan Rd Ste 200
Pelle Robert 410 W State St K
Perez Salvador Garcia 512 N Mill Rd
Petrillo Mary Ann 750 Wollaston Rd
Pia Christina N 205 E Doe Run Rd
Piergalline Michael D, Michelle, Melissa 463 Chestnut St
Pittock Cynthia W 17 Fern Hill Rd
Pontrelli Michael 109 Knoxlyn Farm Dr
Prysock Robert 2 Honeysuckle Ln
Rawlins Winifred K PO Box 384
Ray Michael J 614 Linden St
Rehabilitati Genesis E 148 W State St Ste 100
Reigel Kevin S 311 W Sickle St
Riper Joseph G, Sandra 153 Forest Dr
Rivera Dioslinda 216 S Willow St Apt 2
Roberts Carol A 412 Cedar Spring Rd
Roberts Wayne V 604 Kazio Ct
Rogers Paul E Est, John R Czeiner PO Box 384
Ron Powell Son INC, Ron Powell 711 E Baltimore Pike
Ronald L Barsema IrrevTst 322 Victoria Gdns Dr
Ryon Kathleen Donegan, Christopher 303 Oriole Dr
Sabo Matthew J 805 Nutes Farm Ln
Salomone Michael, Ryan 400 Manor Dr
Salt Management, Newtons On St Gas 114 E State St
Salyers Joseph A 582 School House Rd
Sanatoga Court Genisis Rehab Svcs 600 S Brd St
Sandoval Maria 721 Wayne Ave
Sanner Jay W 474 Larkspur Dr
Schmitt Chrisopi, Andrew 827 Meadowview Rd
Schmitt Albert J DMD 413 Mcfarlan Rd
Schmittinger F Lawrence 236 Ctr St
Schopf Evan C 125 Soltner Dr
Scott Charles 310 Astilbe Dr
Scott Helen J 23 Crosslands Dr
Scott Helen Jackson 718 Crosslands Dr
Scott Robert L 804 Ctr St
Scudder David G 222 Kirkbrae Rd
Sheehan Thomas, Teresa 212 Wilshire Dr
Showers Dorothy J, Anne M, Richard W 252 Crosslands
Showers Raymond Richard, Dorothy J PO Box 131
Sinclair Assoc, Klair Sinclair 304 Walnut Way Ct
Singer Jeffrey, Cheryl 106 Gideon Dr
Singer Sandra 408 Meredith St
Smart Partners Everfast Inc, Roy Simpson 203 Gale Ln
Smith Robert C, Robert Mill Rd
South Mushroom 649 W South St
Southern Chester County Abstracting Corp, Peter Temple
ESQ PO Box 384
Spackman Elizabeth H 149 Kendal At Longwood
Sparks Kristen 312 Riverbirch Cir
Spencer Darrell 412 N Brd St
Spice Sue Est 242 N Union St
Sprenkle Wilma K 218 Marshall St
Standish James 205 Hillside Ln
Sterling Autobody 311 W Sickle St
Stevenson Builders INC, Mark Stevenson 402 C North Mill
Rd
Stolarskidiaz Katherine 103 Federal Walk
Summers Amber 125 Soltner Dr
Taylor Oil & Propane 219 Birch St
TC Healthcare LLC Common Paymaster 101 E State St
Tech Svcs Intl 421 Mcfarlan Rd
Thomas John W 14 Raven Ln
Thornton John T 602 W Cypress St
Torian Ella P RR 2
Torres Hector 509 Ctr St Apt 509
Townsend Elizabeth K 281 Crosslands Dr
Tressler Wally H, L Peter Temple ESQ PO Box 384
Underwood Betty Jane, Wilbert 502 Byrd Rd
Vance Benjamin L, Schuyler 34 Sapling Dr
Ved Investments INC 117 Penns Manor Dr
Veith Cary A 106 Woodview Dr
Velez Jose 724 West Baltimore Pike
Villager Foods INC, Exelon Energy Svcs 300 Exelon Way
Von Hage Connie Est PO Box 384
Wah Mary Agnes 460 Baneswood Cir
Walraven Paul J 340 Cream St
Warren Ervin 126 Race St Apt 22
Warrington Brittany 200 S Union St
Weigand Mary K 114 Penns Manor Dr
Wells Morris Henry, Carrie 108 Cedar St
Whit Douglas C 214 Kirkbrae Rd
Wickersham Phyllis H, George P 940 Marlboro Spgs Rd
Wildman Elizabeth I, George F 156 Kendal Dr
Wildman REV LIV TR 156 Kendal Dr
Work Imogene S RR 2 Mcfarland Rd
Wylie Joan P 117 Barnview Dr
Zandoval Jose 535 School Rd
Zavala Fernande Martin 712 S Washington St
Zenisek Joseph 719 Brighton Cir
Zieg Taylor K, Sharon M 341 S Union St
Kimberton Pa 19442
Barbera Carol A PO Box 515
Battleground Collectibles PO Box 392
Cimier CO PO Box 515
D & L Fleck Inc, Kenneth Fleck Box 893
Doran Peggy R PO Box 885
Doyle Brenda Lynn PO Box 197
Guinan Stephen PO Box 360
Kimberton Youth Athletic P O Box 255
Knutson Barbara PO Box 70
Liberatore Martin A, Ruth E PO Box 1045
Luborsky Peter D PO Box 28
Mccarthy Casey C PO Box 897
Menkins Michelle M, Ryan W 1237 Hares Hill Rd
Miller Pamela L, Craig I PO Box 515
New Jennifer PO Box 819
Nutrition Mgmt Svcs PO Box 725
Rosnos Marlene PO Box 306
Tammara Miley PO Box 15
Vandeslice Harry PO Box 105
Landenberg Pa 19350
Ahmed Sandra Lynn 5 Ways Run
Baldino Judith A 24 Middleton Ln
Becker Marlene Barbara 300 Dawnwood Dr
Bedsole Andrew Robert Thomas, Kristen M
7 Hunting Hills Dr
Bender Jesse 4 Riverwood Dr
Bennett Ronald H 115 Ayrshire Dr
Borden Carrie Marie, Declan John, Ryann Marie
203 Chaingate Cir
Boxler Josephine P, John A 875 Pennock Bridge Rd
Boyd Michael D 1668 New London Rd
Brisbin Seraphina, Julie 234 Southbank Rd
Bristow John J 501 Elbow Ln
Broad Run Ridge Wilkinson Dr
Brown Alex 308 Baker Dr
Byham Susan M 12 Jackson Ln
Carman Deborah 2 Bills Way
Cavanaugh Mary 148 Chesterville Rd
Chromey Fred C 20 Bullock Rd
Cieszynski Patricia S 10 Creek Rd
Colby Craig 8 Okie Dr
Cooper Lucille I, Jay R 271 Buttonwood Rd
Cordova Pedro PO Box 674
Corey Katharine, Patrick 6 Hermitage Ct
Crescent Box Corp PO Box 99
Cunningham Joan 501 Elbow Ln
Ellis Barbara S 5 Ways Run
Finnegan Conner Flynn 300 E Evans Ave Apt C228
Flores Ernesto M 724 Newark Rd
Fowler Douglas C 108 N Creek Rd
Fowler Greta 1525 Yeatmans Sta Rd
Gomez Jose 810 Penn Green Rd
Greystone Academy 139 Modena Rd
H & H Oxford LLC 124 Talbot Dr
Haschert Donald C 12 Kimbelot Ln
Hawks M E 110 Hawtrhorne Ct
Hayes Agnes 7 Franklin Rd
Hearne Richard 10 Creek Rd
Heebner Susan C 115 Ridgewood Dr
Heffernan Joseph J 105 Brunswick Ln
Hendricks C Dale 1834 Flint Hill Rd
Hood Stephanie K 108 Ridgewood Dr
Houser Arthur P Est 109 Woods Ln
Howard Ann 505 Church Hill Rd
Isaisvallejo Daniel 824 Penn Green Rd
James Brittney R PO Box 630
James G Baldino Irrev Trust UA 12 29 94 24 Middleton Ln
Josy W Ingersoll Ycst Ret Plan FBO Josy W
376 South Bank Rd
Kelly F Joseph J, Helen M 128 Hamilton Rd
Klein Jeffrey A 2 Woodcrest Way
Kleszics Robert B 7 Weaver Rd
Korengel Kara 3 Peter Christopher Dr
Kush Thaddeus 7 Springer Way
Lemper Paul C 107 Carisbrooke Ct
Leo Vincent, Donna 105 Hollins Rd
Manlove Patricia B 23 Beechwood Dr
Mansfield Christine, Martin, Edward 107 Fox Brook Dr
Mclaughlin William F 125 Glennann Dr
Mejia Robert 312 Strickersville Rd
Mendenhall Vaughn 43 Parsons Rd Box 127
Meyer Suzanne M 6 Benjamin Run
Nall Alan H, Lindie K 1022 St Georges Ln
Nashed Ziad 1218 Delpa Dr
Navarro Julio E, Judith B 21 Knights Bridge Way
Nichol Virginia W 1468 New London
Padlo Joseph 102 Clay Ct
Parker Mary Elizabeth, Malcolm M 6 W Shore
Pharis William A 32 Wilkinson Dr
Pogonyi Andres 125 Hamilton Rd
Redick Paulette R 2 Hunter’s Run
Reno Seth 6 Thomas Farm Ln
Roan Michael J 302 Buttonwood Rd Apt 5
Rogers Stephen Est 291 Chesterville Rd
Sachs Steven 127 Crestwood Rd
Santiago Linda 204 Dangina Dr
Sarro Joseph L Est 1776 Clay Creek Rd
Schoenwetter Tara 336 Egypt Run Rd
Schrader Mechanical Inc 226 North Creek Rd
Secret Society Investment Club, Joe Gasz 105 Hamilton Rd
Sexton Richard A 26 Nivin Ln
Shaffer Stephen DR, Sharon D 19 White Clay Dr
Shank Christopher C 1523 New London Rd
Shumaker Scott J, Donna 232 Buttonwood Rd
Sizemore Thomas E 219 Fern Rdg
Spriggs Samuel 10 Joshs Way L
Sun Trading INC 116 Ridgewood Dr
Szyleyko Alex E 151 Elbow Ln
Teitsworth Lloyd A Jr 16 Lizanne Ln
Tomko Vendelin, Tara N 1 Queens Ct
Trentham James R, Susan E 144 Good Hope Rd
Turner JD 240 Chesterville Rd
Urbany Jonathan F 445 Church Hill Rd
Velacquez Longina L Star Rd Apt 1
Vining Erin PO Box 582
Wagman Howard 240 Laurel Hts Rd
Waters Jeff 121 Ridgewood Dr
Watkins Rachel L 1640 Flint Hill Rd
Webster Guy F 529 London Tract Rd
Werb Gloria R, John A 64 S Hampton Parish Rd
Wilkins Elwood 1404 New London Rd
Williams Kenneth, Ardis 242 Newark Rd
Xu Yong X 116 Ridgewood Dr
Lewisville Pa 19351
Moretz Brenda PO Box 221
Ramirez Thomas PO Box 11
Lincoln University Pa 19352
Bleasdale Pat 6 Adams Way
Books & More Lincoln Univ Follett Union Bld
1570 Baltimore Pike
Bowler Kelly 215 Wills Farm Dr
Carpenter Charles L C O Charles Carpenter 120 Liberty Ln
Cassidy Deborah L 214 Lewisville Rd
Colangelo Gary A 1133 Thunder Hi
Comer Claude 353 Elkdale Rd
DavalosesPonoza Jose 3 Springdale Pl
Davison Joel S 314 John Hancock Blvd
Dawson Mark 200 College Cir
Deignan William 1400 Blackhorse Rd
Dienna Florence M 557 Oxford Rd
Dixon Scott D 323 Clearfield Dr
Dreibelbis Dean 6 Adams Way
Fickes Shawn E 1231 State Rd
Foerter Trent 357 Sherer Dr
Frick Jr William B 219 Limeville Dr
Gardner Robert N Est Box 169
Garnett Deleon 139 Quail Dr
Gillespie Janelle K, Edward O 117 S Deer Run Dr
Hable Lisa C 111 Scotts Glen Rd
Hardy Gwendolyn D PO Box 54
Hershey Charles F 201 Locust Dr
Holmes John L 182 Paper Mill Cir
Jones Tyrone PO Box 5
Kane William J III 523 Lewisville Rd PO Box 195
Kelly Michael 2050 Oxford Rd
Kerr Leigh Ann 103 Timber Jump Ln
Koch Glenn R 118 Thames Dr
Lafreniere Steven 125 Saginaw Rd
Longley Ron D Jr 114 Carriage Run Dr
Malekani Cherrnor M 23 Mccormick Way
Mcdonald Melissa 355 Sherer Dr
Millette Dalia T 278 Ashmun Ave PO Box 128
Murphy Michelle A, S A 1013 Oxford Rd
Peterson Barbara C Est, Lee Peterson 458 Elkdale Rd
Raschi M 635 Pennsgrove Rd
Rector Wendy M 421 Pennsgrove Rd
Rodriguez Zulma 108 Hall Rd
Rosato Francis J 105 Den Rd
Schwartz Timothy 108 Biddle Ln
Simpson Jenelle 1570 Baltimore Pike
Skerrett James M PO Box 72
Stegeman Elizabeth 403 Queens Gates Ln
Stow Ryan 421 Pennsgrove Rd
Sullivan Andrew, Faye G 151 Red Oak Dr
Waldron William J 3 Karnik Ct
Wesley Cheryl 411 Bobs Ln
William Mara F O 656 Pusey Mill Rd Lincoln
Witte Joyce A 109 Scotts Glen Rd
Lionville Pa 19353
Buxton Fred Est PO Box 468
Capital Regal Corp 14 N Village Ave
Ferranti Michelle R PO Box 265
Kremen Marshall 110 Pickering Way
National Foam System Inc 150 Gordon Dr
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Rollins Albert W PO Box 466
Ruth Harry C PO Box 215
Lyndell Pa 19354
Brown Robert E 848 Lt Washington Rd E PO Box 254
Davis Robert B Jr Est, Robert E Brown PO Box 254
Dietrich Diane Y Box 304
Downing William C, Helen D, Dale W Box 304
Linsalata Nick R PO Box 1
Malvern Pa 19355
Abel Deborah 111 Phoenixville Pike
Abrams Jennifer M, Jonathan 37 Knickerbocker Ln
Abrams Joseph 37 Knickerbocker Ln
Advanced Podiatry Ste 200 266 Lancaster Ave
Akkala Nagaraju 333 Lancaster Ave Apt 615
Alexandria Sports Inc 101 Lindenwood Dr
American Artist 300 Chesterfield Pkwy Ste 100
American Future Syst Progressive 370 Technology Dr
American Institute For Cpcu 720 Providence Rd Ste 100
Andersen Nancy Ann Est Rd 2 Box 361
Andrews William T 1700 Indian Run Rd
Apex Constructors INC PO Box 1405
Applied Controls INC PO Box 879
Arm Associated Risk Managers 720 Providence Rd Ste 200
Aruta Janice 3528 Truman Way
Atkins Allen C 26 Great Woods Ln
Auxilium Pharm INC 40 Valy Stream Pkwy
Banister Matthew J JR, Moria 278 Phoenixville Pike
Barnes Marian 324 Lancaster Ave Apt 309
Barr David B, James 1371 Shadow Oak Dr
Barr Mildred, David B 1371 Shadow Oak Dr
Barry Daniel S, Paula P 31 Ruth Cir
Bartling Bruce M, Marie F 1012 Millstream Dr
BDS Technologies INC 385 Lancaster Ave
Beam Luther W 113 Line Rd
Becket & Lee 16 General Warren Blvd
Berger Cynthia K, James 303 Jefferson Dr
Berger Steve, Cynthia Berger 291 Boot Rd
Bernabei Sandra 30 Laurel Cir
Bernard Tina 4 Sawgrass Ln
Bernhard Richard, Holly 1130 Green Ln Rd
Betts Dawn L 5107 Woodview Way
Betty Irvin, Cynthia Berger 291 Boot Rd
Bickel Dorothy 209 Great Valy Shop Ctr
Biddle Scott M 1003 Charleston Greene
Black Diamond Investments, Rudy Salvucci 24 Wood Ln
Blair Margaret Z 2140 Howels Rd
Blake Cherie M 119 Davis Rd
Bloss Lois S 139 Conestoga Rd
Bohem J Paul 1086 King Rd Apt 114 Dr
Bomman Raja Ravi R 1086 W King Rd Apt Dw 317
Boromeo Vincent Robert JR 5 Karen Dr
Boyd Jason 7 Ridge Rd
Brobst Raymond Frazer Rd
Brodal Kathy A 420 Charleston Green
Bromley James A III, Barbara H 1086 W King Rd
Apt Ch113
Broodno Lewis, Fred 283 Lancaster Ave
Buckley C 10 Dale Ln
Burke M Elizabeth, Samuel 245 Paoli Pike
Burnfield Richard 1809 Hawkweed Way 69
Bury Anne E 131 Channing Ave
Bury Timothy E, Anne E 131 Channing Ave
Buttle Robert Swedesford Rd
Buysse Brianna, Deirdre 120 Three Ponds
Buysse Deirdre 110 Weybridge Dr
Buysse Michael T, Deirdre C 120 Three Ponds Ln
Cadient INC 425 Technology Dr
Cadmet PO Box 24
Camden Clark Memorial Hospital 270 W Lancaster
Cancer Sucks But We Ve Got Your Back 116 Avon Ct
Cantrell Granville B Jr 2206 Valy Hill Rd
Cappelli Micheal 1600 Horseshoe Trail
Carbon Nanoprobes INC 363 Phoenixville Pike
Carbonar Allyson R, Lori D 104 Brandywine Rd
Carbonell Lisa 7 James Thomas Rd
Cassidy Kristin 1401 Woodview Way
Castro Suarez Flavio Bolivar 13 Kenney Ct
Cephalon INC 41 Moores Rd PO Box 4011
Chemgenex Pharm INC PO Box 2027
Chen Xiaoxiang 7 Carrie Ln
Chodaczek Gregory, Matthew 202 Jennings Ln
Christakis Aristidis W 402 Charleston Grn
Ciardi Albert Jr 113 Shandon Pl
Clair Helen 215 Lancaster Ave
Clark Thomas 208 Oneida Ln
Cleannet Of Philadelphia 39 Knickerbocker Ln
Clement Patricia A 9 Barr Rd
Coffman Maurice Fred 324 Lancaster Ave
Colosimo Scott 33 Lancaster Ave Apt 906
Concrete Oasis Co 1 Crumley Ave
Console James J 6 Pickwick Ln
Consulting Engineers Scientist Inc 41 General Warren Blvd
Cook Christophe 55 Frazer Rd Apt Dg34
Corbman Jane 1464 Horse Shoe Trl
Cosimo Restaurant LLC 209 Lancaster Ave
Court Square Leasing 14 Great Valy Pkwy Ste 100
CPCU Society, Membership Dues 720 Providence Rd Ste 100
Crockett Family 13 Veterans Way
Crouse Charles JR 839 Cottonwood Dr
Crozier Herbert 117 Miner St
Curd Thomas 12 Flintshire Rd
Custom Ink LLC 5 Great Valy Pkwy
Dambrosia Motors 3041 Sidley Hill Rd
Damico Teresa M, Teresa 41 Devon Rd
Dangeli Mary A 254 Spring Rd
Darcangelo Joseph E 1900 General Alexander Dr
David Mary L 4073 White Horse Rd
Davidson Sandra D 942 Aronimink Dr
Davis John K II, Lauren M 1086 W King Rd Apt Dr 311
Decurtis Paul III 838 W King Rd
Deger Heidi 11 Shepherd Rd
Dempsey Robert H Jr 142 Jaffrey Rd
Depenna Elizabeth O 51 Kelmar Ave
Devine C C 304 Penns Ln
Devine Pamela J 24 Wildwood Dr
Diefenbacher Vera R, Robert H Diefenbacher 40 Spruce Rd
Diemer Jennifer L, Jennifer L Morris 2177 Yellow Spgs Rd
Distefano Anthony E, Marion G 1086 King Rd
Dixon Elizabeth 586 Sugartown Rd
Dougherty Heather A 12 Alexis Ln
Doyle Derrick, Yvonne, Hundt, James 750 S Warren Ave
Edelman Paul F 1086 W King Rd Apt P118
Eilbeck Robert W 25 Winding Way
Elliott Michael S 5 Oak Glen Dr
Energy Management Systems P O Box 538
Eshenower David S 19 Hedgerow Ln
Evans Martha L 100 Vanguard Blvd
Feeney Michael D 2 Crumley Ave
Fent James T 4134 Howell Rd
Fitchett Amy Grafinger 333 Lancaster Ave Apt 710
Fogarty Consuela F, Thomas J 1151 Shadow Oak Dr
Forster Cecil 4 Treble Ln
Foy John R 115 Innis Way
Franzen Axel 70 E Swedesford Rd
Galbraith William 1349 Westminister Dr
Gallagher Donna R 11 Hilldale Rd
Gallagher Gary 76 Carol Ln
Galvez Gia, Orthovita 77 Great Valy Pkwy
Garlotta Gary 116 Brandywine Rd
German Steven W 4 Treemont Dr
Getto Melissa 6104 Woodview Way
Gibley Regina 12 Applewood Rd
Gillespie Mary K Eaglesmere Psychology Assoc
2350 Pheasant Hill Ln
Gilligan Alice Cten Hill RD E1
Giuseppe Failla 13 Rogers Way
Gohean William E 22 Rabbit Run Rd
Gow Bradley S, Sydney A 2 Reeves Way
Graham Stephen P, Nancy 141 Grubb Rd
Grand Slam Usa 11 East Lancaster Ave
Great Valley Landscaping 2 Tunbridge Ln
Green Norman 7 Fox Chase Rd
Greene Larry D, Jean 2 Locust Dr
Ha Muoi 9 Deer Run Ln
Haas Francis J 480 E Swedesford Rd Ste 120
Hakon Hakonarson 1877 Covered Bridge Rd
Halder Kaustuv 200 Great Valy Pkwy M/S C23
Haly Oil Company Inc 2413 Yellow Spgs Rd
Haly Walter M 30 Dickson Dr
Hansen Stuart R PO Box 67
Happy Days Of Frazer Inc Happy Days Family Bistro
309 Lancaster Ave
Harcum Jacqueline G 133 Grubb Rd
Harner Tara 125 Prospect Ave
Hartley William 2154 Howell Rd
Hassenplug Teresa Gordon, Mark 2 Heatherwood Dr
Haverford Mainline Nursing & Rehab 283 E Lancaster Ave
Hedrick Geoffrey 12 Hunt Club Ln
Henrotin Maysie M Est Of 2206 Valy Hill Rd
Heron Brook Char Rem Unitrust 100 Vanguard Blvd
Herrera Juan Pablo 116 Freidnship Ln
Herrick Jeffrey B Dds 458 E King Rd
Hewitt Emma R 1 Colonial Way
Hires Peter 1289 Yellow Spgs Rd
Hmp Commctn 1607 N Odonnell Way
Hopkins Joan Lange Est, Robert Lange 640 Sugartown Rd
Horbowy Andy 1335 Eaves Spring Dr
Hormann Ulrike 5403 Woodview Way
Hotchkiss Kathryn H, Hotchkiss Wesley G
2191 Valy Hill Rd
Ing Ste 300
Inner Edge Organizational Cons 8 Monument Ave
Innovative Solutions & Support Inc, Barbara Woodword
420 Lapp Rd
Inteprod 291 Great Valy Pkwy
Intergroup Svcs 101 Lindenwood Dr Ste 150
J J Centocor 200 Great Valy Pkwy
Jackson Jeff 1204 Wisteria Dr
Jakoboski Joseph 1991 Swedesford Rd
James N Mullen, Brendan Hallinan 4 Highcroft
James N Mullen, Emily Hallinan 4 Highcroft Ln
Jefferis Gertrude L 45 Lloyd Ave
Jefferson Precious U 20 Old Lancaster Rd
Jordan Shirley L 319 Monument Ave
Judge Charle A, John Judge 7 Pond View Ln
Kanter Stefanie A 127 Jaffrey Rd
Kathleen E Drummond Irrev Tr 4 Chowning Dr
Kennedy Alice B 8051 Goshen Rd
Kennedy Daniel 103 Stratford Ct
Kenworthy Mary L PO Box 909
Keohane Kathleen E 5 Great Valy Pkwy Ste 232
Khot Rajesh A 16 Oakbrook Ct
Kim Hern 583 Sugartown Rd
Knoop Corinna 22 Sandy Ln
Kolb Tyler 127 Weybridge Dr
Komonski Anne J 283 Lancaster Ave
Koron Ronald P 115 Jaffrey Rd
Korth Karolina 6202 Woodview Way
Kramer Alexander C Jr 11 Skyline Dr
Kucharik Emery D 300 N Morehall Rd
Kuhn Margaret E, Walter J 5 Winter Meadow Ln
Kurtin Alexander Brill 152 Davis Rd
Lang Megan, Orthovita 77 Great Valy Pkwy
Langerhans Mark S 1063 Yellow Spgs Rd
Lapidary Journal 300 Chesterfield Pkwy
Lasorda Edward 526 Ferncastle Dr
Lauri E Joyce D 5 Roselawn Ln
Lauro John T, John D 5 Roselawn Ln
Lawhorne William 40 Lloyd Ave Ste 108
League Of Women Vote 131 Conestoga Rd
Lee Austin M 131 Putney Ln
Lee Ethel W 32 Old Lancaster Rd
Lee Tak 1070 King Rd
Leica Microsystems Inc 365 Phoenixville Pike
Lincoln Court Food Svcs Inc 20 Liberty Blvd
Llagas Cirilo JR 611 W King Rd 412
Lockwood Financial S 10 Valy Stream Pkwy
Lombardi Joseph Est, Lombardi Joseph J
1091 Maple Hill Ln
Lovera Ilda N 1086 W King Rd Apt P114
Lureen Brian K Ste 203 2 W Liberty Blvd
Lynx Computer Technologies Inc 3 Great Valy Pkwy
Macklemjr Gordon F 10 Dale Ln
Madathil Janith Y 1086 W King Rd Apt B311
Madden Thomas 283 E Lancaster Ave
Madison Mollie B 121 Green St
Magargee Richard 7 Eisenhower Dr
Mainline Nursing Rehab Center 283 Lancaster Ave
Malhotra Amit 6305 Woodview Way
Maloney Robert K 1035 S Wisteria Dr
Marsh David 10 Stillmeadow Ln
Marsh David 6 Stillmeadow Ln
Martial Arts & Fitness Center 400 E King St
Maternal Wellness Center 2 Pine Rd
Mazzer Billie 322 E Brd St
Mazzerle Michael 322 E Brd St
Mccadden Elizabeth, Kurt 7 Harvey Ln
Mccadden Martha, Kurt 7 Harvey Ln
Mccartney Alma K 17 Anthony Dr
Mcconnell William Goshen Rd
Mcdevitt Ann S, Jane 119 Jaffrey Rd
Mcdowell Robert E, James E 10 Deer Run Ln
Mcginn Gerard L, Kelly 131 Three Ponds Ln
Mcgovern Katherine, Mcgovern Edward W
1727 Indian Run Rd
Mckeown Raymond A Cten Hill Rd E1
Mcnamara Lisa J 18 Winding Way
Mcpherson John B 13 Blackberry Ridge Rd
Meade Edwin H JR 182 Blackberry Ln
Medanravu Venkata 148 Treetop Ln
Mehnert Irene Barnes 23 Clover Ln
Messemer Kurt 612 S Warren Ave
Metropolitan Bank Trust Ffc 100 Vanguard Blvd
Michael Andrew 70 Barr Rd
Michell Tina 105 Regents Ct
Micro Media Corp 3223 Phoenixville Pike
Mike Mazzerle Plaster Stucco 322 E Brd St
Miller Mark 2 Allyssa Cir
Minnick Susan 24 Applewood Rd
Moretzsohn Dianne, Jeff 3 Rabbits Run Rd
Muldoon John 1086 Green Ln Rd
Napier Stephanie L 5106 Woodview Way
Narayanan Prasanna Lakshmi 5 Country View Rd
Nathwani Ameet Lot 16 22 Fox Ridge Dr
National Liberty Life Ins, John Mazzuca 20 Moores Rd
Neotropix Ihnc 351 Phoenixville Pike
Newbold Emily T 15 Old Lancaster Rd
Newton Edward L 336 E 1st Ave
Nouckanwal Catherine, Hippolyte 66 Sagewood Dr
Novak Jeffery L 34 Sherman Dr
Nuoffers Com 3123 Hollow Rd
Odonnell Marcia 3129 Yellow Spgs Rd
Oertel Markus 51 Valy Stream Pkwy
Olmstead Jane V 10 Buck Run Ln
Omalley Matthew Richard 16 Wood Ln
Oneil Killian 102 Brandywine Rd
Orefice J 70 Barr Rd
Panzer Nina 2 Mccoy Ct
Pappo Christopher M, Lisa M 1885 Page Pl
Pappo Christopher M 1885 Page Pl
Parijs Luc Van 16 Anthony Dr
Parsons Anteck Amy L 21 Mill Ln
Pasquale Patricia 455 Clothier Spring Rd
Paynic Noel R 513 Lincoln Hwy
Peltier Sylvie 6306 Woodview Way
Peterson Sally 692 Sugartown Rd
Pfeiffer Louis S Est 307 Charleston Greene
Popp Kurt A 8 Hayes Rd
Powers Dorothy 124 Prospect Ave
Powers Stephen 11 Colonial Way
Preferred Capital Bi Dco Inc 4 Blackstone Ln
Progressive Business 370 Technology Dr
Proto Worx Inc 429 E King St
Pugliese Stephen J 1204 W Cane Rd
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Puricore Inc, Kristi Wolf 508 Lapp Rd
Pustilnik Cassie L 274 Boot Rd
Rafalko Lynne Marie, Gervus A 8 Manor View Cir
Ramirez Ramon 548 Lancaster Ave
Rathgeber Helen T 1135 Green Ln Rd
Ray David 124 Prospect Ave
Raynor Janet M 156 Gribb Rd
Razimu Inc 2 Heatherwood Dr
Reeves Marilyn E Box 1436
Register Anne 324 Lancaster Ave
Rentschler Frances B Co, Edward Krumbaar 137 Paoli Pike
Riggin Norris JR, Aaron 72 Rickmar Ln
Rigsby Fred 723 Monument Rd
Rittenhouse David 52 Knickerbocker Ln
Roberts Eaton 118 Monument Ave
Robinson Chris PO Box 67
Robinson Miqun Staybridge Suite Hotel 20 Morehall Rd
Rodriguez Abby 44 Spring Valy Rd
Rogers Tanner 1501 Tree Line Dr
Rollins Faye L 1030 Partridge Ln
Rosen William P, Beryl G 717 S Warren Ave
Rosen Anton E, Michelle, William 717 S Warren Ave
Royer Richard B Est 1400 Church Rd
Ruggiero Orthopaedic Assoc 266 E Lancaster Ave
Rundatz Melanie, Frank 1039 Tinkerhill Rd
Santangelo Mary 283 Lancaster Ave
Santhanakrishnan Ramesh, Ramaa 57 Knickerbocker Ln
Santhiayyappan Sree S 1086 W King Rd PO Box 112
Schroeder John 5 Indian Way
Seavey Donald A 1 Rapps Run Dr
Seegers Will A 233 Paoli Pike
Seiter Joy L 160 Grubb Rd
Serco Inc 270 W Lancaster Ave Bldg A
Sharma Anil K 22 Malin Sta Rd
Shays William Valy Hill Rd
Shenk Suzanne C 23 Hollow Dr
Shields John J JR, Robert J 270 Lancaster Pike
Shim Ryan D 19 Valy Beach Ln
Shimko David 40 Tree Ln
Sinha Sanjeev 1086 W King Rd Ch218
Skidmore Graham 2089 Valy Hill Rd
Skoufalos Marina, Stephen 119 Sagewood Dr
Slota Robert, Deanna 361 Applebrook Dr
Smith Thomas Q, Diane F 1715 N Valy Rd
Smith Christie 3487 Paoli Pike
Smith Christopher Anthony 5 Dillon Dr
Smiths Group, Hr Dept 101 Lindenwood Dr # 125
Sms Diagnostics, Accts Payable 51 Valy Strm Pkwy T02
Snow Carl C, Cynthia T Snow 47 Oak Hill Ci
Soffer & Company Ltd 365 Lancaster Ave
Sparks David E Ira, Millennium Bank 30 Valy Stream Pkwy
Stagnaro Margaret A, Michael A 911 Saint Andrews Dr
Stanco Edward J 918 Dolphin Dr
States Martha 319 Monument Ave
Steganius Mary Ellen 3091 Hollow Rd
Stewart William G III 1801 Union Hill Rd
Stoneridge Investment Partner 7 Great Valy Pkwy
Storecast Corp, Linda Maccallum 301 Lindenwood Dr #380
Style Robert 8 Toms Cir
Sungard Education H 4 Country View Rd
Swain Martha 266 Miner St
Swinehart Virginia M, Roy J 133 Church St
Sylk T Meredith 2 Whisper Ln
Talashilkar Neelesh V 333 Westgate Vlg
Taroni Enrico 118 Elizabeth Ct
Tata Adriana 118 Elizabeth Ct
Terra Nova Landscape Design 7 Great Valy Pwy Ste 221
Terra Nova Landscape Design LLC 359 Paoli Pike
Testa Anthony 104 Inis Way
Thilow Frank B 9 Rogers Way
Thomas Medical Products Inc 65 Great Valy Pkwy
Thorington Anne F 209 Spring Rd
Toebe Peter Est 643 S Warren Ave
Transamerica Real Est Tax Svc 42 Lloyd Ave
Trimble Ronald 52 E Swedesford Rd
Turk Ruth 1890 Page Pl
Turn 5 Inc 7 Lee Blvd
Turner Christina 15 Fox Ridge Dr
Vail Sheree 116 Brandywine Rd
Van Parijs Betsy 16 Anthony Dr
Veritas Medical Solutions 5 Great Valy Pkwy Ste 210
Viewpoint Construction 2370 Yellow Spgs Rd
Vineis Robert S 1 Shady Brook Ln
Vishay Siliconix 63 Lancaster Ave
Vishay World Headquarters 63 Lancaster Ave
Von Pervieux Eduardo E 175 W King St
Wagner Timothy 6 Druid Ln
Wallace Kathyrn M 2048 Valy Hill Rd
Walsh Shawn M 220 Charleston Greene
Waltman Ernest J 209 Great Valy Shop Ctr
Warnock Robert 353 Swedesford Rd
Weaver Carlos 3223 Phoenixville Pike
Weir Andrew 152 Davis Rd
Wema Americas LLC, Jf Financials Inc 19 Anthony Ln
Westerfer Robert 1086 W King Rd Apt D316
Whiting Timothy 8 Mill Rd
Winter Tracey T 116 Avon Ct
Wirtel Marsha 3108 Yellow Spgs Rd
Woodruff Benjamin E 207 Yorktown Ct
Woods Gregory 1555 Horseshoe Trail
Wright Robert Lee, Beulah 62 Ruthland Ave
Wright Kelly M 195 Paoli Pike
Wright Robert L 62 Ruthland Ave
Wu Ping T 583 Sugartown Rd
Wu Yi Jung 35 Hillbrook Cir
Wyeth Peterson Paul 31 Morehall Rd
Yamas Kathleen M 121 Davis Rd
Yaupon Therapeutics Inc 101 Lindenwood Dr
Yeadon Leslie T, Gary M 1011 W Valy Hill Rd
Yoshida Eiko PO Box 4
Zawadzki Mark E 37 Deer Run Ln
Zimmerman Phyllis 283 Lancaster Ave
Mendenhall Pa 19357
Feldman Todd PO Box 327
Lunkins Stephen 4 Chaddbury Ln
Robinson Dwayne PO Box 863
Modena Pa 19358
Beck Robert L Jr 35 N Brandywine Ave
Bernard Catherine 15 W Woodland Ave
Scott Lavinia S Est PO Box 12
Sliger Allen H 15 W Woodland Ave
Taylor Lester R SR 10 S Brandywine Ave
Taylor Robert PO Box 279
New London P a 19360
Coldiron Robert E, Mary Ann PO Box 4
Nottingham Pa 19362
Avalosvivero Jose G 157 Union Sq Rd
B M Express Inc PO Box 494
Backus Mary A 164 Cementary Rd
Caldwell Rosa PO Box 44
Coates Charlesie 51 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Cooper Joseph J PO Box 488
Crowe Kimberly A 19 Arbour Ct
Dare Beverly 200 New Furnace Rd
Dunn Michael 604 Lees Bridge Rd
Egan Donal 354 W Christine Rd
Felts Thomas 385 Fox Hunt Dr
Frame Alyssa Rose, Ralph S, Zachary S 22 Arbour Ct
Geneva Hess 297 Kirks Mill Rd
Griffith Energy Svc Inc PO Box 215
Gundrum William W 265 Mccoury Rd
Guzman Lopez Fidencio 537 E Christine Rd
Jones Troy 249 Brown Rd
Lemper Jian Y 108 Blackburn Dr
Martin Howard, Martin Ruth C Box 437 Rd 2
Mccaffery Michael 110 Pickering Ln
Mcclintock E Lavinia, L Rae Hardy 95 Sharon Dr
Melrath Clarence 689 E Christine Rd
Miles Joyce A 101 Scott Rd
Moore Gary D 24 Sylmar Rd
Odougherty Willis 200 New Furnace Rd
Osborne Lester, Pearl 293 Brabson Rd
Perez Neftali P 30 Ivy Ln
Powl Kimberly A, Samuel S 347 Fox Hunt Dr
Reese John D 117 Melissa Ln
Rogan Frank PO Box 326
Spangler Marianne, Matthew 137 Fieldstone Dr
Spangler Matthew K 137 Fieldstone Dr
Steinhauer Arthur T 242 Kirksmill Rd
Taylor Greg 116 Iron Stone Rd
Towner Lee 3800 Forge Rd
Trout Virginia K 260 Kinseyville Rd
Walker Oil Co, Accts Payable 125 Baltimore Pke
Watson Lewis 310 Red Pump Rd
Oxford Pa 19363
3 D Collision 131 Un School Rd
Abbott Gay Lee 112 Sebastian Dr
Adams Mary PO Box 39
Angelo Rebecca 199 Brick Rd
Askins Belinda 134 N 3rd St
Baeckel Arthur A 134 Worths Bridge Rd
Bicknell George Harry 280 Frog Hollow Rd
Bingham Edward J 603 Brd St
Bleeker Russell A, Jane E 333 Yorklyn Rd
Bontz George R 37 S 3rd St Hse Mtr
Boyer Christine D 3054 Reisler Rd
Boyer Mildred Est 501 News St 1
Breeden Corinne 120 Mcdonald Way
Brodhead Lynda, Chris 754 Rising Hurst Ln
Cancel Agustin Garcia 307 Waterway Rd
Cooper Sharon 675 Lancaster Pike
Covey Bryan G SR, Margaret A 123 W Hillside Dr
Cruz Pinero Luis 156 Whitehall Way
Cunha Abilio 2453 Hickory Hill Rd
Currey Karen 214 Beaumont Dr
Curtis Teel And 3 D Bodyworks 45 S 5th St
De Valley Mobile Homes Us Rte 1
Dejesus Daniel M 326 Market St Apt 401
Donoghue Christine Garnon 181 Delp Rd
Duff James N 320 Park St
Eastwood Robert W JR 544 Brd St
Elters Glenn 67 Pine St
Everett John P 1790 Twin House Rd
Feeney Kevin M, Megan P 242 Wickersham Rd
Fernandes Sheila 2366 Hickory Hill Rd
Flores Oscar 16 Echo Valy Rd
Foley Anna R 260 Brick Rd
Folker Kenny E 313 Penn Ave
Garzia Marie 102 Tr Apt 326 Market St
Goodley Stephen M 2589 Baltimore Pike
Graham Rebecca R 114 E Locust St
Griffith Nancy L 7 Westminster Way
Hamilton Justin, Tresa 651 Brd St
Hardy Kenneth 354 South St
Hearne Brian 200 Whiteside Dr
Hoover Carl T 102 Blue Gill Rd
Hughes Glenda 8 S 4th St Apt 9
James Evangelista 121 Trinity Dr
Jones Virginia I, Charles S Rr1 Box 305
Jones Hannah 8th Hohgson St
Killeen Ann V Est, Mathew 279 Oxford Rd
Lara Manuel 5 South 5th St 5
Leach Bill 426 Oxford Rd
Lopeznavarrete Jose 200 Delaware Ave
Madron John 112 Ridge Ln
Mahoney Edward J Jr 815 Conowingo Cir
Matthews Joshua 8 Breckenridge Dr
Max Blackwood Collision 327 Baltimore Pike
Mccomsey Lawrence K, Mccomsey Nancy H 203 Penn Ave
Mcfadden Carl PO Box 39
Mcwhirter Mildred 62 Strawberry Ln
Menasion Dolores A 275 Coldiron Dr
Messaros Pamela 117 Hill Ln
Miller Christine L 2589 Baltimore Pike
Miller Ralph E 5th St
Mills Garlen R 67 Media Rd
Mitchem Derek J 7898 Hickory Hill Rd
Murphy Duane J 173 Wickersham Rd
Nash Eric 224 Freese Rd Apt B
Neveras Lupfer Daphne M, Alexandra E 105 Mcberty Ct
Norman Jackson Beverly 131 W Branch Rd
Oppenheim Eileen C 167 Tweed Rd
Oxford Village 1101 Lauren Ln
Papi Renee 327 Baltimore Pike
Pennington Elaine A PO Box 80
Perry Barbara K 215 Conowingo Cir
Pierce Larry E 222 Barnsley Rd
Pierce Wayne T 616 Lincoln St
Polillo John R 275 Coldiron Dr
Prangley Leanne, Andrew 751 Slate Hill Dr
Reisler Robert P 3545 Reisler Rd
Reyes Cipriano 577 Barnsley 1
Robbins Daniel, Joseph 2003 Barren Rd
Robinson Gene A 741 Brd St
Ruddy Jake 258 Collamer Rd
Russo Catherine A 113 Roylene Dr
Sanchez Everardo C, Kj Mushroom Svcs 252 Reedville Rd
Schoell William F 4184 Newark Rd
Schoonmaker Bruce A Jr 120 Township Rd
Solis Raul 132 N 3rd St
Stanton Elmore 209 Bethel Rd
Stewart Regina A 616 5th St
Stoltzfus Israel B 51 Widdowson Rd
Stoneback Richardh PO Box 67
Tapia Jaime Chaves 334 Brd St Apt 4
Thompson Rolland 402 Hodgson St
Vanderhoef John 218 Old Creek Rd
Ventura Luz Maria 246 Genesville
Walls James 618 Conowingo Cir
Warren Richard G 1973 Kings Row Rd
Watson Marion S 27 W Mount Vernon St
Weaver Gary Roger 300 Woods Rd
Webster Alvin L 516 New St
Wilson Patsy L 248 Freese Rd Lot 73
Woods Katherine 213 Conowingo Cir
Wyatt Christopher E, Michael J 130 Mcberty Ct
Zimmerman John G PO Box 293
Paoli Pa 19301
54 1k Limited Partnership 522 King Rd
Abraham Marrissa L 57 Devon Rd
Ajr Foundation Inc 250 W Lancaster Ave Ste 310
Aliaga Lizbeth 27 Eastcentral Ave
All The Whey Inc, William Franks 37 Industrial Blvd
Althouse Dorothy R 378 Bear Hill Rd
American Realty Svc Larkin Mgmt & Consulting
PO Box 1146
Ametek PO Box 1764 37 N Valy Rd
Ametek Inc, Michael Monaghan 37 N Valy Rd Bldg 4
Andermann Dorothee 319 Paoli Woods
Ao North American 1770 Russell Rd
Art Expo Co Main Line Ins Office PO Box 247
Bassett Dorothy J 600 Paoli Pointe Dr Apt 2
Beecher Harold S Jr 106 S Valy Rd
Berman Gary 1849 Glenwold Dr
Brisk Harry 2 E Central Ave
Bunin Nancy 1708 East Lancaster Ave
Butler Edward 66 Central Ave
Cabrey Joseph, Diane 49 E Lancaster Ave
Callahan Eleanor G 1764 E Lancaster Ave
Callery George S, Callery Mary A 407 Paoli Point
Carrick Laurie A 1728 Valy Greene Rd
Cassidy Marion C 211 Vincent Rd
Chance Samule Kent JR 111 Richmond Rd
Charles H Macdonald Elec, Charles H Macdonald III
73 Plank Ave
Christinzio Rosemarie C 427 Paoli Pointe Dr
Connell Janet T Paoli Mem Med Bldg Ste 224
Crapo Ann 1446 Pennsylvania Ave
Credence Mortgage Inc 45 Derby Rd Ste E
Crofford Megan 306 Weatherstone Dr
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Cummings Thomas F 27 E Central Ave Apt C10
D & W Foods Big Easy Saloon 128 Paoli Pike
Delaware Valley De Paoli Mem Med Bldg St
Dempsey Robert 801 Weatherstone Dr
Dietz Hobart B Jr 600 Paoli Pointe Dr Apt 301
DuPont Alba F 1975 Glenwold Dr
Durrell Arthur F Jr, Arthur F 34 Smt Ave
Emperor Four Seasons, William 1556 E Lancaster Ave
Evans Elrena A 11 Chetwynd Rd
Evans William E, Elrena Anne 11 Chetwynd Rd
Ewing Group LLC Michael Downs Sta Sq 3 Ste 100
Exclusive Mortgage Svcs 183 W Lancaster Ave
Falcone Joseph T 4 Sunset Dr
Fastuca Janet 101 W Circular Ave
Fellinis Cafe Of Paoli, Fellini Cafe 19 E Lancaster Ave
Fiioc, Susan J Mcclure 255 W Lancaster Ave Ste 120
Fissel John W 600 Paoli Pointe Dr Apt 311
Fredericks Robert I 330 Paoli Pointe Dr
Funkhouser Pauline T 63 Devon Rd
Gabai Ayal S 27 E Central Ave Apt A2
Gabriele Nicholas J, James A 104 Arlington Rd
Greskoff Rosemarie D 1885 Glenwold Dr
Grobstein Jediah 5 Rochsolach Rd
Hanna Howard A Est 1800 E Lancaster Ave
Hanna Mary Lou 1800 E Lancaster Ave
Harmony Hill Nursery Inc 37 N Valy Rd 2 A
Haroun Sara 9 Kent Ln
Harris Ashley E 124 South Cedar Hollow Dr
Hayes Christine F 195 W Lancaster Ave Ste 102
Heat Catherine B 212 Darby Rd
Heilmann Denise M 20 Longcorse Ln
Hennessy Kevin J, Helen C 114 Gable Rd
Hopkins Eric 72 Birch Ln
Howard George 154 Sheldrake Dr
Impact Systems 4 Beryl Rd
John O Brien 1579 Russell Rd
Jones Evelyn 382 Hilltop Rd
Kamatham Jagadeesh 27 E Central Ave Apt J3
Kelsey Suzanne Box 52
Kleiman Dan A 20 Keystone Ave
Lapish Matthew C 9 Paoli Ct
Lebovitz Sheldon Do 21 Industrial Blvd Ste 103
Lewis Veronica E 600 Paoli Pointe Dr
Light Program Inc 1440 Russell Rd
Lilly Roger J 46 Jacqueline Dr
Livezey Joseph 107 Darby Rd
Lobb Karle R 129 Spruce Ln
Madison Joliet 66 Central Ave
Main Line Health Imaging LP PO Box 256
Martin Evyonne M, David L 378 Friendship Dr
Martin Anne 110 S Valy Rd P
Matthews Josephine R 31 Wistar Rd
Mccloskey Michele A, James C 949 N Valy Rd
Mcclure Susan J 255 W Lancaster Ave Ste 120
Mcelwee Brian 421 Darby Paoli Rd
Mctear Gerard Sr, Marguerite 216 Fairway Rd
Mensick Deborah 107 Paoli Pike
Meszaros Joseph R 600 Paoli Point Dr 212
Mhj Inc PO Box 337
Minisi Claire G 300 Continental Ln
Moss Troy H 10 Greenbriar Ln
Nash Reyna M 2028 Waynesborough Rd
Nolan Jennifer, Nolan Matt 133 Biddle Rd
Oneill Michael J 507 Hilltop Rd
Palmer Sarah S PO Box 354 788 N Valy Rd
Parent Timothy 45 W Central Ave
Pepin Jeffrey C 145 Sharon Ln
Perlman Daniel 208 Darley Rd
Perry Margaret, James Railrd Rd
Pierce Cooke Chris 119 S Valy Rd
Postigo Atto Gabriela 55 S Valy Rd Apt F4
Potter Jr R D Tolin Mds Pc Psp Paoli Mem Hos Med Bldg
Ste 101
Quarles Ethele K MRS 105 Pennington Rd
Ranjan Manish 50 S Valy Rd Apt D4
Rehab Management Inc 1440 Russell Rd
Rexroat Raymond 471 Hilltop Rd
Robert Worthington J 83 Chestnut Rd
Roche Mary E 120 Richmond Rd
Roecker S W 1440 Russell Rd
Ross Daniel P 508 Hilltop Rd
Small Marjory F, James R 577 Foxwood Ln
Smartt Elizebeth 1780 Jenninsgs Way
Smith Richard 27 E Central Ave Q3
Soloveve Veronica 524 Foxwood Ln
Steidle Leslie H 1802 Weatherstone Dr
Stevenson Nicholas R 1776 E Lancaster Ave Apt 285
Strawey Patricia 64 Sunsweet Dr
Stull Charles Hu 333 S Valy Rd
Summit Cardiovascula Ste 120 620 Lee Rd
Toad Hollow Athletics 1590 E Lancaster Ave
Tomkins Leighton R Church Rd
Total Table Inc 26 Industrial Blvd
Trustee Of The Ametek Inc Calmec Div On Hourly
37 N Valy Rd Bldg 4
Tunnell Jonathan Eric 139 Biddle Rd
Twenty Twenty Healthcare 31 Leopard Rd
Unisys Corp, Michael D Stevens 8 Jacqueline Dr
Verra Ernestine 12 State Rd
Waldrop Karen S 83 Chestnut Rd
Williams Paul, Mark 53 Chestnut Rd
Williams Emma 66 Central Ave
Worth Marjorie 365 Paoli Woods
Wyeth PO Box 831
Xia Bing 1508 Waynesborough Rd
Zaman Enterprises Inc, American Cab Company
105 Paoli Pike
Zielonka Jason S 1708 East Lancaster Ave
Ziskind Michele J 255 W Lancaster Ave 224
Zw Family Partnership, Etta Winigrad 971 N Valy Rd
Parker Ford Pa 19457
Campitelli Robert PO Box 88
Herb Bonnie J Saylor Mill Rd Apt 200
Macmichael Jeffrey PO Box 279
Parkesburg Pa 19365
Bellino Vincent 46 Boroline Rd
Bender Robert W, Sheila M 292 Walnut Dr
Carbonell Martin M 50 Holstein Dr
Chapman Greg 701 Maple St
Claudio Morales Luis A 30 Highland Ct
Clyde Kellie 415 W First Ave Apt 204
Devine Thomas J 423 3rd Ave
Duffy Bernard A 360 Strasburg Ave Apt 112
Gillespie Lyle E Jr 12 W St
Gittens Julie 200 N Church St Apt P204
Greer Thomas H 112b Main St
Hawk Helen M, John V 507 Main St
Henderson Kyle SR 518 Octorara Trl
Hernandez Wilfredo 217 Main St
Hittinger Jeffrey R 4499 Upper Valy Rd
Kagotho Mike PO Box 164
Lanting Lisa Ann 233 Octorara Rd
Lawrence Erik 521 Lissie Ln
Lisa J Smith Corp PO Box 506
Mcgowan James R 320 W 1st Ave Apt 318
Milley Bruce 608 N Culvert St
Mitchell Adam K 132 Main St
Morris Chad E 2041 Valy Rd
Moultrie Denise 54 Boroline Rd
Nelson Michael E 201 Lenover Hill Rd
Patterson Brian 215 N Limestone Rd
Pine Norman J 431 W 1st Ave PO Box 175
Pointek Angel 3586 Limestone Rd Apt 4
Pyzanowski Evelyn S 320 W 1st Ave Apt 107
Riley Michael 225 Strasburg Ave
Rosenbau Shannon, Brian 529 3rd Ave
Sadsbury Crossing Homeowners Assn 608 N Culvert St
Savino Patricia D, John J 201 Old Racetrack Rd
Schuldheisz Jeff D 502 Washington Ave
Sciarretta Andrew Jonathon JR, Mary 289 Octorara Rd
Shultz Clark A, Susan 704 6th Ave
Smith Scarlett A, Alanna O 135b S Church St
Tagliaferro Evelynn R 810 W 1st Ave
Thomas William H 434 3rd Ave
Thomas William H 435 W 2nd Ave
Thompson James B 320 W 1st Ave Apt 107
Toaltoan Virginia M 54 Boroline Rd
Wiggins Suzanne 811 4th Ave
Willord Dorothy S 200 S Church St
Wilson Gwendolyn E, D A 111 Washington St
Wilson Mary M Lehestnut St
Phoenixville Pa 19460
Acevedo Guadalupe 221 High St
Ackerman George Est, Marjorie 211 Bridge St
Acrodyne Industries 200 Schell Ln
Age Ex Inc 27 Adamson Ct
Aldrich Rachel 87 Nutt Rd
All City Plumbing Svcs Inc 163 Maryhill Rd
Allan Ronnie E 1906 Diane Cir
Amores Ginny 172 Church St
Anirudda Shendge, European Plus 44 Ridge Rd
Arcaini Dominic Est 75 Nut Rd
Ascanio Guido J MD 140 Nutt Rd
Ash Agnes T 530 Bridge St
Aujard Thierry B 400 Bridge St Apt6
Auriemma Kevin 305 Draper Ln
Baglivo Jr Dmd 348 Drummers Ln
Baham Dennis 210 Dylan Ln
Bailey Douglas, Amber 912 W Ridge Gdns Dr
Baily Carol L 157 Roskeen Ct
Baldwin Kyle 1212 Monroe Ave
Ball Rose 15 Goldfinch Cir
Ballard Jay M MR, Albert, Michelle J, Michael
120 Jeffords Ct
Barbaretta Albert C 26 Chapel View Ln Apt 1
Barnett Thomas E PO Box 442
Barney David J 136 Red Fox Ln
Baylis Craig 232 Milligan St
Beaver Michelle, Steven 410 Gray St
Bechtel Donald E 1400 Black Rock Rd
Benyo Joan M 235 City Line Ave
Berg Patricia 216 Buchanan St
Blank Patricia 2505 Dawn Way
Bloomer Deborah 551 Nutt Rd
Blum Sadie 601 Deger Ave Apt D21
Boalton Evelyn 1419 State Rd Lot 19
Bober Mary 106 A Starr St Apt 3
Bodnar Maria 319 Morgan St
Botta Nicole J, Joseph S 118 Magnolia Dr
Bouvier Adam H 311 4th Ave
Boyd Lorene E 326 Wetherill Ln 44
Brenneman Kim 357 Washington Ave
Bricklin Alexandra 1201 Timothy Ln
Busserd Robert N Jr 253 Spring Hollow Rd
Butts Thomas F 5101 Eland Downe
Byrne Building LP 200 Lincoln Ave
Cacek Patricia Diana 536 W High St
Cain William C, Ruth B, David, Debbie 385 Washington Ave
Cappelletti Katherine Y 138 Harvest Ln
Caras Kasey Bond, John Bond 100 Smt Dr
Carney Debra 1205 Hares Hill Rd
Carr Stephen M 570 Brighton Way
Carter Elizabeth K 101 Hidden Hollow Ct
Cartter Curtis J 5 S Spring Ln
Castillo Alejandro, Mario H 27 Eagle Rd
Cathey Mary L 3421 Mount Vernon
Catton Raymond M MD 45 Ridge Rd
Chester Miller Scholarship Fund 457 W High St
Chew Sandy H 634 Parkview Dr
Chico Monique 508 South St
Chiroy Omar 178 Bridge St Apt 3
Chisca Adriana 1205 Garfield Ave
Cirigliano Geraldine 921 Port Providence Rd
Cleaner USA Inc 532 Kimberton Rd
Coffey Kim E, Sidor Sarah E 116 Parkview Dr
Coggins James 19 Walnut St
Cohen Frances E, Arnold B 1757 Forge Mountain Dr
Coll Vanessa, Diane 28 Richard Lee Ln
Colleen Swartz Terrapin Cafe 6 S Main St
Comada Peggy 106 A Starr St Apt 3
Comprehensive Diagnostic Ctr PO Box 30
Corridoni Alex John JR 1307 Dorothy Ave
Cullen John M 114 Oriole Ln
Cullinan Mary Lou J 847 Valy Forge Rd
Curtis Nattie 3920 N 16th
Dallett Elijah 1209 Township Line Rd
Dambrosio Roger M 137 Hight St
Damiani Laurie, Louis 365 Country Ln
Dampman Clarence JR Est 118 Westridge Pl S
Davis Brad W 732 Valy Rd
Daywalt Jennifer 61 N Forge Manor Dr
Debellis Aurelio R 501 Mason St 322
Decker Robert L 330 W Pothouse Rd
Delany Marianne 40 Westhorpe Ln
Delgrippo Kristen 541 Washington Ave 204
Dellaquila Brunetta, Nicola 322 Dayton St
Dellaquila Brunetta 107 W Phoenix Dr
Deranleau Michael 519 Red Coat Ln
Dianese Nancy 802 Westridge Dr A3
DipPolito Mary Grace 107 W Phoenix Dr
Dixon Joan 19 Vincent Rd
Dixon Joseph F 1300 Ellwanger Dr
Do Lanh 41 Goldfinch Cr
Domosh Marcy S 510 Logan Rd
Douglass Melvyn 2422 Jefferson St
Dould Aaron 1007 Winding River Ln
Drake Lawrence White Horse Rd
Drysdale Madeline White Horse Rd
East Coast Shingle Recyclers Inc 98 Ridge Rd
Eaves Doris V, Jack 30 Delancy Crt
Eaves Doris V 602 Pennypacker Ave
Ehland Elizabeth A Jug Hollow Rd
Ehlmer Nathan, Renee 1334 Pughtown Rd
Eickhoff Michelle L 776 Sandra Ln
Elder Eyecare Group 706 Village At Eland Rte 113
Eldridge Peter 4 Emery Ln
Elevated Innovation LLC 1143 Bateman Dr
Elko Delia M, Paul 388 Walnut St
Epps Jennifer, Epps Stephen 523 Nutt Rd
Erff Kathryn 54 N Spring Ln
Estrada Carlos H 709 W Bridge St Apt B14
Evan Kayla 972 Lincoln Rd
Faddis Teresa L 111 Church St Apt 205
Fahmy Wasfy F Rd 2 491c Tinkerhill Rd
Fahy Helen H 115 S Main St
Fajardo Rosalba N 32 Gay St 2nd Fl
Falini Frederick A 1335 State Rd
Fanchalsky Frank 1 Emery Ln
Fang Hsiung Chen Edward 1346 Nathan Hale Dr
Filetti Sharon T 80 Flintlock Ln
Firth Dayna 3902 Eland Downe
Fisher Donald 111 Lexington Dr
Fittipaldi Mary C 5 Sparrow Ct
Flores Gamaliel D 229 Church St
Ford Richard L 635 Schulkill Rd
Ford Russell L 536 Merlin Rd
Fox Joyce E 30 Nutt Rd 52
Freedman Travis PO Box 891
Freigas Kenia 1070 W Bridge St Apt A36
Fritz Henry A 25 Galway Ln
Fulmer David C, Shirley M 232 Nutt Rd
Fury Fc 63 Green Briar Dr
Gappa Louis A, Gappa Mary E PO Box 173
Gappa Joseph J Rapps Dam Rd
Garber Dawn R 123 Penn St
Gaynor Garland Est, Garland Jr 200 Baxter Dr
Gensey Donald 312 Griffen St
Gentile John A 300 Dayton St
Gerstenberger Egon 160 Diamond Rock Rd
Gertenitch John 817 Maple Aveave
Gianchiglia Dorothy S 186 Prospect St
Giannopoulos John 629 Waterfall Way
Gibbons Albert Edward 11 Ridge Rd
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Gibson Glennis 57 Nutt Rd Apt 101
Gleason Richard B, Gleason Joan T 122 3rd Ave
Golden Living Res Tr Fund Emma Weaver 833 S Main St
Golden Living Res Tr Fund Marie Gethin 833 S Main St
Golden Living Tr Fund Frederick Sierzega 833 S Main St
Gomez Fredy S 309 Brawer Ave
Gooden Hillary 5103 Eland Downe
Gottschall Christopher C 133 4th Ave
Grace Minich RR 1
Graham Nicola 415 Valy Park Rd
Granese Stephanie 152 Bridge St House
Grealey Mary J 1936 Kimberton Rd
Greenover William A II 44 Walnut St
Grimaldi Dennis J 106 Picket Post Ln
Grogan Elkanah Hays 341 Kimber Dr
Grout Busters Inc 138 Bridge St
Ha To 9 Dianna Dr
Haar Obrien Julia 1636 Horseshoe Trl
Hagen Barbara J 1720 Knob Ln
Harrington Donald G 55 Sheffield Ct Valy Forge Woods
Hart Paul 740 Lexington Dr
Heilman Mark E 157 1st Ave
Henderson Frank 148 Oakwood Ln
Henry J Taggart 161 Dean St
Hernandez Mirna 1151 Bateman Dr
Herrick Thomas A 1183 Callowhill St
Hilend Andrew Franklin St
Hill Sahra Lynn 243 Morgan St
Hine Willard T 257 Washington Ave 1st Fl
Hinson Janice H 133 Roskeen Ct
Hirsch Daniel B 55 Clivedon Ln
Hitner John 444 Charlestown Rd Apt 4
Holland Danielle L 1218 Natalie Rd
Holman Evan W 361 Morgan St
Houang Unruh Grace W 169 Mowere Rd
Hovelsen Rolf B 40 Vincent Rd
Hrubos Joseph 398 W 7 Stars Rd
Hughes Kathryn V PO Box 631
Human Resource Admin Solutions, Iris Schnipper
35 Benburb Rd
Huster John 54 Ridge Rd
Iannacone Jonathan, Carley 347 Washington Ave
Industrial Vacuum Se 3412 Honey Locust Dr
Industrial Vacuum Se 310 Griffen St
Inspiration To Movement Inc 325 Hall St
Irvine John 17 Fenwyck Cr
Irwin Peggy Jo 306 Montgomery Ave
Jackson Roseann M, Frank M 30 Delancy Ct
Jacobs Calvin E 237 Morris St
Jacobs Steve 300 Kimberton Rd
Johnston Brian C 74 N Whitehorse Rd
Jones Joshua J 749 Westridge Gdns Way
Judbar Group LLC 45 Flintlock Rd
Kantra Trudy 114 Osprey Way
Kasuba Louise T 711 W Bridge St
Keenan Justin P PO Box 73
Ken Snyder Comm 390 Shelbourne Ln
Kent Cherise, Cheryl L 3122 King Ln
Kent Cheryl L 3122 King Ln
Kent Paul J 40 Robarts Dr
Khokhar Hemant S, Eda 2309 Periwinkle Ct
Khoury John 821 Rhinehart Ln
Kidproteq 113 Jeffords Ct
Kiel Kevin 329 Vista Dr
Kimberlymcrowley 533redcoatln
Kimberton Food Services Inc 101 Bridge St
Kimberton Town Square LP 1345 Hares Hill Rd
King Winnie 2009 N 22nd St
Kirk Anna K 19 Marian Rd
Klavetter Dorothy PO Box 1053
Knight Ulysses S 25 Guilford Cir
Kokat Janis R 175 Buckwalter Rd
Kollar Catherine 1320 Melvin Rd
Krishna Jyothsna A 15 714 Westridge Gdns Way
Kromer Matthew T 207 Buchanan St
Kvetan Mary F Est 121 Crestview Rd
Lam Hau L 1513 Cumberland Ct
Lange Helen 804 Rhinehart Ln
Langsten Andre 115 Hudson Dr
Lash Christopher M 1038 Almond Dr
Laskowsky Anthony J, Lori L 6 Amy Ct
Lefchik Matthew 1055 Baly Dr
Lejeune Daniel A 3 Golf Club Dr
Liberatore Emilio B, Melanie 56 Quail Dr S
Lindenmuth Robert T 119 Columbia Ave
Lindsay Michael 588 Taylor St
Lloyd Lewis 21510 Wallace
Lukoil Kwik Farms 500 Kimberton Rd
Lurain Sher L, Devin 1001 Eland Downe
Macelree David L 158 Bridge St
Malonoski Susan M 50 Byrne Dr
Manalo Mendez 151 Prospect St
Marino Bruce 1215 S Rapps Dam Rd
Marino Lorraine N 73 Ashwood Ln
Marosfalvi Julius 5 Emery Ln
Martin Jerome 833 S Main St
Mason Mary 135 S Bank
Mastrangelo Kathleen 311 Franklin Ave
Mauger Judy L 220 Kimbel Dr
Mauger Leonard D 923 W Bridge St
Mayer Margaret 741 Valy Rd
Mazei Thomas 28 W High St
Mazzacco Stacy 243 Bridge St
Mcbride Ada B 389 Washington Ave
Mcdaniels Charles 572 Bridge
Mcdougall Walter J, Thelma V 113 S Main St
Mcgrory Robert, Mcgrory Nancy 1203 Longford Rd
Mcguire Diane A 318 Grover St
Mckay Janet 304 Hickory Grove Rd
Mclellan David 135 1st Ave Apt 2
Mcquiston Joan E 331 Woodmere Way
Medexplus PO Box 429 523 Nutt Rd
Meek Carmen M, Thomas D 109 Mockingbird Cr
Melhem Elias R MD 140 Nutt Rd
Mercer Mary A 409 S Whitehorse Rd
Merk Dorothy E, John C 223 W 7 Stars Rd
Messina John A 207 Valy View Cr
Metz Stephanie L 156 Church St
Mia Rebecca 113 Peter De Haven Dr
Midkiff Christina L 33 Wincrest Dr
Miller Audrey 640 Nutt Rd
Miller Joanna L 41 Aldian Rd
Miller Mildred L RTE 1
Minalga Mildred M 432 Springview Ln
Ming Wan Chen Joanne 1346 Nathan Hale Dr
Mitchell Dale 157 Pennsylvania Ave
Monaghan Janice M, Ryan T 2404 Dawn Way
Montafront Karen 743 Starr St Apt B2
Montgomery Assoc Inc 518 Kimberton Rd 335
Montgomery William V JR 518 Kimberton Rd 335
Mooney Karen 876 E Phillips Dr
Munn Shirley Joy 536 W High St
Myers Amanda 200 Morris St
Myers Jacquelyn 432 Springview Ln
Myers Laurie A 302 Locust Dr
Naab Beatrice C 62 Wincrest Dr
Nalis Barbara 500 Anderson Ave
Neill Clara O 808 W Bridge St
Nelson Donald A, Thelma M 104 Village Way
Newman Thomas 1330 Ellwanger Dr
Ngo Hoa V 1208 Garfield Ave
Nichol Arthur J, Louise D 173 Dreibelbis Rd
Nilsson Jeffrey 800 Kimberton Rd Apt F10
Nobel Sheri A RR 2
Noble William J RR 2
Nolasco Romero Elber Eduardo 356 Church St
Norman Lois M 1238 W Pothouse Rd
Norris James E 321 Vanderslice St
Nouveau S LLC 227 Church St
Novacare 131 Nutt Rd
Oakley Christopher S 117 Windy Hollow Dr
Obrien Denise 1636 Horseshoe Trl
Office Concepts 104 Brian Way
Olaniyi Oluwayemisi Abimbola 430 Westridge Dr
Olm Jason 5 Mill Rd
Olson John W 176 Hillcrest Ave
Orlow Richard D 1345 Hares Hill Rd
Padauk Patricia 302 Griffen St
Paddick Danielle, Ryan 114 Peter Dehaven Dr
Padilla Colleen 25 Garland Ct
Palmero Kathryn, Beverly Healthcare 833 S Main St
Panetta Matthew T 910 W Bridge St
Partlow Joshua S 135 Trotters Dr
Partners In Shared Air Inc 337 Vista Dr
Patil Ganesh M 708 Lexington Dr
Patrick Natasha 814 Westridge Dr
Peduto Diane 1113 Peter Grubb Ln
Pezely Joseph F 130 Oakwood Ln
Philips Adma 1222 Harrison Ave
Phillips Mary Alice 319 2nd Ave
Phoenixville Family Med 824 Main St
Phoenixville Ggns 833 S Main St
Phoenixville Lanes Bowling RTE 23
Pickering Creek Inn 37 Bridge St
Piotrowicz Walter RD 2
Pma Medical Specialists PO Box 525
Porter Glenn 503 Nutt Rd
Potuznik Christopher, Gregory 1111 Bateman Dr
Price Gary 120 Anderson Farm Rd
Pudhiyabaram Aravindh 715 Parkview Dr
Pufko Anna E 711 W Bridge St
Puleo Francis 27 Nutt Rd
Pyle Frederick E Jr 331 Griffen St
Quinn William J, Thomas L 202 Washington St
Railey William R 318 Main St
Ramsey Archie 1625 Stiles
Ratwani Neeta 45 Eagle Rd
Rearraange With Style 1480 Waterford Ln
Reeves Catherine 526 Ringold
Reiff Christine, Gretchen 1002 W Bridge St
Reinert Paul A JR 48 Walnut 1st Floor
Rempuszewski Renee 2105 Dawn Way
Reynolds James F 1026 Collegeville Rd Apt 3
Reynolds Leona 313 Griffen St
Right Jacob 233 Baxter Dr
Rodriguez Luis 640 Nutt Rd Apt A201
Rodriques Amilton 596 Taylor St
Rogers Mary Est 103 Debbie Ln
Romano Andrea L 224 Parkview Dr
Romero Raul S 236 Carroll St
Rosati Kenneth 126 Merlin Rd
Roth William 117 Lewisville Ct
Rowland Dave 22 East High St
Rutecki Lynne M 1410 Wetherill Rd
Safford Barbara, Robert O 1248 Pawlings Rd
Santamaria Thomas J 109 Smt Dr
Saville Blanche, Kenneth R 362 2nd Ave
Scheffey Elizabeth G, Robert E 38 Aldian Rd
Schippnick Patricia M 1477 Riverwood Ln
Schmidt John A 205 Dylan Ln
Schott John G 174 Beacon Dr E
Seibel Shirley A 101 Powderhorn Dr
Seidts James K 742 W 7 Star Rd Apt 297
Serwatka Garry J 267 Kimbel Dr
Shaner Mary A 37 Rosewood Ln
Shoemaker Fred W, Fred 133 Emmett St
Sibert Emanuel 128 E High St
Sidor Marjorie A 136 Jackson St
Simmers Dolores V 1237 Laurel Ln
Singer Artie 510 Logan Rd
Sirekis Martin 157 Main St
Slotoroff Irving J 833 A Main St
Smith Caroline 130 E Seven Stars Rd
Smith Caroline Est PO Box 567
Smith Deborah Elias 135 Trotters Dr
Smith Suzanne 725 Valy Rd
Snyder Esther L 875 Woodlawn Ave
Solomon Ira L 102 Dayton St Apt 1
Sombers Stella M 511 Washington Ave
Spectrum Healthcare, Chris Allerton 234 Bridge St
Spishock Anna 221 Dreibelbis Rd
Steiner Medical Ctr Ste 35 & 36 1220 Valy Forge Rd
Stephen J Vernille Pc 1038 Schuylkill Rd
Stephens Mallory 151 Gay St
Sterner Dale R 108 Pine Dr
Stone Trinity, Marc 87 Goldfinch Cir
Strawhacker Charlotte K, Robert W 12 Rossiter Ave
Struk Irena 309 Main St
Strzelecki Stephanie Min 363 Third Ave
Sturm H Daniel F, Karen 495 Nutt Rd H304
Styer Harry F Gen Del
Taney Andrew J 133 High St
Taney Margaret ResTst Fund 833 South Main St
Tauder Ford 716 Valy Ford Rd
Taylor Tyl H 1129 Bateman Dr
Thomas Ronald L 1047 Hares Hill Rd
Thomson Sandra M 116 Forge Hill Ln
Thornton Mary E 1805 N Judson St
Tobin Tamela S 820 Camp Cir
Tomashunas Susan F 1501 Pawlings Rd
Toms Auto Body & Svc Ctr 44 Rdg Rd
Turner Charles D, Ashley 411 Egypt Rd
Turnstep LLC 1446 Riverwood Ln
Ubiera Antonio 630 Needle St
Unruh Jeffrey R 169 Mowere Rd
Uyyuru Vijay C 1023 Parkview Dr
Vail J 215 Clover Ln
Valley Forge Pizza 1130 Valy Forge Rd
Valley Forge Surgical Assoc 750 S Main St No 300
Vaughan James L 452 Emmett St
Vaughn Jeremy 318 Milligan St
Vencer Technologies LLC 50 N Calder Way
Wade Michael 2503 Overture Dr
Wall Deborah M, Wall Danul W 412 Perkiomen Ave
Walters Cindy S 340 Walnut St
Walters Janet 30 Nutt Rd
Wang Huifang 107 Dennis Ln
Warren Michelle L 125 Lewisville Ct
Wassmer Carolynne F, Walter J, Carolynne F 304 Griffen St
Weidner Kenneth 1419 State Rd Lot 19
Weikel Karen L 776 Sandra Ln
Weinberg Craig, Marc 1624 Ellis Woods Rd
Weiss Christopher M 1457 Riverwood Ln
Werkeiser Jason R 2627 Charlestown Rd
Wilson Kevin J 225 High St Apt C10
Winslow Stained Glass 246 Bridge St
Wuolukka Shaunna 178 Bridge St Apt 2
Yancey Gudsie 234 Cotton
Young Christopher R 1601 Eland Downe
Youngs Medical Equip 2710 Emrick Blvd
Zacarias Natanael N 111 Dayton St
Zapotak Dawn 1100 Peter Grubb Dr
Zibell Robin 1007 Winding River Ln
Pocopson Pa 19366
Clamer Anne W PO Box 72
Pomeroy Pa 19367
Boninu Michael J, Susan 19 Spruce St
Diem Malcolm Q JR, Deborah J PO Box 183 Valy Rd
Mcgiugan Lois PO Box 97
Romero Ronald 15 Middle St
Pottstown Pa 19465
Acker Martin L 1051 Grandview Cir 5
Amato Natalie Anne, Amato Joseph R JR
1244 Laurelwood Rd
Andrews Peter D 1092 S Sanatoga Rd
Aps Store Coventry Mall Coventry Mall Rtes 724 & 100
Auxer Marie I RR 2
Avers Society Coventry Sq 405
Basement Services 911 1445 E Schuylkill Rd
Bechtel Beverly, John Citidel FCU 1448 Ellis Woods Rd
Beideman Amy J 813 Maurer Rd
Benbzenhafer Lauri 1034 E Schuylkill Rd
Bender Harry J Est 908 Malvern Dr
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Bolinger Craig 1590 Chestnut Hill Rd
Bradlees Coventry Mall Store 116 351 W Schuylkill Rd
Bumbarger William Bruce, Susan M 19 Porters Mill Rd
Burston Robert Trevor II 2132 Robin Ln
Callahan June R Est 3360 Coventryville Rd
Chang Janet 1100 Town Sq Rd
Clefisch Greg A 136 Trinley St
Cobb Marvin 600 W Schuylkill Rd 8
Corl Glenn A 714 Ridge Rd
Corum Thomas M 854 E Schuylkill Rd Apt 311
Cressman Calvin Est 95 Lindberg Ave
Cyr Donald 1406 Miller Rd
Dattarajan Meenakshi 850 E Schuylkill Rd Apt 303
Deese Bob 86 N Savannah Dr
Dempsey Thomas 37 Brownstone Dr
Dewees Lynn 57 Schuylkill Ave Ste 2
Diehl Barbara A 1811 Alyssa Ln
Dinnini Fred J III 760 S Keim St
Distefano Isabella, Vincent, Nicolas 2500 Chestnut Hill Rd
Dodds Mary J 301 S Hanover St
Dry Caroline, Paul 511 Old Schuylkill Rd
Duma Mary E 3250 Coventryville Rd
Dwyer Lisa A 1368 Laurelwood Rd
Eggert Walter M, Susan M 840 Cadmus Rd
Ehle Nicole Galligan 1434 Timberline Dr
Farenish Margaret M 1123 Laurelwood Rd
Fernandes Carl 2970 Chestnut Hill Rd
Fisher Andrew F Jr, Andrew M 1056 Channing Ct
Fisher Cindy 614 W Schuykill Rd Apt 352
Fitzcharles Robert P 330 Sanatoga Rd
Galia Joseph H, Mary L 19 Bern Ct
Gallagher Richard L III 1101 Hawk St
Gifford Wendy K 1621 Summer Ln 815
Good Patricia 928 Mt Pleasant Rd
Gourley Sandra M, David 969 Mt Pleasant Rd
Gourley David A 696 Mt Pleasant Rd
Grauagno Michael J 932 Marshall Dr
Grebe George F, John F RR2 Laurel Wood Rd
Gresh Gary 16 Park Way Rd Unit E 22i
Griswold Albert S 960 Ridge Rd
Guy Barbara M, Kevin M 1383 Kutz Dr
Haberle Sandra L, Peter J 1006 Temple Rd
Hamilton Douglas, June A 2471 Hill Camp Rd
Hansely William E 1425 Valy View Rd
Harp Mary Jane 700 Kerlin Ave
Harps Auto Body Shop Inc 462 Kline Ave
Harris Kathryn E, James A 1562 S Keim St
Harvey Timothy 57 Schuylkill Ave Ste 2
Hauseman Eva V 37 E Main St
Hewitt Elizabeth B, Jonathan D 602 W Schuylkill Rd
Apt 206
Higdon Marc 160 S Savanna Dr
Hildebrandt Donna A 1427 S Keim St
Hint Henry F 286 Laurelwood Rd
Howard Mary 1629 E Cedarville Rd
Hudak Michael J, Lynn P 139 Hershey Dr
Hudak Michael J 139 Hershey Dr
Jasulevicz Elise M 2344 New Schuylkill Rd
Johns Anna Louise, John D, Josephine P 301 S Hanover St
Keithley Katrina M, Katrina 1491 Chestnut Hill Rd
Kennon Sean 1951 Ridge Rd
Kimberlin Keith 2921 Chestnut Hill Rd
Koontz Norman, Jill 2022 School Rd
Krumenacker Stephen 2014 Temple Rd
Kurtas Gary J 1894 Deseree Ln
Leimeister Jared P, Mary K 858 E Schuylkill Rd Apt 117
Levengood Mary, Gayle Guss 63 Porters Mill Rd
Lewandowski Nicole 158 N Hanover St
Lloyd Margaret 2701 Coventryville Rd
Ludy Laura 51 E Urner St Apt 101
Luse J 2549 St Peters Rd
Manns Samuel 161 Foxgayte Ln
March Kimberly 462 Kline Ave
Marshman Christine J, Jonathan B 117 Larchwood Ct
Mcglew Judith G 1504 Warwick Furnace Rd
Mcguigan Charles 1804 Summer Ln
Mckeown Stacey 14 Malven Rd
Mckinley Ryan 991 Marshall Dr
Mclean Seghai 69 Sage Dr
Moffett William S Est 168 Buckwalter Rd
Moretti Kathleen 1204 Prizer Rd
Morris Robert 231 E Urner St 164
Moses Joan A 227 Essick Rd
Mummert Colleen 1411 Keller Rd
Ohara Alyce A 871 Catfish Ln
Olympic Motors Inc 918 Summer Ln PO Box 959
Orris Karen, John 1053 Dauphin Ct
Orrs Rosie R H1
Park Jung 361 Kemp Rd
Pennsylvania Medical Prof 730 S Hanover St
Ployd Jeanne 5 Rinehart Rd
Pomodoro Pizza 351 E Schuykill Rd
Ranieri Ronald, Lynn 1485 East Keller Rd
Rasmussen Robert 1425 Kulp Rd
Reese Will 119 Holby Ln
Rhoads Charles N 204 Kemp Rd
Rhoads Charles N 75 Ebelhare Rd
Ritter Floyd E, Jeanette L 1731 Harmonyville Rd
Robert Hugh RR 1
Robert Mcclimon Stucco Inc 701 Mt Pleasant Rd
Schirk Elizabeth 1021 Darby Ct
Schlichter Kristy 355 Sanatoga Rd
Seiple Michael G 700 Kerlin Ave
Shields James 232 E Urner St Apt 166
Shillady Anna M 206 Buckwalter Rd
Slingluff Albert L 1044 Ebelhare Rd
Software Wholesale Intl 293 Victoria Chase
Stephens James G 261 Foxgayte Ln
Stone Edward R 457 Ellis Woods Rd
Strutynski George D 230 Saylors Mill Rd
T Vo The 3884 Potter Dr
Thomcomp Inc Richard L Becker Sr 2901 Coventryville Rd
Tomchick Michael 5 Rinehart Rd
Tucker Meredith 932 Marshall Dr
Updegrove Judith 314 Laurelwood Rd
Vidal Roberto 106 French Creek Rd
Watson Lynne 305 Coventry Pointe Ln
Weber Contracting Inc PO Box 455
Weikel Thomas J 1404 E Meadowbrook Rd
Wengert Robert 51 E Urner St Apt 101
Wessner Nikki 1504 Coventry Pointe Ln
Wessner Nikki M 1416 Laurelwood Rd
Whitney L G 1383 Kutz Dr
Wilkinson Frank T 51 E Urner St Apt 103
William J Todd RR 1
Wilt Patricia A 330 Sanatoga Rd
Yocum Rachael J, Melissa J 13 Halteman Rd
Yonkovitch Paul R 489 Garner Ave
Zvarick Albert G 1115 Dogwood Ct Apt 3
Romansville Pa 19320
Cassidy Kevin 1886 Berue Dr
Sadsburyville Pa 19369
Fabbs Sidney PO Box 5
Howett Ronald, Dora PO Box 606
Myers Lisa G PO Box 261
Sweet Ryan M 917 Old Wilmington Rd
Zimmerman Emory J PO Box 66
Saint Peters Pa 19470
Friends Of St Peters 3420 St Peters Rd
Us Hot Air Balloon Team PO Box 490
Southeastern Pa 19398
Bell David 725 Beversuede Tr
Certainteed Products PO Box 6100
First Reliance Standard Life Ins C PO Box 3123
Genex Services Inc PO Box 1006
Marlborough V C 1081 Wawaset Rd
Mitchell Paul W PO Box 1118
Modular Corp The PO Box 1022
Netzsch Inc PO Box 6047
Reliance Standard PO Box 3124
Southeastern Pa 19399
American Board Of Surgery PO Box 513
American Re Cat Care PO Box 1857
Charleston Lisa PO Box 602
Cushwa Stewart, Keane PO Box 1348
Garrett Shannon M PO Box 570
Grand Slam Tennis Camp PO Box 1981
Hankins Esther W, Keane PO Box 1348
Hook Earl M, Keane PO Box 1508
Kingstree Group Inc PO Box 2217
Lehigh County, Chc Inc Workers Comp Tst PO Box 346
Marketingcard PO Box 891
Masterson Development LLC PO Box 891
Mayer David L PO Box 1871 Apt 1605
Mcshane David L PO Box 1833
Nova Records LLC PO Box 1628
Pain Surgical Center PO Box 6800
Pinoy Pinay Foods Inc, Keane PO Box 1348
Skaskevich Patricia M PO Box 2392
Somerset Advisors LLC PO Box 65
St Ignatious PO Box 346
Thompson J E, A C Spring Mill Partners PO Box 887
Truck Fleet Svcs PO Box 1895
Xenon Discovery Ltd PO Box 1396
Spring City Pa 19475
3 D Collision Centers 710 S Main St
Albert James 113 Meredith Dr
Amanullah Carolyne R 34 Percheron Dr
American Machine & Tool 400 Spring St
Arnold Dorothy 117 Bridge St
Arnold Dorothy Est 117 Bridge St
Bailey Sean 256 Yost Ave
Bean Joseph, Isac 895 Schuylkill Rd
Bean Gary L 248 S And K St
Bean Joseph M 728 Pikeland Ave
Beluch Harry 1 Veterans Dr
Bishop Family Trust, Joseph Bishop 85 E Bridge St
Blake David P 3571 Schuykill Rd Squidink
Bonomo Mary E, David 107 Riverside Dr
Bortner Barbara V 320 South Main St
Brown Linda E 723 Saylors Mill Rd
Bryson John P 1 Veterans Dr
Burdick Marian 865 Buttonwood Ave
Capper Dawn 260 W Bridge St
Carbajal Edgardo 338 Brd St
Carroll Michael 266 Stony Run Rd
Caruso Helen M Est, Deborah Petaccio 226 Yost Ave Apt 1
Community Assoc Of PO Box277
Coventry League 207 Belgian Dr
Crouthamel Stephen 111 Armory Dr
Cuff Rita 119 Chestnut St Fl 2
Darlington Restoration 2885 Flowing Spgs Rd
Delano Doris 117 Bridge St
Delano Doris Est 117 Bridge St
Evelyn Cooper 151 Walnut St
Everingham Steven 26 S Main St Apt2
Fatal G 10 N Church St
Field Hockey Coaching & Training 562 Ridge Rd
Fox Jocelyn M 237 Chestnut St Fl 2
G & H Raser Co, Tri−County Plasterers 510 Ridge Rd
Gajewski Sharman A 523 N Cedar St 2
Garafolo Marc J 3158 Schuylkill Rd 57 Main St
Gerasimowicz Mayerson 3540 Schuylkill Rd
Gillman Joshua 521 Pughtown Rd
Gossger Daniel W 49 Baptist Church Rd
Grace J Munshower 237 Chestnut St
Green Wendy 1629 Sawmill Rd
Guest Dale 102 Keen Rd
Hall Thomas 4 Maplewood Dr
Hannevig Sven R 339 Saylors Mill Rd
Hedgepeth Yolunida M 119 Chestnut St Apt 2
Hillegrass Robert 83 7 Stars Rd
Holak Stephen M 26 Hastings Ln
Ide Thomas N 80 Central Ave
Jessica S Cleaning Service 69 Bethel Church Rd
John Richard M 244 Creamery Rd
Jones Howard 255 S Main St
Jones Motor Co Inc PO Box 137
Jones Motor Group 900 W Bridge St
Julian David W 3206 Schuylkill Rd
Kearns Anastasia, Harold J 220 Bridge St
Kenney Timothy W, Carolyne 34 Percheron Dr
Keogh Paul PO Box 156
Kisiel Gloria, James 72 Kathryn Ln
Laver Ronald B SR, Mildred J 545 Park Rd
Loshniowsky Anthony Camp Taggart Rd RR 1
Lutz Jennifer A, Ivan B 426 Queen St
Major George Est, Patricia Hine 155 S Wall St
Mcconnell Robert 1499 Schuylkill Rd
Mcginley Cheryl L 355 Brook Dr
Mckissic Janet M 539 Vincent St
Medovich Anthony 16 N Slope Ln
Miller Dorothy 117 N Main St
Miller Sharon L 72 Paddock Cir
Mills Brian V Est 245 S Cedar St Apt H230
Minch Grace RR 7
Montgomery W Howard 451 Kolb Rd
Munsing Pc Tr 3540 Schuylkill Rd
Murray Ranelle 86 Kathryn Ln
Nagy Kenneth R 1 Veterans Dr 6
Nestlerode Brock 755 Bridge St
Nestlerode Elizabeth 755 Bridge St
Osborne Anita S 11 White Horse Ln
Ostrom K 833 Aspen Ave
Pezzotti Robert 76 Paddock Cir
Pildis Joann 226 Chestnut St
Pineiro Tiffany A 206 N Haverfield Dr
Reiss Sarah C R 1
Resseguie Manley J 1 Veterans Dr
Romano Michael J Jr 1 Veterans Dr
Saguitz Gary 310 S Main St
Savitz Catherine A 320 South Main St
Schantz Mark J 504 S Main St
Schock Gordon 517 New St Apt 2
Schrack Wilfred, Doris 1909 Old Schuylkill Rd
Schwarz Adam E 420 Penn St
Se Enterprises Inc 14 Williams Way
Seidts James K 120 N Penn St Apt C10
Sheppard Michele, Todd R 522 New St
Smith Fatimah K 907 Park Spgs Blvd
Spring Ford Auto Body & Svc 110 N Church St
Srjs Royalty Trust 106 Croton Ct
Stokes Alicia 803 Parkspring Blvd
Stringer Alfred Est, Alfred T Sevc 1 Veterans Dr 416 B W
Taylor Janet L 451 Kolb Rd
Thompson Donna 841 Buttonwood Ave
Tran Derrick 51 E Bridge St
Tri County Plasterers Inc 510 Ridge Rd
Tryth Clarence H 121 N Main St
Vivian Quay 250 Brd St
Weikel Lawrence 180 Chestnut St
Wheeler Shaneka 1109 Park Spgs Blvd
Young Patrick 75 N Main St
Zhou Chen 207 N Haverfield Dr
Zielinski Joseph 848 Aspen Ave
Thorndale Pa 19372
Agape Industries, Elliott 3531 E Lincoln Hwy
Banet Theodore, Alice 200 Thornridge Dr
Cachia Walter 20 Bluff Rd
Chudick Robert 22 Green Briar Rd
Darlington Charles 9 Bluff Rd
Dowling James 9 Green Hill Way
Dream Team 3500 E Lincoln Hwy
Fahey Winifred B 34 Horseshoe Dr
Fernando Denise S 110 Overleas Sr
Garber Bette S Est PO Box 72249
Garson Gary PO Box 304
Gill Bernard, Ruth A 92 Embreeville Rd
Gill Ruth A Est, Ruth A 3525 Hazelwood Ave
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Gruntz Lynn W PO Box 72289
Guest Marcus 92 Embreville Rd
Guyer Klein Chevrolet 1 Bluff Rd
Hu Jia PO Box 72436
Hughes Connie 16 Mill Creek Ct
Jias Hu Wit Crafts PO Box 72436
Johnson Lee S Box 604
Key Carrie A 3026 Raye Rd
Kuchli Hagar 50 Horseshoe Dr
Lampe Nicolle 6 Golfers Way S
Laspina Joseph L 3490 Lincoln Hwy
Mcbrearty William J 405 Gdn View Dr
Miller John P III 3306 Sylvan Dr
Miller William Jr 3502 East Lincoln Hwy
Newton Michael G 20 Thorndale Pl
Nixon Margaret PO Box 72142
Ott Elizabeth W PO Box 632
Patel Pramathesh S 33 Skyview Ln 89
Patell Daniel 14 Thorndale Pl
Penske Auto Ctr 9539, Store Manager 3205 Lincoln Hwy
Pollard Karen 136 Overleaf Dr
Schneider Joseph A 3 Betsy Ln
Scrapping Getaways PO Box 72327
Szabo Michelle M 128 Overleaf Dr
Wagner Stephen 5 N Golters Way
Washington Brian 16 Lisa Dr
Toughkenamon Pa 19374
Cervantes Ma L PO Box 133
Diprospero Joseph M 125 Chambers Rd Apt 1
Gordivano Dorothy 155 Ctr St
Juanita Rosairo 118 Willow St
Lopez Roberto PO Box 268
Nunn Norman S Box 235
Paisley Thomas Church St
Produce Safety Solutions Inc 1120 Newwark Ave
Rodriguez Herrera Martina PO Box 251 184 Willow St
Apt 64
Stout Helen R 155 Ctr St
Vandergrift Sara E RTE 1
Vergara Santiago G 1611 Baltimore Pike
Ward William PO Box 305
Wyatts Automotive, Jackie Wyatt PO Box 128
Wyatts Lawn Snow P 178 Chambers Rd
Unionville Pa 19375
Allred Jean A 472 E South St PO Box 482
Benyo Kevin Edward PO Box 852
Brothers Mushroom Farm PO Box 955
Davis Jared 1565 W Doe Run Rd
Flax Brenda A PO Box 245
Gearhart Griffin S PO Box 246
Jordan P O Box 687
Martin Patricia K 21 Buffington St
Miller Edmund G PO Box 472
Miller Henry B Box 245 Main St
Ocean City Lures Inc P O Box 66
Petty J PO Box 134
Provost Kirsten PO Box 978
Silberman Eli 1212 Scott Rd
Uwchland Pa 19480
Frame Carroll W Rt 100
Innovative Online Investments LLC PO Box 337
Machikas Constantine G PO Box 551
National Assoc Of Asian PO Box 354
Quaker State Med Svc Co PO Box 307
Reese J H PO Box 602
Valley Forge Pa 19481
Green Debora L 15b Jug Hollow Rd
Asten Erika V 101 Forge Mountain Dr PO Box 472
Asten Erika V 1678 N Forge Mountain Dr Box 472
Doughty Frederic C PO Box 157
Ifg Ins Svcs 1220 Valy Forge Rd 42
Lambert Robert M PO Box 444
Masters Richard O 100 Ferry Ln PO Box 24
Mcguigan Mary Joyce PO Box 193 PO Box 1170
Meaning Of Life Cente, National Christian Conf C 1485
Valy Forge Rd
Mullany Mark J, Jane 360 Country Ln
Powell Arthur L, Lea 1742 Hamilton Dr
Powell Michael J, John R 1751 Rock Hill Ln
Swenda George J PO Box 84
Wade Rafaela R, Wade M PO Box 503
Wade Family Trust 12 15 1993, Rafaela R Wade PO Box 503
Valley Forge Pa 19482
Ag Administrators P O Box 979
Airgas Inc PO Box 1101
Amerigas PO Box 802
Amerigas Eagle Propane, Amerigas Propane PO Box 965
Anderson Vftc PO Box 2900
Barancik Maurice MD IRA, The Vanguard Group
P O Box 2600
Blue Streak PO Box 993
Bottjer Fredrick IRA DTD 05 13 96 Ar A058582a
PO Box 1170
Burgos Justin W Box 1101
Carp Philadelphia Braun, Ins & Ret Adm Inc
PO Box 740 Davis Rd
Covenant Life Ins Co, Policy Service PO Box 1717 St
Currey Margaret PO Box 2600
Dairy Industry Union Pens For Phila, MR Lee Scarpone
PO Box 740
David E Gehris Charitable Tr 4 29 04 1220 Valy Forge Rd
Ste 3
Deyman Jeanne R PO Box 2600
Dtd Douglas R, The Vanguard Group PO Box 2600
Enquist Marvin L PO Box 1717 St Attn POlicy Service
Fehrenbach Edward J PO Box 2600
Fetter Renee PO Box 1110
Frangiosa Lawrence M 1220 Valy Forge Rd Ste 3
Gordon Alexander C, Peter J 901 S Trooper Rd
Gordon Peter J 901 S Trooper Rd
Gue Donah L O Box 1101
Hansen Brett Vanguard PO Box 2600
Hill Stephanie A, Vanguard Group PO Box 2600
Hobbs Benjamin J PO Box 1101
Hoffower Krista, Ira PO Box 1101
Hylan Cherlyn Lea PO Box 1110
Index Fund Vanguard Total Stock Box 2600 Vm A−28
Julien Nicole, Ira PO Box 1101
Keystone Northeast Bus As 1288 Valy Forge Rd
Kingston M PO Box 1101
Lincoln LTD Box 19482
Meyer William D Vanguard Group PO Box 2600
Norton Co John J Sweeney Vp Treas, Saint−Gobian
Abrasives Inc 750 East Swedesford R
Pioneer Of Philadelphia Ltd, First American Title Ins
PO Box 903
Propane Amerigas PO Box 965
Putnam Invest G I & V 401k Vanguard Group P O Box 2900
Pvf Assoc Inc 1288 Valy Forge Rd Bldg 66 987
Quaker Securities Inc 1288 Valy Forge Rd
Quinn R PO Box 1101
Rodriguez Estela, Ira PO Box 2900
Scanning Images LLC PO Box 987 Pmb 15
Shoosmith Melissa A PO Box 662
Turner John A PO Box 1101
Vang Mai, Vanguard Group Ar A800a PO Box 1101
Vang Thao PO Box 2900
Veramark Amerigas 9744 1565 Jefferson Rd
Vftc Box 1101
Vines Betty L Ira Vanguard Group Ira Dept PO Box 2600
Walsh Charles PO Box 2600
Zalles Wendy PO Box 987
Valley Forge Pa 19494
Fornance Physician Services PO Box 991
Lee Dong S 717 E High St
Nuree Lee 717 E High St
Valley Forge Pa 19496
Clemens Dan J Ira Box 876
Wagontown Pa 19376
Fullam Maryann, Tom Clair Pyle
Hall James PO Box 335
Harding Theresa PO Box 214
Leslie Herbert R PO Box 182
Mccook Michael 452 W Kings Hwy Apt 1 PO Box 346
Myers Sara Elizabeth, Maryellen H Box 134 Kings Hwy
Smith Donald G PO Box 114
West Chester Pa 19380
1st National Bank Of Chester Co 9 High St
3d Collision 300 W Boot Rd
Abarca Laura A 403 Lynetree Dr
Access Grorp Inc, Amy Fitzpatrick 10 N High St Ste 400
Adair Edna 324 Box Elder Dr
Adamson Kathyrn 714 Timber Ln
Ager Lajean F Box 2406
Alden Cutshall & Freda Cutshall Trust 12 06 90 100 W
Virginia Ave
Alfred J Fry III Inc 1107 Saunders Ct Ste B
Allegiance Mktg Resources 1155 Phoenixville Pike Ste 103
Allen Christian 204 Brecknock Terr East
Alloway Thomas, Jean 1615 E Boot Rd
Amkor Electronics Inc 1345 Enterprise Dr
Animals Diabetes Care LLC PO Box 2049
Animas Diabetes Care LLC 200 Lawrence Dr
Antonuccio Danielle 1400 Granby Way
Aps Wireless 900 Airport Rd Ste 3
Archambault Darius 217 Brecknock Ter
Averona Katie 1524 Windermere Rd Apt 302
Aviom Inc 1157 Phoenixville Pike Ste 2
Bacon Catherine, Joe 919 Connor Rd
Badrinath Aparna H 300 E Marshall St Apt 221
Baer Elena, John 598 W Boot Rd
Baggs James 419 Sunset Hollow Rd
Bagnell Catherine 35 Michael Ln
Bailer Elizabeth Est 1534 Anne Dr
Bair Erna L 238 Elmwood Ave
Bajorek Justine S 101 North Five Points Rd Apt D11
Baker Bryan M 21 W Washington St Apt 309
Baldwin Richard J 530 N Walnut St
Ballard Rose M 606 Thorncroft Dr
Banion Mark L 115 CrossPOinte Dr
Barajas Maximino 16 W Gay St
Barclay Friends 700 N Franklin St
Barr Janet M 945 Bay Lowell Dr
Barr Vance D, Anna J 374 Devon Way
Barry Caroline, Leon F 328 Richmond Rd
Bartman Matthew 814 Thicket Ct
Bates Thomas J 1336 Phoenixville Pike
Bc Sports Inc 1345 Enterprise Dr Ste 300
Beall Adam B 1313 Sherwood Dr
Beatty Richard H, Bonnie F 481 Scott Dr
Bell Landscape Svcs Inc 1100 Carolina Ave
Beltrante Jeffrey W 3 Rose Ln
Benguigui Mordejai 1308 Morstein Rd
Berardi Benjamin M 310 W Marshall St
Berkowitz Gideon 208 New Kent Dr
Berry Matthew 488 Lynetree Dr
Biazzo Dominique 523 N Maryland Ave
Bielski Christopher 105 Furr Ave
Billig Richard 331 Galway Dr
Bishop Harold E Est 1361 E Boot Rd Apt 259
Bitner Bruce E 934 N Chester Rd
Bittle Mary L 135 E Gay
Black Norma 260 Walnut Spgs Ct
Blakinger Jean M 1436 Cooper Cir
Bloom Edward 138 W Gay St
Bloom Mary E 412 Misak Dr
BOC 1157 Phoenixville Pike
Boddie Alma 222 N Church St 13
Boggs Charlique 100 N New St
Bogle Hugh A 439 Soouth Bolmar St
Bonargo Ins Assoc Inc 1595 Paoli Pike Ste
Bongale Anand S 101 N 5 Points Rd Apt B5
Bonnett Paul D 322 Cloud Place
Bootwala Zoher 344 Galway Dr
Boswell Carroll 434 Gateswood Dr
Bow Tree Civic Assn 1634 Herron Ln
Bowen Orthneal Danley 700 E Marshall St
Bowers Charles E 1118 Nobb Hill Dr
Bowers Patricia 891 Bobolink Ln
Boxman Bob, Gary Dawson 1506 Windermere Rd Apt 101
Boyd Penelope A 1518 Windermere Rd Apt 205
Boyle Laura 147 W Gay St
Bradford Alicia M 1554 Paoli Pike
Bradley Andrew J 1713 Hibberd Ln
Brady Audreyann E 116 Aston Way
Bramble Emma E 700 N Franklin St
Brecht Elizabeth 250 Monmouth Tr
Broad Street Chiropractic 328 Richmond Rd
Brophy Justin 239 Cohasset Ln
Brown Adrienne 615 W Chestnut St
Brown Nelson 964 Kennett Way
Brown Ruth A 8 Greenhill Rd
Brunetto Salvatore A 1126 Carolina Ave
Bruno Nicholas A, Mark A 520 N Maryland Ave
Bruno Tabatha, Mark 520 N Marlyn Ave
Bruno Mark A 520 N Maryland Ave
Buchanan James 653 Metro Ct
Burgess Alice J 302 E Marshall St Apt 533
Burke Christopher, Gretchen 433 Gateswood Dr
Burton Neil Assoc 1060 Andrew Dr Ste 170
Butler Richard, Helen 661 Union Ct
Byerly James 614 Coach Hill Ct
Cabassa Robert L RR 2 Box 200
Cabrelli Jim 441 Cardigan Terr Mei
Cahn Murl 386 Eaton Way
Caldwell Kathleen Lydia, Harry H 500 Taylors Mill Rd
Cammarato John L 788 North Creek Rd
Campbell Margaret T 206 Oxford Rd Drexeline Apts Bldg 2
Canarca Intl Inc 300 W Washington St
Carberry Joseph A 1630 Christine Ln
Cariola Joseph R 931 Monte Vista Dr
Carrow Mark 1423 Ardleigh Cir
Carson Bonnie D 1215 Princeton Ln
Carson Eric PO Box 2175
Casey Patricia A 604 Cork Cir
Caslin Thomas 1229 Hamilton Dr
Cassel Alma N 1719 Yardley Dr
Cemetery Trust, Mary H Miller 1304 Robynwood Ln
Cenero 1140 Mcdermott Dr Ste 105
Cephalon Inc Attn Corp Benefits 145 Brandywine Pkwy
Chadwick Chris 615 Owen Rd
Chin Vincent 246 Silverbell Ct
Chodapaneedi Venkateswararao 924 Garlington Cir
Christopher Sean JR PO Box 1742
Civitella Giuseppe 907 Gates Dr
Clark Rita G 1520 Tanglewood Dr
Clarkson Rita C 1355 Autumn Way
Clemente Raymond J 124 Longford Rd
Clinton Janet, Mary J 245 Cohasset Ln
Cody Jacqueli 718 N Walnut St
Coles Jenette M 101 N 5 Points Rd Apt B4
Coles Scott D 268 Cardigan Tr
Consistent Comp Barg 1487 Dunwoody Dr Ste 350
Constantine Leonard, Ruth L 865 Jefferson Way
Constantne Richard T, Jennifer 546 Georgia Ln
Cook Raymond S 139 Mountain View Dr
Cosby Courtney 812 Goshen Rd
Cosby William RD 2
Cosgrove Alexis 304 E Marshall St Apt 819
Cox Megan T, D C 201 Netherfield Ln
Creative Coach Works 1024 Saunders Ln
Crerand Canice 184 Fringe Tree Dr
Crossley Valerie 203 New Kent Dr
Crow Robert V 1238 Spring Valy Ln
Cucinotti Steven 1144 Cotswold Ln
Culliney Mychal 1103 Brinton Place Rd Apt 39
Cunnane Marie T 1447 Grand Oak Ln
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Cunningham Robert 1101 Marshallton−Thorndale Rd
Curry Philip Jr, Stacey B, Philip 863 Frank Rd
Curtin Sean 805 Harmony Hill Rd
Cutshall Alden, Cutshall Freda 100 W Virginia Ave
Daly Christine M 176 Longford Rd
Dampman Raymond 1114 Carolina Ave
Dang Angel Trinh 26 Sheffield Ln
Daniels Andrea L 434 Cardigan Terr E
Data Protection Inc 401k Plan, Hal Real Trustee
PO Box 1966
Davis Aaron 1512 Windemere Rd
Davis Jessica 1584 Sundance Dr
Davis Jonathan 396 Anglesey Tr
Daylor Mary E 110 W Marshall St
Debalio Annette M 253 E Chestnut St
Debaptiste Hallman Webster D 600 Walden Dr
Debolt Douglas B 1312 Hillcrest Rd
Delcollo Michael J, Pauline M 1519 Ulster Way
Denbigh Jeff 127 Cloverly Ln
Denneny James F 1201 E Strasburg Rd
Dentistry Chester C PO Box 2347
Dershimer Vincey The Hickman 400 N Walnut St
Devlin Troy E 2 Glamorgan Tr
Dewees Dorothy M Friends Boarding Home
700 N Franklin St
Dibella Douglas 854 Brandywine Rd
Dicamillo Brandon 1607 Highland Ave
Dicenso Helen 108 Bent Tree Dr
Dienna F Est 726 Sugars Bridge Rd
Dillon Joseph F 577 Lancaster St
Dionicio Rafael M 340 W Washington
Dittbrenner Kimberle Lynn 210 Smallwood Ct
Dominguez Gutie Maria 230 W Washington St
Douglas Lisa P 830 Derby Dr
Doyle Kevin M 624 Thorncroft Dr
Dreisbaugh David A 437 Hartford Sq
Ds Property Maintenance 295 Colwyn Ter
Duffy Charles P 846 Durant Ct
Dunn Jonathon W PO Box 2167
Dunn Ryan 270 Torrey Pine Ct
Earley John 1345 Enterprise Dr
Earley John F A, James J Kim, Amkor Elect
1345 Enterprise Dr
Easrylstage Products LLC Dba Kidzart 151 Pendula Ct
East Goshen Pharmacy Inc 400 New Kent Dr
Ecenroad Faith S 905a Connor Rd
Eckert Donald Bldg 3b 148 Treetops Ln
Ecor Solutions 1075 Andrew Dr
Egan Wendy A 812 Goshen Rd Apt F7
Ehrlich Kathleen E 648 Metro Ct
Eldredge Christopher M 1506 Shadyside Rd
Elis Paul J II, E Tech Solutions 1487 Dunwoody Dr Ste 100
Elshazi Hosam 1302 Boot Rd
Emma Teresa 1398 Springton Ln
Eno Sheila A, Thomas G, Edgemont Auto Body
521 Sunset Ln
Esbenshade Helen J 200 N High St Ste 300
Everhart M G 1349 Mark Dr
Evodia Flores 1235 E Strasburg Rd
Exodus Enterprise Sys 333 North Franklin St
Fagan Mary K 1615 E Boot Rd Apt B321
Farley Lanore F 902 Paoli Pike
Fay Elysia, David 244 Corwen Tr
Feinberg Allen R 1306 Mary Jane Ln
Fields Alonza 713 Southern Dr
Financial Security Consultants 1380 Enterprise Dr
Finnaren & Haley 1595 Paoli Pike St Ste 200
Finnegan Lisa F 118 Cross Point Dr
Fischer Grace A 436 Beaumont Cir
Fitzpatrick Francis J 1150 Newbury Ln Hershey S Mill
Fitzpatrick Nelson Rose 1439 Grand Oak Ln
Five Point Medical Ltd 19 Turner Ln Embassy Ct
Five Points Group Dev Co LLC 814 Paoli Pike
Five Points Insurance Inc 814 Paoli Pike
Flores Vargas Arturo PO Box 2606
Fluharty Uerna M 741 S Walnut St
Flynn Beatrice M 1148 S Ashbrooke Dr
Flynn Patricia A 1049 Hershey Mill Rd
Fooks Richard 70 Harrison Rd East
Ford Inez 713 Southern Dr
Forman Joseph A Sr 920 Lincoln Ave
Forseman Robert R 1329 Phoenixville Pike
Fosco Natalie 1440 Grand Oak Ln
Fowler Edward 812 Goshen Rd #D33
Frame Daniel L, John W PO Box 1695
Frame Bill 987 North New St
Frames Motor Freight Inc 1200 Wrights Ln
Franchetti Donna R 210 Pheasant Run Rd
Franz Sondra L 204 Chandler Dr
Fred Spencer Asecurity Svc 1019 Mutsu Ln
Fresh Fire Ministries Inc 790 Reading Ct
Friends Hall 424 Matlack St
Frye Charles D 107 Bent Tree Dr
Furt Alliance Inc 905 Fernhill Rd
Gallagher Amy L 230 Cedar Ridge Rd
Gallagher Annmarie 1224 Longford Rd
Gallagher Beatrice 1148 S Ashbrooke Dr
Gallagher Kathleen Est 1224 Longford Rd
Gallimore Lewis 318 N New St 2nd
Garber Charles A Steeplechase 60 Harrison Rd East
Garcia Arizpe Daniel 1521 Scarborough Ct Apt 102
Garrison Ray E 1615 E Boot Rd
Gates Danny R 881 Frank Rd
Gates Leonard Est 615 Howard Rd
Gehring George A Hershey S Mill 715 Inverness Vlg
George Dorothy N 304 E Marshal St Apt 832
Gettis Richard 1480 Grove Ave
Gill Harry W JR UWO Mary H Miller 1304 Robynwood Ln
Giunta Frank J JR 511 Locust Ln N
Giuntas Market 700 Downington Pike
Glaeser Bridget A 812 Goshen Rd Apt E25
Glanville Charles 250 Monmouth Tr
Gobber Children Est, Louis L 1020 Appleville Rd
Goldman Robert J 915 Old Fern Hill Rd Bldg B
Gomez Andrew C 797 Three Fox Ln
Gonda William A 1655 S Glenside Rd
Good Fellowship 600 Montgomery Ave
Good John RR 2
Goode Jane E 1238 Spring Valy Ln
Grabelle Melina D 152 Birchwood Dr
Graham David S 1315 Burke Rd Apt 5
Gray George B Est Of 1528 Mcdaniel Dr
Gray Lillian RR 1
Gray Sidney B 1528 Mcdaniel Dr
Green John O 857 Lincoln Ave
Greene Brendan E 1276 Telegraph Rd
Greene Zoe V 1109 Carolina Ave
Greenleaf Albert P 1161 King Rd
Greenleaf Elsie H, Judy Stark Contingent 1161 King Rd
Greiser Helene G, Kelly 483 Michele Dr
Griffith James B 1106 Lincoln Dr
Grivner Catherine 1223 Hawthorne Ln
Gross Harold B N Church St Barclay Home
Gu Xiaojin 1150 S Ashbrooke Dr
Haas Group Intl 1475 Phoenixville Pike Ste 101
Hagendorf Loretta 939 Baylowell Dr
Haggerty Dennis E SR, Eileen M 1104 Rexton Dr
Hain Celestial Group 700 Old Fernhill Rd Frozen F
Haller Stanley T JR 1361 E Boot Rd Apt 112
Hallman Webb PO Bx 1281
Halm Roger W 1509 Manchester Ct Apt 101
Hamilton Virginia 280 Torrey Pine Ct
Hanes Michael 405 Chrislena Ln
Hankey Robert E 225 Birchwood Dr
Harrison Gregory, Clara 300 E Marshall Apt 104
Hauck Charles P 1529 Knollwood Dr
Hawkins Ralph 422 Caswallen Dr
Hay Denise 207 Whispering Pine Dr
Hayes Wesley A 439 Hightop Rd
Hayne Hamilton RD 1
Hayne Louise C 591 Taylors Mill Rd
He Jing 1504 Cardiff Tr
Healey Monica A 1329 Phoenixville Pike
Helmich Robert K 465 Cassatt Ct
Helms Janet 337 Mackenzie Dr
Henderson Blackheart Rugby Club 58 Harrison Rd E
Henneke Emily J 541 W Boot Rd
Henson Stephanie P 303 Hampton Ct
Hernandez Victor 311 Hannum Ave
Herr Victoria 709 Goshen Rd
Hesler Benjamin 204 Kirkland Ave
Heyburn R E 545 Grdhg College Rd RD 4
Hickey Stephen 1303 Copeland School Rd
Hickman The 400 N Walnut St
Hill Helene A 1211 Derry Ln
Hill William T JR 309 Hannum Ave
Hitt Russell T 555 Franklin Way
Hockenberry Cherylann G, Carole 332 Holly Rd
Hodges James J 750 E Marshall St Apt 605
Hoegstedt Johan L Amber Todd 926 Kenmara Dr
Hoff Homer K Jr, Una M 1615 E Boot Rd Apt B333
Hoff Una M 1615 E Boot Rd Apt B333
Holland Gary 506 N Franklin St
Hook Brian 227 Corwen Tr
Hoopes Naomi M 1615 E Boot Rd Apt L326
Hopson Carol 1736 Yardley Dr
Horth Charles B JR, Alice W 33 W Marshall St
Hovington Lyle Apt 203 420 N Everhart Ave
Hronis Konstantina E 1109 Carolina Ave
Hunt Robert D 312 Joy Ln
Hurley Harry J 13292 Springton Ln
Hurley Harry J 1392 Springton Ln
Huston Dennis J, Kathy A 547 Powell Ln
Ingenito Frances 2 Waterview Rd Apt D 11
Irizarry John 327 N High St
Izzo Rose Est 1536 Ulster Way
Jackson Justin 302 E Marshall St Apt 521
James & Agnes Kim Foundation Inc, Amk Or Electr
1345 Enterpise Dr
James Marie C 324 W Biddle St Apt A 3
Jensen Burton 1733 Hibberd Ln
John T Kim Trust UA 12 31 87, James J Kim, Amkor
Electron 1345 Enterprise Dr
Johnson Arceano 110 N Darlington St
Johnson Morgan 300 W Boot Rd
Johnston Miriam 368 Devon Way
Jolly John 1461 Grove Ave
Jones K 168 Cedar Ridge Rd
Jones Lindy A 912 Baylowell Dr
Jones Panorama Prop LLC, Comcast Data Ctr
1306 Goshen Pkwy
Jones Paris 532 W Marshall St
Jones Raymond 9 N Walnut St
Jordan Jeffrey Gregg 1130 Grove Rd
Joyce Cathy 122 Kent Ct
Joyce Cynthia L 914 Kirby Dr
K G Builders Inc 1386 E Boot Rd
Kalavacharla Venugopa 220 Birchwood Dr
Katzman Jennifer, Irene 294 Cotswold Ln
Kearney Stacey 228 Retford Ln
Keeler Virgina 1450 Boot Rd
Keleta Marian, Berhe 320 W Biddle St
Keller William C 102 Pennsylvania Ave
Kelly Timothy P 902 Baylowell Dr
Kelnock Linda J 509 W Marshall St
Kelton Franklin C JR 401 N Franklin St
Kempski Helen M 1615 E Boot Rd Apt B301
Kennedy Claire 1325 Green Hill Ave
Key Stone State Ins Co 105 E Eavans St B2
Kidder Phyllis A 115 CrossPointe Dr
Kim Agnes C, Amkor Electronics Inc 1345 Enterprise Dr
Klein Richard B 121 Turnhill Ct
Kliefoth Tami 1503 W Woodbank Way
Knies Julia 848 Downingtown Pike
Knight Essie C 932 Lincoln Ave
Kochanowsky Mark P 700 Autumn View Dr
Kokron Kathleen J 157 Essex Ct
Kolea Philip J 300 Lawrence Dr Ste D
Konopka Margaret J 926 Monte Vista Dr
Kopitsky Karen 1530 Mcdaniel Dr
Kostadinov Kalin H 797 Tree Ln
Kratzer Lauren F 111 N High St Apt 5e
Krempasky Margaret 577 Lancaster St
Lako Andrew 36 W Harrison Rd
Lamb James F JR 16 W Gay St
Lampkins Benjamin F 230 N Darlington St
Lang Andrew K 1426 Springton Ln
Lange John H, Mae 479 Lynetree Dr
Lansidel Sandra S, James A 550 Grubbs Mill Rd
Largo Intl Inc 115 Birchwood Dr
Larkins David 133 Weedon Ct
Latorre Pamela A 1253 Upton Cir
Laurento David M 486 Cassatt Ct
Lavin John B 1504 Ulster Way
Leicht John K 255 Waltham Ct
Lentz Albert P, Gary R 1571 Kelly Ann Dr
Leo Sebastian 1368 E Boot Rd
Lesesne Carmen J 237 East Chestnut St
Lewis Andra E, George Alex JR 12308 Wrights Ln
Lewis Margaret B 07 Owen Rd
Liberi Edward M 145 Sunset Hollow Rd
Lindsay Mary SSJ PHD 9601 Germantown Ave
Linette Gerald 1591 Ulster Pl
Lippincott Martha 1361 E Boot Rd
Little Ralph 114 E Washington St
Liu Jun Xia 102 W Gay St
Lo Sasso Electric Company 938 Cornwallis Dr
Loomis Florence Est 1685 W Chester Rd
Loomis Florence S 1685 Glenside Rd
Loper Dorothy V 325 N New St
Lopish Inez A 228 Smallwood Ct
Losasso Electric Co Inc E Goshen 938 Cornwallis Dr
Lott Alexander T 939 Baylowell Dr
Lowry Stanley J 315 Hoskin Pl
Lugo Lindsey 302 E Marshall St Apt 632
Lukoil 845 Paoli Pike
Luthra Tarun 1507 Manchester Ct Apt 205
Lynn Christopher D, Christopher N 118 E Gay St Apt 8
Macdowell William, Eleanor 906 Winesap Way
Magnotta Ellen C, Paul 500 Bridle Path
Mahan Stephen G 120 Hedgerow Ln
Maher Kyle M 1442 Cherry Ln
Mainline Solar LLC 237 E Gay St
Malay Helyn A 1713 Hibberd Ln
Marchioni Gene 602 Rexton Dr
Marks Sara 1607 Manley Rd
Marotta Thomas 1442 Pottstown Pike
Marquez Arnoldo L 135 Turnhill Ct
Martin Curtis G, Gwen 410 North High St
Martinez Deb 1008 Little Shiloh Rd
Martinez Irene 1008 Appleville Rd
Masson Catherine Cochlin 1095 Lenape Rd
Matlack Leasing LLC PO Box 889
Matson Joan M 853 Skelp Level Rd
May Julie C 217 E Washington St
Mc Cormack Cheryl L, Jon C 911 Collins Dr
Mccann Evelyn E 217 Brecknock Ter
Mccutcheon Thomas C 303 Reservoir Rd
Mcdonalds Robans Co270 Torrey Pine Ct
Mcgarity Daniel 429 Longview Dr
Mcginley Jay E 120 Cloverly Ln
Mcgowen Matthew 414 Cranberry Ln
Mcgraw John W 434 Cardigan Terr E
Mchugh Joan 1216 Princeton Ln
Mckenna Ed 1315 Dunsinane Dr
Mckeon Michelle 133 Weedon Ct
Mckernan Sean 1253 Upton Cir
Mclaughlin Christina, Sean 233 Corwen Terr
Mclaughlin Megan Elizabeth 931 Baylowell Dr
Mclaughlin Sean C PO Box 1742
Mcmahon Thomas 140 Cromwell Ln
Mcneila Ann M 549 Astor Sq
Mcpherson Richard, Heidi 619 Thorncroft Dr
Mcpherson Heidi H 619 Thorncroft Dr
Mctear Karen 1528 Mcdaniel Dr
Mehalik Mark G JR 1407 Hunters Ln
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Mehta Sandeep 1367 Hall Rd
Mei, M Welsh 1301 Wilson Dr
Melton John L JR 212 N Franklin St
Mercer Lisa J 1037 Harriman Ct
Milito Lawrence 101 N 5 Points Rd Apt H6
Miller Flooring Co 827 Lincoln Ave Ste 15
Miller Frances A 302 E Marshall St Apt 530e
Miller Mary 1025 Andrew Dr Ste 100
Mimi Kim, Parkway Launderers St 1E 1 N 5 Points Rd
Ming Yong 2020 Jessica Ln
Mitchell Anne K 404 Barker Dr
Mitchell Donald Rd 1
Mogee Christine 411 N Franklin St
Molly Odea 350 N Church St
Monitors Media 1385 Enterprise Dr
Montclair Const Co 901 S Bolmar St
Mooney Carolyn I 1105 Rexton Dr
Moore Danielle A 173 Stirling Ct
Moyer Robert G 58 Harrison Rd East
Murphy Emily 185 Longford Rd
Murray Clarence G, Verna I 1011 Elmwood Ave
Murtath Katie 150 Gay St E Apt 2f
Murtha Thomas 215 Taylors Mill Rd
Mw Tux 1340 Enterprise Dr
Nagy Lauren E, Janet D 1804 POB 1804
Nathan Stacy 1002 Elmwood Ave
Nationwide Formal Wear 1340 Enterprise Dr
Naughton John T, John F, Kylie, Harrison M
615 N Walnut St
Neotrove Informatics LLC 703 Owen Rd
Newman Marie 312 Mayfield Ave
Nickel Leo W 654 Heatherton Ln
Noonan Joseph 1348 Troon Ln
Northwind LLC, Jerry Morris 1595 Paoli Pike Ste 103
Notarangelo Diane M 343 Huntington Ct
Novello Joseph 1361 E Boot Rd Apt208
Nowack James K, Rev Kenneth W 27 A East St Rd
Nurse Carl PO Box 1513
Obrien Claire I 313 Anglesey Ter
Oconnell John P 603 Marydell Dr
Oconnor Dolores M 1361 E Boot Rd # 309
Odea Molly 350 N Church St
Odea Molly M 315 N Church St
Off Campus 101 Inc, Phil Shafer 212 W Gay St
Oneil Ann, Killian 1417 Allen Ln
Onuskanich John 2 Waterview Rd Apt E12
Ost Mary Ann 910 Waltz Rd
Owens Clarence B 1430 Telegraph Rd
Pacific Coast Feather 1136a Greenhill Rd
Pahouja Rupali 1507 Manchester Ct Apt 205
Palin Julie 132 Birchwood Dr
Palmer Jon 186 Wimbleton Ct
Paparo Edith A 1094 Lincoln Village
Pappano Joseph E 1407 Pine Rock Rd
Parkinson J 121 Sussex Rd
Parsons Charles N, Mary T 976 Carol Cir
Patel Rajnikant 266 Walnut Spgs Ct
Patterson Mary P 812 Goshen Rd A 18
Patton Jennifer L 300 E Evans St Apt H103
Patton Kevin 1716 Towne Dr
Pegler Laura 177 Birchwood Dr
Pennington Anne 256 Torrey Pine Ct
Pennington Donald E 101 N 5 Points Rd Apt B4
Penrose Charles R JR 1554 Paoli Pike
Peters Salle Wolf 1361 Boot Rd Apt 233
Pezju Inc 316 W Biddle St
Phelps Elizabeth Virginia 1615 E Boot Rd 208l
Phi Sigma Sigma Zeta Gamma Chapter 230 E Rosedale Ave
Apt 302
Philadelphia Yearly Mtg 1473 Dunwoody Dr
Philly Soft Pretzel 125 North Church St
Physiotherapy Assoc 200 Garfield Ave
Piao Xiang Ren 102 W Gay St
Pierce Melvin Eugene 215 Northeverhart Ave
Pierson Meaghan M, Sharon, Michael J F 436 Beaumont Cir
Pieszak Christopher K, Elizabeth T 913 Saratoga Dr
Pineda Queiri Nataly M 345 W Chesnut St
Pino Tanya 1132 Ashbridge Rd
Pittluck Veronica J 660 Reservoir Rd
Poole William W 1134 Taylor Ave
Porrini Nicholas J, Sandra L 1640 Christine Ln
Pottstown Enterprises Inc Hershey S Mill 415 Eaton Way
Proctor Bernard S 103 Lynn Cir
Puckerin Paul A 204 Longford Rd
Pyne Christopher 255 Tall Pines Dr
Quinn Kathleen A, Robert T 1615 E Boot Rd
R Ennamorato & J Emni 891 Bobolink Ln
Racz Tunde M 638 Metro Ct
Radford Greg 228 W Gay St
Rahbari Abbas 1613 Manley Rd
Ralph G Smith Inc, Richard Smith 239 E Market St
PO Box 55
Ramsey Edward B, Agnes M 1552 Montvale Cir
Rani Lavanya 300 E Evans St Apt L250
Raymond Percy H SR, Percy H 333 W Gay St
Redesigning Woman, Cindy Shuren 1495 W Belvidere Cir
Reed June 374 Devon Way
Reeder Dennis C 433 N New St
Rehrig Clinton J, Suzanne 1438 Heather Ln
Reinert Jessica 601 Coach Hill Ct
Reitman Michael E 483 Michele Dr
Reynolds William L 101 N 5 Points Rd Apt M5
Rhodes Thomas 222 N Church Apt 302
Riccardo Samuel 514 W Biddle St
Ricci Lisa T 101 Woodmint Dr
Rice Edna B 446 W Chestnut St
Richards Joan M 224 Pensylvania Ave
Richardson Chrystine A 532 W Marshall St Apt I
Rinker Kimberly D 910 Railway Sq
Rmr Ann M C 525 Marshall Dr
Robinson Bret R Apt P163 300 E Evans St
Rogers Traci 718 Peachtree Dr
Rohrmiller Rich 111 High St N Apt 3g
Romanowicz Mary S 415 Misak Dr
Romeiser Robert W, Heidi D, Jacob W, Kyler, Samuel 439
Beaumont Cir
Rosado Migdalia 610 Downingtown Pike #28
Rosati Lenora 324 Box Elder Dr
Ross Marvin A 1035 Pine Dr
Rubinow Marisa Jane, Shirley 1524 Brian Dr
Rudibaugh Leona 400 N Walnut St
Ruggeri Mark W 1132 Copeland School Rd
Ryan Rosemary 1605 Eldridge Dr
S & O Mgmt LLC 219 Oxford Rd
S L Bellingham Snf LLC 1615 E Boot Rd
Sabatini Robert 1400 Granby Way
Samuelson Christine A, Benjamin J 579 Grubbs Mill Rd
Santomieri Marian 1017 Woodview Ln
Sawyer Sheila L 992 Roundhouse Ct
Schaffer Mildred C 1615 E Boot Rd Apt A307
Scheibe Hetty C 508 N Brandywine St
Scheibe Jody 1055 Karriman St
Schmoll Robert 226 Dutton Mill Rd
Schneck James C 1566 Vassar Ct
Schouten Ida 1117 New York Ave
Schult Christin 230 E Rosedale Ave
Schwind Michael A 826 Pine Ridge Rd
Scimone Nicole 304 E Marshall St Apt 729
Se P Tick Borne Disease Ctr 915 Old Fern Hill Rd Bldg D
Sellens Conn Victoria G 346 E Biddle St
Sesco Systems Inc, James C Schneck 1566 Vassar Ct
Shannon Robert L 1020 Paoli Pike
Shapiro Bruce 409 Beaumont Cr
Shapiro Pearl E 1437 Heather Ln
Sharp Harold, Melanie Palumbo 601 Westtown Rd
Sheldon Adrienne M, Gerald R 1614 Raewyck Dr
Shepherd Tomayo 1030 Sugar Bridge Rd
Shields Maureen S 313 Shaker Ln
Shirey Wayne F 532 W Marshall St Apt A
Shoup Nancy J 816 Guthrie Rd
Signoret Anne R Bellingham 1615 E Boot Rd Apt L329
Signs Now Co 118 Crosspointe Dr
Silvestri Christine 805 Harmony Hill Rd
Skrypec Maria 1213 Gateway Ln
Smalley Helen D 102 N New St
Smith Marian A, L Clyde 446 Eton Way
Smith Brian 1904 Barker Cir
Smith John D 407 Barker Dr
Smith Linda M 263 Silver Ct
Smith Mcfadden & Co 222 N Walnut St
Smoker David 313 W Neilds St
Smolka Patrick 1611 Manley Rd
Snyder Kohl Erik L 302 E Marshall St Apt 410
Snyder Paul RD 3
Sobieski Michele 1450 Boot Rd S 600a
Sohenick Nicole 1000 Mashallton Thorndale Rd Unit 3
Soleil Christina 467 Cassatt Ct
Soper Laurence Scott 1110 Phoenixville Pi
Soublis Dimitrios 295 Colwyn Ter
Southeast Natl Bank PO Box 417
Spencer Guy 987 Roundhouse Ct
Spina Elena A 1240 Box Elder Dr
Spradley Rosa B 502 Oak Cir
Springer Sharon L 1113 Carolina Ave
Sproat Brian N, Susan W 1459 Greenhill Rd
Stanojlovic Yves 1168 Macpherson Dr
Stantec Consulting Inc 1060 Andrew Dr Ste 140
Steele Olive F 246 Gay St
Steiger Charles J PO Box 1362
Stelluti Greg 11 N Wayne St
Stern J 135 Mountain View Dr
Stokes Educational Fund 22 N Church St Ste 100
Stoyanova D 205 Margaret Ln
Strauss Jay Sonny Huntington Green Apts Apt De11
Studenmund Peter 708 Southern Dr
Sullivan Mary Flynn, James E 1361 E Boot Rd 383
Sullivan Timothy R, Laurie H 506 Legion Dr
Sullivan James D 1116 New York Ave
Sweitzer Andrew T 1507 Manchester Ct 103
Swift John R 300 E Gay St 1st Fl
Talbott Robert J 18 Patrick Ave
Talucci Samuel J 1237 Victoria Ln
Taylor Robert 1615 E Boot Rd Bellingham
Tecniplast Usa Inc 1345 Enterprise Dr
Temple Jeffrey S 25 E Marshall St
Terraclean Power Washing PO Box 760
Terranova Mike PO Box 2167
Thames Mark C 983 Crowne Point Ln
Thomas L Jackson II, Mary F 304 E Marshall St Apt 702
Thompson David L 131 Stourbridge Ct
Thompson Mabel 8 Spruce Ct
Thompson Robert A, Mabel 8 Spruce Ct
Thornton Noel 327 N High St
Thresher William 757 Chessie Ct
Torres Alejandro 214 N Franklin St
Tracy Richard C Hagemeyer Tristate 1075 Andrew Dr Ste A
Travis Mark G 926 Paoli Pike
Travisano Esther 1529 Tanglewood Dr
Tri County Roofing & Siding PO Box 2315
Tri County Roofing & Siding Co 312D Turner Ln
Trites Michael 1744 Towne Dr
Trupkovich Edward 1008 Rock Creek Rd
Tso Evan C 1249 Palomino Dr
Urologic Assoc Chester Cty, Jennifer Armstrong 606 E
Marshall St 207
Valor Norman H 816 Guthrie Rd
Venkateswaran Girish 304 E Marshall St Apt 925
Vijayanathan Satyaram 111 Fringetree Dr
Villalva Gabriel 1235 E Strasburg Rd
Volk Lucia RD 1
Volta Charles 1020 Mutsu Ln
Votta Elizabeth A 212 W Biddle St
W H & F Jordon Jr Mfg Co 1361 E Boot Rd 312
Wagner Harry II Est, Kristine L Calalang
964 Roundhouse Ct
Wallace Robert L 761 Warwick Rd
Walsh John 1230 Surrey Red Lion Rd
Walsh John J 1552 Montvale Cir
Walter James F 921 Saratoga Dr
Wang Yu 102 Mountain View
Ward Marguerite M, Charles R 814 Jefferson Way
Washington Hose Co N 701 E Marshall St
Washington Shayla 331 W Washington St Apt A3
Wayne Moving Storage Of Nj 100 Lawrence Dr
Wayne Moving Storage Of Pa 100 Lawrence Dr
Webster Christine 1333 Greenhill Rd
Weeks Mark 908 Railway Sq
Weibley Sally I 112 Kirkland Ave
Weinstein Frederick 990 Fern Hill Ste 212
Werner Stephen M PO Box 2137
Wertz Anna Mary 700 N Franklin St Barclay Friends
West Chester GI Assn 600 E Marshall St Ste 205
Wg Nicholas Inc 401k Pl 1025 Andrew Dr 100
Wheeler David J 211 N Matlack St
White Christina L 833 South New St
White Dave 145 Brandywine Pkwy
White John F 458 Lynetree Dr
White William 1209 E Strasburg Rd
Whiting Richard A 1361 E Boot Rd
Wildrick Emily 504 Todd Way
Willaimson Margaret E 989 Fairview Ave
Williamson John E 989 Fairview Ave
Wilson Harold N Ship Rd RD 2
Wilson Sarah H 33 Hollow Run Ln 911
Wilson Wayne 1659 Royal Berkshire Cir
Wiswall Mather 1680 S Glenside Rd
Woodward Adelaide D 1272 Robynwood Ln
Wroblewski Dominick 105 E Chestnut St Apt 3
Yanko Margaret, Richard 1044 Kennett Way
Yates Deborah L 58 Harrison Rd East
Yin Bin 1506 Windermere Rd Apt 205
Yoon Seo 121 Hoskin Pl
Yu Li 1150 S Ashbrooke Dr
Zacios Jennifer A 812 Goshen Rd Apt C31
Zavaleta Edit 327 W Chestnut St
Zawadzki Philomena M, Edith Fedoroff 1528 Mcdaniel Dr
Zimmer Karl J 595 Franklin Way
Zoebelein Anne V 1001 Kennett Way
Zsigmond Thomas 638 Metro Ct
Zupan Joshua 206b N Everhart Ave
West Chester Pa 19381
A Duie Pyle Inc PO Box 564
Bennett Roma C PO Box 527
Coxe Sophia Tst, Tod Hayes Esq 213 W Miner St
First National Bank Of Chester 202 Carter Dr
Gollatz Griffin & Ewing PO Box 796
Hanover Land Corp PO Box 501
Hospice Of The Delaware Valley PO Box 596
Jackson Johnita W PO Box 706
John Louise PO Box 495
Lamb Windle & Mcerlane Pc Pension Fund PO Box 565
MS Yearsley And Sons PO Box 539
Onuskanich John G PO Box 689
Pagano Michael J PO Box 815
Salvo Meredith 108 W Market St Apt 1
Singleton Chester, Robe 11 W Bernard
Sonrise Pregnancy Resource Ctr Box 372
Springfield Steel Inc PO Box 276
West Chester Rugby Foundation PO Box 3091
West Chester Pa 19382
A Taste Of Olive 40 S High St
Abel Anita C 1246 W Chester Pk
Adams Jamie 105 Cumbrian Ct
Addison Scott M 1237 W Chester Pike
Advanced Health Solutions 1306 Wilmington Pike Ste C
Albermarle Anesthesia 600 Willowbrook Ln Ste 320b
Alexander Deborah J 24 A South New St
Alloo Fatema 500 W Rosedale Ave Downing
American Abstractors Of Pa Inc 202 Debaptiste Ln
American Honda Alex Tzouanopoulos 924 Sage Rd
Amyan Gagik, Shogher 802 Andover Ct
Anaya Juan 211 E Market St
Andrews Stephen L 219 Oxford Rd
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Anthony & Sylvan Const W Che 1572 Wilmington Pike
Ste 6
Arcaro Shelly 100 Fairview Dr Apt 109 A
Armstrong Henry L III 675 Brintons Bridge Rd
Ashby James A 1257 Buck Ln
Ashley Ray Body Shop 1187 Kingsway Rd
Association Mgmt 105 S High St 4
Atkinson Shawn 124 E Barnard St
Bacci Arthur J 1001 Cedar Mill Ln
Bailey Angela B 708 Oakbourne Rd
Bajorek Rainna D 333 W Barnard St
Balch Jonathan B 1650 W Chester Pike Apt Mh2
Barker Rosemary 800 W Miner St Brandywine Hall Conv
Cent
Barlow Michael M, Mary R 151 Westtown Way Apt E103
Barnes Matthew 2709 Whittleby Ct
Barone Richard 1 Musket Ct
Beachem Ethel L 335 E Miner St
Beidler Ted 434 Homestead Dr
Bell Teresa J, Steven D 1936 Lenape Rd
Benson David A 112 Giunta Ln
Bitner Jean H 824 Topaz Dr
Bivona Terry L 734 S Everhart Av
Bk Mechanical 24 Hagerty Blvd
Bond Stephen F, Megan 1662 Waterglen Dr
Bones Judith A, David L 14 Tullamore Dr
Botzum Theodore M 2712 Whittleby Ct
Bouchat Olds Cadillac 1625 Union Ave Att Billy W
Bowens Matthew 121 Melissa Ln
Boyd C Bernice 134 E Union St
Boyd David 150 Applegate Dr
Brady Thomas 15 Stonewall Ln
Brakefield Reba 226 W Market St
Brandywine Coach Works Of W Ches 891 S Matlack St
Brazill Michael M 394 E Nields St
Bresee Rienzi A 211 Wencin Way
Brogan Gabriel, Susan 709 Marple Dr
Brooks Rachel 2 South Brandywine St 2g
Broomell Melissa L 218 Linden St
Budha Anil 30 E Minor St
Buffler Shannon 16 Oak Tree Hollow Rd
Burnette James E 308 Oakbourne Rd
Butler Stephen G, Karen E 822 Hessian Cir
Butler Sarah 909 Hummingbird Ln
Butterfish LLC 700 W Nields St
Campbell Leverett W, Barbara J 1200 Carpenter Ln
Canavan Woutersz Lisa 890 Westtown Rd
Cantrell Cheryl 1308 Birmingham Rd
Capanna Frederick 11 Giunta Ln
Carapellucci Christopher 1129 Dodgson Rd
Carl Beasley Ford Inc 1187 Kingsway Rd
Carney Brothers Auto Body 1151 W Chester Pike
Carraher 110 Chaps Ln
Carraher Ann 110 Chaps Ln
Carroll Jane A 1180 Kingsway Rd Apt 3
Carson Kelly M 279 Mcintosh Rd
Cartwright Stephanie C 620 S High St
Cathedral Cond Assn 1402 Pond Eagle Rd
Cheshire Mgmt LLC 24 W Market St Ste 3
Cheung Jeannie 30 E Minor St
Chocolate Factor, Chocolate Factory 24 S High St
Choi Yong 925 Trellis Ln
Ciccarelli Lee 6 Valy Rd
Cidzik Lauren 1936 Skiles Blvd
Clark Dorothy I 414 E Miner St
Clayton Kathryn, Jeffrey 1318 W Strasburg Rd
Clinton John 1713 W Chester Pike 206
Collace Shannon 536 Smt House
Comitta Carolyn T 115 S Brandywine St
Compliance Techology Group, Kate Blomquist 316 Wil-
lowbrook Ln
Conklin Jonathan S, Dawn C 527 Radek Ct
Conklin Emma Jane Dr 3002 Stoneham Dr
Conklin Trust U A 9 1 95 Emma Jane Dr 3002 Stoneham Dr
Consumer Mortgage Svcs Inc 999 West Chester Pike Ste 200
Conyers Tanya 893 S Matlack St Ste 130b
Crwf Acquisition Inc 1511 Unionville Wawaset Rd
Dainora John 629 Shropshire Dr
Dairon John 30 W Barnard St Apt 215
Dalessio John F Jr 1100 W Chester Pl
Damrosio Vincent, Lenora 2 Carnation Ln
Dan W Welch Inc 893 S Matlack St Ste 130b
David J Svec Personal Rep Est B Leonhar 1 S Church St
Ste 40
Davis Mary Ann 849 Plumtry Dr
Davis Steven 326 Wtown Rd
Dean Ryan M 1174 Queen Rd Apt 2
Dekovitch Danielle 42 Mary Fran Dr
Derosa Danielle 1158 Kingsway Rd Apt 2
Dicampli Denise 1151 W Chester Pike
Diehl Amy E 741 Heritage Dr
Diehl Matthew J 741 Heritage Dr
Dienna Eric T Jr 1050 Pocopson Rd
Dietrick Bette 304 E Marshall St Apt 832
Diffey John A III, Martha S 1111 Sherbrooke Dr
Dionisio Felix Claudio 363 Biddle St
Dirocco Dena 792 Old Westtown Rd
Diver Kevin 320 S Walnut St 2
Donahue Josephine 14 S Church St Apt 2
Dowlin Curtis 133 Lacey St
Downing Jacqueline C 906 Winchester Ct
Duclos John 1100 Westchester Pike Ste A41
Durant Steve 1526 S Coventry Ln
Earls Enterprises Inc 1512 W Chester Pike
Earls Suzanne L, Mail Boxes Etc 1512 W Chester Pike
Ebel Maureen 185 William Penn Blvd
Egan John 153 Lydia Ln
Ekdahl Priscilla, George 1751 W Strasburg Rd
Ellis David 1000 Mansion View Dr
Epstein Christy 1842 Windovr Way W
Ergo Sciences 901 S Bolmar St St Q
Evers Antoinette R 920 Trellis Ln
Fabritech Inc 20 Hagerty Blvd
Farr Christer I 505 Radek Ct
Farrell William 1723 Valy Dr
Farrow System USA Inc 705h Old Westtown Rd
Faulkner Collision 705 Auto Pkblvd
Faux Joseph B 33 E Miner St
Feldman Jaime L Apt B1 746 S Franklin St
Fetter Yen 1 S Church St Ste 400
Fiala Brian R 1109 Legacy Ln
Financial Ins Mgmt Assoc Inc 105 S High St
Fiorentino Betty A, Betty, Kathryn M 500 W Rosedale Ave
First West Chester B 202 Carter Dr
Fitzhenry Shelly 1709 Valy Dr
Fizzano Regina 700 Winchester Ct
Flanagan Nathan R 326 Westtown Rd
Fleischer Theodore 806 General Howe Dr
Ford Alvin R, Ruth K 331 Mcintosh Rd
Forshey William 110 Meeting House Ln
Forwood Allen F 1300 S Concord Rd
Foulk Rebecca 829 Rosary Ln
Fox Tracy H 106 Macroom Ave
Freimuth Felicia 1153 Kingsway Rd 7
Fry Daniel T 232 Winston Ln
Fuhrmann Joyce E, James 715 Pheasant Run
Galakatus Frosene E, Frosene Vandyke 111 Forelock Ct
Galilea Ivar 1011 Shiloh Rd
Gallagher William, Mary A 821 S New St
Garber Jan R 1512 Valy Dr
Garvey Erin E Carey 1328 Crest Dr
Garvey Katelyn M, Carey 1328 Crest Dr
Garvey Kyle J, Carey 1328 Crest Dr
Garvey Shannon, Carey 1328 Crest Dr
Georges Gees, Leslie George 300 W Market St
Gillis Paul 891 S Matlack St
Ginsberg Adam M 1774 Lenape Unionville Rd
Giovinco Casey 133 Melissa Ln
Glass Timothy James 1607 W Lynn Dr
Glenn Assoc 24 S New St
Glumac Katarina 701 Dean St
Gooden Brandon 1210 Cheyney Rd
Googins James 404 Diane Dr
Gordon Raymond E 1303 W Stralsberg Rd
Gordon Ruth M 800 W Miner St
Green Margaret 125 Stirrup Cir
Gregory Robert G 912 Denton Hollow Rd
Groh Harry S 246 Green Tree Dr
Groh S 246 Green Tree Dr
Groswith Barry 1121 South Concord Rd
Grothman Elizabeth, Jason 2101 Valy Dr
Gunn John 2000 Eton Ct
Gunsalus Christopher K, Curtis G 1921 Skiles Blvd
Gysin Katherine 133 Lacey St
H B Speed Sports 24 W Market St
Haas Corp, Jennifer Kline 1646 W Chester Pike
Haffly Thomas 1103 General Sullivan Dr
Hall Ann G 115 Price St
Hamilton Edna 547 Covemtry Ln
Hampton Louise 1477 Wayne Dr
Hansen Security Corp 1100 W Chester Pike Apt J25
Harding Thomas 1322 W Chester Pike Apt N9
Hayes Robert, N Susan Mcmahon 2005 W St Rd
Haynes Elston R 243 Dean St
Hazley Js 230 Blue Rock Rd
Hedrick Donald 11−13 S High St
Hendrickson Margaret E 1500 Brandywine Dr
Henthorn Yvonne 208 Woodcrest Rd
Hernadez Omar 133 E Barnard St
Herrera Luis 328 Buckeye Ln
Herzberg Raymond C 125 E Nields St
Hester Truman L III 438 Sumner Way
Higgins Barbara 1001 Valy Dr
High Street Cafe 322 S High St
Hochreiter Tabatha 175 Firethorne Dr
Hoffman Geoffrey R 1450 W Chester Pi 624
Hollenbeck Paul J 41 Sloan Rd
Hollingsworth Steve, H R M Inc 1493 Wilmington Pike
Hoots Brandon M, Jeffrey R 828 Topaz Dr
Horan Michael, Liam T, Nolan J 1188 Muirfield Dr
Hotmer Douglas, Dianne 817 Kimberly Ln
Howard Blaise P, Kristin 24 Ridings Way
Hoy William, Barbara 832 Topaz Dr
Huber John A 1012 Maule Ln
Hubler Todd M 2520 Pond View Dr
Huey Margaret 1114 Warren Rd
Hufford John 519 W Market St
Hughes Michael, Wesley G Wood LLC 325 Westtown Rd
Humphries D Scott 1908 Pocopson Rd
Hyun Dong Choi Inc, Morning St Apt G4 1316 W Chester
Pike
Iannelli Michael M, Thomas M 725 S Bradford Ave
Infusaid 208 Carter Dr
Integrated Waste Solutions Inc 1246 W Chester Pike Ste 31
Itla Madhavi 417 Trolley Way
Ivie Michael A 1100 W Chester Pike Apt J 25
Jacobs Allen J, Jacobs Roberta 228 W Barnard St
Janik Eugene R 1159 W Chester Pike B2
Jarden Virginia M 404 W Nields St
Jb Investments Inc 510 E Barnard St Ste 112
Jdc Inc 111 S Bolmar St
Jefferis J 21 S High St
Jeffrey N Penfil DMD 106 S High St
Jenkins Abstract Co 116 S High St
Jf Keevill Inc 1512 W Chester Pk 335
Joanne Sandherr P 1244 W Chester Pk 409
John Thomas Place 4 Red Tail Ct
Johnson Gilbert 111 S Adams St
Jojen Inc 1119 Country Club Rd
Jordan Joellen 629 Plum Run Dr
Kane Frances M, William F 317 Harvey Rd
Karasavas Lazaros, Janet 111 S Bolmar St
Karasch & Assoc 720 East Market St Ste 115
Katherinealexandra Foundation The 321 Price St
Keegan Lucille C 729 E Union St
Keenan Kimberley M 208 Dutts E Ml
Kelly Daniel 1260 Ravens Ln
Kelly Lauren S 207 Walnut Hill Rd Apt A24
Kelly Michael J 10000 Lambourne Rd
Kelly S Sports Ltd 897 S Matlack St
Kern Helga 917 Shiloh Rd
Kern Roland J 4 Bittersweet Dr
Key Edgar T 1204 Mallard Rd
Kia Of West Chester 326 Westtown Rd
Kilcullen James 30 Oak Tree Hollow Rd
Killoran James P 728 Westcroft Place
Klebes Donald S 1265 Ravens Ln
Klebes Raymond A 1265 Ravens Ln
Klingelhoeffer Kari 747 W Miner St
Knehr Josephine 882 S Matlack Ste F
Knight Matthew H, Joshua H 18 Maentel Dr
Knight Michael, Karen 803 Montbard Dr
Kotynski Donna J 1153 Kingsway Rd Apt 3
Kranzley Doris C, Louis S 836 Mystery Ln
Krauss Steven B, Lynda 32 Jefferies Ave
Krudener Charles H JR 703 Patrick Henry Cir
Kuintzle Albert G 401 Valy Dr
Kurtz Angelina C, Lora 860 W Miner St
Lamontagne Hannah A 201 W Union St
Laris Alice 1042 Dunvegan Rd
Latham Nancy S 27 Tullamore Dr
Lawler Robert 103 Melissa Ln
Leary Erin 1056 Westwood Dr
Lee Laetitia M, Michael P 999 Meadowview Ln
Lee Julianna 325 Twin Pond Dr
Lemay Hollis 411 Allegiance Dr
Lenape Dynamic Inc 1334 Lenape Rd
Leon Wilfredo 722 S Adams St
Leona F Higgins Trust Of 2000, Leona F Higgins Trustees
1433 Manorwood Dr
Leotta Judy M 108 S 5 Points Rd
Leveck Roger 833 Westtown Rd
Levine Lawrence Laura N Harris 207 Walnut Hill Rd B6
Lewis Earnestine 1130 W Chester Pike
Lewis James A 300 Carlyle Rd
Litz Jeffery 1322 W Chester Pk
Livneh Tamar 100 Whispering Oaks Dr
London Larry, Anita 893 S Matlack St
Lopes Ferreira Junia 1316 W Chester Pk
Lutz Helene I Est, Timothy M 423 W Barnard St
Lux Sharon 301 W Barnard St
Madonna Michael T 400 College Ave
Mahoney Michael L, Mary E 1431 Manley Rd
Malloy Charles, Wendy 312 Sissinghurst Dr
Maloney Mary 1002 Dogwood Ln
Malseed Charles 1009 Martone Rd
Mandler Jeffrey, Wendy 883 Echo Hill Rd
Mann Jeffrey P 938 Stoney Run Dr
Marinelli Anna 212 W Miner St
Masson Catherine, Dennis E, Shannon 1095 Lenape Rd
Mazzei Diana 533 Coventry Ln
Mcberty Ford H 103 S High St Ste 6
Mcberty Viola R Est, C Richard Morton 103 S High St Ste 6
Mccabe Ebe C Jr 1224 W Chester Pk A7
Mccausland Sean P 218 Linden St
Mcclaskey Joseph L JR 1014 Revolutionary Dr
Mcclein Cochran B 202 Maplewood Rd
Mccormick Gerald 433 S High St
Mccoy Robert 818 Daisy Ln
Mccrary Gloria 116 E Miner St
Mcgoldrick Randolph, Sandra 714 S Brandywine St
Mcgoldrick James A 799 Paine Dr
Mcgrath Kelly A 500 W Rosedale Ave
Mcgrory Charles Alissa 302 Shropshire Dr
Mchugh Jeanne T 835 Lenape Rd
Mckee Joseph 831 E Sage Rd
Mclaughlin Patricia A, James J 216 Sissinghurst Dr
Mclaughlin Donald 532 Raspberry Ln
Mcmenamon Charles 985 Paoli Pike
Mcmichael Bruce 122 W Union St
Mcmurdo Martha S 1111 Sherbrooke Dr
Mcnamara Timothy E JR 705 Mallard Rd
Mcquaid Dora A 715 Isaac Taylor Dr
Mcqueen Selena 522 W Marshall St Apt B
Mctiernan Michele A 1100 W Chester Pike Apt D16
Medoro Antoinette 901 S Chester Rd
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Meegan Mary 916 Bridle Ln
Melvin Hilda E 1199 Queen Ln
Merial Ltd 909 General Howe Dr
Messick Margaret E 14 W Market St
Miller Malik H 328 Buckeye Ln
Miller Mary 120 Lacey St
Miller Shaun P 1076 Kerwood Rd
Minacci Thelma K 915 Little Shiloh Rd
Mitchel Lucille 108 S Adams St
Mitchell Tom J 18 W Miner St
Monger Sarah A 517 S High St
Motley Graham A, Combined Education Tech 320 S
Brandywine St
Motoren Rd 721 E Nields St
Motz Daniel E, Mary C 335 Lea Dr
Motz Michael T 503 Brookfield Way
Moulton H Davis Est Inc 515 S Bolmar St
Mowafy Zahra 1119 Dorset Dr
Muoio Joseph 1166 Meghan Ct
Murphy Michael 897 Marker Dr
Murphy Paul 824 W Strasburg Rd
Murray Jacquelyn S, Sean H 1007 Bala Farms Dr
Myer Harold K, Louise S 613 Plum Run Dr
Naidu Ravi M 1342 Carolannes Way
Nardello Joseph 6 S Everhart Ave
Naula Byron 1159 W Chester Pike Lot 18
Navarro Patricia 1100 W Chester Pike Apt D36
Navy Federal 300 Carlyle Rd
Nelson Erik 3002 Stoneham Dr
Nesbitt Marion, Atley 214 S New St
Nestor Mary 747 Shropshire Dr
Net 1 Payments 1101 Sr Annes Way
Neu Thomas 206 Woodcrest Rd
Nguyen Hang T 1143 W Warren Rd
Nguyen Quinn D 607 S Walnut St
Nider Frances A 713 S Matlack St
Nikolic Michael M 891 South Matlack St
Nobel Learning Communities 1615 W Chester Pike
Nurses Station LLC The 836 Church Ave
Nv Homes 893 S Matlack St
Odell Roberta W 150 Mettinghouse Rd
Oh Lynette 1075 Larc Ln
Oneill Esther T 857 Westtown Rd
Oneill Home Corp 127 Willowbrook Ln
Oneill Thomas A Anne Casey 1328 Skiles Blvd
Otilia Diana 219 Oxford Rd
Padula Vincent D 610 Bowers Dr
Pakuris Stamer Evalena 1304 Halifax Ct
Palmer Steven J 929 S High St 229
Park Jooyoul 738 Smoke House Rd
Parke Brenda 779 Scotch Way
Parker Kristen R 1355 Fieldpoint Dr
Parks Kyle A 113 Woodcrest Rd
Patel Michelle, Neil 1103 Legacy Ln
Pathak Sanjeev 205 Winston Ln
Pathh Program 222 N Walnut St
Patterson Nathaniel Jr 1178 Queen Ln 6
Pattranist Boonsoong 975 Westtown Rd
Paul W Britt Dental 1211 Wilmington Pike Ste 306
Pear Sox 711 East Union St
Pembrooke Nursing & Rehab 1130 W Chester Pike
Peoples James R 709 E Nields St
Perez Jessica 283 Dressage Ct
Perez Ricardo A 283 Dressage Ct
Pet Memorial Serv Corp 319 Westtown Rd Sect Q
Peters Kimberly 603 S Matlack St
Phi Sigma Pi 19382 731 S High St Apt 8
Phillips Jeanne 1816 Lenape Unionville Rd
Pierce Richard 313 S Concord Rd
Piola Charles 18 Wilmont Mews
Piperakis Harilaos, Harry 1193 Kingsway Rd Apt 6
Polk Kenneth 1180 Kingsway Rd Apt 1
Poore Karen J, Karen 1003 Evesham Ct
Posner Stacy 1230 Wilson Dr
Procopio Daniel 303 S Five Points Rd
Pugliese Domenic P 713 S Five Points Rd
Puphal Coralie 105 Cumbrian Ct
Pyle Patricia K, Cynthia A 1424 Carroll Brown Way
Quin Kathleen 818 Amber Ln
Quinn Rose Maria, John P 110 Watch Hill Rd
Raith Michael 1100 W Chester Pike Apt H6
Rebecca Richard 1112 Skiles Blvd
Reid Ryan 1857 Unionville−Wawaset Rd
Reimer Jodi 1033 Radley Dr
Reitnour Christopher M, Danielle K 327 Barn Hill Rd
Reza Maria 3357 Carter Ln
Richardson Jane F 500 W Rosedale Ave Fitzwilliam Bldg A4
Rivell William H JR 929 S High St 143
Rivera Michael 620 S Franklin St Apt A6
Rmg Auto Body Inc 3344 Market St
Roberts Eileen, Neal B 115 Hidden Pond
Roberts Neal B 115 Hidden Pnd Way
Rodgriguez Genevieve, Carolyn 10 Sloan Rd
Rogers Dorothy L, Dorothy 912 S Chester Rd
Roher Scott 402 W Miner St
Roland Elizabeth A 31 Adele Aly
Romero Pia 1902 Skiles Blvd
Ross Brendan A 118 S Matlack St
Ross Samuel 869 Penns Way
Rostron Florence 413 W Miner St Apt 1
Roy Philip 17 S Church St
Rozzo Cynthia M 869 Penns Way
Rubin Marion 8 Misty Meadow Dr
Ruth Elizabeth Miller T U W 1197 Wilmington Pike
Rutherfurd Cooper, Mary L 505 S Concord Rd
Saggese Michael 924 Springwood
Salahuddin Amna 123 South Walnut St
Santangelo Alfino 79 Old Barn Rd
Santucci Michael E, Michael W 1100 W Chester Pike
Apt M1
Sarakeller 620 S Franklin St C30
Savini Kathleen M, Carl A 1140 Saint Finegan Dr
Schaaf Mary Jane 910 Sage Rd
Schambers John 1056 Westwood Dr
Schanbacher Sean 109 Leadline Ln
Scheibe Hetty 227 S Darlington St
Schultz Jessica 1308 W Chester Pik L3
Schweidler Christine, Olaf 829 Plumtry Dr
Sciscione Anthony 1710 W St Rd
Scott Herbert S 116 E Union St
Scott Honda Of West Chester 706 Autopark Blvd
Scudder Richard C 1124 Talyrand Rd
Scudder Richard C 300 W Miner St
Seibert Shelly A, Tim W 657 Militia Hill Dr
Serrano Marco 110 W Chester Pike Apt L9
Sesay Catherine H 893 S Matlack St Ste 130b
Shaleski Peter 1100 W Chester Pike Apt C32
Sharples St Parkinggarage 15 Sharpless St
Shaw Elizabeth H 206 Price St
Sheck Gilbert V 180 Bragg Hill Rd
Shei Siraj M 123 S Walnut St
Shemin Nurseries 1414 Wilmington Pike
Shepherd Kathryn M 1105 Alexander Ln
Shinde Sushil 1100 W Chester Pike Apt E11
Shur Tillie 500 W Rosedale Ave Pembroke B4
Silveri Felice 1002 S Chester Rd
Simms Florence M 403 E Miner St
Simonetti Elizabeth 328 Buckeye Ln
Situ Olayinka 119 Berwick Dr
Smith Helen B 227 W Miner St
Snyder Sean 600 Oaklea Ln
Solatch Muhammad Azam 809 Daisy Ln
Somers Christine E 302 Hampstead Place
Spaziani Jennifer R, Aimee E 890 S Matlack St
Spaziani Robert J 890 S Matlack St
Spruill Handy Est 1130 W Chester Pike
Stanab LP Terikim LLC 433 W Market St Ste 9
Stearn Paul H 562 Clearview Dr
Stefero John 510 E Nields St Apt B8
Steinmetz James P 719 Smoke House Rd
Stigora Joseph A JR Stigora Wendy J 1121 Talyrand Rd
Stonebridge Bank 624 Willowbrook Ln
Stradley Steven J 17 Price St
Street Gail D 430 Buckeye Ln
Stuart Ellen L 118 W Barnard St
Stubits Mark 1021 Edgemill Way
Sullivan Dennis P 201 N Bradford Ave Apt
Sullivan Michele 11 Coniston Dr
Sunoco A 8672 1301 Wilmington Pike
Sutter Scott C 903 South Concord Rd
Swan John P 1149 Lake Dr
Sween Anna Est 320 Madison Ave Se
Sweeney Richard 2895 Owasso Blvd W
Sweitzer Jennifer B, Jason A 632 General Weedon Dr
Taddie Elissa M 523 Trinity Dr
Taylor Mary 219 W Barnard St
Tenlen Jean M 801 General Cornwallis Dr
Terrill Gale R 334 Lea Dr
Thomas Diana 413 Rosedale
Thresher William J 1512 Westchester Pike 146
Tirendi Vincent 113 Berwick Dr
Topp Elizabeth A, Daniel P 1021 Ballintree Ln
Trainer Jennifer 253 Dean St
Tros Painting & Paperhanging 218 Wencin Way
Truskey Thomas 1202 Withers Way
Tupan Vasilica, Nicolae 14 E Market St
Turner Paul D, Carolyn T Comitta 115 S Brandywine St
Twin Peaks Cancer Foundation 460 Woodhaven Rd
Ulta Seal Inc 207 Carter Dr Ste D
Uw Spencer B Latham 27 Tullamore Dr
Vale Vwe Kennels Inc 1691 W Strasburg Rd
Valentine Laura 502 S Walnut St Apt B
Vanwijk Paul C 38 Edgewood Rd
Vaughan Thomas C 1875 Lenape Rd
Vera Brian David 232 Rosedale Ave
Vitales Italian Eatery 4 1115 W Chester Pike
Votta Martinez Trust Agreement 969 W Moore Rd
Vuong Nhan H 2011 Valy Dr
Walker Louise R Trt Dtd 2 23 1983, Samuel E
1045 Birmingham Rd
Waughn Lorraine B 1229 Kay Cir
Webb Anne 1007 Windy Knoll Rd
Webber Paine 246 Green Tree Dr
Weichert Relocation Resources 1244 W Chester Pike 409
Weigand Joan A 904 Tyson Dr
Weinberg Kenneth S 1007 Russell Ln
Weinstein Lauren 1013 Ridgehaven Rd
Wescot Wade 1502 Quincy Place
Westraad Mark A 1477 Wilmington Pike
Wheeler Adam D, Albert L 1417 Ponds Edge Rd
Wheeler George 1411 Wilmington Pike Apt 11
Whiteman Donna M 310 Blue Rock Rd
Whitley Hwa S 1725 Skiles Blvd
Whitmore Patricia, Leona F Higgins Ttees 1433 Manorwood
Dr
Wickersham Bldg 1146 St Finegan Dr
Wilchfort Marsha 1860 Lenape Unionville Rd Rd 6
Williams Kenneth A, Frances M 125 S Concord Rd
Williams Ann 2904 Stoneham Dr
Williamson Christopher S 741 Isaac Taylor Dr
Williamson Tania 118 Forelock Ct
Wilson Diane M 210 Smt House
Wilson Tyler V 320 W Union St
Winderman Heather M, Lee 708 E Union St
Winiecki Marybeth C, E J 207 Swinburne Rd
Wiswall Keith D 791 Brettingham Ct
Wong Dorothy 2748 Whittleby Ct 26
Wood Merrie B 204 Oak Ln
Woodward Mary B 1922 Skiles Blvd
Woolford Sandra K 1114 Independence Dr
Worman Anthony Golf Club Apts 1100 W Chester Pike
Apt E45
Woutersz Robert J 890 Westtown Rd
Wright Andrew N, Ian M 1050 Pocopson Rd
Wright Daniel W, Amy D 307 Diane Dr
Wright Cecilia P 1151 Lake Dr
Wright Chelsey 520 S Church St
Wright Lydia 1510 Marlboro Rd
Yearsley J Willis, J W 715 W Miner St
Young Auto Body 111 S Bolmar St
Young John L, M K Young 427 W Miner St
Young Louisa 803 Spruce Ave
Young M K 427 W Miner St
Youngs Auto Body 111 S Bolmar St
Yu Mui, Quiping Yang 204 Crop Ct
Zaborowski Nicole 1100 W Chester Pike Apt G22
Zhan Yiqiang 212 Silverbell Ct
West Chester Pa 19383
Knight Rachelle 852b S Campus Dr
Sigma Beta Rho Frate S New St Lawrence Ctr
West Grove Pa 19390
28 Pennsylvania Ave PO Box 25
800 Imaging Assoc LLC PO Box 69
Anderson Craig R 50 Oxford Cir
Arnold Nicole 733 W State Rd
Benson Anton 907 Pheasant Way
Bewley Don A 201 Birch St PO Box 162
Block Daniel B 2350 Edenton Rd
Brandywine Valley Neurology 1011 W Baltimore Pike
Bridegam Nancy B 733 State Rd
Brooks Constance, Lee H, James, Lee Ann 149 Rosehill Ave
Callahan David M, Internal Medicine Assoc
1011 W Baltimore Pike
Casey Patricia, George 112 Sycamore Dr
Chandler Dorothy E, Robert M 481 Bayberry Ln
Childrens Dental Health Assoc 900 W Baltimore Pike
Ste 203
Ciarrocchi Albert F 233 Woodcrest Rd
Circle Builders Inc PO Box 25
Collier Seth A 168 Prange Rd
Combs Glenn A 147 Paschall Mill Rd
Corry John 255 Pennocks Bridge Rd
Crumrine Mary Luther House Apt 2316 122 Jenners
Pond Rd
Cyphehs Jodi E 231 Pennock Bridge Rd
Defrate Louis 100 Sycamore Dr Ste 212
Difilippo Timothy S 116 W Smt Ave
Dinnocenzo Ida 10 Briar Chase Rd
Donnell Deborah, Robert 343 E Baltimore Pike
Fogelman Janis 356 Greenbriar Ln
Fredericks Robert 127 Murray Ave
Garcia Juan 101 Evergreen Apt 311
Gartside Brian M 28 Oxford Cir
Gentile Kerry L 753 E Avondale Rd
Harris Abby K 100 Sycamore Dr Ste 205
Heart Care, Accounts Payable 1011 W Baltimore Pk Ste 304
Heath Doris Apt 3210 120 Jenners Pond Rd
Henderson Cheryl Ann 236 W Smt Ave
Higgins Adele RR 1
Honsch Albert 107 Reynolds Ln
Hooper Harry 451 Bayberry Ln
Hruz Karen L 4 Barley Ct
Image Guided Surgery Assoc PO Box 69
Internal Med Assoc 1011 W Baltimore Pike Ste 301
Irwin Mary Jane 120 Jenners Pnd Rd
Jarmon Albert D 17 Sage Cir
Jennersville Family Denti 900 W Baltimore Pike Ste 100
Jennersville Me 1011 W Baltimore Pike Ste 301
Jones E David Jr 125 Hipkins Rd
Kinney Marian 215 Paschall Mill Rd
Lemper Jian Y 207 N Guernsey Rd
Lomax Albert 659 W State Rd
Lopez Leonel 404 Market St
Martin Rachael 584 Coatesville Rd
Martinez Benjamin 110 State St
Martinez Norma H 139 Rossel Kir Av
Masten Mark E 153 Reynolds Ln
Mcdougall James B 3 Violet Ln
Medchoice 900 W Baltimore Pike Ste 10
Milburn Wilmer E PO Box 93
Nazario Richard 314 Prospect Ave
Neglia Susan 551 St Rd
Noseworthy Nora 3304 Greenbriar Ln
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Oconnell Mary M 130 Harmony Rd
Ogurcak Jan K, Dangelo 4 Wreath Rd
Pennington Joan 43 Winterset Ct
Plourde Raymond J 808 W State Rd
Poletti Regina 36 Townview Dr
Quintana Ayllo Mel 20 Big Elk Dr
Riser Wayne H Jenners Pnd 1306 Greenbriar Ln
Roberts Matthew W, Pamela B 5 Sunrise Ct
Robinson David K, Steven 568 E Avondale Rd
Rowe Mary, Rowe Leon 115 Hillside Ave
S Griffith Termite A 13 Chartwell Rd
Salmeron Edely Arizmendi 216 E Smt Ave
Sandland Christopher 449 E State Rd
Schneider Arthur M JR2217 Jenners Pond Rd
Slopey Rosemarie, Slopey Robert L 372 Hipkins Rd
Spangenbe Marshall Rr 1 Box 124a
Speakman Harlan A 1 Elk Ln
Store 42180 853 W Baltimore Pike
Stroud W Dixon Sr 254 Stroud Ln
Susquehanna Bank 568 E Avondale Rd
Thomas Dorothy M 384 Hipkins Rd
Thorp Ronald A 244 W Smt Ave
Urie Donald 229 Penwyck Ln
Washington Rodney L, Tonya V 60 Allsmeer Dr
Wayne H Riser Tst Jenners Pnd 1306 Greenbriar Ln
Weber Pamela M 30 Allsmeer Dr
Wheeler Janet C Est 4105 Greenbriar Ln
Westtown Pa 19395
Collins Joel PO Box 1064
Dike Karen E PO Box 354
Executive Conference Corp 844 St Rd 1033
Frain Hathaway 118 Talyrand Rd
Hall Bonnie PO Box 294
Zheng Ran 1220 Westown Rd
Clearfield County
Allport Pa 16821
Sweeney Ruth R 103 N Ardmoor Ave
Young Sweeney Leslie F 103 N Ardmoor Ave
Beccaria Pa 16616
Chernicky Robert 3263 Crossrds Blvd
Bigler Pa 16825
Dixon Jennie J PO Box 39
Brisbin Pa 16620
Hayward Jean PO Box 61
Pope Russell C 57 Albion Ave PO Box 90
Burnside Pa 15721
Voskoyan Shirley Est Of 129 Pine PO Box 306
Clearfield Pa 16830
Adams Heidi 524 S 2nd St
Anderson Patricia L 700 Leonard St
Bierly Martha 618 Daisy St
Bionol Clearfield LLC 250 Technology Dr
Black Jarred J 231 Hazel St
Bohley Lauren R 71 Dairy Ln
Boyer Stephen 700 Leonard St
Briggs Scott A 8292 Krebs Hwy
Brown Frederick H 1232 Tpke Ave
Brown John RR 1
Butler Chevrolet Pontiac C O Butler PO Box 1455
Butler Dorothy RD 1
Calhoun David 120 Cemetery Rd
Carbone Aldo F 213 Johns Dr
Carfley Elaine M CO Dennis Boal Golden Rod Farms
Charl Rd
Carns Justin 324 Nelson Rd
Clearfield True Value 211 Chester St
Cochrane Leo 308 Merrill St
Community Home Sales At Bradford Hgts Inc
1126 Old Town Rd
Coudriet Pearl 130 21st St
Courdriet Robert 130 21st St
Cupler Wayne 515 W Locust St
Davis William Henry II, Elaine 119 Weaver St
DC Guelich Explosive Co 1442 18th Hollow Rd
Demi Carina L 501 E Market St Apt 11
Demko Justin Lewis 406 E 20th St
Domico David 35 Cobblestone Dr
Dunlap Shiane A 501 E Market St Apt 11
Eggers Douglas 519 Williams St
Esposito Anna Mae Est, Anna Mae 900 Tpke Ave
Evans Richard E 122 S Healy Ave
Flegal Lucille M RR 1 Box 280
Fleming Windy K 424 Stiner Rd
Fred Diehl Motors Inc Rt 879 W
Gallaher Dale T Jr 202 Mt Joy Rd
Garcia Christine RR 1
Gelnett Elizabeth 209 Moose St
Gill Barton E PO Box 695
Glass Rebecca C 154 Patton St Apt#2
Gould Connie H 317 Bigler Rd
Graham Avanell R PO Box 722
Graham Kenneth 5111 Bigler Rd
Hallstrom Laun R 7077 Yeager Ln
Hamer Rhoda C 317 Bigler Rd
Harris Kenneth A 115 Valy View Dr
Harter Stephen, Michael, Samantha Contract Buye
108 Cemetery Rd
Heberling Nanette R 8292 Krebs Hwy
Hoyt Andrew 112 Nichols St 4
Huey Sarah 320 W 6th St
Irvin Ronald 1478a Tpke Ave
Jones Robert 416 Ross Dr
Jordan Randy 301 Elm Ave
Kerlin Forrest Roger Jr 201 N 2nd St
Kirsch Clair J 1300 Leonard St 102
Kline Grant, Mary 1737 Tpke Ave Apt 3
Knaresboro Theresa C, Gary A Sobel Collins & Knaresboro
218 S 2nd St
Lingle Vera J RR 3 Box 7
Maines Jean M Est Of 700 Leonard St
Marsh Christopher R 715 Barclay St
Mcabee Beatrice R 119 E Walnut St
Mcgarry Douglas 607 Fletcher Rd
Mckenrick Glenn Y 109 Good St
Metzger George L II 323 W Pauline Dr
Miles Ronald 918 Barclay St
Miller Haines Mary Kathryn 303 Elm Ave
Mitchell Helen I 610 Cleo St
Mitchell Nancy S C/O Winona Mccracken 1112 Village Rd
Moore Caroline, Edgar 80 High St
Moore Paul B 100 Industrial Park Rd
Morgan Rebecca Ann 117 W Pauline Dr
Murphy Nathaniel 140 Clinton St
Nakamura Marie N 8421 Krebs Hw
Nardozza Richard J 157 Dairy Ln
Natchez Frances 2563 Clearfield St
Novey Sol E 103 W Pailine Dr
Ogden Evelyn L 3682 Goshen Rd
Ogden Lawana 1976 Carbon Mine Rd
Ogden Lawana 57 Lawana Ln
Ogden Pamela Ann 610 Cleo St
Oshenic David M 510 Benjamin St
Ott Mary J 35 Franks Ln PO Box 741
Owens Phyllis L Mt Laurel Nursing Rehab 700 Leonard St
Pellerite Rosie 506 Daisy St
Pentland Deborah 3050 Glen Richey Clearfield Hwy
Pentz Elmo G RR 2 Box 265
Pentz Evelyn M, Elmo G RR 2 Box 265
Pollick Jackie 718 W Front St
Proformance Fuel Injection Svc 102 Hotel Hts
Quinn Gertrude 202 Mt Joy Rd
Rafferty Rebecca G CO Debra M Kitko 302 Tpke Ave
Reddinger Stanley Dale 611 Daisy St
Res Coal LLC 8912 Curwensville Hwy
Robbins Robert C 316 Market St
Robbins Robert C Jr 431 Ogden Ave
Rosenthal Sheldon 807 Doctors Dr
Rowles Jasen 807 Tpke Ave Ste 140
Saricks Charles J PO Box 1070
Shah Nipa P PO Box 430
Shaw Leslie, Irwin 330 Tpke
Sherwin John 306 W Pine St
Shifter Phyllis M RR 2 Box 27
Shoffner Evelyn 120 Cemetery Rd
Smith Marvin 1003 Linden St
Sotts Jason 225 Valy View Dr
Spencer Gary Lane 1 E Locust St
Stroup Harry S 824 Ogden Ave
Styers Ronald, Joann 1300 Leonard St 307
Teats Gary I 108 Bigler Ave Apt 1
Thomas Edward G PO Box 458
Vetrano Joseph A 3 Wallace St
Walker Hazel, John PO Box 803
Wallace Marvin T 1976 Carbon Mine Rd
Wayland David J 218 E Walnut St
Wisor Cathy 600 E Hill St Box 11
Wood Richard T Est Mountain Laural Nursing And P 700
Leonard St
Wootton Charles A 1183 Scribbers Rd
Wright Ruth N 17 Sw 3rd Ave
Coalport Pa 16627
Beers William D RR 1 Box 354
Flick Lewis, Fred PO Box 121
Jones William P PO Box 395
Korlinchak Sandra Jean PO Box 382
Leyos Pharmacy 1564 Main St
North Jason J 112 N Hill St 1a
Pattenati Germaine Est PO Box 3
Ruiz Melissa 819 Main St Apt 3
Rydbom Ann Marie 825 53 Blvd
Thompson Edward T 1144 Evergreen Dr
Wildermuth Donald E PO Box 280
Curwensville Pa 16833
Briskar Twila 406 High St
Carfley Louise F 312 Filbert St Apt 3
Damase Annie 213 Chestnut St
Delucia Wigi 225 Bailey Rd
Dunlap Matthew E 39 Lash Trailer Ct Rd
Extendicare Health Facilities 600 Cooper Rd PO Box 313
Fry Rose M 420 Park Ave Apt 306
Gnome Shield Generator 418 Walnut St
Haley Dana I 111 Ridge Ave
Harman Russell W, Martha 71 Church St
Kolbe Doris 111 Ridge Ave
Kukla John D 430 Chestnut St
Lezzer Denise B 850 State St
Matuzich Jennie 420 Park Ave Apt 308
Mccully Darlene J 443 Schofield St
Milligan Evelyn W 405 Scofield St
Ogden Cody J 426 1/2 Ctr St
Orlosky Lauralee 30 4th Ave
Peters Walter C 420 Hill St
Prave Lisa PO Box 115
Queenie Rubbe 415 George St
Rodkey Shirley 100 Swoope St
Rubbe William A, Queenie 415 George St
Scipione Walter Scott, Walter 677 Sta St
Selner Larry A 138 Fredrika Ave
Sipes Kenneth E RR 1 Box 7
Spontarelli Edith 213 Chestnut St
Vicary Judith G RR 1 Box 584
Willowcrest Care Center PO Box 313
Drifting Pa 16834
Colasuado Elizabeth 416 Scotch Hill
Stjohn Daneice M PO Box 52
Dubois Pa 15801
Alsarawi Majeda 1104 S Main St
Alterio Taneaka D 125 Luther Ave Apt 2g
Am Serv Limited PO Box 253
Amatrone Chris P 1087 Treasure Lake
Ananea Mary Jane Attn Mary Jane Mccullough 8 S Main St
Anderson Grace V Est Of V RR1
Anderson Shane, Cindy 321 Highland St
Badger Frances E 1167 E Dubois Ave
Ball Teresa M 127 E Weber Ave
Barclay Yeteve K 310 S Highland St
Barrett Candace D PO Box 384
Barrick Howard M 322 E Scribner Ave
Bennett Chris 544 Locust St
Berquist Bruce E 601 W Washington Ave
Bnai Brith No 1225 C/O Marc J Gelfand 772 Treasure Lk
Bonfardin Kody D 19 Olive Ave
Borrelli James 301 Quarry Ave
Breakey Kinse H, Mary A CO David P King PO Box 1016
Breakey Mary A PO Box 1016
Breezewood Behavioral Health Svcs In 90 Beaver Dr
Ste 117d
Bucktail Chapter Of Niafa 488 Jeffers St
Bundy Gleason Betty A PO Box 5
Cameron Russell E 1622 Treasure Lk
Carlson Randall 1265 Treasure Lake
Cherry Cherry PO Box 5
Cherry Grace CO Gleason Cherry & Cherry Ll PO Box 505
Clement Paul A 718 Chestnut Ave
Cockrell Willie 881 Treasure Lake
Coleman Ronald A 123 E Scribner Ave
Corbet Patrick D 220 Treasure Lk
Craig Pauline W, Paul RR 3 Box 174
Cramer James F Jr, Hazel D 5307 Wayne Rd
Cribbs William 1891 Blinker Pkwy
Cunningham Lydia I PO Box 1046
Davies Kathleen J 328 E Scribner Ave
Delarme Carol 31 Dutch Rd
Deloge Joseph E 838 S 8th St 211s
Delp Esther 1100 West Long Ave
Derine Venus 4 Wood St
Deuel Nancy J 30 Pentz Run Ave
Dill Bernice 119 1/2 W 2nd Ave
Dimitrov Bogomil 130 Hoover Ave
Dodolak Mary E 840 W Long Ave
Doksa Genevieve 727 Munro St
Doloris Hanna 620 Treasure Lake
Dubey Neeraj Raintree Mri Svcs Inc PO Box 1106
Dubois John E III, Robert H 198 Treasure Lk
Dubois Kimberly R, Robert H 190 Treasure Lk
Dubois Linda L 198 Treasure Lake
Dubois Radiolists Inc PO Box 1106
Duffalo Daniel P 1766 Treasure Lake
Elias Mary A 218 First St
Erhard Bert 501 S Main St A
Fedeli Patricia E 21 E Long Ave
Fernandez Fredi 99 S Park Place
Ferut Daniel 12 Prospect Ave
Ferut Michele A 195 White Pine Rd
Flack Harold 16 Cemetery Ave
Gambro Hlthcr Dubois Maple Ave Hosp Maple Ave
Gearhart Alvin 307 Treasure Lake
Gill Marvin Sr, Natalie L 1641 Treasure Lk
Giraud Michael 462 Treasure Lake
Gordon Lucas James 198 Treasure Lake
Gordon Zachary Jerome 198 Treasure Lake
Haag James II 118 1/2 E Park Ave
Hartzfeld Ruth M 528 Juniata St
Hawley David S 681 W Long Ave
Heid Janet 414 Dubois Ave
Heitzenrater Margaret 414 W Dubois Ave
Heller Elvin E 311 W Long Ave Apt F
Hemphill David L Jr 543 Mountain Run Rd
Henry Danny 683 Treasure Lake
Hetrick Bonnie Sue 415 W Weber Ave Apt 5
Hobba Marsden 1100 W Long Ave
Hoover Ida V 3 Reynolds Ave
Hoover Lee 501 Reams St
Horner Mildred E 116 Rumbarger Ave
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Hutchins Freda 7 1/2 E Maloney Rd
Interim Svcs C/O Interim Svcs 127 N Brady St Ste B
Jacobson Myrtle E 110 N 3rd St
Jhnsn Mtrs Prft Sharing Pension PO Box 544
Jims Collision 500 Dubois St
Johnson Motors Inc 1891 Blinker Pkwy
Johnson Motors Profi 311 W Long Ave Apt F
Johnston George T 2021 Blinker Pky Apt 11
Kearney James G 1593 Treasure Lake
Keller Boyd J PO Box 544
Kerr Edward S 426 Burt St
Kite Ruth 1 Carson Ave
Kruger Raymond Howard St
Kruszewski Mary 190 W Park Ave Ste 1 C/O Priscilla
Lau Jane M 207 E Weber Ave
Lesky Mae 528 South Ave
Lesky Mae 537 South Ave
Lyle Donald L 1694 Treasure Lk
Mack Betty T 211 W Sherman Ave
Macmillan Kelly D 815 Treasure Lake
Magnetic Resonace Im C/O Magnetic Resonace Image 100
Hospital Ave Ste 102
Maloof Doris 220 W Sherman Ave
Maloof Doris M 1100 W Long St
Marshall Nancy 212 S 8th St
Mcaninch Debra M 1020 Treasure Lake
Mcelroy William V PO Box 592
Mcfall James D 428 Knarr St
Mcgowan Edward T 338 Treasure Lk Case 06 42620
Mckee Elizabeth 896 Old Thorn Run Rd
Mcnally Richard L Est Of 111 West Long Ave
Miller Judith 215 E Logan Ave
Mitchell Ronald E 236 Maple Ave
Mitra Shashanka S 16 Albert Ct
Mitra Sumanta S 16 Albert Ct
Monella Sarah 946 Maple Ave
Mora Katherine F 1694 Treasure Lk
Moran Sally 819 Treasure Lake
Moronski Edward Jr 309 1 2 W Dubois Ave
Mowrey Michael W 215 W Washington Ave
Murrays Freightliner 1844 Rich Hwy
Nancy Nicole 523 South Ave
Olewnick Stephen W RR 3 Box 70a
Olson Ethan Kyle 508 Clinton Ave
Osman Orpha B Est Of 222 Shaffer Ave
Phillips Bernard 176 Treasure Lk
Playtime Pizza 150 Mccracken Run Rd
Pontzer Raymond J Jr, Margaret J 352 Treasure Lake
Powers Samuel 1387 Delarme Rd
Predator Performance LLC 2574 Oklahoma Salem Rd
PO Box 583
Primm Patrick 523 South Ave
Pringle Bruce 1551 Treasure Lake
Prontock Helen A 209 Hospital Ave
Pulford Mildred 718 S Brady St
Richmann Paul 518 Treasure Lake
Save A Lot 1000 S Brady St
Sciremammano Lauren 5690 State Rte 104
Servpro Of Clearfield Co 729 S Brady St
Shaffer Linda L RR 2
Shah Shirish N 13525 Treasure Lk
Sharkey Laurice 220 W Sherman Ave
Sharkey Laurice M 1100 W Long St
Shields Edith Punky RD 1
Smith John 502 Orient Ave
Spicher Gladys, Blaine 302 N 3rd St
Sprague M B RR 2
Surgery J R PC 90 Beaver Dr Ste 101a
Swauger Robert K 200 Treasure Lake
Teat Patricia J 1041 S Brady St
Teats James D 1041 S Brady St
Timko Michelle 5768 Wayne Rd
Torrell Amanda R 19 Simmons St
Traffic Penn River PO Box 607
Trubiana Patricia, Daniel 14141 Treasure Lake Rd
Vance William 345 Treasure
Waggett Est Of Carolyn Christ The King Manor PC
PO Box 448
Weyand Lisa 341 Treasure Lake
Wilson Jeffrey S 161 Owems Farm Rd
Wips & Stitches Quilt Club C/O Eunice Dunn
1586 Treasure Lake
Wisner Andrew T 10778 Treasure Lk
Zatsick Helen J 813 W Washington Ave
Zettler Seidel Phillip W 107 E Dubois Ave
Zuchelli Mary Lou, Tobias E 702 Treasure Lk
Frenchville Pa 16836
Duke Pansy I 667 Bumbarger Dr
Falcone Angeline 715 E Muir Av
Kolivoski Edith M PO Box 133
Rougeux Delmont E Jr RR 1 Box 174
Glen Hope Pa 16645
Kitko Charles PO Box 27
Glen Richey Pa 16837
Matthews Kenneth A 2527 Clfd Glen Richey Hwy
Grampian Pa 16838
Dunworth Kenneth J, Aurora RD
Pentz Arthur E, Joyce E C/O Nancy Farwell POA
171 Old Grande Rd
Bumbarger Nancy PO Box 217
Condon Kenny PO Box 217
Curry Marvin Est Of 45 Friendly Acres Rd
Double E Singer Inc 2489 Curwensville−Grampian Hwy
Martell Ronald 293 Main St PO Box 211
Millinder Bonnie PO Box 173
Rafferty K RFD 1
Rosenberger Brian 60 Luce Rd
Simbeck Body Shop 104 4th St
Snyder Leroy Est RD 1
Wall John Nolan RFD
Grassflat Pa 16839
Eisenhauer Elizabeth 276 Cooper Ave Apt 122
Linberg Jennifer A 162 Clearfield St
Hawk Run Pa 16840
Beveridge Olivia 98 Maple St PO Box 128
Novak Theresa 427 Empire Rd
Pallo Frank PO Box 4
Showers Robert J 631 Powell St
Showers Robert J PO Box 150
Houtzdale Pa 16651
Bungo Kenneth W 67 Union St
Dufour Patricia A 1563 W Hannah St
Dugan Sara L 511 Brisbin St
Grove Margaret, Warren RR 1 Box 195
Kirsch Gregory A Est Of A 123 Good St
Kuziora Leonard M Rev 123 Good St
Mann Lester RR 2 Box 83
Mcculley Theodore R, Darlene M 951 W Clara St
Melissa S Bungo As Admins 248 Eureka St
Neff Chelsea 799 28 Rd
Sahlaney Adele 506 Linda St
Stanton Andrea 664 Rankin Rd
Swistock Margaret, Peter RD 1 Box 426
Tormey Patricia L 53 Pine St
Twoey Kristi A, David W RR 1 Box 722
Washington Mutual Bank 248 Eureka St
Young Robert W 28 Walker St
Hyde Pa 16843
Billotte Raymond N PO Box 11
Cook Emmett R PO Box 392
James Hoyt Plumbing Inc PO Box 323
Quigley Eric J PO Box 394
Irvona Pa 16656
Clinton James E RR 1 Box 106
Greene Marie C 170 Hopkins St
Helsel Chris PO Box 225
Johnson Thomas J 308 Hopkins St
Johnson Thomas J Sr PO Box 157
Jones Jennifer, Scott 136 Haupt St
Stine Jones Alison Box 205
Karthaus Pa 16845
Leigey Justin 861 Pine Glen Rd
Rogeux Wanda PO Box 102
Seybold Susan 149 Sycamore Dr
Kylertown Pa 16847
Boob Kyle PO Box 6
Pilosky Jeffrey A, Susan J PO Box 261
Pilosky Susan L, James J PO Box 261
La Jose Pa 15753
Westrick Denis L 2606 Horseshoe Rd
Lanse Pa 16849
Tender Loving Care Animal Haven PO Box 199
Luthersburg Pa 15848
Gusky James 654 Helvatia Rd
Long Margaret, Richard RR 1 Box 26
Madera Pa 16661
Hensal Thomas G PO Box 510
Lockett Benjamin A 2572 Belsena Rd
Mahaffey Pa 15757
Bloxdorf Stephanie 12 Wilderness Ln
Hullihen Thomas, Vicki 271 E Main St
Lingenfelter William L RR 1 Box 344 3774 Clover Run Rd
Mingle Joseph S Jr 160 Mcgee Ln
Rorabaugh Pearl 6801 Ridge Rd
Wolfe Eleanora RR 1
Mineral Springs Pa 16855
Alker Raymond Park Rd
Senawaitis Alma PO Box 87
Morann Pa 16663
George Luckash PO Box 44
Keith James PO Box 18
Lovell Wesley E PO Box 77
Morrisdale Pa 16858
Clements Krysti 3652 Morrisdale Allport Hwy
Deyarmin Rosella, Daniel 391 Reservoir Rd
Frank Lola G 10240 Oak Dr
Harned Nathan J, Tonya L 5992 Morrisdale Allport H
Heller Melissa 2282 Rollingstone Rd
Josephson Corey A RR 3 Box 159
Marsh Kimberly A RR 1 Box 239a
Meersand Kristen L 512 Forest Rd
Owens Arthur D RR 1 Box 239a
Patterson Priscilla 445 Hilltop Rd
Phelps Douglas F 2282 Rollingstone Rd
Pilosky Jeffrey A RR 3 Box 159
Salter Tammy L 4763 Morrisdale Airport Hwy
Strange & Weaver Funeral Svc PO Box 238
Munson Pa 16849
Hubler Hobert A 417 Lowes Hill Rd
Ostrofsky Melissa Rd 2 Box 361
New Millport Pa 16861
Norris Richard, Paige E RFD
Olanta Pa 16863
Freedom Outdoor Furnance 7958 Curwensville Tyrone Hwy
Orlosky Lauralee 13 Green Rd
Witherow Ann M Box 51
Osceola Mills Pa 16666
Bambarger Winfield H 324 Fairview Rd
Canale Pete W 110 Logan St
Doran Lois J 209 Pruner St
Dunsmore James Michael, Bernice V 507 Walker St
Flick Janice 100 Curtin St
Magestro Charles, Philip 109 Kate St
Rayko Nicholas PO Box 63
Sankey George, Rita 97 Sankey Ln
Spicer Robert 806 Blanchard St
Penfield Pa 15849
Fiedor Andrew W 1905 Hoovertown Rd
Hetrick Eugene V RR 1
Pierce Joseph L Jr 6580 Mountain Run Rd
Pierce Stephen J RD 1 Box 238
Rhoads Anna RR 1
Pottersdale Pa 16871
Gaines Erma M 3776 Pottersdale Rd
Moyers Auto Body 3776 Pottersdale Rd
Ramey Pa 16671
Clrfl Ramey B 62 Virginia St
Hansel Leo PO Box 208
Houtzdale Community Chorus C/O Mark Srock PO Box 45
JaRRett Layla J 749 Miriam St
Rockton Pa 15856
Hardrockglasses Com 320 S St
Mcfarland Thomas C, Leona I PO Box 122
Smithmill Pa 16680
Gates Rachel Lee 326 Veterans St Apt D
Miller Brincely PO Box 138
Smokerun Pa 16681
Srock David E PO Box 215
Tunkhannock Pa 16837
Knopsnyder Branden J Swale Brook Apt 1
West Decatur Pa 16878
Dehaven Ronald S 737 Spring Valy Rd
English Timothy B PO Box 155
Everhart Ruth M 484 Long Run Rd
Mcquillen Roxie V 12 Red Jacket Rd
Minarchick Naomi 9 Railrd St
Pupkewicz Edward 3262 Baitgrad
Westover Pa 16692
Beam William RR 1 Box 1
Boyce Helen RR 1
Nevling Emma T PO Box 85
Winburne Pa 16879
Breznai Catherine PO Box 303
Creeger Grant C Est PO Box 447
Mills Lonnie R, Nichole 1684 Main St
Picard Nicole PO Box 162
Samansky Frank Est PO Box 334
Woodland Pa 16881
Buck Jeremy R, Jaimy C RD 1 Box 46
Carbone Aldo F PO Box 24
Coudriet Pearl 200 Courdriet Ln
Courdriet John 200 Courdriet Ln
Crandall Michael D 1857 Mutton Hollw Rd
Haberl Bonnie 948 Shiloh Rd
Luzier Allen L 5615 Shiloh Rd
Royer Concessions Inc PO Box 116
Wallace Transportation Inc 532 Peterbilt Ln
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Clinton County
Avis Pa 17721
Avis Chevrolet Inc 3163 Woodward Ave PO Box 370
Burch John 9595 Rte 220
Charles William T Central Ave
Clark Doris I PO Box 266
Dann William C PO Box 145
Dutton Elsworth CO Geraldine Piney PO Box 82
Graff Sue E 122 E Smt St
Jones Matthew B PO Box 82
Kinley Alice D PO Box 224
Kline Elaina M 79 Municipal Dr PO Box 811
Martin Jr Timothy R 8 E Highland St
Miller James F 306 Prospect St
Myers Daniel W Sr, Martha E PO Box 934
Nugent Edward E Box 66
Shields Larry E PO Box 704
Shope Gladys L 190 Smthollow Rd
Stopper Francis PO Box 515
Wasson George A, Gary 12 E Central Ave
Wolfe Ray G 510 Prospect Ave
Beech Creek Pa 16822
Brodrick Naomi R PO Box 528
Burnell Lucus 155 Fairview St
Haines Nena M 11067 N Eagle Valy Rd
Hawkins Bodyshop 570 Dry Run Rd
Johnson Susan E 132 Maggs Rd
Karstetter Mindy 570 Dry Run Rd
Pecht Kevin R 29 Johnson Ln
Shuey Wayne K 106 Monument Orviston Rd
Castanea Pa 17726
Brooks Eileen H 104 Grape St
Flemington Pa 17745
Renner Jason D 646 Huston St
Snyder Earl C 316 High St
Snyder Olive 642 Frederick St
Lamar Pa 16848
Hilliard Paul 3315 Timber Ave
Travel Centers Of America PO Box 278
Lock Haven Pa 17745
Abernatha Dorothy B 102 Susquehanna Ave
Adroja Bharat G 1073 Redwing Rd
Allen Myra E 207 S Fairview St
Barrett Helen 360 E Park St 202
Barzona Thomasina R, Nicholas C Sr 1 Cosmo Ln
Bertolotti Rosemary 434 W Main St
Beury Kaysey 114 S Highland St
Bierly Brenda L, David A 337 Susquehanna Ave
Boone Ruth M 335 Ctr St Apt 304
Bowmaster Rodney 129 Woodward Ave Lot 67
Bressler Richard, Jamie 47 Lenape Tr Mohawk Village
Brown Nathan J 956 Ctr St
Budinger Jane M 111 Mill St
Burnell Naomi J CO Laurie J Burnell 121 Alleghany St
Caldwell Ruth L 454 German Rd
Cingle Phyllis 122 Pearl St
Cochran Thomas G 421 James St
Coleman Arnold J, Luella K R 511 High St
Coleman Terri J 511 High St
Collision Center 229 S Hanna St
Condo Terry J 3 397th Rd Apt 1
Cooper Dale E 231 Pearl St
Coploff E Max, Larry C20 Sylvan Dr
Cranmer Richard 44 N High St
Crawford Lois M 1316 W 4th St
Cummings Dorothy 19 S Fairview St
Davies Miriam L 516 Guardlock Dr
Davy Chanse 426 S Fairview St
Davy Richard E 2196 Bear Pen Hollow Rd
Demanno Christopher V 410 Linden St
Devi Gayatri 46 Woodland Dr
Edwards Suzanne E 15 Water St
Eisenhard Patrick L 294 W 4th St
Emerick Grace 214 E Clinton
Englert Richard S 131 E Water St
Englert Richard S PO Box 541
Evers Frances M 810 E Water St Apt 15
Express PO Box 208
Faulkner Bonnie J, Donald L PO Box 5
Ferrara John E 206 Woodward Av
Fox Fronie 3825 Coudersport Pike
Fravel Elmer L 205 Herr St
Fultz Auto Body PO Box 558
Garcia Jr Manuel 285 Youngs Ave
Garlick Kim D 812 Little Plum Run Rd
Gensib Mahala 117 1/2 E Water St
Glenn Helen T 22 Cree Dr Rm 3015
Gordos Irmgard T 2400 Cree Dr Rm 185
Gorham Leslie 402 S Smt St
Greenberg Frieda, Jack 360 E Park St Apt 506
Grieco Elizabeth L 122 Pearl St
Griecos Dry Cleaning 6 E Main St
Guthrie Melissa L, Luke A 105 Oak Ln
Haddad Harvey D, M M 13 Magnolia Dr
Hanna Suzanne C, John V 29 Hemlock Dr
Harger Mary A 917 Bellefonte Ave
Harris Clara Hugar RR 2 Box 128
Hess James A Jr, Carol M 18 Reeder Rd
Heverly Deloris 442 S Fairview Apt 1
Hunter Florence Bellefonte Ave
Incare LLC 24 Cree Dr
Irvin Haddad Assocs PO Box 728
Jeppe Janet K 806 1/2 Bellefonte Ave Apt 2
Jordan William 131 E Water St
Jusick John E Est Of 419 W Main St
Kanouff Richard 204 Miller Ln
Karichner Stanley, Violet 523 S Highland St
Kawakita Gen 662 W 3rd St
Kinley Ethel R PO Box 18
Knepp Kenton S 406 Herr St
Kramer Walter 515 Bellefonte Ave
Kreitz Steven 812 Little Plum Run Rd
Lacy Robert W 1310 E Cardinal Dr
Lange George W, Jane PO Box 147
Lanning Laura J 2400 Cree Dr Rm 185 Lh
Lee Woongsoo 151 Susquehanna Ave
Lipez Frances A 101 Allison St
Lw Peters Disposal Svc Rear 384 E Walnut
Makriniotis Jorge Stabros 151 Susquehanna Ave
Marion Walker RR 1
Marks Ida E 715 W Church
Marshall Donald 24 Cree Dr
Masorti Auto Repair 115 E Bald Eagle St
Mazzotta Joseph J 10 Sylvan Dr
Mcdermit Dennis 125 S Highland St
Miller Brothers Auto Sales 1120 E Water St Apt B
Miller La Verna 481 W 4th St Apt 208
Miller Malica 3441/2 W Church St
Moore Amanda J 137 Cardinal Dr
Moore Helen A 715 W Church
Mullins Nicholas 125 Main St
Muthler William 413 E Main St
Muthler William C Jr PO Box 558
Myers Daniel W, Martha E RR 1 Box A 2 374
Neff Debra 115 E Bald Eagle St
Nestarick Appr & Consulting 200 Woodward Ave Ste A
Nestlerode Raymond Edward Jr 145 E Walnut St
Null David P 127 E Main St
Osborne Daniel A 1120 E Water St Apt B
Page Paul 125 1st St
Pakuta William V III 15 Water St
Payne Arthur W, David K 28 Spruce Ave
Pettingill Talya 610 E Bald Eagle St Apt 6
Pillai Krishnakumar B 46 Woodland Dr
Piper Ernestine L, Louis M 272 Tennis Ct Ln
Powell Saundra J, Brian P 426 Irwin St
Quality Mechanical Cont Inc 464 Woodward Ave
Randecker Helen S 215 N Hampton St
Ripka Justin C 1312 Pine Mtn Rd
Robison Harry E 100 Short St Apt C9
Rockey Meghan 861 W Bald Eagle St
Romig Brandon Michael 201 5 E Main St Apt 1
Rossell Mary 5 Mill St
Rote Mathew R 626 Woods Ave
Salisbury Henry F PO Box 414 117 School St
Sample Mabel A 335 Ctr St Apt 206
Schropp Lisa R 260 Cider Press Rd
Shay James T 495 S Jones St
Smith Carl E 321 Pearl St
Smith Phyllis L Market St
Smith Stephen Chadwick, Susan Paula 226 E Water St
Sosa Jamie E 6 Riverview Ave
Sovereign Bank Auto Prop 812 Little Plum Run Rd
Speth Albert W PO Box 707
Stark Richard L Sr, Jane J 2 Vista Dr Rd 2
Strouse Betty L 250 3rd Ave Apt 2
Summers Lewis L 38 Woodland Rd Apt 2
Superior Appliance Svc 52 Eagle Hollow Rd
Swankoski Michaline A 744 Bressler St
Walsh Chad M, Mary S 28 S Highland St
Ward Virginia 201 Woodwa C/O Fulmers Pch
Wartella Justin L 73 Cider Press Rd Apt 2
Wert Peter 92 Barton St
Williams Leslie, Emily 419 W Walnut St
Witt Samuel T PO Box 944
Wolfe Sarah Est Of 111 S Hampton
Wyble Geraldine R 313 W Brown St
Yorks Charles L II RR 1 Box H
Yost William B 207 N Fairview St
Young Joanna A 956 Ctr St
Loganton PA 17747
Baney Ada 1160 Pine Loganton Rd
Confer Inez 1160 Pine Loganton Rd
Conrad Mary, Ian 8 Rocky Ridge Rd
Dershem Derek R 70 Water St
Haines Connie 50 W Anthony St
Kerstetter Gloria, Cumi 3484 W Valy Rd
Kline Francesca M 234 Nittany Ridge Rd
Morris Roy O 15 W Main St
Neff Edith M, Harry 285 N Mill St
Shawver Beatrice L RD 2 Box 283
Slaterbeck Arthur T 34 E Anthony St
Smith Theora 50 W Anthony St
W&W Body Shop Inc 70 Water St
Mackeyville Pa 17750
Cole R David PO Box 44
Mcelhattan Pa 17748
Conklin Catherine 202 Logan Ave
Powers Richard 34 Old Hall Rd
Swanger Marshall W 199 Linnwood Dr PO Box 52
Swinehart Frank Est Of PO Box 232
Mill Hall Pa 17751
Adams William R 210 Ben Ave
Albright Dane 834 Auction Rd
Allen Dennis D 2190 Bald Eagle Mountain
Andrus Robert A 33 Wetzel Rd
Barner Barry R, Carol 35 Curtis Cir
Beiler Malinda, Steven RR 3 Box 445
Bennett Judi L 148 Haven Pines Rd
Brickell Arthur 246 Main St
Brigandi Thomas F Box 419 RD 2
Burnell Lucus 224 Mackeyvill Rd
Central Mountain Mid CO Zoe Keeler 200 Ben Ave
Cline Donald Jr 29 Emahiser Ln
Dixon Patricia 1092 Plunkets Run Rd
Eisenhower Maria 103 Main St
Eisenhower Richard K 42 Spinner Ln
Emery E Louise 313 Hobson St
Heineman Melissa 155 E Arch St
Irvin Raymond F 680 Canal St
Johnstonbaugh John 338 Willow Ln
Killinger Louise S 9 Lancelot Ln
Krout Scott J 98 Noll Dr
Kyle Richard K 2 Kadi Dr
Lamey Joseph H 9349 Jacksonville Rd
Macintyre Body 35 Curtis Cir
Mill Hall Clay Products Inc 44 Market St
Mill Hall Ministerium RR 3 Box 472b
Miller Chryssie C 8 Kadi Dr
Neff Bonnie S 320 Long Run Rd
Nestlerode Alice D RR 1
Reffle Thomas J 110 Oak Ridge Ln
Rippey Harry III 338 S Chesnut St
Royer Rita Oakridge 2997 Renodo Rd
Saiers William R 30 Woodward St
Shultz Chelsea R 8 Girard St
Stoltzfus Aquilla, Lydia RR 1 Box 495b1
Stover Beatrice H 228 Danis St
Styers David 200 Hogan Blvd
Superior Well Svcs Inc 1380 Rte 286 E Ste 121
Thurston Cassandra 2 Lmr Ln
Tomalonis Tomalonis Tomalonis RR 3 Box 611 Mill
Toner Kristen 5 2nd St
Trude Leann Nichele, Richard G 96 Rumble Ln
William A Baldino Md Pc 147 Summers Point Dr
Wisniewski Betty PO Box 59
Yost George R 1868 Sugar Run Rd
Yost George R RR 2 Box 244
Renovo Pa 17764
Allison Edwin 12614 Renovo Rd
Alvarez Arsenio 1960 Delaware Ave
Barner Shane W 156 8th St
Bruno Stephanie 442 Pennsylvania Ave
Cozzi Luther 130 8th St
Gyurina Nancy L 183 Hammersley Rd
Heck Wayne 12157 Renovo Dr
Irvin Jason A 616 Erie Ave
Mann Gary 2251 Schuylkill Ave
Maxwell Charles W Sr CO Maxwell Furniture Store 532
Erie Ave
Moran Kieran 332 Hawson Ave
Oneill Patricia A 183 Hammersley Rd
Renovo Bilo 9719 150 15th St
Snyder Indie E, Cora M HCR 62 Box 68
Tyndale Kenneth, Carol HC 62 Box 110
Werts Daisy M HC 62 Box 217
Westport Pa 17778
Mahaffey Clyde L 1114 Isabella
Woolrich Pa 17779
Conklin Duane W Dc Autobody PO Box 284 30 Owl Ln
Putek Henry PO Box 146
Riedhammer Marcus M MD PO Box 169
Theresa Hershberger PO Box 273
Walsh Mary 310 Seneca Rd
Welshans Karen E Dc Autobody PO Box 284 30 Owl Ln
Columbia/Montour Counties
Aristes Pa 17920
Abdo Jesse R 502 Main St
Harter Edward R PO Box 216
Stutzcage Edward PO Box 204 Centralia Hgts
Benton Pa 17814
Amrowski Rebecca 637 Red Hill Rd
Bartkiewicz Michael F 84 Kersteen Rd
Cohick Beverly A PO Box 130
Coughlin Harold B PO Box 449
Cross Ken, Cross Family Dental PO Box 248
Diltz Beverly J 342 Municipal Rd
Emerald Gas 2 10 Main St
Gia Enterprises LLC 505 Mkt St
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Gordon Roy B 998 Peterman Rd
Goss Willard 389 Red Hill Rd
Grimes Carl H PO Box 359
Grimes R Raymond 457 Waller Rd
Hartman Daniel L 161 State Rte 118
Hartman Theresa Y PO Box 290
Heyburn R E PO Box 502
Hudack Joann 342 Municipal Rd
Judge Thomas H 5591 SR 487
Klahr Kenneth L RR 2 Box 218a
Knouse Robert E RD 1
Kosiek Stanley J RR 1
Lane Sandra 242 3rd St
Llewellyn John D, Ann M 247 Tripp Rd
Oreilly Lawrence PO Box 309
Pollock Michael H RR 3 Box 195a
Puderbaugh James L 31 Blue Spruce Ln
Reeb Neil G 658 Waller Divide Rd
Swank Dorothea E 185 Jamison City Rd
Work Harry L, Mary A 352 Kearkuff Rd
Zebraski Paul A RR 3 Box 88d
Berwick Pa 18603
Alberda Dolores E, John 801 E 16th St
Allen William G 1600 Spring Gdn Ave
Amb Shick Area V RR 1 Box 1806
Andrews Martha 1220 6th Ave
Appleton Miles 77 Paradise Dr
Audrey Eva 1605 2nd Ave
Austin Donald P 2 Sonny Rd
Babb Lois G 239 E 13th St
Babb Robert Jr Rear 1619 Orange St
Baker Charles W Jr 1142 Market St
Balitza Mildred C 604 N Market St Apt R
Ball Francis A RR 1 Box 1717
Bankers Wayne A 130 E Front St Rear Apt A
Barner Beatrice E RR 1 Box 187
Baron John Est 200 S Poplar St
Baronowski Irene 1414 2nd Ave
Beagle Nancy 234 E Front St
Berger Susan 137 E 6th St Apt C
Bitler Janis K 130 R Front St
Bitler Tyler 1341 3rd Ave
Bodman James E 206 Welliver Rd
Bonsall Stephen J, Wendy J 1107 3rd Ave 2nd Fl
Bork Brenda 6022 Park Rd Lot 8
Bower Peggy L 124 Bell Bend
Bower Roland L 311 Walnut St
Brady Karen 2200 W Front St
Bredbenner Louise 1538 3rd Ave
Briggs Kyle R 1539 1st Ave
Brinker Bonnie 1004 Spring Gdn Ave
Burkland Joseph 124 Cemetery St
Carabba Rose E 1106 1st Ave
Chase Auto Finance 412 E 5th St
Chomko Stephen A 706 N Warren St
Cole Marshall P 1206 4th Ave
Conners Auto Body Shop In 467 Evansville Rd
Crane Sheri 376 Stone Church Rd
Crawford Robert J 501 E 5th St
Creasy Charles 1730 Spring Gdn Ave
Cruz Patricia, Ismael 1216 Holly Dr
Davis Fred 1105 E 5th St
Davis H Lucilla, Fray R 162 Park Blvd
Dillon Lisa L 112c Hosler Rd
Do Est 605 Freas Ave
Domanski John L, Mary A 227 Duval St
Don Wilkinson Agency 131 W Front St
Dry Dorothy L, Bennet C RR 1
Ducellier Jeff L 100 Mulberry St Apt 21
Dunn Lisa A 909 E 2nd St
East End Pizzeria 409 Walnut St
Edwards Dorothy J, Dale H 1010 Monroe St Apt 207
Eiger Thomas A, Thomas J 1280 Salem Blvd
Engleheart Tami 118 Market St
Evans Mary P Est 1212 7th Ave
Evans Ray S Jr 1613 Orange St
Ezzyk Justin D 1801 Spring Gdn Ave
Fahringer Michael E 111 Spruce St
Fenstermacher Geneva, Ruth Caporaletti 1518 Sp
Fisher Stephen G 2116 Hts Rd
Foltas Market 1200 First Ave
Fries Donald L 733 E 3rd St
Futoma Karen, Lois 10 Lower Woodcrest Rd
Garrison Wendy 224 Moores Hill Rd
Geist Laah Jayne 625 E 10th St
Gingher Marian A 217 E 7th St
Giugliano Isabel M 810 Sunset Dr
Golomb Jerome 342 Bowers Rd
Green Deanna C 408 W 2nd St
Green James D 415 Johnson Ave
Greenspan Emma 1801 N Vine St
Gregory Margaret B Est 1717 Salem St
Grevera Angela M 811 Orange St
Hancock Mary D 1521 W Front St
Harrox Harvene 1426 Orange St
Hazlett Tyler T, Sarah 1430 Fairview Ave
Heckman Wayne R 243 Martz St
Henger Marion J 333 N Mulberry St
Hess Deborah A 205 S Orchard St
Hicks Paul T 1307 Ferris Ave
Hidlay Marie D 1126 Good Ave
Hontz Brandon M 230 E Front St
Hoosty Caroline A RD 2
Hosler Carl F Jr, Marian L RR 4 Box 4489
Huntington R Edward 105 Huntington Rd
Hutchings Dale E 829 W Front St
Isvak Ronald 1501 Orange St
J M & J D Poyer Trust 83 Croop Rd
Jadwin Ruth L 9 Edgewood Rd
Jenkins Oma V 1505 Ruhmels Ln
Jones Grace B 240 Martzville Rd
Kaminski Paul K 624 Maywood Dr
Keller Earl L Jr 25 W Rittenhouse Mill Rd
Kimbell Joann M 19 3rd Ln
Kishbaugh Clifford M III, Jennifer M 374 Moores Hill Rd
Kishbaugh Elmira M C/O Clint Kishbaugh
615 Knob Mountain Rd
Kishbaugh Ray E Est 196 Bowers Rd
Kitson Kenneth L 114 Skyline Dr
Kleiner Rebecca 123 Garfield Ave
Kline Domicella B, Merlin C 2050 W Front St 118
Knorr Robert E Sr 149 Twin Church Rd
Koons Minnie, William B 54 Susquehanna Ave
Kowalski Waterproofing Inc 521 Vista Dr
Krepich Stacy 230 E 11th St Fl 1
Kurilla Joseph, Dawn L 1320 Fairview Ave
Labus Margaret 2050 W Front St Rm 152a
Laubach Cassondra 412 E 5th St
Leitzel Charlotte E 206 E Front St
Lutz Richard N 1616 Lincoln Ave
Lynch Stephen 501 E Front St
Mackes Electric 7032 Mountain Rd
Mahoney Matthew 428 430 E 8th St
Majer Carl R 211 Mosralok Rd
Martin Wayne 83 Croop Rd
Masich Gregory 467 Evansville Rd
Matzko Mike 1102 2nd Ave
Maximiek Dental Asso LLC 375 Martzville Rd
Maynard Elizabeth B 2300 W Front St
Mcclintock Anita 209 Summerhill Ave
Melendez Reyes Bertila 1419 Pine St
Milheim Ricky 2300 W Front St
Miller Ian 518 E 7th St
Miller Nancy A 308 E Front St
Miller Robert S 520 Briar Ln
Morgis Virginia S 2050 W Front St
Mowery Michael R 1224 Dewey St
Mumurtrie Joselle, Thomas 1700 Fairview Ave
Nagle Clair 2 Fowlersville
Nevel Loren Jr 2632 W Front St
Ogrodoski Anthony 1414 2nd Ave
Ogrodoski Chester, Anthony 1414 2nd Ave
Owens Kendal T 9 Juniper St
Papas Paul E 1120 N Market St
Parker Brenda Jean 2518 W Front St
Pedro Romeo PO Box 108
Peneles John J 320 E 13th St Trlr 8
Pennypacker Edward 1120 W Front St
Petock John 1537 1 Ave
Petroff Elizabeth C Berwick Ctrmast Village II E 16th St
Pierce Jake A 1206 4th Ave
Platt Ronald 558 Salem Blvd
Potzer Brent 128 Mill Rd
Quinn Tim 924 E 5th St
Rarich Mark C 300 N Market St 410
Richards Matt Pro Green Total Lawn Care 212 Fowler St
Rochua Helen 1414 2nd Ave
Rodgers Vivianlee 50 Hilltop Rd
Romeo Geraldine C 904 Orange St Apt C
Salsman Clarence R 227 Jackson St
Serafin Rose M 333 Washington St
Shook Hidlay Marie 1126 Good Ave
Shydlinski Pearl 514 E 8th St
Shydlinski Pearl Est 514 E 8th St
Siesko Thelma J 205b Birch Pl
Sivick Charlotte E 206 E Front St
Slusser Betty 1001 Pine St
Smith Alva D 751 E 16th St Ste 200
Snyder Flora C 1653 Steel St
Somits Nicole K 308 N Mulberry St
Spangler Betty P 1501 Spring Gdn Ave Apt 209
Staffieri John M III 219 Ida St
Steinhauer Roger L PO Box 289
Stepney Katherine 333 Lasalle St
Steward Robert D RR 2 Box 2210
Sult Robert L 1732 Lincoln Ave
Sutter Elizabeth R 925 E Front St
Sydian Anesthesia Pc Po Box 468
Theodore T Shaffer Tuw Charles A Shaffer 111 W Front St
Tomassacci Richard M, Ashlee 370 Monroe St
Tuloshetzki Teresa M, Xavier, John F RD 1
Ulshafer Harry M 587 Evansville Rd
Van Houten Rolland E 177 Red Brick Church Rd
Velleca Jayme D 1627 Brittain St
Wark Justin 406 E Fifth St Apt A
Warner Rena M PO Box 4
Weaver Wilbur W 365 Pearl St
Wenninger Amanda 2126 Placides Dr
Werpheiser Mary K 206 Ida St
Whitchsett Michael M 66 Sparrow Dr #34
Whitenight Jerry, June, Tyler 170 Evansville Rd
Williams Robert 329 Pearl St
Wojtaszek Shannon 417 E 8th St Apt E
Wolfe Stella G 1244 Orange St
Yevich Eugene E 515 E 9th St
Yong Xing Buffet 1528 W Front St
Yustat Kevin J RR 1 Box 1717
Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Adams Susan Mall Management 225 Columbia Mall Dr
Afza Jamil 1241 Maple St
Americare 683 W Main St
Angelo Kim 53 W Main St
Bachert Russel E Jr, Jane L 821 Jefferson St
Bair Emily William Light St Rd
Baker Joseph John, Kathleen 6800 Keefers Ln
Ball Susan S 219 Boone Rd
Bartholomew Stacey R 513 Market St
Barton Frank H Jr 714 Park St
Bartusick Elizabeth 138 Pops Ln
Bbct Co Trust Dept 11 W Main St
Beaver Christopher 476 W 1st St
Beaver Nicholas E 219 Boone Rd
Beckys Treasures 515 W Main St Apt 2
Behr Keith A 196 Sheatler Ln
Benfield Max−An N PO Box 174
Betterly Mary 63 E 5th St
Book M Caroline, James E 732 Millertown Rd
Bostic Allen, Wana 454 Ants Hill Rd
Boyer Jeremiah S 950 Grovania Dr
Boyer Kenneth J, Conna Bergeron PO Box 979
Bredbenner Baillee 160 Ridge St
Breech Dawne 2155 Old Berwick Rd
Breischs Dairy Inc 925 E Seventh St
Broadt David, Betty 260 Scenic Ave
Brown Christine M 368 E 5th St
Brubaker Kendall 256 Leonard St
Caldwell Tiffany A 2392 2nd St
Cardella Michael 3 Kaitlyn Ln
Carroll Christina M 34 Hunt Club Dr
Cedar Bloomsburg LLC Mall Management 225 Columbia
Mall Dr
Charles Zoee L 28 Perry Ave Lot 19
Chomiak Paul 561 E Brugler Ave Apt 3
Chyko Stephen A, Carol 677 Buckhorn Rd
Cline David C RD 3
Cole Lester R 514 Zehner St
Coleman James E 259 Mcguire Park Dr
Cooper Kirby 277 E 6th St
Corall Daniel 920 Mcguire Rd
Cruz Cristian Ivan 273 E 5th St
Dana Paul C, Amy M 510 Kressler Ave
Davis Evelyn 322 Arbutus Park Rd
Davis Starla 7308 Columbia Blvd
Deihl Edwin 41 Crestmont Cir
Deihl Edwin H, Joanne 41 Crestmont Cir
Delarge Marcia 177 Railrd St
Deterick Marie, James 211 E 1st St
Diltz Marushia T, Carl E 135 Friar Rd
Dipippa Adeline C 3037 Old Berwick Rd
Dworsak Robert R 137 Peacock Corners Rd
Earnest Marland 158 Lamoreaux Rd
Eisenberg William D 5380 Old Berwick Rd
Elizabeth White RR 1
Elliott Gregory R 111 Honeysuckle Ct Apt 221
Emery Associates Inc 2894 Old Berwick Rd
Emery Sheila R 22 Ivey Dr
Ent Monica E W, Frank L Carroll Park 45 Willow Ln
Evans Mary L 2705 Snyder Ave
Everett Harriet S RR 4
Farrell Helen 6020 Ft Jenkins Ln Trlr 57
Fernsler Keith 1210 Grandview Rd
First Federal Bank 17 East Main St
Fischer Kaylee 368 E 5th St
Frace Larry C Inspectopns LLC 3642 Ridge Rd
Francis Edward P Jr 110 Amron Dr
Ginn T Neal 585 Crestwood Dr
Giselle Marie 21 W Main St Apt 315
Gmac Mortgage LLC 454 Ants Hill Rd
Greenly Rita S 1415 Treeline Dr
Griggs Matthew A 2260 Third St
Grow Kristen M 638 E 4th St
Guise Matthew 315 W 5th St
H R I Inc Hri Bloomsburg Plant 10 Ebner Dr
Haas Dorothy M 321 Catherine St
Hair Raising Experience Robert A Colosimo 3081 Columbia
Blvd
Hall Robert E Est 3803 Old Berwick Rd
Hampton Derl 51 Frosty Valy Rd
Hartman Lucille W 1312 Sassafras St
Harvey Andrew 2386 Old Berwickrd
Hassert Doris 1117 Lightst Rd
Hauck Joyce M 2260 3rd St
Henry Michael A, Tracy L 109 Quarry Dr
Hock Michael P 94 Buckhorn Rd
Hoffman Elizabeth L 2250 Brookside Rd
Hoffman John H RR 8 Box 469
Holden Winifred S 415 Riverview Ave
Horn Charles W 30 Franklin St
Houseknecht Gregory L 2404 Second St
Houseknecht M 623 Old Berwick Rd
Hummel Linda S, John N 513 Market St
Hunsinger Arnold G 1141 Scotch Valy
In LLC 1402 Treeline Dr
Independent Chevrolet Cadillac Inc 420 Central Rd
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Ingram Norma 227 Edgar Ave
Johnson Esther 623 Old Berwick Rd
Jump Up Inc 1 Bittersweet Dr
Kiles Body Shop 2440 2nd St Espy
King Wayne PO Box 142
Kirkendall Harold N 8 York Rd
Kishbaugh Monty 148 W Main St
Kissinger Sarina L 199 Oman Rd
Kline Florence M 435 E Fourth
Klinger Arthur 333 W 5th St
Knash Calina 201 Millville Rd Apt E
Kountz Robert D PO Box 792
Kreamer Roberta K 562 Scotch Valy Dr
Kuprevich William 410 Glen Ave Ste 2
Lavalley Angela Gilman 585 Crestwood Dr
Levan Isabelle Est 424 Bisset Ext Ln
Lunger Grace 136 E Main St Apt 1
Lunger Grace Est 345 Iron St 107
Magee Ind Enterprises Inc 480 W 5th St
Mainside Repair Service Inc 24 W Pine Ave
Maldonado Daniel 226 E 1st St
Malone Mary J 527 West St
Mcgovern Thomas E 442 W Main St
Miknich Robert 168 Dutch Hill Rd
Morgante Frances A 308 E 2nd St
Munson Jay I West St
Murakami Chika 400 E 2nd St PO Box 6044
Murphy Frances G 1000 Market St
Myers Marian L 230 Leonard St
Nagel Clair B RR 05 Liglet St Rd
Nicholson Charles J 420 Shaffer Rd
Paulick Peter 14 E 3rd St Rear Apt
Penn Sel Communication Service One E Main
Peters Robertine A 1220 Market St
Petro Andrew P 150 E 1st St
Phillips Thomas 1520 Main St Apt B
Rankin Bruce 34 Hunt Club Dr
Readler Jamine M 150 Leonard Stree Apt
Rhoads Norris, Betty 108 Hidden Hollow Dr
Richart Colton 1869 Old Berwick Rd
Robbins Glen 270 E 8th St
Robinson Earl 138 E 8th St
Roselli Leona 50 E 1st St Apt 19
Sanchez Sharon K 879 Mountain Rd
Sanders Emily B 24 Duke of Gloucester St
Schaeefer Claude 512 W 3rd St
Schenck Leanne 395 Lightst Rd
Seeley Karin W 15 River Dr
Shafer Celizab 145 W 9th St
Shoemake Judy K 1947 Millville Rd Lot 7
Shoemakers Auto Body 1947 Millville Rd Lot 7
Shoop Fern, Cynthia Schaible Irrevocable Burial Fund
288 E 8th St
Short Nicholas M, Eleanor W 1105 Cherry Hill Rd
Simpson Growney Jo Anne 147 W 4th St
Slusser Dana 23 Railrd Ln
Slusser Jennifer M 6 N Iron St
Snyder Elmer 101 Train St
Stadler Viola M 153 Scott Ave
Stadler Viola M Est 211 E 1st St
Stromblad Christopher 2901 Tower Rd 13211 Cub Cir
Styer John L III, Luanne 2440 Second St Espy
Susquehanna Healthcare Inc PO Box 698
Sutherland Frank 514 Dutch Hill Rd
Swartz Collision 41 Crestmont Cir
Terrill Ronald Mental Health Assoc, Guardi 38 W Main St
Tevis Richard L, Gloria R 1205 Market St
Tharps Denise 241 Leonard St
Thomas Byron 1458 SR 487
Titman E K 3645 1st St
Tpc Power Center 2605 Columbia Blvd
Travelpiece Helen 795 Oak St
Ulrich Adam 99 Walnut St
Ulshafer Claude J 351 Rupert Dr
Unger Jessica 34 Houck Hollow Rd
Valderrama Shawn E Jr, Shawn E 1435b Scotch Valy Dr
Vanloon Geraldine RR 3
Village Medical Supply Ll 1000 Market St Ste 37
Vincek Ronette C 3525 Red Maple Ln
W M Custom Cycles 7145 Columbia Blvd
Walbroel Robert 910 Mcguire Rd Apt 6
Waldron Dianne J, Thomas B 299 Dahl Rd
Walker Brenda Mall Management 225 Columbia Mall Dr
Webb Kenneth A 1039 A Scotch Valy Dr
Welch Laura M RR 3
Welliver Elizabeth C 125 Welliver Dr
Weyant Janice M 211 East First St
Whalen Gary 6020 Ft Jenkins Ln
Whalen Onita Est 1107 Mainville Dr
Whitman Jill M 351 E St Apt 2
Whitmire Don 22 Ivey Dr
Wilford Maylor 320 Leonard St
Williams Florence T 330 W 3rd St
Wintersteen Charles R 420 Shaffer Rd Rm 30
Wintersteen Evelyn 362 W 5th St
Wondoloski Kayla, Diane, Nicholas 496 Fowlersville Rd
Yang Hao 415 E 4th St
Catawissa Pa 17820
Andrews Linda E 391 Quaker Meeting House Rd
Bartorelli Mark 391 Locust Ln
Breisch Norman R Jr RR 2 Box 96
Champoux Wendy W, Luc D, Megan R 209 Quaker Meeting
House Rd
Creasy Karena R 282 Hollow Rd
Cupparo Joseph L 496 Evergreen Ln
Dalexander Angelo J 247f Pine St
Elfayoumi Gehan M 510 Hillside Village
Emmons Lyonne L RD 3 Box 474
Fetterman June 230 Church St
Fink Oliver R 203 Millgrove Cir
Gulden Lisa A 213 Southern Dr
Henry Garrett Russell, Susan M 368 Lake Glory Rd
Horrox Thelma E 219 North St
Hoyes Marissa C 149 S 2nd St
Hulse Mandy R 450 E Main St
Hulse Megan 890 A Old Reading Rd
Hutchinson Alan 310 N Second St
Hutchinson Debra J 310 N 2nd St
Janoski Theresa Box 167 RD 3
Krum Beverly, Harold 305 Pine St
Levan Terry 72 Mountain Rd
Linn Jane 50 Quarry Dr
Linn Robert R RR 1
Martin Suzet 2066 Mill St
Mccarty Scott L 282 Hollow Rd
Mcgaharan Kevin 23 Billman Rd
Miller Bessie R RD 2
Miller Kathy L 616 Old Reading Rd
Nichols Dwayne D 164 Picnic Grove Rd
Norris Sarah P 246 Mt Zion Rd
Rhoades Charles E Jr, Kimberly G 465 E Main St
Roeder Akira 246 Mt Zion Rd
Sides Kenneth H 587 Mt Zion Rd
Snyder Joseph RR 3 Box 94 B6
Steely Jay 516 Fisher Ave
Swank Paul H 129 S 2nd St
Vella Jonathan G, Carolyn F 116 Wonderview Rd
Welkom Ronadl 717 Numidia Rd
Whitenight Pauline H 131 Main St Apt 406
Yeagle William 1120 Numedia Dr
Zinda Anna 361 Fisher Ave
Danville Pa 17821
Ackerman Stewart 22 Valy Green Dr
Adams Joy Est RR 4 Box 134
Albright Danielle 17 Delwood Dr
Alfred Mary Co Villa Sacred Heart 580 Railrd St
Andrusis Sarah 25 E Mahoning St Apt 2
Ashford Alexander 420 Bloom St
Bailor Helen L 11 C St #1
Bang Heather 2 Strawberry Ln
Barnhart Wade A 54 Hillside Rd
Beachel Jamie R 1894 Continental Blvd
Beaver Lee 10 Kindt Rd
Behrens Nicholas M 103 Walnut St
Benshoff Timothy L Susan Falton 89 Pepper Hls
Blackburn James 2 Kipps Run Rd
Blohn Carrie RR 2
Blohn John J 427 Mill St
Blue Donald S 101 E Market St
Boulis Tharwat F 11 Red Oak Dr
Bower Louise V PO Box 116
Brady Charles H PO Box 33
Brady Karen 515 Columbia Hill Rd
Bressler Jeff 348 Church St Unit A
Brown Richard X 1700 Reedy St
Castro Ann Marie 414 Church St
Clark Teresa 580 Railrd St
Coleman Yolanda L 200 State Hospital Dr
Comfort Inn & Suites 15 Valy West Rd
Cotner Franklin E Jr 81 Ottawa Rd
Cotner Ralph 112 Mowery St
Cotner Shannon L 46 Cherry St
Cropf Cynthia M 1505 Ridgeview Apts
Crumb Alice A 49 Wall St
Crumb Heather R 412 E Market St Apt 2
Csk Investments 1219 Montour Blvd
Daly Anne C 239 Ash St
Davies Richard T Jr, Nancy G 9 Cotswold St
Delapaz Bertha 22 Lower Mulberry #9
Delourdes Mary 875 Montour Blvd
Dennehy Idita 2400 Sunbury Rd
Derrick Janet 106 Hartman Rd
Diehl David L 801 Mount Zion Dr
Diehl Larry Jr 83 Pepper Hills
Diehl Ryan L 17 Hillside Rd
Dimitrakakis Janine 23 Second St
Duy Natalie R, Pierre V 400 Sunbury Rd
Dyer Pete R, Kelly Whitesel 1302 Red Ln
Edwards Barbara Rhoads Hill Rd
Erlsteu Phillip L 500 Church St
Escoffier Inc 336 Mill St
Evergreen Pointe Nhp 300 Evergreen Pointe
Falton Susan K Susan Falton 89 Pepper Hls
Feldmann Daniel 221 Abbey Rd
Finns News Agency 26 Mill St
Fleck Robert J, Mary Ann 1520 Bloom Rd
Flick Warren R 1 Blue Spgs Ter
Folk Elmer F Jr RR 2 Box 188
Fritz Anthony R 8 Sunset Dr
Garvey Kay 322 Ctr St
Garvey Thomas P 918 Ridge Dr
Gearhart Howard L Jr, Cmsu Box 219
Gemberling Nathaniel 111 Grand St
Getkin Cleota 217 W Market St
Getty Sara K, W E RD 5
Gonzalez Sara C 18 3rd St
Green Mary 414 Church St
Greenfield Lawrence S 116 Gotschal Rd
Groom William Jr, William 97 Clinton St
Haas Larry L 401 Church St
Hajdu Stephen J 4 Cross Keys Place Apt 3
Hannon Peter Do 531 Columbia Hill Rd
Harter Vicki 108 Valy View Rd
Hartman Susan 3 Edgewood Dr
Heddings Darlis J 385 Diehl Rd
Helm Anne E RR 1
Herman Jeffrey S 105 Cameltown Hill Rd
Hill Flora M, John D Jr 3103 Bloom Rd
Holshue Catherine H 310 Ctr St
Holshue Patricia 310 Ctr St
Hummer Jeffrey S 47 Hummer Rd
Hurst Stephen L 106 Cherokee Rd
Ingraham Herbert 501 Locust Ln
Iqbal Stephanie 200 State Hospital D
Jeffreys William H MD 10 Kipps Run Rd
Jenkins Edward L, Edward T 306 Grand St
Jesus Amarilis H 16 Cotswold St
Jones Shirley, Ray E PO Box 143
Kaminski Janet A Ba 100 N Academy Ave
Kephart Mildred F, S Nichols 943 E Market St
Kingston Dorothy E, Kathleen, Thomas, William
414 Church St
Kingston Dorothy E, Margaret E, Ann M 414 Church St
Kochey Tracy L, Grant M, Clifford D Reinert PO Box 423
Kough Robert H, Nancy T 11 Red Oak Dr
Kressler Beth 223 Grand St
Kruleski Ashley 111 Grand St
Kugp Inc 15 Valy West Rd
Kwiecien Jeffrey A, Sara J 506 Baldtop Rd
Latsha Erma 49 Woodbine Ln
Lee Thelmo 341 Mill St
Lehman Mary E 2006 Bloom Rd
Lehman Mary Emma 50 1st St Apt 411
Letts Irene L 113 N Ardmoor Ave
Levan Steven W 95 Wagon Wheel Rd
Litterer George A 4 Maple Ln
Litterer George A RR 3
Litterer Joyce L 4 Maple Ln
Litwhiler Catherine E, Melvin C Jr 41 Debreen Rd
Lon Pamela Estate 106 Cherry St
Long Pamela K 106 Cherry St
Losch Bruce W PO Box 371
Losch Dorothy E PO Box 371
Lundy Mahlon 41 Arrowhead Rd
Maloney Rita E 214 Cherry St
Maresca Francis L, Irene S RD 5 Box 143
Matrishion Paul L 106 Kaseville Rd
Maus Mary 12 W Market St
Mccoy Beatrice I 716 Bloom St
Mcelroy Erica 14 Ctr St
Mcwilliams Robert J Jr 610 Sunbury Rd
Menges Sue 23 Meadow Ln
Miknich Thomas E 29 Susie Ln
Miller Christopher, Joan F RD 4 Box 58
Miller Lisa A 1505 Ridgeview Apts
Moyer Thomas A 1110 Ridge Dr
Mulberrys 336 Mill St
Murphy Jas 213 W Mulberry St
National Financial Services LLC 95 Wagon Wheel Rd
Naugle Joan M C O Leo Woods 225 Wall St
Newton Shirley A, Shannon M 311 Lower Mulberry St
Nichols Calvin A, Susan K 943 E Market St
Omasta Maria Melanie 1 Maria Hall
Perruquet Jessica E, Rebecca, Joshua J, Jill M, Scott R
53 Overlook Dr
Peters Georgene H PO Box 116
Pisarski Edward F Est 49 Woodbine Ln
Quality Inn Suites PO Box 218
Reichenbach Henry R 1202 Bloom St
Rhone Charlotte Est, Alice Elliott 960 Baldtop Rd
Rider Ruth S 875 Montour Blvd
Riley Robert W, Gwen E 117 Country Rd
Rita E Maloney Rev Tr Dtd 12/27/95 214 Cherry St
Rudy Mary H 49 Woodbine Ln
Rudy Ronald W Est 12 W Market St PO Box 179
Sabinsville Amb F PO Box 90
Schafer Diane 9 Oakwood Dr
Schneeronald Paul Est 254 Liberty St #6
Selfridge Sheri 200 State Hospital Dr
Shaffer Samantha 40 Starner Rd
Sharma Pinaz 628 Bloom St Apt C
Shelinski Margaret J, Thomas 606 Bloom St
Simpson Bryan K 308 Mill St Apt 7
Stetson Benjamin E 175 Bogart Rd
Stigall Landon 22 Ivy Ln
Stonier Dianne 1104 Ridgeview
Sweeney Ruth R, Leslie Young 103 N Ardmoor Ave
Tappe Daniel 23 Pepper Hls
Tech Transport PO Box 90
Truesdell Tanya 92 Creek Rd
Turofski Rosemarie RR 7 Box 17
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United State Gypsum 60 Ppl Rd
Venuto Margaret M 521 Railrd St
Vigunas Adrienne M 1802 Bloom Rd
Vonblohn Carrie 427 Mill St
Vonblohn John RR 2
Waples Patricia 303 Ridgeview
Weast Gladys B 223 Vine St
Weaver Gladys, Henry L Weaver RR 3
Weaver Linda L PO Box 116
Whitenight Delavan E Wholesale Produce Co
2700 Sunbury Rd
Whitenight Jose Sanchez 1198 Blue Hill Dr
Wisniewski Marie A 515 Columbia Hill Rd
Wolfgang Joyce 926 E Market St
Wood Alaire N 2 Valy Green Dr
Wood Walter P 130 Mill St
Wydra Sandra 926 E Market St
Wynn Elizabeth A, Holly L, Evelyn I 1410 Bloom Rd
Zartman Sarah M 1420 Brook Ave
Lightstreet Pa 17839
Hirleman Malcolm H 1000 Ridge Rd PO Box 1195
Utt Mildred E PO Box 177
Mifflinville Pa 18631
Barnes Victor G 186 Valy View Dr
Birt Mary C Main St
Criger Svc Inc 79 Ln Rd
Hess Nellie E 3rd St
Milheim Linda E 1st
Miller Margaret C 195 W 5th St
Universal Mifflinville 489 W 3rd St
Millville Pa 17846
Avery Ray RD 1
Bish Lillian 25 Crane Rd
Book James E, Julia W 113 Applegate Rd
Brunner Robert Frederick 34 Maple Ridge Rd
Deaner Klyde A 212 Old Greenwood Rd
Goffman Susan 34 Walnut Ln
Heller Alice A 25 Crane Rd
Kochis Valerie J 18 Eyersgrove Rd Apt 5
Lawton Jeffrey P, Shiloh 823 Bottom Rd
M C Fedl Credit Union 35 White Ash Rd
Maihofer Arline PO Box 320 State St
Mcginn James E Sr, Tyler J PO Box 379
Melvin Michael A, Caroline 15 Eyersgrove Rd PO Box 44
Pettebone Oliver Millville Health Ctr 48 Haven Ln
PO Box 320
Reichard Matthew R 1500 Hill Rd
Ritter Cathy A, A 462 Bottom Rd
Shaner Dorothy 167 Rte 442w
Snyder Nathan J, Heidi A 701 Maple Ridge Rd
Steward Timothy P PO Box 545
Swartz Ruth E PO Box 419 Senior Ctr Village
Traver Mathew, Diane 152 Old State Rd
Werntz Kristel R 1093 SR 254
Winski Louise A 125 Haven Ln
Zagzoog Tagreed PO Box 444
Ziegler Jeffrey P 220 Valy View Lk
Numidia Pa 17858
Batdorf Ray PO Box 12
Orangeville Pa 17859
Alberda Delores E, John 177 West Overlook St
Bayside Express Inc PO Box 17
Billig Shirley Orangeville Nursing & Rehab 200 Berwick Rd
Cressinger Lamar PO Box 157
Fedder Allen, Cathryn, Cheyenne, Paul 2619 SR 487
Hess Mary E, Elmer RD 2
Johnson Sharon 405 Main St Apt A
Kocher Kevin 1501 SR 487
Laubach Breanne 73 Shultz Rd
Luurg Jeannette RD 1
Moss Jean 422 SR 93
Phares Steve M 38 Reese Rd
Rex Elaine 169 West Cleaer View Dr
Stewart Ruth A RD 1
Taylor Judith A 98 Hill Rd
Tom Yurko Handyman 117 Meadow Ln
Yurko Thomas J PO Box 41
Yurko Thomas J PO Box 88
Stillwater Pa 17878
Boone Michele 214 Hyview Rd
Gunther Tammy J 20 Academy St
Smith Robert 202 Thunderbird Rd
Sutliff Spencer 870 Bonnieville Rd 1st Fl
Williver Harold W, Janice 1697 Old Tioga Tpke
Washingtonville Pa 17884
Bidding Claire F PO Box 243
Jones John A 8 Church St
Viking Erectors Inc Ppl Gate 3 18 Mcmichael Rd
Wilburton Pa 17888
Erney Anna 248 2nd St
Gemberling Delbert W 334 W 3rd St
Randenbush Luther D 2nd St
Yacobichina Andrew 232 W 2nd St
Crawford County
Adamsville Pa 16110
Gill Mary RD 1
Atlantic Pa 16111
Dameron Raymond S, Brenda F RR 1 Box 130−B
Darr Linda 12159 Atlantic Rd
Pallack Martinique L, Russell RD 1
Pallack Russell W, Wendy M RR 1
Russell W Pallack Tr UA51886 RR 1
Cambridge Springs Pa 16403
Bennett Brian 24696 Elm Rd
Betts Shane 31766 Round Hill Rd
Bianco Judith A, Thomas V 840 Lura Rd
Brink Myron R, Ann 516 S Main St
Catalano Kath 201 S Main St
Grippe Frank 287 Mcclellan St
Gruver Miranda, Richard 24785 Gravel Run Rd
Humes Frances E 25512 Drake St
Jennings Thomas E, Marie RD 2
Knight Kenneth D Adm Golden Living Ctr 110 Canfield St
Laughlin Gwendolyn L 1820 Timber Dr
Macdonald Wilhelmenia 110 Canfield St
Mikolay Richard D RR 2
Morrone William R 31397 Teepleville Rd
Naculich Floy E 21984 Skeltontown Rd
Nomura Chiseki 461 Spring St
Orr Margaret A 24822 Blystone Rd
Shade Alice E Est Of, Penn F 267 Mcclellan St
Skelton Robert J, Paul E 24822 Blystone Rd
Stafford Ryan, Mark 19981 Skeltontown Rd
Styborski Betty J 21780 Ctr St Ext
Takeuchi Miki 325 Grant St
Thomas Pauline RT 2
Thumm George C Jr 27349 Johnstown Rd
Townley Melvin R Box 222
Williams Paul W 111 Church St
Centerville Pa 16404
Baron Linda RR 4
Chase Leah L 42505 Magee Town Rd
Davis Glenn A 34768 Yochum Rd
Fullom Doris O 19021 Erie St
Kaster Harvey RR 4
Laird Howard A Box 221 RD 2
Laroche Donna F 38190 Five Corners Rd
Malstrom Wanda E PO Box 115
Mccaslin Marian E 18853 Erie St
Murphy Fred J RR1
Myers Nellie L RR 4 Box 177a
Nadolny Steve RD 3
Ohl Charles L 19067 Erie St
Paul David RT 1
Phillips Adam John 42505 Magee Town Rd
Post Alden E, Roberta 37786 Armstrong Rd
Proper Clarence L, Myrna S 38692 Mystic Park Rd
Proper Nicholas P 34965 Ctr Rd
Reed Joseph D 17097 Fink Rd
Schenberg Jodi A 17097 Fink Rd
Smith Marjorie, Thomas I RR 1
Soltis Joseph M 18058 Shauberger Rd
Thurau Pauline L, James 13015 Ghering Rd
Woods William L 37735 State Hwy 408
Cochranton Pa 16314
Baker Marvin C 3804 Bailey Rd
Bauer Robert H PO Box 376
Bournias Stamatis L 197 S Smith St
Burchill Wendi PO Box 376
Foster Jeffrey J PO Box 45a 106 River St
Godsave Marian V 183 W Adams St
Heritage House Furniture 145 W Adams St
Lang Gerald T 22317 Hwy 285
Martin Lloyd, Paul 215 S Franklin St
Martin Tennys, Paul 215 S Franklin St
Mccartney William D, Teresa P 27479 Lippert Rd
Mook E L 166 High St
Mook Estella L 166 High St
Prall Charles Joseph III 6075 Townhall Rd
Preston Dale 4844 Kelley Rd
Route 19 Heavy Truck Repair 4645 RT 19
Seery Anna M RR 2 Box 183
Spahn Kreig, Cochranton Family Health C PO Box 677
Wilson Donna L 1316 Deckards Run Rd
Wood Donald H, June E 976 Donation Hill Rd
Yeskey Martin 5474 Autumnwood Dr
Conneaut Lake Pa 16316
Arbuckle Richard RR 1
Beers Chad M 10950 Oak St Apt 6
Bennett Helen RR 2 Box 540
Bland Susan E 11904 Shadya Ve
Braham Marlene L 10178 Nancy Dr
Brown Charles W Est Of 538 E Canal Dr
Coolidge Herbert PO Box 244
Davenport Joni J 8252 Hwy 6
Excalibur Charities PO Box 605
Garland Mabel E 8111 Hwy 285
Hank Jon M 13529 Gordon Rd
Hegele Eleanor I 10942 Aldina Dr
Hessler Leo G 11469 Barberry Ln
Kliber Dolores A 11464 N Watson Run Rd
Martin Marjorie 10608 Mohawk Rd
Mccarney Michelle H, James A 10481 Konneyaut Trl
Mcdowell Jessie L, Lyle K RR 3
Mcknight Larry M 10659 Pine Rd
Mcnichol Bernard J, Helen C 455 Water St Box 5018
Miller Howard E 13451 Conneaut Lake Rd
Neelans Virginia M 11935 Bank Rd
Newell Patrick J, Mary Beth 12284 Schumaker St
Opolka Mary C 11967 Oakland Beach Rd
Palla Christopher 7815 Us Hwy 6
Pirhalla Andrew A, Jane 13069 E Canal Dr
Pricer Alan E 10607 Mcclure St
Rader Barbara, Ronald 12611 Walnut Dr
Rosemarie Vogelsberger, Norbert Gaberal 12715 Walnut Dr
Smithgray 13185 W Vernon Rd
Snyder Mary L PO Box 135
Tomka James A 12185 Monnie Ave
Walker Alice S RR 1
Watson Thomas D PO Box 5174
Whitt Julie A 13185 W Vernon Rd
Wiley Robert L RD 3 Middle Rd
Wilson Icie M RR 2 Box 2
Conneautville PA 16406
Artman Leslie C 9108 State Hwy 198
Bartic John, Kevin Parker 16769 State Hwy 18
Beckers Advanced Flr Covering 16944 Hwy 18
Chason Robert D PO Box 329
Deal Karen A, Paul E 17849 St Hwy 18
Dougher Harold J 21860 Hilltop Rd
Gillette Rae I RR 1
J & S Trucking 22506 S Hickernell Rd
Komorowski Marian, Henry 9108 State Hwy 198 Rolling
Fields Rm 16
Mattera Jonathan 11926 Dicksonburg Rd
Prussia Clifford PO Box 245
Ryder Hilda PO Box 233
Samuels Bonnie PO Box 346
Savel Jeannette RR 2 Dicksonburg Rd
Scott Jeannine E Est Of PO Box 157
Wood Pearl 705 Washington St Apt 24
Xander Estella G Rolling Fields 9108 State Hwy 198
Espyville Pa 16424
Bergan John S 1344 Apache Dr
Biron Bonnie 21 Nancy Ave RD 1
Crom Loren L 11091 Taft Ave
Dewalt David L RR 1
Grim Roger D RR 1 Box 292
Smeltzer Sandra 21 Nancy Ave Rd Apt 1
Streza Charles Thomas, Mary 9709 George St
Wallingford Richard J 2025 Sherri Rd
Guys Mill Pa 16327
Barickman James R, Leo 12847 Wolf Rd
Colinear Amelia R 11932 Country Acres A
Corey Enid M 12343 St Hwy 198
Cox Amelia, Walter RD1
Cox Loretta, Francis 14431 Cox Rd
Cox John 14518 Cox Rd
Ervin Christopher S 10183 Beuchat Rd
Fitch Melody A RR 1 Box 206
Furry James K, Deborah 26579 Shaffer Rd
Mikes Auto Body, James K Furry 26579 Shaffer Rd
Morelli Michalene 27271 State Hwy 27
Neff David W RD 3 Box 65
Peterson Todd 10479 Fauncetown Rd
Yoder Aquilla D 8917 Hwy 198
Harmonsburg Pa 16422
Agnew Harold D PO Box 48
Phillips Allen 10704 Plum St
Hartstown Pa 16131
Bahme Helen P RR 1
Kosar Andy 9592 Carmon Rd
Macgregor Edna M 636 Penfield Ave
Mihoci Robin C 4463 Main St
Shelatz Marjorie 9740 Linesville Rd
Weaver Sarah 6331 Atlantic Lake Rd
Hydetown Pa 16328
Crawford Joanne M, Mary H Main St
Hathaway Steven Shad 13263 Old RTE 8 N
Seen Bonnie M PO Box 632
Linesville Pa 16424
Blood Carlton L, Richard E RD 3
Blood Catherine B RR 2
Boozel Sue C Est Of 6870 Us Hwy 6
Castor Sarah 15423 Shermansville Rd
Cervi Lillian G, Arthur 15729 Maples Rd
Chambers Olive W PO Box 132
Cook Celia S 12112 S Townline Rd
Cree Joseph M 6870 Us Hwy 6
Davis Robert R 7872 Gehrton Rd
Giles Steven W 1877 W Ctr Rd
Gillick Joseph C 1744 Sherri Ave
Grady Mary E PO Box 906 126 E Erie St
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Hall Clara M, James S RD 2
Hays Eugene W 7070 Rhueville Rd
Hill Virginia, Michael PO Box 802
Johnston Edward J 2487 W Ctr Rd
Lebbaft Margaret A 9266 Obrian Dr
Marsh Kelly L PO Box 3
Morini Elizabeth M Box 184
Obert Nancy C 16149 Airport Rd
Patsche Matthew R 1650 Leach Rd
Pierce George R PO Box 752
Steele Wanda M 9708 Hollick St
Stepchuck Richard H Est Of PO Box 447
Streza Mary 9709 George St
Walter Harold J Jr 1698 Morning View Dr
White Ron 9851 Harmonsburg Rd
Woods Gretchen A 196 Beach St Box 332
Worthing Mary L 575 W Erie St
Meadville Pa 16335
Abbatron PO Box 726
Adsit Dale A 31 Park Ave
Ainsworth Pet Nutrition 18746 Mill St
Alarcon Gina M 362 Benson Ave
Anderson Charles C Jr 649 Cullum St
Barken Mildred 209 Reynolds Ave
Barngrover Genevieve 11125 Williamson Rd
Barr Bernard L II 11395 Port Rd
Barretta Clifton A 329 Highland Ave
Barry Jerry R 785 Market St A3
Battles Leroy 943 G St
Beachley Deborah S 831 Market St
Bergamasco Grace Est Of 523 Cole Dr
Bergamasco Vincent 523 Cole Dr
Bigger Sidney, Jennie RR 6
Bitting Anna L 404 Park Ave
Bleutge Frances J 505 Jefferson St
Bly Juliea A 627 State St
Bohnert Rebecca 730 1/2 N Cottage St
Bossard Patricia A 21478 Valle Dr
Bow Carolyn T 872 Grove St Apt 4
Boyle Robert L Rain St
Bradley Kathleen D RR 6 F75
Brokerage Investment 291 Chestnut St
Brown Aaron M 831 Water St
Brown Carolyn M 128 Lincoln Ave
Brown Eric 995 Charlton St
Brydon Martha M 562 Cole Dr
Burke Amanda L 16408 Conneaut Lake Rd
Buzzard Eileen RD 2
Campbell Eric S 984 Grove St
Carter Colevia, Jennie 103 Crawford St
Carter Jennie, Erin 103 Crawford St
Choffel Donna L RR 6
Community Chevrolet Inc 16408 Conneaut Lake Rd
Community Network Svcs Inc 18279 Conneaut Lake Rd
Compadres Corp 16704 Conneaut Lake Rd
Compton Helen G RR 7
Conrad Elizabeth A 25178 State St
Cooper Sean N 627 State St
Cornell Donna L 12528 Townline Rd
Costa Mary I 943 Grove St
Costello James 13911 Hatch Hill Rd
Crick Margaret, John 580 Walnut St
Cromer Marguerite A 535 Williamson Rd
Ctrashtbla Hgtrgnl C, Val Travis 11031 Perry Hwy Vantage
Cummings Charles E 210 Spring St
Cummings Larry J 375 Poplar St
Custom Material Processing Inc 247 Race St
Custom Materials Processing Inc PO Box 1269
Dalessandro Sheri L 11178 Saeger Ln 34
Dillaman Auto Body 128 Lincoln Ave
Dilluvio Carmella, Gina N 4909 Dentonboro Ct
Dixon Craige II 436 Pine St
Dobbins Ronald E 547 E Henry St
Don Penelope 202 Oak St
Dotson Richard A Bene, Mary 259 Devore Dr
Douglas N Smith DMD MDs 201 Arch St
Dunn Margaret P 7817 Franklin Pike
Edwards Robert J 19920 Morris Rd
Elliot Eric P 759 1/2 Gdn St
Elliott Samantha R 19811 Arthur St
Ellis James C Jr 659 William
Ellis Paull RD 3
Errigo Jean M 17747 Mullen Rd
Euliano Richard L 154 Spring St
Evanoski Kenneth J PO Box 631
Ezor Joan 671 Thoburn Ct
Ezor Joan M 424 Pine
Family Chiro 11581 State Hwy 98
Farnsworth Jonathon, Jennifer 14856 State Hwy 198
Fike Robert J 648 Cutler St
Fitness Garage, Melinda Warham 11031 Perry Hwy Ste 102
Vern
Flood Dorothy, Gordon A 752 Albright Dr
Fontanez Ashley 307 Lincoln Ave
Forsythe Genevieve A 16396 Park Ave Ext
Foster Gilbete V 1120 Charleston House
Foster Sadie L 1036 Market St
Frisina Jonathan M 1098 S Cottage St
Gansterr Naomi 18387 Cussewago Rd
Garnett Donald 561 Arch St
Gautsch Helen M 391 Poplar St
Gillespie Reha M 648 Dickson Pl
Ginnery Harry R 653 N Main Apt 3
Glass & Mirror Inc PO Box 786
Golden Philomena June, John M Jr B8 Jamestown House
Graham Larry A 737 Graff Ave
Graham Marilyn C 21395 Devore Rd
Grandpas Restaurant 21364 Blooming Valy Rd
Gray Jennifer 15953 Middle Rd
Greenwald Bob 875 Grove St
Gribus George, Judy 324 Cambridge House Golfview Manor
Griffin Donald E 423 Hartz Ave
Gumiela Barbara I 945 E St
Gustafson Fred W Est Of, Brian 941 Federal Ct
Haggerty Gladys M 470 S
Hamilton Margaret 12304 Leslie Rd
Hanaway Russell T 20259 Stauffer Rd
Harroun Winifred B 20369 Cochranton Rd
Hastings Lewis S Therev 127 Lincoln Ave
Heinle & Bondra Assoc 764 Kennedy St
Hershelman Theresa C, Robert P RR 3
Herubel Lucie E 744 Alden St
Hetrick David 432 Baldwin St
Hickernell Mary J RR 4
Hildebrandt Florence B 1120 Market St 3
Hoegerl Fred J 23527 RTE 77
Hollabaugh Brunot PO Box 786
Hollerman Jeffrey 543 Ellicott Ct
Hoover Velma, Mark 352 Willow St
Hopkins Andrew J Star Rt Ests 11057b Lot 23
Hotchkiss Ann 1096 Lakemont Dr
Howick Motor Sales 1016 Park Ave
Hutchinson Clifford M, PNC Bank Guardian 940 Park Ave
Hyden Frank R Jr, Myranda S Fire Techn People Inc 24478
State St
James Florence 803 Clark St
Johnston Rosalie, Robert 653 Baldwin St
Jones Florence 803 Clark St
Jones Ronald L RD 4
Keller Jack B 694 Jefferson St
Kelly Gertrude K, Anne Weiss 21647 Fisher Rd
Kern Kenneth 864 Washington
Kerr Margaret J RD 6
Kessler Gary R Jr 853 Water St
Khein Thomas Est Of 180 Murray Rd Lot 5n
King Bradley J 11635 Pennsylvania Ave
Lang Sean P, Beth A PO Box 451
Lang Jeffrey S Mill & Clay St Box 451d
Lemme Hazel 557 Chestnut St Apt 29 C
Lewis Vera F, Mary 4198 Randolph St
Limano David A, Stacy L PO Box 277
Lindquist Susanne 431 Cole Dr
Littleton Curtis 783 Stewart St
Maclaren Mary 11447 Livermore Rd
Manning Paul 10896 Cutter Rd
Marhoefer Shirley PO Box 7
Matey Janell M 551 Paramount Ave
Mccurty Maralynn 15197 Ridge Rd
Mcdonald Catherine E, W H 31 N Park Ave
Mcdonald Robin 8907 Walnut St Lot 23
Mcdonald William 31 N Park Ave
Mchale Peter T 11998 Thurston Rd
Mchenry Magdalene PO Box 814
Mcmillen Mary A RD 2
Mears Philip H 197 Spring St
Metheny Edna 1576 Us Hwy 6 & 19
Meyers Susan E 120 Pope Ln
Michaels Eileen 6610 Bordeau House
Mikes Auto Body 22818 State Hwy 77
Mildred Thomas 101 Echnoz Ave
Miller Margaret E, Albert H 650 Albright Dr
Miller Doris J 10854 Jackson Ave
Mitchell Charles, Richard 777 Stewart St
Monteforte Mark R 20754 Alden St
Moore Antionette 894 E St
Moore Christopher D 364 Pine St Apt 4
Moore Melvin 414 Arch St
Mumford Burla R 802 Gasteiger Rd
Mumford Karen L 16293 N Shady Acres Dr
Myers William C Jr 120 Pope Ln
NDC Forest Green Ests 801 Forest Green Dr
Norr Dolly V Est Of RD 2
Northwest Physicians Assoc Pc 1012 Water St
Oberley Orris Marianne 643 Madison Ave
Onspaugh Roberta A 515 Baldwin St
Orris Noah Francis 643 Madison Ave
Overton Larry E 317 1/2 Pine St
Palmiero Joseph A 423 Hartz Ave
Parker Catherine L 667 Hickory St
Parker Ted 19929 Mullen Rd
Parlton Bertha 753 Alden St
Pazdyk Genevieve M 725 Chestnut St
Peden Harvey 253 North St
Pees Samuel T 31 Park Ave 215
Peterson Glenn Floors 25393 State Hwy 27
Petrarca Antoinette 1228 Carmont Dr
Petruso Robert W 937 Park Ave
Pettit Charles Jr, Madleen M 9051 Mt Pleasant Rd
Phares Anna Mae RR 6
Phillips Joseph, Robin 209 Asbury Mnr E
Porter Joseph W, Erika M 12646 Brooks Rd
Porter Consulting Eng 814 N Main St
Pritchard John E 252 Jefferson St
Proudfoot Betty A 1113 Market St
Pye David 552 Cole Dr
Quality Residential Svcs PO Box 822
Reagle Catherine 387 Randolph St Lower
Redpath Marvin E 14714 Park Ave Ext
Reedy Bryan C PO Box 161
Risco Carlos E 75 Lincoln Ave
Rohleder Kayla 14099 Handley Rd
Rohleder P 21568 Fisher Rd
Rounds Allan R 688 Davonport St
Rui Wu C8 Concord House
Satillo 901 Water St
Seawood Jerry 1156 1/2 Liberty St
Serchuk Leon S 751 Liberty St
Shaderline Claire 447 Walnut St
Shields Kottie L 791 Market St Apt 2
Shields Shelly 732 N Grant St
Sinclair Ralph, Helen 110 Race St
Sipco Inc PO Box 182 1099 Morgan Village Rd
Smail Aletha 12644 Hwy 98
Smallenberger I E 582 Arch St
Smith Barbara 1268 Park Ave
Smith David 401 Asbury Manor E
Smith Debra 791 Market St Apt 2
Smith Elizabeth A 10795 Timbercrest Dr Apt 303
Smith Erin M 594 1/2 Park Ave
Smith Gray 995 Charlton St
Smith Gray Cadillac GMC 16573 Conneaut Lake Rd
Soltis Joseph M, Maria A 16067 Williams Rd
Southwell Christopher N 653 N Main St Apt 3
Stanley Willis R 865 Thurston Rd
Stearns Crystal L 11401 S Wayland Rd Apt 201
Stein Howard 7941 Dutch Hill Rd
Steinberg Debbie D, Timothy RR 5 Box 665
Stephens Arthur F 12773 Park Ln Dr
Stevenson Jennifer M 513 Willow St Apt D
Sumpter Barbara A 21103 Blooming Valy Rd
Szymanski Consulting Inc PO Box 499d
Talbar Inc PO Box 401
Tessmer Geraldine G 18387 Cussewago Rd
Thoma George M 293 W Johns St
Thoma Mary E 293 W John St
Thomas Mildred 101 E Candz
Thomas Mildred 402 Baldwin St
Thomas R Charles & Assoc 935 Market St
Tri State Med Grp Inc 764 Kennedy St
Ushio Erina 520 N Main St
Vann Victoria 154 Glenwood Ave
Volna Joseph 1016 Park Ave
Walker John H 660 Calvin Ct
Wanderman Erica 875 Grove St
Webster Industries Inc PO Box 451
Weigle John K 905 Liberty St 1 Meadvi
Wert Robert P 405 Walnut St
Williams Christopher F 22818 State Hwy 77
Winiecke Deeann L 363 Willow St
Wolfe Phyllis H 572 Chestnut St Apt 2
Wright Masako T 12866 Raymond Apt 2b
Yeany Bertha RD 9
Yoder Melvin D Dba Crawford 14099 Dickson Rd
Youngblood Nate 16978 Mullen Rd
Yslas Tina N 702 Park Ave
Zehner Luther R 889 Maple Ln
Riceville Pa 16432
Scalise Stephen 21232 N Creek Rd
Sosa Juan R 630 N Lake St
Saegertown Pa 16433
Acker Michelle 19961 Parkwood Dr Lot 410
Aimee Forkey 15208 Mill St
Bowersox Mary J PO Box 405
Brown Maybelle E 18953 French Creek Dr
Corrections Athletic Assoc, Dan Mcelhinny
2100 Independence Dr
Factory Diner 19690 Brdford
Fuller Robert 16352 Hwy 198
Hall James 19006 Leimbach RD 1
Hoover Eric A 780 South St
Lindsey Joel PO Box 391
Marie Sargent Incapacitated, Kathryn A Davis Gdn Of Es
21104 Acker Rd
Mccracken Cathy M 22331 Lake Rd
Miller Jill 17605 Jordan Dr
Mount Blair Cemetery, Lorien H Middendorf 19849
Mcdonald Dr PO Box 215
Multi Plastics Of New Mexico Inc Po Box 708
Reynolds Delmer R 17589 State Hwy 86
Saegertown Cemetery Assc, Hazel A Dahl PO Box 461
Shaffer Helen R PO Box 366
Shallenberger Mark 22931 Gravel Run Rd
Steiner Harold B 20439 Hillview Rd
Stover Amanda 19195 Leimbach Dr
Sutliff Mary A, Sutliff Roland RD 1
Trbovich Nellie RR 2
Valentinetti Gerald Est Of PO Box 45
Vandervort Amanda 16369 Horseshoe Rd Lot 26
Wilcox Shirley 520 Kern Aly PO Box 510
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Spartansburg PA 16434
Armstrong Kenneth 630 Heidt Rd
Heliker Edward Est RR 2
Heliker Mary RR 2
Sparty Station 400 Main St
Stranahan Genevieve PO Box 92
Young Lou A 44700 State Hwy 77
Springboro Pa 16432
Davis Catharina S PO Box 5
Egli Frank J 24875 N Ctr Rd
Ferry Randy D 23663 E Spring Rd
Humphreys Ted A 25011 Reeds Corner Rd
Mcdonald Belinda 3126 Parker Rd
Naples Albert F 112 S Main St
Naples Antoinette Marie PO Box 62
Willey Edward J 113 Pearl St
Titusville Pa 16354
A1 Auto Sales Svc Peebles Towing 625 W Central Ave
Antill Shirley, Dave 213 N Martin St
Armstrong Ralph E RR 4
Beers Gladys PO Box 745
Behr Willis N 712 Leboeuf Trail Rd
Bitters Dorothy M 108 E Walnut St
Black Josephine J, Glen M 701 N Perry St 7
Bower Evelyn S 23 S Dillon Dr
Bowman Anna M 920 W Spring St
Brenner Rosina, James 5 Meade Pl
BSI Financial Svcs Inc 314 S Frankling St
Burlingame Zachary 41180 Mystic Park Rd
Burrows Jesse 15083 Spring Creek Rd
Burrows Michael M, Micky 15083 Springcreek Rd
Carlson Arthur W III 509 1/2 N Washington St
Castelluccio Mario 414 N Drake St
Cherry Elizabeth M RR 1
Cherry Lucas 46907 Enterprise Rd
Colley Donna C 10577 E Troy Rd
Dallas Genevieve M 1096 Leboeuf Trail Rd
Davitt Jane K 223 E Bloss St
Dent Captain O 10843 Pastorius Rd
Dile Virginia L 322 S Martin St Apt 121
Dillemuth Bruce PO Box 314
Donovan & Bauer Auto 410 N Kerr St
Duliakas Thomas 214 E Walnut St
Eccles Orpha 47174 Sutton Rd
Ender Pearl, Country Acres 2017 Meadville Rd
Est Of Frances Johnston 627 S Franklin St
Farnham Sherri 502 Allen St
Ferreira Leonard 129 N Franklin St
Foley Mary A 318 W Spruce St
Fortney Joyce 607 W Spring St
Frank Robert 332 E Spring St
Fred Beshara Assocs Inc 120 S Martin St
Gaily Rebecca Soaps RR 3 Box 351
Genesis Project Inc PO Box 14 340 W Spring St
Gesin Melinda, Gladen 410 N Kerr St
Hanlon Bernard, Laurie Baker 622 N 3rd St
Hilaire Raymonde 525 E Main St
Holcombe Diane 14175 State Hwy 8
Hughes Beatrice I 136 W Central Ave
Hunt Daniel 42016 Ames 1st Ln
Johnston Frances 627 S Franklin St
Jordan Harry E 110 Breed St
Kinch Mary C 701 N Perry St
Kinnear David A Co Violet Kinnear 509 E Sp
Kirvan Clifford 213 N Perry St
Kirvan Molly 213 N Perry St
Kline Duane 41393 Murray St
Langer Michael S 418 N Washington St
Logan Douglas C 318 W Mt Vernon St
Long Deanna J RR 2 230b
Martinek Alice A 81 Dillon Dr
Mason Cheryl E 1490 Wallaceville Rd
Miller Esther 31 Washington Way
Moose Trucking 743 Trout Run Rd
Nellis Karen Sue 17473 Enterprise Rd
Ongley Flora E 11312 E Troy Rd
Optometry Karl S 105 N Washington St
Plementosh Frank J 23 S Dillon Dr
Price Carol S 718 Jones St
Proper Debra 5096 Waltonian Rd
Rober John Est Of RR 5
Root Betty C RR 4
Serafin Dolores 81 Dillon Dr
Smith Frances L 130 Demont
Sodexho Food Svc 504 E Main St
Titusville Area Health Svcs Inc Titusville Area Health Svc
PO Box 302
Titusville Business, Melanie Pattison 103 W Main St
Warner Stephen L RTE 3 Box 183
Williams Delmar 700 W Spring St
Winkler Mary L 123 N Franklin St
Wolfe Jean M 311 N 1st St
Wolfkiel Stephen A 10843 Pastorius Rd
Woods Amy M 137 White Oak Dr
Townville Pa 16360
Herman Jeremy P 32324 St Hwy 408
Ingraham Kamala J 15322 Mercer Rd
Lewis Robert, Alice 12898 Fauncetown Rd
Lipinsky Debra 15018 Lincoln Ave
Polk Deidre 34598 State Hwy 408
Pratt Michael C Dba Mike S Auto Body 15018 Lincoln Ave
Vanderhoof Ronald R 14938 Vanderhoof Ln
Wright Glenn 13313 Higby Hill Rd
Venango Pa 16440
Anderson Dorothy I, William PO Box 197
Dillaman Auto Body 21460 Church St
Petrucelli Allison A 21460 Church St
Voltz Teryl A 21541 Church St PO Box 154
Cumberland/Dauphin Counties
Berrysburg Pa 17005
Boyer Ronald PO Box 106 W Market St
Byerly Mary E North St
Lucas Rodrick L First & Cowden Sts
Boiling Springs Pa 17007
Allenberry Inn Resort 1559 Boiling Spgs Rd
Atm Repair Group LLC 409 Criswell Dr
Boiling Springs Wrestling Camp 211 W Springville Rd
Brenner Matthew D, Erin 7 Pewter Ln
Castles Land Co, Lee H Castles 448 Criswell Dr
Cramer Jason L 170 Red Tank Rd
Farrior Esther H Est, Stephanie 660 Valyview Dr
Gardner Thomas R 710 Oak Hill Dr
Griffie Charles O 8 Joseph Dr
Hartle Michael James, Gary G 295 Tanger Rd
Hoffman Marie Est PO Box 67
Hutto Pamela R 334 C Old Stonehouse Rd
Laskowski Alexis 307 Glenn Ave
Ludt Brenda K PO Box 595
McKenzie Judy A 514 Park Dr
Mcdaniel Andrew 1 White Oak Ct
Mcduffie Erika 53 S Pin Oak Dr
Rose Beverly L 1 Silver Maple Dr
Silkett Byron A, Wayne A 28 N Pin Oak Dr
Smith Rodney S 1109 Kuhn Rd
Swartz Ashley 15 Raylen Dr
Winton Mark 304 Shughart Ave
Bowmansdale Pa 17055
Mumma Robert M II PO Box E
Summa Health Care 401 East Winding Hill Rd
Ua 01 01 1985 Adams Co Asphalt Co Retire P PO Box E
Wicks Linda Box 84
Camp Hill Pa 17001
Bryant Melvin A Sr PO Box 1291 5 Richland Ln Apt
Clauser Real Est Appraisals PO Box 777
Comp Svcs PO Box 8862
Gardner Scott PO Box 181
Harmon Thelma P PO Box 810, Merrill Lynch Pierce
Harris Carol L PO Box 761
Harsco Corp 350 Popular Church Rd
Health Resources Inc PO Box 472
Mcdermitt Concrete PO Box 34
Merchants Express Money Order Co In Po Box 8863
Mid Penn Basketball Coaches Assoc PO Box 584
Myers William H PO Box 212
Paige Dorothy M 242 S 15th
Sherwood Harsco PO Box 8316
Thomas Mary PO Box 1299
Webb Elizabeth RR 1
Wells Katherine M 510 S31st St PO Box 8736
Wiley Ins Agency Inc PO Box 900
Camp Hill Pa 17011
Aaa Travel Agency 3433 Trindle Rd
Abraham James 907 W Foxcroft Dr
Abrham Thomas 348 Regent St
Advanced Healthcare 3617 Simpson Ferry Rd
Ahmad Muhammad 702 Lisburn Rd Ste C
Alleman Dan 49 S 22nd St
Allison Matthew 2100 Cedar Run Dr Apt 202
Amwins Program Underwriters Inc 214 Senate Ave Ste 201
Annex Sports & Fitness, Sue Lentini 3608 Hartzdale Dr
Apollo William P MD 503 N 21st St
Apple David P 3521 September Dr Apt 3
Ascanio Bernardo 4615 N Clearview Dr
Askey Jeffrey M 1926 Carlisle Rd
Associated Cardiologists 101 Erford Rd
Augustine Elizabeth R 13 Oak Av
Augustine Inc, Method 3 17 S 19th St
Austin Paul W 2123 Wentworth Dr
Auto Diagnostics 2401 Old Gettysburg Rd
Bachert Thomas G 113 S 18th St
Bangs Elizabeth V 17 Tuscany Ct
Bangs Elizabeth V 429b S 18th St
Barnhart Tracy 107 N 21st St
Bartholomew Aaron 214 Erford Rd
Barton F J MD 400 N 25th St
Bartron Darin 56 S 18th St
Basnet Hari K 700 Lisburn Rd Apt 3
Basso H Richard III 102 Forest Dr
Batzler Karen A 300 S 22nd St
Beard Doris J 1612 Matthew Rd
Beaver Dale C Est 824 Lisburn Rd
Beers Marjorie W 419 Candlewyck Rd
Bell Alisa 104 Ridgewood Dr
Blackstock Paul 4409 Carlisle Pike
Blissell Mary 3793 Vine St
Bloodsaw Tammy K 6 Walnut Ln
Bogar Susan E 3804 Candle Light Dr
Boinske Donald 3810 Hearthstone Rd
Borkhatariya Amit C 2b Richland Ln 106
Borzok Julia, Tony W Shore Country Club 32nd St
Brennan Rita P 2916 Rathton Rd
Brooks Pharmacy Inc 30 Hunter Ln
Bruaw Lisa 8 Round Hill Rd
Bruno Nova B 137 Fineview Rd
Bryant Christopher R 2116 Cedar Run Dr Apt 105
Bryson Scott A 42 Sussex Rd
Bur Acct Mgm 3607 Rosemont Ave 502
Burch Ernest S Jr 678 St Johns Dr
Campbell Sean M 13 South 19th St
Carlisle Pike Pre Owned 4601 Carlisle Pike
Carr Catherine V 20 Meadow Dr
Ceeb Investors Co Janice Etshied 54 Westerly Rd
Chace Nicole A 2424 Dickinson Ave
Charles P & Mary Patricia Mackin Liv Tr 02/14/2001 836
Mandy Ln C
Christensen Sandra L 114 June Dr
Christophel Debra J 3521 March Dr
Citizens Bank 1510 Cedar Cliff Dr
Clifford Lois 3605 Kohler Place Apt 1
Cnsltnts Pnnsylvn G 899 Poplar Church Rd
Comp Svcs 100 Corporate Ctr Dr
Compassionate Care Hospic 1513 Cedar Cliff Dr Ste 100
Compservices Inc 100 Corporate Ctr Dr
Conroy David J 1140 Oyster Mill Rd
Crego Meghan E 24 N 20th St
Cressler Susan, Gene 4201 Gettysburg Rd Lot 14
Croushore Suzannah D 12 Chelton Cir
Daggs Suzanne 205 Conodoguinet Ave Apt 7
Dancek Devona A 270 Reser Rd
Darcom Technologies Inc, David Scott Dardick
3805 Bellows Dr
Davis Christena Bella 3 B Richland Ln Apt 107
Davis Derek 2109 Cedar Run Dr Apt 306
Dc Treasurer PO Box 8860
Decreny David Jr 205 Wood St
Dell Raymond, Craig Keevauver 1045 Country Club Rd
Delone Elaine M 511 Brentwater Rd
Delone J Bret 320 N 25th St
Di Giacomo Brandi L 420 N 21st St
Dialysis Corp Of America 214 Senate Ave Ste 300
Divel Patricia 209 Senate Ave
Dixon Jason M 431meadow Dr
Donato Antoinette 3411 Walnut St
Drawbaugh Richard B 828 Mandy Ln
Drosdak Denise A 214 Erford Rd
E Z Mart 38 Erford Rd
Ebright Isabel 104 Forest Dr
Engdahl Braden 4 Dulles Dr W Apt 3g
Enslin Elizabeth 30 Hunter Ln
Ez Marts PO Box 7138
Fasick Gladys G, Hamlin J 824 Lisburn Rd Apt 514
Faulkner Body Works 16a Glenwood Dr
Flanigan Clarence A 34 Oak Av
Foot Locker Inc 3543 Simpson Ferry Rd
Funk Laurie 2801 Market St 1
Funston Crea E Est 208 Senate Ave Apt 604
Garrett Richard 4320 Allen Rd
Garrison Brenda 7 A Richland Ln
Geistwite Mildred A 208 House Ave Apt 1008
George Darryl E 39 S 36th St
George S Clnrs 4201 Gettysburg Rd
Gibney J Robert Est 2717 Chestnut St, Carolyn G Craig
Exec
Glatzert Alphild Est 824 Lisburn Rd Room 208
Glenn Kathryne M 4341 Carlisle Pike Apt C−7
Gmac Mortgage 348 Blacksmith Rd
Gramling Wade 400 Deerfield Rd
Grassly Clifton H 9a Hummel Ave
Greene Matthew 1604 Wyndham Rd
Greenlee William 768 Arlington Rd
Gummala Raghavendra 314 April Apt
Hagerman Christopher 107 N 21st St
Hamill Margaret L Kevin Downs Rep Payee
26 Cedar Cliff Dr
Hampton Constr Ltd 3607 Hartzdale Dr
Harm Samuel M 824 Lisburn Rd Apt 504
Harper Gretchen L 16a Glenwood Dr
Harris Max 413 Allendale Way
Harrison Mildred A 1441 Hillcrest Ct Apt 209
Harsco Corp, Richard C Neuffer 350 Poplar Church Rd
Haselhuhn Donald 492 N 25th St
Hatcher Edward S 6 S St Johns Rd
Headdings Betty C Est 1214 Yverdon Dr
Heck Shirley 52 Erford Rd
Hershey Philbin Assocs Inc 2101 Orchard Rd
Herson Jonathan 30 Hunter Ln
High Douglas W 112 S 36th St
High Josephine B, Douglas 112 S 36th St
Hoffman Joann 2 Marshall Dr Apt K16
Holland Mervin G Jr 102 Ridgewood Dr
Hollifield Patrick Henry 2900 Sunset Dr
Hospic Compassionate Care 1513 Cedar Cliff Dr Ste 100
Howe David G 35 Windsor Way
Hronis Vacilios 1602 Matthew Rd
Hueitt Chanel 2209 G Cedar Run Dr
I B M, Kotresh C Ettagi 9b Richland Ln No 108
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Infotech Consulting Inc, Jill Wiesen 3461 Market St Ste 303
Ins Alliance Of Central Pa 75 Utley Dr Ste 108
Internet Gateway 1 Abbey Ln
Ising David A 246 Cumberland Rd
Jack Gaughen Realtor 3915 Market St
Jackson Martin F Jr 3 Spartan Cir
Jacksons Automotive 1112 Slate Hill Rd
Jacksons Citgo 1112 Slate Hill Rd
Jaipaul Pradeep Anil 1 Graystone Manor
Jenkins Doris H 100 St Johns Dr
Johnson Sally 235 S 16th St
Jordan Susan 140 N 32nd St
Joshi Anuradha 633 Devon Rd
Jp Morgan 225 Grandview Ave
Junkins Walter F 1309 Strafford Rd
Kandersteg Inc 4242 Carlisle Pike Ste 250
Kanev Investment Co LP 2610 Waterford Way
Kanganis Charles T, Dean G, Thomas G
417 Poplar Church Rd
Kanganis Clara Kollas 417 Poplar Church Rd
Kapular Ivan 712 Manor Rd
Kaufhold Kathryn M 115 May Dr
Keebaugh Victoria A 2318 New York Ave Apt A
Kennedy Elizabeth C 410 Appletree Rd
Kennedy Kathleen 824 Lepburn Rd 309
Kesavan Senthil Prab 4271 Meadow Dr
Keystone Real Est 6 Marshall Dr J 17
Kim Yong Ki Kyong Soon Kim 3314 Market St Ste 101
Knittel Christopher G 700 Nailor Dr Apt 103
Konhaus Transamerica Printing 3544 Old Gettysburg Rd
Konidala Aparna 2001 Rupley Rd 201
Lafaver Mark Jenkins 12 Hunter Ln
Layels Bistro 2138 Market St
Lehigh Village Homes LP 2214 Market St
Leopold Brent 757 Erford Rd
Long Sarah R 113 S 18th St
Lovas Dorothy F 109 October Dr
Luc Huong Sau 45 Victoria Way
Lujanac Paul T 61 Burd Dr
Lumnitzer Caroline D 824 Lisburn Rd
Ly Dau Say, Quan S 45 Victoria Way
Macdonald James Est 2708b Market St
Mackin Charles P, Mary P, Patricia 836 Mandy Ln
Mann Bracken LLC 4660 Trindale Rd Ste 300
Mann Jorawer Singh 1102 Yverdon Dr Apt B8
Mardahl Sylvia Golden Living Ctr−W Shor
770 Poplar Church Rd
Martin Theodore 640 St John S Dr
Mattson Margarette R 2016 Milltown Rd
Mccamey Dickie 1200 Camp Hill Bypass Ste 205
Mcclellan Justin 85 W Lauer Ln
Mcdonalds 8 Charisma Dr
Mcgovern Kelly M 1204 Yverdon Dr
Meaagy Pearl M 1 Colgate Dr
Mennig Earl F, Ruth C 1313 Mallard Rd
Merhar John T 14 Neponsit Ln
Messick Betty A Est 17 Hunter Ln
Middle Department In 3901 Hartzdale Dr Ste 112
Milford Margaret M, Robert, James 210 W Ctland Ave
Miller Elizabeth 18 Country Club Pl W
Miller Lipsitt LLC 356a N 21st St
Mills Keith 3919 Rosemont Ave
Minnich Graziella I, Russell D 425 E Crestwood Dr
Miraglia Charles J, Martha R 64 Old Federal Rd
Mitchell Alice, Carl 42 S 18th St
Moon Isaiah T Sr 770 Poplar Church Rd
Moran Thomas M 1304 Kelton Rd
Moser Rita C 109 May Dr Apt 3
Moten Carrie A 29 N 33rd St
Mukherjee Sukanya 2820 Fairview Rd
Mulrooney Marialyce M 1304 Kelton Rd
Murray Alex 201 Norman Rd
Natarajan Karthick 1106 Yverdon Dr Apt C−8
Nation Robert F 1924 Market St Ste 1
Nell John C, Anna H 824 Lisburn Rd Apt 233
Nelson Bonnie 359 Equus Dr
Ngo Huong 205 Fineview Rd
Noga Dana 205 Pennsylvania Ave
Orthopedic Institute Of Ltd 875 Poplar Church Rd
Owen Sally 1091 Oyster Mill Rd
Pa Gstrntrlgy Cnsltnts 899 Poplar Church Rd
Pagnucco Carolyn R 1603 Market St Apt B
Pai Vinayak S 103 November Dr Apt 5
Paige Dorothy 237 S 15th St
Paige Robert F, Dorothy 233 S 15th St
Palache Joshua 242 Cumberland Rd
Palovitz C D 348 Blacksmith Rd
Parikh Rina D, Shobhana 1712 Olmsted Way E
Parkers Dining Svc, At Highmark 1800 Ctr St
Pastula E L 210 Senate Ave Apt 118
Pearce Allen M 1917 Kent Dr
Peck Lillie M 770 Popular Church Rd
Peppinos Italian Restaurant 3649 Market St
Pike Betty P 820 Lisburn Rd Apt 308
Pjax Frt Systm 1200 St Johns Rd
Plank Walter Jr, Hermina 3807 Candle Light Dr
Powers Brandon 383 N 26th St
Prasovic Amina 2004 Highland Cir
Premier Closing Svcs 3800 Market St
Premiere Vein Specialists 800 Poplar Church Rd
Presbyterian Home Easton Home 1217 Slate Hill Rd
Priar Robert E 27 Meadow Dr
Prokop Alfreda, John L 119 W Clearview Dr
Purcell Barbara A 527 Country Club Rd
Quantum Pet LP PO Box 2342
Raezer Kathryn A 2304 Kent St
Raffel Maurice 308 Senate Ave
Raudales Benjamin 2206 Cedar Run Dr Ext Apt G
Reisser Erik Jon 220 E Lauer Ln
Revtyak Sue 770 Poplar Church Rd
Revtyak Sue Est, Blue Ridge Haven W
770 Poplar Church Rd
Richardson Martin 12 Tall Tree Dr
Richwine Nancy S 8 Shady Rd
Rivera Isabella V, Phaviny B 4380 Carlisle Pike
Robinski Donald J, Holly H PO Box 3545
Roswog Michelle M 7 Gale Rd
Sahi Bhupinder S, Priti 30 Farm House Ln
Salemmo Marguerite E 19 Gale Rd
Sassy Limited 1101 Country Club Rd
Scheaffer Lillian A 5 Amherst Dr
Schneider Helen M 112 Nov Dr Apt 1
Schuster Louise 1807 Walnut St
Schwenk David G Jr 113 W Main St
Scott Margaret M 751 Arlington Rd
Seher Tanya L 1110 Yuerdon Dr Apt C7
Semuta Susan L Est 208 Senate Ave Apt
Senior Elmer R, Senior Alma B 1405 Lowther Rd
Setzer William S 30 N 26th St
Shade Violet L 3518 Trindle Rd
Shaffner Eleanor B 131 N 15th St
Shakespeare Teresa K 1840 Holly Dr
Sharp Samuel David 4341 Carlisle Pike Apt C7
Shearer Ed 204 S 19th St
Sheffield Barbara 110 May Dr 4
Sheva Joseph W 115 N 24th St
Shiley Mary E 1035 Oyster Mill Rd
Shillingord Joyce 29 Central Blvd
Simmons Christina 201 St Johns Church Rd
Six James 3906 Rosemont Ave
Slike Stephen M 8 Richland Ln
Smith Camille K, James S 1700 Market St 256
Smith Charles Est 1146 Oyster Mill Rd
Smith Richard C 2109 Cedar Run Dr 107
Solution Infusion LLC, Mckonly &Asbury
415 Fallow Field Rd
Soni Virendra K 12 Marshall Dr Apt I 23
Southern Hills PO Box 176
Spangler Charles M Jr 124 S 18th St
Spiker Virginia C 29 St Johns Rd
Spirk Robert M Jr 3510 Hawthorne Dr
Spotts Kenneth 1101y Verdon Dr A6
Stdenis Dolores M 33 Tuscany Ct
Steffen Jeffrey S 11 Oakwood Cir
Stetler Hannah W, Val, Madeline 4 Gale Rd
Stoner Grace 1104 Laurel Ave
Stough Michele 360 N 28th St
Strategic Sales Search, Doug Miller 225 S 19th St
Straw Deah F 110 Northgate Dr
Stuckey Brandon S 728 Erford Rd
Susquehanna Bank 201 St Johns Church Rd
Sutliff Chevrolet 1807 Walnut St
Sweet Eveline 2 Lantern Ln
Syed Dawood, Dawood Syed 1105 Yverdon Dr Apt C8
Taliani Lawrence 541 Rupley Rd
Tallevast William D 2811 Marion Rd
Teddy Tech Inc 646 St Johns Dr
Thomas David A, Adam J, Jacob 1908 Lincoln St
Thompson Viola 3815 Lamp Post Ln
Thylam Ramprasad 108 October Dr Apt 5
Tiano Gennaro 205 Conodoguinet Ave Apt 7
Tozzi Dino 2906 Dickinson Ave
Tripathi Vandana 9a Richland Ln Apt 101
Umana Aniefiok J 2213 Orchard Rd
Valentine Mitzi R 31 Walnut Ln
Voegele Lee A 226 N 36th St
Wagman Philip 202 Erford Rd
Walsh Construction 1302 Slate Hill Rd
Ward Johnny 116 N 25th St
Waskiewicz Robert 101 May Dr Apt 5
Weinschel Sonia 743 Erford Rd
Werner Russella A 770 Poplar Church Rd 1320−2
Wesley Susan L 824 Lisburn Rd Apt 504
West Shore Path Assoc 503 N 21st St
Wilkinson Benjamin J 501 S 32nd St
Williamson Glenn S Est, June M 311 Glendale Dr
Wine Gaylord R 2123 Wentworth Dr
Wineland Elizabeth H 820 Lisburn Rd Apt 305
Wingard Maryann 33 S 27th St
Winning Minds 6 Marshall Dr Apt J17
Wise Anthony Jr, Mary 208 Senate Ave 604
Wise Jeffrey Scott 1101 Yverdon Dr Apt C5
Witmer Joseph K, Doris M, Harry D 211 S 19th St
Yadav Ashwani 445 Meadow Dr
Yost Catherine 209 Senate Ave
Zbinden Christopher M 50 Burd Dr
Camp Hill Pa 17089
Gino A Francavilla Dept 1a Level I PO Box 890089
Mutual Of Omaha PO Box 890385
Novitas Solutions Cashier PO Box 890090
Sebastian Todd 1800 Ctr St
Carlisle Pa 17013
A New Image Construction 1202 Pheasant Dr
Acker Nancy L, Galen R Waltz 28 S Pitt St
Alexander Spring Rehab Inc 1 Tyler Ct 200
All American Plazas Inc 1181 Harrisburg Pike
Alvarado Rafael C 170 W Pomfret St
An Seongjin 44 Kingswood Ter
Anderson Helen 825 N Hanover Stapt 301
Anderson Ian A 94 Ctyard Dr
Apple Enterps Inc 122 Beech St
Austin Steve C PO Box 1254
Auto Max Of Carlisle 1110 Harrisburg Pike
Baker Clarence W Est, Claremont Nrsng And Rehab Ctr
1000 Claremont Rd
Baker Heather M, George W Jr 613 Adams Rd
Bankert Barbara L 20 Brian Dr
Barnes Adolphis 56 W North St
Barnett Curtis M 25 Shady Ln
Barry Nafissatou 180 Virginia Ave
Bazan Catherine L 238 W Pomfret St
Bedi Roberta W 770 S Hanover St
Beebe Marian G 442 Walnut Bottom Rd H6
Belfallah Abdel 63 W Willow St Apt 9
Bell Sandra H, Carl Jr 329 N Pitt
Belvedere Medical Corp Primary Care 850 Walnut Bottom
Rd Ste 101
Bernard Ruth Est, Lee Bernard 904 Thornwood Ln
Bernheimer Martin L Jr 1011 N West St
Bethea Mearen C 598 Sumner Rd
Bevilacqua Christina T 301 N Hanover St Apt 2
Bixler Merle C, Merle 116 Arch St
Black Jordan D 416 Croghan Dr
Bob Baish Glass Body 1249 Mt Holly Pike
Bosler Timothy A 433 N Pitt St
Bower John 1000 Claremont Rd
Bowman William F, Mary E RR 1
Brehm Jean L, Roy E 252 W Willow St
Brenner Nissan 131 E Penn St
Briner Richard R Est 261 Conway St
Brough Summer 1606 Pine Rd
Brown Anne M 642 N Hanover St
Brown Trudi 116 S West St Apt 2
Brubaker Nathanael D, Twila 1000 Meeting House Rd
Bryant David Shaun 6 E Linden Dr
Butterfly Inc 1202 Pheasant Dr
Campbell David A 170 York Rd
Campus Door Inc 1415 Ritner Hwy
Caradine Yolanda Y 1420 Bradley Dr Apt F 312
Carlisle Cardiology Assoc 850 Walnut Bottom Rd
Carlisle Community Nursery School 528 Garland Dr
Carlisle Constr Materials Inc PO Box 7000
Carlisle Fitness Health Inc 1225 Ritner Hwy
Carlisle Pediatric Assoc 804 Belvedere St
Carlisle Police Benevolent Assn 1225 Hillside Dr
Carlisle Rovegno S, Sandra Gefler 401 E Louther St
Carlisle Small Ani Vet Clin 25 Shady Ln
Carlisle Syntec Inc PO Box 7000
Carothers Ruth RR 3
Cedeno Diana 39 W Pomfret St
Chadwick Stephen F, Sean P 5 Old Coach Ln
Chew Connie J 1319 Spring Rd
Christopher Angela Dawn 8 Kingsbridge Cir
Citi Financial Auto 312 Wildwood Rd
Clair Pauline F R 9 Box 417
Clayburn Eric G 10002 B Chickamauga Dr
Clemmons Anne W 616 Mooreland Ave
Comer Adolph 456 N West St
Comerer Herman 131 Wagner St
Conn Paul W 156 W North St
Cook Richard Arthur PO Box132
Cowles Marjorie D Est 770 S Hanover St
Cox Matthew 344 W North St
Coyle Tina 153 Valy Dr
Crofcheck Sage 1422 Bradley Dr
Crowder Consuelo 710 Stanwix Cir 3
Crowell Brenda 172 E Pomfret St No5
Crowther Glenn A, Marie E 17b Garrison Ln
Cullen Pauline P 147 N College St
Daily Express 1072 Harrisburg Pike
Dalinsky Jessica A 43 Pleasant Hall Rd
Dasher Angela M 123 W South St
David Doody Scholarship Fund 320 Louther St
Davidson Stephen B, Sylvia G 38 Walnut St
Davis Kathleen J 213 N College St
Deitch Marian 3051 Spring Rd
Denlinger Jeffrey 41 E Slate Hill Rd
Dewberry, Lewisburg Peniten 101 Noble Blvd
Dingler Gerald 73 W North St
Donaldson David C 158 Faith Cir
Dove Margaret E 2560 Walnut Bottom Rd
Dozier Contracting LLC 1940 W Trindle Rd
Duzs Elena 25 Walnut St
Eckert Vera J 203 West Middlesex Dr
Eckrich Stephen R, Harry C 503 N W St
Edwards Bryan H 161 E Mulberry Ave
Embarq 1201 Walnut Btm Rd
Emeigh Emily F, Katherine 214 Todd Cir
Ewing Steven 220 Adams Rd
Ewing William M 1218 Biddle Dr
Fabert Anita 17 Wiltshire W
Fahnestock Elaine, George RD 4
Fair Dennie 707 Hanover Mnr Apt 303
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Family Ford Mercury 170 York Rd
Fanus Edwin T 214 Todd Cir
Faulkner Harrisburg 2 Rdway Dr
Fenicle Deborah S 252 W Willow St
Fernbaugh Samuel 44 W South St
Ferrebee Andrea 110 N East St
Fisher Edward J 10011a Thomas Dr
Fisher Pete PO Box 525
Fry Shaun 144 Spring Rd
Fultz Randy J Chase Home Finance LLC 1112 Shannon Ln
Gallagher Mary 317 N East St
Gebhart Christina 700 Walnut Bottom Rd
Geib Christopher R 1091 Bellair Park Rd
Gilmore Lillian 1 W Penn St Apt 506
Gish E Titus 842 W N St
Gittings Philip S III 20 Derbyshire Dr
Glassmyer Edward Apt 202 1 W Penn St
Gonzalezosornio Juan P 331 C St
Gottshall Jeanette M 7073 Carlisle Pike Trlr 226
Graves Gordon I, Gloria J 36 Fairfield St
Gray Alexandra, Lillian 156 W Pomfret St
Grigor Amanda B 126 W South St
Haayen Mary R 223 Conway St
Hairston Natasha A 329 Juniper St
Ham Brian Andrew 388 Limestone Rd
Hanson Jacqueline, William 1107 Sherwood Dr
Haughney Edward W 110 Sunset Dr
Heckman Raymond P 99 C St
Heddleson Richard, Linda 711 Hillside Dr
Heeke Joseph A Jr 1315 Georgetown Cir
Hench Carol 930 Gobin Dr
Henry Josephine J 34 Otto Ave
Herd Charles E Sr, Lorraine C 424 N Hanover St Gra Upr
6l 04
Hinkle Lillian L, John A 9 Alliance Dr Apt Jar 202
Hinson Jonathan 1415 Ritnew Hwy
Hodge Est 142 S Hanover St Apt 4
Hodges Jan H 1315 Georgetown Cir
Holiday Hershel L 126 E Penn St
Hoover Elizabeth 770 S Hanover St
Hoover Ronald E 315 Wolf Bridge Rd
Hope Dorothy PO Box 1066
Horn Ruby Trt 627 Highland Ave
Houseknecht Sarah D Claremont Nursing Rehab 1000
Claremont Rd
Hurson Arthur 65 W Louther St Apt 1a
Insulfoam Inc Carlisle Const Materials PO Box 5000
Israeloff Theresa, Joshua 824 Hamilton St
Jackson Glenn T 1828 Heishman Gdns
Jackson Nancy PO Box 311
James Timothy 19 Hillside Dr
Jenkins Stephanie 78 W Louther St Apt C
Jensen John P 154 W South St
Jensen Kristina 1817 Basin Hill Blvd
Jeremy Fish Brian 7043 Carlisle Pike Lot 336
Jessia Miller T 124 Tower Cir
Johnson Daniel N 1580 Ritner Hwy
Johnson Kimberly, Larry 131 E Penn St
Johnston James R III, Marion N 629 Belvedere St
Jones Beatrice N 251 S Hanover St
Jpmorgan Chase Bank Na PO Box 458
Jusic Senahid PO Box 575
K E Faircloth Man Trdrs Trust Trust 3 S Hanover St
Kallmann John D 701 W North St
Kauffman Maria 66 E St
Kdeitch Paul 3051 Spring Rd
Keene Clyo E 330 Longs Gap Rd
Keller John 173 Penn St
Kelly Jeanne M 505 Mooreland Ave
Kennedy B 16 Garland Ct
Kennedy William R 351 York Rd PO Box 185
Kepner David S 75 Bonneybrook Rd L11
Kepner William RR 6
Khan Mukhtar Ahmed 823 Marshall Dr
Kiely Amy R 442a Bouquet Rd
Knaub Elsie J 120 W Willow St Apt B
Kneeream Ralph 45 Country Club Rd
Konestco Walter L 922 Harrisburg Pike
Koss Lorelei, Lorelei Koss Yarnell 251 S West St
Krempasky Stephen, Mary S 126 Briar Patch Dr
Kruger Mark R 405 N College St
Kruse Patrick 220 Walnut Bottom Rd
Kuhn Thelma, John 537 W Penn
Kunc Michael C 620 Mill Race Ct
Kurowski Pauline, Robert 1045 S Pitt St
Kyeremateng Michael 712 Stanwix Cir Apt 1
Laib Dawn 205 Taunton Dr
Laire Eleanor J 6 Abbey Ct
Lang Jeffery M 825 Marshall Dr
Lauck Charles 60 W Pomfret St
Lawrence Chevrolet Inc 1424 Bradley Dr Apt D114
Leedy Connie 1141 Pheasant Dr N
Lenker Vera M 26 Royal Dr
Leon Paul 371 Army Heritage Dr
Lesher Harold A 41 Kerrs Ave
Letort Property Solutions LLC 29 Prickly Pear Dr
Leyare Marcia R, Arlene G 442 Walnut Bottom Rd
Little Michael P 138 E Louther St
Long Robert P, Dolores 132 W Pomfret St
Longenecker Andrea 1670 Douglas Dr
Lopez Luis 515 Southwest St Apt C
Luna Maximino 155 E High St
Macmillen William A, Lisa L 66 Meade Dr
Macy Mallory Andrea 151 N Hanover St Apt 1
Madison Settlement 59 S Pott St
Madrzykowski Maryann 8 Hathaway Dr
Manning Freddie 338 N College St
Mapp Rennie C 170 W Pomfret St
March Margaret 1000 Clairmont Rd
Marconi Eugene L Jr 240 A St
Martin Amanda Michelle 220 S Pitt St
Maxwell Katie J 156 S West St
Mayfair Super Markets Inc, Legal Dept 1149 Harrisburg
Pike
Mccoy Fay 132 B St
Mccullough Kevin 406 Eisenhower Dr
Mckeehan Edgar F 125 Kerrsville Rd
Mckillip Mary C 10 Brian Dr
Mcnally James M 1016 Cranes Gap Rd
Mejasich Matthew J 518 Thornwood La
Melendez Luis 351north Hanover St
Mentzer Floyd Donald, Floyd D 423 N Hanover St
Merrick Robin H 89 Winchester Gdns
Meskic Amira 609 Hamilton St
Metzger Shelby Chase Home Finance LLC 1112 Shannon Ln
Mickelson Edith E 12 Peacock Dr
Miller Benjamin 736b Craig Rd
Miller Derrick R 550 W Penn St
Miller Jessie Ruhl 670 W Louther St
Miller Mary Jo Est 1202 Pheasant Dr
Miller Wagner Gabriele E 98 Regency S
Minich Leroy W, Ann E 113 Pearl Dr
Mishula Elena Hope PO Box 1066
Moist Gabrielle M, Christine R PO Box 844
Montgomery Jason 8 S Hanover St Apt 217
Moore Glen, Pamela Perrault 1711 Shearer Dr
Morrison Derek A 2156 Newville Rd
Morrison Michael A 205 Parker St Apt 1
Morrow Tabitha L 833 Pheasant Dr N
Msys Inc RD 8 PO Box 252
Multicades & More 265 Webster St
Murphy Samuel W 1916 Spring Rd
Myers Jessica C 4130 S Pitt St
Natcher Viola P 2106 Newville Rd
Nei The Sentinel PO Box 130
Neil Cherish 202 Marion Ave
Nelms Latonia R 140 W North St
Nestor Lonnie D RR 9 Box 522
Nicoll Christopher 2107 Cir Rd
Nolan Richard 533 Craig Rd
Northwestern Human Ser 33 State Ave
Ogola Rosemary Okoth 56 Media Rd
Okothogola Rosemary 56 Media Rd
Old Neighborhoods League PO Box 294
Olsen Angie, Betty 104b Lincoln St
Opul Inc, Superior Preowned & 2nd 1110 Harrisburg Pike
Orrstown Bank Its Succ &Or As 9 Mark Cir
Ortlieb Selina 206 Meals Dr
Otten Lisa Sue, Duane 1501 Tr Ave
Palesky Donald C 301 N Hanover St Apt 2
Palmer Joshua 11 E Louther St
Park Eliza R 330 Cranes Gap Rd
Peterson Beverly A 359 Maple Ln
Phantom Entertainment 50 Clay Rd Bldg 2
Pharmerica 1000 Claremont Rd
Phillips Kaitlyn 1040 N College St
Picker Candace E 126 Willow View Dr
Plunkett Jessica L 21 W North St Apt 2
Poland Jeffrey A Bldg 400 Sumner Rd
Polyclinic Prof Nurses Assoc 10 Burkhorn Dr
Porter Timmey J, T 519 Sw St Ave A
Provazzo Lana K 10 Brian Dr
Pynchon Andrew T 119 S Hanover St
Quigley Wilma RR 8
Quinn Rebecca Ann 140 Tower Cir
Raimondi Charolette 28 N College St
Raisig Heather A 536 N West St
Reedinger Helen R 231 York Rd Apt A
Reinhard Robert W, Candye R 700 Walnut Bottom Rd
Rhoades William 11 Joseph Dr
Richardson Betty L 428 Fairground Ave
Richardson Sheritta A Deceased 121 Partridge Cir
Ritter Arthur E 5 Thornhill Ct
River Rock Academy 898 Waggoners Gap Rd
Robbins Michael L 12 Peacock Dr
Robert Robert K 350 Graham St
Roberts Gordon R 26 1 2 West Louther St
Roberts Tricia P 65 E North St
Robertson Clarabelle, Cumberland Ct Nur Home 375
Claremont Dr
Robinson Viola, Thelm RD 2 Box 26
Rogers Claude III 62 Magaw Ave
Rogowicz Andrew 93 B St
Rohrer David A 239 Allen Rd
Ronzio Stephanie 158 B St
Ross David 330 Washington Ln
Roth George D 5 Todd Cir Apt E
Roth Kurt E 125 Partridge Cir
Roth Laura, Kurt 98 Winchester Gdns 98
Rovegno Properties 401 E Louther St
Ruf Sherie A, James W 535 Craig Rd
Rupp Lester P 444 N Hanover St Apt 2
Russell Donald, Mary 1113 Shannon Ln
Ryan Catherine 550 N Hanover St
Salzmann George B 4 Sebastian Way
Samuel Landis 6b Garrison Ln
Sarac Enes 1424 Bradley Dr Apt D114
Scafidi Rodney J 111 B St
Schaeffer Margueritte 25 East
Schmidt Ellen M 10 Gasoline Aly
Schreffler Deborah A 3085 Spring Rd
Sejmenovic Amir 236 Mcknight St
Shafer John R 269 S Pitt St
Sheaffer John, Mae RR 6
Sherwood Caroline 4 Garrison Ln
Shiffler Brian J 69 Ctyard Dr
Shirley William K 355 W Ridge St
Shrawder Carl L 209 Faith Cir
Shugars John M 151 W High St 1
Simpson Jack 814 N West St
Sims Robert L 210 N West St
Singh Ravinder 38 Sussex Dr
Smith Craig 46 E Pomfret St 48
Smith Francis C Est, Law Office Of Flower Flowe 26 W
High St
Smith Geraldine W, Jackson M 278 Longs Gap Rd
Smith William S 600 D St
Snyder Sharon S 562 Park Dr
Sowers Traci A 75 Bonnybrook Rd Lot 20
Springstead Jeanette 204 Sable Dr
Steiger Patrick 1817 Basin Hill Blvd
Stephens Vernon E PO Box 506
Stimeling Paul, Jane RD 1
Stotler Barbara L 117 B St
Stouffer Emily J Pine Rd Apt 1524
Strock Marilyn J 511 Highland Ct
Stuart Lana Kay 1064 Harrisburg Pike
Sughrue Timothy 116 Forbes Ave Apta−13
Svirbly Elizabeth 640 N Bedford St
Swidler Harold Z, Hailla 845 Hamilton Ext
Syphax Theodore 73 Partridge Cir
Taylor Robert H 503 W South St
Tharp Betty M 134 W Willow St
Thoma Karl H 1130 Shannon Ln
Thomas Butler B, Magnolia 1930 Jody Ln
Thornburgh Winifred R, Allan R 114 S Orange St
Throne Amy J 41 Pine St
Thumma Dorothy M, Lawson L 101 Susan Ln
Tilzey Danny F 719−A Sumner Rd
Todorovac Hilmija 7 E South St
Toth Emma W 242 W Pomfret St
Townsend Michael W 134 Sable Dr
Trent Trenise Y 240 Henderson St
Trevlyn Colin J 119 S Hanover St
Tritt Stanley E 6 Ct Ln
Truxal Fay 807 Hillside Dr
Tucker Carol 562 W Penn St
Tyler Carol E 70 Fairview St
Unger Evelyn RD 2
Vanderweide Mary C 35 Eastgate Dr Apt 308
Vianey Maurice 710 Hanover Mn
Wagner Kayla M 45 Spring Rd Apt 2
Wainwright Carolyn 832 Marshall Dr
Walke Kristian 19 Hillside Dr
Walker Byron PO Box 458
Walmer Dawn Elaine 26 Royal Dr
Walmer Peggy L, Galen R Waltz 28 S Pitt St
Walter Christa A 334 N Bedford St
Washington Bridger 503 W North St
Wasson Patricia 1000 Claremont Rd
Weiss Cameron M 214 Todd Cir
Wendell Robert S Est, Holly J 25 Shady Ln
Wentzel Emma K 242 W Pomfret St
West Penn Auto Sales 1526 Newville Rd
Whistler Lucinda E, Gary 9 Mark Cir
White Jami L, Jean R 148 E High St
Whyte Emily, Linda 845 Creek Rd
Wilkinson Helen, Stan 223 Linoda
Williams Christina 317 West Ridge St
Winkleman Dorothy 250 6th St
Winkler Pauline H, Steve 124 Strayer Dr
Winters Brandy 21 N Middleton Rd
Wise Kristen L, Tony D 312 Wildwood Rd
Woodall Robert Ii 620 N East St
Work Hardening Assoc, Gale Wenk Dupont 1901 Esther Dr
Wozniewicz Robert 80 Pine Creek Dr
Wray Music House 381 Longs Gap Rd
Wright Laura J 36 E Penn St
Zimmermam Martha, Laban 162 E Old York Rd
Zorn Ralph B Jr 1150 Crains Gap Rd
Carlisle Pa 17015
Adams Kristen D, Michael 1 Pine Ln
Americas Best Value Inn Chambersburg 1450 Harrisburg
Pike
Amsbaugh Mae P 1038 Rockledge Dr
Anderson Rodger 47 Waterside Dr
Andino Kevin A, Rosita 12 Derbyshire Dr
Arthur Delsi P 128 Meals Dr
Ausby Raymond 433 Petersburg Rd
Baker Barbara 208 Camprground Rd
Baker Randall K 37 Ashton St
Barrick Gregory 274 Stuart Rd
Basial Lisa 1009 Rockledge Dr
Betts Landscape Contracting 388 Burnt House Rd
Blessing Michael, Julia 2 Rdway Dr
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Bollinger Wilbert B 338 Mcallister Church Rd
Bonner Theresa, Charles 136 Burnthouse Rd
Brownawell Richard, Semone 230 Mt Zion Rd
Burick Adam Dr 19 Sprint Dr
Carey Philip D 360 Alexander Spring Rd
Carpenter Joanne 1217 Redwood Hills Cir
Caverly Dennis C 11 Hawthorne Rd
Cemetery Mgmt Group 950 Walnut Bottom Rd Ste 15 236
Central Pa Swing Dance 14 E North St
Charlton Steven G 43 Chelsea Ln
Christopher Sara, Matthew J 422 Crossrd School Rd
Clarks Auto Body Inc 1308 Pine Rd
Cleaver Patricia A 3 Wiltshire W
Danley Shelby 16 Hathaway Dr
Delli James F 98 Vasilios Dr
Depasquale Pam 19 Wiltshire E
Dickson Owen N 71 Kelly Dr
Diehl Nathan 330 Greason Rd C
Diehl Robin L 39 Mccoy Ln
Dietz Berniece B, D S 70 Magaw Ave
Eckard Walter E II 236 Stonehouse Rd
Exel 597 Alexander Spring Rd
Fahnestock Chad M 7535 Wertzville Rd
Faulkner Collision Center Of Carlisle 2 Rdway Dr
Faulkner Nissan Inc Faulkner Coll Ctr Of Carlisle 315 E
Old York Rd
Faulkner Nissan Inc Faulkner Coll Ctr Of Carlisle 45 Oak
Park Ave A
Fortuna Lucy Florence 33 Greenfield Dr
Freier Nathan P 209 Barley Field Cir
Frey Fred 45 Summerfield Dr
Gellman Robin, Trisha Frohm 1532 Commerce Ave
George Glennys 15 Arlington Dr
Groff Bruce D 34 Key Largo Dr
Groome Dermot M 210 Overfield Dr
Guistwite Darryl 56 Ashton St
Havice J A 11 S Thrush Dr
Heaster Dianne 1466 Pine Rd
Hendricks Malcom R 440 Burgners Rd
Henry Taylor A, Anita R 1679 Newville Rd
Hoffman Caroline P 225 Mt Zion Rd
Hoskins Eric J 12 Teaberry Dr
Hoskins Rebecca, Eric J 12 Teaberry Dr
Hsu Hui Chun Unit 8 Wiltshire East St
Hughes Contracting Inc 14 Cardinal Dr
Hurtson Kyle 106 Carriage Ln
Icsa Inc C O Meg Vavrick 1200 Walnut Bottom Rd
Jakomas John H 224 Meals Dr
Johns Mobil Repair 1511 E Commerce Ave
Kemberling Timothy W 35 Ponderosa Rd
Killinger Cloy 7 Stallion Rd
Klekman Jeffrey L, Lucy 138 Appalachian Dr
Knerr Ruth H 601 S Middlesex Rd
Kough Lyrian I 47 Waterside Dr
Kraybill Patricia L, Robert H 430 Barnstable Rd
Krempasky Stephen F 126 Briar Patch Dr
Kuhn Deborah K 48 Brian Dr
Lang Jonathan G 27 Evandale Ct
Larry Vanessa A 259 Redwood Ln
Laskoski Nicole 15 Mel Ron Ct
Lawson Pamela 620 Lindsey Rd
Leidy Vivian 49 Bullock Cir
Lewis Lawrence 193 Birch Ln
Mackey Peg 45 Summerfield Dr
Manduchi Joseph R 44 Marsh Dr
Manganello John P 21 Derbyshire Dr
March Julie A 31 Liberty Ct
Marin Mark Norman 158 Grahams Woods Rd
Marsland Careth E 136 Burnt House Rd
Mcadoo John H 1538 Holly Pike
Mighty Donuts Inc 105 Coventry Dr
Miles Wayne E 35 Waterloo Rd
Minnichsadler Denise 45 Summerfield Dr
Murray Denny E 170 Bloserville Rd
Naugle Paul 2368 Walnut Bottom Rd
Nesbit Emily 311 Stonehedge Dr
Noel Egan Thomas, Timothy G, Liam Bryan 334 Fairway St
Ousley Julie A 1201 Walnut Bottom Rd
Pacheco Doris J 1750 W Trindle Rd
Paisley Jeremy 11 Fox Hollow Ln
Parker Jan W 70 Malibu Bl
Pediatric Gastroenterology Assoc 11 Sprint Dr Ste B
Pennabaker Timothy 251 Walnut Bottom Rd
Prophet Kathleen 186 Goodyear Rd
Provazzo Vincent C 10 Brian Dr
Purdy Charlene M 10 Whitetail Dr
Ramp Esther, Gail Louise Bouder 2267 Ritner Hwy
Reading Berks Physical Therapy LLC 390 Alexander Spring
Rd
Reed Marie Louise 10 Betty Nelson Ct 10
Ritter Rebecca 5 Thornhill Ct
Roberts Mary E 45 Summerfield Dr
Rodgers Jeffrey 2113 Newville Rd
Rodriquez Ricardo 950 Walnut Bottom Rd Ste
Rogers Claude 62 Magaw Ave
Schwab Kurt 49 Run Rd
Shank Jenna 640 Barnstanle Rd
Sharar Zachariah W 256 Mcallister Church Rd
Shenck Dorothea W, Raymond P 39 Cold Spgs Rd
Sheriff Gordan E, Lee R 115 Kerrs Rd
Shetron Welding & Fabrication 420 Rouser Rd Fl 3
Sisson Margaret T 31 Liberty Ct
Smith Christian M 440 Bernheisel Bridge Rd
Soulliard Joshua A 315 E Old York Rd
Spahr William T 18 Hendel Loop
Spooner Robert B 31 Choate Way
Springstead Daniel Keigh 165 Cedar Ln
Statler James 6 Buttonwood Ln
Stenger Barbara H 15 Morrison Way
Stryker Geoffrey N 70 Marsh Dr
Sweeney Heather N 210 Frytown Rd
T Q Property Svcs LLC 4 Rapuano Way
Taylor Daniel J 121 Coventry Dr
Taylor Martha P Est, Daniel J 121 Coventry Dr
Teter M K 833 Forge Rd
Thomas Timothy L 8 Oak Ridge Rd
Thompson John P 724 Allen Rd
Tosten Verna E 107 Limekiln Rd
Uhler Cheryl 40 Meadowbrook Rd
Wallace Daniel R 212 Brighton Dr
Weibley Robert J Jr, Nicole A 49 Mcallister Church Rd
Wells Fargo Bank Na 37 Ashton St
Wenzel Carrie 37 Shag Bark Ln
Whyte E D 845 Creek Rd
Whyte Linda E 845 Creek Rd
Wright William Dr 366 Alexander Spring Rd Ste 3
Wurtz Charles 132 Mooredale Rd Apt A
Yang Chia C Unit 8 Wiltshire East St
Yetter Barry J 2 Oak Ln Dr
Zizzamia Gregory 2247 Ritner Hwy Apt C
Carlisle Pa 17241
Morrison Grant D 2156 Newville Rd
Thumma Joesphine, Robert RD 4
Dauphin Pa 17018
Bailey James Ann 1611 Stony Mt Way
Billman Jennifer, Craig 211 Erie St Apt 1 PO Box 2
Cantone Nicholas T 1502 Redhill Rd
Clara Rader Rdt 316 River Rd
Croft Scott 303 Swatara St
David Helster, Lien 1608 Primrose Ln
Deimler Lori C, Gary T 1460 Stone Glen Rd
Hallock Nychelle D 1608 Primrose Ln
Heinrich Geoffrey 881 Allegheny St
Heisey Megan A 1130 Redhill Rd
Helster David W 1608 Primrose Ln
Hiester Joan M 1120 Peters Mountain Rd
Hsbc Motgage Corp 1611 Stony Mount Way
Kiner Ronald 711 S Maple Rd
Kuntz Christina M 1340 Lyter Rd
Mccullough Gary L 367 Mountain Rd
Megonnell Hazel L RR 1
Milbourne Linda J PO Box 682
Patton Gladys E RR 1
Rafferty Alan 905 Gap View Rd
Replogle Jonathan 292 Riverview Ter
Roadcap Eleanor 2670 Ellendale Rd
Sayles Clarence 810 Maplewood Ave
Strahl Amy E PO Box 190
Sutton Duvon 1520 Miller Rd
Tate Linda L 301 Vesta Dr
Elizabethville Pa 17023
Alvord Polk Tool 527 W Main St
Bittner Kenneth R 613 Dairy Rd
Briner Amanda 435 W Main St A
Carbone Roland PO Box 201
Chubb Eric S 232 W Main St
Clouser Susan K, Wayne R 39 W Main St
Drenon Marcia Ann RD 1 Box 326
Dunleavy Elizabeth V 56 E Main St
Howard Thomas PO Box 680
Hunter Edna PO 680 44 S Market St
Laudenslager Todd A 95 E Main St
Neubold Nicole, Nicole Elizabeth Heim 434 W Brd St
PO Box 675
Perhach Margaret 4245 State Rt 209
Ramirez Juan 4686 Rt 209 Lykens Valy Plaza
Schlegel Steven Michael 215 St Johns Rd
Shaffer Maud 146 E Arch St
Ulsh Mabel 146 E Arch St
Umphred John Est, David PO Box 717 130 W Main St
Wiest Dorothy, Robert, Ray PO Box 1515
Wolfe Howard W III, Linda M III 613 Dairy Rd
Enhaut Pa 17113
Morrill Marilyn W 879 Highland St
Enola Pa 17025
A G Patil Assocs Inc 58785 Aspen Ln
About Bugs Inc 7 Annette Dr
Ali Muhammad S 65 Johns Dr
Argento Rosalia, John 26 Willow Way Dr
Asgard Waffles LLC 765 Lancaster Ave
Barrick D 41 Lee Ann Ct
Beers Beth 199 Fairmont Ave
Bendigo Brian L 926 Wertzville Rd
Berry Coppley Hilda L 601 3rd St
Biddle Edwin 18 Altoona Ave
Borrero Felicia R 6961 Wertzville Rd 1
Bosworth Maryellen 121 Chester Rd
Bower Gwen 4131 Darius Dr
Bower Joseph R 25 N Enola Dr
Brooks Cheryl 4440 Valy Rd
Brouse Jennifer 83 Beard Rd
Brown Alice 112 N Enola Dr
Brown Kathleen M, Kathleen M Spong 210 Brian Dr
Brudowsky Nicholas 3 Kelly Ct
Bryner Paul Est,Helen 121 Salt Rd
Buchy Peter 258 Enola Dr Apt 1
Buddy George J 134 2nd St
Christensen Barbara J 73 Sharon Rd
Coffey Michael 237 Susquehanna Ave
Comer Crystal 215 Wyoming Ave
Commonwealth Recovery Group Inc PO Box 650
Dawood Yasmin PO Box 246
Deckman Theresa M 204 Susquehanna Ave
Dellingers Auto Body 2251 Brigade Rd
Diehl Robert 500 Redco Dr
Duty Helen M 777 S Humer St
Farrell Mildred T 511 State St
Fegal Raymond J Jr, Jamie P 6210 Run Cross Ln
Fiaschetti Nicholas 5027 Pellingham Cir
Forbes Craig D 242 Susquehanna Ave
Gajewski Marie C 99 Lee Ann Ct
Geiger Mortimer 86 Beard Rd
Gelwicks Kelli 611 Gates Ln
Gilligans Bar & Grill 76 Millers Gap Rd
Gummo Thomas A, Margaret 760 Sterling Ct
Guttie Albert F 40 S Enola Dr
Hand Theodore D, Herman H 1521 Ctr St
Harber Duane J 35 Annette Dr
Hardy Luke W 6210 Blue Mountain Trl
Harrisburg Uro Care Group Pc 523 Halyard Way
Heistand Bruce 96 Front St
Henry Jimmy Hamilton, Kathryn 408 Huntington Ave
Hersh Edna B 232 S Enola Dr
Hershey Christine 656 Mountain Rd
Hertzler Mary H Est, James H 920 S Humer St
Hilbert Angela 214 S Enola Dr
Hoffman Benjamin 1622 Holtz Rd
Hoffman David 2130 Cedar Ln
Howanstine Lula B 222 S Enola Dr
Hrabosky Henry M 913 Magnolia Dr
Hutchison Calvin E, Emily P 329 Pitt St
Jackson Mechanicals Inc 29 Radam St
Kalar Kristin M, Timothy M 141 E Shady Ln
Kirk Lisa 2216 Gleim Ct
Kocher Jamie K 36 Wetherborn Rd
Krebs Zachary P 103 Mountain View Dr
Kunkle Marda L 2251 Brigade Rd
Lankford Mary Lee 6 Rexford Rd
Lee Joseph R, Garret P 414 W Shady Ln 2
Lenharts Holdings LLC 502 Leeward Ln
Longenberger Michael 415 Fairview Ave
Luckenbaugh Evelyn 4000 Valy St
Magaro Andrea S, Ronald D 586 Magaro Rd
Magco Inc 4520 Valy St Ste B
Marshall Carla Powers 219 Enola St
Martin Andy G 203 Edenderry Way
Maurer Darcy J 712 Shaffer St
May Elizabeth 145 Susquehanna Ave
Mayes Bobby L 94 Arnold Rd
Mcclernon Thomas 129 Enola Dr
Mckenney Brent 55 Greemont Dr
Meridith Felicia 4066 Rufus King Ct
Metz Sharon E 316 Spring Ln
Mishra Sanat 124 Summer Ln
Mitchell Veta 132 E Shady Ln
Montgomery Sonya M 1622 Holtz Rd
Morrow Benson Jenifer A 100 Susquehanna Ave
Mowers Linda 123 Mountain View Dr
Neely Tilita Y 122 Tory Cir
Nicks Bodyshop 5205 Wertzville Rd
Orner Ada F 33 Columbia Rd
Osman Alvina 114 Brick Church Rd
Ostman Henry Central Pa Pulmonary Assoc 2250 Millenium
Way Ste 400
Park Andrew C 323 Spring Ln
Peffer Paul W 204 Four Seasons Ln
Powley Danna L 108 S Enola Dr
Prudencio Jose N 523 Halyard Way
Quigley Megan E PO Box 93
Rajchel Jeffrey L 6330 Run Cross Ln
Rovnyansky German A Est 38 Johns Dr
Rownyansky German A Est 313 P W Shady Ln
Rush Daniel D 320 Shady Ln Apt 1
Sailon John 5205 Wertzville Rd
Sanderson John 760 Trail Ln
Schmehl Regina 158 Cumberland Rd
Shipe Nancy 446 3rd St
Snell Sheldon R 4066 Rufus King Ct
Stec Walter 115 3rd St
Susquehanna Industrial Svc 401 High St
Thompson Justin T, Denise N 422 N Enola Apt B
Thompson Ashley M 19 W Beale Ave
Tomberlain Steve T 412 State St
Troutman Alice 25 Cove Rd
Tyrrell Matthew P, Timothy N 2170 Banbury Dr
Uni Mart 94204 711 Wertzville Rd
Vincent Jacquelyn C 93 2nd St 1st Fl
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Wambold Scott R 238 W Dauphin St
White Thomas S 17 Crkside Dr
Winters Karena J 212 2nd St
Woodruff Scott 64 Sherwood Cir
Zimmerman Leroy H Jr 36 Altoona Ave
Grantham Pa 17027
Davis Anne V PO Box 49
Gayman Grace PO Box 43
Oh Ye PO Box 5883 1 College Ave
Shaeffer Ashley B 1 College Ave Box 4083
Slother Rodney PO Box 174
Grantville Pa 17028
Barbush Sarah L 1327 Ridge Rd
Barner Raymond E PO Box 144
Bauer Shelby C 1304 Ridge Rd
Bauman Nathan 57 Pleasant View Rd
Bell Richard C 325 Dallas Dr
Cazaresmarron Carlos 10207 Jonestown Rd
Champlin Skylar L 343 Waco Dr
Copart 8 Park Dr
Hammaker Russel 263 Austin Dr
Hinkle Luther G PO Box 513
Huh Alice Y 74 Harrison School Rd
Lerch Terry 23 Appalachian Dr
Mchenry Benjamin E 31 Webster School Rd
Mountainview Thoroughbred Racing 777 Hollywood Blvd
Neidig Kaitlyn A, Deanna M 10509 Mountain Rd
Rojas Murray L 112 Morrissey Ln
Seaman S Market 10107 Jonestown Rd
Shells Cemetery Associ, Jeffrey W Buse 9066 Jonestown Rd
Shirk Chelsea 255 N Crawford Rd
Stahl Brian K 240 Dry Run Rd
Superior Constr Co, Michelle Madonna 1078 Gravel Hill Rd
Swartz Paul H 156 Houston Dr
Ulrich Donald 140 Pheasant Rd
Gratz Pa 17030
Doyals Body Shop, Andrzejczak 132 E Market St
Peifer Kenneth E, Sally J PO Box 428
Rowe Michael 5066 Rt 25
Stoneroad Ilene A 6738 W Market St
Welker Harry E 146 Coon Trail Ln
Welker Harry E Hc 68 Box 17aa
Halifax Pa 17032
Beck Sharon L 1416 Camp Hebron Rd
Bowman Stephen 49 Union Church Rd
Breidigan Eugene 2884 Powells Valy Rd
C & S Valley Steel LLC 3264 Back Rd
Calnon Jessica, Eric 105 Steves Ln
Christoff Harry G 2351 Armstrong Valy Rd
Corsnitz Emma E RR 2
Coughlin Susan M, Thomas P 3293 Peters Mt Rd
Crowell Randy L 226 Armstrong St PO Box 287
D S Enterp 2859a Peters Mountain Rd
Delancey Bradley L, Debra A Fleagle 17 Union Church Rd
Douglass Ralph M Jr 1160 Powells Valy Rd
Ertter Dominique, Joseph, Bryce, Madison 1416 Camp
Hebron Rd
Fulk Paul W, Troy 989 Enders Rd
Golden Cup Cafe 3652a Peters Mtn Rd
Hahn Michael A 65 Harman Rd
Hassinger Henry R, Paula K 247 Snyder Rd
Hassinger Paula K 247 Snyder Rd
Hicks William Jr 40 N Elmer Ave Lot 5
Hoffman William, John RD 1
Holtzman Gloria J 635 Rutter Rd
James Terry 1654 River Rd
Klinger Kyle A 1196a Tourist Park Rd
Klinger Michelle 625 Lion Don Dr Ste 15
Klinger Richard D 1235 N River Rd
Kresge Katherin 2916 Peters Mountain Rd
Marie Ney 105 N 5th St Apt 202
Miller Delores E RR 2
Miller James 227 L Pheasant View Ext
Mumma Dorothy V RD 2
Odaniel Lynn 7 Hill Top Rd
Overturf Ben N 45 Keiffer Rd
Patton Tire Co 3640 Peters Mountain Rd
Powell Rogers & Speaks Inc 1 Fisher St
Roadcap Leonard 401 Armstrong St
Rush Corinne M, Doreen G 94 Powells Ridge Rd
Ryzer Pontiac 3811 Peters Mtn Rd
Sayre Kimberly 121 Bucktail Trl
Seibert Betty J 105 N 5th St Apt 208
Smith David S 989 S River Rd
Snyder Penny M 141a Snyder Rd
Strogan Evelyn, George RD 2 Box 326
Tummelson Erik E 57 Tourist Park Rd PO Box 193
Vanbuskirk C R 228a Mountain Rd
Viking White Sewing Centers 2285 Powells Valy Rd
Warner Leadom A Sr, Dale E 1512 S River Rd
Weaver Larry 1615 N River Rd
Weaver Martha 1368 Armstrong Rd
Wilhelm Anna M PO Box 458
Wilhelm Kim 218 Armstrong St
Wilhelm Kim R PO Box 458
Wilhelm Michael E 37 S Elmer Ave
Harrisburg Pa 17101
Abdelsayed Ehab 101 S 2nd St Apt 1103
Adams Minnie M RD 3
Adler Jordan 125 Locust St
Alansari Khalid 301 Chestnut St Apt 2513
Allen Steven R 615 S Front St
Archie Christian 445 S Cameron St
Aviation Mitchell PO Box 61768
Bakaric Dan 656 Schuylkill St
Baragas Edwin 1463 Market St 2f
Bathini Ramesh 301 Chestnut St Apt 813
Bertaud Jessica 29 S 3rd St Apt 315
Bishop Timothy 3921 Kingsley Dr
Bixby William H, Debra G 130 S 3rd St Apt Ph3
Boyer Jacqueline 101 S 2nd St Apt 420
Breen Joshua 301 Chestnut St Apt 2001
Brown Irene G 130 S 3rd St Apt 1112
Cameron Louise, John K 1418 N 4th
Castillos Fire House Inc, Hope Stat 606 N 2nd St
Commcare Waiver PO Box 2675
Copasiemens Pilo I, Jeanne Hendricks 303 Walnut St Fl 8
Crown Plaza Harrisburg, Jay Siaram 23 S2nd St
Dantro Adolphe F 212 N 3rd St PO Box 11998
Davis Mary V 212 N 3rd St PO Box 11998
Davis Tyesha Apt 204 1403 S 15h St
Diaz Deleon Elmer 405 14th St
Dodd Jerry 201 State St
Downtown Hbg Assoc 214 Market St
Energy Nrg Hbg LLC 100 N 10 St
Fabiankovitz John C 321 Crescent St
Frank Lawrence G 212 Locust St Ste 500
Friedman De Corten Zachary Arron 214 Rine St 3rd
Geiger Donald P, Flora E 117 S St
Giannakopoulos Alex 4204 Kirkwood Rd
Goldsmith Hanna 22 S 3rd St
Gomes Deoliveira Eduardo 29 S 3rd St
Goodrich Ryan 122 Walnut St
Graham Ruth L Est, Skarlatos & Zonarich 204 State St
Greene Marsha 306 N 2nd St
Guinan Vivian 300 N 2nd St 8th Fl
Hadley Frank L Sr 130 S 3rd St Apt 716
Hafezi Rod 301 Chestnut St Apt 509
Hampton Chester P, Mary L M, Roy F 1710 Dock St
Henderson Rawle 240 N 3rd St Ste 900
Hershey Harrisburg Re 112 Market St 4fl W
Hiester Joyce L 351 Chestnut St Apt 710
Hilton Harrisburg 1 N 2nd St
Hite Lorraine 209 State St
Hoover Beatrice, John 351 Chestnut St 301
Htma 213 Market St Fl 2
Huggins John D 301 Chestnut Str Apt 705
Ismail Rim Execuve House Apts 101 S 2nd St Apt 1111
Jenn Law Consulting Svc 425 S Cameron St Ste D
Johnson Martha L 204 Walnut St
Kebach H Leola, Lee V 2316 Hoffer St
Khaing Hanabal 423 Walnut St Apt 205
Klink Louise 53 E Hall Manor
Kondratska Karina 29 S 3rd St
Kramer Schmidt T 209 State St
L & M Sweets & Treats Cafe 19 1/2 N 4th St
Lesley Gilotti, Bus Office 111 S Front St
Lester Alma 1102 Crape St
Lewis George R 130 S 3rd St Apt 411
Mac & Co For Mellon Bank Pnic Bldg 2 N 2nd St 12th Fl
Malones Restaurant 6200 Derry St
Marahoris Timothy 19 S 4th St
Marahoris Timothy N 256 N St
Mateo Miguel 132 Locust St Apt 4
May Suzanne P 1312 S 11th
Mcewene William J Est IV 17 S 2nd St
Middleton Virginia 322 N 2nd St Apt 1402
Mitchell Paul Ste 10 2205 Forest Hills Dr
Murphy James 312 Chestnut St
Neely Jean 323 N Front St
Pa Health Care, Cost Cntnmnt Council 225 Market St
Ste 400
Pacah County Affiliated Homes 17 N Front St
Padgett Beatrice 351 Chestnut St Apt 1001
Pa Restaurant Assoc 100 State St
Penwell Scott C, Duane Morris Heckscher 305 N Front St
Plum Sport Ltd 300 Market St
Priority Systems PO Box 4240
R E Harper Assocs 208 N 3rd St
Rasheed Adeeb 1411 S 12th St
Redus Mary H 115 Locust St
Reynolds Dean Witter Strawberry Sq 2nd Fl
Rivas Humberto 1347 Bermin St
Rodes Pauline 214 Hamilton
Rogissart Gabrielle 322 N 2nd St 1403
Rose George N 322 N 2nd St Apt 406
Rosenfeld Edward B 351 Chestnut St Apt 710
Saigon Phomiss Ste 1 1030 S 13th St
Schwartz David B 412 N 3rd St
Shipe Clarence RR 3
Siriporn Amart Nitipon Intl House 29 S 3 St
South Street Tavern 400 N 2nd St
Steed Emory R Sr 310 N 3rd St
Storm Elizabeth E, Horace E Jr 603 N Front St
Strickler Jannette 19 S 3rd St Apt1
Tower Bank 112 Market St
Tran Assocs 2258 Linglestown Rd
Vrs Mgmt Inc 119 Pine St
Walton Edna V 604 Church St
Warren M Marie RD 3
Waypoint Ins Svcs Inc 235 N 2nd St
Wells Grace N Morrison Towers 351 Chestnut St Apt 1112
William L Muschlitz Ira 25911−12 Strawberry Sq 2nd Fl
Wright Aubrey T 116 Pine St 3rd Fl Ste 320
Xiao Jiachang Apt 4
Harrisburg Pa 17102
Aes 1200 N 7th St
Arnold John 1615 Penn St
Arroyo Paige Miriam 1402 Wyeth St
Baker William 1803 Susquehanna
Barber Jayson T 1642 N 3rd St Apt 2
Barnett Ulrike 518 Kelker St
Bernard Paul 248 Emerald St
Bingham Harriet E, Hugh 1926 N 3rd St
Blum Dylan 1118 Green St
Border Theoris D 435 Kelker St
Brenner Collision West 236 Kelker St
Brown Jermaine A 628 Peffer St
Brown Mildred L 1301 N 6th St Apt 306l
Brown Sallie 1727 N 4th St
Burnett Chekara L Apt 302 271 Cumberland St
Burwell Eugene 2326 Green St
Carnes Ashley M 1009 N 2nd St Apt 2
Cassell Robert 1901 N 5th St
Certeks Computer Consultants I 1105 N 2nd St Ste 2
Chase Patricia 21416 Marion St
Chavis Demetria 1614 North St
Cochrane Keenan 3115 N 6th St
Cohen Mark B 420 Boas St
Coleman Cathy 1330 Green St
Collins Ahmad 1310 Marion St
Connell Alexander 660 Boas St Apt 915
Cook Pamela P 1123 N Front St Apt 2
Cooksey Joseph P 1631 N 2nd St
Cordeiro Curtis 419 Herr St
Dates Sonya Jean 2031 N 4th St
Davis Katherine 233 Kelker St
Dejesus Gilberto 1933 Logan St
Detrow Scott 935 N 3rd St
Dobson Mary 1201 N Front St
Dougherty Kevin 1827 N 2nd St
Dragancea Gheorghe 660 Boas St Apt 718
Dumrul Okan 660 Boas St Apt 307
Eden Tyesha 1531 N 3rd St Apt 207
Ejb Motors Inc 236 Kelker St
Ellison Juanita 2326 Green St
Faulkner Beau 233 Kelker St
Fetterman Gregg 808 N 2nd St
Fisher Carol L 2007 N 2nd St
Fissel John A 411 Herr St
Flood Linda M, Lola 2036 Susquehanna St
Furlong Christopher C 424 Boas St
Ganeva Tanya 1709 Fulton St
Garosi Amerigo A III 232 Peffer St
Gauna Samuel 1719 N 4th St
Gonzalez Jasmin 1700 N 2nd St
Grubbs Kayden L 660 Boas St Apt 2019
Haferkamp Sharon 1839 Green St Apt 211
Hamm Alberta 1201 N Front St Apt 908
Hanford Christopher S 902 Green St
Hanks John Jr 2704 Butler St
Harden Monica 2040 Green St
Harris Carol 1906 N 2nd St
Hartwick George P 1530 N 2nd St Fl 2
Hatcher Thomas J 1531 N 3rd St Apt 206
Heisey Justin L Est 1913 Green St
Hess Sherry 1728 N 2nd St
Horchler Margaret C 415 Harris St
Hubbert Fred 1523 Green St
Hursey Harlee 1301 N 6th St Apt 401
Huston John I 1315 N 6th St Apt 1215j
Jeffries Junu 436 Muench St
Jenkins Robert 212 Forster St Apt 2
Johnson William D 1301 N 6th St Apt 1205l
Kerr Daniel 1607 Susquehanna St
Keystone Progress Action Fund 1500 N 2nd St Ste 11
Klick Richard Jr 1816 Susquehanna St
Knoble Sandra M 104 Calder St
Krafsig Donald 1628 Penn St
Layton Deleona D, Ira L 2033 Green St
Leach Caroline M 1531 N 3rd St Apt 210
Lee Darryl 1935 Fulton St
Lenig Pauline A 1901 N 5th St
Lester Alma 423 Herr St
Mafrice Shirley 216 Harris St
Manspeaker Helen I 1314 Green St
Martin Kellie L 906 N 3rd St Apt 3
Martinez Joseph A 115 Reilly St
Martz Jacob 1617 Penn St
Mince Christopher 1915 Penn St
Moore Murie K, Richard 1512 N 6th St
Motaghi Salil 660 Boas St Apt 708
Moyer Thomas F 1519 Front St
Neeb Gloria A, David L 907 N 2nd St
New Life Cable 1719 N Front St
Obrien William 1926 Green St
Olejnick Jessie E Miss 1519 Penn St
Paige Sydney M 1402 Wyeth St
Paredes Jamie 1914 Green St
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Pastula Richard J 1823 Susquehanna St
Patterson Carole J 1606 N 3rd St
Patterson Drue J, Michael Rogic 1105 N 2nd St
Penumarthy Ashwin 660 Boas St Apt 1411
Phillip B Baptist 660 Boas St Apt 604
Pitts William H 1622 N 6th St
Prescription Choice Usa 1821 Fulton St
Pry Kimberly A, Ruth E 1108 Penn St
Pulmonary Critical Care Med 1631 N Front St
Rabold Cynthia J 1820 N 3rd St 2nd Fl
Ramsey Savannah C, Phillip G 1002 Green St
Risser Jay W 256 Boas St
Ritter Milton 1122 N 3rd St
Rivera David 216 Harris St
Rothrock Eric J 1202 N 2nd St
Rutter Leslie S 926 Grand St
Sanders Steve 650 N 12th St
Saul George E 1217 Penn St
Scaringi Jennifer M 343 Kelker St
Schell Anna 515 Dauphin
Schneider Richard M Homeland Ctr 1901 N 5th St
Sellers John 1003 N 2nd St
Shatzer Jaymie 1937 N 3rd St
Simmons Robert L 233 Verbeke St
Singer Robert Lee 1422 N 6th St
Smith George W, Mary E 1837 N 4th St
Smith Hope 4674 St James Dr
Smith Katie 537 Peffer St
Steele Geraldine, Kendrick 660 Boas St
Steele Margaret L 21416 Marion St
Steiner Douglas J 1005 Green St
Steltzer Richard H, Paul M 573 S Front St
Stettler Hiram E Jr Est 1608 N 3rd St
Strong Mary L 336 Hamilton St
Taylor Elmer Z 1607 N 3rd St
Taylor Heidi 1708 Green St
Taylor Jaclyn 640 Boyd St
Thompson Jennie D 520 Cumberland Ct Apt B
Trimble Curtis 634 Dauphin St
Trimble Curtis Jr 634 Dauphin St
Wadlinger Theresa 1307 Penn St
Waste Not Energy Advisors LLC 209 Hamilton St
Weaver Thelma, Ronald 1312 Susquehanna St
Webb Sharon 239 Briggs St
Weir Pauline A 1331 Green St
Wherly Margaret S Homeland Ctr 1901 N 5th St
Wilfong Jenise 1914 Green St
Win Soe 11 N 3rd St
Winfield Geraldine M 1830 Green St
Woulfe Rebecca 1806 Penn St
Harrisburg Pa 17103
Abreu Natalie L 129 S29th St Apt B
Adams William Est 1600 Briggs St
Adley Maritta L 2050 Market St
Akers Evelyn 1823 Forster St
Alliance For Health & Educat 1007 N 17th St
Alvarez Yajaira 56 Mw Smith Homes
Barnitz Marian M 2213 Market St
Basham Terria 1105 D Cumberland Rd
Baskins Robert L Jr 227 N 14th St
Berg Amber C 1111 N 17th St
Bilal Muhammad 2520 Walnut St
Boyd Sandra 2400 Market St Apt 34a
Bratcher Marion 1514 Boas St
Brickus Richard 1840 North St
Brooks Vincent 1805 N 12th St
Butler Amber 1507 Boas St
Cabrera Pedro E 1429 Walnut St
Campbell Shana 68 N 17th St
Canton Carl 131 Royal Ter
Carter Greg 226 N 15th St
Carter Keith 606 N 18th St Apt 2a
Citi Financial 33 Banks St Rear
Clark Shirley R, Kerry L 1847 Whitehall St Apt 2
Clarke Michelle 2502 Hoffer St
Cleto Ana 1831 Regina St 2
Colon Rebecca 26 Mw Smith Homes
Cornelius Akeem 37 N 19th St
Crawford Joanne 43 N Smt St
Crotsley Miranda S 2257 Boas St
Cunningham Hugh 3251 Butler St Rm 111
Daihl Scott R 2704 Boas St
Dailey Johanna T 650 So 28th St Penbrook
Daniels Janice 1714 Forster St
Diaz Margarita 33 N 16th St
Dixon Lisa A 2400 Market St
Douglas Edna M 1116 N 16th St
Duffan Martha E 913 N 18th St
Dugan Ross 1843 Regina St
Ernest Scott Apt 36 1300 Bigelow Dr
Fields Chris 1900 North St
Folkes Lyle III 1939 Briggs St
Forney Ken 2301 Walnut St
Forry Harold 2844 Banks St
Freedman Dylan 1917 State St
Fuller Helen 1530 Regina
Garman Orpha B 2319 Boas St
Gladden James, Mary 86 N 17th St
Gonzalez Carmen D 2400 Market St Apt A22
Gonzalez Miguel 1839 North St
Goshorn Charles 1817 Forster St
Gray William M, Nancy V 1727 Cumberland St
Green Wendy L 621 N 17th St
Guhl Daniel C 2001 State St 1w
Gumby Evelyn M 1830 Forster St
Harr Estelle L 105 N Linden St
Hatalla Steven M 2415 Walnut St
Henderson Louis C 809 N 16th St
Henry John 2001 State St
Henry−Danzey Senela L 1729 Carnation St
Hertzler Russel 1622 Regina St
Herzing Timothy D 2117 Walnut St
Hollenbaugh Robert 2369 Canby St
Hollman Robesonia 1617 North St
Hoover Hester 2711 Boas St
Howard Grace M 2008 Briggs St 2008 Briggs St
Howell Rodney R 1729 Carnation St
Huston John I 1217l Community Dr
Isaiah Betty 1739 Herr
Jack Robert D, Alberta 1120 N 17th St
Jackson Lillie M 62 N 14th St
Jeffreys Johnnie 1727 Herr St
Jenkins Bessie 502 Linn St
Jenkins Thelma V 1348 State St
Jenning Antwione D 1914 Park St
Johnson Edwin 1830 Forster St
Johnson Gregory S 1500 State St
Johnson Jerome 1843 Regina St
Johnson Karen E 1725 Regina St
Johnson L A 1942 Briggs St
Jones Anthony, Gladys 1306 N 14th St
Jones Oliver 1210 Walnut St
Juran Jessica M 2015 Briggs St
Keriuki Deloris 2825 Herr St Apt 2
Kuhns Jacquelyn A 1847 Park St
Leader Douglass Thompson 1917 Forster St
Lee Mi R 1601 Market St
Lehman Dennis A 33 Banks St Rear
Lewin Kenneth 1428 Walnut St
Longoria Roxsann 1716 Carnation St
Lopez Jose 2218 Forster St
Lyles Colone 2434 Market St
Malik Muhammad K 2710 Boas St
Marshall Curtis L 1817 Forster St
Martin Ellen L 1101 Market St
Massey Raymond 1600 Regina St Apt 1
Mcfarland George R 1230 Bailey St
Meeks Dewitt 818 N 16th St
Metro Teleconnect Co Inc 2150 Herr St
Miller Jacqueline 1608 State St 1st Fl
Miller William 2050 Whitehall St
Mitchell Genoa 1114a Cumberland Rd
Muniba Fnu 2520 Walnut St
Pagan Lynette Marie 1909 North St
Patterson Karen L 2500 Hoffer St
Pearson Jerome 32 S 24th St
Penn Dot 2140 Herr St
Penn Myrtle 307 Cumberland
Perez Huber Gonzalez 1622 Park St
Peters Ashley 704 N 19th St
Philippe Judith F 1615 Forster St
Pizarro Joel O 1514 State St
Pryor Albert 218 N 14th St
Psecu 1618 State St
Rabold S Svcs, Richard J Rabold 2034 Boas St
Radell Peter L 2437 Canby St
Ramsey Elizabeth, Edward 1431 Shoop St
Reeves Gladys L 516 N 16th St
Rice Doretha 1446 Regina St
Rijal Tek 30b Thomas St
Rinaldi Gy 212 S 29th St
Rivas Wilson 1729 State St
Rivera Analgisa 2400 Market St Apt C73
Robinson Melissa 2001 State St Apt 2e
Robinson Terry J 1430 Liberty St
Rogers Christopher J 1852 Market St
Roman Rene R 120 N 18th St
Rosenmund Mamie C 809 N 16th St
Rudolph Katherine 2109 Boas St
Sabnis Vishwas M 1829 Market St
Santos Heriberto 328 Derry St
Sariano Anthony R 2734 Penbrook Ave
Schell Michael L 2836 Walnut St
Scott Rudolph 145 N Linden St
Serofini Hannah 1428 Walnut St
Slobodiuk Ivan A 1822 Walnut St
Smith Barbara 1004 N 19th St
Smith Bo 3001 Butler St
Smith Karen G 1947 Briggs St
Smith Shanterrol L 1714 Forster St
Staznik Thomas Z 2109 Market St
Stokes Jerrice L 2817 Banks St
Stowell Dorothy 823 N 18th St
Strunk Joseph, John 614 N 18th St
Summers Edmund 1216 N 14th St
Taylor David N 136 S Bedford St
Telenda Mary P 2312 Hoffer St
Thomas Alice 1430 Liberty St
Thompson Louise W Penbrook 2517 Walnut St
Torres Devon R 1614 Liberty St
Turbine Airfoil Designs Inc 1400 N Cameron St
Valentine George B 2001 Briggs St
Vasquez Melvin 1843 Boas St
Vega Mercedes 13 S 24th St
Vega White Carmen M 2513 Walnut St
Washington Ruth B 1732 State St
Washington Timothy J 822 North St
Watlington Ariel Christine 1816 Walnut St
Watlington Consuella Roszetta 1816 Walnut St
Welsh Donald 1618 State St
Wesley Latoya Y 1716 North St
Whetstone Jason D 42 N 28th St
White Charles 2513 Walnut St
Wiley Earnest G 1511 North St
Wilkerson Pearl 520 S 26th St
Williams Casey E Ii 23 N 19th St
Williams Maurice 1708 Regina St
Williams T C 97 N 17th St
Williford Olin 2050 Whitehall St
Willis Roy A 1847 State St
Woodard Kimanthi 1846 North St
Yoel Realty Hbg Hills 37 Thomas St
Zimmerman Gelestina 1936 Briggs St
Harrisburg Pa 17104
Abdelmalek Waleed 1605 Zarker St
Adams Julius B Jr 2520 Brookwood St A−5
Ahland Andrea 202 Valy Rd
Alexis Peter 2918 Willison Park Way
Allen Stephonia 1430 S 13th St
Alonzo Romero Lorenzo 1232 Rolleston St
Alvarezeve Luis 2458 Brookwood St
Amare Hanna Y 105 Green Hall
Anderson Lynette E 1139 Mulberry St 302
Angeloff Kiro 2231 Kensington St
Aquino Candida 31 S Smt St
Arrieta Arnulfo P 510 13th St
Arzuaga Nieves Jose 2133 Swatara St
Avilarrangel Carlos 1808 Swatara Ct
Barnes Ronald 160 Syvan Terrece
Bernard Ruth C, Lee T 2815 Rumson Dr
Berrios J 1018 S 19th St
Best Co Group 1500 Paxton St
Betancourt Rosemary 519 Camp St
Bitting Erin M 100 Evergreen St
Bohnke Michelle 2213 Brookwood St
Boor Aaron 2217 Derry St
Bowermaster Carl 2300 Brockwood
Boyer Josephine, Paul F 2444 Adrian St
Brady Larry PO Box 15152
Breier Hazel M 1937 Bellevue Rd
Brewer Sarah E 2f Hall Mnr
Brisenois Bakery 1325 1/2 Derry St
Brooks Rickie W 1443 Vernon St
Brown Fontroy Takiya S 2237 Berryhill St
Brown Lorraine J 441 S 17th St
Bryant Mildred 1910 Lenox St
Burgos Adan 2024 Derry St
Butler Mary 100 S 19th St Apt 316
Butts Kristie 1504 Allison St
Cagent Yolanda 1216 Rollerston St
Capitol Bus Co 1061 S Cameron St
Carey George C 2521 Barkley Ln
Central Renovation 2018 Derry St
Clark Craig 1312 Berryhill St
Collins Jerry 1949 Mulberry St
Colon Alejandro 2306 Luce St
Contreras Gustavo C Ross St 631
Contreras Hernandez Guadalupe 448 15th St
Cooney Lynn D 1209 Swatara St
Crosson Abbie L 27 S 17th St
Cruz Ana 435 S 13th St
Davis Kyla 1914 Holly St
Davis Larry J 1310 Swatara St
Dcgl Palmer Construction 1101 S Front St
Degarcia Maria I 369 Rumson Dr
Dejesus Palmira 76 Ivey Ln Apt 5
Deleon Gladis M 1510 Hallison St
Deleon Jose 2010 Derry St
Dolphin Anthony 1321a Rolleston St
Donley Donald F 2100 Chestnut St
Dorer Pansy I 2314 Berryhill St
Downs Charles 1100 S Cameron St
Dv Sts Qii Brady Hall 205 S Front St Ste 902
Equity One Inc 1813 Rudy Rd
Evans William N, William 352 S 25th St
Farnum Nathan 1036 S 23rd St
Ferber Jason 423 Hale Ave
Fine Elaine 1258 Berryhill St
Fissel Margaret 3525 Camby St Apt 328
Flores Sebastian A 1232 Rolleston St
Floyd Darlece 1930 Kensington St
Flynn Ronald W Est 1915 Holly St
Fonseca Jorge 1442 Thompson St
Fontroy Derrick D II, Derrick D I, Quilton J, Takiya S
2237 Berryhill St
Frauches Vinicius 413 Hale Ave
Gantz Anna E 1808 Mulberry St
Garber Dorothy E 533 S 16th St
Garvick 1954 Berryhill St
Germain King Diana 1114a Cloverly Rd
Glise Martha Jane, Morton G 2100 Bellevue Rd
Gonzalez Juan A 1717 Sycamore St
Gonzalez Martinez Juan 1229 Derry St
Grace Alexander 1936 Suevelawn
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Harris Ralston 1247 Rolleston St
Hartwick Marian W 1908 Bellevue Rd
Haywood Clyde H Jr 1521 Catherine St
Heavy Duty Parts 1515 S 19th St
Heckert Douglas J 540 Dunkle St
Henry Gussie M, James 1203k S 13th St
Henry Carolyn L 2335 Kensington St
Henry Shameka T 1203 L S 13th St
Hill Horton 1278n Oyler Rd
Hobbs Bryan J 2354 Derry St
Holley Samuel W 2025 Lenox St
Howard Stephen 254 Calder St
Howarth Paul D 2437 Berryhill St
Hunter Pamela 1100 S Cameron St
Hunter Williba 1850 Holly St
Hutton Paul F 929 S 16th St
Issaka Maman 353 S 13th St Apt 2
Jackson Lawanda A 353 S 14th St
Jacobs Richard N Jr 1415 Zarker St
Jamison Herman 102 Tuscarora St
Jimenez Francisco 133 Evergreen St
Jones Jonisha 1816 Zarker St
Jones Wayne Mc 1905 Bellevue Rd
Kauffman David 2423 Mercer St
Kazzalbach Michele L 445 S 17th St
Keller Allison H 417 S 16th St
King Xavier C 342 Crescent St
La Estrella Moises Sandoval Propr 1417 Derry St
Lee MD Adrienne 600 Race St
Lethuxolo Bhengu 2012 Swatara St
London Estelle C 322 S 15th St
Lopezperez Ariel 1327 Kittatinny St
Lucy Yvonne D 2 S 15th St
Lusk Daniel 1822 Holly St
Macnamara Fay V 2304 Edgewood Rd
Mai Huy 446 Hale Ave
Mallory Tonya H 1418 Vernon St
Mangus Jerry 25 S 19th St
Mathias Caroline 2251 Derry St
Mccauley Abdul Hakin 1939 Mulberry St
Mcclure George Jr, Gloria D 228 Yale St
Mccraw Keya L 63 Ivey Ln
Mcdermott Pamela 306 S River St
Mckain E Phillip 2145 Rudy Rd
Mckeon Dawn P 1635 Swatara St
Mcmullen Terrence 33 I Hall Manor
Mcrae Nathaniel 1423 S 14th St
Mercado Domingo Cancel 301 Yew Place
Millan Sonia 1247 Rolleston St
Miller Emma 1430 S 13th St
Mitchell Jesse 1218 Swatara St Apt 1
Molina Omar 429 S 15th St
Morrison Charles 929 Norwood St
Moschetti Joseph A 2200 Berryhill St
Mundy John E 2560 Brookwood St
Nguyen Long U 2418 Berryhill St
Nguyen Luong V 2232 Berryhill St
Nguyen Thu T 2444 Adrian St
Nissley Charles A 347 1/2 Crescent St
Nunez Carlos 2713 Boas St
Odonnell Elizabeth G 223 Yale St
Oman Carol A 2887 Croyden Rd
Oneal Linda L 553 Dunkle St
Oneal Richard L Est 551 Dunkle St
Ortiz Wilda I 318 Hummel St
Otano Luz 312 S 14th St
Passage To India Inc 525 S Front St
Pendelton Raymond 2483 Harris Tr
Penn Cr 916 S 14th St
Perez Aida I 435 S 13th St
Perez Galindo 416 Hummel St
Pham Phong T 434 Hale Ave
Progressive Invest Club 352 S 13th St
Ramirez Jose N 420 S 15th St
Reigel Robert S 707 Benton St
Reiner William A 228 S 2nd St
Reynolds Arlene 214 S 15th St
Rice Myra O 100 S 13th St
Rick Bradley 203 Meadow Ln Apt 32
Riley Leafus 1419 Hunter St
Rivera Maldonado Jose A 320 S 16th St
Roath Eleanor L 1426 Hunter St
Roberts Linda 2000 Bellevue Rd
Rogers Bonnie 2439 Adrain St
Salazar Juan Jose Jr 1506 Berryhill St
Sandoval Moises, La Estrella 1417 Derry St
Santiago Juan 1335b Rolleston Ste B
Schaffer Steven 2452 Adrian St
Schulder Daniel J 202 Hale Ave
Shaffner Claire M 533 S 16th St
Shriner Heidi 437 Hale Ave
Shuey Eugene R, Vera G 918 Zarker St
Simmons John W 1525 Naudain St
Slade Charlicia S 1215 S 13th St Bldg H
Smith Billy A 1019 S 18th St
Smith Carlton M 2142 Kensington St
Smith Debora A 2313 Kensington St
Smith Frances 130 S 3rd St Apt 111
Snyder Elizabeth, Earlin 1237 Chestnut St
Son Vanny 1631 Paxton St
Soto Almodovar Onelly 28 Evergreen St Apt 2
Spidel Edward Sr, Edward 1325 Vernon St
Stern Angela 1516 Catherine St
Sutliff Chevrolet Coll Center 1251 Paxton St
Swan Ricky C 30 S 16th St
Swartz William H, William B 546 Race St
Sweeney Catherine F 1415 Zarker St
Szollosy Helen M 2138 Derry St
Tener Bianca 525 S 15th St
Terry Quintin G 101 S 18th St Apt A326
Thomas Milton 1020 S 19th St
Thomas William H 318 17th St
Thompson Frank K 2258 Kensington St
Thrasher Vivian Est 929 S 16th St
Trollinger Letitia 314 S 14th St
Truong Hung 2473 Harris Ter
Valentin Luis A 22 S 18th St
Vaughn Curtis, John H 1430 S 13th St
Velazquez Luis 2010 Derry St
Vennie Joseph Jr 1838 Chestnut St
Villanueva Santos Victor 129 S 14th St
Wagner Karen 2100 Chestnut St
Walker Kimberly J 2649 Wilson Pkwy
Washington Eileen B 1014 S 18th St
Weiser Harry E 1334 Vernon St
Wentzel Roger E, Helen 2447 Duke St
Williams Roy E Est 19 Naudain St
Williams Corajean G 1919 Maulberry St
Williams Edward 206 Mary St 68
Williams Stephanie 1112 Cloverly Rd
Wolfe Susie 100 S 19th St Apt 316
Woodrow U Aikens Family Foundation 1923 Holly St
Ysa Zaynop B 1515 Randolph St
Zarker Howard 15 Evergreen St
Zogas Georgeann 2887 Croyden Rd
Harrisburg Pa 17105
Ac Venture LLC PO Box 8435
Access Plus Fam Care Net PO Box 8194 Office Of Ma
Programs
Aegis Security Ins Co PO Box 3153
Aes PO Box 2251
Agy Undrwrtrs Life, Underwriters Adivsory Serv
PO Box 2453
Allfirst Bank, Thomas Bell V P 213 Market St
Attendant Care Waiver Act 150 PO Box 8297
Avelli John P Jr PO Box 2655
Baldwin Michael 701 N Front St
Behavioral Health PO Box 8051
Blanchard Timothy K PO Box 1414
Capitol Bus Co, H Robert Becker PO Box 3353
Cone Edward A PO Box 8486
Cowans Gap State Par PO Box 8005
Cwopa Dpw 27529 PO Box 2675
Degarcia Orlando PO Box 1809
Eckenrode Agency Inc PO Box 2453
Eckerd Drug Inc Store 6385 Rite Aid Corp PO Box 8435
Emmanuel Lawrence PO Box 15436
Faulkner Hbg Inc 2060 Paxton St PO Box 2861
Freds James And Co Inc Of Pa PO Box 1675
H B Mcclure Co PO Box 1745
Harris Howard S, Mark P, Amp Inc PO Box 3608 Bldg 519
Inservco PO Box 1457
Inservco Ins Harrisburg Office PO Box 3899
Law Enforcement Labor PO Box 5106 4075 Linglestorn Rd
Legg Janine M PO Box 15733
Levan Family Chiropractic 1000 Briarsdale Rd
Ma Of Pa PO Box 8297
Masterson Nicholas PO Box 2524
Mcclure Mechanical Svcs PO Box 2630
Mcgarvey John I PO Box 268
Nationwide Subrogee PO Box 2655
Nieves Janice PO Box 2002
Page John F PO Box 2961
Penn National Ins PO Box 1847
Penn National Ins Co PO Box 1670
Phfa Isaoa 2101 N Front St PO Box 8028
Piper Michael A PO Box 15752
Rite Aid Corp PO Box 3165
Rite Aid Pharmacy PO Box 8430
Roebuck Olivia G PO Box 2707
Roebuck Treysean W PO Box 2707
Santanna Banana Co Inc 12th & Kelker Sts
Stine Mark K PO Box 2955
Suburban Ford Inc, Eileen Mayfield 1925 N Front Stpaa Ia
In
Sysco Food Svcs, Larry Eichelberger PO Box 3641
Underwriters Svc PO Box 2453
Williams Douglas O PO Box 10622
Windham Lee Queenie PO Box 15731
Wsfmfm Box 3433
Harrisburg Pa 17106
Adc Telecommunications PO Box 69035 M/S 38−50
American Agencies PO Box 67015
Capital Recovery Agency Inc PO Box 67555
Capital Recovery Assocs 4505 N Front St
Coin Wrap Inc PO Box 62067
Coventry Health Care Of Fl 3712 Tecport Dr
Covered Bridge Marketplace LLC Rec PO Box 61918
Cra PO Box 67555
D & L Development Group Andy Bobb PO Box 60370
Divinity Health PO Box 69305
Enterprise Rac Hbg PO Box 62250
Funderburk Dawn PO Box 67012
Gateway PO Box 69360 1
Hamilton Hlth Center Inc PO Box 60967
Healthcentral Inc PO Box 60487
Hummer Catherine R PO Box 62122
Ibc Personal Choice PO Box 69352
Icare Re Leila Boleware PO Box 69336
Jacob Susan L Box 60174
Law Office Of David T Videon PO Box 62445
601 Commonwealth
Lumenos PO Box 69309
Mcdonald Willie 128 Alazea Dr
Mcdonalds, Jim & Kerry Norem PO Box 60808
Murillo Alfred 401 S 19th St
National Recovery Ag PO Box 67015
Nissley Jj PO Box 61116
Pacificare Life PO Box 69312
Pffs Sterling PO Box 69314
Psecu Its Scrs Or Assigns Atima PO Box 67012
Receivable Recovery PO Box 67015
Seiders Chad A, Hap A PO Box 67555
Shade Susan E PO Box 60594
Sterling Option One PO Box 69314
Uni Mart 4209 Crooked Hill
Yeany Tara PO Box 60277
Harrisburg Pa 17108
Colello William M 4614 Surry Rd
Crlc PO Box 678
Dandapat Kiran Kumar PO Box 11722
Doc Real Estate Inc 100 Pine St
Ferdic Inc PO Box 846
Foundation For Enhancing Communities 200 N 3rd St
8th Fl
Hafer PO Box 999
Iberedine Emmerline PO Box 10
Keefer Wood Allen & Rahal LLC 210 Walnut St
PO Box 11963
Marshall Dennehy Warner Coleman & Gogg PO Box 803
Nigerian Society Of S Cent PO Box 10
Penn Corp PO Box 1210
Reach Foundation PO Box 1283
Rochman Alan Box 360
Smith Peter J 228 Walnut St Ste 220 Federal Bldg
Strickland Clyde PO Box 120
Thomas James K II, James K PO Box 999
Thomas Thomas 305 N Front St
Thomas Thomas Hafer Llp PO Box 999
Harrisburg Pa 17109
Adams Shawn 1005 F Roman Knoll Rd
Akounou Mouhamed 1016 Vintage Ct Apt F
Aleman Alexander F, Tomas M 4233 Plymouth St
Alitto Sauel 1051a Villa Rd
Americredit Financial 5524 Edsel St
Anderson Gerald For Benefit Of 1713 Evergreen Rd
Auto Max Of Colonial Park Inc 4220 Jonestown Rd
Ayoub Adel 4610 Jonestown Rd Apt 11
Baker Adam J 301 N Progress Ave Apt G16
Barrick Kristi L 1005 Roman Knoll Ct Apt F
Basko Grant A 4233 Plymouth St
Baumberger Robert L Est 4621 Abbington Dr
Bayless Irvin D 4513 Sequoia Dr A218c
Bell Gerald E, June A 611 Sylvan Pl
Bennish Joseph E 4601 Hillside Rd
Berrier Harry J Jr, Theresa M 4124 Rawleigh St
Best Redella L 3525 Canby St Apt 320
Bierster Leo N 675 Rutherford Rd Ste 118
Bigaman Gerald 3238 Walnut St
Blazevic Michael 3021 Locust St
Bolding Rachel 441 Radcliffe Dr
Bresk Lori A 4550 Berkley St
Breski Stephen 4550 Berkley St
Brim Steven 301 N Progress Ave Apt F16
Brown Joe 4190 A King George Dr
Buford Lamont A 3300 Union Deposit Rd Aptc206
Bullock Jannette M 3208 S Scenic Rd
Burwell Prentice D 4224 Heathrow Ct Apt B
Caring Hearts Ems 4807 Jonestown Rd Ste247
Carter Anna Cheryl 1020 Buttonwood Dr
Castagneto Jessica K 3705 Tudor Dr
Chacon Juan 232 N Arlington Ave
Charney George Jr 4300 Fritchey St
Chase Richard, Sheila 5586 Edsel St
Chieppa Damian 450 Powers Ave
Chitturi Ram 264 N Arlington Ave Apt F
Chortanoff Sandra K 4244 Catalina Ln
Clark Joshua P, Nancy M 125 Shell St
Clea Jennifer 301 N Progress Ave Apt B19
Cofield Jerrilyn D 2004 Clayton Ave Apt 1
Colbert Stanley, Rose 5583 Mercury Rd
Colston Enterprises LLC 2401 Brown St
Commercial Acceptance Co 4807 Jonestown Rd
Conley Harold E 500 Trexel Rd
Craig Celina Mcgovern 3523 Schoolhouse Ln
Crummel Larry R 3208 S Scenic Rd
Curenton Daniel 8 Pearl St
Curtiss Meghan 4621 Hillside Dr
Cybrid Inc 4807 Jonestown Rd Ste 253
Dan Sersch, Harrisburg Signs 4009 Sunnycrest Dr
Dasilva Bernardo 808 Samoset Dr
Daubert Amy G 3961 Rauch St
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Davidson Lill 3408 Ridgeway Rd
Davies Daniel T 4530 Coventry Rd
Davis Willard R, Janet A 5614 Akron Dr
Dbi Laboratories 4813 Jonestown Rd
Deimler Margaret, Russell, Raymon 3262 Wakefield Rd A
Deitrich Marjorie 3603 Bonnybrook Rd
Delaney Rose Marie 111 Ashwood Way
Deloitte, Rishi Kul 4550 Londonderry Rd
Demetrician William C, Kelly L 3608 Ctrfield Rd
Dempsey John J 4101 Elmerton Ave Apt 3
Depuy Allen C 4804 Lancer Ct Apt F
Desanctis Lesley 115 S Franklin St
Destefano Allyson, Cassandre 700 Hastings Dr
Devon Crist 909 Samoset Dr
Dixon Beatrice Vallente 4293 Beauford Dr
Dunbar Mary J 1912 Franklin Ave
Dunn Richard F 4000 Woodvale Rd
Edgar Charles 3808 Bonnyview Rd
Edmondson Betty J 5018 Virginia Ave
Eichenberger Dorothy Est 310 Oak St
Eisenstein Elizabeth 115 S Franklin St
Ellis Veronica D 4283 King George Dr Apt C
Enders Val 4219 Catalina Ln
Est Bernice Brookin 800 Dartmouth St 259
Estler Thomas W 5157 Winding Way Apt B
Evertts Lorin D 4923 Virginia Ave
Faulkner Body Works 2808 Locust Ln
Faulkner Body Works 403 Amherst Dr
Fetro Lauren 830 Dartmouth St
Fink Debra K 5023 Virginia Ave
Fleming Charles 4013 Victoria Ave
Fleming Kaitlin 4520 Londonderry Rd Apt 134
Foster Maude 2614 George St
Fox Charles S 413 Belvedere Rd
Freeman Barbara 870 Dartmouth St Apt A26
Fried Clifford 251 N Progress Ave Clifford B Fried DDS
Gaines Cora Est, Willie 918 Buttonwood Dr
Galloway Timothy S 4202 King George Dr Apt A
Gallup Thomas 3103 Schoolhouse Ln
Gamber Mary B 3525 Canby St Apt 220
Gibbs Constance Maure 538 Susan Way
Gicking Joy 4208 King George Dr Apt A
Gillette John M 1417 Ford Ave
Gilmartin Carla F 619 Frances Dr
Golden Robyn 5017 Trent Rd
Gontz Margaret R 3445 Kramer St
Goodson Veronica A 3929 Jonestown Rd
Grady Erin 301 N Progress Ave Apt F−8
Graham Arlene R 1520 Nittany Ln
Graham Elsie P 4918 Constitution Ave
Gray Carl 620 Santanna Dr Apt 303
Graybill Gladys I 502 Clinton Rd
Gregori Louis M Jr 814 Samoset Dr
Gregory Larry S 3839 Over Dr
Grubb Lucille F 4703 Berkley St
Gustin Janice E 5019 Colorado Ave
H M T Inc, Christmas Gifts Colonial Pk Mal Rt22 Rd
Habib Safwat 4963 Eastman Dr
Hanna Aida 4963 Eastman Dr
Harlan James A 3517 Walnut St Apt 2
Harlan Woodrow Wilson, James Harlan 3517 Walnut St
Apt 2
Hbg City Cab Inc 2005 Clayton Ave
Hauschildt Richard B, Jeffrey B 298 Colonial Rd 1
Hawkins Addie B, Cheryl 1206 Edgemont Rd
Hawkins Shannon K 935 Avila Rd
Heckman Athena L 5270 Wynnewood Rd No D
Henderson Limosuine Svc Inc 306 Stuart Place
Hernandez Odilon 3415 Walnut St
Hinson Wylie 3960 Lexington St
Hoffer Dennis 600 Sandra Ave
Hovanec Stephen J Jr 4251 Catalina Ln Apt 1
Hughes Marie J 3428 Kramer St
Hyers Jonathan 4617 South Rd
Instant Tax Svc 3863 Union Deposit Rd
Investment Of Eastern Pa 830 Sir Thomas Ct
Jackson Yahne J 1736 Evergreen Rd
Jenkins Dale A 4241 Catalina Ln Apt H
Johnson Cornelius 3915 Union Deposit Rd
Johnson Stephanie 3246 Wakefield Rd Apt C
Joseph David L 437 Radcliffe Dr
Keefer Faye Apt B186 4670 Larch Dr
Keen Jesse H 1487 Fairmont Dr
Kennedy Maureen A 3902 Donna Jane Ct Apt D204
Khalil 650 Pool Dr Apt 202
Khan Qasim 4903 Haverford Rd Apt C
Kilgore Sean 3235d Lakefield Rd
Kimotho John C 3820 Walnut St
Kirkland Sara 512 Susan Way
Knisley Linda K 504 Merrimac Ave
Kramer Jason M, Ronala A 4803 Crown Ave
Krystek Cezary 907 Scenery Dr
Kuhns Regina G 3741 Walnut St
Lakewood Hills Apts 821 Sequoia Dr
Lawrence Robert 4230 King George Dr Apt B
Lee Michelle J 4217 A King George Dr
Lightner Thomas B 117 Shell St
Lightning Rent To Own 5 N Progress Ave
Lowe James R 4906 Hamilton Dr
Lynch Lawrence E 4900 Colorado Ave
Mackmurphy Sharon L 4191 King George Dr Apt B
Maguire Taryn 4716 Ruth Ann St
Makul Almir 3901 Donna Jane Ct#C−360
Mannix Patricia A 301 N 30th St
Marshall Dana T 3803 Schoolhouse Ln
Martin Zandra Y 1020 Rolling Glen Apt F
Martinez Abela Apmed 4610 Jonestown Rd 21
Mazus Susan M 3945 Rauch St
Mcallister Meada June 538 Susan Way
Mckissick Mildred I, Lynn M Master 4601 Berkley St
Mease Elizabeth 4411 Locust Ln B
Middlesworth Elizabeth 3409 Union Deposit Rd
Miller Jeffrey S 3815 Colonial Rd
Milliner Rosa 2923 Locust Ln
Mitchell Allison 3218 Crest Rd
Modugno Mark J 1036a Eagle Crest Ct
Molina Angela 3300 Union Deposit Rd Apt E204
Montero Neil 5373 Manayunk Rd
Morgan Props The Brook At Colonial Park
4212 Williamsburg Dr
Morrison Steven D 244 Locust Grove Ct 4
Mosley Lynette M 5129 Haverford Rd
Mountz William Est 108 Shell St 2nd Fl
Myrick Ramon A 650 Santanna Dr Apt 201
Naples Pizza 3903 Union Deposit Rd
Nare Anil K 232 N Arlington Ave
Nelson Devin L 4930 Hamilton Dr
Nelson Gina M 520 Marcel Dr
Nelson Maxwell K 4285b King George Dr
Nichici Agnes G, John G, Charles S, Roderick 507 N 29th St
Nies Stephen A 451 Radcliffe Dr
Nitchman Robert S 4208 Catalina Ln
Obaid Abdel M 5122 Haverford Rd
Oneill Janice, John 3422 Schoolhouse Ln
Payne Helen 5008 Mauretania Ave
Peiffer Donald 504 Merrimac Ave
Peiffer Rita 3525 Canby St Apt 341
Pena Paula Carrillo 4212 Williamsburg Dr Apt 4225e
Penn Rodney 3651 Brookridge Tr Apt 201
Pa Counseling Svcs Pcs Harrisburg 4918 Locust Ln
Pep Boys 4949 Jonestown Rd
Pham Dat B 665 Sandra Ave
Plank James Jr 3614 Salem Rd
Ppta 4646 Smith St
Primecare Medical Network Inc 3940 Locust Ln
Proctor Joseph 1819 N 26th St
Pusker Nick W 601 Sandra Ave
Reed George E 3513 Hillcrest Rd
Reese Virginia 301 N Progress Ave Apt K−9
Rittenhouse David D 4581 Larch Dr Apt B53
Ritter Nancy 620 Santanna Dr Apt 303
Ritter Sylvia Est 4005 Lexington St
Riverside Anes Asc Ltd 1 Rutherford Pl 101
Roberts Alyssa 4216 Jonestown Rd Apt B1
Rosen Jacob Samuel, Larry 119 S Madison St
Roth Katherine E 650 Maria Dr
Rudy Conrad W 73 N 34th St
Rusinko Stephen 537 Alpha Vista Ave
Ryder Truck Rental 971 Briarsdale Rd
Santos Hilda 707 Hastings Dr
Schappell Chiropratic 3301 Schoolhouse Ln
Schwartz Gwendolyn 4571 Ricker St
Scott Sebrina M, Betty Lou 2603 Locust Ln
Senkewicz Tim 4228 Wagonwheel Ct
Shakombu Uba 4519 Sequoia Dr Apt 230 C
Sherk Elizabeth, George 3800 Ctrfield Rd
Shotzberger Nicole M 960 C King Russ Rd
Silva Damien M 4551 Sequoia Dr Apt B271
Sinoway Cheryl E 4285b King George Dr
Siwakoti Pabitra 5154 Haverford Rd
Smith Andrew J 2808 Locust Ln
Smith Frank 40290 Rawleigh St
Smith Paul 3135 Brookfield Rd
Snoddy Daniel E 301 N Progress Ave Apt G17
Snyder Phyllis J 4513 Sequoia Dr Apt B216
Soth Edward D 3424 Schiikhouse Ln
Stancavage Gertrude Est 4010 Nancy Dr
Stesen Michael 106 S Madison St
Steward Sherri M 4030 Easy St
Stoner Christine 214 Madison St
Stouffer Jan L 1121 Clifdon Ct
Stroble Helen L 504 Merrimac Ave
Sueann Caruso 3911 Union Deposit Rd
Susquehanna Valley Pain 825 Sir Thomas Ct Ste B
Sweeney Daniel 3109 Meadow Ln
Sysco Food Servcentral 3905 Corey Rd
Systems Impact 4601 Devonshire Rd
Thomas Mildred 3010 Market St Rd
Thompson Dorothy A 4180 King George Dr Apt A
Thurman Lavon G 1121 Cardiff St
Todd Elizabeth J 3325 Sunnyside Ave
Tomes Donna Est 800 King Russ Rd
Tzanis Evan 604 Altavista Ave
Unger Kathryn C 510 Redwood St
Valentin Efrain Jr 5062 Wynne Wood Rd
Vanscoyoc Kari L 270 N Arlington Ave Apt B
Vaughn Thelma 411 Trudy Rd
Vecero David M 5262 Wynnewood Rd Apt A
Ventura Michael 700 Hastings Dr
Verroca Jennifer 600 Sandra Ave
Villa Teresa 1051 Avila Rd
Villabon Armand 4200 Wagonwheel Ct Apt D
Volyansky Nelly 5009 Ohio Ave
W W Caulking & Sealants LLC 4011 Eastbrook Rd
Walkeranderson Laureen F 403 Amherst Dr
Walsh Roberta F 3828 Locust Ln
Walton Damon, Ellen A 5337 Manayunk Rd Apt D
Ward Keith A 5026 Trent Rd
Ward Thomas J 301 N Progress Ave Apt A3
Watt Yvon F 2335 Locust Ln
Wax Walter 411 Belvedere Rd
Weide Zhongnan, Shi 4259 Williamsburg Dr Apt E
Weltmer Harry L 3525 Canby St
Werner Doris J 4570 Larch Dr Apt B186
Werner Doris J Apt B186 4670 Larch Dr
West David R Est, Mariner Finance 3872 Union
Williams Evelyn H 616 Redwood St
Williams Linda 1041 Collingswood Dr
Williams Randolph 3300 Union Deposit Rd Apt E30
Williams Tracey 4232 Heathrow Ct
Wilson Kisha W, Jerome 5524 Edsel St
Wimms James 425 N Progress Ave
Winters James R 3707 Walnut St
Witmer Tenley A 4008 Concord St
Wood Debra K, David 5013 Constitution Ave
Woodworth Jean M 4408 Marblehead St
Wright Eric A Apt B18 301 N Progress Ave
Yorty Matt 519 Rutherford Rd
Young Dorothy 270 N Arlington Ave Apt B
Zerby Donald E 5008 Constitution Ave
Ziadeh Manna 416 Amherst Dr Apt C
Harrisburg Pa 17110
1st Choice Atm 2171 Paxton Dr Soho
A Physical Therapist Inc 2850 Commerce Dr Ste 100
Adams Mary J 3014 N 2nd St
Adams Michael A 133 Linglestown Rd
Adler Barbara F 4338 Brandywine Ct
Ahmadiyya Movement I Slam Inc 245 Divison St
Alexander M Jeanne 3015 N Progress Ave
Allen Michael Exec Director Developmental Resources 3544
N Progress Ave
Alloy Media & Marketing 2090 Linglestown Rd 104
Alqannoor Muhammad N 2311 N Front St Apt 416
Amerihealth Mercy Health Plan 2404 Park Dr
Amillay Joy 2700 Commerce Dr
Anderson Mary J 4504 Tr Pl
Andrews Darryl L 3128 Pennwood Rd
Ashley Evelyn C Est, Richard V Jr 533 Seneca St
Assurance Agency Ltd 4135 N Front St
At T 2550 Interstate Dr
Aventis Sanofi 3899 N Front St
Awad Tamu 2137 Penn St
Backhaus Darren W, Laura A 4716 Maple Shade Dr
Bahcar Inc Phils Bodyshop 2251 N 3rd St
Bamgbose Samson 621 Emerald St
Banks Eddie L Jr 2311 N Front St
Bartram Donna Rose Est 512 Graham St
Bayside Fin Ins Agy 4135 N Front St
Benke Daniel 2525 N 7th St
Benlfdil Khalid 217 Woodbine St
Berman Sondra T 1414 Smokehouse Ln
Berngen Bertha 3130 Hoffman
Bernstein Milton 1820 Linglestown Rd
Bisys Insurance Services Inc 4135 N Front St
Black Charles F 2619 N 6th St
Black Dale E 2753 A Green St
Bland David H 2121 Queens Dr Apt B1
Blatt Ronald E, Earl L 3122 N 5th
Boggs Charlotte W 3226 Pennwood Rd
Boot Barn Co Nnn 3899 N Front St
Borger Samuel 3836 Sarayo Cir
Bowman Pauline 3344 N 6th St
Brenner Thomas, Jay E 3941 Dora Dr
Brenner Josephine S 2859 Oakwood Dr
Brewster Nelson Jr 4732 Chatamway
Brooks Clifton R 214 Timber View Dr
Brothers Pizza 4361 N Front St
Brown Franklin 1710 Mitchell Rd
Brown Kanisha 2534 Lexington
Brown Tony E 2131 Sir Lancelot Dr Apt A4
Burns Keith 2228 Concord Cir
Burns Patricia L 2416 N 4th St
Cadden Kevin, Shaun E O’toole 2813 N 2nd St
Campagna Laurie S 415 Cherrington Dr
Campbells Pace Nnn Man 3899 N Front St
Canfield Mark R 2392 Magnolia Ter
Capital Area Surgical Assoc 2626 N 3rd St The Rose Gdn
Ste 2b
Capital One Auto Finance Unable To Locate
Capital Presort 1912 Crooked Hill Rd
Capital Tax Collection Bureau 2301 N 3 St
Capitol Iron & Steel Co Inc Box 5201
Capitol Presort Svcs LLC 1912 Crooked Hill Rd Ste 118
Cappelluti Robert F 2311 N Front St Apt 410
Care Health Systs Inc 1800 Linglestown Rd Sts 103
Celeberty Cruises 3899 N Front St
Center For Reproductive Surgery LLC 2708 Commerce Dr
Unit 2
Centerplate 2300 N Cameron St
Centerplate Boston Culinary Group 2300 N Cameron St
Chenoweth William J 3209 N 5th St
Chicago Grill Inc 2101 N 2nd St
Chilcote Ryan S 2217 N Penn St
Clayton Jackson Tarajac Jamar 3132 N 6th St
Cobb Linda K 2032 Rock Fall Rd
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Coble Linsey S 3808 Crooked Hill Rd
Constantine Geraldine D 1110 Whitehall Dr
Cook Jody H 121 Oaklea Rd
Cooksey Herman 2740 Lexington St
Core States, 3899 NoFront St
Country Mile Market 4401 N Front St
Craft Mary J 2339 Jefferson
Crawford Ernest 2122 N 4th St
Cresscare Medical Inc 1820 Linglestown Rd
Cressler Clyde L Care Health System 800 Linglestown Rd
Ste 103
Crusaders Ministries PO Box 5653
Cunningham Chernic 2320 N 2 St
D Golden & Assocs 2425 N 2nd St
D H Distributing Dc Xbox 2525 N 7th St
Dahal Tara 2664b Green St
Daniel E Moore Financial Ins 4135 N Front St
Daniels Legree Est 4507 Deer Path Rd
Degelman Genevieve K 112 Laurel Glen Ct
Delgrande Rebecca 4139 Beauft Hunt Dr
Dellingers Auto Body 5505 River Rd 1
Diadem International 2017 Alexis Dr
Do Elena F 4386 Sturbridge Dr
Donald Doretha 2610 Waldo St
Duffy Jason W 4135 N Front St
Dunkle Lee C 3992 N 6th St
Dutzer Jeff P 4605 Fargreen Rd
Dwyer Barbara J 3006 N 3rd St
Eckels Harold T, Joan L 2704 N 2nd St
Eckels Joan L 2704 N 2nd St
Eckenrode Edward R 2929 N 2nd St
Emmarson Norman L 4135 N Front St
Enterprise Rent A Car 2625 Market Place
Erazo Melissa Phils Bodyshop 2251 N 3rd St
Ernst Blanche E 4017 Green St
Espn Nnn 3899 N Front St
Eubanks Margaret B, Lillian 2543 Agate St
Eubanks William E 2224 N 4th St
Evans Joseph 1545 Appletree Rd
Evrard Daniel L 1912 Bradley Dr
Ferguson Angeline M 4400 Pheasant Hill Rd Apt 123
Fierer Benjamin L 3113 N 2nd St
Finkelstein Marcia A 1804 York Ln
Foster Lauretta M Est 2557 Green St
Freedman Eric 4503 Hillside Ct
Freedman Harris 1808 Cortland Rd
Fry Jason 305 Woodland View Ct
Garner Imani 2024 Laurel Glen Dr
Genematas Nina S 4505 Laurelwood Dr
Genex 1800 Linglestown Rd Ste 201
Gibson Thomas One Fnb Blvd
Ginger N Spice LLC 2211 Paxton Church Rd
Glenn Jermaine 3217 Willow Ln
Good Virginia H 3845 Durham Rd
Goodman Linda L 3205 N Front St Apt 2
Gottshall Jay Michael, Gayle PO Box 5821
Grass Irrevocable Indenture Of Trust 1710 Mitchell Rd
Grigsby John H 2127 Jefferson St
Gromlich Linda J 203 Forest Oak Ln
Gross N 2192 Carol Dr
Grubmeyer Charles F 4325 N Front St
Guardsmark LLC 3540 N Progress Ave
Guernier Abel 216 Silver Leaf Ridge
Hain Henry F 2623 N 2nd St
Hain Henry F III 2623 N 2nd St
Halpern Eleanor M 2240 Penn St
Handler Mildred C 2621 N 4th St
Handler Mildred C 2635 N 4th St
Hanshaw Lorie 2311 N Front St Apt 716
Harris Ralston 628 Sweetbriar Dr
Harrison Timothy 1710 Mitchell Rd
Hartranft Edward 3544 N Progress Ave
Hartzler J Alex 2428 N 2nd St
Haste Diane F 112 Laurel Glen Ct
Health Central 2605 Interstate Dr Ste 140
Health Markets Care Ag Box 69349
Heather C Fishter Trust 3601 N Progress Ave Ste 20
Helton Morris E 148 Woodridge Dr
Henshell Gerilynn, Ethan P 2003 Alexis Dr
Hess Paulette A 4601 N Front St
Hill Linda 3130 Hoffman
Hilliard Rachel 635 Maclay St
Hindman Robert W 4712 Laurel Dr
Hoehn Charles E 2110 N 4th St Apt B
Hogan Betty E 4504 Tr Pl
Holland Jack 3411 N 2nd St
Hope Matthew R, Helen R 2531 N 2nd St
Hostetter Richard C 2120 N 4th St
Hsbc 502 Seneca St
Huber Richard J 3601 N Progress Ave Ste 20
Huepenbecker Mark 3425 Florence St
Hughes Alisa 323 Woodbine St
Investment Mkt Resources Inc 4135 N Front St
Iski Jean 3625 N Progress Ave
Jennings Lillian, Robert Jr 2419 Jefferson St
Johnson Thomas M, Andrea N 2436 Beech St
Johnson Meredith B 304 Cherrington Dr
Joseph Rhoda 160 Holly Hills Dr
Joseph T Komnick, J Komnic Electric 2124 N 3rd St
Joubert Osvaldo 668 Schuylkill St
Kelly Jeanne R 2231 N 3rd St
Keystone 2500 Elmerton Ave
Kinsky Albert 2208 N 2nd St
Kint Corp 1300 Crooked Hill Rd
Kleiman Stanley 1817 Fox Hunt Ln
Knight Peter Benjamin 1150 Countryside Dr
Kohl Lawrence R 6409 Churchhill Rd
Kuhnert Dorothy M 4700 Oakhurst Blvd Apt 312
L Perry A 2314 Magnolia Tr
Lafaver Mark J 4739 N Front St
Lamb Dorothy J, David G 4407 Fargreen Rd
Leader Emily J 2623 N 2nd St
Lee Kirk L 2121 Queens Dr Apt B1
Lester Jewell L 4638 Margarets Dr Unit2b
Levin Promotional Products 3301C N 6th St
Levine Janice, Kara, Joshua 17 Woodridge Dr
Lewis Maurice S 2225 Penn St
Lilly Anthony R 4209 Kota Ave H
Lipitor Nnn/Mid Atlantic 3899 N Front St
Lnk Trust 4025 Crooked Hill Rd
Lonon Willie Mae 309 Lewis St
Lutz Robert B Sr, Mary L 3237 N 2nd St
Malchenson Paul D 4501 Tr Place
Mangus Denise 3009 Guineveres Dr Apt A1
Manigault Viola E 2211 N 3rd St
Marco 2640 Commerce Dr
Martin David A 2149 Jefferson St
Martin James P 4701 N Front St
Martz Janet G, John B 4500 Oakhurst Blvd Apt 326
Mayo Melvyn 2609 Cranberry Cir
Mazda Southeast Nnn 3899 N Front St
Mccaffery Ruth 3006 N 3rd St
Mccamant Donald S 3125 N 2nd St
Mcclain Dianne 2556 N 5th St
Mcgann Mary 4700 Oak Hurst Blvd
Mckune Alpohnso 3721 N 4th St
Mcnaughton The 4400 Deer Path Rd
Mcneal Robert E 1541 Haven Croft Rd
Medicine Shop 1800 Linglestown Rd Ste 103
Medop Behavioral Health Assoc 2704 Commerce Dr
Micro Tech Data Systems Inc 3819 Green St
Mid Susquehanna Svcs Inc PO Box 1864
Miles Arthur 549 Woodbine St
Miles Melissa Anne 2316 Vartan Ct Apt 1
Miller Brian K, Annette 210 Montrose St
Miller Annette 210 Montrose St
Miller Mark K 189 Hiddenwood Dr
Minium Michael 2343 Logan St
Mishra Sari 2624 Green St Apt B
Moats Jeanne 130 Linglestown Rd
Mohamed Khalil M 2347 N 3rd St
Moore Raymond 2630 N 5th St
Morales Ramos Jose Cruz 3005 N 4th St
Morman Christopher R 3201 Hoffman St
Mountz Justin S, Kelly A 2032 Chevy Chase Dr
Mukam Soh Alex 3027 Guineveer S Dr Apt A4
Myers Mary E 2240 Penn St
Myers Richard E 330 Fawn Rdg N
Myers Rick 330 Fawn Rdg N
Myers Simone 3721 N 4th St
Narins Seth C 205 S Front St 8th Fl Bma
Neely Charles 323 Woodbine St
Negron Eugenio PO Box 5384
Nicholas 12 28 89 E 3601 N Progress Ave Ste 20
Nichols Claudine 2418 N 4th St
Nichols Edith N 1437 Kirkwood Rd
Nicks Body Shop Inc 2024 Laurel Glen Dr
Nielson Anna 3931 Dora Dr
Nightingale Awards Of Pa 2090 Lingelstown Rd Ste 107
Nimtz Hillary 1402 Skyview Cir
Nnn 3899 N Front St
Nnn Glaxosmithkline A 3899 N Front St
Norfolk Southern 4600 Deer Path Rd Ste 101
North Pointe Ins Co Klatt Darnyl 116 Pine St Ste 320
Olley Maryanne 2311 N Front St
Omnicare Pharmacy Svcs 2080 Linglestown Rd 104
Oscilowski Francis 2500 Elmerton Ave
Ousley Monique 2668 Green St B
Owens Caroline V 2677 Alessandro Blvd
Pale Inc Crdn Of S Central Pa 2220 N 2nd St
Parker Marlene 2222 N 5th St
Parthemer Mark R 306 Graham St
Paterson Deborah 2507 N 2nd St
Patterson Norman J 500 Edward St
Patterson Theodore R Sr 2536 Agate St
Payton Gloria 4400 Pheasant Hill
Peifer Melvin Est 2154 Penn
Pa Assoc Of Mortgage Bro 2405 Park Dr Ste 202
Pa Tourism Signing 2300 Vartan Way Ste 240
Pensinger John A 1514 High Pointe Dr Apt E
Persico Maria B, Louis 306 Graham St
Peterson Janae 2742 N 5th St
Pfic Pennsylvania 2704 Commerce Dr
Phillips Megan 3607 N 4th St
Pier 1 Imports 3899 N Front St
Pierre Kenol 2311 N Front St Apt 718
Piscioneri Lenore W 2513 Linglestown Rd
Pizz Zahra N 4713 Holly Cir
Pizzola Matthew S 4713 Holly Cir
Ponce De Leons Circuit Fitness Ll 2243 Paxton Church Rd
Poole Valerie, Jerrie PO Box 5611
Potteiger Laura B 2528 Alessandro Blvd
Powell William R, Leslie S 4345 Fargreen Rd
Pritchett Mccowin Wanda H Clubhouse Dr Apt 1
Proctor Kwabena 2400 Market St C4−2
Raba Vincent W 2708 Linglestown Rd
Raudabaugh Jeffrey L, Cameron J, Carter
1600 Pebble Brook Ln
Raup Mackenzie A 2037 Rock Fall Rd
Red Roof Inn 400 Corporate Cir
Reese Thomas 3601 N Progress Ave Ste 20
Reid Sha Shana R 2512 Green St Apt B
Reisman Mark S 4725 Great Oak Ln
Restorecore Inc 2322 N 7th St
Reva Management Advisors LLC 2311 N Front St
Rhoads Gary L Crdn Of S Central Pa 2220 N 2nd St
Rich Foods 3900 Industrial Rd
River Plaza 2311 Front St N Apt 221
Rivera Marylin 2640 N 6th St
Rivers Chase CorpCtr 4431 N Front St
Robinson Dennis Jr 3619 W 6th St
Robinson James 2627 Reel St
Robison Thomas E Est, Assad Omar Bucaram
2201 N 2nd St
Roddy Veronica 2429 Ionoff Rd
Roediger Kelly 3113 N Front St
Rosenberg Lenora, Maurice 2197 Paxton Dr
Ross Alexis L 2117 N 3rd St Apt 1
Rowand Norma 4500 Oakhurst Bl Apt 212
Royer Heather D 1908 Bradley Dr
Ruggiero Gregory G 4135 N Front St
Sachse Barbara 4135 N Front St
Sacunas Saline 800 Corporate Cir Ste 200
Sanger Earl G 4700 Oakhurst Blvd Apt 308
Savage Tiphanie D 2214 A N 3rd St
Schaffhauser Helen L 4400 Pheasant Hill Rd Apt 50
Schappell Florence RR 2
Schein Ernst Eye Assoc 2509 N Front St
Schreffler Anthony L 1407 H Skyview Cir
Secrist Donna 218 Graham St
Shank Josiah S 2103 N Second St Apt 4
Shapiro Ira S 115 Linglestown Rd
Shapiro Linda 1710 Mitchell Rd
Shelly & Loy Inc 2601 N Front St
Sherman Alfred J 307 Montrose St
Singleton Jeffrey A 2742 Lexington St 2
Sinon Dorothy J 4345 Fargreen Rd
Sisson Kathleen E 3204 N 5th St
Slabonik William 2421 Walker Mill
Slater Linda 2433 Aspen Way
Slicker Mimia I 4559 Mountain View Rd
Smith Wilbert, Michele 2201 Walker Mill Rd
Smith Cheryl A 4700 Oakhurst Blvd Apt 312
Smith Jane M Est 3215 N 3rd St 2nd Fl
Solis Vega Dionico 2131 Sir Lancelot Dr Apt A1
Sommers Michelle 2253 Paxton Church Rd
Sostack Victoria L 3117 N 3rd St
Sparkman Tiffany 2024 Laurel Glen Dr
Spectra Energy 2601 Market Place St
Spencer Kevin Brenda 4003 N 2nd St
Spizzirri Pamela M 107 Hunters Ridge Dr
Spradley Helene C 3560 N Progress Ave 319
Springhill Suit 15 Capital Dr
Spruill Gretel J 2261 Concord Cir
Stark Richard R 1409 Round Hill Rd
Steiner Margaret E 502 Graham St
Stetler Willis E 2229 N 6th St
Stevens Center 1320 Linglestown Rd
Stewart Jim 4135 N Front St
Straining Tyler J 1908 Bradley Dr
Stubblefield R G 4135 N Front St
Summit Ins Srvc LLC 4135 N Front St
Super Valu 3900 Industrial Ave Rd
Sussman Mark Y 4205 Jonathan Ln
Sygma 4000 Industrial Rd
Synertech Health System Solutions Inc 2400 Thea Dr
T R Isgrig Agcy Inc 4135 N Front St Crump
Taboada George 2723 N 2nd St
Tate Linda A 1957 Deer Path Rd
Taylor Mary 502 Seneca St
Tenalio Barbara 222 Lewis St
Thabteh Samer F 1953 Deer Path Rd
Thikaew Teeradate 2531 N 6th St
Thomas Dorothy, Doris 1113 Cumberland St
Thompson John W 3704 N 4th St
Tinkey Lichelle 1511 Haven Croft
Torres Lemus Patricia 3005 N 4th St
Torres Perez Julio 2122 Green St
Tran Phuong T 2850 N Progress Ave Ste D
Tressler Mary 2678 Waldo St
Tristan Assocs 2808 Old Post Rd
Turner James H 4701 N Front St
U T D 5 17 97 David & Cynthia Taylor Irr Ev Life I
1820 Linglestown Rd
Underwriters Advisor 3605 N Progress Ave
Us Airways 3899 N Front St
Vazquez Otero Sol B 512 Graham
Verbos Holly A 4712 Laurel Dr
Veterans Resource Central 349 Wiconisco St
Washington Trey B 2112 N 4th St
Waters Michaela 2740 N 5th St
Webb Beckford Alicia 2161 N 4th St
Weis Paul D 4017 Nth 2nd St
Wersan David 2677 Alessandro Blvd
Wertz David 2513 Linglestown Rd
Whaley Leo 1809 Fox Hunt Ln
Wilbert Ethel S 2201 Aspen Way
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Wilhelm Sara J 4700 Oakhurst Blvd Apt 207
Williams Barbara E 2926 Parkside Dr
Williams Mervin 1401 Wandering Way
Williams Norma W 2746 N 5th St
Williams Phyllis E 2556 N 5th St
Winters Anita S 2330 N 5th St
Winters John E PO Box 1864
Wishinsky Arnold D 4519 Deer Path Rd
Wissinger Robert W, Melena 1812 Pebble Ct
Wolk Carly E 5505 River Rd 1
Wollweber Robert R Attn Placey & Wright Esq
3631 N Front St
Woods Jennifer N 2530 Alessandro Blvd
Woods Joe J Jr 3339 N 3rd St
Woolf Nina 3680 N 4th St
Wright M Susan 2339 Jefferson
Yoder Glenn J, Roselyn 2421 Beech St
Yohn Dennis 4025 N Progress Ave
Zappulla Barbara 2322 N 7th St
Zhou Heping 1954 Deer Path Rd
Harrisburg Pa 17111
Abbondanza Gary S 7086 Red Top Rd
Abdulrahman Sammy 5961 Pinedale Ct
Advantage Auto Glass 7481 Chambers Hill Rd
Advantage Med Transport I 733 Firehouse Ln
Afrid Irani 1186 Wintertide Dr
Alex R Szeles Inc 941 S 61st St
Alexander Roland R MD 750 E Park Dr
Allen Linda 7851 Clearfield St
Allfirst Corp Office 3607 Derry St
Alpha Diagnostics LLC 945 East Park Dr
Anderson Matthew 1087 Michigan Dr Apt B
Arndt Vicki, Kaplan Career Inst 6058 5650 Derry St
Aspen Dental 4265 Union Deposit Rd
Badrena Maria Teresa 1086 Superior Dr Apt B
Bailey Mitchell K 481 Sunday Dr
Balogh William J 5441 Autumn Dr
Balu Arunshankar 495 Sunday Dr
Bangura Zynab 747 Gdn Dr Apt E
Bank Commerce 3801 Paxton St
Barranco Frank E Trust 6130 Springford Dr Apt 17
Bartke Cheryl 6136 Spring Hill Dr
Bauer Sam 939 Martin Ln
Baughman Geraldine 711 S 25th St
Baum Erica L 3010 Derry St
Bear Lorna K 3620 Sharon St
Beeching Donald F 939 Martin Ln
Bellissimo Joseph MD 4518 Union Deposit Rd
Benfer Sara K 6764 Somerset St
Bierbower Laura B 730 Knight Rd
Bilalovic Edin 6651 Clearfield St
Bobby Rahal Toyota 6130 Chatham Glenn Way N
Bodmer George K Geo 648 S 26th St
Bonner Pearl M, Clare Jones 1205 S 28th St
Bookwalter Christopher 357 Springhouse Rd
Bosnyak William, Linda 1054 Westerly Ct
Boulhker Samba D 4404 Ontario Dr
Brandon Julian 505 Sunday Dr
Brennan Gerald J 6430 Shatto Dr
Bretz Thomas R 941 S 61st St
Brickus Richard 133 Eddington Ave
Bright Michael, Connie 6385 N Huntsmen Dr
Brink Donald 600 Yale St Unit 406
Brown Wanda 5070 Bass Lake Dr Apt 2307
Bruch Rebecca 1260 Hampton Hill Ct Apt C
Brunner William J, Doris L 292 Lincoln Ave
Brunner Doris L 292 Lincoln Ave
Bryne Dennis B 7340 Derry St Apt 109
Bubak Francis 4350 Union Deposit Rd
Buchanan Eldridge W, Alyssa D 5424 Pond Rd
Budget Rent A Car PO Box 4731
Buela Mary E 4815 Arney Rd
Buela Mary Z 4815 Arney Rd
Buettner Kelly 7331 Clearfield Steet
Buettner Michael R 6439 Tr Crt
Burke Diana M 7115 Clearfield St
Butler John W 3200 Pendale Rd
Calla Genevieve 641 Oak Cir
Cavalier John 6810 Huntingdon St
Chance Edward, Liza D 5528 Blakeslee Ave
Cheadle Samuel 374 Jamestown Ct
Chen Jeffrey 1648 Whitley Dr
Cindy Rowe Auto Glass 785 Eisenhower Blvd
Cindy Rowe Auto Glass 4750 Lindle Rd
Cingular Wireless 4375 Lewis Rd Wildwood Ln N
Clark Donna L 1205 S 28th St
Clark Lisa 6311 Somerset
Coleman Willetta 496 Sunday Dr
Commonwealth Business Interiors Inc 3447 Derry St
Cooper Patricia 3310 Paxton St 101
Corbin James F 4407 Oneida Dr C
Crago George, Sylvia 300 N 70th St
Cristini Nicole E 6555 Clearfield St
Croman John E Jr 211 N 32nd St
Crum Kimberly 110 S 47th St
Dahal Renuka 5040 Lanchaster Apt 3
Dailey Adam W 421 N 67th St
Dalton Nelda 1076 Superior Dr Apt A
Decker Parke V 6741 Evelyn St Apt 2
Defalco Louis P 6712 B Tr Way
Delsite Alison M 5712 Union Deposit Rd
Demey Harold Est 446 N So St
Demey Harold Est 692 Kaylor Dr A
Derkits Alma P 712 N Highlad Dr
Diaz Milagros Diaz 6801 Huntingdon St
Dietrich Kenneth PO Box 4651
Dixon Robert W 498 Sweetbriar Dr
Dragovan Joseph J 1071 Acri Dr
Eat N Park 4641 Lingle Rd
Edmondson Edward W Sr 3515 Derry St G
Eight & Eight Super 7062 Creek Run Rd
Eisenacher Karl 394 Hivner Rd
Ekberg Pamela L 208 Hamilton Cir
Epner Elliot 1000 Willoughby Rd
Essig Dolores J, Thomas W 3011 Derry St
Evans Charles H 1095a Michigan Dr
Ewing Christine, Wayne 1188 Wintertide Dr
Ewing Wayne S 1188 Wintertide Dr
Faber Rose 1205 S 28th St
Farney David B 4804 Franklin St
Faulkner Bodyworks 2060 Paxton St
Faulkner Harrisburg Inc 2060 Paxton St
Fedex Express 1400 Quarry Rd
Felton Steven 6430 Shatto Dr
Foltz Barry A, Susan G 1635 Whitley Dr
Fortna Julia A 600 Yale St Unit 150
Foss Mark 1151 Ctr Ct
Foster Mary C 6350 Lyters Ln
Furniture & Mattress Disc 2750 Paxton St
Gamble Doris 3645 Brisban St
Gehret Melinda M 540 Cardinal Dr
Gilliam Tony 3655 Chambers Hill Rd
Gingelow Clair A 5620 Fordham Ave
Gmelsch John C 694 S 82nd St
Good Donald W 541 Cambria Ave
Green Bonnie M 4811 Sweetbrier Dr
Green James M 6740 Derry St
Green Ruby L Dauphin Manor 1205 S 28th St
Guerrisi Jerry 540 Bonnymeade Ave
Gupte Rahul J 6111 Springford Dr Apt N3
Gustin Arthur J 2900 Sycamore St
Haldeman Matthew 6450 Colchester Ave
Haley Michael H, Kevin J 1154 Pond Rd
Hallett Dionne 6111 Springford Dr Apt O2
Hamilton Park Apts 303 Hamilton Cir
Hamman Anna M 324 N 48th St
Harbarger Scott 291 Worcester Rd
Harple Michael Scott 45 S 41st St
Harrisburg Hyundai 4220 Chambers Hill Rd
Harsh Corp 6111 Springford Dr Apt N 23
Havrilla Agnes 655 S 27th St
Helms Anita M Est 5082 Lilac Ln
Hendriksma Mary B 5081 Chambers Hill Rd
Henry John, Kaye 111 Worcester Ave Apt 10
Ho Lung 3148 Sycamore St
Hoch Constance 1010 Wooded Pond Dr
Hoffer Joseph 6249 Cider Press Rd
Hoffman Theresa M 1617 Berkshire Ln
Hoffman Trisha L 278 Chartwood Dr
Holiday Inn 4751 N Lindle Rd
Holly Ragan 6617 Norfolk Place
Hutson Michael C 6161 Hocker Dr
Ian Humphrey Michael 4818 Lancaster St
Iba Carl 1179 Summerwood Dr
Illiano Antonio, Shiela A 1620 Whitley Dr
Irvin Jason 2921 Derry St
Jackson Charles R 217 Francis L Cadden Pkwy A
Jenkins Craig A 4406 Ontario Dr Apt C
John Duane Allan 6150 Springford Dr Apt P−4
Johns Barbara A 6009 A Willow Spring Rd
Johnson Anna H 2001 Paxton St
Johnson Harold H 1149 Pond Rd
Johnson Willi 6255 Evelyn St
Jones Christine O 704 S 82nd St
Jones Melissa 62 Lakepoint Dr
Jordan Virginia L, F Raymond 5077 Stacey Dr E Apt 2405
Jordan Michael A 5828 Barnsley Dr
Jowett George 1205 S 28th St
Joyce John 7311 Teal Dr
Jpap LLC 6301 Grayson Rd 124
Kareithi Peter J 1053 Wooded Pond Dr
Keecheril Jacob 6803 Clubhouse Dr Apt D
Kekich Thomas J 2001 Paxton St
Keller Tangie 900 G Clubhouse Dr
Kelley J E 5121 Erie Rd
Kent Jeffrey D 5055 Stacey Dr Apt 103
Kevin Mitchell Memorial 6560 New Providence Dr
Key Advisors Group 4609 Derry St
Khalil Hitham 6416 Tr Ct
Kimberling Frances 906 S Progress Ave
Kipphorn Robert 1190 Summerwood Dr
Kleinberg Jared A 5423 Pond Rd
Klohr Velma 192 Meadowview Dr
Kohr Betty 18 N 17 1/2 St
Komnick Joseph T 4706 Franklin St
Kudler Catherine E 6020 Huntingdon Cir
Lambertson Kathryn A 2001 Paxton St
Landin Susy 4240 Paxton St
Lantz Anna S 1145 Pond Rd
Laquinta Inn 990 Eisenhower Blvd
Le Dang Ins Agency Svcs LLC 2501 Paxton St
Leck Mary A 6985 Clearfield St
Lewis Leroy D 5837 Simsbury Dr
Leydon Jonathan A 460 N 50th St
Louro Yuri K 1240 Hampton Hill Ct Apt C
Lowery Zakia 717 Gdn Dr
Lu Hui 6130 Chatham Glenn Way N
Lutz Robert B Sr, Jacqueline 225 Francis L Cadden Pk
Lysdahl Alisa 4805 Franklin St
Mai Bing F 6151 Randolph Ct
Malette Steven 328 S 17th St
Maravich Mildred 901 S 61st St
Marnewick Mauritz 6160 Springford Dr
Marshall George 110 Oakleigh Ave
Marull Jennifer 151 N 62nd St
Marvich Mildred 901 S 61st St
Mastrolia William 612 Strites Rd
Maxsons Deliveries LLC 518 Sunday Dr
Mazus Susan P 6891 Chambers Hill Rd
Mcclain Kara W 1120 Stoneybrook Dr
Mcconnell Diane Z 601 Wilhelm Rd
Mccord Stanley P 1143 Amber Ln
Mccurdy Michael, Barbara 173 Chartwood Dr
Mcgee Kenneth R, Annie R, Naoma, Woodrow R
624 Wilhelm Rd
Mcgrath Pauline 234 N 48th St
Metz Eleanor G 624 Wilhelm Rd Rm 17
Midway Hotel PO Box 4673
Miller Robert D, Mary K 3101 Brookwood St
Mini Maid Of Hbg 6301 Grayson Rd 205
Mobile X Ray 945 E Park Dr 102
Moir Erik W 2908 Sycamore St
Moore Roy A 741 N Highlands Dr
Morales Luis D 3738 Rutherford St
Morgan Gerald M 631 S Eisenhower Blvd Rm 134
Morrill Sheri 285 Harvest Dr
Mortel Denise C 6560 New Providence Dr
Moschella Thomas J Jr, Alexandra, Rocco 6570 Devonshire
Hts Rd
Mulhollem Joshua R 2428a Derry St
Murray Keith 1069 Huron Dr Apt B
Narins Seth C 6648 Tr Way
National Prescription Admin Inc 4415 Lewis Rd
Neidert Joan M 1205 S 28th St
Neville Benjamin 6031 Chambers Hill Rd
Nieves Jeanette, Thomas 6678 Springford Ter
Olson Geraldine M 370 Kristy Ln
Omega Products Inc 6291 Lyters Ln
One To One PO Box 4513
Online Merchants Inc 285 Lincoln Ave
Osifat John 758 Gregs Dr
Owings Christina M, Tyler John 1270 Hampton Hill Ct
Apt J
Parker Robyn 1087 Summerwood Dr
Parmelee Kenneth E 581 Thrush Ct
Partners Techport 470 Friendship Rd
Peck Bonnie S 3872 Rutherford St
Pa Realtors 4501 Chambers Hill Rd
Perez Juan Pablo H 385 N 48 Th St
Perry Justin 6078 Peach Tree St Apt C
Peterson Richard 5670 Lancaster St Apt 6
Pickles Michelle 6610 Norfolk Place
Pmr Capital Inc 1066 Superior Dr Apt B
Powers Michael E 3608 Montour St
Pozycki Thomas J 5806 Hidden Lake Dr
Proser Abdul 1087 Summerwood Dr
Purcell Francis, Thomas 6806 Clubhouse Dr Apt B
Rabold Richard J 3872 Rutherford St
Raker Philip A 6274 Spring Knoll Dr
Rao Sanjay 6185 Spring Knoll Dr
Reigel Helen E 2915 Brookwood St
Robert Allan 6804 Clubhouse Dr Apt F
Rockwell Steven, Dawn 500 Cordial Ln
Rohrbach Mary, Earl 6758 Huntington St
Ropos Catherine, George 703 N Highlands Dr
Ropos George Est 703 N Highlands Dr
Ross Eleanor 6450 Colchester Ave
Rs Harrisburg Fuddruckers 421 Friendship Rd
Russell Delores A 8171 Chambers Hill Rd
Russell−Buckwash Patricia J 3746 Brisban St
Ryan Elsie A Est 150 Kempton Ave Apt 116
Santiago Felanie P, Deleon O 6222 Manor Hill Dr
Schnaars Richard T 6407 Dublin Rd
Schofield Andrea P 5404 Pond Rd
Sellers Nathan 6250 Ann St
Shay Robert 661 S 82nd St Apt 4
Shearer Laura 1601 Highland St
Shearer Locksmith 921 Eisenhower Blvd
Shelly Laura R 18 N 17 1/2 St
Shirk Steven C 5610 Twilight Dr
Showalter Thomas 870 S 80th St
Siddo Hamani Paxtan St Apt 202 D
Silva Carlos 3620 Derry St
Sivchuk Serge 733 Firehouse Ln
Siwakoti Damante 500 Princeton Rd
Sloane Jennifer R 5455 Pond Rd
Smiddy Monica 460 N 50th St
Smith Christopher M 4828 Sweetbrier Ter
Smith Randall W 6734 Somerset St
Smith Steven G 694 S 82nd St
Sneed Charles PO Box 4415
Snell Catherine A RR 1
Snowdens Hallmark 3526 Harrisburg East Mall
Snyder Douglas, Keystone Comm Mh Svc 3609 Derry St
Sonsin Thomas A 6191 Spring Knoll Dr
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Sparkman Gilbert Tiffany M 6601 Springford Tr
Spaseff Margaret 3904 Derry St
Spraglin Richard 4788 Sweetbriar Dr
Sprayregen Hillary 1078 Summerwood Dr
Sprow Shannon 4812 Franklin St
Stalter Donald E 561 N 66th St
Steelton Electric Svcs Inc 825 S 26th St R PO Box 7605
Stewart Charles E 6401 Churchill Rd
Stroup Jeffrey B 761 Chaucer Dr
Super 8 Motel Hbg 4131 Executive Park Dr
Sved Mabel 624 Wilhelm Rd
Swarrow Rachael 7249 Capital Dr
Swartz William, Richard B Swartz 4820 Derry St
T Mobile Harrisburg Mall Paxton St
Taraski Nancy A 570 Luther Rd
Tatnall Jenn 1611 Churchill Rd
Taylor Lillian F 8161 Chambers Hill Rd
Taylor Shel 12 Bonnywick Dr
Teets Paul R 1230 Hampton Hill Ct Apt I
Thomas Carrie 131 S 48th St
Thomas Stepnone 2538 Derry St
Tri County Society For 2930 Derry St
Tristan Associates 4518 Union Deposit Rd Ste 100
Tristan Associates 4520 Union Deposit Rd
Turner Collision Repair 4240 Paxton St
Unisys Corp 4750 Lindle Rd
Urban Kathryn S, Andrew M 512 Sunday Dr
Vedullapalli Ratna L 710 N Highlands Dr
Venkataswamy Sathish 6601 Springford Ter
Vergot Margaret Regan, John M 5445 Pond Rd
Walborn Lisa G, Sarah 1030 Oakley Ct
Waller Susan L 3730 Brisban St
Waters Paul Jr PO Box 4263
Watlington Consuella 338 Deaven Rd
Waypoint Bank 449 Eisenhower Blvd
Weatherby Betty B 181 Highland St
Weaver Helena B, John D 5449 Pond Rd
Wenner Gladys, Ruth 6150 Spring Knoll Dr
Werner Doris J 6535 Clearfield St
Westfall Linda 6160 Spgfrd Dr Apt A1
Wevodau E H 601 Wilhelm Rd 119
William Johns 6255 Evelyn St
Williams Jennifer 4415a Ontario Dr
Williams Nancy S 416 Park Ter
Williams Shaurice 2211 Paxton St
Wireless Advisors Inc 6296 Withers Ct
Wolfe William H RR 1
Woods Ruby M 2 Foxchase Cir
Zdakiewicz Michelle, William Jr 12 Bonnywick Dr
Zeiders Doris M 601 Wilhelm Rd
Zentgraf John J Jr H7 6130 Springford Dr
Harrisburg Pa 17112
Active Medical Inc 2200 B Hummingbird Ln
Active Medical Inc 2200 Woodview Dr B
Advanced Cleaning & Restoration 5910 Timothy Rd
Aikey Boyd 513 Blue Eagle Ave
Allen Amy M 531 Kingston Rd
Allstate Ins Co 6345 Flank Dr
Alluri Sandhya 7322 Main St
Altima Hearing Health Care 5405 Jonestown Rd Ste 108
American Jawa Ltd 7301 Allentown Blvd
Andrews Excavating Inc PO Box 6480
Araneo Frank 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Arlington Group PO Box 6507
Ascensus Financial Distributors Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Automax 4220 Jonestown Rd
Bahcar Inc Phils Bodyshop 6119 Nassau Rd
Barbush Deborah K 4290 Maryland Ct
Basehore Gerald 5885 Fox St
Basham Thomas J 5706 Linglestown Rd
Beers William K 136 Beacon Dr
Bell Valerie 521 Lopax Rd
Biko Carmel A, Paul N 2205 Forest Hills Dr Ste 10
Black Leslie W 5090 Carrolton Dr
Blazina Chelsea Elizabeth, Lori Ann 6361 Blue Ridge Ave
Bowman Katherine L 662 Lopax Rd
Brenda Janov Fried Living Trust Ua 03 02 95 990
Sherbourne Ct
Breski Cordelia G, Peter A 6219 Bluegrass Ave
Brusters Of Central Pa LLC 2205 Forest Hills Dr Ste 10
Buch Freedman Zelma, Eric Freedman 2606 Outerbridge
Crossing
Buck Violet A, John W Rte 88 Paxtonia
Buckwald David, Case Mgmt 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Buffington Robert 708 Rowe Ln
Bui D 6004 John Cur
Burd Jessie 6312 Catherine St
Cameron Hilary A 5858 Mayfair Dr
Campbell Michael 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Carraher Michelle 7213 Linglestown Rd
Castille Kathryn C 6995 New Oxford Rd D
Cawley Moline 2308 Scarsborough Dr
Ccrx Of Bethany Village 5775 Allentown Blvd Ste 101
Ccrx Of Florida LLC 5775 Allentown Blvd
Central National Bank 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Central Pa Naasf 4349 Linglestown Rd
Central Staffing Svc PO Box 6883
Chatman Janesia A 2657 Cranberry Cir
Citizens Bank Pa 4271 Wimbledon Dr
Clemens Kenneth M 500 Fishing Creek Valy Rd
Clifton Thomas W 6510 Carmen Ct
Comer Jacqueline G 6949 Sterling Rd
Continuing Care Rx 5775 Allentown Blvd Ste 101
Cortes Andrew B 4117 Beachwood Ln L
Cribari Dan 304 Gibbel Rd
Critical Care Systems Ste 600 6380 Flank Dr
Crosby Stephanie M, Red Robin 5125 Jonestown Rd Ste 125
Crossley John D 5858 Mayfair Dr
D & D Distribution LLC 6403 Chelton Ave
Davison Leslie J 6493 Heatherfield Way
Days Inn Hbg Daystop PO Box 6535
Decapolis Network 640 Lopax Rd
Deem Ronald Lee 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Dendukuri Ravi V 7322 Main St
Dettinger Shawn A 5200 Jonestown Rd
Diehl Kathleen E, Irene E 7512 Sterling Rd
Dimov Cecelia, Rory D 6210 Warren Ave
Doodan Steven P 197 Village Rd
Doyle Joan H, Frank 304 Baumgardner Dr
Dumberth Ruth 6121 Catherine St
Durborow C J 6035 Devonshire Rd
Eckels Holly Ann, Joan L, Victoria 4311 Meadowcest Rd
Edick Amanda G 99 Ringneck Dr
Elliott Reynold 5956 Burlington Dr
Enck Larry Craig Jr, Richard L 7112 Hillside Rd
Escoto Gilmer G 529 Lopax Rd Apt Q12
Fabian Christopher A 360 Mels Ln
Farina Richard M DMD 253 N Hershey Rd
Farrell James M 2311 Abbey Ln
Felsburg E Marie 1517 Piketown Rd
Fesen Michael R PO Box 126403
Fiaschetti Nick 5772 Catherine St
Figueroa Rochelle D, David 811 Pheasant Rd
Fleming Mildred The Residence4004 Lingles
Ford Hoffman 5706 Linglestown Rd
Ford Jared L 23 Fairfax Vlg
Fosselman Florence N 6052 Linglestown Rd
Four All Seasons Outdoor Equip 1 641 N Mountain Rd
Francis Dougherty 24 Carolyn St
Francis Janiece B 2132 N 4th St Apt 2
Franklin David 4212 F Wagon Wheel Ct
Freedom Toyota Of Hbg 4967 Saddlebrook Dr
Fried Brenda Janov 990 Sherbourne Ct
Gaiski Miriam J 5058 Irene Dr
Gallo Mandy 4230 Crums Mill Rd
Gernak Elizabeth M 1142 Loop Dr
Gibo Michael J 6619 Rockford Dr
Gingrich Elizabethann 5975 Clover Rd
Gjh Benefits PO Box 6480
Godek Margaret Ann 5490 Kenwood Ave
Good G Carl, Deborah A 4283 Wimbledon Dr
Goodrich William Russell 6218 Elaine Ave
Gott Alexandria, Red Robin 5125 Jonestown Rd Ste 125
Graham Distributing Co Inc 2200 Hummingbird Ln
Gray Michael W 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Gray Philip E 2743 Keystone Dr
Gress Jean L 6120 Bluestone Ave
Griffin Anne 729 Jeffery Cir
Grossi Angella Phils Bodyshop 6119 Nassau Rd
Gudalefsky Gregory C 6078 Regent Dr
Guess Danielle L 97 Ringneck Dr
Haase Kirsten 2097 Fairway Ln
Hanna Courtney L, Deborah, Heather G 4404 St
Andrews Way
Hauck Donald 211 Village Rd
Hawks Mara D 5 Amy Dr
Heilman Brandon 2735 Keystone Dr
Helwig Priscilla J 58 Meadow Run Pl
Henderson Ann M 105 N Lockwillow Ave
Herman Barbara F 2321 Pkwy W
Herr Robert F Sr 2270 Mockingbird Rd
Heshler Amber M 4967 Saddlebrook Dr
Hibernia Ins Agency, Bisys Ins Svcs 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Hoffman Ford 5200 Jonestown Rd
Hoffman Tara F 5801 Linglestown Rd
Holsinger Stan V 6325 Blue Flag Av
Huepenbecker Christopher, Mark PO Box 126411
Ins Exchange America Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Jack White Co, Bisys Ins Svcs Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd
James Herman Peake Tr 7740 Appalachian Trail E
Jatto Internal Medicine A 2205 Forest Hills Dr Ste 12
Jenkins Bruce L 441 Lakewood Dr
Jewish Home Of The Greater Harrisburg
4000 Linglestown Rd
Johnson Doris Est 6238 Warren Ave
Kaiser Gregory J Jr, Gregory J Sr 4117 Fawn Dr Apt J
Kay Robert H 4138 Wimbledon Dr
Keller James R Est 7413 Wells Dr
Kendall Barbara Kay 1277 Geraldine Dr
Keslar Earl 113 Ringneck Dr
Kivlen Tom 615 Lopax Rd Apt U10
Kline Ross 2452 E Bayberry Dr
Knerr G R 7724 Hanoverdale Dr
Knipple Sherri L 1131 Loop Dr
Kochenour Helen A 7345 Tucker St
Koppenhaver Cynthia L 865 N Fairville Ave
Krauss Trapani Co Ltd 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Kumawat Madhukar S 7600 Allentown Blvd
Kurlander Cheryl C, Perry B 4296 Wimbledon Dr
Kushubar William G, Robin A 4086 Continental Dr
Kyle Micheal 7848 Linglestown Rd
Labriola Judith A 586 Blue Mountain Pkwy
Ladenoff Christopher M 248 Ringneck Dr
Leibich Christopher S, Jennifer R 6044 Blackberry Ln
Lenker Charles W 11 S Arlene St
Levy Jack D 325 N Star Dr
Lipscomb Garland H 1805 Eastfield Rd
Lontz Shirley A 7695 Daniel Dr
Luckenbill Haley R, Kim L 236 Heather Dr
Lutz Martha L 5960 Linglestown Rd Apt A
Manning Terrence Tomia 127 Joya Cir
Martin Kathleen E 7547 Lakeside Ave
May Jaren E 7529 Clover Lee Blvd
Mazus Michael G 4307 Connecticut Dr
Mazus Michael G 7336 Old Jonestown Rd
Mccartney Michael 280 Mindy Dr
Mccormack Geoffrey A, Kimberly 500 N Lockwillow Ave
Mcmahon Patrick 4310 Long Dr
Medical Ins Marketeers 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Meese William 5955 Linglestown Rd
Mensh Mitchell 103 Huntley Dr
Mertz Kim R 6038 Mayfair Dr
Merwitz Sylvan 4112− F− Beechwood Ln
Milbourne Linda J 7563 Morningstar Ave
Miles Brandon L 2310 E Tilden Rd
Miller Edward R 2246 Forest Hills
Miller Jessica 237 Buckley Dr
Miller Sharon L 199 Berry Dr
Morin Stefan R, Melanie 480 Quiggley Cir
Morrison Judy 230 Joya Cir
Motter Robert D, Isabel M 801 Vera St
Mowery Imelda M 218 S Fairville Ave
Munn Vicki 54 Beacon Dr
Natter Elaine J, Ehren G 6148 Grant Ct
Naugle Allen 7201 Allentown Blvd
New World Pasta 85 Shannon Rd
Nguyen Cuc T 720 Hampton Ct Rd
Noble C Quandel Co 4755 Linglestown Rd Bld 200
PO Box 6072
Noonan Doreen 6071 Allentown Blvd
Novey Marsh 166 Joya Cir
Nowicki Stacy Rae, Larry 561 Chesterfield Ct
Oconnell Gorecki Melissa J 398 N Lockwillow Ave
Oconner Patricia A 7866 Sunset Dr
Ofak Daniel R 6403 Chelton Ave
Omelia Joseph 6512 Carmen Ct
One Source 100 Quality Cir
Osman Jennifer PO Box 6203
Pankiw Alexander J, Kathleen Z 2073 Fairway Ln
Papoutsis George V Inn 22 5390 Jonestown Rd
Patel Kaumudi M 122 Koch Ln
Paul Mildred T 285 Joya Cir
Pauley Paulyne 4901 Creek Dr
Pa Care Systems 6380 Flank Dr
Pa Food Processors Assoc 4075 Linglestown Rd
Perkins Randel 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Perry Eugene 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Phillips Gemma W, Daniel G 444 Ouiggley Cir
Pj Robb Variable Corp 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Plumbers & Pipefitters PO Box 6480
Polliard Valerie J 7829 Dewey Dr
Porsch Andrew T 4412 Venus Ave
Precision Wireless 4400 Linglestown Rd Ste 104
Prescott Loren 164 Joya Cir No164
Progress Financial Resources 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Psf Commodities 109 S Lock Willow Ave
Radle Caster F 5113 Sunset Dr
Ramirez Camillo, Red Robin 5125 Jonestown Rd Ste 125
Ranch Vickie 5717 Linglestown Rd
Re/Max Realty Professionalst 4775 Linglestown Rd
Rehabilitation Medicine Team P PO Box 126638
Riley Ila J 7905 Dewey Dr
Rine Jackson S 205 N Johnson St
Roberts Shawn 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Rosenbaum Dawn 4918 Earl Dr
Ross Annmarie N 5722 Kenwood Ave
Rowe Debra 1362 N Mountain Rd
Rudy Theodore D 172 Joya Cir
Ruggles Jack L RR 3 1195
Ruggles Jack M 453 N Meadow Ln
Ryan James T Jr 6335 Pine St
Salerno Alma Est, David 5548 Pine St
Schofield Corrine M 216 S Fairville Ave
Science Applications 6310 Allentown Blvd
Scott Ellen R 531 Kingston Rd
Sebren Laura M 5950 Burlington Dr
Selgas Barbara G, James W 1400 Quail Hollow Rd
Shafer Harriette 5 Judy Ln
Shaffer Charles 88 Meadow Run Place
Shaw Thomas A 4271 Wimbledon Dr
Shields Ruth C 5975 Clover Rd
Shiftgonow 202 Mapleton
Shope G 5900 Fox St
Shultz Anita L 6960 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Simonetti David 773 Piketown Rd
Simpson Mary C 178 Gilberg Ln
Sinner Scott A 2745 Keystone Dr
Smith Kathryn E, David A 2231 Mockingbird Rd
Snow Linda L 7365 W App
Snyder Patricia A 4317 Winthrop Dr
Snyder Tyler 306 Beaver Rd
Sobr Donald C 783 Piketown Rd
Stahl Brian 88 Meadow Run Place
Stavery Noelle 634 Lopox Rd
Stefanowich Daniel 751 Manada Bottom Rd
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Stettler Colleen X, Steven E 205 Hinkle Dr
Stevens Barbara L 6301 Chelton Ave
Stotz William M 124 Plainview Dr
Strategic Market Resources LLC 2205 Forest Hills Dr
Ste 10
Straub Janet L 705 Rockford Dr
Straw Donald E Jr, Donald E 5878 Fox St
Strawser Richard A 4304 Meadowcrest Rd
Systems Safeguard Bu 60 Fairfax Vlg
Teitelbaum David A 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Tellkamp David F 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Toninos Pizza 5106 Jonestown Rd
Tran Linh T 2323 Forest Ln
Truance Jacquel 6333 Pine St
Truck Stop Of America I−81 Rte 39 PO Box 6222
Turner James 7839 Allentown Blvd
Tyco Electronics Corp 100 Amp Dr
Underwriters Svc 4250 Crums Mill Rd
University Phys Group Nyes Road 121 Nyes Rd Ste A
Venier Ellen 2762 Patton Rd
Voneida Patricia A, Kenneth 6111 Blue Stone Ave
Vu V T 709 Russell Dr
Wade Bob 7232 Sandy Hollow Rd
Wallace Russell W 705 Rockford Dr
Walsh Robert E 6903 Fox Hill Rd
Ward Communications Inc 6951 D Allentown Blvd
Warick John 610 Lopax Rd
Watlington Consuella R 495 Beaver Rd
Wegert Helen F 6034 Sherwin Ct
Weimer Brian 5783 Cathrine St
West Joe 1519 Vesta Dr
Wezner Richard S 4250 Crums Mill Rd
White Manning Carol, Derrick, Mosette 127 Joya Cir
White Devito Jane A 7824 Kiwanis Rd
White Manning Carol 127 Joya Cir
Wierzbicki Audrey G 7722 Avondale Tr
Williams Beverly F 159 Alva Dr
Williams Dennis R 7731 Valyview Ave
Wilson Hannah J 7722 Avondale Tr
Witmer Amy 2281 Springhouse Ln
Wright Eric S 407 N Lockwillow Ave
Yahnke Rebecca L 5717 Linglestown Rd
Yendzik Lauren 662 Lopax Rd
Yontz Richard 7345 Tucker St
Harrisburg Pa 17113
Ait Worldwide Logistics 1235 M S Harrisburg St
Alleman Goldie R, Earl W 571 Highland St
Ander Charles H Est 501 Mohn St Apt 201
Besic Barbara C 813 S 6th St
Blackwell Ethel M 661 Siegfried St
Dresher Grace A, Tami L 1325 Fox Hollow Dr
Eberly Paul M 89 Chambers St
Eshenour Richard J, Clara 1260 Ober St
Fernandez Corlos Vega 190 N Harrisburg St
Guzman Jacqueline 190 N Harrisburg St
Hadley Emma 1025 Chambers St
Hailey Carroll Est 501 Mohn St Apt 802
House Janice N 119 Lincoln St
Linah Jean C 222 Locust St
Major H Winfield Funeral Home PO Box 7605
Mallios Georgia, John 1331 Dayton Rd
Marks Jeffrey 1025 Chambers St
Marline Frantz 578 Main St
Neives Jarymar 228 N 2nd St
Nichel Dolores 917 4th Ave
Reid Jason A 464 Kelker St
Roque William Jr 913 Highland St
Slatt Mary C 422 High St
Sloane Timothy W Jr 877 Dunkle St Apt B
Waring Brian 1122 2nd Ave
Wilkerson Doloris, Charles 216 S Harrisburg St
Wilkinson Eunice J 449 3rd St
Williams Evelyn H 890 Queen St
Williams James 631 Lincoln St
Harrisburg Pa 17120
Klinger Meredith 308 North Office Bldg
Ma Pa Transplant Related PO Box 2675
Sacunas Andrews 800 Corporate Cir Ste 200
Staul Thera 601 Commonwealth Ave
Hershey Pa 17033
Abdalla Azah M 25 Townhouse
Adeogba Saint 119 University Mnr E
Agwu Nnena 165 Townhouse
Al James PO Box 650
Albert Duane A, Mary L 332 Cedar Ave
Allison Malcolm E, Harriet B 451 Sand Hill Rd Apt 245
Annen Kyle M Do 395 Townhouse
Apamsa 212 University Manor East
Argento Angela V, John 707 Linden Rd
Arm Group 1129 W Governor Rd PO Box 797
Artley Sophia 519 W Granada Ave
Ax Virginia 36 W Chocolate Ave
Backenstose Jonathan Hal, D Lee 731 Sand Hill Rd
Bailey Allen 563 W Areba Ave
Balzer Edward G 270 E Granada Ave
Baum Betty H 220 Para Ave
Bell Gerald E, June A 451 Sand Hill Rd Apt 247
Berry Anne 725 Homestead Ln
Bielkin Oleksandr 1000 Reese Ave
Bishop Ella M Hrshy Pz 212 W Chclte X9
Bixler Harper A Jr 245 Vesper Rd
Bowser John R 1019 Beech Ave
Boyle Stacie L 513 W Chocolate Ave Apt 1
Bruder Eric 310 Cocoa Ave
Bulman Hilary E 320 Yorktown Rd
Burkholder Gloria, Dale 1261 E Derry Rd
Camp Victory PO Box 850
Campanella D Joyce 451 Sand Hill Rd 264
Carie D Agata 670 Cherry Dr
Carroll Joseph 125 Rosedale
Cattie Mary E 104 Hallmark House
Connelly Heather 364 Candlewyck Ln
Consolino Frank 495 Heritage Ln
Corado Victoria A, Michael P 1102 Sand Hill Rd
Country Meadows Assocs 830 Cherry Dr
Cromwell Thomas J Jr, Thomas J Apt 2 RR2 Fairfield Acres
Crowder Edward R 213 Hallmark
Cruz Angela D 148 Hawthorne Dr
Cully Charlott Apt 11 Trinidad Ave Trinidad Apt
Dawes Andrew P 5 Carousel Cir
Daye Marie 1625 E Chocolate Ave
Days Inn Hershey 350 W Chocolate Ave
Diacont Harvey A Jr 224 Crescent Dr
Diemidio Katherine, Mark A 173 Candlewyck Ln
Dixon Patricia A 150 W Granada Ave
Dong Qiang 65 Rosedale Apts
Dougherty Ian 114 Sand Rd
Dreiss Joseph E 906 Front St
E O Miller Chevrolet Co PO Box 916
Ebersole Pont Gmc 462 Bachmanville Rd
Eisenhaur Andrea L 125 Apple Ln
Elliott Elizabeth A, Michael A 360 Maple Ave
English Frank T Jr PO Box 596
Enterprise Rent A Car W Chocolate Ave & University
Erwin Craig 242 W Chocolate Ave
Eshenour Nathan 146 Buttercup Ct
Factory Stores At Hershey 46 Outlet Sq
Fasnacht Sarah 321 E Derry Rd
Fornadley John 34 Northeast Dr
Furlong Mary C 104 Hallmark N
Garber Anita R 106 Cambridge Dr
Gattens Brooke 18 Carousel Cir
George Bindu 23 Monterey Bldg
Gingrich Dennis 62 Leearden Rd
Gohar Shadi F 153 University Mnr E
Good George R 405 Laurel Dr
Goods Auto Svc 1124 Cocoa Ave St
Griffin Betty W PO Box 377
Gutnick Jesse 97 University Manor East
Gutshall Patricia A 215 W Chocolate Ave Apt 2n
Haine Amelia 459 Sand Hill Rd Apt 625
Hand Michael C 704 Cocoa Ave
Harkless Corey 563 W Areba Ave
Harper Charles T 311 Red Oak Ln
Harris Willie J 21 Talisman Bldg
Harvey Harold A MD 8 Pheasant Dr
Hassler Tony 136 Brookside Ave
Herr Dawn E 462 Bachmanville Rd
Hershey Chocolate World 251 Park
Hershey Co, Martha Jane Rita 175 Crystal A Dr
Hershey Co 100 Crystal A Dr
Hershey Co 200 Crystal A Dr
Hershey Country Club 1000 E Derry Rd PO Box 860
Hershey Honda Dodge 1280 E Chocolate Ave
Hershey Lodge WChocolate Ave & Univ D PO Box 446
Hersheys Entertainment 300 Park Blvd
Hinman Nemoria G 109 Hawthorne Dr
Hoffer Debra K 487 Witmer Rd
Hollingsworth J Kenneth, Lucille P 1102 Sand Hill Rd
Hope & Support PO Box 181
Hornberger Elwood, Carol 451 Sand Hill Rd Apt 224
Hotel Hershey 100 Hotel Rd
Hotel Hershey PO Box 466 West Choclate Ave
Hu Tian 204b University Mnr E
Hutchinson Andrew F 761 Linden Rd
Insight 830 Cherry Dr
Jaco Clayton A 248 E Areba Ave
Japak Stanley 527 W Granada Ave
Jiao Qianning 74b University Mnr E
Johnson Jennifer C, Jeffrey 1020 Pennland Ln
Kanoff Margaret B, Kevin L 55 Sylvania Rd
Kaplan Stuart L 176 Jacobs Creek Dr
Kaylor Stearl E RR 1
Kelly Lizabeth M 78 Locust Ave
Kieffer Kathyrn 222 W Chocolate Ave
Kiehl Byra S 62 E Areba Ave
Kling James A Jr 451 Sand Hill Rd Apt 355
Koppenhaver Derrik 42 E Areba Ave
Koval Daniel S 234 Meadow Ln
Lalino Donna 315 Hallmark
Laudermilch Kelly Jo 2 W Main St
Leatherwood Katherine Hope 414 Halmark N
Lebby Natasha 152 Mine Rd
Linder Heather 209 A Gravel Rd
Long Lois 325 Park
Loomis Stephanie A 995 Greenlea Rd
Lundy Joseph J, Lisa 264 E Caracas Av
Madeira John H Dc 158 W Caracas Ave
Mahmood Qasim 55 University Manor E
Mattos Pedro 999 Briarcrest Dr
Mccammon John C 447 Sandhill Rd Apt 403
Mcconnell Diane Z 65a East Areba Ave
Mccorkel Jean C 107 Almond Dr
Mcdevitt Thomas A 12 Westover Dr Crest
Measel Matthew 174 Crescent Dr
Miller Richard V Sr 1641 E Derry Rd
Mirhosseini Alireza 1531 Fishburn Rd Apt 32
Misiewicz Rachel M 13 Killarney Bldg
Morris Leona M 401 Hallmark N
Morrow Edith M 459 Sand Hill Rd
Moses Richard James II, James F, Joseph
1421 E Chocolate Ave
Motter Eunice E 29 Peach Ave
Nale Robin 1762 Lehman St
Nichenametla S 804 E Chocolate Ave Apt A
Oconnor Mary E 401 Hallmark S
Ongeri Joseph 133 Town House
Patel Akshal S 353 E Glenn Rd Apt 1
Patel Meeta 210 Hockersville Rd
Peffley Daniel B, Kelley C 412 Sand Hill Rd
Peiffer Douglas E 71 Baum St
Pellegrini Robin L 348 Cedar Ave
Pa America PO Box 877
Percinsky William M, Jean A 1 Polaris Bldg
Pettey Robert L, Carol 131 W Caracas
Phillys Phinest Steaks Pizza 69 Outlet Sq Hershey Park D
Pifer Ann 222 W Chocolate Ave
Plumey Gena R, Randy L 119 Trinidad Ave
R Davidson W Jr 176 Primrose Dr
Rabon Paul E 61 Foxanna Dr
Reagan Family Fund 194 W Governor Rd
Reed Verna 1617 E Derry Rd
Reid Darren D 950 W Hersheypark Dr
Rohrer Edgar A Est 1347 E Caracas Ave Rear
Rohrer Viola F 165 E Derry Rd Apt 3
Rosedale Apts Cherry Dr
Rotaract Club Of Hershey 4 Monterey Bldg
Roth Sarah 67 Carousel Cir
Schelle Brian 513 W Chocolate Ave Apt 1
Searle Stuart 427 Cedar Ave
Select Collision Centers 1020 W Chocolate Ave
Servicemaster Of Greater Harri 1020 Pennland Ln
Shambauch Lisa Joan 123 N A
Shapiro Dan E 3602 Elizabethtown Rd
Singh Gurpal 16 Chevy Chase
Smith Winford L 640 Crest Ln
Smurda Joseph P 447 Sand Hill Rd
Spangler Edna R 349 E Granada Ave
Spong Heather, Bradley 25 Elm Ave
Stephenson Christina 117 W Areba Ave
Stevens Charlene M 214 Town House
Steves General Store Inc Steve 2985 Elizabethtown Rd
Stolnis Matt 80 Carousel Cir
Stump Carol Ann 270 E Granada Ave
Tamburro Robert F 500 University Dr Ste Ho85
Tarkenton Melissa J, Makayla F 110 Forest Ave
Taubman Kevin E 26 Carousel Cir
Thurman Doris C 224 Leearden Rd
Thurman William M 224 Leearden Rd
Timm Lyle A 155 Primrose Dr
Ttt Start LLC 1808 Lehman St
Ua 23−Mar−00 The D Joyce Campanella Trus T
451 Sand Hill Rd 264
Ural Unal 458 Rosdale Dr
Vasquez Hector L 1009 Pennland Ln
Vent Camp PO Box 850
Viecelli Corona 445 Sand Hill Rd Apt 303
Voyles Marianne 831 W Areb Ave
Wagner John K 171 Lamp Post Ln
Wallace Richard J, Ardell L 454 W Chocolate Ave
Wang Wenge 8 Caledonia Bldg
Wasco Deanne R 914 Cocoa Ave Apt 16
Weidner Karen K PO Box 75
Whitman Shaine 436 W Chocolate Ave
Wilbur Paul Eichman Dmd 348 Beech Ave
Winner Jane 12 Westover Dr Crest
Witkowski Steven A DDS 475 W Governor Rd
Wolfe Fred 1025 Greenlea Rd
Woods Gregory S Jr 112 Townhouse Briarcrest
Wright Bobbi 11 Westmont Bldg
Wright William Harrison Glassmyer 256 E Chocolate Ave 2
Xiao Yanyu 331 University Mnr W
Yang Lingling 78 Carousel Cir
Ye Guangming 238 University Mnr E
Yerger Florence Est 23 Townhouse
Yezioro Mary Est 909 E Chocolate Ave
Yingst John C 215 William Dr
Zane Jeanne K, Noelle A 139 Goodbar Ct
Zartman Shannon E, Kurt D 478 E Canal Rd
Zeiber Dianne 531 W Caracas Ave
Zeiders Doris M 65a E Areba Ave
Zimmerman Elaine 278 Park Blvd
Highspire Pa 17034
Aurand Richard D Est 511 Eshelman St
Bateman Patrick L 80 Chestnut St
Brosius Annette 265 Penn St
Celsky Dale E 152 2nd St Apt 1
Cook Martha A 423 High St
Crook Martha A 423 High St
Dengler Gloria J 542 Eshelman St
Diaz Alfredo 212 Penn St
Esquivel Fernando 282 Market St
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Graybi Gladys I 422 2 St
Haylett James D 506 Eshelman St
Hepschmidt Josh 322 2nd St
Hipple Regina Est 67 Jury St
Hoffman Elmer Est 120 Lusk Ave
Janke Kelly A 403 Market St
Jonesroberts Ruth 580 Willow St Apt K
Moore Richard Jr 610 Willow St Apt H
Musser Ronald J 12 Wetzel St
Roberts Ruth Jones Est 580 Willow St Apt K
Soto Isaias Jr 580 Willow St R
Stambaughs Air Service 7715 Crittenden St
Trisonics Inc. 533 2nd St
Hummelstown Pa 17036
44 Hummelstown Assocs LLC 320 Milroy Rd
Abdelsamad Ahmed 140 Townsend Dr Apt 2
Alex Jennifer 55 Sweet Arrow Dr
Ali Suhail 38 Valy Rd
Amara Mohamed A 425 Nyes Rd
Amato Pietro 2068 Locust Ln
An Seongjin 7859 Somerset St
Andrews Jane S, Michael W Castor 2225 Southport Dr
Appraisals By E J Koppenhaver 2116 Southpoint Dr
Arsene Dean R 114 Thrush Dr
Aucker Janet A Care Of Keith Aucker 31 Grandview Rd
Aucker Janet M Est 31 Grandview Rd
Avila Alexandre L 538 Eliot Dr
Bascom Rebecca 850 Appenzell Dr
Big Iron Holding 980 Muirfield Dr
Blackwell Joy K, Joy K Mysel 1156 Chadwick Cir
Bredbenner Michelle J 9 Cheltenham Dr
Brewster Jonathan H, Patt 1460 Deerfield Dr
Brown Spencer 850 Verden Dr
Budzina Andrew 574 Hersey Rd Apt B
Carvalho Robert 55 Sweet Arrow Dr
Castor Michael W, Mary Jo 2225 Southport Dr
Chapter 13 Trustee Charles J Dehart III Trustee
PO Box 410
Chase Shawn L PO Box 461
Cheng Hua 1280 Stone Creek Dr
Cocoaflats 980 Muirfield Dr
Coleman Patrice 8301 Presidents Dr 414
Comiskey Bernard A Jr 387 Pleasantview Rd
Commemoratives Unlimited 1689 Nottingham Dr
Conrad Joseph M 128 Lucy Ave
Cooney Mark 469 Pine Hill Rd
Coyle Kristen 140 Savannah Dr
Crater Penny L 8301 Presidents Dr Apt 212
Crawford Geraldine R, Frank Crawford Exec
219 Crooked Hill Rd
Cuffo Travel 980 Muirfield Dr
Curry John L PO Box 235
Dankevich Nina 260 Sue Dr
Dantinne Larissa J 1107 Limerick Ct
Davis Robert 1768 Church Rd
Dearman Kelly M 571 Roslaire Dr
Dehart Charles 8125 Adams Dr
Dehart Charles III Trustee 8125 Adams Dr Ste A
Dehart Charles J Chapter 13 Trustee PO Box 410
Dehart Charles J PO Box 410
Dejesus William A 35 N Duke St
Dowler Paul H 247 Cooper Rd
Elamir Belal M 130 Kestrel Ct
Emi Constr Inc 108 Dove Ct
Fetrow Ray, Jammie Vazquez 125 Evergreen St
Gabbay Robert 1115 Stoney Run Rd
Gabner Shirley Est Po Box 132
Garcia Stephanie J 130 Kestrel Ct
Gaudette William 65 S Haernstown Rd
Giefer David 385 Mccorkle Rd
Gildea Kathleen A 51 Runyon Rd
Gipe Francine 727 Creekside Dr
Granz Anna L 26 W Main St
Hahn Jung 1979 Gramercy Pl
Haluska Albert L Est 541 Hilltop Rd
Hamilton Gloria 146 Kestrel Ct
Hannon Thomas C 632 Springhouse Ln
Hanrahan Kelly R PO Box
Harvey Luther Sr 39 Scout Ln
Heckman James 24 N Walnut St
Helen D Hoffstot Trust Ua 12 07 94, Francis D Hoffstot
869d Rhue Haus Ln
Hennett Richard S 8091 Jefferson St
Hill Crest Autobody 129 Grandview Rd
Hoffstot Helen D, Francis D, Janet 869d Rhue Haus Ln
Holland Michael J 1521 Springhill Dr
Howard Tracey D 761 Hilltop Rd
Hua San 850b Rhue Haus Ln
Huber Shirley A, Alvin B 1258 Edgewood Dr
Huffman Thomas E, Wendy J 1141 Cornell Dr
Hughes Awards Hughes Awards 6 W Main St
Huntington Bank 1152 Mae St #28
Jame, James W Warren MD 48 Kellocks Run Rd
Japak Adam B 653 Springhouse Ln
Jean Jason C, Russy 1152 Mae St 228
Jenkins John C Jr 1727 Landvater Rd
Jiang Yixing 1280 Stone Creek Dr
Johnson Jeffrey D 1135 Wicklow Ct
Johnston Bert C 101 Oriole Ct
Jones Karen E, Donnie 2077b Raleigh Rd
Jpmorgan Chase Bank Na Its Suc 835 Verden Dr
Juliana Pearl E 8131 Somerset St
Kanyuch Mary 1156 Galway Ct
Keenan Catherine M, Keenan Christina, Raymond E
1206 Jill Dr
Keiffer Catherine M RR 1
Kelley Jean M, Erin L, Moriah 433 Drayer Dr
Kelley Erin L 433 Drayer Dr
Kerr Christine R 470 Indian Run Dr
Kingman Dan C 805 Rhue Haus La Unit A
Koconis Kristen G, David B 902 Espenshade Ct
Koekemoer Mariana 1369 Roush Rd
Kotsalos Angela 206 Poplar Ave
Kreider G 263 E 2nd St
Lambdin Mark 1244 Waltonville Rd
Lambdin Reyna L 545 Alison Dr Apt 2
Langor Margaret 26 Harrogate Dr
Lathrop Gary T 132 Jeff Ln
Lee Joon H 128 Lucy Ave Fl 2
Lentz D J 545 Alison Dr 2
Lentz Dorothy J 545 Alison Dr Apt 2
Lescanec Gilbert L, Isabel K 205 Townsend Dr Apt 1
Lovell Armel 302 Brokas Dr
Malpezzi Elizabeth M, Michael J 926 Rhue Haus Ln
Manjerovic Katherine E 105 Cameron Ave
Marfise Thomas A 223 W Main St
Mark Sylvia RD 2
Marketing & Pr Society 2459 Zell Ct
Mason Jennifer L 109 Duck Creek Rd
Matincheck Cynthia A 238 E 2nd St
Mccorts Ian S 23a N Landis St
Mcdonalds 1325 Wyndham Rd
Mcgee Maria 1146 Cord Dr
Mercado Maris 610 Walton Ave
Mikolayczak Elizabeth 320 Wall St Apt 3
Miller Julie A 23 E High St
Mitchell Mary B 1149 Duryea Dr
Mize David S 2333 Pullman Way
Monsma Carol J, Calvin 1015 Fairdell Dr
Mumtaz Mubashir 940 Chowning Dr
Munoz Frank J 1639 Nottingham Dr
Nader Kenneth D 211 Park Ave
Neely Sasha Kate, Shelby, Sawyer Ryan, Kimberly
1639 Nottingham Dr
Neuvirth Michal 103 Thrush Dr
New Pro Industries LLC PO Box 266
Newberry Christian J 216 Scout Ln
Novinger Tiffany M 707 Creekside Dr
Nye Kay E 1835 Deer Run Dr
Olson Joanna M 1943 Limestone Dr
Opportunity Builders 210 A Canal St E
Panek Elizabeth 1661 Macintosh Way
Paul G Zander Tr Ua 9 28 72 1031 Woodridge Dr
Perna Elaine 128 E High St
Perry Melinda D 105 Urlich Ct
Piekutowski Richard, Bridget 521 W 3rd St
Plante Joseph T, Amy L 201 Kokomo Ave
Popp Jessica R 8440 Hamilton St
Powell Charlene M, Dana 1625 Melrose Dr
Powell Marc PO Box 711
Precourt Rober, Jill 1625 Melrose Dr
Purvis Kyle A 9 Sweet Arrow Dr
Rayco Eriberto R 132 Cardinal Ln
Reed Laura 541 Windsor Ct
Reep Melanie J, Melanie Schram 2072 Southpoint Dr
Rivera Rowena 1828 Deer Run Dr
Ross Catherine E 889 Rhue Haus Ln
Ruch Katherine 124 Robin Ln K 7
Rueckl John E 2187 Joanne Ave
Ruhl Jill S 116 Quail Ct
Sammag Inc 590 E Main St
Schelhorn Dorothy K RR 1
Scherr Krystin 48 Scout Ln
Smialek Damian J 146 Hummel Ln
Snyder Mark R 1122 Wicklow Ct
Sonnon Harvey R Sr, Beverly A 1803 Gramercy Place
Srivastava Abhishek 246 Osprey Ln
Stare Robert D 180 Brownstone Park
Starr Joseph M 215 W Main St
Stephens Gerald T 1184 Julianne Dr
Stephenson Christina 1205 Limerick Ct
Suburban Propane PO Box 706
Suburban Propane PO Box 684
Svindland Richard C, Miranda W 2206 Southpoint Dr
Swansen Warren R 763 Zurich Dr
Swartz Doris 161 S Hoernerstown
Swinko Debra A 1523 Woodhaven Dr
Tamborino Norine K 568 Eliot Dr
Theal Harry 123 E 2nd St
Thomas John V, Lorna 401 Douglas Rd
Townhouse Rutherford P Aimco 7939 Humboldt Dr
Tristan Assocs Pension Plan, James W Warren MD
48 Kellocks Run Rd
Trout Land Surveying 107 Stone Mill Rd
Trowbridge Jennifer E, Kevin S 43 Oak Tree Rd
Vaughn Bruce M 641 Stoverdale Rd
Villarreal Esteban L 555 Alison Dr Apt 18
W Bosseau Murray Mb Chb 1625 Bradley Ave
Waldron William J II, Kelly A 1941 Gramercy Place
Ward Daniel L 1152 Mae St 173
Weaver Matthew 601 Carslon Rd
Weaver Zachary T 105 Stone Mill Rd
Whitcomb Steven M, Diane A 942 Carter Cove
Whittington Linda 9 Margate Dr
Wilbert Michale 34 Oaktree Rd
Wilson Benjamin D, Adrienne C 835 Verden Dr
Winaught Christine 251 Osprey Ln
Witmer Roger A 238 E 2nd St
Wolfe Kimberly, Thomas 38 Hillymede Dr
Wood Donald E 196 Bluejay Way
Yeldell Harold S 552 Dickens Dr
Zander Paul G 1031 Woodridge Dr
Lemoyne Pa 17043
Achey Miriam M 20 N 12th St Apt 219
Albert Stanley B 700 N Front St
Atchason Jack 717 Market St 393
Ayala Alejandro 322 Hummel Ave
Bachert Clyde C Jr 50 Market St
Beasley Christopher S 409 Herman Ave
Birkett Morgan K 943 Bosler Ave Apt B
Bourzgui Loubna 601 Bosler Ave Apt B
Bowie Dennis W, Wendy PO Box 138
Brazinskas Stanley 523 Herman Ave
Brown Patricia M 619 N 2nd St
Bucks Carl W 20 N 12th St Apt 309
Campbell Penelope D, Red Robin 6560 Carlisle Pike Ste 450
Carl Daniel 676 State St
Conley Harold E, Essex House 20 N 12th St Apt 224
Crum John E 682 Market St
Cummings Michelle 701 Hummel Ave
D P Enterp 1200 Market St Unit 17
Davis Anne S 380 N 5th St
Delisle Muriel B 809 Michigan Ave
Dickson Dorothy L 121 N 8th St
Diflavis Gerard F 347 Herman Ave Apt 3e
Driver Louise D 204 S 7th St
Dugan Gerald L Jr 612 Hummel Ave
Earl Douglas 822 Hummel Ave
First Choice Rehab Specialists Pc 550 N 12th St Ste 120
Geist William G 258 Lowther St
Grossman James A, Gail W 100 Walnut St
Hafer Steven 1200 Market St
Hdh Byerly Inc 525 N 12th St PO Box 52
Hdh Group Inc 525 N 12th St
Hinton Stephen 30 Miller St Apt C8
Hutchings Heidi L 314 N Front St A
Hymes William M Est 89 Hummel Ave
Keystone Medical Systems 1 Lemoyne Dr
L B Smith Ford Inc 30 Miller St Apt C8
Lambert Barry W 1117 Columbus Ave Apt 3
Lb Smith Ford L M Inc PO Box 138
Leach Elizabeth S 527 Walnut St
Lehmer Robert F 807 Bosler Ave
Lonkart Carl A 227 Walton St
Lott James O 237a Hummel Ave
Lynch Mechanicals LLC 312 Hummel Ave
Magnus Caput Prod 802 Michigan Ave
Matherly Dale E 410 Herman Ave
Menear Edgar S 385 Walton St
Miller Norford Incorporated 700 Ayers Ave
Moments Stolen 316 Front St N Unt Hbb
Nickels Allergy & Asthma Pc 717 Market St Ste 105
Pannebaker Evelyn A 500 Walnut St Apt C3
Pinnacle Health Cardio Instit 1000 N Front St
Pmi Garden Dr Apts PO Box 622 1300 Market St Ste 201
Poventud Mason 426 Market St Apt D
Schweitzer Raymond A PO Box 132
Shue Thomas 640 Walton St
Summit Marketing 875 Market St Ste 50
Weiss Eleanor 843 Hummel Ave
Whidbee Willie 20 N 12th St 321
Wood Harry 424 Herman Ave
Young Tina M 231 Walton St
Yeboah Augustine 717 Market St Ste111
Zeigler Helen S 1129 Columbus Ave−Apt 1
Linglestown Pa 17112
Freeburn Wilma I RD 1 Mt Lavbet
Oliver Morris A PO Box 6127
Shearer Ronald, Edna Millier RR 1
Lykens Pa 17048
Bixler Gary L 5691 State Rte 209
Bowman Elsie P, James D 614 Market St
Boyer Joseph G 726 N 2nd St
Cesarz Jerrad M 944 Knottingham Ln Apt 3
Crum Angel R 561 S 2nd St
Cummins Sally M 715 N 2nd St
Cvs Pharmacy 205 S Market St
Ebersole Jennifer, Kaleb N 428 North St
Gable Matthew 512 Market St Apt D
Hogan Knisley J Nae R 614 S 2nd St
Hornings Amish Furniture 5904 State Rte 209
King Melvin 400 Erdman Rd
Klahr Penny 420 N 2nd St
Miller Caroline 308 Main St
Polney Stephen J 706 Parkview
Schadel Ricky Earl 173 Fear Not Rd
Schlegel Kali, Kenneth 634 S 2nd St
Seibert Gale B RR 1 Box 237
Shaffer Fred 248 N 2nd St
White William 420 N 2nd St
Yeagley Sheldon L 1530 Pottsville St
Yorty John W 243 Snyder Ln
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Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
116 Broad St Partners 528 Brom Ct
6108 Carlisle Pike Rest, Jullianas 6108 Carlisle Pike
Acri Justin 6391 Creekbend Dr
Adams Ruth W 1220 Cross Creek Dr
Agarwal Tarun 3233 Louisa Ln
Alagla Abdullah 430 Independent Ct
Alba Mary Kathryn 1575 Williamsburg Way
Albert Joshua Z 4175 Nantucket Dr
Alster Howard 8 Sand Pine Ct
Appalachian Rehab 2100 Bent Creek Blvd
Arble James R II 6 Clairburn Dr
Arona Mario 6016 Mockingbird Dr
Auto Max Of Mechan 5270 E Trindle Rd
Bailey Donna J 14 Northwatch Ln
Ball Shirley J 302 Hogestown Rd
Barbaro Donald 4440 Sears Run Dr
Barr John L 1233 Timber View Dr
Bartlett Brenda 6128 Wallingford Way
Bassett Gallagher 1 Sterling Place
Bassett Gallagher 4 Flowers Dr
Bassett Gallagher 8 Flowers Dr Ste 3
Bates David 212 Constitutional Ct
Bernard V Kelly Jr Memorial 7 Stone Run Dr
Bixler Vivian B 2 Creek Bank Dr
Blile Jeffrey 502 Louisa Ln
Blue Ridge Software LLC 3123 Louisa Ln
Boltz William, Walter 7 Hazelwood Ct
Borek Eleanore 4905 E Trindle Rd Ste 36
Bosco Giuseppe Mazzella D 1462 Timber Brook Dr
Bowers Stephen Christophe 2 Surrey Ln
Brickner Jennifer 4166 Nantucket Dr
Brookover Brandon 423 Wren Ct
Brooks Bryan C 213 Hempt Rd
Brunner Douglas II 410 Kunkle Ln
Bryan W Mcintyre, Awl Angles Constr 11 Cicada Dr
Cad Designs Inc 11 Summer Ln
Cairo Warren 2501 Warren Way
Cameron John William Jr 3806 Pamay Dr
Carmany Anna M 4905 E Trindle Rd Apt 36
Casey Melanie L 4710 Brian Rd
Casey Singiser 5265 E Trindle Rd
Cassel Robert I 5180 E Trindle Rd
Chang Chong W 5012 Seneca Dr
Chestnut Richard G 298 Charles Rd
Clark Timothy A 9 Sand Pine Ct
Clifford Anthony L Sr 619 Good Hope Rd
Colwell Darrell F 5031 E Trindle Rd
Crews Dorothy H 5257 Tr Rd
Crites Robert 505 Skyport Rd
Cuff James F III, James F 720 Carriage Ln
Cumberland Co Ta 21 Waterford Dr Ste 201
Cumberland Valley Motors 6714 Carlisle Pike
Cummings Kevin D 4 Creek Rd
Dachinger Sunita 1947 Monterey Dr
Dagen Melody 4168 Kittatinny Dr
Daniel Gomez 403 Mercury Dr
Davidson Florence K, Florence Keating 54 Longwood Dr
Deraclea Margaret, Frank 4905 E Trindle Rd 3079
Dettinger David PO Box 34
Devitt Daniel C, Sean P 4 Turmeric Dr
Devore Elizabeth M 199 Ridge Hill Rd
Diesposti Glenn D 1404 Concord Rd
Dimemmo J 1108 Gunstock Ln
Donagher Donald C Jr 3 Penns Way Rd
Dougherty William R 4833 E Trindle Rd Ste 577
Downs Dolores 910 Willcliff Dr
Dykes Davis Anne V 6217 Charing Cross
East Gate Inds 273 Mulberry Dr Unit 3
Ebert Olive Haas 6 Houston Dr
Ebert Olive J 6 Houston Dr
Ehrig Scott D 7 Stone Run Dr
Ellermeyer Colleen 521 Bedford Ct
Elmzandi Anouar 5022 E Trindle Rd Apt A6
Erdman Anthony Assocs 3 Crossgate Dr Ste 100
Essintial Enterpr Solutions Hp Taps Reimbursement Prgm
100 Sterling Pkwy
Exel Inc 260 Salem Church Rd
Exel Logistics 350 Salem Church Rd Jack Meadows
Feagin James R 1447 Newtown Cir
Feldman Leon 4833 E Trindle Rd
Fisher Joe H, Nancy 4810 Brian Rd
Flaccus Jeanne E 4833 E Trindle Rd Ste 553
Foster David 4 Stone Run Dr
Frank Helen M 23 Skyline Dr
Fred Tiday Builders Inc 5105 S Deerfield Ave
Frey Teri L 17 Irongate Ct
Fritz Selanda Rd 1
Gallagher Bassett Svcs 4 Flowers Dr
Gallagher Bassett Svcs 8 Flowers Dr
Geiger Kenneth 6322 Creekbend Dr
Ghuge Rupali 400 Brook Meadow Dr
Gill Patricia A 404 Brookview Ct
Golden Theron 3610 Golfview Dr
Gonzalez Isaiah R, Laura, Josiah J 15 Clover Ln
Gouw Francisca, Linardi 401 Kunkle Ln
Graby Larry K 1747 Roxianna Rd
Gragham Jones Dorothy B 1159 Cross Creek Dr
Grassly Clifton H 1100 Grandon Way Ste 430
Haas Michael R 303 Hickory Cir
Haines John P 1113 Tiverton Rd
Hartman Greg V 809 Pamelas Ln
Haunstein Scott 424 Boxwood Ct
Haverstick Dennis J, Susan 52 Kerry Ct
Health Resources Mgmt Svcs 1970 Technology Pkwy
Healthcare Data Company LLC 600 Bent Creek Blvd
Ste 160
Herr Maureen 16 Briarwood Ct Of
Herrold Adam P, Bailey Scott 6 Houston Dr
Hertz Erwin 6337 Stephens Xing
Hertz Nancy 302 St Marks Rd
Hi Life Diner LLC 4890 Carlisle Pike
Hile Allen E, Casey L B Smith Ford Inc 4768 Brian Rd
Hiltz Brian D 4905 Sugar Shack Ln
Himmad Hassan 613 Thrush Ct
Hoffman Robert 82 Linda Dr Lot 12
Hopkins Justin M 4832 Charles Rd Apt A Apt
Howe Ronald C Jr, Carol A 409 W Main St 1fl
Hren Katherine M 2100 Bent Creek Blvd Ste 247
Hsbc Mortgage Svcs Its Suc 3610 Golfview Dr
Hugi Dawnetti 1409 Louisa Ln
Hull Corey A 2 Bayberry Dr
Johns Nicole A 330 Charles Rd
Johnson Cedric T 5440 Joshua Rd
Johnson William 403 Louisa Ln
Jones Jordan 3610 Alberta Ave
Kann Eric P 2706 Warren Way
Keck Hilda R 2108 Bent Creek Blvd Rm 137
Keller George W 84 Detroit Ave
Kelly Frank, Helen 1100 Grandon Way
Kelly Michele 7 Stone Run Dr
Kennedy John J 4132 Nantucket Dr
Keyscripts LLC 1970 Technology Pkwy
King William E 6027 William Dr
Kinney Brian 222 Fox Dr
Kirkessner Nicholas D 4251 Nantucket Dr
Koblish Heather 6302 Carlisle Pike
Konkle Edna E 4905 E Trindle Rd Ste 36
Krafsig Helen K 1213 E Powderhorn Rd
Krance Christine 6005 Sommerton Dr
Kress William R Jr, Helen C 88 Greenspring Dr
Krug Heidi 6324 Stephens Xing
Kuchibhotla Ravi 6435 Creekbend Dr
Kulbova Valeria 100 Willow Mill Park Rd
Kutz Scott 2905 Warren Way
Lackawanna Mobile X Ray Inc 5275 E Trindle Rd
Latin Shirley K Est 49 Ashburg Dr Ste 45
Lawrence Chevrolet 6445 Carlisle Pike
Le Hue 155 Salem Church Rd
Lewis Karine 4440 Sears Run Dr
Lg J 7 Lismore Pl Ofc
Lippi Kathy A 5224 Mdw Brook Dr
Lovely David P 442 Brook Cir
Macris Elena N 1104 Kent Dr
Marquiss Jason Christophe 11 Dewalt Dr
Martens Robert S, Maria C 3608 Dwayne Ave
Mcafferty Collision Center 6302 Carlisle Pike
Mccaleb Susan 6226 Westover Dr
Mcguire Justin C 1018 Chippenham Rd
Mclaughlin Michael C 6135 Westover Dr
Mechanicsburg Karns Food Store 675 Silver Spring Rd
Medicare 2020 Technology Pkwy Ste 100
Memphis B Barbecue 5202 Simpson Ferry Rd 105
Menapace Leon Michael, Kathryn M 1575 Williamsburg
Way
Mengle Phyliss C 92 Skyline Dr
Mesaros Jeffrey J 306 Georgetown Rd
Miller Russell P, Pauline E 263 Texaco Rd
Miller Jennifer L 4168 Kittatinny Dr
Miller Rachael L 1217 Scenery Dr
Miller Tracy 1305 Windsor Rd
Misislyan Misak D 518 Breezewood Ct
Moore Kevin D 155 Salem Church Rd Box 36
Morris Brian 4181 Elk Ct 101
Moul Dylan T, Jake M, Lily G, Lola R 14 Northwatch Ln
Myers Julie 5 North Baltmore St
Nace Kevin 1810 Louisa Ln
Naganathan Sivakumar 4173 Grouse Ct Apt 106
Nagle Eric 10 Bayberry Dr
Najem Elie 50 High Ridge Trl
National Custom Car 1121 Sandpiper Ct
Naval Supply Systems Command, Jamey Halke
5450 Carlisle Pike
Neilson James D 139 Stanford Ct
Nicks Body Shop, David Dettinger PO Box 34
Noonan Kelly L 4178 Nantucket Dr
Opon Sfi, Patrick Deya 1115 Jerusalem Rd
Orner Donald P 1119 Dry Powder Cir
Otto Peter S 25 Sycamore Dr
Pa Net 5170 E Trindle Rd
Penwright Lindsay 44 Cumberland Dr Apt C
Perfect Order Manufacturing 1300 Bent Creek Blvd
Petschke Avery M, Heidi, Donald 1460 Armitage Way
Pivovarnik Kathleen M, Joseph W 1218 Gross Dr
Potter Hope C 1166 Heron Ct
Puppy Dawgs 6560 Carlisle Pike Ste 250
Ra Scholl Enterp 17 Turmeric Dr
Ragusa Romayne Country Meadows W 4905 E Trindle Rd
Rehman Sons LLC 3716 Falkstone Dr
Renaci Group 5231 Simpson Ferry Rd
Reynolds Thomas L Jr, Dillian R, Thomas D
155 Salem Church Rd Lot 11
Rice Michael 37 Stone Run Dr
Rinehart Rena E 53 Bayberry Dr
Roads Frances P 4020 Mountain View Rd
Rodrigues Andrea C 3920 Brookridge Dr
Rodriguez Gonzalez Radames J 346 Liberty Ct
Romanishyn Danie 426 Brook Cir
Rudy John Nathan 955 Orrs Bridge Rd
Rule Jamala 1400 Bent Creek Blvd Apt 124
Sahi Phupinder S, Priti 1740 Eliza Way
Saturn Of Carlisle Pike 6643 Carlisle Pike
Schlager John L 1217 Scenery Dr
Seay Ryal 6035 Eberly Dr
Seiders Rabihan H 100 Willow Mill Park Rd
Shahriar Sal 11 Ginger Dr
Shelton Mary S 5008 Inverness Dr
Smith Elizabeth M 5266 Tr Rd
Solenberger Theresa L, Keith 5226 Deerfield Ave
Sorge Cyrus 1102 Tiverton Rd
Souder Jeremy B 209 Ridge Hill Rd
Spears Benjamin 1460 Ryland Dr
Spinelli Robert C 6455 Creekbend Dr
Stephan Dorothy B 1217 Cross Creek Dr
Stoner Susan D 17 Wild Rose Ln
Stouffer Andrew T 4182 Antelope Ct Apt 105
Stuccio Scott J 1174 Heron Crt
Sun Motor Sport Inc 6691 Carlisle Pike
Sunderland Daniel K 1 Truffle Glen Rd
Sundy Melva 4710 Brian Rd
Sutliff Cadillac Hummer Saab 6462 Carlisle Pike
Taylor Richard L 309 Hempt Dr
Tepper Gary, Lisa 3900 Pamay Dr
Thomas Lily M 4905 Trindle Apt
Tjernagel Assocs 477 Woodcrest Dr
Toohey Kevin P, Kyle J 3829 Pamay Dr
Tumolo Anthony 107 Silver Spring Rd
Vajda Brittany 114 Cardon St
Versatile Systems Inc 100 Sterling Pkwy
Vipper Elizabeth 406 Sioux Dr
Vipperman William H Jr 406 Sioux Dr
Vogel Jennifer M 1d Naraganset Dr
Westhafer Michael L 2 Creek Rd
Williams Jillian N 37 Warwick Cir
Wilson David Est 90 Salem Church Rd Lot 507 Sal
Wise Anna 34 West Willow Tr Dr
Wright Edward F 27 Bourbon Red Dr
Xhilone John Thomas 1159 Cross Creek Dr
Yocum Earl 6445 Carlisle Pike
Young Patricia A 100 Willow Mill Park Rd
Zeeland Freight Svc 8 Flowers Dr
Zullo Philip 227 Indian Creek Dr
Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Agurrie Francisco 50 E Main St C
Alba Fred J 116 Cumberland Pkwy
Alexander Grace R RR 4
Ali Mohammed 418 Stonehedge Ln
Anderson Ruth L 729 Oak Oval
Anderson Wanda 701 Cumberland Pointe Cir
Andreoli Antonio 659 William Way
Andrews Ronald E 6 Link Mbl Hm Pa 20
Arcati Barbara 5032 Simpson Ferry Rd
Arnold Betty I 999 W Trindle Rd Lot 4
Asper Maureen A 2630 Arcona Rd
Associated Cardiologists 856 Century Dr
Balat Patricia L 13 Jeffery Rd
Balsamo Kathleen 1264 Brandt Rd
Barder Kerry D 5 Robin Ct
Bbec Inc Mechanicsburg Pa PO Box 748
Bechdel James 1377 W Lisburn Rd
Beck Perry L, Allen M Pearce 1954 Sheepford Rd
Biagioni Michael J 121 S Chestnut St Apt C
Bier Barry H. Davida 1513 Woodcreek Dr
Bihi Mohamed 700 Rupp Ave Apt 10
Blackburn David 913 Wakefield
Bower Grace E 211 E Keller St
Brammer Gregory Scott, Penny S 68 Silver Crown Dr
Briggs Irene 355 Wesley Dr 502
Brotherhood Street Inc 4 Gettysburg Pike
Browning Charles B 411 Rear S High St Apt 3
Burtnett John B 337 W Green St
Buysse Joanne, Steven 1858 Hunters Dr
Cable Audrey D 1061 Allendale Rd I
Canevari John G 501 S Market St
Carrelli Ralph C Jr 626 Cedar Crest
Carroll Jason 1054 Trindle Rd
Cavataio Frank P, Suzanne 5224 Stuart Dr
Chipriano Mary Jane, John L 821 W Trindle Rd
Chronister Gary L 675 Williams Grove Rd 1
Citgo Food Mart 1100 E Simpson St
Clarke Lisa M 101 E Elmwood Ave
Classic Networking Inc 10 Dishley Dr
Clay Deborah PO Box 212
Clement Charles 1503m Allendale Rd
Cmi Printgraphix Inc PO Box 732
Conner Apicella Orthodontic Assoc 400 E Main St
Continental Mazda Of Hbg 6110 Carlisle Pike
Continental Medical Systems Inc PO Box 715 600 Wilson Ln
Coons Michael L 1772 N Meadow Dr
Country Market Nursery 51 Gettysburg Pike
Courtyard By Marriott 1032 Audbon Rd
Cox Essell T, Mabel G 405 Reservoir Rd
Cramer Mary E 26 E Green St
Cross Stephen 1101 Lindham Ct
Crow George Y Est 100 Mt Allen Dr
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Crumlich Matthew W 67 W Main St Apt 2
Custom Patio 2250 Bumblebee Hollow Rd Comm
Damsky William D 19 Patton Dr
Dare Jenks Thelma 6 Pocono Rd
Davis Florence H Est 139 Nessiah Cir
Dawson Eric L 708 S York St
Deitrich Harvey 930 Nixon Dr
Dellingers Auto Body Inc 2410 S Market St
Dickson David C 2810 Myrtle Dr
Diehl Darin 405 N Market St
Diversified Data 850 Wesley Dr
Dolatoski Al 3319 Lisburn Rd
Dorsey Sharona Janelle 318 E Main St
Drager Jacque H 528 Appalachian Ave
Dukkipati Rao V 508 Lucinda Ln
Dunn Gail 1071−14 Lancaster Blvd
Dunn John Roger 100 Mount Allen Dr
Durkish Vincent B 704 E Roberts St
Ebersole Alma B, Wayne 785 Messiah Village
Eitel Justin 593 Geneva Dr Bldg 11
Ejb Motors Inc Brenner Collision W 1101 Lindham Ct
Apt 308
Enders Val Est 400 Berkshire Rd
Erney Beulah V RR 4
Ernst Thelma M, Walter R 93 Longmeadow St
Evergreen Buffet 6510 Carhole Pike
Experience Works 817 S Market St
Fairman Heath 787 Old Silver Spring Rd
Fasnacht Scott M 1183 Park Place
Feliciano Susan J, Tony 323 Candlelight Dr
Fenstermacher Mary M 325 W Meadow Dr
Fibernet LLC PO Box 2021
Fisher Shirley D 912 E Coover St
Freeny Gene 499 E Elmwood Ave
Fry Commun Inc 800 W Church Rd
Fry Theresa F PO Box 146
Furr Kathleen Y 817 Flintlock Rdg
Gallagher James 1241 York Rd
Gallucci Aubree 12 S Filbert St Apt B1
Garonzik Stacy 3404 Lisburn Rd
Gibraltar It LLC 2 Market Plaza Way Ste 6
Glugston Gertrude M Mounted Rte
Goel Neeti B 2660 Allen Glen Dr
Good Neighbor Pizza 33 E Simpson St
Gordon George 106a N Walnut St
Gramling Wade L 16 Greenway Dr
Gravino Marlene 930 Nixon Dr
Gubete Charles W 112 E Locust St
Guerriero William R 19 E Portland St
Guilles Mary M Messiah Village 100 Mt Allen Dr Apt 212
Gusic Blaze R 411a N Walnut St
H P Enterprise Svcs 5450 Carlisle Pike Bldg 112
Hamilton Brett, Brian W 419 Fairway Dr
Hamlin Robert C 610 Park Ridge Dr
Hansen James 814 N Arch St
Hare Emily 225 S High St
Harrisburg Auto Auction PO Box 368
Hayes Carol H 504 James St
Hazam Chad 900 Mccormick Rd
Heeter Richard A 1215 Manor Dr Ste 100
Hernandez Luis J 418 S Market St
Hernandez Ruiz Jorge O 616 Cumberland Pointe Cir
Herrold Cynthia B 302 Messiah Cir
Hershey Patricia A 999 W Trindle Rd Lot 4
Hite Tara 411 Delancy Ct
Hollinger Brad 2850 Ford Farm Rd
Holloway William J PO Box 451
Hood Mary A Est, Joseph L 406 E Keller St
Hood Michelle 904 Herman Dr
Hopkins Barbara L 702 Robert St
Hughes Katherine L 3323 Louisa Ln
Insurance Fraud Prevention Authority 6 Kacey Ct
Integra Print & Imag 10 Long Ln Ste 103
Integrated Intelligence Solutions 185 N Loop Rd
Intermedia Communications, Worldcom Region 6
PO Box 2039
J Rowland Richardson Liv Trust 105 Nittany Dr
Jackso Cynthia L, F W 610 Allen Grange Ct
Jackson Mary E Est, Robert 2000 Sheepford Rd
John L & Nancy M Martin Trust 411 S Frederick St
Jorich Irrev Life Ins Trust, Cynthia Potter Ttee
320 W Meadow Dr
Juice & Java Restaurant Cafe 5258 Simpson Ferry Rd
Juvonen Kristie L 1119 Floribunda Ln
Kci Technologies Inc 5001 Louise Dr Ste 201
Keiter Bertha M 100 Mt Allen Dr
Kemper Donald B 316 Mt Allen Dr
Kemper Leona 1061 Allendale Rd Apt G
Kepler Barry L 200 W Main St
Kiner Bonita A 2410 S Market St
Kish Z John Jr 4253 Nantucket Dr
Klein Justin W 17 W Green St
Klein Matt 25 E Lisburn
Klick Susan 2421 Rolling Hills Dr
Knight Deborah 5050 Ravenwood Rd
Kostick Paul 41 George Cir
Krimmel Jean W 861 Oak Oval
Langs Anna 5522 Moreland Ct
Lara Maria M 319 E Main St
Lawrence Chevrolet Inc 217 Westview Dr
Leedy Patrick L, Tracey E 8 Wineberry Dr
Lenker Grace E 5226 Royal Dr
Leonard Steven L 220 W Coover St
Lepro Naomi R 1360 W Lisburn Rd
Lewis Tiffany D 718 S Market St
Leyland Elizabeth M 419 Fairway Dr
Li Wei 1109 Apple Dr Apt 10
Liquori V Mariana, Robert W 366 Stonehedge Ln
Lorenz Katherine P, Thomas C 5225 Wilson Lande 329
Lynn Douglas A 119 E Portland St
Majors Body Shop 210 Mulberry Dr
Martin Nancy M, John L 411 S Frederick St
Martin Jefferson 628 Allenview Dr Unit 10b
Mather Jacquelyn 141 E Main St
Mayberry Shirley M 143 Lancaster Blvd
Mcfa Dealer Eqp Depot Pa 741 Independence Ave
Mclaughlin Ben C, Red Robin 6560 Carlisle Pike Ste 450
Mcs Credit & Audit Serv PO Box 1130
Mechanicsburg Diner 4729 Gettysburg Rd
Mechanicsburg Intermediate 1750 S Market St
Melchiori Dietmar 215 N Railrd Ave
Members 1st Federal Credit Union 5000 Louise Dr
PO Box 40
Mid Atlantic Garden Show 5 Kasey Ct 102
Miller Virginia L, Harry K 715 Messiah Village Oak Oval
Miller Catharine L 205 Wooley Hollow Ct
Miller David 3603 Horsham Dr
Miller Eric J 220 W Simpson St PO Box 565
Miller Harry K PO Box 2015
Miller Vernal L 1008 S York St
Morley Chad E 206 Hemlock Rd
Murdock Gary 217 Westview Dr
Murlatt Donald E 32 W Locust St
Musser Cynthia 312 Coover St E
Nale Nancy B, Gary A 1264 W Trindle Rd
Nazneen Asra 418 Stonehedge Ln
Neagley Mildred M, Robert L 303 Coover St
Nedzel John 27 W Keller St
Nelson Paul H 701 Cumberland Pointe Cir
Nelson Susan D 1075 Lancaster Blvd
New Horizons Computer Learning Ctr 5095 Ritter Rd 114
Newhall Nancy J 12 Andes Dr
Niesen Linda J 454 Allenview Dr
Nordenberg Raymo, Fry Communications 800 W Church Rd
Norris Steven A, Glenda I 45 Edgewood Dr
Novacare Ortho Rehab 4714 Gettysburg Rd
Novitas Solutions PO Box 3418
Oak Grove Poultry Farm 846 Fisher Rd
One Carihuela 220 W Main St
Orville T Anderson Trust 729 Oak Oval
Osborne Raquel 381 Stonehedge Ln
P P & L 100 Commerce Dr
Panas Jack M 483 E Elmwood Ave
Parham Heather, Standard H Parham 4550 Lena Dr
Ste 101
Patel Sanjaykumar R, Linda A 5345 Oxford Cir Apt 59
Pearce Amanda, Allen M 1954 Sheepford Rd
Pearce Katherine K 1954 Sheepford Rd
Pentrack Christopher L 611 B Geneva Dr
Perez Darlyn E, Juan 160 9th St
Pharoah Kevin N PO Box 1424
Pim Robert 6304 Auborn Dr
Plan John A 219 E Main St
Poteet Catherine 525 Marble Rd
Potteiger Elmer Jr 1247 W Trindle Rd
Prelude Inc Village Of Robinwood 960 Century Dr
Preston Robert D, Linda J 146 Lancaster Blvd
Progressive Northern Ins Co 5053 Ritter Rd Ste 101
Prologis 4900 Ritter Rd Ste 150
Quigley Stephen V 11 Charles Cir
Quiznos 4 Gettysburg Pike
Radle Wilma O RD 5
Reckitt & Benckiser 4501 Westport Dr
Regional Acceptance Corp 225 S High St
Reh Nathan Paul 190 S Locust Point Rd
Rehabclinics Novacare Rehab 6714 Gettysburg Rd
Rehm Susan C 1111 Apple Dr Apt 3
Rentzel Bonnie L Rd 3
Restoration Clinic 827 W Trindle Rd
Richardson Todd A, Kent D 105 Nittany Dr
Richardson Elsie R 118 Willow Mill Park Rd
Rosario Richard A Svc LP Members 1st Fcu Kathryn
Ingle−Rosario 27 Pheasant Ct Ross Rhody 639 Cedar
Ridge Ln
Rouse William E, Kathleen Rt 4
Sadler James 930 S York St
Sanchez Nunez Teresa 414 Mt Alien Dr
Sauer Troy N, Camryn 508 Meadowcroft Cir
Savastio Michae 1520 High Meadows Ln
Schmieding William 2421 Rolling Hills Dr
Schultz Noah 5603 Moreland Ct
Seely W Clare 1057 Allendale Rd Apt F
Shiv Shakti Hotel Corp 381 Cumberland Pkwy
Shoemaker Timothy P 1521 Thompson Ln
Shuey Anna Est 222 E Main St
Shuey Marcella A 458 Bethany Dr
Sieg Christine M, Lee D 405 W Main St
Sleichter Daniel, Fry Communications 800 W Church Rd
Smith Brad PO Box 779
Smith Orella A Brenner Collision W 1101 Lindham Ct
Apt 308
Snow David, Fry Communications 800 W Church Rd
Snyder Samuel 338 W Main St
Staffmark 5040 Loise Dr Ste 102
Stailey Justin A 130 State Rd
Stanley James A 1433 English Dr
State Auto Ins Co 4900 Ritter Rd
Steager Amanda M, Susan 2012 Sheepford Rd
Steen Lawrence 901 Mccormick Rd
Stein Mary 42 Oakwood Ave
Stone Deborah E 310 Longmeadow St
Stratis John 2870 Ford Farm Rd
Surface Preparation Techn 81 Texaco Rd
Sydell Jordan 2151 Fisher Rd Ste 203
Toddes Christopher A 809 N Arch St
Trans Healthcare Of Ohio A1a 4550 Lena Dr
Trimmer Brianna 1540 Main St
Tsitsiris Demetrious A 505 N Enola Rd
Union Hotel 240 Gettysburg Pike
United Rentals 825 Gettysburg Rd
Valens Information Systems 4940 Ritter Rd Ste 104
Van Scyoc John Mahlon Jr 105 E Allen St Apt 206
Vanbrederode Chris 18 W Locust St
Vanscyoc John M Jr 105 E Allen St Apt 206
Voss Eugene H, James H 562 Allenview Dr
Washburn Brittany 5611 Moreland Ct
Watson Joanne M 1399 English Dr
Wech Douglas W 1224 Highlander Way
Wells Fargo Ins 4900 Ritter Rd Ste 250 Corp Ctr 15
Welsh Deborah M 2850 Ford Farm Rd
Wesley Affiliated Svcs Inc 576 Lester Ct
Wetzel Bessie I 740 Messiah Village
White Thomas J 16 Greenway Dr
Winberry Joseph P Jr 6 Kacey Ct Ste 205
Wirth Dorothy A 617 Robert St
Wise Richard E Jr, Nancy L 607 Williams Grove Rd
Wolf Amanda M 13 W Main St Apt 4
Woodring Karen P 411 Reservoir Rd
Wooten Sharon S 9 Emlyn Ln
Working Assets Bus Long Distance PO Box 2041
Worldcom/Okla/0868/5452 5040 Ritter Rd
Wycha Michael J 453 Delancey Ct
Yinger Craig E 1002 Eppley Rd
Young Kevin 212 W Keller St
Middletown Pa 17057
Adragna Christopher S, Michael J 1824 Blacklatch Ln
Alleman Otto 366 N Pine St
Anderson Susan E, Cory A 12 Driftwood Bldg
Anderson Belle C 260 Market St
Arthur Dorothy C 120 Wayne Ave
Ates Ogulcan 9 Kenwood Bldg 1900 Pineford Dr
Avery Vivian M, Lewis E RR 1
Barr Renee M 21 Penn St
Bartholomew Susan L 215 S Union St
Benedict Rayburn Doyle 217 W Water St
Betha Risha 176 E Emaus St
Brown Betty L, Charles 606 Penn St
Brumbaugh Amy Jo 11 Kenwood Bldg
Buffington Richard R 1861 Mountain View Rd
Butler Schein Animal Health 1001 A I P Airpark Dr
Butler Walter Jr 1411 Farmhouse Ln
Cares Children With Autism Resource 17 Hoke Ln
Chestnut Margaret, Marlin 251 W Main St
Cooke Frederick A 240 E Water St
Corning Inc, Traffic Svc Bureau Inc 40 E Emaus St
Cramer Solomon 290 W High St
Crum Ewing Jacinda 317 Clearfield Ave Apt C
Darrow Amira S L 280 Gdn Ave
Davila Jesus 207 S Union St Apt D
Detweiler Corey L 324a Caravan Ct
Dickel Robert E Jr 3336 B E Harrisburg Pike
Dillon Gladys 139 Eby Ln
Dixon Christopher B, Alison M 1180 Woodridge Dr
Donecker Ivah B 225 Rosedale Ave
Duke Energy Gas 2701 Commerce Dr
Duncan Faye A 18 Keystone Ave
Edgerton Tyrone Maurice Jr 315 Hemlock Hall
Evans Cory PO Box 157
Feliciano Vanessa 8 Oakwood Bldg
Fenbow LLC 100 Wilson St
Foreman Elizabeth 107 Mill St Apt 7b
Forney James H, Janice M 377 Lauffer Rd
Fornwalt Harold K 631 Vine St
Gardner Judith E 1020 N Union St 702
Garfield Dennis Kristopher R 277 Hoffman Ave
Garman Michael R 614 S Wood St
Golden Kerry L 3 E Main St
Gould Lewis F 48 E Water St
Gourley Craig D 320 Market St Apt 501
Grace Kornikow Est 143 E Roosevelt Ave
Green Christopher, Nicole M 22 Woodmere Bldg
Grenier George 378 Aspen St
Gritman Russell W 343 Caravan Ct
Guenther Jason R 19 Donald Ave
Harrison Henry J, Jill C 319 Market St
Hartman Monroe, Helen RR 1
Harty Megan M 101 Maple St
Hearon Susan S 162 Hunting Hills Ln
Heintzelman Gary 107 Mill St Apt 7b
Henrich Anthony Michael, Leyla Angelina 29 Messick Dr
Henry Nicole 55 W High St
Herneisey Mary A 150 Ann St
Hoch Paul 1510 Briggs St
Hoffecker Mark P 23 Carol Cir
Hoffman Jeremy 14 Lark St
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Hoffmaster Adrienne 22 Crestview Vlg
Hong Joon G 9102d Olmstead Dr
Hoy Mcclure Tammy 351 S Union St
Indept Order Of Odd Fellows Grand Encampment Of Pa
1001 W Hbg Pike
Kim Sikyu 505 Hemlock Hall Pineford Apts
King Allison 208 Canal St Apt 2
Klein William 27 Burd St
Klinger Douglas 1400 Aip Dr
Kong Xiangdei 232 Ann St Apt 7
Kornikow Grace J 143 E Roosevelt Ave
Lee Sungbum 10000 Olmsted Dr Room 0407
Liddick Max L II, Kathy H 4 Swasnsea Dr
Liu Xiaochen 1 Dogwood Bldg
Lord Loveina B Middletown Home 999 W Hbg Pike
Lowery Lynn H 18 Driftwood Bldg
Lumpkins Larry B 703 So Union St
Lunger Debra L Dec 209 N Pine St 1st Fl
Lynch Lisa H 2903 Pineford Dr
Malley Sylvia V 1901 Mountain View Rd
Man Kevin 2 Beechwood Bldg
Mann Lillian M 1200 Vine St
Mantz Selma K, Asher A 1598 Colebrook Rd
Marinchock Eliz 25 Canal St
Martinez Luis M 40 Genesis Ct
Matinchek Funeral Home Inc 206 E Main St
Mattei Matthew 20 Hillcrest Dr
May Mary M 38 Juniata St B
Mcelwee Cynthia J 3451 Foxianna Rd
Mcgovern Steven S 1815 Ohara Ln
Mckinley Minnie 107 E Emaus St
Mease Carole A 359 Schoolhouse Rd
Mercado Wilfredo 452 Eshleman St
Mesley Leo A Joyce B Cooper Poa 2572 Schoolhouse Rd
Miller Deborah M, Daniel 3125 Swatara Creek Rd
Millman Patricia A 1880 Brentwood Dr
Milne Georgie L 32 Ann St
Mo Huining 1900 Pineford Dr 20 Elmwood
Moore Joseph E 214 N Catherine St
Morrill Grant D Jr PO Box 372
Morris Margaret, Clarence 1313 Longview Dr
Motter Ronald A 27 Donald Ave
Mullen Ronald J 280 Gdn Ave
Mundir Ibnu 11 Wildwood Bldg
Neilson Alan Earl 163 Jo Lee Dr
Nicks Body Shop 23 Edgewater Dr
Nies Robert J 520 Gertrude Ave
Ogle William G Jr 3451 Foxianna Rd
Onsoy Aysegul 1900 Pineford Dr 8 Lynewood
Ortiz Shirley A 17 E Main St 2
Osswald Karina 9203 Olmsted Dr
Pajski Daniel 2200a Vine St
Pan Yangyang 1 Driftwood
Penn Central Spring Corp 1451 Stoneridge Dr
Pham Teresa L 343 Caravan Ct
Powell Terri 122 State St 10
Psecu 3 E Main St
Quimby Martha 845a Kirtland Ave
Reeves Lawrence Jr 204 Nissley St
Reider Cynthia 347 Hoffman Ave Apt 2a
Reyes Hector 109 Witherspoon Ave
Rhodes Ronald 116 Ann St
Rudy John E 140 Mckinney Ln Apt 4
Russ Joeph B 485 Swatara St
Safaee Semiromi Saeid 404 Holly Hall
Santoro Joseph M 403 S Wood St
Schaffwer Melvin 2049 Reservior Dr
Schmidt John 312 E Water St
Seace Michelle A 97 Wyoming Ave
Shaffer Jessie 58 W Spruce St
Shertzer Sheena 31 Genesis Ct
Shireman Newell A Box 251
Shoop Mary J 72 Lake Dr
Snyder Allen D 4093 E Hbg Pike
Sollenberger Laveena 240 Water St
Spectra Energy Corp 2701 Commerce Dr
Spitler Jeanne K 1020 N Union St Apt 707
Stambaughs Air Svc Inc PO Box 149
Stanisic Margaret M 206 E Main St
Stauffer William C, Jill E 310 Ann St
Stauffer Terry 518 Linden St
Steel Thomas N 44 Condran Dr
Stolzenberg Mario 1742 Water St
Swartz William K, Richard B 40 Woodland Ave
Synder Nancy J 4093 E Harrisburg Pike
Szekeres Richard P 31 Heatherland Rd
Taylor Virginia M, William C 1888 Longview Dr
Truchi Arnaud S 41 Witherspoon Ave
Updegraff Betha L 203 Wyoming St
Vezza Elisabeth A 1023 Clearview Dr
Virtue Kareen 900 Vine St
Vu Darrell J, Joyce E 1739 N Union St
Wagner Amanda 23 Edgewater Dr
Walasek Elzbieta D, Czeslaw 451 W Main St
Walker David Allen Jr 354 S Catherine St
Wang Shen 1 Oakwood Bldg
Wang Shen 4207d Olmsted Dr
Welsh Margaret L 109 W Roosevelt Ave
Westfall Roxanna, Barry G 114 Birch St
Whitekettle Kathy L 320 Rife St
Whiteman Bradley N 1031 Pln St
Williams Aline 124 B Wilson St
Willis Joshua 165 Susquehanna St
Wolfe K 28 Carol Cir
Yang Hung 12 Woodbury
Yang Tien Yu 1502 Pineford Dr
Yost Janet 1 S Pine St
Zavoda Helen May, David R 25 Davis Dr
Millersburg Pa 17061
Bowman Lee N 255 West St
Bownan Donna M 2956 State Rte 25
Browell Rusty L 101 Keefers Rd
Edmundson Edwin 350 Wiconisco St
Enders Dennis E 990 Medical Rd
Etzweiler Dorothy M RR 1
Etzweiler Fred D 245 Sheetz Rd
Falbo Marian 544 State St Apt 1
Fawber Susan M 119 Pines St
Franks Jonathan R 518 Chestnut St
Gordon Cecilia R 888 State St
Greenawalt Louise R 420 Holly Ln
Greer Madelyn D 302 Rising Sun Ln
Guigley Michael, Pamela 3530 State Rte 25
Harman David G 801 Fairln Dr
Hoffman Janet, Paul 417 Union St
Hoffman Clayton 276 Hup Rd
Koppenha Elizabeth 317 Pine St
Kreiss Sarah 160 Chelton Ave Lot 5
May Eugene R 449 North St
Mayko Mitchell 125 Coleman Dr
Messersmith Christine E 458 Ctr St
Millersburg Pharmacy Inc 242 Market St
Pardoe Eleanor M 606 Ctr St Apt 1
Paul Jamie 125 Coleman Dr
Quigley Robert 564 Race St
Reed Robert 264 Church St
Rummel Rebecca K 196 N Stone Rd
Schreffler S Craig 441 Union St
Spicher Joyce L 403 Ctr St Apt 205
Susquehanna Sports 230 Market St
Travitz Vera M 174 Chelton Ave Lot 9
Troutman Loyetta F 554 Ctr St
Troutman Mary E 570 Bowman St
Troutman Scott E 15 Siding Ln
Vera M Travitz Est 458 Ctr St
Walters Bertha, John RR 209 St
Weaver Sharon 323 Tarry Hall Rd
Webster Jamie 207 Locust St
Whitcomb Michael E 122 Coleman Dr
Mount Holly Springs Pa 17065
Armolt Mary E 11 E St
Brehm Harvey M 213 Chestnut St
Brennan Ann E 13 W Pine St
Colliver Anna, Charles 401 W Pine St
Continuity Partners Inc 117 Sunset Dr
Feeser Phyllis J 205 Zion Rd
Geib Joann 302 N Baltimore Ave Apt 4
Gembusia Bryan 7 Woodview Dr
Giordan Susan 30 Mill Rd
Glick David PO Box 6
Hammond Mark C 108 Sycamore Dr
Hancock Charles 604 N Baltimore Ave D
Heckert Melanie I 322 N Walnut St
L Ayers Jeremy Est 29 Mountain St
Line Andrew G 108 Sycamore Dr
Monahan Breanna K 1 Trine Ave
Prazenic Stacy A 702 Highland Ave
Prazenica Matthew A 702 Highland Ave
Rasmussen Jeff 6 Orange St
Roelke Christopher A 102 Sycamore Dr
Rosario R 6 Mountainview Dr
Slaybaugh Daron W 15 Park St
Trent Sharon 223 Hill St
Walker Edward D 7 Pine Rd Apt 305
Wan Kendra 13 Pkwy Blvd
New Cumberland Pa 17070
Abdikamitov Askhat 200 Commerce Dr
Alemayehu Monaliza 113 Popular Rd
Andrejack Nicole 327 4th St
Bailets Lena H 416 Park Ave
Balint Philip W 1 Boeing Rd Apt 3
Bankert Nathan 727 Fishing Creek Rd
Banks Thomas G Jr 337 Bridge St
Barnes Edna 22 Ross Ave
Bartlebaugh Michael A, Tanya 1009 Oak Ln
Bellfonte Emergency Medical Serv PO Box 726
Bowen Emily G 277 Shauffnertown Rd
Bowlan Greg 329 2nd St
Boyer Tim 148 Sheraton Dr PO Box A
Boyle Clare 350 Big Spring Rd
Brinton David 28 Springers Ln
Brown Margaret C, Marlene B Yakowicz 227 Oak Knoll Rd
Burns Jean M 206 Reno St
Capitol Property Mgmt 110 3rd St
Cappos Pizza 119a Bridge St
Carignan Karen, Carra 208 Hillcrest Dr
Cedar Cliff Abstract Agency Inc 414 Bridge St
Classic Communities 295 Fieldstone Ct
Combs Eugene R Bldg 54 Ste 3 Box 806
Cumberland Masonry Inc PO Box 678
Cundiff Melinda K 316 Eutaw Ave
Daniels Esther 1208 Edinburg Cir
Dapp Jeffrey M, Kenneth 7 Timber Ln
Davis Cheryl Lee 360 Pleasantview Rd
Dellinger Mary 300 Ramsay Pl Apt 310
Dietrich William W, Judy A 107 Rosemont Ave
Diller Samuel 127 7th St
Evans Ashley 300 Ramsay Pl Apt 307
Feinerman Ins Agency 368 Lewisberry Rd
Finger M Leon 726 Haldeman Blvd
Fishel Dale 316 Bridge
Fisher Allen W, Renee A 94 Haldeman Ave
Fisher Kenneth W, Marcella 1039 Swarthmore Rd
Fisher Shirley D 48 Boeing Rd
Flynn Dawn M 80 Fetrow Ln
Foster Betty J 308 11th St
Gagliardi Joy 142 N 15th St
Geanette Ernest H, David A 323 Lafayette Dr
Gober Lorraine 317 Lafayette Dr
Green Summer 1338 Brandt Ave
Gunn Mowery LLC 516 Bridge St
Haberle Kenter 333 15th St
Hager Arnold E 27 Umberto Av
Handyside Bryan 329 Hillcrest Dr
Harris Jason 142 15th St Unit M
Heisey Donna M 427 Eutaw St
Hempt Gerald L 101 Spanglers Mill Rd
Hite Howard R PO Box 304 New
Hocker Daniel 1707 Creek Vista Dr
Hoffman Kiersten A 107 Pin Oak Dr
Hoffner Brianne 94 Poplar Ave
Howland Dorothy A 4 Carriage Rd
Imhoff Jaclyn M 119 Diller Rd
Irizarry Alberto 223 S Enola Dr Apt B
Irvin Robert 500 Ross Ave
Isdepski Aldena 104 Valyview Rd
Jemmott Myisha E 1510 Kathryn St
Jensen Matthew 1103 Bridge St
Johnson Aaron 206 Reno Ave
Judy Leona, Harry 624 3rd St
Kane Esther A 502 Water St
Katherman Stephanie E, Dameon 183 Spanglers Mill Rd
Keefer James 300 Ramsay Pl Apt 508
Keller Pat Box K
Kirsch Kevinlee E 1514 Kathryn St
Kovalcik Joseph A 407 Woodland Ave
Kowalkowski Amy 358 Thorley Rd
Laird Aimee M 323 Lafayette Dr
Lamb Frances 100 8th St Apt E
Leverault Rosemary Emerine 103 Harrison Dr
Lewis Linda D 533 7th St
Lilley Shawn P 1 Northview Rd
Manganiello Joseph M 603 Sandpiper Ln
Manheim Veterans Memorial PO Box 726
Mannix Sr M 523 A Reno Ave
Master Manufa Industries Inc 321 2nd St
Maurer Will 1011 Oak Ln Apt 3
Mcbride Stephen 588 Lewisberry Rd
Miller Mary Margaret 1334 Oak Ln
Miller Patricia 425 Hillside Rd
Mirando Alfred J 321 Bridge St
Moore Jacob F 910 Bridge St
Mullen Manganiello Susan M 603 Sandpiper Ln
Mummart Jeffrey S 801 16th St
Myers Eric A 1109 Quincy Cir
Myers Robert 100 York
Myers Ruth A 317 Woodland Ave
Neal Aunyea 300 Commerce Dr Rm 412
Neato Burrito 316 4th St
Nell Diane 432 Locust Rd
New Cumberland Federal Credit Union 345 Lewisberry Rd
Nguyen Nhung 409 16th St
Niblett Jessica L 588 Lewisberry Rd
Nikolaidis Dimitra P, Peter 113 Ross Ave
Olon Richard W 522 Harding St
Olshesfky Martha J 133 15th St
Ort Florence E 300 Ramsay Pl Apt 105
Ott William T 707 Barbra St
Peeling Joseph 605 3rd St 2nd Flr
Posavec Mary Agnes, William L 425 4th St
Pryor Linda 209 Bridge St
Rabena Theodore A 418 Bridge St
Reichert Vivian M 107 Old York Rd Lot 119
Rhinehart Joyce 687 Ymca Dr
Rigling Lucinda 620 3rd St
Robson Robert P, Kim C 236 Spanglers Mill
Rosati Ronald 430 Locust Rd
Rose Jeffrey S 1814 Creekview Dr
Roswog Michelle Marie 1763 Creek Vista Dr
Rudy Glenda M 616 Lewisberry Rd
Ruiz Rodriquez Jonathan 30 Meadowbrook Ct
Rutkowski Anthony R 310 Sharon Dr
Santiago Victor 209 1/2 Reno Ave Apt 2
Schlobohm Karen A 1205 Edinburg Cir
Schmelzlen Douglas K 1717 Locust St
Shaffer Michael, Tammy 505 Benyou Ln
Shirmer John E 464 Old York Rd
Shover Gilbert, Dauphin Deposit Bank & 1711 Bridge St
Snyder Mary A, John F 436 Water St
Snyder Jamie 1706 Maple St
Sorensen Stephanie V, Larry W 405 3rd St
Stetler Gayle 106 Sunset View Dr
Trephan Ethel R 206 Sunset Dr
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Trisonics Inc 764 Corp Cir Ste1
U S Government Geological Survey 215 Limekiln Rd
Usa Sac 54 M Ave Ste 1
Valle Glaser Sandra D 913 Bridge St Apt B
Vogelsong Catherine 408 Market St
Wagner Joseph Est 376 Bethel Church Rd
Wagner Melissa M 1204 Edinburg Cir
Wakefield Timothy C 416 Poplar Ave
Wallace Alberta T, Thomas 358 Thorley Rd
Webber Katherine S Lot 1a 90 Springers Ln
Williams Antoinette, Brian 131 8th St
Williams C Landis, Audrey H 610 Haldeman Ave
Williams Barbara E PO Box 509
Wilson Joan 95 16th St
Wolf Sarah E 104 Sunrise Ave
Zakula Susan P 1218 Edinburg Cir
New Kingstown Pa 17072
Ayers Shane PO Box 106
Hall Sherrill K PO Box 390
Newburg Pa 17240
Aversa Anne M 72 Covered Bridge Rd
Baer Dennis L PO Box 42
Baum Joseph 65 Gardner Ln
Blue Mountain Small Eng 1490 Three Sq Hollow Rd
Chambers Catherine P, Luther P PO Box 327
Dingman Crystal 14 W Main St Apt 1
Jankura Cecilia 72 Covered Bridge Rd
Lapp John 160 Peebles Rd
Laskowski Kara A Timothy Burkholder Tb’s Body Shop 8
Darrin Ave
Lewis Shane 242 Bypass Dr
Nolan Valerie Box 97 10 Water St
Schuster Dustin S 238 Fox Hill Rd
Sprecher Steven E 6 N High St PO Box 64
Thompson Dee 160 Jumper Rd
Thompson Timothy PO Box 173
Weaver Ammon K 357 Newburg Rd
Wrightstone David 205 W Main St
Newville Pa 17241
Allaman Denise 103 Doubling Gap Rd
Arbegast Mary E 4762 Enola Rd
Arthur Grover E 99 Country View Est 50 Fisher Rd
Bergeron Derek 400 Greenspring Rd
Billow Melissa D 25 Rays Dr
Brough Chad R 615 Big Spring Rd
Bryan Bradley M 62 S High St
Carpenter Hunter J 250 Lefever Rd
Cleaver Charles A 25 W Big Spring Ave Apt 4
Cleaver Charles A PO Box 42
Clouse Jeffrey L 962 Doubling Gap Rd
Coldsmith Bernard J 1230 Doubling Gap Rd
Country View Floors N More, Clevenger Heidi
432 Whiskey Run Rd
Cramer Tina L 4 Meadow Ln
Davenport Paul G RD 5 Box 987 Stonele Rd
Djibo Janelle R 962 Doubling Gap Rd
Dodson Elizabeth H, John T 22 Ridge Ln
Dodson John T 22 Ridge Ln
Egger Frank C Sr, Eleanor 25 Mt Rock Rd
Eichelberger Sharon K 33 Vine St
Eshenour Randall, Trena 40 Grizzly Ln
Fickes Virginia J, Walter M Rt 1 Box 5
Fluss Susan K, Shawn A 584 Mountain Rd
Forney Lester 210 Big Spring Rd
Gross Fred 6 Fairfield St
Grove Dwayne 25 Country View Est
Hagmier Casey 60 Peachy Ann Dr
Heckendorn Harold L Est, Esther D 75 Big Spring Ave
Hench Stephanie 251 Whiskey Run Rd
Howard Talia L 370 Greenspring Rd
Hughes Tracy M 49 Peachy Ann Dr
Ickes Jacqueline, William Rt 3
Johns Frank D 354 Sawmill Rd
Johnson Jeffrey W 103 Doubling Gap Rd
Kiner Ronald A Sr 1830 Pine Rd
Kingsley Blasco & Assoc Ins Agency 15 Subdivision Rd
Kinsler Jeanne E 1139 Ctrville Rd
Kohn Kevin 177 Bigspring Tr
Legge John 53 S High St 3
Mccullough Donald A 200 Green Ridge Ln
Megley Lula M RR 3
Myers Steven W, Cindy L PO Box 92
Nagley Doris 81 Big Spring Tr
Negley Finley B 5 Pine Cir
Nolt Maryann, Mark 401 Ctrville Rd
Palmero William C 389 Crossrds School Rd
Philip W Ziegler Trust 1132 Ctrville Rd
Porter Iva G 105 Gilliland−Manor
Provins Thomas M, Esther 12 Mt Rock Rd
Reed Joseph F 9 Pine Cir
Rider Scott R 86 Hays Grove Rd
Rudisill Patricia 159 Beetem Hollow Rd
Schmuck Sandra L, Jimmy L 50 Oak Flat Rd
Shulenberger Arthur 68 Big Dpring Ave
Smith Alice 378 Greenspring Rd
Smith Gladys J RR 1
Snow Virginia B 4033 Enola Rd
Swartz Theresa S, Colby T 100 Long Ln Rd
Thomas James 322 Roxbory Rd
Thomas Richard A 13 N Corporation St
Walker Mary C, Larry 1522 Pine Rd
Warehime Gregory R 94 Parsonage St Apt A
Warner Everett, Elsie L RD 3
Williams Dorothy A 822 Greenspring Rd
Ziegler Philip W 1132 Ctrville Rd
Oberlin Pa 17113
Clark Carman L 205 N Harrisburg St
Garber Betty J 1048 Main St
Garber Betty J 1349 Pieffers Ln
Mccagrhen Rebecca 150 S Harrisburg St
Nicks Body Shop 205 N Harrisburg St
Pollock Douglas W, Pamlea P 1358 Pieffers Ln
Putric Rose M 1048 Main St
Roberts Harriet E 1019 Chestnut St
Wallace Joe C 1100 High St
Penbrook Pa 17103
Brinser Catherine 2635 Curtin
Mitchell Katharine, Ethan 2701 Boas St
Pillow Pa 17080
Barner Angela C PO Box 195
Digennaro Peter T 129 Market St PO Box 155
Masser Betty M PO Box 187
Witmer Trisha L 129 Market St
Plainfield Pa 17081
Norton Paul 63 W Main St PO Box 40
Roadcap Beatrice M 990 Medical Rd
Shippensburg Pa 17257
Abbott Mary 470 E King St
Advantage Chemdry 4 E King St
Albright Edward 104 Mainsville Rd
Alexander Kenneth, Nancy 239 E King St
Alexander Cecelia Ellen 5344 White Church Rd
Alexander Ceclia E RR 3
Alleman Leann M 708 Baltimore Rd
Alleman Randall E PO Box 225
Allen Pearl E, Robert 7 1/2 S Penn St
Amigh Jennifer K, Vincent W 8 Meadow Ridge Dr
Arrowood Heather, Jim 1581 Coldsmith Rd
Autotrack 257 Walnut St Apt1
Awesome Homes LLC 167 Walnut Bottom Rd Ste 201
Baker Rodney 20 Koser Ln
Baker Tina 1129 Means Hollow Rd
Bargain Book Nook 167 Walnut Bottom Rd
Barrick Gregory 1472 Lindsay Lot Rd
Baughman Terry 4901 Heisey Rd
Baxter D Weiiman Do 97 Progress Blvd
Becker John 26 Pin Oak Ct
Bender Emily 425 Maple Hill Ave
Bennewitz George 109 Sme
Besore Jeffrey L 11327 Thornwood Rd
Bibbs Katrina 70 Mt Rock Rd Lot114
Bittinger Brianna, Laura 5982 White Church Rd
Black Thelma A 622 Walnut Bottom Rd
Booz Milk Transport Inc 199 Booz Rd
Bowers Dean PO Box 415
Bragunier William, Donna 205 Means Hollow Rd
Carbaugh Bonni RD 2
Ciarlante Anthony 4 Lenwood Park
Coffman Killian K 4306 Roxbury Rd
Cook Albert 13191 Mongul Hill Rd
Cordell Dennis 5486 White Church Rd
Cresswell Clay Evan C 03 Gilbert Rd
Deal David E 339 Roxbury Rd
Dekkers Michele Bragg L Rudisill 2 Neil Rd
Delon Nikki M 23 Feather Dr
Dewey Diane 30 N Spring St
Diehl Glenn 2253 Orrstown Rd
Flagle Ralph G RR 1
Fleagle Sarah E 119 W King St Apt 1
Four Seasons Crop Care Inc 5985 Olde Scotland Rd
Freeman James W 91 Fogelsonger Rd
Frey Jennifer 21 Rustic Dr
Fritz Jason 45 Sunbeam Ct 4−1 2
Gayman C Lee 708 Baltimore Rd
Gettel Jay E 180 Walnut Bottom Rd
Goodhart George, Franc RD 2
Goodhart Edwin L 468 Mcculloch Rd
Gore Rhonda, Larry 2065 Orrstown Rd
Gutshall Ernest F, Violet 209 Senior Dr
Hagarman Diane 304 Franklin Way
Hahn Lauri A 211 N Queen St Apt 4
Hall Donna Lot 227 Shippensburg Mobile Es
Hammond Natalie 122 Timber Ln
Heaton William 8918 Molly Pitcher Hwy
Heckman Debbie 9968 Possum Hollow Rd
Hedge Gary 618 Walnut Bottom Rd
Henderson William, Louise 27 Spring St
Hiscock C B College Park Apt 61
Horst Dena 4901 Heisey Rd
Illo Janice D Mrs 206 E Burd St
In Motion Dance Troupe 1002 Bard Dr
Jones Thomas J 19 Noble Dr
Kaufmann Robert J 32 Cumberland Ave
Kemp Wade 1375 Baltimore Rd
Kinard Keynan 1871 University Blvd
Kushnir Kurt 602 Eric Dr
Larson Eleanor W 4037 Deerfield Cmns
Lawson Donald 17 S Queen St
Lesher Marleen L 454 E King St
Libertz Marion 129 Walnut Bottom Rd Unit 155 S
Linn Elwood D, Grace A 129 Walnut Bottom Rd
Lopez Grisel R 1091 Ashton Dr
Lu Jason C 13 Noble Dr
Martin Donald L 112 E Orange St
Martin Matthew N 107 Hammond Rd
Mayer Weston 2 Pin Oak Ln
Mcnaughton Randy J 7102 Olde Scotland Rd
Mellot Joy 10652 Thornwood Rd
Mentzer Michael L 1233 Baltimore Rd
Miller Carrie 324 E King
Mobley Jessica L 2088 Stillhouse Hollow Rd
Mowery Christopher R 406 Pinola Rd
Mt Pleasant Acres 17 Robin Dr
Mulcan Frank Jr 400 Kara Way
Niche Electronics Techns Inc 201 Dykeman Rd
Ocker Nelson 1453 Bedford Rd
Orrstown Bank 77 E King St
Ott Michael R 10 Airport Ln
Pauley Brandon 100 Cherry Grove Rd
Pearce Alex M 706 Baltimore Rd
Petit Susan Est, George H 1033 Ashton Dr
Pharos Truckstop, John Lorraine Pharo 15 Hershey Rd
Piscina Jean Marie, George S PO Box 185
Prd Group Inc 418 W King St
Pryce Mike 214 N Prince St
Reasner Robert Shippensburg Mobile Est Lot 48
Reath Flossie RD 2
Recinos Jaime O 1091 Ashton Dr
Reckeweg Adam 101 Brookside Ave
Reese Herman W RR 1
Robinson Barbara, James RD 1
Robinson Terry, James RD 1
Rodgers Justin 202 N Penn St
Rosa Marcos 341 Cortland Cr
Shives Dennis R 691 Britton Rd
Shope George A Life Tenant 35 Lurgan Ave
Singer Pauline 324 E King
Sjoberg Stephen Shippensburg Health Ctr
121 Walnut Botton Rd
Slomske Kristie A 257 Walnut St Apt1
Smith Tiffane A 316 E King St
Sommerville Betty A 104 Cottage Rd
Spencer Elbert D RD 1
Spicer Jack J 787 Roxbury Rd
Stark Clarence F 335 E Orange St
Stee Johnathan 311 Collegiate Ct
Stone Earl L 129 Walnut Bottom Rd Unit 129
Strayer Charlotte, Raymond 211 S Penn St
Susan E Roth Dba 279 Hostetter Ave
Tbs Body Shop 2065 Orrstown Rd
Thellemann Alene D 206 E Burd St
Thomas Saundra 19 White House Rd
Thomason Heidi Ruth, Charles B 68 W King St
U S Xpress 1069 Seibert Ave
Union Hall Lawn Ga 30 Allison Ln
Vandoren William O, Richard W 47 Stewart Pl
Volvo PO Box 493
Walls Samuel S Jr 54 Sandbank Rd
Walsh William F Jr, William F 303 Edison Dr
Weaver Kenneth J 660 Shippensburg Rd
Weaver Richard I 505 Glenn St
Wenger Kenneth 13191 Mongul Hill Rd
Westcott Margo M 101 N Prince St Apt 214
Whistler Grace A 2247 Ritner Hwy
Wickelhaus Martha M 314 N Morris St
Wiest Alan 9475 Possum Hollow Rd
Wilson Dorothy M 165 Prince St
Yellopim 138 Park Pl W
Ziukas Joseph J 137 Milky Way
Shiremanstown Pa 17011
Chwastyk Joseph J 107 E Main St Apt 3
Cox Sean H 220 E Main St Rear
Custom House Currency Exchange, K Edward Advisory Co
PO Box 3134
Davis Matthew E 10 Railrd Ave Apt 302
Doorways Unlimited PO Box 3097
Elliott Richard, Maria 12 N Stoner Ave
Hartman Jayne C 5 S West Ave
Hower Raymond H Jr, Kristen K 317 Belaire Dr
Keystone Title Svcs 485 St Johns Church Rd
Legore Kathryn A 209 W Ctland Ave
Log Cabin Camp Inc, Douglas L Stevenson 15 E Green St
Milford Margaret M, James, Robert S 210 W Ctland Ave
Miller Jennifer L 16 E Front St Apt D
Neumann Frederick 316 W Green St
Riteaid Hdqtrs Corp Railrd Trindle Ave
Snyder Frank R 6a N St Johns Church Rd
Trustworthy Radio LLC, Whyl 960 Am 8 W Main St
Zettlemoyer Jennifer, Matthew 246 E Main St
Steelton Pa
Ban Vincent 2414 S 4th St
Batte Ruth V 328 Ridge St
Beaden Ruth 401 Hoy Towers
Bortner Daniel R 369 1 2 S 2nd St
Botchie Catherine T, John F Jr, Ad Smith PO Box 7592
Boyne Ashley M 366 Pine St
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Brady John 127 N Front St
Brown Richard L, Bertha 183 S 2nd St
Brown Louise 183 S 2nd St
Carrillo Robert C PO Box 7583
Cooper Charles S 548 Lincoln St
Davis Michael 301 Mohr St Apt 909
Dcfs Trust 2705 S 3rd St
Dechantal Frances 265 Reynders St
Desendi Kim E 2550 S 3rd St
Diggs Michael 600 Lindenwood Ln
Dixon Orville 501 St Marys Dr
Drabenstadt James 228 Locust St
Drabenstadt Keith A 347 N Front St Apt 3
Dresher Brooke C, Tami L 1325 Fox Hollow Dr
Ducks Deli Fresh Meats 19 N Front St 1st Flr
Ehman Frederick PO Box 7583
Epps Lena 364 Mulberry St
Estamos Unidos De Pa 526 North St
Fiedler Lisa G 646 Highland St
Fleischer John T 22 N Harrisburg St
Franklin Alice 415 Lincoln St
Franz Mary E 644 Main St
Gaffney Ada E 224 Mulberry St
Gali Doraly 514 Lincoln St
Garratt John A 501 Mohn St Apt 603
Getz Emanuel F Jr 2705 S 3rd St
Graves Carrie B 432 Friderich
Graybill Robert E 8 Locust St
Greco Theresa 2 S Front St
Green Dorima 150 S 2nd St
Grubic Flooring 1182 Main St
Gutshall Lauri S 526 High St
Hallman Julius A 2550 S 3rd St
Harper Allie J Jr 1018 2nd Ave
Hawkins Monroe 448 Lincoln St Apt 1
Hawkins Tanisha T 129 N Harrisburg St
Husic Catherine E 1389 Norton Rd
Hutson M Lois 22 N Harrisburg St
Hymes Teleia 333 Swatara St
Keefe Lawrence F 2705 S 3rd St
Kellam George R 314 Lincoln St
Kelley Helen Mohn St
Kirkpatrick Aurea 265 Reynders St
Kitchen Anthony J Jr 1460 Peiffers Ln
Kramarich Joseph 2620 S 2nd St
Krehling Dirinda L PO Box 7613
Krieg Winfield S 863 Highland St
Kuhns Joseph F PO Box 7583
Legion Teener Club PO Box 7583
Lerch Dorothy 364 Mulberry St
Letum Inc PO Box 7276
Lopez Florentino 684 S 2nd St
Lumpkins William 203 Lincoln St
Mcnaughton Richard E, Eva R 631 N Front St
Mechanics Bank 52 SFront St
Milberry Lalar 498 State St
Millberry Lawrence 498 State St
Miller Sonia 314 Lincoln St
Monk Carol Est 543 Bessemer St
Morris Carolina Y 139 N Harrisburg St
Motes Kenneth A 919 Gibson Blvd
Narcisses Caribbean Bake 620 A N Front St
Nies Dorothy A 347 Poplar St
Norris Emmet N 598 Lincoln St
Odonnell Le R 10 Conestoga
Ortiz Santos L 301 Mohn St Apt 407
Reynolds Elizabeth J 332 S 2nd St
Robinson Dessie, John 145 N Harrisburg St
Roots Lucy 432 Lincoln St
Sanchez Melissa 339 S 3rd St
Saunders Helen L 1112 4th Ave
Scott Nathan L 951 Orchard Dr
Sempko Walter A 100 Livingston St
Serrano Luis 14 N Harrisburg St
Sherrick Jon 22 N 4th St
Shuppy Chris P 401 Pine St
Sisters Of Mercy 265 Reynders St
Smith Jacqueline R Est 4 Roller Dr
Stoffer Patricia Ann 572 Highland St
Stokes Arthur L, Viola 643 S 4th St
Sviben Stacie, Mary 343 S Front St Apt B
Swartley Rita C 622 N 2nd St
Sypniewski Mark P 162 S 2nd St
Szmej Rudy 552 S 2nd St
Venturo Judith L 2330 S 5th St
Wallace Charles H 24 Adams St
Wegrzynowicz Bradley 443 Highland St
White Aaron, Alice J 305 Mohn St Hoy Towers
Wilson Mamie R, Arthur 618 Mohn St
Wolfe William E 320 Spruce St
Zayas Mary 506 S 2nd St
Zeigler B Jo 120 Lincoln St Apt 1
Summerdale Pa 17093
Bamberger James S College Hill And Valy Rds
Blosser Anna I PO Box 95
Burleson Robert Est PO Box 186
Conz Jeffrey PO Box 143
Cumberland Valley Refrig 301 Wayne St PO Box 402
Garrett Collette S 403 1st St PO Box 215
Lafrentz John G PO Box 242
Laman Holli A PO Box 351
Manning Marion B St
Shehy Darla S PO Box 87
Wagner Donald P Box 528
Walnut Bottom Pa 17266
Beam Debra M Est PO Box 126
Martin Aaron I III 432 W Main St
Miles Duane 452 W Main St
Woolums Michael 311 W Main St
West Fairview Pa 17025
Luring John E 503 2nd St
Webster Ellen R, Tracy 201 A State St
Wiconisco Pa 17097
Eagle Lamar K Box 468
Ferree Dawn O 205 Spring St
Mcneal Michael J 218 Oak St PO Box 143
Miller Sergius J 404 Ctr St
Perhiola Rose 314 Pottsville St
Williamstown Pa 17098
Adams William 426 Elizabeth St
Berger Heather S 414 North St
Bixler Troy 523 E Market St
Bowman John 441 W Market St
Crisswell Emma G 107 N Grant St
Garys Autobody Inc 250 E Market St
Keiter Lydia 316 Vine St
Kimmel Elizabeth M 926 W Brd St
Kramer Charles G 222 W Market St
Linex Of Pine Grove 250 E Market St
Merwine Austin M 550 W Market St
Meyers Joel PO Box 21
Null Brian E 107 N Grant St
Paul Marva 410 North St
Proctor Doris W 246 E Spruce St
Reho Steven E 229 East St
Sanner Brigitte, Sandra Scheller 305 W Brd St
Schneider Lillian 530 W Market St
Sincyr Dusty J 250 E Market St
Tytan J M 414 North St
Wormleysburg Pa 17043
Choc O Locks Cookies 37 Hillcrest Rd
Deitzel Deidra 20 S Front St Apt 2
Eissler William B 18 S Front St
Gilbane 1017 Mumma Rd Ste 202
Giselle Bobois LLC 600 N Front St
Moffit Pease Lim MDs 1000 N Front St 3rd Fl
Parthemore Sharon L 429 N 2nd St
Pinnaclehealth Cardiovascular Insti Inc 1000 N Front St
Porr William C, Alice J 26 S Front St
Scalera Lawrence N Front St Apt 2
Tromb Esther R 229 N 2nd St
Delaware County
Aldan Pa 19018
Aldan Family Dental Pc 523 N Oak Ave
Atlantis Petroleum LLC 5 Oak Ave
Bell David M Apt A 616 Providence Rd
Bender Assoc Inc 1 Merion Tr
Bonds Derrick 7 N Jeffrey Rd Apt 2
Butcher Benjamin B 121 W Maryland Ave
Cosmo Michael C, Melissa A 731 Surrey Rd
Davis Frieda O, Baron 511 Massachusetts Ave
Davis Edith 15 S Elm Ave
Degrand Helen E, Frank 770 Providence Rd Apt 205a
Dewitt Ivory L 400 E Magnolia Ave
Diromualdo Pasqua 39 S Woodlawn Ave
Donnelly Sharon A 21 Ridley Ave
Ferrell Gwendolyn 300 E Laurel Ave
Hamilton Edward 35 S Glenwood Ave
Henne Marian S, Carol M 425 E Rively Ave
Ippoliti Martha J 604 Maine Ave
Jaquett Frank Jr 204 Hazelwood Ave
Kleinman Dawn Robyn 44 S Clifton Ave
Kline William 821 East Penn Pines Blvd
Lansdowne Towers 770 Providence Rd
Leahy Dave J Jr 116 Walnut Ave
Lincoln William 1114 Wynnbrook Rd
Lynch Bernadette T 143 W Maryland Ave 2nd Fl
Mcgorry Dorothy M 6 Jeffrey Rd
Mclaughlin Catherin D, Edward J 311 S Springfield Rd
Mills Robin P 772 E Providence Rd Apt B303
Moore Frannette 49 S Woodlawn Ave
Odonnell Raphael 449 Pinely Rd
Overstreet Mildred Est 201 Priscilla Ln
Richards Mary E 503 Sylvan Way
Romagano Mary 139 N Clifton Ave
Seibert Louise B 325 Rively Ave
Shea Christopher 210 E Maryland Ave
Slotterback James W 107 S Oak Ave
Smith Frank 15 E Magnolia Ave
Svay Alex S 142 Merion Ave
Tranquille Darnie 770 E Providence Rd Apt A210
Tuzzo Rae Lynne 101 W Maryland
Uber Alice E Maryland Com
Woelfel Ronald D 218 Maryland Av
Ziegler John J, Mary 107 S Oak Ave Apt B
Ardmore Pa 19081
Coladonato James F 2 County Line
Aston Pa
Abbonizio Crista 28 Steeplechase Cir
Adkins Neil 115 Tuscany Rd
Alternative Transport PO Box 2008
Anderson Mary E 610 Red Hill Rd
Anthony John E, Helen 54 Green Ln
Aston Beverage 411 Marianville Rd
Aston Dental Care Inc 2725 Weir Rd
Atkinson Jeanette 435 Gdn Ln
Ball Lillie M Est Of 104 Raymond Ave
Berg Gary D 11 Tansey Dr
Biddle William 204 Donnelly Ave
Billigmeier Betsy 35 Eudsen Dr
Black Barbara 12 Knollwood Ct
Blackstone Stella Y 2605 Douglas Ave
Boccella Anthony, Maria 2540 Wickersham Ln
Bonatuc Jean 3330 Richard Rd
Bowden Debra A 9 Rosalie Ln
Buck Warren H 700 Birney Hw 38
Builders Pro Elisi 3912 Market St
Burke D Est 22 New Rd
Burns Michael Y 2265 Hillside Ln
Burrell Robert L 3 Woodside Pl
Byrne Sandra K, Lewis J 1750 E Dutton Mill Rd
Caceres Federico 777 Cherry Tree Rd 42a
Church Of The Overcomer Inc 170 Ashbrook Ln
Citadel Federal Credit Union 1 Bunting Ln
Coleman Florence, Coleman Wallace 2328 Williams St
Concord Court Apts 3701 Concord Rd
Cook Stacey 475 Story Rd
Crepack Gerald M 21 Scott Ln
Cupp Matthew A 4665 Park Ln
Cusick Kevin 684 Mount Rd
Cyr Gerald 206 Edgar Ave
Davis Ronald M, Tara L 3350 Bancroft Dr
Davis Isabella C 52 Green Ln
Davison Joan L 92 Florence Ave
Demange Joseph Petit 401 Marianville Rd
Dewees Audrey L 209 Meetinghouse Rd
Difrancesca Michael Dpm 450 Cherry Tree Rd
Direct Impact Digital 525 Turner Industrial Way
Donohue Michael 169 Keystone Rd
Donohue Michael P 32 Gordonville Rd
Donovan Gerard J 138 Marie Cir
Dormer Mackenna R, Michele 34 Venuti Dr
Dunamis Marketing 176 Ashbrooke Ln
Elisio Builders 3912 Market St
Engler Cheryl, Meryl 2235 Weir Rd
Essenyi Julia F 4665 Park Ln
Eusden Jeannine 135 Richard Rd
Evans Edward 2234 Bridgewater Rd
Ferroni Irrev Trust, Lisa Ferroni 140 Kknollwood Ct
Folsom Tool & Mold Corp 12 Mt Pleasant Dr
Franklin Mint Co 105 Commerce Dr
Fusco Daniel 440 Sean Ln
Gardner Anna E 1570 Springhill Dr
Gauzza Mark B 19 Ridge Rd
Gerber Michael 79 Bishops Dr
Gillespie Janelle K, Graham P, Merik E 165 Bishop Dr
Girton Anna 104 Robin Hood Ln
Goldhorn Electrical, Dave Heathcote 2005 Chevy Colorado
Goodales 806 Birney Hwy
Gordon George 520 Schick Rd
Graham Sandra L 22 Sherwood Ln
Grant Jennifer K, Nash C, Sophie, Mckenzie P
661 Christopher Ln
Green Colleen 23 W Tansey Dr
Grieco Caroline 4216 N Bent Ln
Grosso Dominic J 112 Shubrook Ln Valyvi
Haas Robert 117 Crozerville Rd
Hagen Daniel E 2510 Dutton Mill Rd
Heacock Diane, Frank 101 Scheivert Ave
Hibberd Ashley T 22 Sherwood Ln
Hinkle Thomas 411 Garfield Ave
Hively Olive Y 612 Convent Rd
Horvath Mary Geno, David B 504 Longbotham Dr
Ice Works Twin Rinks 701 WDutton Mills Rd
In And Out Pizza 852 Bethel Ave
Interactive Speech Svcs In 189 Megan Cir
International Scient And Healthcare 730 Springton Cir
J E Scholtz Custom Millwork Inc 739 Mt Rd Ste G3
Jamison Jennifer 19 Eusden Dr
Johnson Karen L, Scott C 34 Green Ln
Johnson Richard, Maggie 218 Willers Rd
Jurich Inc 4500 Concord Rd
K Hancock Heating Air Con, Kyle Hancock 34 Penns Ct
K Hart Music Inc 380 Turner Way
Kampfer Dawn M 42 Scarlet Ave
Keenan Ruth M 5001 Pennell Rd Apt H2
Kennedy Rosemary M, David E 2130 N Springhouse Ln
Knox Joanne 673 Mt Rd
Krentz George R 494 Cherrytree Rd
Kukta Michelle L 159 Nottingham Ct
Kushner John 808 Lamp Post Ln
Kvech Joseph 3405 Bancroft Dr
Lantz John B 612 Convent Rd
Latocha James R 224 Pennell Rd 611
Layne Sammie D, Joan M 1149 Concord Rd
Leiti Kimberly E 423 Derry Dr
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Lincare Co 272 Bobley Rd
Logue Towing 2606 Edgemont Ave
Lord Jean B 2925 Smt Cir
Lynch Caroline E 128 Blackthorne Rd
Macneill Frank 690 Mt Rd
Malinowski Ronald 713 Drayton Rd
Malinowski Ronald M 16 Drayton Rd
Manerchia Anthony Est 4409 Park Ln
Marino Michael 41 Williams Dr
Maris Charles Walter 128 Bishops Dr
Maser Ben 148 Bethel Rd
May Christine 56 Bishop Dr
May Michelle M 146 Bishop Dr
Mccabe Lindsay M 292 Wexford Dr
Mclaughlin Patricia 716 Bethel Ave
Mcmakin James 75 Florence Ave
Mcnelly Joan M 4247 Park Ln
Mcwilliams Matthew, Sarah K D 337 Cashel Ct
Meckfessel Leslie M 90 Victoria Dr
Melmista Transp 202 Concord Rd
Meyer Kevin 18 Ridge Rd
Michelotti Joseph E 163 Nottingham Ct
Mikes Foregin & Domestic Auto Se 169 Keystone Rd
Miller Beverly Anne 10 Weathervane Rd
Miller William J Jr, Carol Graham 804 Birney Hwy
Moore Gaile 21 Annel Rd
Morelan James D Apt B 10
Morris Mary Jo 4247 Park Ln
Mudry Barbara J 407 Jefferson Ave
Murphy Dale R Cavan Constr, Tom Smith 274 Bodley Rd
Murray James 21 Annel Rd
Murray Sherry L 700 Cherry Tree Rd
Nelson Auto Service 507 Bethal Ave
New Way Precision 50 Mcdonald Blvd
Newsome John D 11 5001 Pennell Rd
Opdenaker Donald 8 Elm Ave
Orwa Sarah O 700 Cherry Tree
Osowski Margaret A 48 Green Ln
Ousey Robert J 1615 Caroline Dr
Parkinson Shirley 12 Knollwood Ct
Paul Bruce W 356 Lenni Rd
Pawlush Alex L 1505 Caroline Dr
Perry Rebella 525 Turner Industrial Way
Pettyjohn Henry 329 Monroe Ave
Poissant Cecelia, Maurice Jr 1520 Springhill Dr
Rago Kathleen A 1 Bunting Ln
Reilly David 798 B Birney Hwy
Reliable Telcom Inc 382 Turner Industrial Way
Romanofski Margaret, Mary 102 Spring Valy Way
Ronan Christopher 1 Convent Rd
Root William 12 Bunting Ln
Rotella Dana, Michael Kit 716 Springton Cir
Rudolf Richard N 2375 Hillside La
Ruth Richard J 852 Bethel Ave
Ryan Donald S, Richard Cavalier PO Box 2120
Scampton Marion C 3360 Bancroft Dr
Scelsi Gloria C 4701 Pennell Rd Unit B6
Scissorwiz, John P Fitzpatrick Ofc 102 Concord Rd
Serluco Joanne 555 Lamp Post Ln
Sherwood William R 10 Weathervane Rd
Simeone J Paul Jr 14 Crozerville Rd
Simms Dale 146b Conchester Hwy
Smith Edward F 100 Tuscany Rd
Solus Innovations LLC 900 C Tryens Rd
Stanley Christopher J 2155 Arbor Ln
Stefankiewicz Joseph, Mary 101 Cork Ln
Swope Doris M 118 Tillman Ln
Terrell Kenneth C 777 Cherry Tree Rd
Theodore Opdenaker Irr Life 8 Elm Ave
Toatley Walker D 4220 Chatham Cir
Topp Construction Svcs Inc 900 C Tryens Rd
Topp Portable Air 900 Tryens Rd
Tracy Purcell A 754 Burdett Dr
Tyler Jason E 424 Cedarcrest Ln
Vincent Robert F 4701 Pennell Rd Apt B12
Vsimeterservices Vsimeters, John Brown
500 Duttonwood Rd
Wachman Steven Michael, Betty 17 Sheridan Ln
Walkenstein Noi 5027 Pennell Rd
Walters Elisha, Codie 1618 High Point Ln
Warren Wendy L 307 Highgrove Ln
Weaver Patricia, Helen 586c Concord Rd
Weeds Inc 250 Bodley Rd
Welsh Andrew J III 900 Concord Rd
Wilson Clifford 153 Bishop Dr
Woods Restoration Svcs 340 Turner Industrial Way
Yannuzzi Richard J, Theresa 5124 Martens Ave
Boothwyn Pa 19060
Abolarin Hrm A 1120 Belvedere Rd
Bytheway Thomas 770 S Havertown Rd
Dearry Betty M 221 Concord Rd
Geaman Ross H, Lee H 1716 Edward Cir
Grimestad Anne Mette 1287 Brookstone Dr
Gross Austin C 1011 Valybrook Rd
Halmes Martha H, Christianeh Kenna 5 Manor Ct
Kwoka Frances 792 Churchill Ln
Martin Willie C Co, Willie C Martin 1126 Hedgerow Dr
Mcquaid Joyce M 1011 Valybrook Rd
Montgomery Erika F 993 Shavertown Rd
Morrison Barry K 993 Shavertown Rd
Absolute Health Wellness 1440 Conchester Hwy Ste 1
Arnholt Maria 21 Dresner Cir
Ash Louise M 5 Woodsview Dr
Ayyalapu Giridher 3131 Meetinghouse Rd Apt E6
Baker Robert W 495 S Valintine Dr
Barnett Joseph J 1418 Rolling Glen Dr A
Baxter Paola M 3242 Greystone Dr
Beary Maureen 3112 Boothwyn Rd
Bellgren Alf M 2131 Meetinghouse Rd
Bethel Dental Assoc LLC 1376 Naamans Creek Rd
Biardi Donald M, Rose M 1128 Randall
Biel Keith S 1460 Link Dr
Bitzberger Raymond 203 Bridge Rd
Braccili Vince 2909 A Chichester Ave
Brown Carmhiel 3122 Foulk Rd
Brown Stephen R 25 John Beal Dr
Business Info Group 4 Creek Pkwy Ste A
Christensen Warren 902 Flora Ln
Coale Dorothy 1201 Eric Dr
Crowley Lisa M 2535 W Colonial Dr
Cruel William H 8 Smithfield Dr
Dabbundo Maria 1832 Plum St
Davitt Harry J 3515 Foulk Rd
Denise Michael, Nicole 203 Johnson Ave
Domalewski Cherilyn 1515 Cherry St
Dougherty Donna 3230 Garnet Mine Rd
Evans Family Club 3131 Meetinghouse Rd Apt J9
Ez Foods 3223 Chichester Ave
Fanelli David C 1997 Mill Rd
Farrenkopf Catherine A 1800 Mill Rd Apt D160
Fletcher William 1568 Garnet Mine Rd
Frey Russell J, Carol 2060 Chichester Ave Apt 2
Furrey Jeri 1752 Laurel Ave
Gallo Donald 2221 Mill Rd
Garnet Valley Soccer Club 1639 Cherry St
Garvine Andrew M 2109 Broomall St
Gaspero Desirae 308 Willowbrook Rd
Grayson Mary 1800 Mill Rd
Grayson Susan A 1617 Wendy Way
Griffin David R 3995 Riviera Rd
Griffiths Emma 2924a Chichester Ave
Hannig Frank L 2412 Rockhurst Ave
Harris Elaine P 3914 Chichester Ave
Hatton Bryan 3988 Riviera Rd
Hawk Gretchen E 1102 Red Oak Dr
Hayes Richard C 3110 Foulk Rd
Henry Kelly 4005 Stirrup Ct
Holland Ruth Ann 3714 Foulk Rd Booths Corner
Holmes Carolette M Apt G10 3131 Meetinghouse Rd
Hup Oral Max Surgery Cgh 23 Creek Cir Ste 300
Johnson Kenneth 1255 Brookstone Dr
Johnson Mary 1800 Mill Ste F 11
Jones Sandra J, Roger E 1097 Flora Ln
Keystone Treats LLC 1263 Brookstone Dr
Kopchik Barbara 1800 Mill Rd D166
Kripaitis Robert G 4359 Trophy Dr
Lovelace Cheryl 2 Huntington Ct
Maaco 2109 Broomall St
Malecky Stella 369a Faylk Rd
Malone Karlene R 808 Conchester Hwy Apt 217
Matijkiw Christine 369a Faylk Rd
Merion Grant R Shafertown Rd
Mezger Kathleen, James A 4202 Upland Dr
Moretti Diana 2638 Clayton St
Mosbacher Dave 1422 B Rolling Glenn Dr
Muller Deborah A 126 Woodstream Rd
Neighbor Care Boothwyn 9 Creek Pkwy
Norman Harris 2402 3rd Ave
Omega Wood Recycling PO Box 1286
Paige Margaret 1508 Okiola Ave
Palser William J Jr 1656 Garnet Mine Rd
Parker Condominium PO Box 2255
Parsons Christine Corbett 3110 Woods Edge Dr
Pellegrino James 3164 Booth Dr
Phh Mortgage Corp 100 Chestnut St
Plaza John 300 Jody Ln
Pochmara Pauline 1800 Mill Rd Aptd−164
Poole Douglas 2113 Sunnyside Ln
Qureshi Anjam, Rabia 239 Bridge Rd
Racciatti Frank, Anna 3242 Greystone Dr
Ragsdale William 3131 Meetinghouse Rd B11
Raider Roy E 2117 Redwood Ave
Riberio Kathleen 203 Johnson Ave
Rogers Michelle M 114 Jennifer Way
Rudolf Helen 3360 Chichester F18
Rush William, Brandi 2420 W Colonial Dr
Schlecter Erin 3154 William Rd
Shah Rajen, Mona PO Box 1993
Shaub Daniel J 1938 Bergdoll Ave
Shultz David E 2610 Valy Forge Dr
Shuttler Ellen J 808 Conchester Hwy Apt 116
Smith Edward J 1821 Mccay Ave
Stefanide M A 3681 Garnet Mine Rd
Thomas David, Mary 938 Thorton Rd
Thomas David J PO Box 276
Tokolics Mandy M 1619 Rolling Glen Dr
Trzeciak Joseph Jr, Linda 1800 Mill Rd Apt C118
Weber T 2623 Mill Rd
Weller Lawrence H, Lorraine D 1251 Naamans Rd
Whalen Nancy 2924 B Chichester Ave
Wheeler Adjustment Serv Inc 100 Chestnut St
Whelan Kelly Adele 100 Chestnut St
Yaller Carl S 14 Brentwood Rd
Brookhaven Pa 19015
Abdurrahman Zubair 14 Hill St
Adair James L Apt Aa18 5200 Hilltop Dr
All County Ins 80 Parkside Manor
Armenti Loren S 5200 Hilltop Dr Apt A13
Auto Werx Inc 4218 Barlow Ave
Baker Jane B 5200 Hilltop Dr N4
Barlow Ann B PO Box 1074
Barrientos Melissa, Daniel 31 W Elbon Rd
Baxter Alfred S 405 4th St
Bean Leonidas S 1372 Powell Rd
Bergin Thomas Joseph 419 Camelot Dr
Blake William T, Betty L 17 W Chelton Rd
Bolden David 1328 Harshaw Rd
Bradley George A 1662 Powell Rd
Branca Frank Anton 700 Trimble Blvd
Brooks Willie R 280 Bridgewater Rd J4
Brookside Clinical Lab Inc 4000 Edgmont Ave 2nd Fl Ste 20
Bush Ruth G 5200 Hilltop Dr Apt B1
Caldwell William H 4935 Shephard St
Campbell Michael 1326 Harshaw Rd
Canada Marek Enterp, Joseph Marek 124 Upland Rd
Cannon Earlene, Baron PO Box 1023
Cardinale Frances J 217 8th St
Chubb Joseph 2801 Bridgewater Rd B17
Conrad John 23 8th St
Coulibaly Miriam 1310 Elson Rd
Crowell Robert F Do 4000 Edgmont Ave
Cullen Raymond 109 School House Ln
D Alterio Anthony 5200 Hilltop Dr Apt N15
Darling Margaret W 4801 Cooper Rd
Davis Elaine I 16 6th St
Davis Mary D Est, Mary 4940 Madison Dr
Delaware Co Field Stream 713 Chester Creek Rd
Delgott Anthony 4501 School Ln
Delorenzo Ralph 20 Trimble Blvd
Demski Lorraine L, Paul J 109 School House Ln
Denardo Amy L 127 Bradbury Rd
Didomenico Laura A 116 Beechwood Rd
Donegan Christopher J 6224 Hilltop Dr 30
Downey Myrtle Frampton, James Edward 110 E Elbon Rd
Downey Maryann 213 9th St
Edwards Margaret 406 Juniper Ln
Erbayri Sarah 5200 Hilltop Dr Bldg T8
Farrell Peter 3208 Edgmont Ave
Farris Audrey Gail Parkside 33 W Avon Rd
Fishe Steven J 4000 Edgmont Ave
Flanagan Lisa 533 E Dutton Mill Rd
Galvez Luis 1329 Rainer Rd
Gaughens Philip R Jr 614 Cambridge Rd
Gentry Regina M Apt L9 532 W Brookhaven Rd
Geren Cassidy 4206 Mt Vernon Ave
Geritt A Bradley 1662 Powell Rd
Gill Joan E 408 W Brookhaven Rd
Glenhill Builders 532 Brookhaven Rd
Goenka Puja 22 Ruth Rd
Gold Street Investment Club P O Box 1366
Graham Edna M 1404 Elson Rd
Grayston Robert A Jr, Leslie C 721 Ricks Cir
Griffin Loraine 4944 Greenwood St
Guishard David 1216 Elson Rd
Hagerty Dawn 5200 Hilltop Dr Dd 4
Haldeman Catherine M 4425 Houston St
Hammond Keturah M 1322 Harshaw Rd
Harmon Michelle 9 W Elbon Rd
Hartman Christopher 1325 Harshaw Rd
Hartman Susan 280 Bridgewater Rd Unit G 11
Hickman Sabrina, Jason 432 Melvin Dr
Hodges Clarence, Jeanine 1510 Powell Rd
Huey Joseph H 3739 Donegal Ln
Huppman Dennis P 4949 Jefferson Dr
Irvin Donald 1200 Church St
Jackson M Shepard 612 Kenney Ln
James Toth J 106 E Roland Rd
Johnston Thomas 3402 Edgmont Ave 312
Jones L Thomas 11 Grandview Ave
Jones Merle C 1202 Church St
Jorge Alice 3722 Ridgewood Ln
Kaspronicz Lillian K Mrs 5200 Hilltop Dr Bb 8
Keagel Esther D Est, Rosanna Suppa 3915 Gideon Rd
Keller Danielle M 3416 Washington Ave
Kerry William 3218 Edgmont Ave
Kilgore Kevin S 4501 Chandler Dr
Kravitz Harriet W 613 Trimble Blvd
Laurence Jeanie 655 Kenney Ln
Linker Chris 6718 Hilltop Dr
Litwin Eugene J 1336 Adair Rd
Lopez Carmen M 5200 Hilltop Dr Apt 1 6
Lydon John 112 E Brookhaven Rd
Major Mae J 101 Meadowbrook Ln
Mallon Arthur E 206 E Maple Ave
Maughan Ellen B 656 Kenney Ln
Mcconnell Charles 532 W Brookhaven Rd
Mcdonough Patricia 403 Edwards Dr
Mcginn Patrick 4949 Grant Dr
Mcgurn Thomas 7105 Hilltop Dr
Moore Lorraine 305 Scola Rd
Moran Jim R 106 E Chelton Rd
Morris John J 532 W Brookhaven Rd Apt A3
Moten Ronald L, Stacy A 1240 Elson
Murray Eleanor L 210 W Forrestview Rd
Nacey Cheryl Wanner 532 W Brookhaven Rd Apt A12
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Natale Albert 5200 Hilltop Dr
Naugle Joanna 4150 Marianne Dr
Nazmy Dorothy 435 W 22nd St
News Catherine 201 Aucott Rd
Olsi Anthony 1663 Power Rd
Oshea Constance H 532 W Brookhaven Rd Apt F11
Ostan Scott 9 W Elbon Rd
Ostasiewski Mary 5200 Hilltop Dr Bldg Gg23
Pellegrino Thomas V 3627 N Clearwater Ln
Penn Delco Educational Foun 3402 Edgmont Ave 397
Petrenko Volodymyr 3 Henvis Pl
Phillips Ernest W, Emma L 308 Front St
Piccinin Ida 5 Meadowbrook Ln
Plotts Madison Kilee 11 Grandview Ave
R & R Collision 3416 Washington Ave
Raftovich Helen T 125 Virginia Ave
Rapagnani Nicholas Jr 18 Ridge Blvd
Rasheed Raad Essam 1036 Woodside Ave Apt B
Rashid Nusrat J 1609 Powell Rd
Reeder Mark A PO Box 1318
Repice Jessica 608 Kenney Ln
Robinson Claudine, Thomas 4106 Woodland Ave
Robinson Larry 1334 Harshaw Rd
Rosen Jeffrey K MD 100 E Bookhaven Rd
Ryder Michael 52oo Hilltop Dr
Sanders Alan 3930 Gideon Rd
Sapp Barbara 5200 Hilltop Dr Apt B22
Schenkel Susan 5200 Hilltop Dr Apt J13
Scott Joan M 3610 N Clearwater Ln
Shaffer Olive R Irrevocable Trust 3305 Edgmont Ave
Shah Pradip 254 Jeffery St
Shanahan Helen M 29 Beechwood Rd
Shire Judith 4206 Mount Vernon Ave
Shirlow Christine M 17 W Forrestview Rd
Shoustal Ann B PO Box 1074
Simpson Wilma G PO Box 990
Slack Kathleen M 2633 Parkside Tr
Soden Hannah Nicole 106 W Brookhaven Rd Apt A
Soriano Ivan 4034 Gideon Rd
Soscia Vincent, Mary 806 Lincoln Dr
Stephano Ryan J 151 Edgewood Ln
Stevenson Judith A Walsh 4926 Jackson Dr
Stone Kenneth N, Carter 4005 Woodworth Rd
Sullivan Rosemary A 712 Lincoln Dr
Tanzman Erin D 4324 Sweeney Cir
Tarver Helen A, Leo N 3629 N Clearwater Ln
Thorogood Tyrone 237 W Shelton Rd
Trezise Madeline L 227 E Roland Rd
Trimm Neil J 532 W Brookhaven Rd Apt F16
Turturici Richard 5200 Hill Top Dr E11
Verones Collision 3405 Washington Ave
Wadell Kathryn A 151 W Garrison Rd
Wainwright Nathaniel 1225 Rainer Rd
Walker Sara 4206 Mt Vernon Ave
Walker Steven 133 Charles Ave
Walton Robert W 4039 Woodworth Rd
Washington Kenneth, Teresa 1447 Elson Rd
Watson Kenneth R 5200 Hilltop Dr
Weis Kathleen 3763 Donegal Ln
Weldon Jean 28 Upland Ave
Welsch Rita L 4944 James Place
Wharton Mitchell J 1603 Powell Rd
Wharton William M Jr 1603 Powell Rd
Whittington Cathy Dee 139 W Roland Rd
Williams Christopher, Ravit S 211 10th St
Yeager 3405 Commerce Ave
Young Faith E 1307 Powell Rd
Zelesnick Frank Est, Bernice Merkins 5200 Hilltop Dr K8
Ziv Joanna 1343 Elson Rd
Zmuda Arthur 200 Bridgewater C17
Broomall Pa 19008
Acito Anthony, Andrew 514 Warren Blvd
Addis Michael J 2427 W Chester Pike
Adelsberg Naomi 301 S Pkwy Blvd Apt 103
Administrators Inc PO Box 800
Aera 820 Park Way
Agioi Anargyroi Soc 103 Davis Ave
Ahern Ashley M 202 Beechtrese
Aldorasi Denise 307 S Park Way Apt 310 M
Ancone Ergentine, Kenneth J 460 Pkwy S
Angelucci Piero 105 New Ardmore Ave
Angone Anna L, Nancy 608 Warren Blvd
Angone Kathleen M, Anna L 608 Warren Blvd
Apropos Absolutely 118 Ceton Ct
Aquilino James J, Donna M 411 Eldon Ave
Archer Lj 404 Sussex Blvd
Aro Masonry Inc 403 Harvard Ave
Ashworth Martha H, Brenda Broomall Manor 43 Church Ln
Atkinson Elizabeth 2700 Old Cedar Grove Rd
Auto Insiders, Joe Pascale PO Box 22
Azad Ridwan 501 Lawrence Rd Apt C9
B E Sportswear 1005 Sussex Blvd
Baby Supermart Inc 489 Pkwy
Bac Home Loans Servicing LP 20 Davis Ave
Barr Charles Jr, Stephen, Kevin Pats Inc 18 S Sproul Rd
Barton Roisin, Amy C 131 Beechtree Dr
Bbtlc LLC 17 N Manor Rd
Bernstein Amanda 2709 Springfield Rd
Berwyn Collision 321 Lewis Rd
Blankemeyer Eileen G 121 Lovell Ave
Blue Philomena C 1 Lawrence Rd Unit 1a
Boca Props Of Pa 2327 W Chester Pike
Bonfini Mary Q 712 Elena Dr
Bonsall Joseph E Jr, Broomall Manor 43 Church Rd
Bottos Dina 312 Robinson Dr
Bottos Don 5 Paxon Cir
Bouikidis Hariklia 15 Kimberly Way
Bowman Benjamin E 2977 Eastburn Ave
Bradley Communications Corp 390 Reed Rd
Bradley James T 2718 W Chester Pike
Bramble Margaret R 146 Marple Rd Rm 333 E Wing
Broadspire 600 Reed Rd Ste 203
Broadway National Bank 20 Davis Ave
Brown Timothy 108 Cove Rd
Bruder Thomas A Jr 600 Reed Rd Ste 212
Bruno Alison 63 N New Ardmore Ave
Buchanan James R 124 Lovell Ave
Buckley John F 905 Jamestown Rd
Byrne Joseph 329 Netherington Dr
Cain Louis M 405 Portland Dr
Calabrese Joan 1101 Sussex Blvd Ll
Camera Shop Inc, Lawrence Industrial Park 485 P
Cameron Rosetta T 33 Hillside Rd
Campbell Edward V 218 Lindbergh Ave
Carelink Comm Support Svcs 2002 Sproul Rd
Cellucci Christopher J 103 Brookthorpe Ter
Ceroli Gabriel 7 Elm Cir
Chan Nelson 2045 Sussex Blvd
Chowdhury Mosharaf 2630 W Chester Pike E3
Cipresso Patricia A 507 Rosehill Rd
Cline Frank E 291 Meadowbrook Ln
Cline Frank E Jr 291 Meadowbrook Ln
Cohen Joan A, Robin S 410 Hampshire Dr
Cole William 28 Pleasant Rd
Conly Sue 28 B Alameda Rd
Connect Americacom LLC 2193 W Chester Pike
Cosey Charles V 211 Bourne Dr
Cox Mary 43 Church Ln
Cpe Inc 370 Reed Rd Ste 227
Crawford & Co 800 Reed Rd
Crisanti Alexander 28 Pleasant Rd
Crowley Rose Mary 1237 Rankin Ave
D T Assoc 23 Rose Tree Dr
Daja Petrit 301 S Pkwy Apt 203a
Dalessio Americo P 417 Briar Dr
Danjolell Investment Gr 2809 W Chester Pike 2nd Fl
Davidoff S I, J P OD PO Box 188
Davis Jennifer, Thomas PO Box 444
Decastrillo Marcia Perez 103 Harvest Ln
Delpizzo Denise E, Thomas J 2710 Springfield Rd
Dennis Trucking Co Inc 630 Park Way
Didonato Margaret 807 Cedar Grove Rd
Difonzo Maria 519a Donna Cir
Digiacomo Joseph M 309 Media Line Rd
Dimitrov Hristo 303 S Park Way Apt S209
Distefano Margaret Est 146 Marple Rd
Donatucci Edith M 406 Briar Dr
Dooling Charles 50 N Maryland Rd
Drummond Joseph F 246 N Sproul Rd
Eakin Rachel S 300 Fox Ln
Edmonds Eye Clinic Pc PO Box 801
Encapsulation Systems Inc 1101 Sussex Blvd
Ercolani Patricia A 2515 Highland Ave
Evelyn V Gillespie 820 Rankin
Fennell David Est 50 N Main St
Ferrante Anthony 1101 Sussex Blvd
Ferry Matthew 2891 Pennview Ave
Flamini Marie C 1004 Richmond Rd
Flinn Rose T 120 2nd Ave
Franklin Mint Federal Credit Union 1974 Sproul Rd
Fratkin Sonia Trust Will Of, Pete Kardissmenos
9 Allison Dr
Fromhold Elinore M, Fred B 4 Michaels Way
Fulton Mary P 146 Marple Rd
Fuscsick Eugene A 424 Westfield Dr
Gaffney Patricia A, Michelle 2601 Highland Ave
Gagliardi Robert G 329 N Central Blvd
Galbraith Matthew 221 Harvest Ln
Gallagher Michele PO Box 91
Gardose Annaliza, Paterno 420 Warren Blvd
Gaughan John 1 Lawrence Rd Bldg E
Gedvilo Olga 2214 Mary Ln
Gehlen Timothy D, Carolyn J 32 Fairview Rd
Genesis Eldercare Staf Sv 370 Reed Rd Ste 110
George Susan 317 N Bobbin Mill Ln
Goveyian Anahed 12 James Rd
Gross Nicholas L, Joan M 2048 Sussex Blvd
Grossman Andrew Scott 352 Marple Rd
Gullborg Ann D, Glen 14 Broomall Ave
Guveyian Kenneth H 40 Fairview Rd
Hatch Louisa 2608 Harding Ave
Heffernan Richard J 2718 W Chester Pike
Henley Thomas D Jr 908 Jamestown Rd
Hewitt Louise C, Delroy A, Lois E 26 N New Ardmore Ave
Hogencamp Dorothy A 106 Cliff Ter
Home And Business Adjustment Co 2700 Old Cedar Grove
Rd
Home And Business Adjustment Inc Po Box 444
Home Health Corp Of America 370 Reed Rd
Horstman Violet M 31 Evergreen Ave
Howe John PO Box 192
Hyun Michael 2 Oxford Cir
Jason R Antoine Attorney At Law Pllc 2809 W Chester Pike
Jennings Janalyn B 313 S Pkwy C202
Jittla Paramjit S 306 N Kent Rd
Jizmajian Mellina, George 2618 Highland Ave
Johns Auto Body 2557 W Chester Pike
Joshi Amita 17 Raymond Rd
Kanteliotis Steve G 15 Franklin Getz Dr
Kapaj Alket 6 Brighton Village Unit
Karalis Haritini 14 Mather Ave
Keep It Green Landscaping PO Box 174
Kelley Kathleen, Paul 67 Lindbergh Ave
Kenny James D, Ellen M 696 Barclay Ln
Kenny Thomas W 696 Barclay Ln
Kim Young O Mi R 20 Davis Ave
Kitabjian Nina 254 S New Ardmore
Kowit Richard Edell, Kowit 417 Eldon Dr
Labar Gabriel C, Isaia 111 4th Ave Apt B
Lagonikos Peter 388 Westbourne Dr
Lain Marianne F 2720 Hillview Rd
Landauer Helen 3041 W Chester Pike Apt H1
Lansberry John G 20 Brighton Ter Unit D
Lawrence Constr Inc 501 Lawrence Rd Apt C9
Lee William 33 W Greenhill Rd
Lenda Michael P, Rachel A 203 Carlton Dr
Leroux Jaqueline 2881 Eastburn Ave
Li Jingmei 107 Harvest Ln
Linthicum Elizabeth, George C 2605 Orchard Dr
Lisa Stephanie, Steven 2201 Anthony Ave
Ma Bruder Sons Inc, Frank Burns 600 Reed Rd PO Box 600
Mackert Robert F 118 Cambridge Rd
Macvicar Thomas D, Minnie 339 Sussex Blvd
Madsen O Mervin 2614 Highland Ave
Malec Caryn 305 S Park Way 311 S
Malone Daniel J 25 Pine Valy Rd
Mann June S 106 S Sproul Rd
Mapes Robert C 52 James Rd
Mari Alessio 205 Lovell Ave
Maymon Nancy K 370 Reed Rd Ste 214
Mccaffrey Thomas J, Jeanne S 2755 Old Cedar Grove Rd
Mccaw Eleanor S 300 Fox Ln
Mcdermott Grace B 224 Ashford Dr
Mcdonald James W Iv 411 Atwater Rd
Mcdonnell Jennifer R 120 Sylvan Dr
Mcfadden Vicki V 1 Elliott Rd
Mcgee Joseph P Jr 315 S Park Way Apt 109d
Mcgilley Thomas J 56 Cambridge Rd
Mcgrail Frank G 305 S Pkwy Blvd B304
Mcmonagle Mary K 121 Lovell Ave
Mcneice Lisa J 300 Fox Ln
Melrose David F 86 Bonsall Ave
Millennium Medical Products 575 Abbott Dr
Miller Thomas J 21 N Manor Rd
Monger Edna G 680 Park Way
Montagna Philomena A 236 S Park Way
Moore Sharon P 303 S Park Way Apt 109s
Morgan Lillian F 323 Yale Ave
Mss Designs Inc 18 Colet Cir
Mullen John 2016 Boxwood Dr
Mullin Agnes 14 N Malin Rd
Mullison William L 410 Langford Rd
Nam Soo 2709 S Kent Rd
Napolitano Pasquale 2211 Dickens Ln
Newman Johnson Frances PO Box 444
Next Step Camps LLC 48 Pine Tree Dr
Ng Shuk 81 3rd Ave
Nguyen Canh 2890 Highland Ave
Nolan Heil Holding LLC, Philly Pretze 1000 Sussex Blvd
Nordstrom Mikael 2250 Cambridge Rd
Norsworthy Jack E Jr 1101 Sussex Blvd
Nri Data & Business Prods 1901 Frost Rd Ste 103
Okane Francis 35 Davis Ave
Oliver Gary 208 Brookethorpe Cir
Opex Corp 2098 W Chester Pike
Ostroff Judith Rubinow, Carli Sari, Nathan 4 Elliot Rd
Oyler Robert E 46 James Rd
Paolino Lori A 2327 W Chester Pk
Papadopoulos Nikolaos 51 Pine Tree Dr
Pappas Sokratis 2505 Franklin Ave
Parmet David 61 Evergreen Ave
Parrett William J 568 Reed Rd Apt E1
Paul Ida 329 Netherington Dr
Pavlantis George 35 Evergreen Ave Apt C
Payne Raymond 46 Delia Dr
Phillips Paul J 207 N Central Blvd
Porreca Julia E 18 Davis Av
Powelaitis Daniel M Brighten At Broomall 43 Church
Powell Robert A 303 S Park Way Apt 109s
Procaccio Amanda 321 Lewis Rd
Pulich Joseph J 370 Reed Rd Ste 214
Quinn Christine M, Anthony J 2006 Winding
Quinn Margaret 50 N Malin Rd
Radewonuk Anthony E Sr Broomall Manor 43 Church Rd
Ram Capital Group LLC, Joseph A Troilo Jr 1974 Sproul Rd
Ste 204
Raphelson Helen R 40 Cornell Cir
Raphelson Rudolph, Helen R 40 Cornell Cir
Reisenwitz Jose Jr 31 Strathaven Dr
Rhamirich Brahim Chouka 501 Lawrence Rd Apt C5
Riesenwiitz Joseph E 31 Strathaven Dr
Riley Thomas 2700 Old Cedar Grove Rd
Rinaldi Diane C 2162 Sproul Rd
Rizzo Mark D 560 Reed Rd
Robert Vollbrecht Inc Pp Tr 5 15 1984 924 Cedar Grove Rd
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Rosenberg Josh 301 S Pkwy Blvd Apt 103
Rucinski Deborah G, Lois 81 3rd Ave
Rudolph Ruth 40 Cornell Cir
Russo John 724 Winchester Rd
Rust Robert W 2892 Gradyville Rd
Saling Lorraine A 35 S Malin Rd
Sankey Joseph B 2211 Mary Ln
Saquing Lilian 315 S Pkwy Ave
Scanlon Christine, Ralph 2886 Gradyville Rd
Scheller Hays Nancy 19 Tower Rd
Schiller Maryann, Anna M 16 Broomall Ave
Select Portfolio Servicing Inc PO Box 444
Sellers Elizabeth 4 Franklin Getz Dr
Sheng Zu F 2631 Springfield Rd
Shepard Patterson 2002 Sproul Rd Ste 206
Sklar William 4 Selwyn Dr
Smith Adele 50 N Malin Rd 319a
Smith Constantine, Mary 412 Hampshire Dr
Smith Ellen A 224 N Central Blvd
Smith Eva H 35 S Malin Rd
Smith William J, Mary C 2985 Lovell Ave
Snow Jennifer L 116 Carli Dr
Spina Joseph Jr 1999 Sproul Rd
Stafford Wallace 313 S Park Way 302−C Cameron
Stefan Memorials Inc 66 Spring Ave
Summa Richard A, Denise A 939 Hunt Rd
Surkin Ann Marie 25 S New Ambrose Ave
Swiss Farm Stores 630 Pkwy Dr
Symington Ann 720 Hedgerow Dr
Teds Pizza 6 Kenny Cir
Teres Florence R 301 S Park Way 207
Torrens Anna S 2630 W Chester Pike Apt C1
Tortorelli Robert M 57 Edgewood Rd
Traceski Sarah J 210 1st Ave
Tran Son D 35 S Malin Rd
Trowers Mary 26 N New Ardmore Ave
Ua 14−Oct−96 Elwood F Bussom Revocable Trust
102 Thomas Ave
Ulmer Deborah A 2890 Dorman Ave
Unavage Lynette L 110 Harvest Ln
Universal Scheduling Co, Margaret Whearty
2002 Sproul Rd 102
Van Alen William L 203 1st Ave
Vanderslice Charles J 401 Briar Dr
Vanhorn Eleanor A 2835 W Chester Pike
Varalli Vienna 1 Lawrence Rd Apt G1b
Walker Tara M 2557 W Chester Pike
Weimer John F 528 S Central Blvd
Wel Com Inc 175 Morton Ave
Wellner Betty L Senior Care 43 Church Ln
White Stephen L, Elaine H 415 Media Line Rd
Whitmore Clarence W 111 Deerfield Rd
William J Christopher LLC 680 Park Way
Williamson Charles F IV 106 S Sproul Rd
Wilson Violet 114 N New Ardmore
Wise Claire S Est Of, Mylotte David Fitzpatrick
450 Park Way Ste300
Wong Yung Hoi 75 N Sproul Rd
World Wide Registration Sys Inc, Expo 820 Pkwy
Xia Bing 107 Harvest Ln
Yarnell Amy M 22 Selwyn Dr
Zupanick Michael PO Box 873
Bryn Mawr Pa 19010
Abbott Samantha Apt C 174 101 N Merion Av
Accor Jane A 227 Rockingham Rd
Adams Pamela R 611 Shipton Ln
Aegean Conferences, Lambris 36 Haymarket Ln
Allen Susan 837 Castlefinn Ln
Alliance Of Christian Musicians 278 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Anastasi Thomas M PO Box 739
Anderson Cara 930 Countyline Rd
Andress Jane T 7 Middle Rd No 255
Annesley William H 9 Pond Ln
Aqua America Inc 762 W Lancaster Ave
Aqua Pennsylvania 363 762 W Lancaster
Armstrong Hilary R 611 Shipton Ln
Automated Office Sys 919 Conestoga Rd Bldg 3
Baird John A Jr 74 Pasture Ln 116
Baldwin School 701 Montgomery Ave
Balmer Rebekah 19 S Warner Ave
Baribault Joan 1000 Sproul Rd
Baribault Joan PO Box 484
Barrett Kathryn E 714 W Railrd Ave
Baxter Lydia 275 Mryn Mawr Ave H39
Baynum Jane E 854 Smt Grove Ave
Beaumont At Bryn Mawr 601 N Ithan Ave
Beekman Barbara 275 Bryn Mawr Ave J10
Bement Viola B 138 Montrose Ave Apt 43
Berbuson Jeffrey P 240 Barcladen Cir
Biddle Henry C Jr 1024 26 Lancaster Ave
Binswanger Patricia 71 Parkridge Dr
Birnbaum Michael D 1250 Morris Ave
Bmc Crew 101 N Merion Ave No C347
Boenning Henry 936 Rock Creek Rd
Bollenback Jerry 1048 W Lancaster Ave
Bono Katherine 857 Glenbrook Ave
Bottger David A 940 Haverford Rd
Boyd Jeanne B PO Box 154
Boyland Christine 901 W Montgomery Ave
Brandywine Abstract Co 940 E Haverford Rd
Bransome Michael PO Box 111
Brighten At Bryn Mawr 956 E Railrd Ave
Brighten Health Group, Kelly Granley 956 E Railrd Ave
Brown Eddie 123 Drakes Drum Dr
Brown Larry H 1030 Green Valy Rd
Brown Saundra, Edward 123 Drakes Drum Dr
Bryn Mawr Auto Body Inc 713 Haverford Rd
Bryn Mawr Foot Ankle Center 934 County Line Rd
Bryn Mawr Running, Out & Back Party Run PO Box 743
Bryn Mawr Trust 10 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Bryn Mawr Trust 801 W Lancaster Ave
Bryn Mawr Wound Care 830 Old Lancaster Ave
Buccino Josephine Y 412 S Roberts Rd
Burk Anna O 773 E Haverford Rd 2b
Calvert Ann E 130 Pennsylvania Ave
Cannon Nancy Joan, Edward Amies & Sorrel Lns
Cardone Michael 1331 Wooded Way
Carr Sean G Radwin C−10 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Carroll Catherine T 296 S Roberts Rd
Carson Valerie E 203 David Dr Apt C2
Caruso Jared P MD 130 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Cash Sale No Customer Info Avai Cash Sale Aqua Ohio Inc
762 Lancaster Ave
Castro William Randolph, Helen S 121 Stockton Rd
Cavanaugh William Jeanetta 214 Landover Rd
Chafee Curtis P 74 Pasture Ln Apt 137
Chandler Pamela 894 Martin Ave
Chang Sook Inc 138 Montrose Ave Apt 27
Chang Wan C 1043 Rees Ave
Chao Wei Yu 104 Cumberland Place
Chase Home Finance LLC 709 Hamilton Rd
Chen Chijen 500 Dawn Ln
Cheng Chinchang 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Apt N13
Chiu Priscilla 859 Old Lancaster Rd 8a
Choi Byung U 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Clark Sidney 917 Wooten Rd
Clarke Robert J 104 Clemson Rd Box 1101
Clave Norman Mc III 804 Potts Ln
Cogan Elma F 127 Kennedy Ln
Cohen Lillian 837 Castlefinn Ln
Colen Jeffrey, Mary C Doty 1254 Round Hill Rd
Colket Mary H, Beaumont 601 N Ithan Ave Apt B28
Coll Kathleen 916 Old Lancaster Rd
Collins Sue M 205 Lee Cir
Colton Sabin W V 478 Marlbridge Rd
Concepts Esf For Children Inc 750 Haverford Rd
Connor William 543 New Gulph Rd
Conrad Doris L 431 N Ithan Dr
Coolocean LLC 940 E Haverford Rd Ste 102
Corenzwit Daniel 716 S Roberts Rd
Craig Eileen, James J 644 Old Lancaster Rd
Curran Sarah 896 County Line Rd
Debellescize Mary F 4 Park Ave
Decker Francis P PO Box 337
Decker James M Est PO Box 337
Delaney Carmel M 1357 Wooded Way
Delaware Valley Business Netwo 24 N Bryn Mawr Ave
Ste 272
Dellaportas Christopher K, Dennis 439 Barclay Rd
Demers Kathryn Claire 845 Glenbrook Ave
Dermatis Steven N 727 Old Lancaster Rd
Diaz Sylvia 1011 Conestoga Rd
Dicarlantonio Maria DO 130 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Digiacomo Amelia 824 Penn St
Dimartini Rosalie M 323 Bailey Rd
Dooner Brian C 301 Highland Ln
Doraz Catherine 300 Highland Ln
Dorazio Joseph 300 Highland Ln
Doty Mary C 1254 Round Hill Rd
Dunlevy Anna M 404 Cheswick Pl
Dushane Patricia M 351 77 Middle Rd
Echegorri Lucia 101 N Merion Ave Apt C492
Ee Premier Orthopaedic & Sports PO Box 81
Eichman Ann 120 Clemson Rd
Evans Daniel 1030 W Lancaster Ave Unit
Eynon De Chung 920 Old Lancaster Rd
Fahmii Nevin 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Apt F29
Farley Mark J PO Box 450
Fazelbhoy Shaheen, Rafiq 1024 Old Gulph Rd
Felfelis Georgia 410 Valy Glen Dr
Fetter John 820 Gatemore Rd
Fetterolf Dorothy 17 Pond Ln
Fewell Betty L 101 Hickory Ln
Financial Svc Professional PO Box 1374
First Lawrence 235 Callanan Ave
Fortunato Meryle G 840 Montgomery Ave Apt 205
Foundation Scotch Irish PO Box 181
Francis I H IV 719 Bryn Mawr Ave
Frank Kenneth 10 Rodney Rd
Frazier Thomas G MD 101 Bryn Mawr Ave Ste 201
Freehling William, Alison 19 Pond Ln
Fusek Leon A, True Fit Carpentry 905 Old Lancaster Rd
G & D Builders 961 Wootton Rd
Gadhia Hemang 208 Cornell Dr
Galloway Lucian 101 Birches Ln
Ganz Helen 804 Castlefinn Ln
Garwood Thomas R 22b Elliott Ave
Gaynor Judith E 1268 Round Hill Rd
Gelb Amanda J 923 Old Gulph Rd
Gelley Scott 842 Morton Rd
Gett Kristy 204 David Dr C4
Gibson Lillian R 859 Martin Ave
Gimbel R Nicholas 916 Waverly Rd
Ginley Thomas H Jr 700 Old Gulph Rd
Ginn Edward 511 Hillbrook Rd
Goldstein Rosalind B 1270 Round Hill Rd
Gossette Byron 731 Preston Ave
Grackin Jennifer 101 N Merion Ave C854
Griffin J Tyler 77 Middle Rd Unit 360
Grossman Bruce S 1016 Mt Pleasant Rd
Gurubhagavatula Indira 544 Hoffman Dr
Hall Nathan 842 Morton Rd
Hallinan Charles 3 Bala Plaza E S 117
Hamsher C D Dr 936 Wooton Rd
Hart Eleanor D 404 Cheswick Pl Apt 209
Hassan Javad K 919 Conestoga Rd Bldg 2
Hasson Robert 312 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Hessler Dennis 612 Harriton Rd
Hill Julia P 806 Montgomery Ave Apt C5
Hoffman Tim 108 Black Friar Rd N
Hooven Edna M Bryn Mawr Ct Apt H2
Hopewell Bryan 452 S Roberts Rd
Horowitz Leonard N 808 Edwin Ln
Hu Yi H C 206 101 N Merion Av
Hulcher Sherri 828 Penn St
Hull James S PO Box 503
Hung Nancy K, Paul P 506 Ramblewood Dr
Hyland William V 24 N Bryn Mawr Ave Ste 27
Inglis Roberto 1027 County Line Rd
Investments Com 726 Clyde Cir
J & J Motors Inc PO Box 1200
J G Wentworth 40 Morris Ave
Jackson William B B 303 Smt Dr
James S Mccormack Fam, Anthony Jasienski
10 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Jardeleza Maria Teresa 101 N Merion Ave
Jeffrey Spano T A Bros Restau 157 Garrett Ave
Jeong Seul K, Jin 275 Bryn Mawr Ave Apt J35
Jin Pamela 38 Foxwood Cir
Johns Erin 249 Callanan Ave
Johnson Todd 364 Thornbrook Ave
Jones Myron E 910 Conestoga Rd 2nd Fl
Joyce Greg 130 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Kamarck Michael 519 Lynmere Rd
Kane Mathew 830 Old Livingston Ave Ste 204
Kenneally Edward Timothy 12 Lowrys Ln
Ketterer Robert M 930 Montgomery Ave Apt 605
Kim Guntae 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Apt J1
Kim Jeongmoon 116 Montrose Ave K
Kim Miha 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Apt D19
Kim Myounghee 401 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Kim Yeonsun 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Apt J47
Klein Jamie B 7 Woodgate Ln
Klinges Kristina 724 Railrd Av Apt A
Knetzger Leonette J 840 Montgomery Ave Apt 407
Kolberg Heidi L MD 130 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Kulshreshtha Megha 108 Charles Dr Apt O3
Kwon Oh Sang, So Young 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Apt D19
Lachman John S 813 Vauclain Rd
Lakoff Kenneth 404 Wyntre Lea Dr
Lam Austin, Rebecca, Victoria 920 Old Lancaster Rd
Land Kathleen 1222 County Line Rd
Landau Elias B 820 Roscommon Rd
Larabee Joyce 138 Montrose Ave Unit
Larsson Halsted M 819 Montgomery Ave Apt A 204
Ledan Daniela 108 Leighton Dr Rear
Lee Gerald, Ellen 1056 Mt Pleasant Rd
Lee Jerry 1056 Mt Pleasant Rd
Leed Jason 1046 B Lancaster Ave
Leighton Luther E, Mary C 425 Boxwood Rd
Leis Benjamin 815 Harriton Rd
Lenormand Rune, Norman Mcclave 804 Potts Ln
Lepanto Joseph C, Cobi 840 W Montgomery Ave
Li James 38 Foxwood Cir Bryn
Lim Su S 116 Montrose Ave K
Lindsay Geraldine C 590 Bryn Mawr Ave
Lindsay Nancy C 1 Park Ave
Linvill Sally P 74 Pasture Ln Apt 340
Lisavich Michael 842 Morton Rd
Liu Xiaotong 239 Rockingham Rd
Logan Virginia L 121 Browning Ln
Low Kelsey 1030 E Lancaster Ave Apt 706
Lu Ling 605 Heather Ln
Lutza Dominic J 127 Eachus Ave
Lynch Coleen, Kathy 2 Kenney Cir
Lynch Rona R 45 Park Ave Millridge
Maguire Susan 1175 Montgomery Ave
Mahoney Alexandra 1st Fl & 2nd Fl 883 Glenbrook Ave
Main G M 446 Colebrook Ln
Main Line Family Dentistry Ltd 931 E Haverford Rd
Main Line Ortho Recon Surgery 101 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Ste 200
Malvestio Alessandra 806 Montgomery Ave
Mand Barbara, Robert 914 Weldon Ln
Manser Norris J, Jeanne 222 Rodney Cir
Martin Linda M 106 S Roberts Rd
Martin Y 1229 E Lancaster Ave
Martinko Joseph 713 Haverford Rd
Massageworks Inc, Annmarie Woods 29 Morton Rd
Matusow Donald 1045 Morris Ave
Mazer Allyson 811 Oak Ridge Rd
Mcallister Robert J PO Box 214
Mccarty David H 609 Sanmarino Ave
Mcclenahan Samuel 903 Lancaster Ave
Mccloskey Edward Est Apt F13 275 Bryn Mawr Ave
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Mccown Donald 909 Glenbrook Ave
Mceneaney Charlotte N 2 Morris Ln
Mcgoldrick Peter F 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Apt L20
Mcgrath Bruce R 900 Old Lancaster Rd
Mcgrath Jeanne M, James P 709 Hamilton Rd
Mcgrory Kimberley, Margaret, Matthew, Shannon
603 Dayton Rd
Mcnichol Meriam 407 Barclay Rd
Mel Sales Inc, Mel Sales Inc 761 W Lancaster Ave No 2
Melvin Seid Trust 708 S Roberts Rd
Metrotans Tanning Salon 1044 W Lancaster Ave
Mews At Moore Ave Condo 241 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Michael E Kirk Contracting 37 S Merion Ave
Migc Realty LLC 711 W Lancaster Ave
Milice Joseph P 203b David Dr
Miller Family Trust 930 Montgomery Ave
Miriam Maria 840 W Montgomery Ave
Mirzai M 1030 Reese Ave
Mls Fitness 1149 Lancaster Ave
Monahan Elizabeth 275 Bryn Mawr Ave Apt F 31
Montrose Home Owner Assoc 128 Montrose Ave
Mooser Vincent E, Anne L 416 Yorkshire Rd
Mora Jose M PO Box 702
Morgan Jeanne W 404 Cheswick Pl Apt 33
Motamed Kate T 1011 Conestoga Rd
Murarka Nishita Box C 316 101 N Merion Ave
Murch A Douglas 270 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Murdocca Marie F 699 Clyde Rd
Murray Mary A 296 S Roberts Rd
Murtagh Brittan 409 Dartmouth Rd
Na Thalang Surapote 704 Sturbridge Dr
National Imaging Pc 1903 05 S Brd St
Newberg Kline 805 Edwin Ln
Oehrle Ruth B 919 Montgomery Ave Apt 1 3
Ohlson Norma PO Box 1041
Om Donut Corp 733 W Landcaster Ave
Omalley Frank J Smt Dr Apt B107
One Physical Therapy & Wellness LLC 864 Co Line Rd
Orsini Collision 300 Highland Ln
Ortho Speclst Spor, Cugino 830 Old Lancaster Rd
Orthopaedic Specialists Pc Bryn Mawr Sports Medicine
27 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Pak Young Hee Jung, Jhang Ho 125 Kennedy Ln
Park Hongjin 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Apt J29
Park Hyesung 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Apt D17
Parlow Pc Their Attorney 214 Landover Rd
Paterno Christopher S 508 Fishers Rd
Pegues Alexa Marian 950 Mill Rd
Pension Ann M 511 Fishers Rd
Penugonda Neelima 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Apt F21
Phillips Debbie 941 Academy Ln
Phillips Delsie A 908 Deer Rd
Pincus Nathan D, Robin H 711 Bryn Mawr Ave
Porter Ronald Est 275 Bryn Mawr Apt H4
Price Martha 300 Landover & Coopertown
Princeton Ins Co, Lonnie Ruth PO Box 160
Quinlan Thomas 919 W Montgomery Ave
Quinn Barbara 711 Sturbridge Dr
Raddwyn Apts 275 Bryn Mawr Ave S F−15
Radnor House Condo Assoc 1030 E Lancaster Ave
Radwyn Apts 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave B21
Rania Major Trunfio PO Box 588
Raphael James, Stacy 916 Oak Ridge Rd
Redner R 404 Cheswick Pl Apt 493
Reibstein Sasha Koozel, Seth Koozel, Larry M, David J
942 Roscommon Rd
Rnich 916 Waverly Rd
Robindore Roger S 611 Shipton Ln
Robinson Catherine, Vivian 72 Garrett Ave
Rogers Henriette L Est 33 Brennan Dr
Rogers Ralph 830 Montgomery Av
Rollison Eric M 108 Charles Dr Apt E4
Rubenstein Renee C, Robyn N 5018 Brittany Ln
Rubenstein Richard 519 Lynmere Rd
Rubin Michael 600 Great Spgs Rd
Saligram Sunita C 815 Lafayelte Rd
Salmons John 909 Waverly Rd
Sargent Joan 77 Brennan Dr
Schiavone Rocco 1062 E Lancaster Ave Apt 212
Schlossberg Beth 340 Highland Ln
Schnovel Travis 1401 Montgomery Ave
Schock Margaret M 717 Old Lancaster Rd
Scott Raymond 19 Hawthorne Ln
Serendip Design Studios LLC 900 Montgomery Ave Apt505
Sewell Phebe 45 S Merion Ave
Shanosky Mark S 956 E Railrd Ave
Shapiro Catherine 830 Montgomery Ave Apt 305
Shekmar Elizabeth F 795 Robinhood Rd
Sherm Barry L Est PO Box 1040
Shumen Dorothy Merritt 74 Pasture Ln Apt 201
Signs By Tomorrow 832 W Lancaster Ave
Silberberg Marion, John W Gallagher 2 Town Pl Ste 100
Slap Gail 501 Old Gulph Rd
Smith Ann L 901 Montgomery Ave Apt 508
Smith Barney City 2 Town Place Ste 100
Society Of Little Gardens 138 Montrose Ave Apt 43
Sokoll Steven M 811 Old Lancaster Rd
Sovereign Bank Fsb Its Successors Or A 275 S Bryn Mawr
Ave
Spivack Herbert 824 Mt Pleasant Rd
Srinivas Sapna 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Aptj42
Stecker Stewart 5021 Brittany Ln
Steinmeyer Irrevoc Trust 112 Lowrys Ln
Stephen A Inc Stephen Smith, Corn Mgmt 944 County Line
Stewart Kimberly J 45 S Merion Ave
Stitchberry Lawrence E, Beatrice L 6 Fieldstone Ln
Susi Leah 106 Charles Dr Apt 7
Sweeney Sean Jr, Sean, Thomas P 715 Cornerstone Ln
Sylvester Joseph T Jr 950 Mill Rd
Taylor Kenneth 1076 Brdmoor Rd
Tessler Dennis 341 N Ithan Ave
Thomas Edward R Jr 24 N Bryn Mawr Ave 310
Thomas Timothy M Trust 312 W Laurier Place
Tiffan Gerald L 1311 Pine Rd
Tillery M 605 New Gulph Rd
Tillman Real Est 596 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Tobia Christopher T, Michelle 5 Old Oaks Rd
Toland Henry 639 Old Gulph Rd
Toland James, Mary 108 Charles Dr Apt D3
Trustees U−A 01−01−76 Gural Assoc I Nc Define, David
Gural Inc 610 Old Lancaster Rd Ste 200
Trustees U−A 11−29−83 Gural Assoc I Nc Define, David
Gural Inc 610 Old Lancaster Rd Ste 200
Stephen 56 Prospect Ave
Tumilty William D Est Of, Frances L PO Box 337
U T D 3 15 96 Irrev Deed Trust Kenneth S Gross & K
511 Hillbrook Rd
Ua 12 23 93 Cannon Living Trust Amies & Sorrel Lns
Uritsky Dmitry 416 Yorkshire Rd
Veloric Gary 40 Morris Ave
Veriticus Ventures Inc 227 Williams Rd
Villari Regina 3 Morris Ln
Wakim Roberta Brown 410 Colebrook Ln
Walizer David 142 Eachus Ave
Walter Mcilvain Co, Paul Bennett 901 Muirfield Rd
Wanninayake Jagath 624 Black Rock Rd
Watson Anthony J 29 Smt Grove Ave
Watson Grace 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Watzman Howard M 23 Thomas Ave
Webber Paul 35 Thomas Av
Weinstein Steven H 864 Co Line Rd
Wheeler Millie M 700 Sproul Rd
Whitley Nora, Edward B Bergman 930 Montgomery Ave
Williams Thomas A, Julie B 235 Pennswood Rd
Williams Amelia S 830 Muirfield Rd
Wolf James 15 Laurier Place
Wolfington J Eustice 821 Spring Mill Rd
Wolfington Kelly, Judith 1236 Ridgewood Rd
Woodard Albert S 3624 Darby Rd
Yakulis Paul 718 Haviland Dr
Yasuda Naoko 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Apt H21
Yasuda Tomoyuki 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Yoh H L 1101 Lafayette Rd
Young Margaret P 825 Colony Ct
Youth Svcs Of Virginia LLC 826 W Lancaster Ave
Zappala Brian R, Suzanne 1129 Ashbridge Rd
Zebrowitz Joseph R 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Apt L1
Zeger Erik L, Martha 116 Mondella Ave Fl 2
Zenstein Gallant 214 Landover Rd
Zheng Jing DDS 164 Brooklea Rd
Zisak Mary E 216 Rockingham Rd
Chadds Ford Pa 19317
Abbod Walid 7100 Johnson Farm Ln Apt 409
Acs Intl 1290 Baltimore Pike Ste 118
Allender Phillip S 3 Raintree Rd
Arriviello Christopher 213 E Village Ln
Atkinson Julia C 2402 Hickory Hill Rd
Bagade Mahesh 223 Wilmington W Chester Ste 215
Banerjee Shoibal 8 Raintree Rd
Baratela Wagner A 7200 Johnson Farm La 310
Barto Yvette, Darren 152 Trotters Lea Ln
Bellew Janet 8 Fair Hill Dr
Bigus John T 7400 Johnson Farm Ln
Bonds Carlise C 6 Black Rock Hill
Bonnette Paul 14 Constitution Dr
Braccili Vincent 7300 Johnson Farm Ln Apt 317
Branch Timotha Victoria 461 Ring Rd
Brandywine Collections PO Box 304
Brinton Group, Allison Szafran 1653 Brinton Bridge Rd
Brown Jennifer M 1917 Hillendale Rd
Carpenter David 409 Burnt Mill Rd
Chadds Ford Hospitality, Mccoys Pub & Billy
109 Wilmington Pike
Chen Quanlong 18 Evergreen Place
Childs Beverly B 1214 Painters Xing
Cifrodela Dell 1241 Baltimore Pike
Clark Victor M 7100 Johnson Farm Ln
Colonial Pathways Tours Inc 610 Chadds Ford Rd Ste 200
Conner Sallie B 432 E Hillendale Rd
Conrad Stephen D, Barbara P 343 High Ridge Rd
Corless Harry, Delamere House 737 Paddock Ln
Corporation 23 Brook Ln
Crowley John A Jr 1610 Painters Xing
Cummings Sally M 3 Dickinson Dr Ste 204
Curran Nancy P 7200 Johnson Farm Ln Apt 216
Cust Betty Lou James David Darley Unif Tran Min Act
379 Ring Rd
Dawson Ann Fox 1301 Fairville Rd
Dejuliis Denise A 126 N Village Ln
Delco Electrical Constr Inc PO Box 1489
Doubet Joseph D 4 Sophia Ct
Dua Jayant 20 Dogwood Hill Ln
Dumas Harry 2403 Century Ln
Dyroff Sean 214 Walnut Ridge Rd
Ebert Janet 1611 Smith Bridge Rd
Endo 100 Endo Blvd
Endo Pharmaceuticals 100 Endo Blvd
Enterprise Rent A Car 265 Wilmington W Chester Pi
Eschborn Lorna Jordan Mrs 122 Shadow Ln
Fanfelli Genvieve 263 Harvey Rd
Felker John W Jr 154 Heyburn Rd
Fernandez Frank C 7000 Johnson Farm Ln Apt 206
Gartner Elizabeth D 321 Edinburgh Rd
Goland Nancy 103 Burnt Mill Cir
Hagan James 14 Dogwood Hill Ln
Hannums Hd Of Chadds Ford 1241 Baltimore Pike
Hanover Pennsbury Inc PO Box 363
Harvitz Melvin 7000 Johnson Farm Ln Apt 108
Heisler Jerome S Jr 10 Ardmoor Ln
Helios Resources Ltd 134 Commons Ct
Hendrixson Bruce C PO Box 648
Hilferty Joseph 477 Kennett Pike
Hirs Mia 200 Fulling Dr
Holden Resources Inc 134 Commons Ct
Humes David C 211 Painters Crossing
Hunsberger Lori J 178 Trotters Lea
Imburgia Michael J PO Box 937
Jachetti Cynthia A 164 Trotters Lea Ln
Jaffe Rebecca 10 Ardmoor Ln
Kadaba Prasad K, Pankaja 2504 Century Ln
Kahlbom Patricia 48 Molly Ln
Kane David PO Box 769
Kienzele Makayla A 2004 Hilligham Cir
Kienzle Jill E 2004 Hilligham Cir
Kology Thomas M, Mary 268 Heyburn Rd
Kownacki Irr Tr 7000 Johnson Fram Ln 202
Kuhn Ronald D 916 Mayfield Ln
Kumar Niketa 3745 Mayfield Ln
Lemonides Diane E 133 Commons Ct
Lombardo Leoanrd E PO Box 621
Luxury Marketing Council Of 133 Commons Ct
Malik Vikram 257 Sulky Way
Manning Wayne 8 Stirling Way
Marcus Roy G Clinical Renal Assoc Ltd 601 Chadds Ford Dr
Marinakis Nick A 535 Webb Rs
Mckernan Michael 239 Sulky Way
Melissa & William 102 Kelly Dr
Mellon Alexandrine 1461 Creek Rd
Messersmith J Allen Jr PO Box 79
Murach Lisa M 412 Painters Crossing
Mutschler Eileen, Larry 75 Beaver Valy Rd
Naye Margaret P, James M 379 Ring Rd
Naye Margaret P 379 Ring Rd
Neilson Sarah Ann PO Box 164
Ning Gloria C 1810 Masters Way
Odoris Stephanie 213 E Village Ln
Patel Amrish 1 Magnolia Way
Patel Nimish U 105 Dansfield Ln
Pearson Robert D RR 1
Peet Family Trust The III 310 Longwood Dr
Peet J Carlisle III 310 Longwood Dr
Petrucci Anna L 3725 Mayfield Ln
Pinehurst Meadows LLC 1509 Creek Rd
Ploener Joshua David 235 Fairville Rd
Politz Pinchas Z 104 Harvey Ln
Quilters Corner 100 Ridge Rd Ste 8
Redelin Lieschen 605 Painters Xing
Richard Sockriter 53 Bevar Valy Rd
Richardson Richard 9 Fox Tail Ln
Rickenbach Carmel M 34 Blue Stone Ct
Rodgers Jack 3839 Rotherfield Ln
Rupert Crystal, Thomas 844 Burrows Run Rd
Ryan R Kenneth 227 Fairville Rd
Saccucci Tina Marie 508 Painters Crossing
Saito Masa 7 Cross Creek Ln
Salve James N PO Box 164
Schickler Colin P 13 Shadow Ln
Schneider Joachim W D&S Allen Dr 432 E Hillendale Rd
Schreiber Karl 1405 Stockford Rd
Schuetz Christine Ann, Alexis K 250 Kennett Pike
Scornavacchi Elizabeth S, Emily S 507 E Hillendale Rd
Servpro Of Southern PO Box 1203
Seth Shalini 33 S Village Ln
Sholom Bnai 104 Harvey Ln
Singer Melody A 7200 Johnson Farm Ln Apt 16
Smith Harold T PO Box 1666
Snyder Samuel, Jane E 10 Twin Turns Ln
Sockriter Richard 53 Bevar Valy Rd
Sorkin Hardy L Webb RD Box 22a
Stanley David 7300 Johnson Farm Ln 208
Sunset Mortgage Co 5 Christy Dr
Sunshine Patricia J 23 Deer Pond Ln
Swarmer Richard M 110 Alford Ct
Sweeney Kevin P 832 Mccomb Ln
Szymanski Edward 18 Shadow Ln
Topical Oxygen Providers LLC 300 Dickinson Dr
Truitt David A 15 Walker St
Ua 07 02 84 1301 Fairville Rd
Vara Nilam 9 Constitution Dr
Vargo Maria, Nellie Lonzetta 22 Ringfield Rd Unit 22
Vaughn Robert 3834 Rotherfield Ln
Waller Doreen R 3 Chadwyck Ln
Wetzel Marion 2404 Hickory Hill Rd
Whitson Angelika U Rt 1 PO Box 172
Wrabley Kathleen, Matthew 3 Hilloch Ln
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Wright Jaqueth Lee 461 Ring Rd
Xu Kaijun 9 Concord Crossing Ln
Yeager Margaret H 23 Stirling Way
Chester Pa 19013
Acevedo Frankie 619 Highland Ave
Adams Chaz S 314 E 24th St Apt L3
Adminserver Com 2501 Seaport Dr Ste 500
Aids Care Group 2304 Edgmont Ave
Allen Madeline V 727 Engle St
Alpaugh Mildred, Dean 1611 Edgmont
Alsulaiman Saddam H 834 E 15th St
Annisonerson Theo 126 Jeffrey St
Anthony Mildred Wallingford Est 2701 Madison St E209
Armstrong Linda C 314 W 21st St
Ashby James 130 W 5th St
Atkins Deborah 33 West Elkinton Ave
Ayala Cesar 1 University Place Box 1732
Bacon Francis, Martin 1015 Upland St
Bagley Sherry 1027 W 8th St
Bail Joseph M 211 E Pkwy Ave
Bailey Philbert 617 E 23rd St
Bailey Shadrick B 1617 W 3rd St
Ball Carmen 1326 Atwell St
Ballard Elwood Jr 2920 W 3rd St
Ballard Stella M 1827 W 2nd
Ballinasmeza Trinidad G 2615 Swartz St
Beans Cherrie Lee 1719 Mary St
Belgrave Hannah 417 Concord Ave
Bell Climmie 1222 Crosby St
Belvedere Center 2507 Chestnut St
Bennett Eleanor 10 E Pkwy Ave
Berrang Judith 102 Lombardy Dr
Berry Katherine 1232 Clover Ln
Berry Othello 301 W Mowry St
Bingnear Donna D 705 E 23rd St
Blackwell James W III 72 W 8th St
Blackwell James Walter 605 Lloyd St
Blahitka Walter J 718 Wilson St
Blair Daniel R, Marcelle 838 E 15th St
Boneparte Esther, Al L 1522 Shaw Ter
Bowes Vicor 1201 Palmer St
Brooks Mary 907 Reaney Apt H
Brown Arnold 417 E 20th St
Brown Clarence Jr 2703 Mccarey St
Brown Doris 1924 W 6th St
Brown Ebony 929 E 20th St
Brown James R 115 E Pkwy Ave Bldg 1 Apt 616
Brown Margaret E 216 Ward St
Brown Robin 2122 A Madison St
Browning Ferris Indu 10 Highland Ave
Bruggema Margaret C 1715 Providence Ave
Bruggerman Margt 1715 Providence Ave
Bruni Ralph, Pia 302 E 21st St
Bryant James 3107 W 3rd St
Buckner Daniel 303 W 9th St
Butler Davis Tyrrea 232 Patterson Ave
Cabrera Sara 2701 Madison St Apt C−56
Campbell Leroy Est, Ellen 717 Wilson St
Campbell Mary 515 E 19th St
Campbell William L 1501 Arbor Dr
Cannady Rossie 912 Butler St
Cannon Lashanda 1501 Arbor Dr 407
Carey Anthony 853 E 14th St
Carpenter Earl H 707 Jeffrey St
Carrasco Frances 181 E 18th St
Carter Roy 1 University Place
Caruso Anthony 120 Chestnut Pkwy
Chestnut Kristal L 2220 Upland St
Chine Sai G 2809 W 9th St
Christopher F 920 Yarnall St
Ckhs Prop Mgmt Healthplex Pav II 1350 Edgmont Ave
Ste 2200
Clack Karen D 417 E 20th St
Clarke Beryl 710 Highland Ave
Clarke Sammy Jr 512 10th St
Coates Tiera, Anna 324 Rose St
Coleman Ann 525 Keaney St
Coleman J Scott 2005 Market St Ste 40
Collachi John 231 W 5th St
Collier Ilean 1827 W 6th St
Collins Isaac 1507 Melrose Ave
Collins Rufus 324 W 8th St
Collins Theresa 637 E 19th St
Collins Valaria A 207 W 24th St
Concord Plywood & Supply Co 801 Upland Ave
Conde Mamady 323 E 23rd St Apt H 5
Cooper Michael 625 North St
Cooper Ralph L 1411 James St
Cott Beverage 1130 Sherbrooke W 12th
Crawford Mark 233 Patterson St
Crawley Connie 230 W 21st St
Cresta Nancy 318 E 19th St
Crouse Lorraine, Frazier 320 E 22nd St
Cruz Carlos 913 Crosby St
Culbreath Martha L 2010 W 4th St
Curry John H 314 E 24th St Apt D4
Curry Lillie 1400 Townsend St
Dale Anna 1116 W 2nd St
Davis Angel 1209 Hancock St
Davis Bonita 618 E 21st
Davis Henry 1006 W 2nd St
Davis Joanna N 18 W 8th St
Davis Virginia 1115 W 2nd St
Dawson Matilda 925 Lincoln Av
Deaver Joseph T, Dorothy 15th St Arbor
Dehmel Rolland F 35 E Mowry St
Deshields Lafenus B 1106 Remington St
Di Nicola W 1407 Providence Ave
Dickerson Odessa 1225 Cosby St
Dickerson Qymire B 1919 W 7th St
Dilone Mary 1136 Spruce St
Dimeglio Philip A Jr 224 Clayton St
Dixon Cora 1908 W 4th St
Dodson Brian L 133 E 23rd St
Doohan Marie T 2507 Chestnut St
Dorsey Revena 1109 Terrill St
Duhl Adam J MD 1 Medical Ctr Blvd
Duncan Mary K 200 E 22nd St
Dupree Mollie O, Samuel 1220 W 2nd St
Earl Foster Funeral Home 1100 Kerlin St
Eckert Adeline M, Benjamin J III 720 E 25th St
Eds Auto Body 1210 W Carlas Ln
Educational Directories Unltd 1450 Edgemont Ave 140
Edwards Irene 1325 Hancock St
Elliot Gladys C 2221 W 4th St
Eschen Janice 10 E Pkwy Ave
Esperanza Y Amor Inc 115 E 10th St
Evans Hampton 936 Pennell St
Exum Ethel Lee 2013 W 7th St
Fenty Rita 1116 Potter St
Ferguson Robert C, Janet W 15th St
Ferrence Antoinette, Linda M, Michael R 3301 Carter Ln
Ferrier John C 634 Sproul St
Finney Emmett W III 1925 Edgmont Ave
Fisher Alex 129 E 12th St 2nd Fl
Fisher Mary A 230 Houston St
Fitzgerald Ella 711 W 7th St
Flanagan Cecelia G 208 E 21st St
Foley Lottie M Est 1400 Perkins St
Foote Elinor A 1501 Arbor Dr Apt 810
Ford Motor Credit Co 3310 Township Line Rd
Freeman Myra D 1201 Tilghman St
Frisby Gwendolyn 808 Upland St
Funches Mabel 2127 W 4th St
Funches Mable 2011 W 12th St
Gabela Clarence 15 W 21st St
Gala Iren 2509 W 6th St
Galloway Lolita 715 East 24th St Apt 2
Garner Linda 1501 Arbor Dr Apt 501
Gatsunas Marie 2724 Swarts St
Gehring Lillie B 1126 Remmington St
Gerst Yasmin 714 W 11 St
Ghatge Rohan 408 E 19th St Apt 1f
Gibbs Gertrude 137 E 14th St
Gibbs Mozells 934 Edwards St
Gill Cindy L Wesley House Shelter 701 Madison St
Girafalco William D 951 Terrill St
Gonzalez Luis 1207 Ward St Apt A
Grace Catherine 2700 Chestnut St
Graham Cecelia 310 W 8th St
Graham Mildred M 1120 Remington St
Grant Pamela R 314 E 24th St Apt D5
Green Rose G 1205 Central Ave
Green Shakera 2124 Madison St
Gruszka Laura 2929 W 9th St
Hall Jameel 415 Frank Young Ave
Hall Jerry M 639 E 19th St
Hall Robert 1000 Meadow Ln Apt B 20
Hammond James 925 C Ave Of The States
Harding Peter L 412 Mercer Ct
Harper Adams Adrienne, Idora 220 E 22nd St
Harris Beatrice 913 Lamokin St
Harris Herman E 1420 Esrey St Apt 308
Harris Mary E Est 1207 W 7th St
Hawkins Connie 1418 Washington Ave
Hawkins Dorothy 839 Woodrow St
Hayes Donna L 2325 W 4th St
Hayes Lula 1010 W 7th St
Haywood Rose 1220 W 7th St
Hewitt Sharon 919 E 14th St
Hice Phifer Jr 3028 W 6th St
Holland Lester 331 Yarnall St
Holland Ronald E 210 W 15th St
Hollis Martha, John W 323 Bromace St
Hollis Enoch H Est 717 Engle St
Hollis Retha 1704 W 7th St
Holloway Nettie 1420 Esrey St 512
Holman Sarah A 1225 Ward St Apt B
Holmes Anna 902 Central Ave
Holmes Arnida 507 Central Ave
Holmes Frank 1112 Kerlin St
Howard Curtis 2114 Madison St
Howie Tyrone 928 Tilghman St
Hrp Usa Inc 419 Ave Of The States Ste 407
Hubler Mary Elizabeth 133 Worrell St
Hudnell Corey T 209 W 24th St
Hutchins Phillip Jr 227 Ivy St
Iannucci Sara A 229 E 23rd St
Ickes Robert 821 Glen Terrance
Iffat Enterprise Inc 1425 W 9th St
Iglesia Cristiana Se 115 E 10th St
Israel S Ray Funeral Home 1924 W 3rd St
Jackson Williams Barbara R 905 E 20th St
Jackson Ivan 926 E 16th St
James Selma 321 Yarnall
Jarrett Michael D 1824 W 4th St
Jeffries Joseph N 2605 W 3rd St
Jennings Tamika 1112 Johnson St
Johnson Brandon I 215 Wilson St
Johnson Ervin E 240 Clayton St
Johnson Helen 304 W 9th St
Johnson Helen N 920 Barclay St
Johnson Michael 1204 Morton Ave
Johnson Michael A 118 Worrell St
Johnson Nellie 353 Broomall St
Jones Carrel W 1722 W 7th St
Jones Catherine L 329 Flower St
Jones Florence 1025 Central Ave
Jones James A 915 W 7th St
Jones Lenora A 825 W 8th St
Jones Leonora A 825 W 8th St
Jones Margaret 1157 Spruce St
Jones Nancy 426 Penn St
Jones Nannie 1722 W 79th St
Jones Robert 2600 W 9th St
Joseph Stong Inc 742 W Front St
Joyce Thomas P, Ann L 714 Wilson St
Kain Mary 2310 Providence Ave
Keith Arnessa 1927 W 7th St
Kennedy Karon 1411 James St
Keystone Sprts And Ent 2501 Seaport Dr No Sh500
Knox Felix M 3014 W 13th St Apt S
Kornafel Stanley E 1125 Potter St
Kromah Morris M 314 E 24th St B6
Kyle Raedara J Jr 1100 Kerlin St
Lavelle Margaret D 713 W 7th St
Lawler Lorenzo 1053 Morton Ave
Lawton Albert Room 4 301 E 12th St
Lee Delores 1619 W 10th St
Lee Hattie 1113 Central Ave Fl 2
Lee Jeannette 1420 Esrey St Apt 312
Lee William 609 Barclay St Apt B1
Legette Rhoda 557 Norris St
Levy Helen 821 E 22nd St
Lewis Kermit, Leah 303 W 2nd St
Libby Daniel Apt 61d 113 W 24th St
Lilly Mary 2320 W 3rd
Lin Chun W 2809 W 9th St
Lizinski Josefina 125 Wilson St
Lofton Lillian 1001 Ave Of The States Apt
Lofton Lillie 1001 Ave Of The States Apt
Logan Marjorie 1104 Brown St
Lornells Forklift Svcs Co 237 Clayton St
Lumbers Frederick E 1106 W 3rd St
Luzetsky Michael C 327 W Mowry St
Macfarlane Spencer 5809 Mciivain St
Macielak Frank 2826 W 3rd St
Magee Ethel E 2816 W 10th St
Magowan John 1427 Washington Av
Manley Esther M 1202 Engle St
Manly Moses 1316 Engle St
Marshall Adell 922 W 8th St
Martin Doris, C 1214 W 2nd St
Martin William 133 E 21st St
Mayo Matilda, Trevor 935 W 9th St
Mcardle Molly A 64 E 24th St
Mccall Bernice V 1029 Kerlin St
Mccaulley Thomas 1015 W 5th St
Mcclenden Elizabeth 614 Jeffrey St
Mccrossen Terrence 34 E 24th St
Mccusker Ogbo PO Box 9001805
Mcduffie Robin N 2217 W 4th St
Mcfriff Eliz 1603 W 2nd St
Mclain Robert 1403 Perkins St
Mclaughlin James E 3029 W 10th St
Mcrae Helen, Lauren 17 E 15th St
Mea Helen E 908 E 18th St
Mebane Ada 10 W Mowry St
Mention Darlene 1419 W 3rd St
Merritt James E 701 E 19th
Meyers Gloria 612 Lloyd St
Miller Alice 314 E 24th Apt G5
Miller Andrew J 906 E 16th St
Miller James M 84 W 8th St
Miller Mark 609 19th St E
Minor George, Eva 721 Engle St
Minor Mary 111 Booth St
Misiuda Frank H, Mary 3038 W 2nd St
Mitchell Helen 2624 Madison St
Mitchell Robert 513 Kerlin St
Mitehell Paul E 2624 Madison St
Mohamed Muammar 202 W Elkinton Ave Apt B
Mohammed Market, Mahmoud Kneifati 1135 W 9th St
Moore Dorothy, Mary C 922 Madison St
Moore Anthony B Jr 1210 W Carlas Ln
Morgan John Alexander 1320 W 7th St
Mosley Charles 1114 Edwards St
Murdock Madeline 2712 Lehman St
Murray Annabelle, Lamatha P 1212 Thomas St
Murray Julia 614 Penn St
Mystecka Walter J 2513 Sandeland St
Nasir Said 128 E 18th St
Neal Stanton 1133 Thomas St
Newson Barbara 524 Highland Ave
Nieves Humberto 1015 Mcdowell Ave
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Nixon Florence 2117 W 10th St
Nolan James E 2217 Upland St
Norf Claude Trust Of 1021 E Williams Cir
Nowak Anthony 214 Ward St
Oberg Nancy 2501 Seaport Dr Ste Bh300
Obrien Joseph S 2505 Bethel Rd
Oliver Stanley, Ulma 1021 W 7th St
Orla Mildred 532 Concord Ave
Orraca Tetteh Joseph 230 E 24th St
Ortiz William Jr 1101 Ave Of The States Apt
Otero Brena 1416 Perkins St
Oxman Levitn G 10 E 5th St
Palm Joseph L 1501 Arbor Dr Apt 113
Papi Carrero 122 E Pkwy Av
Parashurama Prashant A MD 1 Medical Ctr Blvd 20
Parker Beatrice 1107 W 7th St
Parveen Monika 215 West Elkinton Ave
Pasternak Rose 833 Mcdowell Ave
Patrick J Rodden Esq Her A 2122 A Madison St
Penberton Eleanor 712 Luville Ave
Peterson Cherrelle 2510 Whetherhill St
Peterson Mark 1500 Washington Ave
Phh Mortgage Corp 2508 W 4th St
Phillips Louise 505 Reaney St
Pierce Darron 906 E 14th St
Pierce Virginia M 321 E 9th St
Pincura Mary 102 Highland Ave
Pompilii Cheryl R 1404 Siegel St
Porter Anita L 2731 Nolan St
Potts Michael, Gilbert 1101 Ave Of The States Apt
Powell Gregory K 219 W 5th St
Preacher Kevin 1126 Ward St Apt B
Preston Callie 2315 W 4th St
Prettyman Regenald 905 W 7th St
Qualmed Wisechoice 1818 Market St
Radwan Ahmed A 808 E 18th St
Ragin Melanie J 36 E 5th St Apt 201
Rawls Reginald L 1100 Kerlin St
Richardson Sara V 1829 W 4th St
Riddle Ruth B 2715 Lehman St
Rideout Mary 902 Central Ave
Ringg Isabelle Rae 410 Yarnall St
Ringgold Isabelle 410 Yarnall St
Ritter Edward C 525 Rose St
Rivera Ramona 913 Crosby St 2b
Robb Florence 1420 Esrey St Apt 210
Robbins Sandra F 203 E Pkwy Ave
Robinson Darlene 314 E 24th St Apt 11 D
Robinson Robert Jr 1120 Hancock St
Roche William J, Mary C 327 Rural Ave
Rodgers Clifford O 934 W 9th St
Rodriguez Abdiel 2822 B W 3rd St
Rodriguez Newli Leslie 1010 Remington St
Rosiak Theodosia H 2625 W 6th St
Rossin Anna 2410 Upland St
Rothwell Harold H Apt B15 758 E 25th St
Rudolph Linda F 516 E 23rd St
Sadler Sarah E 1208 W 9th St
Sammons Curtis, Alice 923 W 9th St
Sammons Sarah Est, Walter 313 E 14th St
Sapp Cortni 319 E 23rd St I10
Sargent Paul D 822 Elsinore Pl
Sarol Maxine P 811 Mcdowell Av
Sastre Angel 1240 Clover Ln
Saunders Bernadine Est 206 W 2nd St
Scott Eleanor M Est 2700 Chestnut Pkwy
Scott Shareese T 2908 W 2nd St
Seibert Deryl L, Deryl 215 E 21st St
Serrano Maria 2919 Madison St
Seth Bessie L 1833 W 6th St
Sharpless Grace N 904 Clover Ln
Shelley Leroy 1501 Arbor Dr Apt 501
Sherman Lloyd 1125 Bulter
Simpson Wilma 216 Yarnall St
Sims Jermaine 1721 Providence Ave Apt 2
Small Herbert, Pecola 1011 Parker St
Smith Alyce P 727 Engle St
Smith C Raymond, Ruth L Tabron 718 W 11th St
Smith Earl 703 W 3rd St
Smith Frank E 1403 W 6th St
Smith Helen 336 E 5th St
Smith Josephi 2500 W 4th St
Smith Margaret 1308 Morton Ave
Snyder Robert 24 E Mowry St
Soulliere Glenn 2700 Chestnut St
Spec Industries 101 Engle St
Speers Robert E 2240 Providence Ave
Spencer Wallace H 1341 M L King Pedestrian Way
Springfield James 1504 W 11th St
St Jacques Jonathan 925 E 15th St
Stack Ruth 734 Jeffrey St
Stanley Betty E 2700 Chestnut St Unit 818
Steinmacher Elizabeth B, Joseph 221 W 22nd St
Stewart Regina 810 W 3rd St
Stong Neil P 742 W Front St
Stop One Deli 1026 W 7th
Strand Horace W 1007 W 7th St
Swartz Christian L 221 W Mowry St
Taylor Elizabeth, Pamela 758 E 25th St Apt B3
Taylor George J 1506 Washington Ave
Taylor Marguerite J 349 Kerlin St
Taylor Sharquana N 1124 Ward St Apt B
Tenaglia Rachel 1501 Arbor Dr Apt 412
Terry Dougherty 1 Medical Ctr Blvd Layton Hall
Thomas Enid 1116 Potter St
Thomas Irene D 921 Pennell St
Thompkins Mary V 114 Jeffrey St
Tisdale Elizabeth L, John J 110 E 9th St
Todd Edgar M 714 Maple Ter
Trimble Jordan O 700 W 3rd St
Turner Andrew 1115 W 2nd St
Turner Karen 133 W 22nd St
Turner Melvin C 2029 W 9th St
Turpin Agnes 32 E 15th St
Turry Patrick B 1204 Beverly Ln
Ua 04 14 76 David L Speers 2240 Providence Ave
Upright Nellie R 1101 Madison St
Vaccaro Monica J 509 E 21st St
Van Ethel 251 E Roland
Vanblerkom Ethel 251 E Roland
Vicks Darlene T 1919 W 7th St
Vinson Dorothy L 22 W Elkinton Ave
Volikas John M 502 E 22nd St Apt D
Wachovia Bank Na 406 Highland Ave
Wade Louis 2 W 17th St
Walcot Glenda 1116 Potter St
Walker Sylvia B, Robert 2008 W 3rd St
Walker Edith Phillips Pl
Walker Jerome 3401 Township Line Rd
Walker Martha L 110 E 18th St
Wallace Karen 2824 W 10th St
Walton Albert, James, Geneva 2611 Sandeland St
Walton Oliver W 206 Jeffrey St
Warner Audley 1127 Ward St 1st Fl
Warren Henry L, Warren Lucy 315 Ayars Pl
Washington Daniel D 3023 W 3rd St
Washington Randy 1135 Meadow Ln
Wedderburn Ins Agency 425 Edgemont Ave
Weiss Donna E 214 E Pkwy Ave
Welch Timothy J, Cora T 2500 W 7th St
Welsh Frank F 336 W 21st St
Wesley Larkay 613 E 21st St
West William S Jr 210 W 2nd St
White Daniel D 2940 E Bright Ave
White Francis 151 W 15th St
White Hattie R 607 Central
Widener Partnership 1450 Edgmont Ave
Wilburn Kimberly 47 Worrell St
Williams Sydney N, Lelia B 1318 Parker St
Williams Arlinda 1139 Madison St Apt B Rear
Williams Doris 2714 W 9th St
Williams James 734 Jeffrey St
Williams Nanette Melvin 604 W 10th St
Williams Rosure 1124 Ward St Apt B
Willis Ellisha Y, Ella R 711 W 7th St
Wilson Juanita I 411 W 22nd St
Wilson Mia 1340 W 7th St
Winters Joseph Brinton 785 E 24th St
Witherspoon R 1220 Crosby St
Wizesniewsha Mary 1139 Chestnut St
Wolski Anthony 1006 E 18th St
Wolson Martin 313 Concord Ave
Wood Mary Jane, Robert S 912 E 18th St
Wood Ronald T, Ronald 316 Engle St Ch
Wright Robert A 2539 Green St
Wright Shawn T 723 W 6th St
Wright Valeisha 2224 Upland St 3
Wyatt Clarence 805 W 3rd St
Young Richelle 1007 Remington St
Young Sharon C 214 W 8th St
Zhang Xinyang 818 E 15th St
Ziccardi Elizabeth 1501 Arbor Dr Apt 108
Ziegler Christine 1413 Seigal St 3
Chester Pa 19014
Bartholomew Irene E 64 Bethel Rd
Bruley Theresa S Est 407 Shubrook Ln
Burkins William II, Melba 3602 Rodger Ave
Fasano Joseph 2221 N Lee Ln
Gamble Michelle 305 Donnelly Ave
Hall Clarence 2519 W 2nd St
Middletown Carpentry Inc Co Tamora Bldg Sys Inc
3581 Concord Rd
Olson Marcia J, Olso A Paul 21 Scarlet Ave
Robinson Walter E 2396 Booker Ave
White Mary 125 Central Ave
Chester Pa 19015
Bishop Yolanda M, Joseph J 328 Patton Ave
Crawford Lois M 1016 Church St
Fleming Loy D 4 Front St
Horzempa Stanley W Jr 107 E Avon Rd
Hudelson Wm R 219 Harrison Rd
Miles Donald 18 E Elbon Rd
Mitchell Elva M 3714 Ridgewood Ln
Sposato Virginia M, Ainto 1320 Harshaw Rd
Walker James 133 Charles Ave
Zickgraf Dolores M 102 W Elbon Rd
Chester Pa 19016
Alfred Jefferson PO Box 563
Blair Brandon, Alene PO Box 496
Colleen Cunningham PO Box 1045
Gilmore Altamese H PO Box 166
Gordon Zora S PO Box 298
Hawkins Don S Sr PO Box 194
Laury Shannin PO Box 1138
Norquay Technology Inc PO Box 468
Chester Pa 19022
Cruz Vera M M 1572 Chester Pike
Chester Heights Pa 19017
Bean Craig M PO Box 362
Brennan Mary Ann PO Box 621
Byc Sponsorship 2008 PO Box 419
Decker Edward A III, Edward A Jr PO Box 236
Decker E A PO Box 236
Decker E A Jr PO Box 236
Decker E S Jr PO Box 236
Fager William PO Box 298
Faush Mary PO Box 461
Hodgins Cheryl A PO Box 166
Pastoral Leadership Instit 305 Valybrook Rd
Putney Ryan E Box 485
Richardson Albert E, Russell Richardson PO Box 546
Tufts Adrian L 818 Cove Ct
Chesterbrook Pa 19087
Abrams Roberta E 346 Brigade Ct
Alco Health Svcs N Eas 1300 Morris Dr
American Academy Of Medical Aesthet 1725 Burgoyne Ct
Auerbach Lindsay R, Zachary B 40 Rittenhouse Ct
Balasubramanian Mahesh R 318 Brigade Ct
Boueri Olivia G 6 Liberte Ln
Brennan Jeremy 21 Sturbridge Ln
Breslin Est 48 Main St
Chandrababu Jothi 318 Brigade Ct
Chang Shu Han 54 Abrams Ln
Chesterbrook Academy 1560 Bradford Rd
Darlington Lucy L 89 Andover Ct
Devry University 701 Lee Rd Ste 300
Dyer Trevor J 1603 Mountainview Dr
Electronic Data Systems 1550 Liberty Ridge Dr 120
Elraghy Tamer S 74 Iroquois Ct
Elsom Kendall A 89 Andover Ct
Flickinger Cordelia H 18 Wellfleet Ln
Fox Chase Agency Inc 701 Lee Rd Ste 105
Fox Companies 955 Chesterbrook Blvd Ste 120
Geller Seth 56 Elan Ln
Gutsche Heather 92 Le Forge Ct
Heywood Wesley 5 Cabot Dr
Honda Lease Trust 328 Brigade Ct
Kinetic Biomedical Svcs Inc 955 Chesterbrook Blvd Ste 300
Kolbe Chistopher P 334 Brigade Ct
Lexow Audrey, Alfred 98 Beacon Sq
Lloyd Engram A 98 Beacon Sq
Manion David M 213 Lafayette Ln
Markakos Peter 328 Brigade Ct
Martina Marc A 1532 Brandywine Ln
Mobility Techn Inc 851 Duportail Rd Ste 220
Mohanty Anupam K, Adarsh K 1462 Hancock Ln
Mohanty Family Dynasty Trust 1462 Hancock Ln
Moyer Janet C 421 Morris Rd
Myers Netta, Auerbach 40 Rittenhouse Ct
Pisapia Michael 256 W Valy Rd
Plutte James P 219 Carriage Ct
Poust Jodi L 13 Le Forge Ct
Sarraf Parisa 230 Washington Pl
Scorpio Assett Mgmt 36 Independence Pl
Sekhar Bejoy 70 Iroquois Ct
Sherry Helen E 321 Brigade Ct
Shukla Bhanushanker R, Bhanumati 27 Woodstream Dr
Solomon Jeff 2 Cabot Dr
Sources Svcs L L C 1325 Morris Dr Ste 203
Suntrust Mortgage 955 Chesterbrook Blvd
Whitney Amy W 38 Rittenhouse Ct
Williams Raymond R, Walter L 114 Cavalry Ct
Woodman Byron IV, Monica 345 New Market Ct
Woodman Byron 345 New Market Ct
Cheyney Pa 19319
Bagley Arthur PO Box 68
Derry Joan D PO Box 206
Wiltshire Margie C PO Box 154
Clifton Heights Pa 19018
Adams Mary 281 Davis Ave
Akintomide Olajide D 1 Jefferson St Apt 208
American Marketing Co 435 Springfield Rd
American Process Lettering PO Box 251
Asdourian Leo 312 Baltimore Pike
Austin Mildred A 281 Davis Ave Apt G9
Aw2 Inc 171 Bishop Ave
Bailey Dorothy Veronica Leonard
Bailey Florence 5151 Gramercy Dr
Bailey Janee 75 South Glenwood Ave
Barnes Douglas R 211 S Church St
Batchelor William 315a E Baltimore Ave
Blake Jane E 5126 Seven Oaks Dr
Blake Raymond 111 Alverstone Rd
Bomar Service Inc 5340 N Springfield Rd
Borough Clifton H 30 S Springfield Rd
Brennan Martin L 148 W Berkley Ave
Brown Joseph F 316 Westpark Ln
Butler Clarence T 241 Cambridge Rd
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Carlin Jillian 254 W Wyncliffe Ave
Chaplinsky Kathryn 615 E Baltimore Ave
Chase Auto Lease 5239 Palmers Mill Rd
Ciccone Rita 275 Westbrook Dr
Citi 283 Gramercy Dr
Citimortgage Inc Its Successor 44 Eyre Ave
Collins Stephanie 18 N Oak Ave
Colvin Gerald L 308 W Park Ln
Cope Paul Ralph 281 Davis Ave
Corrica Gloria P 33 Maple Tr
Coughlan William P 503 S Church St
Curtis Lauryn 254 Gramercy Dr
Dal Inc PO Box 162
Danisi Joseph, Carol 115 W Berkley Ave
Darrell Purnell 129 W Brdway Ave
Dick Mary A 39 S Woodlawn Ave
Diromauldo Rita V 700 Central Ave
Disands Nicholas, Mary 13 W Baltimore
Disantis Harry J 5232 Fairhaven Rd
Donnelly Anna S 228 Gramercy Dr
Doucette Dolores 7 N Marple Ave
Ebke Kendra N, Donna L 121 N Oak Ave
Eck Joseph P 129 Academy Rd
Eichman Michael 536 Chester Ave
Farrell John D 202 Prospect Ave
Faulkner Saturn Collision PO Box 188
Finnegan Thomas P 39 S Woodlawn Ave
Fitzsimmons Rodger T 57 S Church St
Five Guys Burgers & Fries 500 Baltimore Pike W Ofc
Ford Doris 2 S Glenwood Ave Apt B4
Forlepa Blanche B 62 Edgemont Ave
Forman Mark T, Alex, Sam 17 Rockbourne Rd
Frances Mnw LLC 948 Greenhouse Ln
Freeman Varney 1 Jefferson St Jefferson Apts
Gazda Kryzystof, Piotr 44 Eyre Ave
Geary Melissa 308 Westpark Ln
Gliem Barbara 5349 Emerald St
Gmac 5251 Westpark Ln
Golden Mile Pet Svc Inc 501 W Baltimore Ave
Gountis Konstantinos 5251 Westpark Ln
Grandstaff Patricia C 5020 Palmer Mill Rd
Gspa Eugene 63 S Church St
Guzman Nicole, Rachelle N 5257 Palmerville Rd
Hall Matthew 69 Edgemont Ave
Harvey Kathleen D 5321 Delmar Dr
Hasselman Emily 39 S Woodlawn Ave
Hickey Sean 289 Westpark Dr
Higgins Elizabeth 1030 Edgerton Rd
Hobbs Margaret M, Teresa 229 Woodbridge Rd
Hutchins Daniel H 493 E Brdway Ave
Keenan Auto Body 714 E Baltimore Pike
Keleher William F 5156 Whitehall Dr
Kemble Derek J 5156 Westley Dr
Kemp Debora 2 S Glenwood Ave Apt B4
Kenan Auto Body 47 W Berkeley Ave
King Erica 5340 Delmar Dr
Kohls Chase 283 Gramercy Dr
Krauthiem David 5239 Palmers Mill Rd
Leighton Helen 21 Mople Terance
Locher Walter E Baltimore Ave
Lombardo Richard 5319 N Springfield Rd
Longbottom Eleanor 449 N Oal Ave
Longhi John D 58 Springfield Rd
Mac Sams Auto Truck Repair Inc 78 N Sycamore Ave
Malone Dorothy 921 Green Ln
Maloney Margaret E 1009 Rhoades Ave
Marren Elizabeth 134 W Madison Ave
Martinelli James 200 Oak Ave
Mccraw Elizabeth 437 N Sycamore Ave
Mercy Mgmt Of South 831 Providence Rd
Mitchell Joseph R 5236 Westpark Ln
Morello Jason 76 Chester Ave
Mottola Marie 153 Bishop Ave
Mungin Avery 22 N Glenwood Ave
Murtha Edward H 103 S Penn St
Newmaster Anna 45 W Brdway Ave
Nguyen Harry 332 E Berkley Ave
Nichols Tami L 414 S Church St
Osseili Salman 57 W Madison Ave
Ouellette Tanya M 260 Gramercy Dr
Owen Margaret R 250 Cambridge Rd
Pagnottelli Michael 134 W Madison Ave
Palmerio Elvira A 28 Harrison Ave
Phillips Elizabeth M 213 E Berkley Ave
Philpott Margaret G, Vernon 5180 Westley Dr
Qato Nexhmie, Bujar 336 E Brdway
Quinlan Catharine 39 S Woodlawn Ave
Quinn Neil 809 Springfield Rd
Rich Francis, Alfred, Adele 128 E Berkley Ave
Rizzo Eileen 64 W Madison Ave Apt 1
Rodolico Ann M 33 W Madison Ave
Rowe Samuel J 5236 Westbrook Dr
Roy Ritchie 441 E Magnolia Ave
Rugh Matthew 47 W Berkeley Ave
Saccoh Zainab 18 N Oak Ave Apt# D8
Sager Deborah L PO Box 643
Samar Michael Final Impact Collision 215 Walnut St
Schwegel Roberta C 317 Seven Oaks Dr
Scott Frank 2 S Glenwood Ave Apt F3
Sharkey Andrea K, James M 104 Walnut St
Shelling Roberta S 501 Davis Ave
Shelly Morello Erin 76 Chester Ave
Shuler James 17 S Diamond St
Smith Ann M 52 Walnut St
Smith Ellen 533 Seven Oakes Dr
Squillace Anotnio 58 N Springfield Rd
Starr Mary K 7355 Chewynde Ave
Stone Pro Inc 400 S Springfield Rd
Swag Robert 5309 Delmar Dr
Szymanski Stefan 525 Seven Oaks Dr
Taylor Jacqueline 50 N Sycamore Ave
Touhill Cassidy 78 N Sycamore Ave
Traboscia Natalie Final Impact Collision 215 Walnut St
Tracy Adele Rich 128 E Berkley Ave
Turner Edward 50 Baltimore Ave
Umani Elizabeth 44e Baltimore Ave
Vernick Rowlett Richard 16 E Baltimore Av
Villarose Michelle 5200 Palmers Mill Rd
Walters John J 218 W Washington Ave
Wark Minnie A 64 N Diamond St
Warren Bonnie S 25 Edgemont Ave
Wells Theodor 56 Walnut St
Winslow Michelle A, Kevin J 34 E Brdway Ave
Yurechko Stanly I 550 E Baltimore Ave
Collingdale Pa 19023
Adebayo F 623 Mcdade Blvd
Adebayo O 623 Mcdade Blvd
Anderson Anthony 111 Macdade Blvd
Aps Inc 408 Macdade Bl
Bailey Melissa 111 Macdade Blvd
Bell Catherine 928 Bedford Ave
Benson Mildred C, Wayne 110 Uplandter
Best Convenience Store 535 Macdade Blvd
Bey Norma 425 Pusey Ave
Bitzberger Raymond 346 Rively Ave
Boyle Tom Frnt 1010 Macdade Blvd
Byrne Joan G 346 Rively Ave
Cahill William 220 Collingdale Ave
Cannon Court Apt 600 Pusey Ave
Carr Leona 502 Lincoln Ave
Carr Sherrilyn 311 Marshal Ave
Cermignano Samantha 108 Upland Terr
Clark James P 319 Jackson Ave
Cleary Patricia A 602 Hibberd Ave
Craig William, Anna 229 Wolfenden Ave
Craig David M 430 Rively Ave
Crockett Teresa M 224 Roberta Ave
Curtiss James R 114 Upland Ter
Daw Mark E 922 Beechwood Ave
Decarlo Kara 409 Selton Ave
Delosso Amy 736 B Rively Ave
Devers James J 906 Clifton Ave
Digrazio Andrew 1214 Macdade Blvd
Dominion Ventures Ta Delco Storage 519 Macdade Bl
3phase
Doyle Sara E, Eileen Curtis Admntrx 114 Upland Tr
Event Fx Productions Inc 108 Macdade Blvd
Falcone Kimberly 319 Jackson Ave
Faust Ruth Est 420 Pusey Ave
Fischer William G 934 Pitman Ave
Fisher Jon S DO 320 Macdade Blvd Ste 400
Fredericksorf Robert 722 Macdade Blvd
Gates Madeleine 109 Rhodes Ave
Gates Madeleine 502 Lafayette Ave
Gbodi Jide, Mary 230 Pusey Ave
Gellar Melinda 300 Clifton Ave
Glo Salon 1101 Mc Dade Blvd
Graeser Jason 623 Macdade Blvd 1
Grenfell Edith, Wm 1102 Clifton Ave
Guerra Richard 235 Sharon Ave
Guiliano Gennifer, Lenore 1024 Springfield Rd
Haney Joseph 1024 Bartram Ave
Harper Dawn 32 Kern St 2nd Fl
Helker Rosemary 1030 Springfield Rd
Hennessey Mary A 1032 Windsor Rd
Hill Katherine 249 Roberta Ave
Hillanbrand Gloria J 922 Beechwood Ave
Holmes Brittany 307 Felton Ave
Holt Caroline 123 Roberta Ave
Hulbrook Joseph 715 Hibberd Ave
Jntj Inc, Jackie Jones 300 Macdade Blvd
Johnson Elizabeth E 116 Wayne Ave
Jones Amanda 1012 Hollywood Pl
Kilman Matthew 225 Roberta Ave
Larosa Joseph R 1025 Girard Ave
Leocal Micsouka B 116 Lafayette Ave
Lippitt Debra S 1103 Macdade Blvd
Losso Richard De 736 B Rively Ave
Mason Margaret E 143 Wayne Ave
Mcgehrin Thomas A 411 Jackson Ave
Mcgregor Edna 710 Parker
Mcknight Russell G 1114 Walnut St
Medlock Danielle, Anthony 212 Wolfenden Ave
Miller Cheryl A 308 Glenwood Cir
Morgan Edward R 1012 Macdade Blvd
Mundy Machine Shop 1226 Mcdade Blvd
Murray Mariama 227 Blunston Ave
Nichols Linda S 401 Roberta Ave
Niefer Frances 410 Woodlawn Ave
Oates Joseph B 916 Spruce St
Oneal Thomas 1006 Clifton Ave
Pats Pizzeria 901 Mcdade Blvd
Peacock Angelo 311 Marshal Ave
Permagrain Products Inc Dbp 708 Hibberd Ave
Perritta Dorothy 112 Pusey Av 2nd Fl
Peterson Rebecca 485 Westmont Dr
Phillips Patricia F 224 Roberta Ave
Pierson Alina I 914 North St
Presley Michael 1048 Springfield Rd
Radico Thomas J 315 Pershing Ave
Richards Lillian G 503 Felton Ave
Rivera Virginia 70 Chester Pike
Saunders Mary T 217 Wolfenden Ave
Savage Carol L 1121 Walnut St
Schluth Edward T Jr 1003 Spruce St
Schroat Hazle J 824 Spruce St
Seidel Franklin, Reba L 449 Pusey Ave
Shaffers Auto 301 Macdade Blvd
Simpson Jacqueline D 35 Cherry St
Staedt Kevin P 330 Rively Ave
T C Of Southeast Delco Isd 800 Macdade Blvd
Thompson Daisy H 302 Jackson Ave
Ursona Yolanda 703 Parker Ave
Walker Bashemah 108 Pine St
Walker Y 712 Pusey Ave
Williams Bobby 117 S 4th St
Wyche Kevin 313 Roberta Ave
Colwyn Pa 19023
Hart Joseph J 125 Walnut St
Hellmig Carl J Jr 221 2nd St
Hight Harry 442 Ellis Ave
Rhodes Miranda 417 Thatcher Ave
Walton Charles 103 S 4th St
Concordville Pa 19339
Allstate Ins PO Box 71
Breitenbach William E, Dorothy E 698 Featherbed Ln
Brown Judith PO Box 100
Clement Communications PO Box 7000
Ddp Roofing Svc Inc PO Box 1077 20 Conchester Rd
Ebs PO Box 911
Fibre Metal Products Co PO Box 248 Rt 1 &
Brinton Lake Rd
Fineman Debora S PO Box 892
Jason Coulter State Farm Agent 1 State Farm Dr
Jli Assoc Inc PO Box 38
Maneval Dustin 1 State Farm Dr
Parsons George M PO Box 892
Sfpegues Thomas, Sasan Studer PO Box 63
Sharp Ursula A 10 Lacrue Ave
State Farm Auto PO Box 41
State Farm Claim Central PO Box 11
State Farm General Ins Co PO Box 13
State Farm PO Box 142
Vadasz Michael 535 Baltimore Pike
Crum Lynne Pa 19022
Arias George H 1305 Adams St Apt D
Barnett Willard 1108 Haverford Rd Apt D
Bois Tamara 328 S Morris Ave Apt D
Bridenbaugh Mae 1222 Janet Lyn Tr
Brownlowe Ralph, Betty 236 Randall St Apt 2
Cruz Artemio Vazquez 324 Morris Ave D Crum
Dinicolas Joseph 922 Saville Ave
Fizzano Anthony III, Anthony, Tia Marie 1776 Chester Pike
Gleeson Roslyn 344 S Taylor Ave
Hawley Dorothy 325 Morris Ave Apt B
Hill Regia 1118 11th St
Knowles Tom 1414 Chester Pike Apt 2
Krok John 1259 Haverford Rd
Lapish Kyle 235 Randall St
Lewis Kathryn, James 310 Morris Ave Apt C
Mckniff Sarah E 205 Concord St
Olinchak Gary 512 Smiley St
Otto Dana M 340 S Taylor Ave
Pantry1 609 Chester Pike
Robbins Joseph W 3000 Industrial Hw
Scarborough Nancy C 340 S Taylor Ave
Vincent Annie L 1200 E 9th St Apt 203
Wells Sarah 1224 E 13th St
Wroten Sheila 1147 Holland St
Darby Pa 19023
Afolabi Matthew A PO Box 214
Alexander Trimella S 906 Cedar Ave
Anderson Joy 134 Walnut St
Anderson Thomas J 117 S 2nd St
Anson Margaret A 500 Pine St Apt A4
Awkard Phylis 941 Maple Tr
Balchunis Adele 1201 Springfield Rd
Bangur Eleanor 401 Colwyn Ave
Bangura Joshua M 401 Colwyn Ave
Barber Tessie S 27 Main St 2nd Fl
Bargor Jestina B 903 Forrest Ave
Benston Iona, Martin Esq 883 Main St
Bernard Rodrique 927 Ridge Ave
Berry Sylvia 646 Darby Ter
Bestman Diana S 408 S 7th St
Bethea Anna 336 Mulberry St
Bethell Trust 1355 Park La
Bingnear Teresa M 1314 Chestnut St
Birch Christopher 33 Main St Apt
Bond Mary C 300 Mulberry St
Bosacco John, Mary 428 S 4th St
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Boyer Sarah J 326 Marks Ave
Boyou Nathan 920 Pine St
Brown Rita V 29 N 3rd St
Brown Sandra J 135 Hansen Ter
Bullock Nancy J 109 S 6th St 2
Bundy Lolita Annadrea 1210 Wycombe Ave
Butler Clarence 47 Mermont Cir
Byee Tarlue 59 S 7th St
Callahan Kathleen 127 Felton Ave
Campaign For Change 824 Main St
Capizzi Mary 1051 Springfield Rd
Carroll Catherine C 901 Andrews Ave
Carrozza Madeline 25 Concord Rd
Cirwithen Carolyn 241 N 7th St
Clark Sherita 254 Weymouth Rd
Clifton Warren 896 Main St Apt 307
Cohen Norman N 1501 Lansdowne Ave St
Cooper Andre S 224 Roberta Ave
Cornwall Randy L 300 N Front St Unit C21
Culmer Robin N 26 Mermont Cir
Daly Philomena 29 39 Mill St
Darby Medical Assoc, Antwinique Pendleton 869 Main St
Debrouex Lashawn 500 Pine St Apt B 4
Dennis Jameelah 115 N 6th St
Dingle Aginah D 224 Roberta Ave
Doan Auto Corp 29 39 Mill St
Druey Kidd 312 N 10th St
Dumduya Fatima 237 Spring Valy Rd
Dyer Toni 1028 Pine St
Egbukwu Osinakachi 216 S 2nd St
Elizabeth New 214 S 3rd St
Fofana Karmoh 300 N Front St Apt C 24
Francis County 1412 Lansdowne Ave
Freeman Marie J 121 Roberta Ave
Gallagher Norane, Anna M 1350 Edgehill Rd
Geng Xing 145 Gulf
Giannantonia John 71 Macdade Blvd
Gibbs Catherine 223 Londonderry Ln
Goldstein Kathleen 129 Weymouth Rd
Gorham Dolores Ann 1412 Lansdowne Ave
Grant Joseph 400 Roberta Ave
Grantland Marc 230 Jackson Ave
Greenidge M 612 Greenway Ave
Greenway Eleanor B 715 Hibberd Ave
Griffin Alan J 912 Maple Terr
Grogan F 1412 Lansdowne Ave
Gyimah Victor 1012 School St
Haile Sonny 901 Maple Tr
Hamilton Christine, Jennifer 12 Greenway Av
Hampton Carrie, Philip, Richard E 908 Forrester Ave
Harris Harry 1000 School St
Hatchell Keisha M, Ellen I 224 Moore St
Heiler Diane 1023 Main St
Hill Debra Est, Kenneth 35 S 13th St
Hill Kenneth C 143 N 9th St
Hill Kenneth C Sr 143 N 9th St
Hill Lauren 310 Darby Ter
Ingram John I 311 Tripllet Place
Innezeli William Matthew 317 Felton Av 2
Jalloh Alvin T 217 S 2nd St
Jarwee William 913 Pine St
Johnston Anthony 1412 Lansdowne Ave
Jones Edna, Paul 227 N 2nd St
Jones Howard V 204 N Front St
Jones Naydeen D 436 S 2nd St
Jones Richard 320 Darby Te
Kamara Abdul 910 Maple Tr
Kananura Isabella 11 Mill St
Kargbo Yeallie 232 Moore St
Kelly Ethel S, Sheila 138 Golf Rd
Krumboldt Dorothy E 102 N 6th St
Larson Jeffrey R 432 Shetland Rd
Leach Charles J, Willie B 916 Smt St
Lites Jesse 1003 Ridge Ave
Liu Tie 145 Gulf
Lloyd Wright Robin 1206 Wycomb Ave
Lydon John 426 Shetland Rd
Lyman Ethel M 209 N 2nd St
Mansaray Ent Grp Co 213 N 10th St
Marrah Amadou 300 N Front St Apt F22
Mason John 643 Darby Ter
Maxwell Harry 144 Lafayette Ave
Mayernick Dolores 122 N Front St
Mccall Catherine, William 204 Wright Ave
Mccloy Kelly 1100 Chestnut St
Mcconnell Regina 335 S 6th St
Mccullen Ethel R 209 N 2nd St
Mckenzie Margaret 121 Branford Rd
Medley Renee E 118 S 5th St
Mensah Iris 107 N 6th St
Meo Charles E 1000 Macdade Blvd
Mesete A Francis MD 1501 Lansdowne Ste 104
Miles James 231 Wright Ave
Miller Mary E 626 Pine St
Mitchell Darelene Cecelia, Maria A 316 Fern St
Mooney Matthew J, Marilyn E 308 S 8th St
Nedab Evelyn 206 Spring Valy Rd
New Elizabeth, Michael 214 S 3rd St
New Michael 214 S 3rd St
Norman N Cohen M D PC 1501 Lansdowne Ave Ste 205
Nuygen Wynn Q 114 Chestnut St
Obeng Aduasare Neferteti 129 S 5th St
Oliver James 902 Smt St
Osborne Florence S 1412 Lansdowne Ave Rm 126
Oster Wolfgang 123 N Front St C
Parker Volan 234 Clifton Ave
Patel Sanjay 1047 Spgfld Rd
Paterek Beverly 511 Fern St
Pauster Anna 1412 Lansdowne Ave
Pewee Dongo K 306 Walnut St Gbolee Weefaa
Philadelphia Fcu 135 Hansen Ter
Phillips Martha 305 Greenway Ave
Pio Albert J 137 Golf Rd
Porter Dorothy 254 N 9th St
Porter Elisa 1243 Edgehill Rd
Pour Jerome 442 S 2nd St
Quinn Catherine A 24 Clarendon Dr
Rafferty Mary 323 S 6th St
Ratledge Clifford 22 S 13th St
Ray John C 610 Spruce St
Reagan Margaret, John 4 Concord Rd
Revelli William J, Norma 1355 Edgehill Rd
Rice James 315b N 16th St
Richburg Andrea 21 S 4th St
Robinson Darlene 850 Main St Apt B9
Sancomb Howard 312 N 10th St
Sandi Allieu 425 Conventry Av
Sarpong Doris 1025 Ctr St
Scheier William J, Miriam L, William M 450 S 5th St
Scott Gladys 504 Main St Ste 100
Shaffers Auto Svc 301 Macdade Blvd
Sherif Hassan 300 N Front St Apt D14
Shriver Elizabeth T 49 Macdade Blvd
Shute Christopher 234 Clifton Ave
Sidibe Alpha, Doris 13 S 6th St
Sidibe Alpha 13 S 6th St
Siliani John PO Bx 153
Singleton Sheila 29 S 7th St
Sir Enterprises Of Pa, Sirs Function Organizer 125 Fern St
Smart Ronald 896 Main St Apt 105
Smith William, Mary 17 N 2nd St
Smith Ethel 927 Maple Ter
Smith Ethel 935 Maple Ter
Smith Gordon Thomas 714 Cedar Ave
Smith Ronald 124 Spring Valy Rd
Snyder Stephen J, Dalton J 37 Macdade Blvd 1st Fl
Sogunro Olusiyan D, Aishat A 1002 Springfield Rd
Spencer George 315 Darby Terr
Thomas George M 504 Main St Ste 100
Thompson Valentine, Barbara 234 N 6th St
Thompson Wayne 234 N 6th St
Ticknor Harry W 12 Southridge Rd
Tougbay Antie 104 Greenway Ave
Tra Patrick L 1314 Chestnut St
Trullinger Judith L 23 S 3rd St
Valletti Carol 135 Macdade Blvd
Villa St Joseph 1436 Lansdowne Ave
Vonstetten Arthur, Vonstetten Anna 208 N 2nd St
Washington Delores Surviving Children 16 N Front St
Watson C L 312 N 10th St
Weaverling Joan D 10 S 13th St
Wesolowski Mildred, Edmund 1536 Lansdowne Ave
White Bobby 413 Walnut St
Wilcher Clara H 938 Ridge Ave
Williams Marie K 34 S 14th St
Winters Dorothy M, Frank 219 Spring Valy Rd
Witiak James E 1250 Wycombe Ave
Yammue Mamie 102 Greenway Ave
Young Rosalie 301 N 10th St
Zerillo Ersilia M 22 Mermont Cir
Drexel Hill Pa 19026
Action Adjustment Svc Inc 3213 Plumstead Ave
Adams Mary J Est 516 Alexander Ave
Aguila Cristobal J, Janus R 363 Edmonds Ave Apt A
Ali Terek B, Cathy C 80 Drexelbrook Dr Apt 2
Allison Sheila 56−2 Revere Rd
Altieri Nick 837 Gainsboro Rd
Ambrose Anne Marie, Frank L 840 Childs Ave
Andoh Chris 401 Irvington Rd
Anesthesia Specialists 425 Brighton St Ste 202
Arlene Larosa 187 Treaty Rd
Arnold Morton N 53−4 Revere Rd
Aro Props 4410 Township Line Rd
Arrison Jerry L 818 Drexel Ave
Arshad Mohammad 4032 Lasher Rd
Ayjian Agnes 821 Wilde Ave
Bac Home Loans Servicing LP 1016 Ormond Ave
Backe Kathryn E, Kevin F 923 Wilde Ave
Baker Glenn 125 Burmont Rd
Bangs Robert Est 5027 Bond Ave
Barajas Sophia 4004 Garrett Rd
Barnshaw Henry D 1017 Bryan St
Barr Marthe 371 Fairfax Rd
Barton Joseph 904 Childs Ave
Beale Willard H 123 Treaty Rd
Bertolet Marguerite 2200 Steele Rd B
Biru Abonesh D 124 St Charles St
Bistline Patricia J 3322 Mary St
Black John D 957 Cobbs St
Blankenship Charles 172 Bridge St 1st Fl
Boccella Anthony J PO Box 443
Bodycraft Autobody 837 Gainsboro Rd
Botfield Jeanne M 4034 Bonsall Ave
Brennen Frances F 123 Bridge St Apt B
Broussard Marygene 456 Eaton Rd
Buckley Amanda M 5027 Dermond Rd
Burns Landon C 540 Irvington Rd
Byrne Vera 800 Fairfax Rd
Campbell Elizabeth A, Samuel 734 Burmont Rd
Campbell Jennifer 1207 Bryan St
Canavan Eileen M 2511 Mansfield Ave
Carelli Mary Anne 436 Burnley Ln
Carey Jason 5027 Dermond Rd
Carls Alexa N 1005 Childs Ave
Carter Vince M 534 Alexander Hill
Casey Angela 187 Burmont Rd
Casey Joseph W DDS 4414 Marvine Ave
Center David A 4410 Township Line Rd Tall Trees Vlg
Chambers Catherine 52 Blanchard Rd
Chambers Mary J 508 Anderson Ave
Chapman Agency The 4633 State Rd
Chase Home Finance LLC 432 N Lansdowne Ave
Christie William F, Joseph 460 Burmont Rd
Christie Nicholas 1000 Agnew Dr
Cioffi Frank 830 Blythe Ave
Cirillo Jacqueline 333 Abbey Tr
Civera Robert J 48 16 Revere Rd
Clancey Eileen 1200 Bryan St
Clark Matthew A, Heather C 910 Ormond Ave
Clarke Elaine 3415 Valy Green Dr
Cline Bryan S 3211 School Ln
Cole Ronald Dc 5201 W Township Line Rd
Colket Peggie D 477 Brookfield Rd
Collins Sharon Louise 913 Brenton Rd
Connor Stephen J 416 Blythe Ave
Consultants In Med On 2100 Keystone Ave
Corcoran Francis 3836 Berkley Ave
Costello Joseph P 934 Kenwood Rd
Countrywide Home Loans Isaoa Atima 401 Irvington Rd
Coverdale Christopher R 1250 Township Line Rd
Crocker William F Jr, Joani 132 St Charles St
Curcio Sarah M 4427 Rosemont Ave Apt 2
Daccursio Gaeton 4631 State Rd
Dagostino Marie A 4980 State Rd Apt 704 Bldg 2
Daniels Jeannie M 387 Lakeview Ave
Daum Margaret, John 746 Fairfax Rd
David L Rohde Law Offices 4211 Woodland Av209
Davidson Cary M 4010 Garrett Rd Apt 2
Deitz Springfield, Alexandra 743 Eaton Rd
Deitz Brian 743 Eaton Rd
Delaware Co Memorial 501 N Lansdowne Ave
Demarco Rita T 4980 State Rd Bldg 2
Dequetzal Corazon 3995 Vernon Rd
Derstine Christopher 900 Burmont Rd
Destefano Tara 18−10 Valy Rd
Diack Carolyn R 821 Hampshire Rd
Diagaetano Dominick 4980 State Rd
Dibeler Edward 2816 Hillcrest Rd
Difiori Margaret 4508 Cedar Ln
Digaetano Clare 4980 State Rd
Dipadova Arthur J 339 Abbey Ter
Dipilla Eileen C 30 Revere Rd Apt 9
Dirusso Christian 374 Lakeview Ave
Distefano Margaret L 40 Pilgrim Ln
Doherty Arthur T 23 Cheswold Rd
Dohoney Anna J, John P 1013 Wilde Ave
Domurat Lucille 763 Burmont Rd A
Don Addison Auto Body 3700 State Rd
Donati Thomas A 154 Abbey Ter
Donegan Daniel J 251 Abbey Ter
Donnelly Stephen 60 Drexel Brook Dr Apt 3
Doran Patrick, Donna 2228 Hillcrest Rd
Dornisch Mary Ellen 431 Harper Ave
Dougherty Frank 811 Burmont Rd Apt B
Drexel Hill Snack Stand 3435 Plumstead Ave
Drexelbrook Assoc 4812 Drexelbrook Dr
Dugan Dwayne 956 Kenwood Rd
Edmonds & Assoc LLC 3300 Township Line Rd Ste 101
Eginbas Erhan 1033 Mason Ave
Eldridge D C 4012 Garrett Rd Apt 12
Eleftherakis Jaime Kristan 832 Eaton Rd
Emidy Keimberly J 442 Gainsboro Rd
Epps Allen R, Mika 467 Irvington Rd
Erl Bernard 993 Fairfax Rd
Esbensenalpini Donna M 109 Abbey Ter
Esposito Helen 4980 State Rd Apt 2−612
Estes Susan C 305 Cheswold Rd
Estornell David 4234 Valy Rd 1st Fl
Fan Jinjin 84 Ferne Blvd Apt 5
Farrell Bernadette B, Timothy P 4501 Dermond Rd
Faulkner Rose M 2528 Garrett Rd
Fauls Patricia R, Walter I Breslin PO Box 244
Federated Investors, Randall P Siko 79 2 Drexelbrook Dr
Felten Rodger 131 St Charles St 131−B
Ferrante Elena M 908 Harper Ave
Fidelity Bnk Of Phil Pa Utd 05281969 4130 Bloomfield Ave
Fili David 105 Friendship Rd
Fine Marshall, Ellen 312 Burmont Rd 1st Fl
Flanagan Timothy 1201 Mason Ave
Flintlock Properties 156 Warrior Rd
Flynn James 715 Lindale Ave
Foley Daniel J PO Box 81
Foster Mary B 89 Barbara Rd
Fralin Erika 3765 Highland Ave
Frank William H, William O PO Box 69
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Fulton Bonnylynn G 540 Irvington Rd
Furia Robert 3030 Garrett Rd
Fusco Gail B 4011 Huey Ave
Gallagher P P 3709 Marshall Rd
Gallen Francis H, Maria C, George F 137 St Charles Ave
Gantz Hubert J 1029 Morgan Ave
Gardu Gheorghe 321 Shadeland Ave
Gazzara Russell 54 Pilgrim Ln
Gearhart Dorothy, James L 4118 Berry Av
Geary Catherine M, Stephen Jc 804 Penn Ave
Geary Catherine M Est 804 Penn Ave
Geis Helen 5205 Apache Ln
Gentile Carmine 3435 Plumstead Ave
George Christopher 1122 Bryan St
Gilbert George 4410 Township Line Rd
Gillespie 644 Drexel Ave Apt 3
Gilman Steven B 501 N Lansdowne Ave
Goodman Steven 3407 Verner St
Goodyear Robert 720 Turner Ave
Gorman Bernard 520 Argyle Rd
Goss Elizabeth M PO Box 464
Grable George A Jr, Beverly J 59 Drexelbrook Dr Apt 15
Graeber Alfred 1033 Ormond Ave
Gray Derek 647 Aronimink Pl
Greenway Ruth E 928 Blythe Ave
Grey Richard 806 Derwyn Rd
Gurpreet Kochar Md Grp PO Box 205
Hackett Arthur 922 Brenton Rd
Hall Jonathan T 440 Turner Ave
Halloran Katherine M Est Of 89 Barbara Rd
Hamilton Maureen, Frank 4501 School Ln
Hamilton Katharine 4130 Taylor Ave Apt A
Hamilton Richard P 50 6 Revere Rd
Han Charles C 2261 Dermond Rd
Hayes Harman 4410 Township Line Rd
Hayfield Waldemar F, Mary F 506 Childs Ave
Health Information Prof 727 Foss Ave
Hero Scholarship Fun Ia 5104 Township Line Rd
Heron Renee 926 Anderson Ave
Hewitt Anne F 511 Alexander Ave
Hickman Edna B 204 Treaty Rd
Hongmei Zhang 86 Fernie Blvd Apt 4
Hoy Anna M 4027 Ellendale Rd
Hughes James Ma 4026 School Ln
Hutton Ainsley N 3200 Township Line Rd W031
Inzirillo Lauren J 734 Windermere Ave
Joanne Joseph T 1226 Concord Ave
John Bustard A 307 Maple Ave
Johnson Stephen, Johnson Kate M 501 1/2 Blythe Ave
Johnson Athena A 500 Wilde Av
Joseph Anthony 109 Abbey Ter
Jumper Raymond Jr 43−3 Revere Rd
Jung Kim Hyo 35 Revere Rd Apt 35−11
Kane Terence 924 Childs Ave
Karasavas Lazaros, Janet 3700 Bonsall Ave
Kauffmann Daniel 3714 Berry Ave
Kaufman Jack, Fern 721 Morgan Ave
Kavadias Manos 310 Eldon Ave
Kay John D, Emily 4812 Drexelbrook Dr
Kearney Colleen 2424 Cedar Ln
Kelly Michael J, Denise 187 Burmont Rd
Kelly Beverly 310 Blanchard Rd
Kelly Joseph P 439 Fairfax Rd
Kikut John 704 Concord Av
Kim Gayoun 86 Ferne Blvd Apt 10
King Christina 3826 Marshall Rd
Kofke Grace M 709 Edmonds Ave
Kolandjian Bedros 503 Childs Ave
Kruger Kimberly, Charles Cavallo Auto Body 2344 Bond Ave
Lahm Briana 3734 Taylor Ave
Laing Brandon R 1208 Edmonds Ave
Lamar Mirabeau B Jr 211 Pilgram Ln Ste A
Lambeth Roberta 61 Drexelbrook Dr Apt 7
Landau George R 3439 Albermarle Ave
Landolfi Andrea 854 Fairfax Rd
Larkin C Raymond, Mary D 241 Warrior Rd
Lasaway Corp 3400 Garrett Rd Ste B
Latcham Margaret E 3837 Dennison Ave
Lazs Pizza 2340 Highland Ave
Leatherman Warren 921 Blythe Ave
Leisinger Timothy 3932 Mary St
Leppert Patricia, Lorraine W Parana 200 Pilgrim Ln
Leslie Edith N 816 Roberts Ave
Leung Chi Ting 29 6 Revere Rd
Levitsky Sharon 339 Abbey Tr
Lewis Randal John MD 318 Shadeland Ave
Liberty Mutual Agenc PO Box 614
Liberty Mutual Lram 428 N Lansdowne Ave
Liu Weicheng 2222 State Rd
Logsdon Martha 450 Childs Ave
Lombardi Jennifer N, Greg 937 Mason Ave
Loney Daniel, Wendy 112 Friendship Rd
Loney Daniel 112 Friendship Rd
Long Jeffrey 1200 Bryan St
Losco Sandra J, John 432 N Lansdowne Ave
Louden Olwen E, Henry 4210 Torres St
Louden Henry 4210 Torres St
Louis Celine S 4015 Ellendale Rd
Lowis Robert C 3438 Marshall Rd
Lu Huaisheng 434 Wilde Ave
Ludick Lisa M 1025 Bryan St
Lutz Alfred 536 Irvington Rd
Macalona John E 915 Concord Ave
Macmulch, Plunkett Mcdermott 832 Cornell Ave
Mahan Kenneth T 836 Edmonds Ave
Malaussena John 730 Pilgrim Gdns Ctr
Marconi William Jr 81 Barbara Rd
Martineau Kimberly A 2448 Eldon Ave
Martino Anthony 70 Blanchard Rd
Matijosailtis Joanne 238 Bridge Rd Apt 4
Matteo Carmela A 4980 State Rd Apt 416
Mattioli Michael 3213 Plumstead Ave
May Frank E, Amy E 519 Mason Ave
Mcanany Margaret A, Francis X, Alice M 712 Alexander Ave
Mccullough Dana 733 Alexander Ave
Mcdermott Jason P 922 Brenton Rd
Mcdonnell Madeline, Janice 4410 Townshipline Rd Apt R1b
Mcdowell Margaret, Alicia, Sean 60 Drexel Brook Dr Apt 3
Mcgough Joseph 469 Forrest Ave
Mcguigan Mary, Michael 384 Lakeview Ave
Mclean Donald 733 Alexander Ave
Mcvey Edward W, Emilie F 47−1 Revere Rd
Mealiff James P Jr, Christina 916 Cornell Ave
Measells Michael 316 Maple Ave
Merget Rita M 2203 Ardmore Ave
Mia Marie Morrison Benefit Fund 172 Bridge St Apt B
Mifsud Anthony, Bedros S Kolandjian 503 Childs Ave
Miller Thomas W 340 Francis St
Minchin Arthur C III, Abigail C 164 Abbey Ter Fl 1
Misantone Francis K 3414 Berkley Ave Apt 2l
Mogel Earl 1016 Pine Grove Rd
Monroe Donna L 322 Abbey Ter
Moore Malachi M Jr 175 Wilde Ave
Morita Sawako 68 Drexel Brook Dr
Murphy Margaret M, Thomas 1029 Cornell Ave
Nangle James T 165 Abbey Ter
Nangle Marie A 1218 Concord Ave
Nash Florence R 3712 Sommers Ave
Nicholas Jennifer D 300 Edmonds Ave
Nigro Adela 3501 Huey Ave
Noonan Danielle K, Gavin C 221 Signal Rd
Noveau Bernice G 841 Blythe Ave
Obrien Thomas A, Helen M 18−9 Valy Rd
Obrien Heating Cooling 381 Burmont Rd
Orchinik Sara B 1001 Ormond St
Orr David 383 Lombardy Rd
Osmanski Wanda 1049 Morgan Ave
Pakradooni Stephen H 4980 State Rd Apt 2 614
Patterson Marie H 4410 Township Line Rd F2a
Pena Domingos 4211 Woodland Av209
Perry Shawn R 3813 Brunswick Ave
Peterson Stephen 865 Fairfax Ave
Pfaff Natalie 16 Valy Rd Apt 4
Pham Ann T 3400 Township Line Rd
Phan Trang 98 Barbara Rd
Phfa 3826 Marshall Rd
Phh Mortgage Corp Its S 1033 Ormond Ave
Pickarski Alexander 3839 Mary St
PNC Bank Na 957 Cobbs St
Popolo Ciro E 701 Burmont Rd Apt 212
Powell H W 518 Alexander Ave
Prawl Alton S 3700 State Rd
Pricewaterhouse Coopers Llp, Luke A Rice 463 Eaton Rd
Rabie Geoffrey DMD 4750 Township Line Rd
Radcliffe Jonathan S 5000 Fairway Rd
Ramb Mildred 54 5 Revere Rd
Rankin James F Jr 282 Childs Ave
Rankin Jordan R 4040 Redden Rd
Rankin Kevin J 3831 Albermarle Ave
Re Stephen 222 Pilgrim Ln
Reichwein Matthew 739 Windermere Ave
Reilly Molly E 4124 Vernon Rd
Rembish Kelly 3726 School Ln Apt 3c
Richards Charles 3420 Garrett Rd Apt B15
Richards Conville Ruth 4410 Township Line Rd C3d
Roberts Patricia 30 Revere Rd
Rogers Donald, Lillian 523 Bloomfield Ave
Rollo Lucy 2413 Devon Ln
Rosa Angelo 914 Morgan Ave
Roth Theodore F, Dominic S 5202 Arrowhead Ln
Rule Susan 957 Cobbs St
Russels Jeffrey 828 Childs Ave
Russo Filomena, John 332 Maple Ave
Rutter Catherine 4410 Huey Ave
Sabatino Joseph 2533 Irvington Rd
Saitoh Akira 451 Forrest Ave
Santini Esther 4003 Garrett Rd
Saunders David 1016 Ormond Ave
Scheibner Ruth M Est Of 1228 Cornell Ave
Schmidt Andrea, Jonathan T 464 Turner Ave
Scorzetti Carolyn M 360 Edmonds Ave
Scorzetti Paul J 360 Edmonds Ave
Scott Todd 938 Fairfax Rd
Scully Dorothy F, Charles T 534 Shadeland Ave
Sears Alan J 2100 Keystone Ave Ste 700
Selfridge Christina 44−17 Revere Rd
Sengupta Anindya 4037 Dayton Rd
Senick Steven 4950 State Rd Apt 409
Servano Camilo 3939 Mary St
Setaro James C Jr 740 Burmont Rd Apt 27
Shadeland Pharmacy Shadeland Ave & Garrett Rd
Shafer Graham A 739 Morgan Ave
Shieh Jeffrey Township Line & Burmont Rd
Shingler Meghan 865 Fairfax Ave
Shull George S III 713 Blythe Ave
Siegman Brian J 342 Francis St
Sisko Stephanie M 840 Burmont Rd
Smith Christian 4215 State Rd
Smith Isabel M 618 Turner Ave
Smith Isabel T 618 Turner Ave
Smith Sarah 4635 State Rd
Smithgall Melvin H 4130 Bloomfield Ave
Sofield Douglas A, Suzette A, Christine, Leah 3200 Twp
Line Rd Apt 115e
Sofield Leah 479 Forrest Ave
Sofield Suzette 2801 Devon Ln
Solum Charlotte T 527 Windermere Ave
Sonntag Jennifer 1033 Ormond Ave
Spano Mary 3624 Rosemont Ave
Spelman Denis J 309 Pilgrim Ln Apt D
Springfield Ford 743 Eaton Rd
Stevens Mildred G 820 Derwyn Rd
Stevenson Adam 1224 Dermond Rd
Stevenson Daniel J 5138 Bond Ave
Stewart Monica, Glenn 1210 Cobbs St
Stewart Edward J 1005 Belfield Av
Stout Carolyn 3815 Huey Ave
Sullivan Anne Marie 4409 Marvine Ave
Swain Michael S 3815 Huey Ave
Symeonidis Savva 3425 Plumstead Ave
Symeonidou Maria 3425 Plumstead Ave
Tanaka Gyo 36−6 Revera Rd
Terra Robert G Jr 4927 Woodland Ave
Thomas Harry 311 Edmonds Ave
Thompson Bertram 3854 Garrett Rd Apt 10
Thorn Gwendolyn 3811 Marshall Rd
Tiernan Mia 832 Foss Ave
Trellis Financial Group LLC 5221 Apache Ln
Trover Solutions Inc 1016 Warrior Rd
Tse Anne 525 Fairfax Rd
Uffelman Matthew C, Vickie 2543 Irvington Rd
Upper Darby H S 601 N Lansdowne Ave
Valerio Doreen 4215 State Rd
Vandruff Ryan A 1203 Dermond Rd
Veloski James M 3837 Berkley Ave
Viles John J 4410 Township Line Rd Apt M2b
Villanveua Noelia A 4410 Township Line Rd
Vraim Michele, David 1204 Childs Ave
Walcott James 916 Roberts Ave
Walker Marlo A 2202 Steel Rd Apt 2
Walsh Jason 3150 Township Line Rd Ste 2
Wargo Ursula F 3811 Rosemont Ave
Watson Bethanne Township Line & Burmont Rd
Weeks William 3811 Brunswick Ave
Wehinger Charlotte M 4980 State Rd Apt 2 614
Weichert Financial Svcs It 501 1/2 Blythe Ave
Welsh Jeannine M 2509 Marshall Rd
Wheeler Adjustment Inc 1210 Cobbs St
Wilann Inc PO Box 370
Williams Kevin 4015 Lasher Rd
Wolf Robin 187 Burmont Rd
Worth Michael D 715 Foss Ave
Wylonis Julia, Lorraine W Parana 200 Pilgrim Ln
Yaskin Harry Est 923 Drexel Ave
Youngs Auto Body 3700 Bonsall Ave
Zhang Liuyan 44−9 Revere Rd
Zibelman Bert E, Hilda 1017 Wilde Ave
Ziemba Kristine A 823 Windermere Ave
East Lansdowne Pa 19050
Besson Veronica Y 1001 Pembroke Ave
Blassingame Kelvin 20 Beverly Ave
Brown Heather L, Jennifer L 1009 Mason Ave
Bunker Barbara A 167 Wildwood Ave
Carter Ruth Apt 2 29 Oak Ave
Considine John D 177 Melrose Ave
Dougherty Dorothy 154 Wildwood Ave
Garner Georgia C 802 Pembroke Ave
Gilbert Gregory Shana 227 Hirst Ave
Gill Michael A 136 Wildwood Ave
Goldsmithwright Katrina D 116 Bryn Mawr Ave
Jackson Rhonda M 24 Oak Ave
Jin Bi Xiong 203 E Plumstead Ave
Lukaszow M 246 Melrose Ave
Merrill Mary A 145 Lewis Ave
Paquin Arthur L Jr 74 Penn Blvd
Pfeffer Barbara D 23 Hirst Ave
Porcelli Andrea M, Carole 43 Wildwood Ave
Scanlan John J 119 Wildwood Ave
Scheidel David J II 124 Lexington Ave
Schneberge Joseph F 60 Hirst Ave
Sheeran Edward 26 Hirst Ave
Smith Antoine, Deanna 25 Lexington Ave
Sparacio Girolamo Jr 224 Hirst Ave
Tolomeo Marie 26 Hirst Ave
Turner John E 132 Lewis Ave
Williams Polly 164 Hirst Ave
Wright Craig 116 Bryn Mawr Ave
Eddystone Pa 19013
Sauk Edward J 920 Simpson St
Walsky Mary 1033 Saville Ave Apt 3
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Eddystone Pa 19022
Borgmann Timothy 3000 Industrial Hwy
Curren Myerl A 1019 Toll St
Dagostino Robert 1120 Eddystone Ave
Derrickson Joseph C 1016 Leiper St
Desanti Marian H 1030 Toll St
Diromualdo James M, Mary F 1236 E 12th St
Dugan Ryan 922 Saville Ave
Esrey Iva 932 Saville Ave
Fpi Food Processing Inc 903 Industrial Hwy
Franciotti Raymond V 1120 Eddystone Ave Apt 204
Lauer Brian 1307 E 10th St
Malolie Alice J 1019 Toll St
Matyszczak Stephen, William 1239 E 11th St
Mitchell Alice 722 Saville Ave
Price Charles 1204 Simpson St
Russell Cronauer Jason 1215 Lawrence Ave
Sexton Debra 1238 E 12th St
Sexton Debra J 1127 E 11th St
Thompson Edna 1201 Eddystone Ave
Thomson Edna 1201 Eddystone Ave
Wentzel Wayne Logan 1025 Leiper St
York Paper Co 901 Industrial Hwy
Edgemont Pa 19028
Audio Web Pro Inc PO Box 533
Edgemont Country Club PO Box 107
Ergo Sciences Inc PO Box 1365
Jones Mary 320 Darby Terr
Keenan Auto Body West PO Box 125 4936 W Chester Pike
Millridge Homeowners Assoc PO Box 267
Steals Inc. 4977 W Chester Pi 2nd Fl
Supernatural Gymnastics 5129 W Chester Pk
Weber Michael L PO Box 31
Elwyn Pa 19063
Elwyn Inc 111 Elwyn Rd
Griffin Mattie B 54 Elwyn Ave
Essington Pa 19029
Aaa Subrogation Recovery Group PO Box 157
Aaa Mid Atlantic Ins Co Of Nj PO Box 157
Abbott Jeremy 109 Bartram Ave
Bondarchok Donald, Eryk, Theresa 210 Bartram Ave
Boone Robert G Jr 505 Saude Ave
Bowker Arthur 318 Delaware St
Cesanek Joseph J 139 Saude Ave
Cesanek Joseph Sr 139 Saude Ave
Cesarek Anna 139 Saude Ave
Comfort Inn Philadelphia Airport 53 Industrial Hwy
David C O S Robbins Robbins Mtr Trns PO Box 38
Edington James W 327 Lagrange Av
Embert Helen J, James E 400 Printz Ave
Garcia Anthony PO Box 250
Gibson Anne Carol 309 Corinthian Ave B
Godina Joseph P PO Box 250
Gueye Youba 4312 Chestnut St
James Embert 400 Printz Ave
Jones Virginia C, Harvey Sr 124 Savoe Ave
Jones Constance A 236 Warwick Ave
Lang Joseph 330 Bartram Ave
Lopez Palimo R III, Lynda N 184 Mohican St
Majestic Holdings LLC, Wyndham Garden Hotel
45 Industrial Hwy
Mccullough Aleasia A 101 W 2nd St B
Mcshane Charles J 400 Saude Ave
Mullarkey Declan P 53 Industrial Hwy Rm 321
Parking Co Of America 621 N Governor Printz Blvd
Penn Bottle & Supply Co 710 E 3rd St
Perry Frances E 217 Saude Ave
Piasecki Vivian H 2nd St W
Rama Construction Co Inc 76 Industrial Hwy
Ramada Inn 76 Industrial Hwy
Sandvik Mining & Constr 1100 S Pottsville Pike Ste 1
Soden Joanne P 98 Jansen Ave
Stewart Ashley 201 W 3rd St B
Tech Now Inc 31 Industrial Hwy
Thompson William 625 N Governor Printz Blvd 2
Under The Shareholder S Cross Purchase Agreement,
Robbins Robbins Mtr Trns PO Box 38
Wells Fargo PO Box 250
Wheaton Jessica M 409 Essington Ave
Williams Daniel G 2 Riverwatch Ct
Zetusky Christine M 502 Corinthian Ave
Zurinsky Ruthann G 240 La Grange Ave
Folcroft Pa 19032
Anastasi L 2049 Kent Rd
Barthco International 514 Kaiser Dr
Boyle Mary L 820 Grant Rd
Bram Chester M 1961 Carter Rd
Brame Chester M 1961 Carter Rd
Chadwick Marguerite F, E Kenneth 742 Taylor Dr
Chadwick E Kenneth 742 Taylor Dr
Charley Frank Inc 1851 Maple Ave
Clarici Keira M, Ian J, Ryan J PO Box 58
Colbert Brandon 2096 Kent Rd
Consolidated Distribution Svcs 541 Kaiser Dr
Contardi Elijah, Jena 1536 Woodland Ave
Conte Michael J 1862 Delmar Dr
Dedication To Detail 777 Henderson Blvd
Dix William J 1030 Taylor Dr
Eagle Global Logistics 701 Ashland Ave
Eckhart Barbara G 2103 Delmar Dr
Fetrow Esther R 418 Ashland Ave
Fraticelli Abner 1818 Shallcross Ave
Fresh Express Co M Gerace Enterp Inc 434 Primros Avenur
Fullmer Lisa 2313 Delmar Dr
Giacomucci Antonio L, Pamela 904 Delview Dr
Gingras Hazel M 740 Taylor Dr
Graves E 530 Folcroft Ave
Halterman W 809 Bennington Rd
Handly Dorthy E 52 Folcroft Av
Hartley Martinez 2007 Carter Rd
Huang Xu Fang 1844 Delmar Dr
King Maureen E 1528 Glen Ave
Kins Maureen E 1528 Glen Ave
Latchfords Of Ireland 514 Kaiser Dr
Mcdonald Leonard P 1011 Taylor Dr
Messick Carol 2103 Delmar Dr
Micofsky Peter J 781 Taylor Dr
Miller James 773 Taylor Dr
Miller Richard 733 Windsor Cir
Morgan Dennis 1972 Carter Rd
Muhumuza Julius 30 King Ave
Nan Bailey 835 Delview Dr
Niah Alyas 2170 Valy View Dr
Nissan Infiniti Lt 1972 Carter Rd
Nolan Jane M 211 Folcroft Ave
Nyhus Gerald J 912 Grant Rd
Orr Tom 211 Folcroft Ave
Orr William A Chestnut Ave
Owens Michae 117 Prinnos Ave
Peterson Joseph 791 Windsor Cir
Pontiac Paper Co PO Box 193
Pradella Robert 1017 Ashland Ave
Precision Sewer Svcs LLC 734 B Ashland Ave
Rios Lydia 1067 Taylor Dr
Rivera Monica 434 Primos Ave
Safway Svcs Inc, Dina Waldenberg 1000 Ashland Ave
Sanoe Vafee 53 Folcroft Ave
Schenkers Intl PO Box Intl Book House
Scocca Joseph 2096 Heather Rd
Smith Marcia 2056 Kent Rd
Sokol Mildred 427 Willows Ave
Stanichar T J 1528 Elmwood Ave Apt B4
Sure Power Inc PO Box 220
Trepkus Joseph 1570 Glen Av
Weiss Harry R 1923 Delmar Dr
Wells Fargo Auto Finance 434 Primos Ave
White Megan E, Carol 723 Windsor Cir
Wilcox Daniel E 730 Grant Rd
Wiley Adelaide 1959 Carter Rd
Williams Frank B, Alberta 2103 Delmar Dr
Zayas Manuel 1067 Taylor Dr
Zhuo Lan Lan 1844 Delmar Dr
Folsom Pa 19033
39 E 25th LLC 209 Kedron Ave
Array Appliance Center Inc Rt 420 On Macdade Blvd
Ash Karl E Jr 132 Belmont Ave
Barron Genevieve A 446 Edgewood Ave
Blackburn Jean 802 8th Ave
Bonto Frank A 600 7th Ave
Bowes Thomas M 120 Marlin Ave
Bradley James L Jr 148 Haverford Rd
Brydges Edwin 111 Mcdade Blvd Apt A116
Capital Financial Mortgage Corp 215 Kedron Ave
Cavallo Auto Inc Cavallo Auto Body 533 Sylvania Ave
Colucci Carol 225 Edgewood Ave
Coyne Ellen C 511 Folsom Ave
Doerr Kathleen V, Ronald E 228 Ridley Ave
Domers Edward Eagle Electric Supply Kedron Orchard Aves
Dunleavy Daniel K 1029 10th Ave
Dunn Rita S 1155 Morton Ave
Dunphy Edith J RR 1
Durney David J, Lillian 704 Milmont Ave
Engstrand Stephanie 540 Edgewood Ave
Ewart Ronald B 428 Gorsuch St
Frey Bryan M 1176 Morton Ave
Grosso Richard N 111 Macdade Blvd Apt C102
Harrison Arnold, Anna 1201 Mildred Ave
Hart Michelle S 605 7th Ave
Hawaiian Heat 552 Mccade Blvd
Herdman Joseph J 111 Macdade Blvd Apt C11
Hetu Timothy 210 Ohio Ave
Johnston Gertrude M, Alfred J 1208 Sylvania Cir
Jones Dorothy L 1406 Melrose Ter
Kane Catherine A, Kathleen M, Sean J 550 Edgewood Ave
Koway Richard PO Box 237
Ksf Enterprises Inc 111 Mac Dade Blvd B103
Kuonen Frances 226 Kossuth Ave
Lachall Florence M 427 Springfield Ave
Lagamba Louis D 111 Macdade Blvd
Le Kiet T 111 Macdade Blvd Apt C15
Lusi Anthony J III Cavallo Auto Body 533 Sylvania Ave
Maguire Daniel J 318 Arlington Ave
Magyar Kyle 111 Macdade Blvd
Makin George C III, Bernice 320 Harding Ave
Marchetti Anna J 1713 4th Ave
Matharu Asheeta, Vikram 618 Sutton Ave
Mcconville Kathlee 536 Manor Cir
Mchale Florence C, Mchale Joseph 518 Sylvania Ave
Mcnabb Janet M, John 704 2nd Ave
Mikula Dorothy E 303 Manor Cir
Moreland Sandra A 549 Manor Cir
Neff Christopher R 110 Belmont Ave
Panj Abstract Inc 209 Kedron Ave
Peter Schatzberg Dc Pc 1308 Macdade Blvd
Physical Therapy Physicanas PO Box 374
Potter Agnes 308 Marlin St
Riley Darwin C Jr 1205 Redwood Ave
Ritz Karen A PO Box 345
Ron Wise Auto Body 540 Edgewood Ave
S & P Constr Inc 603 Rutledge Ave
Schatzberg Peter PO Box 407
Schatzbert Peter PO Box 407
Scully Dennis M, Karen 300 Rutledge Ave Apt 2
Shavo Inc T A Voigts Gulf 700 Morton Av
Shields Michael 142 Kedron Ave Fl 2nd
Sipio Donato A 438 B Broomall St
Smith Edward C 348 Sycamore Ave
Steuber Bernadette H, Michael Sr 605 Springfield Ave
Store 42225 124 Morton Ave
Thomas Margaret 539 Rutledge Ave
Thompson Robert E 1822 5th Ave
Tirpak C M For Est 111 Macdade Blvd Apt A11
Torvinen Pauli 531 Folsom Ave
Travaglini Michael 1022 9th Ave
Troop Maria 513 Hazel Ave
Wasko Mary 202 Fernwood Ave
Whelan Virginia C 215 Tasker Ave
Wong Jackson 229 Sutton Ave
Garnet Valley Pa 19060
Academy Of Driving Inc 792 Churchill Ln
Aquino Gayle D 11 Woodside Farm Dr
Barat Chidambaram V, Lakshmi V 3225 Sarum Farm Ln
Bennett Carter J, Jonathan 1231 Split Rail Dr
Carpet Mart 1440 Conchester Hwy
Central Mid Atlantic & Mobility A 11 Woodside Farm Dr
Cohen Benjamin, Aliya P 18 Clemson Dr
Damore Kristina M 12 Meadow View Ln
Desrosiers Nicole S 1505 Naamans Creek Rd
Dougherty Donna A 4 Levi Run
Dougherty Heather 11 Woodside Farm Dr
Dragon Colleen T, Joseph A, Merikay, Michelle, Sheila
46 Cassin Hill Rd
Dzeda Michael 1193 Stonegate Turn
Esposito Hauling Contracting Kate 3159 Woodsedge Dr
Granahan Susan E 6 Robert Adams Ct
Grimestad Anne M 1287 Brookstone Dr
Guyer Mark 3 Cider Mill Ct
Jefferson Patricia M 1046 Belmont Ln
Johnson Suzanne E 29 Weeks Dr
K & M Sports Merchandising LLC 94 Overlook Cir
Kulis Pasqualine Bessie, Benjamin J 1508 Bethel Rd
Metzendorf Diane 1664 Wisteria Way
Mills Steve 8 Wrights Ct
Murray Pellegrino Coleen 3164 Booth Dr
Patti George, Isabel 1269 Brookstone Dr
Pollick Steven 3118 Mclaughlin Ct
Racciatti Paolo, Anna 3242 Greystone Dr
Rachubinski Krista 3838 Marsh Rd
Reilly Jane D 2102 Poplar St
Robinson Patricia A 864 Shavertown Rd
Schneeweis Stacy E, Paul S 1004 Ryans Run
Schwartz Howard P 22 Woodsview Dr
Shaikh Nayeem 31 Woodside Farm Dr
Soares Daniel J 1661 Village Ave
Soring Swen E, Swen Emil Soring 3218 Goodley Rd
Thomas Jayesh 1267 Brookstone Dr
Trimmer Stephen M 1622 Garnet Mine Rd
Glen Mills Pa 19342
1on1 Computer Svcs LLC 9 Henley Dr
98 Lacrue Avenue LLC 98 Lacrue Ave Ste 200
A E I M, Evelyn D Barkovich Fox Hill Farm 1000 N Phipps
Woods Ct
A Total Approach Inc 9 Lacrue Ave Ste 103
Abel Geoffrey A, George A 31 Elstone Dr
Abington Bank Susquehanna Bank 100 Maris Grove Way
Adams William S 1212 Sycamore Mills Rd
Allyson Rose Green Memorial Foundation PO Box 162
American Tile Enterprise Corp PO Box 59
Anderson Chris 98 Lacrue Ave Ste 200
Anderson Ethel M 2301 Windfield Cr
Applied Card 50 Applied Card Way
Arete Svcs Inc 63 Andrien Rd
Armistead A Cornelia 7 Broomall Ln
Barnum Deborah L 11 Running Spring Ln
Beardsley Megan 8 Mills Race Place
Beaumont Mark 1807 Red Fox Ln
Betzler R 1205 Holly Ln
Big Cheese Pizza 331 Wilmington Pike
Bmt Mortgage Gr 1786 Wilmington Pike Ste 100b
Bohenek Ronald V 310 Ivy Mills Rd
Bowers Ida S 379 Radford Ct
Boyce John 50 Cambridge Dr
Boyd Colette E, Robert T 2301 Chevers Dr
Bracalenti Christina Manchin 400 Evergreen Dr
Bracalenti Joseph 19 Annesley Dr
Bright Ann M Est 76 Bittersweet Dr
Brooks Charles W, Kelly 51 Willits Way
Bryant Rosalie 65 Fox Valy Ln
Burke Joseph T Est 1616 Middletown Rd
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Camargo Arnaldo, Maria 4208 Chevers
Camargo Rodrigo B 8304 Arment Dr
Carousel Toyota, Ashrafuddin Sikandar 1050 Baltimore Pike
Cash Flow Solutions Inc 141 Ivy Ln
Chew Joan B 400 Evergreen Dr
Citimortgage Inc Its Successor PO Box 356
Coccagna Sara E 5 Green Creek Ln
Conrad Kevin 61 Smithbridge Rd
Corcom Foods LLC 1810 Wilmington Pike 14
Coventry Crossings 512 Coventry Ln
Critchlow Sharon 142 Governor Marham
Culp Matthew 68 Forge Rd
Danza Charles 311 Ivy Ln
Darlington Brazill Assoc Inc 102 Maris Grove Way Ste 517
Darlington Walter C 517 Newlin Pointe
Davidson Samuel T III 80 Mendenhall Dr
Davis Patricia 216 Hatton Place
Deakyne Dean J Est 821 W Fox Hound Chase
Dicaprio Lynne S 1204 Holly Ln
Dickey Patricia A 6 Nillers Run
Didomenicis Karen R 293 Conchester Rd
Dillon James E 15 Grove Rd
Dj Cappelli Inc 139 School House Ln
Don Carlo Inc 311 Ivy Ln
Dragon Joseph A, Merikay 287 S Ivy Ln
Driscoll Lorraine J 513 Millers Run
Dunn Jeanne M PO Box 356
Durham Kathrynann W 16 Ponds View Dr
Ehlen Nicholas M 1106 N Glen Dr
Ehrlich Lisa 1st Fl 835 Concord Rd
Esbin Daniel C, Diana L 6 Georges Way
Eskin Marla 3 Palmer Dr
Euro Fibers PO Box 309
Evans Karen, Mark 2107 White Fox Way
First Watch Security 378 Ivy Mills Rd
Foley Patrick A 2004 Coventry Ln
Frasch William J Jr 1201 N Glen Dr
Friedman Robert D Est 26 Strickland Way
Gans Pamela 120 Govenor Markham Dr
Gelfenbein Viktoriya 9204 Chevers Dr
Gillespie Thomas O 24 Mitchell Cir
Gottel Maxine 217 Middletown Rd
Griffiths Anna 23 Clayton Park Dr
Groswith Jeanne M, Jack 631 Baltimore Pike
Hallcox Christine E 2308 Chevers Dr
Hanford Florence P 1545 Pheasant Ln
Heisserman Douglas P 150 Andrien Rd
Hemadri Venkata Shravan Dheeraj 4205 Chevers Dr
Henderson Elizabeth Jane, Robert K, Hallie J Vasell
14206 Elam Dr
Heslin Margaret M 6 Glen Meadow Dr
Hodson Brody S 67 Creek Rd
Hutton David 201 Sparrows Rdg
Iacobucci Raymond 47 Paul Ln
Ianelli Joyce 30 Butternut St
Ipock Garrison 56 Threewood Dr
Isenberg Paul G 51 Paul Ln
Jordan Robert M, Susan E 110 Portsmouth Cir
Kachur Elena A 111 Governor Markham Dr
Kafigian Albert, Janet 1605 N Glen Dr
Karasik Abraham, Miriam 908 E Fox Hound Chase
Karasik Miriam 908 E Fox Hound Chase
Kasley Elizabeth Forge Rd
Kaufman Richelle B 372 Radford Ct
Kennedy Erin M, Joanne F 9 Stephens Green
Kephart Doug 1098 Smithbridge Rd
Keystone Treats LLC 100 Evergreen Dr Ste 109
Kinney Clarence 171 Cottonwood Dr
Kloss Michael J 1301 Covert Ct
Krok Janet H 6 Acorn Way
Laird James 10 Heather Ln
Lewis Robert A Jr 2306 Chevers Dr
Liao Can 206 Coventry Ln
Macdonald Edwin P 88 Locksley Rd
Madonna Robert C Jr, Kimberly D 232 Old Gradyville Rd
Mahoney Linda J 18 Annesley Dr
Marks Sonia 120 Welmington Pike
Marone Rochelle D 42 Wharton Dr
Maurer Kevin J 3803 Fox Pointe Ct
May Nicole L 90 Smithbridge Rd
Mcfadden Margaret L 110 Briarcliff Ct
Mcgettigan Kristin 58 Paul Cir
Mclaughlin David 123 Heather Ln
Mcmorrow Charles, Gerald, Mary 12103 Elam Dr
Miller Kevin S, Jean H 1192 Avonlea Cir
Mitz Kathleen 15 E Doughert Bv
Montgomery Doris 1090 Forrest Ln
Moriarty Michelle 1 Mill Race Place
Mostardi Al 110 Locksley Rd
Mowatt Patricia A 636 Georgetown Rd
Mowbray R Est 16 Mitchell Cr
Mukes Anna M 7302 Arment Dr
Mulgrew Frank 215 Nottingham Ct
Nadler Robert Jr, Sherida 66 Wharton Dr
Nancy Kay Box 299
Nelson Jacqueline M, Raymond O 215 Nottingham Ct
Nelson Charles 100 Wendy Ln
Obrecht J David 1815 Red Fox Ln
Oddoin Fortune Est Of, Salvatore Oddo 26 Darlington Rd
Onorato Fred 1073 Wilson Ave
Osborne Stephen, Deborah 16 Adrien Rd
Owens Gwen 34 Woodrose Ln 3
Pahuja Tarun 6 Hickory Dr
Paynter Eric C 11 Mulberry Rd
Peppler Marianne 1118 Butternut Rd
Perkins June E 242 Baltimore Pike
Peterson Jock 6 Concord Creek Rd
Phelan Thomas, Thomas III 1073 Wilson Ave
PNC Bank Na Its Successors PO Box 356
Polanich Randi M 56 L Enfant Ct
Quinn Masonry & Sons Inc 19 Twin Pine Way
Raith Denise 58 Rose Dr
Rameshan Jayashree 163 Portsmouth Cir
Rivera Jose L 1303 Coventry Ln
Rjc Northeast LP 110 Portsmouth Cir
Robbins David Jr, David Sr 140 Portsmouth Cir
Robinson Therese 1255 Deep Meadow Dr
Rothberg Robert G 1513 N Hunting Horn Turn
Rtg Custom Homes 1650 Farmers Ln Temp
Rusinque Alvaro 2604 Crestline Ct
Santoleri Nicholas, Kimberly 25 Strickland Way
Schlichter Christine A, Lauren I 18 Annesley Dr
Simmons Linda 200 N Silver Fox Dr
Sinelli Paulette 1830 Middletown Rd
Songwong Velai 8206 Arment Dr
Stefanide James 16 Alexandra Ct
Stewart Thomas T PO Box 423
Stiteler George R 72 Bethel Rd
Stone Creek Homes LLC 1786 Wilmington Pike Ste 200
Summers Day Inc 1808 N Glen Dr
Talley Amy Lee, Coleta 403 Meadow Ct
Talley Raymond E 9 Woodlawn Dr Rt 5
Thomas Jane 7304 Arment Dr
Thompson Andrew R 739 Baltimore Pike
Tillet Andrew W 1803 Coventry Ln Glen
Time Recorders Unlimited Inc 871 Baltimore Pike Regency
Plaza Ste 35 Glen
Urbano Barbara J 5 Sleigh Ride Rd
Usconnect Real World Sys Dougherty Blvd Rte 1
Vadino Gregory D 1002 N Glen Dr
Vanpatter Annabel 508 Vernon Woods
Vertex Constr Svc Crossrds Ctr 1102 B
Wagner Marylouise, Dorothy F 2210 Lydia Hollow Dr
Wagner Dorothy F 2210 Lydia Hollow Dr
Washington Oaks Homeowners Assoc2 Braxton Way Ste 100
Watson Larry A 458 Baltimore Pike Ste 38
Welsh Lawrence C 114 Portsmouth Cir
Wesolowski Olga J 123 Cambridge Dr
Wheeler Adjustment Svcs Inc PO Box 475
Wheeler Gabrielle Marie, Susan 402 Coventry Ln
Whitecar Constance K, Edward C RR1
Whitemore Nelson Mary Ann 90 Mill Race Pl
Wicklein Marjorie F 502 Marshall Landing Lndg
Wieczoek Mark Dd 1788 Wilmington Pike
Williams Mary L PO Box 464
Wilson James 14101 Elam Dr
Xu Gang 12 Marshall Ct
Zheng Feng Z 206 Coventry Ln
Zimmerman Building PO Box 389
Zurawski John 28 Dorset Rd
Glen Riddle Pa 19037
Elder Richard A Box 68
Hoffman Christina 232 Elm Ave
Kerak Stephen 4249 Salmon St
Miller William 307 Lenni Rd
Salvitti Nico 186 S Pennell Rd
Kelly Norman 17 Laurel Ln
Mcmaster Hannah C, James Pennell Rd Media RD 2
Odonnell Corey 274 Glen Riddle Rd A 101
Oliver Williams Jillian 274 Glen Riddle Rd Apt B−307
Rines Scott T 16 Highpoint Dr
Scull Elizabeth 268 Oak Ave
Yorktown Developers Inc 300 S Pennell Rd
Glen Riddle Lima Pa 19037
Drake Lawrence 340 N Middltown Rd Fair Acres Ctr
Fair Acres Geriatric Cent PO Box 496
Garchinsky Bernadett Fair Acres Rte 352
Hallam James 209 N Middletown Rd
Glenolden Pa 19036
Agarwal Ranjana PO Box 541
Amendt A Pest Control Co Inc PO Box 422
Answer Dispatch Svc 303 N Chester Pike
Associate Primary Care 901 Ashland Ave W
Baldwin Jessica 419 Hillcrest Ave
Barclay Joy 215 Macdade Blvd
Barnes Jane 934 Poplar Ave
Bartolomeo Marie T 707 W Ashland Ave
Bezak Catherine T 9 Stuart Ave
Bezak Michael 113 Isabel Ave
Bleiler Arthur 123 S Wells Ave
Booz Anna E Est 333 N Scott Ave
Burke Kathleen 810 Rively Ave
Burns Clarke T 507 S Academy Ave
Butler Edward I 1051 Brookwood Ln
Cantwell Elizabeth 613 Gardner Ave
Cardone Susan E, Ugo 407 Custer Ave
Caron Marie L 608 W Ashland Ave
Casper William J 616 S Elmwood Ave
Chang Jennie Gin−Yuen PO Box 244
Chase Howard E PO Box 49
Cianfrani Clark Dolores 427 Hillcrest Ave
Collins Raymond Est 424 Custer Ave
Consumer Value Watch 100 E Glenolden Ave E 6
Contemporary Villages Condomin 100 E Glenolden Ave
Ste B20
Crawford Regina C Est, James A 38 Nugentown Rd
Croyden Paul T 631 Magnolia Ave
Csaniz Robert P, Eva 303 S Andrews Ave
Cullen Rose M 736 Beech Ave
Dantonio Samuel 129 Westbridge Rd
Daw Rosemary C 412 Dalmas Av
Deicas Darelene 200 Karen Cir Apt 315
Digrezio Virgil 763 Rively Ave
Discount Hauling & Moving Co 23 N Macdade Blvd
Distefano Anthony 307 W Bridge Rd
Domon Hisanori 99 E Glenolden Ave Apt B305
Dr Marc J Steel Family Dentistry 214 N Chester Pke
Driscoll Alice M 604 Rively Ave
Dugan Barbara A 127 E Glenolden Ave
Dunn Theresa Box 351
Durlacher Danielle 613 Sharp Ave
Earley A Jackson 19 W Knowles Ave
Edmonds Amanda 211 Mcbay Blvd
Emsi Em PO Box 162
Faulkner Evelyn F 708 Beech Ave
Fetherby Craig, Lisa 15 S Woodland Ave
Fields Estelle 132 S Scott Ave
Finnegan Christine 1053 Brookwood Ln
Foster Mary J 457 Andrews Ave
Frey Eric 101 E Glenolden Ave Apt 207
Frey Mark PO Box 374
Fuhr Samuel L 131 Mcdade Blvd
Gavula Judity Est 139 N Llanwellyn Ave
George Connie 514 W South Ave
Glynn Thomas M, Siobhan 439 S Scott Ave
Guarini Delores 1071 Stratford Rd
Gundel Ruth 105 N Chester Pike 2 D
Haig Kathryn E 420 Custer Ave
Harris Craig T 1071 Academy Ave
Hart Blanche D, William W 400 S Scott Ave
Hassel Betty J 27 S Scott Ave
Hedrick Michael A 600 Richfield Ave
Hemmert Christopher P 132 S Strafford Rd
Horst Garbers PO Box 320
Hudson Elizabeth S 1064 Stratford Rd
James Miller T A Hines Miller Ind Unit C 420 W Oak Ln
Jamison George R 104 W Gardner Ave
Johansen John 425 S Scott Ave
Joseph Irene M 18 S Elmwood Ave
Kim Chang W 422 W Knowles Ave Apt H
Lebda Stephanie B 24 N Scott Ave
Leiser William A 100 E Glenolden Ave Apt A23
Li Changling 100 E Glenolden Ave
Long Dolores M 629 Beech Ave
Lusch Christine 441 Park Dr
Lynch Othelia PO Box 334
Maguire Thomas J 124 N Llanwellyn Ave
Mcconnell William 108 E Knowles Ave
Mccusker Margaret R 1145 Tremont Dr
Mcfadden Funeral Home 707 W Ashland Ave
Mcteague Herbert, Susan 1050 Cedarwood Rd
Mihaylov Nikolay 350 S Scott Ave
Mikes Collision Towing 51 S Macdade Blvd
Moindi Arthur 221 S Macdade Blvd
Moore Jane 603 S Elmwood
Mulhern Elizabeth 300 Riveley Ave
Muza Maragret C 7 S Andrews Ave
Nguyen Chris 383 S Macdade Blvd
Oconnell Kathryn 43 Benson Dr
Owens Colleen 829 Surrey Ln
Pierro Anthony D 712 Oakwood Dr
Porreca Lucy 227 Westbridge Rd
Porter Leroy D Jr 9 E Ashland Ave
Quaile Michael K 134 Stratford Rd
Ragno Marie E 124 Stratford Rd
Reagan Michael 200 Karen Cir Apt 315
Record Production Solutions 14 S Chester Pike
Record Reproduction Solutions Inc 114 S Chester Pike
Reed Nicole R 511 Harrison Ave
Rich Patrick 416 Scott Ave S
Ridewood Charles F IV 105 S Llanwellyn Ave
Riverabalaguer L Est 99 E Glenolden Ave Apt A302
Robinson La 736 W Cooke Ave
Rodgers Alexander S, Alexander S III 13 Stuart Ave
Rota Alessandro 11 Stratford Rd
Rrs 114 S Chester Pike
Ryan Renee 34 E Glenolden Ave 2
Sands Elizabeth 108 E Knowles Ave
Selfridge Suzanne 100 South Elmwood Ave
Seningen John E Jr 216 S Academy Ave
Simon George F 1071 Oakwood Dr
Site Eye 30 S Macdade Blvd
Smith Tanisha 310 Marshall Ave
Snyder Hilda 9 Stratford Rd
Stenson Jeanne R 219 Park Dr
Stenson Leo 219 Park Dr
Stevenson Mark 100 E Glenolden Ave
Turner Louise E Box 88
Vergnat Mathiey 500 S Ridgeway Ave Ste 253
Villano Sandra A 20 Alicia Ct
Walls Mary T 640 Magnolia Ave
Welke Margaret T 601 W Ashland Ave Apt C
Wescott R 124 N Wells Ave
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White Beatrice R 1163 Oakwood Dr
Williams Mamie 340 W Oak Ln
Wilson Frank 100 E Glenolden Ave Apt T 19
Xiong Chagh 15 Stuart Ave
Your Neighborhood Butcher 12 Independence Ct
Gradyville Pa 19039
Blossom Nancy T PO Box 187
Casciotti David M RD 470
Greim Joan M PO Box 158
Jacobs Catherine Rail Rd
Sciocchetti Christine J PO Box 248
Green Ridge Pa 19014
Ashbaugh Kenneth 60 Deeb
Havertown Pa 19083
Sweet Mary 224 Avon Rd
Abramides Pauline K 109 N Ormond Ave
Absolute Energy LLC 100 W Eagle Rd
Adams Phyllis D 1316 Leedom Rd
Adams Sara D 524 Country Club Ln
Alter Chilton W 128 Kathmere Rd
Altmark David 1730 Earlington Rd
Alvarez Janet 632 Country Club Ln
Arnold Kristin 25 Princeton Rd
Assignbyweb Inc 123 Wilson Ave
Atturi Joseph 619 Naylors Run Rd
Aufschuaer Simon, Hasis 252 Oxford Rd
Baker Lisa 117 S Eagle Rd Apt 201
Baranello James D 10 Glen Tr
Bartholomew Eleanora P, Robert Stump 317 Merrybrook Dr
Baxter Ryan 242 Strathmore Rd
Bell Barbara A, Mary M 7 Waverly Rd
Bell Barbara A 7 Waverly Rd
Benedetto Nicholas 604 Valy Rd
Bennett Frank A 600 E Township Line Rd
Bennett Jean C 2311 Belvedere Ave
Biblis Margaret M 404 Spring Rd
Black Doris 24 Tenby Rd
Blackburn Investments LLC 2618 W Darby Rd
Blinder Theodore J 2427 Darby Rd
Blumberg Michael 507 Darby Rd
Body Craft Auto Body 2 E Township Line Rd
Bouldin Matthew 243 Kenmore Rd
Bove Henry J, Yolanda 125 No Ormond Ave
Braccia Domenick 2010 W Chester Pike Ste 310
Bradley Frederick L 404 Kenmore Rd
Bradley James Desmon 1510 Darby Rd
Braud Martin J 901 Old Manoa Rd
Braud Sally 901 Old Manoa Rd
Breitman Harrison, Carla 1230 Fairview Ave
Brennan Kimberly, Mark J 184 Sycamore Rd
Brickhouse Neil, Haverford Anesthesia Assoc PO Box 1250
Brimmer Helen M 5 Maryland Ave
Brownstein Helen 1729 Greenvaly Rd
Bua Anthony 1613 Mt Pleasant Rd
Burton & Co Inc 54 Woodcroft Rd
But Shu F 1732 Earlington Rd
Calabria James R 239 Mill Rd
Cameron Jessica, Denise 1100 N Eagle Rd
Cannon Edith M 138 Gilmore Rd
Cantwell Catherine 317 Kenmore Rd
Carberry Kathleen, Declan PO Box 1479
Carousel Card Shop St 29 1313 W Chester Pike
Carrozza Lynda 156 Merrybrook Dr
Casserly Michael, Vera M 1111 Roosevelt Dr
Cawley William E, Lauren J 421 Campbell Ave
Centoram Gian Carla 122 W Clearfield Rd
Chang Ya−Wen 48 W Eagle Rd Apt G5
Chase Home Finance LLC 25 N Belfield Ave
Chevalier Catherine L 503 Howell Ln
Childress Bassell 502 Shelbourne Rd
Chiu Yen Lee Shen 1345 Virginia Ave
Citizens Bank 521 Glendale Rd
Coffey Kristen E, Allyson M 221 Pennview Rd
Cohen Craig 407 Hastings Ave
Coladonato Joseph Jr 2419 Poplar Rd
Colella Charisse E 400 Glendale Rd D 51
Coleman Helen 2311 Belvedere Ave
Collins Kathleen 833 Homestead Ave
Collins Kathleen V 2401 Linden Dr
Colon Lana Rae 352 Glen Gary Dr
Connor Walker P, Geremy 345 Mill Rd
Constantino Joseph 217 Campbell Ave
Corbett Ryan T 301 Cherry Ln
Correa Luis 426 Bryan St
Coyle Patricia L 1141 Roosevelt Dr
Cronk Karen 133 Kathmere Rd
Cummings Margaret J 522 Upland Rd
Cupit Jennifer R, Liam James 520 Wales Rd
Cushing Henry 1406 W C Pike
Daniels Dolores O 516 Strathmore Rd
Darcy Joan 400 Glendale Rd Apt 32i
De Simone Antoinette R 2033 Darby Rd Apt 1e
Dean Sandra M PO Box 756
Dee Jennifer L 301 Edgehill Dr
Defruscio Gerald W 1100 N Eagle Rd
Dehoratius Michael A 512 Cumberland Rd
Dibartolomeo Donato M, Mariel K, Nicole M, Robert M
320 Ivy Rock Ln
Didio Patricia, Julia H 1529 Brierwood Rd
Dietrick Gallagher Marianne 60 Rodmor Rd
Difabio Gilda 1732 Ridgeway Rd
Dimarco Nicholas A Jr 518 Cir Dr
Dinkelacker Kurt E 221 Lincoln Ave
Dipietro Marianna PO Box 918
Dixon Gladys E 608 Florence Ave
Dodge Robert A, Brian 1416 Brierwood Rd
Donnell Jennifer O 222 Fairlamb Ave
Donnelly Carol 1006 Allston Rd
Donovan Francis K, Helen M 21 James Dr
Dougherty Richard F Jr, Michael F, Shawna M
1209 Myrtlewood Ave
Dowd Gregory J, Nola 5 E Benedict Ave
Downes Marguerita 38 Fairfield Rd
Drucker Philip E 509 Fairmont Rd
Duffy Bernard J 25 Colonial Dr
Egan Michael J 310 Oxford Rd
Ehung Ivory 101 Fairlamb Ave
Eisbart Robert S, Merle B 221 Ellis Rd
Eizen Bernard 806 Darby Rd
Eleftherakis Jaime, Pauline Abramides 109 N Ormond Ave
Eppright Mark 209 Glen Gary Dr
Esbensen Christopher P, Esbensen Mark 1401 Delmont Ave
Eyeland Optical Corp 109 N Eagle Rd Ste 5
Fahrner Victoria 55 Upland Rd
Fairmount Quarters Condominium Assoc
551 W Lancaster Ave
Falcone Joseph M Jr, Gabriella M 1239 Leedom Rd
Falcone Susan A 1535 Lawrence Rd
Faldowski Damon J, Julie 53 Waverly Rd
Fatell Bonnie Glantz, Sara Paige, Howard B 1609 Surrey Ln
Fatell Sara Paige, Jessica Shefsky 1615 Surrey Ln
Ferry Robert M 216 Paddock Rd
Fink Douglas H, Edith PO Box 1550
Flezo Gianna 8 Kathmere Rd
Flitter Jean D 270 Ellis Rd
Fluck Trudy D 805 Darby Rd
Flurer William G 1232 Bon Air Rd
Flynn Matthew D, Michael 20 E Clearfield Rd
Flynn Sean P Esq 728 E Manoa Rd
Fogerty Thomas J 1616 Mt Pleasant Rd
Forsythe Mary S 1 Foster Ave
Fortress Pennsylvania LLC, Terri Mongan 2 Raymond Dr
Ste Ef
Frank P Shannon DDS Assoc 2427 W Darby Rd
Franks William B, Bernice M 180 Sycamore Rd
Frechie Gordon Est 217 Earlington Rd
Freeman Gary 751 Hathway Ln
Freeman Joseph W 1346 Robinson Ave
Friggle Norton Kathryn A 12 Llandaff Rd
Furst Jill 405 Wynne Ave
Gagliardi Marie Est Of 55 Upland Rd
Gahring Anne M 314 Walnut Pl
Gallagher James S 60 Rodmor Rd
Gallihue William J 31 Decatur Rd
Galuska Sara 225 Wendover Dr
Garahan Robert F 133 Woodbine Rd
Garrettford Family Dentistry 1330 W Chester Pike
Gasink Leanne B 324 Bryan St
Gevanthor Jeffrey 1502 Darby Rd
Gilroy Joan 104 Rockwood Dr
Gilvear Linda 809 Grove Place
Ginter Susanne 2457 Wynnefield Dr
Goetz Robert 3 Fairhaven Rd
Golberg Rosalind 1100 N Eagle Rd
Goldstein Leigh Alan, Ralph 106 Colfax Rd
Goodma Christopher K, Holland B 419 N Manoa Rd
Gordon M 101 Brookline Blvd
Gottesman Natan 700 Darby Rd Ste 100
Graham Margaret 228 Stanely
Graham William H Jr Est 228 Stanely
Graziola Mindy S 1602 Hampton Rd
Greeley Patricia Mc 119 Hastings Ave
Greenagh Iris 2404 David Dr Apt A
Greenspon Joel M 336 Glen Gary Dr
Grimspan Stephanie 677 Paddock Rd
Grinnan Joseph S H, Estelle R 165 W Hillcrest Ave
Grinspan Jesica L 677 Paddock Rd
Grisolia Domenic 16 Grove Pl
Group Ins Admin For The Acp 666 Township Line Rd
Guenesso Ashley 411 W Langhorne Ave
Haindl Mary 2412 Whitby Rd
Haitz Debow Marie 106 Harding Ave
Hall Leslie A 22 Grove Pl
Hallman Suzann 1630 Delmont Ave
Hamsher C D Dr 1100 N Eagle Rd
Hanlin Joanne 221 Golf Hills Rd
Hart Carolyn 1345 Maryland Ave
Hart Edward F 606 Penfield Ave
Hawkins Robert S 109 Lexington Ave
Hayes Margaret E, James 205 Glen Arbor Rd
Hayes Shirette 2406 W Township Line Rd Apt B
Heath Edward 1901 W Chester Pike
Heller Janice C 400 Glendale Rd
Helmle Mark D 1506 Darby Rd
Henry Carmella, Ernest 1545 Ashton Rd
Henry Adaora 401 N Manoa Rd
Hill Meredith 121 Clamar Ave
Hoegg Cindy L 1708 Manor Rd
Hoffman Stewart 608 N Manoa Rd
Hogarth Christophe M 2412 Merwood Ln
Holderman Michael H 135 Wyndmoor Rd
Huff James M, Brooke 707 Naylors Run Rd
Hull Susan 421 Achille Rd
Ingalls Roscoe 6 Castle Rock Dr
James N Mullen Cf Bridget Mullen Utma Pa
101 N Morgan Av
James N Mullen Cf Molly Mullen Utmapa 101 N Morgan Av
James N Mullen Cf Patrick Mullen Utma Pa
1101 North Morgan Av
James N Mullen Michael Mullen Utma Pa 101 N Morgan Av
Jarosh Rebecca 407 Hastings Ave
Jerry Grays Autobody 1100 N Eagle Rd
John J Manley Inc 700 Darby Rd Ste 100
John L Jordan Tr Uad 5 4 93 806 Darby Rd
Johnston Douglas R, Holly 2023 Oakmont Ave
Johnston Mark A 521 Glendale Rd
Joline Davona 1320 Warren Ave
Joseph Samuel E Dc 1907 Darby Rd
Joseph Weisz Assoc Inc 9 Castle Rock Dr
Juliana Marie J 108 N Ormond Ave
Kagan Mary 369 Windsor Park Ln
Kane John F 1420 Lawndale Ave
Karomfily Mitchell, Martha 1804 Manor Rd
Kaune Doherty Kathryn 505 Wales Rd
Kelly Francis J, Marianne 424 Virginia Ave
Kelly Lorraine B 127 Upland Rd
Kennedy Anne 34 Fulmer Ave
Khajah Abdulaziz 1500 W Chester Pike
Kim Chang Beom 1901 W Chester Pike Apt C3
Kirby Patrick 504 Woodland Dr
Klagholz Norma 9 Strathmore Rd
Klick Jeffrey 506 Devon Rd
Kline Matthew T Md 218 Wickford Rd
Klinger Eileen 403 Allston Rd
Konieczny Joseph 17 Strathmore Rd
Kostomite Nicholas P 119 Earlington Rd
Krencicki Michael 1100 W Township Line Rd
Kuchler Kyle J 500 E Manoa Rd
Kuhwald Ferdinand 19 Hastings Ave
Labonde Jeffrey 548 Strathmore Rd
Lambert Michele P 144 Juniper Rd
Lancaster Cash J 2406 W Township Line Rd Apt B
Larson Thelma C 400 Strathmore Rd
Larsson Karen M, Bengt G 607 Woodland Dr
Laughlin Amy 216 Merrybrook Dr
Lazovitz Joele 1307 Delmont Ave
Lebby Roberta J 400 Glendale Rd F10
Lee Jae Yong 400 Glendale Rd Apt 10h
Lee Kyung D 6 E Park Rd
Leedecke William 509 Harriett Ln
Lehman Robert David Jr MD 31 S Eagle Rd Ste107
Leonard C Eisbart Trust Ua 08 26 92 221 Ellis Rd
Levin Amy Michelle 34 Barbara Ln
Levitan Justin 700 Darby Rd Ste 100
Liacouras Chris 131 Kathmere Rd
Lipko Christine 477 Colfax Rd
Lloyd Scott 539 Furlong Ave
Logue John 18 E Marthart Ave
Lopez Luz M 1613 Mt Pleasant Rd
Lorenz William R, Jeanne K 102 N Concord Ave
Lotka Janice 66 S Eagle Rd Apt C7
Lovelace Thriston 1901 W Chester Pike
Luo Wei Ping 301 Earlington Rd
Magrie Joseph S 23 Kathmere Rd
Maher Edith T 402 Kenmore Rd
Mai Run X 225 Farnham Rd
Malandra David 314 Earlington Rd
Mangigian Gail Est 141 W Clearfield Rd
Mantey Rita M, Robert 17 Michael Rd
Marcelli Anthony 632 Grand Ave
Mark Bowen Plumbing 251 Mill Rd
Martin Douglas J 835 Beechwood Rd
Martin Ethel 404 Shelbourne Rd
Massaro Rose T, William 721 Lawson Ave
Matias Lara 2031 E Darby Rd Apt B3
Maurone Margaret M 1513 Lynnewood Dr
Mcbride David, Ian 133 Golf Hills Rd
Mcbride & Mcbride Assoc 22 W Chester Pike
Mccallum Florence R, Thomas G 67 Colfax Rd
Mccarthy Michael 400 Glendale Rd Unit 52g
Mccaw Helen R 207 Ivy Rock Ln
Mcdaid Richard Kevin, Richard Leon 346 Windsor Park Ln
Mcdevitt John J, Katlyn 617 Country Club Ln
Mcdonough Kevin J, Edith T 1201 Allston Rd
Mcelhiney Denise M, Evan P 1720 Hawthorne Ave
Mcgovern Kathleen M 1202 Ctr Rd
Mcgrenaghan Gerard A, Susan 414 Lianerch Ave
Mcguckin Christophe 1744 Sue Ellen Rd
Mcmanus Mark 14 N Morgan Ave
Mcnamara Anna F 1142 Wilson Dr
Mcniel Dorothy H 229 Faraham Rd
Meade Mary Emily 321 Virginia Ave
Med Assoc Drexel Hill 510 W Darby Rd 2nd Fl
Medori Bridget N 2449 Wynnefield Dr
Meenan Mary M 612 N Manoa Rd
Miller Fred J 230 Glen Ridge Rd
Miller Janet C 24 E Clearfield Rd
Miller Roseann E 107 W Eagle Rd Apt 7
Mininno Thomas J Beautification 37 E Langhorne Ave
Miriam Carrow 047x Rcn Telecom Srvs Inc 3 Raymond Dr
Mitchell Michael F 1433 Delmont Ave
Moiani Patrick 302 Ivy Rock Ln
Montgomery Beatrice 815 Dover Rd
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Moran Cynthia 17 Juniper Rd
Morris Helen 120 Ellis Rd
Morris Patrick 3 E Wilmont Ave
Morrison Lee D 416 Colfax Rd
Mostatab Rebecca 1313 W Chester Pike
Motta Sydney L, Janet 1615 Robinson Ave
Mullen Victoria L, Francis J 59 Woodbine Rd
Muma Robert 806 Darby Rd
Myhre Karl 148 Kathmere Rd
Naab Beatrice C 228 Lincoln Ave
Nagatomo Shigenori 1412 Lawndale Rd
Nardi Robert V, Samuel S 1209 Larchmont Ave
National Energy Control Co 312 Darby Rd
Nauer Margaret J 2323 E Darby Rd
Nebbia Jennifer J, Eric J 612 Florence Ave
Nedelka Anna 1010 Larchmont Ave
Needles Laura A 1301 Dill Rd
Nenner Saraly 14 Castle Rock Dr
Nessler Bethany L, Sarah E 639 Ashurst Rd
Nishio Fumie 1925 Lawrence Rd Apt E−11
Nordone Marie I 3020 Hermosa Ln
North Kristina, Daniel 618 Naylors Run Rd
Nowlan Danielle 401 Shelbourne Rd
Obold Walter L, Mary E 547 Kathmere Rd
Odonnell Edith 2o8 Merrybrook Dr
Odonnell Manus Jr 222 Fairlamb Ave
Ohara Virginia 1032 Steel Rd
Ondik John S 133 Kathmere Rd
Oneill Joan M 1211 Wilson Dr
Organon Contraction 313 Earlington Rd
Parker Clarence E 121 Mill Rd
Parmetech Inc 137 W Eagle Rd
Parmetech Inc 908 Darby Rd
Paulo Kirk 20 Liamdaff Rd
Pauly Matthew 511 Wales Rd
Peacock Samuel Md 700 Darby Rd
Peruso Nina R 403 Allston Rd
Pfeiffer Richard 2416 W Darby Rd
Phan Hoang Po 14 Foster Ave
Philly Women S Lacrosse 33 Waverly Rd
Piccioni Marie Therese, Gina 509 Bennington Rd
Piccioni Albert A 509 Bennington Rd
Pierciey David G 1812 Darby Rd
Pierre And 126 S Eagle Rd
Pinto Mae 321 Olympic Ave
Pizzollo John J 66 S Eagle Rd Apt C21
Pollock John J 66 Eagle Rd Apt D19
Porter Mary T 1111 Harding Dr
Posillico Marge 4 N Morgan Ave
Premier Electricians, Michael White D 209 Fairlamb Ave
Prince Gina 2449 Wynnefield Dr
Ptt Enterprises Inc 33 Brookline Blvd
Pyle Taylor Rose, Melissa, William, Devon 5 Bennington Rd
Quinn Dominica, Declan 345 Sagamore Rd
R J Power Equipment Co Inc 2422 Delchester Dr
Ravert Kathleen 437 Strathmore Rd
Rea Robert D 524 Ellis Rd
Ren Xiaohui 1901 W Chester Pike B4
Renzi Fontana Diana M 301 Sagamore Rd
Richardson James W 513 Covington Rd
Richardson Margaret E 124 Myrtle Ave
Richardson Patricia B 1733 Josie Ln
Ries Charles 2415 Hollis Rd
Rittenhouse Carole Ann 214 Strathmore Rd
Ritz Kristen 1012 Steel Rd
Robbins Nancy 411 Earlington Rd
Rocheleau Michael D, Kristin A 1403 Sunny Hill Ln
Rodia Carmella J 236 Glendale Rd
Romeis Michael 2447 Wynnefield Dr
Rony Rozner 101 W Chester Pike Ste A 2 PO Box 1312
Rosser Christine M 9 Colfax Rd
Rossi Nancy J 1405 Steel Rd
Rudnick Kelly 809 Grove Pl
Ruth M Nester Trust Irrevocable Trust Th 422 Richland Ave
Rutledge Scott E PO Box 1237
Sack Patricia Anne, Thomas Lee 411 E Manoa Rd
Salgueiro Jeanine, Javier 7 Golf Rd
Schaffer Elliott 301 W Chester Pike Ste 201
Schaller Gregory A 320 Lenox Rd
Scheier Mitchell 123 E Eagle Rd
Schiebek Charles 1623 Ridgeway Rd
Schmader Barry 28 Oak Ln
Schwam Rebecca, Andrew 248 Merrybrook Dr
Scola Maurita 1509 Brierwood Rd
Senger Helen A 1202 Ctr Rd
Seward Kathleen 323 Llnrch Ave
Shandler Richard S 1300 Bon Air Tr
Shank John F 1301 Virginia Ave
Shaw Alan B Kesip Acct 1930 Lawrence Rd 14b
Shelby Jones Co Inc PO Box 508
Shissler Margaret E 643 E Manoa Rd
Shriver Virginia N, Roy A 1426 Kingsley Rd
Shuster Noel C 19 Juniper Rd
Simone Jules D 2033 Darby Rd Apt 1e
Sj Airways LLC 6 E Wilmot Ave
Sloan Michael X 1100 N Eagle Rd
Smalley Roisin 103 Llandaff Ave
Smith Michael H, Lisa, Erika A 25 N Belfield Ave
Smith Michael 1705 Lynnewood Dr
Smith Troy R 104 E Eagle Rd
Snyder William 322 Bewley Rd
Sofield Suzette 1225 Bon Air Rd
Spagnoli Ivan E 548 Strathmore Rd
Speers William, Helen R 1737 Hawthorne Ave
Stafiniak Paul 126 Fairlamb Ave
Stea Frank J 309 Valy Rd
Steller Caroline E, Steller Gregory T 3028 Hermosa Ln
Stewart Mark PO Box 527
Stiefel Robert 129 S Eagle Rd
Stinson Noele 5 Castle Rock Dr
Sullivan Joseph F, Mary C 24 E E Manoa Rd
Sulpizio Michael J, Mary Louise S 12 Sunnyhill Ln
Talbot Margaret, Francis 223 Pine Ridge Rd
Taylor Martha 33 W Wilmont Ave
Therese Marie 509 Bennington Rd
Thomas Leroy 2404 David Dr Apt A
Thompson Rebecca 356 James Dr
Tinney Margaret 15 Annabelle Ave
Tredenick John C 220 Strathmore Rd
Truax James 10 Holbrook Rd
Tsai Minglin 1100 N Eagle Rd
Turek Andrew Frederick 217 E Marthart Ave
Ua 07 20 01 Sandon R Smith Trust 104 E Eagle Rd
Ua 08 21 02 Edith M Cannon Revocable Living Trust
138 Gilmore Rd
Vai Dance Studio LLC 801 W Chester Pike
Van Luvender Richard J 46 Ralston Ave
Vaughan Brendan J 712 Homestead Ave
Verzella David 304 Strathmore Rd
Victory Mitsubishi 510 W Chester Pike
Vockroth Ella V 407 Sagamore Rd
Volk Matthew 338 Spring Ave
Wang Bin 610 Covinton Rd
Weest Marjorie B 4 Llandillo Rd
White John 6654 Paddock Rd
White Margaret 112 W Clearfield Rd
Wickersham Christine, Ann M 332 Twin Oaks Dr
Wilson Marion S 825 Grove Pl
Wilson Paige Martin 2417 David Dr Apt B
Wiltherow Dorothea 327 Sagamore Rd
Wojtowski Mary S 1100 W Township Line Rd
Wright Cecilia P 15 E Wilmot Ave
Wright Robert 28 N Manoa Rd
Yang Hongmei Dr 1901 W Chester Pike Apt 10b
Yocom Anne L 126 Ivy Rock Ln
Youngers Jennifer 3021 Robin Ln
Youngs Produce 170 W Eagle Rd
Yuzuk Mark, Samuel V 301 Edgehill Dr
Zajac Hilary 2 E Township Line Rd
Ziedonis Adam V 5 Foster Ave
Ziedonis Travis J Special Needs Trust 5 Foster Ave
Ziga Kristen 412 Valy Rd
Zimmerman Dorothy E 28 W Hillcrest Ave
Highland Park Pa 19082
Charles Kelly Jr 7 Englewood Rd
Troupe Frances E 175 N Madison Ave
Holmes Pa 19043
Anna M Filbert Trust 348 Holmes Rd
Bac Home Loans Servicing LP 2711 Grand Ave
Barletto Paul, Paul J Jr 2711 Grand Ave
Berang Judithann 446 Highland Ter
Blythe Charles 407 Parker Ave
Brannan Marie A 2616 Academy Ave
Bush Florence D 2328 Armstrong Ave
Colgan James J 2739 Armstrong Ave
Crossin Joanne, Daniel 409 Adair Rd
Dalessio Carol PO Box 97
Dennehey James J 341 Lawnton Ter
Dneill Regina M 1000 Virginia Ave
Dodds John, Mary 104 Holmes Rd
Ernst Kathryn 340 Brighton
Filbert Anna M 348 Holmes Rd
Ford Christopher 215 Amosland Rd
Foschi Nicholas 2322 Macdade Blvd
Gamble Kyle 2348 Baldwin Ave
Home & Business Adjustment Co 2711 Grand Ave
Howell Jennifer 210 Green St
Icon Business Solutions 1924 Parker Ave
Johnson Robert E 2016 Academy Rd
Komisor Carl 2100 Forrester Ave
Kouba William F, Eurie A 2037 Spruce St
Kouba Jeffrey 2039 Spruce St
Kralle Loriann 2711 Grand Ave
Little Marc By Jean Bourget Holmes Corp Ctr 500 Pine St
Ste 3 B
Lurwick James M, Ellen F 654 Lawnton Ter
Martino Eugene A 207 Glenside Ave
Mcdonough Tegan P 159 Price Ave
O’leary Lydia 2134 Academy Ave
Park Annie N 300 Lawton Tr
Phillips Matthew J, John J 337 Brighton Ter
Proctor Robert, Helen 432 Brighton Ter
Shafer Dorothy French, Philip Eggnor 2300 Armstrong Ave
Shore Brian L 109 Holmes Rd
Sir Speedy Printing Center 2106 E Macdade Blvd
Solomon Nicanor M Jr 427 Brighton Ter
South General Constr Steve S PO Box 108
Spires Michael 210 Green St
Sullivan Matthew 101 Holmes Rd Apt B
Sydney Sue Lynne 2613 Armstrong Ave
Trench Phyllis H 2613 Armstrong Ave
Tuomisto Elena R 2414 Grand Ave
Van Geyten Kristina 355 Holmes Rd
Vangeyten Derek T 348 Holmes Rd
Wehrman Mary 340 Brighton
Lansdowne Pa 19050
Akhter Masuda 133 W Albemarle Ave
Allied Medical Assoc Inc 318 N Lansdowne Ave
Alpigini Robert Co Alpigini Coins 27 N Lansdowne Av
Ames Kenneth 175 Marlyn Rd
Anderson Theodore E 104 W Marshall Rd
Andre Johnson Limo Svcs 757 Providence Rd
Angeline Frank 69 E Strarford Ave
Arehart Veronica L, Tracy L 182 W Greenwood Ave
Arehart Tracy 182 W Greenwood Ave
Ashley Barbara A 20 N Rigby Ave 3
Bailey Anthony E 43 Berkley Ave
Baker Charles L, Edith M 86 Hartley Rd
Baker Julie Anne 86 Hartley Rd
Banegas Audrey V, Amy 147 Windermere Ave
Banya Martin 246 Bryn Mawr Ave
Bartley Joseph 116 Drexel Ave
Battle Mary 205 E Greenwood Ave
Baylor Craig 804 Church Ln
Bessler Nancy 144 W Plumstead Ave
Bigioni Michael 269 N Wycombe Ave
Blake Catherine A 550 S Lansdowne Ave 39
Blake Catherine G 550 S Lansdowne Av 39
Bocchino David 158 Eldon Ave
Bodtke Susan J 194 W Marshall Rd
Boulhassane Habiboula 930 Bullock Ave
Branconi John J 118 Powelton Ave
Breeden Frances J 226 Wynnewood Ave
Brobston Susan S 80 W Baltimore Ave
Brown Allan 137 E Providence Rd
Brown William L 200 Wildwood Ave
Bryant Jean 84 N Lansdowne Ave Apt 401
Burroughs Desiree 607 E Baltimore Ave
Burton Caryn 201 Mckinley Ave Fl 3
Bussone Gertrude M 223 E Greenwood Ave
Cabble Blake A 58 N Lansdowne Ave Apt N−304
Cain Christine 192 Bryn Mawr Ave
Cain Marianne 100 Lansdowne Ct
Calter William P 1211 S Longacre Blvd
Cameron Ruby M, John R 2 Roselawn Ave
Campbell Papeh PO Box 91 533 Orchard Ave
Campbell Thomas J Wildman Arms Apts B304
Cannavo Philip 2005 Greenhill Rd
Canniff Patrick 243 Coverly Rd
Chambers Katherine 29 E Providence Rd
Chambers Marguerite M 80 W Marshall Rd
Chameber John 80 W Marshall Rd
Chase Home Finance LLC 244 Congress Ave
Clarke Ashley 58 N Lansdowne Ave Apt N103
Cleary James J 125 Melrose Ave
Coffin Kathryn, Edwin 52 Fairview Rd
Coffin Kathryn C 59 Fairview Ave
Collins Frank B 61 Nyack Ave
Collinson Mollie F, Walter 89 W Baltimore Ave
Collinson Mollie F 89 W Baltimore Ave
Community Council For Education PO Box 764
Conger Priscilla C 158 Eldon Ave
Conley Charles J 1102 Pembrooke Ave
Cooper Jeff 89 E Baltimore Ave
Costanzo Michelle 135 W Albemarle Ave
Crentsil Florence 609 Glenwood Ave
Crooks Kevin P, Debra A 359 Derwyn Rd
Crouse Dorothy, Edward Est 920 Pembroke Ave
Curlen Sarah A, John 436 Holly Rd
Curran Ellen N PO Box 204
Curry Bernette, Jack 840 W Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Davidprall Nettie K 448 Chester Ave 2
Davis Sarah Elizabeth Lisa Est Of 291 Crawford Ave
Dean Rochelle 436 S Lansdowne Ave
Demaio Emma 1901 Greenhill Rd
Demetrios Xenidis 110 Madison Rd
Diaz Mark 221 W Baltimore Ave
Doan Viet 318 Lincoln Ave
Donahue Omesh 69 E La Crosse Ave
Donohue Leo 22 Deforest Rd
Donohue Leo A 24 Madison Rd
Donovan Joseph E, Anna 62 Houston Rd
Doretha J Coles, Robin B Coles 233 Glentay Ave
Dorn Tyrone A 611 Rose St
Dunn Allison 152 W Plumstead Ave
East Atlantic Concrete Inc 134 Beverly Ave
Elalaoui Fatima Z 36 Ardmore Ave
Evans William T, Florence 7 Patricia Ct Apt D3
Family Finacial Cent 957 E Baltimore Ave
Feeser Adonna 65 E Greenwood Ave
Ferkler Thomas J, Eileen P 77 Hartley Rd
Ferris James L, James T 265 Drexel Ave
Finizio Olena 58 Melrose Ave Apt 1
Finklestein Alan H 223 Scottdale Rd Apt B601
Finney Kanem PO Box 5255
Fischer Loretta 124 1 2 E Plumstead Ave
Fitzgerald Kenneth J Jr, Julie C 70 W Essex Ave
Flores Nicole 676 Rose St
Ford George Jr 820 Serrill Ave
Frank H Mustin Trust 7 Herford Place
Frankl Dorthea J 87 E Stewart Ave
French John J PO Box 91 533 Orchard Ave
Gaddie Sharon Jose 245 Windermere Ave
Gary Kenya 235 Congress Ave
Gaul Arrah Lee 1 Pennock Ter 116 S Lansdowne Ave
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Gay Steffanie K 9 Mansfield Rd
Gibson Sarah 170 W Albemarle Ave
Gilkeson James W Jr, Emily Windsor Ave
Glenn Marcus J PO Box 549
Glover Kenneth, Marsha 331 Wayne Ave
Goldsmith David S 915 Chester Ave
Good Diane M 116 W Marshall Rd
Green Rosalie 185 W Greenwood Ave
H Perot H Marshall 100 E Greenwood Ave
Haley Elizabeth T 243 Penn Blvd
Hankerson Minnie 820 W Cobbs Creek Pkwy
He Henry 261 Coverly Rd
Heaton Beth A 223 Wabash Ave
Hendrix Andrew J 206 W Plumstead Av
Hepford Carole 270 Sheffield Rd
Hilario Annie 21 Eldon Ave
Hillian Mary 2207 Alfred Dr Apt A
Hinton James E 17 Deforest Rd
Hofmann Wilbur L 305 Wayne Ave
Hofmann Wilbur L 329 Lincoln Ave
Holstein Genevieve 127 Madison Rd
Hosang Paul PO Box 249
Hostler Paul E, Irene 220 Hansell Rd
Howard Anthony 172 Greenwood Ave
Howell Juanita M 135 Albemarle Ave
Huang Steve S 18 East Statford Ave
Huber Jeanette A 83 S Lansdowne Ave Apt 6b
Hussein Jalal PO Box 1131
Hylan Margaret F 10 Baily Rd
Jackson Cynthia PO Box 533
Jackson Racquel 74 Nyack Ave
Jackson Vernell D 146 S Lansdowne Ave Apt D 8
James Jesse H Crystal, Jesse H 244 Congress Ave
Jeffcoat Alex 2929 Blair Mill Rd
Jenzano Joseph J, Rose M 15 Windermere Ave
Jin Su Hyun 223 Scottdale Rd Apt B503
Johnson Eugene O PO Box 1411
Johnson Gloria PO Box 995
Johnson Patriceann 101 Lansdowne Ct
Jones Lakeshia 19 Rose Ln
Jordan Kristen 53 Ardmore Ave
Jw Carrigan 17 S Highland Ave
Kamara Joanna J 753 Bullock Ave
Kane Joanne 128 Austin Ave
Kaufholz Edward G, Miriam, Clifford 441 Hilldade Rd
Kayser Lorraine 29 E Stewart Ave Apt 1b
Kemp Asher PO Bx 129
Kinloch Nattie 146 S Lansdowne Ave Apt D
Kopf Thoedore J, Elizabeth 19 S Legion Terr
Kozarski Chester W 117 E Plumstead Ave
Lacombe Casey, John 149 W Albermarle
Large Mary Jane Est 111 Shadeland Ave
Law Offices Of Bernard M Gros 245 Windermere Ave
Learning Inc 59 Drexel Ave
Lee Mi Hee, Seoung Hoon 223 Scottdale Rd Apt B511
Lehman Pat 520 Woodglen Rd
Lemma Robert J 225 Richards Ave
Levenbach Beth 248 Windermere Ave
Lowes Thomas E 185 Windermere Ave
Lucas Accamando Carol 71 E Essex Ave
Lundell Margaret M 28 3rd St
Ma Jianshu 109 E Stewart Ave
Macfarland Charles D 600 S Wycombe Ave
Madden Electric Assoc PO Box 10
Magwood Dwight 24 W Windermere Tr
Marquez Armando 8 Owens Ave Apt 3
Max Pauls Ardmore Auto Bod 1807 E Marshall Rd
Mcateer Elizabeth 66 Drexel Ave
Mcclelland Bette J 80 W Baltimore Ave
Mcennis Eric 29 Ardmore Ave
Mcgarvey Frances M 510 Orchard Way
Mcglincney Susan Marie Miss 311 Wayne Ave
Mclaughlin Thomas 122d Baltimore Ave
Mclennon Samantha 225 Scottdale Rd Apt A306
Mendy John J PO Box 252
Mercik Margaret 125 Mckinley Ave
Merville Christophe 1807 E Marshall Rd
Michio Paul, Michio Anna 59 E Stewart Ave
Miller David L 524 Arbor Rd
Miller William Jr 98 S Wycombe Ave
Mizesko Melissa C 79 E Plumstead Ave
Mohamed Yasir 309 Barker Ave
Moleski Josephine A 188 W Marshall Rd
Mrass Paulus 246 Wabash Ave
Msprc Liability 26 S Highland Ave
Murray Megan 400 S Landsdowne Ave
Muzaale Philip 263 N Wycombe Av
Myers Ruth A 38 Runnemede Ave
Nangle Paul, Amy 90 W Plumstead Ave
Nerron Lucas 558 Lansdowne Ave
Newan Awenita 307 Clearbrook Ave
Nicholls Frederick A 123 Madison Rd
Nicholson Joy PO Box 1335
Ohay Charles 229 W Plumstead Ave
Oleary Patricia 111 N Lansdowne Ave Apt 9e3
Oneal Malzetta 428 Orchard Ave
Oneill Helen M 310 N Maple Ave
Oreilly James 246 Melrose Ave
Parsons Scott 112 N Highland Ave
Peach Mean 151 W Essex Ave
Pearson Pat K 121 S Wycombe Ave
Perez Albert 221 W Baltimore Ave
Perry Bagby Shirley Est 705 Fern St
Pham Vuong 318 Lincoln Ave
Philadelphia Navy Chapter 44 One Pennock Tr
Phoenix Mechanical Inc Industrial Ctr Box 367
Pilgrene Gail 270 Sheffield Rd
Porterjohnson Francine L 85 Eldon Ave
Pyle Jack 122 N Highland Ave
Quigley Michael J 200 E Marshall Rd
Quinn James P Est Apt F102 785 W Providence Rd
Quinn Khalia 504 S Lansdowne Ave Apt B5
Raines Edward C, Thomasine M 117 Mckinley Ave
Rainey Michaile E 196 W Plumstead Ave
Randall Scotia 175 E Plumstead Ave
Rasheed Aneesah 1023 Yedaon Ave
Rhoades Chanel 732 Revere Rd
Richardson Celeste 13 Florence Ave
Ricketts Capree 58 N Lansdowne Ave Apt 301
Rison Raymond 214 Chapman St
Rivera A 350 Congress Ave
Robinson Erica 165 E Essex Ave
Rollerson Keith PO Box 1026
Rowlette Geraldine 37 Church Ln
Rowley Bart J, Bart Jr 323 Derwyn Rd
Rucier Christopher R, Richard A 80 W Baltimore Ave
Apt B117
Sarmiento Catalina 112 N Highland Ave
Savior Barbara E, George 115 W Plumstead Ave
Schembs Mary A 2 Mansfield Rd
Schneider James L 705 Glenwood Av
Sciubba Gregory, Anna 177 Marlyn Rd
See David 116 Walsh Rd
Seibert Robert M Esq 1 Pennock Ter 116 S
Simpson Andrew C 151 Windsor Ave
Slamon Teresa 270 Sheffield Rd
Sloanmoore Cheri A 201 Wynnewood Ave
Smallwood Sellers Hazel 813 Connell Ave
Snyder Rory 277 Wayne Ave
Southwest Stucco And Dryvit 129 Nyack Ave
Sparcio Girolamo 224 Hirst Ave
Spriggs Nancy 119 W Baltimore Ave Apt 4a
Steinberg Theresa, Jay 17 E Albemarle Ave
Stone Patricia A 261 Drexel Ave
Stymiest Jennifer, Earl 58 W Stratford Ave
Suplee Envelope Co Inc 777 W Providence Rd
Suplee James F, Robert M 777 Suplee Ctr
Sutton Jamar 151 Windermere Ave
Sutton Roosevelt 45 W Albemarle Ave
Swing Lisa 6 Oxford Ave
Tarves Grace J, Anne C 48 W Essex Ave
Taylor Elizabeth, Rodney 101 W La Crosse Ave
Terenzi Rocco V 80 W Baltimore Ave Apt B111
Tran Han 73 Hartley Rd
Trintech Business LLC 32 Penn
Urban Heather 173 Owen Ave
Vignola Cort 54 E Stewart Ave
Vogel Norma L 182 Marlyn Rd
Volta Jonette 124 1 2 E Plumstead Ave
Walsh Joseph A 29 E Stewart Ave Apt D
Walsh Mary 120 Chester Ave
Westcott Jacquelyn A 104 Mckinley Ave 1st Fl Apt A
Whitley Antoinette 1 Mansfield Rd
Whitlock William 9 Karen Ct
Wienckowski Mary C 53 Ardmore Ave
Williams Gail 170 Owen Ave
Williams Lamont H 83 S Lansdowne Ave Apt 5a
Williams Ronald 806 Yeadon Ave
Young Melanie 148 Blackburn Ave
Young Phillip C 18 Nyack Ave
Ziooardi Anna 69 E Strarford Ave
Lenni Pa 19052
Butler Donald E, John R 359 Parkmount Rd
Giesler Anne M PO Box 35
Lester Pa 19029
Bartow Nicholas 318 Delaware St
Bowker Charles M 328 Pontiac St
Brousseau Michele J 325 N Governor Printz
Causse Roger D 313 Pontiac St Lester
Collins John J 208 Seneca St
Cooley Arthur P 236 Powhattan St
Crim Lillian 412 Manhattan St
Groch Anna 221 Powhattan St
Kalesnik Frank 408 Manhattan St
Lucchesi Peter A 345 Seneca St Apt C
Mclaughlin Richard 432a Seneca St
Oak Leaf Custom Carpentry 10 Industrial Hwy 34
Old Castle Precast Inc, Odonnell & Naccarato 10117 4th Ave
Osle Johanna 110 S Gov Primt
Prospect Park 416 Governor Printz Blvd
Schneider Philip 334 Powhattan St
Stewart George W 326 Mahattan St
Tap Carrier Systems LLC 105 Diplomat Dr
Wright Vernon 1203 4th Ave
Lima Pa 19037
Bohannon William, Fair Acres 340 N Middletown Rd
Del Co Inst Dist, Fair Acres Phcy 340 N Middletown Rd
Fair Acres Geriatric Center 340 N Middletown Rd
Fish Marion A 411 N Middletown Rd
Gullifer Virgini 340 N Middletown Rd
Freedman Shirley, Fair Acres Ctr 340 N Middletown Rd
Gillespie & Ritchie Inc 1232 Baltimore Pike
Lonnquist Marion R, Fair Acres 340 N Middletown Rd
Mansure Gladys M 411 N Middletown Rd Apt F306
Rainey Edward T, Fair Acres PO Box 496
Schwartz Mary M, Fair Acres 340 N Middletown Rd
Shirley Freedman, Fair Acres Ctr 340 N Middletown Rd
Wolfe Walter 22 N Lincoln Ave
Woodstream Condomin Mgmt Corp Po Box 205
Linwood Pa 19061
Badolato Carmen J, Anthony, Brian 1463 Tallylynn Ave
Behenna Virginia Twin Oaks Rd
Boc Gases PO Box 1453
Burk Donald C 320 White Ave
Butlerwidrig Paula J 147 Ervin Ave
Casel Sidney 6 Ormond St
Chase Home Finance LLC & PNC B 514 W Laughead Ave
Cimohowsky Linda 1544 Huddell Ave
Civitello William B 1442 Tallylynn Ave
Civitello William R 1533 Beale St
Congoleum Corp 4401 Ridge Ave
Dirusso Charles R 2028 Vernon Ave
Dorman Donald K PO Box 1321
Dostelli Frank J 1544 Huddell Ave
Durbano Christopher T 1638 Huddell Ave
Fuhr Katie 1535 Market St
Harmon Ruth 105 E Morton
Hitchens Nora 105 E Morton
Irwin Rhoda Virginia, Deborah D Ferrari 305 White Ave
Johnson Gracie C/O 1533 Smt Ave
Johnson Maria A 107 E Laughead Ave
Keesey Christine A, David J 319 Melling Ave
Keris Catherine 28 Morton Ave
Kruczaj Stephen, Michael PO Box 1496
Lavin Muriel 5 Laughead
Lepores Auto Body 16 Ormond St
Lesperance Susan T 1533 Beale St
Mancin Catherine M 1556 Chichester Ave
Medlicott Anthony D 1670 C Chichester Ave
Miller Barbara 3 Norwood Dr
Morgan Kristy A 526 A W Ridge Rd
Nickson Beth Ann, John Jr 1531 Smt Ave
Olszewski Dorothy 111 E Laughead Ave
Persing Cheryl L, James D 160 Edward St
Purdy Patrick J 120 Harvey Ave
Reeves Cynthia Anderson 1446 Smt St
Riberio John 132 Harvey Ave
Ridgewood Inn Rest & Bar 300 W Ridge Ave
Robertson Melissa 1578 Yates Ave
Shadadi Thomas, Steven M 148 Fronefield Ave
Short Jamaica 1582 1/2 Chichester Ave
Smedley Chris 320 E Ridge Rd
Sparks Megan R 1122 Sterling Ave
Spence Judith, John 514 W Laughead Ave
Stalnaker Tammy S 1412 Smt Ave
Stankiewicz Edward 1579 Chichester Ave
Taylor George 1450 Smt Ave
Taylor Warren E III 1547 Market St
Viotti Alda A 1552 Hiddell Ave
Williams Alfred E 1313 Green St
Wood Joseph 15 Maise Dr
Yuska Walter 153 Fronefield Ave
Llanerch Pa 19083
Mcdade James F, Myrtle 226 W Chester Pike
Marcus Hook Pa 19060
Cc Constr 3689 Garnet Mine Rd
Davis Edith L 1001 Mclenahan Ter
Adamski Frank 21 Walnut St
Ashby Edward J 4 W 6th St
Badolato Carmen J, Michael 1463 Tallylynn Ave
Bastedo Mabel 76 Kirk Rd
Baylor Debra 2240 Larkin Rd
Bell Gary 161 Chadwick Ave
Bixby Lee 3739 Hicks Ln
Bonner Rosemarie 2237 Naamans Crk Rd
Boucher Martha 1124 Green St
Branka Margaret 2 E 9th St
Business Communications 1670 Chichester Ave
Cartos Theodore F, Davis, Linda Macdonald
6 Independence Ct
Civitello William 1533 Beale St
Collins Mary E 45 Cedar St
Congleton Charles E 9th St
Czajka Bernadette 1215 Chestnut St
Denham Charles 620 Post Rd
Digiacoma Kellie 2614 Osborne St
Dimatteo Joseph 818 Market St
Dynamic Physical Therapy 2 W 10th St
Dynamic Physical Therapy & Rehab Center PO Box 362
Ellingsworth E 30 Maple St
Gay Alice 2118 Redwood Ave
Gingras Paul E 1800 Mill Rd Apt F312
Gommer George 17 W 2nd St
Gruszka David M 2625 Valy Forge Dr
Hall Shirley, Susan 910 Kingsman Rd
Hansen William 18 Plaza St
Hawke Robert J 206 Market St
Holloman Michael T 900 Market St Apt E
John Samuel 117 Market St
Johnson Denise 21 Pine St Apt D
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Jones Kimberly 161 Chadwick Ave
Kang Jaeho 100 Louise Dr
Kiger Thomas PO Box 362
Larsen Barbara J 1591 Market Sreet
Lewis Joanne 1327 Green St
Longacre June 4201 5th St
Loretto Helen D 1122 Green St
Losak Addie E 1034 Yates Ave
Loughery William 1205 Split Rail Dr
Lynch Hercules R, Mabel M 1008 Anderson St
Madden John 3739 Hicks Ln
Mariniello Elizabeth 3 Field Dr
Martin Marion 1036 Green St
Mccue Dorothy 2118 Redwood Ave
Mcdonald Diane 530 Conchester Rd Apt 1
Midland Mortgage Co 44 Spruce St
Miller David 1002 Randall Ave
Miller Michael 44 Spruce St
Morris Doris G 2 Plaza St
Neary Kathleen M 3702 W 13th St
Nelson Ronald 1018 Market St
Passamonti Danielle 1522a Rolling Glen Dr
Peck Lisa N 17 E 9th St
Petitdemange H E 118 Harvey Ave
Poleck Bonnie L 3824 W 9th St
Preising Charles W 3755 Brookcroft Pl
Ranjan R Shah Profess Corp Pension Pl 1440 Conchester
Hwy Ste 17c
Robertson Melissa 309 White Ave
Roncarati Michael 17 Chestnut St
Ross Gail E 1342 Rolling Glen Dr
Scavicchio Daniel J 29 W 3rd St
Scott Dorothy M Apt E174 1800 Mill Rd
Shaver Margaret E 23 Chestnut St
Shutters Harvey M 4320 Ridge Rd
Sickman Hester A 23 Chestnut St
Simcox Robert L 100 E 10th St
Slayde Enterps Inc 901 Market St
Smith Edward 500 Wlaughead Ave
Sullivan Congetta 900 Market St Apt E
Sunoco Ne Refining 100 Green St
Sunoco Inc Blue Ball Ave R D Recieving Drop Point 54
Sunoco Inc West 10th St & Hewes
Sykes Donald 1847 Larkin Rd
Thompson Kennen E, Kendrick M 814 Marcus Hook Apt A
Thorpe Paul 1708 Huddle Ave
Walnut Home Thrpc Inc 12 Creek Pkwy
Wanner George J, Anna 814 Market St
Warfel Betty Lou 2047 Foulk Rd
Waterview Inc 1568 Garnet Mine Rd
White Roseanne 1658 Ward St
Zebley Dorothy G 118 White Ave
Media Pa 19036
Christy Brian M Sr 42 W Overhill Cir
A G Edwards & Sons 301 Farnum Rd
Aaa Automated Altv Auto Agy In 418 E Baltimore Pke 2000
Action National Sign 53 W Baltimore Pike
Adler Inst For Advanced Imaging LLC PO Box 347
Advantage One Abstract Inc 334 W Front St
Aiken Edith, Hugh H Jr 305 New Darlington Rd
Alarm Capital Alliance LLC 1400 N Providence Rd Ste 3055
Albert T Widmaier Trust 152 Brakel Ln
Alden Geriatric Consultants 2 Dundee Mews
Alexander Edwina Est 1016 W Baltimore Pike
Allen Elizabeth F 212 N Plum St
Allison J Thomas 3rd 12 Anvil Ln
Allstate Ins 324 Crestview Cir
Alternative Abstract Inc 334 W Front St
Altus Arlene 20 Indian Spring Rd
Aly Marie D 295 E Jefferson St Apt 30
Andres Barbara 69 Old Mill Dr
Anthony Eugene 108 Chesley Dr
Anthony Helen, Joseph Lastowka 108 Chesley Dr
Art Directors Club Of Philadelphia 604 E Baltimore Pike
Arts & Spirituality 113 W 8th St
Asbury Ervin R 1343 W Baltimor A303
Ashby Sandra Nia 910 Truepenny Rd Bowling Green
Assoc In Hematology Oncology 131 Paddock Ln
Assoc Of Retired Tug Boatmen 2328 Martingale Rd
Ates Hurley Road A 280 Valy Rd
Atkins Nelle Bernice 411 N Middletown Rd Apt F 206
Aurite Margaret G, Aurite Richard A 108 Chesley Dr
Awerbuch Jonathan 416 Heatherwood Dr
Bailey Wroght Robert A 417 East Lincoln St
Baker John 101 W Bishop Hollow Rd
Bapat Ashok 433 Mattrissa Ridge Media
Barnett Internl Rose Tree Corp Ctr 1400 N Providence Rd
Ste 2000
Barot Milan 2 Chesley Dr
Barrett Virginia T 274 Glen Riddle Rd Apt B104
Bashaw Fernanda M PO Box 444
Bassett Dorothy J Madison Bldg 108 Chesley Dr
Batchelor Janet Gail 2 Springton Lake Rd
Bateman Wesley 300 W Baltimore Ave
Bayonne Imaging Assoc LLC PO Box 200
Bean Cleo 501 Vernon St
Bell Nicole L 28 W 5th St
Benonis Helyn C, Vanissa 4 Martins Run
Benonis Richard P, Reese A 4 Martins Run
Berry Lester J 208 Bortondale Rd
Bevan Randy 426 Willowgate Ln
Bhrim Dorothy R 700 Wash Ave
Billstein Ross W 501 Williamsburg
Blosenski Bertha, Frank Middletown Rd
Bonaventura Heather L 542 Woodland Ave
Bonavitacola Joseph 10 Park Place
Books For Israel Inc, Joshua A Rednor 11 Martins Run Apt
G−205
Boonpitaksathit Jariya 275 W Jefferson St Apt 6
Booth Wilma V, Paul D Nelson Exec Ct House Sq E 30 W
3rd St
Borrebach William B Jr 14 W 3rd St
Bosurgi Rita M 19 W 3rd St
Bouikidis Gus 109 Moore Dr
Boyle Steve 22 Penn Charter Dr
Bradshaw Wagner Lorraine 273 Lima School Ct
Brady Jeanne F 3 Rose Valy Rd
Brockington Audrey PO Box 346
Brooks Anna M 447 E Franklin St
Brooks Sara E 139 Winter St
Brower Lilly 11 Martins Run
Brown Patricia E, Abbott Lastowka & Overholt
108 Chesley Dr
Brown Pearley 410 Hidden Valy Rd
Brown Stephen 226 Indian Ln
Buckley James C 107 Chesley Dr Ste 3
Bullard Kimberly 224 Rushley Way
Burdsall Lorianne Kish, Noah 420 Foxchase Ln
Burk Annemaire L 404 W Jefferson St
Burke Donald R 501 N Providence Rd 418
Butler Stephen 73 Eastwood
Byrd Regina 426 W Jefferson St Apt B
Byrne Niall T, Aidan P 1209 Cedar Grove Rd
Cab E LLC 404 W Jefferson St
Cagnetti Anthony D 340 N Middletown Rd
Calloway Charles B, Helen B 122 Knowlton Rd Village
Green
Campbell Kath 481 W Rose Tree Rd
Capitol Insurance Co 1 Veterans Sq
Carbaugh Lena B 545 Warbarth Ave
Carney Patrick T 602 Lilac Way
Carpenter Mccadden 106 Chesley Dr
Carr Racquel 3 Laurel Ln
Carroll Daniel 219 Fox Rd
Caruso Louis J, Lisa G, Joseph E Lastowka Jr
108 Chesley Dr
Catanese Benjamin, Joy 134 Valy Rd
Caulfield Donald J K, June K 190 Timberjump Ln
Cera Augustus 500 Sandy Bank Rd
Cerato Alberto 63 Cedar Hill Ln
Chambers Barbara E 453 W Jefferson St Apt A
Chandler Forrest Gabriel, Bonnie 430 N Monroe St Frnt
Chartner Grace 531 Gilbert St
Cherry Fieger 11 E 2nd St
Cheung Hoi M 530 N Lemon St
Chiappetta Daniel R 340 Media Sta Rd Apt C217
Choi Jeffrey 481 Bobbin Mill Rd
Cianfrani Carmela 110 W Front St
Cimbala Stephen 0118 Vairo Library
Citimortgage Inc 533 Bobbin Mill Rd
Closson Viola 411 N Middletown Apt A1
Co Melvin R, Denise Harris 2 W Baltimore Ave Ste 210
Coco Beauty Inc, Coco Beauty Inc Granite
1067 W Baltimore Pike
Colado Ramon E Jr 5 Woodcliffe
Collins Mabel PO Box 346
Colon Carlos 200 E State St Ste 305
Concord Autobody Shop 610 Painter St
Conner Charles C 827 Crum Creek Rd
Convery Tara M, Jack R 125 Spring St
Coombs Christopher 170 Kirk Ln
Cooper Marie 603 Vernon St
Cordray Daniel E, Evelyn H 742 Pine Ridge Rd
Costanzo Sally S, Renee Hixson 344 W Front St
Cowan Melissa 728 Pine Ridge Rd
Cowling Richard L 102 Blackhorse Ln
Cps Props Inc 769 Iris Ln
Craig Courtney 210 E Jefferson St Apt A6
Cuddahy Patrick J 112 Mansion Dr
Cully Sallie J PO Box 1048
Curran Firm 200 E State St Ste 110
Cutaiar Frank H 411 N Middletown Rd Wbt−15
Dailey William C Jr, William C 1004 Bent Rd
Dailey William C, Jennifer 1004 Bent Rd
Dale Patricia 214 N Jackson St
Danser Lowry S 404 Lexington Riddle Village
Davies Lucia 330 Kirk Ln
Davis Michael 210 E Jefferson St Apt 11
Davis Nicole M 207 S Orange St
Day Catherine 208 N Plum St
Decindis Dorothy 203 W Rose Tree Rd
Delauretis Anna M 123 Meadowburn Ln
Delaware Volleyball Academy 318 Smt Rd
Deluca Loretta 22 Harvard Dr
Deming Frank S 410 Hampton
Denio Traci A 435 E Baltimore Ave 403
Deshields Ronald 520 Vernon St
Desmond Marilyn 501 Providence Rd N 710
Devuono Lucy M 247 N Middletown Rd Rm 234
Dickert Sheila E 400 S Edgemont St
Dirico Sandra S 108 Chesley Dr
Dirienzi Michele, Ronald 115 Mulberry Ln
Divirgilis Henrietta PO Box 1471
Dolente David S, Eileen 10 Allyssa Dr
Dolente Fred M Jr 2310 W Deerfield Dr
Donnelly Margaret PO Box 1725
Donnelly Marie 255 Fox Rd
Dowell Sherman III, Darlene As Parent Of Sherman Dowell
Iv 320 W Front St
Dozor Joanne 600 Bobbin Mill Rd
Dunn Frank R Jr 125 Locust Ln
Dzienciol Max 288 Jefferson St
Economides & Economides 1 Veterans Sq Ste 200
Edmondson Terence D Est 321−323 W Front St
Eggert Florence E, William R 381 Bridle Ln
Eleanor B Sajeski Rev Liv Trust 27 Oakmont Pl
Elliott Margaret 710 Hemlock Rd
Elliott Richard R Jr 311 Kirk Ln
Ellis Chester P 421 W State St
Engelwood Radiology PO Box 200
Enrico Campitelli Jr 1794 N Ridley Creek Rd
Eustace Mita Jr 113 Overlook Dr
Evans Elaine 568 N Middletown Rd
Evans Steven 340 N Middletown Rd
Everett Edna L, Joseph E Lastowka Jr 108 Chesley Dr
Everett F Reginald Trust, Joseph E Lastowa Jr
108 Chesley Dr
Everett Richard L 108 Chesley Dr
Ewing Stephen E II 320 W Front St
Fail Christine Marie 211 N Olive St
Falconi Judith 814 B S Orange St
Fanelli Carol, Diane 510 N Jackson St
Farber Jennifer 17 Manchester Ave
Fargo Roger 65 Letitia Ln
Fauls Grace F, Walter I Breslin 42 E 2nd St
Federman Esther 11 Martins Run Apt A208
Fennell Kathleen A 502 W Front St
Ferguson Virginia J, Thomas 827 Vly Vw Rd
Fidelity Investments 160 Valy Rd
Finkelstein J 63 Cedar Hill Ln
Firm C Ste 305
First Keystone Federal 22 W State St
Fischer Grace A 305 Monticello
Fisher Elizabeth J 109 E Baker St
Fitzgerald Julia R 11 Martins Run
Fitzsimmons Evelyn 1343 W Baltimore Pike B
206 Granite Farms
Flagler Jason H 71 Sycamore Mills Rd
Flandreau James As Parent Of Sherman Dowell IV
320 W Front St
Fleetway Systems Inc, White Glove Inc 80 Maple Ave Ste 5
Fleming Edward, Rose 477 Jacques Ln
Fleming Marie H 411 N Middletown Rd Apt F122
Foldes Stephen, Delilah 2341 Martingale Rd
Forry Nicholas J 16 S Orange St 2nd Fl
Fortin Paul J, Douglas H Ftin 450 Linden Ln 202
Foulke Assoc Inc 323 W Front St
Fox Matthew, Joseph Sullivan 46 Gallant Fox Dr
Franks Robert Earl 142 S Pennell Rd
Gaertner Jared H, Gary L 496 S Old Middletown Rd
Gaeta Ralph III, Sarah 371 S Old Middletown Rd
Gallagher Mary D 200 Beatty Rd
Garrett Winnie Hansford 121 Rose Valy Rd
Garrison Scott W Dds 422 Manchester Ave
Garvin Stephan Juan 2 Yarmouth Ln
Gentile James 501 E Jefferson St
Geoghegan Patrick 123 Valy Pl
Germantown Imaging PO Box 347
Gery Lester R 500 Sandy Bank Rd
Ghaneie Arezoo 131 Paddock Ln
Giacomucci Sam 170 Kirk Ln
Gibson Margaret E Est Of 214 N Jackson St
Gildea Thomas M 2 Foxlair Village
Gillespie Hugh J 326 Crestview Cir
Gillespie William III 40 E Jefferson St Apt 202
Gilligan Tracey M, Kevin H 248 S Old Middletown Rd
Gilroy Jeff 11 E 2nd St
Girone Mary 5 E 4th St Apt 4
Golden Charles J 1343 W Baltimore Pike Apt C207
Goodwin Marie L 454 S Orange St
Gootee Martha M 295 E Jefferson St Apt
Gorbey Jessica 64 North Pennell Rd
Gordon A I 11 Martins Run Apt K1
Gordy Thomas 426 Washington Ave
Goumas Artemis G 910 Truepenny Rd Bowling Green
Grace Salvatore G, Barbara A 4 Camby Chase Rd
Grace A Fischer Trust 305 Monticello
Graham William J 500 Sandy Bank Rd 216
Grant Rosemary A 300 S Lemon St 1st Fl
Grant Stephen 209 N Edgemont St
Graves Kim 2238 E Deerfield Dr
Green George, Elna 534 South Ave
Green Erica L 314 S Plum St
Green Lynn L, Scott 1−7 Veterans Sq Ste 100 PO Box 542
Green Mellisa 5 Jessica Way
Gross Florence S 312 Monticello
Grosse Stephen W Est Of 308 E 2nd St
Grover Sarah E 12 Glen Riddle Rd
Guardian Svcs PO Box 346
Guardianship Services Of Pa PO Box 346
1273 Hunt Club Ln
Guerzon Roque P R M H House Physicians Pc Rte 1
Gzesh Dan Jonathan 40 Sycamore Ct
Haller Catherine N 411 N Middletown Rd Apt D 205
Hannon Helen L 1048 W Baltimore Pi
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Harde John J 108 Chesley Dr
Harding Jane 411 N Middletown Apt A1
Harris Calvin L Jr Estate, James PO Box 378
Harvey Christophe 1−7 Veterans Sq Ste 100 PO Box 542
Harvinder Gurpreet Dr 517 S Heilbron Dr
Haun Erik 406 Gayley St Apt B503
Hawrylak Greta M 1343 W Baltimore Pike Apt 309
Hayes Mildred F 1098 W Baltimore Pike Ste 3304
Hays Walter S 401 E State St 2nd Fr
Henry Dolores 1 Gordon Dr
Herko Bryan Est 38 W State St
Hermanson Mark H 900 Heathdale Ln
Hershey Carol J 1273 Hunt Club Ln
Hespenheide Dorothy J 204 Smt Rd
Hisler Charles 500 Sandy Bank Rd
Hodgson Daniel C, Susan E 499 W Jefferson S Apt 204
Hoffman Edward G 104 Cove Ln
Hoffman James J 274 Glen Riddle Rd
Hoffman Robert J Esq 326 W State St
Hoffman William P 1192 N Middletown Rd
Hovington Pricilla, Robert 34 W Jasper St
Hubert William, Julia 205 Woodcrest Rd
Hubis Melissa A 415 S Orange St
Huebsch Margaret 20 Northgate Village
Hulette Alice S Granite Farms Est M 117
1343 W Baltimore Pike
Hurley Frank E 122 Longview Cir
Hutchins John J 10 Riddlewood Dr
Infrasource Inc, Denise Schoth 100 W 6th St
Insight Investigations Inc Rpo PO Box 1489
Irrevocable Trust Agreement Of Helen Lat William C
Mackrides Trustee 755 N Monroe St
Ivins William A RR 3 Todnorden Farm
J M Singley Assoc PO Box 170
James C Maxwell, Guardian Svcs Of Pa PO Box 346
Jamie Lane Development LLC 280 Valy Rd
Jeff L Lewin Attorney At Law 15 E Front St
John J Williams Assoc PO Box 1724
Johnson Agnes R 321 S Orange St
Johnson Carolyn A 220 N Jackson St
Jones Sandra F 617 Meadowvale Ln
Jorett Alison 6 Rosetree Village
Joyce Ann 340 N Middletown Rd 8−111
Julow Natalie M, Corinn M 435 S Orange St
Kachman April D 20 E 6th St
Kachur Bogdan 200 Black Hawk Ct
Kamau Mariamu 604 Washington Ln
Kanyi Titus K 604 Washington Ln
Kaplan Benjamin S, Harriette 11 Martins Run Apt F103
Karalis James 481 S Feathering Ln
Karazin Drew 920 True Penny Rd
Kassab Alexandra Soumaya 214 N Jackson St
Kaye Karen 501 N Providence Rd Unit 608
Kelly Hay Harriett A Est, Michael A Raffaele 19 W 3rd St
Kelly Joan P 132 Oakview Dr
Kelly Rose Residence At Glen Riddle 263 Glen Riddle Rd
Kenmore Woods LLC 55 Kenmore Ln
Kestner James D, Eileen 1111 Wooded Way Dr
Kilmer William Est PO Box 346 1273 Hunt Club Ln
Kim Seok Joo 1295 N Providence Rd G308
Kim Yunhee 35 State Rd 22
Kinchela Charmaine 178 5th Ave
Kindt Paul, Joan 1504 W Baltimore Park
Kirk Kimberly B 25 E 5th St
Kjgllc 697 Meadowbrook Ln
Klines Svcs Inc, Safegard Group Inc 100 Granite Dr Ste 109
Klinger Melinda A, David J 470 Farnum Rd
Knight Lauren 67 Green Hill Rd
Koczynski Chet 1796 N Ridley Creek Rd
Koechig Katherine U Est Of PO Box 346
Koerner A 8 W Front St
Koerner Albert B Est Of 117 N Monroe St PO Box 990
Kofink Ernest C 508 Ryanaid Rd
Kovacs Laura 130 Appletree Dr
Kraft Kathleen V Holly House 614 501 N Providence Rd
Kramer Harry A Jr 236 Glen Riddle Rd Apt 269
Krant Irving 201 N Jackson St
Kressler Barbara 410 Kirk Ln
La Rosa James Michael 214 N Jackson St
Labrum C 1620 Ridley Creek Rd
Lanni Paul G 60 State Rd
Lapshin Alexander, Joseph M Fioravanti Esq 217 N Monroe
St PO Box 1826
Laskas John J 106 Hampton
Laughlin John Sr 246 S Pennell Rd
Law Ofc Joseph M Jachetti Pc Iolta 334 W Front St
Law Office Of Stewart C C 223 N Monroe St
Lawler Tara S C O Philip Katauskas 739 Pine Ridge Rd
Lawrence Angi Elizabeth 111 N Olive St Apt 4
Leach Charlotte P 30 E Jefferson St
Lee Catherine 204 Martins Run
Lee Catherine 321 S Orange St
Lee Sang Jun 1029 1st Ave
Lent John E 531 Gilbert St
Leonard Eleanor 29 War Trophy Ln
Lesky Rosemary, Wayne 87 War Admiral Ln
Lessem Donald A 1640 N Ridley Creek Rd
Lewis Edward 11 Martins Run Bldg 112
Lewis Elaine C, Robert W Reuther 411 N Middletown Rd
A205
Liberi Alfred A, Kathleen 1048 W Baltimore Pike Apt M101
Liberty Alarm Svcs LLC 1400 N Providence Rd
Liebman Lindsay 10 Morton Ln
List Anthony F 125 Springton Mews Cir
Lister Lowell 318 S Orange St
Ljung Javanna L 4 Locust Ln
Lobar Bruce I 1088 W Baltimore Pike Ste 2205
Lockwood Jacob R A 303 Granite Farms Est
Lowenstein Sylvia Riddle Village
Lraus Harry 5 Lantern Ln
Lukaszow M 327 W Jefferson St
Lunchtime Investment Club, John A Yannacone
2151 Davis Dr
Lutermansurick Doris M 11 Martins Run Pines 107
Lynch Merrill 50 War Admiral Ln
Magrogan William 303 N Providence
Manno Angelo 40 Dora Dr
Maran Peter A 36 W Ridge Rd
Marchowsky David G PO Box 289
Marcinkevicius Tadas 42 State Rd Apt C1
Margolin Margaret 1343 W Baltimore Pike Apt D401
Marks Anna M 108 Chesley Dr
Marriott Vincent J 3 Rose Valy Rd
Martin Christopher 301 Paxon Hollow Rd
Martin John J 121 Latches Ln
Martinelli Anita 60 Hargrave Ln
Mason Katherine 342 W 4th St
Mccann Mary J 14 W 3rd St
Mccomb John Est, Andrew, Thomas C Dick Esq
113 Pennock Pl
Mccone Marjorie V, Thomas V 15 E Front St
Mcconnell Matthew H, Jane V 209 Monticello
Mcconnell Jane V 209 Monticello
Mccurdy Richard R 71 Chapel Hill Rd
Mcdonnell William 8 W Bishop Hollow Rd
Mcfadden Josephine B Est Of 8 W Front St
Mcgeehan Charles J, Claire D 200 W Lincoln St
Mcglinn John 201 Walter Dr
Mcgonigle Ann R 500 Sandy Bank Rd Unit 221
Mcgonigle Margaret M Est, Jeff L Lewin Esq
117 N Monroe St
Mcgroarty Andrew J, Kevin R 19 Chipmunk Ln
Mcilvaine F Brian PO Box 956
Mckenzie Frances A 6 Lakewood Dr
Mckeown Vincent F, Jewel D 7 Manchester Ave
Media Inn Smv 435 E Baltimore Ave
Megaro Edith Est PO Box 346
Melasecca Lorie 132 Brakel Ln
Menna Joseph 340 Media Sta Rd Apt A302
Menold Ernest R, Helen E 429 Linvill Rd
Messik Jessie 107 Winter St
Mid Atlantic Pipeliners Inc Infrasource Inc 100 W 6th St
Ste 300
Mid County Senior Svcs 302 S Jackson St
Miersch Julie 10 Jonathan Morris Cir
Miersky Joseph F 1020 Woodcliffe Ave
Miller Audrey B Est 217 Ridgewood Rd
Mills Carolyn S Riddle Village 212 J
Minacci Gilbert E 10 S Plum St
Minacci Thelma K Est 10 S Plum St
Minton Virginia L 6 W Front St
Mita Susanne E 2224 E Deerfield Dr
Mitchell Rachel 121 Meadowburn Ln
Moffett Marie D 401 Turner Rd
Moore Pauline 247 N Middletown Rd
Morelli A 5310 Pennell Rd
Morelli Karen 5310 Pennell Rd Morelli Svc Ctr
Morrison Frances Madison Bldg 108 Chelsey Dr
Morrison Lillian M 108 Chesley Dr
Morse Stewart W Jr 906 Ridley Creek Dr
Moser Wm G 411 N Middletown Rd Apt F 224
Moses Mark 300 S Pennell Rd Ste 100
Msu Group Inc 1560 N Ridley Creek Rd
Muchnik Jack 11 Martins Run Apt H205
Mulligan Susan 15 Springhouse Ln
Murphy Richard W 411 N Middletown Rd A10
Nagle Ashley V 301 Kirk Ln
Nasta Manish, Sunita 362 Arbor Cir E
Neighbors Prod Inc 32 Shadyhill Rd
Nelling William M, William 604 N Monroe St
Newman Gregory A, Felicia 135 Overlook Dr
Nichols Saffian Arlene W 275 Glen Riddle Rd A23
Obrien Michael, Molly K 421 Kirk Ln
Obrien Daniel, Deborah Ann 1160 Paxon Hollow Rd
Obrien Eugene P 3308 Chatham Pl
Oconnor Constr, Thomas J 502 Painter Rd
Ohm Jeanne 327 N Middletown Rd
Okeefe Joseph, Tracey 14 Citation La
Omalley John 725 Hemlock Rd
Oneill E 40 N Pennell Rd
Osborn Peter James 526 S New Middletown Rd
Oshea Francis H 331 E State St
Ovadia Omri A 11 Martins Run Apt D102
Paine Christina Costas 941 Crum Creek Rd
Panaccio Nicholas J 167 W Rosetree Rd
Panichi Kimberley J, David E 250 Highview Ln
Papinghi Marie 10 S Plum St PO Box 1760
Parente Dolores 5 Penn Charter Dr
Patel Chetan 769 Iris Ln
Patterson David C PO Box 1592
Patterson Eleanor J 108 Chesley Dr
Patton Ruth Anne 617 Manchester Ave
Paul Durham As Parent Of Sherman Dowell IV
320 W Front St
Paxson Charles Media RR 2
Payne Dailey Katharine Norvell 1004 Bent Rd Bowling
Green
Peacock Thomas 505 Wildflower Ln
Peet Rolland W 300 W State St Ste 302
Peng Xiaogang 426 Heatherwood Dr
Pennington Barbara 1221 Ridley Creek Rd
Peters Jean 106 W Baltimore Pike Unit C14
Peterson Jennifer 9 Long N Point Ln
Pettijohn Naomi V 402 E Jefferson St
Philip Green Son Inc PO Box 542
Piecukonis Joseph 407 E W State St
Pieper Elizabeth A Fair Acres 340 N Middletown Rd
Pierpoline Marie 2325 W Baltimore Pike
Pierpoline Marie D 451 Berry Ln
Pinto Allwyn 209 Northbrook Dr
Pleuss James L 230 N Monroe St
Pohlman Edith N 202 Monticello
Pointer Richard E 363 S New Middletown Rd
Polegato Maria 501 N Providence Rd Apt 207
Powell Edgar L Jr 606 South Ave
Prabhu Petro Mart LLC 274 Glen Riddle Rd Apt E103
Presbery Olivia M PO Box 1783
Price Barbara G 108 Chesley Dr
Price Sara E 24 Glen Riddle Rd
Prosseda Lena 321 S Orange St
Puffer Joanne M, Jack D 904 Heathdale Ln
Pugliese James H 400 S Orange St Apt 20
Pulmonary Critical Care & Sleep Asc 1098 W Baltimore
Pike Ste 3402
Puppio Michael V Jr 19 W 3rd St
R Albert E 2 E Spring Oak Cir
R Zug Albert E 2 E Spring Oak Cir
Raffaele Michael A 19 W 3rd St
Ranalli Rebecca R, John A 1150 N Middletown Rd
Rawlings Co 524 N Providence
Record Production Solutions PO Box 256
Record Reproduction Solutions 600 Jackson St 2
Reidy Patricia 26 W 6th St Apt B
Reis Audrey, Rosetree Day School 401k P 145 W Rosetree
Rd
Reischer Hilda Riddle Village 318 Williamsburg
Rengan Subhashini, Ramesh 514 Wildflower Ln
Resinski Helen M 263 Glen Riddle Rd Apt 226
Richter Anne, Ronald L 200 E State St Ste 200
Riddle Village 1048 W Baltimore Pike
Riggins Leonard, Mary F 215 Manchester Ave
Ritchie Frank J 108 Chesley Dr
Rnc 2006 Family 344 W Front St
Robbins Nancy J 220 North Jackson St
Robbins Stephen M 1098 W Baltimore Pike Ste 3401
Roberts John R 4 Brandywine Dr
Robinson Stephanie D 340 Media Sta Rd Apt C117
Roddy Barbara C 513 Manchester Ave
Rodono Josephine Est, Fair Acres Geriatric 340 Middletown
Rd
Roland Matolyn Sara 230 Wrights Ln
Roseman Gertrude M 510 N Lemon St Apt D10
Rothwell A D 30 W 3rd St
Roulston Dolores M PO Box 346
Rowley Nina Isabel 724 Pine Ridge Rd
Rrs PO Box C 256
Rupnicki Walter T 115a Old Pennell Rd
Russo Anna M 900 N Jackson St Apt 6
Safe Harbor Group 412 N Orange St Apt C 3
Sajeski Edmund A, Eleanor B 27 Oakmont Pl
Scalley Alicemae 411 N Middletown Rd F208
Schachner Helen 11 Martins Run
Schaefer Kathryn P 28 Gallant Fox Dr
Scott Anita B 211 Sycamore Mills Rd
Scott Carol E 511 Cool Valy Ln
Seiders Ella M 2 W End Ave
Sellers William Est, Renee Hixson 344 W Front St
Shapiro Kay 11 Martins Run 103
Sharp Carol 308 E 2nd St
Shartlesville Star I, Singh 41 E Front St
Shein Joseph Jay Esq 321−323 W Front St
Sherbondy Henry H Jr, Lillian E 226 Indian Ln
Sherman Carol 280 N Providence Rd
Sherman Jessica L 606 N Monroe St
Shields James F 6th & Olive St
Showell Harry 618 S Old Middleton Rd
Shuhart Ollie V RD 2 Village Green Trlr Park
Shuler Andre 15 Rose Valy Rd
Siegal Todd Md 90 Indian Spring Rd
Silveri Somers Nancy M 604 Meadowvale Ln
Simmons Owyda 340 Media Sta Rd Apt 06
Simpson Catherine S 320 W Front St
Sims Armita B 344 W Front St Fl 3
Skinner Edith V Granite Farms Est M 117 1343
W Baltimore Pike
Skurka John 115 Wilton Woods Ln
Slavin Muriel 501 N Providence Rd Aptap
Slifer Richard 610 Painter St
Slowe Clarice 234 Brooke St
Smith Roberta, Edward 50 War Admiral Ln
Smith Barney 200 E State St Ste 200
Smith Helen K Est 30 W 3rd St
Smith Sarah 328 W 4th St Marguerite Smith Exe
Smith Thomas W 160 Valy Rd
Smith Tracy L 1016 W Baltimore Pike Apt E8
Smits Esther M, Massey 34 E Old Baltimore Pike
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Solomon Frances D 11 Martins Run Care Ctr Rm 105
Somers Lawrence J 604 Meadowvale Ln
Southeast Radiology PO Box 981
Springfield Rehabili 60 State Rd Ste C
Square D Co 1023 E Baltimore Pike
Stamm Lillian M, Senior Care Of Pa PO Box 346
Standen Shawn 4 E 5th St
Stevens Ilisha 226 Brooke St
Stone Doris 208 N Plum St
Stopper Violet E PO Box 346
Strommer Margaret A, David A, Steven 18 W Front St
Strong Family Investments Inc, Eugene Obrien 3308
Chatham Pl
Strum David P 208 Woodward Rd
Su Yingwu 26 Gallant Fox Dr
Substitute Teacher Svc Inc 849 N Providence Rd
Surovell Settlement & Title LLC 2 Veterans Sq 2nd Fl
Surrick R Barclay, Patricia 905 Winding Ln
Swezey Michelle, Kyle 715b N Jackson St
Systems Aria 1400 N Providence Rd
Tancreeds Inc 1 E State St
Tapino Erika L 3 Moore Cir
Tascone Brian J 5200hilltop Dr Unit S10
Tassone Gina 553 Fairview Ave
Tax Claim Bureau 201 N Front St
Taylor Robert L, Mary E PO Box 1971
Taylor Mary H PO Box 1971
Tejankella Amie 501 N Orange St Apt C5
Ten Hoyet H Com 220 N Jackson
Theveny Alisa M, Paul A 533 Bobbin Mill Rd
Thomas William F, Helen L 240 Bobbin Mall Rd
Thompson Varallo Alfe 229 N Olive St
Tighe John W Manchester House 411 Manchester Ave
Tillman & Sons Plumbing Heating Inc PO Box 1646
Titl All Cmc Escrow Agt Thomas Ottav T A Title
2 Veterans Sq
Trautner Kevin, Joseph E Lastowka Jr 108 Chesley Dr
Trios Italian Poli 8 Michele Dr
Trout Diane R 914 Twyckenham Rd
Trush William J 352 S New Middletown Rd
Ts Excecutive Closing Svcs LLC 200 E State St Ste 302
Tung Sui P 19 E Knowlton Rd
U T D 12 1 90 Patricia B Maloney Trust 27 E Front St
U T D 8 25 95 Irrev Trust 27 E Front St
Ua 17−Jan−92 211 N Olive St
Ustymenko Vasyl A 712 Pine Ridge Rd
Vanvladricken Kimberly 513 Smedley Ave
Vernon James B 1343 W Baltimore Pike
Vite Scott 904 Winding Ln
Vivacqua Raymond J 131 Paddock Ln
Volk Karl 340 Media Sta Rd C225
Wachovia Mortgage Its Successors 1221 Ridley Creek Rd
Wadumbuhl Peter 123 Valy Pl
Wagman Harold, Elsie 340 N Middletown Rd Rm 1
Wall Anne M 346 E Knowlton Rd
Walter Patrick 111 N Ridley Creek Rd
Washington Urell 1295 N Providence Rd Apt F110r
Webb Charles E 102 Jamestown
Weichman H A 501 N Providence Rd Apt 213
Weld Bradley 129 Bortondale Rd
Weller Barbara M 1343 W Baltimore Pike Odt212
Welsh Catherine B 1343 W Baltimore Pike No P204
Welsh Charles 1343 Baltimore Pike A311
Whitaker Suzanne 150 Longview Cir
White Loretta, Manchester House 411 Manchester Ave
Widmaier Albert T, Mary A 152 Brakel Ln
Widmaier Robert A 152 Brakel Ln
Wilding David M 413 B N Orange St
Williams Amy 426 Willowgate Ln
Williams Mary C 206 Arlington
Wills John Jay Esq 206 W State St
Windsor Consulting Group Inc PO Box 168
Winnimore Lewis PO Box 259
Wisniewski John S Riddlewood RD 26 48 War Trophy Ln
Wolaniuk Frank R Bldg 8 Rm 609 340 N Middletown Rd
Wolson Irwin J 334 W Front St
Wood Jeffrey W 206 S Orange St
Worrilow Jeffrey 26 E Overhill Cir
Wright Carl, Caroll, Elizabeth V 417 E Lincoln St
Yang Terence 499 W Jefferson St
Yee Ye H 19 E Knowlton Rd
Yeung Chun 400 E Jefferson St
Young Hannah 318 S Orange St
Young Jasmine 37 State Rd
Young Susie 417 N Olive St
Yun Hee 444 S Orange St Apt 8a
Zenor Barbara 1295 N Providence Rd Apt F305r
Zieger Charles 928 Green Briar Ln
Zug Jocelyn M, Thomas V Jr 2 E Spring Oak Cir
Media Pa 19065
Axsom Essick 14 Applebough Ln
Kong Do H 8460 Limekiln Pike Apt 1122−1
Media Pa 19091
Mint F Accounts Payable RTE 1
Millbourne Pa 19082
Lapish Kyle J 22 Millbourne St
Milmont Park Pa 19033
Addison Donna M, Shawn D, Natalie J 419 Milmont Ave
Addison Daonna M 419 Milmont Ave
Burns Gerald II 1006 W Macdade Blvd
Butts Elizabeth J 217 Taylor Ave
Knob John C 545 Manor Cir
Oconnell Andrew M, Tyler R 419 Milmont Ave
Rayer Kevin M, Phillip T 419 Milmont Ave
Smith John, Anna 139 Jackson Ave
Swierczek Brian L, Christopher 419 Milmont Ave
Tassoni Monica R, Ronald 419 Milmont Ave
Youngstrom Krista R 107 Chester Pike
Morton Pa 19070
Amin Mohammed 240 Hawthorne Rd
Bailey Sandra Y 218 Newell St
Baker Bradford D 110 Harding Ave
Bannish Richard 2149 6th Ave
Baxter Trudy 110 Harding Ave
Beese Anthony D 505 Holmes Rd
Beiermeister Reba 519 Stanbridge Rd
Berue William PO Box 188
Bishop Louis 22 Locust Rd
Boyko Madlyn 2180 Franklin Ave
Breslin Joseph P, Regina 736 Agnes Ave
Brown Elsie M 831 Mitchell Ave
Bruno Monica A, Alfred E 14 Fairhill Rd
Carney Daniel, Edward 760 Kedron St
Carpenter Mia Elizabeth, Joseph A 50 Silver Lake Tr
Carr Steve 28 Silverlk Terr 18
Cebulski Scott 407 Baltimore Pk
Cms Property Mgmt 112 Rutledge Ave
Colletta Emily M 218 Grand Ave
Collex Morton 409 Baltimore Pike
Conlin John 34 Fairhill Rd
Daddona Shirley M 1965 Franklin Ave
Dantonio James A 201 Fairhill Rd
Dawson Margaret 424 Unity Ter
Derose Samuel J Jr, Elliott 715 Country Ln
Dhara And Vrushi Dba Faradays 29 S Morton Av Bl−A
Donato Catherine Est 206a Cedar Woods Country Cir
Fazio Sonya 214 Fairhill Rd
Fite David R 37 Linden Ave
Gock Jennifer 713 Pearl Ave
Gualtieri Eleanore G 4 Providence Rd
Hancox June 118 Walnut St
Hoffman Karen 415 Woodward Rd
Jones Kathleen C 623 N Morton Ave
Kennedy Teresa S, John J 27 Locust Rd
King Miriam 821 Mitchell Ave
King Mazie M 104 Waverly Ave
Laurie Stephen L 200 Bridge St
Lawlor Frank H 1002 Kedron Ave
Lee Violet 18 Walnut St
Lyman Mary Alice, Daniel 106 E Sylvan Ave
Macneal Management LLC 1 School St
Marryat Bruce Allen 34 Locust Rd
Mason Charles H 18 Walnut St
Matelyan Satsuko N, Eric S 144 S Morton Ave Apt A8
Matts Charlotte 218 Grand Ave
Matts Mary 2118 Grand Ave
Mcaleer Sandra J, James P 751 Mitchell Ave
Mcgillen Veronica 523 Yale Ave
Mcilhenney Richard C 111 Providence Rd Apt W201
Mcluckie Susan E 634 Amosland Rd
Morinelli Anthony 630 Country Ln
Morrison Thomas F 914 Rose Ave
Morton Collex 409 Baltimore Pike
Nguyen Laura 1901 Shasta Cir
Oneill Frederick R 24 Sycamore Ave
Palmer Jackson S, Betty M 2228 Franklin Ave
Paparo Edith A Est 75 S Morton Ave Apt 1b
Perry Margaret T 2233 Theresa Ave
Powell Mark 144 S Morton Ave
Rabe Kevin 101 Waverly Ave Ste C
Radi Mohammed 240 Hawthorne Rd
Roberts Richard 232 Main St
Robey George J 62 S Morton Ave Apt E
Robinson Melissa R 409 Baltimore Pike
Rodenbaugh Peter J 833 Agnes Ave
Rossi Joseph F Est 2215 Elder Ave
Rothberg Marie E 440 Holmes Rd
Rumberger Paul Jr Est 527 Stanbridge Rd
Scott Shawn 144 S Morton Ave Apt C2
Smith Chris 112 Rutledge Ave
Springfield Sd, Morton Bo 111 Brd St
Stokes Warren R, Vivian 23 Pennington St
Taylor Watson Lolita A 264 Maple Ave
Trusty Wende 409 Baltimore Pike
Tucker Mary 106 Walnut St
Uddin Rakib 610 Cedar Ln
Utc Rail Svc Ccd 501 Highland Ave
Vaccaro Kellie 859 Kedron Av 1st Fl
Weisley John 24 Kendron Ave
Whittington Alice 32 Prisidea Ln
William N Rodenbaugh Est 833 Agnes Ave
Yarnall Rachel 1928 Franklin Ave
Newtown Square Pa 19073
210 East Morning Glory Condo A, Henry L Biester
58 Bridle Way
3517 Rush Inc T A Newtown Beer 3517 W Chester Pike
A G Medical Equipt Sales LLC 3553 W Chester Pike
Unit 24
Abm Dental LLC 3475 W Chester Pike Ste 230
Adams Alexandra R, Robert F 1000 Providence Rd
Albany Liver & Pancr PO Box 356
Alt James F 1125 Beverly Ln
Alter James M, Ella 3500 W Chester Pike
Anastasio Jean M 3503 Lewis Rd
Anderson Virginia F, Virgil M 3500 W Chester Pike 206
Antonelli John Albert 3516 Lewis Rd
Arco Chemical Co 3801 W Chester Pike
Armstrong Jeanne D 3405 W Chester Pike
Balch Levi 4400 Florida Ave
Baldrick Thomas 10 Fawn Ln
Baltadonis Stephen 22 Woodhill Rd
Bang Steve 115 Bryn Mawr Ave
Baraldi Raymond L 22 Ridgeview Rd
Barrar George F 100 Stoney Brook Blvd
Barton Andrew Jr 315 Arthur Ct
Basell Usa Inc 3801 W Chester Pike
Bassett Elizabeth 535 Gradyville Rd V172
Beckham Kate, Richard 53 Papermill Ln
Bell Mabel M 535 Gradyville Rd A 208
Bellis Jane P 535 Gradyville Rd G152
Berberich William 44 Surrey Dr
Bergstrom Norma Garrett Mill Rd
Bevlock Thoms J 193 E Chelsea Cir
Bird William Jr Est, Paul Randolph 104 Mulberry Ln
Birdsall Steven 3999 W Chester Pike
Blaney Henry J 123 Rockwood Rd
Bowen Inc 10 Clover Ln
Bowles William PO Box 92
Brennen Kay Ann 8 Powder Horn Ln
Brooks Andrews Barbara 535 Gradyville Rd Apt B218
Brooks Brenda S, Barbara Brooksandrews 535 Gradyville
Rd Apt B218
Brown Doranne 8 Powder Horn Ln
Burritt Patricia 3710 Nicole Dr
Business Objects America 3999 W Chester Pike
Calabro Salvatore P, Paulette 143 Brookside Rd
Callaghan C V 25 Reese Ave
Callahan Catherine 406 Merlin Rd
Cannon Edith M 3421 W Chester Pike
Caribbean Pearl Corp Nv, Am Resorts 7 Campus Blvd
Carr Builders Inc Ach PO Box 482
Carter Josephine 2075 Dutton Rd
Cavallo Auto Body 18 S Newtown St Rd
Cavarocchi Nicholas 40 Sleepy Hollow Dr
Cellucci Samantha Grace, John A, William J
4106 Battles Ln
Chase Howard J, Anna 103 Ashley Rd
Che Ap Shared Svcs PO Box 356 21035003
Che Apss PO Box 356
Consign And Design 101 Bryn Mawr Ave
Cooke George H 120 Northwood Rd
Craft Bryson 659 Andover Rd
Cross William R 43 Hunters Run Dr
Custer Jane W Est 43 Hunters Run
Dangelo Joshua, Nancy 3563 Sawmill Rd
Dardine Warren 3430 Tyson Rd
Decker Terrence 1031 Providence Rd
Dekalb Family Medicine Che Apss PO Box 356
Delone Jeffrey 4661 W Chester Pike Ctr 5
Depretore Donna 133 Northwood Rd
Devine Kimberly A 54 Farrier Ln
Dijoseph Philip 70 Barren Rd
Donegal Partners LP 12 Iddings Ln
Dowgun Richard PO Box 356 Che−Apss
Drmary Tkojouri 3475 W Chester Pike 230
Dua Kamal 107 Masons Way
Dub Ilia, Sap America Inc 3999 W Chester Pike
Duffy W 219 1st Ave
Dymski Therese M, Donald A 36 Radnor Dr
Edmond E Colletta Escrow 726 Elgin Rd
Ehr Staffing 15 Campus Blvd
Elliott Thomas L 24 Dunminning Rd
Ellis Athletic Center 3819 W Chester Pike
Emper William D 1220 Winderly Ln
Espe Matthew J, Lori S 48 Farrier Ln
Evenson Paula L 181 E Kenilworth Cir
Everlof Patricia 306 Crum Creek Ln
Fanchiki Lyubov A 392 Bishop Hollow Rd
Farace Charles D 505 Princeton Cir
Farrell Catherine M 306 Crum Creek Ln
Felber James F, Richard Yanko 306 Jeffrey Ln
Feldman Craig E 12 Longview Ln
Fenstermacher Tom 3819 W Chester Pike
First Choice Athlete 4685 W Chester Pike
Fitzgerald Marle 402 Yankee Ct
Flanagan Teresa 3401 Hartford Ct
For Medstaff Cross Country 297 S Newtonst Rd
Foy Dorothy M 1 Radnor Dr Apt F3
Fransworth Joan 801 Pritchard Place
Frielander Florence 216 Hansell Rd
Frio Adriana, William 4105 Sage Wood Dr Newton Sq
Gallagher James W 709 Elgin Rd
Gallagher Mary D 3500 W Chester Pike
Gemberling M S 18 Campus Blvd Ste 250
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Gerhardt Maartin W 160 4th Ave
Gerhardt Martin W 160 4th Ave
Ghm Mortgage Svcs LLC Its 10 Campus Blvd
Gianchetti Albert 1014 Madison Ln
Gilbert Alyssa M 3081 W Chester Pike
Gilbert David V 3 N Line Rd
Gill Bernistine 3382 Goshen Rd
Gillespie Bernard O, Blanch E 821 Bryn Mawr Ave
Gleason Catherine Dr PO Box 356
Gmh Assoc 1st Fl Telco Rm 10 Campus Blvd
Gmh Communities 10 Campus Blvd
Grant Kyrstin Kelly 1305 Tomahawk Cir
Grasberger Robert C F109 3500 West Chester Pke
Green George T 46 Surrey Dr
Gross Kenneth W 308 French Rd
Grudkowski Hedwig P 535 Gradyville Rd
Gts 11 Campus Blvd Ste 150
Gullotti Michael 4 Laurel Ln
Hall David Newtown Towers C402
Hammel Jane P 124 Ashley Rd
Haney William P 392 Bishop Hollow Rd
Harad Steven G 305 Pritchard Pl
Harman Mild V 125 Lyson Rd
Hart Elizabeth M 3400 W Chester Pike 308c
Hebling Beatrice 535 Gradyville Rd
Henn John 316 Crum Creek Ln
Hionis Irene 1360 Cold Spring Rd
Hirchak Rose M 10 Marlborough Rd
Hofstaedter Amy 3619 Chapel Rd
Hong Seon Hwa 8 Bryn Mawr Ave
Hosang Novelette, Paul 1021 Arbor Way
Humes Karen 33 N Line Rd
Hundt Frances 7003 Goshen Rd
Irelands Heritage Preservation Found 307 French Rd
Irwin G 132 E Chelsea Cir
Jackson Sharon 222 Cornerstone Dr
Jani Ratilal M 314 Bishop Hollow Rd
Jasewsky J A Jr 7 Saddle Run
Jbl Glass And Mirror Co Inc 2090 Dutton Mill Rd
Jeffries Sally A 193 E Chelsea Cir
Jex Edward 5081 W Chester Pike
John Henn Liv Trust 316 Crum Creek Ln
John Stefanik General 3405 Tyson Rd
Johnson Dorothy K Est, Johnson Patricia A
3405 W Chester Pike
Johnson Lillian D 6 Spruce Rd
Kearney James J 1018 Arbor Way
Keel Kristen A 317 Echo Valy Ln
Keenly Frances E 304 Media Line Rd
Keith Robert E, Margot W 975 Garrett Mill Rd
Kelton Fern N 535 Gradyville Rd Apt G119
Kelton Franklin C 535 Gradyville Rd Apt G119
Kim Yeain 40 Charter Oak Dr
Kirby Mildred H, Janet K Marshall 649 Lakeview Cir
Kirker Erick J 24 Smedley Dr
Knapp Charles, Jane 9 Muirfield Ct
Knorr William J 18 Chestnut St
Konrad Clara 29 Roscommon Rd
Kraftson Ann M 14 Harrison Dr
Kramer Margart Bleifeld, E Micahel 721 Governers Cir
Krenzel Saul 2 Heather Way
Larkins Harold T, Jean R 426 Cornerstone Dr
Laurie Emily M, Paul J 106 Pine St
Laurie Emily M 106 Pine St
Lee Dong S 9 Longview Ln
Leonhardt Jonathan 50 Carnoustie Way
Line Systems Inc, Michael Miller 17 Campus Blvd
Lions Club Of Norwood 4 Hillcrest Dr
Logan Scott 1405 Whisperingbrookdr
Lrc Rehabilitation 3609 Chapel Rd
Macatee Taracolleen 3525 W Chester Pike 2
Mackrides Louise M Est 23 Roberts Rd
Macneal Mildred H 3500 W Chester Pike Apt 317a
Mann D 3500 W Chester Pike
Marinakis Steven 6026 Goshen Rd
Markus Sandra 803 Pritchard Place
Marsh Thomas R 3405 W Chester Pike Apt 507b
Marshall Alexander, Brian, James 7 Campus Blvd
Martin Lindsay 1035 Beverly Ln
Martinez Leodegario Abundiz 6154 Goshen Rd
Marymor Alexa 24 Old Covered Bridge Rd
Marziani Anthony J 5 Bakers Ln
Mastroddi Christina 20 Bishop Hollow Rd F 2
Mcclintock Eileen M 708 Pritchard Pl
Mcdonnell Carmel A, Derek A 16 Woodhill Rd
Mcgeary Elizabeth B, James W Jr 3823 Providence Rd
Mchugh Gina M 12 Iddings Ln
Medical Group Of St Joseph PO Box 356
Medstaff Inc 3805 W Chester Pike
Meehan Violet PO Box 204
Menichini Deanna V 1 Gregory Ln
Mercy Home Health Svcs Che PO Box 356
Mernagh John E, Sap 3999 W Chester Pike
Metropolitan Life Ins Co 16 Campus Blvd Ste 200
Michalski Samuel J 200 Locust St
Michell Marie C 3500 W Chester Pike Apt A3
Miltz Roland W 3500 W Chester Pike Apt J306
Mitchell James E 3421 W Chester Pike A 35
Monsanto Charlton 4 Martins Cir
Moore Caroline, Kathleen A 3536 Caley Rd
Moore John E 3400 W Chester Pike
Morgan Jonathan A 25 Roscommon Dr
Morris Elizabeth A 31 Mary Jane Ln
Mossadis Cary 653 Lakeview Cr
Mr Pizza 4811 W Chester Pike
Mulroy Inc, William Koder 109 Chestnut St
Murphy Arthur T 535 Gradyville Rd S128
Murphy Michael J 1625 Valy Rd
Nassau Caroline R, William L, Caroline M 535 Gradyville
Rd V129
Nassau William L III White Horse Village 129
Natal 1 Ltd 3901 Tall Oaks Ln Howard Butcher 4
Neary Colleen M 17 Muirfield Ct
Newman Clyde F Jr 535 Gradyville Rd Apt V 124
Newtown Square Edgemont 5085 W Chester Pike
Newtown Square Getty Inc PO Box 263
Noonan Lucille, W F Jr 535 Gradyville Rd
Novel Food Mi LLC, Moes Southwest 4695 W Chester
Oates Terry D, Melanie 15 Dudie Dr
Oliva Concetta 3500 W Chester Pike Apt D111
Omalley Mary R 27 Hunters Run
Oneill Rochine 2115 Pony Trail Rd
Oreilly Joseph T, Maura, Mary Jane 1685 Valy Rd
Paley Jana S 59 Sleepy Hollow Dr
Palumbo Gregory, Lauren 1350 Brighton Way
Panaccio Irrev Trust 40 Dunminning Rd
Pansini Custom Desig 19 Ridgeview Rd
Pease Pauline Jr, Henry Jr, Dunwoody Village Ch2 3500 W
Chester Pike
Pennsylvania Land Transfer Co, Erin Callen 2 Hunter Run
Peters Kristin M 143 Brookside Rd
Peterson Alta Z Apt C101 3500 W Chester Pike
Pfister Claire M 545 N Newtown St Rd
Piloyan Paul 1 Radnor Dr Unit D1
Piraino Joanne 106 Longview Ln
Pitt Lettitia S 3510 Horton Rd
Pmi 4 Campus Blvd
Pmi Svc & Outsourcing Sig, Sig Coordin 14 Campus Blvd
Pontecorvo Linda 401 Yankee Ct
Pressey Eric D 3421 W Chester Pike Apt C30
Project Mgmt Insti 4 Campus Blvd
Public Storage 5085 W Chester Pike
Pyun Sun M 1003 Arbor Wy Lot 7
Radcliff Miriam 535 Gradyville Rd
Radl Emma Dunwood Village 23
Randolph Linda Bird, Paul R 104 Mulberry Ln
Readinger Lois 17 Valy View Ln
Reed Dorothy T Dorothy Hughes 114 Northwood Rd
Reppert Mary, Laura R Unger Poa 3500 W Chester Pike
Research America Inc 13 St Albans Cir Ste A
Reynolds Katharine E 535 Gradyville Rd Apt G131
Rivendell Pediatric & Adolescent Med 15 Campus Blvd
Ste 100
Rohner Yvonne 3553 West Chester Pike 3
Rosenfeld Sonia 216 Hansell Rd
Roussey David H 3526 Sawmill Rd
Rowan Virginia S PO Box 163
Rubin Eric M, Aimee 24 Charter Oak Dr
Russo Marie R 19 Pine St
Salvatore Burritt PO Box 263
Sanders Steven L 853 Bryn Mawr Ave
Santander Bank Real Est Finance Dept 1625 Valy Rd
Santoleri Nicholas M, J Michael Anastasio 3503 Lewis Rd
Sap America 3999 W Chester Pk
Scanlon Roseann M 34 Heather Way
Scattergood Thomas A 3421 W Chester Pi A1
Scheb Rosemarie 319 3rd Ave
Schmidt Christa 16 Marlboro Rd
Shwab Richard L Jr 889 Westover Rd
Simkiss Steve 28 Reese Ave
Simon Mae A111 Gradyville Rd White Horse Village
Simpson Michelle Alio 123 Weatherburn Way
Skaar Mary Lou A111 Gradyville Rd White Horse Village
Smith Diane 123 Ridgefield Rd
Smith Lorraine V 4 Dudie Dr
Speitel Nora R 151 Ashley Rd
St Marys Seton Health System PO Box 356
Stack Margaret A111 Gradyville Rd White Horse Village
Stanton Laurie 27 Barren Rd
Staskel Amber 521 Guinevere Dr
Steward Kimberly L 853 Goshen Rd
Stewart Harvey Jr 280 Overbrook Dr
Stinger James A 201 Walnut St
Stopper Henry L 33 Roberts Rd
Supreme Corq LLC 3811 W Chester Pike Ste 200
Tadevosyan Ani 3410 Horton Rd
Talamini Damore, Talamini Managing Partners
181 Mansion Rd
Terifay Terrence 6 Longview Ln
Tfl Asset Mgmt Inc, Thomas Lafferty 105 S Newtown St Rd
Thiruselvam Chels J 314 Bishop Hollow Rd
Thompson Carol N, J Nulty Jr 2088 Dutton Mill Rd
Timm Jaime R, Timm G D, Justin E 3662 Waynesfield Dr
Todorow Thomas J 317 Echo Valy Ln
Tracey Mechanical 8 Campus Blvd
Tuthhill Keith Est 307 Arthur Ct
U T D 03 31 00 Michael A & Joanne M Fitz Gerald De
402 Yankee Ct
Udhs Class Reunion Fund 3500 West Chester Pike Aptf105
United Security Affiliate 1255 Brighton Way
Usa3000 Airlines 335 Bishop Hollow Rd
Vasquez Rolando A 8 Bradford Tr
Verma Satinder 3827 Providence Rd
Volfson Ilya A 18 Charter Oak Dr
Volk Judith A 2078 Dutton Mill Rd
Waldron Caroline Whitney 607 Glendale Rd
Wehbe Marwn 988 Garrett Mill Rd
Weinberg Michelle S 5 Martin’s Cir
Whitt Comstock Stephanie 10 Heather Way
Wilson Jeanette G 3500 W Chester Pi 318
Zakeoian Betsy 3909 Gradyville Rd
Zampitella Kurt 23 N Line Rd
Zygmunt Beth 1080 Stackhouse Mill Rd
Norwood Pa 19074
Berkheimer Robin A, Brett A 2 Walle St
Brice William J 204 Martin Ln
Brown Helen M 308 Mohawk Ave
Budd Lisa 532 Mohawk Ave 1 Frt
Buick Granted R 303 Sylvan Ave
Carotenuto Ted P 212 Love Ln
Cassidy Cynthia 10 Winona Ave
Chase Home Finance LLC 512 E Winona Ave
Chen Pei Ying 661 Mohawk Ave Apt C 3
Collins Dawn M 294 E Winona Ave B2
Culleney Sharon J PO Box 124
Dalessio Diana 203 Trites St
Defrancisco John M III 635 Delaware Ave
Dehart Denise M 111 Elmwood Ave
Dibeler Theresa 614 E Winona Ave
Donaldson Lucy T 625 Delaware Ave
Everett Jessica Ann, Myra J 123 Elmwood Ave
Fynes Jonathan 205 Trites Ave
Gardner Virginia D 506 Lee Rd
Gmc Body Shop 303 Sylvan Ave
Gordon Joseph D 60 W Winona Ave
Grant Garnet C 60 W Winona Ave Apt A4
Griffith Stephen A 107 Martin Ln
Hanna Michelle M Jeffrey 512 E Winona Ave
Harriman John 512 E Winona Ave
Huynh Amanda T 119 W Winona Ave
Imparato Frances 311 W Amosland Rd
Indonesia Handcrafts Unlimited 165 Macdade Blvd
Kearney Christopher 660 Mohawk Ave
Kelly Gerald 546 Chester Pike B6
Kerwood Joanne 658 Seneca Ave
Konkle Colleen M, Daniel P 108 Elmwood Ave
Krauss John H 504 Tasker Ave
Linden Eleanor M 229 Garfield Ave
Martin Colleen M 225 Garfield Ave 3
Mcbride Patricia A 60 W Winona Ave
Mccausland Elsie L 16 Park Av
Mccloskey Daniel R 253 W Amosland Rd
Mcilhenney Margaret M 111 Printz Av
Mcilhenney T M 111 Printz Av
Mckeown Samuel 546 Devon Rd
Miller Kathleen C 301 Park Cir Gra Upr
Moore Edna T 38 Martin Ln
Norwood Home Center Inc 618 Chester Pike
Oak Tree Apartments PO Box 160
Omalley William J Jr Est,William J 60 W Winona Ave
Apt B3
Oppold Donald 527 E Winona Ave
Parfitt George J 203 Harrison Ave
Park Place Assoc 294 E Winona Ave
Phipps Harry 83 S Martin Ln
Pickel Eleanor M 515 1/2 Chester Pike
Rosenblatt Erma 1 Walle St
Ruths Betty C, Russel 316 Welcome Ave
Schaefer Cecelia M, Robert 540 E Winona Ave
Shah Palak 122 E Winona Cir
Shore Snyder Dental Center PO Box 40
Siman Arlene 60 W Winona Ave Apt F2
Smith Flo S 655 Mohawk Ave
Steenberg Linda M 235 Martin Ln
Timinski Jerome 10 E Winona Ave Apt A3
Trainer Robert 315 Urban Ave
Us Mgmt Co LLC 47 W Winona Ave Apt 1
Verones Collision Inc 660 Mohawk Ave
Walsh Harriett, Joseph 523 Winona
Warner Christopher L, Sarah A 307 Trites Ave
Wettlaufer Nicholas 110 Martin Ln
White Francis H 303 Sylvan Ave
Witsch Regina A 3 Woodland Ave
Zacher Joseph W 571 E Winona Ave
Ogden Pa 19061
Wolverson Lorena V Meetinghouse Rd
Parkside Pa 19015
Fisher Mary 127 Elbow Ave
Morales Ellen 111 W Garrison Rd
Powers Brett 2626 Crozer St
Szabo Jason R 3000 Edgemont Ave
Waters Alexa F 3000 Edgemont Ave
(Editor’s Note: This document continues with Philadelphia Pa 19113 in Part IV at 46 Pa.B. 4511 (July 30, 2016).)
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Philadelphia Pa 19113
Aci 1 International Plaza
Amerihealth Mercy Health Plan 100 Stevens Dr
Areva T And D Inc 1 Intl Plza Attn C Chaconas
Bailey William 236 Guilfred St
Canisco Resources Inc 10 Industrial Hwy E−Ms38
Day Zimmerman Security Svcs Scott Plaza Rt 291 &
Industrial Hwy
Deutsche Bank National Trust Co 1 International Plz
Ste 100
Envirotech Ventilation Inc 1 International Plaza
Essence 200 Stevens Dr Pharm Ntwrking 4th Fl
Etcreo 1 International Plaza Ste 100
Gaudiello Mary 2nd & Seneca St
Gosset Anne L 1601 Sansom St Apt B3
Kaustia Markku 3620 Locust Walk
Rich Tomkinsco 401k Plan Ambassador II 201 Diplomat Dr
Saxon Mortgage 1 International Plaza Ste 100
Scalella Frank 332 Seminole St
Select Health Plan 200 Stevens Dr
Usi Affinity U One International Plaza Ste 40
Vitetta Group Inc 2 International Plz
Pilgrim Gardens Pa 19026
Boxman W PO Box 570 106 Cedar Hill Dr026
Brasure Mark A, Dori M PO Box 332
Myers Donna PO Box 350
Primos Pa 19018
Anderson James 218 Boro Rd Apt 1 A
Bellington Dorothy J 221 Oak Ave Apt 2D
Bendistis Albert L 727 Primos Ave
Cocco Michael R, Theresa 540 S Oak Ave No D
Ds Professional Enterps Inc 201 S Oak Ave
Kramer Loretta J 316 Christopher Pl A
Palmer Nancy 223 S Oak Ave Apt 2F
Stever Lisa Mari 211 S Oak Ave
Virgin Emma E 258 Crestwood Rd
Prospect Park Pa 19076
Aaron Donna 409 Folsom Ave
Amadio Zappone Stephanie 658 17th Ave
Anderson Debra 1200 Lincoln Ave Apt 29
Anna Hospodar 540 13th Ave
Barber Amanda, James 211 Lazaretto Rd Apt 1a
Barrett Belinda 422 Lincoln Ave
Bedwell Katherine M 906 W Park Sq Fl 2
Bozman Jason S 1601 Norwood Ave
Brazile Amy, William 859 10th Ave
Brennan Marie T, Prospect Park Health Rehab
815 Chester Pike
Burgess Joseph H 1109 3rd Ave
Caporella Josephine 937 Chester Pike Apt 2a
Cepis John 932 13th Ave
Charlier Robert L 856 Chester Pike Apt B
Ciminera Kerri A, Paul 702 16th Ave
Citimortgage Inc 1637 Lincoln Ave Apt 6
Clancy John J Sr, Sandra L 738 16th Ave
Cloud Michelle M, Barbara L 619 13th Ave
Coffman Darren D, Mary C 719 10th Ave
Costello Dana G PO Box 107
Culloty Joann A 502 Prospect Ave
Didomizio Mark 1637 Lincoln Ave Apt 6
Donovan Clara E Prospect Park Nursing Ctr
815 Chester Pike
Ebur Edwin 1506 Lincoln Ave
Ferretti Mary Est Of 1637 Lincoln Ave
Finishline Collision 609 Chester Pike
Fritz Stephen 509 Lincoln Ave
Fun Patrol Inc 1117 Lincoln Ave B
Gallagher Daniel F, Doris K 818 13th Ave C
Hall Margaret, Howard 925 8th Ave
Henry George 631 8th Ave
Hiddemen Cindy L 846 12th Ave Apt 3
Hippensteel Rita 1502 Evans Ave
Homes Heller 734 14th Ave
Hox Charles 678 9th Ave
Huber Jessica 1636 Adams Ave
Ihlenfeld Dennis 417 Lincoln Ave
Jankins Christina 937 Chester Pike
Jennings Mariann, Robert 1417 Pennsylvania Ave
Kambies Jacqueline 618 9th Ave
Kearney Alice 924 Madison Ave
Keever Eileen, Jay S 1215 Prospect Ave
Keller James F 648 15th Ave
Keller Ruth M 859 10th Ave
Lackus Damien 1024 12th Ave
Li Xiaoqi 211 Lincoln Ave Townhouse 5c
Lunger Karen L 846 12th Ave Apt 3
Luty Daniel E 210 Pennsylvania Ave
Lyle Arthur 617 Chester Pike Apt A
Mahle Stephanie 1010 12th Ave
Maraj Jeanine, Neil G 856 14th Ave
Maraj Jeanine 856 14th Ave
Marchowsky David G 678 9th Ave
Marcucci Joseph L 1615 Washington Ave
Mccandless Emily M 1507 Carlisle Ave
Mccarty Ethel M 805 Penna Ave
Mcdonnell Mark 730 16th Ave
Mcmeredith 902 Amosland Rd
Mcquay Meredith 902 Amosland Rd
Memmo Gerry 829 11th Ave
Mest Joan D 821 Washington St Apt 106
Miles Richard E 1127 Prospect Ave
Morrison Ethel M Est PO Box 187
On Site Specialty Care Ll 815 Chester Pike
Prestige Auto Body 731 Chester Park
Prospect Park Heal 815 Chester Pike
Restoration Masonry Works 420 Madison Ave
Ryan Kelly 700 1st Ave
Safeguard Props Inc 1637 Lincoln Ave Apt 6
Sedio Richard 211 Lazaretto Rd Apt 13b
Shapiro Janet 534 Palmer Farm Dr
Stephenson Equipment Inc 135 Lincoln Ave
Tandon Prakriti 609 Chester Pike
Thomas F Sacchetta Esq Her 1637 Lincoln Ave
Tozer Peter P PO Box 187
Waite Beverly J 1637 Lincoln Ave Apt 10
Walsh William P, Louise A, Robert P 800 Pennsylvania Ave
Walsh Jason 707 Moore Sta Ind Park Ste 2c
Washington Letitia 815 Chester Pike
Weaver Clifford W 815 Chester Pi
Wells Alice 829 7th Ave
White Jerry 1613 Lincoln Ave
Radnor Pa 19087
Kasahara Kei 275 Bryn Mawr Av
Mosher Barry 59 Oak St
Ackerberg Lisette 100 Matsonford Rd St 100
Ackerman Michael L 290 King Of Prussia Rd Ste 200
Adams Dennis L 120 Kynlyn Rd
Airgas Inc 259 N Radnor Chester Rd
Anderson Janet 5 Weirwood Rd
Bacci Kevin M, Bacci Paul 980 Weadley Rd
Barnes Jean 5 Radnor Corp Ctr 450
Barnes Laurie Anne 100 Woods Ln
Barroway Topaz Kessler Meltzer & Check L LP 280 King
Prussia Rd
Bazany Michael Jr, Margaret L 15 Rebel Rd
Beach Richard G 310 Pine Rd
Bluewire Media Ste 104 290 King Of Prussia Rd
Bnp Paribas Brokerag 3 Radnor Corp Ctr Ste 140
Bnp Paribas Securiti 3 Radnor Corp Ctr Ste 140
Braun Christopher J 280 Danell Rd
Brian Nairn 1208 Denbigh Ln
Cain Jonathan Hth Worldwide 1 Radnor Corp Ctr Ste
Christiansen Lauren 211 W W Av
Community Energy Inc 201 King Of Prussia Rd Ste 500
Crawford And Company 4 Radnor Corp Ctr
Creghan Colleen T, Carol 6 Crow Creek Ln
Davies George C Jr 216 Spruce Tree Rd
Delaware County Comm Foundation 150 Radnor Chester Rd
Ste E140
Desanto Realty Group 150 N Radnor Chester Rd
Destefano Margaret 721 Pine Hill Rd
Doran Dorothy E 235 Berwind Rd
Fischer Tom 150 Radnor Chester Rd
Fleet Parts And Electrical Svc PO Box 8062
Foster Clyde Co Davita Radnor C Foster 250 King Of
Prussia Rd
Frank Jeffrrey 426 Upper Gulph Rd
Frazer Eileen J PO Box 8272
Gair W J 1 Radnor Corp Cntr 100 Matsonford Rd Ste 500
Gerald R Williams MD 250 King Of Prussia Rd
Gerhard Ann W 607 King Of Prussia Rd
Haas Janet, Haas John 459 Huston Rd
Howe Edward R Jr, Howe & Assoc Inc 5 Radnor Corp Ctr
Ste 448
Hugi Rene 278 Iven Ave 3A
International Providers, Hth Worldwide Ste 100 1 Radnor
Corp Ctr
Jefferson Pilot Corp Lincoln National Corp 150 N Radnor
Chester Rd Ste A
Kaufhold Peter A Suite E200 150 N Radnor Chester Rd
Kaufman Karl J 480 Woodland Dr
Keefer Hugill J 114 Quail Ln
Kirk Thomas D 309 Valy Place
Klein Lisa Md 250 King Of Prussia Rd
Lang Robert, Paul 623 Griscom Dr
Lincoln National Corp 150 N Radnor Chester Rd Ste 305
Linge John B Jr 250 King Of Prussia Rd
Main Line Clinical Labs 240 Radnor Corp Ctr ite 250
Malik Dean 19 Seven Spgs Rd
Matthew Brett 711 Brooke Rd
Mccue Slater Ryan, Amy R 934 Weadley Rd
Mchugh Assoc 259 N Radnor Chester Rd
Mechem Eleanor F, Crawford 929 Copper Beech Ln
Meehan Robert 406 Upper Gulph Rd
Meshon Louis P Jr 211 Valy Forge Lookout Pl
Milliman Usa 259 N Radnor Chester Rd
Morris Melinda 8 Tiverton Cir
Morris Melinda Christopher Morris 8 Tiverton Cir
Murphy Heather Megaw 627 Glenmary Rd
National Federation Of Abtracting And In
276 Upper Gulph Rd
New York Eye Ear Infirmary 100 Matson Ford Rd Ste 320
Nka Stephanie G 169 Timothy Cir
Obrien Gere PO Box 9052
O’grady John D 99 Woods Ln
Pennsylvania Life An Radnor Stas Bldg Ste 201
Peters Christian 429 King Of Prussia Rd
Pizzica Health System Bldg 2 208 290 King Of Prussia Rd
Playgr8 150 N Radnor Chester Rd Ste F 200
Polo Props Inc 350 Belrose Ln
Qlik Technologies Inc 150 N Radnor Chester Rd No E220
Radisson Hotel Assoc, Fidelity Equities Corp 250 King Of
Prussia Rd
Radnor Advisors LLC Ste E 120 150 Radnor Chester Rd
Radu Mattei I 202 Upper Gulph Rd
Reifer Joseph 309 Valy Place
Right Start 42 550 E Lancaster Ave C1
Rittenhouse T J Jr 526 Montgomery Ln
Rogg Rebecca, Jeffrey 140 Lemonton Way
Rollow Jesse Douglas IV, Heather M 627 Glenmary Rd
Rosenberg Kenneth C 915 Copper Beech Ln
Rothenstein Bonnie R 246 Valy Forge Lookout Pl
Ryu Se Y 543 Countyline Rd
Sal And Gus LLC 643 Weadley Rd
Schiavone Diane A 850 Tall Oaks Rd
Seobrand 150 N Radnor Chester Rd
Spadt Seton B, Kirk B 570 Lindsey Dr
Spencer Stacey 145 King Of Prussia Rd
Spidernet Technical Consulting 150 N Radnor Chester Rd
Ste F2 00
Stein Kira 228 Spruce Tree Rd
Sterman Daniel 1 St Davids Rd
Summers Tricia 274 Militia Dr
Switzky Martin, Julie 102 Lemonton Way
Taha Salh Hth Worldwide 1 Radnor Corp Ctr Ste 100
Taylor Linda A 189 Timothy Cir
Vandersluit Sabine 440 High View Dr
Vernekoff Bret A 154 Lemonton Way
Wachovia Ins Svcs Inc 201 King Of Prussia Rd Ste 110
Wagner Elizabeth B 259 N Radnor Chester Rd
Wildman David 421 Woodland Cir
Wyeth Ayherst 145 King Of Prussia Rd
Wymard Karen S, Anne E 1 Hiridge Rd
Xanitos Inc 259 N Radnor Chester Rd
Tv Guide 4 Radnor Corp Ctr
Ridley Park Pa 19078
Academic Urology Of LLC 175 E Chester Pike
Anghel Patricia Ann, Gheorghe M 303 Pomeroy St
Artis Mary 16 Partridge Ave
Bernstein Phillip 119 N Swarthmore Ave 2D
Birlew Virginia, Elmer 111 S Swarthmore Rd
Broadhurst Kara M 205 Park St
Brunner Douglas J MD 175 E Chester Pke
Burns Brigitte R 25 W Rodgers St
Byrne Daniel A 1001 12th Ave
Castillo Priscilla, Brian 604 Morton Ave
Catania Thomas J 359 Hillside Rd
Center Park Apt Inc 6 E Hinckley Ave PO Box 384
Cerbus Robert J 421 Pomeroy St
Christopher John W 634 E Chester Pike Apt G1
Ciacca Richard 51 Hetzel Rd
Connors Jason B 21 Morton Ave Apt G
Coury Christina 107 E Ridley Ave Apt C
Creighton Donna J, Donna J Sharpless 225 Dupont St
Dawson Virginia Lee 8 East Felton St Apt C
Dibardino Joanne M 17 Chester Pike Apt C−4
Douglas Pearce 221 W Dupont St
Eccles Kathleen, Edward, Theresa 265 Acres Dr
Everetts Dave B 2 Lakeview Cir Apt H5
Fagan Christine M 100 S Swarthmore Ave
Fecho Stephen J, Stephen Jr 421 Bartlett Ave
Fenner Bomberowitz, Robert A 403 Lakeview Dr
Fitzgerald Hugh J Jr 740 Braxton Rd
Frye Robert L, Mary L 509 Terravilla Ln
Furman Samuel L 421 Pomeroy St
Gainer Adrienne M, Cynthia M PO Box 448
Gainer Christopher W, Cynthia M 10 Princeton Ave
Gianneas Dimitri, Zoi 28 E Sellers Ave
Global Environmental Safety LLC 6 Hinckley Ave
Gonnella Concetta 451 Darby Rd
Grossi Tiffany 702 Braxton Rd
Guba Onorine M 17 W Chester Pike Apt B1
Haines William Jr, Pamela 308 S Swarthmore Ave
Harrold Joye E 647 Clymer Ln
Hiddeman Scott 402 E Ridley Ave 1
Hodgins Eileen 426 Deakyne Ave
Huhn Michael J 308 Lakeview Dr
Iac Mgmt 300 Walnut St Apt 210
Iacono Peter 359 Holland St
Johnson Patrick 669 Clymer Ln
Kalnitsky Carolyn H 406 Tasker St
Kane John A Jr 300 Walnut St Apt 106
Kelly Dennis M 702 Darby Rd
Kenan Scott Mcdevitt 2nd Fl 245 E Chester Pike
Kendrick David 300 Walnut St Apt 401
Kinder Russell L, Dorothy No 315 1 Stoneybrook Ln
Kissinger Harry L 1008 2nd Ave
Kugelman Audrey 209 Stonyhill Rd
Lenny Maurice 513 Hinkson Blvd
Litwin John J 401 Pomeroy St
Longacre Snowden A 758 Michell St
Maccoll Charles 111 Morton Ave Apt 204
Malone Timothy 741 Clymer Ln
Marguerite Lenny 513 Hinkson Blvd
Mcarthur F M 513 Bonsall Rd
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Mccalla Patricia 403 Terraville Ln
Mccallum Anne 118 E Rodgers St
Mccann Christopher F 508 Deakyne Ave
Mcgoniglemir Leannah C 214 Willard Dr
Mech Tech Industries PO Box 104 Ridley
Meeth Fred H 111 Bridge Rd
Mills Edward J, Barbara C 306 E Rodgers St
Morelli Aj 521 Bartlett Av
Murdock Phyllis 200 W Chester Pike
Nassu Swimclub 25 S Swarthmore Ave
Odonnell Elizabeth L 814 E Ridley Ave
Ohara Victoria 636 Clymer Ln
Oshea John 408 Morton Ave
Palmer Phillips Mary E 225 Ridley Ave Apt 2
Papp Edward James 14 N Swarthmore Ave
Parkinson Christine 55 Collier Ci
Paytas David 401 Michell St
Pennsylvania Life Health Guaranty Asso 15 Morton Ave
2nd Fl
Pinnock David J 400 Stiles Ave
Prasalowicz Joseph 404 Haverford Rd
Quinn Noreen M 244 Hoffman Rd
Reckeweg Guy D 363 Hillside Rd
Reynolds Tina Y D 429 Johnson Ave
Richard M Jr 510 Thayer St
Ridley Park Swim Club PO Box 352
Ridley Partners LLC 14 Acres Dr
Ryan Frank R, Joan C 411 Tome St Apt A
Saultz Earl Jr 303 W Sellers Ave
Schwarz Rachel 510 Parkview Cir
Shaffer Robert M 16 Collier Cir
Simmers Thomas Anthony Jr 634 E Chester Pike Apt G1
Smith David H III 121 Orchard Rd
Smith Grace E 647 Clymer Ln
Smith Helen 608 Gilbert Rd
Socko Cindy 137 Haller
Southwest Graphics 500 W Sellers Ave
Steckel Marie S 601 Morton Ave 2a
Stevenson Claudia, Howard 732 Clymer Ln
Tattersall Constance, Barry D, Sharon, John
20 W Ridley Ave
Tesche Michelle L 758 Michell St
Thompson J Scott 429 Johnson Ave
Toner Mary 9 W Ward St Apt 2
Trefz Mildred 511 Morton Ave
Vanaman Walter H 102 Lynn Rd
Verones Collision Inc 17 Chester Pike Apt C4
Vlazakis Lesvia 28 E Sellers Ave
Voigt Karl P Jr 10 Poplar Walk
Walker Donna, Walker Todd 600 Stockton Cir
Ward Patricia A 615 Morton Ave
Werts Kathryn H 609 Braxton Rd
White William C, Nancy Ann Ridley Mnr Apt A105 100
Morton Ave
Whitehead Diane P 400 E Hinckley Ave
Williams Lisa 227 Haller Rd
Worley Michele, Madison 210 Water St
Worrell Sandra, Milton 114 Poplar Walk Fl 2
Wright Paul 224 Hoffman Rd
Rose Valley Pa 19063
Addicks Anne P Rosemont Plaza Apt 322 1062
Lancaster Ave
Bruner Joseph 119 Vernon Ln
Caterson Edward III 459 Barclay Rd
Chobert John F 139 Browning Ln
Francfort John 411 Thornbrook Ave
Garwood Yukie K 114 W Possum Hollow Rd
Glc Rtf Glc Rosemont 35 Rosemont Ave
Goodkin Michael, Carole 16 Orchard Ln
Grangel Mary M 1062 Lancaster Ave Apt 402
Green Robert 116 Montrose Ave Unit D
Hart Eleanor D Rosemont Presbyterian Village 404
Cheswick Place Cottage 4
Ippoldo Robert 224 Fitzwilliams Ln
Karp Michael 1062 Lancaster Ave
Kashlan Bassam 1030 E Lancaster Ave Unit 528
Kelly Margaret M 131 Hickory Ln
Kent Douglas M 1030 E Lancaster Ave
Lauer John M 1062 E Lancaster Ave Apt 613
Leonard Jeanne A 10 Prices Ln
Logan Virginia 121 Browning Ln
Maesaka Alan 25 Lowrys Ln
Main Line Trophies Inc PO Box 200
Mariotti Denise 6 Lowry S Ln
Maxwell Ada M 12 Barley Cone Ln
Miller Andrew L, Robin A 514 Fishers Rd
Miller Benjamin Noah, Robin A 1232 Wendover Ave
Murray Mary J 232 Rockingham Rd
Norcini Fiorie J, Anthony 218 Bailey Rd
Okami Paul 26 Vernon Ln Fl 2
Regan Tracey 105 Lowry’s Ln
Ribble Jack T 20 Briarcrest Dr
Russell Edward 5 Orchard Ln
Samurai Japanese Restaura 1201 W Lancaster Ave
Shepherd Fergus 1204 Old Gulph Rd Ste 100
Siciliano Joseph 113 Eachus Ave
Slack Lawrence W Toll House Farm 751 Conestoga Rd
Sovereign Bank 1022 E Lancaster Ave
Stopford Jeff, Jane Old Mill Ln
Uro Rehab Of Pa Bryn Mawr Urology Asso 919 Conestoga
Rd Blg 1 Ste
Rosemont Pa 19010
Walsh T 1030 E Lancaster Ave
Warrington Charisse 112 Rose Valy Rd
William E Mcgowan Irrev Life 411 Thornbrook Ave
Rutledge Pa 19070
Dellorefice Mary 130 Rutledge Ave
Donoghue Charles J 230 Ruledge Ave
Goloub Jeanne 115 President Ave
Hanser Albert E 236 President Ave
Hofmann Madaline C 218 E Sylvan Ave
Maccall Mildred P 12 Linden Ave
Muhlenberg James 112 Rutledge Ave
Rann Sarah B 232 E Sylvan Ave
Roguszewski Kimberly 234 President
Salvatore Anthony 107 Rutledge Ave
Saint Davids Pa 19087
Arythmia Records 256 Iven Ave Apt 3c
Bartolini Edward M 540 St Davids Ave
Bilsky Jeffrey 229 Ravenscliff
Burlingham Sherrie B, Mark G 497 St Davids Ave
Chou Carlos Y 130 Abrahams Ln
Chupein Charles P 489 St Davids Ave
Davis Hughes R 1 Church St
Desatnick Denise 2 Canterbury Ln
Diemer Jennifer L PO Box 7393
Fritz Jennifer 306 Chamounix Rd
Gill Kathryn 608 1/2 Brookside Ave
Holmes Richard V, Anne D 244 Ravenscliff Rd
Holmes Fritzi 124 Cornwall Ln
Hoos Anton 437 Ithan Rd
Hunsicker Malcolm C, Mildred S Wessex House Apt 111 505
E Lancaster Ave
Killian Kevin 406 Round Hill Rd
Levine Andrew 270 Iven Ave
Lyon Mary N 505 E Lancaster Ave 309
Madeja Peter C 503 Saint Davids Ave
Marushin Joann 517 E Lancaster Ave 217
Mcmenamin Elizabeth PO Box 86
Michaelis Wolf PO Box 7315
Nelsen John A 416 St Davids Rd
Nelsen Louise Rie Tz 416 St Davids Rd
Northpoint Lofts Condominium Assoc, Frank Correll
428 Ithen Ave
Qps Marketing PO Box 7497
Starrick Ryan M 517 E Lancaster Ave 217
Suh Sun E 500 E Lancaster Ave Apt 135 A
Walther Cornelia, Thomas 452 St Davids Ave
Secane Pa 19018
Agarwal Kanchan 151 S Bishop Ave Apt M117
Ahmed Mohamed Osama Musa 151 S Bishop Ave Apt 19
Altmark Mark 151 S Bishop Ave M4
Aston Assoc 2338 Mole Rd
Baek Sun Sook 151 S Bishop Ave Unit T1
Baker Brian 151 S Bishop Ave
Bhatta Dipak 151 S Bishop Ave Apt B24
Bhrahmani Corp, Subway 1250 Providence Rd
Blair Valerie R 640 South Ave Apt E 8
Browne Shadd E 826 South Ave
Callahan Noreen J 914 South Ave Apt B11
Cardone Susan E, Ugo 2431 Franklin Ave
Catania Ann Michele 830 Wyndom Tr
Caton Jessica A 941 South Ave
Cesar Mario 170 Angora Place
Chadbourne Lin A 333 North Ave Apt 16a
Charles Brown I 914 South Ave Rm E13
Clark David E 1124 Brookwood Ln
Demarco Richard 914 S Ave Apt E21
Diaconescu Vlad 310 North Ave
Dilg Lillian N 1008 Belmont Ave
Dilullo Brittany M, Maria 888 Wyndom Ter
Dobbin Daniel J 1284 Nicole Ln
Durning Geraldine E 914 South Ave Apt B31
Elliott Therese 914 South Ave Apt H15
Everman Paul 224 S Bishop Ave
Feller Beth P 828 South Ave Apt A1
Ford Tyrone A Mr 2443 Secane Rd
G Force Hobbies 910 Brooke Ave
Gavin James 1118 Wynnbrook Rd
Griffis Dean J 806 South Ave Unit E9
Gujski Raymond J 151 S Bishop Ave Apt J15
Hall Renrick 941 South Ave Apt C19
Hannigan Bohinick Elizabeth A 806 South Ave Apt E6
Harshaw Deborah, John 333 North Ave Apt 5
Holdsworth Dillon R 649 South Ave Ste 1
Holswor Brian G 649 South Ave Ste 1
Hoppe Eric A 604 Prospect Ave
Horn Jeannette M 914 South Ave Apt H39
Jannu Suresh 151 S Bishop Ave Apt M 108
Jedwabney Virginia A 215 S Bishop Ave
Jf Gavin Inc 1118 Wynnbrook Rd
Johnson Karin 333 North Ave Apt 48a
Jones Renea M 151 S Bishop Ave Apt A25
Kearsley Philip 914 South Ave H41
Keenan Jessie 852 Cricket Rd
Kepner Richard 711 Ashland Ave 14
Kolesar Samantha 151 S Bishop Ave Apt M112
Kristine John 910 Brooke Ave
Kromah Eissa 1250 Providence Rd
Lake Candace 914 South Ave
Lakshmi Balagopal 1250 Providence Rd Apt 83b
Langill Francis F, Carolyn 953 Dale Rd
Lawton Donna M 914 S Ave H15
Lomte Hari Kishan 333 North Ave Apt 25a
Lopez Tristan Anthony 215 S Bishop Ave
Mackale Marion M 406 Ashland Ave
Maldonado Jennifer, Henry 842 Bob White Ln
Malone Theresa 914 South Ave H9
Martino Eugene 315 S Oak Ave
Mccann Michael J 1112 Stewart Pl
Mckeown Stacey 919 Green Ln
Mugge Richard 1271 Nicole Ln
Mullery Rita Drexel Woods Apts Apt 301 Bldg 3
Nordo Lynda J 1125 Brookwood Ln
Osmon Jeanette, Jimmy L 851 Wyndom Tr
Pandya Daxa 1250 Providence Rd Apt 98b
Park Chan 914 South Ave Apt B13
Park Karen 2415 Secane Rd
Peifer Glenna R 151 S Bishop Ave Apt M420
Prescott Marion Sabin 2340 Franklin Ave
Rassmann Dorothy 151 S Bishop Av K7
Reynolds James Est 914 South Ave Apt D3
Scott David L, Mary R 2317 Cedar Ln
Scott Dorothy 151 S Bishop Ave
Shanahan Constance Comm Int 914 South Ave Apt H13
Smith L A 151 S Bishop
Somasekaran Shivashankar 914 South Ave
Taft Martha E 201 S Bishop Ave
Unique Home Remodeling LLC 816 South Ave K1
Urrahman Mohammed K 2509 Secane Rd
Vanderford Scott Mr 914 South Ave Apt G31
Vicidomini Anthony J 941 South Ave Apt C8
Vijayakumar Thompson Suchin 941 South Ave Apt A22
Vitale Daniel 925 Woodside Ave
Ward Thomas H 640 South Ave Apt
Wasilewsk Sophie 502 S Bishop Ave
Young Leroy E Jr 2312 Secane Rd
Yu Yang Eun 914 South Ave Apt A19
Zhang Yi 333 North Ave Apt 57b
Zingler Anna V, Mae V 1107 Providence Rd
Sharon Hill Pa 19079
Ahmed Aqeel 59 Florence Ave
Alves Tory 1006 Clifton Ave
Armstead Ronald 351 Greenwood Rd
Atlas Respiratory Sv 502 Elmwood Ave
Auto & Truck Liquid 1300 Chester Pike
Barron Kym 317 Laurel Rd
Base Margaret E 115 Barker Ave
Batts Talvon L 815 Greenhill Rd
Baxter Karen M 1020 Ash Rd
Beatrice Benjamin M 1017 Burnside Rd
Bell Thomas J 73 Florence Ave
Bellweber Janice 73 Florence Ave
Benditt Josehp V 1313 Elmwood Ave
Bennett Patricia A 516 Sharon Av
Bowers Patricia 1419 Clifton Ave
Boyer Takeeda 858 Marshall Rd
Brabazon Erica 92 Florence Ave Apt Base
Bracciale Barbara J 841 Chester Pk
Briddes Arthur R, Arthur B 127 Foster Ave
Brown Jonathan B 1415 Elmwood Ave
Brown Roosevelt, Virginia 1521 Tribett Ave
Bruno D Inc 1400 Chester Pk
Buchanan Eleanor A 1028 School St
Cain Dawn 444 Clifton Ave
Carvano Ida 127 Garvin Blvd
Chestnut Wendell, Jill 1511 Roosevelt Dr
Claude J Edney Funeral Home Inc 634 Sharon Ave
Coleman Patrick 410 Clifton Ave Apt 4
Coleman Romesz 601 Popular St Apt E 9
Coles Jeneen 231 Cherry St
Copeland Christopher 225 Shiflett Ave
Dahik Mohamad 601 Poplar St Apt F8
Dalrymple Sarah 81 Burnside Ave
Davios Maria T 1519 Noblet Ave
Davis Andre 1109 Scott Ave
Deluca Diane M 714 Poplar St
Dennis Cheryl M, John K 517 Clifton Ave
Dimarco Dionisio, Maria 1443 Sharon Park Dr
Downesbruzzese Patricia A 715 Eggleston Cir
Doyle Mary Jane, Bernard 1033 Elmwood Ave
Dukuly Masagay 96 Berry Ave Cs
E Miss M 1533 Lincoln Ave
Edwards Karim B 160 Laurel Rd
Effner Frances M 854 Chester Pike Apt A
Ellis Helen PO Box 148
Est Ins 1517 Hermesprota Dr
Francis Jabari 1541 Hermesprota Dr
Funderburk Garvin Dorothy M 203 Calgon Hook Rd
Gale Marcia L PO Box 1364
Garvin Leroy 203 Calgon Hook Rd
Glass America 1305 Chester Pike
Greer Michael 78 Francis Ave
Grieco Donald D Ira 123 E Burton Ln
Gustin Jason 126 Kenney Ave
Hanna Gonzalez Denise 1513 Lincoln Ave
Hardmen Terrance 1513 Newlin Ave
Herbert Natassia R 207 Bartlett Ave
Hill Timothy M 1342 Elmwood Ave
Hines Paris 1005 Sharon Ave
Hogue Muhammad 1124 Spring St Apt A
Hollingsworth Rita 89 Barker Ave
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Hooper Douglas E 1514 Roosevelt Dr
Ihs Infusion Svcs 501 Elmwood Ave Ct 2
Jackson Elizabeth PO Box 201
James Ian Laurence PO Box 1253
Jbdl Corp Beckett Home Health Care 1004 Chester Pike
Johnson Eula 1501 Hermesprota Dr
Johnson Geraldine M, Geraldine 1031 Laurel Ave
Jones Peter 925 Barker Rd
Jones Peter J 1008 Burnside Rd
Kollie Issac M 1481 Melrose Ave
Lam Betty 539 Chester Pike
Lee Daquanya M Est, Michelle Bryant 1006 Pine Rd
Locklear Frank 1021 Sharon Ave
Lynch Savonnia 1421 Forrester Ave
Marjoe Express Inc 950 Calcon Hook Rd
Mason Walter 601 Poplar St F5
Mayer Doris V, George 116 Brainerd Blvd
Mcelaney Christinie 22 High St
Mclaughlin Patrick J 117 Reese St
Medina Pura 601 Poplar St Apt B15
Mims Mattie 1010 Clifton Ave
Monvill Elise 19 Sharon Ave
Murphy Francis 506 Clifton Ave
Overstreet Queen E 700 Calcon Hook Rd
Page Gerald H 233 Reese St
Perry Pamela 1307 Woodland Ave
Pharm Plus Resources 309 Henderson Dr
Pina Brenda Est 1123 Elmwood Ave
Revis Luther 1524 Forrester Ave
Riccardi Joseph 1507 Hermesprota St
Roberts Donald 438 Clifton Ave Fl 2
Rogers Richard 86 Barker Ave
Rota S A Sr, Today’s Child Learning Ctr 1016 Maple Ave
Scala Richard J 950 Calcon Hook Rd
Schenckers Intl Fwdrs Inc PO Box 18
Seay Donald 809 Elmwood Dr
Sparks Janet Odessa 1515 Tribbett Ave
Spivey Mary A PO Box 127
Stanford Marceline 928 Burnside Rd
Stankiewicz Blanche 333 Oak Ave
Taylor Derick A 111 Sharon Ave
Taylor Jane 91 Burnside Ave
Thompson Juanita 1517 Hermesprota Dr
Top Quality Carpet Installation Inc 800 Chester Pike Bay E
Torchiana Margret 1023 Elmwood Ave
Troilo Joseph 4 Hook Rd
True Form Foundations 2009 Elmwood Ave
Turner Richard 219 Barker Ave
Us B Oservices Nashvme 309 Henderson Dr
Vftc 123 E Burton Ln
Vu Hoang 124 Cherry St
Walker Ronald L 710 Felton Ave
Washington Michael E 210 High St
Wesley Levaun 1219 Scott Ave
White Jeremiah R, Richard A, Doris J 1438 Sharon Park Dr
Whitehead Daniel W 817 Greenhill Rd
Williams Howard Lee 818 Sharon Ave
Williams Sallie M, Velma Johnson 1545 Forrrester Ave
Wissinger Michele D 1215 Woodland Ave
Woodeshick Martin E 1028 School St
Woodrow Ethel, Willis 226 High St
Wright Belinda 1524 Forrester Ave
Wright Clarence E, Keisha D 81 Florance Ave
Springfield Pa 19064
Aberle June Haibach 105 S Rolling Rd
Abruzzo Stephanie 976 Stoneybrook Dr
Ahmed 847 Homestead Ave
Akulov Peter 491 Baltimore Pike Apt 317
Akulov Petr 491 Baltimore Pike Unit 317
Albright Alice 212 Orchard Rd
Alston Calvin G 68 S Britton Rd
Alter June C 332 Lewis Rd
Andrews Mary 266 Powell Rd
Arnodo Arnold I 269 Gleaves Rd 245
Aro Masonry Inc 416 E Leamy Ave
Assoc In Medical And Cosm 100 W Sproul Rd Ste 120
Assoc Of Springfield Psych 1489 Baltimore Pike Ste 250
Bacon Barbara A 2 N State Rd Apt A
Baek Gisoon 1210 Providence Rd
Bailer Herman J 556 W Rolling Rd S4
Barrett Deborah A, Barrett John J 530 Wesley
Beattie Mary E 104 Locust Ave
Belfie Robert 307 Yarnall Dr
Benjamin B 491 Baltimore Pike Apt 430
Boccanera Louis Jr 924 Rocklyn Rd
Bogash Rebecca, Lance 433 Prospect Rd
Bonadio George 125 Snyder Ln
Branson Benjamin, Joanne 104 Longview Dr
Brayman Elizabeth 1026 Crozier Ln
Brien Catherine O 555 Scenic Rd
Brownie Troop 407 533 W Springfield Rd
Burock Debra A 505 Marple Woods Dr
Byrne Gertrude 364 S Rolling Rd
Calasante Gary 727 Haines Ln
Caldwell Elsie 640 N Bishop Ave
Caramanico John 413 Alliston Rd
Caramanico John Jr 413 Alliston Rd
Carden Kathleen K 40 S Rolling Rd
Carpet Fair Inc, Mark Spector 144 Baltimore Pike
Carvel A St 3 1180 Baltimore Pike
Casey Mary M 253 Ballymore Rd
Cassidy Brian Andrew 427 Colonial Park Dr
Cassidy Dorothy G 641 Wayne Ave
Chalker Julian P 345 Lynbrooke Rd
Chamblee Christopher 125 N Norwinden Dr
Chen Yu 411 Indian Rock Dr
Chester Crozer Mc 190 W Sproul Rd
Chiltakowski Maryanne, Andrew 119 E Springfield Rd
Ciminera Joseph J Est 1311 Baltimore Pike
Classic Auto Body Ltd 228 Avon Rd
Coia Christina 629 Hey Ln
Colflesh Bernice 217 E Thomson Ave
Coll Gina D 533 W Springfield Rd
Condino David, Judi 736 Haines Ln
Conforti Frank 457 W Springfield Rd
Continuum Healthcare 1489 Baltimore Pike Bldg 200 3rd Fl
Cope Stephen D Sr, Katherine L 943 Edgewood Dr
Crane Edwin J, Mary E 621 Saxer Ave
Crdn Of Greater Philadelphia Se 491 Baltimore Pike
Unit 675
Crocco Joseph R Jr 1605 Country Club Dr 53
Cutuli Emily 155 SRolling Rd
Daly Helen 101 N Rolling Rd
Davidson Michelle 205 Boxwood Ln
Daye Wallace C 426 Harwicke Rd
Dealy Heather MD 100 W Sproul Rd Ste 100 Ste 100
Decarlo Nichola L 510 Rodney Ln
Decker Zabel J 267 Welsh Dr
Dejewski Elizabeth 229 Hemlock Rd
Derosa Alana N 920 W Sproul Rd
Derusetti Robert J 149 Rose Ln
Dewan James, Erika 642 Sheffield Dr
Diamond Express Carwash 401 Baltimore Pk
Dipatre Beatrice 342 Lynn Rd
Dipaulo Christine 50 Mansion Rd
Diserafino Frank 813 Lorraine Dr Media
Doan Joseph E III, Joseph E Jr 491 Baltimore Pike
Donald Pringle Jeffrey, Donald Pringle Elaine
469 Harwicke Rd
Donnelly Michael E 920 W Sproul Rd
Dornsife Hugh−Leene C, John A 306 Taylor Rd
Dougherty Richard F Jr, Richard F 49 Indian Rock Dr
Drisco Wendy 526 Weymouth Rd
Dunphy Margaret E 346 Lynn Rd
Dwight Anita 50 Baltimore Pike
Eastern Research Svcs Inc 1001 Baltimore Pike Ste 208
Enad Leo C 16 Duncan Ln
Eps Printing Svcs 940 W Sproul Rd Ste 103
Faircloth Joseph W 121 Fairview Rd
Fariasllovet Omar 450 Baltimore Pike
Feld Bernard, Natalie 117 Longview Dr
Fellona Daniel F III, Daniel F Jr, Mary Beth 97 Powell Rd
Ferenets Sergii 491 Baltimore Pk
Ferrara Anthony C 335 Lynn Rd Delaware City
Feuquay Donald E, Regina 205 School Ln
Filler Elizabeth Ashley, Frances 622 W Woodland Ave
Filler Frances, Harry 328 Hawarden Rd
Fogarty Bridget S 500 Kennerly Rd
Forcino Romolo S 560 W Woodland Ave
Franchi Stephanie 341 Kennerly Rd
Gallagher Anne P 474 Pinecrest Rd
Gallagher Dj 133 School Ln
Gallagher Helen E 16 Midland Rd Apt D
Gap International, Mario Bacchia 700 Old Marple Rd
Giannini Robert 50 Powell Rd
Gibson John 325 Sunnybrook Rd
Gilligan Brendan P 201 Parkview Dr
Glavin Kelly 301 Avon Rd
Gmac Mortgage LLC 126 Harned Dr
Godsey Stacey, John E, Kyle, Taylor M 711 Kelli Ln
Graham William F 336 Pinecrest Rd
Grammond James M, Karen P 462 Thatcher Rd
Green Rev Liv Tr 8 11 94 256 Fairview Rd
Green Theodore H 256 Fairview Rd
Gross Theodore Wm, Dorothie 121 Scenic Rd
Grosso Anthony J 500 Old School House Dr
Guinan Jennifer L 450 Briar Hill Rd
Hagan Elizabeth, Edward J 107 Hillview Dr
Halpin Zita C 200 N Rolling Rd
Hamer Michael E 50 E Baltimore Park
Harlee Manor 463 W Sproul Rd
Hart Eleanor E, Sarah A 818 Evans Rd
Haycock Marshall A 505 Marple Woods Dr
Heddendorf Russell 37 Schuyler Rd
Henderson Marcy A 1311 Baltimore Pike
Henry Colin 186 S Highland Rd
Hinebaugh H W III 1260 E Woodland Ave
Hitchens Kristina L 949 Rocklynn Rd
Hopkins Joanne 753 Louise Dr
Hsu Yung Ling 114 Burns Dr
Jackson Shanita 491 Baltimore Pike Ste 372
Jacobs Helen A, K G 476 Colonial Park Dr
Jonatan Matthew 344 Powell Rd
Joseph E Doan Jr Trust 491 Baltimore Pike
Kalamon John S Ira 81 W Sproul Rd
Kalbfleisch Bob 217 E Thomson Ave
Kane Regina M 137 Ashwood Rd
Kathopoulis Peter 707 Buttonwood Dr
Kd Disaster Cleanup LLC 335 Wayne Ave
Keller Michael 468 Harwarden Rd
Kelly Masonry Inc 1347 Baltimore Pike
Kemp H Est 247 Powell Rd
Kennedy Judith Ann 40 S Rolling Rd
King Brittany A, June, John K 332 Lewis Dr
Kluger Maurice L Jr 133 Morton Rd
Koussis A T 891 Baltimore Pike
Kraus Dennis 133 Grandview Rd
Kuchler Margaret M 2003 Aspen Cir
Kurlowicz Theodore T 304 Lewis Rd
Kutufaris Andrew 53 N Brookside
Lam James A, Howard R Cohen Esq 920 W Sproul Rd
Ste 204
Lang Lorna P 782 Louise Dr
Larkin Allan Virginia Trust, Allan 313 Ridgewood Rd
Lastowka Martin T 374 Madison Rd
Lauver Keith C 654 E Leamy Ave
Law Offices Of Paul F D Emili 905 W Sproul Rd Ste 105
Lawman LP 806 Lorraine Dr
Le Sally 770 Louise Dr
Lehrkinder Donald W 105 S Rolling Rd
Levasseur Elizabeth K 635 Saxer Ave Springfield
Lotkowski Laurie Century 21 Advantage Gold
512 Baltimore Pike
Lowitz Morris 629 Hey Ln
Luca Marie De 700 W Rolling Rd
Lydon Elaine 36 Saxer Ave
Lytlle Marilyn 65 Baltimore Pike
Mac Holdings LLC 491 Baltimore Pike Unit 675
Macdonald Robert M 829 Sheffield Dr
Macnamee Kimberly, Amanda 266 Ballymore Rd
Mancuso Dominick 2 N Chester Pike
Maranzini Victoria 93 Shelburne Rd S
Marino Janet W 638 Hawarden Rd
Mastrangelo Joseph J 2208 Aspen Cir
Mathai Kaleeckal 963 Lincoln
Maxwell Bruce 951 Beatty Rd
Mayo Alysa N, Debra L, Sean M 1000 Westwood Dr
Mcbride Michael A, Elvira 235 Saxer Ave
Mccaffery William M 33 Bennett Rd
Mccall Bernadette 245 Ballymore Rd
Mccarriston Catherine V 412 Ridge Ln
Mccool Thomas 234 Avon Rd
Mccullough Cheryl, David 404 Schollar Ln
Mcdonnell Marykate 300 Taylor Rd
Mcfadden Vicki V 1445 Wallingford Rd
Mcginley Kevin 45 Barbara Dr
Mcginn Stephen T 730 Peach Tree Dr
Mcglinchey Thomas 140 N Rolling Rd
Mcgraw Michael, Lynn 71 N Norwinden Dr
Mcguinn John 316 Northcroft Rd
Mcilvaine Margaret 745 Barry Dr
Mckee Group 900 W Sproul Rd
Mcnicholas Thomas 718 W Rolling Rd
Mcpoyle Joseph P 101 Fairview Rd
Meehan Thomas M 462 Doe Run Ln
Meenan Martin G 246 Lewis Rd
Melchiorre Nick IV 128 Congress Ave
Mele Rosemary 84 S Forest Rd
Mercy Health System 1001 Baltimore Pike Ste 301
Merritt H Taylor Trust, Harlee Manor Springfield
463 W Sproul Rd
Miller Dodge 300 Baltimore Pike
Monolopy Unlimited 261 East Woodland Ave
Moore Eye Care Pc 100 W Sproul Rd
Murphy Laurie M 350 Bennett Rd
Murray Cynthia J 257 S Highland Rd
Murray Mary E 15 Forest Rd
Muscari Alfred 219 Wells Ln
Mustaro Frances W, Frank L 221 Welsh Dr
National Reality Co, Dina Danbenberger 1001 Baltimore
Pike
Neirenberg Andrew 414 E Thompson Ave
Nelson William J 837 North Ave
Neroni Francesca G 965 Edgewood Dr
Nordblom Jane 643 W Sproul Rd
Nsioui Mostafa 407 Doe Run Ln
Obrien Michael J 416 E Leamy Ave
Oflynn Richard, Media Anesthesia Assocs 3 Forest Ln
One Lee 1210 Providence Rd
Organtini Joseph 414 Saxer Ave
Pa 2100 Committee 1268 Country Club Dr
Parker Bert R Jr 1609 Country Club Dr
Parker John M 1260 E Woodland Ave Ste 107
Parker Robert E 525 Cheyney Rd
Patel Bhupendra, Patel Jsna 540 Lehann Cir
Patrick Maxine C 937 West Ave
Patton Jack M 900 Church Rd
Pearson Russell 321 W Woodland Ave
Pechenyack Andrew 610 E Woodland Ave Apt F4
Peifer Sharon Lee 217 Ballymore Rd 4
Piazza Honda Body Shop 246 Lewis Rd
Pietropolo Gori T 450 Doe Run Ln
Plank & Marino Landscaping Inc 201 Larchwood Rd
Powell Leonard J III 61 Worrell Dr
Power John M 606 W Rolling Rd
Quercetti John C 631 Kennerly Rd
Quinlan Katie P 943 Millison Dr
Ramage Donald L, Mafalda 1005 Crozier Ln
Ranalli Carmen 773 Dunwoody Dr
Rhodes Karen 31 Collins Dr
Roberts Kent L Est Of, Carolyn W 534 Maplewood Rd
Rollo Wilhelmina 473 Harwicke Rd
Roney Daniel D 1260 E Woodland Ave Ste 107
Rossi Kathleen, Victor 71 N Hillcrest Rd
Rossi Lorraine V 853 North Ave
Rossi Victor 71 N Hillcrest Rd
Rotella Dana Lauren 505 Wesley Rd
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Rp Construction Ent LLC 228 Avon Rd
Rudolph Jeffrey, Joanne 126 Harned Dr
Rush Tom Jr 111 Sloan Rd
Ryan Kathleen M, Patrick J 127 Rose Ln
Sanfilippo Anthony, Amelia 200 Avon Rd
Santmyers Muriel H 105 S Rolling Rd
Sayeed Mohammed 201 Foulke Ln
Scanlon Claire M 301 Franklin Ave
Schnepp Kimberly 412 Sherman Rd
Schofield Earl 273 Orchard Rd
Schulz Della G Springfiled Senior Commons 463 W Sproul
Rd Rm 110
Schumacher Michelle S, Justin C 430 Penn Ln
Schuster Stephen 13 Forrest Ln
Scully Kathleen Ann 351 Lester Rd
Shaffer Brett 800 Evans Rd
Shah Samir C 900 W Sproul Rd Ste 301
Sherwin Williams 326 Baltimore Pike
Sminkey Mallory 245 Ballymore Rd
Smith Anastasia L 414 E Thompson Ave
Snyder Elizabeth G 348 Yarnall Dr
Spinal Correction Chiropractic Partnersh 1260 E Woodland
Ave Ste 107
Springfield Animal H 450 Baltimore Pike
Springfield Ford Inc 50 Baltimore Pike
Springfield Sports E 166 Saxer Ave
Stanton Helen T 269 Hemlock La
Stanton Regina 600 Vernon Rd
Starr Elwood E 317 Wyndmoor Rd
Stevenson Stella H, Gary M 601 Prospect Rd
Stewart James 34 S Hillcrest Rd
Straff Randall Jacob, Martin 611 W Woodland Ave
Stull Madeline C 499 Ridge Ln
T J Equipment Co 512 Vernon Rd
Taffe Nancy M 420 E Woodland Ave Apt 8a
Thomas Joseph D 278 N Rolling Rd
Tolentino Robert S PO Box 437
Tucci Lisa 1604 Palmer Dr
Turkish American Friendship Society Pmb 198 761 W
Sproul Rd
Ua 02−Feb−89 304 Lewis Rd
Vassallo Fred 518 Sharpless Rd
Vaughan William A 622 Newlin Rd
Vearling Robert John 308 Smt Rd
Vishniesky Jerome R, Sophie 538 Evans Rd
Vogts Bernice M 266 N Rolling Rd
Volikas Athena R 5 Forrest Ln
Walsh Eileen M 20 Midland Ave Apt 1
Walsh Mildred K, James F 302 Ballymore Rd
Wang Pen C, Yu S 513 Wesley Rd
Weber Gary M 638 Hawarden Rd
Wellen Christopher F 448 Lynbrooke Rd
West Joshua Ryan 813 Lorraine Dr Media
Wheeler Adam, Susan 257 N State Rd Apt 24c
White Catherine C, Harry J Jr 483 Wesley Rd
Wicks Albert J Box 270
Williams Stephanie 12 Saxer Ave
Wolters Patricia A 513 Kerr Ln
Woodruff Maria F, Woodruff Alan L 253 Welsh Dr
Wright Merri Patricia L 1016 Westwood Dr
Yeung Sau H 1325 Baltimore Pike
Zampino Michael 462 Doe Run Ln
Zizza Concetta L 420 E Thomson Av
Strafford Pa 19087
Bair Miriam E, David S 1 Berkshire Dr
Childs Norman L 564 Dannaker Ln
Hartstrings LLC 270 E Conestoga Rd
Klinges Robert M Jr 508 Weadley Rd
Paridon Stephen 319 Croton Rd
Reardon Patricia C, William J 671 W Valy Rd
Richardson Meredith Wilson, William K 440 Glenwyth Rd
Richardson Steven M, Susan C, 440 Glenwyth Rd
Schweitzer Mary Alice 113 Deepdale Rd
Stephen Tily III Trust 523 Pugh Rd
Strafford Pharmacy I Nc 623 W Lancaster Ave
Turbyville Eva 46 Homestead Rd
Vanamamalai Ramalakshmi 412 Strafford Ave Apt 1b
Winkler Dorothea M 64 Crestline
Swarthmore Pa 19081
Aldorasi Otto 1129 Muhlenberg Ave
Almquist Shari L 506 Harvard Ave
Anderson David 406 Riverview Rd
Bhandari Shiv 500 College Ave
Blain Ella F, Esther L 801 S Chester Rd Briarcliff Ap
Blum Harold 11 Park Ave 2nd Fl
Boren Sarah M 631 Parrish Rd
Bourassa Natalee 305 Dartmouth Ave
Brendler John L 730 Ogden Ave
Brown Casey 500 College Ave
Brunel B Alexandra 509 Yale Ave
Butler Bag LLC, Jen Groover 84 Yale Ave
Campbell Cathryn 415 Yale Ave
Carlton Helen L 508 N Chester Rd
Carreras John J, Rose E 628 Michigan Ave
Catona Andrew 801 S Chester Rd Apt 209
Cibotariu Elizabeth D 117 S Chester Rd Apt 508
Coltman Clayton F, Elizabeth 411 Harvard Ave
Convery Kim 713 James Cir
Coonan Kathryn 801 S Briarcliff Apt 501
Coste Terry L, John C 121 Rutgers Ave 2nd Flr
Doelp James PO Box 481
Donabedian Azadoohie 324 N Lehigh Cir
Dreger Dolores 1154 Villanova Av
Ebell Monique C 315 Cornell Ave
Elizabeth Myers Est 139 Rutgers Ave Apt 2
Ellis Leander T Jr 801 Yale Ave Apt 1128
Emerson Jane H 354 S Swarthmore Ave Apt A3
Erieg Dana M 837 Colwell Rd
Ferris Baker Watts, Contance H Hurlbut Ira
554 Rutgers Ave
Fisher Elizabe 740 S Chester Rd
Fisher Shannon 530 Cedar Ln
Flagstar Bank Fsb Atima PO Box 481
Franceshino Carmen Rita 1449 Greenway Rd
Gary Rex I Jr 624 Magill Rd
Gerber Helen 325 Dartmouth Ave
Gilhool William 655 Parrish Rd
Glenn James PO Box 149
Glenn James E PO Box 206
Glick John H 641 N Chester Rd
Graham Edward J, Mary A 905 Girard Ave
Grant Laura 525 Westminster Ave
Gtn Orthpcs Assc Ltd 630 Fairview Rd
Guzman Rochelle PO Box 244
Guzzetti Emma R 1310 Ardsley Rd
Harowitz Saralee 621 University Pl
Heffer Arthur J 117 S Chester Rd Apt 107
Heister Wendy 530 Riverview Ave
Hilda K Schenuit Trust 1/21/50 327 Park Ave
Hill Nathan 305 Dartmouth Ave
Hinz Mary M 435 Riverview Rd
Hladick Sandra 316 Haverford Pl
Hopkins Melissa A 239 Kenyon Ave 1st Fl
Houseman Thomas E 919 Girard Ave
Hu Sanqing 325 Dartmouth Ave A5
Hyejin Kim 717 Hood Rd
Jacobs Claire C 615 N Chester Rd
Johnson David S 340 Dickinson Ave
Jones Constance J 111 S Chester Rd
Kelly Thomas F, Ellen L PO Box 303
Kelly Deborah A 801 Yale Ave 807
Kennedy Melissa A, Robert J 557 Juniata Ave
Kennedy James P 1540 Blackrock Rd
Kennedy Margaret M 1546 Blackrock Rd
Kenwell Hilda E College Ln
Kery Adjustment Co Inc PO Box 481
Kim Joon H 325 Dartmouth Ave K1
Koester Richard E 327 Park Ave
Koyama Tadashi 405 Walnut Ln
Kroll Sarah H 144 Park Ave Apt 2
Libertz Mary A 30 Amherst Ave
Lyn Damion A 801 Yale Ave Apt 104
Lynch Christen 1136 7th Ave
Maffei Fay M 513 Cedar Ln
Martynowicz Marty 801 Yale Ave
Mason Margaret A 8 Park Ave
Mason Vincent C 1425 Greenway Rd
Mavrudis Iossif 622 Milmont Ave
Mcburnie Elizabeth 210 S Swarthmore Ave
Mcdonald Otis G 713 James Cir
Mcgeady Johanna M 609 Farmhouse Cir
Mcgoldrick Sharon Ann 1450 Blackrock Rd
Mckinney Anne Marie 1577 Parkln Rd
Mennick Benjamin A 111 S Chester Rd 3a 111 S Chester Rd
Metrodynamic Constr Specialties 281 N Swarthmore Ave
Miller Sarah V, William Nelson 111 S Chester Rd
Murrin Denise M, Ryan J 1437 Grace Rd
Myers Catherine S 139 Rutgers Ave Apt 2
Nelson Elena M 801 Yale Ave Apt 912
Norton Irene W 604 University Place
Pastuszek Theodozia K, William J 5 Park Ave Box 240
Penning Adam 312 Rolling Creek Rd
Pepino Therese 1018 Mt Holyoke Pl
Perreault Susan G 404 Haverford Pl
Peverill John 723 Swarthmorewood Ln
Philadelphia Antique 641 N Chester Rd
Piacentino James C O Linda M Wenner 1428 Blackrock Rd
Pitcairn Barbara A 1439 Grace Rd
Plousis Veronica, Plousis Peter J 1427 Greenway Rd
Poco Loco 19 S Chester Rd
Polomano Carmela, Rocco 1422 Michigan Ave
Pompilii Joseph, Eda 304 N Lehigh Cir
Proenca Louren S, E Jose 204 Michigan Ave
Reese Dale L Box 180
Relick Ronald C 801 Yale Ave 1018
Restrepo Kathryn 407 Haverford Pl
Rinkers Nancy Elliot 695 Willow Bend Dr
Rinkers Nancy Jean 695 Willow Bend Dr
Ritschlebell Anna O 315 Cornell Ave
Robertson Madeline J 507 N Chester Rd
Rogoff Nadine A 307 N Princeton Av
Royle Anne 801 S Chester Rd Apt 107
Rudis On Park 112 Park Ave
Sahed Abdul Po Box 481
Saunders Nancy L 325 Dartmouth Ave G2
Sawicki Barbara H, Joseph D Plotner Jr 1403 Conway Dr
Schmidt Francis J III 211 S Chester Ave
Schroeder Matt 426 Harvard Ave 3d
Seiler Mary A 411 Harvard
Semenuk Schuyler 511 Yale Ave
Shinkle Bridget, Brian 530 Walnut Ln
Shull Mildred E College Ln
Simon Margaret M 801 Yale Ave 807
Singhal Ruchika 311 Rudgers Ave
Snyder Sharon 119 College Ave
Statham Victoria S 1034 Milmont Ave
Thorn Scott G Jr 740 Parkln Rd
Torchiana Frances 401 Rutgers Ave
Tran Duc D 229 S Swarthmore Ave
Ua 06 01 76 Nadine A Rogoff Trust 307 N Princeton Av
Untereker William K 400 Riverview Rd
Vanzant Lillian 1114 Muhlenberg Ave
Vu Kieu Loan M 229 S Swarthmore Ave
Warrington Rene M, Lisa M 819 Hood Rd
Weiland John David, Patricia J 400 S Chester Rd
Wiesner Irving S 300 S Chester Rd Ste 102
Williams Omeda 1519 Blackrock Rd
Wolfson Zachary 500 College Ave
Xanthopoulos Scott 16 Benjamin W Ave
Yavil Margaret 630 Fairview Rd Ste 207
Yelsey Benjamin F 500 College Ave
Thornton Pa 19373
Beltz James W, Joanne 10 Canterbury Way
Bouvier George W III, Linda M 441 Brinton Lake Rd
Boyle Neale 9 Doe Run
Crocker Clara M 348 Glen Mills Rd Box 13
Cross Emily 17 Twin Creeks Dr
Fawcett Timothy, Fawcett Carol 14 Memel Dr
Forte Barbara 8 Blantyre Cir
Gaughanbincarowsky Laura A 8 Brandywine Green Ct
Haffly Catherine 148 Mill Rd
Handy David 12 Nice Rd
Hoolahan Kyle M 20 Colonial Cirs
Kurowski Mary A 18 Memel Dr
Lange Marie 10 Millview Ct
Mcglynn Hugh Micheal, Terri Lee 19 Longview Dr
Mcgroarty Peter 24 Colonial Cir
Miller Holly 126 Thornton Rd
Milliken Franklin L, Karen B 12 Pickering Trl
Milowicki Beverly F, David S 38 Timber Ln
Oberst Inc 53 Memel Dr
Pappas David J, Claudia 18 High Hill Ln
Peak Performance Life Coaching 18 Abberly Rd
Rodgers John R 10 Westtown Rd 17
Sahay Anupma 4 High Hill Ln
Schmitt Elizabeth J 4 Doe Run
Tischler Ashley C/O Patrick Tischler 28 Patriot Ln
Werner David Scott Mr 31 Twin Creeks Dr
Trainer Pa 19061
Calhoun Margaret 1223 Chestnut St
Chattin Kristy J 3614 W 13th St
Ferguson William E, Ann 3311 W 3rd St
Gaudino Francis 1340 Price St
Giberson Iris Est 3813 W 9th St Apt B
Gill Maureen L 1206 Anderson St
Halter Ronald 920 Anderson St
Harris Ieisha G 4422 Post Rd
Herche Elizabeth M Est 1027 Anderson Ave
Jones Mary E 230 Booth St
Konski Christine I 1326 Price St
Lanno Vincent L 921 Anderson St
Laskowski Kathryn 3311 W 3rd St
Murray Regina I 1312 Sunset St
Null Jeannie M 1237 Anderson St
Quintana Salvador 3522 A W 9th St
Roesser James B 214 Wilcox St
Scone William C 1326 Price St
Shade Kathryn E 1027 Anderson Ave
Simpson Helen B 4106 W 5th St
Tobin Casey 4015 West 13th St
Van Stoetwegn Edsardus A 3702 W 13th St
Whiteman George, Helen 1 Maple Av
Twin Oaks Pa 19014
Gray Sylvester 329 Monroe Ave
Upland Pa 19013
Aho Nj One Med Ctr Blvd Ste
Creamer Mary A 507 Ln G
Davidyock John Pob 1 Ste 404
Deceased Thomas Weiss 509 W 24th St
Mellace Josephine 423 9th St
Claytor Jeremy C 3757 Clearwater Ln
Collins Alice 21 Front St
Dunn Patricia M, James J 1035 Church St
Gillespie Sandra 21 Front St
Hampton William J Jr 1105 Church St
Upper Chichester Pa 19014
Ashworth Harold P Jr 3360 Chichester Ave Q2
Barksdale Kelly 777 Cherry Tree Rd Apt F86
Cain Ryan T 107 Jennifer Way Ave C11
Cumby Abigail 953 Thornton Rd Upper
Darmstadt Patrick Apt 213 3131 Meetinghouse Rd
Delaney Brian 3360 Chichester Ave Apt H1 Upper
Dwyer Edward 2200 Naamans Creek Rd Upper
Falcone Alexis, Lisa, Rachel 131 Woodstream Rd
Frye Robert L 3360 Chichester Ave Apt S20
Jones Catriese D 7917 Arlington Ave
Jones Elsie 2820 Chichester Ave
Kirlin John P 5570 Chelsea Rd
Macpherson Richard J 1348 Mccay Ave No A
Martin John 519 Friends Way
Mccann Steve 3131 Meetinghouse Rd Apt U9
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Newell Dawn A, Jake M 816 Meetinghouse Rd
Santan Thomas, Doris 501 Cherry Tree Rd
Scavicchio Giacomo 2226 Redwood Ave
Stans Pro Shop 412 Dogwood Cir
Terry Ross 1102 Beeson Ave
Watson Larry A 4425 Somerset Ln
Weathers Tydron O 3131 Meetinghouse Rd
White Lawrence C 22 New St
Williams Holly E Apt A2 3131 Meetinghouse Rd
Wilson Albert 4101 Cornwallis Dr
Winegar Charles 4005 Stirrup Ct
Yannelli Amy W 211 Rockford Rd
Upper Darby Pa 19082
3 S State Rd Ass 3 S State Rd
7 Eleven 1406 20957 639 Long Ln
Academy Of Intl Ballet And 450 Long Ln
Adelizzi Richard 291 Glendale Rd
Adesida Stephen 7200 Hazel Ave
Ahmed Neshar 417 Croyden Rd
Akbar Naznin 252 Maypole Rd
Akpan Christy I 63 Lamport Rd
Akter Naznine 240 Sanford Rd
Akter Syeda R 133 S Keystone Ave
Alamgir Badruzzaman 118 Harvin Rd
Albano Antonio 7214 Pine St
Ali Fatima A 175 Powell Ln
Ambrose Ketnah 6856 Marshall Rd
Analytic Biochemistry 1570 Garrett Rd
Anderson Ronald 238 Maypole Rd
Anderson Virginia W 129 S Lynn Blvd
Andrian Isabella Marlborough Rd
Anthony William 625 S 24th
Ara Riffat 28 Stephan Ct 1st Floor Apt
Arblaster Elizabeth 776 Garrett Rd
Archer Amoy 215 Wingate St
Asbury Roxanne 7115 Stockley Rd
Athinim Inc Dba Boston Style Pizza 432 Long Ln
Attwood Theresa 413 Netherwood Rd
Bajaj Sushant 18 Elm Ave
Ballard Herman T 421 Hampden Rd
Bangura Fudia 924 Garrett Rd Apt B1
Bannon Rosemary A Miss 390 Wembly Rd
Barbar Sam M 7105 Atlantic Ave
Barber Tyrone 119 Long Ln Apt 2b
Barnard Elbridge 6800 Market St
Bates Gregory B 6858 Clover Ln
Bauer Hans 7054 Veronica Rd
Bazemore Roy 2021 N Carlisle
Beamon Kejmar J 6700 Marshall Rd Apt C1
Beckham Epiphaniana 554 Larchwood Ave
Begum Saleha 112 Ashton Rd
Benn Anne 924 Garrett Rd # 19082
Bennett Maggie 1623 Diamond
Berry Melissa 709 Briarcliff Rd
Beyene Ziyada 508 Wilshire Rd
Bhattacharya Dipti 258 Avon Rd
Bianchi Mark V, Bianchi Mark A 309 Saint Laurence Rd
Biddle Stacie 7012 Veronica Rd
Bier Daniel E Sr 112 Crestview Rd
Bier Marianne M 112 Crestview Rd
Birch Susan C 549 Midvale Rd
Biti Eliona 130 Long Ln Apt 104
Blount Kirk 7100 Westchester Pike Apt 106
Bonner Frank M Robert L Eck Inc Pension Plan Admin
121 S State Rd
Boone Alegre 1434 Bywood Ave
Boyer Marie A 124 Maplewood Ave
Bradley Daniel 2242 Dermond Ave
Bradshaw Chad A 200 Copely Rd Apt 1
Branch Frances 7059 Radbourne Rd
Bredin Patrick J 212 N Lynn Blvd
Briddell Garresha 60 Sunshine Rd
Brooks Christopher 435 Grace Rd
Brown Anthony 7230 Calvin Rd
Brown Azalee 1526 Oxford St
Brown Bettie 1614 Webster
Brown Carol 558 Snowden Rd
Brown Richard T 146 Long Ln Apt B6
Brown Robyn 7278 Radbourne Rd
Browne John J 7127 Marshall Rd Fl 2
Brownell Samuel K 324 Margate Rd
Bruner Jeremiah L 7818 Windrim Ave
Bryant Willie J 7807 Parkview Rd
Buchanan Danielle M, Buchanan Keith T 420 Millbank Rd
Buchanan James 299a Copley Rd
Burnside Helen 232 Sanford Rd
Butler Dorothy 6447 Market St
Butler Manning 2456 N 20th
Butts Marian 1553 S Capitol St
Bychel Diane 102 Ashby Rd
Caleb Michelle A 7525 Parkview Rd
Callaway Michael J 32 Wellington Rd
Campagna Communications LLC, Albert Campagna 8701a
W Chester Pike
Campbell S E 107 Ashby Rd
Cande Marcel L 6700 Marshall Rd Apt A−9
Cannon Elaine P 529 Spruce Ave
Cantwell Robert A 6827 Radbourne Rd
Capuzzi Robert S 651 Beverly Blvd
Caratua Henry 126 N Madison Ave
Cardenas Mario 7036 Terminal Sq
Carney Anna M 130 Long Ln Apt 302
Carrozza Christopher 263 N Linden Ave
Carson Karen Y Apt A401 130 Garrett Rd
Carter Areetha M 7080 Ruskin Ln
Case Lynn N 332 Huntley Rd
Catania Tina 7125 Wayne Ave
Chalikan Grace M 150 Richfield Rd
Chan Sokhom 28 Powell Ln
Charles Moses 319 S Carol Blvd
Charlton Helen M 6724 Marshall Rd Apt A 103
Chasiluisa Guilcaso Jaime 47 Brandon Rd
Chaudhry Halim 133 S Keystone Ave
Che Khanh Md 7140 Chestnut St
Cheap Bills Electronics 202 S Carol Blvd C
Chiarelli Caroline 7198 Midway Ave
Chohan Surinder S 358 Springton Rd
Chung Hyi H 7022 Terminal Sq Apt 209
Chung Quyen D 7101 Hilltop Rd
Chuva Maria M 6560 Market St
Ciarrocchi Attilio J 56 Elm Ave
Citizens Bank 6719 Church Ln Apt C
Clark Lillie M 1204 Taylor St
Clay Harrod E 6824 Market St 2nd Fl
Clune John H, Clune John 238 Heather Rd
Cmi PO Box 456
Cole William, Cole Sara 241 Heather Rd
Coleman Charles S 4226 Otter
Collins Mabel I 6980 Clinton Rd
Commercial Construction Mgmt 1740 S State Rd
Comrie Christopher R 6719 Church Ln Apt C
Condor Travel Servi 7001 D W Chester Pik Unit D
Cook Sarah 463 Earlham St
Corr Kelly 221 Heather Rd
Coskey Robert L 427 Glendale Rd
Cowser Ernest 51 Windsor Ave
Craig Kathryn L 535 North
Crawley Allen 1510 W Diamond
Crockett Martha Est 142 Ashby Rd
Cross Patricia, Dudley 219 Stanford Rd
Curry Grover J Est, Henry 7600 W Chester Pike 2nd Fl
Custom Coach 319 S Carol Blvd
Custom Coach Auto Body 709 Briarcliff Rd
Dalesio Rose 7227 Sruce St
Dandison Ngozi 123 Copley Rd
Daniel Reny 13 Sellers Ave Apt B
Daniel Suzalia, Daniel Jean 7102 Hilltop Rd
Davis Kevin 106 Richfield Rd Apt 132
Davis Sharon M 6641 Church Ln
Dawesfield D F Ventures 6447 Market St
De Amrco James W 6724 Marshall Rd
Deady Mary G 7233 Hazel Ave
Deane Elizabeth S, Deane Raymond D 7044 Guilford Rd
Dejohn Medical Lab 1570 Garrett Rd
Delany Deirdre M 509 Midvale Rd
Delborrello John F 233 Richfield Rd
Delone Jeffrey 605 Beverly Blvd
Dennis Shannah 305 Harrison Ave Apt C3
Derrick 233 Glendale Rd
Devlin John, Devlin Sara 201 Meadowbrook Ave
Devlin Kathleen M 503 Hampden Rd
Devlin Kathleen, Sara 201 Meadowbrook Ave
Dibernardino Mary Ann, Donald 6776 Marshall Rd
Dibernardino Terence 6776 Marshall Rd
Dickson Margaret 914 S 16th St
Diec Hoa H 127 Marlborough Rd
Diec Jenny 130 Kent Rd
Diguiseppe V 2219 S Harwood Ave
Dimeo Pasquale 161 Springton Rd
Dimopoulos Christos 626 Beverly Blvd
Dinh Lan 168 Copley Rd
Dinh Theresa 45 Copley Rd
Doan Anthony 7242 Sansom St
Doan Hai 7432 Miller Ave
Dollar Depot C/O Glenn Gould 77 S 69th St
Donald Dibernardino Irev Trust U/T/D 8/10/98
6776 Marshall Rd
Dougherty Catherine M 501 Millbank Rd
Dpherdd Raymond Kudzawu 7250 Walnut St Apt B311
Du Fangfang 7281 Glenthorne Rd
Durran Clifton 6974 Clinton Rd
Dwamena Patricia 6457 Market St
Efthimiadis Mike 85 S Keystone Ave
Egan Jessica 108 Ashby Rd
Eisenman George A Est 7765 Wayne Ave
Elam Constance 229 N Farson
Elzey Ruth E 6706 Marshall Rd Apt 1
Emanuel Margaret, Emanuel Robert
201 E Township Line Rd
Eppley William J Est 7029 Guilford Rd
Epps Mabel, Epps Mable 7200 Merion Trce Apt A110
Esmail Khalid 175 Powell Ln
Fadjoh Kokouvi 67 Sunshine Rd
Faigle Anna 209 St Laurence Rd
Faraj Samir S 16 Berbro Ave
Farfaras Dimitrio 242 Heather Rd
Ferrero Brian 8903 W Chester Pike
Fidelibus Claudina 331 Margate Rd
Filipatos Spyridon 265 Bayard Rd
Fisher Joseph 505 Millbank Rd
Fitzgerald John P 129 S Lynn Blvd
Flaim Simon J 18 S Brighton Ave
Flamer Alex 6700 Marshall Rd C9
Fm Ferrari Investme 7201 Bradford Rd
Fm Ferrari Investments 7201 Bradford Rd
Fomoa P D 553 Millbank Rd
Fontell Jenneth 1924 W Page
Ford Erica J 7248 Calvin Rd
Fortune Frantz 522 Netherwood Rd
Fraim Alfred E 445 Timberlake Rd
Franklin James H 7801 W Chester Pike
Gakis Aristokratis, Antigoni 512 Littlecroft Rd
Gangadhara Panicker G 115 Copley Rd
Gaunt James, Gaunt Edith 7140 Radbourne Rd
Gazia Lena 125 Heather Rd
Gemeda Menbere 297 Copley Rd
George Howard S Jr 4019 School Ln
Godfrey Clyde 583 Snowden Rd
Goode Shawn 7172 Marshall Rd Uppr
Goodin Arthur C 1886 N 17th St
Gooman Dina 620 Andover Rd
Gordon Frederick 277 Wembly Rd
Gottesman Dorothy 1600 Garrett Rd
Gottlieb Electronics Inc 7301 W Chester Pike
Govan Larry 269 Copley Rd
Graff Mary 376 Beverly Blvd
Graves Napoleon 5844 Haverford
Gray Emily 7601 Parkview Rd
Green Andre 600 Briarcliffe Rd
Green Jamin L 7248 Calvin Rd
Green Kapri 314 Huntley Rd
Green Madelene L 148 Springton Rd
Griffin Albert P Esq 7172 Marshall Rd
Griffin Myrois 66 N Felton
Griffith Patricia 7763 Wayne Ave
Grinnage Sharon 6947 Guilford Rd
Guachichu Polivio 7826 Westview Ave
Guzman Luis C 40 Marion Ct Apt 1
Hairston Jerome 419 Littlecroft Rd
Hallowell Sheila Est 1702 S State Rd
Hancock John A PO Box 396
Haque Mohammad 355 Huntley Rd
Haque Mohammad 537 Wiltshire Rd
Hardy Jameer P, Tiffanie 8010 Lennox Rd
Hardy Tiffanie 8010 Lennox Rd
Harmon Zoe H 324 Margate Rd
Harris Keisha 120 Normandy Rd
Hartnett John B 3rd 1612 Fairfield Ave
Hauck Helen R 7915 Arlington Ave
Hawk Morris A 257 Margate Rd
Hayashi Kohei 228 Ct Ave Apt B
Healthline Chiropractic Northe 152 Garrett Rd
Helfrich Laura 228 Windsor Ave
Henry Georgia A 250 Beverly Blvd Apt F14
Higgins Stephen P 13 S Fairview Ave
Hill Theodore E 35 Milbourne Rd
Hindlsy Alice M 237 Parker Ave
Hispanic Construction Inc 334 Copley Rd
Hoban Francis P, Mary 7050 Clinton Rd
Holmes Lillian 2122 Catherine St
Holt Lorraine 7323 Miller Ave
Horchy Joanne S 213 N Cedar Ln
Horizon Medical Center 6758 Market St
Horner Donna 6071 Clover Ln
Howlander Moha 521 Elm Ave
Hudson Michael 127 Woodlawn Ave
Humane Med Tran LLC 8649 W Chester Pike Ste B
Humphrey Sharon L 2 Copley Rd Apt 314
Hunt Myrtle 2427 N 27th St
Huo Yan 7701 Oakly Rd
Hussain Zayeda Y 44 N State Rd
Hutley Janice L 7088 Ruskin Ln
Hutton Stephen P 7109 Stockley Rd
I A E Group LLC 127 Barrington Rd
Indian Valley Court Reporting LLC 434 Grace Rd
Insurance Adjustment Bureau Inc 127 Woodlawn Ave
Inza Meite 613 Littlecroft Rd
Iodice Est Armand, Iodice Anne E 7168 Midway Ave
Ipina Cindy 30 Stephan Ct
Ishkhanian Manuel 119 S Fairview Ave
Jablonski Louis 7130 Stockley Rd
Jackson Nancy J 8166 Arlington Ave
Jackson Rosalie E Parkwd Mnr St Rd B614 De
James Frances M 760 S 18th St
Jean Baptiste Micheal 112 Westdale Rd No A1
Jenkins Sharon A 46 S Madison Ave
Jiarugsuwan Vena 14 Winfield Ave
Johnson Gertrude A 1 N Carol Blvd
Johnson Kariem 7268 Calvin Rd
Johnson Tina 7250 Walnut St Apt B312
Jones David 705 Longland Apt A
Jones Leon 1808 Masters
Jordan Aleesha T 7262 Glenthorne Rd Apt C
Kakoli Paul 222 Ct Ave
Kamau Simon N 7100 Locust St
Kanwalsanan Sarup S 7013 Hazel Ave
Kaplan Beverly Est 7600 W Chester Pike
Kaur Manjinder 113 Barrington Rd
Kaur Manpreet 367 Harrison Ave
Keita Kelity M 7228 Calvin Rd
Kelly Elisa 36 Chatham Rd
Keoboupha Phouvieng 7240 Sansom St
Keothammachak Bangonh 125 Powell Ln
Kerns Eve M 7214 Pine St
King Mary A 1600 Garrett Rd Apt B201
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Kings Appliance Cent Er Inc,Hugh Rodden
7325 W Chester Pk
Kiron Hasena 229 Wiltshire Rd
Kone Safiatou 254 Ashby Rd
Kouahou Martine 7015 Hazel Ave
Kouemeni Armel 6916 Clinton Wood Rd
Kpeigne Brah 121 Kent Rd
Kromoh Anthony 415 Copley Rd
Krug Ellen A 407 Samson St
Kuerbitz Jimmy 7600 W Chester Pike
Kumar Ashok 219 Richfield Rd
Kumar Vinod 6439 Market St
Kunjuraman Mohanan 6790 Montgomery Ave
L J Coacher Agency 6811 Marshall Rd
Lafferty Vera T, Vt 7201 Bradford Rd Apt A108
Lafferty William E 7111 W Chester Pike 2
Lamond Margaret 46 Hurley Ct B
Lang Maud N 322 Wiltshire Rd
Langdale Deborah A 32 Windsor Ave
Lanier John L 18 N Felton
Lapish Matthew C 22 Millbourne St
Larch Frances 9 Powell Ln
Lavelle John J 102 Ashby Rd
Lawler John J 32 N State Rd
Lee Song Y 7022 Terminal Sq Apt 309
Lee Suk C 111 Fairfield Ave
Lemming George M Jr, Catherine C 328 Margate Rd
Lemons Nicole L 204 Wembly Rd
Lennox Archibald S, Frances V 5 Kenmore Rd
Leonard Margaret 254 Springton Rd
Lewis Robert W 543 Wiltshire Rd
Lewis Samuel C, Clara A 9200 W Chester Pike
Liakos Thomas S, Anna 18 Wellington Rd
Lidstone Steven 145 Chatham Rd
Lieu Tuan A 116 Overhill Rd
Lifford Construction LLC 2229 Dermond Rd
Lim Henry 338 Kingston Rd
Littlejohn Fanny 3818 Melon St
Llana Joyce Carol, Llana Andres 12 Montrose Ave
Lodato Gail Est Of 11 Englewood Rd
Logue Patrick, Mary 133 Ardmore Ave
Long Lane Apt, Donald Mckay & Char 160 Long Ln
Lord George 512 Elm Ave
Lorpu Mamee Children Foundation 649 Long Ln
Lyons Mary N 400 Cherry Ln
Macar Auto Supply Inc, Frank Meo 7400 Marshall Rd
Mack Rozina 615 Brown
Macneill Margaret B614 Den Parkwd Mnr St Rd
Maldonado Erika M 31 Springton Rd
Malek Ashraf 256 Wembley Rd
Manigault Anthony 705 Briarcliff Rd
Manley Mark 7236 N Chester Pike
Markland Randy R 87 Lamport Rd
Martin Janie 702 Copley Rd
Matsinger Thomas 782 Garret Rd
Matter Lauren P, Theodore S 510 Netherwood Rd
Matthews Frances 2033 South
Mayfield C Shahida 671 Long Ln
Mc Investors Morgan Cobb 83 State Rd
Mcallister John S 67 Suburban Ln
Mcaloon John F III, Lori V 119 Hampdew Rd
Mccall Dana R 243 Heather Rd
Mccann Padraig P 346 B Beverly Blvd
Mccarriston James I 253 Long Ln
Mccarthy James Vincent Sr, Rita 7200 Walnut St
Mcclain Taleah Y 6947 Guilford Rd
Mcclelland Kadeidra 220 Long Ln
Mcgee Kathleen 2223 Somerset
Mcginnis Colello Mary T 108 Ashby Rd
Mcgroary Conal J 131 N Cedar Ln
Mcillan Buena 2917 Diamond
Mckay Donald 924 Garrett Rd
Mckinley Geneva 213 Magnolia Tr 2nd Fl
Meehan Catherine D 100 N Carol Blvd
Mejia Gustavo D 8605 W Chester Pike
Meltz Len 141 N Madison Ave
Mesquita Abdalla Samira F 211 Sherbrook Blvd
Miller James E 148 Glencoe Rd
Minh Nguyen Dang 7227 Pine St
Minhs Expert Auto 924 Garrett Rd Apt B1
Mitchell Thomas L 245 Barclay Rd
Mohammed Rocklyn N 231 Glendale Rd
Mole Frank 1940 Orianna St
Mondal Aminul 107 Ashby Rd
Montesdeoca Leonardo 7826 Westview Ave
Moore Barbara J PO Box 2631
Moore Lynn N 322 Huntley Rd
Mukerji Jaydip 270 Margate Rd
Multani Pushpinder 18 Elm Ave Apt B
Murphy Robert 7112 Marshall Rd
Myers Elizabeth J 1253 Wilson Dr
Myers Patrick 104 Harvin Rd
Napper Lela 1870 N 27th St Apt F
Nataloni Arlene PO Box 2007
Nataro Catherine 564 Snowden Rd
Ndemassoha Adalbert Marthely 1625 Beverly Bld U
Ndicu Susan 234 Heather Rd
Nea Deocratia Delaware Vly 304 S 69th St 2nd Fl
Neely Alice M C−O Karen S Neely 7808 Westview Ave
Neidl Jennifer L 83 S State Rd Apt B608
Nguyen Trang T 6949 Ruskin Ln
Nisman Florence, Abe 249 Sherbrook Blvd
Norris Florence A, Amos W PO Box 448
North Philadelphia Family 217 S 69th St
Notskas Hariklia 249 Ashby Rd
Ntp Marble 6790 Market St
Nyenwlah Frances 924 Garrett Rd Apt B1
Obey Lee 2031 Dickinson St
Och Mary I 516 Glendale Rd
Oconnor Michael Jr 10 S Kirklyn Ave
Oeur Tom 130 Kent Rd
Oliver Tracy L 250 Beverly Blvd Apt D19
Oneill Darby Lyn, Oneill Lisa 432 Larchwood Ave
Osmon James, Jimmy L, Mae A 2234 S Harwood Av
Ostroff Ronald 250 Heather Rd 1st Fl
Oyarzon Elezaseve, Jose 303 Sanford Rd
Paige John H 11 Coverdale Ave
Palma Wilson 220 Ct Ave
Papaioannou Demetris 375 Beverly Blvd
Park Helen 4143 Chestnut
Parker William A Sr 319 Fairlamb Ave
Patel Ravindrakumar L 713 Long Ln
Patel Vishnu 6458 Market St
Patterson Ann P 7057 Veronica Rd
Patterson Florette Apt A306 7200 Merion Trce
Pelletreau Dorothy 8650 W Chester Pi
Person Inez 1330 Catherine
Pesini Kathryn 161 Springton Rd
Phipps Carolyn C 7215 Spruce St
Pillaga Freddy G 7504 Lennox Rd
Pogharian Sonia F, Pogharian Paul 534 Spruce St
Polk Florence 908 S 19th St
Porter Ronald C 160 Barrington Rd
Pozzuolo Salvatore 102 Ashton Rd
Puri Sheela, Puri Madan Po Box 2333
Pyle Devon, Sam Cardillo 100 S Fairview Ave
Qiu Kefeng 7250 Walnut St Apt 418
Queen Bilkis R 109 Marlboro Rd
Quiah Fidel 22 Berbro Ave
Quinn Mary C 7207 Pine St
Raby Louise 124 Bainbridge
Rahman Mujibur 149 Marlboro Rd
Ramsey Archie 1625 Stiles
Rapushi Najada, Enton 44b Richfield Rd
Rausha Mohammed 226 Kent Rd
Reist Scott M, Reist Laura L 513 Sansom St
Rice Danielle M 2214 Dermond Ave
Riley Raymond 919 S 19th St
Rivel Elizabeth, Thomas R 30 N Keystone Ave
Robert Stevens Watson R Ua 02−May−07 The Evocable
7125 Llanfair Rd
Robinson George D III 6861 Clover Ln
Rodgers Stephanie A 204 Wembly Rd
Roman Rojas Sheila 7 Berbro Ave
Roper Winston L Jr 6914 Guilford Rd
Rozo Jennifer, Teofilo 112 Botanic Ct
Russo Ralph Mark 8909 W Chester Pike
Ryan Catherine Est 23 N Linden Ave
Ryan Thomas 8001 W Chester Pike
Saengchaleun Klounmy 369 Margate Rd
Sahed Abdul 7063 Guilford Rd
Salvina Louis C, Mary 7811 Westview Ave
Sanchezcarrillo Marlon E 71 N Keystone Ave
Sanders Charley 1405 Pacific St
Sandhar Trucking Inc 358 Sprongton Rd
Saraceni M E 8114 W Chester Pike
Sarvar Naseem A 7419 West Chester Pike
Satti Awadia 333 Avon Rd
Sauter Carl A 8125 W Chester Pike A2
Schepis Samuel 17 N Kirklyn Ave
Schoenwalder Todd 11 S Lynn Blvd
Schopfe Myrtle A, Frank E 28 Gilpin Rd
Schultz Norman H 152 Richfield Rd
Seibert Robert L, Seibert Deryl 7258 Glenthorne Rd
Sen Vannak 7 Overhill Rd
Sengupta Chandan 38 Richfield Rd Apt 4
Sengupta Khadija S, Shibaji 250 Beverly Blvd Apt F209
Sessa John 7811 Windrim Ave
Shameem Abdus 7207 Pine St
Sharda Investments LLC 8910 W Chester Pike
Sharma Anil K 125 Hampten Rd
Sherard Agzie A 128 N 62nd St
Shimer Donna 30a Marion Ct
Shull George, Shull Joan 1110 Wilson Dr
Singh Sulakhan 550 Brdview Rd
Singh Yadwinder 51 Hurley Ct A
Sioiropoulos Chris 8125 W Chester Pike C 6w
Siu Rosemary 7211 Hazel Ave Apt B
Smith Ann M 308 S Fairview Ave
Smith Dennis 7307 W Chester Pike Apt C
Smith Hattie G 146 Long Ln Apt 404
Snead Nathan 1600 Garrett Rd Apt G203
Somoza Cesar A 130 Kent Rd
Sprangers Mae A 733 Westwood Ln
Star Dental Inc 101 Long Ln Fl 1
Starks Emmons 7244 Glenthorne Rd
Stefan Gregory J 8501 Lansdowne Ave
Stenger Dorothy 161 Springton Rd
Stfort Tina 295 Copley Rd
Stock Carlton A 50 S State Rd
Suarez Luis Henry 219 Long Ln
Suber Daisy Ann 15 Merion Ter
Suburban Abstract Co Inc Agent 6447 Market St
Sumki Jannatul 225 Kingston Rd
Sweeney Kathleen M, Conleth 131 S Fairview Ave
Ta Linda 127 Marlborough Rd
Tamayo Nanette A 1600 Garrett Rd Apt J110
Tambadou Aminata 6822 Clover Ln
Tang Sam 7100 Hilltop Rd
Taylor Dora 1912 Monteal
Taylor Maudell 1732 Reed St
Templeman Norris E 555 Wiltshire Rd
Teng Meily 272 Sanford Rd
Thankappan Chandrabose 45 Erna Ct B
Theodore Richard 628 Littlecroft Rd
Thomas Michael E 517 Brdview Rd
Thompson Dorothy 7107 Guilford
Tilli Theresa 7110 Wayne Ave
Tolan Alan F 7273 Glenthorne Rd
Tomp Bryant 1600 Garrett Rd Apt F211
Touhill Lawrence 7201 Bradford Rd Apt D201
Toure Abdore 57 Sunshine Rd
Townes Margaret E 7016 Terminal Sq Ste 5a
Trainor Melva 425 Sansom St
Tran Joseph Thien K 153 Hampden Rd
Transportation Ins Placement Serv 7178 Marshall Rd
Trelopoulos Christina, Harry 46 Kent Rd
Trice Harry PO Box 2851
Triple J Knitwear 6447 Market St
Tuck Johnnie 7201 Bradford Rd A107
Turner Goerge 548 N Wanamaker
Tursi Joseph A 226 Avon Rd
Tyler Elizabeth 6948 Clinton Rd
Uddin Md K 201 Barrington Rd
Upper Darby Chiropract Co 152 Garrett Rd
Vanzyl Charles 510 Fairview Ave
Vassia Florence P 244 Maypole Rd
Vedder Helen M 7201 Bradford Rd Apt C−106 Shirley Ct
Verikakis Constantin 27 Wellington Rd
Vetter Richard 278 Sanford Rd
Villanueva Saul 7036 Terminal Sq Apt 101
Vlanidis Fotini 204 Heather Rd
Vockroth William 131 Margate Rd
Voncolln Madeline M 207 St Laurence Rd
Wadhwa Rohini 622 Andover Dr
Wagner Dolores A 7030 Ruskin Ln
Wagner Jeffrey 534 Elm Ave
Wallace Christine 7329 Miller Ave
Wallace Raymond J 351 Harrison Ave
Wang Miao 7103 W Chester Pike
Washington Margaret 1847 Taylor
Washington Thomas 700 S 12th
Watson Robert S Est 7125 Llanfair
Welde David 277 Wenbly Rd
Wells Fargo Bank Na Its Succ 6858 Clover Ln
Welsh Elizabeth 506 Woodcliffe Rd
Welsh Elizabeth M 506 Woodcliffe R
White Mary 567 Snowden Rd
Whittaker Frank 9200 W Chester Pike
Wild Wings And Pizza 7233 Marshall Rd Store
Wiley Ethel C 223 Kingston Rd
Williams Barbara 7226 Hazel Ave
Williams Delene M 205 N Cedar Ln
Williams Derrick L 7116 Hazel Ave
Williams Eddie 8650 W Chester Pike Apt 105
Williams Harry 279 Highland
Williams James 241 Wembly Rd
Williams Kadian 7727 Parkview Rd
Williams Kevin 502 S Cedar Ln
Williams Thelma 1435 N Watts
Wilson Bessie 7201 Bradford Rd Apt D101
Wilson Ruth M 241 Powell Ln
Winston Chante D 50 St State Rd Apt B103
Wisener Donna K 30a Marion Ct
Worgu Betty O 105 S Fairview Ave
Wright Gene 26 Springton Rd
Wyatt Oleson 119 Hampden Rd
Wynter Cristina M Est 7260 Calvin Rd
Yocum George H 7251 A Radbourne Rd Stonehurst
Zack Tony Autobody Inc 502 S Cedar Ln
Villanova Pa 19085
Aronstam Devin L 423 Spring Mill Rd
Ashman Harvey 1150 Red Rose Ln
Athanasoulas Christian J, Kathryn S 38 Aldwyn Ln
Averill James 245 Ashwood Rd
Baer Ronald Est 230 N Ithan Ave
Baesel Jerome B, Annette 510 Northwick Ln
Banaji Jennifer 800 E Lancaster Ave Vu Box
Bard Penny 739 Mustin Ln
Barria Ivan 250 N Spring Mill Rd 6302
Bassill John E Mrs 416 Saybrook Rd
Batoff Jerry S 200 S Ithan Ave
Bauer Howard F 517 Watch Hill Rd
Beyond Face Fund 725 Darby Paoli Rd
Bokhari Syed R 534 Sproul Rd
Buck William C 274 Hothorpe Ln
Candell Benjamin L 356 Greenwood Ct
Carosso Cynthia H PO Box 458 Villanova
Cheong Minyung 699 Matsons Ford Rd
Chung Yoo Jin 800 Lancaster Ave
Cimino Rita M 401 Clairemont Rd
Clarke Janet M 1824 Old Gulph Rd
Coleman Beverly G 1921 W Montgomery Ave
Connelly Lisa 107 Ashwood Rd
Crofford Paula 490 Darby Paoli Rd
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Curran Sean C 4 Browns Ln
David B Kutch Irrev Trust Dtd 12 18 614 Newtown Rd
Demmer Clifton T 717 Woodfield Rd
Dewitt Andrea L 1415 Kyneton Rd
Dias Elizabeth 250 Spring Mill Rd Vu Box 6032
Dvir Lea 673 Mill Rd
Etemad Bijan 15 Wistar Rd
Ferrater Jose Mora Foundation 1518 Willowbrook Ln
Finegan John 1200 Lakemont Rd
Foo Susanna 3 Ithanwoods Ln
Friedberg Richard 1508 Mt Pleasant Rd
Gail Brian J, Gailforce Comm I 1314 Mt Pleasant Dr
Gar Props PO Box 152
Gillin Matthew 1632 Montgomery Ave
Golding Linda 508 Heather Cir
Goodman Carolyn C, Edward T 840 Lesley Rd
Gordon David 1317 Valy Rd
Guido William J 1416 Old Gulph Rd
Hare Joseph C 102 Burnside Rd
Harman Joan 2135 County Line
Hastings Edward 28 Wistar Rd
Hjelle Erica Elizabeth 318 Clairmont Rd
Hoffman Nadine Est, David F PO Box 458
Iglesiasmusachio Isabella M Vu Box 1975 Villanova Univ
800 Lancaster Ave
Kahoe Meredith M 241 Trianon Ln
Kasher Richard R 430 Clairemond Rd
Kathleen L Daerr Bannon Esq 226 Broughton Ln
Kelly Diedre M 109 Quaker Ln
Knapp Luke 1500 Willowbrook Ln
Kril John P PO Box 636
Kutch David B, Susan E 614 Newtown Rd
Lam Tyler Francis 1824 Old Gulph Rd
Law Ofc Of Gregg Cotler 792 Panorama Rd
Lazarus Jeff 844 Mt Moro Rd
Lee Frank W 709 Woodfield Rd
Leis David R 1121 Brynllawn Rd
Lewis Marjorie 257 Hothorpe Ln
Little William G 507 Van Lear S Run
Lucey Kevin J 222 Broughton Ln
Maccarthy Bonnie L 230 N Ithan Ave
Mark Andy 129 Wooded Ln
Matthew Jeffrey P 706 Knox Rd
Mccarthy Robbi 41 Wistar Rd
Mccurdy John S 202 S Radnor Chester Rd
Mcewen Stephen J 454 Inveraray Rd
Mcgee J 1157 Brynllawn Rd
Mcglotten Herman Newtown Rd
Mcgonigle Diane F, Paul 2135 County Line Rd
Mcgonigle Paul 2135 County Line Rd
Melniczak Trey 771 E Lancaster Ave Ste 1
Mongeluzzi Carol 1318 Valy Rd
Mora Priscilla F 1518 Willowbrook Ln
Moran John PO Box 551
Mountbatten Environmental Ins 789 E Lancaster Ave
Box 900
Nicholas Frank C Est 22 Vilanova Rd
Nova Anesthesia Tr Professionals 1501 Mt Pleasant Rd
Oncall Physician Staffing Inc 4 Browns Ln
Paolino Lori 770 Parkes Run Ln
Paparella Benedict A 1607 County Line Rd
Paper Sales Usa 2075 Matsons Cir
Park Andrea PO Box 426
Park Kwang Hae 105 Wooded Ln
Pearlstein Philip N, Joan 1422 Mt Pleasant Rd
Peter Abramowitz Tr 739 Mustin Ln
Phillips Dennis M, Linda L 160 Abrahams Ln
Philomene Harispe Rev Trust 1445 Mt Pleasant Rd
Pillion B 915 Stoke Rd
Premier Mobile Diagnoctics Inc 612 Newtown Rd
Quinn Sean F 541 Oriole Ln
Recruiting Edge Care Of Tom Carlin 800 Lancaster Ave
Renee M Wertz Trust Ua 06 16 1993 733 Harrison Rd
Retaiss Bharadwaja 800 Lancaster Ave
Rooney Everett 309 N Spring Mill Rd
Rosenberg Norman H, Ruth G 123 Radnor Ave
Rosenfeld Karl, William A 1725 Old Gulph Rd
Rotaract Main Line 795 E Lancaster Av Ste 260
Sango Xenia 248 Hilldale Rd
Saviour Shirley 701 Woodfield Rd
Schmanske Kimberly V, Michael A 516 Chandler Ln
Scott Harold W 76 Woodstone Ln
Shusterman Melissa F 1515 Willowbrook Ln
Smerconish Lavinia 829 Mt Moro Rd
Smrt Insurance Corp 1110 N Spring Mill Rd
Surety Co Inc 789 E Lancaster Ave Box 900
Sykes Linda 761 Mt Moro Rd
Takata Diane 108 Hill Side Cir
Trimble Kenneth, Norkio 1800 Old Gulph Rd
Villanoca Environment 800 Lancaster Ave
Web Payment Systems, Mark Sandos 1611 Lark Ln
Weiss Sharon N 355 N Spring Mill Rd
Wertz Renee M 733 Harrison Rd
West Scarlett 1110 N Spring Mill Rd
William C Buck Trust 274 Hothorpe Ln
Yang Zhiqiu 250 N Spring Mill Rd
Yixing Shen 800 Lancaster Ave
Wallingford Pa 19086
Ahtes John III, Ahtes John H 3 Chatham Pl
Alumni 205 S Providence Rd
Alumni Supporting Kids PO Box 237
Ardiff John 218 Beech Rd
Barrett Bonnie L PO Box 163
Bedenko Ellen 300 Colonial Dr
Beebe Gwendolyn M, Edward W 808 S Providence Rd
Behrens James 706 Devon Ln
Beutel Ruth I 207 Garnet Ln
Boyle Catherine M 1000 Putman Blvd Unit 204
Bruck Lawrence, Bruck Sidney 616 W Wiltshire Dr
Burman Brett William 305 Colonial Dr
Burns William J 17 Green Valy Rd
Carosella Kristina C, Lisa G 207 Garnet Ln
Carr Mary C Exec & Trstee 935 S Providence Rd
Casey Michelle 200 Copples Ln
Chadwick Christie 213 Chestnut Pkwy
Civitella Jennifer A 629 W Wiltshire Dr
Co Smith S 1028 Putnam Blvd
Coll Pratzner Kathleen M 103 Michaels Ln
Couzens Andrea 403 Palmers Ln
Crain Terry D 431 Palmers Ln
Cruz Gonzalo F 739 Windsor Pl
Dangelo Carmen J 110 Canterbury Dr
David Saland Collection 313 Colonial Dr
Davidson Justin E 207 Cedar Rd
Degnan Stephen 209 Beaumont Dr
Dickens Waltsie 135 Providence Great Rd
Didomenico Anita M 39 Waterford Way
Donnelly John F Est Of 830b Putnam Blvd
Dooley Thomas E, Sharyn D 109 Blakeley Rd
Doyle Marie 500 Morris Ln
Dworkin Amanda 105 Townsed Tr
Dyer Francis I 214 Fairfield Dr
Education Law Center 302 Scott Ln
Evans Gloria C 205 Linden Ln
Feimster Octavia Wallingford Nursing & Reh 115
S Providenc
Field Maria 1013 Putnam Blvd
Filiaggi Janet 213 Chestnut Pkwy
Floren Katheryn D 830b Putnam Blvd
Florentz Katheryn D 658 Niblick Ln No 11
Fox Aimee 119 Maple Rd
Gay Paul 47 Moreland Rd
Gazda Mary L PO Box 163
George William A 1001 Beech Rd
Getty Nora L 18 Collender Ln
Gianfrancesco Anthony P 402 Moore Rd
Gonnella Joseph S 211 Country Club Ln
Gordon Ruth 501 Plush Mill Rd Apt 105
Grady Brendan S 300 Saybrook Ln
Graham Mildred M 319 N Providence Rd
Green Kathy 715 Kincaid Mls Ln
Grogan Nancy 2 Kershaw Rd
Hagerty James L Est 27 Wallingford Ave Apt F7
Harms Kathe W 203 Copples Ln
Harms Louis T 610 W Wiltshire Dr
Harms Louis T, Kathe W 203 Copples Ln
Harrington Eleanor M, Paul E, Daniel 213 Martroy Ln
Herman Joyce N, Cheryl Maguire 113 Cameron Dr
Hess Eleanor K, Gertrude 5 Plush Mill Rd
Hogencamp Jane 700 Avondale Rd Apt 7l
Holloway Diane S 115 S Providence Rd
Home & Business Adjustment Com 109 Blakeley Rd
Hughes Stephen P, Maryann C 625 Niblick Ln
Johenning Michael F 205 Beech Rd
Johnson R L 1165 Putnam Blvd 13
Jones Wilfred 9 Sharpless Ln
Joseph T Rickards Memorial Scholars 800 Avondale Rd
Apt 3j
Jubin Marie 204 Fildes Ln
Kane P E 449 Saybrook Ln
Kassab Ian 415 Plush Mill Rd
Kassab Janet 112 S Providence Rd
Keenhold Rose 1010 Putnam Blvd
Kitchin Glen L 119 Maple Rd
Layden Adjustmet Svcs 808 S Providence Rd
Liu Yingying 1086 Putnam Blvd
Long Joseph F 402 Golfview Rd
Lorusso Beadle Diane C 217 Ridley Dr
Lukas Mary 105 Walnut Rd
Maiocco Adrienne Michele 945 Putnam Blvd Unit 102
Mallon Judith B 937 Putnam Blvd
Margolis Kenneth D PO Box 509
Maxwell Dorothy J 204 Martroy Ln
Mccollum Hugh 800 Avondale Rd Apt 7 E
Mccrossan Patricia 639 Niblick Ln
Miller Keith 503 Media Pkwy
Mon Kenneth 707 Blakeley Rd
Montley Diana Buckley 306 E Rose Valy Rd
Moon Youngme 338 Plush Mill Rd
Mooney Matthew, Anna 755 Pennsylvania Ave
Morales Roberto 115 S Providence Rd
Moran Raymond 215 Willow Rd
Motley Kwamina 306 E Rose Valy Rd
Mszanecky Donna 3 Sackville Ln
Mullan Patricia 615 Bickmore Dr
Mullin Madeline 844a Putnam Blvd
Neri Michael G Tr Agreement Of Trust Dtd 3/11/1996
603 Niblick Ln
Odonnell Lauren 218 Beech Rd
Oneill Shane T, Karen A 1033 Tutnam Blvd
Onuffer John, Mary, Michael 603 Ryanard Rd
Oshea Elizabeth A 1157 Putnam Blvd
Osmian Laura 770 Putmanunit 36b
Out Of Site Infrastructure 218 Highland Ave
Petrocy Daniel 402 Austin Ct
Phillips Norman W Jr, Barbara A 613 Bickmore Dr
Picabar Photography Tools 106 Moore Rd
Pinnie Anthony F, Marie A 711 Devon Ln
Pitman Allison J 609 Creekside Ln
Puzio Debra 202 Ridgewood Rd
Redican Joseph J Jr, Julia M 700 Harvey Rd
Rees Living Trust Thomas L Gdn City 202 Media Pkwy
Ryan William 625 Georgetown Rd
Salsman Danelle, Todd, Jordan 203 Hoyt Pl
Saraga Walter K 320 S Providence Rd
Schumacher Jean H 49 Green Valy Rd
Seefeldt Joseph H 815 S Providence Rd
Seiverd Francis T, Samuel 203 Willow Rd
Seletz Norman 101 Brent Dr
Shanmugasundara Sumathi 1314 Putnam Blvd
Singley James M, June W 800 Avondale Rd Apt 5l
Smith Children Educational Fund 1028 Putnam Blvd
Smith Peggy E 4 W Possum Hollow Rd
Sweeney Hilda 821 Beech Rd
Swezey Kyle R 200 Copples Ln
Tarr Stephanie M 366 Saybrook Ln B
Tiffany Charles D 29 Waterford Way
Tillson Patricia C 1132 Putnam Blvd
Trevisani Diana 709 Kent Rd
Tsuneshige Antonio 394 Turner Rd
Vaness Sylvia 603 Ryanard Rd
Vansant Eric 635 W Wiltshire Dr
Von Kummer Samuel M 323 Pritchard Ln
Wadlinger Florence 603 Rockbourne Mills Ct
Waitzman Patrice Di 1035 Putnam Blvd
Wallingford Nursing And 115 S Providence Rd
Walters Jeanne L, Mark R 204 Garnet Ln
Walters Jeanne L, Mark R 204 Garnet Ln
Ward Mildred, Leroy N, The Millers 2 Leslie Ln
Warrington Charise M Rose Valy Rd
Warrington Charisse 112 W Rose Valy Rd
Wasserman Robin 105 Townsed Tr
Weins Kurt 338 Plush Mill Rd W
Wellspring Clinical Resources LLC 1 N Providence Rd
Welsh Marie C Gdn City 202 Media Pkwy
White E F Est 935 S Providence Rd
Williams Karen Dd 206 W Rose Valy Rd
Worthington Patricia K 2 Green Valy Rd
Wawa Pa 19063
Leathem Robert Harrison Jr, Dorothy Zahm Apt 9−20 1343
W Baltimore Pike
Minacci Thelma 1343 W Baltimore Pike A−212
Wayne Pa 19080
Lynab Francis 709 Eagle Rd
Myers Vandora 511 Highland Ct
Simpson Blanche Ivy Croft Rd
Wayne Pa 19087
A T T Communications 60 West Ave
Accelbus Systems LLC 487 Devon Park Dr Ste 219
Achkar Charbel 210 Conestoga Rd
Aci 994 Old Eagle School Rd Ste 1005
Administrative Concept Inc 994 Old Eagle School Rd
Administrative Concepts Inc 997 Old Eagle School Rd
Advanced Rehabilitation Mgmt Inc 900 W Valy Rd Ste 300
Aguayo Patricia 211 Lansdowne Ave
Agulnick Lawrence J 59 Main St
Ahn Richard 1045 Whitegate Rd
Alexander Alexis 503 Conestoga Rd
Allegiance Financial Road 992 Old Eagle School Rd
Allen Toebe Foundation 19 Forest Rd
Allied Tube Conduit Corp 640 Lee Rd Ste 240
Alsderei Amer F 1001 Eagle Rd 1126
American Bread Co Panera 267 E Swedesford Rd
Anderson Faith A 1377 Bartlett Rd
Andrews Publications Inc, Lisa Hollister 175 Strafford Ave
Ste 140
Animals Francisvale Home Box 282
Anne M Lafferty Irrev Trust C O John F Lafferty Tr 1228
Thomas Rd
Antonini S Paul 413 Valy Forge Rd
Applied Tech Products 565 E Swedesford Rd Ste 315
Aronchick Lola 321 Old Eagle School Rd
Assetworks Asset Solution Division 998 Old Eagle School Rd
Astra Merck 725 Chesterbrook Blvd
Ayyanathan Kasirajan, Uma M 350 New Market Ct
Babbitt Richard B 686 Brookwood Rd
Bac Home Loans Servicing LP 29 Rampart Dr
Baker Kerry R 7 Chestnut Ln
Baker Samuel 8 Welwyn Rd
Ballas George 1376 Glenhardie Rd
Banner Richard 814 Caldwell Rd
Barikian Joseph 11 Bucknell Ave
Barker Cheryl Mtpcs Billy Dykes 170 S Warner Rd Ste 104
Barrett Thomas 237 Atlee Rd
Beckman Coulter Capital 1111 Old Eagle School Rd
Benedetti Phillip J 408 General Washington Rd
Bente Paul F IV 87 Bunker Hill Ct
Berkeley Llp 250 W Lancaster Ave Ste 108
Berry Charles J 200 Poplar Ave
Bishop Carolyn F, Floyd L PO Box 263
Blakey Arzelia B, David B 2 Devon Sq
Blumenthal Stephen 613 S Valy Forge Rd
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Bolanovich Mariya 1001 Eagle Rd
Bolton David, Diane 217 Pembroke Ave
Bosworth Frank D 505 Arbordale Rd
Bothner Darren 219 Sugartown Rd Apt S104
Brady William S, Jack L 306 Orchard Way
Brandolini Diane 304 Orchard Way
Brooke John L 781 N Wayne Ave Box 140
Brown Robert Jr Profit Sharing Plan 201 King Of Prussia
Rd Ste 240
Burdick Tara L 223 Bloomingdale Ave Apt G
Burke Joseph P 262 King Of Prussia Rd
Burshaid Talel 1001 Eagle Rd
Byrne John 224 S Wayne Ave
Byrne Susan 37 Louella Ct
C N Agnew Realtor 104 Poplar Ave 1
Calvo Vincent Joseph 175 Strafford Ave Apt 501
Camp Sara H 307 Liberty Ln
Campbell Kyle 10 Academy Ln
Caprara Mildred M 73 Ivywood Ln
Carathanassis Stac 392 Drummers Ln
Carragee John 421 E Lancaster Ave Apt A10
Carroll Wells Stephanie 1009 Mt Pleasant Ave
Case Judith H 270 E Conestoga Rd
Cayer Raymond 1623 Stephens Dr
Chance Elizabeth L, Samuel K 101 Owens Ln
Chandler Elizabeth G 104 Poplar Ave 1
Charagundla Sridhar R, Jyothsna 221 Twinings Ln
Charles M Smith Trust Ua 01−Jun−93 3 Princeton Rd
Strafford
Charles Street Partners LLC Brdband Ventures I Inc PO
Box 32
Chen Jianan 1001 Eagle Rd Box 920
Chung Pae, Suk 8 Donna Ln
Chupein Michele 489 St Davids Ave
Cisco 1111 Old Eagle School Rd
Clapp Brian 167 Vassar Rd
Claris Brantley 611 Brookwood Rd
Classic Coachwork Of The Main Line 228 E Lancaster Ave
Clinical Lab Standards 940 W Valy Rd Ste 1400
Clinical Laboratory Stand In 950 W Valy Rd Ste 2500
Clover Max Cap Value Fd, Jeff Fries 530 E Swedesford Rd
Colonial Electric Supply 1500 Liberty Ridge Dr Ste
Community Energy Inc 150 Strafford Ave Ste 210
Concordant Rater Systems 575 E Swedesford Rd
Continuum Health Care Inc 485 Devon Park Dr Ste 1
Control Software Inc 998 Old Eagle School Rd
Coor Helen 624 Bob White Rd
Corcoran Margaret 231 Plant Ave
Correll Wayne E 221 W Wayne B1
Coughlin Trish 240 Conestoga Rd
Counties Ins Agency 400 E Lancaster Ave
Cowan Eda O 3 Highfield Ln
Creusot Marrel Inc Retirement Plan 565 E Swedesford Rd
Ste 207
Crocker John C 433 Iven Ave
Cudlip Brittain Bardes, Jerri Rosini 150 Strafford Ave
Ste 350
Dagit Heather M, Leonard H 688 Crestwood Rd
Dahl Philip P 1510 Salomon Ln
Dambly Christopher H, Mark H 326 Overhill Rd
Dantonio Lydia Fairfield Apt 3a
Davis Lisa, Retak Return 480 E Swedesford Rd
Deangelis Michelle 251 Willow Ave
Defrancesco Louis 402 Strafford Ave Apt 3 C
Delage Landen Financial Svcs Inc 1111 Old Eagle School Rd
Dell John 1057 Eagle Rd Apt Q46
Delorefice Joan PO Box 224
Delos Ins Co, Ac I 994 Old Eagle School Rd 1005
Devenny James J 257 Willow Ave
Devine Victoria A PO Box 363
Devon Hill Motors 119 Woods Ln
Dewey Family Foundation 435 Devon Park Dr
Dignazio Anthony, Julia 406 W Wayne Ave
Ding Shuai, Vfmcattndiana Eckhart 1001 Eagle Rd
Dingerdissen Brian J 1001 Whitegate Rd
Dipasqua Nancy 200 1/2 W Wayne Ave
Disipio Conchetta D, Linda 138 Eaton Dr
Dmw Worldwide LLC 1325 Morris Dr St
Doey William C 1671 Thomas Rd
Donato Arthur T Jr 402 Locust Rd
Donnelly Dennis 425 Homestead Rd
Doody Jack 805 Brower St
Dora B Hillman Trust, Joyce & Asso 1275 Drumme Rs Ln
102
Dougherty Amelia M 14 Harrow Cir 802100
Dtd Maria C 455 Devon Park Dr
Durning Matthew 295 E Swedesford Rd 267
Edwards Teresa Q 240 Twinings Ln
Elizabeth Mcbrearty 231 Atlee Rd
Encorium Group 435 Devon Park Dr Bldg 500
Encorium Group Inc 1275 Drummers Ln Ste 100
Enetfinity Technologies 995 Old Eagle School Rd
Enterprise Lease Co Of Philadelphia LLC, Enterp 78 Cabot
Blvd E
Eurest Svcs Inc 955 Chesterbrook Blvd Ste 300
Evans James J Jr 515 Askin Rd
Excel United Inc 295 E Swedesford Rd 346
Fabrizio Robert, Interpro Bus Solution 175 Strafford Ave
Ste 1
Fanz Jen, Prohealth Capital 1111 Old Eagle School Rd
Fell Alexander 114 Bloomingdale Holbrook
Finisdore Stephanie 29 Louella Ct Apt B
Fitzgerald Gladys 8 Longwood Dr
Floro M Resurreccion Mdpa 1255 Drummers Ln Ste 105
Foss Hilda, Mccausland Keen & Buckman 259 N Radnor
Chester Rd Ste 160
Foure Michel J 228 Pugh Rd
Frank Eric 890 Tannery Dr
Freedompay Inc 744 W Lancaster Ave 226
Front Porch Trust 724 W Lancaster Ave
Fulton Mary P Est 1158 Lafayette Rd
Gant Thomas E 189 Conestoga Rd 2nd Fl
Ganti Ratnamanjari PO Box 53
Garell James W 214 Lookout Pl
Garner Ella M, John Whalen 1199 Heyward Rd
Ge Capital Modular Space, Patricia A Mcvey 530 E
Swedesford Rd
Ge Tfs 530 E Swedesford Rd
Geckle Neil 140 Morningside Cir
General Motors Corp Charles Zettle 851 Duftail Dr
Genes Inc 122 E Lancaster Av Store
Genes LLC 02584036 122 E Lancaster Ave
Genex 440 E Swedesford Rd
Germ Zapper LLC 950 W Valy Rd
Glass Gary M 983 Old Eagle School Rd Ste 611
Gleason Joseph, Sarah 425 Woodcrest Rd
Gmac Mortgage LLC 307 N Wayne Ave
Goldberg Michelle, Wyeth Ayerst 555 E Lancaster Ave
Goldenberg Ronald 19 Highfield Ln
Goldstein Carrie, Linda 233 Country Gate Rd
Gottwald Ethan 336 Brigade Ct
Grillo Helene Anthon 437 Midland Ave
Grillo Helene G 437 Midland Ave
Grobstein Paul 125 Timothy Cir
Guitar Control 1121 Washington Place
Hagiwara Saeko 794 Worthington Rd
Hajdak Kimberly B, M A Jr 751 Red Oak Tr
Hamilton Financial Corp 1101 W Dekalb Pike Ste 200
Hamilton James W, Marianne 400 Alderbrook Dr
Hanlon Susan H 1180 Radnor Hill Rd
Hansen Cheyney 219 Sugartown Rd Apt S104
Hardy Halsie B Est 192 W Wayne Ave
Harris Constance 436 W Valy Rd
Harvey Elizabeth Baker 13 Liberte Ln
Hauptfuhrer Bruce 205 Woodland
Hayakawa Kazuya F 23 Aberdeen Tr
Hayes Christine 296 Valy Stream Ln
Herd Kimberlee, John 423 Conestoga Rd
Hermes Patrick E 42 Iroquois Ct
Herrin Charles D 412 Oak Ln
Hesta Corp 900 W Valy Rd Ste 900
Hicks Kevin A 211 Lansdowne Ave
Hieble J Paul 685 Knox Rd
Hill Comm Assoc Colony Inc 489 Devon Park Dr Ste 316
Hobbs Roger J 1 Militia Hill Dr
Holbrook Joanna 114 Bloomingdale Holbrook
Holloway C F 108 E Lancaster Ave Unit C3
Holly Bessie, Beatrice Scholz 437 Alderbrook Dr
Homenurse Inc Ste 512 W Lancaster Ave
Hotz Peter M 485 Devon Park Dr Ste 107
Hughes Karen C 1011 Mt Pleasant Ave
Iglesias Ramiro A 201 King Of Prussia Rd
Innovation Ads Inc, Richard Stewart 489 Devon Pk Dr
No 306
Interpak Inc 985 Old Eagle School Rd Ste 50
Iodice Anne 505 E Lancaster Ave Apt 209
Jaafar Youness 118 E Lancaster Ave 3rd Fl
Jandrasits Katrin 463 Prussian Ln
Jarrett Genevieve 681 Colonel Dewees Rd
Jeffrey Gregory T 1216 Karen Ln
Jessani Naushad 121 N Wayne Ave Ste 300
Johnson Amanda Lacy, Michael, Dorothy, Melany 731 Upper
Gulph Rd
Johnson Walter R 800 Radnor St Rd P2b
Johr Chadwick 425 Alderbrook Dr
Joschum Lisa 254 Old Eagle School Rd
Jot Inc 985 Old Eagle School Rd Ste 51
Jp Melvin Co 620 Lee Rd Ste120
Kaplan Nochem 303 W Lancaster Ave Ste 218
Kauffman Joseph Bernard, Stacy 1006 Whitegate Rd
Kaufman Tracey 221 Valy Forge Lookout Place
Keane Organization 140 Liberty Ridge Dr Ste 201
Keck Jane S 200 Cedar Pl
Keefe Christina, Dolores Y 416 Drummers Ln
Kellogg Laura 350 Danell Rd
Kelly Doris E Tr U W 125 Strafford Ave
Kenexa Inc 650 E Swedesford Rd 2nd Fl
Kerr Patricia A 590 Brookwood Rd
Kerrigan Bernard 5 Lisa Way
Kevane Frank, Mary 84 Old Eagle School Rd
Khanna Sandeep, Khanna A 29 Rampart Dr
Kimmel Jonathan W 489 Devon Park Dr Ste 312
Kincade Jennifer L, Carol L 132 Eaton Dr
Kjr Inc 243 E Swedesford Rd
Klinger Joan 406 N Bellvue Ave
Kls Enterprises Mgmt Co 999 Old Eagle School Rd
Kozich Carol 680 Davis Ln
Krop Mart Pottstown LLC 1200 Liberty Ridge Dr Ste 329
Kropp Rosanne, Matthew 822 Dresher Way
L S Entities LLC 223 Radnor St Rd
Lacey William H, Keane 1400 Liberty Ridge Dr
Lacy Donald Cameron III 126 Poplar Ave
Lamaestra John, Cellular One 480 E Swedesford Rd
Lambo Michael 705 Turnbridge Rd
Land Rover Main Line 325 E Lancaster Ave
Landman Sam 244 Chamounix Rd
Landry Abner M III MD 440 E Swedesford Rd Ste 3000
Wayne
Lane Jonathan 224 Poplar Ave
Leapheart Naomi C 120 W Wayne Ave
Learning Solutions 1265 Drummers Ln Ste 103
Lee Jungsook 308 Brigade Ct
Lee Kimberly 301 Trillium Ln
Leonard Amanda L, Joan C 214 Windermere Ave
Levine Mandara A 741 Red Oak Dr
Lief Barbara, Bruce A 1020 Armstrong Ct
Linden International, Ann Migdal 530 E Swedesford Rd
Ste 106
Livingston Russell M 656 E Swedesford Rd
Lmc PO Box 6790
Lodice Armand, Anne C Apt 209 505 E Lancaster Ave
Loevy Daniel H, Peter J 200 Country Gate Rd
Londrillo Louis A 303 Mcmull Dr
Louella Holding Co LP 110 Gallagher Rd
Lu Hongbo 126morningside Cir
Lumbermens PO Box 6790 Wayne
Lyons Stephen M 691 Twin Bridge Dr
M Mcginn And R Chamovitz Custodian Fbo K 4 Winding
Way
Macelwee Nathalie G 429 Drummers Ln
Macknin Jessica R 415 Strafford Ave Apt 3a
Maclaren Janet T 1070 Wood Tor Cir
Mainline Surgery Mgmt Co 744 W Lancaster Ave Devon Sq
2 Ste 110
Marastar Communications 11 W Ave Ste 220
Marmorstein Sylvia 426 Sharon Dr
Martini Mary D 33 Longwood Dr
Martins Dam Swim Team 1045 Croton Rd
Mason Linda C 741 Woodcrest Rd
Mbah Vini 110 Wells Fargo Serv Gall
Mcbee Assoc In 997 Old Eagle School Rd Ste 205
Mccormick Eleanor 334 Drummers La
Mccormick Julia 10 Glymer Ave
Mccranie H Frank 445 Old Eagle School Rd
Mcculloch Mary T 500 E Lancaster Ave Unit 131a
Mccullough Francis B 270 E Conestoga Rd
Mccullough Sales Corp Mmpt E A Hen 1255 Drummers Ln
Ste 105
Mcgilvery Steven C 317 Drummers Ln
Mchugh Patrick 1420 Stirling Dr
Mcmurtrie Michael 157 Gulph Hills Rd
Medecision Inc 601 Lee Rd
Medford W Edward Jr Co Isla Grant Trust Admin 100 W
Lancaster Ave
Meeker Mary Est PO Box 57
Mercer Earlene 263 Lafayette Ln
Metallurg Holdings Inc 435 Devon Park Dr 400
Metoxen Kathryn 45 Briar Rd
Mi Svcs Group 900 W Valy Rd Ste 900
Micolucci Mary Kathryn 6 Fairhill Cir
Middendorf Alexander 410 Woodland Ave
Miller Charles T Jr 1460 Woodford Dr
Miller Karen 429 W Beechtree Ln
Millhouse Paul William 295 E Swedesford Rd Rte 124
Moore Frederick W 262 Willow Ave
Mtpcs LLC 1170 Devon Park Dr Ste 104
Mulder Mel, Keane 1400 Liberty Dr Ste 201
Murdock Nicholas 201 Windermere Ave
Murphy Marianne 18 Aberdine Jparrish
Muschek Eleanor K PO Box 188
Nai Geis Realty Group 996 Old Eagle School Rd
Nakaishi Kathleen 541 Colonel Dewees Rd
National Penn Bank 307 N Wayne Ave
Neighborhood Visiting Assoc 119 W Wayne Ave
Nellies Gems 687 W Lancaster Ave
Nelson Zakery W 1154 Glen Hardie Rd
Newman Robert 455 Devon Park Dr
Nhs Workers Comp Program 985 Old Eagle School Rd
Nogard Claude 405 Highview Dr
Norcini Maria A 1255 Drummers Ln Ste 105
Norcini Stephen F, Susan E 404 Maynard Dr
Norris Susan 81 Militia Hill Dr
Nudy Raymond, Andrew 292 E Conestoga Rd
Oconnor John J 455 Red Fox Rd
Octagon Research Solution 585 E Swedesford Rd
Odgers Stacey A 135 Bodine Rd
Odorisio Carmille 402 W Wayne Ave
Oey Angela H, Swan L 2 Woodsworth Ct
Ohara Diane M 187 Berwind Cir
Olson William T 309 Edgehill Rd
Omnichoice 581 Gulph Rd
Onchitta K Est PO Box 223
Oreal Christine E 1369 Valy Forge Rd
Orourke Robert 1154 Glen Hardie Rd
Orr John 110 N Wayne Av
Orthopaedics Specialists 744 W Lancaster Ave Ste 125
Page Lindsey 8 Fenimore Ln
Pallante Karen 69 Forest Rd
Paluch William 237 N Aberdeen Rd
Panagis Michael 119 Woods Ln
Papadakis Constantine 75 Crestline Rd
Patel Amita 421 Morris Rd Apt B41
Peck Robert F 340 Highview Dr
Peck Sohn S 118 Beechtree Ln
Pekarsky Dmitry 219 Sugartown Rd Apt M304
Perumpidi Deepak 303 Drummers Ln
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Phelan Thomas C 650 General Scott Rd
Philadelphia Corp Finl Invest 170 S Warner Rd Ste 110
Philadelphia Music Works Inc 102 Louella Ave Unit B1
Philips Medical Capital 1111 Old Eagle School Rd
Phillips Carl V 221 W Wayne Ave Apt A4
Phillips Stephen 421 Morris Rd
Phoenixville Medicine 996 Old Eagle School Rd
Pietrini Shirley 90 Deepdale Rd
Pivcevic Antica 133 Gallagher Rd
Playnation Parties & Playgrounds 40 Iroquois Ct
Poos George I Est, Marie E Strafford Office Bldg 2 Ste 200
Eagle Rd
Potteiger Van M Rear Bldg 2nd Fl 276 E Conestoga Rd
Q M P 201 King Of Prussia Rd
Queen Benjamin C, Nancy 443 Conestoga Rd
Rabobank N A 1111 Old Eagle School Rd
Raiser Christopher N, Marie L 750 Red Oak Ter
Redus Ma Commercial LLC 460 E Swedesford Rd 3000
Reilly Jean F 401 Warren Rd
Reinert Kathryn B 136 Sullivan Rd
Renner Michael D 699 W Valy Rd
Renner Michael PO Box 231
Rhorx Biopharma LLC 1200 Wembley Dr
Richardson Susan 440 Glenwydh Rd
Richarson S C 440 Glenwyth Rd
Right Thing 1285 Drummers Ln
Riverside Health System 480 E Swedesford Rd Ste 110
Robinson Danielle R 621 Griscom Dr
Rochejr Robert P 199 S Spring Mill Rd
Rosa Angelo N 6 Fairhill Cir
Roscioli Karen L 249 Drummers Ln
Rose Robert C 125 E Swedesford Rd Ste 111
Royal Asian Cuisine Inc 500 Chesterbrook Blvd Store C3 C4
Royersford Center LP 992 Old Eagle School Rd Ste 905
Rry Publications LLC 116 Ivywood Ln
Rubenstein Arnold M, Lisa M 142 Eaton Dr
Ryan Catherine A 760 Sycamore Way
Saint Gobain Corp Cert 750 E Swedesford Rd
Samson Lynne C, Peter 215 Lenoir Ave
Samuel Brusheun 1440 Liberty Ridge Dr Ste 201
Savani Mukesh 623 Thomas Jefferson Rd
Schmucker Linda 218 Poplar Ave
Schneider Capital Arnold C Schneider III Ste 200 460 E
Swedsford Rd
Scholz Beatrice H 437 Alderbrook Dr
Schraeder Lindsey P 336 Brigade Ct
Schwendeman Trust 993 Old Eagle School Rd Ste 41
Scott Nelson P, Richard 1674 Stephens Dr
Seidle Carolyn H 20 Sturbridge Ln
Semerjian Lisa 121 N Wayne Ave Ste 102
Sepahi Asal 686 Knox Rd
Shaik Abdul State St Bank & Trust Co 206 Drummers Ln
Sharrett Shawn 843 Maplewood Rd
Sherman Kenneth Jr 739 Upper Gulph Rd
Shire 725 Chesterbrook Blvd
Shire Development Inc 725 Chesterbrook Blvd
Shire Pharmaceutical 725 Chesterbrook Blvd
Shocket Sidney Est, Lisa Shocket 143 Conestoga Rd
Shoedrop Com 1689 Thomas Rd
Shoff Betty Reeves, Vanguard Group 455 Devon Pkwy Dr
Showell Cristol 601 Bob White Rd
Shriver Robert R, Doris E 530 Beechtree Rd
Sicalides Antonette 425 Woodland Ave
Silverman Roslyn E 51 Militia Hill Dr
Sims Benjamin Mt Pleasant Ave
Sinnott Paul 37 West Ave 303
Smarttime Software Inc 175 Strafford Ave
Smickenbecker John H 124 Drummers Ln
Smith David A 114 Walnut Ave Apt 7
Smith Herbert M 524 Upper Weadley Rd
Smith Patricia A, Smith Charles M 3 Princeton Rd Strafford
Snow R Justin 1054 Croton Rd
Soanes Glenn Richard 611 Kennedy Ln
Soltis Glenn S 369 Colkert Ln
Sports Orthopaedics 200 W Lancaster Ave
Sposato Stephanie L 600 Brookside Ave
Springer Mary F 429 W Beechtree Ln
Springhouse Land Partners LP 250 W Lancaster Ave
Stamatakis Manuel N 1111 W Dekalb Pk
Stefanski Edward A 69 Crestline Rd
Stephens Bruce PO Box 600
Stevens Mary A 429 Drummers Ln
Stockwell Lynda L 207 Paddock Ave
Stolakis Stephen M 463 Prussian Ln
Strang John E Jr 323 Croton Rd
Sumkarpalli Madhu 421 Strafford Ave 1b
Summerlin Lynn B 306 Orchard Way
Sunday Gustav S 67 Drummers Ln
Sungard Financial Svcs 650 E Swedesford Rd 3rd Fl
Sungard Systems Inter 680 Swedesford Rd
Surgery Center Of The Main Line 744 W Lancaster Ave
Devon Sq Ste 110
Sweeney Seed Co PO Box 471
Symms Daniel 203 Chase Rd
Szafranski David J, Jan R 336 Brigade Ct
Tagtmeier Esther 111 Banbury Way
Talentpoint Inc 650 E Swedesford St
Tapper Danielle 208 Upland Way
Thomas Tamaki 246 Highland Ave
Thompson Palmer Rebekah 304 Windsor Ave
Thornton Richard 800 Radnor St Rd
Titzel Carol A 43 Treaty Dr
Todd Harrison, Todd John B 658 Brooke Rd
Tomarelli Rose 216 Couesloga Rd
Tooby Lianne C, Steven A 1000 Eagle Rd
Torosian Justin C 712 Lookout Ln
Traffic Com 851 Duportail Rd Ste 220
Transport Intnl PO 530 E Swedesford Rd
Trebing Michael 9 Radnor Way
Trust Vanguard Fiduciary 455 Devon Park
Tuft Barry M 20 Militia Hill Dr
Turner Alan F 77 Militia Hill Dr
U Combination Technology Usa Inc 150 E Swedesford Rd
U Store It 460 E Swedesford Rd
U T D 01 10 90 Diamond Trust 270 E Conestoga Rd
Ua 26−May−93 The Wellington Hu Irrevocab Le Cable 723
Thomas Jefferson Rd
Us Bankcorp Leasing Financial 1111 Old Eagle School Rd
Utsch Hans P 139 E Lancaster Ave
Vaidya Shailendra, Vanitha S 500 Woodland Dr
Valley Forge Ctr Business Assoc, Progress Bank
412 Strafford Ave Apt 3c
Valley Forge Office Ctr 656 E Swedesford Rd Ste 224
Vanguard 400 Devon Park Dr
Vanguard Fiduciary Trust Co 455 Devon Park Dr
Veitz Henry C Jr, Alice M 690 General Scott Rd
Venture Investment Mgmt Inc Profit Sharing Plan 201 King
Of Prussia Rd Ste 240
Vftc 455 Devon Park Dr
Vitacco Kristin M 1170 Radnor Hill Rd
Vonczoernig John 219 S Aberdeen Ave
Vora Trishla 701 Chestwod Crt
Wachovia Financial S I 1111 Old Eagle School Rd
Wagerle Deborah 69 Amity Dr
Walko Yvonne A 1165 Brians Way
Wallace Brian L PO Box 1
Waltman Jessica 10 Doyle Rd
Wander Oscar F Est 357 Hunting Dr
Wang Harrison 723 Thomas Jefferson Rd
Wang Weidong 69 Militia Hill Dr
Ward Katherine M 217 Ravenscliff Rd
Waterer Anthony Donna 307 N Wayne Ave
Watters Michael J 338 Overhill Rd
Weiss Mark 201 Midland Ave
Wellington Mgmt Co 4 Radnor Corp Ctr Ste 50
Wharton Equity Corp 994 Old Eagle School Rd Ste
Whiteman Dorothy R 11 Highfield Ln
Williams Edwin Coe, Jane O 985 Old Eagle School Rd
Ste 51
Willis Benefit Headquarters 480 E Swedesford Rd Ste 110
Wilson George H 770 Tannery Dr
Wolfgang David 110w Lancaster Ave
Workman W D 722 Love Ln
Worldwide Realty Gm 851 Duportail Rd
Worton Christopher R, Stacy 681 Knox Rd
Wright Denny Charles, Vanguard Group 455 Devon
Pkwy Dr
Xu Hongling 263 Drummers Ln
Yellowbook Usa 1300 Morris Dr Ste 200
Young Alexander S 112 Deepdale Rd
Young Gertrude C 221 Pugh Rd
Zhang Yutong MD 435 E Lancaster Ave Ste 1
Zilberfarb Kelly A 262 King Of Prussia Rd
Zimmermann Johnson Barbara Trustee 520 Montgomery Ln
Zisfein Alice J 280 Pugh Rd
Woodlyn Pa 19094
Barksdale Kelly 1400 Mcdade Blvd A119
Brown Charles P 161 Crum Creek Dr
Century Collision 517 Eisenhower Ave
Cermignano Catherine 1347 Valy Rd
Christma Lloyd 1233 Mildred Ave
Cloud Jessica 1605 Grant Ave
Coates Catherine 518 Kelly Ave
Daymont Carrie B 1013 Eisenhower Ave
Detweiler Brian 320 E Woodlyn Cir
Farrar Adam 151 Crum Creek Dr
Forsyth Gwendolen 1200 Jefferson Ave
Foster Joseph M 1856 Toth Dr
Furn & Bedding Factory 1936 Macdade Blvd
Gonzalez Alcidez 1244 Jefferson Ave
Graf Traci 1250 Mildred Ave
Grandfield Ruth E 1847 Constitution Ave Apt 508
Grassi Anthony J 115 Wilson Ave
Greeley David 1709 Liberty Rd
Hall Mandy J 1024a Saville Ave
Hodges Alicia R 199 Fairview Rd
Hoffman Walter T Jr 143 Taylor Ave
Hunts Annex Studios LLC 1311 Macdade Blvd
Jackson Cordy 300 W 9th St
Jackson Dan L 1400 Macdade Blvd Apt B202
James Ellen Lot 6 Woodcrest Tr
Jarrett Tony D 1501 Constitution Ave
Jones Reuben L 1400 Macdade Blvd Apt B311
Kapantie Betty Jean 143 Taylor Ave
Kapantie Beverly Jean 143 Taylor Ave
Kuchinski Janice L 1146 Bullens Ln
Lucci Gertrude E 1101 Vauclain Ave
Marino Rita 1212 Mildred Ave
Mehok G 160 Balignac Ave
Mehok Mary A 1206 Vauclain Ave
Miecznik Stella 1251 Colson Rd
Mingouokemegne Flavie V Ms 1714 Liberty Rd
Moffa Edith A 1210 Harper Ave
Newcomer Eliza 1851 Plymouth Dr
Palasch Bernadette 1232 Essex Ave
Palladino Ralph Jr, Maureen 125 Tyler Ave
Pino Jeffrey A 1227 Bullens Ln
Rafferty Margaret Mary, Bridget 1134 Harper Av
Rafferty Thomas J, Margret 518 Kelly Ave
Rafferty Joseph 518 Kelly Ave
Rann Sarah B 104 Tyler Ave
Rochette Harry M, Harry 1036 Vauclain Ave
Ross Harry 1312 Bullens Ln
Rossi Joseph F Est 204 Crum Creek Dr
Savage Charles 1839 Constitution Ave 504
Schmitt Mary 1313 Bullens Ln
Selcuk Selahattin, Melissa 1853 Plymouth Dr
Smarkola George J, George 1416 Donna Ave
Smith Michael 517 Eisenhower Ave
Stafiniak Thomas J 510 Kelly Ave
Stinger William F Jr, Deborah G 1205 5th Ave
Torre Gregory 254 Fairview Rd
Willard Security Specialties 219 Bullens Ln
Williams Michael P 1013 Eisenhower Ave
Yeadon Pa 19050
Abney Amanda 743 Revere Rd Apt 282
Alexander Anna T 742 Revere Rd Apt 230
Andoh Denesha 1121 Serrill Ave
Atkins Robert H Jr 901 Guenther Ave
Balderston Anna G, Helen 922 Rundale Ave
Ball Ernest W 524 Brookside Ave
Berhe Asmelash 744 Cyprus
Best Harold T 701 Longacre Ct Apt A
Bonin Fante 555 Industrial Park Dr
Boykins Yolanda 825 Guenther Ave
Bradley Brandon 540 Bonsall Ave
Brown Anne B Mrs, Morgan C 25 Elder Ave
Brown Alfred 2214 Alfred Dr Apt C
Butler Ella 36 E Providence
Cambridge Clarinda S Tr 44 Fairview Ave Ua 07 26 57
Canady Eva 550 S Lansdowne Ave Apt 110
Carter Allen 921 Bell Ave
Chambers Kadeem A, Carren 837 Myra Ave
Clida Gregory 1410 Patricia Dr Apt B
Coffey Eleanor M 1051 Yeadon Ave
Cohen Machere T PO Box 1059
Collom Russell Stanley, Russell S 812 Whitby Ave
Conner Janet 1123 Duncan Ave
Connor K Patricia 915 Serrill Ave
Copeland Donnetta W 1116 Bell Ave
Coverson Rolanda 400 S Union
Deleaver Frances Est 949 Yeadon Ave
Demoe Diana 655 Church Ln
Denton Oral R 1223 S Longacre Blvd
Dolores Jones Butler 4 Mayor 1205 Moore Ave
Dorn Dwayne 611 Rose St
Duncan Angela P 120 Elder Ave
Edwards Michael 1005 Bell Ave
Farmer Internationalgrocery 214 Macdade Blvd
Finacchiaro Michael 908 Rundale Ave
Fisher Stanley Lee 703 Fern St
Fontaine Thomas 545 Church Ln
Fuller Elsie J, Ethelyn R Taylor & Glenda R Hodges Co
544 Brookside Ave
Gaither Natalie 655 Church
Gibson Felecia N 1106 Alfred Ave Apt 1106−E
Gidney Kay 749 Fern St
Gilbert Alice Q 522 S Union Ave
Ginyard David 951 Yeadon Ave
Givens John Donald, Ann M 736 Church Ln
Graves John 862 Whitby Ave
Greer Rachel 2300 Alfred Dr
Griddle Toria 751 Church Ln Apt 109
Hagains Stacey 282 Arbor Rd
Harmon Vivian M 1138 Allen Dr
Harris Louis W Sr, Monica J 915 Yeadon Ave
Harvey Lillian 36 E Providence
Hayward Myldred G, Paul S 4 Elder Ave
Helen Balderston 922 Rundale Ave
Henkin Russell 2010 D Karen Dr
Henry Charles G 428 Arbor Rd
Hillian Mary B 2207 Alfred Dr Apt A
Howard Diana L, Leon M 194 Park Place
Hummel Marie A 1116 Angora Dr
Hunter Rosa H 737 Bullock Ave
Jackson Charmaine, Lewis Jr 1001 Baird Ave
Jackson Dwayne 828 Rundale Ave
Jim Mellon General Contract Inc 436 S Lansdowne Ave
John Lynette O 955 Duncan Ave
Jones Albert C 905 Myrna Ave
Jones Arthur C 1913 Heather Cir Apt−E
Jones Darryl 901 Allen Dr
Kailie Yassie 100 Chester Ave B
Karasanyi Noel 657 Parkview Blvd
Kelty James Jr 1122 Angora Ave
Kolleh Jonathan 42 Baily Rd
Koroma Junise 948 W Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Kromah Lasana 827 Parmley Ave
Kubukubu Mbo 101 Norma Rd
Lampkin Felicia 909 Baily Rd
Lewis Charles L 430 Chester Ave
Mason William T 405 Fern St
Mccall Lovella 550 S Lansdowne Ave Apt 232
Mccloud Shirley 870 Rundale Ave
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Mclaine Trina S 755 Fern St
Mclean Kaylynn 665 Arbor Rd
Mellon Jim 436 S Lansdowne Ave
Mellon Restoration 436 S Lansdowne Ave
Mercy Orthopaedic Group 433 S Lansdowne Ave
Miller Carolyn 821 Duncan Ave
Mitros Helen 14 Lincoln Ave
Molino Davide 20 E Providence Rd
Moore Mazie 428 Church Ln
Morris Kalphonse 720 Church La Pub Ltg
Mt Trucking 1006 Bullock Ave
Murphy Daliah B 1311 Angora Ave
Nelson Shana 1110 Alfred Ave Apt E
Oliver James L 862 W Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Oneill Rose Marie 1044 Callahan Ave
Palmer James 505 Holly Rd
Parnell Leo B 711 Fern St
Perri Almazita, Roy A 431 Orchard Ave
Purse Deidre 1019 D Bullock Ave
Reeves Crystal 1208 Alfred Ave Apt E
Richard A Jones Public Adjusters 134 Chester Ave
Runske Dolores 550 S Lansdowne Ave Apt 110
Rylander Tom 29 E Providence Rd
Sanders Ernest R Est 755 Fern St
Sanders Mary 917 Guenther Ave
Seals Rinaldo 622 Rose St
Sheppard Eugene O 517 Rose St
Singleton Joyce 1511 Patricia Dr Apt E
Singleton Larry B 1213 Alfred Ave Unit E
Smith James 922 Rundale Ave
Snedeker Florence 832 Pleasant Rd
Snyder Albert J Jr 108 Norma Rd
Stainrod Lewis 1313 Longacre Blvd
Stanley William 427 Holly Rd
Stephens Andrew 700 Bullock Ave
Stevenson Cynthia 872 Rundale Ave
Stewart Joyce E 652 Parkview Blvd
Sullivan Maureen U 903 Serrill Ave
Sykes James A Jr 522 Orchard Ave
Symington Ann 430 Cypress St
Temple Toni PO Box 5454
Tilson Melvin E 55 Elder Ave
Torh Moses 134 Chester Ave
Underkoffler Miriam 202 Chester Ave
Vitale Anthony 1051 Duncan Ave
W Keith Williams PO Box 5771
Walker Elizabeth 822 Whitby Ave
Watkinson William, Dorothy 1022 Bullock Ave
Wells Fargo Bank Na 708 901 Allen Dr
West James W 1040 Yeadon Ave
Whitley Annelise K 38 Baily Rd
Wiggins Wayne F 824 Yeadon Ave
Wilson Carol A 826 W Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Wilson Mark R 909 Bell Ave
Wisseh Alphons 760 Bullock Ave
Womack Marvin 832 W Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Zito Leonard R 105 Norma Rd
Elk County
Benezett Pa 15821
Bellas Connie L PO Box 91
Walker Margaret RR 1
Brandy Camp Pa 15822
Bennett Mary M RR 1 Brockport
Brockport Pa 15823
Amatrone William J RD 2 PO Box 223
Dodge Carol 5704 Rte 219
Schlemmer Edwin R, Bonne E 58 Glasshurst Rd
Byrnedale Pa 15827
Bonin James PO Box 46
Cortina Anna L 70 Grant St
Dagus Mines Pa 15831
Dinsmore Melvin J 182 Main St Box 73
Force Pa 15841
Coccimiglio M L PO Box 38
Cook Moralce 118 Main St
Johnsonburg Pa 15845
Benson Dennis Water St Ext Apt 174
Casciani Immaculate 325 High St
Cooney Wanda 215 Clarion Rd
Dinardo Eileen E 5538 Ridgway Johnsonburg Rd
Frantz John A 507 2nd Ave
Hood Terry L 104 Mary St
Hornburg Welding Pa Rig Service PO Box 94
Kriegel Richard B C/O Law Offices of Mark Jacob Krie
Krug Christopher C 1049 E Ctr St
Mawn Jamie L 617 Third Ave
Miles Dorothy C/O John Kerr 509 Woodland Ave
Moore John 170 First Ave
Olszewski Thomas E, Mary D 301 1st St
Paper City Jubilee 444 Wilcox Rd
Parnell Anastasia 208 1st St
Redmond Sarah F RR 1 Box 97
Riekofsky Harold W 208 1st St
Riley Mark C 226 Cushing Ave
Robinson Marie A 5538 Ridgway Johnsonburg Rd
Sergeant Hannah RR 1
Smith Gwen 719 Bridge St
Tucker Mary E 116 East Ave
Kersey Pa 15846
Bauer Donald PO Box 316
Cowan Nicholas S, Melissa S 112 Dagus Mines Rd
Himes Danielle 230 Kyler Comer Rd
Krise Richard A 207 Hayes Rd
Michale Angelo P Rte 1
Price Jill M 181 Irishtown Rd
Saline Laurie L 460 Main St
Scolari Valia 154 Kersey St
Wheatley Jeanene 58 Griffith Ln C/O Margie Malizia
Ridgeway Pa 15853
Allegheny Color Corp Gillis Ave
Anderson Alfrede 260 W Main St
Arvay Philomena M 1525 Front St
Beers Shawn 208 Jefferson Ave
Boner Loretta M 116 Sherman Ave
Breakey Kinsel H, Mary A SR 02 PO Box 161
Brigger Dan C 128 D Grant Rd
Brunner Walter L, Janice 115 Grant Rd
Byers Eleanor R, Gary S 7190 Ridgway St Marys Rd
Cady Virginia C/O Personal Management Servic 250 West
Main St
Carlson Kelsea M 28 Long St Apt A
Carnahan D K, Gary T 26729 Lake City Rd
Collins Jacklynne 1523 Front St
Darnell John 514 Cherry Ave
Decker Marian 675 Montmorenci RD B−2
Dietz Leona J 21 E Cardott St
Dithrich Robert W 707 Oknefski Rd
Ecklund Tammy Sue HC 1 Box 94c
Elmquist Suzanne 394 Lookout Ave
Forkey Richard, Gladys 524 Hyde Ave
Gardner Martha E 4567 Montmorenci Rd
Geletka Shawnee B, Cheyenne M 3102 Grant Rd
Gorton Roseanne 317 St Marys Rd
Hariharan Ashok N 615 Dewey St
Imhof Patricia, Mary L 15037 Boot Jack Rd
Imhof Raymond & Mary Trust C/O Raymond F Imhof 217
State St
Keyser Timothy Est 203 1/2 Main St Apt 3c
Klawuhn Helen W 115 Metoxet St
Kutsch Dan D Clearview Dr Box 134 I
Lee Victor Apt 418 101 N Mill St
Macdonald Samuel A 238 Monterey Ave
Mancini Theresa G 3102 Grant Rd
Marshall Karen A 28 Long St Apt A
Mimor Mary M 128 South St
Mitcheltree Veronic 26 Ctr St
Murray Diane L 27 Stoney Ln
Myers Christopher J 45 South St
Nelson Bette Jeanne 360 Dewey Cir
Oakes Sherman P, Cecile 215 Ash St
Orton Julia D 18 Penn Ave
Packard Stacey 10134 Rte 219
Peles T J 924 California Rd
Proske Wallace 609 Stonehedge Meadow
Reed Judith M 541 Montmorenci Rd
Rodman Bradley A 197 Commons Ln Apt 608
Shilk Melvin D 107b Grant St
Shugerts Matthew 521 Hyde Ave
Slaughenhaupt Tiffany A 394 Lookout Ave
Smith Marion 214 South St
Sorge Kathleen 268 Euclid Ave
Stilwell Leslie P 217 Stilwell Rd
Tongren Margaret H 225 Depot St
Trumbull Kevin 252 Euclid Ave
Ziegler John L 251 Euclid Ave
Zimmerman Robert L 5 Luray Dr
Saint Marys Pa 15857
Affordable Motor Cars 1095 Million Dollar Hwy
Anderson Kenneth A 759 Johnsonburg Rd Apt 14
Barr William, Robert 138 Poplar Rd
Bauer Steven P, Lisa A 150 Laruh Rd
Bebble Charlotte 428 Ctr St
Benninger Ruth 206 N Saint Marys St
Bluewater Thermal Solutions 118 Access Rd
Bowman William G PO Box 491
Brennen Kayla Ann 1026 Windfall Rd
Brennen Laverne C, Phyllis J Windfall Rd
Cassidy Gay A 409 West Creek Rd
Chase Bernice A 310 W Mill St
Chase Bernice H 310 W Mill St
Craig Debbie L 807 S Saint Marys St
Craig Monica 231 E Mill St
Dehaas Cryder 185 Ctr St Apt 503
Dinger Martha Jane 1026 Windfall Rd
Dinsmore Dustin 290 Toby Rd
Dippold Eric 162 Madison St
E Carbon America LLC 806 Theresia St
Ehrensberger Ray C/O Richard A Ehrensberger
135 N Paul Rd
Eichmiller Dolores Elk Haven Nursing Home
Eichmiller Family Trust Elk Haven Nursing Home
Elk Regional Prof Group 768 Johnsonburg Rd
Erich Irma B 409 West Creek Rd
Fisher Nikkole Rose 633 S St Marys St
Florio Michael 456 W Creek Rd
Gahn Patricia A 834 S Michael Rd
Garner Theodore B 320 Maurus St
Geci Jo Ann 1013 Brussells St
Georgevich Philip G 226 Russ Ln
Gerg C S 420 Washington St
Hernan−Fisher Jennifer 633 S St Marys St
Herzing Eileen M 763 Johnsonburg Rd #1b
Herzing GermaineEst Elk Towers 185 Ctr St
Hnath Grace 121 W Oilwell St
Hoohuli Lopaka K 527 Schissle St
Jacob James J Box 747
John Meyer Life Tenant 120 Lecker Rd
Joseph & Subramany Inc 761 Johnsonburg Rd Ste 130
Kaul Andrew PO Box 233
Koch Steven L 162 Villa Rd
Lanzel Mary Ann 154 Wilson Rd
Leonard Paul 1021 Trout Run Rd
Lucanik Eileen M 138 Parade St Apt B
Mcclinsey P A 600 Virginia Rd
Mckim Scott MD 785 Johnsonburg Rd
Mehalko James M, Nancy Lee 617 N Michael St
Meyer Margaret 871 Vine Rd
Moylan Jane M Sister Mary David 303 Church St
Mullaney Marcella 304 Maurus St Apt B
Olson Robert J 645 Evergreen Rd
Orr Jonathan R 165 Tr Rd
Pastorare Thomas Fire Protter
Pennsylvania Body Box 968
Pennsylvania Frame Box 968
Prechtl Theresa L, Dana D 718 Joseph Rd
Proesl Robert 60 Dippold Ave
Rakiecki Alexander R, Daniel, Adam Christopher
422 Maurus St
Ramstar Enterprises Inc Proforma Innovative One Source
365 Shawmut Grade Rd
Rhines Helen L 113 Poplar Rd
Ridgeview Emotional Recov 763 Johnsonburg Rd
Rieder Irene T 209 Madison St
Samick Gregg A 13 Hauber Ave
Schatz Doris M Ford Rd
Shrubb Nathan 1021 Trout Run Rd
Smith Judith 138 Hemlock Rd
Spiher Lucy 791 Johnsonburg Rd Unit 3
St Marys Auto Body Inc 1021 Trout Run Rd
St Marys Insurance Agency Inc PO Box 32
Stoltz Motor Co 988 S St Marys Rd
Swasta Kristin L 844 Cardinal Rd
Thompson India Lynn 1026 Windfall Rd
Thompson Nicklas 140 Rambler Rd
Wehler Adam 121 Sara Rd
West Creek Machined Components Inc PO Box 576
Wilson Marjorie A 185 Ctr St Apt 803
Wingard Cynthia K, Donald J Bucktail Rd
Wurm Timothy South Michael Rd
Wurn Robert South Michael Rd
Yacabucci Barry PO Box 561
Weedville Pa 15868
Ingram Michael Brent RR 2 Box 298
Myers Michael E 3343 River Rd
Neumann Victoria L, Alan PO Box 46
Shipley Dorothy Est, Charles PO Box 97
Taggart Zelia C/O Eugene B Taggart PO Box 175
Wilcox Pa 15870
Adams Monalee M Kane Rd
Brechtel Timothy A, Arthur T 302 Clarion St
Cornelio Albert 1656 Fritz Rd
Klancer Tirell J, Jeanne PO Box 372
Mellquist Lori 7648 Glen Hazel Rd
Ostrawski Stanley J SR 22 Box 8225
Polaski Lea J 934 Burning Well Rd
Schloder Michael B, Belinda A 172 Folino Dr
Stritenberger Dave 1030 Lockes Hill
Erie County
Albion Pa 16401
Barney Ethel P Est 32 W Pearl St 504
Christensen Daniel G, Stacey L 27 Cherry St
Daugherty Gary 25 Umburn Dr
Edinboro Grange 947,Jeanette Baxter 32 West Pearl St
Apt 223
Fellows Amy, K L Speed Supply M 9819 Cherry St
Horvath Rose 10366 RT 18
James Thomas F, Thomas Mooney 14105 West Cherry Hill
Rd
Kriebel Tammy L 39 Canal St
Lowers Andrew J Patricia M 9500 Sherman Rd
Maddona Julie Jaketic PO Box 35
Michaelson Matthew G 100 Meadow Dr Apt A1
Moyak Lisa 70 N Main St
Parker Gregory A 75 E State St
Patricia Mccormick Ins Agency 24 S Main St
Rupert Jerry 10330 Grandview Ave
Seaton Scott L 24 Washington St
Shick Clyde D PO Box 68
Smith Courtney J 14755 RT 226
Tutak Byron P 10520 US RT 6n
Ullom Sherry A 26726 SR 18
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Corry Pa 16407
Austin Joseph 331 Concord St
Baker Kevin J 771 Tri County Line Rd
Ball Irma M PO Box 66
Bartley Michael W, Leslie W 120 Scotts Crossing Rd
Benson Jacqueline D 213 W Smith St
Blakeslee Roger L 426 W Church St
Bradley Patrick 439 Spring St
Brewer Daniel E 217 N Northwest St
Brink Marjorie A 1302 W Pleasant St
Brown Crawford James, Mark E 54 E Bond St
Cantu Cinda 251 W Pleasant St
Christensen Savannah J 109 Chestnut Dr
Christensen Shirley J 1008 Gamma Rd
Clayton John F 13541 Ridge Rd
Clayton Margaret E 13541 Ridge Rd
Cools Auto Repair 12804 Lovell Rd
Corry Apothecary Inc 114 W Smith St
Corry Auto Auction Inc PO Box 14
Corry Bevrge Distributor 102 W Main St
Corry Chrysler Plymouth, Jeep Dodge Inc 13255 Rte #6
Roosevelt High
Cortez Domingo 20300 Hammond Rd
Counseling Services Ctr Inc Re 45 E Washington St
Frisina Ashley 27 W Frederick St
Frisina Josephine 9 Spring St
Great Lakes Manufacturing 1521 Enterprise Rd
Groves Mariel 124 E Pleasant St
Hasbrouck Karen J 960 Factory Rd
Hornstein Sareita 510 E Smith St
Jewell Douglas E 21 Swart Ln W
Kinney Walter B 144 Wright St
Kosiorek Ester Grace 117 W Bond St
Krieg Amanda 12804 Lovell Rd
Lasalvia Robyn L 12797 State Line Rd
Lutton Gregory M 944 Mead Ave
Maloney James P 124 E Columbus Av A
Masters Physical Therapy 407 N Ctr St
Mcchesney Carl 18338 Cross St
Mccray Bradley 18978 Rte 89
Mccray Joshua 310 Half East St
Medicine Shoppe P 434 North Ctr St
Miscik Jane L 220 King St
Morrow Margaret W 341 Euclid St
New Concepts Contracting Dba 18978 Rte 89
Nichols Shirley A 209 1/2 Mott St
Ossa Jamie 131 4th Ave #C
Petty Michael 17045 Donation Rd
Pike Leona P 618 Concord St
Portice M A 574 Hatch St
Rasey Elizabeth 43 W Frederick St
Ray S Mini Mart 7 E Columbus Ave
Rick Weaver Buick Gmc Truck dba 18978 Rte 89
Root Velva Est Kathy Berry 4 Village Green Dr
Root Velva M 237 Ave A
Root Velva M 4 Iroquois Ave
Sander Brothers, Corry Inc 100 W South St
Sanders Market 826 N Ctr St
Schaefer Harold E 224 Maple Ave
Schrader Marion E 33 W Park Pl
Schwab Frederick, Jane 119 Franklin St
Sekerak Erin Q, James Kaitlyn II, Tyler J 14394 Whitney
Run Rd
Sexton Louis M 224 Maple Ave
Shreve Seth E 13695 W Washington St Lot #5
Sound Destroyer Mat 115 West Park Place
Stahl Minna K, Jack M 44 Oakley Ave
Sweet Amber 36 Reed Rd Lot 6
Underwood Raymond, Kim 1540 Sciota Rd
Vancise Dorothy L 252 W Smith St
Weiner Harry 346 E Church St
Zaphiris William J 647 Wayne St
Zmenak Donna 771 Tri County Line Rd
Cranesville Pa 16410
Gay Alice 238 Charles
Pilewski William E, April A 9580 Fillinger Rd
Robasky Janet J 10035 West Rd
East Springfield Pa 16411
Boothby James P, Samuel E 12338 Main St
Howard Florence 13088 W Lake Rd
Lawrence Laura Lee 12183 W Lake Rd
Nesbitt Neal Wilbur Est 13088 W Lake Rd
Rathbun Gernard D 2947 Happy Valy Rd #24
Reiser George, Jill 3855 Rte 15 #13
Thompason Gilbert I RD 1
Thompson Gilbert I RD 1
Weaver Brenda PO Box 102 11868 Main St
Edinboro Pa 16412
Amtek Inc 10961 Rte 98
Bayley Margarety D 107 Washington St
Bell Andrew 413 Waterford St #221
Bishop Travis 10950 Lay Rd
Buck Craig M, Rae 109 Brookview Dr
Chang Kevin S PO Box 593
Chilcott Elizabeth J Eureka Rd PO Box 10240
Comer Chris T 304 Raspberry Ln
Cross Rilky 25887 Hwy 98
Dearborn Jack L 102 Windy Ln
Demchak Paul Edinboro Manor 419 Waterford St
Eisinger Phillip 2014 Creekside Dr
Eldridge Alexis Jean Highlands 3405c 402 Scotland Rd
Erie Tattoo Convention PO Box 994
Farmer Janice, John 11393 RT 98
Florea Serghei 150 Perry Ln
Flynn Clare L, Marie K, Jason 12381 Fry Rd
Gardner Jennifer S 2500 Leacock Rd
Great Lakes Case Cabinet PO Box 551
Hobbie Warehouse Inc 11750 Rte 98
Hromyak Carla V 12356 Culbertson Ct
Hudak Sharon A 201 Erie St
Ian Wen Chi 300 Waterford St PO Box 593
Karotko Tara P 124 Madeline Dr
Krautter Virgil 7190 Old State Rd
Kruck Daniel 101 Banff Dr Apt 8
Lee Kwangho 500 A Lawrence Towers Apt 500 A
Leonzi Albert P Po Box 41
Lundholm Mollie O 318 Erie St
Mansfield Joseph R 308 Meadville St
Maughn Lori R 240 Hickory St
Mort Josephine E, Karen Keller 117 Peach St
Murphy Donna 5500 Gibson Hill Rd
Murphy Marueen K RR 2 Box 274
Obrien Marianne, Nick 102 Nordmere Dr Apt 22
Paddock Paul D 318 Hillcrest Dr
Panos N 12741 Fry Rd
Paxson Margaret M Box 598
Peterson James A 314 W Plum St
Quarello Genevieve I, Carmen S 121 Sunset Dr
Roseberry Renee 11281 Lay Rd
Rossbacher E F, Emma R Williams 121 Tr Dr
Sanchez Leslie M 201 Erie St
Scott Michele 115 Nordmere Dr
Shaw Sara M 123 Sunset Dr 58
Smock Steve 5151 Neyland Rd
Snyder Spencer J 305 Erie St
Stephens Collette 12510 Blue Spruce Dr
Terhune Deborah L 402 Hillcrest Dr
Ward Robert J 12066 Skyview Dr
Williams J Arthur 11800 Lay Rd
Wilson Clyde O 7766 Crane Rd
Windsor Kenneth A, David R Devine Esq 201 Erie St
Wiser Lucille E 132 Hilltop Rd
Wooliscroft John R PO Box 4
Erie Pa 16501
Applebee Evelyn 825 Holland St
Arthur W Baldwin, Baldwin Brothers 5 W 10th St
Baldwin Rubino Asso Inc 5 W 10th St
Blakeslee Earl RR 3 Edinboro Rd
Bryant Karen L 111 E 11th St Unit 174
Carnot Janet Heard Northwest Savings Bank, Michele D
Cavalier 800 State St Ste 500
Cave Jeff A 1925 State St
Coake Mary 246 W 9th St
Cocuzzi Norma N 111 E 11th St 196
Colao Saverio 2826 Plum St
Colussi Louis 925 French St
Dabney Phillip L 515 State St Apt 111
Daddario Joseph 330 Laird
David E Shapter DDS 128 W 12th St
Davis Joan 12 E 9th St Apt 707
Eaton Nancy L, Methodist Towers Inc 160 West 8th St
Apt 1 K
Emery Judy 111 E 11th St Unit 101
Enterprise Rent A Car 1925 State St
Flick Kenneth 1206 E G
Flowers Richard, Michael Nies 504 State St Ste 300
Frazee Deborah H Northwest Savings Bank 800 State St
Ste 500
Gecac 717 State St Ste 16 Ll
Gemler Victor C 19 E 2nd St
Gilbert Augusta B, Millard 2644 Chestnut St
Goodwill Norman 1358 Buffalo Rd
Hallman Champion Collision Center 1925 State St
Harcourt Marion L Tullio Towers 21 W 9th St Apt 508
Jenkins Rose RD 1
Kleen Sales 1001 State St Ste 1400
Kohn Helen 1611 Peach St #320
Kwiatkowski Helen Est, Michael Nies 504 State St Ste 300
Lang Sean P, Mark A Denlinger Esq Knox Mclaughlin
Gornall & Senn 120 W 10th St
Larock Kenneth 12 E 9th St Apt 205
Latshaw William George 1023 French St
Lav Denis 12 E 9th St Apt 707
Mantiff Erie Hospitality 16 W 10th St
Martz Robert Carl 1611 Peach St Ste 120
Mechem Financial Inc 120 W 10th St
Merkel June R 160 W 8th St Apt 5e
Miller Susann M 111 E 11th St #77
Minerva Med Spa Inc, Healthy Families 1700 Peach St
Miniger Howard, Joyce 619 Hollan
Miniger J 619 Holland St
Molly Branigans 240 W 11th St Ste 401
Morley Sandra J 515 State St Apt 104
Multi Products 2131 State St
Murray Insurance LLC 10 N Park Row
Myriad Core LLC 1001 State St
Mzaiel Riad H 111 E 11th St Unit 105
Narbut Bernard 19 E 2nd St
Neff Dean 149 E 6 St
Otis Creative 1213 Veshecco Dr
Paul J Susko Atty 135 E 6th St
Pauli Douglas C 9125 Perry Rd
Peterson Marjorie 959 N 11
Quinn Shawn K 814 Sassafras St Apt 1
Rhone David 1018 Kahkua Blvd
Rick Weavers Body Shop 1128 W 12th St
Rohan Agnes 805 East 118
Royal Crown Barber Shop 138 W 13th St
Schreiber Lucille B 111 E 11th St Unit 78
Skinner Engine Co Inc 337 W 12th St
Starks Edward F 515 State St Apt 406
Steiner Carla 2511 Oneida St
Sura Ritesh D 203 W 8th St Apt B
Tareq Husain K Alyami 516 Boston Store Place
Taylor Marlene Friendship Apts 111 E 11th St Unit 76
Thornton Louise 23602 W 19th St
Tyczkowski Chester 408 E 1k St
Vandyke Margaret RR 4
Wagner Christel 111 E 11th St
West Neva 515 State St Apt 901
Wilczynska Agnes 322 E 13th
Wright Morton G, Eloise 429 W 2 St
Erie Pa 16502
Agresti David C 317 W 9th St
Agresti Rita M Trust Co Charles D Agresti 319 W 10th St
Alhammary Aiyd 332 W 8th St
Amoroso Esther P 1102 W 10th St
Archer Mary Est 924 W 17th St
Baldwin Jane 1011 Brown Ave
Bamberga Louise 1114 W 10th St
Banks Hans P 910 W 21st St
Beery Mark 2411 Liberty St
Bellary Srikanth 725 Chestnut St Apt 7
Bentz Leanne 1056 W 8th St
Berkebile Gary Wayne, Earl L 227 W 22nd St
Bierbaum Mary C, Emma, Thomas R 552 W 7th St
Bilotti Genevieve, Frank 505 W 18th St
Boehm Gretchen J, Henry R 502 W 10th St Apt 5
Bohman Arthur J Est 211 W 17th St
Brewer Helen L 1052 W 10th St
Brougham Gloria 213 W 17th St
Carlson Eric E 1056 W 8th St
Carncelli Berdina 719 W 23rd St
Carnicelli Louis H 719 W 23rd St
Carolus Adam 2102 Raspberry St 2nd Fl
Caryl Morgan 651 W 10th St
Chaf Nellie Vetrone 1621 Walnut St
Clark Brent 823 W 10th St
Co Sarah Reed Home 2214 Sassafras St Apt 110
Conrad Ethel 229 W 6th St
Corbin Mary A 708 N Park Ave
Correa Anthony J 821 Park Ave S
Cottrell Michael C, Diane R, Erin B, Hallman Champion
Collision 1157 W 7th St
Dabney Phillip L Sr 1243 W 7th St
Dalesandror Rose M 1604 Hickory St Apt 1fl
Delsandro Alfred 1118 W 22nd St
Delsandro Rose 449 Huron St
Deluca Richard 1044 W 20th St
Delucia Ryan 1424 Pearce Park
Depinet Donald 1011 Brown Ave
Donofrio Anthony S 629 W 8th St
Dudenhoeffer Jon R 2419 Poplar St
Ellison Sandra 532 W 10th St
Elser Kenneth C 513 W 10th St
Emling Joan 908 W 22nd St
Feliciano Juan 1148 W 22nd St
Ferguson Holdnack Reporting 357 W 10th St
Fernandes Ronald 2424 Peach St
Fies Melissa J 962 W 16th St 1
Fisher Susan M 655 W 9th St
Fletcher Paige C 706 Myrtle St
Flick Angeline 1605 W 21st St
Fromknecht Marcella H 132 W 23rd St 106
Fuller Brent M 704 W 18th St
Gallagher Christine S 809 W 24th St
Gingenbach Leonella Sr 819 W 8th St
Goldthwaite P A 1758 W 23rd St
Gouldsmith Robert, Carol 819 W 8th St Apt 108
Guthrie Rebecca 503 West 9th St
Hardner Leah 651 W 9th St 1
Haskell James 358 W 22nd St
Henderson Devona R 2051 W 25th St
Henry Mary A, Duane 1450 Pearce Park
Hernandez Pablo 2015 Cranberry St
Hubbell Supply Compa 1502 Sassafras St
Iacovetta Pasqualina, Joseph 1312 W 21st St
Iesue Esther L 132 W 23rd St Apts 206
Jada Clement L 245 W 16th St 1
Jerioski Dorothy 1650 W 22nd St
Johnson Mckinley Est 335 W 18th St
Julien Philip M, Tammi J 1141 W 22nd St
Kane James 1121 W 21st St
Karlinchak Richard J 621 Cherry St
Kifer Laurie 1361 W 9th
King Elizabeth D 910 Myrtle St
Krahe Henry J, Laura 1054 W 21st St
Kuhn David 317 W 9th St
Kumar Saur 537 W 8th St
Lafollette Yvonne, Robert 1248 W 22nd
Lancaster Justin 463 W 8th St Apt 5
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Lee Emmanuel T 2410 Washington Ave
Leone Henry R, Ellen 524 W 17th St
Lewis Lillian 157 W 20th St
Lindberg Mark, Leon 423 W 8th St
Llami Rana A 537 W 8th St
Long Thurman M, Carole E 940 W 7th St
Lrfollette Yvonne 1248 W 22nd
Magoon Carrie L 935 W 24th St
Mao Jie 309 W 8th St Apt 1
Mason Paul 503 W 10th St Apt 2
Matt Krol Construction LLC 1927 Liberty St
Mckenrick Kathryn A 1234 West 21 St
Merry Michael A 1714 Poplar St
Meuser Louis R Est 1114 Cascade St
Miller Lynn R 2314 Sass Apt 910
Mioduszewski Marnen 516 West Tenth St
Morgan Stella Louise 817 Poplar St
Morley Lillian 2407 Raspberry St
Moser Michael T 2509 Cascade
Motter Carrie L 1443 W 10th St Apt 1
Muir Jean T 611 W 10
Murray Lucille A, Edward J 125 W 21st St
Newell Jennifer 1125 W 10th St Apt 2
Nickell Barbara, Hannah 2058 W 21st St
Nixon Tammy T, Gary G 1826 Cherry St
North Coast Foot Ankle 145 W 23rd St Ste 302a
Novello Jane Marie 559 W 10th St
Nunes Mara K 716−718 W 22nd St
Ogbuagu Chidiebere E 147 W 24th St
Olson Daniel J 24182420 Poplar St
Orsefskie Joseph A 2314 Sassafras Apt 1211
Palermo Joseph J 2303 Poplar St
Paparella Luigi 1340 W 25 St
Parmarter Katie 1225 West 24th St
Peter Hardiner & Son Inc 817 Poplar St
Peters Joanne 337 E 8th St
Pirrello Philip, Mary 640 W 17th St
Plaruiz Maria 344 18th St Atp5
Quach Khoa D 922 Myrtle St
Reynolds Susan E 1228 W 21st St
Rhoades Larry, George, Lillian 1012 Raspberry St
Rhodes George, Larry, Lillian 1012 Raspberry St
Richard Edelblut Jr 454 W 9th St #4
Riggle Amy 832 Weschler Ave
Riu Angela R 439 W 5th St Apt A
Robinson Christop 2669 Myrtle St
Rugare Anthony R 655 W 7th St
Salhoff Gerald F 123 W 24th St
Santana Amber D 832 Cascade
Schell Michael B, Gary L 2039 W 24th St
Schertzer Anna M 1414 W 11th St Apt 1
Schuman Harvey A 723 W 18th St
Shea James D, Carmella 2314 Sassafras St
Singh Ambi 551 W 7th St
Skindell Elizabeth 1359 W 10th St
Smith Carol 559 W 10th St
Smith Steven M 416 W 10th St
Smith Virgil M 910 Weschler Ave
Staszowski Sharon 305 W 10th St
Steadman Theresa I 2214 Sassafras St Apt 110
Steinbaugh Sophie M Est 1850 W 22nd St
Tanner Mary Jane 1640 W 21st St
Tatar Est Apt 607 2314 Sassafras St
Tejas Soni 403 W 8th St Apt 1
Thomas Ersilia 346 W 19th St
Thomas Lucille 1246 W 8th St
Timon Vincent Est 923 W 22st
Traut Paul E 920 Cranberry St
Tretter Frances L 420 W 9th St
Tucci Lisa M 721 W 7th St
Ugino Louis 1610 Chestnut St
Vommaro Emily R 1408 Pearce Park Apt 3
Voorhis Terry 412 W 10th St
Wagner Bordonaro 516 W 10th St
Ward Linda 335 W 18th St
Watson Danielle 655 W 7th St
Weiner Suzan 962 W 16th St
Whippy Dip 2527 Chestnut St
Yarbenet Gregory J, Gertrude 631 1/2 W 10th St
Yarussi Michael A 903 W 8th St
Zou Chuan Zhou 913 W 20th St
Erie Pa 16503
Abreubaker Brenda L 440 E 17th St
Adamiako Genevieve 503 E 22nd St
Algahtani Sadd 376 Lovell Place
Allen Ryan 918 W 18th St
Alqahtani Faisal, Sami 376 Lovell Place
Am Meter Co 920 Payne Ave
Anderson Donna 1233 E 19th
Andrews John 1301 Buffalo Rd
Armbruster Cynthia 945 E 10th Fl 2
Atkinson Phillip 427 Ash St
Azhar Zahur U 2219 Wallace St #2
Barnett Hattie 336 E 22nd St
Bassham Gussie L 1805 Parade St
Belczyk Adria 820 Ash St
Berchtold Sylvia 832 E 10th St
Biss Norman 550 E 22nd St
Bryant Essie M 934 E 12th St
Buczkowski Louis A 1332 E 7th St
Bussard Mary J, Frank 747 E 9th St
Butler Australia 821 E 18th St
Carr Effie 161 E 18th St
Carter Dorthy 1216 Girman
Caryl Florence F, Morgan L 1011 E 23rd St
Chamberlin Ronald 788 W 21st St
Chrzanowski Michael F Jr 1023 Polk St
Citifinancial Auto 734 E 8th St
Clark Lorinzo 347 E 13th St
Claudio Joel 1047 E 8th St
Colembeski Mary A 813 E 25th St
Community Bank First Liber 1047 E 8th St
Crosby Veronica 531 E 10th St
Dahl Jenny 305 Lovell Place
Dallmeyer Elizabeth Est 330 E 23rd St
Davis Travis 305 E 21st St
Dick Ruth A 731 Rosedale Ave
Didion Russell 1349 E 7th St Fl 1
Dorsey Thomas 131 E 22nd St
Easter Justin 647 E 11 St Appt 2
Est of Clifford Groom 133 E 24th St
Est of Richard Wolfe 116 E 24th St
Foley Eugenia J 801 E 24th St
Fontecchio Joseph J 502 E 23rd St
Gardner Robert, Isabel 344 E 23rd St
Gibbons Larry P 917 Wayne St
Goodwin Tiffany 530 E 22nd St
Graham Robert 713 E 10th St
Green Cathleen 329 E 8th St
Griffin Julianna M 649 E 13th St Apt 2
Groom Clifford 133 E 24th St
Gutowski Victoria 2310 Perry St
Hansbrew Mitchell R, Mitchell 324 E 25th St
Hara James O 921 E Ave
Heidelberg Robert E 632 Perry St
Hicks Jerry R 517 E 24th St
Hicks Melanie A 914 E 20th St
Hllupczynski E S 832 E 10th St
Hull Robert 727 E 22nd St
Interstate Security Inc 2310 State St
Johnson Bx 425 E 18th St
Johnson Othella 241 E 10th St Apt 3
Johnson Steven E 436 E 24th St
Jonczyk Walderma 1327 Atkins St
Jones Shadaya 804 Payne Ave
Jordan Mary 504 E 22nd 2nd Floor
Jordan Tim W 831 E 24th St
Justka Darlene 734 E 8th St
Kelley Russell E Est 226 East 10th St
Kennerknec Clarence 130 E 25th St
Klugiewicz Salome 1440 E 7th St
Kuhler William E 341 E 10th St
Kurylek Beckie, Bettie 713 E 10th St
Kurylek Bettie 713 E 10th St
Lamaye Matthew A 440 E 9th St
Lapeusz Srah 101 E 21
Larson Kevin M Est 455 E 11th St
Lewis Alan P 1114 E 11th St
Lewis Michael P 931 E 9th St
Lezama Miguel A 201 E 21st St
Liddell Jennifer 921 Wallace St Apt 3
Lunney Judith A 847 E 25th St
Magee Damon A 345 E 7th St
Malanowski Martha F 702 E 14th St
Malburg Raymond 1010 Wayne St
Manning James 852 E 24th St
Manus Rochelle 831 E 24th St
Mateen Hasan 520 E 9th St
Mcadorv Claudett, Carmilla L 828 E 24th St
Mccowan Grace 1325 E 8th St
Mcgill Catherine 1433 E 7th St
Meade Barbara 1233 East 19th
Moffett Carroll 421 E 23rd St
Munzal Gumma 620 Reed St
Neduchal Josephine 1319 Lynn St
Nice Shot Inc, Daniel G Tercho 920 Pennsylvania Ave A
Ohara James 921 East Ave
Omni 1413 Parade St
Pacley Nikisha 829 E 23rd St Down Stairs
Palombi Theresa M, Theresa 2140 Warfel Ave
Pelkowski Rose A 321 E 13th St
Person David F 417 E 12th St No B
Piatkowski Frances K 1106 Parade St
Piazza Gilbert S 508 E 7th St
Pomorski Ignatius 1110 Brewster St
Quinn Theresa 2421 German St
Quirk Martha 760 E 7th St
Ramirez Nancy 1430 E 19th St
Ratiu Daniel 409 E 11th St
Rea Norma J 1233 E 19th
Rentway Inc 1107 Hess Ave
Rider Kathleen S 345 E 7th St
Robins Thomas A 335 1/2 E 17th St
Roszkowski Alfred, Mary 606 E 9th St
Santanalewis Francisco 720 Wallace St
Seabrooke Toby 618 E 14th St
Smith Richard 921 Wallace St
Smith Xavier 1004 Wallace
Snell Geneviev T 2120 Parade
Sobczak Helen F 738 1 2 E 11th St
Sornberger Kevin R 1019 E 9th St
Stover James E Jr 1302 Ravenwood Ln
Synder Elizabeth 1019 E 10th St
Szkoda Alois Frank 740 E 10th St
Szumigala Albert C, Estelle Est 501 E 18th St
Tate Patricia A 1263 Buffalo Rd
Thompson Carolyn 353 E 24th St 1st Fl
Tomcyak Julia L 1413 E 7th St
Toth Brian L 1406 E 8th Apt 3
Tripi Cash Carry Erie 1418 E 12th St
Turner Roxanne 1004 Wallace
Tuszynski Jessie G 706 E 11th St
Vanlaven Leo, Julia 721 E 23rd St
Vincent Jon S 750 E 19th St
Vogt Ruth 1103 Brown Ave
Wagner Wesley 670 Hess Ave
Warren Charles 650 E 24th St
Wawrzyniak Teresa G, Henry J 1347 Lynn St
Whipple Kim 452 E 14th St
White Robert, Ruth 721 E 7th St
Williams Amber 721 Payne Ave
Williams Jeanette 913 E 25th St
Wolf Ervin Est 643 E 12th St
Wolfe Richard 116 E 24th St
Yang Chu 918 E 8th St
Yarbenet Douglas 1319 Lynn St
Zawistowksi Anthony 452 E 15th
Zglinski Stella 750 E 13th St
Erie Pa 16504
Ahenger Robert D 1026 E 38th St
Anthony Mark 327 E 27th St
Arenas Carlos 1280 E 28th St
Banister Donald, Addis 116 E 31st St
Bazelczuk Witold W 4210 Davison Ave Apt 301
Beason Lavell 924 East 26th
Beaumont Tammy 5001 Wattsburg Rd
Becker Mary L 155 East 28th St
Bergquist Roger 1422 E 34th St
Bonadio Margaret L 430 E Grandview Blvd Apt 217
Brandon Elizabeth L 3914 Tuttle Ave
Brewster Ciaran 764 E 41st St
Brigaman Alexander 1244 E Arlington
Britt Kara M 3024 German St
Brkic Fehko 2622 Brandes St
Burger Elizabeth Louise 628 E 38th St
Burke Marie S 430 E Grandview Blvd Apt 19
Cabaday Joseph J Est 3907 Lewis Ave Apt 7
Carpet Craftsmen 141 E 26th St
Carr Kenneth R 4049 Pine Ave
Catalde Vernetta A Est 2624 Parade St
Cates Idris 3201 Wallace St
Chofnacki Irene J 4220 Davison Ave Apt 312
Cirino George E 3939 Pine Ave
Clarke Raymond C 752 E 30th St
Crossman Lucille 3939 Pine Ave
Davis Christopher 3818 Sunset Blvd
Denial Rose M 4410 Lake Pleasant Rd
Ditrich Michael J 631 E 28th St
Dreisbach Mary L 719 E 31st St
Eddy Shirley H 4210 Davison Ave Apt 412
Einhipple Frances 607 E 26th St #133
Erie Cleaning Systems 549 E 37th St
Erie Federal Credit Union 1939 E 38th St
Erie Transportation Services Inc 1229 E 26th St
Est of Robert Formic 3224 Marvin Ave
Fale John Elakie 1259 E 35th St
Fanning Rose Mary 552 E 34th St
Figurski Joseph 2834 New St
Flagella Rachel L 3028 German St 1
Florence Weiss 3110 East Ave
Formic Robert 3224 Marvin Ave
Fox David 2625 Parade St
Gerono Elaine 250 E Lakeview
Gilbert Jason B, Kim N Roth Cadillac Inc 743 E 41st St
Glennon Tonya M 613 E 29th St
Grandalski Joseph R 1146 E 30th St
Greenawalt James 1279 E 37th St
Grippo Kathleen M 3213 Pine Ave
Gustafson Jon D 846 E 41st St
Hartken James J, Linda R 552 E 34th St
Hay Richard, Anne, Richard Sr 435 E 36th St
Heberlein Lillie M 823 E 30th St
Held Carl W 4112 Sunset Blvd
Held Victoria 3217 French St Fl 1
Hemme Helen E Est, James 122 E 29th St Apt 1
Hinton Dessiree 2629 Wayne St
Hollands Bobbi 1039 E 37th St
Hollenbeck Christopher A 3911 Essex Ave
Huggins Rebbeca 1244 East Arlington
Hunter Janet 607 East 26th St Room 264
James Florence 114 E 32nd St
Jeffress Allison G 1329 E 37th St
Junie Sophie A 856 E 26
Kacnerski Josephine Est 823 E 30th St
Knowlton Priscilla S 2314 Sassafras St Apt 1409
Kowalczyk David W 1210 E Arlington Rd
Kowalski Gerald F 1213 E Grandview Blvd Apt Ft
Krs Realty Company 460 E 26th St
Lagasca Sandra 2815 Pennsylvania Ave
Lake Erie Fanfare Inc 1218 E 38th St
Lamp Christy M 244 E 22nd St
Lascek Theodore J 1411 E 32nd St
Lewis Nathan P 931 East 32nd St
Lindsey Errol J 958 E 30th St
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Longo Oscar 146 E 38th St
Love Linda A 1423 E 32nd St
Martin Esther 327 E 28th St
Mccartney Dale 437 E 35th St
Mcnellie F M, Jennifer F Mcnellie 4129 Woodbine Ter
Moore Frances 2817 Perry St
Mosley Joshua 167 Boynton St
Mozdy Barbara L 3832 Pennsylvania Ave
Msadoques Maryann 3907 Dexter Ave
Nardo Joseph 1234 E 27th St
Nardo Joseph Est 1234 E 27th St
Nies Rita Ann 28 E 34 St
Northwest Behavioral Healthnet, Thomas Kirkwood
138 E 26th St
Odonnel Glayds T 839 E 26th St
Orlemanski Richard J 828 E 35th St
Orton Charlotte A Est 502 E 33
Padd Mironda G 146 E 31st St
Paris Ryan 3818 Sunset Blvd
Perkins Katherine E 446 E 36th St
Perkowski Frances 738 E 36th St
Pierce Kimberly A, Michael A 2637 Wayne St
Rafaloski Mary M 952 E 32nd St
Rainey Dawn 714 E 33 St
Ranowieski Florence P 2705 German St
Reisenweber Keith 4210 Lake Pleasant Rd
Richey Andrew 556 E 34th St
Rinn Patrick A, Debora P 1039 E 34th St
Rizzo Lucy C 4210 Davison Ave Apt 122
Santi Judith A, Anthony, Michael 246 E 29 St
Schlotter Shannon L 1280 E 27th St
Sementilli John F 807 E 33rd St
Shelton Sparkle 1207 E 26th St 1b
Spaeder Shirley A 533 Montroyale Dr
Stewart Jimmie L 1273 E 35th St
Stiftinger Frances 4138 Burton Ave
Studor Donald 445 E 28th St
Thaler Norman J, Ila M 842 East 29th St
Vossler Esmeralda 3202 French
Waldron Elisa 3036 Marvin Ave
Warner Ione 4728 Lake Pleasant Rd Bld
Weiss George T 3110 E Ave
Whippo Terry 113 E 41st St
Zawadski S 3606 Burton Ave
Zboch Bernette B 330 E 38th St
Zeiber Andrea L 341 E 33rd St
Erie Pa 16505
Allen Stoneware Gallery LLC 2602 W 8 St
Althoff Arthur A Jr 4023 Oxer Rd
Anderson Leroy E 1004 Oregon Ave
Andrews Mark 3419 Clifton Dr
Around The Clock Child Care 2741 W 8th St
Atwell Arden Rea, Laura 411 Hardscrabble Blvd
Austin Peter S 712 Linden Ave
Barstow Richard 1832 W 8th St
Barton Scott 1122 Oakmont Ave
Baxter Mildred A 3524 W 11th St
Bilecki Melanie L 3524 W 11th St
Billings Dorothy M 2136 W 6th St
Brabender Robert C Esq 2741 W 8th St Ste 16
Brinling John J Jr 1522 Sumner Dr
Brown Ladonna J, Donald W 1688 W 12th St
Brown Michael J 202 Crystal Point Dr
Brown Robbins Betty 3624 W 12th St
Brown Robert 4180 W Lake Rd
Buchanan Jacquelin Irwin 2005 S Shore Dr
Buck Valerie 3231 W 13th St
Busch Janice A 1136 Western Ln
Captain Mary 1745 W 15th St
Carson Cynthia A 719 St Clair St
Chase Isabel R 1704 W 8th St
Clark Carolyn M 1470 S Shore Dr
Coles Jeannette H 1318 Tower Ln
Colvin Clarence L, Stephen 1707 Brookside Dr
Community Resources For Independenc 3410 W 12th St
Cool Aaron 1818 Cole Dr
Crane Amy B PO Box 8902
Crozier Frances M 715 Beaumont
Dakas Jeffrey 400 Wilkins Rd
Darby Lillian V 1423 Chelsea Ave
Davis David 526 Lincoln Ave
Davis George 607 Montpelier Ave
Davison Lisa A 1236 Taki Dr
Dey Kathleen D 802 Potomac Ave
Dimarco Anna M 717 W 18th St
Empire Car Audio 2730 W 12th St
Endure Corp 2501 W 12th St #224
Erie Bronze Aluminum PO Box 8099
Ferl Mary J 562 Perinella Dr
Flick Rose Ann R 2185 W 8th St
Forbes Bob A 6351 W Lake Rd Apt 151
Forbes Lois H, Bob A 6351 W Lake Rd Apt 151
Fuhrman Eleanor M 322 Washington Pl Apt 209
Garloch Edward 326 Colorado Dr
Gartner Margaret A 5211 Wolf Run Village Ln
Gebhardt Budd H, Mary E 2535 S Tracy Dr
Gifford Barbara 1028 Adams St
Gingenbaugh Barbara 507 Shawnee Dr
Glowacki Management Co 2950 W 12 Th St Ste 50
Goldberg Robert 412 Shawnee Dr
Grappy Loretta M 1121 Hartt Rd
Grimm Natalie M 1123 Oakmont Ave
Groh David J 2659 W 6th St
Grubbs Julie M 823 Oregon Ave
Guthleben John 1641 S Shore
Hain Margaret M 804 Wedgewood Dr
Halsaver Mariah T 456 Kahkwa Blvd
Hanzelka Margaret 1825 Oxford St
Hathaway Primrose D 911 Douglas Dr
Hbkw Inc 1250 Tower Ln
Heard John 408 Oregon Ave
Heighes Bonnie E 1413 Hartl Rd
Heintzel Diane E 573 Conti Dr
Helminski Gail B 1526 Drake Dr
Hertel & Brown Physical & Aquat 1337 W 6th St
Hewitt Marguerite 1628 Clifford Dr
Hoff Anna O 610 Clifton Dr
Holland Daniel J 1120 Western Ln
Hong Tom 545 Lincoln Ave
House Kelley Anne, Richard A, Kari Lynn 1405 Ardmore
Hoyt Diedra J Est 1216 Ardmore Ave
Huber Irene L, Fred R 1822 Woodland Dr
Huber Michael W 1317 Potomac Ave
Huber Ryan PO Box 8713
Irish Aau 2403 W 8th St
Jenkins Jay L 812 Wedgewood
Jerioski Sherri L 327 Marshall Dr
John V Schultz Co Inc 2402 W 8th St
Johnson David R Sr, David R, Jody R, Jenna Raye
628 Zephyrave
Jordan Mary W 2004 S Shore Dr
Kane Rachel 1709 W 14th St
Kappelt Eric G 401 Beverly Dr
Karwashi Janina 5997 Arborwood Ln
Kawaski Gloria J 1303 Oakmont Ave
Khoury Joseph G 4116 Commodore Dr
King Michael T, Marcie L 610 Ardmore Ave
Klinesmith Misty 638 Algeria Rd
Koledin Kathleen M 624 Sommerheim Dr
Kontis Nancy 4020 W Lake Rd
Konzel Christine 6419 Old Farm Ln
Kovalesky Lillian, Leo R 821 Delaware Ave
Kremer Donald M Est 2955 W 15th St
Larson Jeanne 619 Pittsburgh Ave
Lechner Mark D 1324 S Shore Dr Apt 602
Lee Gerald D Jr, Kelly Ann 6363 Lake Shore Dr
Lehman Jeanne, Fred 1827 Millfair Rd
Mallick Evelyn 619 Lowell St
Mancuso Mary 3302 W Lake Rd Apt 112
Marshall Susan 322 Washington Pl Apt 203
Massey Robert 1615 W 8th St
Mayer Darrell W 227 Roslyn Ave
Mccain Charles R Jr 2511 S Tracy Dr
Mccleary Dorothy 4023 Oxer Rd
Mcgee Jason 908 Fillmore
Mcguire Michael 6354 Meadowrue Ln
Mcinnis D Hall 3302 Baer Beach Rd Apt B 15
Meekins Dorothy 3515 W 10th St
Menig Richard H PO Box 9365
Meyer Nicholas Wolf Rd
Miller Thomas W 233 Seminole Dr
Minadeo Mary 434 Clifton Dr
Minerva Med Spa Inc 2501 W 12th St Ste 23
Monahan Jack 506 Beverly Dr
Moon Buffet, Burns Burns Asso Inc 3123 W 12th St Ste A
Moore Harold 717 W 18th St
Moorehead Carol P Case Mgt Support Svc 2185 W 8th St
Moraga Anette 1734 Brookside Dr
Msadoques Michael 1707 W 15th St
Muniyappa Ramesh MD 4060 Chilton Ct
Namey Joseph J Jr 715 Lincoln Ave
Nathan Kruse Memorial, Valerie Buck Trustee
3231 W 13th St
Nientimp Mary 428 Ardmore Ave
Nieznany Elizabeth A Est 1691 W 13th St
Northwest Pennsylvania Ind Resour
1250 Tower Ln Lake Rd
Novak Ruth Urban 911 Shenk Ave
P B Root & Co 2305 S Shore Dr
Pagliari Joseph R 1750 W 14th St
Parsons George T Est RT 1 W Lake Rd
Penoyer Genevieve 401 Chelsea Ave
Peters Heather A 6420 Downhill Dr
Phillips Thomas 422 Montpelier Ave
Piernot Robert M Est 2308 W 8th St
Pontzer Jennifer, Patrick Peter Hardner & Son Inc
514 Vermont Ave
Przybycin Walter 2547 W 8th St 112
Ranken Gaston 558 Long Pine Ct
Razanauskas James 402 Lincoln Ave
Readable Not 6351 W Lake Rd Apt 151
Reichter Karen L 6328 Meadowrue Ln
Reinhardt David P 820 Potomac Ave
Rhone William, Marie 1018 Kahkwa Blvd
Robbins Fin Servs 3624 W 12th St
Roberts Dean Jr 2709 Ganzer Ln
Rodak Michael P Est 1135 Western Ln
Rollinger Edna Mae 1676 W 13th St
Romero Eduardo Juarez 1534 Taki Dr
Rossi Eric 1228 Mcconnell Ave
Rutkowski Joan F 631 Connecticut Dr
Sambuchino Julia A 322 Washington Pl Apt 217
Schaefer Alexandria 2324 S Shore Dr
Schaefer Lorene F 2324 S Shore Dr
Schanz John P 3302 W Lake Rd Apt 211
Schenker John Jr 4840 Hartley Ave
Schierberl Zachary T 705 Chelsea Ave
Schneider Cecelia L 814 Wedgewood Dr
Scott Douglas T 1255 Taki Dr
Servpro of West Erie County 2775 W 17th St
Settino Helena 533 Indiana Dr
Shovan Cecilia M 603 Delaware Av
Skal Betty 615 Maryland Ave
Smolik Sarah 545 Lincoln Ave
Snippert Inc 2665 W 8th St
Somerder Mildred, Robert Est 422 Zephyr Ave
Spear Andrew 1903 W 8th St Ste 264
Spellman Marlin J 3278 W Lake Rd
Spiegel Management 2950 West 12th St Ste 50
Stapf Barbara J 512 Cherokee Dr
Starr Grace J, Kathleen M 4727 Wolf Rd
Stevens Donald S 6025 Overlook
Swanson William 161 Kelso Dr
Sweny Herbert 1324 S Shore Place 808
Talbot Philip, Kristina R Dodrill 1526 Drake Dr
The D’s Inc 3040 W Lake Rd Apt 1
Tomczak Mark PO Box 9332
Torres Maribel 1104 Montpelier Ave
Tretter Christopher 413 Seminole Dr
Ukasik Denise L 1117 Garloch Dr
Ultimate Therapy Salo 905 Peninsula Dr
Velez Allison M 1534 Taki Dr
Velocity Net Comm Inc PO Box 9008
Wagner Annette Lake Erie Ob/Gyn Inc 2501 W 12th St
Walther Maureen F 2540 W 8th St
Waste Management Inc 2950 W 12th St Ste 50
Wehman Laura A 323 Shorehaven Dr
Wells Fargo Ins Yorktown Centre 2501 W 12th
The Commons Ste 9
Wilkenson Genevieve 303 Pittsburgh Ave
Will Theodore L 832 Linden Ave
Williamson Tiffany 411 Kelso Dr Apt 48
Wisniewski Anna 1332 Harper Dr
Wojeski Victor J 1015 Ardmore Ave
Wojtalik Jennifer 317 Beverly Dr
Wolf Run Village Condominium, Glowacki Mgmt Co 2950 W
12th St Ste 50
Zielinski Jean 1411 Harper Dr
Erie Pa 16506
5605 Wrr LLC 5739 W Ridge Rd
Aseno Maureen A 2268 Pinnacle Ct
Baker Graeme C 3605 Tanager Dr
Baran Brianne M 3406 W 32nd St
Bawon Walter 3251 W 43rd St
Belivea Catherine A 3121 W 40th St
Bemis Scott K 3409 West 40th St
Biel Maryann 3626 Mckee Rd
Bochicchio Colleen A 4175 W 32nd St
Boorum Mandy 2962 Willowood Dr
Bowers Sandra M 4525 Cedarwood Ct
Brabender Richard F 2651 Willowood Dr
Brooks Thomas 3104 Caughey Rd
Brooks Vance B Est 3104 Caughey Rd
Budilovsky Ludmila 3030 W 38th St
Burhenn Madison J 4940 Sir Hue Dr
Capito Gregory 4170 Stone Creek Dr
Captain Dent 3323 Aberdeen Ave
Carson Dorothy H 2380 Village Common Dr Apt 108
Cavaliere William 3036 Marcella Dr
Chase Home Finance 2929 Ct Ave
Cimino Ricky D 3207 W 38th St
Colburn Florence M 5040 W Ridge Rd Apt 815
Coleman Arnell W 2611 W 23rd St
Community Resources for Independ, Tim Finegan
222 Fillmore Ave
Condrasky Louis 5317 Jason Dr
Consiglio Maria D 4886 Old Sterrettania Rd
Cowan Ginger 2929 Ct Ave
Curtze Edwin J 3401 Asbury Rd
Dantuluri Sivanaga V 2796 Carleton Ct
Davalle Carolyn A 436 Dale Dr
Delavern Matthew D 3323 Aberdeen Ave
Depoty Marjorie A, Kate B 2380 Village Common Dr
Apt 301
Doherty Michael A 2973 Ivy Ln
Dolhi Alan D 2846 Burgundy Dr
Dougan Richard H 2608 Eastwind Cir
Dudley Carol A 2828 Mckee Rd
Edwards Michael B, Crystal A 3010 Pleasant Valy Dr
Evans Susan 599 Hardscrabble Blvd
Express 3939 W Ridge Rd Ste D−1
Fagan Patrick M, Emily G 2312 Lakeview Dr
Fargo Jeff L 2719 Country Ln
Ferrara Rosemarie 2626 Westwind Ln
Finneran Dylan M 4730 Oak Bark Ct
Fischer Mark A 3802 W 32nd St
Forbes Bob 2514 W 25th St
Gearhart Carol A, David 3946 Protane Blvd
George Margaret E, Matthew E 5438 W Ridge Rd
George Matthew E Est 4065 W Ridge Rd Lot 6
Gigliotti Frank R 3039 Coleridge Dr
Good Matthew W 3030 Garland St
Goodman Paul H 5320 Christina Dr
Grignol Dale 4304 Amherst Rd
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Haefner Brigid Marie, Alyson M 5149 Merilee Dr
Halupczynski A, Bashm Investment Club 3255 Kingston Ct
Hanmore Joy 3520 Hampshire Rd
Harmle Lawrence A, Jolene S 3813 Blossom Ter
Hearing Charles E K 2201 W Grandview Blvd
Heberle Marianna 4215 Dion Ct
Hemme Richard Arthur 3609 Stoughton Rd
Hornstein Guinevere 4004 Pacific Ave Apt 319
Hultman Elsie M 4855 W Ridge Rd Apt 2120
Hutchins Michael C 4205 Prestwick Dr
Jackson Mary A 3902 Blossom Tr
Jeffress William 4500 W 38 Th St
Johns Robert E 2904 Mckee Rd
Joyce A White Trust Agreement 3614 Bellaire Dr
Kane Nicholas Lee 2333 Loveland Ave
Kantz Rita A 2507 Azalea Cir
Karic Milan 5087 Ridgedale Dr
Kaus Elizabeth Parkside 3929 W 38th St
Kennedy Ronald D 2975 Tamarack Dr
Kinney Karen 3442 W 42nd St
Lampros Athanasios John 4066 Aveniel Ct
Leos Car Wash Inc 2938 W 26th St
Leschorn Barbara 3234 Regent St
Lesonik John A 3212 Ct Ave
Lindenberger Robert C, Margaret C 3711 Guilford Dr
Little Lisa A 3830 West Ridge Rd
Lupo Robert, Amy 3918 Blossom Ter
Lutsch Raymond Est, Doris 5006 Grubb Rd
Lyle Eric 3022 Hidden Ln
Machuga Michael, Mary E 3520 Old Orchard Rd
Macisaac Antoniette 3219 Ct Ave
Mahoney W K 3915 Caughey Rd
Marz William, Gary 3101 Elcorto Way
Mastellar Elizabeth, Ellen 5228 Abington Way
Maurer Scott 4065 West Ridge Rd
Mccrea Eric D 2804 Concordia Dr
Mcgovern Ann M 5092 Ridgedale Dr
Mcintosh Jimmie 4644 Village St
Mendes Stacie 3740 Dominic Dr
Metsy Norman G 5031 W Ridge Rd
Milevich George E 3920 Canterbury Dr Apt 11
Miller Marjorie L 3362 Alpine Dr
Miller Robert E 638 E 23rd St
Milliron Beverly A 3108 Zuck Rd
Mir David J 3939 W Ridge Rd Suite B30
Nasca Leonardo S 3173 W 40th St
Nelson Jean L 2829 Colonial Ave
Nyitrai Daniel J 2677 Willowood Dr
Ocampo Grande Elmer Jason 2331 Santa Maria Dr
Olverson David S 2380 Village Common Dr Apt 102
Partusch Corenna N 4214 Alison Ave
Plonski Bernard, Judy 2907 Berkley St
Pobudinski John 2911 Hemlock Dr
Prischak Douglas J, Cielo M 3508 Zimmerly Rd
Ptak Terriann, Keith R 3012 El Corto Way
Rea Bonita 2540 Colonial Ave Apartment #5
Renner Lydia J 3825 Volkman Rd
Renninger Linda H 3029 Ct Ave
Rieger Barbara 2615 W 21st St
Riley Sharon 3829 Calico Dr
Robie Eleanor 3051 W 23rd St
Rodgers Edgar A 2996 Willowwood Dr
Roesch Robert J 2380 Village Common Dr Apt 123
Russell Arlene 2268 Jamestown Dr
Ruuska Waino 3118 Zuck Rd
Rys Daniel 3504 Breezeway Dr
Salchak Nicole 5005 Zuck Rd Lot 33
Scarpitti David 4003 Canterbury Dr Apt 3
Schauer Wade A 2702 Peach St
Schehr D Est 3342 W 40th St
Schenker John M 4004 Pacific Ave
Schickling Judith Fay 2512 Loveland Ave Apt 8
Seibold Marian R, Marian 2316 W 32nd St
Seifert Jean Est 2942 Arcadia Ave
Sherosky Nancy J 4004 Pacific Ave
Shimek Damian D 3508 Colonial Ave
Smajlagic Fadila 2409 W 29th St
Smajlagic Fikret 2206 Lowell Ave
Smajlagic Redzifa, Fikret, Ressul Dedic 2409 W 29th St
Spencer Janna Lynn, Jeffery 3143 W 32nd St
Stanley Betty M 3929 W 38th St
Starks Judith L Golden Living Ctr 4850 Zuck Rd
Stevens Michael E 4417 Forest Glen
Strickland Brian 3724 Colonial Ave
Superior Motor Inc Collision C 3030 W 38th St
Swanson Clarence H 2820 Mckee Rd
Swanson Clarence H, Irene D 2820 Mckee Rd
Teed Daniel J, Anna, James P, Marjorie, Timothy J
4336 W 28th St
Thomas Brian 4715 Idyllbrook Ct
Thomas R Brooks Thomas R 3104 Caughey Rd
Thorndill Dolores M, Bennett 2637 W 32nd St
Tracy Marguerite W 2534 Lilac Ct
Valvoline Expr 2938 W 26th St
Varasso Leona 2820 Atlantic Ave
Vedula Murali 2314 Lakeview Dr
Vegunta Prasad G K 4255 Neptune Dr
Warnott Delores Estate 2727 Feasler Ave
Weber Harriet E 2913 Highland Rd
West Ridge Family Practic 4535 W Ridge Rd
Williams Melanie A 4054 Canterbury Dr
Wise Dora P 6112 Garries Rd
Wowczuk Andrew 4301 Alison Ave
Yochim Miriam 3211 Amherst Rd
Young Dorothy 3757 Timbercrest Ct
Young Michael S, Scott K 3028 Pinetree Terr
Zafirova Adriana 3729 Stirrup Dr
Erie Pa 16507
Achievement Center 101 E 6th St
Alghazali Asad J 1014 E 5th St Apt 2
Bailey Mary 434 W 2nd St
Baker Katherine E Est, John C Brydon Esq 300 State St
Ste 300
Balog Susanne N 517 E 6th St
Baumgartne Wilbur J 403 East Ave
Bayfront Open Mri Ltd 410 Cranberry St Ste 120
Bell Frank 547 E 4th St
Benson Elaine F 305 Poplar St
Bernard Stuczynski Attorneys 234 W Sixth St
Betz Geoffrey MD 817 W 2nd St
Bharwani Ishwer 406 Peach St
Boam Jon C 1041 E 4th St
Bresslin Jeff 1131 W 4th St
Brotherson Christine Sue 1011 W 6th St
Burdick Randy 126 Hess Ave
Burris Dale E 901 W 4th St Apt 17
Champion Stacie M 601 W 4 St
Cook Darrell 710 E 6th St
Cornell Heaven 234 W Sixth St
Dejesus Jon 429 W 6th St
Dimarco Anna M 1116 E 3rd St
Diplacido Donald, Schultz Marketing 317 W 6th St
Dixon Alfred 630 W 4th St Apt 1
Drake Ronald L 560 3rd St
Dunn Suzanne B 1210 W 6th St
Edwards Page Ida L 809 W 4th St 2nd Fl Rear
Erie Community Credit Union Darin G Kurelowech
250 E 6th St
Erie Pharmacy Sga 2011 817 W 2nd St Apt 2
Everetts Derek 429 W 6th St
Felton Leon B 434 W 2nd St
Finley Frank J, Ritchie T Marsh Esq 300 State St Ste 300
Flemings Lolita 218 Poplar St
Footwarmers Biz 100 State St
Fredrychowski Joseph Dean 749 E 5th St
Fredrychowski Joseph Dean, Carol J 747 E 5th St
Gallagher Morgan, Thelma 1055 W 6th St
Gaudenzia Erie Inc 414 W 5th St
Ginnery Steven 405 Ash St
Gpx Inc 3 Niagra Pier
Graham Eva P 437 W 2nd St
Green Matildia, Robert 637 W 4th St
Greens Marine 133 E Dobbins Landing
Gregory Vivienne 511 East Ave
Habas Joseph E 44 Hess Ave
Hamilton Tammy 502 Chestnut
Harris Randall 218 Poplar St
Heinrich Irene 432 E 4th St
Hetico William Est 1054 W 4th St
Hickman George 945 W 3rd St
Hopkins Tess M 149 E 4th St
House Helen 441 W 3rd St Apt 103
Hoydic Phillip J 560 E 3rd St
Jensen Christ Est 217 Poplar St
Jeska Walter T 560 E 3rd St
Jones Fred 350 E Bayfront Pkwy
Kauchen Pegina 312 Reed St
Keenan Jeanette R 712 W 4th St
King Melanie A PO Box 1596
Koehler Brewery Square LLC 100 State St Ste 440
Krauchen Joseph A 312 Reed St
La Kari Jeannette L 1010 W 6th St
Lake Erie Womens Center 215 Holland St
Malc Dwyer Elizabeth Esquire 337 W 6th St
Mccracken Clara 1012 W Bayfront Pkwy #222
Mccreary Jeanine 225 Parade St
Mckinnie Kenya K 1007 W 3rd St Apt 1
Mcquillen Chevrolet Buick Pontiac Geo 419 East Ave
Medicor Associates 104 E 2nd St Julie Kohler
Meenihan Regis J 521 E 3rd St
Michalski Alan 429 E 4 St
Mokwa Kimberly A 109 Hess Ave
Montalban Angel P 516 Hess Ave
Morrow Ernest 427 Light House St
Morrow Hosea, Rosie 510 1/2 Wayne St
Moss Brenda J 432 Myrtle St
Neal Una L 341 W 2nd St
Paragon Promotions Inc Tri City Fire Safety Guide
201 German St
Poniatowsk 443 E 3rd St
Poniatowski Lucille 443 E 3rd St
Postreich Richard 402 Parade St Apt 2
Pusa Veronica L 616 W 4th St 2nd Floor
Ross Albennie 418 Wilson St
Roznowski Jean 517 E 4th St
Rust Christopher G 419 East Ave
Rusterholtz Laverne, Howard 106 E 3rd St
Sabolsky Eric A 426 E 2nd St
Schauenberg Trevor, Kyle 3 Niagra Pier
Schmid Jared L, Gary L 10 E 4th St Apt 114
Schmidt Dorothy 1136 E 2nd
Schneider Thomas 210 West 6th Apt Ph 46
Sculley Marian 114 E 4th
Senor Coyote S Cantina Grill 319 State St
Simon Kathy, Timothy 339 E 2nd St
Singaraju Vamsi 141 E 4th St
Singaraju Vamsi M 410 Holland St
Smith Nicole M 413 W 5th St Apt 2
Stepchuk Viktor 716 E 6th St
Stonewall Curtis, Patricia 448 W 2nd St
Sundy Benedict J 1115 E 3rd St
Sundy Frances 1115 E 3rd St
Sundy Frances R, Benedict 1115 E 3rd St
Taylor Cynthia L, John C Brydon Esq 300 State St Ste
Terrill Richard, Enza 523 W 4th St
Truschel Ruby 1054 W 5th St
Vanhouten Heather Brotherson 1011 W 6th St
Vega Timothy M 308 Hess Ave
Vollrath Norma 421 Ash St
Wasielewski Sophie 117 Parade St
Wozniak Mary L 516 Plum St
Yonczak Lleselott 728 E 5th St
Zang Man 235 W 3rd St
Erie Pa 16508
5 Central 3230 Harvard Rd
Adams David 814 W 33rd St
Alexa Martin J 3009 Auburn St
Alexander William B 1054 West 31st St
Allgeier Stephen T 216 Goodrich St
American Fitness 1596 W 38th St
Bailey William F 1437 W 32nd St
Baron Miller Judith A 3914 Sassafras St
Bauer Shirley M, John F 920 W 27th St
Bifulco Anthony 2615 Liberty St
Blackman Filomena 2628 Elmwood Ave Rm 115
Blakeslee Earl R 1312 Patterson Ave
Bland Jeremy 1033 W 28th St
Bradley & Wallen 2007 West 32nd St
Brockett Suzanne M PO Box 3050
Brown Sidney Est Brown Gerald 326 Craig St
Bryson Shawn D 917 W 26 Th
Burnell Stacey 1036 W 27th St
Capito Charles E 1002 W 26th St
Carlson Jeanne M, Elmer S 1641 W 32nd St
Carr Jeffrey E, Lisa M 2668 Chestnut St
Carter Winifred, Carole 333 W 28th St
Celline Darlene 3712 Allegheny Rd
Chiodo Jonathan J 1415 W 33rd St
Collision Central at Roth 544 W 31st St
Cook Lillian D, Linda J 3857 State St
Cook Linda J 3857 State St
Cottrell Patricia E 627 W 32nd St
Culotta Paul W 3909 Schaper Ave Apt
Dalton John E 3518 Auburn St
Dececco Martha 1144 W 30th St
Dececco Olga 1148 W 30th St
Defelice Andrea 1443 W 38th St
Dermatology Asso Erie 3416 State St
Desanto Brian J 959 W 37th St
Dirienzo Emily 1351 W 30th St
Dollinger Gerard T Est 2622 Cochran St 1st
Donofrio Pauline 2644 Hazel St
Doyle Thomas E, Albert 21 W 39 St
Drescher Marguerite, Louis H PO Box 3361
Drmc 1334 W 38th St
Eckert Patricia L 1215 W 33rd St
Edwards Anona 2643 Schley St
Emelogu Ikechi 3309 State St Apt 5
Engel Eileen Md 3926 State St
Falkewitz Thomas P 2669 Peach St Apt 3
Fanning Rose Mary 1844 W Grandview Blvd #105
Fiorenzo Robert M 1404 W 29th St
Froess Frances 2647 Poplar St
Gambatese Michael A 2965 Poplar St
Grack Carol A, Gary A 3317 Eliot Rd
Gray Walter 3001 Peach St PO Box 10502
Great Lakes Family Medici 3530 Peach St
Grignol Annette 1752 W 29th St
Grimaldi Frank 2647 Schley St
Gruey Elizabeth I 1366 W 32nd St
Gundrum Clare J, Agnes K 3428 Melrose Ave
Harmon Viola 3031 Liberty St
Hedderman Thomas M Jr 120 W 38th St
Hetherington Janice M Est 3027 Charlotte St
Hinton Debra 3939 Gdn Ave
Hodge Wilson S Est 4114 Schaper Ave
Holdsworth Cynthia J Est 2956 Peach St
Hopwood Carley A 1211 W 31st St
Huambachano Juana 1019 W 31st
Iarussi Nicole D 302 Cascade St
Insler Harvey P 3619 Peach St Apt 8
Jimerson Jena J 3815 Sassafras St
Johnson Bradley F, Wayne G 16 West 32th St
Johnson Florence Est 9 Kellogg St
Kimple Katie 936 W 34th St
Kindle Edmund M 2905 Poplar St
Kirk Gregory S 2615 Maple St 2nd Fl
Kramer Margaret J 936 W 29 St 1 Fl
Kroh Fayette 1210 W 30th St
Lombardi Charlene 1031 W 28th St
Loparo Nathaniel 1002 W 26th St Front Apt
Luciano Dominic, Irene 2114 W 37th St
Lumia Anthony J, Genevieve E 1445 W 35th St
Lumia Genivieve E, Anthony J 1445 W 35th St
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Mansfield Kathryn E 124 W 26th St
Mansfield Roxanne Shellea 1907 W 26th St 1
Marino Evalyn 3909 Schaper Ave Apt
Martinez Gladys PO Box 3891
Martucci Annmarie 2629 Hampton Rd
Mascaro Glenda 4114 Schaper Ave
Mc Goey James R Jr 7 W 41st St
Mccarthy Thomas 3009 Elmwood Ave
Mcintyre A H 3306 Post Ave
Mcsweeney Thomas J 1116 W 34th St
Mialka Adella 2686 Peach St
Minnis David L, Mary 318 Metz St
Morris Evelyn 1318 W 26th St
Mp3that 3953 David Rd
Murphy Edward L, Dennis P 3521 Auburn St
Nancianne Williams 2902 Poplar St
Neiderriter M 3503 Eliot Rd
Newton David W, Etta L 2667 Chestnut St
Oblom Marlene D 3511 Washington Ave
Olsieski Joseph G 2834 Glenwood Pk Ave
Orsetti Beatrice Est 3502 Cherry St
Pagliari Joseph R 1750 W 14th St
Patricia Hawthorn N 1334 W 28th St
Pennzoil 10 Minute Oil Change 1501 W 26th St
Peterson Elisabeth 1709 W 38th St
Quirk Nicholas A Est 2937 Peach St
Raleys Carpet & Upholstery Victor C Raley
3621 Zimmerly Rd
Rettger Gerald P 2615 Maple St
Rite Aid Pharmacy 3716 Liberty St
Rosenthal Joseph G, Marie A, Marcia M
3021 Greengdn Blvd
Rozansky Robert 1334 W 38th St
Rozansky Robert J 1134 W 38th St
Ryan Judith A 2813 Emerson Ave
Samick Robert L, June M 1650 W 36th St
Sandmeyer Bruce 1415 W 38th St
Schrader Martha 1551 W 29th St
Schrader Martha B Est 1551 W 29th St
Schroeck Bernard A 360 W 29th St
Scott Christine 1121 W 29th St
Sebald Steven 4015 Beech Ave
Seibold Celeste 3008 Auburn St
Smathers Bambie 2985 Peach St
Spaeder Timothy M, Marlene A 4127 Trask Ave
Stanford Frances D 1957 W 34th St
Steele James R Mcclelland Family Practice 3530 Peach St
Ste Ll1
Stillman Belinda A 1330 W 26th St
Stone Christine 1351 W 30th St
Straub Patricia, Thomas 630 W 29th St
Sys Trucks 2678 Maple St
Tevald Elizabeth K, Joyce A PO Box 3709
Toomey William, Jane 1725 W 30th St
Toth John A 3320 Cascade St
Trombettas Fine Furniture Inc 1608 W 8th St
Vendeitti Chester J 3502 Cherry St
Wantusiak Marek 2806 Hampton Rd
Webb Jonathan, James M 2653 Cherry St
Weber Harris Ford Lincoln Mercury Inc PO Box 3050
White Alexander D 818 W 34th St
Will Amanda L 3417 Allegheny Rd
Wilson Joyce A 2656 Chestnut St
Wozniak Mary L, Kathryn Michele Hess 2929 Post Ave
Zink James 1949 W 32nd St
Zurn Christopher A 13 Horton St
Erie Pa 16509
Albert Lina M 7875 Bargain Rd
Alfreda Prochowski Trust Golden Living 1521 W 54th St
Almisky Nabil S 5374 Pinehurst
Alpha Omega Holding Fund Inc 1166 Greenfield Dr
Anderson Jean B 7411 Hollydale Dr
Arndt Patricia 2455 Wager Rd
Avery Thora A 4601 Glenwood Ave Apt 303
Bagnoni Dean 2800 Chelsey Dr
Bauer Dorothy E 5348 Cray Rd
Berchtold Donald 4416 Cherry St
Bobsein Brent L 1691 Granada Dr Apt 13
Bohrer Natalie 1812 W 50th St
Bonadio Gretchen A, Robert R 851 Weber Ln
Boyd George W Jr, Emma T 2613 Dunford Way
Breon J Douglas D 165 S Oak Ridge Cir
Bretz Craig J 646 Hilltop Rd
Broadbent Kathleen M, John P 2670 Hershey Rd
Brown Angelia 1840 W 51st St
Bruno Anthony J, Arlene 1643 Davis
Brunton Margaret 8480 Lake Pleasant Rd
Buchanan Tod R 1541 West 42nd St
Bucko Michelle M 8190 Pagen Rd
Burnley Betti L 2141 St Andrew Dr
Bush Mary E 4420 Washington Ave
Buzzard Charles E 407 Stuart Way
Campos Pytlarz Rosaura 652 Hilltop Rd
Capito Paul 801 W Gore Rd
Carlson Madison Thomas, Kimberly 1433 Bear Creek Ln
Chamberlain Rebecca J 4516 Allegheny Rd
Christensen James L 1125 W 40th St
Church Murdock Electric Box 10908
Clark Richard 6026 Glade Dr
Clark Turos 5995 Buman Rd
Claunch Kristen A 867 Kruger Ave
Cnac 4022 Liberty St
Collision Central at Roth 5711 Peach St
Colussi Louis A 1178 Spring Valy Dr
Cornerstone Insurance Inc 8530 Oliver Rd
Coughlin Nicholas, Amanda 1223 W 40th St
Crespo Mariliana 5112 Maryjos Way
Danowski Kylie E 5250 Richmond St
Dayhoff Karen L 4644 State St
Deangelo Alexis 622 W 8th St
Dedionisio Raymond M 4509 Allegheny Rd
Denisco Rose 2323 Edinboro Rd Apt 317
Dhanuka Mayank 1412 Bear Creek Ln
Drew Rosemary 4104 Harvard Rd
Drexler Catherine, George 1636 W 39th St
Drexler George Est 1636 W 39th St
Eller Minnie RD 4
Erie Computer 4225 Peach St
Ethridge Margaret L 1775 Townhall Rd W
Express Care Erie 2938 W 26th St
Extendicare Homes Inc 1267 South Hill Rd
Feldman Helen M, R Vendetti 3820 Liberty St
Findley Andrew 4221 Ellsworth Ave
Fitzgerald Margaret 1557 W 40th St
Forman Susan 4601 Glenwood Park Ave
Freeman Marilyn C, David M 3220 Hickory Ln
Fuller Abbey L 1552 W 45th St
Garland Marion W, David C 116 Hillcrest Ave
Glass James M 8335 Perry Hghwy
Gnsc Erie Western 1500 Ardmore Blvd #101
Gonzalez Henrietta 2301 Edinboro Rd
Great Lakes Motor Co 7541 Peach St
Greenaway Estella C 139 Sheridan Ave
Groner Russell D 8705 Perry Hwy
Guest Joseph R, Roger A 1807 Treetop Dr Apt 8a
Gulu Sebastian 8218 Highline Blvd
Guthrie Robert 5906 Sun Ct
Hagan Michael D 1719 W 41st St
Hain Kelly M 1820 Zimmerly Rd Millcreek
Hall Arnold, Cathy 531 Hull Dr
Happy Buffet J Inc 5618 Peach St
Henry Jeanne M 1679 W 45th St Apt 103
Herron Ayrn L 1849 W Gore Rd
Hill H 415 Ridgeview Dr
Hillman Virginia, Wayne 2455 Wager Rd
Honard Bruce D 4019 Elmwood Ave
J Olszewski Scholarship Trust 1178 Spring Valy Dr
Jenders Michelle 1696 Treetop Dr Apt 7b
Jezerinac Joseph 5200 Henderson Rd
Jimenez Julie A 5751 Washington Ave
Johnson Iris 8541 Hawick Rd
Joint Christina M 4109 Rilling Ave
Jordan Tomasine 5127 Kates Way
Kemm Anna Est 2323 Edinboro Rd Ste 278
Kern Edward F, Mary A 225 Anderson Dr
Krzewinski Linda 5106 Richmond St
Kubeja Eugene D 1267 S Hill Rd
Lachesky Ellen 3928 Cherry St
Legion Wholesale Supply 4818 Peach St
Leube Virginia R 6212 Meridian Dr
Levick Lillian H, I Erwin 4913 Cherry St
Littlefield Loraine E 5373 Niemeyer Rd
Locastro Leonard L Jr 4602 Peach St
Lucas Ronald, Carl 1636 W 39th St
Lui Edmond 1807 Treetop Dr Apt 7a
Lyons Lillian R RD 5 Old French Rd
Mannarelli Leo 5751 Washington Ave
May Catherine 10450 Wales Rd
Mccullough Margaret E 2323 Edinboro Rd Unit Gh30
Mcgill Shirley E 4601 Glenwood Park Ave Apt 502
Mcgrath Lynn 5331 Cherry St
Mclallen Milton 4602 Wynburne Ave
Mestrio Melissa D 1263 Belle Village Dr South
Minocha Jyotsna 1412 Bear Creek Ln
Moore James K 905 W Gore Rd
Muggalla Nagasomeswar 5136 Club Hourse Dr
Murch Donald P, Geraldine 3812 Cherry St
Murphy Yvonne Y Est Ste 461 2323 Edi
Narducci Mary F 415 Hilltop Rd
Noah Dennis 1503 Sunrise Lake Apt 14a
Nowak John A III, John A Jr 8111 Lake Pleasant Rd
Olson Elmer G, Betty J 3180 Flower Rd 16509
Omar O Al 5946 Jodie Ln #2
Onorato Miriam E 712 Gold Ave
Pamin Joann M 1635 W 41st St
Pentycofe Natalie A 4727 Haven St
Phillips Robert W 1630 Charles St
Pikiesicz Esther A 2323 Edinboro Rd Apt 110
Poetry Forum 5713 Larchmont Dr
Pohl June 630 Young Rd
Portenier Betty L 3948 Cherry St
Pradhan Yadnyesh S 1711 West Grandview Blvd Apt #C
Prittie Colleen E 4904 Summer St
Prochowski Alfreda 5424 Herman Dr
Prunkard Donald E 2323 Edinboro Rd 368a
Qin Yun 5200 Henderson Rd Apt 801
Quinn Patricia Y 2323 Edinboro Rd 351
Radov Wes 4022 Liberty St
Renwick Mary I Est, Sharon Skelly Exec 3806 Greengdn Rd
Residence Inn Erie 8061 Peach St
Rhineberber E C 8209 Timberwood Ln
Rhodes Antiwon M 5711 Peach St
Rice Robert J Est 1824 W Grandview Blvd Apt 106
Roddy Robert 3929 Davenport Ave
Rusnak Andrew J, Susan E 930 W Gore Rd
Ruth Haurwitz Trust 2323 Edinboro Rd Apt 110
Salamonsen Laura 109 Belmont Ave
Sanford Charles R 8330 Morehouse Rd
Sasi Sreela 2508 Bison Rd
Schaaf Charles F, Eva S 532 W Grandview Blvd
Schneider William J 5701 Mill St
Schoenberg Rose L 4601 Glenwood Park Ave
Schultz Gail D 5344 Martin Rd
Schulze Frederick Apt #356b
Scotts Corporate Services Inc 2225 Downs Dr Fl 6
Seekings Jeannine E 2323 Edinboro Rd Ste 112
Seitzinger Donald D, Marion M 2323 Edinboro Rd 360b
Senior Helpers 4627 Greengdn Rd
Shauberger Violet, John 5144 Lexington St
Shelatz Janine 1530 Kuntz Rd
Shi Wei Min, Dawei 5200 Henderson Rd Apt 801
Siegel Martin H, Inga H 2323 Edinboro Rd Ste 401
Silvis Thelma I 1530 Northcrest Dr
Skelly Sharon Executor 3806 Greengdn Rd
Smith Dorothy 4810 Haven St Apt 303
Smith Trudi 5833 Southland Dr
Spafford Kenneth C, Janet C 8774 Laurel
Stafford Benjamin S 6061 Lake Pleasant Rd
Stanczak Anthony, John 4322 Allegheny Ste 401
Staub Cassie L, Nancy J 5735 Henderson Rd
Stein Maryann 72 Pinewood Ln
Sterling Penn Hills 5735 Henderson Rd
Stetson Melanie 4506 Greengdn Rd
Stoffan Thomas J 8374 Wattsburg Rd
Stoner Robert F 1155 W Gore Rd
Sturrock Eldon V 2323 Edinboro Rd Ste 105
Suerken Paul 872 Hilltop Rd
Superior Motors Inc 5615 Peach St
Superior Motors LLC, Superior Toyota 1849 W Gore Rd
Szumigala Teresa M 5833 Cobblestone Dr
Teed Marjorie A, Ann M 1255 Spring Valy
Thomas Gordon C 8758 Perry Hwy
Thomas James R 4022 Beech Ave
Torres Anielis 1503 Sunrise Lake Rd 6b
Tutak Desiree C 8333 Edinboro Rd Apt 2
Veres Erica K 1750 Penelec Park Dr Apt 6
Vincent Fierro Jr DO 5451 Peach St
Walsh Colleen J 5033 Cider Mill Rd
Walsh Meggen A 1655 W 40th St
Waltz Daniel N 1807 Treetop Dr 14a
Wang Xuefen 8150 Oliver Rd
Watt Lori 5105 Exeter Rd
West County Auto Inc 7951 Hamot Rd
Wheelchairs More 5638 Peach St
Will David A Jr 8773 Old Waterford Rd
Will Deborah, James 2511 Hillborn Rd
Wilson Judy 8218 Highline Blvd
Wolf James, Mary 14647 Daisy Meadow St
Wolfram Jenifer A 948 Hilltop Rd
Yang Fan 1811 Treetop Dr Apt 7a
Young Nathan 1482 Nicholson St
Zhu Xingyu 8150 Oliver Rd
Zimmerman Daniel S, Ray A, Kathleen, Nancy J
7470 Henry Rd
Zimmerman Susan T, Carl L 312 E Gore Rd
Erie Pa 16510
Allred Jennifer 2509 Saltsman Rd
Almrahij Najah 1834b Buffalo Rd Apt 4
Alvarez Adriana 2141 Union Ave
Anderson Lamar 1917 Camphausen Rd
Averill Kyle 2425 Prospect Ave
Averill Stewart 2122 Pear St
Banimansour N 1834b Buffalo Rd Apt 4
Banton Wendy M 1839 Nagle Rd #9−2
Bargan Auto Sales 2817 Buffalo Rd
Barger Patricia 2732 E 32nd St
Beaugard Mary 2047 E 18th St
Bennett Alice V 2106 Eastlawn Pkwy
Blount Marcellous F, Marcia E Hallman Champion Collision
2416 June St
Boone Clara 1934 Linwood Ave
Brandt Dorothy 2027 Wagner Ave
Bridgham Jean M Est 8956 Kuhl Rd
Brooks Kobie 2215 Market St
Buffalo Road Sunoco 2267 Buffalo Rd
Buman James B 8771 Kuhl Rd
Calkins William 7037 Sta Rd
Carrier Sylvia 2218 Water St
Carter Robert V Jr 3325 Mingo Ave
Caylor Lorraine B, Raymond E 2502 Parker Ave
Chapman Carol 2255 Brooksboro Dr
Chase David W Jr 1735 E 38th St
Chmielewski David 4740 Ridge Pkwy
Christopher Karen M 4012 Freeman Rd
Cmieptillc I−90
Coccarelli Louis S 4018 Page St
Collision Central at Roth 1966 E 18th St
Connecto Electric Inc 3716 Mcclelland Ave
Country Fair Inco 2251 E 30th St
Country Fair, Dale Lunberg 2251 E 30th St
Coverdale Derek R 2246 Brooksboro Dr
Crawford Raymond 2250 E 33rd St
Cycle City of Erie Inc 2814 Buffalo Rd
Delano Mark J 3817 Gay Rd
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Ditzler Jeremy Joseph 2024 Eastern Ave
Doc Holidays Country Cara Louse 4646 Buffalo Rd
Doc Holidays Country Jaclynuse 4646 Buffalo Rd
Duska Anna S 2718 E 44th St
Earl Eric 1961 Prospect Av
Ericsson Betty Jane 2055 Norcross Rd
Evans Mary S 2612 E 32nd St
Fesmire Reese L 4019 Page St
Fitzgerald Margaret 3525 Cumberland Rd
Foley Robert 4107 Longview Ave
Gaines Lizzie M 1901 E 18th St Apt 6
Gambill Stephanie F 3225 Mcclelland Ave
Gernovich Phillip A, Trisha 4917 Cherryboro Dr
Glus Erik P 4119 Nancy Ave
Gorski Adrian J 3954 Leprechaun Ln
Granger Tom 2708 Pear St
Gulick Kiel 2212 Brooksboro Dr
Habib Mohamed S 2007 E 18th St
Haglund Mary E 1808 E Grandview Blvd
Harrison Leaha C 1725 Prospect Ave
Heating Corp Glenn Electric 2111 E 30th St
Heidleberg Robert 2250 E 33rd St
Hockeer Susan K 2612 E 32nd St
Hofstetter Kim, Diane Rewers Freedom Families
2140 Victory Dr
Hohman William D, Mary Ann 3852 Mingo Ave
Hooks Mike 1917 E 18th St
Huntwork Gladys 2373 Clark Rd
Janicke Rosemarie M 1606 E 20th St
Johnson Brenda 15219 Buffalo Rd
Joint James 1545 East 26th St
Jones Sharon 2007 Franklin Ave
Jones Thomas R 2787 E 30th St
Juliano Margaret O, Frank V 8603 Kirsch Rd
Kadhim Nassar A 1808 Buffalo Rd Apt 5
Kandasami Kanmani D 2340 E 43rd St
Kane Carolyn, Daniel, James 4244 Genesee Ave
Kane Michael R 4856 Daniels Rd
Keddie Patrick 2814b Zimmerman Rd
Keem David J 4241 Backus Rd
Keough William J 5256 Ridge Pkwy
Koch Joseph 2503 Sta Rd Apt 315
Kurien Mattackal S, Susan 8844 Beech Tree Ln
Lavery Martha L 1638 E Grandview Blvd
Lee Earline 2046 Buffalo Rd
Legenzoff Evan 2403 E 44th St
Lehner Joseph F 3216 Buffalo Rd Lot 13
Lewis Deborah A 3363 Sterling Ave
Lowes Robert, Ruth 5680 Wales Rd
Luther F M 3712 Dynes Ave
Lyle Mary 8 Prospect Ave
Mahon Elsie D 2114 Eastern Ave
Maille Colleen 2250 E 33rd St
Mcgee William W 2908 E 32nd St
Medina Lucila, Juan 2105 Willow St
Mercado Tierra 5072 Buffalo Rd Apt 4
Miller Anthony J 1931 Cook Ave
Miller Margaret 2931 E 31st St
Mindek Hunter N 4224 Freeman Rd
Mohammed Irshad 3626 Zimmerman Rd Apt 3
Nguyen Joshua J 1709 Fairmont Pkwy
Nordstrom Louise 2908 E 32nd St
Noudu Bharani K 3626 Zimmerman Rd Apt 5
Oconnell Albert W 3360 Woodrose Ln
Omnisonics Medical Tech Inc 5325 Kuhl Rd
Ott Kayla 1838 E 33rd St
Pacinelli Joseph A 2613 Bird Dr
Parfenyuk Pavel 1684 Winslow Rd
Paris Glenda J 2333 Nagle Rd
Pashel Geoffrey 5248 Wiltsie Rd
Peters Cheryne A, Dale A Krahe Bros Collision
2034 Cook Ave
Pierce Justin 2125 Buffalo Rd
Pituch John F Jr 2475 Bliley Rd
Pucser Lorena M 4341 Carney Ave
Quigley Daniel 10876 Wales Rd
Ramanna Rohan 3204 Rose Ave
Raymond Ben 2102 Camphausen Ave
Rewers Diane M C O Diane Rewers 2140 Victory Dr
Robinson Roxanne 2025 East 18
Santiago William 4231 Fargo St
Schwalbendorf Stacy Lynn 3708 Depot Rd
Scott Ida Janet 4109 Wagner Ave
Senger Michelle 2817 Buffalo Rd
Simmons George III 1960 E 18th St
Sims John 3984 Roxanna Dr
Skalos Lori A 298 Sky Dr
Smerker Jennifer L 2135 Union Ave
Smith Kathleen D 5489 Buffalo Rd
Sonney Shelly G 4740 Knoyle Rd
Specialty Quality Me PO Box 7335
Stankiewicz Wendy 46 Maplenut Ln
Stans Garden Center 5001 Buffalo Rd
Stone Kelly 2772 E 30th St
Sullivan Helen 3764 Harbor Ridge Trl
Trabert Marion M 4309 Koehler Rd
Vert Markets Inc 5340 Fryling Rd Ste 101
Vogt Harold 9126 Sta Rd
Weibler Marjorie 1602 Buffalo Rd
Wells Eleanor A 4210 Bird Dr
Wilkinson Mae 3855 Hereford Rd
Will Deborah, Joseph 10157 Wales Rd
William J 2406 Cumberland Rd
Williams Brian A 1820 Schaal Ave
Williams Perry J 1722 Glendale Ave
Williams Wesley P 1957 Linwood Ave
Woodard Charlie Jr 1938 Glendale Ave
Your Hometown Pharmacy 3106 Buffalo Rd
Zank James H 1923 Ctr St
Erie Pa 16511
Adams John 322 Chestnut St
Adams John 323 East Ave
Ahlschlager Joan T 4664 E Lake Rd Apt 212
Alvarado Margarita 2035 A Gladstone Ct Apt 6
Andalora Mary 3805 Field St
Around Clock 6420 Lakeforest Dr
Atkin Margaret 3908 E Lake Rd
Bauer Helen 1235 Boyer Rd
Bell David L 703 Silliman
Bend Dolores C 620 Tyndall Ave
Beskid Nicholas, George, Joseph, Peter 2003 E 2nd St
Big Nickel Invesmtent Club 1231 Smithson Ave L P
Bingham Gertrude 864 Napier Ave
Blackhurst Carol 869 Boyer Rd
Bmw Financial Services 390 Joshua Dr Apt 2d
Bretz Joseph M 630 Boyer Rd
Britton Rita 510 Lake Ave
Brock Dwane 508 Pkwy Dr
Brzezicki Bernice 138 La Salle Ave
Burkhardt Benjamin, Julie 857 Napier Ave
Cabeza Cabeza Jose A 1136 Seneca St
Cline Clifford, Marion 5435 E Lake Rd
Cohick Laura 1027 Rankine Ave
Crandall Jean 7762 E Lake Rd
Depalma John F 728 Fair Ave
Eisweirth Urban James II, Rose Marie 1903 E 8th St
Erie Chamber Orchestra 116 Walten Pt
Fife William 1235 Rankine Ave
Fillyaw Eloise 2135 E 10th St Apt 3a
Gardner Maria 690 Walbridge Rd
Gardocki Joseph J, Irene M 40 Carters Beach Rd
Garr Hedwig T 410 Joshua Dr Apt 1b
Getschow Sidney 3717 E Lake Rd
Glasgow Marion J 3910 Iroquois Ave
Great American Health Plans 1527 E Lake Rd
Harcourt Marion 857 Newton Ave
Herkules Usa Corp 4693 Iroquois Ave
Houlse Richard E7498 N Shore Dr
J Rake LLC 1525 East Lake Rd Ste 700
Kandukuri Ravindra R 390 Joshua Dr Apt 2d
Killion Carolyn 406 Haly St
Kirk Gladys M 4517 N Woods Dr
Konetsky Kimberly, Joseph 3816 Morse St
Lake Erie Somckers 620 Boyer Rd
Larson Carly J 524 Silliman Ave
Liebau Kristi A 4010 E Lake Rd
Loucks Allen 400 Joshua Dr Apt 1c
Love Anne B 2003 E 2nd St
Macdonald Patricia, Robert 1107 Tacoma Rd
Mansfield James 4392 S Shore Dr N
Marks Landscaping, Mark W Gulczynski 5436 E Lake Rd
Martin Agnes W 5416 E Lake Rd
Mcgregor Ernestine G 1079 Newton Ave
Miller Christopher C, Kris D 610 Parkside Dr
Morrison Irene 107 Lowry Rd
Ober Alice M 107 Lowry Rd
Parker Jon S 1024 Newton Ave
Reed Harold J 1235 Priestley Ave
Reese Barbara 214 Chautauqua Blvd
Rizzo Chad M 316 Pkwy Dr Apt 2
Rzodkiewicz Wendy 411 Lowry Rd
Sanders Tim 1903 State St
Sanders Tim 323 East Ave
Schmock Isabel, Carl 854 Priestly Ave
Schwars Scott C 454 Parkside Dr
Shorehaven Personal Care Home, Ludens Fin Svcs
3525 Main St
Simpson Mary 6467 E Lake Rd
Skelly William G, Erin L 1056 Rankine Ave
Smerick John F 214 Eagle Point Blvd
Smith Carmen I 5456 E Lake Rd Apt 236
Spangler Lisa 802 Burkhart Ave
Spring William J 7460 Beechwood Ln
Strader Williams Janna L 1925 Lake Side Dr
Sullivan Michael J 140 Kraus
Taley Robert B 618 Nagle Rd
Tenney Geraldine 1120 Seneca St
Thompson Adele, Mary Andalora 3805 Field St
Thorwart Helen B 2003 E 2nd St
Tutler Mary B 2003 E 2nd St
Vamos Frederick J 144 Euclid Ave
Vandyke Clair 213 Haly St
Wargo Maryann Lawrence Park 2622 Wolverine Ave
West Jennifer 2301 Lakeside Dr
Williams Elisabeth B 984 Parkside Dr
Williman Delorice 2135 E 10th St Apt 3a
Wnokowski Leonard J, Amelia E 4217 E Lake Rd
Woodworth Margaret A 429 Parkside Dr
Yi Chi 802 E 8th St
Erie Pa 16512
Advertising Fed of Northwestern PO Box 1402
Braddock Donald PO Box 6586
C A Curtze Company Attn Christopher Holmberg
PO Box 797
Golden Mark PO Box 2073
Gray Michael J, Kathleen S Michael Admin PO Box 762
Hayes Charles W, Svetlana PO Box 4
Heberlein Arthur F PO Box 6239
Jones Frederick J PO Box 98
Mason Jon PO Box 123
Medicor Epn PO Box 489
Obrien Kristy PO Box 246
Oneill Sean PO Box 193
Parker Ins Mgmt PO Box 4097
Parraway Frank PO Box 325
Teed Edward L Est 1st Natl Bk of Pa PO Box 769
Erie Pa 16514
Bothwell Thomas A PO Box 10247
Fmc Technologies 1602 Wagner Ave PO Box 10428
Gwennap Elizabeth A PO Box 10665 983 Riddlewood Rd
Lemac Pkg Inc PO Box 10788
Lloyd Pamela PO Box 11142
Luchin Janet M, John A PO Box 10846
Merwin Robert F, Betty M PO Box 10608
Pietras Michael F PO Box 10621
Psb Industries General PO Box 1318
Sadoques Michel M PO Box 10503
Seaway Electric Supply 1928 Wager Rd
Erie Pa 16546
Charity Bryheem 501 East 38th St
Lake Erie Region Conservancy Lerc 501 E 38 St
Stoneback William H 3808 Briggs Ave
Erie Pa 16553
Roche William J PO Box 8480
Erie Pa 16563
Ariyoshi Eri Psu Behrend Mb 1458 47
Patriot Collision Center 28 East Ave
Schlosser William 10650 Park Ln
Stine Kristin, Brian 28 East Ave
Yuksel Aslihan 5091 Sta Rd
Yuqi Cai 4701 College Dr #1128
Erie Pa 16565
Aoyama Japanese Steak House 970 Millcreek Mall
Jain Lee Inc 485 Mill Creek Mall
Wagle Shivanand Towneplace Suites By Marriot
2090 Interchange Rd
Fairview Pa 16415
Aac Core Concepts 7283 Autumn Ln
Agresti David C 6378 Echo Hill Ln
Agresti Kara A 5154 Glen Meadows Dr
Albaugh Mary Anne 6155 Bridlewood Dr
Altman Marion, Willis, Alan W Gregg 6831 W Haskell Dr
Amos Harry J 71 Orchard Dr
Aulenbacher Dorothy L R Dsterretta
Babel Douglas B, Dolores E 6731 Richardson Cir
Bernhard Robert A MD, Marilyn 1935 Campden Way
Black Tammy T 6896 Sheffield Dr
Bolla Dan 7242 Willow Way
Borczon Dennis 6155 Bridlewood Dr
Calhoun Charles M 5423 Sebago Dr
Chereson Suzanne E 3182 Hemlock Ct
Cosper Lula 1810 Apple Dr
Cres Trust Angela, Laurel A Hirt PO Box 378
Cres Trust Christina, Laurel A Hirt PO Box 378
Demarco Denise L 1851 Dutch Rd
Didio Strait Maria P 5473 Granite Ln
Dolan Lorraine K 550 Dutch Rd
Dudas Stacia L 7050 Krieder Rd
Engel Rebecca J 6621 W Ridge Rd
Fairview Shell 7484 Main St
Fensel Julie Marie 900 Dutch Rd
Figgies 6990 W Lake Rd
Forsman Marilyn A 6641 Richardson Rd
Halpern Melissa Beth 1640 Pinewood Dr
Handman Kenneth James 245 Gateway Dr
Harrington Dennis E 8440 Neuburger Rd
Heckathorn Alice A 2031 Dutch Rd
Hirt Laurel A PO Box 378
Hovis Richard PO Box 112
Kephart James 2771 Avonia Rd
Kern Charles A, Genevieve 6704 W Haskell Dr
Kiehl Mary M 5518 W 50th St
Liccardi Pamela A, Keith M 890 Greener Pl
Mcbrier Dr 144 Holly Dr
Mclanahan James J 6000 Avionia Rd
Metcalf Beverly T 100 Holly Dr
Murray Deborah 1030 Mulberry Ct
Nyberg Daniel 2030 Getz Rd
Odonnell Dennis D, Virge O 5391 Sunrise Cir
Oglevee Sandra M 5501 Stone Run Dr
Parker June A Est 6721 Walnut Creek Dr
Petrone Carol L 5630 Fairln Dr
Pitonyak Richard J 7728 W Ridge Rd
Podpora John J PO Box 336
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Porter Stephen 51 Stephany Rd
Schuster Jennifer M 7560 Water St
Scobey Charles Est 44 E Main St
Scobey Charles R 7352 W Ridge Rd
Spicer Kay North 550 W Dutch Rd
Sundy William Est Fairview Manor 900 Manchester Rd
Tersigni John R 7235 W Lake Rd
Girard Pa 16417
Andreo Helen 412 Rice Ave
Blad Jerry L L 128 Chestnut St
Blarr John Robert 219 Hathaway W
Boothby James P 5555 Mckee Rd
Briggs Robert M 604 Maint St E
Bronstein Nancy L 219 Hathaway W
Carli Eugene C 203 Honeybrook Ci
Case Elizabeth D, Jack H 7401 Mckee Rd Box 238
Cnac 121 Myrtle St Apt 1
Daves Auto Body 7760 Sterrettania Rd
Diehl Francis J 6151 Mckee Rd
Dobson Michael 11 S Park Row
Emerson Teresa K 333 Lake St
Ferretti Karen Est 4263 Pin Oak Dr
Finnegan Dustin 121 Myrtle St Apt 1
Flanagan Laura L 7760 Sterrettania Rd
Footworks Inc 259 Main St E
Goodman Holly A 181 Honey Brook Cir
Gunter Nicole 121 Myrtle St Apt 1
Harvey Lindsey 7635 Lexington Rd
Hudy M D 124 Sunset Dr
Hupp Margaret 7022 S Creek Rd
Ignaczyk Julia RR 1
Johnson Dorothy 158 Holly Ct
Jones Leal 10041 Reese Dr
Keystone Rehab System 4800 Birchdale Dr Ste 1
Lehman Richard A 900 Old Albion Rd
Loepp Theodore 8840 Lexington Rd
Mcquillen Chevrolet Buick Pontiac Gmac 604 Maint St E
Meeker Marion 507 Lake St
Mercer Danielle L 6068 Daggett Rd
Mershon James R 7117 Cindy Ln
Musica Samuel L, Bonnie A, Scott M Bonnell, Bonnells
Collision Ctr 8224 Orr Rd
Pacileo Tina 6400 Dobler Rd
Park Edith 1109 Lake St
Patterson Richard W Jr 6939 W Stancliff Rd
Payne Mark 11395 Cross Sta Rd #2
Petermann Arron R PO Box 303
Pierce Andrew C 7350 Franklin Rd
Powell Aarin M 222 Lourdes Dr
Pugliese Joseph A, Samuel J, Caitlin 7905 Sterrettania Rd
Rositer Betty L 4263 Birchdale Dr
Samuel Pouncey RR 1
Schulz John A 481 Shadybrook Cir
Sherwood Lee Anna, Thomas 7900 Daggett Rd
Shiley Nancy B 5780 Dobler Rd
Smith Ashley D 421 Oakridge Place
Smith Forrest P 11082 Springfield Rd
Snyder Eleanor M 9800 E Peach St
Socash Michael 11335 Neiger Rd
Tokarczyk Dora Pleasant Ridge Manor 8300 W Ridge Rd
Uncle Denny S Inc, Quick 5125 Westgate Dr
Vogel Joy M 407 Rice Ave
Wurst Jill 6484 Mckee Rd
Harborcreek Pa 16421
Boyd Linda A 6661 Pinar Rd
Daugherty Kathryn 7145 Belle Rd
Dennen Taylor 6589 Buffalo Rd
Garbaloff Amy 1991 Depot St
Gariepy Jacob A 6823 Buffalo Rd
Gawlinski Stephanie D Belle Rd
Marshall Rita M 641 Troupe Rd Apt 311
Mikowski James J 2182 Timberln Rd
Romeo Robert L Box 15
Skuce Elizabet, John C 7943 Buffalo Rd
Snyder Louise RD 1 Villa Site Ave
Taft Lucille M 641 Troupe Rd Apt 302
Volk Nancy 1141 Villa Sites
Lake City Pa 16423
Barge Steven T 10362 Clifton Dr
Brown Merle W RR 1
Campbell Michael A 10224 W Lake Rd
Hilbert Patricia A, Edward O 415 Brair Cliff Dr
Marsh Edward P Est 10015 Martin Ave
Mcnally Mary RT 1
Plokhotnikov Viktor A, Lyudmila L 10320 Hall Ave
Smith Jefferey A 1847 Fall Dr Apartment 2
Stanton Keith L 2483 Lake St
Steiner Camille 330 Briarcliff Dr
Tenney Susan M 10589 N Edgewood Dr
Therasse Lisa B 1851 Cherry St
McKean Pa 16426
Andrews Mark J 8357 Pondview Dr
Bedwell Scott H PO Box 246
Blount Edward J 2750 S Hill Rd
Brasington Susan 5500 Zancamp Rd Apt 1
Butala Gregg PO Box 135
Carbaugh Orion H 10751 Old RT 99
Fortsch Mildred J, Joseph 9483 Edinboro Rd
Goldsmith Molly 8712 Skinner Rd
Great Lakes Automation 8835 Walmer Dr
Lapadat Richard A 30 Meadow Ct
Messmer Elizabeth A, David C PO Box 47
Moore Cheryl 10526 Pebble Creek Dr
Murnock Andrew B PO Box 102
Olszewski Suzanna RR 1
Roberts Dean L 204 Timberlake Dr
Rudolph Jerry A 8215 Millfair Rd
Smith John S 8215 Millfair Rd
Sobczak Kathryn A 10 Faucett Ct
Whalen Nicole P 8632 Maplecrest Dr
Mill Village Pa 16427
Debrakeleer Norma Est PO Box 122
Fortin Lana PO Box 5
Parmenter Harry L PO Box 67
Scheetz Walter PO Box 161 8 Depot St
North East Pa 16428
Amann Rita 228 Eighteen Mile Ln
Ballus Ronald 12445 Sta Rd Ne
Bloeser Patrick 10130 Sta Rd
Bonanti John M Esq 43 Park St
Car Care & Rv Center 5321 Loomis St Lot 117
Carroll David Jr 47 S Mill St
Cinque Joseph R 119 West End Dr
Coburn Eric 8 Colfax St
Cole Miles W 9880 Lake Rd
Collier Marc 10411 W Main Rd
Cunningham Chrysler Plymouth Inc 85 W Main St
Dean Custom Foods Ltd 63 Wall St Box 192
Edwards Kevin P 11197 Damsite Rd
English Constance S Est 43 Park St
Eric Barry Ta Action Bail Bonds 11064 S Shore Ave
Evalt Levi R 10039 Sidehill Rd
Falzone Walter F 47 West St
Gemler Frederick L 47 West St
Hadzega Helen B 40 1/2 Clinton St #1 Front
Hadzega John W 17 1/2 S Lake St
Hall Bonita L, Frontier Realty PO Box 251
Henderson Scott F 83 S Pearl St
Johnson Margaret L 11060 Freeport Ln
Keck William 10963 W Law Rd
Kitchen Carolynn S, Paul R, Scott M Bonnell,
Bonnells Collision Ctr 12123 Kerr Rd
Klenz Carol J 8960 Sidehill Rd
Lansing Brad 16 Robinson St
Laskowski Darlene 20 S Washington St
Leamer Myra Est, Raymond RT 2
Levick Andrea L 480 Gay Rd
Licata Frank A Jr 1120 Freeport Rd
Mahon Elsie D 10644 W Main Rd
Maly John T Est 2 Gibson St Apt 202
Marshall Nancy 10765 W Main Rd Lot
Maxmat Sound Control 11388 Shadduck
Mcgill Gregory J 54 S Pearl St
Miles W Cole & Julia L Cole Trust 9880 Lake Rd
Miller Janelle R 85 W Main St
Motor Sports Galaxy LLC 97 Wall St
North Country Motors 10120 W Main Rd
North East Area Chamber of Commerce 21 South Lake
Orion Innovations PO Box 429
Orton Guy C, Leigh 8455 Gulf Rd
Osborne Elizabeth M 7 Smedley St
Paradise Bay Rv 9962 Lake Rd
Parmarter Velma Est 2900 Gulf Rd
Peterson Brett M 11432 Scotland Ave
Peterson James 56 Wall St
Pierce Edward W, Sandra L 1800 Cemetery Rd
Ray Wakley Inc 5321 Loomis St Lot 117
Richters Auto Body 16 S Washington St
Richters Auto Body 5670 Old Sta Rd
Ridg U Rak PO Box 150
Ronald Dandar G 9647 Prindle Rd
Roos James T 88 Deleware Ave
Rose Scott D 10717 Townline Rd
Roy P Welding, Roy Peters PO Box 307
Saunders William PO Box 585
Shearin Clara 47 West St
Shioleno Ann L 20 Wall St
Sutton Anne W 2 Gibson St Apt 108
Swan Katie M 4231 S Washington St
Sweat Donald 42 East St
Thomson Linda S Est 10765 W Main Rd Lot 28
Thomson Roy D 5484 Meehl Rd
Twenty Mile Realty Inc 8455 Gulf Rd
Walker Zelda Est 47 West St
Wittman Michael B 16 S Washington St
Wolfe Ethel 9114 Storey Rd
Union City Pa 16438
Alford Ashley R, Peggy J 16291 Lyons Rd
Beightol Charles Est RT 8
Buzard Jacob T, James 6899 Old Meadville Rd
Campbell Leo E, Jean L 30 Ctr St
Chevrolet Caddilac of Goldsboro 25413 State Hwy 8
Cooper Dorothy L 16855 RT 8
Curran Lillian 47 E High St
Drzewiecki Mary 80 S Main St #D
Durward Burress 8467 RT 6
French Screw Machine LLC 8230 W High St Ext
Gingerich Su Atlee D 25933 Frisbeetown Rd
Hubbell David W 9173 Hatch Hollow
Kerbersky Ashley M 14851 Caslev Rd
Leonard Donald J 9230 RT 6
Lingenfelter Joseph W 28 Park St
Marcy Florence E 24022 Lake Dr
Olmstead Jacob 22 Parade St
Piazza Ralph C 24 Third Ave
Sherman Sarah 25361 Maple Grove Rd
Sparling Eugene 25361 Maple Grove Rd
Steadman Ruby 122 N Main St Apt 212
Swaim Patricia A, William F 56 O Dell St
Sweet Michelle 14a Perry St
Taylor Rebecca 12555 Juva Valy Rd
Thieme James E III, April L 25413 State Hwy 8
Waid Mabel 16766 Tarbell Rd
Welsh William, Nancy 100 Miles St
Wike Sherry L 15231 Smith Rd
Worstell James R Jr 63 South St
Waterford Pa 16441
Altimier David F Jr 13171 Hill Rd
Anderson Timothy 29585 Lee Rd
Behringer Louise A Box 681−636 Benson Rd
Boarts Gloria 2116 Nevada Dr
Bogue Edith Joyce, Richard W 431 Townhall Rd
Bowser Jennifer 10463 RT 19
Brown Herman L 11682 RT 97 North Lot 134
Carpenter William C 466 Woodland Hill Place
Caye Company Inc 11462 W Greene Rd
Chase James D 9240 Shun Pike
Clawson David L Est PO Box 651
Donatelli Rudolph Emil RD 4 2693 Greenlee Rd
Dougherty Marilyn A 3350 Mclaughlin Rd
Elegeer Alvin, Mary RD 4
Elston Katherine M, Marilyn 1986 Old State Rd
Fuller Maureen L, Todd A 1208 Bagdad Rd
Graham William E 108 1/2 High Stst
Grieshaw Art 1796 Bagdad Rd
Grove James C 2900 Dunn Valy Rd
Hadspar Co 10399 RT 19 N
Hallman Champion Collision 13174 A Old RT 19
Hasenkopf Hedwig 162 W 1st St Box 64
Humes Chrysler Dodge Jeep Inc 1010 RT 19 N
Jinke Qian 11103 N 19 Hwy
Johnson Paul S PO Box 135
Kuzma Michael 10011 Lake Pleasant Rd
Kwiat Tamara 5483 Rte 97
Landmesser Wilma 1986 Old State Rd
Lyons Madeline M 231 E 6th St Apt 205
Maloney Betty M 11601 Eliason Rd
Mcatee Cynthia 2721 Martin Rd
Mcclelland Robert J 25865 Pine Woods Rd
Mcgahen Eleanor M, Thomas W 737 Mcgahen Hill Rd
Mcguire Steven, Traci 14332 Middletown Rd
Milani Michael V 10940 W Greene Rd
Miller Howard 4555 RT 6
Morrowise Inc 2250 Quance Rd
Raver Ellen G 773 Old State Rd
Renner Matthew PO Box 985
Romba Raymond 2391 E Stancliff
Sederoff Katherine Est RR 2
Sekula William A, Michael J RR 4
Thomas Thomas 1010 Rte 19 N
Waterford Physical Therapy 706 Tpke St
Whiteman Christine L 14219 Rte 19 S PO Box 92
Wise Helen A PO Box 74
Wise Helen Estate 135 W 4th St Apt 74
Wright Randy 13174 A Old RT 19
Yezzi Alphonso W 925 W Townhall Rd
Wattsburg Pa 16442
Braden Brittany 9774 Jamestown Rd
Butler Jacqueline M, Tina M 8700 Haskell Hill Rd
Devlin Lesha K 13552 RT 8
George Mildred I RR 2
Johnson Elizabeth E PO Box 257
Law Lowrie 14066 RT 8 89
Lewis Paul 9584 Jamestown St
Mandaville Donald PO Box 109
Strellow Patricia M, S Food Services 11090 Firethorn Rd
Tanner Raymond F, Cindy L PO Box 63
Westover Arthur R 10636 Phillipsville Colt Stan
Wroblewski Joseph A 11537 RT 89
Wesleyville Pa 16510
Clark Ida 3532 Rose Ave
Mcconahy Joanne A, Paul L 2125 Union Ave
Shekvvian Travis South St
West Springfield Pa 16443
Anderson D 4574 Steinberg Rd
Blackmer William J 5348 Nash Rd
Capital One Auto Finance 5348 Nash Rd
Diehl Raymond L 12750 Ridge Rd
Eaton Walter G RD 1 Cherry Hill Rd
Friel Deborah F, Jeffrey M Utma 5300 Nash Rd #71
Funkhouser Mark A PO Box 192
Reed Robert L 8585 Griffey Rd
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Shoaf Michael J 4671 Steinberg Rd
Soha Enterprise 6143 RT 6 N
Stromenger Lorene M, Andrew L 12990 Ridge Rd
Whipple James 1800 Ellis Rd
Fayette County
Adah Pa 15410
Bobincheck George F PO Box 180
Burgraff Arnold 407 Croushoare Rd
Cunningham Francis PO Box 181
Johnson Margaret, Larry T RR 1 Box 221
Rucker Eric 127 Tank Hill Rd
Rupnik John RD1 Box 153e
Shultz Anthony C 111 Ball Hill Rd
Visnich George 240 Thompson Rd 1
Woods Celeste A, Craig A 1164 Palmer Rd
Allison Pa 15413
Gallagher Michael J PO Box 86
Keteles Helen PO Box 241
Krelko Susan S 34 Church St
Martin Betty L 213 Main St
Snyder Alaena RR 1
Thompson Eloise M PO Box 66
Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Aldrich Michael J 112 Jakes Ln
Alekson Eric 202 Johnson Ave
Altier A 1108 Rostraver Rd
Anderson Margaret E 523 Brd Ave
Anderson Susan 4962 State RT 51 S
Ann Jennifer RD 2 Box 486
Ballone Elena M PO Box 542
Barch Joseph A 203 Central Av
Barkley Levi F 241 E Donora Rd
Beer Arena RT 70
Beneficial Consumer Discount Finley Rd
Besedick Mary 500 Blind Ln Apt 321
Bright Start Learning Care Center 1737 Rostraver Rd
Britt Elmer Lewis Jr, Carole M 133 Marion Ave
Brooks Anna 6235 Overlook Ln
Burkholder Belinda J 625 Kennedy Av
C Harper Chevrolet RT 70 RR 51
C Harper Collision Center PO Box 748
Cable William B, Dora M 425 Ferncliff Dr
Canestrale Mary L, Alyssa PO Box 234
Carlson Smith O 23 Wellington Dr
Caruso Anthony B 1048 Fells Church Rd
Cavalier Coach Rv Inc 203 Finley Rd
Ciampa Vincent L, Anna G 160 Crawford Ln
Clapsaddle Marion L RR 4
Clegg George A, James R RR 3
Collage Michael D 109 Rehobeth Rd
Collins Carole A 1169 Willowbrook Rd
Connolly Michael Fitzgerald 1646 Rost Rd
Coughanour Randall S 313 Mountain Spring Ln
Critchfield Specialt 1337 Willowbrook Rd PO Box 927
Croftcheck Brian 246 Adams Dr
Croftcheck Jennifer L, Brian D 3050 Midway Ln
Crosser Hester 107 Price St
Cunningham Donald G Jr 240 Salem Church Rd
Cupper Robert D RD 2 Box 486
Decoster Anna Marie B Est 531 Fayette St
Dera Chester J 127 Lynnwood Ave
Diandreth Josephine 619 Hill St
Doyle Tom 35 Nottingham Dr
Elder Kathleen 625 Orchard Hill Dr
Ero Helen Est 214 Country Dr
Fabrizian L 235 Nichols Hill Rd
Fayak Josephine E 811 Monongahela St
Ferris Paula L, Chad M 1181 Rostraver Rd
Fioravanti Victor 423 Sunset Dr
Folmar John K Jr 121 Cedar Dr
Francia Francesca, Frank PO Box 721
Francia Gabriela, Erin L PO Box 721
Frazie Velma H 707 Grant St
Gassner Peggy L 122 Markle Rd
Gibalowsky David H 827 Graham St
Gira Mary H 513 Hill St
Gratchen Gary 2008 S Pittsburgh St
Guzzle Bertha 415 Brd Ave
Haag Elizabeth A 1230 Willowbrook Rd
Haney Laura M 113 Branthoover St
Harding Alicia D, Glenn G RR 1 Box 106−B
Hillebrecht Margaret Ann 373 Gallitin Rd
Hnatko Ann 121 Ray Dr
Hoover Paul M PO Box 555
Hussar Irene 920 Lynn Ave
Joes Classic Auto Sales 434 Brd Ave
Johnson Bernice, Jack RD 2
Johnston John J 341 Hill St
Johnston Linda E, John J 341 Hill St
Keill Vincent P 218 Ctr St
Koher Marion L, Carol 300 Main St
Kosh Marybeth 141 Metz Dr
Kuhn Charles C RR 4 Box 26
Kuosman Sheryl 324 Rostraver Rd
Lilley Clarenc 500 Blind Ln Apt 311
Lindberg Florence 1804 Scenery Dr
Lynch Francis S, Cynthia 504 Harmony Church Rd
Major Joseph 2 Henry Cir
Manderino Elizabeth Haag 110 Spring Grove Blvd
Manderino Elizabeth, Thomas 1230 Willowbrook Rd
Marino Lena J 333 Green St
Markham Kevin A 113 Mathews Rd
Martin Alden D 445 Henry St
Mascara Ruth 111 Rose St
Mccraw Ruby E 395 Kenneth Dr
Mehalek Mike 104 Mt Pleasant Rd
Mihalek Josephine J, Andrew J 1634 Rostraver Rd
Miller John H 820 Brown St N
Miller Paul J 4859 SR 51
Moody Thomas J Jr 1316 Ridge Rd
Mucy Harry 828 Graham St
Mutich Charles 800 Arch St
Nicholas Robert RD 2 Box 486
Odell Joseph Est 707 Henry St
Painter Douglas W 920 Hill St
Painter Laverna A 171 Darr Rd
Pasqua Mary 528 Fayette St
Patterson John William RFD 3
Perry Monicca 27 Marion Villa Apt
Phillips Elaine 203 Municipal Dr
Pomykala Julie 119 Alpine Cir
Povirk Ross E 187 Airport Rd
Professional Turf Products 207 Orchard Ave
Quirin Theodore 594 Turkey Hollow Rd
Raddish Joseph R C Harper Chevrolet Inc PO Box 748
Rainey Donna 601 Brd Ave
Rainey Drew PO Box 225
Reinstadtler Brenda L 604 Graham St
Reska Josephine 1169 Willowbrook Rd
Robb Bonnie L 125 Stewarts Hl
Roberts Kerry L 909 Amelia St
Rood Louis 104 Ruth Place
Russell Heather 405 Abbey Ln
Russo Debra S 343 Krolic Ave
Sadler Kelley R 1294 Rostraver Rd
Scarlato Eugene J 112 Birch Dr
Sedlak Mary 110 Trenk Ave
Selia Romaine 344 Lutz Run Rd
Semancik Joanna T 311 Johnson Ave
Semancik Johanna 311 Johnson Ave
Sheperd Paul A RR 4
Shields Tracey RT 70 RR 51
Shrader Michael A 106 Summer St
Smith William, Anna 321 Spiker Ave
Snyder Scott 4682 SR 51 S
Soutter Harry 500 Blind Ln
Stampleton John R Est 346 Hill St
Stobaugh Nina A 158 Tri County Ln Ste 4
Sweeney George R 362 Forest Dr
Twin Rivers Financial 4325 SR 51
Valdes Andre 218 Dent St
Vernet Vincent J 436 Belrose Dr
Volk Robert W 680 Todd Farm Rd
Volosin Robert A Jr PO Box 931
Weaver Kendra L 445 Lenity School Rd
Wertman Edward F 1240 Willowbrook Rd
Williams Jason J 117 Hornbeck Dr
Zolock Robert 465 Timms Ln
Zuro Robert 346 Krolik Ave
Brier Hill Pa 15415
Bernot Matthew PO Box 200
Hlatky Paul 6697 Natl Pike PO Box 372
Lafayette Mem Park PO Box 308
Brownfield Pa 15416
Basinsky Patsy J PO Box 1
Duraney Joseph PO Box 31
Jones Adam K PO Box 26
Kooser James R PO Box 140
Varva Evelyn D PO Box 255
Brownsville Pa 15417
Angelo Richard J 326 Union St
Ashton Grace M 67 Vesta 7 Rd
Bagshaw William 1027 2nd St
Barnett Terry 206 Washington Ave
Bennett Frank PO Box 33
Borrett Johnny W 56 Ridge Rd
Brownsville Chiro 631 B Natl Pike E
Budd Andrew 2nd St
Burnsworth Timothy, Emma 132 Low Hill Rd
Coty Jonathon II 513 Baltimore St
Davis Earl D PO Box 358
Dennis Eleanor 135 Craft Moore Rd
Deprez June 700 2nd St Apt 1611
Everley Jason G 951 Pennsylvania Ave
Faith Gwen 400 Church St
Faverio Mary Green St E
Feduska Thomas Andrew 126 Academy Rd
Ferguson David R, Amy 206 Bull Run Rd
Fisher Rena 934 Old National Pike
Fly High Extreme Motocross 330 Telegraph Rd
Frac Tech Ind 810 Low Hill Rd
Franks Dolores 135 Craft Moore Rd
Garofalo Kathy A 170 Knob Rd
Geneva Swords 3036 Adams Ave 6th Bl
Hagedorn Smith Nicole 905 Old National Pike
Hallal George L 501 Spring St
Harvey George E Jr, Anna, James W B RR 1
Hegyes Marie 201 Nemacolin St
Holtz Kathryn 123 Dorsey Ave
Hrapchak George Union St Ext RR 1
Irwin Charles E Est 1525 Railrd St
Jenkins Esther L 46 Cemetery Rd
Joes Body Shop 112 Superior St
Kelley David W 4 Maple St
Kishel Albert, Susan 112 Superior St
Lasko Mary PO Box 53
League Thomas E 16 Elm St
Leonti Doris Jean 320 High St
Lory Suzanne G 321 Front St
Lowdermilk Donald L RR 1
Lutes Brianna 129 Binns Rd
Mandell Amy 304 2nd St
Martin Kerry 308 Brown St
Matway Pont Buick Olds Gm PO Box 450
May Leanne 604 York St
Mc Knights Inc 550 Pittsburgh Rd
Mcmaster Hattie C 601 Green St
Mehta Ravindra K MD 129 Simpson Rd
Metzner Marie 36 Main St
Olesky Louise B 101 Bridge St
Orbash James J 735 Bull Run Rd
Ratliff Oilfield Svcs Inc 933 Old National Pike
Rawson Hugh Brian 510 Market St
Rhodes Robert P 320 Front St
Rose Irene 312 Brashear St
Salamone Karen R 319 Knob Rd
Schiffbauer Francis R 54 Union St
Seeman Bertha M 122 2nd Ave Rd
Shahoud Geith H MD 129 Simpson Rd 107
Shepley Gregory 131 Jackson St
Slagle Betty 145 Horton Rd
Smerigan Janet 808 Green St
Smith Ray W Jr, Norma K 400 Telegraph Rd
Smith Patricia A 34 S Hills Tr
Swinker J M 111 Thornton Rd Ste A
Swords Geneva 3036 Adams Ave 6th Bl
The Medicine Shoppe 1922 37 Market St
Turner Pam E 600 Jefferson Ave
White Claudia, Daniel 713 Old National Pike
White Loise Reichard 310 Front St
Cardale Pa 15420
Allen Earl Jr 237 Filbert Orient Rd
Fisher Todd A PO Box 163
Chalk Hill Pa 15421
Cowher William L PO Box 304
Decker Joshua F PO Box 116
Krawczyk Bernard, Eileen PO Box 385
Pinney Dan C III PO Box 138
Chestnut Ridge Pa 15422
Peton Ann PO Box 111
Connellsville Pa 15425
Abbott Micheal J 1810 Rock St
Ahlborn Jeffrey S, Amy R 208 Trotter St
Barcheck Ruby J 612 Snyder St
Bard Todd 1401 Isabella Rd
Boring Evelyn K 511 Hickory Sq Rd
Bower Vernie 1407 Race St
Bowers Freda 1426 Kirk St
Bradish Naomi 571 N Bellview
Brown Cheryl L PO Box 72
Buchholz Eugene 1332 Springfield Pike
Burke Mary Lou 21a Greenwood Hts
Cherry Dolores Y 10b N Manor
Chinn Robert 502 E Crawford Ave
Claybrook Betty North Manor 10b
Claybrook Mattie 10b N Manor
Cline Leanne R 1121 Vine St
Connellsville Chrysler 704 N Pittsburgh St
Dauria Michael E 1318 Cambria Ave
Day Chrysler Dodge Jeep 704 N Pittsburgh St
Decarlo Cheryl 207 S 16th St
Delaroche Beatriz Dr 2616 Memorial Blvd Ste C
Eiford Pauline, Chelsie 701 Rockridge Rd
Engle Ronald, Betty 1403 Sun St
Faidley Dale Kenneth 327 N Pittsburgh St
Felgar Jay 105 Cedar Ave
Fire Inc 107 N Pittsburgh St
Forsythe Wendell W 1901 W Crawford Ave
Franks Charles V 200 Wills Rd
Furman George E 623 Kristi Ln
Gardner Kenneth D 1417 Sun St
Gillott Dorothy A 1495 Breakneck Rd
Goodwin Thomas 1311 Hawthorne St
Gray Gregory 126 Rear N 2nd St
Guie Margel C 420 W Crawford Ave
Hall Mark Jr 1007 W Green St
Hall Mary 131 Bellview Rd
Hardy Drucilla 216 Ridge Blvd
Hartman Grace Apt 513 Connellsville Towers
Haug Ernest E, Wilma J 500 Brdford Rd
Heather Harry L Jr 115 Johnson Ln Apt 4
Heinzierl Norella Vine St
Henry Naomi Fry 101 Mt Enta Blvd
Honisek Tool Co Inc 150 N 6th St
Hoschese Shirley A 210 N Prospect St
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Imaging Systems Corp, Nukote 119 Icmi Rd
Janus Thaddeus Jr 291 Mt Tabor Rd
Jefferson Mattie N Manor 10b
Jeffries Aaron F 303 S 8th St
Jess David A 203 Sherwood Cir
Karaba Edward Jr 118 Frisbee Ave
Keill Robert PO Box 168
Kessler Warren PO Box 105
Kidwell Patrick 210 Vanderbilt Rd
King Kenneth A 256 E Fairview Ave
Kisiel Benjamin G 420 W Crawford Ave
Kotecki Russell R 101 Rilla Dr
Krawczyk Bernard E 1207 W Crawford Ave
Kraynak Anna Marie, Edward S 157 N 3rd St
Labuda Mary F 107 E Patterson Ave
Lazor Regina Est 408 E Cedar Ave
Lewellen Inez C 1404 Sun St
Lieb Eleanor Execu, Helen Est 1222 S Pittsburgh St
Long William RR 2 Box 211
Lowney Leo 520 E Murphy Ave
Macburney Shane 1208 Maple St Dickerson Run
Mahoney Paul V Jr 1417 S Pittsburgh St
Mandola A P 129 N 12th St
Mary Lou Burke Trust 21a Greenwood Hts
Mascioli Melea S, Jace PO Box 875
Matthews June 106 S Sampson St
Matuschak Andrew E, Mary A Macko Ex Michael J Macko
Atty 325 Memorial Blvd
Mccarty April 515 Pleasant Valy Rd
Mcclintock Thomas E, Adda 152 N 3rd St
Mcgee Nancy C 420 Demuth Rd
Means Rana 207 Claire St
Medical Alliance Pc PO Box 805
Molinaro Michael Tailer Shop E Crawford Ave
Moore Dorothy J 1017 Sycamore St
Moore Robert J 326 N Cottage Ave
Morin Anna F 511 E Murphy Av
Munn Crystal S 612 Highland Ave
Murphy Marlene 148 S Arch St
Murphy Nicole, Ruth A 110 Chrysler St
Murphy Ruth A 110 Chrysler St
Murray Gertrude B 323 E Crawford Ave
Newell Anna M 1114 N Jefferson St
Nicholson Lois 315 N Arch St Apt 610
Nozemack Joseph T 506 E Francis Ave
Omatick David R 136 Breakneck Ave
Omatick Delores 1450 Breakneck Rd
Omatick Delores, David 1450 Breakneck Rd
Parry Clair A 614 Walnut Grove Rd
Puchi Danielle D 115 N 6th St
Rabatin Antoinette 119 S 8th St
Reichenbaugh Steven D, M 229 N 1st St
Reynolds Dorothy M 608 Edna St
Richard Chevrolet RT 119
Richard Chevy PO Box 836
Richter Ada Lee 1425 Chestnut St
Richter Brian 45 S Mt Vernon Dr
Richter Rev Liv Trust 1425 Chestnut St
Robbins William W Crawford
Rulli Joseph R, George H 110 N 6th St
Scarry Michael C 715 Breakneck Rd
Schlinger Bernard R, Ruth L 519 E Newmyer Ave
Schomer Barbara A, John 312 S 9th St
Scottdale Bank & Trust 125 S Arch St
Shahan Agnes 110 Chrysler St
Shandorf Ruth 1120 Lawn Ave
Shavel Patricia C, John B PO Box 38
Shepler Robert, Anita PO Box 735
Shondorf Daniel 1120 Lawn Ave
Skoric Catherine L 927 Woodlawn
Smith Leonard E 105 Pulaski St
Spackman Roberta 219 Ohio St
Stallion Automotive Equip Inc 1204 Memorial Blvd
Steindl Pauline Kay 1103 Kring Ave
Swaniger Norma J 123 Snyder St
Tate Samuel, Rose 77 Gibson Ter
Tikey Donovan J 167 Van Dr
Tinsley Veatlea A 1415 Kirk Ave
Trader Janice Y 1020 Aetna St
Tri Star Connellsville Inc 704 N Pittsburgh St
Trump James C 327 Breakiron Rd
Truninger Betty J 120 E Peach St Apt 306
Tulley Clara 304 Falls Ave
Vinoski Theodore 809 Run Ave
Vito Martucci Funeral Home 123 S First St
Welling Charlotte S 2264 Springfield Pike
Welsh Margaret Est Mccoy Rd RR 2 Box 14
Witt Deborah L PO Box 875
Woods Bertha H 506 Shady Ave
Wu Wilson 8 S Penn St
Zimmerman Retha, John 128 N 11th St
Zoracki Jerome J, Jason J 1307 Concord Dr
Dawson Pa 15428
Clark Sawyer Corbin 672 Dawson Scottdale Rd
Cochran Eleanor R 183 Dawson Scottdale Rd
Cook Laurie RR 1 Box 12
Dolan Mary L 805 Scottdale Dawson Rd
Fest Ethel Mae RD 1 Box 90b
Hough Donald J 672 Dawson Scottdale Rd
Irwin Virginia J 424 Dawson Scottdale Rd
Knight Nellie M, Henry T 1376 Banning Rd
Livingston Daniel PO Box 202
Livingston Virginia 931 Banning Rd
Mansberry Monica 1801 Banning Rd PO Box 207
Mattey Eric W 1734 Banning Rd
Pesi Christine M 506 Sawmill Rd
Sisley Hazel M 1015 River Rd
Swank Esther RR 1 Box 12
Dickerson Run Pa 15430
Connell John D PO Box 277
Cumberland Ursula PO Box 165
Howarth Pamela PO Box 142
Jones George 281 Front St
Kesslar Ronald E 216 Main St
Dunbar Pa 15431
Bair Arthur 122 Martin Farm Rd
Beal Polly 199 Cow Rock Rd
Benford Regina M, Finer M 3rd Speers Hill St
Bobyak Marie, Kevin 5 Ranch Rd
Connors Margaret J 50 Fayette St
Dumbauld John RD 2
Eberhart Roberta R 38 High St
Faust Elizabeth, John PO Box 82
Galley Eric William, Thomas W Jr 206 Slaughter House Ln
Helinski Monica R 232 Connellsville St
Holsing William 34 High St
John Bell Autobody 110 Bell Dr
Leapline Arlene PO Box 24
Marnell Geneva, John 1 Hazel Ave
Peffer Katherine E 110 Bell Dr
Petrosky Catherine 8 1 Ave Speers Hl
Piccioni Adolphus PO Box 471
Robbins John A 117 Connellsville St
Snyder Emily M 1306 Bute Rd
Stewart Mark E 416a Back St
Trinker Norma J 24 2nd St
Whoric Beverly A, Steven N 210 Kingin Hill Rd
East Millsboro Pa 15433
Corey Edward T PO Box 32
Lane Jennie PO Box 53
Mitchell Josephine RR 1
Page Robert E 321 Penncraft Rd
Everson Pa 15631
Knupp James 318 Maple St
Rozycki Raymond L 200 Maple St
Sandzimer 211 Jones St
Fairbank Pa 15435
Goins Mattie PO Box 302
Moser Michael G Jr 600 Santo Ave
Newcomer Norma S PO Box 321
Noon Amy PO Box 81
Pletcher John 612 Willis Ave
Rumzik Della PO Box 378
Thomas Mary A 118 Burr St
Fairchance Pa 15436
Bailey Warren S, Adaline 24 N Main St
Blair Ethel M 134 W Church St
Clark Edward J, Sharon 39 Sheldon Ave
Cole Edith M 28 Peach St
Dearth Jo Ann 20 N Morgantown St
Ellsworth Robert 7 Kyle Ln
Filippone Donald C 15 Green St
Fisher Virginia D 100 Fair St Apt 216
Hughes James E Est PO Box 194
Jacobs Drilling Svc LLC PO Box 154
Katalinic John J 22 Maple St
Mehalov Mark M 27 N Morgantown St
Mickens Elizabeth 11 Pittsbrugh St
Moore Christopher PO Box 232 52 E Church St
Phillips Joseph E 18 Ash St
Pryce John, Mary 29 May St
Wallace Angela 27 Delvereese St
Farmington Pa 15437
Angelo Carl 30 Harley Davidson Rd
Burd William A, Barbara E 226 Burke Rd
Cepic Nino 63 Henning Rd Apt 3010
Chen Ying Ju 904 Success Dr
Clinch William 63 Henning Rd
Depaula Ivan Donizetti Jr 902 Success Dr
Epps Meryle 247 Mccracken School Rd
Gerres Jay B 355 Howard Rd
Grimes William 269 Fike Hollow Rd
Hillen Robert J 641 Braddock Rd
Hou Zhixiang 1001 Lafayette Dr
Kim Minsam 919 Success Dr
Ladwig Zachary S 4059 National Pike
Leelobphal Aphichaya 905 Success Dr
Mccollister Daniel 127 R J Lilley Dr
Mendoza Jackelin Yanira 63 Henning Rd Apt 3040
Nemacolin Woodlands Resort 1001 Lafayette Dr
Powell Junior W 924 Success Dr
Strelmark LLC Nemacolin Woodlands Resort
1001 Lafayette Dr
Fayette City Pa 15438
Abbott Linda Est PO Box 605
Hoffman William E 123 Jefferson Dr
Hynes Mary A PO Box 478
Leclere Lauren E 1123 Connellsville Rd
Leska Eleanor 1120 Main St
Mcgowan Harriet, Samuel 366 Naomi Rd
Miller Timothy 167 Gilliespie Hollow Rd
Modrak William 205 Coldren Rd
Moody Elizabeth, Raymond PO Box 442
Mossor Denise, Ryan 137 Main St
Washington Chevrolet 167 Gilliespie Hollow Rd
Workman David W 183 Redstone Church Rd
Gibbon Glade Pa 15440
Wilburn William H 2008 Wharton Furnace Rd
Grays Landing Pa 15461
Hopwood Owen D PO Box 107
Grindstone Pa 15442
Broadwater Scott E 109 Wards Rd
Chalfant Clayton 1719 Grindstone Rd
Faux Lorraine 3300 3rd St
Hetrick Raymond 731 Braznell Rd
Kenton Jean Est 555 Davidson Rd
Lucosh Walter J 512 Colonial Ave
Marks Elsie 102 Wards Rd
Mccormick Cheryl 721 Brazaville Rd
Mccune Cynthia PO Box 510
Norris Randy J, Carol J 181 W 2nd St
Papincak Joseph E 4488 4th St
Papincak Joseph E, Mary J 488 Rowes Run
Pazicni Samuel 102 Wards Rd
Rlm Management Pa LLC PO Box 510
Vlosich Peter S PO Box 171
Vlosich Peter S PO Box 77
Zack Jon R 1153 1st St
Hibbs Pa 15443
Cole Clarence C, Kimberly D Youger
Shea Margaret, Wilbur PO Box 17
Vale Charles E 7th St PO Box 55
Youger Kimberly D
Hiller Pa 15444
Ashford Carolyn B Box 159 910 Chestnut St
Beck Debra J PO Box 135
Campagna David F, Dena Box 276
Furlong Marie M PO Box 134 1302 4th St
Knox Michael 206 Frick St PO Box 260
Paydo George PO Box 13
Pierce Chad E PO Box 8
Remetta Mary PO Box 121
Shaw William P, Helen 1215 3rd St PO Box 272
Smith Shawn A PO Box 287
Striblin Wright Ellestine 1102 4th St
Hopwood Pa 15445
Centennial Chevrolet Inc 1200 National Pike Apt B
Cole Samuel E PO Box 66
Crawford Donald 41 Rex Dr
Dorn Gene K, Jean E 142 Victoria Av
Doyle Clark M Jr PO Box 208
Ford Darrell PO Box 157
Gwynn Geoggrey A DDS 1190 E National Pike
Johnson Dorothy, J Apt B 12 Bryson Blvd
Lex Ronald 207 Devon Ln
Mcintyre Lillian E 143 Redstone Furnace Rd
Mckees I59 Sunrise Dr
Mcnamara Rita L 156 Lick Hollow Rd
Menarcheck Janet A 159 Sunrise Dr
Mindo Evelyn A 139 Martha Ave
Novak Scott E 537 Silver Maple Ln
Pluto Julia PO Box 156
Posten John Est, John RR 2 Box 660
Price Carmela 1200 National Pike Apt B
Rx Plus 1238 National Pike Rd PO Box 90
Shaffer Nellie, Karl 420 Kennedy Ln
Zaccheus Mary L 234 Virginia Ln
Indian Head Pa 15446
Miller Betty PO Box 298
Isabella Pa 15447
Dugan Roberta PO Box 35
Pirt Gerald PO Box 35
Zbasnik Frank PO Box 129
Keisterville Pa 15449
Carpeal Carol A Box 168
Delara Franklin D Box 24 Menallen Twp
La Belle Pa 15450
Basile Norma J PO Box 1
Buray Joseph 1123 Labelle Rd
Ferguson Edward PO Box 143
Hazelton Matthew PO Box 135
Kitchen William K Jr Crawford Locust St 9−10
Rollison Helen M Est PO Box 114 845 First St
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Lake Lynn Pa 15451
Drabish Adam M 208 Hope Hollow Rd
Fisher William M Jr 2545 Springhill Furnace Rd
Mcclain Viola PO Box 77
Mcfadden Betty J PO Box 77
Layton Pa 15473
Hill Edgar S, Anna G 14 Chapel St
Leckrone Pa 15454
Cunningham Joseph 522 Leckrone Hghhouse Rd
Ge Capital 158 Fazen Baker Dr
House Larry B PO Box 156
Lee Morris PO Box 203
Nichols Florence PO Box 203
Zapotosky Steve, Mary I PO Box 3
Lemont Furnace Pa 15456
Ansell Charles 189 Youngstown Rd
Cavert Wire Co 2282 University Dr
Cellurale James 2036 University A
Crayton Mary B RR 1 Box 26a
Grake Louis Jr 151 Percy Rd
Jefferies Candice N PO Box 279
Klink Jacob R 177 Turkeyfoot Rd
Kollar Ronald 114 Coal St
Mansberry Susan M PO Box 183d
Phillips R Frank RR 1
Pollard Vermell J 404 2nd St
Pollard Vermell J, Patricia Pollard 174 3rd St
Scheller Mary 415 3rd St
Schock David, Dir Fayette Resource
Scruggs James A 1313 Connellsville Rd
Stephen R Holloway OD 18 Nickman Plaza
William Louise D 1323 Connellsville Rd
Markleysburg Pa 15459
Caton Ross Estate 4488 National Pike
G N H Trucking Incorporated Rte 40 Pike School Rd
Hartman Gasoline Yough Lake Sports 5316 National Pike
Meyers Charles 4508 National Pike
Paige Joseph 4508 National Pike
Savage Robert PO Box 85
Shultz Alesha 776 Bruceton Rd
Tesauro Jan 318 Clover Top Rd
Tishue Julia PO Box 85
Wilburn Richard L 551 Flatrock Rd
Martin Pa 15460
Bowers Casey, Mary 35 Cycle New Ave
Yeager Lawrence J 208 N Martin Ave
Masontown Pa 15461
Abinader Mary 101 S Main St
Ainsley James 223 N Main St
Alan David 203 N Redwood St
Aretta Dorothy M 209 N 1st St
Belch Mildred 222 Sangston Ave
Bubonovich Maggi M, Terry 6 Poplar St
Davis Nicole C PO Box 214
Forsythe Stacey 63 Ft Mason Village
Georgi David 315 Fairview Ave
Hopwood Donald M 118 N Main St
Hower Patrina 802 Fairview Hill Rd
J & C Loading Co T J & C Loading Co 220 Cumberland Ave
King Violet C PO Box 269
Kino Jerry Dale Riv Ave
Kino Paul J Jr Est 106 N Redwood St
Lardin Robert F 522 N Mail St
Martin Jennings G J & C Loading Co 220 Cumberland Ave
Richard & Amy Ryan Personal Rest 206 Buchanon Dr
Richnafsky Andrew J Jr 205 Sangston Ave
Santella Paul Jr PO Box 14
Savage George 22 S Water St
Savage George 23 S Water St
Saylor Jack 226 Jefferson Ave
Smargie Marie E 321 Provins Ave
Stacy Joseph 207 Cherry Dr PO Box 764
Venick Shirley 302 Locust St
McClellandtown Pa 15458
Anderson Terry E 212 Edenborn Rd
Duckett Maybelle PO Box 95
Easter Regina PO Box 273
Goodwin Ray Box 244
Gordon Clint E 216 College Ave
Haky Erica L Jr 219 Grange Rd
Hamlin Lorenzo Box 238 149 Edenboro
Hawkins Kurt Robin 472 Old RT 21 Rd
Kukurugya Frances 152 Kelly Rd
Newman Sandra, Ray PO Box 8
Overton James E 69 Long St
Pike Anna M 118 Dorthea Ave
Pustay Caroline PO Box 264
Pustay Caroline RD 1
Roberts Roberta J PO Box 32
Rohland Beverly 441 Old RT 21 Rd
Ross Thomas J 298 Leckrone Highhouse Rd
Schreckengost Ronald D 110 Desko Rd
Shipley Patricia A, Ernest PO Box 31
Melcroft Pa 15462
Kistner Lenette, Clare 289 Melcroft Rd
Stinebiser Mark A 268 Melcroft Rd
Merrittstown Pa 15463
Cales James 639 Main St
Feduska Thomas A PO Box 252
Laba Elizabeth T 600 Oak St Box 123
Mariotti Dorothy PO Box 222
Riley Tammy M PO Box 128
Sekerak Andrew PO Box 94
Smith Anna D Box 132
Mill Run Pa 15464
Baughman Jana K 195 Kooser Rd
Leapline Megan G 437 Maple Smt Rd
Maclaughin Kurt D PO Box 616
Miller Barbara Joy 177 May Rd
Prinkey Helen Ruth 146 Stewarton Rd
Rugg Adam PO Box 115
Wood Jeanne E, John T 298 Kooser Rd
Mount Braddock Pa 15465
Livingston Gerald C PO Box 241
Paige E Livingston Udt Dtd 11 22 91 PO Box 241
New Geneva Pa 15467
Stevenson Marguerite A, Donald E PO Box 85
New Salem Pa 15468
Aldom Kate A 144 Scot Rd
Brodbeck Travis 72 Main St
Chesko Ann 612 Hill St
Dearth Funeral Home 35 S Mill St
Fordyce Merideth First St PO Box 469
Friend Ronald PO Box 231
Hofmann Karl 604 Footedale Rd
House James R 1525 New Salem Rd
Jalso Roxanne R 611 West St
Kovach Julia PO Box 442
Martin Willa Mae PO Box 274
Mohnacky Martha 60 Mill St
New Salem Pharmacy 5 E Main St PO Box 75
Pikulski Anthony J PO Box 561
Pollak Anna R PO Box 409
Pope Joseph Est 1320 Goettman
Prah Mark A PO Box 474
Reynolds George Est RD 1
Seaton Bryan S 611 West St
Seaton Enterprises Inc 611 W Salem St
Sims Howard C Jr 14 W Main St
Slavic James J RR 1
Thomas Roger L Sr 352 Snuff Ridge Rd
Thomas Violet 612 Hill St
Todak Chris A House 12 Footdale Rd 1
Valerio Paul House 41 Buffington
Normalville Pa 15469
Abadie Georgette 49 E 9th Ave
Forsythe Michael 629 Buchannon Rd
Laws Larry B, Betsy A 312 Clinton Rd
Micheals Marshall R PO Box 316
Mowry Olive PO Box 151
Nicholson Chas H PO Box 129
Nicholson Evelyn PO Box 151
Rummell Shawn 906 Sherwood Circl PO Box 436
Ohiopyle Pa 15470
Palmasano Kimberly D 1012 Kentuck Rd
Thompson Richard J 90 Chalk Hill Ohiopyle Rd
Oliver Pa 15472
Crucio Annunza House 7
Sledge Elliott S PO Box 252
Stout Linda 251 Main St
Perryopolis Pa 15473
Angelo Ernest PO Box 530
Baker Sistina R PO Box 596
Beregi Rebecca L PO Box 715
Berniak Patricia G, Brett PO Box 73
Darkangelo John PO Box 285
Dzurko Anthony M 108 Hancock St
Gilmore Shelly A Box 424
Hllavach Joseph M Jr RR 1 Box 219
Hytorc 3285 Pittsburgh Rd
Johns Michael 123 Janet St
Kostella Lori J PO Box 266
Lynch Barbara A PO Box 356
Marin Rosario 438 Rehobath Church Rd
Mcintyre Terrence, Martha 414 Perry Rd
Mcmillen Sara R RR 2
Memillen Sara R 188 Cope Rd
Nagy Phyllis E RR 2
Richards Jacqueline M, Ronald S PO Box 451
Shenal Bernadine 203 Warren St
Stark Kimberley J 513 Jefferson Rd
Traynor James B, Mary K 441 Maple Hgts
Uhrin Irene, Mark 306 Lingan St
Zhu Meilan 3379 Pittsbrug Rd
Point Marion Pa 15474
Bowman James L 4891 Morgantown Rd
Bowman James RR 1
Brewer Anna RD 1
Cassell Mary 1 Brdway St
Center Service Auto Body 147 Greater Point Marion
Cottrell Jeremy J 403 Keiser Ave
Dumont Eleanor R 109 Freeling St
Jacobs Charles 1 Brdway St
Jordan Anthony B 147 Greater Point Marion
Mayer Lorraine RR 2
Moody Charlene 203 Blvd St
Nakaka Sailosi D 9th Prospect St
Roderick Lillian M 1030 Prospect St
Rosnick Charles H RD 1
Wilkins Valerie K 540 Walnut St
Republic Pa 15475
Davis Darcel 127 Davis St
Flak Elizabeth C Corner Union & Short St
Ghrist Helen PO Box 655
Gordon Sean PO Box 896
Hrabak Marlin P PO Box 157
Kulha Michael 48 Park St
Rose Arthur L PO Box 702
Skoda Gary Box 304
Williams Barbara J PO Box 532
Ronco Pa 15476
Smith Morgan PO Box 9
South Connellsville Pa 15425
Porter Beverly June 108 Chestnut St
Whoric Beverly A 413 E Youghiogheny Ave
Smithfield Pa 15478
Atlas Energy Inc 800 Mountain View Rd Bob Hirtz
Barkley Linda 22 Jackie Frankie Rd
Best Marie 3 Rose Gdn Dr
Bobich Mary Beth, Mark A 28 Shortcut Rd
Bozek Thomas J PO Box 170
Brown John A PO Box 56
Burchell Ralph W, Edson R RD 1 Box 148
Burnworth Kristine D PO Box 558
Campbell Julia Est 77 Main St
Campbell William H PO Box 416
Chevron 800 Mountain View Dr
Drabish Michele R 131 W Run Rd
Dunham Stanley 239 Tobin School Rd
Epley William G 132 Cooley Estate Rd
Gabeletto Jennan 191 Fairview Hill Rd
George Thomas RT 119
Hiles James PO Box 217
Hilton Supply Mgmt 100 Hunters Way
Houze Bradley T 133 Foggy Meadow Ln
Johnson Baby RD 2 Box 282
Johnson Robert W, Susan C 694 Woodside Old Frame Rd
Knox Tina M 319 Barton Hollow Rd
Koldys Monica 79 Main St PO Box 95
Korpon Michele R 307 Ruble Mill Rd
Madden Jesse 1148 Leckrone Masontown Rd
Mccullough Lonnie E 125 Shamrock Rd
Merkel Marlene 192 Rubles Mill Rd
Misenko Joseph J, Shirely A, 779 Riverside Dr
Myers Darlene M 100 Mark Dr Unit 32
Nine Lynda 3 Rose Gdn Dr
Oravets Anne E 28 Shortcut Rd
Pappas Theodore E 14 Liberty St
Perrine Mildred L Main & Liberty St
Proden Richard L 4 New Geneva St
Rafail Waddia Jr, Phillip 2909 Morgantown Rd
Rich Farms Inc RR 1 Box 345
Robinson Rodney 379 Smithfield
Sbc Trucking Inc 1642 Georges Fairchance Rd
Shaffer Connie L 15 Liberty St
Shine Cheryl Lynn 24 Mod;Amd St
Snyder Deborah A 21 Highhouse St
Steinmiller Kimberly 765 High House Rd PO Box 314
Stevulak Courtney 87 Liberty St
Sutton Jeffrey W 208 Sutton Rd
Tressler Gene T PO Box 468
Wilshire Credit Corp 197 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Wilson Carol A 197 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Wilson John RR 1
Smock Pa 15480
Garbutt Beverly PO Box 275
Giles Paul E, Rebecca N 743 Old RT 51 Rd
Guy Frank E 14 Via Naples
Kopachko Joseph, J PO Box 58
Koschock Cecelia 2 Via Venice
Lawwill Steven, Alice RR 1 Box 7
Manches Chase 162 Main St
Mckulka Frank E Jr RD 1 Box 206
Mortichesky Ann 360 Waltersburgh Rd
Mouser Bertha J 374 Upper Middletown Rd
Rohaley Thomas 590 Old Pittsburgh Rd
Star Junction Pa 15482
Askey Robert F 16
Commercial Maint & Const PO Box 27
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Darney Charles F 343 Main St PO Box 431
Karpel Betty S PO Box 272
Lynch Leonard M, Amanda N Fouchs Collision Repair
PO Box 219
Varga Frank J PO Box 413 107 Grant St
Uledi Pa 15484
Hamlin Lorenzo PO Box 572
Keefer Suzanne PO Box 385
Simcone Jeannette Z House 4
Uniontown Pa 15401
3d Laser Crystals 61 Springer Ave Rear Apt
Advanced Eyecare Solution 630 Cherry Tree Ln
Agostini Rachel 6 Holly Ln
Albert Gallatin Sr High Band 1119 Township Dr
Allamon Lawrence, Hazel M 25 Mullen St
Allen Elspeth 371 E Fayette St
Andys Auto Body Rear 72 E Fayette St
Autoland Select Cars 20−23 E Fayette St
Avery William S 123 Village of Searights
Baird Richard B 144 N Beeson Ave Apt 211
Baird Richard K RR 3 Box 782
Baker Dorothy E, Deena L 481 Morgantown St
Baker Thelma 125 Village of Searights
Bandish Amber R, Paul J 154 Whyle Ave
Bank Interyra 2 W Main St
Barcheck Ignatius J 142 Virginia Ave
Baugh Martha E 302 Easter St
Beal Valerie J 96 E Kerr St
Bendik Frank R 46 Vernon St
Bendik Krista L 126 Ben Lomond St
Bendishaw Josh 449 Craig Ln
Bennett Dorothy 6235 Major Ave
Bhatt Aakash, Naresh, Pooja 315 Saratoga Dr
Bhatt Naresh 60 B Continental Plaza Lebanon
Bierer Francis J 440 Airway Inn Rd
Blout Christopher R, Kennedy J 104 Spartan Ct
Blout Christopher R, Ryan F 104 Spartan Ct
Blout Christopher R, Vincent C 104 Spartan Ct
Blout Richard C 17 Misty Meadows Ln
Blue Moon Cafe 375 S Mount Vernon Ave
Born Henry Jr 60 Reppert Blvd
Bortz Stacey L Ste 203 1023 Pittsburgh Rd
Brown Phillip, Lucinda 137 Southwood Dt
Brown Margaret 100 3rd Easy
Brown Xavier Allen 304 Woodview Terr
Bruce Rebecca M, R Gordon 3b S Mount Vernon Ave
Bruce Rebecca PO Box 552
Bryan Kenneth A 261 Miller Farm Rd
Butchko Amanda K 15 Mckinley St
Callaway Willie R 118 Clay St
Campbell Harry Est, Harriet 352 Walnut Hill Rd
Campbell Joseph A 401 Union St
Campbell Marie E 98 Chaffee St
Cappellini Alan J DC 150 Wayland Smith Dr A
Carr Katherine M 58 E Berkeley St
Casievich Mary 249 Mountain View Rd
Centennial Chevrolet 69 Whiteman Ave
Chamberlain Lenora 1506 Gun Club Rd
Charles C Gentile 45 E Main St Ste 600
Chrise Louise A 10 Oberly Dr
Ciarroc Joseph E 95 Chaffee St
Circle Club 343 Pennsylvania Ave
Clifford Cherie 9 Vernon St
Clifford Julia G Est, Julia A 11 Jacob St
Clingan Peter J 18 Morgantown St A
Coffman Mary 45 S Mount Vernon Ave Apt
Cole Arnold RD 1 Box 252 V
Cole Lisa M 55 Foreman Ave
Coppett Jerrilyn 33 Reppert Blvd
Cornish Heather 315 Village of Searights
Crawford Marlin Henry 227 Christmas St
Cromwell Evelyn E 115 Brown St
D C Blass Surgical Asso, Pat Blass 205 Easy St Ste 202
Davidson Tucker Oral Surgery Asso 211 Easy St
Davis Nancy 13 Wellington Dr
Dayton Jesse H 76 Kerr St
Decarlo Dwight J, Karen S 7397 National Pike
Decarlo Ann M 43 Jamison St
Deforest Benjamin 201 Morgantown St
Delong Theresa A PO Box 754
Demsko Susan 57 Country Club Blvd
Detweiler V 290 Derrick Ave
Devault Robert 61 Wilbur Ave
Dicenzo Land Co, Richard J 103 Concord Pl
Dick Harriet M 12 Dixon Blvd
Dick Homer 600 Cherry Tree Ln Marquis H
Didomenico S J 263 Hopwood Fairchance Rd
Dorsey Lisa 2 Pearl St
Dowlatow Richard 85 Lenox St
Doyle Matthew 7 Leslie St
Dunn Marion S 390 Mountain Rd
Economic Education Foundation Frank A Lucente
1052 Crosscreek Dr
Elias Wendy S 24 W Berkeley St
Ernest Riggin I 221 First St
Estanich Geraldine 441 Bute Rd
Evans Loraine 20 Millview St Apt C
Faris Richard 1024 Cross Creek Dr
Farrell Donald A 118 Euclid
Fasulkey Helen 228 Ctr Ave
Fauvie Krystal 333 W Berkeley St
Fayock George 52 Downer Ave
Fd Management 2 Lakeview Ln
Fee Arthur O 2 W Main St Princton Ave
Ferencak Edmund J 18 Ruble Dr
Ferens J E Jr 97 E Main St
Fidelity Investment PO Box 77001 28 Phillips Ave
Finnell Anthony J, Bridget G 23 Emerson St
Finnell Bridget 23 Emerson St
Flaherty Natalie F Apt 6 67 N Mt Vernon Ave
Flaherty Natalie F Est, Kathleen 67 N Mount Vernon Ave
Apt
Foltz Natalie Apt 6 67 N Mt
Foodland Inc PO Box 2124
Frankenbury Cora M 41 Pittsburg
Franks Alan 51 Lawton Ave
Franks Regina, Lena M 131 Stockton Ave
Frazee Leona 17 Maurice St
Friends of Art Inc PO Box 1163
Fritzius Mary L, Robert 660 Cherry Tree Ln Apt 104
Garnes Paul W 10 E Berkeley St
Garys Auto Sales 600 Connellsville St
Gatti Martin C 128 Union St 2nd Floor
Gaudiano Eugene 59 Daniel St
George Jamie L 80 Union St
Georgiana Shawn 62 Clarendon Ave
Gerson Joshua 524 Independence Ave
Giachetti Hellen 18 W Askren St
Gibson Christine 39 Kaider Rd
Gomery Robert RR 2 Box 56
Gordopolov Alexander 5 Reservoir Rd Apt 26
Graer Ltd 205 Lexington Pl
Gray Ronald 197 W Main St
Grego Alice J Oak Hill Dr
Guess Bertha 177 Oliver Rd 407
Gwynn Geoffrey A DDS 120 Wayland Smith Dr
Haley Madeline C 52 Conn Cir 1
Hall Mary 48 Stewart Ave
Han Sul G 50 Main St W Apt 815
Harper Edward 60 Askren St
Hatfield Scott 359 Club Sofia Rd
Heilman Barbara 50 Springen Ave
Helen Cummings RR 1
Henriquez Maria J 26 Maple Farm Ln
Hider Vera M 704 N Gallatin Ave
Holt Kelly L 28 1/2 Whiteman Ave
Holyfield Betty 82 Mifflin Ave
Hook Flossie L 564 E Main St
Hooper Percy A 100 Varndell St
Hopwood Dorothy J 58 Springer Ave
Household Consumer Discount 1242 W Main St
Hruby A Scott 108 E Berkeley St
Huffman Alexander 4 Carlisle St
Hugh Susan 290 Mountain Rd
Humensky Suzanne 439 Bute Rd
Hunchuck Mary Ann 345 Braddock Ave
Hunt Edna 82 Mifflin Ave
Hustead Robert G 310 Morgantown St
Hutson Joseph 202 2nd St
Jenkins Russell 88 Vance Mill Rd
Joes Body Shop 95 Chaffee St
Johnson Robert E 302 Easter St
Jones Anna 269 Hopwood Fairchance Rd
Jones Dorothy 490 Coolspring St
Jones Shawn E 356 Brownfield Ln
Joshi Kishor E 201 Lexington Place
Joshi Kishor E 25 Highland Park Dr
Judy Betty 238 Coolspring St
Kanar Louise P, James P 22 Lexington Ave
Keffer Clarence Est 6 Peach St
Kell Matthew X 87 Easy St
Keteles Paul G 118 Lower Oliver 3
Keystone Farmers Cooperative 165 Peach Ln
Kisko Yolanda 24 2nd St
Klink Jacob T 116 Pittsburgh St Apt B
Koschock Cecelia 132 Rosedale Ave
Koschock Cecelia RD 4
Krzanowski Ted 7 Mckinley Ave
Krzton Andrew J 28 Phillipi Ave
Kuhns Opal 82 Lemonwood Acres
Kushak Jason G 75 E Highland Ave
Lake Brian A, Brian K 506 Miller Farm Ln
Langhead Grace 201 Morgantown St
Lantz Carl A 297 E Main St
Lantz Funeral Home PO Box 392
Larkin Garnet M, Francis 114 Belmont Cir
Laurel Ltc Pharmacy 278 McClellandtown Rd
Laurel Medical Imaging Asso 122 Bitner Rd
Lazanich Blanche 126 Moore Ave
Lemmon Thelma 629 Clarendon Ave
Lemon Wayne W 236 Cleveland Ave
Leskinen Allan O, Grace R 12 Oconnell Ave
Lippart Kenneth E 20 Frank St
Lizza Walter J 318 Meadowlark Dr
Loreti Enio J Trust 100 Mayflower Dr
Loyacona Gerald T 160 Pittsburgh St Ste 4a
Lueders Rebecca L 14 Devan Av B
Lumm William C Sr 107 E Main St
Lytle Harold E 520 W Main St
M V P Jewelers 315 Morgantown St
Mahan Sandy L 530 W Main St
Manalo Alfredo C DMD 625 Cherry Tree Ln 201
Manchas Eugene 136 Easy St
Martian Janet 82 Lemonwood Ave
Martin Robert N 56 1/2 Shady Ln
Masi Dominick 46R Wine St
Mcdonougha Betty 44 2nd St 1
Mcfarland Dorothy V 436 Evans St
Mears Brian B, Heidi G 75 Ruble Dr
Metros John 298 Morgantown St
Milhoan Michael 50 W Main St Apt 813 237 Chestnut St
Leetonia
Mills Nathaniel 645 Mt Veron Ave
Minor Norma P 24 Feathers Ave
Mitchell Dolores 262 Edison St
Mohabir Dayawati 545 Connellsville St
Monaghan Warren D 17 Reppert Blvd
Moore Edward 137 Cooper St
Morris Kevin D 186 Sowner Ave
Motheral Martha F PO Box 454
Mozden Ruth E 86 Virginia Ave
Mulholland Terence 339 Derrick Ave
Murphy Samuel 4 W Wine St
Murray Homer M 90 S Pennsylvania Ave Apt D
Neely Nicole 33 Sunset Strip
Newcomer Sara D 420 Berkeley St
Newhouse Donald E 56 Mullan St
Nicol Emerson V 45 Oak Hill Dr
Northwest Consumer Discount PO Box 7014
Obrochta Michele 60 E Fayette St
Olivera Timothy 416 Morgantown St
Orthopedic Group Uniontown 104 Delaware St Ste 100
1st Fl
Osburn Carl L III 1 Stockton Ave
Paladino Kate R Beechwood Ct Apt 207 145 Lafayette Rd
Palmer Vincent 119 Collins Ave
Palovchalk Marquerite 153 Pittsburgh St
Parker Christopher S 93 Ben Lomond St
Paschke Christopher 20 Francis St
Patchan William Deberry Est 39 Martha St
Patricia A Campbell 401 Union St
Patricio Medical Asso 25 Highland Park Dr Ste 204
Pavlick Richard James 190 Chestnut St
Payson Edward P 166 Brushwood Rd
Pellick Tracy L, Paul PO Box 2125 Downtown Sta
Penn S Univ 34 W Peter St Federal Bldg
Petrie Theodore A 140 Dixon Blvd
Petro Charles N 117 W Main St Apt 603
Pineda Surgical Asso Pc Ua 5 1 79 119 Eastgate Rd
Pontefract Sandra Parshall 161 S Mount Vernon Av
Ponzurick Bryan Magerko 2001 Tr Margaret−Clsg Wb
Kania & Asso 71 N Mount Vernon Ave
Prah Agnes C O Frank B Prah & Joseph A Pr
105 Morgantown St
Price James G 44 Country Club Blvd
Price Tina J 52 Maurcie St
Pruitt Daryl E 518 Brownfield Aly
Rasco Felmer M 7 Virginia Ave
Raymond Joseph A, Olga F 653 Morgantown Rd
Reckner Eleanor Jane 33 Reppert Blvd
Redstone Rehab Group 211 Easy St
Region Buick Inc PO Box C
Renze Ann 225 Mountain View Rd
Richardson Denine 52 Pershing Ct
Riggar Jennifer L 38 Herman St
Risha Jesse A 42 Madison Ave
Risha Jesse J, Joanne Risha 160 Misty Meadow Ln
Robinson Mary Est RR 4
Robinson Mary RD 1 Box 257
Robson Michele 21 Coffman Ln 2
Roebuck Patrick 253 Cleveland Ave
Rose Danielle 218 Whyel Ave
Ryan Amy 73 2nd St
Sabatini Malina Lucciana 117 Eastgate Rd
Sanner Dorothy A 28 Wayne St
Santil Arlene Joyce 121 Emerson Ln
Scheller Clymous 177 E Coffee St 1
Schuessler K J 145 Lafayette Manor Rd Apt 225
Sessler Richard G, Donald G 143 Union St
Sharp Elizabeth Ann 133 Long St
Shirts & Things 1368 Mall Run Rd
Shop E Q, Thomas E Carney RD 2 Box 682b
Silman Ralph C Jr 30 Thomas St
Smell Mignon 18 Orchard Ln
Smith Helen E 107 E Main
Smith Thelma May 243 Coolspring St
Snyder Deborah 133 Whyle Ave
Sokol Michael PO Box 199
South West Womens Health 104 Delaware Ave Ste 244
Southwestern Endoscopy Center LLC 300 Spring Creek Ln
Soxman Francis J 68 Vernon St
Spicka Meghan M 22 Fairview St
Steckman Eleanor 115 Fayette
Stone Harry D III PO Box 909
Stone Vivian A 4 Wine
Stout James R Jr 177 W Main St Apt 810
Stronko Mildred J 524 Braddock Ave
Swaney Winnie W, Ralph A 306 Morgantown St
Sweda Adam M Jr 10 Edgemont Dr
Szewczyk Joseph W, Anna P 342 Redstone Furnace Rd
Thresher Steven E 394 Park St
Tippins Howard E, Minnie 18 Emerson St
Tirak Sr George Sr, Julia A 159 W South St
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Totten Arabell M Fayette Natl Bank 58 W Main St
PO Box 2144
Veltri Joanna T 117 W Main St Apt 305
Verbosky Emil T 371 Shady Side Rd
Vernon Acres LLC PO Box 440
Veschio Bernard 241 Redstone Furnace Rd
Villanueva Peter John 524 Braddock Ave
Vincentelli Gustavo Bello Fidelity Mgmt Trust Co
1113 Crosscreek Dr
Walters Betty 82 Lemonwood Ave
Washnock Joseph T 156 Oakland Ave
Watkins Audrey, John 51 Union St Apt A
Wellness Promotion Inc 78 Morgantown St
Weston Barry R 100 Varndell St
Whetsel Lillian M, Ronald S 70 W Kerr St
Whitlatch John I 20 Sunset Strip
Wilburn Mildred V, Richard 36 Mccormick Ave
Wilczynski Craig 1232 Lincoln Ave
Wilson Nora E 46 Farmview Dr
Wilson Susan 63 Montview Dr
Wolff Temperance H 441 Morgantown St
Woods Dorothy 7 Judith St
Yanick Helen 173 Searights Herber T Rd
Yocum Martha G 16 Wilmington St
Zagata Nicolas 212 Woodview Tr
Zeigler Hometown Holding Trust 45 E Main St Ste 600
Zemo George 7775 National Pike
Zumerling Helen 82 Continental
Vanderbilt Pa 15486
Budd Catherine D RR 1 Box 22a
Cayton Terri L 836 Little Smt Ext
Cunningham Corrine K 111 Maplewood Rd
Dean Edward F RR 1 Box 8
Hackett Charles H Jr PO Box 577
Haller Scott G RR 1
Kiren John C 409 Flatwoods Rd
Lowther Emma G 24 Guth Rd Apt 152
Mandola Patricia A PO Box 608 1 Bank St Apt 2
Mcknight Ruth 741 Flatwoods Rd
Rubright Clair Est 103 Holmes
Serock David B 596 Flatwoods Rd
Weaver Ada M PO Box 499
Waltersburg Pa 15488
Case Inc 137 Brown St
Jackson Emily Jean PO Box 121
Leighty Russell RR 1
Piccolomini John R 635 Old RT 51 Rd
West Leisenring Pa 15489
Pletcher Richard E 350 First St PO Box 242
Vojacek Stephen PO Box 47
Fulton County
Big Cove Tannery Pa 17212
Butts Kenneth E 802 Licking Creek Rd
Marshall John E 263 Corner Rd
Crystal Spring Pa 15536
Lashmit Stephanie A 12917 Old 126
Harrisonville Pa 17228
Murray Dorothy E 408 Bitternut Ln
Sosak Lori 281 Tanlewood Ln
Yurcaba Joel E, Carolyn B 1259 Schooley Rd
Hustontown Pa 17229
Everhart Rodney B PO Box 385
Frain Donald R PO Box 572
Haines Laurice, Amber 430 Memory Ln
Hometown Garage Inc PO Box 477
Horwitz Llp 400 N Clear Ridge Rd
Ingerman Yolanda 400 N Clear Ridge Rd
Knepper Dennis 1332 S Madden Rd
Seibel Yolanda L 400 N Clear Ridge Rd
Truax Lee A PO Box 584
McConnellsburg Pa 17233
Bauer Mary A 315 E North St
Fisher Ryan 332 Woodside Dr 47 Mifflin St
Green Charles H 100 E Walnut St
Hollinshead Tatiana Rose, Jabin Paul 318 E Market St
Jlg Industries Inc 1 Jlg Dr
Kerlin Gene 846 Promise Land Rd
Klinepeter David M 318 E Market St
Mclaughlins Drug Store 182 Buchanan Trl Ste 150
Mellan Mary M 296 Strawberry Ridge Rd
Mellott Phylene Z 874 Lincoln Way E
Miller Bradley Scott 10925 Waterfall Rd
Miller Thomas M 900 Patterson Run Rd
Neil Donald G 23291 Great Cove Rd
Shreve Kathi A 3123 Pearch Orchard Rd
Swadley Robert E 3123 Pearch Orchard Rd
Wink Jamie R, Derek 797 Breezy Point Rd
Wolod Claire C 143 Mosser Ln
Needmore Pa 17238
Harvey Joseph 8700 Thompson Rd
Hull Joseph S, Carolyn 2552 Timber Ridge Rd
Mellott Sheila R, Eugene R PO Box 125
Myers Jack G SR 1 Box 54
Peckies Body Shop 496 Westview Rd
Waugh Brenda L 496 Westview Rd
Warfordsburg Pa 17267
Allahdin Inc 9650 Old 126
Anderson Adam 1195 Old 126
Barnard Michael 3246 Fairview Rd
Barnhart Edward E Jr 254 Alpine Rd
Braithwaite Ed 2473 Great Cove Rd
Citizens Auto Finance Rjw 230 2309 Great Cove Rd
Davies Lucy PO Box 83
Fletcher Vearl D 4541 Buck Valy Rd
Kerns Gary A 171 Herferd Ln PO Box 89
Mann Jessica, Michael 2309 Great Cove Rd
Mills Alvin W RT 522
Neil Arthur D 2731 Deneens Gap Bridge
Shaffer Margaret Jean, Carol Jean 285 Greenbriar Rd
Stepanik Michael Est, Michael W 3567 Mountain Rd
Townhill Travel Plaza 9648 Old 126
Franklin County
Blue Ridge Summit Pa 17214
Bradley Marie E Living Trust Box 302
Cool Carrie 15515 Jacobs Church Rd Apt 3a
Freeman Benjamin A 15595 Jacobs Church Rd 108
Johnson Richard E 13716 Monterey Ln
Karl William F 12506 Monterey Cir
Leal Robert 15038 Buchanon Trail E
North South Ev Auto Sales, Edgar R Villeda
15038 Buchanan Trail Et
Pottorff Marie H PO Box 299
Richey Ronnie PO Box 343
Snively Lois 13665 Crawford Ave Box 513
Zumbrum Harold, Hillside Personal Care PO Box 552
Chambersburg Pa 17201
Abbene Jessica J 230 E King St
Aird Eleanor 539 Stanley Ave
Alexander Braden 790 Roxbury Rd
Allen Birtha 881 Rustic Hill Dr
Allen Michelle 339 Philadelphia Ave
Amleys Collision Svc 217 Whitley Dr
Amsleys Collision Svcs 201 Wayne Ave
Appleby Janet 55 S 2nd St
Armel Francis E, Mary L 60 Brookmeadow Ln
Babb Hugh 1030 S Coldbrook Ave
Baker Wilbur K, Miriam E 875−A Menno Village
Balke William 148 Sequoia Ct
Barth Mary Margaret 2085 Wayne Rd Apt 221
Bastian Helen M, Jeffy 522 Nelson St
Beardslee Christine 713 Cumberland Hwy
Beatty Heather 247 High St
Berman Marc, Lisa 1070 S 5th St
Best Western Chambersburg 211 Walker Rd
Binkley Charles F, Mary E RR 6
Bitner Helen M 570 Nelson St
Booher Jonathan M 696 Cleveland Ave
Bowling Jennifer 637 Heintzelman Ave
Bowman Richard D Sr 4559 Sycamore Grove Rd
Bracken James 1093 Progress Rd
Bricker Paul M Est, William Cramer 14 N Main St Ste 414
Brosious Charles D 182 Falling Spring Rd
Brouse Jesse 248 W Queen St
Brown Christopher, Amy PO Box 778
Brown Joshua R 226 E Queen St
Brown Steven 315 Wellslee Dr
Burton Keith G 132 Lincoln Way W Apt 3
Byers Donald W, Lois E 586 Stanley Ave
Carr Barry E, Vivian L 1278 Boyer Mill Rd
Carter Gary L Jr, Karrie Lyn 274 Falling Spring Rd
Casey Robert Francis, Gretchen, John Von Jess
254 Farmington Rd
Chagnon Maria D 1340 Hollywell
Chambersburg Farm Svc Inc 975 S Main St
Chambersburg Fitness Health 133 W Catherine St
Chambersburg Motor Parts 210 S Main St
Chaparro Florenc 178 S 3rd St
Cleary Earl M 4 Redwood St
Cline Collision Repair 2770 Roosevelt Dr
Coelho Jessa 3391 Cornerstone Ct
Coffey Bradley W 548 N Franklin St
Coldsmith Ray W 1663 Orchard Rd
Commonwealth Code Inspect 1102 Sheller Ave Ste B
Cook Kellan 329 Stonegate Cir S
Coover Jeffrey 2023 Clinton Ave
Coppola Angela, Richard K Hoskinson 147 E Washington St
Cordell Glenn A 160 Menno Village Apt A
Cosentino Anthony Esq 330 Lincoln Way E PO Box 866
Cowan Jeffrey L 255 Lincoln Way W Apt 1
Crawford Kearstin M, Charles A PO Box 866
330 Lincoln Way E
Crowe Sharpless W, Patricia A 770 Bassett Dr Apt 1a
Cubitt Frances K 518 Guilford Ave
Cumberland Vly Menta 20 S Main St PO Box 6010
Curtis Robert F, Jean C 351 Hudson Ave
Cusick Heather E 385 E Queen St
Dakota Steakhouse & Saloon 1095 Wayne Ave
Dalious Harold G 2316 High Ave
Davis Horace L PO Box 776
De Paz Marili 153 S 3rd St
Decker William E 338 E Mckinley St
Devanney Charles C 630 Bassett Dr Apt 1a
Diehl Carrie M 433 Walker Rd
Disa, Cindy Goshorn 1 Overcash Ave
Djd Anesthesis Parkway PO Box 947
Donat Jeffrey R 242 5th Ave
Douglas Stanley A 283 S 2nd St
Duffey Randy 1927 Philadelphia Ave
Dufresne Armand Joseph II, Jennifer, John Von Jess
254 Farmington Rd
Early Slyvia 15 Spruce St
Eberly Mirian A 328 N Stonegate Cir
Edge Pennsylvania LLC, Bill Landis 811 Progress Rd
Edwards Christoph A 2004 Philadelphia Ave Lot 42
Elliott James G 163 Camelot Dr
Escobar Kevin, Red Robin 921 Norland Ave
Etter Grace E 340 S Coldbrook Ave
Evans Robert E 522 Poplar Ave
Everette Grafton 415 W Catherine St
Exit Preferred Realty 1047 Lincoln Way E
Fegan Teresa, John RD 2
Fisler Barbara E 403 Philadelphia Ave
Foley John Patrick 2678 St Paul Rd
Fontanez Nieves Pedro 48 Catherine St
Fordyce Carol R 9815 Cir Dr
Foreman Harold 2531 Apple Way
Foreman Harold E, Verda C 220 Village Sq
Foust Wilbur, Lucy 147 S Main St
Fox Charles S 37 5th Ave
Francisco Otlica Marcelino 211 S Main St Apt C
Frirsz Susan M 2335 Philadelphia Ave Apt 2
Fritz Ryan 3391 Cornerstone Ct
Fulton Diagnostic Radiology 25 Penncraft Ave
Fura Kevin R 2052 Powell Dr
Ganoe Tammy R 181 N 4th St
Garns Laura L RT 5
Gayman Ruth V 1545 Edgar Ave
Glass Deniece A 5368 Philadelphia Ave Lot 15
Glass Martha E 440 Ctr
Glendinning Lisa K, Mark 589 E King St
Gonzalez Eduardo 121 E Washington St Apt
Gossert Maurice L 56 N 2nd St
Goulding Beverly, James 521 Wayne Ave
Grove Karla 151 College Ave
Grubb William J 770b Menno Vlg
Guadarrama Andres 1415 Orchard Dr
Guerrero Trinidad 2938 Molly Titcher Hwy
Hai Hong Construction Marion 220 W Commerce St
Hall Mark T 270 Lincoln Way W
Hall Torry 861 Rustic Hill Dr
Hamlett Betty J 34 S Penn Hall Dr
Hank Earl 2895 Fillmore Dr
Harris William V 358 W Loudon St Rear
Harrison Charles C 2676 St Paul Rd
Harrison Jeanne S 776 E Catherine St
Harrison Norma D 316 S Main St Frnt Apt
Hatch Peter Joseph 254 Farmington Rd
Hays Stephen L 145 Brookview Ave
Heberling Robert A 574 Woodstock Rd
Heberling Roberta 574 Woodstock Rd
Heckmans Sports Land 439 Ramsey Ave
Hernandez Raul 207 S Man St Apt 2
Hess Betty J 319 1/2 Lincoln Way W
Hinsley Junell R 241 Meriweather Dr
Hinton Natalia 513 N Franklin St
Holm Paul 2754 Mont Alto Rd
Holmes Elouise 15 Spruce St
Hong Hai D 220 W Commerce St
Hornbakers Landscaping Todd Hornbaker 328 Wayne Ave
Huhn Julia D 78 West Washington St Apt 103
Hutzell Charles W Jr 1120 Stanley Ave
Industrial L Support O 1 Overcash Ave No 3n
Ingram Sonra, Scott 40 S Penn St
Inman Paul 65 N Main St
Isaac Anthony A 1415 Orchard Dr
Jackson Mary A 358 W Loudon St Apt 2
Jeronimo Bicente Velasco 923 Scotland Ave
Johnson Joshua 892 Brd St
Jones Ethel M RD 3
Jones Florence G, Albert E 466 E King St
Jones Gail M 55 S 2nd St
Jsh Industries LLC 5110 Technology Ave
Karn Clarence J 1448 Hollywell Ave
Katusin Jennie RR 9 Valy View Ct
Kearney Ruth Est 903 Parkside Ct
Keefer Esther S RR 6
Kelly Octavius 45 Eisenhower Dr
Kempter Marie C 740 Cumberland Ave
Kenniston Katherine L 17 Sheffield Dr
Kershner Olive M, J H 962 Penn Wood Ct
Khanna Santos, Anita 40 W Washington St
Kiehl Leslie M 433 Walker Rd
Klinger Patti 1165 Levi Ln
Knapper Royal Sr Est, Royal E Sr 621 S Main St
Knudson Morgan G Jr, Pearl C RR 1
Koerner Michael T 730 Mahantango Dr
Kuchera Michael W 596 Greenfield Dr
Lafond Cynthis L 217 Whitley Dr
Landman Kay B 232 S Main St
Leemonds Donald 1972 Clinton Ave
Linn Susan Y 1418 Johnson Rd
Little Scott A 1956 Blakewood Dr
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Livingston Earl 5301 Mountain Rd
Long Arlene M 1427 Philadelphia Ave
Lynn Armstrong Claystrong Rentals 610 N 5th Ave
Macpherson Earl G, Marion K 220 Menno Village
Malmont Jason 33 Woodland Way
Marion K Macpherson Tr Dtd 10 10 99 220 Menno Village
Martin Wade A 3513 Guilford Spgs Rd
Matherly David B 294 Lincoln Way W Apt 2
Mccleary James W 5318 Philadelphia Ave
Mccurdy Fred D III 110 W South St
Mcdowell Sharpe J 630 Philadelphia Ave
Mckenrick Anna 73 W South St
Mclaughlin Gregory 405 Shatzer Orchard Rd
Mclaughlin Lois J 5712 Mountain Rd
Mcnew Cora 332 Wayne Ave
Mcnew Rosemarie 56 N 2nd St
Mehaffey Thomas E 412 Brd St
Menno Haven Inc 2011 Scotland Ave
Miley Aaron 1691 Bowman St
Misne Lorraine M 203 Apple Blossom Way
Morse Nathaniel Isaac, Laura, John Von Jess 254
Farmington Rd
Moser Amanda R 1237 Scotland Ave
Moses Martha, Wc 326 S Main St
Moyer Ronald G 212
Muly Ruth M Box 1065
Mychak Irene R 2085 Wayne Rd
Myers Dennis Stewart 975 Wayne Ave 324
Nassaux Hemsley Inc 401k PPA Maurice L Gossert
56 N 2nd St
Nassco 1108 Sheller Ave Ste 5
Naugle Samuel 691 Brd St
Newcomer Barbara R RR 2
Newell Tonia S 259 S 6th St
Nguyen Cuong Dinh 139 Riddle Rd
Olson Jon Eric, James W PO Box 402
Olson Properties PO Box 402
Orange Paul D 5 Canterberry Dr
Orthopaedic Asso 1035 Wayne Ave
Otenberger Ladys 181 Eisenhower Dr
Owens E Marie RR 3
Palacios Juan Miguel 847 Sollenberger Rd
Palomino Rocha Adriana 352 E King St
Parker Darrell D Sr 533 E Liberty St Apt D
Parker Wilda L 691 Brd St
Patel Manish D 565 Lincoln Way E
Patriot Federal Credit Union PO Box 778
Patterson David H Sr, Betty J RR 5
Peacock Michael W 3027 Crottlestown Rd
Pereschuk Amber R 153 N Franklin St
Perry Dennis J 687 Mahantango Dr
Peters Delbert S 906 S 4th St
Phillippy Sara C 1908 Powell Dr Apt 1b
Pine Amanda K 483 Heintzelman Ave
Piper Edward B Jr RR 9
Pippenger Michael R 1171 S Main St
Pittman Emma J RR 1
Pk Technology Group 965 Progress Rd
Plum Michael PO Box 39
Principal Financial Group 603 Heintzelman Ave
Progress Homes LLC 418 Epic Dr
Ramos Cruz 23 N Main St Apt 2
Reath Jennifer 591 Hollywell Ave
Reeder William O, Ann M 1044 Heather Dr
Reitz Paul D 2681 Cinder St
Rexrode Mahlon M RR 7 Box 609
Rhodes Kevin L Est 32 W Queen St
Rhone Curvin E 14 Doron Dr
Rib Bbq 21 North Main St
Rice John F 155 W Catherine St
Rideout Frieda Est 402 E Washington St
Rivera Ruben 467 E Queen St
Roderick Debrick 3560 Scotland
Rodgers Peggy L 872 Rustic Hill Dr
Rojas Chavez C 248 S Third St
Roush Richard E 56 N 2nd St
Runyon Viola M RT 6
Saez Rebollo Yara 142 Lincoln Way W Apt 6
Saldivar Victor 515 N Franklin St
Saller Veronica, PO Box 6010
Sampoli Josephine A 745 Norland Ave 23
Santamaria Jose L 441 Hollywell Ave
Saundra Baer, Sellers TV Appliance 1930 Philadelphia Ave
Schalk Roger W 304 Grandview Ave
Schofield Hope M 630 Pleasant St
Schuchman Michael A Jr 1236 Warm Spring Rd
Schultz Barbara A 353 E Liberty St Apt B
Seay Cary Jr 1415 Orchard Dr
Sentry Rachel W 785 5th Ave
Sharpe Renee B 630 Philadelphia Ave
Shatzer Charles T 507 Paper Mill Rd
Shaw Deanne 449 Cedar St
Shelton F L III PO Box 1165
Shew Terry L 513 S 2nd St
Shifflett Terrlynn 2770 Roosevelt Dr
Shopper Franklin 25 Penncraft Ave
Shrestha Sumayal 1015 Philadelphia Ave
Simpson Mary L 1158 West Gate Dr
Slater Enola G, Mark 1070 Stauffer Ave
Slifer Glenda F 1505 Palmspring Dr
Slifer Glenda F Est, Richard K Hoskinson
147 E Washington St
Sload Rose R RR 7 Box 609
Small Emily C 26 S Federal St
Smith Charles L, Barbara T 2739 Saint Joseph Ln
Smith David T 1980 Clinton Ave
Smith Donald L, Doris L 243 Grandview Ave
Smith Dorothy 590 Montgomery Ave
Smith Leslie 674 Heintzelman Ave
Smith Myrtle E 185 S Water
Snively Lincoln A 223 S 6th St
Snyder Reuben E 404 Macintosh Way
Snyder Richard F 128 E Catherine St
Spangler Helen I PO Box 6010
Spinella Mary G 707 Stanley
Spoonhour Kelly L 323 S 4th St Apt B
Spotts Ryan 7 Summer Breeze Ln
Sprenkle Lois J 1736 Wilson Av
Stadbec Mary Jea 4385 Edenville Rd
Statler Donald E 432 Highland Ave
Statler Vanessa Yvonne 3473 Molly Pitcher Hwy
Steinbach Paul 55 5th Ave
Stephen Howard 63 Lincoln Rd
Sternbergh G A 1256 Arbor Rdg
Strite Wesley E 1233 Scotland Ave
Stuart Jill A 128 Buckingham Dr
Taylor Alice 7 Hemlock Cir
Teal Eleanora B 237 Linden Ave
Thane Phyu 946 Dewberry Ct
Timberline 540 E Washington Ave
Tnt Fireworks 1160 Superior Ave
Todds Auto Body Todd Hornbaker 328 Wayne Ave
Tri State Home Theat 1495 Lincoln Way E
Trimmer Robert D, Marie E 1242 S 5th St
Uphoff Karen S 3001 Liverpool Ct
Valdez Catalina J 300 S Main St
Vanarsdale Jacob 132 Buckingham Dr
Vilsaint Felix 227 E Washington St
Vonjess Mary Catherine 254 Farmington Rd
Vonjess Robert Eduard, Peter A, John Von Jess
254 Farmington Rd
Vonjess William James, Peter A, John Von Jess
254 Farmington Rd
Wallace Consuella B 1459 Pleasant View Dr
West Darlene S PO Box 402
West Shore Anesthesia Assn PO Box 947
Wever Betty J 319 1/2 Lincoln Way W
White Anthony D 132 Lincoln Way W Apt 3
Whiten Denae 1114 Scotland Ave
Whitsel Beverly A 4043 Molly Pitcher Hwy
Widdois Todd A 1520 Philadelphia Ave
Williams Janice F 218 Village Sq
Winters Betty Jean 1009 Hamilton Dr
Wolfe Carroll 3756 Etter Rd
Wolfe Doloris M 1150 Scotland Ave
Wright Bradley S 4387 Guitner Rd
Ziobrowsk Appraisals 1 North Second St
Chambersburg Pa 17202
Appalachian Rehab Providence Place 2085 Wayne Rd
Archer Eric H 330 Overhill Dr
Arnold Rebecca A 1910 Maraposa Dr
Barkdoll Nikki 10 W Washington St 3
Beegle Renee T 2669 White Church Rd
Bodkins Debra A 712 Lindia Dr
Bowers Betty W, Lyle E 640 Shady Side Dr
Broadband Remarketing Int LLC 900 Kriner Rd
Buhrman Jodi L 1553 Majestic Dr
Carroll Dustin 225 Criders Church Rd
Cha Seif Li Y 50 Topaz Dr
Chase Home Finance LLC 1818 Falcon Ln
Chavez Prudencio 6490 Rock Hill Rd
Cook Catharyn E 2085 Wayne Rd Apt 318
Crest Collision 6520 Little Mountain Tr
Crest Collision Inc 2773 Lincoln Way W
Daugherty Kelly Lynn, Debra K 1611 Warm Spring Rd
Diffenderfer Lissa 9849 Cir Dr
Dufresne Jennifer, Jesse, John Von Jess 254 Farmington Rd
Ebersole Michelle, Randy 1966 Wren Ct
Edwards Brenda L 954 Bard Dr
Elliott Connie J 7815 Mount Olivet Rd
Falling Spring Nursing Home 201 Franklin Farm Ln
Floor C Intl#1775 925 Lincoln Way W
Foley John P, Jean M 2678 Saint Paul Rd
Foote Henry C, Mary H 3543 Fox Hill Dr
Gallant Raynald 126 Ruby Dr
George Jessica 252 Kennedy St
Harbaugh Janine 674 Hamilton Ave
Heckman Gary L 5362 Cumberland Hwy
Hershey Christopher H, Gracie M 2566 Echo Spgs Rd
Hershey Christopher H, Madison C 2566 Echo Spgs Rd
Hummer Larry Jr 252 Kennedy St
Johnson Bernice H 640 Mickey Inn Rd Lot 100
Johnson Janet 130 Zircon Dr
Johnson Kayla R 1278 Boyer Mill Rd
Jones Emilie L 4498 Scotland Main St
King Faye V 640 Mickey Inn Rd Lot 100
King Nancy M Est 2085 Wayne Rd Apt 217
Kramer Debra E 287 Westover Way
Marietta Joseph 2919 Leafmore Rd
Martin Beverly G, Roger E 6222 Mountain View Dr
Mason Westley 2455 Falling Spring Rd
Mazzone Gilliam R 3141 Church Rd
Mccleary Family Trust Ua 12 06 01 17 Woodland Way
Mccleary Rosemary C, James F 17 Woodland Way
Mcnair Dyran 3111 White Church Rd
Miller David 204 Jade Dr
Mitchell Ian M 287 Westover Way
Moes Southwest Grill Blue Burrito LLC 58 Carnelian Dr
Monahan Roach Dawn M 501 Greenfield Dr
Morgan Ralph A 1818 Falcon Ln
Murray Ken F 3827 Pampas Cir
Neville Henry 1441 Lincoln Way E
Nypaver Melissa S, Danica 1723 Elizabeth Ct
Orndorf Timothy J 3572 Eagle Dr
Padgett Tyiesha D 292 Fillmore Dr
Reely Peggy J 5893 Mountain Rd
Reichard Brian 6650 Green Corner Rd
Rgs Djs Amoco 1410 Doron Dr
Rife Janet 170 Green Meadow Ln
Ringer Sharoyn E, Richard 3449 Eagle Dr
Ritchey Robert J 3150 Springview Dr
Robert Nichole R, Eric D 2808 White Church Rd
Rosenberry Beatrice J 790 Sollenberger Rd
Rotz Carly 2551 Warm Spgs Rd
Rung Tosh A 3141 Church Rd
Ryder Violet K 1465 Warm Spring Rd
Seif Charles L 50 Topaz Dr
Shaleen Cory 3475 Church St
Shank J Arnold, Kathy L 504 Twin Oak Turn
Sheriff Claire 1553 Majestic Dr
Shives Howard A Jr 1282 Crottlestown Rd
Smeltzer Gerald D 645 S Edwards Av
Smith Donald L, Doris L 4930 Burkholder Rd
Starkey James 126 Kennedy St
Starr Ean W 4845 Rumler Rd
Stevens Brandi K 1892 Johnson Rd
Stratigos Rick 6520 Little Mountain Tr
Taylor Matthew P 6431 Olde Pine Dr
Tharp June 4335 Scotland Main St
Timberline Supply LLC 5274 Sunset Pike
Ulrich Thomas A 430 Overhill Dr
Uscier Susan C 1686 Richardson Dr
Vonjess Benjamin Fredick, John G Jr, John G Von Jess
254 Farmington Rd
Warner Justin 164 Sollenberger Rd
Whitmore Dawn M 1618 Peachtree Ln
Williams Gaynell P 2311 Springfield Dr Ph
Witherow Thomas E 922 Anthony Hwy
Wolford Eric E 2639 Henry Rd
Concord Pa 17217
Clinger Electric 736 Baltimore Pike
Doylesburg Pa 17219
Stake Guy W PO Box 1025
Dry Run Pa 17220
Heistand Eunice M PO Box 132
Fannettsburg Pa 17221
Davis Peggy A 11532 Creek Rd
Fleagle Ira 11532 Creek Rd
Shindledecker Crystal L PO Box 284
Fayetteville Pa 17222
Arenholz Kerri F 6345 Oak Leaf Ln
Baker Nancy 3301 Lincoln Way E 120
Baranowske Michelle E 12160 Loop Rd
Beam Amy 10470 Golf Course Rd
Besecker Mildred M 353 Lincoln Way W
Bietsch Charles 40 5th Ave
Brindle John N 6375 Chambersburg Rd Ofc
Brookens Jane 538 Mt Pleasant Rd
Broomes Joyce D 30 Turner Dr Apt 2
C C Manufactured Housing Comm PO Box 261
Calaway Betty J 5400 Lincoln Way E Lot 57b
Carnell Rory I, Mary R 6375 Chambersburg Rd Lot 19
Charles Jean−Louis 33 Turner Dr Apt 2
Crotty Donald 2349 Pine Grove Rd
Daniels Willard F, Mary V 307 Coldspring Rd
Diamond Jennifer 128 W Main St
Fickes Randy L 136 Mont Alto Rd Apt A
Ford Motor Credit Co Retail 384 Westview Rd
Fortney Kelly L 6310 Fairway Dr W
Funk Charles W 6375 Chambersburg Rd Apt 104
Village of Laurel Run
Gayman Joseph F 5860 Fair Way Dr West
Gsell Bertha C RR 1
Horvath Joseph A, Clara 301 Mccrosson Dr
Jennings Auto Body 128 W Main St
K Enterprises Auto Sales 5642 Lincoln Way E
Kalinich Daniel R 5642a Lincoln Way E
Kennedy Samuel W PO Box 135
Kingsley Barbara 6375 Chambersburg Rd
Klimkiewicz William B 527 Nicklas Dr
Kuester Deborah L 129 Mt Union Rd
Lynn Robert P, Beth A 384 Westview Rd
Mack Naquia A Hall 120 Lincoln Dr
Martin Andrew G 3269 Cook Rd
Mason Vivian PO Box 139
Mcbride Paul 8230 Michaux Dr
Mccleaf Mary E 6361 Chambersburg Rd
Mcintyre David 120 Lincoln Dr
Mejia Ronald A 1140 Black Gap Rd
Minnick Donna P 311 Middour Ave
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Monroig Misty R PO Box 138
Mumpower Richard 5188 Spruce Rd
Nixon Robert 63 Richie Rd
Orange Paul D MD 4225 Lincoln Way E PO Box 608
Patroit Federal Credit Union PO Box 138
Peoples Darryl 28 E Main
Piper Jeff B 115 Wagner Rd
Poe Margie C 1561 Black Gap Rd
Rice Zachary W 21 Hill Crest Rd
Rotz Lonny A 11302 S Mountain Rd
Routzahn David 198 Black Gap Rd Lot 70
Salasky Beverly 6928 Fairway Dr E
Shockey Kimberly 28 E Main
Shoemaker Carol Jean 6377 Oak Leaf Ln
Smith Alison E, Oliver W 866 Corls Rd
Spangler Catherine, Aaron RD 1
Spence Steven 467 Baker Rd
Spitler Virginia R 3747 Mountain Shadow Cir
Sponseller Todd 6130 Greenbriar Dr
Stamper Sheila 643 Houser Rd
Stevens Melissa, Quincy 238 W Main St
Stewart D Frank 6375 Chambersburg Rd Lot 15
Stumbaugh Charles 7489 Lincoln Way E
Thrapp Carolyn 5840 Fairway Dr W
Uglow Michelle 1463 Mountain Shadow
Umpleby Elizabeth Piney Mtn Nursing Home
6375 Chambersburg Rd
Wagaman Della J 11041 S Mountain Rd
Washington Granville D 7108 Brownsville Rd
Wilson William M 7048 Sandwich Ln
Zimmerman David 200 Cresthaven Dr
Loudon Pa 17224
Beecher Anthony D 860 Path Valy Rd Ft
Fogle Shirley 12585 Main St Fort
Greene Calvin 8926 Path Valy Rd Fort
Keefer Sharon 8315 Sweetwater Rd Fort
Kennedy Samuel W PO Box 38 Fort
Kilpatrick Edward F Box 252 Ft
Greencastle Pa 17225
Afms Inc 60 S Washington St
Alaragi Maitham H 204 S Ridge Ave
Alphin Mary A 493 Pensinger Rd
Baker Blaine 382 Carolle St
Biscoe Brandon C 13790 30 Molly Pitcher Hwy
C Evon Barvinchac 11142 Williamsport Pike
Cahill Robert D 4212 Caseytown
Carls Drug Store 145 N Antrim Way
Cavins James W 15274 Bowman Ct
Churchey Robert 3735 Sportsman Rd
Cirilo Ricardo 314 Zarger Rd
Clark Joseph G Jr, Byron C 116 Hykes Rd E
Clever Thomas R 5620 Timmons Dr
Cline Collision Repair 6141 Hager Rd
Cline Jack 14397 Mercersburg Rd
Clopper Candice P 12497 Gearhart Rd
Coby Jerrie 77 Eastern Ave Apt 8
Cordel Barbara J 771 Tower Dr
Cordell Daniel L Sr, William 771 Tower Dr
Crouse Judith G 43 E Franklin St
Daley Nellie 9012 Rabbit Rd N
Dickinson Jennifer 26 Williamson Ave
Dixon Pamela M 455 E Baltimore St
Donaldson Mark A 225 S Antrim Way Apt 6
Ecton Susan 43 W Baltimore St
Engel Morgan J, Howard L 4319 Warm Spring Rd
Ernharth Robert W 235 Oak Ln
Filoc, Oshkosh Corp 1080 Hykes Rd
Finniff Heather M 711 Lee Dr
Gary William M 3700 Rolling Hills Dr
Gaylor Alison R 2479 Pikeside Dr
Gingrich Dorothy M 12280 Carol Ave
Gladfelter Ronald 12826 Binkley Rd
Graham Nancy L Est 143 E Madison St
Greencastle Est Under Pellicano Inc 2775 Buchanan Trail E
Grove Cora I 171 Apple Dr
Haas Edward C Jr, Gloria M 6272 Hager Rd
Heiser Dawn E 225 S Antrim Way
Helman Kayla N 2962 Conococheague Ln
Hendricks Michael A, Erin B 75 Chadwick Dr
Henson Jarvis M N Carlisle
Hockenberry John S 3821 W Weaver Rd
Hollingshead Mary E 1000 Woodland Park Way
Holman Avarice G 15118 Glade Te 144
Hoover Carrie, Troy 12048 Crestview Dr
Horst Merle 12286 Hollowell Church Rd
Horst Merle 12450 Hollowell Church Rd
Houck Ricky L 673 Dresden Cir
Jaime Diane M, Roberto 2712 Hoffman Rd
Kauffman Douglas K PO Box 100
Kidane Mehret W 503 Brookview Dr
Kline Paul Est, Linda Martin 9955 Thompson Dr
Laman William M 7645 Molly Pitcher Hy
Lape Amy 4648 Warm Spring Rd
Layman Christine 37 W Franklin St
Layman Jack R 37 W Franklin St
Lehman Sneha P 252 Hykes Rd E
Lehmans Egg Service Inc PO Box 99
Line Jeremy D 4220 Scar Hill Rd
Lipscomb Kyle A 12280 Carol Ave
Mankoski Sean E 6141 Hager Rd
Mark Sites, Unique Service 4998 Rice Hollow Rd
Mccauley Jennifer L 105 E Baltimore St Apt C
Mcgee Harold R 2279 Grove Meadow Ln
Mil Jordan R 225 S Antrim Way Apt 6
Miller Sheldon T 605 E Baltimore St
Nelson Robert J 766 Shannon Dr N
Penrod Barry J 105 S Jefferson St
Peratino James 6208 Hager Rd
Phanelson Vergie 25 E Baltimore St Apt 3
Plume Deborah J 545 Shannon Dr N
Ringler Stanford Est 15243 Bowman Ct
Rodriguez Saldys S 3819 Grosh Dr
Russman Glenn Norman, Robert E II 161 N Allison St
Russman Michael Steven, Robert E II 161 N Allison St
Schwalm Robert W, Carol L 483 N Shannon Dr
Sharar Dorcas N 8971 Kuhn Rd
Sharretts Body Shop 114 S Jefferson
Silkowski Don Jr 4017 Bullitt Rd
Stamper Jant E 34 Milnor Rd
Trueax Brian 11383 Melody Rd
Victory Lane Car Wash 11011 John Waye Dr
Ward Genevieve RR 2
Washington Roy 114 S Jefferson
Wildasin Tamara L 463 Century Dr
Wolfensberger Meggan B 763 Joy Dr
Younker Michael 404 S Carlisle St
Lemasters Pa 17231
Horsfall Kathryn K PO Box 92
Knaggs Michael V PO Box 133
Leab Terri R, Terri Byers PO Box 46
Roppolo Clinton W PO Box 34
Marion Pa 17235
Bautista Guillermo, Celso PO Box 40
Demarco Diane L 5390 Main St 2nd Floor
Devore Anna A 1155 Otis
Statler Donald A 169 Colorado St
Wagner Jarvis PO Box 151
Wincer Mary E Life Tenant PO Box 218
Mercersburg Pa 17236
Allen Branton Inc 321 Park Ave
Amos Michael F 11978 Punch Bowl Rd
Bricker H L 9992 Ft Loudon Rd
Burdette James 8656 Corner Rd
Carmack Garry R 34 W California St
Choice Collision Center 380 N Main St
Decker Karen L PO Box 233
Delucia Russell L 11027 Shimpstown Rd
Dickinson Benjamin G, Clifford Thorne 300 E Seminary St
Donahoe Michael, Sara Donahoe 9703 Blue Spring Rd
Ehrenfeld Pauline, Joyce L Needham 10444 Clay Lick Rd
Embly Trina L, D K Choice Collision 4581 Lemar Rd
Farmers Merchants 12316 Buchanan Trail W
Gordon Warren J 3313 Mountain Rd
Goshorn Jonathan 6265 Charlestown Rd
Gruppe Michael 300 E Seminary St
Hawbaker Blanche H 125 Linden Ave
Hissongs Custom Svcs 8740 Hissong Rd
Iturrate Miguel L, Donna K 5391 Charlestown Rd
Janes Market 431 Loudon Rd
Jones Charles W 229 S Fayette St
Keefer Donald W 11524 Sylvan Dr
Leasure Shawna L 233 N Main St
Meisner David 300 E Seminary St
Meyers J Randolph 302 Linden Ave Box 133
Miskowski Tyler J 8765 N Mountain Dr
Monismith Patricia 36 W California St
Nunn Lois 200 Faust St 207
Pensenger Paul, Mary 9413 Blue Spring Rd
Peterson Craig 12560 Licking Creek Ct
Poffenberger Justin D 12316 Buchanan Trail W
R G Blankley Trucking, Renee Preso 9370 Garnes Rd
Radd John 3689 Mercersburg Rd
Reese Steven S PO Box 358
Ryder Merle William 4704 Charlestown Rd
Saufley Ellen M RR 3
Seville Jason 32 E Seminary St Apt 2
Sixeas Brandon T 6971 Charlestown Rd
Snyder Gladys 200 Faust St 207
Starenchak Rhonda L 10771 Etter Ave
Stoner Charles J, Jane D 12979 Buchanan Trl W
Stoner Wayne E 2000 Heavenly Acres Ridge Rd
Thorne Kathleen M, Clifford 300 E Seminary St
Ua 27−Jan−04 Marle William Ryder Revocab Le Living
4704 Charlestown Rd
Whitetail Ski Co Inc Gro 13805 Blairs Valy Rd
Witmer Chad 11240 Lafayette Rd
Woodward Robert J 8801 Oellig Rd
Wooldridge Robert, Gay J 2428 Tollgate Ridge Rd
Woolridge Jeffery, Gay J RR 3 Box 92a
Yablonski Max L III 3768 Lamar Rd
Mont Alto Pa 17237
Chu Carina PO Box 34
Conner Linda Lee 5411 Anthony Hury
Harbert Nancy L PO Box 183
Herrington Fred J Sr 107 Reynolds Ave
Mary Melinda R PO Box 8
Rosenberry Carol A, Chad L Box 641 309 Jones Ave Apt 5
Shrevese James, Nancy Mccul G PO Box 151
Spencer Patti S 227 Park St Apt 215
West Maria 1 Yew St
Orrstown Pa 17244
Curley Janet 3930 Orrstown Rd
Deaven Marlin E 13508 Cumberland High
Demottez Joseph David Est 3827 Orrstown Rd
Evjene Jacob R 13556 Cumberland Hwy
Foust Michael L 6428 Orrstown Rd
Georges Mini Mart LLC 13387 Cumberland Hwy
Pevey Jonathan L, Jacob S 3645 Orrstown Rd Apt 1
Smetzer Ada M Orrstown Personal Care Home
3329 Orrstown Rd
Smith Kayla L 9176 Iron Bridge Rd
Quincy Pa 17247
Bishop Norma V PO Box 128
Daub Lola K PO Box 128
Etter Raymond S Sr, Larry O PO Box 27
Rouzerville Pa 17250
Cool Jean L 11761 Pen Mar Rd
Cooley Jean L PO Box 43
Mcferren Mary 11814 Pen Mar Rd
Mellott Eric D PO Box 156
Snyder Susan 54 Walnut Dale Rd
Sochacki Henryk 8 Boschendal Rd Les Essards
Roxbury Pa 17251
Bowers Dean A PO Box 21
Dan Llewellyn 426 Green Ln
Saint Thomas Pa 17252
Anderson Brenda K 107 Springwood Ave
Belk Teri A PO Box 182
Bigler Alyssa M 6728 Lincoln Way W
Brindles Auto Body 7710 Cumberland Cir
Courtney Cynthia S 230 St Thomas Edenville Rd
Dietrich Margaret, Ivan Jr RT 1
Figueroa Joseph M 5723 Jack Rd
Hall Leandra F 10462 Lincoln Way W 3
Harvey Cheryl A 4790 Race Track Rd
Hoke Paul G 5126 Lincoln Way W
International Guild of Lamp Researchers Lamplighters
Farm 10111 Lincoln Way W
Justice Christopher M 2210 Apple Way
Kalathas Antonios 230 School House Rd
Nelling D Chrysteen RR 1
Peterson Amanda 7710 Cumberland Cir
Sanders Shanice R 2819 Keller Rd
Thomas Edna R 10462 Lincoln Way W 3
Yeager Roger 128 Pleasantwood Ave
Scotland Pa 17254
Bieber David C PO Box 29
Crouse Joseph PO Box 425
Iesi Pa Corpn Chambersburg Hauling PO Box 399
Scotland Family Medicine Inc 3730 Scotland Rd
Shady Grove Pa 17256
Bourgeous Clarence G 1853 Buchanan Trail E PO Box 118
Lenharr Harry E 1830 Buchanan Trl E
Stockslager Robert PO Box 56
South Mountain Pa 17261
Benner Richard, South Mountain Restoration
10058 S Mountain Rd
Gill Dorothy M, Joseph A Box 123
South Mountain Restaurant 10058 S Mountain Rd
Verdier Tina L PO Box 171
Spring Run Pa 17262
Devlin Sally A 17055 Timmons Rd
Hockenberry Donald H 18315 Dry Run Rd W
Morrison Robert L Box 41
Naugle Scott S 17942 Dry Run Rd W
State Line Pa 17263
Livengood Stella M 171 East Ave
Myers Robert W PO Box 429
Snyder Herman M Est PO Box 241
Upper Strasburg Pa 17265
Smith Harry H, Carol L Whited PO Box 86
Waynesboro Pa 17268
Allen Julia E 120 W Main St 407
Ambrose Donald L 13013 Welty Rd
Banas John 409 W 8th St
Barnhart Gennifer, Jason 102 Garfield St
Barr Christine 433 Cleveland Ave
Baumgardner Ann R 13781 Midvale Rd
Bellotti David A 13938 Crest Ave
Berger Ronald E, Karen M, Scott 15 S Oller Ave Apt D
Best Western 239 W Main St
Biddinger Rose 301 N Grant St
Bingaman Patricia A 239 Park St
Biser Donald PO Box 881
Bloom George F, Susan C 216 Hamilton Ave
Bower Eleanor K Altman House PO Box 808
Bowman Maureen F, Terry L 232 S Church St
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Boyd Diane 12218 Red Hawk Dr
Boyd Transport Inc 12218 Red Hawk Dr
Brallier John 11468 Mentzer Gap Rd
Brechbiel Alice P 113 Ridge Ave
Britsch William 11475 Pine Hill Dr
Brown Mildred L 125 Cottage St
Buchanan Auto Park Inc 11194 Buchanan Trail E
Byers Gladys 16 E North St
Celestial Acres LLC 11297 Weatherstone Dr
Chavis Hughie P 121 E Main St
Chick Ronald C DC 19 N Church St Rear Box 287
Clarice Rogers 615 S Potomac St
Cline Justin 309 Commerce
Cline Kimberly J Po Box 446
Coker Claudia 11655 Brookdale Dr
Collins Shawn M 617 E Main St
Cook J D 12293 Pen Mar Rd
Cook Michelle D 8876 Picadilly Cir
Copeland Roy 36 W Main Apt 2 St
Crawford Jeffrey M 609 Vista Ct
Crouse Bertha D 3343 Waynecastle Rd
Custer Christopher 245 Wayne Ave
Dagenhart Omar Middle Nam 12166 Country Club Rd
Dave Shockey Autobody 5662 Buchanan Trl E
Deavers Jason T 11969 Old Forge Rd
Doty Thomas 236 Crown Ct
Downin Minnie 8035 Anthony Hwy
Everett Larry 10625 Sunburst Dr
Farmers Merchant Bank 12245 Red Hawk Dr
Fenderson Bernard PO Box 793
Fink Cheryl 21 S Grant St Apt 5
Five Forks Fruit 3966 Clay Hill Rd
Flemming James C 230 N Grant St
Foundrymans Group WC Mark Cogan Pres 9th St &
Clayton Ave
Fritz David 81 W Main St 2
Fry Margaret C 92 W Main St
Funk Charlotte P 120 W Main St
Gee Bethany L 232 N Grant St
Geesaman Kelli S 11830 Orlando Cir
Gelwicks C Chester 9368 Tomstown Rd
Hahn Dennis W 47 N Phillips Ave
Hammonds James M 11809 Orchard Ln
Hampton Elizabeth PO Box 446
Hanuszak Laura I 505 B W Main St
Hardman Richard W, Sandra M 13417 Meadowview Ave
Harshman Thelma M 6489 Nunnery Rd
Haupt Benjamin V 16 E 2nd St
Heard Thomas 9245 Oyer Dr
Heffner Noreen R Est 25 N Potomac St Apt 302
Henicles Market 42 W Second St
Henson Kenneth N 9250 Gap Rd
Howes Dale 12968 Old Penmar Rd
Hunter Davis Jo A 8720 Orlando Rd
Irving Company P A 11780 Orchard
Jackson Steven W 5628 Iron Bridge Rd
Jamison Ronald E 510 Hollengreen Dr
Johnson William L, Millard 21 Cleveland Ave
Jones Edward 609 Vista Ct
Kauffman Dianna 5350 Bte
Kear Richard E 14286 Wingerton Rd
Keller David S, Dawn F 9285 Dyer Dr
Keller John W 11460 Pine Hill Dr
Keller Kristen, Jason 13121 Welty Rd Apt 4
Kline Rebecca 214 N Potomac St
Kneasel Irwin R 419 N Church St
Koster Jeffrey 8328 Thames Ct
Kulla Taylor 11617 Woodlea Dr
Lamb Frances J 11370 N Garfield St Ext
Lasorsa Amy E, Louis 11297 Weatherstone Dr
Lee Sang C 925 Eastland Rd
Lehman Robert 11582 Buchanan Trl E
Lewis Albert 10576 Fish & Game Rd
Loflin Ruth 14527 Charmian Rd
Lucas Carolyn L 8303 Sheffield Manor Blvd
Lynn Pontiac Cad Inc 1035 E Main St
Manning Alicia R 107 S Potomac St
Martin Jay R, Cynthia Martin 15937 Hollowell Church Rd
Martz Patricia D, Josiah C 300 N Grant St
Matthews James E Jr, Nancy E 11753 Anthony Hwy
Mccleaf Lisbeth, Steven 8300 Mentzer Gap Rd
Mccleary Gene B 13367 Old Mill Rd
Mccrea Elsworth, Jean 14021 Buchanan Trail E
Mcneil Richard K, Dolores A 7839 Anthony Hwy
Melling Glenna E 238 Fairview Ave
Mellinger Thomas A 238 Fairview Ave
Menges Peter C 11950 Mentzer Gap Rd
Meyer John Jr, Kevin M 10738 E Buchanan Trl
Miller Charles R RR 2
Miller Dolores E 316 Commerce St
Millman Gerard 140 E 2nd St
Minnich Denise J 227 Dickinson Ave
Minnier Tyler 45 E Second St
Moats Gladys G 230 Ridge Ave
Moats Robert 10444 Old Forge Rd
Moore George 413 Fairview Ave
Moser Erma 120 W Main St
Mouer Bruce 216 W 5th St
Myers Terry 11729 Gehr Rd
Newcomer Tony A 305 Northfield Ave Rear
Odell Frances C, Melvin L 11715 Woodlea Dr
Pan American Auto Sales Inc 11478 Buchanan Trail E
Paquette Robert 227 Hamilton Ave
Patterson Kenneth A 9103 Capital Hill Rd
Perry William 23 Fairview Ave
Pine Zachary S 14778 Ridge Rd D
Pinsky Trista 130 Cottage St
Piper Snyder Cheryl 618 Fairview Ave
Poole Charles 200 Crown Ct
Poper Betty J 72 Mount Vernon Ter
Potts Mae 734 Ringgold St
Potts Mary F 239 Park St
Reed Donald 94 W Main St
Reed Mary L 16 W 4th St
Ressler Corinna 8834 Bakner Rd
Richeson Hella Box 283 A RT 5
Runge Brennan K 130 N Church St
Scott Thelma H 14527 Charmian Rd
Sease Helen Elizabeth 308 S Oller Ave
Shank George W 7344 Slabtown Rd
Shindledecker James E 18 1 2 E Main St 3
Short James P 15056 Wingerton Rd
Short Susan R 344 Geiser Ave
Shriver Ida Luculle 91 Mount Airy Ave Apt I
Slick Amanda L 103 E North St
Smith Alan 433 Cleveland Ave
Smith Amber 8160 Anthony Hwy
Smith Gregg A 104 1/2 Garfield St
Smith James E 38 S Potomac St Apt 1
Soffe Edward 8750 Harper Dr
Steitz Marian C, Eve Natoli 13245 Buena Vista Rd
Stoner D Roy 712 Prospect St
Stoner Donald A 14714 Hoovers Mill Rd
Stoops Clara R, Owen M 397 Fairview Ave
Swank Jonathan L 13 Philadelphia Ave
Swope Joshua A 9381 Tomstown Rd
Tarr David W 600 F S Potomac St
Taylor Georgia, James O 208 Hoffman
Teledyne Landis Machine 360 S Church St
Terry Mary 506 N Potomac St
Town Center Car Wash & Storage LLC 4421 Marsh Rd
Valentine Kristin N 400 Abigail Ave
Warrenfeltz S Annette 200 Fairview Ave
Whittington Edward Christmas Club 14328 Buchanan Trl E
Trlr 25
Williams Frank 217 W N St Apt 21
Winkler James T 12266 Blue Mountain Ave
Wkrd Family 4421 Marsh Rd
Wood Kathy L 14061 Gardner Ave
Woodring Bobbie A 244 W 2nd St
York Refrigeration, Eileen M Green York Intl 100 Cv Ave
Zuckerman Richard 227 Fairview Ave
Willow Hill Pa 17271
Sasso George, Peggy 14445 Shady Pine Rd
Zullinger Pa 17272
Cowder Johnathan, Rhonda 12222 Polktown Rd
Imes Melvin A Pleasant View Pk
Mckee George M Jr, Nancy J PO Box 247
Riffle John M PO Box 117
Super Zullinger Mart 5030 Buchanan Trail E
Greene County
Aleppo Pa 15310
Schiller Suzzette 282 Deep Valy Rd
Bobtown Pa 15315
Aboko Jacqueline PO Box 276
Clites Christian 356 S Willis St
Imrich Albert L 377 N Moreland St PO Box 47
Marietta Linda PO Box 123
Shanor Jennifer PO Box 323
Szczyrbak Harry H PO Box 105
Vargo John M RR 1
Brave Pa 15316
Tennant Patricia Est PO Box 716
Carmichaels Pa 15320
Bertugli Amelio Rte 88 S RD 1
Bottled Gas Svc 106 W Greene St
Crilly Douglas P 150 Sara Ln
Crutchman Katie Grace 219 Ceylon Rd
Czyzewski William 405 Ctr St
Gablers Drugs 106 S Market St
Hager Randolph PO Box 177
Harrison Carol 118 Short St
Hathaway Hope 401 Old Town Rd
Holaren Andrew 119 Stevenson Ln
Hultz Anne 200 Parkvue Knoll
Husarcik Agnes Precious Moments Pch 212 Randolph St
Hyneckeal Ella Est 561 Rte 88
Kensic Edward, Louis Relosky 805 W George St
Kino Jerry Dale, Andrew PO Box 142
Kramer Nancy 211 Liberty St
Krause Richard 109 Yeash Ln
Krkovich Helen Est 553 Old Waynesburg Rd
Levicky Audra M 300 W South St
Lough John W 197 Maple St
Mccann Lanny R 114 Randolth
Mcgowan Harvey A Est 95 Fair St
Osborne Carl J 430 W George St
Phillippi Grover Box 231 RD 1
Phillips June 74 Rte 21 Mhp
Sargent Dean M 156 Schoolhouse Ln
Sherry Patricia A 390 Ceylon Rd
Shop N Save 560 Rte 88
Smith Donald L Est 545 Old Waynesburg Rd
Smith Rithella Shimek 149 Maple St
Sova Robert E 140 Liveasy Rd
Stanley Carolyn, William 102 Cedarwood Dr
Super Street Station 203 S Market St
Turian Helen, John 415 Ceylon Rd
Turian Helen D, John 802 W George St
Ullery Ralph 132 Ullery Rd
Urbany Helen PO Box 354
Viencek Thomas M 120 Carmichaels St
Waters Joanna R 2541 E Roy Furman Hwy
Whipkey Jackie 504 Parkview Knls
Whipkey Stuart 668 N Eighty Eight Rd
Zuspan Charlotte A, William L RD 1 Box 128 D
Clarksville Pa 15322
Bartus Hazel W 26 Walnut St
Bottari Charlotte P, Mcdaniels PO Box 13
Bupka Benjamin M 18 Clark St
Citizens Auto 120 5th St
Cyr Kevin L Sr 120 5th St
Evans Gloria PO Box 13
Honomichl Kerry 119 School St
Limin On The Moon LLC 1506 N 88 Rd
Lrose Angel R 29 Clark St
Maize Gayle PO Box 528 527 Sugar Ln
Malone Percy D 2 Oak St
Mattish Charles E PO Box 199
Mcclelland C Irvin, Amelia 24 Walnut St
Mcdaniels Homes P PO Box 13
Nyswaner Clifford M PO Box 533
Rhoads Timothy M 122 Elm St
Werner Richard B PO Box 533
Wilson Jane Mary PO Box 426
Young Jonathan 26 Walnut St
Zangla Domenick Est PO Box 644
Crucible Pa 15325
Buttermore Ljubica Est Box 353
Dragich Veronica M 115−78 2nd St
Hines Jennifer PO Box 114
Lilley Michael PO Box 304
Wagner Barbara A, Walter R PO Box 246
Dilliner Pa 15327
Carey Richard, Suzanne 637 Walnut Hill Rd
Dodson Myrtle E 301 Moffit Rd Apt A
Holbert Trucking Inc 184 Holbert Stretch
Mcdonald Robert L RD 1 PO Box 279
Namet Charles 1000 Bobtown Rd
Pohobich Ernest RR 1
Yoney John Est 443 Creek Hill Rd
Garards Fort Pa 15334
Kennedy William N 620 Mapletown Rd
Graysville Pa 15337
Bamberger Reed L 2299 Browns Creek Rd
Marshall William C 155 Stringtown Rd PO Box 128
Webster Brandy N, Jason A, Noah E 108 Carter Rd
Greensboro Pa 15338
Agulara Julia 5524 W Market St
Allegheny Tower 198 Maple Ridge Rd
Blake Seth 195 Pump Sta Rd
Burich Andrew S Jr, Faye L PO Box 133
Community Medical & Dental P 7 Glassworks Rd
Cornerstone Care 7 Glassworks Rd
Dovillers Virginia 126 W Otterman
Drew Rachel E 202 Front St PO Box 251
Duranko Derick 140 Greensboro Rd
Elli Brittany A PO Box 271
Jones Matthew 16 Hillman St
Kalafsky Steve P, Gertrude J PO Box 503
Monon Recreation Fed PO Box 295
Rieder Keith L 7 Glassworks Rd
Zaher Mary RR 1
Zamora Martha 5524 W Market St
Holbrook Pa 15341
Chapon Kenneth R Star Rte Box 8
Isiminger Thomas W PO Box 85
Jones Kurtis D 404 Mt Zion Rd
Matt Lewis J 186 Pine Run Rd
Mcdonnell Lawrence J 40 Reeds Ln
Shriver Theresa Est 1826 Toms Run Rd
Zeth Fred, Beth, Audrey G 131 Higgins Cemetery Rd
Jefferson Pa 15344
Baker Erwin 120 Coolspring St
Blair Martin Terrence E 136 Washington St
Dobbins Holly A 1467 Jefferson Rd Apt 288
Hice Donald K 218 Sharpnack Hollow Rd
Morris Ronald L PO Box 338
Murphy Evelyn PO Box 243
Ness Margaret PO Box 243
Patterson Chad C PO Box 27
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Pratt Beth 101 Hamilton St
Sands William H 355 Willis Rd
Thistlethwaite B K RR 1
Mather Pa 15346
Caltuna June R PO Box 75
Caltuna Lisa 429 4th St
Kuczykowski Chester R, Helen PO Box 222
Maison Edward E III PO Box 324 131 1st St
Milliken Michael J PO Box 328
Obrochta Joseph, Irene 59 Short St
Tedrow James A 272 Castile Ridge Rd
Washington Chevrolet PO Box 328
Mount Morris Pa 15349
Ammons Joshua PO Box 354
Aro Mining Products 201 Meadow Ridge Rd
Barber George Z IV, Melissa B 453 Bald Hill Rd
Bells Grocery LLC 211 Meadow Ridge Dr
Burke Elizabeth Po Box 162
Felton Eugene D Box 317
Felton Eugene E Box 317
Grossl Everett PO Box 84
Mccartney Patricia J 232 Wilson Rd
Mec Construction Inc 130 Meadow Ridge Rd Ste 28
Montgomery R Gregory PO Box 06
Phillips Robert 374 Bald Hill Rd
Pierce James A Est RD 1 Davistown Rd
Primary Care Center Of Mt Morris 104 Front St 102
Reel Harry E PO Box 114
Strickler David J PO Box 266
Waynesburg Wrestling Assoc PO Box 118
Nemacolin Pa 15351
Bialko Lori PO Box 216
Crilly Douglas P PO Box 149
Forsyth William H Est PO Box 28
Morgan Patricia A Box 81
New Freeport Pa 15352
Kiger Fred RD 1
Mccready Shyla 155 Fox Hill Rd
Phillips Gerald RR 1
Sand Hill Cemetery Assoc RR 1 Box 203
Taylor Gladys RD 1
Nineveh Pa 15353
Hopkins Ada Lou, John Box 46
Hopkins Dotty 1751 Browns Creek Rd
Rices Landing Pa 15357
Bayard Margaret P 145 Carmichaels St
Blassic Joseph W, Lucy 116 Millsboro Rd
Bowman Marion T 551 Carmichaels St
Harrison Frances E 114 Old Ferry Rd
Journic James L 128 Main St
Sams Jessie M 126 Water St
Shaffer William L 131 4th St
Stilwell Willis F 551 Carmichaels St
Swaney Henry 385 Airshaft Rd
Viencek Thomas M, Clarine 120 Carmichaels St
Weaver Jeremy D 110 Burke St
Rogersville Pa 15359
Jones Charles A PO Box 330
Spraggs Pa 15362
Dugas Wendy 331 Yeager Rd
Toland Roxanne 442 Rudolph Run Rd
Welshans Donald E Jr 565 Smith Creek Rd
Sycamore Pa 15364
Englert Wendy D, Robert 419 Hopewell Ridge Rd
Loughman Eileen, Van 1252 Browns Creek Rd
Parker Christopher J 961 Patterson Creek Rd
Stockdale Harold M RD 1 Box 214
Walker Charles E RR 1 Box 148
Weaver Colleen, Darrell 353 Dillie Rd
Waynesburg Pa 15370
Adamson Mary J 426 N Maiden St
Allen Michael F 205 Mcnay Hill Rd
Anderson Mary 191 Preacher Rd
Arbogast Matthew 666 Ross St
Atlas America Inc 125 Industry Rd
Bailey Charles Jr PO Box 1070
Baily Charles R PO Box 1070
Baker Jerry L 346 Stewart Hl
Barlow Liberty 24 S Washington St
Bedilion Delbert 225 E Lincoln St
Bendik David W 454 Dividing Ridge Rd
Berryman Mary F 151 1st Ave
Bland Matthew Seth 60 Northwest St
Boka Marnie 860 Bonar Ave
Brewer Viola 405 4th Ave
Byrne Jennie L 490 Bonar Ave
Calvert Anna, Joseph 1120 Smith Creek Rd
Carmichael Colby Daniel 514 Mt View Dr
Central Cab 155 Industry Rd
Central Parts Warehouse RD 2 Box 592 Rte 21
Chamberlain Terry R Cl−6265 175 Progress Dr
Chambers Roxanne 155 Rolling Meadows Rd
Chrysler Financial 271 Mcilvaine Rd
Chucks Collision Shop Inc 132 Jefferson Rd
Comfort Inn, Greene Motels LP 100 Comft Ln
Connolly Kathleen G 709 3rd Ave
Craig Casey 365 Hessel St
Cress Roy 279 Fordyce Run Rd
Donald E Shriver Sr Shrivers Video 1362 Mt Morris Rd
Dorazio Thomas G 1300 6th St Apt A
Eddy Amy, Joseph 195 Zimmer Ln 195 Zimmer Ln
Family Greene C 430 Oakview Dr
Finucane Thomas 187 Northwest St
Fox Ford Mercury 743 E High St
Free Laura E Est 695 N Morris St
Gcctc, Popielarcheck 60 Zimmerman Dr
Graham George, James 217 Lanz Rd
Green Co Chapter No 123 2600 Smith Creek Rd
Greene County Country Club 1044 Lippencott Rd
Greene County Primary Care Pc 430 East Oakview Dr
Grinage Lillian A 271 W Greene St Apt C
Hamilton John R 69a S Cumberland St
Harding Dorothy L 252 S Lincoln St
Harry Yoders 281 Cherry Ave
Headley David 2463 Smith Creek Rd
Hoover Dorothy E, Robert 161 Iron Rock Rd
Howard John W 142 Stewart St
Hoy Contracting 3057 Mt Morris Rd
Hoyle Mary E RD 3 Sugar Run Rd
Huey Tyler 175 Progress Dr
Humble Carpet Decorating, Humble Johnny Bill
1000 E High St
Ivy Leaf School Inc 51 W College St
John Howard Olds Pont Buick 185 Wade St
Juskowich John, Nancy 346 Locust Dr
Kab Trucking 413 Jefferson Rd
Kaufman Lanty Paul 742 Garards Ft Rd
Keener George 141 Jefferson Rd
Kiger Sandria Ellen 113 3rd St
Killen Mary Louise 575 Sherman Ave
Lemley Mary 603 N Richhill St Apt 1
Lemley Mary S 600 Bridge St Apt 109
Leonard James E 447 Pisgah Ridge Rd
Lewis Dora Jane 300 Ctr Ave
Lidey Flora Cole 107 Curry Rd
Lippencott Alice L 250 Washington Rd
Lippencott Herman 191 Independent Rd
Litton Lonnie 108 Sheldon Run Rd
Lyle James O, College Town Diner 128 W High St
Lynch Amos Jr 454 Bonar Ave
Maffeo Philip D, College Town Diner 128 W High St
Martin Keith, Mary 844 Craynes Run Rd
Matesic Roberta M 237 S Washington St
Mayhle Brandy J, Brent E 324 Hoy Hill Rd
Mccracken Ben T 58 S West St
Mcghie Russell P 1138 Smith Creek Rd
Medfast Pharmacy Rte 19 & Sugar Run Rd
Miller Yvonne 405 E Oakview Dr
Milliken Blair Silvia, Kenneth P 575 Walnut St
Moore Encil E, Ruth E Franklin St
Mountjoy Walter G, Helen R 825 4th Ave
Ohara John M, Edna, L M 315 S Richhill St
Orum Elizabeth 79 S Morgan St A
Paolino Patricia A 495 N Morris St
Patton Tonya F 433 Patterson Run Rd
Pennsylvanias Future 1165 Park Ave
Peterson Marie E 1200 5th St Apt 107
Phillips Kevin, Sheila 53 S Morris St Apt C
Pierce Jody L 365 Hessel St
Pinelli Steven J Pc 232 Elm St Dr
R M Manufacturing 413 Jefferson Rd
Raber Allen 1470 Big Shannon Run Rd
Ratliff Janetta Est 52 W Green St 2 E
Roach James 225 Nazer St
Roberts Clyde Est 65 Crabspple Dr
Rolling Meadows Nursing Home 107 Curry Rd
Sams Jessie Est, Dr Mona Co 720 Dutch Run Rd
Scott James 1610 Lantz St
Semonick Mary, Pete 46 Country Club Rd
Sethner Andrew P 203 Happy Valy Rd
Sethner Mary Anne 201 Happy Valy Rd
Shaffer Christina L 554 Barton Hollow Rd
Shekerko David 195 Willow Rd
Shipe Bruce V 2163 Garards Ft Rd
Smith Tiffany N 155 Woodland Ave Apt 55a
Stephenson Carol L 183 Caldwell Rd
Stuck Tracy Lynn 215 Fordyce Rd
Sutton Michael 155 Woodland Ave Apt 58b
Sweeeny Matthew P 51 W College St
Thistlethwaite Michael B, Lisa 950 Jefferson Rd
Thomas Celeste E 514 Mt View Dr
Transmission Dominion 657 Jefferson Rd
Tri State Health 20 Miller Ln
Ua 04−Nov−93 Russell P Mcghie Trust
1138 Smith Creek Rd
Victor Harry H 170 E Greene St Avalon Ct 18
Voight Dale 134 Thompson Gdns
Vora Praful 245 Elm Dr
Walheim Marybeth 93 Southwest St
Waynesburg Chrysler Jeep 1625 E High St
Webster Catharine E 209 E High St
Webster Catharine S 209 E High St
Webster William H 209 E High St
Wigner Janice 62 W Elm St
Williams Ronald L 1010 Woodland Ave 1
Yeager−Thornberg Ruth 1050 9th St
Wind Ridge Pa 15380
Barnhart David Raymond, Roger Lee 115 Veterans Rd
Carlisle Justin 450 West Roy Furman Hwy
Riley David M 375 Mccracken Rd
Scherich Rodney E 325 Wheeling Creek Rd
Huntingdon County
Alexandria Pa 16611
Dick Frederick, Dorothy 4997 Tadpole Holw
Giles Nicole A 7961a Juniata Valy Pk
Greene Jama R PO Box 21 5777 William Penn Hwy
Griffin Leroy RR 1 Box 101
Grove Harold K RD 1
Grove Ronald 8819 Sipes Rd
Hall Sierra 307 Shelton Ave
Harnish David 7407 Jersey Ln
Mutti Laurel E 8473 River Rd
Porter Alexandria Jo PO Box 113
Reinschmidt Robert J PO Box 231
Russell Logistics LLC 6259 Diehl Rd
Sprankle Robert E, Martha L 8085 Loop Rd
Wiser Reo 5604 Barree Rd
Blairs Mills Pa 17213
Burdge Joseph L 16374 Shade Valy Rd
Broad Top Pa 16621
Broad Top Mlt Inc PO Box 190
Brown Kevin PO Box 50
Lapenna Joseph J 24a Barn St PO Box 231
Calvin Pa 16622
Gallagher Richard 41 Lakewood Manor
Ruby Brandon L HC 1 Box 39
Cassville Pa 16623
Carver Casey J 17958 Cooks Rd
Dudley Pa 16634
Foster Katherine C, Thomas PO Box 237
Hall Diane PO Box 222
Marcocci Carolyn J 100 Crawford St PO Box 208
Hesston Pa 16647
Christina E Miller 4398 Racetrack Rd Apt 2
Foreman David PO Box 31
Grubb Linda, Jay 4290 Shellbrook Dr
Huntingdon Pa 16652
Ardrey David O 702 Oneida St
Arnold Justin 525 Penn St Apt 3
Bean Melissa J 10421 S Crooked Creek Rd
Bell Justin R 512 13th St
Bonsell Marcia L 12537 Stonecreek Ridge Rd
Brown Claude R, Lucille 2743 Warm Spgs Rd
Brown James L 9454 Sugar Grove Rd
Brown Jolene A, Brown John R 2743 Warm Spgs Rd
Bumgardner Lester P 324 Church St
Cars Unlimited RT 22 & S 4th St
Chu Jieping 1700 Moore St 672
Conner Vera S 5504 Alto Pacific Blvd
Cooper Daniel L Jr PO Box 261
Cunningham James H 1100 Pike St
Deck Raylene M 5504 Alto Pacific Blvd
Dubal Laurie, Thomas 5695 Orchard Rd
Dunlap Gertrude R 719 Mount Vernon Ave
Eby Earl E Jr, Karin L RD4 Box 393−D
Ford Josephine 1400 Wash
Gao Song 316 30th St
Garner Ellen G 730 Mifflin St
Garner John C 712 7th St
Getic Mildred Est 360 Westminster Dr
Gibbs Taylor R 1903 Penn St
Goldstein Peter 7913 Scott Rd
Gregory Patricia 1500 Washington St
Hassine Victor 1120 Pike St
Heaster Kirk 329 Penn St
Hockenberry Helen 8961 Standing Stone Rd
Horton Mary E 750 Washington St
Hughes Donald G 307 10th St
Jackson Sviatlana F 400 9th St Apt 701
Johnson Ronald Gregory 1100 Pike St
Johnston Frances Frances L Johnston
10337 Fairgrounds Rd
Kay Linda 6830 Toner Camp Rd
Knowles Carolin L 1725 Penn St
Kuter James S PO Box 551
Lamey Robert C 900 Bryan St
Leach Muhammad 1100 Pike St
Leffard Amy 2724 R Warm Spgs Ave
Leone John R 317 Jennifer Dr
Maniwa Rina PO Box 117
Mansberger Stanley L, Elsie M PO Box 245
Matter Jill C, John 3852 Cold Spgs Rd
Mcbride Samuel RR 1
Mcclain Wanda 1400 Wash
Mccloskey Colleen S 3631 Cold Spgs Rd
Miner Kay 600 Penn St Apt 507
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Mishra Debasis 417 Penn St Apt 3
Mowrer Lorraine E Est 14597 Trough Creek Valy Pike
Norris Jason L 11193 Trey Rd
Oneill John W RR 2
Parks Robert M, Ethel RD 3
Pendleton Jeremiah G PO Box 999 1120 Pike St
Powell John H 9904 Stone Creek Ridge Rd
Querry Elizabeth 606 Pennsylvania Ave
Ramsey Lola J 304 Washington St
Reahm Samantha I 11140 Stone Creek Ridge Rd
Regional Diagnostic Imaging PO Box 382
Remick Thomas A Jr, Dianna G 404 2nd St
Roland Edward 711 Church St Apt 14
Sams Industrial Supply 1431 Oneida St
Scott Elizabeth A RD 4 Box 91
Sczerba Cynthia 717 Warm Spgs Ave
Sheehan Motors Inc RT 22
Shehan Ronald 517 Washington St
Shires Jean B, Edson S Crafts 309 4th St
Shoemaker James S 307 10th St
Sloan Jeffrey W 1124 Moore St
Stitely Susan M 10295 Sanders Dr
Stitely Susan M 10295 Sanders Ln
Stultz Brown Ford Mercury RT 22 S 11th St
Swigart Patricia B 2101 Ellis Ave
Szczerba Cynthia 717 Warm Spgs Ave
Theys Henry 10192 Raystown Rd
Trexler Todd V 512 13th St
Trimer Ellen L RR 1
Tyrol John W 2204 Autumn Wood Dr
Webber Randolph S 11517 Turkey Farm Rd
Wike Deborah A 11038 Fairgrounds Rd
Williams Evan P 1725 Penn St
Xie Wenchao PO Box 1402
Yocum Nicholas A 10151 Piney Ridge Rd
Zinobile Amanda PO Box 295
James Creek Pa 16657
Caccamo Miriam RR 1 Box 239
Eichelberger Susan RR 1 Box 64
Felton Janie PO Box 37
Mapleton Depot Pa 17052
Keim Stephen, Jessica 15727 Orchard Rd
Parks Bland R 8550 Parks Rd
Smith Eugene PO Box 49
Woods Clarence R PO Box 107
Mill Creek Pa 17060
Cohenour Zeke A PO Box 38 Main St
Dell Stanley 12555 Big Valy Pike PO Box 20
Dunkle Kenneth L SR
Eisenhart Craig A 10897 Maddern Run Rd
Odonnell Debra K PO Box 27
Swanger Leona M HC 61 Box 464
Tray John Lower St
Mount Union Pa 17066
Alesi John L 200 W Market St
Banks David D 114 W Chesnut St
Boozel Steven C 624 Riverside Dr
Christoff Arthur S, Anna F, Roger L RD 3 PO Box 1547
Cornell Colt M 112 W Garber St
Fontenot Francis 104 S Division St Apt B
Getz Robert F Jr 318 S Division St
Goetz Charles J 305 S Moore Ave
Hanes Steven 13266 Beacon Lodge Rd
Hicks Wilsia, Robert RD 1
Hicks Patricia 206 W Water St Apt B
Hoffmaster Patty J 224 Silverford Hts Rd
Hydecker Helen V Pama Ave
Mentzer Kenneth R RR 1 Box 182
Neumann Jennifer 104 E Market St
Taylor Body Shop 206 W Water St Apt B
Varner Douglas 100 W Market St Apt B
Walter George E, Evelyn A RR 1
Winfree Russel 322 N Jefferson St
Neelyton Pa 17239
Park Robert L, Tonya 23965 Decorum Rd
Orbisonia Pa 17243
Bankes Karen PO Box 454
Clinger Catherine 11323 Pogue Rd
Grove John 105 Ridgley St
Mccartney Todd 11245 Pogue Rd
Mooney Richard 5 Cromwell St
Rhodes Deborah A 11323 Pogue Rd
Petersburg Pa 16669
Bracken John T 13066 Slate Hill Rd
Dick Gilbert D PO Box 303
Franks Michael 782 King St
Henry Ernest W, Jane RD 1
Hoffer Clara RR 1 Box 1034
Kiratzis Cynthia 13885 Alan Seeger Rd
Leonard William S Jr 3462 Walnut Ln
Maneri Sadie 2634 Reed St
Patterson Frank S PO Box 235
Stalder Mathilda 2126 Spring St
Wilson Claudia I PO Box Washing
Young Margaret K, Angela M PO Box 158
Robertsdale Pa 16674
Bolinger Thomas W HC 1 Box 8b
Rockhill Furnace Pa 17249
R & G Steel Ltd PO Box 246
Shade Gap, Pa 17255
Covert Helen 23986 Croghan Pike
Locke Denise PO Box 45
Shirleysburg Pa 17260
Lerdy Marion Jr Est RD 1 Box 102
Morgan Myrtle I 11386 Nebo Rd
Spruce Creek PA 16683
Carper Joseph Wayne PO Box 66
Johnson Walter Michael 3837 Spruce Creek Rd
Myers Kristy 4260 Hillside Dr
Three Springs Pa 17264
Baddorf Virginia 21298 Church St Apt 302
Ballas Barbara A RR 1 Box 1166
Duran Jacob RT 2 Box 44
Hess Norman M 7012 Fording Rd
Jenkins Jacqueline M, Janvier RR 1 Box 766
Renner Frances E RR 1 Box 1492
Rhoat Mildred F 8433 Walnut Grove Church Rd
Snyder Pamela A, Glen V RR 1 Box 918 C
Walker Dolphene 20502 Old Mill Rd
Warriors Mark Pa 16877
Eyer Frances E, Charles L Box 25
Ingram April 761 Loveville Rd
Roans Body Shop 5538 Gracey Ln
Rumbel Dorothy V, Larry D 5538 Gracey Ln
Waite Emily M 1609 Dry Hollow Rd
Indiana County
Alverda Pa 15710
Williams Homer Est, Son of John B Williams
Arcadia Pa 15712
Eco Concrete Inc 135 E Live Oak Ave Ste 210
Eco Ind 135 E Live Oak Ave Ste 210
Armagh Pa 15920
Allison Ronald P RD 1 Box 506
Allison Ronald, Gloria 14 Allison Rd
Bennett Alex R PO Box 316
Blanar Harry PO Box 407
Cramer Barry 57 Howards Traile Ct
Petitt Emily 1012 Fox Rd
Wilt John 37 Church St PO Box 72
Aultman Pa 15713
Bicknell Jerome H 127 N 4th St
Black Lick Pa 15716
Daily Russell PO Box 188
Devinney William PO Box 188
Distefano Pamela B PO Box 219
Guiste Robert A Est, Racheal PO Box 302
Marsh Shari 333 Liekert Ave
Mccune Laura E PO Box 171
Rosendale Joseph A, Ashley L 788 Blaire Rd
Treese Kenneth Eugene Sr 198 Main St PO Box 67
Winkelman Terry PO Box 581
Blairsville Pa 15717
Aikins Ronna Lee, Katie J 144 Brady St
Barclay Harry, William Est 558 Toms Ln
Berkoben George, Patricia Dotts 145 N Morrow St
Bi Lo 9249 231−251 E Market St
Bixler Betty M 142 Conemaugh St
Black Diana L RR 3 Box 370
Bolen Mary Rose 1863 Mahan School Rd
Boone Auto 120 W North Ave
Boyer Robert 150 W Market St 24
Brown Karen D 245 Stark Rd
Byrider J D 109 Wedges Ct Dr
Cable Mark C 28 N Walnut St Ste 100
Chapman Kevin L 109 Wedges Ct Dr
Citeroni Robert J RR 4
Clark Metal Products Inc 100 Serell Dr, Paul Labud
Conveyors Svcs Pa 197 Corremaugh St
Cummings David 419 Maple Ave
Cummings Gladys 101 Morewood Ave Apt 324
Dairy Queen 16204 1033 RT 22 Hwy E
Daugherty Margaret S, Fred W 80 Socialville Ln
Davis Alice E 392 Mcclure Ave
Davis Mable K 110 Front St Apt 1
Debnar Mary Jane, John 129 E Campbell St
Debnar Melissa, Shawn 861 Brown Hollow Rd
Deluca L Anthony 101 Morewood Ave No 342
Deluca Luke A 101 Morewood Ave Apt 344
Demartino Edward L 30 W Market St
Derubis Marie 217 N Morrow St
Doak Ryan, Christina Shermenti 135 E Market St
Dunlap Elmer 133 N Spring St
Dunmire A James 7556 RT 217 Hwy N
Esachina Sophie M 109w Devinney Hollow Rd RR 1 Box 554
Fairbanks Shawna 1472 Cornell Rd
Fleming Joseph G, Lillian M 325 N Morrow St
Fleming Mildred I 258 E Market St
Forsha Louise 39 E Brown St
Foust Dianna P 208 Maple Ave
Fumea Mary L 198 Morewood Ave
Gabelli Beth Ann, John D 1049 Pizza Barn Rd Ext
Galata James L 134 Livermore Rd
Gibson Richard 819 Black Lick Rd
Grillo Anthony S Jr 772 Falling Run Rd
Hartman Walter 4200 RT 22 E
Heuschneider Jeremy R 30 Wyoming Dr
Horrell Patricia A 594 Gray Sta Rd
Houser Francis 195 Cornell Ave
Kahl Louella M 40 Oaks Point Rd
Kirkland Kay Y 514 Barnhart Rd
Kitzmiller Ervin J 56 Clark Rd
Kitzmiller Mary A RR 1 Box 393
Klingensmith Brenda J 1061 Old William Penn Hwy
Komlosky Leann M 930 RT 22 Hwy W
Lanfrankie Nancy L 1264 Old Wm Penn Hwy
Lazar Valentine Jr 425 Deluca Ave
Little Ronald H Jr 951 Jessie Penrose Rd
Livengood Dorothy 101 Morewd Towers Apt 570
Lydick Robert D, Sondra E 6157 RT 982
Marx Graig A 190 S Brady St
Medicare 962 Thompson Rd
Mendieta Terry 73 Poplar St
Middletown Biofuels LLC 414 Innovation Dr
Miller Elmer L, Dora L 350 S Liberty St
Millhouse Virginia R, Virginia 49 N Walnut St
Murphy Brian 159 Catalpa St
Noga Eric 196 Susan Dr Apt 12
Radon Remedies LLC 347 Stoney Run Rd
Reilly Thomas V PO Box 356
Riggle Mike D, Lisa A 38 Rome St
Robinson Tamara 159 Susan Dr
Rotella Salvatore 198 Morewood Ave
Sabol Lois J 101 Morewood Ave Apt 457
Shank Meghan M 557 Barnhart Rd
Shaw Travis J 15 Chestnut Ridge Rd
Shermenti Christina 135 E Market St
Simmons Sean P 445 Hodge St
Skrabut Ariah 622 Mt Tabor Rd
Smith Dianna L 962 Thompson Rd
Snyder Carmella 139 Schoolhouse Rd
Socol Gerald A 196 Main St Apt 19
Spanogle Donald B 104 Pebbles Ln
Stein Margaret M 31 N Brady St
Thompson Doralee R 406 E Market St
Tri Star Collision Inc 930 RT 22 Hwy W
Vokes Michelle 402 Johnston Dr
Vorlage Adam E 444 Morewood Ave
Wasson William 150 W Market St Apt 24
Williams James 50a E Campbell St
Wilson Edward 2994 RT 22 Hwy East
Wm Jeffrey Leonard Esq Her A 962 Thompson Rd
Wood Justin 195 Cornell Ave
Zajdel Cynthia A 392 Mcclure Ave
Brush Valley Pa 15720
Figard Blair PO Box 1
Pitzerell James M Jr PO Box 291
Cherry Tree Pa 15724
Baker Ruth RD 2 Box 333
Bash Kenneth D RR 1
Buterbaugh Esther Main St
Cessna Andrew 8788 RT 580 Hwy
Manns Loretta 139 Pioneer Lake Trail
Mcdonald Ronalda RD 2
Richards Frances I 1931 Mulberry Rd
Szot Tadeusz PO Box 30
Tiesi Frank, Renee 137 Sylvis Rd
Zello Louise S & S Rest Home
Clarksburg Pa 15725
Bowers Darla D RD 1 Box 7
Douglas Harriet C RD 1 Box 7
Garlitz Nathan E 1398 Tunnelton Rd
Grguric Excavating 1425 Clarksburg Rd
Heckman Joseph C 5459 Saltsburg Rd
Palmer Michael 1647 Park Dr
Shaffor Dennis E RR 1 Box 430
Urban Mary G 1488 Tunnelton Rd
Clune Pa 15727
Reynolds Keith D 1655 Parkline Dr
Clymer Pa 15728
Bauer James E 47 Twenty Four Rd
Bell Tabetha 1879 Barr Slope Rd
Berezansky Eleanor I 475 Hancock St
Clawson Elsie RR 1 RD 2
Fryer Clifford, Diane, Dora 190 Quince Rd
Gerber Consulting Service 2279 Spruce Grove Rd
Lane James 268 Tyler St
Lawer Jason 319 Morris St
Long Ned A 50 Dixon Rd
Lute Gregory 35 RT 403 Hwy No
Mccombs Bradley 590 Franklin St Apt 1
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Mccoy Scott 1884 Barr Slope Rd
Mcmasters Jeremiah B 10801 RT 286 Hwy E
Nelson Janet E 2562 RT 580 Hwy
Scerbos Pharmacy 530 Franklin St
Smith Janet L 427 Twenty Four Rd
Stitt Robert 1960 Barr Slope Rd
Thomas Larry J 210 6th St Apt 5
Commodore Pa 15729
Beckel Edwin, Cora PO Box 143
Kertes Phyllis 1007 Vanderbilt St
Lantz Charles 171 Douglas St
Moran Christl RD 1 Box 331
Muir Russell P, Cindy L 542 Tyler St
Strickler Jesse J 476 Lovejoy Rd
Thornsberry Daniel 14960 RT 286 Hwy Et
Walker Patricia, Joseph PO Box 70
Wyno Rodella E RR 1 Box 402
Young Velma J 1007 Vanderbilt St
Coral Pa 15731
Benak Victoria, Martin House 117
Bruner Thomase PO Box 42
Mrenko Veronica PO Box 114 137 Locust St
Mulligan Donna PO Box G
Creekside Pa 15732
Alabran Jeffrey W 652 Cummins Rd
Battick Sallie E PO Box 114
Cummins Timothy Jr 270 Frech Box 173
Fairman Harry L For Medicare Set Aside Acc
2310 Bar Slope Rd
Fulton Tessa A 45 Atwood Rd
Houser Mark 7038 Five Points Rd
Little Donald A 60 Yeomans Rd
Dixonville Pa 15734
Carlson Fred W PO Box 76
George T Longwell Trust Ua 7 6 00 PO Box 232
Sarnovsky Robin PO Box 103
Sherback Thomas S 193 Faring St
Ernest Pa 15739
Bodenschatz Mary House 237
Dziagwa Daniel, Tammy 8 Storehill Rd
Miller Marvin E 3541 RT 119 Hwy N
Nymick Helen 221 Main St
Glen Campbell Pa 15742
Babco Richard David 946 Logan Rd
Chidboy S 23554 RT 286 Hwy E
Deyarmin Constance, Stephen 6950 Main St
Huey Gale 123 Smithport Rd
Kring Dorothy PO Box 139
Mattis Charles R 1745 Wilgus Rd
Painter Douglas W 3630 Glen Campbell Rd
Peles Mary J Est, John Exec 3123 Peles Rd
Ratchford Michael 108 Schrader Ave
Salsgiver Danny L 246 Glenwood Ave PO Box 62
Smarsh Fred 108 Schrader Ave Box 139
Stewart Ted 2812 Pine Vale Rd
Sturgeon David 108 Schroder Ave PO Box 139
Yeager Cory 981 Glenwood Ave
Graceton Pa 15748
Alexander Sue 79 House
Isaacs Paul 1913 Neal Rd Apt 6
Hillsdale Pa 15746
Beverly Enter, Mt View Manor PO Box 138
Blystone Leda T Hillsdale Rehab & Nursing Ctr PO Box 138
Hillsdale Nursing & Reh PO Box 138 383 Mountain View Dr
Hillsdale Snf LLC 383 Mountain View Dr
Macfarland Virginia Mt View Manor Rm 303
Norris Naomi 245 Rowley Cemetary
Rairigh Dorothy Est PO Box 73
Rowley Albert 245 Rowley Cemetary
Home Pa 15747
Brosko Robert B 99 Lillie Dr
Coffman Myrtle RD 1
Corrigan James A 340 Craig Rd
Cramer Allyson 136 Laurel Dr
Evelyn George RR 1 Box 203
Peter Michael 5535 Rte 119 Hwy N
Weinzierl Jennifer A 463 Tanoma Rd
Homer City Pa 15748
Adamson Rosalie M 125 Coy St
Andrufski Joseph J 187 Ridge Ave
Arone Auto Body Inc 136 W Elm St
Backus Lawrence Robert 318 Yellowcreek St
Barber Vicki L 20 Coy St
Brodrick Anne M Box 286 Church St Ext
Busch Orea A 211 E Church St
Buzi Jean 209 E Elm St
Campbell Richard RR 1 Box 199
Capitosti Margaret PO Box 111
Carnahan Andrew S 224 S Main St
Clark Ellen Marie, Arlene Barker 77 N Lincoln St
Clark Jorgette, Richard 5534 Camerons Rd
Colgan Richard D 335 S Main St
Dennis Jeffrey D 49 Holiday Ln
Elliott Angela 4 Jacksonville Rd
Esposito Margaret J 36 Sta St
Fletcher Todd M RR 4 Box 1443
George Daniel B II 7370 RT 56 E
Goldy Joseph 103 S Main St
Gratosky Stanley 336 S Main St Apt 4
Griffith Mildred, John L RD 2 Box 85
Hatherill Mary C 100 Wayne St
Heather Mccloskey 1025 Schultz Rd
Hess Eileen 5029 Camerons Rd
Hiner Trudell 39 Ridge Ave
Kellar Eve 1349 Pierce Rd
Kelly Ronald G, Josie L 5378 RT 403 Hwy S
Kenney Kristen A 1104 Gemmel Rd
Lantzy Robert R 214 S Main St A
Mammarelli Ethel I 50 Oakland Ave
Mcelhoes James Scott RR 1 Box 1160
Mizerak Rebecca P RR 3 Box 263
Montanti Kerri S 1086 RT 403 Hwy South
Mushrush Ethel M 118 Ridge Ave
Myers Jennifer E, Jerome S 136 W Elm St
Permen Tony 15 Carson St
Podolan Martha 17 St Claus St
Rankin Thomas 136 W Elm St
Reidell Eleanor RR 1 Box 199
Ringler Benjamin F Sr, Connie L 5644 RT 259 Hwy
Rummel Thelma 96 E Lincoln St
Schreckengost G A RD 2
Szenyo John F 9 Lislie St
Toth Edward 122 N Lincoln St
Uher Barbara J RR 3 Box 216
Vargo Jason P 100 Vargo Ln
Will Emil A Main St
Wood Rosemary 142 Riverside Ave
Zicha Mary 59 E Wiley St Apt 27
Indiana Pa 15701
Ab Vello LLC 547 Philadelphia St
Agrawal Mayank 202 Essex House
Alarcon Daniela 21 Tulip Dr
Alarcon Xavier 21 Tulip Dr
Albert William H 905 Houck Rd
Allegheny Neurosurgery Spine Asc P PO Box 280
Baldwin James T 339 Grandview Ave Apt D
Balogh William J 111 Pine Ave
Bank First Commonwealth Its Su PO Box 400
Bankosky Charles J Jr 1485 Woodland Rd
Barclay Harold E, Ruth M 78 Fulmer St
Been Wintzell 110 Saddlebrook Dr
Belin Brittany J 220 Gabriel Ave
Bernard Amandine 1300 Oakland Ave Apt C−115
Bfc & Fsa Education Trust 2319 Byron Ct
Bi Lo 751 420 RT 119 N 4th St
Big Rocks Inc PO Box 356
Bittner Lyndsay 2105 Keats Way
Blauch Richard M 514 Clairvaux Commons
Boesman William A 250 S Coulter Ave
Bogus Eva 1060 Hickory Ln
Bostrom Lois E 824 Maple St
Braman Janet 116 Madison Cir Apt 139
Brewer Rodney RD 2
Brickett Martin, L 1480 Gompers Ave
Brumbaugh Raemore 1177 S 6th St Robert M Raemore
DMD
Buchanan Kathryn 445 S 7th St
Burnheimer Ronald C 2 Livingston Ln
Bush Bruce 1176 Grant St Ste 2200
Buterbaugh Patty Smith, Jeffrey R 2521 Evergreen Dr
Buterbaugh Patty Smith, Jennifer L 2521 Evergreen Dr
Buterbaugh Patty Smith, Julie L 2521 Evergreen Dr
Buterbaugh Wilfred 1629 Wilson Ave
Canton Holli Anna 310 Maple St Apt 1
Canton Holli Anne Richard Canton Jr 310 Maple St Apt J
Canton Hollianna 310 Maple St
Canton Patricia A 776 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Canton Stephanie Ann RD 6 Box 250
Capitosti Margaret C 1370 Poplar Av
Cawley James F Box 130
Ccw Interests Inc 270 Philadelphia St PO Box 1199
Cessna Mark A 1050 Laurel St
Coleman Robert C 335 Chestnut St
Colonial Motor Mart 2600 W Pike Rd
Colonial Motor Mart 349 N 4th St
Community Lifeteam 39 N 7th St
Comstock John 13 S 2nd St
Connor Heather 1456 Metz Rd
Continuing Care Rx 1155 Indian Spgs
Corbelli Anthony 347 Washington St
Costello Vonnie 1101 Cheese Run Rd Bldg 12
Cox Lois H Apt 120 2130 Lazor St
Creps Howard D 211 Greenview Ct
Cronk Ruth R 116 Madison Cir Apt 138
Dakak S J 624 Wayne Ave
Davis Irene 20 Shady Dr
Day Brian 1413 Rte 286 Hwy E
Delaney Chevrolet 626 Water St
Delaney Collision Center 626 Water St
Diamond Drugs Inc 645 Kolter Dr
Diamond Technical Sales 1380 RT 286 Hwy E
Dickey Warren J 1675 Saltsburg Ave
Dobson Elizabeth, Elizabeth Frank 317 Saddle Brook Dr
Donnelly Joseph 850 Marion Rd
Donnelly Lucilla R, Joseph L 850 Marion Rd
Doty William M, Imogene RD 1
Dunham Brian 4597 RT 286 Hwy West
Ehinlaiye Ozavogu 620 Philadelphia St Apt 3
Emma Martino Maple St
Eshbaugh Kevin M 4690 Lucerne Rd
Extrs. of Lawrence K. James K. Nicely Esq. 134 S 7th St
Fairchild Thomas J 1325 School St
Fang Qian 398 Medlar Dr 398
Ferrell Dianne Raeke 1805 Lisa Dr Apt 6
Ferrier Fred E 618 S 4th St
Filler Michele Lynn 2035 Oak Land Ave Apt 4
Fisher Contracting Co 2020 B Shelly Dr
Flickinger Grace M Est the Daugherty House 824 Church St
Folli Franck 508 S 13th St R 301
Force Bryan 1077 Rte 119 Hwy N
Frank Larry C 317 Saddlebrook Dr
Freeman Nicole Lynn 275 Green Valy Rd
Fry Peter M 250 S 14th St
Gabler Kenneth 80 N 8th St
Galway Corp M J Reilly 302 S 13th St
Garcia Victor 656 Grant St
Geletka Jon P 403 S 13th St
Gett Tifany 1413 RT 286 Hwy E
Getty M 965 Philadelphia St
Ghate Sharad 1265 Wayne Ave Ste 104
Gibson John W 1629 Getty Ave
Gillis Frank, Monica Golinski 639 Buckley Rd
Gondolf Edward W Jr 245 Hamill Rd
Goral Blanche N 29 Gorman Ave
Greenland Clayton N 1790 Lisa Dr Apt 11
Grube Bernice B, L Blaine 1511 Woodland Rd
Haidar Mahdi M M Super 8 Hotel 111 Plaza Dr Rm 102
Hannibal Mary Anne 301 Forest Ridge Rd
Harleysville Area Ems Inc PO Box 8
Harvey Irvin 356 N 6th St
Hatano Soichiro 657 Pratt Dr 100 Thomas Hall
Heckman Andrew P 79 Fulmer St
Henry Mary 2334 Oakland Ave Ste 66
Hershline Bruce A 120 Hillcrest Dr
Hill Najah 120 S 8th St Apt 1
Hillebrand Rudolph P 2591 Fulton Run Rd
Holben Ruth Ann 338 Church St
Holiday Inn Indiana 1345 Wayne Ave
Holiday Inn, W2001 Eastern Hotel Re 1395 Wayne Ave
Horton Buchanan Jan 445 South 7th St
Houser Kelli 1138 Church St
Hunter Betty S 139 S 3rd St
Hunter Floyd A Est 106 S 11th St
Hwang Jin A 141 Dolores Cir Apt 11
Immigrant Open 638 School St
Indiana Pediatric Asso 15 S 8th St Ste 200
Indiana V F W C C 824 Indian Spgs Rd
Interstate Gas Marketing Inc 2018 S Sixth St
Jack Susan Ashley, Daniel R 836 White Farm Rd
Jackson Robert E 359 Grandview Ave
Johnson John L 485 E Pike Rd
Karas Maura E 1033 Philadelphia St
Kcs Computer Svcs Inc PO Box 1391
Keatley Alan R 280 Maple St
Kelly Hattie P, John N 2598 Evergreen Dr
Kelly William A 2598 Evergreen Dr
Kempa Gregory 455 Pratt Dr Apt 328
Kennedy Heidi 821 Whittier Dr
Kennedy Yvonne 635 N 4th Ave
Kessler Mary 629 School St
Keystone Rehab S PO Box 1348
Keystone Rehab Systems 665 Philadelphia St
Keystone Rehab Systems Inc PO Box 1289
Kim Amanda K 510 Locust St
Kim Philip PO Box 1182
Klausing Wilhelmina Est 314 Argyle
Kline William T Jr, William T 923 Centennial Dr
Knickelbein Bruce C 350 N 12th St
Kokolis Edward N 523 Edgewood Ave
Kostas Patricia I 680 Kauffman Rd
Kritzer Grace Bethany Place 1305 Wayne Ave
Kroner Michael R 1499 Philadelpia St Apt 4
Kunkle Prudence 204 School St
Lalanne Jean L 1315 Water St
Lamantia Eva 110 Quincy Cir
Lantz Lucille, William 486 Fisher Ave
Laura Alexandra Petrikovic Ten Com 588 Washington St
Layton Diana Connor 1771 Getty Ave
Learn Judy I, Lori D, Donna K 1629 Getty Ave
Leasure Lloyd RD 1
Lee Hon Kit 2405 Byron Ct
Lichenfels Wilma Longs Trailer Ct PO Box 16
Lichtenfels Herman L Longs Trailer Ct PO Box 16
Litvinskaya Alena A 78 Regency Sq
Lobb Irene Leslie, Thomas R PO Box 1292
Lodge Harvey W Jr, Lois A 1654 S 6th St
Long Christine, Ryan 536 Oak St
Lydic Dale 975 Mcknight Rd
Malcolm W Thomas 824 Church St the Daugherty House
Mangini Sabatino M 2455 Lazor St Apt 143
Markel Michael C 24 Birch Ln Northview Estate
Marsteller Erika 371 S 6th St
Mathur Sumeet, Renee 850 Hospital Rd Ste 2100
Matilda Mack 1305 Wayne Ave
Matrix Rehab De PO Box 1289
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Matrix Rehab Inc PO Box 1139
Mattie Jennie Ruth, Henry A 628 Oak St
Mccann Sean 1452 Gompers Ave
Mccoy Thomas 841 Hospital Rd Ste 2600
Mcdaniel Brooke 439 Water St Apt A
Med Mobil Ems 39 N Seventh St
Merlo Dorothy 1028 Old RT 119 Hwy N
Michelson Clara D 300 Green Valy Dr
Mihalcik Bence 965 Philadelphia St
Millson Sean K 152 N 11th St
Mohneys Towing Inc 206 Old Rt 119 Hwy S
Moore Hall Jamestown 835 Grant St
Moreau Thomas E 260 Robin Hill Rd
Muaddi Yahya 116 S 5th St
Mullen Michelle K 1091 S 6th St
Muller Margaret 348 Oak St
Murdick Robert D Jr 300 Green Valy Dr
Musser Forests Incorporated 1880 Rte 119 Hwy N
Nagy Margaret 2130 Lazor St
National Home Care Supply 1830 Oakland Ave
Nellis Alison 520 Poplar Ave
Nesper James A 841 Hospital Rd Ste 2100
Ogrady Anne 2120 Lazor St
Omolo Edward O 2788 Warren Rd
Palmer Darlene 1060 Hickory Ln
Palmer Raymond, Sarah 1060 Hickory Ln
Paouncic Chiropractic Life PO Box 451
Paouncic Daniel 590 Indian Spring Rd
Patrick Roene S 160 N 10th St Apt 118
Patti Napoleon J 1033 Philadelphia St
Pediatrics Assoc of Indi 15 S 8th St Ste 200
Pennsylvania Municipal Svc Co 17 N 5th St
Petit Joel 244 Elkin Ave Apt 5
Petrikovic Donna Doyle, R Allan 588 Washington St
Pociask Ronald 1470 Oakland Ave
Poole Allan R, Mid East Oil Co PO Box 1378
Porter Ruemedia 634 Grant St
Potter Erik 292 S 7th St
Potthastkay Erin A 1161 Mansfield Ave
Raemore Robert 1177 S 6th St
Rairigh Dorothy R Trustee PO Box 1078
Rasmussen Nancy Schroth PO Box 623
Regprofessional Chalbrit 101 N Main St Post Office
Rehab Associates LLC PO Box 1245
Rehab Cntr the PO Box 1289
Reilly Bridget M, John C RD 3 Box 411
Rimlinger Maria A 704 Locust St
Rising Patricia D 442 Washington St
Ritchey Glen 1302 Oakland Ave Apt 313
Rose Stephen L 259 N 7th St
Rourke William E, Mary J 1148 School St
Rumbaugh Anna Mae, John R RD 4 Box 232
Rutgersports Intl Inc 964 Centennial Dr
Sanabria Roberto 506 S 13th St Rm O337
Scerbo Mary Jane 881 White Farm Rd
Schmidt Steven, Paula 153 Hemlock St
Schrecongost Larry L PO Box 1032
Schroth Walter Allison, Walter A Jr, Carol PO Box 623
Secosky Cecelia M 373 Water St
Shaffer Frank E 230 Walnut St
Shaffer George C, Mary S RD 4 RT 422 E Greendale Ave
Shank Paul L Susan E Shank−Dahlheimir
421 Edgewood Ave
Shaw Denise 2788 Airport Rd
Shoenfelt George E 307 Philadelphia St
Shugars Lawrence C 411 Poplar Ave Apt 10
Sirianni Nicholas J 199 N 4th St
Skrypek Gary 863 Laurel St
Smelko Jared R 80 Linda Ln
Smith Christina J, Ronald E 2939 Rayne Church Rd
Smith Ruby Ober 444 S 6th St
Socosky Joseph J 373 Water St
Soho Services LLC 1524 Oakland Ave
Southtowne Motors Inc 112 Markel Cir
St Bank 324 North 4th St
Stanislaw Susan 419 Water St
Stapleton Family Monica Rura 710 Croyland Ave
Steele Thomas A 2220 Metz Rd
Stephens James C 264 Warrington Dr
Sterling Kaitlin 504−3 S 7th St
Stile Robert G 468 S 13th St
Stossel Andrew, Mary A 212 Debbie Dr
Strittmatter John W 1853 Fulton Run Rd
Strozier James 4249 Crimsion Halks
Syed Mushtaq A 2319 Byron Ct
Synergy Contracting Svcs 1125 Wayne Ave
Teal Jason, Tonya 145 Apple Ln
Thompson Mark 255 Airport Rd
Tonya Joshua D 318 Stable Rd
Total Pumping Svcs 1380 RT 286 Hwy E Ste 121
Triangle Urological Group PO Box 765
Trimarchi William M, Valarie J 668 East Pike
Varner Robert D 327 Geesey Rd
Vatter Rebecca A, Rheta V 1629 Getty Ave
Vaughn Virginia P, Virgil G 109 Saint Andrew Ct
Vaughn Virginia V, David 390 S 4th St
Vig Sanjay 250 S 5th St
Viggiano Frank 734 Wayne Ave
W C Crytzer Equip Inc 2030 Shelly Dr
Walker Joshua J 2250 RT 110 Hwy
Waltermire B 313 N 11th St
Walters Ruth S 399 S 4th St
Ware David 124 Davis Ln
West Hill Holding Inc Beau Hill 1176 Grant St
Whitfield Arthur 4881 Lucerne Rd
Widmar Jacqueline L 1598 Church St
Williams Bernice A, James A 924 Marion Rd
Williams Michael R 2628 Shelly Dr
Wolfe Betty J 519 Chestnut St
Wolff Cynthia J 2275 Philadelphia St
Yanoschick Terra 202 Barclay Hts
Yong Chin 1300 Oakland Av Apt 223
Yosurack Pete B 82 Parkwood Rd
Zacharias Nugrahenny 1524 Oakland Ave Apt 63
Zack Elizabeth H, David A 1321 Gompers Ave
Zagurskie Rose A 4584 Warren Rd
Zheng Jolene J 103 Revere Cir
Zimmerman Kelly 112 Markel Cir
Zoni Carleen C, Donald L 330 N Carpenter Ave
Indiana Pa 15705
Campbell Glenna M Est 1159 Maple St
Campbell Zachary W 2122 Crimson Hawks
Deng Yueya 850 Maple St 409
Min Hee Jae 440 Graman Ave Esch Hall 216
Murphy Kaitlyn 2683 Crimson Hawks
Ping Weng 1090 South Dr Clark Hall
Pratt Hall 201 Pratt Dr Ste 302
Josephine Pa 15750
Carvajal Christian R 667 Old Indiana Rd
Clevenger Dorothy J PO Box 78
Kent Pa 15752
Fedoruk Jeffrey PO Box 33
Lucernemines Pa 15754
Luksick Miriam PO Box
Thomas Magnolia PO Box 174
Marion Center Pa 15759
Avey Edward P 874 Avey Rd
Bence Dennis E 135 Twin Brook Rd
Decarlo Sarah J, Darla K 485 Brocious Rd
Foltz Katherine L RR 2
Hauser Mary E 15 Willow Run Rd 2
Kirkland Joseph 1001 Richmond Rd
Knepp Jason G, Rebecca 18450 RT 286 Hwy E
Leckenby John RD 2 Box 16
Monoskey Joseph Est RR 2
Rushton Michael 870 Sebring Rd
Wright Mary E 3381 Dixonville Rd
McIntrye Pa 15756
Stiles Peggy PO Box 102
Penn Run Pa 15765
Guy Fleming Auto Repair 741 Spaulding Rd
Kelly Jeffrey S 11795 RT 422 Hwy E
Lydic Charles A, Debra J 422 Grace Church Rd PO Box 412
Zack Kenneth J PO Box 141
Plumville Pa 16246
Armstrong Heirs Acct 7 PO Box 687
Pifer Eugene W PO Box 27
Stanford Christopher R PO Box 443
Vanhorn George E PO Box 431
Robinson Pa 15949
Adamczyk Anna 1 Robinson Manor Blvd Apt 409
Bauer Rebecca L 195 Chestnut St PO Box 41
Garland Raymond, Lori PO Box 23
Jagadnik Christina RR 1
Jagodnik John RR 1
Mcclain Donald PO Box 208
Sharps Auto Body Works PO Box 23
Steffey Leroy PO Box 266
Walters Steven W 15507 RT 259 Hwy
Rochester Mills Pa 15771
Behm Scott E RR 1 Box 73
Dienes Michael J, Paul D 17237 RT 119 Hwy N
First Commonwealth 131 W Liberty St
Gentry Jeremy 2111 Braughler Rd
Jamieson David 14667 RT 119 North
Mcintire Wesley 131 W Liberty St
Rossiter Pa 15772
Carcella Tressa RR 1
Deitman Mary J RR 1
Jefferson John 63 Stonetown Rd
Verschueren Bonnie PO Box 71
Wright Ricky L III 1852 Canoe Ridge Rd
Saltsburg Pa 15681
Bendis Florence L 508 High St
Bj Enterprises RT 380 RD 2 Box 301d
Bordner Leah M RR 1
Bordner Leah Point Pleasant PO Box 202
Condor Rose 460 Red St
Emery Tree Service Inc PO Box 121
Fink Lisa 47 First Ave
Forney Kathleen E RR 1 Box 593
Forney Paual 237−C Stewart St
Galo Joseph J 2098 SR 286
Goss Elsie 590 White St
Heckman Mashelle Lynn 110 Holly Dr
Klein Jeffrey T, Megan E 3424 RT 981
Klingen Smith Daniel C PO Box 155
Kong Duwen, Dehui 1888 Brett Ln
Kovalcik Christina L 42 E 3rd Ave
Lauda Ronald W 2830 RT 286
Lee Eunyoung 1888 Brett Ln
Martin Roy S 373 Loyalhanna Dam Rd
Menser William C 114 4th St
Miller Richard 110 Sawmill Rd
Nelmes Sharon G 635 Loyalhanna Dam Rd
Obradovich Betty E 222 Lucky Ln
Pollock Robert C PO Box 55
Snyder Lester RR 1 Box 126
Spondike Ruth RR 1 Box 1088
Stitt Paul, John 117 Washington St Apt 12
Trustee Edith C Trustee Account 373 Loyalhanna Dam Rd
Veenis Albert, Kris 8563 Saltsburg Rd
Veenis Martha RR 1 Box 719b
Wells Joseph 352 Violet St
Shelocta Pa 15774
A K Carpet 886 Craig Rd
Bleakney Robert E RR 1
Cessna Austin RR 1 Box 30j
Cessna Donald C III 482 Old Elderton Hill Rd
Dixon Ruby M Est 6164 Parkwood Rd
Gaff Bernard E 445 Old Elderton Hill Rd
Gamble Freda Est 693 Craig Rd
Kirkpatrick Thomas 1084 RT 156
Kovalchick Darlene M Ao2 Box 241
Vensel Thomas G 120 Reeper Cr
Vickhouse T L 396 Bash Rd
Smicksburg Pa 16256
Barrett Gerald W 327 Dayton Smicksburgh Rd
Starford Pa 15777
Anderchin George RR 1 Box 47
Groboski Sue L Pioneer St
Gromley Jeffrey A PO Box 112
Strongstown Pa 15957
Beltz Frank RT 422 Hwy East
Nedresky Alice L Iverson Rd
Waterman Pa 15748
Zayac Corey 1671 RT 56 Hwy E
West Lebanon Pa 15783
Johnson Jenilee F PO Box 13
Jefferson County
Anita Pa 15711
Wheeler Andrew M PO Box 157
Brockway Pa 15824
Bell Donna A 1564 Main St
Brady Jean M 2 Kearney Rd
Bullers Carla M RR 3 Box 561
Calhoun Justin 645 Horizon Dr
Carney Irene G 1200 Wood St Ste A20
Clark Sheridan, Ella 235 Mccauley Dr
Clark Sheridan, Ella RD 2 Box 7
Deloge Kathryn M 74 Old Mill Rd
Delp Marcie A, Jack B 1924 Egypt Rd
Dietz Barbara M Parkside Elder Care 1200 Wood St
Dwyer Louise A Parkside Eldercare 1200 Wood St
Freemer Pamela 2427 Cemetery Hill
Guardian Elder Care At Laporte LLC PO Box 240
Guardian Long Term Care Pharmacy 123 Brubaker Rd
Hoffman Josephine RR 2 80
Hometown Drug 411 Main St
Irvin Albert Est 53 Steeltown Dr
Ishman Helen I 10274 Rt 28
Mackerley George 211 Beechton Rd
Manners James L 1032 Main St
Mcconnell Lawrence R, Ethel M RD 1
Mclaughlin Michael 2821 Clay Plant Rd
Mclaughlin Rita J 1200 Wood St
Mcmeekin James, Anne RD 2 Box 460
Meredith H Est 917 9th Ave
Miksich Dorothy 1401 Mccullough Ave
Morrison Millard, Jean E PO Box 262
Nixon Rose M 2821 Clay Plant Rd
Orsich Matsue 1716 Fermantown Rd
Pence Florence L RD 1 Box 419
Reed Richard V 2627 Rte 219
Ross John A PO Box 243
Sitosky Michael J 925 Depot St Apt 1
Smith Linda S 816 Main St
Snyder Mark A 105 Cross Creek Village Ln
Snyder Robert 1412 Horizon Dr
Walker Laura M 211 Beechton Rd
Weilacher Aldean Pine St
Wilson Robert R Parkside Elder Care 1200 Wood St
Wineberg Thomas A 1664 Main St
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Brookville Pa 15825
Balavage Romaine A Est RD 2
Brandon Pamela P 38 Waterford Pike
Brewster Lawrence E Main
Burcher Mary PO Box 133
Burkett June L Sigel SR
Burns Jacquelyn Ann 20 Waterford Pike Apt 20
Chillcott John F 319 N Pickering St
Cyphert Carole PO Box 191
Cyphert Melvin 143 Valy St
Deible Gertrude 71 S Pickering St
Deveau Mary I 25 Charle
Dieble Gertrude 71 S Pickering St
Dolby Amos Est PO Box 499
Fike Percy L RR 3
Geer Karol 24 Stone Rd Apt 1
Gray Randal L HC 7 Box 137a
Guthrie Michael P 76 Manor Ln
Heilbrun Jennie A 22 Spruce St Apt 231a
Hindman Clay N 1059 Hughey Rd
Hughey Karen L 44 John Deere Ln
Ion Jennifer J 350 Western Ave
Johnson Nancy A, Susan M 25 Rose St
Johnstone Patricia A 141 Sentner Hill Rd
Joiner Richard A PO Box 185
Kerr William C 12 Pineview Dr
King Wesley 340 Main St
Kline Helen E, John E RD 4 Box 23
Knapp Darlene G RR 1 Box 283
Laurel Eye Clinic Llp 50 Waterford Pike
Mckinley Bonnie M 395 Main St Ste A
Mcneil Dalph S Brookville Equip 175 Evans St
Nandhakumar Ayyavoo PO Box 400
Oberleiter Dale C Jr 5073 SR 36
Patel Neeta J 240 Allegheny Blvd Ste D
Penone Josephine L 38 Waterford Pike
Popson Jamie 3216 Rte 36
Porter Mildred V, Helen G RR 1
Rankin Christine M 215 Western Ave
Reinsel Marie A Wilker 254 Caldwell Corners Rd
Ross Fredric R 456 Shaffer Rd
Royer Gary 77 Richards St
Rudolph Phyllis J 64 Bobro Ln
Sarvey Virginia M 98 Mabon St
Sebring Harry Dayre, June M Miller 161 Valy St
Shields James B 103 Allegheny Blvd
Shields William T 4 2nd St
Shoffstall Daniel 155 Central Ave Ext
Smrekar Toby 187 Brown Rd
Turnbull Emerson A 40 Walnut St
Voytus Steve Farmers National Bank 263 Main St
Wilson George M 1769 Iowa Rd
Corsica Pa 15829
Ansinger Richard J III, Richard J Jr PO Box 124
Fox Scott E PO Box 285
Harris Kay 46 Spur 64 Rd
Knapp Lloyd R 4098 Summerville Corsica
Leadbetter Auto Body Inc PO Box 285
Simpson Melissa M 43 W Stubs Rd
Wells David 2268 Ashbury Rd
Falls Creek Pa 15840
Alvetros Landscaping & Garden PO Box 366
Brant Eric J 213 Fuller Ave
Buck Kenneth 555 Airport Rd PO Box 259
Clontz John William 92 3rd St
Dugan Mark J Jr 232 Fuller Ave
Gelnett Anastasia Tannery Row
Horsley Dylan 400 Taylor Ave
Johns Lila Mae 40 3rd St
Lannon Jeffrey 1302 Airport Rd
Selfridge Robert A 124 Main St Apt 3
Smith Randall J, Kyle J RR 1 Box 271 A
Stanchus Benita PO Box 292
Steale Felicia M 45 Jefferson Ave
Straub Robert, Amy 326 Osborne Ave
Waznak Marjorie L, Kenneth E 195 4th St Unit C
Whipple Leora 15 3rd St
Knox Dale Pa 15847
Sebring Patty J, Harry D PO Box 88
Punxsutawney Pa 15767
542nd Qm Co 4th Plt Frg C/O Jessica Mondi 312 Elk St
Aldinger Dennis C 1801 Woodland Ave Ext
Aldinger Jeremy J 114 Pleasant Ave Apt 3
Aldinger Joyce A 1801 Woodland Ave Ext
Anderson Deanna E 100 North Ally
Beck Kenneth L, Mary E 173 Kachmar Rd
Bell John P PO Box 483
Beyo Josephine Est, John Test 534 W Mahoning St
Bizousky Family Practice Asso 81 Hillcrest Dr Ste 2600
Buck Helen J 407 Mulberry Aly
Burge Sandra 600 Myrtle Ave
Butler Clarence A, Mary L 411 1/2 Mulberry Sq Rm 101
Caldwell Ruth A, Mary Karst 300 E Mahoning St
Chambers Martin L 612 E Mahoning St
Davidson Arlene A 234 Pine St
Dean Delbert Jr, Dorthy 126 Sheesley Rd
Diggory Wilma M 546 Graffius Ave
Domb Anna 104 Carter Ave
Eleanora Pantell 105 Union
Elkin Thomas P Jr 3199 Porter Rd
Ellermeyer Colleen 409 Greenwood Ave
Erckman Dorothy RR 6 Box 417
Forsythe Brandi 126 State St
Freeze James W Jr, Michelle Kuntz Motors Inc
119 Cherry St
Fuller Helen J 97 Cherry St
Gaston Edward T 450 Indiana St
Gaul Harry 1776 Rte 410
Gearhart Eugene E Est 24 Rachel Ln
Greene William D 468 Mccracken Rd
Grossi Lucille M 300 E Mahonington St Apt 511
Guignet Julia M 118 S Gilpin St
Hollis James L 2035 Frostburg Rd
J W Freeze Corp Inc James Freeze Jr 109 Indiana St
Johnston Evalyn J Naomi W Riley RD 1 Box 70
Jose Silva Jose Seixas Silva 81 Hillcrest
Krist Bus Co 119 Bus Ln
Lambert Connie S 11315 Rte 36
Leasure Crissie Est RD 6 Box 401
Leckburg Kathryn Est 235 N Main St
Lewis Florence H 121 Church St
Lingenfelter Todd 317 E Liberty St
Lorimer Valerie 431 Greenwood Ave
Mackenzie Ruth D 501 Cambria St
Mackenzie Ruth E 501 Cambria St
Mahney Kathy 14312 Rt 36
Mccabe Funeral Home 114 Maple Ave
Mccarthy Patrick 329 Indiana St
Mcclure Ralph K 108 1/2 White Aly
Mcminn Donna L 504 Bells Mills Cloe Rd
Mertz Tammy 117 Shields Ave
Miller Crist E 208 Tipple Rd
Miller Harry 1010e Manhoning St
Moser Isobel RT 5 Box 248
Munn Joseph RR 1
Murray Autumn 905 E Mahoning St
Murrays Ford Inc 126 State St
Obbish Stephen J 323 Oakland Ave
Onufryk Stella 553 Highland Park Rd
Pardee David L PO Box 325
Pearce Richard Est 319 Oakland Ave
Pearce Richard T 201 N Jefferson St Apt 208
Pifer Arthur R 210 Tipple Rd
Postlewaite Joa 17895 Rt 119 Hwy N
Punxsutawney Tv Cable Co 219 N Findley St James Brush
Quinlisk F E 107 Sycamore St
Ransbottom Sandra K 264 Wooddale Dr
Ross E Ms 113 Hickory Rd
Santos Gaspar 203 Ln Ave
Shick Jacob A 305 Pine St
Shick William D 225 S Main St
Shiock Timothy PO Box 161
Shiok Michael, Cathy RD 4 Box 135b
Shipman Frank E 323 Oakland Ave
Sinclair Margaret H 246 Jenks Ave
Sloan Ruth M 14312 Rt 36
Smith Gertrude, Glenn L RD 5
Smith Lumber Kentucky Ave
Snyder Dale E RR 3 Box 119
Stewart Douglas S Jr 103 E Liberty St B
Stoneberg Joyce RR 2 Box 152 13910 Rt 36
Temchulla Terence 133 Cloe Church St
Terratech Industrial Services Corp 45 Lewis Farm Ln
PO Box 498
Testut Alexander 219 S Elk St PO Box 661
Tewart Marguerite B 407 1/2 Mulberry Sq
Ultimate Edge Marketing Group 119 Cypress St
Walter Anson 104 Cherry St
Welsh Nathaniel 5793 Rte 119
Yahner Charles 108 Maple Ave
Yoder Joseph C 944 Scotland Ave Ext
Yoder Martin J RR 5 Box 397
Zoner Maxine E 126 Maple Ave
Reynoldsville Pa 15851
Bair Paul Est 101 George Ave
Bolia Maureen 4273 Rte 310
Brocious Margaret K 476 E Main St Apt J
Bryan Kathryn, Scott RD 1 Box 38
Carlson Mark R 736 Grant St
Cramer Dorothy 3334 Big Run Prescottville Rd
Deible Eugene Jr Est 418 Grant St
Deible Phyllis 424 N Fourth St
Dodson Donna M PO Box 250
Fleming Melinda J 1007 Cooper Rd
Henry Ruth L PO Box 250
Hochrein Michael C RR2 Box 53c
Hughes John F 1141 The Ln
Ianniccariellenberger L 4846 Big Run Prescottvill
James Lois J 514 Grant St
Johnson Chrysler Ply RD 1 Box 310 Rt 322
Levisky Joanne 334 West Main St
Malone Holly 182 Elm Dr
Manco Rose 335 Jackson St
Masisak Andrew RD 2
Mitchell Crystol L, Irene Guzzo RR 3 Box 297
Moore Richard, Ernest, Robert 6656 Sulgar Rd
Quairiere Brian 326 S 10th St
Selby Bolia Maureen 4273 Rte 36
Stevenson Mary Rebecca RR 2 56
Thomas John 350 Hormtown Rd
Uplinger Gary 731 Grant St
Ward John J 383 Pinehill Rd
Warnick Joseph F 4th
Sigel Pa 15860
Aharrah Loye S 868 Pine Run Rd
Clemens Jennifer PO Box 25 Fisher Rd
Curt & Hoffman Clarion River Outdoors 10756 RT 949
Dinalko Stanley J 468 Leeper Ln
Huck Finn Inc 995 Spring Creek Rd
Mccool Lawrence V 540 Odonnell Rd
Scalice Robert J 34 Old 36 Rd
Spooner Kenneth C RR 1 Box 123b
Vongrujipas Kanyarat, Janet Knepshield 9481 RT 36
Summerville Pa 15864
Appliance Solutions & Electrical LLC 110 Scrapbook Ln
Geist Francis W Jr, Francis W 1341 Hoffman Hollow Rd
Glen Gery Hanley Pla 12637 Harrison St
Hilton Norman Jr 129 Schultz Lake Rd
Jansen Nicole E PO Box 366
Kauffman Patricia PO Box 366
Mauk Barbara J RR 1 Box 405
Morrison Virginia 270 W Penn St
Taylor David 6687 Pansy Ringgold Rd
Sykesville Pa 15865
Bishop Della V 170 Memorial Park Rd
Carter Noel, Debra 223 W Liberty St
Mowery Norman, Phoebe 427 N Part St
Parietti Justin 109 Hill St
Juniata County
East Waterford Pa 17059
Burdge Maxwell H RR 1
Haggerty Marie 144 Evaline St
Nelson Nansi 3250 Horse Valy Rd
Pruice Marion 3665 Medvale Ave
Swartz Todd M 9251 RT 75 S
Honey Grove Pa 17035
Gibbons Randall 547 Bunker Hill Rd
Gustafson Mary E RD Box 135
Noss Alexander D 325 Riches Ln
Stolzer Nancy 2623 Smokey Hollow Rd
McAlisterville Pa 17049
Bamberger Charlotte Northridge Centre 99 Northridg Dr
Bryner Esther L 1381 Tennis Park Rd
Cox Helen J 2 Church St Apt 214
Dunn Harry Jr 4111 RT 235
Forry Roger L 213 Main St
Frymoyer Jeffrey J RR 2 Box 2830
Heimes Mary E 1381 Tennis Park Rd
Johnston Michael 37 Brandt Dr
Parks Nikki L PO Box 282
Strawser John 116 W Main St
Stroup Andrew 1670 Town Ridge Rd
Watts Robert G PO Box 5
Woodward Helen 1381 Tennis Park Rd
Mexico Pa 17056
Kelley Darvin, Alice PO Box 132 Main St
Mifflin Pa 17058
Arentz Harold C HC 67 Box 119
Collinson Brad PO Box 171
Crawford Sara E Tuscarora St
Dearmitt William L PO Box 201
Dubon Marlen 143 Apple St Apt 35d
Dupert Joseph 46 Dupert Ln
Harper Kimberlee Bell 132 Fuller Ln
Locust Grove Retirement 69 Cottage Rd
Long Betsy I 65 Aj Long Dr
Miller Kathryn 100 Licking St
Mixco Rene A PO Box 178
Reynolds Ronald R 93 Apple St Apt 18b
Service Mart 2 Mowery St
Shover Paul E 124 Main St
Wagner Earl J PO Box 246
West Alisha M PO Box 74 205 Fosters St Apt6
Williams Peggy L PO Box 369
Wildman James N 112a Mifflin Blvd
Mifflintown Pa 17059
Artuso Rajaa 35 Pebble Dr Apt 20
Aughey Lura L 21 N 3rd St
Baker Danielle M PO Box 57
Beward Pharmacy 27 Cjems Ln
Carter Henry E 1409 Cuba Mills Rd
Chevalier Minda S 416 Village Dr
Coder Helen E PO Box 23
Craig Jack 2348 N 600 E
Elsasser Jason W RR 3 Box 622
Fenner Trucking Inc Us 322/22 Pa 35
Fisher Richard 29 Cross St
Flood Martha Berry’s Personal Care 63 Lexi St
Flores Sergio Flores 102 N Main St
Foose Daniel L 3691 Arch Rock Rd
Glass Marjorie 167 Cedarview Dr Apt 22
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Guisbert Wade 4073 Cedar Spgs Rd
Hicks Martha M HC 67 Box 7
Jmmasonry PO Box 214
Juniata Dental Center 2891 Ind Park Rd
Krick Adrith L Est RR 3
Landis Kenneth, Terry L RD 2
Lynch Michelle A RR 4 1
Myer Jesse 2018 Rockland Rd
Narehood Damon P 156 Foster St
Notestine Andrew J 1143 Arch Rock Rd
Patterson Dorothy M 2 Hilltop Dr
Potter Arlene H Jefferson St
Reynolds Paul D 19 Cedar St
Scannella Thomas J 123 Ginger Ln
Shertzer James C, Rachal RR 1 Box 532
Swarner Austin M 2145 William Penn Hwy
Troxler Patricia RR 2
Wallen Stanley 318 Jefferson St Apt 2
Zook Merele A RR 2
Oakland Mills Pa 17076
John Joyce S 32 Pauls Ln
Port Royal Pa 17082
Anita Faulkner A 13437 RT 333
Brubaker Walter G 806 Spruce Hill Rd
Cavanaugh Kirsten L 144 Underpass Ln
Deckmam Charles L PO Box 382
E & M Equipment RD 2 Box 908
Elliott Benjamin E PO Box 291
Hanley John W 25223 RT 75 S
Hutchinson Gary L RR 2
Johnson Noreen L RR 1 SR 3006
Kilmer Joseph M 112 Clover Ln
Mattler Philip 4136 Groninger Valy Rd
Peterson Paul 743 Pleasant View Rd
Rager J 183 Juniata Haven Dr
Rhodes Lacie L PO Box 306
Rice Lillian J RT 2
Shetron Shane E, Shane Shetron Const RR 2 Box 644
Showers Anna Est 701 Milford St PO Box 182
Slick Robert RR 2 Box 1405
Smith Ronald 504 Northwest Ave
Ziegler Jerry, Lori A RR 3 Box 1745
Richfield Pa 17086
Ferster Clair P, Wilma J RD 1
Graybill Annette B Main St PO Box 55
Haas Donna J 3218 Middle Rd
Hoover Mervin I 4482 Heister Valy Rd
Landis Melody L 834 Main St PO Box 57
Maneval Samuel P 1392 Winey Rd
Thompsontown Pa 17094
Kreider Nelson RR 1 Box 144a
Mohr Ronald F RR 2 Box 201−B1
W E Schlegel Inc RR 1
Lackawanna County
Archbald Pa 18403
Addley Robert J 200 Lori Dr
Allison Thomas R 246 Main St
Balettie Anna R 228 Main St
Bekanich William P 237 First St
Blakely Pa 18447
Buttner Robert K, Alice 3 River St
Calabro Florence 481 Salem St
Cano Gabriel P 600 N Main St
Casey Jerome P 401 Church St
Cawley Thomas F, Mary S 197 Columbus Dr
Chindemi Elisa C/O Joseph Chindemi 191 Chestnu St
Ciarrochi Christopher Est, Ronald 496 North Main St
Clark Raymond M 532 N Main St Apt 2
Cliff James W, Gayle 1127 E State St
Coleman Eileen Sister, Eileen T 412 Academy St
Conaghan Helen, John 111 S Main St
Connally Grace A 504 Gilmartin St
Connolly Mary Kelly 513 Lawrence St
Connors Terrence M 173 Ash St
Dancho Ray 429 Miller St
Davey Joseph G, Allyssa 1400 Timberfalls Ln Apt P5
Delicati Sons Masonary Inc 127 Ash St
Dubravcak James P 220 2nd St
Feduchak Irene M 50 Scott Rd
Ferraro & Assoc 446 Main St
Frank Spiecher 134 Rr St
Froncek Marianne, Darlene 900 Old Ridge Rd
Gonzalez Joseph J 910 Decker St Apt #2
Graham Shannon 626 1/2 N Main St
Hnat Kyle 163 S Main St
Jandrokovic Mary 923 Lincoln Ave
Keating Brothers 1146 Archbald Mt Rd
Keenan Edward, Mary 305 Wayne St
Kelly Florence 435 Salem St
Krajewski Stephen D 123 Monroe St
Li Wing C 423 White Birch Dr
Mcconnell Edward 910 Lincoln Ave
Mcgeecraig Teresa 108 Wisteria Ln
Murugesan Vinoth 100 Timberfalls Ln Apt A7
Neary Ethel Ann 211 3rd St
Pastula Carol 1132 Dean St
Pastula William 1132 Dean St
Paulishak Virginia 201 3rd St
Perry Harriett E, Ronald C 316 2nd St
Pirone Attilio T 404 Lori Dr
Potis Sandra 166 Pine St
Robinson Carl B 306 1st St
Rogan Katheryn 137 Cemetery St
Sadavage Lillian G 354 Rella Dr
Sinning Catherine F 477 Salem Rd
Spegar Lawrence A 24 11th St
Spoor Teresa 496 N Main St
Taylor Louise 222 Main
Taylor Norma 303 3rd St
Tomko Paul 249 N Main St
Toy Workshop LLC 600 Scranton Carbondale Hwy
Wagner Ruth Main St
Warholic Ann Theresa, William C 105 Maria Blvd
Carbondale Pa 18407
Aurora Loan Servicing 111 Wyoming St
Bahrenburg Sherry 36 Plum Ave
Barbour Dorothy A 21 Woodlawn St
Beattie Donald E 54 Lincoln Ave Apt 302
Bibalo Lois E Est 41 N Main St Fl 4
Bidwell Bernard 137 Gordon Ave
Black Amanda 15 Gilbert St
Bonacci Damien E 10 Laurel St
Boylan John 77 N Main St Apt 708
Boyle Thomas 53 8th Ave
Browne Jill 130 S Church St
Burdick Donald, Ruth 102 Cemetery St
Burik Alexander RR 1 Box 1233
Carachilo Lisa Marie 28 Belmont St
Caviston Michele M 148 Gordon Ave R
Chindemi John Rd 1 Box 578
Clister Mary Teresa, Ashley, Roseann, Steven 104 43rd St
Conklin Lorranine G, Thomas R Box 212 RD 1
Costanzo Gabriel P 137 N Scott St
Costanzo Gabriel P Est 41 N Main St
Crane Magdalene 59 Grove St
Crofton Frances Basse PO Box 507
Curcio Philip A RR 1 Box 1388
Dottle Lucy 10 Mill St
Dublinski Stanley Est 23 Villa St Apt 3
Eakle John R 67 Upper Powderly St
Eakle Melissa J 67 Upper Powderly St
Edgar Dennis M 19 Archbald St
Edwards Arthur 10 Hart Pl
Edwards Donald R Jr RD 2
Elizabeth Mullen Living Tru Ua 08−Sep−02 St 24 Franklin
St
Emmet Deborah S, Richard 5 Canaan St
Ertley Chevrolet Cadillac 2 Meredith St Exchange
Farrell Eric P 22 Howard Ave
Farrell Marie Louise 183 S Tr St
Farrell Mary C 183 Ter St
Feldner C C Jr PO Box 1
Ferdinand Deo C Apt 407 77 N Main St
Fiebiger Penny 142 Pike St
Finney Effie R 108 Cemetery St
Fortuner Albert J 94 S Main St
Galavitz Thomas 125 Pike St
Gallagher Joan Est PO Box 147
Gentile Eleanor 10 Wyoming St
Graziano Therese A 127 8th Ave
Greene Beverly 44 N Church St Apt 1
Griebel Elsie 302 Dundaff St
Griffin Margaret 125 8th Ave
Haley Matthew DO PO Box 517
Hanson Tammy 142 Pike St
Harvey Donald R 96 S Church St
Haupt Jason A 275 Pike St
Heckman Felice R 25 Hospital St
Henry Elizabeth E 10 Grove St
Hessling Mary C/O Bernard Brown 129 S Church St
Howanitz Clare Est 41 N Main St Ste 4th
Howard Jean M 134 Washington St
Jacobs John F SR 51 Williams Ave
Jennings Wilda E RR 1 Box 1009
Jones Ronald F Jr, Debbie A 167 Ctr St
Judge Marion 53 Cannon St
Judge Martin P 101 Williams Ave
Kane Helen 41 N Main St Ste 415
Kilkenny Louise 53 Cannon St
Kolafut Mary 250 Canaan St
Kutsop Kathleen Mary Box 665 RD 1
Lapera Patrick Est 218 Fallbrook St
Lee Joseph A 307 Belmont St
Lewis Walter H 32 Wayne St
Lewis William F 31 10th Ave
Long Mary A 35 S Church St At 7th Ave
Mackrell James, Ruth 162 S Church St
Mackrell Ruth 162 S Churct St
Mahoski Lisa M 22 Spring St
Mancuso David RR 1 Box 1380
Mancuso Robert J 34 Washington St
Marchione Christoph 146 S Church St
Marinchick David T 65 N Church St
Martino Stephen 155 Lincoln Ave
Martzen Louise M 11 Fern Ave
Mauro Raymond J Jr 157 E Garfield Ave
Meixner Michael 83 Belmont St 3
Melnick Michael M, Linda M 145 Shadyside Dr
Mikulak Paul 45 N Scott St
Monachino Dawn 92 Fallbrook St
Monaghan James Est, James C 155 Westgate Dr Apt L
Moro Catherine 92 Fallbrook St
Moro James 38 Farview St
Moro Susan A 36 Farview St
Mullen Elizabeth 24 Franklin St
Nebzydoski Joseph W 275 Pike St
Nenash Ruth 162 S Churct St
Nepa Gregory 3 Rock St
Neri Dawn 240 Overlook Rd
Oakley Carl D 1 Pleasant Ave
Oravec Sally 348 Powderly
Ott Elizabeth M 160 Fallbrook St Apt 2
Pavuk Michael RD 1 Box 1173
Peak Resources Inc PO Box 291
Pender John A 54 Lincoln Ave 312
Peters Sandra White RD 1 Box 606
Pettinato Patrick, Madelyn 164 Farview St
Pozza Connor 50 Laurel St
Prestys Joseph RR 1 Box 220
Purcell Joseph J C/O Bernard Brown 129 S Church St
Roche Powell Pamela RD 1 Box 25
Ropp Rosemary 10 Mill St
Ryan Thomas J 108 Tr St
Salvatore James 95 42nd St
Sars Body Shop Auto Sales 275 Pike St
Seeler Martha N Grn
Shamrock Custom Cycles 50 N Scott St
Smolarek Michael F PO Box 315
Snyder Carl J 257 Canaan St
Snyder Mary A Est 225 Dundaff St
Snyder Rebecca, Carl Sr 257 Canaan St
Spall Harriet D 120 Belmont St
Sposto Dean T 100 Enterprise Dr
Store 42127 93 Brooklyn St
Subhlaxmi Corp 92 Brooklyn St
Tnt Automotive Finishes Inc 86 River St
Toms Walter 10 Canaan St
Tonkin W Arthur, W A 54 Hospital St
Trichilo Joseph S 900 Main St
Tripp Foster Est 41 N Main St, 4th Fl
Valley Auto Sales 118 S Church St
Varcoe Alma L 142 Birkett St
Varcoe Alma P 144 Birkett St
Varela Jose 33 Wyoming Ave
Vo Hang 95 Brooklyn St
Walsh Joshua 141 Birket St
Warfield Joseph 45 Williams Ave
Zedlewski Kathleen 20 Mannion Ave
Chinchilla Pa 18410
Antoine Theresa PO Box 251
Nelson Anders P MD PO Box 399
Peters Ferdinand E PO Box 146
Woronchuk Christopher R, Nicholas A PO Box 511
Clarks Green Pa 18411
Boriosi Gudio, Catherine 121 Greenbrier Dr
Durham Matthew L 120 N Abington Rd
Firestone Evan N 129 Greenbrier Dr
Goveia Vijay 910 Elaines Cir
Huerga Sergio 104 Possum Way
Jordan Jerome, Marlene 124 Old Orchard Rd
Kaufman Jeanne 323 Clark St
Kilpatrick James A 208 Beynon Dr
Mattress Man Sleep Centers 120 N Abington Rd
Riley Colleen 241 N Abington Rd
Scaturro Michael 204 Rabbit Run
Smalley Kathleen, Dale 141 Tedrick St
Strumski Anne R 715 Highland Ave
Uroskie Donna 200 Yale Blvd
Vitale Louis J 102 Greenbrier Dr
Warman Saron 105 Glenburn Rd
Williams J M 511 N Abington Rd
Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Amrhein Mary 32 Hedgerow Run
Anuszewski Theodore III 105 Brauer Dr
Artisans Image 567 Village Sq Mall
Atanasoff Burlin T, Ann B 105 Fairway Dr
Babunya S Gourmet Spice 1143 Northern Blvd 330
Bahr Sally L 208 Laurel Ln
Balfour Adrian 1143 Northern Blvd Box 315
Balzani Louis J 1807 Laurel Hill Rd
Beck Carl 2029 Laurel Hill Rd
Beynon Hanna 412 Gravel Pond Rd
Bichler Ronal 211 Knapp Rd
Booth Richard L Sr 1653 Falls Rd
Boriosi Gudio, Catherine 121 Greenbrier Dr
Bortel Mildred J 509 Old Colony Rd
Bradley Joshua R 710 Applewood Acres
Brown Bruce D 1143 Old Trail Rd
Bryer Carol A 14058 Church Hill Rd
Buondonno John G C/O Carmela N Buondonno
303 Beech Cir
Buranich Agnes 2423 Bald Mountain Rd
Burne Richard N 514 Waverly Ave
Butchar Nettie, Ann 9121 Valy View Dr
Cadden Maria 508 Carnation Dr
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Calabro Jeffrey M, Jeffrey 208 Barberry Ln
Campbell Edward 1451 Hillside Dr
Casey Melissa L 437 Ctr St
Cassone Cynthia J, Gary J PO Box 114
Chomicz Irene Est C/O Dorthea Serino 110 Noble Rd
Clark Christopher C 2330 Ransom Rd
Compton Rexford 400 Bedford St Apt 105
Coveleskie William V 1451 Hillside Dr
Curtis Tom 309 South State St
Cutting Edge Catering LLC C/O Tr 829 Old State Rd
Czaja Shirley M 105 Lynden Dr
D A Landscaping Excavating Inc 1315 Winola Rd
Dallen Terry Jr C/O Hipp Pgrm Clarks Smt Of
Danoski J J 404 Tulip Cir
Davis William Maple Ave
Deangelo Mary 1327 Fairview Rd
Deluccie Richard P 1105 Fairview Rd Apt 1
Dempsey Fred C 412 Haven Ln
Depasquale Nancy 803 Hosfeld St
Deuvaney Dolores M 1599 Smt Lake Rd
Dietrick Charles J 1451 Hillside Dr
Dixon Automotive 205 Old Lackawanna Trl
Downes Debora J C/O Grenfell 302 Marion St
Duricko Margaret, John E 1105 Edella Rd
Dynamic Body 302 Rabbit Run
Eggerstorfer Mark 111 Eastview Dr
Emlaw Robert 400 Bedford St Apt 502
Evans Naomi K 308 Landsdowne Ave
Fanning James 522 Harwood Ave
Feibus Belle P 230 Elan Gdns
Francis Margaret C RR 5 Box 161
Freedman Wesley, Larry PO Box 228
Freidman Joseph Dr 812 Ash St
Frieder Leonard P 1214 W Grove St
Fuller Ruth S 1000 S State St
Gerber Associates Inc 406 N State St
Goffer Michael Jr, Alexandra 115 Miller Rd
Goldenziel Gene E 1012 Victoria Ln
Grady Margaret K 119 Parkland Dr
Green Allison E 224 Edwards Ave
Gutshall Linda RR 5 Box 161
Haacker Joshua 320 Melose Ave
Halina V Warren Trust 4000 Robin Hill Way
Halligan Anette P 508 Gladiola Dr
Hardaway Cathy Ann 14023 Spring Dr
Heaney Thomas J Jr, Ellen C 610 Meadow Ln
Henzes John Frank III 203 Squirrel Run
Hlavac Lora J 404 Applewood Acres
Holla P Shripathi 513 Carnation Dr
Hope Davis 1171 Winola Rd Apt 21
Hosier Carol 215 W Grove St
Hricenak Michael 1975 Newton Ransom Blvd
Huang Richard, Chau Fe 1010 Lewis Ln
Hughes Michael, Michele 609 Skyline Dr S
Inn at Nichols Villa 1101 Northern Blvd
International Salt C PO Box 540 655 Northern Blvd
Isby Jean 304 Maple Ave
Jafar Mohammed 642 Fairview Rd
James Faye 812 Ash St
Jenkin James H 423 Layton Rd
Jones Elizabeth A 415 Clover St Rd Apt 5
Jones Kimberly E 1101 Audubon Dr
Jurado Ernesto, Silvia 499 N Abington Rd
K L Corporation K PO Box 210 120 N Abington Rd
Kameraski Peter 11032 Valy View Dr
Kelleher Zachery V 2050 Newton Ransom Blvd
King Edward 1064 Green Holly Rd
Klayman Lucille S 205 Elan Gdns
Kontz Benjamin, Antonia, Cina 210 Lansdowne Ave
Kontz David, Cina 210 Lansdowne Ave
Kromko Robert J Sr 119 N State St Apt B
Lacey Gertrude C/O R Lavetsky 125 Fern Way
Lavelle Anne Graziano 521 Highland Ave
Leader Douglas R 137 Mount Bethel Dr
Lebahn Helen F 7 Cole Village
Lenaham Terrence 32 Hedgerow Run
Lenahan Mary 32 Hedgerow Run
Lloyd Marjorie H 201 Carnation Dr
Mackay David W 407 Haven Ln
Maiman Barbara L 209 Harvard Ave
Marcello Lisa 250 Edgewood Dr E
Maresca Francis L 1109 Fairview Rd Apt 21
Marshall Alexis, Paula M, Lucas P PO Box 57
Massetti Joanne, Mark 321 Baker Ln
Mastri Suzanne C/O Gruber 29 Oakford Gln
Mcdonnell Henrietta N 950 Morgan Hwy Rm 318
Mchugh Heather M 713 Dragon Rd
Mcinerny Laura J 102 Park Blvd
Mcnulty William G 603 Applewood Acres
Meranti Boosakorn 306 Skyline Dr N
Meranti Joseph 306 Skyline Dr N
Milestone Restaurant Co 200 Johnson Rd
Miller Jay B 315 Columbia Ave
Moffat Charles H PO Box 219
Moffat Dorothy C, Christina, Melette Box 219
Montana Frank 2000 Oak Ford Wood Dr
Moore Daniel 8 Newberry Cir
Muir Jeffrey W 412 N State St
Mulherin Francis X 103 Fox Run Cir
Mulherin Patricia B 106 Park Dr
Muncie Markieann, Robert S 110 Eastview Dr
Muncie Tina Marie, Isabella 110 Eastview Dr
Murray Gertrude S Abington Rd
Naglak Carole 1113 Silver Maple Dr
Nanra Manbir 102 Echo Dr
Narinesingh Diann 719 N Abington Rd
Natale Joseph J 198 Peaceful Valy Rd
Ne Pennsylvania Organization C/O Kimberly A Pagnani
Box 760
Neu Patrick, Gary 204 Peaceful Valy Rd
Newhart Brian H 1735 Beaver Pond Rd
Norm Nortons Body Shop 1166 Lackawanna Trl
Northeast Geotechnical Supply PO Box 474
Northeast Pennsylvania Classic 100 Abington Executive
Park
Obrien Timothy P 125 N State St
October Rain LLC 205 Old Lackawanna Trl
Odonnell James J Est 1003 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Odonnell Robert E 950 Morgan Hwy Rm 113
Olinyk Cynthia A, John 402 Grandview St
Olszewski Robert P, Shirley L 245 Pike St
Omalley Miriam C 233 Northern Blvd Ste 5
One Source Realty Inc 230 Northern Blvd
Osif Margaret RR 1 Box 417
Outlook Construction 1029 Cir Green Dr
Paolucci Theresa 1599 Smt Lake Rd
Paryse Marianne C/O Gruber 29 Oakford Gln
Peters Brian 103 Richard Rd
Philbin Molly 401 Colburn Ave
Phillips Robert Jr 111 Ruth Ave
Plottle Charlotte 465 Venard Rd 211
Pony Express General Store LLC 1110 Edella Rd
Prasi Lindsay 211 Hillcrest Ave
Pusateria Mary F 615 Gladiola Dr
Ray Jill Martin 210 Sunnyside Ave
Reese Alfreda 506 Brian Dr
Reese Judith H 1143 Northern Blvd #135
Reilly Kimberly A 115 Edgewood Dr
Resnick Raymond S 1673 Forest Acre Dr
Rezykowski Dorothy D 100 Edella Rd Abington Manor
Rm 225
Roe Thomas M 1556 Smt Lk Rd
Rogers Jayne 304 Maple Ave
Rosenkrans Thomas 1313 Layton Rd
Rosetti William 1010 Whipporwill Dr
Rubenstein Sandy 504 Sheridan Ave
Sandy Chester E 509 Hicbny La Rd 5
Saunderson Madelyn F RR 5 Box 326
Savitsky Paul R 1300 Old Trail Rd
Scuba Alexis 1401 Laurel Dr
Shack Kathleen, Ronald 223 Carbondale Rd
Shevchenko Andrey 2217 Port Royal Rd
Slantz Hannah J 404 Nelson St
Slavinskas Frances 2404 Bald Mountain Rd
Sleboda Catherine A 406 Tulip Cir
Smith Monroe R 3 Lakelsioe Dr
Spackman Alistair, Nancy 17 Oakford Glenn
Stanley Morgan 210 Sunnyside Ave
Stavish Anna 226 Gravel Pond Rd
Stevens Bradley 1143 Northern Blvd Pmb 233
Stremel John 1579 Newton Ransom Blvd
Studer Fred R, Jane Y PO Box 246
Summerhill Christopher 10028 Bridge Ln
Summit Ventures Inc 111 Hall Ave
Taylor Robert F 210 Pond Rd
Thornton Philip, Kelley 415 Highland Ave
Toth Stephen J Griffin Pond Rd
Van Gorder Susan E 400 Bedford St 504
Vandenhandel L Est 2153 Newton Ransom Blvd
Vandenhandel Lenard 2153 Newton Ransom Blvd
Vault Clothing Store Dba Vault 611 S State St
Vescovi Barbara 126 Burcher Rd
Vielee Robert C 108 Nikelle Ln
Visneski Marissa 13003 Silver Fox Ln
Walker Robert H 219 Stone Ave
Wallace Brooke 126 Burcher Rd
Warner Agnes M 400 Bedford St Apt 309
Warren Florence M, Edwin F 4000 Robin Hill Way
Wasilewski Thomas M 613 Oak Ln
Wells Arthur 505 1/2 Powell Ave
Yocum Patricia, Tom 2011 Cardinal Ln
Zale Lawrence P, Lisa S 121 Old Orchard Rd
Zigray Ryan 721 Hosfeld St
Clifford Township Pa 18407
Halstead Paul 101 Halstead Rd
Covington Township Pa 18424
Delar Hannah 55 Skyline Drive
Convington Township Pa 18444
Martin Jeanette 15 Daleville Hwy
Prosachik Dan 344 Scranton Pocono Hwy
Vaverchak Gerald, Geraldine 19 Alts Ln
Dalton Pa 18414
Adoff Ricki K RR 1 Box 357 Stone Rd
Altier Frank P, Debra 7 Rocky Knoll Dr
Aulisio Angelo, Tammy 2053 Tpke Rd
Avery Burdette C 191 Black Smith Dr
Baldoni Mark 416 E Main St
Beyer Winifred S, Donald F 404 Marshbrook Rd
Bolcavage Kelly 1009 Windemere Cir
Boyle Jennifer A Po Box 423
Breig Duncan Jennings, F Warren III, Reilly Thomas
850 R Lily Lake Rd
Casal David 959 S Waterford Rd
Clark James Est RR 2 Box 331
Clark Lorraine Rd 3 Box 74
Client Escrow Acct 114 W Main St Drawer B
Dewey Matthew 1018 Wood Wind Hills Dr
Drugatz Joan M 644 N Tpke Rd
Etal Peg E 644 N Tpke Rd
Flynn James E 112 Weatherby St
Foley Pauline RR 1 Box 235
Frable Robert P PO Box Er
Frieder Leonard III C O Laura Frieder Trustee
1002 Lily Lake Rd
Goodfield Petro Plaza Rd 1 Box 327 A Exit 199 81 N Orth
Griff Edith 320 Main St
Grosvenor Robert, Harriet J RR 1
Hartman Allena 416 E Main St
Hughes Doreen Rr 1 Box 189
Judge Frank J, Mary T 103 Bonnie Rd Rd 1
Laporta Guido, Mary Ann 367 Grouse Hill Rd
Lenahan Kelly 105 Chapin Ln
Locker General Contracting Inc 200 W Main St
Nazar Doris 402 N Tpke Rd
Omalley Rita RR 1 Box 189
Osborne Dorothy E, William 215 S Tpke Rd
Patrick Daviid, Nancy White Birch Rd
Peters Alice L RR 3 Box 300
Petras Judy Heitsman, Peter Paul Box 321
Petty Scott W 2063 N Tpke Rd
Sapp S P C/O Laura Frieder Trustee 1002 Lily Lake Rd
Sebastian Michael R, Michael 1028 N Abington Rd
Sembrat Florence 260 Colvin Rd
Skotleski Thomas 121 S Tpke Rd
Stone E Frances RR 1 389
Szumski Peter 180 Franklin Valy Rd
Td Bank Na RR 3 Box 300
Thomas Esther RR 1 Box 153
Thomas Leola M RR 1
Tripp Foster M 218 Fuller Rd
Vail Richard D 103 Stelle St
Varano Peter 217 3rd St
Walega Kimberly A, Mark C Marshbrook Rd RR 1 Box 50
Warman Wendy 307 1st St
White Ellen Jean, Mary J 2971 SR 307
Whitford William E 164 Armstrong Rd
Williams Clarence H, Theodora 346 W Main St
Dickson City Pa 18519
Aaron Center Inc 851 Commerce Blvd 107
Abraham S Gibbons Ford 950 Main St
Adamowicz Irene 919 Price St
Arr Investments LLC Toyota−Scion of Scranton
1159 Frieda St
B&B Tire & Spring Ltd C/O Marion Beynon
828 Enterprise St
Bateridge Martin 538 Henely St
Bonner John 725 Main St
Brandle Kyle P 1220 Pettit St
Brito Gildardo, Tiffany 721 Albert St
Buchinski Christopher S, Tammy 1214 Throop St
Buza Charles 1056 Lincoln St
Castellani Joseph 228 Elm St
Cervantes Baldo 319 Main St
Commonwealth Financial Systems Inc 245 Main St
Cortazar Robert Est 1159 Frieda St
Eastern Claims Service Inc 256 Main St
Fabricatore Anthony G 1214 Main St
Fick Carrie E 202 Huntington Dr
Glass Stephani 713 High St
Glenn Patricia 102 Craig Rd
Golzak Gayle 228 Elm St
Grzech Miriam 645 Carmalt St
Guinn Benjamin 830 Main St
Helen Symons 848 Albert St
Kimble Madylon 904 Miles Ave
Kranick Keith R 104 Templeton Dr
Labowitz Sanford A 324 Commercial St
Lopardo Marie T 733 B Main St
Malaski Mary A 603 Main St
Mid Valley Cal Ripken League 719 Sunset Dr
Misiukiewicz Stella 1033 Main St
Nanrocki John 1224 Olga St
Ncc 245 Main St
Norkaitis Helen 537 Morgan St
Oakley James D 832 Lincoln St
Packowski Walter 1062 Carmalt St
Rafalo Anne 1224 Olga St
Reese Stephanie S 706 Carmalt St
Refic Ronald J 650 Blvd Ave
Sekelsky Anna 1226 Bank St
Shawver David E 1322 Main St
Sluk Peter C/O Betty Sluk 607 Ash St
Toole Elsa Est 518 Mary St
Veno Cheryl 704 Rear Carmalt St
Wagner Christopher J Toyota−Scion of Scranton
1159 Frieda St
Wierzbicki Clara 1 B Veteran Dr
Wisniewski Jean 1115 Main St
Yantorn Anthony 1622 Main St
Zygar Blanche V 1009 Main St
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Dickson City Pa 18447
Carpenter Alice M 810 Beechwood Dr
Siwinski Stephen S, Kathy L 510 Miles Ave
Dunmore Pa 18509
Aronica Michael J 1609 Jefferson Ave
Blomain E W 1222 Marion St
Blomain Ondina A 1607 Monroe Ave
Bochinski Walter, Mark J 1600 Green Ridge St
Brandt Elaine R 1304 Woodlawn St
Cipriano John J 1416 Monroe Ave
Elko Albert 1308 Adams Ave
Enkulenko Elizabeth L 1327 Rear Adams Ave
Evans Rebecca L 1235 Monroe Ave
Gentile Anthony, Gwen 1618 Monroe Ave
Golden Terrence 1614 Electric St
Golden Tommy 1706 Clay Ave
Goldsmith Ralph Est 1526 Quincy Ave
Hein Michelle 1403 Marion St
Igoe Kevin F, James P 1802 Delaware St
Kuehan Louise S 1605 Green Ridge St
Lyons Lois 1315 Madison Ave
Malloy John 1810 Electric Ct
Mcgrath Christopher, Jean 1611 Jefferson Ave
Mcgurgan Margaret R1429 E Drinker
Murphy Mary K 1508 Green Ridge St
Nails Denise 1628 Quincy Ave
Nicholas Peter J 4 Ferguson Pl
Papenmeir Wayne 1609 Electric St
Pennella Vito A 1758 Madison Ave
Powell Thomas F, Mary A 1610 Adams Ave
Rohulich Deborah 1235 Monroe Ave
Sandt Rose E Attn Betty L Wicker 1713 N Webster Ave
Sinkevich Linda 1735 Jefferson Ave
Smith Henry J 1236 Monroe Ave
Stecher Louise R 1304 Woodlawn St
Stine Geraldine E 1605 Green Ridge St
Torres Sabrina 802 Electric St Apt B
Walsh John 116 Cherry St
Dunmore Pa 18510
Dempsey James 122 E Grove St
Ermel Stevin 1127 Farber Ct
Gaughan Mary E 139 William St
Hall Leslie 835 Harrison Ave
Marshall Margaret C Ste 1 1141 Clay Ave
Oneill Marion 1235 Clay Ave
Pancoast Priscilla 1141 Clay Ave
Snyder Lida I 139 Sand St C
U S Mini Marts 104 Lake St
Dunmore Pa 18512
Abdalla Davis, Donna 1611 Electric St Rear
Acculto Rebecca, Mari 1432 College St
Advantage PO Box 310
Armenta Jose 1713 Roosevelt Ave
Azzarelli Angeline 114 Smith St
Baldassari Mia 522 Shirley Ln
Banno Rose 135 Mortimer St
Bennie Dacia J 2033 Rigg St #2
Biefeldt Jeannette 933 E Drinker St
Bugno Josephine 405 Sherwood Ave
Caputo Alice 419 S Blakely St
Carepoint Partners 1000 Meade St Ste 104
Caruso Rose 208 N Blakely St Apt 304
Cianci Nicholas C 136 Willow St
Ciprian Mildred 220 S Apple St
Cipriano John J 505 Mill St
Clifford Eleanor R 833 Jessup St
Conrad Alex 203 Gibbons St
Davis Jean M 1907 Delaware St Apt 4
Dench Mary 111 Ridgeview Dr
Deprimo Carmella M 106 Reeves St
Deprimo Sam, Carmella 108 Reeves St
Dinoia Carmella 111 Mortimer St
Don Frick Trucking 1215 Wheeler Ave
Duffy Marcy Lynn 1107 Mill St
Dunmore Abstract LLC 120 Monahan Ave
Earley Ella T 103 Apple Ave
Fanning Edward S 130 Frank St
Ferrario Gerard A 40 Millenium St
Five Star Equip Po Box 176
Fort Kevin 217 Oak St
Frieder L P Jr C/O Tellie & Coleman Pc 310 E Drinker St
PO Box 175
Fronduti Elenor 174 E Pine St
Gallo Michael 113 Bush St
Gertrude Hawks Chocolates Inc 9 Keystone Industrial Pk
Godfreys Ridge Homeowners Asso C/O Jonathan Grande Vp
102 E Drinker St
Golden Katie 721 E Warren St
Gratkowski Jason J 111 Ridgeview Dr
Hoover William E Est 130 Mortimer St Apt R1
Hubshman Melinda 512 Boyle St
Hudak Irene G 2023 Rigg St
Iannielli Maria 505 Chestnut St Apt 1
Jahnke Spencer M 111 Corner St
Jenkins Chris 620 Kossuth St
Jonsal Corporation 225 Helen St
Judge Abbey J 126 Potter St
Kabak Pha Besher PO Box 618
King Scott F 123 Mortimer St
Kwitkoski Betty A 1010 E Drinker St
Lacapra Eula 306 Butler St Apt 1e
Lacka Dunmore B 400 S Blakely St
Latorre Rose A 522 Shirley Ln
Latshaw Shawn 421 Corner St
Letchnak Stephan 405 Sherwood Ave
Loftus Donald E, Karen A, Anne W 2020 Greenridge St
Longo Josephine J 110 Throop St
Lopez Isidro, Monica 521 Throop St
Lucas Joseph, Donna 137 Ross St
M M Enteprises of Nepa LLC PO Box 258
Mahoney Kerry 414 East Drinker Stret
Maid Rite Steak Company Inc PO Box 509
Maloney J Timothy, J Kerry, R Brian PO Box E
Mangieri Florence 125 Allen St
Marzolino Josephine T 330 Smith St
Mastriani Construction Co 114 Prospect St
Mastriani Realty Co 702 N Blakely St
Mcbride Kara L 214 Terr St Flr 1
Mcgurgan Margaret 429 E Drinker St
Mclaurin Kenneth 937 E Drinker St
Mecca James W Sr 102 Vahrley St
Mellon Certified Restoration 1010 E Drinker St
Micciche Mark J 633 E Drinker St
Mikoliecik Barbara 103 Apple Ave
Mill Creek Land L P 55 Keystone Industrial Park
Mulch PO Box 126
Muli Constance M 1805 Rosevelte St
Nasser William K Jr C/O Nasser & Co 1 Dunham Dr
Ne Pa Chevy Advisory Assoc Inc C/O Dave Rohlick
PO Box 478
Neary Mary T 511 Boyle St
Nicolais Eugene J PO Box 347
Ockovitch Helen 53 Veterans Dr
Odonnell John 222 Franklin St 2
Padden Joseph 101 W Drinker St
Palermo Cristine A, Frank E 969 Throop St
Pasko John J 118 Franklin St
Perhalla Dianne M 130 Mortimer St Apt R1
Perry Arthur F 1903 Green Ridge St
Picharella Joseph E 120 Dudley St
Price Eileen 2022 Rigg St
Riccardo Benjamin W 508 N Blakely St
Rizzo Margaret, Mark, John J 429 Corner St
Rogers Rose M 45 Veterans Dr
Routte Doris 438 Marjorie Dr
Rr Donnelly Sons 1205 Oniel Hwy
Ruane Helen 208 E Warren St
Rudy Theodore 511 E Drinker St
S G Mastriani Co Inc 114 Prospect St
Sabatella Dominick 310 Smith St
Sabatelle Josephine, William 507 Ward St
Sabia Lori A 126 Tigue St
Seyer Kevin 209 211 Bernard St
Sheehan Catherine E 213 Green St
Smith Joshua A 432 E Drinker St Apt 2
Sollami Romayne A 220 Franklin St
Tallarico Salvatore P 606 N Apple St
Thomas J Simrell Dmd 514 N Blakely St
Tuey Richard 45 Veterans Dr
Walker Jennifer A 301 Oak St
Weiland Svecz Trasi, Kenneth J 425 Throop St
Wert David L Sr PO Box 81
Zaffino Rosalie 108 Brady St
Zilla Donna 605 E Warren St
Elmhurst Pa 18416
Chalusglover Jerry N PO Box 107
Dylo Anthony PO Box 145
Gcms 2312 Main St PO Box 230
Hawk Robert, Denise PO Box 191
Leblanc Henry 203 Maple St
Zieminski Donald W 0 Knickerbocker Ln
Elmhurst Township Pa 18444
Bednar Ann St Marys Villa
Casey Alan Est 100 Millard St
Fritz Jessie 4441 Jubilee Rd Apt D Madison
Lombardo Louis P, Paul L 206 Memorial Dr
Lopatofsky Tammy Marie 426 SR 435
Verrastro Jason J 8394 Buckingham St
Eynon Pa 18403
Armstrong William R Box 16
Auto Glass Fitters 501 Scr−Carb Hwy Ste A
Bac Home Loans Servicing LP 342 Main St
Damage Control Inc 342 Main St
Denzal Construction Co LLC 466 Main St
Endres Eleanor, Robert 119 East St
Joyce John J, Kathleen M 333 2nd St
Liebman Ellen Main St
Petronchaw Jostine 182 East St
Smith John J 404 Kennedy Dr
Yeselavage Rug 577 Main St
Fleetville Pa 18420
Fisher Robert B Box 2156 RD 2
Greenfield Township Pa 18407
Burnett Mary 150 Lake View Ave
Byrnes William 105a Louis Ln
Finch Hill Water Co 400 Haney Ave
Jerry Joseph J III 384 Rte 247
Leonard Edward 106 Grouse Hill Rd
Mcdonnell John R 467 Rt 106
Nemeth Kim A 399 Rte 247
Petrilak Jonathan, Mary 105 Petrilak Ln
Pugh Crystal 201 Second St
Shaw Damien T 231 Rte 247
Simpson Clara E 450 Hickory Ridge Rd
Spangenberg Corey J 114 Lake Ave
Waitulavich Becky J 482 Hickory Ridge Rd
Wansacz John Jr 399 Rte 247
Jermyn Pa 18433
Axtells Inc 1586 Heart Lake Rd
Brady John 1147 Rushbrook Rd
Brown Betty 1601 Lakeland Dr
Buckingham James W 618 Jefferson Ave
Caljean Anthony J Sr PO Box 91
Camargo Altamirano B 152 Rte 247
Carite Kenneth D, Pauline A PO Box 72
Carter Steven A 453 Jefferson Ave
Chapman Joseph T, Lucy 1135 Chapman Lake Rd
Dimurro Neil 630 Hudson St
Durmiaki John 1489 Chapman Lake Rd
Fron Agnes 1620 Lakeland Dr
Haupt Carol 217 Bacon St
Herbert Walter, Shirley 1480 Kapinus Rd
Judge Francis J Henry Dr Apt 4e
Kuttrubis William, Doreen M 1134 Rushbrook Rd
Lence Erin C/O Morgan Duffy 3
M And K Diversified Inc 609 Hill St
Matisko Joseph, Eugene Valy View Estates Lot 42
Murnock James A, John A 702 Lincoln Ave
Napoli Steven 309 Franklin St
Racavich Peter D RR 1 Box 379e
Richards Richard J 719 Lincoln Ave
Robert Cosgrove Inc 1 Washington Ave
Schaefer Daniel E, Mary B 615 Madison Ave
Snedeker Lucas Michael, Dawn 1207 Chapman Lake Rd
Steinruck M 1450 Lakeland Dr
Tellish Joseph A, Helen M Est 311 Sickler Pond Rd
Tokarczyk Robert F 332 Rushbrook St
Usher Thomas, Joanne 319 Dwight Ave
Wenzel Francis G Jr RR 1 Box 576
White Beverly PO Box 216
Whiting Tina 307 Franklin St
Wood David 438 Washington Ave
Jessup Pa 18434
Angeloni Pauline 1130 Church St
Barusefski Martha 705 Church St
Bichi Mark 314 Third Ave
Billings Bartley E 302 Grassy Island Ave
Bluhm Kellie J 203 B Lawler Dr
Broskoskie Kenneth 118 Kinback St
Burns Olive 861 Barrett
Carey Jason 402 Church St
Cherry Lamberton Janie, Lillian 136 River St
Connor Paul M 937 Constitution Ave
Dempsey Uniform 1200 Mid Valy Dr
Donn Sister 309 1st Ave
Family Pharmacy of J 140 Constitution Ave No 31
Fanucci Rose 915 Church St
Fedorco Emil 407 Hand St
Galenas Jeffrey 210 Powell Ave
Giombilini Leonard 103 Grassy Island Ave
Gregori Christopher Paul, Paul Sr 925 Hillcrest Dr
Griess Donna 916 Ward St
Grushinski Stephen A, Dolores 805 Ct St
Hemak Jeffrey C 104 Front St
Himchak Helen 402 Clarkson Ave
Hoban Mary R 200 Hand St
Lamagna Kelly A 714 Powell Ave
Lewis Grant W 122 River St
Marconeri Mary M 901 1/2 Church St
Oakley David 105 Erie St
Pesarchick Tamara 329 2nd Ave
Petrini Cafiero 1016 Hill St
Pompey Charles 500 Church St
Rowland Nancy Est 332 Ln St
Rowlands Nancy 332 Ln St
Scranton Lackawanna Ind Buil 50 Alberigi Dr
Simansky Benjamin F R 214 Cherry
Surma John 101 Front St
Tamborelli Pierinia 415 Church St
Telech Huston, Helen 101 Second Ave
Ubaldini Lindsay Olivia 198 Galligher St
Usher Thomas J 188 Front St
Vangarelli Colombo, Enis 200 Front St
Vrabel Lisa 545 3rd Ave
Wahl John Paul C/O Jean Ann Pegula
905 Grassy Island Ave
Wasilchak Ann 710 Barrett Ave
Welsch Teresa A 967 Constitution Ave
Weng Kunrong 903 Church St B
Westgate Romayne V, Deborah 501 A Lawler Dr
La Plume Pa 18440
Dorfer Donald Est, Cassandra PO Box 160
Tancredi Frank R Box 37 Rte 438 E Laplume Rd
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Mayfield Pa 18433
Club Cheetah 1401 Rte 6
Coyle Ray 402 Whilman
Freno Johanna A R 514 Poplar St
Handschuh Gregory R 901 Hudson St
Jaye Joseph T 803 Hill St
Lawler Joseph R III 705 Hill St Rear
Obell Elizabeth 312 Whitmore Av
Pizzimeni Pasquale L 313 Main St
Robinson Margaret Penn Ave
S S Glass J Slater Sons Inc 889 Bus Rte 6 Lackawanna
Scuba Michael, Olga 710 Hudson St
Solomon Rosann 400 Poplar St
Sporer Eileen 506 Hudson St
Williams Carol PO Box 65
Willis Fred 157 5th St
Madison Township Pa 18444
Chapman Mary J, David 3350 Major Rd
Clark William F 2611 Madisonville Rd
Fanning Robert J 430 Neville Rd
Grochowski Dolores, Joseph 310 Madisonville Rd
Jordan Chris 10009 Kearney Park 1
Kakareka Kevin 641 Becks Crossing Rd
Kelly Gloria 4160 Bird Rd
Kirchoff William G Jr 3333 Hornbaker Cemetary Rd
Kowalski Joseph S 2410 Quicktown Rd
Long Randy R 2911 Aberdeen Rd
Occhipinti Joseph 2400 Major Rd
Peterson Archie L 1141 Kearney Pk
Seigle Brittany 2150 Becks Crossing Rd
Sheruda Jennifer 3701 Hornbaker Cemetary Rd
Surplus Ronald G 1024 Kearney Park Park 1 Lot 4
Zajaczkowski Linda N 2008 Kearney Park
Moosic Pa 18507
Abboudi Morris 511 Park St
Ahmed Ritka 3303 Greenwood Ave
Bannon Tracylynn 414 Spring St
Big Ten Truck Stop Inc 21 Alpine Dr
C P G International Inc 52 Glenmaura Plaza Ste 201
Cartwright Alton S 38 Steinbeck Dr
Clemmer Kathleen, Ryan 524 Park St
Clint Robert 414 Spring St
Cooper Charles 104 Ryan Dr
Copp Willard Main St
Craig Joseph 607 Spring St
David H Jones Inc Springbrook Ave
Dibartolomeo Matthew Cortland 3707 Lydon Ln
Echalk Deborah L 109 Spruce St
Egan Theresa L 652 Marion Ln
Ertley Chrysler Jeep Dodge 4225 Birney Ave
Genell Ausgelo 8 Twain Close
Gilbro Realty Inc 808−810 Main St
Gilchrist Miriam, John 713 Minooka Ave
Grebas Gina C 218 Main St
Gregory Michael 721 Main St Apt 6
Griffiths Mildred G 1128 Water St
Hagelgans Joseph N 1054 Springbrook Ave
Halko Susan E 3621 Winfield Ave
Horvick Nicole, Neil 203 Salinger Close
Horvitz Alex Scranton Serv Ctr Mckins 53 Glenmaura Natl
Blvd
Kemler Peggy J 80 Honor Park Trailer Ct
Kowalski Mary 3236 Lawrence Ave
Kozel Kathy 301 Thackeray Close
Lee John 53 Glenmaura National Blvd
Lifs Enterprises LLC 524 Lackawanna Ave
Lopez Rafael, Lucia 102 O Connor Dr
Marhefka Sadie 533 Main St
Marti Mary O 809 Ralph Ln
Marvelous Mugs 26 Montage Mountian Rd
Mcintrye James F 98 Drake St
Mcintyre Joyce 98 Drake St
Minooka Subaru 4141 Birney Ave Rte 11
Monahan Robert 3327 Cedar Ave Apt 1
Neiper Ellen 225 Walnut St
Nelson Joy 33 Oneill Dr
Nicholls Miriam L 713 Minooka Ave
Northeast Ford Inc 4150 Birney Ave
Oates Stephanie 617 Boise St
Patel Mayuriben, Rakesh 27 Emerson Dr
Perfilio Joseph C 12 Alpine Dr
Peter Horvick Irrev Trust UTD 3 11 99 203 Salinger Close
Piper Douglas K 3713 Laurel Ave
Polit Farrah W, Heather 103 Emerson Close
Povanda Bernard J 21 Kipling Dr
Rooney Sean 243 Elm St
Ross Lanny J 504 Thackeray Close
Samcorp Inc 4150 Virney Ave
Shaffer Brian K 1031 Ash St
Stalbird James R 610 Park St
Szydlowski Steve, Amy 10 Dante Close
Tayoun Betty 3606 Wylam Ave
Tempaugh John, Linda 3320 Greenwood Ave
Thomas Debra, John 3624 3626 Birney Ave
Tufts Christine 19 Emerson Dr
Usa Mini Mart II 3 Montage Mountain Rd
Wagner Kenneth Jr, Ellen 3713 Winfield Ave
Walsh Betty 5 Wharton Close
Warrick William 3704 Laurel Ave
Winans Dorothy R 225 Main St
Zhad Furong 4215 Birney Ave Unit 2
Zikoski Michael 3236 Lawrence Ave
Zimmerman Brian 23 Crippen St
Moscow Pa 18444
Alexander Gloria M 815 Parkview Rd
Ankerway Alfred P RR 4
Banko Ronald J RR 3 Box 167b
Berntsen Barbara 924 Maple Grove Rd
Blumer Robert H RR 3
Brostosky Chris 5471 Haas Pond Rd
Brown Jerralyn J 4262 Hamlin Hwy
Brundage Althea Box 442
Budzinski Daniel RR 5
Canavan Cheryl L 328 N Main St Apt B
Clark William 2611 Madisonville Rd
Daggers Hazel I RR 6 6272
Dawson Robert W RD 2 Blue Shuttens Rd
Demarco Patrick Est PO Box 75
Demarzo Frank RR 2
Demetro Josephine PO Box 436
Devine Jessica 18 Countryside Dr
Dolan Frank E RR 7 Box 7477
Dougherty Mary 675 St Marys Villa Rd
Durkin Eugene PO Box 5317
Earley Ella T PO Box 2
Edwards James III PO Box 467
Elliot Nancy L RR 8 Box 8369
Evans Angela RR 6 Box 6176
Felins Raymond Joseph RR 9 Box 9297
Festa Joseph RR 7
Flaherty Madison, James J 305 Church St
Gilette May RR 1 Box 92
Goble Larry, Dawn M 191 Wheeler Rd
Gudz Joseph J, Thomas J, Mary B RR 3
Guse Paul R 135 Lincoln St PO Box 522
Hartley Jami RR 6 Box 6309
Hoyt Elisabeth K 215 Church St Box 153
Hunt Gregory A 112 Brook Dr
Hunt Robert E RR 2 Box 2392
Hynak John A RR 2 6833
Ives Harry 105 Orchard St
J Slater Sons Inc PO Box 795
Janus Daniel RR 2
Jason John J 109 Caputo Place
Johnson Kenneth RR 3 Box 3403
Jones J Clifford, Barbara L Blue Shutters Rd
Joseph 81 White Birch Rd
Katz Richard, Angela 705 Clover Ln
Kazmerski Beryl E RR 6 Box 6176
Kiefer Sarah F RR 9 Box 9340
Klim Pauline RR 9 Box 9293
Kotarba Stanley J RR 1 Box 1778
Kravitz Steven J PO Box 623
Kundla Victoria Kusher RR 5 Box 5154
Lewis Louise Box 350 Rd 4
London Robert G RR 4 540
Loughman Carol C/O Cr Est Dorothy Stant PO Box 2301
Luyster Jennifer W RR 4 Box 4196
Magnotta Albert J RR 2 Box 2043
Marchese Tyler F RR 4 Box 4364
Marchese Tyler Fredric RR 4 Box 4364
Mbmp Properties LLC 4386 Elmhurst Blvd
Mikoliecik Barbara PO Box 2
Milbut Robert 924 Clearview Rd
Milso Industries RR 4 Box 4841
Mojsa Jacek RR 7 Box 7406
Mokay Teri L 502 Park Ln
Moretti Arthur A 104 Beech Ln
Morris Marilyn J RR 9 9454
Naro Ross, Geraldine 1628 Whitetail Run
Outle Hamlin F 254 Cemetery Rd C/O R Lamonica
Placek Richard P 215 Keene St
Plipny Mildred Est 5 Valy View Dr
Prestosh Kathrine 100 Academy St Apt 112
Puchalski Larwence RR 1
Rieder Elaine 502 Park Ln
Rist Sean A 922 Old Logger Rd
Rle Enterprises PO Box 249
Romanowski Edna RR 9 9261
Roselli Mary Ann, Nicholas RR 3 Box 3249a
Rudy Theodore RR 8 PO Box 8477
Ruocco Dominick M 6544 Gardner Rd
Sasso Grace RD 4 Box 4228
Schultz Virginia 6 Madison Est
Scott Kenneth A Jr, Susan R RR 8 Box 8369
Sekelsky Dona D Est Rt 307 RD 7 Box 7217
Sekelsky Joseph RR 7 Box 7217
Sherwood Geraldine, Thomas RR 7 Box 7081
Shorten Joseph A PO Box 844
Sinkevich John J 4554 Hamlin Hwy
Skelton Kenneth L PO Box 218
Slayton Roxie J, Leon E 13 Madison Est
Slocum Betty M 135 Keene St
Smith 81 White Birch Rd
Stange Lawrence, Shirley D RR 3 Box 3366
Stout John RR 5 Box 5542
Teets George W, Ann 3020 Nashotka Rd
Temper Tantrums Investment Club C/O Marie Alba RR 3
3387 A 2 Thomas Rd
Torda Isabella M RR 1 Box 1630
Tt Clothier Inc RR 4 Box 4369
Vesey George RR 6 Box 6153
Wahl Brenden Charles PO Box 979
Wahl John P III PO Box 979
Waibel David A, Marjorie A RR 9 PO Box 9444
Warren Tim PO Box 304
Watkins Leonard, Regina RR 6 Box 9304
Weller Catherine D St Marys Villa 1 Pioneer Pl 1
Williams E Janice RR 9 Box 9347
Yontes Michael RR 3 Box 3403
Zotynia Jonathon, Tina 66 Hughes Rd
Old Forge Pa 18518
Ahern Jeffrey 1236 S Main St
Aulisio Thomas C/O George Aulisio 307 Oak St
Bharkhda Prafful J 417 Sampson St
Bondonis Lillian, Anna 129 William St
Brass John 502 Dunn Ave
Cecacci Kathryn 176 Drakes Ln
Cirba Susan 4 Lincoln St
Colarusso Ann 731 Clevio St
Daros Anthony 213 Alicia St
Delvecch Anthony J 406 Carter St Apt 2
Dente Raymond J 714 Fallon St
Digwood Barbara 316 Sibley Ave
Dutter Paul R 1126 S Main St
Evans David, Susan 225 Susquehanna Ave
Excavation Inc 100 Cherokee Rd
Ferri Bob 717 Moosic Rd
Fetchen Sheet Metal R 329 S Main St
Filice Antonetta 122 Brdhead St
Fumanti Christa 431 Kohler Ave
Gaul Robert A 151 Milwaukee Ave
Gearhart David 137 Harrison St
Genells Arcaro 443 S Main St
Giglio Meredith, Ann 210 Taylor St
Giolotti Elizabeth A 512 S Main St
Giordano Karina E 313 Vine St
Goldberg Delores W 33 Apollo Dr
Goosley Carmel 121 Harrison St
Granche Carrie A 331 Flower St
Grasso Andrew J 206 Vine St
Hamed M 894 Sibley Ave
Jemiolo John 349 River St
Jones Christine I, Jack P 1119 S Main St
Juba George 1230 Mowry St
Kelley Mary D 208 Moosic Rd
Kelly Mary D 208 Moosic Rd
Komensky Mary Admin 328 Sampson St
Kreseskie Lillian 726 Oak St
Kwee Angela 517 Moosic Rd
Lizza Donna 1215 Bennett St
Mackowsky Henrietta J, David 293 Upper Powell St
Margotta Vincent C 330 Drake St
Marsico Anthony 235 1st St
Mascioli Marie 1236 S Main St
Mastrucci Victor 41 Dunn Ave
Matis David P 107 N Main St B
Miller Shawn M 145 Moosic Rd
Nocero Joseph C/O Joseph Guerra 1215 B S Main St
Oconnell Catherine A 246 S Main St
Pagnotti David Sr, Angela 603 Moosic Rd
Paroby Stephen, Christine 716 Clevio St
Patte Regina 283 Drake St
Perrone Samuel P, Anna E 223 Orchard St
Pesotine Todd A 410 Riley St
Prula Joseph A 1211 Mine St
Puzio Della 1168 Bennett St
Richter Jeffrey 1207 Bennett St
Riviello Margurite 121 Harrison St
Rizzo Sandra Brian J Muha as Beneficiary for
1113 S Main St
Rohland M J 414 Milwaukee Ave
Salvatori Manuel J 514 N Main St
Sanko Peter P, Ruth A 1101 Spring St
Schiavo Adelina 451 W Grace St
Scubelek Theresa 949 S Main St
Sifeldin Amal 894 Sibley Ave
Smith Robert 129 W Morton St
Sphabmixay Phouth 156 Drakes Ln
Szczech Stanley, Marjanna 405 Oak St
Taffera Enterprises Inc 515 Lenepe Ln
Talerico Gerald, Sally 174 Church St
Tielle Francis S 166 Taroli St
Vangarelli Enis C/O Gene Vangarelli 309 W Mary St
Wirhanowsky Emily Est 405 Oak St
Wywiorka Charles 122 Oak St
Wywiurka Czeslawa R 115 Thomas St
Yocum Jaime A 136 Howard St
Olyphant Pa 18447
Allen Lois M 230 Lackawanna Ave Apt 208
Angerson James L PO Box 306
Beecroft Jack E RD 1
Bonafede David 425 Willow Ave
Bondy Bruce Jr 101 Tudy Ln
Borsheski Jeffrey RR 1 Box 175
Bravo John C 229 Willow Ave
Cipilewski Kay Estate 710 E Scott St
Comonie Maria 525 Park St
Convenient Food Mart 3004 S Valy E Scott Sts
Cook Henry 53 Main St Rear
Cucura Alice RR 1
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Delacy Mabel L 604 E Scott St
Dembroski Ronald 107 1/2 Church St
Demko Anne Lackawanna Co Health Care Stuger Rd
Depietro Ann 102 Breaker
Desmarais Mark 622 Sanderson Ave
Endless Mountain Energy Partners 1444 E Lackawanna St
Ste 203
Evanitsky John 229 Mary St
First Liberty Bank & Trust 128 Lackawanna Ave
Frederick Marylou 220 Mary St
Gilbert Tanya 127 Delaware Ave
Gilgallon Daniel J 129 Mooney St
Gillar Nicole, Laura, Mary 220 Mary St
Gregg Vickie 402 N Valy Ave #2
Guman Michael 108 Adams Ave
Guzek Joseph 539 E Pine St
Hansen Scott 271 Holly Ln
Hodowanitz Anna 658 E Scott St
Holod Michael 418 N Valy Ave PO Box 40
Horhutz Justine 120 Palm St
Hoyniak Semon Debra, Daniel 642 E Grant St
Jessup Senior Housing 211 Susquehanna Ave
Kaszuba Sophia J 412 Delaware Ave
Keegan Kate Keegan 105 Jackson St
Krugger Dorothy 229 Willow Ave
Linsinbigler Frank 116 Grant St
Littman Edward A 810 E Scott St
Lois Allen 230 Lackawanna Ave
Lyons Frank J 127 W Line St
Maciejewski Samuel 208 Olyphant Ct Apt B
Makuch Mary E 132 Lincoln St
Masich Joseph 190 Sturges Rd
Mason Michael 618 Sanders Ave
Mazzino Angelo A 539 E Pine St
Mcgowan William F 306 Delaware Ave
Mcmaster Michelle J 207 Sanderson Ave
Miller Charles, Mary Grace 169 N Acorn Hill Dr
Milso Industries 1155 Mid Valy Dr
Moore Richard 309 River St
Murray Mary 105 Jackson St
Nicholas Vedra 121 Front
Omalley Robert W Jr 407 Delaware Ave
Parette Josephine, Angelo 302 Grant St
Pieshefski Stephen 1029 Ridge St
Pronko William, Anna 524 E Lackawanna Ave
Ricino William T 270 Main St
Sheruda John 927 E Lackawanna Ave
Smith Edward J 108 Elm St
Stuchlak Michael 115 Delaware Ave
Turock Joan 230 Lackawanna Ave Apt 410
Ubaldini Richard, Mary 114 Jackson St
Ulbaldini Richard 114 Jackson St
Viola Loretta 1013 Martarano Dr
Wolff Timothy A 618 Sanderson Ave
Woloch Michael 218 Willow Ave
Woytovich Julia RR 1
Youshook Helen A 712 E Lacka St
Zaleski Robert 216 S Valy Ave
Peckville Pa 18452
Angehr Richard 225 Hickory St
Arnold Olive 610 Main St
Baldini Mafalda 1133 Marion St
Bartkowski Pauline 623 Warren St
Bartkwoski P Est 623 Warren St
Brown Beth A Laurels at Mid Valy 85 Sturges Rd
Carvolth Marion R 711 Erie St
Caterina Emmett 419 Simpson St
Celli David J, Helen I, Kathy A 348 Maple St
Ciaston Jeffrey 100 Railrd Ave Apt 301
Ciesielski Edwina X 141 Railrd Ave
Conde Robert 187 Virginia Ave
Davis Kathleen E 706 Pleasant Ave
Evans Albert B, Eleanor 125 Electric St
Fadden Edward 85 Sturges RD 3
Fadden Edward J, Lois 12 Flora Dr
Flexible Financial PO Box 189
Gudaitis Victoria L 100 Railrd Ave Apt 408
Hall Joseph L R456 Main St
Hatala Mary E 350 Brundage St
Hodges Michael A 502 Main St
Jermyn Mill & Grain Co Inc 433 Lillibridge St
Kellogg Brian K 477 Bodnick St
Kissolovege Joseph 352 Maple St
Leute Sophie A 311 Cemetery St
Mazzarella Frank 1520 Pennsylvania
Miller Kathy A 318 Virginia Ave
Norman Catherine 39 Electric St
Notari Robert 609 Main St
Piccotti Iris 753 Crystal St
Pilch Louis 326 Chestnut St
Prestige One Inc 1553 Main St
Prime Med P C 320 Keystone Ave
Pulman Jonathan T 420 Academy St
Regis Steve Electric St
Regish Cecilia A 39 Electric St
Saxe William 755 Crystal St
Schultz Robert, Heidi 747 River St
Sherota Florence 305 2nd St
Smith Lourdes C PO Box 94
Speicher Thomas G 724 Gino Merli Dr
Sweeney Margaret 329 Hickory St
Swika Marian R 203 Eleanor St
Tarby Ruth P 311 Maple St
Taylor Thomas G 540 Keystone Ave
Wahal Ted 310 Kingsley Blvd
Williams Sharon 477 Brodnick St Townhouse 2
Zavrotny Joseph E Est 122 Valy View Dr
Richmondale Pa 18421
Swinarski Peter P 623 Hillside Street
Roaring Brook Township Pa 18444
Reuther Laura 152 Hahn Rd
Reuther Nicholas 152 Hahn Rd
Schroeder Pearl M Est 105 Edgebrook Dr
Staples Jeremy 1111 Griffin Rd
Scott Township Pa 18411
Anuszewski Theodore 13 Brauer Dr
Blair James A 1456 Fairview Rd
Nicoletti Ann M Morgan Hwy
Oleary Robert J, Jordyn N, Taylor B 10 Forest Manor Dr
Scott Township Pa 18433
Buckman Sean 323 Chapman Lake Rd
Cofab Homes Inc 394 Chapman Lake Rd
Pevec Alice 131 Rushbrook Rd
Phillips Mary Ann 150 Chapman Lake Rd
Turissini Taryn Lynn, Leo Jr 63 Schoolside Dr
Williams John 1326 Heart Lake Rd
Scott Township Pa 18447
Keller Sherry 440 Justus Rd
Minelli Joseph W 34 Sylvan Acres
Tokarz Amanda 48 Govan Rd
Topolski Christopher 151 Green Grove Rd
Scranton Pa 18501
Alday Senen PO Box 390
Bauman Virginia Angie 326 Spruce St Apt 405
Benedict Howard Advocacy Alliance PO Box 1368
Bristley Anna Allied Services Skilled Nursing Ctr
PO Box 2033
Bristley Anna C/O Allied Services Skilled Nursing Ctr
303 Smallacombe Dr
Burke Thomas J PO Box 937
Cruise Otis 846 Jefferson Ave
Daynorovicz Michael Advocacy Alliance
Deross Theodore PO Box 1368
Doherty Michael L C/O Mental Health Asso In Ne P
PO Box 1368
Eben Harvey C/O Advocacy Alliance PO Box 1368
Edgar Francis PO Box 1368
Foley Mclane Nealon F 600 Linden St PO Box 11
Foley Thomas PO Box 1108
Hanczyc Florence Est 303 Small Combe Dr
Hilbert Terry PO Box 1368
Incare LLC PO Box 957
Jasinski Stella Advocacy Alliance PO Box 1368
846 Jefferson St
Joyce Haggerty Bell Ins Group L 415 Spruce St
PO Box 1107
Kuchinski Henry PO Box 1368
Lamarna Vincent F 303 Smallacombe Dr
Lankowski Stanley N 326 Spruce St Apt 405 Apt 405
Mariani Stephen S C/O PNC Peg Hummer PO Box 937
Mcdonald 600 Linden St PO Box 11
Mohar Michael PO Box 1368
Moser Hazel PO Box 1368
Murray Insurance 415 Spruce St PO Box 1107
Nicoletti Ann Est Advocacy Alliance PO Box 1368
Pantle Florence R R 706 Lavelle Ct
Park Margaret H C/O Mott Peck At Dean Witter
415 Spruce St PO Box 389
Partners Stock Investment Club−A Partner Ship
C/O Mark Bennett Treasurer P/O Box 124
Redmon Alan Leigh Box 706
Roth Solomon PO Box 1386
Sandvik PO Box 1220
Schlacter John P PO Box 2033
Schweickart & Co PO Box 766
Scranton Appraisal Group PO Box 151
Siock Peter, Helen 328 Green St
Skills Scranton Bus Edu Partnership PO Box 431
Sweeney Helen Est PO Box 1368
Ups Supply Chain Solutions PO Box 1067
Ups Supply PO Box 1959
Williams Karen PO Box 1368
Wright Alexander 567 Filbert St
Scranton Pa 18502
American Honda Finance Corp PO Box 20210
Franklin Mark C/O Peter Caligiuri PO Box 20163
Helen Collerau 108 Eline
Household Finance Company 251 Scranton−Carbondale
Hwy Ste 14
Rehbein Felicita PO Box 20219
Ruano Hector PO Box 20210
Walker Albert J PO Box 20025
Scranton Pa 18503
Abate Barbara 200 Miffin Ave
Angela Lewis Needle Goldenziel 240 Penn Ave
Argonaut Ins PO Box 6028
Baldassari Joseph 628 Spruce St
Barrasse Nancy M 224 Adams Ave Ste 1
Bauman Lois A 409 Mulberry St
Bauman Lois A 499 Mulberry St
Bfd Auto 413 N 7th Ave
Bicchielli Frank C/O Olivetti Law Firm LLC 426 Mulberry
St Ste 104
Bisciaio Mary T 2500 Prospect Ave
Branco Paul M 129 N Washington Ave Apt 515
C&C Condron & Co 225 Wyoming Ave
Carey Ralph P 538 Spruce St
Carr John J 499 Mulberry St Mulberry Tower Apt 813
Carr John J Est 499 Mulberry St 813
Coar Mildred Est C/O Thomas J Jones Jr Ste 301 410
Spruce St
Cohen Benjamin 250 Wyoming Ave
Condron Company 225 Wyoming Ave
Conway Mark J 321 Spruce St Bank Towers Bldg Ste #301
Crooks Tommy 802 Water St
Davidson Allan H 425 Spruce St
Davis Emanuel, Daisy 535 Vine St
Derbin Kathryn, Edward 1741 Sanderson Ave
Donovan Rosemary M 323 Adams Ave Apt 712
Erhard John F III C/O Robert T Gownley Jr 321 Spruce St
Ste 900
Fccorp Media/Major Media 220 Linden St Ste 901
Fick Nicholas E 310 Spruce St Ste 301
Fine Wyatt 425 Spruce St PO Box 590
Foster Jimmy L 539 Linden St
Friedman Eric A 237 Penn Ave
Gallucci Joseph J 499 Mulberry St Apt 702
Goetze George Deceased 1000 Bank Towers
Grealish Gerard E 116 N Washington Ave
Grimaila Vincent J 315 Wyoming Ave
Handschuh Gregory R Est 224 Adams Ave Ste 1
Hernandez Carlos, Rivera PO Box 69
Id Group 101 Wyoming Ave Fl 2
Ida Needle Decd 240 Penn Ave
Impression Club 300 Lackawanna Ave
Jordan William 200 Mifflin Ave
Karam Gerard M Esq 321 Spruce St Ste 201
Klipola John N 326 Spruce St Apt 301
Korshank Rosemary, Stephen 538 Spruce St
Lavelle Murray Adver 436 Spruce
Leitzel Mildred J 315 Franklin Ave
M O S Design Inc 409 Lackawanna Ave Ste 700a
Mackarey & Mackarey Pt Consltant 240 Penn Ave
Manahan Ferdinand J MD 239 Penn Ave
Mele Silvio 114 Leahe St
Miele Kara 129 N Washington Ave Suite 6
Morgan Marie K Est C/O Maria Marsili Ste 800 142 N
Washington Ave
Moto Carlton 321 Spruce St Bank Towers Bldg Ste 301
Murray Financial Services 415 Spruce St
Murry Sylvia C 120 Franklin Ave Apartment 293
Nagurney David J C/O Robert T Gownley Jr 321 Spruce St
Ste 900
Needle Goldenziel Pascale Consagra 240 Penn Ave Ste 202
Needle Matthew, Gene E, Ida S 240 Penn Ave
Nogi Appleton Weinberger Wren Pc 415 Wyoming Ave
Northeast Pa Center for Independent Livi 431 Wyoming Ave
Lower Level
Northeastern Financial Svc Inc 526 Spruce St
Odzana Thomas J C/O Ne Veterans Ctr 401 Penn Ave
Omalley Marguerite Mulberry Towers 499 Mulberry S
Apt 1103
Ottone Susan 122 Hennesey Ct
Oxford Management Chase Spring 409 Lackawanna Ave
Ste 800
Pascual Chance Gino Merli Vet Ctr 401 Penn Ave
Petrucci Elenor 2500 Prospect Ave
Popeck Anthony J 538 Spruce St Ste 800
Price Lois Apt 806 499 Mulberry St
Reardon Alice 536 Spruce St Apt 712
Remetta Norma 240 Penn Ave Ste 202
Rosencrans Ruth 499 Mulberry St
Ryan Mary F 326 Spruce St Apt 421
Samolsky Martin 401 Penn Ave
Schwartz William 986 Riclites
Shursky Nicholas 322 Penn Ave
Simonson Alice 499 Mulberry St Apt 301
Slovak Karen J, James P 321 Spruce St
Stevens Bradley 321 RR 1 Box 1140
Terner Frank 400 Spruce St Suite 202
Travis Ott Needle Goldenziel 240 Penn Ave
Ubaldini Jane A Est C/O Ernest J Gazda Je Esq Ste 2a
116 N Washington Ave
Union Center Realty LLC 321 Spruce St
Vesko John J Jr, Mary C 400 Spruce St Ste 402
Wachovia Securities Fao Edward Skovira 600 Linden St
Wezx Fm 149 Penn Ave
Whistles Sports Bar 126 Franklin Ave
Wqfm 149 Penn Ave
Wrobleski Richard 440 Wrights Ct
Zheng De 300 Lackawanna Ave
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Scranton Pa 18504
71 North Main Street LLC C/O Dunmore Exclusive A
Brunelle PO Box 20232
All Hyde Park Athletic Asso Attn Donald Zimmerman
1409 Academy St
Allen Lois M Est Allied Skilled Nursing Ctr Morgan Hwy
Allied Foods Inc PO Box 142
Almarri N 2030 Jackson St
Americredit Fin Services 1114 Hampton St
Arzulaitis M 1147 Luzerne St
Banull Joseph, Mary 609 Fellows St
Barnes Monique 87 Kennedy Blvd
Bartels Margaret RR 1 Box 266
Bartlett Darryl 730 Parrott Ave
Bartosch Catherine 149 S Merrifield Ave
Beck Cheyenne C 527 N Evans Ct
Beers Ronald, Tracy 221 N Hyde Park Ave
Believe Fertility Foundation PO Box 156
Belvedere Samuel 318 N Sumner Ave
Beppler Susan 517 Pleasant Ave
Berry Nathan E 2004 Washburn St
Betzold Edward J 1315 Jackson St
Bolus Christine, Mark J 726 N Main Ave
Bonafede Ann Marie 1705 Dorothy St Apt 1
Brazen Nancy 1208 Luzerne St
Brezinski Joseph 128 S Cameron Ave
Brown Donte 1515 Jackson St Apt 2
Brunetti S Fine Foods 441 N Main Ave
Brusinski Rosemarie A 1128 Loomis Ave
Brzezinski Joseph 1440 W Locust St
Buck Ralph 519 N Bromley Ave
Burke Shannon L 309 N Merrifield Ave
Calder Douglas, Sharon 834 N Rebecca Ave
Capwell Brian S 1345 Bryn Mawr St
Cardwell Joshua 324 10th Ave
Carey Paul 1104 Rundle St
Casey Nancy 1437 Academy Rd
Cecot Mary 1304 Dartmouth St
Cerminaro Mark 2044 Farr St
Cervantes Buldomero 1830 Washburn St
Chickillo Consetta 850 N Main Ave
Cimini Jonathan R 716 S 6th Ave
Clayton Juanita 730 Parrott Ave
Clunan Mary T 1311 Saint Ann St
Coeman Cornelius 1309 Jackson St
Coleman Charles 1120 Division St
Coleman Cornelius 337 13th Ave
Collins Mark 2030 Washburn St
Costello Lillian 1126 Lafayette St
Costello Lillian 1130 Lafayette St
Cruz Carlos R 129 N Cameron Ave
Dalsania Madhubala 412 S Keyser Ave
Dalsania Vinay 412 S Keyser Ave
Davies & Jones Funeral Chapel 135 S Main Ave
Davies Ana 1300 Luzerne St
Davis David, Janet 2761 Jackson St
Depamphilis Janette 603 Smith
Detrick Helen 113 S Bromley Ave
Detrick Jacob J 1000 S Main Ave
Dettenmaye Selma 1917 Price St
Dougher Edward 1629 Dickson St
Dougher Thompson Kim A 209 S Sumner Ave
Duesing Eric 218 N Main Aveangel Manor
Dussard Audrey J 1203 Acker Ave
Dzierzek Stella 935 S 6th Ave
Edwin A Abrahamsen & Assoc PC 120 N Keyser Ave
Egan Thomas 421 19th Ave
Elizabeth Williams 1224 Harryston St
Esposito John 308 N Bromley Ave
Evans Florence M 735 Archbald St
Fanning Mary E 1311 Luzerne St
Farkaly Elizabeth J 306 N Rebecca Ave
Faux Mervin Jr 534 Dexter Ave
Ferguson Anita 1821 Farr St
Ferliaino Luigina T 124 W Mountain Rd
Fernandes Jamie G 701 S Main Ave Rear 2nd Fl
Ferrario Marianne E Trust 205 N Main Ave
Fick Christopher 1123 Farr St
Fitch Zackary J 701 S Main Ave Rear 2nd Fl
Floccari Paul H 1275 Loomis Ave
Flynn Paul 320 N Fillmore Ave
Fox John Jr 508 N Bromley Ave
Fuhrer Elizabeth 423 S Main Ave
Garcia Ciro 319 Beddoe Ct
Gaudenzi John 1021 N Sekol Ave
Gehrer Anne M 324 10th Ave
Gengarelly Sarah 1114 Hampton St
Gilgallon Gabriel 1203 Schlager St
Godino Angelo Est 1804 Price St
Golden Thomas 1327 Sloan St
Graci Michael 820 N Sumner Ave
Graham Elizabeth M 617 Hampton St
Grogan Eugene T, Ellen H 1121 Saint Ann St
Gutowski Rose T 1313 Saint Ann St
Hanis Thomas A 1335 Watson St
Hannon Mary 2044 Washburn St
Harrington Elena 125 S Hyde Park Ave
Heart Lake Auto Body R 152 Sumner Ave
Horb Frank 16 Stark St
Hubshman Jason John 303 Hamilton Ave
Hyland Mary R 1001 Jackson St
James John D 1828 Jackson St
Jenkins Malik S 1505 Luzurne St
Johnson J RR 1
Julius Evanits 1722 Hawthorne St
Kapelan Brittany 1903 Luzerne St
Kareka Nancy 432 S Edwards Ct
Kathalynas Julia 220 Fairview Ave
Keller Christine M 315 Saint Francis Cabrini Ave
Kelly Francis RD 1
Keoonela Lothkam 914 S 6th Ave
Kosarev Konstantin V PO Box 42
Kosh Ann 539 Hampton St
Kostiak Paul 415 17th Ave
Kotz Margaret 319 S Ninth Ave
Krolick Lewis 510 West Elm St
Krupski Alexander J 120 W Mountain Rd
Kurash Frances 1129 Watson St
Langham Alice M 705 N Main Ave
Laniewski Donna M 325 12th Ave
Laurent Jean 908 Hampton St
Lavery Emily R, Kristen 1341 Dartmouth St A
Leboutillier Catherine 915 Fellows St
Lescov Elizabeth 410 S Main Ave
Lewis Lewis III, Lewis A, Pauline 1620 Academy St
Lozinger Ruth 2013 Price St
Lozinger Ruth 2101 Pierce St
Mabel Engligh 145 S Merrifield Ave
Macinsky Alex J, Jean 622 S Main Ave Apt 1
Mackie Monica, Jason Randy Buckas R&E Collision
1610 Swetland St
Majors Colleen E 527 N Evans Ct
Mandel Lawrence B C/O New Home 745 N Keyser Ave
Manzo Mary 122 S Bromley Ave
Marcen Neil F 415 N 9th Av 1
Martin Donna 301 12th Ave
Martin Josephine F, David L 1151 Loomis Ave
Master Halco Inc 100 N South Rd
Matthews Brian C 527 N Sumner Ave
Mayo Timothy, Patricia 2929 Frink St
Mcandrew Leo C 1001 Jackson St Apt 506
Mcandrew Maria Yamin, Jude J 745 North Bromley Ave
Mccarthy Anna 2034 Washburn St
Mcclosky Francis J 1909 Lafayette St
Mclaughlin Joyce 1511 Swetland St
Mcnichols James 113 1/2 N Fillmore Ave
Mcphillips Elizabeth L 1705 Dorothy St Apt 1
Mcphillips Robert J 701 S Main Ave Rear 2nd Fl
Mekilo John 1338 Loomis Ave
Meneses Angelita, Victor 527 Pleasant Ave
Meredith Thomas C 1620 Luzerne St Apt 1
Milewski Joseph 2400 Luzerne St
Mitchell David M 1403 Euclid Ave
Monumental Life Ins Co PO Box 97
Monumental Life PO Box 87
Moran Le A, Kay 724 Landis St
Morgan Crystal A 630 N Sumner Ave
Mtglq Investors LP 1020 Snyder Ave
Murphy Joseph West Side Kozy Comft 906 S Main Ave
Murphy Martin 421 N Main Ave
Ncc 120 N Keyser Ave
Noto Joan C 1826 Swetland St
Noumi Bassel Alkhoury 2718 Price St
Odea Daniel 169 S Main Ave Fl 2
Palinosky Matilda 1716 Lafayette St
Papa Andrew P R Hgths 582 Mary St
Pelucacci Deborah 1718 Thackery St
Pelucacci Gary 1718 Thackery St
Pesta Helen C/O PNC Bank 136 S Main Ave
Pointon Barry, Heidi 1321 Washburn St
Radisauskaite Monika 223 S Hyde Park Ave
Radocesky Michael, Elsie 150 S Rebecca Ave
Redzinski Suzanne E 1242 Loomis Ave
Reed Robert 1402 Academy St
Reimer Stanley W 1168 W Elm St
Rempe Harold F 2116 Luzerne St
Repshis Alana M 924 S Main Ave
Reuther Alan Rear 1120 Rock St
Robinson Angela 1309 Saint Ann St
Rogers James H 1245 Snyder Ave
Rowe Stephen 1324 N Keyser Ave
Russoniello Mary A 1212 Reynolds Av
Sadauskas Genevieve 1719 Price St
Salvatori Amy 106 Emily Ave
Santarsiero Patricia 705 Newton Rd
Savkanitch Oxana 254 N Edwards Ct
Schimelfenig Fred Est 437 10th Ave
Schimelfenig Fred Jr Est 137 S Cameron Ave
Schroeder William 1120 W Locust St
Shayko Anna 1516 Thackery St
Shea Edward PO Box 3393
Sherman Amber A 1137 Rock St
Siegfried Steven 1705 Dorothy St
Sillner Rose Marie 116 N Rebecca Ave
Simmon Jason 1708 Luzerne St Apt 20
Slawski Margaret A 1518 W Locust St
Smith Amanda G 851 N Lincoln Ave
Sobol G 1307 Sloan St
Sodano Ann 100 Whitetail Dr
Staruch Anna 1216 Preston Place
Stefko George 1415 Washburn St Apt 1
Svetlovics Irene Est 144 S Cameron Ave
Swartz Raymond S 725 N Lincoln Ave
Taylor Patrick 1708 Luzerne St Rm 6
Thomas Susan C/O Susan Thomas Karzenowski 120 N
Everett Ave
Thornburg Kyle P 6 Amherst Park
Tirva Mary Est 127 Morris Ave
Transamerican Life Ins PO Box 97
Trapani Anna C 508 N Bromley Ave
Turn George 1315 Schlager St
Vinskofski Robert J Jr 308 Parkedge Ln
Walker Margaret RR 1
Wall Robin 1811 Jackson St
Walsh Sylvia A 1344 Rundle St
Walters Patricia A Est 531 Evans Ct
Walters William J 851 N Lincoln Ave
Warring Scott 1001 Acker Ave
Whitman Marilee 1213 Jackson St
Williams Zetta L 317 13th Ave
Willson Bryan, Dana 148 S Fillmore Ave
Wirth William C 710 Hampton St
Woodbridge Kenneth 1120 Rundle St
Young Rosetta 113 N Cabrini Ave Apt 105
Zaccagnino Paul, Pj 2618 Luzerne St
Zera Veronica, Chester 1314 Porter Ave
Zlotucha Dana M 1335 Watson St
Scranton Pa 18505
Accent Insurance Recovery PO Box 5725
Agyin Doman 608 Tall Trees Dr
Akhlaghi Babek Rear 921 Pittston Ave
Alvarez Edwin 319 E Locust St Apt 2nd Flr
American Imaging Man PO Box 4018
Angelo Patrick D 710 Beech St Apt 2
Angelo Patrick M 1015 E Locust St
Archer James Est C/O Vincent Archer 223 S Webster Ave
Ardary Benjamis S 23 Laurel Dr
Bauman William G 517 Willow St
Bearing Point PO Box 3838
Bearingpoint 1502 Pittston Ave Frnt
Bearingpoint Inc PO Box 3838
Bergerstock Jesse J 826 Willow St
Bieryta Peter T 125 Crane St
Biglin Elizabeth L 321 S Webster Ave
Binghamton Plastics Inc Warner St & Green Ave
Bodner Genevieve 1114 Froude Ave
Boland Robert F 929 Hickory St
Botke Hilda 1016 Stafford Ave
Boutin Michael, Eileen 620 River St
Bradley Bruce 1005 Hickory St
Byrne John Paul 1207 S Webster Ave Cu#3
Cabral Kendris 726 Hickory St
Calle Luis 725 Alder St
Carroll Annette 610 Crown Ave
Casey Thomas 645 Maple St
Castill Miguel T 517 Willow St Apt 2
Castillo Blanca E 1626 Pittston Ave
Castilloherrera Lorenzo 1305 Pittson Ave
Catalano Anne 3245 Oak Ave
Catalano Nicholas 434 Hickory St
Catherine M Jennings Ann F Mcdonough 936 Alder St
Cawley Shannon L, James 818 River St
Cayazzo Carolina 422 River St
Chang Liang 722 Moosic St
Chaplain Matthew 1612 S Webster Ave
Chavez Baltazar 606 Cedar Ave Apt 2
Chludzinski Adam 1444 Brynmauer
Chohan Zeeshan T 1914 Pittston Ave
Cianfichi Irene 619 Breck St
Cirello Carol M 1517 S Webster Ave
Claimetrics PO Box 6300
Clay Lenora 2113 Pittston Ave
Cloruri Robert 614 Breck St
Cofresi Rosa 2309 S Webster Ave 7e
Cogliser Harold 810 Lavelle Ct
Colacicco Adam 121 Bengar Dr
Coleman Connie, Frank 828 Maple St
Collins Ann 3245 Oak Ave
Collins Sebastianna C 3245 Oak Ave
Colon Wanda 21 Prospect Ave
Comuniello Barbara A 54 Laurel Dr Lower
Contreras Beatriz Apt 1b 1032 Pittston Ave
Conway Edward 416 Railrd Ave
Conway Patrick Est, Patrick M 429 S Webster Ave
Corby Karen A Apt 18a 145 Belvedere Dr
Cosgrove Glen 1126 Meadow Ave
Costa Drugs 609 Prospect Ave
Coursen Robert 1527 Pittston Ave
Coursen Robert 219 Pittston Ave
Coviello Paul W 920 S Webster Ave
Crown Fried Chicken 828 S Washington Ave
Cunningham Margaret G 9 Laurel Dr
Dangelo Patrick M 1015 E Locust St
Delmar Learning PO Box 3419
Demkosky John 1116 Cedar Ave
Derosier Denise 925 Blucher Ave
Dixon Mary Jane 607 Cedar Ave Apt 1
Dixon Maryjane T 303 Neptune Pl # R
Dolan Mary M 542 Front St
Drabik Roseanne 2703 S Webster Ave
Dyer Donna 414 Willow St
Dziokowski Sophie 1624 Pittston Ave
Engel Mary 606 Meadow Ave
Esis PO Box 6566
Evercare PO Box 4169
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Everett Christine L 341 R E Locust St
Fahey Louise, Thomas 834 Willow St
Fedex Freight East Inc PO Box 5909
Ferraro William 841 River St
Ferreri Sandra 620 Birch St
Fitzpatrick Eugene P 343 E Elm St
Flynn Daniel 1808 Stafford Av
Fountain Maggie 1040 Breck St
Francis Joseph 641 Pear St
Freeman Rose 204 Tr Mnr
Gallo Joseph, Mary 824 E Locust St L20
Gandhi Sanjay 101 Crestedge Mnr
Garcia Gloria 1612 Cedar Ave
Gastinger Madlyn J 611 Crown Ave
Geiger Marjorie A 2435 Pittston Ave
Gemmas Audio Inc 278 Railrd Ave
George Claud C/O Miller Bean Funeral Home
436 Cedar Ave
Ghi PO Box 5200
Godfrey Ronald W Jr 1038 E Elm St
Goodman Donna 319 E Elm St Rear
Gregorski Thomas F, Ann 825 Moosic St
Grimes William 701 Prospect Ave
Harding Kaitly 630 River St
Hartman Christina 321 Sanders St
Hartman Donald L 11 E Mountain Rd
Hazelett Patricia 929 Cedar Ave Pennswood Manor
Heidig Theresa, Frances, Linda 1789 E Mountain Rd
Hetsko Margaret M 913 Maple St
Higgins Shannon 626 East Elm St
Hogan Nakia I 133 Belvedere Dr
Holland Helen D 434 Cherry St
Hornbaker Betty Jean 929 Cedar Ave Apt 102
Houlihan Virginia 2634 Pittston Ave
Hughes Helen 8 E Parker St
Hunter Walter 603 Pittston Ave
Hyler Jason 2922 Pittston Ave
Intracorp Po Box 6050
Itr Industries Inc 520 Kane St
Jeffers Charles 1225 Birch St
Jennings Catherine M Est 936 Alder St
Jimenez Joanna 1046 Breck St
Johns Marrissia 737 Alder St Apt 1
Johnson Kathylee PO Box 4124
Jones Phyllis 332 4th Ave
Kaczmarczyk Cecelia R1426 S Webster Ave
Kazmerski Beryl E 26 Laurel Dr
Kearney Marg M 621 Birch St
Kearney Margaret M 313 5th Ave
Keller Agnes 540 Alder St
Kelly Restaurant Group Ll 401 Moltke Ave
Klein Matthew J 1026 Pittston Ave
Knowles Lisa 626 East Elm St
Kochanowski Reginal C/O Ronald Kochanowski
331 Crown Ave
Kohansky Alphonse 416 Fig St
Kollra Eileen A 2309 Stafford Ave
Kovaleski Barbara R 1512 E Locust St
Kuekes Elmer F 1017 Prospect Ave
Lam Chung 1001 S Irving Ave
Langan John 111 Prospect Ave
Larose Myrtle B Lutherwood Apt 217 1 Lake Scra
Laskowski Vincent 3270 Greenwood Ave
Laurito Emil N 517 Saginaw St
Learning Delmar PO Box 3419
Lila Thayer 109 S Irving Ave
Lin Shi Wei 1005 Hickory St
Lindwood Nursing Elizabeth Taddonio 100 Linwood Ave
Lishok Helen 914 Prospect Ave
Livenation PO Box 3625
Loliyania Hemant 642 Birch St
Lovallo London P 1111 Brynmaur St
Luciani Zachary, Debra 3030 Colliery Ave
Lyon Susan 602 Birch St
Mackarey Albert B 222 Karen Dr
Mackarey Albert T PO Box 3771
Madzin John B Est, John B 115 Seymour Ave
Magiloz Michele 310 Alder St Apt 2
Maldonado Elvis 533 Willow St
Malinoski Anna 610 Cedar Ave
Maloney John 1514 Pittston Ave
Maloney Joseph 344 Maple St
Martinsky John S R 838 Moosic St
Mary Warenzak 322 Birch St
Maus Eleanor M 613 Hickory St
Mccall Joseph M 409 Pittston Ave
Mccormick Michael J 301 Tall Trees Dr
Mcguire John W 324 Crown Ave
Mchale Marie Diane 302 Conroy Ave
Mcintyre Charlotte M 201 S Webster Ave
Mcintyre Charlotte M 624 Prospect Ave
Mead Louise 344 Meadow Ave
Mehl Dolores, Henry 2309 Stafford Ave A10
Melanian News PO Box 3425
Mellner Michael G 1729 Cedar Ave
Mendoza Jose F 610 Hemlock St
Merrifield Lisa 203 Donnelly Ct
Miles Betty B Lutherwood 1lake Scranton Rd
Miller Amelia 2803 S Webster Ave
Miller Helen K 704 Crown Ave
Mirchel Josua 1122 S Washington Ave
Mitchell George A 1175 Kane St
Mitchell Willie 532 Theodore St
Moffat James J 11 Laurel Dr Apt 1
Mommas Italian Deli & Pizza 3253 Coyne Ave
Monta Kathleen B Est 402 Tall Trees Dr
Moore Gary L 405 Hickory St
Moore Valencia 127 S Irving Ave Apt 1
Moroski Thomas, Ruth 618 Cotter St
Motorworld Collision 608 Tall Trees Dr
Multipurpose Stadium PO Box 3449
Munley Peter C Jr 1506 Froude Ave
Murman Mary T 218 Crane St
Murphy Marcella A 633 Hemlock St
Mursch Gertrude 1315 Pittston Ave
Mynyk Joseph 514 Cedar Ave
Network Platinum P Re Donald Lardinois PO Box 3687
Network Platinum Plus Re Elaine Kleinschmidt
PO Box 3687
Northeast Ins 10 Meadow Ave
Northwest Airlines Inc PO Box 5888
Oboyle James 3216 Greenwood Ave
Ocasio Lazaro 3000 Jones St
Orozco Jimmy 44 Montage Mtn Rd Rm239
Osborne Thomas J Jr, Anne 727 Hickory St
Oshea Joseph Jr, Susanne 3262 Birney Ave
Overpayment Recovery Unit PO Box 5725
Pages & Places 622 S Webster Ave
Pannunzio Frank 137 Davis St
Patel Hansaben C 1100 Moosic St
Patel Vidhya, Suryakant 919 Moosic St
Peil Geraldine Life Tenant 940 Alder St
Perez Jorge 229 S Webster Ave Apt 1
Perez Jorge 805 Crown Ave
Petrovick Candace C/O Mountain Rest Nursing Home
100 Linwood Ave
Petrucci Peter 2421 Birney Ave
Pietrowski Aniola 734 Fig St
Plocha Stephen 439 Alder
Powell Florence 3242 Oak Ave
Powers James E 221 Donnelly Ct
Propper Shirley 12 Leslie Dr
Quinn Francis Sr 624 Prospect Ave
Quinn Gerard 201 S Webster Ave
Quinnan Joy 219 Pittston Ave
Ranzie Nancy A 54 Laurel Dr Lower
Rasieleski Gretchen 210 Stafford Ave
Rbms LLC Chugach Alaska Corp PO Box 241569
Rebecca Domenic A, Rita S 537 Hickory St
Regal Harriette 611 Cherry St
Renaldi John P Jr 625 E Locust St
Response Insurance PO Box 4079
Rivera Juan 414 Orchard St
Rivera Modesto 301 Willow St
Rodriguez Belgica B 610 Prospect Ave
Rogers Tracey C 320 Prospect Ave
Romanauskas Margaret 5 Knox Rd Apt 122
Ruthowski Stella 8 E Parker St
Rybitski Cecelia F 621 E Elm St
Rybnick Mary A 1020 Maple St
Samba PO Box 5909
Saucier Elayne R 517 Genet St Gra Upr 6L 04022015
Schreiber Carl J 600 Beech St Apt 209
Schroeder Paul W 1015 Maple St
Scola Matthew J 54 Snook St
Seafarers Health Benefit PO Box 5909
Serpas Stacey R PO Box 5300
Shea Brian R 3262 Birney Ave
Shivok John 222 Prospect Ave
Shostek Michael 8 E Parker St
Sillner Gladyce 1401 E Elm St
Sitko Stella 104 Penwood Dr
Skop Reva 1901 Cleveland Ave
Sluder Aidan 1000 S Washington Ave
Smith John W Est 314 New St
Smulovitz Yetta 102 Yesu Dr
Snopek Mary 747 Locust St
Solan Savannah, Rich 524 Emmett St
Spencer Diane 929 Cedar Ave
Spigel Jeffrey PO Box 5200
Srs PO Box 6050
Stankowski Charlotte 1025 Pittston Ave
Starbridge PO Box 5909
Stopkewicz Alice A 1407 Pittston Ave
Strauch Funeral Home 602 Birch St
Swinick Zachary 10 Leslie Dr
Tailor Ajay 1175 Kane St
Talarico Matthew, Christine 615 S Webster Ave
Tang Sheng 12 Laurel Dr
Thompson Travel Bureau Inc 413 S Washington Ave
Treible Gary W Est 1214 Acker Ave
Tunneys Auto Body 630 River St
Ufberg Howard 12 Pen Bryn Dr
Unitrend Direct PO Box 4199
Unitrin Direct Auto Ins PO Box 4199
Upright Material Handling Inc PO Box 3596
Urbanowicz Lucille 1794 E Mountain Rd
Valvano Gary A 6 Tiffany Dr
Vananas Bakery Cafe LLC 1222 Willow St
Wallace Teresa 2402 Cedar Ave
Walsh Eleanor 623 Palm St
Wash N Go Laundromat PO Box 3326
Wegrzyn Leonard E Rear 1408 S Irving Ave
Weiss Jack 516 S Washington Ave
Weller Edmund Sr 640 Willow St
Weller John E PO Box 3881
Weller Mary Denise 814 S Webster St
Wentovich Kimberly 11l Laurel Dr
Wenzel Leonard Jr 1408 S Irving Ave
Wideman Danielle A 826 Willow St
Williams Torresia 1908 Stafford Ave Apt 19e
Wise Network PO Box 5909
Woehrle Mildred L 1000 Cedar Ave
Wojdak Walter S 1720 Prospect Ave
Woosman Doris 600 Beech St Apt 202
Woytanis Dorothy 125 Florida Ave
Xue Ling 1307 Tall Trees Dr
Yancila Anthony 116 Monterey Rd
Yaniga Rosanne M 929 Cedar Ave
Zazzera Mary Beth T 2914 Mccarthy St
Zurawski Helen 1113 S Webster Ave
Scranton Pa 18507
Cresiski Ann Marie, Joseph 3325 Pittston Ave
Priac 30 Scranton Office Park
Rause Arthur 942 N Main Ave Apt 1
Rice Kevil Prudential Retirement Services 30 Scranton
Office Park
Thomas Delores L Scranton Office Park
Scranton Pa 18508
American Courier Co Inc 411 Gilligan St
American Home Mortgage Servici 1738 Bundy St
Armbruster Kathleen 1042 W Market St
Association of Fundraising Professional C/O Mary Lou
Miller 3427 N Main Ave
Bagasevich Ann M 1647 N Main Ave 1st Floor
Baldassari William 225 Lemon St
Bandela Sunil Kumar 302 Smt Pointe
Barnes Lakeisha 611 Townhouse Blvd
Barnett Timothy, Meldoy 1067 Albright Ave
Benzeleski Norman 2820 Marvin
Best Beverage 1200 Keyser Ave
Bielinski Paul J Thom Invest Second Offering 926 Mount
Vernon Ave
Bobar Marlene M 205 Spring St
Bonczek Gary 1768 Brick Ave Fl 1
Bronson Mary 1205 Ct St
Burton James 1037 W Market St
Bush Steve 1838 Cusick Ave
Cadwalder William 1519 Scranton Carbondale Hwy
Career Technology Center 3201 Rockwell Ave
Cathrall John 118 Watkins St
Chou Sing Lou 1758 Wayne Ave
Cleary Mary J 624 Leggett St
Crawley Joseph 605 Ferdinand St 2f
Crystal Vision Center 1759 N Keyser Ave
Curcio Miranda 920 Ferdinand
Davitt Annabelle 2149 Rockwell Ave
Denaples Carmen P Sr Rear 206 William St
Dickson City Hyundai 1519 Scranton Carbondale Hwy
Donvito Angelina 304 Smt Pointe Dr
Dudewicz Ann R 1713 N Sumner Ave
Dudley Dana 815 W Market St
Edward Thomas 805 Ferdinand St
Evans William Est 421 Greenbush St
Evelyn Browning 2327 Partridge Ave
Fair Theodore 2016 N Main Ave Apt 1
Fastsigns of Scranton 205 Scranton Carbondale Hwy
Ferris Jason W 910 Smt Point Dr
Figueroa Darwin 1034 Meade Ave
Galenas Joan 1426 N Sumner Ave
Gantt William 639 E Locust St
Gato Mary 1303 Blair Ave
Gato Mary 951 Johler Ave
Genell June P 2127 Brick Ave
Gertrude Hawk 55 Viewmont Mall
Gibson Jacqueline 200 Spring St
Gilbride Jason 815 W Market St
Girtman Susan 501 Ct St
Godino Mary Lynn 1851 Yard Ave
Gonzalez Castillo Ivan 328 Theodore St
Grado Joseph S 1632 Church Ave
Granko Kathleen 1738 Bundy St
Hanczyc Florence Est 33 Smallacombe Dr
Heffner Skyler A, Kim A, Logan 1137 Philo St
Hill Daniel 1301 North Main Ave
Hogan Mary 712 Ct
Home Owner Resource 1013 Wood St
Honda Fcu 1612 Smt Pointe
Howarth Hilda J 888 Scanlon Ave
Hubert Alice M 1430 Church Ave
Hull Julia 345 1st Ave
Hulse Kimberly M 126 Hollister Ave
Jenkins Margaret W 1930 N Main Ave
Jones Dorothy, Thelma M 1702 N Sumner Ave
Kakareka Frank 608 Ferdinand St
Kapp Robert P 128 Belmont Tr
Kavelines Jean R 1713 N Sumner Ave
Keating Mary T 449 Putnam St
Kile Margaret A 326 Green
Klucznik Kyle A 2089 N Main Ave
Kolodzieski Dawn G 348 Theodore St
Kristyniak Carol 720 Theodore St
Lance Marie 2216 Kelly Ave
Laundry Solutions Inc 3 West Olive Ave
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Lavallee Kathyrn Anne Attn Anne K Lavallee−Demichele
2808 N Main Ave
Lee Chan 2205 Smt Pointe
Lenihan Mary G 1751 Brick Ave
Lesko Mark J 1660 N Main Ave
Lester Tim 134 Throop St
Levine Joshua M 322 Warren St
Llewellyn Betty J 180 Golden Ave
Lord Luann R 2810 Marvine Ave
Lucas John J 2820 Marvine Ave Rear
Lydon Mary J 2135 Brick Ave
Maconeghy Eva Mae 100 Smallacombe Dr 97
Marilyn E Hurwitz Family Trust 224 Oak St
Marquez Pacheco Raul 521 Kennedy St Bangor Hts
Mason George T 1834 N Main Ave 2
Mcguire Michael P 2910 Marvine Ave
Micks Walter, Helen 406 Charles St
Mileski Anna 1736 Bloom Ave
Mileski Anna M 243 Reese St
Miller Mark 955 Johler Ave
Milliskie Ray 836 Ferdinand St
Molliskey Raymond 1621 Church Ave
Monteiro Blemiro, Maria 3229 N Main St
Morales Andres 302 Townhouse Blvd
Morris Sarah 105 Smt Pt
Motor World Collision Center 816 Provedence Rd
Muscle Mag 1779 N Keyser Unit
Notarianni Mary Ann 1022 N Main Ave
Oconnor Dorette M 1006 N Main Ave
Olshefski Stephen J Jr 520 Gordon Ave
Palumbo Marty 99j Albright Ave
Paramo Jose 2nd Floor
Pawn Boys Usa 1826 N Main Ave
Perez Eleutrio Victoriano 328 Theodore St
Portanovas Body Shop 134 Throop St
Powell Lillian 2127 Brick Ave
Ramchandrareddy Shashidhar 1612 Smt Pointe
Rankey Stella 215 Wilbur St
Richmond Shelly 409 E Green St
Rivero Daniel 168 West Parker St
Roman Gualberto 566 Kennedy St
Romano Sophie 101 Smallacombe Dr Apt 405
Rudd Kenneth 1205 Townhouse Blvd
Rudd Ronald H, Kenneth 1205 Townhouse Blvd
Sage Market Co Op 202 William St
Sai And Shic Inc 1946 Scranton−Carbondale
Saltry Marie 625 Wales St
Sasdelli Christopher 1024 Cooper St
Schiffs Beverage C/O Ctr 3410 N Main Ave
Scranton Convenient Inc 1716 N Main St
Scranton Ford Inc 118 Linden St
Sheridan Mary T Est 118 Ferdinand St
Siciliano Franco 1132 Pierce St
Siciliano Michael J 817 Ct St
Sienkiewicz James R 541 1 Prescott Ave Apt 1
Sims Matthew 3227 N Main Ave St
Sinkaus John J 2826 Marvine Ave Apt 3
Smerdon Robert 2712 N Main Ave Apt 3
Smith Cassi 108 Eliza St
Stanseski Ellen M 649 Wales St
Suski Rob 602 Langstaff Place
Tacos Burritos 1610 Scranton Carbondale Hw Rt 6
Thomas Thomas L 805 Ferdinand St
Thompson Richard C Attn Anne K Lavallee−Demichele 2808
N Main Ave
Tyrrell Stanley A, Lisa 1801 Clearview St
Valenti Vincent E 1723 N Sumner Ave Floor 2
Walsh John 568 Wales St
Waters Megan 12 Loop Ave Rear
Widenor Raymond Paul, Elmer W 2212 Golden Ave
Williams Brenda 1216 Wood St
Williams John D Jr 217 Hill St
Wormuth Charles 123 W Market St
Worozilcak Florence 421 Warren St
Ziccardi George 310 Oak St
Zuirbliss Helen 1034 Meade Ave
Scranton Pa 18509
A1 Auto Body Shop 10 Walnut St
Arigo Scott Anthony 416 Electric St
Artprintcollection Com 533 Wyoming Ave Rear
Babcock Donald 3340 Olyphant Ave
Balcrius Michael P 1740 Nay Aug Ave
Banks Gertrude 613 E Market St
Barasse Solimon Nancy 2611 Olyphant Ave
Barbosa Josephine 501 Pine St
Barrett Alice, Jay 1649 Wyoming Ave
Beebe John W Est 1416 Penn Ave
Beebe John W Sr 1416 Penn Ave
Bentler Rose 2002 Sanderson Ave
Besket Michael 922 Sanderson Ave
Betress Charles M Sr 1012 Richmont St
Biagioli Lauren 628 E Market St
Bochinski Mark J 1600 Green Ridge St 207
Bolella Cindy 1715 Penn Ave
Borrero Cynthia M 1612 Capouse Ave Apt 1a
Bristley Anna United House Apts 909 501 Pine St
Burcher Group LLC 1416 Monroe Ave
Burne Honda 1110 Wyoming Ave
Byrne June A 1023 Electric St
Cabral Gail 111 Marion St
Calpin Thomas F Jr 1520 N Webster Av
Candido Desousa Carlos L 111 Larch St 2nd Flr
Capozzi Richard H 1034 Electric St
Clifford Mary 25−B Park Gdns
Connor Patrick O 1524 Holly Rd
Conway Barbara 1710 Sanderson Ave
Cook Harry M Jr 537 N Washington Ave Apt 211
Corbett Elizabeth 501 Pine St 508
Cosgrove Peter J 925 Delaware St Sc
Costas Christine Est 721 Green Ridge St
Covey Dorothy E 613 E Market St
Craige Nathannael 609 Avery Place
Credit Acceptance 1815 Ross Ave
Crystal Soda Water Co & Corp PO Box 406
100 West Poplar St
Curiosity Shop 640 E Market St
Cuycastellanos Oswaldo, Diana 918 Richmont St
Decker Carrie B 1524 Sanderson Ave
Delawrence Cynthia M 1425 Sanderson Ave
Dempsey Thomas A III 1719 Green Ridge St
Doherty James A, Grace E 1709 N Washington Ave
Dretar John 2571 Via Azalee
Dubin Lois Krieger 1519 Monroe Ave
Engfer Sally 1371 Wyoming Ave Apt 1 Rear
Enkulenko Betty 1327 Adams Ave
Evans Florence 1203 Richmont St
Falk Mary A 1220 Penn Ave
Falzett Anne 1031 Park St
Ferrario Joseph M 1634 Madison Ave
Fidati Robert Est 1106 Grandview St
Fletcher Ryan 1416 Capouse Ave
Flores Gilberto G 2202 Adams Ave
Foley John J 1020 Electric St
Foreman William Sr, William 39 Park Gdns Apt C
Giles Cory 1815 Ross Ave
Gillard Edward F 113 Green Place Apt 1l
Gilmore David 1815 Ross Ave Apt 2
Gorelick Mihail 537 N Washington Ave Apt 519
Grow Hunter F 1412 Fordham Ct
Guzman Jake 2318 Blvd Ave
Hart Maureen, John 1365 N Washington Ave
Haryani Niken 935 Roche St
Healey Thomas J 1034 Electric St
Holland Joseph H 1612 Capouse Ave
Household Realty Corp 251 Scranton C Dale Hwy Ste 14
Hughes Robert J 414 Grace St
Igler Kirk 930 Columbia St
J J M K Corp 929 Wyoming Ave
John P Sweeney Irrevocable 1747 Monsey Ave
Jones Lena A 916 Green Ridge St
Joyce Joseph, Margaret 920 Columbia St
Karanik Margaret 722 Electric St
Karnoff Michael 1150 Capouse Ave
Keim Leonard J 501 Pine St
Kellys Collision 400 E Market St
Ken Mohn 1007 Fisk St
Kennedy Mary Kathryn 725 Electric St
Kern Kathleen, Joan 2009 Capouse Ave
Kogan Ludmila 537 N Washington Ave Apt 519
Kravitz Tamara A 10 Walnut St
Leibovitz Arthur P 1364 Penn Ave Unit 240
Leitzel Mildred 1515 Gardner Ave
Lewis Earl 819−821 Marion St
Lewis Sandra 819−821 Marion St
Loftus Dorothy L 537 N Washington Ave Apt 120
Lynch Donald A 501 Pine St Apt 310
Magnotta Harold 1819 Green Ridge St
Maloney Thomas F Jr 1531 Monroe Ave
Mancis Auto Body Shop Inc 1122 Penn Ave
Manley Phyllis J Park Gdn Apt 1d
Matt Burne Honda 1110 Wyoming Ave
Mattioli Elizabeth 2500 Adams Ave 219
Maus Theodore T 1610 Wyoming Ave
Mcardle Kyle C 1205 Marion St Apt 2
Mcdonnell Allen 515 E Gibson St
Mcdonough Josephine 1704 Wyoming Ave
Mcgraw Lauren 1007 Fisk St
Mcgraw Michelle 2000 Sanderson Ave
Mchale Michael 911 Richmont St
Miklo Potosh 845 Capouse Ave
Miller Rudolph W 803 Electric St
Mitchell Ethel W 1411 Monsey Ave
Murray James R 12 Amity Ct
Murray John J Park Gdn Bldg 41
Nealon J Herbert 1606 N Webster Ave
Occhipinti Cynthia A 927 Woodlawn St
Oconnor Sarah 2500 Adams Ave
Ohara Appraisal Group 1034 Fairfield St
Osborne William P, Joan L 808 Grandview St
Parker Kevin 822 N Washington Ave
Patel Jayshree 1401 N Washington Ave
Paul Yva Marie, Yva 1806 Green Ridge St
Perry Kelly 516 Electric St Apt 4
Phillips Frances R 1423 Penn Ave
Pryal Madge 606 Dean St
Pulman Interiors 1143 Capouse Ave
Rodgers Tricia M 1635 Sanderson Ave
Rodriguez Luis O R 1425 Sanderson Ave
Rorick Chris 910 Grandview St
Ruegg Lillian C/O Elizabeth Schoenfeldt
1561 Sanderson Ave
Runch Simon A 6827 Nay Aug Ave
Rupp Jeremy 2001 Amelia Ave
Sayers Ellen L 900 Grandview St
Scanlon Joseph M 501 Pine St Apt 503
Scranton Educational Foundation 1710 Monsey Ave
Selemba Michael 1800 Blvd Ave
Simrell Christine 902 Woodlawn St
Skaluba Paul 1730 Quincy Ave
Smith Mark 1427 Gardner Ave & Marion St
Smith Ruth G Miss 2327 Adams Ave
Sofchak Ronald R 1714 Marion St No 1
Soloski Earl H 1336 1/2 Penn Ave
Soloski Marjorie 1368 Penn Ave
Stallman Jamie S 1631 N Washington Ave
Swanson Rebecca 2304 N Washington Ave
Teaman Stephen 1710 Sanderson Ave
Tracy George 1019 Sunset St
Vanwie Annarose 1015 Sunset St
Vazquez Arturo 1371 Wyoming Ave Fl 1
Wargo Seth C, Ari C 1641 Monsey Ave
Wargo Seth C 1205 Marion St Apt 2
Warner Debra M 1344 Penn Ave
Weaver Terri Shoemaker 537 Wyoming Ave
Webber Bertha 1415 Penn Ave
Williams Susan R, Mary E 658 Deacon St
Wuisan Reynold 935 Roche St
Zaytoun Bernadette Apt 2 1204 Richmont St
Scranton Pa 18510
Abughnia Haitham 746 Jefferson Ave
Advocacy Alliance Est 846 Jefferson Ave
Alicea Jose 317 Wheeler Ave
Allen Ruth A C/O Tom Allen 925 Monroe Ave
Aluni Paris, Jeannette 200 Sand St
Amos Lodge 136 C/O Jay Schectman 237 Arthur Ave
Anderegg Mildred R 911 Taylor Ave
Angyalfi Yosef Y 915 Olive St 3
Aronowitz Evelyn, Jack 500 N Webster Av 411
Baker Maria E 903 Clay Ave
Baldassari Joseph O 337 Wheeler Ave
Bennett Chris 536 Prescott Ave
Bentler Kerry 909 Matthew Ave
Birnbaum Esther F 601 N Webster Ave
Bohm Margaret 738 Kellum Ct
Campos Jaime M 840 Madison Ave
Cardenales Aida I 934 Quincy Ave
Castles S S Jr 819 Jefferson Ave Apt 412w
Coyle Jean 416 Jefferson Ave
Crandall Ronald 846 Jefferson Ave
Crocamo Gabriella A 1044 Quincy Ave Fl 2
Data Monitor Alan Scott 800 James Ave 2nd Fl
Davis Daisy 642 Adams Ave
Dembert Donald F 520 Clay Ave Apt 100
Denaples Charles F 1210 Wheeler Ave
Dfm Properties LLC 1228 Vine St Apt 1b
Doloff Bertram, Selma 1210 Vine
Doloff Selma S, Deby 1210 Vine St
Dougherty Rosamond Adm Jewish Hm of Eastern1
Durkin Helen, Jerry 827 Quincy Ave
Engel Harry 830 Quincy Ave
Escobar Giancarlo 337 Wheeler Av
Evans Frank J 1707 Monsey Ave
Fassett Albert, Linda 420 Adams Ave Apt 102
Festa Claire 108 Masters St
Fischer Robert 1037 Paul Ave
Flannery Martin M 235 Harrison Ave
Freeman Richard H Amos Towers 2505 Jefferson Ave
Apt 105
Friedman Leonard 701 Clay Ave
Friedman Madelyn 846 Jefferson Ave
Fritz Edwin 500 N Webster Ave
Gannon Betty 538 Prescott Ave
Garcia Edward 643 Monroe Ave
Goldstein Joseph L 520 Clay Ave Apt 302
Goldstone Sheldon B 1116 Vine St
Gooday Olga 1003 Olive St
Goosay Sol 1003 Olive St
Gripp Lucille M 420 Adams Ave Apt 216
Haas Ruth W 1317 Myrtle St
Hailstone Jeanette 700 Taylor Ave
Harding Victor 1406 Linden St
Hendricks Paul 605 Ruth Ave
Hilson Dorothy L 1518 Linden St
Hoban Michael J 721 N Irving Ave
Hull Evertt P 1522 Myrtle St
Ikeler Don Est 819 Jefferson Ave
Jaffe Barbara R620 Madison Ave
Janice Fiegleman Family Trust Ua12 14 88 550 Clay Ave
Apt 1de
Jefferson Jamal 236 Harrison Ave
Joseph Lenenth 431 Prescott Ave
Kegelman Betty G, Ralph G 1725 Olive St
Kelly Peter D 638 Harrison Ave
Kennedy Shawn 435 N Webster Ave
Kevin Madden Seth 802 Jefferson Ave 5th Fl
Kimble Alsiddiq 904 Ash St
Klein Ruth Est 500 N Webster Ave
Koehler Forrest 1408 Linden St
Kolback Joseph C PO Box 203
Kosloski Beatrice D 414 Adams Ave Apt 526
Kupetsky Santa 639 N Irving Ave
Lacapra Louis Gary, Gary R, Rocco 1620 Myrtle St
Lafontaine Marie C/O Robert Sayers 444 Jefferson Ave
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Lafontaine William H Est of C/O Robert Sayers 811 813
Mulberry St
Lake Synthia 425 Colfax Ave
Lancia Nicholas 1513 Vine St
Lappot Altagracia 950 N Irving Ave
Lebowitz Eleanor H 562 N Webster Ave
Lebowitz Tillie 907 Myrtle St
Leiter Ruth 300 Madison Ave
Leroy Pelicci MD 748 Quincy Ave
Levine Betty 500 N Webster Ave Apt 312
Link James Michael Jr 1103 N Webster Ave
Link Michael 1103 N Webster Ave
Link Michael J III 1103 N Webster Ave
Link Michael J III C/O Michael J Link Jr 1106 N Webster
Ave
Link Michael James 1103 N Webster Ave
Litvak Gersh 622 Jefferson Ave Apt 2
Lopezruiz Kengiria 1433 Olive St
Luongo Nicholas J 2298 Ash St
Madden Kevin G MD 802 Jefferson Ave 5th Floo
Magill Ellen E 919 Quincy Ave
Malanga Gerald 420 Taylor Ave
Manley Ursula Midtown Apartments 648 Adams Ave
Apt 100
Martinez Alexander 1433 Olive St
Mauer Elizabeth 409 Taylor Ave
May Frederick 846 Jefferson Ave
Mccaffery Mark 647 Monroe St Apt 2f
Mccloe Earnice, John 315 Taylor Ave
Mccullough William 910 Harrison Ave
Mcdonough Gene 908 Prescott Ave
Mchale Joseph F 420 Adams Ave Apt 404
Mciver Amanda C 508 Adams Ave
Mcmullen Edward 1207 Quincy Ave
Megargle Sheldon B 1017 Paul Ave
Mekilo Nancy 915 N Irving Ave
Mellner Michael G 916 Quincy Ave
Miles Jose 332 Madison Ave
Miles William, Maureen 825 Madison Ave
Millard Elizabeth 1110 Quincy Ave
Mitchell Kevin 415 N Irving Ave
Moctezuma Lisandro 802 Quincy Ave
Monteiro Maria H 810 Prescott Ave Fl 1
Moreken Olga E Est C/O Tom Moreken 1328 Myrtle St
Moses Taylor Apothecary 700 Quincy Ave
Murphy Mary Grace 1406 E Gibson St
Nesbit David G 617 Colfax Ave
Nicoletti Ann 846 Jefferson Ave
Nogi Minnie N 550 Clay Ave
Oentoyo David 640 Adams Ave Apt 103
Omalley Margaret 915 N Irving Ave
Ott Anthony 507 Prescott Ave
Paper Magic Group Inc C/O Rose Ann Wrobleski
401 Adams Ave
Parker Calvin C, Edna L 426 Colfax Ave Apt 1
Parker Earle 1037 N Webster Ave
Parker Haywood C/O Edna Burgett 321 Taylor Ave
Patel Niranjana 433 Prescott Ave Apt1
Patel Rajanikant 625 Quincy Ave Apt 3
Patel Truptibe V 621 Madison Ave Fl 1
Paul John 930 Taylor Ave
Petrille Katelyn 312 N Irving Ave
Pham Thanh Dinh 1625 1627 Vine St
Philmeck Gwendolyn 1116 Prescott Ave
Preno Russell P Sr, Margaret K 527 Arthur Ave
Propper Barry 500 N Webster Ave
Pursely James Jacob 844 Taylor Ave
Rainey Joseph P 804 Harrison Ave
Reddington Beatrice A 1122 Myrtle St
Reich William L 1101 Vine St
Reynolds Kathryn L 221 Wheeler Ave
Ruscoe Timothy 1422 E Gibson St
Russin Steven K 940 Paul Ave
Rutta David 531 Clay Ave
Rutta Richard 626 Taylor Ave
Sanghvi Kintur A, Nima M 1224 Olive St
Satkowski Alice 416 Jefferson Ave
Schiowitz Melvin 510 Adams Ave
Schoonover Albert 605 Ruth Ave
Schrader Deborah H 1518 Linden St
Sherman Genevieve 1401 E Gibson St
Singer Rebecca G 500 N Webster Ave
Sleitzer Margaret 719 Wheeler Ave
Sol Goosay Est 1003 Olive St
Solazzo Vito M 931 James Ave
Sthart Edward A 634 Stipp Ct
Stofko Albert A C/O Scranton Ctr 401 Adams Ave Ste 205
Stop Fire Group LLC 700 Vine St
Strazewski Joseph Est C/O Gallagher Law Offices 416
Jefferson Ave
Subedi Meena 812 Quincy Ave Apt 1
Tan Fie M 1436 Linden St
Tang Hoa 309 Harrison Ave 1fl/2fl Rt Side
Tryon Ramona F 1613 Linden St
Turner Richard 919 Quincy Ave
Vanderwoude Michael 13120 Clay Ave Apt 1
Watkin Margaret 1213 S Main
Wilkinson Zachariah 802 Madison Ave
Woodrow Ruth 427 Mckenny Ct
Woods James 226 Prescott Ave 2nd Flr
Wotanis Rene 950 Taylor Ave
Yunas Antoinette 1417 Ash St
Zepponi Richard J 1521 Olive St
Zhenkun Xin 800 Linden St
Ziman Funeral Home 846 Jefferson Ave
Scranton Pa 18512
69 Lattes 17 Olllendike St
Giorgio Lisa 210 Willow St
Kraska Walerya 41 George St
Ups Supply Chain Solutions PO Box 1959 700 Keystone
Industrial Park
Worldwide Emery 700 Keystone Industrial Park
PO Box 1959
Scranton Pa 18515
Foster Penn 925 Oak St
Gaydos Ian 925 Oak St
Scranton Pa 18518
Brown Daniel P 200 N Washington Ave
Martinsky John R838 Moosic Rd
Mazonis Albert, Joan 1227 S Main St
Scranton Pa 18519
Bingham James J 958 Lincoln St
Franz Luke 1812 Smt Point
Mazur Pearl M 969 Albert St
Simpson Pa 18407
Harry Baldwin 66 Troubel St
Jimmy Thornton Recycling Inc 371 Day St
Kartner Chester 31 Midland St
Kastolnik Sophia 702 Morse Ave
Kastolnik Steve No 4 R
Kluck Charlotte A 329 Main St
Lombardo Richard 63 Shannon St
Morgese Carla A 850 Geary St
Rude Christopher, Thomas 71 River St
Rydzik Paul 832 834 Main St
Skasko Maryann 15 Midland St
Socha Fred L 75 Prospect St
Somple John 4 Obsud Ln
Valerio Janina M 112 Tuttle St
Virkitis Kristal 552 Main St Apt A
Spring Brook Township Pa 18444
Cikota Tara M 14 Thomas Rd
Degavage Charles Jr 23 Mountain Laurel Village
Fumb Inc 359 Maple Lake Rd
Mucciolo Joseph Jr, Mara A 1092 State Rte 502
Powell Anthony 142 Maple Lake Rd
Saxe Florence 21 Laurel Rd
Sutton Karen M 43 Mountain Laurel Vlg
Verrastro Victoria 25 Hemlock Dr
South Abbington Township Pa
18411
Bruzzano Joseph F 701 Glenburn Rd
Bryan Kathleen S 707 Epirus Hl
Cao Weidong 925 Griffin Pond Rd
Ehlert Joan M 33 Cole Vlg
Evans Judythe I, Joshua T 639 Fairview Rd
Garcia Dorothy M Elan Gdns 465 Venard Rd Apt 229
Guzek Lynn 12 Briarwood Way
Gyr Verna M 825 Griffin Pond Rd
Johnston Janice G 545 Woodcrest Dr
Joyce Mary 950 Morgan Hwy Rm 101
Langan Gerald M 25 Waterford Rd
Levine Cindy Leisy, Jordan P 303 Fawn Hill Rd
Mark Dennebaum 603 Salisbury Rd
Mcdonnell Henrietta C/O Spring Side 950 Morgan Hw 318
Pancholy Samir 584 Eplrus Hill Rd
Reese Judith H 1143 Northern Bl 135
Reilly Michael J 115 Edgewood Dr W
Rivera Manuel 1060 Green Holly Rd
Sandvik Materials Technology 982 Griffin Pond Rd
Sebastianelli Virgilio 24 Abington Gdns Dr
Sheridan Francine 175 Edgewood Dr E
Smith Brandon 10 Briarwood Way
Steckiel Esther 108 Griffin Pond Rd
Storey Michael S 214 Sugar Maple Ln
Theilgard Joan 25 Glenridge Cir
Witkoski Aliceann 301 N Stanton Dr
Witkowski Isabelle 301 N Stanton Dr
Woronchuk Christopher R 1104 Applewood Acres
Taylor Pa 18517
Abramovitch Regina 106r N Main St
Arcaro Anthony 105 W Hospital St
Aventis Pastuer 50 Stauffer Industrial Park
Ayala Juan C 323 Union St Apt 1
Biggar Linda 122 N Main St
Bls Associates 430 Rear North Main St
Boyko Dorothy 201 Bichler Ln
Costanzo Gilda Est 500 W Hospital St
Cusumano Josephine PO Box 127
Dasilva Jose Carlos Athayde 230 N Main St
Davis Cara 303 W Grove St
Davis Clara 303 W Grove St
Ddrc Realty Co 354 N Main St
Eyet Charlotte E PO Box 201
Eyet Dorothy N PO Box 201
Fumanti Gregg 810 Sampson St
G Weinberger Company 500 W Hospital St
Galacci Sally 305 W Hospital St
Gaughan James J 114 S Main St
Gaughan Karen, Ron 401 Union St
Gensiak Susan 12 William St
Gervasi Delores M 271 Tamworth Dr Maple Manor
Golden Living Center 500 West Hospital St
Greco Anthony C 500 W Hospital St
Greenfield Marie F, George 249 N Main St
Hay Dolores M 111 Mackie Ln
Healey Robert, Ruth 210 S Pond St
Helriegel Ronald R 640 S Keyser Ave
Hines Robert A, Denise M 117 South Main
Hoban Nancy 208 W Taylor St
Hopkins Florence P 115 E High St
Karluk Diane M 507 S Main Ave
Kascinski Marie 95 Laurel Ln
Kazmierczak Theodore J 1000 Union St
Kernich Helen M 128 Lincoln St
Kleen Gentle Car Wash LLC 901 S Main St
Kochan Joseph H, Marie A 608 Ctr St
Kosakowski Jeanette C C/OTaylor Rehabilitation & Nursing
Ctr 500 W Hospital St
Krawczyk Rebecca R 515 W Grove St
Lacomis Ryan 605 W Taylor St
Leggon Cynthia 112 N Washington St
Mancuso Vincent 271 Tamworth Dr Maple Manor
Mcilwee Delna 117 Storrs St
Mg Electrical Contracting 106 Ctr St
Mokay Joseph, Josephine 145 S Keyser Ave
Mokay Josephine L, Joseph 145 S Kayser Ave
Mushensky Mary A 115 E High St
Neary Sherry 226 W Taylor St
Nykaza Joseph P 309 W Taylor St
Odzana Anthony Jr, Sharon 246 N Main St
Omalley Brandon 432 N Main St
Pacolitch Verna 809 Union St
Perrone David F PO Box 215
Petillo Anne M PO Box 187
Phillips Auto Body 211 Church St
Pietrowski Florence 426 Powell St
Posluszny Bernard 125 E Grove St
Pugh Kathryn 214 W Grove St
Roberts Ryan 1264 Reynolds Ave
Rodriguez Anthony 228 N Main St Apt 2
Rusnak Andrew, Ann 130 South Ridge St
Sadowski Daniel, Dawn R 229 Oak St
Sandly William 211 Church St
Schwenk August 125 Lincoln St
Shrives Hannah B 322 Church St
Siderowicz Stanley, Stella Est 119 S Washington St
Sovitch Steve Jr 228 Church St
Star Tele 312 Church St
State Recovery Fund 500 W Hospital St
Thomas Troy N 27 William St
Tybor Christopher 117 Harrison St
Vanluvender Kel Tracy 98 S Keyser Ave
Vincent Mancuso Trust 271 Tamworth Dr Maple Manor
Wandalowski Kenneth 412 3rd St
Weidow Robert Est 500 W Hospital St
Widdick Paul E 133 Village Dr
Throop Pa 18512
Abeloff Andrew W 201 Blvd Ave
Anthony Garcia 116 Dunmore St
Aslam Aqsa, Urusa 313 Champion Cir
Barnes Will C 208 Sanderson St
Barzdines Anthony, Nellie 173 Blvd Ave
Borick Helen M 830 Hill St
Carmondky Mary C/O Joseph Glinsky 604 Cypress St
Cassone Gary J 100 Dunmore St
Clark Lorraine C 609 Sanderson St
Crambo Jeff 11 Wanda St
Cupelli Pietro 719 George St
Cupina Frank 448 Delaware St
Degrazia Mafalda 637 Sanderson St
Fekete Michael 830 Goodman St
Gaines Jan 116 Harriett St
Glinsky Mary G, John G C/O Joseph Glinsky 604 Cypress St
Glinsky Steve 604 Cypress St
Godino Marylynn 513 Sanderson Ave
Hegedus Robert 417 George St
Jones Christopher J, Robert J Sr 947 Mary St
Karluk Gary J 647 Simpson St
Karzenoski Sophie 319 Charles St
Lapinski Eleanor Estate 121 Harriet St
Magdon Henry A 201 Coppernick St
Miegoc Judy 812 Washington St
Panna Deborah 502 Oleckna St
Pesarcik Edith 320 Dunmore St
Prushko Julie 11 Emerald Dr
Remetta Paul 619 Dunmore St
Riviello June M 160 Blvd Ave
Spinosi Raymond 416 Varsity Dr
Urbanowicz Zofia 608 George St
Waqas Aslam 313 Champion Cir
Wilson Patrick J C/O Elizabeth Link 111 Copperneck St
Zawislak Mark 57 Line St
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Waverly Pa 18471
Butkiewicz Frank 113 School St
Clark Jennifer J PO Box 145
Eggleston Mary Anne PO Box 438 264 Carbondale Rd
Ellis Geraldine Est PO Box 571 119 Waverly Rd
Farley Jesse, Don PO Box 75
Haudenschield Christopher, David S #29 102 Madison Ln
Intec Inc 1 Kennedy Creek Rd Box 163
Kelly Timothy P Box 605 Clinton St
Loftus Peter F PO Box V
Lutz Marguerite M 200 Lilly Lake Rd
Maddock Christine M 104 Estate Dr
Mcintyre John F, Karen 600 Clinton St
Mulherin Patricia B, Francis X 106 Park Dr
Murray William J, Anita J PO Box 49
Oneill Grace L Est PO Box 776
Race Donald, Elizabeth PO Box 51
Shah Rahmat 1 Glenview Ln
Ufberg Andrew David, Robert Box 625
Ufberg Andrew, Robert Box 625
Zora Vincent A PO Box 539
Lancaster County
Adamstown Pa 19501
Achey Robert L 172 Furlow Rd PO Box 707
Conrad Wade PO Box 660
Fox Walter A PO Box 211
Ganns Skyler PO Box 464
Good Ralph W PO Box 924
Hagge Mary Jane 212 Willow St PO Box 14
L & G Mechanical Inc PO Box 921
Law Mary E PO Box 203
Martin Martha S 29 E Washington St Box 535
Parker James F PO Box 239
Polveri Judith L PO Box 820
Polverini Antonio G PO Box 820
Riffle Helen T 239 Jefferson Rd
Wagner Margaret Est PO Box 154
Wagner Margaret PO Box 154
Wolfe Jeffrey Allen, Dorothy A 65 Poplar Dr PO Box 625
Zerbe Morris W Willow St
Akron Pa 17501
Ault Doreen E 1139 Main St
Burdett Nancy A 155 Dogwood Dr
Buzzard Ross 252 N 11 Th St
Daniels Dora RR 1
Hartung Amanda B 10 Diamond Spring Cir
Hoverter Bryce E Jr 114 Miller St
Lancaster Neuroscience Spine 1671 Crooked Oak Dr
Lapoint Jacob 313 Fulton St
Layover Inc Main St
Maple Farms Nursing Ctr 604 Oak St
Martin Bruce PO Box 67
Mcdougall Margaret M 1011 Oak St
Mencoldes Fundacion 21 S 12th St Mennonite Central
Comm
Plantholt Dwayne 118 Colonial Dr
Pre Built Homes Inc RT 272 Box 220
Quansah Joel A 28 Heritage Rd
R T Mobile RT 272 Box 220
Shue Irene 252 N 11 Th St
Sills Wilmer G 218 Colonial Dr
Strohm Karin M 29 N 9th St
Sweigart Wilbur E 18 Conestoga View Dr
Weaver Danette 111 Westview Dr
Zimmerman Jeffrey T 225 S Conestoga View Dr
Bainbridge Pa 17502
Brown Jason L, Julee A 132 Race St
Fry Coleman Robert PO Box 186
Guhl Virginia RD 1
Hardy Charles F 202 Falmouth Rd
Hinkle Dolores M, Paul Jr 26 Locust Grove Rd
Hoffman Ashley M 1236 Sagerville Rd
Huber Hauling 1347 Keener Rd
Mckee Vivian Yvonne 2627 D Bainbridge Rd
Mcnaughton Richard H 150 Race St
Nasa Credit Union 1236 Sagerville Rd
Olde Melissa L 109 Commodore Dr
Rebuck John Paul 1478 Keener Rd
Strickland Robert 2039 Stonemill Rd
Wetzel Ronald J II 109 Commodore Dr
Bart Pa 17503
Swisher Edna M PO Box 27
Bausman Pa 17504
Harpster Jared PO Box 308
Poole Mary A 500 Rosedale Ave
Bird In Hand Pa 17505
Bare Joshua D 479 Millcreek Rd
Carriage Machine Shop 250 Maple Ave
Clark Brandon 2584 Old Philadelphia Pi
Faix Dennis W 242 Railrd Ave
Hanley Patricia A 259 Monterey Rd
Linetty Michael C, Shane M 453 Mill Creek Rd
M F Newswanger Inc 345 Monterey Rd
Petersheim Wilmer 2544 Old Philadelphia Pike
Smith Bradley 1564 Hunsecker Rd
Terlesky Pamella Kay 368 Mill Creek Rd
Zook Samuel 3142 Old Philadelphia Pike A
Zook Trucking LLC 215 Harvest Rd
Blue Ball Pa 17506
Blue Ball Lanes 5707 1214 Main St
Blue Ball Sunoco PO Box 220
Eby M H PO Box 127
Rathvon Sandra J PO Box 257
Reyes Edgardo 4192 Division Hwy PO Box 211
Bowmansville Pa 17507
Amergen Energy Corp Rte 441 S
Brownstown Pa 17508
Benecon Group 3175 Oregon Pike
Compton Megan E 27 N State St PO Box 623
Frederick Eileen A PO Box 665
Lancaster Health Associates PO Box 847
Reider Mary PO Box 46
Southwick Matthias D 27 N State St Apt 2 PO Box 121
Szab Sylvester J PO Box 191
Szabo Alyson L PO Box 191
William Beschel Est, Suzanne Mersky 51 Greenwood Cir
Box 156
Zaytsev Sergey S PO Box 904
Brunnerville Pa 17543
Fahr Craig, Renee PO Box 34
Central Falls Pa 17582
Truskowski Joesph 710 High
Christiana Pa 17509
Bair Vera S 84 Upper Valy Rd
Barlow Thomas A 160 Quaker Church Rd
Barnes Leslie C 179 Maple Shade Rd
Crothers Freda M 32 Christiana Pike
Folkes Vernon L Jr 204 S Bridge St
Folks Laurie L 204 S Bridge St
Hall Barry W Jr, Justine M 15 Linden Ave
Irwin Richard N 7787 White Oak Rd
Kilgus Mildred, Hsl Of Christians 41 Newport Ave
Moody Harriett 41 Newport Ave Apt 206a
Moore Robin M 179 Upper Valy Rd
Moran Frank 2 B S Bridge St
Nields Arthur L 105 Elizabeth St
Red Rose Selection L, David Patterson 23000 Davis Mill Rd
Resaw LLC 1016 Gap Newport Pike
Smucker Levi S, Emma S 1725 Georgetown Rd
Stauffer Jeffrey D 4 High St
Thomas Ruth V RR 1
Wc Pma 41 Newport Ave
Zook Jacob S Jr 7445 White Oak Rd
Columbia Pa 17512
Abdou Khaled P 1460 Manor St Apt 2
Acevedo Xamayta 1031 Prospect Rd
Allen Nathan 109 Perry St
Bailey Melissa A, Iva Mae 61 Birch Ln
Barbour Adam S 157 Pheasant Dr
Barry Michelle 1049 River Rd
Baus Daniel Salvation Army 600 Walnut St
Benson Rose I Aurm 01 2008
Bernard Anne M 327 Locust St
Bessick Julia 226 Perry St
Big Savings Grocery Outlet LLC Tariq Gilani 793 Leffler Ct
Bolin Faith 814 Blunston St 1
Bortz Williams Michelle L 3918 Marietta Ave
Bower Commons LLC 1221 Bower Pkwy
Bowman Kathie J 339 N Third St
Bradshaw Kiersten 175 Franklin Rd Apt B
Brommer Ralph J 2608 Ironville Pike
Brownw W 227 W 2nd
Brownwell Wanda 227 W 2nd
Cabrera Mandy 351 S 3rd St
Campbell Danielle L 458 Maple St
Campbell Devon L 4 Boxwood Blvd
Campbell Morris W 214 Walnut St
Caridi Catherine 552 Chestnut St
Centeno Miguel 1031 Prospect Rd
Charles H D Hill Rd 670−03 Hempfield
Clifton Dorothy M 20 Rolling Mills Est
Collier Ruth L 175 Franklin Rd Apt E
Coutsos Richard J 316 Braewick Rd
Cowan Elsie A 200 Luther Ln Apt 435
Downey V L Pleasant Rd
Duarte Jason T 467 Manor St
Dulio Samuel J Jr 643 Locust St Apt A
Eckstine James 498 Norwood Rd
Edye Samuel C 118 S 8th St
Ellis Thomas R Jr 4040 Columbia Ave Rm 8
Evans Ruth 400 Mill St Apt 909
Flinchbaugh Sharon 109 N Second St
Fox Kerry 4419 Marietta Ave
Fricke Hardware 620 Union St
Gable Mary 3952 Columbia Ave St Annes Home
Gall Justin C 33 35 S Third St
Good To Go Auto Sales 1140 Lancaster Ave
Gordon Bernard Est Box 389
Gottschall Ethel V 4047 Columbia Ave Apt R
Grab Mary R Est 1240 Malleable Rd
Graybill Jean L 595 Old Chickies Hill Rd
Greystone Construction Inc 2372 Franklin Rd
Griffith Todd 1035 Cloverton Dr
Groom George 1011 Central Ave
Groome Cleora C 200 Luther Ln Apt 106
Hamaker Grace E 1767 Quarry Dr
Hanes Donald 319 Poplar St
Harnly Rosalie 414 Indian Head Rd
Hart Mary 324 Perry St
Haubert Dennis E 1400 Manor St
Heipler Arden L 436 Union St
Heistand Mildred Est 200 Luther Ln Apt 306
Hiepler Arden L 436 Union St
High Ella N 2360 Franklin Rd
Hileman Jack A, J H Contracting 4695 Marietta Ave
Hostetter Jack Roger 1159 Drager Rd
Housseal Justin A 306 Cherry St
Hum Matthew 846 Houston St
Irwin F Elizabeth 200 Luther Ln Apt 430a
James Mill 3813 Concordia Rd
Johns Painting Service LLC 184 Charles Towne Ct
Keperling Charles R 400 Union St Apt 607
Keperling Charles, Susquehanna Valy Nrsg 745 Old Chiques
Hill Rd
King Olive M 814 Blunston St Apt 2
Kinne Beatrice A Ironville Pike
Kratzer Norma M 1045 Walnut St
Kreiser Darrell J 519 Cherry St Apt 10
Kriner Christine M 730 Furnace Ave
Kuhn Shirley E 235 S 8th St
Kunkle Sarah Mcallister
Lacasse Jamie 529 Union St
Laukhu Heather E 3940 Birchwood Ln
Laukhuff Sean D 3940 Birchwood Ln
Linda L Chillas Est 327 Locust St
Litton Loan Servicing LP Its S 207 Chestnut St
Lombard R M Pleasant Rd
Marshall Harvey 221 S Fifth St
Mathiot Carl M 400 Mill St Apt 914
Mccauley Christine A 637 Manor St
Mid Way Collision Shop 560 Union St
Miller Elizabeth A, William H 200 Luther Ln
Miller Richard 751 Old Chickies Hill Rd
Mills Shawn 625 Washington St
Monroe William B 320 Chestnut St
Motley Marilyn R 59 Locust St
Mowery Keith 304 Union St Apt A
Mummaw Mary B 623 Prospect Rd
Musser Joanne 30 S 10th
Newcomb M A Pleasant Rd
Nickolaus & Hohenadel 327 Locust St
Null Donnie 347 Walnut St
Odenwalt Hope C 2756 Ironville Pike
On Line Publishers Inc 3912 Abel Dr
On Site Detailing Peter Chow 711 Prospect Rd
Orodeckis Professional Ins, Her PO Box 230
Oswego Village Aptcall Credit 2160 Oak Hollow Dr
Paolucci Nicola L 4365 Marietta Ave
Patton Grace 200 Luther Ln Al46
Peter Chow 711 Prospect Rd
Peterson Dwyane Sr 920 Pln St Apt 1311
Poole Willie 349 Chestnut St
Price Thomas G 218 S 2nd St
Raezer Ruth D 10 Deveonshire Pl
Reyes Juan A 9401 Wilson Blvd Lot 76
Rivera Pablo 1266 Stateman Ln
Rohrer Rosanna E 200 Luther Ln No 307
Roman Erin 1035 Barber St
Rose Domerick 332 Locust St
Ruckinger Nathan 451 Locust St Fl 2
Rutter Richard R 552 Chestnut St
Sahd Kyle S 950 Chestnut St
Schleh Debora J PO Box 113
Schoenly David Sr 484 Kinderhook Rd
Servicemaster By Prs 207 Chestnut St
Shaffer Mary 400 Mill St Apt 716
Shellenber Gloria J RR 1 Box 284
Shellenberge Gloria RR 1 Box 284
Shellenberger Buddy Jr 2445 Ironville Pk
Shiley Aaron 20 N 14th St
Simms Charles 560 Union St
Sims Jennifer 24 A Cir Dr
Smith Robert M 4558 Klinesville Rd
Smith Roger K 3839 Sterling Way
Southeastern Concepts Inc 1727 Atlantic Dr
Stauffer Lillie 2110 Oak Hollow Dr Apt 4a
Steffey Mary 2110 Oak Hollow Dr Apt 4a
Stephens Wrecker Svc Po Box 2405
Storm Alyssa 146 Locust St Apt H
Swarr Phyllis M 530 Union St
Sweeney Leonard H 125 N Fourth St
Tomlinson Ronda K, Curt S 789 Chestnut Hill Dr
Toyota Motor Credit 832 Houston St
Trievel James E 746 Locust St
Trinity Specialty Pharmacy Inc 960 Lancaster Ave
Tulsi Hemraj 222 Cedar St Apt 1
Waller Robert 414 Indian Head Rd
Walsh J Pleasant Rd
Watterson Tracy L 57 Birch Ln
Waughtel James 806 S 16th St
Weese Carly P 730 Chickies Dr
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Wells Neil 339 S Third St
Wike R Ofc 223−225 Cherry St
Wilson Gordon H, Phyllis 4823 Marietta Ave
Wise Dorothy M 610 S 14th St
Wivell Helen 4855 Marietta Ave
Wright Gladys 400 Mill St
Yordy Chester D Jr PO Box 224 882 Drager Rd
Zipp June 400 Mill St Apt 908
Conestoga Pa 17516
Chapman Randall 61b West Elm St
Gaus Marlyn B 959 Stone Hill Rd
Gehman Mildred G RD 1 Hilltop Dr 348
Haddad John 980 Stone Hill Rd
Harley Davidson Credit 1027 Stovehill Rd
Henry Jeffrey S 95 Goods Rd
Hower Scott Mchenry 564 Sickmans Mill Rd
Irwin Charles 1027 Stovehill Rd
Lancaster Mazda 2736 Main St
Mellinger Kenneth H 6363 River Rd
Melrath William G 529 Stone Hill Rd
Morrison Robert 2736 Main St
Phillips Judy 38 Cambridge Dr
Pickel W D Sr 1280a Breneman Rd
Pries Ashley M 242 Pequea Blvd
Simmons Michael J 1275 Conestoga Blvd
Staffieri Dino 680 River Hill Rd
Stringer Patrica, Patricia Mcginnis 721 River Hill Rd
Svalas John Stanley, Betty L 104 Tomahawk Dr
Urban Larry L 1047 Letort Rd
White William H 920 River Hill Rd
Winters Bernard M, Vanessa L 1099 River Hill Rd
Yake Tracy S 95 Goods Rd
Zecher Barry L 300 Pequea Blvd
Denver Pa 17517
Anderson Pharmacy 334 Main St
Angelo Mark 42 Hinden Homes
Barbera John 360 Walnut St
Bare Maggie 1374 Woodland Cir
Barrys P Sh 620 Pine St
Bartusik Randi N 55 Jefferson Ave
Burkett Melissa A 99 Monroe St Apt 34
Butkus Leonard J 36 E Swartzville Rd
Byriel Adam G 108 Ironwood Dr
Cammauf Garson C Est RD 27 Stony Run Village
Carlos R Leffler Inc 403 N 6th St
Childress April T 1380 Reading Rd
Citifinancial 921 Sycamore Dr
Cocalico Plumbing Heating 27 N 4th St
Colonial Lodge 2015 N Reading Rd
Daub Steven 435 Greenville Rd
Duty Genevieve 5 Sandra Cir
Evangelista Christian V 128 N Sixth St
Four Seasons 1975 N Reading Rd
Frances E Witwer Trt Harvey W Witwer 11 Lynda Dr
Frey Cleo N, Gary K Frey 210 Mountain View Cir
Ganster Paul A RD 1
Gensemer Betty M 385 Creek Rd
Getz Ruth S RR 1
Gicker Earl B 35 Bonview Dr
Greblunis Treva Mountain Rd
Handy Clifton 66 School Ct
Helter Kathleen, John 712 Evergreen St
Henry Schein 41 Weaver Rd
Hersh Richard 161 Mountain Ln
Hollinger Courtney N 340 N 6th St
Hooper Mark A 190 Mountain Rd
Horst Marlin 427 South 4th St
Huff Elizabeth M 680 S Ridge Rd
Johnson Terry L 410 Main St
Julia B Styer Utma Pa 1220 Steinmetz Rd
Kallas 25 Main St PO Box 328
Khim Sophy 32 Catalpa Cir
Kulp Charles Jr 177 Wheatland Dr
Law Karen A 550 Blue Lake Rd
Leid Timothy S 710 Walnut St
Litton Loan Servicing LP Its S 921 Sycamore Dr
Long Bruce 320 N King St
Long Harold L Est 6 Muddy Creek Church Rd
Longstaff Brody 848 Evergreen St
Ludwig Darlene F, Claude A RR 2
Lyras Vasilios 1 Shawn Dr
Marshall George C Jr 57 Fairway Dr
Martin Corissa B 143 Beech St
Mast Daniel L, Jewel B 141 Wheatland Dr
Mcdonald Alicia L, Alicia L Larmie 6 Masters Dr
Mcintyre Ralph J 6 Red Tail Cir
Mohler Marian K PO Box 100
Nelson Priscilla A, William Munion Jr 238 N Reamstown Rd
Nessinger Jerry Jr 339 Main St Apt 6
Pa Port Express LLC 14 Ruffleg Cir
Redcay Regina E 208a N Reamstown Rd
Reichardt John 66 Scenic Dr
Reitenbach Diane 2 Widgeon Dr
Rentschler B J 21 James Dr
Rentschler Joyce 21 James Dr
Renz Amy H 755 Oak St
Renz Joseph Edwin 740 Oak St
Saengmuang Leokham 525 High Pointe Dr
Scott Raymond R Sr 1358 Horning Rd
Seabaugh John F Jr 240 Main St 21
Shupp David A, Diane J 620 Blue Lake Rd
Skiles Matthew 1253 Harvest Dr
Slagle Kevin 1530 S Cocalico Rd
Smucker Elmer, Katie 1370 Reading Rd
Snyder Gertrude PO Box 305
Spangler Brian D 15 Jefferson Ave
Stewart Tracey D 13 Jason Ave
Sunline Acquisition Co 245 S Muddy Creek Rd
Sweigart Heidi J 410 Mountain Top Dr
Teed Jonathan Ferguson 33 Heron Dr
Trimber Phillip J 1220 Steinmetz Rd
Uhrich Kenneth A 921 Sycamore Dr
Ulrich Lee 417 Walnut St
Vanderhoff James H 210 Mountain View Cir
Weaver Market 2610 N Reading Rd
Weaver Michael 2610 N Reading Rd
Webber Stefanie J 127 South 4th St
Weintraub Barry 26 Homestead Dr
Westley Megan S 620 Pine St
Williams Joseph N Jr 700 Sportsmen Rd
Windish Joseph Jr, Florence 345 Main St
Witwer Frances E, Harvey W 11 Lynda Dr
Wolf Raymond L 6 Muddy Creek Church Rd
Zerbe Tara M 314 Smokestown Rd
Zimmerman Raymond S 1241 Muddy Creek Rd
Drumore Pa 17518
Troyan James M 1413 Harmony Ridge Dr
East Earl Pa 17519
Alexander Christopher 195 Musser Rd Apt E2
Bradley William E, Jean 106 Geranium Ct
Burkholder Michael R, Emily R 1432 Union Grove Rd
Clymer Lindsay 132 Reading Rd
Litchy Bros Inc 132 Reading Rd
Maddox Henrietta K 686 Maple St
Mcmillan Lois M RR 1
Rauser Henry C Jr, Henry C Sr 72 Lobin Rd
Remm Group 161 Spring Grove Rd
Waver Betty 1300 Edgewood Dr
Zimmerman Elmer D 185 Reading Rd
East Petersburg Pa 17520
Balogh Jennifer PO Box 184
Bank Fulton PO Box 69
Bank of Lancaster Co 1097 Commercial Ave Box 38
Berry Linda 3110 Caroline Dr
Bonman David K, Ray L 1940 Edgemont Dr
Bukowski Steven W 6475 Lemon St
Carson Christina 2052 Brd St
Chapman Auto Group 5201 Manheim Pike
Dang Thomas T 6270 High St
Dettwieler Walther 2654 Northfield Dr
Dombach Anna, Carol Deckert 2735 Graystone
Durborow Daniel C 6495 Lemon St
Fulton Bank 1695 State St
Gontz Geraldine L 5897 Main St
Gontz Geraldine Samson 5897 Main St
Grumbrecht Rebekah L 6437 Lincoln Ct
Harnish Scott 2552 Miller Rd
Heisey Jeffrey L 1974 Larch Ave
Hma Physician Mgmt Region 30 PO Box 468
Inman Paul K Sr, P K 1615 State St Ste C
Kanaley Maryann 2009 Linden St
Katzenstein Jeremy R 2285 State St
King Tim Jr 5788 Clarkson Dr
Knapp W 6046 Hampton Ct
Kopp Alma M 1961 State St
Landis Sarah 6120 Carpenter St
Longenecker John 6588 Hollow Dr
Ltm Collision Center Inc 1180−1190 Enterprise Rd
Matt Tina Lynette, Tr Joseph 5935 Pine St
Mayor Joseph 2616 Northfield Dr
Mertz Shanna 6607 Hollow Dr
Minnich Steven M 6370 High St
Murray Tiffany L 1180−1190 Enterprise Rd
Nowoboaski Ann 6310 Jeanette Dr
Oehrlein Elizabeth C, Michael 6436 Lincoln Ct
Pardue Guyla M 5213 Brook Dr
Peifer Brian J 5836 Pine St
Rivera Javier 2180 New St
Ryan Diane L 6320 Jackson Dr
Samson Geraldine, Geraldine Samson Gontz 5897 Main St
Sheaffer Stephanie M 2313 Debra Ave
Stadel Door Service PO Box 66
Superior Plus Cont Products Corp 1097 Commercial Ave
Szczepkowski Kristy 1951 Larch Ave
Target Media Service 2041 Miller Rd Village Common
Thoman Daniel 2508 Golden Dr
Tolley Thomas Bradford Hills Quarry Co
Town Country Inc PO Box 329 1097 Commercial Ave
Vance Lucinda L 2313 Debra Ave
Waynes Towing & Recovery LLC 5199 Main St
Weatherholtz Barbara A 6524 Hollow Dr
Weit Sandra 2347 Split Rail Dr
Williams Peter D 5203 Brook Dr
Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Ahlborn Hervey Dunlap, Norma B 228 Hillcrest Ln
Antkowiak June P 25 Hemlock Cir
Appalachian Insulation Supply 22 Black Hawk Ln
PO Box 466
Asap Auto Repair Center 500 N Market St
Audrey Zink Realtors 113 S Market St
Barnet Ann E 615 E High St
Barr Timothy R 3171 Steinruck Rd
Bartley Hernandez DDS Zara 5036 Bossler Rd
Basciano Elizabeth M 600 Freemason Dr
Basinger Jay R, Jay 144 Fox Chase Dr
Becker Fern 90 Eden View Rd Apt 2d
Bernhard Ronald L 523 Hershey Rd
Bishop Esther Hanover St
Britten Madeleine B 434 Freemason Dr
Brubaker Timothy Dale 214 Ammon Ave
Buela Mary 35 Deer Ln
Burgman David P 1035 S Market St
Burt Emma Jean, George H 51 Eden View Rd Apt 172
Butler Howard 2494 Chestnut Rd
Cardinal Health Robert O Maze 410 Ridgeview Ave
Carl John 170 Ridgeview Rd North
Clapper Mark A 331 W High St 2
Clemens David S 117 S Market St
Coldwell Banker Homesale Svc 1255 S Market St
Collins Alicia L 4 Williamsburg
Corl Melville, Mary 100 Freemason Dr
Cortes Anthony 867 Schwanger Rd
Crevar Rose RD 3
Dale Wilhelmina 320 Lemon St
Dalton Josephine 434 Miller Rd
David P Burgman Htg & Air 1035 S Market St
Deaven Mark 829 Bellaire Rd
Degroft Michael S 706 Rockwood Dr
Delancey Thomas 1079 Schwanger Rd Apt 29
Dilcher Doris Est 339 Freemason Dr
Dunning Trenton D 212 South Mount Joy St
Durmis Cynthia 460 E Park St Apt 21
Dymun Jessica 550 Groff Ave
Faith Douglas S, Sherri L 208 Conoy Ave
Farver Shirley J 3355 Tpke Rd
Fellenbaum Luann 55 Ironstone Dr
Filer Ethel A 600 Freemason Dr
Fishel Shelli 2248 High St
Fox Boyd 57 Hillcrest Ln
G G Body Shop 1424 Tpke Rd
Geibe Martha M 11 Spring Gdn St
Gerard Susan 5456 Ridge Rd
Germeyer Stephen R 156 W High St
Geschwindt Donald F Rev 1117 James Buchanan Dr
Getty Joanne Marie 139 Westview Dr
Ginder Tekla M, Marlon 757 E High St
Giuliano Diane 2390 Tpke Rd
Gochnauer Wilma M 555 Mount Gretna Rd
Gonzalez Ibis L 2042 Baugher Ave
Good Christian E 316 E Park St
Gordon Cassie L 287 Marion Rd
Grater Charles 100 Freemason Dr Apt 540
Greiner Catherine RD 3
Grimsley Jimmie L, Fannie 141 Heisey Ave
Grissinger Robin E 520 E Park St
Guthridge Scott 451 W High St 2
Gutshall Emma 138 Sun Valy Rd
Gutshall Emma Est 1963 Sheaffer Rd
Herr Helen M 2227 High St
Hess Michael A 4439 Valy Rd
Hess Robin 706 Rockwood Dr
Hilton June 581 Freemason Dr
Hollister Adrienne 212 Maytown Rd
Hopkins Richard L Madison At Village Green Apts No 3
Wynnewood
Howe Charles 581 Freemason Dr
Hummer Joanne 581 Freemason Dr
Itp of Usa Inc 200 S Chestnut St
Kehrli Norma G 1302 James Buchanan Dr
Kennedy Steven R 3365 Glenmede Ln
Keppler Summer L 250 N Market St
Killian Matthew 451 W High St
Klingen Gingrich S 222 S Market St Ste 201
Koetteritz Andrew M 1319 James Buchanan Dr
Koon Lee 840 W Bainbridge St
Krepps Melissa A 229 Ammon Ave
Kunkle O Donald 1 Masonic Dr
Kurtz Larry 164 Donegal Dr
Lamping Sara 34 Walnut Run
Lancaster Mary E Deceased 75 N Perry St
Lang Charles H 2885 Church Rd
Langevin C 905 Mount Gretna Rd
Larsen Robert E, Robert 66 Park Ridge Dr
Ledger Dan 1029 Ridge Rd
Leedom Nicole D 955 Campus Rd Apt 110
Little Joeys Army Co Jason Tesche
Little Scott B 752 Buckingham Blvd
Lombardo Victor G, Maryjo 431 Hilltop Cir
Longneckers Hatchery Inc PO Box 307
Loser Betty 31 Eden View Rd Apt 256
Marley Helen M 1319 James Buchanan Dr
Mary C Roberts Living Trust 27 Franklin Dr
Mcclellan Carry A 733 Cloverleaf Rd Apt 17
Mccurdy F Grace 2160 Deodate Rd
Mcfadden Jason 42 N Poplar St
Mcgrath Mark 155 S Poplar St Apt 202
Mckee Vivian Y 48 S Poplar St
Mckee Vivian Y PO Box 102
Mckee Vivian Yvonne 126 Becker Rd
Mcleod Kathryn A, Arthur Masonic Village
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Mcpeek Ruth V 920 Hedgewyck Ln
Meisenberger Gladys B Masonic Village 1 Masonic Dr 581f
Metzler Edith 1003 S Locust St
Midlick Carol C 1590 Hershey Rd
Miller Allison P 8 Foxbury Dr
Miller Christine 15 Landis Rd
Miller Emma C 437 W High St
Morgan Jesse S PO Box 281
Mortgage Services Corp 706 Rockwood Dr
Moscoso Linda A 25 Poplar Ln
Murphy James A 229 1 2 S Peach Aly Apt F
Myers Jeffery C 1105 Bellaire Rd
National Biz Op Media 29 S Market St Rear
Nees Harlean R 6060 Hickory Dr
Nissley J L 109 W High
Norlanco Family Medicine 418 Cloverleaf Rd
Obenstine David N 348 N Hanover St
Ober Polly A 305 Highlawn Ave
Olweiler Insurance Agency PO Box 344
Ortega Walther S 17 S Market St
Page Ralph B 324 W High St
Parkhill David A, Lynne I 2186 Andrew Ave
Patel Krunal 112 Colebrook Rd
Peiffer Douglas E 3 Gdn Ct
Perkins Evelyn Est 2301 James Buchanan Dr
Petchar Cleta J 497 Foreman Rd
Peters Mathew J 76 Orange St
Pfautz Laura RR 3
Physical Therap Norlanco Med Asso Ph Med Radi 418
Cloverleaf Rd Ste 100
Pj Pizza Paolo Martoranaow 22 E High St
Quackenbush Chasity M 438 Rockwood Dr
R R Service Center 523 Hershey Rd
Radtke Crystal L 333 W Bainbridge St
Raffensperger Todd A 309 Holly St
Redcay Shane 139 Dane St
Reimers Mary Est 2313 James Buchanan D
Rhinier Joshua A 250 N Market St
Rice Frances M 421 Groff Ave
Rice Ralph W Jr RD 1
Risser Gary J 111 Meadowbrook Ln
Rl Design LLC 721 Hess Rd
Roberts George T III 27 Franklin Dr
Roberts Mary S 27 Franklin Dr
Rodrigu Brenda L 165 Stone Mill Dr
Rodriguez Samuel 165 Stone Mill Dr
Sandidge Bradley R 1963 Sheaffer Rd 3
Schell Melissa, David 122 East Park St
Shaffer Gary 416 E Hight St
Shank Julie L 27 S Wilson Ave
Shearer Lori S 16 Chas Dr
Shepley Myra G 155 S Poplar St Apt 112
Shultz Guy E 174 E High St
Singer Lorraine M 501 Mulberry St
Singh Becky Sue 202 Farmland Dr
Sloka Janis 68 Hilltop View Way
Smith Lara 1307 Mapledale Rd
Snyder Audrey C 125 Foxchase Dr
Spence William P, Brenda K 86 Shefford Dr
Spitler Marian 513 Mckinley Dr
Spurlock Victoria 1215 James Buchanan Dr
Staudt Glenn E 417 Snyder Ave
Steven F Still Antiques 340 Anchor Rd
Stichter Erma 581 Freemason Dr
Stillwagon Edwin A, David A 1688 Hershey Rd
Stubbs James A 555 Ridgeview Ave
Stupak William C 955 Campus Rd Apt 110
Sugar Maren M 68 Farmington Ln
Sumpman Brittany 2309ridge Rd
Taraschi Julia R 430 Mount Gretna Rd
Taylor Ralph 1320 James Buchanan Dr
Taylor Susanne, Erma 56 E High St
Thomas Eugene, Mary A 440 N Locust St
Tomlinson Marcelle L 525 Ridge Rd
Travis Benjamin M, Holly B 4309 Bossler Rd
Trimble Mark 17 Teakwood Cir
Tshudy Louise 320 S Market St
Turner Margaret M PO Box 7
Uhl Stephen T 466 E High St
Umbrell Dennis 178 Milton Grove Rd S
Unruh Rebecca 230 N Hanover St Apt 15
Utz Edwin 63 Timber Villa
Waite Brooke 142 Sassafrass Ln
Walborn Jean 581 Freemason Dr
Watkins Mark A 715 B N Market St
Webster Kathy S, Larry K 156 Clover Ln
William Punitha 46 Old English Ln
Wise Ferdinand R, Rose 2316 James Buchanan Dr
Wissler Susan A 27 S Wilson Ave
Wynn Carolyn 2135 Bainbridge Rd
Yorty Ryan M, Jodi L Wolf Motor Co Chapman Ford
1144 Vista Ln
Zimmerman Leon R 2011 Maytown Rd
Elm Pa 17521
Hershey Clair H PO Box 62
Ephrata Pa 17522
Accredited Networking Tech I 160 Talon Dr
Advantage Ephrata PO Box 150
Astro Machine Works Inc Brian Martin 470 Wenger Dr
Bac Home Loans Servicing LP 504 Countryside Dr
Baker Dorothy S, Harold R 122 N Franklin
Baxter Thelma A, John T 93 Misty Ln
Belousov Sergey, Nina 50 Ridge Ave
Bergman Melvin R Rear Franklin St
Bischoff Barbara A, Walter J 168 Westbrook Dr
Black Paris R, Mark A 61 Misty Ln
Black Tie Motorcars 515 N Reading Rd
Blaszuk Thomas G, Nancy D 79 E Pine St
Bowman Ronald C 520 N Reading Rd
Bowser Brad A 1417 Diamond Sta Rd
Brewer Chadd A 627 W Main St
Brightbill Martha M 129 Lilly Dr
Brill Margaret 58 E Walnut St
Broomell Adam S 139 Marion Tr
Brusk Anthony 211 Irene Ave
Burke Kathleen M, Thomas 225 S State St
Burkett James J 129 Meadow Valy Rd Unit 13
Burkhart Kristen 129 Heritage Rd
Carillo William 215 Akron Rd
Caruso Logistics Allen Maxwell 820 N Reading Rd
Carvell Patsy J 413 E Main St
Cellular Connection 364 N Reading Rd Ste A
Cogan Anthony 114 Washington Ave
Conestoga Telephone 124 E Main St PO Box 588
Cooley David A, Janel A 108 F N Reading Rd
Covert Rita E 170 Mortar Ln
Crockett David Edgar Jr 930 N Reading Rd
Crossroads Surgery C 4150 Barrett Blvd A/P
Daubert G Est, Sandra Schaeffer Exe
Davidson Carrie M, Larry L 1341 Hammon Ave
Davidson Darla 142 Wyneberry Dr
Deater Angela 281 S Reading Rd
Dienner Andrea L, Lee I 40 Gdn Spot Rd
Dietrich Elizabeth RR 2
Dixon Clinton J Kimberly 504 Countryside Dr
Doersom Mary E Miss 332 Lincoln Ave
Donahue David K, Anna M 70 Snyder Ln
Doneckers Inc 409 N State St
Earhart Donald E, Jodi L 118 Windsor Dr
East Coast Hoopties 1111 S State St
Eberly Stanley D 342 S Reamstown Rd
Ebersole Lorrain 210 Marion Tr
Eckman Chester 29 Horseshoe Dr
Evans Auto Body 1417 Diamond Sta Rd
Feinberg Benjamin 23 E Walnut St
Feliciano Cruz Andres 23 W Walnut St
Filer Calie 1296 Hammon Ave
Fischetto Mabel M 45 E Farmersville Rd
Ford Bertha 5 Moccasin Dr
Forney Elsie M 55 Lincoln Ave
Frankfort Geraldine 1178 Marie Ave
Frankhouser Chadric 117 Meadow Valy Rd
Fulton Bank 504 Countryside Dr
Galli Szutowicz Carol 1332 Marilyn Ave
Gehret Robert W, Arlene W 113 Wyneberry Dr
Gish Thelma I 260 Mason Dr
Givler Regina Jean 185 Woodchuck Dr
Gordon Christine D, Kevin T 33 Horseshoe Dr
Grove J Tr Beat 409 N State St
Hall Barbara 55 Mollie Dr
Harley Florence C 1156 Lincoln Hts Ave
Harnish Amber M 80 Michael Ct
Harris Savings Bank 36 East Main St
Hartl Patrick A 132 Sherry Ct
Hartman Michael A 113 E Franlin St
Hearing Thelma E Maple
Helter Larry R 223 S Oak St
Heritage Surgical Asso 210 3rd St
Hershberger Michael L 1125 Martin Ave
Hession Michael T Jr 122 W Fulton St
Hinton Joan 46 Mollie Dr
Hollinger Donna L 139 Washington Av
Holsopple Carlene J 601 E Main St
Hoover Joyce E 49 Fieldcrest Ln
Hoover Wilmer S 15 Tobacco Rd
Hornberger Robert E Sr 84 Eagle Dr
Horst Tonya S 1738 W Main St
Hudson Elijah 332 Lake St
Huggard Dennis 250 N Maple St
Hunt John A 271 Duke St
Imber Eric V 851 Clearview Ave
Infield Christopher 111 Garrett Cir
Jacoby Frank L 67 N Church St Sw
Johnson Charles J Est 328 Oak St
K Mart 9662 1127 S State St
Kapnic Edward J 4352 Oregon Pike
Kennedy Ann T 55 Lancaster Ave Apt A
Knier Vickie 38 E Walnut St
Knoll Paul A 103 Bellevue Ave
Lamtech 27 W Mohler Church Rd
Lane Chad 2453 W Main St
Lawson Catherine 123 Ashley Dr
Leather Barn 1665 W Main St
Lied Emily G 164 Akron Rd
Long Lois 129 Lilly Dr
Losch Bruce 136 Bellevue Ave
Love To Give LLC 218 West Main St Apt 2
Luczewski Arthur W, Laura M 903 Emerald St
Luczewski Laura M 903 Emerald St
Mader Tina A 348 East Fulton
Martin Anna H 549 Hahnstown Rd
Martin Anthony 108 Royer Rd
Martin Jordan C, Rachel 690 W Church Rd
Martin Suzanne 112 Clearview Dr
Martzall Jaime L 1046 Henn Ave
Matos Daniel 308 Spring Glen Dr
Mealey Jessica N 335 S Oak St
Mearig Hyundai 1111 S State
Meyer Mathew D 114 Misty Ln
Miller Annalee, Clyde 25 W Fulton St
Miller Laurence J 1 Deanne Cir
Miller Sara 961 Rettew Mill Rd Lot 50
Minnich Natalie J 128 Hilldale Dr Apt Q
Minnich Troy 807 Grandview Dr
Montano Samara J 119 Brian Dr
Moore Leo M 136 Tulip Cir
Moreland Wayne S 335 S Oak St
Mountz Rhoda F 1738 W Main St
Moyer Sheila R 161 Heatherwood Dr
Norton Agnes A 210−212 E Fulton St
Nowaczynski Patricia A 903 Emerald St
Obrien Andrew 303 Buchanan Dr
Odonnell Thomas E 63 Cocalico Creek Rd
Oliver Melissa 202 E Main St
Omelich Oksana V, Galina 219 Cabin Dr
Pa Port Express LLC 83a Gross St
Paparo Todd E, Lara B 279 Akron Rd
Pate Stanley M 527 S State St
Pereryhslov Lyubov 675 Water St
Pereyaslov Anton 73 N Church St
Peterson Keith E 334 Washington Ave
Petukhov Mikhail V 961 Rettew Mill Rd Trlr 52
Philpott Joshua 14 W Main St Apt 9
Pilsner Elizabeth Anne 229 Park Ave
Pohl Helen 235 Jennifer Ln
Popescu Alexandru 820 N Reading Rd
Popov Nikolay V 221 S Reading Rd Apt A
Powell Angela L 1262 Hammon Ave
Purcell Jeffrey A, Kristi L 399 W Pine St
Queeney Joan 155 Westbrook Dr
Ramer Anthony 80 Agape Dr
Rampulla Anthony J 152 E Main St
Rap Industries Inc 515 N Reading Rd
Raven Consultants 10 Blackberry
Reddig Karl J 845 Dawn Ave Apt 105
Reese Dorothy, Thomas RR 2
Reifsnyder Pearl G 129 Meadow Valy Rd Trlr 18
Reitz Miriam M 25 S Academy Dr
Rice Kathryn M 321 W Pine St
Riddle Walter A 973 Lincoln Hts Ave
Robinson Rachel L 21 Marshall St
Robynkline Bethany 251 Ridge Ave
Rogers Amanda 49 Old Mill Rd
Rv Value Mart 325 S Reading Rd
Santiago Ismael 15 Lincoln Ave
Schober Carol L 78 Stoneridge Dr
Schwartz Barbara E, Barbara E Fake 75 Blackberry Ln
Seifred Kathy S IV 29 Horseshoe Dr
Sensenig Hettie M 1007 Sensenig Rd
Shiffler Paul G 436 Lincoln Ave
Shvartsakh Dimitriy I 177 Linda Ter
Smith Richard, Ruth 134 Church Ave
Snyder Bryan 12 Lauren Ln
Snyder Eva L 128 Hilldale Dr Apt K
Stark Kyle 128 Hilldale Dr M
Stauffer Donna J 883 E Main St Lot 4
Steffy Megan 43 Westpointe Dr
Steffy Samual W, Edith L 223 E Walnut St
Steven D Sudbrink DMD Pc 800 Grandview Dr
Store 42113 120 N Reading Rd
Strach Sharon 508 Foggy Bottom Rd
Strohm Katharina 320 S State St
Sudbrink Steven D DM David G Schulman DDS
800 Grandview Dr
Surujpaul Ronald S 111 E Chestnut
Svencer Ashley D 63 Spruce St
Sweigart William N 323 W Sunset Ave
Swinko Kimberly C 144 Niss Ave
Tantopia Center Art Thomas 379 N Reading Rd
Thompson David B 108 Lincoln Ave
Vajda Stephen 87 Fieldcrest Ln
Vance Kara B 851 Clearview Ave Apt 135
Vang Noa Lor 26 Briarwood Ln
Vasquez Joan M 213 Buchanan Dr
Vitaliy Vysotskiy 342 Vista Cir Dr
Wanous Jeremy 12 Helen Ave
Wardrop Janice 217 Riverview Dr
Watkins Allison N 149 N State St Apt B
Weaver Group 824 E Main St
Weaver Precast 824 E Main St
Wenrich Smith Eleanor 117 Meadow Valy Rd
Wingenroth Beulah R 205 West King St
Wiovfm 44 Bethany Rd
Wise Janet L 2002 W Main St Trlr 40
Wise Kenneth Ryan 1136 Steinmetz Rd Lot 6
Witmer Earl W 229 Washington Ave
Yang Vang 159 Chapel Ln
Yates Kristin M 53 Spruce St
Zercher Kathleen 14 Locust Bend Rd
Zimmerman Lori 6 Sunflower Dr
Zinner Aaron L 5 E Locust St
Zinner Aaron, Ellen PO Box 103
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Gap Pa 17527
Alexander Herman PO Box 501
Bakr John J, Joan PO Box 16
Beiler Samuel R PO Box 529
Bravo Pizza of Gap Satiro 5360 Lincoln Hwy 9
Castora Joseph J 3458 Compass Rd
Deacon Thomas L, Cathy C 5260 Sunset Ln
Diehl Frederic 5745 Lincoln Hwy
Dowling John E 41 Amy Dr
Downes Kim 5250 Denlinger Rd
Dunlap Alexander Scott 5713 Lincoln Hwy
Haberstroh Christopher 869 Timberline Dr
Haldeman Donald G 742 Mount Vernon Rd Apt 4
Handmade Quilts Etc Nancy J Fisher 154 Octorara Trl
Henry Derrick W 5851 Lincoln Hwy East
Herman Debra PO Box 501
Hess Jeffrey M PO Box 486
Hindman Russell RR 2, Arlene Hindman
Horizon Structures 623 Mt Vernon Rd
Jones Clark L 742 Mt Vernon Rd Apt 1
Koenig Patrick J 875 Timberline Dr
Launi Patricia A PO Box 23
Leofsky Joseph, Kim 1415 W Kings Hwy
Lloyd G Magill Trust 01 28 1991 Gary L Magill
735 Willow Ln
Magill Gary L 735 Willow Ln
Mattson David P 780 County Line Rd
Mckay Judith W, Daniel H 17 Mary Dr
Osborne George F 101 Eagles Dr
Potts Joseph Lancaster Ave Apt 344
Robinson Evelyn, John H RR 2
Root Samantha J 736 Quarry Rd
Seldon David M 707 Mt Vernon St
Stoltzfus Stephen 5806 Old Philadelphia Pik
Stoltzfus Steven 442 Compus Rd
Sturgill Richard B 100 N Christiana Ave
Gordonville Pa 17529
Appel Cevilla S 26 Jere Rd
Countryside Car Wash John King 3711 Newport Rd
Eldridge Anthony 5 North Singer Ave
Fisher Aquilla 41 Jeffrey Rd
Gallagher Nellie V 21 Ruth Dr
Lohrberg Rosi RD Box 79
Luckenbaugh William PO Box 127 210 Maple
Petersheim Henry K 201a Belmont Rd
Pine Hill Manufacturing 3220 E Gordon Rd
Ridgeview Bookstore Fabrics 3733 Ridge Rd
Stoltzfus Maryellen 3293 Harvest Dr
Zook Leah 3747 Ridge Rd
Holtwood Pa 17532
Armstrong Betty J 923 Hilldale Rd
Builders Group 23 Tucquan Glen Rock
Henry Thomas R 1258 Oregon Hollow Rd
Hollow Gary L 762 Drytown Rd
Kalada Michael T PO Box 56
Long Megan, E M 13 Park Ln
Myers Gregory C 257 Magnolia Dr
Nadu Brittany 968c Susquehannock Dr
Pine Grove Construction LLC PO Box 189
Schnupp Robert M 288 Magnolia Dr
Smith Roy H 1160 River Rd
Witmer R 11 Harbor View Dr
Hopeland Pa 17533
Dean Allen L PO Box 212
Zwibel Kathleen, George 152 W 11th St
Intercourse Pa 17534
Amerigas PO Box 475
Avers Lillian M, Daniel C PO Box 494
Cura Pam PO Box 34
Gerhard Robert 163 Old Philadelphia Pke
Reaver F F PO Box 515
Stanis Clifford PO Box 494
Kinzers Pa 17535
Chismar Lois Ann PO Box 11
Davidson Corrine M 5330 Strasburg Rd
Dever Thomas P, Margaret 5282 Strasburg Rd
Ellingsworth Matthew B 5032
Partner Eugene 5032 Amish Rd
Powell Shawn 5269 Old Strasburg Rd
Rainey Sharon 5308 Martin Rd
Rehar Emma 3595 Lincoln Hwy E
Kirkwood Pa 17536
Buckwalter Kenneth E, Delores A 21 Dogwood Rd
Eller William Robert 83 Hill Rd
Esh Amos S, Mary F 446 Coopers Dr
Esquivel Cesar Amilcar 1746 Kirkwood Pike
Fausnaught Kenneth, Evan M 50 Pine Dr
Gallup Larry G 10 Pine Dr
Herr Bryan S 47 Lakewood Dr
Herr Michael A 47 Lakewood Dr
Ludgate Ortrun 543 Maple Shade Rd
Ninos Lynda PO Box 66
Ostrowski Chester A 15 Phillip Dr
Taylor Daniel W 92 Phillip Dr
Vivero Salvador D 17 Walnut Dr
White David E 136 Spruce Grove Rd
Wright Clarence M, Barbara L 660 King Pen Rd
Lampeter Pa 17537
Brooks Brett PO Box 455
Conly Judith A PO Box 475
Kilgore Doris L Est 956 Village Rd
Reed Ruth Anne PO Box 475
Lancaster Pa 17601
12 34 Microtechnologies Inc 1817 William Penn Way
Abbunny LLC 79 Valybrook Dr
Acquaviva Kristi L, Joanne 154 Ridings Way
Adams Arlene R 2818 Fiddles Green Rd
Add Thomas Enterprises LLC 917 Highmeadow Ct
Albright Annarose M, Marisa R 2636 Breezewood Dr
Alesic Dunlap 802 Olde Hickory Rd
Allen Jean H 502 Elizabeth Dr Rm 53 Calvary Fellowship
Homes
Allied Appraisal Group 1681 Crown Ave Ste 02
Amedisys Pennsylvania 250 College Ave
Amsoil 1828 William Penn Way
Anderson Patricia K 159 Winding Way
Apex Asset PO Box 7044
Arnold Andrew J 830 Paddington Dr
Ashley Paulette M 2274 Coventry Rd
Aspen Home Improvements 2653 Lititz Pike
Associates Realty Transfer Inc Jodi Thompson
120 Foxshire Dr
Aukamp Helen 2171 New Holland Ave
Auker Michelle M 2211 William Penn Way
Auto & Truck Glass Inc 1037 Manheim Pike
Autohaus Lancaster 1373 Manheim Pike
Axe William H 208 Pleasure Rd
Baer Samuel S, Esther M 2161 Harrisburg Pike
Bailey David 411−1/2 Chester St
Bailey Evelyn, Roy E 121 Hillcrest Ave
Banh Loi 2017 Chapel Forge Dr
Banta Tile & Marble Co Inc 1284 Loop Rd PO Box 4032
Barone Joseph M 1905 Oregon Pike Apt F9
Bashore Mary H 502 Elizabeth Dr
Bassalin Anna, Anne Loeffler 280 Ivy Tr
Bbfk Investments 486 Amesbury Rd
Becker John F 1024 Hunt Club Ln
Beidler Lorin 2643 Spring Valy Rd
Bell Donald K Sr, Penny C 1601 Vista Rd
Betancourt Elias 943 Parkside Dr
Bethany Christian Services 1681 Crown Ave Ste 201
Biemiller Nathan Rebbel 867 Parkside Ln
Bireley Elizabeth 821 Kingsway Dr
Blevins Brother Automotive 1100 Harrisburg Ave
Bonney Teodora T 447 Granite Run Dr Ste 2
Boyd Wilson Co 711 Olde Hickory Rd
Brady Stephen M 1801 Edenwald Ln
Breen Tricia L 2303 Middlegreen Ct
Bright Gary D 640 Fieldcrest Rd
Brill Ruth M 2235 Blossom Valy Rd
Brogunier Claude R 401 Eden Rd Apt I−6
Brown Connery Llp 1045 Grandview Blvd
Buehler Doris M 2926 Fleetwood Dr
Burk Darrin D 2228 Coventry Rd
Butts John W 26 Sw End Ave
Caliber Motors Inc 600j Eden Rd Ste 4
Capano Susanne M 1801 Edenwald Ln
Car Mic Truck Caps 789 Flory Mill Rd
Cardinal Technologies Inc 1827 Freedom Rd
Carey Eileen M 1108 Country Place Dr
Carnegie Meg Dr 2854 Wimbledon Ln
Casey Chadwick A, Rebecca H 2111 Landis Valy Rd
Cashdollar Steve 505 Wallingford Rd
Celmins Ivaris 823 Hillaire Rd
Cense Jeane K 2741 Mondamin Farm Rd
Centini Grace V 601 S Marshall St
Cgmi Attn Melanie Blodgett 205 Granite Run Dr Ste 150
Chandler Christine A, Samantha A 1018 Hunters Path
Chandler Mitchell G, Todd G 1018 Hunters Path
Charter Homes LLC 114 Foxshire Dr
Chase Home Finance LLC 1817 Colonial Village Ln
Chase Paul P 892 Salisbury Ct
Chekov Sergei 2286 William Penn Way
China Orchid 738 Park City Ctr
Clark Arthur M 2018 William Penn Way
Clark Charles Jr 2301 Fruitville Pike
Clark John M Jr Est 2644 Lititz Pike
Cleanport Tech LLC 2817 Spring Valy Rd
Cochran Minette S 1160 Aquilla Dr
Cold Cash Lancaster Inc Dba 385 Park City Ctr
Cold Stone Creamy 385 Park City Ctr
Collick Antoinette M, David W 949 Pine Tree Way
Comfort Aire Htg & Cooling 600 Redwood Dr
Conn Orville S Jr 332 Faulkner Dr
Coonrad Matthew, Rebecca 2153 Swarr Run Rd
Corp Healthcare Strategies Inc 101 N Pointe Blvd
Cosme Yanititza F 46 Knollwood Dr Apt 46
County Market 3375 Horizon Dr
Crawford Jason 3224 Randy Rd
Creative Industries 806 Indian Spgs Dr
Creter Hiram R 196 Pitney Rd
Crowell E Jane 2358 Middlegreen Ct
Cvgsbc 1550 Princess Anne Dr
Dana Anne 2700 Southwick Dr
Dana Glass Properties, Boyd or Wilson Property Mgmnt
711 Olde Hickory Rd
Daniels James M 8h Colonial Crest Dr
Daubert Gladys 225 Elizabeth Dr
Davis Desarie N 906 Sandalwood Path
Davis Susan 35 Henry Ct
Dawkins Lawyer C 341 North St
Day Zimmerann Nps 1827 Freedom Rd Ste 101
De Lapuerta Juan 2376 Middlegreen Ct
Delgado Maritza 2376 Middlegreen Ct
Desantis David S 212 Settlers Bnd
Devenney Wade A 2600 Lititz Pk Apartment 1
Dezenzo Sue 151 Pitney Rd
Diehl Ryan D 901 Eden Rd Stop 284
Dominguez Nemesis 1901 Oregon Pike Apt G 7
Donnell Carol O 869 Gail Place
Donohue Joseph 117 Welsh Dr
Dorwart Doris 139 Greenview Dr
Duffy Chad M 955 Ctrville Rd
Dum David 1048 Farmingdale Rd
Dynatech Controls Inc 3015 Marietta Ave PO Box 222
Eckhart Jennifer 71 Spring Dell Rd
Eckman Charlie 910 New Holland Ave Apt A2
Eic Inc 780 Eden Rd
Elexio 1148 Elizabeth Ave Ste 11006
Encore Enterprises 2501 Oregon Pike Ste 102a
Engle Thelma 214 Rocklawn Ln
Es Madison 1280 N Plum St Stefani Hauck
Everett Donna 2203 Coventry Rd
Fabral 3449 Hempland Rd
Fashion Express 858 Plaza Blvd
Fassbender Clara A, Hazel G Youngquist 815 Mcbrann Blvd
Faulkner Bodyshop 1350 Loop Rd
Faulkner Oldsmobile 1530 Manheim Pike
Fawber Tammy S 1642 Stony Battery Rd
Felker Julie L 1822 Sturbridge Dr
Fisher David P 505 Wallingford Rd
Fitzpatrick Bethany K 3137 Greenridge Dr
Flosser Elizabeth Mennonite Home 1520 Harrisburg
Foley T R III Mid Atlantic Gi Ctr 2104 Harrisburg Pike
Ste 300
Foltz Janell 2630 Lititz Pike
Forney Christopher R 2351 Hancock Dr
Foultz William J 1626 Glenn Rd
Fournaris Athena 258 Eshelman Rd
Fox Ivan Jr, Kathy L 641 Janet Ave
Fox Pool of Lancaster Inc 1281 Manheim Pike
Frey Arlene E 1742 Billview Dr
Frey Dale E 139 Delp Rd
Frey Jeannine 164 Knollwood Dr
Fries Stephen K 3013 Westwood Dr
G W Davis Oil Co 1360 Manheim Pike
Gargano Camille 1048 Ladderback Dr
Garrett Mary F 8 D Tr Dr
Genao Ortiz Jose E 309 Eden Rd Apt D
Giffin Mrika 2000 Swarr Run Rd Apt B205
Gilliford Mark F Jr, Mark F 282 Bluffview Dr
Glick Joan M 203 Bluff View Dr
Going Platinum 245 Butler Ave
Goodhart Harold E 322 Parklawn Ct
Grebinger Keith 17 Meadow Ln
Greenfield Food & Fuel 1741 Hempstead Rd
Griswold Kenneth 2894 Weaver Rd
Groff Verna H 217 Princess Ave
Grossman Chester H Cindy Dougherty 1155 Aquilla Dr
Hagy Ruthe E Est 1111 Crest Ln
Hamlin Michael R, Darlene Y 3223 Pinewyn Cir
Harris Eileen Ruth, Jerrold D 501 Dolly Dr
Harsh Pauline F, Lloyd N 2136 Georgetown Dr
Harsh Shirley A 1756 Crooked Oak Dr
Hart Clovia J 170 Buch Ave
Hartman B S 1520 Harrisburg Pike
Hartman Deborah 830 Martha Ave
Hartman Deborah K 730 Martha Ave
Hasan Syed Md Ste 301 2106 Harrisburg Pike
Haznedar Deniz 116 Park City Ctr
Hcs Lancaster LLC 2981 Hempland Rd
Heckman Connie M 2266 Coventry Rd
Heiney Michael 314 Pleasure Rd
Heller Timothy E 2104 Lyndell Dr
Helt Melissa 675 Eagles View
Henry David J, Nancy T 1630 Esbenshade Rd
Herman Jan 2058 Swarr Run Rd
Herr Elizabeth 3047 Marietta Ave
Hess Ira Est, Grace 330 Greenview Dr
Hess Lillian M 938 Salisbury Ct
Hess Robert Sr 2445 Horseshoe Rd
Hess Todd M 937 Lindsay Ln
Heyn Jean 101 N Pointe Blvd
Hiemenz Jean 1019 Edgemoor Ct
High Adam 419 Colonial Crest Dr
Hill Sue H 1330 Hunter Dr
Holiday Inn Prism 521 Greenfield Rd
Hollan Holiday Inn Lancaster 521 Greenfield Rd
Homesale Ins Svcs 150 N Pointe Blvd
Horning Nathaniel 2101 Lititz Pike
Horst & Hoffman Asso 120 N Pointe Blvd
Horst & Sons Inc 120 N Pointe Blvd
Houck Wanda M 874 Gail Pl
Houle Stephan 329f Eden Rd
Howard Charles IV 1926 Robindale Ave
Howe Verna Est 2001 Harrisburg Pike 220
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Huttick Kathleen P, Brendan A 2837 Southwick Dr
Incoravati Lauren 404 Copley Dr
Independence Rehab 38 Knollwood Dr
Inverso Lillian 246 Pleasure Rd
Irizarry David N 222 Maxson Rd
Ivy Irene 3318 Cochran Dr
Jack Long Photography 642 Fountain Ave
Jfk Imaging Group 642 Fountain Ave
Jimenez Miguel A 3183 Thistle Dr
Joe The Plumber 780 Eden Rd
Johns Gladys E R 5
Johnson William J 1816 Beverly Dr
Jones Body Shop Inc 1340 Loop Rd
Jordano Frank A, Anne R 1045 Grandview Blvd
Jp Mccaskey Hs, Tsa 1051 Lehigh Ave
Kakowras James 372 Copley Dr
Kang Jung A, Si S 5h Colonial Crest Dr
Karwois Anna Louise 1559 Mission Rd
Kasmer Robert M 901 Sandalwood Path
Katchmar Dorothy M 486 Parkwynne Rd
Kaye Terry L 401 Country Place Dr
Keller Jane A 2654 Stagecoach Ln
Kelly Cadillac Saab 1986 State Rd
Kent Ruth K 904 Olde Hickory Rd
Kenzie Properties LLC 3237 Glengreen Dr
Kerns Timothy, Emily 1340 Loop Rd
Keyes Ivory L 1935 Split Rock Rd
Kline Carrie L 478 Candlewyck Rd
Korczykowski Elizabeth 709 Darby Ln
Kowalski Kip 2046m Swarr Run Rd
Kraft Katie E, Paul S 243 E Frederick
Kreider Franklin H 2400 Dairy Rd
Kuhns Steven R 112 Tanglewood Ln
Kurtz Maxine 553 Druid Hill Rd
La Ashtons 555 Greenfield Rd
Laboy Geralda M, Arcadio 7211 Harmony Hill Ct
Lancaster Getty Mart Lancaster Getty
Lancaster Orthopedic Group 231 Granite Run Dr Ste 100
Lancaster Rehab Sports Medici 231 Granite Run Dr
Lancaster Urological Grp Inc Ste 1 2110 Harrisburg Pk
Lancer Insurance Com 1760 Rohrerstown Rd
Lane William 705 Royal View Dr
Langford William S 168 Valy Brook Dr
Langley Susan G 1322 Shreiner Rd Apt B102
Laura Moore & Asso 1602 Linden Ave
Lawrence Dorothy M 517 Bethany Ct
Leinberger Helen B 17b B Tr Dr
Lessans Kenneth D 2110 Harrisburg Pike Ste 312
Lewis Mary M 3474 Coronet Ave
Lewis Topaz 3310 Marietta Ave
Lgh Health Campus 2100 Harrisburg Pike
Liberty Mutual 1850 William Penn Way
Lieberman Valeri 2817 Spring Valy Rd
Lin Qihong, Yi D 705 Skywalk Ln
Lindsay Liliana S 1333 Jasmine Ln
Lockley Alex 940 Cardinal Rd
Logan Michael C 1019 Frances Ave
Long Annabelle 222 Vine St
Low Robert R 1935 Fruitville Pk 1
Lu Yijung 1811 Olde Homestead Ln 100
Majia Francisco 2501 Chestnut Ridge Dr
Manix Catherine, John 133 Deer Ford Dr
Manley Jane E 2001 Harrisburg Pike 324rr
Martin Clayton H, Zelma I 2050 New Holland Pk
Martin Doris J 1525 Zarker Rd
Martin Helen E Main St
Martin James L Jr 1525 Zarker Rd
Martin John C 717 Oxford Rd
Martin Tamara L, Vernon D 1125 Devonshire Rd
Martinez Frances M 845 Pleasure Rd
Martins Draperies & Interiors 2119 New Holland Pike
Marzari Diane 394 Colonial Crest Dr
Master Spas East Inc 221 Pitney Rd
Mattaini Paul F 305 Carter Moir Dr
Matthews Christina 500 Delp Rd
May Grant Associates 694 Good Dr Ste 112
Mccray Calvin T Jr 120 Teal Tr
Mcdonald Lisa A 201 Saint Thomas Rd
Mcdonalds 1342 Beaconfield Ln
Mcelroy Leah S 101 Wood Lot Ln
Mcgee Connor M 2738 Nolt Rd
Mcgeehin Rubino 1871 Santa Barbara Dr PO Box 7
Mcgrann Michael P 1464 New Holland Pike
Mckee Michael Ttee Mppp Dtd 10 1 78 20 Granite Run Dr
Mclain William G 314 Gdn Park Cir
Mcvey Madeleine J 2817 O’henry Cir
Miasnikowicz Victor 1030 Hunsicker Rd
Micro Business Asso 1951 Fruitville Pike
Miles Jeanie K 80 Valy Rd
Miller Mary 655 Juliette Ave
Miller Richard 2001 Harrisburg Pike Ml118
Mitchell Nicole 2511 Lititz Pike Apt 1
Moore Amanda L 2789 Cobblestone
Moran G Matt 124 Corry Ave
Morehead Heather L 157 East New St
Moriarty Sean 415 Carter Moir Dr
Morris Jeff S 849 Pleasure Rd Apt C1
Morris Simon David 122 Welsh Dr Apt A
Morrow Mary Genevieve, Richard B 946 Grand View Blvd
Motion Industries 21 Abrasco St
Mowery Keith C 715 Kenton Rd
Moyer Roy David Jr 334 Meetinghouse Ln
Murphy Robert E Ira, Melanie Blodgett 205 Granite Run Dr
Ste 150
Murr Robert D, Robert 158 Colonial Crest Dr
Musser Gloria Ellen Est 76 Valybrook Dr
Neurological Asso of Lancaste 1869 Charter Ln Ste 101
Nevling Thomas G 320 Greenview Dr
New Style 882 Plaza Blvd
Nguyen Au Hai 1037 Preston Rd
Nguyen Linh B 146 Maple Ln Apt 6
Nice William D IV 716 Maplewood Ave
Niebanck Alan H 3033 Gloucester St
Nissly Timothy S 1653 Lititz Pike 208
Noe Doris J 502 Elizabeth Dr
Nolt & Nolt Inc 1886 Commerce Park E
Nonnenmacher Patricia A, Dana S 100 Blossom Hill Dr
Nunemaker Ronald C 417 Surrey Dr
Oberle Christopher J II 17 Valybrook Dr
Oconnor Benson M, Regina F 932 Pleasure Rd
Odonnell Helene C 825 Olde Hickory Rd 204
Ohio Casualty 477 Longmeadow Rd
Olson Barbara B 814 Sylvan Rd
Otolaryngology Physicians of Lancaster 810 Plaza Blvd
Pacelli James P Jr 501 Prince George Dr
Paige Cristina 746 Nancy Ln
Palinoski Gloria 255 Bleasure Rd
Palmer George 138 Prentis Place
Park City Center Park City Ctr
Park City Salads Inc 1209 Park City Ctr
Paul Davis Restoration of Lanc 1817 Colonial Village Ln
Perrello Nancy 152 Rutledge Ave
Perry Derrick 590 Ctrville Rd
Phillips Css Inc 1004 New Holland Ave
Pickell Floren 222 Vine St
Plaxicon Liquid 1280 N Plum St Stefani Hauck
Pokhrel Namrata Ghimire Olde Hickory Rd
Queen Amy R 2035 William Penn Way
R R Donnelley Co Procurement Card Purchase
216 Greenfield Rd
Ramada Inn 521 Greenfield Rd
Rapid Seo Directory 1371 Beaconfield Ln
Ray Diana 40 Hampton Ln Apt 2
Reinboth Kathleen A 3190 Thistle Dr
Reynolds R B 114 Foxshire Dr
Rhodes Christopher 307 Meetinghouse Ln
Rice Michael, Rachel 1421 Stony Battery Rd
Rios Natividad 1321 Shreiner Rd
Rivas Castellon Julio R 1714 Swarr Run Rd Aptj−102
Roberts Elizabeth 142 Tanglewood Ln
Rodriguez Dominick 2224 Coventry Rd
Rogers Thea M 275 Butler Ave
Roman William A 135 Colonial Crest Dr
Rosenthal James E Mc Caskey High School Roservoir St
Ross Jeffrey L, Diane L 1270 Barclay Dr
Rowles Christopher J 965 Pinetree Way
Rubin Cindy L 904 Forest Rd
Rubio Noe Luperon 1577 Fruitville Pike
Rudy Justin D 620 Hedgerow Ln
Ruhl Brandi 401 Eden Rd W4
Russell David L 707 Oxford Rd
Ruszczyk Wieslaw 73 Knollwood Dr
S U G O 2110 Harrisburg Pike Ste 1
Sanderson Luke Parkhurst 17b B Tr Dr
Sayed Elwaleed I 1521 Robert Rd
Schneck Janice 2613 Pinewood Rd
Schrock Jeanie K, 80 Valy Rd
Schwab Catherine 833 Pleasure Rd Apt E22
Schwartz Ronald 1984 New Holland Pike
Schwert Zachary 264 Colonial Crest Dr
Serano Jose C 67 Keller Ave 3
Sheaffer Office Products Inc 1766 Oregon Pike
Shenk Nancy L 1653 Lititz Pike 224
Shepherd Amy 422 Revere Rd
Shepley Myra G 2218 Coventry Rd
Sisco Jeffrey L 2044 Thoroughbred Ln
Slater Kelly 315 Meetinghouse Ln
Smith Barney 205 Granite Run Dr Ste 240
Smoogen Kathleen M 2829 Lititz Pike Rm 430
Soriano Caroline A 3331 Nolt Rd
Soulard Estelle 901 Eden Rd
State Farm 930 Red Rose Ct
Stauffer Dorothy M 1307 Rose Ave
Stauffer Sarah 803 Country Place Dr
Steamer Alexandra L 331 Longmeadow Rd
Steffy Richard S 347 Valybrook Dr
Stermer Tammy J 331 Longmeadow Rd
Stoltzfoos Anna 2300 Hobson Rd
Stoudt Kathryn G 2001 Harrisburg Pike Apt 337
Strawbridge Brian R 433 Parkwynne Rd
Sun Bae Chom 1034 Homeland Dr
Superior Paint Collision 874 Gail Pl
Swartz John 1817 Colonial Village Ln
The Balliol Corp 24a E Roseville Rd
Thomas Arthur 590 Candlewyck Rd
Tolley Robert 1165 Oakmont Dr
Torres Diomarie 74 Roosevelt Blvd Apt 108
Tran Charles T, Julie T 1213 Empire Cir
Tran Thuy T 1629 Brookhaven Dr
Travel Nurse Source 600 Eden Rd Ste F
Trc Electric LLC 518 Running Pump Rd
Troop Ashley E 322 Parklawn Ct
Vallat Anthony 349 Meetinghouse Ln
Vallery Annelisa 143 Colonial Crest Dr
Vasile Pietro 2511 Lititz Pike Apt J
Vasquez Nydia 36 Knollwood Dr
Victory Settlement Services LLC 204 Butler Ave Ste 104
Wagner Julia I 2138 Oredille Rd
Walden Kristin, Joseph 115 Canterbury Turn
Walker Janet E 2901 Continental Dr
Walter Robert J, Linda F 1425 Banner Dr
Washick Robert A Jr 968 Ctr Ave
Watson Helen B Leaman Pl
Weaver Helen M 600 E Roseville Rd Apt 2224
Web Xtreme Inc 1830 Colonial Village Ln
Weichel Robert W 1440 Glen Moore Cir
Weitzel Joseph III 20 N Mulberry St
Welk Robert N 602 River Dr
Wengerd James 1935 Fruitville Pk 323
Westerhoff Donald J 1066 Chapel Forge Dr
Westfield Motor Inn 2929 Hempland Rd
Whitcraft Harry B 101 N Pointe Blvd
Whiteside Josh 458 Philmont Dr
Whiting Maurice, Irene 2181 Kolb Dr
Wissler Bridgett 1822 Sturbridge Dr
Wissler Bridgett, Kaitlyn 1922 Sturbridge Dr
Wissler Bridgette, Janice 2041 Lititz Pike
Wissler Kaitlyn, Janice 2041 Lititz Pike
Witwer William, Junnie 900 E King St
Wodarcyk Kevin T 3331 Nolt Rd
Wolcott Lydia 16d Tr Dr
Wood Dolores M 6 Geist Rd
Woosnam Douglas E 226 Winding Hill Rd
World Gourmet Acquisition LLC, Sensible Snacks
2870 Yellow Goose Rd
Yoeun Kim 1005 Steeplechase Dr
Zhao Tianxin 318 Strington Way
Zip Code Guy 1830 Colonial Village Ln
Lancaster Pa 17602
A Plus Employment Agency 1929 Lincoln Hwy E
Abbasikammasai Houshang 1906 Old Philadelphia Pike
Ackerman John 549 N Plum St
Acosta Soledad M, lexis 1 L Foal Ct
Adem Nasser B 233 Greenland Dr
Adkins Michelle 1404 Mentzer Rd
Agster Thomas R 1812 Old Farm Ln
Alan Keim 2297a Hobson Rd
Albright Charles L 58 Tennyson Dr
Alexander Richard A 410 Coreopsis Dr
Alvarez Luis E 1236 Lititz Pike
Amatos Performance Group LLC 2213 Lincoln Hwy E
Ameribanq Mortgage Group, Hartman Underhill & Brubak
221 E Chestnut St
Anderson Richard C 724 Hamilton St
Andreoli Alina L 43 Willow Valy Dr
Anthony Deborah 518 E King St Apt 1f
Apgar Susan 2 Lamppost Ln
Arenas Iregies M 715 S Ln St
Armstrong Arlene S 900 E King St
Aronson Carl K 305 E Frederick St
Asencio Felicia 116 Locust St
Asencio Georgia D 831 Freemont St Apt 14
Axtell Stewart T 26 River Bend Park
Ayala Marilyn 535 Dauphin St
Aybar Bolivar, Marta 40 Gdn Ct Apt 3
Bailey Harry Jr 2204 Old Philadelphia Pike
Bailey James H 675 Willow Valy Sq
Baker Curtis L 1743 Wheatland School Rd
Bamh Hai 815 E Madison St
Barnes Charles, Susana 416 Howard Ave
Barnes Kim M 417 Mount Sidney Rd
Baum James W 275 Tenyson Dr
Bednarek Virginia H, Pawel J 10 Meadowview Ave
Beecher Evelyn 125 City Mill Rd
Bello Cornier Betsy 21 3 Gdn Ct
Benjamin Clint 721 E Fulton St
Bents Enterprise Ll Joseph Bent 14 B S Duke St 2
Berkey Charles L 444 E King St Apt 4
Bertha F Mcdonnell RR 1
Beverly Manor of Lancaster 425 N Duke St
Beyond Colors Painting Wallcovering LLC Eli Betanct
48 Harvest Rd Unit 5
Binkley David 114 E Lemon St Apt 603
Biswa Padam B 324 N Lime St Apt 1
Blankenbiller Fern M 1687 Lincoln Hwy E
Bleacher Charles W 539 S Lime St
Bleacher Doris 340 College
Bonawitz Patricia A 724 Hamilton St
Booth Dorothy 826 N Lime St
Booth Dorothy 9 Gdn Ct Apt 6
Borten Ian M 100 Cindy Ln
Bosso Bonnie 644 E Chestnut St
Bowers Frank 314 S Christian St
Boyd Helen M 537 N Lime St Apt 1
Bradford James E 110 N Duke St 403
Bradford Rodney 331 Coreopsis Dr
Branch Dionna 518 S Lime St
Brogan Deborah A 29 E Lemon St
Brown Elva M 1300 E King St
Brown Michelle 50 Gibney Rd
Brown Veryle 900 E King St
Buckwalter Bobbie 26 Lime St
Buckwalter Const Inc 2025 Singletree Ln
Buthdy Noy 344 Ice Ave
Butler Allen 621 N Poplar
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Butler Eula M 409 Chester St
Cable Associates Inc 1131 S Duke St
Cai Chuanlin 124 Hitching Post Ln
Calvo Rafael A 345 N Marshall St
Casper Christopher S 1230 Bentley Ridge Blvd
Chauvin Cintra Jorge L 462 Juniata St
Chen Xue Jin 1725 Wheatland School Rd
Cherry Joshua 225 E Grant St
Chery Danielle, Anita 316 S Duke St
Choen Khao 893 Horning Rd
Citimortgage Inc 120 N Reservoir St
Citizen Auto Finance 457 Garland Cir
Citizens Bank 2204 Old Philadelphia Pike
Clark Sandra D 246 E King
Clement Lois M 522 E Bass St
Clymer Musser Brown 91 Cedar Acres Dr
Collins Amy L 1924 Willow St Pike
Colloymore Delano 18 N Plum St
Colon Angel 457 Garland Cir
Colon Pedro A 234 W Mifflin St
Commonwealth Land Title 29 E King St
Conestoga Tours 825 E Chestnut St
Conlon Mark 537 E Fulton St 2
Conrad Pc 91 Cedar Acres Dr
Cooper Stephen A 15 E Lemon St
Cordero Loriam L Loriam L 313 E King St Apt 4
Corredor Jose H 414 John St
Costa Rose 808 E Marion St
Cox Joel 518 Dauphin St
Coyotecatl Gerardo 114 S Ann St Apt 2
Cramer Patricia, Conestaga Vio900 East
Crater Penny L 725 N Duke St Apt 1
Cuartas Libia 20 E Farnum St
Cupeles Carmen Z 502 Tr Rd
Custom Prescriptions of Lanc 902 N Duke St
Darwish Nashwa 34 S Lime St
Daugherty George E, Dorothy M 325 S Marshall St
Davila Luz 156 Landis Dr
Davis Henry 34 E James St
Davis Robert B 629 N Queen St
Davis Robert Ellis 400 Willow Valy Sq Ga 20
Dawkins Lawyer 465 Atlantic Ave
Decalvo Virgen F 345 N Marshall St
Dejesus Latoya 102 N Brd St
Dela Cruz Elvira 725 New Holland Ave
Demanche Donald A 126 Lotus Cir
Demascolo Gregory M 122 Lehman Ave
Dennison Marion M 518 Dauphin St
Desilva Audrey 246 E King
Diceley Richard 120 Gdn City Dr
Dietrich Joyce M 235 Sepore Dr
Diffenbauch F 521 Church St
Diller Betty L 20 Hardy Ct
Dinh Tong S 212 Foal Ct
Dinh Tuyen Thi 753 N Franklin St
Dipaoll Dino E 1236 Northville Pike
Dipaolo Dino 340 E Clay St
Dohner Clayton H 315 Church St
Dragustine Emily 369 Coreopsis Dr
Drukenbrod Yvonne M Est 639 E Frederick St
Duke St Auto Sales 841 N Prince St
Duong Oanh T 43 City Mill Rd
Dutch Wonderland 2249 Lincoln Hwy East
East 24 Network Comm 167 E King St
Ebersole Joe O 181 Lepore Dr
Edgar R Barnes Jr Iolta 650 Willow Valy Sq
Edwards Richard 4 Gary Dr
Eisenberger William, Elma 833 E Marion St
Elbert Anne B 1721 Rockvale Rd
Ellis Craig W Jr 920 Bentley Ridge Blvd
Ervolino Kathleen M 175 S Eastland Dr
Eshelman Renee 565 S Christian St
Eshleman Jennifer L 20 Echo Valy Ln Apt 3
Espinosa Joel Jr 537 Hamilton St
Evanisko Don F 207 E King St Rear
Family Dollar Store 923 S Duke St
Faulkner Body Shop 1350 Loop Rd
Fellenbaum Estella RT 1 Willow St
Fetter Mamie D Est, Lemon B 122 E Ross St
Field Carolyn J 261 New Holland Ave
Figueroa Rogelio 519 Locust St
Fisher Paul N 228 E New St
Fitez Maurice 125 City Mill Rd
Flores David 320 E King St Apt 5
Flores Gerardo 446 S Shippen St Apt 2
Fogle Brenda 14 Crest Ave
Ford Christina 635 Willow Valy Sq Apt H508
Ford Duriel A 503 Locust St
Foster Keith, Mia 17 E Ross St
Fritz J M 222 S Ann St
Fry Stephen 110 Little Hl
Fuentes Luis 633 Rockland St
Galebach Sandra 1409 Clark St
Gallagher D 235 E New St
Gammache Donald 315 E Fulton St
Ganong Kevin B 2489 Old Philadelphia Pike
Garveys Pharmacy 716 N Franklin St
Garvin Charles, Lois 114 E Lemon St
Gashi Qamil 603 N Lime St
Gebraad Gregory J 14 Foal Ct
Gee Ralph C 237 E King St Apt 0
Geiger Sandra L 1863 Lincoln Hwy East
Gentry Billie 563 S Lime St
Giancola Richard A III 105 E Lemon St Apt 3
Gingrich Doris L 1960 Karen Cir
Glick John M 50 Highland Dr
Glomb John 614 N Shippen St
Godwin Eric J 563 S Christian St
Gonzalez Cesar 328 Stevens Ave
Gonzalez Felix 116 Dauphin St
Goodrow Catherine T 50 S Franklin St
Gopalan Atul N 212 Bentley Ridge Blvd
Graeter Nancy 73 Cedar Acres Dr
Granger Allan E, Mark D 339 N Duke St
Green Timothy A 143 Sage Dr
Greiner Billiejo 709 S Franklin St
Greiner Penny 534 N Plum St Apt 4
Groff Ella M 515 Church St
Groff Laura 153 Foal Ct
Gutierrez Diana M 1236 Lititz Pike
Habecker Lois A Oak Leaf Manor 53 N Duke St
Hacker John E 532 Woodward St
Hain Staci L 44 Oxford Village
Haines Calvin 211 Willow Valy Sq D207
Haleman Eleanor, Paul E 131 N Shippen St
Haleman Eleanor V, Paul E 206 E Fulton St
Harmonganong Jammie K 2489 Old Philadelphia Pike
Harnish Katrina J, Jacob A 214 Randall Ct
Harris Shenitta Y 409 E Strawberry St
Harsh Shirley A 425 N Duke St Room 213
Hartman David C 746 N Franklin St
Hatton Bernice P Est 250 E Ross St
Heim Elizabeth D 35 N Lime St
Henry Barbara 921 Lampeter Rd
Henry Nichole L 1924 Willow St Pike
Henry Troyon 614 N Jefferson St
Hensyl Ethel R, John H 711 Lampeter Rd
Hernandez Edwin D 137 Church St
Herner Christopher 2155 Old Philadelphia Pk
Herr Barbara J 526 N Duke St
Herr Jevon M, Jonel M, Jill M, Jan W 33 Acorn Blvd
Hersh James M 329 E Walnut St
Hershey Henry R 111 S Green St
Hess Adam 322 E King St
Hess Lauren 4 Cranberry Cir
Highland Capital Corp 29 E King St
Hildebrand Claude 420 N Christian St
Hodgson Dorothy May, John M 640 Willow Valy Sq Apt I410
Hogan Edna 636 E Madison St
Holmes Jerry 33 E Farnum St Apt 304
Holpp Gunther C Est 645 Willow Vlly Sqr Apt J 40
Horne Laurent N 900 Sheaffer Rd
Houser Andrew R 227 N Duke St 2nd Fl Rear
Huber Mark 834 N Reservoir St
Hughes Bonita M 7 Stratford Village
Hull Mary C 434 Reynolds Ave
Hull Marykirk 1716 Windy Hill Rd
Hyson Michelle 138 E Chestnut St Apt 6
Irizarry Ortiz Heriberto 39 Gdn Ct Apt 6
Irvin Earl E 115 Spring St
Izzo Anthony A, Anthony 411 Greenland Dr
J And V Grocery Jose Vallejo 520 S Lime St
Jackson Tyrone A 518 E King St Apt 1f
Jacobs Romaine M 2436 Douglas Dr
Jamieson W Keith 72 Lamppost Ln
Jeffrey John W 1002 Grofftown Rd
Johnson Dale E, Anna M 101 Chester St
Johnson La Vina D 515 East End Ave
Johnson Sonya D, Jaime A 17 Whitefield Ln
Jokan Otani 121 E Ross St
Jones Carroll 135 E Clay St
Jung Kim G 37 Trading Post Ln
Kahler Mary E 921 E Orange St
Kauffman Lucas 418 E Orange St
Kauffman Myrtle E RR 1
Kauffman Paul E Jr 186 Foal Ct
Keen Alma 523 S Marion St
Keene Christine 719 E End Ave
Keller Patrici, Melvin Newcomer Exe 339 N Duke St
Keperling Jonathan A 746 N Franklin St
Khaliq Latif A, Natasha 744 S Lime St
Kim Sung Ho 2176 Lincoln Hwy E
Kimmel Scott 137 Huntingwood Dr
King Christian 29 Pleasant St
King Stephanie R 1700 Bridge Rd
King Taboris Lejuan 212 E Lemon St Apt 2
Kinsey Jessica 102 N Plum St
Koch Natalie A 106 Musser Ave
Koh Natalie A 106 Musser Ave
Kohswingford Joshua F 106 Musser Ave
Kraft Anna E 133 Crestmont Ave
Kreider Rhoda 6 Greenfield Rd
Kuban Pauline 900 E King St
Kuehne Jack 1103 Ranck Mill Rd
Kuhl James R 528 Pershiag Ave Fl 1
Kyle Victoria 458 Mount Sidney Rd
Labeck Louis J 121 Church St
Lagster Jennifer 1812 Old Farm Ln
Lancaster Auto Detailers 1650 Lincoln Hwy E
Lancaster Sch of Cosmetology 50 Ranck Ave
Lancaster Toyota 437 Greenland Dr
Lanco Therapy Asso 408 English Rose Ct
Landis Grace R 1037 E King St
Latin Power Productions LLC 1236 Lititz Pike
Lawson Terry 332 Hand Ave
Lee Arthur E 326 Ice Ave
Lewis Alvin 136 E Vine St
Linetty Joseph F 2109 Hobson Rd
Lionardo Elsa O 808 E Marion St
Little Ceasers 798 D New Holland Pike
Lombardo Marianna 208 Locust St
Lontz E Naomi 64 Cedar Acres Dr
Lopez Antonio 511 E Chestnut St 2
Lopez Carlos A 921 N Lime St
Lopez Rosa 37 E Frederick St
Lowery Alice 900 E King St
Ltm Collision Inc 508 Tr Rd
Lucena David 567 S Lime St
Lugo Lourdes 865 S Duke St
Machtinger Szoel 1404 Mentzer Rd
Mackenzie Smith 342 N Duke St Apt 3
Malervy James J II 480 New Holland Ave 6330
Marguerite G R 211 Willow Valy Sq Apt C111
Martin Catherine 110 N Lime St 41
Martin Idris B 400 Dohner Dr
Martin Jonathan D 819 E Orange St
Martin Norma L 110 Clover Hieghts Rd
Martinez Christopher 18 E Ross St
Martinez Efrain 38 E Frederick St
Martinez Luz M 603 1/2 S Lime St Apt 1
Martinez Wilson 617 Emerald Dr
Masten Ralph A Jr 19 Pleasant Dr Rd 4
Mathis Jeffery 678 Columbia Ave 2
Mattaliano Dennis Turner, Pauline 102 Lanpeter Rd
Mattern Zelvetta H 256 N Marshall St
Mattey Emmanuel 303 E King St Apt 3
Maurer Charles 144 N Brd St
Mazer Alice V, Edward 13 N Brd St
Mcfalls Keith 409 E Ross St
Mcfarlin Scott 519a Reynolds Ave
Mckinstry Bertha K 530 E King St
Mcqueen Dorothy J 650 Willow Valy Sq Apt K412
Mearig Doris K 51 Oak Ln
Meas Sokkhun 344 N Franklin St
Medina Sonia N 303 E King St Apt 3
Melendez Rafael Jr 905 N Duke St
Mendez Jose Antonio 515 E Strawberry
Millan Omayre 204 S Ann St 3fl
Miller Paul E 3001 Lititz Pk
Miller Robert A 129 E Orange St Ste 1
Millner Marian B 639 E Fulton St
Miranda Gonzalez Migdalia 20 S Prince Apt 1
Monaghan Mildred E 28 E Chestnut St
Mongeau Edward T 451 S Prince St
Montalvo Carlos 14 N Plum St
Montalvo Carlos 517 Dauphin St
Montanez Cindy 702 Rockland St Apt 6
Montanez Sheree 334 Hand Ave
Montas Diosmar 42 Gdn Ct
Montosa Gerardo, Melba 19 Pleasant Dr
Moore Kevin 802 N Shippen St
Morales Angelo 440 E Grant St Apt 1i
Morales Anita 734 S Franklin St
Morales Giovanni 727 E End Ave
Morales Ramos N 25 Dauphin St
Morehead Heather L 157 E New St
Morris A J 400 Willow Valy Sq Ga 408
Mummau Michele L, David R 1929 Lincoln Hwy E Ste 1
Muniz Eric 213 E King St
Myers Esther 340 College
Nahalka Michael 734 N Marshall St
Nauman Jonathan D 2100 Millstream Rd
Navalkowsky Michael J 625 N Shippen St
Negron Grace 325 S Brd St
Nein Shane D 624 Lake St
Nelson Kareen 252 E Frederick St Apt 1
Ngo Manh 3270 Lincoln Hwy East
Nguyen Luu Binh 610 E King St
Nugent Charles J 944 Shaeffer Rd
Old Guard Fuels 802 N Duke St
Ortiz Maximo 463 E Strawberry St
Ortiz Yescenia 324 E King St
Ortman Richard 1519 Lincoln Hwy East Apt 1
Osbourne Stacie 55 Cambridge Vlg
Ostermeier K 159 Jimanna Rd
Outdoor Oasis Furn 1874 E Lincoln Hwy
Oxenberg Larry 326 N Duke St
Packngocruise 628 Miffin St
Pagan Angel 863 S Lime St
Parks Robert 740 N Duke St Apt 4 J
Peck Dane M 2365 Stumptown Rd
Peiffer Harold S, Martha V Willow Valy Glen Apt 517
Penn Orthopedics 554 N Duke St Ste 200 Robert S Mathews
Perez Alex 110 Stevens Ave
Perkins Barbara A 1327 S Duke St
Pham Ut 912 East Chestnut St
Phelan Pauline J 137 City Mill Rd
Pickel Emily L, Sarah 113 Washington Ave
Pipitone Felice 2165 Old Philadelphia Pike Apt 29
Plank Hallie R 631 New Holland Ave
Plaza Vera L 519 Chester St
Poff Sharon A 303 N Reservoir St
Porter Tiffany N 1834 Fritz Ln
Principe Rosemarie 446 N Duke St Rear 3
Radosavich Roy 906 Bentley Ridge Blvd
Rafai Yasser 34 South Lime St
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Rai Guman 431 S Kristen St
Rambler Jennifer 13 Hidden Green
Ravegum Cassandra L 437 Greenland Dr
Rebert Diana J T 744 Hamilton St
Rebert Mark 744 Hamilton St
Reed Matthew E 10 Eagle Dr
Reed Patricia 110 N Lime St
Reid Mary E 809 N Duke St
Reiff James N 23 Middle Grn
Reilly E Est, Reilly Elizabeth C 1953 Willlow St Pike
Ressler Shannon M 325 Coreopsis Dr
Richards Paul 1613 Magnolia Dr
Richmond Franklin B III, Franklin B Jr 900 E King St
Rife Janine F 217 E Liberty St
Rineer Florence I, Mitchell 245 Willow Valy Dr
Rineer Jennifer F 526 E Chestnut St
Rinier Joseph A 316 Clover Ave
Rivera Jaqueline 558 Reynolds Ave
Rivera Marcola 33 E Farnum St
Roach Brian 30 East
Robles Valentin Emilio 611 E Chestnut St
Rodriguez Antonio Lopez 440 E Grant St Apt G4
Rodriguez Arelis, Migdalia Rodriguez 352 S Reservoir St
Rodriguez Carmen 724 S Plum St
Rodriguez Jose A 420 E Orange St
Rodriguez Juanita J, Ramon 9 Howard Ave
Rodriguez Peter E 363 S Brd St
Rohrer Pauline E 30 Cottage Ave
Rosario Jonathan 420 E Orange St
Rubright Donald 648 E Madison St
Ruby Carol L 26 Lime St
Ruch Marjorie G Willow Valy Manor A103 211 Willow
Valy Sq
Ruiz Fernando 561 Rockland St
Ruth Charles H 602 Harrison St
Rutherford Eric D 12 E James St Apt 2
Sanatana Rafael 337 S Ann St
Sanchez Ines 27 Gdn Ct Apt 5
Santiagocruz Miguel 827 S Duke St
Sanz Jose 24 North Marshall St
Savedra Tersea 544 S Duke St
Schell Tom 942 Pleasure Rd
Scheuing Keith C 7 Stratford Village
Schreiber Josh 480 New Holland Ave
Seely Loraine 801 N Duke St
Selfon Mervin 27 Black Oak Dr
Sepulveda Alicia 697 New Holland Ave
Shaffer Edgar H Jr 128 N Lime St
Shand James Jr 114 E King St
Shaw Margaret D 400 Willow Valy Sq Apt Ga403
Sheaffer Susan R 314 S Christian St
Sheffer Hettie RR 1
Shell Wille 219 S Marshall St
Shenk Nancy L 904 Grofftown Rd
Shenk Philip 636 E Madison St
Sherwood Laura, Paul 650 Willow Valy Sq K306
Shiffer Patricia 221 N Marshall St
Shinton John E, Gary L 426 E King St
Short Richard 36 N Lime St Apt B
Showalter Shirley A 100 Westmore Way
Shuler J Barry 1613 Buttercup Rd
Simonds Franklin S 6d Foal Ct
Smith Dorothy J 212 1/2 N Shippen St
Smith George 1011 N Duke St
Smith Robert T 113 Lepore Dr
Smith Robin Washabaugh 15 Ridgefield Dr
Smith Rose C RR 7
Smith Shannon 563 N Plum St
Smith Virginia M 238 E Marion St
Smucker Andrew D 2008 Horshoe Rd
Smucker Jonathan M 245 S Ann St
Song Jun 124 Hitching Post Ln
Song Suntian 11 Red Leaf Ln
Soto Rivera Osvaldo 503 Green St
Speros Carrie J 2b Greenfield Rd
Square One Coffee 145 N Duke St
Stapler Dorothy 316 E Liberty St
Steele Michael D 750 E King St
Steinert Elliott J 422 Hamilton St
Stetler Keith, Doris 117 Conestoga Blvd
Stipe Eric 1 Upper Grn
Stofflet Anna T 220 N Ann St
Stouffer Diana L 648 Hamilton St
Strother Marva 91 Cedar Acres Dr
Stumpf John P 1424 Bentley Ridge Blvd
Subedi Bishnu K 18 Chester St
Sullivan Mary 480 New Holland Ave 6330
Sweigart Lisa 1014 N Lime St
Swineford Justin Ti Koh 106 Musser Ave
Swinehart John H 140 E Chestnut St
Talton Carl A 120 N Reservoir St
Tate Brian J 23 Conestoga Woods Rd
Taylor Sally 133 N Shippen St
Technology Cable Con 336 N Marshall St Rear A
Thompson Benjamin W 628 New Holland Ave
Thompson Charles E 417 S Christian St
Thompson Deborah A 1687 Lincoln Hwy E
Thompson Doris 731 Rockland St
Thurston Sarah 421 Greenland Dr
Tiru William A Jr 634 S Lime St
Tofilon Thomas T 257 Greenland Dr
Tomlinson Charles C 215 E Clay St
Torres Armando 322 Holly Ln
Torres Juana 508 Tr Rd
Torres Rosa Lopez 440 E Grant St Apt G4
Toyota Motor Credit Corp 827 S Duke St
Troy Mary E 34 S Ann St
Turner Caroline 507 Rockland St
Tyson Scott 1832 Krystle Dr
Valentin America 605 N Franklin St
Van Gorden Lori 458 Mount Sidney Rd
Vasquez Jose 345 E Ross St
Velazquez Evelyn 525 Howard Ave
Velez Jose A 755 S Marshall St
Veronis George 355 Liberty St E Fl 3
Vetter Dawn M 517 Greenland Dr
Vidal Joel A 428 Daisy Ln
Wagner Laurie 638 Beaver St
Wagner Michael T 508 Woodcrest Dr
Walker Betty E, James 250 Lepore Dr
Wallace Susan 638 Beaver St
Walter Sandra 615 N Shippen St
Ward Robert Sterling 1419 Lampeter Rd
Warren Sara C 152 Lepore Dr
Washinger Patricia, Stan 471 E King
Washinger William, Stan 471 East King
Waters Blanche C, Peter R 431 S Christian St
Webb Bryant, Thomas, Judy 346 E New St
Weber Donald 265 Longfellow Dr
Wertz Gabriel H 435 New Holland Ave
Wertz Jane M 503 E Chestnut St
Westman Barbara A, William 322 E Chestnut St
White Ida 520 New Dauphin St
White Swan Auto Rental 1023 Ranck Mill Rd
Wiegand Sandra J 1864 Lincoln Hwy E
Williams Dorothy 326 Ice Ave
Williams Helen J 31 E Lemon St Apt 1
Willow Valley Retirementcommunities 675 Willow Valy Sq
Winder Ralph E 615 Almanac Ave
Wise Minerva M 10 Michele Lynn Dr
Witmer John R Jr 1711 Lincoln Hwy East
Wongs Restaurant 798 E New Holland Pk
Wu Yan Ying 960 E Orange St
Yang Shuang 11 Red Leaf Ln
Yarnell Security Systems 131 Elmwood Rd
Yoeun Keanglong 344 N Franklin St
Yost Jedediah T 763 N Reservoir St
Young Henrietta 740 N Duke St Apt 4 J
Young Patrick T 123 Christian St
Zaheri Shahnaz 1906 Old Philadelphia Pike
Zamor Hydler 48 Harvest Rd Apt 8
Zelek John J, Mary A 120 E Chestnut St
Zinner Aaron 231 E Clay St
Zuch Richard 526 Greenland Dr
Lancaster Pa 17603
A Plus Store King & Mulberry St
Access Financial Mng 202 James St W 2 Fl
Accu Tool & Machine Shop 712 B Lafayette St
Ackerman Steven 130 Manheim Ave
Ackerson Alice A 1703 Marietta Ave Apt 2n
Ackerson Alice H 1703 Marietta Ave Apt 2n
Ae Heng 1047 St Joseph St
Aibara Jehangir Homi 435 Nevin St
Alexander Samuel IV 309 Coral St
Alleman Mareda C 28 Penn Sq
Allen Sandra J 188 Stevens St Rear
Als Associates 260 Ctrville Rd
Alston Timothy 1615 Judie Ln Apt F10
Alvarado Franklin 672 Union St
Amedisys Pennsylvania LLC 250 College Ave
Anders Peter J 1748 Colnial Mnr Dr
Anderson Richard E 836 Buchanan Ave
Ansari Rizwaan M 733 Hershey Ave
Aponte Teah M 427 Waterford Ct
Archuleta Marilyn J 436 W Lemon St Apt 1
Arenas Jose R 27 Travelo Dr
Arlene Dietrich & Audrey Doerr & Martin G Young A
3223 Columbia Ave
Arocho Leslie M 26 Hager St Jessica Flores
Arocho Leslie N 26 Hager St Jessica Flores
Aryal Rajesh 468 Manor St
Astfalk Helen 1800 Village Cir
Aukamp Jerry J 1910 Millersville Park
Ayala Cecilio 641 S Queen St
Ayala Joel 1716 Swarr Run Rd
Bachman Donald L 315 N Prince St Apt 502
Bachstadt Jill 853 S Pearl St
Bailey Lyn R 1900 Wilderness Rd
Baisch Nichole 1242 Fremont St
Bajgain Yug 1117 Sterling Pl
Barley Doris 519 W Orange St
Bateman Ruby C 20 S West End Ave
Baumer Paula Wachovia Trust PO Box 3226−Pa6906
Beacham James W 54 Donerville Rd
Bealler George, Betty 522 S Queen St
Beiler Samuel 1122 Columbia Ave
Beltz Linwood P 304 Pheasant Ridge Cir
Berger Muriel B Neighborhood Svcs Cindy Klinger
134 S Prince St
Berkheimer Tamera C 131 College Ave Rear
Bhattarai Tara B 811 N Queen St
Billett Debra L 564 Manor St Apt 1
Bireley Richard 15 Greenbriar Cir
Bisking Ronald 547 W Vine St
Blevims Clayton 27 Bausman Dr
Blodgett Amy 143 Old Dorwart St
Blumenstock Kendig L, P J, C F 1380 Elm Ave Apt 24
Boerner Mary Jane 449 N Water St
Bonifacio Gladys 338 Fairview Ave
Bonilla Annabell 1640 Judie Ln Apt K7
Bonilla Colon Brenda Enid 637 E Marion St
Bowers James Jr 609 High St
Bowers Shakita 347 N Mulberry St Apt 1
Brabson Janet E 31 S W End Ave
Bratteson Bonnie 1234 Elm Ave
Brells John R 102 Longwood Ct E
Breneman Thomas A 853 S Prince St
Brennan Frederick W 607 W Chestnut St
Brill Gertrude 623 Hilton Dr
Brinson Robert 917 Columbia Aveste 411
Brodman Michael 668 1/2 Columbia Ave
Brown Dennis L 555 W Orange St
Brown Elisa E 40 E Filbert St
Brown Heather Anne 52 Springnouse Rd
Brown Jackie 1615 Judie Ln Apt F6
Brown Jeff 1166 Elm Ave Allison Brown
Burcher Nicholas S 538 N Mary St
Burger James P Est 545 W Vine St
Bushwhackers, Cheryl Campbell 221 C Rohrerstown Rd
Butzer Ryan M 841 Ocean Ave
Byrnes Mary M 323 Pearl St
Cagwin Todd D 314 W James St
Cajuste Marie, Romy 517 Big Bend Rd
Cajuste Romy 517 Big Bend Rd
Campanelli Grace 506 W James St
Candelario John 552 S Prince St
Carlos Leon 824 Garnet Ave
Carlson Tara 101 Fieldgate Ct
Carney Richard, Mary 204 Conestoga St
Case George W 315 N Queen St
Chapman Ford of Lancaster 71 Pilgrim Dr
Chapman Ford of Lancaster Arrister E Taltoan III
660 High St
Cheston Lillian R, Carl L 610 Woodbine Blvd
Chiodo Laura E 1213 Union St
Chiromeras Dianna 24 W Orange St Apt 1
Cioloca Cornelia 720 Manor St
Clay Amos 856 Majory Tr
Clearly Business Inc 333 N Arch St
Coco Andrew S 1022 Marietta Ave
Coldwell Banker Home Loans 111 Ctrville Rd
Colon Carmen M, Elias 118 Jackson St Fl 1
Colon Lynette 443 W Frederick St
Colter Johnnie L, Willie M 420 Euclid Ave Apt E
Comp Molly G 440 Nevin St
Concepcion Sujeiry A 927 Union St
Conestoga Country Club 1950 Stone Mill Rd
Cook Denis R, Linda S 1632 Manor Blvd
Cook O D 1414 Ridge Rd
Cook Olive D 1414 Ridge Rd
Coolidge William, John 135 Nevin St
Corso Amit 21 Cold Stream Dr
Cory Grimm 129 Atkins Ave
Craig Kathryn E 407 W Vine St
Craig Lisa 540 W Vine St
Crisostomo Marino A 705 Manor St
Crumpton Family Bbq Rosetta 30 W James St
Cruz Dixon Celia A 921 Fremont St
Ctm Auto 130 Manheim Ave
Cuff Danitsha 252 N Arch St
Czapla Steven 632 N Pine St
D Design Stone & Brick 412 Poplar St
Daley Nancy A C2 220 N President
Dalli Daniella M 533 Prospect St
Danaher Michelle 103 Rembrandt Dr
Danaher Michelle Anne 103 Rembrandt Dr
Danz Mary 134 S Prince St
Danz Mary Est 52 Oak Ridge Dr
Dart Robert 1917 Wabank Rd
Davis Timothy 851 Fourth St
Dawkins Wanda D 13 Hager St
Deakin Emily, Rufus 233 N Charlotte St
Dean Maritza 732 Hershey Ave
Delong Christopher 40 Baron Dr
Denlinger Eleanor 233 N Pine St
Denlinger Robert L Est 123 Nevin St
Dennison Brenda 422 W Orange St Apt B
Diaz Jose Jr 624 S Queen St Apt 3
Diazbatueca Reina E 845 Highland Ave
Diehl Nancy B, Ralph 1259 Elm Ave
Dietrich Timothy P 748 1/2 Marietta Ave
Dion Sainabou Garow 833 Hilton Dr
Dirk Gertrude M 38 S Water
Dixon Madelyn A 1109 Wabank Rd Apt A202
Do Kim X 143 Rohrerstown Rd Regency Sq
Dobroski Mildred 118 W Strawberry St
Dombach Richard, Anna M 824 High St
Donnelly Brian J 432 State St
Dorwart Noel S, Ione L 2117 Kestrel Ct
Draude Tim 415 Poplar St
Drennen Mary C 1004 Maple Ave
Duba Frank E 540 W James St Apt 5
Dutch Valley Auto Works 3331 Columbia Ave
Dutch Valley Auto Works Victor Jenks 36 Travelo Dr
Dymond Dana N 118 Greenbriar Cir
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Eastern Alliance Ins 25 Race Ave
Edna C Armstrong Trust Blakingerbyler & Thomas
28 Penn Sq
Edwards Eddie 448 Manor St
Elliot James C 128 Coral St
Enders Beth M 26 Birch Ct
Erdmann Margaret 1421 Marietta Ave
Espanol Meliton 234 W Jays St
Estate of Lillie Cooper 1941 Benmar Dr
Evans Florence D 335 N Prince St Apt 214
Evans Stafford N 602 High St
Exxon Car Wash Jeff Shaeffer 2171 Columbia Ave
Fager John A, Mary P 1131 Richmond Rd
Faulkner Body Shop 128 Coral St
Felsinger Adam E Jr 2722 Felsinger Dr
Figueroa Mauras Jonathan 651 Lake St
Fink Oscar E Jr 50 W Strawberry St
Flanagan Kerry C 104 S President Ave
Flynn Pearl E 335 N Prince St Apt 106
Fratherstone Idris 564 S Duke St
Frey Shane A 1267 Earl Ave
Frias Geovanny P 250 W King St
Friel Joseph V 20 Eastman Ave
Fritz Timothy L II 318 W Orange St
Fryberger Ronald E, Susanna RR 6
Fuller Kathleen M 809 Columbia Ave Apt 3
Gage Emily 2717a Columbia Ave
Galarza Bonilla Jose A 41 S Water St Apt 1
Gallagher Construction 202 W James St
Galloway Lyle J 350 W Orange St
Garber Jessica 1339 Calvert Ln
Garcia Eddie 1022 Sterling Place
Garcia Hommel Carmen M 132 N Mulberry St
Gariciamolina Eibrahin E 230 Jackson St
Garlin Joanne 855 S Pearl St
Geist Myrtle S 1800 Village Cir
Glasse Jo−Ann 141 N Pine St
Glatfelter Timothy R 1285 Wheatland Ave
Goldbach James 2929 Dell Ln
Gomez Guillarmo 206 Jackson St
Gonzales Michelle 142 Coral St
Gonzalez Hayden 230 Stone Mill Rd Apt D91
Gowin Lorraine 130 Crystal St
Grace Baptist Church 1899 Marietta Ave
Granger Allan E 103 Shannon Dr
Granger Barbara J, Allan E 103 Shannon Dr
Grau William M, Dorothy M 2200 Stratford Rd
Greenawalt Laura N 315 N Prince St Apt 816
Greensmith Eric Lrmc 250 College Ave
Greer Agnes L RR 3
Greer Agnes L 205 N West End Ave
Grimm Jasmine 129 Atkins Ave
Grindl Mary 120 Rider Ave 305
Grosh Gary B 477 Long Ln
Gum James 753 Marietta Ave Apt 2
Gurung Rita M 853 N Queen St Apt 2
Gyles Carlos A 441 High St
Hackman Alta 100 Wellington Rd Apt 7
Hagan Paula 20 Fairview Ave
Hagelgans Jeffrey 10 Springhouse Rd
Hamaker Edward J Neighbor Svx of Lanc 134 S Prince St
PO Box 1593
Hambright Dorothy 444 W Walnut St
Hamed Carolyn A 210 S Prince St
Hamed Yasin A 333 Nevin St
Hammerheaad Custom Carpentry 801 N President Ave
Hampton Anna 401 S Queen St
Han Liu 415 Harrisburg Ave
Harber Lenora 336 S W End Ave
Harder Larry W 19 Gable Pk Rd
Haridat David 681 Manor St
Harrington Edward 100 Abbeyville Rd
Harris Eugene 2 Ruby St
Haubert Charles L 111 Clearfield Ct E
Hayward William 24 S Prince St Apt 3
Hazel Leon 824 Garnet Ave
Heaps Michael 2015 Millcreek Rd
Heaps Michael L Jr 203 Finch Ct
Heart Group Ltd 217 Harrisburg Ave
Heisler Betty 701 Wyncroft Tr Apt 5
Helfrich Gertrude A 1733 Heritage Ave
Henriquez Fausto D 620 Gentry Dr
Henry Clara 70 Prospect St
Henry Falecia 338 Lancaster Ave
Hernandez Alberto 104 Old Dorwart St
Hernandez Marcus 538 Lafayette St
Herr Donald J Est 1380 Elm Ave Apt 52
Herr James L 35 Fairview Ave
Herrold Margueri 733 College Ave
Hiepler Florence T 822 Rolridge Ave
Hill Steven 1824 Brubaker Run Rd
Hishinuma Mutsumi 444 N Pine St
Hoffman Clinton L 1530 Quarry Ln
Hommel David B 132 N Mulberry St
Hoover Harold F 350 Abbeyville Rd
Hoover Mary D 461 Manor St
Horner Joy R 2302 Chestnut View Dr
Houghton Richelle M 157 Eckman Rd
Huber Patricia A, Steven J 64 Fresh Mdw Dr
Hugar Ellen 235 Lancaster Ave
Hynes Catherine M 1816 Glenbrook Ave
Inner Link Inc Anne Roda 313 W Liberty Pl Ste 201
Irion Elizabeth V, Mark S 192 Bender Rd
Irion Mark S 192 Bender Rd
Irvin Beverly 123 Madge Dr
J W Good Robert Mcconnell Trs PO Box 3226−Pa6906
Jeffries Vonda K 848 Union St
Jenks Margaret E RR 6 Box 154
Jenks Victor 36 Travelo Dr
Johnson Catherine F 621 W Marion St
Johnson James D 1632 Judie Ln
Johnson Lester E 2021 Wood St
Johnstin Grace A 729 Columbia Ave
Jones Devon F 23a Nursery Ln
Jones Nancy E 2794 Scenic Dr
Jones Pontiac Gmc Truck Co 751 Euclid Ave
Jones Tammy 837 Fourth St
Jonesaviles S Michelle 414 S Prince St
Joshi Delna R 415 Harrisburg Ave Box 3220
Jr Auto Repairs & Sales 722 1/2 Union St
Juarez Didier Est 20 W Orange St 201
Kai Meyers,Meyers Contracting 1504 Spgside Dr
Kashner Melissa A, Matthew L 633 S West End Ave
Kast Theresa M 748 Poplar
Kauffman David 338 Ruby St
Keeport Janey E 2928 Columbia Ave Apt D
Keiffer Margaret 514 Manor St
Keller Keith 74 S Pearl St
Kelly Lawrence M 1501 Wilson Av 1
Kendig Gerald J 1022 N Prince St
Kent Charles III 1407 Clayton Rd
Kibler Larry J 2747 Valy Dr
Kiblin Francis R 315 N Prince St
Kiehl Vernon 1919 Saint Regis Ln
Killian Harold, Thelma 424 Hillside Ave
Kintzer Brad W 103 Hoover Rd
Kirchner Charles 335 Hazel St
Kiser Robert T 1640 Judie Ln
Klein Roy 819 College Ave
Klingseisen David 126 Knollwood Dr
Knipe Anna E 642 Columbia Ave
Kob Cynthia 238 N Charlotte St
Kohler Mabel 725 Fremont St
Kolibas Anita, Mark 86 Leaman Rd
Kopf Mary 214 Hershey Ave
Kopf Virginia M 718 5th St
Koser Velma A W 315 W James St Ste 106
Kreider Glenn E 2114 Marietta Ave Apt 2−4
Lambert Herbert 669 Wyncroft Ln Apt 3
Lancaster Lincoln Mercury Inc 1009 N Prince St
Lanco Therapy 313 W Liberty St
Landin John C Unit 12260 526 N President
Langsett Patricia Est 509 N School Ln
Laugallies Barbara 335 N Prince St
Lauver Micheal 923 S Duke St
Lawrence Mildred Zoga 21 Rohrerstown Rd
Lee Gyeongeun 415 Harrisburg Av
Lee Niquan 126 Gentlemens Way
Lehman Carl 866 N Prince St
Leidy Violet C 904 Shreiner Ave
Leneros 83 Inc 923 Union St Eunice Muniz
Lentz Donald 336 S West End Ave
Lentz Donna V 1036 St Joseph St
Leonard Mark J 30 Pickford Dr
Leppley Martha J 727 1/2 High St
Leschke Gary S 104 Dawn Field Ct
Lesperance J C 528 S West End Ave
Leta 1016 N Charlotte St
Leung Jackson T 415 Harrisburg Ave
Levengoo Lynda O 1414 Ridge Rd
Levengood Lynda O 1414 Ridge Rd
Lian David 551 St Joseph Apt A
Lian Za 660 High St
Liang Houcheng 415 Harrisburg Ave
Lipphart Jeanette M West King St
Liu Han 415 Harrisburg Ave
Llm Motors 403 W James St Apt 19
Lockey Stephen D 529 Hamilton Rd
London Virginia M 462 Fremont St
Lopez Isabel C, Jose 538 High St
Lopez Franklin 427 S Pearl St
Lopez Jose Medina 433 S Queen St
Lopez Jose R 137 Maple Ln
Lossa Carlos F 207 Jackson St
Lowell Ruth E 223 Pearl St
Ltm Collision Center 708 Hershey Ave
Lucas Patricia 720 Columbia Ave Apt 1
Lucianos Auto Ethan Carter II 467 Manor St Apt 1
Lutz Catherine M 227 N Mulberry St
Lutz Earl H 315 S Prince St
Lutz Rose 140 Fairview Ave
Macrina Mary 10 S Prince St Apt 605
Maldonado Rose M 722 E King St
Malish Samuel 1936 Columbia Ave 1
Malkan Ekta A 415 Harrisburg Ave
Malles Edna M 335 N Prince St Apt 1111
March Clyde, Karen 515 Pearl St
Marin Jose 705 S Queen St
Marinucci Judy L 1723 Crossfield Dr
Marker Betsy F 1863 Villa Ct
Marker Robert K, Betsy F 1863 Villa Ct
Marks Arlen 316 N Mulberry St
Marquez Hugo 801 Columbia Ave Apt 1
Martin E Michael 1315 Fremont St
Martin Erika M 9 Spencer Ave
Martin Olga M 620 High St
Martin Roy M 32 Rohrerstown Rd
Martin Sara 248 Elm St
Martin Virginia M 462 Fremont St
Martinez Enid 624 S Queen St Apt 3
Martinez Madelin M 653 Lake St
Martinez Mercedes M 33 New Dowart St
Mast Jacqueline N 140 Atkins Ave
Mastromatteo Wendy M 1728 Heritage Ave
Matos Sarita 518 Lafayette St
Maurer Jordana 65 New Gdn Ave 309948
Mccarter Keith M, Holli U 22 Pickford Dr
Mcclain Brenda 407 N Mary St
Mccoy Brian, Ellen 71 Pilgrim Dr
Mcdonald Miles 448 N Market St
Mcghee James 210 W Vine St
Mckinsey George D 1825 Mayflower Cir
Mclaughlin Dennis 33 W James St Apt 2
Mcleod Colin 1712 Manor Ridge Dr
Mcmullen Jeannette M 2622 Chestnut View Dr
Mcsparren Clark 154 Hamilton Ave
Mentzer Robert Samuel 345 College Ave Apt 1
Merand Onel 533 Poplar St
Middleton Richard L 206 N Presidents Ave Apt D1
Miller Barbara K 2209 Mayer Ave
Miller Clarence L, Edna 436 High
Miller Ronda B 1713 Linwood Ave
Miller Shirley E 514 Fairview Ave
Miller Steven M 8 N Bausman Dr
Miller Warner Const Co 265 Pln Tree Dr
Millersville Mennonite Cemetary Asso 2927 Charlestown Rd
Mimm Helen, Robert E 941 Saint Joseph St
Minnick Wanda M 239 Coral St
Mohler Mary A 1749 Heritage Ave
Mohler Mary M 1129 Richmond Rd
Mohler Michael P 348 College Ave
Mongeau Sherry L 425 N Concord St
Montes Jose R 758 Poplar St
Morales Carlos 716 Euclid Ave
Morales Lauriano 418 W Orange St
Morgan Lisa 207 Waterford Ct
Morning Star Mgmt Paul Horvath 1101 Millersville Pike 14
Moss Richard 2050 Columbia Ave
Muller Teresa W 845 Hilton Dr
Mundell Elise 507 W James St
Murray Charles C Jr 106 W Orange St
Myers Bessie M 315 N Prince St Apt 212
N L Associates, Model Enterprises Mgmt 630 Delp Rd
Nabee Taha Z F M College 415 Harrisburg Ave
Nazbee Taha Z 415 Harrisburg Ave
Nguyen Tam 210 W Grant St
Nguyen Tuu N 337 E Ross St
Nissan Motor Acceptance Corp 318 W Orange St
Nolt Judy 2249 Manor Ridge Dr
Novack Marie C 2267 Manor Ridge Dr
Nunez Ramon 1840 Temple Ave
Nunez Rodriguez Rebeca 650 Ocean Ave
Oakley James Phillip 41 W James St
Obrien Brenna 1016 Marietta Ave
Orengo Rivera Willaidy M 443 W Orange St Apt 2
Orengo Rivera Willaidy M 722 1/2 Union St
Orr Henry G RR 2
Orris Faith 508 W Chestnut St Apt 3
Otero Rodriguez Ismael 2891 Terry Ln
Owens James 1539 Ctr Rd
Pabon Ismael C 2855 Terry Ln R 4 3
Padilla Carmen 506 High St
Padilla Jorge 679 Poplar St
Pagan Edwin 1223 Union St
Pagan Mary E 709 High St
Palestini George 1234 Elm Ave
Palomino Ignacio, Vicente 119 S Prince St
Patrick Wanda 1585 Wilson Ave
Patriss Robert 63 Greenwood Ave
Paul Jeffrey Philip, Marilyn H 415 Atkins Ave
Payne Matthew 2929 Charlestown Rd
Penn Savings Bank 23 E King St
Penn Start Bank 668 Herrank St
Pennelton Penelope V 13 W Farnum St
Perry Bernadette C 677 St Joseph St
Petito Debra 506 W James St
Petito Grace M C O Campanelli 506 W James St
Petratos Dennis C 521 Lafeyette St
Pfeffer John F 1009 N Prince St
Phillibert Jaleel 1718 Judie Ln Apt D
Phillips James M 315 W James St Ste 106
Pho Lanc Cafe Thajo 2102c E Lincoln Hwy
Physicians Alliance Ltd 1600 Cloister Ave
Pickel Emily L 405 Beaver St
Pickles Cafe Inc 323 W Lemon St
Pierre Paul 624 Poplar St
Plumbo Gary M 124 Kloss Dr Apt B
Ponce Jennifer 684 Saint Joseph St
Porte Gwen 1581 Passey Ln
Potter Lorraine E 915 Union St
Potts Joann D 1327 Belle Valy Rd Sharon Potts
Power June M Ob/Gyn of Lancaster Inc 1059 Columbia Ave
Powerview Asso 2938 Columbia Ave
Prado Ana 467 Manor St Apt 1
Pratt Amir 105 Queen St Apt 3
Price Maurice M 1131 Wabank Rd Apt F201
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Proudfoot Dorothy M 200 N West End Ave Apt 1 E
Pumarejo Anna M 4 Ml Ponds Dr
Rachels Cafe Creperie LLC 309 N Queen St
Raleigh Nathan 426 N Mulberry St
Ramey Helen 203 Millersville Rd
Ramos Frank R 424 W King St
Ramos Joshua M, Wanda I Rivera 1740 Judie Ln Apt F
Ramos Santiago O 426 W King St
Rangel Oadlyes 317 S Ann St
Rapp John II 132 Bender Mill Rd
Rathkey Thomas 802 Highland Ave
Reed Keith 1223 Union St
Regional Acceptance Corp 420 Euclid Ave Apt E
Reices Marysol 860 Marjory Ter
Reid Patricia 1464c Passey Ln
Ressler Lester B Jr 130 N Prince St
Reveron Claudia D 621 Emerald Dr
Rhoads Daniel 645 Oakwood Ln
Richards Marcia R 1707 Marietta Ave Apt 1d
Richardson Erma J 1941 Benmar Dr
Richardson Londa 239 Elm St
Riley Charles T 417 W Chestnut St
Rinehart Helen M 515 W Chestnut St
Rivenbur Eleanor E 532 Misty Dr Apt 6
Rivera Daniel 548 Lafayette St
Rivera Jose 408 Beaver St
Rivera Jose 43 S Prince St Apt 2
Rizzo Michael 207 N Mulberry St
Roberts Madeline M 120 Rider Ave Cambridge La
Roberts Natalia 506 W James St
Robinson Marie 428 N Mulberry St
Robson Stephen, Pura Saba Robson 1428 Ctr Rd
Rodriguez Diana, Paula 201 W Vine St
Rodriguez Maximino 724 S Queen St
Rodriguez Sandra 121 College Ave Apt1
Rodriguezortiz Albert D 425 S West End Ave Apt
Rotary Club of Lancaster 941 Wheatland Ave
Rote Jack L 506 Brandywine Rd
Royer Beatrice L 757 E Main St
Ruckel Holly A 934 Rolridge Ave
Rudy Daniel S 635 Hebrank St
Ruiz Elizabeth 34 Ruby St
Runkle Joseph 210 W Strawberry St
Russo John 655 Freemont St
Ruth E Lowell 223 Pearl St
Ryan Casey P Floor 2 126 E Chestnut St
Safe Business Center 1820 Glenbrook Ave
Salm Michael E 196 Bender Rd
Sandell Marilyn 114 Montrose Ave
Sanger Brian R 403 W James St Apt 19
Santiago Brendalee 566 Manor St−Apt 1
Santiago Luis A 225 Carol St
Santiago Zuleika 2222 Marietta Ave
Santos Claudia 427 Fairview Ave
Santos Gonzalez Modesto D 211 W King St Apt 4
Saze Efrain 545 St Joseph St
Scarberry Daniel D 343 College Ave Apt 1
Schaefer Elizabeth 536 N President Ave
Schlegel Cory 122 Whitney Rd
Schmid Elizabeth M 1397 D Atkins Ave
Schonewetter Nancy K 211 Greyfield Dr
Schroeder Fritz 1419 Ridge Rd
Schropshier Kevin 1106 Union St
Schultz Gary 657 Hebrak St
Seber Lillian E 236 N Pine St
Segro Laura A 754 Emerald Dr
Sensenich Mary E, Jay F 401 W Walnut St
Sepulveda Orlando 130 S Queen St Apt 8
Sheaffer Ann L 1324 Union St
Sheehan Annmarie T, Daniel C 63 Michelle Dr Apt D5
Shelly Dorothy K 104 Nursery Ln
Shenk Brothers 26 28 W King St
Sheppard Victoria 684 Euclid Ave
Sherman Gertrude 4 N School Ln
Short Trecia Diana 743 Beaver St
Showalter Justin 2013 Stonemill Rd
Shriver Robert C 235 Millersville Rd
Shuffelbottom John 823 Rolridge Ave
Shufflebottom Martha 823 Rolridge Ave
Shuman Isabell V Est 1109 Wabank Rd Apt A101
Siderias Vanessa L 24 Cold Stream Dr
Simmerman Herbert 776 Manor St
Simmons Richard L 1612 Colonial Manor Dr
Skipp Sarah 1317 Atkins Ave Apt 4
Slover Janet 831 Fremont St
Smiley Ken 450 W Orange St
Smith Bradley S 1629 Wabank Rd
Smith Florence L 632 N Pine St
Smithgall Bros Co Pharmacy 714 Columbia Ave
Smoot Norman A, A Dale Weaver Exec 488 Northlawn Dr
Sneeringer Christine 215 S Ctrville Rd
Snodgrass Barry L 112 Whitney Rd
Snyder Eric 54 Donnerville Rd
Sok Maureena, Nasy 1047 Saint Joseph St
Sones Ricky E 343 College Ave Apt 1
Spade Donald A 329 Winthrop Dr
Spahr Randall R, Brenda L 671 S Donnerville Rd
Spanish American Civic Asso 50 N Duke St
Special Occasions 863 N Queen St
Spencer Nicole 130 Pearl St
Spiker Christopher 45 N Market St Apt 411
Sprintz Carolyn K 917 Columbia Ave Ste 226
Sprout Richard E 722 Garnet Ave
Stahl Mathew S 608 N Charlotte St
Statesgantz Kimberly A 303 Albright Ave
Stathis Dora K 856 Garnet Ave
Stauffer Betty J 831 Fremont St Apt 20
Stephens Michael T 15 Rosewood Dr
Store 42233 1210 Millersville Pike
Strock Frederick R 116 Bayberry Dr
Suarez Enid 140 W Strawberry St
Suter Dorothea C 185 N Mary St
Suter Paul 33 N Prince St
Swanson John 9 Doe Run Ln
Swartz Zoe 1905 Millersville Pk
Swinehart Joan E 170 Jennings Dr Apt C
T A Wayne K 700 N Pine St
Taltoan Arroster E III 660 High St
Taylor Dorothy J Est 128 E Clay St
Tedder Dorothy 27 Caroline St
Tedder Jeffrey C, Dorothy M 27 Caroline St
Terranova Frank W 904 N Queen St
Theo R Schwalm Inc 510 Second St
Thompson Candace, Matthew 1768 Southport Dr
Thompson Carola V 336 Pearl St
Thompson Roger 38 Conestoga Dr
Thompson William R 501 Gdn Hill Ln
Thomson 1002 New Holland Ave
Thorn John T, Amy 3102 Windon Ave
Todd William 2494 Water Valy Rd
Tollefson Lemke O 343 S Prince St Fl 1
Tomlinson Margaret 405 College Ave
Torrence Susan M 226 Pearl St
Torres Johannah 507 S President Ave
Torresmaldonado Johanna, Antonio Jones Pontiac Gmc
Truck Co 324 S Queen St Apt 3
Tragesser Lark 449 W Walnut St
Traviesco Cosme 238 S Queen St
Tri County Catering 832 N Queen St
Turner Glendon III 812 Prangley Ave
Turner Jennifer 340 W King St
Ugolnik Anthony J Jr 921 W Walnut St
Underhill Christopher S, Mary A 1212 Valy Rd
Usdin Grace J 20 Wildflower Ln
Valderrama Yeny 8097 Pine Bridge Ln
Valentin Marlene 751 Euclid Ave
Vanderella Mark 445 A Judie Ln
Vargas Gabriel 234 W James St Apt 2
Vargas Ines V 620 Gentry Dr
Vasquez Jonathan D 355 W Chestnut St
Velazquez Anna 421 W King St
Viestila Maarit H 333 Nevin St
Vogelbacher Andy E 428 N Mulberry St
Walker Robert H 345 W Grant St
Waltz Alisha M 1414 Passey Ln Bld E
Wanner Dennis L 629 Lake St
Ward Robert S 637 N School Ln
Warfel Jeffrey S 735 High St
Waters Estella H Est 409 Millersville Rd
Watson Antoinette 1718 Judie Ln Apt B
Wayne Christopher 2204 Marietta Ave 2nd Fl Front
Wayne Christopher A Apt 2f 2204 Marietta Ave
Weaver Elwood N, Ann F 141 Coral St
Weaver K M Rev 678 Gentry Dr
Weber Advertising 629 N Market St
Weber James W 635 Wyncroft Ln Apt 2
Weinberg Amanda 1 Coral St
Wert Ashly, Kelly 412 Spencer Ave
Wert Jerry A 2718 Kimberly Rd
Wesley Latonya A 682 Topaz Dr
West Lancaster Dine 2931 Columbia Ave
Wheeler Jennie L, David C 2527 Valy Dr
Whitehead Clifford G, Joyce M 708 Hershey Ave
Whitman Ronnelle A 1333 Wabank Rd
Williams Brian C 323 W Lemon St Apt 2
Williams Isacc 730 Hamilton Rd
Williams Mary C, Isaac 425 N Charlotte St
Willians Jeff Jr 668 Herrank St
Wilson Donald L 224 N President Ave Aptj 5
Wimer Carol A 545 Abbeyville Rd
Winnerling Chris, Maria 449 Fremont St
Winter Charles Md 80 Schoolhouse Rd
Wintermyer Cameron 444 N Queen St
Wintersteen Kyle A 303 S West End Ave
Wise Raymond 101 Wellington Rd Apt 10
Witmer Geraldine, Walter RR 6
Witmer Steven G 823 Columbia Ave
Wolf Ruth E 319 1 2 Coral St
Wolf Thomas 30 S Mulberry St
Wolf Thomas E 440 W Vine St
Wolfgang Debra J 4 Greythorne Rd
Wright Frederick III 200 Stonemill Rd Apt G127
Wycoff Suzanne D 225 W Orange St Lancaster Sch Dist
Yoder Kathleen V 436 Lancaster Ave
Youssef Marie 791 Barrholly Dr
Lancaster Pa 17604
American Appliance 2177 Columbia Ave
Amerimax Home Products PO Box 4515
Andventure Inc, Links2 PO Box 7552
Angelo Maria Crna PO Box 3555
Armstrong Hardwood Flooring Co PO Box 3001
Armstrong Wood Produ PO Box 30001
Armstrong World Ind 2500 Columbia Ave
Atlantic Emer Physteam Ped Asso PO Box 4941
Barnes Goldie S PO Box 3959 Wells Fargo Y0640−01
Binkley & Ober Inc PO Box 4688
Brickyard Restaurant & S PO Box 7684
Campus Oral & Maxillofacial Surger PO Box 3200
2100 Harrisburg Pike
Cherry Hill Emerg Phy Service PO Box 7237
Chiffriller Nancy PO Box 3227
Chilton Emergency Phys Svc PO Box 8456
Clement Hsu Franklin Marshall College PO Box 3220−954
Collection Center PO Box 8666
Community Anesthesia Asso 110 E Orange St
Cramer Evelyn PO Box 3227
Dehart Charles J III Esq Chapter 13 Trustee PO Box 7005
Diantonio Michael C PO Box 7385
Diehl Louise G, James E Young 2030 Robindale Ave
Dinkel Implement Co Cra Payment Plan PO Box 3900
Downtown Readin PO Box 4545
Durland William W Box 7833
Ech Phc PO Box 4824
Educators Mutual PO Box 3149
Ephrata Community Home Ca PO Box 4245
Estate of Annette W Miller PNC Bank PO Box 3822
Falcon V L PO Box 8826
Fulton Co PO Box 3215
Fulton Financial Cor One Penn Sq
Galo Alejandra M F M College 607
Garnet Joann PO Box 3219
Geiter Mary L PO Box 3227 1800 Village Cir 243
Gonzalez Juan 29 D Colonial Crest Dr
Greiner Robert PO Box 8464
Hamilton Emerg Phy Svc PO Box 7237
Heart Group of Lg He 555 N Duke St
Heart Group PP Box 3737
Infection Specialists Lancaster 2106 Harrisburg Pike 310
Infection Specialists of Lanc 2106 Harrisburg Pk Ste 301
Joshi Delna PO Box 3220
Knoebel David PO Box 4787
Lancaster Radiology Asso PO Box 3216
Loomis Phc PO Box 4824
Manors Corp 108 Genoese Dr PO Box 7001
Mazzacco Stacey L 2104 Harrisburg Pike Ste
Mcminns Asphalt Co Inc PO Box 4688
Memorial Enterprises Inc PO Box 4944
Morgan Hallgren Crosswell & Kane 700 N Duke St
PO Box 4686
Mri Group PO Box 3088
Narula Sonali PO Box 3220, 1479 Sonali
Old Guard Ins Co, D Wintrode PO Box 3010
Old Guard Mchugh PO Box 3010
Peachey Allen R 185 Hickory Ln
Pennfield Corporation 711 Rohrerstown Rd
Prospect Aggregates PO Box 4688
Prospect Concrete PO Box 4688
Ready Mix Concrete Co PO Box 4688
Regional Gastroenterology Asc 2104 Harrisburg Pk Ste 300
PO Box 3200
Reynolds Frank L PO Box 7001
Roberts Ida G Pa Guardian Asso PO Box 7295
Sensenig Melanie PO Box 9074
Shared Services Consortium LLC College Ave PO Box 3003
Shuman James PO Box 7295
Significa Benefit Svcs PO Box 7777
Song Rui PO Box 3220
Sou Frederic A PO Box 3003
St Lawrence Medical Asso PO Box 4985
Surgical Specialists of Lancast 2110 Harrisburg Pike
Ste 308
Susquehanna Bank Pa 1570 Manheim Pike PO Box 3300
Union Cardiology PO Box 7356
Urological Asso Lancaster PO Box 3200
Vahaly Kathleen A PO Box 8604
Voorhees Emergency Physicians Svc PO Box 7237
Werner Nancy L PO Box 3226
Williams Annie Pa Guardianship Asso Inc PO Box 7295
Wohlsen Contruction 548 Steel Way PO Box 7066
Lancaster Pa 17605
Amex Direct Lending Corp 1853 William Penn Way
Box 10368
Danbury Radiological Asso PO Box 10068
Emerald Capital Mgmt Inc PO Box 10368
1853 Williampnnwy
Falcon Orlando 123 Main St
High Industries 1853 William Penn Way
Hu Mary PO Box 11028
Jetter Margaret, Bernard 70 Penn Blvd E
Medical Radiology Group PO Box 11268
Post & Schell Angela Kitch 1857 Wm Penn Hwy
PO Box 10248
Putnam Imaging Asso PO Box 11028
Radiology Group of Abingt PO Box 10668
Sl Cleaning PO Box 11392
Lancaster Pa 17606
Capital Advisors PO Box 5367
Durang George 3001 Lititz Pk PO Box 509
Equipment Finance LLC PO Box 5366
Gibble Esther B 3001 Lititz Pike
Kornfield Beth 3001 Lititz Pike Fieldcrest 171
Sensenich Propeller Co PO Box 5100
Stickler Charles W PO Box 5312
Warner Errol 115 North Ave
Wolgemuth Jean 3001 Lititz Pike
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Lancaster Pa 17607
Faulkner Body Shop PO Box 6196
Kieffer Margaret 430 Pearl St
Kline Gladys E PO Box 6398
Mariani Anthony J PO Box 6400
Nonnemacher William C 500 Elizabeth St PO Box 6053
Peurifoy Stephen W PO Box 6325
Sills Richard P Tte Richard P Sills Pc Employees
PO Box 6446
Wagman Kreider & Wright 222 E Orange St
Lancaster Pa 17608
Aponte Agel PO Box 74
Association for the New Urbanism In Pa PO Box 83
Atlantic Contracting & Specialties LLC PO Box 1548
Autry Sharon A PO Box 856
Bailey Evan D PO Box 585
Barley Snyder LLC PO Box 83126
Berkshire Health Educator Mutual Life Co PO Box 83149
Certified Carpet Inc Abbey 59 PO Box 1746
Chester Frank C PO Box 1104
Clip PO Box 1511
Coresource 26 28 W King St
Coresource Lance Bortzfield PO Box 83301
Coresource PO Box 83303
Coresource Stefani Hauck PO Box 83301
Eastern Alliance Ins Co PO Box 83777
Engle Hamright Davies Inc PO Box 83080
Garber Judy Elaine PO Box 2435
Garman Jeffrey D 100e King St 2nd Fl Security National
Trust Co
Granger Allan E Est PO Box 539 Melvin E Newcomer
Helieg Phyllis PO Box 1593
Hero Claims PO Box 597
Hill Lorraine, Neighborhood Svcs PO Box 1593
Hop Administration PO Box 1764
Hopkins Lois PO Box 1593
Jacobs Donna PO Box 1593
Keller Patricia A, Kluxen Newcomer Me 339 N Duke St
Klase Theodore W PO Box 728
Kuhn Charles F PO Box 1972
Laing Margie PO Box 1593 Margie H Laing
Lancaster Compass PO Box 353
Lefever Marilyn M PO Box 539
Mcgeary Grain Inc 941 Wheatland Ave PO Box 299
Mercado Cecilio A PO Box 551
Miller Ann B Po Box 1593
Munoz Frances 440 Poplar St
Noe Mildred PO Box 1955
Pastore Lucy J PO Box 1953
Stauffer Laura PO Box 1623
Steve Murray Special Needs Trust PO Box 1533
Stowers Jack PO Box 2165
White Christophe Care of Cccs of Cntrl Pennsy PO Box 1676
Williams Madeline Y PO Box 1593
Yale Electric Supply Co PO Box 1199
Landisville Pa 17538
Albright Edward 701a Stony Battery Rd
Capek Michael PO Box 23
Charles Ruth W Oakleaf Manor N 2901 Harrisburg Pike
Dinn Martin W PO Box 189
Duke Matthew S 575 Holly Ann Dr
Dusman Roberta C 1080 Snapper Dam Rd
Fink Olive W 214 Meadow Creek Dr
Froelich John B 1048 Snapper Dam Rd
Gaenzle Catherine L, John R Jr 25 Brandt Blvd
Garber Alyssa R 100 Stanley Ave
Hess Brian J 595 Holly Ann Dr
Highlands Emerg Physc PO Box 118
Holmes Lilian 180 Elizabeth St Apt 448
J C Snavely & Sons Inc 150 Main St
Johnson Stephanie L 1301 Timothy Dr
Kirchoff Judy Hempfield Sch Dist
Klinger Robert J 154 Silver Spgs Rd
Kulp Donald D 156 W Main St
Lift All Company Inc 1909 Mcfarland Dr
Lister Mark A MD PO Box 428
Maurer James Jr 1363 Windemere Ln
Miller Susan S 170 E Elizabeth St Apt 313
Mittal Vimal PO Box 118
Mooney Robert W Jr 3025 Harrisburg Pike
Ofloinn Tomas M, Theresa Dulbault 136 Park Pl
Paulus Anna 58 Landisville Camp Mtg Assn
Polin David G 595 Norwood Pl
Reilly Jeannine E 435 Main St
Sathmary Helen B, Ruth E Lenhard 500 Holly Ann Dr
Stopper Phyllis M 190 East Ave
Swarr Martin N, Violet C 87 Main St
Tamanna Sanjida 1325 Kenstar Dr
Western Oaks Anesthesia PO Box 118
Leola Pa 17540
Baird Beverlee I 29 Countryside Ln
Baker Bert 299 Sun Valy Dr
Bankers Hc Cons of 3175 Oregon Pike
Bard Sarah E 118 Locust Ln 7 Apricot Ave
Bard Sarah E, Nelson 7 Apricot Ave
Benner Edward 477 Brendon Dr
Bergstrom Linda M, Eric J 309 Sun Valy Dr
Brown Carol A 70 Ridge View Dr
Carpenters Cemetery Asso Melvin Buffenmyer
89 Glenbrook Rd
Chen Kelly 45 Broderick Ct
Country Floor Store, Flor Haus 40 Glenbrook Rd
Cox Gregory 12 Lehoy Forest Dr
Dart Container Corp 60 E Main St
Deibler Jeffrey L, Timothy L 75 Blaine Ave
Ebel Fence LLC 234b W Main St
Febus Gabriel Lancaster Toyota Mazda 103 Granger Rd
Apt 7
Finazzo Rosalba 270 Raspberry Rd
Frank Nancy J 105 E Main St
Fuller Michael L, Irene B 84 Rose Ave
Garcia Emilia Z 42 Country Dr
Garman Leisa E Haley Hts 236 Morgan Dr
Good Matthew 1400 Oregon Rd
Greiner J David 6 Locust Ln
Griffin Greenhouse 33 Hess Rd
Hastings Keith D 20 Stoltzfus Ln
Hess Elizabeth M 300 N Loop Rd
Ingram Jennifer 80 Glenbrook Rd
Jenson Jon C 45 Hellers Church Rd
John Sauder Chevrolet 70 Ridge View Dr
Judy Philip S 318 Cardinal Ln
Kettering J Walter 55 Rose Ave
Kline Jay E 308 Rolling Te
Kunzler Andora E RR 1
Lanco Micro Midget Racing PO Box 1
Landis Gary L 24 Brethren Church Rd
Lantz Dorothy L, Chris M 307 Newport Rd Apt B
Lapp Luke 71 Wilson Ave
Leola Family Restaurant 365 W Main St
Lewis Baker Bert Est 299 Sun Valy Dr
Lopez Luis F 9 Cir View Dr
Mahler Ann 391 Shreiner Rd
Nelson Janet A 40 Amanda Ave
Oberholtzer Harvey R, Irene 390 N Maple Ave
Oneills Auto Body Inc 27 Bradford Dr
Perri Joseph A 531 Musser School Rd
Prouse Nadine M, Wade W 35 Mayfield Dr
Quintanilla Betty J 101 Granger Rd Apt 15
Renninger William H, Genevieve 488 Brendon Dr
Ressler Grace A 305 E Main St
Rodriguez Borrero Dayhana Lancaster Toyota Mazda
103 Granger Rd Apt 7
Rodriguez Elizabeth 283 West Main St
Sanchez Adrian 30 Country Dr
Schweers Larry 21 Linden St
Shoff Courtney A 27 Bradford Dr
Shreiner Carloda B, M Foster 3912 Oregon Pike
Sohn Frank M, Carol A 304 Sun Valy Dr
Stoltzfoos David 234 S Groffdale Rd
Stoltzfus John 27 Brick Church Rd
Stoltzfus Ruth E Est 12 Lehoy Forest Dr
Stong Todd D, Ann V 224 W Main St
Trailer Tech Parts & Svc Inc 11 Site Rd
Trego Charles 3854 Oregon Pike
Valinski Gary 272 Highview Dr
Weber Linda A 24 Brethren Church Rd
Weiler Nathan C 16 Country Dr Apt 14
Wentz Flora L 65 Forest Ln
Wilbert Andrew 5 Village Dr
Wise Orisha J 81 E Main St
Yost Elizabeth A 61 Meadow View Dr
Lititz Pa 17543
Abel Natalie, Ryan 107 S Oak St
Abel Thomas E 49 Laurie Ln
Abrams Joseph 692 S Cedar St
Adairs Carpet Svc 1230 Brunnerville Rd
Adams Clar C Jr RR 4
Adams James 2659 Kissel Hill Rd
Adcock Robert 970 Fruitville Pike
Adcock Robert J 966 Fruitville Pike
Ali Tabassum 710 Wickshire Cir
Allen Laura 798 Due Dr
Anderson Ivan T 323 Bowyer Ln
Anderson Kimberly B 609 Deerbrush Gdns
Andes Kelly 104 Sunrise Ave
Artale Paul M 272 Cambridge Ln
Augello Milagro 216 Andrea Dr
Aulthous Carol A 248 Reifsnyder Rd
Aulthouse John H Jr 248 Reifsnyder Rd
Automated Teller Machine Serv 599 E Airport Rd
Automax Usa Inc 101 Moorland Ct
B H Mapping LLC Subtenant Geonova LLC
147 W Airport Rd
Banerjee Madhurita, Satyajit 734 Woodcrest Ave
Barbara Eugenia T, Catherine R Weidmann
1008 Laureldale Ct
Beachy Patricia A 20 Loop Rd Apt B2
Bear Andrea Emtrol Inc 401(K) 904 Pine Hill Rd
Beck Betty 316 Regents Dr
Beckman David L 111 N Cedar St Apt B
Benecon Group 147 W Airport Rd
Bennett Joe 1313 Bunny View Dr
Berks Homes 212 Buckey Dr
Besecker Joseph E 220 Pinetown Rd
Biemesderfer Hallie 212e Main St
Biemesderfer Joyce G 6 E Third Ave
Biggs Denise E 682 Creekside Ln
Bin Lu S 736 S Brd St
Blazek Joe L 203 Oxford Dr
Bolich David J Est 11 Church St
Book Herbert L, Miriam L 141 Owl Hill Rd
Bossert Friedrich 608 Snyder Rd
Bouder Andrew Christophe 715 Brunnerville Rd
Brinkman Skyler 130 Mayfield Dr
Brooklyn Radiology PO Box 343
Brotzman Lester C 20 Loop Rd Apt B−2
Brown Booth Enter LLC 727 Furnace Hills Pike
Buckwalter Rebecca L 33 E 2nd Ave
Campbell Kevin J PO Box 57
Canarelli David J 482 Wheatfield Dr
Canfield Joshua 42 Tupeelo St
Cardina Linda M 1181 S Bristol Dr
Caritas Radiology Services Pc PO Box 435
Cartango 612 Rosewood Cir
Cervantes Iris M 1050 Bluestone
Christy Robert W Jr 13 Apple Hill Dr
Cleary Deborah E 814 Bent Creek Dr
Clewell Mark E 630 Brentwood Dr
Community National Bank Brd & Main St
Cook George 448 N Water St
Cooke Lloyd G 1001 E Oregon Rd Apt 132
Copertino John J 12 Marie Dr
Correa Marcia Elizabeth 9 Brookwood Dr
Coward Trenton T 1267 E Newport Rd Apt 3
Cruz Robert T Jr 176 Petersburg Rd
David Heun 636 640 Doe Run Rd
Deibler Christina A 102 W Manor Dr
Detwiler Josephine B 25 E Ctr St
Diffenbaugh Donald R 266 E Meadow Valy Rd
Dissinger Minnie 30 E Lemon St
Doleman Cary L 584 Creek Side Ln
Dubs Grace M 309 E 2nd Ave
Dubs Grace Mae 309 E 2nd Ave
Eitzen Allan G 709 Brentwood Dr
Eltz Larue R 622 Brunnerville Rd
Enck Janet 2005 Old Rothsville Rd
Eplus Technology Inc 2320 Rothville Rd Ste 102
Epp Brenda L, Ryan 25 Round House Dr
Evans Shirline M 1001 E Oregon Rd
Eyck Marigene Ten 125 South Brd St
Fahnestock Paul W RR 3
Fam 622 Brunnerville Rd
Fister Michael 626 Snyder Hill Rd
Flory Kenneth 723 S Brd St
Flyway Excavating Co 168 W Airport Rd
Foltz Elizabeth W 600 E Main St
Foreman Dennis L 212 E Main St
Frank Richard 535 Golden St
Frys Pontiac 529 E Main St
Funk Irvin Est, Annetta RR 3
Funk Robert D 300 W Lemon St
Garland Douglas A 42 Duffield Dr
Gaydos Christopher D, Elisse A 307 Bowyer Ln
Gazell Edward W 200 W Burkholder Dr Trlr 26
Geiger William H Jr 64 Pebble Creek Dr
Geo Nova 147 W Airport Rd
Gerlach Dennis 20 Brookwood Dr
Gerlach Dennis W, L H 20 Brookwood Dr
Getz Mary 24 W Lincoln Ave
Giuliano Sarah M 308 Front St
Grady Michele N 9 Hurst Blvd
Graybill Karen L 309 Farm Del Cir
Greenly Karen S, Dale E 643 Owl Hill Rd
Greger Emma 3 Barbara Ln
Griffith Insurance Trust 258 Kingsbridge Dr
Haddad Joseph Deceased 3 E Wood Dr
Harr John 1059 Kent Gdn
Hart Sally 330 S Brd St Brett Hart
Haskell Neil 125 E Main St Apt 12
Haupt Roy T 365 N Brd St
Hawk Benjamin 219 Wickshire Cir
Hay Jennifer 739 Parkside Ln
Hayes Ellen D 133 River Birch Dr
Heck Albert 1903 Delaware Ave
Heck Albert 307 E Main St Apt 3
Heisse Anna 1203 E Newport Rd
Heldibridle Shirley A 8 N Spruce St Apt 3
Heller Taite M, Daryl F, Ethan 101 E Brubaker Valy Rd
Herr Timothy N 361 Petersburg Rd
Hess Mabel V 48 E Main St Apt 5
High Lori L 129 Baneberry Ln
Hightower Group 47 C Pennwick Dr
Hodge Matilda M 200 Saint Luke Dr 408
Hodges William W 362 Harvest Dr
Hoffman Georgianne 143 E New St
Hoffman Kathleen, Robert 608 Owl Hill Rd
Hofmann Robert A Est 116 W Orange St
Holland James W 16 Church St
Holtzer E 300 Saint Mark Ave Apt622
Hong Cao 212 E Main St
Houser Alfred 200 W Burkholder Dr Trlr 26
Howard Jeremy, Nicole 650 Doe Run Rd
Hu Colin K 743 Farnum Rd
Hughes Jeffrey 350 Rumford Rd
Hughes Tyler 545 N Oak St
Hunter Roxannah 1018 Clay Rd
Hutchinson Barbara 523 Ashton Pl
Inman Paul 519 Front St
Insight 2320 Rothsville Rd
Integrated Holistic Design LLC 180 W Airport Rd
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J Rollman Sons Inc PO Box 213
Johns Judy Ann 446 Crosswinds Dr
Johnson Edward C 110 Geanel Ci
Jp Morgan Chase Bank 9 Hurst Blvd
Kassees S K 9 Pfautz Ave
Kauffman Harriet M 308 E Main St
Kilgore Justin 19 Tupelo St
Kissinger Virginia L 529 Randolph Dr
Kline Jennifer Elaine 435 Speedwell Forge Rd
Kochan Brian J 567 Creekside Ln
Kofroth Betty J 117 S Spruce St
Krasowski Honoria M Est 373 Creekside Ln
Kreider Leora J 134 Mayfield Dr
Kroeck Fritz K 631 Owl Hill Rd
Krout George Austin Trust Wachovia Bank 741 S Brd St
Kurl Andrew L, Anglea M 618 W Third Ave
Landis Chester Est, Ruth RD 3
Lausch Jane H 2665 Kissel Hill Rd
Leckie Jacqueline F 653 Laurel Ave
Lee Amanda R 324 Creekside Ln
Lehman Lonnie 327 East Meadow Ave
Leiner Kenneth 311 Farm Del Cir
Lhhn Medical Pc PO Box 335
Listrak 701 S Brd St
Lititz Mutual Ins PO Box 1700
Logeman Carol L 4 Lee Ln
Luan Shisao 212 E Main St Anx Sh8
Maguire Deatra 25 Pheasant Ln
Mainstay Funds, Boston Fin Data Serv, J M Wagner Ira
322 Fairview Dr
Maldonado Emily 1305 Lookout Ln
Malizia Donald L DDS 304 S Brd St
Martin Cleon 11 Toll Gate Rd
May Braden J 247 W 28th Division Hwy Apt 1
Mclaughlin Ellen, Mark 200 W Burkholder Dr Trlr 2
Mearig Russell 121 N Liberty St
Mellinger Charles 327 N New St
Miksch Helen E 121 E Main St
Miller Christopher PO Box 290
Miller Gene H Est 524 Wheatfield Dr
Mowery Alex 1164 Pine Hill Rd
Moyer Terry 307 E Main St
Mummert Nathaniel J 232 Conway Dr
Murry Agnes P Est 10 S Brd St
Myers Anna M 39 Lititiz Spgs Ave
Nagle John 7 Hellman Row
Neideigh Matthew K 326 Gochnauer Ave
Neurology & Stroke Asso 640 E Oregon Rd
Newman Robert Jr 15 South Spruce St
Northern Lancaster Co Medical G 2320 Rothsville Rd
Ste 200
Nova Geo 147 W Airport Rd T Fl B
Ober Scott A 529 Randolph Dr
Orndorff Melissa, Erik 50 Brookview Dr
Palasz Michael 4a Tollgate Rd
Palmer Anna M 2 R
Paquette Terrence J PO Box 300
Par Chi Pol 622 Brunnerville Rd
Paradigm Coding Svcs 644 Wallingford Rd
Park Slope Physicians Svcs Pc PO Box 335
Peiffer Gloria B 521 W 2nd Ave Apt 1002
Penn Equine Gear LLC 141 Reifsnyder Rd
Perkins Mary J Village Gdn Apts 311 Apt 107
Pollak Andrea 515 Arctic Tern
Ranck Urban 17 School House Ln
Randall Mark W 18 Brookside Ct
Raysor Raymond C PO Box 118
Reed Oscar D 48 Christy Ln
Reidenbach Jane 648 Randolph Dr
Reidenbach Roy E Jr 648 Randolph Dr
Reist Carl H 1 Kissel Hill Rd
Remick Esther S RD 4
Revell Dennis 705 Rosemont Dr
Rineer Jen 935 Fruitville Pk
Roby Tonya 113 Winter Hill Rd
Romanz Phillip C, Linda 804 Grandview Blvd
Roys Body Shop 42 Duffield Dr
Ruck Suzanne, William 227 Farmstead Ln
Ruth Bernice K, Abram H 300 Saint Mark Ave Apt 504
S A Paint And Repair Inc 16 Toll Gate Rd
S A Paint Repair Inc 19 Tupelo St
Schiavo Anthony 508 Golden St
Schlappich Percy, Vera 237 S Spruce St
Schroeder Robert 36 Buttonwood Dr
Schultz Donald R 6 Viscount Pl
Selkirk Anthony 1113 N Bristol Dr
Sener Loretta 5 E Orange St 2
Sensenich Propeller Co 519 E Airport Rd
Sensenig Aaron W RD 4
Sensenig Dwayne L, Karen L 921 Rabbit Hil
Shaklee 228 Buckfield Dr
Shaub Jordan A 500 W Orange St
Shenk Gary L 245 Hickory Dr
Shober John A 23 Woodland Ave
Sierra Joanne 21 Woodland Ave
Smith Bradley, Sherry 611 Fleetwood Dr
Smith Kimberly A 110 E 28th Div Hwy
Smith Kunie 125 S Brd St
Spalding Nicholas A, Joyce M 232 Conway Dr
Staton Anya 532 Oak Ln
Stauffer Anna W 106 Gingrich Dr
Stauffer David L 342 Balmer Rd
Sterner Tamela J 627 Woodcrest Ave
Store 42158 1054 B Lititz Pike
Stouch Okal M, Jay D 112 Hershey Rd
Strohm Tony D Jr 220 S Brd St Apt 4
Susquehanna Bank PO Box 1800
Taft Dorothy K 410 Cardinal Rd
Thomas Leona RD 2
Thomas Shirley A 678 Wallingford Rd 104
Tkacik Gabriel J 215 E Main St
Tomczak Cindy A 2960 Aster Ln
Tropasso Randy T One Picnic Woods Rd
Truitt John A 117 Church Rd
Vanbuskirk Beatrice 407 S Locust St
Vericrest Financial Inc 20 Brookwood Dr
Vertex Internet 6 Sturgis Ln
Vertex Internet 701 S Brd St
War Properties LLC 116 E W Airport Rd
Warner Chilcott Labs Po Box 347
Watson Lydia K, Jack S 125 W Lemon St
Weaver Barbara 29 Conrad Ln
Weaver Linford L 45 Pinewood Ave
Wei Chen Y 356 E Main St
Weis Markets 26 N Cedar St
Wersler Joseph A 2101b Kissel Hill Rd
Westfield Ins Co 201 E Oregon Rd Ste 12
Willis Howard L 10 Loop Rd
Wolgemuth Simon M 609 Deerbrush Gdns
Woodring Larry 426 Lexington Rd Apt 1
Woodstream Corp, Denise K Vivas 69 N Locust St
Woodward Patricia A 401 Cardinal Rd
Yountz Ronnie L 753 Wallingford Rd
Zentz Duane 96 Homestead Dr
Zhabinskay Irina PO Box 335
Zhou Guifen 736 S Brd St
Ziemer Patricia A 305 S Cedar St
Manheim Pa 17545
A R Paris Sanders 822 Conestoga Ave
Acap Films 190 Doe Run Rd
Adhesive Mixing Equip 190 Shellyland Rd
Alleman Doris J Pri Box 332
Anne & Lauren Corp Manheim Martial 95 Doe Run Rd
Baier Ronald D 109 S Fulton St St
Baker Curtis L 860 Cambridge Dr
Barnes Arlene A, Henry 123 E Ferdinand St
Bellew Angela 1177 Lexington Rd
Beyond The Wish List 2030 Alpha Ct
Bigler Earl B 108 E High St
Binkley Leslie 122 E High St Apt 1
Bouder James 1438 Mastersonville Rd
Breneman Timothy 1406 Jct Rd
Brewer Frances K, Angela F 227 Rapho St
Brooks Mildred N 6 Ridgewood Mnr
Buch James E 680b S Chiques Rd
Bushong Shayne N 70 S Main St
Carbaugh Brian 2360 Spruce Dr
Carel Usa LLC 385 S Oak St
Chase Auto Center 722 Buchdale Dr
Chayka Stanley J 1137 Newport Rd
Dalley Milton M 1156 Mt Joy Rd
Dalley R E 1156 Mt Joy Rd
Deibler Scott R, Heidi 2028 Creek Rd
Donches Susan H 3334 Back Run Rd
Doyle Kenneth, Carol 32 W Gramby St
Drennen Patricia A, Thomas A 916 Cambridge Dr
Dunn Brian 979 Hill St
Dutchland Motor Co 850 Lancaster Rd
Egland Janet 1450 Shumaker Rd
Esbenshade Ruby Y, J H 222 S Esbenshade Rd
Fischer Jason R 2577 Shumaker Rd
Fogg Sue A 1080 Cambridge Dr
Frantz Jessica L 562 Wood Duck Dr
Garcia Albert C 22 S Pitt St
Gehman Kathlene 432 W Ferdinand St
Graham Harold P 216 Hershey Dr
Hand Katrina M 212 Magnolia St
Hines Marian Fisher 109 Mill St
Hoffman Benjamin L 38 Barron Cir
Hosler Brian 1815 Breneman Rd
Hostetter Nicklas 62 Root Rd
Hrevnak Brittany N, Irena N 6337 Bayberry Ave
Hunley Vanette PO Box 32
Icon Laser Solutions Laser Wellness 24 N Penn St
Irrigation Plus 1167 Lebanon Rd
Jolly Robert J 41 Morning Glory Ln
Kachel Thomas C 1051 Graystone Rd
Kauffman Donald 57 S Charlotte St Apt A
Keener Linda G 345 W End Ave
Keener Lloyd RR 3
Kelly Timothy K 1234 Cameron Dr
Kennedy Terry 3092 Creighton Dr
Kile Raymond G R 2
Klock Arlie L, Cecil A 507 Wood Duck Dr
Kupres Anthony B 1072 Mount Joy Rd
Lancaster Mazda 2360 Spruce Dr
Lannon Shawn J 127 S Main St
Lapp Joseph L Jr 1660 Locust Grove Rd
Larry G Eckert Trucking 140 Hossler Rd
Laser Dome 2050 Auction Rd
Lauver John Z RR 8 Box 225
Lefever B Delania 810 Mount Joy Rd
Lewis Mary E 21 N Main St A
Lillian Nalewajko 820 Conestoga Ave
Mattern Donna 751 Laurel View Dr
May Bessie K 16 Crystal Dr
Mccarty Barbara L 138 Church Rd
Meisky Catherine Est Warren A & Thomas E Meisky
57 S Main St
Metzler Landscaping 429 Hossler Rd
Meyer Jack E 869 W Sunhill Rd
Miklos James M 1432 Chadwyck Ln
Miklos Nathan S 102 Miller Dr
Miller Elsie, Roy 43 Morning Glory Ln
Miller Kay D 1028 Mt Joy Rd
Minney Casey J 516 W Sunhill Rd
Morgan Plumbing & Heating 800 Park Hill Rd
Mt Hope Nazarene Retirement Comm 3026 Mount Hope
Home Rd
Mullen Joseph 1007 Hemlock Cir
Musser Michelle J 57 S Charlotte St Apt A
Nalewajko Henry 820 Conestoga Ave
Newcomer Richard Est 75 Ridgewood Manor
Nissly Tim 3068 Bricker Rd
Ober Schuyler Lehr 10 S Charlotte St
Olson Katherine A 13 W Ferdinand St
Pfeiffer Eric 36 Bimini Dr
Pisano Dennis J 64 S Hazel St
Poremba Holly 152 C N Hazzel St
Progin Beth D 164 S Charlotte St
Purnell Betty J 309 Maple Ave
Quick Austin G 1000 Cambridge Dr
Reaney Douglas J, Joanne L 2702 Shumaker Rd
Register Nancy C 1018 Cambridge Dr
Ressler Morris L 477 Elwyn Ter
Rice Sherry 2232 Mountain Rd
Roads John E 210 S Penn St
Robbins Jon W PO Box 399
Ronald E Kreider Irrev Tst Hollee A Kreider 240 Weaver Rd
Ruhl R A G 1937 Old Line Rd
Sea & Land Therapies L, Julia A Roman 913 Cambridge Dr
Seidel Christian 443 S Main St 2fl
Sherman Boyd R 2893 Buckwalter Rd
Sls R M 1373 Lancaster Rd
Smith David P Sr, Dawn 1521 Woodlot Rd
Sprout Carson J RR 1
Stahley Donald L 236 S Cherry St
Steiner Benjamin Jr 68 N Clay St
Stoltzfus Melanie 1906 Airy Hill Rd
T Roadcamp 9 W Stiegel St
Tcw Computer Sys Inc 254 S Esbenshade Rd
Terrenchin Ken 68 S Hazel St
Thompson Esther M 1438 Jerry Ln
Timberline Hardwood Floors 1970 Cider Press Rd
Updegraff G C Pleasant View Retirement Comm
544 N Penryn Rd
Vonstetten Susan E 137 N Oak St
Wachovia Dealer Services Inc 64 S Hazel St
Weaver Mary 150 Fruitville Pike
Weidman Barry L 1340 Breneman Rd
Weigand John J 388 Fairview Rd
Wenger Melinda 2828 Camp Rd
White Esther 175 N Hazel St
White Pauline 59 S Main St
Wiegand Eleanor 388 Fairview Rd
Wilson Beatrice M 2723 Meadow View Rd
Winfield Industries PO Box 58
Young Margaret K 5 Central Park Dr Ste 115
Marietta Pa 17547
Amici PO Box 302
Baker Alexander James, James R 55 W Fairview Ave
Belz Hilary 243 W Market St
Blauch Teresa A 211 Chelmsford Dr
Bnc Produce 1835 River Rd
Bolton Clare 135 W Market St
Boyczuk Yvonne K 79 Wild Cherry Ln
Bradnick Traci 156 Equine Dr
Brown Derek 323 Wild Cherry Ln
Brubaker Madison E, Jay W 149 Village Sq Dr
Bush Christa J 289 Rock Point Rd
Cameron Campbell 2710 Maytown Rd
Churchill Mary D, Mark D Davis 336 E Market St
Collision York 323 Wild Cherry Ln
Cooper Daniel A 147 Nicole St
Davis Mark D 336 E Market St
Deitz Alice C, Albert 55 W Market St
Dellet Wayne E 15 S Clay St
Donagal as a Subrogee of Lawrence PO Box 302
Donegal Ins Co 1195 River Rd PO Box 302
Eater Herman 221 Essex St
Eckinger Justin, Keri 238 Chelmsford Dr
Erb Jared 414 Alexandria Ct
Flanagan Jay R, Martha E 418 E Market
Flowers Ronald, Nancy 32 Kline Rd
Ford Motor Credit Willis Boyles 89 Wild Cherry Ln
Frymoyer Marlin L 535 Essex St
Gall Mary 574 W Mkt St
Glaxo Smithkline Bio 325 N Bridge St
Gleason Patrick E 41 Rosewood Ln
Harrison Carol J 289 Rock Point Rd
Hildebrand Elaine 53 Countryside Ln
Hoover Bryan J 12 Pajill Dr
Hsbc Auto Finance 238 Chelmsford Dr
Katz Julie C 348 Suble Dr
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Kough Michael J 133 W Walnut St
Kowalsky Trevor Howard 336 Sload Cir
Kreiser Christopher 624 E Market St
Leola Produce Auction Inc 35 Morning Cir
Lewis Lisa 309 Amanda Ct
Lewis Pamela J 300 Sable Dr
Lighty Irvin W, Laura G 338 E Market St
Loder James F 318 Rivermoor Dr
Mason Gail 402 Honeysuckle Dr
Mckain Gloria 27 Essex St
Mowrer Adam C 231 Essex St
Nixon Margaret B 676 W Market St
Ott Michael T 146 Endslow Rd
Pennstarr Bank 340 Sload Cir
Pierce Mark 44 N Bank St
Pizzola John R 15 Beattys Tollgate Rd
Rivera Jesus 21 E Market St Apt 2
Ryan Joshua R 340 Sload Cir
Schropshier Kevin L 236 Chelmsford Dr
Sever Theresa 586 E Front St
Shah Paragi G 99 Fuhrman Rd
Shank Bonnie 119 E Market St
Sharp Franklin W 314 Essex St
Skrzypiec Thelma M 385 Rivermoor Dr
Smith Joseph P 412 Honey Suckle Dr
Soders Adam 531 E Market St
Sterback Barbara A 145 W Market St
Valentin Antonio Jr 530 E Market St
Wagner Randy M, Jesica 333 Red Cedar Ln
Waughtel James E 362 Stackstown Rd
Young Philip A 12 Stackstown Rd
Zaffuto John P 22 N Bank St
Zipp Frederick W Jr 428 E Market St
Martindale Pa 17549
Groff Justin PO Box 2332
Stanton Elaine 305 Laurel Ridge Rd
Maytown Pa 17550
Bond Brenda PO Box 543
Craig Corbin PO Box 358
Greathouse Damon PO Box 54
Green Cecilia L PO Box 36
Hamer Joseph A 10 Harter St PO Box 231
Hollinger Robert A 25 S Harter St Apt 94
M T Credit Services 1 W High St Apt 3
Musco Eric J 1 W High St Apt 3
Smith Harriet Corner Elizabeth & King Sts
Stump John M PO Box 359
Millersville Pa 17551
Almotawa Abdulkarim 403 Lynn Ln
Amill Maribel M 84 W Frederick St Apt 1
Becker Joshua R 102 Lynne Ln
Brenneman Ruth A 304 Lynne Ln
Burkholder Nancy 7 Blue Rock Rd
Coleman Pauline F 16 Oakgrove Ln
Customs Classics Auto Body Shop Inc 137 Knollwood Rd
Deatrick Glenn C 208 Walnut Hill Rd
Eichelberger Karli M 82 University Dr
Flory Anna M 2101 Wabank Rd
Frankford Gary L 208 Walnut Hill Rd
Freeh Charles E Jr 162 New St
Graybill J E 36 E Cottage Ave
Greytown Press 114 Kready Ave
Haleman Eleanor, Lee RR 1
Hart Mark D 23 Mary St
Herr Andrew R 128 Walnut Hill Rd
Hickernell Connie R 446 Hostetter Dr
Hochella Leigh 16 Cartledge Ln
Jennings Christopher W 16 Cartledge Ln
Jones Mcarthur 103 Hillview Ave
Kera Yuriko 321 Manor Ave
Kusi Samuel 3001 Tr Dr
Laporte James E, Gwen J 533 Oak Ridge Dr
Lavender Allen 101 Pickwick Pl
Long Diane T 240 E Cottage Ave
Lyle Charles W 77 N Duke St
Mahler James Jr 27 Cartledge Ln
Maine Douglas L, John 340 Herr Ave
Marie P Kelly DDS 305 N George St
Martin Colin K 104 Creekside Dr
Miles Gregory 1501 Hillview Ave
Myers J Robert, Todd A 446 Stonegate Ct
Myers Marie Louise Trust 446 Stonegate Ct
Newcomer Ellen E 145 New St
Nicastro Marilyn L 336 Landis Ave
Oberdorf Doron M RD 1
Rachor Matthew J Auto Body Shop Inc 137 Knollwood Rd
Ridenour Victor 561 Oak Ridge Dr
Roman Gilbert 117 Landis Ave
Shaffer Derek 343 Duke St S
Sultzbach Willie, Miriam 918 First St
Tarr Robert R 23 Chamberlain Ln
W M Productions 829 Tanglegate Pl
Wells Clarice A, Carol S 332 Herr Ave
Whitaker Carol J 316 Windgate Ct
Wileys Pharmacy of Millersville 507 Leaman Ave
Wise Richard W Jr 913 Stehman Rd
Yvonne Foster Psy D 309 N George St
Ziegler Daniel C 342 N George St
Ziegler Mark 342 N George St
Zimmerman Kelly L 43 W Cottage Ave
Mount Joy Pa 17552
Adejica Sundey 833 Sq St Palau
Atkins Michelle 4580 Miller Dr
Bass Jeffrey A Est 337 Cedar Ln
Baum Kristine PO Box 193
Becker Clara N, Hiram R RD 1
Becker Hiram R RR 1
Bekele Y 817 Knoll Dr
Benner Victoria H, Benner Amy L 4044 Green Park Dr
Blymier Justin, Evan 57 E Main St
Brazen Jason 1912 Crestwyck Cir
Brosey Stephen J 108 Fairview St
Campbell Jo Ann 202 Crestwyck Cir
Carota Shawn 1201 Crestwyck Cir
Clark Adam M 826 Penny Ln Apt A
Cooke Grace 231 Delta St
Cruz Juan G 403 Harvestview
Derr Kenneth W, Wilbur C 1804 Milton Grove Rd
Derstler Vernon, Anna 2147 Cloverleaf Rd
Deschamps Sharon L 318 Marietta Ave
Distasio Giueseppe, Angela 932 W Main St
Embly Eric 721 W Main St
Emswiler Dennis 1037 Donegal Spgs Rd
Family Tree Chiro of Mt 1013 W Main St Ste 1
Flemmings Jill 435 S Plum St
Foley Daniel J 12 Lancaster Estates
Frey Brandon W 1897 Shady Oak Dr
Fry Kevin F 652 Alcott Dr
Gillette Alberta M 371 B Chocolate Ave
Gish Lois A 1858 Harrisburg Ave
Glasgow Robert L 18 Lancaster Est 2
Glogau Jason 218 Waldon Aly
Gonzalez Nereida 51 Lancaster Dt
Goodw Hannah E 250 School Ln
Goodwill Caroline G, Mary E 250 School Ln
Goodwill Mary E 250 School Ln
Graham Leon W 509 School Ln
Gray Allison K, Susan A, Iain 452 Charter Ln
Grayson Jon S 2114 Crestwyck Cir
Grierson Debra Po Box 434
Hanner Lloyd F 832 Wood St
Hartman Cindy 454 W Main St Trlr 9
Havener Jacob G 35 Donegal Spring Rd
Heilig James B 607 Hearthstone Ln Apt 227
Herneisen Rebecca L, Joseph A 1230 W Main St
Hershey Kathy L, Ray S 1437 Milton Grove Rd
Hershey Ray S 1437 Milton Grove Rd
Hess Justin 18 Frank St
Hinton 56 Poplar St
Hinton Kathryn RD 2
Holman James R Jr, Jane 1181 Carmany Rd
Hopes Vision Eye Care Prof LLC 925 E Main St
Hudson Kelly A 4065 Buttonwood Dr
Interior Air 1234 Cloverleaf Rd
Jones T Michael 4088 Jasmine Pl
Jrd Packaging & Ind 1160 E Main St
K Hovnanian Homes PO Box 505
Kahan Emily 753 Ferndale Rd
Kaley Robert L 518 Kraybill Church Rd
Keck Carolyn 2412 Rob Dr
Kennedy Dion N 976 W Main St
Kline Ruth B RR 1
Koch Thomas J 155 N Melhorn Dr
Koser Erica Mae 1969 Rhoda Ave
Krall James S 32 W Main St
Kreider Yeiri 4045 Bradford Cir
Krupa Gary G 119 Donegal St
Leith Nora L 520 Glenn Ave
Libhart James C Jr 395 Deerfield Dr
Linebarger Guy A Jr, Guy A Sr 101 Talbot St
Lo Baugh Karen M 1151 Montezuma Rd
Loos John 212 Sagamore Hl
Lowry Jacqueline A, Sandra L 4207 Green Park Dr
May James 2058 Rhoda St
Mcdaniel Robert L 1405 Crestwyck Cir
Miller Lisa R 1205 W Main St
Mohler Carl W 741 Knoll Dr
Mowery Jason W, Cynthia 68 W Donegal St
Mumma Minerva H 13 S Market St
Nash Christopher Gregory 1981 Shady Oak Dr Apt 11
Newkirk Sean 4113 Forrest Rd
Nissley Edward E 346 Cedar Ln
Nolt Samuel M, Larry E 1151 Montezuma Rd
Oconnell Marion, Jack R 108 E Donegal St
Oliver Kristopher 1840 Bradfield Dr 20
Pape Joseph 4265 Greenpark Dr
Patrick Sheila 4318 Green Park Dr 114
Payne Joy E 845 Tr Ave
Physician Support Systems 15 Eby Chiques Rd
Presto Pearl H 346 Delta St
Ricocampos Erasto 2036 Mount Pleasant Rd
Roberts George 4155 Nolt Rd
Roberts James W 47 E Main St
Roland Paving 349 Florin Ave
Rothgaber Joshua C 13 Pine St
Sarbaugh Rebecca A, Joan G 1981 Shady Oak Dr Apt 12
Scharmer Daniel J, Shawneen 6 Harvestview S Apt B
Schlayback Tina 552 Creekside Ln
Schwartz Catherine 434 S Plum St
Scimeca Fionah R 228 Charlan Blvd
Scott Jeremy 76 Tia Cir
Scott Julius M 210 Sagamore Hl Lot 56
Seifert Paul A Sr 4427 Chinchilla Ave Apt 3
Seyfert Eshleman Janet L 616 Water St
Sloans Mt Joy Pharmacy 61 E Main St
Spencer Alan 560 W Main St
St Riel Natasha 101 W Main St Apt 6
Stendardo Constance, Tina 612 School Ln
Sudano Ruth PO Box 453
Swarr Robert E 523 Staufer Ct
Term Childcraft 1156 Four Star Dr
Thome Joshua 712 Wood St
Thru It All Body Shop 1230 W Main St
Valentin Antonio Jr 114 E Main St
Walton James A, Maria A 4493 Miller Dr
Ward Terri 2058 Rhoda St
Watterson Mackenzie M 604 Harvestview N
Weiss Carol A 826 Penny Ln Apt A
Wenzler Ethel M 758 Farmdale Rd
Wissler Motors Inc 1205 W Main St
Wood Dorothy E Est 4088 Nilltop Dr
Yost David L 602 Martin Ave
Young Carole 2103 Crestwyck Cir
Young Glenn 1964 Rhoda Ave
Zell Brandon M 665 Wood St
Mountville Pa 17554
Black Brian 247 Providence Pl
Christophel Janine M 3906 Columbia Av
Clark Catherine M 469 Talon Dr
Dandignac Bradley C 410 Talon Dr
Ephrata Area Rehab Svcs PO Box 597
Etnoyer John J 213 S Rockford Rd
Fisher Hazel F 303 Druid Hill Dr
Givler Douglas 124 Hershey Mill Rd B 124 Apt
Gorrow William J, Barbara C 110 Spring Hill Ln
Graham Michael 331 Primrose Ln
Greenawalt Taylor 4 Spring Hill Ln
Harkins Jesse 61 E Main St 1
Hatfield Robert 310 Curby Dr
Hazatones Irini 111 Froelich Ave
Herr Georgiann R, Kevin E 116 Daltrey Ct
Kirkham Jonnaysa E, Douglas J 206 Rockford Sq
Klinestever Tonia L 132 Acorn Ln
Lancaster Mazda 3642 Keen Ave
Lang Katherine A 575 Hershey Mill Rd
Martin Susan N, Bradley 210 Yorkshire Way
Mcginn Jason 224 Hampden Dr
Medrano Marlon J R 3642 Keen Ave
Menu Co PO Box 610 3708 Hempland Rd
Miller Richard 3602 Lorkney Rd Apt B
Monroig Alcites 280 Orkney Rd Unit C
Moonsammy Cicely M 3635 Keen Ave
Nazir Mourid A 134 Froelich Ave
Ney Annie L, Ne 459 Society Hill Cir
Ney Ne 459 Society Hill Cir
Otoole Lisa L, John K 314 Primrose Ln
Owens Ethel Y 3340 Pin Oak Ln
Peters Cyle B 495 W Main St
Prevost Carolyn 216 Clapton Ct
Pudlo Richard J 204 Oakridge Dr
Reyesmedrano Marlon J 3642 Keen Ave
Rhodes Emily, Derek 544a Hershey Mill Rd
Robinson Bernadette M 216 Clapton Ct
Rowles Calvin F 3642 Keen Ave Cathy A Pagano
Ruiz Georgina 91 Lincoln West Dr
Schmid Bonnie L 1804 Stony Battery Rd
Silverthorn Justin 46 Spring Hill Ln
Staples Kyle A 534 Hershey Mill Rd
Stauffer Auto Body 331 Primrose Ln
Stoeckle Charles 34 W Main St
Stoner Shannon 115 Timber Dr
Strickler James C 1855 Stony Battery Rd
Thomason Julie A 531 Hershey Mill Rd A
Transport International Ico Matt Diaz
Tutolo Marion T PO Box 472
Vozzella Julie J, Julie A Joline 105 Timber Dr
Watson Kenny R PO Bx 452
York Matthew D 320 Oakridge Dr
Zeliznik Raymond P Jr 111 Froelich Ave
Narvon 17555
Alenovitz Dennis J 6494 Division Hwy
Bakker Ann 544 Yellow Hill Rd
Birkenbach Edward 129 Maple St
Chernovsky Klayd 1059 Narvan Rd
Dahya Corporation 7121 Division Hwy
Davidson Ed 2008 Main St
Diem Barbara A 1086 Narvon Rd
Fisher Emanuel S 710 Red Hill Rd
Fuller Darlene PO Box 106
Haffis Tiffany 5849 Wertztown Rd
Hartman Jennifer S 623 Edwards Rd
Hutchinson Eleanor M 2499 Zerbe Rd 11
Inspection Enterprises PO Box 012
Kemper Beverly L, H Lyn 534 Red Hill Rd
Kulick Erika 1068 Edwards Rd
Lutz David 692 Yellow Hill Rd
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Miller Riki L PO Box 143
Miller William Jr 5846 Knobby Hill Rd
Nino Jessica S 208 E Maple Grove Rd
Patton James R Jr 2559 School House Ln
Sandoe Donald E, Darlene 890 Narvon Rd
Short Aundraya Marie, Barton E 1498 Division Hwy
Short Barton E 5451 Division Hwy
Slater Shirley C 6011 Mast Rd
Smucker Elizabeth R, Aaron K 2414 Conestoga Creek Rd
Starr Christie L 5781 Kingsfield Dr
Stoltzfus Chris 6157 Spotts Rd
Stoltzfus David 6145 Wanner Rd
Stoltzfus David B, Ester F 534 Red Hill Rd
Sturla Clara E, Peter L 1992 Main St
Sudrow Sabina 1940 Main St
Zipf Eric K 112 Shirktown Rd
Neffsville Pa 17601
Maricondo Christina M 101 Tanglewood Ln
New Holland Pa 17557
Acf Whitney A 525 White Oak Rd
Advanced Food Products LLC 254 S Custer Ave
Allgyer Elan 220 Redwell Rd
Amelias 403 S Custer Ave PO Box 9
Arnold Aloysius J, John R 221 Locust St
Barbara Bailey A Est 146 E Franklin St 215
Bathurst Carla 331 Don Dr
Berrios Virginia, Mark 546 W Main St
Bloom Michelle J, Daryl F 364 West Main St
Bosch Jennifer L 601 W Main St Apt A
Bruaw Wendy L 209 Tina Ln
Brugger Edna T 621 W Main St
C V Good Irrev Deed Trust 712 School Ln
Cars On Demand LLC 710 W Main St
Caruso Christian A 503 W Conestoga St
Chapman Julie Ann, John E 522 W Brd St
Class Geoffrey H 5041 Diem Rd
Clifford Edward Jr 338 E Main St
Dissinger Phillip 817 Walnut St
Feliciano Cruz Andres Apt 218 146 E Franklin St
Garden Spot Dist Inc 438 White Oak Rd
Groff History Asso Fred Groff 145 W Main St
Guyer Klein Chevrolet 22 Ashlea Gdns
Hartenstine Leslie Marie 242 Locust St
Huff Eleanor S 73 Holly Dr
Kime Lillian A, Robert W 433 S Kinzer Av 120
King Charles E, Bobbi L 308 Wissler Rd
King Daniel J, Tara L 515 W Conestoga St Apt A3
Kitchens Glen L 125 Peters Rd
Kloos Stuart, Marie 433 S Kinzer Ave Apt 330 S
Krstic Zeljko 80 Sukkwe Cw 4
Kuipers Kenneth J Box 346
Mares Carlos D 361 E Main St
Martin Donna L 5235 Hammond Rd
Martin Howard L 245 Gristmill Rd Apt 2
Martin Marlin R 928 E Earl Rd
Martin Paul 72 Bergman Rd
Martin Phillip L 439 White Oak Rd
Mcfadden Elsie 567 Springville Rd
Mcginnis William W Apt 2 30 S Roberts Ave
Morales Everardo, Jennifer 306 Heritage Dr
New Holland Concrete PO Box 218
Nguyen Jaan M 128 Willow Rdg
Osen Barbara 572 W Main St
Prasad Kartik 121 Ashlea Gdns
Precision Financial Svcs 145 Linden Grove Rd
Quality Floors Inc 870 E Main St
Richards Helen C Est, Richard M Exec Linda Kling Esq
131 W Main St
Rosales Elizabeth 113 Edgewood Dr
Russo Regina F 241 S Railrd Ave
Scharf Frederick E Jr 73 Holly Dr
Sebastian Denise A, Craig A 121 W Conestoga St
Sliker Susan 124 W Main St
Smucker Rachel L 234 Hill Rd
Snyder Richard K, Cindy L PO Box 264
Sova Jacqueline P 149 E Brd St Apt B
Stoltzfus Ike King 2758 Division Hwy
Stoltzfus Katie S 458 Lynch Rd
Struss Thomas G 85 Ashlea Gdns
Taylor Richard H Sr 34 Ashlea Vlg
Thang Rai 70 Ashlea Gdns
Thompkins Donna L 360 E Main St
Triangle Comm Inc 940 W Main St
Wagler Ellen F, Ira 995 W Main St
Wallace Kenneth, Emily RR 1
Wandishin Edward M 433 S Kinzer Ave 260
Wardell Richard D 22 Village Ln
Weldy Brian M 264 White Oak Rd
Wentz Weaver Kling Good Harris Llp Est Marian Sheaf
132 W Main St
Whary Wendy L 209 Tina Ln
New Oxford Pa 17601
Hindman Arlene, Russel RD 2
New Providence Pa 17560
21st Century Solutions LLC 15 Farmington Way
Adsitt Cynthia J 28 Echo Valy Dr
Burkins Mildred J 319 Cinder Rd
Chandler William 61 Ridgedale Ave
Chapman Ford of Lancaster 701 Pine Boulvard
Christ Martha 620 Lancaster Pike
Daddiego Joseph V 581 Pennsy Rd
Dietrich Benjamin, Ruth E 412 Dogwood Ln
Farmer Susan Greene 344 Schoolhouse Rd
Haines Robert D, Audrey F RD 1 Saw Mill Rd
Hamed Carolyn A 407 Dogwood Ln
Henderson Stanley 14 Tyler Dr
Huss Bonita 480 Truce Rd
Kemrer Michael 436 Truce Rd
Klingensmith Carol A 14 Tyler Dr
Nadu Samuel 560 Truce Rd
Prozzillo Jessica J, Denise M 635 Lancaster Pike
Scott Ruth H 25 Stump Rd
Shirk Barry W, Kathy E 1 Woods Dr
Turley Ashley 701 Pine Boulvard
Veith Caitlin E 381 Lancaster Pike
Winey Daniel, Betsy 595 Pennsy Rd
Paradise Pa 17562
Barrage Lawrence Scott, Lawrence E 4221 White Oak Rd
Esh Elmer B, Mary L 8 Fernwood Dr
Glick Jesse B 256 S Vintage Rd
Groff Mary J RD 1
Henry Gilda M, Leah M PO Box 66
Karr Violet RD 1
Knosp Marie E 3136 Lincoln Hwy E E
Kreider Ginger J 1850 Mine Rd
Lapp Christ 20 Sandstone Dr
Meyer Miriam Grace 3125 Lincoln Hwy E
Moore Robert RR 1
Motel 6 Mifflinville 3127 Lincoln Hwy E
Myers Constance M, Raymond E 3 Greenfield Dr
Rounds Connie A 76 W White Oak Rd
Rubi Darwin F 3140 Lincoln Hwy E Apt 2
Sunrise Real Estate Dev LLC S Patel 3127 Lincoln Hwy
East
Waples Helen M 1903 Belvedere Ave
Zimmerman Ella PO Box 218
Peach Bottom Pa 17563
Aamj Hauling Inc 1125 Pilgrims Pathway
Benjamin Julia E 2617 Robert Fulton Hwy
Breniser Barry W 1 Jubilee Park
Carr Janet 196 Arcadia Trace
Hanks Betty M 101 Fite Dr
Harris David S 107 Pilottown Rd
Heath Ronald Jr 229 Goat Hill Rd
Hogarth Virginia M 405 Cir Ln
Jones Tammy L 232 Goat Hill Rd
Lancaster Mazda 131 Grubbs Corner Rd
Lefever Robert L 879 Goshen Mill Rd
Lewis Irene E 1994 Lancaster Pike
Marshall Roy D 143 Peach Bottom Rd
Mcadams Sanra, Gary 2202 Robert Fulton Hghy
Miller Terry L 220 Cooks Landing Rd Apt 4
Piepszowski Daniel R, Anna M 106 Peach Bottom Rd
Pipkin Lisa 1221 Goshen Mill Rd
Purcell Rachael V 131 Grubbs Corner Rd
Seale Debra S 410 Pilottown Rd
Short Aundraya M, Carla J Fuches 114 Furches Dr
Pequea Pa 17565
Baker Nadim R 9 Laurel Ct
Ball Ruth A 924 Gardner Rd
Catherine S Goodrich Trust 37 Four Oaks Dr
Coulso Valerie J 102 Frogtown Rd
Daugulis Osvalds 1311 Pennsy Rd
Flood Matthew 651 Martic Hts Dr
Floretta Adheline 75 Creamery Rd
Goodrich John C 37 Four Oaks Dr
Haldy Curtis S 102 Frogtown Rd
Hess Mary A PO Box 94
Houck Myrtle J 222 Red Hill Rd
Jackson Judith M 668 Bridge Valy Rd
Lerro Desiree 81 Westview Rd Echo Knoll Farm
Ramos Fleix Jr, Yvette 4 Frogtown Rd
Roadman Geraldine E House Rock Rd
Sangray Emma RT 1
Schneider Sylvia 72 Loop Rd E
Soders Keith 66 Covered Bridge Rd
Way Dennis 566 Frogtown Rd
Quarryville Pa 17566
Alvarado Eddie 115 Pond Rd
Aselage Barbara P Box 503
Bair Leroy H 308 Conowingo Rd
Bairs Codorus Mennonite Cemetery 308 Conowingo Rd
Butler Elwood S, Lisa M 1275 Dry Wells Rd
Counts Marion 57 Loop Rd
Cross Thomas 115 E 2nd St Apt 12
Culler Jacquelyn 1110 E Jason Creek Hallow Rd
Deguzman Michael S 1022 Spring Valy Rd
Dutch Valley Auto Works 161 Eden Rd
Edwards Crystal 353 Camargo Rd
Fonseca Benjamin 1431 Lancaster Pk
Four Sons Glass 14 Ann Place
Gibson Jeremy M 1229 Lancaster Pike
Gleason Colleen J 168 Wesley Rd
Graybill Catherine RR 1
Griff Kimberly K 415 Hillcrest Ave
Griffith Warren E 415 Hillcrest Ave
Heiser William J 246 S Lime St
Heisler Dennis L, Tracy A 45 Sunset Dr
Hough Glenn, Amy PO Box 123
Houle Stephan 204 Oak Bottom Rd Apt 1
Kauffman William P 1230 Valy Rd
Lacey Jeff 315 Lamparter Rd
Landis Goldena T, Robert J PO Box 187
Leonard Dale E 16 S Lime St
Lorah Lawrence L, Esther F RR 3
Marshall Syra 70 Oliver Dr
Martin George 1404 Groffdale Rd
Mcdowell Doris A Est 648 Hopkins Mill Rd
Musser Nathan S 118 Bushong Rd
Myers Robert E 46 Byers Dr
Pringle Naomi W 102 Groffdale Dr Apt 2
Quarryville Library 357 Buck Rd
Ranck Lester H, Mary R 609 Ctr Rd
Reath Robert 128 Buck Hts Rd
Rivera Hendricks Mildred 1140 River Rd Apt A
Rural Housing Svc Isaoa Atima PO Box 123
Samberg Gar DO 34 Fawn Dr
Shelley Barbara 28 Spring Side Dr
Smyth Christopher P 494 Ctr Rd
Todd Walter L III PO Box 691
Tortorelli Joseph K 161 Eden Rd
Trost Jeffrey T 321 S Church St
Welch Michael, Tara 336 Blackburn Rd
Wilfong Lester RD 2
Wilson Diane J, Don M 413 Groffdale Rd
Zander John C Jr 1433 Lancaster Pike
Reamstown Pa 17567
Evangelista Anne E PO Box 69
Good Gary R PO Box B 115 N Reamstown Rd
Nagle Michael T 41 N Remastown Rd PO Box 17
Schlack June E 40 Church St
Reinholds Pa 17569
Abreu Carmelo C 354 Staver Rd
Asroff Beverly D 55 Cedar Ct
Augsburger Andrew F 745 Galen Hall Rd
Becker Catherine H 716 Vinemont Rd
Binner Sadie 1237 W Swartzville Rd
Blazjewski Stanley, Joanne 105 Sunrise Ln
Campbell Rich 6 E Market St
Comeau Bonita 80 Vera Cruz Rd
Cuthbert Pamela S, Emily J 1475 Texter Mountain Rd
Eyrich Cynthia A 220 Whitehall Rd
Fanning Peter M 325 Laurel Ridge Rd
Fisher Melissa 5 Creamery Rd
Frankfort Judith L 3267 E Galen Hall Rd
Green Howard 1173 Fritztown Rd
Grubb Penny J 37 Keener Rd
Gutshall Ronald R 2205 S Galen Hall Rd
Hagy Gary E II, Gary E, Carole 116 Witmer Rd
Kerchner Kathryn Est Stoudtburg Village 8 Market Plz
Krick Michelle S 250 Swamp Church Rd
Leck Allen, John W, Jeanne RT 897
Martin Crystal, Rodney 284 W Swartzville Rd
Martin Jay Clair 500 Old Staver Rd
Mickey David J 12 Highland Ct
Moyer James J 3111 N Reading Rd
Moyer Richard D 2 Spruce Dr
Roseboro Jan E 107 W Main St
Schaeffer Betty Est 835 Dogwood Dr
Semper Fi Powerwash Inc Darrin J Weaver 126 Royal Horse
Way
Sgutshall Jo Ann 2205 S Galen Hall Rd
Sheffield Carolyn J 268 Mtn Top Rd
Swavely Robert 49 Misty Meadow Dr
Taylor Dorothy L, A Ralph 150 Mechanic St
Testut Alfred E 350 Brunners Grove Rd
Wanner Richard J 1 Vinemont Rd
Weaver Darrin J 126 Royal Horse Way
Wenzel Erla H 101 W Main St
Windham Nathaniel Lee 220 Resh Rd
Yarus Lance O 700 Laurel Ridge Rd
Yocklovich Angela B, Sheri 95 Sunrise Ln
Refton Pa 17568
Kegel Ariel, Laurel Box 94
Kettering Dawn S Box 94
Rheems Pa 17570
Cardonanegron Elvin 156 W Harrisburg Ave
Cardonazayas Ernesto 156 W Harrisburg Ave
Drumheller Carl PO Box 2
Perezperez Florentino 156 W Harrisburg Ave
Wagner Joanne 124 Greder Ave Lot 6
Ronks Pa 17572
Advanced Solar Industries LLC 3530 W Newport Rd
Chryst Dana 60 N Ronks Rd
Demange Clara P 10 Jordan Dr
Eastbrook Pension Trust 29 Eastbrook Rd PO Box 309
Elmer Esh K 2874 B Stumptown Rd
Esh Lloyd E 2851 Lincoln Hwy E
Fisher John R 2576a Bachmantown Rd
Ginley Mark M 366 Keneagy Hill Rd
Hoover Painting Researching
Kauffman Marvin 16 Cherry Hill Rd
Lefever Gladys 13 Jordan Dr
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Pannebecker Dale 73 Taylor Dr
Perry Robert J 87 N Ronks Rd
Petit Demange T L 10 Jordan Dr
Schaefer Kimmel R 376 Hartman Bridge Rd
Smith Jennifer J 3015a W Newport Rd
Snyder Jacqueline M, Jason G PO Box 44
Stoltzfus David B Jr 36 S Soudersburg Rd
Walker Devin 280 Esbenshade Rd Apt A
Werger John E RR 1
Zug Mary K, Lori Wenger 65 Paradise Ln
Salunga Pa 17538
Goldfarb Childred Archie H, David 26 W Main St
Newswanger Paul S Est 51 Summer St
Oslowski Edward J 184 C W Maine St
Rhoads William D 67 Autumn St
Silver Spring Pa 17575
Pain Center of Delaware PO Box 246
Rw Connection Inc PO Box 287
Smoketown Pa 17576
Stoltzfus Merv 2435b Old Philadelphia Pike PO Box 236
Stevens Pa 17578
Carvell Morris 40 Stevens Rd
Eshleman Brian J 26 S King St
Fair Jeffrey S 26 School Ln
Gordner Rebecca 1227 Pieffer Hill Rd
Harrower Christopher A 65 E Smt Dr
Hemling Charles RT 1
Hess George M 28 Oak Ln
Hooper Dawn S 25 Summers Dr
Hoppman Dion C 41 School Ln
Johnson Yolanda 150 N Reamstown Rd
Landis Larry A 275 W Mount Airy Rd
Mohn Jason R 1381 Forest Hill Rd
Redners Quik Shop 1304 N Reading Rd
Schannauer Jacob 500 Mt Airy Rd Lot 6
Schwebel Clarence, Helen R RR 1
Soden Christopher S 204 Stonecrest Ct
Spitler Kathy A 35 Summers Dr
Styer Peter H 855 Matthew Dr
Sweigart Nancy 1025 A Girl Scout Rd
Walker Jean 1419 N Reading Rd
Wanner Richard, Dennis L Kopp 1 Westwood D
Werner Pauline K 126 E Church St
Wilson Minnie RD 1
Zimmerman Carl H RR 2
Strasburg Pa 17579
Bursan Dorin L 313 Coppersmith Ln
Cameron Patricia L 15 Miller St
Chernux Leo 2517 Book Flower Ln
Conforti Peter 275 Wilton Dr
Currne Jack E 128 Miller St
Dupee Michael 1132 Hampden Dr
Dupee Patricia A, Michael A 1132 Hampden Dr
Dutt Betty M RR 1 Box 377
Garden Spot Bowling 226 N Decatur St
Glacken Barbara Wert 26 Funk St
Haun David 896 Winter Hill Rd
Helen B Frantz 33 5th St
Herr Caroline D 54 Reservoir Rd
Herr Matthew 975 Miller Rd
Herr Paul 19 Clearview Dr
Hilt Evelyn A 115 E Main St
Kametz Lucille Est 855 May Post Office Rd
Kaminoff Stephanie M, Joshua 1566 Lime Valy Rd
Leachey Larry M, Larry RR 1
Leaman Carl E 108 Main W
Lewis Financial Inc 1305 Village Rd
Longleaf Corp Pres Harold Wiker 1 E Main St
Mccullough Michael R 206 Georgetown Rd
Minahan Mary Estate 977 Miller Rd
Northgate Condominium Asso 300 N Jackson St
Phillips Truby 69 Clover Ave
Rampaul Beverly H 1816 White Oak Rd
Rynier John A Jr, John A 228 Miller St
Sebelist Sylvia A 206 Miller St
Simkiss Aline M 202 Tinsmith Ln
Smith Matthew J 25 W Main St
Welk Harold D 208 Little Beaver Rd
Williams Steven A, Terri A 11 Creekview Ln
Winters Betty E 49 E Main St
Yankovich Carole L 239 Georgetown Rd Apt B
Yoder Christopher D 1434 Village Rd
Zaccaria Mary 1106 Hampden Dr
Zook Mattie R, Aaron S 620 White Oak Rd
Talmage Pa 17580
Heaton John W Jr PO Box 23
Trimble Georgeanna 330 S State St PO Box 372
Terre Hill Pa 17581
Acorn Equipment Ltd PP Box 180
Brane Linda Box 743
Brown A Kathryn 1362 Union Grove Rd
Coblentz Chris PO Box 708
Eberly Abby L PO Box 234
Eby Matthew C 1007 Lancaster Ave
Hurst Roy 1348 Union Grove Rd
Kirkpatrick Kevin W, Diane C PO Box 519 404 W Main St
Lauria Elvera R 216 New St
Mahoney Edward J PO Box 453
Reese Gerry Ray PO Box 604
Stirk Lori A PO Box 236
Waldron Nathaniel 111 E Main St PO 33
Weaver Melissa, Michael PO Box 502
Zimmerman Clair B 100 N Hill Rd 25
Washington Boro Pa 17582
Beach Dorothy E 119 Carol Dr
Burkholder Larry E 250 Penn St
Debarr Robert J 100 Spring Meadow Ln
Enterline Adam 3143 Anchor Rd
Guiles Michaelle 441 Shultz Rd
Hapke William P 2229 River Rd
Kilheffer Robert G RR 1
Mead Robert A 387 Penn St
Meadows Janice M 109 Catalpa Ln
Miller Jeffrey Est 112 Catalpa Ln
Rutter Jefferey PO Box 69
Snyder John J Box 40
West Willow Pa 17583
Supnick Fred PO Box 1055
Willow Street Pa 17584
Ammlung Charles C, June E 300 Willow Valy Lake Dr
Apt C−102
Bagdasarian Elenore G, Andrew Willow St
Barker Alvin H, Esther 112 W Kendig Rd
Beard Louise 300 Willow Valy Lakes Dr
Boyd Theresa 300 Willow Valy Lakes Dr
Brubaker John W Jr 232 Peach Bottom Rd
Brunning Theresa A 113 Locust Ln
Bushek Paul L 111 Sandstone Dr L
Carlyle Kimberly 783 Millwood Rd
Clark Barry E 8 W Willow Dr
Cole Michael 150 W Willow Rd
Crouses Body Shop 37 Corn Planter Rd
Engroff Kevin 2706b Willow St Pike
Erb Michelle L, Gary R 203 Sidehill Tr
Groffs Heating 3012 Willow St Pike N
Hartman Marjorie M 300 Willow Lakes Dr Apt B4 Apt B4
Hickey Christopher A 131 Herrville Rd POA
John E Hickey Jr
Jackson Judith 1441a Eshleman Mill Rd
Johnson Phyllis E 75 Cherokee Rd
King Andrew B 2534 Willow St Pike N
Kneisley Douglas A 204 Herrville Rd PO Box 219
Kopp Karen 37 Corn Planter Rd
Lyall John D 300 Willow Valy Lakes Dr Apt
Mccall Joshua D 87 West Boehms Rd
Mcgarrity Mary A 204 Herrville Rd
Myers Karen 8 Parkview Dr
Nguyen Thien 2600 Willow St Pike Ste 303
Pfeffer Kimberly J 2926 Willow St Pike N
Putnam Grace L 300 Willow Valy Lakes Dr Apt 201
Richards Paul 110 1st St
Sellers Yinger Llp 2819 G Willow St Pike
Sharpless Mary L 5 Barbara Ave
Thomas William J 1507 Beaver Valy Pike
Tomlinson Christopher B 739 Pennsy Rd Apt 1
Vonnieda Gayle E 1 Cobblestone Dr
Webb Joshua 1570 Beaver Valy Pike
Weber Michael E RR 1
Wenger Rhoda 313 Carol Lynn Dr Apt 2
Wilfong Wayne P 575 Millwood Rd
Witmer Pa 17585
King Sarah S Box 52
Lawrence County
Bessemer Pa 16112
Beadling Raymond Jr 28 5th St
Benninghoff Phillip J 531 State Line Rd
Boyt Joseph L 42 E Poland Ave
Davidson Christine 156 W Beechwood
King Margaret 202 10th St
Lyons Reagan L 1115 East Poland Ave
Magno Ronald 850 Columbiana Rd
Musser Daryl E 531 State Line Rd
Palmieri Donald 7 S Main St
Percic Irene T PO Box 52
Percis Richard 60 S Poland Ave
Pusnik Katherine P 11 N Main Apt 313
Silhanek Patrick J 15 E Stewart Ave
Swogger Annabelle 901 S Main St
Edinburg Pa 16116
Bohn Rudolph J Est 4836 W Main St
Churchfield Vernon 3418 Matthews Rd
Citansky Virginia M PO Box 283 RR 2
Gadzia Jennie E RR 1
Hooks Kylee 171 W Branch Dr
Jones Dorothy M 152 Carol Ln
Jones Dorothy M Twilight Trailer Ct Lot 107
Kaufman D C PO Box 132 Clay St
Leathers Shirley J 5099 W Main St
Macri Thomas 141 Keith Ct
Miller William Box 116 Ambrosia Rd
Pelini Christopher, Kellina 136 Bluebird Ln
Shaffer Betty 3418 Matthews Rd
Spohn Brian M 5400 Erie St
Timlin Tina M 127 Sparrow Ln
Wilson Donald 3548 W State St
Ellwood City Pa 16117
Adams Ralph H Country Club Dr
Alden Vernon G 705 Meadowland Ave
Andrews Martin J, Matthew M, Mark C Box 7155 Country
Club Rd
Ault John, Patricia Est 421 3rd St
B B Mini Mart 2335 River Rd
Bartle Benjamin B, Fred W 207 14th St
Battaglia Debora L, John A 121 Tr Dr
Baxter Shannon 205 Entrance Dr
Beinhauer Aaron Conrad 937 Portersville Rd
Bentel Howard A 1196 Country Club Dr
Berezniak And Zimmaro 603 Crescent Ave
Berezniak Ethalia M 425 Wayne Ave
Berezniak William T 1212 Lawrence Ave
Bingle Donna L 410 Short St Apt T10
Blazak Henrietta K 214 State Ave
Bokor Jacquelin R 1044 Aetna Dr
Bostrom Janice 500 First Ave
Brown Emma RD 2
Cahill Kathlyn J 600 1st Ave
Carmichael Linda S 224 Line Ave
Carosi Dan 1 Rosannah St
Chandler Jessica M 301 Hazel Ave
Citizens Publishing & Printing Co Barbara Wel Citizens
Pub & Printing Co
Collins Virginia Contino 423 6th St
Contino William Jr 525 Hansen Ave
Copart Auto Auctions PO Box 270
Costantino Eugene R 314 Wayne Ave
Dambrosio Ann B RD 3 Box 7945
Damore Ruby 507 Crescent Ave Gra Upr 4l 02
Desanzo Eric Michael 808 Park Ave Apt 2
Dibenedetto Ida 111 Shadyrest Rd Apt 402
Dodds Paul E 423 Wayne Ave
Dominelli Joseph, Shirley A 320 Morrison Ave
Donovan Rita R 787 Garrett
Duncan Sara D 220 Hazen Ave
Fanto John J 14 Len Ave
Fazenbaker Ida E RR III Box 7765
Ferrante Steven A 630 Crescent Ave Apt 116
Feruchie Sylvester 520 Morningstar Dr
Fisher Michael, Cheryl 1635 Squaw Run Rd
Flesicher Sara T 126 Orchard Ave
Frisk Mary 522 Pershing St
Geddes Virginia A 806 Beechwood Blvd
Geddes William E 624 North St
Giancola Margaret E 219 Grim Ave
Gregg Robert E OD 132 4th St
Gruber Eric 118 Whieldon Ave
Haine Amanda I 319 4th St R
Hamilton Margot H 123 Grim Ave
Hand William R, Beatrice 201 Orchard Ave
Hawks Cynthia 309 Crescent Ave
Hazen William A 416 Rear Francis
Herbert Helen Est 316 Petain St
Herbert Martin 316 Petain St
Hillman Howard E Sr, Howard E Jr 304 Pershing St
Holiday Inn Springfield PO Box 980
Honneffer Cassius E 1317 Woodside Ave
Houk Jeffrey 400 Rose St
Huntington Bank Pa252 − Corporate Security
700 Lawrence Ave
Innocent Clara Est RR 2
Jamison Kathleen L 125 Grandview Rd
Jeannette Frank Jr 1225 Ctr Ave
Johnson Daniel 306 Stamm Hollow Rd
Kasun Anthony Est 224 Park Ave
Kelly Cynthia, Willis, John 2790 Brighton Rd
Keul Darlene J 503 Glade St
Kia Motors Finance Co 301 Hazel Ave
Kimmel David 435 Wampum Ave
Kirsch Nicholas 126 James Dr
Kwik Pik 3134 6th St & Beaver Ave
Latimer Lena 120 Pittsburgh Cir Apt 3
Lawton Raymond 620 Hazel Ave
Lmm Enterprises Inc, Mr Electric PO Box 311
Lutz Alan 922 Crescent Ave
Maccullough Craig C 513 Spring Ave A
Magargee Jeffrey M, Bonnie 1826 Line Ave
Main Charles 630 Crescent Ave Apt 1
Mancini Daniel 430 Beatty St
Martin Juanita J. 151 Bennett Dr
Mccaslin Kevin J 118 Wampum Ave
Mcclelland Ida 304 Rear Park Ave
Mcelwain Brothers Paint 840 Lawrence Ave
Mchattie Hazel G RD 2 Rustic Park
Mckim Dainy T 311 10th St
Mcmunn Robert L 102 Whieldon Ave
Medart Inc, Lisa Lacava 600 2nd St
Mehaffey Margaret L 918 Sunset Blvd
Mick Carl Jr 112 French Wy
Mike Kristen M, Timothy M 501 Morningstar Dr
Miller Carlene P 126 Oak St Apt A
Minteer Betty J PO Box 265
Miskolcze Linda Darlene, Elaine RD 3 Box 7535
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Moskal Mary 59 Portersville Rd
Moszan Joan E 918 3rd St
Novakovich Rebecca 415 Chapel Dr
Paglia Joseph A, Dana L PO Box 324
Paris Stella A RR 1 Box 269
Patterson Karen L 900 Grandview St
Paul Doris E, Mary A 302 Mt Vernon Dr Pinecrest Manor
Apt 4
Pelliccioni Ethel Est 507 SR 288
Pifer Nancy E 616 4th St F
Platek Margaret M 516 Division Ave
Rahall Lucy E 1000 Beechwood Blvd
Raman Jeffrey W RD 3 Box 7945
Reilly Vincent J Est Esb Bank, Rose Pieri 600 Lawrence Ave
Reinhardt Mark 415 Chapel Dr
Reynolds Patricia 10 Glen Ave
Rice Robert E 531 Smiley St
Richards Stephanie L, James Craig 116 Hazen Ave N
Ridenour Brian L 1867 Mercer Rd
Robinson Rosa 217 Fountain Ave
Rossi Frank 403 Line Ave
Roth Frederick, Frisk Law Firm 303 5th St
Rusnock Rose M 106 Duncan Ave
Santry Dolores 1805 Wampum Rd
Schafer Josha 524 Ore St
Schuller Elizabeth A, Edward F 3883 Chewton Wurtemburg
Rd
Scrivo Dominick, Dorothy 224 Patricia Dr
Scrivo Dominick, Dorothy PO Box 288
Scrivo Dorothy V, Dominick 111 Green Ln
Severn Lawrence J 1790 Windover Ave
Showalter Daniel M 109 Whieldon Ave Rear
Silvester Frances 622 Wayne Ave
Smith Mary Wimer 111 2nd St
Spratley Nancy 217 Fountain Ave
Stark William K 561 Morningstar Dr
Stephenson Clara J, Leonard 320 Crescent Ave Apt 3in
Stickle Eva 816 Old Zelienople Rd
Stone Richard 103 Mckim Way
Stoner Rose K 955 Woodside Ave
Stoner Stanley J, Rose K 955 Woodside Av
Swinehart Larry 620 Hazel Ave
Thompson Jean 120 Madison Ave
Toscano John Est 816 South St
Vrankovich Matthew N 125 Portersville Rd
Welsh Doris D Northview Estates 202a 945 Border Ave
White Dav 513 4th St
Whitling Tammy 284 Portersville Rd
William Harry C Est 204 Martin Ave
Wiltrout Dorothy J 524 Newton Ave
Wooster Ronald E 436 Glen Ave
Young Dorrie 738 Harmony Fisher Ave
Yurkovich Harold 411 2nd St
Zona Deborah 212 Gartley Ave
Enon Valley Pa 16120
Culler Joshua A, Jessica 107 Scott Wallace Rd D
Hogue Tom 744 Wampum Mt Air Rd
Krywicki David A, Clara RD 2 Box 101
Leslie Ethel M 831 Leslie Rd
Mccann Joseph 1142 Main St PO Box 272
Stanley William C 553 Kaufman Rd
Woolonich Kathryn, John 2149 Old Enon Unity Rd
Workman Philip L 363 Anderson Rd
Hillsville Pa 16132
Fin Chrysler PO Box 34
Fischer Theresa PO Box 335
Grice Walter E Jr PO Box 392
Kuykendall James PO Box 34
Tresnowsky Marie PO Box 392
New Bedford Pa 16140
Morrison Jean Est, R PO Box 418
Shiderly S PO Box 311
New Castle Pa 16101
3 Friends & Me Inc 1001 Adams St
Abraham Mary, Alex 1329 Pennsylvania Ave
Allison Paul H, Paul Sr 1002 Shaffer Rd
Anderson Harriet W Wash
Antonini Michael A III 804 N Mercer St
Ardelji Frank G 3410 W Pittsburgh Rd
Artis Jon 125 Croach Rd
Balbo Mario 1145 Pin Oak Dr Apt 1a
Bales Esther A, James J 125 W North St Apt 213
Barber James 101 S Mercer St Ste 306
Barkay Amber 308 Berger Pl Apt 1
Barnes Gary L 933 Winslow Ave
Bartley Emma Mae Est Thomas W Leslie Esq 25 N Mill St
Benson Mark 272 Carbone Dr
Bintrin Builders 204 Hoover Rd
Birney Doyle 222 E Wallace Ave
Bodziach Laura Est 899 Bodziach Rd
Boller Tiffany 5 E Wallace Ave Apt 305
Bordonaro Jill 1233 Huron Ave
Bosmewen Beulah R 701 Harmony Baptist Rd
Braho William J 1120 Grigsby St
Brightshue Jessie, D 423 Friendship
Brizidine James 23 Bluff St
Brown Frederick Est 904 Woodland Ave
Brown Louise 14 S Front St
Bullano James P Est 2535 Willowhurst Cir
Buntman Larry A 933 Harrison St
Bupp Dennis L 1103 Wilmington Ave
Burkot Idagenne Jolene 101 E Lincoln Ave
Burleson Evelyn R 8 Moody Ave
Burnett Robert Jr 347 Shaw St
Caiazza Angela M 215 E Leasure Ave
Caiazza William A 116 Phillips Pl
Calvert Margaret J, Harry Jr 307 E Edison Ave
Camera Victor V Est 717 Cunningham Ave
Capece Dexter F, Dexter 518 S Scotland Ln
Carik Edward J, Mary L 1607 Moravia St
Carlson Jack E 953 Mt Herman Church Rd
Castle Wash Services Inc 2504 Ron Dr
Chamberlain Barbara L 1230 Finch St
Chmielowski Casimir 225 Weaver St
Churchfield Margaret, Vernon 637 Harmony Baptist Rd
Cibula Anne 25 N Mill St Ste 403
Cioffi Mabel 1421 Wilson Ave
Cioffi Pat, Joe 1609 Harrson Ave
Clark James E 43 Savannah Gardner Rd
Classico Foods 275 Commerce Ave
Collette Janet 3606 Harlansburg Rd
Conlon William T Jr 121 E Moody Ave
Conners Hilda F 715 Young St
Conrad Herman W 113 W Wallace Ave
Conti Elizabe 407 S Walnut St
Conti Stephen R, Richard J, Jean 117 Vine St
Cooley Laverne H 520 Friendship St
Corbin Richard L 458 Moore Ave
Covelli Mike Jr 92 S Lee Ave
Cubellis Anna Funeral Tr RR 6
Cumpston Lorine E 2318 Mill Bridge Rd
Cunningham Genevieve 125 W North St 429
Cupido Concetta, Robert V 1008 Cunningham Ave
Cupido Lois E 101 S Mercer St
Curry George W 311 Fern St
Czywinski Stella 1801 Moravia St
Dandrea Stephanie Jo, Michael J, Dante D
950 Old Princeton Rd
Daves Market 438 E Long Ave
Davis Kathleen 380 Heckathorne Rd
Davison Howard S Jr 813 S Mercer St
Defrank Gary A 501 East Lutton St
Dehass Dorothy, Tom 319 Shaw St
Dehass Tom 319 Shaw St
Delio Carol L 418 Karon Dr
Demarco Dorothy Est 1116 S Mercer St Apt 309
Demarco Michael Jr 1005 Maryland Ave
Derosa Bakery 819 Junior High St
Devasil Greek 368 1/2 E Washington St
Dorothy Arnold 133 E Edison Ave
Duckworth Jessie 630 Raymond St
Ed & Don Decarbo Funeral Home 941 S Mill St
Edeburn Marcia Ann 312 E Leasure Ave
Emch Ruth W 1512 Wilson Ave
Emery Ralph 20 W Washington St
Evanoski Charles 2420 Woodland Hills Dr
Evans Dwayne, Lydia 915 Winslow Ave
Evans Harry E 312 E Leasure Ave
Farone Frank J 138 Park Ave
Felasco Gary 419 E Lutton St
Ferguson Jackie L Est 532 Grange Hall Rd
Fisher Steven J 119 Park Ave
Fitzpatrick Alice 528 W Washington St
Fitzpatrick Lynne RR 2
Flesher Mary Est 226 N Cascade St
Fountain Restaurant 28 E Washington St PO Box 782
Francis Merle E 108 Taylor St Rear Apt
Freese Frederick E 136 E Winter Ave
Frengel Eugene J 125 W North St Apt 306
Fritz Mark D 1310 Hamilton St
Furchaw Nina 108 E Laurel Ave
Gabriel James J 424 Waldo St
Gabrielsson Ingela M 59 Fields Dr
Gallagher John V 1803 Hamilton St
Gallo Carmen 9 N Mercer St
Gervase Roxine L 1013 Hazel St
Gibson Roger 849 Frank Ave
Golmic Andrew Est 926 Ryan Ave
Gosztyla Verna 125 W North St
Grata Josephine H, Michael M Delaware Ave
Grego Carlo K, Jenny A 912 Loraine Ave
Grossman Edward 241 West Moody Ave
Hackett Charles W 1942 Moravia St
Hall Thomas 2501 Wilmington Rd
Hamilton Melissa V, Chad R 813 Alborn Ave
Hannon Helen K 109 Phillips Pl
Hannum Cody 720 Gardner Ctr Rd
Harris Angela B 503 Waldo St
Havranek John F 3028 George St
Haybarger Mary 2 Boroline
Helmer Bernard T Epworth St
Hernandez Mark 603 W Madison
Hickman Gary L 224 E Wallace Ave Apt 3
Hoover Ruth A 1110c Crestview Gdns
Houston Patricia 731 Brooklyn Ave
Houston Richard Jr 1529 Old Buttler
Isabella Teresa, Joseph 1115 N Croton Ave
Johnson Evan 822 Morton St
Johnson Kenneth 532 Epworth St
Johnson Marie 1235 E Washington St
Johnson W M Jr, William M 1018 W Washington St
Jones Robert A 1012 Beckford St
Karns Dale W RR Box 538
Karns Louise 630 Raymond St
Kaufman Rebecca 4348 Hollow Rd
Kelly Cecelia F 2914 W State St
Kerr Mary RR 2
Ketzel Glenn E 1135 Village Ln
Kimmel William T 532 Rose Stop Rd
Knickrehm J 905 Butler St
Kolodziej Walter F 56 High St
Koon Rodney 112 E Leasure Ave
Kosto Richelle 510 Waldo St
Kotch Kathleen 412 Bartram Ave
Lascola Michael 2001 Wilson Ave
Layton Francyne G 412 E Meyer Ave
Leishman Phyllis A 9 N Mercer St
Lemmon William, Mary 207 Holton St
Levine David 511 N Jefferson St
Liskooka George 410 Smithfield St
Llewellyn Robert S, Flossie L 1419 Jackson Ave
Lorenzo Allen 1140 Parkwood Ct Apt 10
Magliocca Dominic 510 E Division St
Maitland Jesse 3851 Harlansburg Rd
Malcolm Jennifer 1601 Huron Ave
Mancino Jo 1116 S Mercer St Apt 309
Manifran Brandon 1619 Stanton Ave
Manifrang Rachel 1619 Stanton Ave
Marchelletta Anna 202 Park Ave
Mario Balbo 1145 Pin Oak Dr Apt 1a
Mccormick Joe C 1210 Williams St
Mcknight Angela P, Tony L 208 Richlieu Ave
Mcnamara Agnes 300 W Glen Moore
Mcnaughton Christopher L 910 Clarence Ave
Mcquiston Barbara, Charles 816 Carson St
Mcquiston Charles 816 Carson St
Medure Patricia Toney 917 Woodland Ave
Meeder Ross 230 Wick Ave
Michalojko Alice M Est W Thomas Andrews Admin
25 N Mill St 403
Miller Jessika Renee 506 Erie St
Miller Sylvia M 4923 Old Pittsburgh Rd
Miscimarra Fred 1404 Hamilton St
Moore Laverne 1213 Finch St
Moorhead Doris 725 Paul St
Moraldi Rudelle, Rudolph 3715 Hollow Rd
Mundell Margaret E 346 Old RT 19
Murphy Cleda B, Donald C Hogue 2901 Ellwood Rd
Myers Richard A 3589 Harlansburg Rd
N C Off 2006 W State St
Naji Mohammed 1000 S Mercer St
Nared Olga M 231 Avalon Dr
Natale Frank A II 408 N Beaver St
Nathan Lawrence 1105 Pin Oak Dr 2c
Neininger Robert E 606 Gardner Ctr Rd
New 50s Diner Butler Rd
Nickens Florence D 3048 Mcclelland Av
Nicks Inc 833 S Mill St
Nixon Beverly A 21 S Greenwood Ave
Nocera Paul 3593 S Maple Dr
Nugent Betty Est 732 N Croton Ave
Oneil Ryan M 153 Independence Ln
Oneill Edna S 1721 Atkinson St
Orabiko Julie Ann Est 1008 Mccleary Ave
Owoc Larry H 825 Schenley Ave
Parish Beulah I 3820 Frew Mill Rd
Parker Doris M Est 725 Paul St
Parrott Frances J 1116 S Mercer St Apt 203
Pascarella Tasha, Ruth 920 Ryan Ave
Patton Willard, Lena RR 4
Pavia Anthony F, Laura 719 S Mill St PO Box 26
Perkins Beverly A 21 S Greenwood Ave
Perrotta Louis 229 S Jefferson St
Pifer Patricia L 602 Cole Rd
Piontek Sophia 1005 Butler Ave
Ponton Raymond 3102 Ellwood Rd
Powell Robert O RR 1 Box 530
Price Mary A 825 Vogan St
Priest Andy 1901 Harlansburg Rd
Priest Enterprises 3330 Rte 422
Pro Tech Security Systems Inc 641 Moffatt Rd
Raisley Kristen 107 S Mulberry St
Reda Velma M Est 134 N Mercer St 409
Regional Anesthesia Asso 401 Winter Rd Unit 13d
Revol Wireless 173 South Jefferson St
Rice Alyssa Leann, Amy M 2039 Moravia St
Rice Charles Edison Manor
Rice Veronica Renee, Amy M 2039 Moravia St
Rising Sun Buffet 1700 New Butler Rd Ste 108
Ritchie Debbie A 201 Boyles Ave Apt 1c
Robinson Eileen B 115 Oak Park Ln
Rod Inc 827 Addis St
Rombold Amanda G, Joshua M 1204 Roosevelt St
Roques 1000 S Mercer St
Ross Kenneth E 306 N Ray St
Ross William 734 E Main St
Ruby Jeff 226 E Boyles Ave
Sanders Yamaha 1400 State St
Santangelo Michael 923 Beckford St
Sarcone Shay 421 Park Ave
Schappert Rose 225 Weaver St
Schleicher Edward R 2910 West Washington St
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Schuette Mark D 311 Shaw St
Searcy Demetrius L 18 Boroline St
Shaffer Frances, Alan 735 Countyline St
Shevitz Andrew M 833 S Mill St
Shinsky Mary 34 Links Dr
Shinsky Mary 3724 Hollow Rd
Shinsky Mary 921 Marshall Ave
Smart Randall E 229 S Jefferson Ste 105
Smeal Bus Co Escrow 14 N Mercer St Ste 300
Snowberger Harold D Est 230 Firehall Rd
Stastny Trua Jun 6 96 Virginia Rev Tr, Virginia 2524 Old
Pittsburgh Rd
Stewart Keith 20 W Washington St
Stirling Sandra, Frank RR 4
Stoner J F MD 218 W Moody Ave
Strobel Leona 1004 Marshall Ave
Swietlicki Scholastyka, Joseph 709 E Long Ave
Systems Management 101 S Mercer St Ste 206
Tanner Deborah J 658 Melody Ln
Taylor Harold R Jr, Jacquelyn P 1214 S Cascade St
Tervo John 405 Spruce St
Thomas George Thomas 1124 Booker Dr
Thompson Shane 214 E Lutton St
Turner William J 520 Friendship St
Van Dongen Hendrikus 2979 Jay Dr
W M F Ub Church 1907 Stanton Ave
Walker Eddie R 929 1 2 Moravia St
Walker Lewis Ruth J 806 W Grant St
Wang Tao Eaco Chem Inc
Warden Peggy 1110c Crestview Gdns
Warnick Daniel A 519 Moore Ave
Watson Susan 2501 Wilmington Rd
Webster Jean A 222 W Edison Ave
Weinschenk Robert S, Florence 926 Hazel St
Welser John Carl RD 2 Clarksen Dr PO Box 353
Wheeler Kimberly 325 Moyer Rd
White Clara 941 S Mill St
Winter J Robert II 641 E Moffatt Rd
Wirtz Michael F, John J RD 3 Hbr Rd
Wise Dorothy 2 Levine Way
Withers Anna J RR 3 English Ave
Wyman Mary 1224 E Washington St
Yankura Methodiu 141 Atlantic Ave
Zabetakis John G, Kay, Katherine 838 Lakeview Dr
Zaboroski Josephine J 21 Magee St
Zarilla Anthony, Mary D 3715 Hollow Rd
Zeffer Alexander J 2209 Burns St
Zendron Crystal R 3525 Old Pittsburgh Rd
Zorens Kathleen A 1111 Agnew St
Zurasky Sally 108 Boston Ave
New Castle Pa 16102
Eichenlaub Donald C, Martha L 135 Edinburg Rd
Argiro Landyn 122 Hillcrest Acres
Cox William H 212 Dollard Ln
Davis Cynthia J 136 Mcbride Acres
Estate of Daniel Knakiewicz 1014 Mount Jackson Rd
Falba Joseph G 2315 Morris St
Grenci Michael 206 W Cherry St
Hartley Frances M RR 7
Hill Richard L 907 N Liberty St
Hunley Rosette Rd 7 Box 45a
Johns Mari Ann 206 S Lafayette St
Jones Jessie L Jr 316 N Cedar St
Ken Shiderly Const Inc 1421 Mount Jackson Rd
Kerr Paul E 912 W Clayton
Knakiewicz Eleanor 1014 Mount Jackson Rd
Ludwiczak Patricia Est 29 W Tr Ave
Mash Anna 124 S Wayne St
Maslyk Bronilawa 17 W Chartes St
Mathieson Mary Virginia 517 Mount Jackson Rd
Mcclelland William W 155 Hoffmaster Rd
Pitzer Brandon R 105 Myers Ln
Rogers Barbara 1705 Hanna St
Rouzzo Ralph E 105 N Liberty St
Russo Mary A 310 Montgomery Ave
Streb Jessie 118 W Chartes St
Stryker Jason 102 W Balph Ave
Woods Kerry A 210 N Liberty St
Antonio David 1606 1/2 Hanna St
New Castle Pa 16103
Aneshansel Ginger, Vaughn PO Box 1130
Aslanes Charles William PO Box 782
Been Walter G Jr PO Box 487
Delio Ralph J PO Box 168
Hensel James PO Box 460
Micco Norman O PO Box 1706
New Castle Consistory Legion of Honor PO Box 464
Olinger Patricia PO Box 453
Sanitors Svcs PO Box 118
Schmidt Tammy Sue Shenken Law Ctr PO Box 1130
Smith Harry L PO Box 266
Upshaw Vakia PO Box 385
Virginia Shenkan Law PO Box 1130
Zaremba Elaine, C Paul PO Box 926
New Castle Pa 16105
Abraham Annie 1706 Hamilton St
Adams Terry L 108 E Oakwood Way
Adams William 1204 Bluesky Dr
Allay Julia 409 E Leasure Av 1e
Assid Chris D 106 Neshannock Trails
Babovsky Chisholm Michaelene D 3328 S Parkside Dr
Bailey Charlene A 27 Lattavo Dr
Balzli Brian 3215 Lexington Dr
Barbour Robin L 1211 Albert St
Barkley Winifred A 3532−3 Meadowview Blvd
Beadling Raymond 608 Sumner Ave
Bernard Teresa 609 E Hazelcroft Ave
Bittner Joseph G 742 Club Dr
Black Eleanor L 144 Blackstone Dr
Boak Stephen A 125 E Euclid Ave
Bondi Frank A 18 Sunnybrook Dr
Breitenstein Steven 208 Mechanics St
Brown Naomi B 135 E Northview Ave
Burns K P 19 Lattavo Dr
Cagno Carmen J, Cheryl E 11 E Maitland Ln
Carlson Martha E 324 E Maitland Ln
Carpenter Frances A 224 E Sheridan Ave
Carr George D 2312 Audley Ave
Carroll Deborah J 320 E Garfield Ave
Chemical Asso of Pitts 125 E Anglewood Ave
Chirozzi Ida R 1905 Delaware Ave
Cooley Charles 190 Upland Dr
Copple Pat J Sr 759 N Gate Cir
Dagnon Elizabeth M 3345 Wilmington Rd 200
Davis Lillian H 516 E Fairfield Ave
Digiorgi Louis 15 Bellaire Dr
Doran Thomas R 408 E Edgewood Ave
Drespling Michael 3100 Wilmington Rd
Elliott James 1800 W State St
Elliott Thomas C 3345 SR 956
Emery Lise M 5 E Leasure Ave
Fassinger John J PO Box 7157
Fornataro Alfred S, Mary A 2573 Blossom Ln
Fortuna Betty D, Albert 320 E Maitland Ln
Frank Tomasine 2415 Wilmington Rd
Franklin Mary L RR 3 Box 546
Frazier Margaret V 322 Northview Ave
Gabriel James 22 W Clen Moore Blvd
Gabriel Sadie 1706 Hamilton St
Geramita Gary B 2557 Blossom Ln
Grantz William J 427 E Edgewood Ave
Green Geogre W Jr Est 2326 Wilmington Rd
Gregory Family Medicine 3131 Wilmington Rd
Griggs Ruth A 323 E Englewood Ave
Grzybowski Joseph 641 Kingswood Rd
Guz Dorothy I 218 Sumner Ave
Harcar Alyssa 3218 Penny Ln
Hardesty Larry, Bryan 493 Blews Way
Hartje Edward G 1917 Old Pulsaki Rd
Heasley Christopher M, Karen L 1639 Katherine St
Hecht Isabel M 209 E Garfield Ave
Hennon Edrie RT 5
Hester Lucille M 22 W Clen Moore Blvd Apt 112
Houston Electric Inc 2417 Eastbrook Rd
Ingram Paulette B 313 W Fairmont Ave
Johnson Jacqueline 3218 Elm Dr
Johnson Nancy A 2905 Rosedale Ave
Kamal Wadhwa MD Ltd 2602 Wilmington Rd
Kaufman Douglas 681 Mcgary Rd
Kelly A 219 W Fairmont Ave
Key Bashara Denise 335 Roberts Ln
Kinchole William III, Susan 130 Neshannock Trails
Korab Gary John 3243 Penny Ln
Lazy E Bar & Grill Epperson Inc 1614 Carlisle St
Lee Phyllis J Hazel R Kerr 2306 Highland Ave
List Nick 102 E Hazelcroft Ave
Magnone John 102 E Hazelcroft Ave
Markle James E 16 Bristol Ln
Marshall Mary Jane 132 E Sheridan Ave
Martin Deborah L 2714 Mercer Rd
Mcclimans Paul M Jr 3521−3 Meadowview Blvd
Mcconnell Amy 2905 Haven Point Dr
Mccutcheon Traci L, Jason C 117 E Garfield Ave
Mclafferty Milton 209 Elmer St
Mcmonagle Albert 423 Shadyln
Mcmullen Edward II 141 E Garfield Ave
Morgan John Frew 301 Sumner Ave
Morrow Stella 16 Fruitland Dr
Murphy Lisa 306 W Elizabeth St
Natale Daniel J II, Daniel J 206 W Meyer Ave
Northwest Regional Cardiology 2602 Wilmington Rd Ste 200
Pascoe Patricia K 29 Upland Dr
Paul M Mc Climans Jr Revoca Trust 3521−3 Meadowview
Blvd
Paulo Cecelia 332 E Maitland Ln
Pearsall Otto H 425 E Euclid Ave
Perelman Lorraine, Albert 301 Hazelcroft Ave
Perillo Doris 8 W Kenneth
Phil Fitts Ford Inc 3250 Wilmington Rd
Pia Thressa 3349 Wilmington Rd
Piccirello Albina, Peter 123 E Fairmont Ave
Pitzer Dorothy E 109 E Fairmont Ave
Pitzer Jordon, Dorothy PO Box 5095
Preston Management Inc 1500 Wilmington Rd
Preston Motors Inc 1500 Wilmington Rd, Erin
Primavere Annie 102 E Hazelcroft Ave
Pro Tech Security Systems Inc PO Box 5145
Provance Ruth H 2308 Highland Ave
Reed Eleanor 230 Hazelcroft Ave
Reese Myrna Lou 36 Cochran Dr
Reynolds G M 102 W Oakwood Way
Reynolds George M II 104 W Oakwood Wa
Richards Jennie B 310 E Clen Moore Blvd
Richardson Betty J 26 Sunny Brook Dr
Robertson Brent A 223 E Clen Moore Blvd
Robison Linda M 165 Upland Dr
Rose Markle 16 Bristol Ln
Savakis Maria 277 W Maitland Ln
Scarazzo George W 433 E Leasure Ave
Scheidemantle Mary Lou 412 E Fairfield Ave
Selemon Wilma 3523−1 Meadowview Blvd
Senn Raymond E, Martin J 1415 Delaware Ave
Shepp Chas 1712 Highland Ave
Sniezek Alice J 40 Lattavo Dr
Spencer Martha Clark 2312 N Mercer St
Stanczak Bernice J 22 W Clen Moore Blvd Ste 131
Steelite International Usa Inc 154 Keystone Dr
Taylor Frederick, Evelyn 418 E Meyer Ave
Tommelleo Andrew 137 Shenango Rd
Tubbs Jeremy, Kelly 1500 Wilmington Rd
Ulhaq Ata U MD PO Box 5084
Us Wholesale 417 E Garfield Ave
Vranjes Norma P 28 E Oakwood Way
Ward Candice J, Della M 2616 Wilmington Rd Ste B
Weaver Kristin M 40 Lattavo Dr
Westfield Ins PO Box 5400
Wilson Frank 309 Fairmount Ave
Wilson Marianne 2620 Wilmington Rd
Wolanin Kathleen 511 E Winter Ave
Yuvan Bernice 193 W Meyer Ave
Zona Clara P Plimpton Pl Apt 1 112 Nesbit Rd
New Castle Pa 16107
Federal Assurance 930 2 Cass St PO Box 702b
Gartner Storage Sorter Sys PO Box 8229
Glovia Intl User Group Andrea Schry PO Box 7259
Murphy Desiree L PO Box 4814
Northern Equip & Conveyor Co Ach PO Box 8504
Sparmon Inc PO Box 7957
Srf Selgecen Radyator Fabrikasi San PO Box 7327
New Wilmington Pa 16142
Anderson Myrna Overlook Medical Clinic 520 New Castle St
Andrew Dorothy B Apt 4 4 Castle St
Berlin Bradley 237 Francis St
Black Melissa J, Larry W 355 Brenneman Rd
Buonpane Nancy, John 520 New Castle St
Carnahan Eleanor Keener, Sara Keener Huey 99
Cowden Rd
Corso Keith F Westminster College PO Box 114
Dietterle Robert 238 S Market St
Donner Lewis 32 Wozniak Rd
Fiorini Joan V 435 James St
Gibson Dawn L 230 N Market St
Green Elizabeth Ann, J Walter 226 Beechwood Rd
Gregory Daniel Vincent, Michele Anthony, James G RD 2
James St
Gubish Jonathan G 141 Waugh Ave
Johnson R Est P Box 127
Joseph S Gaydek, A Plus Cleaning Svc 400 Greenfield Rd
K & M Feeds Inc 1994 Mercer New Wilmington Rd
Krupa John 286 Susan Trace Dr
Miner Brittany M 6 Bowen Rd
Potter David G 240 New Castle St
Rodgers Gertrude M, Howard W RD 3 7 Valy View Dr
Rodgers R Wayne, Opal E RD 2
Rosengarth William A, Norma J 120 E Vine St
Sayers Betsy J Overlook Medical Clinic 520 New Castle St
Viskari Pertti J 407 Gateway Rd
Weems Gayle B 507 Waugh Ave
Zeta Lambda Alumni Corp 305 N Market St
Pulaski Pa 16143
Coman Anna RR 1
Dutton John N 884 Pine Glenn Rd
Foley Hubert 123 Elm Dr
Mccloy Mildred L 3950 New Castle Rd
Mijavec Alexander W Sr RR 1
Milich William 402 Pulaskimercer Rd
Rishel Robert C 855 SR 208
Taylor Lula 160 Redwood Cir
Wishart Doris C RR 2 162
Wishart Gerald H PO Box 162
Villa Maria Pa 16155
Mullin Mary Rose Villa Maria Community Ctr
Volant Pa 16156
Bobbert Raymond E, Sara RR 1
Claycomb Maynard R Jr 923 George Washington Rd
Donlan Ronald D Karen Mesaros 273 Old Mercer Rd
Fagam James Jr RD 3 Keno Rd
Fagan James 1053 SR 956
Hunt Margaret, Cindy RR 3 Box 66
Kramer Harry G 69 Veterans Rd
Mckee Robert J PO Box 151
Monaci Zariah 1941 George Town Rd
Navarro Jose 15 Oregon Rd
P S America PO Box 98
P S Tx Group Inc Flooring Hq PO Box 98
Prosource Wholesale Floor PO Box 98
Ps America Inc 425 Mercer
Schooley Cherie 453 George Washington Rd
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Vargo Louis 1644 Plain Grove Rd
Wetzel Laura, John RR 3
Wood Lisa A, Lisa A Thorne 2436 Shaw Rd
Wampum Pa 16157
Burk Sheila 2639 Wampum Rd
Cummings Gerald RR 06 Box 2436
Davis Martin C 279 Careywood Rd
Kline Arthur 122 Valy Dr
Kumrow Daniel Est RD 2 Halstown Rd
Lipp Richard M, Ronald R 784 Possum Hollow Rd
Marshall Funeral Home Main St
Mcanallen Sandra E RD 2 Box 2136k
Mcconnell Glen 599 Norwood Dr
Mckinney Richard W Rd 2 Box 2136k
Moreland Julia L 134 Jerry Ln
Novalesi Teresa Est RR 2
Rape Larry E RR 1 Box 1271
Reese Edward G, Myrna L 599 Norwood Dr
Rogers Marcie 709 Fletcher Hill Rd
Runyan Jacob 437 Turkey Hill Rd
Smith Isabelle 122 Valy Dr
Trimble Dorothy B RD 1 Old Pittsburgh Rd
Vantine Oliver P RD 1
Wachter Shirley M RR 2 Box 2210−A
Weatherby Clifford Est 125 Mallory Rd
West Pittsburgh Pa 16160
Aloe Orlando Dominick, Angeline R 7th St
Boyle Glen B 1228 9th St
Bubb Mark Allen PO Box 543
Maravola Stacey PO Box 542
Schrantz Bernice PO Box 36
Lebanon County
Annville Pa 17003
Albertson Billy J 720 Palmyra Bellegrove Rd
Basselgia Noel J 62 Stonehill Village
Bender Emily S PO Box 33
Bounceu 318 Taxiway Dr
Bowman Karen 138 Woodside Ct
Brandt Jacob J 2500 Brandt Rd
Butler Hailey 405 Palm City Park
Caitlan Crawford Lebanon Valy College Rm 10
101 N College Ave
Clark Florence 15 Crooked Rd
Curanzy Raymond R, Lillian M 430 Reigerts Ln
Cutman Ruth 520 Palmyra Bellegrove Rd
Deibler Phyllis E 185 Lewis Rd
Douglas John, Susan 945 E Maple St
Duda Brian S 764 Maple St
Ebersole Anthony 125b W Main St
Ebersole Stacey 161 Clear Spring Rd Apt F
Enck Jennifer A 2 Palm City Park
Fake Clifford E 3 Palmyra Bellgrove Rd
Gallagher Cortney 126 Spruce Ct
Ginder Steven 280 Water St
Graff Edward C Sr 15 Augusta Dr
Guthrie Harry Dale Bldg 5 80 Ft Indiantown Gap
Heck Keith C, Niki L Ebersole Pont Buick GMC T
102 Lincoln Dr
Hetrick Dale 135 Auburn Dr
Hoffman Robert L Jr 648 Maple St
Hostetter Barry 6800 Valy Glen Rd
Huerta Joachim J MD 165 Palmura Bellegrove Rd
Hummer Deborah J 11 Olivers Park Dr
Keefer Kimberly G, Barbara J 10 Plum St RD 3
Landis Lewis J 660 Steelstown Rd
Lemons Mary L 127 Woodside Ct
Light Touch Interior 1920 Horseshoe Pike
Linn Mildred, Alfred 55 Kindred Pl
Liskey Hilda RR 1
Loose George Thomas 475 N Weaber St
Love Lucille One Kindred Place
Lupinetti Joseph A 30 S Mill St
Lv Ceiling & Partition Comp 1941 Horseshoe Pike
Mcnamara John J 1343 N SR 934
Meyers Raymond 436 Palm City Park
Morgan Craig W, Organ Bros Const Ent Inc
5600 Valy Glen Rd
Ramirez Scott T 127 Woodside Ct
Riegel Leon S 1031 Syner Rd
Schell Esther M RR 3
Seaman Warren H RR 2
Shenk Audrey 336 W Main St
Shucker Clarence D Est 3 Palmyra Bellegrove Rd
Shutt Todd 10 Mimosa St
Slike Henry R 46 Kindred Place
Smith Elizabeth A, Joan E 401 S Spruce St
Smith Gail Phelps 54 Dead End Rd
Sonnen Jonathan P RT 2 Box 622
Sorensen Diane C 15 Crooked Rd
Spangler Phyllis L 131 W Sheridan
Speece Ronald M 20 Horsheshoe Blvd
Staller Bradley 120 Horseshoe Blvd
Tschudy Craig 128 Palm City Park
Uhrich Ken 3010 Water Works Way
Unger Almeda G 4082 Shanamantown Rd
Viozzi Sprinkler Co Inc PO Box 353
Vitale Christopher M 10 Valy Ln
Vizcaino Perez Emmanuel J 47 S Chestnut St Apt A
Wartluft Stacey 331 West Church St
White Jim T PO Box 360
Wilkerson Holly M 10496 Allentown Blvd
Williams Charles 45 E Main St 4
Zimmerman Ann E 415 W Queen St
Zohner Timothy, Lori 2950 Water Works Way
Zuver Jeremy L 1470 E Main St
Campbelltown Pa 17010
Holbert Mary PO Box 42
Rutt Norma Box 352
Vazquez Maryvett 118 Palmyra Rd PO Box 52
Cleona Pa 17042
Adams Brian L 307 S Wilson St
Batz Brittany M 500 1/2 W Penn Ave
Eckenrode Tyler R 218 W Locust St
Feaser Richard W, Dana L 561 E Penn Ave
Firoozmand Joseph 316 E Chestnut St
Gall Helen M 544 W Chestnut St
Gollam Sarah E Wilson & Penn Ave
Hammer Michael 33 W Liberty Aly
Kreiser Patrick W 31 N Garfield St
Morales Linnette 546 1/2 W Walnut St
Morrow Bruce 222 W Walnut St
Murray Michael 21 Walnut Mill Ln
Robbins Valerie A 500 1/2 W Penn Ave
Sanzi Elizabeth C 107 W Penn Ave
Stabler Elaine 544 W Chestnut St
Stichler Joan M 435 Wilshire Dr
Williams Richard G 12 Dogwood Ln
Colebrook Pa 17042
Winters Leslie, James 1550 Mount Wilson Rd
Cornwall Pa 17016
Allen Anna A Laurel Place 215 PO Box 125
Comer James M PO Box 125
Davis Andrea H PO Box 48
Hampton Phyllis P PO Box 125
Hilda F Moyer Revoc Living Trust PO Box 125
Hopkins Annabelle P, John R 2624 Bristol Rd
Kreitz Eric S PO Box 154
Maher Marie T PO Box 125 Cornwall Manor Mansion 2
Mazza Vineyards Inc Box 685
Moyer Hilda F PO Box 125
Probasco Robert PO Box 125
Wolf Samuel A Cornwall Manor North Hills Apt 103
PO Box 126
Fredericksburg Pa 17026
Anderson Mary Louise RR 1 Box 220
Chernich Anthony B 897 Pine Grove Rd
Ditzler Lon 441 Blue Mountain Rd
Farmers Pride Inc, Mr Tom Kuzack PO Box 39
Freytes Keren 621 Blue Mountain Rd
Heist Kevin E Jr 29 Shirk Dr
Leboeuf William W, Arlene J 125 Lakeside Dr
Marmolejo Joseph David 1211 Pine Grove Rd
Meyer Shane 513 Mountain Dr
Mingo John E Sr 9 Pine St Lot 40
Montang Terry, Mia 103 3rd St
Rentschler Emily 581 Blue Mt Rd
Reynolds Paula K 20 Claires Way
Shirk Chris J PO Box 34
Shirk Gerald D RR 1 Box 220
Weiser Donald J RR 1 Box 173c
Whitehill Andrew M 366 Old RT 22
Jonestown Pa 17038
Adams Loralie R, David P 496 N Lancaster St
Anspach Rylie G, Kari B 4 Orchard Dr
Auman Megan E 17 Greble Rd
Bowers Kathryn E 15 Yingst Dr
Ceprish Travis 2203 State Rte 22
Coleman Chelsae 37 Marsanna Ln
Escobales Jose 140 Twin Creeks Dr
Felty Annelie Ute PO Box 53
Flocken Brenda A 27 Valy Dr
Gassert Dawn S 408 Cindy Dr
Gassert Jordan M 11 Oldfield Ave
Geyer William C RR 2 Box 4102
Gibson Chris RD 2 Box 4112
Hetrick Austin M, Jeremy M Hetrick 10886 Jonestown Rd
Hilton Anthony, Debra 461 Darlington Ave
Hoffman Robert L Jr 527 Jonestown Rd
Keefer Paul J 88 Camp Meeting Rd
Kelly Maryalice PO Box 282
Knapp Lloyd 36 Neuyins Ln
Kohr Lugret RR 2
Koppenhaver Helene V, Ronald E 161 Monroe Valy Dr
Kraus Robert R 36b N Lancaster St
Leedy Ashley K 11 Oldfield Ave
Lickdale Campground 11 Lickdale Rd
Marchello Bess 215 Walnut Manor Way
Mckee Janet 96 Stoner Rd
Mengel Joseph L 17 Greble Rd
Northridge Jason P 221 W Hill St
Pluebell Chester J 2255 SR 72
Rittle Frank 3 Old RT 22 Trailer 5
Rojas Murray 81 Huckleberry Rd
Santos Jacquelyn M, Matthew R 430 Cindy Dr
Sheffy Ruthanna 42 Camp Meeting Rd
Smith Frank E 132 Bordnersville Rd
Speziali Holman Keay F 245 Rose Ln
Urso Lisa M 42 Arrow Ct
Wallace Russell 414 Cindy Dr
Walter Luis Roberto 5 Batz Ln
Webbert Mark PO Box 13
Yancey Auto Body, Chelsae Coleman 37 Marsanna Ln
Yeagley Steven J Sr 25 N Brd St
Lawn Pa 17041
Arndt Wendy J PO Box 104
Isroilova Nilufar 1407 Oak St
Lebanon Pa 17042
8th Street Exxon Mini Market 742 Walnut St
Adams Florence, Charles 501 Chestnut St
Aekta Corp 2199 W Cumberland St
Ainsworth Ian 423 Larkspur Ln
All Emergency Denture Ctr 452 E Cumberland St Burton F
Tucker DDS
Allen Harryl 703 Brookside Ln
Alwine Lucy M 310 Davis Ln
Anderson James E 126 S 6th St
Angelo Robert T, Beth M 229 Stuart St
Aquilino Edna M 236 E High St
Arnold David W, Carol M 240 S 8th St
Arnold Jonathan A, Phyllis M 138 Anthracite Rd
Arnt Mathias A 605 S 15th St
Arthur Funk & Sons Inc 1405 Birch Rd
Attick Mary E 1521 Woodland St
Auman Gloria L 21 Maple St
Auman Jacqueline R 2608 E Cumberland St
Balog Susan M 300 Northwood Dr
Barcynski Travis 2017 Leslie Ave
Bare Robert C 605 S 8th St Apt 701
Barnhart Mary J 1546 Oak
Barton Michael D Lebanon Family Dental 2617 South Dr
Beard Robert Lee 1006 Franklin Ave
Beare Leonard J 1009 Franklin Ave
Beiler Betty S 590 S 5th Ave
Benabad Raja 1132 Old Cumberland St
Bender Josephine, Donald 303 Chestnut St Apt 411
Boger James M 228 Waterford Way
Bowers William, Dyonne 19 S 11th St
Boyer Robert E 936 Chestnut St
Brockman J L 230 S 8th St Apt 1
Bucher Earnestine M, Cole A RR 5
Bunch Michael A 980 York St
Burris Emilie M 102 Norway Ln
Burton Iris 1424 Plaza Apartments
Butler For A Day Co LLC 391 Oaklyn Rd
Buzgon Bernerd A, Marcia B 25 Walden Rd
Callahan Dale 235 Cumberland St
Cannon George B 8 Keystone Dr
Carl Joy G 989 S 3rd St
Case Linda I 335 S 8th St
Cassidy Kristin H, Terrence 1111 Elm St
Cevallos Margarita 1019 Martin St
Connell Elinor 17 Berwyn Park
Conrad Phyllis A, Bruce G 216 Karinch St
Cruz Desiree G 32 S 7th St
Cyr Nancy A 1725 S Lincoln Ave
Davis Cynthia A 15 Whitney Way
Deck Lester 112 Highland Glen St
Dellinger Frank M, Elsie A 1215 Heritage Ln
Dent David E Jr 299 Acorn Cir
Derr Karen 1117 Washington St
Desforge Rebecca A 109 Farmstead Cir
Devine John H 116 Hearthstone Ln
Dinovo Michael A, Peter F 749 Kiner Ave
Dissinger Dorothy P 60 Moravian St
Dobroski Darren J 1541 Oak St
Dodson Lisa 95 On The Green
Donley Donald F 7 E Walnut St
Doris Daniel D, Linda E 111 Walden Rd
Douglas Josephine C 316 S Lincoln Ave
Down Town Silk Screening 734 Cumberland St Rear
Dubble Timothy W 713 Locust St
Dundore Zachary R 178 Valy View Pl
Dunlap Glenn E 1278 Ash Ln
Eckenroth William P, Diane S 2031 Oak St
Elliott Catharine D, David W, Edwin W 100 Tuck Rd Linden
Village 204
Erwin Ruth M 223 S 10th St
Farster James E 10 Hemlock Ct
Fava George E MD 875 Norman Dr
Fies Thomas P Sr, Carole P 1100 Cornerstone Ln
Fisher J T 429 N 8th St
Fisher Theodore E III, Theodore E Jr 607 Cumberland St
Flr Properties LLC 412 Little Pond Ln
Foley Mark A, Stacy 2012 Acorn Dr
Fox George E 705 S 1st Ave
Frederick Cheverolet 1505 Quentin Rd
Fredericks of Lebanon 429 Charles St
Freet Alycyn J 1434 Mt Wilson Rd
Fritz Regina H 1111 Poplar St
Fuller Leslie M 403 Larkspur Ln
Garcia Jeanette 1630 Ctr St
Garloff Walter H, Marlin P Heverling 1126 Chestnut St
Garman Dale R 2128 Penn St
Gerhart William B 102 Riders Way
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Gettle Joan L 621 State Dr
Giammattei David 419 Chicory Dr
Giammattei Rev Trust 3 7 419 Chicory Dr
Gibble Nancy 860 Norman Dr
Gingrich Loucilla E, Mary K Kerr Est 1102 Chestnut St
Gomez Yadira 217 Chestnut St
Gonzalez Samuel 1201 Colony Ct #213
Graeff Frances R 1308 Elm St
Groff Ardath R 900 Tuck St
Grove Michael 1707 S 5th Ave
Hain Azlyn P, Scott E 333 S 2nd Ave
Harding Anna, H 733 Horseshoe Pi
Hardy Lisa A 213 Spring Hill Ln
Harmuth Eliz A 623 S 2nd St
Harnish Patricia A 230 Chestnut St
Hartnett Gerald J 605 S 8th St
Harvey Benson Jr 229 S 4th St
Hastings Tracy L 605 S 15th St
Heist Brian J 1146 Chestnut St
Henry George J Est, Mark T Schappell Esq 411 Cumberland
St Ste 2
Hess Garfield C 515 S Lincoln Ave
Hilton Theresa 2341 S Lincoln Ave
Hoertz Maria 20 Norfold Ln
Horst Thomas C 19 Mine Rd
Houser Chevelle M 989 S 3rd St
Hoyer Kevin L 510 A Mile Rd
Hynicka Henrietta J, Walter T 522 Hemlock Ln
Ill Sharon F 25 S Zinns Mill Rd
Intercounty Land Transfer 323 S 8th St
Jenkins George DC 518 S 8th St
Kern David R 561 Fox Ridge Ln
Kissinger Richard S, Kitty G 621 State Dr
Kittler Linda B 100 Tuck Rd Linden Village 204
Klahr Samantha L, Sue L PO Box 337
Klick Dianne E 749 Kiner Ave
Kline Rachel 33 Folmer St
Knudsen Kim Kathie 261 Valy Rd
Kreider Mark M 115 E Elm St
Lancaster Lebanon Writing Cncl 1006 Daffodil Dr
Lapetina Michael American House 25 S 9th St
Lavas Arianna A, Ashley A 729 State Dr Fl2
Lee Julie 405 Plaza Apartments
Light Debra Jean, Russell K 431 S 12th St
Loose Mary M 230 S 6th St
Loose Sherry L 206 Riders Way
Luckett Etrulia 1311 Elder St
Lupo Lehman C Jr 620 Orange St
Mabel A Shirk Revoc Trust UAD 705 E Evergreen Rd
Magna Marketing Inc, George Kapp 391 Oaklyn Rd
Maguire Alaina 1116 Chestnut St
Mannino Salvatore 160 On−The−Green Dr
Marko Patricia 136 N 9th St
Marsh Timothy I 618 Cumberland St
Martin Debra J 1941 W Cumberland St
Mason Brianna, Harold Mason 32 Morningside Ave
Mateer Amy K 12 Stoneleigh Dr
Mckinney Margaret, Marie 1804 Plaza Apts
Mclaughlin Roger P 1667 Krim Ct
Miller Gary 227 S 6th St 2nd Floor
Mishoe Elijah J 205 Stuart St
Mitchell Cody 45 Southgate Dr
Morinchin Janet M 701 Noble St
Moyer Ralph E Box 490 RD 4
Mulholland Macy Nicole 253 S 10th St
Mumford Luellen 25 S 9th St
Nazarenko Michael PO Box 658
Nazeeri Musaddiq N 302 S 5th St
New Generation Insulation Inc 865 Dawson St
Noll Ronald G 860 Norman Dr
Odell Genevieve L 316 S Lincoln Ave
Oxenreider Ken 1065 Stanford Dr
Pa Audio Lighting Inc 418 E Chestnut St
Pastal Tenelle 429 Charles St
Patterson R James 636 Chestnut St
Paulhuscannon Cheryl E 8 Keystone Dr
Peggy Reber Foundation 1594 Cumberland St 176
Penn Corner 45 S 9th St
Phoenix Edward A Trust 1295 Colebrook Rd
Price Richard T 1236 Willow St
Pushnik Edward J 2101 Ranch Ave
Putt Jay C 981 Lilac Ln
Reber Edward C 3 Timothy Ave
Reese Lisa M 1501 King St
Regional Orthopedic Asso, Abdul Azizi 410 12 Cumberland
St
Reinbold Joanne 1540 Cornwall Rd
Reppert Dale L 47 Freeman Dr
Rhubright Robert R 969 York St
Richard D Schreiber Trust 257 Crooked Ln
Rivas Cecilio Jr 944 York St
Rivera Emmanuel 921 Chestnut St 2nd Fl
Rivera Marisol 147 Spruce Park
Rodriguez Neisha 2112 Ctr St
Rohland Helen P 1125 Birch Rd Rm 108
Roman Joseph R 104 Mlvw Ct
Ros Virginia PO Box 1043
Roth Leslie O, Alix S 314 Ramblewood Ln
Rudolph Ann Marie 133 S 9th St
Rueda Manana 17 Wheatstone Ln
Rueppel Raymond, Tina 1570 Walnut St
Ryan Terry P 155 On The Grn
Salcedo Beatrice 429 E Cumberland St 1
Saltzer Dorothy 1594 Cumberland St
Saltzer Dorothy H, Karl N 420 Crest Rd
Saquil Moulay Driss 1132 Old Cumberland St
Schaeffer Leeroy 25 S 9th St
Schnoke Paul E 1100 Jackson Blvd Apt E201
Schoot Pharmaceutical 30 Leb Baly Pkwy
Schuylkill Valley Sports Lebanon Valy Mall 22nd & Cu
Severino Escarly 46 S 8th St Apt 204
Seyfert Nathan P, Kyle L 900 N Mine Rd
Sg Estates LLC 71 Parkside Dr
Shaak Ada M 255 S 6th St
Shaver Scott D 228 Cumberland St
Sheehan Dale W 635 Chestnut St Apt 1
Shirk Mabel A 705 E Evergreen Rd
Shockley Van E RR 2
Showers Pearl M, Finance Dep Cedar Haven 590 S 5th Ave
Smith Robert L 253 S 10th St
Solesky Helen 442 E Weidmanst
Sonnen Jonathan P 345 S 16th St Apt J6
Spangler Anthony 616 Elm St
Starry Luella 303 Chestnut St Apt 317
Steiner Anita S 1616 Rita Ln
Stichler Nathan 7 S 8th St Apt 3
Swanger Betty J 590 S 5th Ave
Sweeney Dennis V 1225 Penn St
Sweitzer Terry Lee, Natalie 120 S 22nd St
Thomson Reuters Healthcare 240 S 8th St
Tirado Andrew Stephen 808 S Lincoln Ave
Torres Juan 439 S 6th St
Trapani Paul A 1305 Oak St
Waters Fred 1067 Stanford Dr
Weber Christina E 126 S 2nd St
Weiant Maryann Hearthstone Manor Birch Rd Rm
Wells Fargo 801 Cumberland St
Wenger Jonathan M 377 Old Mine Rd
Werth Marion L, James R 1225 Penn St
Whitman Ray G, Ray RR 4
Whitmoyer John H PO Box 1140
Winchester Walter 1941 W Cumberland St
Winters Gerald R 1107 Walton St
Witmer Connie 125 E Grant St
Wright Nicholas Robert, Katie Ellen 471 Homestead Dr
Wright Rose M, Rose F 1541 Oak St
Yarnell William T 2 Juliada Dr
Yocum Company 1526 Oak St
Zellers Dennis B PO Box 1609
Zimmerman Joshua L 234 Chestnut St
Zubey Roselle A 568 Fox Ridge Ln
Lebanon Pa 17046
Abounada Hanaa 236 E Weidman St
Adams Leslie L 165 Union Rd
Alcalde Diego 533 N 8th St
Atkins Carter B 20 E Brookfield Dr
Aulenbaum Ruth B 518 Spruce St
Bason Beth 900 Melody Land
Bell Pamela J 1704 Landis Burg Rd
Binner David L 202 N 10th St
Bixler Merle C, Merle 1011 E Lehman St
Blouck Elva J 441 N 11th St
Bomberger Lucille 1395 Meadowbrook Ln
Boyer Carl E 208 Northcrest Acres
Boyer Norma J 1115 Willow St
Brandt Randy L, Aimee L Snyders Body Shop 1602
Weavertown Rd
Brightbill Nathan J, Wayne 40 Canal St
Cassel Irvin G 901 Willow St
Colon Rivera Maria A 124 N 11th St
Colon Salvador 511 Maple St
Colon Salvador 538 N 8th St
Costa Robert 302 N 10th St
Counseling Services Inc 200 N 7th St
Crego Meghan 328 N 14th St
Cruz Gladys 327 Norte 9
Cupelli William E 928 Water St
Daub Scott R, Molly B 540 Hill St
Davies Brian C 13 Lehman St
Devlin Heidi F 1605 Jody Ave
Diaz Rivera Damitila 2510 Lehman St
Dixon Francis J, Frank J, Brandywine 328 N 14th St
Dlatorre Yudith 516 N 11th St
Doll Ruth L 923 Mifflin St
Donovan Nellie 111 N 9th St
Dymond Elaine 820 Prescott Dr
Ebling Glenn 1634 N 8th Ave
Englehart Nancy 70 Northcrest Acres
Everlast Roofing Inc 239 N 5th Ave 24 Jk Mains Dr
Bridgetown Me
Fields Kristina S 50 N 12th St
Fox Cindy M 337 N 12th St Fl 2
Fox Dorothy E 1111 Reinoehl St Apt 205
Garcia Burgos R 45 N 11th St
Garcia Jorge 526 N 9th St
Garcia Sobeya 359 N 10th St Fl 2
Giorgio Arlene D 750 Prescott Dr
Goshert Nance 1631 N 7th St
Greenawalt Carol 842 Jonestown Rd
Groff Franklin 800 Willow St
Gutwalt John 745 Willow St
Haag Eloise R 2207 Guilford St
Haines Amy Beth 1940 Church St
Halsell Kenneth, Erma M 721 Arnold St
Harbi Essam A 236 E Weidman St
Heberling Larry E 888 E Lehman St
Heffelfinger Grace 1631 N 7th St
Hepp Brenda L 629 N 7th St
Heverling Pamela A 853 Marcon Dr
Hinkelman Dennis 2374 Quarry Rd
Hollinger Margaret 2038 Lehman St
Hollinger Margaret L 2036 Lehman St
Hull Christian M 1719 E Lehman St
Innocent Justin R 1972 Quarry Rd
Jonestown Bank Michael Mauser 317 Guilford St
Jonestown Bank Trust Co 760 Narrows Dr
Keefer Stephen 824 Patmar Dr
Keener Kerry M 631 Greble Rd
Keisch John 800 Willow St Apt 7d
Kindt Richard W 46 Lehman St
Kleinfelter John H 1034 Church St
Klick Clarence D 922 Kochenderfer Rd
Klick Mary E 800 Willow St
Krako Michelle 51 Green Acres Trailer Ct
Krivonosikov Roman R 894 Richard Dr
Kuhn Frederick 94 Green Acres Mhp
Kylor Melissa 438 Freeman St
Laguer Eleonor 555 Weidman St
Lantigua Guillermo A 819 Lehman St
Lapp Linda 2326 Mifflin St
Lash Plumging & Heating 1754 PA 72
Laudermilch Marlin G 800 Willow St
Lbs Metal Fabrications Inc 517 N 2nd Ave
Lebanon Rifle & Pistol Club Inc 127 N 8th St Bsmt
Lee Wan Woo 2320 S Pine Grove St
Leitz Edward J, Leitz Joan L 16 Behney Rd
Lineaweaver Gloria M 362 Harrison St
Lippert Richard M 1140 Hunters Chase Ln
Lippi Todd 1734 Thompson Ave
Lugo Arroyo Carmen 2510 Lehman St
Lutz Ruby 1631 N 7th St
Malpica Beatriz 134 S 6th St
Mccurdy Justus K 900 E Canal St
Mehrtens William 911 Poplar Ln
Mikolas David 538 E Lehman St
Moudy Kenneth L, Miriam M 359 N 1st St
Moyer Richard R, Hazel M 910 Maple Ln
Myers Nychole E 234 Brookside Apts
Nash James 305 Cumberland St Rear Apts
Oliver Lana J 4 Laurel Ln
Ondrusek Robin A, John T 1609 Greenwood Dr
Parrilla Rivera Sarai 312 3rd St
Payne Andrew 919 Lehman St
Pflueger William C 710 N 3rd Ave
Piccerillo Bryan 1229 N 8th St
Powell Amy J 22 Penny Ln
Pyles Marguerite 800f Willow St 9f
R J Sells Body Shop 760 Narrows Dr
Raza Irim, Syed 359 N Hanover St
Reese Katina D 1017 Lehman St Apt 2
Reigel George 17 Shellie St
Reyes Melendez Monica 241 Guilford St
Ritter William H Jr, Donna 760 Narrows Dr
Rojas Alex 72 Pine Meadow Rd
Ruhl Richard 517 N 3rd St
Sakel Timothy M 622 Maple St
Sanchez Eva A 227 Brookside Apts
Santiago Gonzale Jose 132 Lebanon Village
Sarah Snitzer 508 E Weidman St
Sattazahn Mildred A 332 N 23rd St
Scherb Pauline 447 N 10th
Scherb Pauline M 443 N 10th St
Shimp Gary L 1125 Mifflin St
Shiner Anna Mae Est 1111 Reinoehl St Apt 321
Shiner Crystal L 851 Kochenderfer Rd
Shirk Stacy S 1237 Willow St
Shoe Carolina 250 N 8th St
Shutter Amy 851 Kimmerlings Rd Rear
Simmons Catherine D 319 Canal St
Smaltz Adaline 402 Sandhill Rd
Smith David 1137 Willow St
Smith Mildred 746 Et Mifflin St
Smith Samantha 1102 E Lehman St Apt 3
Sonon Maryann E 411 E Mifflin St
Soup Thyme Inc 612 N 10th St
Spitler Hope A 815 Monument St
Spruce Park 620 Weavertown Rd
Stoltz James E Est 1597 Sandhill Rd
Stord Timothy K 736 Suzanne Dr
Stoudt Travis 317 Union Rd
Stumpf Benjamin A 628 Elizabeth St
Taddeo Ruth R 1140 Hunters Chase Ln
Tice Harold 615 Prescott Dr
Tj Autobody 708 Kimmerlings Rd
Tolbert Patrick J 818 Lehman St
Tower City Trail Riders Inc 706 Wynnwood Dr
Turner Jennifer 811 Briar Edge Ct
Umberger Justin 809 Maple St Apt 3
Vegazo Albaro 500 Weavertown Rd 41
Velez Rosa Idalberto 241 Guilford St
Wagner Albert S, Robert J, Helen I 214 Lehman St
Wall David M 27 N 10th St
Weaver Miriam 434 N 11th St
West Shore Moving Center 600 N 22 Nd St
Wilson Joan, Roy 900 Melody Ln
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Wise Harold W 361 N Prune St
Wolfe Jessie 521 Canal St
Yanceys Body Shop 70 Northcrest Acres
Zeeger Zachary S 587 Guilford St
Zengerle James S 802 N 7th St
Zimmerman Glenn 330 N 9th St
Zombro Robert L Jr 337 N 12th St Fl 2
Zook Loren M 426 Mountville Dr
Mount Gretna Pa 17064
Black David G Box 421
Bray Meghan, Brian PO Box 371
Hackman Carla 204 Edwards Ave
Hickey David PO Box 241
Mclaughlin Patrick, Earl G 108 5th St
Pearson George F PO Box 114
Robinson Michelle 416 Pennsylvania Ave
Schaeffer Byron E 205 Brown Ave PO Box 640
Shroyer Alvin Edgar III, Gladys H PO Box 285
Smith Charles W, Betty G Hillcrest & Valy Rd
Staschak Christine PO Box 511
Myerstown Pa 17067
Allwein Richar 106 E Main Ave
Bahner Lois 199 Golf Rd
Balthaser Doris 147 Myer Dr
Balthaser Edith E 141 Stoneridge Vlg
Barnhart Christopher A 16 W Richland Ave
Bender Nathan A 535 Frystown Rd
Boeshore Ethel Main
Bollinger Corey 491 Frystown Rd
Brensinger Thomas R 808 Stracks Dam Rd
Bross Carl 780 Frystown Rd Box 215
Clay Verna I Rd 1 PO Box 305
Custom Care Family Medici 463 E Main Ave
Delong Dennis R PO Box 409f
Denmar Asso Martin Water Conditioning 740 E Lincoln Ave
Edris Mary RD 1
Eisley Edith C 163 Stoneridge Vlg
Eschleman Christina, Steven 30 Deep Run Rd
Fortune Renee R 503 W Main Ave
Garcia Maria 2071 Camp Swatara Rd
Giansanti Rose Jackson Ave
Giffin Joshua M, Kelsey 11 Bradford Cir
Gp Fuel Corp 2221 Camp Swatara Rd
Graby Elwood A 1300 E Kercher Ave
Hertzog Malcolm E 606 E Lincoln Ave
Hibshman Michael P 831 Houtztown Rd
Jenkins Thomas R 106 S Ct St
Kauffman Robert 136 Stoneridge Vlg
Kennedy Powder Coatings 410 E Lincoln Ave
Kennedy Terry M 410 E Lincoln Ave
Klemka David 519 Hilltop Rd
Kline Rickie 110 Becker Rd
Leahy Thomas J 415 Beagle Rd
Litsch James, Linda 133 S Locust St
Long Leslie 31 W Main Ave 0
Manning Patricia RR 3 Box 446
Marks Gloria 440 E Lincoln Ave
Miller Verna 18 N Railrd St
Morgan Robert E Jr 1941 Camp Swatara Rd
Myerstown Auto Transport 701 W Lincoln Ave
Pa Steel Foundry Machine Co 200 E Richland Ave
Palm Caleigh, Amber 26 W Maine Ave 2nd Fl
Pierce Daniel 431 E Lincoln Ave
Pierce William S 130 N College St
Ream Lori A 650 Brown Rd Apt 3
Rhoads Samuel S 132 Deck Dr
Rodriguez Ann 410 E Lincoln Ave
Russell Kendra A, Drena K 35 Beverly Dr
Ryan Katherine, Joseph 713 Belair Cir
Sanchez Guadalupe 2071 Camp Swatara Rd
Schaeffer Allyson H 270 Meckville Rd
Seibert Amy 500 Houtztown Rd
Sheffy Nellie, Zinn Ins Agency 16 E Main Ave
Silva Eliseo G 2071 Camp Swatara Rd
Smith Carrie A 305 S Locust St
Smith John S 440 E Lincoln Ave
Smith Paul D 419 Yeagley Rd
Son Ye O RR 2 Box 259b
Steiner Bessie RR 3
Sunderlin Gregory J RR 4 Box 62
Tripp John B 4 E Muth Ave
Trucking Brian T 7 Bayberry Ct
Wanner Holly J 199 Golf Rd
Wiczalkowski Todd S 24 W Main Ave
Will Rev Trust Alice M 6 Greenbriar Dr
Newmanstown Pa 17073
Badolato Michael J PO Box 37
Bailey Tonya S 83 N Sheridan Rd
Brossman Jeffrey D 74 E Main St
Cronin Catherine M 28 Treeline Dr
Davila Daniel 121 Sportsman Rd PO Box 43
Deck Joshua R 128 Fawn Hollow Rd
Devine Sheila 4 Trump Ln
Eiceman Vernon, Mary Main St
Feather Shawn R 26 N Sheridan Rd
Frankfort Paul C 1 Progress Dr
Frazer Carl 121 Treeline Dr
Gagliardo John 339 W Main St
Harnish M Shon 508 SR 897 E
Hertzog Lori L 220 W Main St
Hickernell Lynn RD 2 Box 884 S Sheridan Rd
Hurst Beverly Sheephill Rd Box 221
Kramer Mark A 239 W Main St
Lutz Phillip B 121 Fawn Hollow Rd
Reed Helga Est 341 A W Main St
Reedy Marlin B, Lori Ann R 1 Box 658 RT 501
Renyard Kevin B 6 Edgemont Ln
Riehl R Est 133 W Main St
Savich George, Laura RD 1 32 Rhine Rd
Sensenig Nelson W 24 Chapel Rd
Sill Corrinne 39 Edgemont Ln
Spang Leslie E, Denise G 136 E Main St
Spitler Lester P RR 1 Box 795
Wheeler Scott J 7 Cottage Ln
Ono Pa 17077
Bellinger Paulette PO Box 135
Jp Donomoyer Inc PO Box 74
Shuey Lyndell 36 Main St
Palmyra Pa 17078
Alpha Commercial Inc 232 W Main St
Altfather Daniel 1307 S Forge Rd
Anske Lee 1308 E Main St
Aop Inc 101 W Cherry St
Bad Boy Toys Harrisburg 1010 E Main St
Barlet Brett 2210 Wexford Rd
Bates Kristin M 1554 Cambridge Ct
Berkheimer Shirley 1523 Cambridge Ct
Berman Kelly A 235 W Maple St Rear
Blandford Cox Victoria J 358 S Lingle Ave
Bowers Michael D 2122 Wexford Rd
Bowman Anna 100 Cottage Dr Apt 302
Bowman Stanley E Est 30 W Ridge Rd
Brewer Betty M 233 Mopar Ave
Bucy Jessica L 222 E Cherry St
Burgio Suzanne M, Joseph T 2400 S Forge Rd
Burns Francis P Jr 320 E Patrick Rd
Cali Giovanni Cali Angela 500 S Locust St
Chisholm Lisa M 1908 Wexford Rd
Columbia Cottage Hershey 103 N Larkspur Dr
Commonwealth Funding Group Inc 101 W Cherry St Ste 2
Cordero Francisco 707 W Oak St
Das Inc, Michael Kleinhans 724 Lawn Rd
Deangelo Gary L 122 E Maple St
Deimler Mary 326 W Cedar St
Doane Danielle C, Corin A, Savanna 1520 Cambridge Ct
Ebersole Stacey C 1011 Darlene Ave
Eckert Ellen M 149 N Locust St
Emlek Selahattin, Gulsen 210 Oxford Rd
Emler Richard G, Terri 1150 E Maple St
Felsman Kevin M 865 S Harrison St
Ferber Doane Danielle C 1520 Cambridge Ct
Folk Carol 240 N College St
Francis Andrew 1413 S Forge Rd
Funck Bruce L 247 Schoolhouse Rd
Gangadaran Ugenderan 206 E Maple St
Gaspich Paul J 147 Sunflower Ln
Giffin Daniel James 328 East Cherry St
Gish Kimberly 175 E Patrick Rd
Graeff Miriam C 341 N Railrd St
Graybill Richard C 980 E Fir St
Greenly Frances M 191 Juniper St
Hoffsmith Harold E RR 1 Box 371t
Holland Jennifer A 549 Orchard Hill Dr
Hutchings Jacqueline 256 N College St
Hutchings Vivienne 500 S Horstick Ave
Jackson Teheshia Y 234 Pineview Dr
Janssen Paul G 1 Oakwood Dr
K Miller L 119 W Main St
Kline Robert L 536 S Lingle Ave
Konopka Anthony J Jr 2016 Wexford Rd
Kreider Mary E 408 E Oak St
Kreiser John P 109 W Main St
Kring Loretta 106a E Cherry St
Kullen Jennifer 611 W Oak St
Kulp Eugene L 20 Holly Dr
Kuren Michelle, Kenneth 113 N Thistledown Dr
Lehman Florence E, Wilbur J 738 W Maple St
Lehman Richard W 23 Sprinhaven Ct
Light Mary T 126a E Maple St
Maley Bill 426 W Walnut St
Mark 1 Restoration Service 2157 Wexford Rd
Matthiesen Kimberly, David 141 Fox Rd
Mcdonald Ebony S 201 N Chestnut St Apt 213
Mcnaughton Florence L 103 Wenger Dr
Mease Stella V 985 E Maple St
Meyerhoffer Ruth E 600 W Pine St
Mikoni Michael B Est 42 Sandalwood Dr
Miller Blanche 217 W Walnut St
Mmv Fam Inc 34 W Main St
Morrison Jessica L 118 N Lincoln St
Nafzinger Lee 403b N Railrd St
Nelson Harry S 60 Carriage Rd
Nk Graphics Inc 18 W Main St
Palmer Rosemary H 28 N Green St
Parker Thomas Darlene F 2157 Wexford Rd
Patrick Larry L 191 Juniper St
Payne Jesse D 943 E Maple St
Pylypciw Molly, Lisa 1351 Cambridge Ct
Quadrant Marketing Solutions, Jason Nicholl 20 Barley Ln
Rimmer Jennifer E 180 Bunny Ln
Risser Walter H Jr 1971 S Forge Rd
Royer Geraldine K 2 Lafiya Dr
Royer J C, Geraldine K Royer 2 Lafiya Dr
Saul Kristi, John 133 N Thistledown Dr
Saxman Richard 429 W Oak St
Sayger Mary M 727 N Lincoln St
Schaffer Jeremy R Rockledge 2250 Wexford Rd
Schlegel Marcy E 676 Coachman Ln
Schreckengast Timothy E 985 E Maple St
Sett Scott 322 S Grant St
Shaw Rebecca 1544 Combridge Ct
Shirk Dennis L 130 N Locust St
Shuttlesworth Amy 719 W Pine St
Skb Property Managem 120 E Main St
Skelf Robert Manuela 1200 E Main St Ste 2
Smith Donald G 185 Woodridge Dr
Snyder Daphne C 1122 S Forge Rd
Spaulding Dorothy 136 Lafiya St
Steadham Robert, Brenda 14 N Village Cir
Superior Preowned Pa 803 W Main St
Sweigart Alecia 601 E Main St 1st Floor
Swisher Roger K Jr, Lori R 171 Long Ln
Thomas Gary R 2157 Wexford Rd
Thomas Subaru PO Box 626
Valenti Julie L 36 Manor Cir
W Shirley L 13 Villa Ln
Wickard Heather 450 Smith Ln
Williams Joseph 538 N Railrd St
Wolfe Kenneth S Jr 13 Villa Ln
Yezioro Mary P 100 N Larkspur Dr Apt 216
Zellers Arthur R 217 W Walnut St
Zerphy Brayden J 1011 Darlene Ave
Quentin Pa 17083
Carpenter Emma 82 N Zinds Mill Rd Box 73
Keightly Tom PO Box 137
Wagner Doris M PO Box 137
Rexmont Pa 17085
Kaylor Sonya M 303 Rexmont Rd
Richland Pa 17087
Anjou Nancy Audrey D 1210 Tulpehocken Rd
Batdorf Jay 110 S Race St
Boxer Charles 107 First Ave
Danjou Nancy 1210 Tulpehocken Rd
Daub Donna PO Box 411
Debelius Charles F PO Box 295
Good Chad 17 Ketterman Hill Rd Lot 28
Horst Amber N 104 Wintersville Rd
Houck Anna R Box 315
Kline James A Sr, Carlos R Leffler Inc 225 E Main St
Mcclellan Sean PO Box 212 205 S Park St
Pike Stephan 71 Cherry Hill Rd
Seltzer Borghild E PO Box 736
Stoltz Lester D, Mae E 21 Temple Rd
Worldwide Environmental Solutions LLC PO Box 411
Schaefferstown Pa 17088
Buffenmeyer Howard A PO Box 108
Ginder Cyrenne K PO Box 131 114 N Lancaster Ave
Sunset Ridge Contractors 201 W Main St PO Box 344
Lehigh County
Alburtis Pa 18011
Andrews Russell D 231 Walnut St Apt 167
Benner Brandi PO Box 255 94 Cobblestone Ct
Cairns Jayne H 151 Bitting Rd
Camp Alfred 8929 Mountain Rd
Frederick Nancy 306 Maple Ct
Geist Jenna A 426 Thomas St PO Box 209
George Butler Jr 60 Hemlock Dr
Gerber Bryan 441 Franklin St
Hertzog Arlene 105 Souders Ln
Hertzog Courey L 295 Maple Ct
Jones Chris D 1661 Pinewind Dr
Kleinert Lori A, Paul W 1110 S Barbara Dr
Koehler Eric M 665 Franklin St
Lecher David B Jr 204 Maple Ct
Micklus Leonard J 190 Birch St
Newpher Sharon L 79 Bitting Rd
Oels Jamie L 3726 Gun Club Rd
Palencar Frank, Penny 1688 Brookstone Dr
Pollarine Raymond G 685 Huffs Church Rd
Process Engineers Design & 1000 Huffs Church Rd
Roseman Kristen S 1920 Creamery Ct
Rosenberger Charles T, Patricia A 10 Hemlock Dr
Schnabel Hilda M RR 1
Shotwell Connor J, Susan J, Martin 118 Windsor Rd
Stahley Bryan N 1709 Brookstone Dr
Sterkenburg Mark W 345 W 2nd St
Sure Fit Inc 8000 Quarry Rd Ste C
Turczyn Debra A 8024 Heritage Dr
Vignola Nancy T, Cort 303 Maple Ct
Walter Mary RR 1
Wanamaker Ginger 210 Church St
Wiragh Carrie 1716 Brookstone Dr
Wood Michael PO Box 195 330 Franklin St
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Allentown Pa 18101
Abreu Larry F 36 S 5th St Apt 7
Alicea Mercedes 1902 Ct St
Bachman John 26 N Wood St
Battle Frances Est 102 N 8th St
Bennecoff George C 101 N 7th St Apt 201
Berk John E 139 N 3rd St
Bond Jean M, Mary 3375 Ralph Cir
Bortz Pauline E 9614 1/2 W 8th St
Broll David A 702 Hamilton Mall
Browning Sade 134 S 5th St
Bucks Paul A 730 Hamilton Mall
Burton John S 1125 W Linden St 2f
Collupy Thelma M 1305 Wincheter Rd
Coyle Betty J 144 S 8th St
Cykoski Jan 619 Hamilton St
Davis Jeff 356 Lunger Dr
Durant Enterprises Inc 512 Hamilton St 201
Eberts Camilla M 700 W Union St Apt 412
Espinosa Doriane, Jose 228 N Chew St
Fatzinger Raymond 125 N Law St
First Union National Bank 702 Hamilton Mall
Firzpatrick Stella J 730 Lawrence
Flanagan Anna E 34 N 11th St
Flemming Charlotte 439 Hamilton St
Funk Kenneth W 355 Hamilton St
Gomberg Dora 243 Congress St
Green & Things Market 705 Hamilton St
Gunkel Morris, Frank 123 Ridge Ave
Hanna Zaki 219 Chestnut St
Heiney Sarah 613 W Walnut St B
Hilton Allentown 904 Hamilton Plaza
Hontz Pauline 149 W Linden St
Hysick Michael 343 Hamilton St Apt 12
Jbd Midtown LLC 1132 Hamiton St
Kemmerer Beatrice 125 N Law St
Kemp Daune M, June E 235 Water
Krall Freda M 2605 Hanover Acres
Kressler Frederick 140 S 8th St
La Piazza Ristorante 11 Church St
Lennard Joel 227 W Ct St
Lerch Lottie L Est the First National Bank Hamilton Mall
at 7th
Lightfoot Takeena 404 Hamilton St Apt 509
Long Margaret T 528 Turner
Martin David 103 N 8th St Apt 1
Mayer Catherine, Robert 924 N 5th
Mccauley Anna L 160 Chestnut St
Mccauley Kathleen M, Anna L 160 Chestnut
Miriam Tellin Trust 526 Walnut St
Mitana William J 29 N 2nd St
Moore S E Apt 6 801 N Weyanga St
Muniz Hernandez Vannessa 728 W Walnut St Apt 2
Nachajski Richard E 700 W Union St Apt 412
Napolitano Gilberto 1813 Cedar St
Naypauer Helen 921 Gordon St
Oswaldo P Rivera, North Star Agency 127 S 7th St
Phuc Trinh 2608 Lyndon St
Pietrobon Anita O 150 W Hamilton St
PPL Services Corp 2 N Ninth St
Promus Financial Group 822 W Hamilton St Ste 208
Quinonesvazquez Emanuel 521 W Walnut St Apt 4
Reinert Merrill H, Helen 923 Tilghman
Riggs Susan L 127 N 8th St No 129
Roth Judd K 519 W Linden St
Salabbai Shaikdawood B 804 Hamilton St
Santiago Juan J 40 N 12th St Apt 3
Savaki Richard 15 N 7th St Apt 6a
Schafer Jason 435 W Hamilton St
Schmick Arlene M Sheetz Row
Scott Marion 719 W Linden St Apt 36
Seifert Verna I 719 W Linden St
Sidoione P A 29 N 8th St
Smith Sharen N 211 W Ct St
Suarezroldan Saul A 521 W Walnut St Apt 4
Substance Abuse Screening Svcs 645 W Hamilton St
Tenchia Katherine M 160 Chestnut St
Thomas Saundra 614 Walnut St
Torres Engracia 700 W Union St Apt 303
Trout Thelma 1104 Hamilton
Trs of Law Office Michael J Piosa P 33 S 7th St 401k Plan
Vanhorn Joseph M, Shirley 127 N 8th St No 129
Vanhorn Shirley E 127 N 8th St 129
Vera Jose 39 N 10th St Apt 2b
Veras Maria 27 N 12th St
Westwood Richard Est, Patricia 116 S 6th St
Wiser M 639 Gdn
Yeager Geraldine A 613 W Walnut St B
Youngblood Ernestine, Mary M 137 S 7th St
Allentown Pa 18102
Aaron Healthcare 28 N 15th St
Abdelsayed Samuel S 218 N 5th St
Abreu Esmeralda 814 N 6th St
Abreu Larry F Apt Seven 36 S Fifth St
Allen Neurosurgical Asso Inc Colleen Burgess 325 N 5th St
Allentown Towing & Recovery 225 Summer Ave
American Pers Mgt Inc 1228 Walnut St
Aponte Colon William 418 N Penn St
Ardila Leidy 318 S Franklin St
Armstrong Kathernia, Harry 202 N 6th St Apt 203
Arnold Sarah H 532 W Washington St
Arroyo Jose 536 W Tilghman St Apt 1
Arroyo Juan 207 N 5th St Apt 3
Aung Aung 133 S 15th St
Awilda Restaurant 548 N 7th St 1st Flr Restaurant
Azar Wilson, Sonia 1114 Liberty St
Bach Kulik Funeral 1030 Walnut St
Balmer Neal F 935 W Green St
Bapiste Harris Karen Y 830 Walnut St Unti 11
Bartholomew Althea C 211 S West St
Bartlett William 1543 Tilghman St
Baskerville Laura H 233 Elliger St
Batista Heynny 731 W Tilghman St
Batts Rory Jr 824 1/2 North 5th St
Baus Virginia N 824 Jackson St Apt 6−G
Beck Bernice 318 Ridge Ave
Bell Natalie R 833 Liberty St
Beltz Robert L 1339 Allen St Apt 716
Benitez Joaquin 117 S 4th St Apt 509
Berger John H 34 S 13th St
Berger Timothy 210 N 7th St Apt 1
Berger Troy A 925 N 5th St
Berk Raymond K 1440 Walnut St Apt 601
Bernhard Bret D 1424 1/2 Gordon St
Billman Cecelia, Jacob 601 Turner St
Billman Jay 133 S Madison St
Billowitch William R, Anna 527 W Chew St
Birchak Veronica S, Robert Roth Esq 123 N 5th St
Black Jason 40 S 19th St
Boggs Jason 416 N Penn St
Boston Debra E 841 N 7th St Apt 5
Bowman Freddy 820 N Penn St
Brannon Deborah P 116 S Howard St
Breault Michel 526 Oak St
Breshears Tina 614 1/2 N New St
Brey Gary B 123 N 5th St Ste 1
Briggs Haydee M 645 N Jordon St
Brown Javan A 515 N Jordan St
Brown Nathaniel 136 N 10th St Apt 1
Browne Vincent J 210 N Poplar St
Bruder Blanche S, John K 706 N 8th St
Burcaw Paul D 323 N Law St
Burgos Maria 439 W Walnut St Apt 4
Buritsch Mary K 301 S Fulton St
Butz Vanreed 404 N 7th St
Caban William 436 N 4th St
Calcagni Anne M 402 S 15th St Apt 1006
Calderon Jose O 1346 W Liberty St
Canario Hilario Tamarez 240 Lehigh St
Canela Jose L 818 Cedar St
Canzano J W 25 N 13th St
Caraballo Ortiz Jose 126 S 10th St 2
Cardona Idabel 528 W Cedar St
Carmen 323 N Law St
Carpenter Kenneth B 847 N 8th St
Carrasco Martin 729 W Green St
Carrasqullo Andres 125 N 12th St
Carrillo Melende A 432 W Gordon St Apt D
Carro Anzalota J 947 N 7th St Apt 2
Castillo Perez Nilson 440 W Tilghman St
Castro Hector 1107 W Allen St Apt 1
Castro Luis 624 Park St
Ceballo Blanco Luciano 636 North 9th St
Cespedes Angel 1440 W Linden St
Cespedes Erick O 802 N 7th St
Chehade Abraham 638 N 2nd St
Cherry Jocelyn 557b N Park St
Choi Eun J 31 N 15th St
Clark Rodney A 429 Willow Cir Apt G
Cola Realty Lp 207 N 8th St
Cole Michael 1013 W Linden St Apt 17
Colon Benjamin 315 N 14th St Apt 6
Colon Torres Jose 624 N New St
Concannon Marie 407 S Franklin St
Conciergeclaim Daniels Collision Ctr 1327 W Tilghman St
Cook Sean Joseph 1309 Chew St
Cortes Joseph, Christine Valenzuela 1103 W Liberty St
Cramsy Isabel 177 W Green St
Cruz Elias 430 N Front St
Cruz Jose 50 N Jefferson St
Cruz Josefina P 959 W Turner St Apt 3r
Cruz Luis A 218 S 15th St Apt 16
Cruz Luis A 634 N 4th St
Cruzduran Danilo 1041 W Allen St
Cuevas Jocelyn 452 W Turner St
Culcay Ruth 646 N 9th St
Cuninka Frances 134 W Green St
Damaris Moya 611 N West St
Daniels Collision Center 1327 Tilghman St
Daniels Marian R, Robert H 1440 W Walnut St
Daniels Robert H 1440 W Walnut St 604
Dao Xuan Son 127 S 5th St
Dass Taran 413 W Turner St
David Siegfried Camody Shoe Svc 502 N 15th St
Davis Benjamin 135 S Madison St B
Davis Sharifah K 1037 W Turner St 2
Davis Shon 117 S 4th St Apt 510
Dayoub Fadi 549 N 4th St
Dayoubs Real Est 549 N 4th St
Deaza Maria 636 N 9th St
Delgado Angela 224 Northwest St
Delgado Aquilino 318 N 9th St
Delgado Grocery Inc 601 N 91h St
Diamond Drywall 834 Turner St
Diaz Ana V 222 S Madison St
Diaz Andres 1310 W Chew St
Diaz Sheila 240 N 8th St Apt 1 Apt 1
Diaz Soami 870 Linden St
Dieruff Betty M 852 N 9th St
Dotson Jeanette 404 W Hamilton St Apt 605
Dougherty J 1627 Whitehall St
Dougherty Michael C 246 S Levan St
Dreisbach John, Anna 1620 W Greenleaf St
Drew William V 1039 W Tilghman St
Eastside Memorial Carmen Aguila 840 N 7th St
Eck Maryann 36 S 10th St Fl 2f
Eder Alfred, T Felegy 424 Ridge Ave
Edgewood Trailer Pa 3350 Airport Rd
Engler Betty C 1337 Allen St 1104
Erney Janell 127 S 12th St
Escalante Doria 421 N 2nd St
Escartin Aracelis 819 5 North 5th St
Estes Elizabeth T, Carl A 715 Clay St 2
Estrella Joel 1118 W Allen St
Estrella Jorge 814 N 6th St
Fahad Ahmed Syed 260 B S Levan St
Fahrman Edward A, Henry 399 W Chew St
Falk Edgar K 114 S 12th St
Fapdo LLC 950 N Levan St
Favors Stadeker Jean E 518 N Fountain St
Fekety Mary Louise 448 N 9th St
Feliciano Ginni M 154 W Turner St
Fernandez Cirilo C 631 Park St
Ferreira Aquilino 532 Park St
Figueroa Francisco 35 N 13th St 2
Figueroa Raquel G 827 W Washington St Apt 2
Firestone 1244 Turner St
First Commonwealth FCU 907 N 4th St
Fitch Edna L 540 W Allen St
Fitzpatrick Stella 839 Jackson St
Flores Edwin 301 N 8th St
Fogelman B E 702 N 12th St
Fontana Joseph 2020 1/2 Tilghman St
Frederick David M 115 N West St
Freethy Barbara L 1440 W Walnut St Apt 704
Fremond Erick 970 Tilghman St
Frey Nevin P 123 N 5th St
Freytes Jeannette 643 N Front St Apt B
Gallagher Catherine 528 N 5th St
Gallon Paula A 401 N 4th St 5
Ganey Magdalene A 341 N 2nd St
Garcia Alexis C 140 N 11th St
Garcia Antonio 706 N 12th St
Garcia Lorenzo Polanco 970 W Tilghman St
Gatson Ramona 237 Franklin St
Geary John A 646 N 8th St
Gehringer Realty Capital LLC 848 North 16th St
Gehringer Stephen A Gold & Silver Exchange 848 N 16th St
George Helen M 169 W Tilghman St
Gerlach Joann 420 Ridge Ave
Gerlog Josephine M 1023 W Washington St
Germano Julia 427 N 9 Th St
Getz Paul R 444 N 9th St
Gittens Sonia L 33 S 15th St
Gluck Ruth Est 238 S Levan St Apt D
Gonzales Alfonso T, Claribel 1107 1 2 W Turner St Apt 2
Gonzalez Carlos 520 Gordon St
Gonzalez Jessica 426 W Turner St Apt 3
Gonzalez Maria V 517 W Tilghman St
Gonzalez Noel 907 N 6th St
Gonzalez Sonja 634 Washington St Apt 1
Goodhile Cheryl 416 Hamilton Towers Apt 416
Gordon St Collision 229 W Gordon St
Gottfried David 704 N 12th St
Gotthardt Forrest 404 W 6 St
Greater Lehigh Valley Chamber of Commerce 462 Walnut St
Gulla Michael 15 S Delph St
Gumina Carolyn, Joseph 1030 Linden St 1
Gumina Joseph 1030 Linden St 1
Gurtov Lawrence J 402 S 15th St Apt 206
Guth Bruce E 533 Park
Gutierrez Jose 626 N Poplar St
Guzman Damian 529 Howard St
Guzman Gladys 316 S Franklin St
Haaf Homer H Est, R V Ritter Jr 1600 Hamilton St
Hadjiloukas Ignatios, Susan M 1413−1415 W Ct St
Hafner Carl J 420 N Railrd St
Hall Allen 1327 Chew St 414
Hall Wi, B 544 N 13th St
Hallman Blanche E 1622 W Liberty St Apt 7g
Hanley Linda, John 513 N Howard St
Hanna George T, Fannie 641 N 2nd St
Harkins John J III 742 N New St
Harris Niya S 941 Pine St
Hartzell Josephine 391 1/2 Greenleaf St
Harvey Helen 447 W Tilghman St
Hassan Patricia 951 W Pine St
Health Spectrum Pharmacy Svcs 1637 W Chew St
Hefter Nancy J, Chad J 1451 W Turner St
Heil Richard C 427 N 9 Th St
Heintelman Arlene 312 N 14th St
Held Rose Marie, Harold H 229 N 12th St
Helen Steacher 613 1/2 Ridge Ave
Henninger Martin 326 N Fountain St
Henriques James 236 N 12th St
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Herman Anna M 635 N 2nd St
Hernandez Connie 635 N 4th St
Hernandez David 402 S 15th St Apt 1004
Hernandez Dinorah 218 N Fulton St
Hernandez Jeannette 643 N Front St Apt B
Hershey John C Jr 1440 W Walnut St 1710
Herzlane Kyle 1331 W Gordon St
Hesener Quinn Angela 1330 W Gordon St
Hess Geraldine R, Willard V 925 N 5th St
Hilbert Terry J 1039 W Linden St
Hildebeidel Rewelyn, Herta 922 W Washington St
Hirji Tahera H, Mohamed 1500 Hamilton St Apt 3q
Hoefling Cynthia 329 1/2 N Fountain St
Holler Helen 434 W Gordon St
Howorth Jeffrey L, George G 1600 W Hamilton St
Humer Jean C, Jean C Reardon 311 N 7th St
Hummel Bryanna M, Bruce P 446 N Jordan St
Hunsicker Timothy 1319 1/2 Liberty St
Hussar Robert F Jr 622 1/2 N 4th St
Imarenakhue Osaro 321 N 7th St
Instituto Biblico Bethania 445 N 9th St
J And N Construction 232 N 7th St
Jackson Cynthia 725 N 5th St Pd Per Search Letter
Jackson Eva C 216 N 12th St
James Chonetta R 117 N Penn St
Jancovic Madeline 318 Ridge Ave
Jarmon Venesa 556 N 4th St
Javier Ramon 134 N 10th St Apt 1
Jimenez Felix A 1634 W Highland St
Jimenez Luis B 128 S 10th St
Jimenez Pedro 739 N 9th St
Jodeleit Frederick W, Norma M Roth Law Firm
123 N 5th St
Johnson Calvin 105 W Walnut St
Johnson Dayshia L 904 N 7th St
Johnson Kashi 250 S Levan St
Jones Brian L 223 N 9th St Apt 2
Jones Marvin L 638 N 9th St
Js Burkholder Funeral Home 16 Hamilton
Julian Frank J 117 S 4th St Apt 321
Junglas Ryan 102 N 8th St Apt 2
Kale Margaret H 442 N 5th St Apt 5
Karner Anna 413 N Hall St
Kave Steven 241 N 13th St
Kehley Lillian I 1545 W Greenleaf St Unit 57
Kelly Doris H 119 S 10th St
Kemmerer Barbara E, Arthur 109 W Chew St
Kiphorn Gerald E Jr, Josephine 1322 W Turner St
Kirkland Nadine L 526 N Howard St
Klaugh Ralph, Lisa 538 N 13th St
Kleppinger M 507 N 10th St
Kline Raymond A 215 N 15th St
Kloiber Dolores Est, Roth Law Firm 123 N 5th St
Kloiber Matalie F, Natalie 1405 W Highland St
Kratzer Mary A 936 Linden St
Krause Gacitua Cortney 1535 W Chew St
Krazek−Oudheusen Frances 124 N Jefferson St
Kulp Tonya 821 W Gordon St
Lainez Adalid 621 Park St
Lancaster Auto Supply 722 N Madison St
Lanshe Jeanette B 960 W Tilghman St
Lara Eleobardo 834 Turner St
Larriva Eduardo 318 N Church St
Latzgo Thomas E, Jemma P 959 Turner St
Lavace Ralph 910 N 7th St
Le Thuy T 233 S Penn St Apt J
Lehigh Valley Trades 1201 W Liberty St
Lehman Sophie L 1041 Fullerton Ave
Leibensperger Marelda V, Howard 1216 W Union St
Lenhart Norman M, Betty E, Larry N 322 N Madison
Lepoutre Irrev Family Trust 1013 W Linden St
Levesque Scott N 538 W Green St
Liberty Mutual 505 W Tilghman St Ste 200
Lombard Cathleen A, Robert J 1406 W Linden St
Long Margaret T, John E 528 Turner
Lopez Alejandro 32 S 13th St
Lopez Lebron Heriberto 534 Liberty St
Lowery Sophia R 613 W Cedar St
Lucas Urena Esmeralda 214 S Madison St
Lucy John F, Anna L 1208 W Whitehall St 7w
Lukow Stephanie A 971 W Cedar St
Luzunaris Cruz Luis 220 N 6th St
Lyle Marian K 1545 W Greenleaf St 208
Lynch Christopher MD 451 Chew St
Maalouf Elias 21 Dale St
Maggett Mustafah 602 Front St 13
Malloy Patrick L 1013 W Linden St
Mana Daniel L Sr 940 W Gordon St
Maniatty George 607 N 12th St
Mansell Montrel K 432 N 15th St
Maria Severo 1414 W Linden St
Marrero Francisco Javi 136 W Turner St
Martinez Denise 417 W Green St
Martinez Jacobo 125 N 12th St
Martinez Josephine H 469 W Linden St
Martinez Milagros 122 S 15th St
Martinez Rodriguez Nelson 927 Gordon St Apt 3
Martinez Timoteo 960 W Liberty St 2
Matos Anthony 856 N 8th St
Maury Thomas E 416 N 5th St
Mc Fadden Virginia G 123 N 5th St
Mcallister Kassez 529 1 2 N New St
Mccord Tyquann S 315 Ridge Ave
Mchose Mabel R Apt Seven 36 S 5th St
Mchugh Helen 519 N Front St
Medina Grace, Jose 831 W Walnut St Apt 3
Medinagarcia Nelson J 115 N Lumber St
Meitzler Donna 123 N 5th St
Mejia Dorothy Itf 426 N 3rd St
Mejia Tomas 225 S Madison St
Mendez Carmen 818 N 4th St
Mendez Carmen L, Dinora M 818 N 4th St
Mendez Dymphna A 613 W Cedar St
Mendez Javier 705 1 2 N Front St 2
Metzger Eleanor E 1114 Oak St
Mikitz Coll Ctr 229 Gordon St
Milhouse Julian 19 Sycamore St
Milhouse Malik 19 Sycamore St
Miller Dennis L 439 W Tilghman St
Miller Mary E 16 Hamilton
Minaya Juan 1139 Spring Gdn St Apt 2
Miranda Steve A 1511 W South St Apt 7
Molina Cesar 715 1 2 W Washington St
Molina Juan M 528 N 11st
Molina Orlando 215 S West St
Moncion Nelson T 619 W Tilghman St
Mora Jorgito 624 1/2 N Poplar St
Morales Juan 343 S Franklyn St
Morales Juan 618 N 11th St Apt 1
Moreno Nancy 503 N 7th St
Moretas Autos LLC 719 Faith Dr
Morgan Charles 440 Tilghman St
Morrison Oscar J 723 Washington St
Moya Damaris 611 N West St
Muehlberger Sadie E 824 Jac Apt 7 K
Mueses Alejandrina 1407 W Hill St
Muff Shirley R 629 N Howard St
Myers Ruby F, Harry 930 Jackson St
Netwall Verna 734 N Penn St
Newell Rafael 1440 W Walnut St Apt 1806
Nieves Edwin 723 W Whitehall St
Nunez Luciano 1113 W Turner St
Ocasio Angel L 347 West Hamilton St 1st Fl
Odonnell Elizabeth 439 Ridge Ave
Okeefe Margaret 1339 W Allen St Apt 412
Olivera Victor M 421 N Church St
Olivo Mariano 822 Allen St
Onadig Wilbur J 36 S 9th St
Orlando Joycelyn 534 Chew St
Ortiz Jose D 212 N 6th St Apt 3a
Ortiz Miguel 424 N Railrd St
Ovalles Manuel 1411 Turner St
Pacheco Hector 524 W Greenleaf St
Pacheco Michelle 535 N 4th St Apt 2
Padilla Elizabeth L 805 St John St Apt 2fl
Padilla Rafael 616 N Park St
Pagnamo Myrtle M 132 W Sycamore St
Pagnano Myrtle M 132 W Sycamore St
Paige Carlin 546 N Park St Fl 1
Palacios Alma I 2020 1/2 Tilghman St
Panik John Jr 1112 Catasauqua Ave
Paredes Isaias 224 N Jordan St
Pauline M Sell 1343 W Turner St
Peebles Hakeem 522 W Allen St
Peifer Orville G, Larry Roth Esq 123 N 5th St
Peralta Glennys 418 N 6th St
Pereau Walter 621 N 9th St
Perez Colbert 1506 1/2 W Chew St
Perez Elvis Miguel 956 W Tighlman St
Perez Luis 819 N New St
Perez Maria 456 W Turner St
Perez Maria A Ground Floor 348 N 9th St
Perez Sharday 166 W Allen St
Peters Dorothy 49 S Franklin St
Peters Janet M 1337 W Allen St Apt 510
Peterson Mary Est 220 S 16th St
Petrycia Jerry 439 N Penn St
Pham Teresa T 822 N 4th St
Piezal Feliz Ernesto 402 S 15th St Apt 615
Pike Joyce H 325 N 3rd St
Plaza Vega B 117 N 13th St Apt 3
Pletz Matthew D 828 N 6th St
Pletz Roseann K, Curtis C Creveling 123 N 5th St
Pope Ernest A 442 N 15th St
Pressmann John 405 W Washington St
Prokup Marion 1337 Allen St Apt 901
Pukszyn Stefan, Anna 511 Oak St
Quezada Jose 1104 W Linden St
Quinn Matthew 1330 W Gordon St
Quinones Esteban B 331 N 16th St
R P Mills Associates 213 N Fountain St
Rabkin Jeffrey D 629 N Howard St
Ramaly Mabel A 804 N 9th St
Ramirez Francisco A 1105 Fullerton Ave
Ramirez Oneil M 415 1/2 W Tilghman
Ramos Ariel J 1106 W Tilghman St Apt 2
Ramos Daniel 402 S 15th St Apt 71
Rauch Charles H Roth Law Firm 123 N 5th St
Redfield Franklyn 1440 W Walnut St Apt 704
Redmond Steven G 216 S 13th St
Reinhard M 1616 W Liberty St 203
Ressler Frank D 419 N 4th St
Reynolds Sherry 414 N Penn St
Reynoso Armstrong 1546 W Chew St
Ricci Angelo A, Rose 837 Liberty St
Richards Leo R Jr 417 N 9th St Apt 1
Riddick Thomas J 535 1/2 N 4th St Fl 1
Ringgold Jean 311 N 7th St
Ritter Linda M 1117 W Green St
Rivera Angelo 514 N 4th St
Rivera Hector L, Lynn B 727 W Greenleaf St
Rivera Jorge Luis 217 N Penn St
Rivera Jose 929 Chew St 2nd Floor
Rivera Juan 387 Turner St 15
Rivera Raul 325 N 8th St Apt 1
Rivera Rivera Angelas 814 1/2 N 7th
Rivera Santos 136 S Penn St
Roberts Sandra 226 S Levan St Apt D
Robinson Laquan M 542 Whitehall St
Roderick Brian 732 W Walnut St
Rodgers John 340 Ridge Ave
Rodrigues Luis 510 N 4th St
Rodriguez Alan O 907 N 4th St
Rodriguez Angel A 423 W Turner St
Rodriguez Anibal 438 W Greenleaf St
Rodriguez Daisy 637 N 10th St 1
Rodriguez Fargas Efrain 938 N 6th St
Rodriguez Gabriel 1526 W Allen St
Rodriguez Gregorio 824 Jackson St Apt 6j
Rodriguez Jesus 634 N 10th St
Rodriguez Jose 1327 Chew St 408
Rodriguez Pablo 521 W Gordon St
Rodriguez Rosa Isabel 2191 W Chew St
Romero David 513 N 5th St Apt 1 Rear
Roopchand Angela 1520 W Allen St
Rork J Samuel 917 N 6th
Rosario Felipe I 1116 Allen St
Ross Orlando 407 1/2 N 4th St
Roth Justine A Apt 505 1337 W Allen St
Roth Larry 123 N 5th St
Roth Lucy 743 W Gordon St
Roth Paul M 1119 Tilghman St
Rothrock Collision Center Jesus Rodriguez 634 N 10th St
Ruch Kathryn H, Pauline S 532 W Washington St Apt 2
Ruiz Efrain T 24 S 11th St Apt 1f
Ruiz Gary D 314 N 8th St
Ruiz Jhon 626 N 2nd St
Russo Jospeh A 515 1 2 N 8th St
Salibi Mtanos 319 N Railrd St
Santiago Anthony 398 Gordon St
Santiago Clodo Miro 1137 West Turner St
Santiago Mariluz 1105 S Carlisle St
Santiago Migdalia, Ramon 448 W Turner St Apt 3
Santiago Orlando 208 N Church St
Santiesteban Natasha 917 W Tilman St Apt2
Santos Vargas Argenis 222 North West
Santoyolagunilla Emilio 724 N 5th St
Schantz Brent R 842 N 13th St
Schlegel Martha 407 W Turner St
Schory Glen 39 N 15th St
Schwark Frank 963 W Green St
Schwoyer Miriam A 522 W Greenleaf St
Seal Bob 402 S 15 Th St
Seifert Verna I 210 1/2 Peach St
Serrano Erik 1025 Chestnut St
Shaffer Sara Jane, Nevin C 1634 Walnut St
Shanahan Sarah C 902 Chew St
Shearman Henry S 1034 1/2 Liberty St
Shingleton Rosezetta C 1500 Hamilton St Apt 1−B
Siegfried Agnes E 255 Water
Sierra Jose 340 N 2nd St
Sierra Laura 424 N Jordan St
Silfies Margaret 1339 W Allen St Apt 804
Silverstein Ronald, Lisa 962w Tilghman St
Simitz David 408 W Allen St
Simko Mary A 823 1/2 N 5th St
Skipper Robert 305 N 8th St
Sliker Erwin 35 S 11th St Apt 2
Smith Angelina 223 N Hall St
Smith Esther, Harry 628 Grant St
Smith Harold Apt 513 Gross Towers 1339 Allen St
Smith Mary J 810 W Allen St Apt 1
Smith Norma E 824 Jackson St
Snyder Anna 627 N 6th St
Snyder Melanie L Est Amanda Snyder 617 N Lumber St
Solis Jesus N 543 N 7th St
Solla Emil 527 W Gordon St
Spaits Martin B 511 Kurtz St
Spears Dorothy M 12 S West St
Stefko Marie Ann 1616 W Liberty St Apt 310
Steinmetz Sandy L 925 W Pine St Fl 1
Stevens Elouise 233 N 2nd St
Stimphont Vickens 409 N 6th St
Stokes Gerald 440 W Liberty St
Stokes Philip 1519 W Walnut St Apt 313
Stop Light 602 N 12th St
Stoyvoka Mary 1602 W Chew St
Strohl Paul 535 N 8th St
Stuck Carol A, Gary L 736 N 4th St
Suppan Rita E 632 N Penn St
Supreme Auto Body Works Inc Walter Pereau 621 N 9th St
Suttle Anthony 847 Greenleaf St
Szukies Teresa 221 S Penn St
Ta Peter 410 W Turner St
Taus Renae 902 N 5th St
Taus Renae A 902 N 5th St
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Tavarez Alberto 2847 Rhonda Ln
Thalassinos Caitlin 428 N Penn St
Thomas Reuben B 933 North St
Thompson Maurice 329 N 7th St
Thorman Thora K Est 1545 West Greenleaf St Apt 108
Tinting LLC 150 Union St
Tomasko Pauline 227 N 12th St Apt 2
Torres Angel M 1137 W Linden St Apt 2
Torres Cleaning Svc 1107 1/2 W Turner St Apt 2
Torres Freddy Reyes 321 5th St Apt Ph
Tran Thanh 32 N 13th St
Trapp Tammy 447 1/2 Washington St
Trinkle Johanna M, Helen J 918 N 5th St
Troxell Tilghman C 1449 Hamilton St
True2form Collision Repair Centers 105 W Walnut St
Truong Buu H 945 W Tilghman St
Turchinsky John 15 S Delph St
Turley Anne M 1035 W Walnut St Apt 3
Underkofler Mary E 821 Turner St
Urena Julio 633 N 6th St
Urguiles Edgar 332 N 8th St 2fr
Us Bank 816 W Washington St
Valentine Carlos 427 N 10th St
Valley Anesthesia Inc 451 W Chew St
Van Robert C 522 N Lumber St
Vanfleet Robert A 522 N Lumber St
Vanness Joshua 40 South 19th St
Vargas Juan 1127 W Tilghman St
Vargas Sergio 323 S Franklin St
Vasquez Anna H 728 W Gordon St
Vasquez Benito 417 Gordon St
Velazquez Breandon 1344 Liberty St
Velez Amada M 453 N 5th St Apt 1
Velez Gustavo D 721 N 6th St Apt 2
Velez Lorraine 239 N 2nd St Apt 2
Velez Notary Ins 209 N 6th St Milta Velez
Velez Olimpio 726 N 7th St
Villanueva Claudia 526 W Greenleaf St
Villanueza Vanessa 140 N 11th St
Villeda Efrain 1029 W Turner St
Villigas Agustin 527 Park St
Vincent Mae 526 W Washington St
Vizhnay Angel 332 8th St
Vorcheck Blanche 529 Kurtz St
Wade John 828 Liberty St
Wagner Ethel, John 716 N 5th St
Walker Dale O 325 North Law St
Ward Anna 409 Ridge Ave
Ward Robert 443 N 6th St
Weber Carol M 1616 W Liberty St Apt 606
Webster Kathy R 1548 Liberty W
Weintraub Scott L 18 S Madison St
Wells Fargo Bank 1651 W Washington St
Wells Fargo Inst Retirement & Trust 1511 W South St Apt 7
Wetzel Betty F, Bob D 1545 Greenleaf St Box 29
Williams Joseph W 1328 Liberty St
Willmore David E 309 N Fulton St Fl Rear
Wilson Haron 518 N 7th St
Wilson Woodrow D, Veda M 717 N Fountain St
Wirth Herman C 536 N New St Apt 3
Wirth Walter A 211 N Penn St
Wischczynki S 227 W Tilghman St
Wozniak Ronald J 223a S Penn St
Wright Gerald L Jr 619 N Jordan St
Wright Michael Gary 26 S Howard St Apt 3
Yacoub Munzer 734 Railrd St 1st Fl South
Yorgey Cassandra 1447 Turner St 2nd Fl
Zayas Marta 611 N Railrd St
Zhang Mulin 822 N 11th St
Ziegler Chiropractic Clinic 101 S 14th St
Ziegler Paul R 1120 W Green St
Zupper Penny M 716 N Penn St
Allentown Pa 18103
Acme Cryogenics Inc 2801 Mitchell Ave
Adams Michael J 1602 Park Dr
Ahn Luther W 524 W Wyoming St
Allebach Susan E 633 S Filmore St
Allentown Career Unit 401
Allentown Metal Works Elizabeth Miller 600 S 10th St
Alvin Hollinger Jr 2323 S 2nd St
Americredit Financial Svc Inc 2230 Baker Dr
Americredit Financial Svcs 1003 W Wymoning St
Amey Larry L, Kelly L PNC Bank Na 2222 S Ninth St
Anderson Gary 1733 Victoria Cir
Anderson Nancy J 812 S Main St
Anderson Walter IV 1337 S Howard St Apt B
Anderson William K PO Box 9251
Arietta Catherine I 814 S Elizabeth St
Arrington James 420 W Emmaus Ave
Arroyave Luz A 34 Armour Ct
Audibert Robert P 850 W Cumberland St
Baerga R N 2437 S 5th St
Baez Martinez Victor M 2025 Vine St
Bailey Anna M 2232 29th St Sw Apt C23
Bainhauer Frederick J Jr 1620 Hidden Valy Rd
Balasubramaniam Gnanagiri 2908 Fernor St Apt A23
Bank of America Na 2849 Elm Ct
Bardolf John 1257 Lehigh Pkwy South
Barndt Helen W 1454 Gdn Ave
Barreto Emmaris 724 S Hall St Apt 2
Barthol Evelyn A, Levi H 1452 E Emmaus Ave
Bartholomew Erma S RR 2
Bartman Hilda M 303 Priscilla St
Bassham Edward A 1605 Lehigh Pkwy North
Beam Beatrice E 1122 Keck St
Benevento Christel A, Lawrence 2810 Windy Hill Rd
Benevento Lawrence A 2810 Windy Hill Rd
Benjamin Solange 2810 Lehigh St
Berkley Rebecca 1332 S Fountain St Fl 2
Bess Patricia I 1324 Marlow St 2nd Fl
Bez Martin U 976 Chris Ln
Bleiler Winifred D, Richard 158 W Federal St
Bottorf Matthew 1514 Lehigh Pkwy S
Bower Rosalie E, Ralph R 1840 E Susquehanna St Apt 2
Bowers Ronald L 1327 Maumee Ave
Boyle F G, Stacie L 1033 Webster Ave
Brey Jack II, Brey Ashley 2429 Sw 26th St
Brezak Magdaline M 427 Harrison St
Brockelman Veronica M 2230 Greenwood Rd
Brown Stephanie L 1448 Gdn Ave
Buchman Eric 717 Genesee St
Buck Israel H 1020 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Burke James 2905 Diamond Ave
Burton Wellness Center 321 E Emmaus Ave
Buss Life Carrie A, Robert W 3124 Roxford Rd
Caraballo Delmy I 2095 Vine St Apt 5
Caraballo Porfirio 339 W Federal St
Cardiovascular Asso Inc Dr Hugh Gallagher 1210 S Cedar
Crest Blvd
Cardona Cruz Moises 847 W Tioga St
Carlino Antonella, Calogero 1158 Treeline Dr
Castillo Sofia 544 N 6th St Fl 2
Catherine Boulay Foundation 5k 3440 Lehigh St
PO Box 323
Cavezza Neil Est 1265 S Cedar Crest Blvd Manorcare Hlth
Chamberlin Stephanie C, Paul M 903 S Poplar St
Chapkovich Heather, Cody D, Amie 1617 S Albert St
Charles Bertha 950 Hill Dr
Charles J Roethlein 820 Whittier Dr
Chourattana Graciela 1482 S 2nd St
Christman John A 1731 Lehigh Ave
Christman P 659 Brookdale St
Citifinancial Inc 1126 Lehigh St
Citimortgage Inc 1738 Victoria Cir
Clarke James R 807 N Kearney St
Clauser R Est, Richa A 1840 Greenwood Rd
Cohen Joanne 966 Bridle Path Rd
Colbaugh Joyce 246 E Rock Rd
Colon Luis 1012 Idaho St
Community Health Programs 2522 Broder St Sw
Comprehensive Med Assessments Vsas Ortho Ctr for
Advanced H 1250 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Connovitch James 2338 Walnut St
Cook Christopher K, Nichole 1867 S 2nd St
Coraggio Alessio V 2004 S Delaware St
Cordero Oscar 19 E Susquehanna St A
Coulton George A, Marita 4357 Heather Ln
Criblear Wendy J 2438 S 5th St Rear
Cruz Pedro 1037 E Emmaus Ave
Csulik Stephen 152 W Brookdale St
Cure Kevin J 1810 Box Elder Rd
Cusick Frank 908 S Poplar St
Czaplinski Craig C 1738 Victoria Cir
Dao Hieu 811 S 6th St
Darcy James 2240 Greenwood Rd
Davenport Edward D 142 N Filbert St
Davie James R 672 S Hillview Rd
Davis Christopher 447 Harrison St 1fl
Dba Demetrios Herron 1695 33rd St Sw Apt A
Dbo Demetrios Herron 1695 33rd St Sw Apt A
Deflores Christopher J 2833 W Fairview St
Delgado Gregorio 1932 S Hall St
Delgado Roger MD 1240 S Cedar Crest Blvd Ste
Demarco Vito P Jr, Philip J 873 N Walneta St
Denny Jack 1502 Catalina Ave
Denver Edward J 1420 Hausman Ave
Derenzin Martin F 835 S 4th St Apt 8
Destefano Carol L 609 S 6th St
Deyoung Drew A 1861 S 3rd St
Diamond Barry 1014 Newgate Dr
Diaz Jose Angel 943 E Lexington St
Diehl Alfred C 1020 Hill Dr
Drauch Agnes 1865 Chapel Ave
Drauch William Est 1865 Chapel Ave
Dreisbach Grace M 4404 Hamilton Blvd
Edeiken Yale F 885 Cold Spring Rd Apt 2
Edmunds James, Karen 903 S 10th St
Engle A 649 S Filmore St
Erney Clarence W 1930 Bevin Dr Apt 402
Escobar Edgardo 923 Benton St Apt 2
Espinosa Michelle R, Salvadore 783 Ryan Dr
Estate Phyllis Christman 659 Brookdale St
European Concept Salon & Spa 1040 S Cedar Crest Blvd
2nd Fl
Evans Kenneth J 1327 S Race St
Extendicare Health Svcs Inc Omnicare Pharmacy
719 Roble Rd
Faces Hair Design Inc 1501 Lehigh St
Fadgen Jerome S 4423 Highland Ct
Faulknor Ivey Maxine 344 E Tioga St
Federico Dale J MD Valy Sports & Arthritis 1250 S Cedar
Crst Blvd Ste 110
Fehnel Gertrude, Steven N Goudsouzian 1033 S Cedar Crest
Blvd
Fein Rudy 118 Saint John St
Felix Marycarmen 917 W Wyoming St
Felts Trent W 2863 Rhonda Ln
Fia Csna 2414 Belmont Ave
Figueroa Jacqueline 1694 S Church St Apartment 7
Fink Estella S 4175 E Texas Rd
Flemming Patricia 3830 Oakwood Trail
Follweiler Sabrina 2027 S Fountain St Apt 4
Fondeur Luis 1313 Lehigh St
Frack Anna 843 W Ethel St
Frank Bernard, Muriel 1251 S Cedar Crest Blvd Ste 21
Frank Muriel 1251 S Cedar Crest Blvd Ste 21
Frantz Donna M 1018 S Hall St Apt O
Frey Jean, Jonathan 719 Plymouth St
Fritz Caleb N 1443 S Jefferson St
Gangemi Theresa 1214 Lehigh Pkwy S
Garcia Dennis 1015 Lehigh St Fl 1
Garcia Mendez Lindabet, Mendez Antonio 819 S 10th St
Gellis Andrew 2435 Mountain Ln Apt 108
George Joshua M 818 S Armour St
George Staci 400 True Blue Rd
Gerancher Catherine, Frank S 5th
Giant Pharmacy 3015 W Emmaus Ave
Gibson Nelli 2823 Diamond Ave
Girona Caraballo Elizabeth 339 W Federal St
Gonzalez Edwin 2465 S East St
Gonzalez Jorge 717 W Lynnwood St Apt 1
Good Shepherd Home 805 S 5th St
Goode Keisha L 1216 W Cumberland St Apt 1
Goudsouzian Steven N 1033 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Griffith Caroline A 811 St John St
Guth Nancy L 636 N Jerome St
Guthsville Rod & Gun Club Inc 201 E Tioga St
H A B Ind Inc Po Box 573
Haklar John R Sr 717 E Montgomery St
Hamersly Heather Anne 2433 Prospect Ave Apt 7−105
Hamill Ramona E 1465 Lehigh Pkwy S
Hammond Alan Md 1230s Cedar Crest Blvd
Haring Louise E 1237 S Front St
Haring Matthew T 2213 S Fountain St Apt 8
Harmony M 3036 Evans St
Harris Theresa M 310 W Mountain Rd Unit 2
Harris Theresa M, Christi L 310 W Mountain Rd Unit 2
Hartman Brooke, Martha 1168 Bellair Ct
Haz Mendoza Luis A 105 E Wyoming St
Hazuda Mary 2474 S Church St
Health Spectrum Pharmacy Svcs 1202 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Health Spectrum Phy Svcs 1247 S Cedar Crest Blvd Ste 105
Heidecker John L 12222 S Albert St
Heil Grace E 168 Inden
Heintzelman Roger B 4524 E Texas Rd
Held Jeffery A, Shirley J, Keith R, Larry T 930 S 7th St
Helwig Health & Diabetes Center 1243 S Cedar Crest
Bouleva
Hematology Onco 1240 S Cedar Crest Blvd St
Hernandez Amy J 818 S Armour St
Hernandez Santiago 701 E Susquehanna St
Herschman Josmary 2060 Vine St Apt 5
Hertzler Diane N 25 E Rock Rd
Hetrick Priscilla A 2339 Riverbend Rd
Holy Family Factory 2838 Fernor St Apt 201
Hrusecky Helen H 2828 Elm Ct
Hull Kayla 950 Cold Spring Rd Apt U12
Issa Rani 346 E Susquehanna St
Ivey Collie 344 E Tioga St
J Parry Iola M, Werner & Co Cpa Pc, Ellen Mocarsky 1251
S Cedar Crest Blvd
Jackson Jennifer, Scott E 2102 28th St Sw
Jaeger Randy 3748 Devonshire Rd
Jakz Inc 1996 S 5th St
Jane Veltzen Betty 2817 Moravian Ave
Jaraiseh Ashraf S 1336 Dorney Ave
JCL Automotive 950 E Rock Rd
Jesu Cristo Pentecoste 915 E Sycamore St
Jm Cream Works LLC 2476 S 10th St
Jochen J 19 E Susquehanna St Apt B
John Molettieri Irrevo Trust Tuw 5−31−12 818 E Juniata St
Jones Annita B Psyd 1600 Lehigh Pkwy E Ste 1c
Jones John G 2813 Andrea Dr
Jonn Michael J 2358 Sunshine Rd
Jordan Alma 847 Ward St Apt 1
Joseph Kern Francis 2846 Huron St
Joshi Hotel Group 3220 Hamilton Blvd
Jurado Benitez Francisco 2095 Vine St Apt 10
Kane Dorothy M 1560 Liberator Ave
Katz Aaron 966 Bridle Path Rd
Kern Joann 2846 Huron St
Kettenburg Lynn 123 First St
Kiernan Richard C, Nancy K 3953 Larkspur Dr
Kindt Dorothy J, Rev Msg Joseph Sobiesiak 902 S 2nd St
Kinek Refrigeration Charles M Kinek 1210 S 8th St
King Jay H Jr 315 S Cedar Crest Blvd
King June L 216 S Carlisle St
Klaus Amy 2717 28th St Sw
Kline Linda M, Arthur D Jr 922 1/2 S 8th St
Klingman W 2227 S 9th St
Knbt 1861 S 3rd St
Koch Brandon R 1015 S Hall St
Kosik Valery 1337 Oth St Apt 5
Kovacs Ernest 704−1/2 N Kiowa St
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Kranyec Stephen 816 E Susquehanna St
Krause Cynthia L 1765 Eldow Ln
Kroecker Jessica E, Mary Ann 2521 Allenbrook Dr Apt 308
Kutt Christine 1015 Lehigh St Fl 2
L V P G, T G P 1255 S Ceder Crest Blvd Ste 3800
Lantigua Elvis 616 S Front St Fl 1
Lea George O 2848 Edgemont Dr
Lee Ming Y 128 E Wallis St
Lehigh Magnetic Imaging Ctr 1230 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Ste 303
Lehigh Valley Anesthesia 1245 S Cedar Crest Blvd 301
Leibenguth Victor 136 Donald St Rear
Levine Benjamin 1263 S Cedar Crest Blvd Apt 117
Liner Milton 827 S Jefferson St Apt 3
Linsenbigler Kathryn E 1804 Sherwood St
Lmic Radiology Partn Ste 303 1230 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Lopez Herbierto 901 S 12th St
Lopez Maribel 1010 S Armour St Apt 22
Lopez Rosa M 2223 Fountain St Apt 2
Lopez Samuel 537 E Adams St
Lorenc Chelsea 822 Saint John St
Lowman Robert C Jr 701 Harrison St Apt 115
Ludwig Jeanette M 3820 Oakwood Trl
Lukiewski Wanda Est 1265 S Cedar Crest Blvd Manorcare
Health
Lukitsch Michael L 1342 Fretz Ave
Luknicki Roman 428 Yeker Farm Ln
Lvpg Lehigh Valley Heart 1240 S Cedar Crest Blvd Ste 403
Lynch Thomas A, Thomas P, Ruth 674 Cedar Hill Dr
Macfarlane Jason M 816 S Hall St
Mack Trucks Inc 2100 Mack Blvd Box M
Mack Trucks Mack Shop 2100 Mack Blvd
Maddox James M, Julie Grumbein 944 Hillview Rd
Malhotra Rakesh MD Grp 1255 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Manaroulas Jimmy, Fran 1112 S 7th St Apt 1
Manorcare Health Svcs Inc 1265 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Marcucci Spencer Ehret, Pamela Lynn 835 S Ott St
Marcus Michael Jr 2101 28th St Sw
Margare D Mullen W A 505 W Rock Rd
Margolis Rebecca L, James K 1045 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Marquez Jose 633 Howal
Marrero Jamie 1111 S 10th St
Marsh Stephen I 2303 S Filbert St
Martin Catherine J 4524 E Texas Rd
Matteo Jeanine C D 391 Auburn St Apt 320
Mauser Christopher, Susan 1172 Clearwood Dr
Mccullough Daisy 1162 S Cedar Crest Blvd Unit D
Mcdowell Donald M, Maronette P 806 Robin Hood Dr
Mcgrail Debra 1922 Wenner St
Mcgrail Michaeanthon 1922 Winner St
Mcloughlin 1200 S Cedar Cres
Mejia Geovani R 1003 W Wymoning St
Mejias Agosto Evelyn Enid 725 N Lumber St
Melendez Roberto 950 W Emaus Ave Apt 117
Melville A Carty Jr Irrevo Trust U 1020 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Mendez Agripina 808 N 7th St 2f
Mera Yasmin 1020 Cleveland St
Messner Dottie M 818 Flexer Ct
Metcalf Shannon 344 Hanover Ave
Metzger Jean F 745 Dixon St
Miles Grace A, William 703 S 10th St
Milkovics John 2232 29th St
Miller Alice E 3130 Hillcrest Ave
Miller Cindy A 2311 S 2nd St
Miller Jeffrey 1943 Forest Ln
Miller Kenneth 1027 1/2 S 8th St
Miller Louise W 834 N Irving St
Miller Ruth E 2315 S Law St
Minnich Gladys 642 N Jerome St
Mish Michael A, Carrie M 1970 S Hall St
Moeller Maryann 960 Buckingham Dr
Molettieri John Jr 818 E Juniata St
Montalvo Jennifer R 2937 Ithaca St
Montgomery Jennifer 43 E Cumberland St
Moore Grace M 701 Harrison St Apt 337
Morales Carmen 1600 Lehigh Pkwy East
Morder Aaron J 1332 S10th St Apt 2
Mosko Helen 4744 Hamilton Blvd
Moyer Kay L 3016 Fernor St
Muehlberger Robert J 1145 Lehigh St
Muniz David 1621 S Race St
Munoz Valerie 34 Armour Ct
Navarrete Leodegario, Danitza 2230 S Lumber St
Navarro Diaz Anibal 1023 N 9th St
Neddenien H R 206 E Tioga St
Nguyen Tho 933 S Woodward St
Nguyenvu Nguyen K 836 S Armour St
Nole Susan M 4501 N Hedgerow Dr Apt 12
Nonnemacher Lauren M, Ian M 1114 S 10th St
Nothstein Jeffrey 1212 Voortman Av
Nusbaum Clyde S 832 Washington Ave
Nwafor Curtis C 420 Emmaus Ave 120
Odonnell Carolyn 3727 Vaile View Dr
Odonnell Terrence, Carolyn 3727 Vale View Dr
Ojeda Angelique A 3103 Berger St
Ojode Samwel 1701 S Hall Apt 1
Oleaga Moses 902 S 12th St Apt E1
Oleary Patrick 2503 Green Acres Dr
Oliver Marie A 445 E Rock Rd
Ollies Bargain Outlet 1885 Catasaqua Rd
Omega Tools Inc 969 Postal Rd Ste 100
Organon Inc 964 Marcon Blvd
Orkin Donna L 3012 Evans St
Ormeno Julio F 2850 Ithaca St
Orthopaedic Assoc Allentown 1243 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Orthopaedics Vsas 1250 S Cedar Crest Blvd Ste 110
Overlook Park 445 Hanover Ave
Pacheco Javier 1003 E Susquehanna St
Pagan Jesus 1212 E Marks St
Park Jong W 3501 Baldwin Ct
Parry Dennis A 1133 S 10th St
Passaro Michael D 137 W Susquehanna St
Patten Dennis Elm Ct
Patterson Carolee 1416 S 2nd St
Pearson Heather M 1504 S Race St
Penn Med Consultants 964 Marcon Blvd Ste 220
Peralta Argennys 1331 S Howard St 2
Peralta Jose A 1323 S Fountain St 2
Perez Antonio 112 N 7th St
Perez Lilliam 2230 Baker Dr
Phatax Sylbert 1826 32nd St Sw
Piechotas Service Center 2350 Schoenersville Rd
Pletz Michelle 43 E Cumberland St
Plummer Pauline 3141 Club Dr
Poepl Janet M 445 E Montgomery St
Ponce Jose 1243 S Jefferson St
Prologis 7584 Morris Ct Ste 200
Qiang Li MD 1251 S Cedar Crest 309
Rafael Belkis R 2015 S Delaware St
Rafner Wanda B 2952 Fairfield Dr N
Ramos Fidel 831 S Poplar St
Ramos Jerry 688 W Montgomery St Apt5
Rcc Associates 2941 Edgemont Ct
Reading Metal Products Co Inc 600 S 10th St
Reaman Ronald 1600 Lehigh Pkwy E Apt 10k
Rehrig Richard D 2429 Allenbrook Dr Apt 6
Reimsmith Frances Est 1147 Bellair Dr
Reinhold Susan A 1263 S Cedar Crest Blvd Apt 306
Remember When Group A A 3061 Devonshire Rd
Repp Sherrill 729 Mohawk St
Reveron Jose 901 S 12th St
Richard C Zeller Guardian Brandon R Koch
1333 S Fountain St
Richard Helen RR 2
Ritter Re Est 1856 S 2nd St
Rivera Gloria 1030 Salisbury Rd
Rivera Vachier Ulissese M 1210 Lehie Ave
Riveragarcia Miguel A 2019 S Fountain St Apt 4
Roberts Cynthia L 834 Saint John St
Robinson Lisa M 2041 Vine St Apt 8
Rodriguez Ariel Francisco 821 S Armour St
Rodriguez Cecilia 745 Dixon St
Rodriquez Anthony 424 Auburn St
Roth Harold 1600 Lehigh Pkwy E Apt 11h
Rothrock Collision Center 1977 S Idaho St
Royal Barbara Est 1446 Exeter Rd
Royal Barbara Est 315 Arch St
Ruth Eric J 2602 Bridgets Way
Rutt Alexandra M 2602 Bridgets Way
Saab Agnes K 3640 Salisbury Hills Dr
Sagrado Carazon Caballeros De Colon 920 Genesee St
Salabsky Lois 2101 28th St Sw
Sanchez Edward, Alexsandra Lopez 1226 Fairfax St
Sanchez Julian 2315 S 2nd St
Sanford Robert DDS 1120 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Santiago Saul Jr 2090 Vine St Apt 9
Santos Mildred 2033 S Delaware St
Sarik Michael A 1116 W Wyoming St
Scarlets Grand Inte 2131 Lehigh St
Schlaner Kay E 2921 Fernor St Apartment 7
Scholz Harold N, Nancy L 955 Chris Ln
Schray Lindsey B 538 Vine St
Schuler Robert W 1695 33rd St Sw Apt A
Schuler Robert W Apt A 1695 33rd St Sw
Seek William F 2371 S Filbert St
Sell Herron Funeral Home 1145 Lehigh St
Shaffer Nathaniel F, Kristine 2407 S Law St
Sheftel Harold Uw H, Elliot Sheftel 2121 31st St S W
Sheftel Milton 2121 31st St Sw
Sheftel Ruth, Elliot 2121 31st St S W
Shepherd Good 850 S 5th St
Sherer Lorraine E 2815 Tupelo St
Showtime 3 Salon 120 E Susquehanna St
Siffel Marceline E 1145 Lehigh St
Simon A S 1226 W Juniata St
Skillinge Kristen M, David D 246 E Lexington St
Slough Dorothy, David, Elwood 1037 Emmaus Av
Smith Constance A 1011 S 11th St
Smith Faith 1812 E Cambridge St
Smith Linda L 958 E Montgomery St
Smurda Dorothy S 205 E Federal St
Snyder Jeffrey L 2618 S 28th St
Solt Asabay E Est 4744 Hamilton Blvd
Sommer Maura M 672 S Hillview Rd
Sordoni Matthew R 3627 Sunset Ave
Spindler Marie 1230 W Wyoming St
Steak Escape 1232 Concord Ave
Sterling Allentown 2101 28th St Sw
Sterling Auto Body Allentown 2043 S Fountain St
Sterner Dennis C 714 E Susquehanna St
Stewart William J Jr 1003 Debbie Ln
Store 90359 2221 Lehigh St
Strohl John R, Cindy 3115 Berger St
Tejada Alex 710 S Armour St
Temple Colleen M 40 S Cedar Crest Blv
Thomas Cynthia A 1463 Exeter Cir
Tirpak Joseph 835 S 4th St Apt 7
Tran Chieu 831 S 11 St
Trenge Anthony R 1231 Marlow St
True 2 Form Collision James Edmunds 903 S 10th St
Ueltzen Arthur O, Betty J 2817 Moravian Ave
University Collision 1172 Clearwood Dr
Uzel Memed 3440 Lehigh St
Valenti Richard, Laurie 2849 Elm Ct
Valley Sports Arthritis Surgeons 1250 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Ste 110
Vallo Stephena 4744 Hamilton Blvd
Vanduyne Mari 2nd 1330 South 9th St
Vanore Marianne J 835 S Jefferson St
Vazquez Luis 1121 S Howard St
Vazquez Roberto C 2457 Allenbrook Dr Apt 2
Vazquez Victor L 2404 Prospect Ave Apt 307
Velasquez Antonio 1206 W Cumberland St Apt 4
Vinart Auto Body 3103 Berger St
Vinart Body Shop 1342 Fretz Ave
Vinart Body Shop 3115 Berger St
Vinart Collsion Center 3115 Berger St
Vinart Dealership Body 3115 Berger St
Vincent J Zoppi & June P Zoppi Revocable Trust Ua
2854 Lehigh St
Vistacom 1902 Vultee St
Void Johnnie P 823 Jefferson Ave
Volvo Trucks 2402 Lehigh Pkwy S
Vonderheide Teresa J 413 E Susquehanna St
Vsas Ortho 1250 S Cedar Crest Blvd Ste 115
Vsas Ortho Ctr for Advanced Health Care Terri Bryan
1250 S Cedar Crest Blvd Ste 11
Wallen Harold, Ethel 1700 Hanover Av
Wonneberger W 1650 Alex Ct
Weber Mark 11621 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Weimer Edgar A III, Martha C 2418 Green Acres Dr
Welch Herbert H, Mary J 2946 Linden Ct
Weller Carl 1034 Wyoming St
Wendling Miller Jill A 2922 Greenbriar Ln
Werner Valentin 2474 S Church St
Wieand H R 1326 E Emmaus Ave
Wiitala Marjorie R 970 Minesite Rd
Will Tristin 1851 Sw 31st St
Williams Herbert L, Herbert L III 3440 Lehigh St Ste 283
Willis Alice H 803 N Wahneta St Apt 23
Wilson Ronald O 1409 S 3rd St
Witt Jason M 310 W Mountain Rd Unit 2
Wolfe Holly A, Jane A 1265 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Wolfe Mark 741 S 10th St
Wright Charles III 804 S 11th St
Zabala Elena 847 W Tioga St
Zahradnik Harriet G 2545 S Ivy St
Zeller Richard C 1015 S Hall St
Zeller Richard C Guardian Chandler R Smith
1333 S Fountain St
Zettler Helen 2474 S Church St
Zhang Mu L 822 N 11th St
Ziegler Anthony S 2008 Vine St Apt 5
Zimmerman Anna E 3032 Arcadia Ave
Zoppi Vincent J, June P 2854 Lehigh St
Zubek Stephen 2856 Huron St
Zupa Christopher G 221 Chestnut St
Allentown Pa 18104
19th Roth Shell Stat 1323 19th N St
Abbakar Sadam 15 N 18th St
Abdalla Christina, Ayman A 2424 W Fairview St
Abreu Roberto 735 N 29th St
Action Rental Center Inc 4535 Brdway
Adacoservices 1855 Valy Forge Rd
Aim Ins Agency 2015 W Hamilton St
Alicea Ricky 2042 Washington St Apt B
Allentown Gentle Dental 2015 W Hamilton St Ste 202
Alpha Chi Omega 2221 Chew St
Althouse David 223 S Fulton St
Andesa Strategies Inc 3435 Winchester Rd Ste 402
Annal Kramer 524 Tilghinan Rear
Anson Florence, Thomas C 2310 Walbert Ave
Anyango Caroline T 1842 W Turner St Apt 2
Aponte Elliot Alexander, Elliot 6125 Memorial Rd
Arthritis & Rheumatology Assoc 1901 W Hamilton St
Ste 100b
Augustine Sandra M, Mary 1028 N 20th St
Bachl Gregory M 1214 Whitehall Ave
Bank of America 232 1/2 S Saint Cloud St
Banko Beverage Inc 5001 Crackersport Rd
Banzhof Kenneth 1230 N 35th St
Barnack L 1221 Cedar Crest Blvd
Barski Catherine, Michael P, Michael J 1933 Diehl
Bauer Marjorie L Est 18 S Leh St
Bendel Marcia 1025 N 18th St
Benjamin Edward R Trust, Wilma M 1141 N 25th St
Bennicoff Robert J 5828 Memorial Rd Lehigh Motor Inn
Bigley Catherine J 350 S Cedarbrook Rd
Bitz William S 1940 W Turner St Apt 404
Bolton Owalle, John 525 S 24th St
Bossons Michele, Keith 343 Barn Swallow Ln
Boyko Oleh 2204 Huckleberry Rd
Boyle Elizabeth 1034 N 27th St
Boyle Margaret Rose Boyle 2021 1/2 Washington
Brady Mary C 1034 N 27th St
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Braun John D 350 S Cedarbrook Rd
Breinig Joan 1901 W Linden St Apt 611
Brooks Jessie 123 1/2 S Saint Cloud St
Browinsky Ruth 519 N 22nd St
Brown Christopher M, Jan M 832 N 21st St
Brown Karen 518 N Saint Lucas St
Brown Neil 239 Lenape Trail
Brown Norma 123 1 2 S Saint Cloud St
Brown William 218 S 15th St
Brownback Mason & Asso 1702 W Walnut St
Bruce D H OD 3136 W Tilghmann St
Brumbach Paul D, Aaron L, Phoebe Debitt Home
Buchanan Harry W IV, Bonnie B 400 N 17th St Ste 200
Burton Michael A 1817 W Congress St
Busch Nancy 4444 Farm Dr
Bushman Charles Est 1424 N 25th St
Buss Robert W, James 340 S Cedarbrook Rd Apt 104
Butz Edward H Est 1620 Pond Rd Unit 200 Stauffer Linford
R
C 2 Digital Inc 1857 W Walnut St
Cassel John 204 Park Vista Ter
Celmer Diana L 3939 Maple St
Chadd Geandarck, Elias A 1622 Chestertown Rd
Chamberlain Orpha M 1826 W Tremont St
Checo Michael 2029 W Livingston St
Chen Feng 173 Windermere Ave
Christman Jane L 1925 Turner St
Cintod LLC Dent−Tech 2041 Whitehall Ave
Cleaver Sandra Lee 1040 N Cedar Crest Blvd
Coachworks 1546 N 18th St
Cochran Elizabeth M 1223 N 22nd St
Cogan Dolorem Commodore Apts 2−B 15 N 18th St
Collins Sarah 143 Ct
Colton Reed C 431 S Saint Cloud Ter
Communications Systems Inc 4670 Schantz Rd
Community Svcs for Children Co USI Meganmarie Gaspar
Phr 5100 W Tilgham St Ste
Comnet Mortgage Svcs Div of Cmlth 221 N Cedar Crest
Blvd
Complete Technical Assist, CTA Corp 4031 Kilmer Ave
Conliffe Richard A 1938 Chew St
Connors Ann C, Leo 330 N Arch St
Contreras Oscar R 420 S Saint George St
Cordero Ruthie 2420 W S St
Cote Kenneth 628 Benner Rd
Cowan John T, Keith 1850 W Chew St
Cramsey Kathryn 1827 W Walnut St 903
Creed Paul 731 Hausman Rd
Croll Brian K 148 Susquehanna Trl
Cross Sayward E 38 S 17th St
Crouse Esther L 319 S 23 Rd St
Cyliinder Robert A 720 N 28th St
Cylinder Stanley H 720 N 28th St
Czapp Cynthia 1232 Whitehall Ave
Dancs Helen 3823 Brdway
Daniels Collision Center Inc 133 Krocks Rd
Deboeser Kara E 2747 W Chew St
Degeorge Joseph 26 Cottonwood St
Delta Zeta 320 N 22nd St
Dentistry Family 1111 N 19th St
Deobil Kimberly F 348 N 41st St
Derenzis Philip Est 1719 W Cedar St
Dern Eugene G RR 3
Detthof Bradford A 2339 N Fairview St
Dextermoucheron Gloria 115 S 25th St
Dileo Christopher T 400 N 17th St
Dipasquale Karol A 2351 W Greenleaf St
Dj Auto Inc 1315 Hausman Rd
Doll Carl W 2510 W Wlm St
Dorney Park Wildwater Kingdom 3830 Dorney Park Rd
Douglas Mcpherson Assoc 1802 W Hamilton St
Dugan Anna J RR 3
Durocko George B 23 Albright Ave
Dver Marc E 1142 N Glenwood St
E Jack 213 N Sterling St
Eastern Pa Gastro 1501 N Cedar Crest Blvd Ste 110
Eberhardt Errol H 3862 Mauch Chunk Rd
Eckroth Dylan M Apt 445 800 Hausman Rd
Ehrie Alice 1901 W Linden St Apt 311
Elizabeth Stewart 231 N Saint George St
Eltokhy Ola 2482 Lisa Ln
Epichem Inc 4905 Tilghman St
Erdley L D 605 N 17th St
Espinal Jose 815 N Saint Lucas St
Evans Heather 544 S 22nd St
Everitt Jane 940 N 33rd St
Farr Brothers Co Tallman Hudders & Sorren 1611 Pond Rd
Ste 300
Fehler Anna M 4096 W Tilghman St 1
Fiala Frank R 2446 Market St
Filghman Fenstemake RR 1
Fitch Brian Daniel, Kenneth D, Tyler Drake 142 Maple St
Fitzmaurice Katharine M 1827 W Walnut St Apt 911
Follweiler Ernest Est 1414 N Muhlenburg St
Formica Jessie 1827 W Walnut St Apt 410
Freeman Richard B 2717 W Allen St
Frey Evelyn H 3690 Coffeetown Rd
Fritz Lena 12 Midland Rd
Funari Jjo Ann E 1231 St Basil St Apt 1
Furth Sally 3181 W Gedar St
Gabriel Evangeline, George 3340 Oxford Cir
Gabriel Evangline 3340 Oxford Cir S
Gagajewski Elaine David B Schwartz Esq 1621 N Cedar
Crest Blvd Ste 10
Galloway Marjorie 4230 Dorney Park Rd Cedar View
Gannon Adam 1113 N 26th St
Gearhart Dolores M 800 Hausman Rd Apt 357
Geffner Edwin M 235 Park Vista Ter Goldstein
Gehris Clinton D, Arline G 1713 W Highland St
Geise Lynn 406 S25th St
Gella Jessica M 524 S 24th St
Geller Jessica M 524 S 24th St
Genao Josefina 421 N Leh St
Gentiva 1405 N Cedar Crest Blvd
Gibbons Melissa A 1659 Chestertown Rd
Goldschneider Wendy S 1315 Deerfield Dr
Gonzales Brayann D 115 S 15th St
Gonzalez Claribel 937 N Leh St
Good Brian 519 S Muhlenberg St
Gray James 4263 Windsor Dr
Greene Frederick E 1315 Doe Trail Rd
Grill Carrabbas I 510 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Gross Amy Elizabeth, Jane Alice 1843 W Allen St
Gts Inc 5275 Tilghman St
Guffin Roland R II 4424 Stoney Brook Ct
Guida Nick 6461 Fugazzotto Dr
Gurtov Larry Est 2610 Walbert Ave Regency Finance Co
Gutierrez Laura T 2351 W Greenleaf St
Haas Living Trust, Gladys E 1927 1 2 Liberty St
Hafiz Harris 506 N 41st St
Hahn Beatrice RR 1
Hall Rebecah J 324 Wolf Dr
Hallman S 1935 Girard Ave
Hameli Zahra 874 Nitany Ct
Harris Bergeana, Clifton 1123 N 19th St
Hawkins Pamela 3713 Dartmounth Rd
Hayes Miriam I, Lloyd R 4045 Primrose
Heaps Mitchell 2522 Helen St
Hein Anna 4001 W Linden St
Hennessey Kathleen A, Barry J Royal Fern Rd
Henry Richard L Jr 16 N 19th St
Hermany Anita L 4230 Dorney Park Rd Apt 714
Herrera Eduardo J 213 Westley Pl
Herring Michael H 318 Tupelo Ct
Higgins John F 1621 N 27th St
Hollis Dale B 1402 N 26th St
Homekept Real Estat 601 N 19th St Ste A
Horowitz Jeffrey A 5000 Tilghman St
Houda Ethel L 800 Hausman Rd Apt 110
Huang Baoming, Jesse 124 Park Vista Terr
Huffstutler Margaret P 2224 W Allen St
Hunter James 2747 Elm Ct
Hunter James H Sr 2747 Elm Ct
Hunter Martha A 1910 Faclet Ave
Hyle Paula 1603 Shenandoah Ct
Iacocca Julius 3453 Congress St
Isaac Peter J 1605 N Cedar Ctest Blvd Ste 609
Itf Pa Office of Norris Maclaughlin, G N Russell Smart
1611 Pond Rd Ste 300
Jaindi Mark W 1964 Diehl Ct
Jaindl Mark W 1964 Diehl Ct
Jarrett Susie 519 N 22nd St
Jaunzemis Andrew I 5907 Holiday Dr
Jimenez Molly 1403 N Cedar Crest Blvd
Joshi Nehal V 880 Dorset Rd
Jost James A 1929 W Congress St
Kabas Rose M 3675 Nassau Ct
Kantner Bruce RR 1
Kassis Abraham 1621 N Cedar Crest Blvd Ste 120
Kates Davene A 1848 W Turner St
Keck Eleanor G 529 N Lafayette St
Keinert Patricia A 1825 W Jonathan St
Kelly Collision 3734 W Walnut St
Kelly James J 986 N 32nd St
Kenneth Schuck Trucking 1030 Blue Barn Rd
Kern Edith I 3310 Edinboro Rd
Kevitch Samantha 1628 Wethersfield Dr
Keys George 1548 N 18th St
Kicska Doris P, Paul J Jr 118 Aspen Dr
Kish Thomas 1819 12 W Linden St
Kleckner Francis S Dr 3402 Brdway
Kleckner Katelin 2219 W Liberty St
Knbt Securities 1620 Pond Rd 3rd Fl
Korpics Thomas J 33 S 17th St
Kovacs Elizabeth M 4313 Crest Ln
Kraemer Timothy S 1021 North 21st St
Kresge Dougherty Karen 285 Susquehanna Trail
Kress Madeline J 4030 W Chew St
Krisch Linda 4081 Fawn Trail Rd
Kromer Ernest A, Anna Mae 820 N 25 St
Kurucz Candice H 4032 Evergreen Rd
Lamonte Charles Emory 323 Springhouse Rd Apt 201
Lane Natalie 910 N 19th St
Lannon Timothy 1720 W Cedar St
Laufer Phyllis 3046 Whitehall St
Leal Ciro 731 Hausman Rd
Lear Oscar L 119 S 26th St
Legg Geoffrey 5235 Oakview Dr Ste A
Lehigh Riverport Condo Assoc 3435 Winchester Rd Ste 300
Lehigh Valley Family Health Ctr 1730 Chew St
Lehigh Valley Pain Mngmnt 4825 Rilghman St
Lehigh Valley Physicians Group Lvpg Ctr for Womens
Medicine 17th & Chew St
Lehrman Carrie 1011 Linden St
Leskin Joseph H 635 N 30th St
Levin Aliza J, Alan, Julia S 1694 Valy Forge Rd
Liberty Mutual Ins as Subrogee Melvi Acevedo 5050 W
Tilghman St Ste 200
Liberzon Alexander 601 Springhouse Rd
Lincoln Technical In 5151 Tilghman St Jennie Hunsicker
Linsco Private Ledger Trfbo Linda Wanko U/Adtd 08 1437 N
25 St T
Little Dawn L 5828 Memorial Rd Apt 16
Lkoeppen John 1940 Livingston St
Loancare Servicing Center 4210 Huckleberry Rd
Lodge Ann 134 S 17th St
Lon Di Associates 401 N 17th St Ste 207
Lou Strouse M 800 Hausman Rd Apt 479
Louis Cliford 739 N 21st St
Lowy Milton 17 N 39th St
Lowy Milton 329 N 30th St
Lu Le Wu 914 Pkwy Rd
Luca Olga N 2501 W Livingtston St
Lulu Properties LLC 621 N 19th St
Ma Te 349 Barn Swallow Ln
Malkovsky Harris, Brooke 4074 Fawn Trail Rd
Mancini Nicole M 4014 Liberty St
Manjarrez Joann 3505 W Union St
Marinos Douglas M 101 N Cedar Crest Blvd
Marouf Bahereh T 341 Barn Swallow Ln
Martinez Luis 2315 W Tilghman St
Maule Albeno, Avis R 2010 Linden St Apt A
Maurer David 1358 Devon Cir
Mauser Eleanor M 213 N Sterling St
Mauser Family Trust Ua 06 30 98 213 N Sterling St
Mccall Susan, Susan Hentzel 1822 W Washington St
Mccants Shirley S 1921 W Whitehall St
Mcconnell Joseph T, Ruth E 411 S 18th St
Mccullough Lisa 3637 Dorney Park Rd
Mcgee Elaine A 2047 W Walnut St
Mcgovern Jessica A, Parker T, Colin P, Patrick C
2545 W Union St
Mcguire Dennis 134 Springhouse Rd
Mclaughlin Kelly A 421 N 23rd St
Mcpartland Michael 2200 W Hamilton St Ste 200
Mcshane Laurie 2977 Mauch Chunk Rd
Mease Ciera G 133 Krocks Rd
Medence David S 1235 Blue Barn Rd
Mellner Michael G 3057 College Hts Blvd
Met Life Home Loans 117 Wyndham Dr
Michael Tarus DMD LLC 2895 Hamilton Blvd Ste 106
Miller David 535 N 17th St
Miller Donald R 350 S Cedarbrook Rd
Miller Eleanor M 475 Wild Mint Ln
Miller Elmira Est 131 N 40th St
Miller Randy T, Cathy A 6440 Tamarack Dr
Miller Rita 1819 W Tilghman St
Miner Joe 3948 Kilmer Ave
Minster Binyomin M 807 N 27th St
Mirshak Tami 1150 N 19th St
Mksd Architects 1209 Hausman Rd Ste A
Molina Lucio 741 N 19th St
Moodie Susan B, Wayne B 725 North 21 St St
Moody Courtney 605 N 17th St
Moore Mary 1548 N 18th St
Moretz Charles L Jr 2203 W Greenleaf St
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney 1550 Pond Rd
202 Doug Woolley
Moser Thomas A 627 N Leh St
Motolese Roberto 2026 Lawfer Ave
Moyer Arline E 2831 W Columbia St
Mulqueen Alaxander M 1035 Dylan Dr
Munro Althea R, Althea 350 S Cedarbrook Rd
Munro Leslie 3599 Brdway
Murphy Kim 1823 W Cedar St
Nester Richard A 1801 W Liberty St
Newhart Helen J 800 Hausman Rd Apt 348
Nolan Cory 5925 Tilghman St S950
Nonnemacher George E III 419 S 26th St
Northeastern Anes Physicians 24 South 18th St
Obst Christophe C 3734 W Walnut St
Ocsek Mary RR 1
Odima Joseph 305 S 17th St
Olga N Lucas Rev Liv Trust Utd 05/20/2004
2501 W Livingtston St
Ortman Thomas J Jr, Mary Ann M, Thomas J
211 Forsythia Ln
Osborne Charlie E 1827 W Walnut St
Oursler Marjorie S 110 Maple St
Oursler Marjorie S, Howard E 800 Hausman Rd Apt 207
Pacheco Gabriel C 3609 Sturbridge Pl
Palmer Jeannette S 800 Hausman Rd Apt 493
Palmer Jeannette S, Robert D 800 Hausman Rd Apt 493
Panzer Barbara 8015 19th St
Paranicas James C 323 Springhouse Rd Apt 102
Park Jason Y 965 Hollow Ct
Parry Dale 1901 W Linden St Apt 425
Patel Anna M 938 N 32nd St
Patel Mukesh 108 Park Vista Ter
Paules Christopher 1302 N 26th St
Payne Kelly E 168 Forsythia Ln
Pedia Manor Inc 50 High Saddle Ln
Penadejesus Edgard A 15 N 18th St
Penso Natalie 1483 Hampton Rd
Perez Elvira 145 Susquehanna Trl
Perl August 1644 N 19th St
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Perlmutter Jane E 37 N 19th St Apt A
Peters Delphine E 1940 W Turner St
Petras Donna M Co Donna Petras 630 N 23rd St
Phoebe Berks Health Center Inc 1925 Turner St
Polaha Amanda C 147 Maple St
PPL Electric Utilities 827 Hausman Rd
PPL Technical Traini PPL Technical Training
1639 Church Rd Don Biggs
Prattsortiz Luis H 629 N Saint Elmo St
Primary Care Assoc Lehigh Vall 1941 Hamilton St Ste 102
Primetime Entertainment 3424 W Congress St
Quinn Thomas A 1734 W Congress St
Ragan William 1828 W Pennsylvania St
Rahul Sharma 5050 W Tilghman St Ste 200
Rapoport Wendy 1742 Penn Xing
Rath Harry Jr 611 Chelsea Ln
Reeves Arthur M Jr 918 N 30th St
Reich Norman J 518 N 41st St
Reinhard Craig H 192 Susquehanna Trl
Remmel Paul 1925 W Turner St
Ressler Judith A 118 S Berks St
Rheumatology Arthritis Asso 1605 N Cedar Crest Blvd
Ste 110 B
Rhoades Arlene L 1901 W Linden St Apt 311
Rivera Lady 1944 W Allen St
Rls Systems LLC 215 S Ott St
Robert L Wieland Revo Trust 4210 W Tilghman St
Romain Martine 305 S 17th St
Romig Edward R 2510 W Hamilton St
Rosario Felipe D Jr 232 1/2 S Saint Cloud St
Rothrock Lincoln Mercury LLC 1648 Plaza Ln
Rozzi Sanatore A 523 North 24th St
Ruisz Isabel J 2901 Washington St
Russin Stanley 623 Springhouse Rd Apt G
Sandlin Doug C 2843 W Tilghman St Apt
Sandlin Douglas 1636 N Cedar Crest Blvd
Sandy Bert 317 S 18th St S
Saxton Samuel B 3712 Mauch Chunk Rd
Schantz Mildred L 2354 Mosser St
Scharadin Margaret E 800 Hausman Rd Apt 349
Schatkowski Roseann D, Andy E Vinart Body Shop
3046 W Whitehall St
Scherline Jay A 4191 Winchester Rd
Schlanger Lauren L 621 Springhouse Rd Apt I
Schlappig Rose L 800 Hausman Rd
Schlesinger Fridl R 993 N 32nd St
Schuster Eric J 2126 West Fairview St
Schwartz Mary Est 1008 N 17th St
Schwier David 2146 Huckleberry Rd
Scrizzi Joseph M 2137 W Woodlawn St
Segan Joseph, Jean 2132 Huckleberry Rd
Service Electric Comm LLC 4949 Liberty Ln Ste 400
Sharp George 2204 W Walnut
Sheetz R Guy 3204 W Cedar St
Sherman Tyler 1341 N Leh St
Sholevar Farhad MD LLC 2895 Hamilton Blvd
Sicher Gerry L 1236 Blue Barn Rd
Smith Bertha R 2233 W Fairview St
Smith George 2635 Reading Rd
Smith Robert D 1923 W Livingston St
Snodgrass Laura L 503 Wild Mint Ln
Snodgrass Laura L 506 Wild Mint Ln
Snyder Alma C 800 Hausman Rd
Snyder Barbara A 130 S 17th St
Snyder Pamela C 1933 W Jane St
Snyder Sandy 323 Springhouse Rd 203
Software Wholesale Intl 3435 Winchester Rd Ste 100
Sommerfield Matthew 836 N 29th St
Sorrentino Adriana E, Kelly E 232 Lenape Trl
Soto Pablo N 1025 N 24th St Apt C2d
Speed Patricia 4001 Page St
Stauffer Larry E 705 Dorset Rd
Stecker Hilda S 819n 25th St
Steele James 528 S 25th St
Sterling Allentown 544 S 22nd St
Strasser Mathias F Jr, Nancy G 230 N 20th St
Strouse Mary Lou 800 Hausman Rd Apt 479
Sullivan James 1734 W Chew St
Surgery Center of Allentown 250 Cetronia Rd Ste 300
Susan Clark Lehigh Land Holdings Inc 3140b W Tilghman
St Ste 210
Swanson Lisa M 419 S 18th St
Talarico Ann 2321 W Highland St
Tavarez Darvin 114 S 17th St
Teetsel Barbara A Manorcareliberty 535 N 17th St
Thacker Jerome A 2325 W Greenleaf St
Thorman Lillie L 1725 Roth Ave
Thorne Monet 1151 N 17th St
Tintle Jeffrey F, Diane L 3417 W Union St
Topshelf Teas 961 Dylan Dr
Total Prfrmnce Clsn 2951 Hamilton Blvd
Toure Maliah A 3675 Nassau Ct
Toure Yaelalexandre T 3675 Nassau Ct
Tremont Apartments 23rd & Livingston St
Tressler Zachary Steppes 971 N 21st St
Tretter Linda 355 Barn Swallow Ln
Trexler Lilia I 925 Arch St
Trinkle Mildred 2045 W Woodlawn St Apt 7
Tsai Bonnie K 1450 Buck Trail Rd
Tydor Felicia 2009 1 2 W Liberty St
Tyson Jennifer L 915 N 18th St
Upadhyay Arti 533 Kemmerer Ln
Valente Anthony S, Mildred C 130 S 17th St
Veritext Chicago Reporting Co 3055 College Height Blvd
Viehman Shirley M 800 Hausman Rd Apt 205
Vitouitch Tanner P, Connor D 1417 N Ott St
Wallace Dale Susan C 1550 Hampton Rd
Walls Mary Ellen 146 Maple St
Wargo Edward 4101 Tilghman St
Warwick Raymond 1020 N 23rd St Apt W1e
Wasser Irene J 1925 W Turner St
Weaver Holly K RR 1
Weaver Thomas E Apt 410 Phoebe Tr 1940 Turner St
Webb Mary Lou 2030 W Green St
Weber Jennifer 3139 Park Pl
Webster Stephani M 621 Springhouse Rd Apt I
Wegman Pharmacy 3900 Tilghman St
Weiley Wendy 117 Wyndham Dr
Werley Christopher D 543 Kemmerer Ln
Werley Jane 800 Hausman Rd Apt 214
Wescoe Stacy 433 S 23rd St
Westgate Rosanne M, Kevin D 117 N 40th St
Whitson David W MD 2150 W Washington St
Wiel Elizabeth M 4210 W Tilghman St
Wieser Mason L 330 S Berks St
Wills Gretchen Schwarz, Lindsay A 3535 Congress St
Wilson Jessica N 902 Nittany Ct
Wisser Kathleen V 2039 Church Rd
Woodring Pauline 234 N St Cloud St
Woods Jacqueline M 2045 W Allen St Apt 2b
Wright Lisa M Dent−Tech 2041 Whitehall Ave
Yeager Tara Marie 519 Wild Mint Ln
Yeager Timothy J DO 3001 West Liberty St
Yings Investment LLC 161 Windermere Ave
Yovish Deborah 1390 Ridgeview Dr
Zane Land Development Corp 5100 W Tilghman St Ste 350
Zeller Frances E 2315 W Union St
Allentown Pa 18105
Afc First Financial Corp PO Box 1844
Berke C Box 8842
Cozier Charles PO Box 211
Cranford Ems PO Box 207
Dawson William 387 W Brush St
Dunbar Spurgeon S PO Box 1985
E Schneider & Son Inc 616 656 Sumner Ave PO Box 908
Elmore Gerald W PO Box 701
Fields Paula T PO Box 9294
German Dolores Z PO Box 4414
Gordon Dameane D, Diamonte PO Box 8687
Hartranft Bette J 450 Krocks Rd Box 372
Health Spectrum Infusion PO Box 689
Henius Albert Jr 877 North Kiowa St
Hunter Frank C Po Box 8791
Mahoney Paulette M PO Box 1671
Merkle Maurice H, Irene PO Box 414
Morgan Anthony PO Box 1273
Moyer Mabel M PO Box 977
Pfeiffer Johanna PO Box 8888
Prusak Barbara A PO Box 1093
Radiology Assoc of Ridgewood PO Box 207
Roston D Box 9104
Rust Orion MD Mfm Lehigh Valy Health Network Cedar
Crest & I−78
Safetraining & Environmental PO Box 735
Stanfield Eve PO Box 207
Steinman Bart PO Box 744
Ten Fay B Com PO Box 1985
Toczylowski Lois 6925 Green Hill Place
Tretter Spurgeon L PO Box 1985
Union City Ems PO Box 207
Vinart Collision Ctr 3115 Berger St
Windish Est Gross Mcginley A PO Box 4060
Young David B PO Box 1163
Allentown Pa 18106
Bac Home Loans Servicing Lp 4860 Hemlock St
Baker Carrie Ann 6127 Palomino Dr
Benco James 4900 Pine Grove Cir
Bernd Catherin 2412 Host St
Billie Alice 450 N Krocks Rd
Bilofsky Tyler A 4828 Hemlock St
Blue Linx 6980 Snowdrift Rd
Carosella Bern S, Vincent F Carosella 1275 Glenlivet Dr
Ste 100
Carosella Eag, Vincent Carosella 1275 Glenlivet Dr Ste 100
Carosella Llcfbo M Startis Bs Ctr 1275 Glenlivet Dr Ste 100
Carosella Montag, Vincent F Carosella 1275 Glenlivet Dr
Ste 100
Cho Miyoung 325 Krocks Rd
Colon Alberto 998 S Crockrell Apt 37
Connective Tissue Gene Tests 6580 Snowdrift Rd 300
Continential Alexander C Jennifer Martin Human Res
Creative Graphics Inc 6620 Grant Way
Creative Graphics Inc Lee Ann Cardona 6620 Grant Way
Croy Asso LLC 4949 Liberty Ln 340
Ernst Frank, Mary 420 N Krocks Rd 207
Faulkner Collision Center 1232 Eagle St
Fitzgerald Patricia Integrated Tech Co 5012 Medical Ctr Cir
Flower Fenis G 450 N Krocks Rd Apt 371
Frantz Maureen M Est, Maureen M Apt 1 6535 W Tilghman
St
Gene Connective T 6580 Snowdrift Rd Ste 300
Greer Michael 997 Village Round Rd Unit G
Hart Linda J 4860 Hemlock St
Heart Care Group Pc 1202 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Heartland Pharm of Pa 7010 Snowdrift Rd
Iron Run Ortho 1150 Glenlivet Dr Ste A21
Jovine Ruben D 6744 Holly Rd
Kostecka John Integrated Tech Co 5012 Medical Ctr Cir
Lagler Tricia 6007 Shepherd Hills Ave
Lehigh Valley Cardio Diag PO Box 3667
Lukoff Arthur, Shirley 1481 Promise Ln
Martinez Ramon Rodriguez 211s Rte100
Mcbride Edmund J 5930 Hamilton Blvd Ste 106
Mechanic William Country Meadows 273
Miller Jacob Country Meadows III 337 450 Krocks Rd
Miller John J 5579 Stonecroft Ln
Move On Enterprises LLC 7200 Windsor Dr
Nielsen Co PO Box 3428
Parker Anna H 450 N Krocks Rd
Patton Earl R 5518 Hamilton Blvd
Pawlowski Kristin M 5425 Andrea Dr
Petko David J 1346 S Krocks Rd
Pioneer Telecom Inc Bill Rock
Premier Residential 1225 Niblick Pl
Prydybasz Sarah Ellen 1414 Country Club Rd
R R Operating Part 1035 Mill Rd
Rouck Henry M 1435 S Krocks Rd
Ruffino Georgette, Joseph 560 Churchill Ln
Rupell Pamela 6271 Fairway Ln
Scotts Co 6656 Grant Way
Shakti LLC Resource Employment Solution 363 RT 100 S
Skutch Aaron 6007 Shepherd Hills Ave
Smith Aaron 5224 Andrea Dr
Stanic Sean A 6755 Snowdrift Rd
Stefchak Christopher J 4848 Pinegrove Cir
Tabone Christopher, Olga 1232 Eagle St
Uslv of Division 300 5018 Medical Ctr Cir Ste 101b
Vanderpool Max Jr Uw 1197 Shiloh Rd
Vanderpool Willis Helen Exec 1197 Shiloh Rd
Vote Scott Ott PO Box 3121
Walp Charles W, Pauline G 450 Krocks Rd
Walp Pauline G 450 N Krocks Rd
Waterworth M Duane, Jodi L 7686 Industrial Blvd
Wiik Elizabeth 1186 Eagle St
Wiitala Harold A 420 N Krocks Rd
Zambo David Pdo LLC PO Box 3880
Allentown Pa 18109
13 Big Bears Inc Signs by Tomorrow 1926 Union Blvd
A Agency Ins Inc 1642 Union Blvd Ste L
A Agency Insurance Inc 1642 Union Blvd Unit L
A1 Towing Service 701 Union Blvd
Alers Brenda 4526 Union Blvd
Almonte Brigida 249 1/2 Hickory St
Alvarado Javier 1141 E Highland St
Anderson Rhonda 1102 Hanover Ave Apt 1
Andino Marilyn 856 Ulster St 207
Andujar Daisy 1211 Hanover Ave
Arroyo Carmen D 605 N Graham St
Arroyodeleon Anfello F 424 N Oswego St
Atiyeh Judith A 1909 E Congress St
Auto Care Collision 899 N Gilmore St
Balko Marianna, Olga C 734 Nelson St
Barker Thomas 1703 H Tacoma Ct
Bateau Megan 827 N Kiowa St
Bates Melissa T 724 Cedear Hill Dr
Bautista Belkis 243 E South St
Beil Thomas C Jr 1640 N Irving St
Bell & Howell Mail Processing Systems Joanne Rush
795 Roble Rd
Belnome Beverly, John W 1211a E Marks St
Bennett Collision 1211 Hanover Ave
Bertrum Group 1801 Union Blvd
Besecker Roger F 1346 N Wahneta St
Bickford Stephen Ironpigs Deb Landes 1050 Ironpigs Way
Bilinski Stefan 2042 Hanover Ave
Bishop Harrington H 510 E Mosser St Apt 19
Blacker Ann L 122 S Halstead St
Blocki David 1874 Catasauqua Rd
Blvd Auto Sales 1028 Union Blvd
Bond Wendi 1015 Hanover Ave Apt 2
Boudreaux Glenn PO Box 90144
Brooks Erna Est 801 N Wahneta St Apt 42
Bult Karen 227 N Irving St
Burro Joselene 2025 E Cedar St
Candelaria Wanda 107 S Bradford St
Carrasquillo Angie 1813 E Greenlease
Casciano Gary 735 E Union St
Chan Payal B 1656 Cedar Hill Dr
Chandan Chadha Denta 1856 Airport Rd
Charleston Armond, Marie 114 N Jasper St
Chordia Pradeep 1656 Cedar Hill Dr
Colmenares Kathleen 675 Cedar Hill Dr
Connolly Properties Inc 510 E Mosser St Apt 1
Corcoran Joan 1600 Hanover Ave
Devil Maniella 1204 E Woodlawn St Apt 201
Dorgam Semon 848 Tacoma St
Egizio John J, John 1144 N Wahmeta St
Ellwood Charles J 315 S Jane St
Eure Dawn R 1120 N Irving St
Faurl Lillian 242 E South St
Faust Ruth 1721 Airport Rd
Ferry Ann E 126 N Jerome St
First Fcu C 424 N Oswego St
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Fisher Phyllis 801 N Wahneta St Apt 4
Fleischaker Mildred M 1426 E Congress St
Florez Alex 223 E Fairview St
Ford Motor Credit Lien Ins 9140 Plymouth St
Fox Thomas M, Karen A 1930 E Woodlawn St
Gabriel Gino 770 Lloyd St
Galbreith Leonard 924 E Turner St Apt 2
Geisler Barbara A 1211 Hanover Ave
Gersbach Jacqueline 705 N Maxwell St
Gomez Carlos E 809 Sherman St
Gori Tanya M 815 N Godfrey St
Green Jon 229 N Graham St
Grip Entertainment George Vincent Jr 1110 E Livingston St
Grubb Jean M Jean M Grubb 1600 Hanover Ave
Hagemes Mary 104 S Halstead St
Hanna Abeer 760 Hanover Ave
Heckenberger Paul D 971 E Elm
Heivly Steven 1600 Hanover Ave
Helene M D 719 Plymouth St
Hendricks Alpha R 1611 Hanover Ave
Hooper James B 1414 E Congress St
Huff Georgine H 1133 E Highland St
Innovative Exhibit Productions Inc 841 N Fenwick St
Jackson Lavonne 448 Hanover Ave
Jerez Jose 320 S Carlisle St
Jones Kathryn M 419 E Ct St
Kamhia Wesam J 807 N Lacrosse St
Kane Lydia 337 E Hamilton St
Karayannides Christian E 1658 Cedar Hill Dr
Kase Herbert L 914 E Clair St
Keeney Robin M 1038 E Turner St
Kennedy Elizabeth S 711 N Nelson
Kerecz Joseph S 1041 E Cedar St
Kline Robert E 803 N Wahneta St Apt 55
Kloiber Elda S 268 1−2 E Mosser St
Krutsick Mary 801 N Wahneta St
L And T Enterprises 6220 Airport Rd
Laudenslager Dennis R 752 E Allen St
Leary Eileen 818 E Gordon St
Lesoine Eleanore, Jean M Grubb 1600 Hanover Ave
Li Shenzhi 1145 E Marks St Apt D1 202
Loma Inc 1829 E Livingston St
Looby Daniel 1328 E Highland St
Loughridge Jason A 1400 Postal Rd
Macmillan Oil of Allentown Inc 1715 E Tremont St
PO Box 90010
Marine Toys for Tots Foundation Sgt Michael E Droberg
1400 Postal Rd
Martinez Jose A 201 S Bradford St Apt 3
Mary Sukanick 250 E Elm St
Maury Bonnie 1600 Hanover Ave
Meckes Jr Russell H 1630 E Cambridge St
Meckes Russell H Jr Est 1630 E Cambridge St
Melendez Jeanette 501 E Walnut St Apt 9
Mena Olvison J, Nelson D 203 N Maxwell St Apt 5
Mendez Amaryllis, Andres 417−419 Halsted St
Metzler April E 706 Cedar Hill Dr
Monroe James 747 Cedar Hill Dr
Mulcahy Kevin S 2350 Schoenersville Rd
Nagle Chance C 705 N Kiowa St
Neamand Christopher 511 Filbert St
Neely Stephen 1209 E Congress St Apt 209
Nielsen Company 881 Marcon Blvd
Noti Charles J III 1540 N Irving St
Ojeda Alejandro PO Box 90818
Olesh Bryan E 644 Hanover Ave
Olivo Ramon 203 N Maxwell St Apt 203
Omega Tools 969 Postal Rd Ste 100
Omega Tools Inc 969 Postal Rd Ste 100
Oruganti Sai Harshita 544 Cedar Hill Dr
Pederson Ryan 2054 E Highland St
Pellechia James 1857 Tacoma St
Perez Jose III 1710 S Church St Apt A
Pham Lien 330 E Union St
Piechota Hanover Collision 2350 Schoenersville Rd
Potzner Marion B 801 N Wahneta St Apt 302
Prokleen Usa Benglades Ltd 747 N Fenwick St
Quick Mart 807 Hanover Ave
Rau Frieda E 902 N Van Buren St
Redners Quick Shoppe 1135 Airport Rd
Reimert Jonathan D 614 E Mosser St Apt 24
Reinhard Ronald 443 E Hamilton St
Reis Thomas J 436 Hanover Ave
Ren & Nat Dba Izzys Diner 920 Union Blvd
Reyes Juan B 320 E Union St Apt 1
Richard L Alice H Willis Tr Ua 6 24 97 Alice H Willis
803 N Wahneta St Apt 23
Ritter Richard Jr 929 Hanover Ave
Rivera Julio 224 Elm St
Rose Jason H 2027 E Cedar St
Rowles Wendy A 705 E Green St
Sallit Sovyana 960 E Linden St
Salloum Joseph 813 N Kiowa St
Sanchez Berky 2110 Hanover Ave
Santana Nicole, Teresa 281 E Fairview St
Schmidt Danielle 1215a E Marks St Apt 102
Schultz Nancy C 1905 Sherwood
Schwegler Raymond 1417 E Tremont St Apt 8
Shankweiler Dolores P 319 N Jerome St
Shechy Lonergan M 505 W Rock Rd
Sheraton Jetport 3400 Airport Rd
Shockley I 704 N Piedmont
Shupp Evelyn, Edwy 284 E Hamilton St
Sipley Susan 950 N Wahneta St 950
Smolar Christopher 852 Plymouth St
Soto Joaquin, Roberto 253 E Fairview St
Stage 3 Autoworks 1801 Union Blvd Suite 108
Staybridge Suites Allentown 1787 A Airport Rd
Sukanick Andrew 250 E Elm St
Sweeney Dennis 9140 Plymouth St
Szemen Theresa M 1923 E Congress St
Szemenyei Theresa 1923 E Congress St
Theis Richard 1215 Hanover Ave
Therlonge Lusette 827 N Kiowa St
Tietz Walter 2767 Donna Jo Way
Tizekker Veronica H 703 E Tilghman St
Torres Maria I 254 E Elm St
Torres Michael 216 E Elm St
Tucker Thomas R 221 S Bradford St
Valazquez Jacob 1585 E Race St
Valley Sheraton Jetport−Le 3400 Airport Rd
Veronica Blanford C 1133 E Highland St
Villas At Saucon Valley Condo 1001 E Highland St
Vision Academy 1921 Union Blvd
Vnu Inc 881 Marcon Blvd
Walker Coleman 448 Hanover Ave
Wang Sheng Chih 1214 E Marks St Apt 304
Wardenski Karen D 1213 Union Blvd
Washer Michael G Lbw Engineering 961 Marcon Blvd 401
Williams George A 2022 E Tremont St
Willis Richard L, Alice H 803 N Wahneta St Apt 23
Winzer Judith A 403 N Jasper St
Woolley Elizabeth Ann, Michael J 1904 Troxell St
Wukitsch Elsie 636 Kiowa St
Young Edna Allentown State Hospital
Young Rebekah E Allentown State Hospital Guard
1600 Hanover Ave
Zaiter Shadi A 870 Godfrey St
Zambrano Luisa 683 N Wahneta St Apt 104
Zeiner Katherine 1806 Hanover Ave
Zep Mfg Kevie Fisher 934 Marcon Blvd
Zimmerman Larry H 1921 E Livingston St
Zouari Ahmed A 1005 N Van Buren
Zwickl T 1041 N Jerome St
Allentown Pa 18195
Air Products & Chemicals Inc 7201 Hamilton Blvd
Barnhart Richard, Martha 7540 Windsor Dr St E109
Bauder David 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Bennett Brian 3541 Winchester Rd
Boyle Rose 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Cbr Future Income Retirement Svgs Tstt Mary Champion
Corp Benef 7660 Imperial Way
Eisenhauer S M 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Greenway Paul 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Hanson Lehigh 7660 Imperial Way
Hartman Louise 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Howe Virginia Mae Est Piosa Hixson & Reilly
7535 Windsor Dr Ste 101
Kaplan Cheryl Ste 104−A Aramark 7535 Windsor Dr
Kline Terry P 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Laub George 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Lehigh 7660 Imperial Way
Liddington Cha 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Mid Atlantic Octel Users Group 7201 Hamilton Blvd K
Brauchle
Molnar Marcia M 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Reinhart Judito 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Ruth Paul 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Schaffhauser Ln 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Spears Abraham Po Box 4461
Speer Grace 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Torbey Anna 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Uhl Virginia 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Wedde M M 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Breingsville Pa 18031
Ache Lani G 1584 Windmill Ln
Anytime Contractors Inc Jeremy Wagstaff 10150 Old 22
Bracy Designs Inc 9999 Hamilton Blvd
Brady Jeanette Delorenzo 8900 Grady Dr
Breiner Lindsay J 1063 Mosser Rd H202
Binn Lydia Est 1499 Windmill Ln
Cds Logistics 8400 Ind Blvd
Chiorra Helen M, James RR 1
Connors Melissa 1508 Fox Ln
Creative Touch 8250 Ind Blvd
Cruz Anthony 7815 Red Hawk Ct
Dalal Kunali 1063 Mosser Rd Apt Q103
Dengler Raymond C RR 1 Box 486
Deppe Catherine R Est 8915 Breinig Run C
Dorney Allen H Apt 201 1063 Mosser Rd
Doskicz John H Jr 8810 Turkey Ridge Rd
Dreher Maria Jane 9142 N Primrose Cir
Dreisigmeyer Patricia, Joseph 8382 Scenic View Dr
Eckhoff Kiel M 1384 Artisan Ct
Finger Edward J 1111 Cypress Ct
Frey Pearl 8840 Max Way
Gallagher T 7725 Cross Creek Cir
Gavrilesku Georgiy M 44 Witman Dr
Giersch Casey E, John M 1594 Bridgeton Rd
Grantz Gerald 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Greenberg David S 1433 Klines Mill Rd
Griffith Catherine E 8514 Gateway Rd Lot 384
Haring Rosalind K Est Christopher Hooker Haring
PO Box 89
Hoffman Raymond M, Colby T 1062 Yorkshire Dr
Holiday Inn Allentown I 78 7736 Adrienne Dr
Holland Wesley G 9922 Old 22
Katz Neal 1063 Mosser Rd Apt H105
Kerschner Janet E RR 2 Box 35
Koze Dennis 401 Tillage Rd
Laudenslager R A 10007 Allison Dr
Miller Keith 8361 Schantz Rd Apt 1
Morsch Kenneth J, Amanda Z 1081 Sparrow Way
Morton Dean J Apt E5
Pavement Restorations LLC 331 Adams Rd
Perrier Group 405 Nestle Way
Powell Thomas S 8739 Evergreen Cir
Reichel Lewis PO Box 99
Rouland James 1063 Mosser Rd Apt B 206
Sharp Kathleen M 1815 Jennifer Dr
Sharp Terence D 9437 Yellowwood Ct
Sheltered Ventur 9116 S Primrose Cir
Siegfried Ruth RT 1
Skrip Robert M, Linda M 562 Wood Ln
Slaska James L 1591 Silo Hill Ln
Spang Destiny, Hugh 8751 Breinig Run Cir
Stoudt Ruth S RT 1
Total Performance Collision 9116 S Primrose Cir
Tran Chieu 1527 Crossland Rd
Troyer Anita 9813 Davies Dr
Wenner Fern N Est 1815 Jennifer Dr
Wertz Leroy E 1499 Windmill Ln
Williams Dominic S, Linda 10110 Fernwood Ln
Wolfe Lawrence 9999 Hamilton Blvd
Yurasits Todd 1055 Centronia Rd Apt J9
Catasauqua Pa 18032
Allen Mary 1326 4th St
Apgar Leonard 1010 Six St Apt 15
Benner Wendy J 234 Peach St
Butz Elsie 316 Oak St
Casciotti Joseph E 328 Edward Ln
Case La Rue 1049 4th St
Chase Joseph 403 E Wood St
Christman Kimberly L 143 Front St
Cihylik Nicholas Jr 28 Covington Place
Clarke Dennis H PO Box 82
Contrino Carmen J 20 N 12th St
Correll Jacob A 1217 2nd St
Dakus Auto Body Shop 1135 Howertown Rd
Danko Yolanda 1047 3rd St
Davis Albert L J 545 4th St Apt 14
Davis Thomas M 223 Front St
Fehnel Robert R PO Box 3
First Commonwealth Federal 223 Front St 3rd Fl
Force 1 Autobody 403 E Wood St
Geiger Joseph E 737 3rd St
Gerhard Madison M, Sherry A 1148 Front St
Gerlach Robert L 540 Popular St
Gillespie Alma C 309 High St
Gillette Elliot T 210 Bridge St
Green Calvin 119 Bridge St
Greene Colleen H 516 Grove St
Gruber Eric J 1001 2nd St
Halzoun Richard 300 Mulberry St
Hart John T 1138 3rd St
Hartman Helene M, Mark A 1135 Howertown Rd
Henderson Sabre 117 Canal St
Hyndman Danielle C 124 Howertown Rd
Jones Daniel 316 Poplar St
Keays Martin S 707 2nd St
Keshel Bernardine A, Raymond A 1012 Blackberry St
Kratzer Betty J 703 Front St Apt 3
Krautsack Jeannean M 408 Race St
Krist Ruth E 1215 3rd St
Kroninger Lottie Est 1128 3rd St Rear 1st Fl
Kroope Brian 623 Howertown Rd
Kuhns Sallie Ann 534 3rd St Apt 604
Mondrick Marie E Est 1066 7th St
Morgan Jennifer 1024 Railrd St
Odonnell Pauline M 1137 Limestone St
Paolini Arthur T Jr 2 Front St R404
Parry Dale Est Kimberly Parry 132 Wood St
Public Library of Catasauqua 302 Bridge St
Quinn Jesse D PO Box 218
Randall Caitlin M 438 Race St
Rehrig Annette K 254 Pennsylvania Ave
Rincon Francisco 729 Cir Dr
Rivera Alicia 223 Front St 3rd Fl
Romans Auto Body 6th & Arch Sts
Roth Marion 401 Front St
Rothrock D 705 Faih Dr
Sacks Minnie 233 Front St
Sienkiewicz Florence 440 Prospect St
Smith J Scott D 213 Wood St
Sziy Alexis 122 Front St
Tauber Jeremy 416 Race St
Vassa Chelsea 18 Cambridge Pl
Vogenitz Emma A Est Deb Gardner 1034 Howertown Rd
Wedderburn Javasia C 727 4th St
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Werntz Karen A, John H 440 Prospect St
Williams Tina 109 Almond St
Wirthmiller Ada S 112 2nd St Apt 3
Wise Cindy L 811 Front St
Wismer Daniel E 300 Mulberry St
Center Valley Pa 18034
Amory Amy P 4770 Highland Way
Beltzmann Joseph R 4437 Vera Cruz Rd
Benchmark Analytics 4777 Saucon Creek Rd
Bendas Barbara P, John F 6684 Hay St
Blythe Abby B Dr 5226 Northwood Dr
Butrica Kathy 5942 Main St
Cadwell Michael A 5290 Northwood Dr
Conway Peggy M, Jack W 4829 Vera Cruz Rd
Crossroads Motors 5118 SR 309
Cunfer Donald W 4505 Calvert Pl
Egge Dolores A 3477 Laurel Ln
Emporium 3500 Corporate Pkwy
First Student Box 155 Preston Ln
Francis Delroy 5020 Curley Horse
Fund Teresa A, Susan P, Patricia D Mullin
2650 Ballybunion Rd
Gotzon Francis 4851 Saucon Creek Rd Ste 317
Greisamer John R 4212 Chelten Ln
Halvorson Eric W 2150 Augusta Dr
Hilton Michael F, Mary A 2215 Augusta Dr
Hilton Mike 2215 Augusta Dr, Mary Ann Hilton
Jacoby Kenneth RD 1
Karanink Terence 3717 Oakhurst Dr
Kern Martin, Edward J Lentz Esq PO Box 219
Klucsarits William 4851 Saucon Creek Rd Ste 329
Kwon Ki H 4482 Fairway Ct
Latsch Eleanor M 1452 Weyhill Dr
Learning Express 3045 Ctr Valy Pkwy Unit 1
Lubsen Henry A Jr 2150 Spyglass Hill
Madimeg Inc PO Box 232
Maron Christopher 5131 Aberdene St
Mcevoy Lochlann, Whitney 3472 Oakhurst Dr
Mcgraw Margaret S, John 4276 Kozy Korner Rd
Mckenna David, Mona 4526 Devonshire Dr
Melt 2805 Ctr Valy Pkwy
Micro Matic Usa 4601 Saucon Creek Rd
Miller Amelia V, David O 4001 Kozy Korner Ln
Moerder Joseph E, Andrew J, Maggie E, Zachary J
5124 Chestnut Hill Rd
Moyer Bonita 2755 Sta Ave
Moyer Jessica 5002 RT 309 Lot 1105
Moyer Virginia 5002 RT 309 Lot 690
Nestle R D Center Jan Hughes 1701 Corp Pkwy St 12q
Noble James T 4817 Lanark Rd
Paiz Richard J 5100 Chestnut Hill Rd
Papera Joseph R Jr 4067 Waterford Dr
Pfneisel Annette 4538 West Hopewell Rd
Polansky Michael J 3061 Muirfield Rd
Qcht LLC 4360 Stratford Dr
Riley Xavier 3120 Village Dr
Rock Lillian Dolores, Robert, Coris L 100 Hartman Rd 1
Roseman Dorothy M RD 1
Russo Joseph 2465 Ballybunion Rd, Ruthann Russo
Scheick Jacob 4871 Orchard Dr
Scholl Lena PO Box 146
Siddique Sultan M 3096 Village Dr
Site Rite Contracting & Utilities Inc 4103 Huckleberry Dr
Slane Trish 5212 Aberdene St
Steel Hospitality Asso 5340 Northwood Dr
Sterling Allentown 5942 Main St
Thompson Andra 3657 N Saucon Ave
Toro Kim A 5202 Vera Cruz Rd
Tran Ryder 2700 Saucon Valy Rd
Underwood Justin, Nancy 5257 Lanark Rd
Underwood Nancy 5257 Lanark Rd
Wagner Jeremie D, Gerald R 4707 Vera Cruz Rd
Weil Linda D 2043 Oakhurst Dr
White Gregory, Donna 3292 Balsam Rd
Woodruff Colleen P, Red Robin 2845 Ctr Valy Pkwy Sui
Younkin Slyvia E 5436 Spring Dr
Zweier Jeannine M 4692 Camp Meeting Rd
Coopersburg Pa 18036
Ailtmar Anne M Apt 102 401 E State St
Alfred J Richardson Testa Trust U W Alfred Randall A
Richardson 1334 State Rd
All Types of Construction LLC 2205 High Meadow Rd
Arnold Gloria S RR 1
Bagatrix Solutions Ltd Frank Balcavage PO Box 248
Bare Sandra Eileen, John D 6468 Eichler Cir
Baringer Kenneth R 140 E Landis St
Begley Ryan 7634 Steinburg Rd
Bellhorn William H III 7458 Main St
Benner Catherine E RD 1
Bittner Arlene E 4988 Mill Rd
Brock Brenda 406 Carriage Dr Apt 3
Brown Shawn P 6250 Whitetail Dr
Brunda Michael J, Grace F 727 Willowbrook Rd
Brust Randall, Lauren 6205 Domarray St
Charles T Heiberger Trust Chester Wienckowski
1483 Sheridan Rd
Christoff Pauline M 7650 RT 309 Rd
Church Helen L 401 E State St 209
Coopersburg 5k Run 6437 Eichler Cir Jennifer Wescoe
Schaninger
Crouse Robert W 5224 Tilghman St
D&H Dist Tbl Svcs Inc PO Box 459
Dannelly Mildred I Valy Manor Nursing RT 309
Dunne James P Sr 6724 Wild Cherry Dr
Edgar Construction Co, John Edgar PO Box 217
Elinich Christopher 2733 RT 412
Ewer John A 3314 Flint Hill Rd
Eyler Catherine A 6409 Blue Church Rd
Fisher Andrea J 1748 Quarry Rd
Frankenfield Donald E PO Box 329
Funk Linnie RR 2 Box 215
Gable Forrest R, Gloria J 1638 Highpoint Rd
Graff Daniel C 4938 Treeline Dr
Green Robert G PO Box 324
Hai N Nguyen, Hai Contracting 1423 Limeport Pike
Harris Vivian H 1692 Limeport Pike
Hartman Jay H 428 E Fairview St F Mann
Hassick Arlene F PO Box 29
Hildebeitel Edward R 1561 Limeport Pike
Hilderbrandt Richard 5606 Daisy Lyn
Hilltop Spa 375 Hilltop Rd
Hirko Elsie 4108 Abbott St
Ilangairatnam Gayathri 5967 Saratoga Ln
Key Equipment Finance 2005 High Meadow Rd
Kichline Johnathan 7920 S Chestnut Hill Church Rd
Kramer Paul 6478 Mallard Ln
Kramer Roy E RD 2
Lechanic Robert A Est 2048 Salem Rd
Ludwig Kathleen, Charles 8306 Steinsberg Rd
Lum Goo Gritis Beatrice, Paul A 5519 Susan Rd
Lutron Electronics Co 7200 Suter Rd
Maclaughlin Shelley N 6850 Blue Church Rd
Madison John P 5749 Blue Grass Trl
Magill Ann F 6582 Blue Church Rd S
Miholics Sandra 6468 Eichler Cir
Miller Myrtle M RD 2
Mooney Catherine, Daniel F 1561 Highpoint Rd
Morgan Lynne 123 Young Ave
Mory Clarence E Vly Mnr Nrsg & Rehab Ct 7650 RT 309
Moyer Kevin S 5512 Nina Cir
Mundenar Jean T Lamour St Apt 381
Murtaugh Robert 1565 Flint Hill Rd
Northern Health Facilities 7650 RT 309
Pecuch Thomas J 6955 Gunclub Rd
Petruno Ed 590 State Rd
Progen Eric 6938 Gun Club Rd
Quinby Robert 2701 RT 412
Reifsnider E Mabelle 6835 Lamour St
Rhoads Yvonne E, Paul W 5901 Limeport Pike
Richardson Jean H, Randall A Richardson 1334 State Rd
Ross Sandra K, David S 5902 Glen Rd
Sandy Kimie Y 107 Young Ave
Schlegel Dorothy 2701 RT 412
Schlicher Jeffrey A, Marie E 331 E State St Apt 108
Schmidt Terry W 7806 Blue Church Rd S
Singleton Gregory, Wedrell 4310 Lotus Ln
Sleepy Hollow Farm 2701 RT 412
Slekovac Amy P 7750 Passer Rd
Stayer Elizabe Springfield
Stephens Tammy 2031 Pine Tree Rd
Swavely Sue RD 2
Taylor Amanda D 237 S Main St
Taylor Margaret T 7650 RT 309
Uhl Dorothy K Est Valy Manor 7650 RT 309
Vawter A L 1075 Ebert Rd
Vigilante Mary 7001 N RT 509 Ste 169, 242
Vogenitz Emma A 7650 Rte 309
Wagner Joshua J 4051 Vera Cruz Rd
Weil Marian B 327 N 5th St
Weis Market 185 7001 N RT 309
Wotring Meta Est 7650 RT 309
Young David R 324 Charles St Apt 23
Ziegler Daniel P Sr 6129 Beverly Hills Rd
Coplay Pa 18037
Aspervil Marie J 4016 Coffeetown Rd
Badagliacca Jessie A 2678 Balliet St
Baker Robert M 2467 Old Post Rd
Baron Home Builders Inc 5825 Harvest Place Lot 10
Bauer Agnes D 2457 Crest St
Becker Sandra E, James A Kenneth Rabenold Buzzys
Autobody 2806 Vista Dr
Beil Thomas 158 S 4th St
Bodish Julius A, Sophia 142 S 2nd St
Boyle Tacy 110 S 4th St
Brosius Joan J 2815 Vista Dr
Castro Felix R Rear
Cullin David W 116 S 3rd St
Cwitkowitz Steven M RR 1 Box 100−30
Faulkner Collision Center 4841 Overlook Rd
Gehris Thomas O 1121 Poplar St
Gorr Esther A 12 S 2nd St
Grim Terri M 4627 Anthony Dr
Haydt Nancy B 2378 Red Maple Dr
Heleva Arthur J Box 246 A Rd 1
Hertzog Deanna 5163 Egypt Rd
Hobel Charles A Jr 1005 Chestnut St
Holderman Gloria J 2628 Levans Rd
Hopkins Patricia L 20 N 8th St
Horwith Susan L 4545 Springfield Dr
Howard Nikia N 242 S Front St
Ironton Auto Body 1848 Clearview Rd
Ironton Auto Body 4136 Mauch Chunk Rd
Kaczmarczyk Staci L 2231 Black Forest Dr
Kohn Mark G 3315 Mauch Chunk Rd
Krempasky Cecelia A 1010 Ctr St
Kuchera Leonard W, Joseph 110 N 7th St
Kunzweiler Nancy J 1404 Oak Crest Ln
Marks Mary E 2253 Juniper Dr
Mayak Barbara, Ted 48 N Front St
Morrison William R 1120 Ctr St
Moyer Garth G 2423 Crest St Apt 4
Northamton Site Contract 4016 Mauch Chunk Rd
O Donnell III John J 2279 Juniper Dr
Orban Richard, Stella 34 7th St
Patel Bhagyesh A, Surendra 2120 Clearview Rd
Paukovitz Antoinette 9 Saylor Dr
Payonk David 2167 Patoka Dr
Perin Esther, Gloria Holderman 2628 Levans Rd
Pietrouchie Kelly Legacy Jewelers 2355 Old Post Rd
Puchyr Mary R 1
Ressler Helen 45 N 2nd St
Robinson Priscilla 4865 Mulberry St
Roth Virginia T 4136 Mauch Chunk Rd
Sallard Sasha 1522 Clearview Rd
Schlager Jonathan S, Amanda S, Bixby A 110 S 7th St
Seminara Roger J 2678 Balliet St
Simpkiins Barbie 1112 Ctr St
Skorinko Rachel 1848 Clearview Rd
State Farm 19 N 9th St
Strini Cynthia L Ira 19 N 9th St
Sundy Charles B 5117 Church Dr
Velekei Paul 3973 Buchanan St
Wachter Robert P 4866 Mulberry St
Walakovits Margaret A 141 Cherry St
Walakovits Pauline 141 Cherry St
Watson Kimberly E 4841 Overlook Rd
White Rick 915 Chestnut St
Wiessner Theresa 6 S 7th St
Wilmington Trust Co 5825 Harvest Place Lot 10
Emmaus Pa 18049
Advantage Auto 17 Main St
Alpago Gloria, George 544 Franklin St
Aten David R 4560 Mill Rd
Audio Concepts Sales 118 State Ave
Aughinbauch Kristofer 604 Ridge St
Barker Martha O 4784 S Mountain Dr
Basiles Garden 1375 Chestnut St
Bedford Tristin 364 Minor St Apt 9
Benedick Frieda A 333 Ridge St Apt 213
Berger Catherine L, Samuel 347 Adrian St
Bernhard Douglas 110 N 5th St
Blackman Bruce A, Terry L 1246 S 10th St
Bogdon Vona Long 532 North St
Bowes James E 232 Furnace St
Brensinger Lee J 348 Brd St
Brown Alfred Jr 127 East Elm St
Brynildsen Steven 1028 S 10th St
Bub Sam MD 619 Dalton St
Burkholder S Htg & A C 383 Minor St
Burns Peter A 2675 Mountainview Cir
Burns Terry Ann 1466 Pennsylvania Ave
Choi Tai Young 2947 Exeter Dr
Clewell Beatrice K 147 Elm St
Conaway Ryan N 144 Colonial Ct
Conrad Jeffrey J 4671 Belmont Dr
Costello Lucille E 2916 Park View Cir
Coulter Michael DDS 518 Harrison St
Crawford Ella H 527 W Greenleaf St
Crosley Charlotte 118 N 5th St
Dalton Blanche B 911 N 7th St Cir
Datz John 3415 Bleiler Rd
David Luther U 35 N 2nd St
Derosa Frank 176 Main St Apt 2
Destan Linda S 406 Alpine St
Dougherty Gerald E 173 Green St
Doyle Joseph G 550 Ridge St Apt 4
East Coast Fleet Svc 4701 Colebrook Ave
Estoch Theresa I 659 Brd St
Farenkopf Hans J 102 S 5th St
Fatzinger Ann L 3910 Main Rd W
Frederick Jeff 5953 Emmaus Rd
Fritz Terry Ann 1466 Pennsylvania Ave
Gabriel Robert A, Sandra A 242 North St
Garverich Keith A 24 Cherokee St
Gedeon Naxime G MD PO Box 271
Hegewald Daniel E, Clara 542 Penn Ct
Heilman Richard C 28 N 2nd St
Hirschhorn Melissa J 706 Pine St
Hoch Lauren 424 Chestnut St
Hunter Helen J 1103 Harris Dr
Hutchinson C M 2264 Brunner Rd
Indian Creek Golf Club 1449 Chestnut St
J Carl L 1375 Pennsylvania Ave
Kahyaoglu Mehmet 933 Borad St
Kaplan Stanley A 2950 Sheffield Dr
Kardos Arthur K, Arthur 5667 Emmaus Rd
Karoly Elizabeth 139 S 15th St
Kauffman John 664 Spruce St
Kelly Margared E, Rebecca A 641 Glenwood St
Kelly Matthew 1011 Eagle Dr
Kulik Reinsmith Funeral Home 225 Elm St
Kurtz Clarence, Randall 402 N 5th St
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Lamonte Charles Emory PO Box 352
Lamonte Charles Emory PO Box 494
Leaver Melvan J Jr 823 Glenwood St
Lespier Alysia A 1327 Pennsylvania Ave
Lewis Pamela 128 Cold Stream Crt
Lotte Carol 560 Brd St
Malpica Ivette 1040 Cold Stream Cir
Mark 1 Restoration Svc Inc 4251 Chestnut St
Mazur Emil 40 2nd St Apt 9
Mcdaid Margaret A 4368 Commonwealth Dr
Mcelroy Mary A 151 E Minor St
Mcelroy Ronald Rd 1 Overlook Spgs
Mclaughlin Melissa A 337 S 2nd St
Michael Will 540 Brd St
Miller David S 348 Delong Ave
Miller Dianna M 5157 Shimerville Rd
Miller Laura V 655 Ridge St
Misera Rosalie 333 Ridge St Apt 213
Mitchell John F MD 555 Harrison St
Moniak Annmarie R, Charles 152 Linden Ct S
Moore Charles A, Eleanor 624 Chestnut St
Moroz Eugene, Julia M 1420 Little Lehigh N Dr
Murray Ann T 1136 Cold St Ct
Navitsky Lenard 3301 Cherokee St
Nicolls Elsie M 755 Henry Dr
Norton Matthew D, Michelle 4602 Shimerville Rd
Pape Tessa M 523 Chestnut St
Pape Tessa M, Tessa 523 Chestnut St
Pepper Charles K Jr 2979 Oak Hill Rd
Petro Thomas A 172 Spruce St
Priori Julia 4301 Hillary Dr
Pryor David Q 656 Evergreen St
Reed Thomas J 3671 E Main Rd
Reel Duane R 1360 Shimersville Rd
Rinker Linda 5093 Vera Cruz Rd
Rodale Inc 400 S 10th St Mary Ann Fosbenner
Rooth Danielle M, Randall T 402 N 5th St Rear Apt
Saeger Elaine N Bldg No 102 333 Ridge St Apt 511
Schantz Cecelia R 734 Chestnut St
Schanz Michael J, Eric M, Jessica M 666 North St
Scheifele Robert 1121 Eagle Dr
Schmoyer James 4501 Colebrook Ave
Schott William, Julia A 911 Chestnut St
Schultz Rebecca L, Louise A 555 Elm St
Scott Chevrolet Inc 3333 Lehigh St
Seagreaves Danielle 637 Green St
Sebold Denise J 3331 Miriam Dr
Seng Perry C 318 E Harrison St Apt 2fl
Shangys 40 E Main St
Shipping Plus Business Ctr Anthony Cepalia 8 Stag Dr
RD 1
Shurvi Corp 1300 Northampton St
Smith Donald, Elsie 1760 W Wood St
Smith Ryan M 47 S 5th St
Smith Schultz Louise Ann 555 Elm St
Sokolowski Wanda K 5260 Deer Trail Cir
Steltz Kenneth L, Scott K 548 Brd St 1
Stezin Victor 314 Eagle Dr
Stolz Beverly A 4630 Mill Rd
Strauser Brian D, Julie A 327 Franklin St
Sullivan David P 734 Chestnut St
Swallow Donald A Jr 3810 Chestnut St 2
Tantaros Andrea 4200 Indian Creek Rd
Taucher John 1703 W Furnace St
Vinart Mgmt Co 675 State Rd
Wachter Brian A 208 N 4th St
Walker Laura 4001 Indian Creek Rd
Walkinshaw Marilyn 157 Greenleaf St
Wambold Betty J 23 N 4th St
Weiss Shara Donna M 408 Fairview St
Weston Dorothy 333 Ridge St Apt 613
Whitehead Edward J 225 Elm St
Woodring Kimberly A 408 Chestnut St Apt 1
Xu Mingyao 130 Cold Stream Ct
Yang Christopher 306 Eagle Dr
Young Tabitha, Paul 416 Ridge St
Zavecz Steven 376 Brd St
Fogelsville Pa 18051
Amn Theodore C Muto 8776 Wertman Rd 8707
Baird Barbara Rae 8455 Claussville Rd
Beman Scott W 8344 Peach Ct
Blake Stella R 2118 Hayfield Ct
Blose Carol A 6081 Main St
Blose Stewart D 6081 Main
Brodginski Rita 8742 Smt Cir
Carls Patricia J 9151 Claussville Rd
Cavalli J G 917 Church St PO Box 532
Cavalli Sandra M, John G PO Box 532
Chase Home Finance LLC 2118 Hayfield Ct
Citimortgage Inc 1903 Cricklewood Cove
Daley David W DO 7729 Main St
Divers Denise L PO Box 281
Dunbobbin Brian R 1756 Creek View Dr
First Commonwealth Federal Cre 2118 Hayfield Ct
Ghoman Kuljit K 1916 Wooded Ridge Ct
Giuffrida Ann E 1903 Cricklewood Cove
Gombosi Stephen A PO Box 734
Holden Margaret Lee 1826 Bent Pine Hl
Hoover Bernice C 1826 Bent Pine Hl
Hoover Jeffrey M, Gwen S 8127 Main St
Jones Douglas C, Janice C, Janice S, Emily M 8758 Smt Cir
Kistler Pole Bldg PO Box 395
Kraft Foods Inc Box 39
Kunkle Troy L 2268 Seipstown Rd
Labenberg Christopher D, Kimberly 7928 Blossom Hts
Leander Edgar H Dax Realty Trust 2106 Folk Rd
Mehta Manini 1846 Pear Ct
Midland Mortgage Co 827 Church St
Monks Bonnie 7720 Main St Ste 1
Scandone Matthew C, Gregory 8428 Oak Knoll St
Schiffert Thomas C Jr 2210 Seipstown Rd
Sherbotie Joseph, Mary E, Mary G 827 Church St
Toth Andrew 8706 Claussville Rd
True 2 Form Collision 153 N RT 100
True 2 Form Valley West 153 N RT 100
Zettlemoyer Sherwood D, Debra L 8672 Wertman Rd
Fountain Hill Pa 18015
Smith Betty J Clearbrook Nursing Home Founta
Fullerton Pa 18052
Molatti Joseph 202 7th St
Molinatti Theresa 202 7th St
Semonis Irene M, Alvin 930 Third St
Germansville Pa 18053
Conservation Specialty 6095 Memorial Rd
Demko Jeffrey L 6246 Glen Ct
Dickman Frank K 5273 Hiedelberg Hts Rd
Harding Kenneth L 5721 Pfeiffer Cir
Metcalf Sean L 5238 Heidelberg Hts Rd
Rees Janet T 5238 Heidelberg Hts Rd
Smith Kari L 7712 Bake Oven Rd
Hokendauqua Pa 18052
Ringo Mary Water St
Laurys Stations Pa 18059
Brunner Richard R Jr, James D 5731 RT 145 Box 36
Cottone Christina M Modern Body Works Inc
5433 Amanda Dr
Eichner Alfred Modern Body Works Inc 5433 Amanda Dr
Guziak Cynthia 5439 Ashley Dr
Hanlon Jeffery 1016 Cedar St
Marushak Edward PO Box 68 Cove Rd
Smallwood Larry B 1077 Aspen St
Smith Peter 1064 Linda Ln PO Box 3
Macungie Pa 18062
Aas A 3048 Seisholtzille Rd
Amani Hamed Md 144 Lindfield Cir
Anderson May, Lillian, Lehigh Commons Rm 208
1680 Spring Creek Rd
Anthony Veloy E 1750 Hidden Valy Rd
Astarita Florence D 616 Vine St
Baines William W 207 E Main St
Bauer Ashley 6463 Pioneer Dr
Bear Creek Mountain Resort 101 Doe Mountain Ln
Bennett Kimberly L 2348 Madiera Dr
Berghold William D, Cula 32 W Chestnut St
Booz Trudy 6811 Jewel Ln
Boyle Richard E Jr, Brenda E 7261 Woodbine Ln
Boyle Seena C, Brian R 5755 Fresh Meadow Dr
Brodowski Dariusz 3858 Fire Brick Rd
Brown Shelly 7270 Poppy Dr
Broyles Michael A, Amy L 4629−24 Indian Creek Rd
Burmeister David Brian 4670 Berwyn Ln
Burns Marilyn K, Thomas H 7075 Heather Rd
Busher Sayward E 471 Barrington Rd
Busher Sayward E, Roy A 471 Barrington Rd
Buss Elwood H 42 Buttonwood St
Busy Brain Unlimited LLC 7420 Pioneer Dr
Bykov Yury 6690 Hauser Rd Apt I301
Cabalbag Gayle 6690 Hauser Rd Apt M307
Cappucci Kodakal 3450 Chester Dr
Carlberg Donald A Est Jr, Veronika P 440 Race St
Caverly Andrew G 7318 E Sauerkraut Ln Unit D
Cederberg Robert 2971 Aronimink Pl
Chaleby Kuteiba, May 6690 Stein Way
Chumorales Jessica D 6690 Hauser Rd Apt D101
Colligas Suzanne 123 S Fairview St
Cordova Jose E 7141 Tuscany Dr
Corea Victor F 6690 Hauser Rd Apt D101
Cumello Heather L, Jason B, Cumello Lydia C
1569 Laurel Ln
Daniels Tom 512 Brookfield Cir Apt 512
Daugherty Michael Julius, Francis W III 123 Wetzel Rd
Delfert Helen 58 W Main St
Devita Ronald 2310 Silvano Dr Lower
Diehl Betty Mae 2893 Aronimink Pl
Donegan Steven R 9 Coach St
Dooley Peter H, Colleen 2147 Stonewall Dr
Dressler Benjamin D 7015 Lincoln Dr
Dufault Robert 1718 Spring Creek Rd 26a
Dufour Richard M, Madeline 6488 Alburtis Rd Apt 113
Dzury Daniel S 2018 Sydney Ln
Eckrode Craig S 4693 Bluegrass Ln
Edelman Paul 5456 Hartford Ct
Eggstein Jodi L 6690 Hauser Rd Apt B204
Eick Olive 6514 Charles Ct
Fang Thomas 2086 Southampton Dr
Fegley Suzanne L 5286 Indian Creek Rd
Fratilescu Adrian 612 Brookfield Cir
Galeone Florence H PO Box 71
Gannon Grace M 2388 Cross Creek Rd
Gao Hai Y 2086 Southampton Dr
Garrett Michael C, Clarise A 3800 Notch St
Gavin Austin 6285 Sweetwood Dr
German Mary R 2791 Rolling Green Place
Giarratana Vincenzo G 5105 Bridle Path Dr
Gingrich Stephen C 2850 Donegal Dr
Gockley Betty R Spring Creek Village
7340 E Sauerkraut Ln
Govern Amanda M 5358 Princeton Rd
Green Rhonda L 492 Mountain Village Dr
Grim Mildred S, Charles RR 2
Grow John M 2705 State St
Hamm Gloria Fay, Donald W 320 Surrey Pl
Hamory Irene I 6488 Alburtis Rd 314
Hanzl Joyce B, Adam J 146 Cedar St
Heineman Dale R 223 Race St
Heiney Helen M Co Helen M Bower 11 Lehigh St
Hellwig Virginia M 1400−28 Trexlertown Rd
Herzog Timothy George 150 Lindfield Cir
Hillegas Stephen T Auto Collision Specialists
7431 Catalpa Dr
Hoffman Miller Deborah J 1750 Hidden Valy Rd
Horn Kelsy 31 W Main St 2nd Fl
Horvath J 79 Saint Peters Rd
Inframinds Inc Global Information Systems In
6735 Rutherford Dr
Insinger Lisa A 6790 Pioneer Dr
Jackson Jacante T, Robert E 1339 Oak Dr
Jarrah Jimmy J 5323 Green Lawn Dr
John Craig R 3672 Vista Dr
Johnson Theodis Lamar, Timothy Jr 3530 Knerr Dr
Jones Alva 6392 Larch Ln
Julo Joan C 2868 Whitemarsh Pl
Kapun Christine M 1828 Astor Rd
Kerchner Betty D 228 Whitemarsh Pl
Kidd Scott L RR 2
Kinsler Richard W 3024 Seisholtzville Rd
Kisenbauer Rudolph, Karen S 6371 Mulberry Ln
Kouassi Edja 6880 Scenic View Dr
Lawhorne Denise C 69 Mansfield Dr
Leidheiser Craig 3741 Brookside Rd
Leotaur Technologies, Lehigh Surgical 111 Lehigh St
Lesyk Joseph N 5714 Merion Ln
Lewis Harold 3663 Schoeneck Rd
LLC New P 1993 Strathmore Dr
Machulsky Amy 7300 Periwinkle Dr
Machulsky Michael J, Amy E 7300 Periwinkle Dr
Margaret M Wink Est 218 Haddon Dr
Mccloud Geoffrey 6880 Sunflower Ln
Meder Michael T, Marilyn L 1311 Walnut Ln
Meitzler Kevin 5337 Princeton
Melville R D 1555 Spring Creek Cir
Metterhauser George 5540 Lower Macungie Rd
Metzger Oliver 2473 Thistle Rd
Milinichik Jessie, Walter RR1
Miller Joel L 7313 Hillcrest Dr
Mirth Robert C, Teresa G 1433 Kennington Ln
Moerder Faye F, Joseph, Craig 5715 Merion Ln
Moghadassi Mohammed, Simin 6671 Rutherford Dr
Moll Pauline L RR 1
Murphy Paul T 7554 Buttercup Rd
Muszynski Mark J 2868 Whitemarsh Pl
Nash Jonathan J, Amanda J Spring Creek Village 7340 E
Sauerkraut Ln
Neff Lawson 6488 Alburtis Rd
Netcrafter Solutions Fred Zahradnik 5946 John Fries Dr
Newhard Gregory N 3822 Rittenhouse Rd
Nichols Ruth M 6488 Alburtis Rd Rm 205
Nosal Robert J 7109 Linden Rd
Nycz Jeffrey 408 Brookfield Cir
Offord Ryan M 1391 Mohr Cir
Oxendine Michael 609 Brookfield Cir
Park Chong Y 71 S Lea St
Parr E M Po Box 278
Pastoriza Sofia 6076 Eli Cir
Payne Marjory A 263 Hunterforge Rd
Pipeline Petroleum Co Tank Farm Rd
Puzauskas Anthony J, Brenda G 6036 Eli Cir
Rattananan Sarun 1560 Cambridge Dr
Reimer Bruce C, Gail V 2667 W Terrwood Dr
Replogle Roy T RD 1 Box 6
Rickey Frederick J 901 Willow Ln
Rivera Davida V 6690 Hauser Rd Apt E201
Roberts Dustin D 7599 Buttercup Rd
Robinson Kevin 320 Oxford Place
Rowan Matthew J 5629 Princeton Rd
Roybal Alankin M 2240 Dubonnet Dr
Ruocco Harry 7186 Scenic View Dr
Sakelarides Jennifer, Michael 7700 Scenic View Dr
Savoie J 366 Barrington Mt Village
Schmoyer Diane L RR 2
Schmoyers Auto Body Inc Auto Collision Specialists 7431
Catalpa Dr
Scott Lifer Benefit Fund PO Box 372
Sell Frederick 7318c Sauerkraut Ln
Sell Irene L 7318 Sauerkraut Ln
Sellers Orel S 1580 Spring Creek Cir
Shah Surendra 5655 Picket Cir
Sheftel Bros A Pa General Partnership 4799 Sydney Close
Shuba Christine M 3498 Knerr Dr
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Sienko Elizabeth A 407 Brookfield Cir
Silver Bruce J 2631 Rolling Green Dr
Sniscak Dorothy E 1980 Emerald Isle Cir
Song Jie 2170 Rolling Meadow Dr
Spangler Timothy 8346 S Ridge Dr
Sullivan Patricia M, William P 5393 Princeton Rd
Supreme Auto Body Works Inc 4693 Bluegrass Ln
Swavely Cynthia 319 Village Walk Dr
Taylor Mary Ann 2952 Aronimink Pl
Trethaway Albert T Jr 2201 Four Seasons Blvd
Trexler Cathy 2115 Wisteria Cir
Tune Melissa S 1343 Mohr Cir
Watkins Virginia Est 2403 Silvano Dr
Wenger Betsey L, Kurt A 5746 Quail Creek Rd
Wilkins Emily 114 S Fairview St
Williams Kermit 6488 Alburtis Rd Apt 205
Williams Margaret V 5358 Princeton Rd
Wink Ronald L 218 Haddon Dr
Winters Thomas 2628 State St
Wise Allan D 6690 Hauser Rd Bldg I Unit 302
Xie Hong 7044 Periwinkle Dr
Yocum James 2172 Kingsview Rd
Young Karen 3470 Mckeever Rd
Neffs Pa 18065
Boyer Jeffrey 3830 Hillside Dr
Farnsworth Gerald M, Susan J 3268 Main St Box 97
Kondravy James M PO Box 112
Steinmann Muriel 3748 Highland Rd PO Box 41
Tripoli Pa 18066
Anderson Dana 5179 Herber Rd New
Baer Elmer 7426 Allemaengel Rd New
Bittner John 4925 Werleys Cr Rd New
Bruch Brandi, Eric 8737 Cardinal Rd New
Burgeson Barbara R, Sidney J 662 Rte 309 New
Burgeson Family Trust 6637 Rte 309 New
Calviero Peter 4865 Schochary Rd New
Demilio Roxanne 4172 Run Rd New
Doncsecz Mary RR 2 Box 262 4 New
Eck Michael J, Christy L 4571 Loch Valy Rd New
Eckert Charles F PO Box 69 New
Evans Charles H 7227 Herber Rd New
Fay Genevieve 7426 Allemaengel Rd New
Hathaway Lewis E 7077 Herber Rd New
Heilman Maynard P Est 7114 Camp Meeting Rd New
Hughes Terilyn 6520 Mountain Rd New
Johnson Jm 8491 Sechler Rd New
Keeler Audrian 7227 Herber Rd New
Kehl Florence T 7661 Gun Club Rd New
Kirchner Robert G 8157 Holbens Valy Rd New
Lichtenwalner Tracie A 7628 Lyon Valy Rd New
Maciujec Serioja, Rouba 3445 Blacksmith Rd New
Masiko Joel, Jean 7522 Flint Hill Rd New
Mason Stanley E III 6574 Vixen Ct New
Mcandrew Shannon 4339 Run Rd New
Mcfadden Christopher 7922 Sassafras Rd New
Mcmichael Arnetta Jean, Malcom H 7538 Quarry Rd New
Meckel John 7038 Country Spring Rd New
Mesker Steve 7437 Behler Rd New
Miller Lucille RR 3 Box 3228 New
Millers Auto Body 7947 Kings Hwy New
Moyes Christina, Frank 7947 Kings Hwy New
Paul G Billig & Son 8245 Allemaengel Rd New
Rassler Bryan E B&R Auto Refinishing 8181 Holbens
Valy Rd New
Roman Dustin RR 3 Box 3228 New
Romejko Joshua R, Jana R People First Federal Credit Un
7615 Lyon Valy Rd New
Sherry Philip E, Raymond 7084 Herber Rd New
Steves Barn Service 7437 Behler Rd New
Sutjak Christine S B&R Auto Refinishing 8181 Holbens
Valy Rd New
Torba Mary 8027 Kings Hwy New
Treichler Warren H RT 2 New
Tseng Yun X 5613 Cricket Dr New
Orefield Pa 18069
Andrew L Patterson Trucking 4745 Trojan St
Arends Albert PO Box 164
Barr Timothy 3449 Highland Rd
Bartholomew Ronnie 3264 3rd Ave
Basile Barbara, Paul 3207 Jordan Rd
Becaccio Cristina A 5823 Meadow Dr
Betz Daryl J, Carl H 7209 Kernsville Rd
Bobo Gary D RR 2 Box 132
Chase Home Finance LLC Isaoa 5919 Meadow Dr
Chestnut Seafood 7303 Kernsville Rd Speciality Seafood
Chunka Jessica M 5260 Chandler Way
Communicaid Inc Mounir Hanna PO Box 216
Dagostino Louis S, Lucas G 5917 Ricky Ridge Trl
Debenedetto Mikkel V 5251 Chandler Way
Delp Warren G 7209 Kernsville Rd
Dunton Linda L 5250 Creekview Dr
Foley Albert, Stella 3255 2nd Ave
Ford Motor Credit Company 2237 Beechwood St
Frey Nevin P 6288 Horseshoe Rd
Fridirici Jean D 5025 Shankweiler Rd
Golembeski Allison 2276 Jordan Rd
Guthsville Rod & Gun PO Box 156
Hernandez Wilfredo 3450 Lil Wolf Dr
Heym John A Jr 5620 Covered Bridge Cir
Hunsberger Justice R 1713 Laurel Ln
Hunsicker Margaret Box 45 RR 2
Imam Tanveer, Rehana 5929 Ricky Ridge Dr
Ion Group LLC 2987 Corporate Ct Ste 300
Kressin Harley Est 5922 Armstrong St
Kressin Robert H 5922 Armstrong St
Kuhlman Leah J 5242 Chandler Way
Lambeth Charles E, Ann W 5433 Snowdrift Rd
Lawall Rod 3470 Cougar Cir
Longenderfer Elizabeth, John E RD 2 Box 108
Lynch James, Carol 5919 Meadow Dr
Miller Donald R 3409 Cougar Ci
Mondo Francesca M, Victor 5675 Clauser Rd
Nelson Marla Jane, Devyn Shea 1123 Prospect Ln
Ocs Transport Services Inc. 3824 RT 309
Olson James E Irv Trust Sally L Schoffstall 2987 Corp
Ct 200
Papp Tori J 3353 Highland Rd
Park Sung Ho, Chung S 1783 Applewood Dr
Ranft Brian C 5725 Ricky Ridge Trl
Rivera Mirta 5267 Chandler Way
Sheesley Samantha 1713 Laurel Ln
Smothers Ariel 3795 Wolfs Hollow Rd
South Whitehall Town Frank Pearn Jr Parkland Sd
Spring Heather L 2237 Beechwood St
Tamerler Family Trust 1628 Barkwood Dr
Tonkay Gregory Lynn 7447 Skytop Ct
Waterloo Partners L P Gregory Krzemien 1743 Central Park
Weil Roy 3259 Weidasville Rd
Schnecksville Pa 18078
Arndt Dorothy M 5821 Krause Rd
Badre Mohamed 4949 Sugar Pie Dr
Breslin Loren I, Ian F 5171 Cassidy Dr
Buy Rite Equipment Inc PO Box A
Chambers Clover 2758 Neffs Laurys Rd
Conrad Jason M 4950 Shawnee Ct
Employee Benifits Consultants LLC 682 N Brookside Rd
Farnsworth Gerald M 5307 Lindsay Ln
Faux Jaime A PO Box 268 4750 Rte 309
Feichtel Carl J 3583 Sand Spring Rd
Felderman Steven E 3550 Bellview Rd
Fischl Anthony C Jr 3954 Coplay Creek Rd
Flying Hawaiian LLC 4155 Independence Dr
Gillespie Gerald H 5020 Elmhurst Dr
Gillespie Joan A 5020 Elmhurst Dr
Hamlin Aaron Rizzetto Construction 4110 Independence Dr
Ste 100
Hartman E Louise Est 5465 Mill Creek Rd
Horwith Jeanne R 4343 Sandspring Rd
Kamber Deirdre 5480 Sunset Dr
Keller Vida M RD 1
Kemmerer Evelyn 4315 Washington St
Kidspeace National Centers Inc 4085 Independence Dr
Kohler Dorothy M 4916 Rte 309
Kohler Joseph P Dorothy M Kohler 4916 RT 309
Krause Betty 4320 RT 309
Luengen Ernie W, Judy A 3230 Greenleaf St
Mack Christiann 4315 Washington St
Mcgee Gary K 5147 Cassidy Dr
Oneil Todd 3845 Buck Hill Cir
Orchard View Swim Club Inc RD 1 Box 66
Raine Russell A 3904 Shirley Dr
Reinhard Marguerite F 50 Spruce St
Renninger Gene 4315 Washington St
Route 309 Realty Inc 3941 Coplay Creek Rd
Sabo Jill L 5830 Labrador Ct
Schaller Toni M 3510 Cherry Cir
Scharadin Susan J 5946 Labrador Ct
Schnecksville Valero 4725 Rte 309 PO Box 223 Selletti
Frank PO Box 52
Scott David J, Greg D 5898 Ruheton Hill Rd
Smothers Myron 5341 Rte 873
Stanley Jeffrey 4315 Locust Dr
Straub Dodge Straub Inc 4312 Rte 309
Talotta Marianne L 5251 Grange Rd
Wachovia Bank PO Box 168
Wieland Dian 3820 Washington St
Slatedale Pa 18079
Bauer Rachel RR 37 Labarr St
Duschak Melissa R 8201 Williams St PO Box 208
Slatington Pa 18080
Achey Robyn A 3343 Friedens Rd
Barney Josephine Sunland Park
Baublitz Samuel A Galios Market Pension Plan
43 S Walnut St
Beck Scott A 7628 Furnace Rd
Belo Marie A, Maria 6125 Usina Ct
Beltran Yvette 20 4th St Apt 1
Blackburn Joseph E 206 Diamond St Apt 5
Blose Elmer S 8744 Brown St
Bortz Brandon R 3943 Lovers Ln
Breisch Francis D Jr, Francis D Citizens National Bank
500 Main St
Buchieri Ross B 856 Main St
Castellaneta Denny A Frederick Chevrolet Inc
Rentschler Chevrolet 33 Willow Ave
Christman Leon C 321 E Church St
Cole Pearl M, James 8554 Rd Pa 873
Cromer James 700 Main St 700
Delans Danton E 6140 Creek Rd
Diebert Laura 6914 Old Grange Rd
Dreisbach Matilda K 326 Kuehner Ave
Fairview Cemetery Assoc Clement Reed Pres
405 Diamond St
Feliciano Diane 1152 Oakhurst Dr
Frey Dennis PO Box 253
Ganley Rosemarie 700 Main St Apt 91
Geho Shawn 6145 Telford Ct
Gehringer Florence, Harvey 5918 Gable Ct
Geiger Sterling R 6167 Seanor Ct
Greene Harold A 345 Diamond St
Greenzweig Robert 6776 Walnut St
Griech Catherine RD 1
Gruber Leon E 1929 Neffs Laurys Rd
Haas Alfred O 6167 Seanor Ct
Handwerk Dorothy M, Paul 620 W Franklin St
Handwerk Wilmer 128 4th St
Hess Elizabeth A, David L 666 W Franklin St
Hooper John A 3526 Morris Ct
Howard Melanie 1188 Maple Spring Dr
Howland Peter 6149 Pa Rte 873
Janosek Julius 6296 Venture Ct U
Janzosek Marian B 6296 Venture Ct U
Kelchner Nellie N 361 Main St 1st−W
Keller Debbie A 8417 Woodside Rd
Kopishke Sean M 256 1/2 S Walnut St
Kuhns Patrick 3640 Main St
Leone Joshua A 2559 Gap View Rd
Lesher Sean RR 1 Box 435 C
Lewis Jessica A, Paul C 217 Diamond St
Lilly Elwood 23 Dowell St
Martineau Michele L 6814 Lime Kiln Rd
Maurer Anna 542 E Church St
Mazzilli Dara 3054 Rockdale Rd
Miller Lorrain Estate 14 North St
Miller Vincent 14 North St
Morales Luis A 39 Willow Ave
Nguyen Suong 2150 Neffs Lauryrd
Pacheco Ana M PO Box 134
Papay Julia 2561 Gap View Rd
Pioneer Fish Game Prtctve Assn Francis P Burianek
7532 County Bridge Rd
Provenzano Veronica S Est 3837 Best Sta Rd
Provenzano Veronica S, Veronica S Est 3837 Best Sta Rd
Rafael Cruz Md Family Practice LLC 7316 W Hillcrest Ln
Rau Franklin 310 E Washington St
Reiser Janelle 5854 Valy View Ct
Rentschler PO Box 84
Rex Kermit W 1818 Rising Sun Rd
Roberts Vincent 322 S Walnut St
Rodriguez Orlando J 3008 Shady Nook Rd
Roland Hayden Lee 6154 Ginter Ct
Sanna Catherine 1266 Main St
Schadt Thomas P Sr 737 Main St
Schaffer Robert J, Jill 6373 Lock Ln
Schuler Linette 3357 Franklin St
Shaner Maria L, Terry J 3530 Oak Ridge Dr
Sperduti Mary 3632 Church St
Stiles Robin 425 Kuntz St Apt 314
Szarek Frank Michael 8554 Rd Pa 873
Toth Erin D Frederick Chevrolet Inc Rentschler Chevrolet
33 Willow Ave
Urban Mccabe Cheryl J 422 Woodlawn Ave
Vignola Nancy T, Cort 1152 Main St
Vilcheck Michael 7606 Williamstown Ln
Wark Linda D 35 North St
Warmkessel Keith A Est Charles A Waters Esquire
125 S Walnut St Ste 210
Warren Kevin L PO Box 10
Wescoe R 831 Main St
Wheatley Kristy PO Box 84
Wilkins Chastity 1152 Oakhurst Dr
Williams Kermit R 2 Box 161 A
Wuchter Lindsey A, Mary J 3073 Old Post Rd
Yelinek Kathy A, Roy A 4067 Best Sta Rd
Ylin 7751 Furnace Rd
Ziegenfus Gwendolyn 485 S Walnut St Apt B
Trexlertown Pa 18087
Centers LLC 7544 Trexler Cir
Docherty Patrick P 7572 Trexler Cir
Emerick Beatrice M 7403 Lincoln Ln
Malare Angel 60714 Lower Macungie Rd
Manji Abbas R 6714 Lower Macungie Rd Apt G1
Miller Catherine J, Terry K PO Box 381
Rodney A Grammes Agcy PO Box 460
Roper Terra 7660 Brandywine Cir
Store 42208 7150 Hamilton Blvd
Talotta Jaron J 6714 Lower Macungie Rd C7
True2form Collis Centers LLC 7544 Trexler Cir
Tubbs Robert 6714 Lower Macungie Rd Apt B5
Wescosville Pa 18106
Alloggio Jamie J 5514 Tanglewood Ln
Bedore Richard, Julia RT 1
Benner Gladys P 106 Pine Grove Cir
Brady Cindi L, Sean P 1262 Country Club Rd
Breisch Daniel A 1496 Country Club Rd
Brensinger Maynard L, Edith R 6032 Fairway Ln
Brickley Stephen A 5708 Greens Dr
Butler Emergency Phys Assoc PO Box 3478
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Cake Daniel Christopher, Sean Peter 6172 Sheperd Hills
Ave
Calabrese Angel Est 1245 Eagle St
Campbell Deborah PO Box 3243
Copeland Nicholas A, Susan L 774 Frocks Rd
Flannery Ann Kathleen, James J 1260 S Krocks Rd
Gilbert Larry 5033 Cypress St
Hauze Dorothy L 1190 Grange Rd Lot 2
Hoffman Alfred F Est 1190 Grange Rd Unit P−1
Kerscher Karen 5659 Wedge Ln
Kuehner James S 1180 S Krocks Rd
Mountain Thomas M Jr 1599 Par Cswy
Mountain Thomas M, Lisa G 1599 Par Causeway
Northeastern Pennsylvania PO Box 3511
Pennsylvania Reflex Sympathetic PO Box 3511
Reilly Joanne O 472 Mountain View Ct
Rife Lynn 5191 Hanover Dr
Rothrock Motors 5191 Hanover Dr
Sean P Brady & Asso Inc 1262 Country Club Rd
Stahl Charles H 1291 Brookside Rd
Tcs Consulting LLC 1088 Drr Place
Yany Martin 1116 Brookside Rd
Whitehall Pa 18052
Aboumoussa Mohamed PO Box 433
Albright Amber 5117 Willow St
Albus Theresia M 1228 Calif Ave
Almeida Jorge 3430 S 5th Ave Apt 119
Almond Chad 11 Franklin St
Ambrose Mary 3419 Barklay Rd
Ambrose William 3210 Gehman Ct
Ammary Chantal 1316 Discus Cir
Andujar Daisy 1643 Harding Cir
Anoai Afa PO Box 251
Ariza Yolanda 343 5th St
Avis Rent A Car 2025 Whitehall Mall
Bach Patricia A 3332 E Columbia St
Bair C 4198 Roosevelt St
Balakrishnan Subhashini 900 Mickley Rd Apt T11
Banks Michael 5462 Pennsylvania St
Baret Sandro R 1211 Pericles Place
Baron Lawrence 1316 N 13th St Apt G10
Beck Betty J 814 Fairmont Ave
Beers Harrison C Apt 307
Belton Isaac 2 Maryland Cir Apt 345
Bendekovits William, Frances 245 Mickley Rd
Benn Chris 3174 Brynwood Dr
Bennett Catherine Ellen 524 Windsor St
Bennett Collision 1643 Harding Cir
Biely Lillian J 3807 Mechanicsville Rd
Blocker Amy Louise 2122 Lehigh Ave Rear
Boyer Ruth M 1261 Midway Rd
Brader Edwin C, Henry M Schadt Ave & Mickley Rd
1050 Schadt Ave Ste C
Bray Erma L Bruce Bray 945 Catasauqua Rd
Breidinger Karen A 1664 Jackson St
Brosky Steven 3224 Water St
Brown Heather L 3001 S Third St
Brungard Virginia 1734 Elmwood Dr
Burgos Carlos Rafael 1090 Macarthur Rd 2nd Floor
Burke Olive M 1201 Overlook Rd Apt 4
Call Morning 5270 W Coplay St
Capindale Lesley Ann 550 Mickley Run Apt F
Caplan Sue W 1301 Mickley Rd Apt A3
Carlton Floyd L 385 Sumner Ave
Chaleby Salem K 900 Mickley Rd
Charles Michael 512 Maple St
Coker Adewumi A 3396 South 2nd St
Connors Anne R 1205 Overlook Rd Apt 2
Cook Thomas H 5200 Main St Apt 10
Cordova Waleska Apt 220
Cramsey Doris M 3412 N 2nd St
Creem Robert F 1580 Alta Dr Apt C 12
Cruz Francisca 713 Woodbury Ln
Deibert Rowland A 124 N Church
Delong Joan D 10 29 6th St Apt 101
Depree Douglas R 1 Lincoln Place
Detweiler Bret W 5224 Pennsylvania St
Diefenderfer Omie 828 3rd St
Dinette World Inc 2360 Macarthur Blvd
Duddy Mary P 1281 Echo Dr
Elias Elizabeth S 1307 N 13th St Apt 20
Elton E Bray, Bruce 945 Catasauqua Rd
Embassy of the Arab R One Maryland Cr 217
Enrichment Foundation Inc Tim Reagan 1907 Georgia Dr
Erma 9 26 02 L Bruce Bray 945 Catasauqua Rd
Everett Anita 3409 N 3rd St
Exley Donna L 125 Johnson Ct
Fahringer Richard 121 Gallagher Rd
Falcon Leocadia 318 Calvert St
Fall Papa Omar 4161 Timberidge Dr
Feiertag Mary 801 Saint Paul St
Ffriend Denise 915 Jordan Dr
Flower Matthew L, Garry L 1277 Delphi Dr
Flowers Eric P 2 Maryland Cir Apt 334
Fung Freddy 1207 Zorba Dr Apt 10
Garris Carol J C 750 P Mickley Run
Gasdik Stephen J 2220 2nd Ave
Greene Jason M 3208 Carbon St
Groller Mary 3102 North 3rd St
Gruber Alana 105 Cornerstone Place
Guhl Erik W 917 3rd St Apt 1
Hackforth Christopher 1314 Marathon Dr
Haines Christopher Lynn Grom 1316 W Fairmont St
Hanlon Michael J 121 Gallagher Rd
Hansen Elizabeth 4703 B Main St
Hanych N 336 Crest Dr
Healey Jane L 1680 Harding Cir
Heffelfinger Beatrice 1029 6th St
Henninger Amber 180 Shiloh Ct
Hess Gerald 2217 N 1st Ave
Hilberts Pharmacy Inc 1220 3rd St
Hilberts Phcy Inc Z Gnp 1220 Third St
Hildebeidel Raymond 5210 Main Stapt 311
Hill John A, Jami N, Kyle A 4110 Roosevelt St
Hill Sandra M PO Box 625
Hodges R 210 Fullerton Ave
Holland John Est, Harriet 2210 2n Ave
Hoyes Khareem G 1229 Pericles Pl Apt 6
Hudock John P Jr 4435 Thebes Turn
Hunsberger Louise M, Ronald C 1235 Echo Dr
Hunt L 900 Mickley Rd
Idg Taylor Air Ctr 4389 Commerce Dr
Janowiak Albert 3310 Carbon St Apt 5
Jd Garber Furniture LLC 2028 Macarthur Rd
Kahle Betty L 1611 Maple Leaf Ln L 33
Kasper John 1333 Hemlock Dr
Kelly Terry Ann 319 Virginia Ave
Kern Ryan M, Amy M 2222 Main St
Kharkar Manohar P, Neelima M 1929 Georgia Dr
Khoury Salah M 1911 Somerset Rd
King Margaret J, Thomas H 3307 Barklay Rd
King Travis B 175 Johnson Ct
Kinnelly Kathleen 3105 St Stephens Ln
Koury Jo Anne 1251 Davies Dr
Kozic Lucy 1258 Echo Dr PO Box 115
Kramer Kristy 3204 S 2nd St
Kulig Annamarie B 3837 Brunner Ct
Labyack Michael Est David B Schwartz Esq 352 5th St
Ste C
Lamar Michael 1541 Olympic Cir Apt 7
Lehigh Valley Denture Center 1335 Albert St
Lin Ji C 4619 Troxeil Dr
Linda Anns Greyhound Rescue 1037 Riverview St
Lloyd William J 900 Mickley Rd Aptb1 4
Logans 2590 Macarthur Rd
Lopez Pharmacy Products 1220 Knossos Dr Apt 7
Loveras Josephine E 900 Mickley Rd Apt L1−2
Lyon Caralyn J 1891 Van Buren Dr
Macgillivray Heather C 3444 Quarry St
Manuel & Cesar Auto 98 5th St
Martinez Clara S 900 Mickley Rd Apt L1−2
Masri Talal S 1316 Discus Cir
Matsco Paul F 1974 Sunset Dr
May Wah P PO Box 530
Mcgee Julia Parkview Gdn Apt
Menon Jagadeesh R 2 Maryland Cir 326
Mieses Yturbides 5016 Washington Ave
Min Gladys Est 3093 N Birch, Gary D Minnich
Mitch Sherrilee W 3119 N Third St
Montasser Mona M PO Box 818
Myers Katherine, Seth 947 Catasauqua Rd
Nagy Melissa 1248 Knossos Dr Apt 5
Nastah Michline G 1307 N 13th St Apt 14
Natarajan Aswin 4111 Redbud Dr E
Nickisher Rudolph F 330 Fifth St
Odonnell Mark P 3457 South 5th Ave
Paul Michael R 2110 Lincoln Ave
Payrow Bernice A, Ronald B 419 Crest Dr
Peiffer Williard 803 5th St
Phillip Diana J 5355 Russell Ct Apt 3
Pinnacle Construction 2129 2nd Ave
Prinz Alvin J, Olga 961 Catasauqua Rd
Quigley Brian P 3858 Rosewood Ln
R And R Discount Furniture,Home Style 2283 Macarthur
Rd
Rader Lori A 1242 Washington St Apt 4
Raizada Nitin 900 Mickley Rd Apt T2 2
Ranck Frances E Front St
Reed Timothy M 1 Maryland Cir Apt 325
Rehm Charissa, Brian 413 Carolina Ave
Reppert Michael 828 4th St Rear
Rex Eugene R 802 4th St
Rhoads Beatrica 1047 Washington St
Rieser Carmine PO Box 433 5645 Wynnewood Dr
Ritter Ellen M 524 Windsor St
Ritter Norman J 2232 29th St Sw Apt 126
Robles Evely 2 Maryland Cir 230
Rodriguez Desanchez Eli 1849 Schadt Ave
Rodriquez Jose Est 900 Mickley Rd− Apt R2−3
Rodriquiz Jose A 601 8th St Fmc of Fullerton
Rosario John 900 G Mickley Run
Roth Clarence E 4160 Chestnut St
Roth Grace Estate 4520 Quarry St
Russo Mary 3105 St Stephens Ln
Russoli Staffing Po Box 182
Rutledge Frances M 1442 Robert St
Ryan Robert 898 Maryland Ct
Ryden Joe 3324 Carbon St Apt 94
Saad Abraham 1257 Davies Dr
Santana Caliyto 609 Jordan Cir
Santee Madeline M 1577 Olympic Cir Apt 2
Savacool Mary 175 Johnson Ct
Schaadt Pamela B, Ruth E 501 Grape St
Schucker S O 1778 Peachtree Cir
Schutt Jennifer M, Patrick J 130 Sixth St
Sears Auto Center 2025 Whitehall Mall
Sethunathan Surendran 900 Mickley Rd Apt X12
Shen Hui 900 Mickley Rd M1−3
Signarovitz Kelly 1545 Apt 2 Olympic Cir E
Smith Catherine, Robert 1519 Athens Dr Apt 1
Smith Robert B 1519 Athens Dr Apt 1
Smith Susan L 5140 Laurel Ln
Sneary Margaret M, Thomas R 5148 Fornaciari Dr
Sneary Thomas 5148 Fornaciari Dr
Snyder Solomon R 3614 Lehigh St
Soto David 1294 Delphi Dr
Spadt Theresa Stiles Manor 3006 5th N Ave
Stametz Kay L 1887 Georgia Dr
Stanks Angela L, Danny J 169 Johnson Ct
Steward Shawn 1315 N 14th St Apt Q26
Sweeney Carl 4566 Hoffman Dr
Thanh Nguyen Trung 955 Fairmont Av
Thomas Victor H, Dorothy 4336 Spruce St
Tran Phoung 942 Pennsylvania St
Tymoshenko Iaroslav 1351 N 14th St Apt Q25
Vanderhoek Rose 3909 Old Country Cir
Veit Hildegard 5150 Stone Tr Dr
Venezia Dorothy A 1029 6th St Apt 112
Villalonasantos Alexander 4273 N Church St
Vista Bancorp Community, Tim Reagan 1907 Georgia Dr
Wang Liu 1010 Fernhill Ln
Wasko Rose J, Buss & Long 3517 Municipal Dr
Weng Zhen Lin 1133 A Brd St
Wheeler Ruth E 501 Grape St
Williams Rodney 3445 Portland Dr
Williams Thelma E 896 Front St
Wright Jesse S 1205 3rd St
Wright Jesse S, Sue A 1205 3rd St
Yacoub Wael Md 450 Pershing Blvd
Yanders Douglas 4295 Truman Cir
Yastishok Mark A PO Box 700
Zerfa Agnes 2225 N 3rd Ave
Ziegenfus Stewart, Albert, Emma 301 Union St W
Zydyk Chad 3007 N Front St
Zionsville Pa 18092
Bennett Joyce E 6834 Sigmund Rd
Gaugler Jennifer, Holly 6318 Woodlawn Dr
Hoch Scott S 6415 Tollgate Rd
Hovis Gary W G & T Auto Body 8133 Spinnerstown Rd
Hrubochak Joseph 4876 Churchview Rd
Klepac Vaune 7957 Crow Rd
Kline Katherine A 4876 Churchview Rd
Kratzer Paul E 8204 Kings Hwy S
Kraynick Hoch Lisa 6415 Tollgate Rd
Lafferty Michael 8275 Milky Way
Lutz Richard 6922 Vera Cruz Rd South
Miller Kathryn M RR 1 Box 306
Pedone Karldon 6335 Sweetbriar Ln
Ritchie Barbara Anne 145 Weaver Rd
Roth Lynn 4814 Meadowview Ter
Russiano Wendi A 4881 Wendi Dr E
Rutko Damon 7825 Corning Rd
Schanz Bruce C G & T Auto Body 8133 Spinnerstown Rd
Seachrist Lorraine M RR 1 Box 306
Sell Ralph L 7981 Corning Rd
Sewell Anne A 145 Weaver Rd
Smith William RR 1
Swartley Richard Est RD 1
Tankred Patricia A, Jeffrey S 8325 Buhman Rd
Winn Wiliam 6830 Indian Creek Rd
Wreaks Charles F IV 5260 Stansfield Dr
Luzerne County
Ashley Pa 18706
Abramek Ann B 39 Fall St
Ballard Sharon 16 Timpson St
Bentleys of Nepa 2300 Rte 309
Bevan Rachel 139 W Hartford St
Biernacki David M 59 W Hartford St
Boyle Edna 66 W Liberty St
Burch Donna L Est 69 Andrew Dr
Casey Florence M, Gerald 11 Rodgers Ave
Chupka Jadwicz 31 Carey St
Clifsen Equities LLC 133 Manhattan St Apt 1
Concert Nancy 10 Ross St
Cushman Robert 105 N Mn St
Daylida Robert, Helen 563 Orchard St
Delong Carlyn 13 S Main St
Encarnacion Norberto R 42 Cemetery St
Evans David, Delores 139 W Hartford St
Frager David A 18 W Hartford St
Frank Bernadine B 140 W Hartford St
Freeman Jessica 9 Frederick St
George A Strish Inc 105 N Mn St
Gibson Marcus A 168 Barnes St
Gibson Tydies 54 Main St
Hall Mary E 16 Timpson St
Helfrich Joseph A, William J 21 E Newport St
Hess Robert W 79 Manhattan St
Jasonis Clement 119 Donato Dr
Kasper Amanda 42 Cemetery St
Knorr Rosemarie W Hartford
Knoss Hazel D 16 Timpson St
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Kondratick Bridget 74 Barnes St
Konesky Mary W Hartford
Larish Harry 64 E Liberty St
Magee Maria 133 Manhattan St Apt 1
Maguire John 297 Ridge Ave
Mcdonnell Edward, Andrea 186 Cooney Pic
Mcmanus Mary E Est 15 Mary St
Nesbitt Willard J, Willard Sr 86 Ashley St
Parker Bathsheba A 12 Hartford St E
Powell James A 77 Ashley St
Rabb Thomas 36 E Germania St
Rimaviciute Vytautas 119 Donato Dr
Simms Catherine, Larry J 55 N Main St
Soroka Florence R 189 W Cemetery St
Sykes Lonnel I 44 Green St
Vezo Roger L, Denise 21 Davis St
Walsh Mary R 21 W Hartford St
Williams Sheldon, Willie 213 S Main St
Wright Thomas L 136 S Main St
Yates Robert E 146 Brown St
Zelinka Regina 45 Cook St
Avoca Pa 18641
Adam Dylan Larrisey Trust 414 Main St
Adams Leeanne 822 Walnut St
Aston Sandy Po Box 248 RR2
Bonk Estelle A 1115 Spring St
Degary Michael Santo 703 Main St
Dommermuth Edward W RD 2
Donovan Catherine 607 Valy St
Fialkowsky Edward, Stella 841 Cherry St
Gedrich Fred S, Rita 1023 Vine St
George Jonathon S, George Michael D 610 Packer St
Harmon Michelle 100 Terminal Dr
Holl Eletta, Holl Paul 214 Lehigh
Horvick Sandra M 414 Main St
Hyundai Motor Finance Co 100 Terminal Dr
Janoski Edward J 621 Greeley St
Linnen Joseph M 626 Grove St
Magistro Kelly A 324 Mcalpine St
Maikranz Jeffrey 608 D Rocky Glen Rd
Makar Joseph F 181 Main St
Mcgowan Veronica 914 Hawthorne St
Moore Robert 800 Mcalpine St
Moosic Body Shop RR2 Box 109
Neary Catherine, Joseph M 1212 Main St
Reasonable Roofing Inc 1508 Grove St
Reynolds William V 1010 Clark St
Rodgers Christine 1421 Dawson St
Rowe Dave 417 Commerce St
Satkowski Ann R 629 Packer St
Sheerer Joseph 215 Grove St
Sherman Rhys 421 Grove St
Skarbowski Lottie 1327 Spruce St
Timoney Ann 741 Spg St
Trumbo George 208 Skytop Dr
Tucker William 607 Valy St
Vansant Marian 400 Moosic Hts
Voyack Theodore J 205 Main St
Wilk John 1231 South St
Worldwidebestbuys Com LLC 957 Brdcast Ctr
Bear Creek Pa 18602
Grimes Patricia 2378 White Haven Rd PO Box 249
Hanchulak Helen PO Box 4 243 Laurie Ln
Janet Miller, Laurel Run Estates PO Box 69
Kaminski Jean T PO Box 284
King Brenda J 366 Slocum St
Laurel Run Estates Inc PO Box 69 Co Janet Miller
Maguire Megan 555 E Lake Rd
Moon Valley Falls Inc PO Box 69 Co Janet Miller
Rudick Josephine M, Thomas M PO Box 84
Zardus Vincent R 101 Buck Blvd
Bear Creek Township Pa 18702
American Equity Investments 09 30 02 Ira 230 Seanson Rd
Burridge Raymond R 519 Old East End Blvd
Columbus Frances R 3880 Ridge Rd
Crawley Michael, Donna 2 Aleeda Blvd
Hackenberg Arthur Jr 3500 Meadow Run Rd
Harris Hank 1344 Laurel Run Rd
Janosov Richard W 230 Seanson Rd
Kopec Robert A 2111 Bear Creek Blvd
Kulikowich Janice 999 Meadow Run Rd
Miller Rebecca E 191 Laurelbrook Dr
Radzwilla Rita D, John J 6501 Bear Creek Blvd
Rock John T 80 Hillbrook Dr
Schultz Janice M 999 Meadow Run Rd
Conyngham Pa 18219
Blass Rosemary, Elaine 14 Seneca Trail
Buglio Jo A PO Box 1318
Caropreso Silic PO Box 1000
Debelles Elvira PO Box 1000
Haentjens Rosemary N, Peter A 19 Seneca Trail
Johnson Linda PO Box 382
Jones Dolly 37 Butler Ave
Kutchi Mary E, Anne K PO Box 345
Macoviak Martha Est PO Box 1257
Meyers Rv Center LLC PO Box 1302
Rossi Rebecca A, Larry E PO Box 1302
Scavnicky Sue 20 Brookhill Rd
Serra Jamie PO Box 1331 148 Main St
Steibing Henry 15 Willow St
Woelfel Kristin PO Box 947
Courtdale Pa 18704
Hodorowski Jeffrey C 48 Charles St
Nemetz Mark 42 Valy View Dr
Nicholas Mariane 35 Albert St
Sliker Eleanor M 192 Ctdale Ave
Valley National Bk 48 Charles St
Vitale Mary 260 Ctdale Ave
Dallas Pa 18612
Albert Albert G Jr 411 Country Clb Apt Cca
Aldrich Lynn K 82 Meadow Dr
Allan Donna 1 Dakota Dr
Allen Joseph S Jr, Lorraine E PO Box 67b
Alsup Charlotte A, Roy H 502 Main St
Andrews Francis W 137 Wyoming Rd
Askew Peggy H, Cory R 95 Davenport St
Attridge John T 432 Orchard W
Back Mountain Chiro Ctr 217 Memorial Hwy
Bakaysa Michael 112 Briarcrest Rd
Barker Doris E Meadows Manor 218 200 Lake St
Barrett Edward, Mark 5 Fox Hollow Dr
Beccaina Ltd 607 Meadows
Bolonis Catherine RR 2 Box 242a
Borthwick Christopher, John T 35 Pheasant Run Dr
Bradley Jeffrey S 29 Sunset Ave
Bryant Bradley E Jr, Jennifer 3 E Belmont Ave
Buffalino Esq Offset P B Fcu 12 Main St
Carey Thelma 84 Bodle Rd
Carr Eric 32 Poplar St
Cather John Est RD 3 PO Box 191
Charles R RR 3
Cheskiewicz Allan, Marie 11 Woodside Dr
Clemow Donald L PO Box 705
Clinton Megan M 142 White Birch Ln Elmcrest
Conklin Romayne D 84 Bodle Rd
Costigan Estrobert W 211 Meeker Outlet Rd
Crispell Ellen G, Darrel 361 Overbrook Ave
Darling Norman & Sons Farms & Greenhouses
38 Hildebrant Rd
Davis Dorothy L 80 Midland Dr
Davis Marcia Lynn Marcia D Landers 19 Colonial Rd
Davis Thomas R 206 Country Club Apts
Davis Virginia RR 6 Box 52
Dollard William 16 Hamilton Rd
Dudascik Stephen J 264 Country Club Rd
Edwards Jean Morgan, Edward Hall 372 Overbrook Rd
Emanski Theodore, Blanche 4252 Memorial Hwy
Ferlenda Jessica M 228 Pennbrook Ln
Finch Karen M 414 Country Club Apts
Fitzgerald Judith A 75 Saginaw St
Frank Mark 15 Oval Dr
Frederici Hannah E RR 4 Box 318
Frontier 100 Cte Dr
Gauntlett Susan N 300 Lake St
Gelso Maryanne RR 5 Box 394 A
Goldsmith Ina 100 Gypsy Ln
Granthamturner Stephanie, Mic 191 Church St
Griffiths Sterling 228 Valy View Trailer Park
Gritman Paul 4 Cloverleaf Rd
Haggerty John P 5 Crestview Dr
Hajkowski Kerri L 41 Norton Ave
Hall Jean 354 Loyalville Rd
Hand Louise M Est 407 Orchard W
Hart Roy A RR 3 Box 256e
Havey C Russel 24 Masonic Dr
Hession Catherine P, Kyle J 3 Spencer Rd
Hindrichs Eugene P, Rose 64 Elmcrest Dr
Hollenback Cemetery Assn, Diane Kerestes
41 Kingswood Dr
Hollow Joyce E 84 Bodle Rd
Jenny Ho Pro Nails & Tan 1156 Memorial Hwy
Jez John 148 Main St
Jones Danelle 25 Main St B
Jones Madeline S 142 White Birch Ln Elmcrest
Kelly Joseph P Jr 441 Valy View Dr
Kintner Joshua 18 Gordon Ave
Koval Ann 24 Golf Course Rd
Ladamus John RR 4 Dallas
Lauer Lois 220 Lake St Apt 111
Lewis David PO Box 665 Dallas
Lewis Michelle 32 Garfield St
Lines Larry M Drawer K Ay−8112
Lipko Anna M 19 Woodcliff Dr
Long Helen, Boyd 4244 Memorial Hwy 306
Long Lynda Anne 84 Bodle Rd
Lore Dorothy V Est 89 Parrish St
Lyons John D Jr Box 304 Lake Catalpa Rd RR1
Mad Dog Inc Dream Imports 313 Huntsville Idetown Rd
Malloy Michael B, Mountain Manor RR 1 Box 90
Martin Layiah W, David K RD 1 Box 358
Mascioli Alba 3 Marywood Dr
Matosky Dennis G Rte 309 Tunkhannock Hwy
Matosky Ronald RR 1 Box 310
Matosky Traci L RR 1 Box 128 Tunkhannock Hwy
Mclaughlin William A 22 Mcauley Dr
Metz Assocs 2 Woodland Dr
Mizenko Paul J Est 38 Demunds Rd
Moran Ind 710 Greens
Murray Jane Est 220 Lake St Apt 126
Nagle Bruce J 241 Machell Ave
Newhart Irene 25 Mcauley Dr
Nicely Rose Marie 103 Elizabeth St
Nieman David Kent 2 Sunny Brook Ln
Obrien Nikki R RR 3 Box 288 Lake Louise Rd
Oh Jenny 1156 Memorial Hwy
Pagan Susano P 1000 Follies Rd A M 7039 Scid
Panzitta James 11 Pioneer Ave
Parry Deann 340 Troxell Switch Rd
Pascoe Loretta 274 Troxell Switch Rd
Patton Jean 83 Briarcrest Rd
Piznar Anna M 46 Huntsville Rd
Precone Lisa 12 Main St
Purcell Christopher J 12 Marabee Dr
Quality Collision Inc Box 701 RT 309
Rakauskas Christine D Hi Meadows Apts
1075 Memorial Hwy 202
Rebennack Alan Box 186
Rentz Anthony, Mountain Manor RR 1 Box 90
Rihan George, Joan Box 54
Rihan George J 33 Sunset Dr
Ripka Kevin 175 Church St
Rodgers William S, Della M 10 Colonial Rd Highpoint Acres
Roth Edwin T 204 Church St
Rucier Robin 1000 Follies Rd
Ryan Elvera M 74 Lehman Ave
Scott Paula 54 Huntsville Rd
Scrubz N Uniforms 328 Memorial Hwy
Shea Charles RR 5 Box 404
Shefler Kenneth D III 189 Maple Tree Rd
Shiner Claire 36 Saginaw St
Snow Gordon 14 Richard Dr
Sokolowski Thomas J Mercy Ctr Box 370
Teufel Eric P 4 Cloverleaf Rd
Tibus John Park St
Valenta Candice A 38 Village Green
Vandusen Christina RR 4 Box 373d
Vanhorn John B 58 Elmcrest Dr
Wallace Scott C 259 Pine Tree Rd
Wancho Robert Williams St
Weiss Margaret E RR 3
Wilkes−Barre Pallet Co 40 Kingswood Dr
Wright Patrick 2 Carr Ave Apt 3
Yurak Helen Hi Meadows Apts 1075 Memorial Hwy 202
Zurenda Donald J Jr 66 Hilldonia Ave
Drifton Pa 18221
Ferry William R PO Box 283
Valhusky Kathy Ann 85 1/2 First St
Zaludek Andrew J 395 Scotch Hl
Drums Pa 18222
Balliet Jamie L 15 Oak St
Bartenope Leah 421 E County Rd
Budziak Daniel PO Box 32
Cardone Evelyn 17 Shannon Dr
Cortez Alejandro 255 Avalanche Ln
Davis Catherine A PO Box 240
Davis Marusak Irene M 304 Whitecap Ln
Deisenroth Erva 114 Oak Dr
Diehl Beatrice 73 Rotowanis Rd
Dorris Cynthia 107 Edge Rock Dr
Earley Kyle 20 Joy Ln
Feldish Joseph 93 Deep Hole Rd
Galade George L RR 1 Box 361
Gardner James P 149 S Hunter Hwy Apt 201 A
Gil Elizabeth 17 Shannon Dr
Greco Victor 85 W Butler Dr
Green Kim 143 Bear Run Dr
Horester Brian W 133 W Butler Dr
House John 127 Grouse Ridge Ln
James Patricia A 314 E Country Rd
Kahiu Carmen 102 Hibernation Hollow
Kahler Sandra E 63 50 Hunter Hwy
Karchner Refrig Svc Inc Harold Karchner Box 300 RR 2
Kay David 212 Bear Run Dr
Kay Shirley M 115 Bear Run Dr
Keck Donald E, Grace 186 Old Tpke Rd
Keilman Emma 2026 E Foothills Dr
Kerschner Alice 13 B Beisels Rd
Keystone Job Corp 235 W Foothills Dr
Kisenwether Autobody Towing 546 N Hunter Hwy
Klein Dorothy J 41 Kennedy Dr
Kopp Stephen W, Timothy W RR 2 PO Box 1227
Krause Stella Box 115 RR 2
Ladee David Jr 206 Honeyhole Rd
Lakewood Senior Living Drums Ll 159 S Old Tpke Rd
Lisnock David F Jr, Debbie 119 W Butler Dr
Lonczynski Thomas C, Thomas F 16 Coventry Rd
Maddock James Jr 125 W Butler Dr
Martuscelli Robert A 23 High Meadow Dr
Materna Sandra L, Mary RR 2
Mcelhone Eileen, John Dibernardino Tr 298 Bucksaw Dr
Mcgarry Richard D 312 Shingle Mill Dr
Mcnelis Karpowic Claire 72 Fox Rd
Motel Devon E, Joshua T 312 Shingle Mill Dr
Mumaw Bernadine 22 Maple St
Nealon Verna 304 Refuge Dr W
Onderko Barbara J PO Box 53
Pagnotti Joseph Rosario Jr 70 Deep Hole Rd
Paresa George N 202 Snow Valy Dr
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Parker Nathalia 177 Buck Bridge Dr
Perez Luis 16 Wyeth Place
Petrone Sandra R 123 Buck Ridge Ln
Phillips Lisa J 2 Sand Hollow Dr
Pompey Dodge Body Shop 125 W Butler Dr
Roczniak Margaret 15 Oak St
Santoroski Dolores C, Dona, Richard R 308 Four Seasons Dr
Sattar Jawaria, Shariq 324 Shingle Mill Dr
Sheikh Armaan K, Kamal M 1 Applewood
Singer Lawrence E, Rebecca G PO Box 395
Singh Ravinder 27 Sunnyside Dr
Spevak Christine 5 Mink Spgs Ct
Stroup Larry 1165 SR 93
Usiak Ann L 506 St Johns Rd
Wall Street Sales Inc 145 Knorr Rd
Warner Kenneth R 265 Deep Hole Rd
Wilson Matthew 37 Foothills Dr
Zucatti Neil Joseph, Angeline C 173 Middle Rd
Dupont Pa 18641
Bryk Christine A 309 Elm St
Byank Leona F 302 Everhart St
Clayton Robin 154 Main St
Costello Marianne 330 Front St
Darbenzio Nicholas F 345 Main St
Dequevedo Chiropractic 606 Main St
Dupont Grand Rental Station Inc RT 11 Pittston Ave
Feeney James F Rear 250 Main St Apt A
Gambino John 211 Lincoln St
Granville Earl 335 Wyoming Ave
Kaminski Edward M, Jacob R, Joshua R 406 Mclean St
Kapish Mary 108 Serling St
King Eugene T 326 Liberty St
Kowalski Mary A 229 Lackawanna Ave
Krishak Joseph Jr, Annelaine 312 Everhart St
Laubenstein Jamie 436 Ziegler St Apt A
Lucas Margaret E 6 Ivy Ln
Mcguiness Agnes E 305 Ctr St, Anne Monahan
Mckitish Alexandra L, Eric B Sr 109 Almond St
Misczyk Irene 501 Ziegler St
Peeples Donald A II 302 Rear Main St
Perrins Pearl R 423 Lidy Rd
Price R 131 Bear Creek Rd
Raulinavich Mary T 210 Main St
Redicka Alphonse M, Redicka Eleanor 286 Main St
Scranton Petro, Debra Moses 98 Grove St
Skrinak Florence 313 Wyoming Ave
St Condounit Lawrence 510 Main St
Tadosky Frank, Mary 229 Lackawanna Ave
Wekarski Thomas, Carol Oliver 284 Main St
Werner James 316 Ziegler St
Ziobro Ruth 399 E Suscon Rd
Duryea Pa 18642
Avina Jessica 802 Main St
Bulkley Todd 112 Pettebone St
Ciliberto Trisha G 304 Lincoln St
Collins Matthew 89 Chittenden St
Collins Ruth R 926 Wood St
Corgan Renee 317 Raspberry Rd
Crews Unlimited N 77 Chrittenden St
Crothers Stefanie, Layne Lot 9 Cranberry Tr
Flaherty Betty J 544 Adams St
Justiniano Hermitania 619 Main St
Korpusik Chester 230 Main St
Krappa Geraldine 169 Mcalpine St
Lankowski John, Mary 311 Stephenson St
Lankowski John 216 Main St
Mazaleski Angela D, Chris, Cheryl 528 Pond St
Mchale Henry 408 Rear Phoenix St
Menze George A 244 Swetland St
Murzewski Edward 237 Main St
Nadolny Helen N 12 Evans St
Northeast Cable TV 1 Adelphia Blvd
Palmer Knight Traci 107a Dickinson St
Rada Joseph B 544 Adams St
Romanczuk Breanne M 257 Swetland St
Schmidt Sharon A 89 Chittenden St
Sczurowski Helen B 137 Stephenson St
Serino Anthony, Grace 807 Main St
Shumley Joseph 321 Newton St
Soska Amy 519 Phoenix St
Stevens Kenneth, Carol 847 Main St
Tedeschi Vincent J 100 Kimberly Dr
Vendmark 111 Chittenden St
Warman David Est 116 Stephenson St
Williams David PO Box 2199
Edwardsville Pa 18704
Baurys Myra 56 Atlantic Ave
Belenski Thomas Kurt 22 N Thomas Ave
Bennett Stephen Jr 84 Bunny Ln
Brian Selinski Jr 351 Main St Ste 10
Brunston James 93 Tobin Ln
Burdulis George 744 Main St
Cbxman Com, Dennis Mccartney 378 Main St
Cintas Fire Protection Loc F50 681 Main St
Conway Helen 745 Deberly Dr Apt C
Cooper Elizabeth 28 Atlantic Ave
Coyle John 589 Main St
Cromack Ann H 15 Berthramct Apts
Davis Edward 252 Church St
Dodson Helen 750 Main St
Dorion Promotional Resources 512 Northampton St
Eicke Marian 130 Gateway Dr Apt A
Fahey Michael G 512 Northampton St
Feather Sue 150 Green St
Gabriel Laverne 316 Roosevelt St
Gainey Fonda 52 Plymouth St Apt 1
Gardner Marlowe J 235 Manor Rd Apt A
Gibson Helen C 725 Deberly Dr Apt B
Gnatt Carole A 569 Garfield St
Gotcha I Paintball 103 Tobin Ln
Gregory Raymond 78 Bunny Ln
Gurleydepetro Lorrie 275 Manor Rd Apt B
Hawke Robert J 21 Beverly Dr
Hazinski Mary 60 Church St
Inchworm Mobile Advert 512 Northampton St Dept 304
Jenkins Richard R 63 Bilbow Ln
Johns Linda, Dave 8 Beech St Apt J18
Kaufer Mary 325a Gateway Ct
Khandekar Suresh 490 Northampton St Ste 1
Kozloski John 39 Russell St
Kuzminski Bertha V 79 Plymouth St
Melf Julia 16 Jones Ln
Melovitz Josephine 222 Church St
Moleski Irene, Ben 540 Main St
Morse Margare, Carl S 130 Church St
Moses Ivana 8 Oxford St
Ohrin Frank 95 Vine St
Perry Kristine 20 Franklin St
Quality Collision Inc, Shamieka White 504 Rossevelt St
Apt 4
Rose Petras 134 Roosevelt St
Serbel Seth M 78 Armstrong St
Sick Dorothy J 65 Heisz St Apt D
Sitar Julia 50 Woodward Ave
Tamdaurth Jos 580 Main St
Temple Apts 5 Heisz St
Tressa Barbaraann M 130 Roosevelt St
Vitack Coreen 74 Short St
White Shamieka 504 Rossevelt St Apt 4
Whitelonis Leonard E 44 Bilbow Ln
Yachim Michael 1000 Roosevelt St
Yuhas Erika 317 Hillside Ave
Zamgulis Claudine D, Joseph P 742 Main St
Zamgulis Joseph 740 Main St 742
Exeter Pa 18643
Broda Tami 112 Jackson St
Carannante Libera 264 Lincoln St
Celusniak Anna M 15 Park Ln
Colarusso Louis 325 Lincoln St
Dasilva Joseph M 125 Lincoln St
Denisco James R 650 Tunkhannock Ave
Denisco John 440 Mckinley Ave
Dente Dominick 222 Schooley Av 224
Frederick Blanca 116 Cedar St
Hite Marjorie E 1023 Wyoming Ave
Hizny Helen T Est 168 East 1st St
Hreha Paul 226 Sullivan St
Hreha Paul A, Ann 226 Sullivan St
Jacobs Jean, Carl 946 Exeter Ave
Jkt LLC Mayur Patel 750 Slocum Ave
Keystone Auto Distributi 44 Tunkhannock Ave
Keystone Auto Holdings I 44 Tunkhannock Ave
King Glass Co 650 Tunkhannock Ave
Lepo Joseph Sr 129 Jean St
Lepore Regina, Ralph 331 Wilson St
Lewis Richard, Regina 1123 Exeter Ave
Lizak Congetta Highland Manor Nursing Home
750 Schooley Ave
Manganiel Antoinette 1921 Scarboro St
Marino Beverly Ann, Shirley White 104 Grove St
Maruska George, Helen 28 Park Ln
Mauriello Rose 1309 Wyoming Ave
Mcgurri Beatrice V 105 Cedar St
Meriesky Diane C 916 Exeter Ave
Misacavage Mary 149 Valy
Mossford Michael Charles 29 Falkland Close
Novak George W Jr Est Rear 228 Orchard Str
Papciak Stella 308 Union St
Piasta Joseph Jr 5 Sturmer St
Pizano Marian 255 Susquehanna Ave
Platt Celeste 750 Schooley Ave
Porfirio Frank 254 Lincoln St
Pramick Joseph 325 Union St
Pride Mobility Products Corp 182 Susquehanna Ave
Sadoski Martha B 349 Whitlock St
Sadowski Maryann 349 Whitlock St
Scureman Catherine L 111 Grant St
Skurla Andrew 1946 Wyoming Ave Pd
Skutack Mark A 311 Bluebell Ct
Slavinski Eileen D 110 Mosier St
Sowa Alan M 245 Sullivan St
Stasik Emily 1946 Wyoming Ave Pd 56
Stoss Jean 1138 Exeter Ave
Stoss John G 1114 Exeter Ave
Swantkowski Celestine A 750 Schooley Ave
Trenelli Joseph 1946 Birchwood Ests Lot 151
Vignali Frank 305 Battle Ave
Wanat Robert 525 Cherry Dr
Wasko Edward J 120 Schooley Ave
Yanushko Helen F 470 Roosevelt St
Yarick Charles 432 Packer Ave
Exeter Pa 18644
Skurla Andrew 1946 Wyoming Ave Pd
Stasik Emily 1946 Wyoming Ave Pd 56
Forty Fort Pa 18704
Bankus Mary 103 Bidlack St
Barr Olive, Sarah B 34 Myers St
Bush Randal C 36 Cayuga Pl
Callahan Miriam G 1915 Englewood Ter
Ciavarella Mark, Mary 21 E Turner St
Clear Brook Inc 1003 Wyoming Ave
Clearfield Matthew Jonathan 190 Welles St Ste 166
Coburn Thomas J 49 Slocum St
Cochran Nana 62 Virginia Ter
Cohen Jeffrey 116 W Pettebone St Apt 4
Cooper Joseph J, Jeanne 35 Ransom St
Deisenroth Florence 17 Durkee St
English Anthony Ryan 195 River St
Fenner Barbara M 79 Tripp St
Fiascki Josephine Est 5 W Turner St
Frederick David W 151 River St Apt 3
Geary Mary E 49 Slocum St
Gehilken Meta 99 Bedford St
Hadsall Jesse A 11 Seneca Pl
Hugh B Hughes Funeral Home 62 Virginia Ter
Ivers Gerald L, Grace 15 Rose St
Jacien Charles Andrew 170 Shoemaker St Apt2b
Jones Marion A 25 Tripp St
Keeler Carolyn P 1619 Wyoming Ave
Kehler Owen H 103 Bedford St
Kishbaugh William F 60 Slocum St
Leavy Grace, Harry 915 Wyoming Ave
Lewis Maureen 24 Slocum St
Maneval Amanda 658 Main Rd
Martin Leo J III 1466 Murray St
May Eric 1720 Wyoming Ave
Mcgrone Marjorie T 74 Virginia Ter
Nita Leo E Jr 109 W Pettebone St
Piragus Garrett 134 W Pettebone St
Poorman Carrie 10 Crisman St
Reese Ryan G 25 Pomona St
Reilly Kelly 135 River St
Skudalski Luann 11 Tr St
Sommerville Charlotte 62 Virginia Ter
Soranno Matthew J 48 Bidlack St
Stevens Augusta M 71 Durkee St
Trusavage Robert S, Colleen 1142 Wyoming Ave
Wagner Doyle 1248 Murray St
White Mary W 55 Bidlack St
Freeland Pa 18224
Akusobi Daniel 554 South St
Ayers Rosanna, Robert 718 Ingham St
Baker Charles E, Morgan A 10 Forest Ave
Bandurski Seweryn 899 Centre St
Barkanic Leanne, Joseph 323 Washington St
Barnanich Leann 323 Washington St
Basista Robert M 212 Adams St
Biggan Paul 45 Foster Ave
Blase Mary C 830 Froud St
Blase Mary D, Gina 830 Front St
Compmart Inc 899 Centre St
Convenient Market Paul Kushal
Cool Donald W Jr, Donald W 712 Carbon St
Csomos Steven 800 Birkbeck St
Datz Kirk J, Karen E 729 Front St
Enama Lorraine 662 Fern St
Ferrey John R 57 Jeddo St
Fetzer Kurtis James, Rebecca Ann 255 Highland Main St
Gipson Elizabeth 926 South St
Gloria Gabrielle 637 Centre St
Greco Apothecary 704 Main St
Heller John 805 Hazle St
Herbener Gotwols Christine 62 Brickyard Rd
J Mersag 509 Washington St
Jones Cathy 531 Centre St 306
Kaminski Eugene RD 1 Upper Leigh 17 Main St
Kaminskie Eugene RD 1 Upper Lehigh 17 Main St
Kaminsky Eugene R 761 Arthur St
Kisatsky Mary T 1883 SR 940
Kish David J, Deborah A 527 Walnut St
Kochinsky Thomas J 156 158 Washington
Lorenzetti Leonard J 340 Ctr St
Mandak Michael 321 Fern St
Maranki John C 509 Washington St
Marra Lawrence Sr Estate Rocks Ln
Mason Sulvia P 21 Oakdale Rd 1
Michalesko Alice 93 Main St Rd Box 412
Miller Robert Jr Sandy Run Rd RR 1 PO Box 1470
Newshafer James PO Box 453
Peters Maria 318 Foster Ave
Petrus Thomas G 587 E Butler Dr
Pickering Mary E RR 1 Box 76c
Pollakusky Leona 303 Ridge St
Poltrock Robert L Jr, Lorraine M 319 Maple St
Rish Jean M, Renee 807 Schwabe St R
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Schiels 400 Front St
Semidey Santos Nydia 815 Carbon St
Smith Larry 245 Silver Maple Ln
Snyder Jeanette, Gordon 453 Alvin St
Socha Agnes 605 Cedar St
Sprague John B 601 Front St
Stack Elizabeth RR 1
Stefanick George 101 Washington St
Tulanowski Ray J 1111 Centre St
Urena Rosaura 510 Vine St
Urenovich Ingrid PO Box 231
Volciak Edward V 535 Front St
Wysocki Richard J 216 Alvin St
Yakubowski Michelle 470 E Butler Dr
Yonkusky Elnora 531 Centre St 306
Zabretsky Cynthia 801 Centre St
Glen Lyon Pa 18617
Bachstein Beatrice 22 Engle St
Bogdan Betty Ann 125 Railrd St
Brown Dolores A, David L 53 Spring St
Butz Jennie T 7 S Chestnut St
Evans Raquel L 23 Railrd St
Grochowski Frances 130 Railrd St
Guzofsky Geraldine 610 Orchard St
Hanlon Crystal R 123 W Main St No B
Johanson John 116 W Main St
Kozar George 12 Hill St
Kramer Robyn L 212 E Main St Apt 1
Macur Theodore 14 Line St
Makarczyk Susan M 89 W Main St
Maskowski Daniel 26 Orchard St
Muccur Theo 14 Line St
Ozechoski Thosia T 22 Engle St
Reid Ronald D 59 Orchard St
Sager Darren M 44 Arch St
Servidio Nancy 19 W Main St
Stavetski Edward F, Ethel P 19 Railrd St
Swagonis Joseph 134 Railrd St
Hanover Township Pa 18706
Akbar Musa 79 Graham Ave
Alexis Peter A 12 Black St
Ayala Joan 56 Dexter St
Baczmarga Leonard 31 Highland Dr
Baker William J 13 Woodbury St
Banashefski Truck & Auto Repair Inc 56 Dexter St
Banashefski Truck Auto Inc 296 Ridge St
Benesch Mark 1412 Englewood Ave
Bradley Rachel 465 Wyoming St
Briggs Warren M 3023 S Main St
Bukevicz Ann 12 Marion Ave
Burnett Edward Jr 221 Phillips St
Buttonwood Bakery 1413 Sans Souci Pkwy
Cannon John J 100 Claymont Ave Apt 401
Conroy Margaret 741 Hazle St
Crisafulli Mary 24 Sobieski St
Dennis Mark 46 Sans Souci Trailer Park
Dunn Jaclyn 296 Ridge St
Fellin Stephanie 229 W End Rd
Forlenza Catherine C 1032 Sively St
Genpact Process Solutions 335 New Commerce Blvd
Gronkowski Frances 3061 S Main St
Hughes Theodore J 164 Redcoat Ln
Hughes William G, Otelah R, Janet T Stritzinger
5 David Rd
Kelly Amber 51 Rutter St
Klein Kathleen T 111 Sunset Dr
Kolos Salamae M 140 Lee Park Ave Apt 102
Kondrad Grace A 24 Frank St
Konrad Chester J, Grace A 24 Frank St
Kravulski Dorothy, Thomas 67 Luzerne St
Lahner Etta L 28 Keith St
Libeck Rudolph Dr 2435 S Main St
Mambua Kevin 15 Oaklawn Ave
Maneval Amanda 658 Main Rd
Marchesano Virginia M 140 Lee Park Ave Apt 406
Matte Laura L Est 11 E Germania St
Moran Michael 135 Lyndwood Ave
Morenus Steve 12 Scureman St
Novak Eugene 76 Lee Park Ave
Petcavage Marie, Marie Ancin 53 Oxford St
Rasmus Joan E 12 Slope St
Refrigeration Service Engineers Soc 164 Redcoat Ln
Rolon Maria 67 Luzerne St
Sapser Thomas M 164 Redcoat Ln
Saturn of Wyoming Valley 2140 Sans Souci Pkwy
Shipula Phyloretta, Anthony 355 Phillips St
Sims Matthew K 6 S Regent St
Vanchure Gary M 164 Redcoat Ln
Vassello Christopher, Janice A 323 Willow St
Wakeley Kenneth 591 A French St
Wielgopolski Beverly J 9 Zack St
Woychio Catherine T 9 Zack St
Wyoming Valley New Car Dealers, Ed Biagas
2140 Sans Souci Pkwy
Yefko Albert P 2645 S Main St
Yefko Aubri H 95 W St Marys Rd
Yuhas Julia 35 Pulaski St
Harding Pa 18643
Puterbaugh Rosemary L 616 Lewis Rd
Wyoming Co Cooperative Farmers Marke 439 Pecks Rd
Harveys Lake Pa 18612
Crispell Margaret A Est Box 464 Dr 2
Harveys Lake Pa 18618
Arcangeli Laverna RR 1
Brin Florence M Est RR 2 Box 11
Burrell Margaret J 65 1st St
Button Stephen N RR 3 Box 261a
Ciaccia Kristen E RR 1 234
Clancy Norman F, Diane PO Box 17
Clark Harry C Sr, Betty Ann RR 2 400
Concert Angelo 194 SR 29
Crispell Margaret A Est Box 464 Dr 2
Deddy Ryan RR 3 Box 320
Dominics On The Lake RR 1 Box 423a
George Joey 1335 Halowich Rd
Goodwin Kathryn L RR 2 Box 318
Grzesek Kim A RR 3 Box 3048
Hannigan Robert 1189 Halowich Rd
Hughes Robert R RR 1 Box 283
Isbell Michael P RR 1 Box 143b
Joivell John E RR 3 Box 154
Kearney John J 3033 Lakeside Dr
Ludwig Max PO Box 221
Lutz June F RR 3 Box 95
Meehan Mabel 40 Connolly Rd
Megargel Leonore B RR 1 Box 395
Muniz Doris RR 3 Box 68
Olsen Walt 106 Park St
Pedro Elizabeth RR 1 Box 93b
Rodriguez Jose RR 3 Box 68
Suder Marina RR 3 Box 3520
Tomalis Michael J RR 1 Lakeview Terr 4
Tripp Ann M RR 1 169
Welebob Rita F RR 1 Box 384
Welgoss Julianna, Irene RR 1 Box 312a
Whyte Mark W 1084 Loyalville Outlet Rd
Wiehler Clementine M, Simeon 28a Woodlawn Ave
Young Susan W 523 Lakeside Dr
Hazle Township Pa 18201
Eastern Metal Recycle 580 Transportation Dr
Trejo Lady M 632 Mckinley St
Hazle Township Pa 18202
Bavarian Pretzels & Provost 732 North St
Bohanes Anna M 2204 Sunburst Dr
Bohanes Anna Mae, Joseph, Don Nitch 2204 Sunburst Dr
Citro Michael A, Mary C 1523 Poolside Dr
Dasher Livia 1132 Valy of Lakes
Family Dermatology of PA 426 Airport Rd 3
Ivan Michael 213 W 31st
Kennedy Elaine S 138 Front St
Kovacsi Muneca 1 Colony Dr
Kreitzer Regina 503 Hazlewood Apts
Lamana Rosemary 104 Hazlewood Apts
Larosa Robyn 1601 Walden Dr
Lukacs Cory A 1006 S Appian Way
Marsilio Alyna Joel, Robert N 1298 N Church St
Minder Marjorie L 853 Old St
Provost Shoes 25 Laurel Mall
Raedler Theresa 403 Hazle Township Blvd
Sterenchock Mark 764 Old St
White Joan M, Mountain City 403 Hazle Township Blvd
Yorie Thomas A Jr 1221 Cherry Blossom Dr
Zelenak John 1024 S Providence Rd
Hazleton Pa 18201
Abreu Miguelina 596 N Wyoming St
Accuscript Inc 218 N Wyoming St
Acevedo Xiomara 869 Alter St
Albani Katharine E 570 Alter St Apt 3a
Alejo Jose 145 E Chestnut St
Apo2 Inc 465 E Chestnut St
Arizmendi Cruz 437 W Maple St
Armas Sergio 632 Monges St
Arroyopabon Janet 1225 E Brd St
Artisbryan James 145 W Brd St
Ask E Enterprise Tahij Warsi 601 S Poplar St
Babon Stephanie 999 N Laurel St
Bachison Andrew, Mary 795 James St
Baez Francisco A 419 E Cranberry Ave
Bangor E V 534 Emerald Ct
Barger Rose A 105 1/2 E Brd St
Baum Charles F 318 E Juniper St
Beal Bank Ssb 105 New Cranverry St
Beckly Andrew 362 S Poplar St
Benanate Lauren 150 W 20th St
Benante Janice 150 W 20th St
Benitez Celines 517 Hayes St
Bennett Gladys 15 Diamond Ave
Bernard Madera Wilson M 328 E Juniper St
Bernoski Fred 435 Samuels Ave
Bigelow Eugenie K 591 N James St
Blalock Cynthia 573 Carson St
Bognet John Louis 1 Hunter Rd
Bognet Lea 155 Coxe St
Boyle Hannah 122 East St
Brislin Gertrude B 1002 S Pine St
Bruley Harry J, Ann M 991 E Chestnut St
Burton Pamela, Brooke 129 E Diamond Ave Apt 3e
Butler Equipment Specialists A R PO Box 2622
Cabrera Wilson F 584 Alter St
Caggiano Vincenzo 168 Corlton St
Calvello Wilma 510 Hazlewood
Cammisa Joseph 621 Monges St
Campbell Dorothy T 596 W Maple St
Campbell William, David J 79 N Manhattan Ct
Capparell Paul J 136 E 5th St
Carmonaburgos Emeterio 518 Lincoln St
Carrasco Ariosto 246 E First St
Ccollatupa Mauro 675 Mckinley St
Cerullo Gloria Ann 30 W 8th St
Cespedes Edy 342 First St
Ciampi Frank J Jr 41 N Vine St
Ciavarella Rocco A 918 N James St
Cigar Box 601 S Poplar St
Cisco James 210 W Fern St
Clean Force One LLC Robert M Lyon 534 W Green St
Clean Force One LLC Susan Lyon 534 W Green St
Colasurdo Mr Joseph 16 W Spring St
Coloado Mary 800 W Diamond Ave
Colon Luisa J, Cruz N 401 Allen St
Conahan Investment Assoc PO Box 99
Crawford Charles 321 E Elm St
Crocamo Gabriella A 222 W Fern St Apt 5
Croskey Lucy 825 Grant St
Crowley Donald J H, Viola E 28 Alter St
Curilla Nancy 175 Berner Ave
Dalton Charles II 145 W Brd St
Dalton Katherine M 688 S Church St
Darraugh Regina M 56 S Cedar St
Defluri R Dorothy 814 Peace St
Degilio Charles A 837 Alter St
Dejoseph Rose 401 E Diamond Ave
Deluzio Virginia Est 70 S Pine St Apt 311
Demanchick George, Elsie, George M Leshko
117 Randon Ln
Dembrosi Cody Braziell 463 W Brd St
Demilio Teodora 70 S Pine St Apt 308
Demorla Soriano Joaquina 915 W Diamond Ave
Dias Patrick J 434 West 1st St
Dizigan Florence 320 W Mine St Apt 103
Dolan Timothy Michael, Ann F 427 Samuels Ave
Domin Jean M 4 Seasons Estates Apt 44
Dominguez Emma 591 N James St
Donlin Marie 33 E Walnut St
Dubick Nicole 322 E Mine St
Ductan Marie 334 E Diamond Ave
Dumitrasku Maria 929 W First St
Eagle Buckran 1951 W Second St
Edwards Willard W 142 S Cedar St
Engler Catherine PO Box 2629
Equestrian Products Corp 360 Kiwanis Blvd
Erla Anna 27 W Noble St
Estrella M 520 E Brd St
Eubanks Christopher 910 Hazleton Apts
Evanko Allen J 132 E Walnut
Fayock Allison 120 Hilltop Rd
Ferko Andrew T 312 E Chestnut St
Fierro George 2 E Brd St Ste 514
Figueroa Deleon E 235 W 4th St
Filson Mary M 24 Old Cranbery Rd
Franjul Miguel O 732 N Locust St
Fuentes Ruperta 644 Garfield St
Fuentes Simon 25 W Beech St
Fulton Joseph RR 2 Box 694
Fulton Joseph, Mary RR 5 Box 5298
Galbiati Brian 146 Samuels Ave
Gallagher Adele 622 Garfield St
Gallouich Michael 4th & James
Gambacorta Anthony, Curtis Ins 1 S Church St Ste 401
Gardner Bobbijo 910 Alter St
Gaudiano Louis 522 S Poplar St
Genetti Doris 1002 S Pine St
German Francisco 123 W 5th St
Ghezzi Louisa 510 E Chestnut
Giarletto Lewis 542 Garfield St
Goff Margaret 600 N Laurel St Rm 22
Gogola Robert J 237 E Cranberry Ave
Good Carolyn, John A 70 S Pine St 618
Greater Hazleton Uw 134 S Wyoming St
Gualtier Erin M 515 E Fifth St
Guerro Jose 12 E Diamond Ave
Gugliemini John 102 West Green St
Guri Destamona 117 119 N Laurel St
Havrilla Edward W III 811 Roosevelt St
Hefferman James 1009 Parkwood St
Heights Terrace Pharmacy 475 S Poplar St
Hernandez Francisco 65 N Locust St
Hernandez Heather 435 W Oak St
Hernandez Reinaldo 480 E Cranberry Ave
Hernandez Sandy 921 E 7th St
Hettler David 407 W Spruce St
Hill Judith 4503 Ocean Beach
Hoch Myrtle M 324 E Chestnut St
Holguin Juan 638 640 Seybert St
Holland David J 56 W 2nd St
Hornack Janie, John 666 N Wyoming St
Howison Wade B 243 S Pine St
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Hudock Eugene T 358 Berner Ave
Hyjek Nellie 960 N James St
Independence Ford 29 E First St
Irizarry Janet 29 W Noble St
Jimenez Danilo D 270 S Poplar St
Jimenez Dejesus S 762 N Laurel St
Jimoh Saidu O 739 N Vine St
Johnsons Pharmacy of Hazleton 580 Alter St
Joseph Margaret 806 Alter St
Jovanovic Dusanka 998 Seybert St
Juan Martin 764 Carson St
Jubay George 783 Peace St
Junas Natural Foods 928 Peace St
Kakalecik Gloria 825 Grant St
Kalinyak Richard 309 W Diamond Ave
Kapes Anna M 616 Mckinley St
Keegan John D III, John D Apt K 14 1501 E Broad St
Kelly Sandra Mensinger L 228 S Bennett Ct
Kerico Charles M 529 W 1st St
Kirchner Cynthia M 688 Peace St
Kislan Joel 588 N James St
Klicic Muhamed 696 Pardee St
Kline Michael J, Bernard H 125 W Third St
Kokinda Veronica M 70 S Pine St 320
Kotansky Andy F 636 Alter St
Kozak Walter, Ann 101 W Brd St
Kristoff Joan M 19 W Spring St
Kroninger Anna M 216 E Holly St
Kryzak Florence 195 N Church St
Kuehn Linford W Jr 649 Alter St 3
Kushmeder Violet 648 Grant St
Lamana Carmella 25 Providence Rd
Land Rover Allentown 918 N James St
Laposkey Cynthia C 643 N Locust St
Lara Mateo Carmen 19 W Holly St
Li Jianyong 546 W Brd St
Licata Rose A 668 E Merald Ct
Lincalis Walter 785 Grant St
Linker Mark E 98 N Laurel St Apt 1
Lombardo Carmen J Est, Joseph 788 N Sherman Ct
Lombert Francisco 611 Alter St
Longos Bakery Inc PO Box 396
Lopez John 29 E First St
Lozada Jonattan 321 4th St
Lubrecht Regina D 578 N Vine St
Lynch Grace E 3 N Cedar St
Macoviak Martha Est 574 N Vine St
Madera Arelis 222 S Cedar St
Magavich David P 20 N Poplar St
Malone Paul J, Ann A 1420 Roberts Ave
Manarchik Ruth 50 E Juniper St Apt 315
Maradeo Catherine L 705 Samuels Ave
Marcheski Nelia A 523 N Vine St
Margavich Victoria V, Richard 406 E Elm St
Marnell Deborah, Jude A 924 N Locust St
Marnell Louis J 1000 Perry Ct
Marte Francisco 681 683 N James St
Martin Bernard R 224 W Elm St
Martonick Mary T 135 E Diamond Ave Fl 1
Mastrian Shirley 157 N Wyoming St
Maylath Michael Anthony 150 Butler Dr Box L
Mcgill Joseph 314 E 5th St
Mcgill Joseph Estate 322 E Diamond Ave
Mcquade Barbara 6 Laurel Hill
Medinasanchez Miguel 646 Peace St
Mensinger Thomas E 228 S Bennett Ct
Merker Stanley P RR 2 Box P5−10
Merricks Auto Bo 666 N Wyoming St
Merson June Est 179 S Lee Ct
Mg09 PO Box 2315
Mikula John 120 Vine
Millers Autobody 418 Chapel St
Minor Robert W 6 Cir Stacie Manor
Moose Wayne 154 Muir Ave
Morales Carlos R 589−591 N Sherman Ct
Morgan Megan, John 668 Grant St
Morris Darryl E 736 1 2 W 3rd St
Mulreaney Virginia Rt 93 Box 349 Dipple Manor
Multi Plastics Extrusions Inc 600 Dietrich Ave
Mumie Marie J 121 E Maple St
Muniz Efrain 405 W Oak St
Munoz Jefeni 575 Emerald Ct
Munoz Victor R 844 1/2 Alter St
Munoz Zoila 53 N Vine St
Musolino Vincent 528 Alter St
Mussoline Peter 613 Monges St
Negron Johanna 185 S Wyoming St
Neikam Stephanie 121 E Oak St
Nelmes Martha 537 N James St
Northern Health Facilities Inc Mountain City Nursing
1000 W 27th St
Novotnak Joy 209 Farewell Ave
Nunez Pedro 867 N Vine St
Orbach John 845 S Church St
Ortiz Alexandra 990 Parkwood St
Pacelli Joseph F 555 N Wyoming St
Paisley Margaret, Harold F Est, Robert 573 Carson St
Pantazis Louis 134 S Laurel St
Patel Ashokkumar A PO Box 517
Pawlush Rosemary 737 Garfield St
Payne Pamela Estate 721 E Diamond Ave
Pena Corniell Ana 435 West Diamond Ave Apt B
Pereyra Danilo 454 E Cranberry Ave
Perez Carlos 441 S 24th St
Perez Jose 728 W Diamond Ave
Perla Marvin 24 Sunset Blvd
Peterson Walter 229 W Maple St
Petruzzi Pizza Mfg PO Box 344
Pfeiffer Peter 562 Pardee St
Pineda Tara 450 Brd St
Plancencia Optaciano 624 Grant St
Polanco Nelson 883 N Vine St
Polidora Frank C 1710 E Brd St
Pollock Mary 315 W Biray
Portanova Sandra 510 Hazlewood
Portillo Isela Cruz 63 S Cedar St
Potenze Ruth 70 S Pine St Apt 909
President Carol Y 324 E Mine St
Price Robert J 171 S Vine St
Quinn Francis F Jr 748 N Locust St
Quinn Margaret 630 Mckinley St
Randall Janet M 243 S Wyoming St 1st Fl R
Reed James W 636 N Vine St
Reillys Garage 534 W Green St
Reinhardt Evelyn 1501 E Brd St
Renner Jacqueline, Robert 24th St Apts 703
Rish Cheryl L 649 Alter St Apt 2
Rivera Angel 591 Carson St
Robinson Grace 332 W 10th St
Rocoy Manolo M 928 W 2nd St
Rodino Joseph P 50 E Juniper St Apt 302
Rodriguez Fernanda A 618 1/2 Grant St
Rodriguez Miguel A 122 W Hemlock St
Roman David Leader Store
Romero Belkis G 120 W Diamond Ave
Rosa Vasquez Victor Manuel 26 E 1st St Apt D
Royal Scot Minerals Inc 100 Stockton 7 Rd Box 39
Rubio Ruby 693 695 Grant St
Ruiz Daniel 693 695 Grant St
Ruiz Lucio 661 N James St
Rullo Rosemary 597 James St
Sabol Joseph S, Joseph D 101 S Wyoming St Apt 2
Samudio Jose Manuel 621 Carson St
Samuel J Klapper Tr Ua 30−Jul−87 125 W Third St
Sanchez Roxsy 650 Alter St
Santiago Mayra 607 Winter St
Santiago Robin 64 N Cedar St
Santoroski Donna 763 Carson St
Santos Brianna D 523 Seybert St Apt 2
Sapa Industrial PO Box 518
Sarra Daniel 145 W Brd St
Sarwar Toseef 19 Lahn St
Satiech Anna Mountain City Nursing & Rehabi White Bldg
1000 W 27th St
Sattar Jawaria, Shariq 216 E Hemlock St
Saunders Jahlonda 868 Peace St
Schmanski Joseph 696 Seybert St
Schmeer Dorothy 355 Main St
Schoch Marsby R 16 1 2 W 3rd St
Schoonmaker Brian M 101 Randon Ln
Schwartz Mary D 34 E 7th St
Shamany Hugh 150 Butler Dr Box L
Shickora Patricia A 534 Clinton Ct
Sidari Jude F 96 Sunset Dr
Simmons Tev D 409 W 7th St
Simon Dana Est 858 N James St
Slusser Dorothy Est W RR 619 Grn
Sock Lawrence 19 W 23rd St
Solarek Vincent G 923 N Vine St
Solensky April M 782 Alter St
Solis Marisol 1320 E Chestnut St
Soto Gabriela 734 N Manhattan Ct
Soto Karina 1005 Lincoln St
Spaide Gerald 557 Arthur St
Stabert Marvin C 70 S Pine St Apt 808
Steckert Edward D 138 S Locust St
Steco Sarah M 150 W 20th St
Stevens Anna Beaver Brook 3 E Lower St
Straz Polska Grupe Tow Honorowa 975 Z N P
218 Winters Ave
Structural Reinforcement Products Inc Bill Duffy RR 1
Box 409a
Sugarman Wendy Lynn, Barbara 1406 E Tr Blvd
Summers Larry 83 S Cedar St
Sunset Beltway Ltd PO Box 654
Supon Pearl V 121 E Oak St
Susquehana Bank Rosemary Taweel 30 S Church St
Sweifor Thelma 694 Carson St
Tarone James V 794 N Vine St
Tarone Rebecca L, Joseph 533 W 5th St
Tavarez Juana 727 Lincoln St
Taylor Troy 101 S Wyoming St
Tejeda Franklin 320 E Chestnut St
Tejedatejeda Angelica PO Box 2690
Thompson Mary 132 W 6th St
Thompson Matthew E 552 N Locust St
Tineo Carmen E 737 W 4th St
Tokash Francis 622 Garfield St
Tony Uliano, Ultimate Finish Auto Bod 688 S Church St
Torres Anna 906 Peace St
Troche Rosa 416 W Chapel St
Tserenjoulias Leonidas 17 S Wyoming St
Turin Angela 400 W Oak St
Turrin Angela Mrs 400 W Oak St
Two B Accessory 45 E Brd St 1fl
Uliano Anthony J 29 W Noble St
Ultimate Finish Auto Body 216 E Hemlock St
Ultimate Finish Auto Body 29 W Noble St
Ultimate Finish Auto Body 688 S Church St
Uni Mart 419 E Brd St
Valente Anthony MD 12 W 17th St
Vanblargan Karen E 418 Chapel St
Vargas Antonio 123 N Laurel St
Vatanseuer Emin 21 E Diamond Ave
Vazquez Johany 197 S Wyoming St
Veet Charles N 635 Emerald Ct
Veet Joanna 635 Emerald Ct
Veet Lawrence P 623 N Locust St
Ventura Jorge L 820 W 5th St
Venturino Irene G PO Box 908
Vicente Pezzotti Jose D 426 W Maple St Apt 6
Vito James J PO Box 2280
Washko Graaf Patricia 624 W 11th St
Washko Michael Jr 73 Cross St
Weber Matthew G 76 Taft St
Weiss Linda Joy 1501 E Brd St
Wolfskeil Arthur G 956 W 4th St
Yalch Michael B Jr 645 Lincoln St
Yang Didi 1057 Rght 309n Church St
Yerger Orlando Jr Hazleton Nrsg Ger Ctr
Yisrael Zohar 31 W 10th St
Yoon Jennifer J 171 Johns Ave
Yorie Joseph, Anna 6 Woodlawn Dr
Zapach Joseph, Emil 172 Keifer Ave
Zientek Jennie B PO Box 1021
Zuzek Scott 776 Roosevelt St
Hazleton Pa 18202
Bellucci Enrica Lee RR 2 P8 Box 13
Capparell Pauline 1281 Valy of Lks
Castillo Belkys 2991 N Vine St Apt 4h
Ciampi Ann Marie, F Jr 28 Sunburst Dr
Citro Michael A 12 Poolside Dr
Clatch Ruth M RR 2 P4 14
Correll Judy, Gina 1 Venisa Dr
Dasher Keith 1132 Valy of Lks
Family Dermatology 130 Airport Rd Ste 100
Font Billie L 39 Wayne St
Gallucci Nicholas 603 Hazlewood Apts
Godumski David RR 4 Box 4169
Gomez Eddie 843 Winter Ave
Gorga Robert S B P59 RT 2
H Brars Mini Mart 543 Can Do Expressway
Hahs Marching Cougars Band Booster Organ
1515 W 23rd St
Hazelton Gene 1341 N Church St
Holland Richard RR 1
Honsinger Thomas J 4073 Valy of Lks
Hornick Kevin 26 Old Cranberry
Hudock Beverly 920 W 20th St
Ivy Steel & Wire Inc 503 Forest Rd
Js Carbone Inc 1190 Valy of Lks
Kaschenbach Arthur J RR 2 P
Kass Robert Est 136 Airport Rd, G Bigelow
Kelly Cornelius L Jr, Dorothy M 449 W 24 St
Kong Wun 76 University Dr 201
Labanoski Kyrie 701 W 24th St Apt 1215
Lamanna Joan M 23 Faith Dr Unit 73
Lamasko Sharon 701 W 24th St Apt 1406
Lehman Dennis RR 3 Box 3411 Fox & Manor R
Lucash Rosemary 122 E 22nd St
Luckanavage Cheryl 1042 Seybert St
Maff Richard A Est 111 E 22nd St
Markham Colleen 55 Ridge Ct S
Mccole Grace 701 W 24th St 104
Mcloughlin Kevin M 1094 Valy of Lks
Mmi Products Inc 565 Oak Ridge Rd Meadow Burke Div
Muniz Efrain 861 Mcnair St
Northern Health Fac Inc 1000 W 27th St
Ozbo Com 3 Rotary Dr
Paisley David 69 Crystal Ridge
Pastorella Louis M RR 2
Paul Montague OD N2255 The Vision Ctr In Walmart
Piskorick John RR 2 Box P3
Pollick Jerome F, James A 121 Airport Rd A J Damian
200 Laurel Prof Ctr
Quintana Geffrey 9100 E Florida Ave
Rendick Mary Est 5 Sunburst Dr Gary Rendick
Roselle Marcella R RD 2 P−6 Box 7
Rowlands Owen David, David H 160 Venisa Dr
Sambora Edward 25 S Hollywood Blvd
Schinandicola Ciro 626 Can Do Expressway
Schweitzer Herman A 23 Faith Dr Rm 321
Seidel Jane L White Bldg 1000 W 27th St
Shofran Verna, Emil RR 4 Box 4087
Skarp Alice 3 School St
Symonds Dana F 639 Upper St
Temple Inland Inc 533 Forest Rd Humboldt Ind Park
Uliano Anthony J 861 Mcnair St
Ultimate Finish Auto Body 861 Mcnair St
Yacowatz Anthony M RR 2 Box 1
Hudson Pa 18705
Block Karen A 60 Bergh St
Cab East LLC Lease 20 Shiffer Ln
Homick John 50 Cleveland St
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Palka Jennie 101 Cleveland St
Shivell Theresa 24 Stark St
Stanfield Josephine 71 Miner
Williams Romayne Jr, Terry 20 Shiffer Ln
Hughestown Pa 18640
Mchugh Grace 138 Rock
Purdy Samantha 53 Ctr St Apt 3
Hunlock Creek Pa 18621
Aquila Anne 2063 Main Rd
Blazick R 17 Lewis Rd
Buerger Klaus W 593 Prichards Rd
Carter Thomas 694 Sobertown Hill Rd
Coolbaugh Matthew D 67 Trojan Rd
Estus Pamela 240 Swamp Rd
Gorka Eleanor A 62 Country Crest Ln
Hartley Lillian M 2358 State Rte 118
Hettesheimer Brian 91 W Pine Valy
Hillard Kevyn 101 Hunlockharveyville Rd
Hoover Nickie 222 Niemchik Rd
Hunlock Creek Athletic Asso PO Box 232
Hutchins Karen 350 Prichards Rd
Kasprzyk Kenneth D 392 Mizdale Rd
Kester Lela RR 1
Kurk Joan L 68 Rearing Brook Rd
Kush Jessica M 608 Prichards Rd
Latham David 33 3rd Ln
Marvin Cemetery Aaron Marvin 68 Bonham Rd
Miller Fern RR 2 Box 88e
Mourer Edith Thelma RR 2 Box 443
Mundry Annamary 375 Sorbertown Hl
Paper Masters RR 3 Box 109
Steinruck Joseph E 408 Spring Hill Dr
Stroyen William B PO Box 9
Talarski Wanda E 68 Rearing Brook Rd
Wachovia Dealer Svcs Inc 101 Hunlockharveyville Rd
Wolfe Dorothy RR 1 Main Rd
Inkerman Pa 18640
Harman Richard J 262 Heather Highlands
King Madeline 273 Main St
Morgan Emily L, Heather Highland Mble Hme Main St
Jenkins Twp Lot 324
Wm L Zeller UW 262 Heather Highlands
Jeddo Pa 18224
Lyson Luciele 4 Pink Ash
Jenkins Township Pa 18640
Gable Timothy 47 Main St
Kingston Pa 18704
A J Kopicki Funeral 263 Zerby Ave
Adams Eric PO Box 2106 56 N Welles Ave
Alexander Amelia O 745 Deberly Dr D
Allen Janice K 50 N Thomas Ave
Anesth Assoc Kingstn In 571 Wyoming Ave
Aponte Jeffrey Brian 466 Schuyler Ave
Arasim Barney 3 Schaiwick Ct
Arnold Morton, Ruth 270 Pierce
Audi Management LLC 505 Northamptons
Bailey Paul 324 Rutter Ave
Baron Lois 518 Wyoming Ave
Bauer Celestine G, Gallagher Brennan & Gill 220 Pierce St
Belles Karen 143 W Union St
Belron Unknown 220 Division St
Bernard Kusakavitch Kus Tire Inc, Kovalchik
240 Schuyler Ave
Bojarcheck Michael J 638 Wyoming Ave
Bokrosh George E III 576 Gibson Ave
Bosso Mary 577 Ford Ave
Breslin Patrick DO PO Box 1716
Broda Albert 58 Hill St
Burns Erin 127 Goodwin Ave
Butler Margaret T, Richard M Hughes 111 Esuir
Carver Emil 480 Pierce St Ste 307
Chateau Housing Part Penrose Properties 230 Wyoming Ave
Cheresko Edith E 169 Price St
Cheresko Judith Ann 169 Price St
Cicero Joseph W III, Jennifer, Melissa PO Box 1135
Clearfield Matthew, William 610 Wyoming Ave 2
Clemons Helen T 10 Corby St
Clervil Jean M 78 W Walnut St
Cochran William E, Gallagher Brennan & Gill 220 Pierce St
Cochrane Mary 230 Wyoming Ave Apt 5e
Coley Jennifer 66 Division St
Community Health Assoc PO Box 1877
Community Surgical G 540 Pierce St
Cordero Hermelinda MD PO Box 1351
Cote Ronnie 59 Pulaski St
Creative Business Interiors, Donna Harris 210 Division St
Custom Computers Inc 747 Wyoming Ave
Delgiorno Stephen F Surviving Children of Insd
414 Rutter Ave
Dental Specialists of Northeast 676 Wyoming Ave
Diamond Triump Auto Glass Inc 220 Division St
Dourand Elizabeth Dan Flood Towers Apt 10m Wyoming Ave
Dreshaj Astrit 100 Pkwy Blvd Apt 6
Dulaney Marland D, Timothy G 49 W
Dutko Anna B 626 Swallow St
EW Bilbow Abstract Co 271 Wyoming Ave
Eagen Donald J 160 James St
Earl Boyd 764 Mercer Ave
Eastern Insurance Group PO Box 1617
Ent Surgical Group Pc 423 3rd Ave
Erwine Margaret A 600 Mercer Ave
Erwines Home Health Care Inc 270 Pierce St Ste 101
Evans David M 77 W Dorrance St
Evans Ryan 88 N Loveland Ave
Faust Ann 272 Pringle St
Fellerman Rhoda C, Gregory 644 Gibson Ave
Fendler & Assocs P C 584 Wyoming Ave
Fetko Charles Jr 68 Pulaski St
Fink Jennifer 36 Krych St
Fondo Steven F 512 Northampton St
Fu Hengshuo 201 N Sprague Ave
Gegaris Andrew J 2009 Wyoming Ave
General Medical Svcs Corp 703 Rutter Ave
Gerhard Elinor 615 Wyoming Ave
Ghotra Enterprises LLC PO Box 1009
Giacomo Anna M Est Laurels Kingston 700 3rd Ave Rm 33l
Gibson Gladys B 230 Wyoming Ave Apt 14g
Gladish Jon 17 Cayuga Pl
Gold Dennis C 676 Wyoming Ave
Gorgol Dolores, John 68 Welles St
Graebert William Scott, Allan W, Christopher J Crawford
Esq 345 Pierce St
Graham Robert, Joan 585 Tioga Av
Greenwood Hose Co 1 PO Box 1830
Gregory E Gordon D 332 Rutter Ave
Greyowl Traci 24 Korn St
Grywalski Irene, Sean 315 Joseph Dr
Gui Rong Wang Chen 508 Roosevelt St Apt 5
Hahn Shirley 149 N Gates Ave
Halowich Anna 48 W Walnut St
Hammond Erin E 22 E Walnut St
Hankey Ann K 588 Market St
Hannigan Thomas C 65 N Atherton Ave
Harding Beatrice 106 E Vaughn St
Harding Carol 634 Westmoreland Ave
Harris Michael T, Bonell P 109 3rd Ave
Harris Industrial Supply 166 W Union St
Harworth Martha 230 Wyoming Ave Dan Flood Twrs
Apt 10k
Hawks Amy L 318 Wright Ave
Hawks Mary Lisa 318 Wright Ave
Hcc Home Health Pd 601 Wyoming Ave
Hemence Barry J 166 Page Ave
Herbies Auto Bod 576 Gibson Ave
Hession Harriet M 72 E Walnut St
Hinchey Michael Patrick 16 Hedge Place
Hm Furnishing Warehouse 446 Elm Ave
Honeywell Kalenna 320 Owen St
Hoyrebe Marilyn Dan Flood Towers Apt 10m Wyoming Ave
Hrab Mary 230 Wyoming Ave Apt 5b
Hutchison Kenneth 5 Beverly Dr Eagle Ridge Apts D5 Apt 7
Ibsen Hannah, Henry 611 Warren Ave
Incare LLC PO Box 1716
Jacobs Esther 540 Westmoreland Ave
James William C 377 Schuyler Ave
Jones Melvin H Est 700 Northampton St
Jones Rosemary 114 S Dawes Ave
Kadis Milton 210 Butler St
Kalenna Honeywell 320 Owen St
Kamad Michael, Mary 580 Rutter Ave
Kavets Leona M 319 Ridge Ave
Keeler Caroline P 105 Welles St Fl 3
Kelly Jean E, Ruthann Define 702 3rd Ave
Kennedy Marilyn H 285 Wright Ave
Kester Robert A 676 Wyoming Ave
Kiechen Helen M 241 Frederick St
Kirshner Bruce Scott 480 Pierce St Rm 100
Kochevar Anna 135 Eley St
Kopicki Funeral Home 263 Zerby Ave
Krivenko Charles PO Box 1351
Kubick Joseph Jr 56 Poland St
Kultys Colin M, Susan H 159 W Dorrance St
Lacey Maureen 70 3rd Ave
Landis Anne M 102 East Bennett St
Lane Elizabeth B, Frank, Michael Patrick Hinchey
16 Hedge Place
Lapera John Michael 258 Zerby Ave
Laurels Health & Rehab 702 3rd Ave
Lazousky Jeanette 230 Wyoming Avedan Flood
Levy David B 83 N Landon Ave
Liskov Cynthia P, Melanie T, Steven D 297 James St
Long Jill M 250 Tripp St Apt 40
Long Yu 201 N Sprague Ave
Lowe Gary R 40 E Union St
Lynn Kevin 256 Wyoming Ave
Macdonald Sarah 154 Poplar St
Macfarland Thomas 119 Park Pl
Manini Orlando R 263 Zerby Ave
Matcho Tom 518 Wyoming Ave
Medical Home Care Corp PO Box 2000
Mehm Thomas 270 Richard St
Mericle Paul R 169 R Ctr St
Min Park Ji 201 N Sprague Ave
Mitchell Joan D 62 Butler St
Morton Matthew F 404 N Maple Ave
Moss Keith A 2009 Wyoming Ave
Most Ivana 49 1/2 Penn St
Mulligan Patricia Est 101 3rd Ave Apt 2f
Musselman Grace L 400 Market St
Muzzy Stephen 311 Richard St
Myrick Alice Est 200 2nd Ave
Neary Tracey 588 Market St
Neiderhiser Tatum 313 Pierce St
Nesbitt Geraldine T, Richard M Hughes 111 Esuir
Neville Terence Patrick 199 James St
New Christine R PO Box 1001
Ngu Quang Quyen 104 3rd Ave
Novak George A 54 N St Ctdale
Novak Michael 129 River St
Nowalis Robert 550 Gibson Ave
Oaks At Liberty Penrose Equities Inc 230 Wyoming Ave
Ste 5
Obuhoski Josephine 230 Wyoming Ave Apt 16k
Occhipinti Carol A 230 Wyoming Ave Apt 3g
Oconnor Patrick 586 Charles Ave
Oelke Robert 44 S Thomas Ave
Olshefski B Olshefski 76 Bellas St 214
Omalley Alice M 40 S Loveland Ave
Oplinger James W 119 John St
Orchard Ridge Rental Penrose Properties LLC
230 Wyoming Ave
Pardini Eaton Nila M 215 Owen St
Patimalla Inc 475 Elm Ave
Penn Hgh Quality Blend Inc 251 Wyoming Ave
Phillips Elizabeth 381 Schuyler Ave
Pompey Collision Auto Body 338 Pierce St
Popeck Maryann 357 Rutter Ave
Popivchak Mark PO Box 1781
Portzline Charles E 67 Franklin St
Prestige Jewelers Inc United Penn Plaza 158 Wyoming Ave
Pstrak Louis 54 N Goodwin Ave Apt A
R K Framing Co Inc 106 Park Pl
Rinehouse Steven E Imaging & Interv Ass PO Box 3900
Roberts Margaret J, William 387 Warren Ave
Roberts Deborah 240 Rutter Ave
Roberts Florence M 54 Church St
Rolfe Rosemary 114 S Dawes Ave
Rosario David 221 Pringle St
Rose Schuldaski 317 N Maple Ave
Sabados Paul, Helen 6 Eno St
Sabbagh Ahmad MD PO Box 1716
Saidman Lester 576 Gibson Ave
Saracino Dominic 391 Joseph Dr
Savitz Isabelle 43 Holiday Dr
Schmidt Gerald P PO Box 1533
Scovell Susan PO Box 1151
Sebo Kip 136 Dvision St
Shaver Sharon 25 S Thomas Ave
Sheeder Julia 128 Smt St 101
Shemanski Jacqueline, Alexis 64 E Union St
Sienkiewicz Margaret 49 Penn St
Simple Donna M 181 Butler St
Singh Sukchain, Church PO Box 1009
Sizelove Keith 15 Thomas Ln
Smithonic Louis 48 W Walnut St
Sondheim Norman J 544 Ford Ave
Sordoni MD Susan F Pc 440 Pierce St
Speicher William MD PO Box 1716
Stephens Jacqueline A 568 Rutter Ave
Sterner James 549 N Gates Ave
Stesney Masonry, Thomas 192 Zerby Ave
Stillart James C 61 Sharpe St
Stillarty Nicole M 61 Sharpe St
Storm Robert 198 Ctdale Ave
Stump Elsie RR 3
Surwilla Leo R 7 Eno St
Swaback Mary Meyer 290 Chestnut Ave
Thalenfeld Adam H, Rebecca M 157 E Walnut St Apt 102
Thomas Family 352 Pierce St 1st Fl
Thomas Joseph 250 1st Av 310
Thomas Louis J 223 Zerby Ave
Townend Frank, Richard M Hughes 111 Esuir
Tr of Galland Steinhauer & Repa Inc 400 3rd Ave Ste 211
Trosko Elizabeth 615 Church St
Truimph Auto Glass 220 Division St
Urbanski Jeffrey A 15 N Atherton Ave
Uw Edith T Townend Fbo Ernest S Townend, Richard M
Hughes 111 Esuir
Valcarcel Miriam 265 River St
Van Auken Kathleen Est 91 1st Ave
Vanesko Michael 290 Pringle St
Venit Eleanor Tiffany Ct At Kingston 700 Northampton St
Wagners Fine Jewelry, Martha Wagner 162 S Wyoming Ave
Walsh Mary M 279 Wyoming Ave
Warner Martha E 103 Page Ave
Wells Donna G 230 Wyoming Ave Dan Flood Twrs Apt 10k
Werkheiser Elizabeth A 653 Westmoreland Ave
West Leila 401 Market St
White Thomas B 92 Sharpe St
Whiting Donald F Est 320 Rutter Ave
Williams Ethel Est, Joseph 96 S Loveland Ave
Witchey Ruth V 230 Wyoming Ave Apt 5p
Witkowski Sandra Ann 47 Price St
Woods Gary P 26 E Union St
Wright Molly 30 Virginia Ter
Wyoming Valley Motors 560 Pierce St
Wyoming Valley Motors Inc 588 Market St
Wyoming Valley Pontiac Buick PO Box 1308
Wyoming Valley Porsche Mazda PO Box 1308
Yelen Jeffrey 103 Butler St
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Yonki Mary E 33 S Dawes Ave
Young Charles 174 S Sprague Ave
Yuscavage John M, Leslie A E 27 Covert St
Zerner Kimberly G 313 Chester St
Zeveney Frances 230 Chestnut Ave
Zimmerman Bertha 200 Second Av
Larksville Pa 18651
Bronsberg Hughes Pontiac Inc 126 Narrows Rd Rte 11
Box 1308
Jankoviak Concetta M 45 E First St
Jendrilia Joseph 155 Chestnut St
Keating James Est 58 Larkin St
Lipski William C 67 E 1st St
Mcglynn Ronald T 23 3rd St
Mchugh Dorothy 460 Harris St
Mckay William 177 W Pheasant Dr
Roan Paul M 19 Kellers Ln
Scranton Convenience Inc 104 Narrows Rd
Sunshine Lighting 460 Harris St
Wyoming Valley Motors 126 Narrows Rd Rte 11 Box 1308
Larksville Pa 18704
Andrew Strish Funeral Home 11 Wilson Rd
Chacko John 210 Peacock Dr
Geisinger Kimberly 331 E State St
Hromisin Scott 201 Robin Dr
Kohne Martin C, Martin 11 W Luzerne Ave
Labar 92 Wilson St
Mckay William 177 W Pheasant Dr
Mundro Marie T 11 Wilson Rd
Shurgala Ghun S 177 W Pheasant Dr
Shutlock Beverly J, John R 34 Wilson St
Sikora David A 46 3rd St
Smith Charles J 13 Howard St
Smith Charles J 81 E Brdway
Lattimer Mines Pa 18234
Amireddy Raj PO Box 88
Becos Inc 151 Main St
Benderavich Joseph J 91 Back St
Benderavich Marguerite C, Paul J 91 Quality Rd Box 88
Gazdziak Mary House 340
Manganelli Michael 320 Scotch Hl
Yannuzzi Dominic M Jr, Janet M, Michael D, Dominique M
319 1/2 Scotch Hill
Laurel Run Pa 18706
Scafidi Frances, Joseph M 420 Laurel Run Est
Lehman Pa 18627
Scanlon Colleen PO Box 36
Luzerne Pa 18709
Alice K S 131 Main St
Barberio James Andrew 267 Miller St
Barnard Harold 335 Walnut St
Bells Genevieve 57 N Atherson
Blight David J 540 Charles St
Cicon Anna 184 Main St
Conrad Birgit R 43 Half Buckingham St
Defrancesco Margaret, Andrew 297 Walnut St
Engle Sarah 140 Main St
Fetterman Jason W 639 Miller St Apt F
Fiegelman Marvin Est 229 Sly St
Govvest Com PO Box 4
Gray Maude 18 Buckingham St
Grisiatis Victor J 600 Bennett St Apt 188
Hagerstown Pubs LLC 140 Main St Ste 200
Hendershot Eva M 278 Charles St
Howell Curtis 486 Walnut St
Hungartner Thomas F 350 Walnut St
Jolley Jennie 203 Carpenter St Apt R
Kovach Katherine M 460 Miller St
Martin Joseph, Zitz 294 Charles St
Mcgroart Charlotte 579 Charles St
Orlandini Mary 600 Bennett St Apt 515
Perugino Lucille H 260 Charles
Probert David 346 Bennett St Apt A4
Russell Son H Jr 278 Charles St
Seersma Justin 289 Bennett St Apt 4
Sheposki Janet Est 229 Carpenter St
Stochen Anita 276 Sly St
Stravinsky Susan 518 Bennett St
Taylor George 18 Buckingham St
Weaver Robert, Marion 142 Carpenter St
Williams Judy 333 Bennett St
Milnesville Pa 18239
Chunko Michael P PO Box 35
Sobeck Anna 80 Main St
Mocanaqua Pa 18655
Caporaletti Anna 173 Main St
Kalinoski Marie H 108 1 2 Italy St
Lesnicki Joseph R 185 Main St
Main Street Bar Grill 98 Main St
Trudnak Celia M 137 River St
Monroe Township Pa 18612
Harris David A 254 Freeman Ln
Mountain Top Pa 18707
Act Truck & Trailer Inc 1349 S Main Rd
Arnold Theodore, Eleanor 3418 Alberdeen Rd
Barnhart Irene 394 Nuangola Rd
Baron Lois A 2900 Blytheburn Rd
Berulis Helen Est Christian J Stoltz Exec 10 Wilderness Dr
Bewighouse Robert E 19 Revere Rd
Biowarn LLC 443 Ice Harvest Dr
Burke Robert 13 Village Green
Cavanaugh Alison A 706 Fox Ln
Chin Denise 150 S Main Rd
Cofee Barbara 55 Washington Park Dr
Coffee Michael, Barbara 55 Washington Park Dr
Conklin Anna RR 2
Conrad Keith 5 Red Maple Ave
Crawford Karen 195 S Main St
Crestar Develop Realty 333 Crestwood Ind Park
Crickee Corp 106 Ridge Crest Dr
Davis Jaime 21 Vandermark Ave
Davis William 387 S Main Rd
Dawejko Jay M 253 Patriot Cir
Dehey Roger, Virginia 20 Brook Ln
Delong Ralph R, Phyllis 20 Stonewall Cir
Demas Steve P 56 Forest Rd
Drake Robert F 299 Patterson Rd
Dress Joseph J 1a Light St
Emerson Helen 45 Tr Dr
Essary Jamee 63 Woodlawn Ave
Evancho Mark 12 Myers St
Fairchild Betty 25 Woodbryn Dr
Feliz Daira 6 Coplay Pl
Flickinger Cordelia H 74 Deerpath Dr Fairview Hl
Galli Angeline C, Andrea B 702 Fox Ln
Gilsky Eleanor B 14 Old North Rd
Gonsky Mark A 111 S Mountain Blvd
Gray Lisa M 105 N Mountain Blvd Apt 6
Gulich Nicholas III 159 N Main St
Hamilton Carolyn M 53 Walden Dr
Helen Berulis Irrevocable Grantor Trust 10 Wilderness Dr
Helmbold Charles 5122 Nuangola Rd
Herriotts Kimberly Ann, Elizabeth C 195 S Main St
Hess Ruth J 533 S Main Rd
Hildebrand Henry 533 S Main Rd
Hilsher Helen G 219 Sutherland Dr
Hogan Cody, Carl Zbegner 71 Deerpath Dr
Hughes Betty 317 S Main Rd
Hutz Paul A, Mary 8 Glendale Dr
Idelys Furniture 6 Coplay Pl
Janecek Deborah K 125 N Main St
Jenkins Norma C 32 Albert Rd
Johns James J 151 S Mountain Blvd
Jones Jeff Sr, Jeffrey, Mallory 121 Sandwedge Dr
Kallenbach Jefferson Renee J 298 Deer Run Dr
Kapp Robert P, Evelyn M Woodlawn Ave
Karmilowicz John 64 Charter Dr
Kearney Joseph 135 Forest Rd
Klein Albert R 137 Nuangola Rd
Klinger Cynthia 140 Lines Ln
Krushnowski Ronald 1015 Aspen Dr
Kwochka Michael 224 S Mountain Blvd
Lawson Mark J 777 S Main Rd
Lupton Michael H 534 Woodlawn Ave
Lynch Robert J, Mary T 72 Yorktown Rd
Mccormack Frank 229 Cir Dr
Mcdonald Helen E, Lauren PO Box 142
Mcfarland Maryellen 1550 Laurel Lakes Dr
Mcroberts Jaime 67 Spruce St
Mcshea Anitra M 35 Rockledge Dr
Moran Robert 443 Ice Harvest Dr
Myers Raymond 2274 St Marys Rd
Nelson Lora J 314 Hemlock Tr
North East Transfer Inc 484 S Mountain Rd
Northeast Grounds Maintenance 352 S Main Rd
Olmstead Joshua 21 Scott St
Omalley Martin H 64 Charter Dr−Apt 7b Capitol Hill
Orloski Adeline, Frank 254 Woodlawn Ave
Parks Margaret 218 S Main Rd
Plante Joseph A 462 Woodlawn Ave
Quigley Joseph T 185 S Mountain Rd Davis Manor
Room 5w
Quinn Holly M 1015 Aspen Dr
Quli Syed H 455 Nuangola Rd
Rader Alice Est 140 S Mountain Blvd
Re Poured Concrete Floors PO Box 223
Rhodes Amy L 85 Greystone Dr
Riggs Jeffrey L 443 Ice Harvest Dr
Rincavage Florence 8 Birchwood Dr A
Rodski Gerald L 124 Cherrywood Dr
Rowe Robert Jr 5185 Nuangola Rd
Semmer Louise 7 Willow Grove St
Shinko Helen B 1715 Henry Dr
Simpson Louise W Est 194 Patroit Cir
Smiga Kimberly A 130 N Mountain Blvd
Smith Henry F 126 S Mt Blvd
Stotts Jerri A 428 Ice Harvest Dr
Subliskey Kathleen 259 Spring Mill Rd
Swawola Linda 44 Forest Rd
Tabit Lorraine 193 Fairview Park
Tobin Thomas 124 Forest Rd
Twardowski Millard 19 Forest Dr
Vickers Cesco 19 S Main St
Wade James P 443 Ice Harvest Dr
Walck Sally J 2124 St Marys Rd
Walko Vandermark Lorri 1015 Aspen Dr
Walsh Thomas 263 Spring Mill Rd
Webb Ann 443 Ice Harvest Dr
Wenner Charles M, Henrietta 9 Mystic Dr Walden Park
Whetstone Katelyn J, Melissa A 85 Deerpath Dr
Womer William 104 N Main St
Yacko Lauren L 96 Patriot Cir
Yeager Loren Box 275
Yeager Paul L 331 S Main Rd
Ziegler William Detwiler III 29 Brook Ln
Zitkus Josephine 1217 Slocum Rd
Nanticoke Pa 18634
Ambroc Charles, Brenda 402 E Main St Apt 1
Ambroc Dustin Alshain, Joshua O, Brenda Houghtaling 402
E Main St Apt 2
Ambroc Jeremy Brenda 129 E Green St
Andrews Donald 7 Lamoreaux St
Antonovitch Helen H Labenski Wanda 1012 S Market St
Atwell Kenneth W 50 N Walnut St Rm 311
Barcelewicz John E 1023 S Market St
Bednarek Henry J 215 W Ridge St
Birchwood Nursing Ctr 395 E Middle Rd
Blockus Helen M 39 W Church St
Bogdan Victoria 96 Mcdonald St
Bohinski Joanne L 206 Honeypot St
Borick John 30 Prince St
Boyle Elizabeth, Joseph 1013 S Market St
Boyle Joseph F 1013 S Market St
Bruza John Jr 317 E Poplar St
Buli John Joseph 50 N Walnut St
Callahan Arlene 270 E Main St
Cannon Raymond J 1 E Green St Apt 602
Cardone Mark Anthony 611 E Grove St
Casey Donald J Jr 1222 New Grant St
Castillo Carlos, Mary 426 Kosciuszko St
Chesney Antoinette H 346 E Field St
Ciskowski Casimer Est Guardian Elder Care
147 Old Newport St
Clark Donald 1115 S Hanover St
Coffee Dolores, Edith 41 W Grand St
Coffee Michael J PO Box 118
Crawford William Est 341 Railrd St
Creglow James Jr 100 Hanover St
Davis Jeffrey, Joan B 100 Nanticoke Ave Apt 303
Decker Anthony 426 S Walnut St
Duda Thomas 397 W Brdway St
Edwards Ashlee Susan M 227 W Church St R
Elderwear Inc 395 Middle Rd
Elgart Helen L Est 333 E Union St
Ertz Kathleen M 126 E Grand St
Ertz Kathleen M 15 Slope St
Evan Mary Lou 556 E Main St
Expunged 132 S Chestnut St
Fitzgerald Helen 409 E Grove St
Fred Schuler Inc Auto City 94 Old Newport St
Garren Leo Oplinger Towers 505
Genevieve Holloway Revocable Living Trus T Ua 01 2 407 E
Union St
Geo Crafts Inc PO Box 297
Gizenski John 1034 W Main St
Grabowski Ronald L 336 E Washington St 6b
Griffin Richard 163 E Ridge St
Griffith Sheila 9 Prince St
Groblewski Heather E 1039 W Main Ave
Grodzicki Robert J 300 W Union St
Gulliford William T, Ruth E 42 E Poplar St
Hanley Elizabeth 126 Times St
Hart Joseph Guardian Elder Ctr 147 Newport St
Henicheck Isabel R 242 Apollo Cir
Hernandez Autumn M 35 W South St
Herri Gladys A 197 Garfield St
Hicks Jennifer L 31 Tilbury Ave
Hilenski Virginia 270 E Main St Apt 510
Holloway Genevieve 407 E Union St
Homitz Helen, Sophia 178 W Ridge St
Honabach David Apt Rear 25 Loomis St
Howells Anna 52 Enterprise St
Hud Inc Trading Emerald Anthracite PO Box 27
Hunter Jill 351 E Green St
Husted Kristen 631 Hanover St
Island Delight 175 S Market St
James Lisa J 132 S Walnut St
Jeffries Eric W 66 Morgan St
Kafchinski Stanley M 1044 W Main St
Kalinay Joseph 220 E Noble St
Kaufmann Peter 199 Garfield St Fl2
Kim Ejin 538 S Market St
Kivler Anna, Daniel W Birchwood Nursing Home
395 Middle Rd
Knight James 321 Poplar St
Kolodziejczak L J 920 S Market St
Komorek Benjamin J Jr, Barbara Ann 51 W Main St
Kosciolek Frances G 82 Hanlin Dr
Kotch Theresa 414 E Grove St
Kubicki Jacqueline 1 E Green St Apt 511 Park T Apt 511
Park Towers
Lacey Mark A 412 E Washington St
Lewis William C Rev 323 E Union St
Linko Wasil L 103 Mcdonald St
Liskov David 128 W Washington St
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Liuzzi Maria A 209 W Green St
Lukasfski Hedwig V 45 Enterprise St
Lutz Jody M 352 E Church St Rear
Maholski Joseph, Ila H 513 Jones St
Makowski Eddie 1 E Green St
Mansor Mary E 58 W Grand St
Marchlinski Theodosia 202 E Grand St
Marczak John F 94 Old Newport St
Marr Susan 47 Allen St
Marrick Inc 400 Middle Rd
Matthews Anthony F 14 Ross St
Maximowicz Henry E 802 Kosciuszko St
Mcglynn Ronald 510 Front St
Mech Charles 333 W Union St
Medina Giovanni 129 Loomis St
Miroslaw Antoninia 1023 S Market St
Mitkowski Mary 631 Hanover St
Mohammed Ali 31 E Noble St
Moore Cecelia M 139 W Green St
Morrison William R 17 Orange St
Navroth Sylveste 326 E Union
Norton Carrie 21 Thomas St
Novak Joseph 77 Hill St
Nutaitis John 304 W Grand St
Odonnell Ann M 157 Honey Pot St
Olshefski Amelia 69 Tilbury Ave
Optics Warehouse 741 S Hanover St
Orourke Celia B 93 Mcdonald St
Oshinski Frank C 1 E Green St Apt 606
Ostroski Stanley 280 Vandermark Rd
Paczkowski Paul A 139 W Ridge St
Paluch Mary 65 Robert St Sheatown
Pardee Christine H 712 South Hanover St 2nd Fl
Pechrofski Elenora 82 Brdway St
Pecil John 222 W Church St
Petroski Mary 25 Loomis St
Phillips Jean M 256 Miner Ave
Pil Estate Jean 21 E Field St
Pil John, Jean 714 S Walnut St
Pollack Ken PO Box 27
Prushinski Elizabet 133 Meadow Crest Dr
Pucci Susan A E 387 E Noble St
Puffen Lawrence M, Mary T 359 E Washington St
Puterbaugh David A 1116 S Hanover St
Reese Donald J DPM 28 W Brd St
Refurbished 1 W Kirmar Ave
Reilly Robert 168 E Noble St
Sarkowski Nancy L 271 E Spring St
Sauers J Joseph, Dolores 15 Slope St
Scank William C Sr 84 Newport St Sheatwn
Scarpelli Nicholas, Sheryl, Keith 68 Allen St
Sekela Andrew, Mary 51 W Noble St
Selvage Silvers I 35 Brdway St
Sepling Peter K PO Box 427
Serva Tillie 2 Kirmar Ter
Shalata Frances 39 S Prospect St Apt 3
Sharnik Ann M 355 E Poplar St
Sharpe Rose E 382 E Green St
Shock Joseph 1115 S Hanover St
Skrzypkowski S K 58 S Market St
Smith Sarah J 275 River St
Snyder Michael T 77 Hill St
Stabulis Daniel PO Box 91
Stanley Rochkowski 343 W Union St
Strakerthomas Wuelda A 810 E Main St
Streepy Margaret 451 S Hanover St
Struble Elwood W 32 W Grand St
Sutt Irene 1101 S Hanover St
Szajnecki Stanley H, Martha 35 Brdway St Apt 34
Thomas Richard 15 Prince St
Turin Networks Inc 1649 Hanover St
Vincek Vincent J 78 W Green St Apt 1a
Walsh Ruth 270 E Main St
Waselus Geraldine C, Joseph 34 W South St
Waters Patricia 69 Old Newport St
Watkins James T 387 E Noble St
Watten Andrea 810 1 2 Hanover St
Wenner Harry A 1111 Lincoln Ave
White William A Sr 44 W Field St
Wishkowski Mary M 270 E Main St Apt 426
Wittey Jillian 36 S Walnut St Apt 3
Wright Jean Marie, Ruth 84 W Poplar St
Yalch Janice K 5 Northern Ave Sheatown
Yaniga Rosanne M 50 N Walnut St Apt 210
Nuangola Pa 18707
Morris Herbert J 5 Main St
Parsons Pa 18705
Senn N 315 George Ave
Williams Alum 413 George Ave
Pittston Pa 18640
Adult Care Services Inc 100 Overlook Dr
Alba Bruce J 97 1 2 Pine St
Albert Norma J RR Apt 1 Box 879
Aps Pharmacy Services Inc 225 Overlook Dr
Aspenlieder Bryon J 17 Mitchell St
Baiera John 153 Parnell St
Barner Bruce L 283 Heather Highlands
Barnick Jule, Robert Phillips 120 Wynchurch Cir
Bauman Tyler 176 Market St
Bevaco Food Svc Patrick Doyle 13 Rutledge Dr
Blight Joe 1412 Main St
Bobeck Joseph J 241 Pollock Dr
Bondonis Lillian Acs Christian Manor 100 Overlook Dr
Brehm Sara Myrs Manor 320
Brosokas Frank 22 Gravity St
Brown Ashley 8 Riverview Manor
Capitano Donna 155 Oak St
Caputo Joseph 29 Elizabeth St
Carroll Karen PO Box 681
Castellino Anna 143 E Columbus Ave
Cawley Pt & Rehab 33 N Main St Ste 100
Chapman Lucille 44 Prospect St
Citizens Auto Finance 1 Rowhouse Ln Apt 3
Clark Kathleen 162 Tompkins St
Clisham Ann 56 Wilford St
Coca Cola Enterprise 300 Oak St
Coles Mary 31 Ctr
Cordora Margaret 254 Brd St
Costantini John N 1233 Main St
Costello Margaret, Michael 90 Swallow St
Davenpor Kenneth 101 N Main St Apt 911
Davis Marilyn J, Jean T 209 Roberts Rd
Delaney Sharon M 228 Heather Highlands
Demark Margaret 58 Plank St
Diffin Torrey 43 Friend St
Doran Elizabeth Marie, Mary Claire 211 Roberts Rd 402
Doyle Anna M 58 Wood St
Duben Joann J 115 Pine St
Duddys Deli 116 Renfer Rd
Dumas Gerald, Nina 172 Johnson St
Edwards Brown Beth Ann, Brenda Lynn
46 Heather Highlands
Egan Realty 368 Main St
Ellman Georgette S 33 Frothingham St
Falcone Rachel Est Meyers Manor Apts 211 Roberts Rd
Apt 407
Faso Robert 217
Freund Katherine P Brooks Estates 110 Pollock Dr
Fritz David 161 Pine St
Galante Frances J 31 Tedrick St
Gardner Leona 113 Searle St
Gayoski Robert Est 70 Friend St
Getz Raymond Est, Helen 14 Williams St
Gigliello Lisa 161 Old Boston Rd
Gill Frank 1011 Sunrise Dr
Gollmer Arlene B, Seth T 163 William St
Grabosky Rosemarie 24 Wood St
Grasavage Edward Jr 3 Nafus St
Gubino John 58 Plank St
Gunning Joseph T 11 Milton St
Harenza Joseph J 1234 Main St
Harris Musa Milton 295 Parsonage St Fl1
Hembury Comm Inc 153 Aston Mountain Rd
Highway Federal Credit Union 1843 Hwy 315
Hoppenfeld Caroline, Dannon 45 Lagrange St
Iacona Mary 110 Searle St
Interim Health Care Svc 115 New St
Johnson Charles H, Johnson Alice RR 322 Box 322
Joseph Smigiel PO Box 784
Kathio Inayat DVM 3 Rutledge St
Kathio Maura L 34 Main St A
Klaproth Theodore A 1800 River Rd 15
Knight Dorothy 15 N Main St
Knowles Amanda E 86 Thistle St
Kunigonis Marion 404 Myers Manor Jenkins Township
211 Roberts Rd
Land Ronald M, Rose 51 Main St
Langan Ann 3 Rutledge St
Langan Ann 34 Main St A
Leach Barbara, Dale 422 Heather Highland
Lele Rajesh, Leena 37 Antrim Rd
Levandowsky Michael J 8 Cherry St
Lisandrelli Charlene M 18 George St
Lolli Alexander, Celia 237 Ziegler
Lomagro Amy 21 Powder Mill Rd
Maconeghy Sherri 65 Church St Apt B
Mancini Suzanne T 134 Elizabeth St Rear
Manley Regina PO Box 484
Maria Louise 98 John St
Mark Patrica M 8 Reservoir St
Marsh George 57 Hale St
Mcaliney Diane 15 Carey Ln
Mcfadden Christine, Gerald M 42 Washington Ter
Mcgoff Sabrina 17 Searle St
Mchale Rosemary 33 Parsonage St
Mckeon Thomas G 18 Drake St
Mckitish Eric B Sr, Zachary I 68 Cliff St
Mclaughlin John W 28 Cleveland St
Mcmonigle Joseph Acs Christian Manor 100 Overlook Dr
Mcnamara Mary 136 Butler St
Meehan Jean C 203 Brd St
Mesavage Raymond E RR 2 Box 127
Migatulski Joseph J 79 Plank St 2
Migliore Joseph, Thomas 303 S Main St
Milazzo Samuel J 1605 River Rd
Miller Mark G, Newberry Svs Co Inc 1334 Main St
Mills John P 198 Division St
Morgan Paul C 145 William St
Morreale Michael L 357 Renfer Rd
Moses Kenneth Robert, Mark D 22 Fanning St
Moses Mark D 22 Fanning St
Mulcahey Edward 501 Brd St
National Oulwell Varco 950 Sathers Dr
New Horizons Clc 145 Ctrpoint Blvd
New Life Home Care 48 S Main St Ste 401
Norton Joseph 166 Oak St
Norton Rickey 3894 High Meadow Ln
Nothoff James 15 James St
Ormando Susan J 468 S Main St
Ostir Frances A 5 Lincoln St
Pace Regina 51 N Main St
Pace Rudolph Estate 51 N Main St
Palermo Florence M 16 Defoe St
Perks Marion A Myers Manor Apt 117 211 Robert
Petroziello Josephi 112 Ctr St
Pietrocarlo Christina, Maria 140 Oak St
Pomichter Harry L 514 N Main St
Prekel Joseph 18 Green St
Ratchford Philomena PO Box 432
Redding Josephine R 65 E Columbus Ave
Reddington Marie 468 S Main St
Reg Family Limited Partnersh 230 Parsonage St
Remus Lori 151 E Columbus Ave
Ridolfi John 50 Frothingham St
Rock St Music 148 S Main St
Rock Street Music 146 S Main St
Sgarlat Eileen, Traci 112 Cliff St
Shoback Francis, Hermina 8 Curry St
Stanton Marianne, Jean M 164 Rear Oak St
Touhill James, Helen 148 Mill St
Williams Robert, Mary 6 Brandenberg Ln
Pittston Pa 18641
Cianci Philip M 1032 Pln St
Driscoll Rose 10 Cambridge Cir
Pangia Stephanie 918 South St
Pittston Pa 18643
Crane Stephen PO Box 81 Hex Acres
Giampietro Robert H39 Montgomery Ave
Harney Lorah M RR 1 Box 170
James Thomas R Jr RR 1 Box 170
Karcheski Erin 500 Schooley Ave Apt 46
Karichner Albert L RR 1
Kendreth Wayne G 302 Baltimore Ave Apt 1
Kintz Susan RR 1 Box 305
Lloyd Mildred RR 1
Mccusker Anna E RR 1
Novak George W Est RR 4 Box 344
Olavianey Deborah 395a Campground Rd
Popple David, Mary RR 4 Box 42
Smith Wayman N, Nancy L RD 1 Box 157 Appletree Rd
Pittston Pa 18644
Dititto Ida 18 Morgan Aly
Earl Ruth RR 3
Falvo Anna 23 Oak St
Plains Pa 18705
Adult Svcs Unlimited River R St
Alapeck Mary Ann 55 E Carey St
Banfield Nikki 58 Skidmore St
Bowers Jill Kingdom Vacations 22 S River St
Brown Stacy M 29 Miner St
Bucknavage Matthew 148 Gouge St
Cawley Frank J Ste 200 670 N River St
Cole Paul F 48 Gdn Dr
Crosby Alvaret C 95 E Merritt St
Depierro Jean M 247 Burke St
Dowley Dennis Kingdom Vacations 22 S River St
Drako Madeline 109 Farrell
Evich Anna 28 Wyoming St
Evick Anna 28 Wyoming St
Faduce Harry 12 Hemlock St
Faulconer Allison Kingdom Vacations 22 S River St
Foste Amy, David 22 S River St
Gallagher Floral Supply Inc 10 Gallagher Dr
Geriatric Reseach Counseling Group LLC 220 S River St
Gorman Anthony L 59 Burke
Guard Security Bank 667 N River St
Guard Security Franklin Box 170
Helen Vasaukas 9 Powell St
Irving Isabelle 71 Hancock St
Ismael Marcano 86 E Carey St
Jones Mary 128 Abbott St
Karaffa Eric E 15 Chamberlain St
Kern Brian 47 Miner St
Kologe Elaine 9 Powell St
Lewis Harry J 106 Helen St
Marko Marian E 106 Helen St
Martin Scott 26 Wyoming St
Marx Thomas J 29 W Stanton St
Mazzillo Judith H 111 Burke St
Mcdermott Kelly F 12 Spruce Ave
Mcgoldrick Margaret R 96 W Carey St
Micheletti Antoinette 18 Union St
Mikula Stephanie 28 Mack St
Moore Edward A 9 Riverview Dr
Mulvey Lisa Ann 12 Hemlock St
Nehyba Miroslav 48 Laurel St
Nepa Technology Group 672 N River St Ste 205
Net Instructors Inc 672 N River St Ste 203
New Christine R Rear 191 N River St
Novak Sophie M 101 Abbott St
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Oconnor Brigid M, Kevin 45 S Beech Rd
Perfinski Catherine 152 N Main
Pienta Stella 14 Hopkins St
Pokrifka Anna 14 Cleveland St Hudson
Raggi Dawn 15 Scott St
Reilly Kimberly 151 N Main St
Richies Auto Body 15 Scott St
Rigle N 4 E Ann St
Rogan Sean J 47 Helen St Apt 2
Rozanski Daniel E Est 10 Gdn Dr
Saxe Sandra Lee 127 Maffett St
Schiano 15 N River St
Selepak John M, John 271 S River St
Serenity 1 Afg 328 N Main St
Slusarik Margaret R 54 Saylor Ave
Sott Helen 27 Hancock St
Tomassetti Christopher 331 Maffett St
Uzialko Mary Ann, John J 46 Scott St
Vasauskas Helen 9 Powell St
Wallace Francis J 162 S Main St
Washinski Trudy 23 C Clark Ln
Watkins Wayne 90 Henry St
Weaver Carl 13 E Charles St
Williams Violet C 51 S Main St
Wonsewicz Stella 129 William St
Wyoming Valley Pain Clinic & R 39 S River St
Yeosock Funeral Home 40 S Main St
Plains Pa 18702
Golomb Harold, Audrey 60 Mc Cullough Rd RD 10
Griglock Joseph, Agnes 267 S River
Plains Pa 18705
Alapeck Mary Ann 55 E Carey St
Banfield Nikki 58 Skidmore St
Becker 1714 Farmwood
Bowers Jill Kingdom Vacations 22 S River St
Boyco Gene 1325 N River St Ste 2
Brown Stacy M 29 Miner St
Bucknavage Matthew 148 Gouge St
Cawley Frank J Suite 200 670 North River St
Crosby Alvaret C 95 E Merritt St
Depierro Jean M 247 Burke St
Dowley Dennis Kingdom Vacations 22 S River St
Drako Madeline 109 Farrell
Evich Anna 28 Wyoming St
Evick Anna 28 Wyoming St
Faduce Harry 12 Hemlock St
Faulconer Allison Kingdom Vacations 22 S River St
Foste Donald, Amy 22 S River St
Gallagher Floral Supply Inc 10 Gallagher Dr
Geriatric Reseach Counseling Group LLC 220 S River St
Gorman Anthony L 59 Burke
Guard Security Bank 667 N River St
Guard Security Franklin Box 170
Helen Vasaukas 9 Powell St
Irving Isabelle 71 Hancock St
Ismael Marcano 86 E Carey St
Jones Mary 128 Abbott St
Karaffa Eric E 15 Chamberlain St
Kern Brian 47 Miner St
Kologe Elaine 9 Powell St
Lewis Harry J 106 Helen St
Marko Marian E 106 Helen St
Martin Scott 26 Wyoming St
Marx Thomas J 29 W Stanton St
Mazzillo Judith H 111 Burke St
Mcdermott Kelly F 12 Spruce Ave
Mcgoldrick Margaret R 96 West Carey St
Micheletti Antoinette 18 Union St
Mikula Stephanie 28 Mack St
Moore Edward A 9 Riverview Dr
Mulvey Lisa Ann 12 Hemlock St
Nehyba Miroslav 48 Laurel St
Nepa Technology Group 672 N River St Ste 205
Net Instructors Inc 672 N River St Ste 203
New Christine R Rear 191 N River St
Notos Harley Davidson 1022 Hwy 315 Blvd
Novak Sophie M 101 Abbott St
Oconnor Brigid M, Kevin 45 S Beech Rd
Perfinski Catherine 152 N Main
Petrucelli Jason 17 Cedar Rd
Pokrifka Anna 14 Cleveland St Hudson
Raggi Dawn 15 Scott St
Reilly Kimberly 151 N Main St
Richies Auto Body 15 Scott St
Rigle N 4 E Ann St
Rogan Sean J 47 Helen St Apt 2
Rozanski Daniel E Est 10 Gdn Dr
Saxe Sandra Lee 127 Maffett St
Schiano 15 N River St
Selepak John M 271 S River St
Serenity 1 Afg 328 N Main St
Slusarik Margaret R 54 Saylor Ave
Sott Helen 27 Hancock St
Tomassetti Christopher 331 Maffett St
Uzialko Mary Ann, John J 46 Scott St
Vasauskas Helen 9 Powell St
Wallace Francis J 162 S Main St
Washinski Trudy 23 C Clark Ln
Watkins Wayne 90 Henry St
Weaver Carl 13 E Charles St
Wilk Patricia R 170 Seminole Ave
Williams Violet C 51 S Main St
Wonsewicz Stella 129 William St
Wood Colleen A 106 Jason Dr
Wyoming Homes Inc Dave Valenti 1343 Rte 315
Wyoming Valley Pain Clinic & R 39 S River St
Yeosock Funeral Home 40 S Main St
Yeosock Michael J, Yeosock Funeral Home 49 S Ma
Plymouth Pa 18651
Barton Harry 33 Walnut
Becker Michael F 136 Blair St
Bedosky Joseph Est 158 Conrad Ln
Benas Gary N 100 E Main St Apt 301a
Bernatowicz Jan 192 Division St
Bidding Lorraine 149 Vine St
Borretsky Mary 66 E Brdway St
Brazel Christine 395 W Mountain Rd
Brazitis Julia A 338 E Main St
Campbell John 62 Ctr Ave
Chirkot Julia, Peter 116 Flat Rd
Conniff Richard J, John A 174 Vanloon St
Cromer Mabel L 28 E Main St Apt E
Crop Jeremy 9 1/2 Church St
Dalkiewicz Bertha 655 E Main St
Derosia Anthony PO Box 146
Dornan Pamfil 155 Smith Row
Ellsworth Scott E 75 Mechanics Ln
Everhart Heather 241 Reynolds St
Farooqi Tauseef, Shazia 308−310 E Main St
Fleet Decal Graphics 30 E Main St
Gabes Motors Rt 11 659 E Main St
Hagen Katherine E, Charles E 112 W Main St 114
Harding Maura 129 Davenport St
Hummel Christopher M 149 Franklin St
Judzikowski Rida 242 Duffy Ln
Karewis Jerzy 372 Harris St
Keris Edmund A 31 North St
Kocher Charles E 175 Gaylord Ave
Kosloski Kimberly 73 Academy St
Krawchuk Thaddeus 20 Turner St
Kubbishun Lottie 14 Mras St
Kurkowski Anne D 102 Turner St
Lello Anna 401 Beade St
Loucks Amy L 560 New St Apt 21
Main Street Conviene 699 E Main St
Matthews Mary 92 Mras St
Mayewski Dawn E 63 Blair St
Mc Intyre John R 15 Willow St
Mcfaeland Christina E 55 Cherry St
Milewski Bertha 655 E Main St
Montgomery Ethel Narcissa Rd
Moore Doris M 141 Vanloon St
Murach John A 42 1/2 Gaylord Ave
Mush John K 229 W Shawnee Ave
Northington Steven L 560 New St Apt 8
Oday Alice 104 W Main St
Onyshczak Hattie A 428 4th St
Parsons Howard M 19 Templeton Ln
Peck Michael D 120 Martz Mnr Westside Personal Care
Piczak Vincent C 1090 Mountain Rd
Proud Carol L 200 E Main St Apt 209c
Ransom Betty J,Ruth Kosteva 59 Davenport St
Ransom Dale, Musto & Saunders Pc 117 W Main St
Roan Christine 149 Vine St
Ropetski Michele R 314 W Shawnee Ave
Rowlands Margaret 1008 1 2 West Main St
Russel Valentina 623 Kuschke St
Salvage Ronald B 560 New St Apt 11
Shoemaker Mayme Est 40 Davenport St
Shucosky Anthony I, Anthony Sr 30 Cambria St
Simmers Wayne H, Ruth A 473 W Shawnee Ave
Sims Carol 1029 W Main St
Smith Edmund A Jr 28 E Main St Apt E
Stone Dorothy, John C 618 Achley St
Suchowier Hedwig F 430 Beade St
Thennes Mary L 171 Chestnut St
Tolley Richard 256 E Main
Uzialko Stephen 127 W Poplar St
Vazquez Gus 25 West Shawnee Ave
Vishner Joseph 218 E Main St
Vnuk Charles 623 Kuschke St
Vodzak Lisa 150 Orchard St
Wallace John 626 Avondale Hill Rd
Watkins Agnes M 428 W Shawnee Ave
Welles Timothy J 788 1/2 W Main St
Williams William, Mary 9 Wall
Yaninas John 269 Vine St
Yanora Jeannette E, Joseph 418 Palmer St
Yarmolowicz Felix, Mary A 722 Mill St
Yeisley Carol L 27 Jeanette St
Zawadzka Leokadja Coal St
Port Griffith Pa 18640
Blight Joseph, David 1412 Main St
Marzola Anthony M, Mary J 1200 Main St
Pringle Pa 18704
Bruno Christine Levy Ugma Pa A, Abigail Ugma Pa
20 Valy View Dr
Edford Mary Louise, John W 50 Brd St
Fuches Anna 481 Grove St
Hanson Michael 7 Valy View Dr
Sincavage Kayla 470 Grove St
Washcalus Marilyn J 470 Grove St
Bruno Christine Levy Ugma Pa A, Abigail Ugma Pa
20 Valy View Dr
Edford Mary Louise, John W 50 Brd St
Fuches Anna 481 Grove St
Hanson Michael 7 Valy View Dr
Sincavage Kayla 470 Grove St
Washcalus Marilyn J 470 Grove St
Saint Johns Pa 18247
Sharp Bryan P Jr, Bryan P, Taylor E PO Box 111
Bednar Joseph D 785 St Johns Rd
Bedner Alice B 785 St Johns Rd
Shavertown Pa 18707
Kurzweil Rachael Claire, Steven J 115 Lantern Hill Rd
Shavertown Pa 18708
Adamitz Leonard, Theresa 15 Division St Apt R
Aicher Edna I 14 Greenwich Dr
American Asphalt Paving Co 500 Chase Rd
Aquilina Charles, Tina 200 Oldfield Rd
Aumick Mark 232 Blueberry Hill Rd
Backyard Armor 210 Field Ridge Dr
Becker Deborah P, Robert E 245 Post Rd
Bell Barbara J, Mordecai, Mark H 455 Millington Rd
Bowes Thamsin Conyngham 65 N Pioneer Ave
Brobst Donald 51 Kenilworth Rd
Bucan Mary Louise, Michael 8 W Ctr St
Burns Thomas Est 52 E Ctr St
Chmura Carl 1166 Oak Dr
Chrzanowski Zbigniew 66 Sara Dr
Ciarimboli Edward J 77 Yolanda Dr
Conahan Kimberly 103 E Meadow St
Considine Mary A 142 Cedar Ave
Dorrance Ed 104 E Overbrook Rd 2nd Fl
Engler John Jr 20 S Main St
Etheart Jean H 300 Bulford Rd
Fagan Terrence J, Norma J 172 Wellington Rd
Foodroots LLC 7 Sutton Rd
Garg Sanjeev 115 Wakefield Rd
Gary Neupauer 550 Cigarski Rd
Gerstein Brad 121 Wakefield Rd
Gross Mitchell, Debra, Rachel Sarah 202 Greystone Dr
Gubbiotti Mary Elizabeth, Jason R 1635 Sutton Rd
Hillman Cheyanna 1418 Hillside Rd
Hollenback Cemtery Assn Inv Adv Conyngham & Co
54 Sutton Rd
Howell Roger G, Rebecca 1365 Timber Grove Rd
Joshi Satish K MD PO Box 1704
Kugler Mary K 298 Meadowcrest Dr
Kurzweil Rachael Claire, Steven J 115 Lantern Hill Rd
Lashowsky John 103 E Meadow St
Lehman Matthew J 126 Wakefield Rd
Levy Nicholas J 16 Harris Hill Rd
Manorek Anthony J, Ann J 105 Mary St
Mccarthy Caroline K 88 Davis St
Milazzo Elizabeth 995 Timber Grove Rd
Morano Julianna C 146 Inman Ave
Morris Craig B 44 Evergreen St
Network Integration Services Inc 837 Sutton Rd
Nguyen Norah 357 Mountain Rd
Novitski Leonard R 1655 Hillside Rd
Parsons Matthew R 26 Green Rd
Pentka Karen M, David J 3 Marilyn Dr
Ravenscroft Chris, Lisa 143 Pioneer Ave
Rittenberg Michael 880 Lantern Hill Rd
Robey Dorothy M 1418 Chase Rd
Rood Donald L, Mildred 54 Longdale Ave
Sabol Stephen 76 Perrin Ave
Scan General Inc, Retail Asso 1355 Sutton Rd
Shewan Richard H 144 Jackson Rd
Slabinski Elaine A 112 E Ctr St
Smith Terri C 45 Sara Dr
Stiles Susan 348 Blueberry Hill Rd
Strauser Sarah 439 S Memorial Hgwy
Tree Design Studio 106 S Lehigh St
Westmoreland Bus Ctr, Scott Ciravolo 106 S Lehigh St
Wrobleski Rose A 70 Longdale Ave
Shickshinny Pa 18655
Babey Luella M 188 Main Rd
Betkoski Stanley A 243 Marvin Rd
Brown Thomas Out of Town Inn 621a SR 239
Cooper Thomas D 376 Grange Rd
Covert Brooke 885 Main St
Doliva Anna B 45 W Butler St
Doughton Carolyn Brandy 42 E Butler St
Fleyshman Gary 1029 Shickshinny
Ginter Donna M 45 W Butler St
Hughes Florence Mae 14 Mcclintock St
Judge Monument Co 111 Indian Cave Rd
Kisley Helen 278 Cherr Hill
Kline Rosemary C, Michael J 75 Rockview Ave
Lutz Elizabeth A, Ellen 92 S Main St
Martini Victor J 11 Mcclintock St
Mckeel Avis Est RR 1
Mckennon Fred B 25 W Union St Apt 8
Micca Edwin M, Helen D 8 Hortop Rd
Miller Hazel A 201 Apache Dr
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Montana Taylor R, Gray W 463 Mckendree Rd
Nevel William G Jr 2 Krushka Rd
Presbyterian Women of Shickshinny 55 W Butler St
Schooley Judith 301 Reyburn Rd
Susek A F 1 S Main St B
Thomas Edith E 31 Furnace St
Titus Lindalou PO Box 111
Townline Jersey 155 Blue Door Rd
Trescott Mariane, David R 23 E Butler St
Vandermark James E 13 Vandermark Rd
Volanski John 1027 Shickshinny Valy Rd
Whitebread Ruth L HC 239 Box 140
Wolfe Irving 172 Susquehanna Ave
Wolfe Stella G 902 Winding Rd
Sugar Notch Pa 18706
Cominsky Jacob L 723 Main St
Mathews Joseph F 820 Main St
Thomas Joseph F, Merico P 384 Hill St
Sugarloaf Pa 18249
Campbell Genevieve, Hugh Jr 783 Cedar Head Rd
Clean Sweep Inc 66 Ctr Hill Rd
Delmonico Cynthia M Country Club Estates Apt 103e
Dietrich Marvin S, Debra Klick Scalise Exec PO Box 503
Dodson Marilou 8 Old Forest Rd
Drobnock Robert 98 Walnut Ave
Dwyer Neil Jr, Amelia 67 Brookhill Rd
Ehret Shalini 119 Mountain View Crt
Ferrello Katherine Maria, Louis 139 Lakeview Trl
Ferrello Mary Campi 22 Lakeview Trail
Fornataro Rocco RR 1 Box 452
Golias Lori J 100 Sugarloaf Mt Dr
Gorski Eugene D MD 19 Banks Ave
Heckert Carol E 4 Birch St
Innovation Realty Ventures Inc 62 Fairway Ln
Jamieson Marie G 326 Turkey Path Rd
Johnson Hazel 1 Timber Cir
Jones Dylan R, Richard R RR 2 Box 952
Kuchar Joseph J 16 N Main St
Lloyd Ruth W Trust PO Box M
Lombardi Maria D 98 Walnut Ave
Marsilio Robert N 13 Twain Cir
Marushin Joann RD 1 Box 235
Mcandrew Eileen, James 64 Valy View Dr
Mcdonald Denise M RR 1 Box 845
Mohiuddin Azmathunissa 137 Mountain Rd
Mormak David A 121 Pleasant Ridge Dr
New Empire Contracting Inc 15 Country Club Ln
Peregrin Stacie 410 W County Rd
Pretti Ellen RR 1
Smith Thomas L, Dorothy 59 East County Rd
Sons D B 355 W County Rd
Starrick Ryan M RD 1 Box 235
Veraldi Mary F 22 Lakeview Trail
Wright Cleo RR 1 Box 990
Yakubisin Daniel 162 Lakeview Trl
Zientek Robert L, Selene 320 Turkey Path Rd
Sweet Valley Pa 18656
Boatman Randy J 263 Bronson Rd
Country Pride Lawn Care Landscaping I PO Box 70
Edwards Daniel 515 Old State St
Engelman Margaret RR 1 Box 1115
Golubieski Joseph 88 Dobson Rd
Jackowski Catherine C 1115 SR 118
Janoski Andrea C 263 Bronson Rd
Laurita Potosky Antoinette L PO Box 155
Lutson Josephine, Peter PO Box 32
Lynn Sandra Denise, Brittany M 43 Post Office Rd
Pearson Jenna 291 Huntington Creek Rd
Smith Sharon 5326 Main Rd
Wargo Lindsey 93 Dobson Rd
Werkheiser Josephine 40 Creekside Ln
Zerfass Lella G RR 1
Swoyersville Pa 18704
Baseski Peter A 36 Brown St
Bishop Devon L 216 Poland St
Blackburn Kirk 216 Poland St
Bytheway George 359 Tripp St
Chacko Libby Anne 77 Maltby St
Cicero Jacqueline P 366 Main St
Cywinski Michael, Gloria 342 Hughes St
Delunis Genevieve 104 Lackawanna Av
Flaherty Lori A 277 Academy St
Gkeglock Elliz 206 Shoemaker St
Hicks Lea B 348 Kossack St
Jade Salon Co 488 Church St
Kern Anna G 43 Gillespie St
Klug Theresa 218 Watkins St
Kocylowsky Carmella June 639 Church St
Lampert Helen Est 2 Stock Ave
Lehman Kevin L 21 E Hall St
Libby Anne Chacko 77 Maltby Ave
Matushek Frank 24 Mchale St
Mesaros Marie Michele 127 Noye Ave
Morgan Caroline 1204 Main St
Mushinsky Joseph 36 Broderick St
Nicholas Lillian 36 Brown St
Perrego Ralph H 141 Barber St
Quinn Ryan 704 Main St
Serbel Frances 12 Grace St
Shampack Nancy C 28 Filbert St
Shumack Gladys R R 292 Owen St
Sobieski Thomas J Jr, Benjamin 16 Mchale St
Springer Frederick R 58 Hill St
Taylor Russell 1204 Main St
Urban Algard L 59 Railrd St
Weaver William E 29 Pettebone St
Wienckowski Mary 104 Lackawanna Av
Witt Joseph 36 Broderick St
Yuhas James 1025 Main St
Trucksville Pa 18708
Carey Kevin J DO 206 Canada Rd
Connor Deborah 143 S Pioneer Ave
Gorr Sandra J, Alan J 28 Harris Hill Rd
Hernandez Amy 132 Frangorma Dr
Howells E Louise, Gregg B 142 Carverton Rd
Kovaleski Christine A 110 S Pioneer Ave
Messinger Beth J 131 Doran Dr
Reavy Susan J 24 Orchard St
Salatino Joseph 214 Tr Ave
Savoy Samuel N 24 Orchard St
Soveroski Lillian 157 S Pioneer Ave
Young Marian E 185 Lewis Ave
Wanamie Pa 18634
Act Stanley A 290 Belles Rd
Betkoski Leonard R 290 Belles Rd
Orourke Celia 93 Mcdonald St W
Phillips Jean M 256 Miner Ave
Sirak Larry Est 271 Miners Ave
Wapwallopen Pa 18660
Adamczyk Sandra 5 Catie Ln
Bachanas Helen RR 2 105
Berneski Vincent RR 1 Box 128
Bowman William F 278 Kingsbury Rd
Boyer Harry E, Mary RR 1 Box 188
Bradley Bonnie 522 Hollow Rd
Brenneisen Richard, Betty 492 Birch Rd
Cragle Ruth 1207 Slocum Rd
Ervin Deborah A RR 2 Box 4080
Gennari Joseph D 409 S Main St
Gragle George 1207 Slocum Rd
Gray Samuel 17 Yocum Rd
Grosz Randy D 711 St Johns Rd
Haines Elizabeth I, Sheldon RD 1
Heller Coryne B 432 S Main St
Hoeffner Deborah A RR 1 Box 181 A
Hoyt Graydon RR 2
Januszewski Patrick 5 Catie Ln
Konschnik Jonathan RR 2 Box 155e
Konschnik Stacey RR 2 Box 155e
Makarewicz Barbara A 34 Lilylake Rd
Parlante Mark A 508 Creek Rd
Piavis Charmaine 110 Lily Lake Rd
Prebola Stephen 887 Hobbie Rd
Rinehimer Bus Lines RR 3 Box 1291
Rockel Bud C RR 1
Rother William J Molly Mendofik Rep Payee
3858 St Mary’s Rd
Rupp Richard RR 1
Ruth Ruth J RR 1
Schiel Inc 38 Subyak Rd
Schneider Vida 444 Moyers Grove Rd
Schnieder Vida E RR 2 Box 97e
Senor Joseph A, Ann E 180 G Slocum Pines
Steadele Serina Box 1286
Stiles Gregory A Jr RR 1 Box 65a
Ward Thomas 897 Hobbie Rd
Warrior Run Pa 18706
Koreny Sophie T 571 Front St
Pegarella Edmund 544 Orchard St
West Hazleton Pa 18201
Broyan Florence 2 E Green St
Jones Dillon Richard 625 Harvey St
Jones Dylan Richard 625 Harvey St
West Hazelton Pa 18202
Alcantara Miguel 651 Harvey St
Arias Ramon E 319 Putnam St
Basilio Ramon 309 N 5 Th St
Bezick Anna 501 R Winter
Breker John 120 Winters Ave
Cuellar Fabio M 222 224 1 2 West Green St
Delacruz Gregoria 457 Ridge Ave
Denar Theresa A 714 Winters Ave
Federal Deposit Ins Corp 58 Sunburst Dr
Fellin Annamae R 223 Allen St
Franzosa Mary Lynn, Gina Lee 609 Harvey St
Gould Richard 210 E Green St
Grant Erica M 416 Putnam St Rear
Gregory Dawn 42 N Warren St
Gronski Mary 218 E Green St
Guzman Ramon 9 Warren St
Harris William S 4 E Clay Ave
Hunsinger Christopher R 14 E Green St
Karris 511 Winters Ave
Kopp Timothy W 127 W 22nd St
Majchrowicz Edward 19 S Brd St
Mcnelis Terrence 645 N Brd St
Mullin Ashley 10 E Oak St
Murray Matthew 1345 Woodlawn Dr
Nosal Bernard 108 E Brd St
Ortiz Virginia 133 E Brd St Apt 2
Pecora Marion 4 Fawn Dr
Peterko Regina 30 E Oak St
Pluto Grace 57 E Jefferson Ave
Puhak Helen A 233 Allen St
Roman Anne P 31 W Clay Ave
Sarante Jose 418 Putnam St
Sterba Janet 305 Anchor St
Sypeck Louis C Jr, Mark L 432 Winters Ave
Taddei Jason 313 Winters Ave
Torres Clarissa 17 Jackson Ave
Torres Pedro 39 Susquehanna Blvd
Urban Richard V 430 Winters Ave
Vasquez Ana M 222 W Green St
White Tennille 522 N Brd St
Wontroba Mary Catherine 2 N Brd St Apt 3
Zablocki Eleanor 6 E Oak St
West Nanticoke Pa 18634
Jones Robert D Flamingo Motel Rm 12
Warakomski Theodore R Tilbury Tr 66 Tilbury Ave
Whatley Jonathan, Paige 59 Allen St
West Pittston Pa 18643
Adams Earl 101 Lacoe St
Agati Anthony J 10 Elms St
Alling William C, June RD 4 Box 402
Angels Touch Homecare Ll 341 Wyoming Ave Ste 2
Austin Helen 312 Pacific Ave
Biscontini Marian 124 Washington St
Bonser Robert 217 Boston Ave #2
Burke Mary 333 Exeter Ave
Capavage Carl 713 Wisner St
Carmean Deanne 340 Franklin St
Citifinancial Auto 291b Sutton Creek Rd
Coolbaugh Jennifer R 2368 RT 92
Cordora Margaret 25 Washington St
Cumbo Millie 322 Salem St
Evans Donald R, Elsie 226 Parke St
Figleomeni Michael 40 Stanton St
Franco Peter RR 1 Box 271k
Frisbie Margaret J 324 Damon St
Garrahan Barbara P 10 Elms St
Garuba Rose 316 Montgomery Ave
Gilvary Sarah J Est, Patrick J Apt 703 221 Fremont St
Green Marjorie T 128 Linden St
Gubitoso Rita Castellani 227 Warren St
Hawley Edward N, Robert N 40 Stanton St
Haynes Kornelia 319 Spring St
Heeps Milton S 344 Race St
Hughes Thelma S, David C 315 Philadelphia Ave Apt A
Johnson Dorothy 925 Tunkhannock St
Judge Agnes 25 Delaware Ave
Kane Patrick 36 Luzerne Ave
Keating John E 221 Fremont St Apt 405
Kendreth Wayne G 302 Baltimore Ave Apt 1
Kivak Margaret R 910 Wyoming Ave
Kossuth Mary M 225 Wyoming Ave
Kosuth William 225 Wyoming Ave
Lanunziata J S 101 Delaware Ave
Mahalsky Paula 108 Spring St
Mananell Evelyn J 211 Franklin St
Manganello Evelyn J 211 Franklin St
Marcellini Mabel 517 Second St
Murphy Thomas 324 Delaware Ave
Murtha James 8 Ann St
Nicholson Carlton K, Mary 304 Spring St
Nicholson Ronald N 1098 Exeter Ave
Noone Gerald M 217 North St
Novak George W RD 4 Box 344
Odc Inc 4 River Shores Ct
Otoole Nancy J 206 Berry St
Owens William D III 325 North St
Phillips Donald R, Laura 929 Fourth St
Remplewicz Mia Lily RR 4 Box 1413
Reseigh Clarence R 291b Sutton Creek Rd
Roldan Sandra 609 Foundry St
Ross Ann P 318 Excelsior St
Schultz Brenda 308 Warren St
Simko Theodore RR 1 Box 171 RT 92
Stanlus Eleanor A 923 Tunkhannock Ave
Stead Dorothy 818 Wisner St
Tavella Joseph W 203 Delaware Ave
Tolson Mary U 804 Wyoming Ave
Tompkins Ruth A 206 Washington St
Vanduzer Robert W 118 Delaware Ave
Wancho Marjorie M 207 Boston Ave
York Catherine C 117 Warren St
Zamerowski Concetta 221 Fremont St Apt 1006
Zinkavich Vincent J Est 114 Warren St
West Wyoming Pa 18644
Banko Daniel Est 1083 Shoemaker Ave
Begliomini Debra Ann, Dante 23 Tr Dr Knob Hl
Brinski Susan O 327 W 6th St
Dennis Thomas F, Frances 407 Washington Ave
Jones Gary 894 Shoemaker Ave
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Moore John, Ruth 47 Lincoln Ave
Obrinski Susan 327 W 6th St
Rauschkolb Charles H 7 Bridge St
Silinskie Ronald W, Lynn M 552 5th St Mnr
Simko Albert Mrs 8 Wheaton St
Skursky William J 16 Gregory St
Truffarelli Dolo 594 W Sperling St
Volack Mary 65 Lincoln Ave
Weston Pa 18256
Brobst Corey 786 West Rd
Cascio James J 531 Hazle St
Judge Alphonso J Derringer St
Seiwell Renee Y 89 Top St
White Haven Pa 18661
Albee Alice 400 Erie St
Albee Alice A, Herbert 410 Erie St
Albee Alice Est 405 Lehigh St
Anstett Emma 8 Penn Lk
Butler Eugene Est 27 Pond Creek Dr
Carretero Sandra 316 Main St 1
Creative Energy Options Inc 45 Country Place Ln
Creative Energy Options Inc PO Box 87
Daniel H Suitch Ins Agency PO Box 100
Dellaquila Thomas A HC 1 Box 32
Dixon Charles W 3393 State St
Dwyer Marlen 323 Ash Ln
Eastbend Enterprises PO Box 7
Evans Charles D, Eugene, Lillian 133 Peat Moss Rd
Farnish Lisa Pad 117 Skyway Ln Lot 117
Gatts Cynthia S, Barry 15 Whisper Dr
Gibbons John RR 1 Glen Oaks
Harrison Autumn 21 Ash Tree Ln
Hartwell Jane M Est 66 Prescott Rd Hickory Hills Comm
Hippeli James 3 Laurel Rd
Hoffman Christine RR 1 Box 47 River Rd
Hoffman Kimberly RR 2 Box 2118 Pond Creek Rd
Houston Betsey 135 Lakeview Dr A
Hudelson Peggy A 1637 Honey Hole Rd
Huntzinger Jospeh 40 E Nescopeck Creek Ln
Jarick Leeanne 332 Barrys Rd
Johnson Susan C 26 Tr Dr Pen Lake
Jordan Ken Jr HC 1 Box 23 X273 Tarantino Dr
Joyce Joan 214 Azalea Trail
Knights Inn 0 HC 1 Box 30
Knueppel Mary A 9 Polonia Ct
Kripa Motel Group RT 940 I 80 PO Box 141
Leipfert Brian N 503 Berwick St
Levine Lena 1090 Woodhaven Dr
Maranuk Maxim M, Jean RR 1 Box 82c
Matticola Kelly L Hickory Hills RR 20 Box 152
Mengle Jodi A, Jodi A Trimmer 419 Berwick St
Owings Peter W 47 W Line Rd
Regel Edward A, Florine HC 1 14
Robert W B Jr 19 Holiday Dr
Scotti Mary J Hickory Hills RR 20 Box 152
Sheaman Shirley J, Fred W Jr PO Box 231
Sieminski Hess Baily J 408 Ash St
Sitko Francis A 159 State RT 437
Sona Restaurants LLC Box 21 SR 940
Sonar LLC PO Box 141
Stachowiak Edward J, Theresa M 320 Ash Ln
Stinson John 37 Darby Dr
Veichec Robert M RR 1 Box 107
White Carol Box 23z73 HC 1
Yalch Lottie 1218 Sandy Valy Rd
Yatsko Leonard RD 1
Ziminsky Albert H 13 Valy Gorge Mobile Home Pa
Wilkes−Barre Pa 18701
Akins Angela 98 S Main St Apt 3
Alawi Jihad Mohamed 245 S Main St
Altemose Kenneth 50 North Pennsylvania Ave
Anasti James N Maternal & Family Health Svcs
15 Public Sq Ste 600
Ancin Marie C 34 S Main St 211
Andreeko Andrew, Sophie 98 N Franklin St
Andreeko Sophie 98 N Franklin St
Ashley Amato Robert J Ciaruffoli Tr 46 Public Sq Ste 400
Atkinson Marion 152 S Franklin St
Barbour Viola M 118 Hickory St
Bella Adam T 235 S Washington St
Bhatti Vineet 376 S Franklin St
Bigler Mildred 753 Chartus
Bond William J, William 152 S Franklin St
Boran Arlene R 31 W Market St
Butler Margaret T 1400 United Penn Bldg
Butts Jason 43 Alexander St
Cam Electronics 11 Riverside Dr
Cawley Frank J 163 S Washington St Apt 815
Coll Charles L 60 Public Sq Ste 300
Crenshaw Elizabeth 113 Lehigh St
Cummings David H Est 96 S Franklin St
Curtis Dorthy 32 East Union St
Czarnecki Ruth G 152 S Franklin St
David J Maharty Dmd Inc 156 S Pennsylvania Ave
Davis Wilnete L 10 E South St Apt 440
Dellavedova Margaret 180 S Washington Stapt 5
Dering Cindy 201 Iroquios Ave
Dougherty James 50 N Penn Ave
Edwards Dorothy F 163 S Washington St Apt 814
Elinsky Martha M 111 N Pennsylvania Ave
Enliang Huang 60 W South St
Ernest S Townend Tr D 1400 United Penn Bldg
F M Kirby Center 71 Public Sq
Fedor Robert 76 Lehigh Ct
Findora Anna 50 N Pennsylvania Ave
Fox William 73 Maple St
Gabriel Stanley Est, Janice P 69 Public Sq Fl 11
Gembusia Raymomd Co Family Svcs 31 W Market St
Grilli Dee 69 Public Sq Suite 908
Heffron Dolores Est, William 69 Public Sq Fl 11
Heidi Lockwood Trust 1400 Mellon Bank Bldg
Hoff Mary A 113 Lehigh St
Hollock Mary G 69 Public Sq Fl 11
Home Stations Installations Robert Lawrence 106 S Main St
Homeland Energy Ventures 15 Public Sq Ste 201
Hummer Rosemary M 163 S Washington St Apt 815
Hunford Equities Agent 15 Public Sq Ste 302
It Cadre LLC 15 Public Sq
Jusinski Anna A 152 S Franklin St
Knight Joanne 50 N Penn Ave
Larkin James J 67 Public Sq
Lasiewick Theres 31 W Market St
Layer Drew W 247 S Franklin St Apt 3
Lewis Helen 163 S Washington St Apt 405
Lupas Anthony III 65 W Jackson St
Mattey Marilyn 152 S Franklin St
Mayeski Mary A Est 80 E Northampton St Apt 303
Mchugh Mary Est 152 S Franklin St
Micahel F Miscavage DMD 91 S Main St
Morvitz Milton, Edith 34 S Main St Apt 1111
Mosley Theadore 634 Lycoming St
Mundro Marie T, Family Service 31 W Market St
Nesbitt Geraldine T 1400 United Penn Bldg
Oconnell James Bruce 10 E South St Apt 730
Palkiewicz Wanda C 80 E Northampton St Apt 110
Parkin Elsie D 87 W Ross St
Pasonick Arlene 98 N Franklin St
Pepperjam 11 Riverside Dr
Pepperjamsearch 11 Riverside Dr
Rashed Almazrooei 20 Public Sq 404
Roth Steven 15 S Franklin St
Shilkoski Janice 599 Shawnee St
Skiptunas Adele 34 S Main St Apt 1109
Sordoni Andrew 15 Public Sq Ste 201
Spak Paul 163 S Washington St
Spellman Eliz E 180 S Washington St
Swiontek Stanley 50 N Pennsylvania Ave
Terry William S 247 S Franklin St Apt 3
Thomas J Allardyce MD Pc 150 Mundy St Ste 501
Threlkeld Anna 163 S Washington St Apt 405
Tomashunas Dolores 152 S Franklin St
Townend Edith T, Frank 1400 United Penn Bldg
Ufberg Irwin 10 W Northampton St
Wadas Au D David A Dr 34 S Main St Ste 19
Wilkes−Barre Duathlon 40 W Northhampton St
Worer Jule T 396 S Main St
Zhao Xi 17 W Ross St Apt 609
Wilkes−Barre Pa 18702
Hogrebe Marilyn, Robert 1100 RD 2 Pittston Blvd
Alonso Jose C 48 S Welles
Alshammari Fayez 72 Academy St
Andreeko Zofia 165 N Wilkes−Barre Blvd
Anthony J Lupas Jr 702 Wildflower Dr
Arnott Albert T, Alberta 331 Plymouth Ave
Asthma Center Inc 150 Mundy St
Aungerer David A, Dennis Qlty Inn 880 Kidder St Rm 230
Ayers Jessie 83 Madison St
Bankers Life &Casualty Co, Annie Mccargo
613 Baltimore Dr
Barancho Marc 280 Bowman St
Barbour Viola M 118 Hickory St
Barone Theresa M 46 Farley Ln
Bartuski Leonarda 288 Andover St
Bella Luke M 2049 Bear Creek Blvd
Bella Vista Asso LLC 270 N Sherman St
Bender Denise N 419 Francis St
Benson Maria C Olinda M Benson 292 Coal St Apt B 5
Benson Marie D 292 Coal St Apt B5
Berardi F M 1172 Hwy 315 Blvd
Bergal Frances 39 Worrall St
Bielecki E M 298 Scott St
Birge Marcella 249 S Sherman St
Biscontini Childrens Trust, Arnold K, Joseph J Paciotti Cpa
1094 Hwy 315 Blvd
Bob Evans Rest 920 Schecter Dr Highland Park
Boggs Carter B 84 Riverside Dr Ste 2
Boline Dolores 419 N Main St Apt 302
Bonanny Heather A 406 Westminister Rd
Bonczek Sophie J 402 S River St
Botzko Samuel 300 Ctright Ave
Bozentka Bernadine 5 N Sherman St Apt 407
Brasby Ellis C 83 S Hancock St
Breslin William Est 337 N Main St
Broody John 18 Glen St
Brooks Ann Marie 230 Pulaski St
Brown Dorothy 68 Spruce St
Brown Jerold W 150 Mallery Place
Brown Thomas 308 N Empire Ct
Brown Thomas E 308 N Empire Ct Apt 420
Burton Alicia 183 S Hancock St
Butler Clarence H 571 1 2 Carey Ave
Callahan Frank 25 Old River Rd
Carey Brian E 295 Scott St Apt 203
Carmona Gustavo 91 S Empire St Apt 2
Casterline R S Jr 51 Spruce St
CC and W Construction LLC 213 Mundy St
Chacko Riju 404c Indian Creek Rd
Charles Robert J 145 Poplar St
Chick N Enterprises 531 Scott St
Claflin Leandra A 240 N Sherman St
Clocker Helen B 86 Sheridan St
Cobbs Curtis H 353 Scott St
Cobleigh Edwin 233 Academy St
Colarussos Pizza 300 Wilkes−Barre Township Blvd
Comerota Deanna United Methodist Homes 31 Fordham Rd
Coolbaugh Abraham 13 Oregon St
Cortes Garcia Maria 364 E Northampton St
Costanza Michael J, Lauren E 13 Manchester Dr Laflin
Costello James 314 Barney St
Coyle Martin J, Carolyn, Patrick J 27 S Regent St
Craig Robyn S 44 Dagobert St
Crawford Mildred P RR 1
Da Silva Vander Jose 445 Scott St Apartment A
Dale Richard 11 Pearl St
Danko John M Jr 294 Bowman St
Dantzler Vincent W 130 S Welles St
Dates Rasheda 82 Holland St
Davies Burton T 169 Poplar St
Davis Ralph 121 N Meade St
Davis Robert 15 Beaumont St Fl 3
Davis Wilnette 10 East South St
Decker William J 20 Brown St
Derenfeld Janice 1099 Bear Creek Blvd
Deshong Deborah 39 Carlisle St
Devine Thomas 59 Barney St
Devizia Enrico 248 E South St
Digital Plus 1120 RT 315
Dixon Linda 618 Washburn Ave
Dobbs Denise, Brian 127 Moyallen St
Dobosh Edith 200 S Meade St 116
Don Wilknson Agency Centax Group 300 Laird St Bldg A
Dovel Heather 312 N Empire Ct Apt 121
Dunn James J 44 Riverside Dr
Dybo Linda 294 Coal St 105
Dyke Laura 5 N Sherman St Apt 703
Eljawhari Bashar 1682 Hwy 307
Ellis Stephen J 67 Grove St
Engle Charlotte, Daniel Est 38 Kidder St
Engle Lynette 246 Mclean St
Ertley Motorworld 150 Motorworld Dr
Esock Andrew R 101 Spruce St
Estrella Kathleen J 300 Laird St Ste 200
Evangelisti Annette 47 Maxwell St
Evans D 390 S Sherman St
Evans Hannah M 92 Custer St
Evans Marie Korn 57 Regent St
Fahey Arden 98 Carey Ave
Fahey Michael G 98 Carey St
Falchek Rita M 647 Laurel Run Rd
Falzones Towing 271 N Sherman St
Farber Joseph P 395 N Pennsylvania Ave
Farr Mary A Apt 1202 City Hieghts
Farrell Lois E 274 Carey Ave
Ferry Gerald F, Jean T 329 E South St
Fetchick John P 225 Prospect St
First Union Arena Casey Plaza 255 Highland Park Blvd
Fleming Frances Est 15 Hughes St
Flynn Thomas L 490 N Main St
Foster Donald E 99 Water St 4a
Frail Steven J 164 Carlisle St
Fraley Mary V 112 Charles St
Frederick & Snowden Funeral Home 617 Carey Ave
Freeze Lois M 534 S River
Frost Rosemary B Mary Rose Karaffa 430 Westminster Rd
Gabriel Matthew 57 Mallery Place
Galaida Harry, Anna 5 Laurel St
Gallagher Elizabeth H 182 Brown St
Gallagher Francis 8 Spruce St
Gallagher Pat 295 Scott St
Gerber Gwendolyn 57 W River St
Giant Floor 1345 RT 315
Giebler Vincent 45 Penn St
Glc Rtf, Rosa Frassand, Rosa Scissom, Glc Mountain View
101 E Mountain Blvd
Goff Mary 50 Custer St
Gonos Eleanor B 69 Sylvanus St
Green June Est, Walter 114 N Sherman St
Green Taneesha 49 Hutson St
Grula Barbara 101 Coal St
Guard Security Ba 20 Hughes St
Gumienny Wanda 217 Coal St
Hager Paul J 543 Blackman St Rear
Hague Donald I, Donald R 129 Charles St
Hall Rich 271 Kidder Stkd
Halloway C 96 Hickory St
Hancock William 76 Lawrence St
Hargreaves Dorothy 260 S Meade St Rm 220
Havard Robert J 140 Ridgewood Dr
Hebert Lucille A 206 Scott St
Heeter Gloria C 15 Westminster St
Hennighan Barbara R 14 W Maple St
Herring Russell 20 Sullivan St
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Herschenfeld Gerald, Hilda 140 W River St
Heston Joseph J 19 Fairfield Cir
Hiliana Perdomo Rostellini 44 Custer St Apt 1
Hill Tyrone 343 S Hancock St
Hodges Chris D 138 Stanton St
Hogan William, Mary 20 Hughes St
Hogrebe Marilyn, Robert L 1100 RD 2 Pittston Blvd
Home Instead Senior Care 216 N River St Ste 550
Hoolisk Angela L 139 S Grant St
Houston Joseph Est 300 Hazel St
Hughes Marian 188 New Alexander St
Hunter Corey Barney St
Hunter Marguerite 59 Melrose Ave
Isaacs Allan 109 Regent St
Iscovitz Michelle M 5 Kidder St
Jackson Anna E 253 Barney St
Jankowski Frances 609 Main St
Jeelani Syed M 108 N Fulton St
Jeffrey Mary E 146 Old River Rd
Jenkins Sophia Est 53 Chilwick St, Art Terry
Johnson Mary Lou 204 Gilligan St
Johnson Raymond, Laura 12 Bethel St
Jones Irene 56 Woodview Rd
Jones Kenneth 119 Madison St Rear
Jones Robin L 433 E Mountain Mhp
Kariger Priscilla 387 S River St Apt 1
Kearney Mary T 81 Conwell St
Kebles George T 510 Anderson St
Keegan John 5 N Sherman St Apt 705
Keisar Itay 248 Wildflower Dr
Keller Colleen M 203 Madison St
Ken Pollock Nissan 229 Mundy St
Kenzakoski Daniel 1600 Bald Mountain Rd
Kielkucki Cynthia J 594 Mayflower Xing Bldg F
Kissinger Michelle 127 Bradford St
Knight Richard 561 Hazle St
Kobeski Gary E, Kathleen S 260 S Sheridan St
Kompinski Patricia A 158 Bear Creek Blvd
Kopak Andrea 38 Oak St
Kordek Stanley A 75 Schuler St
Kosakowski Margaret 55 Marcy St
Kosenick Leona J 537 Anderson St
Kruczek Kathleen A, Zachary R 779 Metcalf St
Kucewicz Mary T 512 Anderson St
Kuchman George Est 300 Park Ave Apt 218
Kulpon Aileen 23 S Sherman St Rear
Kutz Richard R 22 Simpson St
Kyler Linda H 100 Commerce Blvd Ste 200
La Wonder Corp 29 Wyoming Valy Mall
Laboda Theresa C 530 Mayflower Xing
Langhorne Barbara 304 N Washington St
Lanks Dorothy E 58 W Maple St 1
Lavery Mary 310 S River St
Lazarchik Anna Korn Krest 110 Elk St
Le Thanh 159 New Elizabeth St
Lee Son N 226 Park Ave
Lepkowski Albert 101 E Mountain Blvd
Levolis Tessie 251 S Empire St
Lirio Jason P 257 Park Ave
Little Flower Manor Maureen Mchale 200 S Meade St
Little Tipsy 247 Carey Ave
Liuzzi Maria 8 Church St Ste 216
Loiacono Jean T 129 E Saylor Ave
Loiancono Jean T 129 E Saylor Ave
Long David 133 Lehigh St
Lord & Taylor, Sarah Karwoski 250 Highland Pk Blvd
Luskus Walter J Jr 101 E Mountain Blvd
Luton Thomas 545 Blackman St
Malast Michael 541 Anderson St
Malia Kathleen L 442 1 2 Hazle St 2
Mann Helen 29 Ctright Ave
Martine Jose P 102 Poplar St
Martinson Martin 586 Carey Ave Apt 2
Mary O M 1172 Hwy 315 Blvd
Mathias Mary M 86 Sheridan St
Matichka Mildred R 171 Ctright St
Mazera Thomas 652 Mayflower Apt Box 10
Mc Entee Patrick 44 Amherst Ave
Mcbride Florence 74 Mundy St
Mccance Michael Jr 214 Pulaski St
Mccloe Geraldine 160 Charles St
Mccloe Geraldine 329 N Main St
Mcglynn Barbara A 29 Rees St
Mcgovern Lawrence 94 Hilllside St 33
Mcguiness Marian 191 Andover St
Mclaughlin Thomas V Jr 146 Old River Rd
Medicap Pharmacy 1009 Washington Blvd One Source Hr
Solutions
Medley Mya 82 Sheridan St
Meiss Charles E 401 Pocono Trailer Pk
Melan Margaret 118 Custer St
Mendez Soledad 294 Academy St Fl 2
Metzger Kelly D 364 S Grant St
Middaugh Julane E 30 D Okarma Ter
Migatulski John 1536 Hwy 315
Milchick George 18 Spruce St
Miller Adrienne M, Adrienne 64 Spruce St
Miller Debra L 204 Gilligan St
Miller Dorothy M 10a Alpine Ct
Miller Michael 70 Kidder St East End
Mills Daniel 76 Moyallen St
Milvey Margaret 23 Dagobert St
Miskiewicz Teofil 34 Barney St
Mitchell Christopher 273 Bowman St
Mizkewicz Teofil 34 Barney St
Monseur Marguerite 339 Park Ave
Morgan Joshua 7 Lan Creek Rd
Morris Chloe F, Shelly 2 Market St 2
Morris Joseph T 202 Lincoln Plz
Motorworld Lexus 150 Motorworld Dr
Motorworld Toyota 150 Motorworld Dr
Muench Stephanie 2 Airy St Apt 5
Muhammad Zarinah 228 Scott St Fl 1
Mulligan Paul 89 N Sherman St Apt 1
Munkatchy Audrey 410 S Franklin St
Munson Allene B 11 Loomis St
Murphy Catherine L, Michael E 294 Coal St Apt B2
Murphy Thomas 150 Motorworld Dr
Myers Edward R 36 Irving St Apt 3
Namey Ann Marie 204 Gilligan St
Nasser Marilyn 371 New Grant St
Nekrasz John 300 Parkview Cir Unit 3114
Nesbit Elizabeth 39 Brown St
Ney Marilyn 43 Alexander St
Ngolo Paul 295 Carey Ave Apt 2
Noll Judith Ann, Gilbert E 219 Haverford Dr
Nowakowski Edward A 201 Laurel St Rear
Oates Stephanie 116 Edison St
Ogilvy & Mather 100 Baltimore Dr
Ohara Theresa 118 Custer St
Oldziejewski Thomas A 282 Lehigh St
Omalia Patricia 212 Madison St
Omeara James 4 Ridgewood Rd
One Source Staffing Solutions 1124 Hwy 315
Osborne Roy J 800 Wilkes−Barre Township Blvd
Owens Nancy 174 Kidder St
Paczkowski Paul 7 Solomon St
Panatieri Meghan 63 Elizabeth St
Pappas Ann Marie 26 Kulp Ave
Papsun Julia 134 1 2 S Walnut St
Paranormal & Radio Life 300 Park Ave Apt 602
Parkin Elsie D 87 W Ross St
Patel Gaurang G 612 Indian Creek Dr
Payne Ida 143 Barnex St
Pelak Lucille 16a Beaver Ct
Pendle John, Helen 12 N Walnut St
Peng Jiajia 381 S River St Fl 2
Pepperjam, Kristopher Jones 11 Riverside Dr
Perdomo David 817 E 23
Perdomo Santa 44 Custer St
Perleth James 63 Stanley St
Perrone Samuel 192 Riverside Dr
Peters Ice Cream 161 Blackman St
Peters Judy R 7 N Wilkes−Barre Blvd Ste 03
Piszczek Joseph W 101 E Mountain Blvd
Plastic Reconst Surg 1130 Hwy 315
Plevick Thomas R 17 Houston St
Polar Bear Refrig & AC 425 N Pennsylvania Ave
Poli Hilda Est 118 Oak St
Popovich Michael L 39 Butler St
Powell Florence, William, Margaretta 63 S Fulton St
Powell Mason L 34 Airy St
Price Evelyn, Hilda Little Flower Manor 200 S Meade St
Price Roger 1116 Spruce St
Pusey Eric A 126 Pocono Park
Puza Rebecka L 62 W Maple St 1st Fl
Quaglia Helene M 282 Riverside Dr
Quinn Nathan R 183 Madison St
Raineri Anthony 18 Nicole Dr
Ramirez Daysell 262 Scott St
Randolph Monique D 304 N Washington St
Rann Robert 229 Barney St Apt 1st Fl
Rattigan Justin 100 N Wilkes−Barre Blvd
Raynes Russell I 269 Scott St
Regan Donald 290 Parkview Cir
Reishtein Daniel 134 W River St
Remcho Catherine 67 W Maple St
Rensa Mary A 662 E N Ampton St
Rent America 425 S Main St
Reyes Jason Douglas 183 S Hancock St
Rios Hilda 61 Edison St
Roberts Elizabeth 411 S Meade St
Roos Edmund P 19 Kidder St
Roth Helen 535 N River St
Roth Irene 245 S Grant St
Rothschild John A MD 5658 W Linden St
Rouse Jonathon 25 N River St
Rozycki Marian 19 Thompson St
Rudnesky Edward Jr 143 S Empire St
Ryan Leo A 69 Spruce St
Rynkiewicz J A 327 Dana St
Sauchak John F 114 Miner St
Savor Wachovia Arena 255 Highland Park Blvd
Schuler Francis, Mary 81 N Empire St
Schuler Reynold C 229 Elizabeth St
Schwabe Scott Jeffrey 6 Alpine Ct
Seprich Joshua E 95 W Saylor Ave
Serafin Peter, John P, Patricia Serafin 121 Maple Rd
Serafin Robert, Linda 111 Maple Rd
Sheperis Rosemary 101 Dagobert St
Shilkosk Helen 599 Shawnee St Breslau
Shiner Matty J 102 Loomis St
Shinko Paul S, Paul 151 Bradford St
Sipple Jack M 16 Prospect St
Sisko Mary 52 N Walnut St
Sitler Denise A 176 Charles St
Skarnolis Joseph 245 Coal St
Sleep Wilkes−Barre 144 Mundy St
Slyker John, Mary, Helen E End Towers 410
Smeden Helen Blosi 200 S Meade St
Smith Courtney 8 Barney St
Smith Durwoo Est 110 Elmwood Dr
Smith Dwight D 312 Parrish St
Smith Henry The Asthma Ctr 220 Carey Ave
Smith Marguerite A 245 S Grant St
Smith Robert 318 Scott St
Smith Rodney G, Delilah 41 Maly Place
Smith Stefan A 305 N Main St
Smith Theresa M 46 Farley Ln
Snell Brittany 48 Pearl St
Snyder David W 65 Gildersleeve St
Sobeck Barbara 87 Spruce St
Sokol Rose 357 N Pennsylvania Ave
Solomon Margaret 59 Locust St
Somers Tritan A 46 Darling St
Southern Jacqueline 924 S Franklin St
Spayder Helen 14 N Hancock St
Spellman Charles J 220 N Main St
Spitalik John 333 Lyndwood Ave
Stanish Stan 107 Wyoming Valy Mall
Stans Auto Body Inc 23 S Sherman St Rear
Stauish Chester S 24 Seymour St
Stavish Robert, Ann M 288 Moyallen St
Stehle Robert F 18 Catlin Ave
Stella Amelia, Fred RD 2
Stempin Elizabeth 300 Park Ave Apt 609
Stephens Kathleen 113 Conwell St
Steve Moss Collision 294 Coal St 105
Stockage Ellen 518 S Franklin St 2
Suchocki Kevin 171 Carlisle St
Summit Bank 617 Carey Ave
Sylvester Clora J 174 Kidder St
Sypieo Barbara J 109 Regent St
T T Air Conditioning Heating 123 Carlisle St
Taluba Susan T 20 Westminster St
Tammac Holding Corp 100 Commerce Blvd Ste 200
Terrell Qadir 593 Mayflower Xing
Thiel Alfred J 182 Brown St
Thomas Craig 147 Horton St
Thompson Anne L 300 Park Ave Apt 306
Thompson Charles E Jr 316 New Hancock St
Tinner Alyce W 11 Loomis St
Tlatelpa Cristina 499 Carens Ave
Togher Jane J 217 Haverford Dr
Torres Christopher 571 1 2 Carey Ave
Truax Ann 515 Pittston Blvd
Ungvarsky Jillian 114 Miner St
Unvarsky William 481 N Pennsylvania Ave
Vanleuven Gertrude 101 E Mountain Bvld
Vasquez Jose S 71 Essex Ln
Vector Security Inc 23 Casey Ave
Venzel Dorothy 22 Harris St
Viall Mary C 63 Stanley St
Vino Michael, Barbara 342 Mclean St
Vital Michael 919 S Main St
Volpetti Elizabeth P, George 364 High St
Wachs Helen L 300 Ctright Ave Rm 224
Waechter Linda 356 Stanton St
Walker Darlene 119 Old River Rd
Wallace Audrey R 1051 Willow St
Wallace Robert Jr 100 Lockhart St
Wallen Charles W Jr 238 E Northampton St
Walsh Richard R, Mollie M 45 Marlboro Ave
Ward Loretta C 300 Ct Right Ave
Warkevicz Joan 41 Fox Ridge Ct
Wasnick Jean C 140 Waller St
We Care Nurses 12 Dagobert St
Weidow Ruth A 153 Hanover St
Weiss William MD Medical Arts Ctr III 150 Mundy St
Welles Joan 401 New Groove St Apt 101
White Linwood 27 Kidder St
Whiteman Benjamin 6 Company Row
Wilkie Donald W 617 Carey Ave
Williams Daryl 119 Nicholson St
Williams Eric 63 Coster St
Williams Helen 315 E South St
Willis Karen 118 Oak St
Witczak Catherine 294 Coal St
Witt Walter 300 Park Ave Apt 207
Wong Kinshing 213 Mundy St
Woytowich Jeffrey N 45 Nittany Ln
Wunderle Jean 42 Academy St
Wychocks Beverage 730 W B Twp Blvd
Wyoming Valley Profession 6 Rose Ln
Yanko Elaine M 153 Grove St
Yanora Patricia 300 Park Ave Apt 419
Yefko Mark A 64 Melrose Ave
Yendrick Kathryn, John J 445 Crescent Rd
Yuska Adele M 81 Kent Ln
Yuska Vincent, Adele M 81 Kent Ln
Zdzinski Alexander J 88 Lawrence St
Zupa Helen 124 Conwell St
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Wilkes−Barre Pa 18704
Adams Russell 69 Kado St
Ali Sharon 743 N Washington St
Baker Aaron 30 W Sidney St
Beaver Daniel Larue 22 E Elm St
Bernardi Mary C 30 Brookln Rd
Berry Edward 236 St Clair St
Bisulca Stella 105 George Ave
Blat Shari L 300 E State St
Carter Footwear 1201 N Washington St
Chell Jonathan 186 George Ave
Connell Anne B 238 E Main St
Danko Leonard M 53 Brookside St
Davis Jack 1213 Scott St
Doran James W 151 George Ave
Drewicz Loretta, Edward Drevitch 16 E Chestnut St
Drugash Anna 25 Highland Dr
Dudas Wladyslaw 784 Northhampton St
Dylo Cecelia 504 N Main St
Dziedzic Charles C 52 Jay St
E Z Shop II 240 River St
Eaton Moria A 127 Maffet St 2nd Fl
Evans Roy 212 Wyoming St
Eyet Irwin C 145 N Main St Wilkes
Fedele Peter N 71 N Cleveland St
Fediw Helen 59 Chilwick St
Filewich Jonathan 670 N River St Ste 210
Fisher Jocelyn M 236 Wyoming St
Gallagher Floral Supply Inc 10 Gallagher Dr
Geiswite Geraldine M 22 E Elm St
Girton Julia 146 Wyoming St
Glogowski Victoria 49 W Chestnut St
Godlewski Eugene J 12 Trethaway St
Godlewski M A 681 N Franklin St
Goldsmith Karen T, Gerald 689 N Washington St
Gorman Catherine 210 Mill St
Gray Marie 14 Gore St
Grover Margaret M 1068 Scott St
Herbinko Michael J 239 Wyoming St
Hevendale Peter 331 River
Hontz Isabelle 128 Mill St
Instructors Network 672 N River St
Jenkins Sophia 53 Chilwick St
Kasper Leonard 18 Hillman St
Kelly Henrietta, Leo A 138 Austin Ave
Keystone Prof Pharmacy 53 Gravel St
Knesis Agnes 1068 Scott St
Kotch Charles R 81 W Chestnut St Apt 271
Lewis Thelma 1124 Scott St
Lisko Michael 102 Finn St
Lukachinsky Jason, Kara 26 Liddon St
Maguire Regina D 15 Wyndwood Dr
Mcbride Kathryn 56 Govier St
Mccole Leo 505 N Penn Ave
Mckeown Steven 532 Madison St
Medico Tatiana 7 Flood Dr
Metro Ind Corp 651 N Washington St
Mills David C 31 Brazil St
Mont William J Est 630 N Main St
Moore Thomas Rear 450 N Main St
Motta Lucille L 15 Clarks Ln
Nevins Ann 21 Harry St
Nevins Ann 380 Madison St
Norman William F Trust 53 Lawrence St
Northeast Prof Pharmac 53 Gravel St
Owens Jon 370 Hill St
Owens Jonathan B 22 East Elm St
Pa Jazz Alliance 670 N River St
Panaway Anthony B, Mary A 30 Miner St
Patel Harshad 1010 Sarah St
Pedana Aldo Jr, Emily M 121 Kado St
Peletski Nellie 65 E Bergh St−Hudson
Pl Heat Frost 315−317 N Washington St
Praszkowicz Helen 827 N Pennsylvania Ave
Quality Collisio 36 Ralph St
Raywei Inc 470 N Washington St
Rigle Florence, Nathan 43 Perkins St
Rutkowski Mary 22 Clarks Ln
Smith Grace Doran 151 George Ave
Stelma Adam E 178 Simpson St
Stec John 1 E Chestnut St
Stone Leonard 36 Ralph St
Sylvia Henry, Verna 1 E Chestnut St
Sylvia Verna 482 Madison St
Syms Natalie 12 E Elm St
Tapia Ambrocio 304 Matson Ave
Thomas Joseph G 42 Poplar St
Thomas Rhoda A 30 Mill St
Tirpak John III 106 Amesbury St
Tokach Josephine D 947 Scott St
Ullah Islam 743 N Washington St
Uni Mart 94322 639 Main St
Villano Ronald M 59 Chestnut St
Watkins James D 921 Scott St
Whitehead Sakinah 215 Eastview Dr
Williams Donald, Cory R 56 Govier St 58
Wood James D 80 N Cleveland S
Wu Yijun 476 N Washington St
Wyoming Valley Pain Clinic 39 S River St
Wilkes−Barre Pa 18705
Adams Russell 69 Kado St
Ali Sharon 743 N Washington St
Baker Aaron 30 W Sidney St
Beaver Daniel Larue 22 East Elm St
Bernardi Mary C 30 Brookln Rd
Berry Edward 236 Saint Clair St
Bisulca Stella 105 George Ave
Carter Footwear 1201 N Washington St
Chell Jonathan 186 George Ave
Connell Anne B 238 E Main St
Danko Leonard M 53 Brookside St
Davis Jack 1213 Scott St
Doran James W 151 George Ave
Drewicz Loretta, Edward 16 E Chestnut St
Drugash Anna 25 Highland Dr
Dylo Cecelia 504 N Main St
Dziedzic Charles C 52 Jay St
E Z Shop II 240 River St
Eaton Moria A 127 Maffet St 2nd Fl
Evans Roy 212 Wyoming St
Eyet Irwin C 145 N Main St
Fedele Peter N 71 N Cleveland St
Fediw Helen 59 Chilwick St
Filewich Jonathan 670 N River St Ste 210
Fisher Jocelyn M 236 Wyoming St
Gallagher Floral Supply Inc 10 Gallagher Dr
Geiswite Geraldine M 22 East Elm St
Girton Julia 146 Wyoming St
Glogowski Victoria 49 W Chestnut St
Godlewski Eugene J 12 Trethaway St
Godlewski M A 681 N Franklin St
Goldsmith Karen T, Gerald 689 N Washington St
Gorman Catherine 210 Mill St
Gray Marie 14 Gore St
Grover Margaret M 1068 Scott St
Herbinko Michael J 239 Wyoming St
Hontz Isabelle 128 Mill St
Instructors Network 672 N River St
Jenkins Sophia 53 Chilwick St
Kasper Leonard 18 Hillman St
Kelly Henrietta, Leo A 138 Austin Ave
Keystone Prof Pharmacy 53 Gravel St
Knesis Agnes 1068 Scott St
Kotch Charles R 81 W Chestnut St Apt 271
Lewis Thelma 1124 Scott St
Lisko Michael 102 Finn St
Lukachinsky Jason, Kara 26 Liddon St
Maguire Regina D 15 Wyndwood Dr
Mcbride Kathryn 56 Govier St
Mccole Leo 505 N Penn Ave
Mckeown Steven 532 Madison St
Medico Tatiana 7 Flood Dr
Metro Industries Corp 651 N Washington St
Mills David C 31 Brazil St
Mont William J Est 630 N Main St
Moore Thomas Rear 450 N Main St
Motta Lucille L 15 Clarks Ln
Nevins Ann 21 Harry St
Nevins Ann D 380 Madison St
Northeast Prof Pharmac 53 Gravel St
Owens Jon 370 Hill St
Owens Jonathan B 22 East Elm St
Pa Jazz Alliance 670 N River St
Panaway Anthony B, Mary A 30 Miner St
Patel Harshad 1010 Sarah St
Pedana Aldo Jr, Emily M 121 Kado St
Peletski Nellie 65 E Bergh St−Hudson
Pl Heat Frost 315−317 N Washington St
Praszkowicz Helen 827 N Pennsylvania Ave
Quality Collisio 36 Ralph St
Raywei Inc 470 N Washington St
Rigle Florence, Nathan 43 Perkins St
Rutkowski Mary 22 Clarks Ln
Senn N 315 George Ave
Smith Grace Doran 151 George Ave
Stec John 1 E Chestnut St
Stone Leonard 36 Ralph St
Sylvia Henry, Verna 1 E Chestnut St
Sylvia Verna 1 E Chestnut St
Sylvia Verna 482 Madison St
Syms Natalie 12 E Elm St
Tapia Ambrocio 304 Matson Ave
Thomas Joseph G 42 Poplar St
Thomas Rhoda A 30 Mill St
Tirpak John III 106 Amesbury St
Tokach Josephine D 947 Scott St
Ullah Islam 743 N Washington St
Uni Mart 94322 639 Main St
Watkins James D 921 Scott St
Whitehead Sakinah 215 Eastview Dr
Williams Alum 413 George Ave
Williams Donald, Cory R 56 Govier St 58
Wood James D 80 North Cleveland S
Wu Yijun 476 N Washington St
Wilkes−Barre Pa 18706
21st Mortgage Corp 30 Tamara Hill
Agency Travel 1061 Hanover St
Buchalski Edwin A, Verna 2979 S Main St Lower Askam
Budurka Gerald 172 Tomko Ave
Bukevicz David Est, Karen 12 Marion Ave
Butler Nicole 2639 S Main
Canvas Specialties 785 Hazle St
Carlo Jared 56 Diamond Ave
Choynacki Nadeane, Leonard 11 Tanya Dr
Clarke Linda 364 Phillips St
Creditek Recovery 335−365 New Commerce Blvd
Danko Gas Service 124 Parrish Rd
Desiderio Michael J 35 Old Asherd
Franz Sophia 49 Graham Ave
Freeman Jessica 605 Nanticoke St Rear Apt
Gallagher David 100 E Newport St Unit 4
Genpact Services 335−365 New Commerce Blvd
Green C Hanover Industrial E
Hanover Ind Estates 1061 Hanover St
Heck Brian 103 Dupont Rd
Hrichison Marcia M Breslau 532 Shawnee St
Jones Edward, Ellen 40 Luzerne St
Lamana Adina J 49 Highland Dr
Landmesser Gertrude, Rebecca 753 Church St
Laureano Luis 30 Tamara Hill
Libeck Carol V 2435 S Main St
Lozinak Walter 51 Countrywood Dr
Macfarland William 78 Eagle Ct
Mchugh Edward 24 Keith St
Meredith Carol 94 Andrew Dr
Minnick James C 583 Orchard St
Nicholson Carol 19 Bluebird Ct
Np Jp LLC 850 Sans Souci Pkwy
Plache Matthew 1061 Hanover St
Primary Trl 6 1061 Hanover St
Roaring C Builders 2 Garman St
Rosick Rose 578 Main Rd
Senghaas Carl 52 Oxford St
Smith Edward Hanover Industrial E
Swelgin Casmira 3 Frank St
Travel 6 1061 Hanover St
Travel Hanover Industrial E
Vasantrao Hemanth 335 New Commerce Blvd
Vernarski Nellie M Est 244 Lyndwood Ave
Watlack Ida M 140 Lee Park Ave Apt 211
Wilkes−Barre Dodge 2150 Sans Souci Pkwy
Yaromski Nellie 576 Main Rd Hanover Green
Wilkes−Barre Pa 18711
Champva 1111 E End Blvd
Danko Mary 24 W Market St
Kolesar Patricia 40 E Market St
Macdermott Robert T 1551 E End Blvd
Nicolette Travis 18 Jackson St Rear
Paolucci Theresa E 1551 E End Blvd
Residual Beth H United Penn Bank Trust Dept 8−18
W Market St
Roe Robert M Uwo United Penn Bank Trust Dep 8−18
W Market St
Valley Crest Adult Day Care 1551 E End Blvd
Wilkes−Barre City Community Bank Na 40 E Market St
Wyoming Pa 18644
Ajm Recreation, Northeast Pool PO Box 4191
Ameika Lorie A 123 3rd St
Bednash & Yurchack Adver PO Box 4065
Bufano Samantha, Susan 1078 Wyoming Ave
Chiavacci Nicole 121 E 6th St
Chokola Christopher P 64 W 4th St
Chukinas Dorothy D 206 6th
Cocking Byron, Betty 575 Wyoming Ave
Cosgrove Gertrude E 522 W 8th St
Dallas Area Fall Fai 1070 Wyoming Ave
Daniels Mindy 919 Shoemaker
Datadays Inc 560 Wyoming Ave
Davenport Mark W II 123 3rd St
Denaro Anthony T 608 Wyoming Ave
Dtec PO Box 128
Earl Howard RR 3
Erzar Mary, John 674 Shoemaker Ave
Evans Gregory T 908 C Wyoming Ave
Forlenza Neal A 42 Pine Dr
Fowler Omer D 187 Wyoming Ave
Francis Sarah 516 Dennison St
Franklin Abigail 364 Susquehanna Ave
Glatz Gordon A 83 Susquehanna Ave
Godula Ronald 739 Carverton Rd
Grace Josephine 522 W 8th St
Guilford Robert 89 Wyoming Ave
Heffers Hubert J 112 Monument Ave
Hunsinger Wilson V 826 W 8th St
Jones Bernadine A, Marialynn B 578 W 8th St
Juzwiak Robert T 78 W 8th St
Kane Kathleen PO Box 4182
Karsko Angelia 163 E 3rd St
Kile Dolores 100 E 6th St Apt 607
Kostik Joseph 69 W 8th St Blandina Apts
Law Alice R 693 Wyoming Ave
Lupinsky William L Jr 721 Carverton Rd
Maid Clean Limited 200 W 6th St
Mapes Brian J 32 5th St
Marsh Bonnie L 45 W 7th St
Martin Alphy D, Kenneth 554 Mount Olivet Rd
Martin Josephine 78 W 8th St
Mcdowell Anne 76 W 8th St Apt B
Miller Coray H, Betty B 408 Wyoming Ave
Oakchunas Leo S 120 Wyoming Ave
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Olszewski Mary E 59 W 8th St Apt C
Pacovsky Gloria 100 E 6th St Apt 607
Penn Ronald L 1118 Wyoming Ave
Prynn Richard W RR 3
Risley Lorraine A 27 E 1st St
Ross Dorothy H 121 E 8th St
Sands Harriet A RR 3
Sante Foods of Wyoming Dinos Ital 2022 Wyoming Ave
Scrobola Charles 638 Wyoming Ave
Shalata Michael 52 E 6th St
Shea Shannon O 219 5th St 2f A3
Sleboda Richard S 737 Susquehanna Ave
Spiewak Adam 246 Sickler Rd
Sweinberg Lois G 589 Wyoming Ave
Territo Catherine 89 Wyoming Ave
Victor Andrew A, Tatiana 3rd 32 Atlerholt Dr
Victor Tatiana 32 Atherholt Dr Kingston
Zelinski Irene 225 E 6th St
Zucca Albert J 109 Dennison St
Yatesville Pa 18640
Brogna Ida 28 Hale St
Jones Gertrude, Edward 2 Reid St
Lycoming County
Antes Fort Pa 17720
Ramage Mary V Box 236
Cammal Pa 17723
Rogers Lindsey 435 S Main St
Cogan Station Pa 17728
Barnhiser Robert C PO Box 87
Black Bear Components Inc 852 Upper Powys Rd
Bonazzi Betty L 3605 Lycoming Creek Rd
Bratt David 533 Upper Powys Rd
Breen Paul 343 Sawmill Rd
Brosious Josephine A Est 605 Windy Ridge Rd
Campbell Harold E RD 3 Box 478
Chilson Lori L 194 Wynwood Rd
Clark Andrew 165 Beaver St
Corson William E 26 Beaver St
Deppen Dean 449 Rt 973 East
Dimarco Jennifer 1137 Pleasant Valy Rd
Dincher Elizabeth 132 Viewpoint Rd
Drum Charles W Jr 1230 Eckard Rd
Dunkelberger Archie RR 1
Figured Joseph C 81 Sunset Ln
Grimes Arthur M 394 Rte 973 W Lot 44
Hosking Thomas, Brenda 1195 Rose Valy Rd
Jirk William E 67 Lamont Dr
Kahler Jennifer R, Darren J 2631 Rte 973 E
Kimberling Betsy 350 Chapel Mountain Rd
Leclerc Alexandre 114 Wilbur Way
Lepley Arladine P, Donald A 749 Eckard Rd
Lepley Leslie D 1858 Fairlawn Ave
Lindsey Edna Marie RR 2
Menne Shirley F 539 Rte 973 East
Miller Edgar R 1833 Kenyon Ave
Miller Margaret M 130 Dusty Ln
Peters Gayle L 154 English Hill Rd
Raap Sandra A 289 Mckee Rd
Seamon Holly A 467 Pleasant Hill Rd
Severini Velma M 13 Clearview Ln
Sidleck Albert J PO Box 236
Trimble Arthur 247 Crescent Hill Rd
Tuteur Denis L 114 Wilbur Way
Walbridge James S Maj RR 1 Box 501
Wall Gary C 1256 State Rte 973 W
Waltz Constance L RR 1
Williamson James PO Box 212
Williamsport Quality Care PO Box 212
Zaccaria Rocco A, Alan A 321 Spook Hollow Rd
Duboistown Pa 17702
Knudsen Jennifer Anne, Harvey P, Jessica Anne
115 Clarendon St
Hughesville Pa 17737
Bargo Jimmy J 138v Main St
Barto W Neil 4503 Beaver Lake Rd
Barto W Neil RR 2 Box 274
Brittain Lori A PO Box 207
Butler Susan 133 PR S Main St
Cristini Fred F 106 Cottage St Apt 6
Cummings Albert C 2100 Pine Run Rd
Derby Alexander 352 E Lycoming St
Dorman Jarett William 4503 Beaver Lake Rd
Dorman Joshua D RR 2 Box 274
Dvorshock Lawrence P 423 E Water St
Hacker Adrienne M, Michael L 557 E Water St
Hartreuft Melissa 71 N Main St
Hawley Investing AP Gerald Hawley 260 E Water St
Hoban Linda C 108 Lime Bluff Rd
Jones Reginald 246 S Second St
Keiser Glenn C 274 W Academy St PO Box 5
Kepner Dennis P, Tina L 87 Gregg Run Rd
Kepner Steven 158 4th St
Kustanbauter Stephen J 53 Woodbine Rd
Laychur Lawrence, Ann, Michael 274 S Main St
Lyons Mark A 215 Reservoir Rd
Mcgraw Shawn M 881 RT 118 Hwy
Michael Robert RD 2
Miller Cora 2100 Pine Run Rd
Murphy Daniel R 78 N Main St
Murray Calvin F 344 Cemetery St
Myers Michael S 83 Price Ln
Nearhoof Shannon 12 E Walnut St
Oberlander Neal 2 Race St
Opsomer Michael L 150 N Railrd St
Phillips Paul L 1 Fetter Dr
Rodriguez Jesse 20 S Spartan St
Rutkowski Gary A 150 S Railrd St Apt 7
Ryder David A 2498 Pine Tree Rd
Sagwitz Irene RR 2 Box 61
Smith Thomas M 2870 Barto Hollow Rd
Stroup Christine 2285 Heidi Grey Rd
Walton James M 5841 RT 220 Hwy
Wertz Sharon W, Caleb A 162 W Academy St 162
Whitmoyer Darwin L 742 Crawley Hill Rd
Jersey Shore Pa 17723
Fritz Selanda RD 2
Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Alexander Blaise 120 N Brd St
Arnold James S 447 Sulphur Run Rd
Barnes Chilton J 15793 W Rte 973 Hwy
Beam Rodney 296 Main St
Beauty Bar Inc A Lee Bullock PO Box 134
Beiler Abram L, Sadie M RR 5 Box 671
Berninger Richard E 970 Jobs Run Rd
Blankenhorn John L, June L 108 Glover St
Breon Donald W II PO Box 161 930 Allegheny St
Brubaker Earl E 115 S Brd St
Bush Dale 427 S Main St
Cornel Reynaldo N 116 Kerr Ave
Cramer Florence L 1423 Allegheny St
Cryder Amy B 2397 Nicehallow
Drier Marc S 613 Tiadaghton Ave
Dunkle Gladys M, Walter L 122 Bear Dr
Dutton Helen L 109 Elm St
Edwards Joseph Jr 2345 Canoe Run Rd
Elion Wayne Greico Carlucci Shipman & Irwin PC 1952
Rt 287
Evans Thomas A 364 Allegheny St
Fogleman Cheryl E 4866 N RT 44 Hwy
Gallagher Jeremy T 88 Bear Run
Hummer James W PO Box 30
Huntington Scott 417 S Main St
Jennings Laughlin, Anne M 518 High St
Johnson John H PO Box 140
June Denise 231 Wildwing Blvd
Karchella Darla 613 Tiadaghton Ave
Keller Mary J 114 S Brd St
Kistner Dean L 610 Thompson St
Kovaleski Frank E Sr 1778 Seeley Run Rd
Kreamer Harold A 348 Glover St
Kreger Michael 2207 Nices Hollow Rd
Laidacker Michael E 137 Wildwings Blvd
Lanks Thomas 312 Thompson St
Lippert David L, Nancy 361 Ramsey Dr
Mayer Helen W 1500 Ridge Rd
Muthler T 202 Fairview St
Myers Mcclellan T 253 N Main St
Oberle John Robert III, John R PO Box 284
Pedersen Carl H 1341 Valy View Rd
Peluso Teresa, Jennie 222 Bypass Dr
Rossman Emily 420 Wilson St
S & L Builders LLC 20 Ridge Rd
Selleck Annette 1008 Thompson St
Sherry Hazel 39 Tiadaghton Gdns 41
Skinner Eloise M, Doyle P 282 Larryville Rd
Smeal James 1318 1/2 Allehgeny St
Smith Gary 1804 Elmhurst Ave
Smith Steven A 539 Pine Woods Rd
Starkweather David L 6 Forrest Ave
Susquehanna House Inc 1311 Walnut St
Toner Boyd 417 S Main St
Walker Donna K RD 1 Box 44 E
Watts Elbert 410 S Brd St
Williams Frances E 230 Maple St
Witt Lindsey 120 N Brd St
Young Marthanne, Charles 1220 Allegheny St
Lairdsville Pa 17742
Woodside Cheryl R 6619 SR 118
Linden Pa 17744
Bennett Lois I 451 Grandview Dr
Bixler Kyle H 45 Front St
Bower Justin S 1644 Mcgill Hollow Rd
Cleland James D 34 Jane St
Colechio Joann Box 117 RR 1
Cornelius Tamala A 187 Wagner Rd
Dieffenderfer Miriam PO Box 71
Downs Steven 463 Spookhollow Rd
Foulkrod Allen K 47 Harvest Moon Park
Foulkrod Lori M 1172 Pine Run Rd
Fountain Jerry 25 Stewart St
Goodwin Harry, Verna M 183 Mt View Rd
Haywood Michael 327 Yergers Rd
Kurtz Maranda L 24 Harvest Moon Park
Lusk Harold A RR 1 Box 390
Mckinney Ashley D 115 Harvestmoon Park
Phleger Iola J 1369 Spook Hollow Rd
Zerbee Edward S RD 2 Box 20 Stewart St
Montgomery Pa 17752
Bartlett Loanne B Loanne B Soellner 418 Cemetery Hill Rd
Code Inspections Inc 2104 Rt 54
Confer Lorraine K, Craig A 319 Brouse Rd
Cook Rose 517 Martin Ln
Devillars Joan 293 Heilman Cir
Equitable Life Ins Co 293 Heilman Cir
Foust Richard L Sr 32 S Main St
Frankel Elisabeth D, Jill 20 S Main St Apt 1
Garner Gary 20 S Main St Apt 7
Gebhardt Barbara J, Robert 1612 Mulberry Rd
Grab Brenda K 97 Wagner Ave
Heintzelman Laurie R 71 Melvina St
Huling Betty L 1628 Ridge Rd
Laubscher Lee PO Box 23
Lynch Frank 23 Penn St
Marsh Brian 760 State Home Rd
Martin Randy L 1257 Saegers Sta Rd
Miller Michael 11 Bower St Apt B
Mowery Doris 1621 Cemetery Hill Rd
Nelson John 20 S Main St Apt 7
Olson Alicia Ree 338 Ridge Rd
Pardoe Dix L 353 Louise Ave
Rupert Chad D 683 E Blino Rd
Shaffer Wenda S 892 Spring Creek Rd
Smith Thomas C PO Box 32
Stamets Cora M Est 130 Brouse Rd
Stamets Cora M, Linda 65 Sherwood Dr #5
Vollmanmarsh Erin 760 State Home Rd
Welteroth Melissa L 125 Burley Dr
Wertz Catherin L, Terry L 399 Brick Church Rd
William Stamets 65 Sherwood Dr Apt 5
Young William C, Annabel F PO Box 93
Montoursville Pa 17754
Allison Lawrence S SR 30 Woodside Dr
Baker Eph Assoc Inc PO Box 98
Bhuiya Saifullah PO Box 309
Biebers Garage 301 N Loyalsock Ave
Bird House Resta 348 Brd St
Bird Scott E, Erica 80 Scott Ln
Blaise Alexander Chevrolet 933 Brd St
Bowman Jane PO Box 394
Brandenburg Lynda L 2020 Round Top Rd
Brenner Car Credit 330 Cherry St
Bressette Paul 604 Brd St
Briggs Keira A, Melvin H 981 Clarence Frey Rd
Brion Gerald, Karen 1620 Sycamore Rd Apt 4
Burkey Warren W Jr, Quinn L 515 Tule St
C D Plumbing & Dra PO Box 325
Cheatle Carol C 416 Jordan Ave
Christides Doris J Est 5248 Lycoming Mall Dr
Cochrane Janice M 320 Mulberry St Apt A
Cohick Stephen 1149 Yeagle Rd
Cuebas William Jr, Kim 1526 Hidden Valy Dr
Delgalvis N 728 Lyons Barr Rd
Dimassimoweaver Lori 448 Jordan Ave
Eggerton Kathy Rene 1999 Fairview Rd
Eurooptic Ltd 570b Sand Hill Rd
Forestal James E 5049 Warrensville Rd
Freedom Automotive Servic 65 Mountain Brook Ln
Fries Elnora, Zurich 497 Sand Hill Rd
Fry June T 421 N Arch St
Fulmer Donald C 497 Cold Spgs Rd
George Kimberlee A, Cynthia L 513 Willow St
Goodwin Peter J 728 Rakestraw Rd
Greenaway Steven 336 N Arch St
Gunsallus Ruthann, Ruth 424 Brd St Apt 1
Hall Jan L, Ann Hall 1204 Pine St
Hargenrader Shane 65 Mountain Brook Ln
Harris Kevin 221 White Pine Dr
Hart James L 269 Maddom Rd
Haven Joan L Est 108 Rockey Ln Apt 311
Hepburn Ralph R RR 3 Box 403
Heverly Mary B 179 Old Cement Rd Lot A24
Hewitt Elmer Est 179 Old Cement Rd Lot A24
Horton Joan Arlene, Clifford C 522 N Montour St
Hungerford Clifton 353 Cherry St
Jenkins Philip H 625 Montour St
Keefer James F 2760 Blair St
Kerstetter Floyd 321 Jordan Ave
Kieser Jonathan 610 N Montour St
Klementovich Francis L 642 Rte 864 Hwy
Lamar Ronald A 1441 Briarwood Dr
Laudenslager Chas T 45 Fairview Ct
Leblanc Wayne, Nancy 161 Warren St
Losell Trudy L RD 5 Box 22068
Marshalek Robert D 817 Chestnut St
Mathews James G 179 Brushy Ridge Rd
Mcfadden Cody 1008 Arthur Rd
Mckissick Lillian R 2417 Wilmont Dr
Meckley Norman Est 129 N Loyalsock Ave
Metzger F E Est 2725 Four Mile Dr
Michaels Jeremy 1456 Tallman Hollow Rd
Miller Douglas 1943 Carey Hill Rd
Miller Roger C Jr, Melissa 2129 Carey Hill Rd
Miller Thelma R 413 Allen St
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Minier Mabel Loyalsock Ave
Mollard Margaret Devetri 2711 Orchard Ave
Myers Helen D 216 N Montour St Apt 2
Oaks Club, Crystal Michael 1410 Sycamore Rd
Pipe Francis L 500 Weldon St
Quality Collision 513 Willow St
Ranck Lee P 1208 Pearl Blvd
Ray Joseph J 330 Meadowview Dr
Reynolds Tauhni, Mathew 330 Cherry St
Roberts Dexter 508 Jordan Ave
Santalucia Albert, Daisy PO Box 346
Saul Mary E 40 Scott Cir
Sechrist Scott L 2043 Heim Hill Rd
Selleck Nicole M 606 N Arch St
Shaffer Eleanor Est, Emily Bassler Exec 400 Jordan Ave
Simpson Brie 601 Brd St
Skyvw Rest & L Inc Airport Rd #500
Smith Daniel 162 Back St
Smith Patricia Est 1361 Adele Rd
Snyder Sheryl E, Chase J, A 1011 Monroe Rd
Soboleski Joseph R 428 Brandon Ave #5
Speacht Robert M 396 Chestnut St
Speaking For Ourselves Inc 320 Mulberry St Apt A
Spitler Funeral Home Trustee 733 Brd St
Stout John D 1320 Sand Hill Cir Bad Address
Stover Jane D 2000 Ridge Crest Cir
Stugard Judith A 1315 Spruce St
Svotto Elizabeth 312 Cypress St
Terry John 201 Cemetery Rd
Thompson Ruth A PO Box 425
Treese Jennifer D 1214 Weaver St
Ungler Laura 3392 SR 87
Wahl Harry 35 Woodside Dr
Warrensville General Store De 5849 Warrensville Rd
White Alex P 516 Jordan Ave
Whitmoyer John RD 3
Wilson Wilbert P SR 400 Brd St Apt 5
Wood Joseph F 1526 Hidden Valy Dr
Wurster Fay E 1005 Tule St
Muncy Pa 17756
Allen Robert J Sr, Lottie A 103 Carpenter St
Ault Carolyn E 2381 Rte 405 Hwy
Bachman James RR 3
Barnhiser Robert C 128 Heatherbrooke Est
Barto Zachary J 461 Old Glade Run Rd
Beam Doris C 102 N Main St
Beyer Debra A RR 3 Box 500−10
Bosch Charles R, Mavisa A 7908 Armstrong Rd
Burkholder Robert W, Eugene C, Viola B 96 Park Pl Box 53
Butler James M 49 Heatherbrooke Est
Campbell Alma S RR 3
Champaign Dakota J, Cynthia L 1635 SR 442 Lot A25
Clees Gary F RR 5
Construction Specialties Inc 6696 Rte 405 Hwy
Crawford Lyle Est 607 Katys Church Rd
Dirk Kyle S, Tamara R 313 Van Horn Blvd
Douglas Lisa A 528 Rueben Kehrer Rd Lot 81
Drick Lamoreaux Patricia Elaine 99 Carpenters Ln
Dymond Andrew 1083 Old Lairdsville Rd
Edwards Mildred E, Clara A 406 S Main St
Fisher Harold E, Norma F 120 E Penn St
Ford Michael L 1389 John Brady Dr
Free Spirit Four Wheel Drive, Elaine Erdman Treas
224 Carpenter St
Geringer Thelma RD 4 E Water St
Godbey Sarah 114 S Main St
Gottschall Dorothy M 239 W Penn St
Grieco Vincent, Bobbi 151 Linvic Rd
Hall J P PO Box 386
Hannan Suzanne M 309 S Main St
Harman Orville, Arlene PO Box 179
Harris Jason C 597 White Church Rd
Hartranft Melissa 2381 SR 405 Lot 23
Heim George F Jr 103 Oak Run Ln
Heller Alisha R 900 Bitler Hill Rd
Hudson Christopher PO Box 606
Keystone Hook Ladder Co 19 W Water St
Koser Randall J 313 Van Horn Blvd
Lamoreaux Natalie Elaine Ire 99 Carpenters Ln
Lee Carolyn R RR 5 Box HB50
Lewis Frederick E 214 Pepper St
Line Mountain Education Assn 357 Sterling Dr
Little Naomi E RD 5 Box 336
Lively Charles 700 Tanglewood Rd Apt
Mack Nathan L 1830 Schooley Hill Rd Apt 1
Mccormick Margaret, Chester 6397 Armstrong Rd
Mccormick Street Kelli Lynn RR 5 Box G23
Miller Clyde S 6397 Armstrong Rd
Miron Rafael 125 Division St
Moore Shirley J, Jefferson M 208 Sprout Rd
Mulls Janet M 435 Baylor Rd
Mumma Tammy 172 Hick Rd
Pauling L E 215 E Water St Rm 118
Pederbaugh D B 4087 Muncy Exchange Rd
Pfleegor Cordeen C III RR 4 Box 368
Robbins Garry 7522 SR 442
Rogers Mary K 926 Ridge Rd
Schultz Roy E RR 4
Shipton Danielle L 528 Ruben Kehrer Rd Lot 104
Smith Elsie 700 Glade Run Rd
Smith Joanne C 5673 Clarkstown Rd
Smith William K, Joanne C 416 S Market St
Street Trevor S, Kelli RR 5 Box 9
Taylor Max W 3 S Main St
Tura Inc PO Box 426
Ulmer Deann C 528 Ruben Kehrer Rd Box 98
Wenzel Dorothy G 700 Tanglewood Rd Apt 30
Wolfgang Lois 407 S Main St
Woodling Max R 704 RT 442 Hwy
Yagel Joan 100 Berriman Hollow Rd
Pennsdale Pa 17756
Country Store Pennsdale 607 Village Rd
Dorman Katherine E, Frances E 1286 Pond Rd
Egli Jared 236 Bush Hollow Rd
Neece Frederick Gamble Wolf Run House 1642 Rt 220 Hwy
Smith Sylviesue 465 John Brady Dr
Picture Rocks Pa 17762
Burgess Richard Dodge Est PO Box 13
Fave Debra, John PO Box 406 65 Boston Cove Rd
Johns Hathaway, David Co−Trust Dorothy A 309 Morris Ave
Ste F
Marshall Donna J PO Box 53
Ralston Pa 17763
Sharpe David PO Box 221
Thursby Robert 10990 PO Box 94 Rte 14 Hwy
Salladasburg Pa 17740
Eminhizer Cy K Jr 291 Main St
South Williamsport Pa 17702
Aftab Taimur 463 Charlotte Ave
Baskin June E 502 Main St
Beam Kenneth W 1308 W Southern Ave
Bolay Karin G 2623 Euclid Ave
Bower Brandee 426 W Central Ave
Bower Shannon M, Michael J 329 Winthrop St
Choate Carrie A 347 Curtin St
Davis Thomas E 337 Lowe St
Diefenderfer Doris J, Miriam 420 Charles St
Folk David W Jr, David W, Jennifer 1110 W Central Ave
Frey Jaime E 219 Brown St
Galetti David Allan 411 E Southern Ave
Harman Jeffrey S, Saundra 435 S Market St
Hasson Howard 334 E Central Ave
Johnson Lucy M 226 E Central Ave
Keller Michael L 362 George St
Kriner Timothy 409 E Southern Av
Kripp Isabel R 511 E Mountain Ave
Kropps Body Shop 426 W Central Ave
Lachemayer William G 2871 Cochran Ave
Logue Michael, Miriam 121 Shaffer St
Lorson Susan K 2227 Sylvan Dell Rd
Miller David J Autobarn 1216 W Central Ave
Miller Jane L 900 S Market St
Morehart Charles F 455 E 2nd Ave
Myers Judith 1615 Riverside Dr
Neyhart Marilyn 1039 W 8th Ave
R & J Ertel Inc 301 Charles St
Repman Rusty R 484 Sylvandell Rd
Schwelkart Dale E Autobarn 1216 W Central Ave
Silvagni Louella 380 Girio Terrece Apt 6
Stover James D 62 Riverview Dr
Super Irma D 370 Forrest St
Ward Suzanne 715 S Market St
Zerfing Mark A 1243 W 8th Ave
Trout Run Pa 17771
Crooks Francine, Travis 47 Hughes Rd
Daugherty Donald J HC 64 Box 15 R
Eggers David Randel 287 Pleasant Stream Rd
Evans Mackenzie 11151 Rose Valy Rd
Lewis Robert D 133 Lycoming Creek
Saunders Catherine E 954 SR 184
Spaar Michael J 499 Hidden Hollow Rd
Strouse Steven M 82 Adler Ln
Williams Kristie 19277 SR 15
Unityville Pa 17774
Babb Christi L 5204 Mooreland Baptist Rd
Kitzmiller Charles E, Sandy O 1265 Log Cabin Rd
Smith Candace L 176 Home Base Ln
Waterville Pa 17776
Carson Neal W 6916 Little Pine Creek Rd
Dees Alma PO Box 230
Hoffman Annetta J PO Box 13
Williamsport Pa 17701
Abba Mohammed S RR 30 Box 639
Ali Ahuaib A 844 High St
Alicea Jasmin 750 W Edwin St Apt 3b
Andrus Ida A 2200 Lincoln St
Andrus Laura M 97 Grimesville Rd
Angel Evelyn 323 Brandon Ave
Augustus James 460 William St
Autobarn Body 1570 N Way Rd
Autotrakk Lycoming Auto Trust 672 Wildwood Blvd
Baker Richard L 811 2nd St
Baney Mabel L 1811 Randall Cir
Bashnick Walter M 2006 Carlton Ter
Bauder Clarence P 1450 Memorial Ave
Baynes Janie 871 Park Ave
Beatty Margaret J 661 Spruce St
Benner James A 2323 W 4th St
Bennett Betty 2610 W 4th St
Bennett Patrick 324 Park Ave Apt 10
Bergren Karen L, Mark E 425 Pearson Ave
Berkley Thelma J 424 W 4th St
Bertin Christian A 1016 Dewey Ave 1st Fl
Bethune Douglas Community Center 600 Campbell St
Bickle Janelle 1422 W 4th St
Biehler Priscilla 810 Louisa St
Blackson Latoyia 670 6th Ave
Blue Mildred Rae 353 Pine St 2
Bower Eleanor 1147 Vine Ave
Bower Gerda M, Tanja 506 Cemetery St
Bower Lloyd M 2475 Trenton Ave
Bowman Anna Est 1380 Morgan Ave
Bowman Maurice 1607 Scott St
Boyer Keith 1550 Mulberry St
Brady Raymond B 710 1st St
Brake Robyn M 607 6th Ave
Brenner Car Credit 700 Sterling Ave
Brittain Margaret 104 Penna Ave
Brush Allen C 649 Beeber St
Bryan Sherry A 377 E Thint St
Bryan Sherry A, Florence 343 West
Burks Saladin 1431 Dewey Ave
Calder Joseph R, Ruth 1517 Locust St
Campbell Anita 201 Jerome Ave
Cappa Amedina 1033 Franklin St
Caravaggio Steven, Anna 600 Grampian Blvd
Carey Patrick J 1201 Vallamont Dr NW
Caringi Patrick W 25 Eldred St
Carodiskey Elizabeth J 303 Grimesville Rd
Carter Christopher W, Gussie R 864 Park Ave
Casale Clara 2500 Federal Ave Apt 115
Castillo Apartments 944 W 4th St Fl 1
Chambers Dorothy M 55 Arch St
Chase Richard, Susquehanna Trust 301 Pine St
Choate Joe 98 Emick Dr
Ciccarelli Francis C, Lee M 138 W 4th St
Cillo Carli Alexandra, Kelli A 1414 Elliott St
Clark Kevin 2906 Federal Ave
Clarkson Betty M 1307 Elmira St 1
Clay Horace 961 High St
Clayton Daniel 818 Funston Ave
Cochran S Automotive 316 Ctr St
Cogswell Ruth L 300 Lower Barbours Rd
Cole Bonita M, Steven C RR 4 Box 509B
Confer Amanda 871 Park Ave #3
Confer Beatrice R Est 907 Washington Blvd
Confer James D 2010 W 4th St
Craig Jon 250 Rose St
Cromley Marlin R 1625 Elmira St
Crooks William D Est 1500 Ashwood Ct
Crossley Joyce R, John A 829 Poplar St
Curry Patricia A 1436 Scott St
Cussman Wm 602 Wyoming St
Daley David Dr, Barbara 830 1st Ave Apt 2n
Dangle Saloma J 5774 Rt 87 Hwy
Decker Helen 433 Market St PO Box 7
Deitrich Terry L 916 Grove St
Deljanovan Vincent 1026 Hepburn St
Derafele Chris 957 High St
Desanto Brian L 501 Woodland Ave
Deseau Jean T 112 Chiswick Rd
Devaughn Mark 11 Ross St 2
Dibernardo Robert A 412 Grant St
Diehl Kenneth L 1510 E Hills Cres
Diehl Luther T, John E 9 Washington Blvd
Dietrick Lucy Curchoe 1409 Hepburn St
Dillman Nicholas, Judith 1960 E 3rd St
Dinchers Auto Body Inc Sherrie L Sholder 450 Sholder Rd
Dixon Anthony 621 Campbell St
Dixon Shavonte 814 High St
Douty Lindsey 1607 Nicola Crossway
Duer Nanacy M, John 2416 W 4th St
Dunlap Jane 237 Poco Farm Rd
Dunn Paul E 1300 W 4th St
Dupree Darnell 321 1/2 Louisa St
Early M Lucille 50 Round Hill Rd
Ebner Lorina H 706 Grace St
Eck Elaine M 152 W Hills Dr
Eck Richard P Jr Jr 617 Lloyd St
Ellison Williets G 1612 High St
Emert Eleanor 731 2nd St
Emick Donald 2241 Division Rd
Emore Marion E 851 Memorial Ave
Erogtt Brandy Lee 1905 Lincoln Dr
F L Realty Company 138 W 4th St
Fairfield Auto Group Inc 137 Huffman Ave
Fairfield Body Shop 1408 Cherry St
Fairfield Body Shop 1960 E 3rd St
Fairfield Inn 104 Maynard St
Farley Newell W 1237 Isabella St
Feigles Esther 242 Brandon Pl
Felix Dorothy E, James S Ste 302 25 W 3rd St
Fikes Gilbert 656 4th Ave
Fink Donna J 1770 Liberty Dr
Fink Janice E 1738 E 3rd St
Finkle Dolly M 2001 Heshbon St
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Finn Margaret E 860 Vallamont Dr
Fischer Kim 426 1/2 Cenetary St Apt 2
Fisher Charles A 622 Spruce St
Fisher Charles J, Robin Genetti Hotel 4th & William Sts
Fisher Harold 673 2nd Ave
Fithian David 1537 Elliott St
Flam Bernard P 200 W 4th St Rm 1021
Francis Ciccarelli dba Clothier 134 W 4th St 138
Freeman Kenneth W, Lucille D 321 Glenwood Ave
Fry Douglas G 2075 Whitford Ave
Fullmer George W 1017 1/2 Franklin St
G T S Gas Inc 2026 Misner Rd
Gallagher Joseph John III 1201 Race St
Gamble Cappa L 1919 Lincoln Dr
Gara Catherman S 1851 Frederick Ave
Ghalib John S, Mamie S 144 Pine St
Gilbert David W 740 Arch St
Godfrey Jessica 421 Washington Blvd
Gombosi Russell 904 Campbell St Ste 103
Gordon Roy A 334 Adams St
Goss Mark 829 W 4th St Apt 2e
Grafius Scott 731 Menne Aly
Gresh Packard Sarah Jane 336 Brandon Ave
Grossnickle Sherry L 416 Willow Brook Rd
Gruver Jason 606 Maple St
Hafner Joseph 1523 Blooming Grove
Hamilton Christina A 115 Laurel Run Cir
Hands In Health 1017 Washington Blvd Ste A
Hanner Joseph 1609 Lincoln Ave
Harman Frederick, Edith 1329 Catherine
Harman Jeffrey S 617 Park Ave
Harris Kevin 2738 Grimesville Rd
Hart Eugene P 1616 Blair St
Hartman William H, F M, Mcnerney Page Vanderlin &
433 Market St
Hartsock Jay K Jr 830 Funston Ave 1st Flr
Hendrick Joseph J 2019 Mill Ln
Henrichs Gwendolyn 1749 Dewey Ave
Henry Lela 1123 Almond St
Hertwig Stacey L 1314 Woodmont Ave
Hess Brenda J 685 Grier St
Hess Isabel G 1701 Alvin Ave
Hickok Elizabeth A, Michele L 924 1/2 Walnut St
Hill Angela R 734 Poplar St
Hill Eleanor S 1143 W 4th St
Hill Keith A 1111 Dewey Ave
Hofer Jemima E 1510 E Hills Cres
Holcomb Eleonore R RR 30 Box 639
Hoover Dan 237 Poco Farm Rd
Howey Brandon 1426 Oakes Ave
Hunter Anna M Est 1609 Lincoln Ave
Hutchinson Develop 1217 Vine Ave
Huther Joseph W Sr Estate 1350 Warren Ave
Immel Donald W 25 Grampain Blvd 1st Fl W
Industrial Fabrications 2891 S Reach Rd PO Box 3094
Jackson National 1101 Sherman St
Jackson−Smith Jusquvida 739 Park Ave
James Joanne B 1314 High St
James Manhart T 963 Scaife Rd
James Shellana R 101 Academy St Apt 103
Jett Azzon 936 High St
Johnson Brett L 4220 Cherry St
Johnson Brett Lambert, Chad Michael 1220 Cherry St
Johnson Deborah G, John 815 W 4th St Rm 320
Johnson Deborah L, Gregory A 818 Market St
Johnson Florence 565 Park Ave
Johnson Robert 173 Valy Hts Dr
Johnson Warren 565 Memorial Ave Apt 103
Jones Dorothy E Apt 7 2630 Waldman Dr
Jones Paul R Jr 1900 Ravine Rd Apt 813
Jorgensen Anthony M 909 Diamond St
Juber Michael T 521 Highland Ter
Kaufman Mary E 440 Oliver St
Keas Michael S 2001 Heshbon St
Keller William J 831 1st Ave
Keller William J Sr 831 1st Ave
Keystone Brokerage 110 W 4th St
Keystone Data Systems Inc PO Box 66
Keystone Home Health Services Inc 1709 Pentridge Cove
Kiken Mary E 689 May Ave
Knight Confer Funeral Home Inc 1914 Memorial Ave
Knight Takima 871 Park Ave
Komarnicki Anastasia Sl, Anthony M, Michael Anthony
1401 Washington Blvd
Kucerak Logan 1251 Seth St
L3 Comm Electron Devices 1035 Westminster Dr
Laedlein Pearl Est 300 Leader Dr
Laielli Cody 763 Miller Hill Rd
Laielli John Est 1618 Memorial Ave
Lanks Clarice L 706 1/2 Penn St
Lehman Pauline R 1900b Ravine Rd Apt 820
Lepera Chenae 434 Ctr St Unt1fl4
Lgn Management 333 4th St
Limulimu Paula 1547 Northway Rd Apt 7
Little Charles W, Della L 771 W 3rd St Apt 2
Livia LLC 834 Hepburn St
Lofgren Niles A 1417 Warren Ave
Logue Theresa Ann 1127 Washington Blvd
Logy Assoc P C 777 Rural Ave
Loktev Denis 49 E 4th St Ste 203
Lorson Eugene R, Maxine B 2356 Roosevelt Ave
Loss Lois G 1899 Marshall Ave
Lovecchio Christian A, Noah 1064 Louisa St
Loveland Steven, Alta 71 Maple Ave
Lovell Franklin J 304 Woodland Ave
Lowe Steven V 2287 Royal Ave
Lowry Helen 433 Market St PO Box 7
Lukens Joyce D 1318 Almond St
Lundy Kathryn M, Jennifer 1600 James Rd
Lycoming Heating Co Inc 1314 Commerce Park Dr
Lycoming Hunting & Fishing Club Inc Box 3715
Macmillan Betty H 1612 Blair St
Maddon Carolyn L 1335 Mansel Ave
Majestice Mirror PO Box 3036
Malik Akkeem 69 Washington Blvd
Mallalieu Golder Ins Agency 49 E 4th St 105
Martin Thomas 1201 Grampian Blvd
Matthews Violet E 2601 W 4th St
Mayer Daniel L Jr 1851 Frederick Ave
Mayo M Osman 922 Cherry St
Mccarthy Theresa 813 Wilson St
Mcclatchy David K 860 Park Ave
Mcclintock Mary E 1960 E 3rd St
Mccollin David J 511 High St
Mccormick Freda 871 Park Ave
Mcdermott Thomas P 900 Louisa St
Mcentire Arthur C, Lloyd E PO Box 4011
Mcfadden Constance 1408 Cherry St
Mcfadden Robert L 85 Valy Hts Dr
Mcginty Joseph 1607 Nicola Crossway
Mciver Walter G 719 6th Ave
Mckee Gladys 2245 Johnston Pl
Mcmurtrie Virginia C 1251 Rural Ave Apt 332
Mcnamee Ann M 1127 Washington Blvd
Mcnichol John F, Sharon 129 Valy Hts Dr
Mcquillen Elmer C 217 Campbell
Meckling Alfred 514 Pine St
Mecum Nichole 137 Huffman Ave
Mellish Joseph R, Emma 1742 Mcconnell Dr
Mellish Justin T, Jane B 1742 Mcconnell Dr
Mellish Kayla Elizabeth Trust 1742 Mcconnell Dr
Melvin William M 1113 Penn St
Michael A Swope 1719 E 3rd St
Miler Chriss E 335 Rural Ave
Miller Barbara J 701 Shendan St
Miller Christina M 1828 Homewood Ave
Miller Harry 23 W 4th St
Miller Jonathan PO Box 3307
Milton Linda R 219 Jerome Ave
Mincey Jameel 621 Lloyd St
Missigman Mary K 435 Vernon Ave
Mitchell Jean 1436 Scott St
Moff Steven J, Stefan J 1206 Bonair Dr
Mondell Margaret M 1750 Loyalsock Dr
Moore Spring, Max M 1100 Mulberry St
Morrison Sharon D 626 5th Ave
Mos Crystal 848 Shovel St
Moser Ruth 798 W Edwin St
Muhs Mionica Y 426 Sheridan St
Myers Samuel 131 Erie Ave
Narber Constance 1147 Vine Ave
Nargi Joseph, John 810 Louisa St
Nash Kevin 834 Hepburn St
Nededog Jose D 850 Louisa St Apt 3
Neidig Elaine E 244 Brandon Place
Nixon Vaneesha 823 High St
Northern Central Bank Bob Smith PO Box 3068
Noska John M 2001 Memorial Ave Apt 15
Null George W 1914 Memorial Ave
Obert Susan M 95 Valy Hts Dr
Obryan Ardis I 300 Leader Dr
Oconnell Thomas M, Gloria B 510 Glenwood Ave
Odon William H 411 1/2 Fifth Ave
Ohart Lillian L 1900a Ravine Rd Apt 104
Orso Barbara, Joanne 641 Oliver St
Osman Dorothy Est 2816 Dove St
Packer Brenda L 2633 Newberry St
Painton Tracie E 2438 Ritchey St
Pantano Clayton N 95 Valy Hts Dr
Parkway Vending Corp 2120 Marydale Ave
Peak Energy Services 1510 E 3rd St
Pearsall Beatrice E 1592 Randall Cir
Pegese Lorraine 802 Park Ave
Penna Outdoor Warehouse 1508 Memorial Ave
Perchinski Randy 930 Race St
Phillips Geraldine E 798 Eddwin St
Piatkowski Mark L 1457 Memorial Ave
Pish Barbara, Martin 243 Grimesville Rd
Plank Anna K 1022 Sherman St
Plankenhom Anna E 2241 Trenton Ave
Pondhe Ramesh 1710 Loyalsock Dr Apt 8
Pursell Eleanor H, Sam W 721 4th Ave
Quick Vincent E, Laura E 613 Ninth Ave
Quinn Carol A 1537 Elliott St
Quinn Mary L 1826 Poco Ln
R Street Corporation 100 Maynard St
Radiator Shop Sherrie L Sholder 450 Sholder Rd
Ramage Ellen M 9456 Memorial Ave
Redmond Tom M 2410 Nottingham Rd
Reed Elizabeth C 765 W 4th St
Reid Anna E 2230 Fox St
Reynolds Milton 326 Brandon Ave
Richard Lafayette 2500 Federal Ave Apt 235
Rieger Thomas A 509 Thomas Ave
Riggle Meda E Est 4099 Bloomingrove Rd
Rightmire Charles N, Shirley G 597 Miller Hill Rd
Ritter Mildred A 1460 Washington Blvd
Ritter Mildred A 330 Market St
Roberts Shawn 844 High St
Rocaskey Dorothy A 773 W 4th St
Rook Dalton, Tina 794 Kinley Rd
Rook Jack G 1192 Cottage Ave
Rosemeier Robert J 1784 E 3rd St
Ross D L 116 Valy Hts Dr
Ryder Gordon 33 W 3rd St S
Sadler Dia 672 Wildwood Blvd
Sander Sherry L 37 Woodbryn Dr
Sanso Natalie M 1113 Penn St
Santiago Velma 82 Eldred St
Savage Jack 1309 Elmira St
Scarfo Alfred M Jr 798 W Edwin St
Schadler Hebert Jr 4976 Bloomingrove Rd
Schroyer Walter A 1230 Saint Davids Rd
Schultz Joy M 60 Keyser Cr
Sechler Betty J, James 700 W Edwin St Apt 6h
Shaffer James C 1035 Arnold St
Shaffer Jeremy T 2213 Fink Ave
Shaffer Margaret 2410 Nottingham Rd
Shaner Donald E 1420 Lafayette Pk
Shatto Randall R 130 Laurel Run Cir
Sheaffer James W 339 Palmer Hill Rd
Shire C A Dba C A Shire Jewelers 456 River Ave
Shires Frances F 308 Cottage Ave
Sholder Richard D, Sherrie L 450 Sholder Rd
Simpson C I 2121 Hillside Av
Sklar Ruth 767 Glenwood Ave
Slattery Irene 511 Lycoming St
Slaughter Yasmeen Z 1046 W 4th St
Slaybaugh Doreen M 1013 Louisa St
Slobodinsky Howard 1570 N Way Rd
Sly Janet 734 Ist Ave Apt 401
Smith Ada J 1860 Lick Run Rd
Smith Charles C Apt 2
Smith Cheyenne M 1906 W 3rd St
Smith Kyle 228 Russell Ave
Smith Pauline M 137 Washington Blvd
Snyder Christopher R 807 807 1/2 Cherry St
Snyder Steven E 643 Elmira St
Sodums Skaidrite 203 Hidden Hollow Ln
Sovreign Bank 734 Poplar St
Stabley Kenneth L, Judy Ann 47 W 4th St Apt 512
Staib Rae K 331 Ctr St
Starr Greg B 10887 RT 87 Hwy
Starr Gregory B 10887 SR 87
Stashak Eric 1301 Locust St
Stebbins Damian 1147 George St
Stechenfiner Mary 649 Wheulley St
Stewart Lawrence R 1032 Hepburn St
Stopper Grace 1737 W Mountain Ave
Stopper Joseph P 1900 Ravine Rd Apt 1005
Stoviak Thomas C, Alice J 1197 Penn St
Strayer Aaron W 354 Jerome Ave
Strieby Anita 209 Washington Blvd
Stroehmann Family LP 711 Vallamont Dr
Strothers Alyssa 2207 Fink Ave
Svolto Stephanie L 715 Washington Blvd Apt 5
Svolto Stephanie Lynn 715 Washington Blvd Apt 3
Sweet Brittney 2625 W 4th St
Tater’s Lycoming Beverage Co 760 Arnold St
Tawney Gerald E Jr 1615 Scott St
Taylor Dora 802 Brandon Pl
Taylor Dora Estate 802 Brandon Pl
Tedesco Ricky G II 1626 Meade St
Thomas Dominque 339 Park Ave
Thomas Farr S 1900 Ravine Rd
Toot Lynette S, James 728 Tucker St
Tubbs Michael J 909 Market St
Vanhorn Glades 731 2nd St
Vasudevan Raghavan 1879 Ravine Rd
Velott Margaret E 318 Elmira St
W W Body Shop Inc 2610 W 4th St
Walker Darrell W 821 Ctr St
Waller Dayne R 1434 Elliott St
Waltz Thomas J 577 Freedom Rd
Washigton Shamona 1451 Memorial Ave
Washington Cnty Bnk Northern Central Bank 101 W 3rd St
Watts Drew 336 Louisa St
Weaver Ross 320 Cottage Ave Apt 4
Weir Garside Laura 2330 Federal Ave
Weis Pharmacy 1916 Lycoming Crk Rd
Welch Gail 959 High St
Well Testing Inc 2406 Reach Rd
Westbrook George 119 E 4th St
Whaley Laverne T 617 Green St
Wheeler Glenda L 1414 Princeton Ave
White Bruce G 2833 W 4th St
White Carl 2318 Linn St
White Jacqwelyn C 303 Grimesville Rd
White Vanessa 673 Campbell St
Whitehair Scott 1015 W 4th St Apt 3
Williams Carl M 726 Washington Blvd Ste 3
Williamson Javon 901 Tucker St
Williamsport Auto Wreckers Balante Fagnano
1359 W 3rd St
Williamsport Lyc Landlord Assn 1656 Memorial Ave
Wilson Verna B, Charles 610 Rural Ave
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Wilson Wilbert P Sr 622 Campbell St
Winters David R 1368 Elliott St
Wise Theresa L 700 Sterling Ave
Wundies Enterprises Inc 1501 W 3rd St
Yonkin John T Ira 12 31 97 110 W 4th St
Youmans Jonathan 1524 Mt Carmel St
Young Allan N III, Allan N Jr Box 3215
Zaccaria Enzo R, Alan A, Danyelle 616 7th Ave
Zackery Cesanek, Eugene Jacobs 1306 Faxon Pkwy
Zayas Juan 612 First Ave
Zigler Harley 810 Grove St
Zuckerberg Amos 437 E Church St E
Williamsport Pa 17702
Accelerated Property Services LLC 64 West Village Dr
Bamonte Shelley K 182 Cohick Rd
Beasom Darry F, Mary A 2533 Riverside Dr
Bower Edith C 6230 Jacks Hollow Rd
Ciesielski Brian C 327 Clark St
Gardner Bobbi J 3786 Rte 654 Hwy
Hamm Margaret J 7550 SR 44
Heddens Russel I, Ruth K 307 W 6th Av
Hufnagle Michael 8058 S SR 44
Inex Willendorf 447 Curtin St
Kline Patricia L 213 Clarendon St Apt 1
Lutcher Eleanor 247 Church St
Marino Rose M 323 Main St
Mcdonald Gerard 509 Sylvan Dr
Persun Ralph E 170 Johnson Dr
Reid Francis J 2230 Fox St
Rell Bernard D RR 3
Rell Christopher J 2066 Lorson Rd
Smith Kathleen G 353 Hastings St
Socash Stephen A 406 Kane St
Super Irma D 370 Forrest St South
Wang Zi 1400 Martin St
Wenner Robert F 6204 SR 654
Williamsport Pa 17703
Auto Trakk PO Box 365
Bartha Charles E PO Box 755
Berning Jerry J PO Box 365
Briefings Media Group LLC PO Box 787
Fuqua Charles Edward PO Box 263
Journal of Corp Recruiting PO Box 1146
Lycoming Auto Trust PO Box 365
Mcnichol Sharon J, Joseph L Rider Esq 143 W 4th St
PO Box 11
Musser Alan R PO Box 755
Peterson Arnold PO Box 755
Priority Mortgage Group 553 East 3rd St
Rouse Marjorie Est Elder Care Solutions Deb Berrigan
Stout Ira E PO Box 755
Walters David, Helen PO Box 755
Wilson Otis U PO Box 755
Wolcott H Jean PO Box 755
Mckean County
Bradford Pa 16701
Abasso At The Dwnbeat Restrant 27 Main St
All Seasons Services Inc 52 Holley Ave
Barretts Auto Body Inc 485 E Main St
Barretts Auto Body Inc PO Box 340
Barton Frank W 73 Edgewood Rd
Beeman Carla B, Jay G 2 Spring St
Behan Kathleen F 19 S 2nd St
Bennett Andrea 388 South Ave
Beryl Buchanan L Loker Mt Trl
Blessing Harold O 7 Lawrence Ct
Bolster Douglas 321 W Washington St
Bortner Thelma J RR 1
Bowen David 189 South Ave
Boyle Ruby 50 Oakwood Ave
Bradford Pharmacy 55 Main St
Bretzin Clayton H 41 Coren St PO Box 721
Buck Pamela J 80 Boylston St
Burns Daniel G, Virginia 32 Bolivar Dr Apt 2
Byrd Effie T 3 Osborne Pl Fl 1
Camas Mary Kathleen 74 Fiske Ave
Coatsworth Karen L, Mary L 29 Bon Air Ave
Coleman John 48 Bank St
Commonwealth Energy Inc PO Box 192
Company 83 Rutherford Run
Copeland Ruth M 37 Morris Ln
Corah Kristopher R 59 Clarence St
Cornelius Gene L 165 Williams St
Couch William 86 School St
Crawford Charles F 46 Petrolia St
Croker Alberta L 75 Forman St
Dexters Quaker State Auto Nicholas A Kicior
156 W Washington St
Dexters Service Center 156 W Washington St
Donohue Regina 74 Fiske Ave
Donohue Regina, Ann E 74 Fiske Ave
Doriguzzi Joseph 102 Congress St Apt 7
El Nasser Ahmed K 15 Nelson Ave
Farrell Thomas 533 South Ave
Fratellis 70 Pleasant St
Frederick Miriam H 9 Brookline Ct
Giordano Agnese 66 Ann Ln
Glander Maxine R 114 E Main St
Glendorn Estates 1032 W Corydon St
Goodman Brothers Inc PO Box 684 286 High St
Green Viola E 139 Mandrid Run Rd
Gregg Marion M 153 South Ave
Grinolds Bernard A 100 Saint Francis Dr
Gutelius Robert, John, Arlinda 274 Congress St
Harris Dianna L 40 Jerome Ave
Hauser W Dieter 4 Fiske Ave
Haynes Robert 50 Foster Brook Bl
Hershelman Jennifer L 2 Bushnell St Apt 207
Herzog Marlene M 19 Lincoln Ave
Herzog Richard 221 S Kendall Ave
Hildebrand Cheryl 643 Smt Rd
Hosmer Amanda B 749 Smt Rd
Howard Elton P 887 Barnum Rd
Huntoon Lloyd F Est 49 Leonard Ave
Hyman Orange L III 3 Osborne Pl Fl 1
Johnson Andrew 25 Looker Mt Trail
Johnson Chris 415 Bolivar Dr
Johnson Hugh 25 York St
Johnson Richard N 153 Main St
Johnson Richard N PO Box 355
Johnson Russell PO Box 340
Jolly Diane 65 Derrick Rd
Keverline Florence 27 Congress Pl
Kicior Michele M Nicholas A Kicior 156 West Washington St
Kidd Donald L 153 Main St Rn 429
Knapp Malyza L 33 Pearl St
Knox Barry PO Box 355
Kornacki Nicole 13 Cherry St
Laborde Harry 63 Euclid Ave
Langella Ronald P Atty 805 E Main St
Laroche Roger R 110 Campus Dr
Lindemuth Donald 53 Main St
Lindemuth Jerry 53 Main St
Lovell Ellen M 76 Railrd Ave
Mackenzie Teresa W, John W 164 Davis St
Mason Ernest L C/O Melanie Good 274 Rutherford Run
Mcbride George C 385 1/2 E Main
Mcclain Todd 65 Oxford St
Mcgrath Tressa A 15 1/2 E Main St
Mclaughlin Patricia 19 Lincoln Ave
Merrick Buffy, Yuri 129 Totten Hollow Rd
Miles Gerald L 188 South Kendall Ave
Musolino Dee 9 Park St
Nichols Amanda Lynn 189 Congress St
Ordiway Scott 66 Minard Run Rd
Owens James 50 Woodside Dr
Paulik Amy L 1195 South Ave
Pedine Jon J 2 Bushnell St Apt 226
Pessia Joan Marie 74 Fiske Ave
Petruney Kirk A 64 Gregory Ave
Pignelli Amelia 30 Thomas Rd C/O Patsy Arrowsmith
Pope Gerald W 89 East Ave
Powell Elizabeth 150 Constitution Ave
Powell Myron A 151 Gates Hollow
Pradhan Anil MD 116 Interstate Pkwy Ste 4
Preston Margaret RR 2
Preston Margaret RT 2
Quick Daryl L 91 Pleasant St
Rankin Fay L 39 Fairview Hts
Regina Donohue Trust 74 Fiske Ave
Reidy Frances J 85 William St
Reynolds David M 1428 S Kendall Ave
Ribble Marjorie C 440 B Congress St 12
Richard Herzog Limited Partnership 235 S Kendall Ave
Riske Kristen 95 Rutherford Run
Rosell Ashley N 15 Park St
Rosendahl Jerad, Jodi 560 W Corydon St
Ryan Thomas 24 N Kendall Ave
Savran Constance S 20 Calvin Ct
Schonblom H James 200 Saint Francis Dr Apt 200
Schubert William J, Mabel A 734 East Main St
Shaffer R L Est 611 W Washington St
Shaffer Robert F 52 East Ave
Shay A Adeline 34 Lawrence Ave
Sikes Harold 3 Chautauqua Place Apt 1
Silvis Merle E 68 Oakwood Ave
Singer Carl 165 Main St
Skaggs Barbi 53 Fairview Hts
Smith Margaret 10 Walker Ave
Smith Mark S 78 Winter St
Songers Hometown Deli 970 E Main St
Stover Marquerite A Riley Rd Apt 5
Strum Timothy J, Eric M PO Box 176
Taylor Priscilla F 200 Saint Francis Dr Apt 222
Terrell Robert L, Julie 518 N Mill St
Tina Josiah D 70 Pleasant St
Tornatela Dorothy J 116 Barbour St
Tyger Melissa K 115 Kennedy St Apt 3
Underwood Dorothy M 32 Bolivar Dr
Walter Michael S 34 Harding Ave
Wells Evelyn M 100 Saint Francis Dr
Wells Susan J 20 Pkwy Ln
Wilson Aubrey 105 Oakwood Ave
Wilson Lindsey A 113 Hedgehog Ln
Wilt Steven S 55 Rochester St
Wilton Brenda PO Box 260
Wilton Carolyn G 17 Sanford St
Wood Gallery 1 Owens Way
Woodard Madeline M RFD 1
Woods Living Trust 232 S Kendall Ave
Worden Elizabeth S PO Box 192
Wright Clarence M 484 Seward Ave
Yaros Joan 452 Lambert Dr
York Chad E 463 Bolivar Dr
Custer City Pa 16725
Better Baked Foods Inc PO Box 39
Nbs Trucking Ltd PO Box 39
Wrights Music Shed Box C
Cyclone Pa 16726
Anderson John R 25 Pithole Rd
Best Ronald R 128 Bingham Rd
Derrick City Pa 16727
Kervin Barbara PO Box 133
Duke Center Pa 16729
Frederick Denise M 339 Main St
Schwab Douglas W 159 A1 Oil Valy Rd
East Smethport Pa 16730
Dickerson Edith E PO Box 25
Kellam Patrick 23 Willow Ln
Eldred Pa 16731
Cobb Ella M 9 Mechanic St
Dempsey Irma Est, Irma V RR 2
Dinch Rebecca Ann RR 1 Box 111
Doddy Ryan D 52 Elm St PO Box 477
Evingham Jane E 88 Wright Rd
Fowler Romayne E C/O Allen Fowler PO Box Apt 144
Hanson Elaine RR 1 Box 80
Housler James C, Jo R PO Box 359
Howard Doris A 887 Barnum Rd
Knell Mary RFD 1
Mason Ernest L, Reta J RR 1 Box 279
Morrical Tirzah R RR 1
Paradis Nicole PO Box 564
Pilon Harry L RR 2 Box 156
Smith Antoinette PO Box 144
Todd Patricia J Box 305
Hazelhurst Pa 16733
Johnson Betty J Box 27
Kane Pa 16735
Abbassi Shahram 97 Reigel Rd
Abrutis Rytis 3412 Rte 66
Brechtel Arthur 215 Dawson St Apt A
Choice Outlet 100 S Fraley St
Colonial Radio Group LLC 27 Fraley St
Donovan Mary M 117 S Fraley St
Fay Bernard RR 1 Box 171−B
Gentilman John J, John 536 Park Ave
Gibson Grant J, James L 335 Greeves St
Golf Program Kcc Junior 115 Ash St
Grolemund Alberta Mae 130 Greeves St Apt 411
Hetrick Tiffanie 215 Dawson St Apt A
Hickey Karen M 352 Johnson Rd
Hill Fulmer D Jr RT 321 South
Hottel Gregory 41 Park Ave
Jamerson Susan 111 Hemlock Ave
Kane Kenneth C, Ann M 103 Tionesta Ave
Kasaback Jeffrey 235 Jane St
Keith Robert E 644 Dawson St PO Box 403
Maxwell Joyce P POA 415 W Hemlock Ave
Mckechney Leone R 117 S Fraley St
Mclaughlin Julia V 524 Tionesta Ave
Niggemyer Keith 133 Biddle St
Passenger Rose M 415 W Hemlock Ave
Patrick Melissa 309 Walnut St
Perry Marlys Est 184 Hamilton Rd
Rook Douglas T 234 Janeway St
Rustick LLC 19 Ness Ln
Rzodkiewicz Louise 100 Lincoln St
Schweigart Eric J 323 Bayard St
Smith Nathan A 115 Ash St
Sorg P J PO Box 677
Spurgeon William H PO Box 744
Stewart John W 541 Hacker St
Wallace Francis A RR 2
Zee5 L L C 99 S Fraley St
Lewis Run Pa 16738
Farrell Anna 1 St Lewis Pa 16738
Figula Michael J Jr, Karen 124 Pine Run Rd
Minich Christopher S, Patricia A HC 1 Box 163
Roberts Jean M SR 1 Box 166
Schoonover Samantha J PO Box 63
Yeaw Donna PO Box 250
Zandi Aldo J PO Box 27
Ludlow Pa 16333
Horner Herbert, Linda PO Box 177
Nichols Ernie PO Box 59
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Mount Jewett Pa 16740
Carter Alphild Box 714
Frase Philip Paul PO Box 501
Huston Delancey J PO Box 400
Leviere Kassandra 4 Hacker St
Olson James D 14217 Wilcox Rd
Port Allegany Pa 16743
Abbey Violet E 31 Vine St
Beeson Michael A PO Box 16
Brewer Timothy Allen PO Box 113
Butler Jessica L 2946 Rte 155
Canoe Place Inn Inc 101 Main St
Carlson Dorothy P 314 Brd St
Carpenter Cynthia 366 Wildwood Dr
Caskey Gregory L, Donna I 609 N Main St
Caskey Gregory, Donna J 428 Brd
Colby Meacham Marjorie J E Mill St
Corey Sally A PO Box 32
Froehlich Michelle M 205 East Mill St
Haskins Susan L 510 N Main St Apt 1
Jinger Jyotsana 50 Volney St
Lathrop Laurie J 404 Harrison St
Mccloskey Rachel E RR 1 Box 608
Miller Janet, James 48 Main St
Nelson Sandra L 35 Parkln Dr
Pinchock Edward A 52 Pearl St
Robinette Keith Albert E 806 N Main St Apt 5
Schnovel Travis J 2946 Rte 155
Smith Myer Michelle 729 N Main St Apt 1
Street Machines Auto Care Inc 729 N Main St Apt 1
Williams Nancy K 320 North Brooklynside
Smethport Pa 16749
Bango Dennis P, Robin H 17 Ctr St
Bernies Appliance Electronic Center C/O Bernard Carr
625 E Water St
Bickford Ivan L 689 Rte 446
Brown John F RD 3
Duffy Inc PO Box 374
Duffy Michael R, James P PO Box 262
Gilbert John 17083 Rt 6
Helms Andrew 107 E Valy Rd
Herzog Stephen L, Evelyn L RD 3 Valy Rd
International Waxes Inc 45 Rte 446
Johnson Betty J 55 Bank
Keene Deanna 17083 Rte 6
Knight Mary Anne 251 Christian Holw
Laktash Larry 12411 Rte 46
Laktash Larry E RR 1 Box 83 A
Larson Viola B 35 Rosehill Ave
Mccracken Earl K RR 3
Okerlund Gayle R, John 106 Emerald Isle
Raught Margaret A RFD 4
Russell Jerry L 166 Reilly
Ryan Rose B, Rose 15 W Willow St
Schwab Frederick A RR 3 Box 95
Sholler Scott L 338 W Branch Rd
Simons Evelyn 15 W Willow St
Strait Sarah K Est Senakean Mnr PO Box 3307
Taylor Robert E RD 2 Bloomster Hollow Rd
Thomas Dave M 16658 Rte 6
Turtlepoint Pa 16750
Rolfe Tiffany 50 Huss Dr
Tanner Sylvester 1909 Rock Run Rd
Westline Pa 16740
Ferguson Stanley A 21 Mud Puddle Rd
Mercer County
Carlton Pa 16311
Bronson Andrew 1490 Carlton Rd
Huston James E 909 New Lebanon Rd
Jock William A 175 28th Division Hwy
Millard Kent I 75 W Creek Rd 23c
Montgomery Darlene W Lee Myers Box 21
Myers Jeffrey L W Lee Myers Box 21
Rice Dewayne E 356 Old RT 322
Clark Pa 16113
Miller Contractors LLC PO Box 522
Porsch Leon H Est of PO Box 56 31 Nora St
Shaffer Sara 82 Nora St
Slemmer Kelly A 94 Nora St
Clarks Mills Pa 16114
Heckman Mark L 1587 Bachop Rd
Farrell Pa 16121
Alcaro Vincent, Dorothy 324 Pershing Dr
Alston Alston, Nancy 1115 Emerson Ave
Alston Nancy G 1109 Emerson Ave
Berdis Eileen Joan, Donald E 601 Roemer Blvd
Brooks Jewel 1141 Wallis Ave
Callahan James Est of 933 Hamilton Ave
Chrysler Financial 341 1/2 Hamilton Ave
Ciaiola Joseph A 601 Roemer Blvd
Cimoric Mildred, Michael 1736 N Judy Lynn Dr
Covington Marie 115 Brdway Ave
Crumbacher Jay A 111 Capitol Ct
Curry Otis E 200 Idaho St
Dzurinda Phillip P, Peter P 306 Noon Ave
Edmunds Ellie E 200 Idaho St
Eschuster Arleen Est of 1635 Shady Dr
Everett Katharine 1115 Emerson Ave
Farago Irene R 812 Indiana Ave
Hernandez Nicole 1029 Hamilton Ave
Hobson Mel A 341 1/2 Hamilton Ave
Hyatt William R PO Box 183
Jackson Dorothy, Toby 931 Julia Blvd
Johnson Mary 728 Lee Ave
Jones David 411 Spearman Ave 2
Jones Laquisha L PO Box 203
Kates Jason 104 Shenango Blvd
Kitt Eartha 414 1 2 Wallis Ave
Kolsky Tera 333 Baldwin Ave
Komar Dorothy, John 1149 Emerson Ave
Linonis Francis, Amy 2009 Madison St
Logan Harriet L 321 Spearman Ave
Medical Equipt Recycling Prog 2200 Memorial Dr
Metro Eugene 278 Shenango Blvd
Morris Marvin 809 Park Ave
Myers Thomas 204 Roemer Blvd
Norris Regina 1141 Wallis Ave
Palmer James R 331 Patt Dr
Pellegrino Gary V 2020 Madison St
Precision Steel Svcs Inc 650 Martin Luther King Jr Blvd
Robinson Elizabeth 919 Darr Ave
Robinson Jonelle M 318 Lunn Blvd
Robinson Lester 1127 Spearman Ave
Rupert Helen Est of 927 Hamilton Ave
Sankey Nancy L 815 Darr Ave
Schuster Arleen 1635 Shady Dr
Sekerak Helen, John 918 Hamilton Ave
Shabla George 12 Cathedral Dr
Simmons Nellie 310 Spearman Ave
St Michaels Lodge 414 KJ 643 Emerson Ave
Steals Tyrone T 1809 Roemer Blvd
Suchy Frank Est Of, Marcella 1108 Negley St
Tekelly Anna 1112 Darr Ave
Thomas Ora 309 Spearman Ave
Thomas William 2120 Likens Ln
Underwood Gladys 728 Lee Ave
Vislosky Anna Est of 816 Indiana Ave
Wilson James 811 Market Ave
Zager George, Anna 1102 Webster St
Fredonia Pa 16124
Best Ireta 1600 Perry Hwy
Browell Charles D 391 Fredonia Rd
Cognata Joseph A 49 College Av D
Czwojdak Anna 1436 District Rd
Dangrow Ruth E Box 301
Friede John L 214 Bush Rd
Kasbee Esther L 12 Liberty St
Kennedy John E II 155 St Johns Rd
Neiswonger Alan D 466 Fairview Rd
Steen Mary L 29 Grant St
West Kenneth RD 2
Greenville Pa 16125
Adams Todd 48 Maple Dr
Agney Neva, St Pauls Home 339 E Jamestown
Alexander Addlade L 19 Liberty St
Anderson Lane A 150 Main St
Atkinson John A 347 Hadley Rd Lot 95
Ayibor Esther 15 Kintigh Dr Apt 5
Baetz Gayle Lynn 612 Mercer Rd
Bailey Sally 9 N Penn Ave Apt 105
Baker Cody 404 12th St
Barnett Elton R 1 Wasser Bridge Rd
Bartolo Michael 210 Vernon Rd
Becher Tina M 20 York St
Bendig Diane K, Paul J 67 W Main St
Black Linda 12 22nd St Ext
Boal Judith 339 E Jamestown Rd
Boozer Lillian 110 Fredonia Rd
Bortz Rebecca M 84 Harrison St Apt 2
Brady Scott W 135 Plum St
Brewer Steven M 55 Chambers Ave
Brickell Richard Est of 1808 Brentwood Dr
Bronder Imelda J 73 N 3rd St
Brucker Emargaret H Est of 339 E Jamestown Rd
Burns William C 27 Elm St
Butterfield Betty Est of 33 1 2 Maple Ave
Carlson Edward 211 St Glory Rd
Carlson Lori R 100 Riley Rd
Carpet Country 439 Vernon Rd
Chess David 61 Osborn Rd
Clark Nathan S 341 E Jamestown Rd 2
Clark Nathan S Jr 136 St Glory Rd
Collins Nettie L 5 S 2nd St
Community Phys Servs PO Box 671
Cotten Elizabeth E 225 Linn Tyro Rd
Cullen Timothy L 1 Riverside Dr
Daisley Thomas D 319 Mercer Rd
Deangelo Alexia M 1486 Methodist Rd
Derr Nicholas C 306 S Smt Rd
Enck Alyssa K 52 Chambers Ave
Engle Mildred, Paul K 22 Lebanon Ave
Farm Hunting Valley 160 Main St
Friede Doug A 676 Fredonia Rd
Galus Mary L 103 Washington St
Grantham William J 450 Donation Rd
Gruver Harold W 362 Leech Rd
Hall Jacqueline 253 S Good Hope Rd
Hanson Gary L 796 Vernon Rd
Hardwaredog Com 184 Main St
Herriott Margaret R 42 Lebanon Ave
Hilpert Charles J Jr Est of 56 Henry Rd
Hollman Theresa 460 Kinsman Rd
Holm Lisa M 52 Chambers Ave
Howell Spencer D, Mary B 373 S Main St 2
Huston Jodi E 141 Leech Rd
Jackson Eleanor Ridgewood Apts 339 E Jamestown Rd 406
Kays Shari L, Adam C 501 Moss Ln
Kemerer Verne F 489 Methodist Rd
Kerola William J 758 N River Rd
Kettering Scott 360 Orangeville Rd
Kitch Berniece Y 8 Ridge Ave
Kolb John T Jr 3 Lancancaster
Kolesar Betty 17 Evergreen Dr
Kolesar Jeffrey Allen, Michael 17 Evergreen Dr
Korbini Evelyn M 3177 College Ave
Kukus Stephen 135 S State Line Rd
Lamproplos Luella J 19 W Main St
Langbein Charles E, Helen E 339 E Jamestown Rd Apt 308
Lapadat David L 70 N Maysville Rd
Lebarron Betty J 185 Hadley Rd
Lewis Joyce 20 West Dr
Listopad Cunningham & Assoc PO Box 671
Lochard Dayton, Jeremy, Morgan 12 Shady Ave
Long Robert S 30 Mehard Ave
Loutzenhiser Chris 159 Conneaut Lake Rd
Lynch Brian L 203 S Smt Rd
Mahn Kristen 17 N 2nd St
Mally Kent 219 Fredonia Dr
Marshall Cyril F 83 Donation Rd
Mccartney Kristina R 223 S Mercer St Apt
Mcdaniels Devon 270 Sharon Rd
Mcmarlin John C 396 S Main St
Melvin Arthur G 931 Vernon Rd
Melvin Dorothy K Est of 500 Donation Rd
Miklo Paul R 792 N River Rd
Milich Betty M 104 N 16th St
Miller B Joanne 623 Methodist Rd
Miller Vicki 194 Kennard Rd
Mills Veronica 205 Vernon Rd
Mitchell Marcia 80 N Mercer St
Muller Cleo P 10188 County Line Rd
Myers Edna M 22 Lebanon Ave
Mytrysak Judy, Ann PO Box 73
Painter Barbara C 20 24th St
Patterson Twila M Est of 455 Hadley Rd
Pearson Lillian B 339 E Jamestown Rd
Peterson Virginia V 329 Kinsman Rd
Phil Godfrey Body Shop Cheryl Moore 124 Main St
Pinch Margaret 8 Shenorgo
Pringle Supply & Equipt Inc 29 Franklin St
Quinn Clayton G, Rose M 128 Kennard Rd
Reigleman Frederick, Troy 32 Mercer St
Reilly Zola, St Paul Home 339 East Jamestown Rd
Rhoades Clifford E 123 Wasser Rd
Richards Gloria J 25 S 2nd St
Riffe Carroll E 494 Coal Hill Rd
Rosies Patio 14 S Mercer St
Sansone Catlin F, Karen M 120 Clinton St
Saul June E 607 River Rd
Schuffert George 24 N Maysville Rd
Seckinger Ethan Dahl, Joyce Ann 63 Conneaut Lake Rd
Slater Donna M 12 Lebanon Ave
Speir Harry W, Harry 164 S Mercer St
Sprinkle Roberta J 1302 Brentwood Dr
Swartout Pachette 18 Rosedale Ave
Takehara Shu 75 College Ave
Tanouye Jessica 110 Mcclelland Ave
Truax Brian 81 S Meaier St
Ullrich Elizabeth 282 Henry Rd
Urban Margaret 264 Donation Rd
Urbansky David 242 Goetsch Rd
Vogan Eleanor 339 East Jamestown Rd Heritage Bldg
Apt 218
Vonarx Melinda J 10 Donation Rd
Wallace Dorothy A 2 Southpaint Ln
Wesolek Rachel 170 Carrier Rd
Whiteside Enoch 50 N Race St
Wilent William B, Vladimira 96 Chambera Ave
Williams John D Est of Louise Dale As Admin of
20 Birch Dr
Wolffe Timothy R, Heather L 56 S 2nd St
Young Frances B 136 Clarksville St
Young Loretta J 53 N 2nd St
Zawistow Christine A 357 St Glory Rd
Grove City Pa 16127
Alessio Paul F 401 Oakland Ave
Allen James G PO Box 412
Andrea Howard PO Box 709
Basham Toby RR 4
Bass Ethel L 46 Staffordshire Ct
Bess Lawrence, Jennifer 873 Old Ash Rd
Bi Lo 111 Mill St
Bi Lo Foods PO Box 626
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Black John E 400 Hillcrest Ave
Blank Janice 219 Jackson St
Briggs Grace J 19 Orchard Dr Apt 412
Broad St Market 327 N Brd St
Burke Rhonda D 805 Tidball Ave
Callender Lorie 231 Jervis Rd
Campbell Alan M 1187 Barkeyville Rd
Chase Shirley A 1062 Sandy Lake Rd
Claypool Rhonda L 35 Staffordshire Ct
Cook Adam 7 Lee Ave
Crawford Randall K 243 W Pine St
Dundore Himes Obgyn Assoc 647 N Brd St Ext
Eaton Steven A, Connie J 519 State St
Etling Joseph 610 A W Main St
Fabian Bruce, Nancy 304 N Madison Ave
Filer Auto Body 319 Opre Ave
Flick Shelly 547 George Jr Rd
Fors Christine 610 Superior St
Foster Kyle 1129 Slippery Rock Rd
Foster Myrtle M 803 Tidball Ave
Fulton Ethel M 19 Orchard Dr Apt 215
Georgehowe Com PO Box 269
Gibson Nicole, Arlouine 642 Flower Ave
Gillman Richard J PO Box 1058
Gilmore Edward PO Box 550
Glenn Willard S 1240 Enterprise Rd
Grove City Foods 111 Mill St
Grove Manor Nursing 435 North St
Hageter Karl J 438 N Brd St
Han Hyungkyu 08 Hillcrest Cir
Harris David Est Of, Judy Rodemoyer 37 Ctr
Harris Douglas L 420 W Poplar St
Harvath Mary T 416 Opre Ave
Hazelton Valenza Camille, Andrew C 312 Gdn Ave
Hill Peter 334 College Ave
Holesh Lucy E, John 409 Woodland Ave
Hutcheson Richard J 19 Orchard Dr
Irfon Hughes 801 Superior St
Kolb Jon 32 Lee Ave
Kucsera John 292 Ctr Church Rd
Lindh Eric 100 Fta Dr
Livingston Robert J, Maria C Billco Motors Inc
334 W Poplar St
Long Jessica, Jeremy 155 Edgewood
Lubawsk Joshua 321 1/2 College Ave
Lucas William A, Delores M 100 E Poplar St
Mariacher Shirley 319 Opre Ave
Martin Morgan 1045 Steven Rd
Mcdonald Violet 141 Winfield Dr
Mcgill Richard C 10 Woodland Ctr Dr
Mcpherson Beverly 438 N Brd St
Mcride M L 10 Woodland Ctr Dr
Monteleone Frank N R1 Box 65
Mook Carol B 111 1/2 E Poplar St
Munozalle Maria PO Box 412
Nichols Luke G 566 N Liberty Rd
Osborne William A, Lois L Apt A2 501 Flower Ave
Pearl Plumbing Inc PO Box 709
Phipps James W 435 N Brd St
Pod Richard C 306 Bessemer Ave
Pollak Alicia M, David 515 Superior St
Recor Juanita 36 Bashline Dr
Reese Charles E 1375 Barkeyville Rd
Richard C Mcgill M L Mcride U D 10 Woodland Ctr Dr
Robinson Harry, Rose, Stella RR 2 Box 304
Romanczyk Ann 508 Superior St
Royer Miranda 145 Gdn Ave
Saeler Stacy 776 N Liberty Rd
Schall William L Jr 402 N Brd St
Schlossnagel Jean 1001 E Ketler Dr
Small Jeremiah 233 George Jr Rd
Smith Gerald 81 Patterson School Rd
Snow Donna Lyn, Jamey 508 Bessemer Ave
Stevenson Leo M 109 Monroe St
Sudler James M George Jr Republic
Super 8 Motel 2001 Leesburg Grove City Rd
Taiwo Olakunle 1699 Washington Rd
Thomas Lillian E, James L, Albert C Ithen Ex Box 656
Travis Timothy 515 W Main St
Turner William R 425 Smt St
Urey William 400 Hillcrest Ave
Van Eman Mary 205 State St
Walker Barbara A 28 Oak Hill Dr Ext
Walker Doris 28 Oak Hill Sr Ext
Wall Helen C 161 Cranberry Rd
Young Joseph Jacob 231 1/2 College Ave
Hadley Pa 16130
Gall Richard 199 Georgetown Rd
Graham Susanna M 3 Everbreeze Dr
Miller Alice D, Paul J 257 Old Perry Hwy
Mitcheltree Dorothy L 1 Grandview Dr Lot 37
Moyer Sarah RR 1
Stafford Doreen R 3785 Perry Hwy
Hermitage Pa 16148
Adair James Est of PO Box 1024
Adams Daisy 310 Rexford Dr Apt 4
Adams Nancy L 2129 Trace St
Alliance For Behavioral Health 295 N Fairwood Dr
Allison Duane C Est of 510 Sunset Blvd
Andrew Mark 3797 Fran Ln
Angelis Michael J 2378 Kelly Rd
Aps Total Solutions Inc 710 Bobwhite Dr
Ashi Ifeany Ezi Box 1508
Baird Janet P 856 Wilhelm
Bartko Susan K 4690 Scott Dr
Bell Carl H 1470 Cranbrook Dr
Benham Olive E 2287 Twelve Oakes Dr
Bioremedial Techn Inc 2700 Kirila Blvd
Bleehash Melissa 1439 Fairlawn Dr
Broadbent Annette 1775 Christy Rd
Bucciarelli Catherine L 3797 Fran Ln
Cerbus Joseph 1585 Sandy Ln
Chisholm Thomas C 5755 Daniel Dr
Cicuto Robert Allen 2213 Shenango Valy Fwy
Cole Ronald B 729 Rollinson Rd
Crane Sharon 259 N Buhl Farm Dr
Cunningham Richard A 3740 Morefield Rd
Dairy Queen 2155 Hagen Rd
Dankoff Joseph 3830 Larmor Rd
Davis Barbara K 70 Cohassett Dr
Dye Randall 333 Maplewood Dr Apt 202
Estate of Myltreda Goga 2035 E State St
Experts Only PO Box 1105
Ezi Ashi James Box 1508
Firko Amelia H 2230 Highland Rd
Follmeyer Joan L 1716 Diana Ave
Frazier Harry R 122 Baker Ave
Friedrich William L, Johanna 701 N Hermitage Rd
Gancsos Julia 2050 N Water Ave
Gay Michael Y, Andrew D 385 Smith Ave
George Aaron M 3435 Lamor Rd
Gianoglio Joseph E Jr 6779 Frogtown Rd
Gill William, Aaron 2788 Highland Rd
Ginther Jerry L 1650 E State St Pmb 156
Goga Myltreda 2035 E State St
Grace Margaret, Kevin 94 Troutman Rd
Graham Beryl A 510 Robertson Rd
Griffith Sam H 6779 Frogtown Rd
Harris Marino 3500 Mcconnell Rd
Hermitage Development Co 426 N Keelrdige Rd
Herrmann Mary A 2140 Trout Island Rd
Hinkson Donald P 131 Hermitage Hills Blvd
Howard Hanna Real Estate Svcs 1483 N Hermitage Rd
Jamison Betty C 107 Hermitage Hills Blvd
Johnson Romayne 09 N Buhl Farm Dr
Jones Charles L 3000 Lakewood Manor Dr 1202
Jones Ganelle L 965 N Water Ave
Karnish Colleen P 100 N Buhl Farm Dr
Kasarda John Est of 2230 Highland Rd
Kephart Stephanie 3376 Lamor Rd
Kerins John H 2691 S Hermitage Rd
King Collision 3965 E State St
Klamer Keith A 5250 Virginia Rd
Kurpe Mae 3885 Morefield Rd
Lackey Tina, Adm of Rose Hoffman 258 10 Park St
Ladner Joseph R DMD MS Inc 701 N Hermitage Rd
Lambert Raymond D 646 Cohassett Dr
Ligette Thelma G 2400 Gdn Way Bentley House
Lin Bao−Hua 250 Meadowbrook Rd
Livermore Mary Ann 449 W Park St
Lojacono Stephen E III, Stephen E 725 Westminister
Lutheran Robert 765 Knapp Ave
Mahannah Chontae 2691 S Hermitage Rd
Marcin James J Better Breath Ctr LLC 752 Brookshire Dr
Ste C
Mason Carlos A 380 Orange Dr 6
Mcconnell Henry 930 Woodview Pl
Mcintosh Michael W, Melissa A 4140 E State St
Mcneil Jim 1810 Lori Ln
Meiss Ronald Sr, Ronald, Joyce 3639 Clearview Dr
Mercer Co Automotive Warehouse Inc, Dan Grundy
2370 Brdway Rd
Michael Dennis D 2179 Woodbind Dr
Mickel William RR 2 Box 163a
Mickel William J Est of RR 2 Box 163a
Miess Catherine 149 S Keelridge Rd
Mihalko Michael, Anne 160 Superior St
Miller Archie A, Pansy L 3689 Ridgewood Dr
Miller Sharon PO Box 1435 Ste E
Mirizio Frances, Thomas A 115 Dutch Ln
Montgomery Paul 850 N Hermitage Rd
Montrose Auto Group 1435 N Hermitage Rd
Moore Adam L 269 Sunset Blvd
Morgan Richard W, Audrey A 260 S Buhl Farm Dr Apt 211
Mortensen Family Partnership Ltd 2173 Hazen Rd
Munger Michele PO Box 1194
Nassar Lou Ann 1091 Foxwood Dr
Neil Charles Jr 1560 Kimberly St Apt 2
Novak Norma 1173 Reon St
Olivia Baron Life Tenant 885 Donna Dr
Orange Village 200 Orange Dr
Pace Trading Inc 967 Lexington Dr
Pain Chiro Clinic 589 Hermitage Rd
Panariello MA Better Breath Ctr LLC 752 Brookshire Dr
Ste C
Paragon Trading Inc 967 Lexington Dr
Piatt Miller Jean T Est 3750 Holly Ln
Piper Patricia 83 Stone Ridge Blvd
Plummer Claudia L 500 Clarksville Rd
Rachel Fa Esposito Do Ltd PO Box 1004
Ray Jennifer 515 Sunset Blvd
Reeher David 367 Cohassett Dr
Regional Anesthesia Assocs PO Box 1168
Roberts Charlotte 2035 King Dr
Roqueplot Mary E 1982 S Keel Ridge Rd
Rosenberg Leonard 1541 Juniper Ct
Rosenberg Leonard Est of 1541 Juniper Ct
Sadaf Gas Oil Inc 1726 Valy View Rd
Schenker Catherine 2250 Shenanco Val Fwy
Shenango Honda 3965 E State St
Sikora Frances R, Janet 1 Elston Way
Slater Gillian L 4002 Hermitage Hills Blvd 12
Smith Margaret, Ralph 360 Rexford Dr
Smith Velma M Est Of, Smith Velma M 3726 E State St
Smith Kimberly A H 2301 Pierce Bluffs
Spadafora Dale F 752 Brookshire Dr A
Srps Breast Surgery PO Box 1004
Station Wwizfm Box 1120
Stein Robert L 4895 Lakeview Dr
Stephen Didonato 1715 Woodside Dr
Tran Linh 154 Hermitage Hills Blvd
Vendilli Anthony 6943 E State St
Victim 3300 Shenango Valy Fwy
Walker Christa 1535 Catalina Pl
Walter Lori A, Justin, Kasey 600 Twitmeyer Ave
Weber Hillary A 100 N Buhl Farm Dr
Wiesen Robert, Gail L Mel Grata Chevrolet
3669 Morefield Rd
Wiley Linda R PO Box 1422
Wilkerson Frank C 2050 Parkview Bv
Witzigman Robert 649 S Hermitage Rd
Xiao Rongnong 250 Meadowbrook Rd
Yeager Gary 1439 Fairlawn Dr
Jackson Center Pa 16133
Hart Sherry L 2239 Sandy Lake Grove City Rd
Lawrence Betty L 781 Millbrook Rd
Minshull James B 1509 Franklin Rd
Reeher Marian RR 2
Watson Adam E 421 S Foster Rd
Jamestown Pa 16134
Airgood Helen A 179 Halfway Rd
Barkley Irene L 3044 N 2nd St Ex
Bartlett Cory 2571 Leff Ave
Campbell Margaret C 7589 Linesville Rd
Cram Loren L, Jean 206 S Lake Rd
Levier Richard 2468 Williamsfield Rd
Livingston Mary C 7589 Linesville Rd
Mcclimans Joshua M 605 Delaware St
Moats Grace 383 Dowling Rd
Morneweck Robert 1 Gibson St
Onderko Nicole 8118 Revere Ln
Osborne Ella M 2029 Portsmouth Dr
Sabo Laderle G 6106 Belle St
Schneider Paul R Est of 115 1st Ave
Stacy James V PO Box 139
Styno Frank J PO Box 46
Swanson Edward L 91 Prather Ave
Weimert Jacob S RD 2
Mercer Pa 16137
Adamson Verne E, Barbara RD 5 Box 5053a
Amon Mollie J 1101 S Lake Rd 243
Burlacu Gheorghe, Mariana 187 Steingrabe Rd
Cameron Daniel 753 Butler Pike
Carlson Eric J 133 Thompson Rd
Christy Margaret E 72 Tripplewood Dr
Cipriano Victoria A 7266 W Market St Lot 169
Citimortgage Inc 190 Buckley Rd
Cool Springs Physical Therapy 1051 E Cornell Rd
Davis Robert 988 Butler Pike
Deangio David P, James P 689 San Chez Tr
Demarco James E 287 Highland Rd
Dilley Ronald L 550 Yankee Ridge Rd
Dinardo Nadine L 7266 W Market St Lot 106
Eves Constance M 689 San Chez Tr
Folkenroth Matilda J 143 S Pitt St
Friede Douglas A 15 Bestwick Rd
Frisk Stewart, Pearl RD 6 Box 6685
Gilliland Jeffrey D 308b S Shenango St
Gilmore Jeffrey R 27 S High St
Grimm Helen 1265 Old Mercer Rd
Hale Clifford D Vogan Dr
Hardisky Katherine RD 6
Hart Eleanore H, Donivan L RR 4 Latonka Dr
Henn Paulette 480 E Beaver St
Hetrick Randall T Atty 123 N Diamond St
Hummell Douglas 257 Buckley Rd
Katona Louis J 121 Latonka Dr
Kish Velma M 1170 Greenville Mercer Rd
Kyle Louella M, Ernest L 850 Mercer Grove City Rd
Little Mary Esther, Robert Kochems Esq 235 S Erie St
Lundin Howard 912 Latonka Dr
Mace Brooks 115 1/2 N Diamond St Apt 3
Maddux Janet 1265 Old Mercer Rd
Marks Samuel A 247 S Shenango St
Martin David F 380 Sanbern Dr
Mccart Melanie L 13 Stoneboro Dr
Mccartney Stephen L 13 Stoneboro Dr
Mcelrath Dorothy B 456 Turner Sta Rd
Miles Justin 437 E Market St
Multari Robert 175 Old Fredonia Rd
Nelligan Judy L 550 Yankee Ridge Rd
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Oehlbeck Brian D 196 Buckley Rd
Ohara Tedford S 749 Greenville Rd
Onofrey Raymond 11 Yankee Ridge Rd
Panichella Eleanor 334 Manito Trl
Patterson James 410 N Maple St
Patterson Peggy L 410 N Maples St
Phythyon Janice 721 Greenfield Rd
Pierce Jill E 297 Old Fredonia Rd
Prosser Audrey PO Box 283
Reiber Sheila, Toni 888 E Cornell Rd
Richards Dorothy 223 Hartwick Rd
Schmidt Joyce E 181 Latonka Dr
Shacklock Tina 224 W Market St
Shepherd Clara 16 Crill School Rd
Shindledecker Anya Michelle, Brian D 500 E Butler St
Slater Marla J, James W 827 Latonka Dr
Steltzer Douglas E Od 556 S Erie St PO Box 356
Stephens William W Est of 297 Old Fredonia Rd
Teutsch Christine 150 Charleston Rd
Teutsch Christine Est Of, Sandra Peidle POA
150 Charleston Rd
Thompson Burletta Kelley 8392 Lamor Rd
Urey George Est Of, Helen Y 336 Evergreen Dr
Vath Dorothy M 749 Greenville Rd
Ward Violet M Est Of, Sampsom Cardas & Kimes
PO Box 168
Weatherholt Kimberly A, David C New Independents
100 S Otter St
Weilacker Timothy 3007 Valy Rd
Wells Fargo Dealer Svcs 8 Wilson Ln
Williams Wayne L 161 Vickerman Rd
Wright John M 8 Wilson Ln
Yeager Evelyn M 133 N Pitt St
Sandy Lake Pa 16145
Andrews Robert 3300 N Main St
Bowman Edward B 112 Brd St
Cotton Taylor H, Donna 472 Carlton Rd
Haas Paul R Jr PO Box 364
Hostetler William H 4582 Sandy Lake Rd
Kepple Joanne A 366 Smith Rd
King Adam 211 Roberts Rd
Lakeview Fertilizer Inc 4870 State Rte 358
Mcquirk Joseph 221 Hamilton Rd
Moore David B 10 High St
Murdoch Carol L 393 Urey School Rd
Obrien Jeffrey T 5356 Franklin St
Reynolds Betty Est 102 W Oakwood Way
Reynolds Rickard 139 Glenn School Rd
Salada Transportation 10 Ctr St
Sandy Lake Shurfine 5 Maple St PO Box 7667
Tongen Harold PO Box 651
Walker Chevrolet 211 Roberts Rd
Ward Violet Mae 139 Smola Rd
Wilson Thomas E 3499 Sandy Lk New Lebanon
Sharon Pa 16146
Adams Anna, Emil 623 S Dock
Altman L S 272 E Connelly Blvd
Americas Best Medical PO Box 764
Arbogast Harry 508 Davis St
Aurandt Daniel S 273 Russell St
Baldarelli Levio 54 Phillips Way
Baldwin Brett 227 W Budd St
Baldwin George 445 Wengler Ave
Barrett Clarence 50 Sheridan St
Bartek Jan 663 Cedar Ave
Bartholomew Michael A Jr 405 Prindle St
Bayuk Anne 7340 Rexford Dr
Beers Noel 759 Prindle St
Benfield Shane PO Box 181
Bennin Frances 665 S Irvine Ave
Bittler Elizabeth, Ronald 1001 N Water Ave
Bittler Stacey M 498 Hull St
Blachard Roger H Scholl Apt 9 Boyd Dr
Blackmore Esther 457 A St
Blough Mary C Est of 388 Russell St
Booth Ruth E 785 Koonce Rd
Bottenfield L C 800 Wengler Ave
Brenneis Therese 603 Lafayette Ave
Burger George Est of 807 Cedar Ave
Burnett Lisa S, Dwayne 422 Malleable St
Cady James L 143 Flowers Ave
Carl M Snyderwine & Assoc In Harris Engineers
1270 Hall Ave
Carter Vincent H 445 A St
Cashier Anthony 690 Federal Dr
Chesla Gary 39 Hermitage Madison Rd
Chisman Mike 46 Railrd St
Clark Allan W Md 1392 E State St
Covington Nyanna 196 Stambaugh Ave
Craggs Charles 705 Thorton Apt 3
Cromartie Ronald 1155 Griswold St
Cross Donald E, Carol 325 Columbia St 211
Cusick Mckay Madden, Joyce, Peter Acker Esq 1 E State St
Dan Yanke Inc 227 W Budd St
Davis Reginald A Sr 275 Ormond Ave
Dennison Virgil 530 Sherman Ave
Dickson Gerald E 761 Mcclure Ave
Eastern Software Corp 50 S Water Ave
Est of Eleanor Rose Lane 235 4th Ave
Flynn Heather 469 Meek St
Gabryelski Mariah O 45 Euclid Ave
Giglio Dominic 151 Buhl Blvd
Gilliland William H Est of 371 Grant St
Givner Ulysses PO Box 343
Goldstone Bernard 530 Lillian Dr
Green Matthew 300 W State St
Hanley Mary Est 365 Brooklyn St
Harrer Louise C 109 Highland Rd
Hassan Ghaleb 275 Sterling Ave Apt B206 Apt B206
Haun Bryan 54 S Myers Ave
Health Care Solutions At Home Inc PO Box 696
Hood Alice 325 Grant St
Hood William Est of 325 Grant St
Hughey Alexandra 385 Jefferson Ave
Hughey Lisa M 226 Euclid Ave
Jackson Sandra C PO Box 314
Janusko Kathleen 508 N Oakland Ave
Jimmies Corners 815 Irvine Ave
Johnson Pearl M 55 W Connelly Blvd Apt 303
Johnson Sheila 685 Sherman Ave
Jones Laura P 66 Jefferson Ave
Jones William 183 4th Ave
Jordan Clifford S 374 New Castle Ave
Joyce C Rominger 86 Taylor Ave
Kaibas Lani Jo 357 Carley Ave
Kan Dew Tatoo Body 142 W State St
Kennedy Anthony 539 Hawthorn Place
Kmetz Mary 7340 Rexford Dr
Knapp Nathalia J 1031 Griswold St
Knights of Columbus 1073 Division St
Kopen Robert H 526 Spencer Ave
Kroko Emilie M 1290 Kimberly Rd
Lammers Lloyd 172 White Ave
Lanchcak Theresa E 1064 Hillcrest St
Lane Eleanor 235 4th Ave
Lanshcak Teresa E 1064 Hillcrest St
Lincare 119 Main St
Lincare PO Box 656
Lincare Inc Po Box 764
Lincare Pharmacy PO Box 696
Lonsinger Shirley A Est Of, Wade Fisher 1 E State St
Ste 400
Lutheran Lawrence 15 W Connelly Blvd Apt 810
M N Goldstein Co 33 N Water Ave
Mahannah Chontae 196 Stambaugh Ave
Manning Sarah J 1118 Wengler Ave
Marks Frank R 830 Wengler Ave
Martino Kamar 204 Cedar Ave
Mathews Elizabeth A 1330 Kimberly Rd
Mccreary Joseph 63 Sherman
Mccullough Addison, Helen A 405 Walnut Ave
Mccutcheon Irene M 1180 N Buhl Farm Dr
Mcgowan James 109 S Irvine Ave
Mckee Luwanda 347 W State St Apt 3
Mcutcheon John D 1180 N Buhl Farm Dr
Milhauson Sherry L 405 Prindle St
Miller Evelyn C 695 S Oakland Ave
Miller William A 310 Norris Ave
Morgan Audrey Ann, Richard W 660 Carnegie Ave
Nasser Nicholas A 688 N Sharpsville Ave
Ormsby Kathryn A 15 W Connelly Blvd
Osborne Irene Est 7151 E Estate St
PI & I Motor Express Premium 908 Brdway St Masury OH
44438
Palmer Delores, Harry, Peter Acker Esq 1 E State St
Patel Harshad 1 Dayton Way
Penn Ohio Medicine Mart 830 S Irvine Ave
Pope Maude 1135 Ns French St Ext
Pope Virginia 350 Quimby St
Primary Health Network Foundation PO Box 716
Quinby Paul L 165 Euclid Ave
Reedy Andrew J 388 Forker Blvd
Richardso Lawrence 15 W Connelly Blvd Apt 602
Risher Gladys 138 2nd Ave
Riverview Restaurant Group Inc 68 Buhl Blvd
Rochow Megan 62 S Oakland Ave
Rodgers Dorris B, Paul L H Rte 62 RD 2
Rosici Johnene 380 Spencer Ave
Sabo Carl J 80 W Connelly Blvd
Saborsky Robert F Est of 87 Lucy St
Sanders Christine 315 Independence Ct
Sattos Paul C 564 Baldwin Ave
Savage Leo 850 N Sharpsville Ave
Segi Anthony, Ruth 688 N Sharpsville Ave
Seifts Helen M 204 Dougherty Ave
Seymour C 21 A Pearrell Dr
Sframeli Josephine 185 Buhl Blvd
Shelar Dorothy M 37 Heinz
Snyderwine Norma PO Box 310
Somerfield Sheri L 537 Baldwin Ave
Specht Theodore R 499 Boyd Dr
Stackhouse Dolores 475 Logan Ave
Steins Imperial Dry Cleaners 1311 E State St
Stephenson Ell 198 Ormond Ave
Stewart Kimberly 517 Shady Ave
Stockan Mary 259 Vine Ave
Stupka Paula PO Box 120
Summers Stephen M Jr 345 Lincoln St
Technigraphic PO Box 707
Temnick Justin Patrick, Debra M 1014 George St
Templeton Leroy 940 Wengler Ave
Testa Anne M, Frank J 1091 Hadley Dr
Thomas George 751 French St
Thomas Scott A 447 Lincoln St
Thompson Hazel RD 2
Thompson Mildred E 370 Rexford Dr Apt 59
Thompson Ross E Sr 1330 Kimberly Rd Rm 230
Totten William A Jr, Amy L PO Box 502
UA 11 16 65 Edythe Louise Greenberger 530 Lillian Dr
Valley Leasing Inc Dba Valley Auto Sales 1361 E State St
Vasconi Louise F 704 Service Ave
Vernon Theresa 462 Service Ave
Waldron Michael T 534 Spruce Ave
Watson James R, Jim R 45 Euclid Ave
Watson Jim R 45 Euclid Ave
Watts Romar D 402 Orchard St
Weldon John 1020 Woodview Pl
Wheeler Billy 848 Stambaugh Ave
Williamson Shane, Ann 290 4th Ave
Wimer Zachary W 45 Euclid Ave
Wolfinger Edna L 676 Prindle St
Yale Crysta 80 1st Ave
Yarboro Theodore L 755 Division St
Sharpsville Pa 16150
Advanced Ins Restoration 45 W Main St
Alter Denise A 1008 Woodland Dr
Antos Mary A, Steven 4296 Seneca Rd
Bacich Randy 141 N Mercer Ave
Bartolomucci Anthony, Shelly 125 S 9th St
Battyanyi Melanie 466 Georgetown
Blodgett Roberta 2935 N Hermitage Rd
Braithwaite Joshua 1217 W Ridge Ave
Bross Anna K 3071 Baywoods Dr
Burkett Jack 61 Ballpark Rd
Campnan Angel 2822 Winner Rd
Cattron Theimeg Inc 58 Shenango St
Chambers Eric S 475 Colonial Ct Apt 1
Chautauqua Fiberglass 80 Canal St
Cummings Michael 128 S 12th St
Davis Colleen J 1546 W Ridge Ave
Dejulia John M 27 N 3rd St
Esprit Stephen E 201 Union St
Fowler Amy 441 7th St
Fowler Barbara A 1301 W Main St
Fuchs Peter J 2670 Tamarack Dr
Gardner Vivian Est of 52 S Mercer Ave Apt 8
Gibbs Howard, John 140 S 13th St
Gmac Mortgage LLC 45 W Main St
Guerino Eugene Jr, Tina 1831 Cricket Ln
Heaslip Janice 246 Hartford Rd
Herriott Katherine 830 Mayfield Rd
Herrmans Water Inc 833 Buckeye Dr
Kaibas Cherilyn, Bethany 549 Leona St
Kaibas John T 3025 Maplewood Dr
Kashner Anna 2847 Ivanhoe Rd
Kocis Dennis E 427 Buckeye Dr
Kovach Alex J 1136 W Ridge Ave
Kovach Michael 4965 Saranac Dr
Kukuda Darla 225 S 12th St
Leipheimer Jerry 2975 Springwood Dr
Mahaney Dorothy 156 S Mercer Ave
Martinko Helen 443 Colonial Ct 5
Miller Robert R, Laura A 2815 Hunter St
Miller James R 3410 N Neshannock Rd
Murrin Christine 225 S 12th St
Myers Leta 24 School St
Palumbo Dustin E PO Box 341
Pratt Andrew J 480 S 4th St
Rosa April M 201 Union St
Rossi Linda M Est of 1133 Ridge Ave
Smith Anne C 233 S 12th St
South Pie 3307 Saranac Dr
Thompson Tiffany M 18 N Mercer Ave
Weimert Ruth H 320 Bridge St
Stoneboro Pa 16153
Campbell Heather, Rayburn 1924 District Rd
Cieslak Stella 2510 Lake St
Depaz Erwina PO Box 9
Heasley Glenn C RR 2 Box 188
Henderson Donald C 465 Lateral Rd
Kline Evelyn 25 Lake St Apt 116
Langley Ross 692 Fredonia Rd
Martin Dana E 12 Linden St
Miller Joyce 25 Lake St Apt 116
Minner William 281 Hunter Rd
Minor Ronald J, Karen A 328 Bradley Rd
Morelli Joseph 25 Linden St
Park James K 25 Lake St 301
Reddick Jeff 2654 Gc Sandy Lake Rd
Sibert Bernice 2510 Lake St
Snodgrass William PO Box 9
Thomas Jr Philip C, Philip 36 Branch St
Transfer Pa 16154
Campbell Carol L 22 Kiddsmill Rd Lot 25
Campbell Kellie A 25 Covered Bridge Mhp
Dout William P Jr, Margaret 156 Shenango Park Rd Lot 88
Ferguson Sara RR 1
Fromm Robert J 660 Crestview Dr
Geiwitz Lawrence A 25 Tomeck Ln
Gills Jennie L 90 Shenango Park Rd
Humphrey William P 919 Rutledge Rd
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Kress Beth 156 Shenango Park Rd
Loomis James RD 2 Box 390
Mc Mahon Paul A 7148 Kane Rd
Mcnally Alice RR 1
Morrison Madeline A 1611 Rutledge Rd
Moyer Jan M 3752 N Hermitage Rd Lot 78
Norris Sherry 1640 Rutledge Rd
Rowe Frederick, James F 3786 N Hermitage Rd
Simpkins Russell A 1611 Rutledge Rd
Sternthal Jerad M 66 Shenango Park Rd
Tallmadge Frank A RR 1
Woods Kelly Erin, Thomas J 2417 Colt Rd
West Middlesex Pa 16159
Amon Mollie J 2861 Mercer W Middlesex Rd
Auman Karen S, Dale L 314 Gilkey Rd
Bacich Brian R 10 Penn Ave
Bailik John A RR 1 1
Ballew David A 2340 Mercer W Middle
Bender Caden A 6 Seneca Trail
Bono Susan 4202 Lakewood Manor
Bradley David M 3095a Main St
Buck Nancy Box 74 Dark Leaf Estate
Clinge Clara M 3037 E Main St
Coyne Joseph 463 Sharon Bedford Rd
David Sharon L 3097 Main St 2nd Fl
Duprow Dorthy 4202 Lakewood Manor
Eastern Foundations Inc 52 Wet Track Rd
Farmer John E 2861 Mercer W Middlesex Rd
Fecik Daniel 30 Chestnut St
Grande Evelyn Pine Tree Village Apt 818
Heaney Lucas A 930 Wheatland Rd
Johnson Kenneth 26 Haywood St
Kirkland Nicole 2861 Mercer W Middlesex Rd Apt 527
Long George L PO Box 352
Mccmichael Clara M 3037 E Main St
Middlesex Mercantile Dba Mark Gilmore 3168 Main St 553
Mitcheltree Lucy 78 Haywood St
Moss Jacob Sr, Mary A RR 3 Box 608
Phillips Russell C 46 Wansack Rd
Powers Dolores 4202 Lakewood Manor
Romian Edward Box 74 Dark Leaf Estate
Trager Lyn 421 Bedford Rd
Walker Sherry 7 Edgewood Dr
Wheatland Pa 16161
Brindzak R 15 Pine St
Davis Vincent 26 Orchard St
Evans Ronald Est of 27 Wood St
Masotto Anthony 98 Riddell St PO Box 583t
Raymond Mark 45 Woodland Place
Mifflin County
Allensville Pa 17002
Ansley Jonathan C HCR 61 Box 21
Melchers George 330 Front Mt Rd
Belleville Pa 17004
Bartha Edith E 4702 E Main St
Byler Boyd E 233 Greenwood Rd
Fleck Kendra A PO Box 5713
Fogg Ethan A PO Box 32
Glick Belva A, Jeff A 4938 Sr 625
Goss Lester A, Diane M PO Box 5882
Hawkinson Esther A207 Valy View Ter
Henline Robert L 65 Cayuga Rd
Software Wholesale Intl 46 Cayuga Rd
Spicher David R, Effie Y 320 Maple Grove Rd
Wagner Steve E PO Box 13
Woomer John E 521 Oliver Ct
Yoder Elizabeth J, R James 130 R B Dr
Burnham Pa 17009
Aumiller Deborah 530 Wood St
Corson Michael A 732 E Freedom Ave
Day Karen 104 S Ridge St
Deamer Matthew 430 Jaspers Dr
Elliott James R 300 Locust St
Harpster A Joyce 416 Locust St
Hb Sound Service 215 Fifth Ave
Hockenberry Linda 534 Wood St
Mcmahon Lileen D, Cathy, Sherri 112 6th Ave
Rhodes Clifford, Betty 718 Freedom Ave
Stewart Marlene E 230 W Freedom Ave Trlr B28
Wysocki Martha A 201 N Pine St
Lewistown Pa 17044
Acosta Jose 27 Sandy Ln Ste 140
Adams Ida P RR 1 Box 249b
Arentz Donna 614 Harvard St
Aumiller Phillip A 206 N Wayne St
Bailey Mabel W 7th St
Bailor Mary S, Mark 4450 SR 103 N
Bair Sara 482 W 4th St
Baker Jonathan, Andrea 36 Spanogle Ave
Bargers Landscaping Plus 435 Old Park Rd
Barr Funeral Home 120 Logan St
Bartschat Frederick L, Laura Jane 8 Pine Ln
Birch Jeff 820 S Main St
Bishop Judith 729 W 6th St
Boyer Michele R 154 Sugartree Ln
Byers Verdie 89 Logan St
Byers Verdie E 20 Edgewater Ave
Cavanaugh Herbert Jr 6 1/2 W Third St
Closson Keith 139 W St
Collins Kelly L 5 State St
Creamer Margaret 2308 Us Hwy 522 N
Cuff Lottie J 420 Valy St Apt 1a
Cuff Lottie, Jack 129 Market St
Cunningham Charles W Jr 141 S Pine Rd Apt E14
Cunningham Robert 299 Nolan Dr
Davis Joann 1 Wilson Ln
Dillman Carl W Jr 120 Chestnut St Apt 405
Duncan Katherine 35 Montgomery Ave
Eby Ruth M 23 W 3rd St
Eby Ruth M 6 Dogwood Rd
Eckenroth Mamie M 249 W 3rd St
Ellett Emmer N, Freda P Coleman Hotel
Espigh Glenn, Helen RD 2
Everhart Charles W, Clara H C W Everhart Jr
134 Oak Ridge Rd
First Quality Baby Products LLC 97 Locust Rd
Fisher Beverly A 112 8th St Highland Park
Fluke Elizabeth A 20 Douglas Dr
Folsom James E 513 W 5th St
Fortney Richard, William 3540 SR 103n
Ganoe John Jr, Marcella A 150 N Walnut St
Gardner Christopher 811 W 4th St
Griffith Barnard T PO Box 413
Gross Bertha 729 W 6th St
Grove Mary 149 Pannabaker Ave
Grumbine John W, Susan J 6 S Grand St
Harbst Carole R 449 W 4th St
Harpster Cory 104 Delaware Ave
Harpster Eugene 44 Feeder Ave
Hawn Eleanor F 139 W 3rd St
Henry Kevin 103 Academy Hl
Hickok Josephine 23 Foxfire Rd
Hooper Bobbi 348 S Wayne St
Hostetler Marian L 70 Hostetler Ln
Hower Martha B, Rodney W 721 S Grand St
Hunter Cody A, Jamie 2 Hillside Dr Colonial Hill
Johns Gloria 445 S Main St
Jones Earl E III Est 814 W 5th
Jones Earl III 1143 W 5th St
Keith Freeburn 139 W 4th St
Kifer Jane H 19 Ridgley Ave
Kinsey Virginia I 101 E 3rd St
Kise Richard E 141 S Pine Rd Apt C9
Kise Robert J 54 Catherine St
Kish Bank Mikhail Margoline 115 S Main St
Kleeman Maria 21 Ft Granville Ln
Knepp Janet E Est Roger Barr 300 Silver Ln Ave
Kratzer Shirley, J 196 S Main St Apt 704
Kuhn Roy R, Su P 303 Lockport Rd
Lamborn Janet 24 Briar Patch Ln
Laub Mark D, Robyn L RR 3 Box 206
Leister Amber 1105 W 6th St Apt 36
Leiter Thomas E 3975 Us Hwy 522 N
Lundvall Hannah 1125 W 4th St
Margoline Mikhail 115 S Main St
Masemore Edith E RR 3
Mccachren George C 703 Princeton St
Mckinnon John C 1216 Glenwood Ave
Mcminn Kelly M 14 Somar Dr
Messerman Minnie M Rd3
Mjaaa Rep Payee 249 W 3rd St
Mock Jeffrey G 9 Hillside Dr
Nale Michael A, Kelly L 620 Dry Valy Rd
Overhead Door Co of Nittnay Valley 400 Spring St
Patterson Robert W 68 Mulberry Ln
Ramsay Suzanne W, Corey E 201 Edgewater Ave
Rheam Deanna L 118 N Wayne St
Rhodes Eric 87 North Pine St
Richie Joseph R 21 Elm Dr
Riley Clifford S 34 Belle Ave
Robinson Murray 200 Fairway Pl
Rodriquez Jorgie J 325 W 5th St
Roth Surveying Svcs Inc Pete Roth 510 Open Hearth Manor
Schaeffer Matthew 109 N Walnut St
Schmidt John W, Hazel 28 Junsquene Way
Scott Clifford 8 Somar Dr
Sharp Mary PO Box 750
Shirey Barbara L 357 Strodes Run Rd
Shoemaker Jonathan W 235 Logan St
Short Luann 614 Harvard St
Singer Edna RR 2
Sizer George S 2433 Us Hwy 522 N
Smith Daisy 8 Sunshine Cir
Smith Dollie PO Box 750
Smith Judi L 220 E 4th St
Smith Michael 242 Main Line Dr
Snook J Madeline 99 Luther Dr
Snook Robert 196 S Main St
Stewart George 700 S Grand St
Stone Hollow Farm 63 Trails End Ln
Swank Jodene E, Jodene Chandler Metz 11 Urban Ln
Traxler Estella K 128 3rd St
Varner Andrew D 35 Forsythe St
Wagner Jeffrey L 134 Logan St
Walker Norma J 104 2nd St
Weaver Joan 915 W 5th St
Wheeler Harry V 68 Mac Ln
Whitesel David A, Mary E 700 S Grand St
Wilson Kathryn 1 Wilson Ln
Wojtkiewicz Krystian 50 N Pine St
Woods Vivienne S 800 W 6th St
Yakley Ulrich Lake Chevrolet Olds Saab 288 Mainline Dr
Yoder Thomas 154 1st St
Zimmerman Mary M 40 W Spanogle Ave Apt 106
McVeytown Pa 17051
Boozel Glenn J 220 Blackberry Ln
Gecht Frank M 7 White Pine Ln
Gillam Jeffrey N 1219 Us Hwy 522s
Gray Laurie 1470 Big Greenbriar Rd
Hicks Sharon L, David R 1245 Big Greenbriar Rd
Kanagy Arlene 630 Mt Ln
Kavala Joann L PO Box 174
Krepps Joan L 658 Jacks Mt Rd
Mcconaughey Cassandra 173 Mt Hope Rd
Moist Michael D PO Box 201
Moist Ronald L 53 Chestnut Ridge Rd
Myers Robert A RR 1
Plessinger Paul 12 Water St
Shumaker Michelle 3853 Us Hwy 522 S
Sollers Sean M 29 Mcdowell St
Stutzman D L 131 Vineyard Rd
Varner Theresa 7075 Us Hwy 522 South
Veitch Carol J PO Box 357
Williams Tona 67 Shady Maple Ln
Woods Reynolds M Jr, Reynolds M Sr, Margaret M Est
145 Parchwood Rd
Milroy Pa 17063
Burke T Louise 12 Maclay St
Damicantonio Joseph R 310 Blue Rock Ln 0
Dobson Kristi L 20 Blackhollow Rd
Dumm Richard L 41 Woodlawn Ave
Healthcare Recoveries 213 College Ave
Kauffman Jennifer M 26R 2nd St
Mcbride Lois F Lower Main St
Owens Rhodes 89 N Main St
Peters Marvin 10 Creek Rd
Rager Judy 213 College Ave
Shutlka Ronald D PO Box 862
Weader Travis D 20 Blackhollow Rd
Newton Hamilton Pa 17075
Barr Hazel W PO Box 141
Goshorn Bobbi PO Box 186
Kaufman Andrew PO Box 21
Reedsville Pa 17084
Bartha Edith E Kish Bank Asset Mgmt 25 Gateway Dr
Bitner Barbara 22 Manor Rd
Bohn Owen PO Box 547
Daugherty Thomas R 177 Church St
Hostetler Elizabeth L, Moses I 8100 E Back Mountain Rd
Jenkins Eric M 651 Honey Creek Rd
Mcnitt H Faith Box 87
Miller Dylan J 90 Millpond Dr
Moist Verna K, Gary E 671 Three Cent Ln
Moyer Gladys 281 Betty Cir
Popernack Family Dental PO Box 577
Shoemaker Janet M 149 Marlick Ave
Shoop James H Walnut
Sloane Harriett, Yancey 123 Meadowwoods Ln
Swayne Phyllis 152 Progress Ave
United Nutrition Labs Inc PO Box 55
White E James Meadow Ridge 401 925 Willow Valy Lakes
Dr
Wright Wanda M, Paul E 87 Hillside Dr
Yeagertown Pa 17099
Heston Joan 1 Mill St
Kline Nicole E 18 Chestnut Ln
Moist Marjorie 51 S Mann Ave
Monroe County
Analomink Pa 18320
Baymor Sheila J Box 33
Rogowicz Helene S, Frank PO Box 220
Thomas Christine S PO Box 327
Zigarelli Pat P Box 107
Bartonsville Pa 18321
Beaudry Glenn PO Box 385
Bueckert Maria 111 Kenneth Dr
Campo Ellis T 407 Michele Loop
Colonial Used Autos Rt 611 And Golden Slipper
Delgado Iginio A 113 Pocono Cir
Ford Willie C 202 Laurel Lake Rd
Groarke Sean 306 Michelle Ln PO Box 265
Herting Barbara L, Lucas F, Molly S PO Box 580
Hutter Steven W 306 Michelle Ln
Jedlowski Eleanor B E6 Antler Rd
Kim Bo K 20 Nottingham Way
Linuci Philip A 213 Marilou Ln
Mclaughlin Thomas J 72 Fernwood Ave
Mensch Stefanie 131 Kenneth Dr
Oladugbewo Cecilia, Moses RR 1 Box 1101
Ott Sean C 131 Kenneth Dr
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Ramschneider Thamawatte 206 Rimrock Rd
Robinson Melvin 39 Sky High Dr
Robinsonpayne Modrie 39 Sky High Dr
Romano John 122 Bartonsville Ave
Schweitzer R B Box 554
Scudieri John PO Box 210
Sebring Jesse J, James H HC 1 Box 12
Shen Lih K 49 Glenbrook Rd
Torres Marcus 85 Pocono Cir
Wang Ping 49 Glenbrook Rd
Werner Joseph B Jr 76 Fernwood Ave
Wilkes Veda 513 Michelle Ln
Blakeslee Pa 18610
Abreu Francisco, Annetti 2871 Adirondack Dr
Arias Divanni 507 Antler Dr
Banks Diana Y C/O Diana Y Banks 2123 Palisades Dr
Benjamin Saadia E 3 Nakora Dr
Betancourt Jose B PO Box 872
Blount Edward 18 Scenic Dr
Bovell Brandey Q 1617 Sun Valy Dr
Broadnax Denise PO Box 1184
Broadus Roosevelt PO Box 1169 Greenwood Acres
Bronx River Soldiers Chapter I Inc 3 Stonecrest Rd
Calamara George 14 Scenic Dr
Carfagna John J 1613 Sun Valy Dr
Carter Dellrenda, Thomas HC 1 Box 529
Chua Erlinda G 128 Colleen St
Connor James A 1617 Aspen Dr
Cornine Virginia L 210 Split Ln
Corrigan Maeve Box 100 Stonecrest Rd 1708 Valy View Rd
Cranford Patricia E PO Box 1671
Davis Ruthie PO Box 303
Deacetis Joseph, Lynn 1954 Glacier Dr
Decastro Lesly 135 Nelson Dr
Dejesus Alexander 507 Antler Dr
Deluca Joseph 8 Cranberry Dr
Deroach Jeffrey 1502 Rte 115
Dewitt Kevin 24 Stonecrest Rd
Dillard Yolanda 35 Scenic Dr
Distinti Joseph PO Box 238
Diver Charles J, Diver M J Box 151
Evans Thomas E 86 Crestview Rd PO Box 464
First National Bank of Palmerton Rt 940
Gmac Mortgage LLC HC 1 Box 529
Greaux Roy B HC 1 1108
Harrell Nina R 1554 Teton Dr
Hawkins Hermine F PO Box 1184
Henning Kenneth 4802 Rte 115
Jackson Spence Keisha 134 King Arthur Rd
Jerry & Sons Collision C/O Diana Y Banks
2123 Palisades Dr
Kinney Dennis A 2422 Allegheny Dr
Link John PO Box 382
Milian Zoraida 70 Stonecrest Rd
Miller Sean P PO Box 749
Mojica William PO Box 271
Moyer Nelson C HC 1 Box 1502
Nieves Yolanda 81 Stonecrest Rd
Padilla Elvin A 113 Stonecrest Rd
Padron Pless Theresa PO Box 1289 13 J Redwood Rd
Pederson Michael 2141 Palisades Dr
Perryman Errold Jr 9 Stonecrest Rd
Powell Marcia, Hubert 2253 Candlewood Dr
Regal Melanie PO Box 872
Rice Janet 2713 Ramon Dr
Rosembert Rodney PO Box 1095
Rostant Kareen 1463 N Mountain Dr
Schenck Patricia E HC 1 Box 1671
Siptroth Donald PO Box 245
Snyder Howard J 247 Kuhenbeaker Rd
Snyder Richard E Box 414 #1 Sir Bradford Rd E
T J Prosystems Corp 2773 Tacoma Dr
Testa Jacqueline, Samantha B PO Box 193
Truman Kester 1680 Allegheny Dr
Truscott Mary Mosey Wood Rd Rr 940
Tyson Yvette 1463 N Mountain Dr
Valentine Barbara Hc 3 Box 328
Vazquez George Est 2716 Ramon Dr
Waddy Lanaijah 70 Stonecrest Rd
Whitley Lamonte PO Box 667
Winters Sandra Desanto, William Henry PO Box 745
Wojtkowski Dianna L 2646 Allegheny Dr
Brodheadsville Pa 18322
Alleshouse R R 16 Scott Ct
Altemose Floyd S Rt 2
Behler Barry R HCR 1 Box 562
Behler LLC HCR 1 Box 562
Big Red Auto LLC 8 Pleasant Valy Dr
Bilotti Christopher A 7 Pleasant Valy Ln
Bilotti Nicholas 7 Pleasant Valy Ln
Bond William J PO Box 202
Brown John L Jr 5 Dairy Ln
Caring Hearts HC 2 Box 2029 1510 Fawn Valy Dr
Chestnut Alfred T Jr Rt 115 & Marion Ln
Erb George P HC 1 Box 282
Fenner Susan B PO Box 449
Flynn Lois 476 Hwy Ct HCR 1 Box 301
Flynn Lois M 21 Highview Dr
Flynn Lois M HCR 1 Box 301
Guerro Shelia 36 Shafer Dr
Hewes Robert Samuel PO Box 872
Hoffman Robert 30 Weir Lake Rd
Jimenez Elsa HCL Box 464g 18 Valy View Rd
Jones E E 9 Arthur Ln
Karanikolaou Molly 7 Pleasant Valy Ln
Kothari Kirtida K PO Box 637
Krueger Regina L, Allen A PO Box 802
Majette Jeffrey PO Box 1592
Mcgibbon Lillian L 21 Highview Dr
Medina Louis A PO Box 1282
Monte Carlo Custom Built Homes Inc PO Box 217
Palmer Margaret A HC 1 Box 202
Park Kyung J, Man G 35 Jean Dr
Pocono Auto Mart Body Shop Rt 115 & Marion Ln
Prusak Daniel M PO Box 484
Quarry Sporting Goods Liberty Mall Rte 209
Rinker Concetta, Kim L HCR No 1 Box 627
Roselli Patrick Est 5 Cherry Hill Ln
Sanders Terrence HC 1 Box 202
Shenewolf George J 17 Edgewood At Countryside
Silvio Vitiello Jr Dba Laroma II PO Box 335
Thomas Valarie HC 1 Box 570
Tucker Kevin J, Donna E Rt 115 & Marion Ln
U S Power Tool Corp C/O Joseph Scott PO Box 639
Warner Eve MD PO Box 2029
West End Tvl Inc PO Box 343
Buckhill Falls Pa 18323
Holloway Hope PO Box 211
Klinger Brenda PO Box 215
Spear Eugena PO Box 333
Candensis Pa 18325
Clements Terry 516 Rt 347 Cottage 1
Continental H Grill PO Box 472
Espinosa Luis RR 2 Box 2385
Forssell Madeleine A PO Box 390
Frasier Sharon PO Box 153
Herring Karen RR 2 Box 2645
Jani Paul J RR 1 658
Lavelle Jennifer, Daniel PO Box 273
Markovsky Ashley N 2302 Beartown Rd
Meyung Nora A 407 Pob 407
Morgan John J 130 Antler Dr
Mumon PO Box 472
Olpp Luana C 2107 Gravel Rd
Osborne Theodore RR 2 Box 2342
Powell Barbara 506 Forest Dr
Rodkin Mendel B PO Box 433
Rosendale P A RD 1 Box 2917
Scharfenberg Clarence RD 1 Box 40
Sisak Michele RD1 Box 709
Transue Karen RR 2 Box 2005
Tupper Robert R Box 359
Vangilder Cynthia J RR 2 Box 2850
Vongoetz Larraine R 272 Beartown Rd
Weidaw Blanch, Henry RD 1 Box 691 B
Wicks Ivan RR 1 Box 408 A2
Williams Matthew E PO Box 596
Cresco Pa 18326
Berry Hellen RR 2 Box 2712
Bunzey Susan 30 Wyndham Hls
Captain Colourz 4 Chipmunk Ct
Connolly Seann PO Box 1353a Rr1
Deriancho Rita RR 1 Box 1267
Dudsak Cindy 6 Ski Haven Estates
Ferdinando Ralph R 176 Williams Rd
Fratellone Pat 226 Grouse Run
Fratellone Paul 19 Cranberry Creek Est
Gannon Shawn 1784 Cardinal Dr
Ganz Alice Est 4 Chipmunk Ct
Heckman Constance M 3694 Acorn Dr Apt C
Hendershot Barbara Timofeev, Ant 9 Rockledge Estates
Iracane Peter 496 Laurel Pine Rd
Iracane Peter RR 2 Box 2585b
Jacobs Dori L 3137 Spruce Cabin Rd
Kasper Resources Inc Sr 191/390 PO Box B
Kemmerer Thomas J, Ivory S RR 1 Box 1633
Kniess Valentina M 299 Oak St
Maimoni Mary T 226 Grouse Run
Mcmaster Stephen J, Meg 17 Lower Rockledge Estates
Minghenelli Richard, Joan J 504 Fox Trail Rd
Morgan Stephen D RR 2 Box 2870
Nordstrom Thomas T 266 Lower Swiftwater Rd
Park W H 46 Ski Haven Lake Est
Pedersen Peter C 3137 Spruce Cabin Rd
Pook Gaspard Fay M RR 2 Box 2587
Rivera Anna Mateu 205 Rte 390
Rosen Catherine, David 3495 Devils Hole Roa
Ruggiero Shari P 217 Sycamore Dr
Saunders Deirdre 14 Skihaven Estates
Savasawitsky Linda RR 3 Box 3289
Schumm Candice, David RR 2 Box 2499
Slater George RR 1 Box 1272
Tims Auto Body RR 3 Box 3352 Rt 940
Delaware Water Gap Pa 18327
Abate John PO Box 193
Adaera LLC 209 Cherry Valy Rd PO Box 382
Amalvert Henry Po Box 296
Arjun Kenneth 96 Main St
Brady Diane M PO Box 454
Deleon Luis M 321 Richland
Gap Mini Mart Brd St PO Box 261
Gaughan Terrence J PO Box 35
Greene Jane C Est PO Box 455
Instrument Specialtion Co Box A
Radick Lauren PO Box 495
Rothermel Kathy L PO Box 252
Rudy Sam PO Box 765
Thomson Education Direct 209 Cherry Valy Rd PO Box 382
East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Abt 200 Prospect St
Abt Auto Body Technicians 145 Blue Mountain Lk
Abt Auto Body Technicians 9091 Franklin Hill Rd
Adamski Jonathan M 400 Mount Nebo Rd
Agosto Steven 60 Azalea Dr
Ahearn Helen L C/O Molnar Law Offices
22 Independence Rd
Alamag Jose C 152 Overlook Dr
Alexander Maryann 805 Sioux Dr
Ali Abdulrashe 313 Blue Mountain Lk
Alicea Robert RR 3 Box 3123
Alinsonperez Maria V 1065 Penn Est
Amadeo Kaylee A 305 Walnut Grove
Anderson Ilona H 121 Big Ridge Ests
Arlak Julia R 3422 Cherry Ln Rd
Armitage Donald RR 5 Box 5211
Auer Robert M 546 Penn Estates
Auto Body Tech 8000 Franklin Hill Rd
Avetzuk Stephen F 65 Valy View Cr
Baer Theresa Washington St
Bagdad Thomas, Helen North St Apt A5
Ballard Wanda Y 723 Penn Est
Banas Patrick M 125 B Elizabeth St
Barnes Matthew 1802 Spring Ln
Barnes Sharene 445 Penn Estates
Bartolomey Anthony Lot 19 Sec 5 Rustic
Bautista Patricia Ann RR 3 Box 3084
Beauchesne Karen 49 Rocky Ridge Rd
Beckler Minnie 62 Analomink
Beech Riley E 19 Elm St
Benjamin Theresa E 38 Parish Park
Benton Carolyn 118 Marjorie Ct
Bertini Timko Trudi Ann C/O Trudi A Sandri
239 East Brd St
Binnier Luis 50 Pine Grv
Blewitt Daniel A 9 Kiwanis St
Bordas Jose R MD 200 E Brown St
Bourgeois Barbara, Thomas 357 E Brown St
Bovell Brandey Q 248 Penn Est
Bowen Everille A 139 Lake of The Pnes
Bradley Constance 593 Blue Mountain Lk
Brandon David L 5407 White Blossom Ln
Braun Rafael, M E 70 Spangenburg Av
Britt Gwen 1482 Cherry Ln Rd
Brol Sheila PO Box 335a
Brooks Blossom 584 East Brd St
Brown Arthur 3318 Penn Est
Brown Arthur Estate of 3318 Penn Estates
Brown Brenda 3324 Penne St
Brown Johnnie M 347 Fernwood Dr
Brown Julian James 712 Penn Est
Brown Monica F PO Box Ab
Brown Thomas R 70 Ransberry Ave
Brush Barbara J 120 Wooddale Rd
Buck Robert A, Mary L 6 Spring Ln
Bunge John H 75 Ridgeway St Apt 2
Burns Theresa 555 Blue Mountain Lake
Burns William F III 542 Blue Mountain Lk
Butler Jarrett 92 Lackawanna Ave Apt 2
Cahuasqui Tamia L 2403 Milford Rd
Cain Jack S 171 Washington St Apt 9
Camacho Courtney 214 Sycamore Dr
Caprioli Brian J 1482 Cherry Ln Rd
Carbon Products Operations Inc 100 Stokes Ave
Carl Woolever Brasseside St
Carrizo Diana 94 Sycamore Dr
Celecki Yvette M 18 Oak Ln
Chacra Michael 132 Shawnee Vly
Chamberlin Carley, Mary 116 Birch Acres
Chierchio Mcneill Marianne T 78 Pocono Hts
Chiragdin Allison 564 Blue Mountain Lake
Chiu Julie 157 Pasquin Dr
Chopek Michael G RR 22 Box 3304
Christopher Marshall 302 E Brown St
Chucks Richards 860 Blue Mountain Lk
Cinder Inn Kkam Inc 60 Castle Rock Acres
Cindy L Covington Ttee Revoc Tr RR 3 PO Box 3334
Cioffi Donald 12420 Mt Laurel Dr
Cleary Patrick PO Box 1167
Cleary Patrick T Jr PO Box 1167
Clearys Classic Woodcrafts Co 69 W Brd St
Cleffi William J 5 Hickory Dr
Cocco Enterprises 600 Ofc Plz Ste A
Cohen Beth A Md 371 E Brown St
Collins Joye W 239 Rhapsody Run
Colon Don 411 White Blossom Ln
Colon Jesus M Est 18 Shadowbrook Cott
Coman Alice Pocono Mobile Home Est Apt 531
Conte Vincent J 1405 Milford Commons
Conway John P, Karen 8 Skyview Ln
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Coolbaugh Hazel A 9 Eaglesmere Cir
Coon Helen T 214 Pocono Lutheran Vlg
Cosmefigueroa Genise 101a Lansdale Dr
Counterman Lucy RR 5 Box 798
Covington Cindy L RR 3 PO Box 3334
Covington Darell 500 Plaza Ct Suite C
Cruet Maria 590 N Ctland St
Custard Martin T RR 2 Box 2180
Cutrona David J, John A 75 Fawn Rd
Cutrone Michael, John 75 Fawn Rd
Cylenica Christopher 195 Lake Valhalla
Dalton Gerald 34 Leisure Lands
Delgado Andres 104 Kensington Dr
Denucci Mario RR 7 Box 7716
Diaz Lisanias 797 Blue Mountain Lake
Dickens April 864 Penn Estates
Dickison Victor 145 Blue Mountain Lk
Dieterich Robert J, Arlyne 2 Gabriel Ests
Dietrick Arlyne C/O Arylne Dieterich 2 Gabriel Estates
Diolosa Nunzo 509 Hallet Rd
Dobey Rick 3454 Penn Estates
Doyle Rashelle E RR 5 Box 5317
Duprey Daniel J 9 Gabriel Est
Duran Roberto 1017 Penn Estates Rd
Duszka Anna S 3360 Penn Estate
Dwyer Thomas Est 135 E Brown St
Dwyer Thomas G 135 E Brown St
Ealey Mary 5020 Reservoir Rd
Echols Sadqua 3211 Penn Est
Ederson Jean 484 Penn Estates
Edwards Rosalind P 147 Prospect Hls
Eilenberger Williard E, Ofelia RR 5 Box 5521
Eldridge Charles A, Jean G 506 Stokes Ave
Elliot Robert 4790 A Coolbaugh Rd
Elliott Robert 322 Brookside Ave
Elzomor Walid 1041 Mt Tom Rd
Enyegue Josephine, Jean P 390 Analomink Point St
Ezell Felicitas B 118 Blue Mountain Lk
Fairfield Edna B 4 S Kistler St Apt 210
Favini Laurie S, Peter J 142 Kimberleigh Ct
Febles Brunildo 271 Blue Mountain Lake
Fee Elizabeth P 34 Whispering Hills Estate
Feliciano Michael 3367 Penn Estates
Ferrara Stephanie M RR 5 Box 5422
Fetherman Jesse T RR 2 Box 2112
Figueroa Ricardo 101a Lansdale Dr
Flanagan Christopher R 155 Chariton Dr
Floody Margaret 305 Penn Est
Four Star Hospitality 632 Blue Mountain Lk
Foxwood Campgrounds Dba J W Kulp Inc 400 Mt Nebo Rd
Francis Zaccaro Wwp Benefit Shoot 121 West Brd St
Freimer Martin Md 100 Plaza Ct Suite D
Fried Gordon 200 Plaza Ct Suite C
Frisbie Wanda L 216 Woodland Trl
Fritz Jeanie M 309 Walnut Grv
Gailey Berrentine, Viana RR 3 Box 3114
Gallagher Kelsey 169 State St
Gallo Robert 3 Bescker Dr
Garris Sally A Milford Manor 2200 Milford Rd
Gary Ulyess C 78 Symphony Cir
Gaton David 3416 Penn Estates
Girot Raphael 97 Shawnee Valy
Glc Rtf Glc Stroud 221 East Brown St
Gold Star Transportation Inc RR 7 Box 7626
Gomez Isidro, Ashton 175 Penn Est
Gonzalez Hiram 758 Blue Mountain Lake
Gonzalez Robert A 83 Penn Estates
Goss Jordan, Joshua 480 Penn Est
Grampp Nelly 77 Lake of The Pine
Grant Annmarie 20 Glen Oak Dr
Grebb Lawrence H 155 Cherry Ln Rd
Green Valley 333 Greentree Dr Attn Leasing Office
Grollimund Paul S 287 Tallyrand Dr
Gropp Dolores Box 8796
Haloj Robert 5049 Milford Rd
Halstead Patrise F 208 Eagle Valy Mall #136
Hamburger Jeffry N 155 Blue Mtn Lake
Hamilton Gary 3388 Penn Estates
Hamlen Keri L RR 2 Box 2289
Hampton Michael 355 Lincoln Ave
Harder Andrew James 3818 Box
Hargrove Darren M 200 Prospect St
Harris Richard L Jr 1 Hickory Dr
Harry Juliana 408 White Blossom La
Heller Brian C RR 3 3296
Hernandez Belinda B 99 Independence Rd
Hernandez Joshua, Roberto Jr RR 8 Box 8577
Hernandez Reina, Omar 104 Ridge View Rd
Hester Bertha 2200 Milford Rd
Hibbard Helen E 149 N Ctland St Rear
Hilbert Dwayne, Tyeshia A 295 Blue Mountain Lk
Hilliard Florence G 4 S Kistler St
Hodges Telisa, Kyron 151 Tr Dr
Holmes Mark 463 Blue Mountain Lake
Holmes Mark 7 Reunion Rdg
Hong Ji Y 1017 Bigrigge Dr
Hopkins Pamela A 86 Turkey Ridge Rd
Hunter Regina 3277 Penn Est
Infiniti Financial 522 Winona Lakes
Ithier Henry 762 Penn
Jablonowski Ryan R 15 Spring Lake Dr
Jack Gold Surgical Appliances Inc Jack Gold Surgical App
300 E Brown St Ste B
Jackson Lawrence 805 Penn Estates
James Richard C 214 Washington St
Janaskas J 574 Blue Mountain Lk
Janus Stephanie RR 2 PO Box 2120
Jencarelli Vincent 41 Hickory Dr
Jenny Rose Specialized Thera 505 Independence Rd Suite B
Jewet Jasmine I 3050 Penn Estates
Jewet Jerome 3050 Penn Estates
Jones Nancy J 75 Ridgeway St Apt 2
Kaiser Donald RR 3 Box 3052
Kaszupski Patricia A #6 Woods Rd
Kelly Brian 10 Alwen Ave
Kelly John J Jr 114 Estate Dr
Kemmerer Violet Est Independence Rd Box 139
Kessler Sean 522 Winona Lakes
Khawaja Mahboob 252 East Brd St
Kibler Heather L 8 3 Point Gdn Rd
Klaman Robert E 295 Penn Estates
Knavf Timothy E RD 3 Box 3301
Knott Robert PO Box 179
Krajnak Brandon A 338 Race St
Kramer Amy 537 Blue Mt Lk
Krasner Natalya 106d Woodland Dr
Kulp Joshua A 400 Mt Nebo Rd
Langs Nikki 94 Chariton Dr
Lashley Kenroy 8 Fairway Villas
Lauzon Robert W 154 Wilderness Acres Est
Lawler Trustee Thomas M C/O Milford Manor
2200 Milford Rd
Lentz Benjamin T Jr RR Box 7725
Lesh Ann Shikaitis 594 B East Brd St
Lesoine Grace A 503 N Ctland St
Lewis Harry D 467 King St
Lim J Paul RR 7 Box 7034
Liu Gong Hao 456 Hyland Dr
Localzo Gildo 221 E Brown St
Longfield Christopher J RR 5 Box 5471
Lopez Juan A, Maria PO Box 887
Lts Builders LLC Langdon Ctlt 828 Cornerstone
Lubbe Jasmine M 185 Analomink St
Lucas Carolyn R 128 Summerton Cir
Mader Harriet PO Box 28
Mafudi Samsu 669 Penn Estates
Malsch Walter 4792 Coolbaugh Rd
Mangual Juan E 455 Penn Est
Mangum Michael A 80 Eagle Dr
Mark Franks D Ira 08−29−96 C/O Mark D Franks
RD 3 Box 3663
Markowski Raymond E 9091 Franklin Hill Rd
Marshall Roderick 214 Lake Valhalla
Marshall William C 175 Winona Lakes
Martin Thomas P 208 Eagle Valy Mall #300
Martinez Maria 212 Foot Hill W
Martz Stephen 123 Pearl St
Matkovic Daniel J 58 S Green St
Mccarthy Joseph K 452 King St
Mcgowan Juliann C 413 Xander Loop
Mcguire John 222 Wilderness Acres
Mckinney Carter, Peggy 163 Winona Lakes
Mcmenimen Frederick V Jr 498 Penn Estates
Mcrae Mark 42 Brook Song Way
Mcwilliams Thomas J RR 3 Box 3803
Medina Leida 250 Harris St B13
Mejia Paul 57 Hillside Dr Box 294
Mendez Nelson 580 Blue Mountain Lk
Mendoza Junior 125 Katie Ln 303
Mercado Julio RR 6 Box 6903
Mercurius Cicely H 3217 Penn Est
Miller Deena 992 Penn Est
Miller Ruth Shirley, Chester P 1 Fish Hill Rd
Milton Jason D 997 Penn Estates
Mina Foods Inc 296 Washington St
Mitchell Kimberly L 16 Elm St Rear
Mladenov Vadem T/A Manys Pizza RR 5 Box 5350
Moffatt Alrick PO Box 277
Molina Linda J 793 Blue Moutain Lk
Montero Eliseo 249 Overlook Dr
Morales Michael A 328 Lake of The Pines
Morawiecloj Renata 619 Tyler Rd
Morton Kristiana 4a Lake Valhalla Dr
Mosteller D 14 Elm St
Mott Jennifer R 181 Lenox Ave
Moy May Est 572 Blue Mountain Lk
Mross Kathleen D 778 White Oaks Manor Dr
Mulrine Steven 5224 Milford Rd
Muniz Luis 197 Sunrise Dr
Murray Albert RR 6 Box 6000
Mushchock Jack 420 Lincoln
Muth Susan J 448 Chestnut St
Myrill Alex 186 Penn Est
Nadig Ragava S 400 Blue Mt Lk
Nannan Sun 296 Washington St Apt 2c
Natapraya Kunla 1007 Pebble Beach Ct
Nationwide Express Ltd 526 N Ctland St
Naughan Joab RR 2 Box 2190
Newlander Lisa 514 Penn Estates
Ngunda Charlie O 425 Blue Mauntain La 425
Nicoletta Michael 8 Ridgewood Dr
Oaks Linda 24 Sycamore Dr
Obrien Shawn P 214 Smith St
Oney Brian W Sr 14 Deer Track Dr
Onuskonych Sharon A 71 Rocky Rd
Ortiz Charles E 26 Faratol Rd RR 1
Otero Manuel 3075 Penn Estates E
Owens Tran A 70 Ransberry Ave
Owusu Vida 1304 Milford Commons
Oxton Thomas Est 42 Buttonwood Ct
Panzariello Virginia A 34 Whispering Hills Estate
Paredes Tessis T 254 Franklin Ct
Park James 2821 Analomink Dr
Parker D B 419a King St
Parris Jerry T 1321 Penn Estates
Parris Jerry T 3211 Penn Est
Pawelek Aniela Milsztajn 91 Spangenburg Ave
Pelissier Nicole PO Box 632
Pellot Israel 329 Penn Estates
Peppes Ristorante 100 Eagle Valy Mall
Perretta Heidi 507 Walnut Grove
Perry Shirley M, James 111 Shirley Futch Plaza
Petrova Petia 3214 Penn Estates
Phillips Joseph S 239 Rhapsody Run
Pierce Jennifer J 333 Green Tree Dr D17
Pinchback Christina 321 Blue Mountain Lk
Pineda Julio 24 King St
Pocono Exchange 2 Liberty Sq
Pocono Motors RR 3 Box 3258
Post Raymond, Alda M 39 Glen Oak Dr
Powe Walter S 74 S Kistler St
Pszczola Czeslaw PO Box 1438
Quality Tobacco Store C/O Gilma Sierra 35 Washington St
Quijano Teresa 12606 Big Bear Dr
Quinones Ramona 104 Kensington Dr
Quito Segundo M 12 Eagle Valy Ln Lot 2
Rainey Joseph Lakeside Manor 115 E 5th St Apt C2
Ramsey Rawle 62 Lake Valhalla
Raymond Gwendolyn 2493 Horseshoe Dr
Reid Fernando A 78 Lake of The Pines
Reinhardt Erica L RD 3 Box 3852
Remling Margaret 92 Stones Throw
Rhuda Lara Lynn, Louis R 4 Mountain Laurel Dr
Riebesell Walter 63 Stones Throw
Rigby Sandra L 903 Daffodil Dr
Riley Andrea 467 Blue Mountain Lake
Rivera Maribel 728 Penn Est
Roberts R O 29 Avon Ct
Rochester Winston G 456 Penn Est
Rodriguez Charlotte RD 5 Box 5191f
Rogers Curtis J 1028 Penn Est
Rosario Rosalie, Eddy R 772 Blue Mountain Lake
Ruhl Paula 30 Stemple St
Ruperto Luis A RR 5
Rusilosky Susan 169 Grove St
Ryan Carmela 2322 Mount Hood Ln
Salama Osama 439 Blue Mountain Lake
Salome Jennifer 870 Penn Ests
Sanchez Teresa 42 Brushy Mountain Rd C
Sargent Mertle, Edward 165 Elizabeth St Apt Rear
Scanlon Thomas J 162 Stokes Ave
Sceranko Micheal D Sr Est 7 Eagles Glenn Mall
Schelzo John 10 Day St
Schoolfield Salome 327 Horseshoe Dr 305 Blue Mountain Lk
Schuyler Brice Mcandrew Trust 476 Blue Mountain Lk
Scott Muriel 3253 Penn Estates
Scott Robert D 218 Haven Lk
Scullion Ciaran 45 Reunion Ridge Rd
Scullion James D 605 Penn Estates
Secor Andrew W, Janet L Secor Ave
Serio Alphonse Jr 218 Lake of The Pnes
Serrano Jose 949 Penn Estates
Shami Omar E 1103 Spring Ln
Shannon Katherine 88 Henry St Apt 8
Sharma Maria I 341 Autumn Ln
Shepherd S Maternity House The PO Box 883
Sherrer Michael J, Jaime 68 Symphony Cir
Simmons Matthew PO Box 6005
Simpson Robin 853 Pennest
Singer Donna J RR 3 Box 3227
Singh Harpreet 1001 7 Bridge Rd Ste 150
Skalaban Robert PO Box 888
Slim Fit Naturally 594 Penn Estates
Slutter Mabel Est 412 Shirley Futch Plz
Smith Eloise 104 Walnut Grv
Smith James A Jr 27 Buttonwood Ct
Smith James B 538 Penn Est
Smith Stewart Matthew K, Saraya L 3160 Penn Est
Soliman Heba 1041 Mt Tom Rd
Spainbrandon R L 5407 White Blossom Ln
Sparacino Nancy 773 Blue Mountain Lk
Spence Garfield 166 Blue Mountain Lake
Staley George F 130 Georgellen Ave
Stankiewicz Edward Sr 208 Eagle Valy Mall 137
Star Medical 68 South Ctland St
Steckel James RR 8 Box 8802 Brushy Mtn Rd
Stegmann Michael, Mary 305 Hillside Dr
Step By Step Learning 101 Lake Valhalla
Stroud Manor 221 E Brown St
Sutton Ricky J 124 A Barnum St
Sweppenhiser Kyle 3465 Penn Estates
Sylvester Leroy J 23 Flagstone Ln
Sylvester Shannel 3342 Penn St
Szollar Susan L 282 Winona Lake
T T Plumbing Heati 345 Crystal St
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T Trans Express Inc RR 7 Box 7626
Taustine Virginia J L 221 E Brown St
Taylor James R 620 Tyler Dr
Thomas Annie David 350 Penn Est
Thomas Barry 273 Blue Mountain Lk
Thomas Maurice A 4 Hannah Ct
Three Plane & Company 969 Daffodil Dr
Tillstrom Carl R 2200 Milford Rd # 11
Torres Cecilia 712 Penn Est
Torres Mary J 274 Blue Mountain Lk
Trezza Anthony 834 Blue Mountain Lk
Trezza Jeana 710 Marsh Dr
Turski Antoni 3253 Stonehenge Dr
Twohig Charles F 250 Harris St Apt D10
Uddin Qazi 3337 Prestwick Ln
Ujvari Istvan J PO Box 174
Umanskaya Olga 267 Acorn Cir
Underhill Robert Wilderness Acres Lot 223
Upward Bound Asthma Camp 206 E Brown St
Valderrama Robert K 790 Blue Mountain Lakes
Van Why Barbara A 2508 Milford Rd
Vasquez Angel 891 Penn Estate Apt H
Vassallo Andrew T I 40 Hallet St
Vaughan Eileen RR 2 Box 2190
Vaughn Darin 3276 Penn Estates Ph
Vegliante Gerard C/O Rose Vegliante 290 Mount Nebo Rd
Vegliante Rose 290 Mount Nebo Rd
Vital Signs 14 Roller St
Vliet Ty R Jr 496 Stokes Ave
Vowcicefski John J RR 7 Box 7532
Wadley Margaret P RR 3 Box 3111
Walker Keith, Joyce 155c Kensington Dr
Walsh Kathie E 538 Penn Est
Wang Xiang Kun 3 Nebo Ln
Warner Steven 138 Sopher St
Weatherston Martin 36 S Green St
Welch Walter A 1158 Penn Estates
Wells David, Mary RR 3 Box 3258
Whalen James 9 Stones Throw
Whatton Patricia 401 Prospect St
Wheat First Securities C/O Mark D Franks RD 3 Box 3663
Wilkins Tamarah H 115 E Fifth St Apt B 1
Williams Craig 3486 Penn Estates
Williams Dale E 58 Whispering Hills Dr
Williams Zulema N 951 Penn Estates
Witwick Robert 11a Overlook Dr
Wojciechowski John 401 Prospect St
Wolak Daniel A 108 Marguerite St
Wolbert Jacob A 25 Stokes Ave
Worth Melissa 71 Lake Vallhollaw
Wyckoff Walter S 10 Spangenburg Ave
Xpk Inc 5139 Milford Rd
Yauri Manuel G 12 Eagle Valy Ln Lot 2
Yermal Lori 351 E Brown St
Zane George D, James D 1165 Great Oak Dr
Zuchlinski Stefan M 597 East Brd St
Zysling Marion 318 Pocono Lutheran Vlg
East Stroudsburg Pa 18302
Above And Beyond Enterprises 8740 Francis Lewis Blvd
Apt B52
Abt Auto Body 115 Lenape Dr
Abt Auto Body Technicians 62 Lake of The Pnes
Adams William 205 Monroe Hts Rd
Alicea Venus 159 Lake of The Pines
Allstate 113 Great Bear Way
Amarilis Theresa Fox Glen Apartments Apt #4a
Andershonis Joseph, Wendy 221 Footprint Rd
Anderson Tricia 126 Monroe Lake Shrs
Asher Jane S 103 Leisure Lands
Austin Sherry 226 Schoolhouse Rd
Awolowo Oluremi 39 Lake of The Pines
Ballard Vanda E 153 Big Ridge
Bamert James A 322 Winona Lakes
Barbagallo Isidore J, Alice A 306 Winoka Lks
Baskin Leonard 190 Rising Meadow Way
Bazi Alia H 28 Pocono Forested Acres
Beicht Wade H 123 Leisure Lands
Bermudez Luis, Patricia 124 Tall Timber Cir
Berrios Juan A 102 Lake of The Pnes
Bialek Anna 14 Forest Dr
Bialek Mariusz 14 Forest Dr
Binyard Steven 660 Wilderness Acres
Bolden Brian E 153 Shawnee Vly
Brearman Shelley 115 Lenape Dr
Brooks Joseph, Lisa A RR 1
Brown James A 338 Lake of The Pnes
Brown James A Jr 306 Days Cir
Buonacore Robert, Frank 69 Shawnee Vly
Burnley N B 504 Highland Dr
Burnley Noel Jr 504 Highland Dr
Burns Luz E 14 Pocono Forested Acres
Burns Roderick RR 6 Box 6385
Burtness Thomas J 149 Monroe Lake Sh
Butts Sandy Francis, Carlton 24 Rising Meadow Way
Cabrera Alithea, Maurice 64 Ridge View Cir # B
Cade Dorothy 61 Lenape Dr
Campbell Wayne 303 Lake of The Pnes
Carroll Parr C/O David Williamson N 37 Pocono Home
Estates
Carter Margurita 398 Winona Lakes
Carvalho Walter 171 Shawnee Vly
Chang Robert RR 6 Box 6408
Cholewczynski Marc RR 6 Box 6456
Churchman Sheridan J, Gloria J 5 White Heron Lk
Constance Stone Shulman Liv Trust 1226 Big Ridge Ests
Corris Raymond M 24 Oakridge Es
Custard Jean H 121 Oak Grove Dr
Dalton Emmett J, Nancy C 47 Big Ridge Dr
Dalton Gerald 34 Leisure Lands
Davis Howard, Wendy 50 Hidden Lake Dr
Deleu Christiane R RR 20 Box 1619
Dimoska Dragica 5 Pinehill Ct
Donnelly Terrence P 1 Monroe Lake Shrs
Dorlouis Philippe 913 Timbercrest Ln
Elder Sara E RR 21 Box 6775
Elshami Omar 62 Lower Ridge View Cir F
Feldman Marc C, Frank RR 4 Box 4873
Feldmann Marc F RR 4 Box 4873
Fernandez Maritza 73 Shawnee Valy
Fischer Pennie A 404 Brook Hollow Rd
Fornaro Andrew 859 Resica Falls Rd
Forsyth Emily 30 Upper Lakeview Dr
Forsyth William H, Emily 30 Upper Lakeview Dr
Fortuna Richard P 47 Pocono Hts
Francis Donald M 5 Northpark Est
Gannon Theresa RR 1
Garrett William 509 Woodland Trl
Garrett William R 9170 Woodland Trl
Gehn Nicholas 17 Oakridge Est
Gilmore Steven 96 Bluebell Dr
Graham Celia 106 Big Ridge Ests
Green Persal E 31 Lenape Dr
Haase Albert RR 6 6447
Halstead Edward 12728 Deerpath Ln
Harmon Cheryl L 84 Pine Creek Ests
Harris Ali S 22 Travis Dr
Harris Lawrence 23 Lynnwood Acres
Harry Monty 106 Big Ridge Ests
Hayes James T 136 Monroe Lake Shrs
Hedglin Mary L RR 20 Box 1393
Herman Charles 98 Whispering Pines Ct
Herrera Miguel 5949 Minford Rd
Hilliard Dorothy E 905 Resica Falls Rd
Holt Frederick J 276 Lake of The Pine
Iolta Account 5224 Milford Rd Suite 64
Jenkins Jean 6003 Wooddale Rd
Johnson Elvis 21 Big Ridge
Jones Lloyd A 27 Northpark Est
Joseph Guiliano 50 Northpark Est
Kaelin Albert B RR 6 Box 6389
Kasak Rudolph 52 Cedar St
Kennedy Charles 54 Monroe Lake Shrs
Kessler Sean William, John William 522 Winona Lakes
King Brian 196 Monroe Lake Shrs
Klint William 15 Pocono Forested Lands
Koroly Dawn M RR 1 Box 1592
Lanigan Edna 266 Lake of The Pnes
Latanski Jean 31 Huckleberry Dr
Lawrence Renee 58 Lenape Dr
Lawson Kim E 202 Sellersville Dr
Lindquist Laurel B 204 Sellersville Dr
Lusk Diane F 21 Rising Meadow Way
Malfatone Rose Marie, Joseph 42 Lake of The Pnes
Masters Stefanie 1226 Big Ridge Ests
Mattern Randy L 204 Woodland Trail
Mcintyre Sandi 214 Shawnee Vly
Mctighe Yolanda, Dale E 180 Wilderness Acres
Melchior Mark 425 Schoolhouse Rd
Melendez Tulani N 350 Big Ridge Ests
Merklin Daniel F 6 Ridge Rd
Minto Diana M 198 Leisure Lands
Monkowski Roseanne 325 Lake Dr
Monteforte Giovanni 7 Fairway Ln
Moon Richard E 46 Pine Creek Estate
Moschella Steven Fox Glen Apartments Apt E20
Moulakis Victor 1132 Lake of The Pines S Blvd
Muffley Michelle R 3540 Acorn Cir
Neal Charles RD 5
Nerone Dorothy 2337 Southridge Dr
Nichols Willie A RR 1
Nwachuku Helen A 270 Big Ridge Ests
Onwuka Okezie 36 Besecker Dr
Ortiz Esteban, Sonia 325 Winona Lakes
Ortiz Michelle M 300 Lower Lakeview Dr
Perez Liana A, Alex D 261 Big Ridge Ests
Perez Wanda 20 Castle Rock Acres
Peterson Elizabeth Lou, Charles 40 Rocky Rdg
Petrancosta Linda A 2 Rocky Ridge
Petrancosta Linda A 3 Rocky Ridge
Petrequin Dena 267 Sellersville Dr
Piekarewicz Zofia 71 Lake of The Pnes
Pocono Luxury Builders Corporation 204 Creek Run
Powell William J Sr 521 Apache Dr
Quattrone Kenneth 437 Winona Lks
Ratcliffe Heather 12147 Big Buck Ln
Reid Fernando A 78 Lake of The Pines
Repshis Kiszy 2008 S Ridge Dr
Robertson Dorothy RR 8 Box 8808
Rodriguez William 11 Georgianna Dr
Rogers Yvonne 7 Erdg Ln
Rosolowski Krzystof 211 Creek Run
Rusnic James M 4138 White Birch Dr
Sanchez Rose 62 Lake of The Pnes
Sangar Neena R, Balbir 1023 Dancing Ridge Rd
Santiago Alicia 104 Monroe Lake Shrs
Savo Sebastian 36 Brush Dr
Schadt Jacqueline L 261 Denise Ln
Schneider Beverly J 221 East Brown St
Schneider Beverly J 34 Pocono Forested Acres
Schram Jessica L 446 Winona Lakes
Schultz Lisa R 340 Winona Lakes
Seals David, Luc 430 Wilderness Acres Rd
Smith Gerald D, John D 123 Shawnee Valy Dr
Smith Preston T 30 Denise Ln
Sobczuk Wojciech 8835 Brushy Mountain Rd
Sommers Ryan T 47 Custard Dr
Spence Garfield C 7 Old Farm Rd
Sterling Michael 3106 Coolbaugh Rd
Sterner Darlene RD 5
Sykes Amanda B 12 Eastridge Ln
Tangoren Musa A 245 Shawnee Valy
Tanner Kimberly A 58 Denise Ln
Tedesco Sr James P 113 Big Ridge Ests
Tims Auto Body 74 Pine Creek Ests
Tomasch Magdalene, William RR 1
Trento & Sons Inc 97 Big Ridge Ests
Tupe Linda 74 Pine Creek Ests
Tyler Christel A 69 Lake of The Pnes
Unterberger Frank 1639 Marshalls Creek Rd
Unterberger Virginia 1639 Marshalls Creek Rd
Vanwhy Shawn 419 Winona Lakes
Vega Richard 34 Oakridge Est
Vengen Adolf Est C/O Lisa Milani 3 Monroe Lake Shores
Vengen Beverly 3 Monroe Lake Shrs
Villeda Amilicar 9 Waverly Dr
Weakland Richard A 265 Winona Lks
Wells Charles 12140 Big Buck Ln
White Andrew 6100 Marshalls Creek Rd
Wiggins Maurice M 112 Fish Ct
Wint Vaughn 51 Lake of The Pines
Ziegenfus Nicole A 254 Winona Lakes
Effort Pa 18330
Alessi Joe 100 Shenkel Rd
Allen Desean 144 Grand Mesa Dr
Alvarado Pedro P PO Box 295
Barrovecchio Michael 1360 Jonas Ct
Baumann Sarah RR 1 Box 257 A
Bayer Robert D 198 Rainbow Ter
Beane Joan 815 Lower Mountain Dr
Bilyj Peter Est PO Box 16
Binkley Charles H 1721 Juniper Rd
Braithwaite Paul L 1006 Shogun Dr Ph
Breckenridge Kimberly 152 Blue Ridge Dr
Brothers Kenneth C, Demetra RR 1 Box 344a1
Brown Keith 6 13 Rocky Mt Dr North North
Brown Robert 199 Deer Antler Dr
Brunnquell Phillip, Joann 201 Recreation Dr
Calhoun Mary Est 150 Blue Ridge Dr
Chrobak Terri L 1840 Cane Ln
Clark Lisa PO Box 693
Costabile Brian 1263 Mountain Rd
Crane Andrew G 1691 Pine Ridge Ln
Cregan Edith 6 Plume Dr
Cruz Benjamin 68 Apache Dr
Delich Irene Est PO Box 50
Dick Lawrence 224 Sky View Tr
Dimuro Richard 134 Woodcrest Ave
Donegan Rosemary 179 Brian Ln
Dongello Kristine, Neil 5 Meaolo Dr
Egli Mechelle 8 Toll Rd D
Elgarhi Halah 2264 Subarban Ln PO Box 920
Erxleben Agnes L 1915 Hill Rd
Erxleben Agnes L 2293 Hill Rd
Evan George 25 Country Glen Dr
Fal Lydia A Brookmont Health Care PO Box 50
Brookmont D
Fierman Leslie C 170 Catskill Dr
Fischer John M 337 Lower Mountain Dr
Fleshman Ronald 85 Grand Mesa Dr
Georgeashby Kichis 311 Sunset Ln
Gonzalez John 60 Mount Efft Dr
Gower Eleanor RD 2 Box 2101
Gravell David 1440 Starry Ln
Gravell David 1508 Starry Ln
Gravell Erica A, David 1517 Gale Dr
Greene Jamilah 38 Comanche Pines Rd
Gurley Shem 6 43 Rocky Mountain Dr N
Hartman Michael Allen, Mary J 1615 Cane Ln
Heckman Albert 503 Park Dr
Hill Staphanie 1609 Olympic Way
Hinnerschitz Debbie D 147 Blue Ridge Dr
Holman John H 25 Orchard View Dr
Jerry & Sons Collision RR 3 Box 2462 Rte 115
Joseph Emmy PO Box 893
Kinard James 190 Jonas Rd
Koshensky Helen 82 Comanche Pines Rd
Kroemelbein Camero 1225 Mountain Rd
Lasala Donald J PO Box 66
Lee Susie 43 Maltese Rd
Leiterman Richard, Maria E 12 Chipperfield Dr
Leonard Marvin 235 Poplar Creek Ln
Lewis Diana 317 Watercrest Ave
Loewe Jewelry 76 Whitetail Ln
Manigault Claudia, Jerry 2065 Evergreen Hollow Rd
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Mccavit Michael N Box 2149 Rr3
Mccavit Michael, Susan RR 3 Box 2149
Mercado Frankie 7 Orchard View Dr
Meyer Anna Est PO Box 762
Miller Zelma 152 Blue Ridge Dr
Moore Patrick E 55 Catskill Dr
Morrow Shery, David 96 Lakeside Dr
Mulcaster Ruth Box 164 Glenwood Rd
Nescott Larry RR 3 Box 2153
Parker Tanisha 129 Matterhorn Dr
Parrish Michael J PO Box 288
Penny Steven 2242 State Rd
Phillips Gregory G 149 Little Twig Rd
Pocono Auto Mart 60 Mount Efft Dr
Quildon Barbara J 152 Blue Ridge Dr
Rivera Angel 4 27 Rocky Mountain Dr N
Rivera Anthony, Silvia 115 Eldorado Dr
Rogers Thomas M 119 Briarwood Dr
Roman Joanne 235 Poplar Creek Ln
Romaniello Lea M 86 Daisy Dr
Rosenberger Caryl 85 Catskill Dr Lowr Sierra
Ryan Steven F 113 Blue Ridge Dr P
Schuler Jamie L 4 Country Glen Dr
Schwenk Leigh A 76 Cascade Dr
Seaubalak Chantay, Rori 40 Overlook Ter
Sierp Randy 7 Hill Rd
Smith Leonard Jr 1113 Bluegrass Ln
Snyder Helen 4 Squirrelwood Ct
Sterling Joanne 93 Russle Ct
Stier Elizabeth Gabriel 1684 Sugar Hollow Rd
Storms Elizabeth 25 Country Glen Dr
Talamonti Wayne PO Box 696
Taylor Gerard Est 227 Poplar Crekk Ln
Times Volketa 113 Blueridge Dr
Total Remodeling of Nepa LLC 2485 Rte 115 Suite 5
Twiss Sandra L 1109 Elm Rd
Wahlmark Candace 112 Whispering Hills Ct
Walters Lucy E RR 3 Box 2234
Weber Brian M 286 Chipperfield Dr
Xavier David G, Tessa A 251 Top of World Ter
Gilbert Pa 18331
Cush Eleanor V County Park Rd Box 2731
Cush Michael D PO Box 276
JC Enterprises C/O John Hom Rte 239 S
Matlock Russell PO Box 576
Moklak Andrew R HCL3e Weir Mountain Rd
Rosado William Rte 209 PO Box 130
Schierwagen William G PO Box 347
Henryville Pa 18332
Arslanian John 88 Alpine Lake
Brandon Alan HC 1 Box 479a
Brown Frances E III PO Box 347
Brue Kevin 4 Young Oak Ct
Carson Geraldine PO Box 174
Connolly James M 161 Maple Rock
Cook Lancoyia 41 Pocono Country Estate
Cucchiara Carol Lynn, Joseph RR 1 Box 1045
Duffy Richard J Est RR 1 Box 1285a
Eldridge Alan C 1348 Lower Swiftwater Rd PO Box 309
Gaillard Ronald PO Box 344
Germain Jean PO Box 35
Gitlin Danielle 14 Apline Lk
Graeber Eugene RR 1 Box 1907
Greenway Center Box 188
Gude Francisco RR 1box 1452
Gx Enterprises 175 Maple Rock
Habeeb George 88 Alpine Lake
Keitt Mark B RR 1 Box 1109
Lengyel Elizabeth, James RR 2 Box 4049
Morton Kristiana RR 1 Box 1876
Mowrer Donna 130 Tahoe Ln
Nieto Andrea RR 1 Box 423f
Olivero Albert M 109 Family Farm Ln
Ousterman Calvin 3405 Cherry Ln Rd
Peery Margaret Po Box 283
Pikula Michele N 507 Sugarbush Rd PO Box 187
Sanders Garrie PO Box 1425
Saslow Bridget N RR 1 Box 1560
Shick Emma A RR 2 Box 3510
Trinh Tuyet T RR 2 Box 4005
Vrecenak Dennis P RR 1 Box 1136
Waislewski John J 8 Jonathans Way
Williams Lawrence 2 Scotrun Acres
Williams Lawrence Sr 2 Scotrun Acres
Wilson Nicholas R 14 Alpine Lake
Wycoff Jay 142 Maple Rock
Kunkletown Pa 18058
Anna May Trust PO Box 597
Bailey Luthe H 290 Country Acres Dr
Baker Jennifer 140 Buttercup Way
Benitez Delfin PO Box 359
Blush Kathryn L RR 1 Box 333
Bogart Nancy A 87b RR 2 Box
Brace Israel Jr RR 4 Box 4100
Brown Rhonda 35 Murphy Ln
Brush Deborah A 23 Valy Rd E
Cameron Donald G 4301 Queens Way
Chmielewski William J RR 5 Box 5307
Conover Evelyn, Lori PO Box 540
Costigan Mary I RR 3 Box 566
Dobson John E 205 Richard Ln
Fenstermaker Scott L 2140 Lower Smith Gap Rd
Ferraz Renato C RR 4 Box 4331
Flurer Robert P PO Box 476
Forvour Samuel RR 4 Box 4524
Frable James PO Box 499
Gang Jeffrey A, Eileen L RR 3 Box 189
Givler Lawanda 8764 Little John Dr
Goc Tomasz 60 Deer Foot Dr
Govus Peter G RR 3 251
Hernandez Matthew 3637 Ashley Ct
Hohol Steven PO Box 597
Jacoby David R Jr RR 1 Box 1706
Karaman Scott T RR 4 Box 4589
Kerkendall William B, Betty D RR 1 Box 1620 Rt 534
Knecht Jonathon 8715 W Kings Way
Kovatch Buick Olds RR 3 38 Fiddletown Rd
Krechel Martin L Jr, Sierra N RR 2 Box 500nn
Kuehner Kevin M R 3 38 Fiddletown Rd
Lindsay Lucille L 8878 Robinhood Dr
Massi Curtis R #5646
Meinhart Christine A RR 1 Box 1458
Murphy John RR 3 Box 535
Muth Anna M RR 4 Box 4586b
Muthdepuy Patricia RR 4 Box 4586b
Nance Gordon 5205 Hemlock Dr
Osorio Luchia 293 Polk Township Rd
Potamkin Honda 870 Koch Rd
Prall Elizabeth RR 1 Box 1620
Rance Megan L 117 Lobach Ln
Regalado Amy 870 Koch Rd
Regelsky Donna RR 1 Box 1901
Rolle D 18 Murphy Ln
Salerno Peter RR 4 Box 4433
Sedorchuk Nicole L RR 4 Box 4374
Shaphere George 7 Tiffany Ct
Sheley Rickey 8766 Lady Marion
Shupp Carl R 56 Kyle Dr
Simpson Arlene RR 2 Box 151a
Smith Charles J, Mary K 195 Deer Path
Soldaini Sergio RR 1 Box 1784
Soln Kyeevg Hiva RR 3 Box 522d
Spanje Gerard V RR 1 Box 1728a
Starey Scott 309 Maple St
Strauch Gloria A 940 Lower Smith Gap Rd
Suazo Juan 4752 Queens Way
Sullivan Stephanie 22 James Ln
Syracuse Auto Body Rd5 Box 495
Tasca Alfred V 45 Maple Spring Dr
Vergara Ronald R RR 1 Box 1109
Walsh Steven RR 1 Box 1114
Waltz Jonathan D, Helen H Box 89 Rt 3
Werkheiser David 3317 Aspen Rd
Wright Stephen 17 Matthew Ln
Kresgeville Pa 18333
Everett Lorraine S PO Box 76
Gately Jamie M 2 Kitty Ln
Harrison Joseph 111 10 Red Fox Ct
Hasselbach Robert J PO Box 139
Jarog Jan 5 Kitty Ln
Rapp Lawrence F, Grace PO Box 193
Rodriguez Nelson PO Box 48
Sanchez Christophe PO Box 545 107 Birch St
Swiatkowski Urszula 5 Kitty Ln
Vanderah Trista L PO Box 29
Vanhorn James PO Box 303
Williams Lorraine S Box 76 Sterling Valy Farm
Long Pond Pa 18334
Adler Edward 108 Glade Dr
Amato Theresa M 855 Sycamore Ln 127 Sycamore Ln
Avrich Eileen 3428 Emerald Blvd
Barnes Michael Anthony 353 Blade Dr S
Barresi Joyce L 769 Minsi E Tr
Baynes Miranda A 3383 Emerald Blvd
Blair William 165 Glade Dr
Brown Lauren 1618 Tunkhannock Trl
Callier Charlotte 370 Minsi W Trl
Canales Alicia 4914 Clearview Rd
Cardiello Catherine Sullivan Trail
Cook Akbar H 3363 Emerald Blvd
Dantonio John 3037 Emerald Blvd
David Merchant W 244 Glade Dr
David Willetta A 5507 Overland Dr
Dunsmore Doug D 3226 Emerald Blvd
Edwards Kelly A HC 62
Eldridge Susie A PO Box 53
Fenner Weston, Dora 1248 Heller Ln
Fisher Kahiga A 4824 Doe Ln
Garratt Helena M PO Box 61
Gertz Douglas E 362 Glade Dr
Gilberto Margaret, Amanda 3348 Emerald Blvd
Gonzalez Craig 3264 Emerald Blvd
Griesemer Frances 3003 Emerald Bv
Hayward Phillip E, Ida Est 3183 Emerald Blvd
Johnson Darren 1302 Clover Rd
Johnson Lorraine 319 Glade Dr
Kay H Crawford 3294 Emerald Blvd
Klump Lois M PO Box 89
Lampron George A PO Box 201
Lassiter Opal 3379 Emerald Blvd
Lawson Earl 218 Annette Marie Dr
Marion Britiany, David 273 Glade Dr
Martin Corey 150 Glade Dr Ph
Mattioli Joseph R PO Box 378
Meckes Heather L PO Box 173
Mendez Lionel 237 Glade Dr
Merchant Charles C 244 Glade Dr
Merchant Charles C, David 5507 Overland Dr
Moyer Larry L HC 62 Box 7−H
Ohern Darren C 11 Glade Dr
Pereira Manuel C 32 Glade Dr
Petrochilos Michael V 3314 Emerald Blvd
Pocono Raceway Inc. PO Box 500
Prado Rendon Mercedes Glade Dr
Rivera Carmen 359 Glade Dr
Rodriguez Elba N 307 Glade Dr
Sierra Kevin 74 NW Candle Dr
Singh Shilendra 108 Glade Dr
Sotomayor Yvette Cordero Est 406 Glades Dr
Tenny Mark HC 62 Box 250
Vargas Evelyn HC 62
Weiss Louis F 5 Mailbox Rd 8
Wilgance Joseph G 114 Glade Dr
Williams Brian 170 Tunkhannock Dr
Williams Elsa N 37 Glade Dr
Williams John 405 Glade Dr
Williams Leroy 3512 Emerald Blvd
Marshalls Creek Pa 18335
Demaraco Joan PO Box 1047
Demarco Joan Est PO Box 1047
Fiorini Alfred PO Box 415
Mcdermott William PO Box 309
Mountain Manor Golf Club PO Box 95
New Image Investigations Inc PO Box 1383
Oneill Helen PO Box 1354
Rodriguez Katia J PO Box 839
Smedley Timothy, Nicole 17 Parview Ct
Vankleeck David B 1 Saw Creek Ln PO Box 316
Minisink Hills Pa 18341
Bongiorno Leo Thomas F26 River Rd
Mcternan Michael K PO Box 125
Messaros Clifford 724 Main St PO Box 350
Mount Pocono Pa 18344
Allen James W 663 Pocono Blvd
Alvarado Ruth PO Box 163
Anglon Nicholette Co Loretta Adams Verdecias
555 Pocono Blvd
Antenor Vladimir W 95 Winona Rd
Ashman Robert PO Box 68
Autho Mt PO Box 68
Ayala Edwin PO Box 751
Bohanski Ronald Est 28 Holly Forest Rd
Bowen Donald B PO Box 890
Bricca Margaret 112 Church Ave
Cordero Jaydeen Po Box 315
Cortes Juan D 601 Rte 940 Pmb 193
Del Rosario Michael 1 Mountain Dr
Depaul Virginia 94 Fairview Ave
Donald L Hartman Revocable Living Trust 126 Fairview Ave
Ebert June A PO Box 790
Ellen Erlinda G 150 Sterling Rd Apt 123 Bldg C
Elumogo Margaret 13 Brunswicke Dr
Escalante Patrick M PO Box 318
Euro Improts PO Box 1000
Finish Line Auto Body PO Box 541
Glukhovskiy Yuriy PO Box 892
Grund Herbert 600 Pocono Blvd
Guagenti Francesco 200 Oak St
Guzman Rose Po Box 579
H John Davis Inc Rte 611 N PO Box 68
Hansen Raymond S 33 Seneca Rd
Happy Trails Stables Rt 611 N
Harper Elizabeth, John HC 1 Box 30a
Harper John F 210 Wiscasset Rd
Hartman Alfred L, Irene G Knox Rd
Hazen Gary A C/O Riley and Company 11 Knob Rd
Henry Mariano G 19 E Kinney Ave
Johnson Mildred C PO Box 367
Katherine Ann Porter Foundation PO Box 604 47 Seneca Rd
Kelley Lillian Trust C/O Riley and Company 11 Knob Rd
Krasner Michael, Ilya PO Box 892
Kropiewnicki Robert Jr 433 Manorview Ave
Laing Alexander H Sr Atty PO Box 721
Leiby Earl J HC 1 Box 112
Liz Inc PO Box 68
Lloyd Allen L 30 Mountain Dr #F2
Lmp Investments Inc 20 Brookeville Tr Suite 1
Margoli Dan 636 Pocono Blvd
Martinez Lysanne 19 Cedar Rd
Mcglamery Matthew 90 Church Ave
Mcgowan Maria PO Box 92
Montalvo Dennis A PO Box 271
Nanton Irene L 37 Heath Ln L7
Ofoegbu Adamma PO Box 541
Ortiz Richard 118 Maple Ave
Owens Herman Est 120 Ctr Ave
Rivera Clarie 37 Sterling Rd
Rivera Israel Jr PO Box 467
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Roman Myrna 399 Oak St Unit 24c
Rose Winsome Hc1 Box 4 Rte 940 #12
Rothmann Eric E 413 Rte 9 40 Box 164
Schmelz Christy A, John P 57 Fairview Ave
Seip Jacob E PO Box 70
Sookbirsingh Jason J 200 Oak St Apt 104
Store 42076 91 Sr 940
Strong Renee V 399 Oak St Unit 35
Sturges Keith PO Box 94
Swisher Caitlin PO Box 329
Transue Keith A 39 Knox St
Wahl Brenden C Box 979
Wahl Brenden C C/O Nancy Sandel 105 Winona Rd
Wahl Brenden Charles C/O Charles W Sandel
105 Winona Rd
Wahl John P III, Ellen 105 Winona Rd
Wahl John P, Ellen 105 Winona Rd
Walker Kenneth PO Box 252
Ward Michael 161 Fairview Ave
White Nina L 1 Ctr Ave Apt 310
Witzel Janet PO Box 415
Writers House LLC C/O The Permissions Co 47 Seneca Rd
PO Box 604
Mountainhome Pa 18342
Leguel Guzman Maria P PO Box 184
Orlowsky Virginia, Richard PO Box 39
Price Valerie J PO Box 454
Pocono Lake Pa 18347
Alberti Brian 920 Mountainview Dr
Andrewcavage Shane HC 88 Box 339
Angley Breandan P, Anne 6−2003−20 Choctaw Rd HC 88
Box 644
Ely Dennis HC 88 Box 1529 P/H
Finkernagel Mary S HC 87 Box 774a
Franz Ashlee HC 88 Box 358
Fry Martin 36 Riverside Es
Geffen Steven 10 Locust Lake Village
Heiloo Josephine M, Arthur M Stoney Hollow Rd HC 87
Box 41 A2
Henry Joseph F HC 88 Box 328
Hernandez Herlindo HC 88 Box 512
Itkin Olga 59 Lakeshore Dr
Jazikoff Alyson HC 88 Box 678
Kennedy George PO Box 1754
Kerrick John E HC 87 Box 111
Kingsland Edward 8 Mahoning Dr
Kotaski Joseph, Anita HC 88 Box 319
Landale David H 1 Landyann Dr
Laughlin David PO Box 406
Mattock Ellen H 117 Omaha Trl
Mendoza Casilda Hc 88 Box 1506
Michaels Carpet & Linoleum PO Box 647 Rte 940 Liverty
Annex
Nyitray Paul R Hc 88 Box 1524
Olson Lisa K RR HC 88 Box 593
Orellana Mario E HC 88 Box 536
Petroski John D HC 88 Box 1588
Polidoro Alfonso J HC 88 Box 1748
Scarpelli Nicholas J 88 Bx 17a
Stout Clifford D Sr 110 Stout Ln
Stout Clifford D Sr HC 87 Box 18
Taylor Barbara J PO Box 231
Tietjen Paul H 80 Box 585
Woehrle Marie M 216 Old Rte 940
Woods Carol HC 87 Box 297
Yannantuono Doriana HC 88 Box 1759
Pocono Manor Pa 18349
Olizarowicz Victoria PO Box 25
Williams Mark C 21 Manor Dr PO Box 155
Pocono Pines Pa 18350
Arbaugh Mary L PO Box 217 Barnloft Millers Dr
Baxter Atima Merrily Rte 940 PO Box 1097
Capozzolo Mary A PO Box 843
Cronin J J PO Box 2098
Dehaven Cherie PO Box 302
Downimg Stephanie HC 89 Box 65
Educational Extension Systems PO Box 849
Gallagher James PO Box 2012
Gress Kevin Joseph HC 89 Box 41
Herberger William F 38 Gross Dr E
Hewitt Romer Donna 53 Flint Lock Trail
Hochberg Dania, Barry PO Box 543
Lake House Tavern LLC HC 89 Box 46a
Mahlstadt Thomas 320 Lincoln St
Mayfield Company PO Box 779
Miller Mary C PO Box 493
Miller Marycarol C PO Box 493
Mountaintop Lodge Inc Rte 940 PO Box 1097
Mullin John J 67 Jim Bowie Path
Pappa John H PO Box 2094
Richter Virgil PO Box 559
Rinehimer Caitrin J PO Box 305
Rinehimer Patricia M PO Box 209
Roberts Helen C, Kent L Box 114
Romer William J III 53 Flint Lock Trail
Scheremeta Brooke, Susan Box 2054
Schmidt Henry 12 Woodland Ave
Shanahan Barbara A 211 Longview Ln
Teicher Melissa 122 Crestwoods Ln
Winchell Cynthia C PO Box 280
Woehrle Linda L PO Box E Old Rte 940
Yewdall Esther B PO Box 53
Pocono Summit Pa 18346
Alien Technologies LLC 1008 Laurel Rd
Angelo Joseph PO Box 1100
Apgar James D PO Box 924
Basantes Roger, Betty 616 Stillwater Dr
Bent Abdul PO Box 472
Butler Raymond P HC 89 Box 483b
Cafone Theresa 914 Linden Loop Rd
Caplinger Murray PO Box 2022
Carrillo Veronica, Michel 1505 Hemlock Dr
Cavanaugh John C PO Box 591
Centeno Martha PO Box 446
Correa Melida, Elvis PO Box 983
Cragwell Edmund V PO Box 298
Danzo Patricia PO Box 2185
Fernandez Suzanne M HC 89 Box 17
Finster Sharon T HC 89 Box 252
Harris Frederic Nidicka H 1615 Vacation Ln
Harry Shanne Po Box 2222
Hill Linda PO Box 1186
Johnson Judith HC 89 Box 382
Kerrigan Rita E PO Box 326
Kirk Kari PO Box 295
Lounsbury Madison T, Mary PO Box 68
Marrero Eric J PO Box 5813
Mcandrew Todd G PO Box 174
Mountain Pest Control Inc HC 89 Box 631
Neilissen Joanne PO Box 476
Ortiz Nydia PO Box 23
Parra Raul 4411 Beaver Pl
Peters James HC 89 Box 333
Pinecrest Development Corp PO Box 1099
Pitt Niasia PO Box 443
Ponte Joseph PO Box 224
Prendergast Margaret J PO Box 81
Rafferty Joan M 5637 Clearview Rd Emerald Lakes
Development PO Box 414
Ragovin Irene PO Box 2031
Robbins Michael P 1105 Hemlock Dr PO Box 315
Sautter Robert III Box 967
Savelov Olga Box 967
Scialabba Joseph PO Box 2012
Soltis Karen PO Box 2205
Vaccola Ashley Rose, Laurie Ann HC 89 Box 24
Vaccola Elaina Marie, Laurie Ann HC 89 Box 24
Vaccola Laurie Ann, John Lewis HC 89 Box 24
Valdes Cristobal 2838 Birch Ln
Pocono Summit Pa 18349
Branham Sarah M PO Box 341
Reeders Pa 18352
Ambroise Rose 807 Pine Oak Rd
Beavers Ronald J PO Box 351
Butz John PO Box 510
Crossing Paths Animal Rescue Pa Branch Po Box 40
Hendricks Anthony A 20 Elm Dr
Ledet Kathleen A PO Box 500
More Helen J Mountain Spring Dr
Nowak Slawomir 20 Elm Dr
Ortiz Enriqueta R PO Box 479
Pub 7 South PO Box 167
Puello Mirla R PO Box 479
Town Country Contracting Inc PO Box 210
Walsh Joseph, Pamela 3328a Railrd Dr
Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Advantage Automotive RR4 Box 20088
Albarran Sigfrido PO Box 274
Alicea Kathleen, Daniel R6 Box 6066
Anderson Gail Katzer PO Box 5620 Rfd 5
Ansbach Harvey, Mary RR 3 Box 3522
Arfan Noureddine RR 4 Box 4082
Averbeck William RR 4 Box 4003 Apt B
Berger Floyd 1637 Mountain Rd
Berthel Melissa C, Peter J RR 6 Box 6799
Bigus Krisha M 77 Ramblewood Dr
Bond Eric W, Paula RD 2 Box 2426
Bond Evan N, Paul A RD 2 Box 2426
Borutta Richard RR 2 Box 2372
Brown J L Box 910
Buddenhagen Raymond PO Box 801
Cedeno Sary 215 Tr Dr
Cohen Gabriella M, Diana M RR 3 Box 3251
Collins Michele L RR 2 Box 2180b
Corr Theodore W 1308 Blue Mountain Cir
Cully James RR 4 Box 30 Le
Debarry Paul RD 7 Box 7022
Depanicis Herman Est 138 Mills Rd
Dixon Eliza A RR 4 Box 4571
Dixon James J RR 3 Box 3220 Ruby Ct
Doll Debra A RR 5 Box 5296
Dowches Gene B 12 Meadow Dr
Driscoll June 3 Meadow Dr
Eilenberger Dean M 224 Cir Dr S
Endres Christopher L, Emma Joan 112 Antler Ln
Flores Tiffany Marie 15 Meadow Dr
Flynn Barbara RR 7 Box 7726
Flynn Richard J, Barbara 140 Kendall St
Ford Elizabeth 55 Robinwood Village
Fretz Kurt Box 266 62 Milton Ln
Fretz Robert J PO Box 266
Frost Joan 206 Longwoods 5
Gardzielik Anthony, Casimer, Gerald 134 Lincoln Pl
Hagen John S RR 1 Box 1577
Hallahan Ann RR 4 Box 4120
Heck Kama Lee RR 7 Box 7332
Hennes Marc A RR 6 Box 6688a
Hering Barbara 3215 Ruby Ct
Hess Mary RR 5 Box 5503
Hoffner Bonnie D RR 4 Box 4343
Hogan Patrick L, Brenda M HC 1 Box 330
Holtzhausser Elsie M 55 Robinwood Vlg
House Diana L 929 Elmwood Ln
House Donna L Est 6655 Elmwood Ct
Kauffman Dolores 15 Robinwood Village
Klein Jean RR 4 Box 2066
Klopp Matthew J RR 8 Box 4151
Krebs Donald RR 2 Box 2482
Lang Susan 4 E Forest Dr
Latorre Lynn 4127 Greenview Dr
Leong Elizabeth RR 4 Box 2900
Lopapa Paul RD 2 Box 2090
Lowe Helga RR 3 Box 3012
Matauic Christine T, Michael A RR 4 Box 56 Le
Mcintyre Gabriele 2931
Mclean Mark A RR 7 Box 7221
Miller Barbara, Warren PO Box 194
Millroy James R 113 Hillside Dr
Mitchell Myra 202 Tr Dr
Mondrick Margaret E Est RR 1 Box 1851
Munford Cyril 3222 Ruby Ct
Nguyen Hanh 109 Rolling Meadows Rd
Ortiz Eliza A RR 4 Box 4571
Overpeck Marsha RR 6 Box 6862
Padilla Wanda 242 Tr Dr
Paiva Susan T RR 1 Box 1532
Panarella Robert C 108 Woodstock Dr
Pandorf Michael Sr 134 Lincoln Pl
Paul John RR 7 Box 7219
Peabody Ryan A RR 1 Box 1256b
Peters Aleix 1320 Kunkletown Rd Apt 102
Philip Sandra D, Robert RR 3 Box 3380
Pocono Auto Mart Body Shop 109 Rolling Meadows Rd
Pollock Francis X PO Box 250
Prokopczyk Richard, Deborah 6 High Point Dr
Reese Martin R HC 1 Box 283b
Rohleder Theodore RR 7 PO Box 7310
Ruhnke Gregory S, Margaret T PO Box 224
Ruhnke Kimberly T 104 Woodstock Dr
Sadasivam Vimala RR 5 Box 5050
Sanchez Jeanette RR 6 Box 6697c
Savo Anthony L 13 Meadow Dr
Scallo Frank 48 Blue Mountain Village
Serv Pro of Southern Monroe Co Js Restoration Services
LLC 6 High Point Dr
Shuklis Dorothy M, Dorothy RR 4 Box 4310
Smith Jean 3548 RR 3 Box 3548 N
Southam Gertrude RR 8 Box 4150
Spade David L RR 7 Box 7695
Sport Bike Salvage RR 7 Box 7443 A8 Kunkletown Rd
Steo Donna J 41 Lemond Dr
Stiuso Edward RR 2 Box 2441
Straley Daniel A RR 2 Box 2379
Suter Benjamin W RR 1 Box 1691b
Tanner David C RR 2 Box 2022
Tinsman Alan C, Dawn C RR 6 Box 6885
Trotman Daniel O 123 Rose Dr
Turkyolu Cevdet 361 Rte 115
Utter Shiela M Apt 102 1783 Kunkletown Rd
Walker Irene, Tony 229 Tr Dr
Walters Jessica L RR 1 Box 1256b
Walz Michael RR 7 Box 7297 Dogwood Ln
Weider Douglas E RR 6 Box 6581
Whelan Walter A RD 6 Box 6760 Pine St
Whelan Walter Est 6760 Pine St
Whelan Walter K Rt 6 Box 6760 Pine St
Woodley Molita R 1255 Pheasant Rd
Woodling Rose M RR 8 Box 4078
Young Wendy L RR 3 Box 3255a
Yuster Thomas PO Box 895
Sciota Pa 18354
American Machine Fab Inc PO Box 307
Bamco LLC PO Box 242
Burd Jeanne Re Jeanne Burd HCR 1 Box 298
Chem Rx Salernos Pha Ltc PO Box 507
Clark Leon Dr. RR 1 Box 598
Execu Tech Electric PO Box 614
Hauser Stewart B PO Box 264
Hewitt Virginia HC 1 Box 230
Koloski Andrew J HC 1 Box 510 Unit 3
Kozak Joseph P HC 1 381
Mccauley Enterprises No 412 PO Box 242
Mclaughlin Gerard 33 Glen Ln West
Robinson Deborah F PO Box 598
Robinson Elsie M PO Box 598
Salernos Pharmacy HC 1 Box 30
Schadler John B Meadow Lk Dr
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Wallace Julia M RR 1
Scotrun Pa 18355
Bryan Cydney RR 1 Box 476
Butz Jeffery 158 Ponder Ln
Cruz Moises 42 Image Dr
Fagan John James 79 Robinwood Ter
Fey Amy RR 1 Box 283
Gocek Matthew RR 1 Box 116
Gramostea Foundation Inc RR 1 Box 464
Hafez Wael PO Box 35
Johnson Laura H C/O Plymouth Place PO Box 129
Koehl Nichole L 105 Scotrun Dr
Labar Leslie L PO Box 261
Pocono Veterinary Emergency Critica HC 1 Box 19
Rode Catherine E PO Box 74
Schwartz Teresa M PO Box 174
Staples Sharon M 2185 Deerfield Way
Willow David T 11 Lotus Dr
Shawnee On Delaware Pa 18356
Ailawadi Radhika A, Maneesh PO Box 506
Boeckmann Rainer J PO Box 238
Daniels Joy PO Box 415
Debenedetto Joseph A III PO Box 336 Case 05 54293 8188
Fairfield Resorts Dba Interval Mgmt PO Box 93
Hanzich Allen J PO Box 113
Hendricks Craig, Will PO Box 147
Interval Management Inc PO Box 93
Kearns Arlene M 303 Sleepy Hollow Ln
Kirkwood Kathleen 1 Worthington C/O Tom Kirkwood
Knight Herbert B PO Box 515
Lts Builders Inc PO Box 160
Nosal Laurel PO Box 631
Pruettipun Charles 4 River Rd
Reed Jasper PO Box 93 1 Buttermilk Falls
Resources Jobs Development PO Box 176 Attn Dillion
Robert J
Vannortwick Robert T 303 Sleepy Hollow Ln PO Box 86
Vanwhy Kathryn PO Box 597
Skytop Pa 18357
Humphrey William J PO Box 251
Maccorkle Daniel S Est PO Box 145
Maccorkle Danna PO Box 145
Quiroz Yusef One Skytop Apt 9228
Smith Steven PO Box 103
Trofimov Andrey 1 Skytop Ldg
Stroudsburg Pa 18360
454 Stroud Mall Rte 611
Acharya Sunil 1070 W Main St Apt 2 Rear
Acl 209 N Eighth St
Akkerman Moisey, Boris 220 Pennbrook Rd
Albrecht Richard A PO Box 1249
All Harriet T 15 Smt Dr
Amadeo Kaylee A 22 Club Ct
American Dream Agency LLC 637 Main St
Ammerman Stacie A RR 16 Box 4008a
Angelopoulos George 712 Fulmer Ave
Anzevino Anthony 411 Main St
Apicella Jerry 1091 Mazetti Ct
Aranonu Simon C 136 Devonshire Dr
Aroniss Chris 1903 W Main St
Austin Denis P 6000 Running Valy Rd
Auto Max Auto Parts LLC 1148 W Main St
Aviles Fontanez Maria E 711 Brown St
Baez Sugeyris A RR 5 Box 5104a
Barbaro Margaret Est 3 Nottingham Woods Rd
Barth Aston 1991 W Main St
Beatty Heather J RR 3 Box 3138 B
Bennett Andrew J 130 Sweet Fern Rd
Benson Hearing Bal Prac Stroud Bldg Rt 611 Suite 100c
Benson James C 1446c Poplar Valy Rd
Berger Gregory 4979 Shiffer Rd
Berner Robert J C/O Lori J Cerato Esq 729 Sarah St
Bernotas Laura 82 Waverly Dr Apt U
Berry Peter L 727 Ann St
Biggs Paul R, Mary B 3819 Foxborough Ct
Blanchard Debra RR 6 Box 6398c
Bogartshiffer Wendy 1212 Christopher St Rear PO Box 128
Bowe Melvin Est 726a Sarah St
Brown Shaniqua L 103 Pocono Dr
Brown Walter 520 Lindbergh Ave
Buck Rebecca A 106 Kelly Rd
Burke Thomas C 1535 Spruce St
Burnett Truman Jr RR 3 Box 3294
Bute Agnes A Atty Mancuso 411 Main St Ste 100b
Cain Jack S 411 1/2 Main St Apt 210
Calderon Maximo RR1 Box 1246
Canavesio Raymond F RR 1
Carmella Denise M RR 1 Box 1426a
Carmella Thomas S RR 1 Box 1468a
Carrigan Dorothy RR 2
Cece Anthony G 6000 Running Valy Rd Apt U
Ceci Tony 6000 Running Valy Rd Apt U
Chabal Wanda C Apt 102 3 Village Cir
Chell Michael 1006 Fox Hollow Rd
Cherenfant Pascale Francois 106 Woods Way
Christiancyberstore Com 113 Anna Ct
Christine Elmer D Sr Atty RR 1 Box 1410
Cipriani Janet T Est 6 Cir Dr
Citigroup Global Markets C/O Acct 6856309c13 701 Main St
Ste 501
Claffey Carrie Frances 615 Bryant St
Clark Celia 27 Balson Rd Pleasant Vw Park
Clarke Hamani I 7 Michaels Run Rd
Cohowicz Lucy A 2011 Linwood Dr
Colligan Vivian T 1055 W Main St Apt 407
Collins Daniel P 143 N 9th St
Colon Alvis Danrllo PO Box 7710
Compas Aurore 114 Devonshire Dr
Corbett Nancy J 1003 Ramstan Dr
Cramer Berne F, Jean W Grace Park 1170 West Main St
Cramer Gary RR 14 Box 7591
Cramer Thelma J Est 724 B Phillips St
Crowe Mark T RR 5 Box 40
Damato Michelle 1037 Twin Lake Rd
Darby Dominic 100 Ed Christine Dr
Dean Seth J 1705 Pokona Ave
Decker Donald E 1305 N 5th St
Denehan Timothy 20 Beers St Apt 4
Denham Leona 10 Village Dr
Dennis Marilyn A 724 Clermont Ave
Derose William RR 6 Box 6237
Derrig Catherine, Charles L C/O Pleasure Valy Manor Dr
A223
Dickinson James 1015 Sugar Hollow Rd
Dimattia Angelo L 1030 Locust Ln
Douglas Thelma Est C/O Susan Hopkins 406
Dunn Mary C C/O Daniel Dunn 50 Olde Mill Run
Dvorska Jolana 1903 W Main St
Dwg Brownies Inc 700 Main St
Eckhardt Wendell Shafers School House Rd RR 14 Box 5214
Edith L Menkart Irrevocable Insurance Tr 800 Sunset Ln
Edwards Nadeen A 514 Stratford Plz
Ehasz April J RR 4 Box 4273
Elam Hooks Thomasina C 610 Smith Hill Rd
Elefante Tatyana 293 Five Spgs Rd
Engle Ina V 12 Deer Mhp Rn
Enz Lillian Grace Park 1170d W Main St
Erwin Julian T Jr 26 Old Kettle Ct
Everett Robert W 2 Chestnut Dr
Farina Anthony 2019 Miller St
Fasano Todd R RR 14 7524 Dogwood Rd
Fd Software Enterprises LLC C/O Robert E Marmelstein
1553 Middle Rd
Fenn Lillian I, Donald T C O 111 A North 7th St
Five Star Chinese Restaurant 1548 N 9th St
Frace Helen J 1700 Laurel St
Frear Richard 555 Colonial Dr
Fretz Patricia A 724 Phillips St Ste B
Fricke Marilyn 436 Sabol Rd
Frisby Rondu 1170 Butternut Ln
Gamble Florence 839 Scott St
Garofolo Florinda Osorio RR 3 Box 3352
George H Berton, Anna E 762 Main St
Gerstenberg Debra Est 2551 Mountain Rd
Gilliland Art S 301 White Pine Dr
Giovinazzo Andrew C/O Dorothy A Giovinazzo
8704 Kenny Dr
Giovinazzo Ashley C/O Dorothy A Giovinazzo
8704 Kenny Dr
Giovinazzo Theresa C/O Dorothy A Giovinazzo
8704 Kenny Dr
Glasier Douglas G RR 7 Box 7456
Glover Alice RR 8 Box 8176
Gonsky Michael E 1029 Fairview Ave
Gonzalez C 21 Travis Rd
Gorin Luis 1000 Maple Ln
Gosciak Gary A 811 Park St
Gregor James P 701 Main St
Gregorio Marie C/O Barbara A Holland 529 Sarah St
Greiner Brandon S 3507 Glennbrook Rd
Grossman Erika 304 Steven Ln
Grube Shane Rr16 Box 1312b
Grunwald Norma 1000 Maple Ln
Gueiss Donald 608 Fulmer Ave
Guerra Joseph E, Carol RR 7 Box 7702a
Gulino Maureen RR 5 Box 5194
Gupta Shekhar 1112 A N 9th St
Guzman Alejandro Main St PO Box 126
Haddon Donna S RR 13 Box 2141
Hala Jan 1903 W Main St
Hall William A RR 1 Box 1249
Hamlet Cardinal 151 Greenbriar
Harrison William 48 Gdn St
Hartin Jane A Attn Tom Schatzman 930 N 9th St
Hartman Jane M 863 White St
Hartman Kenneth E C/O Jane M Hartman 863 White St
Hay Doretta Thomas St
Hay Robert C 637 Main St
Heeter William H 201 Clermont Ave
Hefferon Kelly 7206 Rte 715
Heller Gordon C 1080rr W Main St
Hendricks Craig A RR 1 Box 1479
Henny Penny Farms 521 Sarah St
Heslop Neal RR 7 Box 7747 Frantz Rd
Hicks Frank Austin, Teresa C 3 Buckfield Ln
Hill Jarrod RR 8 Box 8216a
Ho Yem 1000 Ehler St
Hooper Leavon RR 6 Box 6393 A
Horizon Window Installers Inc 804 Sarah St Suite 305
Horohoe Shaun M 22 N 8th St
Impicciche Lillian, Lily 6 Ryan Dr
Internet Documents LLC 134 Brd St Ste 5
Jacques Carmella, Joseph Box 2015−A RD 2
Jaworowski Robert RR 1 Box 1351
Jays Donuts Inc 1163 N 9th St
Jefferies Hazel M 117 Cherry Valy Pt
Johnson Debbie 7451 Tr Dr
Joyce Sean P RR 4 Box 4003
Kane Maouloudou M 226 Tree Farm Rd
Kareva Valentina 33 Hickory Ln
Katz Berta Est C/O Gregory J Katz 1238 Dreher Ave
Keiper Nancy, Gary 1928 W Main St
Kelly Robert RR 5 Box 5062
Kennedy Denise R 504 Thomas St
Kerr Marjorie 300 Pennbrook Rd
Keyes Steven J 2234 Chipperfield Dr
Kipervas Yelena I 310 Edgemont Rd
Kirby Joshua RR 4 Box 4300 Bossardsville Rd
Kitchoukov Fedia 26d Waverly Dr
Kleinschmidt Pamela J, Alan 10 Lakefield Tr
Kline Martha Apt 618 1055 W Main St
Knecht Janice E 873 Scott St
Kosarkova Lucie 1903 W Main St
Kovarick Joseph RR 5 Box 5071
Kovarick Joseph W, Frank I Dreher Ave
Kowalyshyn Mary A Trust 714 Sarah St
Kresge Judy 1016 Ehler St
Kupice John T Jt RR 1 Buck 4115
Labar Graydon 624 Scott St
Labar Mildred E 1016 Ehler St Trlr 4
Labar Paul Apt 402 1055 W Main St
Lakavage Robert RD 3
Lalli Raymond 2125 Stratford Pl
Lang Kenneth J 507 Main St
Larkin Matthew P, Barbara J 1036 N 9th St
Leadem Helen G 2040 Miller St
Leam Sok Bau 1717 Pokano Ave
Lee David 720 Ave C
Lee Matthias J 5016 Chipperfield Dr
Lee Stacey A 22 N 7th St
Lichtenwalner Evelyn B RR 3 Box 3077h
Lillian T Enz Grace Park 1170d W Main St
Lima Mauro A 113 Lee Ave
Lininger Brooke E RR 5 Box 5212
Lister Geraldine T 565 Main St
Loewenberg Eleanor, Joseph 17 N 10th St
Lombardo Sebastian B RD 7 Box 7740a
Lowmark Jonathan RR 1 Box 1450
Ltg Inc 705 Sassafrass Way
Lynch Francis M RR 2 Box 2071
Lynch Joseph 548 Main St Apt 3
Mackey Mary 13 Greene St
Maenza Joseph 5571 Glenbrook Rd
Magrosky Pamela N 1258 Sherwood Forrest Rd
Mancuso Andrew 538 Barry St #B
Marcus Mitchell K 11 S 6th St
Markis Mary 701 Scott St
Maryjane Newman Trust Ua 12 31 97 C/O Maryjane
Newman Rr 5 Box 5136 Hickory Ln
Mathis Kevin L 19 Twin Hills RR 5 PO Bx 5076
Matulionis Francis K Est 4225 Manor Dr Apt 203
Matuszewski Lucy Co Neil Scheller
Mcconnel Jason J 2212 Hallmark Dr
Mcconnell Crystal K 2212 Hallmark Dr
Mccready Beau C/O Pasadena Payroll 105 Palmer Ave
Mckey Hugh 816 Monroe St
Meineke 691 RR 7 Box 7495a
Meixell John K 1047 49 Dreher Ave
Metzger Donald G 444 Fremont Ave
Miller Barry W Jr 106 Berties Rd
Millien Yvonne 306 Windsor Way
Minkwitz Eric RR 16 Box 1274
Minz Enterprises Dba Custome Home Remodeling
290 Rainbow Dr
Moisengo Bernard S 339 Main St
Monahan Helen M RR 7 Box 7485
Monroe Vision Inc 1036 N Ninth St
Morris Robert A 3 Kitson St
Morrow Zebediah 1604 Milford Commons
Muehlhan Jack 13 Morningside Ave
Murphy David 212 Michael Ln
Murray Charles A 534 Main St Ph
Neill Hazel I 611 Robeson St Apt 2
Newman Maryjane RR 5 Box 5136 Hickory Ln
Neyhart Marian K 26 Bridge St Apt 701
Oconnell Thomas 805 Manor Dr
Optical Monroe 1036 N Ninth St
Orenstein Carol S 1911 N 5th St
Oshea Joseph 119 Woods Way
Ottey Susan G 824 Scott St
Owens Myron 6 Brd St
Palma William G Jr 517 Rainbow Dr
Papp Bella 61 Appenzell Tr
Party City of Stroudsburg 268 455 Pocono Commons
Party II C/O Gail Mitchell 1240 N 9 St
Pehr Maurice Daniel Pehr 728 Clermont Ave
Pehr Maurise, Daniel 728 Clermont Ave
Pepe Vincent T, Katie M 1627 Quentin Rd
Perry Robert, Lynn K 740 Phillips St
Petchalonis Adele Est C/O David W Skutnik Esq
22 N 7th St
Peters Claudius 304 Pennbrook
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Peterson Pauline H RR 2
Petrella Margaret L 452 Hawthorne Tr
Petroski Anna 104 Cedarwood Commons
Phillips Mary L 434 Shook Ave
Phillips Robert P 727 Ann St
Phraner Ellen G 739 Bryant St
Pierson J 83 Village Dr
Pineda Angel E 70 N 2nd St
Pitt Robert C C/O Mhmr 730 Phillips St
Pocono Plaza Inn 1220 W Main St
Pocono Produce Co Inc 777 North 5th St
Pocono Record 511 Lenox St
Pocono Regional Realty LLC 637 Main St
Porter Andrew T, Deborah A 105 Linden St
Potuto Dorothy F C/O Vincent M Potuto Jr 711 Sarah St
Prickisie Munyaradzi PO Box 305
Prop C/O Jlma PO Box 939
Prutting Wash and Dry Llp 514 Main St
Prytherch Gail J 123 Ridgeview Rd
Quijano Hector 703 Ave C
Quizhpe Walter 338 Autum Ln
Rabb Eric 51 Lenox Ave Apt 3
Raisner Diane 39 Pond Valy Pk
Ramos Moises T PO Box 939
Regis Ramses 1 Chestnut Dr
Reillo Francisco 327 Main St
Reinheimer Michael J 71 N 2nd St
Reish Clare, Donald Y 140 Bridle Rd
Repsher Dolores 5509 Concord Dr
Retinacare Associates Inc Suite 1 7400 Rte 611
Rineheimer Michael J Jr 2646 Hamilton E
Riso Donald T PO Box 1227
Rivera Pedro J 2012 Palmer Ave
Rivera Ranulfo S 1810 Wallace St
Rivero Anthony 5229 Brislin Rd
Robbins Jeff RR 1 Box 4147
Robinson Barbara E 36 Village Dr
Romamsky Joyce PO Box 1024
Rosen Scott I 619 Wallace St
Rugen Eleanore, Fred 3 Scott Dr
Rych Gerry RR 16 Box 1250
Sanekane Salima PO Box 389
Saylorsburg Athletic Asso C/O Lawrence D Buzzard
4009 Manor Dr
Scatton A 443 Hickory Valy Rd
Scavone Emanuel Est Co Mark Primrose 17 North Sixth St
Schmid Rosalie J 16 N 4th St
Schmidt Rosalie 16 N 4th St
Schoch Calvin RR 13 Box 6171
Schoch Elizabeth 4300 Manor Dr
Schochs Sunoco 4300 Manor Dr
Schoeller Thomas S 4010 Crest View Dr
Schraeder Dorothy 650 Wallace St
Schreiner Martha M 4225 Manor Dr 215
Schwacke Robyn F 205 Blue Ridge Rd
Schwarby Sal 213 Middle Rd
Scotts Collision Center 3591 Bartonsvillewoods Rd
Seaver Frances RR 7 Box 7485
Segesdy June A 11 N 3rd St
Seidel David H RR 2 Box 2094
Seiple Donald R, Evelyn D RR 6 Box 6148
Senior Expo of The Poconos Inc 727 Ann St
Shafer Raymond W 1208 Greenwood Rd
Shafer Ronald A, Ellen L RR 14 Box 11013
Shafer Walter A 1208 Greenwood Rd
Shafer Walter A Jr C/O Doug Wallace 1208 Greenwood Rd
Shaw Willie 2 Cir Dr
Sheridan Thomas M, Joan 772 Seneca Way
Silfee Angel N PO Box 1095
Simone Jennie E 213 E Brd St E
Simonekelly Lisa RR 5 Box 5062
Sipsky Tiffany RR 8 Box 8115
Slezka Irina 430 Sharrick Ct
Sluke Edna R RR 3 Box 76b
Smallwood Robert D 31 Balson Rd
Smith Clara 2311 Hallmark Dr
Smith Lee M 716 Teaberry Trl
Smith Robert, Jean RR 6 Box 6242
Star Managment Inc Dba Clarion Hotel 1220 W Main St
Stenger Thomas 605 Wallace St
Stephens Papillon Heather 205 Gray Fox Dr
Stevens Floyd PO Box 1226
Stevens Gina RR 16 Box 1309
Stewart Calmen 3 Helen Dr RR 2 Box 2029a
Stillwater Lakes Civic Assoc Inc C/O Nepa Management
Asso 304 Park Ave
Stoffey Helen E C/O Mary Louise Parker 800 Main St
Stokes Richard P 809 Thomas St
Stonbely Violet M 104 Village Dr
Stroudsburg Door and Trim 128 N 1st St
Strunk Mark E 2020 Haney Rd
Subhani Tariq 13 Olde Mill Run
Sutter Patricia E 413 S Brdway
Swindell Stella Est 5 Chatham Hill Rd
Swisher Mark RR 14 Box 5223 St
T G Enterprises 6017 Bartonsville Woods Rd
Talamo Cynthia D 9 S Sixth St
Taylor Chris 233 Colonial Ct
Taylor Cynthia T 832 Park St
Taylor Kenneth Shafer School Rd RR 14 Bo
Taylor Ralph M III 214 Dryden Rd Ph
Teator Jeff 607 Bracken Fern Way
Terwillegar Patricia Attn Sharon O Grady Pocono Vacation
Park RR 14 Box 5214
Thomas Samantha 322 Tara Hills Dr
Thompson Harry 6000 Running Valy Rd 17
Tims Auto Body Inc 740 Phillips St
Totten Brandy L 505 Sassafrass Way
Touma Gabriella, Victoria 106 Kelly Rd
Triad Financial Corp 1003 Valy View Dr
Trimble Lisa RR 16 Box 1313b
Tucker Samuel L 25 South 7th St Apt C
Tulpehocken Spring Winc 201e N 1st St
U S Mortgage Corporation 818 N 9th St
Umphreycarla Umphrey Eugen RR 2 Box 2213
Usikokovi Nikola RR 1 Box 1510
Vecchio Ralph Jr 115 N 6 St
Ventimiglia Wesley RR 9 Box 9247
Wallen Ann C/O Robert Wallen 18 Spruce Park
Ward Edward P, Jeanne M C/O Stroud Manor 404
Woodcliffe Av 2
Warner Jean RR 4 Box 4001
Weiler James M 5117a Hickory Cir
Weiler James M RR 5 Box 5118
Wells Maryalice PO Box 1014
Wenger Diane 400 Main St
Werkheiser Sue Carol 691 Ramapo Ln
Wharton Walter I Monroe County AAA 724 Phillips St Ste B
White Donna K 1208 Heritage Blvd
Wilson Charles L 727 Ann St
Winkowski Kazimierz A 2172 Laurel St
Wrazien Bonnie J, Roger J 301 Tim St
Wu Guang J 20 Oak Ridge Ln
Yang Randy 706 Laurel Way
Yarrow Wilkins RR 1 Box 1378 Cherry Valy Rd
Yoch Theresa N 38h Waverlly Dr
Young Randy 407 Main St Apt 3
Young Scott 117 Rimrock Dr
Zapy Inc Dba Keystone Custom Cabinets 401 Fremont Ave
Zavala Esmeralda PO Box 623
Swiftwater Pa 18370
Anderson Frances PO Box 511
Brea Ana A PO Box 73
Crane Cathy M HC 1 Box F9
Foster Ann HCR Box E2
Guy Daniel 340 Orchard Rd
Hendrickx Bernadette M 1 Discovery Dr
Herrmann George F, Jane E Living Trust HC 1 Box 120
Klumb Richard Est PO Box 443
Mazur Krista L HC 1 Box D2
Nored Stacy M PO Box 342
Sabon Michael V HC 1 Box 14
Simpson Danielle, Lance HC 1 Box C−12
Tomaszewski Christophe J PO Box 706
Vaccess America Inc Discovery Dr
White John D−14 Lake Dr
Wicki Keith 2 Sheperd Ln
Tannersville Pa 18372
Adorno Gloria 10 Woods Rd
Alejandro Michael 8 Cobble Creek Dr
Barely Used Tire II Inc Rt 611 RR 1 Box 655
Bernardo Donna C 505 Fish Hill Rd
Candle Shop of The P PO Box 465
Chen Qiaohui 23 Gravat Way
Demeester Vincent 18 Faber Cir
Dynamite Car Wash RR 1 Box 704 Rt 611
Fidelity Investments 58 Mountain View Dr
Foley Brian 103 Cross Country Ln
Ford Issaac PO Box 311
Huff Brodie J PO Box 54
Keystone Educare PO Box 1196
Kinyon Raylene V 180 Hawthorne Ct
Longdog Chloe HC 1 Box 2012
Mancini Shirley A RR 1 Box 223
Messina Marion PO Box 148
Murphy Edward J 15 Johns Ln
Ni Ying HC 1
North Hampton Cc C/O North Hampton Cc Bookstore
3 Old Mill Rd
Parente Domingos M 268 White Oak Dr
Percudani Gene P HC 1 Box 1049a
Petersen Ciana M, William 53 Mountainview Dr
Pocono Environmental Laboratory 1 Old Mill Rd
Ramada Limited Pocono RR 1 Box 500
Ray Jeanette K C/O Clyde Kleckner PO Box 279
Risco Katherine Ascurra 475 Spruce Dr
Sandler Steven L 472 Spruce Dr
Schoch Paul 48 Cobblecreek Dr
Scripp Josephine L RR 1 Box 24
Seitz Charles H Jr 44 Birch Hill Dr
Sheranko Robert A, Cheryl A PO Box 213
Speiden Robert Thomas RR 1 Box 201
Strunk Christopher 3398 Birchwood Rd
Thomas Holly PO Box 407
Transue William E 105 Black Oak Dr
Trapasso Vincent J 3329 Mountain View Dr
Tsang Peter 58 Mountainview Dr
Tucker Kim PO Box 454
Umberger Maryellen 606 Pin Oak Ln
Verwey Christopher J, Linda G Box 201 RD 1
Verwey Linda G RR 1 Box 201
Wilgus Carl G 180 Hawthorne Ct
Zerhouane Lori 27 Bon Sher Dr
Zheng Yi HC 1
Zukowski Robert 169 Cherry Ln Rd
Tobyhanna Pa 18466
A Bookkeeper 4 U LLC 430 Sterling Rd 57 59 Maspeth Ave
Condo
Achille Bissero 6316 Ventnor Dr
Agront Benjamin 5508 Iroquois St
Ahrendt Daniel 6343 Bentnor Dr
Alexy Frank 1115 Kilmer Rd
Alicea Stephanie 6023 Sandy Ln
Alicea Stephanie S 6023 Sandy Ln
Anderson Michael 3823 Norfolk Rd
Aracena Yolanda 7198 Parkview Dr
Aracena Yolanda 8606 Contry Place Dr
Arroyo Sheila 2556 Lakeside Dr
Belmont Kathleen N 9778 Auburn Dr
Billips Stanford W 15 Mcnamara Ln
Blackwood Owen A 2121 Rosemont Dr
Blackwood Sandra M, Owen A 34 Locust Ln
Blanchard Janelle S 5822 Iroquios St
Blumhagen Sherry 2906 Dorset Rd
Bobo Demetrius 3603 Devon Rd
Botta John W 8027 Hillcrest Dr
Bowen Donald B 3820 Norfolk Rd
Bradsha Camille 2928 Melody Ln
Bradshaw Eric 1 Ryans Rd
Bratchie Barbara J, Harry W 305 Renaissance Ln
Brusca Karen Mary, John V 1414 Lakeside Dr
Buckstein Stacey E 1314 Winding Way
Campbell Deron 4804 1 2 Belgravia Dr
Canela Maria Argentia 2394 Winding Way
Caro Aurelia 3239 Sussex Dr
Casale Charles J 2547 Pine Valy Rd
Cashill Raymond V PO Box 1032
Chase Custom Finance 7165 Mountain Dr
Chaudhry Mohammed A, Shamiala A 445 Sterling Rd
Cherestal Eddy 104 Campbell Way
Cintron Lydia O 8551 Bumblebee Way
Ciraolo Christine 444 Sterling Rd
Coreano Noah 1821 Owasco Ter
Country Wide H 444 Sterling Rd
Crespo Pablo 1834 Shadyside Dr Apt K741
Cuttino Rodney 9095 Idlewild Dr
Davis Ken 9464 Juniper Drpcp
Delacruz Hector 7318 Navajo Place
Delprete Donald 533 Larch Oval
Demartino Kurt 8490 Bumble Bee Way
Dermody John A Pocono Country Place 8246 Natures Dr
Derosa Daniel L, Rhonda 6175 Cherokee Trl
Dobek Carol H, Edward 7112 Mohican Ln Pocono Farm
Domerstad Dennis J, Rita L 3413 Derby Rd
Donohue Harriet A, John W 226 Remington Cir
Dumani Carmen L 504 Laurel Hollow Rd
Dusenbury Patricia 5350 Lockwood Dr
Echevarria Xiomara 629 Forest Way
Edwards Billy L 4620 Burnside Dr
Elders Randi M Sr 1073 Knollwood Dr
Ellison Deborah A, Andrew 3648 Rosewood Ln
Escobar Augustina 5739 Brentwood Dr
Etienne Rolisha 5827 Salamanca Ln
Fad Enterprises LLC 275d Laurel Dr
Falcone Jason M 621 Forest Dr
Farad Shauna N 7832 Country Place Dr
Feldman Pamela 1109 Geraci Place
Finish Line Auto Body Inc 1293 Winding Way
Finish Line Autobody 8263 Natures Dr
Fitzhugh Charles D 156 Prospect St
Fontaine Lorenzo 9496 Juniper Dr
Forde Kerry 6324 Ventnor Dr
Francisco Gil 9681 Stony Hollow Dr
Frazier Gregory S 1908 Horseshoe Bend
Gadsden Eric Benjamin PO Box 873
Garcia Julian 6586 Linden Dr
Garrison Theresa A 9470 Juniper Dr
Gayle Evadne P 5858 Seven Nation Dr
Gonzalez Angelic 37 Phaeton Rd
Gooden James 9171 Brandywine Ter
Govea Jose V 5021 Woodside Dr
Grant Laurence 517 Carlton Rd
Grant Lewis 383b Green Rd
Gratz Washenik Re Chester 5560 Memorial Blvd
Griffith Gladston 5012 Hounds Ear Rd
Hackshaw Bernard Est 5275 Knoll Ln
Hall Timothy 2512 Sussex Rd
Hamil Jane W Est 9840 Deerwood Ter
Harris Bonique C 222 Remington Cir
Harris Todd 5536 Seven Nations Dr
Harrison Wanda 2139 Rosemont Dr L38
Hart Katherine T 1316 Hamlet Dr
Hausmann Barbara A 1735 Long Woods Rd
Hernandez Octavio 7228 Woods Ln
Hetzel Richard A Est 6348 Ventnor Dr
Holligan Samantha, Michael 5825 Sioux Crescent
Holt Lena O 3643 Rosewood Ln
Howard Jamal 5220 Sundew Terr
Irby Cynthia A 7995 Deerfield Rd
Iriarte Claudia 2371 Winding Way
Irizarry Jason 8352 Coyote Dr
Jackson Troy L 193d Briarwood Dr
Jones La Alfonzo 5304 Buckingham Ctr Ct
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Kaiser Cecilia 8316 Woodchuck Ter
Kegler Margaret 7540 Kilmer Rd
Kleiman Roland 6524 Runnymeade Ln
Laforte Geri PO Box 366
Lamonica Caroline 5306 Buckingham Cir
Lanteri Lea 4605 Burnside Dr
Lazo Barbara 4165 Brook Ct
Lee Gladys 383b Green Rd
Leslie Elizabeth C PO Box 462
Lewis George 4605 Burnside Dr
Longos Charlie G 116 Cambel Way
Lopez Ralph III 1015 Campbell Way
Macewen James A 9669 Stony Hollow Cir
Mack Evelyn G 9086 Idlewild Dr
Maldonado Carlos 503 Macarthur Way
Maldonado Elizabeth 5206 Seneca Way
Malek Michael A 515 Pine Needles Dr
Maloney Bradley P, Peggy 9288 Bluebird Ct
Maloney Steven, Peggy 9288 Bluebird Ct
Maloney Thomas J, Peggy 9288 Bluebird Ct
Manning Vincent E 3909 Norfolk Rd
Martin James 77 Main St
Martinez Louis 6352 Cherokee Trl
Mason Andre P 24 Gallagher Pl
Matthew Jennifer 2944 Vera Ct
Maurer Eric, Denise 1346 Winding Way
Mcfadden James 7959 Deerfield Dr
Meares Rose Trust 5715 Onondaga Way
Melendez Ramon 104 Section H
Mercado Carlos J 4607 Burnside Dr
Mertens Ellen H 7290 Lake Rd
Mills Orville PO Box 662
Mitchell Michele I 9236 Westwood Dr
Molano Jorge 7256 Long Pine Dr
Monroe Wayne 7126 Robinwood Dr
Morgan Andre N 7165 Mountain Dr
Morris Joselina 509 Bell Ct Unit B
Moses Janice, John 601 Geraci Place
Mouxhemmi Maria 7253 Cayuga Dr
Musap Bobby 2859 Buck Run
Musgrove Robert I Pocono Hts
Nance M Samantha 9187 Buttonwood Ln
Natal Debra 1317 Winding Way
Nelson Phyllis 6698 Country Place Dr
Newman Louis F PO Box 283
Noon Robert P 2746 Hickory Rd
Northeast Facilities Services 2913 Cedar Ln
Nozad Arthur 7312 Navajo Pl
Parker Rosalind 2803 Oak View Ln
Parnell Neville 2546 Pine Valy Dr
Pascal Jean 1042 Knollwood Dr
Paulauskas David E 1108 Paupack Ln
Paulauskas Erwin 1108 Puapak Ln
Pauyo Joe 8043 Possum Ct
Pennstarr Bank PO Box 756
Perez John J 7308 Ln Rd
Phipps Stephen A, Maria T 1293 Winding Way
Pocono Farms East Rte 196
Powell Orcola 6626 Country Place Dr
Profaci Andrew J 6022 Sandy Ln
Purificato Stephanie M 409 Little Billy Ln
Raab William E, Lourdes B 507 Fergus Way
Ray Nathalie K 4172 Brook Ct
Reale Charles J 5208 Sundew Ter
Repkie William R 49 Main St
Reyes Leida 4083 Briarwood Dr
Riddick Sharon L 5209 Mayfair Rd
Ritterbusch Phyllis 7435 Tamara Tr
Roberts Gabriel 4812 Lewis Crown Dr
Robinson Philippa P 641 Lakeside Dr
Robinson Simone 7270 Long Pine Dr
Rojas David 3717 Hampshire Rd
Roner Cara 1744 Oneida Cresent
Rubio Melanie 7 Wildcherry Ln
Ruffin Michael L 84 Maple Ln
Russo Antonio 9016 Idlewild Dr
Ruvola Lillian F 20 Phaeton Ln
S & K Construction Lisa Leap & Zoltan Kovacs
465 Sterling Rd
Saldana Annette, Hector 7421 Ventor Dr
Samuel Doloris 7429 Tamara Ter
Samuels Mark 300 Community Dr Ste E
Sanchez Anna 6586 Linden Dr
Sanders Edward 4507 Briarcliff Tr
Sauer Marilyn PO Box 1035
Scalia John A, Lisa M 917 Greenbrook Ter
Sibilia Tina L 4055 Briarwood Dr
Simmons Kevin 2913 Northampton Rd
Sims Shirley 5562 Sevens Nations Dr
Sk Construction 465 Sterling Rd
Smith Donald J 9442 Juniper Dr
Smith Ivey Fronrath Pl 1109 Geraci Place
Sneed Anthony R 701 Edgewood Rd
Snyder Michelle 9144 Brandywine Dr
Solomon Joe 9723 Acorn Ln
Sosa Carolina 5746 Seven Nations Dr
Souffront Marta 7429 Tamara Ln
Stavriotis Nicholas PO Box 1012
Stevenson Virginia C 6021 Lake Rd
Sullivan Pat 8875 Chipmunk Dr
Swiggers James R Est II 9324 Fairmount Dr
Tanner Daniel 152 Prospect St
Telemaque Carol 5040 Melrose Tr
Thompkins Darryl A Highpoint 143 Simmons Rd
Thompson Colonel C, Vasey E 2540 Lakeside Dr
Thornton James 6165 Sommers Tr
Todmann Carolann PO Box 756
Torres Jerry 504 Laurel Hollow Rd
Toussaint Rosemarie 2205 Juliet Rd
Townsend Idarmy 4183 River Ln
Treadwell Eric 1350 Winding Way
Vail Charlene 9197 Buttonwood Ln
Vasquez Jorge A, Teresa 8712 Country Place Dr
Vazquez Joshua, Jason 5748 Seven Nations Dr
Velasquez Fredy 9882 Breezeway Terr
Vergara Tomas 4518 Briarcliff Tr
Vika Jessica 623 Fergus Way
Voltaire Cicero 5040 Melrose Tr
W W Home Improveme C/O Henry K Wyzkowski
7714 Black Foot Ln
Wade Tunisha 2411 Warwick Cir
Walch Patricia V 4012 Campbell Way
Walter C Mears Trust 5715 Onondaga Way
Webb Richard 8263 Natures Dr
Wells Fargo Dealer Services 2547 Pine Valy Rd
Westberry Alyss T 2114 Wild Cherry Ln
Wicks Gladys PO Box 454
Wild Pines Golf Course III Sullivan Trl Maintenance
Williams Aikens Joan P 3606 Heather Ln
Wolfe Daniel RD 1 208 Drexel Rd
Wolverton Leeanne 4553 Briar Cliff Tr
Wozniak Raymond S Jr, Karen M 8089 Elizabeth Ln
Young Anthony 5288 Apache Trl
Zavala Noe 670g Rainbow Dr
Montgomery County
Abington Pa 19001
Aaa 24 7 Emergency Locksmith Guy Halperin
1713 Old York Rd
Abington Wheel Wright Bike Shop 1120 Old York Rd
Ahf Womens Board 1200 Old York Rd Dixon Bldg 2nd Fl
Allen Marjorie 1577 Rockwell Rd
Alliance Ses Legacy Fund LLC 1021 Old York Rd Ste 3
Alvey Lisa 1010 Tyson Ave
Anderson Manuel E 3025 Susquehanna Rd
Anesthesia Asso Box 244
Atkins Robert 1200 Old York Rd
Baron Sylvia R 1801 Susquehanna Rd 205
Blanchard Carolyn M, Edward G 1025 Edge Hill Rd
Brown Jim R III, Jim R 1212 Mildred Ave
Budman Susan A, Alan 1150 Old York Rd 2nd Fl
Burdick Barbara 1236 Fitzwatertown Rd
Burtonfisher Marlene 815 Tyson Ave
Caesar Aaliyah 1747 Ferndale Ave
Chen Shang Cai 2816 Anzac Ave
Chilton Robert 1129 Tyson Ave
Choi John B 2196 Scheaffer Rd
Christian Keith 1439 Birchwood Ave
Comins Abigail P 2158 Woodland Rd
Condon John T 1176 Old York Rd
Cornell Virginia W 1166 Edge Hill Rd
Cravats Blanche M 1833 Meadowbrook Rd
Daly Martin J, Mary T 2112 Keith Rd Po Box 508
Daniel Brian A 1637 Rockwell Rd
Dausuel Robert 1801 Susquehanna Rd 112h
Dave Definis Auto Body Michael Hopkins
2329 Kenderton Ave
Deidre Anderson Ministries 1522 Reservoir Ave
Delaney James D 1802 Woodland Rd
Dewees Dorothy 1952 Guernsey Ave
Difrancesco Martin L 1235 Cumberland Rd
Dillalogue Justin 1782 Ferndale Ave
Disbot Dennis 1091 Huntingdon Rd
Drumel Earl Est 2146 Susquehanna Rd
Durkinfry Deirdre 2131 Old Welsh Rd
Eichlin Harold W, Florence L 1801 Susquehanna Rd
Elia Edith M 1801 Susquehanna Rd Apt 321h
Elkins Finkelman DDS 1755 Old York Rd
Epps Clara 2146 Susquehanna Rd
Eye PO Box 97
Farr Thomas 1547 Rockwell Rd
Fenkell David B 1021 Old York Rd Ste 3
Fien Paul, Rose 1801 Susquehanna Rd
Fischman Reuben, Debra 1801 Susquehanna Rd Apt 202h
Fisher Irvin E 815 Tyson Ave
Fisher John 1835 Acorn Ln
Flanagan Virginia W 2125 Clearview Ave
Flores Eduardo 1050 Tyson Av Apt T4
For The Family Inc PO Box 97
Fry Michael 2131 Old Welsh Rd
Gallagher Erin M 1273 Huntingdon Rd
Gaugler Ann F 1087 Wynnwood Ave
Gemzik Michael J 1856 Old York Rd
Glueck Barbara H 1853 London Rd
Goto Takuma 2323 Hesston St Apt C10
Grady Maureen R 2166 Penbryn Ave
Granieri Glyn 1347 Grovania Ave
Gratch Michael J Md 1327 Old York Rd
Grosscup Ruth B 1617 Huntingdon Rd
Han Chen Elena Yu 1737 Old York Rd
Hancock James A 1374 Arline Ave
Hauptfuhrer Albert F Jr 926 Woodcrest Rd
Hendrickson Judith B 1494 Old York Rd Ste B
Hillis Adjustment Agency Inc PO Box 644
Hinks Edward J, June 2119 Horace Ave
Hopkins Linda Michael Hopkins 2329 Kenderton Ave
House Physicians Amh 1200 Old York Rd
Hsieh Pao Kwei 1737 Old York Rd
Humay Jessica 1220 Mildred Av
Iacovelli Daniel 2206 Moreland Rd
Icon Contracting Solutions 1560 Old York Rd
Ingle Sarah 1835 Cleveland Ave
Jackson J Cravats Liv Trust 1833 Meadowbrook Rd
Jackson Michelle E 1645 Shoemaker Rd
Jenkinson Mary Jo, David 1208 Rosemont Ln
Johnson Tonya A 1428 Edgewood Ave
Joyce Alyce C 1835 Hemlock Cir
Julian Davida P 1845 Eckard Ave
Jungels E Virginia 1157 Wheatsheaf Ln
Kane Anne 1832 Rockwell Rd
Kaufman Madeline 1723 Meadowbrook Rd
Kaye Daniel S, Wendy I 1075 Arbuta Rd
Kellerman Lucy 1427 Shoemaker Rd
Kenyatta Everet 1782 Ferndale Ave
Klaus George R 2133 Kent Rd
Lackman Doranne, Brian, Michael, Dorranne
1821 Canterbury Rd
Lankin Eric 235 Cedar Rd
Larosa Karyn 1051 Easton Rd
Leh Vly Recreation PO Box 549
Leonardo Mario D 2206 Moreland Rd
Lomastro Francesco Apt 4 1835 Horace Ave
Lynch Catherin 1823 Horace Av
Maciel Deborah J 2092 Old Welsh Rd
Mack Karla 1501 Edgewood Ave
Maiden Florence E 1336 Fitzwatertown Rd
Maliss Samuel A 1413 Huntingdon Rd
Malissa Louis G Trust, Irma Trust 1413 Huntingdon Rd
Markgraf Alice E 1801 Susquehanna Rd 308h
Markgraf Daniel R PO Box 68
Martin Louis S 1801 Susquehanna Rd Apt 105 H
Mason Oleb Richard 1426 Edgewood Ave
Mclaughlin Shannon 1816 Rockwell Rd Apt A
Mengle Frances E 1916 Rockwell Rd
Michaelson Robert I Md 1245 Highland Ave Ste 306
Middleton Andrew E 1418 Jericho Rd
Miller Diane 1224 Easton Rd
Mira Ana L 1364 Easton Rd Apt 1
Mitchell John Jay 2166 Penbryn Ave
Montgomery Court Realty C PO Box 549
Murphy Colleen 1229 Wheatsheaf Ln
Murr Stephen M 2111 Penbryn Av
Naghavi Barbara 1558 Edgewood Ave
Oakes Paul 217 Oakwood Ave
Oconnell Dennis, Kathleen, Maureen, Michael
3655 Briarwood Ct
Oconnell Paul B PO Box 87
Ogrady Maureen R 2166 Penbryn Ave
Okeefe Kathleen 1925 Maplewood Ave
Old Town Buffet 1495 Old York Rd
Oneill Frank 1132 Old York Rd
Oneill James 1425 Woodland Rd
Orwig Sandra 2747 Galloway Ave
Osorio Donna L 1948 Lycoming Ave 2
Patterson Archie 1522 Birchwood Ave
Peace A Pizza 1140 Old York Rd
Perillo Diana L 2355 Susquehanna Rd Apt H
Peterson Julie Ann, Ralph 2134 Kent
Petrucci Maureen A 1331 Jericho Rd
Pirkle James E 1115 Wheatsheaf Ln
Polin Joel I Abington Memorial Hospital Ob Gyn Dept
1200 Old York Rd
Radisauskaite Monika 1444 Thompson Rd
Rahman Wasiq 2223 Florey Ln Apt B4
Rambomb Inc 1350 Arnold Ave
Rankin Gillian 2033 Chester Ave
Reath Drinker B 926 Woodcrest Rd
Reddick Nathaniel B Est, Rhonda, Larry Scott Auerbach
1000 Easton Rd
Richardson William 1801 Susquehana Rd Il 303h
Robinson Glenn E 2018 Corinthian Ave
Rockwell Vincent 1929 Guernsey Ave
Rogers Victoria 1841 Horace Ave
Romanow Elva M 1751 Rockwell Rd
Romanowski Robert 1421 Grovania Ave
Ronan Joseph 947 Woodcrest Rd
Rosado Jeesica 1782 Ferndale Ave
Ross Ashley 1379 Saint Charles Pl
Russo Patrick M 1000 Bradfield Rd
Russo Patrick M 2829 Anzac Ave
Sabia Development Corp Inc 1828 Roberta Ave
Sapossnek Robin 971 Highland Ave
Sargent Carl E 1916 Rockwell Rd
Scarborough Todd M 2349 Woodland Rd
Sestito Domenico 2558 Fernwood Ave
Shah Qaisar A MD Abington Memorial Hospital
1200 Old York Rd
Sherer Martin Apt 103h 1801 Susquehanna Rd
Shindig Catering Co PO Box 156
Shriver Donald A 1865 Eckard Ave No A
Simon Rosemarie 1721 Webster Ave
Simpson Susan E 1816 Woodland Rd
Skversky Myra G Alan Budman 1150 Old York Rd 2nd Fl
Slider Michelle Cataldi 1350 Arnold Ave
Smith Jerome C 1453 Saint John Rd
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Smith Ron 2122 Ridgeview Ave
Smith William F Jr 2030 Susquehanna Rd
Sprouls Frances E 1420 Davidson Rd
Stankowski Christine M PO Box 644
Store 42017 1468 Old York Rd
Suburban Urological 1245 Highland Ave Ste G03
Sullivan Brendan, Rebecca 2428 Radcliffe Ave
Tai Feng Yi 1737 Old York Rd
Tajmia M G 1420 Arline Ave
Thomas John P 1251 Rosemont La
Thomas Lydia E 1801 Acorn Ln
Thompson Wakaki 1166 Tyson Ave
Tokarek Robert M 1235 Old York Rd
Turner Weldon 2966 Grisdale Rd
Uaw Group Welfare Plan O Neill Consulting Corp
1560 Old York Rd
Udis Gary 1200 Old York Rd
Vozzy Dawn E 1963 Susquehanna Rd
W T Mcmaugh DDS Inc 1128 Old York Rd
Wallen Pearline 1801 Susquehanna Rd Apt 202h
Waltrop Barbara C 1571 Elkins Ave
Ward Richard, Jane L 2053 Roy Ave
Weigand Olympia, Paul 1725 Ferndale Ave
Weisz Eric I 1801 Susquehanna Rd 205
Wentz Julie 1012 Easton Rd
Wesh Johanne 1547 Arline Ave
White Gregory 1304 Zachary Rd
Williams Kevin L 2482 Avondale Ave
Wilson Richard H 2125 Clearview Ave
Wolf Janice A 2437 Brookdale Ave
Woods Roderick L 1966 Moreland Rd
World Travel Vignettes Inc 1630 Old York Rd 400
Wulc Alan Md 1245 Highland Ave Ste 503
Yerger Robert P 2128 Horrace Ave
Zhang Jun Nan 2223 Florey Ln Apt D09
Ambler Pa 19002
3 On 3 Enterprises Inc PO Box 684
Aaron T K 12 Orange Ave
Adams Margaret 1117 Henley Ct
Ahf Ambler Inc 32 S Bethlehem Pike
Ambler Coal Co Inc 252 N Main St
Ambler Criminal Justice Society 580 Meetinghouse Rd
Ambler Main Street Inc PO Box 36
American Society of Marine Artists PO Box 369
Anchorage Cove LLC R 832 Paradise Dr
Anderson Janine M 318 Heckler St
Anderson Rebecca 1303 Meissen Crt
Andrey Joseph R 405 Bannockburn Ave
Ansbro Gregory A 202 Mathers Rd
Au Francis, Susan 1055 Kingshorn Cir
Axelrod Andrew 4 Russell Pl
Backetti Elizabeth J 267 Southern Ave
Bai Xiang 284 E Park Ave
Banner Emilie 1532 Tr Dr
Barber Christopher 300 Tally Ho Dr
Barclay Group Inc 323 Norristown Rd
Bauer Denise 300 Southern Ave
Baxter Sean 416 N Spring Gdn St
Beasley Madeline 316 Railrd Ave 2 Flr
Beath Susan G 273 Battleson Rd
Beck G D 219 N Main St 1
Bennett Eugenia C 801 Quinard Ct
Berkelbach George Null 150 N Bethlehem Pike Apt D8
Berring Appraisals Inc 326 Highland Ave
Berring Louis 327 Trinity Ave
Binder Melody 405 Tupelo Grv
Bio Med Technologies Ltd 11 W Skippack Pike
Bishop Brian P 200 Wolf Ln
Blalark Edna L, Gary S 437 Church St
Blum Steven B 2000 Red Maple Grove
Boddy Gilbert L Jr 378 Highgate Dr
Boland Nancy 1400 Monroe Ln
Briatico Marlene 111 Church St
Brosnan Nell 27 S Spring Gdn St
Browne Family Inden Wrightm T Ttee 1215 Red Barn Rd
Bruck Arthur 90 Morris Rd
Brunt James A 312 Baker Rd
Bulla Sudheer 409 Lincoln Dr W
Butera Raymond L 489 Morris Rd
Caldwell Henry B 37 Mercer Hill Rd
Cali M D Kimmel & Silverman P C 30 E Butler Pike
Camburn Benjamin B Jr, Mary J 125 Church St
Campbell Don, E O 704 Abbeydale Ct
Cappuccio Salvatore A 245 Trinity Ave
Carey Kenneth E 221 E Welsh Rd
Carter Rodney 202 N Spring Gdn St
Carter Watson April 262 W Maple St
Cheatham Wendy 52 Orange Ave
Choi Jun K 1027 Limekiln Pike
Clark John 48 Orange Ave
Clark Roger E, David E 905 Denstron Dr
Clune Michael S 305 Euclid Ave
Cohen Liane Theresa Wright, Philip Brown
1215 Red Barn Rd
Commonwealth Agency Inc 25 Skippack Pike
Condon Megan 174 S Bethlehem Pike
Conte Leah M 29 Douglas St
Coscia Family Trust 1154 Wedge Way
Cousley John M 728 Norristown Rd G218
Crockett Hilda Forrest Gdns Inc
Cuff Gary 332 Kenilworth Ln
Dagostino Phil Discccpt Inc 180 S Main St
Dallas Joshua L 669 Tennis Ave
Dalonzo Catherine M 1326 Stoney River Dr
Dancis Jessica, Norma 176 N Bethlehem Pike
Dean Marian N 311 Beechmont Rd
Delany Marybeth Kathleen 904 Thelma Ln
Derau Martha W, John Meadows at Lower Gwynedd
Apt 14q
Devitt Liam Patrick, Susan Devitt 16 Shannon Rd
Devitt William P, Susan T, Patrick 502 Tennis Ave
Dicicco Marlene 922 Chesterfield Dr
Dm Music Inc Ryko 1, Raw Ltd 1315 Squire Dr
Doan Hanh Nhon MD 405 Highgate Dr
Doan Hanhnhon 405 Highgate Dr
Doughty Kathryn 312 E Welsh Rd
Douty Judith Risch PO Box 461
Duckett David 709 Tennis Ave
Duggan Daniel E 1218 Lois Rd
Dukert Elaine R 23 S Spring Gdn St
Dunn Douglas 264 Southern Ave
Elberg Phyllis A, Milton A 554 Paddock Rd
Eppes Ruth L 728 Norristown Rd Obe3
Falker Brian C 150 N Bethlehem Pike B204
Feinberg Debra U−T, Ann D 1324 Arthur Ave
Ferguson Tina 302 W Maple St Fl 2 Apt E
Feron Michael L 844 Ivy Rd
Fiergang Steve 1316 Sumneytown Pk
Flanagan Robert J, Jean W 1601 Cedar Hill Rd
Folsomkovarik Nathan 1916 Lincoln Dr E
Ford Dorothy Gaymon 1521 N Fiedler Rd
Free Shop 3 E Butler Ave Fl 1
Freeston Arthur W 833 Ivy Rd
Freitas Gerhart 125 Forest Ave Apt 2c
Fullmer Alfred 352 Valy Brook Rd Apt C1
Gaskins Polly E 225 Highland Ave
Gay J 324 E Butler Ave
Gil Harp Gallery 700 Alton Ct
Gladeck Joseph M 41 Meade Rd M R 1
Glazer Jodi 1805 Red Maple Grv
Glenn John G Jr 206 Tupelo Grove
Gold Christine, Stuart 720 Cedar Hill Rd
Green Howard 251 E Park Ave
Gresh Christopher 501 N Bethlehem Pike Unit 13
Griffin William E, Alice V 609 Mckean Rd
Gross Clara R 728 Norristown Rd Apt A107
Halliday Kimberly A 355 Forest Ave Apt G29
Hamilton Irene R, John W 301 Norristown Rd Apt G108
Hammer Elizabeth P 250 N Bethlehem Pike
Han Kwang O 150 N Bethlehem Pike
Han Michael T 210 Brookwood Dr
Harasim Lauren S, Felicia 108 E Mount Pleasant Ave
Harry Butera Exemption Equivalent Tr Uw 3 17 87
489 Morris Rd
Hassett Joseph C 150 N Bethlehem Pike Apt B102
Hawkins Irma 353 Rosemary Ave
Heise Laraine 201 Morris Rd
Henderson Sara T 5 North St
Hertica Naomi E 627 Bellaire Ave
Hertler Murray 100 N Main St Apt Rea
Hester Adam R 2702 Navajo Path
Heter Catherine, Stephanie A Kushnier 1303 Lincoln Dr W
Hill Charles T Jr 31 Detweiler Ln
Hixson Sara C 301 Norristown Rd Apt D204
Ho Si Yu 602 Dunburry Dr
Hoffman Teresa B 815 Alene Rd
Holtzman Nathan 620 Montgomery Rd
Hopson Thornton 18 Meade Rd
Horsham Clinic 722 E Butler Pike
Hozzian John J, Ann 2 Carey Dr
Hughes Aurora 276 Mt W Pleasant
Hunter Joel 1505 Lincoln Dr W
Jefford Stacey 32 School St
Johnson Margaret A 135 E Welsh Rd
Johnson Tehuana M 274 S Spring Gdn St Apt C
Johnson Virginia Box 24
Jones Harold L 1517 Cedar Hill Rd
Jones Rose M 224 Forest Ave Apt 3
Jostens Inc Tom & Keri Casey PO Box 647
Kasser Lisa D 1833 Thornbury Dr
Keegan Dolores L 1305 Squire Dr
Keeley Brian C MD 10 Cavalier Dr
Kellagher Caitlin E 1103 Brynhill Ct
Kelly Robert A 765 Tennis Ave
Kienholz J Ernest 3303 Iroquois Way
Kilgannon Michael P 47 Betsy Ln
Kim Angie L 235 Ridings Way
Kim Chung J, Ho J 174 S Bethlehem Pike Apt A11
Kimmel & Silverman PC Craig A Ernst 30 E Butler Pike
Kimmel & Silverman PC Janet Werner 30 E Butler Pike
Kimmel & Silverman PC Jeffrey J Holub 30 E Butler Pike
Kimmel & Silverman PC Keith & Patrice Turn
30 E Butler Pike
Kimmel & Silverman PC Marie C Baker 30 E Butler Pike
Kimmel & Silverman PC Raymond Gusick 30 E Butler Pike
Kims Auto Service, Kim Young 701 Oak Tr Dr
Kinzler Mary D Est 431 Haywood Rd
Klein Edward A 102 Brookwood Dr
Komolafe Veronica 412 Railrd Ave Apt 1
Komorowksi David 1330 Wainwright Ct
Komorows Lillian 1330 Wainwright Ct
Kraus Janet 3000 Adams Way
Krause Rosalie G 418 Fairview Ave
Krutt Hannah B 15 E Butler Ave
Laguda Francesco, Caterina 51 N Spring Gdn St
Lang Mae E Cedar Hills Rd
Langenberg Donald H 1816 Lincoln Dr E
Lauder Patricia M 820 Susquehanna Rd
Leac Katherine P 415 Foulke Rd
Leach Katherine P 415 Foulke Rd
Lee Ji Hae 106 Brookwood Dr
Lee Lula 28 Francis Ave
Lee Young K, Sang S 304 Tyler Ct
Lenihan Thomas J, Janet E 250 N Ridge Ave
Lerner Seth L, Jason 7608 Dunburry Dr
Lieberman Beverly, Ross 1412 Ft Washington Ave
Limbacher Scott 1240 Fairland Dr
Limekiln Chiro Health Center 1116 Horsham Rd
Lincow Ronald B, Robin R 429 Dogwood Dr
Ling Chiu & Kathy Yee Tr 1409 Ft Washington Ave
Linquist Herbert R 426 Renfrew Ave
Lippincott Williams 323 Norristown Rd Ste 200
Logistics Mgmt Bisys Plan Svcs 323 Norristown Rd
Barney Smith
Lombard Audrey 34 Villa Dr
Long Terrence K Jr 217 Locust St
Lowe Gregory, Julie 411 E Francis Ave
Lucid Security 124 S Maple Ave
Lynch Maryclaire C 1404 Crystal Valy Way
Mahoney A R 216 Highland Ave
Mahoney Juanita A 343 Woodland Av
Maida Nick 32 School St
Maiter Elizabeth 308 Mattison Ave
Mardock Harold 1803 Lincoln Dr E
Mariani Isaac 31 E Mount Pleasant Ave
Market Metrx LLC R PO Box 722
Mask Trust Inc 11 W Skippack Pike
Mcclelland Clark 40 Meade Rd
Mcgarry Matthew 216 E Mt Pleasant
Mcgowan Olga PO Box 773
Mcowen Daniel D Jr, Katherine S 301 Butler Ave
Melissen Paul W, Megan 220 W Maple Ave
Mendte Stacia 150 N Bethlehem Pike Apt C102
Menna Palmira 1050 Old Welsh Rd
Miller Robert 418 Ellerlie Ave
Miller Stephen B 1370 Jasper Dr
Mohn Erich K 304 Welsh Rd
Monastero Joseph 976 N Penn Oak Rd
Morris Robert C 856 Burgdorf Dr
Morton Myra 291 W Mount Pleasant Ave
Moya Hector 111 Church St
Mullin Louella RR 1
Murphy Jr. Lawrence L 30 E Butler Pike
Murray Jane 139 Reiffs Mill Rd
Murray Nolan P 21 Douglas St
Naber Peter A 1450 Parsons Ln 230
National Judgement 700 Lake Dr Lonn Cerner Corp
New Life Cardio Care 407 Highgate Dr
Obrien Charles A 1340 Mc Hugh Ct
Oneil Chris 1824 Webster Ln
Oneil Collision Center 734 Mckean Rd
Onitiri Lynette O 508 Brookwood Dr
Orden Kerry Van 1248 Susquehanna Rd
Orthopedics Academy PO Box 447
Otto Co Robert L Bast 110 Spruce Ln
Pacitti Suzanne, Ted 1401 Buttler Pike
Palagruto Vincent F, Louis 216 Cherry Ln
Palmer Dorothy 727 Lawrence Ln
Palmer Dorothy K, Charles E 727 Lawrence Ln
Palumbo Franca 1240 Fairland Dr
Pasceri Young Julia A 208 Walnut Ln
Patterson George 600 Willowmere Ln
Paul Carmella 871 S Penn Oak Rd
Paul Florence A 102 Tennis Ave
Peirce Richard B Mc Kean Rd
Petraits Thelma A 318 Fairview Ave
Peyton Barbaraann B 728 Norristown Rd Apt D105
Phelps Karen, James 254 Towyn Ct
Piccione Fred A 932 Butler Ave
Pileggi Angela F 6 Cavendish Dr
Pisacano Viola G 47 Betsy Ln
Prigge Phyliss W 1241 Carnigan Ct
Prime Equity Investors Partnership 12 E Butler Ave Ste 116
Prota Florence 406 Gordon Rd
Pugliese Emanuela 734 Mckean Rd
Pyott Jennifer 360 Mattison Ave
Ramesh Pachuri Md 913 E Butler Pike
Reinhart Donna K 314 Baker Rd
Rich Terrance 450 Railrd Ave
Roberts Annegret 352 Valy Brook Rd Apt C
Rodney Guenst Master Etch Mothers Rd & Railrd Ave
Roger Angeline 103 Oldham Pl
Romano John G 150 N Bethlehem Pi A210
Rose Valley Painting LLC 40 Cavendish Dr
Rotelle John Sr 904 Roberts Rd
Rothman Jason 2003 Honey Run Rd
Ryan Mark P 1309 Squire Dr
Sacks Charles H 700 Alene Rd
Sacramento Vilchis Bernar 135 Forest Ave
Sandwedge Test 124 S Maple Way Ste 240
Saunders Harold L 174 S Bethlehem Pike Apt A2
Scannapieco John N 1205 Severen Ct
Schaben Elizabeth 1316 Sumneytown Pike
Schlack Matthew R, Agnes M H 30 E Butler Pike
Schroeder William 759 Loch Alsh Ave
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Serratore Concetta M, Vince 863 Burgoorf Dr
Shin Dong S 1418 Patrick Ct
Shuib Ahmad 2508 Lincoln Dr E
Sigg Cheryl J 305 Mattison Ave
Silverman Alexa Payge, Staci 510 Loch Alsh Ave
Silverman Neil 1550 Old York Rd
Sinatra Geraldine A 202 Mathers Rd
Skeel David 1017 Evans Rd
Smith Joyce B 728 Norristown Rd Apt G104
Smith Stephen 580 Meetinghouse Rd
Smith William S, Joyce B Smith 728 Norristonw Rd
Apt G104
Smithey Eugene Jr Est 1026 Wissahickon Ave Box 224
Sneidinger F J 426 Renfrew Ave
Snowten Mary P 1107 Harrogate Way 852
Spahr Pepper Stephanie 140 Spruce Rd
Springhouse Corp Carol Rasmussen 323 Norristown Rd
Ste 200
Statkevicz Raymond V Jr, Celia V 325 E Butler Ave
Stengel Michael 439 Hoover Ave
Stewart James M Jr PO Box 329
Swansen Samuel T 221 Morris Rd
Szlachta Jodie B 1401 Crystal Valy Way
Taglianetti John 285 Battleson Rd
Thierfelder Joann 729 Buckley Rd
Thomas Roberta 525 W Butler Pike Apt 7
Tropiano Stanley J Jr, Anna May 1036 Woods Ln
Turnbull John 1401 Lincoln Dr
Turner Carrol A 70 Ctr St
Tustin Deborah 1300 Stoney River Dr
Vincent Christopher PO Box 58005
Wallace Elizabeth D, Joseph W 3 Baron Ln
Walling Nelson 1410 Sloan Way
Walnut Lane Inc 12 E Butler Ave Ste 216
Wang Li Bang 2700 Navajo Path
Weichert Realtors Suite 101 101 N Bethlehem Pike
Wolters Kluwer Eric Shappe 323 Norristown Rd
Wood Rich Building Group Inc 11 W Skippack Pike
Wood Rich Realty Inc 11 W Skippack Pike
Wurzb Denise S 43 Mercer Hl Rd
Yeabsley Robert, Diane 1815 E Butler Pike
Yemm I Est Artman Lutheran Hom 250 N Bethlehem Pike
Yockey J Davey 1302 Meissen Ct
Young Ke 208 Walnut Ln
Young Kenneth 208 Walnut Ln
Zangrone Catherine 115 N Main St
Zankman David L 1001 Quinard Ct
Zimmerman Kathryn A 411 Brookside Ave
Zornick Michael J 311 Beechmont Rd
Zuccato Meredith 307 Llewellyn Rd
Zwiebel James R, Debra A 406 Gordon Rd
Arcola Pa 19420
Kalany Edna M Level & Arcola Rds
Ardsley Pa 19038
Engel Teresa C 315 Houston Ave
Ewald Lynda L 902 Maple Ave
Hodges Walter 2923 Meyer Ave
Murray Charles P 669 Jackson Ave
Nagele Helen C 656 Central Ave
Nemeth John 315 Houston Ave
Pironti Vincent, Ida Jane & Eastview Dr
Randall William E, Carol A 772 Jackson Ave
Seiler Caroline, Henry 765 Maple
Treese Nancy E 2914 Woodrow Ave
Waldner Barba N Hills Rd
Audubon Pa 19403
7 −11 32713 Attn Lidia Mian 2820 Audubon Dr 377
7 Eleven Food Store 377 2820 Audubon Village Dr
Aaron Judith A 60 Skyline Dr
Adebonojo Dianne 2803 Colony Dr A8
Bank Pamela S 30 Casselberry Dr
Bansal Shaveta 2828 Egypt Rd Apt A 204
Bay David W, Theresa 86 Featherbed Ln
Bean Robert 1026 Sparrow Rd
Beideman Rodney 12 W Orchard Ln
Burton Derrick 225 Mill Grove Dr
Cassidy Albert, Jamin 11 Lawrence Rd
Cohen Ralph D, Joan B 16306 Shannondell Dr
Craffey Steven T 2104 Peregrine Cir
Cummins Charles 45 Galbraith Ave
Cunnane Meg E 3031 Highley Rd
Dean Timothy PO Box 7280
Desantis Jonathan 2861 Ringneck Rd
Dickhart William III 22116 Shannondell Dr
Dormer Patrick 1 Woodsedge Rd
Dorsky Russell J 23706 Shannondell Dr
Dryburgh Anna M 21320 Shannondell Dr
Duffy Sue A 25 Pinetown Rd
Elite Rehab Solutions 2820 Audobon Village Dr 330
Fanning Frances J, John A 2748 Lantern Ln
Fleming William T 829 Rittenhouse Rd
Frost John L E Evington Bldg Apt 222
Glovach Janet 2828 Egypt Rd Apt L102
Groben Laura Elizabeth, Robert R III 20 Essex Ct
Hughes Theresa Y 129 Farmhouse Dr
James David L 905 Jode Rd
Kennard Marlena C 1014 Thrush Ln
King Landscaping Inc 2779 Audubon Rd
Krolak Agnieszka, Radolaw 2738 Lantern Ln
Lanigan Paul S 3141 Middle School Dr
Lembck Kate 2617 Condor Cir
Madavaram Christopher J 2106 Peregrine Cir
Madavarm Christopher J 2106 Peregrine Cir
Marion Peter J, Diane 633 Mockingbird Ln
Mathis Willie I 2156 Maplewood Mews
Milewski John 31 Brenda Ln
Moore Anastasia 716 Mockingbird Ln
Morgan Richard 52 Heatherwood Hill
Pascavage Albert 2713 Lantern Ln
Paul Madhulatha 2106 Peregrine Cir
Paychex Norristown 1100 Adams Ave
Procura Management Inc 2435 Blvd the Generals 201
Reiff George C 616 Meadowlark Rd
Schracks Llc, Audubon Land Dev C 681 Shannondell Blvd
Sheronas Tor, Linda 628 S Park Ave
Shoemaker Nancy J 1163 Thrush Ln
Sir Corp Quiznos 2862 Egypt Rd
Siu Kenneth 2817 Colony Dr Apt C9
Smith Annette M 516 Falcon Rd
Smith Denise M, Reilly C 49 Heatherwood Hill
Tees Edna N 15223 Shannondell Dr
Ullrich Joseph T 2828 Egypt Rd Apt C305
Walter James M Friel Lois 107 Redtail Rd
Williamson Thomas S 2821 Sandpiper Rd
Yadav Himani, Manu 313 Millgrove Dr
Bala Cynwyd Pa 19004
1025 Investments Inc 111 Presidential Blvd
2709 Frederick Ave 190 Presidential Blvd
Abrams Leonard, Meyer W 101 W City Ave PO Box 2245
Addison at Hartford Condo Assoc PO Box 3622
All Biz 11 Bala Ave
Allied Mortgage Group Inc Isaoa Atima 7 Bala Ave Ste 108
Alvarez Orlando MD PO Box 94
American Bus Le Asing Cust Svc 111 Presidential Blvd
Ste 115
Andrea Diamond 101 Montgomery Ave Apt B5
Arra Duration Capital Mgt Advisor Michelle Thompson
401 City Ave Ste 902
Ashleys Angels PO Box 46
Automotive Repair Serv of Nc 1 Presidential Blvd Ste 300
Bahadori Khalil 31 Cornell Rd
Bala Orthodontics LLC 1 Belmont Ave Ste 414
Bala Spine & Wellness 191 Presidential Blvd C129
Balkovic Tarah 1 Montgomery Ave Apt 112
Bambach Roxann Cust PO Box 2796
Barbara Shostak Tr 12 7 76 191 Presidential Blvd 1001
Barnett Wendy 191 Presential Blvd
Bates Nadyne V Est 555 E City Ave Ste 500
Bayview Loan Servicing LLC 1 Belmont Ave Ste 703
Beachlen Dev Co 401 East City Ave
Beck Institute 1 Belmont Ave Ste 700
Beech Cassandra 401 City Ave
Belaga Evan 2 Bala Plaza Ste 525
Bellboy Music Inc 05 David J Steinberg Esq PO Box 2280
Belpoplsky Anna 166 Latches Ln
Benrubi Alan D 111 Bala Ave
Bergey Nancylee Rodenberg 109 Bentley Ave
Blair Robert 2nd Fl 105 Bala Ave
Bloch Beatrice F 107 Leland Rd
Bovarnick Terry F 511 Cambridge Rd
Braunstein Lee G, Phoenix Corp 318 Clwyd Rd
Brodsky Kenneth Esq 2 Bala Plaza 333 E City Ave
Brown John Jr Ste 120 David Warner Cpa
Brown Michael A Esq 532 Cynwyd Cir
Brown Spencer 14 Pennock Dr
Burns Rosale A 191 Presidential Blvd 1001
Byrne LP 126 Presidential Blvd
C & M Family Invest Club AP Haywood L Willis Jr
PO Box 2421
Cadillac Don Rosen 130 Montgomery Ave
Cafe Shira 134 Bala Av 1st Fl
Callahan Deborah W 12 E Newfield Way
Carmel Cynthia H 20 Conshohocken State Rd
Celeste Rose Court Reporting 1 W Dartmout Re
Century Auto Body Inc 108 Bala Ave
Century Collision Repair Specialist 108 Bala Ave
Cerhinara Joseph 422 Norrstown Rd
Chapmen Shirley B Est, John H 333 E City Ave Ste 300
Charleys Place 555 E City Line Ave
Cheng Shanlin 29 Bala Ave Ste 124
Chickey Dion M 28 Conshohocken Apt 1f
Christopher H Wright Asso 111 Presidential Blvd Ste 244
Cirelli Kathleen D 128 E Princeton Rd
City Line Family Med 301 City Line Ave Ste 100
Cohen Herman 191 Presidential Blvd Apt 616
Cohen Herman, Marion 191 Presidential Blvd Apt 616
Cohenblack Ari 110 Montgomery Rd Apt C
Collision Martin 201 Rockhill Rd
Comcast Spotlight Bryan Kingerman 166 E Levering Mill
Rd Ste 300
Conston Charles 41 Conshohocken St Rd Apt 612
Cynwyd Investments, Isdaner & Co 3 Bala Plaza Suite 501
West
Dalembert Samuel 14 Clwyd Rd
Daniel Bracha E, Sidney J Finkelstein 121 Montgomery Ave
Apt 105
Dea C Silbe Trust 622 Oxford Rd
Dean Constance E Intercall 333 E City Ave Ste 300
Dederick Judith 32 Conshohocken State Rd Apt E
Degovannis Collision 141 Pencoyd Ave
Deksnis Matthew J 174 Rolling Rd
Dellva Wilfred L 216 Cynwys Rd
Desert Gardens Rv Park 401 E City Ave Ste 528
Diginexus Corp 160 Rocky Hill Rd
Dilsheimer Robert A, Barbara 401 City Line Ave Ste 710
Dimaria Fernando M 10 E Newfield Way
Direct Mobile Dental Serv PO Box 2205
Dotsey Kristin M 28 W Levering Mill Rd
Dotson Benjamin 10 Montgomery Ave D 1
Dubeck Lynda B 9 Bryn Mawr Ave
Dugery John, Mary 342 Llandrio Rd
Edwards Tom 321 Llandrillo Rd
Elaine R Shiskin Rev Trust Ua 09 15 95
555 E City Line Ave
Elkin Carole 19 Llanberris Rd
Endocrine Metabolic Assoc Pc 555 City Line Ave
Epstein Martin D 118 Montgomery Ave Apt C2−1
Eric Dimperio Amoco 210 Belmont Av
Ernst Jim PO Box 285
Erulkar Catherine J PO Box 1033
Estate & Pension Advisory Board Inc Fredric D Silvers 1
Bala Cynwyd Pl 520
Evans Conger Broussard 1 Bala Plz Ste 640
Fast Cash Inc 333 E City Ave Ste 300
Feldman S 50 Belmont Ave Apt 816
Finkelstein Sidney J 121 Montgomery Ave Apt 105
Firestone Svc of Bala 31 City Line Ave
Fital Cynthia S 736 Conshohocken State Rd
Fleetway Used Cars 250 Rockhill Rd
Force Farrokh M 191 Presidential Blvd R1006
Foxworth Roderick 45 E City Ave Apt 439
Frankin Park Asso 3 Bala Plaza
Fri Bala Cynwyd Wach C 73 City Line Ave E C73 75
Furth Emma Elizabeth 204 Clwyd Rd
Gainsboro Court Asso LLC 211 Rock Hill Rd Ste 101
Garfinkle Flynn S 1 Bala Cynwyd Plaza
Gary R Smolen & Co 317 Bryn Mawr Ave
General Refractories Co Treasurer S Office
225 City Line Ave
Gerson Mordecai 191 Presidential Blvd Apt 402
Gibbs Christopher 1113 Bryn Mawr Ave
Gilbert Marilyn Sutton Tr 1115
Giorno Carmela 16 Highland Ave
Gladstone Henry 401 City Ave Ste 200
Glick Michael 82 Academy Rd
Global Bpo 730 Yale Rd
Gorman James J 126 Presidential Blvd
Gottlieb Daniel 191 Presidential Blvd Ste 112
Granoff Jonathan G 124 Colwyn Ln
Grass Alexander 191 Presidential Blvd Unit 41
Grimes Dennis J 113 Ashland Ave Apt B
Gross Robert H 108 Union Ave
Grosser Eric L 101 Smt Ln E 2
Grossman Michael 140 Union Ave
Gupta Anjah 339 Bala Ave
H R Margolis Profit Sharing Trust 555 City Line Ave 8th Fl
Hallinan Charles M 3 Bala Plaza East S 117
Haqqani Haris 425 Tregaron Rd
Harrison Grass 191 Presidential Blvd Apt 419
Hersh Hope J 123 E Princeton Rd
Hoey Clarke, Jewell, Cohen 510 Belmont Ave
Holtz Elliot 45 E City Ave Ste 452
Horn Phillip J MD 1 Balf Ave 225
Horton Mcintosh Diana B 164 Stoneway Ln
Horvath Julia 120 Maple Ave
Houshang G Hamadani MD Psych Psp Housha Nf G Hama
40 Monument Rd Fl 3
Houston Jeanne 30 Aberdale Rd
Hurtubise Vincent 204 Clwyd Rd
Icr Construction 143 Bala Ave
Idris 212 Lp 2 Bala Plaza Ste 300
Imber Bernard J 1 Montgomery Ave Apt 308
Iss Inc 111 Presidential Blvd Ste 3
Jennie Perelman Foundation 225 E City Line Ave Ste 114
Joan H Bodden Assoc Inc 97 Ashland Ave Suite 3a
Mainline Ct
Johnson Mary M 555 E City Ave Ste 210
Johntz Susan E 115 Cynwyd Rd Ste 300
Jones Caren S 339 Trevor Ln
Jones Estelle N Est 111 Presidential Blvd Ste 160
Jones Joyce PO Box 48
Jones Quincy S 101 Smt Ln Apt L−1
Jonik Ryan W 519 Bryn Mawr Ave
Kamens Philip PO Box 5
Kania Arthur J 5 Fl 2 Bala Plz 333 City Lin
Kaplan John P 310 Cynwyd Rd
Kardon Michael 191 Presidential Blvd Apt 317
Karp Rose 2 Bala Plz 300
Kassarich R Sutton Tr Apt 304 50 Belmont Ave
Kasser Shaun M 191 Presidential Blvd
Katznelson Associates Lp 3 Bala Plaza East Ste 501
Kaye Mitchell A 2 Bala Plaza Ste 718
Kepper Thomas F 57 Derwen Rd
Kessler Aaron B, Daniel 4 E Newfield Way
Kirschne Donna N H 20 Montgomery Ave Unit L
Klink Mary A 17 S Washington Ave
Kobylakiew Stephen 131 Jefferson St
Kodman Jones Christine 119 N Highland Ave
Kovalcik William 32 Conshohocker State Rd Apt 04
Krakovitz Mark R, Pearl 191 Condominium Unit 1020
Kricheff Norman Sutton Tr Apt 304 50 Belmont Ave
Lahiri Sukhamay 311 Llandrillo Rd
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Lambert Melenie D 141 Pencoyd Ave
Lander Samuel 101 W City Ave PO Box 2245
Law Offices of Amanda J Davidson Two Bala Plaza
Law Offices of Kenneth N Brodsky
Led Go Green LLC 121w City Av
Lehman Robert D Jr 331 Llandrilla Rd
Levene J 158 N Latches Ln
Liberty Benefit Plans Inc 11 Bala Ave 37
Liberty Healthcare Corp 401 City Ave Ste 820
Liberty Mutual 15 Kings Grant Dr
Litvin Robert W 128 Colwyn Ln
Lomas Alba L 253 Righters Ferry Rd
Long Catherine Mammuth & Lewinter 401 E City Ave
Ste 122
Lulinsky Arieh Samuel Limor Box 964
Maloney Jason P, Amy R 25 Bala Ave Ste 104
Mammuth & Lewinter 401 E City Ave Ste 122
Mantria Corp 555 City Ave Ste 430
Marenberg Marjorie 108 Bala Ave
Margolies Eric 117 Righters Ferry Rd
Margolies Jeffrey W 117 Righters Ferry Rd
Margolis Harris R 555 E City Line Ave, 8th Fl
Market Rentscom 126 Presidential Blvd
Marks Adelaide 3 W Dartmouth Rd
Martin Collision Center 201 Rock Hill Rd
Matthew Warren Leonard 433 Bryn Mawr Ave
Maynik Inc PO Box 2438
Mckenna John 126 Presidential Blvd
Mcphilemy Sachs 2 Bala Plaza
Mcveigh Lawrence PO Box 69
Med Services Mgmt 1 Bala Ave
Media 126 Presidential Blvd
Mercury Radio Arts 333 E City Ave Ste 604
Metro Physicians Speciality 15 N Presidental
Metropolitan Ortho Cons 555 E City Ave Ste 115
Metzendorf Theodore N 225 E City Line Ave Ste 114
Michael Leslie Photo 338 Trevor Ln
Miller Zena M 2 Radcliff Rd
Minus James L 600 Belmont Ave
Mirzai Chris M 94 Jefferson St
Mittleman Edward Est 1 Bala Plaza
Mlpf&S Trustee for Joseph F Slabinski Ir A 2 Bala Plaza
Mones Selma 50 Belmont Ave 1011
Moonshine Touring Inc 1 Presidential Blvd
Morano Gregory PO Box 977
Morgan Sandi L 707 Dartmouth Cir
Morgenstern Stephanie, Michael 1 Montgomery Ave Apt 210
Mount Batten Inc 33 Rock Hill Rd
Mountbatten Inc Deborah Deasy 33 Rock Hill Rd
Moyer Jerome 1553 Jones St
Mullica Hill Commons Condo Assoc 126 Presidential Blvd
Mulqueen Joseph H 135 Overhill Rd
Mundy James G 27 Union Ave
Myer Randy 30 W Levering Mill Rd
Nardella Dominique PO Box 2796
Nathanson David 240 Rock Hill Rd
Neubauer Ilana C, Jeane 100 Smt Ln
Norgold Industries LLC 298 Levering Mill Rd
Nuts to You Inc 725 Conshohocken State Rd
Oks Limited 303 Parsons Ave
Oneill Deborah 426 Bryn Mawr Ave
Oneill Mary 425 Tregaron Rd
Ones Estelle N Est 111 Presidential Bl Ste 160
Derek Redcros
Orthopedic Hand Specialist 1 Bala Plaza Ste 621
Owen Catherine K, John J 630 Fordham Rd
Pa Bala Institute Oral Surg 15 Presidential Blvd Ste 301
Pa Insurance One Bala Plaza Ste 100
Pa Valley Forge Ins Brokerage 1 Bala Plaza Ste 100
Debbie Martin
Panis 113 Marywatersford Rd
Paragon Fin Corp 555 E City Ave 1000 Alan M Markowitz
Woodland Falls Corp Pk
Pearne Sally 11 Bala Ave Ste 48
Pergamenter Lucy 307 Tregaron Rd
Phila Pediatric Society PO Box 182
Philadelphia Ins Co One Bala Plaza Ste 100
Philadelphia Ortho Group Grp 2 Bala Plaza Ste Il 1
Philip F Bogatin Inc 191 Presidential Blvd Apt 220
Phoenix Corporation A 318 Clwyd Rd
Physicians For Humanity PO Box 428
Pines Barbara 555 City Line Ave 8th Fl
Pinkett Charles 45 E City Ave
Plymouth Marketplace 150 Monument Rd Ste 500
Polt Robert W Philadelphia−Fishman 074 2 Bala Plaza
Ste 901
Polysafe Products, Mel Bernett 717 Cambridge Rd
Prendergast Mary 118 Upland Ter
Profit Sharing 317 Bryn Mawr Ave
Pthcc Phila Aides 19 Bala Ave
Quinlan Jack One Montgomery Ave Apt 303
Ray Communications 3 Bala Plaza E Ste 101
Rcf Inc 834 Lindy Ln
Reichlin Trust Claire 41 Conshohocken State Rd
Richmond Ivan 2 Bala Plaza Ste 718
Rigdon Theresa 107 Montgomery Ave
River Cross Sec Llp Greg Wojciechowski 401 City Ave
Ste 912
Roberts Bryan 120 Birch Ave
Robinson Pearly M 1 Belmont Ave Ste 703
Rodgers Megan S 108 Ashland Ave
Rosenblum Jay S 101 Maple Ave
Rosensweig Toby 214 Bala Ave
Rosenthal H Leonard 207 Bryn Mawr Ave
Rskco 111 Presidential Blvd
Rubicon Holding Inc 401 City Ave 528
Sachs Ira C DO 2 Bala Plaza Ste Il 1
Sachs Ira MD Phila Ortho Group Two Bala Plaza Ste 1l 1
Saewitz Adam 615 Yale Rd
Saft Arthur C 41 Conshocken State Rd Fairmont Apt 503
Saltzman Robert 191 Presidential Blvd Apt 227
Samson Elaine 401 City Ave Ste 200
Sataloff Joseph, Ruth S Ct St Asaphs 30 Clwyd Rd
Saunders James C 471 Bryn Mawr Ave
Schimmal Morris J, Eleanor 109 Edgehill Rd
Schrieber Talent Mgmt LLC 166 Springfield Ave
Segal Karen, Lynne Itkin 15 Montgomery Ave Apt 4aa
Seltzer Eric 124 Tall Tree Dr
Senseless Music Inc Fso Lonnie Rashid Lynn 1 Presidential
Blvd Ste 320
Sheahan Robert, John 58 Highland Ave
Shub Jonathan 315 Bala Ave
Shuey Jane C PO Box 2355
Siegel Paul D 1104 Gainsboro Rd
Sig Energy Lllp Geoff Bushko 401 City Ave Ste 220
Sigman Ariella, Gary, Joshua 341 Bala Ave
Silver Cup II Lp II L 1 Belmont Ave 9th Flr
Singer Mark G 32 E Princeton Rd
Small Girl Dev 126 Presidential Blvd
Smith Barbara K 528 Cambridge Rd
Smith David 168 Maple Ave
Smith Melvyn 301 City Ave
Snyder Elizabeth M Est 169 School St
So F Music 126 Presidential Blvd
Song Jun 118 Harvest Cir
Sorokorejnsky Michael 101 Smt Ln F−1
Stafford Thomas 190 Presidential Blvd
Star Realty Asso Escrow Account 45 East City Ave Ste 328
Staub Geraldine P 238 Belmont Ave
Steel Salvor LLC 307 Clywd Rd
Stoffman Claire 191 Presidential Blvd Apt 709
Stoltz Management Co Inc 725 Conshohocken St Rd
Suburban Ent Group Ltd Olivia Kirschner
2 Bala Plaza Pl13
Surgical Monitoring Asso Inc Ste 105 25 Bala Ave
Susquehanna Fin Grp 401 City Line Ave Ste220
Susquehanna Investment Group 401 City Ave Se 220
Talgam Rina 113 Edgehill Rd
Tancredi Merry 171 Smt Ln
Tc Services PO Box 915
Telgam Itay 113 Edgehill Rd
Tepper Joan 125 Montgomery Ave
Thomson Financial Svcs Inc 150 Monument Rd Ste 310
Trujillo Rodriguez Richards LLC 25 Bala Ave Ste 202
Trustee for the Will of Mary Mcalli 1 Belmont Ave
Tucker Neil I PO Box 241
Uc Strikes LLC 126 Presidential Blvd
United Banking Systems 94 Jefferson St
United National Ins Co Affiliated 3 Bala Plaza, Ste 300
Unity Abstract Co Inc 7 Bala Ave
Venz Herta E 68 Academy Rd
Wakim Jospeh 281 Montgomery Ave
Waldman Terry 1128 Sandringham Rd
Warren Karen M PO Box 2446
Waverly Mineral Products 717 Cambridge Rd
Waxman Barry 401 City Ave Ste 200
Weinberg Etta H 41 Consholtocken St
Weinstein Eileen 214 Bala Ave
Weinstein Jeffrey 126 Presidential Blvd
Weiss Julie 111 Cornell Rd
Welsh Wayne N 622 Oxford Rd
Wesman Joan Toohey, Paul R 716 Cambridge Rd
West Kanye 1 Presidential Blvd Ste 320
Williams Helen R PO Box 2355
Wip Fm 2 Bala Plaza Ste 700
Witte Eleanor Est 105 Edgehill Rd
Wittman Meredith R 42 Conshohocken State Rd
World Champions Sports Group I 2 Bala Plz Ste 300
Zellner Henry E 20 Conshohocken State Rd Apt 301
Zev Guber Production PO Box 2405
Zhu Beihong 10 Montgomery Ave Apt A4
Zillig Chester, Helen L Box 288
Zimmerman John Micah, Robert H 310 Llandrillo Rd
Belmont Hills Pa 19004
Gratzinger Step Jr 140 School St
Wilson Carter W 57 Jefferson St
Blue Bell Pa 19422
1900 Group 921 Penllyn Bl Bll 2fl Bld1
Abington Bank Isaoa Atima 405 Foothill Dr
Accounting Dept 510 E Township Line Rd Ste 100
Adv Risk Mgmt Solutions LLC 340 Dekalb Pike Ste Ph91c
Aeris Atlantic LLC 470 Norristown Rd
Aguiloseara Maria 130 Brittany Way
Alper Sheila 203 Kimberton Dr
Alternative Computer 490 Norristown Rd Ste 150
Altima Group Inc 1425 Union Meeting Rd
American Homecare 480 Norristown Rd Ste A
Anderson Doris, Frank 1470 Sullivan Dr
Anne P Ritter Trust 640 Sentryparway Ste 104
Ar Resources PO Box 1056
Araten Michael 107 Bayhill Dr
Ariel Ben 101 Wick Ln
Armento Felisa 405 Foothill Dr
Augustine Nicole M 1402 Hampstead Ct
Aulwes Carol 605 Wick Ln
Avrigian Mason 484 Norristown Rd
Bagnell Thomas J Jr 401 Norwick Pl
Barry Mahan Corp 1399 Penllyn Blue Bell Pike
Barry Lei Pres
Basista Philomena A 777 Dekalb Pike Apt 216
Batra Damanpreet K 1905 Meadow Dr
Beck Sandra 1662 Dekalb Pike
Bennett Bricklim Saltzuburg Llp 960 Harvest Dr 100
Beno Karol 1033 Butler Pike
Bihn George F III 523 Skippack Pike
Bitterlich Don 101 Medinah Dr
Blair Tracy 1710 Whitpain Hills
Blue Bell Four Asso 650 Sentry Pkwy Ste One
Blue Bell Gift & Basket Corp Edible Arrangements
730 De Kalb Pike
Blue Bell Rehab Svc 1524 Dekalb Pike
Blue Bell Surgery Center LLC 518 Township Line Rd
Ste 120
Blue Bell Village Pharmacy 734b Dekalb Pike
Blum Carolyn M, Adam L Fernandez Esq 460 Norristown
Rd Ste 110
Bolton Beth B 41746 Larchwood Dr
Boorjian Denise 903 Wick Ln
Borislow S 765 Skippack Pike Ste 100
Bowes P H 765 Skippack Pike Ste 100
Brady Christopher 735 Morris Rd
Brewington John 1301 Skippack Pike
Brickley Jennifer L 790 Longfield Dr
Brock Andrea S 229 Huntsman Ln
Brokerage Concepts Inc 801 Lakeview Dr Ste 301
Brown Marion Lee 1606 Meadow Dr
Brown Marion Lee 4 Barkley Ct 1606 Meadow Dr
Bukata Beth, Harvey Friedland 1717 Swede Rd Ste 200
Burnett C R 707 Elmway Cir
Butler Edmund P 640 Sentryparway Ste 104
C D Tech Inc 1401 Union Meeting Rd
C&D Tech Inc 1400 Union Meeting Rd PO Box 3053
Careallies 1777 Sentry Park W Dublin Hass 4th Fl
Carol R Smith Tr Uad 7 09 03 765 Skippack Pike Ste 100
Case Marcia Michael P Meyer 15 High Gate Ln
Casep Blue Bell Subu, Casep Blue Bell Suburban
676 Dekalb Pike Ste 101
Center Square Motors Ltd 1809 Meadow Dr
Center Square Motors, Adrienne & Davidj Stagliano
811 Dekalb Pike
Chen Ling 203 Oakmont Dr
Chladek Leslie G 702 Amberley Dr
Christian Jennifer, David 1048 Hickory Dr
Christian Tanner D 229 Huntsman Ln
Chumakov George V 640 Sentry Pkwy Ste 104
Chumakov Walter V, George V 640 Sentry Pkwy Ste 104
Chumakow Elena 640 Sentry Pkwy Ste 104
Clark Catherine K 680 Brdmoor Dr 841
Clay Henderson Suite 100 512 Township Line Rd
Closs Albert H 1072 Wentz Rd
Coley Claudia 1400 Union Meeting Rd Ste 202
Connor Margaret A 1912 Yorkshires Dr
Connor Richard J Jr, Diane, Modern Graphics Inc 1787
Sentry Pkwy W Ste 120b
Conti Mary F 1549 Erbs Mill Rd
Corporate Call Center Inc 1400 Union Meeting Rd Ste 20
Craftex Mills Inc of Penna Charlotte Christ
450 Sentry Pky E
Crespi Joan 7019 Twin Silo Dr
Cunningham Paul E 795 Penllyn Pike 224
Danieska Nathaly Giron 1721 Dekalb Pike
Davey Ann 1773 Windsor Rd
Day Catherine B Corporate Call Ctr 1400 Union Meeting Rd
Defeo Rosa 653 Skippack Pike
Devitt Connor T, Gloria Gregg 340 Dundee Dr
Disandro Lillian, Teresa 102 Evergreen Ct
Dixon Nellye W 1565 Pulaski Dr
Domesek James M MD 108 Inverness Dr
Drayer Rhoda M 884 Valy Rd
Duca Anthony Jr 1260 Wick Ln
Dunakey & Klatt Pc 910 Harvest Dr Ste 100
E Duction Inc Thomas Mccormick 512 Township Line Rd
Two Valy Sq Ste 100
E Properties Lp 117 Sawgrass Dr
Eagle Clinical Research Inc 1060 Blyth Ct
Ecoscape LLC 1626 Kendrick Ave
Elliott James 1750 Walton Rd
Endicott Charles K Jr, Suzanne 1642 Pulaski Dr
Envirite Corp 490 Norristown Rd Ste 252
Epting Janice K 1795 W Township Line Rd
Erdman Lawrence W 1725 Arlington Rd
Espan Rochelle M 3104 Aspen Cir
Espana Rodrigo A 3104 Aspen Cir
Etiquette Revolution 114 Medinah Dr
Evans Doris 203 Wick Ln
Everitt Robert 1744 Dekalb Pike 212
Everyhome Inc 50 W Skippack Pike PO Box 1711
Ew Yost Co PO Box 2136
Ezigbo Lawrence Obinna, Ngozi U 120 Muirfield Dr
Fabrictors Cmc S Blue Bell Sls Ste 130 350 Sentry Pkwy
Bldg 610
Fahy Edward 1260 Wick Ln
Family Hope Center 550 Township Line
Farrelly L M 88 Norristown Rd
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Feinberg Marc M 215 Winged Foot Dr
Fernandez Robert C 484 Norristown Rd
Foodery Northern Liberty 867 Hoover Rd
Fournier G J 600 Wick Ln
Freedman Kevin B 904 Wick Ln
Fuls Susan J 1414 Whitpain Hls
Gallagher Bassett Svcs 490 Norristown Rd Ste 251
Gallo Nancy A, Andrew 557 Deer Lake Cir
Gant Samuel J, Florence 565 School Rd
Gatti John 10 Springhouse Ln
Gonzalez Miguel 1818 Pulaski Dr
Great Frame Up The 1510 Dekalb Pike
Green Leaf Nursing Ctr 206 Saint Andrews Ct Tracie Stein
Guerra Louis 135 Culpepper Dr
Gunawardene Nihara R 78 Norris Town Rd
H Rya Timothy 1744 Dekalb Pike 167
Ha Kyung Ae 108 Inverness Dr
Haines David M 1 Equestrian Ln
Harris Chris L 701 Whitpain Hls
Harrison Melanie J 111 Saint Andrews Way
Hayden Marian V 1203 Twin Silo Dr
Herb Dean E 1633 Sullivan Dr
Herb Dean Eugene 1633 Sullivan Dr
Herrera Sergio 1135 Romsey Dr
Heuts Martin 1509 Meadow Dr
Hirsh Lola W Normandy Farms Apt A−205 Box 1108
Hohlfeld Bernard C 1585 Yost Rd
Holmes Richard L, Harvey Friedland 1717 Swede Rd
Ste 200
Horvath Carolee O, Ashley L 1635 Jennifer Ln
Hughes Richard C Jr 2 Pastern Ln
Hyndman Thomas M Jr 4 Horsetrail Ln
Ies Engineers Inc Lisa R Wallis 1720 Walton Rd
Ilunga Clement K, Musey 1373 Cernan Ln
Innovative Systems Asso LLC Five Valy Sq Ste 205
512 Township Line Rd
J & B Software 510 E Township Rd Ste 100
Ja Hea Kim 809 Whitpain Hls
Jackson Beverly 1767 Sentry Pkwy W Ste 320
Jain Rahul 1787 Sentry Pkwy W Build Fiberlink
Communications
Jang Hung 1808 Whitpain Hills
Jc Medrano LLC 1080 Plowshare Rd
Jenkins Karen R 990 Deerpath Rd
John Connor 1400 Union Meeting Rd 202
Kane Steven 1486 Manor Dr
Karczewski Konrad 1634 Sylvan Dr
Kdn Lanchester Corp 1250 Normandy Dr
Kim Joon U 117 Bay Hill Dr
King Allison 1649 Sylvan Dr
Kinney Barbara F, Barbara F Smith 393 Penllyn Pi Py
Kirk Rosalind 1799 Cassell Dr
Komlo William Jeffrey 526 Township Line Rd 200
Korkus Lawnservice Landscaping 1414 Cherry Rd
Korpics Joshua C, Zachary J 88 Norristown Rd
Kramer Joel J 29 Splitrail Ln
Kratz Mabel 4105 Twin Silo Dr
Krieger Steven 1669 Ritter Rd
Kucala Edward J 1601 Whitpain Hls
Kuligowski Michal, Ewa 1251 Wick Ln
Kwak Min Jung 908 Whitpain Hills
Kyung Park S 501 Wick Ln
Lafferty Barry J, Jill 1472 Knightsbridge Dr
Lanett Mary Jane 101 Whitpain Hills
Larue Greg A 1642 Sullivan Dr
Lauer Catherine 501 Brights Ln
Lebowitz Sylvia 640 Sentryparway Ste 104
Ledwith George, Ryan 108 Inverness Dr
Lee Hannah 2505 Whitpain Hills
Lee Jong Hee 867 Hoover Rd
Lei Barry President 1399 Penllyn Blue Bell Pike
Leibold Walter A 131 Bayhill Dr
Leisey Richard 1383 Cernan Ln
Lenz Real Estate Inc 581 Skippack Pike
Lightkep Michael E 830 Belfry Dr
Linton John 1215 Shepard Dr
Loev Norman M, Arthur, Julius 1767 Sentry Pkwy W
Ste 320
Logue James F III, James F Jr 1302 Horseshoe Ln
Longo Consuelo 84 Ramsgate Ct
Longstreet William, Viola M 35 Wingate Capt No 1 1st F
Village of Oxford
Lucas Kristin M, Dina M, Matthew G, William C
105 Belle Cir
Lusska Kirsten 1037 Wagon Rd
Maggiano Joseph T 1099 Kurt Dr
Malandra Patricia 9 Hastings Dr
Mallon Joseph 1400 Union Meeting Rd Ste 20
Mandator Inc Anders Gunnarsson Swedbank as Agt
PO Box 673
Marine Vaughn P 1400 Union Meeting Rd Ste 20
Martin Robert L 1400 Union Meeting Rd Ste 202
Mastronardo John V 6 Devonshires Ct
Matluk Karen M 1400 Union Meeting Rd Ste 20
Mckeithan Catherine 138 Medinah Dr
Mclaren Hart Inc, Kimm Perlin 470 Norristown Rd Ste 300
Mctamney David 200 Township Line Rd
Medley & Mesaric Therapy 1777 Sentry Pkwy
Meher Sachin K 1513 Meadow Dr
Mergner George C Jr 1370 Cernan Ln
Meximscom Gloria Lopez 1135 Romsey Dr
Migliaccio Wyatt B, Lynda 2607 Buckeye Cir
Miller Theresa 407 Trinity Church Ct
Mitchell Nadine H 2 Ramsgate Ct
Montg Montg Co Rep 831 Dekalb Pike Ste 2
Montgomery Mgmt Two Valy Sq Ste 110
512 Township Line Rd
Moon Hee Ryung 145 Birkdale Dr
Morgan Ann, Ann Mcintyre 1225 Silo Cir
Moritz John Est 701 Brdmoor Dr
Mormile Robert Sr 71 Windermere Dr
Morrow Paul J Sr 13 Norristown Rd
Moyer Alexandria J, Tilghman H 200 Wick Ln
Moyer Landfill Litigation 1799 Swede Rd
Moyer Tilghman H IV, Alexandria J 200 Wick Ln
Mudambi Shreeram R 680 Cedar Dr
Mullen Kevin P 1400 Union Meeting Rd Ste 202
Mutual of America 470 Norristown Rd Ste 301
Neckritz Jason Scott 238 Tulip Tree Ct
Nigro Kevin L 6 Wedgewood Dr
Noonan Veronica K Est Dec, Michael J 910 Harvest Dr
Ste 110
Obrien Mary R 1110 Dairy Ln
Odhiambo Steven 198 Gleneagles Ct
Onesco LLC Corp 1744 Dekalb Pike 210
Oreilly Jeanne T Est, Henry F 350 Skippack Pike
Ota Elizabeth, Jeff Brode 727 Palmer Place
P M P Whitemarsh Asso 929 Valy Rd Eugene Mastrangalo
Partners
Pagliaro Edith F 1799 Cassell Dr
Pagnotta Michael C 1400 Union Meeting Rd Ste 20
Paul E Cunningham Fam Trust Ua 08 14 96 795 Penllyn
Pike 224
Penrod Lauren A, Linda J 121 Orchard Ct
Pentima Vincent J, Phyllis 193 Gleneagles Ct
Perlman Raymond 709 Willowbend Dr
Perney Mary L PO Box 507
Petrus Wijn Mppp Pooled Account Petrus Wijn
890 Village Cir
Pfieffer David 405 Foothill Dr
Pharmanet Inc 1787 Sentry Pkwy West Bldg 16 Ste 300
Pollock Joseph 1809 Meadow Dr
Poole Gertrude E 713 E Township Line Rd
Popson Rosemary C, Emily 2116 Meadow Dr
Prime Hotels Inc 900 Lenmar Dr
Provident Funding Gr Its Suc Assi 350 Sentry Pkwy Ste 220
Bld 610
Prunty Falana Q 1400 Union Meeting Rd Ste 202
Quality Dialysis Center PO Box 579
Quinn Wilson 405 Foothill Dr
Rasdal Tarik, Filiz 1439 Whitwood Dr
Rauch Donald 584 Farmdale Cir
Reid Robin 1400 Union Meeting Rd Ste 20
Renewal Willingboro LLC Danella PO Box 1017
Renner Claire T Dekalb Pike 1398 Pine St
Retter Eileen 8000 Twin Silo Dr
Revels Dolores C, James J 801 Hoover Rd
Ricketts John Wyatt 135 Sawgrass
Roak John Craig 6126 Butler Pike
Roberts Richard 570 Hidden Lair Dr
Robles Gladys 1818 Pulaski Dr
Rochelle Debi E 570 Penllyn Blue Bell Pike P
Rodriguez Miguel 1013 Wentz Rd
Roney Veronica, Paul M Jr 1694 Thayer Dr
Rosenbaum Allison H 702 Amberley Dr
Rosenberg Ira Pc 910 Harvest Dr Ste 110
Rumble Camelia A 124 Canterbury Ln
Ruoff Bruce H 233 Plymouth Rd
Ryan Margaret M 1787 Sentry Pkwy W Ste 310
Ryan Sandy 1455 Mauck Rd
Ryan Theresa K 7015 Twin Silo Dr
Safreed Cathy 1777 Entry Pkwy West
Salter Adam T 1525 Megan Cir
Salus Samuel W 640 Sentryparway Ste 104
Satnick Dennis, Charna 242 Winged Foot Dr
Scalley Gerald E 624 Juniper Dr
Schmid David M PO Box 1108
Scholle J P 1746 Larchwood Dr
Schwarcz Harriet B, Sandra B 593 Fawnview Cir
Shacklett Susan 1680 Caslon Cir
Sharing Profit 29 Splitrail Ln
Siddiqui Gulam 609 Elmway Cir
Siedzikowski Elliott R 925 Harvest Dr
Skanska Usa Building Inc 516 Township Line Rd
Skilton Edward A, Virginia H 1391 Granary Rd
Smith Samuel J 1650 Muhlenburg Dr
Snyder Elizabeth K 1400 Union Meeting Rd
Snyder Eric M, Joy 1338 Cherry Ln
Sopp Helen N 4112 Twin Silo Dr
Sprague Allison 895 Crestline Dr
Stimpson Warren H 1350 Horseshoe Dr
Stoller John L 901 Sunset Dr
Striefling Joan, Joan Striefling Crespi 9000 Twin Silo Dr
E105
Suite 100 484 Norristown Rd
Sullivan Laura E, Terri M 950 Sunset Dr
Sullivan Mary R, James F Carney Esq 18 Sentry Pkwy W
Ste 300
Sullivan P Michael, James F Carney Esq 16 Sentry Pkwy W
Ste 310
Swift Clifton E Sr 910 Valy Rd
Thomas James F 1451 Skippack Pike PO Box 315
Thomas Mary Althea 1502 Sylvan Dr
Thomas Puleo LLC 660 Sentry Pkwy Ste 210
Thompson Barry 1400 Union Meeting Rd Ste 202
Tiffany Bradford E, Marcie L 1280 Mcdivitt Dr
Todd John H 430 Dundee Dr
Total Cad Management Inc 1744 Dekalb Pike 167
Tr Of Personell Data Systems Inc 650 Sentry Pkwy Ste 200
Trinity Counseling Inc 1717 Swede Rd Ste 207
Tronoski Joseph 1597 Dekalb Pike
Tustin Matthew R 1400 Union Meeting Rd Ste 202
Unitek Usa LLC 1777 Sentry Pkwy W Gwynedd Hall
Ste 302
Universal Gas 630 Skippack Pike
Valenti Rita M 1204 Dogwood Cir
Vanleeuwe Wijn Maria 890 Village Cir
Vanparijs Betsy Est 484 Norristown Rd Ste 100
Vohrer Daniel 5 Sentry Pkwy E
Walborn Jo Ann, Joann 156 Sawgrass Dr
Walters Bette 1351 Penllyn Blue Bell Pike
Wang Huangxin 1503 Skippack Pike
Watts Stephen Unit 116 116 Amberley Dr
Weinstein Jack H Est, Steven H 510 Township Line Rd 150
Whitemarsh Aa Group 1520 Skippack Pk
Wiehler Mary J 7018 Twin Silo Dr
Wijn Petrus 890 Village Cir
Williams Gregory 1030 Skippack Pike
Williams Mabel 1114 Twin Silo Dr
Williamson Owen W MD PO Box 383
Winokur Justin G, Harriet, Steven, Adam M
875 Lantern Ln
Wister Jane K 1812 Whitpain Hls
Wong Diana L 905 Oak Ridge Dr
Wood Emma Mary 539 White Oak Rd
Yang Jun Hyuk 145 Birkdale Dr
Yang Jung S 1711 Whitpain Hills
Yeam Hee J 210 Fernway Cir
Yellow Pages Group LLC One Sentry Pkwy Ste 1000
Yingst Cara J 10 Devonshires Ct
Yitzchok Kurtzerold Forge Bank Wrights 1730 Walton Rd
Ste 300 John Eastern A Braciszewk
Yousuff Mumtaz 672 Hoover Rd
Yuh Kyuwon 130 Inverness Dr
Zegalia Carl 1640 Chadwick Pl
Zeng Xiayun 1503 Skippack Pike
Zimmerman Raymond C, Dorothy B 1650 Narcissa Rd
Zinski Robert 161 Gleneagles Ct
Bridgeport Pa 19405
Angelo C Defusco Trust Ua 01 23 92 440 1 2 Depot St
Becker Christina 525 Grove St
Billys Road Svc 910 Dekalb Pike
Brooks Meredith 644 Bush St
Brothers Pagano 737 Bush St
Capobianco Michael 519 Grove St
Carr James Est 3 E Rambo St
Commerce Bank 200 W 4th St
Copelin Melanie A 113 W Front St
Decicco Francis 11−13th W 5th St
Defusco Lucy M 440 1 2 Depot St
Disposable Products Front & Ford Sts
Duran Diana 6 Railrd Ave
First Union Natl Bank 200 W 4th St
Forgione James P 718 Beech Ct
Greenough Samuel P 521 Hurst St
Hadley Murray N 830 Ford St
Hanak Jennifer 725 Beech Ct
Houpt Eleanor J, John Jr RR 1
Iannone Gilda H, Gilda 53 W 4th St
Jenkins Sara 314 E Rambo St
Joyce Douglas, Jenifer 533 Grove St
Kellyy Victoria 472 Ford St
Knowles Larry R PO Box 308
Kozak Michael 44 W Rambo St
Krajnik George P PO Box 93
Leonard Michelle M 334 Jefferson Ave
LLC Berg W Co Berg Organization 408 E 4th St 301
Long Edith 33 W Front St
Los Arcos Mexican Restaurant 61 E 4th St
Lucas Frank 118 7th St
Lugiewicz Donnamarie 109 W Front St
Lyzckowski A J 425 Hurst St
Macelak Kenneth 432 Columbus St
Mayall Clara J 472 Ford St
Mazay John 519 Ford St
Mctague Joseph W 316 W 6th St
Mcvoy Christopher T 735 Pershing St
Melle John J 362 Hurst St
Metropolitan Boiler & Heating PO Box 58
Nicholas A Pagano Jr Contingent Ttee Ua 12 10 97 737
Bush St
Nickler Julie A 250 Hurst St
Nicolas Juan C 311 E 4th St Apt 2
Oneil Delta, Eva 709 Dekalb St
Orner Donald H Crooked Ln
Penn Public Trust 200 W 4th St
Perez Rigoberto 311 E 4th St Apt 6
Pi Omega Delta Alumni Asso 14 W 6th St
Piermatteo May 1082 Dekalb St
Reese D 323 Holstein St Apt 2
Rogiani Daisy 315 Holstein St
Romero Michelle 1041 Ford St
Royle Christopher J 521 Hurst St
Sadler Franka L 207 Union Ave
Scott Jesse L III 134 W 4th St Apt 7
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Sebzda Steven R 348 Grove St
Shaw Jacalyn 411 Holstein St
Wallis William R 105 7th St
Wheeler Anastasia 202 Holstein St
Wilkinson William G 510 Mill St
Yaskin Michael R 712 Mill St
Yucalevich Kelley L 334 Grove St
Zollers Janet E Est 336 Kefferson St
Broad Axe Pa 19002
Commonwealth Agency Inc 25 Skippack Pike
Bryn Athyn Pa 19009
Academy of New Chi PO Box 278
Austin Asher E PO Box 326
Baker Marie C PO Box 436
Charles H Lindrooth Ira Trust 801 Fettersmill Rd
PO Box 141
Cooper Thomas R PO Box 231
Giannone Steven PO Box 292
Heinrichs Reid C, Nino Z 2608 Alden Rd PO Box 610
Hyatt Drew PO Box 277
Junge Judith A PO Box 173
Kennedy Kathleen PO Box 514
King Joshua PO Box 224 629 Tomlins
Link Lottie M 710 Brooks St
Mcnally James E 3109 Buck Rd
Odhner Bryon PO Box 169
Odhner Dylan C 2701 Alnwick Rd
Owen Patrick Gallery Inc PO Box 556
Pitcairn Cameron C PO Box 504
Rohtla Stephen 2725 Alden Rd PO Box 627
Walter Claire B 2960 Cherry Ln
Warren David 3001 Cherry Ln
Cedars Pa 19423
Apex Philadelphia Sals Inc PO Box 153
Demott Phoebe V PO Box 183
Eberbach Frederick PO Box 183
Kalnins Laimons Box 53
Mazza John F PO Box 4
Neelon Thelma L PO Box 67
Organski Donna 2627 Hedrick Rd
Walls Virginia M RR 1
Center Square Pa 19422
Centre Square Funding Asso Inc 1597 Dekalb Pike 200
Hinnegan Kathleen H 1115 Fairview Ave
Cheltenham Pa 19012
Accurate Collision 546 Cottman Ave
Ameriprise Financial 118 Emory Ln
Arrington Melissa 27 E Cheltenham Ave
Baron Freda R, Sylvan 118 Central Ave
Barry William 331 Myrtle Ave
Belzinc Giovanni N 29 Johns Rd
Belzince Mirlande L 29 Johns Rd
Brown Robert L 2 Edgemoor Rd
Bucino Gregg 215 Grove Ave
Burkholder Dolores 107 Ctrol Ave
Callahan James J 105 Boncouer Rd
Cantiello Albert 105 Ryers Ave
Chong Chom Suk 605 Foster Rd
Clearfield Jamie Michelle 7621 Front St
Cohen Barbara S 10 Lanfair Rd
Collins Virginia 123 Pleasant Hill Rd
Crist Edward 229 Barclay Cir
Czubaroff Val B 215 Central Ave
Desantana Eugenio PO Box 38
Drach Cecile 724 Pitt Rd
Edwards Burke Dell M 129 W Cheltenham Ave
Esochaghi Chituru 125 Cheltenham Ave
Feudale Gina E, Vito 129 Johns Rd
Glickman Deborah, Neil P 715 Foster Rd
Goebel Richard L, Alba PO Box 211
Goldschneider Nelson 36 Johns Rd
Goldstein James B, Diana B 300 Croyden Rd
Grofer Marie 550 Cottman Ave
Hamlett Beverly, Robert 7503 Rowland Ave
Handy Jeffries Debra L 7610 Brookfield Rd
Harbridge Jennie R 7639 Oak Ln Rd
Hillen Real Estate Assoc L P 104 Beecher Ave
Hwang Jae 605 Foster Rd
Jeffries Ashley C PO Box 147
Jeffries Debra Handy, Ulysses G Est 7610 Brookfield Rd
Joanis Joaneme L 109 Hilldale Rd
Julien Marie T 109 Hillsdale
Jurist Mitchell Gary Est 100 Yew Rd
Kang Bou S 24 Dewey Rd
Kaplan William 7609 Ivinetta Rd
Kartasevich Mel 407 Franklin Ave Apt 2
Kaufman Samuel 7936 Oak Hill Dr
Kosloff Joan 7631 Levis Rd
Krouk Ivan J 1109 Coventry Rd
Lebrone Evelyn 930 Tookany Creek Pkwy
Lembach Kathryn 10 Dewey Rd
Live Well Expos LLC 7400 Barclay Rd Unit 1
Livingston Michael A 109 Wetherill Rd
Lou Zhuangwei 7941 Waltham Rd
Loudon James W 114 Elm Ave
Love Julie 307 Highland Rd
Macdonado Gustavo 112 Yew Rd
Marquez Juan 526 Beecher Ave
Mccants Levi 53 Hilldale Rd
Medicine Shoppe Pharmacy 584 Township Line Rd
Mitchell Barbara 219 Ryers Ave
Montgomery Francis A 314 Central Ave
Newman Eric 104 Johns Rd
Nguyen Susan 20 Pikes Way
Noell Robert J 322 Jefferson Ave
Pappas George Est 1101 Coventry Rd
Petry Judith L 315 Jefferson Ave
Reilly James P 307 Highland Rd
Reynolds Jeanne A 109 Boncouer Rd
Rodney Gregory D 7631 Levis Rd
Rodos Linda 602 Ashbourne Rd
Rose Fran 100 Yew Rd
Rosenberg Paul 17 Edgemoor Rd
Saldana David 2104 John Russell Cir Apt
Shannon William J 315 Jefferson Ave
Skaler Robert M 7615 Gdn Rd
Smith Verna J 112 Cottman Ave
Spencer Frederick 615 Woodland Ave
Strupczewski Michael G 309 Highland Rd
Sussman Sima 126 Wetherill Rd
Thai Cuong C, Khiem 11 Wharton Ln
Tuscano Vincent 525 Woodland Ave
Valentine Anthony D 119 W Cheltenham Ave
Vincent Strother Ira 02 27 08 118 Emory Ln
Warren Phillip 1102 Orleans Rd
Willing Beverly 1101 Friendship St
Woodland Medical Clinic Pc 1101 Ashbourne Rd
Wright Bernard C 231 Barclay Cir
Yoggev Amy 7967 Oak Hill Dr
Zielenbauch Beth Ann, Paul J 215 Ryers Ave
Collegeville Pa 19426
20squared Inc 14 Buckthorn Ln
Accellent Inc PO Box 26840
Acosta Melia S 435 E Main St
Adelberger Thomas 129 Sycamore Ct Crt
Allenacker Veronica 74 E 5th Ave
Ameri Path PO Box 5001 Cv 3090 A/P
Ameripath 1201 S Collegeville Rd
Anderson Judith A, Charles 5004 Woodgate Ln
Andrefsky Nicholas 3979 Yerkes Rd
Astheimer Andrew P 139 Patriot Dr
Asuncion Caryl 500 Tawnyberry Ln
Ayling Courtney Jacklynn 42 Meadow Rd
Baird Nelson M PO Box 26082
Barber Dayna Ann 132 Bridge St
Bard Floyd Est RR 2
Bartelt Diann M 278 Liberty Ct
Bauza Debbie 631 Longwood Rd
Bennett Randy 509 Shakespeare Dr
Bhandaru Ramakant 105 Poplar Ct
Bilotti Jennifer L 345 Minuteman Dr
Bishop Clinton Scott 808 Cassel Rd
Bokelman John 74 E 5th Ave Apt P103
Bond Sara H 495 Stratford Ave
Boyer Barb 740 Julian Dr
Bradigan Barbara J 53 W 5th Ave
Bregler Walter T PO Box 26473
Bright Spot Childcare Inc PO Box 26802
Brody Suzanne M 4256 Red Oak Ct
Brogan Michael S 20 Marshwood Dr
Brown Marshall S, David M State Correctional Ins PO Box
Buenaga Lisa J, Lisa J Fenno 3004 Lillian Ln
Burczynski Michael E 824 Red Coat Rd
Burns Steven 354 Carmen Dr
Byrne William PO Box 26271
C Scott, Jacqueline Hisey 818 Hidden Forest Dr
Cabungcal Lisa M 137 Steinbright Dr
Cameron Matt 530 Michelle Ln
Campbell Douglas C 3524 Baker St
Campbell George S, Eleonor H 3524 Baker St
Carson George D 350 Woodlyn Dr Box 177
Cassari Jack R 4305 Gypsy Ln
Castro Maria Dulce 483 Bridge St
Chen Ping 108 Magnolia Ct
Chernyak Yevgeny 9 Twilight Cir
Cheung David 74 E 5th Ave N 202
Clark Mark 108 Level Rd
Claycomb Judith H 365 Eighth Ave
Clayton Christopher J, Mary K 130 Bonny Ln
Collegeville Cvs 55 Park Ave
Collegeville Pediatrics Pllc 3770 Ridge Pike
Comas Donna 759 Barrington Rd
Comfort Creators Inc 3423 Germantown Pike
Comstar Supply Inc 105 Kestrel Dr
Concert for Kids 601 E Main St Msc 1234
Corefit LLC 50 W 3rd Ave
Craig Jeffrey 339 Woodlyn Dr
Crimins James 422 Bridge St
Curcio Ghisele, Mark E 23 E 4th Ave
Curran Kathleen 3761 Germantown Pike
Daniel Schondra 901 E Main St
Davis Rachel 436 Nottingham Ln
Davis Robert A 1238 Collegeville Rd
Delany Helen E, Donna 219 W Main St
Delong Ryan 452 E Main St Apt 1
Design Barn 73 College Ave
Devinney Charles J Co, Charles J Jr PO Box 26222
Difeliceantonio Rachael, Emily 65 6th Ave
Diltz Lois K 540 Heiser Rd
Dimascio Lee A 382 W Main St
Dipipi Gwen 3 Leatherwood Dr
Direnzo Lisa M 1022 Bayberry Ln
Dowling Sara J 305 Countryside Ct
Dr Howard G Sokol & Assoc Market Place at Collegeville
201 S 2nd Ave Rte 29
Drewicz Thomas J, Josephine 480 Reginald Ln
Dt Rossi Company 184 W Main St
Ehret Nancy B 116 Spangler Cir
Emailtopia 15 Marshwood Dr
Erulkar Catherine, Zabowski Law Diane Zabowski
117 W 2nd Ave
Etheridge Laura 901 E Main St
Evans Thomas L Jr, Thomas L 465 Rahns Rd
Evansburg Tool Corp Cross Keys Rd PO Box 26006
Everett Marie J Ex 3853 Landis Mill Rd
Falkowitz Jennifer L 125 Pepper Dr
Fazio Lawrence M, Mary C 310 Apian Way
Fergione Alexander T, Ann 1004 Brassington Dr
Fergione Ross J, Ann W 1004 Brassington Dr
Fisher Robert C 3039 Fairhill Dr
Fornance Physician Services 1 Iron Bridge Dr Ste 150
Fulton Robert 1615 Shefley Ln
Funderwhite Russell P Jr 1410 Longford Rd
Gaasche Maya, Herb 432 Evansburg Rd
Getty Jill E 460 Evansburg Rd
Goldman Alan Lee 3 Longacre Dr
Graham Melony L, Scott G 3211 Mill Rd
Gross Michael A, Janel A 43 Hillcrest Ct
Group Brokerage Asso 409 2nd Ave Ste 303
Guarino Jim 335 Lucetta St
Hairston Thomas 129 Sycamore St
Hallman Victoria 3969 Yerkes Rd
Hamilton Russell W 298 Carmen Dr
Hanley Flora 3380 Arcola Rd
Hansen Gerald 214 Brandywine Rd
Hardy Christopher S 901 E Main St 39
Hastings Joseph R 97 W Third Ave
Hazzard Kimberly A 626 Hamilton St
Hemanth Divya 1160 Cornwallis Way
Herling Arthur 3135 Doe Brook Rd
Higgins Lily C, Sherri 719 Julian Dr
Hoffner Gerard N 52 Meadow Rd
Hokanson Charles P 1335 Merrybrook Rd
Hontz Doris C 808 Hidden Forest Dr
Hopkins Gary 18 Graymont Cir
Hopwood Wilmer L, Edna H 172 Hopwood Rd
Hotelsandmore Com PO Box 26496
Hoxha Besard 17 Fox Rd
Hudson M 500 Arcola Rd PO Box 5092 Mail Stop 2b2
Hunsecker Deborah A 51 W 9th Ave
Hunt Kathy L 85 Pechins Mill Rd
Imbrogno Stephen A 6 Tallowood Ct
Instamortgage Com 179 Persimmon Dr
Interpretive Neurodiagnostics LLC 555 2nd Ave Ste C85
Intl Brotherhood of Electrical 3900 Ridge Pike
Iyer Mangala 1107 W Autumn Ct
Jain Vishal K 533 Musket Ct
Jenkins Catherine H Est, JohnP Sr Ex 3853 Landis Mill Rd
Johnson Richard, Janet 3886 Arbours Ave
Kaelin Jodi, Ray 934 Cholet Dr
Karamat Rajaa 117 Buttonwood Dr
Kauffman Paul J 321 E Main St
Kay Building Svcs Yi Miae 12 Penmore Place
Keen William E 80 Smith Rd
Kelleher Joseph P 551 Gravel Pike
Kelley Benjamin W, Kathryn E 703 Queen Rd
Kempster Debra C 3756 Worthington Rd
Ken Crest Svcs Providence Pond 137 Level Rd
Killion John C Jr 1028 Greenes Way Cir
Killon Suzanne M 1028 Greenes Way Cir
Kocher Donald L 2 Acoma Ln
Komorowski Inc, Eagleville Auto Body 139 College Ave
Krishnan Ramesh 641 Buyers Rd
Kuterbach Anna B 3 A’coma Ln
Lacava Jacklyn 2043 Greenes Way Cir
Lashley Kelvin, Alice 4 Donneybrook Ln
Lawless Mary A 233 Militia Ct
Lerro Christopher 3818 Ridge Pike
Life Tree Phcy Svcs Inc 3801 Germantown Pike Ste 107
Lownes Ruthann M 116 Mulberry Ct
Lucas Robert C 3 A’coma Ln
Lucki Stanley 442 Kirsten Cir
Ly Dong 124 Farrington Ct
Maaskant David 3787 Stoughton Rd
Maerz Mildred 630 Bonny Brook Ave
Mahoney Kristine 606 Stewart Rd
Malikowski Joseph B 4056 Steeplechase Dr
Marchese Sandra M 381 Bridge St
Marchetti Nathaniel 29 Black Rock Rd
Marcu Elisabeta 514 Gravel Pike
Mari Al Auto Body Inc 551 Gravel Pike
Maruri Vijaya K 3460 Ridge Pike
Mascaro Joseph P III, Sofia J 4129 Justin Ct
Matz Douglas A, Michael 426 Hildebeitel Rd
Maximiek Krista 100 Spruce Ln
Mccarthy Shannon N 74 Roundwood Cir
Mcgeary Kevin R 1113 Springwood Ln
Mcgrath John 19 Cardinal Ln
Mch Basement Solutions 797 Evansburg Rd
Mclaughlin Edward P 429 Nottingham Ln
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Med Lab Network 1201 S Collegeville Rd
Meldrum Kathryn M Longford Rd RD 2
Mincarelli Evelyn 359 E 9th Ave
Mishra Ritwik 4013 Greenes Way Cir
Molloy Clifford F 101 Joan Dr
Monsell Michael 105 Adams Ln
Morris Scott 1823 Morgan Ln
Mozaffari−Fard Robabeh, Iraj 801 Mountain Top Dr
Murdoch James M Jr 157 Regents Rd
Murray Douglas D 115 Burgess Rd
Neacomes Barbara 6 Meadow Rd
Niedzielski Bruno 221 Brandywine Rd
Nielly Christine 135 Steinbright Dr
Obert Sydney E, Lisa 338 Bridge St
Oconnor Robert G 316 Avon Ave
Pappas Thomas 4 Norsham Way
Parakala Satya 1012 Brassicton Dr
Paris Patricia A, Joseph C 716 Bayonet Ct
Patel Priya, Samir 39 Sheffield Ct
Patterson Alexander 991 N Grange Ave
Pautsch Catherine M 756 Wisteria Way
Pautsch John R 756 Wisteria Way
Pavillard Virgina 397 Bridge St
Pennypacker William J 811 Clayhor Ave
Pfalzer Kenneth 995 N Grange Ave
Pfizer Inc 500 Arcola Rd
Pham An H 110 Chinaberry Ln
Phillips Frances E 901 E Main St
Phillips Frances E Est, David G 118 Yerkes Rd
Picone Angelo J, Elvira M 142 Carmen Dr
Pilarczyk Caroline 901 Hamilton Rd
Post Sherri 67 Longacre Dr
Pot Michael 602 Exmoor Ln
Price Herman 74 E 5th St Apt M201
Printers Printer 14 Iron Bridge Dr
Quest Diagnostics Refund Rodney Hamer PO Box 5001
Quest Dignostics Clo, Jean Hiland 1201 S Collegeville
Ramamurthy Srinivasan 1107 W Autumn Ct
Rankowski Stanislava M 448 Bridge St
Redlin Lothar H 6027 Indian Woods Ln
Reilly Florence S 788 Village Ave
Renninger Jonathan P 424 Westover Rd
Richards Earl 4030 Mill Rd
Ring Robert S 4430 Mountain Laurel Cir
Roberts Donna 930 East Main St
Rock Dove Prop, Bond Pezzano Etze PO Box 26221
Roelofs Ruth Est, Thomas Roelfs 3440 Anders Rd
Rogachenko Nancy 3180 Zacharias Rd
Rorer Rhone Poulenc 500 Arcola Rd
Ross Arielle PO Box 8000 Msc Ste 1002
Rossi Linda 6 Tallowood Ct
Rudolff Erma R 1 Valy Forge Rd
Russo Vinny 4179 Saddlebrook Rd
Sageworks Inc 818 Hidden Forest Dr
Santos Leilani 228 Winterberry Ln
Saunter Frank 67 Longacre Dr
Schondra Anthony Kristen K 139 College Ave
Schuette Michael C 153 Harvard Dr
Sedowsky Paul 350 Blue Stone Ct
Seehousen John 3995 Yerkes Rd
Sergovic John 4 Norsham Way
Shelly Mildred A, Mildred 623 Clayton Ave
Shi Xiaomei 220 Winterberry Ln
Shulman Harris PO Box 618
Siciliano Laura E 4161 Creek Rd
Silversmything by Lulu Inc 3 Winding Ridge Rd
Sims Leanne Michelle 138 Derr Dr
Singley Melissa 4011 Sarah Ct
Sitron Aaron 3855 Mill Rd
Skoog Mary L 89 Dorchester Rd
Smith Bradley 17 Glenwood Ave
Snyder Wayne L 35 Sheffield Ct
Sobel Elizabeth, Laurie 63 W 5th Ave
Spring for Girls Softbal Asso PO Box 26611
Stevens Rebecca 3211 Mill Rd
Stever Lisa M 601 E Main St Msc Ste 1168
Stine John S Eric Stine 3333 Stump Hall Rd
Stonelake Emanuel J, Maryann 103 Acoma Ln
Sullivan Michele L 1988 Hollow Rd
Summers Louise 231 Bridge St
Szamborski Diane 1032 Brassington Dr
Taft Lori Colleen 116 Iron Bark Ct
Tallant Barbara A 102 Honeysuckle Ln
Tantalo Daphne P 1021 Anvil Dr
Tarpinian Philip Jr 179 Persimmon Dr
Taylor Mercedes 713 Bayonet Ct
Teresebrittingham 32 Donneybrook Ln
Tolomeo Jessica 712 Thornhill Dr
Torrance Patricia B, John M Jr 3831 Township Line Rd
Townsend Lloyd F RR 2
Trappe Family Eyecare 130 W Main St Trappe Ctr Ste 142
Trappe Fire Number 1 PO Box 516
Troxel R Scott 3716 Wayland Rd
Turosinski Richard A, Kathleen 2009 Greenes Way Cir
Urs Energy & Const 500 Arcola Rd
Vandergrift Mary, Trust 1079 Maykut St
Vasaturo Richard 107 Pepper Dr
Vernon Heather 354 Carmen Dr
Wackernagel Joan 1004 Brassington Dr
Wadsworth Madison L, Tim 466 Chestnut St
Wadsworth Timothy C, Chase P 406 Chestnut St
Walpert Glen W, Jean D 1071 S Trappe Rd
Watts Deborah A 434 Bridge St
Weber Ernest J 3917 Nancy Ln
Weber Rosine H 4056 Steeplechase Dr
Wieber Pearl B 449 Hildebeitel Rd
Wienczek Stella P 51 W 9th Ave
Wilkey Jeffrey, Ruth R 219 Shelly Dr
Wilson Christopher Mark 304 Stratford Ave
Winsey Nancy J 103 Honeylocust Ct
Wolaniuk Frank 36 Marshwood Dr
Wolfgang Teresa B 639 Longwood Rd
Wollman John 1108 Collegeville Rd
Woodward Meredith A, Carter P 291 Park Ave
Wyeth 500 Arcola Rd E Dock
Wyeth Pharma Inc Co Tracy Fox Admin
500 Arcola Rd B5039
Xin Shen 2984 Horseshoe Dr
Yan Ying 3835 Vincent Dr
Yurgiewicz Chester S Jr 5 Glenwood Ave
Zhu Jialin 304 Speaker Pl
Zhu Jialin PO Box 26874
Zive Gayle 456 Bridge St
Zoom Construction LLC 3938 Ridge Pike
Colmar Pa 18915
Ac Delco 201 Bethlehem Pike
Beirne Jason A 2901 E Walnut St
Bergeys Collision Center 13 Mele Ave
Bergeys Collision Center 2901 E Walnut St
Bingham Deborah L 2910 E Walnut St
Cashley Melanie L, Joseph T 2638 General Forst Dr
Deutsche Bank National T 3015 Advance Ln
Dorman PO Box 1900
Erdman Ellen M Box 225
General Hancock Partnership 2312 N Brd St
Gerhart Lee 160 Colemar Ave
Hunsberger Evelyn D Richardson St
J L Auto Body 825 Bethlehem Pike
Marshall William P Esq PO Box 267
Med Supply Cabinet Inc 2950 Advance Ln Ste K
Moyer David 64 Arbor Cr
Nonamaker Dorothy 110 Bethlehem Pike
Pascual Benito S 106 Bethlehem Pike PO Box 546
Pohlig Jeff 13 Mele Ave
Rodriguez Joseph 2229 Lenhart Rd
Sammons Katherine M 825 Bethlehem Pike
White Thomas, Donna 2641 W Walnut St
Conshohocken Pa 19428
204 E 9th Avenue LLC 204 E 9th Ave
Affiliated Ins Svcs Corp 1217 Fayette St
Alan Myers 715 Conshohocken Rd Ste B
Alicia Dennis L 309 Washington St Apt 1423
All Secure Inc 303 Harry St
Allen Craig M 301 Washington St Apt 1204
Alliedbarton Security Svcs LLC 161 Washington St Ste 600
Alshamari Ghaith 1700 Butler Pike Apt 31c
Altieri Diane, Mary 423 E 12th Ave
American Homecare Supply LLC 101 W Elm St Ste 210
Ameriquest Mtg Com, Citigroup 555 E North Ln
Anderson Diane Est 1 W 3rd Ave Apt
Andes Maria Elena 35 Lisa Ln
Andriole Katherin 301 Washington St Apt
Angus Smith Sharon P 413 W Elm St
Ansys Inc 21 E 5th Ave Ste 204
Aquent Partners 441 E Hector St Ste 400
Arena Jude 422 W 5th Ave
Avantext Inc 1200 River Rd Ste 4000
Barlup Frances Johanna 1263 Durant St PO Box 784
Barton Protective Svcs Inc Allied Barton Security Ser 161
Washington St Ste 600
Bartucci Nicholas 339 E 7th Ave
Bate Alice S 223 E 10th Ave
Bate Richard J 223 E 10th Ave
Beeson Daniel 712 Fayette St
Bethlehem Village Asso 1001 E Hector St Ste 120
Betterliving Patios, Matt Manfred 960 Brook Rd Ste 1
Blaszczyk Eugenia K 466 Old Elm St
Boles Helen 402 Merion Hill Ln
Bowes Charles P 10 E 6th Ave Ste 100
Bowles Brian K 329 E Elm St
Bradfield Charles North Ln
Brady Edward 440 New Elm St
Brenneman Holly 339 W 4th Ave
Brothers Diana 1705 Harmon Rd
Brotschol Frank 301 W 1st Ave
Brown Trammell 300 W Elm St Apt 2220
Brucker Megan L 233 E Hector St
Bruszewski Carol A 126 W 11th Ave
Bucco Paul A 10 E 6th Ave Ste 100
C O P D Svcs Inc 227 Washington St Ste 300
Cable Joseph A 1801 Bulter Pike Apt 255
Calvanese Anthony J 349 W 12th Ave
Cappelletti Joseph L 602 Turf Ln
Carey Kristin 132 E 6th Ave
Carpani John 125 E Elm St
Carson Concrete Corp 625 W Ridge Pike
Cary Diane L 1300 Fayette St 84 Taylor Bldg
Casinelli Jeano 213 W 7th Ave
Cassett Short Term T 300 Conshohocken State Rd Ste 200
Chamberlain Paul A 106 E 9th Ave
Chararria Evelyn 1642 Butler Pike
Chen Keyong 39 Lisa Ln
Ciaffone Carlee A, Elaine Dicicco 1414 Sandwood Rd
Ciaffoone Gerald 21 Maple Dr
Cianci Elizabeth 221 W 5th Ave
Ciber Formerly Canon Technol 101 W Elm St
Citizens Bank 620 Clay Rd
Clara Dorothy Davis 248 E 9th Ave
Clear View Sewer Inspec LLC 331 W 11th Ave
Clearpoint Tech Solutions L 101 W Elm St Ste 420
Clr2 Associates LLC 625 West Ridge Pike Ste 402
Conklin Stephanie M 673 Fulton St
Connelly Brian 129 W 1st Ave
Connelly Carena Ann, Jean Staley 133 W 3rd Ave
Connelly James Walter, Joseph Staley 133 W 3rd Ave
Connolly Healthcare 555 North Ln Ste 6020
Connor Mary C 906 Harry St
Conshohocken Family Medicine 700 Fayette St
Cook Agatha A 1209 Rebel Hill Rd
Cordone Joseph A 1407 Butler Pike
Cowan Christopher M 533 Spring Mill Ave
Crawford Joan S DO 227 Washington St
Creech Arthur B 200 W Elm St
Critical Home Care Stn Inc, Infusion Partners 1 Fayette St
Ste 150
Crowder Tince H 139 E 4th St
Cusak Katherine M 448 Old Elm St
Cvijic Christopher 441 Ford St Apt C10
D Abruzzo Maria C 138 Moorehead Ave
D And R Ltd Partnership II 918 Maple St
Darel Scott E 420 Hallowell St
Davidse Jerry J 820 Spring Mill Ave
Davis Ann D 312 W 4th Ave
Debbie Pieri Angel Foundation PO Box 683
Decamillo Peter D 539 Spring Mill Ave
Deeney Caroline 200 W Elm St Ste 1326
Defrangesco Margar 667 Fulton
Deleeuw N 1 W Elm St
Dempsey Richard 1957 Butler Pike
Desjardins Pierre 1100 E Hector St Ste 160
Destiny Websolutions Inc Ste 100 1100 E Hector St
Destolfo Karl 248 E 5th Ave
Dickerson C Watt 1 Fayette St Ste 125
Didonato Amadae M, Peter M 358 E Newark Ln
Difonso Julia PO Box 93
Difulvio Gabriella, Natalie A 311 W 11th Ave
Digangi Christopher 223 Rebel Hill Rd
Dippolito Elaine M, Elaine C 1210 Colwell Rd
Discanno Maria 211 W 7th Ave
Diversified Industrial Equip Co 1145 Forrest St
Do Nhat Khai 233 Arden Rd
Domanico Jill E 146 W 3rd Ave
Don Rosen Imports 1312 Ridge Pike
Donnelly Assoc 1 W 1st Ave Ste 101
Douglass Harry 112 E 9th Ave
Dozier Lizzie Mae, Thorman 16 E Washington St
Drivehere Com 1001 W Ridge Pike
Ducwall Caitlin 1100 E Hector St Ste 220
Dumoff Dorothy W, Harold 300 W Elm St Ste 2316
Dunsworth Alexander 2105 Barren Hill Rd
E Brilliance LLC 1100 E Hector St Ste 390
Eagles Eye 1000 River Rd
East West Label Co PO Box 306 1000 E Hector St
Eharmony 625 Ridge Pike Building E
Emergency Care Specialists Pc PO Box 388
Equity Properties 100 4 Falls Corporate Ctr Ste
Esposito Charles N 132 Ford St
Estock Mary T 140 W 3rd Ave
Executive Services Group LLC 1 Fayette St Ste 260
Expanets 375 E Elm St Ste 101
Fameco Management Svcs 15 E Ridge Pike Ste 100
Fattore Chantel 269 Smt Ave
Feeney Michael 218 Hector St E 7
Fennell Thomas E 317 E 10th Ave
Fenner Courtney, Pamela 324 Spring Mill Ave
Fever Beverage Usa 200 Four Falls Corp
Field Ian 625 W Ridge Pike Ste D102
Final Act Enterprise 101 E 8th Ave 4th Fl
Fizzano Anthony A Est 10 E 6th Ave Ste 100
Flocco Vincent, Teresa 119 Fayette St
Floccos Shoes & Clothes 110 114 Fayette St
Foley Thomas 216 Barren Hill Rd
Foster Pearl W 1 W 3rd Ave Apt 405
Foy Isaac 123 Pennsylvania Ave
Freas Gordon Est 1508 Butler Pike
Frick Ralph W 212 Wood St
Fritts Allison 209 E 8th Ave
Frontline Bus Solutions Inc 1100 E Hector St Ste 400
Frost Edna 1330 Hillcrest Rd
Gallagher Patrick F 233 E Hector St
Gannon Denise 518 Ford St
Gartmore Large Fd 1200 River Rd
Gartmore Millennium Fd 1200 River Rd
Gemmill Elizabeth 608 Harts Ridge Rd
Gibson Conquest Helen M 338 De Haven St
Gidley Samuel J 210 Moir Ave
Glass William A 1490 Butler Pike
Gomez Geneva D 211 E 5th Ave 3
Gordon & Weinberg 1001 E Hector St Ste 220
Gottshall Donald L 171 Rebel Hill Rd
Grace Cindy 2031 Spring Mill
Greaves Nicole 1012 Harry St
Gross Philip 215 Maple St Apt 1
Guagliata Giuseppe 111 W North Ln
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Halaby Brett N 267 Diana Ct
Hamilton Vera 384 Dehaven St
Han Hui Nam 1801 Butler Pike Apt 243
Hanover Ins Co 101 W Elm St Ste 650
Harlow Richard L 106 E 9th Ave
Harrow Frances, Judy 211 Monsignor Dr
Hart Bessie Fayette & Hector St
Hart Helen Hector Fayette St
Hauer Charles P 110 W 8th Ave
Hauer Charles P, Selma 116 W 8th Ave
Heffentreyer M S 368 E Hector St
Helland Curtis N, Dana L 293 Balligomingo Rd
Henry Matthew E 410 W 5th Ave
Huggins Brett A 711 Forrest St
Iguodala Frank 1111 Riverview Ln
Infomc Inc 101 W Elm St Ste G10
Insurex Global Ins Servs 555 N Ln Ste 6060
Irish David A Est 1300 Fayette St
Isg Novasoft Info 181 Washington St Ste 525
Jaguar Acquisitions 161 Washington St 1050
James Wayne C 700 Ford St
Janeway Towing PO Box 51
Jasper Wireless 1 Elm St W Ste 400
Johnson Alex 269 Smt Ave
Johnson Cynthia 214 Maple St
Johnson Ken 208 Gulph Ln
Joyce Rhoderick M Sherry Lake Apts 200 1801 Butler Pike
Jrp Corporation 309 Washington St Apt 2429
Jung Sung Hwan, John Hwan Jung 1801 Butler Pike
Apt 250
Junod Est Nancy, Nancy J 466 Old Elm St
Kaur Samian 108 Campbell Dr
Kee Jessica D 320 1/2 E 9th Ave
Kelly Pamela 228 W 4th Ave Apt 4
Kelly Trimborn Anna Marie PO Box 582
Kersztan John 719 E Hector St
Kim Byongchul 1300 Fayette St Apt 19
King Jay W 417 W Elm St
Knox Peter E 543 E Hector St 1
Kolimaga Helen 87 Walnut St
Kollo Dolores 1860 Butler Pike
Kroger Store 406, Rivermine PO Box 637
Kunaszuk John J Jr 13 Forest Ave
Laferty Patricia C 1075 Colwell Ln Apt 1
Laskey Joseph Est 825 E Hector St
Laskey Teresa RD 2
Lee Ac K 1801 Butler Pike
Leffew Brent C 217 E Hector St
Legend Properties Inc 1001 E Hector St Ste 120
Levy Stafford M 1700 Butler Pike Apt 12b
Liberty Benefits 1495 Alan Wood Rd Ste 4
Lima Consulting Group 500 Fayette St Ste 200
Lipford Clarence PO Box 617
Livermore Alexandra, Catherine 300 E 6th Ave Apt 4
Livermore John 300 E 6th Ave Apt 4
Long Mabel E 205 E 8th St
Lowery Timothy 1700 Butler Pike Apt 2f
Macintyre Bradley 617 Spring Mill Ave
Mansfield Frances T RR 1
Mark C West Asso PO Box 593
Mark West Asso PO Box 593w
Marsh Mclennan Agengy LLC 161 Washington St Ste 1200
Mart Nez Mart N 615 Spring Mill Ave
Martinelli John, Mary 118 3rd
Mathis Leola 333 W 6th Ave
Maye Carolyn M Ave
Mayer Miriam K 355 Garrison Way
Mayer Miriam K 918 Maple St
Mazzuca Michele 200 Elm St W Ste 1106
Mccuen David H RR 1
Mcelroy David W 1146 Matsonford Rd
Mcgowan Daniel R 452 Old Elm St
Mctamney David 1000 Maple St
Md Events Us Limited 625 W Ridge Pike Ste D101
Metro Development, Sara Hernandez 730 E Elm St No 100
Mfi Companie 21 E 5th Ave Ste 204
Milakeve Antionette Est 620 Clay Dr
Milano Vincent C 401 E Hector St
Milbrandt Jeffery E 2 2 River Rd Lower Level
Miller Louis 3 Mingle St
Miller Mason Dickenson 1 W 1st Ave
Minahan Eugenie 328 Butler Pike
Mitnick Catherine, Elaine Apt 167 Sherry Lake Apts
Mittal Steel Usa PO Box 842 900 Conshohocken Rd
Modis Inc 1100 E Hector St Ste 396
Monahan Brian 216 W 4th Ave
Monument Group Inc 1000 Conshohocken Rd Ste 263
Moore Donald E 16 E 1st Ave
Mortgage Hub 181 Washington St
Mower George Est Elder Serve Solutions
103 Cedar Grove Rd
Murray Kasey P 528 1/2 E Elm St
Myoungcho Sang 1300 Fayette Ste 291
Nationwide Global Us Equity Fund 1200 River Rd
Newhouse Jessica 441 W 6th Ave A
Nguyen Phuong H 730 E Elm St
Niedbala Carl 147 Barren Hill Rd
Norman Spencer Mckern Inc 555 North Ln Ste 6060
Norman Spencer Mckernan Inc 555 E North Ln Ste 6060
Noval Marian 1700 Butler Pike Bldg23
Nsm Ins Group 555 North Ln Ste 6060
Odell Louis 202 W 6th Ave
Oneill Mary C 209 E 5th Ave
Oscar Wolfberg Inc Tr 30 E Ridge Pike
Outbound Station Rick Shaffer 2 Harry St
Packer Kelly 14 Garnett Cir
Palestini Theresa M 218 W 5th Ave
Paramount Mortgage & Capital LLC 300 Conshohocken
State Rd Ste 235
Payton Scott Est 103 Cedar Grv Rd
Pellexasil 101 E 8th Ave Ste 201
Pembroke John 1300 Fayette St Apt 105p
Pesin Michael PO Box 800
Philadelphia Media Holdings LLC 800 River Rd
Pierce Lenise C 506 Conshohocken Rd
Pierson Florence B 114 Fayette St
Pigg Michael W 220 E 10th Ave
Pillion B P Jr 1 Fayette St Ste 125
Pizzico Joseph C 1322 Midland Rd
Pizzillo Regina 225 Smt Ave
Pmg Capital Corp Four Falls Corporate Ctr
Poon Ernest 200 W Elm St Ste 421
Porter Daniel W 309 Washington St Apt 3204
Portico 450 Colwell Ln
Powell Sean Mikael, Richard 1327 Midland Rd
Price Wilhelmina 224 Ridge Pike
Provider Services Re PO Box 369
Pupek Stanslaw 631 Turf Ln
Radio One Inc 1039, the Beat 1000 River Rd Ste 400
Rainone Alexandria Cardinal View 13 Scarlet Dr
Reptile LLC 35 Wood St
Reyes Israel 309 Washington 2414
Richardson Katherine P 608 Harts Ridge Rd
Rigan Ken 236 E Hector St
Right Luke 207 W 6th Ave
Rio Kelly 311 W 11th Ave
Risell George M Jr, Edna 409 E 9th Ave
Robson Edward S 1300 Fayette St
Rodriguez Julio F, Mary L 233 W 3rd Ave
Romano Morris C 607 Spring Mill Ave
Rome Kyle 309 Washington St Apt 3409
Rookstool William 925 Spring Mill Ave
Rorer Asset Management LLC 161 Washington St
Royster James F Jr 1300 Fayette St Apt 116
Saladworks 161 Washington St
Sanders John 249 Spring Mill Ave
Sanders Julia E 320 E Elm St
Santos Felix C 365 W Elm St
Science Instem L 161 Washington St
Select Health of Sc 555 North Ln Ste 6020
Selfinger Walter, Anna 220 W 9th Av
Serena David G 1300 Fayette St Apt 110
Sestili Emidio C 39 Cedar Grove Rd
Seward Thomas J 1700 Butler Pike 26b
Shah Sujal 504 Dogwood Ln
Sheldon Robert D 137 W 5th Ave C−22
Shelly Energy Inc Stone 1 918 Maple St
Sherick Calcagni Margaret A 1700 Butler Pk Apt 38−E
Shields Travis 370 Balligomingo Rd
Shin Pamela 300 E Elm St Apt 1
Simons S Stoney Jr, Richard 100 Four Falls
Sir Plus Inc 704 E Hector St Jousting Knigh
Skiba Sarah P 457 W Elm St
Slawek Stephen A 2038 Harts Ln
Smile Line Dental 1008 Fayette St Sung Joo Jeong Dds
Smith Anna 433 8th Ave
Smith Doug 301 Washington St 3003401
Spaid Travis 324 W 3rd Ave
Spencer Terri L 4 Maple Dr
Spies Justin T 213 E Hector St
Splpc LLC 1801 Butler Pike Apt 150
Splpc LLC 1801 Butler Pike Apt 43
Springside Assisted Living 101 W Elm St, Ste 350
Squidwire 1950 Butler Pike Ste 231
St Clair Cpa Solutions, Ralph Pelusi 101 W Elm St Ste 500
St Cyr Kim 352 1/2 W 6th Ave
Stanislava M Rankowski Trst 340 Arden Rd
Staplesdeese Rose 1300 Fayette St 86 Tayl
Stingle Richard Est 127 E 9th Ave
Strategic Radar Inc 1 W 1st Ave Ste 300
Stroup Margaret 155 A Matsonford Rd
Summit Marketing 1495 Alan Wood Rd Ste 3
Swartz Ryan 414 W 5th Ave
Take Care Health Systems LLC 161 Washington St Ste 1400
Talentactics Llc, George Scott 6 Poplar St Suite A
Tancini Barbara A 316 Spring Mill Ave
Tap Pharmaceutical 308
Tavanania Amir R 133 E 11th Ave
Team Kristi PO Box 816 Spring Mill Ave
Tejano Emergency Phy Provider Svcs Refund Accou PO Box
67
Thacker Sandra 129 Archbishop Dr
Thornbury David E 28 Dechert Rd
Thornton Timohty 329 W 3rd Ave
Tinderbox 101 E 8th Ave 4th Floor
Tk Club 500 E Hector St 525
Tr Philadelphia Lp 424 E Elm St
Tucker Lawrence 376 E Elm St
Ubiquitel Inc 1 W Elm St
Ueda Sayaka 136 W 10th Ave
Union Trust Philadelphia LLC 730 E Elm St
Unreal Marketing Solutions Inc 101 E 8th Ave 4th Fl
Upenn Emtm 500 Fayette St Ste 200
Utility Line Service 1302 Conshohocken Rd Ste 100
Van Horn Metz Co Inc PO Box 269
Venezia Carl 31 Ridge Pike
Virzi Nina 1012 Harry St
W W Lee Son Ltd 1024 Fayette St
Wagner Richard A 45 Lisa Ln
Walton Jonathan 309 Washington St Apt 2325
Ward Regina M 340 Arden Rd
Watkins Dorothy A 1 W 3rd Ave Apt 211
Weber Ralph H 225 W 10th Ave Apt 2
Weidamoyer Harold 100 W 5th Ave
Weinberg Keith L 365 W Elm St Apt 1 J
Weiss Mildred 402 E 10th Ave
Wertz Matthew J 521 Fayette St Apt 4
Whelan Meredith A 300 W Elm St Ste 2228
Whichard Gregory K 106 W North Ln Apt A1
Wiler Lawrence 223 Spring Mill Ave
Wiler Lawrence R 223 Spring Mill Ave
Williams Terrie D 543 E Hector St
Wilson Albert B 1300 Fayette St Apt 81
Wilson Victoria 305 E Elm St
Wolk Nicole V, Deborah, Nicole Laudenslager 1300 Fayette
St Apt 183
Wright Rosemary C, Kevin, Emily 446 North Ln Box 812
Zhang Xiuyuan 1300 Fayette St Apt 268
Ziegler Stephen 2063 Harts Ln
Zipper Club, American Heart Assoc 625 W Ridge Pike Ste
A100
Zlotnick Gary D 800 River Rd
Zold Pueblo Trader 625 Ridge Pike Bldg E Ste 300
Zoomin Inc 100 Four Falls Corp Ctr Ste 104
Creamery Pa 19430
Center for Med Education 1187 Bridge Rd PO Box 600
Cholet Philip H PO Box 137
Emergency Medical Abstracts PO Box 600
French Samuel H, Laura J 18 Mary Ellen Ln
Dresher Pa 19025
Anderson Jim D 2101 Welsh Rd
Arner Dorothy L 1435 Dreshertown Rd
Ascensus, Ross Eisenhart Fina 200 Dryden Rd
Bachran Bessie G Est 1030 Windsor Rd
Bank One 200 Dryden Rd E Springhouse Corp Ctr
II−Invest, Bisys Qualified Plan Svcs
Blitzer Carley P, Sanford, Corey D 737 Castlewood Dr
Bongiovanni Catherine E, Richard 1415 Southwind Way
Breh Alex 514 Cordinel Dr
Breinig Megan 1115 Camp Hill Ave
Bren Faina 200 Woodside Cir
Breskman Rachel B 1940 S Limekiln Park
Cbre Stone Manor Corp 200 Dryden Rd Ste 1010
Cheney Kimberly, Sheryl 1938 Audubon Drexher
Ciampoli Thomas J 1681 Kenmare Dr
Complete Care Svcs Inc 200 Dryden Rd E Ste 2000
Connolly Marykay 616 Dresher Woods Dr
Connolly Steven, Kate 40 Oakwood Dr
Daniele Dina L 104 Morningside Dr
Derricotte Mark L 1651 Limekiln Pike
Detweiler Marion PO Box 173
Doyle Patricia 1664 Kenmare Dr
Drew Tracey 1664 Kenmare Dr
Edwards White Lydia S 3321 Sherwood Ln
Ferguson Marisa 104 Morningside Dr
Fiba Tech 401 K Psp Ross Eisenhart Fina 200 Dryden Rd
Forman K 40 Oakwood Dr
Freightek Inc 715 Twining Rd Ste 200
Ganzel Alexander 1621 Limekiln Pike
Gbr Systems Corp 401 K Psp Ross Eisenhart Fina 200
Dryden Rd
Glazer Ernest 1224 Duncan Dr
Grvv Holdings LLC George Vuckovich 1801 St Georges Rd
Hager Jessamyn 1422 Limekiln Pike
Hee Dal 855 Timber Ln
Holcombe Kenneth R 1626 Aidenn Lair Rd
Holmes Julie, Rev J 403 Dresher Woods Dr
Jamieson Janice A 105 Dresher Woods Dr
Jf White Contracting Co 401, Ross Eisenhart Fina 200
Dryden Rd
John Connolly Trust 40 Oakwood Dr
Jorovsky Samuel R 1405 Limekiln Pike Apt 111
Joung Jae Hee 715 Dresher Woods
Kim Nak Y 1713 Tuckerstown Rd
Kwoun Hee Joung 715 Dresher Woods
Lerman Bonnie M 3224 Ayr Ln
Limbach Kristen E 3 Aiman Cir
Little James 1422 Limekiln Pike 1422d
Lombardo Matthew 1030 Twining Rd
Lombardos General Contractor 1030 Twining Rd
Mangan Jeffrey J 1940 S Limekiln Park
Manley Edward Jr 1422 Blindkiln Pike Apt B
Marston Marston Inc 401, Ross Eisenhart Fina 200 Dryden
Rd
Mcnett Michael 1422 Limekiln Pike
Mitchell Regina A 613 Martin Ln
Ohara Patricia A 3114 Alpin Dr
Omalley Noreen A Transfer of Assets Unit 2101 Welsh Rd
Palmen Motors Inc 401k Plan 200 Dryden Rd E
Springhouse Corp Ctr Ii−Invest
Patti Engineering 401, Ross Eisenhart Fina 200 Dryden Rd
Pearce Laura, Gary 1657 Kenmare Dr
Robert Wooler Co PO Box 300
Rosenthal Martin H 1246 Dundee Dr
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Ruisz Isabel J 1409 Candlebrook Dr
Safeguard Scientifics Reti, Ross Eisenhart Fina 200 Dryden
Rd
Schiffman J Hopkins A 40 Oakwood Dr
Silverman Gilbert 1425 Candlebrook Dr
Smiles for Seniors Inc 1315 Dundee Dr
Smiles for Seniors Inc PO Box 462
Smith Alan M 724 Eastwind Cir
Sook Jung 855 Timber Ln
South Shore Surgical Psp, Ross Eisenhart Fina 200 Dryden
Rd
Spear Margaret, Steve P 932 Windsor Ave
Stark Michelle Nadine, Arthur 3240 W Bruce Dr
Stein Lee B 3240 Burn Brae Dr
To Apo Irene Oley Funds 2101 Welsh Rd
Tracey Olia 1664 Kenmare Dr
Tran N N PO Box 99
Treat Emily O 717 Eastwind Cir
Ul Islam Mohammad Azhar 100 Woodside Cir
United Mcgill Pay Deferral, Ross Eisenhart Fina 200
Dryden Rd
Williams Ga 3244 Bridlepath Ln
Wms LLC 1416 Ringneck Loop
Eagleville Pa 19403
Admiral Carpets Inc Ofc 1010 W Germantown Pike
Albrecht Curtis 2824 Breckenridge Blvd
Albright Richard 130 W Mt Kirk Ave
Anderson Taylor B, Daniels Mccumber/Hart Buntz 1400 S
Trooper Rd
Baer Daniel, Ronnie 22322 Shannondell Dr
Baumeister Michael 122 N Prospect Ave
Biernacki Janet A 69 Woodstream Dr
Bonigi Ramesh 4112 Colonial Ct
Boward T 1148 Thrush Ln
Bowman Michael 17 Oaklyn Ave
Braverman Mitchell 406 Chaise Ln Apt S33
Bucolo Frank 2204 Liberty Ct
Christy Richard 1302 Colonial Ct
Clavsen Dorte 508 Elizabeth Dr
Continuing Care Rx Inc Rear 2564 Industry Ln
Crapisi Jennifer M 2208 Liberty Ct
Dougherty Diana L 532 Long Meadow Rd
Dryslewski Francis T 508 Elizabeth Dr
Ducatte Nikole 4029 Eagleville Rd
Eagleville Auto Body 3307 Ridge Pike
Enterprise Leasing Co 2431 W Main St
Fesmire Patricia 20 Alden Rd
Garga Amulya 2303 Liberty Ct
Glaxosmithkline, Sourish C Saha 4206 Colonial Crt
Gorman Madeline J 413 Mill Grove Dr
Graff David Thomas 3011 Walker Ln
Greenberg Jesse G 1098 Bayless Place
Grzegorek Richard 1140 Bayless Place
Jones Ronald E 1826 Sterigere St
Juarez Lorenzo M, Rosa 4030 Killington Ct
Kanchi Kiran 4112 Colonial Ct
Kellett Lee J 15410 Shannondell Dr
Koellner Patricia C 2970 Germantown Pike
Kotch Steve 6217 Sentinel Rdg
Le Lahn T 117 Burnside Ave
Lee Ann Grisolano PhD, Daniels Mccumber/Hart Buntz
1400 S Trooper Rd
Lowrie Linda J, Kevin M 2528 Hillside Ln
Manna Suzanne N 34 Oaklyn Ave
Marciano Dorothy Riverview Landing 4214 Colonia
Massaro Gloria E 37 N Montgomery Ave
Mccormick Donna L 5021 Deptford Pl Apt A Apt 17
Mccown Michael 3307 Ridge Pike
Mccumber Daniels Buntz Hartig Etal 1400 S Trooper Rd
Mcgloin Carol 110 Coach Ln Apt 06
Meyer Christopher P 1094 Bayless Pl
Moktan Norgin D 1049 Nicole Dr
Neidert Edmund J 403 Conestoga Way Apt U88
Neuser Kristen L 117 S Schuylkill Ave
Oneill Properties 1876 Minutemen Ln
Paravati Peter 66 Oaklyn Ave
Paredes Pedro F 27 Sunnyside Ave
Patel Suchita J, Jayraj S 2042 W Main St Apt 36
Patil Anup 4112 Colonial Ct
Pennente Eric A 635 Barbara Dr
Piltch Stuart Cambridge Advisory Grp 1400 S Trooper Rd
Ste 210
Ramsey Agnes M PO Box 117
Reading Deborah A 3247 W Mount Kirk Ave
Rossi Albina P 3404 Ridge Pike Apt 51
Schultz William R 103 Church Rd
Serafin Jamie 31 W Adair Dr
Snell Kerry L 2528 Hillside Ln
Sran Mandeep 5115 Sentinel Ridge
Startzel Joan 2 Wheatsheaf Ln
Steel Plant Equipment 3360 Ridge Pike
Stifnells Auto Body Shop Hvyequip 534 N Trooper Rd
Stiteler Donald W Jr 532 Long Meadow Rd
Stuski Louise C PO Box 366
Subbarad Aragam R, Italo R 10 Woodstream Dr
Tommys Hot Shop Pizza 3140 West Ridge Pk
Trucksess Robert, William L Huganir Ex 112
S Schuylkill Ave
Two Pauls Partnership 3300 Ridge Pike
Valerio William, Theresa 92 W Mt Kirk Ave
Vinoo Asha Mill Grove Dr Apt 301
Vito Russo, Paesanos Pizza 431 S Trooper Rd
Wagner Earl 123 S Whitehall Rd
Wilford Barry S 1011 Rafter Rd
Williams Nicole M 904 Middleton Pl
Youngman Daniel G 3041 Walker Ln
Earlington Pa 18918
Brueninger Robert PO Box 23
Ketterer Steven C, Gail A PO Box 60
East Greenville Pa 18041
Anna Kochenash 1115 Baus Rd
Anning David Jr 619 Gravel Pike
Barnes Benjamin, Barnes Contracting 259 Main St
Davis Justin 472a State St
Dearden Mark 2110 Berry Ln
Detweiler Emma 2064 Baus Rd
Dierolf Michael 715 Valy Rd
Fadil Michael Jr 1061 Kraussdale Rd
Farley Place PO Box 6
Henry Jesse 112 Jefferson St
Keller Miriam A, Robert J 110 Main St
Knoll Group 1235 Water St
Knoll Inc Ed Reboratti 1235 Water St
Knoll Inc PO Box 157
Knoll International 1235 Water St
Kochenash Paul 1115 Baus Rd
Kulp Roxana C 1221 Water St
Liguoro Luigi, Rosa 1077 Soffa Rd
Limons Mary E Est, Willard D Moyer Jr
4203 E Mill Hill Rd
Mccloskey Kevin J 341 Jefferson St
Mcever Lois H 4783 Baus Rd
Merkel Paul C Cherry St
Miller Elise 2064 Baus Rd
Mudd Rebecca 456 State St Apt B
Mulhern Evan 729 Valy Rd
Park Sandra K 1115 Baus Rd
Reeves David G 329 State St
Richardson Darnell 515 Blaker Dr
Romig Samuel 224 Main St
Roy Timmy 636 Gravel Pike
Spade Edward 553 Blaker Dr
Ttees Sheller Globe Corp Smokador Plant Hourly Pen Knoll
Intl Inc Water St
Turner Anthony D 2002 Peevy Rd
Valley Education & Comm Svcs PO Box 172
Waber Heather 214 3rd St
Weiss Herman G 546 Washington St
Yost Thomas 412 State St
Young Richard G, Rachel S 3072 County 4 Ne
Yurich Stanley F 502 Main St
Yurick Leah N 502 Main St
East Norriton Pa 19401
Activestrategy 301 E Germantown Pike
Amdent Ltd 2810 Dekalb Pike
Automobile Trade Asso 3311 Swede Rd Ste A
Bosler William 2611 Dekalb Pike
Center For Advanced Ortho 716 W Germantown Pike
Crf Health Receivables Freight Claims
Curran Linda A 3107 Jennifer Dr
Dekalb 2609 Dekalb Pike Management Office
Ferrell Darrin, Iva, Ive 2924 Tanglewood Ln
France Vincent Est 3206 Polk Rd
Friel John P 235 Brookside Rd
Gallagher Jesse P 2620 Dekalb Pike Apt 504
Gamble Alexander 1330 Statesman Rd
Ganime Peter D 363 W Johnson Hwy
Gutkin Barbara Dekalb St Apts 2617 Dekalb St Apt 210
Harding Steven, Debra 104 Valy View Rd
Harrington Vaughan A Jr 2932 Penn Sq Rd
Huguesmattis Heather 3145 Sycamore Ln2nd Flr
John Nirmal 417 Willowbrook Dr
Keene Ronald 74 Brownstone Dr
Kelly Mary K 2801 Stanbridge St
Mamnani Naresh M 2617 Dekalb Pike Bldg 2 Apt
Mandel Richard J 716 W Germantown Pike
Menon Prashant M 417 Willowbrook Dr
Merritt Bryan 2803 Stanbridge St Apt B511
Mikucki Phyllis M 542 Barbara Dr
Mulvey Daniel J 3332 E Hayes Rd
Mulvey Terence M, Michael A 3332 E Hayes Rd
Olsen Rex Apartment 164
Perham Douglas 2622 Swede Rd Apt F3
Platt Helen 2101 New Hope St
Powell Linda 110 Deer Run Dr
Rim Soo B 96 Stuart Dr
Sheth Meet 2609 Dekalb Pike Apt 309
Shin Dong C 156 Barley Shef Dr
Single Ton Contracting 2202 Swede Rd
Stehman V 2917 Tanglewood Ln
Stevenson Friel Lisa A 235 Brookside Rd
Toebes Lena 3332 E Hayes Rd
Volpatti Kelly 202 Stanbridge St Apt B
Winter Carolyn 119 Norwood Ln
Zaman Hajishaik M 2615 Dekalb Pike Apt 207
East Norriton Pa 19403
Ernies Amoco 2815 Dekalb Pike
Shop & Save 55 E Germantown Pike
Thompson Vanessa 440 E Commerce St
Uncle Bills Cake Steak House 420 W Germantown Pike
Elkins Park Pa 19027
A Mcglawn Ins Agency 7309 Old York Rd
Abrams Lelia M 7654 Williams Way B
Adams Robert W 7407 New Second St
Ahmed Tarannum 8366 Fairview Ave
Albert Einstein Ortho Dept 60 E Twp Line Rd Ground Fl
Albert Robert W Jr 228 Holme Ave
Allan Nancy J 106 Glen Ln
Alomran Abdullah H, Hisham A 8215 Stockton Rd
Alper Ruth R 26 Township Line Rd Apt C41
Amberg Matthew 8356 Cadwalader
Apollo Home Health LLC 8080 Old York Rd Ste 200−4
Arce Anthony A 1416 Academy Ln
Arnold I Dragon 7900 Old York Rd Ste 115a
Ashcraft R E 333 Short Ln
Askin Stanley T Md 8080 Old York Rd Ste 201
Auhelkins Park Campus Homehlt 60 Township Line Rd
Austin Nia E 2149 N John Russell Cir B Lynnewwod Gdns
Axe Beverly C, Norman 7900 Old York Rd 303a
B Lw Real Estate Investing LLC 7509 Sycamore Ave
Baker Brenda E 1918 B Mather Way
Baker Mary S 824 Hilton Ln
Barnes Quana 7826 Old York Rd
Battle Shawn PO Box 30270
Battles Samuel J 7329 Keenan St 1
Beck Louise J 42 Township Line Rd
Beigel Richard 7843 Mill Rd
Berger Philip Todd 8115 Brookside Rd
Bertoli Grant 211 Glen Ln
Bessa Nivia Maria A 524 Shoemaker Rd
Bickley Mary A 7304 Asbury Rd
Blackwell William 1308 Willow Ave Apt B12
Boland Daniel 8223 Marion Rd
Brayer Hollie 315 Yorktown Plaza
Brennan Thomas J Est 8380 Old York Rd Ste 120 Ex
Joanne Friel Lawrence J Roberts
Brown Martha J 1015 Sharpless Rd
Burk Everett C 2070 A Matherway No A
Burke Melvina 1605 Juniper Ave
Burrows Louistine 990 Ashbourne Rd
Cain Robert 1727 Erlen Rd
Caldwell Ezekial E 7669 B Washington Ln
Cannon Betty 438 Cadwalader Ave
Carmen Ruth M 265 Township Line Rd
Caughey Ruby M 228 Tulpehocken Ave
Century Truck & Trailer 7320 Old York Rd
Cherian Mathew K 327 Township Line Rd
Chiu Shih Hua 2028b N John Russell Cir
Cho Kye Cheol 156 Serrill Rd
Cho Philip 7711 Sycamore Ln
Christy Dodi L 807 Elkins Ave
Chung Sang 1703 Ashbourne Rd
Cisco John 2113b Cheltenham St
Classic Coachworks 1430 Ashbourne Rd
Cluck Stanley PO Box 26736
Coachi Daniel P Penrose Medical Ctr
1831 W Cheltenham Ave
Cole Lawrence, Cole Sara J 7811 Montgomery Ave
Colquitt Christopher J 7308 Mountain Ave
Conda Jessica L 721 Valy Rd
Conley Radio 1210 Stratford Ave
Cook Robert 7909 Rambler Rd
Cooper Aharon 7909 Ivy Ln
Copeland Austin E, Brad 8109 High School Rd
Coward Olivia E 2098a N John Russell Cir
Cowardthompson Olivia E 2098a N John Russell Cir
Craft James W III 8009 Cooke Rd
Creative Steps Inc 7401 Old York Rd
Cross George M IV 7200 Old York Rd 7320
Daeho America Inc 7320 Old York Rd 108
Deegee Projects LLC 843 Elkins Ave
Delorme Hashim J 2019b Mather Way Apt B
Dishler Bernard P, Joseph 531 Elkins Ave
Doberczak Bohdan W 7900 Old York Rd Ste 105a
Dolan Anne Marie 8360 Cadwalader Ave
Donaldson Audrey 2133 Brookview Pl
Doroshow Ida S 1207 Valy Glen Rd
Dragon Arnold I 7900 Old York Rd Ste 115
Duffield Bruce C 514 Waring Rd
Duffield Catherine R, Nichols F 514 Waring Rd
Dunbar Valarie K 1210 Stratford Ave
Education Chester Cherly Cunningham 2600 W 9th St Ste
Gs100
Edwards Amira 2115 Cheltenham Ave
Edwards Angela V 7633 Massey Way
Edwards Garth A 1308 Willow Ave Apt A310
Einstein Pratice Plan Inc 60 Township Line Rd Ground Fl
W Bldg
Einstein Regional Orthopaedic 60 E Township Line Rd Gr Fl
Ellis Steven 8100 Pennhill Rd
Epps Ellen E 534 Douglass
Eros Orthopedic Dept 60 E Township Line Rd Grfl
Estelle Anne Smith Memorial Scholarship Fund
191 Serrill Rd
Evans Therman E, Bernetta 906 Rock Ln
Faison Lawrence 877 Douglas Ave
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Faison Lawrence, Michelle 146 West Ave
Fenstermacher Thomas 235 Cedar Rd Eric Lankin
Floyd Andrea N 7768a Penrose Ave
Flynn Raymond G 307 Sterling Rd
Forest Hills Civic Asso Elaine Ecker Treasurer 660 Green
Briar Rd
Fox Irwin C 725 Ashbourne Rd
Fox Jonathan M 415 Linden Dr
Frank John C 253 Glenwood Rd
Freedman Donald 8202 High School Rd
Freiberg Ruth H 610 Webb Rd
Friedman Joseph J Dec 7900 Old York Rd 804b
Gade Evelyn B 7761 Wagner Way
Gainer Joanne 2016b S John Russell Cir
Ghita Mihail 881 Rock Ln
Gibbons Marva T 7722 Old York Rd
Gilliam Orpha 990 Ashbourne Rd
Gilman Christopher PO Box 11246
Gocial Sarita 501 Red Oak Dr
Gold Theodore 8380 Old York Rd Ste 400
Goldberg Michael 234 Linden Dr
Goldstone Bette P 205 Huron Ave
Goodman Dan R 7402 Mountain Ave
Gordon David B 432 Copper Beech Cir
Guan Lifang 2086b N John Russell Cir
Guan Yinzheng 7602b Massey Way
Hales Ruth 12 Church Rd
Hall Ann F 1610 Willow Ave
Hall Jonathan 7630 B Williams Way
Hallali Ravishekhar 902 Vly Rd 7b
Halpern Beryl G 152 E Church Rd
Halpin Patricia S, Michael J 7758 B Penrose Ave
Handel George 1408 Melrose Av
Hanna Tomas, Legna 7532 Mill Rd
Hanson William I 7900 Old York Rd Apt 206b
Hansteen Robert H 1830 Chelsea Rd
Harnitchek David S 8345 Cedar Rd
Harris Shane 1818 Erlen Rd
Hay William 216 Forrest Ave
Healey Keeon, Kyin K 605 Elkins Ave
Hendrickson Emily Meghan, Phyllis 208 Cadwalader Ave
Herbert Kutz Ira 5 Latham Pky
Hoenigke Elizabeth V, Victoria J 200 Township Line Rd
Hoffman Healey Connie 605 Elkins Ave
Holdson Isabel P 2004a N John Russell Cir
Holloway James 7900 Oldyork Rd Unit 501b
Hong Kab S Md 1349 W Cheltenham Ave 20
Hopson Nathan 534 Church Rd Apt 102
Hughes Agnes E 7702 Union Ave
Hughes Leon A, Jean I 1134 Brookview Pl
Hyles Lana 333 Township Line Rd
Ichiban Food Services Inc 7320 Old York Rd
Imani Ayesha 7743a Washington Ln
Jackson Lynne M 197 Serrill Rd
Jackson Paula 8313 Fairview Rd
Jackson Ronald 7665 Massey Way Apt A
Jaffee Gary 7848 Old York Rd Ste 200
Janks Robert, Betty 400 Lodges Ln
Jeanbastia Paulia 2129a N John Russell Cir
Johnson Crystal 2234 Brookview Pl
Johnson Jerry C 806 Hilton Ln
Johnson Richard R 7851 Mill Rd
Jones William H 1925 Mather Way B
Kamal Elisa Elkins Park School 8149 New 2nd St
Kamen Albert J 503 Valy Glen Rd
Kang Jimin 902 Valy Rd Unit 18b
Kappler Christine M, Joseph C 770 W Church Rd
Kasprzak Francis C 8130 Jenkintown Rd
Katz Bennett Levin Neurology Assoc Med Arts Bldg 50 E
Township Line Rd
Kaufman Monica A 4323 Brookview Place
Keenan Sons Joseph T 7439 Normandy Ln
Keller Charles 7851 Mill Rd
Kemp Brian D 2001 B S John Russel Cr
Kilroy Grace M 444 Valy Rd
Kim Cha I 829 Township Line Rd
Kim Deog L 1308 Willow Ave C−319
Kim Young 8101 Hammond Rd
Kimes H Gene 309 Ashbourne Rd 1
Kimmelman Mark 8000 High School Rd
Kletman Jeffrey 8130 Jenkintown Rd
Knight Jacquelyn J, David A 322 High Ave
Kun Sol Sin 7642 Massey Way Apt A
Laborde Peter 234 Glenwood Rd
Landis Ivan Lawrence 1203 Valy Glen Rd 1st
Lawson Earl T 7307 Sycamore Ave
Lazarus Helene 1106 Melrose Ave
Lee Jung W 7651 Massey Way
Lee Silvia 3321 Brookview Pl
Lee Wei Chi 2048 N John Russell Cir Apt A
Leech Stephen H, Janet S 410 Upland Rd
Leventhal Leonard, Rebecca, Laura 8112 Cedar Rd
Levin Jack M 8109 Brookside Rd
Levy Sherry, Beth 7440 Elizabeth Rd
Liberatore Maryann 7809 Spring Ave
Lieber Kristin Joan 614 Valy Glen Rd
Lieberman Frederick S 333 Township Line Rd
Lim Kyung 1911 W Cheltenham Ave
Lister Dianne 7439 Normandy Ln
Ll Holdings LLC PO Box 26787
Loose Stanley 7920 Hidden Ln
Lowenstein Emanuel D 8005 Rodgers Rd
Lugano Elisabeth 8121 Cedar Rd
Magill Walter J III 509 Shoemaker Rd
Marino Kira E 7801 Woodlawn Ave
Marino Richard 8223 Marion Rd
Mathew Charles 8338 Thomson Rd
Mayro Eva 540 Shoemaker Rd
Medial Inc 7305 Old York Rd
Melincoff Ruth L 8316 Forrest Ave
Mittelman Alan J 7507 Brookfield Rd
Monaghan & Gold Pc 7837 Old York Rd
Moro Enterprises Inc Edible Arrangements
130 Yorktown Plaza
Moss Snyder Rosen 8380 Old York Rd Ste 41
Murray Emanuel 7732−Apt−A Wagner Way
Nakkula Michael 7938 Park Ave
Napolitan Shiloh 7705 Juniper Av
Nash Sherrell L, Shirley B 439 Cadwalader Ave
Naveed Sajid M 7607 Massey A
Nelson Betty J 1430 Ashbourne Rd
Nikos Software Development Inc PO Box 8913
Nishka Solutions LLC 7425 Old York Rd Ste 230
Northern Health 1245 Church Rd
Oasc 8360 Old York Rd
Oh Chul S 8110 Old York Rd B
Oliver Robyn M 1907−A Mather Way
Oller Jerome H PO Box 29789
Optical Clear V PO Box 26709
Orzea Paul M 420 Marvin Rd
Pack Lucille 877 Rock Ln
Page George F Jr, Rosemary M 343 Tulpehocken Ave
Palumbo Charles E II 365 Each Church Rd
Pepper Mary L 349 Forrest Ave
Perice Eileen 7848 Old York Rd Ste 200
Perkal William Z, Max 7900 Old York Rd Apt 704b
Peszka Catherine A, Stephen F 8219 New Second St
Petersen Steven C 8329 High School Rd
Pham Huong 929 Jenkintown Rd
Pilatis Nektarios 345 Cedar Rd
Pinkney Derrick A, Lisa J 7431 Elizabeth Rd
Pm R Ortho Specialists 60 Twp Line Rd Ground Flr W Bldg
Pma 609 Ashbourne Rd
Pod Linda M 216 Susan Dr
Pressley Sheila 467 Valy Rd
Preston Wanda 7419 Elizabeth Rd
Proctor Patricia 7900 Old York Rd No 612b
Purtell John R Jr 123 Haines Rd
Pussycatshoescom, Lauren Goldsmith PO Box 30002
Quigley Joseph 133 High School Rd
R B Management LLC 7900 Old York Rd Ste 118 A
Ramos Alyssa 233 Townshipline Rd
Rao Boda S 7732 Wagner Way Apt B
Renwrick Robin D 1914 Humphrey Merry Way
Residuary Trust Under Will Eugene Sunshine Dec Richard
E Rosin Esq 8336 High School Rd
Reynolds Alison Mist 309 Ashbourne Rd 1
Rickel Ida Est 7900 Old York Rd Apt 401a
Ringgold Jenay PO Box 30300
Rla Tourism Inc 7401 Old York Rd
Robert J Doris Moffatt 341 W Cheltenham Ave
Roebuck H 2037 A S John Russell Circ
Rosado Alex 2128b Mather Way
Rose Jones Pearline E 1925 Mather Way B
Rose Ward J 7319 Keenan St
Rosenbloom Lynette, Sara B, Richard 524 Shoemaker Rd
Royale Development Corp PO Box 26787
Rupp Alexander W, Beth 807 Elkins Ave
Sacheseumaier M E 402 Waring Rd
Sandler Andrea 1812 Valy Glen Rd
Sannon Luxanor 1937a Mather Way
Saunders Arlene 877 Douglas Ave
Savior Deric 416 Chapel Rd
Sayeh Bloh 2025 W Cheltenham Ave
Sbar Marshall B 804 Chelten Hills Dr
Schmid Edward H 861 Jenkintown Rd
Scott Aaron 313 Harrison Ave
Segal Steven 924 Melrose Av
Seltzer Andrew E 881 Rock Ln
Servillas Alexis S 255 Harrison Ave
Shapira Ron 831 Rock Ln
Shapiro Harry, Ruth 313 Sterling Rd
Showcase Associates Inc 911 Cyprss Ave
Shpigel Roman 333 Township Line Rd
Shtendel Phyllis 7900 Old York Rd 906a
Sigman Howard M Dr 8108 Pennhill Rd
Silberman Joyce 156 Serrill Rd
Silver Jacob A, Meryl L 8305 Tulpehocken Ave
Silverman Samuel 8231 Aspen Way
Simpkins Jermaine 1815 Cheltenham Ave
Simpson Arneta 2005a S John Russell Cir
Sirinides Carolyn 16 Asbury Ave
Slingerland Glen 204 Cadwalader Av 1st Fl
Smith Lincoln E PO Box 26770
Smith Victoria 243 Osceola Ave
Sopheap Yin 1003 Stratford Ave
Sousan Pharmacy Inc 8029 Old York Rd
Stacy Patrick 645 Chelten Hills Dr
Steffen Karen A 228 Holme Ave
Stewart David 8324 Brookside Rd
Storz Robert F 1334 Ashbourne Rd
Suarez Fernando A 809 Pinewood
Susan Dora Lowestein Trust 6/15/51 8005 Rodgers Rd
Suzuki Masanori 7725 Penrose Ave 206
Swagzdis Katherine 228 Tulpehocken Ave
Taylor Leonard G 351 Tulpehocken Ave
Thomas Vineetha 8302 Old York Rd Ste B10
Tillery Shalonda 7630 B Williams Way
Tittlemeyer Dawn 7840 Cedar Ln
Toto Matthew 336 Gerard Ave
Trellis Financial Group LLC 1100 Prospect Ave
Turner Franklin Jr 825 Spring Ave
Vargas Andre 1211 Stratford Ave
Vayzburg Leonid 8102 Cedar Rd
Vega Carmen 7454 Normandy Ln
Veney Rayshaun C PO Box 11274
Vialle Hilda P, Ellen 8518 Tulpehocken Ave
Vital Support Home Health Care 333 Township Line Rd
Wagner Alice T, Glenn 265 E Township Line Rd
Walters Leighton 2232 Brookview Pl
Washington Howard 1709 Chelsea Rd
Weinstein Sylvia S 8339 High School Rd
Weinstock Jack 1224 Ashbourne Rd
Williams James 7601a Massey Way
Willoughby Thomas PO Box 11296 Beverly Prunty
Wind Gloria K 7900 Old York Rd 207b
Wineke Bryon 1333 Ashbourne Rd
Winslow Peter J 7915 Ronaele Dr
Wise Stanley A Jr Est 8318 Forest Ave
Wolf E Marc 137 Holme Ave
Woodson Patricia D PO Box 11274
Yost James L 200 Forrest Ave
Young Patricia J 326 Holme Ave
Zahir Jullanar A 7327 Keenan St
Zaranka John M 265 E Township Line Rd
Zlotnicki Vincent 816 Elkins Ave
Erdenheim Pa 19038
Asquith Marion G Stevton Ave
Baird Daniel 212 Heatherwood Rd
Bell Kristina E, Richard W 305 Longfield Rd
Bocchini Richard R PhD 1 Chesney Ln
Campbell William Joseph 9425 Stenton Ave Apt 207
Charlton Jane B 407 Paper Mill Rd
Cross Michaela, Zeta G 805 Harston Ln
Dicataldo Ronald Est 807 Bethlehem Pike
Ferguson Charles K 818 Glendalough Rd
Fess Meredith A, Derek J 1006 Harston Ln
Fisher Mildred 5 Auchy Rd
Fisher Sydney T 151 Terminal Ave
Flynn Thomas P 711 Paper Mill Rd
Garwood Yukie K 9505 Stenton Ave
Griswold Intl LLC Lindsey Giles 717 Bethlehem Pike
Ste 300
Heyman Irma 718 Swade Rd
Mclaughlin Rhonda M 18 Auchy Rd
Nguyen Tuan D 1006 Harston Ln
Pugh William H V 213 Yeakel Ave
Quarry Georgette V 16 Auchy Rd
Reindl Donald J 912 Fraser Rd
Reynolds Keith 4 Terminal Av 1st Fl
Schmidt Mary 801 Preston Rd
Schwartz Stanley J 409 Glenway Rd
Scott Carrie M 22 Gordon Ln
Smith Shelley 18 Larrimore Ln
Special Care Inc 717 Bethlehem Pike Ste 300
Vance Vivian 707 Bethlehem Pike
Walker William J 217 Glendalough Rd
Young William 200 Yeakel Ave
Fairview Village Pa 19409
Artemio Villagome 1030 W Germantown Pike PO Box 287
Carson Sam L PO Box 425
Gambone Anthony R PO Box 287
Gambone Assunta PO Box 186
Gambone Michael 1030 W Germantown Pike
Gambone Trust Michael PO Box 287
Grignol George 5401 W 52nd
Javier Lopez Lop 1030 W Germantown Pike PO Box 287
Johnston Michele PO Box 425
Jose Fonseca 1030 W Germantown Pike PO Box 287
Luis Estrada 1030 W Germantown Pike PO Box 287
Neeld James A 1030 W Germantown Pike PO Box 287
Ocampo Alexander Gomez 1030 W Germantown Pike PO
Box 287
Samuel Vega 1030 W Germantown Pike PO Box 287
Stavis Jeanette PO Box 125
Flourtown Pa 19031
Altomare Helen J, R E Buck PO Box 487
Bagga Paul 611 Creek Ln
Bast Elizabeth Sarah, Alice 2112 Church Rd
Benjamin Anne E 6005 W Valy Green Rd
Berg Alan Paul PO Box 205
Bittner Rebecca L, Robert C 47 College Ave
Buchholz Karen D 6262 Henry Ln
Buckley Catherine D 861 Valy View Rd
Burton Ronald L Harston Hall
Candido Michael 403 Norfolk Rd
Choi Won Seok 6 Haws Ln Apt F 1
Cole Jean A 1207 Larchwood Rd
Connolly Patricia L Apt 414 100 W Wissahickon Ave
Cote Tyco M 2012 Hilltop Rd
Cunningham Peggyanne, Marie A 86 College Ave
Daigle Lucie 605 Maple Ln
Davis Keith 807 Penn St
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Day Elaine 1300 Rose Ln Apt C3
Day Kelly Marie 2101 Church Rd
Delillo Marcella H, R E Buck PO Box 487
Edwards James H III, Theodore D 116 Azalea Wy
Ferguson John D 6112 Ensley Dr
Fithian Gregory S 13 Bysher Ave
Fitzpatrick J Michael 610 Creek Ln
Flanagan Sean P 26 Grove Ave
Foster Maurice 31 W Mill Rd
Gallagher Marie 6324 E Valy Green Rd
Greenberg Mark B 301 East Mill Rd
Gugger Douglas R, Amy L 248 Arlingham Rd
Hamilton Jennifer R, Scott 59 Grove Ave
Harron Veronica J St Josephs Villa 110 W Wessalviakou Ave
Hayden Francis L 1205 Wakefield Rd
Hilimire Wilford E, Pamela 509 E Mill Rd
Hoffman Elizabeth V K−42 Penn’s Wood 20 Haws Ln
Jackson Tracy 607 Stenton Ave
Jones J Henderson H 350 Haws Ln 310a
Kelly Christopher T, Mary K 300 Spruce Rd
La Chamber Directory 18 East Mill Rd
Leis Peter T 15 Bysher Ave
Leszczynski Jennifer L 7030 Redcoat Dr
Madden Henry J 19 Mccloskey Rd
Mandel Richard J MD 1811 Bethlahem Pike
Margot Marsh Biodiversity Foundation 403 Poplar Rd
Mccann Michele H Est 1410 Bethlehem Pike
Mclaughlin Grace V 15 Grove Ave
Mcnutt James F 40 Jones Ave
Mcveigh Melanie M 47 College Ave
Monaha Catherine M 6351 E Valy Green Rd
Monahan Emmett P Jr 6351 E Valy Green Rd
Montes & Montes, Lambertis Interna 60 W Wissahickon Ave
Mpin Network 350 Haws Ln
Murray Dennis 1220 Bethlehem Pike
Murray Dennis A, Tracey PO Box 51
Murray Paul G 43 Grove Ave
Naspghan PO Box 6
Odumah Augustine Box 455
Oneill William A 609 Grace Ln
Palos Verdes Chamber 18 East Mill Rd
Pratt Jacqueline 1902 Heather Cir Apt B
Preste Evelyn 1419 Bethlehem Pk
Schaberle Emma R 23 Franklin Ave
Schlesinger Martha 1213 Bethlehem Pike Ste 7
Siner Carl R 20 Haws Ln Apt C
Smith Richard F Jr, Anna C 6201 W Valy Green Rd
Snapir Maurice 350 Haws Ln
Spencer James B 122 Azalea Way
Staley Margaret Bethlehem Vill Apt 306 100 W Wissahickon
Ave
Stewart David, Pro Svcs Inc 1107 Bethlehem Pike
Thomas Mary Crotty 100 W Wissahickon 408
Thompson Randolph H 6005 W Valy Green Rd
Tri Square Camp Asso 39 College Ave
Trommer Charles R PO Box 507
Truong Yen N, Tai 1211 Greenhill Rd
Tuttle Richard G 605 Maple Ln
Valentine Patricia A, Ronald G 212 Penn Oak Rd
Wallace Marshall PO Box 361
Wildrick Leighton 740 Hunt Ln
Wright Dorthea M PO Box 361
Zoltek Aloysius J, Laura M 7033 Redcoat Dr
Fort Washington Pa 19034
A Mcglawn Ins Agency Inc 500 Office Ctr Dr
Acker Isabella M 422 Militia Hill Rd
Addison Kathryn 228 N Bethlehem Pike
Adelstein Jon M Esq 1022 Pinetown Rd
Allied Orthodontics Pc 401 Commerce Dr Ste 108
Ally Financial Inc 1100 Virginia Dr
Ally Rescap, Nick Wolcott 1100 Virginia Dr
Alter Dennis 7111 Sheaff Ln
American Family Dental Care Pc 401 Commerce Dr Ste 108
Amtech 515 Pennsylvania Ave Accounts Payable
Ate Robert 5100 Fairwold Ln
Atlantic & Charter Co 240 New York Dr
Auxiliary to Medical Society of Eastern 548 Applewood Dr
B And I Auto Supply PO Box 128
Baker Teresa, Jerome 1100 Virginia Dr Mc 190 F
Baust Carl H 1109 Hawthorne Ln
Berkowitz Enterprise LLC Dennis Cassidy 501 Office Ctr Dr
Boynton Elizabeth 734 Susquehanna Rd
Brangs Joanne 400 Maryland Dr
Bray Susan H 1386 Cinnamon Dr
Breuer John P 1248 Tressler Dr
Bridal Showcase 290 Commerce Dr
Brogan Stephen F 341 Morris Rd
Brown Michael J 6007 Musket Rd
Buenafe Kristine M 1100 Virginia Dr Mc190 Ftw B
Campaign Grid LLC 223 Smt Ave
Caplan Theresa PO Box 7544
Carlson Mary E 1264 Ft Washington Av A5
Carr Steven H 400 Maryland Dr
Cattie Michael M 120 N Bethlehem Pi S1
Cd Now, Teresa Regan 1005 Virginia Dr
Chc Financial LLC 7111 Valy Green Rd
Chevron Corp 501 Office Ctr Dr Ste 401
Ciolko Mary Kathleen, Kathleen Anne 1280 Tressler Dr
Claire M Leo Trust Ua 1 26 86 Salvatore M Morici 550
Pinetown Rd Ste 226
Clariti Telecom 1300 Virginia Dr Ste 320
Cm3 Building Solutions 185 Commerce Dr Ste 1
Collins James 1050 Virginia Dr Flr 3
Conti John B, Alda Conti Girardi Exec 314 Whitemarsh
Valy Rd
Cook Leolyne B 4 Haddon Place
Coombs Susan E 1264 Ft Washington Av A5
Coventry First LLC 7111 Valy Green Rd, Richard Bitterlich
Senior
Cunningham Timothy J 323 Ft Washington Av
Databank LLC 455 Pennsylvania Ave Ste 20
David Seltzer Family Irrevo Trust 455 Pennsylvania Ave
Ste 125
Decamara Paul 1402 Barton Dr
Delaware Charter G T Co Fuhrman Mgmt Asso 602 Office
Ctr Dr Ste 11
Demers Michael 306 Locust Rd
Demoyer Robert 211 Washington Ln
Deng Xiaoli L 102 Regiment Ct
Diamond Edward 456 Leah Dr
Dunleavy Mary K 443 Fthill Cir
Durkin Regina T 310 Washington Ln
Eastlack David 275 Commerce Dr Ste 304
Eastlake Cynthia M 341 Morris Rd
Egar John Jr 309 Whitemarsh Valy Rd
Ensdorff Evelyn S PO Box 2069
Evans Deborah A 2113 Fairwold Ln
Family Practice Asso 1244 Ft Washington Ave Ste E
Felicetti Constance L 550 Pinetown Rd Ste 226
Fitzpatrick Peggy 1301 Virginia Dr
Fluck Nanette Iryne, Albert 113 Ft Washington Ave
Fluehr Robert J Jr 1268 Tressler Dr
Forcine Concrete Construction, Mary Conover
602 Office Ctr Dr
Forlack Tilly 275 Commerce Dr Ste 304
Fort Washington Penn Assoc 580 Virginia Dr
Fox Terrance Dean 218 Ft Washington Ave
Funchion Brian 574 Bethlehem Pke 2fl
Garlington William, Celia 1100 Virginia Dr Mc190 Ftw B
Gentile Angelo Est 120 N Bethlehem Pike Unit
Gentile Theresa M, Angelo B 120 N Bethlehem Pike
Apt A107
Germantown Academy 340 Morris Rd
Gill Michelle, James 1284 Tressler Dr
Glenn Eric PO Box 52
Glomb Frances 328 Skippack Pike
Goldberg Jonathan 500 Pennsylvania Ave
Graham Sandra 734 Susquehanna Rd
Gundling Jon 220 Commerce Dr 200
Gza Geoenvironmental Inc 501 Office Ctr Dr Ste 220
Hamilton Agnes G S21 Ft Washington Estates 1264
Ft Washington Ave
Harris Agency LLC 370 Commerce Dr Ste 103
Harrisburg Drive In LLC 550 Pinetown Rd Ste 332
Heil Phillip R 491 S Bethlehem Pike Apt D1
Higgins Thomas J 426 Pennsylvania Ave
Hojecki Dorothy K 35 Sos Quehanna Rd Apt D−1
Holt George A, Arthur G 122 Smt Ave
Hom Tome L 1350 Elon Cir
Honeywell Inc Obi 1100 Virginia Dr
Hoover Edwina B 1264 Ft Washington Ave
Howard Ip Law Group Pc PO Box 226
Hsbc Bank Us National Asso 1100 Virginia Dr
Isabella Marie Acker Trt Ua 12 27 85 Isabella M Acker
422 Militia Hill Rd
Iuoe Benefit Fund 677 PO Box 1627
Iuoe PO Box 1627
J Scott Internation 185 Commerce Dr
Jacobs Roxana V, Robert H 103 Smt Ave
James J Maguire Jr Irrev Trust Sunset Farm
328 Skippack Pike
Josel Andre 500 Pennsylvania Ave
Keidel Carole 426 Pennsylvania Ave Ste 200
Keidel James L 1233 Boden Pl
Kerr Paige C 735 Susquehanna Rd Apt A−13
Keys Linda Susan 2118 Fairwold Ln
Klaiss Dorothy E, John 285 Camphill Rd
Krumins Enterprises Dan Moran 506 S Bethlehem Pike
Ste 3
Kulp Dale W Est 206 Camp Hill Rd
Laessig Ronald W 901 Highland Ave
Land A J PO Box 325
Laub Terry 2641 Hartman Dr
Lenz Real Estate Inc 520 Pinetown Rd
Life Choice 437 Pennsylvania Ave
Lightship Telecom LLC John Lozzi 1301 Virginia Dr Ste 120
Liu Wei 1005 Virginia Dr
Lorusso Jonathan L 16 Dorsey Pl
Maguire Lisa B 328 Skippack Pike
Marketing Systems Group 565 Virginia Dr
Mcconnell Redmond PO Box 925
Mckelvey Amy 1009 Montgomery Ave
Mcneil Consumer Healthcare Div 7050 Camphill Rd
Ste Mb074
Mcneil Nutritionals 7050 Camp Hill Rd
Mercedes Benz of Fort Washingt 404 Pennsylvania Ave
Meyer Andrew 1624 Conquest Way
Michie Douglas, Deana 327 Powderhorn Rd
Miller Melvyn K 1219 Goodman Dr
Morici Salvatore M 550 Pinetown Rd Ste 226
Mortgageit Inc 1100 Virginia Dr
Nancarrow Heather E 1231 Nash Dr
Nco Financial Svcs 515 Pennsylvania Ave
Neu Steve 404 Pennsylvania Ave
Novitsky Mark PO Box 364
Pincus Ellen 275 Commerce Dr
Preferred Care Inc 1300 Virginia Dr Ste 315
Provident National Bank 309 Whitemarsh Valy Rd
Psc Analytical Svcs Corp 550 Pinetown Rd Ste 166
Psychological Svcs & Human Ste 401 220 Commerce Dr
Dev Ctr Inc
Raboy Leonard E Est 515 S Bethlehem Pike
Ramsey Ethel M 735 Susquehanna Rd
Raymond Sylvester Tr 315 Dresher T Rd
Read Maude C Trust PO Box 7544
Riband Herbert S 7012 Sheaff Ln
Rio Grande Drive In LLC 550 Pinetown Rd Ste 332
Robert & Lois Self Irr Trust, Self Oil Co
1323 Ft Washington
Robinson Thomas Jr 902 Montgomery Ave
Rosenfeld Merle 355 Wenner Way
Ross Berle E 120 N Bethlehem Pike Apt B104
Samuels Trudy 5 Camp Hill Rd
Schier Rosemary 120 N Bethlehem Pike Apt B204
Schmitt Richard 206 Bethlehem Pike
Scott R C 1390 Camp Hill Rd
Seawright Roland 602 Office Ctr Dricce Sui
Seltzer Eric 455 Pennsylvania Ave Ste 125
Seltzer Eric H PO Box 325
Seltzer Group PO Box 325
Shed Tuff 235 New York Dr
Shorr Jeffrey, Sharon 1115 Shaw Dr
Silva Edward J 1390 Camp Hill Rd
Sinclair Mildred E 1264 Ft Washington Ave Apt A13
Smith Nicholas P, George A 122 Smt Ave
States Franklin Pierce V 129 A Rue Charmille
Stutman Robert A Law Offices 501 Office Ctr Dr Ste 300
Tacoda Sharon Smith 414 Commerce Dr Ste 200
Timoney Knox Hassan & Weand 400 Maryland Dr
Timoney Thomas 400 Maryland Dr
Timoney Thomas J Esq PO Box 7544
Torres Jason 1354 Cinnamon Dr
Torsney Jerome 310 Washington Ln
U S Bank Natl Asso as Succe 1100 Virginia Dr
Uhg Aarp, Brian Bloemker 601 Office Ctr Dr Federal Card
Program
United Healthcare Ins Co 601 Office Ctr Dr
Us Bank National Asso Trustee 1100 Virginia Dr
Verizon Federal Inc 1050 Viriginia Dr
Wagner Thomas D 451 S Bethlehem Pike Underwriting
Specialists Inc
Ward Andrew C, Ellen P 403 Skippack Pike
Weaver Robert Est 400 Maryland Dr
Webster W Herbert Est 735 Susquehanna Rd Rm 101l
Weston Frances 309 Whitemarsh Valy Rd
Whitemarch Security Svc 540 Pennsylvania Ave
Wilchard Inc PO Box 325
Wiley Celeste 507 Ft Washington Ave
Willcox Andrew 228 N Bethlehem Pike
Wmbic Indemnity Corp Aig Indemnity Ins Co
508 Virginia Dr
Wordsworth Academy 2101 Pennsylvania Ave
Wright Eleanor M 401 Washington Ln
Franconia Pa 18924
Bergeys Gmc Inc 446 Harleysville Pike
Bergeys Truck Center 462 Harleysville Pike Rt 113
Frederick Pa 19435
Hauber Raymond S, Jeffrey G 2849 Big Rd Apt 1208
Heimbach Leroy J 2849 Big Rd Apt 1105
Keyser Janice L PO Box 498
Krasley Ethel D 203 Oak Tree Ct
Notz Angela E, Roger A PO Box 130
Walker Rita E Est 2849 Big Rd
Gilbertsville Pa 19525
Akins Stoyer Margie Arlene 1225 E Philadelphia Ave
Alexander Dolores 3087 New Hanover Sq Rd
Alkiti Inc 311 County Line Rd Suite 37
Andre Alexander A 560 Buchert Rd
Arnold Elizabeth, Gregory 1005 Ruby Cir
Arnold Tamara 3320 New Hanover Sq Rd
Atkinson Connie S, Connie S King 2507 Rhoads Rd
Baney Tara S 118 Cobblestone Dr
Brennan William III, Brennan Kathleen 1244 E Philadel-
phia Ave Apt 4
Brusch Marjorie P 2481 Romig Rd
Capinski Phillip T, Angela M Daves Auto Body Qlty Repair
Shop Inc 2982 N Charlotte St
Carbo Diane 2634 Faust Rd
Carsto Robert N 2965 Anna Way
Cashe Michael 2175 Pheasant Ln
Casper Alexander, George L 104 Hampton Cir
Collins Chris 2516 Kristen Ln
Donohue Robert V 625 Charles Dr
Frattone Mildred, Joseph 50 Summer Hill Dr
Freeman John 2626 Rosenberry Rd
Fritz Theodore 3087 New Hanover Sq Rd
Gardocki Jessice L 2956 Louisa Wa
Gaugler Scott 1235 E Philadelphia Ave
Gerhart Calvin RD 1
Gerhart Calvin RT 1
Golden Dragon Rest 173 Holly Rd
Gonzalez Daniel 200 Gilbertsville Rd Apt C6
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Gorichky Shane E 2431 Wagner Rd
Grater Richard 50 Ashley Cir
Haynes Ellen P 1560 County Line Rd
Hess Pauline Est 1234 E Philadelphia Ave
Hobbs David A 1570 Golf Dr
Houck Jeffery 2274 Big Rd
Houck Jeffery S, Lisa M 2274 Big Rd
Iannuzzi Kathleen 615 Jennifer Ln
Kane Philip 1224 E Philadelphia Ave Apt 6
Keebler Vivian M 320 Township Line Rd
Kerekes Cythia 1621 Swamp Pike Apt B
Klaver Ethel M F4 Knoll Ln
Klimas Daryle J 200 Gilbertsville Rd D 15
Kushner Paul PO Box 94
Lazard Kenneth A, Ginger Barbera 142 Merkel Rd
Lee Barbara 2109 Swamp Pike
Levengood G Dolores 131 Congo Rd
Louis C Schonley RR 1
Maguire Owen Sage II 1533 Swampike Rd Apt 2nd Fl
Matyasovsky Ethel 2269 Big Rd
Maylath Theresa 40 Hillside Cir
Merkel Kenneth PO Box 503
Miklosovic Gail 1735 Swamp Pike
Moyer Christopher 200 Gilbertsville Rd Apt E5
Moyer James I 1532 Swamp Pike
Narick David K, Kirk PO Box 322
Nester Kathryn M RD 1
Olden Helen RR 1 Box 483
Pagano Kara T 1024 Ruby Cir
Patton Brenda K PO Box 45
Paz Eduardo E 2408 New Hanover Sq R
Purtell Sheila A, Lynette 2946 Reifsnyder Rd
Reillo Jose 578 Jennifer Ln
Richard Helen D RR 1 Box 483
Richard Helen D, Edwin F Box 483 RT 73
Richard Helen RR 1 Box 500
Robbins Harold R Jr 2517 Kristen Ln
Schaefer Alexandria L, Becky L, Ryan A
691 Swamp Picnic Rd
Schmidt Dolores, Doreen 14 Ava Cir
Seasholtz Susan RR 1
Shaw James 2842 N Charlotte St
Shawn Molnar Pump Service 577 Swamp Picnic Rd
Shubbar Adnan 2560 Lafayette Ct
Smith Sylva M 560 Buchert Rd
Staib Benjamin J, Penelope 1543 E Philadelphia Ave
Super Woks 1885 Swamp Pike
Svanda Gregory T, Collin G, Samuel C 2488 Swamp Pike
Taylor Jeremiah J 500 Bow Ln
Taylor Marianne 500 Bow Ln
Taylor William PO Box 361
Troxell Renee S, Mark J 411 Windy Hill Rd
Walters Jean E 310 Links Dr
Watts Douglas W 1945 Canyon Creek Rddr
Waverka Robert T 191 Aspen Ln
Webb Steven K 325 Bow Ln
Weidenbaug Leroy RR 1
Wiley Joy E 537 Gilbertsville Rd
Williams David A, Amy 3160 Serenity Dr
Wong Liang Suk Bing 2868 Marietta Way
Yao Jiang Chang 173 Holly Rd
Yerrington David A 155 Nelmore Blvd
Zebrowski Linda H 1395 Roberts Rd
Gladwyne Pa 19035
Agreement Trust 1020 North Ln
All Star Shredding Lp PO Box 708
Angevine Maureen PO Box 768
Annesley William H 6 Gunning Ln
Atlass Steven, Paige 760 Conshocken State Rd
Aydt Karen C 1500 Sweet Briar Rd
Aylward Jane B 1200 Waverly Rd
Aylward Jane B 1400 Waverly Rd Apt A010
Aylward Jane B 1400 Waverly Rd Apt B247
Bach Robert O 1621 Sweet Briar Rd
Bacharach Stephanie L, Darin 1120 Bryn Tyddyn Dr
Barker 440 Conshohocken State Rd
Beever Donald R 1400 Waverly Rd Villa 30
Bernstein Eric F 221 Righters Mill Rd
Bradway Eric Allen 312 River Rd
Brownstein James 1134 Youngsford Rd
Bruskoff Bruce, Ilene 1350 Monk Rd
Buckey Alexandra 1275 S Avignon Dr
Chovanes John 434 Righters Mill Rd
Conly Marcy Aylward 1400 Waverly Rd Apt B247
Dated Rodger D, Sharon L 1020 North Ln
Davidyan G Kurt 930 Merion Sq PO Box 212
Davis Katheryne 333 Righters Mill Rd
Dixon Violet L 104 Old Gulph Rd
Dobey Construction Co Inc PO Box 150
Elie Diana 1622 Springmill Rd
Emerson Stephen 1368 Youngsford Rd
Erskine Frances T, Frances 410 Conshocken State Rd
Faunce D B Villa 28
Ferrier Donna N 1333 Youngs Ford Rd
Fidelity Investments Teri L Pionsky
Foltz Edwin J 917 Black Rock Rd
Frank Eleanor 1330 N Avignon Dr
French Pamela P 1212 Lafayette Rd
Friedland Mark I 1020 North Ln
Gad Lance S 1415 Spring Mill Rd
Gehret John K 56 Crosby Brown Rd
Gevurtz Michael 254 Riders Mill Rd
Giangiacomo John 1160 Norsam Rd
Gibson Lane LLC 57 Crosby Brown Rd
Glickstein Melvin 232 Conshohocken State Rd
Glover Donna J 825 Youngsford Rd
Gonzales Heidy C 435 Williamson Rd
Gottlieb Nancy, Scott 4 Gunning La
Gould Peter 775 Mill Creek Rd
Green Marla 1320 Monk Rd
Gretz Eloise M 155 Millcreek Tr
Gurk Doris Wainwright 1720 Riverview Rd
Habitational Excess Surplus Lines In 10 Shurs Ln
Hager Eric 1345 Fenimore Ln
Harbor Capital Inc 1132 Stony Ln
Harrow Jeffrey 670 Dodds Ln
Herb Betty Jane, Milton 327 Righters Mill Rd
Herb Milton O Jr 327 Righters Mill Rd
Herrick Trust Est 616 Mill Creek Rd
Hillier Betty Claudy Waverly Hts B−325 1400 Waverly Rd
Johnson Dorothy Brown 1400 Waverly Rd 217
Kaier Edward A, Edward J 1400 Waverly Rd Apt B037
Karbiner Ball Michelle 50 Crosby Brown Rd
Karoly Joseph, Lisa G 1400 Waverly Rd Apt A223
Kinderman Judith 1233 Rock Creek Rd
Kirchner Jon 1619 Sweet Briar Rd
Krakovitz Mark 385 Williamson Rd
Laakmann Peter D 1208 Waverly Rd
Labowskie Eugene M 1201 Club House Rd
Lamelza Liza N 1621 Winston Rd
Leonard Klorfine Found 1105 Bryn Tyddyn Dr
Levis Allison H 412 Conshohocken State Rd
Lobley Brian 1245 Lafayette Rd
Lodish Leonard, Alan Markowitz 831 Youngs Ford Rd
Lorndale Barbara Q 1400 Waverly Rd
Ludwick Mary W 1701 Riverview Rd
Mcandrews Mary E 700 Mill Creek Rd
Mcdonnell Angela P, James W 1400 Waverly Rd Villa 31
Mcdonnell Tara 902 Black Rock Rd
Mcmahon Kathryn Kristine 1635 Waverly Rd
Monteiro Victoria 341 Conshohocken Ste Rd Apt
Murray Richard 1627 Lafayette Rd
Ngocta Helen Anh 400 Youngsford Ln
Nicoletti Megan F 1333 Youngs Ford Rd
Obel Omia Michael C, Omia Carolyn H 121 Old Gulph Rd
Obrien John J Jr 726 Merion Sq Rd
Oconnell David W 1500 Sweet Briar Rd
Oncology Care LLC PO Box 739
Orlyck Theodore 649 Dodds Ln
Ortmeyer James W 723 Dixon Ln
Parker Chris 1201 Rose Glen Rd
Partial Objects 715 Dixon Ln
Paul Nancy, John 402 Righter S Mill Rd
Pearlman Rachel H 710 Dixon Ln
Pietri Daniel 941 Black Rock Rd
Pilling J Ross 1400 Waverly Rd Apt A223
Pourrezaei Manna 1636 Monk Rd
Raines J M MD PO Box 470
Ramamirtham Meena, Raj 1224 Waverly Rd
Reinhart George R 405 Righters Mill Rd
Richard C Walling Irrevo Trustagree 700 Mill Creek Rd
Richter Karl 540 Scott Rd
Rogalsky Frances N 1135 Maplecrest Cir
Rosenbluth Jeffrey M 215 Maple Hill Rd
Schaeffer James R, Jay H, Amy, William 1113 Woodmont Rd
Schaeffer William R, Amy 1316 Monk Rd
Schultz Newman Hon Sandra 1120 Ginkgo Ln
Schwartz Chris 1627 Lafayette Rd
Sgro Natalie M, Sgro Joseph 1315 Summer Hill Ln
Shaud James K 1156 Maplecrest Cir
Shore David 1611 Winston Rd
Slaoui M 1264 Country Club Rd
Smith Allison V 1400 Waverly Rd Apt B035
Smoger Marciellen 1228 Arwyn Ln
Steerman Craig, Chloe, Dustin 425 Mill Creek Rd
Stockdale Greger Carmen E 333 Righters Mill Rd
Tannenbaum Maurice 1160 Norsam Rd
Thompson Charlotte A, Paul 667 Dodds Ln
Thomson Archibald G Jr 415 Williamson Rd
Vernekoff Bret 1350 Rose Glen Rd
Vidensky Lukas 1585 Lafayette Rd
Walsh Brian J 1112 Robin Rd
Weisbrot Michael M, Matthew D 1136 Rock Creek Rd
Wolfson Steven B 1706 Sylvan Ln
Wood Peter J 55 Crosby Brown Rd
Glenside Pa 19038
20 20 Information Systems Inc PO Box 618
A James Patrick 24 W Waverly Rd
Aamodt Norman O 667 Lindley Rd
Acs Inc Steven & Evelyn A Scott−Bullock 2608 Burleigh Ave
Adams Paul E 157 N Keswick Ave
Ade Marjorie 775 Penn Ave
Aiken Raymond W, Mabel H 105 S Keswick Ave
Akers Isaiah G 134 Girard Ave
Amillay Joy 614 N Easton Rd
Anthony Marc N 843 Garfield Ave
Argenbright Lillian 209 Elm Ave
Arnold Hilary 628 Hamel Ave
Aussprung Joan 805 Garfield Ave
Baek Joon 532 N Easton Rd Apt 3
Bailey Dorothy Ann Masonic Home of Pa 638 Abington Ave
Baldridge Herbert C 101 Hamel Ave
Barba Claire E 2536 Edgecomb Ave
Bare Candance A 823 N Fairway Rd
Barthmaier Elizabeth, Roger 600 Sta Ave
Beck George L 118 S Lynwood Ave
Bellinger Joanna 121 Roslyn Ave
Black Flora C 2057 Pleasant Ave
Black Maryann J S 528 W Glenside Ave
Blyler Dennis 256 Keswick Av
Bob Panzeters Auto Repair 221 N Keswick Ave
Bowen John W 416 Tyson Ave
Bower Robert 221 Berkeley Rd
Brad S Auto Body 2800 Mt Carmel Ave
Brads Auto Body 2800 Mount Carmel Ave
Bratton Francis N 356 N Keswick Ave
Brennan Stephan 727 Edgehill Rd
Brooks Donald, Mary 32 Brookside Rd
Brown Elizabeth J 7728 Morgan Ln
Browne Traci, Dean 2800 Mount Carmel Ave
Burgerhoff Jennifer L 7921 Deer Run Rd
Burns Westley 227 Brookdale Ave
Cabin Cheryl 1141 E Pleasant Ave
Campbell John T III 531 Lindley Rd
Chandler Morris E 8603 Trumbauer Rd
Chaney Angela J 232 Brookdale Ave
Chappell Elizabeth 353 Faston Rd
Cherry Marcel L, W J 7907 Cobden Rd
Child Olivia H 29 Eastview Dr
Cholaj Christian 411 W Waverly Rd
Christi Marine Ins PO Box 579
Citizens Trails Advisory Committee 452 N Easton Rd
Clark Effie J 2708 Jenkintown Rd
Clawson Mary L 1149 E Pleasant St
Coffman Dorothy Mae 725 Hamel Ave
Cohen David N 7814 Conwell Rd
Colino Kathleen T, Michael J 412 Sylvania Ave
Collier Calvin Jr PO Box 582
Comeaut Mary W 710 Penn Ave
Connor Dolores N 225 Lismore Ave
Consadine Mary K 48 Chelfield Rd
Corbett James T 122 S Lynwood Ave
Cornely Mary M 7906 Flourtown Ave Unit B
Crawford Nancy 129 Cliveden Ave
Cunnane John J 253 Lismore Ave
Cunnion James P Jr 24 W Waverly Rd
Curtis Jason 8511 Patton Rd
Czarnecki Walter V Jr, Walter III, Ann V Masonic Home of
Pa 638 Abington Ave
Daniel R Ellis Killian 530 Abington Ave
Davies Hopkins M 885 N Easton Rd 11b−3
Davies John Personal Rep 885 N Easton Rd 11b−3
Davis Gail 2012 Pleasant Ave
Davis Linda M 616 Twickenham Rd
Davis Philip G 401 Paxson Ave
Deacedo Alvaro S, Felipe S 8701 Montgomery Ave
Deacon Catherin 7722 Queen St B
Dearros Rosemary, David 244 Berkeley Rd
Delaney Dorothy K 2319 Oakdale Ave
Delap Scott 2043 Mount Carmel Ave
Dempsey Barbara M 8109 Douglas Rd
Deshields Vanessa 113 Girard Ave
Devitt Sharon M, Kelly L 110 Roslyn Ave
Dfm Constuction Co Inc 647 Maple Ave
Diapers Plus Inc 605 Bridle Rd
Dickson Andrew J 657 Harrison Ave
Dinkins−Carr Florence 134 Girard Ave
Dirksen Scott 2342 Oakdale Ave
Doering Robert, Jean H 311 Woods Rd
Donahue Ignatious J, Ignatius 349 Northhills Ave
Doran & Donahue LLC 272 Keswick Ave
Dornheim Kelsie 1200 Paper Mill Rd
Dorsainville Stanle 450 S Easton Rd
Drummond Gregory W 765 Limekiln Pike Unit 21
Duffy Andrew 725 Brooke Rd
Duffy Patricia 224 E Glenside Ave
Dugan Theresa M, Rita Cannella 2075 Woodlawn Ave
Egi Mary Briglia 719 Jackson Ave
Eidenshink Michael E 2159 Menlo Ave
Einbender Aamodt Alysse 667 Lindley Rd
Eisner Della R, Abner 637 Edgley Ave
Fagan Fittery Eileen M 467 N Tyson Ave
Fariss Kurt G 8820 Wainwright Rd
Fenton George A 2143 Woodlawn Ave
Fetterman John A Est 208 Heatherwood Rd
Fisher Muriel, Louis 833 Hilldale Rd
Fisher Vera 327 Edge Hill Rd
Flaherty Donald 752 N Tyson Ave
Foley Marian J 786 N Tyson Ave
Fonville Donald P 1207 E Barringer St PO Box 1205
Freeman Richard Joseph PO Box 1222
French Frederick H 307 N Easton Rd
French James 906 Garfield Ave
Gaffney Herman E PO Box 141
Gallagher Elizabeth 251 Lismore Ave
Gallo Joseph M 2835 Meyer Ave
Garrett Mary L 117 Linden Ave
Gate 1 International Tvl 101 Limekiln Pike
George Cathrine E 159 Girard Ave
Gerhard Charles E III, Allison L, Kathryn 127 Stanley Ave
Gesensway Deborah 2221 Oakdale Ave
Glover Robert J 2639 Church Rd
Griffis Martin 2355 Rosemore Ave
Griffith Matthew 617 Bridle Rd
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Griggs Elizabeth A 141 Carroll Ave
Gruber Johanna E 207 N Tyson Ave
Gunkel Louis M DMD 858−60 N Easton Rd
Haegele Warren 727 Garfield Ave
Haff Maria 29 Eastview Dr
Hagan Edward 2036 Jenkintown Rd
Hahn Joseph 310 S Eason Rd Apt B−316
Hallagher Dennise 251 Lismore Ave
Hansen Christopher 160 Wilson Ave
Harrison Donna 786 Tyson Ave
Harvest Mission Inc 21 E Glenside Ave
Hatzfeld Sarah S 223 Woodlyn Ave
Hawthorne Dorothy M Est 532 East Ave
Hayes Lorene 1701 E Willow Grove Ave
Heiman Margaret M 758 Garfield Ave
Heinz Virginia M, Francis J 2253 Menlo Ave
Helen E Mooney Mt Carmel Ave
Helsel Virginia 752 N Tyson Ave
Hensler Robert J, Anna M 2230 Woodlawn Ave
Hoffer Donald R 134 Roslyn Ave
Hoffman Robin 868 Hilldale Rd
Hopewell Bernard 18 Windsor Rd Unit B
Hornick Sharon PO Box 788
Huffzehren Heather 237 Maple Ave
Human Resource Options Inc 115 E Glenside Ave Ste 1
Hunter Keith L 618 Hillcrest Ave
Hustedt Evellyn 2777 Jenkintown Rd
Ibbetson Joseph 754 Penn Ave
Integrated Financial 7811 Pine Rd
Inter County Agency Inc 346 Monroe Ave
Investment Traders Ascpa Invstmnt Traders Assoc
143 Berkeley Rd
Issac Erika, Jamie PO Box 788
Iverson Marian J 2246 Menlo Ave
Jabro Ann 2429 Jenkintown Rd
Jacobs Daniel L 469 Kesweick Ave
Jacobs Heating & AC Inc Ps P 134 N Tyson Ave
Jancso Diane P 838 Fernhill Rd
Jenkins Thomas J 8 Wyndmoor Dr
Jessie John R 116 Tennis Ave
Johnson Lawrence J, Lorraine P 218 N Easton Rd Apt F26
Johnson Levodis 121 Linden Ave 0
Johnston Caroline 728 Sunset Rd
Jones Eleanor C, Nadir A 765 Limekiln Pike Unit 11
Jones Francis X 462 Roberts Ave
Jones Howard 400 Paxson Ave
Joyce Noreen 2225 Oakdale Ave
Kamiensk Jason 2462 Ardsley Ave
Kaname Suimatsu 2550 Church Rd
Kane Tara Manley 812 Tennis Ave
Karr Consutling 50 Rices Mill Rd
Kash Anthony J, Stacey A 2903 Limekiln Pike
Kash Stacey A 2903 Limekiln Pike
Kim Taek 608 N Easton Rd
Kimes Marguerite 744 Jackson Ave
Kind Andrew J 301 Custis Rd
King Timothy J Jr, Carol C 138 Roslyn Ave
Kipp Allison 201 Easton Rd
Klaiman 717 Castlewood Rd
Koebert Mathew 129 Roslyn Ave
Kotsur Robert John 517 Fox Rd
Kuttner Hauling 159 Wilson Ave Unit B
Lamon Irene 520 Georgian Rd
Lanning Marilyan Francis, William B 551 E Evergreen Ave
Apt B219
Laughlin Scott J 1681 E Willow Grove Ave
Leadbeater Christina Lynn 711 Cricket Ave
Leasure Christopher 1137 E Pleasant St
Lee Kyu Sung 8206 Douglas Rd
Lee Walter 728 Vance Dr
Leejay 2777 Jenkintown Rd
Leonard William 313 N Keswick Ave
Lewis Betty E Springfield Residence 551 E Evergreen Ave
Lewis Shannon M 317 Harrison Ave
Lipcius Sharon 8833 Duveen Dr
Lipton Nancy 1120 Clark Rd
Loeb Laura R 7809 Ardmore Ave
Lonsway Wilfred J, Marcia Pavia 7720 Doe Ln
Luddy Kathryn E 439 Roslyn Ave
Luk Steffi 7802 Conwell Rd
Macneel Dorothy B, Dorothy S Elaine Stieffenhofer
436 Penn Ave
Mahon George F, Robin A 620 Penn Ave
Maley Abigail R 3125 Jenkintown Rd
Mallatratt Bruce 713 Fern Rd
Marathon Mortgage Svcs Inc 926 Bethlehem Pike
Marino Elizabeth A 620 Roberts Ave
Marley Betty J 212 Edge Hill Rd
Marren Gregory N 228 Harrison Ave
Mcaleer Frank P, Brian PO Box 294
Mcbride Daniel J Jr, Rita F 648 N Easton Rd
Mccrorey Anna J 812 Monroe Ave
Mcgarry Sean 303 Paxton Ave
Mcgovern Mike 2683 Limekiln Pike
Mckenna Melissa 426 Cricket Ave
Mcleod Douglas S 690 N Tyson Ave
Meakin Kevin C 2144 Mt Carmel Ave
Melissen Christina 2822 Meyer Ave
Mento Joseph, Wendy PO Box 4
Michelotti Thomas Est 522 Central Ave Apt 1
Miller Charles 3028 Limekiln Pike
Minier Mary L 2143 Woodlawn Ave
Mobley Michael 837 Ave H
Moore Francis L 2338 Tague Ave
Morrison David P Jr, Bert C 304 Sta Ave
Moser Kathryn L 724 Castlewood Rd
Moulder Steven C, Barbara 11 Toxony Ave
Murray Guy T 140 Tennis Ave
Murray Patrick L, Kelly 882 Fernhill Rd
Musgrove Alexis 340 Girard Ave
Nagle Deborah C 242 Lismore Ave
Nees Louis 9403 Stenton Ave
Neighborhood Family Community Dev 229 Linden Ave
Nicholson Charles M 753 Roslyn Ave
Nino Frank 2621 Hawthorne
Noel Estephen 938 Penn Ave
Norman James W 121 Jackson Ave
Norris Bernadine, James C 20 S Lynnwood Ave
North Chapel 157 Edge Hill Rd
Obrien John F 2745 Limekiln Pike Apt 2flr
Ohara Michael S 7 Chelfield Rd
Olsson Ruth E 8813 Duveen Dr
Owens Robert T 769 Monroe Ave
Paight Helen T 8833 Stenton Ave
Palik Lisa N 310 S Easton Rd C215 Oak Smt
Paone Shaun Kathleen, Sophia Grace 348 N Tyson Ave
Park Jee Y 765 Limekiln Pike Unit 14
Parkinson Matthew E 620 Roberts Ave
Paster Lawrence Rpt 2285 Cross Rd
Patterson Ray 313 Brookdale Ave
Patterson Verdell, Raymond 313 Brookdale Ave
Penn Ralph PO Box 15
Penn Sheila J 308 Ruscombe Ave
Peterson Sterret C 805 S Fairway Rd
Piepenbrink Susan 775 Penn Ave
Pink Peony Consignment Inc 631 Bethlehem Pike
Plenzick Leo P 2945 Spear Ave
Plumley Elizabeth L 1060 Maple Ave
Poate Herbert L 3rd 273 Bickley Rd
Poore Marilyn H 252 N Keswick Ave
Purcell Bernard A Jr 306 Tee Rd
Putnam Ann 717 Wyndmoor Ave
Quinn Margaret L 134 Roslyn Ave
Radick Joseph M 2903 Limekiln Pike
Rana Mandeep 335 Oak Rd
Rebman Katherine C 654 Gordon Rd
Rhoads Catherine D, Ronald E 204 Tennis Ave
Rice Kristine M 175 Roberts Ave
Rice Linda 775 Penn Ave
Richardson Dean R 815 Maple Ave
Rickert Wayne D 117 N Easton Rd Ste 201
Rivera Terry A 2918 Limekiln Pike
Rivers Vinton 319 Logan Ave
Roberto Mary 552 E Evergreen Ave
Robertson Alfred T 102 Rices Mill Rd
Roche Robert S 726 Edgehill Rd
Roma Elena 552 E Evergreen Ave
Roma Elena V 2129 Woodlawn Ave
Rookwood Christine V, Paul M 244 Sylvania Ave
Rosina Colston T 317 Harrison Ave
Rothman Gordon, Secky Oak Smt Apt B412 310 Easton Rd
Ruble Virginia C 812 Tennis Ave
Ruzzi Doris 25 Limekiln Pike
Ruzzi Jennifer 120 N Easton Rd 2nd Fl
Sabella Marian 551 E Evergreene Ave
Sanders Rachel 163 N Tyson Ave
Sandra C Ellis Killian 530 Abington Ave
Sanford Elizabeth, Sally 120 E Glenside Ave
Santilli Fernando 647 Maple Ave
Scandoval Jesscinia 1524 Limekiln Pike
Schaeffer William 16 W Glenside Ave PO Box 397
Schmidt Margaret M 40 Mount Carmel Av I1
Scholly Francis C 205 E Glenside Ave
Schubert Paul H Jr 813 Jackson Ave
Schurr Patricia 134 S Keswick Ave
Schwing Katrina 722 Crescent Ave
Seader Joan Elizabeth, James H Jr 2019 Jenkintown Rd
Seawright Brittney 513 W Glenside Ave
Seeram Steve L 2832 Jefferson Ave
Selig Robert Md 8200 Cobden Rd
Seller Celeste 885 N Easton Rd Apt 6b2
Semmler Mario 402a Central Ave
Serratore Helen A 532 East Ave
Serroni Marc R 809 Wyndmoor Ave
Seslow Martin 713 Swade Rd
Shafir Nicole 22 E Bells Mill Rd
Shahan Richard M 241 Lismore Ave
Sharma Data Systems Inc 240 Berkeley Rd
Sharp Craig 114 S Easton Rd
Shields James W, Lori A 104 Cliveden Ave
Siegel Bertram Est 500 Waverly Rd
Simmons Denise E 118 Girard
Simpson Evelyn 7823 Deer Run Rd
Sitoski Amanda L, Kevin F 330 Edgehill Rd
Skubiak Wendy 456 N Eston Rd
Slotsky Gloria Apt A 336 Locust Rd
Smith Annette M 9 Shepards Way
Smith Braden 2318 Rosemore Ave Apt H22
Smith Edward A 850 Paper Mill Rd
Smith James C 2445 Jenkintown Rd Apt 2
Smith Joanne, Edna 776 Brooke Rd
Smith Karen P 255 Maple Ave
Smith Kathleen, Douglas 6 South Easton Rd
Snyder Emily W 540 Beaver Rd
Snyder Emily W Est 540 Beaver Rd
Somes Gail S 885 N Easton Rd Apt 13 A5
Song Jeong Hee 229 S Easton Rd Apt 1
Spencer Stephen C 2179 Pleasant Ave
Spot Mobile Svcs 1408 E Mermaid Ln
Stallings Joel 350 Logan Ave
Stevens Anthony C 519 Northhills Ave
Strockbine John R 2330 Geneva Ave
Summerall Anne M 2429 Jenkintown Rd
Sweeney Angela 49 Gordon Rd
Sweeney James Est 124 Bickley Rd
Swift Maryann F 1010 Fraser Rd
Swope Elaine 551 E Evergreen Ave Apt B209
Sykes Patricia S 310 S Easton Rd Apt B215
Sykes William D, Jane H 1046 Maple Ave
Szczurek Matthew T, Janine M 335 Lismore Ave
Talley Benjamin M, Benjamin F 2052 Jenkintown Rd
Tate Joseph A Jr 48 Chelfield Rd
Taylor Stanley 147 Harrison Ave
Tecson Maria 169 Lismore Ave Apt 1
Thomas Gilbert B 245 Berkley Rd
Thompson Christina 252 Keswick Ave
Topcomm Inc 1408 E Mermaid Ln
Towey Megan 218 N Easton Rd Apt F30
Tucker Sharon, Don 355 Locust Rd
Twenty4seven 117 N Easton Rd Ste 201
Tyler Larry W PO Box 1076
Vecchione Salvatore A III 204 Yeakel Ave
Velasquez Juan Gabriel 335 Limekiln Pike
Visiting Angels PO Box 157
Walter Jane 515 Fox Rd
Ward Christine, Colin J 948 Maple Ave
Ward Thomas J 2732 Magnolia Ave
Wargo Timothy 280 N Keswick Ave Apt 3a
Warms Rebecca A 113 Shippen Rd
Warren Jessica 2811 Mt Carmel Ave
Webb Willa Est, Karen Webb 2943 Limekiln Pike
Weyrauch Linka Karen 470 Plymouth Rd
Whitney George P 218 N Easton Rd Apt G21
Willard John 528 Waln Rd
Willard Robert A 208 Roslyn Ave
Wister Jane K 604 E Pleasant St
Worrell Frances A, Harry S 2903 Limekiln Pike
Wright James B 804 S Fairway Rd
Yun Kye J 885 N Easton Rd Apt 4b7
Zehren Francis 237 Maple Ave
Green Lane Pa 18054
Alexander X H 121 Main St
Atz Frances S Est Edward Atz 400 Main St
Bergen Marie E 121 Main St
Brown Richard 429 Main St
Cassel Craig 1141 Scott Rd
Ewing Shirley A RR 1 Box 717 Hauck Rd
Finkbeiner Douglas L 1810 Upper Ridge Rd
Fogel Anna E 1071 Magazine Rd RR 2 Box 401a
Frangell Albert A, Hannah M, Eleanor J Santee
1323 Schlager St
Fritz Jerry L, Amy C 1055 Indian Rock Rd
Grant Tacy E 203 Green Hill Dr
Harvey Daniel 2642 Deep Creek Rd
Kalavsky William PO Box 674
Kowalczuk Gary M 1705 Snyder Rd PO Box 83
Marshall Martin R 5017 Hiffletroyer Rd
Mayer Brent J 505 Walnut St
Mokros David M 3109 Main St
Nock J William Jr 5007 Hiffletrayer Rd
Robbins Marion Y, Ronald E Jr 1815 Lwr Rocky Dale Rd
Rurode Ronald 144 Sunset Rd
Shadylane Estates Inc 143 Whitesmill Rd
Simmon Donald G, Edith I Gravel Pike
Vagasky Shirley A RR 1 Box 717 Hauck Rd
Wall Christopher B 1600 Lower Rockydale Rd
Weller Robert S 2345 Finland Rd
Wolfe Deborah 2119 Walters Rd Unit B
Gulph Mills Pa 19428
Datin Ronan J 100 Gulph Rd
Kraus Cynthia A 971 Longview Rd
Mcnamara Noreen 100 Gulph Rd
Quarto Gavin D, Louisa 1008 Trinity Ln
Gwynedd Pa 19436
Baetzel June C Est 509 Foulkeways
Barr Victor L, Rita S 1114 Foulkeways Apt L14
Bassett Mary Ferguson 1108 Foulkeways L8
Butler Lawrence M 1433 W Lamplighter Ln
Buxbaum Michael MD 126 Swedesford Rd
Chung Debbie L, Debby L PO Box 368
Cole Natalie 606 Foulkeways
Gammell Jane S 902 Foulkeways
Gerald Shirley H PO Box 92
Gerald Shirley M 308 Gwynedd Ave PO Box 92
Gerald Shirley M, Edward H Gwynedd Ave
Heaney Harriet B 405 Foulkeways
Hirst Eric A 1122 Foulkeways
Houser Marilyn J 509 Foulkeways
John Willis Trust 130 Swedesford Rd
Jones Jeanne T 1607 Foulkeways
Marandola Edward A 1308 Meeting House Rd
Mccurdy Joan C 1008 Foulkeways
Mceldrew Deborah PO Box 454
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Mishory Steve S N Wales Rd Box 251
Porter Mary L 87 Foulkeways
Reinke Elizabeth L, Peter H, Elizabeth R 80 Foulkeways
Rizol Tyler James, Jeanne M PO Box 122
Robb Bridget 404 S Swedesford Rd
Sherlock Co PO Box 413
Sitarchuk Marion W 903 Foulkeways
Trella Andrew, Foulkeways at Gwynedd
1120 Meetinghouse Rd
Zeigler Timothy Zeigler Consulting LLC 1120 Welsh Rd
Gwynedd Valley Pa 19437
Althouse Harriet B Box 431 921 N Surrey Dr
Bell Judith S, Alvin Plymouth Rd
Brody Jeanne PO Box 736
Brown John F PO Box 399
Brown John F, Emma N PO Box 399
Cherry Ross 904 Lorien Dr
Clark Thomas W 711 Foulkeways
Coleman Leon F Est PO Box 768
Flynn Edward PO Box 367 1019 Lorien Dr
Franchetti Anita 717 Willow Run Rd
Freas Mary B Gordon Freas PO Box 207 1413 Florence Dr
Garbose Lynne 545 Sta Ln Rd
Gold R Michael, Andrew D PO Box 84
Halstrom Danielle 917 Lorien Dr
Hammond Linda A PO Box 401 1604 Overlook Dr
Hatam Pouya 808 Plymouth Rd Box 605
Jones Elizabeth PO Box 768
Kelly Daniel R Box 339 916 Plymouth Rd
Kustra Diana B, Jack B PO Box 681 1425 Tanglewood Dr
Lassin Gary 545 Sta Ln Rd
Martin Trust Thomas John R 213 Plymouth Rd Box 593
Mcconnell Nancy E 928 Surrey Dr
Mccreavy Richard, Karen 924 N Surrey Dr
Meidt Charles PO Box 654 901 Plymouth Ave
Michael Casey PO Box 6003
Parsons Virginia Surry Dr
Pomerantz Benjamin D, Michael 1508 Latchstring Ln
Robert & Eileen Shaner Surv Trust Dated 24 1993
PO Box 441
Rogerson Craig A 169 Cathcart Rd PO Box 702
Trueblood Caroline Furnas 901 Forest Dr
Wiley Richard C 1305 Township Line Rd
Harleysville Pa 19438
A M E Abstract LLC 425 Main St Ste 200
A Squared Artifacts 300 Manor Rd
Acosta Christophe 403 Monroe Dr
Afzali Yasir M 285 Wambold Rd
Alderfer Andrew E3 Woodsedge Dr
Alderman Elizabeth 518 Devon Cir
Alleger Richard 650 Salfordville Rd
Anders Lewis 12 Elder Ct
Anderson Kathleen M 217 Summerwind Ln
Armstrong Allison 938 Club House Dr
Armstrong Bryan K 359 Main St
Baird Andrea PO Box 244
Barsky Lynne 404 Park Ave
Becker Mark S 224 Shady Nook Hill Rd
Benasutti Mary Jane, John E 37 Bentwood Cir
Bizon Brian 102 Westminster Ct
Bobb Fedesco Stacey 437 Windsor Dr
Borge Elaine 248 Shirley Dr
Bowie Lindsey M PO Box 438
Boyd Jeanne B PO Box 195
Bromiley William H 1016 Kingscote Dr
Cain Randolph Wyatt 745 Smokepipe Ln
Cannon Alice Gayle 292 Main St
Cavina Iride 1930 Mary Ln
Chan Hok Y 403 Continental Dr
Chase Auto Finance 465 Dalkeith Ct
Chau Trang T 100 Astor Dr
Chow Kim 102 Concord Pl
Chowns Comm Inc 219 Ruth Rd
Ciana M D 934 Clubhouse Dr
Cikoski Salome J, Joan 641 Store Rd
Ciliberti Grace 1937 Kulp Rd
Clark James 516 Championship Dr
Clark Michael J 261 Danny Ln
Colburn Lauren A 107 Durham Ct
Cricket Communication 305 Cypress Dr
Crouse Rosemarie 341 Morris Rd
Culinary Crossing Cheri Dodge 287 Maple Ave
Daron Katherine M 934 Clubhouse Dr
Dave Ritesh, Shilpa 36 Montgomery Dr
Delizzio Robert L 509 Summerhill Ln
Diflorido Domenic, Marie 616 Harrington Ct
Digiacomo Matthew R 2075 Store Rd
Diven Liany 205 Cutleaf Cir
Dixon Robert H, Mary E 685 Main St Apt 350
Drakas Kenneth Salford Sq 686 Main St
Dunsmore Landscape Tree Jason Dunsmore 670 Store Rd
Eastman Mary C 97 Montgomery Dr
Elshimy Sheyanne, Wajda, Diane, Layla 2069 Ft Bevon Rd
Emig David J 454 Store Rd
Ennett Edward 1661 Bishopwood Blvd E
Erling Sally 232 Alderfer Rd
Evans Barbara Ann, Eugene 430 Old Morris Rd
Fazzari James V, Mary N 2012 Ft Bevon Rd
Firely John M 798 Sharon Ln
Ford Denali M 233 Morwood Rd
Friedman Richard Joseph 11 Dorchester Way
Garden State School Furniture Co Inc Reed Asso Inc
173 Main St
Garrison Rita 1741 Old Sumneytown Pike
Giannini Victoria G 416 Ruth Ct
Gibbs Tonya 150 Main St Apt 115f
Giemza Adam T 695 Main St No 324
Gilday Maria 411 Belle Ln
Gillen John 107 Montgomery Dr
Gillespie Eugene J 156 E Woods Dr
Gmahle Emily R 1501 Staley Cir
Gold Caren 197 Carriage Ct
Golembiewski Joan E 298 Pamela Cir
Gordon Melanie B 251 Indian Creek Rd
Grainey Patricia A, Donald W 1080 Shady Ln
Gregg Audrey 202 Adams Rd
Guckavan David 901 Continental Dr
Harleysville Books 674 Main St
Harleysville Exxon Shoppe 590 Main St
Harleysville Ins Co of Ny As A PO Box 199
Harleysville Services Inc 355 Maple Ave
Harris Michael Scott 568 Gruber Rd
Haskins Robert PO Box 540
Heath Wendy L 15 Ridgewood Way
Hemmerle Samantha T 773 Holly Cir
Hendricks Evelyn Y Peter Becker Community
800 Maple Ave Pc13
Herre James 33 Longwood Ct E
Houseal Steven, Nancy 539 Franklin Cir
Hoy Tina M 453 Candlewood Way
Hughes Jill 361 Indian Crest Way
Hurley Michael 975 Gallery Dr
Iahd Americas 310 Brd St
Indo Burma Inc 422 Main St Apt 103
Indymac Bank Fsb 336 Stormfield Dr
Infrasource 219 Ruth Rd
Iorio Katie 401 Pinehurst Ct
Janco Thomas J 560 Oak Dr Apt 131
Javier Janus, R W S C PO Box 167
Jenkins James A 300 Manor Rd
Jennings Lawrence William 355 Belct Way
Johnson Robert L 340 Freed Rd
Johnson Sonya, Gregg 1508 Staley Cir
Jtsb Properties Lp 343 Lazy Turtle Cir PO Box 50
Kahana Susan 150 Main St Apt 106c
Kamat Kirtida M 169 Montgomery Dr
Kampmeyer Gary 490 Stover Rd
Kampmeyer Louisabella 490 Stover Rd
Kelly Thomas M 52 Morris Rd
Kensey John A 422 Main St Apt 77
Keyser Ralph 1935 Kulp Rd
Kister Lori R 348 Parke Ave
Klein Eric H 794 Sharon Ln
Kozloski Kristen 2028 Cody Ln
Lajevic Augustine Lillian 104 Cambridge Way
Landa Inc Ta Zacks Pizza 625 Main St
Lau Fai Y 421 Candlewood Way
Leatherman Joshua Dale, Carol K 880 Kulp Rd
Lisko Emiko 302 Heritage Dr
Long Kimberly S 295 Stormfield Dr
Luciani Michael S 115 Winchester Way
Lukens Robert 531 Park Ave
Madden Richard S 695 Main St 222
Mahl Christine M 800 Maple Ave
Malcolm Charles D 106 Richmond Ct
Maldonado Bernabe 544 Meeting House Rd
Malloy Cheryl L 488 Groffs Mill Rd
Maloney Sophia S, Paul 344 Firethorne Cir
Mamzic Matthew 539 Broxton Ct
Martech Medical Products Inc 1500 Delp Dr
Martin Robert 112 Sunset Way
Mazzola Robert D 412 Calverton Ct
Mchale Elizabeth P 15 Acorn Ct
Mcwilliams Walter 17 Black Cherry Ct W
Medcomp 1499 Delp Dr
Miller Helen, Donald G 137 Eastwoods Dr
Miller Martin F 365 Buckingham Cir
Mohr Kaili M 102 Revere Dr
Moosani Nirmala 408 Creekview Dr
Morrison Samantha M 289 Florence Dr
Moyer Brent M, Dawn R 290 Alderfer Rd
Moyer Michelle L 880 Kulp Rd
Newlin Michael, Susan 520 Freeman School Rd
Northstar Marketing 2001 Gehman Rd
Oconnor Christian 2150 Ft Bevon Rd
Olkowski Matthew Z 340 Cricket Ln
Oneill Timothy J 180 Fawn Dr
Organski Donna 2627 Hedrick Rd
Pardy David Joel 901 Continental Dr
Patel Amika 41 Montgomery Dr
Patel Pritam C 104 Heritage Dr
Penzarella Nicholas 939 Masters Way
Peters Joshua M 62 Saratoga Way
Pham Hoc M 100 Aston Dr
Pietruszka John 649 Patemo Dr
Polichetti Nancy 422 Main St Apt 95
Pollock Daniel J 113 Westminster Ct
Powell Lee C 373 Pondview Dr
Price Bonnie 324 Harleysville Pike
Pridgen Eddie Est, Wayne I 321 Vanderbilt Ln
Quinn Michael F, Sean K 815 Maplewood Dr Apt 358
R Carey Henning Tr 284 Yoder Rd
Radcliffe William A Jr 151 Montgomery Dr
Rafizadeh Vahid 238 Green Bank Way
Rice Deborah A 570 Old Skippack Rd
Riley Andela R 3 Camelot Way
Roach Christine M 323 Hamilton Dr
Rockovitz Flora H 402 Monroe Dr
Royster Hazel 800 Maple Ave Pc
Sage Management 75 Morris Rd
Sandy Michael, Karen 336 Stormfield Dr
Sanni Wahab 606 Harrington Ct
Schimpf W Scott 640 Whittaker Way
Schmidt Michael S 284 Park Ave
Shields Elizabeth M 161 Ruth Rd
Shmueli Sharon, Yaron 90 Montgomery Dr
Shurelds Carmen, Sean 516 Championship Dr
Simonelli Jeffrey D 309 Kinsey Rd
Simpson J 390 Indian Crest Way
Stahl Anna 52 Morris Rd
Starr Devon 416 Ruth Ct
Steck Rose Marie 560 Oak Dr Apt 312
Stulb Christopher A, Nicholas M 647 Grantham Ln Unit 95
Styer Barbara 350 Brd St Apt 39
Sullivan Jill S 2150 Ft Bevon Rd
Suntek Systems Inc 1649 Bishopwood Blvd E
Talarico Leonard 416 Ruth Ct
Terpeluk Hilde A 635 Meadow Ln
Totalbath 1561 Gemman Rd
Tucker Herbert D, Mabel 478 Morris Rd
Tuohey Joseph P, Julie B 411 Maple Ave
Vaidyalingam Jaiganesh 102 Durham Ct
Vitelli Barbara K 885 Price Rd
Walker Edward D 1770 Old Morris Rd
Walton Rebecca 356 Sumneytown Pike
Weiler Kristina K 104 Tweed Way
Weyman C Daniel 695 Main St No 202
Whitefield John 863 Store Rd
Wieland Karen M 2102 Braden Ct
Wood Madeline 380 Indian Crest Way
Wright Bernard 567 Woodview Ln
Young Michael W 24 Montgomery Dr
Zagorski Shirley L, Daniel J 335 Clemens Rd
Zawislak Michael, Jill 310 Shirley Dr
Zhang Rong Y 267 Pamela Cir
Zhou Yihou 523 Championship Dr
Hatboro Pa 19040
Abbys Bookcase 291 E County Line Rd
Acute Care Medical Transport 2940 Tpke Dr Ste 17
Affinity Ins Svcs Inc Med Malpra 159 E County Line Rd
Aicpa Aon Insurance Services 159 E County Line Rd
Alamia Deborah 500 No York Rd Apt H 1
Ambacher James J PO Box 698 76 Byberry Rd
Anderson Wiliam 305 Central Ave
Andrews Thomas C Moreland Ave
Antwerpen Patricia V 19 S Penn St
Appliance Worlds LLC 409 W County Line Rd
Ashford Jiles Joan 91 Home Rd
Asnderson Eleanor 305 Central Ave
Babchinetskiy Anatoliy 5 Cobblestone Cir
Baker Nancy 2610 Pleasant Hill Rd 0
Baranek Jonathan 217 Maryland Dr
Barber Thomas C 77 Byberry Rd
Barbiers Catherine R 2815 Byberry Rd No 123
Barnett Julia Kathleen, Gia E 96 Sourwood Dr
Barras Robert 2455 Karen La
Batey Dorothy A Est Schneider Nixon & John 76 76 Byber
Ave PO Box 698
Bauer Kay 50 S Penn St
Baughman Christopher D 14 Flamingo Rd
Beach Emma E 2815 Byberry Rd 3909
Beaser Delight D, Raine L, Delight O 31 E Montgomery Ave
2nd Fl
Beavan Laurence A, Gayleen M 103 Lancaster Place
Beck Francis T Est 76 Byberry Rd
Becker Frederick L 411 Tanner Rd
Becker Karen I 411 Castello Ave
Benninghoff John B 146 Bready Rd
Bhagwandin Nirshala 16 Concord Pl
Bianchine Robert J Jr 459 Springdale Ave Apt B
Bianchini Nicholas 459 Springdale Ave Apt B
Biase Steven 128 Yorkshire Way
Blethen Linda Gail 11 Maple Ave
Bodenshatz Margaret E B 76 Byberry Rd
Bodman George E 1011 Pennypack Cir
Bolger Faith Schneider Nixon & John 76 Byberry Rd
PO Box 698
Brady Christopher G 322 Arionne Dr
Bross Deborah 121 E Montgomery Ave
Burgess Glenn E Jr 46 B S New St
Burlingame Patricia 153 E Moreland Ave
Cal State Dentists B 159 E County Line Rd
Carter Barton 5 Hunters Wa
Casey Michael P, Debra 2655 Pleasant Hill Rd
Cesarini Sandy 300 Horsham Rd
Chernyakhovsky Larisa 427 Exton Rd
Chope Robert W, Susan E 503 S Warminster Rd Apt M8
Christopher Kathyann 503 S Warminster Rd Apt G2
Ciaverdell Josephine M 76 Byberry Rd
Cioppi Martin 235 E County Line Rd
Cohen Bradley D 1711 Magnolia Ave Apt C1
Collins Erin R 18 Drummers Way
Conly Glenn J 108 Harding Ave
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Coon Harvey 2550 Byberry Rd
Cramer Samuel E 132 S York Rd
Crean Michelle K 137 Crooked Billet Rd
Creighton Philip F Jr, Patricia E 45 Bright Rd
Crocco Anthony F, Hanna E 420 Howard St
Cronlund Kirsten J 613 Topsfield Rd
Cross Alma B Est 76 Byberry Rd
Cullum Marion Jean 11 Maple Ave
Daley Christine M 7 Drexel Rd
Daly Rebecca, Denise 206 N Warminster Rd
Dangelo Michael 622 Delft Ln
Daniels Madelene S 20 Drummers Way
Dare Christina 218 Oak Hill Dr
Dascher Josephine 615 Delft Ln
Davis Diane A, Bruce 16 James Rd
Demichael Mary 204 Hidden Creek Dr
Dentist S Advantage 159 E County Line Rd
Derbyshire Ronald B 218 Oak Hill Dr
Dinenno Joseph R 136 S York Rd
Diskan Edith 76 Byberry Rd
Dobbins Maryellen G 1810 Gibson Dr
Doherty Richard 2690 Centennial Rd
Doorley Robert S 18 Fairview Ave
Dougherty Barbara A 2548 Damian Dr
Dunkin Donuts 315 N York Rd
Dutton Howard J 56 W Moreland Ave
Eastern Components Sales Corp Profit Sha Ring Plan 41
Byberry Ave Ste 9
Edelamn Daniel 15 Fulmer Ave
Ehrmann Victor E Sr 510 Moreboro Rd
Elsing Katherine A, David J 413 Evergreen Ave
Ewing Nora C Est 76 Byberry Rd
Falterbauer Erich 14 Meetinghouse Rd
Fears John D 34 S York Rd
Federal Bond & Collection 2200 Byberry Rd 120
Fell Charles 3445 Davisville Rd Apt 423 B
Fessenden Emma I, Living Trust 609 Winding Rd
Fetscher Louis F 401 W Moreland Ave
Figueroa Anayeli 607 High St
Filosa Robert W 2600 Pleasant Hill Rd
Fischer Jennifer 110 S Warminster Rd
Fitzpatrick Donna 345 E County Line Rd
Flagler Andrew 349 Tanner Ave
Flagler Kylie Louise 349 Tanner Ave
Foos William 779 W County Line Rd
Forensic Safety Group Inc 2935 Byberry Rd
Forte Anne, Anna 22 Mercer St
Fox Chase Bank 4390 Davisville Rd
Francis Roy 2503 Eberly St
G2 Interactive Pa 101 E County Line Rd
Galbraithide Beth P 41 Byberry Rd Apt 8
Gelbard Fabiana, Ehud 206 Lorna Dr
Gigliotti Kris 618 Exton Rd
Goldress Joseph W 4217 Blair Mill Rd
Gotwols Bruce S 606 Delft Ln
Gotwols Scott 2480 Byberry Rd
Gower Alfreda C Est 2815 Byberry Rd Apt 224
Graupner William E, Gladys M Maple Village Apt 309 2815
Byberry Rd
Gustin Edward C 112 Quince Dr
Gutekunst Kathleen 50 S Penn St Apt 390
Hahn Brian F 101 Academy Rd
Haines Florence H 534 Stewart Rd
Hall Kevin R 473 Jacksonville Rd
Harris Brody 655 W County Line Rd
Haus John J 36 Snew St
Healthcare Providers Svc 159 East County Line Rd
Henry Joseph, Jean L 405 Warminster Rd
Higgins Michael Jay 36 E Moreland Ave Apt 401
Hiles Charles T 106 Holly Dr
Hitchner Jill 205 Pinetree Ln
Hitchner V Est 100 Moonflower Rd
Hogan Andrew K 40 Maurice Ln
Howeth Melissa M PO Box 675
Hpso 159 East County Line Rd
Hubler Danielle, Sloane N 121 Smt Ave
Infologix Inc 101 East County Line Rd
Jamison Vera E 424 Springbrook Ln
Jardine Helen Est 336 N Penn St
John Helen, Edward Shoemaker 3700 W Mill Rd
Jolly Myron B Jr, Mary V 2815 Byberry Rd Apt 409
Kane Thomas D, Susan A 16 S Warminster Rd
Kats Jamison Van Der Veen & 208 Pine Tree Ln
Keaveney Ivy C 2815 Byberry Rd Apt 317
Kelly James 3315 Mill Rd
Klink Susan J, Harry 208 Pine Tree Ln
Konietzko Kurt O 117 Spring Ln
Kurtz Christopher 3898 Round Meadow Ln
Lacey Bill 14 James Rd
Lajeunesse Deadra 349 Tanner Ave
Lee Allison R, Robert, Daniel C 224 W Moreland Ave
Leib Kevin W 41 Buckman Dr
Lerner Joseph J Dr 313 N York Rd
Lethbridge Claire E 16 S York Rd Apt F6
Licinit Edward J 3150 Pennypack Rd
Lorenz Nicholas Victor 510 Moreboro Rd
Lorman Kelsey 43 James Rd
Lupinacci Richard 503 S York Rd
Lutz Alice A 316 Lancaster Ave
Lutz J Robert, Gloria Dei Farms 3445 Davisville Rd
Apt 113b
Lynd Debbie Rear 3560 W Mill Rd
Mahoney Thomas J III 401 Warminster Rd
Malhotra Tony 150 Lamplight Ln 1 Fl
Mallon Kathy, Brad 50 Harct Ln
Mallon Morgan, Kathy 50 Harct Ln
Manni Mary 35 Belmar Rd
Markus Carol Est Robert John 76 Byberry Ave
Mcdonnell Nicole M, Noreen 4012 Francine Dr
Mcginley Helen S Luther Park Apt 209 3455 Davisville Rd
Mchie Stewart A 2815 Byberry Rd 226
Mckessy Jane 147 E Moreland Ave
Mcnaughton Marion 111 Jamison St
Meetinghouse Dental 865 W County Line Rd
Miller Mary C Est 76 Byberry Rd
Mills Donna 437 N Warminster Rd
Mills Harry J 436 Westmoreland Ave
Mnm Group 3245 Sunset Ln
Moffitt Lee 503 S Warminster Rd Apt G1
Montgomery Elizabeth 22 Barbara Rd
Muller Stefan Unit C5
Murphy Kevin P Jr 100 Beech Dr
Murray Elizabeth P 2815 Byberry Rd Apt 209
Musselman Helen L 25 N Chester Ave
Nagle Dorothy M, Schneider Nixon & John 76 Byberry Rd
PO Box 698
New L&N Sales & Marketing Inc Rosemarie Smith
2200 Byberry Rd
Nicholson Charles G 3445 Davisville Rd Apt 314b
Nollenberger Otto L 76 Byberry Ave PO Box 698
Nurses Serv Org 159 East County Line Rd
Oakley Jennie K 152 Earl Ln
Ofarrell Charles E Jr Est 76 Byberry Rd PO Box 698
Olivo Evelyn 326 Arionne Dr
Oneil Collision 224 S York Rd
Osborne Alice L Est 4240 Morris Rd
Ostrander Michael, Erin M S 218 Crooked Billett Rd
Patterson Robert Stephen 222 W Moreland Ave
Pearce Patricia D 626 Topsfield Rd
Penderghest Alice 305 Warren Rd
Perillo Giuseppe S 329 Wilson Rd
Peters Francis J Est 28 Holly Dr
Pires Pat 323 Jefferson Ave
Polichtchouk Mykola 503 W County Line Rd
Premier Office Solutions 374 S Warminster Rd
Price John H Jr 33 Holly Dr
Qian Lin X 2940 Tpke Dr Units 15 16
Rageis Albert J 207 Castello Ave
Rageis Barbara L 207 Castello Ave
Rau Helene Meta 615 Topsfield Rd
Refinery 101 E County Line Rd
Reinhardt Bonny J 146 Byberry Ave
Relleva Richard 105 Spring Hill Ln
Reyes Dedelgago Amantina 240 E County Line B6
Rice Taney Faith 1624 Sycamore Ave
Rombola Michael A 2690 Centennial Rd
Round Meadows Condo325 S Warminster Rd Unit D
Roussell Christine 4205 Minnie Ln
Ruth Adrienne, Darren 472 Harrison Ave
Ruxton Robert J 638 Herrill Drvie
Santry John W, Joan T 3725 W Mill Rd
Sasoni Joseph A 359 W Moreland Ave
Scherer Christian T, Thomas J 4235 Morris Rd
Schimpf Violet L 202 Diane Ave
Schlauer Ruth C 117 Butternut Dr
Schmidt James Joseph, Robert J 204 Warminster Rd
Schmidt Loraine B, Howard Apt 214 2815 Byberry Rd
Schneider A Groh 76 Byberry Rd
Schneider A Groh PO Box 698
Schornack Carole 3080 Milford Cir
Schroeder Beatrice L 27 Barbara Rd
Selvaggio Peter M 218 Crooked Billett Rd
Shore Benjamin, Blanche 6200 Brockton Rd
Smiley Virginia C 444 Robin Rd
Smith Nicole 217 Marilyn Rd
Snyder Bob William 3905 Reiniger Rd
Sperduto Masonry 111 Bonnet Ln
Stampler Irene Mary Fern Village 205 Abbott Rd
Stankewiz Jerry S 27 Brd St
Stryjak Josh 32 W Countyline Rd
Stubbs Helen J 2815 Byberry Rd Apt 330 Maple
Stubbs Helen J Maple Village
Sturm Darryl 1868 Burning Memory Ln
Sutton Daniel E 3455 Davisville Rd
Szczesniak John Hatboro Tech Ctr 2935 Byber
Taylor Edith M 438 Moebore Rd
Teel Joy L 300 Horsham Rd Apt B5
Thinschmidt Walter G 307 Nevington Dr
Thomson Robert E 48 Lukens Ln
Titus James M 104 Chelsea Rd
Tomczak Robert 1810 Gibson Dr
Tonkinson John 270 E County Line Rd
Trathen Wayne Allen 422 Blair Mill Rd
Treichak Joan M Est 76 Byberry Rd
Trenich Harry 490 Lincoln Ave
Troilo Patricia E, Patricia R, Daniel J 2603 Parkside Ave
Ulitsky Jack, Fredda Weinfeld 420 S York Rd Unit 28
Universal Service Agency PO Box 789
Us Bank National Assn As Trustee For
338 S Warminster Rd
Vail Walter W 2815 Byberry Rd Apt 402
Valley National Bank 204 Hidden Creek Dr
Van Vo Tri Van 3985 Davisville Rd
Vast Inc Mary T Martin PO Box 446
Vnb Mortgage Svcs Inc 204 Hidden Creek Dr
Walsh Francis X III 325 S Warminster Rd 12c
Walter Holly E, Schneider Nixon John Attys 76 Byberry Ave
Weidle Joseph 420 Continental Rd
Wetzel Lynette 3309 Blair Mill Rd
Wheeler Colin M 2520 Byberry Rd
Whitham Elmer L 47 James Rd
Wilburn Laurie 73 Williams Ln
Wiley Wayne Est 76 Byberry Rd
Williams Charles E Est 76 Byberry Rd
Wilson James A Jr 3055 Davisville Rd
Wisniewski Edward L Est 76 Byberry Rd
Woodring Bernice R 1609 W County Line Rd
Yeagley Ronald N 20 Smt Ave Apt 1
Hatfield Pa 19440
Ages Corp 353 Fox Howard Dr
Ahmed Tarek PO Box 201
Alam Shafayat MD 1344 Needham Cir
Anderson Terence Joseph 226 Larkspur Ln
Atlas Thelma E 2248 Rebecca Dr
Banu Shamima A 29 Poplar St Apt B5
Baum Richard S PO Box 459
Bideau Lawrence S 1746 Friendship Cir
Bob & Rons World Wide Stereo 104 E Vine St
Boland M V 2184 Stewart Dr
Bolton Daina 2684 Valy Woods Rd
Bradford Phillip C 540 Cowpath Rd
Bradley Francis Michael III 1245 Colonial Dr
Bridgewater Lisa A 2880 Bergey Rd Ste K
Brooks Instrument, James Dale 407 W Vine St
Brown Alice 3313 Line Lexington Rd
Brown Evelyn M, Alice E 3313 Line Lexington Rd
Brown James M III 29 Poplar St Apt B 16
Burkitt Ronald S Crna Ronald S Burkitt Crna
2075 Eagle Way
Cameron Building 220 Chestnut St
Canz Libations Hatfield Inc 3120 Penn Ave
Cardell Thomas E 6 Violet Dr
Carroll Elizabeth M 1600 Fairgrounds Rd
Cemcolift Inc 2801 Township Line Rd
Cemini Jennifer 2105 Bethlehem Pike
Chen Sean 2058 Maple Ave M1 11
Clark Lacey B 2058 Maple Ave Apt Aj1−12
Clements Angel 3434b E Orville Rd
Copeland Annetta E 2701 Elroy Rd Apt O6
Courtney Willette Re Joan Willette 408 Cowpath Rd
Craft Corrie L 2058 Maple Ave Apt J2 4
Cruz Leonardo 74 Market St
D E Walker Son Inc 63 E Brd St
Daelwon Hong 2058 Maple Av Apt G1
David Geppert Recycling 2692 Woodstream Dr
Davis Geneva 1380 Fairgrounds Rd 16
Desai Ankur H 2058 Maple Ave Apt
Dhanisetty Rajagopal 2719 Supplee Cir
Distefano Rebecca L 205 Jade Dr
Donnelly Doreen M, Robert C 2651 Beech St
Doron Dahan 2701 Elroy Rd Apt E4
Dunning Doreen M 2414 Farview Ave
Eisenhower John Michael 2117 Berry Dr
Elderly Care Counseling Service 2058 Maple Ave Apt J1−12
Engelman Emma B 20 E School St
Esmelin Junior 9 South Main St
Fairfield Andrew 550 Fty Foot Rd
Farrell Keith Hatfield Village Apts 2058 Maple Ave Aj2−6
Fifield Loretta 619 Schwab Rd
Fitzpatrick Sean J 2058 Maple Ave Apt F1 11
Fox Melissa J 1533 Schwab Rd
Fretz Doris K 1704 Moyers Rd
Fuscoberg Tricia 303 Fairhill Rd
Galy Michel 2058 Maple Ave P1 8
George Snyder Inc Est 1700 Cowpath Rd
Gershon David 849 Lauren Ln
Gibson Lawrence W Unionville Pike
Girgus Fouad B 133 Penn Ave 11a
Glaxosmithkline, Lori T Rdcap 529 Farview Ave
Goldman Mitchell A 1928 Koffel Rd
Graham James H 1252 Quincy Ct
Grossman Andrew J 338 W Brd St
Guva Java 7 Church Rd
Haimes Betty J 2228 Keystone Dr
Hardy Machine Inc William Hardy Tr 2246 N Penn Rd
Harmon Elizabeth D, Rex 1316 Cabin Rd
Harsanyi William 2058 Maple Ave W3 12
Hass Bessie Irene Lupin Main & School St
Hatfield Auto Body 1701 Cowpath Rd
Hatfield Valero 2401 Bethlehem Pike
Haye James Est 115 Kimberly Way
Hayes Betty Jo 115 Kimberly Way
Heggs Claudette PO Box 832
Holdsworth Amy 29a Fretz St
Holland Thomas, Brunner Conver Glackin
1446 Dogwood Ln
Il Forno Pizzeria 7 Church Rd
Joshi Ashish Anand 2058 Maple Ave Apt C1−4
Kargher Corp 3131 Sandstone Dr
Kearns Patricia A 3113 Arbour Green Ct
Keystone Filter, Andrew Yencha
Kim Gu S 1307 Park Ave
Kim Jong 2536 Oxford Ct
Kirts Colin 451 Knightsbridge Ln
Kligge Kathleen E, Steven A 464 S Main St
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Klitsch George M 2630 Penn Ave
Knies Carole R 3133 Arbour Green Ct
Kozub Helga 505 Fairhill Rd
Kriebel Rose M 486 W Vine St
Landauer Thomas A 540 Cowpath Rd
Landis Benjamin K, Charlott B Rd Orvilla Rd
Larkins Joseph 2343 Farview Ave
Lassmoff Marcy 2058 Maple Ave Ab1−7
Lee Bum Hoon 2348 Cambridge Cir
Leonard Scott 3255 Penn St
Lupin Irene L Main & School St
Machate Adolph 500 W Vine St
Machate Dwayne F 546 Koffel Rd
Madison at Montgomery 2701 Elroy Rd
Mamo Sebele 2058 Maple Ave M1 6
Mcaleese Darlene 22 N Main St
Mcgrath Jeff 29 E Brd St
Mcvaugh Walter 408 S Main St
Millennium Pharmacy Systems 2880 Bergey Rd
Miller King K 2651 Line Lexington Rd Hatsfield
Mirsch Nancy Elizabeth 2829 Woodview Dr
Mitten Juta 505 Fairhill Rd
Moon Hyon C 2701 Elroy Rd Apt N11
Morgados Auto Body 3434b E Orville Rd
Morris Brooke A, Robert Chalmers Jr 706 A Fairgrounds Rd
Morris Brooke Alexandra, Deborah Morris 2828 Grant Ave
Morris Jillian E Robert Chalmers 706 A Fairgrounds Rd
Moyer Evelyn S Est 76 W Vine St
Nguyen Thuydung T 20 Roosevelt Ave
Njanike Edward 2058 Maple Ave
Nogami Paul T 2917 Line Lexington Rd
Oertel Kathleen M 419 Fairhill Rd
Owens Cora PO Box 832
Palermo Patrick A Jr 1631 School Rd A
Park Jongoh 430 Carpenter Ln
Parkkwak Kuihwa 430 Carpenter Ln
Patel Hetal A 1103 Stoneham Cir
Patel Malini R 2700 Elroy Rd Apt L4
Patel Rajseh 1355 Needham Cir
Patel Ranjan D 2700 Elroy Rd Apt A 1
Patel Sushila A 1103 Stoneham Cir
Patwary Kamal Hossain 2058 Maple Ave Apt R2 5
Penderleith Ryan 2701 Elroy Rd
Penna Dave 1309 Cabin Rd
Peruzzi Organization 2601 N Bethlehem Pike
Pfaff Robert 400 Fairgrounds Rd
Pfeifle Robert W Jr 2415 E Orvilla Rd
Pineda Elvis 2328 Stratford Ave
Porter Instrument Accting 245 Township Line Rd
Post Kevin T 2400 Orvilla Rd
Pratt Lucas J 618 Cherry Rd
Rauck Patricia 667 Sourwood Dr
Regional Food & Drink 7 Church Rd
Relax Day Spa 1703 Bethlehem Pike
Riggins Howard E Jr 2445 E Orvilla Rd
Robeson Richard 2685 Jean Dr
Rorer Agnes W 345 W Vine St
Rosser Franciska 1750 Creek Rd
Roy Biplob K PO Box 204
Ruiz Ema 2700 Elroy Rd Apt H 5
Ruth Elaine E 2913 Washington Ln
Santuccis Pizza 139 S Main St
Schilling Marcia 2901 Bethlehem Pike
Schneider John 145 Fairhill School
Scholl Brothers Excavating Inc PO Box 224
Schrader James J 64 E Lincoln Ave
Schwartz David E 25 E School St
Segerest Isabel M 43 Roosevelt Ave
Sell Jessie K 199 W Vine St Apt 15
Shah Sachin 2058 Maple Ave Apt L1 8
Sharma Deepak 230 Larkspur Ln Apt 25b2
Shoaff Scott C 2058 Maple Rd Apt Ag2
Shull Dan 1533 Schwab Rd
Slobodzian Paul J 111 Willow Dr
Slotter Kerry V, Vera A 618 Cherry Rd
Snyder Sabrina L 349 Towamencin Ave
Stiegler Herman C 16 Mansion Ave
Tellez Evangalista Porfirio, Sandra 2209 Chestnut St
Tellez Sandra 2209 Chestnut St
Thayer John D 227 W Vine St Apt 4
Thomas Laura M, William 2139 Miller Pl
Tisdale Elizabeth 625 Wendy Way
Torres Emilia 204 S Main St Apt 5−2
Touchstone Wireless 2705 Clemens Rd Ste 105b
Troilo Lawrence A Jr, Josephine 204 Pasquale Way
Unique Nails 20 Roosevelt Ave
Unterberger Edward, Irene Lupin Main & School St
Vang Ho Chan 2719 Line Lexington
Velasquez Jose 2001 Pine St
Velazquez Angelica 2701 Elroy Rd Apt A10
Vintage Cosmo 68 N Maple Ave
Walbach James R 45 W Brd St
Walch Charles 2248 Rebecca Dr
Walker Helen 22 N Main St Apt 211
Weaver Christina 3260 Cowpath Rd
Weir Elizabeth Est, Virgin 572 Greatvine Dr
Wentz Donald B 1 Mansion Ave
Wescott R 2058 Maple Ave
White Christopher 2848 Denbeigh Dr
White Richard 2701 Elroy Rd Apt02
Wildasin Hannah 200 N Main St
Witta Heather L 2637 Woodstream Dr
Wrick Edith 2343 Bethlehem Pike Apt 16
Yalamanchili Lakshmi 2058 Maple Ave Apt Ak25
Zeller Brenda 220 W Brd St Apt C
Haverford Pa 19041
3 D Bodyworks Inc 522 West Lancaster Ave
426 Corporation 432 Old Lancaster Rd Fl 2
90 Noise 230 Cheswold Hill Rd
Adam R Spector Foundation 402 W Lancaster Ave
Adams Phyllis D 1 Blakeley Rd
Bach Robert O 3300 Darby Rd Apt 2220
Bartels Anne M 3300 Darby Rd Apt 3312
Beifeld David L 25 Haverford Sta Rd
Bennett Ida M 208 Marple Rd
Berger Matt 3505 Darby Rd
Berrettini Christine H 160 Cheswold Valy Rd
Bliss Susan B Est 410 Lancaster Ave Apt 111
Blossom Nancy Tucker 236 Montgomery Ave Apt 1
Bowling Ruth W 141 Fawn Ln
Brenman Paul J 401 Richard Knoll
Brick & Mortar Property Group LLC 237 W Montgomery
Ave Ste 2n
Brophey Briane 445 Old Lancaster Rd Lancaster House
Apt 5
Brophy Brian Michael 116 Fawn Ln
Brophy Brian Michael 445 Old Lancaster Rd
Cambridge Brentwood 15 Haverford Sta Rd
Canby Jeanny E 449 Montgomery Ave
Cantor Nathaniel, Quadrangle 3300 Darby Rd Apt 6103
Carlton Thompson Asso 330 Grays Ln
Cashman Jeanne 235 Cheswold Ln
Causerano Carl 421 Lancaster Ave
Chartered Invest Co Whitehall Offices 410 Lancaster Ave
Stes 1 2
Chestnut Cove Lp PO Box 495
Chu Jennifer 2 Barrister Ct
Classic Auto Body 505 Lancaster Ave
Cohen Jeffrey 432 Old Lancaster Rd Fl 2
Compass North Realty Fox Prudential 43 Sta Rd
Connelly Bridget I 731 Old Buck Ln
Conroy Gertrude S 100 Fawn Ln
Cook Alexander M 515 Mulberry Ln
Crawford John 237 W Montgomery Apt 1r
Davison John H 3 College Cir
Desai Tamara W 314 Grays Ln
Dissin Evelyn, Peter 18 College Ave
Dunwoody Colin J 613 College Ave
Dyer Christian L 325 Exeter Rd
Edgecomb Ruth 416 N Rose Ln
Edythe S Hayden Trust 100 Grays Ln Apt 308
Erve Bruce Griffin 112 Marple Rd
F S Blatcher Asso Inc 239 Lancaster Ave
Farage Donald J Faragate Faragate Andover Rd
Farrell Maureen R 429 W Montgomery Ave Apt C501
Felix J 3300 Darby Rd 7314
Final Detail Co PO Box 147
Frazier Thomas G 300 Quarry Ln
Fuiman Scott 18 College Ave
Gamechoices LLC PO Box 98
Gershenfeld Gladys 3300 Darby Rd Apt 2206
Girard Bank Tr 500 Rose Ln
Glickman Gale 429 Montgomery Ave Unit B303
Gold Marvin R Co Gold Parkersburg As 3300 Darby Rd
Apt C601
Goldberg Ada W Est 3300 Darby Rd
Golden Eleanore 731 Old Buck Ln
Gomez Aurelia 10 Railrd Ave Apt 1b
Graham Mark R Trust 500 College Ave
Greenstein Daniel S 731 Old Buck Ln 213
Gregorchuk Paul S 237 W Montgomery Ave 1e
Hardcastle David A 36 Tenmore Rd
Hare Thomas C Jr, Thomas C 401 Blakeley Rd
Haverinquigley Sarah 415 Berkley Rd
Hawthorn John 3 College Cir
Hayes Ben 17 S Buck Ln
Hilferty D 217 Montgomery Ave 106
Irving Jean S, Quadrangle Oak 101 3300 Darby Rd
Italo Linda A 40 Ironwood Way
James Levi 52 Booth Ln
Joyce Robert E 511 Thornbury Ln
Kahn Jean S, Ian Campbell 731 Old Buck Ln Apt 12
Kamp R Stephen 139 Booth Ln
Kania Arthur J 150 Tunbridge Cir
Kauffman Susan 773 Haverford Rd Rm 12
Keiser Morton 3300 Darby Rd Apt 3320
Kirkpatrick Jack 235 Cheswold Ln
Koelle George B Dr 3300 Darby Rd Apt 3310
Lam Kelly K 370 Lancaster Ave
Land Rover Main Line 522 W Lancaster Ave
Leo Virginia E 3300 Darby Rd Ofc
Leopold Edith A 3300 Darby Rd 4108
Levensten Tara 522 N Rose Ln
Levittan Rosenblatt Kiman 3300 Darby Rd Apt 2206
Li Baixi 370 Lancaster Ave
Lobban Dorothy 3300 Darby Rd 2212
Lurie Christina 139 Cheswold Ln
Macvaugh Gwendolyn F 100 Grays Ln Apt 603
Manca Simone M 300 Buck Ln
Manika Marie V 731 Old Buck Ln
Martenz Beverly 449 Montgomery Ave Apt 310
Martin Ellen Allen 3300 Darby Rd Ofc
Martinez Aron 217 Marple Rd
Massengill Skip Jay 400 Glynwynne Rd
Matsumoto Erica 370 Lancaster Ave
Mccaffery Frances 438 Montgomery Ave
Mccloskey Matthew H 100 Grays Ln Apt 608
Mcdougall Barbara A 410 Lancaster Ave Apt B 2
Mckenzie Thomas 731 Old Buck Ln
Mendez Ana G 370 Lancaster Ave
Middleton Frances S 251 Montgomery Ave Unit 9
Movitch Robert B 410 Lancaster Ave Apt 129
Nathanson David 104 Woodside Rd Apt C107
Ng Mavis 429 Montgomery Ave Apt C404
Nute William L Jr 3300 Darby Rd Apt 7118
Odorisio Rose V 731 Old Buck Ln
Olson William G 752 Buck Ln
Orlando Vincent 144 Marple Rd
Paterno Elizabeth S, James L 227 Ivy Ln
Patterson Marvin 731 Old Buck Ln
Pearlstine Raymond 3300 Darby Rd 503
Peterson Margaret A PO 524
Philips Marjorie R 53 Tunbridge Rd
Purcell Cecelia 731 Old Buck Ln
Quadrangle Hc 3300 Darby Rd
Reedijk Isabel 312 Montgomery Ln Apt B3
Ringo David L 410 Mulberry Ln
Robert F Roelofs Trt Ua 11 20 1980 Mary J Roelofs
3300 Darby Rd Apt 4304
Roelofs Mary J 3300 Darby Rd Apt 4304
Rugart Karl F 216 Booth Ln
Sands Barbara B 441 Berkley Rd
Savage Lavinia A 3300 Darby Rd Apt 8244
Schinella Kristin, James 131 Tunbridge Cir
Schulzerankin Susan C 426 Old Lancaster Rd
Schwartz Rachel 531 Mulberry Ln
Simpson Phyllis Est 3300 Darby Rd 3107
Smedley Walter 605 Railrd Ave
Smith Martha A 429 Montgomery Ave A10
Snopkowski Dan 3300 Darby Rd Apt 7104
Sobel Allison 601 Railrd Ave
Stoner Lindsey 140 Cheswold Ln
Strickland Virginia 3300 Darby Rd 5211
Stroud J Stanley 3300 Darby Rd Apt C−304
Stunz Ronald W 60 Booth Ln
Sunrise Quadrangle 60002 3300 Darby Rd
Sweet Kenneth S Jr 140 Cheswold Ln
Tablak D Andes 500 Rose Ln
Tamburro Joseph 224 Marple Rd
Textile Chem Co Profit 3300 Darby Rd 503
Tohir David 500 College Ave
Tong Jennifer 370 Lancaster Ave
Trippe Robert M 410 Lancaster Ave Apt 309
Tsuji Kenneth T 312 Montgomery Ave Apt B3
Turner Gertrude M, Mildred A 544 Old Ln
Uninsky Eliane 104 Woodside Rd Apt C302
Vanper Putten Geradus 414 Old Lancaster Rd Apt 201
Vible Vega 3500 Darby Rd
Waldron William A Est 3300 Darby Rd Apt 5207
Weichert Realtors 354 W Lancaster Ave
Weinberg Arnold 3541 Darby Rd
Weisbrot Susan R 27 Tenmore Rd
Wetzel Nathalie 601 Railrd Ave
Whitehill Howard J Jr, Claire M 3300 Darby Rd Unit 13219
Wolf Nacy K 432 Montgomery Ave Apt 102
Wynne Patrick 245 Marple Rd
Horsham Pa 19044
7 Eleven 1405 11396f 100 Moreland Ave
A Corporation PO Box 2655
Abington Obgyn Asso 300 Welsh Rd Bldg 2
Acosta Jessica 3855 Blair Mill Rd Apt 221q
Adams Frederick S 427 A Horsham Rd
Agarwal Prerna 3855 Blair Mill Rd
Alliance 808 Herman Rd
Ambron Denise A 5 White Birch Ln
Ametek 215 Keith Valy Rd
Anderson Melissa 336 Green Meadow Ln
Angelo Levonne, Al Vogel 601 Dresher Rd 3rd Fl
Aon Select Inc 110 Gibraltar Rd Ste 116
Aqua Technology Inc 356 Easton Rd
Arduino Anthony, Denise 227 Upland Ave
Badgley Scott G Est 310 Saw Mill Ln 12
Baldwin Elizabeth 825 Horsham Rd
Baldwin Margaret 104 Alison Rd Apt C 11
Barnett Anne G 3855 Blair Mill Rd Apt 240g
Bashore Cynthia 79 Wexford Dr
Beloli Scott 925 Thornton Rd
Berkadia Commercial Mortgage LLC Carl Zentmayer
Berkadia Commercial Mtg LLC Wayne Feria 118 Welch Rd
Berman Adam PO Box 1942
Bidwell Mary Beth 300 Welsh Rd
Bigelow Collette 203 Girard Ave
Blair Park 405 Caredean Dr
Blessing Bonnie J Attn Al Vogel 601 Dresher Rd 3rd Fl
Borshev Irina 3855 Blair Mill Rd Apt 2042
Bridges Mary M 158 Horsham Rd
Brienza Laurie 418 C Walnut Ave
Brigham Jason 890 Easton Rd Ste M3
Broomall Jennie D 52 Greenwoods Dr
Bryn & Danes 597c Horsham Rd
Burden Patrick, John PO Box 1896
Bussa Sophia 3855 Blair Mill Rd Apt 209j
Cambridge Integrated Services Grp PO Box 972
Capell Ins Mgmnt LLC 955 Horsham Rd
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Capmark Finance Inc 508 Prudential
Capmark Finance Inc PO Box 1015 Vicki Hale
Capmark Finance Inc PO Box 1687
Capmark Finance Inc, Dennis Reyes 116 Welsh Rd
Capmark Financial Group Inc Corp Tax 116 Welsh Rd
Capmarks Corp 118 Welsh Rd
Carroll Christopher M 213 Maple Ave J 150
Ceniviva Phyllis 225 Columbia Ave
Chancellors Park LLC PO Box 1687
Chet Zpa Mccarty 100 Horsham Rd
Christian Nicole 70 Horsham Rd
Cios Stanley E Jr, Donna E 20 Pheasant Run
Clancy Maureen 23 Hunt Dr
Clarke Craig 213 Maple Ave Apt K 174
Coactiv Capital Part 655 Business Ctr Dr Ste 250
Marubeni Group
Collision Max 79 Wexford Dr
Commcor Inc, Joan Burelli 100 Tournament Dr
Commercial Mechanical Svcs Inc PO Box 1507
Cottman Transmi 201 Gibralter Rd Ste 150
Crawford Willie 10825 E Keswick Rd
Cropper Donald L 23 Barrel Stave Cir
Cruz Joshua J 3855 Blair Mill Rd Apt 221q
Curcio Margaret G Joseph Ccurcio 20 Sugar Maple Ln
D M T Usa Inc Steve Blasetti 109 Gibraltar Rd
Daim Chrys Srvs N Am 400 Horsham Rd
Daimler Chrysler Svc 400 Horsham Rd
Dave S Appliance Repair Maureen Larsson 280 Horsham Rd
Davenport Andrew J 952 Herman Rd
Davis James 535 Rolling Glen Dr
Dc Fin Svcs Amer LLC Horacio L Avelar 400 Horsham Rd
Defelice Geraldine, Richard 342 Witmer Rd
Dennis & Fredericks Bldg 36 Pebble Dr
Derbyshire Christina L 418 Caredean Dr
Desai Maya 249 Winchester Dr
Devarakonda Venkata S 213 Maple Ave Apt F87
Dipietro Mary Ann 109 Victoria Ln
Distefano Dave 411 E Caredean Dr
Dmt Usa Inc Eric Marano 109 Gibraltar Rd
Donnelly Heather L PO Box 1782
Donofry George J 56 Wynmere Dr
Doyle Mary Anne 22 Log Pond Dr
Drug Information Association 800 Enterprise Rd
Duerr H 3b Steeplechase Cir
Dyanamic Engraving 411 Caredean Dr
Ekey Matthew John 102 Upland Ave
Emcare Jeanette Galbraith 100 Witmer Rd Ste 220
Evonik 723 Electronic Dr Traci Jones
Farrer William H 550 Easton Rd
Fay Shawn 107 Fair Oaks Ave
Feiler Charles Apt C11 106 Alison Rd
Fleet Bank 550 Blair Mill Rd
Foley Jennifer 1 Emily Cir
Fonash Jennifer A, Marlene R 18 Downey Dr
Food Service Mechanical Inc 328 Maple Ave
Fox Benjamin L 3 Fieldstone Ln
Frazier Kirkland Schante 3855 Blair Mill Rd Apt 215c
Frazier Tierra 700 Lower State Rd PO Box 462
Frost Rose 693 Mann Rd
Gardiner Arthur A, Leona M 733 Gregory Dr
Garzia Robert D 231 Upland Ave
Gateway Funding Diversified Isaoa A PO Box 330
Gateway Funding Diversified Mortgage Ser PO Box 330
Gateway Funding Diversified Mrtg Serv L 300 Welsh Rd
Bldg 5
Gateway Funding Diversified PO Box 19044
Gawthrop Edith E 250 Oakdale Ave
Geisdorf Phyllis Mrs 20 Jack Ladder Cir
Gemalto Inc Amy Hsieh 1 Progress Dr
Gemalto Inc B Jedrzejewski 1 Progress Dr
Gemalto Inc Cheryl Hazlett 1 Progress Dr
Gemalto Inc Kapil Sachdeva 1 Progress Dr
Gemalto Inc Susan L Pash 1 Progress Dr
Genesis Camera 415 Sargon Way
Gilinger Natalie B 219 Jefferson Ave
Gilmer Leigh PO Box 2166
Gipper 1 LLC Dba Graves Morrissey T Capmark Fin Inc
PO Box 1687
Goins Dorothy, Wanda F A Schwartz 315 Willowbrook Rd
Goins Wanda F, Dan A Schwartz 315 Willowbrook Rd
Gold Coast Motors 4 Inc 555 Business Cntr Dr
Golf Zone 1020 Easton Rd
Gonzalez Denise 82 Palamino Ct
Graser Gretchen M 296 Blair Mill Rd
Gregg Jeffrey 437 Arbutus Ave
Gresko Maegen E, Roberta 231 Columbia Ave
Groman Linda 27 Church Rd
Hadgimallis Christina M 230 Maple Ave
Hall Christine 142 New Rd
Hammond Thor G 294 Blair Mill Rd Apt B8
Han Daniel 2 Horseshoe Cir
Harrar Diane T 444 Saw Mill Ln
Harvard Abstract LLC 300 Welsh Rd Building
Healthcare Complete 120 Gibraltar Rd Ste 310
Heiselmoyer Sarah H 202 Southview Dr
Hill Benjamin T 21 Barrel Stave Cir
Hkr News LLC 3855 Blair Mill Rd
Hockel Michael S 24 Barrel Stave Cir
Hoffman Barbara J, Edward D 15 Green Woods Dr
Hornor Townsend & Kent Inc 600 Dresher Rd Ste C1c
Horsham Athletic Assoc PO Box 284 Twsp Chap\Pop Warn
Horsham Point Cleaners 303 Horsham Rd Ste 4b
Host Marriott PO Box 950
Hrh Metro Northeast LLC Fleet Ins Sv 2 Walnut Grove Dr
Ste 200
Hunsicker Sharon A, Samuel G 402 Wayne Ave
Hwang Daniel 14 Mountain Ash Ln
Ichp 720 Blair Mill Rd
Independence Admin T PO Box 1010
Inter County Health Plan Inc 720 Blair Mill Rd
Intersearch Corp 410 Horsham Rd
Jablonski Christopher 3855 Blair Mill Rd Apt 222m
Janowski Paula, Josef 1425 Horsham Rd Apt 215
Jeffcoat Bobbie J 228 Easton Rd
Jin Liming PO Box 1642
Jones Caroline M PO Box 1724
Kaba Samer 755 Business Ctr Dr
Karn Philip J 319 Green Meadow Ln
Keraga Michea 400 Horsham Rd
Kiley Eric M 33 Curry
Kirkes Roger PO Box 970
Klass Karen E 132 B Eaton Rd
Koch Jessica 213 Maple Ave Apt I142
Kovacs Dorothy A 3855 Blair Mill Rd Apt 217f
Kuhn Willemina B, Henry J 600 Witmer Rd
Kulkarni Neelesh 281 Winchester Dr
La Weight Loss Franc 747 Dresher Rd Ste 150
La Weight Loss Franchise Co 420 Drsher Rd Ste 200
Ladewig Sandra 116 Welsh Rd
Landi Laurie K, James A 310 Saw Mill Ln Apt 1a
Language Services Asso 455 Business Ctr Dr Ste 100
Lato LLC 420 Dresher Rd Ste 200
Lato LLC 747 Dresher Rd Ste 150
Layre Ashley 213 Maple Ave H115
Leckey Carol M 8 Goldenrod Ln
Lee Amy 431 Myrtle Ave
Lee Gwo Ing 640 Roosevelt Dr
Lee Gwoing 640 Roosevelt Dr
Lee Woon Ja, Jong W 3855 Blair Mill Rd Apt 217a
Leithea Lauren M 407 Edgewood Ave Apt D
Leiva Ramon 214 Columbia Ave
Lesota Vivian B 720 Inverness Dr
Lewis Hollish III Custom Builders 433 Norristown Rd
Licko Stephen 143 Roberts Ave
Licko Stephen 22 Palamino Ct
Lippincott Harry 440 A Ave B
Lower Bucks Neonatology Svcs Inc PO Box 1628
Lugaro Erick 213 Maple Ave C 50
Lutz Jesse 20 Jack Ladder Cir
M & T Bank Special Assets Dept 601 Dresher Rd
Malhotra Sumeet S 3855 Blair Mill Rd 222j
Malloy Anthony J 920 Langdon Ave
Marie Isabelle K 3 Applewood Ct
Maze Kenneth 885 W Willow Run Ct
Mckeon Michael 3855 Blair Mill Rd Apt 208k
Mcmaster Janice L 22 Barrel Stave Cir
Mcshane Rosemarie, Lawrence 13 Blacksmith Cir
Medclr 507 Prudential Rd
Medical Provider Organization of SE 250 Gibraltar Rd
Mele Trucking 502 Norristown Rd
Michael Katy 228 Easton Rd Apt D−404x
Miller Jaime L 127 Brownstone Ln
Miller Nicholas 407 Edgewood Ave Apt D
Mirehmad Rahpo Dba 222 Horsham Rd
Mobilex Usa 101 Rock Rd
Moran Carrie L 228 Easton Rd Apt D313
Morina Giovanni 3 Applewood Ct
Mortgagerampdotcom 200 Witmer Rd
Motorola Broadband 101 Tournament Dr
Motorolab Steve L 101 Tournament Dr
Mss Mutual Life 212 Lakeside Dr
N C O 507 Prudential Rd
Nagarajan Subashini 101 Allison Rd Apt B 8
Nextgen Healthcare Info 795 Horsham Rd
Nextgen Inc 795 Horsham Rd
Noc Financial Utility Arizona Public Svc Nco Cf
507 Prudential Rd Gail Ball
Nutri System, Chris Dominello 202 Welsh Rd
Nutrisystem Inc 550 Blair Mill Rd
Nuttall Michelle, Todd 146 Hunt Dr
Nuttall Todd 146 Hunt Dr
Oaks Miller Boselli Assoc 438 Lakeside Dr
Odonnell Morgan 6 Cheswyck Cir
Olsten Health Services 200 Lakeside Dr Ste 226
Palchik John J 141 Pine Ave
Penn Mutual Insurance Co 600 Dresher Rd Rd Vim C1g
Penn Series Small Cap Value Steve Viola 600 Dresher Rd
Pension Admin Serv 110 Gibraltar Rd Ste 101
Pfpc Trust Co Steve Viola 600 Dresher Rd
Philadelphia the R 700 Eon Rd
Poliner Randi J 79 Woodbine Ct
Portfolio Resolution Consultants 120 Gibraltar Rd Ste 218
Premier Endodontics 298 Blair Mill Rd
Price Kate Netgen Healthcare
Pritchard Patricia E 444 Babylon Rd
Prudential Plus PO Box 907
Radcliff Martha Jane 430 Hallowell Av
Radcliffe Heather 213 Maple Ave Apt L 177
Ranaco Petroleum Inc 2 Tree Bark Cir
Razzi Michael, Terri L 28 Park Rd
Rees Donald H 132 Welsh Rd Ste 110
Reese Vivian, Carl 808 Herman Rd
Reimel Brenda L 231 Upland Ave
Ricketts George 368 Easton Rd
Riverwalk Plaza Hotel PO Box 1687
Roemer Lisa 3855 Blair Mill Rd
Rooney Phyllis K 14 Windsor Pass
Roop Judith 160 Upland Ave
Ross Advertising 201 Gibraltar Rd Ste 150
Roth Theodore 303 Pearl Ave
Rouanet Roxanne J 143 Hunt Dr
Roy Mainak 3855 Blair Mill Rd Apt 225 F
Rua A Div of Hull Co 2 Walnut Grove Dr 210
Ryder Truck Horsham 430 Horsham Rd
Sampson David 22 Jack Ladder Cir
Selinovic Gerard 405 Johnson Rd
Shapariya Anilkumar S 3855 Blair Mill Rd Apt 232j
Sharp Mary F, John 3855 Blair Mill Rd 239−B
Shi Feng 495 Brown Briar Cir
Shotel Rochele 693 Mann Rd
Skilled Nursing Inc 955 Horsham Rd Ste A
Sni Home Care Inc 700 Business Ctr Dr Ste 100
Sotax Corporation 411 Caredean Dr Ste A
Soundararajan Velmurugan 102 Allison Rd Apt B7
Steffon Karen 3855 Blair Mill Rd 206l
Sterling Elisabeth E B6 Leary Dr
Stone Jr Louis J 213 Maple Ave Apt H117
Strategic Systems Solutions Inc 300 Lakeside Dr Ste 200
Strongarm Designs 425 Caredean Dr
Sturges Melissa R 206 Upland Ave
Tarason Richard S 3855 Blair Mill Rd 206j
Tate Zackery 26 Church Rd
Teague Richard 500 Arbutus Ave
Teva Pharmaceuticals 425 Privet Rd
Tns Media Ent 410 Horsham Rd
Tonellis Pizza 222 Horsham Rd
Tool Equipment Solutions Inc PO Box 312
Town Place Suites 198 Precision Dr
Transworld Systems Inc 507 Prudential Rd
Trinity Press Intl Inc 79 Hunt Dr
Trovas Dawn M 28 School Rd
Ulanowski Gary 15 Steeplechase Cir
Us Bank 500 Enterprise Rd 150
Vasick Steven J, Julianna 72 Woodbine Ct
Venturino John A Jr 323 Olive Ave
Verispan Attn B Weatherspoon 650 Dresher Rd
Vertmarkets Inc 5 Walnut Grove
Village Capital Investment PO Box 330
Vintage Color Graphics 415 Sargon Way
Vni Holdings Inc 700 Dresher Rd
Vsi Meter Service 708 Blair Mill Rd
Watkins William M 61 Hunt Dr
Weaver Robert J Est 12 Saw Buck Cir
Wenzel Raymond J 12 Derby Cir
Weston Foods Inc 255 Business Ctr Dr
Wilcock Kristen 2 Walnut Grove Dr Ste 330
Wohlfort Andrew 5 Woodbridge Cir
Wolverine Proctor Schwartz 251 Gibraltar Rd
Ziegler Joyce, Harry 57 Hunt Dr
Zimmaro Gary V 415 Ave C
Huntingdon Valley Pa 19006
5 Star Medical Supply Inc 465 Pike Rd Unit 113
Aaa Americas Inc 2727 Philmont Ave
Abacus National Abstracts LLC 1051 County Line Rd
Ste 102a
Abraham Thomas 695 Killdeer Ln
Abrams Brian Jacob, Susan R 316 Meadowbrook Dr
Abramsom Nathaniel 1718 Melmar Rd
Abramson Benjamin, Jonathan 1718 Melmar Rd
Absolute Hlth Syst LLC 3021 Franks Rd
Acoustic Cleaners Inc 3269 Pine Rd
Advance Care Inc 777 Buck Rd Door 500 St 3
Advanced Settlement Srvcs Inc 2655 Philmont Ave Ste 206
Ae Kim 845 Meadowbrook Dr
Ahn Eunjee 105 Meadowbrooke Dr
Akotey Edward 2696 Huntingdon Pike
Akotey Edward 3455 Baldwin Rd
Alameri Adel 17 Lawson Dr
Alexander Mikhael 590 Raikes Rd
Alfred P Liebold LLC 495 Lawrence Rd
Alper Helene F 214 Hill House 1680 Huntingdon Pike
Alvin J Ivers P C Pension Trust 652 Hidden Pond Ln
Ambacher Mary M 2327 Fairway Rd
An Yang S 1430 Huntingdon Pike
Anderson Harriet M 228 Red Lion Rd
Andrew Newman Pa Pension Plan Newman Mdpa
2030 County Line Rd
Apida Marilyn J 3123 Maple Rd
Argosy Health LLC 1800 Byberry Rd Ste 701
Arnold Thomas W 1470 Creek Rd
Arthur Florence 421 County Line Rd
Azran Jarred A, Rosari A, Issac J 590 Raikes Rd
Azvalinsky Alla 3864 Donna Dr
Balliet Jennifer L 3344 Philmont Ave
Balten Leonora B 1812 Oakwynne Rd
Bang Jung 1037 Huntingdon Pike
Barr Sterlen 2030 County Line Rd 151
Baxter Matthew 64 Boucher Dr
Beckett Alphonsus W 1594 Bonnie Brae Dr
Beggin John F 1797 Old Welsh Rd
Beggs Ann E 105 Buck Rd
Belder Lev 821 Huntingdon Pike Ste 130
Belder Michael DDS 1051 County Line Rd
Michael Belder Dds
Belinskaya Klara 547 Long Ln
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Bell John 87 Springdale Ave
Bentzel Sheila Est 2558 Murray Ave
Berardi Andrea 2060 Pioneer Rd
Bernheim Martin, Malcolm H Fox 1551 Hilltop Ter
Bettinger Dorothy T, Edward J 2253 Stahl Rd
Betty F Spear Living Trust UA Dtd 134 Meadowbrook Dr
Bian Gang 1928 County Line Rd
Bidini Theresa 3871 Brookdale Ave
Binkowski William Joseph 927 Huntingdon Pike
Biosyn Inc 1800 Byberry Rd Bldg 13
Birmingham Margaret 283 Lamplighter Ln
Blaszczyk Katelyn 1528 Hilltop Ter
Blumenthal Joan P 1421 Holcomb Rd
Bogorowski James 2000 Papermill Rd
Bortz Thelma E 3377 Paper Mill Rd
Bostock Willard G 2549 Pennypack Ln
Bresnan Patrick J 1316 Mettler Rd
Brito Luis F 2030 Countyline Rd 109
Brownstein Thelma 462 Hickory Rd
Broyan Victor A, Yvonne D 1841 Hampstead Rd
Buzgon Lori 3781 Levy Ln
Callers Contract 2829 Philmont Ave
Campbell Henry T 3795 Warfield Dr
Caplan Ryan T, Ty D, Dax P 1284 Fritz Cir
Carlin Joseph J 927 Huntingdon Pike Ste 2
Carr Christopher 2120 Inverness Ln
Cass Elsie A 655 Byberry Rd
Cerruti Lena C 77 Steven Dr
Chichilnitsky Rae 3001 Philmont Ave
Chmielewski Aleks, R Chmielewski 1220 Old Wels Rd
Choi Young 3234 Kathy Ln
Christopher Loscalzo 1616 Copper Beech Rd
Chud Howard, Ryan S 2050 Butternut Dr
Chughtai M A 3860 Mettler Ln
Chung Myung B 450 Carson Ter
Cispson James T 1663 Republic Rd
Clauss Thomas F Co Eileen Clauss 2260 Dale Rd
Closterman James 1032b Gum Pl
Cohen Bruce Allan 1880 Lippincott Rd
Cohen Jared 1271 Dogwood Ln
Cohens Insurance Agency Inc 1370 Rhoades Dr
Collette Ditoro Wernercust Andrew Willia M Werner 1055
Huntingdon Pike
Commerce Bank 67 Buck Rd Ste 200
Congregation Chevrah Shas, Rev Israel Brod 467
Wingate Rd
Cooper Denis 3475 Buck Rd
Cooper Mark J 830 Mansion Rd
Corrado Valerie 3836 Blake Rd
Courduff Edward J, Mary 2346 Stahl Rd
Courtney J 1528 Hilltop Ter
Creighton Deborah 2760 Pine Rd
Cunningham Daniel J, Mary A 1551 Huntingdon Pike
Cuthrell Robert C 927 Huntingdon Pike
Cutting Edge Entertainment Inc 161 Tomlinson Rd
Daiter Irma 180 Ely Ave
Daly Charles 546 Meadowbrook Dr
Degroat Andrew J 3501 Masons Mill Rd Ste 505
Delaware Valley Chiro PO Box 307
Devlin Zachary 982 Corn Crib Dr
Dickhoner Suzanne 1027 Oakwood Dr Apt
Dillon Gerard 1063 Anna Rd
Dimmack Zachary 1038b Gum Pl
Dispirito N Dds 654 Red Lion Rd Ste 100
Dolan Mary L PO Box 1104
Dudlik Edward R Jr 1840 County Line Rd Unit 213
Dunlevy Ann E 1551 Huntingdon Pike I−49
E Asplundh Appt 1963 Cba Gst Ex 1800 Byberry Rd
Ste 1100
Earley Elizabeth 3682 Copper Beech Cir
Eastern Settlement Svcs Ltd 2655 Philmont Ave Ste 206
Edad Partnership 7900 Old York Rd Apt 905a 3380 Masons
Mill Rd
Ehrlich Philip 2655 Philmont Ave Ste 201
Eibell Ashley, Joseph 3689 Buck Rd
Emsley Joseph B 408 Moredon Rd
Eneanya Dennis I 2741 Philmont Ave
Entenmann Elmer 2524 Huntingdon Pike
Eunice F Jorovsky Revoc Tr 1043 Old Ford Rd
Ewell Jordan, Avise 67 Buck Rd Ste 200
Fahham Humaira, Karima 100 Morning Glory Way
Family Contractors Inc 3103 Philmont Ave
Fanelli Thomas J 4170 Shoemaker Rd
Fashion Gianna, Rosalyn Lankin 109 Pike Cir
Fazio Jack 356 Emerson Rd
Fazio Robert C 556 Woodward Dr
Ferguson Debra L Carvell Homecare Inc 1051 County Line
Rd Ste 110
Fiberglass Pool Refinishing Restoratio 2337 Philmont Ave
Ste 101
Foodservice Prof Network 2381 Philmont Ave Ste 117
Formax Financial Netwrk 465 Pike Rd Unit 116
Fox Dora D 417 Carson Ter
Fox Sarah K 3499 Heather Rd
Frankel Shane 888 Red Wing Ln
Frazier Rapheal 356 Carson Terr
Frost David A, Sunna 2916 Sycamore Rd
Frost Mineko N 1365 County Line Rd
Fry Margaret Catherine 923 Sherman Ave
Gannon James Francis 927 Huntingdon Pike
Garbak Frankie 717 Raikes Rd
Gdp Holdings LLC 345 Emerson Rd
Getts Richard P 1952 Pine Rd
Gilbert Catherine M, Harry 3509 Greg Ln
Gilmore Alberta H 700 Welsh Rd Apt C14
Gitzes Mia 3300 Locust Dr
Glenn Joel C 496 Woodward Dr
Glennie Scott 1528 Hilltop Ter
Golant Maxim 2326 Packard Ave
Goldstein Beatrice 3602 Buck Rd
Goodrich Harold L Jr 1532 Grasshopper Rd
Gordon June K, Ida 1315 Wright Dr
Gottesman Colleen E 2225 Jefferson Ln
Gottlieb Robert E 753 Welsh Rd Apt 310
Grady Mark Patrick 1790 Cathedral Rd
Grapevine Visual Concepts Inc 1810 County Line Rd Ste 4
Gruber Harriet Redeemer Village 1 36 1551 Hu
Gruener Daniel 2040 Shadywood Cir
Haffner Martha 2444 Huntingdon Pike
Hajno Gjenovefa 943 Old Ford Rd
Halasa Zennie 1551 Huntingdon Pi 20
Halpin Charles A 927 Huntingdon Pike
Hamburg Valora 179 Clearview Ave
Hammer Michael C 1627 Buck Hill Dr
Handler Jay S 3735 Albidale Dr
Harbison Robert J 2185 Papermill Rd
Hardeman Mable F 261 Mankin Ave 7
Herbst Rosemary M 142 Gravel Hill Rd
Hiller David J 727 Dale Rd
Hollingsworth James H 902 Meadowbrook Dr
Holmes Sydney B Est 927 Huntingdon Pike Ste 2
Holy Redeemer Health System 521 Moredon Rd
Counseling Ctr
Hope Anne 3192 Huntingdon Rd
Hope Jacob D 1601 Huntingdon Rd
Horgan Albert 64 Hillside Ave
Horton Kailey S, Charles 2045 Terwood Rd
Ht LLC 70 Tracey Rd PO Box 991
Huntingdon Valley 3041 Philmont Ave
Huntingdon Valley Pediatrics 821 Huntingdon Pike Ste 204
Hyatt Anne D, Kent 1040 Carriage Ln
Ibrahim Ehmud 3400 Colonial Cir
Ingram William J Jr 718 Hallowell Dr
Ivers Alvin J 652 Hidden Pond Ln
Jacobs Diane 1165 Willard Rd
Jaryi Igor 520 Woodward Dr
Jcjnv LLC 3500 Reading Way
John Wonil 422 Carson Tr
Jones Lorraine T 610 Barrett Ave
Jones Rosema, Thomas 631 Meadowbrook Dr
Jorovsky Samuel R, Eunice F 1043 Old Ford Rd
Joseph Lalitha, Vivian 67 Summer Pl
Kanamalla Uday S 21 Primrose Ln
Kane Patricia Attn Helen Slead 3550 Oriole Dr
Kang Chun Sik 474 County Line Rd
Kanin Anthony J 442 Red Lion Rd
Kanter Bruce 3035 Franks Rd
Kantor Mark D 3488 Paper Mill Rd
Katz Joel 14 Lee Lynn Ln
Katz Joni 1035 Wright Dr
Kauffmann Stuart DO PO Box 461
Kdy Property Inc 3751 Levy Ln
Kelso Helen B, Don R 2155 Country Club Dr
Kerzner Gail S 3926 Somers Dr
Kessler Sandra 3861 Blake Rd
Khoo Jeremy 676 Moredon Rd
Kim Daniel Hee 1511 Hilltop Ter
Kim Duk W 2340 Huntingdon Rd
Kim Hyung J 1078 Corn Crib Dr
Kipervas Louisa 2760 Sunflower Way
Kirk Anna Marie PO Box 194
Kishel Patricia J 903 County Line Rd
Kogan Mark J 345 Cinnamon Dr
Kola Jonuz 1651 Buck Hill Dr
Kowitz Julia 1551 Huntingdon Pike Apt 1121
Kratt Mary C Est, Kratt Mary C 3583 Cranberry Dr
Kraus Conrad J 284 Brae Bourn Rd
Kuchinos Matthew 178 Propert Dr
Kurz Francis 2578 High Rd
Kyle P Asplundh Trust 1800 Byberry Rd
L M Mechanical 2375 Philmont Ave
Lambrou Lana 1820 Pine Rd
Laventure Lubin 1868 Pine Rd
Lee Chang Ho 468 Long Ln
Lees Terrance 2314 Valy Rd
Lehigh Valley Rehab Asso PO Box 311
Leibovitz Barry 847 Oriole Ln
Leui Hagit 3511 Billger Dr
Levin Howard MD 3836 Ridgeview Rd
Levitz Susan 806 Warfield Ln
Lieberman Fred S 1413 Dogwood Ln
Lieberman Frederick MD Pc PO Box 720
Lieberman Frederick S Dr, Lieberman Stephanie E
1413 Dogwood Ln
Lobanov Alicia S, Mikhail 22 Anna Maria Ter
Looovinsky Alla 1519 Hilltop Ter
Lorio John G Jr 3248 Oak Dr
Lucas Sylvia PO Box 297
Luciano Inna 125 Steele Way
Luciano Maria 935 Meadowbrook Dr
Luke Anne Apt 301 753 Welsh Rd
Lungin Boris 46 Moredon Rd
Macconnell Edward 2524 Huntingdon Pike
Macdonald Madeline 2265 Country Club Dr
Mail & Package Depot 2030 Countyline Rd
Mann Doris E Est 1034a Oakwood Dr
Markmann Dorothy B 501 Moreland Rd
Markmedia Productions LLC Apt 1 1983 Pioneer Rd
Marlos Florence D, Simon N 3694 Sipler Ln
Marlos Simon N Est 3694 Sipler Ln
Marshall Mark 1160 Oliver Rd
Martial Arts Ste 130 2755 Philmont Ave
Mary Conway 3486 Brae Bourn Dr
Mather Elizabeth F 3435 Larch Rd
Mazza Gilda A 2186 Kent Rd
Mcdowell Florence A 296 Wyndmoor Cir
Mcdowell Florence A, Louis Mr 296 Wyndmoor Cir
Mcelhaugh Therese 3175 Kathy Ln
Mckee Mary 180 Meadowbrook Dr
Mclaughlin Elgie R 1111 Welsh Rd
Mclaughlin Raymond J, Donna S 521 Anne St
Medina Luz 1659 Biddle Rd
Meltser Inna 3371 Paper Mill Rd
Mendhardt Julius, Helen 3565 Brae Bourn Dr
Metco Mfg Co Inc Non Bargaining Pppa Bruce Kanter
3035 Franks Rd
Miller Adam C, Dolly Adam, Craig 531 Phillip Dr
Miller David M III 2773 Philmont Ave
Miller Jared M, Dolly, Jules A 531 Phillip Rd
Miller Lawrence P 1800 Byberry Rd Bldg 9 Mason Mill
Business Park
Miller Susan 531 Philip Rd
Mkm Healthcare Corp 1957 Pioneer Rd Bldg H
Modern Expressions 2371 Philmont Ave 106
Moldovan Jaime 428 Carson Tr
Moore Kathy 3429 Paper Mill Rd
Moreland Business Park Inc 850 Welsh Rd
Moroz Mykola 925 Huntingdon Pike Apt 311
Morris Jillian Elizabeth, Brooke A,Wayne Laudenslager
3484 Heather Rd
Multi Flow Huntingdon 1434 County Line Rd
Musleh Hatem A 1342 Mettler Rd
Myles Mason S 902 Meadowbrook Dr
Nasir Fahham Family Trust 100 Morning Glory Way
Nelson Kathleen B 927 Huntingdon Pike Ste 2
Nmti Usa LLC 380 Red Lion Rd Ste 202
Nocentino Courtney, Carol 3251 Creek Rd
Normoyle Thomas P 3880 Blake Rd
Nuddle Roselyn 1680 Huntingdon Pike Apt 102
Nutritional Care Consultants 2741 Philmont Ave
Oak Systems 460 D Veit Rd
Obrien John A 2476 High Rd
Oconnor Shannon 341 W County Line Rd
Odhner Anthony, Mary 3370 Baldwin Rd
Oh Se M 3331 Woodland Cir
Olson Jerry 506 Meadowbrook Dr
Omalley Sally Ann 2975 Pine Rd
Omitchell Franklin 840 Fetters Mill Rd
Oneill Family W & H LP 1035 Old Ford Rd
Padilla Evelyn R 2526 Murry Ave
Parkkim Ae J 1430 Huntingdon Pike
Pastore Vincent 530 Red Lion Rd
Peiretti Esther T, Edgardo 427 Meadowbrook Dr
Pendlebery William 1290 Paper Mill Rd
Pennsylvania Heart & Vascular PO Box 68
Perese Joseph James 727 Dale Rd
Perse Diane 727 Date Rd
Pfluger John C 1005 Old Ford Rd
Phillips Lucy 2859 Pine Rd
Piao Longzhe 3778 Wheatsheaf Rd
Porges Barbara E 971 Claire Ave
Porretti Patricia 2578 High Rd
Potts Daniel C 2724 Huntingdon Pike
Pro Claim Public Adjusters Inc 67 Buck Rd Ste 200
Property Abstract Ltd 2655 Philmont Ave Ste 206
Providence Hunt Lp 3103 Philmont Ave
Putnick Winifred E 2014 Marjoram Rd
Quality Distributors PO Box 714
Quality Dollar 2072 E County Line Rd
Reid Roy 2030 Country Line Rd 109
Reif Atara O 1265 Burnett Rd
Reif Jonathan S, Solomon I 1265 Burnett Rd
Rick Gaspers Autobody 903 County Line Rd
Roberts Sandra P 994 Corn Crib Dr
Robinson Christina, Denise 1141 Oliver Rd
Robinson R H 264 Brookdale Dr
Rodriguez Daniel A 1659 Biddle Rd
Rodriguez Rocio Cruz 3808 Ridgeview Rd
Rose David S PO Box 94
Rosemary M Herbst Trust Dtd 2 18 93 142 Gravel Hill Rd
Rosenwald Blossom M 1266 June Rd
Rovner Seth M 1165 Willard Rd
Royal Serv Inc 1840 County Line Rd
Ryan Peter 139 Fairhill Rd
Rydal East Elementar, Robin Miller 1160 Huntingdon Pike
Samuel R Jorovsky Revocable Trust 1043 Old Ford Rd
Samuel R Jorovsky Trust Samuel R Jorovsky
1043 Old Ford Rd
Schlidt Mary June 1495 Old Welsh Rd Huntington Valy
Schmidt Marianna, Herbert 948 Sherman Ave
Schnarr Brent R 3379 Buck Rd
Schniepp Charles Jr 1030 Oakwood Dr A
Schulz Stephen A 2515 High Rd
Scott Jacqueline M 902 Meadowbrook Dr
Sd Davis Inc 121 Meadowbrook Dr
Seery Mae M 1515 Huntingdon Pike B321
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Sellecchia Antonio M Sr, Dorothy A 35 Pine View Dr
Ser Building Asso 1790 Oakwynne Rd
Sers Robert L, Paul G 223 Shady Ln
Shane Dorothy 676 Longview Dr
Shchemeleva Alina 515 Welsh Rd Apt D5
Shultz Sally M 301 Heathcliffe Rd
Shuster Sally M, Lynn S 42 Lee Lynn Ln
Siegel Inge 1401 Lorimer Ave
Silva Dominic J 1608 County Line Rd
Singer Frederick, Karen 231 Kirk Dr
Singer Stanton H 75 Snowflake Rd
Slobodyan Marina 925 Huntingdon Pike Apt 311
Smith William T 700 Welsh Rd Apt D20
Sohn Jeff 380 Red Lion Rd Ste 101
Sook Chong Eun 103 Woodland Rd
Sound Moves 1800 Byberry Rd Ste 810
Spaeth Charles 274 County Line Rd
Spear Betty F 134 Meadowbrook Dr
Standley Beth E 441 Wingate Rd
Steinberg Alan B 342 Andrew Rd
Steinberg Susan Y, Alan B 342 Andrew Rd
Steps To Recovery Ryan Mccarthy 2030 County Line Rd
Sterling Craig E 307 Brae Bourn Rd
Sterling Huntingdon Valley 105 Buck Rd
Sterling Kathleen L 3370 Masons Mill Rd
Stern Helen 3836 Blake Rd
Stillings Irene Jennifer Greway 981 Old Huntingdon Pike
Strassheim Margaret A 3928 Byron Rd
Strebcov Ilia 118 Carson Ter
Stuart A Kauffman DO Pc PO Box 462
Superior Supply Inc 2755 Philmont Ave
Supreme Abstract Ltd 2655 Philmont Ave Ste 206
Sussman Honda Collision 1405 Greenawalt Rd
Symon Alex P 293 Pheasant Dr Lower Morland
Syzdek Eleonore A 3588 Billger Dr
Syzdek Eleonore A, Stanley S 3588 Billger Dr
Tagmeyer Joseph 1966b Pioneer Rd
Tech Form Construction Svcs Inc 2791 Philmont Av
Telecom Electrical Supply 3971 Mann Rd
Tereshchenko Inna 3522 Sunset Way
Terry Blossom 1266 June Rd
Thallner Pamela S, Paul J 348 Meadowbrook Dr
Thermal Shield Inc Mpp Joseph Storione Ttee
1957 Pioneer Rd Ste G
Thermal Shield Inc Psp Joseph Storione 1957 Pioneer Rd
Ste G
Tobias Philip Est 1680 Huntingdon Pike
Torjman Maurice 1405 Greenawalt Rd
Travers Kevin S 361 Shady Ln
Tri State Plitt Inc 980 Brown Ave
Trichon Paul R 99 Steele Way
Trieu Tuyetba 74 Clearview Ave
Triumph Ambulance Inc 3103 Philmont Ave Ste 372
Vaidya Shailendra S 2600 Philmont Ave Ste 310
Very Talented Teddy Bears 644 Morden Rd
Vesey Matthew J 1215 Leedom Rd
Visroi Ellen PO Box 792
Visual Eyes Richard Spross 1924 County Line Rd
Viter Oleg 651 Hoyt Rd
Wallace Patricia, Bradley 172 Stephenson Way
Weber Henry 70 Tracey Rd
Weinfeld Stephanie, Leslie 3592 Meadowlark Dr
Wilhite Marilyn L 232 Barnsley Ave
Witman S 3526 Billger Dr
Wojenski Teresa J Est 927 Huntingdon Pike Ste 2
Wonil John 422 Carson Ter
Woodard John E 7 Elfreth Rd
Woodward Assoc 2010 County Line Rd
Work William 1288 Burnett Rd
Wright Wendy Kapustin, Jon W 2548 Kirk Dr
Zaiko Diane 1250 Meinel Rd
Zarinnia Matt F 1430 Huntingdon Pike
Zee Laura 3871 Brookdale Ave
Zellner Lotte 380 Red Lion Rd Ste 101
Ziv Goldstein Roberta 3541 Oriole Dr
Zyverden Inc Van 442a Pike Rd
Jeffersonville Pa 19403
24 North Charlotte Street LLC 1990 Clearview Ave
Chowdhury Shabnom 619 Willowbrook Dr
Dimension Enterprises Inc 802 Stonybrook Dr
Enterprise Rent A Car 2434 W Main St Bldg 2436
Gaasche Casazza Mary 347 Brandon Rd
Gordon Avis R 1423 W Main St
Helmke Patricia M 230 Horseshoe Rd
Kline Justin E 181 Hoover Ave
Longenberger Dawn 1203 Reagan Ct
Natule Antonio Joseph, Stefano M 62 Potts Ave
Perry Janelle, Daniel 2118 Yorktown S
Quinn Essential Prop 1990 Clearview Ave
Reynolds Kristy J 128 Centre Ave
Samad Belal 619 Willowbrook Dr
Sandusky Kia L, Jon D 1405 Reagan Ct
Seibert Judith 1740 Beaver Hollow Rd
Stein James W 2525 W Main St
Vita Rebecca 74 Woodstream Dr
Jenkintown Pa 19046
371 Chase Ins Agency Inc 261 Old York Rd Ste 814
480 North Gulph Road Asso LLC Clarion Hotel Park Ridge
480 N Gulph Rd
Abington Art Center 515 Meetinghouse Rd
Acer Appliance Inc 438 Cedar St PO Box 136
Adams Lillian 101 Greenwood Ave 5th Fl 5t
Adams Soroya 310 Wyncote Rd
Ag Epstein Co 610 Old York Rd Rm 300
Alam Nawab 1875 Jenktwn Rd Ap G 104
Albert Robert W Jr 712 Woodside Rd
Alon Eliahu 93 Old York Rd 1414
Alpert Charles B, Marvin 801 Old York Rd Ste 222
American Home Mortgage Svc 93 Old York Rd Ste 1−520
American Property Investments 93 York Rd Ste 1483
Andrews Adrian Thomas, Stephen 215 Washington Ln Apt 3
Audet Stephen M 261 Old York Rd Ste 814
Baer Michael A 100 Cardinal Rd
Ball Sylvia Sunrise of Jenkintown 440 Old York Rd Rm 217
Barsky Neil 604 Harper Ave
Batchler Richard 93 Old York Rd 1 Pmb 537
Beebe Susan L 93 York Rd Ste 217
Berenbaum Paul L the Pavilion Ste 309 261 Old York Rd
Berenbaum Samuel, Regina 1250 Greenwood Ave Apt 603
Besta Jewelry Inc 362 Peachtree Dr
Big Red Envelope LLC 413 Johnson St Ste 204
Blank Carol B 300 Jenkintown Commons
Block Pearl M 101 Greenwood Ave Ste 220
Borucki Robert 415 Hillside Ave
Bothwell Rosemary 437 Newbold Rd
Bradley Coleman 745 Upsal Rd
Brandows Fairway 900 Old York Rd
Brennan William J 741 Arden Rd
Brickman Patrice 165 Township Line Rd
Britchkow Daniel H 101 Washington Ln Apt M318
Brokenshire Eleanor K, Jason, Patricia 511 Runnymede Ave
Brunette Bertha F, Robert Lipschutz Jenkintown Plaza
101 Greenwood Ave Ste 160
Buczek Ronald A II 841 Highland Ave 6 116
Bunker Richard G 312 Smt Ave
Burns Allen 1058 Kingsley Rd
Byun Gapseok 100 Old York Rd Apt 307
Calvin K Lee Dmd Pc 101 York Rd Ste 300
Canavan Kathleen 100 Old York Rd Apt 503
Chang Deke 100 York Rd Apt 1224
Chevoor Kathryn L 607 Cloverly Ave
Chung Tong Son 100 Old York Rd Apt E306
Cielo Salon & Spa 728 West Ave
Cleff Mason B 1080 Sparrow Rd
Corey Brendan 609 Smt Ave
Costello Kathleen A 710 Seminole Ave
Coulston Herbert PO Box 436
Coyle Alice 261 Old York Rd Ste 425
Crawfs Collision 819 Huntingdon Pike
Creely Howard 225 Jarrett Ave
Crevey Madeline R 360 Walnut St
Crystal Clement S 1321 Fairacres Rd
Custis Patrice 357 Meetinghouse Rd
Ddoh Family Partners 101 West Ave
Dean Witter Reynolds Richard Iavecchia PO Box 109
Delaware Open Mri 101 Greenwood Ave 150
Dibble Laura F 260 Mather Rd
Dinger Doris M 1515 the Fairway Apt 440
Disipio Mary R, George Hebert Ste 303 4099 Wm Penn Hwy
Diskin Kevin 261 Old York Rd Ste 140
Dohling Jerome 618 Cheltena Ave
Earthpartners Net LLC 93 York Rd Ste 473
Eckenhoff Cadillac 1750 the Fairway
Eckenhoff Pont Buick 1750 the Fairway
Edmonds Pamela 100 W Ave Unit B−314
Eintracht Kate 440 Old York Rd
Eintract Kate 440 Old York Rd
Endicott Katherine 324 Greenwood Ave
Ettingoff Bernice 1250 Greenwood Ave Apt 502 the Plaza
Faulkner Nisson Vick Little 900 Old York Rd
Fbb Inc PO Box 682
Financial Freedom Sfc Sub Indymac Bisaoa 93 Old York Rd
Ste 1250
Finkelstein Paula D Est 1400 Stephen Rd
First States Investors 5200 LLC 630 Old York Rd 200
Fitzgerald Edith M 309 Florence Ave Condo 320n
Foundational Questions Institute 165 Township Line Rd
Fox Irwin C 810 Fox Pavillion
Fox Robert A, Esther G 943 Coates Rd
Fox William 810 Fox Pavilion Foxcroft Sq Co
Frederick L Maltby Engineering Co 780 Glen Rd
Gamma Investors Admin Kimberly Ruff 471 Old York Rd
Gertrude Regenspurger Mem Charitable Tr
1836 Lambert Rd
Gess Richard S, Richard 320 Disher Rd
Getzik Marion 1610 The Fairway 104w
Glaberson Marcus J 2038 Valy Rd
Glanzman Subaru 95 0ld York Rd
Goldenberg Rosenthal 101 West Ave
Goldsmith Marjorie 767 Carmet Rd
Gormley Robert 471 Leedom St
Gp Maplewood Asso 610 Old York Rd Ste 220
Gramercy Realty 610 Old York Rd 3rd Fl
Green John M 308 Runnymede Ave
Greenberg Blanche M Beaver Hill Condo Unit 303 S
Greenfield Daniel 348 Peach Tree Dr
Gregory Marie T 1515 The Fairway Apt 214
Griffin John 216 Greenwood Ave
Grundy Suzanne L 1114 Fox Chase Rd
Han Young 1419 Nobles Rd
Harmon Stephen 101 Washington Ln M420
Harrigan Halie M 123 Township Line Rd
Healthbridge Managem PO Box 1034
Helliwell Rachel S Est 1653 The Fairway Ste 206
Helweg Campbell Mary 1438 Stockton Rd
Hendler Lewis 1166 Timbergate Dr
Herrin Beryl J 1068 Beverly Rd
Hess Goldblum 101 Greenwood Ave Ste 380
Hill Nancy 323 Hillside Ave
Hill Robert D 517 Greenwood Ave
Holloway Smith Stephan 501 Greenwood Ave
Hong Soom K 491 Old York Rd
Hoplamazian John P 5 Huntingdon Pike
Horn Carolyn H 429 Vernon Rd
Hostelley Linda 1801 Hilltop Rd
Hub Intl Penna 604 Harper Ave Premier Brokerage Svcs Inc
Hughes Kerwyn M 501 Hillside Ave
Hupperterz Octabio, Gina 507 Shoemaker Ave
Ignatowski Albert J 765 Wooded Rd
Indenture Tst Mitchell Corson 1250 Greenwood Ave Apt 727
Independence Plaza PO Box 185
Jablonow Thomas Sebastian 615 Runnymede Ave
Jablonowski Phyllis 615 Runnymede Ave
Janbara & Asso 93 Old York Rd Ste 1 507
Jendrowski William E 1733 Stocton Rd
Johnson Jacqueline 93 Old York Rd Ste 1−520
Jones Davis Barbara F Ira 8−2−95 Richard Iavecchia
PO Box 109
Kaczaj M A 609 West Ave
Kafrissen Tessie Benson East Apt 1118
Kalberer Marie R 261 Old York Rd
Kalikow Richard K 1051 Mill Rd Cir
Katz Jacob R 100 Old York Rd
Kenney Mary R 817 Rodman Ave
Kern Patricia A Est William H Loescher Atty
801 Cloverly Ave
Kernytsky Stepfanie, Bohdan 614 Burke Ave
Kerschner Edward G 261 Old York Rd Ste 814
Kilkenny Betsy, Sean 715 Washington Ln
Kinzer Kathy Y 1527 Spring Ave Apt 1
Klevan Leonard Apt 509 Pl222 Apartments
1250 Greenwood Ave
Lacey James T 1515 The Fairway Apt 234
Lang Deborah M 840 N Cedar Rd
Lanier Industries Inc 1 Pitcairn Place Ste 2200
Lee Calvin K Ste 300
Lee Ki C 101 Washington Ln Apt M517
Lehigh Village Home Lp 413 Johnson St Ste 210
Leon Florence 1270 Lindsay Ln
Levitt Leroy L, Reva H 1913 Washington Ln
Lewin Bernard MD 8835 Germantown Ave
Lewis Marsha 301 Cottman St
Lilly Theresa 37 Central Ave
Litton Marvin 1515 the Fairway Apt 456
Loescher William H William H Loescher Atty
801 Cloverly Ave
Lotterer John C Jr, Helen B 434 Leedom St
Madden Joclyn 435 Leedom St Apt 2nd
Maltby Frederick L, Mildred N 780 Glen Rd
Mangapit Michael 129 Walnut St
Marsh Richard H, Clara S 1515 the Fairway H 205
Mascovics Florence Benson East Apts 908 Township Ln Rd
Mccaffrey Mildred 300 Huntingdon Pike
Mccartney James L 100 West Ave Apt W410
Mccorry Nicholas J, Stephen 1035 Kipling Rd
Mcdermott Edward J 132 Walnut St
Mcfadden Ray 129 Township Line Rd 1/2 Block W of
Wash Ln
Mcmillan Steve 425 Hillside Ave
Mdrx Fin Inc 101 Greenwood Ave Ste 320
Meetinghouse Consulting Corp 300 Meeting House Rd
Melvin Margaret M 820 Homestead Rd
Meropol Neal J 316 Evergreen Rd
Miller Rachel 100 Old York Rd Apt E1111
Miller William 155 Washington Ln Apt H2
Moise Anne F, Anne 823 Clarendon Rd
Moriconi Emil S Dmd Suite D2 Commonwydds
Moss Norma S 744 Los Angeles Ave
Murray Robert E III 508 Smt Ave B
Nemeroff Allan, Keith 124 N Beaver Hill
New Mirae Inc 100 Old York Rd Apt E306
Newman Lloyd M 1250 Greenwood Ave Apt 526
Obrien Megan A 305 Vernon Rd
Oconnell James 801 Old York Rd Ste 219
Ogara Timothy 93 Old York Rd Ste 1250
Orlansky Evelyn PO Box 1156
Osakne Nkechi A 746 Arden Rd
Oshea Laura A, Rebecca 201 Greenwood Ave
Oshea Rebecca, Robert 130 Smt Ave
Oshea Robert S 130 Smt Av
Ou Yuan Jun 362 Peachtree Dr
P I G Ltd Partnership 101 Greenwood Ave Ste Lc 10
Pa Comfort Zone 101 Old York Rd Ste 101
Park William 208 Rodman Ave
Pearl Robert A 457 Leedom St
Pham Toan 608 Los Angeles Ave
Pickwell Joann 363 Stewart Ave
Pritz Marguerite F, Peter J 201 Smt Ave
Ralston Margaret A, Robert J 1836 Lambert Rd
Revis Prikenya S 100 Old York Rd Apt E 1004
Richers Ethel T 1515 Fairway Rydal Park Apt 131
Rlw Solutions LLC 766 Arden Rd
Robert M & Mary Haythornthwaite Foundation
313 Wellington Tr
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Robinson Betty S 95 0ld York Rd
Rockershousen Sara J, Busch 107 Runnymede Ave
Rosenberg Philip 1097 Squirrel Rd
Rosenberg Sol 409 York Rd
Ross David 405 Vernon Rd
Roxborough M 801 Old York Rd Ste 219
Russ Cindy, Allan 962 Frazier Rd
Sammons Rena 406 Cedar St
Samuel M Liebman 101 Greenwood Ave Ste 400
Santee Marie Louise 429 Vernon Rd
Saunders Arthur 745 Yorkway Place
Schadel Gretchen 210 Hillside Ave
Schaefer Sheila 702 Kirkwood St
Schaeffer Lynanne 401 Highland Ave Apt B2
Schlauer Helen R 410 Cottman St Apt 3a
Schoen Margaretta R 148 Walnut St
Schorsch Shelly D Sloan Capital 1725 the Fairway
Schuessler Lorna J 412 Newbold Rd
Segal Harry 574 Wanamaker Rd 574 Wanamaker Rd
Segal Sara K Est 574 Wanamaker Rd
Selassie Michael 101 E Washington Ln Apt M829
Seltzer Nathan R, Rose K Apt 210 1250 Greenwood Ave
Shachter Felicia, Jay, Florence 1250 Greenwood Ave Apt 104
Shin Dongnim 100 Old York Rd Apt 1002e
Shookowsky John A 981 Valy View Dr
Shor & Levin Professional Corp 261 York Rd Ste 200
Silver Barry L, Barbara 303 Rodman Ave
Silverbook Harold 100 Mayfield Av
Silverman Howard W, Pearl S Beaver Hill Apt 510n
309 Florence Ave
Simon Dorothy H 746 Lanfair Rd
Slaven Elizabeth 151 Central Ave
Smith William Dr 1821 Paper Mill Rd
Sri Psychological Srvcs Pc Ste 203 93 York Rd
Stanshine Lowell 305 Church Rd
Stanton Halie M, Jill, Paige 123 Township Line Rd
Stern Ei 261 Old York Rd Ste 140
Stinson Matthew PO Box 384
Stout H Stration 500 Shoemaker Ave
Suburban Chest Asso 314 Cottman St
Sunrise Senior Living Inc 440 Old York Rd New Seasons at
Summer Gate
Switkay Hope R 757 Wyndale Rd
Tao Guowei 1000 Fox Chase Rd
Tapia Richard 101 Washington Ln
Taub Millie 594 Wannamaker St
Thomas Irma V 93 Old York Rd Ste 1250
Tribal Venture Management Group 505 Old York Rd
Trust Goodman L, Wachovia Securities 610 Old York Rd
Ste 400
Trustees of B David Halpern Trust David Halper
1057 Kingsley Rd
Tso Adj Serv 93 Old York Rd Ste 1 520
Tso Adjustment Service 93 Old York Rd Ste 1−520
Tuzman Adam, Kira 1250 Greenwood Ave Apt 312
Tymor Technologies Inc Ste 912 S 100 West Ave
United Capitol Corp Pitcairn Trust Co Matt Mccarte Svp
165 Township Line Rd Ste 3000
Uw Alice H Alexander 429 Vernon Rd
Wachovia Securities LLC 165 Township Line Rd
Waddington Helen 323 West Av
Waldor Agency Inc Premier Brokerage Svcs Inc
604 Harper Ave
Walrond Julie 416 Vernon Rd
Warren Benjamin 411 W Ave Apt 3
Welsh Wanda 220 Zane Ave
Werten Bellamy F 1670 Cloverly Ln
West Philly Chiropractic LLC PO Box 917
Wheeler Edith L PO Box 503
White Bertha M 1515 Fairway Apt 422 Mc
Willis Nathaniel K 1131 Frederick Rd
Wilson Brandon 401 Highland Ave
Wolfies Deli Rest 323 York Rd 323
Wolgin Jacob T York Rd & Washington
Wood Media Group Inc 261 Old York Rd Ste 417
Workowski Richard W 1162 Beverly Rd
Wright John M, L Erwin 535 Baeber Rd
Wtnjtc LLC 615 Seminole Ave
Yera Properties LLC 93 Old York Rd 1414
Young Adjustments Co Inc 130 Smt Ave
Zanine Caroline 451 Cedar St
Zayas Wanda 93 Old York Rd Ste 1 474
Zlobinsky Yury 1071 Herkness Dr
King of Prussia Pa 19406
1838 Investment Advisors LLC 2701 Renaissance Blvd
4th Fl
4anything Com 630 Freedom Business Ctr Dr 3r
A Dayan Inc Avraham Day 157 Rebel Rd
Abburi Udai 502 Monroe Blvd
Abg Military & Data System 230 Mall Blvd
Achyut Borkar P 3000 Valy Forge Cir Apt 748
Advanced Recovery Systems 901 E 8th Ave
Ajmani Sushant 927n Parkview Dr
Ajmani Sushant 959 Penn Cirapt C306
Albanese Anthony J, Pierina M 131 Brownlie Rd
Allan David B 190 Murphy Dr
Allied Barton Security Svc 3606 Horizon Dr
Allied Security Bruce Gelting Svp Gen C 3606 Horizon Dr
Altier Patricia, Thomas 411 Prince Frederick St
Altieri Francis 1021 W 8th Ave
Ameri Gas Propane 460 N Gulph Rd
Ananthanarayanan Ponnani S 523 Williams Rd Apt C12
Anderson David W 240 Glenwood Rd
Andrus Gary 160 N Gulph Rd Ste 2026
Antony Shaju 640 American Ave Apt E408
Apogee Inc 1060 1st Ave Ste 410
Armstrong Charles 640 American Ave Apt E514
Asaner Selcuk 1160 E Dekalb Pike Ste 1
Ashby France M, Ashby Robert L 616 Pancoast Rd
Asma Arshad 311 Marielle Dr
Aspetti Nelly M 741 Whitetail Cir
Austin Francine B, Leonard L 1205 Bismark Way
Baldwin James K 315 Valy Forge Rd
Balie Richard 646 Smt St
Banyan Productions 100 Ross Rd Ste 150
Barniak Barbara 259 Lawndale Ave
Barsony Stephen J 1001 Longview Rd
Bartlett Joseph N 216 Hawthorne Rd
Battista Anita 259 W Valy Forge Rd
Beiter Brandy 412 Church St
Bellinger Bernard 304 Bismark Way
Bendinger Ind Group Inc Dean Bealer 460 Glennie Cir
Benefit Asso Inc Parkview Tower 1150 1st Av Ste 100
Benefit Concepts PO Box 62530
Bennett John A, Devon Health Services 1100
Berger Daniel 10618 Valy Forge Cir 618
Bernardine Sisters O 403 Allendale Rd
Best Medicine Pc Inc PO Box 60002
Beverly E Elgart Rev Trust Ua 9 19 97 532 Crooked Ln
Bhongade Bhaskar A 580 American Ave Apt B207
Bi Tech Inc 303 E Church Rd
Bio Rexis Pharmaceut Ical Corp, David King
3400 Horizon Dr
Bodavula Kishan C Apt 548 3000 W Valy Forge Cir
Borghei Bernard A 404 Glenn Rose Cir
Bosniack 251 W Dekalb Pk Apt E803
Boyles Gulf Inc 1501 Lynden Way
Brady Kevin F 600 Lewis Rd Apt 213
Bragg Lenny F, Bragg Gail 423 Brandywine Ln
Branco Stanley Est 144 East Dekalb Pike Ste 300
Brennen Rita 242 Crooked Ln
Brinker Capital Error A C 1150 1st Ave Ste 501
Brinker Capital
Broadview Networks 2100 Renaissance Blvd
Brokerage Concepts Inc PO Box 60608
Brookline Bank, John H Marsi PO Box 61787
Brown Robert W 638 Hidden Valy Rd House 157
Brown Thomas W Jr, Elizabeth Keane
640 Freedom Business Ctr Dr 6th Fl
Bruno Janice A 604 Wentworth Dr
Bryn Mawr Securities Corp 1122 Bill Smith Blvd Co George
Bevins Esq
Buckley Gerald T, Buckley Marian B 435 Old Ft Rd
Burke Frank 3000 Valy Forge Cir Apt 251
Burke Kevin 431 W Valy Forge Rd
Burns Joan M 467 S Henderson Rd Apt B614
Byung Jae Ahn 1022 Bill Smith Blvd
Cambridge Mgmt Co Jason Osiecki 1150 1st Ave
Campbell Marion M, Campbell Jack H 727 Suellen Dr
Campbell Multi Cathy Beckett Bnp Pariba
Campis Daniel M 589 King Wood Rd
Campos Leandro D 215 S Henderson Rd
Cannella Phillip J III First Senior Fin Gro Ste 300
2700 Horizon Dr
Cannon Cheryl 1000 Valy Forge Cir 1150
Caporaletti Daveid 634 Coates Ln
Carlo Corp 160 N Gulph Rd 2958
Carlson Vivian 568 General Armstrong Rd
Carr Rick L 3000 Valy Forge Cir 948
Carualho Ana 924 Bill Smith Blvd
Caruso Christopher A 708 Monroe Blvd
Casey Meghan E 146 Concord Place
Cca Concordville Med 2200 Renaissance Bl 4 Fl Sharon A
Kelly
Cdi Corp Trion 2300 Renaissance Blvd
Centrella Patricia E 517 Dartmouth Dr
Chacko Thresiamma K 640 American Ave Apt E408
Chamberlain Jonelle 170 N Gulph Rd
Chan Olga O 567 General Learned Rd
Chandra Duvvuri Eswara Vs 959 Penn Cir Apt C106
Check Mathias M 625 Clark Ave Ste 21b
Chen Michael 605 Fawn Cir
Chester Valley Golf Club Matt Gazzara PO Box 61553
Chilton Eng Inc Mary W Johnson Bci−651 Allendale Rd
PO Box 61553
Chiranjeevi Avinash 251 W Dekalb Pike
Choate Health Mgmt Inc 367 S Gulph Rd
Clements Joseph E 154 Walnut St
Clugston William Russell 327 Rees Dr
Coco Beauty Inc 160 N Gulph Rd
Coleman Laverne 521 Bending Ln
Collins Louis A 343 Ross Rd
Colonial Electric Supply Co 201 W Church Rd
Cook Luz M 491 Stacy Dr
Coop Marketing Group 200 N Warner Rd
Cooperneff 555 Croton Rd
Core Comm 2100 Renaissance Blvd
Corvest Realty Mgmt Inc 900 E 8th Ave
Crowne Plaza Valy Forge/Fairfield Inn 258 Mall Blvd
Culp Randall P MD 700 S Henderson Rd 200
Cusak Katherne 202 Johanna Dr
Custer Valerie 649 S Henderson Rd Apt A102
Dana Doreen Ann 305 Hampton Rd
Daniels Alicia A 267 Lawndale Ave
Dantonio Edith M 141 Walker Ln
David Penske Chevrolet 240 Mall Blvd
Davis Amy E 266 Lawndale Ave
Deal Margaret 431 Prince Frederick St
Deery William D 704 S Gulph Rd
Delaney Barbara 202 B Clubhouse Rd
Delawrence K P Prism Pharm 1016 W 9th Ave Ste 130
Delval Equipment Corp Jim Hoffman 431 Feheley Dr
Devereaux Foundation 2012 Renaissance Blvd
Devereux Foundation 2012 Renaissance Blvd
Devine Brothers Inc 600 Clark Ave
Deyoung Jonathan 343 Covered Bridge Rd
Differ Anthony 325 Rees Dr
Diliberto Gina M 545 Susan Dr
Dinkelacker Sean R 349 E Church Rd
Dirocco Nance Devon Health Svcs 1100
Diwakar Aashish S 1216 Bill Smith Blvd
Dolle Roland E 536 Elliott Dr
Dougherty Brendan P 310 Hampton Rd
Douglas Avery & Assoc Ltd 1018 W 9th Ave
Douglas Avery Assoc Novacare Outpt 680 American Ave Fl S
Drotter Stephen J 900 E 8th Ave Ste 300
Dubin Briana, Ethel 649 S Henderson Rd
Duffy Bridget A Est 21328 Valy Forge Cir
Duke Energy Corp Srs Subro Unit P C PO Box 61532
Dunnuck Elizabeth A 10502 Valy Forge Cir
Eagles Douglas C 581 General Steuben Rd
Eichner Mary 307 Abrams Mill Rd
Elan Pharmaceut Es Lorraine Shrunk 3000 Horizon Dr
Elgart Beverly E 532 Crooked Ln
Elias Daniel J Apt 454 3000 Valy Forge Twrs
Elias Daniel J Est Apt 454
Emcasco Ins Co 1015 W 9th Ave
Emigrant Mortgage Co Inc Devon Health Svcs 1100
Engle Martin Asso 1015 W 9th Ave
Env Services Inc 1016 West 8th Ave
Environmental R T 215 W Church Rd 1007 101 22 0
Ernst Elizabeth M 698 Springdell Rd
Erra Phalgun 600 Lewis Rd Apt 319
Ervin Marilyn 728 Deer Creek Dr
Evans Arthur C 517 Dartmouth Dr
Evans Jennie Richard Evans 1905 Linden Way
Excel Neurotech 727 W Dekalb Pike
Faherty Elizabeth A 587 Paul Revere Rd
Fahy Patricia E 900 E 8th Ave
Farighi Nasrin 593 Smt St
Fazio Susan 789 Caley Rd
Fedoris Robert 1045 First Ave Ste120
Feist Yellowbook 2560 Renaissance Blvd
Feng Gang 614 Bill Smith Blvd
Ferguson John T 255 Sweetbrier Cir
Fetterman Elizabeth A 251 W Dekalb Pike Apt E710
Fetternan Scott D 251 W Dekalb Pike Apt E710
First American Title Ins Co 620 Freedom Business Ctr Dr
First Avenue Occ. Med LLC 860 1st Ave Ste 870
Fiske William Manor Care 600 W Valy Forge Rd
Fleet Ari 801 3rd Ave
Foley Timothy E 958 Longview Rd
Foothill Deanza Comm PO Box 61513
Foster Shane 443 S Gulph Rd
Fratoni Robert 493 W Valy Forge Rd
Frisch Jeanine, Andrew 457 Stacey Dr
Gadsden Patricia Est, Christopher H 700 S Henderson Rd
Ste 345
Gaines Tonia M 120 W Beidler Rd
Gallagher Cynthia L 110 Pinecrest Ln
Gallo Lena B 3000 Valy Forge Cir Apt 1
Games Galore 578 8th St
Gandikota Praveena 502 Monroe Blvd
Garner Ella L 562 W Beidler Rd
Garo Lucien Jr, Deborah 708 N Henderson Rd
Gaspar Jamack Terrie M Lafayette Valy Forge D605l
Gassert Jeffrey L 250 Murray Dr D
Gaughan Elizabeth M 307 Abrams Mill Rd
Gaughan Joseph, Sara 600 W Valy Forge Rd
Geewax Terker & Co Ste 600 1150 1st Ave
Geiger Gunter PO Box 60638
Gonzalez Alejandro 251 W Dekalb Pike Apt c602
Gottlieb Conrad, Mark L 11315 Valy Forge Cir
Graham Gwendolyn 20 Charles St
Granoff Cindy J 335 Covered Bridge Rd
Gray Jeanne 2301 Renaissance Blv Rn0520
Greenwood Craig 607 Hidden Valy Rd
Grobman Marilyn B 20725 Valy Forge Ctr
Groshon Bruce 211 S Henderson Apt 5
Gsi Commerce Inc Matt Ostien 935 First Ave
Gsi Commerce Solutions Inc 935 First Ave
Gulavani Vivek V 251 W Dekalb Pike
Guo Xiao Yan 251 W Dekalb Pike Apt B610
Habakuk Yaron 440 American Ave
Halpin James E III 359 Sweepbriar Rd
Halprin Nancy Arden Ct 620 W Valy Forge Rd
Hamburger Color Co 555 E Church Rd
Harper John III 725 Bill Smith Blvd
Hashmi Tahira 259 Thomas Dr
Hauck Ashlie 609 Monroe Blvd
Helper Dorothy A, Ralph Cash Dept 550 W Dekalb Pk
Heritage Operating Lp US Propane Gen Ptr Amerigas
460 N Gulph Rd
Hesse Wendy R Poa 811 Petty Ln
Higgins Scott 959 Penn Cir C504l
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Highland Unassigned 760 Moore Rd
Highpoint Solutions LLC 1st Ave Ste 450
Hill Deshawn L 340 W Dekalb Pike Apt 178
Hilton Valley Forge 251 W Dekalb Pike
Hinkle Christa 620 Keebler Rd
Hoke Inc 2200 Renaissance Blvd
Holahan Sharon, Barry 520 Old Ft Rd
Holland Kathleen PO Box 60408
Home Health Corp America 2200 Renaissance Ste 300
Housing & Urban Develop 1005 W 9th Ave Ste A
Hua Luoc T 468 Springhouse Rd
Hubier Charles K 1011 Penn Cir Apt D606
Huskersgameday Com 640 American Ave Ste E108
Iannella James F 649 S Henderson Rd Apt C201
Iannone Frank C C O Virginia Santangelo 541 Britton Dr
Integrity Pharmacy Philadelphi 489 Shoemaker Rd Ste 106
Integrity Pharmacy Services LLC 489 Shoemaker Rd 106
Internetfitness Com Inc 780 5th Ave 2nd Fl
Irlp American Escrow Indian Refining I Lp 357 S Gulph Rd
Ste 260
Irvin Christine M, Giampa 287 A Coates Ln
Jacobs Ryan B 361 Hilltop Dr
Jain Akash 311 Marielle Dr
Janapareddi Sowmya 251 W Dekalb Pike Apt C705
Jason Fager A 600 American Ave Ste C305
Jasper Stuart E 413 Hillside Rd
Jennic America Inc J Lindop 1060 1st Ave Ste 400
Jennings Eric 649 Coates Ln
Jf Shea Co Inc Trion 2300 Renaissance Blvd
Jiang Hongtao 241 Murray Dr Apt A
Joann R 255 Sweetbrier Cir
John Byrne Painting 1160 E Dekalb
John Maioriello Tr 121 Ivy Ln
Johnson Controls Inc Po Box 2012
Johnson Edward 274 Roberts Dr
Johnston Karen D 649 Coates Ln
Jones Christopher W 351 Hilltop Dr Apt 107
Jones Irrevocable Trust Fj Rizzo III Reger & Rizzo
1150 1st Ave Ste 250
Jordan Robert H 201 Hughes Rd
Jorgenson Cristi 251 W Dekalb Pike Bldg A 808
Jui Hung 251 W Dekalb Pike Ste C
K M Marketing 651 Allendale Rd
Kaduskar Jayant C 730 Whitetail Cir
Kamal Mohammad A 173 Green Hill Rd
Kamasamudram Raghunath 649 S Henderson Rd Apt B308
Kaminske Fern Bean, Victor J 233 S Gulph Rd
Kane Mildred 253 Edwards Dr
Kavi Parag 251 W Dekalb Pike Apt A316
Keller Rhonda L 206 Holly Dr
Kelley Jacquelyn, Robert 570 Smt St
Keskin Aydin 1011 Penn Cir
Kien Sothia 277 Lawndale Ave
Kildares Irish Pub 826 W Dekalb Pike
King of Prussia Mall 160 N Gulph Rd
King of Prussia Mall Ill Inc Pand 690 W Dekalb Pike
Ste 1047
Kirby George R 443 S Gulph Rd
Kirby Mildred H PO Box 61591
Kolte Nitin 280 Murray Dr #D
Kravco Simon 234 Mall Blvd
Kukulka Richard J, Helen A 680 V St
Lachman Michael Jr 337 Hilltop Dr A
Laguardia Asso Martin W Field Gen Pt 251 W Dekalb Pike
Lal Himal Md 726 Whitetail Circ
Larson Scott E 380 Crooked Ln Ste 2
Lattanze Andrew D, Marie C 351 Riverview Rd
Leatherman Salli A 443 S Gulph Rd
Lebus Bakery Inc 479 Shoemaker Rd
Lee Ha Yeon 608 Monroe Blvd
Leo Ignazio E 204 Foulkrod Blvd
Leone Dana D 438 S Gulph Rd
Lewis Lou A 275 Heather Rd
Lichtenstein Mitchell M 649 S Henderson Rd Apt C304
Lilly Pulitzer 800 3rd Ave
Livve Inc 630 Freedom Business Ctr 3r
Lm Aspen Med Svcs Inc PO Box 61511
Lockbox House Account 460 460 N Gulph Rd
Lockheed Martin Aspen Systems Cor PO Box 61511
Long Joann 702 Monroe Blvd
Lotson Anthony E 811 Crooked Ln
Loughlin Eugene L Jr 121 Forge Rd
Ludwig Pauline E 507 Meadow Ln
Luma Smile Studio 690 W Dekalb Pike
Lw Associates Inc Benefits Manager 325 Jasper Rd
Lyons Hilliard 760 Moore Rd Bnym Is Trust Co
Brian Cututka
Maaco Enterprises Inc 318 Brooks Rd
Mack Hilary 610 S Henderson Rd
Main Line Party Rent 298 Hansen Access Rd
Main Line Spine Surgery Center 700 S Henderson Rd
Main Main Sty Slp 440 American Ave
Malykin Edward PO Box 60105
Mamora Judith 1020 First Ave
Margaret Kristin 735 Roy Rd
Marks Burton 563 Prince Frederick St
Marron Jane E PO Box 60834
Marsh Usa Inc Trion Group 2300 Renaissance Blvd
Marta Middle Atlantic Repro 709 Swedeland Rd Ue0465
Martin Benoit Ocr 630 Allendale Rd
Martin Lockheed Corp 230 Mall Blvd
Massad Emil P, June M 148 Anderson Rd
Matthew Jeffrey P 508 Kingwood Rd
Matthew Messa, John D Mcallister Inc 677 W Dekalb Pike
Mcandrew Joseph C 203 Holstein Rd
Mcclements Mary 336 Anthony Rd
Mccormack William, Maria C 412 Bill Smith Blvd
Mccready Sheryl F 1013 Longview Rd
Mccusker Alice M 128 Spring Ridge Rd
Mcgrath David A Jr, Megan G PO Box 60967
Mcgugin Lora 451 W Valy Forge Rd
Mci Metro Network 630 Clark Ave
Mckee Risk Mgmt Inc 1060 1st Ave Ste 202
Mckee Risk Mgt Inc Shelly Pilewski 610 Freedom Business
Ctr Dr
Mckissick Samuel R 649 S Henderson Rd Apt B502
Mclemore John 323 Kings Ridge Rd
Mcmanuels Karen R 731 Whitetail Cir
Mcpeak Letitia V 259 W Valy Forge Rd
Mds Pharma Svcs 2200 Renaissance Blvd Ste 40
Medical Records Online PO Box 61507
Mehra Iqbal R 251 W Dekalb Pk Apt E 603
Mellinger Donna 620 Coates Ln
Menestrier Christian 555 Croton Rd Fl 4
Meng Yong 443 Weadley Rd
Metropolitan Property Casualty 1101 W Dekalb Pike
Mga Acqlp Meadow Gree Meadow Green 160 Clubhouse Rd
Mhatre Hrishikesh R 640 American Ave Apt E212
Michael Craft Store 200 West Dekalb Pike
Miller Ann E 535 Susan Dr
Mitchell Howard 640 American Ave Apt E214
Mitchell L. Morgan Mgmt Inc. 160 Clubhouse Rd
Moffatt Andrew 606 S Gulph Ct
Montgomery Terrace PO Box 62226
Moore Kristina 216 Clubhouse Rd
Morgan Mgmt 160 Clubhouse Rd
Morrow James Jr Est 601 Jamie Cir
Moscariell Dora 303 E Church Rd
Mri Flexible Packaging Ethos Benefit Partners 1150 1st Ave
Ste 825
Mro Corp PO Box 61507
Mro Medical Records Online PO Box 61507
Mukherjee Anirban 1009 Monroe Blvd
Mundy Roy C III 497 Coates Ln
Murray Darlene 1000 Valy Forge Cir 1150
Nason Cullen Inc 500 N Gulph Rd Ste 100
National Car Rental Kin 175 N Henderson Rd
Nearon Quinton M 620 School Line Dr
Neoware Inc 3200 Horizon Dr
Networks Viola 1004 9th Ave
Nunez Luna 251 W Dekalb Pike Apt E208
Oakwood Village 160 Clubhouse Rd Ste 6153
Occhiolini Margaret, Michael 541 N Henderson Rd
Ogden Morris 351 Hilltop Dr 222
Olmos Gonzalez Saul J 541 B St
Omara Heather 286 W Valy Forge Rd
Omnicare 630 Allendale Rd
Omnipress 120 Beidler Rd E
One Book Usa 2560 Renaissance Blvd
Open Country Store Ct of King of Prussia
Ormond John J 1150 1st Ave Ste 100
Orourke Marie T 590 General Steuben Rd
Osorio Lidia 200 N Warner Rd
Osterman A Lee MD 700 S Hendeson Rd
Overdorf Elsie 20 Charles St
Padmini Design 649 S Henderson Rd Apt A402
Pagacz Stephen E 505 Valywyck Dr
Palumbo Martin Apt A 598 S Gulph Ct
Pandya Maulin 251 W Dekalb Pike
Paolino Christopher Rob 534 Keebler Rd
Paraboliq Inc 1018 W 8th Ave Ste G
Park Inpil 649 S Henderson Rd Apt D611
Pasquale David J Est 416 Church St
Pasquale H D Continental Plaza 1004 W 9th Ave
Patman William F, Maxine E 820 Pine Hill Rd
Payusa 550 American Ave Ste 100
Penn Home Infusion Therapy 780 5th Ave
Penn T Lines, Group Svc Rep 1021 W 8th Ave
Pennsylvania Center for 3000 Valy Forge Cir Ste 3
Performax PO Box 61505
Permar Jessie L 602 Bismark Way
Peterson Imaging Inc 480 Drew Ct
Petro Susan E 475 W Valy Forge Rd
Petrocelli LLC Bill Brown 346 E Church Rd
Pfpc 760 Moore Rd
Phinney John 175 W Valy Forge Rd Upper Merion Police
Dept
Picker Edward 1000 Valy Forge Cir Apt 613
Pierce Dwight 1008 W 8th Ave Ste E
Pinnacle Club LLC 1060 1st Ave Ste 400
Pope Janice Y 443 S Gulph Rd
Posch Steve 351 Hilltop Dr Apt 325
Potluri Sekhar 1041 Penn Cir F 509
Potucek Stephen R II 314 Winding Way
Powell James Jr 251 W Dekalb Pike Apt B811
Prabhu Chethan B 517 Bending Ln 13
Praedium II Prussia Lp 1013 W 9th Ave
Preferred Unlimited Inc Lauren Boegner 2701 Renaissance
Blvd 4th Fl
Premier PO Box 62067
Primerica Financial Svcs 760 Moore Rd
Primerica Shareholder Svcs 760 Moore Rd
Prints Advertising Maaco Hv
Printz Advertising 381 Brooks Rd
Pro Floors 241 King Manor Dr Ste E
Pro Respiratory Services 3626 Horizon Dr
Producers Management Inc 800 N Henderson Rd
Profrock Marybeth 348 Abrams Mill Rd
Proietto Robert PO Box 60127
Proietto Stephanie 1183 Bush St
Promotions Distrib Services Cfo 935 1st Ave
Pupeck John 210 Walnut St
Quach Hoa 248 W Valy Forge Rd
Quaker Chemical Benefit Svc Ctr Trion 2300 Renaissance
Blvd
Quaker City Lumber Products as 620 Freedom Business Ctr
Dr St
Quench of New Jersey Inc 780 5th Ave Ste 110
Quench Usa Inc 420 Feheley Dr
Quotescout Favorites 1012 W 8th Ave Ste B
Rafael Antonio Lara PO Box 61532
Ralston Rick J 558 Susan Dr
Ramasubramaniam Suresh 251 W Dekalb Pike Apt E310
Rark Ridge Valley Forge 480 N Gulph Rd
Reese Management PO Box 62226
Reger Rizzo Darnall Llp 1150 1st Ave Ste 250
Reich Phillip 350 E Valy Forge Rd
Ren Wei 130 Cinnamon Hill Rd
Resse Melanie 443 S Gulph Rd
Ribeiro Luis 958 Longview Rd
Rice Edward T 20109 Valy Forge Cir
Rice Laillah S 941 Parkview Dr Apt E−309
Riley Thomas J III 160 N Gulph Rd Ste 111
Roach Stephanie E 251 W Dekalb Pike Apt C709
Rooney Shannon M 183 Nancy Ln
Rosenberg & Parker I 455 S Gulph Rd Ste 400
Rossi Robert 1021 W 8th Ave
Rowe Elizabeth M, Sheryl F Mccready 1013 Longview Rd
Rt Environmental Svcs Inc 215 W Church Rd
Sabella J 500 Elliott Dr
Saboe John 342 Riverview Rd
Sahatpure Smita 1009 Monroe Blvd
Saltzburg Traci 539 Susan Dr
Santangelo Helen 1000 Valy Forge Cir 1150
Sathiarupen Ratnasabapathy, Nithianandhi 486 Glenn
Rose Cir
Saylor Francis K 625 Kingswood Rd
Schildkret Anna K, James F Mannion 550 American Ave
Ste 302
Schrank Margaret C 548 Powderhorn Rd
Schreiner Julianna M 492 Old Ft Rd
Schryver Katherine H 331 Thomas Dr
Seco Oil Andgas Inc PO Box 900
Senior Letitia W 735 Roy Rd
Servpro of King of Prussia 731 Whitetail Cir
Shapiro & Denardo 3600 Horizon Dr Suite 150
Shaw Ria S 635 Viking Rd
Sheikh Arshad Mehmud 311 Marielle Dr
Sheinbaum Michael 216 Princefrederick St
Sheng Jeng H, Hsi H 639 Crestwyck Dr
Sheng Zhifan 600 American Ave C309
Shewchuk Barbara J 681 Smt St
Shreiner Mary 361 Heritage Ln
Silva Genia 375 Gypsy Ln
Silver Continence Care LLC 1060 1st Ave Ste 400
Sivaprasad Hari V 114 Monroe Rd
Skatrud Alisa M 348 Glenn Rose Cir
Smith Dianne 104 Robin Rd
Smith Joseph 507 Meadow Ln
Smith Susan R 148 Flintlock Rd
Smithkline Beecham Pharm 709 Swedeland Rd
Sofranko Judith Ann, James J 468 Dorothy Dr
Software Wholesale Intl 630 Freedom Business Ctr Dr Su
Sopp Erich G 115 Brownlie Rd
Sosin Herman, Betty 2000 Valy Forge Towers W Uni
Southard Angeline B 336 E Signal Hill Rd
Spa To Go King of Prussia Mall 160
Specialty Risk Svc PO Box 61512
Specialty Risk Svc PO Box 61513
Specialty Risk Svcs 1000 Continental Dr
Specialty Risk Svcs PO Box 61532
Stanford PO Box 61513
Steinsaltz Leonard 319 Covered Bridge Rd
Stephanie 327 Rees Dr
Stephenson George H Fdn 2701 Renaissance Blvd 4th Fl
Stepien Dan Karol 478 Hansen Rd
Stevens Jane G 920 Trinity Ln
Stledger Bruce G, Nome M 253 Larkspur Rd
Storage Usa 282 S Gulph Rd
Stoy Robert 371 Hilltop Dr Apt E
Strawbridges 160 N Gulph Rd Plaza
Strawbridges Barbara Heck King of Prussia Plaza
Strippoli Lindsey Barkauskie 127 Pine Crest Ln
Sublett Tommy R, Emma C 243 Holly Dr
Sugartown Worldwide Inc Lilly Pulitzer 800 3rd Ave
Sun & Earth 221 King Manor Dr
Syed Zeia 20729 Valy Forge Circ
Tamman Tech Inc 568 General Knox Rd
Tarabec Ltd Inc Investors 3000 Vly Frg Cir Ste 840
Technocratz Corp 649 S Henderson Rd Apt A203
Teleq Network Solutions Inc 3604 Horizon Dr Ste 200
Temptation 160 N Gulph Rd Unit 1054
Theodore Presser Co 588 N Gulph Rd
Thery Frederic 555 Croton Rd Ste 400
Thomas Alma 10116a Valy Forge Cir
Timoteo Corazon 947 Parkview Dr E109
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Tinderbox Com 761 5th Ave Ste 1
Tm Companies Delaware Trust 1021 W 8th Ave
Tmg Health 150 S Warner Rd Ste 400
Toland Paul R 423 Old Ft Rd
Topcon Medical Systems 1006 W 8th Ave Ste B
Tower Kenneth A 138 Concord Place
Tozour Energy Systems Inc 741 1st Ave
Tozourtrane 3606 Horizon Dr
Trend, Dennis Durkin 660 American Ave
Trg Customer Solutions 220 Renaissance Blvd
Trignani Patricia, Mary L 901 Parkview Dr Apt A103
Trion Dragon Ducom N 2300 Renaissance Blvd
Tung Hsiao Wen 580 American Ave Apt B210
Turner Josephine M 251 W Dekalb Pike Apt C709
Twaddle William M Jr 113 Deep Hollow Rd
Tzschentke Anna, Keane Case No 36−5746 640 Freedom
Business Ctr Dr Ste 600
U S Liability Co Louis F Rivituso PO Box 1551 0
Universal Health Svcs 367 S Gulph Rd PO Box 61558
Upper Merion Dental 357 S Gulph Rd Ste 100
Upper Merion Family Practice 170 N Henderson Rd Ste 206
Urbano Roland J 127 Crockett Rd
Users Inc 455 S Gulph Rd Ste 201
Uw Joseph Schildkret James F Mannion 550 American Ave
Ste 302
Vaccarello Vincent, Marilyn 425 Hughes Rd
Vagnozzi Fiorindo A 722 Ticonderoga Dr
Valley Forge Radisson 1160 1st Ave
Valley Forge Towers N 3000 Valy Forge Cir Unit 1346
Vanganuru Kiran 3000 W Valy Forge Cir Apt 1150
Vassalotti Margaret 11315 Valy Forge Cir
Villano Francesco J 184 Walker Ln
Vip Society John D Mcallister Inc 677 W Dekalb Pike
Viswanathan Prasad 251 W Dekalb Pike Apt B307
Vuppala Karthik 251 W Dekalb Pike
Waresoft Solutions Inc 3000 Valy Forge Cir Ste G14
Wash Maranda 3000 W Valy Forge Cir Apt 1
Watson Frank J PO Box 60605
Wellington Lisa C 604 Nantucket Cir
Westover Co 550 American Ave 1 Mary Ann Stanley
Whitaker Joann M 251 W Dekalb Pike
Williams Earl D 200 N Warner Rd Ste 160
Wilmington Brokerage Svcs Co 2002 Renaissance Blvd 220
Wilson Margaret V 550 N Henderson Rd
Windisch Reginia 342 Riverview Rd
Windiscit Reginia 342 Riverview Rd
Wisner Peter 543 Keebler Rd
Wolfpack Inc 530 S Henderson Rd Mark Wolfson
Womens Health Care Specialists 583 Shoemaker Rd Ste 104
Wong Brian Z 560 American Ave Apt A403
Wu Yirong 251 W Dekalb Pike Apt B212
Wurster Christopher 336 Hilltop Dr Apt B
Yadamreddy Narayana S, Dhana L 251 W Dekalb Pike
Yamada Tadataka MD Glaxosmithkline Res Dev
709 Swedeland Rd
Yellow Book Usa 2560 Renaissance Blvd
Yellowbook 2201 Renaissance Blvd
Yoo Hanki 219 Swedeland Rd
Young Anna L 123 Crooked Ln
Yuen Johnson 911 Longview Rd
Yurick Bertha 572 Smt St
Yuxi Pacific Group LLC Accounts Payable 517 Britton Dr
Zelahy Tammy M 426 Bluebuff Rd
Zhang Yu S 654 Fawn Cir
Zhu Carr Meilin 3000 Valy Forge Cir 948
Lafayette Hill Pa 19444
Abell Kathleen P 2002 Joshua Rd
Actman Lori 14 Gum Tree Rd
Actman Michael 14 Gumtree Ln
Allanoff Andrea 11 Scarlet Oak Dr
Alnoah Abduljawad, Khawla 206 Marble Ln
Alyousef Ahmed 203 Andorra Glen Ct
Amin Ameera 203 Andorra Glen Ct
Anderson Doris 2002 Joshua Rd 225
Antelo Ronny 829 Pine Tree Rd
Avellino Keith 421 Ridge Pike
Bauer Robert L 4016 Ctr Ave
Baxter Tony Allen 101 Andora Glenn Ct
Behrman Robert J Est 3027 Mathers Mill Rd
Bier Maureen 25 Scarlet Oak Dr
Bonner Sara 2nd Fl 508 Germantown Pike
Boyle Logan 98 Chinaberry Dr
Bray Barbara, Edward 621 Thomhill Dr
Brennan Lynne 2198 Joshua Rd
Brescia Carolyn 613 Wagner Rd
Britton Marsha K 6 Lombardy Cir
Budilov Joseph 710 Germantown Pike
Burns George 4135 Christie Cir
Caine Philip J 3 Scarlet Oak Dr
Carr Properties LLC 2304 Mulberry Ln
Carroll John F 2044 Spring Mill Rd
Cavalier Walter A 2199 Oakwyn Rd
Cerino Angela 250 Ridge Pike Apt A332
Chang Henry 4110 Barberry Dr
Cohen Paula 8 Gumtree Ln
Collins William H 4010 Kottler Dr
Coopersmith Belinda, Marian 119 Chinaberry Dr
Corbman Scott K 8 Gum Tree Ln
Curran Joseph P 203 Birch Dr
Damm Christopher 722 Lincoln Woods
Deisley Peter E 4016 Ctr Ave
Deleo Edward Box 617
Deviney Rosemary F Spring Mill Manor 2002 Joshua Rd
Dicarlantonio Thomas 4018 Westaway Dr
Dickinson Donna J 2327 Gilinger Rd
Didonato Pasquale R Ira 4053 Arbour Cir
Dishler George J 416 Hellman Rd
Diversified Dental Svcs Corp 413 Germantown Pike
Doherty Lillian T, Joseph F 3016 Joshua Rd
Doherty Trust Ua 4 10 96 Lillian T Doherty 3016 Joshua Rd
Doyle James J 4033 Lafrance Rd
Duran Sharon 150 Ridge Pike 319b
Edwin H Corbin 05 05 95 Ira Fbo 281 Birch Dr
Ellen Weinberg 260 Birch Dr
Ellis Dorothy E, Joseph G 3004 Mathers Mill Rd
Elvio Dicarlantonio Trust Uad 9 25 10 4018 Westaway Dr
Emma Watson 28 Viburnum Ct
Fairlie Marguerite Est 801 Ridge Pike
Fernstrom Vilma R Apt 1014 Lincoln Town 9801 German
Town Pike
First Fidelity Bank Na 281 Birch Dr
Fleming John J 407 Fox Hound Dr
Form Jacob S 4129 Franklin Way
Forman Ross D 125 Chinaberry Dr
Frazier William 4145 Kottler Dr
Furman Mitchell 4000 Foxhound Dr 235
Gab Claims 28 Viburnum Ct
Gianes Doris 4104 Fountain Green Rd
Gmac Mortgage LLC 4135 Christie Cir
Goldman Harry A 801 Ridge Pike C 305
Graham Archibald, Linda J 150 Ridge Pike Apt 103
Greenrose Mgmt Services Inc 308 Manor Rd
Griffin John W 203 Birch Dr
Griffon Anthony L, Andrew L 4 Mimosa Cir
Haidash Nicholas 429 Ridge Pike Apt 204
Hale Robert G 4004 Fairway Rd
Hallman Anne, William Y 4020 Fairway Rd
Hallman William Y 4020 Fairway Rd
Halverson Cynthia 555 Andorra Glen Ct Apt 205
Harris Rita S 4130 Presidential Dr
Hartnett Gannon B, George J 831 Fox Wood Cir
Herdler Garry 326 Andorra Glen Ct
Hoffman Grace 4011 N Warner Rd
Houser Clayton 642 Wagner Rd
Kappe Marlene Catherine, George James
9223 Eagleview Dr
Keimel M Virginia PO Box 303
Keller Erica B 4 Pear Tree Ln
Kelly Margaret A 355 Marianne Rd
Kessler Robert 2141 Basswood Dr
Klauber Charles M 9801 Germantown Pike Apt 314
Knabel Patrick J 225 Andorra Glen Ct
Kopko Franmar 3 Hemlock Pl
Kuhn Margaret 620 Germantown Pike
Lamm Tony 4 Mimosa Cir
Lawler Lillie 2002 Joshua Rd Apt 269
Leonard Daron M Sunrise Senior Living
Levin Jeffrey B 1 Pear Tree Ln
Li Kai 4075 Sourwood Ln
Liang Hongyan 4075 Sourwood Ln
Lichang Ying 4110 Barberry Dr
Lipshutz Allison Ilene, David B 4122 Dana Ln
Lorenzon Mary A, Eric H 4077 Thompson Rd
Luba Electric 702 Cherrydale Dr
Lundy Marcia C 2286 Autumn Ln
Madonna Brandy 98 Chinaberry Dr
Marino Barrie 4136 Kottler Dr
Mark P Classic Flooring PO Box 327
Marshall Charles N 801 Ridge Pike
Mary Desantis A 544 Ridge Pike
Mastrobuono Daniel A, Lori 6 Stevens Ct
Maza Ralph H 508 Germantown Pike
Mccaffrey Thomas J 2323 N Gilinger Rd
Mccusker Donna 4018 Westaway Dr
Mcdermott Kristen 2157 Joshua Rd
Mcglinchey Mae 150 Ridge Pike Apt 212b
Mckay Ronald D, Ethel J 35 Glinger Rd
Mikutowicz T G 3030 Mathers Mill Rd
Monroe Matthew Mark Milstein 22 Honey Locust Ct
Moore James J III, Erin E 4006 S Warner Rd
Morris Sylvia M 525 Ridge
Mss Business Enterprises 227 Andorra Glen Ct
Myers Ken D 3 Holly Ct
Myron Gelbach Exec Est Loretta M Gelbach Box 298
Nemard Jean Sunrise Senior Living
Neve Harry G 2181 Joshua Rd
Newman Miriam 35 Cherry Ct
Nhs Human Services 620 E Germantown Pike
Kevin Mcclure
Nhs School For Autism 620 Germantown Pike
Northwestern Human Svcs O 620 Germantown Pike
Nursing of Children Network 9 Red Maple Dr
Odonnell Jaime L 203 Birch Dr
Oswald Margot 2002 Joshua Rd Apt 285
Ottens Edwin 4113 Hain Dr
Pacifico Maria 15 Creekview Tr
Palos Samsi Michele 473 S Silver Bell Ln
Paradise Valley Gun Club 2227 Oakwyn Rd
Pardi Robert E 150 Ridge Pike 306a
Pechulis Ryan A 423 Lincoln Woods
Pfpa LLC 507 Germantown Pike Ste 20
Pollock Earl M 4136 Jackson Dr
Pontari Stephen A 4121 Jackson Dr
Pro Future Properties Inc PO Box 85
Rapoport Nancy A 458 N Apple Tree Ln
Raslavich Christopher, Sarah PO Box 391
Reeves Phillip R 880 Andorra Rd
Richter Alejandro Garcia 4013 Indian Guide Rd
Riley Kitsten P, Riley Eugene J 471 S Apple Tree Ln
Rosato Gregory T Est 150 Ridge Pike Apt 115b
Rosen Adeline, Benjamin 1 Azalea Cir
Rosenberg Ann 2119 Basswood Dr
Rosenthal Brian D 244 Emerson Dr
Rotz Edward 3067 Kerper Rd
Rotz Edward K 3067 Kerper Rd
Rubin Bernard 51 Scarlet Oak Dr
Rude Frederick 236 Foxhound Dr
Russo Thomas Vincent, Maria 722 Lincoln Woods
Safian Lynda 2 Firethorne Cir
Savar Gail 2309 Barren Hill Rd
Savar Gail Est 2309 Barren Hill Rd
Schvom Emanuel J 414 Revere Rd
Schvom Emanuel J, Miriam H 414 Revere Rd
Screammedia 9207 Eagleview Dr
Sellers Keith 3054 Kerper Rd
Shone Maria P 15 Creek View Tr
Silverstein Evan 125 Fox Hound Rd
Sitsis Natalie M 4038 Ctr Ave
Smith Michael S 227 Andorra Glen Ct
Spring Mill Presbyterian Village 2002 Joshua Rd Apt 285
Stanton Thomas 4050 Hillside Rd
Stout Harry J Jr, Edith 4013 Cresent Ave
Straus Joyce H 260 Foxhound Dr
Strauss Gorson Naomi 9304 Eagleview Dr
Suwala Barbara M 2297 Mulberry Ln
Thomas 2157 Joshua Rd
Thomas Jennie 3004 Mathers Mill Rd
Torres Cynthia 1 Elder Ln
Torres Guillermo, Cynthia 1 Elder Ln
Tuli Ajay 250 Ridge Pike Apt 44b
Valentine Kimberly, Joseph 3 Applewood Dr
Van Syckle Elizabeth A 4000 Foxhound Dr
Victor Tara 2044 Spring Mill Rd
Voron Judith M 219 Ash Ln
Vuong Ashley C 32 Pear Tree Ln
Weber Bernard 2002 Joshua Rd Rm 201
Weisman Daniel, Ross M 238 Birch Dr
Whitemarsh Business Asso 4046 Fairway Rd
Wiley Jennifer L 150 Ridge Pike 306a
Williams Anne A 250 Ridge Pike Unit B347
Williams John C 4131 Fields Dr
Wolfe Michael 150 Ridge Pike 228c
Wood Barbara M 627 Wagner Rd
Yarnall Bennett I Jr, Jeanne M 840 Thomas Rd
Young George, Karin 858 Dawnwood Rd
Zack John 2328 S Gilinger Rd
Zimmerman Maryann 4020 Westaway Dr
Lamott Pa 19027
Triplett Elizabeth 1514 Willow Ave
Lansdale Pa 19446
Abbott James E III 705 S Towamencin Ave
Abington Emergency Phys Ascs P 100 Medical Campus Dr
Accupac 6000 N Cannon Ave
Ace Found Dan Williams Milennium Wealth & Private
1690 Sumneytown P
Adams Warren B 1139 Jarvis Ln
Adedokun Mudasiru, Sherry 136 Country Club Dr
Adi Shwartz S 602 Braeburn Ter
Adjei Solomon 1141 Synder Rd
Aftis Sadjia 116 Oakland Ave
Ahtna Gov Works Dan Williams Milennium Wealth &
Private 1690 Sumneytown
Albers Phillip J, Paul J, Anna S PO Box 1261
Albertson Henry Beth Pike Rd
Almeida Colin P, Thomas 129 Andrew Ln
Ambolino Nancy B 2100 N Line St I−204 Valy Stream Apts
Anderson Kimberly A 35 E 4th St
Andrews Tommy 638 S Brd St
Apida Marilyn J 15 Whitemarsh Ln
Appleby Stephanie, Marcel Bucks County Auto Inc 5 Points
Auto 932 Andover Rd
Aranda Elma 563 E Hancock St
Arnold John 105 E Main St
Ashmore Gregory L 471 Painter Way
Atkinson Willard H 40 E 7th St
Aubele James P 763 Brian Way
Baetzel June C Est Thomas Landis Esq 1816 W Point Pike
Ste 124
Ball Vincent 31 E 5th St
Banu Farida 111 Coventry Cir
Bardsley Esther B Schwenkfeld Manor E277
1290 Allentown Rd
Bardsly E Scott 958 Garfield Ave
Barnett Wendy S 701 W 5th St Ste A
Barnish Mary 850 W 2nd St
Bashir Khalil PO Box 1292
Basiura Russell J Jr, Darlene M 2570 Muirfield Way
Bauer Martin R III 600 N Cannon Ave
Bauer Oliver PO Box 222
Bechtel James A 359 Founders Vlg
Becker Ann E 2107 Wentz Church Rd
Beethem Amanda 614 Sta Sq Blvd
Beighley Arthur J 121 6th St
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Belotserkovskiy Aleksey 212 Pinecrest Ln
Bendler Georgeanne, James 119 Montgomery Glen Dr
Bennis Edna A 1714 Crowther Ct
Berber American Community 116 Oakland Ave Apt A
Bergen Robert S 13 Brookside Dr A
Bergman Christopher 130 Jenkins Ave
Bernstein Samuel 17 Lincoln Ave
Betton Martha 25 Highland Ave
Bi Jianfang 757 E Main St
Binder William 660 N Brd St Unit A 501
Blackburn Robert 25 W 5th St
Bloomer Anna E Es 109 E 5th St Apt 2
Bobkoskie Nancy A 595 Weikel Rd
Bond Clifford 1963 Ryans Run
Bongiorno John 2512 Stony Creek Rd
Booker Taryn M 28 Douglass Rd
Bowser Morris V Est 1141 Snyder Rd Apt G7
Bp Amoco Doylestown 549 Doylestown Rd
Brasberger Joanne 1163 Kipling Ct
Braslow Randall 1476 Bronte Ct
Brnie Emma 337 N Brd St Apt Rm4
Bro Dri Inc 401 W 5th St
Broker Deborah 4106 Lilac Ct
Brooks Keith R 101 Prospect Ave
Brown Ciara J 1016 Dogwood Ct
Brown Margaret 321 Sta Sq Blvd
Brown Michael 2087 Pheasant Hill Rd
Buckingham Enterprises 773 Sumneytown Pike
Bun Patch Suply Corp 821 W 5th St
Burba Sandra A, Emily 349 W 6th Apt C8
Butterworth Richard M 1124 Walnut Ln
Bysal Inc Carannante 802 2nd St
Calhoun Christine 235 Pennbrook Ave
Caligiuri Christopher 114 Elm Dr
Caltabiano Mario J 101 Sparks Cir
Campbell Jeff 1540 West Main St
Campo Justin 903 Dogwood Ct
Campos Solomon 563 E Hancock St
Capital Manufacturing Rte 309 Brd St
Capital Sign Co Rte 309 & Brd St PO Box 788
Capitol Mfg RT 309 & Brd St
Carden James P PO Box 31
Cardiology Consultants of Phila 125 Medical Campus Dr
Ste 101
Cardoso Gomes Maria Lucia 1180 Church Rd Ste Zb411
Carfagno Anna M, Jane Friel 701 Lansdale Ave
Cargo Trailer Sales, Patricia Woglom PO Box 700
Carnevale Robert B 50 Woodland Dr
Carroll Elizabeth 3206 Skippack Pike
Cassel Mary L 259 Woods Dr
Castro Diana 652 Jackson St
Cavanaugh Arlene L 806 W 3rd St
Cedre David Pimentel 505 Crestview Rd
Central Montgomery Dermatology Assoc 1003 S Brd St
Cesareo Jacqueline 1158 Welsh Rd D1
Chasen Jill 1205a Cross Hill Ct
Chawla Rohit 1158 W Main St Apt E1−2
Check Brian 1894 Rampart Ln
Chen Hang 598 Weikel Rd
Chen Jason J 230 South Valy Forge Rd
Chiang Andrew Keen−Tag 208 Wyncote Ct
Choe So W 2100 N Line St Apt M202
Chorba Joseph D 128 W 7th St
Christophe Van G 1007 E Main St
Ciliberto Philomena 226 W 7th St
Ciocca Maria 680 N Cannon Ave
Clairmont Thomas J Jr 337 N Brd St
Clark Joseph C 612 Pennbrook Ave
Clemens Market 616 East Main St
Clemens Mildred L, Hagey 627 Conestoga Ln
Cobham Plc 305 Richardson Rd
Cocchiaro Gerald 117 Manor Dr
Cochran James M 1105 Pinegrove Av
Collin Christine L, Delphine 122 Woodland Dr
Compassion Vet Clinic 2110 Deep Meadow Ln
Congileo Louis M 1111 Byron Ct
Conigliaro Giusepp 1145 Washington Ave
Connelly Susan 208 Pioneer Dr
Consolidated Service 1240 S Brd St Ste 20
Consolidated Svc PO Box 1719
Conway Bette J 136 E 3rd St
Cook Rae PO Box 25
Cooper William 333 N Brd St
Coughlin Briana Jaclyn, Daniel J 106 Field Ter
Cousineau Ursala 1509 N Bend Ct
Cowley Michael J 1240 Snyder Rd
Craver David W, Joseph R 404 Militia Dr
Cravings Cafe Bldg 28 105−155 Pennbrook Pkwy
Creitz Johanna M 206 Ctland St Apt 2
Crescenzo Anthony, Ann E 1316 Sunny Ayre Way
Csg 1240 S Brd St
Ctl Chiropractic Clinic LLC 213 N Brd St Ste 3
Cueto Benedicto, Edwin 837 Wedgewood Dr
Curran Michael P, Joanne S 2100 N Line St Apt C103
Cwhealthstore 705 N Line St
Dagostino Nicholas 1931 Brookside Cir
Davis Christopher Hyde 2417 Hillock Ct
Davis Diana 221 E Main St
Dawson Margaret C 824 Walnut St
Day Hilary 126 Harvest Ln
Day Macenzee A Green Ln Rd
Dci Station Square Lp Cathy Hilling 100 Reading Cir
Decoteau Albert J 1268 Orchard Ln
Defrancesco Robert 721 York Ave
Deiss Bradley J 2066 Pheasant Hill Rd
Delrossi Olga Etal 7012 Encampment Rd
Depue Robert J 132 Oberlin Ter
Detwiler Helen 341 Oak Park Rd
Deutsche Bank Natl Trust Co 100 W Main St Ste 310
Devery Michael H 307 W 5th St
Di Lonardo Irene 100 N Wales Rd Apt 3
Dimotsis George, Ellen PO Box 1174
Direnzo Lisa M 1000 North Brd St
Dirks Anna Mt Vernon
Downs Stacie M 105 Deerpath Dr
Dugan Robert 506 Braeburn Tr
Dwyer Brendon R 38 E 2nd St
Dziedzic John W 319 N Line St
Dziedzio Wayne E 12 Morningside Dr
Eagan Kristen A, John P 104 Magdalena Ln
Earnest Charles W 43 W 4th St
Earussi Pamela 889 Stonybrook Ln
Ebert Annabel A 39 W Mt Vernon St
Ebert Mabel 518 Columbia Ave
Edmond Jessmir L 117 E Main St No 4
Edwards Charles 24 Hickory Hts
Edwards George 1158 W Main St H2 18
Elite Home Exterior Inc Att E 1701 Marlbrook Ln
Emergency Phys Ascs of Pennsylvania
100 Medical Campus Dr
Epstein Evan J 1968 Eva Dr
Erb Timothy J 400 N Brd St
Estate of Willi The 757 E Main St Apt J208
Farino Frank 5616 Parade Field Way
Farrell Thomas J 208 Berwick Pl
Fastsellpa 2544 Crestline Dr
Ferraro Dolores C 98 Newbury Way
Fillman Judith 1968 Eva Dr
Fingeroth Grace Brittany Pointe Est Apt 3412
Fisher William 206 Brittany Pointe
Fitzgerald John J Jr, Verna B 1000 Pioneer Rd
Fitzsimmons Ivonne 118 Woodland Dr
Flannigan Kasandra L 515 Walnut St
Flowers James 156 Green St
Ford Yocum 323 E Main St
Forfia Christina L 2280 Glenview Dr
Forsyth Paul A 1158 Welsh Rd Apt H1−22
Foster Theresa M 1517 Green Ln Rd
Fox Lynn Turner 21 S Valy Forge Rd Unit 210
Francis T Coyle Est PO Box 28
Franklin Brian S 515 N Brd St 2nd Fl
Fraser Magdalena 705 Stoler Ave
Freed Jessee D 307 1/2 Susquehanna Ave
Freeman Michael 1508 Marlbrook Ln
Funk Murrell 38 W 3rd St
Gagliardino Juan Jose 1180 Church Rd Ms Zb411
Gaines Richard A 66 Spruce Run
Gallagher Donald 67 Edgemont Ave
Garcia Ivan 38 Jenkins Ave Apt 113
Garner Christine 2043 N Line St
Gazona John N 2128 Schultz Rd
Gehman Pamela E 937 General Nash Dr
Gehman Paul R Jr PO Box 387
Geiger Stanley H, Donna B 656 Hemlock St
Gill Eveley N 404 Walnut St Apt 3
Gillespie Brenda 2115 Marshall Ct
Gillespie Daniel J, Brenda D 2115 Marshall Ct
Gillespie Earl B 504 W Lawn Ave
Giordano Deanna L 104 Horseshoe Curve Dr
Given Susan L 1290 Allentown Rd Apt E277
Gizynski Robert 522 Country Club Dr
Glantschnig Helmut 33d Brookside Dr
Golbeski Karen E 172 Barry Ave
Gold R Michael, Andrew 708 Horseshoe Curve Dr
Golden Tim 172 E 2nd St
Goodridge Michelle W 106 Manor Dr
Gradwell Richard B Jr 200 E 6th St
Graham Jennifer E, Jayne E 41 Whitemarsh Ln
Graves Rachel L, Dana 1660 Bridle Path Dr
Gray Kelly T 194 Eric Ln
Green Ida M 400 Shipwrighter Way
Greenspun Reba B 45 Fairview Ave
Gross Howard W 1816 W Point Pk St124
Gwynedd Square Nursing Center 773 Sumneytown Pike
Haenn Mark J 2025 Hollis Rd
Haggerty Eugene F 4210 Brittany Pt
Hamburg Rubin Mullin Maxwell & Lupin 375 Morris Rd
PO Box 1479
Han Byeol 153 Meadow View Ln
Hancharick Joseph 406 Walnut St Apt 5
Hanrahan Donald 502 Hemlock Cir
Hanrahan John W III, Marie R 2229 Bethel Rd
Hansell Sarah C 613 Columbia Ave
Hardwarecooling Com PO Box 362
Harrington Audrey S 1509 Taylor Rd
Harris James C MD, Doris L 1212 Brittany Pt
Harris Louis 509 Columbia Ave
Hartman James M, Jesse L 1009 Poplar St
Hartman Leroy T 560 Millers Way
Hartman Ronald S 1009 Poplar St
Hass Stella M 710 Willow St Unit A
Haug Mary K 1320 Sunny Ayr Way
Haun Sophia O 271 Wren Ct
Hayes George C 706 W 3rd St
Hayes Susan 1101 Oak Cir
Haytko Peter 640 S Mitchell Ave
Heller Edward J, Linda L 720 S Towamencin Ave
Hence Elizabeth M 129 Ardwick Tr
Hendren Robert H 136 E Third St
Herbst Robert 312 W Main St
Hervey Kimberly J 452 E Hancock St
Hilferty Bill 105 Brighton Cir
Hill Anthony L 1603 Clearview Rd
Hoffman Donald 211 E 6th St
Hoffman Esther 248 Holly House Meadowwood
Holden Martin A 2121 Weber Rd
Holloway Nathaniel 444 Walnut St Apt 6
Hontz Thomas D 301 Crestview Rd
Houchins Andrew 1311 Lisa Ln
Houze Roosevelt Jr 811 W 4th St
Hoy Jr Joh J, Edward T 547 Valy Brook Dr
Hua Ming Siow 1141 Snyder Rd Apt H1
Huntsinger Pascale R, Reid C 129 Susquehanna Ave
Imedecs Inc 100 W Main St 310
Infoguard PO Box 850
Ives Robert W Jr 24 E 5th St
Jablokow Andrei 121 Summer Ridge Dr
Jagannathan Vettri C 607 Barrington Pl
Jalkosky Lillian M 404 Militia Dr
Janoff Jerome, Lynn 528 W Second St
Jd Paving 642 Cow Path Rd 334
Jedwabny Walter A Jr PO Box 88
Johnson George W 403 Essex Ct
Jones Stansell 804 W 3rd St
K B Specialties Inc Mitch Braverman PO Box 299
Kaboskie Kelly 635 Maple Ave
Kang Patrick M 753 Newport Ln
Kanzer Michael A 418 N Brd St
Kaplan Jeremiah 773 Sumneytown Pike
Karen Hui Hian Soh 1141 Snyder Rd Apt H1
Kaufman Colleen P 49 Whitemarsh Ln
Kehoe Jason 61 Whitemarsh Ln
Kellock Carol A 401 Lennox Ct
Kelly Jacqueline M 509 Clarella Ct
Kelly Joe Re Marianne Myers 734 Shaw Ave
Kennedy Patti M 806 W 3rd St
Kepler Eric 523 N Chestnut St
Kerns Robert J 425 Main St
Keys Robert D 1231 Sta Sq Blvd
Khan Abul 639 Franklin St
Kidaround LLC 526 N Brd St
Kidd Alvin D Jr, William 829 W 4th St
Kiesel Deborah R 1023 Poplar St
Kim Hak Joon 141 Vernon Ct
Kletzel Francis J 924 Wedgewood Dr
Kletzel Francis J Jr, Helen M 924 Wedgewood Dr
Kline Robert Hess 1345 Brittany Pt
Klinghoffer Roy 403 Shipwrighter Way
Knox Robert L III 103 Auburn Cir
Kocher Thomas A Jr 406 Founders Village
Koebert Christopher K, Diana L 100 County Line Rd
Kong Long 757 E Main St
Kopp Melissa J 402 Greyburn Ter
Koran Stephen P 230 E 4th St
Krader David A 1909 Nashmont Ct
Krauss Eva L 25 E 2nd St
Krauss Margaret 1101 Walnut Ln
Krupp Mabel K, John L 333 N Brd St
Kuhn Joe 2009 Pheasant Hill Rd
Kulp James O 1141 Snyder Rd
Kulp Virginia 1816 W Point Pike Ste 124
Kuntz Jeffrey J 231 E 5th St
Kwon Myung H 1137 Gwynedale Way
Landis John E, Thomas A Landis 425 W Main St
Landis Robert D Wiss Park Apt J107
Landis Thomas A, Judy L 746 Grissom Dr
Lansdale Boro Ind Dev Authori One Vine St
Lansdale Fd Mt Deli 291 N Brd St
Lansdale Realty Co Inc PO Box 376
Lansdale Warehouse Co Inc 1330 N Brd St
Lanzilotta Jill A 1424 Oxford Cir
Larkin James R, Laura A 503 Clarella Pa
Laspina Christen 1312 Sunny Ayr Way
Laverty Andrew B 421 Dock Dr
Law Fung T 101 Clemens Ct
Lee Roy Z 2217 Mulberry
Leekinriedel Regan 165 Ardwick Ter
Lemmon Kishi Kelly E 102 Tanglewood Dr
Li Guang P 13 W Main St
Lichtenstein Morris, Allen 333 N Brd St
Lief Howard 201 Beacon Ct
Litman Christina, Martin, Marie 864 Garfield Ave
Lohan Ryan M 205a Cricklewood Cir
Long Morton L 313 Founders Village
Lopoten Jane 1008 Saw Mill Way
Loughery Michael P 1974 Lafayette Rd
Lowry Samantha M 619 Derstine Ave
Lukens H B 1001 S Valy Forge Rd Pat 231
Lukens Martha J 4115 Brittany Pt
Lyakhovetskyy Mykhaylo 110 Canterbury Ln Vlad Podgorny
Lynch Kyle 124 Knollwood Dr
M And I Marshall & Ilsley Bank 100 W Main St
Ma Haijun 1158 W Main St E2−28
Mabrouk Ashraf S, Alexia S 1158 W Main St Apt E1−3
Magruder Catherine 816 N Chestnut St
Malcolm G B, Thomas A Landis 425 W Main St
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Malick Laura, Guy L 1010 Anders Rd
Manna on Main Street Manna 514 W Main St
Marchese Benjamin 1507 Ivywood Way
Markoski Collin J, Tyler J 1558 Green Ln Rd
Marshall Marguerite J 1122 Washington Ave
Martin Edwin W 401 Perkiomen Av
Martin William E III 660 N Brd St Apt C512
Martin Willie 3050 Conrad Way
Martinez Manuel E 103 Cove Cir
Maslyn Eleanor E 413 Militia Dr
Masucci Peter N Jr, Linda M 820 Garfield Ave
Matrix Dynamics 501 Doylestown Rd
May Edward 111 Cannon Ave N
Mcadoo Mark D 2539 Stoneycreek Rd
Mcanally Mary E 1161 Hunter Hill Dr
Mcandrews Richard 900 Sumneytown Pike
Mccarter Barbara Ann 122 Manor Dr
Mcgarvey Patrick 125 S Brd St Apt A
Mcghie Melissa Marsha 184 Community Dr
Mcginn Joseph C Sr 1108 Walnut Ln
Mcgrath Mary M 4205 Lilac Ct
Mcgraw Elisa 214 Old Farm Ln 168
Mcintyre Robert, Walter 9th & Line St
Mcke Christine M 101 Prospect Ave
Mckee Crystal L 1886 Flintlock Cir
Mckenna Robert J 1402 Oak Cir
Mckinney Drilling Co 2131 North Brd St Ste 102
Mcmenamin Michael F Jr, Michael F 312 Gray S Ln
Mdt Labor LLC 105 Montgomery Ave Ste 1053
Melcher Donna 1312 Sunny Ayr Way
Menegon Mary L 901 Patriot Dr
Messier Michael 130 Ardwick Tr
Messina Rosario A Jr 1504 N Line St
Miara Edward, Ida H 25 W 5th St
Moll A Ruth 112 Elm Dr
Mollica Donald J 200 Hatfield St
Monaghan Elizabeth 2100 N Line St Apt E304
Monaghan Josephine A 28 Oakland Ave
Monroe Muffler Inc 705 Valy Forge Rd
Monserate Rosa 58 Montgomery Ave
Mooney Regina W 109 Smt Pl
Moran Agatha 819 Scott Way
Morgan Brenden Carl, Paulette M 405 Braeburn Ter
Morreale Michael P 333 S Line St Apt C4
Moury Jean E 1209a Crosshill Ct
Mower John E 639 S Brd St Apt R8
Mozi Christopher, Michelle 714 Perkiomen Ave
Msd Fcu 808 Scott Way
Muhlbauer Joseph, Barbara P Brown 325 W 7th St
Musselwhite Edward 32 Elbow Ln
Nahar Nazmun 639 Franklin St
Naida Henrietta 1890 S Valy Forge Rd
Nason Kyona N 1653 S Valy Forge Rd Rear Apt
Nelson Charlotte 138 Heartwood Dr
Nelson Steven Kermet 2024 Hollis Rd
Nemell Dave 1912 S Brd St
Ngo Hieu 874 Andover Rd
Nguyen Minh 05 Fty Foot Rd
Nicol Phyllis Meadwood at Worcester 108 Laurel House
North Penn Pediatrics 2031 N Brd St Ste 145
North Penn Transfer Inc Pension Plan Box 230
North William M Pine Croft 51 Meadowood
Obrien James, Mary 635 Wissahickon Ave PO Box 814
Obrien Kathleen 867 Gettysburg Dr
Obrien Sandra J 3046 Conrad Way
Obrien Stanley, James 635 Wissahickon Ave PO Box 814
Obrien Theresa F 1404 N Bend Ct
Ocasio Michelle 652 Jackson St
Odufuwa Mobolaji Sesan 2014 Stony Creek Rd
Ohara Loretta C 10 Woodland Dr
Ohl Sophia C 1935 Deerfield Rd
Old Forge Collision Center 172 E 2nd St
Old Forge Collision Center 45 Fairview Ave
Old Forge Collision Center Inc 920 Walnut St
Oliver John 2103 Country View Ln
Oppenlander Dorothy 871 Flintlock Dr
Oueslati Makram 721 Wissahickon Ave
Pace Supply 821 W 5th St
Pace Supply, Rebecca Becky Dunfee 821 W 5th St
Palumbo Frank T, Lynn B 807 Scott Way
Park Chin 236 Hillcrest Ln
Park Harles J 303 Stratford Ct
Paruchuri Aravind 2100 N Line St Apt E201
Parvez Mahmud H 1839 W Welsh Rd
Paster Joseph Est 101 Tapestry Way
Patel Arvind 301 Pioneer Spur
Patel Darshika R 320 Abbey Ln
Patel Vimaldas, Bhargavi 1323 N Line St
Pax Joseph S 1000 Anders Rd
Pend Christine B 193 Pine Crest Ln
Penn Ridge Dental Assoc 850 Fulton Ave
Penn Vly Obgyn Assoc PO Box 1506
Penna David A 1898 S Valy Forge Rd
Penyak Anna R 122 Manor Dr
Penyak Raymond M Jr, Anna Rose 122 Manor Dr
Pereira Ivanio Alves 1180 Church Rd
Pereles Castro Libia R 1200 Penn Brook Dr Ste 402
Peterson Mark A 405 Dylan Dr
Phase One Financial Group In 1816 W Point Pike Ste 120
Phelan Sean E 210 E 7th St
Piontek Vicki Piontek Law Office 951 Allento
Platt Craig D 228 E Seventh St
Plus Inc Chips 501 Doylestown Rd
Podgorska Jolanta 721 Wissahickon Ave
Popek Jacob P 229 E 3rd St
Powell Debra 169 Forest Trail Dr
Price Joyce 337 N Brd St Apt Rm4
Price Teresa S 734 Pennbrook Ave
Proscape Tech 51 Douglass Rd
Pye Harry B Jr 2406 Hillock Ct
Radel Ethan Matthew, Todd H 115 Heartwood Dr
Radel Todd H 115 Heartwood Dr
Rae Maggie 527 N Chestnut St
Ramdani Ahmed Apt 517 38 Jenkins Ave
Raynor C L 45 Fairview Ave
Razi Mahnoor 639 S Brd St Apt A12
Razler Joanne M, Joseph 333 E 2nd St Apt C
Regester Dorian D 1141 Snyder Rd Apt C32
Reigle Tyler 47 Fairview Ave
Reinmiller Maryellen 101 N Stone Ridge Dr
Reister Lawrence 125 Kelsey Dr
Remmey T W 193 Pine Crest Ln
Richhart Ronald B 11 Lantern Ln
Rickenbach Robert L, Leslie 1123 Vilsmeier Rd
Riedel Regan Lee Kin 165 Ardwick Ter
Rieger E Meadowood at Worcester
Rigby Alison M 108 Barrington Pl
Ritchey Robert W Jr 211 E 5th St
Rittenhouse Phyllis 24 E 5th St
Rivera Brittany 1391 Village Way
Rivera Erika 116 Providence Ln
Roak John C Jr 1800 Walnut St Ste 87
Roberto Michael 321 Greenwood Rd
Roberts Ryan, C M 2126 N Line St
Robinson Arthur D 131 Church Rd Apt 18c
Robinson Steven 219 York Ave
Rodriguez Evaristo 757 E Main St Apt K 304
Rogers Joseph R 310 Cowpath Rd
Romaniello James 920 Walnut St
Rooms Rejuvenated 1354 Michael Way
Rosato Frances Di 721 Shaw Ave
Rose Barbara E 1706 Walnut St
Rose Lydia E Edwin T Rose Brd St
Rosenberger Kathie 215 E 5th St
Rothschild Fox 1250 S Brd St Ste 1000
Royer Beatrice 277 Pennbrook Ave
Rupp Vmd Michelle L 722 Park Rd
Ruscio Aimee D 190 Eric Ln
Rush Joi M 1205 Oak Cir
Rutledge Charles 218 W 5th St
Ryan Richard, Lisa 1500 Canterbury Dr
Ryan Robert S 108 Manor Dr
Safeguard Business Systems Inc 1180 Church Rd
Sai Corporation Inc 1804 Theresa Way
Salemno Kathleen E, Michael F 108 Torey Cir
Savin Russell B 1814 Pennland Ct
Sayers Victoria L, David B, William J 114 Meadowood Dr
Schaffel Erica L 101 Pioneer Dr
Schaffel Wayne H, Erica L 101 Pioneer Dr
Schaible Tylor 2318 Lexington Ct
Schell Nicholas A 205 Carol Ct
Schlotthauer Darlene Est Thomas A Landis 1816 W Point
Pike Ste 124
Schumacher Edward R, Regan V 704 Park Rd
Schury Margaret E 3027 Skippack Pike 5
Schwartz Jill B 1290 Allentown Rd Apt E277
Shaffer Jim 757 E Main St Apt N310
Shaffer John 254 Beth Dr
Sharing Protift 850 Fulton Ave
Shaw Jayesh L 227 S Line St Apt 8
Shelly Elizabeth, Robert S 2417 Brittany Point Estates
Shieh Abraham J, Ann S 1353 Michael Way
Shim Sokmae 307 Meatow View Ln
Shultz Karen L 1106 Lilac Ct
Silver Woman Inc 602 Braeburn Ter
Singh Bakshi A 639 S Brd St Apt J8
Singh Marcia A, Peter D 132 Applewood Ln
Siron Marlene H 30 Brookside Dr Apt A
Slater Williams Alexandria 800 Troxel Rd
Smith Gordon R, Jane K 232 Woods Dr
Smith Joseph F Sr 1001 S Valy Forge Rd
Smith Steven 620 Cherry St
Snowden Darren K 639 S Brd St Apt L14
Snyder William 1053 Charter Oaks Dr
Sobmon Samantha Natasha 728 Cherry St
Solofsky Monica N 336 Bradford Ln
Souder Cheryle A 1034 E Main St
Soule Charles 1605 Braeburn Ter
Spencer Clara M 2216 Dock Dr
Spitzkopf Steven 301 W 5th St Apt 29
Station Square Nails 240 Pennbrook Pwy
Statuti Joseph H, Rhoda 301 W 5th St
Statuti William 438 Pierce St
Statuti William, Linda R 438 Pierce St
Stead Barbara A, James R 22 W 6th St
Stevens Jessica 529 W 2nd St
Stewart Albert R 1015 Poplar St
Stokley Josephine 139 Community Dr
Stone Jade 156 Green St
Straka Nancy Est 1560 W Main St
Sullivan Brian F 140 Canterbury Ln
Summers Jennifer 639 S Brd St Ste H7
Sunderville Andrea 1051 Snyder Rd
Swei Lulu 831 Collins Ave
Szkolnicki Emil 829 S Brd St
Taggart Shirley Est 114 Woods Dr
Tamera Parry, Califo St U 1551 S Valy Forge Rd
Tano Sally A 112 Richardson Rd
Tashjian Mary L 101 Oakland Ave
Taylor Marion B 214 N Brd St
Term Lizell Office Furniture 641 Cowpath Rd
Thoenebe Jon Anthony 1507 Marlbrook Ln
Thurman Michael 380 E Hancock St
Tomko Robert, Evelyn, David 304 Clear Spring Rd
Torell Annie K, Carl C 141 Bluebird Crossing
Tornetta Christine 145 Penn St 1a
Toro Matthew 1017 Poplar St
Troxel Bernyce D 1106 Lansdale Ave
Turfitt Ronald L Brookside Manor 8a Meadow Ln
Turkelson Adam 1602 N Bend Ct
Tyco Fire Products Star Sprinkler Sharon Hunton
451 N Cannon Ave
Tyco Fire Suppression 1400 Pennbrook Pkwy
Uhler Terri Lee 101 E Main St
Ulkowski June 721 Shaw Ave
Vavrina Thomas G 843 Garfield Ave
Vener Debra A, Thomas A Landis 425 W Main St
Venezia John J 416 Church Rd
Victorch Dev Usa Inc 1243 Meadowview Cir
Vigdor Jay 2242 Warner Rd
Vigliano Leonard G 1161 Hunter Hill Dr
Viser Charles, Grace 135 W 5th St
Walsh Ann 400 Lantern Ln Thomas Walsh
Walter L Cooper Jr Ira 808 Scott Way
Walters Tristan 1174 Kipling Ct
Walther William O, Thomas D 2016 Wentz Church Rd
Ward Robin 118 Forest Trail Dr
Wash Jackey Thomas A Landis 425 West Main St
Waterfield Kelly L 151 Ardwick Ter
Weand Cathy 735 Perkiomen Ave
Weaver James Jr 64 N Richardson Avenu
Wehner Mary M 3403 Brittany Pt
Weiss Arthur 237 Dr Woods
Welsh Craig A 911 W 3rd St
West Lauren Brooke 3 Waverly Ct Apt B
Wiley Brian K 611 Columbia Ave
Wilson Shelita 607 E Main St
Wilson William 615 Perkiomen Ave
Winner Berenice V 602 N Brd St Apt B518
Wohlrabe Elizabeth 409 Morris Rd
Wood Beth A 521 N Brd St Apt B
Woods Thomas 725 Pennbrook Ave
Worman Karen E, Paul K 112 Roberts Ln
Wright Keecha Nicole 117 E Main St No 4
Yackamovitch Natalie 153 Oberlin Tr
Yacono Joseph 1981 W Point Pike
Yarnell Thomas M, Megan 1141 Snyder Rd Apt C35
Yeager George W 643 Wissahickon Ave
Yeddu Vijay 157 E Main St Apt F308
Yeung Hung 101 Dylan Dr
Yurkovic Alexandra N 1530 Morris Rd
Zagorzycki Mary 837 Lombardy Dr
Zeigler Beverage Co 1513 N Brd St Daniel Ziegler
Zelt Catherine M, Raymond J 213 E 6th St
Ziegler Daniel K 1513 N Brd St
Zong Robert H 1224 Columbia Ave
Laverock Pa 19038
Block Edward I, Marline 7904 Cobden Rd
Carter Robin 4 W Waverly Rd
Collins E Steven 8301 Fenton Rd
Dorwart Kathleen B 7831 Cheltenham Ave
Margaret Steele W 7901 Froebel Rd
Morris Robert F 1912 Cobden Rd
Saunders Kirsten N 8400 Cobden Rd
Sims Duane 7715 Doe Ln
Travis Ella Est 1907 Fawn Dr
Lederach Pa 19450
Bowlin Raymond PO Box 285
Roberts T Robert Janet Seip Est Maza Conver & David
PO Box 369 507 Salfordiville Rd
Rotondo Weirich Ente Inc 681 Harleysville Pike
Limerick Pa 19468
Albinson Stanley A PO Box 5012
Banmiller Hepburn Linda 203 Carve Ln
Bonhage Thomas F 18 St Andrews Blvd
Brandywine Family Footcare Pc Dr Vincent Pongia
410 W Linfield Trappe Rd Ste 120
Caroselli Helen 13 Gleneagles Rd
Cave David M 26 N Limerick Rd
Cawley Llewellyn T, Mary E 165 W Ridge Pike PO Box 148
Cephalon Inc 25 Lakes Edge Rd
Commerce Corner Lp 542 N Lewis Rd Ste 200
Crump Marva 326 W Ridge Pike
Defrancesco Joseph 37 King Way
Devuono William V, Lisa 129 Winged Foot Ct
Dicicco Victor N 10 Paddington Tr
East Coast Pool & Spa Inc 196 W Ridge Pike
Evangelista Beth J 103 Walker Rd
Flick Michael 96 Grandview Dr
Forbes Agreda G, John J 24 Shannon Way
Fox Ridge Dental Assoc 292 W Ridge Pike Bldg B
Glowatch Joseph R 2405 Hunsberger Dr
Hanrahan Marie R 107 Madison Ct
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Harris Corporation 826 N Lewis Rd Ste 101
Iudica Katelyn S 156 Jordan Ct
James Edward L 168 Sunny Brook Rd
Johnson Renei 142 Merion Dr
Kennedy Jennifer M 1507 Duke Ct
Kershner M 49 Benner Rd
Kotulka Sarah Jane 57 Eileen Ln
Lenchner Stanton M 24 Longcross Rd
Mascaro Christopher 627 W Ridge Pk
Massaro Elizabeth 101 Walker Rd
Mccloskey Michael J 97 Walker Rd
Mckinney Cynthia 402 Calloway Ct
Miller Robert Gordon RR 422
Nevole Christopher G 71 Walker Rd
Noga Ted J 916 Swan Ct
Park Constructors Corp PO Box 5004
Pinciotti Anthony J 1210 Four Maples Ct
Prshpl John E 79 W Ridge Pike
Robertson Catherine 355 W Ridge Pk
Salaneck Elizabeth PO Box 5083
Scheifley Dennis Fruitville Rd RR 3
Spadea Melissa L 5903 Drawbridge Ct
Taylor Robert L 1001 Swan Ct
Teleflex 155 S Limerick Rd
Uelses Claudia Teleflex Inc 155 Limerick Rd
Vanorden David 2508 Hunsberger Dr
Video Update 3 W Ridge Pike
Weber Frederic J 420 W Linfield Trappe Rd
Wilding R A 1408 Duke Ct
Yost Brian K 890 Doe Ct
Linfield Pa 19468
Berry Ross J 410 Calloway Ct
Bieher Tim 56 Railrd St
Byrne Margaret 206 Pebble Beach Dr
Chefetz Dan 1040 Main St Rear Loanne Chefetz
Kimes Hedwig S, Horace A Limerick Ctr Rd
Smith Kevin 313 Aspen Dr
Lower Gwynedd Pa 19002
Beans David 321 Bangor Ln
Bernardo Mildred F 700 Norristown Rd
Brucker Pauline 728 Norristown Rd
Buxbaum Michael MD 126 Swedesford Rd
Casacio Verna Mae 179 Hunter Ct
Cashen R 1101 Oakhurst Ln
Caughan Tim A 178 Fox Run Rd
Chodakewitz Sarah A 705 Plymouth Rd
Coll Kathryn M 728 Norristown Rd Apt F216
Spring House Estates
Dautrich Cynthia 1600 N Bethlehelm Pike Ste 100
Gaughan John R 178 Fox Run Rd
Halstrom Danielle 917 Lorien Dr
John Willis Trust 130 Swedesford Rd
Lindsay Patrick S 1001 Radcliff Ln
Mallozzi Joseph A 729 Locust Ln
Mars Rita Ann D Springhouse Estates Apt D111
Mccann Sally A 1471 Parsons Ln
Millwood 728 Norristown Rd Apt H214
Myers Rochelle L 34 Cadwalader Ct
Nelson Elizabeth J Est 3 Wayne Cir
Parker Donald S 301 Norristown Rd Apt F 212
Rosati Jamie 1109 Evans Rd
Ruffhouse Records Ruffboy Special Pine Feinstein
809 N Bethlehem Pike E 3
Schneck Brian K 925 Wharton Cir
Schuler Elizabeth D 728 Norristown Rd
Urschel Joseph E 42 Cadwalader Ct
Warner Debra A, John R 800 Spring House Farm Ln
Williams Thomas V, Mary F 728 Norristown Rd Apt H214
Yoon Sang 1461 Parsons Ln
Maple Glen Pa 19002
Adlam George 1705 Waterford Way
Banner Emilie M 1532 Tr Dr
Barton James E 200 Sumter Pl
Barton Madeleine B 603 Manchester Dr
Bebey Julie 1840 Webster Ln
Border Mark 112 Larkspur Ln
Brennan Ellen M 1812 Carmel Place
Brennan Jude 108 Victoria Ct
Carroll Louise 1775 Ft Washington Ave
Cho Hang Seok 105 Rampart Place
Chon Young 1756 Farmview Rd
Craig James PO Box 3023
Curcie Sanford C, Miriam 5 Willet Dr
Dempsey Isabella 1678 Dillon Rd
Dempsey Theresa 1812 Purdie Ln
Eiss Florence E 1131 E Welsh Rd
Fabiszewski Robert A 600 Bell Ln
Fisher Christopher, Cristen 202 Bolton Ct
Ford Motor Credit Co 1705 Waterford Way
Giuliani Gina 1601 E Butler Pike
Glick Ron 1617 Dillon Rd
Harris George T Jr 1630 Dillon Rd
Keegan Rose M 1505 Temple Dr
Killela Michael 1519 Norristown Rd
Lehr James J Jr 269 Running Water Ct
Lin Sung C, Hsing 1532 Tr Dr
Madden Charles L 21 Conwell Dr
Madden Charles L, Mary T 21 Conwell Dr
Matt Helene A 1566 Campus Dr
Moran Teresa M 21 Conwell Dr
Naber Peter A 1801 Carmel Pl
Park Mike Dae−Bok Limeklin Pk
Pennsylvania Bicycle Club 1524 Corsley Ct
R A Mccullough & Sons Inc 1845 Dillon Rd
Rubenstein Vicki B 1629 Holly Hill Ln
Sanay Richard 715 Lawrence Ln
Scutti Amy L 1348 Arthur Rd
Segal Eric 101 Victoria Ct
Teich Elise Jennifer, Susan 9 Ashley Dr
Thompson Alice K 1525 Temple Dr
Thompson Paul V 1759 Ft Washington Ave
Wainer Shari L 105 Derby Ct
Weiss Robert Daniel 533 Dogwood Dr
Zenzola Edward 1350 Stoney River Dr
Meadowbrook Pa 19046
Allergy & Asthma Care 1650 Huntingdon Pike Ste 101
Ankle & Foot Surg 1650 Huntingdon Pike
Barons 2038 Valy Rd
Black Theresa Z, James 972 Manor Ave
Blaschack Henry 1616 Huntingdon Pk
Boyle Francis 1616 Huntingdon Pikeroom
Brazukas Debbie 1085 Randolph Rd
Brazukas Richard P, Debbie 1085 Randolph Rd
Countrywide Home Loans 1321 Meadowbrook Rd
De Dove Dorothy 1344 Warner Rd
Devoe Helga 1542 Mill Rd
Duffy Mary 1616 Huntingdon Pk
Dzurinko David J 1387 Gilbart Rd
Fassler Julia Claire 1925 Sharon Rd
Faus Mary 1300 Gilbert Rd
Fox Robert A 943 Coates Rd
Gallagher Erin 1085 Randolph Rd
Gallagher Katherine, Megan E 1085 Randolph Rd
Garfinkel Alfred E 1712 Washington Ln
Gordon Gertrude 1041 Laurel Hill Lan
Greenfield Ann B, N G 1271 Mill Rd
Grier Esther H 1444 Tallyho Rd
Heat Transfer Tech 1557 Hampton Rd
Hutson Emily 1085 Randolph Rd
Judge John P 1045 Frederick Rd
Kardemark Ann Charlott 1437 Valy Rd
Large Doris M, Jane C 1616 Huntingdon Pike
Lintner Dale 1734 Washington Ln
London Herbert G 1086 Randolph Rd
Murry Mary St Josephs Manor Rm 1616 Huntingdon Pike
Nguyen Quy 1150 Meetinghouse Rd
Ogle Dorothy H, John 1682 Graham Rd
Ostroff Brad, Jake, Mandie, Brad 2043 Robert Rd
Pharmerica 1616 Huntingdon Pike
Rose Morina Felicia M 1437 Valy Rd
Sheppard C Bradford 765 Moredon Rd
Simms Delphine 1321 Meadowbrook Rd
Smith Genevieve A 1616 Huntingdonpike
Smith Patricia H 1821 Paper Mill Rd
Sullivan Charles A Jr Est PO Box 4137
Sun Pyong S 968 Rye Valy Rd
Touchstone Seminars 1807 Washington Ln
Weiss Helene M Poplar St Apt C 14
White Amanda 1940 Valy Rd
Melrose Park Pa 19027
Ashcraft Elizabet R 333 Short Ln
Berthold Levy 227 Glenwood Rd
Bickley Jean 333 Short Ln
Chew Lilly 1201 Valy Rd
Culbreth Iris Verella 1722 Chelsea Rd
Dalturis Mireille J 7315 Oak Ave
Daniels Michael A, Amina M 1108 Valy Rd
Einarson Margret 7618 Lycoming Ave
Kaplan Barbara 12 Latham Park
Macdermott James 7418 4th St
Parkinson Blaine Patrice, Sharmain Edyrl 1722 Chelsea Rd
Parkinson Joyce Hyacinth 1722 Chelsea Rd
Robinson David 7907 Brookfield Rd
Rose Todd A 7454 Old York Rd
Rosenberg Stuart G 1105 Melrose Ave
Shannon Carol A 7611 Woodlawn Ave
Shaw Clarese M 902 Valy Rd 15b Melrose Sta Apt
Smith Janine A, Robert J 805 Stratford Ave
Solms Anne 7301 Coventry Ave Apt 607
Spring Richard, Dorothy 7400 Richards Rd
Vorndran William J 1823 W Cheltenham Ave
Weiss Sherry Est 7440 Elizabeth Rd
Merion Pa 19066
Bala Girl 312 Old Lancaster Rd
Bergin Diane 319 Hamilton Rd
Blumenthal Robert 320 Hamilton Rd
Brahmbhatt Yasmin G Dr 320 Winding Way
Burack Brian 526 Prescott Rd
Burkhardt Walter 304 Old Lancaster Rd
Burnfield Rena G 533 Rever Rd
Campbell Irene D Montgomery Ave
Caperila Joanne T 316 Orchard Way
Castle Ruth 401 Latches Ln Apts
Chasky Moshe C 222 Edgehill Rd
Cohen David 289 N Highland Ave
Cohen Diane E, Neil, Neal 248 Derwen Rd
Colcher Amy 64 Raynham Rd
Connell Terry 787 Beacom Ln
Dawidziak Lottie G 261 Linden Ln
Dellaporta Deborah M 285 Meetinghouse Ln
Desouza Bryan X 64 Raynham Rd
Dixon Christopher S 509 Prescott Rd
Dziadosz Thomas E 515 Monroe Rd
Edelstein Stanley 100 Raynham Rd
Episcopal A 376 N Latches Ln
Fine Sharon 139 E Wynnewood Rd
Frank Patricia J, Carl H 235 Winding Way
Galvis Carlos Togay Fugen 501 Latimer Rd
Garcia Shirley S 109 Merion Rd
Gelfand Julia 544 Winding Way
Genkin Marion, Barry 544 Howe Rd
Gordon Beatrice S 40 Old Lancaster Rd 305
Gordon Harold M, Susan N 227 Melrose Cir
Granoff Gail P 100 Raynham Rd
Green Edward Ra 305 Hamilton
Greenleaf Francis S 214 Meeting House Ln
Hall John B 254 N Bowman Ave
Haneman Louise 419 Meadow Ln
Hatza Kimon C 315 Hamilton Rd
Haut Jonathan B, Rosalie B 531 Howe Rd
Henkin Todd Eric 606 Zollingerway
Hill Linda Herring 270 N Highland Ave
Hoffman Morris 255 Meeting House Ln
Hofman Walter MD 707 S Bowman Ave
Holstein Meredith, Stephen 501 Hamilton Rd
Hubbard Katherine 327 Meetinghouse Ln
Indik Jonathan H PO Box 40
Jacobson Eric 222 Stoneway Ln
Jacobson Kristen 222 Stoneway Ln
Jerome L Stern Life Ins Trt 126 Broome Ln
Johnston Mercy 126 Kenilworth Rd
June Ronald Kent 409 Baird Rd
Kalkhof Kathryn PO Box 162
Kraatz Dejdar Anna 415 City Ave
Lande Elia 345 Woodley Rd
Layton Wayne 290 Sycamore Ave
Lerner Daniel 230 Bowman Ave
Lev Toaff Anna 379 N Latches Ln
Libowitz Allyn Sue, Jordan F 205 Standish Rd
Lippert Joanne R 355 Valy Rd
Long Stems 356 Montgomery Ave
Lutz Alfred 523 Mercer Rd
Malloy Sean 284 Aronimink Dr
Maqsood Tahir 210 Meeting House Ln
Mcdaid Catherine 711 S Highland Ave
Mcmurtry Shawn E, Kirk A 517 Monroe
Mcnichol Mary C 107 Kenilworth Rd
Meyers Charlene L 515 E Wynnewood Rd
Monaco Christian Tucker, Ronald W 451 Merion Rd
Moster Frances, Mark L 261 N Latches Ln
Net Free City 516 Prescott Rd
Perloff David 340 Brookway Rd
Petyk Natalie 212 Idris Rd Ste B3
Philadelphia Resources Group 125 Baynham Rd
Possoff Mark 745 S Latches Ln
Ragsdale Smith 327 Meetinghouse Ln
Richter Nathaniel C 501 Narberth Ave
Rittenhouse Hematology Oncology Pc PO Box 58
Robel Rayford 409 Baird Rd
Rutzel Janet P 313 Berkeley Rd
Schaevitz A Robert T, W Co, Lester 431 N Latches Ln
Schall Jack 542 Hamilton Rd
Scheib Daniel 608 Schiller Ave
Schwartz Sandford J 327 Melrose Rd
Serot Isadore 222 Winding Way
Simpson S Jewelers 1050 Lemar Cir
Slack Harriet, Emanuel 354 Winding Way
Stahlman Sylvia 450 Levering Mill Rd
Stake Michele, Sam 450 Levering Mill Rd
Stake Sam 450 Levering Mill Rd
Steinberg Marvin E 221 Winding Way
Steinfeld Lauren 222 Winding Way
Stern David M, Janet 516 Baird Rd
Stern Marilyn P 126 Broome Ln
Stradley William Sr 1048 Baldwin Dr
Strickland Jacqueline H 503 Kenilworth Rd
Stuhlbach Gizella 227 Melrose Cir Susan Gordon
Summers Samuel B 362 Meadow Ln
Tepper Steven 40 Old Lancaster 107
Titlebaum Max C 355 Valy Rd
Titlebaum Richard A, Sophie 355 Valy Rd
Togay Fugen 501 Latmer Rd
Toledano Joshua 8 Merion Rd
Trustees U−A 12−27−72 Bernard Cowitz MD Prof PSP
68 Rayham Rd
Tuttleman Stanley C 375 N Highland Ave
Van Antwerp Margaret 231 Valy Rd
Velagapudi Vijaya L 115 Glenwood Rd
Winokur Helen 330 Linden Ln
Wolf Matthew Adam, Bobbi 228 Standish Rd
Yamin Edward R, Rene 526 Greystone Rd
Zebrowitz Joseph, Lauren 510 N Latches Ln
Mont Clare Pa 19453
Ash Michelle L 819 Meadowview Ln
Buettner Andrew D 1005 Meadowview Ln
Deluca Michael J, Joanna L 1006 Meadow View Ln
Deng Lin 1209 Meadowview Ln
Foulke Dorothy, John M Box 262 Collegville Rd
Hinkle Kathryn Rear Jacob St
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Katein Esther 127 Egypt Rd
Kleit Carol D 202 Bridge St 2nd Fl
Lebedynsky Anna 108 Spares Ln
Lebedynsky Anna 109 Jacob St
Monastero Eileen L 1703 Meadowview Ln
Naumenko Paul 222 2nd Ave
Prentice Donna R 117 Egypt Rd
Viera Da Silva Filho Jose 102 Jacob St
Wilson Charles F RR 1 Collegeville Rd
Montgomeryville Pa 18936
Abstract Sports Inc PO Box 194
Bailey Barry K PO Box 1002
Cooper Marcia A 4801 Doylestown Rd Box 40
Customized Delivery Svcs of Northeas 205 Progress Dr
Db Products Inc 120 B Keystone Dr
Defrancesco Celesta 640 Bethlehem Pike
Doody Madison L, George A PO Box 774
James Milice 678 Bethlehem Pike
Jin Liming PO Box 882
La Z Boy Furniture Gall 713 Bethlehem Pike
Lally Anne 640 Bethlehem Pike
Lenfest Media Group 418 Stump Rd Ste 202
Liberty Mutual Ins Subrogee PO Box 1051
Maccabe Electrical 426 Stump Rd
Miroddi Carmen PO Box 822
Paradigm Grafix Inc 123 Keystone Dr
Paulus John Sr PO Box 72
Rohach Arthur PO Box 236
Roskas Ideas 211a Progress Dr
Rowland Patricia A 691 Bethlehem Pike
Sensible Cents Inv Club PO Box 15
Syrena Collision Center 691 Bethlehem Pike
Temp Solutions Inc 595 Bethlehem Pike Ste 106
Thompson Jeffrey PO Box 1051
Wagner Peter 515 Stump Rd
Walls Edward, Evelyn PO Box 141
Weisenberger Gertrude A, Kathryn PO Box 532
Wilson John PO Box 306
Zep Co, Zep Manufactoring Co 111 Corp Dr Lot 8
Narberth Pa 19072
Abramson Steven 1499 Flat Rock Rd
Adams William F, Linda Ann 147 Merion Av
Algazy Kenneth 304 Conshohocken State Rd
American Business Capital Finance 177 Forrest Ave
Baker Minna 431 Penn Valy Rd
Banka Vidya S, Banka & Banka Med Spec 237 Stacey Rd
Barton Katherine N 123 Windsor Ave
Battista Theresa W 218 Williams Ave
Berger Estelle 1108 Hillcrest Rd
Berke Leonard M, Ruth K 215 Tower Ln
Blackburn Ann M 214 Price Ave Apt K22
Bluebond Langner Myra 406 S Narberth Ave
Bode Charles E 109 Dudley Ave
Boon Maurits S 534 Righters Hill Rd
Bosk Charles 121 Chestnut Ave
Bowersaltman J 513 N Wynnewood Av
Brodo Robert S 1579 Hagys Ford Rd
Brogan Margaret 117 Forrest Ave Suite 207
Brown Charles 508 Merwyn Rd
Bunting Mary E 504 Beechwood Ln
Buono Jayden Anthony, Troy A 135 Merion Ave
Burton Margaret Tillett, Michael J 213 Forrest Ave
Clayton William D, Sylvia 124 Edgehill Rd
Clifford Marie A 500 Penn Valy Rd
Cofone Ashley 326 Rosemary Ln
Cohen Harry 1415 June Ln
Colavita Anthony, Lucy 1210 Chermar Ln
Collision Care Inc 330 Iona Ave
Condon Patrick 122 Merion Ave
Coursen Jeffrey D 109 Grayling Ave
Cowdery Rita 318 Woodbine Ave
Crowley Joseph D 503 Beechwood Ln
Csaszar Felipe 280 Haverford Ave Apt C3
Damiani Laura R 119 N Essex Ave
Daub Suzanne M PO Box 628 411 Woodside Ave
Dechert Martha P 1 Shirley Cir
Degelman Jane 214 Price Ave Apt J12
Dolbey Donna L 109 Price Ave
Don Wasserman Int Inc PO Box 868
Donnell Margaret O 6 Elmwood Ave
Doranz Benjamin 300 Woodside Ave Apt B
Dougherty Stephen J 208 N Narberth Ave
Dowden Emily C 203 Essex Ave Apt 16
Dubin Anna S 1499 Flat Rock Rd
Duffy Bernard, Janet Montgomery Crts Apt C 235
Eleanor Bloch L 439 Anthwyn Rd
Ellis Marsha 226 N Essex Ave Apt 306
Ellison Judith A, Judith E Grosvenor 204 Elmwood Ave
Falk Judith R 228 Tower Ln
Flanigan Hugh Jr 224 Wayne Ave
Fpt 234 Woodbine Ave 2nd Fl
Fujita 327 Conway Ave
Gall Mary K 128 Fairview Rd
Gallagher Michael 306 Woodbine Ave
Gat Amnon 12 Clevland Ave
Gillman Ruth 302a Windsor Ave
Ginja Restaurant Inc 801 Montgomery Ave
Goldberg Beverlee 324 Rosemary Ln
Gottlieb Ilana B 1026 Montgomery Ave
Grossman Michael 200 Tower Ln
Hall D George 400 S Narberth Ave
Hart Marcy N 95 Fairview Rd
Healy Kevin W 208 Barrie Rd
Hermany Paul R 903 Bryn Mawr Ave
Hewitt Frank H 209 Haverford Ave
Hogan Kendall 312b Windsor Ave
Horenstein Paul A 400 Fawn Hill Ln
Husianycia Lydia, Harry 298 Tower Ln
Jacobs Norma 1600 Hagys Ford R 2m
Jones Anna M 214 Price Ave Apt H12
Jr Womens Community Club Narberth Box 202
Kidshine Lights Inc 1124 Penshurst Ln
Kirschner Olivia 201 Wynne Ln
Klauss Daniel 121 Conway Ave
Langner Richard W 406 S Narberth Ave
Levin Binyamin M, Yosef B 1034 Bryn Mawr Ave
Levin Larry 1650 Oakwood Dr East 322
Llenza Virginia 423 Dudley Ave
Lundy Flitter Beldecos & Berger Pc 450 N Narberth Ave
Maeder Shawn Noble, Thomas 210 Grayling St
Majeska George R 314 Righters Mill Rd
Marais Frederik 310b Windsor Ave
Maurer Jennifer E 115 N Essex Ave A204
Mccall Kevin M 215 Tower Ln
Mccauley Patrick C 63 Wynnedale Rd
Mcdaniel Doris J 4 Narbrook Park
Mcdonald Mary Apt G31
Mcdonald Mary Montgomery Ct Apt G31
Mchale John W 123 Conway Ave
Mengucci William B 338 Hidden River Rd
Miller Christopher 114 Woodside Ave
Moore Pauline M 711 Conshohocken St No Rr
Motley Edward Jr 214 Price Ave Apt L10
Myrna Peter 730 Arlington Rd
Narberth Family Medicine 822 Montgomery Ave Ste 315
Neff Kimberly B 300 N Essex Ave Apt 105b
Newhall Thomas B, Jane W 414 Righters Mill Rd
Ounan Francis X 301 Haverford Ave
Parkin Emily S Jr, Henry G 403 Grove Pl
Perez George, Janice 12 Iona Ave
Philip A Y 632 Montgomery Ave
Podaralla Srikanth 214 Price Ave
Professional Comm Svcs 117 Forrest Ave Rm 217
Quinn John 221 Price Av
Quinn John J, Mary D 87 Windsor Ave
Quinn Mary D 87 Windsor Ave
Rabinowitz Philip 1034 Bryn Mawr Ave
Ralston Adam 280 Haverford Ave Apt D4
Recycleplatinum Com 915 Montgomery Ave Ste 209
Reynolds Ann 1640 Oakwood Dr Apt 213
Richards Kathleen 426 Brookhurst Ave
Riddell Lois L, John 441 Brookhurst Ave
Riebman Leon 726 Bryn Mawr Ave
Rodden Andrew G 214 Price Ave B−33
Rowen Jacqueline 117 Conway Ave
Royal Bank America 732 Montgomery Ave
Savastani C 504 Rockavon Rd
Schaevitz Lester P, Marc 50 Fairview Rd
Schnitzer Grace H 307 Woodbine Ave
Scull Marjorie A 230 Windsor Ave Stephen V Yarnell Esq
Grdn
Sexton Christopher J, Maureen, Henry 213 Elm Terr
Shackelford Kate, E B 508 Merwyn Rd
Shackelford Kate, J 508 Merwyn Rd
Sholevar Ghodrat P 222 Righters Mill Rd Penn Valy
Shotel Harold 1499 Flat Rock Rd
Small Kevin J 204 Stepney Pl
Smith James A 208 Chestnut Ave
Sololoff David 502 Woodside Ave
Spector Toba 421 Dudley Ave
Spielman Richard S 530 Brd Acres Rd
Spivack Jennifer 303 Conway Ave
St Clair David 317 Price Ave
Steinberg Annie PO Box 531
Stewart Elizabeth Edwin Stewart 113 Chestnut Ave
Stretch J Craig Jr 1115 N Woodbine Ave
Talvacchia Robert 114 Avon Rd Apt A
Thomas Jutta Ulrike Wei 133 Merion Ave
Unreal Marketing 301 N Woodbine Ave
Vogel John W 218 Avon Rd
Waldron Lee D PO Box 391
Waldron Marlea C PO Box 391
Weiner Roy 1600 Hagys Ford Rd Apt 5f
Weiser Madeline C, Leslie M 814 N Woodbine Ave
Williams Neal M, Melissa J Williams 37 Sabine Ave
Wolf David 214 Price Ave Apt E21
Wurster Laura M, Frank E 428 Essex Ave
Zeger Martha 1 Shirley Cir
Zhao Li 509 Conshohocken State Rd
Norristown Pa 19401
A Plus Cleaning 814 Haws Ave
Abbott Franklin C 416 W Logan St Apt D7
Abney Robert Est 404 Arch St
Adams John G 1024 Willow St
Adams Kimberly 1022 Willow St
Adeleke Adedayo 623 George St
Adjekpiyede Goodluck, Victoria 1208 Harding Blvd
Airy Swede Sts 1 Montgomery Plaza Ste 706
Alberto Romero 554 E Main St
Alderfer Harold 830 W Main St Apt 19
All Points Reporting 723 Erlen Rd
Altieri Robert, Kathleen Ciaffone 635 E Sandy St
Anderson William 3014 Swede Rd
Anguiano Martin 820 W Main St Apt 7
Arena Josephine 12 Standbridge St
Armstrong Ruth M 331 E Basin St
Arteaga Manuel 542 Buttonwood St
Atilano Sanchez Fernando 502 Kohn St
Available Car Rental Inc 790 E Johnson Hwy
Azusa Imani Ministries 34 E Germantown Pike 295
Baffa Mary A 2801 Stanbridge St Apt 307a
Baker Lois 1222 Arch St
Baltazar Perdro 24 Markley St
Banet Kristina 1011 New Hope St
Barnett Cynthia L 723 Cherry St
Barrett Jon J 422 W Airy St 3rd Flr
Baynard Alexander 1339 Willow St
Beener Hnery 414 W Fornance St
Belk Ronald B 1001 Stanbridge St Bldg 53 Rear
Bell Brian W 116 E Spruce St
Bender Dorothy L, John W 3010 Jolly Rd
Benditt Joan F 917 Swede St Apt 3
Bens Paving 34 E Germantown Pk
Berry Rebekah C 4323 Regatta Cir
Bingham Kenneth 1406 1/2 Boyer Blvd
Bistro Terrace S 204 Oak Tree Rd
Bitting Carmela M 344 E Marshall St
Boggs Emmanuel 364 E Marshall St
Bogle Mark D 739 Noble St
Bongiovanni Connie, Carrie 1722 N Hills Dr
Borzelleca Brenda J 816 Walnut St
Boss Deborah 563 Glen Valy Dr
Boures Emil N 1015 W Beech St Apt A 5
Boyd Eddie 824 Cherry St
Boyd Horrox Funeral Home Inc 200 W Germantown Pike
Braccischi Raymond T 135 Cedar Ct
Brandon David 611 Swede St Apt 405
Brant Grace M 720 Haws Ave
Bratcher Dennis 1741 N Hills Dr
Braxmeyer Bonnie L Apt 8a 536 Dekalb St
Briscoe Lyndon Howard, Lyndon 530 Church St
Brockington Colleen 503 Cherry St
Bronson Charles 515 W Main St
Brook David N 540 Swede St
Brooks Llewellyn 718 George St
Brown Dolores E 919 Swede St Apt 1
Brown Mary Ann 320 W Fornance St
Brown Owen 34 East Germantown Pike 233
Bungay Timothy J 1600 Markley St
Buono Christina 302 Francis Ave
Butcher Kristen L 219 Freedley St
Butler Edward W 219 E Basin St
Butler Kyla 740 Kohn St
Camper Herman M, Herman 440 Volpe Rd
Cano Maria 2950 Hannah Ave
Capital One Cd Ira 610 W Marshall St
Capizzi Carolyn, Peter 1418 W Marshall St
Caramenico Stephen 1413 Astor St
Carlen Catherine A 2101 New Hope St
Carrillo Abigail 305 E Moore St
Carrozza Erik 8 Washington Ave
Case Lillian 509 Haws Ave
Castillo Monica 220 E Oak St
Castro Gustavo 47 Jacoby St 1
Casttanta Diaz Rogflio 238 Main St
Center Square Vet Clinic 638 Gary Ln
Central Montgomery Mental Health 1100 Powell St
Cesar Paez 816 Arch St Floor 2
Chambers Kayann S 1011 New Hope St Apt 52c
Chanegriha Nadjoua 450 Forest Ave Apt 309
Chavez Albertano 606 Dekalb St Apt 5
Chavez Manuel 119 Wayne Ave
Childrens Aid Society 1314 Dekalb St
Chinese Seamen Mission 115 W Wood St
Ciaffone Carlee 3021 Meredith Ln
Ciaffone Carlee A, Sharon & Tim 635 E Sandy St
Ciccarelli Salvatore, Jane M 26 Hancock Ave
Claney Jonathan H Mcshea Hall 15 W Wood St
Clary John 730 George St
Clary Lillie B 204 E Poplar St
Cleary Colin R 638 Caroline Dr
Cole Melissa Ca 102 Forrest Ave
Colizzi John, Rose 320 Jefferson
Collins Edith Est, John R 325 Swede St
Commonwealth Bank 2 W Lafayette St
Conard Albert 539 Barbadoes St
Continental Bank Main & Swede Sts Claims Dept
Cook Rhonda K 34 E Germantown Pike
Cordero Victor 415 E Basin St
Cornwall Charles David 2117 Carol Ln
Crabbe Sharon I 450 Forrest Ave Apt Q301
Cronin Ruth M Miss 608 Belvoir Rd
Cummins Helen M 536 Swede St
Curry Paul 1605 Colleen Ct
Cusamano Amy 2803 Stanbridge St
Custis Ronald 1208 Dekalb St
Cuth Stephen Jr 1001 Buttonwood St
D J Towing LLC 205 W Johnson Hwy
Dabbs Evelyn Est 1512 Pine St
Daley Lester W 1022 Willow St
Daub William B 211 E Freedley St
Davis Delores 120 W Elm St
Deciurcio Cosim 206 Maple
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Delaney John 34 E Germntwn Pk 286
Dellia Theresa J 611 W Main St Apt 4 Rear
Delvalle Socorro 22 Elm St
Deparo Michele, Davide 1009 Stanbridge St
Derfler Annmarie 1904 3rd St
Devore Michael 1700 Pine St Rittenhouse Pine
Dewees Frank S 708 George St
Diamond Credit Union 511 Norma Ln
Dinolti Thomas E, Mary J 742 E Main St
Direnzo S Tavern Inc 1100 Stanbridge St
Dobbs James Est 1512 Pine St
Dominguez Franco 602 Dekalb St Apt 3
Dow Harley R, Miriam F 509 Haws Ave
Downey Julia 809 George St
Downie Steven C Est 837 Swede St Apt 3
Dragone Yolanda Logan Sq Apts A102 410 W Johnson Hwy
Drusin Stefano, Bruno 822 Stanbridge St Apt B2
Duddy Pauline W 1222 Powell St
Dudley Anthony C Apt A6 801 Laura Ln
Dudley George, Ellen 1058 Willow St
Dudziak James 2043 W Marshall St
Duliah Helen M 2803 Stanbridge St Apt B720
Earnest Mary E 2101 New Hope St
Easton Dorothy, Edward 1242 Markley St
Eaton Michelle 1436 Powell St
Eckert Marie Est 2004 Old Arch Rd
Edney K 1229 W Marshall St Apt 1
Ehrhart Angela 530 Church St 1st Fl
Eisenberg Elizabeth H 512 Astor St
Elmwood Park Zoo 1661 Harding Blvd
End Matthew G 2724 Stanbridge Rd
Endlich Mary A 319 Swede St
English Amelia P 735 E Oak St
Eriberto A 356 E Washington St
Espinoza Alvarado Jorge 429 Sandy St
Evangelist Arthur M, Angelo, Thomas A 449 Hamilton St
Apt 605
Evangelist Elaine R 450 Kohn St
Every Richard 633 Astor St
Ewen Ryan 801 Laura Ln Apt A14
Fabian Arroyo Rafael 140 W Penn St Fl 1
Fagan Peter Est 1700 Pine St Rittenhouse Pine
Fairman Karen 506 Haws Ave
Falen Letitia 2920 Hannah Ave H179
Farag Adel William 412 Dekalb St
Fazio Lena M 1335 W Oak St
Fazio Robert 1314 W Main St
Fern Rock Market 330 Cherry St
Ferrell Catherine H 20 W Basin St
Ferreri Joseph A 921 Stanbridge St
Figueroa Adrian 219 Freedley
Fink Anna 160 W Ain
Fletcher Catherine P 9 E Elm St
Flick Lawrence F Esq 536 Swede St
Flore Pasquale, Corna 552 Green St
Flores Francisco 730 Haws Ave
Forrest Lyda S, Carl Clemko 54 E Penn St
Fox Fox 1 Montgomery Plaza Ste 706
Frankenfield P D 636 George St
Frazier Edward 1045 Swede St
Frazier Paul Norristown State Hos 1001 Sterigere
Frazier Robin 146 W Airy St
Freeman Paul E 632 Stanbridge St
Fretwell Lorna C 1213 Arch St
Fulmer Helen 1001 Sterigere St
Gaines Lisa 1001 Sterigere Stree 9af
Gaines William T 310 Francis Ave
Galanti Jolene K 1751 N Hills Dr
Gallagher James C 563 Hamilton St
Gallo Amelia N 903 Cedar Ln
Ganime Peter David 363 W Johnson Hwy
Gardner Brandinne 814 Haws Ave
Gardner Ethel Est 1055 Powell St
Garrison Jerome R 533 Salvation Army
Gavlick Paul 1628 Pine St
Gemb Carecrd 1336 Markley St
Gerow Michael 1614 A Powell St
Giblin Joseph J 509 Haws Ave
Gipe Patricia 1311 Astor St
Gladden Teyona L 1019 Green St
Gnb Auto Body 1000 Regatta Cir
Goldfarb Ann, Alan Benson 124 Montgomery Ave
Gomez Keisha, Juan C 1530 Stanbridge St
Gonzales Maria 532 Barbadoes St
Gonzalez Angel O 626 Chain St Apt B
Gonzalez Ernesto 121 E Marshall St
Gonzalez Guillermo 115 Haws Ave Apt 2
Gonzalez Jose 412 E Moore St
Gonzalez Rojas Rigoberto L, Marcella 607 Carolyn Dr
Goode Izettia R, Al 1704 Kendrick Ln
Gordon Vaness 1016 Stanbridge St
Graham Georginna 1011 New Hope St Apt 6b
Graham Linda J 1222 Oakwood Ave
Graham Richard 3 Hanover Ln
Grahn Sophie 105 Lawnton Rd
Gray Elmer 541 E Basin St
Gray F 805 S Cambridge
Grayauskie Daniel I 656 Linda Ln
Green Building Systems LLC 218 E Washington St
Green William 1700 Pine St Ritten House Pine Ctr
Greenwald Edward 748 George St
Grenfell Wilfred C 1533 Willow St
Grieve Suzanne S Cir Lodge 1001 Stanbridge St
Gruber John 435 Forest Ave
Guerra Emilia Rosa 128 Hartranft Ave
Gulliford Mary 636 E Roberts St
Guzman Rochelle Norristown Hospital 1001 Sterigere St
Hadley Winifred E 313 Francis Ave
Hall Kenny 718 George St
Hallman Jeanette S 332 Dekalb St
Hangel Joseph Est, Dianne M Smith POA 1700 Locust St
Hankins Shelley R MD 1330 Powell St Ste 30
Hanley Melinda M 1011 New Hope St Apt 48b
Harkins Margaret, Edward 517 Kohn St
Harmon Carolyn V, Isaac P 1729 Powell St
Hartman M Eleanor 829 Noble St
Harvey Ernest A 1201 Astor St
Hayes Dalina N 523 Cherry St
Heap Paul H 1209 W Oak St 1st Fl
Heller Jonathan 607 Swift St
Hernandez Dago 922 E Airy St
Hernandez Lopez Victor 203 E Marshall St
Hernandez Luna Dolores 456 Moore St
Hewka Peter V 1606 Johnson Rd
Hicks Charles L, Spencer L 450 Forrest Ave Apt Q301
Higgins Dolores, Ronan M 624 Gary Ln
Hill Destiney M 1317 W Airy St Apt C1
Hill Dorman 1941 W Main St
Hill Jacob 234 E Minor
Hill Joan M 9 Colonial Dr
Hillsworth Ronald L, Albert 742 George St
Hines Charlie Est, Loretta 634 Linda Ln
His 320 E Brown St
Hitchcock Rosemarie A, Eugene D 237 Tomstock Rd
Hoelzle Bruce R PO Box 642
Holy Savior Club 409 E Main St
Honeybaked Ham Co 84 34 W German Town Pike
Horner Clara 231 Chain St
Horner Clara 713 W Lafayette St
Houser Clayton E 1728 North Hills Dr
Howard Nikkia E 119 Chain St
Howe Gregory B 742 Stanbridge St
Huerta Jose 535 George St
Humphries Darius 801 Laura Ln Apt A−8
Hutson Rosalyn, Michael 939 W Washington St
Hyer Greg 101 Wendover Dr
Hyman Susie M 1218 Arch St
In Soo Chong LLC 1709 Markley St St 2
Interrante Maria 2927 Walton Rd
Iorio Eugene 329 Buttonwood St Apt D
Its Neopost Inc 1020 E Main St Accounts Payable
Jack Arthur T 331 W Logan St Apt B 7
Jackson Harold Est 300 E Wood St
Jackson Mae S 410 E Basin St
Jaconetta Bonita 2021 Astor St
Jalloh Alpha M 1220 Pine St
Jeffrey Zimmerman His Atty 110 E Moore St
Jemet Enterprises Ltd 105 W Brown St
Jiggetts Y F 205 E Brown St
Jiggetts Yvonne F 205 E Brown St
Jimenez Gonzalez Marijose 122 Minor St
John Szostek Doctor of Chiro 611 Swede St
Johnson Abraham III 1833 Powell St
Johnson Casey 164 Percy Ct
Johnson Hazel M 821 Renel Rd
Johnson Jossie B 1204 Green St
Johnson M 546 George St
Jones Benajha 1011 New Hope St Apt 52a
Jones Sara B 3106 Sycamore Ln
Jordon Robert 1405 Markley St
Joseph Simmons 531 E Elm St
Jowett Gladys L 44 W Basin St
Julio Sanchez Lorenzo Auto 152 Arch St
Kain Matthew M 555 Haws Av 2nd Rear
Kanan Sophia V 520 Norris St
Keane Fesko Nancy H 1020 Buttonwood St
Keehn Catherine Est 1700 Pine St Rittenhouse Pine Ctr
Kehler Joseph J 21 Hancock Ave
Kennedy Kendrick Hs 250 E Johnson Hwy
King Anna 1251 Swede St
King Jay 832 E Arch Str Apt 6
Kinney Robert E 13 Vly Rd
Kitchen Sonia A 1040 Green St
Klein Andrew R, Gloria 1544 Markley St
Kolsun Patricia Cb 1450 Stanbridge St
Kopenhaver Lillian H 3002 Butchers Ln
Kriebel Beverley 940 Desena St
Kriebel Flossie 1750 Chalk Ave
Krutman Florence J 1403 Boyer Blvd
Kuklinski Rosemary A, Joseph F 38 Tr Rd
Lacy Ann M 927 W Main St Apt 8
Lamond Ann 1001 Sterigere St
Landherr Jeanne S, George 320 Weymouth Rd
Lange Lesly 1 N Dekalb St Apt Fb5
Larios Diego 723 Sweet St
Lattanzi John F Est, Thomas 143 W Elm St
Lauro James L 2953 Stoney Creek Rd
Law Janet S 214 Hancock Ave
Law Offices of Joel Ca 2006 Swede Rd
Lawrence Charlotte 211 Barbadoes St
Lee Chong Hi 5 Stuart Dr
Lee Fannie M 536 E Basin St
Lee Kyung H 2920 Hannah Ave
Lee Won 330 Walnut St Apt 425
Leither Margaret 839 Tremont St
Lenhart Clayton E 816 Selma St Apt 1
Lentz Mary, Earl W Lentz 2508 Springview Rd
Leon Maryann L 330 Walnut St Apt 212
Lessig Edward A 611 Dekalb St
Levitan Judith D 2803 Stanbridge St Apt B519
Levito Vincent J Jr DMD Pc 1733 Markley St
Linden Intl 1109 Main St
Linderman Gwendolyn 117 Franklin
Lista Maria T 214 E Oak St
Lloyd Robyn D 707 Violet St
Lobat Robert J 449 Hamilton St Apt417
Lobb Esther, Lloyd 33 Montgomery Ave
Logan Square Inc 1800 Markley St
Lomarro Charles 1800 Markley St
London Personal Svcs 314 W Main St
Long Ruth 29 W Airy St
Lopez Martha 115 W Marshall St Apt 2
Lopez Miguel A 806 Dekalb St
Lougan Margaret J 520 Church Rd
Lucas Basilio 526 Barbadoes St
Lucas Cavalier Llc, Kane Pugh Knoell Troy Kramer
510 Swede St
Lucas Rose M 623 Cherry St
Lukaszewski Laura 1122 W Washington St
Lumbranos Auto 348 E Penn St
Lumpkin Derek 110 E Moore St
Luna Vinicio 4403 Regatta Cir
Lutz Michael 450 Forrest Ave Apt M102
Lykes Geraldine 1732 Kendrick Ln
Lyles Thelma L 333 W Logan St Apt B5
Mackrides George R 674 George St
Mahoney Barbara 712 Buttonwood St
Makar Barbara 427 Saw Mill Ct
Mandl Suzanne L, Louis J, Suzanne Carabello
710 Hamilton St
Mariani John A Est, Bettie 712 Buttonwood St
Martin Ruth C 748 George St
Martinez Felix 15 E Elm Sr
Martinez Mendez Daniel 1011 New Jope St Apt 61−C
Martinez Rhonda Eleice 500 Stanbridge St
Mary Trecroce 826 Cedar Ln
Mash Michael J 1639 Dekalb St
Mason Clara 915 W Main St
Mattis Christine L 3145 Sycamore Ln
Mcavoy Edna S 1425 Pine St
Mcclain Eleanor 1205 Dekalb St
Mccollum Thurl Towne Manor East 2004 Old Arch Rd
Mccoy Edward C Jr 2102 Carol Ln
Mccullum Mamie 320 E Oak St
Mccurdy Susan G RR 4 Black Horse
Mcdonnell Thomas 754 Chain St
Mcgrier Denise A 555 East Oak Apt 2
Mcmullen John P, Mary E Timberlake Apts 2803 Stanbridge
St Apt B109
Mcnelia Kevin 33 Jacoby St Apt 3
Medina Carmen C 709 W Airy St Apt 2
Merone Anthony 601 Cherry St
Metia Jose Luis 828 Main St Apt 6
Meyers Theresa M 1420 Markley St
Midas Auto, Howard Goldstein 64 W Germantown Pk
Middleton Lina 1619 Willow St
Milke Raymond, Joshua, Zachary 24 Fairway Dr
Miller Amy Lynn 603 Caroline Dr
Miller Hugh G 224 Beechwood Rd
Miller Laurie 2502 Vincent Way
Millsip Victoria 814 Haws Ave
Milton Dale 808 Stanbridge St
Mirabile Robert J Tr 1330 Powell St
Miscannon Florence 1001 Sterigere St 9ar
Mitchell Robin A, Emily 100 Valyview Rd
Mohammed Alfred 769 Kohn St
Molnar Chris 3137 Stoney Creek Rd
Moore Anna T 832 Dekalb St
Mora Zizumbo Ruben 424 W Main St 2
Morales Andres 148 Airy St
Morales Marquillo Simplicio 621 Cherry St
Morales Santiago Andres 924 W Lafayette
Moran John D Jr 209 W Roberts St
Moran Julio Fajardo 1029 W Airy St
Moriniere Marcus A 320 E Brown St
Morris Louise 310 Francis Ave
Moser John A 3036 Stoney Creek Rd
Moser Larry K 9 E Elm St
Mosharaff Hosain W Norriton 7−11 1972 W Main St
Moulder Robert J 662 E Marshall St
Moyer Terence W 520 Swede St
Murphy Catherine, Raymond J Lawrence F Flick Esq
536 Swede St
Murphy James B 728 George St
Murray Edith 1705 Locust St Apt 221
Murray Fredericka Jan, Frederick E 421 Heston Rd
Myers Drug Store 328 Dekalb St
Myers Judy A Room 114 2751 Dekalb Pike
Nacarelli Gerald R 1801 Locust St
Nagy Louis L 626 Haws Ave
Natale Joan 903 Cedar Ln
Navarojas Venisso 749 George St
Negrete Jose Sosa 35 E Chestnut St
New Patient Package LLC 2933 W Germantown Pike 3
Nf Hartford 903 Middleton Place
Norristown Orthopedic Asso 1308 Dekalb St
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Norriton Asscs 190 W Germantown Pike Ste 120
Novacare Svcs 266 E Main St Ste 5
Nunez Miguel 513 W Marshall St
Ochoa Ramon B 331 W Sterigere St
Odom Elijah 43 E Spruce St
Oesterling Elizabeth, Tim 1028 Thomas Barone St
Oh Hyesung 400 E Johnson Hts
Ohare Rhonda 500 Stanbridge St
Ojeda Cresenciano 116 Haws Ave
Oliver James 43 E Marshall St
Oliver King 1420 Markley St
Olney Rebecca 435 Forest Ave
Oneil William J 763 George St
Orta Robert 1000 Regatta Cir
Ortega Juan Luis C 64 Willson Mel Walles
Ortiz Marco A 642 George St
Ortiz Tamara 358 East Marshal St 1
Ould Cherchali Ines 450 Forest Ave Apt 309
Pang Hae 330 Walnut St
Parades Felix 545 Arch St
Parente Robert 551 E Main St
Paskel Dennis Jr, Dennis Sr 1 Diamond Ave
Pasquale Frances Est 325 Swede St Ste 2
Patricio Israel 1023 Dekalb St Apt3
Patterson Sara 330 Walnut St
Pavill Ann M 431 Saw Mill Ct
Pearlstein Robert J DO Pearl Clinical Research Inc
1023 W Main St
Pearstine Gladys C Est 515 Swede St
Peiffer Cory S 1750 Powell St
Perez Joseph A 1320 Markley St
Perham Douglas D 2914 Stoneycreek Rd
Perkins Leali E 808 Dekalb St
Perry Deana 801 Laura Ln Apt B16
Petchko Irene 1606 Johnson Rd
Peters J 1 N Dekalkb St
Petraline Crystal 1228 Lafayette St
Piazza Mark W 20 Carriage Ln
Pickel Betty 508 E Walnut St
Pinaperez Juan D 205 S Main St Apt 3
Pizzica Alberta 508 E Walnut St
Pizzica Alberta, Eva, Frans 508 E Walnut St
Pluck Ronald 1309 Astor St
Pnc Card 1336 Markley St
Popat Bejal 1903 Dekalb St
Portnoff Law Asso Delinquent Tax Dept 1000 Sandy Hill Rd
Ste 150
Potts Thomas J Ofc 200 Dekalb St
Poujol Yvonne Est PO Box 584 Marlene Harris
Powell Angel 314 E Basin St
Pownall Sandra E 541 Janeway Dr Apt 189
Prince Antonio 25 W Basin St
Profit Sharing Plan In Speck Corp 110 W Main St
Provident Indemnity Life Ins Co Anthony Verdi
2500 Dekalb Pike
Purcell Janet 1834 Arch St
Quattlebaum Vernice 930 W Washington St
Quigley Francis 716 W Lafayette St
Ramirez Jorge 615 W Main St Apt 4
Ramos Adalgisa Ta Pelo A Pelo 601 E Main St Off 5
Ramos Fernando Palacios 507 Green St
Rangel Francisco 924 W Marshall St
Rauhood Florence B 400 West Johnson Hwy C O D
Redi Inc. 17 W Airy St
Reid Nancy 228 Jacoby St
Reifinger Alyssia K 1 Dekalb St Apt 100
Rich George 327 E Moore
Ridge Ellwood M, Bertha 2623 Hillcrest Ave
Rittenhouse Helen G 929 W Airy St
Rivera Juan A 825 Kohn St
Robertson Diane 2 Valy View Cir
Robinson Darien 1539 Arch St
Rogers Anthony 814 Stanbridge St
Rogers Callie 1501 Dekalb St Apt 3
Rogers Frank 840 Smith St
Rogers Honnor 234 E Oak St
Rojas Isidro Z 214 Knox St
Romano Catherine T 2033 Old Arch Rd
Romano Mary 206 Walnut St
Romero Jose Luis 820 W Main St Apt 7
Rose Abe Paul 1604 Eva Ln
Rose Mildred L 208 E Spruce St
Roslonowski Renata 3145 Sycamore Ln
Roth Brandon 114 Haws Av
Royston Lorraine E 44 E Oak St
Rsm Gretz LLC 710 E Main St
Ruckman Delores 118 Teahwood Ct
Ruley Vouse Audrey E 511 Norma Ln
Ruppel Florence M 3130 Sycamore Ln
Ryan Joseph W Jr, Katherine 713 Belair Cir
Ryder Wanda 1011 New Hope St
Saladino Charles, Mary 335 E Marshall St
Salguero Hedi 77 N Schullkill St
Salvatore Nicholas 222 Lincoln St
Samuel Betty 359 E Main St
Sanchez Elmer Rene 930 W Lafayette St
Sanchez Marcelino Luis Angel 508 Astor St
Sanchez Rosaura 1501 Aspor St
Sanchez Victoria M 539 Noble St
Santangelo Harry 2953 Stoney Creek Rd
Santos Felix 709 W Airy St Apt 2
Saxon Riley 533 Kohn St
Sayers Naomi 3019 Dekalb Blvd
Sayers Vivian J 3019 Dekalb Blvd
Schmuch Mary E 1142 Markley St
Schuler Carnel 809 Green St Fl 1
Scott Robert W, Joyce 2803 Stanbridge St Apt B209
Scott Vincent M 836 George St
Scotti William, Edward 1713 Kendrick Ln
Serafine Michael A 326 James St
Servepro 550 George St
Sheets Dianne M 722 George St
Shells Brian 427 E Spruce St
Sheridan Michael J Esq 325 Swede St Ste 2
Shoupe Anastacia 450 Forrest Ave Apt P201
Simmons Harland 531 E Elm St
Simpkins Markaze 64 Haws Ave
Simpson Charles 520 Norris St
Skindeleski Catherine M 501 W Elm St
Slater Richard M 22 W Freedley St
Smiley Morgan R 1831 N Hills Dr Apt 21
Smit Catherien V 1811 New Hope St
Smith Catherine M 1811 New Hope St
Smith Charles R Towne Manor East 2004 Old Arch Rd
Smith Debra 1416 Markley St
Smith Isaac 313 W Fornance St 4
Smith J Elaine 819 Buttonwood St
Smith Jerome R PNC Bank Na Trust Dept 1200 W Main St
Smith Roslyn 1339 Locust St
Soffer Allen Ok Pc 217 W Main St
Soqui Francisco 825 Kohn St
Sosa Merced 205 E Marshall St
Souch Jean T 2101 New Hope St
Southerland Mildred 2 South
Sowden Frank 503 Kohn St
Speaks Lou Ethel 523 Cherry St
Sreedharan Rajesh 2617 Dekalb Pike Apt 302
Staggers Anthony Apt 1 501 George St
Stanley Maribeth 610 Briar Ln
Starks Maria 1045 Powell St
Starr Catherine 548 Noble St
Stone Lewis III 311 E Johnson Hwy Rear
Storm John 1311 Astor St
Stott Anna 532 Green St
Strouse Bonnie Jo, Daniel J 836 Stanbridge St
Suburban Woods 2751 Dekalb Pk
Suresh Archana 2622 Swede Rd Apt D2
Surger Einstein M 1330 Powell St
Sweeten Lawrence B Guardian Office 57 Norristown State
Hospt
Tahtabrounian John 412 Dekalb St
Taormina Augustus 411 Walnut St
Taylor Pasqualina, William D 607 Meadowbrook Rd
Taylors At The Olde Mill Inc 200 W Marshall St
Tellez Carmelo G 748 E Main St
Tellez Ignacio 639 Haws Ave
Terry Naomi 1400 Plymouth Blvd
Tertel Nickolas A 113 W Fornance St
Thomas Donald 1320 W Main St
Thomas Jaqqueline 740 Kohn St
Thompson Charmaine 213 Haws Av
Thompson Lexus 142 Cedar Ct
Torres Freddie 225 Barbados St
Towne Manor East Center 2004 Old Arch Rd
Toyota Finincial Services 573 E Lafayette St
Trecroce Alphonso 826 Cedar Ln
Trowery Elizabeth 1001 Sterigere St
Tuzman Matthew 142 Cedar Ct
Tuzzi Dominic 834 Hawks Ave
Tyson Mary W 535 Noble St
Vaidya Abhishek Ajit 2622 Swede Rd Apt D−15
Vandegrift Francis, Linda 3103 Sycamore Ln
Vankanan Sophia 520 Norris St
Vasquez Andres Rose 1024 Dekalb St
Vega Wanda 116 Hamilton St
Venezia Louis G Jr PO Box 575
Ventrulli Enrico, Helen 504 Chain St
Venture House Press LLC 34 E Germantown Pike 283
Victim Service Center 18 W Airy St PO Box 66
Vink J A Logan, John L 837 Dekalb St
Volpe Joseph J, Dilena 517 Sandy
Volpe Joseph Jr Est 816 Noble St
Vuotto Guy 104 Hancock Ave
Waddy Lisa B 102 C W Germantown Pk
Walfish Noonan LLC 528 Dekalb St
Walter Davis Jr 730 Haws Ave
Wanamaker Paul W 2612 Hillcrest Ave
Ward Veronica 2 Louella Dr
Watson Earl D 1011 New Hope St Apt2c
Watson Judith 120 Susan Constant Ct
Wells Dorothy M, Robert C 1232 Astor Ave
Wells Robert C, John W 1232 Astor Ave
White Brendan Apt 2 929 W Main St
White Ronald A 708 W Marshall St Apt 4
Whiteley Rosemarie 314 E Moore St
William Sotak William Est Donna Carrington
801 Stanbridge St
Williams Aiysha S 509 Haws Ave
Williams Carolyn 2811 Swede Rd 1
Williams Kelisha 573 E Lafayette St
Williams Kishma 523 Cherry St
Williamselders Lorine 1009 Markley St 2nd Fl Front
Willis Joanne A 270 Minor St
Witter David C 104 Schuylkill Ave Apt Fa13
Wolfson Stephen B 621 E Germantown Pike 305
Worthington Sarah Trooper Rd RR 1
Wright Joseph 44 E Oak St
Wright Stephanie A, John W Jr 743 Haws Ave
Wyanya Archer 730 W Layette St
Xalamihua Luis T 347 Emarshall St
Yashura Betty 911 W Marshall St 2
Yorck Sylvester J III 1029 W Airy St
Young Evertz Irrev Trust Agreement 206 Montgomery Ave
Young Marlon A 508 Hamilton St
Zavala Antonio 1041 Cherry St
Zeferino German 918 Lafayette St
Zenszer William Jr 1421 Walnut St
Zhao Ning 2820 Dekalb Pike
Zlotnick Gary D Mr 1815 Chain St Apt B
Zuniga Alvarez Monica 808 Dekalb St
Norristown Pa 19403
Admiral Carpets Des 1010 W Germantown Pike
Aguilo−Seara Miguel R 104 Egypt Rd
Ahmed Faisal 5112 Sentinel Rdg
Alex R Szeles Inc 2550 Blvd of the General
Alliance Adjustment Group 3112 N Whitehall Rd
Anderson Jeanne 1421 W James St
Arakkal Shameem 832 Mill Grove Dr
Atkins Christine G, Jenne M 708 Wiillowbrook Dr
Ausura Deborah 838 Mystic Ln
Baker Bradley D, David B 1629 Pembrooke Rd
Bambi William 200 Wendover Dr
Barrett Mary 1514 W Marshall St Apt 221
Bartholomew Robert 615 Barbara Dr
Barto James E 77 Arbour Ct
Bay Peter C Jr 127 S Midland Ave
Bazanos A 27 Westover Club Dr
Bcrv & Vinetta Corp 2522 W Main St
Bell Lorimay 508 Stony Way
Bentz William J 42 N Whitehall Rd
Bertolets Burying Ground Assn Jeanne C P Sommers Treas
1001 Stonybrook Dr
Billitto Charles M 27 S Whitehall Rd
Bird George R 647 Brandon Rd
Black Crest Inc 2544 W Main St Rear
Bloguszewski Francis J, John M 3118 Longacre Rd
Bonaparte Ann Haggard 2042 W Main St Apt 25
Bp Amoco 3001 Germantown Pike
Braun Helen 1636 Berks Rd RD 3
Bregler Helen E 707 Stonybrook Dr
Brenny Susan 1650 Christopher Ln
Breyer Norman, Paul 508 Marcia Ln
Brooks Catherine H 370 Church Rd
Buck Shuman W Smith Aker Grossman & Ho PO Box 150
Butler Minnie Mae 1990 Clearview Ave
Capaldi Margaret M 622 Brandon Rd
Carcarey Kristine 2934 Denise Rd
Cardona Marsha M 422 Stony Way
Cassari Jack R 2002 Archer Ct
Catagnus Courtney A, Paul 2497 Norristown Dr
Catagnus Richard D 2008 Berkley Rd
Caughlan Laura B, Susan G 9 Embassy Cir
Cecco Joseph 1681 Magnolia Ln
Chakravartula Vikram 513 Mill Grove Dr
Chalphin Mark 810 Irenic Ct
Chang Luke 937 Heritage Dr
Chintalapalle Thrivikram 610 Mill Grove Dr
Chou Paiyen, Pai Y 1703 Harrison Ct
Cinaglia Thomas 105 Clemens Cir
Clark Anna 2919 W Main St
Conner Thomas F Jr 16 Catfish Ln
Connor Kathryn 16 Catfish Ln
Continuing Care Rx 2 2566 Industry Ln
Cook Mark 2490 Blvd of the Generals Ste 200
Cool Mark Mc, Beth Mc 3112 N Whitehall Rd
Cottrell Anthony, Patsy 3107 Sunset Ave
Coupe Margaret 618 Stonybrook Dr
Covatto Anthony 24 N Prospect Ave
Coyle Nancy Ann 1330 Quarry Hall Rd
Croft David J 1728 Sheridan Ln
Crozier Janet C 2926 Scenic Rd
David G Moyer RR 1
Davis James 1680 Beaver Hollow Rd
Dbkr Partners 1691 Pheasant Rd
Deipsita 505 Mill Grove Dr
Demontaigne Matthew, Megan 2976 2nd St
Denicola Cosmo T, Janet E 1661 Berks Rd
Dentith Christine L 182 William Penn Dr
Dever Rita M 1514 W Marshall St Apt 305
Dewees Charles 38 Ivy Cir
Didonato Associates 5002 Chaucer Ct
Dimassa Philomena 2933 Artmar Rd
Dormer Patrick M 1 Woodsedge Rd
Duliah Robert M, Helen M 811 Sunnyside Ave Apt 1
Dunlap Laura G 206 Liberty Ave
Durkan Bryan A 930 Craftsman Rd
Eagleville Auto Body 3307 Ridge Pike
Edelman Victoria A 2918 7th St
England David B 808 Pierce Rd
Errington Warren 1514 W Marshall St 274
Estlow Jesse 521 W Township Line Rd
Evans C L 1514 W Marshall St Apt 149
Falcone Frank J 2647 Bean Rd
Falcone Michelle R 14 Oxford Cir
Fallick Harry 2555 Industry Ln
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Faraglia August M 110 Tomstock Cir
Fata Nicole A 36 Cir Dr
Fazio Lawrence 1259 Dell Rd
Felton Harry L, Helen C 160 Riversedge Dr
Fesmire Patricia A 20 Alden Rd
Fidler Doris S 1514 W Marshall St Apt 146
Fiorentine Madeline M 925 Vienna Ave
Fishburn Dorothy E Est 1920 W Marshall St Ste 2b
Fisher Carly 66 Meadow Ln
Fladung Vonnie P 3312 Windsor Dr
Foulke Harry F 729 S Park Ave
Franklin Edna 925 Mill Grove Dr
Freeborne George, Emily 2874 1st Ave
Fusco Susan 223 Oxford Cir Cir
Garvey Anthony C 2561 Betzwood Dr
Ghawale Tushar 606 Willowbrook Dr
Gildea David T 1889 Cardinal Cir
Gmt Microe Electronics Corp 950 Rittenhouse Rd
Gn B Auto Body 108 Burnside Ave
Godshall Brian 409 W Germantown Pike
Gradinese Emma J 432 Brandon Rd
Grant Paul E 514 Barbara Dr
Gray Gretchen 76 Wheatsheaf Ln
Green Stephen 108 Burnside Ave
Griffin Reginald L 223 Stony Way
Griswold Special Care 2512 Main St W Ste B2
Guerrero Piena 838 W Germantown Pk
Gurzynski Helen B 114 Riversedge Dr
Haas Lorraine Roy 2828 Egypt Rd Apt F−303
Hall Chowning 37 Bristol Ct
Hall Donna L 9309 Sentinel Rdg
Hall Jonathan A 225 E Mt Kirk Ave
Hamilton Mary C 2950 Michele Dr
Hand George C Jr 2921 Stoney Creek Rd
Handy Harman Tubeco 701 W Township Line Rd
Hanson Musetta A 890 Mystic Ln
Harley Warren E, Virginia Extrx 110 Coach Ln Apt O2
Harrington Catherine T 426 Steven St
Harris Dorothy M 17 Oakdale Ave
Harrison Cyndell 929 Heatherwood Dr
Hartman Elizabeth, John 1636 Berks Rd 3
Heilind Electronics 2550 Eisenhower Ave Bldg A
Heiser Brian A 2976 5th St
Henderson Mary I 58 Oxford Cir
Hernandez Lopez C 2800 Foster Ave
Herz George W 403 Conestoga Way Apt U90
Hodges Paula 4201 Colonial Ct
Holla Rashmi B 731 Willowbrook Dr
Holloman Stephanie 8037 Fair View Ln
Holmes William 1910 Black Hawk Cir
Horizon Aerospace LLC 2560 General Armistead Ave
Hume John 17 Riversedge Dr
Hummel Amy B 229 Carey Ln
Hummer Robert 3127 Providence Rd
Integrated Circuit Systems Corp Benefits 820 Adams Ave
Ste 100
Integrated Circuit Systems Inc, Hock E Tan 2435 Blvd
Generals
Integrated Circuit Systems Inc, Patricia Despirito 2435 Blvd
Generals
Interntl Inc Sheth 2844 Highview Dr
Isite Technologies Inc 1151 S Trooper Rd Ste D
Jackson Saheeda 7401 Sentinel Ridge
Jacoby Paul G 321 Lauman Ave
Jain Anit 3307 Ridge Pike
Jani King of Philadelphia Inc 2500 Eisenhower Ave
Janusziewicz David G 451 Joseph St
Johannessen Toril 2805 W Crossing Cir
Jones Robert, Mary T Ashwood Rd
Jowett Jeff 2621 Van Buren Avenu
Katherine Gibbs School 2501 Monroe Blvd
Kathleen John Perry Fam Trst 3012 Green Ridge Dr
Kelly Caroline Mary, Rebecca R 604 Truman Ct
King Bernard J 1506 Cranberry Dr
Kirkpatrick Michael 84 Chadwick Cir
Kishore Vandana 915 Mill Grove Dr
Kopen Jamie 719 Germantown Pike
L K Miller Interiors Inc 1056 W Germantown Pike
Lake Marilyn 3227 Hayes Rd
Lal Maheswar 414 Mill Grove Dr
Lamacchia Marienne 2915 Toll Gate Dr
Landoll Henry III 2614 Lloyd Ln
Landon Enterprises Inc Ta 166 William Penn Dr
Lantono Gary M 2450 N Parkview Dr
Lare William 113 Reid Dr
Larry Ferraro Student Svcs 2502 W Main St Ste
Leas Barry 121 Nester Dr
Lee Hyunseung 2710 W Main St
Lee Samsin 2710 W Ridge Pike
Lee Terri J 154 William Penn Dr
Lendo Dan 2810 Foster Ave
Lett Stewart 203 Chariot Ln
Leung Connie, Peter 28 Liberty Ave
Levin Laura 304 Stony Way
Liebers Martin E 2815 W Main St
Light David 1514 W Marshall St A
Lister Tiffany 56 Wheatsheaf Ln
Liu Shuangjie 1417 Merlin Cir
Liu Siyu 2705 Lloyd Ln
Lourie Irwin N 1739 Williams Way
Lozinak George A, Mary E 2994 5th St
Lucas Jose 440 E Marshall St
Lukins John R Ridge Pike
Lynch Vincent J 36 Church Rd
Machwate Mohamed 914 Mill Grove Dr
Maddux Joge A 601 Mill Grove
Majeskie James 2491 Cobblestone Cir
Marburger Stephanie 721 Willowbrook Dr
Marie E Marchese, Michael R 3 Embassy Cir
Marion Diane D, Peter J 1211 Windmill Cir
Mark Scott Jacqueline 2990 Brambling Ln
Marville Ayanna 102 Stonybrook Dr
Mayer John 137 Avondale Rd
Mccord Kyle 2020 Hemlock Rd
Mccue Theresa M 37 Burnside Ave
Mcknight Balvin A 3008 Potshop Rd
Meadows Kath 914 Mystic Ln
Meehan Virginia 202 S Park Ave
Menon Prashant 417 Willowbrook Dr
Mermon Kenneth 3002 St Vincent Rd
Merrill Emma M 772 W Germantown Pike
Merz Lawrence 210 W Trooper Rd
Meyer Anna 137 Avondale Rd
Mezache Lounes S, Tamika J 1745 W Main St
Migliore Christine 417 Willowbrook Dr
Mikelsons Zuzanna A 2805 Oakridge Cir
Minnick Monica M 68 Eagleville Rd 2nd Heat
Mitchell Daryl 736 Mourning Dove Rd
Montgomery Catherine D 3013 Blackswift Rd
Mordan Rodney 26 Franklin Dr
Moser Joan 31 Clara St
Motors Jefferson 2440 W Main St
Mulhatten Melissa S 314 Norris Hall Ln
Mulholl Eleanor PO Box 4
Murray Michael B 1632 W Marshal St
Murray Nena B 120 S Schuylkill Ave
Mylan Jack Kenneth III, Alexander John 37 Essex Ct
Nace Lydia M 9 Penfield Ave
Natale Nicole 62 Potts Ave
Nave Duke G 2373 Norrington Dr
Ncs Healthware of Penna T A Ste 703 705 General
Washington Ave
Ndlovu John C PO Box 1087
Neal Virginia A 162 Deacon Dr
Nguyen Nam Van 1130 S Trooper Rd
Nicholson Margaret M 101 Bratton Dr
Norcini Auto Body 127 S Midland Ave
Norristown Transportation 41 Burnside Ave
North Wales Pantry I 3310 N Wales Rd
Odonnell William 838 Sunnyside Ave
Oelmann Bradley R, Suzanne M 206 Splitrail Cir
Organica Biotek Inc 705 Gen Washington Ave Ste 500
Our Family Investment Club, George E Kozel 3202 E 3202
E Hayes Rd
Owusu Myles 21 Meadow Ln, Atrams
Pallading Nicole D 2853 Highview Dr
Palmer Francis J Jr, Sara J 1208 Minute Men Ln
Palmerio Joseph M 46c Overlook Dr
Palumbo Frank 41 Hampton Ct
Palumbo Frank T, Lynn B 41 Hampton Ct
Panchani Associates Inc 452 Egypt Rd
Parker George H 44 Bittersweet Ct
Pastor Martina P 3012 Green Ridge Dr
Pate Rene 309 Stony Way
Patel Harsha 2042 W Main St Box Apt Apt 14
Patterson Archie L 3312 Windsor Dr
Paulnagaraj Divya 201 Mill Grove Dr
Pergolese Cosimo D, Dominic 24 N Trooper Rd
Pfunk Alan W 1920 W Marshall St Ste 2b
Phillips William 835 W Germantown Pike
Piantone Christina, Joseph J 512 Elizabeth Dr
Pichola John 2450 Blvd of the Generals
Pierson B Eva RR 1
Pough Francis B 925 S Trooper Rd
Presidential Wireles 2211 Lexington Ct
Procura 2435 Blvd of the Generals Ste
Procura Mgmt Inc 2435 Blvd of the Generals Ste 201
Puleo Angelina J 35 Hampton Ct
Punchur Robert M 2953 Potshop Rd
Quinlan Walther 9003 Trolley Ln
Quirk Marie 772 W Germantown Pike
Ralph Denise L 115 Glenwood Ave
Ramp 2933 W Georgetown Pike Bldg
Rasheed Hafeez Bin 914 Mill Grove Dr
Ray Abhijit 2800 Colony Dr Apt G3
Reilley Tacy P 3012 Green Ridge Dr
Rein Richard Blase Jr 412 Snowflake Cir
Remas Judith A 2469 Norrington Dr
Reuters Reality on Line 1000 Madison Ave
Revolution Advertisi 2933 W Germantown Pike Bldg 4
Reyeslopez Neri F 100 Park Ave
Richard Belvins 3311 Ridge Pike
Richards Elizabeth M, Richard Schroeder
115 S Whitehall Rd
Richards S 9 Rogers Rd
Riesbeck Foods 2570 Blvd of the Gen
Riley Helen 1935 Yorktown N
Rittenhouse Sandra F 114 S Park Ave
Riverchasers Entertainment 624 Wellington Rd
Roberto Dawn M 76 Colonial Ave
Roberts Kristopher 702 Deer Run
Robinson Marcia C 1711 Williams Way
Rodgers James 1090 Wayfield Dr
Rorick Deborah 508 Lexington Ln
Rosario Juan 2500 Blvd of the Generals Co Belmont Ct
Roskos Barbara Ann E 109 Woodlyn Ave
Roth David 3004 Peacock Dr
Rubendall Robert, Ilean 26 Cir Dr
Russo Anthony 102 Chancellor Ct
Saurman Andrea 1019 Northridge Dr
Scarborough Owusu Rosita W 21 Meadow Ln
Seema Navathe DMD 1425 W Main St
Shifflets Home Improve 118 N Whithall Rd
Shilpi Neha 2828 Egypt Rd Apt J205
Singleton Doris M 25 Evans Rd
Singleton William E 142 Woodstream Dr
Skf Automotive 1111 Adams Ave
Skf Usa Inc 1111 Adams Ave
Slonim Jaime 927 Caralea Dr
Smith Andrew 3220 Heebner Rd
Smith Helen M 1514 W Marshall St Apt 158
Smith Hilary A 19 Woodstream Dr
Smith Laura T 1029 Rafter Rd
Smith Robin 157 Woodstream Dr
Smith W Theodore 162 Woodstream Dr
Snyder Charlotte G 23707 Shannondell Dr
Sobeck Edward 1930 W Main St
South Jersey Physical Therapy 2621 Van Buren Ave
Spada Stephanie 1681 Magnolia Ln
Sport Jeep Eagle 1416 W Main St
Stagliano David 915 Capital Rd
Stahl John M 422 Stony Way
Staurowsky Ellen J 2740 Apple Valy Ln
Steere Consulting 10000 Shannondell Blvd
Stewart Bussey Duke J 9003 Trolley Ln
Styers Ronald 604s Park Ave
Subramaniam Rathinavel P 934 Mill Grove Dr
Success John S 2927 Clyston Rd
Sullivan Christine Anne 3009 Brambling Ln
Sullivan Patrick A 283 Stone Ridge Dr
Sundquist Paul S 2821 West Crossing Cir
Sutton Andrew M 919 Heritage Dr
Tan Anthony F 2609 Bridle Path Rd
Tankersley Estus C 15 N Midland Ave
Tavoularis Rhoxana 3201 Patriots Ln
Taylor Clifton, Hilda 31 Jefferson Ave
Temu Anna 28 Wheatsheaf Ln
Tencza Stephen 110 Plowshare Rd
Thomas Mary E 87 Woodstream Dr H43
Thompson Jason A 121 Glenn Oak Rd
Thompson Roy L 406 Stonybriik Dr
Timko Maria E, Larry R 27 Henry Rd
Tompkins Janet 132 Oakdale Ave
Tornetta Kathryn L, Estus C Tankersley 15 N Midland Ave
Tramuta Gregory J MD 112 Caspian Ln
Tresware 925 South Trooper Rd
Troncelliti Manrico A 1717 Williams Way
Tsipras Speros D, Olga 1681 Deerfield Rd
Valley Forge Corp Center 955 Jefferson Ave
Van Anh Le Thi 2700 Baldeagle Cir
Vanbilliard R RR 1
Vci Rentals Inc 925 S Trooper Rd
Vicente Reinaldo 1741 W Main St
Vilardi Sal 1826 Butler Ave
Villante Patricia 1037 Cardinal Rd
Vincenzi Gregory J 417 W Germantown Pike
Vocht Shane M 27 Republic Ave
Voytko Michaeln 772 W Germantown Pike
Vutukuri Venkata R 611 Willowbrook Dr
Vygon Corp 2495 General Armistead Ave
Vygon Corporation 2495 General Armistead Ave
Wagner Anne E 618 Stonybrook Dr
Wahab Rehnuma L 5112 Sentinel Rdg
Waldron Warren G, Wayne W 2926 Scenic Rd
Walker Billy F 202 S Park Ave
Walker Robert 3002 St Vincent Rd
Walsh John Maclaren 3201 Patriots Ln
Waters James J 9 Penfield Ave
Weand Grace 22 Orchard Ln
White Richard T, Loren 1514 W Marshall St Apt 212
Williams Gertrude C, Thomas H 803 Middleton Pl
Wilmer Margaret E 14 N Schuylkill Ave
Wolfgang Stephanie W 550 N Trooper Rd
Woodson Catherine E 3019 N Whitehall Rd
Wynn Jim 2049 W Main St
Yarnall Jesse R 1054 Bayless Pl
Yeager Abaigail J, Kathleen 304 Lowman Ave
Yoest Melissa 24 Oaklyn Ave
Zinni Unif Gift Min Act, George J 410 Pinecrest Rd
Norristown Pa 19404
Ag & M Corda Co Inc PO Box 1086
Crayton Kim PO Box 1009
Daley Cora Mae PO Box 2007
Daley John PO Box 1630
Estock John PO Box 1028
Garnes Virginia R PO Box 523
Henry Darnell PO Box 851
Jacobs Clifton N PO Box 587
Montgomery Family Practice PO Box 991
Oehrle Albert C PO Box 657
Ozoroski Mary Z, Ozoroski J PO Box 1140
Reichman Wayne G PO Box 28 Laramie Tire Co
Smith Richard 728 Hayes
Vroman N PO Box 1140
Wilson Robert PO Box 311
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North Hills Pa 19038
Fleck Robert 365 Elm Ave
Glass on Glass Designs 2901 Mt Carmel Ave
Green Josephine 309 Girard Ave
Herley Carl P 503 Hamel Ave
Johnson Willia 309 Girard Ave
Lu Lu Country Club Memorial 1600 Limekiln Pk
Morini Caroline Est 215 Station Ave
Patrick Charles 280 Chelsea Ave
Patrick J Decon Electic 2840 Limekiln Pike
Polekoff Siy 717 Chapel Rd
Rufino Francis J 535 N Hls Ave
Rutkowski James E 2721 Cedar Ln
Toll William R, Lenora 411 Elm Ave
North Wales Pa 19454
Acciavatti David, Sara 235 S 10th St
Achieving Better Control 810 Dickerson Rd Ste B
Adams Jennifer M 1401 Upper State Rd
Adams Rosetta I, Charles 140 Montgomery Av
Adedokun Muda 101 Bailey Dr
Afrim Elias 700 Lower State Rd 12c8
Alila Phoebe M 1268 Turnbury Ln
Allen Alice 436 W Washington Ave
Allen Dale R Jr, Phyllis H 2308 Noras Ct
American Bread Co Panera 21 Airport Sq Shopping Cen
Anton Joan 110 Elberta Dr
Antonysamy Victor 131 Church Rd Apt 2 I
Archibald Tracy 215 Castle Dr
Arendasky Kay 326 Haines Dr
Balan Abhishek 131 Church Rd Apt 6b
Beavan Lawrence, Gayleen 708 Cypress Ct
Behnke Reinhold Mill Rd & Wisschickon Ave
Beizer Mildred 1233 Laura Ln
Bell David S 202 Castle Dr
Bell H Craig 755 Pineview Ln
Bhagwata Sachinkumar P 700 Lower State Rd
Biello Anthony J 1079 Horsham Rd
Billet Leslie A 1605 Stonington Cir
Bird John Cameron, Ronald W 404 Livingston Ct
Blow Out Bedding 100 Filly Dr
Bock Louis E III 700 Lower State Rd Apt 18 B7
Bojko Aileen Fay A, Alexa Grace 100 Ravenwood Pl
Brody Ruth 1234 Laura Ln
Brower Wilbur 337 Woodstream Way
Brown Helen 518 Willow Ln
Brown Jana 104 Scott Cir
Brown Jerald 276 Winding Brook Run
Bukenas Anna E 119 S Swartley St
Bureau Eileen 114 N Main St
Burns James W Jr, Shawn M, James W 115 Lincoln Dr
Cagliola Kathy L 90 Winding Brook Run
Callaghan John Est 1091 Horsham Rd
Camburn Karen F 435 Church St
Candy Cove Confectionery Inc Westerman 726 Pineview Ln
Capitol Ins North Wales 1120 Welsh Rd Ste 220
Carleone Angela M 1611 Morris Ct
Charter Abstract Co 311 N Sumneytown Pike Bldg 1a
Chasar Jeanne M 361 Moyer Blvd
Chase Home Finance LLC 238 Hawthorne Cir
Chen Qian 111 Horseshoe Ln
Chen Ying 103 Cheswick Dr
Cheng Yi 103 Cheswick Dr
Chillemi Richard II 104 Major Ln
Cho Chang H 706 Ascot Ct
Cho Gwi Sook 700 Lower State Rd 16 Apt B−8
Ciccarone Amy 620 S Sumneytown Pike
Commercial Kitchen Repair Co 320 N Wales Rd
Corner Street 112 Mallard Dr W
Cornog Paul A 728 Mallard Pl
Coyle Bette Jane, John J 2203 Harvard Dr
Cressman Evelyn M 314 School St
Dangelo Steven 915 E Montgomery Ave
Daniel Rashidah, Hasan 124 Avondale Rd
Daniels Francis Es, David Daniels 404 Santa Anita Dr
Daubert Jacob C 129 S Main St
Davidson Louise M 135 Stump Rd
Davis Gene 215 Drake Ln
Deb Anand 700 Lower State Rd Apt 16b4
Dempsey Michael 300 Franklin Ct
Devitt Liam P Susan D Devitt 16 Shannon Rd
Devitt Liam P, Mrs William Devitt 16 Shannon Rd
Dex Carolyn C Gwyn Acre 628 S S
Dietsch Lois M 446 Streamside Ct
Donahue Timothy J 114 N Main St
Donohue Catherine 1005 Spruce St
Doshi Amitkumar N, Meena A 105 Greentree Tavern
Dougherty Nancy 339 Shearer St
Drug Emporium 1200 Welsh Rd
Duffy Michael 104 Guinness Ln
Dumin Leah 81 Neshaminy Falls Cir
Echols Harold W 765 Audubon Dr
Eckart J Michael 310 W Montgomery Ave
Ehrman William, Sylvia 1139 Kenas Rd
Ellenberg Debra A 90 General Hancock Blvd
Ervin Anna Mary 119 S Swartley St
Fahad Ahmed Syed 92 Wood View Ln
Faison Angela T 229 Regency Dr
Feehan & Feehan 1105 E Prospect Ave
Feehan P 1105 E Prospect Ave
Feinberg Maggie 4102 Avenel Blvd
Ferguson Fiona 408 Sumneytown Pike
Fiala Melissa 808 Karens Ct
Fitzpatrick Container Thomas J Shallow J 800 E Walnut St
Fiume Anthony V, Mary B 107 Scott Cir
Fiume Mary L, Tara B, Tina M 107 Scott Cir
Fleming Anthony Jr 209 Orchard Dr
Forsyth William 145 Shelburne Dr
Frost Ryan L 104 Copper Leaf Cir
Fryson Willie A 1209 Avenal Blvd
Fuller Richard F 304 Upper Valy Rd
Fullman Tamara R 149 Raven Hollow Dr
Ganla Sonali J 131 Church Rd Apt 4f
Gardner Edith M, Lois M 128 Polo Dr
Garrett Scott A 726 W Prospect Ave
Gehman Eleanor J, Pamela E 111 Franklin Ct
Geraldine E Cornog Irrev Trust 728 Mallard Pl
Gigliotti Frank 103 Bradford Ct
Goglia Violet A 401 Stockton Ct
Goktug Kerem 9209 Avenel Blvd
Golden Eleanore Abramson Ctr for Jewish L
1425 Horsham Rd
Graham Robert 400 Aqueduct Dr
Grashaw Donna 201 Livingston Ct
Gregg Anna C Marlyns Ln
Gregor Kimberly A 105 Major Ln
Griffin George A 105 Trotter Ln
Grotzinger George 1215 Kenas Rd
Guhel Kaushal 131 Church Rd Apt 14f
Gutekunst Jennifer 111 Red Haven Dr
Hafer Richard C 222 N Wales Rd 1
Hansen Debra A 104 Gwynmont Cir
Harmon Christine E 129 S Main St 8
Hasyn Gregory 103 Winter Dr
Heil Charles 325 RT 202
Heng Malloree 153 Jonathan Dr
Hertrich Jennifer L 131 Church Rd Apt 5b
Hertrich Trust 131 Church Rd Apt 5b
Higgins Bailey Elizabeth, Mary Clare, William P
101 Parliament Cir
Higgins Brian Patrick, Mary Clare 101 Parliament Cir
Holbrook William J 773 Shearer St
Homa Stephen J PO Box 1023
Hong Beth 802 Church St
Hummel Theresa 438 W Montgomery Ave
Hummel Theresa M 424 W Montgomery Ave
Huselton Brett 120 Avondale Dr
Icon Clinical Research 212 Church Rd
Ilovski Patricia, Zoran 238 Hawthorne Cir
Isg Office Concepts Inc Cathy Porretti 717 Dickerson Rd
Jarrell Randy Michael 74 Wexford Rd
Jenkins Alexander J 36 Meadowbrook Rd
Johnson Control 503 Louise La
Johnson Kenneth F 435 Church St
Johnston Addison M Jr 101 Aspen Pl
Johnston Brian J, Ryan P 1385 Landis Rd
Jones Elizabeth M 44 Ctr Ct
Kalbrunner Marie M 613 Shearer St
Kang Sok M 205 Devon Ct
Keenan Auto Body 1404 Welsh Rd
Keenan Auto Body North 1366 Landis Dr
Keenan D 700 Lower State Rd
Kelly Florence 700 Lower State Rd Apt 10−B6
Khoo Jeremy 140 Davis Dr
Kim Myung Soo 4203 Avenel Blvd
Kim Shin H, Byung 101 Dayton Dr S
Kim Susan L 104 Brittany Pl
Kirkpatrick Charles 778 Fernwood Cove
Kituskie Leo S 681 Honeysuckle Dr
Klampfer Donna M 212 School St
Knightbrook Ins 1120 Welsh Rd
Knisell Anna 388 S 10th St
Komolo Inc 110 Regency Dr
Kondrat John A Est 258 Winding Brook Run
Kratz Corienne R 307 E Montgomery Ave
Krumenacker Steven T 105 Browning Cir
Ku Jae S 221 Hampton Green Dr
Kulkarni Raviraj 101 Gordon Ln
Lake Alice E 466 Runningbrook Rd
Larkin David J 118 Sta Dr
Larson Carl Teva Pharmaceuticals 1090 Horsham Rd
Lee Eae Ja 204 Dayton Dr North
Leger Alice Mae Est 405 S 10th St
Lepardo Sarah E 406 Pimlico Way
Lianna Marotta 140 Davis Dr
Light David E 46 Harper Ln
Lim Esther 2301 Avenel Blvd
Link Jenna K 669 Wagner Ct
Little Diane 1710 Morris Ct
Ludwig William 1322 Welsh Rd
M&Q Plastic Products 1120 Welsh Rd Ste 170
Mamangalavan Reshma Rayaro 131 Church Rd
Mammen Jenita, Jacob 1477 N Wales Rd
Marjo Jari 310 Pimlico Way
Markovitz Judith S, Judy S 685 Honey Suckle Dr
Martin Barbara B, Sophia P 1428 Cathys Ln
Mattummal Sethu Sajith 131 Church Rd
Matuszewski Gloria 114 Parkside Ct
Mayo Nancy S, Alan T 102 Bradford Ct
Mcbride Joseph C, Susanne 100 Willowood Ct
Mccabe Philip T 718 Pineview Ln
Mcdowell Paul 617 E Walnut St
Mcgrogan Beth A 127 Woodview Ln
Mcloughlin Dennis 122 5th St South
Meacham Jerry 411 Shearer St
Meers Martin A 346 Streamview Dr
Merck Creative Svcs 351 N Sumneytown
Mertz Naomi R 309 E Walnut St
Mitchell Danielle 1366 Landis Dr
Mitchell James B 118 S 5th St
Moatemri Deborah 115 S Main St
Mooney Keith J 657 S Sumneytown Apt 1
Moore Thador Shelby, Dallas R, Thomas V 105 Colettes Ct
Morgan David G Adm 113 Conrad Ln
Morris Constance A, Margaret Stump Rd
Morrotto Vincent C 119 Newport Ln
Mpk Business Solutions Inc 131 Church Rd Apt 5h
Mukherjee Sankar 105 Potters Way
Nambi Kalyani 112 Church Rd Apt 19d
Nambi Srinivas 131 Church Rd Apt 13d
Nelson Mary C 1424 N Wales Rd
Nguyen Bau 203 Steeplechase Dr
Nixon James 30 Belfast Dr
Nunnally Michael L 808 Thorton Ct
Obligado Edward S 403 Joshua Ct
Oh Dae I 11 Belfast Dr
Oh Won 105 Amy Ct
Old Fordge Collision 907 Pullman Dr
Oldham Li L 145 Gwynedd Manor Rd
Owaldron David 215 Church St
Pak Don W 111 Eaton Dr
Patamapongs Nadtha 352 Moyer Blvd
Patel Harsh 700 Lower State Rd Apt B7
Patel Manish 225 Cheswick Dr
Penn South Jersey Society 777 Audubon Dr
Perel Marie M 1425 Horsham Rd 114
Perez Lopez Iris 207 Wissahickon Ave
Philip Barlett 700 Lower State Rd 6b6
Picciotti Ernest 161 Red Haven Dr
Pile Elngi Nego 12 Donovan Ct
Pirrone Jennifer 700 Lower State Rd 18a3
Pliva Inc 1090 Horsham Rd
Poach Catherine B, Patricia A 120 Stayman Dr
Poach Patricia A, Sarah J 120 Stayman Dr
Pressman Ruth 1425 Horsham Rd
Prosperi Delphina 275 S Main St
Qiu Dazhi 402 Evergreen Ct
Queen Keisha N 1209 Avenal Blvd
Quick Charlotte 314 Meadow Ct
Reddy Rama Neela 131 Church Rd Apt 14l
Reider John 111 Regency Dr
Renninger Kirby 1481 Lower State Rd
Residence Inn Philadelphia Montgomery
1110 Bethlehem Pike
Riling Margaret J, Joseph R 110 Delmar Ct
Ristorante Castello Di, Medite 1200 Welsh Rd Store E
Robinson Carolyn 1101 Azenel Blvd
Rogers Christopher K 394 Meadow Brook Rd
Roque James P, Mary 103 Heron Ct
Rossiter Joseph R 466 Runningbrook Rd
Rourke William E, Mary J 137 Royal Ave
Rukambe Tendai, Mavis 104 Newport Ln
S Dougherty Cynthia V 234 Hawthorne Cir
Sanders Anna M 131 Church Rd
Satyanarayan Anita 700 Lower State Rd
Saxton Augustus 11 B Penn Brooke Gdns
Schatz Richard, Todd 112 Church Rd Apt 19a
Schneider Eugene F PO Box 737 737 Dogwood Dr
Schrum Jeffrey G, Jill M 1112 Braxton Ct
Schwartz Margaret 201 School St
Seiberlich Edwin 10 Kerwick Ct
Seoul Auto Body Inc 100 Sterling Dr
Shearer Kristen 501 E Prospect Ave
Shen Xin 1404 Naomis Ct
Shin Sung 100 Sterling Dr
Shortall Dianne M, Thomas M 512 Montgomery Ave
Sivikjr Donald A Md 1326 Tanglewood Dr
Sklar Rose 1425 Horsham Rd
Skm Software 105 Potters Way
Snethen Janice M PO Box 1038
Spence Desyouth 403 Georges Ct
Speranza Joseph 105 Darter Ln
Spragius Marion K 301 E Prospect Ave
Stahler Craig 907 Pullman Dr
Stanley Horace G 302 N Wales Rd
Stanton Virginia J 447 Streamside Ct
Stempler Tess 167 Polo Dr
Stetson William 34 Meadowbrook Rd
Sung Jun 221 Hampton Green Dr
Tang Weixin 111 Horseshoe Ln
Taylor Marc 1315 Morris Ct
Tedesco Armando 107 Banbury
Tellez Serrano Augustin 640 Welsh Rd
Teva Pharmaceuticals 1090 Horsham Rd
Teva Pharmaceuticals Roberta Diver 1090 Horsham Rd
Textron Financial Corp 1180 Welsh Rd Ste 280
Thorn Jeffrey S 2507 Adams Ct
Thorp Steven 141 Sunrise Dr
Top Siding Inc 2102 Jefferson Ct
Topcomm Inc 100 Sterling Dr
Tran Khoi Quoc 101 Winter Dr
Trumbore Kathyrn, David 207 Steeplechase Dr
Truong Mai N 121 Jonathan Dr
Tummala Nagarani 207 Tudor Dr
Unger Margaret 700 Lower State Rd Apt 18
Vaddoriya Karamshibh 133 Tudor Dr
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Vandegrift Helen 105 N 3rd St
Vasta William 90 General Hancock Blvd
Viatical Trading Ltd 2703 Adams Ct Ste 100
Vivian M Bartlett Trust 700 Lower State Rd Apt 6b6
Ward Gerald J 100 Kent Dr
Wassel Shea 103 Compton Ct
Watters Richard Neshaminy Falls 2005
Weaver Jacob D 146 Mendham Dr
Weber A V 101 Elm Ave
Weber Frederick A, Mary R 230 Cherrywood Ct
Whitaker Jennifer 10 Woodview Ln
Whitaker R Martin 612 Brookwood Ln
Whitecraf Bessie M Maple Ave
Williams Elliott G, N Jeann 700 Lower State Rd Apt 12c1
Wilson Colleen E, Billie R 417 Fairview Av 2nd
Wishwanick Ashley 523 E Montgomery Ave
Xu Shun 111 Eaton Dr
Yang Nam Sook 152 Jonathan Dr
Yong Cha 38 Belfast Rd
Yoo Duke S, Sang H 401 Joshua Ct
Zeigler Timothy Zeigler Consulting LLC 1120 Welsh Rd
Zimmerman Kathryn 6006 Rolling Hill Dr
Oaks Pa 19456
Accent PO Box 1259
Accent PO Box 19425
Aic II Hambrecht Small Cap Tech Fd Sei Corp Mary Koska
PO Box 1019
Anderson Jean 404 Montgomery Ave
Areh Seattle Geal Boston Partners Ar A05 Sei Private Trust
Co 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Asahi Glass Flubropolymer Sei Trust 1 Freedom Valy Barry
Family Fd LLC 100 Cider Mill Rd
Blake & Co 1 Freedom Valy Dr Pam Donovan Firstmerit
Team Mutual
Bnai Brith Mfs Equity Ian Weiss 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Borai Dustin PO Box 903
Burnham Ciara Mutual Fund Admin 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Christopherson Family Clsd Sei Trust Co 100 Cider Mill Rd
Citeck Simon Attn Acats Dept 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Cohen Edward 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Comcast Financial Agency Corp Eastern Div, D Werner
200 Cresson Blvd
Community Bank Trust 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Compass Bank 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Conejo Valley Billing Center Dept 18162 PO Box 1259
Dibona 2003 Trust PO Box 1061 Sei Private Trust Co
Durham & Durham PO Box 1259 Dept 8403
Franklin Street Id 701 Fbo Mutual Fund Admin 1 Freedom
Valy Dr
Gomez Rev Trust Ima Ar A05 Sei Private Trust Co
1 Freedom Valy Dr
Grant Susan E PO Box 245
Greatr Phila Sports Zone Inc PO Box 1005
Hemmer David 416777c1 Freedom Valy Dr
Highmark PO Box 1026
Ima Paul Gomez Co Sei Private Trust Co 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Intermountain Healthcare PO Box 1259 Dept 24284
Jaimee Lee Anne Hildebrand Trust A C St Sei Private Trust
Co 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Keyser Nancy B PO Box 100
Kirkman Will 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Laurel B & J Equity Fund Sei Private Trust Co 1 Freedom
Valy Dr
Lenfest Medical PO Box 989
Lovett Anne R Co Sei Private Trust Co 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Lybeert Bonny Mediolanum Intl Fund 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Martha S Brandt 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Mccrane Tod Jeffrey PO Box 355
Medical Imaging Physicians PO Box 1259
Merritt Ann S Trust Harris Succ Ttee Co Teresa Conway
111 16w 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Michele Emery Scurto C A Trust Sei Private Trust Co
1 Freedom Valy Dr
Mutual Fund Admin 1 Freedom Valy Dr Woodlands
2 Commerce Wealth Advisors
Neary Penco State of New Jersey 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Mutual Funds Woodlands
Neary Penco,Sei Private Trust Co Mutual Funds Woodlands
1 Freedom Valy Dr
Nielsen Living Trust 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Otter Tail Corp 1 Freedom Valy Dr Transition 962
Premier Urgent Care LLC PO Box 876 Billing Dept
Progressive Radiology LLC PO Box 1259
Quantum Imaging PO Box 1259
Rapid Recycling Inc 5 Brower Ave PO Box 907
Rerk Richard R Co Sei Private Trust Co 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Revest And Co Mutual Fund, First Merit Team
1 Freedom Valy Dr
Robinson Gregory M PO Box 745
Sager Alma 511 Ridgeland
Salamon Yehuda Amuel M & Ruthie G, Gen Salamon
Family LP PO Box 1088
Schiffman S Fred 3316161 Freedom Valy Dr
Smith Claudia 1224 Egypt Rd PO Box 96
Spagnolia Michael PO Box 903
Spina Adams Collision Svcs Inc PO Box 903
Surendran Sachin 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Timothy Mcshain White Irrevo Tr PO Box 1061 Sei Private
Trust Co
Total Containment Inc 422 Business Centre
United Healthcare PO Box 1259
United Stationers Supply Co 1122 Longford Rd
Washburn Louis C Sei Private Trust 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Wesley Dixon Harris Bank Succ Ttee 1 Freedom Valy Dr
PO Box 1100
White Theresa S PO Box 1051
Xray Medical Imaging Dept 12105 PO Box 1259
Yearly Ny A054756a Co Sei Private Trust Co 1 Freedom
Valy Dr
Oreland Pa 19075
64 A M James S Taylor 513 Filbert Rd
Alston Karen, Enfield Elem Sch Springfld 1118 Church Rd
Altomare Dolores C 230 Integrity Ave
Amole Edward J 526 Ramsey Rd
Annas Bananas 512 Meadow Ln
Avakian Miriam 26 Briar Rd
Ball Salome G 1905 Quill Ln
Barrett Mildred 533 Paper Mill Rd
Baxter Elizabeth P, Jeffrey M 220 Plymouth Ave
Beasley Radford 519 Oreland Mill Rd
Bello Karl 309 Lorraine Ave
Bianchini Joseph, Eugene, Margaret 2009 Bridle Ln
Boyle Joseph H 117 Papermill Rd
Brady William J, Nancy 1501 Church Rd
Branagan Bj Jr Penn Weldy Apts Apt 2d
Bruckler Leonard Jr, Beatrice E 1509 Church Rd
Bugno James P, Helen K 507 Willow Rd
Byers Mary 205 Garth Rd
Carosi Alyssa Rose 309 Lorraine Ave
Clegg Walter H 1300 Pennsylvania Ave
Conwell Tom 117 Orlemann Ave
Craig William P 5 Red Oak Rd
Curtis Angela L 1521 Bruce Rd
Daly Sean P 1531 Bruce Rd
Egoville Elizabeth, John C 324 Valy Rd
Ehnow Mary G 309 Lorraine Ave
Eisele Charles R 217 Garth Rd
Endter Alan 1317 Bergan Rd
F Ttee, James S Taylor 513 Filbert Rd
Fletcher Michelle A 300 Mill Rd
Frain Marita E 303 Lorraine Ave
Gough Harold 114 Rech Ave
Groover Walter 1549 Bruce Rd
Hanegraaf Mae L 5 Park Ave
Hill Arthur E Jr 411 Burton Rd
Home Improvements by Le Bair I 18 Briar Rd
Hunter Elizabeth A Jr, Walter M 206 Oreland Mill Rd
Jezyk David 312 Burton Rd Oreland 19075
Johnston John Sr, John 212 Oreland Mill Rd
Jones Christina, James B 112 Lyster Rd
Kalix David A 1254 Pennsylvania Av
Kehl M Margaret, Charles A Maurer 104 Apel Ave
Kulak Kristen M, Lauren E 516 Orlando Ave
Leonetti Frances R 322 Valy Rd
Lieberman Max L 2000 Quill Ln
Littlejoh Kevin M 1316 Church Rd
Macfarland Deborah 511 Marks Rd
Machalette Louis A 212 Papermill Rd
Maguire Carosi Michelle 309 Lorraine Ave
Marano Joseph G Jr 614 Lorraine Ave
March Catherine, Michael 1027 Edann Rd
Mash John J 230 Allison Rd
Mathews Anne 518 Coursey Rd
Mcdermott Michael 206 Lyster Rd
Mcgovern Mrs C 513 Haws Ln
Mellett Thomas 301 Roesch Ave
Metague Ruth Mair 1311 Bruce Rd
Miller Donna, Ray E 514 Ramsey Rd
Milton Christopher L PO Box 120
Morris Joseph V Jr 413 W Gdn Rd
Nevins Marion E 506 W Gdn Rd
Pallotto Jane PO Box 2700 1200 Pennsylvania Ave Apt M3
Pollock Barbara R, Thomas Jr 214 Orlemann Ave
Pro Coat Painting 209 Lyster Rd
Prolman Irrevocable Trust 2003 Lantern Ln
Richard Helen D 416 Oreland Mill Rd
Rizzo Amanda 501 Meadow Ln
Rjk Medical Asso 1102 Bergan Rd
Simon Ella 215 Coursey Rd
Sink Mary E 1110 Church Rd
Sink Robert, Vera 1110 Church Rd
Slacum Randal T, Sandra J 1335 Bruce Rd Apt D
Smilovici Eva Est, Andrei 614 Haws Ln
Smith Roy L 1101 Edann Rd
Sturgis Lewis Regina 538 Drayton
Sturgislewis Regina 538 Drayton Rd
Talley Daniel G 518 Filbert Rd
Thomas F Lynch Fd Funeral 526 Ramsey Rd
Tierney William M, Alma M 300 Oreland Mill Rd
Townley Patricia D, Galen H 515 Filbert Rd
Trainer Nancy 101 Paper Mill Rd
Trope Lynette, Elwin 1317 Bergan Rd
Vecchione Fleet 111 Oreland Mill Rd
West Agnes Est 416 Lorraine Ave
Wilbur Edward F Jr, Margaret M 512 Marks Rd
Wilbur Edward F Jr, Margaret M 911 Pheasant Ln
Zoom Sewer Drain Cleaning Service Inc 1425 Ulmer Ave
Palm Pa 18070
May Charles 979 Gravel Pike
Mease Melodie, Melodie Ghonsuli 9848 Gravel Pike
Price Sarah Louise RD 1 Box 138 George Rd
Penllyn Pa 19422
Brown Sarah J 310 Walnut St
Davidson Anne 4 Springhouse Ln
Gordon Daisy PO Box 83
Greater Montg Settlement Svcs 790 Penllyn Pike Ste 202
Luehrmann Mia K 712 Knight Rd
Myers Mary 440 Old Penylln
Pickering Nancy J MD 475 Brights Cir Penllyn
Pierce Leander, Portia 401 Pershing Rd
Quinterotapias Alba L 1582 Sylvan Dr
Smith Jessica 1101 Township Line Rd
Smith Sonya 1110 Trewellyn Ave
Penn Valley Pa 19072
3600 Germantown Avenue Asso 1238 Bobarn Ave
Abrahams Stanley 1637 Oakwood Dr
Ashby John W 1311 Hagys Ford Rd
Banka & Banka Med Spec Pc Tt Veba Trust Ua Dtd
12/31/88 237 Stacey Rd
Berens Caroline 835 Chauncey Rd
Berger Stacey Silverman 527 Sprague Rd
Biscardi Gaeton, Stacy 1750 Oakwood Ter Apt 15h
Brophy Tom 642 Brd Acres Rd
Canon Adriana Espejo 425 Hidden River Rd
Clara R Kraut & Shelley H Kraut Tr 1655 Oakwood Dr Apt
N202
Cooper Austin, Terri 527 Sprague Rd
David W Johnson Earnest 115 Fairview Rd
Dissin Jonathan 1655 Oakwood Dr N413
Distefano Ellen 430 Sprague Rd
Edmundson Edwin 1210 Chermar Ln
Feingold Jeffrey, Eileen 1315 Bobaran Dr
Glackin Ann M Apt W−213 1640 Oakwood Terr
Goraya Jatinder S 1140 Greentree Ln
Govberg Daniel 326 Rosemary Ln
Greene Mark I 300 Righters Mill Rd
Haller Anthony 1137 Tower Ln East
Hart Eugene P III 909 Centennial Rd
Hyland William 648 Brd Acres Rd
Johnson Calvin B 711 Bryn Mawr Ave
Johnson David W 115 Fairview Rd
Karivalis Hector 346 Hidden River Rd
Karloutsos Anastasia, Michael 1426 Hagys Ford Rd
Kinney Hoover Partnership 2 Lp 900 Centennial Rd
Kleinberg Harvey Est 1660 Oakwood Dr E 307
Korman Charles H 1730 Oakwood Tr Apt 11b
Kraut Clara R 1655 Oakwood Dr Apt N202
Levin Larry 1650 Oakwood Dr Apt E 322
Lit Lindsay H 1600 Hagys Ford Rd Apt 4l
M C L Petcare Enter Main Line Pet Spa
944 Montgomery Ave
Madison Exchange LLC 1238 Bobarn Ave
Mendelow Clive G 208 Wynne Ln
Mercer Trust Co Caroline Berens Account 3093
Neitzke Susan, Andrew Oak Hill Apts S 220
Ogar Inc 920 Montgomery Ave
Perlman Jeffrey L 1637 Oakwood Dr S207
Reynolds Ann 1640 Oakwood Dr
Robinson Debra S 1024 Walsh Ln
Rotfeld Bruce, Jon 1730 Oakwood Ter Apt 10l
Sholevar Ghodrat P 222 Righters Mill Rd
Silverman Terri Leigh, Luecille N 527 Sprague Rd
Silverstein June 700 Brd Acres
Sklar Morton L Oak Hill Estates Apartment 6b
Summers Steven G 11 Schiller Ave
Sutton I Crawford Jr 612 Old Gulph Rd
Wachs David V 412 Sprague Rd
Wachs Michael 460 Hidden River Rd
Williamson Clarke E 813 Larkspur Ln
Zaks Meirav Z, Tal 414 S Woodbine Ave
Zeiger Loretta, Harold 1121 Penshurst Ln
Pennsburg Pa 18073
Alderfer Dolores C 3054 Finland Rd
Asia Garden Buffet LLC 440 Pottstown Ave
Atno Douglas K PO Box 215
Automotive Repair Inc 4214 E Campbell Rd
Bauer Constance L Est 466 1/2 Penn St
Bellitto Charles J Jr 119 4th St
Bogdon Anthony 606 Montgomery Ave
Bowers Margaret Walters Rd
Boyden Marie 1171 Rosemont Ter
Brown Elizabeth A, Robert E 1004 Vintage Cir
Campbell Charles W, Campbell Virginia PO Box 101−A
Caputo Yvonne K 4355 E Campbell Rd
Cho Younghee 200 Seminary St
Cipollini Nance E Lot 1 Cherry Hieghts
Copart Auto Auction 2704 Geryville Pike
Dickerson Fleet 2703 Geryville Pike
Ditondo Tim 1232 St Paul’s Church Rd
Duncan William A E III 4082 E Campbell Rd
Faust Donna M 516 Main St
Goetz John P 4214 E Campbell Rd
Griffing & Washington Mutual Bank Patricia A, Wayne K
4115 Campbell Rd
Grubb Edgar B 101 W 2nd St Apt D−309
Hollister Francis X 226 W 7th St
Holmes Melvin, E Holmes 2424 Gramm Rd
Janovec Steven S 1670 Carvers Hill Rd
Keeney Michael S 1714 Lakeshore Dr
Kim Jingi 200 Seminary St PO Box 130
Lajeunesse Jennifer 117 Dotts St
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Lawrence Blair W Est 1034 Montgomery Ave
Leister Melanie A 532b Main St
Licata Mary 2261 E Buck Rd
Linsenbigler Paul A PO Box 1
Lippincott Joseph Jr 339 W 6th St
Lippincott Todd M 309 3rd & Main St 1b
Liu Xuequan 200 Seminary St
Malasky Anna M Est 2212 Knight Rd
Micheal Philip 346 Washington St
Moyer Emily A 101 4th St
Orr Dana M 910 Macoby Creek Way
Park Jaemin 200 Seminary St
Prestige Building Group Ltd 1105 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Quincoses Ricardo O 504 Main St B
Ringer Sharon M 2008 Hendricks Rd
Rosanna Kern 1763 Upper Ridge Rd
Rosenberger Bryan V 2040 Miller Rd
Sands David G 3392 E Buck Rd
Scasny Michael G 1704 Lakeshore Dr
Siegfried Roy S 1019 Lk Ln
Smith Peter E, Julia L 134 Main St
Stilwell Robert B, Robert 530 Macoby St
Truitt Jeremiah F 1421 W 4th St
Upper Perkiomen Valley Jaycees PO Box 125
Vaillant Karen 1405 Newman Rd
Volk Diana L 101 W 2nd St Apt 205
Wagner Jeanne 1375 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Wang Yang 200 Seminary St
Weatley Lorin 1129 Walters Rd
Wheatley Lorin 1129 Walters Rd
Yelito Stanley J 3117 Kingsward Rd
Young Phyllis J, John C 517 Dotts St
Perkiomenville Pa 18074
Allebach Jeffrey A, Timothy N, Michelle E PO Box 216
Ammon James H 1927 Hill Rd
Arobone Robert F, Eric 781 Hildebrand Rd
Blumenstock Andrew M 2812 Little Rd
Bowen Joshua 3033 Goezel Rd
Brokerage Mktg Svcs Corp Paul Roman 3214 Little Rd
Campfield Lamar 1114 Pin Oak Dr
Carl Dennis J 2325 Little Rd
Cassel Gregory S, Lynn S 27 Little Rd
Cosgrave Stanley 106 Hendricks Rd
Ewing Stephen C 211 Schwenk Rd
Fatkin Richard C Jr Dick’s Auto Body 21 Colonial Dr
Ferraro Filomena L 122 Clover Ln
Folk Arthur PO Box 134
Fusco Asta C 28 Kratz Rd
Gehret Norma J 855 Perkiomenville Rd
Grayeske Frank 3131 Goezel Rd
Heimbach Jennean 206 Hollowbush Ln
Heller Richard J 570 Schubelish Rd
Hennessy Megan 2210 Little Rd
Houpt Janice C PO Box 11
Kitce Kimberly A 308 Fagleysville Rd
Kitcey Christopher M 308 Fagleysville Rd
Kulp Edward, Mary Address
Lester Norman R 28 Cepp Rd
Little Diane M 1627 Gravel Pike
Michels James W, Ann P 975 Henning Rd
Miller Floyd T 3205 Little Rd
Petrucci Mary Lou 2261 Little Rd
Pilgren Ingrid M Dick’s Auto Body 21 Colonial Dr
Rotelle Brianna, Debbie 1870 Gravel Pike
Sartin Lori 3406 Westview Dr
Sims Mabel E RT 1 Box 27
Smith Dawn A 2325 Little Rd
Spofford John R 840 Lee Rd
Stauffer William G, Grace M 2323 Colflesh Rd
Weber Roseann Est 7 Hendricks Rd
Wietecha Mary B 708 Hilderbrandt Rd
Wolk Mary 3 View Rd
Plymouth Meeting Pa 19462
Adelugba Adeoye Jumoke 101 Pleasant Rd
Agosto Belzaida 401 Plymouth Rd Ste 500 Ml Feron At
Parkview
Agosto Belzaida Co Ml Feron at Parkview Ste 500 401
Plymouth Rd
Albert Arleen 666 W Germantown Pike Apt 1421
Alexis Rosenberg Fdn PO Box 540
Alpha Benefits Group Inc 450 S Gravers Rd
Ambulatory Mgmt Consulting 502 W Germantown Pike
American Express Fin Adv, Adam Ward 1000 Germantown
Pik
Antelo Garifallou Dba Roxy Painting 10 Revere Cir
Arthurs Stephanie 515 Plymouth Rd F4
Auto Ranch Inc PO Box 587
Baker Michelle 202 New Hope St
Baldwin Pamela M 66 W Germantown Pike Ste 2514
Bardes Charles R, Judith L 5070 Militia Hill Rd
Barsky James 1719 Monterey Dr
Bbc Ventures LLC 612 Gawain Rd
Bodkin Esther L 3115 Colony Ln
Boley Robin 821 Belvoir Rd
Bonner Carolyn 39 Colton Dr
Bothner Raymond C 3168 Mayflower Rd
Bowser Morris 777 Germantown Pike Place One Apt
Bradley Devin 551 Wilder Sq
Breen Sean 2740 Butler Pike
Brignola David 559 Wilder Sq
Burgess Alvina Est 5053 Militia Hill Rd
Burke Catherine E 3191 Aldan Rd
Busillo Joseph N 666 W Germantown Pike Apt 1605
Byrne J 814 Erlen Rd
Byrne John 814 Erlene Rd
Cahill Matt P 104 Nursery Dr
Cantley Marian R 42 Red Rowen Ln
Carpenter Melissa A 5165 Campus Dr Ste 100
Carreras William P 334 Weymouth Rd
Caruso Marc 666 W Germantown Pike Apt S116
Centro Watts 580 W Germantown Pike
Chakravarthy Suresh R, Abirami 600 Germantown Pk
Ste 400
Chang Bernard, Alice Agl Life Assurance Co Fbo Pol 610 W
Germantown Pike
Chauhan Yogesh, Dipak 10 Plymouthvaly Dr
Chen Ya T 2997 Runnymede Dr
Christopher Monaco Clm Contracting 500 Fairfield Rd
Ciaffone Lydia Rose 4105 Devonshire Rd
Ciaffone Lydia Rose, Elynore Christine 4010 School House
Ln
Claneil Enterprises 1 Plymouth Meeting Mall
Colletti Charles P 46 Tr Rd
Colonial Sch Dist 230 Flourtown Rd
Connective Home 5215 Militia Hill Rd No C
Convergent Solutions Group 4110 Butler Pke Ste B100
Cooper Patricia J 28 E Church Rd
Coplan Paul 2997 Runnymede Dr
Corry Henry F, Marie N 8 Westwood Cir
Cp Research One Plymouth Meeting Office Ce Ste 101
Crooks Ronald E 1505 Pymouth Blvd
Cusati Cheryl A 515 Plymouth Rd Apt M5
Cutler Group Inc 5 Apollo Rd Ste 1 Accounts Payable
Davis Morris, Ruth 600 Galahad Rd
Daywalt Michele 706 Renel Rd
Decarlo Joseph V 26 E Church Rd
Devcon Group Ltd 600 W Germantown Pike
Dibricida Anthony J 2120 Sierra Rd
Donofrio Salina A, Tammy L 873 Plymouth Rd
Doris B Bowen Trust Emory A Wyant Jr Esq Strong Stevens
& Wyant Pc 1250 W Germantown
Drotar Blase T Jr 1033 Germantown Pike Ste 2a
E Lampeter Asc Inc, Pennmark Mgt 1000 Germantown Pike
A2
Edna G Kynett Mem Fdn 5070 Militia Hill Rd
Ellis Benjamin 777 W Germantown Pike Apt 816
Entenman Martin J 204 Virginia Rd
Enzo Life Sciences Intl 5120 Butler Pike
Esource Group Inc 4110 Butler Pike Ste B−100
Ettinger Robert B 5063 Militia Hill Rd
Exeter Property Gro 2260 Butler Pike Ste 200
F Mary J, Strong Stevens & Wyant 1250 Germantown Pike
Ste 300
Fao Schwarz Inc PO Box 250
Faulkner Collision Center 601 S Gravers Rd
Faulkner Plymouth Meeting 601 Gravers Rd
Fiechter Jerene W 3134 Butler Pike
Field Manning 105 Ashley Way
Fiorillo Eleanor B, Joseph 9 Daimond Ave
Fluegge Carol A 777 W Germantown Pike Place One Apts
Fluehr Donna M 1408 Plymouth Blvd
Fluehr Robert J Sr 2006 Irrev Trust 1408 Plymouth Blvd
Foreign Service Home Inc One Traverse Dr
Forman Brandon 107 Black Walnut Ln
Fox Subacute At Clara Bur 251 Stenton Ave
Franklin Chemical & Equip 5116 Butler Pike
Garrison Yolanda 777 W Germantown Pike Apt 1002
Garson Dale 60 Flourtown Rd
Gauvin Brian 604 Rolling Hill Dr
Gibbons Maureen, Patrick 200 Kensey Rd
Gibson Thomas E 2122 Sierra Rd
Ginn Russell A Plymouth House 845 Germantown Pike
Giving In Friendships Together Gift 48 Hunter Rd
Gorman Matthew E 110 Woodbine Way
Gormley Bridget M, Bridget 105 Valy Rd
Greeby Gordon T Sr 3153 Colony Ln
Grisafi Joseph 2904 Walton Rd
Griswold Special Care Fin Health S 450 S Gravers Rd
Ste 220
Harkings George Ann Est 879 Plymouth Rd
Harrington Stephen P 630 W Germantown Pike Ste 180
Hartstrings LLC 401 Plymouth Rd Ste 200 Susanne Holden
Hasbrouck Richard R 727 Erlen Rd
Haub John F 4046 Butler Pike
Henley Lotterhos Henley Pllc 220 W Germantown Pike
Herbert Ella Mae, Smith Jr 243 Diamond Ave
Hilb Rogal Hobbs O Charles 600 W Germantown Pike
Ste 300
Hilb Rogal Hobbs of Phila LLC 600 W Germantown Pike
Hilimire Wilford E Jr 666 W Germantown Pike Apt 2514
Howells Marie B 3169 Colony Ln
Https Lbxcapture Bankofamerica Com Lta 211 Donna Dr
I R P C Inc Danielle Vogler 832 Germantown Pike
Icr Construction Inc 400 Stenton Ave Ste 201
Indoor Quality Svcs Inc 5185 Campus Dr
Instech Labs Inc 401k Plan 5209 Militia Hill Rd Julia Solo
Inter Tel Philadelphia 523 Plymouth Rd Ste 210
Jarrett June 666 W Germantown Pike Apt N206
Jesse Dane Gold Trust 630 W Germantown Pike
Jesson Matt B 126 Ashley Way
Jessum Jill K 811 Renel Rd
Jimcor Agencies 525 Plymouth Rd Ste 305
Johnson Controls 2250 Butler Pike Ste 130 Pl
Johnson Michael J 1037 Germantown Pike
Jones Jaime H 2098 Butler Pike W2
Joule Associates LLC 450 Plymouth Rd Ste 300
Kelly Mclaughlin & Foster 620 W Germantown Pike 350
Kim Sung Hee, Josephine Calman 1955 Johnson Rd
Kirk & Nice Funeral Home 80 Stenton Ave
Kleinert S 120 W Germantown Pike Ste 100
Kochs Joseph A 120 W Germantown Pike Ste 250
Konalewski Margaret Fl 1 5060 Militia Hill Rd
Koniewicz Keven, Dana 2908 Arch Rd
Krebs Brendan J, Kathleen 4026 Penn Rd
Krebs Kathleen 4026 Penn Rd
Kuklinski Heddy 426 Penn Rd
Kwasnjuk John I 119 Patriot Cir
Lawler Edward D 2750 Narcissa Rd
Leddy Nancy 777 W Germantown Pike Apt
Lee Amy 3035 Runnymede Dr
Lefebrve Meredith 707 Gawain Rd
Levin Jerome M Ira, Kent Bonniwell 620 W Germantown
Pike Ste 270
Lim Byoung D 100 Donna Dr
Lithium Technology Corp 5115 Campus Dr
Lori Mcmasters Inc Fso Terrence Howard 3008 Spring Mill
Rd
Lyster Thomas H, Alice M 666 W Germantown Pike Apt 621
Madden Thomas S Intervention Assoc 531 Plymouth Rd
Ste 500
Mani Christine 2098 Butler Pike E−7
Mascio William M 631 Fulton St
Massing Paul J, Amy R 1015 Belvoir Rd
Mastroeni Mary 357 Maiden Ln
Mathieu Marjorie, Patrice 2098 Butler Pi E5
Mc Gill Connell J Jr 3119 Spring Mill Rd
Mccall Karen 112 Ava Ct
Mcdonald Jennifer L, Bruce C 32 E Germantown Pike
Mcdonalds Corporation 3025 Chemical Rdst 100
Mcgill Connell J Jr, Deborah H 3119 Spring Mill Rd
Mcintyre Richard, Turner 223 Diamond Ave
Mcnichols Dennis Apt E21 1919 Sandy Hill Rd
Menon Radha 106 Ava Ct
Merves A Stephen, Michael 118 Shasta Rd
Metropolitan Times Square Assoc LLC 220 W Germantown
Pike Ste 250
Mhmo Cm Counsel Ste 215 523 Plymouth Rd
Milito Mary 26 Tr Rd
Millares Diana D 5 Mulberry Ln
Mincarelli Deborah 736 Renel Rd
Monto Sanchez Christian 777 W Germantown Pike
Morrison Rodney 4021 School Housr Ln
Moseley Corine L 777 W German Town Pike
Mossner Mary 104 Millcreek Rd
Muddana Venkata Home Finance of America
521 Plymouth Rd
Munsey Steven M 210 Hilltop Rd
National Recreation Foundation 425 Plymouth Meeting
Neurological Asso 531 W Germantown Pike Suite 203
New Nutrition Concept Inc 5000 Germantown Pike
Newell Hariett L 208 Mill Creed Rd
Newmeyer Donald R, Electa W 43 Traverse Dr
Nielsen Media Research 920 Germantown Pike Ste 10
Novexel Inc 2250 Hickory Rd Ste 216
Nughahaih Jay 138 Ashley Way
Oliver Melvin E Jr 777 W Germantown Pike 1013
Option Care 12235 120 W Germantown Pike Ste 100
Opus East LLC 610 W Germantown Pike Ste 400
Outar Keisha L 350 Brighton Rd
Ozol Justin 200 Kings Rd
Paluska Elizabeth 125 Black Hill Rd
Parente Robert 1005 Plymouth Rd
Patterson Rachel A 4101 Pilgrim Rd
Pauline Joseph J Apt B17 1919 Sandy Hill Rd
Peco Energy Co 680 Ridge Pike
Peripheral Dynamics Inc. 5150 Campus Dr
Pm Cco D3 Test Acct 500 Gravers Rd T7
Poper Gregory 9 Red Rowe Ln
Pozzuolo Joseph Jr 123 Kings Rd
Premaza Wallen Tina M 867 Plymouth Rd
Progressive Croup of Ins Co 5165 Campus Dr
Progressive Insurance Subrogee 5165 Campus Dr Ste 100
Property Asset Mgmt Inc 26 Ross St
Proud Carol A 3168 Mayflower Rd
Qsogana Inc 1030 W Thomas Rd
Quietmind Foundation 521 Plymouth Rd Ste 111
Quiqmeds LLC 120 W Germantown Pike
Radke John M 401 Bradford Way
Ramirez Guadalupe C 311 Chilton Ct
Rastogi Neeti 108 Ava Ct
Razadyne Edetail Lathian 2250 Hickory Rd Ste 150
Recovercare LLC 5185 Campus Dr Ste 300
Recovery Networks 4110 Butler Pike Ste B 100
Reeder Alastair D 666 W Germantown Pike 820 N
Renal Care Centers Corp, Green Tree 1093 401 Plymouth
Rd 500
Retail Tobac Dealers Phila Inc 777 W Germantown Pike
Apt 924
Retired & Senior Vol Program of Mo 531 Plymouth Rd
Ste 517
Rhoads Kathleen R 612 Wayland Rd
Riedlmeier Frank C 18 Traverse Dr
Roney Gregory Co Mary Louise Feron Fmc 401 Plymouth
Rd Ste 500
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Rose Beth 777 W Germantown Pike 40
Rosenheim Marion R, Karyn S Huntzinger Ex 740
Woodbrook Ln
Rotter Alan 777 W Germantown Pike
Rowe Jacqueline J 1906 Sandy Hill Rd
Rsm Mcgladrey Inc 600 W Germantown Pike Ste 300
Sabey William B Jr 113 Ashley Way
Salvesen Kristen L 518 Highland Dr
Sandlin Steve 809 Welsh Rd
Sartor Dominic A 624 Brewster Sq
Schofield Meghan 4 Louella Dr
Schultz John 660 W Germantown Pk
Sean Lex Gold Trust 630 W Germantown Pike
Seybert Institution 5070 Militia Rd
Silk Abstract Co 1000 Germantown Pike Suite J4
Singer Betty A 2098 Butler Pike Apt N27
Smith Doris I 125 Black Hill Rd
Smith Janiveve L 219 Hillside Ave
Software Wholesale Intl 614 Launfall Rd
Song Young 78 Woodbine Way
Spamps Inc 1712 Sandy Hill Rd
Spruce Mountain Holdings 2642 Butler Pike
Srinivasan Devipriya 515 Plymouth Rd Apt V6
Srinivasan Mohandass 710 Township Line Rd
Stellar Judith J 3005 Azalea Tr
Stephanie Poper Inc 9 Red Rowe Ln
Stilley Mimi L 666 W Germantown Park 2803
Stull Grace S 740 Woodbrook Ln
Summit Ins Agency 401 Plymouth Rd Ste 600
Suzuki of Plymouth Meeting 1011 E Ridge Pike
Sy Nancy, Tony 15 Everturn Cir
Sylvester Gary 923 Plymouth Rd
Tancini Barbara S 102 Kings Rd
Taylor Arthur L 401 Plymouth Rd Ste 500
Teat Kenneth Meadow Spgs 845 Germantown Pk
Thomas Kathryn M 1720 Sandy Hill Rd
Tkv Union Station Urban Renewal Lp 450 Plymouth
Meeting Rd 3
Toal Beatrice 666 Germantown Pike U−616s
Tofani Marie L 666 W Germantown Pike 420s
Tornetta Mark A 317 Anthony Dr
Treatman Fred 607 Wayland Rd
Turkowski Kirstie, Jeffrey 608 Gallahad Rd
Tyson John 500 Davis Dr Ste 200
Ultimark Products LLC 2250 Hickory Rd Ste 105
Unitrin Direct Refund Dept 502 W Germantown Pike
Ste 900
Vagnoni Louis J 113 Eagle Dr
Valley Forge Conven Visitors Burea 600 W Germantown
Pike Ste 130
Vanaltena Frederik, Ruth H 1250 Germantown Pike Ste 300
Venezia Beatrice A 2920 Walton Rd
Wang Heng 100 Rolling Hill Dr
Watt Centro Jennifer Awni Ste 200 580 W Germantown
Pike
Waynick David A, Lisa R 3053 Jolly Rd
Weiler James M 15 E Germantown Pike
Weiner Edwin, Helen 666 W Germantown Pike
Weitz Janet 522 Highland Dr
White Willa Mae 845 Germantown Pike
Willard C Hartmann Co, Strong Stevens & Wyant
1250 Germantown Pike Ste 300
Williams Brandon 1919 Sandy Hill Rd Apt C−15
Wilmington Finance Isaoa Atima 401 Plymouth Rd Ste 400
Wilson Gregory 777 W Germantown Pike Apt 102
Zhang Zhihong 103 Carriage Ct
Zielinski Rose 114 Germantown Pike
Pottstown Pa 19464
Albright Henry II, J Henry 40 W 6th St
Albright John H II 40 W 6th St
Alternatives Unlimited Inc Tri Cty Learning Academy Pe
238 E High St Ste 244
Alunkal David M, Sasi D 15 Tee Ct
Amole W Est 842 High St
Anderson Carol 118 Reynolds Ave
Anderson Herbert H 875 N Charlotte St
Antonio Gustavo 717 E High St
Aquila Maryann Dell 2461 E High St J 104
Arnold Anthony J 422 N York St
Arrington Keith 619 King St
Askins Shelby Tyler 940 Willow St
Atwater Damon 38 W 4th St
Bainbridge Sean A 1110 Gresh Dr
Banks Ellen M PO Box 1157
Barrett Jeanne 426 Elm St
Bealer Sharon L, R M PO Box 15
Beasley C E 119 N Washington St
Beaty Eric 623 Lemon St
Beauregard Lukus E 940 Willow St
Beck Frank C Jr 1637 Kummerer Rd
Bell M Jeannette 67 N Hanson
Berry Brendan 677 Oakdale Rd
Beth Allen Truck Rental Inc 1040 Timber Ln
Betts Jacquelyn A 363 Walnut St
Bigham John 483 Clearview St
Blanken Thomas, Debra 1204 Wooded Way
Bookover Marilynn 125 N Charlotte St
Borowy Michael J 231 S Washington St
Boston Tina 424 West St
Boultbee Charles T 239 Chestnut St Apt 2
Bowman Leon 59 Reynolds Ave
Bowman Samuel, Sophie 309 Berks St
Boyer Shirley 121 Maple Leaf Ln
Brandywine Inst of Orthop 600 Creekside Dr Ste 611
Bray Ryan 151 Chestnut St 2nd
Breidenbach Scott F, Breidenbach Asso PO Box 1056
Brennan Genevieve J, James Hanover St Apt 5b
Linden Apts
Britcher Jeanne D 1470 Lotus Dr
Brobst Derek 262 Manatawny St Fl 2
Brown Edward 1774 Laura Ln
Bryan & Gorman Sup Corp Spc A 53 Airport Rd
Buchert Kathleen 2b Rda Hilldale
Budget Maintenance Inc PO Box 1428
Builders Equipment Supply Co Inc PO Box 637
Bunn Sean 1343 Windsor Ct
Burbank Gabriel 435 E High St
Bursich Asso Inc Tony Marinello 2129 E High St
Butterfield Donald 61 Chestnut St
Campbell Lincoln 111 Masters Dr
Campbell Rhomona 123 N Washington St
Capps Mark 966−968 Valy Ct
Capuano Michael 1283 Vale Cir
Carpenter Lysandra 2415 Lomara Dr
Carpenter Terry Lee 276 Chestnut St Apt 4
Carter Mildred 1021 Queen St
Caruso Marie 22 E 6th St
Caso Tracy J 1420 Sell Rd
Cassel Doug 863 Logan St
Cassel Walter 2357 Romig Rd
Castillo Luis R 776 Queen St
Celani Louis 4th St
Chaney Thomasine 2120 Burchert Rd
Charles E Turgeon Ira Account 104 Maple Leaf Ln
Chase Home Finance LLC 51 Edgewood St
Childrens Place 18 W Lightcap Rd Ste 1137
Clarey Marian G 241 High Apt 1 Fl 2
Clemmer Steven N 372 High St 1 Fl Rear
Clemons Letitia 412 Lincoln Ave
Cohen Jon 317 Grant St
Colson Sean T 1451 Evansbrooke Ln
Comprehensive Diagnostic Center 1200 E High St Ste 217
Connell David C M 369 N Evans St
Conrad Jeffrey A 2603 Donald Dr
Corrigan Manning Co Inc De Lage Landen Operational
1566 Medical Dr
Cortellucci James 321 E High St
Cosmo Samuel 286 Ellis Woods Rd
Countrywide Home Loans Inc 2644 Shady Ln
Cozart G 926 Warren St Apt B2
Crisman Hardwood Flr In Warehse 181 Possum Hollow Rd
Cross Mcnelly Mcnelly, Robert Mcnelly 1610 Medical Dr
Ste 320
Cruz Jose 538 E High St
Cutillo Anna C RR 3
Cybart Nancy 2167 Buchert Rd
Daiello Denise M 1010 N Washington St
Dalton Latanya R Tri Cty Learning Academy Pe 238 E High
St Ste 244
Damiano Louise 296 Maugers Mill Rd
Danjou Eion 135 Beech St
Davidheiser Alissa J 243 N Price St
Dca of Pottstown LLC 5 S Sunnybrook Ste 500
Dearim Mia 515 Grant St
Deboer Donnell, John 478 N Franklin
Decker Sarah A Orlando Rd
Degroff Claire 227 Evergreen Rd
Dellapietra Anthony C III 810 Evans St
Demito Leeann T 404 Walnut St
Denicco Sofia, Mary 2097 Needhammer Rd
Dentler Janet L 880 N Washington St
Dettra Marie 537 West St
Dianna Joseph P 8 E 3rd St
Dickens Annette D 1095 Overlook Dr
Diltz Lisa 420 Oak Tree Ct
Dimino Ronnie L RD 4 Mt Pleasant Rd
Douglass Glenn A 125 Beech St
Downing Family Historical Society 164 Stone Hill Dr
Doyle Anthony 2644 Shady Ln
Drauschak Theodore Evergreen Rd
Dubinski John T 1008 High St
Duckwall Roger 1108 Walnut Ridge
Dvsoms Attn: John L Lignelli 1630 E High St
Eagles Terry Jean 940 Willow St
Eckenrode Amanda 2589 Trd Hill Ct None
Eddy Joyce 1211 N Charlotte St
Edwards Fatima 2120 Buchert Rd 93
Edwards Ingeborg 276 Chestnut St Apt 4
Edwards Jamesha K 620 Beech St
Egm Contracting Inc Edward Means III 537 Upland St
Eidell Marie 933 Queen St
Elgogary Peggy 80 High St
Elliott Denise A 428 Glasgow St
Ellis Betty 501 High St 603
Elvey Mary A 2305 Walnut Ridge Est
Empire Hook Ladder 714 E High St
Eppehimer Mary Jane 2091 N Pleasantview Rd
Estate of Jeanette Ritter 5 Penn Rd
Faber Diane 1401 Juniper St
Feight Kathryn PO Box 1482
Feight Nancy J, Dorothy F Feight 285 Manatawny St
Fejes Irme 1871 E Cedarville Rd
Fields Candis A 546 Upland St
Fischer Blanche 342 Oak St
Fitzgerald Richard 69 Commons Dr
Flood Margaret 266 S York St
Foehl Helga 227 Evergreen Rd Sanatoga Ct
Folk Adam 35 E High St D
Foose Howard J, RD 3 Box 337
Foose Winifred RR 3 Box 337
Foster Gary 958 Hale
Fout Barbara A, Beverly A 22 W Third
Fout Beverly A 22 W Third
Frederick Catherine 11 Union Aly
Frederick Catherine M 1001 W High St Apt 1 First Fl
Frederick Joseph 255 Gay St Apt B2
Freed Patricia PO Box 1482
Freeland Brian 915 South St
Freese Christina R, Robert F 859 Spruce St
Frick Bernice 73 Fruitville Rd
Frick Cynthia A 2146 Foxtail Dr
Gallew Shawn 1208 Queen St
Garcia Providencia 404 Beech St
Garco Enterprises Inc 90 Maaco St
Gaugler Ida S 15 Walnut St
Gaugler Leslie J 227 Evergreen Rd
Gay Aubyn 3 East Second St Apt 1
Genesyn Ip Ventures 1200 E High St
Gesser Steven 509 E High St
Gilbertsville C A 714 High St
Gintowt Theresa R 250 Hale St Apt 206
Given W Harold 41 E High St
Goodfellas 439 E High St
Gormish Michael R 45 1/2 E 3rd St
Goshow Cindy L 2395 Sanatoga Rd
Gray Thomas Lee 54 Beech St
Green Christopher A 408 Lincoln Ave
Gresh Bethany T, Steven 206 East St
Gresh Russel 1494 N Charlotte St Ste 2
Grimm Edith C 1127 Industrial Ave
Gritman Naomi R 2461 E High St Apt A 9
Groff Randall Scott Jr 2427 Anneto Dr
Groves Pauline S, Pauline S Weitz 1200 E High St Ste 105
Gryga Anthony 1637 N Valy Rd
Gudebrod 274 Shoemaker Rd
Guest Mary 724 Charlotte St
Guignard Wagner, Rose 1431 Evanbrooke Ln
Haberl Frederick 724 N Charlotte St
Haines Carol J Lamb Foundation 1153 Ctr Ave
Hall Teah R Apt 2 368 Chestnut St
Hallman Charles, Nancy A 940 Hale St
Hangey Pamela D 1732 Rosewood Ct
Hanlon Brian J Box 632
Harris Robert M Mrs 700 Farmington Ave Unit D 22
Harris Ronnie L Jr 49 Beech St
Hartman Robert 1243 Maple St
Hausmann Emily M King St Apt 711
Hedgepeth Yolunida M 171 N Franklin St
Heffner Grace A 1014 Belleview Ave
Heffner Robert S 1005 High St
Heffner Shirley, Barry RD 3 Box 36
Hegedus Mark T 892 South St
Heintz Siegfried, Leanora 78 S Roland St
Heiser Elaine L 501 E High St Apt 206
Henning William F 361 Cherry St
Henry Francis T III 781 Maple Dr
Herb Thomas G PO Box 716
Herbine Edgar F Jr, Mary H 58 King St
Hernandez Robert N 495 Upland St
Hess Lyman, Marie 724 N Cliarletti St
Hessel James R Jr Venezia Transp 86 Airport Rd
Highland Terrence I 275 Grace St
Hill Gregory G Pottstown Medical Spec Inc 1591 Medical Dr
Hill Norman C 20 W Vine St
Hill Winston E 348 1/2 Lincoln Ave Apt 2
Himes Judith H 38 Boone Ct
Hinds Roosevelt 635 Chestnut St
Hish Anne 1461 Cherry Ln
Hoffman Henry E 334 Chestnut St
Hoffman Jo Ann 941 Kenny Rd
Holleran J 6 Green Briar Ct Lot 3
Hopkins Sarah E 104 S Mount Vernon St
Horan Mark 458 N Hanover St
Howard Violet B 556 Walnut St
Huck Raymond 1483 N Charlotte St
Hunsinger E A 60 Mose Rd Apt B
Ingram Richard K 25 N Franklin St Apt 304
Irby Toy 260 Franklin St
Irick Jill K 1011 Queen St
Isign 129 E Third St
J J N LLC 54 Reynolds Ave
Jacobs Katherine P 351 Kennedy Ct
Jenkins Stacy L 1326 Farmington Ave
Johnson Curtis 511 Beech St
Johnson Littleton W 292 Continental Ln
Jones Jason 628 Chestnut St
Jordan Tony A 2427 Anneto Dr
Joy Chester 1002 Spruce St
Kaas Ferne H 1314 Kepler Rd
Kathleen K G 125a Hillside Dr
Kearney Robert 846 High St Apt12
Keene James R 947 Warren St
Keene Michael A, Sherry RD 2 Mt Pleasant Rd
Keeney Jegar 900 South St
Kelley Dorothy E 248 Oak St
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Keystone Neurology Consultants 1569 Medical Dr Ste 201
Khalidy Moustapha S, James Kot 438 E High St
Knapp Rose K 953 W Valy Rd
Knaup Elizabeth I 1292 Farmington Ave
Kochel B Est, Beulah 400 N Charlotte St
Kochel John 1638 Yarnall Rd
Kohalmi Susanne J 1952 Orlando Rd
Kotlarchuk Eugene 220 Creekside Dr
Kramer Lisa 996 Hale St
Kratz−Wise Melinda 631 High St
Kronmuller Brittany 355 W Chestnut St
Kucera Hudson 2134 Foxtail Dr
Kucharski Frank D Manatawny Ct 7 Beech St Apt A3
Kulp Tyler 933 Queen St
Landes Patricia E 239 Beech St
Lenhardt Suzanne 421 Ctr St
Letteire John 16 S Keim St
Levan John 563 King St
Levengood Cassandra L 669 Jefferson Ave
Levengood Leonard 593 N York St Apt 106
Levis Carpentry 1209 N Charlotte St
Light Foundry Homeowners Asso 107 Walnut St 12
Liu Mu Jin 447 High St 2nd Fl
Liu Wenhong 717 E High St
Lopez Enrique R 519 Upland St
Love Carol 60 Moser Rd Apt 11
Lower Pottsgrove Athletic Asso 2019 Deer Ridge Rd
Lower Pottsgrove Sportsman 2121 Sanatoga Sta Rd
Luckett Josephine M 38 Boone Ct
Ludwig Motors 132 E 3rd St
Lukens Richard H 36 E 3rd St
Macdonald Daniel, Renee 161 Snyder Rd
Malvern Collision 38 Brookview Ln
Maressa Fallon 997 Candelora Dr
Mary H Herbine Trust 58 King St
Mayo Joan 80 Maugers Mill Rd
Mayo Richard W 2233 Donna Ln
Mazoue Patricia 322 Beech St
Mcafee Bradley J 950 N Charlotte St 1
Mcgrath David J Temple Rd
Mckiernan Meaghan G, Krista 1514 Aspen Dr
Mclean Timothy A 36 Doe Run Ln
Meade John J Jr Coventry Mall Number 14d
Merkel Walton F 517 N Franklin St
Merkel Walton F, Grace P 517 N Franklin St
Mest Carrie 342 Oak St
Mest Christophe M 121 N Roland St
Mexican Store 168 N Charlotte St
Michael Forrest J 2125 Summer Ln
Mickley Grace W 395 N Charlotte St
Middleton Dustin 2120 Buchert Rd Apt 18
Miller Ermagene K, Henry G 718 Gilbertsville Rd
Miller Howard E, Robert E 272 W Chestnut St
Miller Janet M 1257 Queen St
Missimer Donald L 16 E 2nd St
Moesel George F 1090 Mantawny St Apt 1
Moffitt James J Mervine & Washington Sts
Moore Trevor S 427 E Moyer Rd
Moyer Mary 2917 E High St
Moyer Russell 535 N Franklin St
Mullen Jonathan 524 Maple Glen Cir
Murgia Ralph M 207 N
Murphy Emily R 745 Willow St
Murphy Heather D 304 N Price St
Muthersbaugh Jason 514 W Vine St
Nascy Rita PO Box 493
Nationpoint 863 Logan St
Negr Wanda A 1728 Farmington Ave
Neiman Nicole 677 Oakdale Rd
Nerney Jenny, Brian 38 Brookview Ln
Nester Edna 875 Queen St
New Horizon Builders RD 4 RT 23 100
Nguyen Huong N 36 Bunker Way 3291 Lincoln Hwy
Norman James T, Meghan 201 Potts Dr
North American Title Agency 542 High St
Oldham William 2362 Shaffer Rd RD3
Oliver Kiara F 2120 Buchert Rd Apt 34
Omega Med Health System 1200 E High St
Ortiz Joanna 863 Logan St
Ott Edward T 3002 Walnut Ridge Est
Pace Supply Corp 1510 W High St
Pahle Ted 366 High St
Paint By Weaver Amy Bosch 139 C Possum Hollow Rd
Parker Alden J 3208 Sanatoga Rd
Parson Levi 1209 N Charlotte St
Pats Beverages Stagman Corp T−A 1432 E High St
Paul Bryan J 555 Kings St
Paul James R Jr, Paula A 201 Jay St Apt C30
Paul R Dry & Caroline F, Revoc Thomas Dean
1525 Kepler Rd
Pavlik Gregory J 468 Spruce
Peart Kenneth 2605 Sweet Briar Ct
Perfect Connections Inc 284 N Hanover St
Petro Jean Est 443 Buchert Rd
Phelan Hallihan & Schmieg Llp 51 Edgewood St
Pickett John I 60 Moser Rd Apt 6
Pienta B Jane, Dennis, Roger 1949 Kepler Rd
Poinier Street Ltd 1581 N Adams St
Polkihorn Raymond 473 N Charlotte St
Porcelain Crafters Inc Leon Prince Pres 301 Saylor Ct
Porcelain Crafters Inc Marilyn Altschull 1301 Mulberry St
Potty Queen 3115 Saratoga Rd
Psychology & Counseling A 2091 E High St
Pungitore Nicole 123 Brookview Ln
Queen Cheryll 613 King St
Ramos Francisca 404 Beech St
Ray Donna 412 Walnut St
Raymond Lynch 708 450 High St
Reading Collision Center 3 E 2nd St Apt 1
Recovery Networks Inc PO Box 192
Recticon Enterprises Inc 144 116 S Washington St
Redners Warehouse Market 1300 N Charlotte St
Refrigeration Svc & Engineering Inc Ste B 75 Ind Pkwy
Reid Julia T 2120 Buchert Rd Apt 6
Reish Merritt F 24 S Hanover St 1st Fl Rear
Reismiller Leona Robert Est 909 South St
Reiter Travis P 1114 Industrial Ave
Reitz Lauren J 1461 Heather Pl
Reyna Eric 416 East Vine St
Rhoads Janet Miller 1257 Queen St
Rhoads John R 1257 Queen St
Richards 322 Chestnut St
Rinehart Tracy D 228 Mervine St
Ritter Jeanette 5 Penn Rd
Robb Hope 6 E 2nd St
Robb James PO Box 493
Robert Sansune Assoc 933 N Charlotte St Ste 2d
Rodg Edith May 501 E High St Apt 810
Rodgers Edith M 501 E High St Apt 810
Rohrbach Alissa G 267 North St
Rosenberger John C Jr, Susan R 770 Logan St Apt B302
Rosenberger Kathleen 227 Wilson St
Roshon George W Rd 44 Walnut St
Rotz Aletta 700 Farmington Ave Unit 6
Rotz Frances A Unit 6 Smt Mews 700 Farmington Ave
Row Dorothy Ann, Dorothy A 57 Beech St
Rowland Michael A 967 Warren St B
Rowlands Lawn Care 317 E Moyer Rd
Rr Diversified Inc Anthony Robinson 8 1 2 W 4th St
Russell Harry C 216 N Charlotte St Rear Apt
Samuel Kenroy M, Michael 563 Lincoln Ave
Sanatoga Auto Body 1431 Evanbrooke Ln
Sanatoga Ophtha 1560 Medical Dr
Santiago Gilbert 770 Logan St Apt A301
Santiago Nathaniel 267 Chestnut St Apt 2
Saquella Lena M 1234 N Charlotte St
Sarro Carol 360 King St
Schaeffer Harry J 83 Cedar St
Schaffer Robert 339 King St
Schatz Florence 537 West St
Schmidt John J Sanatoga Ct 227 Evergreen Rd
Schmidt Terri D 553 West St
Schneider Joanna D 4101 Walnut Ridge Dr
Scott Joseph, Diane 73 Timberview Dr
Scott W F Patty Calvario Corp Office Mgr PO Box 793
Scottodiluzio Lucia 328 W Walnut St
Security Products Inter Ofc 399 Cir of Progress Dr
Seip Shawn Michael, Monica J 2074 Sunnyside Ave
Sematis Donna 1000 Feist Ave
Shamburger William J 201 Jay St G86
Shaner Kristin R 4 Green Briar Ct
Shaner Marjorie A, Alisha A 110 N York St
Sharpe Gregory 969 Farmington Ave
Sherman Robert 105 Hanover Dr
Shirey Thomas J 451 South St
Shoemaker Harold E 208 Potts Dr
Shuler Trudi−Ann 1330 Buchert Raod
Shumaker Kenneth E 372 Cherry St
Sidleck Robert J Rte 23 Colebrookdale Rd
Silva Gandaria Juan 172 N Charlotte St
Simmons Wade Beverly A 2120 Buchert Rd Apt−31
Sims Denise 18 Creekside Dr
Skeens Jennifer 2623 Anthony Dr
Smale Clara M 18th 5 St
Smellie J 431 King St
Smith Beth 70 Moser Rd Apt 5
Smith Emma M Sis, Jacob 388 N Hanover St
Smith Hazel N Keim St RT 18
Smith Robert 1574 Potter Dr
Smith Travis 2504 Walnut Ridge
Soshella Jalaluddinod RT 100 Rt 724
Sotter Richard H 36 King
Soulsby Julie 353 Cherry St
Sovereign Bank 1565 E High
Specht Donald F 275 Moyer Rd
Spy Place 1443 Orlando Rd
Stagman Corp Ta 1432 E High St
Staub Rosalie 1035 E High St
Stauffer Robert L Esq PO Box 657
Stetler Jon C 516 Upland St
Stick Gabrielle M, Barbara A 200 Maplewood Dr Apt C10
Stierly Louise M 882 Oakdale Dr
Stoudt Daniel K, Cynthia Coventryville Rd Rd 7
Stout Ellene 244 8th St
Sutton Susan L 1494 N Charlotte St
Swain Gardner D 426 Elm St
Swanson Matthew A 49 Doe Run Ln
Swartwood Alice, Margaret Morris 27 Reynolds Ave
Swartz Josephine V 331 N Hanover St Apt 48
Swavely Joanne S 1610 Medical Dr Ste 320
Swedo Elizabeth 17 N Adams St
Sylvia Josephine 1008 Pine St Clementine Barna
Symanovich Jacob 833 N Franklin St
Szostkiewica Robert A 371 South St
T Rowe Price 104 Maple Leaf Ln
Taglieber Ruth Y 2405 Pruss Hill Rd
Takach Nicholas 1470 Lotus Dr
Taylor Ethel M Elmer Hopwood 779 White Pine Ln
Thomas Charles 266 S York St
Thomas Etrula 875 N Charlotte St
Thomas Patricia M, 1410 Cherry Ln
Thompson Stephen R 140 Maugers Mill Rd
Thornburg Glen 1103 South St
Thornton Julia Manorcare 724 N Charlotte St
Toddatwater Bernadette 38 W 4th St
Trifu Pauna 285 Lee Ave
Trojanowski Eugene E 25 N Franklin St Apt 304
Turner Alex Rm 104 S Mount Vernon St
Turner Mitsuko 2917 E High St Unit 53
Two Partners Box 1382
Us Bank Na Trustee 542 High St
Valalaon Enterprises 1200 E High St Ste 206
Valley Forge Pediatric Society 1590 Medical Dr Ste E
Vickers Kristy 1557 Potter Dr
Videotek Inc 243 Shoemaker Rd
Viscuso Nicholas A 1241 Maple St
Vocel Edward G Est 262 King St A607
Wall David M 797 North Franklin St
Wallace David V 76 N Adams St
Walton Mandy 915 South St
Waters Jonathan M, Janet M 653 Beech St
Watkins Carl L 737 Walnut St
Wayock Barbara 450 Cherry St
Webb Jessi L 262 Rowan Aly
Weidenbaugh Anna 140 Moyer Rd
Weidenbaugh Leroy RR 3 Moyer Rd
Weidner Fern V 227 Evergreen Rd 120
Weikel Mary Est 67 N Evans St
Welkie Lizz 1887 Farmington Ave
Weller Russell 310 Diamond St
Wendal Matthew, Nikki 1724 Rosewood Ct
Whitby Marvin L 111 King
Williams Terrance 423 King St
Windmiller Robert A 10 Sanatoga Rd
Wojton Marguerite V C O Bruce Borneman 621 N Evans St
Yost Kathy 780 Farmington Ave Apt A4
Zachmann Julia, John 19464 Kepler Rd RT 18
Zegda Walter M 29 Walnut St
Red Hill Pa 18076
Baumgartner Emma, Elizabeth A Botti 741 Cedar Ct
Boyer Daniel E PO Box 57
Buck Beatrice L 514 Main St
Gorham Betty A 671 Butternut Ct
Heridia Elizabeth A 1138 Graber Rd
Knoll Inc Kelly Miller 1235 Water St Ste 103
Maiers Patricia Ann, Steven K 62 W 2nd St
Miller Barbara M Apt 224 107 E 5th St
Miller Jim 772 Jefferson St
Morrison William 901 Main St
Nolte Gregory J Jr PO Box 282
Piziak Jennie 661 Mimosa Ct
Reinford Charles L Upper Perkiomen Manor 107 E 5th St
Apt 218
Roshong Richard 1094 Graber Rd
Sell Tina 315 E 6th St
Turner Lisa B 742 Jefferson St
Valentine Gwendolyn S 51 E 3rd St
Zimmerman Mark Alan & 931 Avondale Dr
Rockledge Pa 19046
Assal Jonathan 122 Jarrett Ave
Blaker Helen R 203 Jarrett Ave
Burglos Mike 200 Central Ave
Canfield Mary J 910 Fox Chase Rd Apt 11
Canfield Maryjane C Est 910 Foxchase Rd Apt B11
Cirigliano Samuel 13 Sylvania Ave
Comroe Electric Inc 306 Huntingdon Pike
Creely Howard, Alice 225 Jarrett Ave
Dipalantino Florence 10 Montgomery Ave
Downs Brett 62 Jarrett Ave
Ervin Madeline, Ulysses 40 Sylvania
Farina Robert 20 Robbins Ave
Fittipaldi Frederick M, Caroline 401 Huntington Pike
Gerrity Theresa 207 Abington Ave
Gerstner Ronald 16 S Sylvania Ave
Gold Hyman, Lena 300 Huntingdon Pike
Hearne Maureen M 148 Blake Ave
Hearthside Realtors 515 Huntington Pike
Heartside Realtors 515 Huntington Pike
Hellmig Patti Jo Est 103 Township Line Rd
Hess Susan, Paul 7934 Fillmore St
Krussig Harry W, Eleanor 28 Elm Ave
Magee Philip 5 Huntingdon Pike Memorial Campership
Fund
Mahon Lyndsay M, Mahon Daniel 1024c Fox Chase Rd
Maxwell Vanpelt Leslie E 40 S Sylvania Ave
Mccolgan Joseph P, Faith 607 Burke Ave
Mcmannis Edith M Jenkintown Rd
Odonnell Richard 220 Huntingdon Pike
Roman Charles, Mary E 119 Blake Ave
Ruth George 115 Park Ave
Seidenburg Margaret 928 Burke St
Slaven Elizabeth C Est 16 Central Ave
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Stampone Joseph P 103 Township Line Rd
Toner Catherine, Cory 16 N Sylvania Ave
Trust UW of Anthony J Rollo 300 Huntingdon Pike
Wampler Amber 8500 Pine Rd
Roslyn Pa 19001
Amanze Frank 2335 Nylsor Ave
Anderson Susan 2428 Lafayette Ave
Aylward P 1141 Boone Ave
Baugh Marshall L 2813 Rossiter Ave
Brown Mildred M, Gary 2630 Woodland Rd
Caldwell Helen M 1554 Saint James Pl
Choi David S 1355 Arnold Ave
Cicala John J 1515 Easton Rd Apt 3
Cooper Albertus, John 2309 Woodland Rd
Craig Louise M & Henry B Cbom, 1308 Clarke Rd
Davis Lillian 1252 Holen Rd
Dieterly Robert C II 2803 Omega Pl
Dileo Raymond Est 2517 Rosewood Ave
Doyle Michael P 2474 Avondale Ave
Emsley Henry 1240 Easton Rd
English Anna H 1126 Johnstone Ave 1126 Johnstone Ave
Erics Deluxe Cleaners Mok H Ahn Ta 1318 Easton Rd
Etugh William A 1500 Thompson Ave
Fasey Daniel 2468 Brookdale Ave
Flanagan Marybeth, Damien 2488 Avondale Rd Apt B
Focht Walter Est 2623 Miriam Ave
Foley Jeanne L 1381 Rothley Ave
Forbes Julia 1417 Lindbergh Ave
Gonzalez Elliut 1549 Lindbergh Ave
Goodell & Partners 1350 Arnold Ave
Grasty Patricia 1529 Saint James Pl
Haas Edna M Herbert W Haas 2529 Rosewood Ave
Hain Poorman Vicki L 2455 Woodland Rd
Heger Ruth M 1126 Johnstone Ave
Hill Ronald K Sr 2926 Woodland Rd
Hobscheid Nicholas W 2228 Woodland Rd
Hoefer Anna 2533 Woodland Rd
Hower Robert A 2823 Susquehanna Rd
Klenk Cecelia A 1385 Edgewood Ave
Komykoski Frank 1260 Nolen Rd
Kopinski Kosta 1441 Thomsom Rd
Kotarski Charles F 2820 Galloway Ave
Kotolnick Betsy L 2332 Romig Rd
Mattox Stephen 1148 Grovania Ave
Mccarthy Joseph 1200 Nolen Rd
Mccoy Leslie, Carol 2421 Brookdale Ave
Mckeown Mary T 1252 Holen Rd
Mcparland John 2533 Radcliffe Ave
Miller Diane, Lisa 1224 Easton Rd
Montague Margaret E Brookside Nursing Home
Woodland Rd
Montgomery County Rehab 1345 Easton Rd
Murphy Robert E Jr PO Box 1074
Myers Elizabeth A, Linda S, Janelle M 2332 Romig Rd
Myers Linda S 2332 Romig Rd
Ndanemah Mariama 2323 Heston St Apt B7
Oestreich Tracy, James 2939 Turner Ave
Owens Dorothy 1308 Rose Rd
Palmisano Anthony 2932 Senak Rd
Pessillo Robert A Brookside Nursing Ctr 2630 Woodland Rd
Rm 229a
Phila Center for Young Adult Psychiatry Deadra Thomas
1105 Fitzwatertown Rd
Pirkle Frederick 2767 Galloway Ave
Ravenkamp Clement N, Helen M 2488 Radcliffe Ave
Roberts Odella 1114 Easton Rd Front B
Rowley Mary 2477 Brookdale Ave
Scaffidi Angela M 1408 Arnold Ave
Selby Elizabeth B 937 Tyson Ave
Simspon Nancy 2630 Woodland Rd
Slaughter Eugene 1506 Saint James Pl
Valenti Elnora B 1215 Johnston Ave
Walsh Barbara J 1075 Easton Rd
Welsh Paul H 1345 Osbourne Ave
Wichert Nellie 2773 Miriam Ave
Williams Marvin L Jr 1364 Birchwood Ave
Zerbe Katherine 2533 Woodland Rd
Rydal Pa 19046
Benson Frances 365−B Rydal Park 1515 the Fairway
Braun Uwof Andrew Trust Carolyn R Braun
1132 Lindsay Ln
Bruck Jamie, Margery Bruck 926 Leopard Rd
Bungeroth Florence L 816 Norfolk Rd
Cacovean Jeannine N 807 Buckingham Rd
Capaldi Andrea 815 Clarendon St
Cohen Michael, Reina 903 Morgan Rd
Cruz Henry H, Marie 824 Rhodes Ave
Czerwonka Nora 936 Delene Rd
Damore Sandra 708 Rydal Green
Dankel Charles J 1000 Lindsay Ln
Dell Schwartz Todd 1404 Noble Rd
Digregorio G John 1087 Marie Rd
Doman Florence 729 Upsal Rd
Dougherty Michael J 735 Carmet Rd
Eaton Martha 1515 the Fairway Apt 235h
Erdman Betty F 1515 the Fairway Apt 372w
Farrell Robert 705 Carmet Rd
Gaeckler Eleanor M Rydal Park Apt 659 On−The−Fair Way
Gastrointestinal Assoc Inc 1095 Rydal Rd
George William G 1331 Meetinghouse Rd
Gonzalez Jane 1067 Delene Rd
Goodman Stephen 1124 Penmore Place
Gross Adele Fine, Steven I 1352 Red Rambler Rd
Guevara Angela 1105 Dixon Ln
Harp Harry 1472 Woodland Rd
Herkimer Carroll G 1532 Cherry Ln
Hirsh Julie 864 Gregory Rd
Jacobs Simon G, Loraine 1207 Fleet Wood Rd
Joy B Levin Guardianship 1077 Pheasant Rd
Kagan Micah 1070 Mill Rd Cir
Kantor James Gordon DO 1251 Red Rambler Rd
Kelley Roger Co Rita S Kelley Trustee 1137 Timbergate Dr
Levin Joy B 1077 Pheasant Rd
Lippstandt Isabel G Leon Solis Cohen Jr Exec
1031 Meetinghouse Rd
Maintech Inc 1232 Valy Rd
Mason Gregory F Sr 935 Pine Valy Cir
Mcfall Ruth Woll 1515 the Fairway Apt 433 H Rydal Park
Mckenna Jas 1760 Cloverly Ln
O Hara Richard T 1115 Kingsley Rd
Pyone Sao 1461 Hunter Rd
Rosenfeld Leonard M, Sallie J 1030 Kipling Rd
Rovins Cora 1665 Woodland Rd
Rubin J 1310 Rydal Rd
Rudnick Lawrence H 1018 Dixon Ln
Rydal Park of Phila Presby Homes 1515 the Fairway
Schoenhut Jean L 361−B Park 1515 Fairway
Schwartz Alan 1404 Noble Rd
Schwartz Jeanette R 1404 Noble Rd
Seidman Edward 241 Hillside 1515 the Fairway
Sentek LLC 1232 Valy Rd
Serv Agency Phila Presby Homes 1515 Fairway
Shirley Robert 805 Clarendon Rd
Siegel Aaron, Susan 902 Frazier Rd
Soliscohen Lita H 1031 Meetinghouse Rd
Taylor Doris Z, Edward Lawler Jr 1515 Washington Ln
Torreti Morgan Maryellen 755 Forrest Ave
Turner Frances H Rydal Park 303 M 1515 Fairway
Ubs Financial Service Rydal Rd Ste 300 Credit Act
Number Re
Weiller Co Box 4130
William Meckel & Graceann Adamo 1419 Lindsay Ln
Williams Rosemary 821 Beverly Rd
Royersford Pa 19468
Alexander Ian L 54 Major Rd
Alexander Pradeep 602 Brooke Dr
All Health Chiropractic Center 567 Church St Ste B
Allshouse Dennis R 10 Walnel Dr
Altieri Michelle M 330 Chestnut St
Andriola Louis R 327 W Ridge Pike Apt 2
Astheimer 218 Benner Rd
Barrett Miranda J 113 Foxmeadow Dr
Benner Robert E Golden Age Manor 307 4th Ave &
Walnut St
Berger Alison PO Box 161
Bevan Wayne M 455 Gay St
Bhrahmani Corp 70 Buckwalter Rd B9/St323
Bj Marchese Inc 2 S Lewis Rd
Blades Power Equipment 125 N Lewis Rd
Boden Timothy 20 Fords Edge
Bonanni Suzanne, George 50 Arbor Ct
Bonhage Thomas F Jr 70 Buckwalter Rd Ste 9
Bonhage Thomas F Jr 70 Buckwalter Rd Ste 900 Ste 2
Brachial Plexus Palsy Foundation 210 Springhaven Cir
Bridges Marchella 209 Abbey Dr
Brownback Helen M 434 Main St
Calamaro Nina 27 Cochise Ln
Calvert Kathryn A, Peter J 208 Bayberry Dr
Christine Quave 301 N 5 Av
Clariana Roy 358 Walnut St
Clark Rane C 800 Church Rd
Clark Sascha 14 Cheyenne Rd
Connelly James W, Lisa A, Carena A 308 Patrick Way
Connelly James Walter Jr, John R Fultz 308 Patrick Way
Connelly Karena, John R Fultz 308 Patrick Way
Corbin Thos E Golden Age Manor 307 4th Ave & Walnut St
Country Farms 799 Main St Lewis Rd
Counts David F 5 Cameron Ct
David Sybert David 11 Elliot Ct
Delbene G J 45 Ochard Ct
Demetro Gina 1811 E Ridge Pike
Dey Ranabir 28 Windy Knoll Dr
Dinolti Mary 334 Laurel Dr
Dintino Christine 48 Orchard Ct Uppr Provid
Dirosa Solvator 25 N 5th Ave Apt A301
Diving Bell Inc, Pruyn 760 Chestnut St
Donavan Harold D Upper Lewis Rd RD 1
Dorazio Angela M 339 Main St Apt 2
Dunn Kathryn R Est Parkhouse 1600 Black Rock Rd
Edelman Hilda I 20 Church Rd
Elliott Samantha 780 Main St
Foley Edward J Jr 301 Rittenhouse Rd
Foreman David M 7301 Riverfront Dr
Freedlander Samuel L 9 Donna Dr
Frey Timothy J PO Box 527
Fritz Flora 827 N Lewis Rd 110
Fulmer Grace M 531 Walnut St
Gahagan Mary J 182 Roboda Blvd
Gauger William 334 Walnut St
Gehman S Ray 506 Foxcroft Cir
Giordano Charles N 447 Pine St Apt E4
Giovinazzo Judy 1004 Andrew Way
Good Dogs Inc Unit 6b 6d 301 N Lewis Rd
Gregorek Raymond J 400 Walnut St Apt 510
Grzywacz Ronald, Lisa 118 Pleasant Ln
Gutshall Jennifer 59 Llewellyn Ln
Guza Karen 1509 Yeager Rd
Hankins Sarah 358 Walnut St
Hanna Warren Jr, Wendy J 537 Chestnut St
Hashagen Bonnie J, Courtney 17 Providence Forge Rd
Helbling Lauren D, Diane 234 Green St
Hennessy Marie B Apt 1015 1600 Black Rock Rd
Herholz Evalynne A Est 19 Eileen Ln
Heslink Elisha 50 Keokuk Rd Apartment E13
Hill Katherine I 671 N Lewis Rd
Hill Katherine RR 1
Hood Kester Est 808 Lizzie Ln
Horning Kenneth H 351 Washington St
Isakhanyan Ivan 109 Lakeview Dr
Joan A Moses Revoc Living Trust Joan 314 S 5th Ave
Johnston John 540 Oak St Apt A6
Kilroy Joseph F 353 Church St
Kim Howard Lee 364 Walnut St
Kimberly A 325 Chestnut St
Kimes Hedwig S, Horace A 339 Main St
Kohns Dept Store 989 S Township Line Rd
Kotha Jeevan 2516 Foxmeadow Cir
Krause Richard L, Gayle L 1507 Brook Dr
Kritikos Gregory 202 Grasshopper Ln
Kullman Chelsea 8207 Cameron Ct
Kulp Herbert 16 N Limerick Rd
Lamont Thomas, Joy 407 Foxcroft Cir
Lanyon Justin 18 Iroquois Dr
Laskow Aida 72 Providence Forge
Leonard N G 569 Fruit Farm Rd
Limerick Boys Lacrosse Club PO Box 704
Linkenhoker Amy Michelle 1170 Main St
Linsalata Nicholas Shea’s Dry Cleaning 621 Pine St
Loancare Servicing Center Its 661 S 5th Ave
Loveland Lavinia A 15 2nd Ave
Maerz Mildred 202 Providence Forge
Major Lawrence W, Shirley A 54 Major Rd
Mama Velias Inc 1831 E Ridge Pike
Manning Dorion 907 Main St
Mariotti David 8301 Cameron Ct
Markey Jodi 21 Crescent Ln
Mary Somers Grat Tr 2000 301 Rittenhouse Rd
Maul Desmond 126 Rosemont Ln
Mccann James 19 Roboda Blvd
Mccurdy Dave 242 Georgetowne Ct
Mcdanel Heather 411 Church St
Mcdowell Julie 155 S Limerick Rd
Mckenrick Shaun 3 Fords Edge
Mendenhall Linda W 1121 Sun Valy Dr
Miller Mary L 677 Elm St Apt 303
Morath Kurt 12 Shannon Way
Murray Lisa 1283 Townshipline Rd
Nagle Dorothy H, George 61 Keokuk Rd
Nelson David A 45 Walters Ln
Nettles Ronald 617 Walnut St
Nicolosi Tina 2115 Foxmeadow Dr
Nobel Leaning Communities 70 Buckwalter Rd Ste 750
Ondo Gloria S 2004 Willowwood Dr
Overdorf Judy 1105 Foxmeadow Dr
Overdorf Patricia A 234 Summer St
Park Towne Beverage Inc 310 N Lewis Rd
Penn Frances 319 Washington St
Peters Lee J 717 Mennonite Rd
Petranek Timothy P 51 Providence Forge
Polevoy Vitaliy M 109 Lakeview Dr
Polto Robert J, Marian E 171 Azalea Cir
Pruyn Phyllis M PO Box 707
Redcay Jonathan N, Heather A 428 Heather Dr
Richards James B Church St
Rms Services Usa Inc Iron Mountain 1101 Enterprise Dr
Robie Diane L 616 Second Ave
Rossman Viola H 308 Spring St
Rowe James E 132 Merion Dr
Royer Daniel 660 S 5th Ave
Ryder Ruth E 402 S 3rd Ave
Santana Ana S 220 Washington St
Schaaf Robert L 515 Mennonite Rd
Schenck George R Jr 411 Church St
Scone Inc Ta Gold G Ymlimerickmng A1 70 Buckwalter Rd
Setc Investment Prop LLC 70 Buckwalter Rd Ste 900 20
Shea Timothy Shea’s Dry Cleaning 621 Pine St
Smith Mary J 10 Neiffer Rd
Smith Nancy A, Paige E 249 New St
Smith Richelle 927 Chestnut St
Snier Priscilla 65 Longcross Rd Apt 131
Stankus Margaret 525 King Rd
Stevenson Lela 1208 Anchor Ct
Stubblebine Assoc Inc PO Box 589 501 Main St
Sullivan Cathleen A 1034 Colin Dr
Theberge Jean C 827 N Lewis Rd Apt 227
Tran An Q 101 Pichelman Rd
Travisano Kim 31 Iroquois Dr
Trojan James 661 S 5th Ave
Tucker Charles E, Linda S 727 Main St
Vaneerd Sophie T 142 Winged Foot Ct
Velvet Touch Nails Salon Store A 949 S Township Line Rd
Verhanovitz Jean 10 Wampenog Cir
Vilaysanh Tracie 101 Pichelman Rd
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Walleynt Jennifer 418 Main St
Ward Bernard A 664 Crosshill Rd
Warkentine Blaine 2012 Drake Run Dr
Wells David 664 Crosshill Rd
White Delores, Joseph 3 Joac Cir
White Wayne A 207 W Main St
Wilchacky Glenn David 193 Abbey Dr 329
Wilkins Catherine M, John M Sr 970 Katie Cir
Witham Burnis 1121 Sun Valy Dr
Wong Chee Nang 70 Buckwalter Rd Ste 329
Yarborough Rene 239 Georgetown Ct
Salfordville Pa 18958
Conway Erica 1115 Old Skippack Rd
Kot Allen 941 Skippack Rd
Sanatoga Pa 19464
Cassidy Nancy 2381 Bradley Way
Collins Steven R 2589 Trd Hill Ct
Heister Joyce 40 Blackberry Dr
Lowry Richard A 202 Walnut Ridge Ests
Milburn Stacy, Todd 78 Pinehurst Dr
Pressede Martha J, Paul L 2218 Donna Ln
Rodriguez Awilda, Samuel 3067 Tyler Ct
Sanatoga Auto Body High & Sanatoga Rd
Spring Valley C & C Inc 948 Village Ln
Stevens Christopher T, Kathleen F 11 Raleigh Ct
Taggart James 43 Pebble Beach Ln
Schwenksville Pa 19473
Adams Grace V 5 Detwiler Dr
Babacz Danielle 272 Lexington Rd
Bandle Jeannine 14 Skippack Pike
Barbish Justin 86 Kurtz Orad
Berks Visiting Nurse 900 Ashbourne Way B
Betts Florence R 271 Neiffer Rd
Black Judith M 37 Salem Rd
Blanck Robert F 1029 Scenic View Dr
Bleil Gordon 2104 Squirrel Hill Rd
Broomall John S 4473 Skippack Pike
Brzozowski John 2211 Squirrel Hill Cir
Buchkowski Chester J 144 Steinmetz Rd
Burgess Alvina Highland Manor Apts 2 Highland Manor Rd
B27
Carpet Craft 1151 Lucy Dr
Casper Kathi 10 Riverside Ave
Clifton Colette J, Clifton Law Offices 79 Bartlett Dr
Collins James A 2042 Squirrel Hill Rd
Coull Nancy J 223 Mine Hill Rd
Crk Enterprises LLC 95 Village Dr
Cust Thomas A 5 Detwiler Dr
Demers Samantha T 35 Kurtz Rd
Depaul Christopher 4350 Annandale Dr
Donnelly Craig 102 Bradford Dr
Donnelly Rebecca F 76 Salem Rd
Dorsch Joseph J 458 Game Farm Rd
English Darcey J 3 Greenshire Blvd
Ewing Keith M Liberty Ministries PO Box 87
Fabry Sarae 23 Cemetery Ln
Frank Thomas, Sandra 506 Centennial St
Fulton Robert 816 Smt Ave
Gitomer Jerome H, Arlene B 1 Saddle Ct
Glennon John 311 Main St
Gunther Patricia M, Thomas W 34 Kibblehouse Dr
Haas Irene C 1084 Scenic View Dr
Hancock Christine M 200 Horseshoe Rd
Hancock Frank Jr, Stephen, Frank O Jr Est, Thelma Est
176 Main St
Hartnett Lawrence T 655 N Limerick Rd
Hedges Betty Lou Est 2 Highland Manor Dr Apt B−40
Higgins Steven 5720 Medallion Dr W
Highley Carey 241 Concord Rd
Higins Margaret 5720 Medallion Dr W
Holmes Richard L, Ruth M 1159 Lucy Dr
Hummer Gail A 223 Mine Hill Rd
Ingram Thomas A 5 Detwiler Dr
Johnson Sheri 918 Ashbourne Way
Johnston Matthew H 282 Lexington Rd
Kahana Jason Adam, Diane 4131 Inspiration St
Kelly Maria B 141 Village Dr
Kidon Fritz Dorothy 300 Perkiomen Ave Apt 106
Klumpp Dennis E 405 Dartmoor Rd
Kowalski Steven 68−70 Main St
Kraekel Emil F Est 1029 Scenic View Dr
Krause Richard L 115 Alexander Dr
Kurian Christina J 72 Haldeman Rd
Larson Eleanor K, Wesley W 829 Larson Rd
Larson Family Trust Ua 10 30 03 829 Larson Rd
Larson Wesley W 829 Larson Rd
Lewis Marilyn 833 Camp Wawa Rd
Logan Rikki 240 Concord
Long Frederick R 65 Main St
Lowa Gladys M 516 Swamp Pike
Lyle Kenneth G III 487 Township Line Rd
M & G Development 311 Main St
Maguire John S Jr 1124 Ellen Ct
Markunas John P 505 Andalusian Rd
Matteo Anthony 272 Lexington Rd
Mccallister Amanda M 108 Graterford Rd
Mcfall Denise, Kevin 172 Panapinto Dr
Mcintyremurray Dawn 4756 Macgregor Dr
Mishock John R 377 N Limerick Rd
Mitchell Nellie V 58 Grebe Rd
Moore Michael 921 Cross Rd
Morneau George A 4348 Wendy Way
Nicholson Kevin 38 Village Dr
Noetzel Angela L 751 Martingale Rd
Nordmann Marian M Robert Nordmann 20 Aspen Way Sch
Nunn Susan 812 Mountainview Ave
Parker Samantha 219 Laureen Rd
Pharmaceutical Discussion Group 602 Appaloosa Rd
Prokopuk Wladyslaw R 2
Quoos Margaret M, Donald W 4110 Tranquility St
Rivera Juan C Jr 3421 Forest Ln
Robbins Megan S 193 Mill Rd
Rolli Robert J 1002 Smt Ave
Rosenberg Dora, Arlene Gitomer 1 Saddle Ct
Ross Heather M, Kimberly A 4420 Skippack Cottage C
Roth K N 80 Kurtz Rd
Rymaszewska Aleksandra 803 Martingale Rd
Schultz David C 460 Centennial St
Scott Carol D7 Spring Mount Smt
Secornie John J 534 Andalusian Rd
Seltzer Lori L 323 Dieber Rd
Sepulveda Emanuel 131 3rd St
Shields Brian J 4141 Serenity Rd
Simko Heidi 2 2nd Ave
Sjm 292 N Limerick Rd
Skippack Auto Group 4365 Skippack Pike
Smith Laurie D 35 Kurtz Rd
Smith Ronald K 221 Seitz Rd
Smondrowski Michael D 31 A Smith Rd A
Sotera Philip 19 Berger Ln
Spatz Royal F RR 1
Sproat Michael J 232 Grimley Rd
Stever Lisa Mari 1753 Schwenksville Rd
Szczesny Kristi L 145 Goshen Rd
Szczwesny Kelley 145 Goshen Rd
Tett Bernice 185 Bradford Dr
Tierney Ryan J 110 Markley Rd
Tray William J 607 Neiffer Rd
Turosky Lotte E 839 Cross Rd
Tyson Ruth E RR 1
Vaughn Tanner 4493 Skippack Pike 1
Vidak Jaclyn 83 Aspen Way
Walter Esther R 29 Delphi Rd
Watt Megan L 4755 Macgregor Dr
Whatley Marybeth, Tyler R 781 Martingale Rd
Wilson Lois A, Donald 1060 Scenic View Dr
Skippack Pa 19474
Baumher Anne M 4033 Skippack Pike, Pa Trad Box 567
Bender Cheryl A PO Box 42
Clarke Brian 1254 Crestman PO Box 13
Dance Centre Kelly Mcevoy 4402 Skippack Pike
Dance Centre LLC PO Box 1175
Dasha Trust Alexander R 4402 Skippack Pike PO Box 1229
Daughtery Carol A PO Box 5 4005 Brandywine Ct
Deleo Edward Box 617
Dietterich Donald PO Box 463
Dugan Jocelyne C 4402 Skippack Pike PO Box 1229
Eagle Edmond W RR 1
Geiger Assoc PO Box 611
Hall James W PO Box 481a
Hannis Jeff R 4039 Skippack Pike 944
Home Sweet Home LLC Robert F PO Box 1247
Inman Bradley W, Wayne PO Box 453
Ivey June Po Box 867
Kirkner Charlene H PO Box 382
Lysiuk Vasile, Alina, Olga PO Box 217
Mar Cor Services Inc 4450 Township Line Rd
Reading Materials Inc 2052 Lucon Rd
Rossi Amanda PO Box 1127
Ryba Pamela A PO Box 993
Schiff Terhune Inc 4045 Skippack Pike
Shields Brian J 4141 Serenity Rd
Sibel Sharon K 4106 Colonial Ct PO Box 333
Snyder Christopher 4120 Surrey Ln
Tacchino Diane B 4011 Lantern Ln
Wheeling Power & Ind Svcs I PO Box 798
Wimble & Asso Ins Agency 3900 Skippack Pike Ste A9
Souderton Pa 18964
Acosta Jose Luis 472 N 2nd St Apt 2
Anesthesia Specialists of Bethlehem PO Box 64500
B S Autobody Inc 529 E Brd St
Balanda Jennifer L 465 Mininger Rd
Barndt Kevin R 228 W Chestnut St
Beaver Ruth A 47 Green St
Bergeys Inc 462 Harleysville Pike
Bergeys Realty Co 462 Harleysville Pike
Bill Algeodba Drama Kids Intl 48 Fretz Rd
Birdsall Joseph 19 N Front St
Black Mary L 2004 Clearview Rd
Body Art Inc 37 Walnut St
Boring Timothy A 369 W Brd St Apt 5
Brockmann Hal E 125 Hollybush Cir
Burdick William 341 Godshall Rd
Callahan Jason 31 N Main St Apt 9
Chowdhury Sadequr 317 E Brd St
Citimortgage Inc 530 Clearview Dr
Clark Terry 410 E Smt St
Clendening Amanda, John 11 W Walnut St Apt G
Cunningham Jacob 32 Penn Ave Apt A
Del Conte Anthony 11 Fairhill Rd
Derstine Cleta M 354 Reliance Rd
Erinoff Eileen G, Mark A 195 Middle Park Dr
Ezaz Rumaina 56 Barlow Dr
Faulkner Ciocca Collision Center 43 W Walnut St
Fretz Chistopher B II 315 Sunny Hill Dr
Fretz Eleanor 740 Rte 113
Froehlich Theresa 143 Green St
Fry Dustin 302 Leidy Rd
Gokey Jon 530 Noble St No 2a
Greeninfant Com LLC 222 W Brd St
Griffith Shondell 305 West St
H & M Detailers Inc 205 W Relliance Rd
Hall William B 431 Colonial Ave
Hamilton Edna R 156 Deerfield Dr
Hamilton Edna R Est, Edna R 156 Deerfield Dr
Hay Mary D 368 Highland Av
Heavener Supply Inc 10 Schoolhouse Rd
Heffner Marguerite S 43 Mifflin St
Hennessy Edward F Est Nyle Seeker Executor 36 S County
Line Rd Apt 502
Hetrick George, Anna 121 Washington Ave
Ho Cu 1071 Grayson Dr
Hoque Ezazul 56 Barlow Dr
Hosack Veronica M 840 Waterford Dr
Hunsicker Florence M, Irwin 573 Harleysville Pike
Huntington Hills Ctr Health 64 N County Line Rd
PO Box 64157
International Dry Goods PO Box 64747
Kamaratos Mihail 79 Hillside Ave Apt 1
Kane James 1893 Clearview Rd
Kay Margaret B 260 E Reliance Rd
Keyser & Miller Ford Sales Ron Keyser 3470 Bethlehem Rd
Kirk Judith 342 Madison Ave
Kline David 344 Railrd Ave
Kratz Brienne 1010 Cherry Dr
Kriebel Laura L 74 Hillside Ave
Krueger Gail 128 Penn Ave Fl 2
Kulp Mary J 130 W Brd St
Laguda Frank 608 New Market Dr
Lapp Alderfer Inc Endt 1 307 E Brd St
Legler Adolph 30 W Chestnut St
Long Zachary J 549 Beck Rd
Lucero Fredy 157 N Main St Apt 1
Lupino Andrea L 25 N 4th St
Lynch Gertrude 211 Main St
Macdougall Eric R 128 Bridle View Way
Manna Ravi 514 Clearview Dr
Manning Jill 124 A Green St Apt A
Mcmillion Amanda K 119 N School Ln
Mcquade Molly Bestul 120 Fox Hunt Dr
Mehaffey Elizabeth 529 E Brd St
Metz Ethel 207 W Smt St Apt 174
Michael Caporino Ira 37 Harrison Ave
Molin Franklin P 10 Clovedale Way
Moyer Kathryn D, Harold L 207 W Smt St Apt 378
Murphy Daniel B 415 Wile Ave
Musselman Jonathan 731 Lower Rd
Myers Emig Blanche J 242 Fairview Ave
Nuschke John D 359 Oak Dr
Nyce Paul M 207 W Smt St
Ortiz Ayala Mario 458 Main St
Phelps Pierce 1209 Laurel Oak Ln
Richardson Rachel D 25 N 4th St
Rodriguez Michael 512 Hemsing Cir
Ruiz Cecilio 305 West St
Schoellhammer Claudia 10 Church St
Schuable Margaret RR 1
Sell Katelyn 43 W Walnut St
Smith Dan 512 Berkshire Dr
South Second Street Partners Lp 20 S 2nd St
Sparks Jesse C 22 E Smt St
Sturges Eleanor M Est, Robert G Briker Esq PO Box 739
Surgical Professional Staffing LLC 488 Allentown Rd
Tattoo Marks Inc 143 N Main St
Throop William J, Ann J 215 W Chestnut St
Trew Frederick 21 Allentown Rd
Universal Millwright Co Inc 255 Schoolhouse Rd Ste 2
Univest Natl Bank 37 Harrison Ave
Varga Nichole 1013 Cherry Dr
Wampole Wilbert, Helen F 66 S County Line Rd Ste C3
Weber Pauline Grace 255 Schoolhouse Rd Ste 1
Welsh Loretta A Apt C7 60 S County Line Rd
Weth Arthur M 293 Kingsfield Dr
Whitenight Sadie 449 Mininger Rd
Wilcox Charles A 64 Fairfax Ter
Williams Diann 19 Green St
Wilson Dineen M 530 Clearview Dr
Wright Courtney 51 Cowpath Rd
Wright Sharon B, Austin C, Emerson 130 Hedgerow Dr
Yanan Maryann 733 Lower Rd
Yi Tae Ho, Yong Suk 253 E Smt St
Young Peggy J 74 Hillside Ave
Zettlemoyer Leroy W PO Box 64559 14 N Main St
Ziegler Justin 321 Central Ave
Ziegler Sadie 237 Montgomery Ave
Zischang Michael A 414 Mininger Rd
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Spring House Pa 19477
Canazaro Joseph W PO Box 240
Capital Electrical Sign Advertising Inc Piero Cappelli PO
Box 60
Computer Personnel Resources Inc PO Box 306
Davis Robert C Silver Strm Cntr Box 397 905 Penllyn Pike
Dr Jennifer Dupre Inc PO Box 736
Flenard Eugene Est Geoff Ries Esq 1 Hedgerow Dr
Fox Building Services Inc 1121 N Bethlehem Pike Ste 60
Group LLC Merwin PO Box 640
Held Robert F Jr 1121 Bethlehem Pk Ste 60
Hess Marjorie E 212 Spring Hse Est
Hnc Insurance Agency Inc 1017 N Bethlehem Pike
Innovative Systems Assoc Inc PO Box 834
Liss Ruth Est 1012 Bethlehem Pk Ste 103
Luminators Inc 1121 N Bethlehelm Pike Rm 60 314
Maxion Emil E PO Box 229
Med Tec Transport Inc PO Box 737
Megargee Charles R, Silver Stream Nursing Hm 905
Pennlyn Pike
Mj Jags Inc PO Box 629
Mr of Spring House Merwin Gro PO Box 640
Nelson B K PO Box 508
Nelson B Kenneth MD PO Box 508
Pairs Council PO Box 738
Rheogene Inc PO Box 949
Rose Robert M, Natl Group Carrier Inc 1121 Bethlehem
Pike 60
Rw Johnson Pri Welsh Mckean Rds Research Library
Skarbek Amanda 7 Timber Fare
Stecklair Estelle PO Box 397
Tate Fc 1018 N Beth Pk PO Box 240 Ste 200 B
Tate Fredericka C 909 Sumneytown Pk Ste 203b
Transform Pharma Welch & Mckean Rds 31−1111a
Trueblood Company LLC PO Box 618 1009 Penllyn Pike
Weidig & Breunig Optometrists PO Box 75
Western Pest Svcs PO Box 259
Spring Mount Pa 19478
Haines Rebecca E, Rebecca Fulmer Rd
Johns Betty Railrd Ave
Stowe Pa 19464
Boyer Merrill E 111 Berks St
Bradley Patricia Lynn 504 Lemon St
Butler Malcolm M 515 Ash St
Carpenter Kent L 33 E Vine St
Cranepro Services 225 W Howard St
Currie Grove LLC 300 Old Reading Pike Bldg 1 Ste 102
Ferranti Aurora M 313 Ctr St
Fox Patrick 980 Von Steuben Dr
Goodman Tank Lines 463 Old Reading Pike
Jackson Chiffon R 502 W Vine St PO Box 3146
Jones Christopher P, Cheryl L 16 W Race St
Kelley Bonnie M 318 Ash St
Lorah Ron 826 Monroe Ave
Madara Joseph 703 Ctr St
Madaras Steophen 703 Ctr St
Mckelvey Holly Lynn 941 Grosstown Rd
Medunic Keith L II 250 Berks St
Metrowest Interior Finishing 11 White Pond Rd
Nagy Robert D, Nagy Martha M 3 W Race St
Neuman Donna, John 627 Constitution Ave
Rivera Robert 8 Shane Dr
Rosa Viti, Howard St Pub 23 W Howard St
Sassaman Pearl Vine St
Stachokis Elizabeth, Edward PO Box 3084
Summons Julia 525 Lemon St
Wert Leonard D, Leonard 456 W High St
Sumneytown Pa 18084
Bruton Keith, Carol PO Bx 219
Walker Robert M, Sadie M Main St
Complete Bldg Svcs PO Box 250
Pastier Jozef PO Box 221
Pierson Gertrude H PO Box 62
Wilkens Anthony J Sumneytown Pike Box 414
Telford Pa 18969
Altek Business Systems 50 South 3rd St
Altomare Michael 213 Nelis Ct
American Builders Contractors Co Inc 4219 Bethlehem Pike
Auto Relocation Solutions LLC 19 Reliance Ct
Ball Victoria J, Kelly J 255c N Main St
Banet Toni, Craig W Banet 87 Commerce Dr
Baum Sandra 43 Centennial Rdg
Bauman Russell S RD 2 R B
Baumgartner Charlotte, Ellen, Emma Elizabeth
107 Forelle Ct
Berman Daniel S 611 Fairway Dr
Bilt Rite Contractors Inc 4219 Old Bethlehem Pike
Bisbort Darren 4 S Allentown Rd
Boehm Ella M 20 Smt Rdg
Boehm Ella M 20 W Smt Ave
Boyer Gary Kathie 204 Nelis Ct
Brooks Marilyn 57 Hilltop Cir
Bucks Collision Svc 241 N Main St
Burns Jamie K 121 Abby Ln
Campolei Mark 217 W Brd St Apt 13
Casimiro Maria M, Tony Araujo 159 Reliance Pl
Catherine M Scholl 143 W Brd St
Citimortgage Inc 204 Nelis Ct
Clemens Sarah 410 N Main St
Crabtree Christine 191 Comice Ct
Cram Colin T PO Box 124
Dalesio Margaret 290 S Washington St
Daub Lola K Est Barbara L Mack 81 Jonathan Dr
Decoteau Donna 59 N Allentown Rd
Desanto Christophe 469 Ridge Rd
Doleman Lynnette 25 Whites Mill Rd
Drum Construction Co Inc 2925 W Clymer Ave
Durrant Rathean 149 N 4th St Apt 1
Eana Books for Newborns 10 Church Rd
Elwell Wanda M 27 N Dietz Mill Rd
Erle Richard W 418 Acorn Ave
Ezzo Adam J Jr 111 E Lincoln Ave Apt 305
Farm And Home 3115 State Rd
Fellman Bruce D, Mary T 129 S Main St
Fjs Enterprises LLC Frank Shandor Jr
2588 Wellington Way
Forker Dave 65 Whethersfield Ct
Frankenfield Ernest Stanley, Virginia 132 N Brd St
Freese Anna 235 N Washington St
Frei Nancy PO Box 124
Fritz James F 164 Telford Pk Apt 2
Gerges Kenneth J Jr 201 Nelis Ct
Gower Derek Thomas, Cynthia E 107 Anjou Ct
Greaser Thaley S 2800 State Rd Apt 307
Groff Melissa J 11 N Main St Apt 2
Haas Erin 611 Fairway Dr
Hanisits Alyssa D 7 Centennial Rd
Hanson Doris M 325 E Church Ave Apt 416
Hawkins Benjamin 625 Melvin Rd
Hay Robert L 52 Klingerman Rd
Henry Brian J 675 Indian Creek Dr
Hfc 204 Nelis Ct
Hopkins Robert E, Emma B 325 E Church Rd Apt Ht217
Hufford Margaret B 339 W Arlington Ave
Hunerbein Margret 3135 Quarry Rd
Hydro Instruments 600 Emlen Way
Ittensohn Oswald 530 Melvin Rd
John Tur, Michael Executor 811 E Reliance Rd
Johnson Bonnie 15 Hillcrest Ave
Johnson Norma Alice 215 Village Green Ln
Katz Deborah A, Michael C 760 Evergreen Cir
Kramer Francis M 111 East Lincoln Ave
Krapf Jean S Est, Harry 55 Indian Valy Ln
Laminated Glass Co Oldcastle Glass−Telford
375 E Church Ave
Landes Amber 630 Allentown Rd
Landes Learning Intl 340 N Main St
Le Heather T 401 E Reliance Rd
Lientai LLC 3009 Old State Rd
Lockbaum Anna A 106 Anjou Ct
Longacre Kenneth 568 Godshall Rd
Loveless James R 33 Indian Valy Rd
Lowidze Nazifa, Ruslan 241 N Main St
Lynn Michael G 203 Nelis Ct
Maguire Grace D 2532 Wellington Way
Mattingly Gerald 196 Washington Ct
Mccauley Dorise L 106 Anjou Ct
Mccray Gregory P 200 Washington Ct
Mcphillips Colleen 723 Wexford Way
Michener Michael 201 Nelis Ct
Mittal Sachin 7 Ryan Ct
Mohr William, Joanne L Mohr Hartshorn
Moore Linda H 52 Hilltop Cir
Morales Camila 213 Hamlin Ave Apt 2
Morelli Anthony Ira 520 Bergey Rd
Moyer Mary M 152 Winding Way
Moyer Ryan 70 E Ridge Av
Nguyen Phong 61 Reliance Ct
Obrien Joseph 9 Hunters Ln
P & N Dental Labs Inc Harry Price 135 N Main St
Parente Jennifer 40 Hollow Rd
Parsons James G 189 Reliance Pl
Penn Foundation Inc Franconia Ins Financial
199 Telford Pike
Perkins Mary E 106 Anjou Ct
Pham Cuong H 603 S Main St
Preuhs Paulette 24 Centennial Ridge
Reading Collision Center 204 Penn Ave Apt 2
Ringwald John 708 Melvin Rd
Rons Wealth 126 N Main St
Schultz Tyler T 753 Crestwood Dr
Servpro of Reading Inc 208 Nelis Ct
Slater Wayne H 704 Indian Creek Rd
Souder Lester Jr, Jennifer 377 Morwood Rd
Sperow Kate L 204 Penn Ave Apt 2
Spires Harry 190 Comice Ct
Stegeman Daniel J 191 Comice Ct
Stephens Roberta M Grundy Manor Apt 508
111 E Lincoln Ave
Thichnu Chonhieu 821 Ridge Rd
Thorpe Jennifer A 233 Village Green Ln
Toscano Marion M Est 301 E Church Ave Apt 5
Townson Virgina M 106 Anjou Ct
Tur Michael 811 E Reliance Rd
Union Ntl Bk Tr Cf 520 Bergey Rd
Van Nguyen Hong 22 Church Rd
Vandyke Margaret 235 North Washington St
Ventimiglia Arduino A 144 Thomas Dr
Ventimiglia Lisa 144 Thomas Dr
Vivas Herrera Cesar, Emilia 251 S Washington St Apt 234
Vonnahme Miriam 52 Klingerman Rd
Vu Tien D 141 Thomas Dr
Vu Xuan 429 Edgewood Dr
Wampole Kermit 323 Poplar
White James E 314 W Brd St
Williams John R Jr 7 Centennial Rd
Wilma W Banet Trust Craig W Banet 87 Commerce Dr
Wilson Craig D, Ryan J 509 Heather Dr
Wilson William, Shirley 410 E Relaince Rd
Wolf Ella C, Craig W Banet 87 Commerce Dr
Wolf Jeffrey C Sr, Stephanie L 832 Ridge Rd
Wood Sharon L 7 Carousel Dr
Yambrick Carol A 111 Anjou Ct
Yazujian Dikron, Haig, Dikran H Yazujian
313 Kimberwick Ct
Yoder Leon 10 E Church Ave Apt E
Young Donald Jr 208 Nelis Ct
Trappe Pa 19426
Accellent Clv 200 W 7th Ave
Amudson Mary, M 209 W Main St 1st Fl
Bellapigna Cheray 820 Dewees Pl
Educational Computer 430 Main St
Fis Donald C 113 Lafayette Ct
Hoch Emily J 1525 W Main St
Iconett A Stephen III 622 Hamilton Ct
Kehm Gary L 332 W 7th Ave
Kihm Chang 130 W Main St Ste 108
Lister Colette G 942 Muhlenberg Dr
Mccormick Robert W 1633 Main St
Pilcicki Robert 322 Meadowview Dr
Salido Agustin X 113 Lafayette Ct
Schankel Katherine 185 7th Ave
Snyder Theran W 16 E 1st Ave
Spring Ford Castings Inc 25 W 5th Ave Rear
Strohl Karen R 262 Clayhor Ave
Thornberg Peter 507 Hagey Place
Verleysen Michel M 932 Muhlenbeg Dr
Wallace Edward 114 Harvard Dr
Zhtp Corp 430 West Main St Ste 3 A
Trooper Pa 19403
Dalleva Stephanie M 128 Farview Ave
Harrisson Tina L 219 Clearfield Ave
Muthevi Sid 2942 4th St
Strobel Regina M 322 Norris Hall Ln
Warren Welsh T 1000 Adams Ave Ste 200
Tylersport Pa 18971
Chamberlain Albert, Mary K 67 Ridge Rd
Indian Valley Bulk Carriers PO Box 200
Valley Forge Pa 19484
Firstservice Financial Inc 901 S Trooper Rd
Phoenix Biomedical Corp PO Box 80390
West Conshohocken Pa 19428
Alba Jonathan T 1st Fl 503 Ford St
Alexandre Maura Steele Bank of America, Theresa Richter
Vp 100 Four Falls Corporate Ctr
Astm Intl Headquarters 100 Bar Harbor Dr
Creato Anthony 100 Four Falls Corporate Ctr Ste 213
Engler Scott 5 Nathans Pl
Fish Giselle 159 Joshephine Ave W
Goggin James 113 Moorehead Ave
Hirsch Harry 300 Conshohocken State Rd Ste 300
Independence Fin Group Ltd Bldg C Ste 103
625 W Ridge Pike
Katz Jordan Gemini One 200 Barr Harbor Dr Ste 400
Martorelli Michael A 100 4 Falls Corporate Ctr
Mcdowell Robert 108 Josephine Ave
Nationwide Ac 1775 One Towerbridge 11th Fl
Natural Gardens Lawns Inc 10 Balligomingo Rd Unit P
Peck Frederick W G Est, Robert M, L Pierre Teillon Jr
100 4 Falls Corp Ctr Ste 300
Premier Meeting Solutions 200 Barr Harbor Dr Ste 400 W
S R One Limited 200 Barr Harbor Dr Suite 250 W
Tristate Hvac Equip 1 Resource Dr Union Hill Ind Park
Vitrex Usa 300 Conshohocken State Rd W
White Ida Mae 185 Lincoln Ave
Wilmerding Peter, L Pierre Teillon Jr 100 4 Falls Corp Ctr
Ste 300
West Norriton Pa 19403
Chicago Fashion Intl Inc 529 C Foundry Rd
Scholl Jeanne D 2024 Ardin Dr
Thierfelder Linda 1700 Beaver Hollow Rd
West Point Pa 19486
1830 Realty LLC PO Box 7
Emerald Society of Bucks Montgomery Co PO Box 127
Merck Co Inc Shelley Lawrence PO Box 4
770 Sumneytown Pike
Misc Return Credits PO Box 4
Muyzenberg Cornelis 415 Moyer Blvd
Organski Thomas J PO Box 158
Packaging West Point C 1830 W Point Pike
Reichert Francis D 1945 Main St PO Box
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Willow Grove Pa 19090
Abington Neurological 2701 Blair Mill Rd Suite 8
Abington Orthopaedic Spec Acct 70 2400 Maryland Rd
Ste 20
Abington Primary Womens Health 2300 Computer Rd
Ste E25
Adler Elinor 135 Greenwood Dr
Alexander Andrei T 3550 Bartram Rd Apt 18
Allstate Design Group Inc Susan Schieber 1000 N York Rd
Alston Weldon 609 Intruder Dr Rm 336
Andre Robert D Gdn Spring Ctr 1113 Easton Rd
Anoratis Michael 1503 Sycamore Ave
Archer Clara M 1528 Fairview Ave
Ardmore Abstract Inc 726 Fitzwatertown Rd Ste 4
Armstead Charles Martin 2564 Rubicam Ave
Artistic Screen Designs 630 Davisville Rd
Asplundh Tree Expert Co 708 Blair Mill Rd
Atkinson William Kenneth 3125 Blair Mill Rd
Austin Phillip 20 N York Rd
Banerjee Katheryn 1542 Robinson Ave
Bannister Dennis L 2343 Rubicam Av
Barnes Paul J PO Box 233 Willow Grove
Barton G L 422 Madison Rd
Benner Margaret 2601 Blair Mill Rd C9
Benner Regina C, Mary I 109 Smt Ave
Bentley Isabel, Robert Apt 3
Best Buy District Office 1130 Easton Rd Ste B
Christine Bailey
Bevan Stephen G 622 Sampson Ave
Beyer Virginia A, Kirk E 105 Brook St
Bilgi Zeynep 225 Davisville Rd
Bilgi Zeynep 228 Davisville Rd
Bolzenthal Mark 1640 Crestview Ave
Boris Pamela F 2501 Maryland Rd Apt P−4
Bowman Michael 1604 Arnold Ave
Brahma Enterprise Inc 1135 York Rd
Brand James H 2659 Rubicam Ave
Brecker Shirley 1836 Willow Ave
Bridge Florine 1631 Smt Ave
Brooks Reynolds E 1602 Prospect Ave
Broughton Ruth N 455 Vincent Rd
Brown Gary L 1719 Park Ave
Brown Nicole Vr52 Hangar 175
Buehler Darrin 621 Fairhill St
Cahill Thomas 709 Grant Ave
Campbell Gary J 503 N York Rd
Carroll Irma 1666 Arnold Ave
Carter Jacquel 1631 Smt Ave
Cassidy Daniel 2601 Blair Mill Rd C9
Chany Andrea A 203 Davisville Rd Apt 7
Chestnut Justin T 810 Miriam Ave
Christiansen M Est 2607 Carroll Ln
Ciliberto Ernest N 3625 Welsh Rd R49
Circuit City 2500 Moreland Rd
Circuit City 2510 Moreland Rd
Cirotti Sohn Assoc, Joan Mcmahon 2701 Blair Mill Rd
Clauson Susan Darcy, Lawrence J PO Box 539
Clearly Christina, Patrick B 313 Inman Tr
Clement Michael Eugene PO Box 1211
Collins Stephanie A, John L 210 Gilpin Rd
Copelli John P, Mary P 1832 Jill Rd
Corbe Diane M 2943 Kanes Rd
Corbe Joseph, Anna 2943 Kanes Rd
Corey Susanne 2505 Turner Rd
Coslo John E 40 Twin Brooks Dr
Coyle Charles Gdn Spring Ctr 1113 N Easton Rd
Cripps Nicole M, Peter D 403 Valy View Rd
Cuozzo Michael 30 Cherry St
Davidson Elena 125 Abbeyview Ave
Deery John J York Rd Plaza Westbury Apt K 111
Delaney Jacqueline A 25 Cameron Rd
Demarco Michael 32 Church Rd
Depue Margaret S, Elma A Wilbur M Depue POA 1503
Fitzwatertown Rd
Dierolf Eleanor M 1003 Easton Rd Apt C514
Dimaio Jean D, Jean M 1740 N Hills Ave
Dimarzio Mary J 210 N York Rd
Dipinto Clare 1629 Reservoir Ave
Dodd Jacob 609 Intruder Dr 201
Dombrowski Edward A 2704 Mount Vernon Ave
Dominiak Caroline A 227 Fairhill St
Dominick Carol PO Box 518
Dooley William 3505 W Moreland Rd Apt 424
Doran John III 214 Smt Ave
Dornadula Divya 2501 Maryland Rd Apt N6
East Jean Francis, Margaret F 22 Fitzwatertown Rd Apt D2
Eastern Shores LLC 1768 Kimball Ave
Elmore Wallace Jr, Shirley 9 Forrest Ave
Emerson Margaret 2601 Blair Mill Rd C9
Engelke Eric P Jr 214 Smt Ave
Ethel V Staats Revoc Trust Ua 8 5 93 1003 Easton Rd
Apt 816
Everett Harry R 220 Davisville Rd
Faraday PO Box 298
First Horizon Home Loans 13 Knock N Knoll Cir
Foot Ankle Specialty Ctr Pc 2400 Maryland Rd Ste 30
Forrest J R 115 Woodlyn Ave
Fry Jeanne 2140 Geoffrey Dr
Fudala Patricia A 1946 Coolidge Ave
Fuly Steve 2300 Computer Ave Ste L63
Gallagher Beatrice 519 Inman Ter
Galloway Marion H 2300 Parkview Ave
Garland Donna 1642 Reservoir Ave
Garland Dorothy 1621 Arnold
Gaston Sally A 109 Cedar Ave
Gebhardt William 118 Brook St
Gibson Justin 20 N York Rd
Gillies Calmie Merritt 205 Smt Ave
Gold Kristina N 409 N Easton Rd J−1
Graham David Houston 601 Intruder Dr 208
Graupner Kenneth W, Emily L 2045 Richard Rd
Graupner Kenneth W, Gladys Est, William E
2045 Richard Rd
Great Philly Cars 900 York Rd
Grebner Mary A 228 Cowbell Rd
Green Glenn 1559 Prospect Ave
Hall Timothy PO Box 356
Hanson Linda G 3125 Paul Ave
Harme Jean D 1740 N Hills Ave
Hartman Matthew 426 Silver Ave
Heiler Anna 1830 Osbourne Ave
Henley Rudolph W, Jeffery Henley 517 Manor House Ln
Hesser John 1742 Fairview Ave
Higgins Margaret M Est 3515 Bartram Rd
Hildebrandt Michelle T 2940 Carnation Ave
Hill Charles York Rd
Hill Douglas F 1840 Kimball Av
Hill James 1840 Kimball Ave
Hohl William B, Elizabeth Apt I322 3505 Moreland Rd
Holloway Tyriek 1630 Prospect Ave
Hossler Harry L 1919 Easton Rd, Mellon Bank
Howard Karen A 1707 Coolidge Ave
Hunsberger Jennifer L, Raymond F 2300 Computer Rd
Ste A8
Hutchinson Roy C 240 Fitzwatertown Rd 5w
Ivins Kenneth 165 Greyhorse Rd
Jacobs Ladder Inc 404 Davisville Rd
Janke George A 11 Cameron Rd
Janke Vinasz Family Trust 11 Cameron Rd
Jeffcoat Alexander 2929 Blair Mill Rd Apt F2
Jiles Edith 2528 Lamott Ave
Johnson Pamela 2929 Blair Mill Rd Apt 12
Kahlert Joseph 426 Kreshon Te
Kalin William L 51 Twin Brooks Dr
Katsumata Takashi 2101 Blair Mill Rd
Keating Regina 38 Twin Brooks Dr
Keller Renalda 135 Carriage Dr
Kelly Bridgid F 3980 Commerce Ave Apt B15
Keys Shawn Michael, Tracy 217 Cowbell Rd
Kiley Christian P, Ryann E 20 Ellis Rd
Killion Donna E, John 24 Woodlawn Ave B
Kim Young W, Young S 520 Inman Ter
Kim Youngsook 520 Inman Ter
Kimura Keita 1001 Easton Rd Apt 410m
Kirkland Jemima C 1865 Lukens Ave
Kline Judy B 814 Miriam Ave
Kolsky Sherri 426 Krewson Ter
Kovalevski Alexandr 102 Forest Ave
Kramer Joanna R Joanne R Mosk 11 Church St
Kremps Florist, Eagan Eagan 410 N Easton Rd
Krouse Howard 3625 Welsh Rd Apt S56
Kuhfuss Alicia 519 Manor House Ln
Kuhfuss William D 519 Manor House Ln
Kull Veronica PO Box 272
Lackman Elwood 176 Campmeeting Rd
Lamond Beth 2938 Old Welsh Rd
Land Rover Willow Grove 900 S York Rd PO Box 647
Landon Ad, Wilmer A Landon 2927 Sunnycrest Rd
Language Svcs PO Box 205
Larosa Maria C 110 Lawnton Rd
Lear Christian 113 Abbeyview Ave
Lee Ho S 3625 Welsh Apt
Lennon Kathleen E 2nd Fl 92 York Rd
Lewis Elizabeth A, Agnes W 1650 Reservoir Ave
Lewis Lochlain P 1852 N Hills Ave
Linenberg Harry D 211 Red Barn Rd
Loque Thomas E 3405 W Moreland Rd Apt 10
Lorandeau Danielle, Renee 515 N York Rd
Luberecki Leah 501 W Moreland Rd Apt 32
Lyons Kevin J 2954 Banner Rd
Maccormick Paula 3550 Bartram Rd Apt 2
Machillo Michael A 7 Church St
Manhattan Bagel Jenstar 200 N York Rd
Manning Alisa G 1036 N Easton Rd
Marazzi Mary 518 School House Ln
Marchenko Nataliya 3505 W Moreland Rd Apt 123
Marks Donald A 102 Gilpin Rd
Marlin Laura 402 Greenhill Rd
Martin Richard E PO Box 15
Martinez Angel 2909 Carnation Ave
Mcadoo Andrew C 133 Smt Ave
Mcavoy James 1113 N Easton Rd
Mccorkle Mrita 1604 Arnold Ave
Mccown Amina 21 Church St
Mccown Lowell 1664 Smt Ave
Mcdermott Edward J 1812 Patricia Ave
Mcgurk Thomas J Car 2945 Banner Rd
Mchenry Janet S PO Box 542
Meade Charles G 501 Crown St
Mealey Kevin 13 Knock N Knoll Cir
Messina James A 605 Sampson Ave
Metro Public Adjustment Inc 13 Knock N Knoll Cir
Meyers Grace Wyandotte Rd
Mierzejewski Yolanda 242 Buckboard Rd
Monaghans Collision 1849 Davisville Rd
Monkiewicz Anne M 1006 York Rd No 23
Monteagle Funds Kari Thompson 630 Fitzwatertown Rd
Bldg A
Moravec Kevin W 421 Lawnton Rd
Mtv Viacom PO Box 1110
Muehlberger W H 302 Inman Tr
Mueller William R 512 Crown St
Muller Veronica, Fritz 42 N Knock Knoll Cir
Mwss 474 Snco Fund, M Buerklin Mwss 472 Nasjrb Willow
Grove
Nagle Sandra 1003 Easton Rd Apt 619c
National Medical Svcs Inc 3701 Welsh Rd
Naval Air Station Public Works Office Bldg 78
Nms Labs PO Box 433a
Norman M Werther Md 301 Davisville Rd
Okane Bonnie 500 Manor House Ln
Onimis Anthony F, William B, William M 209 Lawnton Rd
Osbeck Emily T 123 Inman Ter
Pain Management Centers of America 2701 Blair Mill Rd
Ste 35
Parrish Steven C 1955 Preston Ave
Parson Dwayne K 1732 Park Ave
Patel Ghanshyam B 3625 Welsh Rd Apt A7
Patel Mahendrkumar 2929 Blair Mill Rd Apt A2
Paul Delores Est 1001 Easton Rd M619 Regency Towers
Pearlman Jason A 1003 Easton Rd Apt 619c
Pellegrini Harry J Regency Towers No 515 C 1003 Easton
Rd
Penn Fluid System Tech 2440 Maryland Rd
Phila Forest 10 Tall Cedar of Le Ar 3505 W Moreland Rd
Apt K211
Phl Compcare LLC 301 Davisville Rd
Plank William J 700 Crown St
Powell Patricia E 302 Greenhill Rd
Precision Pain Mgmt Center Pc 2325 Maryland Rd Ste 200
Presgrave Edna E Mildred C Crimmins Adm 2501 Maryland
Rd Apt C3
Raengler Marie 1911 Fairview Aved
Rans Courtney 207 Quigley Ave
Rdr Stup Food Brokers Inc 415 Davisville Rd
Recigno David T PO Box 518
Redmond John 127 Gilpin Rd
Reilly Siobhan 307 Greenhill Rd
Reinhart Felicia R 2730 Brenden Cir
Retirement Advisory 907 N Easton Redwillow
Rice Jill 1611 Reservoir Av
Risk Management Appraisal Senior Benefit Plans Inc 616
Easton Rd
Rmc Assoicates LLC 517 519 Davisville Rd
Rogers William C, Kristin A 209 Lawton Rd
Rosini Kevin 1029 York Rd Apt G
Rothstein Asher B, Steven 22 Fitzwatertown Rd Unit B6
Rovwil Inc 900 South York Rd
Royal Water Damage Restoration 1923 Fairview Ave
Rudensiuk Ksenia 2334 Old Welsh Rd
Sandy Constance 1802 Fitzwatertown Rd
Savage Shavon Y 2812 Lillian Ave
Saviola Barbra A 606 Lakevue Dr
Sayres William 3505 W Moreland Rd Apt K211
Scalfaro Rose 1721 York Rd
Schlack Lucille A, Robert W 138 Clarrige Dr
Schriever J H 205 Smt Ave
Schwartz Edythe 1849 Davisville Rd
Sears Timothy P 3505 Moreland Rd B214
Seward Sabrina 1944 Fitzwatertown Rd
Shapiro Philip 2962 Kanes Rd
Shebby Lynore 1001 Easton Rd Apt 209
Shema Linda 3625 Welsh Rd Apt S53
Short Donald A 1640 Crestview Ave
Shultz Willliam R, Leona L 2555 Veser Ln Apt F1
Si Jamie Linn 302 Greenhill Rd
Simonetta Dolores 2515 Ball Rd
Singletonii Paul 2233 Rubicam Ave
Smith Tammy Lynn Est 300 Church St Apt 1
Staats Leonard C, Ethel V 1003 Easton Rd Apt 816
Stefaniak Marcin 708 Lincoln Ave
Stillman Benjamin 302 Greenhill Rd
Stokley Josephine 1742 Park Ave
Sturman Barbara, George 2601 Blairmill Rd D19
Sussman Inc 1601 Easton Rd
Sussman Inc 3505 W Moreland Rd Apt K122
Swift Marguerite E, Albert W 1621 Arnold Ave
Szczepaniak Sophie 205 Krewson Ter
Tapia Julio 810 Warren St
Taylor Dawn 3425 Bartram Rd
Taylor Donald 2105 Geoffrey Rd
Thomas Elliott Welsh Rd
Thompson Matthew 105 Ctr Ave
Toscano Nina 514 Evans Ave
Ullah Salf 2801 Easton Rd Apt 1
Upper Moreland Soccer Club Po Box 85
Utility Pole Tech 708 Blair Mill Rd
Vearling Sandra 1113 Easton Rd
Veith Law Firm 3959 Welsh Rd Ste 313
Verone Elizabeth 2935 Oklahoma Rd
Vr52 Make A Make A, Stephen R Jancso Hgr 175 Nasjrb
Willow Grove
Vr64 Coffee Mess RT 611/Hanger 175
Waddy William Est 1677 Fairview Ave
Walsh Grace I 1113 Easton Rd Gdn Spgs Rehab
Waltrich Joanne K 133 Greyhorse Rd
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Washington Milton 2315 Old Welsh Rd
Wasserman Anna 1001 Easton Rd Apt 218
Wasserman Ralph 3505 Moreland Rd Apt H 422
Waterford Group, Springhill Stes−Wlw Grv 2480 Maryland
Rd
Watkins John 1635 Washington Ave
Waugh John 1665 High Ave
Weaver Virginia M 1911 Fairview Aved
Weiler John P Jr, John P 115 Fern Ave
Weiner Ruth 180 Sleighride Rd
Weiss Ned M 2500 Maryland Rd Ste 130
White Roscoe 1742 Park Ave
Whittle Jane L 2255 Carlson Dr
Willard Amy M 1 Henry Ave
Williams Lisa 3550 Bartram Rd
Wilson Danielle T 321 Dallas Rd 2nd Fl
Wines Audrey 1601 Easton Rd
Wines Audrey 3505 W Moreland Rd Apt K122
Winkler Myrtle M A, Anna S M 633 Sampson Ave
Winston Industries PO Box 1073
Woodcock Robert, Helen, Joan 39 Twin Brooks Dr
Woods Kellie, Curtis 115 Woodlawn Ave
Wordsworth L A, N H 2150 Carlson Dr
Yale Electric Supply 1620 Easton Rd
Yang Pidor 1752 Prospect Ave
Zarzecki Anthony Fmc Abington 1036 N Easton Rd
Ziegler Jennifer Ann 119 Dallas Rd B
Worcester Pa 19490
Allan A Myers Inc PO Box 98
Allen A Myers Inc Pa Tpke Comm PO Box 1310
American Infrastructure Va Inc PO Box 1310
Coughlin John M, Amy G PO Box 462
D M Stoltzfus & Son PO Box 1310
Danella Sharon PO Box 606
Margolies Leslie PO Box 4
Reger Robert J, Patricia 3347 Fischer Rd
Safetrans Abstract Lp 1741 Valy Forge Rd PO Box 1 003
Scheer Heimo W 171 Valy Forge Rd
Sperlunto Nicholas, Dorothy RR 1
Wyncote Pa 19095
A E Maxwell Assoc 8110 Heacock Ln
Abrams Barbara N 133 Woodland Rd
Agran Joan 1009 Serpentine Ln
Alex Jerine 8460 Limekiln Pike Apt 603
Alward Wayne 8480 Limekiln Pike
Baliban Claire C 8480 Limekiln Pike Apt C805
Barber Jeanne 218 Glenside Ave
Barclay Marlon W 8460 Limekiln Pk Apt 825
Barnes Marc 8480 Limekiln Pike 1210 Tower At Wyncote
Benion Angela C Apt 302 8460 Limekiln Pike
Berezin Bettye Wyncote House
Bicker Curtis F PO Box 27
Boe Palmyra T 218 Glenside Ave
Bosley Thomas Mccarthy 315 Radnor−Chester Rd
Braime Elaine 25 Washington Ln Apt 728
Branham Cynthia D, Wesley J 1200 W Church Rd
Brawner Linda M 305 Hedgerow Ln
Bryant Porsha N 8460 Limekiln Pike Ph 16
Caporale Aldo M 8460 Limekiln Pike Apt 1027
Caporale Helen W, Aldo M 8460 Limekiln Pike Apt 1027
Casillo Robert 218 Glenside
Cedarbrook Hill Apts 8460 Limekiln Pike Plate Resta
Chang San 8460 Limekiln Pike 812−1
Chestnut Siouda A 1014 Arboretum Rd
Chung Thomas 8460 Limekiln Pike Apt A205
Cohen Marilyn Wyncote House Apt 901 25 Washington Ln
Dickman Mary L 807 Pardee Ln
Dillard Dorothy A 1112 Curtis Dr
Dow Daniel S 413 Carlton Ave
Dubrow Co Inc PO Box 23
Ellison Keith 404 Gribbel Rd
Esterkin David 8480 Limekiln Pike Apt 122
Fagan Irene A−213 Cedarbrook Hill Apts
Faine Michael 7764 Mellon Rd
Final Touch Dba Charles Smith 8460 Limekiln Pk
Fisher Asia 1600 Church Rd Unit C−100
Ford Lillian 1509 Redwood Ln
Freedman Avraham T 8460 Limekiln Pike 11213
Gallagher John G 1201 Grenwood Ave
Gavalis Lydia A 135 Webster Ave
Gendelman Theodore L 443 Greenwood Ave
George Heidmann Jr Trust 827 Glenside Ave
Gil Jae Sun 8460 Limekiln Pike Apt 1135
Gold Joshua J 921 Laburnum Ln
Goldsmith Gendelman Barbara 443 Greenwood Ave
Goodwine Timothy 818 Washington Ln
Gordon George 8460 Limekiln Pike Apt A609
Graham Burley W 7761 Clements Rd
Greenberg Concetta R, Marvin S 8470 Limekiln Pike
Apt B512
Grossman Irwin B, Joan 8470 Limekiln Pike 107
Gutnick Lenore J 8460 Limekiln Pike Apt 327
Hammarquist Iris A 812 E Glenside Ave
Hammarquist Robert W 812 Glenside Ave
Harrisellison Sheree 404 Gribbel Rd
Haywood Arthur 443 Rices Mill Rd
Haywood Olivia M, Arthur L 425 Carlton Ave
Henderson Samuel 1018 Church Rd
Huntington Sheryl 8470 Limekiln Pike Apt 609
Jacobson Uri 1000 Easton Rd Ste 105
Janisheck Thomas F 208 Fern Brook Ave Apt 210
Jenkins Devon J, Kyen 414 Gribbel Rd
Johnson Harvey D 1118 Greenwood Ave
Keaveney Bernard M 8100 Washington Ln
Kim Sul H 23 Old Cedarbrook Rd
Knowles Margaret T 8480 Limekiln Pike
Kogan Andrea 25 Washington Ln Apt 832
Lawton Frances 122 Heacock Ln
Leibovitz Alan 8120 Heacock Ln
Levinson Sidney, Robert 807 Pardee Ln
Levitt Elaine C 25 Washington Ln Apt 621 Wyncote House
Lewis Ian 2432 Ashbourne Rd
Light Ashley 8470 Lime Kiln Pike Apt M07
Lincoln Investment Planning I, Forst Pavilion 218 Glenside
Ave
Magnum Ashley 8470 Limekiln Pike Apt M9
Manning Patricia 8460 Linekiln Apt 117
Mccloskey Tara 111 Rices Mill Rd
Mccormick Linda 158 Hilltop Ln
Mccullough David 101 Hewett Rd
Mcginley Francis J, Michael J 1245 Church Rd
Mcmahon Susan Halasz 338 Hewett Rd
Miller Karl 5 Waverly Rd
Moore Acel 1314 Spurce Ln
Moore Lucy 8100 Washington Ln
Mulvey Dorothy H 222 Hewett Rd
Myung Su M 25 Washington Ln Apt 737
Ogontz Realty Co 25 Washington Ln Ofc 19c
On Julie 23 Old Cedarbrook Rd
Padilla Amy 2432 Ashbourne Rd
Padilla Julianna Gr, Osvaldo 2432 Ashbourne Rd
Paley Daniel Marc Cedarbrook Hill 8470 Limekiln Pike
Apt 302
Parga Vanessa M 8480 Limekiln Pike 122
Payes Shirley K, Samuel 409 Crescent Rd
Pegram Dorothy 1600 Church Rd Apt B203
Pegram Dorothy 207 Glenside Ave
Pellegrini Matthew 1600 Church Rd B−112
Perry Ida C 433 Old Farm Rd
Pettiford Wilbert W 8460 Limekiln Pike Ph 1
Pollock Brett 8460 Limekiln Pike Ph21
Pomponi Kathy 1000 Easton Rd Ste 105
Pwac Inc 1600 Church Rd Apt C204
Race Anne M 722 Wyncote House Apts
Regli William R, Brian J, Joanne M 815 Pardee Ln
Rhodes Roslyn G Est 8460 Limekiln Pike Ph 15
Richardson Kimberly Anne, Susan C 250 Waverly Rd
Richardson Susan C 250 Waverly Rd
Roach Diana, Bruce 152 Greenwood Ave
Robinson Cynthia E 8460 Limekiln Pike Apt 216
Rosencrance Derick J Apt 117 8470 Limekiln Pike
Rupasinghe Dhanushi 1600 Church Rd D306
Ruskin Madeline Cedarbrook Hill Apts 919−A Cedarbrook
Hill Apts 919−A
S3 Enterprises LLC 1434 Hopeland Rd
Savitt Barry Hillcrest Ctr Nursing Home 1245 Church Rd
Schmerling Audrey 25 Washington Ln 306
Sedon Anne Cedarbrook Hill Apts A−410 8460 Limekiln Pk
Segal Harold 25 Washington Ln Apt 213
Seibles Barbara 7756 Clements Rd
Serio Joseph L 9 Smt Rd
Silow Harold, Edith Z Est 8470 Limekiln Pike Apt 515
Silverman Stanley, Elinor, Donald 8470 Limekiln Pike
Apt 609
Smith Roger 106 Woodland Rd
Solomon Sloan D 8460 Limekiln Pike Apt 204
Stanford Bertha A 1100 Rock Creek Dr
Starkweather C W 457 Old Farm Rd
Strub Caeli 20 North Ave
Swift Charles 2409 Ashbourne Rd
Thompson Jeane C 1105 Curtis Dr
Toth Pal 304 Rices Mill Rd
Townsend Andrew G 313 Maple Ave
Tucker Bernard, Edith Wyncote House 25 Washington Ln
Apt 901
Varlow Kathleen Hayes 25 Washington Ln 830
Vigderman Sylvia, Martin 341 Sinkler Rd
Waddell Richard 7931 Green Ln
Wanamaker Kyle 8470 Limekiln Pike Apt 1118 Bldg 2
Waridi Zenobia 220 Rices Mill Rd
Warren Nathaniel Jr 305 Lorimer Dr
Weir Thomas M 208 Fernbrook Ave
Weitz Andrew J, Stanley 1020 Arboretum Rd
Wise Stanley A, Julia R 222 E Waverly Rd
Wolf Morton 25 Washington Ln Apt 401
Wyndmoor Pa 19038
3d Learning 1207 Claridge Rd
Altman Margery, Berel 1100 Cromwell Rd
Baig Asif 1410 Stotesbury Ave
Barnes Sharon 7702 Louise Ln
Brenner Arlene, John 1204 Caridge Rd
Broadwell Stephen 8506 Hull Dr
Brown Samuel J Est 100 Cromwell Rd
Brown Samuel J Est 1001 Cromwell Rd
Bungeroth William M, Lola 8821 Carlisle Rd
Carner Emily E 829 E Southampton Ave
Cass Janet 1211 Claridge Rd
Chestnut Hill Lodge Health Rehab 8833 Stenton Ave
Clancy Mark D 8314 Childs Rd
Converse Katherine W 829 E Southampton Ave
Curry Geoffrey A 8202 Hull Dr
Daeschler Emily 531 Jarden Rd
Davis Eleanor Brown, Matthew A 8100 Ardmore Ave
Deitz Curry Johanna E 8202 Hull Dr
Delaplane Mary Ann, James M 8822 Duveen Dr
Dorothy W Lang Tr Ua May 28 86 551 E Evergreen Ave
Apt 307 C
Drs C3 Systems Inc 1200 E Mermaid Ln
Drs Tech 1200 E Mermaid Ln
Dzioba Myron 8302 Macarthur Rd
Englebert Nicholas 8803 Delphine Rd
Esposito Lucy 719 E Willow Grove Ave A
Falasco Antoinette, John D Jr 938 Pleasant Ave
Feldman Amanda W 8714 Patton Rd
Filippi George C 8809 Cheltenham Ave
Forman Marjorie A, Leon S 8107 Macarthur Rd
Gaddie Elaine 7808 Louise Ln
Gemberling Johnson J 7815 Ardmore Ave
Greenwood Thomas S Jr 511 Auburn Ave
Hellebusch Morgan Blanche 7961 Ardmore Ave
Industrial Maintenance 8705 Carlisle Rd
Johnson Eric D 1237 E Durham Rd
Johnson Pearl L 1109 Cromwell Rd
Kaiser Melinda, Jay A 515 Spring Ln
Kimbel Andrew, Philip 8567 Trumbauer Dr
Kirshenbaum Jean C 8203 Douglas Rd
Kurtel Melis 7833 Flourtown Ave
Lang Dorothy W 551 E Evergreen Ave Apt 307 C
Madden Casie 7817 A Queen St
Matthews Julia 8833 Stenton St
Mcgettigan M M 8015 Flourtown Ave
Mcneil Nancy M, Robert 601 E Evergreen Ave
Merrick Kellie N 7606 Louise Ln
Montgomery Rehab Center of Chestnut Hill 8601 Stenton
Ave
Morrell Franca 8800 Wainwright Rd
Negron Sofia Sofia Negron Photo 8100 Macarthur Rd
New Life Cardiovascular Care 805 E Willow Grove Ave
Noble Stuart K 1207 Claridge Rd
Oconnor Edward, Esther 7709 Elm Ave
Pagano Maria 8767 Duveen Dr
Paglia Lido Giulio 8800 Wainwright Rd
Powel Virginia R 7809 Linden Rd
Prglia Siro Est 8800 Wainwright Rd
Quigg Ian Patrick, John 718 E Willow Grove Av
Quigg Katie M, John, Timothy S 718 E Willow Grove Ave
Redpath Peter E 560 E Evergreen Ave
Retinavitreous Assoc Ltd Joseph Burkhard 910 E Willow
Grove Ave
Robert Nancy 601 E Evergreen Ave
Roberts Agnes Est 306 Atwood Rd
Rothschild Gerard, James 933 Mermaid Ln E
Ruggeri Lucia M 912 Campbell Ln
Russell Michael 510 Auburn Ave
Schweppe Mark 8203 Ardmore Ave
Shire Stanley F 8904 Patton Rd
Sirianni Mary 1019 Pleasant St
Teran Mercedes A 8648 Trumbauer Dr
Wang Li 8801 Stenton Ave
Watson Marilou 8800 Curtis Ter
Watts Kathryn 8714 Patton Rd
White Cynthia A 1109 Cromwell Rd
Wood Deming Betty Schuyler 8765 Montgomery Ave
Woods Waskowicz Kristin 1014 E Mermaid Ln
Wynnewood Pa 19096
Abraham M Bobman Trust 300 E Lancaster Ave Apt 902
Alexander Spencer, Fmc Wynnewood Ste 165 100 E
Lancaster Ave Mob E
Allen Beth L 22 Meredith Rd
Alloy Alyssa 396 Ballytore Cir
Alur Rajeev 920 Honeysuckle Ln
Arronson Marlene 221 Cherry Ln
Badis Dalyn Elizabeth, Linda Marie 15 Allandale Rd
Bagelman Elaine 1377 Drayton Ln
Bajayo Daphna 252 Tomkenin Dr
Ballarini D 360 Penn Rd
Barclay Mamie 245 Harrogate Rd
Baron Jerome 1001 City Line Ave Apt Ec804
Baum Jordan R 1505 Westwood Ln
Beacham Patrick T, Ann 442 Williams Rd
Beacham Timothy B, Patrick T 100 Mcclenaghan Mill Rd
Bellini Beatrice Maria 458 Moreno Rd
Betancourt Ernesto O 200 N Wynnewood Ave A418
Billingsley Lance W 1374 Indian Creek Dr
Birch Margaret 240 Rock Glen Rd
Blumenthal Robert, Gary 319 Old Gulph Rd
Bobman Sara Jane 300 E Lancaster Ave Apt 902
Boorse Rosemarie Wynnewood Plaza 603
Boyle Stephen 625 E Lancaster Ave Apt B305
Bradley Henry D 226 Mcclenaghan Mill Rd
Braid Steven 258 Tomkenn Rd
Bramson John A 33 Henley Rd
Braunfeld Mildred 1001 City Ave Greenhill Cond
Apt Ed 528
Brecher Cohn James R 200 N Wynnewood Ave
Brenner Selma 1001 City Ave Apt Wb112 Green
Brunswick Joan 1403 Knox Rd
Cadran Agnes M Anthony W Novasitis Jr Esq 1445 City Ave
Ste 7b
Cardiovascular Asso 100 E Lancaster Ave
Carr Catheine 429 Owen Rd
Cavanaugh Mary E 26f Wynnewood Park Apts
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Chapin John III 512 Manor Rd
Chernin Milton 1001 City Ave Ec911
Cobrin Leonard 346 E Lancaster Ave
Cohn Leah B 200 N Wynnewood Ave
Corr Helen L 1301 Montgomery Ave 3 2
Cramer Evan 1458 Braddock Ln
Cubberley Walter A 412 Witley Rd
Damiani Laura R 1458 Manoa Rd
Dangeli Mary A 522 Bally Tore Rd
Deichman Ruth 200 N Wynnewood Ave Apt A420
Delaware Valley Dermatology Paoli Med Bldg Ste 106
Demaio Christopher 213 N Drexel Ave
Dernoncourt Cathy L 1522 James Rd
Devine James 1130 Morris Rd
Diakonia 6 E Lancaster Ave
Dipasquale Donna M 426 Cotswold Ln
Dismar Corp PO Box 643
Doherty C Russell Therev 116 Beverly Rd
Dougherty Agnes Rita 718 Sussex Rd
Eastern Baptist Sem 6 E Lancaster Ave
Eb Games 50 E Wynnewood Rd
Edible Arrangements 31 E Wynnewood Rd
Eg Medical Equipment PO Box 136
Egmedicalequipment 1514 Brinton Park Dr
Expertplan Inc Accounts Receiv 356 Lankenau Medical Bldg
Faggioli Anne 100 Lancaster Ave
Fleming Carolyn, Daniel 1335 Remington Rd
Forstater Selma 501 Shortrdige Dr
Franklin Ski Club Inc 1001 City Ave Apt Wb
Freckled Sage LLC 336 Penn Rd
Frederick C Hawkins DO PO Box 238
Freudberg Sarah Dawn 1301 Montgomery Ave Apt 3−1
Freudberg Seth D 738 Cherry Cir
Fridkin Lorraine Greenhill Condomiums Wb 81 1001 City
Ave
Gallagher Gladys 200 N Wynnewood Ave Apt B322
Game Stop 50 E Wynnewood Rd
Gandhi Smita P 625e Lancaster Ave Apt A 203
Gartland Madelyn D 922 Cedar Grove Rd
Geary Mary J 526 Manor Rd
Gershman Naomi 1001 City Ave Unit Ec207 Greenhill
Condominium
Geshruy Amotz, Ariel 506 Twin Oaks Dr
Giambalvo Adeline 954 Remington Rd
Glickman Edward 100 Mcclenaghan Mill Rd
Gloster Michael P 414 Minden Way
Goldberg Millicent Apt Wb 410 1001 City Line Ave
Goldenthal Ariel M, Peter 765 Periwinkle Ln
Goodkind Robert Frank, Walter L 1425 Dorset Ln
Gordon Gary 100 E Lancaster Ave Ste 137
Gordon Mark S 410 Arthurs Round Table
Gornish Cheryl T 1219 W Wynnewood Rd Apt 304
Grab Properties LLC 564 Foxglove Ln
Gray Helen, Lance Thomas 440 Witley Rd
Greenberg Lester 102 Rock Glen Rd
Grinnell Catherine, Phillip 904 Nicholson Rd
Gross Janie 1203 Andover Rd
Gundersen Glenn 252 Beech Hill Rd
Haas Charles J,Charles Knox Home 718 Sussex Rd
Haines William Walker 413 Williams Rd
Halili Elisabeta 1427 Graywall Ln
Harris Phoebe 104 Madison Ln
Hawthorne Property Group 229 Rock Glen Rd
Heart Care Asso 100 E Lancaster Ave Med Sci Bld 380
Helden Christina 625 E Lancaster Ave Apt A101
Herrmann Michael 100 Overbrook Pkwy
Herscott David M 655 Montgomery School Ln
Hillerson Lee 260 Tomkenn Rd
Hirsh Bernard 100 Mcclenaghan Mill Rd
Hoffman Bailey Reed, Andrew J 407 Mill Creek Rd
Hofmann Rich 567 Manor Rd
Hofmann Richard W, Mary T 567 Manor Rd
Hotwire Communications 300 E Lancaster Ave Ste 208
Hotwire Communications Patty Forman 300 E Lancaster
Ave
House Saunders 100 E Lancaster Ave
House William 249 Hathaway Ln
Hudome Megan, John 27 Henley Rd
Hummel H 306 Llanfairrd
J Edward Pickering MD 100 Lancaster Ave Ste 316
Jacobs Freda 100 Lancaster Ave
Jaeger Eugene A 442 Warick Rd
Jameson James 212 Cherry Ln
Jared Surden Trust Matthew 40 Trent Rd
Jcc Kaiserman 45 Haverford Rd
Johnson Jessica 545 Hansell Rd
Kactoos Llc, Norma Nu Ez 217 Rock Glen Rd
Kaiserman Kenneth S, Max 602 Ballytore Rd
Kaschenbach Edwin J 427 Holly Ln
Katz Samuel, Leornard 1236 Medford Rd
Kim Gyu M 250 E Wynnewood Rd Apt B1
Kirillova Julia 467 Ballyfore Rd
Kjellman Per T 144 Trent Rd
Klarich Kathleen M 1505 Cliff Rd
Kornhauser Sonia L, Murray 620 Argyle Rd
Kriebel Gasparro Ann 1001 City Ave Ee127
Kuretu Mwazhuwa 1204 Yarmouth Rd
Kwak Andrew 29 Saxham Way
Lauer Roger 222 Rock Glen Rd
Lee Jeongbae 150 E Wynnewood Rd Apt 1e
Leof Mildred 1001 City Ave Greenhill Condo Apt E D 1130
Lepkowski Stacia 929 Remington Rd
Levine Lee 550 Foxglove Ln
Lewis Jerry Jr 333 E Lancaster St Apt 3 309
Liebman Rachel G 1505 Westwood Ln
Liebman Rachel G, Philip 1505 Westwood Ln
Lile Margaret, Paul 315 Fairhill Rd
Lovelace Jeannette 404 Arthurs Round Table
Luce Jane C 412 Witley Rd
Luff John H, Eva H 410 Penn Rd
Lynn M Klein Md LLC 461 Lankenau Mob Eas 100
Lancaster Ave
Madden Patrick 200 N Wynnewood Ave
Mahoney Land Partnership Wynnew 637 Lancaster Ave
Main Line Clinical Labs PO Box 12606
Malcolm Anna 7 Meredith Rd
Mandel Howard M 1225 Montgomery Ave
Mazzarelli Pasquale 121 Overbrook Pkwy
Mcconnell Peden & Belden Assc 100 E Lancaster Ave
Ste 158
Mcgill Sam 100 E Lancaster Ave Mob E Ste 3165
Mcgowan Francis Thomas Wayne Apts 12
Mcguire Mary E 235 Rock Glen Rd Penn
Mcmanus Margaret 310 E Lancaster Ave
Meltzer Thomas E 409 Penwyn Rd
Mercantile Capital Lp Ste 308 300 E Lancaster Ave
Mervine Lawrence L, Nancy E 1408 Remington Rd
Miner Sydney 1001 City Ave
Ml Hosp Inc Lankenau 100 Lancaster Ave
Ml Hospn Inc Lankenau 308 E Lancaster Ave
Moon Bo Y 250 E Wynnewood Rd
Morgan Frank H Jr 30 Hampstead Cir 31
Moroff Howard Decd 1001 City Ave Unit Ec207 Greenhill
Condo
Moulton Catherine L 1612 Brookhaven Rd
Mousseau Edward L, Ann D 1212 Yarmouth Rd
Muldoon Marion D 346 E Lancaster Ave Unit 413
Murphy Erin M 625 E Lancaster Ave Apt B305
Murphy Kathryn R Wynnewood Pike Apt 5f
Myers Herbert, Leornard Katz 1236 Medford Rd
Nadia Brama Nicoli, Nadia Nicoli 531 Foxglove Ln
Natale Daniel, Chana 1431 Greywall Ln
Neely William M 255 Trent Rd
Norman Robert 1001 City Ave Apt Wa605
O And G Ed Fund 100 Lancaster Ave West
Oks Ltd PO Box 458
Oliver Tyrone J, Wynnewood Dialysis Ste 165−100
Lancaster Ave
Olson Edwin N Brynwood Apts F3 Brynwood Dr
Ot Rehab Svcs of Pa Pc 1445 City Line Ave 1
Owston Thomas F Jr, Thomas T 417 Shortridge Dr
Paterno Matthew 47 Rock Glen Rd
Perna Stephen 250 E Wynnewood Ave
Phelan Pamela G 110 Knightsbridge
Philler Marie 129 Cherry Ln PO Box 181
Phillips Lawrence R Ins Trust Conservest Capital B Kardon
257 E Lancaster Ave Ste 205
Pierce Benjamin R, Cynthia W 331 Aubrey Rd
Pincus Jack M 1242 Knox Rd Box 121
Polonsky Shirley 1219 W Wynnewood Rd Apt 313
Pomerantz Barbara L, Milton A 1209 W Wynnewood Rd
Apt 104
Proetto William Est 1206 Knox Rd
Quality Ins Plans Inc The Reinard Agency 23 Hampstead
Rd
Quarembo Margare 1001 City Ave Apt Ed330
Quinn Ruth B Wynnewood Park Apts 23a 150 W
Rand Spencer F Esq, Elizabeth B 304 Powell Rd
Reese Ann 119 Harrogate Rd
Reichstein Alison L 1003 Hampstead Rd
Reiver Andrew 541 Dale Rd
Richardson Lydia C 500 Haverford Rd
Romano Julia 615 Argyle Rd
Rosen Thomas 100 Mcclenaghan Mill Rd
Rosenkranz Ellen 410 Arthurs Round Table
Rosenstein Beatrice, Ilene C 23 Meredith Rd
Sachs August 539 Moreno Rd
Saltz Jeffrey, Adam, Andrew 1204 Weymouth Rd
Sandon Lydia 1518 James Rd
Saslofsky Blanche 1001 City Av Ee827
Schaffzin Bethann P 1328 Medford Rd
Schimmel Edward B 945 Clover Hill Rd
Seligman Martin 414 Warick Rd
Selverian Michael J 320 Fairhill Rd
Sharma Vivek 250 E Wynnewood Rd Apt A12
Shaunik Alka 250 E Wynnewood Rd Apt A12
Shechter Fred R, Ruth P Shechter Greenhill Condo Wa904
1001 City Ave
Siegelman Evan S 200 N Wynnewood Ave Apt A113
Sirlin Ruthe B 530 Clothier Rd
Slobin Jack M 907 Cedargrove Rd
Smith Ronald H PO Box 553
Sorgenti Paterno Mathew 47 Rock Glen Rd
Soss Murray C 399 Ballytore Cir
Spivak Harriet J 247 Wiltshire Rd
Stahl Myer 5 Downs Cir
Stein Bill Ste 208 300 E Lancaster Ave
Steven J Vernille DC PO Box 74
Sullivan David 909 Delmont Dr
Susanin Elizabeth S 318 Aubrey Rd
T And T Remodeling LLC 333 East Lancaster Ave
Taraborelli Peter Sr 1001 Indian Creek Rd
Terzian Garabed 526 Ballytore Rd
Trifunov Patricia W 526 Sussex Rd
Trish Rita K Est 30 Hampstead Cir 31
Troiano Jessica 221 Gypsy Ln
Tseng Powen 237 Haverford Rd
Tst Agmt of Jeffrey Greenfield Dtd10 30 Leslie B Greenfield
Ttee 1119 Ashton Rd
Tsuchiya Noriko, Ryo 625 E Lancaster Ave Apt B205
Union Painting LLC PO Box 139
Vaniver Judith Hill H 929 Remington Rd
Volpp Kevin G 1318 Grenox Rd
Wald David A, Joyce W 419 Mayflower Ln
Walker Margaretta E 422 Holly Ln
Wang Jing 117 Harrogate Rd
Warne Phyllis M, Edward C 919 Clover Hill Rd
Wasserman Herbert S 300 E Lancaster Ave Apt 705
Webstudy Inc PO Box 332
Weinberg Carroll 261 Indian Creek Rd
Weinberg Charlotte 262 Indian Creek Rd
Weiser Norma R 415 Cotswold Ln
Weiss Leslie 126 Adrienne Ln
Weiss Weiss 116 Lanken Med South
Wheele Henry L 526 Sussex Rd
Wilcox Stephen Paul 32 E Old Gulph Rd
William Miller & Assoc 1445 City Line Ave
Williams E S MD Lankenau Medical Bldg 100 Lancaster
Ave
Williamson Henry 165 E Bldg 100 Lancaster Ave
Winchester Robin T 222 Rock Glen Rd
Winokur Helen, Marsha 40 Trent Rd
Womens Healthcare Group LLC 100 E Lancaster Ave
Suite 158
Wright Gwendolyn 50 E Wynnewood Rd
Yee Branca Angelina May PO Box 149
Yong Jian, Sun 622 Fariston Dr
Yu Yuan J 117 Harrogate Rd
Zeller Betty 346 E Lancaster Ave Apt 215
Zhu Yi Jin 1510 Powder Mill Ln
Zinck Warren J Jr, Lillian M Saunders House 100 E
Lancaster Ave 109
Zieglersville Pa 19492
Daves Auto Body 305 Big Rd
Higgs Derik 3507 Big Rd
Kenney Edward PO Box 181 Little Rd
Lewis Douglas J 6 Big Rd 292
Rossi Amanda 3346 Big Rd
Roth Adam J 205 Simmons Rd
Tadeo Felipe 16 Big Rd A
Thomas Douglas M PO Box 102
Weiss Christina 305 Big Rd
Northampton County
Ackermanville Pa 18010
Pursel Sara M PO Box 11
Bangor Pa 18013
Abel Lesler T 680 American Bangor Rd 134b
Adamski Melinda 369 American Bangor Rd
Amy William, Bertha 17 Kennedy Ave
Anastos Mark R 602 1 2 S Main St
Baker Sarah 6370 Del Haven Rd
Bell Steve A 118 Messinger St
Boettinger Jody W 302 S Main St
Bordonaro Karen E 8544 Rasley Hill Rd
Bordonaro Leo A 585 S 6th St
Borger Anita E 8147 N Delware Dr
Brownlee Stephanie 622 S Main St
Burkert Timothy J 212 N 5th St
Burton Elaine K Est 113 Palmer Rd
Camacho Joshua 49 Market St Apt 2
Cappola Davey 65 Denisco St
Casas Doris 126 S 3rd St
Centerville Cemetary Asso 490 Riverton Rd
Copur Ugur 49 Mount Bethel Hwy
Cravener Helen M 8 N Main St Apt 403
Creditech PO Box 99
Darrohn William PO Box 30
Davis Margaret 111 Tucker Rd
Delaney Shannon A 855 Market St
Denicola Irene 610 S Northampton St
Duckworth Christopher John, William Ray 703 Ridge Rd
Duvo James 626 Second Ave
Edwards Denise A, Brooke E, Maggie R, Morgan E 3955
Mount Pleasant Rd
Evanoski Carol J, Jared J Box 4292a
Fanning Walter J 341 E Shore Dr
Fir Lane Terrace Convalescent 701 Slate Belt Blvd
Fleming Jason J 25 N 4th St
Fuller Michael 9870 N Delaware Dr
Gardner Barbara A, Dale L 608 Ctr St
Gardner Jason 131 S 4th St
George Marvin L Jr 22 Messinger St
Getz Lawrence 453 S Main St
Giovanni Andrea 234 S Northampton St
Gomes Nuno R 11 Christine Ln
Gubrud Lavina M 207 Market St
Hanrahan Daniel J 6500 Del Haven Rd
Hartung Irene K 5617 Martins Creek Belvidere H
Harvat Renate Giselia 1355 Five Points Richmond Rd
Hdt Dlt PO Box 995
Heaney Vera A 101 Murray St Apt 6r
Holly Frances 9657 Rivers Edge Park
Houser Delbert 49 Mount Bethel Hwy
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Hulsizer Ronald C PO Box 714
Jancovic Jeff J 111 N Main St
Jennings Dean C, Sir Lube Alot 163 Blue Valy Dr
Johnson Daniel C, Marie 30 S Main St
Kitchen Alice 701 Slate Belt Blvd
Kithcart Dustin J Car 191 Twilight Trail
Kneebone Timothy B 128 Washington St
Labar Audrey K 20 Springfield Dr
Lanham Charles 1101 Million Dollar Hwy
Ledonne Nancy M 520 Falcone Ave
Lewis Lorisa K, Sean P 516 Pennsylvania Ave
Lobb Pauline 453 S Main St
Lucas Charles J 117 Gum St
Maciel Alberto 10322 Gravel Hill Rd
Maluchnik Leon S 65 S Delaware Dr
Mccullough Robert 4 E Central Ave
Mckie Harold E J, Ruth G RD 1 Brugler Rd
Megale Lucille 688 American Bangor Rd
Miller Betty A 501 O W Rd
Miller Constance 111 Tucker Rd
Minnich Darlene A, Dennis H 1279 Lower South Main St
Morris Enos S PO Box 125
Morris Natalie D 703 Market St
Moulton Thora Mary Est 979 Chestnut St
Moyer Denise 1043 Fox Gap Rd
Murphy William A 101 Murray St
Muzzey Barbara M 469 Autumn Dr
Ollivierre Kevin 9395 Springbrook Dr
Ott Wayne Est, Wayne R 364 S 1st St
Pfeiffer Derek M 480 Lake Minsi Dr
Price David P, David 561 S 6th St
Redzepagic Salem S, Mina 117 S 3rd St
Reid Kristen 22 Palomino Cir
Ressler Michael J 672 S Main St
Reyes Douglas 848 Washington Blvd
Richards Dean L 886 Ridge Rd
Riggin George R RR 2
Rocco Jesse 619 Ramblewood Dr
Rotz Fred 22 Palomino Cir
Roussos Justin M 93 Ridge Rd
Rowlands Lori L 480 Franklin Hill Rd
Rue Elizabeth A 4893 Ostrander Rd
Sandt Jeffrey C 4928 Cedar Grove Park
Scholes Steve, Sue 3920 Joy Dr
Shoemaker Gwendlyn 240 Laurel Hill Rd
Shotko Nora 680 American Bangor Rd Apt C21
Shotko Nora, John Fliszar 181 Persimmon Ln
Slat Belt Nursing, Maire Delfranco 701 Slate Belt Blvd
Slate Belt Auto & Tire 232 Blue Valy Dr
Smals Dorothy 17 Kennedy Ave
Smith C 7727 Martins Creek Belvidere H
Smith Eric F 436 Sunset Ave
Snopek Catherine, Christina 732 Locke Hts Rd
Sperling Royal F 207 N 4th St
St Pauls Natures Trail Trust Trustee Ka 703 Ridge Rd
Starr Nancy 100 Mack Rd
Stiehl Gregory 480 Lake Minsi Dr
Templeton Holly 559 Rasley Hill Rd
Tillman Malik 602 S Main St
Tough Love of Easton 76 Areland Dr
Urgent Care 701 Slate Belt Blvd
Utter James 348 S 4th St
Vilcek Helen Beth PO Box 179
Walsh Carey 115 S Main St
Walton Josephine 30 S Main St Apt 4
Warren Robyn S 9368 Rivers Edge Park
White Stacey R 111 Walnut St
Winchell Gregory M 8491 N Delaware Dr
Wnuck Kevin J 66 Woodmill Dr
Zeigafuse J Est, Jennie 609 S Main St
Zenglein Mariam G 1006 Ridge Rd
Zito Mike RR 3
Bath Pa 18014
1st Choice Collision 2964 Whitetail Deer Dr
Almodovar Jorge 215 Old Forge Dr
American Valley Svcs 2172 Community Dr
Barrall Thomas RR 3 Box 202d
Bauer Gerald H 2626 Community Dr
Beatrice Y Hahn RR 1 Box 15
Bell Peter D III 252 254 W Main St
Bender Herbert W, Miriam I RD 2
Berger Franklin 313 S Walnut St
Berghold Daniel G 2827 Derhammer Rd
Bowers Raymond W 10 Longwood Cir
Boyle Marion J 2065 W End Rd
Byrd Deshawn T 2635 Community Dr
Carr Robin 17 Hickory Hills Dr
Christman Edward C 114 Elder Ct
Dans Lawn Care Rd 2827 Derhammer Rd
Deemer Sandra A, James 2345 E Scenic Dr
Diedoardo F 115 W Main St
Dlugos Frank P Jr, Jennifer L, Jill M 232 Grouse Dr
Duffy Edward 8622 Beatrice Ln
Eckel Kathleen, John D 7576 Miller Dr
Ecklof Joseph 326 Kings Ct
Fatzinger Edward 7985 Cricket Rd
Flyte Zachary 921 Point Phillips Rd
Focht Edward 265 Hatch Gravel
Frack George F Jr 438 Eagle View Dr
Frick Wilbert S R 2
Frihart William Jr 2579 Community Dr
Global Medical Transp PO Box 148
Green Gerald, Andrea 337 W Main St
Guerra Corazon A 108 E Northampton St
Guzman Ellis H 673b English Rd
Hahn Nancy 7108 Arrowhead Rd
Hawk Paul RR 2 Box 33
Keiper Anna 2776 Maefield Rd
Knecht Jane 114 Elder Ct
Kneller Kyle C 907 Point Phillips Rd
Koplin Shelli L 203 Old Forge Dr
Kremus Rebecca Jean 2415 Yost Rd
Lack Louise A 170 Lacks Ln
Lessig Richard A 100 Hickory Hills Dr
Limpar Ella S 228 Old Forge Dr
Lve Inc 6813 Chrisphalt Dr
Lynch Merrill 325 Kings Ct
Madigan Steven 2776 Maefield Rd
Martin Karon L 426 Old Forge Dr 1
Michael A Richline 480 English Rd
Mickey Jeffrey 835 S Hock Rd
Morris Matthew J 1003 Copella Rd
Morrow Yolanda, Steven 215 Old Forge Dr
Nicodemo Jaycee Carl 242 Boxwood Ct
Polo Clifford Est, Margaret 70 Hickory Hills Dr
Prints Impressions Inc Insd C Thomas Lynn
8465 Airport Rd
Reeser Kimberly, Kevin A 423 Old Forge Dr
Reichard Kristofer W 8445 Airport Rd
Romig Mary 1103 Smith Gap Rd
Schmoyer Anne A, Anne RR 2
Schweitzer Arlene RD 1
Seip Elizabeth R, Barrylee D 2900 Glase Rd
Servaty Lorraine 61 Hickory Hills Dr
Shannon Christopher R 316 Old Forge Dr
Sikora James V 2823 Derhammer Rd
Skahill Virginia 2964 Whitetail Deer Dr
Smith Marvin Dale PO Box 250
Stafura Paul 354 S Egg Rd
Sullivan Jennifer A, Eugene C 440 Scholl Rd
Thomas James 206 Old Forge Dr
Thomma William W, Eva 669 S Smtt Rd
True 2 Form Collision 6650 Chrisphalt Dr
Turn In Restaurant 162 N Walnut St
Twiford Michael 2446 E Millheim Rd
Volkert Thomas E 69 Hickory Hills Dr
Walsh Edna 2458 Evanwood Rd
Ward Arlene 1 Lakeview Ct
Whitcomb Travis 6023 Snyders Church Rd
Yandrisovitz James 606 Monocacy Dr
Zingaertti James M 133 Grouse Dr
Zingaretti James M 133 Grouse Dr
Bethlehem Pa 18015
A Meeting Place 1649 Briarwood Cir
Adams Toni 2583 Black River Rd
Afentakis Themis M 16a Memorial Dr E Sherman Fairchild
Lab
Akbary Ramzia R 5429 Nala Dr
Albright William H 601 Diehl Ave
Alicea Jose A 829 E 4th St Apt 4
Allen Lora P 433 Montclair Ave
Allocca David 824 Nantucket Cir
Amberg Margaret E 603 Itaska St
Ambrose Theresa 739 E 7th St
Americredit 917 Evans St
Amont Stephen J 546 Ontario St
Andrews Christopher 722 N Bergen St
Anesthesia Specialists 425 Brighton St Ste 202
Awarepro Inc 116 Research Dr Ste 230
Awoyemi Ibrahim 1351 6th St
Bachev Iavor H 39 University Dr
Bagnull T 1161 Meadow Lark Way
Bai Hui 39 University Dr B198
Balbaid Hossam K 32 Sayre Dr
Balduhn Christian 11 W 2nd St Unit 217
Balshai Robert 701 Wyandotte St
Banko Stephen 714 Evans St
Bansal Neha 2518 Bethlehem Fields Way
Barbarics Matthew D, Ashley M 330 E 4th St
Barkis Albert 1409 E 8th St
Batista Alisubel 702 Cherokee St
Beamer Gilbert Thomas 584 Brighton St
Becker Allen 2515 Terry Ln Apt 1 2
Belmont L & E 3750 Old Philadelphia Pike
Benzing Martin J 1974 Spring Valy Rd
Berrios Herminio 619 Carlton Ave
Birkel Anna 423 Hyandottle St
Blue Janine 309 Crest Ave
Bodder Arlene 840 St
Body Zachary Allen 729 Ridge St
Boote Zandra V 2023 Hill Top Rd
Born Cynthia M, Kimberly Blatt 630 Hertzog Ave
Boyd Robert E 826 Montclair Ave
Boyer Michele 1920 Church Rd
Boyer Susan 421 Wyandotte St Apt 2
Boylan Jo Ann 1592 Weyhill Cir
Brader Thomas, Olive 113 E Garrison St
Branscom Andrew T Sam’s Auto Body Works 827 Seneca St
Brogle Patrick J, Ann M 1765 Red Hawk Way
Bukics Alexander J, Alice R 3581 Old Philadelphia Pike
Burke Lena 512 Cherokee St
Cacchio Janice 2583 Black River Rd
Calia Jeremy Jamal 512 Fiot Ave Apt 2r
Carpenter Mindy 1351 Seidersville Rd
Castillo Alfredo 1742 Brdway Rear
Cavalry Investments Billing 240 Emery St
Chaipattanawanich Vathanyu 657 Wyandotte St
Chase Lillian E 1138 Moravia St
Chen Chen 4 Duh Dr Apt 212
Chen Zhengjun 411 Vine St
Choffy Ian R 3515 RT 378
Clair David L, Aaron R 1741 Deer Run Rd
Coffey Dorothea F 814 N Main St
Coffey James 574 Hillside Ave
Cohen Beth A 1940 Birch Knoll Ln
Core Melissa 1942 Lynfield Dr
Costenbader Dale 1620 Irlyn Rd RD 3
Cote Nathan 440 Birkel Ave
Cox Lutora 1474 E 5th St
Cox Ruby L 1962 Barclay Ct
Craig Lucille 2254 Easton Rd
Cruz Drucillo, Sandra N 740 1/2 Pawnee St
Cruz Jalissa 519 Jackson St
Dai Na 15 Duh Dr Apt 233
Davis Patricia, Viola 511 Alaska St
Dejesus Miriam 829 E 4th St Apt 1 2nd Fl
Dellegrotti Megan A 722 Saucon View Dr
Dematos Maria 2291 Black River Rd
Diaz Wesley 1173 E 4th St
Dijirolanio Jerrimy 704 Hayes St
Dorshimer Angelina 326 Vine St
Druet Abigail 1640 E 6th St
Dugan Hugh 1859 Springwood Rd
Duh Margaret, Louis 438 Hayes St
Duran Marla 109 E 3rd St
Ellinis Alonso 811 Argus St
Ellis Cape 613 Christian St
Ellis Joshua 1409 Ravena St
Engleman Timothy L 1783 Elinor St
Ernst Mary 1153 E 4th St
Espinosa Samuel 911 E 4th St
Family Healthcare Ctr Pal PO Box 5386
Feliciano Allen 817 E 6th St
Fenerty Mary A 928 Ostrum St
Filer Herman E, Sirisuda 932 Delaware Ave
Filler Robert J 1839 Skibo Rd
Fluck Anna E 337 Brdway
Focht A Edward, Joyce G 101 Seneca St 303
Fodi Joseph A 520 Pawnee St
Fody David 532 E 5th St
Fountain Hill Pharmacy Inc 1049 1051 Brdway
Fowler Clara A 2583 Black River Rd
Funk Gertrude M 524 S Lynn St
Gaither Catharine M 1649 Marick Cir
Galindo Jorge 102 W Main St
Gancarz Eric 425 E 4th St
Garzia Fernando 1941 Saucon Ln
Gaugler Lorraine 620 Montclair Ave
Gilhool Thressa 436 Main St
Gillanders Irene V 902 Cherokee St Apt 317
Goldman Mark 2416 Cherry Ln
Gonzalez Jose 508 E 4th St
Gorski Timothy, Helen 98 Benner Ave
Greger Jeffrey L, Diane R 330 E 4th St
Gross Audrey 1343 Clint Eastwood Rd
Gross William, Gross Nancy RD 5
Hajdinyak Louis R, Mary F 627 Ridge St
Han Myonghyon, Hyunjung Oh 6 W 4th St
Hanulak Patrick A 107 W 4th St 7
Hao Lu 39 University Dr E409
Harbuck William T 2026 Penstock Ct
Haung Tzu 39 University Dr D156
Heck Carmen 810 High St
Hedenberg Christophe 568 Hillside Ave
Hermanovitch Coleen A 1726 Graham St
Hernandez Jose A, Doris 655 Hayes St
Hobbs John J, John P 5 Steel City
Holt Richard 25 W 3rd St
Hoover Gail 704 4th St
Horvath Diane A 524 Pawnee St
Hsieh James 29 E 4th St
Huailin Sun 4 Duh Dr Apt 212
Huertas Luis 1459 Phillips St
Hur Sewook 39 University Dr
Hurd Susan Payne PO Box 5453
Hutchinson Tracey A, Curt A 520 S Lynn St
Hwang Keith J 555 Spring St Apt 403
Irizarry Antonia E, Michael R 612 N Hoffert St
Jacob Sharon L MD 801 Ostrum St
Jahre Nancy L 1998 Sunrise Ln
Jain Siddharth 308 S New St Fl 2
Jenkins Robert H, Joan T 304 E Mechanic
Jin Yinhua 822 Wyandotte Rd
Johnson Fay E 1603 Brdway
Johnson Michael 623 Roosevelt A
Jones Chardae T 830 Hillside Ave
Juhasz Jamie 517 N Clewell St
Kalman Dale M 938 Wyandotte St
Kelchner Mary I 1027 Norfolk Dr Birchwood
Keystone Automotive Industries 3658 RT 378
Kidd Charles 2015 Majestic Overlook Dr
Kimmel Daniel J 3490 Honeysuckle Rd
King Amelia D 1356 Moravia St
Kline Michael S 504 Selfridge St
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Knisley Jeffrey D, Jane L 1047 Cherokee St
Knopf Automotive Loaner 3507 Rte 378
Kocanowski Thomas P Est 408 Adams St
Koontz Kevin, Linda 2074 Dennis Ln
Kornfeind Helen C 50 8 Norway Pl
Kovacs Geza 410 Smt St
Kranyecz Mary 412 Smt St
Krencs Shaun 804 Wyandotte St
Lafci Sherill 522 Pawnee St
Lam Kun 3592 RT 378 Pmb 111
Lavay Debra M, George 2603 Cherry Ln
Lee Li Ching 411 Webster St Apt 106
Lee Sang 39 University Dr F146
Lehigh Gas on the Ru 1425 Mountain Dr
Lehr Hilda C 528 Mountclair Ave
Leibensperger Julia RD 5 Saucon Box 678
Lin Chun Y 337 S New St Apt 304
Lopez William 719 E 5th St 7
Lorah Melissa L 655 Ridge St 1
Lorrah Mark 714 Atlantic St
Lukes Hospital 801 Ostrum St
Lynch Sharon M 2037 Majestic Overlook Dr
Mack Geraldine F RR 1
Mahato Nivedita 545 Carlton Ave Apt 1
Maloney Elmira M, James P 623 S Lynn St
Mann Marion B Est 1428 Seiderville Rd
Mantz Joanne L 1101 Seneca St 808
Martin Anne 526 Alaska St
Martinez Guadalupe, Roger 244 Cherokee St
Martinez Hunsicker Sonya 244 Cherokee St
Martinez Robert C 425 E 4th St
Masiado Brooke Marie, Taylor Marie, Louis F Seeds 1688
Pleasant View Rd
Matey Teresa 202 W 8th St
Mccambrige Meredith B 2039 Majestic Overlook Dr
Mcdevitt James 5 E 4th St
Mcgee Mary A 643 Williams St
Mcginley Michael G 1954 Sunderland Dr
Mchale Judith 915 N Bergen St
Mcmahon Evelyn 110 East Fourth St
Mendez Maximina 1159a Penbrug
Merrigan Christine R 1927 Saucon Ln
Mest Emily H 1930 Black River Rd
Miller Elliot 418 Brdway St
Miller Helen K PO Box 5244
Minella Lauren Elizabeth 1757 Red Hawk Way
Misczenski Joseph I 2171 Applebutter Rd
Mish Cancetta 310 Brodhead Ave
Mish Concetta 1022 Cherokee St
Mojica Victor 915 Nichimic St
Morales Maria E 740 Evans St
Morales Ramon Rivera 1101 E 4th St Apt 2
Morales Rose 1173 E 3rd St
Moran George 331 N 4th St
Moretz Joshua 1303 Evergreen Dr
Morrison Judy 701 Ostrum St Ste 302
Mortagua Maria 1950 Peach Tree Ln
Morton Street Properties LLC 111 East Morton St
Muhummud Teerawut, Dichila 117 Atlss Dr H Bldg. B148
Mutter Alfred F Jr, Roseanna L 2747 Bethlehem Fields Way
Nagel Roger Mfg Systems Engr Mohler Lab Lehigh
University
Nagy Joseph 2088 Riverside Dr
Namba Yurika 39 University Dr PO Box G165
Nava Ruven 932 E 5th St
Negron Carmen 410 E 4th St 2nd Fl
Neubauer Ellen, Oscar 1790 Deer Run Rd
Ni Zhicheng 12 Duh Dr Apt 231
Nieto Miguel 1127 Stanley Ave
Nisson Pete 11 W 2nd St Ofc Apt 219
Noahs World 2583 Black River Rd
Novak Lorie 1310 Delaware Ave
Ns Miguels 619 Hellener St
Odell George C Jr 225 E 4th St
Ohm George C 1883 Waldheim Rd
Ojeda Abigaelly 7546 Mechanic St
Omdahl Wendy L 3646 Old Philadelphia Pike
Oncology Hematology of Lehigh Valley Pc Money Purc 701
Ostrum St Ste 302
Oquendo Jose 739 E Seventh St Apt B
Orasure Tech 220 E 1st St
Ortiz Rosanna 1501 E 6th St Apt 2
Ortizrivera Lizette 1041 E 4th St 4
Oruganti Saiharshita 212 E Morton St Apt 1
Palank Marge 1530 Highland Dr
Pan Xin Feng 1338 E 5th St
Papiernik Steven 230 E 4th St
Paredescordero Eulogio PO Box 5066
Patrick George H, G H III 1503 Creek Rd
Patriot League Athle 641 Taylor St
Perera Ravin R 14 Duh Dr Apt 123
Peterson Gary C 1981 Sunrise Ln
Pierce Judge J 1173 E 3rd St
Piersa Beverly C 917 Evans St
Pizarroguerra Brunilda 603 Hayes St
Polanco Candido Antonio 917 Vernon St
Polizzano John K 1917 Peachtree Ln
Quinn Sean 2517 Cherry
Quinones Johnny 611 Itaska St
Radler Charles M Jr 557 Ontario St
Radler Charles M Jr 559 Ontario St
Ragsdale Jeremiah 526 6th Ave
Ramos Inocencio 378 Laufer St
Receivable Mgmt Svcs 240 Emery St Sandra Hoehn
Reeb Millwork Corp 600 Brighton St
Reilly Jeanette R 1239 Russell Ave
Reilly Marguerite 655 Ridge St Apt 1
Reilly Tricia B 1560 Merryweather Ave
Respet Barbara J 1503 Creek Rd RR 9
Richard Ritter Pharmacy 115 W 4th St PO Box G
Rivera Glorivee 1521 1/2 E 7th St
Rivera Hector, Juan 1153 Mechanic St
Rivera Karla 922 Morton St
Rivera Raquell 421 W 4 Th St
Rivers Vanessa N 309 State St
Robinson Thomas 1465 Ravena St
Rodriguez Deniliz 1346 E 5th St
Rodriguez Doris 308 Brdhead Ave
Rodriguez Manuel 925 E 5th St
Rodriguez Placido J Fl 3
Rodriguez Ricardo 39 University Dr Box F614
Ronca Alfred, Anna 1303 Delaware Ave
Rosado Juan L 530 Selfridge St
Rosado Zulma 444 Pawnee St Apt 1
Rosario Roberto E 1613 E 8th St
Rose Cavanaugh 513 E 4th St
Rosse H Joris 1966 Creek Rd
Rossi Francesca 426 E 5th St Fl 1
Roth Matthew J 1251 E 3rd St
Rothrock Gwendolyn M 1425 Illes Ln
Rybak Anthony 408 Adams St
Sacks Woodrow Est 1605 Calvpso Ave 2nd Fl
Sailing Concetta, James 429 S New St
Sanchez Danny 605 Hayes St
Sarkozi Elizabeth 450 Montclair Ave
Sarkozi Elizabeth A RR 3
Schlack Jill 1629 Maple Ave
Schlener Eric 939 E 6th St
Schwaller Mario 39 University Dr G490
Sevek Construction Co Gregory Sevek 2136 Princeton Ave
Sfetsios Sirigo 425 Brighton Apt 304
Shaton Anna Marie 710 E 5th St
Shawiak Ronald Jr 1021 Wyandotte
Shea James 2033 Quarter Mile Rd
Shell Lilly E 1343 Clint Eastwood Rd
Shimer Denise 2117 Fieldstone Dr
Shimko Anne M, John A RD 5 Saucon Box 678
Shimko John A Rd 5 Saucon Box 678
Sims Theodore T, Willie Mae 701 Notario St
Smith Freddie M Mertztown Rd 2
Smith Melanie 1146 Railrd St
Smith Nichole 842 Seneca St
Song Ying 522 Montclair Ave
Stech Edward E Jr, Marjorie A 1680 Pleasant View Rd
Steel Fitness at Riverport 15 West Second St
Strain Sarah C 524 Pawnee St
Suter Esther 1467
Takacs Joseph E 2150 Easton Rd
Talbot Geraldine 1209 Brdway Fountain Hill
Tan Xiaodong 536 Carlton Ave Fl 1
Tavares Carlos S 1292 E 4th St
Teran Alejandro 447 Montclair Ave
Texaco Mini Mart 418 W 4th St
Theodoredis Stanley Emmanuel 1633 Saucon Valy Rd
Theodoropoulos Pantelis, John I 11 W 2nd St Apt 146
Tian Rui 443 Webster St
Tingyun Cao 39 University Dr B470
Tmsd Corporation 61 W Lehigh St
Trapp Elmer, Anna 2285 Yost Av
Tseng Tingfu 337 S New St Apt 304
United General Mortg RT 378 & Walter St
Vanloveren Alexandra 1466 Colesville Rd
Vario Domenic T 633 Frederick St
Vario Domenic T, Theresa D 633 Frederick St
Vega Luis 1230 East 5th St
Velasquez Edwin 1730 Lynfield Dr
Velez Jose E 417 Pawnee St
Vetrosky Joseph C 738 E 6th St
Vinart Auto Body 1783 Elinor St
Vincent Yvonne M 1668 Brdway
Wagner Stanley E, Rosella 837 S Hoffert St
Wang Hung Tzu 10 Duh Dr Apt 113
Waterbury Kathleen 1560 Merryweather Ave
Wenrich Lawrence 1350 Stanley Ave
Werner Ea L Sam’s Auto Body Works 827 Seneca St
Wharton Financial 2432 Black River Rd
Whitcher Leigh A 536 Jischke St
Williamson William 1532 Highland Dr
Woodring Richard H 627 Bishopthorpe
Wu Yun 508 Hayes St
Yetim David M 371 Evans St
Zhang Wei 39 University Dr J090
Zsido John 925 E 6th St
Bethlehem Pa 18016
Alicea Nazario PO Box 104
Anthony W T PO Box 1894
Beltrami Anthony S 70 E Brd St PO Box 1426
Deschler Warren R PO Box 1407
Gehman Evelyn B 2029 Westgate Dr
International Steel Group 1170 8th Ave Ste 2027
Navarro Franklin M PO Box 421
Piltman Lawrence PO Box 308
Rivera Pastor PO Box 143
Rivera Rosario 202 E Brd St Apt 4
Robert G Fowler Trust 512 N New St PO Box 1407
Rogers Inez 561 Main St Ste 275 PO Box 1096
Mclain & Assc
Smith Elsie 2029 Westgate Dr
Whitener Forrest E 117 Hillcrest Dr
Bethlehem Pa 18017
1553 Livingston St 1553 Livingston St
Abbas Rafeef 2325 Edgewood Ave
Aguibal Incorporated 3414 Park Place
Ahern James J Sr, Mary 1962 Woodbury Rd
Aitcheson Pauline 1549 Fleming St
Albarelli Carl 925 Johnston Dr
Aligo Sadie 2029 Westgate Dr
Allstar Auto Glass 3005 East Blvd 14
Alstom Energy Systems Kathy A Martin 95 Highland Ave
Ste 210
Alter Eric 821 Jennings St
Althouse Delilah W 710 11th St
Altman David B 112 Wedgewood Rd
Aman Sinha 4178 Wellesley Rd
Anders William R 2740 Stonewood Dr
Anderson Amanda J 943 Crawford St
Arrow Document Imaging LLC 1509 Easton Ave
Asad Mohammed Q 3235 Chenault Dr
Azain John R 2219 Jennings St
Baker Mary R 1310 Kirkland Village Cir
Banks Vere J Jr, Ann 1010 Laurel Dr
Baratau Gamarra Tony 1315 Winnewood Dr
Barlok Sara F 3898 Post Dr
Bauer Teresa 1670 Mark Twain Cir
Beattric Miller 2690 Woodside Rd
Beck Williard 314 Buckingham Dr
Bedics Dennis D 1125 Sunsetview Dr
Bell Brenda 1280 Oakwood Dr
Berman Frederick J 2755 Winston Rd
Berman Sadie 1106 Kirkland Village Cir
Bigdeli Yaas 3385 Woodbridge Cir
Blasko Joseph F 4654 Maryann Ln
Blume Joseph A 2943 Santee Dr
Bohning Victoria J 809 Evans St
Bokan Karen E 3080 Athena Dr
Bokan Mary S 315 Buckingham Dr
Bokan Mary S, eza 2085 Westgate Dr Apt 601
Bolash Charles 1465 C Johnston Dr
Bombico Mary, Kate, Michelle 560 Redfern Ln
Booher Chris 1816 Mark Twain Cir
Borse Sarah J 1614 Levering Pl
Boykin Cyndy 4436 Loraine Ln
Braig Mara A 1541 Irene St
Breidinge Kenneth P 1504 North Blvd
Brennan Robert P MD 1940 Johnston Dr
Brennan Travis 5350 Hanoverville Rd
Brew John P 1605 Valy Ctr Pkwy Ste 140
Broadway Susan J 1570 Kenwood Dr
Brockway Elizabeth A Est 2435 Madison Ave
Buck Christopher C, Tara A 581 Vera Cir
Burck Dorothy 2303 Kirkland Village Cir
Butch Mildred, Edward 3053 Powder Mill Cir
Cabey Neville A 122 N Oak St
Campbell Harold S 580 W Macada Rd
Capobianco Michael R 1462 Olivia Ct
Carreras Melinda 1728 Falcon Dr
Carvis George W Jr, Ann E 3307 Linden St
Casas Virginia 2280 Linden St Apt 1n
Caton Doris Susan 1734 Falcon Dr
Cavanaugh Susanne, Calista 5813 Shows Rd
Cawley John 830 Rockland St
Cesta E L Apt 310 5300 Northgate Dr
Cheeks Elijah 2360 Ave A 2nd Fl Rear
Chs Professional Practice Pc 2775 Schoenersville Rd
Citimortgage Inc 1007 Woodmere Dr
Clark Lorrie E 4100 Maria Ln
Clem Megan A 1815 Butztown Rd
Cless Renee R 4667 Maryann Ln
Closs Joan G Bruce Haines 825 Barnsdale Rd
Colon Frank T 1320 Stafore Dr
Colon Rectal Surgery Asso Pc 1650 Valy Ctr Pkwy Ste 10
Comfortmax of the Lehigh Valley Inc 57 S Commerce Way
Ste 310
Conroy William P 2021 Westgate Dr Rm 413b
Coordinated Health Orthopedic 2775 Schoenersville
Cordero David J 2023 Hart St
Corsey Mildred G, Keith G 2427 Exeter Ct
Cox Krystyna, Paul M 1007 Woodmere Dr
Crowe Christopher Jr 2532 Gdn Ct
Cruzsmith Vanessa 723 E Washington Ave
Daland Peter 4004 Autumn Ridge Rd Pa024
Danzo Anthony J 1541 Irene St
Davies Grace 1319 Kirkland Village Cir
Davis Beverage Group 2172 City Line Rd
Delp Harry Lawrence, Dorothy Mae 1541 Stafore Dr
Depietro Philomen 1032 Pembroke Rd
Devantier Josephine 662 Pinetop Trl
Devlin Francis P 1823 Maple St
Dials Jeremy 1345 Woodland Cir
Diaz Carmen M M 2060 Westgate Dr Apt G8
Dicker David F, David H Apt 307 1551 June St
Discover Co Tig Eastern Claim Terry Couchman 1550 Valy
Ctr Pkwy 180
Dreher Joseph 919 Jennings St
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Dunning Roger A 215 Kirkland Village Cir
Dupin Melanie 4407 Harriet Ln
Eser Dursun 3025 E Blvd Apt 16
Faulkner Oldsmobile 806 Overlook Dr
Faust John F 6560 Hanover St
Fenstermacher Michelle A 1735 Markham Dr
Fertich James 2405 Nottingham Rd
Fisher Daniel 1721 Linden St
Fl Smidth Inc Affi 2040 Ave C
Fls Miljo Inc 3231 Schoenersville Rd
Flsmidth Inc Legal Dept 2040 Ave C
Fly David, Cathy 4215 Wellesley Rd
Fonseca Leonardo PO Box 3324
Frable Beatrice R, Foster F 1116 Kirkland Village Cir
Frake Augustus E 2029 Westgate Dr
Frey Zoe H 2085 Westgate Dr 1018
Fullerson Patrice V Dover House 103 1825 Ctr St
Furman Cula 476 Vera Cir
G C Zarnas Co Inc MD 850 Jennings St
Gazire George A 1825 Ctr St Apt E101
Gebert Laura 1465b Johnston Dr
Georgiou George M 1821 Livingston St
Gerhard Harold A 943 Crawford St
Gifford Nancy 1310 Stoke Park Rd
Giles Phyllis E 2142 Butztown Rd
Gill Michele 5792 Monocacy Dr
Gimpert Maria 1315f Livingston St
Giovenco Bernadette M 7081 Copenhagen Sq
Giraldo Zapata Isabel C 1707 Markham Dr
Glass Doris E 2121 Boyd St
Gonzalez Gricelly 1624 Best Pl Unit 2
Goossen Mary 739 Blair Rd
Gottwald Jerome B 1717 North Blvd
Graefe Moving Svcs Inc 340 Hamilton Ave
Grainger 2011 Ave C
Graze Daniel P 3050 Schoenersville Rd
Gregory M Huron 3864 Ctney St Ste 150
Grim William H 2626 Boyd St
Growan Henry 418 Hew St
Gutfreund Carol J 1858 Levering Pl
Guzman Luis M 1544 Luzerne St
Hallman Catherine Hcr Manorcare 2021 Westgate Dr
Hallman Thomas B 1813 Johnston Dr
Hamill James William 2410 Main St
Hamill Susan B 2410 Main St
Hanover Engineering 252 Brdhead Rd Ste 100
Hanover Engineering Asso 3897 Adler Place Ste 350
Hardwick Patricia 1427 Ln Ave
Harms Robert J 1539 Luzerne St
Health Spectrum Pharmacy Svc 2545 Schoenersville Rd
Heffernan Dolores S 1201 Butztown Rd Apt 12a
Hein Patricia A 1323 Hilton St
Hemley Susan 2875 Main St
Henn Christopher 3055 Avon Rd
Hersh Queen Est PO Box 3382
Heydt Harold E 1510 Stafore Dr N
Hieu Nguyen 047x Rcn Telecom Srvs Inc 2124 Ave C
Hill Barbara M, Howard C 1211 Kirkland Vlg Cir Apt A
Hillpot Michael J 6254 Grouse Dr
Hinkle Harlan C 331 Carver Dr
Hlavinka David J 1214 Steflco Bd
Hmc Council Inc 1525 Valy Ctr Pkwy Ste 150
Hodick Barbara A 190 Brodhead Rd Ste 100
Hoffert Doris K 2052 Hopewell Rd
Holmes Stewart Jo Ann 5300 Northgate Apt 323
Houser Matthew, Nancy 1921 Kemmerer St
Huber Jennifer 5617 Colony Dr
Hucko Rose M 2029 Westgate Dr
Hugh Mackinnon & Lucy Mackinnon Rev Tr
1329b Davann Dr
Hurlburt Paul S 2262 Clermont St
Hutt Charles H 2303 Kemmerer St
Jeff Evelyn May Est 1125 Kirkland Village
John E Walson Deed Trust J Macus Svc Elect Cable 2260
Ave A
Johnson David S 4431 Harriet Ln
Johnson Eric Alan 4416 Greenfield
Johnson Mark W 1933 Windsor Pl
Jones Michael P 2733 Madison Ave
Jrna Inc 2260 Industrial Dr
Just Born 1300 Stefko Blvd
Kapushy Amy 2113 Kemmerer St
Kassis Ryan M 930 Place Rd
Kelchner Joanne 1442 Colgate Dr
Kelleher Joseph E, Irene M, John, Kathleen
2146 Kemmerer St
Kelly Sandra, Micheal J Kelly 418 Devonshire Dr
Kilcullen Stella 1744 Jefferson St
Kilpatrick Natalee, Joel P 3530 Jacksonville Rd
Kiss Mary A 1904 Renwick St
Kline James M 1509 Jill St
Knowles John Est, Stephen 2008 Westfield Terr
Kontos Menealao, Tsambika 3250 Easton Rd
Koontz Kevin R 1605 Valy Ctr Pkwy Ste 140
Kost Michael R 2337 Woodcrest Ave
Kovacs James E Im 6565 Osage Ln
Krawczyk Frances 830 Rockland St
Kresge Elva V 2340 Jennings St
Kupeli Ali 1600 Rosewood Dr
Kutz Jason 1616 Millard St
La Croix Drywall Inc 4035 Devonshire Rd
Laczo Cynthia Reily 124 Somerset St
Lally Robert J 1434 Colgate Dr
Lee Ella G 4510 Cheryl Dr
Leon Matthew E 4639 Virginia Dr
Liberty Property Trust 1510 Valy Ctr Pkwy
Litzenberger Arlene J 66 Hellertown Rd
Lopez Edward 4559 Greenfield Rd
Lopez Maria Aviles 1196 B Livingston St
Lopez Milde 287 Division Ave Apt 1b
Luisser Stephen J 3400 Bath Pike Ste 311
Lychak Edward 3610 Stafore Dr
Maaco Auto Painting 2744 Easton Ave
Mackinnon Hugh, Lucy 1329b Davann Dr
Macreal Inc 1462 Olivia Ct
Maier Corrie B 2735 Briarwood Pl
Malek Christine S, Ham 4350 Loraine Ln
Mangual Nelson 1325 Fairmont St
Marans Ann 3381 Lord Byron Dr
Marcon & Boyer Inc 1550 Valy Ctr 120
Marketing Partners 6583 Ruch Rd
Marold Bruce W 1301 S Blvd
Marrero Eddie 1326 Livingston St
Marth Dorothy 2406 Henderson Pl
Master Susan E 250 E Macada Rd
Mcdowell Corey 1235 Livingston St Aptd
Mcguire James J MD Jr 890 Barnsdale Rd Leslie A Mcguire
Mclain Erv 410 Bierys Bridge Rd
Mcnelis James 2649 Schoenersville Rd
Melrose Land Co 1851 Nazareth Pike
Mentzer Robert 6724 Munsee Ln
Middleton E 3900 Burgess Place
Mihalek Nicole 1520 Irene St 210
Millen Margaret M 1832 Sycamore St
Miller Deforrest H, Bruce E 2673 Nottingham Rd
Miller Elizabeth M 930 Place Rd
Miller Shirley A 1745 W Macada Rd 248
Modi Dr 2104 Stefko Blvd
Mondschein Allison 3254 Chester Ave
Monfort Cecile 1622 Levering Pl
Mont Blanc Inc Glendale Ca 252 Brodhead Rd Ste 500
Moss William H Jr, Iva L 1224 Marine St
Mulzet Carol B 1698 Best Pl
Naqwe Said 3219 Garrett Rd
Neff Mark A 1605 Valy Ctr Pkwy Ste 140
Nelson Patricia 1123 Stafore Dr
Newhard Molania 3254 Chester Ave
Odonnell Timothy 1538 Holland Ave
Ortiz Victor M 1845 Watkins St Apt F6
Osipower Ken 3820 Jacksonville Rd
Osullivan Michael S 3528 Lord Byron Dr
Pach John M Jr 5300 Northgate Dr G4
Palmisano Richard, Angelo 2415 Chelsea Ct
Parshwa Shah 4770 Kathi Dr
Patel Dimple T 2509 North Ct 2509
Patt Douglas C, Donald C, D B 190 Brodhead Rd Ste 100
Patt White Gmac Real Est 190 Brodhead Rd Ste 100
Pawlowski Marian 4402 Cheryl Dr
Peaks Anthony Forked Ton 2107 Easton Ave
Pelt Jenny V 2512 School Ct
Peluso Dominic J 4543 Smith Dr
Pena Hattie M 1308f Fritz Dr
Peng Shuo 4440 Cheryl Dr
Penn Liner Serv 2255 City Line Rd
Persa Sally J 190 Brodhead Rd Ste 100
Philips Mildred L, Harry K 224 Buckingham Dr
Pilla Allison M, Marie 5418 S Halbea St
Pimenta Constanca 1743 Chester Rd Apt 3
Porterfield Kevin 975 Merrivale Rd
Prestosh Timothy John Jr, Timothy John Sr
3025 Shakespeare Rd
Quinones Frances 1215 F Livingston St
Quirindongo Jose R 818 Walters St
Raab Kelly M, Susan J 835 Walters St
Radiology & Mri of Bethlehem 5325 Northgate Dr
Ralland Sandra 2018 Jennings
Ramakrishnan Parasuraman 550 Barclay Dr
Rank Bonnie L 10 1617 Sndersville R
Raposa Michael L 1763 North Blvd
Rayden Elsie Wagner, Lee A 2415 Brown St
Reliable Auto Collision 818 Walters St
Rent Security 1541 Irene St
Restorecore 431 Clearfield St
Ribau Carlos M 1321 Biafore Ave
Riddle Jennifer L, Joanne M 835 Wafford Ln
Rituper Stephen 3618 Hecktown Rd
River Cement Sales Co 100 Brodhead Rd
Rivera Angel L 1733 N Blvd
Rk Keystone Mobile Mart Corp 5535 Montauk Ln
Road Link Lp 1240 Win Dr
Roadlink John Deholl 1240 Win Dr
Roberts Kerry E 1553 Livingston St
Roche Patrick 3222 E Blvd
Rodriguez Magda 2043 Westfield Tr
Romero Emilio 1115 Granite Dr
Rommens Cynthia, James 4634 Smith Dr
Rudelis Sophie 1825 Ctr St
Ryerson Sylvia M, Wallace Ronald C 5552 Republic Way
Santamaria Anna 1715 Major St
Santana Janeth L 1815 Chester Rd
Santiago Neftali 1757 Chester Rd Apt 6
Savin Joseph H 400 Bridle Path Rd Apt D12
Sawhorse Home Improvements, Stephen G Hribick
806 Overlook Dr
Schaffer James A 1501 Jill St
Schaffer Jo A 2779 Red Oak Cir
Schilling Mary M 2050 Westgate Dr Apt F2
Schilling Patricia L, Mary M 2050 Westgate Dr Apt F2
Schuck Mary 919 Jennings St
Schwab William C, Trevor 1704 Millard St
Schydzik Sandra T, Douglas 2940 Airport Rd
Scotchlas Frank J 842 Walters St
Searock Jane L 3400 Bath Pike Ste 311
Sebes Stephanie H 1028 Westbury Cir
Seifert Earl W, Gloria 1751 Lord Byron Dr
Shafer Yvonne M 1422 A Catasauqua Rd
Sharkan Joseph G 1243 South Blvd
Shipley Agnes 919 Jennings St
Shuck Mary 1550 Irene St Apt 407
Sinicz Louis 1757 Callone Ave
Sipple Lawson Robert, Elspeth M 5214 Cheryl Dr
Skibo Mary Essex Bldg 104 1825 Ctr St
Sleck Sarah 509 Vera Cir
Smichowski Caitlin 1371 Stoke Park Rd
Smichowski Joseph M 1371 Stoke Park Rd
Smith Eric M 411 Dewberry Ave
Smith F Donnabelle, James T 3075 Westminster Rd
Smith James 723 E Washington Ave
Smith Kenneth O 2431 Lincoln Ct
Smith Mandi 2990 Oakland Rd
Smith Marie 1521 Elayne St
Smith Michele 1214 Hilton St
Smith Michele 1323 Hilton St
Smith Michelle 1323 Hilton St
Snyder Elaine L 349 Hamilton Ave
Soda Beatrice 1195 Livingston St Apt A1
Soos Wilma A 2026 Michael St
Srinivasan Karthik 4320 Cheryl Dr
Stackewich Dorothy 1963 Easton Ave
Stark Shannon 1184 Livingston St Apt A
Steiner Wilma E, George 5459 Jaclyn Ln
Stewart Jo Ann 5300 Northgate Dr Apt 323
Stoeltzing Hildegarde L 13 Kirkland Village Cir 16
Stout John G 1740 Madison Ave
Strains Cycle Svc 1204 Pembroke Rd
Stranzl Lindsay P 3320 Jacksonville Rd
Strasser Anna A 6945 Helsinki Sq Victoria Sq
Sullivan Juanita T 1525 Lincoln St
Sun Xiaowei 4440 Cheryl Dr
Szollas Maria 4287 Kathi Dr
Tague Stacy G, John 1510 Easton Ave
Taylor Lillian Est 1214 Hilton St
Teague Michael 2459 Willow Park Rd
Thomas Wayne 2594 School Ct
Thomsen William H 1105 Greenleaf Dr
Toms Tobacco 1880 Stefko Blvd
Torrell Jacquelin E Santa Mill Rd
Total Fleet 2990 Oakland Rd
Travers Evelyn 1319 North Blvd
Trexler Jessica, Mason 868 Blair Rd
Triandafilou Marie Marie 6711 American Way
Trimble William N 1726 Easton Ave
Trotter Dorothea I 1841 Livingston St
Tsiaras Aikaterini, Evaggelos, Christos, Sofia
1330 Sycamore Ave
Ubiera Elvin 2430 Blake Ct
Unclaimed Freight 2260 Industrial Dr
Varvarelis Nikolaos 1330 Sycamore Ave
Vega Josefina, Robert 1316 Marvine St
Victoria Vogue Inc Randy Webber 90 Southland Dr
W J Posavek & Son 1321 Stefko Blvd
Wachovia Securities 1301 S Blvd
Wagner Glen 1521 Irene St Apt 103
Waldron Jeffrey A 707 Yorkshire Rd
Wankner Kara Cheryl Dr Apt 4410c
Watson Douglas M 4255 Wellesley Rd
Weber Debra A, Gary R 6251 Dove Dr
Weil Hulda 1745 W Macada Rd Apt 326
Weinberger Joseph C 2085 Westgate Dr Apt 415
Weiss Colleen 2146 Kemmerer St
Wellner Mary E 2645 Belaire Rd
Whitacre Trucking Guard Shack 1240 Win Dr
Whitaker Helene M. 1852 Main St
Williams Alberta S, Matthew 1340 Eastwood Rd
Wilmot Kellie A, Allen 1791 Chester Rd Apt 4
Winbush Fatimah A 2532 Gdn Crt
Wirth Mark E 3151 Easton Ave
Wise Dale E 3459 Bath Pike
Wolf Bradley 3895 Adler Pl
Wukovits Irene W 2435 Winston Rd
Yao Jian 1310 Woodland Cir
Yaswinski Michael 1991 Hopewell Cir
Yohe George 3016 Mission Rd
Yomary Torres 1225 Livingston St F
Yong Rosa H 6755 Gwenmawr Rd
Yuhasz John J Jr 4209 Harriet Ln
Zavacky Walter 2146 Lexington St
Zheng Shibin 2915 Schoenersville Rd
Bethlehem Pa 18018
Agosto Senia 2345 Brd St
Al Rashid Noor F 426 Heckewelder Pl
Albert Sadie 1243 Dalehurst Dr
Allen Jenny Kiri Ayn 257 9th Ave
Alothman Fahad 437 Main St
Alvarado Francisco L 25 East Ettwien St
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Amackaravitz Todd 2010 Glendale Ave Unit 9
Angstadt Marie Telech 1131 Kimberly Rd
Antonios Fayez 1007 N New St
Aristide Patricia A, Thomas D 528 Maple St
B Braun Medical Basement 824 12th Ave
B Braun Medical Inc Accts Pay 824 12th Ave
B Braun Medical Inc PO Box 4027
Bacon Traci 308 Grandview Blvd
Baggest Nancy C 1403 Pennsylvania Av 2
Barnum Ansel 728 High St Apt2
Barthol Virginia, Ernest 1428 Chelsea Ave
Bartholomew Hilda A 1426 Hottle Ave
Basma Ali 1528 Shelbourne Dr
Beiner Joseph L 410 Grandview Blvd
Bennett Erik J 335 E Brd St
Bennett Michael 333 E Brd St
Berdube Mosebach 937 Ctr St
Berger Jennifer 1725 W North St
Berliner Florence 2224 Catasauqua Rd
Bermudez Griselle 726 7th Ave
Bethlehem Internal Med Asso 35 E Elizabeth Ave Ste 37
Blue Robert J 1529 Spring St
Bly Deborah Griffin, William J III 511 Prospect Ave Apt 6
Blyden Mcgregor 632 5th Ave
Borowski Kirk Walter 1986 Allwood Dr Apt A
Bosh Kyle 517 5th Ave
Botwinick Andrew Laurel St
Bowe Francis J Jr Northwestern Human Svc 701 W Brd St
Boyce Alice M 803 Bridge St
Boyle F G Stacie L Boyle 1605 Schoenersville Rd
Bradley Richard B 1145 Smolt Cir
Brezack Joseph 550 E North Cir
Bruch Lulu I 2083 Kenmore Ave
Brucker Jenny M 2327 Fleur Ln
Burian Rita 130 E Greenwich St
Burron Medical Prods Inc 824 12th Ave
Bush Keith Robert, Kyle James 517 5th Ave
Camp Brandi M 307 W Brd St
Cardascia Frank A 1620 Budd Ave
Cease Sandra A 619 3rd Ave
Center for Oral 1521 8th Ave
Central Admixture Pharmacy Ap PO Box 4027 824 12th Ave
Chuk Ruth 701 5th Ave
Cleary Neil P 715 N New St
Coffey Dorothy 812 Main St Apt 1 Fl 2
Condon Alexis 413 W Brd St Rwp 2nd Fl
Cook Michael J, Brenda J 802 Bridge St
Cooke William P 555 Spring St Apt 106
Cosover M 2258b Aster Rd
Coulter Anzorn, Rosa M 63 E Brd St
Craven Eileen R 1986 Allwood Dr Apt A
Crique Patricia J 621 12th Ave
Current Home Systems 36 W Goepp St
Custom Anesthesia Svc 35 E Elizabeth Ave Ste 24
Dacken George, Sylvia 109 West Goepp Stree
Dalessio Michael 1312 Winters Ave Apt A
Daneels Debbie 10 E North St
Daniels M 33 W Ettwein St
Davis Morgan 1822 Eastman Ave
Davison Paul E, Diane M Davison 919 W Market St
Deangelis Gina 1116 Linden St
Dech Rebekah L 247 E Ettwein St
Decrosta Jeffery DDS 627 W Brd St
Dejesus Rafael 506 4th Ave
Dempsey Christine 1102 W Union Blvd
Dempsey Christine 805 Prospect Ave
Derrico Louis A 1914 Ridgelawn Ave
Derrico Violet 604 W Garrison St
Diamond Emmanuel N 1520 Shelbourne Dr
Diehl Ruth K 457 Main St
Dorville Fabio 131 E Church St
Dowd S R 293 Valy Park South
Drake William B 1948 Brookside Dr
Duda Stephen H 1751 Round St Apt 8
Ecret Bartine D Est Suzanne Fields Atty 128 E Brd St
Edward G Schuler Est James R Fiorentino 60 W Brd St
Ste 201
Egliori Livio W Est 512 Elm St Apt 103
Ehrenstrasser William E 254 Mount Airy Ave
Elliot Thelma Est 70 E Brd St
Enright Cornelius F Sr 823 High St
Enright Cornelius F Sr, Richard D 823 High St
Erickson Edwin S Jr 306 Prospect Ave
Estrada Gizela M 1446 Monocacy St
Estuff4u 712 5th Ave 1
Evans Sheldon 225 E Goepp St
Facchiano Anthony 531 E Fairview St
Fanelli Anita L 724 Cambridge Ave
Farrar Ella M 732 E Goepp St Apt 103
Faulkner Collision Center 726 7th Ave
Fernandez Gladys 716 Spring St 2nd Fl
Figueroa Elin 629 Spring St
Fisher Jane E PO Box 4335
Fleetwood Kayla R 427 W Leigh St
Flores Manuel 59 W Garrison St
Flores Migual 534 Carlton Ave
Fowler Marlene O 443 Ctr St
Franekic Anne M 1118 W Market St
Freedman Selma W 204 Valy Park S
Freedman Selma W, Edward 204 Valy Park S
Freeman Mack 1241 Club Ave Apt 130
Frey Jessica 1539 Monocacy St
Furrer Andrew E 346 Valy Park S
Gdn of Est of Lisa Huff, Jeanette Madaya 561 Main St
Ste 260
Geller Brett M 1521 8th Ave Fl 1
George Michael 726 W Market St
Gilly Joseph 114 River St
Gizella Biro 610 Linden St
Glenn Dorothy E 631 12th Ave
Glowinski Robert G 555 Spring St Apt 404
Graf Charlotte E Est Apt 316 526 Wood St
Greater Lehigh Valley Youth Symphony 634 8th Ave
Ruth A Willis
Green Donna 1770 Calypse Ave
Greenberg Jerome 2236A Aster Rd
Groller Kristina 643 Highland Ave
Gross Clayton R 530 Riverwoods Way
Gross Michael V 1905 Robin Way
Grow Catherine, Carol 1901 W Brd St Apt 1
Gruver Laverne E 526 Wood St Apt 133
Gualano Jacob 408 Grandview Blvd
Ha Chong Suk 1025 W Brd St
Ha Man Su 1025 W Brd St
Haas Jeffrey S Ste 15c 77 W Brdway St
Hale Ashley E 813 Linden St Apt 508
Hall Michelle A, Lauren M, Mark A 416 Beech St
Harnaho Vira 411 E Brd St
Harrington Margare 517 11th Ave
Harris Ethel Mae, Ethel 2204 Eaton Ave
Hartmann Robert E 16 W Washington Ave
Harvilla Elizabeth M, Stephen J 713 Wood St
Hassay Mary 18 W Elizabeth Ave
Hawthorne House Inc 702 Hawthorne Rd
Hedden Austin 204 Valy Park S
Heintze Nevin C 933 N New St
Henry Tecora 1009 Main St
Herron Demetrios J, Connor J, Sharon A 458 Ctr St
Hess David L, Peter L PO Box 4124
Hetzel John F 2318 Catasauqua Rd Aptv1
Hickey Mary Patricia 2104 Pinehurst Rd
Hijazi Samer 1569 Ralston Rd
Hilbert Ruth E 712 4th Ave
Hill Fikaputera 35 E Market St
Hill Howard C 1211 Kirkland Village Cir
Hill Selina P 35 E Market St
Hoang Phuong 1033 Grenadier Blvd
Hobar Helen E 518 Keystone Ave
Hoenl Matthew T 2209 Catasauqua Rd
Hoffert Gerald C 54 E Ettwein St
Holloman Steve 530 Main St
Holman Marion E 2115 Grove Rd
Holser Dorothy S 530 High St
Horst Danyell, Adam 633 Martins Ln
Hubany David P Jr Cust, Jacob D 715 Wood St
Huff Lisa, Jeanette Madaya 561 Main St Ste 260
Humphrey Grace M Pgb Trust & Invest 3 W Brd St Ste 410
Hunter Jeffrey N Burial Funds Escrow 701 W Brd St
Hussey Mary 2135 Allwood Dr
Inselmann Eric L 1427 Kelchner Rd
Ira Allen 737 Main St Apt 1107
Jacoby Sophie 1825 Budd Ave
Jameson Charles J 321 Valy Park South
Jang Kyung S 66 Valy Park S
Janiszewski Andrew 1209 N New St
Jeffrey S Haas 77 W Brd St Ste 15c
Jimenez Gonzalez Luis PO Box 4415
John F Herron Funera 458 Ctr St
Johnson Carson 1327 Stanford Rd
Johnson Ellen F 55 E Church St
Jones May E 801 Spring St
Joseph Sharon S 435 E Frankford St
June Jayden 55 E Raspberry St
Kaiser Florencil U, Praxide 536 E Laurel St
Kelley Corey 1755 Shimer Ave Apt 11
Kern Matilda C Andrea Rothrock 1848 Paul Ave
Keystone Consulting Engineers Inc Sally Billiard
433 E Brd St
King Galindo L 1104 Ctr
Kisner Samantha L 1620 W North St
Kitzhoffer Elizabeth M 1516 Greenview Dr
Knights Merle 1022 Ctr St
Kozo Velma E 2110 Pennsylvania Ave K4
Kutos Frank 133 W Union Blvd 107
Lahr Doris 618 11th Av 1n
Leach Victoria I 584 Riverwoods Way
Leary Jennifer L 1416 Primrose Ln 4
Leder Bernice H 1706 W North St Robert H Leder
Leder Lawrence H, Bernice K 222 E Market St
Lee David K 1973 Allwood Dr
Leibenguth Beth 702 Main St 1
Liggett Alberta L, James P Weiss 561 Main St
Lima Guadalupe, Andres, Martin 543 Carlton Ave
Lindsay Marian L 1826 Pinehurst Rd
Linkous Amy 173 Valy Park S
Litz Patricia, Ella 645 Main St Apt 810
Livingston Miles 2004 Cloverdale Rd
Lora Roman 705 Pennsylvania Ave
Lorenzo Maria D 45 E Washington Ave
Love Bruce 2027 W Brd St
Lowman Robert Clarence 1102 Eaton Ave Apt 210
Lucas Regina 335 E Market St
Ludwick Freda C 518 Maple St
Ludwick Kathryn C, John K 1737 W Union Blvd
Lutz Linda M 721 Spring St
Lux Irma 47 E North St
Macmurtrie Grace 618 Locust St
Madtes Christopher A 314 E Locust St
Mae Ludwick C 1737 W Union Blvd
Malozzi Ruth J 520 10th Ave
Martinho Marie F, John Fenstermacher
1316 W Rosemont Dr
Marzella Melissa A 56 West Goepp St
Mason Darren Jr Estate 831 Fernwood St
Mayer Anna 600 Wyandette St
Mccambridge Arthur A, Bette 526 Wood St Apt 307
Mccormack David A 438 5th Ave
Mcgeehan Gavin J 632 16th Ave
Mcgorry Mccormack Timothy P 1406 Iron St 1st Fl
Mcklveen Scott W 251 8th Ave
Mcwilliam John 2342 Catasauqua Rd Apt 51
Melendez Wilfred M 810 New St Apt 2
Mercado Juan 1748 Shimer Ave 4
Mertz Heather D 2228 Catasaqua Rd B
Messina Peter 1955 Glendale Ave
Metzler Robin 256 7th Ave
Metzler Robin C 256 7th Ave
Miles Lauren K 1102 W Brd St Apt 1
Miller Brian J II 65 E Elizabeth Ave Ste 600
Miller Hilda U 716 4th Ave
Miller Jeffrey S, Roxann L 1345 Martin Ct Apt 638
Minerva Feliciano 802 Hawthorne Rd
Miracle League Lv Magazine 910 13th Ave
Mitchell Janice H 1453 Bonnie Dr
Mlinko Albert M, Louise C 515 14th Ave
Moravian Village of Bethlehem 634 E Brd St
Morgan Beth 85 Valy Park S
Morgan Harold K 85 Valy Park S
Morgan Rickie L 74 W Elizabeth Ave
Moyes Frank B 28 W Fairview St
Muething John D 2043 Kensington Rd
Muth Patricia B 130 E Greenwich St
Nagy S 12 E Taurus St
Navin Patricia C, Brendan P, Robert C 1713 Budd Ave
Newhart Elaine, Deborah Jean Denardo 429 E Brd St
Nichol Betty J 1427 Kelchner Rd
Nisic Srdan 1539 Monocacy St
Nofrio James 340 Franklist St
Noon Christopher M 1454 Locksley Dr
Norton Lois J 732 E Goepp St
Oakley Robert 559 Main St Ste 240
Olah Anna M 28 W Union Blvd
Olander Christopher 1976 Allwood Dr D
Old Brewery Tavern 138 W Union Blvd
Onuschak Scott M 1956 Hilltop Tr
Palmowski David 1892 Eastman Ave
Parker Emilie E 61 W Market St
Patrick Constance S 608 Riverwoods Way
Petko Irene 251 E Brd St
Phillippi Dorothyy One Bethlehem Plaza
Piersante Vincent, Lorna 1906 Eastman Ave
Polk O B 512 Elm St Apt 111
Press Judith 641 3rd Ave
Price Margaret A 1104 Maple St
Pro Automated Inc 1515 Monocacy St
Pukszyn Emma K, Erin M 72 W Elizabeth Ave
Pum Richard J 405 W Borad St 3rd Flr
Pursell Cindy L, Cindy L Hercik 1906 Catasauqua Rd
Ramos Jilmarie PO Box 4144
Rasmussen Rebecca E 1916 Fernway Ave
Reagan Dennis 135 E North St
Reagan Jennifer C 131 E North St Apt 2 R
Regina M Lucas 335 E Market St
Reis Michael John 824 High St
Repasch Matilda M 550 Brd St
Rex Sally A 1343 Easton Ave
Richard Z & Dorothy M Waltman Joint Tr 1521 Farm Ln
Rinehart Dean, Amy 821 Prospect Ave
Rinehart Jasen Amelia, Amy M 821 Prospect Ave
Rivera Elizabeth 1940 Catasaqua Rd
Rivers Stacie Est 70 E Brd St No 1426
Roberti Donna L 574 W Lehigh St
Rogers Carole 1318 Crestwood Rd
Rogers Michelle, Carol 1318 Crestwood Rd
Ruhe John 1519 Elliot Ave Side Door
Safi Patricia 1416 High St
Sams Auto Body Works PO Box 4144
Sanders Jacqueli A, Robert P 216 15th Ave
Santana Roseann 1031 Elm St
Santiago Ausha 1113 E 4th St
Santiago Luis Salazar 1996 Hillerest Rd
Saukulak Gregory 1922 Pelham Rd
Scavarda Ronald 431 E North St
Schaeffer Linda 1124 Linden St Fl 2
Schaffer John 36 E Ettwein St
Scheetz Laura 518 11th Ave
Scheirer Mark Jr 530 E Locust St
Schreiber Lena C 1535 Richard Ave
Schuett Thomas N 56 E Wall St
Schultz Tina Ann 521 2nd Ave Rear
Schweitzer Tara A 611 5th Ave
Scotts Auto Svc 1118 W Market St
Seery Adam J 925 7th Ave
Seese Rick 701 W Brd St
Seidenberger Jean L 1922a Allwood Dr
Seip Charles S 70 E Brd St
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Sek Mary S Moravian College Health Cn 1302 Monocacy St
Shanosky John 905 Spring St
Sharma Amar MD Allergy Asso 940 N New St
Shearer Gail W Esq 70 E Brd St 1426
Sheriff David 1453 Main St
Sherman Edward 618 11th Av 1n
Siciliano Rachel L 537 Ctr St
Siegfeldt Edward E 1152 Arcadia St
Silhanek Alison D, David K 737 Main St Apt 1201
Smith Ruth E 327 E Raspberry St
Smith Vanessa L, James 1954 Woodmont Dr
Smock Evelyn 39 1/2 E Union Blvd
Smoll Roydon R, Evelyn O 320 Ninth Ave
Snedeker David Ste 510 65 E Elizabeth Ave
Solarcare Technology 1745 Eaton Ave
Soneki Joseph, Mary 812 Pembroke Rd
Sorrentino Vincenza P, Charles M 1769 W Brd St
Source Bike Shop 54 E Brd St
Spadt Barbara A 1340 Andover Rd
Squyres Doris M, Walter 823 Main St
Stanleywhite Chistine 1015 N New St
Stauffer Charmayne C 2254 B Astor Rd
Stoves Marie F 216 15th Ave
Straub Enterprises Inc 1130 W Brd St
Sweet Jeremy 450 E North St Apt 4
Szulborski David S 913 High St
Taylor Maryanne C 447 East North St
Teron Nereida 50 W Goepp St Prvt
Thomas John D 225 E Goepp St
Tileoverstocks Com PO Box 4282
Tinsman R E 932 6th Ave
Tipiani Rosario 1123 Wood St
Tyler George 1915 Kingsley Dr
Vanhorn Edward Est, Antoinette 1403 Chelsea Ave
Vasquez Alicia M 55 E Raspberry St
Vazquez Abigail Est 113 Parkview Ct
Vazquez Mercado Javier 521 Wyandotte St
Wackernagel Joan S 933 Bradford St
Walker Jamie D 1205 Maple St
Walters Harvey 1728 Shimer Ave
Waltman Richard Z, Dorothy M 1521 Farm Ln
Weaver Florence A 1313 Iron St
Werner Deborah A, Nicole K 905 Spring St
Wetherhold Robert L III 626 W Union Blvd
Wev Paul C Est Atty Daniel Sabetti 224 W Brd St
White Barbara A 246 E Ettwein St
Whitesell Cynthia J 1432 Chelsea Ave
Wilkes Chevy Inc PO Box 1307
Wilson Aidan J 1902 Glendale Ave
Wilson Mildred E 247 9th Ave
Wittic Ann Est 1200 Spring St
Young Teresa A 2004 Fernway Ave
Young Volkswagen 1729 W North St
Zarzeka Judith L 1729 W North St
Zervos Michael N 1201 W Union Blvd
Bethlehem Pa 18020
Ackerman Scott 1841 4th St
Adams Katherine 211 Butztown Rd
Adult Child Entertainment Ctr 2851 Baglyos Cir Ste 201
Americredit Fin Svcs 2116 Williams Ave
Babbino Nanette, Frank 3636 Oakland Rd
Barrett James J 1551 5th St
Beik Khaled Green Pond Rd
Bennick Edward E 4364 Hilltop Cir
Blackmon Robert J 4011 Scherman Blvd
Blaetz Sandra 3105 Peacock Dr
Boffoli Nicholas D, Jennie M 2419 12th St
Brady Michael 3533 Trythall St
Brewer John 103 Colonial Ct
Brown Ayesha T 3225 Melanie Ct
Brown Daub Chevr 4426 Schlegal Ave
Brown Edgar J 2500 Steven St
Bryant Rick 3650 Villanova Ct
Bufanio Jennifer 2741 Bachman Dr
Burzynski Scott Joseph, John, Pamela 4201 Madison Dr
Cacciatore Ashleen 3361 Kelchner St
Capobianco Jennie, Frank 1726 11th St
Carnihan Anita 2961 Clifton Ave
Cericola Florence Est, Sheila Clarke 4608 Steuben Rd
Chase Crank A Minor for Deposit Only 3232 Keystone St
Apt 3
Cherry William 4473 Hanoverville Rd
Cheung David M 4000 Donegal Dr
Cole Joanne 4007 Green Pond Rd Country Meadows Rm 209
Coleman Anthony, Tobisa 2116 Williams Ave
Commodore Sonya R 3119 Keystone St
Cook William R III 4075 Ruth Rd
Curry Grady H, April 3645 Greiner St
Czajka Joseph M 3955 Bigal Ct
Dasilva Anabela 3530 Carter Rd
Dasilva Benjamin 3607 Freemansburg Ave
Deangelis William G 3905 Kip Ton Ct
Defranco Anita 4434 Cir Dr
Dhillon Satwinder Singh 4100 Galway Dr
Dorrah Mark 3353 Easton Ave Apt 2
Ehret Margaret E 3102 Washington St
Ertle William S, Nancy A 2114 10th St
Falk Steven B 4000 Hummingbird Ln
Fodor Stefania J, Steve 3360 Oakland Rd
Galimi Dolores 2030 2nd St
Gebbia Kristen 299 Cobblestone Ln
Golden Denise M 3625 Villanova Ct
Gomez Ramon D 1421 7th St
Grund Margaret T 4011 Green Pond Rd Rm 130
Halliday Laura 3623 Ironstone Rd
Hanley Linda J 3203 Applewood Ct
Hart William 3645 Nijaro Rd
Havolli Nazmi 1712 6th St
Hayek Russell R Jr 1808 11th St
Herczeg Joseph, Mary 2055 7th St
Herczeg Mary 2055 7th St
Hidalgo Rosa E 1421 7th St
Hogan Michael T, Michael 2804 Sapphire Ln
Homa Matthew 4426 Schlegal Ave
Homes Tuskes 2299 Brdhead Rd
Hooper Jane A 4196 Newburg Rd
Horwath Elaine M 3999 Washington St
Horwath Raymond T 4011 Green Pond Rd Apt 44
Hove Alice 4338 Rexford Dr
Hower Deborah A 2835 Christine St
Hughes Ann 367 Hillcrest Ave
Hughes Eleanor M 3356 Darien Rd
Hughes Nathan 3625 Villanova Ct
Hutchenson Andrew 3855 Devonshire Rd
Jamiol Dorothy J 3356 Darien Rd
Joan Ky 3279 Oakland Sq
Josephs Credit Union 3361 Kelchner St
Katechis George 1619 4th St
Kaur Jasmeet 4100 Galway Dr
Kelley Therese 4188 Ross Rd
Kelly Philip R, Sarah M 4007 Green Pond Rd
Kemp Barbara Est 1790 Farmersville Rd
Keretz Priscilla 1904 4th St
Kittek Mary A 2018 12th St
Koefoed Patricia E 107 Colonial Ct
Kressler Shauna L 1216 Elm St
Krock Shirley 412 Whitebriar Dr
Laflamme Stephan 5013 Preakness Pl
Lawrence Michael W 2805 Fairveiw St
Leather Depot Trolley Sta Mall 224 Nazareth Pike
Leo Joseph N 4007 Green Pond Rd Apt 203
Leon Charles G 4129 Coleman St
Leon Helene M, Charles G 4129 Coleman St
Lopez Giselle, Victor 3832 Timothy Ln
Lorah Timothy M 1635 4th St
Losco Dennis 2701 Baglyos Cir
Luchino John 1527 4th St
Madouse Curtis A, Nancy C 3110 Jefferson St
Mahan James A 3870 Cypress Ln
Mahendra Parmar 3945 Bigal Ct
Makarovsky Alexander 4166 Walter Rd
Manivannan Arunan 3500 Lafayette Dr
Mann William 1815 8th St
Marrero Julia 3939 Norfolk Dr
Mccormick Debra 4139 Ross Rd
Mcgeary James E 3681 Township Line Rd
Musike Timothy, Zoie A 2047 7th St
Negrao Luana C 167 Butztown Rd
Ng Penghock 4027 Reeve Dr
Oates Keith Sr 4180 Ross Rd
Olmstead Clayton R 3725 Miller St
Onewest Bank 2022 4th St
Ortiz Luis 3892 Timothy Ln
Paterson James, Lori 246 Presidential Dr
Pludowski Ryszard 2740 Northampton St
Pohjonen Kasperi, Robin 2940 Starview Ln
Pond Nancy L 5013 Preakness Pl
Premus Elaine M, Harry 1705 3rd St
Pretopapa Robert F, Alycia K 3842 Fairlee Ct
Pugh Ruby L 3800 Carter Rd
Ragland Judith 3549 Skyline Dr
Raia Joseph 1918 12th St
Remaly Lawrence Est Vasiliadis 2551 Baglyos Cir Ste A14
Rinehart Jo Ann Est David Rinehart 3625 Coleman St
Rios Joshua 1556 Sculac Dr
Rock Wellness Center 2591 Baglyos Cir Ste C 50
Rosa Julie M 1470 5th St
Ruddock Sarah 3571 Nijaro Rd
Rufino Manuel 2817 Fairvw St
Schafer Gladys A 2145 13th St
Scheller Joseph M 3730 Canterbury Rd
Schweizer Mary K 2432 Ridge View Ct
Sedlock Stephen E, Darby L 5003 Preakness Pl
Shaffer Edwin R 1734 11th St Ph
Silfani Tonous, Tammy 4103 Galway Dr
Simmons Joseph T 3949 Birch Dr
Snyder Arthur R III 4100 Birch Dr
Source Utility O 2706 Brodhead Rd
Springs 2299 Brdhead Rd
Stern Michael J, Judith A 3646 Griener St
Stewart E Gordon 129 Founders Ct
Storms Kathy I, Carl R 4025 Green Pond Rd Bld 515
Suardini John RR 2 Box 240
Sullivan Judith A 1737 3rd St 15
Sunny Transportation Inc 4151 Douglas Dr
Szabo Betty 1705 3rd St
Tiffanys Nail Salon 224 Nazareth Pike
Toggart Linda Jean 3333 Market St
Urban Josephine 1461 3rd St
Valley Perinatal Asso Pc 3101 Emerick Blvd Ste 209
Victor Lopez & Fosters Paint 3832 Timothy Ln
Vocaturo Joseph 3657 Gramercy Place
Wendell Pauline Est 1648 11th St
Westbury Asso Apts by the Park 4002 Evergreen Dr
Wetzel Mark A 4429 Steuben Rd 206
Whiting Marlene E 3217 Oakland Sq Dr
Wimmer Derick A 3041 Millstone Dr
Wind Drift Real Est 179 Mikron Rd
Winn Donald L 367 Hillcrest Ave
Wrzesinski Viktoria M 4005 Tamarind Dr
Yeakel Dorothy M 278 Butztown Rd
Youngs Medical Equipment 2710 Emrick Blvd
Zamper John C 1819 5th St
Zapanta Eduardo G 2120 Johnston Dr Apt 4
Zelliner Geraldine C 4009 Green Pond Rd Bldg 2 Apt 108
Zuk Peter 2062 8th St
Bushkill Township Pa 18014
White Oliver E 245 East Dell Rd
Butztown Pa 18017
Henry Ethel B Box 38
Henry Ethel B RR 1
Cherryville Pa 18035
Bartz Michael A, Nicole C, Rachel C, Christine
567 Graystone Dr
Bock Mary 526 Graystone Dr
Danielsville Pa 18038
Anthony David 4014 Monroe St
Bergenstock Harold R 1109 Moser Rd
Buttner Steven M 1307 Blue Mountain Dr
Chew Lih Fang 3210 Apple Butter Rd
Ertl Francis J 4054 Perry Ct W
Green Lea C 3330 W Scenic Dr
Grow Lea 3330 W Scenic Dr
Heck Benjamin Christophe 3210 Apple Butter Rd
Herzog Maria Box 113 RFD 1
Hyska Vanessa 1011 Blue Mountain Dr
Kleman Sherry M 3233 Vista Dr
Mckeever John H 1112 Walnut Dr
Mckeever Thomas O 1170 Walnut Dr
Michaels Lee F RD 1 Box 207
Michalski Karyn D 3045 W Scenic Dr
Miquel Dama L RT 1
Penglase Catherine M, D Michael, Dennis M 1016 Plum Dr
Robert Spence 1142 E Stateside Dr
Walters Jeralyn 3965 Mountain View D
East Bangor Pa 18013
Alicea Thomas 345 Blaine St
Esposito Amy 20 Hazen Ave
Lock Candace 21 New St
Easton Pa 18040
Arnold Judith P 1809 Ironwood Dr
Arnold Judith P, R B 503 Farmview Rd
Arriazamenjivar Jose 4534 Steeplechase Dr
Bah Njameh 1011 Georg Apt 2f
Bakshi Asha 289 Town Ctr Blvd Apt 209
Bellafato Ralph J 350 Paxinosa Rd W
Bodnarsky Michael, Wasyl 204 4th St W
Brotzman Robert 305 Tuscany Dr
Brown William C 1903 Quail Ct
Bt 24hrs Emergencyroadside S 1011 George St
Buckland Kimberly C 3000 Long Way
Butler Boise III 2685 Chestnut Ln
Byrnes Michael P 491 Milano Dr
Caplet Deborah E 517 Frost Hollow Rd
Caplette Robert P 517 Frost Hollow Rd
Cave Stanley M 2585 Hickory Dr
Chakravarthy Gopal S 1000 Sullivan Trl Ste B
Chie Peter 1750 Deer Path Rd
Christian Trevor 517 Frost Hollow Rd
Citifinancial Auto 12 Bunker Hill Ct
Clarke Sean M, Mara 1021 Frutchey Hill Rd
Clymer Anne M, Gary A 227 Park Ridge Dr
Cole Howard M, Helen C 601 Dutchmans Ln
Cooke Debra E 1700 Sullivan Trl Amb 129
Cotturo Virginia A 2831 Meadow Ln Dr
Crouse Gwen L 370 Ramblewood Dr
Crouse Shawn M 1017 Mitman Rd
Cruz Lisa 2313 Treeline Dr
Curzi Joseph L III 020 Sullivan Trail
Cycle Fitters 1700 Sullivan Trl Unit 3
Dand S Delivery & Transport LLC 1011 George St Apt 2b
Day Curley R Jr, Nicole E 2720 Fringe Ln
Delaware Electric Inc 2149 Bushkill Park Dr
Dilts Kevin M 2163 Andrew Dr
Doherty Kenneth 3715 Sullivan Trl
Donnell Sidney E Est 406 Paxinosa Rd E
Doughty Jonathan B 1690 Deena Dr
Doyle Alice M 2690 Upstream Farm Rd
Edwards Danielle 2929 Meadow Ln Dr
Engler Joyce 2222 Sullivan Trl Rm 324
Escobar Juan 1651 Fox Hollow Ln
Fickes Jeff M, Liam O 16 Bennington Ct
Fox Kathlene C 1414 Marigold Dr
Frank Elizabeth 3002 Appian Way
Garcia Omar R 2660 Fringe Ln
Geiger Theresa M, Carl A 119 E Elizabeth Ave
Gill Mark A 655 Mohican Dr
Granas Vincent E 1353 Ridge Trail
Gray Petr C 2806 Westgate Dr
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Grube James E, Ralph RD 1
Hager Patty, Harry 5587 Kesslersville Rd
Halpin Janet M 1011 George St Apt 8n
Hefferle Lois Anne 350 Paxinosa Rd W
Heffner Robert S 1217 Winter Ln
Heilman Robert E, Shawn P 2405 Patriots Ln
House Cathy Brown 2585 Lower Way
Insureds Estate 1355 Harvest Dr S
Jankowich Stano 105 S 6th St
Johnson Sandra L 3670 N Delaware Dr
Juan Adriano 1261 Lindenwood Ln
Kelly Robert J, Lynda 411 Peach Tree Trail
Kimmel Robert 1809 Ironwood Dr
Kusmick Cristia, Mike 2632 Penns Ridge Blvd
Langan Dylan T 2240 Barry Ct
Lazarus Herman III, Krista M Schlagenhaft
2810 Hickory Dr
Lifetime Doors Inc 4111 Kesslerville Rd
Link David 2615 Old River Rd
Lurie Marjorie 3 Ft Lee Ct
Maher Andrew 2185 Gillian Ln
Margolin Anne M, Lily J 75 Thomas Dr
Margolin Annemarie, Molly G 75 Thomas Dr
Marshall Robert E 14 Abbey Rd
Mccoy Stacey 2425 Gillian Ln
Mcgee Mary 776 Seneca Ln
Mcnamara Deborah S, Daniel J 119 E Myrtle Ave
Mcpeek Rory G 905 Zucksville Rd
Minner Francis Est 2625 Upper Way
Minner Mary 2625 Upper Way
Mirza Farah 2602 Penns Ridge Blvd
Mitnick Israel, Scott, Anne 4546 Steeplechase Dr
Mongelli Lee M 200 Wynnwood Ln E
Montemayor Leticia 1011 George St 7g
Morris Lori Ann 1637 Fox Hollow Ln
Motta Peter C 7 Holly Ct
Mottola Nicholas A, Linda 1475 Falwood Dr
Negray John 1160 Winter Ln
Noto Joseph A 5 Thomas Dr
Panzini Barbara H, Barbara 708 Zuckesville Rd
Parrott Glen J 406 Old Mill Rd
Pellegrino Karen 1412 Sycamore Ave
Pereira Michelle 4197 Foxwood Cir
Peters Mark T 622 Youngs Hill Rd
Pizzuto Natalie, Julia 2313 Treeline Dr
Price Joan 1355 Harvest Dr S
Professional Auto Body 622 Youngs Hill Rd
Proulx Patricia L 2340 Sheriff Dr
Quintaglie Krista Marie, Krista M Schlagenhaft
2810 Hickory Dr
Ralph Joseph 254 Philadelphia Rd
Reigber Beth G 509 Scenic View Dr Mckee
Rhine David J, Donna J 2605 Hickory Dr
Robinson Timothy G 5119 Driftwood Dr
Rolon Lucia E 1903 Quail Ct
Rusnak John 2500 Margaret Ct
Schaefer Charles R Est 1905 Richmond Rd
Schryer Richard 216 Parkkage Dr
Schryerer Richard 216 Parkkage Dr
Schulte Kathleen C 1490 Deer Path Rd
Scott Lauren A 1690 Deena Dr
Scotts Auto Svc 3715 Sullivan Trl
Siemasko Sophie 1105 Mitman Rd
Smith Frank C 1483 Harvest Dr West
Smith Jeffrey M Sr 209 Huntington Ln
Sterchele Arthur L 426 Apple Blossom Rd
Stewart Trotta Alison E 2315 Sheriff Dr
Strauss Frederick Wesley, Nancy Chesson 1101 Knox Ave
Apt 207
Strzelczyk Mary E 29 Ft Lee Ct
Sturman Faith A 2460 Penns Ridge
Tatay Michael Z 2575 Margaret Ct
Taylor Bette J 254 Park Ridge Dr
Tokar Elizabeth, Peter T 112 Scotty Dr
Trivelpiece Howard J 125 N Delaware Dr
Tule S Mildred, James RD 2
Vacca Lori M 1017 Mitman Rd
Varju Robert T 1328 Richmond Rd
Vaughan Aaron 1975 Mercer Way
Vivian John R III, John R Jr 1910 Richmond Rd
Wakeman Gene 600 Ramblewood
Walenciak Matthew T 2240 Barry Ct
Warren County Collision Center 370 Ramblewood Dr
Weston Group Inc, Westo Healthcare Group
2222 Sullivan Trail
Wilson Ashley Catherine 2585 Lower Way
Wynne Marlene 520 Apple Hill Dr
Zeigler Lonny 1434 Knox Ave 301
Easton Pa 18042
Ahlbrandt Margaret 330 Cattell St
Aiken Kasheem 1330 Washington St Apt C13
Alford Joan E 219 B E Kleinhans St
Allen Robert E, Anna 326 Saint Joseph St
American Honda Finance 322 N 9th St
Amey Dorothy C Est, William P Coffin 100 N 4th St
Anderson Darnell J, Deviona M 119 S 5th St
Anderson Nan 401 W Berwick St 313
Animal Scan 2026 Lehigh St
Appleman Sarah Jane 680 Berger Rd
Archambault James 1602 Northampton St
Arcuri Pete A 1119 Washington St
Arias Miriam 210 S Cedar St
Armour Sabrina 42 S 8th St
Armstrong Kristie Apt 42fr
Ashleys Signature Rest 229 N 11th St
Austin Ann 131 Cattell St
Bader Patricia, Zadie 433 S Warren St
Badway Elliott J 63 N 4th St
Baglieri Gino 328 Porter St
Baker Robert J 1808 Lehigh St
Baltz Connie L 115 S Apple St
Banfield Robert A 1612 N Hampton St
Bank Street Annex Inc 11 Ctr Sq
Bao Chencong Lafayette College
Barba Geraldo V 1806 Northampton Ave
Bartha Jason 806 S 23rd St
Bartholomew Stephen 536 Bushkill Dr
Bass Transportation Co Inc 900 Line St Ste 3
Bechtel Kathleen, Randy 164 Charles St
Beers Catharine 30 N 10th St
Beers Ruth 810 W Lincoln St
Bergin Joann F 432 Northhampton St
Bermudez Juan G 2469 Freemansburg Ave
Bickel Bertram W, Charis H 127 N 4th St
Bilotta William 1230 Washington St
Bishop Bernadette C 5 N 3rd St Apt 307
Bloomer Roberta M, George C 846 W Wilkes−Barre St
Bond William J, Marion E 1349 Ridge St
Bosze Michael J 55 Flagler St
Bracken Lillian 1108 Elm St Apt 2b
Brown Anthony 1927 Fairview Ave
Buchanan James M 443 Northampton St Apt 3
Buckler Caroline 643 Ferry St
Buskirk Rosalie M 1223 Bushkill Dr
Buskrik Jeffery 21 N 13th St
Butenuth Timothy, Kalean 215 N 10th St
Butler Henry S 1316 Butler St
Callahan Denis 66 N Locust St Apt 511
Campbell Erwin E, Catherine M White 315 Berger Rd
Canavan Daniel T, Stacy L 180 August Tr
Canseco German 1501 Washington St 2nd Fl
Capasso Deborah 116 E Saint Joseph St
Capital One Auto Finance 401 Northampton St Apt 4 2
Caplan Erik 625a Royal Manor Rd
Carter Sunny D 510 Frederick St
Caruso Giovanni 240 Line St
Case Susan J 2120 Gruver Ave
Case Timothy 3081 Clearview
Caton Evelyn M 326 Porter St Apt 1flr
Champeris George 125 N 13th St
Charles Shakila N 311 W Lincoln St
Chen Pei H 2033 Northampton St
Chikami Gary 1010 Hillside Ave
Chipun Peru Rest 9 N 3rd St
Choi Hanna 1280 Cedarville Rd
Chorost Janice K 1229 Spring Gdn St
Christian Harold C, Marlene F 514 W Berwick St
Cicale John A 2302 2nd St
Clark Scott 1079 W Lincoln St
Club Beyond 5 Lehns Ct
Coburn Meredith Farinon Ctr Box 9060−111 Quad Dr
Coffey John A Est 618 Folk St
Coffin William P 100 N 4th St
Cole Bessie Est 104 S 3rd St Apt 206
Cole Pamela A, Roger 1545 Northampton St
Collado Delso 900 W Wilkes−Barre St
Collins Douglas P, Nancy M 206 Spring Gdn St
Compagnola Joseph C, Alexis 2314 Birch St
Condon Stephanie J, Heath A 825 Philadelphia Rd
Corr Theodore W 200 Raubsville Rd
Corrigan Barbara A, Lauren S 230 W Burke St
Corrigan Kevin R 626 Coleman St
Coventry Cardiology Asso 175 S 21st St
Coyle Timothy J 145 S 11th St Apt 2c
Cramer Anthony 924 Northampton St
Crespo Virgen 714 W Berwick St
Crocket David S 301 W Burke St
Crofts Sean 350 Church St
Cruz Jose 1225 Spruce St Fl 1
Cuomo Michael Lafayette College PO Box 7713
Davanzo Dorothy A 143 W Cooper St
Davis Alexis N 680 Berger Rd
Davis Doris 1806 Lehigh St
Deberry Tiffany 1248 Ferry St Apt 2
Deiter Belva 30 S 11th St
Delorenzo Theresa L 246 Bushkill St
Delta Gamma Fraternity Epsilon 718 Hamilton St
Deluca Debra K 801 Spring Gdn St
Dewey Dorothy L 1950 Washington Blvd
Dietrich Mary Est 2453 Birch St
Dinzey Dominick B 5 N 3rd St Apt 307
Dominick George W 221 S 4th St Apt 509
Doncsecz April 211 High St
Drago Michele L 250 Ann St Apt 21
Duffy Jill 1842 Lehigh St
Dugan Brian P 401 Northampton St Apt 4 2
Easton Garlic Fest 20 N Third St 4th Fl
Eckert Floyd C, Mary E Box 196a Kiefer St
Eichler Peter 37 S 12th St
Eickhoff Eliz 617 Ferry St
Eickoff Elizabeth 2426 Freemansburg Ave
Elliott Dorothy 1075 Morvale Rd
Ellis David 1041 Washington St
Estate of Christa Svetz 14 4th St
Everitt Evelyn M 203 Folk St
Fairlie Robert F 10 Steward Ct
Featherman Rachelle 485 S 21st St Apt1
Fehnel Sylvester R 430 S 19th St
Fern Sarah M 2212 3rd St
Ferraira Gloria C 100 W Saint Joseph
Fields John T 1241 Lehigh St
Figueroa Ricardo 301 W Grant St
Fimiano Dominick 914 Spring Gdn St
Finken Charles C Jr 1102 Butler St
Finken Gretchen K 728 Coleman St
Finley April 821 Jackson St
Fistler Matthew 941 W Lincoln St
Fitzgibbons Lauretta, Lavretta William 215 S West St
Flanagan Michael B, Lynn C, Caitlin E 290 Raubsville Rd
Fleming Mabel 540 Line St
Flores Andres 32 N 13th St
Foley Mary 535 Avona Ave Apt 306
Folkner Jeffrey 119 N Warren St
Forsythe Ruth A 506 W Grant St
Foster Thomas R 1814 Washington Blvd
Francis Allan 379 Shawnee Dr
Francis Jyllian Joane, Nanette C 447 Williams St
Frankenfield Dawn L 1695 Morgan Hill Rd
Frey Alice E 102 W Lincoln St
Fulmer Eleanor 37 S 12 St
Gabrielli Natale Sharon 128 Parker Ave
Gallo Mary E 2201 Meadow Ln Dr
Gallo Mary Ellen 2201 Meadow Ln Dr
Garcia Leon Dario 416 N 12th St
Gardner Phil L 909 George St
Garland Kenyetta D 42 S 8th St
Gebhardt Cristopher J 17 S 13th St
Gellman Robin J 2030 Lehigh St Apt 512
Gentner Maura Blakemore 111 Quad Dr 9486
Ghia Pradeep S 123 S 22nd St
Gingrich Andrew 536 Bushkill Dr
Godshalk Merritt L 1348 Lehigh St
Golinski Jackie 1509 1/2 Ferry St
Gonzales Ingrid E 248 W Lincoln St
Gonzalez Efrain 104 S 7th St
Goreso Anna M 804 Walnut St
Graver Paula L 148 E Saint Joseph St
Green Crystal Marie 649 Church St
Grembowicz Emma 1209 Butler St
Griffies John J 4th 527 Northampton St 205
Griffith Phyllis L 100 N 3rd St
Grow Robert P Sr 4725 Henry St
Gwendolyn Theadford 801 Sietz St
Haas Richard C 202 Vista Dr
Hafer Beatrice 1075 Schippers Rd
Hanni Jos 208 5 4th
Haqqie Mehreen 70 Clubhouse Dr
Haraguchi Teruhisa Lafayette College Farinon Ctr
PO Box 9035
Haries James 378 W Nesquehoning St
Haring Valerie 331 W Milton St
Harris David 223c Kleinhans St
Headden John T 321 S 16th St
Helton Crystal L 1051 Butler St
Hendricks Stella M 1050 W Wilkes−Barre St
Hernandez Noemy 525 Northampton St Apt 3
Hester Anna 720 S 23rd St
Higgins Richard J 503w Wilkes−Barre St
Hine Carol K 218 S 10th St
Hine Kermit L, Carol 210 N 8th St
Hines Daisy 30 S 11th St
Hinkle Ethel RD 4
Hockenbury Arthur, Gayla 503 W Wilkes−Barre St
Hoff Robert 512 23rd St
Hunt Diane M 165 Royal Manor Rd
Hunt John Joseph, Elmer R 918 Spruce St
Huxel Carmen Est 715 Bushkill St
Huynh Minh D 2255 Front St
Hyundai Motor Finance Co 164 Charles St
Infantino Lisa Rose 2213 Fairview Ave
Iobst Marleen 726 Brdhead St
Jackson Nellie 221 N 8th St
Jannone Kim M 106 Lower Way Rd
Jeffreys Debborah A 15 N 2nd St 2r
Jennings Tracey PO Box 1935
Jimenez Nydia 614 W Wilkes−Barre St
Jin Jian 321 Porter St Apt 1n
Jml Oil LLC 1600 Wood Ave Ste 2
Johnson Carol J 137 S 14th St PO Box 205
Jones Amy 1853 1855 Northampton St
Jones Dayton L 414 Folk St
Jones Edith M 117 N Warren St
Josifi Kristq I 1259 Northampton St Apt 325
Judom Inc Dba Phenom 161 Northampton St 163
Justiniano Ruben 701 De La Ferry St
Kannapel Suzann Est 837 Louis St
Kannon Nora P 915 Walnut St
Karanja Ester 202 Vista Dr
Kariuki Margaret, Patrick 202 Vista Dr
Kaspar Louise 360 Northampton St
Katinis John C Jr 479 S 21st St
Katinis Shaney M 1241 Spruce St
Keith Brian 114 Bethpage Tr
Keller Amy PO Box 3050
Kennedy Connor John 111 Quad Dr 9258
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Kerr Tiffany M 924 Butler St
Khan Andrew M 704 Centre St
Kieffer Frances 401 W Berwick St Apt 309
Kilgallon Kelly 201 N 10th St
Kinney John 607 Northampton St Apt 3
Klabunde Kenneth L, Barbara H 608 Davis St
Klinger Douglas 1063 Bushkill Dr
Knerr Mary 529 Northampton St Apt 46
Kohler Clifford, Harold D 142 S Cherry St
Komisor Jane, John 49 S 9th St
Koury Anthony P Jr 2348 Butler St
Kowalick Claudine 415 Island Park Rd
Kratzer Scott 228 7th St
Krazer Burt W 411 High St Apt 2
Kressler Judith A 9 2nd Ter
Krewson Frederick 56 S 5th St
Kruczek Storm A 315 W Lafayette St
Kubich David 36 S 13th St
Kukon Brian K 525 Mixsell St
Kulczycki Mae 2450 Butler St
Kuttner Matthew Walter 111 Quad Dr 9276
Lafayette College 307 Markle Hall
Lahr Lori 1028 Butler St
Lamoza Katharita Parsons 323 Mccartney St
Lauer Trinity L 136 W Milton St
Lehns Court Management LLC 3 Lehns Ct
Lehrer Jonathan 533 W Lafayette St
Leinbach Eric 1603 Butler St
Lifschitz Boris 90 Echo Ridge Ln
Linaberry Samuel W 109 High Point Ln
Little Harol 1136 Wood Ave
Lobalbo Marianne 200 E Grant St
Lockhart Curtis R Jr 329 Folk St
Lomonski Mary RD 4
Loomis Koch Bonnie E 1620 Ferry St
Lower Brandon 921 George St
Luciano Robert Est 32 N 8th St
M Hodges Beatrice M Est James Hodges
1531 Spring Gdn St
Macher Emma J 2453 Forest St
Macher George D50 S 6th St
Magee Lydia S 1055 Washington St
Marshall Bobby 498 Washington St
Mazumder Joyotu Lafayette College Box 8685
Mcavoy Shawn 408 Clinton C
Mccallum Michael 1517 Liberty St B
Mccoy Elizabeth 934 Butler St
Mccoy Wayne E 20 Devon Place
Mcdonald Cynthia 2335 4th St
Mcdonald Edward 746 Milton St
Mcdonald Mark 2905 Hermitage Ave
Mcgee Sherry L 136 S 8th St 2
Mcmahon Michael K 619 W Lafayette St
Mcnally Timothy T 631 Chestnut Tr
Mcpeek Frank, Hazel 1043 W Nesquehoning
Medina Ivelisse 714 W Berwick St
Medlin Christopher 1605 Ferry St
Meehan Julia A 2040 Northampton St
Mehta Jitesh M, Jitesh J 4306 Embur Terrance
Mehta Samir J, Jagdish M 4306 Embur Tr
Melan Lazarus J 417 Mccartney St
Melhem Youssef 2348 Butler St
Mellick William H 1608 Spring Gdn St
Mi Chongs 2423 Nazareth Rd
Milano C J DMD 137 N 2nd St
Miles Gregory S 2421 Victor St
Miller Helen 401 W Berwick St 313
Miller Kathy S 105 Canal Park
Mines Raymond 401 W Berwick St 313
Mitchell Gladys 631 Wolf Ave
Mitchell Goerge T 134 E Wayne Av
Mittal Manoj Md 2061 Fairview Ave
Morales Nuvia 692 Wolf Ave
Morell John A 221 S 4th St Apt 710
Morello Funeral Home Inc 221 S 4th St Apt 710
Mosellie Margaret L 1537 Washington St
Murray Kimberlee, Thomas 1940 S Delaware Dr
Nagy Kristin M 30 N 10th St
Nahra Antonio M 27 S 9th St
Nahra May De 27 S 7th St
Natale Charles J 128 Parker Ave
Nguyen Lisa 944 Butler Ave
Nixon Matthew 404 Cattell St
Noel Deborah A 519 Reynolds St
Nolasco Bria 2463 Hill Side Ave
Norton Elizabeth 733 W Lafayette St
Oconnell Catherine J 426 Fox Cir
Orbient Image Tech Ltd 2040 Lehigh St Apt 609
Oren Barbara 125 S 4th St Apt A8
Ortiz Irma Ayala 646 Northampton St Apt 1
Orzolek Marianne 200 East Grant St
Panovec Ruth 401 W Berwick St Apt 209
Paragian Ana 260 Smt Dr
Parsons James D 323 Mccartney St
Paskiewicz Alan 348 W Wilkes−Barre St Fl 1
Pearl E Doria Memorial 720 Washington St
Penalver Sylvia, Jorge 119 S 14th St 1a
Penders Earl 830 Pardee St
Pernier Robin 945 Butler St
Peter Stevenson 400 Northampton St Ste 607
Pfeiffer Janice 36 S 13th St
Philips Shibu MD Epic Radiology 250 S 21st St
Phillips Victoria Charlotee Henderson 3040 Aldridge St
Phoenicia Fine Middle Eastern Cuisine 154 Northampton St
Phoenicia LLC 154 Northampton St
Pilligriko Brasso 508 Bushkill House
Pirates Treasures 321 West Pierce St
Piro Jason 237 W Kleinhans St
Plato Construction Co 3630 William Penn Hwy
Ponzio Danielle J 360 W Lincoln St
Post Ruth E 323 Cattell St
Potteiger Wilbur 2318 Butler St
Premier Heart Specialists 241 N 13th St
Presto Kathryn 620 Mccartney St
Price Ruby J 2238 4th St
Principato Christine A 2469 Forest St
Pugliese Salvatore 2225 Hackett Ave
Puglise Salvatore 2225 Hackett Ave
Pulizzano Joseph A 510 Frederick St
Pulli Catherine M 139 S 12 St
Pumillo Ashley B 718 Washington St
Puszynski Vincent F, Barbara Puszynski 1031 Jackson St
Qiao Shanjun 111 Quad Dr Box 8099 Lafayette College
Quivey Frederick J 126 E Wayne Ave
Raijall Carlos 433 W Wilkesbarre St
Ramos Maximino 313 E Kleinhans St
Ramos Xiomara B 139 W Berwick St
Raso Andre 2206 Front St
Reda Marion 135 S 4th St Apt F1
Reed Adam 1853 1855 Northampton St
Relvas Michael J, Michele M 818 Porter St
Reynolds Justin D, Teriza 44 N 9th St
Riaz Kashif I 70 Clubhouse Dr
Rich William A 2020 S Delaware Dr
Riley Janet C 615 Seitz St
Rivera Efrain 322 N 9th St
Rivero Maria L 311 Highlands Blvd
Robinson Hattie 521 Ferry St
Robinson John 174 Pennsylvania Ave
Rodriguez Alambri Gil 1338 Pine St
Rodriguez Carlos 142 W Wilkes−Barre St
Roman Luis 800 Ferry St
Ross Anna 684 Pine St
Runberg Inc Debra Mckinnon 15 Centre Sq
Russa Jose III 115 Highlands Cir
Russo Victor 26 S 8th St
Sailor Ruth Ann 134 S 6th St
Salazar Jorge M 216 W Madison St Apt 1
Salib Hayman MD 1901 Fairview Ave
Sanchez Maria 45 N 9th St Apt 25
Sandy Ellen L, Justin P 1427 Northampton St
Santos Samuel 36 N 6th St
Schafer Thomas E 716 Washington St Carla Thomas Esq
Schmidt Shirley 2200 Butler St
Schurz Edward D, Joyce E 1016 Spruce St
Scotts Auto Ser 250 Ann St Apt 21
Seemar Isaac J 60 N 3rd St Apt 2f
Seibert Gary A 319 S 16th St
Serfass Virginia L 1218 Washington St
Shaheen Anthony, Rose 454 Ferry St
Shay Katherine E 784 N Delaware Dr Apt 5
Sherman Martha E 719 W Lincoln St
Shoplock Jul 40 Raubsville Rd
Shull Susan J 680 Berger Rd
Siegfried Ronald E, Evelyn M 618 Pardee St
Singleton Ashley R, Nancy B 306 W Berwick St
Skinner Nola M 1231 Washington St
Slack Sr Brian D 2119 1 2 Forest St
Smejkal Ruth 97 Old Well Rd
Smith Anna B 520 March St
Smith Linda 684 Pine St
Smith Paul H 65 Skyline Dr
Smith Thomas 1626 Ferry St
Snyder Clarence, Sylvia 717 Porter St
Snyder Lisa 1049 Lincoln St
Song Gang 321 Porter St Apt 1n
Sos Christopher 801 Spring Gdn St
Staples Blodwen M 440 W Saint Joseph St
Staples Mae B 440 W St Joseph St
Star Pontiac Gmc Truck 104 S 7th St
Steckel Grace, Joseph Shiller 216 North 8th St
Stein Daniel Z 1458 Spring Gdn St
Stellakis Thomas 237 Auburn Dr
Stellar Construction Co 846 W Wilkes−Barre St
Stephen P Flowers Dba 140 E Northampton St
Sterver Dorothy M 226 Saint John St
Stevens Richard A 2315 Birch St
Stigliano Lisa A 107 N 10th St
Stirner Noelle 1995 S Delaware Dr
Stoddard Mark A 1214 Washington St
Strouse Carolyn 934 Butler St
Sunderlin Molly D 201 Hogg Hall
Surch Alexander Jr, Isabella Rd 1
Svetz Christa 14 4th St
Swinson Claire 175 Augusta Ter
Syariff Stephen 2134 Butler St
Szmagala Roman 2247 Front St
Takacs Dealvez Erin T 212 N 7th St
Teague Wayne 2429 Lennox Ave
Teds Remodeling Concepts 810 Philadelphia Rd
Texas Capital Bank 42 S 8th St
Thatcher Mayreen, Helen 123 N 3rd St
Thomas Pamela P 2223 Fox Run
Thomas Rogers M 740 W Grant St
Tineo Adames Emiliano 250 Ann St Apt A20
Tineo Jose 220 E Bird St
Tipton Andrew R, Marie E 134 N 2nd St
Tol Juan 25 S 9th St
Trembler William A 1400 Bushkill Dr Apt 104
Trottier Tim Easton Hospital 250 South 21st St
Tutelman Elizabeth, Leebron 325 Markle Hall
Twin Rivers Podiatry 2209 Lehigh St
Uhler Allen R 633 Mixsell St
Usa Architects 1 S 3rd St
Valle Mario 692 Wolf Ave
Vasievich Eleanor 2040 Lehigh St Apt 4 15
Vaughn Madlyn G 525 Royal Manor Rd
Vernon Peter 2304 Forest St
Volkert Shirley I, Deborah Jead De Nardo 1809 Washington
Blvd
Wagner Robert L Sr 326 Lehigh Dr
Walls Keenan 278 West Grant St
Walters Michael 100 High Point Ln
Wang Jing Lafayette College Box 9671
Warner Ann E 720 W Lafayette St
Warren Edward 800 S 23rd St
Washington William 915 Walnut St
Weaver Arthur R 1836 Freemensburg Ave
Weaver Rodney 1140 Bushkill St
Weichert Financial Svcs 1010 Hillside Ave
Weiss George, Mary 469 Line
Wells Mary E 407 W Lafayette St
Wells Tessie 1536 Bushkill St
Werner Walter R, Gladys D 404 3rd St
White Catherine M Attf Iff 315 Berger Rd
Wiczena Richard 409 Canal Park
Wilkins Nathaniel T 701 W Wilkes−Barre St
Williams Alan 707 Mauch Chunk St
Wilson Julius J 2470 Forest St Apt 1
Wilson Laura G 2114 Northampton St
Wilson Quincy 819 Louis St
Womb With A View LLC 939 Jackson St
Woychowsky Mary 101 S 17th St
Wright Wynanne C 403 Highlands Blvd
Wu Qiong Lafayette College
Wyant Charles H 116 S 3rd St Apt 3
Yob Lori A 527 Northampton St
Zimmerman Erin 1134 Jackson St
Zuk Jaroslawa, Piotr 2355 4th St
Zwald Elizabeth 1330 Washington St Apt A11
Easton Pa 18043
Clearpoint Resources Christine Doelp PO Box 3400
Cooper J M 2150 Gateway Apts
Elite Concepts Inc PO Box 3313
Government Cigna PO Box 3050
Hoffman Darlene J, Merlin E PO Box 3146
Kafka Camille PO Box 3581
Lehigh Valley Lodge 30 89 Central Dr PO Box 3401
Mcneil Lawerence R PO Box 4117
Rodriguez Ovidio PO Box 3223
Singh Chaggar Hargurmail PO Box 3313
Easton Pa 18044
Coretech Inc David Lilly 416 Canal St Box 551
Crayola Properties 4875 1100 Church Ln PO Box 431
Easton Pathology Group PO Box 367
Lambert Mary Hollo Rd RT 2
Orourke Bruce 2639 Stephens St
Rodenbaugh Daphne PO Box 255
Rothenbeck Michael C PO Box 1234
Rourke Douglas M PO Box 1929
Stern Gerald Box 485
Triton Service Inc 3100 Charlotte Ave
Easton Pa 18045
Abe Area Glass 4055 William Penn Hwy
Adams Kathy H C O Robert Adams 714 Maple Ln
Allman Norma E 775 Maple Ln
Amin Kanaiyalal 3737 Tiffany Dr
Anascavage Jason B 4400 Fairway Dr
Anyango Rachel 3545 Magnolia Dr
Apia Club Inc 2415 Park Ave
Aponte Sacha 825 Edridge Ave
Arth Thomas E 206 S Watson St
Baldwin Evelyn J 200 Grandview Dr
Barrett Autumn B 4051 Vaughn St
Bartek Mary K 2620 Nazareth Rd
Bassinger R A 72 Moor Dr
Bastine Mary 4548 Bayard St
Baum Dennis R, Joseph F 2644 Eldridge Ave
Beers Carl C 2735 Washington St
Bernardino Jeffrey 14 Riverview Cir
Bethlehem Corp 25th & Lennox Sts
Blaszczyk Krzysztof R, Anna 81 Freedom Ter
Boecker Angela 2425 Lincoln Ct
Boerstler Catherine 6027 William Penn Hwy
Brescia Michael R, Tamara E 4304 Embur Ter
Brown Jacqueline S, Thomas E 214 Ridgewood Rd
Brown James 2717 Mary St
Bruch Russell 3242 Freemanburg Ave
Buckman Thomas F 96 Lynnwood Ave
Calantoni Theresa 26 Applewood Dr
Campbell Muller Group LLC Dale Copone Jl Cohen 400 S
Greenwood Ave
Carney Stanley F 1333 Blair St
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Carroll Thomas E 2124 Eugeen St
Case Connie L 612 S Greenwood Ave Apt G3
Case Timothy R, Susan 2213 Hackettview Ave
Chaganti Rama 1774 Zinfadel Ct West
Chase Home Finance Victoria Thorn 9200 Oakdale Ave Flr 1
Chillot Thomas J 2890 Hodle Ave
Chs Professional Practice Pc 400 S Greewood Ave
Cicetti Donald 64 Mill Brook Ct
Cingire Richard 1049 S 25th St
City Diner 25 Freemansburg Ave
Cobb Pearlie 31 Stonecroft Dr
Cohn Leonard M 275 N Greenwood Ave
Collen Coordinated Health 400 S Greewood Ave
Collins Mary K 3019 Eldridge Ave
Conroy Dorothy B 4475 Charles St
Cooke John S 60 Ridgewood Rd
Copd Services Inc 3320 Nazareth Rd
Corona Christopher 3202 Vermont St
Cross Joan 8 Ashlee Ct
Daiello Russell S 200 Grandview Dr Apt 212b
Dalesiobe Antonetta 35 Lynwood Ave
Dalrymple Clifford J 3145 Nicholas St
Daneels Lillian S 734 Hickory Ln
Daves Collision Inc 447 Avon St
Davis Felicia A 55 Leeman St
De Guiseppi Clara I 2705 Liberty St
Deguiseppi John R 2705 Liberty St
Deichmanwalker Inc 3600 William Penn Hwy
Deluca Robert J 2328 Northwood Ave
Dev V P 3800 William Penn Hwy
Di Girolamo Salvatore, Kathryn 209 Kendon Dr
Do Thao 9 Ashlee Ct
Dumbri Charles A 315 S Watson St
Easterday Clifford C, Nora A Ken Stocker’s Auto Body 1500
Blair St
Easton Area Academy 2035 Edgewood Ave
Edwards Cynthia 18 Clairmont Av
Elmore Brenda 28 Corriere Rd
Fluortek Inc 12 Mcfadden Rd
Fox Kathlene C 2615 Liberty St
Fun Affairs 600 Haymond Dr
Fusco Thomas E 3210 Division St
Gail Pelosi 2925 William Penn Hwy Ste 300
Galasso Ruth, Ryan 1432 Stones Crossing Rd
Gaugler Victoria A 428 Cherry Hill Rd
Gerns Margaret Louise 14 Midland Dr
Gibbons Joyce L 100 Grandview Dr Apt 317a
Gleason Robert F 6 Kent Ln
Gonzalez Pierre 2504 Hermitage Ave
Griffith Dorothy 2170 Gateway Ter
Griffith Jau H Est 120 Jonathan Dr
Griffith Valerie 120 Jonathan Dr
Guadagnino Jenifer L 4715 Charles St
Guffy Jennifer R 14 Hillside Ct 5
Guzman Sigry 2831 Charlotte Ave
Hartzell Preston J 4211 Nicholas St
Hayney Kerry E 2735 Guyton St
Hillman Birdie 2420 Edgemore Ave
Hine Kermit L, Carol A 2600 Northampton St 207
Hofmann Maureen G, Curtis J 3791 Timberln Dr
Holmes Kandy 61 Freedom Tr
Horinko Kristy A 2745 Tamlynn Ln
Hornbuckle Kim 4311 Tiffany Dr
Horne Jami 4 Heritage Ln
Hronis William, Tammy E 1266 Firethorne Dr
Hulbert Helen Est 3210 Highland Dr
Hussey Lilly M, Clovis 147 Willow Dr
Hutchens William B 7 Hawthorne Ct
Independence Hull Inc 2906 William Penn Hwy Ste 203
Isbansky Cingy 447 Avon St
Jacobson Bashir 30 Water Wheel Ln
Jennings Ericka 4218 Bethman Rd
Johnson Melissa A 2665 Eldridge Ave
Jolanta Zelaznicka MD 41 Corporate Dr Ste 102
Jones Robert L 4701 Nicholas St
Jordan Gerald, Keri 1216 Pine Grove Dr
Kandl Jennifer, Todd 3619 Nicholas St
Keiderling Keith J 16 Stonecroft Dr
Keller David P 130 Glenmoor Cir S
Keller Joshua E 2665 Eldridge Ave
Kelly Nissan 3143 William Penn Hwy
Kim John H 1108 Van Buren Rd Ste 301
King Donald 15 Easton
Knauss Barbara K 4 Heritage Ln
Konda Rajasekhar R 114 Lower Way Rd
Labarr Anne L 3564 Bethman Rd
Lavalva Michael 2675 Peggy St
Ledonne Joseph A 57 Moor Dr
Lewis Adam G 3166 Florian Ave
Light Ryan 1943 Grigio Pl
Lincoln Christina M 14 Freedom Ter
Lincoln Patrick D Christina M Lincoln 14 Freedom Ter
Llewelyn Margaret 464 Jenna Ln 3a
Longus Lois 113 Joseph Dr
Loquitos Inc 4422 Birkland Pl Ste 3
Luciano Isla M 4320 Crosswinds Dr
Luongo Coleen B, Paul D 215 Mill Race Dr
Maciejczyk Stanley A, Karen A 2625 Northwood Ave
Magliane Terry E 8037 William Penn Hwy
Maher Sheryl 3501 Chipman Rd
Maigur Christine 18 Eastview Tr
Manos Antoninus J, Josephine, Thomas A 322 N Nulton Ave
Matthews James 6 Old Orchard Dr
Mcclay Jean E 2907 Stephens St
Mcculley Cathleen 40 Freedom Ter
Mcdonald Mark 2905 Hermitage St
Mcintyre Russell, Sherri 111 Scotty Dr
Mehta Jagdish M 4306 Embur Ter
Mehta Jagdish M, Pratima 4306 Embur Ter
Mehta Jitesh 4306 Embur Tr
Merrick Eleanor M 3021 Fox Hill Rd
Meta Pratima 4306 Embur Ter
Michael Palsa 57 Carbon St
Miller Christa 4001 Green Pond Rd
Miller Jared, Lisa 1411 Stones Crossing Rd
Miller Ruth L, Lonnie R 1421 Stones Crossing Rd
Montague Bar & Lounge Inc 3101 Freemansburg Ave
Montilone Ralph R 4072 Vaughn St
Moore Nonie 31 Stonecroft Dr
Muller Group LLC 400 S Greenwood Ave
Muller Penelope 4225 Fieldstone Dr
Naranjo Roy 2831 Charlotte Ave
Old Orchard Health Care Center 4100 Freemansburg Ave
Omar Aisha G 4250 Bayard St
Owens James 808 Hickory Ln
Owens Thomas J 7 Saddle Ln
Paff Jeffrey S 2248 Edgewood Ave
Palmer Express Mini 2911 Nazareth Rd
Palsa Anna 57 Carbon St
Parslow Charles E 401 Ellwood St
Paulsen Marcia E 3527 New Hampshire Ave
Pearson Jarvis J 40 Olde Penn Dr
Petrucelli Dominic 319 Berks St
Phillips Victoria, Charlotte Henderson 3040 Eldridge Ave
Pittaro Michael L 3162 Florian St
Plocic Frank M 28 Glenmoor Cir N
Pretopapa Alycia K, Robert F 2700 William Penn Hwy
Primrose Raymond E 3851 Farmersville Rd
Purofirst of The Lehigh Valley 3619 Nicholas St
Rader Richard S, Austin J 4005 Freemansburg Ave
Ragazzo Jennifer A 214 Mill Race Dr
Raniszewski Patricia, Lauren 4301 Emerick Ter
Realogy Corp Zeia Syed 59 Olde 10penn Dr
Redi Care Physicians 2461 Nazareth Rd
Reed Annmarie 31 Gordon Dr
Rhee Andrew 11 Millbrook Ct
Rininsland Demis D 1256 Tatamy Rd
Rodriquez Robin 2845 Charlotte Ave
Rorrer Robert M 2929 Liberty St
Ross Eileen G 144 Woodside Dr
Ryland Christopher 4822 Concord Cir
Samayoa Celia E 71 Penn’s Grant Dr
Satek Joseph 2242 4th St
Satisfashion LLC 1116 Dunkle St
Schaible John E II, Winifred E 4218 Bethman Rd
Schmidt John 9 Audubon Ave
Schomp David Jr 2870 Green Pond Rd
Shah Purvi S 110 Lower Way Rd
Simon John J 1261 Firethorne Dr
Sivells Melenese 11 Stone Creek Ct
Smith Suzanne K 2650 Anthony Ct
Sparks Cynthia 4 Northgate Blvd
Spaziani Thelma E, John A 32 Gordon Dr
St Baldricks Foundation 96 Freedom Tr
Stark Bernard J, Linda A 13 Dusty Rd
Stauff Barbara J 35 Water Wheel Ln
Stimmel Morris RR 2
Stitt Betty M, Paul W 97 Wilden Dr E Wilden Acres
Stitt Paul W 97 Wilden Dr E
Stoddard Noel 3540 Baldwin Dr
Stokes Thomas M 1929 Cramers Ln Apt 8
Store 90432 2918 William Penn Hwy
Storms Phyllis, Carl R 2760 Stephens St
Streeter S Services 2200 Hackettview Ave
Stritehoff John C III 33 Water Wheel Ln
T Rowe Trust 57 Moor Dr
Tarriff Richard B 2716 Plymouth Dr
Thoreau Veterinary Hosp Karen Mccord 3300 Fox Hill Rd
Todora Samuel S 4100 Freemansburg Ave
Torounidis Ioakeim 71 Wilden Dr
Traceys Hallmark 3039 William Penn Hwy
Triandafilou Angelo Jr 4777 Concord Cir
Trimmer Brian 59 Gordon Dr
Trimmer Richard E 2 Southwood Dr
Trottier Tim 3160 Old Carriage Dr
Tumminello Mary Sue, Anthony 3245 Georgian Ln
United Trust 3619 Nicholas St
Valenia Janet A 26a Grove St
Varano Jean M 21 Grist Mill Ln
Wagner Amy S 1305 Jeffrey Ln
Warren County Collision Cen 3242 Freemanburg Ave
Wcislo Robert A 3950 Mountain View Ave
Weiler Christopher E 3610 Westwood Dr
Welser Robin P 2820 Hermitage Ave
Willerer Elsie 2600 Newburg Rd
Wilson Products 3411 Northwood Ave
Yannuzzi Theresa 1787 Chateau Pl Apt B
Young Volkswagen Inc Robert Young 2500 William Penn
Highwa
Yurko Joan, Charlene 2615 John St
Zanelli Ellen R 2 Tatamy Rd
Zazzera Robert J 1951 Cabernet Pl
Flicksville Pa 18050
Repsher Doreen C PO Box 19
Fountain Hill Pa 18015
Aderlaide Mcqude 1239 Russell Ave
Ball Kristian Derek 1117 Stanley Ave
Belcak Joseph Jr, Cynthia 1400 Church St
Dauerty Charles V R II 1177 838 Delaware Ave Apt 2
Davis Lulu 1101 Seneca St Apt 701
Dwyerredding Kristine, Joseph 1433 Sioux St
Faulkner 813 Cherokee St Apt 6
Fenner Kathryn E 724 Delaware Ave
Frederick Scott M 623 Greene Ct
Gonzalez Gilberto, Ana C 1116 Russell Ave
Griffin M R 701 Ostrum St 501
Keystone Surgical Asso 826 Delaware Ave
Lebron Bertha 605 N Clewell St
Litz Est Ella V, Cedarbrook Nursing Home 724 Delaware
Ave
Mcpherson Eulaine 1101 Seneca St Apt 209
Medel Joseph J 627 Forrest St
Norton Annette I 1211 Jeter Ave
Norton Annette I, Edward L 1211 Jeter Ave
Oren Glen A, Cheryl A Teschner 1410 Brdway
Premus Harry K III 1204 Sioux St
Rau Kevin, Erica 822 N Clewell St
Rivera Hector R Jr 728 N Clewell St Apt B
Santiago Torres Roberto 1052 Seneca St Apt 2
Shak Anna 1031 Seneca St
Steinhauer Eleanor 828 Tombler St
Supreme Auto Body Works Inc 822 N Clewell St
Wilson Betty 1101 Seneca St Apt 503
Yayla Gonca 813 Cherokee St Apt 6
Zullo Paul 1402 Brdway
Freemansburg Pa 18017
Abc Auto Tech 538 Main St
Castillo Fernando 614a Ramblewood Ln
Drouet Xavier 17 Monroe St
Farleigh Trishia 951 Ramblewood Ln
Fekula Joseph III 244 Main St
Fekula Tammy L 321 Monroe St Apt 3c
Hahn Elizabeth Est 253 Main St
Hassan Madeline 966 Ramblewood Ln
Hritz George H Jr, Hritz John J 51 Main St
Infante Income Tax Service 6280 Ramblewood Ln
Kummer III George 342 Clearfield St
Lee Charles E 973 Ramblewood Ln
Lorrah Homer, Mark 371 Clearfield St
Lorrah Homer G Sr 371 Clearfield St
Morey Suzanne M 124 Somerset St
Moyer Helen A 445 New St
Negron Jason P 129 Main St
Trustee Connell Funeral Home Inc Trust Emma Vasquez
1033 Karoly St
Wrecsics Frank S 4 Main St
Wukovitz Irene 145 Monroe St
Yowell Linda S 321 Monroe St Apt 3b
Glendon Pa 18042
Frank Mary 2 2nd St
Hellertown Pa 18055
Amelio Leva M 1312 Easton Rd
Amissah Abraham E 1606 Oakridge Ln
Amy Wagner First Source Properties 1236 Main St Ste A
Aqua Serve 660 Front St
Billheimer Elizabeth L, George L 1050 Main St Rm A−10
Billheimer Fam Trust Ua 2 3 98 1050 Main St Rm A−10
Boettcher Laura C 2257 Springtown Hill Rd
Brucker Daniel J 125 Northampton St
Burns Marcus 1315 Second Ave
Buttiker Othmar, Balbin 180 Pine Manor Dr
Cabral Avae 1618 Oakridge Ln
Ceissinger Margaret, Margaret Geissinger 52 W Gdn
Chen Fred 56 Hess Ave
Citizens Bank 133 E Chestnut St
Conway David B 1812 Leithsville Rd 8
Cooper Deborah E 54 W Depot St
Debellis Dylan 259 Main St Apt 2
Dennis Helen J 1050 Main St B59
Deppert Peter C 1846 Mallard Ct
Estojak Michael J 3984 Lower Saucon Rd
Gazzillo Patricia L 575 Phillips St
Gerhard Oscar 1702 Clauser St
Gilman Kira Minor, Robert G PO Box M
Giordano John L 1361 Whitaker St
Gollin Gerard D 220 Main St
Gombotz Caroline 500 Easton Rd
Gordon Kenneth S 910 New York Ave
Han Songhee 1842 Mallard Ct
Haraputczyk Paul 211 Front St Apt 2
Hart Carson D 3848 Lower Saucon Rd
Herron William 1571 Ctney Ct
History Shopping James Coppock 1109 Main St
Iobst David H, Marlene 555 Hexenkoph Rd
Jaworski Catherine 3065 Drifting Dr
Karp William B 2450 Woodland Hills Ct
Kichlines Auto 125 Northampton St
Kincaid Christopher, Deborah 128 W High St
Kline Phyllis J 130 Northhampton St
Kospiah Linda R 1857 Mansfield St
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Kunkle Helen C 1219 Easton Rd
Kunsman Barry E 167 Main St
Kunsman John R 133 E Chestnut St
Kunsman Mary Maragaret RFD 1
Laudenslager Katheryn 1309 Detweiler Ave
Lee Andrea P 2298 Wassergass Rd
Lehigh Valley Rr Retiree Banquet Fund George
1357 Jefferson St
Leidich Edna E 1404 Washington St
Lippincott Marissa 2021 Scenic View Ln Apt 1c
Mandic Amanda 611 Main St
Marzec Helen M 1339 Easton Rd
Mateff Eugene 1149 2nd Ave
Mccollough Doris M, James A 1603 Main St
Mcmahon Rosemary 3065 Drifting Dr
Meitzler Kevin N 65 Butternut Rd
Mihalski Edmund R 1839 Mansfield St
Nagy Joseph S, Hilda 167 Main St
Nieves David 426 Birch Rd
Okeefealbert Lindsay L 438 Locust Rd
Pagel Richard 3090 Lakeview Dr
Papp Bertalan J 321 Cedar Rd
Penn Allen Glass Co 400 Front St
Peterson Traci G, Jaime R 1865 Mill Run Ct
Plaza Petroleum Inc 701 Main St
Reilly Verna Wenner 825 Main St Apt 1
Rice David 358 Henry St
Rio Cleanse 24 W High St
Rissmiller Tammy 341 Spruce St
Rodger Carolann 433 Locust Rd
Roff Janet J 192 Front St
Romano Thomas D 145 Woodland Rd
Ronald Husted S 1333 Main St Apt No 3
Rshkcbsd 425 Main St
Sandberg Scott D, Rosalie 1385 3rd Ave
Sanders Michael F, Mary F 327 Constitution Ave
Santiago Cynthia 1402 Maine St
Schlichter Thomas H 3323 Lower Saucon Rd
Schneider Albert 839 Elm Rd
Schwenk Michelle 516 Main St
Silva Cindy 211 Front St Apt 1
Silvoy Elizabeth 3984 Lower Saucon Rd
Sivley Thomas J, Brodie 932 Birch Rd
Sobol Dolores 3658 Drifting Dr
Stanton Natasha 1859 Mansfield
Sterling Auto Body Allentown 54 W Depot St
Stoll Scott 2060 Charles Dr
Stone Thomas W 1845 Mallard Ct
Swope Eric 205 W Butternut Rd
Testa Jaymes 130 Northampton St
Unguren Stephanie 1055 1st Ave
Valley Excavating 1700 Clauser St
Vanness Samuel 414 E High St
Vasko Elizabeth M 1133 1st Ave
Vasvari Christophe 1390 Jefferson St
Weiss George, Mary 103 Beech Cir
Wenner Pearl G 825 Main St Apt 1
Whitaker Paul J 1846 Mallard Ct
Williams Vicky L 515 Hexenkopf Rd
Williamson Theresa M, William M 1050 Main St A−5
Wirth Lynn 1859 Viola Ln
Wrecsics Frank 211 Front St Apt 1
Zikoski Emma S 127 E Chestnut St
Lehigh Valley Pa 18002
Ace Property & Casualty PO Box 25152
Air Products Chemi PO Box 25708
Alstom Transp 261 Brodhead Rd
Anderson Andrew P PO 25109
Apci Credit Union PO Box 20147
Bank The PO Box 25099
Bausch Lomb PO Box 25169
Bethlehem Rad Asso PO Box 20930
Blasko Anthony J, Kristen PO Box 25120
Broadspire Svcs Inc PO Box 25104
Churchs Chicken PO Box 25107
Congressional Appraisal Group LLC PO Box 25505
Cope Sandra J Miller Trucking Svc PO Box 20047
Direct Energy PO Box 25111
Edison Mission Marketing Trading PO Box 25176
First Health Brdspire PO Box 25104
Goff Mildred G, Walter W PO Box 21315
Harwick Julie A PO Box 21806
Henry S Lehr Inc PO Box 25001
Jackson Fiorentino LLC PO Box 0885
Jbs Asso Lp PO Box 20892
Keystone Savings Bank, Pauline Lennon PO Box 25012
Knc Works LLC PO Box 21478
Lehigh Valley Bone M 2597 Schoenersville Rd Ste 101
PO Box 20847
Lehr Henry S PO Box 25001
Marsh Usa Inc PO Box 25253
Matz Glenmore M Box 20233
Miller Trucking PO Box 20047
Miller Wayne Est PO Box 21567
Peerless Inc PO Box 25004
Polk Twp Eit PO Box 25112
Santander Consumer Usa Inc PO Box 25120
Sound Health & Wellness PO Box 25165
Sound Health & Wellness Trust Bank of America
PO Box 25165
Stock Building Dip PO Box 25178
Tevenal Wilfredo PO Box 20174
Thompson Anthony R 190 Bodhead Rd Ste 200
PO Box 22257
Trautlein Donald H, Donald PO Box 25091
Wagner Christine M, Jeffrey L PO Box 21094
Martins Creek Pa 18063
Albanese Richard A PO Box 243
Guinan John H Sr PO Box 49
Orse Mark PO Box 418
Scarpantonio Dorothy M PO Box 216
Mount Bethel Pa 18343
Auble Rosemarie 1764 Potomac St
Berger Dale L 1538 Price Ln
Billingsley Scott J 954 Belvidere Corner Rd
Brands Cardwell Plumbing & Heating 606 Belvedere Corner
Rd
Brands David D Est 606 Belvidere Corner Rd
Caseiro Antoinette R 1579 River Rd
Clancy Mildred RT 611
Delmastro Rebecca 264 Allegheny Rd
Demarcky Martha 624 Slateford Rd
Dinkfield Richard A 1579 River Rd
Dunn Michelle 2832 N Delaware Dr
Egloff Ron 161 Island Rd
Everett George J RT 611
Fields Carolyn PO Box 274
Garofalo James S, Helen J 2017 S Delaware Dr
Gibson Lisa A 390 Sandy Shore Dr
Gorton Gary 47 Portland Trial Park
Hellyer Richard & Martha Cbom, Richard 207 Independence
Way
Hillebrandt Mark 43 Saddle Creek Dr
Hoagland Russell W, V M PO Box 76
Hoffman Allyson 81 Alexandra Cir
Kallus Craig 1608 Potomac St
Kallus Darcy C, Craig 1608 Potomac St
Kim Jung 1873 S Delaware Dr
Kishpaugh Alice E PO Box 16
L F Taylor Inc Jean H Taylor 128 Sand Pit Rd
Longyhore Joseph 2832 N Delaware Dr
Martinez Marvel 33 Summerfield Dr
Meehan James 2057 S Delaware Dr
Mercado Norma PO Box 196
Mondschein John R 774 Potomac St
Moser Phyllis A 101 Boulder Dr
Ogang Bernadette, Segundo 139 Crystal Tr
Pierce Timothy C 869 Jacoby Creek Rd Upper
Tome Joann 4061 Church St
Vandergroef Barbara J 2474 N Delaware Dr
Vilcek Helenbeth G 2017 S Delaware Dr
Woolever Myrtle 599 Sunrise Blvd
Zeigafuse Ruth RR 3 Box 2006
Nazareth Pa 18064
A J Enterprises 56 Schoeneck Ave
Adp Maintenance Inc PO Box 297
Albertson Jennifer 525 Apsen St
Applegate Stephanie 341 S Brd St
Arneg Inc 4243 Lonate Dr
Baldanza Joseph 4718 Oakwood Ln
Ballard Darla R 755 Bushkill Ctr Rd
Balzafiore Kelsey A 462 E Chestnut St
Belchunes Joseph S Jr 6999 Steuben Rd
Beltz Kathleen M 5 S Convent Ave
Berman Zachary, Marisa 470 Hemlock Ln
Bicaksiz Yahya 509 Jacobsburg Rd
Bleam Grace 15 S Wood St
Bolden Tasha A 468 E Beil Ave
Bower Joseph F 200 Kurt Dr
Brindisi Andrew R 71 George Ave
Brown Daub Auto Body PO Box 265
Bui Trang H 131 Heyer Rd
Burgess Bonnie, Dan A 506 School House Rd
Cameriero Catherine M 88 Birchwood Dr
Caravela Noelle 4516 Graystone Dr
Catino Nancy 146 N Green St
Cherkis Eleanor D 5689 Sullivan Trl
Chrysler Financial 650 A Rose Inn Ave
Citizens Bank 341 S Brd St
Conklin Loretta M, Mark S 786 Muschlitz Rd
Cordon Alex 140 S Main St
Cortazzo Anna M RR 3
Crouse William C 423 E Walnut St
Csencsits Frank Jr 43 Cherry St
Cullinane Michael P 3543 Westminster Wy
Cunningham Stephen E Est 146 N Brd St
Cvs Pharmacy 05885 4082 Jandy Blvd
Damico Sally 204 Donato Ct
Darohn Donna 520 Heckman Ave
Deutsch Karolann 691 Bok Rd
Dibenedetto Deanie L 5753 Shady Ln
Dillman William H 6158 Mud Run Rd
Dincer Barbara 3544 Westminster Way
Ditaranto Silvio, Debra 352 Winter Spring Rd
Doriety Robert J, Lisa 470 Nolf Rd
Doyle Russell J 659 Bowers Rd
Eastern Rental Equ, Girou 4655 Pine Dr
Ebner Mary RD 1
Engler Lorraine G 110 Constitution Ave
Farley Christopher 520 School Rd
Faulds Robert T RR 3
Fer Andreo M 583 Roberts Rd
Ferraina Karen J 583 Roberts Rd
First Mutual Corp Its Successo 4626 Fir Dr
Firth Mary 15 Wood St 108
Floyd Moira, Nanci Oakley 4067 Jandy Blvd
Flurers Auto Sales, James Flurer 4459 Oakwood Ln
Fox Susan B 341 S Brd St
Frack Enterprises 4372 Highview Dr
Frack George, Doris 4372 Highview Dr
Frantz Mae E Rose Inn Ave
Frederick David 175 W N St Apt 407b
Ft Silfies Inc 4242 Lonat Dr
Fulciniti Michelle 444 E Walnut St
Galbraith Judith A, Francis 368 Madison Ave Apt 201
Ganner Russon 595 Rockbridge Rd
Geisler Glenn W 454 Cherry Hill Rd
Gelegonya Lisa 382 Hillview Dr
Gingrich Delores 124 S Cedar
Glynnmahony Regina 754 Golden Eagle Dr
Gracedale Nursing Home 100 Gracedale Ave
Green Earl M 629 Hill Ave
Griffith Phyllis L 525 Aspen St
Groves James 49 Easton Rd Apt 7
Handlovic Michael J 107 S Main St Apt1
Heasley Daniel P Ind Inc PO Box 152
Herrin Joe Dan Est, Bonita Ryan 4388 High View Dr
Heyer William, Emily 139 Brd St 1
Hjorth Erik 452 E Beil Ave
Hudson Fredrick A 513 Cityview Dr
Humphrey Grace M 1307 Bangor Rd
Illig Sean P 2503 Martin St
Irving Willie E IV 2325 Old Towne Rd
Itterly Florence M RD 3
Jason Christensen 444 E Beil Ave
Jefferson Beverly 550 Round Table Dr
Jefferson Geraldine, Melody R, Beverly Johnson 550 Round
Table Dr
John Aniela K 3523 Penfield Way
Jones Jonathan M 126 Convent Ave Apt B
Jones Robert O 166 S Main St 2
Jurasito Rose RD 1
Kaspar Albert J 175 W N St Apt 2207
Kasper Albert J, Louise 175 W North St Apt 1210
Keeler Theresa 3460 Daniels Rd
Kizer Christine, Joseph 4459 Oakwood Ln
Kuty Christine A RR 3
Laurito Henry, Mary 141 High St
Le My 131 Heyer Rd
Loy Brooke E 2600 English Ivy Rd
Luzader Jonathan S 32 S Green St
M H S R C Investment Club George Kaiser 175 W North St
Macleod Douglas Mrs 3214 Silvercrest Rd
Marandure Busisiwe G, Daniel A 4600 Willow Ln
Mcallister Marialuisa N, Gregory T 175 W North St
Apt 3212
Mccollough James A, Doris 2 Gracedale Ave
Mcdaniel James R 217 Gower Rd
Mcgrath Christine J 38 E Prospect St Apt 2
Mclaughlin Joni 209 N Brd St
Meixsell Lillian 268 Madison Ave
Michael George 20 E Ctr St
Michalski Kyle J 357 Little Creek Dr
Miller Esther 124 S Cedar
Moore David S 2756 New England Dr
Morcombe Daniel 5979 Sullivan Trl
Morrison Dona M 525 Apsen St
Morton Lloyd G, Sylvia 4431 Fieldstone Dr
Napoli Michael S 326 Laureln Rd
Nelson Beulah J 331 Hillview Dr
Newton Mary Lou 112 Gdn Ter
Nickischer Todd J 345 Beaver Run Dr
Noh Sangsoon 14 S Brd St
Olewine Myrtle 150 5th St
Panettiere Christina L, Donald G 2752 New England Dr
Panettiere Donald G 2752 New England Dr
Papcsy Stephen P, Traci 111 Chase Hollow Dr
Peterson Eva 18 N Brd St
Pettis Michelle, Gary 58 Gum St
Pires Lydia G, Luis, Eric L 980 Engler Rd
Popovice Martin T 288 Filetown Rd
Reese Ina J 354 W Moorestown Rd A
Reimer Helen 1407 N Park Rd
Reph Benjamin M, Michael J 602 Heckman Ave
Resslers Market 420 S Main St
Robinson Mary K 565 E Lawn Rd No A
Roth Elizabet J 35 Friedenstahl Ave
Royer Virginia 15 S Wood St
Rumfield Dennis PO Box 14
Ruth Arlene E 4658 Willow Ln
Saikumar Mungara 335 Manor Dr
Salemi Louis 525 L School Rd
Scagel Donna F 4626 Fir Dr
Schaneberger Mary E 308 Mauch Chunk St
Schlegel Gregory 556 Roberts Rd
Schmeltzly Frances 311 Whitfield St 1st Floor
Schmidt Margaret Est 12 Mitchell Ave
Schweitzer Willard 479 Jacobsburg Rd
Shiffert Nancy M 54 S Brd St
Singer Thelma Est 887 Bangor Rd
Smayda Richard 374 Nolf Rd
Smith Geraldine 516 Rose Inn Ave
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Snyder Mary 31 Getz Apt
Solderitch John 131 Belvidere St 1
Spengler Luella M Children of 2 Gracedale Ave
Stannard Francis 143 Liberty St
Stumpf John R Ind Inc PO Box 152
Sullivan Frances 33 S New St
Tanzosh Hermina Est 435 W Ctr St
Triplett Margaret M 1 S Main St
Tropiano Salvatore D 750 Golden Eagle Dr
Troyer Valenna M 159 Silo Cir
Urmy Donald L II, Cheryl A 669 Williams Rd
Valenia Janet A 2 Gracedale Ave
Van Natta Joanne D 55 S Main St Apt 7
Vasiliadis George M 2189 Terry Rd
Ventin Kathy A, Matthew 1104 Bushkill Ctr Rd
Vetovitz Mary 78 W High St
Vigilotti Peggy 520 Heckman Ave
Vu Suzanne 110 S Main St Apt 3c
Wagner Rondi 1142 Bangor Rd
Wallace Donald M Jr, Heather L 4544 Meadow Dr
Warmkessel Rachel A 364 Mauch Chunk St Apt B
Webb Jakeila Susanne L 950 Browntown Rd
Webster David 435 Hemlock Ln
Wenner Christopher M 650 A Rose Inn Ave
Werley David 409 Birch Dr
Wieczorek Co 502 Daniels Rd
Wilk Melanie, Nanci Oakley 4067 Jandy Blvd
Wunderly Luella E 335 S Brd St
Young Volkswagen Inc 71 George Ave
Ziegler Biggs Carole 125 Awesome Dr
Northampton Pa 18067
7figurenetworker 845 Atlas Raod
Allegar Michelle R 1611 Newport Ave
Backer Kenneth Jr 854 Washington Ave
Baker Lori A 604 E 8th St
Bamford Diane M, Ronald L 133 W 27th St
Barnyak James Jr 384 S Hokendauqua Dr
Barrett William 3518 Spruce Dr
Beach Lorraine 1001 Washington Ave
Beers Donna L 407 S Hokendauqua Dr
Beichey Michael W 2346 Washington Ave
Beil Oliver W RR 2
Bergsman Edward F 330 E 12th St Apt A
Beynon Ann J 5303 Green Meadow Rd
Blood Anna M 3653 Magnolia Dr
Bodnar Nancy RD 3 Box 234
Borger Jason R 2736 Cherryville Rd
Bowen Steven A 1631 Main St Apt 2
Briele Joshua A 436 S Cottonwood Rd
Bush Keith Robert, Kyle James 4019 Friars View Dr
Cavaugh William 2832 Burning Memory Ln
Cesanek Zachary 336 Main St
Charles Craig R 538 E 21st St
Chase Home Finance LLC 2837 Cherryville Rd
Ci Sca, Nadine R Rupp 1619 Laubach Ave
Clawson Lori A 2217 Main St Apt A
Coleman David 2405 Dewey Ave
Copes Paul 621 Bishops Place
Costanzo John A, Maya R PO Box 188
Costello Peter J 129 Walker Dr
Cuchran Michael 3835 Apple Rd
Dankel Eleanor M 926 Washington Ave
Davis Joan 724 Main St
Deetz Gerald PO Box 206
Demjanick Mary Est 421 Walnut Dr
Depaulo Frank 1643 Washington Ave
Dietz Paul 1801 Newport Ave Apt 112
Drabick John Jr 123 E 1st St
East Penn Croquet Club Ltd PO Box 278
Eckensberger Ralph 541 Rosewood Dr
Ecua Contracting Inc 1717 Main St
Farkas William G 3191 Howertown Rd
Fatongia Wilson 826 Lincoln Ave
Focht Dorothy M 926 Washington Ave
Fyler Pauline S RD 2
Gildner Kirk E 8141 Meadow Rd
Glennon Donica M 1394 Railrd St
Glennon Thomas 1394 Railrd St
Grober Holdings Limited 143 Rinker Rd
Gryczko Stanley J 2 Country Club Rd E
Hafner Travis 45 Phyllese Dr
Heisler Nicholas S 3248 Love Rd
Heller Todd PO Box 28
Hess Barbara H 1526 Washington Ave
Hess Robert 233 E 7th St
Heywood Andrew S 1044 Canal St 13
Hoffman Alvin J 670 Main St 72
Hoffman Charles 1278 Main St
Holmes Kelly A 1552 Washington Ave
Horbal Peter 1802 Lincoln Ave Apt 604
Hunsberger Darrell D 459 Main St
Ifkovits Margaret G 204 E 19th St
Iliff Michael 519 E 10th St
Inc 1584 Weaversville Rd
Ironton Auto Body 1911 Main St
Ironton Auto Body 4101 Pinehurst Dr
Jacoby Anna S 624 Walnut Dr
Jacoby Richard, Beckie, Joshua 3795 Sycamore Dr
Johnson Terri L 509 E 10th St
Jones John Casey 1518 Newport Ave
Kalamar Suzanne E 2914 Ctr Rd
Kalberman Louis W 176 W 30th St
Keefer Bertine H Sacred Heart Assisted Living F
602 E 21st St
Kelshaw George R 2287 Main St
Kempf Diane 902 Main St Apt 4
Key Manufacturing Textiles Inc 902 Main St
Kirkpatrick Judith 410 2nd St
Kitlan Linda 2278 Main St
Kleppinger Edward L 1736 Washington
Klock Jennifer 4101 Pinehurst Dr
Klotz Jason Jessica 2837 Cherryville Rd
Koch Ronald J 610 E 20th St
Koehler Roma A 1202 Northampton Ave
Krebs Cynthia C 336 Main St
Kunkle Tiffany A 1602 Newport Ave 1st Flr
Lehigh Valley Asphalt Main Inc 1328 Atlas Ln
Lehigh Valley Builders Dev Inc 700 Sipos Dr Ste 1
Lehigh Valley Technical Asso 1584 Weaversville Rd
Ligotti Christina 884 Graystone Cir
Ligotti Christina, Matteo 884 Graystone Cir
Lindenmoyer Harriet E Est 602 E 21st St Apt 233
Lofaro Frank R 303 Mcnair Dr
Lutz Gary A 62 Arrowhead Ln
Lynn Jean Country Club Ct RT 2 Box 369
Marek August Est 602 E 21st St
Markley Jennifer 411 E 10th St
Marsh Dennis D 1917 Lincoln Ave
Mayers Ernest C 1059 Main St Apt 7
Mcgovern Carolyn K, Ronald Jr 516 Greenview Dr
Mehta Jitesh J, Pat’s Mkt & Deli 1718 Main St
Messick Raymond Scott 1786 Newport Ave
Meta Samir J, Pat’s Mkt & Deli 1718 Main St
Miller Arlene 733 Washington Ave
Mittl Elizabeth T 1387 Stewart St
Molnar Robert M, Rita 25 W Sylvan Dr
Moser Gregory R, Marianne 137 W 17th St
Moyer Edith E 2136 Washington Ave
Nazar John M 1551 Lincoln Ave
Newhart Pauline 1458 Washington Ave
Nunez Ramon 541 Cherryville Rd
Nutraceutical Specialty Chemicals Group 119 Gray Dr
Oakes Jonathan M 1393 Stewart St
Pail Joseph, Emma 967 Main St
Paly Walter 163 W 16th St
People First Federal Credit Union 2287 Main St
People First Federal Credit Union 2837 Cherryville Rd
Powell Dohlenkopf V N 455b E 9th St
Prince Dorothea G, John A 1737 Lincoln Ave
Prockl Dennis 904 Dewey Ave
Rabenold Laura E 1911 Main St
Recker Theresa C 154 Stark St
Repko Johanna, Mike 602b E 21st St Apt 528
Rice Frances RR 2
Roberts Arlene C, Thomas 2119 Washington Ave
Ruggiero Anthony P 7137 Goldcriss Ln
Sagl Rose V 482 E 10th St
Sanders Ray E Est 35 W 16th St
Santmyer David J 2278 Main St
Schell David 458 E 8th St
Schoeneberger Doris M 602 E 21st St Rm 206
Scorzafava J 1015 Hogan Way
Scott Sharon M 1929 Laubach Ave
Sharga Nicole M, Paul J 1515 Newport Ave
Sheckler Larry 5251 Hillside Rd
Shoemaker Charles H, Florence 602 E 21st St Apt 227
Shupe Dawn 2174 Washington Ave
Sienkiewics Frances 1759 Newport Ave
Smith David H 1706 Washington Ave
Solomon Joseph V 3686 Lehigh Dr
Stankavage Anthony J, Jennifer Daku S Auto Body 102 W
26th St
Stanz Charles J, Judith A 603 E 9th St
Stettler Howard S 185 W 27th St
Stofko Lois 3751 Mangrove Dr
Sutton John PO Box 81
Swantek Koch Jill M 610 E 20th St
Thielfoldt Henry W, Hazel 212 Howardtown Rd
Tucker Mildred L 1725 Lincoln Ave
Van Gibson Rylee M, Vaughn 115 Joseph Rd
Wasser Marguerite B 5393 N Bath Blvd
Westgate Mildred J 30 S 25th St Allen Town
Wilcox Michael A 2243 Main St
Wilkinson William D Sacred Heart Senior Living 602 E 21st
Bldg B 526
Zellers June R 598 S Cottonwood Rd
Zimmerman Bruce A 109 W 27th St
Zodel Kenneth W 150 Stark St
Palmer Township Pa 18045
A Tech Suburban Inc 14 Mc Fadden Rd
Harabedian Leigh A 710 Ludlow St
Madison John E 703 Stones Crossing PO Box 3213
Rekowski Theresa 14 Cobblestone Dr
Sivanesan Sivaruban 16 Movie Ct
Styles Washington S 33 Upper Way Rd
Thompson Samantha 549 Moravian Ave Apt 6
Vanderburg Osborne 6 Starlite Dr
Vogel Alekzander, Annika M 7 Country Side Ct
Pen Argyl Pa 18072
Andelman Susan E PO Box 122
Armelin Tessie 100 E Bell Ave
Benedetto Marc 11 Arch St
Bloodworth Eleanor F PO Box 83
Burd Samantha 528 Green Ln
Calis Sportswrm A Cali 2 D & Pine St PO Box 217
Caponigro Jessica M, Dawn M 6475 Sullivan Trl
Commareri Leonard L, Carla J 973 Glass St
Deberadinis Lucy RD
Decesare Ronald A, Anthony 1599 Sierra Ln
Desjadon Stacy 1568 B Pen Argyle Rd
Dries Richard R 229 W Main St Apt 2
Engler Mary V 1507 Pine St
Foster R Est PO Box 171
Gallagher Mary B 701a George St
Garrison Malia L 705 George St
Guerriere Faith 116 Sanders Rd
Houck Johanna M, Charles L 1493 Pen Argyl Rd
Hovey Stanley T 1233 Plainfield Dr
Keller Dolores 306 W Main St Morning Star
Kellow Raymond, Nevis E Plainfield Ave
Marshall Raymo 1075 Constitution Dr
Mcellhennery Clair H PO Box 164
Miller Constance M 110 N Robinson Ave
Moroney Keith D 22 Pen Argyl St
N Style Inc Randy Kelly Nystrand Ta 9 S Robinson Ave
Parsons Arlene E 18 S Westbrook Ave
Pen Argyl Cycle Inc 506 E Main St
Petersgallicchio Tracy 11 Arch St
Poloni Louis 1033 E Main St
Raymond Cory 437 Pen Argyl St
Reichle Gloria M 1012 E Mountain Ave
Reimer Everett R Jr 215 Arch St
Ruppert Roberta M 939 Constitution Ave
Schlegel Walter M Jr 1045 Constitution Ave
Smith Kevin J 229 W Main St
Stafford Stephanie A 5720 Kesslersville Rd
Starfish Brasserie 423 W Main St
Triandafilou Alecia 1635 Alpine Dr
Venezia Laurence A 234 B St Apt1
Woods Lorne 635 William St
Yocum Maryann 410 S Main
Portland Pa 18351
Crane Chester Jr, Crane Benjamin G PO Box 542
Daney Cory J 603 Washington St
Decesare Raymond DO Portland Medical 716 Delaware
Hoffman Althea M 405 Pennsylvania Av
Purdue Earlie RR 611
Rutt Kenneth J PO Box 568
Roseto Pa 18013
Dewalt Harold C, David, Luke, Mark 825 Garibaldi Ave
Gerhart Joseph 315 B Garibaldi Ave
Gualano Anthony 411 Pennsylvania Ave
Holland Kerry K 324 Kennedy Dr
Magdits Angeline 716 Roosevets St
Sabatino Mary D 716 Roosevets St
Stockertown Pa 18083
Andrews Dawn E PO Box 196
Batch Connie PO Box 523
Berger Audrey 102 Lincoln Ave PO Box 195
Beruta Terry A PO Box 402
Brown Craig S PO Box 16
Caponigro John PO Box 495
Driscoll Michael PO Box 497
French H 110 Old Mill Ln
Jordan Alexandra PO Box 503
Kendy Mary 309 Crownview Ave
Mikulski Ryszard PO Box 184
Reeder David F 310 Main St
Schmeltzly Jason PO Box 223
Seawood David PO Box 163
Stier Arlene E 117 Ctr St
Vargas Jose Enrique 405 Main St
Tatamy Pa 18085
Conti Deborah G PO Box 321
Hood Constance A, Matthew C PO Box 542
Stull Kenneth E Brd St
Treichlers Pa 18086
Dietz Veronica, Mckenzie 5952 Cove Rd
Hornyak Sharon K, David D 4290 Primrose Ln
Walnutport Pa 18088
Baird William 4621 Beagle Dr
Bartos Marie 940 Carbon St
Beck Dennis G, Debra A 395 Valy High Ct
Bh Tile Installation 4144 Butternut Dr
Bilheimer Kenneth PO Box 117
Binder Ruth RT 1
Bodish Eric J 543 Overlook Cir
Bravo Developing Inc 724 Walnut Dr
Cabin Richard 4252 Carl Dr
Carl Gloria Canal Side Manor 1 Maine St PO Box 179
Chimics Ethel 1002 Woodland Dr
Cooper Cullen M, Coopermatics Inc 703 Almond Rd
Decker Robin 714 Lehigh Gap St
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Demko Matt C 828 Blue Mountain Dr
Fleming Eileen 306 S Lincoln
Gangemi Lennox Frances V 250 Pine Cir
Geary Robert A 2 Pine Tree Dr
Getz Sandra 1 Main St PO Box 179
Gilbert Rose 4255 W Mountain View Dr
Goodhile Donna 4795 N Cypress Rd
Griffith Michael Est Jerrys Restaur & Deli 1184 Myrtle Rd
Guerrisi Patrick 4789 N Cypress Rd
Guldin Elizabeth J, John C 511 Willow Rd
Haas P W12 Walnutport Mobile Park I
Hart Natalie M 4327 Wood Dr Apt 2
Hough Thomas M 825 Washington St
Howells Ardyth H, John R Wmc 2 Lot H56
Hutterer Frank J 822 S Dogwood Rd
Kaljic Nevzet 710 S Dogwood Rd 1n
Karpowich Tracy M 219 Birch St Apt Q3
Kisner Michelle 4250 Butternut Dr
Koran William, Alice 342 5th St
Krause Renee L 4266 Mountainview Dr
Kroboth Christine H, Clair John Kroboth 1 Pine Tree Dr
Kromer Randy Est 991 Pear Rd
Kulig Emely 4023 Ettornia Dr
Kumfert Gerhard 366 Valy Hi Ct
Kuntz Luke 156 S Canal St
Lederer Ruth RR 2
Leickel Katrina 34 N Canal St
Lennox Archibald S 250 Pine Cir
Logan Herbert G34 Gapview Mhp
Miklas Richard 410 Walnutport Mhp 2
Miller Kathryn 940 Carbon St
Miller Rose M Est 3646 Cedar Dr
Moran Richard J 4555 Joshua Ln
Mosteller Jodi L 37 View Dr
Moyer Paul H W6 Walnutport Mobile Ct
Moyer Zachary R 866 Walnut Dr
Muir Ruth A PO Box 144
Poplawski Jay 4241 Wood Dr
Pummer Alex J Sr 836 Hickory Rd
Rehrig E Box 132
Romanyshyn Juliana Est 650 Highland Dr
Scitney S 4217 Butternut Dr
Sensinger Bruce Est 1184 Myrtle Rd
Shelly Clara W18 Walnutport Mobile Ct
Shimkanin Linda L 4590 Maple Dr
Simpson Arlene Beckers Mhp Mt Vw
Sisco Sandra 35 S Railrd St
Skrapits Elaine RR 2
Sloat Geraldine C, Thoma S 4605 Maple Dr
Soos Irene 4299 Butternut Dr
Spadt Sylvester RT 1
Sterner Patricia 116 S Railrd St
Swartz Teasha M 4394 Timberline Rd
Toolan David R 222 Birch St
Vincler Zack 3703 Cedar Dr
Wagners Auto Body 4394 Timberline Rd
Warnagiris Patricia A, Joseph S Sule S Collision Ctr In 4237
Independence Ln
Werner Francis J 301 Best Ave PO Box 29
Yngood Mildred 35 S Railrd St
West Easton Pa 18042
Bodnarsky Michael 204 4th St
Lincoln Dana 214 3rd St
Reda Sports Kap 18042 Main St
Wind Gap Pa 18091
Achenbach Brian W 1297 Woodsedge Rd
Albanese Peter R 45 N Lehigh Ave
Albert John E 108 A St Apt 1
Alendarov Aleksei 212 Taft St
Bushkill Family Practice 497 Bushkill Plaza Ln
Cusher John Est, Anna 245 Maplewood Rd
Fritz Ethel P 521 Alpha Rd
George Christopher 450 E Moorestown Rd
Girman Stephen 432 N Lehigh Ave
Goffredo Robert P PO Box 265
Guerro Joseph Est 43 E 2nd St
Hardy George F 254 Old Allentown Rd
Hutchins Stuart 125 Hoffman Rd
Jones Sharon PO Box 7
Kulp Foundry Inc 1349 Jacobsburg Rd
Mathis Waymond 224 Taft St
Mcninch Richard 136 Horn Spgs Ln
Morris Smickley Brdway
Mountjoy Russell L Jr 136 Horn Spgs Ln
Oessenick Todd 291 East Ctr St
Olenwine Gary K 222 E Mountain Rd
Ozcan Abdurrahim 249 Delaware Ave
Paukovits Donna M, Donna M Fehr 18 Jefferson St
Rabinow Lylana 507 West 6th St
Renaldo Anthony M Money Management 16 S Brdway
Rinehart Judith A M, Jeffrey A 6618 Sulivan Trl
Rohl Kayla N 77 N Lehigh Ave
Santiago Maria 20 E Ctr St Apt 5
Sigafoos Dennis 1365 Brd Rd
Sims Automotive Inc 433 Male Rd
Stegmann Michael, Mary 289 E Moorestown Rd
Szabo John Robert Gigassler Rd 1
T & M Ins Inc 6697 Sullivan Trail
Taggart Cindy 180 Hoffman Rd
Vogel Robert J 1492 Bshkll Cntr Rd




Autobody Dinchers 52 Back Rd
Farley Scott S RR 1
Goodyear Timothy H 1735 Gap Rd
Hohman Barry 52 Back Rd
Kleinman Irving RR 1 Box 391B RT 15
Maranowicz John 1299 Enterprise Blvd
Mclaughlin Barbara J 16399 US RT 15
Mosteller Wilma J Est 2173 SR 44
Nichols Alvin N 3205 Gap Rd
Shamp Carolyn W 2281 SR 44
Young William R 7 Alvira Ct
Atlas Pa 17851
Horan Bernard 111 W Girard St
Taddeo Body Works LLC 60 E SR 61
Beaver Springs Pa 17812
Adamsburg Cemetery Assoc Inc Betty Jane Freed 119 Ridge
Rd
Folk Kevin M 537 Mattern Rd
Hostetler Barbara 159 Kepner Rd
Kerstetter Jamie L 527 Middle Creek Rd
Rogers Melissa J 770 Middlecreek Rd
Beavertown Pa 17813
Bixler Ronald 8294 Rte 235
Eclectic Concepts RR 1 1535 Lake Rd
Renninger Naomi, Dona Box 27 RD 1
Toth Patricia A 8627 Rte 235
Wagner Cloyd W 101 E Walnut St
Wilson William RR 1 Box 1947
Coal Township Pa 17866
Adams Richard 1002 W Walnut St
Beissel Howard W, Thelma D 932 W Burnside St
Britton Andrew 1153 Pulaski Ave
Fanning Marsha 1212 Pulaski Ave
Fleck Guy 1658 W Spruce St
Green Harvey R 908 Lott St
Gurba Annette M, Eugene 1202 Tharp St
Harris Joseph 1041 W Arch St
Herbert Juliane L 1670 W Lynn St
Hoffman Marian 1301 W Fern St
Hoover Florence A 2050 Trevorton Rd
James Michael J, Laurie A 1101 W Mulberry
Kaleta Charlotte 165 Luke Fidler Rd
Kramer Anna 835 Ctr St
Marinelli Kimberlee K 1641 Trevorton Rd
Moroskie Donald T 1220 W Walnut St
Moyer Rose L 1006 W Walnut St
Mroz Barry F 1563 Wabash St
Naylor Anna 1515 W Lynn St
Neidig Jim B Jr 1454 W State St
Noll Reuben 20 N Oak St
Novallis Telesfore R 1259 Pulaski Ave
Reinhart Food Service 100 Industrial Park Rd
Reno Florence 2050 Trevorton Rd
Riesmeyer Diegan 500 Woodlawn Ave
Romanoski J 1103 W Walnut St 2
Romanoski Josephine 1103 W Walnut St 2
Rowe Jen 1658 W Spruce St
Salvoski Genevieve 1450 Pulaski Ave
Socko Beverly, Gloria 1545 W Chestnut St
Stankiewicz Fred C 1420 Nelson St
Szrom Edward J, Helen R 1621 B W Arch St
Tankard Michael 500 Woodlawn Ave
Taylor Steve 1525 West Walnut St
Thomas Betty J 515 Woodlawn Ave
Trice Albert A, David P RR 2 Box 886
Varano Frank R, Jean M 1968 Stetler Dr
Walencewicz Alphones, Stella 1348 Hemlock St
Wendowski Gillian 500 Woodlawn Ave
Wetzel La Rue 1535 W Lynn St
Wieland Richard E, Muriel S, Robert Shaw POA 2039 W
Independence St
Wingo Kai 1050 1/2 W Arch St
Yeager Shirley 1710 Pulaski Ave
Zurick Cecelia A 1535 W Walnut St
Connersville Pa 17851
Salyers Emery A 131 N Pantian
Dalmatia Pa 17017
Chubb Jennifer PO Box 15
Johnson Myron 171 River Dr
Kackley Lewis A 348 River Rd Apt 5d
Masser Betty M 120 Loop Rd
Messner William RR 1
Robin Elliott 2415 Mountain Rd
Stuck Michael T 590 SR 147
Troutman Richard L PO Box 46
Whary Patricia A, David B RR 1 Box 302
Wiest Chad A PO Box 206
Witmer Margaret E RR 1 157
Dewart Pa 17730
B And W Disposal Inc PO Box 190
Hursh Nancy D PO Box 15
Dornsife Pa 17823
Cerklefskie Justin 1515 Schwaben Creek Rd
Labernardo Gerald P 159 Kauffman Rd
Ney Richard A 24 Mattern Hill Rd
Treon Margaret I RR 1
Wagner Martha L 87g RR 1
Wolfe William H RD 1 Box 28
Elysburg Pa 17824
Albright Sharon 9 Shamokin Ave
Barlow Alberta 427a Beargap Rd
Benedict Thomas J 323 White Church Rd
Burns William S PO Box 313
Camburov Calin G 5 Heartland Blvd
Campbell Beverly D 136 Southview Dr
Cecco Leonard F, Shirley R 355 Happy Valy Rd
Dawgert Nellie 292 N Market St
Emmonds Snyder Lyonne 12 Reeder Dr
Emmons Synder Lyonne 12 Reeder Dr
Fulmer Harold G RR 1 Box 551
Gleyze Charlene M 155 W Ctr St
Hajdu Stephen J 52 S Market St
Hawkins Chevrolet Inc 110 Ctr School Rd
Herring Mark 155 W Ctr St PO Box 88
Jones Donald Richard III 128 S Market St
Kalinoski A R 55 Cirview Dr
Klock Robert W 487 Hillside Ave
Knoebel Sarah, Joel 110 Ctr School Rd
Kuklinski Andy 165 W Mount Carmel Ave Apt 1
Mcbride Robert F 289 Penn Ave
Nodjak Christine P, Teresa A PO Box 76 Evergreen Ln
Paskevich Martha G, Joseph 20 E Ctr St
Persing Gladys RR 1 Box 599
Richard Eleanor P PO Box 235
Schott Thomas 5 Hillcrest Dr
Scopelliti Joseph Jr 16 Hillcrest Dr
Shipe Victoria, Richard Citimortgage Inc 120 Schoch Rd
Snyder Brian E 12 Reeder Dr
Snyder Gilbert, Mark A 367 Montour Rd
Williard Jean E PO Box 287
Freeburg Pa 17827
Ferster Nathan J PO Box 253
Harris John P PO Box 252
Heath Michael PO Box 91
Moore Stephen W PO Box 98
Herndon Pa 17830
Bailey Michelle 163 N Punkin Hollow Ln
Latsha Megan J RD 1 Box 895
Lenkerwe Gail A PO Box 249
Silvick Eric D 119 Gun Club Rd
Wetzel Joel C PO Box 249
Yerger Julie A RR 2 Box 778
Hummels Wharf Pa 17831
Francis Bettie Est PO Box 381
Gray Rodney A PO Box 362
Rental Stop PO Box 350
Kreamer Pa 17833
Naugle Douglas G PO Box 176
Kulpmont Pa 17834
Abdul Al Houssam 5 Arizona Dr
Alexicko Anna 912 Spruce St
Amaro Patrick Louis 932 Chestnut St
Beecher Nicholas 1007 Chestnut St
Boyle Charles 1428 Chestnut St
Commadari Doris 142 Missouri Ln
Cuthie Kristine 729 Scott St Apt 1
Dormer Mary M 1032 Scott St
Dumchock Irene 1337 Scott St
Gushen Joseph A, Sharon K 337 Virginia Ln
Habowski Michael J 1500 Chestnut St
Hamolia Edward L 1427 Chestnut St
Hollister James E 1212 Poplar St PO Box 155
Janusz John W 1024 Spruce St
Kuzma Kathleen M 22 Oak Ln
Lentini Grazia, Peter 627 Walnut St
Lewandowski Joseph 216 N 10th St
Maher Barb 1471 Chestnut St
Mervine Sandra PO Box 62
Miernicki Douglas, Ethan 113 Kansas Ln
Mychak Irene Estate 3 Vermont Dr
Olbrish June 805 Scott St
Pms Inc PO Box 9 25 S Tenth St
Ryan Joana 5538 1427 Chestnut St
Scicchitano Anna 550 Spruce St
Seroskie Betty 822 Chestnut St
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Seroskie Chester Estate 822 Chestnut St
Sundman Darlene J, Todd A David Pachutski Dave’s Auto
Body Clinic 1807 Missouri Ln
Swatsky Lisa 701 Chestnut St
Tomascik Barbara, Ida De Gaetano 91 E Chestnut St
Yoder Helen Est, Robert 3 Vermont Dr
Laurelton Pa 17835
Harvey Troy A PO Box 28
Leck Kill Pa 17836
Unger Rodney R, Leah K 4510 Schwaben Creek Rd
Lewisburg Pa 17837
Albright Pharmacy Services 110 Maplewood Dr
Allen Kenneth E 200 S 3rd St
Apple Ruth C 1103 Wending Way
Bahre Chris 1210 Fairchild Rd
Becker Motor Co Inc 200 S Derr Dr
Beqiri Inesa 701 Moore Av PO Box C0053
Blagojevic Branko 701 Moore Ave Unit C66
Boop Thomas E, Ruth Ann 154 Victoria Ln
Botts Beatrice A 2176 Buffalo Rd
Bryan Margaret L 270 Ridgecrest Cir #319
Buckingham Elizabeth 9 N Aspen Pl
Bull Run Inn 6th Market St
Caceres Natasha A 200 S 3rd St
Capwell John C 182 Manning Rd
Chudow Sterling 108 Red Fox Ln
Clarence Campbell Lepley Engleman & Yaw 320 Market St
Clark Katie G 551 Millers Bottom Rd
Clark Katie G Est 3201 Rover Rd
Coldwell Banker Penn One Real Est 331 Market St
Confer Francine, Juliette 210 N 2nd St
Conway Ryan 64 Harmony Ln
Correll Marilyn A 1019 St Paul St
Crawley Ty 930 Tr Dr
Cresswell Betty Ruth 4075 Old Tpke Rd
Creswell Albert, Betty RD 2
Dalton Dustin 304 S 16th St
Darlene Renee 701 Moore Ave
Davis Coralynn V 174 Fairsom Ct
Deng Xinhe Bucknell Univ 701 Moore Ave C 1141
Dickman Lauren 701 Moore Ave Box C2085
Dunne Gerald F 102 Andrews Ct
Eisenhauer Ruth V 3201 River Rd
Fisher Brenda R RR 1 Box 229
Flauttl Laura J 116 N 3rd St
Gingrich Donna L 413 N Tenth St
Golden Proportions Marketing 115 Farley Cir Ste 202
Gommer M Ruth 43 S Second St
Gonzalez Joaquin 701 Moore Ave 25
Gottlieb Janine L PO Box 161
Gruneberg Rachel T, Bob W 306 N 4th St
Haas Barbara R 235 N Third St
Hard Knock Mba Inc 5 Market St
Hathaway Laura A 602 Matlack Ave
Haulman Kristina M 413 N Fourth St
Hixson Jennifer 13 Farley Cir
Hollenbach Joseph 1812 Washington Ave
Hope Xavier Bucknell Univ Box C1326
Hopkinson Jennifer A DVM 308 Hospital Dr
Hoyle June M 1382 Smoketown Rd
Huang Qian 701 Moore Ave
Humes Cheryl 200 S Derr Dr
Hummel Rick PO Box 384
Jpm Co, Larry Biacchi 155 N 15th St
Jpm Co, Susan B Mathias RT 15 North
Judy Jay D 208 N 3rd St
Kalin Agnes 61 Waterford Place
Keen Dorris 304 Verna Rd
Kim Joyce 305 James Rd
Kirchner Carrie A, Henry L 328 Beagle Club Rd
Kissel Douglas 408 Beth Ellen Dr
Kratzer Madison Elizabeth 57 James Rd
Kreisher Margaret A, Maureen M 2554 Smoketown Rd
Kumcu Michael Bucknell Univ Box C0473
Liberman Joshua N 116 North 3rd St
Lincoln Eleanor J, George A 312 S 18th St
Lloyd Michelle A, Douglas W 973 Swartz Rd
Lose Jeffrey R 41 S Third St
Mabus Kenneth I 125 N 2nd St
Martinez Steven 203 S 14th St
Marvin Verna C 1075 Hardscrabble Ln
Masters Mary L 1382 Smoketown Rd
Maxey Neshell 548 Essex Pl
Mccann Kathleen 2734 Johnson Mill Rd
Mcconnell Maggie 14 Shelly Cir
Meffert Celestine R 266 Beaver Ct
Metz Lynn 34 N 12th St
Minium Nelson R Kelly Ct Apartment Apt C−7
Minnick Albert L 315 Birchtree Ln
Mintzer Paulette 168 Jean Blvd
Mook Allen L 1089 Aikey Hill Rd
Morgan James M 60 S 3rd St
Morris George 15 Crab Tree Ln
Myers Catherine H, James S 111 S 7th St
Nam Seung R 701 Moore Av PO Box 609
Nebiker Michael 813 Tr Dr
Nessel William J 814 Saint Louis St
Oobgolf 5083 Westbranch Hwy
Orren G William III 41 S Third St
Panarites James PO Box 236d
Parenti Linda 1 Buffalo Rd
Perella Barbara J 125 Mountain View Rd
Premiere 232 Market St
Prudential Hodric Realty 1100 Market St
Reeser Family Ua 2 21 03 17 S Fourth St
Reeser Nancy J 17 S Fourth St
Reichard Brown Jan 1816 Furnace Rd
Rennicks Strothers Stacy 412 Century Vlg
Riggs Frances M, Leon 889 Fairground Rd
Robinson Martin M 710 Baker St
Roger Knauss Plumbing 706 Judy Rd
Rozyckie Elilzabeth A, Elizabeth A PO Box 625
Ruhl Mieichi L Exec 456 Stein Ln
Sanders William S 80 Hollow Rd
Shemory Keith 108 N Second St
Smith Jeanette M 340 J P M Rd Apt 311
Smith Paul A 224 S 2nd St
Smith Robert 218 S 7th St
Sterry Maude 99 Linden Rd
Sullivan C B 1201 Jefferson Ave
Sullivan Christopher B 1201 Jefferson Ave
Sunbancorp Inc 155 N 15th St
Toro Osmar 125 N 2nd St Apt 3
Tucker Madolin Miss 220 S Third St
Ufema Lance J 120 Nh Front St
W P 210 S 7th St
Wagner Shirley J 547 Millers Bottom Rd
Weiss Miriam Est 635 Saint Louis St
Wiatrowski Ann M, Ann Maureen Arney 128 Rural Ave
Wolfe Ruth 38 N 3rd St
Woolsey Paul F 5686 Old Tpke Rd
Yost Anna E RR 1
Locust Gap Pa 17840
Shivelhood Robert 21 Railrd St
Marion Heights Pa 17832
Graboski Genevieve, John PO Box 101
Hughes R T 44 Charlestown Rd
Paskanik Helen C, Helen 429 North St
Price Bernice 321 North St PO Box 358
Rubino Caroline 5 W 8th St
Stroh Joanne 333 E Warsaw St
Varano Mary 333 E Warsaw St
McEwensville Pa 17749
Perry Lori PO Box 120
Middleburg Pa 17842
Ax Charles J 14 S Main St
Boyle Bryan P 129 Mains St
Campbell Jessecca 7993 Rte 522
Crossley Christopher E, Lori A 24 Walnut Ridge Ests
Fensterancher Irene 506 Ctr St
Fry Catherine L, William L RR 2 Box 95
Gilbert Beverly J 396 Whiskey Ridge Rd
Gilbert Beverly J, Luther S 149 Ridge Rd
Heckman Brian 24 Dinius Ave
Hempfield Cnslng Assocs 8183 Rte 522 Ste 10
Hook John A 173 Paxtonville Rd
Hutchinson Matthew A, Blough Wagner Mfg Co Shuman St
Jordan Nathan R, Jordan Lisa M 21 Old 522
Klose Linda K 233 W Market St
Knouse Harold 44 J C Mobile Home Ct
Matthews Clayton E, Peggie P, Dean E RR 2 Box 175
Mull Gregory A RR 2 164
Paul Stine Chevrolet 24 Dinius Ave
Payne Molly S RR 3 Box 132a
Penn Truss 1081 Salem Church Rd
Puricelli John E Est 124 N Main St
Rishel Richard L 200 E Main St Apt B
Sachlebe Geraldine Estate 377 W Hollow Rd
Sachleben Geraldine 377 W Hollow Rd
Strauss Dorothy Est 14 S Main St
Sullivan Edna G, Sean E 2445 Erdley Church Rd
Thor America Inc 37 Old 522
Tobias Catherine L 1961 Troxelville Rd
Williams Keith R Jr, Tanya L Regester Chevrolet Inc
2 Chrislynn Dr
Zimmerman Carolyn M 16170 RT 104
Mifflinburg Pa 17844
Alton Albert 83 Walls Rd
Bobb Kayla 101 S 4th St
Buckingham Elizabeth L 2055 Mensch Rd
Burkholder Warren H RR 5 Box 64
Byler Leisa Lot 8 Pine Valy Ct
Chenoweth Gene 2275 Wildwood Rd
Conley Emma RR 2 Box 487
Custer Charles 221 Moll Rd
Dietrich Jonathan 5931 Buffalo Rd
Dougherty Margo 1085 Dice Rd
Epley Ronald E 1600 Grand Valy Rd
Evans Mary 3 Cherry Tree Ln
Holthus Nancy A 520 Old Orchard Ln
J Scott Griffith DMD Pc 201 Meadow Green Dr
Johnson Mary J 304 Market St
Johnson Virginia Lynn 174 Gessner Ln
Jones David L 801 Chestnut St
Keister Earl E 3513 Beaver Run Rd Apt A
Kerstetter Jacob H 209 Walnut St
Kerstetter Thomas Est 105 N 8th St
Martin Earl M RR 3 Box 91a
Martin Lewis L 348 Wildwood Rd
Maurer Allison 205 Green St
Metzger Norman E 569 Turkey Run Rd
Mike Wagner Masonry 80 Hot Rod Hill Rd
Miller Florence E Estate 309 E Chestnut St
Plank Viola M RD 4 Box 69
Pontius Shawn D 276 N 8th St
Reiffs Masonry 220 Dietrich Rd
Rishel John W RR 4 Box 192
Sauers Barbara A 10785 SR 304
Sauers George E Jr 160 E Market St
Sheetz 276 Mifflin 240 E Chestnut St
Shin Heekeun 175 Shelly Ln
Susquehanna Valley Mutual Aid Assn Co Harold Erdley
117 Meadow Green Dr
Taylor Adam 57 Birch St
Trafe Brenda L RD 4 Box 69
Troutman B 2220 Pleasant Grove Rd
Umbel Daniel J, Erica A 257 Roush Rd
Villa Roma Restaurant 333 E Chestnut St
Walter Rozella C 6693 Furnace Rd
Watson Jane G 246 Chestnut St
Watson Jane Town, Jane G Watson 246 Chestnut St
Weiller Barbara 9020 Buffalo Rd
Young Michael 614 Chestnut St
Zimmerman Lovina R, Allen W RR 5 Box 341
Zyry Barbara A 210 N 2nd St
Millmont Pa 17845
Ely Robert M RR 1 Box 198h
Mabus Sally A PO Box 77
Ritter Charles RR 1
Throne Gregory D Est, Amy J 12940 Old Tpke Rd
Milton Pa 17847
Aikey Ruth M 1150 Sodom Rd
Arnold Randall S 630 Grange Hall Rd
Bailey Ryan A RR 4 Box 6300
Balliet Sharon 11 S Front St Apt 2
Bastian Betty M 107 Hepburn St
Batdorf Jeanne A 252 Vine St
Bennett Berenice E 341 S Front St
Biddinger Camryn L 115 Myrtle St
Big Andys Bar Grill Andrew C Keister 14 S Front St
Bouder Daniel R 404 Ctr St
Brown Terry L 110 Upper Market St
Bucher Betty J 110 Upper Market St
Budman Auto Body 47 Apple St
C L Auto Repair 1101 N Front St
Clemens Auto 726 S Front St
Confer Margaret T 642 Upper Market St
Cotner Jeremy W 719 Strick Rd
Delong Cassandra K 1455 Brdway Rd
Derr Brenda L 412 Liberty St
Derr Robert Est 560 Raymond St
Dershem Lynn M 458 Limestone Rd
Engleman Jennie E 23 Astro Vlg Apt C
Francis Jo 403 Clymer’s Mh Park
Frank Kepler 270 Showers Rd
Frantz Fry Karen A RR 2 1810
Goodwin James, Emma 205 Mahoning St
Hendershot Edith 2 S 7th St
Hennessy Robert E 15 S Front St Apt 3
Heritage Miriam M 130 S Front St
Hoffman Adrianne R 132 Washington St
Hoover Dana S 117 Comet Dr
Huff Bertha F 233 Susquehanna Ave
Inman Darrel E 50 Mahoning St Apt 516
Jacobs Deborah L 8 Cardinal Dr
Johnson Mary 214 Arch
Keefer Gloria 19 Prospect Ave
Keltz James 181 Marsh Rd
Ketchem Nancy M 135 1/2 Ctr St
Klapp William D 3 Songbird Ln
Koch Pearl A 106 Comet Dr
Kramm Business Office, Shirley I Michael 560 Brdway St
Krebs Henry L Est 31 Turbot Ave
Kuhns Bros Log Homes 700 Hepburn St Ste 3
La Carreta WFW Enterprises 2890 SR 405
Leiva Jose R 583 Mahoning St
Linn Kimber Jr, Anna 204 Satalie Dr Astro Vill
Mabus Rebecca R 223 Park Ave
Machesic Gary 3695 SR 642
Machesic Grace I 104 Old Rte 45
Machestic Gary 3695 SR 642
Miller Robert K 32 S Turbot Ave 124
Milton Dev Svc Manor Carriage House PO Box 416
Morrison Helen 19 Prospect Ave
Munzo Natividad 543 Hepburn St
Obrien Sean 46 Auburborn Rd
Paige Rachel A 205 Park Ave
Phillips William R II, William R 58 Vertie Ct
Pick Madeline C RR 3
Pottios Pamela K 409 Brdway
Reeder Deborah 47 Apple St
Reese Norma 200 Mclaughlin Rd
Robbins Anthony S 106 Comet Dr
Rudloff Mildred E 3 Old Orchard Rd
Russell Lester D 419 Piper Ave
Showers Linda L 104b Centre Towne Apartments
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Smith Sara M 1515 Mt Zion Rd
Snyder Franklin J 1185 Montour St
Sullivan Carl S 1111 Sharkespeare Ave
Tierney Paul 60 Walnut St
Treibley Charles III Est 536 Lincoln St
Troup Tracey R, Roger 2880 Mexico Rd
Troutman Jennifer, Chloe P 26 Old Orchard Rd
Vergara Marcos A 126 Upper Market St
Watts James Jr 398 Coup Rd
Watts Jennifer 115 Myrtle St
Winders Alice 420 Ctr St
Woolsey William N 650 Hidden Paradise Rd
Yocca Alfred Est 13 Brdway St
Monroe Township Pa 17870
Thompson Donald L Sr RR 4
Montandon Pa 17850
Fischer Helen PO Box 302
Vayda Thomas M PO Box 216
Whitman John W Jr PO Box 183
Zeiber Miranda L PO Box 105
Mount Carmel Pa 17851
Abdulal Chaza F PO Box 406
Adams Calvin J, Amy 248 West Railrd St
Adzema Edward N 137 S Maple St
Andrulevich Irene B 20 W 6th St
Andruscavage Jeanette 334 East Ave
Arterbridge Kathryn E 351 S Willow St Apt 211
Associates LLC 216 S Hickory St
Badar Mattaew J 419 W 7th St
Beck Grace M 300 S Maple St
Begis Leonard 244 S Chestnut St
Berezovske Nancy 216 S Hickory St
Berezovske Nicole 346 S Market St
Birch Alexandra 519 W 2nd St
Brokenshire Thomas PO Box 38
Buzzelli Joseph 315 S Hickory Stapt 107
Canfield Violet M 304 S Chestnut St
Capital One Auto Finance 346 S Market St
Cella Joseph W 104 N Locust St
Chibbaro Veronica 309 S Grape St
Cole And Varano Law Offices 110 S Oak St
Coleman Gary PO Box 44
Cuff Mary 105 W Saylor St
Curry Johanna 34 N Grape St
Dando Thomas 138 East Ave
Deitz Johanna E 34 N Grape St
Dembosky Dorothy N 204 N Walnut St
Evanko Mary 138 East Ave
Faust Alfred V 107 N Vine St
Fisher Adeline, David 125 W 5th St
Galazin Enoch 510 W Girard St
Gallagher Rose Mary 334 S Market St
Gerrity Karen P 209 E Saylor St
Global Nuclear Disarmament Fund 250 West Ave
Gunderman Emily Ann, Kelly Ann, Warren K
219 W Second St
Harner Magdalen 103 Chestnut
Haverty Judith A 15 W Ave
Hooper Mary 35 S Walnut St
Horan Bernard Atlas 111 W Girard St
Hubler Albert H 424 S Market St
Janolek John P 140 N Walnut St
Johnson David Harold PO Box 816
Johnson Dorothea 329 Maple
Kaminski Joseph G Jr 31 E 2nd St
Kashuba Stephen A 316 W 3rd St
Kashuba Stephen A, Stella C 300 S Maple St
Kerdock Agnes 500 E 5th St
Knoblauch Elizabeth Mt Carmel Nursing Rehab Ctr 700 W
Third St
Koller Elizabeth H 435 E Camps St
Kovach Mary 243 Banana St
Kozlowski Walter 487 W Saylor St
Krise Ashley 146 W 2nd St
Linn Melinda, Tracy 315 S Locust St
Ludes Mary C 40 N Poplar St
Lupatsky Alexander PO Box 16
Lynott Holly N 123 S Vine St
Lynott Thomas J,Holly N 123 S Vine St
Marchigiano Anthony M, Mario 124 Laurel Ln
Matulewicz Anthony III 139 N Oak St
Mcandrew Mark P 119 E Saylor St
Megosh Louis 435 E Ctr St
Mihalik Anna 2616 W 3rd St
Miller Jerry L 334 S Market St
Miller Stephen P 243 W 5th St
Mooney Mary Lou 300 Oak Ln
Moratelli Frank, Helen 209 Pennsylvania Ave
Mosloskie Esther 335 J Oak St
Nancy Ruback 216 S Hickory St
Ney Dolores A 2616 W 3rd St
Novack Helen 7 Dooleyville
Ospovich Alberta, Alberta Lesser 207 S Chestnut St
Paterson Kevin 235 S Chestnut St
Robbins Curtis A, Glen A, Glen Jr, Helen I 801 W 5th St
Apt 108
Roshon Shelley E 234 W Girard St
Scicchitano Bruno 1 Beaverdale
Scicchitano Margaret, David C 15 East Ave
Scicchitano Teresa 218 W Saylor St
Seik Beverly D 24 E 3rd St 202
Shirmer Robert 46 S Walnut St
Shutt June C 315 N Hickory St
Skonieczny Annabel R 138 N Walnut St
Stine Margaret J 238 East Ave
Szymanski Virginia 544 W 3rd St
Taddeo Body Works 487 W Saylor St
Templar Joanne 119 N Hockory St
Union National 248 W Railrd St
Vinzulis William 631 E 4th St
Vogt Betty 335 J Oak St
Walker Jaime 404 W 2nd St
Whipple Donald L 435 E Camps St
Whyne Freeman, Zarko J 300 W 5th St
Williams Caroline 2616 W 3rd St Mount Carmel Nursing &
Rehab
Wisgo Clara B 302 Juniper St
Worhach Jason M 21 W Saylor St
Mt Pleasant Mills Pa 17853
Ivan Lauver & Son Inc 9016 RT 104, Wyona P Lauver
Kantz Lorraine 1690 Littletown Rd
Mathews Sara Marie 104 St John St
Yerger Robert L PO Box 3
New Berlin Pa 17855
Flynn Brenda PO Box 121
Hollenbach Zachary P 701 Water St
Spencer William PO Box 307
Vargas Nancy 128 Front St
Wetzel Michele D, Patrick A 114 Front St
Wetzel Patrick L PO Box 221
Wright Richard D 607 Market St
New Columbia Pa 17856
Babakov Alexandr 114 Foresman Cir
Bensloff Albert RR 1
Bittner Ethel M 25 Pine St
Crossroads Logistics Inc 854 Bldg E Old Rt 15 PO Box 329
Dematz Cressind Main St
Dershem Anna B 412a RD 1
Dershem Anna K 9779 River Rd
Dershem N E RR 2 Box 186
Faust Robert 1064 New Columbia Rd
Green Richard Gene 684 Nittany Mountain Rd
Hafer Jean 48 Newky Rd
Hollenbach Zachary Paul, Blanche R 350 Dyer Rd
Kurtz Cleda Est RR 1
Miller Helen RR 2 Box 602a
Rohrer George R, Kevin J 4 Doe Cir
Treibley Donna L 162 Blue Jay Ln
W A Dehart Inc Brenda Reeder Old RT 15
Weaver Britney 391 Showers Rd
Northumberland Pa 17857
Adams Scott 140 Hillside Dr
Arter Eleanor V 202 Spruce Hollow Rd
B Z Motors 715 Queen St
Bourne Becky 660 Horizon Ave
Bz Motors Collision Center 1311 Water St
Chappell Ida M 194 Duke St
Cirino John Arthur RR 2 Box 501w
Coll James S Jr 219 Front St
Cook Bobbie B Nottingham Village Retirement Ctr 1000
Strawbridge Rd Apt 277
Cook Bobbie B Nottingham Village Retirement Ctr 62 Neitz
Rd Apt 277
Crebs Brian Jeffrey, Robert E 165 Nottingham Dr
Divel Tony D 147 Diner Rd
Donald E Troxell Ent 890 Strawbridge Rd
English Todd D 130 Second St
Eroh Todd A 132 Essex Ln
Fisher Colleen, Brian 2012 Duke St Ext
Flory Janice 957 Strawbridge Rd
Fowler Corinne 660 Old Danville Hwy
Gallo James B 394 Queen St
Giunta Gina Marie, Angelo L 342 Queen St
Hamor Thomas R 1175 Queen St
Hamor Virginia R 660 Horizon Ave
Hamor Virginia R, Thomas 660 Horizon Ave
Hartman Sherilyn K 282 Queen St
Heinly Viola PO Box 32 Strawbridge Rd
Hommel Nora M RR 1 Box 373j
Insya Abdulla 136 Duke St
Johnson Patrick F 173 Queen St
Karpinski Stevee Jo, Ann Moyer 697 Wallace St
Leitzel Steven E 192 Brokaw Dr
Lewis Doris I 16 Bristol Ln
Lico Lucy 10 Wedgewood Cir
Machesic George 112 Park Ln
Mattis Sherry 284 Queen St
Mchale Ryan S 132 Essex Ln
Miller Diane W 177 Chris Ron Ln
Miller George F 7 Wedgwood Cir
Minr Heather L 192 Brokaw Dr
Nix Ronald K 953 Front St
Nottingham Village Ret Ctr Asc 60 Neitz Rd
Packer Phyllis W 385 7th St
Papalia Angelo M 100 Manor Dr
Papalia K Est 100 Manor Dr
Polan Eleanor R 1481 Queen St
Polan Eleanor R 280 14th St
Ravert Dorothy M, Nelson O 978 Old Danville Hwy
Rhoads Anneattea 224 Duke St
Rosselli John S 113 North Ave
Rozell Dorothy 1481 Queen St
Schmitz Norine O 505 Lincoln St
Shutt Robert L 923 Pt Twp Dr
Smith Erin M 245 Queen Ste
Snyder Joann 206 Front St
Stoltz Veronica 1311 Water St
Sweely Russell T, Shawn 700 Horizon Ave
Synergy Kramm Pharmacy RR 1 Box 168b
Troupe Duane 102 Johns Way
Voeste E Genevieve, Robert G 1561 Queen St
Waltz Stephanie PO Box 246
Wetzel Bruce 747 Water St
Whiting Robert W 219 Front St
Whitting Robert 219 Front St
Wolf Justin R 212 Front St Apt 1
Yeager Emma L 702 Pt Twp Dr
Paxinos Pa 17860
Cooper Lawrence R, Deborah 3411 Irish Valy Rd
Cressinger Mark, Ruth RD 1
Heath Clair RR 1
Scholl Dylan M 4159 SR 61
Supsic Joseph 262 Badmans Hill Rd
Tyler William L RR 1
Umiya Inc PO Box 129
Yeager Brian, Anne 177 Whiteys Rd
Paxtonville Pa 17861
Meadows Lorraine M PO Box 237
Penns Creek Pa 17862
Keister Robert D PO Box 214
Spickler Erma V, Norma Vanhorn PO Box 154
Port Trevorton Pa 17864
Uni Trader Corp, James Muller PO Box 220
Potts Grove Pa 17865
Bieber Leslie A PO Box 11
Cromans Garage PO Box 68
Ranshaw Pa 17866
Delbo Paul 215 Main St
Fehl Kathleen 528 Main St
Fry Carl W, Paul W 226 Tharp St
Hauer Michael R 1949 W Independence St
Kline Donald N 10 Main St
Kopyscians Nickolas 417 Webster St
Leach Sarah E, Sarah RT Box 5a
Lucy O F 10 Main St
Sands Evelyn 129 Main St
Stroh Leonard W, Catharine 501 Main St
Toter Mary 114 Short
Zarkowski Catherine 114 Short
Riverside Pa 17868
Acierno William A PO Box 251
Bastian Donna PO Box 58
Bennett Eloise PO Box 237
Cooper Annette PO Box 505 Valerie Thomas
Kinney Alvin J 200 11th St PO Box 95
Lutton Jeffrey, Molly 111 Dewart St
Mertz Jeanne R PO Box 121
Miller Deborah A 604 Ave E PO Box 176
Wilver Mildred M PO Box 114
Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Anders Rachel E, Diane L RR 1 Box 218a
Andrews Chelsea R 28 Penns Lndg
Bahner Robert E, Ruth E 8 Smokehouse Ln Apt 305
Ballantine Shirlee E 119 Rte 204 Apt 20c
Barge Pete L 93 Salem Manor Ct
Becker Body Shop 1448 N Old Trl
Beford Gerard, Mary Countryside Vlg Site
Bergeron Ronald G 2 West Sassafras St
Bethel Susan M 708 N 10th St
Bickel Robin L RR 2 Box 259
Biddinger Taylor 6 Oxford Dr
Bogar Luke E Jr 607 Picnic Ln
Bonawitz Carlson Faye 410 Orange St
Broome John E 10 Creekside Dr
Burger Paul E PO Box 32
Carter Jeffrey W, Anne M 1448 N Old Trl
Chadwick Lawrence I, Rose S 1000 Us Hwy 522
Cosenza Janelle 217 Orange St
Crisman Craig RR 1 Box 10
Decker Wade 606 Rolling Green Dr
Delgrippo Christopher, Alyssa B Jeffs Auto Body & Recyclin
Ctr In 102 Apt A 18th St
Domotor Frank Est 119 S Market St Apt 3
Donlan Crystal L 28 Penns Lndg
Drzewiecki Ryan 719 Hower St
Feehrer Barry D Sr 216 S Market St
Ferraro Giuseppe P, Carlo 35 Parkridge Dr
Figueroa Merced Milagro 17 Countryside Village Apt A
Fisher Grace C RR 1
Folio Ashley Lauren, Glenn F 8 Meadowbrook Dr
Monroe Manor
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Forsythe Dorothy 1372 N Susquehanna Trail 130
Glase May R 5 W Snyder St
Gordon John Jr 2 Horizon Dr
Gottshall Mary 800 N Markey
Hackenberg Amy 722 8 Th St
Hare Jim Dba Ulrichs Seafood Market Rd 4 Box 21
Herman Marshall R 119 Maple St
Hill Asenath 29 Grayson View
Hunter John 207 Meadowview Dr
Jackson Shirley F 802 Brd St Apt 8a
Jones Angel 336 Park Rd Apt 1
Jones Douglas R 1011 N Old Trl
Jones Douglas R 93 Lori Ln
Keiderling Ann T 801 8th St
Kellers Auto Body 825 N High St
Kimmel Inc 2350 N Susquehanna Trl
Kline Dorothy, Clair 215 W Chestnut St
Koenig Ethel K 800 Brd St
Lauver Marvin, Ulrichs Seafood Market RD 4 Box 21
Ludwig Mary G 204 S Front St
Meese William, Lois 29 Grayson View Ct
Michaels 250 Market Place (Apt)
Mitterling Janice I 706 Picnic Ln
Modular Structures 1910 North Old Trail
National Beef Pkg Co 1811 N Old Trail Rd
Nguyen Ly N Susquehanna Univ 1858 Weber Way 238
Papa Marion Angela L 10 9th Ave
Paul Thomas G RR 5 Box 65
Pezzuti Elizabeth Bodtke 715 Rolling Green Dr
Rains Andrew D 202 Airport Rd
Rathfon Eugene A 789 Fisher Rd
Rearick Kenneth, Nancy 622 8th St
Romano Nicholas J Susquehanna Univ 1858 We
Royer Curtis C RR 5 Box 1
Scartelli Anna M Est 312 Charles Ave
Selinsgrove Xpress Lube 1640 N Susquehanna Trl
Shellenberger Andrea M 616 N Ninth St
Smith Gordon E, Ruth 203 Harrison St
Snyder Betty I 39 Wolf Dr
Spangler Allen C 601 S Old Trail
Spinosa Lydia R 22 Greenbrier Ave
Sprecht John 800 N Markey
Srivastava Poonam 2 18th St
Stahl Lynd B Rathfons Conv Home 308 S Market St
Stahl Murray Est RR 3 Box 203
Stenglein Diana L 7 Linda Ln
Stokus Sam N 419 River Rd
Sun Bank Snj 2 S Market St
Susquehanna Valley Foot A 1018 N Susquehanna Trl
Swope J Russell, Lois J 100 S Susquehanna Tr Rd 2
Wagenseller Franc RR 1
Wimer Gladys 510 Rolling Green Dr
Wojchehoski Tracy Ann, Betty F 601 S Old Trl
Wolfe Myrtle 3 Easy St
Zearfoss Doris I Hugh Benson 4 Meadowbrook Dr
Shamokin Pa 17872
Allstate Insurance 107 W Independence St
Artman Billiejo 8 S Vine St
Augustine William 1035 W Independence St
Boos Louise R 414 E Spruce
Bower William W Spruce St
Britton Andrew 125 S Franklin St
Bush Gary R RR 1
Calhoun Charles M RR 1
Cavanaugh Anna 133 Birch St
Clement Dorothy V, Ralph Starr 1334 W Walnut St
Conlow Carolyn L 716 E Dewart St
Cook Kenneth L, Doris R 635 Fir Rd
Dangolovich Vincent Est Frank W Garrigan
112 E Independence St
Daubert Kathleen C, Shannon A Rd 2 Box 76
Dettrey John 314 N Shamokin St
Dorsett Ann Est Randy Kopitski 430 West Arc
Dynamic Wings 20 E Independence St
Farrow Funeral Director 6 & Chestnut St
Fetsko Mildred 170 E Dewart St
Friest Valentine E 16 W Church St
Fun Shop Inc 30 W Commerce St
Garrigan Eileen M, Frank W 240 Mountain Rd
Haggerty Mary 18 N Franklin St
Hancock Rebecca Ann, Edward 207 W Spruce St
Hancock Suzanne, Edward 5 W Commerce St
Harrison Florence Heritage Apts A−1 550 N Market St
Heintzelman Russell 129 Heintzelman Rd
Hemskey Elizabet 29 N 6th St
Hlavaty Alice L 539 S 7th St
Hoffman Edward J, Rita M 709 E Cameron St
Hoffman Edward, Rita 844 W Spruce St
Holmes Nicholas R, Tamie Beach 308 E Dewart St
Horan Karen 311 S Shamokin St Apt 53435
Hughes Daniel J 319 E Sunbury St
Hughes Tammy RR 1 Box 870
Jackson Tiffanie 130 E Dewart St
Johnson Norma C RD 2 Box 738
Kaleta Dennis A 826 Hemlock St
Katalenas Donald M 100 S Shamokin St
Kelczewski Alma A Po Box 565
Kern Christopher 401 S Shamokin St
Kolody Pauline, Helene 603 W Mulberry St
Kosmer Lawrence L Corner of Band Montgo
Kuginski Joseph 1451 W Mulberry
Kuminskie Ruth 1155 W Spruce
Lawless Deneen 334 S Shamokin St
Long Pearl M Rr1 Box 97
Luberick John R 17 W Arch St
M T Bank 220 S 6th St
Masinos Florence 907 W Independ St
Mattern H Irene 22 N Market St
Mccoy David A 303 Market St
Mcgran Melissa L 1107 N Shamokin St
Meredith Theresa 309 S 7th St
Milbrand Bailey 61 E Independence St
Miller Jonathan R, Tammy L 580 West Spruce St
Moore Shirley 309 S 7th St
More Than Hair Designs, Rachel Kerstetter 4769 Upper Rd
Morgante Frances A 143 S 6th St
Moslock Geraldine F 143 S 6th St
Nacinovich Marguerite 1157 W Pine St
Neiwsender Esther 623 W State St
Nieves Benedicto 230 S Franklin St
Osevala Edward, Nellie 923 Hemlock St
Paul Kevin RR 1 Box 241
Phelps Nichole 29 East Sunbury St Apt 2
Polynack Annastasia 224 S Shamokin St
Poplaskie Catherine 170 E Dewart St
Rarick Richard 201 W Mulberry St Apt 202
Reback & Associates PO Box 368
Reeder Michael P 924 Hemlock St
Reiner Bernice L 42 N 6th St
Richie Douglas M 229 S Franklin St
Rohland Ralphiel P 436 Mountian Dr
S And S Capital LLC 131 A S Market St
Sandri Mark, John RD 2 Box 447
Sands Joanne RD 2 Box 738
Schneider Bernadette 611 W Water
Sheey Janes 400 Prod St
Shurgalla Erma, Ralph Starr 1334 W Walnut St
Siegel Ruth 1038 W Wood
Sminkey Helen 10 N Vine St
Smith Ernestine A, William E 37 Sheridan St
Sopp Mary F 227 N Franklin St
Sowersby Shane RR 1 Box 607
Stark Dorothy 1603 W Lynn St
Stasick Theresa 311 S Shamokin St Apt 53435
Steck Anna M 203 E Dewart St
Sugg Leo A Jr 133 Birch St
Swatt Bette J 138 S Pearl St None
Switzer Joseph L, Clara Switzers Cafe
Torres Adele 220 S 6th St
Turdofski Ceceia D RR 1 Box 151a
Twigger Jonathan A 148 Edgewood Rd
Vna Health System 21 W Independence St
Walsh Barbara L 24 S Franklin St
Warner Mary T 69 E Independence St
Wesolowski Esther 118 S Franklin St
Wisniewski Brenna J, Ruth 26 N Rock St
Witt Emily Elizabeth, David F PO Box 423
Wojciechowski Frank RD 1 Box 532
Worhacz Russell Jr 324 E Sunbury St
Yacko Robert RR 2 Box 944
Yoder Donna J Est 3102 Upper Rd
Shamokin Dam Pa 17876
Book Sarah I 8 Smokehouse Ln Apt 205
Cunningham Craig A 116 10th Ave
Fogarty Dylan T 3514 N Old Trl
Herman Brenda L 14 Jonathan Rd
Hufnagle Elizabeth 5 9th Ave
Humphrey Warren M 18 Spruce St
Lefever Isabelle, M Ronald PO Box 348
Thompson David A, Thompson Family PO Box 392
Treas Jack H PO Box 112
Snydertown Pa 17877
Rhoads Charles E, Gertrude 52 S Market St
Sunbury Pa 17801
Abdill Robin PO Box 96
Adams Patricia A 160 Lombard St
Agnish Pooja A 59 N 4th St Pooja A Agnish Dmd
Almond Glendeanem 318 N 8th St
Apfelbaum Christina S, Michael M 43 S Fifth St
App Darlene 130 Southfront St Apt 506
Auman George 532 Fox Rd
Bailey Florence 417 Walnut St
Baney Justin M 348 Woodlawn Ave
Bennett Lewis 39 N 2nd St
Bingaman Jeffrey L 408 Market St Apt C
Bingaman Reno B 1291 Highland Ave
Bloom Josephine M 533 Susquehanna Dr
Boggess Betty J 533 Susquehanna Dr
Boley Alvin, Tony 741 N 5th St
Boyer Jason P RR 5 Box 1595
Brosious Dora 239 S 4th St
Brumbach Pauline RR 5 Box 1015
Caldwell Ruth M 1040 Packer St
Campbell Hannah 196 Hilltop Dr
Campbell Herbert R 401 Market St
Campbell Katelyn, Marissa 196 Hilltop Dr
Chapman Ivan D 116 Fairmount Ave
Delsite Travis 520 Shipman Rd
Dreibelbeis Charles, Carol 1249 Edison Ave
Dreibelbies Charles E Jr 1249 Edison Ave
Duke Ruth P 322 E Second St
Enterline Nancy E 1304 Susquehanna Ave
Evers Margaret 250 S 10th St
Fetterman Jeff 1184 Mt Pleasant Rd
Fetterman Jeffrey 114 Haas Ave
Frick Jenniebelle S 904 N Front St
Fry Margaret H, Kenmar D, Jill Fry 1795 Mile Hill Rd
Furtado Francisco D 350 N 11th St
Gather Samuel M 248 S 4th St
Gavason Dorothy, George 130 S Front St Apt 610
Gearhart Grace F 244 Church St
Haggerty Mary D 1330 Suse
Harris Marc S PO Box 31
Hassan Benjamin RR 4 Box 284
Hawkins Collision Center 750 N 8th St Apt 24
Hawkins Collision Sunbury 182 Performance Rd
Heim Roger B, Vera B 338 Linden St
Heimbach F W Jr 63 Catauissie Ave
Hershey Sheryl A PO Box 192a
Hirsch Arthur 41 S 3rd St
Holdren Margaret E RR 3
Hudock June A 725 Chestnut St Apt 810
Irwin Stephen 317 N 11th St
Jesse Nickolas T PO Box 278
Kauffman Andrew RD 1
Kenzy Carol A RR 2 Box 33
Kline Florence Est 725 Chestnut St 704
Knoebel Karl D, Shirley I RR 1 Box 339a
Kohl Kermit K 1200 Susquehanna Ave
Krebs Cynthia C 196 Hilltop Dr
Kremer Heidi L 720 Twin Hill Rd
Kurtz Delores M 2514 Hallowing Run Rd
Lamb Gordon T 241 N 12th St
Lawer Emma F 613 Catawissa Ave
Lemasters William R 138 Bainbridge St
Lenig Glenn 1123 Miller St
Liu Bi Duan 103 Memorial Acres
Long Rosie M 37 Catawissa Ave
Longenberger Kolby C 214 N Front St
Lytle Stephanie J 348 Woodlawn Ave
Macemcy Mary 39 N 2nd St
Market Cartering Co 809 Market St
Markowski David A RR 2 Box 298
Michaels Karen L RR 5 Box 705
Miller Margaret 703 Edison Ave
Morgan Elvin Box 14 RD 1
Moyer Anna L 214 Boone Ln
Moyer Michael A 257 Pine St
Musser Adam 129 5 Spruce St
Newcomer Todd 56 S 4th St
Nute Janette G 139 N Fifth St
Ohalloran Michael J 1236 Susquehanna Ave
Oyster Nancy Mae 530 Edison Ave
Paul Melvin L RR 4 Box 146
Pave It Inc PO Box 2
Peters Glenn A RR 4 Box 221
Pizzeria Marcos 901 S 2nd St
Pontius Acquil 130 S Front St Apt 1014
Portzline George 327 Susquehanna
Pyfer Clarence, Carlene RR 1 Box 136
Rebuck John D 38 Sun Valy Dr
Reichner Janet L 213 215 S 4th St
Reitz Russell R 3582 State Rte 61
Roberts Norman 312 Race St
Ross Embry 865 N 5th St
Saldana Violet 825 Greenough St
Sanders Georgianna 130 Southfront St Apt 506
Shervinskie Michael E, Sandra 2240 Hallowing Run Rd
Sprenkel Clyde E Jr, Patricia 212 Spruce St
Sprenkel Patricia E, Clyde 2607 Mile Hill Rd
Stewart William H 2361 Mile Post Rd
Stover Terry L 260 N 12th St
Strawser Helen L 615 N 7th St
Strawser Kody R 820 Reagan St
Strouse Joshua 750 N 8th St Apt 24
Summers Roland 446 N 2nd St
Swartzlander Paul L 1064 Masser St
Sweitzer Linda D 809 N Fourth St
Swisher Brenda S RR 4 220d
Swisher Willard W RR 4 220d
Tasker William C 215 Lenker Ave
Tharp David RR 3 Box 44
Thomas Erica M 533 Boy Scout Rd
Thomas Jack Jr 121 Julia St
Trego Benjamin 315 Pennsylvania Ave
Tudor Thomas M 301 N 11th St
Village Medical Supply LLC 1000 Market St 37
Viruet Manuel 247 S 10th St
Wallace Stevijo 701 Klinger Rd
Walter Abigail E, Madison S 720 Twin Hill Rd
Weir Elsworth L 705 Market St Apt 408
Weis Markets Inc 1000 S 2nd St
Weis Patricia 1100 Greenough St
Weis Pharmacy 1100 N Fourth St
Wier Edna E 130 S Front St Apt 705
Wiest Benner, Rice 5 N Second St
Wiles Barry D 202 N 11th St
Wirth Marlene M 621 Edison Ave
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Wolf Esther, Lynn 203 Shoch Rd
Yeager Cheryl H 1040 Market St
Yeager Emma L RD 1
Yohe Audrey C 1165 Hillside Dr
Zimmerman Enterprises In 202 N 11th St
Trevorton Pa 17881
Lahr Marlin 443 E Shamokin St
Twist Phillip E 423 W Market St
Turbotville Pa 17772
Andricak Gregory 5030 Susquehanna Trl
Cooper S Hdwe Inc Main St
Gallant Bernard PO Box 275
Gmac Mortgage LLC 1901 Fox Hollow Rd
Miller Thomas D Tracey 1901 Fox Hollow Rd
Poust Charlene K 502 Brdway Est
Saul Franklin J 109 Main St
Scott Ruth 1247 White Hall Rd Na
Wertz Paul S 289 King St
Watsontown Pa 17777
Arnold Cassie 306 E 3rd St
Bennett Gerald 42 Shreck Rd
Berger Wilford R 706 Elm St
Betz Heather A 412 Pennsylvania Av
Cantolina Richard Jr 300 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 3s
Cashner Z Ann PO Box 55
Dimm Debra 3100 Paradise St
Dluge Jennifer L, Debra Ann 8 Highland Ter
Felix Timothy D 17 Albatross Dr
Fix Me Here Technologies, Matthew Marziale 125 S Main St
Frederick Charles Jr, Charles RD 1
Hyde Warren P Jr 820 Main St
Koch Donald R RR 2
Long Cain Michael 3670 Springtown Rd
Maniilaq Medflight Svcs Co Billing 911 PO Box 55
Moppin Gregory S 9765 SR 54
Newcomer W A RR 2 Box 396
Nutec Tool PO Box 98
Oil States Energy Services LLC 449 E 8th St
Peoria Nikolas J 321 Fairmont Dr
Ravert Alice J, John S 631 Frederick Dr
Schnure Bruce W 14 W Third St
Sheatler Lawrence L, Cheryl L 2750 Turbot Ave
Smith Anna M Pennsylvania Ave
Snavely John 605 1/2 Main St
Stclair Debra 115 Freeman Rd
Uinknown Larry S 2750 Turbot Ave
Wagner William 416 Liberty St
Wasilewsk 551 Fisher Dr
Wasilewski Joan F 551 Fisher Dr
Watsontown Bilo 15 W Brimmer St
Watsontown Brick Co, Margie Miller PO Box 68
Werner Marjorie E, John 467 Dentler Rd
Wertz Wayne 264 Fogelmans Grove Rd
Widell Barger Lillian B, Charles A PO Box 96
Wolfe Phyllis Est 245 E 8th St
Weikert Pa 17885
Roessler Myrtle S, Fred G PO Box 54
West Milton Pa 17886
Galvez Michelle S 537 High St Box 176
White Deer Pa 17887
Aikey Misty PO Box 324
Bukenstock Mark RR 1
Getgen Stacie 225 Union Ave PO Box 202
Keefer Paul D PO Box 133
Reynolds Charlotte F PO Box 28
Yarger Todd L 512 White Deer Pike Rd PO Box 86
Yount Raymond T, Mary E PO Box 175
Winfield Pa 17889
Challman Thomas 358 Timberwood Dr
Green Donna F 21 Trutt Rd
Gruneberg Rachel 539 S Riverbreeze Ave
Kratzerville Lutheran Cemetary Asso 6807 County Line Rd
Michael Ulrich
Maurer Lisa M PO Box 5 8 SR 304
Maurer Mervin, Mary RR 1
Rothbaum Lawrence 65 Timberwood Dr
Royer Henry 531 Brdway Rd
Ruffennach Sheryl A 250 Albert Blvd
Santorine Joseph E 181 Bluebird Ln
Woods Edward 52 Westwood Dr
Perry County
Blain Pa 17006
Hughes Kimberly A PO Box 195
Stoltz Helen L 113 Della Ln PO Box 42
Wagner Wayne W PO Box 185
Duncannon Pa 17020
Baker James M 1550 Newport Rd
Beers Bonnie 616 Dellville Rd
Burlington Martha Est 1106 N Lincoln St
Chronister Shirley J RR 2 Box 366
Clevenger Toby A 228 Ctr St
Daughenbaugh Chad A 619 New Bloomfield Rd
Deiter Dorothy D RR 4 Box 4076
Eldred Jeremy 1 Ann St
Erb Ronald R, Kim L 6 Zeigler Rd
Erdossy Brandy L, Jon II 422 Hall Ln
Ferree Michael S 26 Paradise Rd
Filipi Deborah M, Claire RR 4 Box 4881
Finneran William J 10 Basin Hill Rd
Forrer Dodge 400 High St
Fox Raymond 7 Dugans Mill Rd
Gher Valerie D Est 601 Delville Rd
Gonzalez Martin V Stone Bridge 102 Chandra Dr
Gutheil Herb RR 4 4260
Hildegard RR 4 4260
Holland Mary J, R Scott Cramer PO Box 159
Holtzapple Bessie M RR 1
Holtzapple Clyde N, Beatrice P Wright POA 99 Aqueduct Rd
Jones Cheryl 102 Chandra Dr
Kauffman Donald 1829 State Rd
Keating Angela L 819 Lincoln St
King Dennis G Est RR 1 Box 72k
Kistler Richard 32 Newport Rd
Kress Laurence C 819 Lincoln St
Liddick Joseph 8 Monroe Ln 108
Liddick Joseph L 8 Monroe Ln RR 3
Lukens Beverly E 12 Roseglen Rd
Malehorn Jay M 141 Loshes Run Rd
Maxwell Giovann 8 Fritz Ave
Miller Ronald E 109 Ann St
Noel Beth A 34 S Market St B
Noland Helen G 2 Hidden Ln
Orris Suzanne M, Gregory R RR 40 Box 4831
Osborne Alfred W 1124 State Rd
Painting Shawn F 206 Roseglen Rd
Reyes Alejandro 1435 Estate Rd
Roath Kenneth L 102 Chandra Dr
Rusinko Thomas J 50 Paradise Rd
Ryan Dorothea L, Richard C 324 Market St
Schmidt Karla L 371 Watts Dr
Schoffstall J L 840 Newport Rd
Segil Luis 511 Schoolhouse Rd
Seiger Debora, John H 47 Valy St
Summy Violet 33 S High St
Sweigart Beverly J 51 Cir Rd
Tait Sara J 420 Market St
Thomas Bonnie 708 New Bloomfield Rd
Weaver Michelle L 58 Gambers Corner Rd
Whitmyer Daniel E 402 Barley Dr
Wilt Yvonne A, Yvonne Smith 220d Schoolhouse Rd
Yocum George C 437 Linton Rd
Elliottsburg Pa 17024
Althouse Andrea 600 Mannsville Rd
Doron Melissa 2873 Veteransway
Dorundo Edward J 165 Clouser Hollow Rd
Garman Wilmer N, Mary E RR 2 Box 64
Kennedy Michael E 6478 Waggoners Gap Rd
Kimmel Jason C 2563 Veterans Way
Mahler Frances 712 Pleasant Valy Rd
Shetrone Thomas V 1861 Dunkleburger Rd
Slyder Nathaniel B, Stefanie E 1842 Peach Ridge Rd
Wittman Rebecca 147 Rock Hollow Rd
Ickesburg Pa 17037
Kanagy Timothy 7098 Veterans Way
Robinson Austin W, Jon Box 121b Rte 850 RFD 1
Shumaker Ronald R 174 Tuscarora Path PO Box 131
Smith John 326 Fritz Rd
Landisburg Pa 17040
Brogan Spacht Pamela J 209 Cornman Ln
Collins James G 6795 Spring Rd
Fahringer Nancy J RD 2 Box 20
Fay Barbara N RR 1 Box 982
H J Towing & Recovery Inc 34 Richcreek Ridge Ln
Hammonds Thomas T 68 Sheaffers Valy Rd
Hollenbaugh Michael L 135 Weavers Mill Rd
J L Straining Painting 3023 Laurel Run Rd
Jumper Michael J 109 East Water St
Kemmerer Ashley 560 Indiana Rd
Kitner Aaron 123 Sheaffers Valy Rd
Kline Donald M 17 Hill Side Dr
Lipnis Leah PO Box 135
Mcclintock Dianna L 1730 Pisgah Rd
Mcgowan Robert 51 Comp Rd
Minnich Chester J RR 2 Box 920
Ricker Timothy L 590 Indiana Rd
Sgrignoli Nicholas J 928 Kennedy Valy Rd
Sheets William 70 Hemlock Dr
Sheldon Cassandra 101 Faculty Ave PO Box 47
Shull Marla J 198 Green Valy Rd
Weaver Orval 68 Sheaffers Valy Rd
Liverpool Pa 17045
Bucks Valley Cycles 998 Susquehanna Trail
Goodling Arthur F RR 1 Box 101a
Gutshall Russell L 20 Old Trail Rd
King Scott E Est 1976 Susquehanna Trail
Mangle Roger 1567 Perry Vally Rd
Miscio Edytee L 300 Front St
Pennay Jeffrey H 402 Chestnut St
Pennay Sue E PO Box 445
Ulsh Blanche V RR 2 Box 413h
Loysville Pa 17047
Baum Paul E 1054 Shaw Hollow Dr
Conrad Anthony W 2491 Ft Robinson Rd
Garman Tiana K PO Box 115
Metzger Stanley 15 Orchard Ln
Siegfried Dudley PO Box 906
Stoak Alberta, Robert 901 Fisher Hill Rd 35
Marysville Pa 17053
Anthony Brandon J 224 Park Dr
Attig Steven G 2568 Valy Rd
Bryner Esther 511 Landsvalle St
Campbell Walter Valy St
Charles Kuhlwind Est 900 Lansvale St
Conrail Historical Society Inc 222 S Main St
Deckard Edgar A Valy
Di Casey S 425 Front St
Duncan Jack G 204 Valy St
Eckrode Earl W Est 400 S State Rd
Fisher Shirley D 55 Lone Oak Dr
Frederick Linda S 201 Valy St B
Gallagher Bruce A 320 Myrtle Ave
Gasdaska John 500 Lansvale St
Greenwood John H 117 N Main St
Hall Marc E 206 Whitetail Ter
Hench Carol M 204 Whitetail Trl
Holloway Arthur 210 Linden Ave
Horwitz Jacob D, Lisa A 30 Cold Spgs Rd
Keller Kathryn E Myrtle St
Latshaw Jayne Eileen, Mattie F 131 Ridgeview Dr
Mackavage Michael J 280 Mountain Rd
Mccafferty Colli 221 Verbeke St
Miller Mark E 40 Millers Gap Rd
Myers Karen 398 Kings Hwy Lot 71
Nace Eric 2002 Elm St
Neithamer Jean Ann 215 Evergreen Dr
Pfister Nathan 425 Front St
Predix Minerva A 6 S Main St
Robinson Michael Paul 129 N Main St
Shader Russel 7 Orchard Dr
Slater Alexis 221 Verbeke St
Smith Richard Est 203 Reed Dr
Truhan Venita A 98 Maranatha Dr
Wesco Heating & Cooling PO Box 127
West Shore Oil 419 S State Rd
Whitmer Brian C 45 Idle Rd
Millerstown Pa 17062
Barner Eric A 232 Valy View Rd
Byers Stanley, Glen RD 1
Collins Priscilla 214 River Ave
Corredor Nicasio 624 Farview Ave
Fogleman Oscar G, Betty L 87 M & Z Blvd
Fogleman Oscar G, Betty RR 1 Box 403
Frederick Todd 10011 Racoon Valy Rd
Gay Charles, Annie RD 3
Gibboney Jerry B Jr 671 Mountain Rd
Gontz Micheal C 85 N Market St
Griffith Debra S PO Box 790
Hann Jennifer R 63 George Brown Rd
Mcgowan Elmer 372 Mountain Rd
Messimer George 213 Greenwood Dr
Minium Jason K PO Box 351
Moore Schuyler S PO Box 119
Quigley Michelle Shull Hill Rd
Warner Frank H PO Box 220
New Bloomfield Pa 17068
Brazill Myles Est PO Box 250
Case David 27 Watson Ln
Dudley Wilbur C 65 Meadowview Dr
Eaton Ashley N 7348 Spring Rd
Eshelman Richard L 96 Paradise Ln
Jones Dorothy 213 E Main St
King Harriet A 848 Paradise Rd
Mitchell W R 213 E Main St
Righter Dorothy 213 E Main St
Riley Michael 104 S Carlisle St PO Box 1
Sheaffer Thomas J 49 Sheaffer Farm Ln
Trostle Lori PO Box 519
Weldon Mark L 119 Sibling Dr
Wilson Gladys Est 512 Evergreen Rd
Zeak Douglas W 606 Clouser Hollow Rd
Newport Pa 17074
Baumgardner Darlene 35 N 4th St Apt 13
Benner William E Jr 1748 Erly Rd
Bowersox Newton, Jean RR 2 Box 49a
Campbell Bart L 231 N 5th St
Continuing Care Rx 28 S Second St
Cox Janet 3450 Newport Rd
Crookham Paul S Jr 4002 Pine St
Crookham Paul S Jr, Paul S 4002 Pine St
English William 64b S 2nd St
Gunkle Armella 347 N 4th St
Gunkle Edward W 347 N Fourth St
Hain Michael 409 S 4th St
Hammaker Keith 1093 Keystone Way
Hendrickson Kenneth D, Alisa Hendrickson
703 Old Limekiln Ln
Husler Angela 134 N 2nd St
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Invisible Fence of Cumberland Valley 178 Juniata Furnace
Ln
Lightner James L 121 Roberts Dr
Little Kenneth W 503 S 4th St
Lum Edward 1 Moodwa
Lyter Constance P RR 1 Box 175
Mccartney Rosemary, Tara Bouder 334 S 4th St
Mcnaughton Gay L 148 N 5th
Morrow Brian K 30 Pinebrook Dr
Muffitt Jesse B 311 Iron St
Nickel William N 1480 Little Buffalo Rd
Paris Lester E 35 N 4th St Apt 13
Peffley Janet 13126 Buffalo Trace
Reisinger Eugene Beth, Edgar K Jr 307 N 4th St
Ryan Andrew J 1546 Newport Rd
Simcox Barbara J 1521 Bucks Valley Rd
Sloss William James RD 2 Box 274
Sovereign Bank 32 S 3rd St
Strick Darryl E, Jayme 32 S 3rd St
Stricker Nancy E 257 N 5th St
Sweger Donna 2049 Eschol Ridge Rd
Wilt Esther M 148 N 5th
Woznieski Rita M 138 N 5th St
Yohn Rodger L Bailey Run
Zimmerman Cameron 668 Limekiln Rd
Shermans Dale Pa 17090
Barry William P 501 Windy Hill Rd Lot 55
Baum Betty M, Gerald SR
Darwiche Sharon Y 426 Meadow Ln
Dorsey Daryl 6661 Spring Rd
Everitt Diane 3 Rambo Hill Rd
Gingrich John 100 Airyview Rd
Godshall Carmella 4652 Valy Rd Rd
Greeger Victoria E 501 Windy Hill Rd Lot 82
Grove Felicia A 925 Shermans View Rd
Katona Anthony 122 Evergreen Rd
Kraft Richard A 1278 Fox Hollow Rd
Lightcap Grace E 777 Bower Rd
Market Place 5201 Spring Rd
Martin Alice 670 Losh Rd
Metcalfe John N 1010 Bower Rd
Portzline Charles E 501 Windy Hill Rd
Reich Sandra L 961 Mountainview Rd
S D Services LLC PO Box 34
Shope Justin 181 Old State Rd
Smith Donald R 130 Wheatfield Ln
Smith Michael 141 Mill Rd
Smith Richard 147 Wheatfield Ln
Stydinger Todd 6661 Spring Rd
Williams Nancy L 13 Willow St
Wright Eleanor G 811 Mountainview Rd
Yohn Louis E 117 Village Sq Dr
Philadelphia County
Philadelphia Pa 19019
Anderson James 1721 N Franklin
Bridges Cecelia R, John G 1243 Leaside Dr
Campbell Louise 5848 Willows Ave
Cook James 3025 S 79th St
Direnzo Vera S RR 1
Dittmer 2327 Thompson
Dunbar George Ebert Germantown Rd
Emerg Care of Atlanta Inc PO Box 8300−1941
Faragasso Angelina 25th St
Farmer Estee, Ethel 920 N 42 St
Helland Rolf 6 Wyndmoor Dr
Hoch Marlene 3262 N Mo St
Hoelz Ronald K 7800 Wayne Ave
Jackson Joseph L, Sarah 313 Lehigh Ave
Johnson Grace T, David A 2552 Jessup St
Johnson Leroy 938 Warnock St
Jones John 5144 Kershaw St
Koenig Anna 1117 Oak St
Lanza Joseph F, Stella 7th & Erie Ave
Mclane William 6 Wyndmoor Dr
Morgan Ida J 2464 U Opal St
Mosley Charles R S Capitol
Odom James 2438 Columbia
Purnell Dorothy D 2214 S 13th St
Saunders James C 2843 S Marshall St
Scattolini Pierina, John D 1410 N Hirst St
Sholl Lillian, Raymond 573 S Marshall
Swint Matthew 3408 S 61st St
Tague John 70th Woodland Ave
Tobin Lawrence, Mary 2923 W Wishart St
Vaughn Susie 936 N 12th St
Watn Albert J 39th Chestnut St
White Alberta A 2843 S Marshall St
Wood Agnes 39th Chestnut St
Philadelphia Pa 19101
30 West Advert A Wyeth Ayerst Co PO Box 13745
Abbott Labs Inc PO Box 41602
Abk Emerg Physicians PO Box 42958
Ace Ins Group PO Box 41484
Advantage Passport PO Box 13855
Aero Enter Kevin Hughes Mgr PO Box 13477 Audit Controll
Alexander Springs Emer Phys PO Box 37720
Ali Tyron B PO Box 42835
Ali Tyron PO Box 42745
All American Gear Transmission PO Box 8208
All Digitech Systems Co PO Box 13020
APOllon Gerald PO Box 13097
Aqua Pa PO Box 415
Armstrong Mgmt Svcs Inc Antitetam Sq Condo PO Box 7778
Arnold Howard Roosevelt & St
Assetline One Penn Ctr
Atlantic Refining Co PO Box 7258
Bailey C J, Bud Newhall F C 1 1 6 13 PO Box 7618
Ball Khalif 7049 Reedland St
Barron Emerg Phy PO Box 7418
Barron Emerg Physicians PO Box 7418
Baumgardner J T Bud Newhall F C 1 1 6 13 PO Box 7618
Baybees Pediatrics PO Box 42816
Baydock Emerg Physicians PO Box 12953
Baydock Emerg Physicians PO Box 13953
Beckman Coulter Capital PO Box 41601
Bello John 1318 Passyuck Ave
Bendeck Kirsten H Emc Emerg Physicians PO Box 7206
Bge PO Box 13070
Blandin Paper Receiving PO Box 13796
Blue Bell Cc Comm Assoc Mid Atlantic Mgmt PO Box 41400
Bowman Flora G PO Box 8305
Breaux W C, Bud Newhall F C 1 1 6 13 PO Box 7618
Breeden T G, Bud Newhall F C 1 1 6 13 PO Box 7618
Broadway Svcs PO Box 13070
Brock M. Bud Newhall Fc 1 1 6 13 PO Box 7618
Brown Tanya PO Box 42933
Bruce Dora PO Box 13081
Buck Charlotte A, S Wylie Jr, Stuart W PO Box 8068 1252
Butler Anthony PO Box 11727
C R Henry Escrow Benf Escrow Retail, Bud Newhall Fc 1 1
6 13 PO Box 7618
Caddoes Emerg Physicians PO Box 37673
Camino Real Emerg Asso PO Box 41736
Canadian River Emerg Physician PO Box 41789
Capri Emerg Physicians PO Box 13894
Care PO Box 13169
Care PO Box 42605
Careers Usa Inc PO Box 7950
Carlton ER Svcs PO Box 42485
Caton Emerg Physicians 132 S 10th St
Caton Emerg Physicians PO Box 7937
Cavalier Telephone PO Box 41424
Ceci Sergio A, Brianna Wolf Wyeth Box 8616
Ceci Sergio A, Rehana Wolfe Wyeth Box 8616
Cedar Creek Emerg Physicians PO Box 41613
Centennial Station, Mid Atlantic Mgmt PO Box 41400
Center Emergency Physicians PO Box 13909
Charles Emerg Physicians PO Box 42934
Charles Emergency Physicians P PO Box 42934
Chesapeake Emerg Med Assoc PO Box 7750
Cho Wound Care Physicians PO Box 37770
Citizens Bank 801 Market St
City of P Excellence Emerg PO Box 37737
City R Svcs PO Box 41816
Coastline Emerg Physicians PO Box 41694
Coburn Reginald H PO Box 7482
Conestoga Emerg Physicians PO Box 41756
Corporation Svc Co PO Box 13397
Cowiche Creek ER Physicians PO Box 7757
Cowles Roger E PO Box 42546
Cozza Angelina 3831 Chalft St
Cross & Co Box 8068−1252
Cross Francine PO Box 11791
Crutchfield David C PO Box 41411
Csc Co PO Box 13397
Csra Emergency Physicians PO Box 37788
Dallas Emergency Physicians & Lee PO Box 41633
Dallas Emergency Physicians PO Box 41633
Darfur Alert Coalition PO Box 42036
Davis Joyce V PO Box 34469
Dean Drucilla PO Box 8475
Delage Landen Fin Serv PO Box 41601
Delage Landen Fin Svcs Corp PO Box 41602
Desert View Emerg Ph PO Box 7279
Deveo Thomas PO Box 41861
Dickerson Ej, Bud Newhall FC11613 PO Box 7618
Digitec PO Box 41601
Drive Dr Ins PO Box 13591
Dyroff Sean M PO Box 34883
Eastern Emerg Physicians LLC PO Box 37760
Economy Premier Assur PO Box 41753
Ehr Clinical Staffing Solutions PO Box 41551
Einstein Practice Plan 201 Old York Rd Ste 202
Einstein Practice Plan In PO Box 13918
Eldek Vera PO Box 42629
Ellis Emerg Physicians PO Box 41586
Ema Houma PO Box 7338
Emc Emerg Physicians PO Box 7206
Emcare Glt Emerg Physicians PO Box 8237
Emcare Pnx Emerg Physicians PO Box 41768
Emcare Rsn Emerg Physicia PO Box 8158
Emerg Phys of Montg Cnty PO Box 41682
Emergency Phys of Orlando PO Box 13984
Emergency Physicians of Fph PO Box 41947
Emergency Physicians of M PO Box 41682
Enertia Creations PO Box 42545
Farney Dw. Bud Newhall FC11613 PO Box 7618
Feist Aloysius F 52 & Samson
Feliu W S Bud Newhall FC11613 PO Box 7618
Finest Emerg Physicians PO Box 37736
First Pennsylvania Bk Na Box 8068−1252
Flamingo Emerg Physic PO Box 13901
Foucher Emerg Physicians PO Box 37662
Foucher Er Phys PO Box 37662
Franklin Ashley PO Box 41414
Frohna William J Emc Emerg Physicians PO Box 7206
Funding Department PO Box 41647
Gadallah Yousri E PO Box 11766
Gainesville Emerg Med PO Box 37798
Gartner Christine L PO Box 37635
Gency Physicians PO Box 13918
Georgian Metropolis Emerg PO Box 37755
Gilliam C J, Bud Newhall FC11613 PO Box 7618
Golden Grove Emerg PO Box 41628
Goldstein Mary 109 Harrowgate Rd
Grapevine Emer Phys PO Box 41597
Gray C L, Bud Newhall FC116 3 PO Box 7618
Greater Philad Adherence Coalition PO Box 3222
Greenwich Terminals PO Box 42550
Gsk One Franklin Plaza
Gulfport Emerg Physicians P O Box 13647
Gulfport Er Physicians PO Box 13647
Haas Arthur G, Girard Bank PO Box 8337
Haddon Emerg Physicians PO Box 41541
Haines Carnell A PO Box 8461
Haley M D Nancye PO Box 37804
Hammer J R Wells Fargo Y1372 062 Kud
Harbor Side Condo Belmont Bay, Armstrong Mgmt Inc
PO Box 7778
Harder Emerg Physicians PO Box 37719
Harper Emergency Phys PO Box 37789
Harrisonburg Emerg Phys Plc PO Box 13940
Haven Emerg Physicians PO Box 13943
Health Markets Care Assurance PO Box 37675
Heart of Texas Emerg PO Box 37685
Heartcare Corp of Amer PO Box 12828
Hebron Emerg Physicians PO Box 41663
Hemphill Dishon 325 N Brd St
Henry C R, Bud Newhall FC11613 PO Box 7618
Hera Inpatient Svcs PO Box 37622
Hillcrest Emerg Svcs Pc PO Box 13139
Hillmoor Er Services Partners PO Box 41585
Hogarth Emerg Physicains PO Box 13039
Honda Lease Trust PO Box 7829
Huffman J N, Bud Newhall FC11613 PO Box 7618
Ijoba Egbe PO Box 42876
Ilsley Jeffery, Pee Dee Emerg Physicians PO Box 37686
Inpatient Svcs of Virginia Pc PO Box 41787
J L Lowder Escrow Benf, Bud Newhall Fc11613
PO Box 7618
J N Huffman Escrow Trust, Bud Newhall Fc11613
PO Box 7618
Jackson James PO Box 8642
Jackson Melvin MD 7407 Stenton Ave
Jones Lakisha 4958 W Thompson St
Juniper Bank PO Box 13337
Katella Emerg Physician PO Box 41909
King William H PO Box 8204
Labat Ingrid T PO Box 41531
Lan Michael K, First Union Natl Bank PO Box 13866
Landen De Lage PO Box 41601
Leavitt Mary Lou PO Box 7918
Leeds Emerg Physicians PO Box 8378
Lemasney Richard A RR 1
Lewis Barry K PO Box 42230
Lewis Evadne PO Box 7741
Lewis Marjorie, Philad Natl Bank No 1446936fc 5159 A C
Lewis Wanda L PO Box 34853
Liberty Ind Liaison 200 N 16th St Mail Code 1130
Lincoln Natl Life, B Ins Co PO Box 7949
Little Blue Book PO Box 8316
Little Yellow Book PO Box 5316
Lombardi Josephine 1318 Passyuck Ave
London Bridge Emerg Physician PO Box 13548
Loop 101 Emerg Physicians PO Box 7427
Lunsford R D, Bud Newhall FC11613 PO Box 7618
Malek Jasmine Emc Emerg Physicians PO Box 7206
Mariolisa LLC 4325 Sansom St
Marlin Leasing PO Box 13604
Martin Charles D Jr, Corp Trust Dept PO Box 8337
Maynor Essau PO Box 7863
Mayo Medical Labs PO Box 7840
Mccants Mary J Mellon Psfs Acct PO Box 7918
Mcewan Emerg Physicians PO Box 37811
Merced Beatrice M PO Box 13384
Metlife Auto & Home PO Box 41753
Metlife Metromatic PO Box 37652
Metro Cas Ins PO Box 41753
Metro Club Condo Asso PO Box 7699
Mida PO Box 7618
Middlesex Water Co PO Box 42635
Midwest Medical Mgmt Inc PO Box 42229
Midwest Medical Mgmt Inc PO Box 42329
Migala Alexandre F PO Box 41414
Milzman David P Emc Emerg Physicians PO Box 7206
Moore Cheryl PO Box 34512
Moudgal Sumana, Madan PO Box 37635 #25865
Najawi Mohamad PO Box 41917
Nasdaq PO Box 41610
Nash PO Box 41633
New Hill Svcs PO Box 8376
Njea, Beneficial Bank PO Box 13661
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North Arundel Emer Phy PO Box 8160
Northwest Colorado E PO Box 8550
Nwaiji Donna C 672 Holly Mall Ave Apt B
Oce Imagistics Inc PO Box 41602
Ogorman Barrie M PO Box 13298
Ott Sean 4317 Spruce St Apt 306
Owens Bernadene PO Box 37797
Paddy H T, Bud Newhall FC11613 PO Box 7618
Paper City Emerg Physicians PO Box 37657
Parkers Lane Emerg Phys, Bruce A Clarke Rke
PO Box 8070
Patriot Emerg Physicians PO Box 13624
Payne Lemuel, D Disante PO Box 42933
Pearsonvue Recruitsmart PO Box 7518
Pellizzeri Santa PO Box 34526
Penn Ins Annuity Co PO Box 7460
Penn National Ins PO Box 13746
Penna Co Bk PO Box 8068 1252
Persch Nj Plus Pa Dr PO Box 41453
Persch Njplus Pa D PO Box 41574
Persch Qc Plans Trad PO Box 41453
Personal Choice Ibc/PO Box 13038
Philadelphia Museum of Art 26 & Ben Franklin Pkwy
Philadelphia Natl Bank Custody PO Box 7618
Physicians Emc E PO Box 7206
Pm R Ortho Specialists D Disante PO Box 42933
Pnc Bank, Sheila Gibson PO Box 42933
Point of Care Er Physicians PO Box 13664
Power Delmarva PO Box 13609
Premier Emerg Physician PO Box 13880
Pride Emerg Physician PO Box 37792
Princeton Healthcare System PO Box 13768
Promissor, Iowa Ce PO Box 8588
Prudential PO Box 8428
Purvis J H, Bud Newhall FC11613 PO Box 7618
Putnam H E, Bud Newhall FC11613 PO Box 7618
Quick Courier Svc Inc PO Box 8640
Quill Corp PO Box 37600
Quinn Beverly Est PO Box 7918
Rad Assoc of Childrens Hosp PO Box 8749
Ramirez Selvin 5202 Ashdale St
Randall Emerg Physicians PO Box 13130
Raytheon 30 S 17th St
Richards Tricia 1025 Named St
Ricoh Corp PO Box 41601
Robert Emerg PO Box 41511
Robertson Emerg Phys PO Box 13936
Robinson Virginia H PO Box 7348
Rodriquez M A, Bud Newhall FC11613 PO Box 7618
Rusnock J D, Bud Newhall FC11613 PO Box 7618
Russ A S, Bud Newhall FC11613 PO Box 7618
Russell Emerg Physicians PO Box 42026
Russell Emerg Physicians PO Box 4206
Ryder Kelly, Pauker Inpatient Svcs PO Box 42570
Sakla Amir K Emc Emerg Physicians PO Box 7206
Sauter Diane A Emc Emerg Physicians PO Box 7206
Schwartz Claire, Phila Natl Bank PO Box 7618 Pc 1−6−13
Seahawk Emergency Physicians PO Box 37701
Seemadger Emerg Physicians PO Box 27757
Shadow Emerg Physicians PO Box 13917
Shenandoah Emer Med Specialist PO Box 8057
Shiller David PO Box 41653
Shupp R A, Bud Newhall FC11613 PO Box 7618
Simon Mathieu PO Box 8616
Smith Catrina P O Box 37662
Smith J T. Bud Newhall FC11613 PO Box 7618
Southern Bank Emer Physicians PO Box 37794
Southern Family Markets Lockbox 8531 PO Box 8500
Southernmost Emerg Ph PO Box 37782
Spain David L PO Box 13131
Springfield Er Phys PO Box 13823
Springfiled Crozier T PO Box 13973
Sprint PO Box 41700
Srds Lockbox 8428 PO Box 7247
Stabler Norman P PO Box 13521
Staton Barbara J PO Box 42892
Steel Sara Gene, Mellon Bank East Na PO Box 8337
Sterthaus Er Svcs Partnership PO Box 41751
Sterthaus Er Svcs Partnership PO Box 43751
Stormer Christopher, Yamile A Davitt Corestates Bank
London Intl Bank Group
Sunset Emerg Physicians PO Box 42056
Swift Emerg Physicians PO Box 37754
Tarrant Emerg Physicians PO Box 41414
Taylor Kyle W, Vanguard Group PO Box 7800
Terra Cecia Emerg Phy PO Box 37802
Thermo Fisher Financial PO Box 41602
Thomas Do Mark PO Box 13309
Thompson Craig R PO Box 7618
Tiadaghton Emerg Phys PO Box 41727
Tidal Emerg Physicians PO Box 41433
Tlbb LLC PO Box 8316
Tomko Geraldine PO Box 7206
Torres Carlos E. Corestates Bogota Rep Offi PO Box 7618
Turner Kelly J PO Box 41792
Twin Valley Emerg Phy PO Box 8009
Uden Stephen PO Box 8616
Upper Chesapeake Emerg Med Phy PO Box 37810
Upstate Emerg Se PO Box 19101
Vamos Kalman J PO Box 7475
Van Guard Money Market Trust A C No 97627030
No 1446936fc 5159
Vega Edgar A PO Box 13097
Virginia Koolers PO Box 13604
Visa PO Box 42489 Pa
Waterway Emerg Physicians PO Box 37735
Watkins Warren PO Box 7829
Wells Fargo Bank Na 809 Redstone Dr
Westfield Emerg Physicians PO Box 13939
Wilkins A T, Bud Newhall FC11613 PO Box 7618
Willstown Emerg Physicians PO Box 37722
Windy City Emerg Physicians PO Box 9209
Wolfchase Emerg Physicians PO Box 42527
Worth Lake Emerg Physicians PO Box 37797
Wren Emerg Physi PO Box 13099
Yardmore Emerg Physic PO Box 41701
Ziegler Nellie PO Box 37635
Zurich Ins Co PO Box 13761
Philadelphia Pa 19102
1520 Sampson Street Assoc 1520 Sampson St
A L Feingold Assoc 1515 Market St Ste 1105
A M Kligman & L H Kligman Trust 1515 Market St
Ste 1700
Abbene Ida N, Nicole P Kilcullen Esq 15 St 12th Fl E Twr
Abrahams Loewenstein 16th Cherry Sts 3 Pkwy Ste 1300
Abramson Christin Est 15th & JFK Blvd Ste 1400
Academy of Ambulatory Foot & Ankle Sur 1601 Walnut St
Ste 1005
Adams Willie Mae Est, James M Tyler 1500 JFK Blvd Ste 1
Adspacelist 1500 JFK Blvd Curso Rarts Co
Aecom Usa Inc 260 S Brd St Ste 1500
African American Chamber of Commerce 30 S 15th St
Ste 1200
Agabegi Michael 220 S 16th St Ste 901
Al Dia Inc, Elizabeth Guaracao 1500 JFK Blvd
Albert Kligman Trust 1515 Market St Ste 1700
Albino Danny Co Snyder & Barrett 1601 Market St
Ste 2320
Alexander James 1701 Locust St Apt 1603
Alexander Lillian D 1528 Walnut St Ste 1506
Allen Alice F 7900 Chelten Ham Ave
Almeda Biggs Nurses Home Philadelphia Ctrl Hosp
America Direct Svc 1518 Walnut St Ste 1206
American Society of Hypertension De 245 N 15th St
Rm 6109 Nc
Ameriprice Trust Co 160 Walnut St Ste 404
Ames Sean 117 N 15th St Apt 1001
Andrew Charles Catering Co 1530 Locust St PO Box 139
Arthur H Kaplan Trust 200 S Brd St Bellevue
Ashland Oil Litigation 1515 Market St Ste 800 Med Reim-
burse Fund
Assoc In Psych & Human 245 S 16th St
Aviles Natalia 30 S 15th St Ste 703
Back On My Feet 1520 Locust St Ste 804
Badey Sloan Digenova 1528 Walnut St Ste 1900
Baginski Mezzanote Hasson Rubinate 150 S Independence
Mall W
Ballard Samuel Pc 225 S 15th St Ste 1700
Banister Robin W 1528 Walnut St Ste 1401
Barbecue Experience LLC 1420 Locust St
Barnes Willie 1530 Spruce St Apt 702
Barrio Matias Fernandez 1500 Locust St Apt 1915
Barst Lindsey 1530 Locust St
Bazelon Richard L Ste 700 1515 Market St
Beaver John, Robert Franklin Esq 1500 JFK 1032
Beggin Gresh 2 Penn Ctr Plaza Ste 830
Beggin Greshes 150 S Independence Mall W
Beneficial Savings Bank 106 S 16th St
Benner Edith L Norfolk Mnr D217
Berenson Jerome N 225 S 15th St Ste 71
Bernal Juan 1520 Spruce St Apt 308
Bertrain Neimer 5641 Taudown Ave
Bezark & Lerner Pc 1525 Locust St Ste 400
Bigelow Law Firm Pc 1515 Market St Ste 1802
Blatt Miguel 1512 Spruce St Apt 508
Blue Rock Reporting 1515 Market St
Blue Square 1420 Walnut St
Bluethenthal Ruth 1420 Walnut St
Bodell Bove Grace & Van Horn Pc Fl 6 1 Penn Squ W
Boe Securities 1500 JFK Blvd Ste 4
Boggs Karen L 257 S 16th St
Bonacina Davide 271 South 15th St Apt 1405
Boyd Carla 1518 Walnut St Ste 1410
Boys Girls Clubs of Metro Ph 1518 Walnut St Ste 712
Bradford Trust Co 1100 One Franklin Plz
Brandywine Const Mgmt Inc 1521 Locust St Ste 400
Branzberg & Ellers Llp 260 S Brd St
Branzburg Klehr H 260 S Brd St
Britt Hankins Moughan 1500 JFK Blvd
Brokares Isabella 3128 Laul
Brouk Nadia 117 N 15th St
Brown Dorothy O 2510 W Gordon
Brown Everett L 1516 Willow Ave
Brown Lorretta 2632 S Bower
Buchanan Ingersoll Jeffrey M Carbino Esq 2 Liberty Pl 50 S
16th St Ste 3200
Budge Scott 1500 Locust St 4011
Building Owners & Managers Market Frankford Line
Bulletin 1500 Walnut St Ste 300
Burnett Wilbur E, Maurice D Lee Esq 3800 Centre Sq W
1500 Market St 38th Fl
Cades Lillian 5 Latham Park Melrose
Camille Barnett, Gpcd Partners 1417 Locust St Ste 300
Camp Hill Apt Assoc Lp, Madison Apt Group 1500 Market
St
Carden Mark 1527 Spruce St Apt 31
Cardone Ryan David 50 S 16th St Unit 4102
Cassidy Oswald Est 1420 Chestnut St
Cb Richard Ellis Inc 50 S 16th St Ste
Cendant Corp Securities Lit, Post Dist 1515 Market St
Ste 1700
Center for Consumer 1500 Walnut St Ste 1000
Cervera Pablo 1500 Locust St
Chamley Watson Miles 315 S 16th St
Charles B Darrow Trust, Saul Ewing Remick & Saul 1500
Market St 39th Fl
Charlotte Craig Magvelea Ave
Cheryl A Van Valkenburch Ira 160 Walnut St Ste 404
Childrens Surgical Assoc Ltd 1601 Walnut St Ste 301
Chilton Mariana Ctr for Hunger Free Comm Public Health
Drexel Univ 1505 Race St 11th Fl
Chiu Yue S 1500 Locust St Apt 2407
Choi Jung Won 1512 Spruce St 614
Ciavatta Celeste 271 S 15th St
Cizmarik Pauline, Pauline Rossell 8013 Grand
Clayman Bradford L 1500 Locust St 1801
Coche Judith 1420 Locust St Ste 410
Coleman Beverly 1528 Walnut St Ste 1506
Collins Donald 1100 One Franklin Plz
Community Dev Partnership Networ Neighborhoods Now
1528 Walnut St Ste 1506
Community Legal Svcs Inc, Kevin Peter Director of Dev
1424 Chestnut St
Concha Valdivies Manuel Jose 1500 Locust St Ap 2516
Continental Paper Box Co Inc, Yamposky Mandeloff & Silv
1420 Walnut St Ste 200
Contino Barbra 1429 Walnut St
Cooper Dorothy M, Arlen M Thompkins Esq 3 Pkwy Ste
1300 1601 Cherry St
Cooper Mary L, George S Stewart III 1518 Walnut St
Costello James T 1518 Walnut St Ste 1410
Couto Rodrigo 1500 Locust St Apt 4402
Craig Drake Mfg Inc, John O Neill 1529 Walnut St
Crain Brian T Unit 5b 257 S 16th St
Cross Florence S 658 Kirkwood Ave Fox Chase Manor
Cunningham Mcgowa Larrabee 1500 Walnut St
Curello Pablo A 1501 Locust St
Dangerfield Paul 230 S Brd St Ste 1901
Darrow Charles B, Saul Ewing Remick & Saul 1500 Market
St 3800 Centre Sq W
Darrow Esther J, Saul Ewing Remick & Saul 1500 Market
St 3800 Centre Sq W
David Leonard 128 S 16th St
Davis Sarah, Lynda 2 Penn Ctr Plaza Ste 200
Davis William H, Joshua J, Mellon Bank East Na Box 8337
Dawson Elizabeth E, J M Tyler Esq Ste 1400 2 Penn Cir
15th & JFK Blvd
Dayao Manuel S 1500 Market St 12th Fl E Twr Timothy
Helmick Frank Prisco
Decarlis Catherine 1515 Market St Ste 1105
Dejose Romero Adriana 111 S 15th St Apt 2207
Demarco Rei Two Penn Ctr Ste 222 1500 JFK Blvd
Deneen Allen 1500 JFK Blvd Ste 200
Dequeiroz Filho Cirillo Alves 1530 Locust St Apt 4a
Devore Mary E 4609 Bayred
Digital Legal Pa L Lower Mezzanine 1500 Market St
Ste 505
Dilworth Paxson Lp 1500 Market St Ste 3500 E
Dmjm Harris Incorp 260 S Brd St Ste 1500
Donaldson Lexis 6814 Large St
Donlon Anne E 1178 Euclid Ave
Dorsey Hattie B 1528 Walnut St Ste 1506
Dougherty Leventhal Price Llp 1515 Market St Ste 1802
Dukes Eligah M, Valicia G, Elias Landau Esq 1521 Locust
St Fl 10
Duncan Deania 1500 JFK Blvd Ste 1204
Ebl And S Property Mgmt Inc 230 S Brd St Mezzanine
Edelstein Mariam 1500 Locust St
Eisenberg & Mcguigan 42 S 15th St Ste 1313
Ellens Seafood Market LLC 200 S Brd St
Ellis Keith, Martin I Isenberg 1500 JFK Blvd Ste 1
Ellis Paul 257 S 16th St Apt 11d
Elwyn Inc Retire Pl Equities Memo Ar A70 A 04 8 7
Glenmede Trust Co PO Box 58997
Employee Profit Shar Trust 2 Penn Ctr Plaza Ste 1820 Pacs
Inc
Engelbach Janette L, Nelson Academy House 1420 Locust
St Apt 10e
English Donald V, Ethel M 1500 Locust St Apt 3203
Enochs Mildred A 3215 Vankirk
Evans Helen Est 42 S 15th St Ste 1414
Evans William M, Warren Vogel Esq
Exton Square Property LLC 200 S Brd St 8th Fl
Preit−Rubin Inc
F Jonesaviscontok Viscon 1518 Walnut St Ste 712
Fabulous Impax Stationery 1500 Walnut St
Fairmont Park Commission 1515 Arch St Fl 10
Fallon John E 1500 Walnut St
Fallonjtten Sadie Foy 1500 Walnut St
Fard John R 23 N 60th St
Favoni Rodrigo 1500 Locust St Apt 2812
Feig Harold 1512 Spruce St Apt 817
Fellehimer Judith, Alan 1401 Walnut St Ste 400
Fialkowski Perry Graham Bldg 30 S 15 St 1 Penn Sq
Ste 1802
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Figlarowicz Regina, Leon 3614 Croyden St
First American Title Ins 50 S 16th St 3010
First Bank of Delaware, Mickey Durkin 50 S 16th St
Ste 2400
Fishaman Samuel Law Offices of 1515 Market St Ste 1802
Five Star Parking 1500 Locust St Ste 1420
Folge Mabel H 2705 Hazel Ave
Footer Brian I 1515 Market St Ste 1700
Foster Alice 612 Be Hilton St
Fox Leo 1420 Walnut St Ste 1301
Fox Zachary M 1420 Locust St Apt 32i
Frederick & Edward Cohen Co−Ex of Est Al 226 S 16th St
14th Fl
Friner Arlene R 1420 Locust St Apt 11a
Fuller Crystal 1528 Walnut St Ste 401
Fund For Philad One Pkwy 1515 Arch St 12th Fl
G Edgar Patchel Irrev Trust, Dilworth Paxson Llp
1500 Market St Ste 3500e
G M H Management 1601 Walnut St Ste 509
Gallogly Sirlin 1529 Walnut St Ste 600
Ganbescia Cindy 1411 Walnut St
Garland Florence C 653 S Belmar
Geico Insurance Ste 810 1500 JFK Blvd
Gelinas Robert A Esq 260 S Brd St Ste 1210 260 S Brd St
George F Pettinos Inc Prof Assoc Ste 1820 2 Penn Ctr
Gf Education Group Inc 1528 Walnut St 600
Giacobetti Alexander B 1500 JFK Blvd
Gibbs Media & Comm Two Penn Ctr Ste 200
Giles Nicole 30 S 15th St Ste 1200
Gilleo M A 1420 Locust St
Gilmore Gerquis 1515 Market St
Global Arena LLC 230 S Brd St 7th Fl
Global Arena LLC 230 S Brd St Ste 1605
Glover Florence M 6346 Sherman St
Goldner Harold M 1420 Walnut St Ste 1500
Goldsteins Funeral Directors Inc 200 S Brd St Ste 400
Goller Matthew W 350 S 15th St Fl 3
Goltra Phyllis H 225 S 15th St
Gomez Margarita Co Snyder & Barrett 1601 Market St
Ste 2320
Grant Tyrone 6815 Horrocks St
Grassi Viola M Est 1420 Locust St Ste 196
Green Edna R 1420 Locust St Apt 30q
Guaracao Herman 1500 JFK Blvd Ste 525
Guerra Carlos 1534 Pine St 1st Fl
Guess Bldg 1520 Walnut St
Guzman Olven 1500 Market St 12th Fl E
Hagner Amy M 1530 Locust St Apt 15a
Hagner William R Jr 1530 Locust St Apt 13f
Halloran G 1530 Locust St Apt 10e
Halloran G B 1530 Locust St Apt 10e
Hamilton Robert J 112 Woodlawn
Han Alan 1500 Locust St
Harlen Med Arts Pharmacy Pooled Acct, Leonard David
128 S 16th St
Harold S Levin Inc 257 S 16th St
Harpold Amanda 1512 Spruce St Apt 415
Harry or Jack Hagner Educational Trust 1530 Locust St
Hartsough William 1515 Market St Ste 1800
Hartsough William Trt Dated, Leonard Sciolla Et Al Atty
1515 Market St Ste 1800
Hecht Peter 2 Penn Ctr
Heffler & Co Medical Reimburse Fund 1515 Market St
Ste 800
Hefline George R 3628 Camoll St
Heida Julia L 1500 JFK Blvd Ste 2
Herrmann Matilda 1540 Foulkrod St
Higdon & Higdon Inc 1500 Market St 12th Fl E Twr
Independent Partners
Hill Norma R, Alvera 1420 Locust St 18e
Ho Christophers 1500 Market St 34th Fl
Hoban Carol A 1645 Newkirk St
Horn Candace 30 S 15th St Fl7
Housing Asc of Deval 1528 Walnut St Fl 10th
Howard Marion 2433 E Elm
Howell Edward IV, Georgia B Vernon Z Chestnut 42 S 15th
St Ste 1300
Hudson Donald L 1500 Market St 12th Fl E Twr
Independent Partners
Humphries Irene J 1528 Walnut St Ste 401
Huntington Franklin 1500 JFK Blvd Ste 1032
Hw & Jay Leffler As Atty Co Snyder & Barrett 1601 Market
St Ste 2320
Hyatt Hotels, Michelle Kincaid 200 S Brd St
I Brodsky Assocs Brd & Vine Ms 412
Inlingua 230 S Brd St
Intelligent Comm Enterprise Cor 1515 Market St Ste 1210
Interstate Hotels & Resorts Inc, Eckert Seamans et al
Karen Turner 1515 Market St 9th Fl
Irving Eleanor 1429 Walnut St Ste 800
Ishii Yumiko 1500 Locust Apts Apt 3604
Ivy Ridge of Wisconsin Inc 200 S Brd St the Bellevue 6th Fl
Jain Aditi 1500 Locust St
James Jonathan 1500 Walnut St Ste 21
James R Radmore PC 2 Penn Ctr Plaza 1500 JFK Blvd
Jay Meyers Esq 1420 Chestnut St
Jeffrey R Lessing Pc 2 Penn Ctr Ste 600
Jian Haiying 1500 Locust St Apt 1506/
John E & Erlane D Tait Irvoc Trust 3800 Centre Sq W
John E Tait Irrevo Trust 3800 Centre Sq W
Johnson Howard 331 N 15th St Fl 3
Johnson Seymour Jr 42 S 15th St
Joma Basma H 1500 Locust St Apt 2112
Jones Comm of Va Inc Comcast, Susan Van Allen
1500 Market St
Joseph Dallas Est 1530 Chestnut St Ste 400
Jung Choi 1512 Spruce St Apt 1712
Junior Investment Club Llp 325 N 15th St 504a
Kahn Thomas H 230 S Brd St Ste 1901
Kaida Masako 1420 Locust St Apt 10r
Kaji Kartikeya 1500 Locust St
Kaplan Arthur H 200 S Brd St Unit 600
Karnad Riti 1420 Locust St
Keidel Andrew L 1515 Locust St Unit 800
Keith Jacqueline A 1520 Spruce St 902
Keller David R 1512 Spruce St 180
Kent Mitchell B 111 S 15th St Apt 2112
Kernodle Obra S III 1425 Spruce St
Kessler Allison R 344 S 15th St Unit 3
Kessler Mark K 1515 Market St Ste 1700
Khurana Teerna 1500 Locust St
Kim Ji H 320 S Brd St Apt J 904
Kleinman Martin 1601 Cherry St Ste 1320
Kligman Ben Thomas 1515 Market St Ste 1700
Kligman Rose 1515 Market St Ste 1700
Kline Daniel Galerman & Tabakin Llp 1420 Walnut St
Ste 1420
Knopf Estelle H Est Mulvey & Flanagan Pc 1520 Locust St
Fl 10
Koch Bernard N 1420 Locust St 7d
Kofsky Joel F 1500 Walnut St Ste 1207
Konefsky Albert Esq 1420 Locust St Apt 16i
Kovach Kelly L 1500 Chestnut St Unit 10h
Krimm John 50 S 16th St Ste 3200 Buchanan Ingersoll
Francis Taney Jr Esq
Krisciunas C 1525 52 St
Kuhler Marie 2059 Brigg St
Kyle Kelly 1530 Chestnut St Apt 701
Lal Savita 1500 Locust St Apt 2113
Lane Vickers LLC Group Personal Excess Program 1515
Market St Ste706
Larocca Karen 1424 26 Chestnut St
Larsen Philip W 1512 Spruce St 2011
Lawler John H 2 Penn Ctr 15th & JFK Blvd
Layser Freiwald Pc 1500 Walnut St Fl 18
Lead Now Foundation 1500 Walnut St
Lebowitz Daniel J 1500 Locust St
Lee Jonghee Sigi Lee 1512 Spruce St 604
Leon M Mielcarek Jr MD PC Two Penn Ctr Plaza Ste 1820
Pacs Inc
Leonard Weaver Family Foundation 2 Penn Ctr Ste 200
Lesaffre Stephane C 1530 Locust St Apt 9e
Levy Joel 200 S Brd St Ste 600
Levy Marie L 1515 Market St Ste 1512
Lewis George A Jr, Andra E 117 N 15th St Apt 1304
License Issuance Unit Psc Msb 1401 JFK Blvd
Lichtenstein Toby L, Minnie, Robert B 1500 JFK Blvd 1310
Lillian Proud 1416 Gwenther
Lincoln National Corp Tm 1500 Market St Ste 3900
Lippincott S Co J C Bright Jr Esq Packard Bldg 15th &
Chestnut St
Loftus Bridget P, Bridget 1521 Newkirk St
Long David 1414 S Penn Sq Unit 12h
Lorenz International LLC 1500 JFK Blvd 2 Penn Ctr Plz
Ste 200
Lynn Harreit 1500 Walnut St Ste 1800
Lynn Robert. Robert D Lynn Assoc 1500 Walnut St 18th Fl
Lyons Mary 1917 Clariden Ave
Macchia Irene the Touraine Apt
Magee Rehabilitation 6 Franklin Plaza
Maiz Ricardo J 1500 Locust St Apt 2914
Majeski James 1512 Spruce St 2401
Managing Directors Office 1401 JFK Blvd Ste 930
Manigo Jaylen 1525 Locust St Ste 1202
Marathon Grill Phila Corp Office 1517 Walnut St
Marsh & Mclennan A 3 Pkwy 15th Flr
Martha D POrter Trust Centre Sq W 1500 Market St
38th Fl
Martin Jenny 1500 Chestnut St Apt 13d the E
Martinez Gleidys 111 S 15th St Ph306
Mason Deborah A 1500 Locust St Apt 4407
Matias Scaglia Gonzalo 1500 Locust St
Matthews Herbert PO Box 58853
Mazer Toby 1420 Locust St Apt 32i
Mazzeo Pamela 1512 Spruce St Apt 2109
Mcadam Michael J 1414 S Penn Sq Unit 10d
Mcgee Dennis J Girard Trust Bldg S Penn Sq
Mcginnis Arthur 17425 24
Mckee Duncan Two Penn Ctr Ste 910
Mckenna Catherine 2425 N Sergeant
Mcmahon Court Reporting 1500 Walnut St Ste 900
Mcwilliams & Sweeney Pc Pension Trust 1515 Market St
Ste 1931
Means Dexter 1500 Market St 12th Fl E Twr Timothy
Helmick & Frank Prisco
Meccariello Velia 47th City Ave
Merrill Eve R 1520 Spruce St 303
Mexican Post 1601 Cherry St
Meyer Joshua A 1414 S Penn Sq 6f
Meyer Stephanie Eglin Foundation, Stephanie Eglin Eglin
Sq Garage 15th & Sansom Sts
Michlovitz Samantha S 111 S 15th St Apt 151
Miller Melanie A 1512 Spruce St Apt 1802
Mina Amit 2513 1500 Locust
Misto Mary Est 1515 Market St Ste 1802
Moertel Mildred C 1429 Walnut St Fl 8
Mony Rat PO Box 58582
Moore Tyrone, Back On My Feet 1520 Locust St Ste 804
Morton Holdings Liquidating Two Penn Ctr Plaza Ste 180g
Mortons Steakhou 1411 Walnut Ave
Moser Antoniette M Est 1518 Walnut St Ste 401
Mosher Lance 4418 Sruce St E2
Mr Valterza 1512 Spruce St Apt 2107
Murray Sheridan Ctr Sq W 38th Floor 1500 Mktst
Mussel Marie 854 Leithgow
Nachum Ayelet 1420 Walnut St Ste 1200
Narkiewicz Richard 1500 Market St Fl 25
Natarajan Madhu 1420 Locust St Apt 33r
Natpal 1500 Walnut St
New Jersey American Inc 200 S Brd St Fl 4
Newton Victor A Est 1425 Spruce St
Ng Gam F 1520 Spruce St Apt 602
Ng Gam F the Touraine Apt
Njc Holdings 1635 Chestnut St Ste 10
Norfolk Southern Cor 260 S Brd St Ste 1500
Norfolk Southern Rai 260 S Brd St 14th Fl
Northfield Lab Inc Walker Nell Partner Inc Ste 820
Nrfc 2040 Market Lp, C B Richard Ellis Ste 3000
Oberholtzer Destiny 1515 Market St Ste 504
Obrien Conrad, Christine Thul 16th Fl 1515 Market St
Oettinger Florian 1534 Pine St Apt 1
Oneill John P 200 S Brd St
Opatrick Henry Mall 200 S Brd St Fl 9
Orlak John 4751 Stiles
Pa Nj De Msdc 42 S 15th St Ste 1400
Paragash Presha 1500 Locust St Apt 1511
Parisi Maddalena 1035 Larperrter St
Park Daniel 1420 Locust St
Parker Suk Hui 1530 Locust St Apt 14c
Parks Ruth 2724 Giral Ave
Parkway Corp 150 N Brd St
Parsons Ethel Apt C10 Agonty Hall 72nd & Agonty Ave
Pasquarella Kunnel & POmo 230 S Brd St Ste 1901
Paxson Dilworth 1500 Market St Ste 500e
Payne Saleem 1401 Walnut St Apt 1002
Pc Devlieger H 1518 Walnut St 16th Fl
Penco Neary, Wachovia Corp Instit Custody Group
50 S 10th St
Pereira Jennifer 1501 Locust St Unit 702
Perlman Jeffrey L 1429 Walnut St Ste 800
Perrin Towers 1500 Market St Fl 27
Perry Graham Bldg 30 S 15 St One Penn Sq Ste 1802
Petroski Michael E 1520 Spruce St
Petruzzi Maurus N, Chester T Cyzio 1429 Walnut St 8th Flr
Peyster David 1500 Locust St Apt 3416
Philadelphia Beer Dstrb Assoc 230 S Brd St Ste 903
Philadelphia Orchestra Assoc Joseph A Horgan−Finance Di
1420 Locust St
Philadelphia Pmc Dialysis 51 N 39th St
Philadelphia Theatre Co, Momka Krug 230 S 15th St
4th Flr
Pisacano Nicholas Jr W Indian
Pk Media 1521 Walnut St
Plassmeyer Fred 1520 Spruce St
Pogue Jill 2317 Griffith St
Porter Louise F 1500 Market St 38th Fl Centre Sq W
Praizner Nir 1420 Locust St Apt 15h
Premier Research Intl LLC Ste 3500 1500 Markets St
Pro Cap Advisors LLC 1515 Market St Ste 1700
Procare Rehab Pc PO Box 60242
Proietti Rose A W Indian
Puhl Helen 2927 Franklin
Pyecroft James 1500 Walnut St Ste 930
Radynsky Genia 4763 Stila
Rasnick Esther 230 S Brd St
Red Robin Securities Litig Claims Admin Retrn of Dup 1515
Market St Ste 1700
Redonnet Dany, Jena 117 N 15th St
Reit Management & 1500 Market St−Lm
RePOrting Svc Assoc Inc 225 South 15th St 22nd Fl
Republic First Bank, Fka Bsc Svcs Corp 50 S 16th St Ste
2400 Alan Hoover It Manager
Rettew Iona R, John J Sherry Exec 1526 Chestnut St
Rhines Celena PO Box 58853
Rhodes Crystal H Comcast Corp 1500 Market St
Rich Megan A 1500 Locust St Apt 3617
Richins Custis E 1530 Locust St
Riverside Michael S in Anesthesia Pc Prft Shr 1820 Two
Penn Ctr Plaza
Robert D Lynn Irrevo 1500 Walnut St Ste 1800
Roman Anna 7923 Brewster
Rosenberger Hermann II Esq, Case No Sc8 1500 Walnut St
No 700 F Rest Depot
Roy Arunavo 1420 Locust St
Royal Court Reporting Svc 250 S 15th St 6th Flr
Rozzen Shir 235 S 15th St
Rubel Walter L 1515 Market St Ste 300, Prudential Bache
Rubin Harry A 1530 Chestnut St Ste 400
Rubin Harry Esq 42 S 15th St Ste 1414
S R Wojdak & Assoc, Gina Guerino 200 S Brd St No 850
Sachs August F 1420 Walnut St Ste 1500
Sadagursky Pauline 35 Frith 58th St
Sadler Tommie 6212 Callow Hill
Safford Sean 257 S 16th St
Samuel C Katz Esq Ltd, PNC Bank Na 1511 Walnut St
Santander Bank, Richard Narkiewicz 1500 Market St Fl 25
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Savino Louis T Jr Ste 1516 1500 JFK Blvd
Scharsig Evelyn T 1540 Foulkrod St
Scheirey Michael S 1500 Locust St Apt 617
Schules Krista, Jeffrey P Fritz Law Off 1525 Locust St
8th Fl
Schwartz James W 3800 Centre Sq W
Scott Evelyn D 4515 Regina
Screen Charles 33146 Gratz
Segal Kathy J Psyd 230 S Brd St 600
Segal Mollie Est 1530 Chestnut St Ste 400
Selvaggio Francis Paul Est, Paul N Sandler Esq
1429 Walnut St 16th Fl
Serp Anthony J, Prof Planing 200 S Brd St Fl 4
Sever Gil 1500 JFK Blvd Ste 301
Shahane Anupama 1500 Locust St Apt 2914
Shetty Kananjar R, Heffler Radehch & Saitta 1515 Market
St Ste 800
Shu William 1425 Locust St Unit 19b
Shuting You 1530 Locust St Apt 12f
Sifer Joseph F 1522−24 Race St Unit 6
Sillamoni Francesco Revel 1512 Walnut St
Silva Frederico A 1500 Locust St Apt 3207
Sincavage Edward J, Heffler Radetich Saitta 1515 Market
St Ste 1700
Singh Manmeet 1414 S Penn Sq 14 A
Sinkevitch Robert 1515 Market St S 1802
Siravo Catherine A 10607 Chevron Rd
Sirlin Gallolgy Lesser 1529 Walnut St
Slavetskas Joseph in Anesthesia Pc Prft Shr 1820 2 Penn
Ctr Plaza
Sloan Robert A 1528 Walnut St Ste 1900
Slovinska John 482 N Criauo
Smart Kathryn, James 605 Cornwall
Smith Alphonso, Thane Martin Cpa 1528
Society of Women Engineers 215 S 16th St
Sokolewicz Paula 2 Penn Ctr Plaza Ste 830
Solms Ellen B Touraine Apts 1207 1520 Spruce St
Song Hyejin 1420 Locust St Apt 16g
Spann Nena 111 S 15th St 23
Spear Runckel 230 S Brd St Ste 1400
Spear Wilderman Borish Endy 230 S Brd St Ste 1400
Stafford Fannie Est 1500 Walnut St Ste 700c0
Stanisce Beatrice, Chester T Cyzio 1429 Walnut St 8th Flr
Staples Jeffrey 1500 Market St Fl 12
Stars Caacy 42 S 15th St
State Farm, Fox Greenberg Pc Ste 1310 2 Penn Ctr
1500 JFK
Steenrod Matthew M 1500 Locust St Apt 1813
Steinmetz Jacob RR 1
Stephen L Fedder MD Pc 1515 Market St Ste 1802
Stern Anna 1501 Cherry St
Stokes Clarence Sr, Salvatorre Cucinotta 1500 Walnut St
Ste 900
Su Young Inc 120 S 15th St
Sullivan Henrietta 230 S Brd St
Sullivan Katie 117 15th St N Apt1806
Sullivan Leon H 3 Penn Ctr Plaza Ste 34
Summit Court Reporting Inc 1500 Market St 12th Fl
Sunrise Senior Livin PO Box 542008
Supplier Minority Dev Council of Pa−Nj−D 42 S 15th St
Ste 14
Swartz Campbell LLC 50 S 16th St 28th Fl
Sweeney Margaret G 1126 S Redfield St
Sylvan Learning 1528 Walnut St Ste 1701
T A Merriam Theater 250 S Brd St
T W Sidney R Rosenau Pat Guthman 15th & Chestnut St
12th Fl Donald Bean Esq
Tajimi Atsuko 1411 Walnut St 0503
Takara Calvert 271 S 15th St Apt 2003
Taylor Tyvina 1500 Market St
Tegeda Helcio A 1500 Locust St Apt 3317
Telamerica Media Inc 1435 Walnut St
Tesauro Rita 1300 Jackson St
Tgr Company 1518 Walnut St Fl 8
Theater League of Philadelphia Inc 250 S Brd St
Thomas Andrea 1500 Walnut St Ste 1207
Thomas Gladys 1500 Market St 12fl
Thor Savanna 1530 Spruce St Apt 203
Tidwell Otto F 1601 Walnut St Ste 215
Todt John 415 Williams Ave
Tol Liquidation Settlement, Heffler Radetich Saitta
1515 Market St Ste 1700
Towers Watson Pennsylvania 1500 Market St Centre Sq E
Towns John A Est, Evelyn Exe 1420 Walnut St Ste 19102
Tps IV of Pa LLC 245 N 15th St Ms 310
Tran Quang D 257 S 16th St Apt 2c
Triad Strategies LLC 1425 Spruce St 2nd Fl
Triplet Foods Inc Ta Bains 200 S Brd
Tse Chi Yan 257 S 16th St Apt 1d
Turchin Robert H 1528 Walnut St Ste 1700
Turnbull James 63 Mercy
Tyler James M 1500 JFK Blvd Ste 1
Uchimoto William 50 S 16th St 32nd Flr
Us Bank Corp Svcs Tlsg 50 S 16th St Ste 1950
Valterza 1512 Spruce St Apt 2107
Vanstory Vivian 1500 Walnut St Ste 700c0
Varano Christopher M 1500 Locust St Apt 1712 Apt 1712
Variety Club the Childrens Charity the Graham Co, Ed
Mahon
Vera Anthony 1500 JFK Blvd Ste 200
Veritext 225 S 15th St 22nd Flr
Video Tape Deposition Svc 1601 Walnut St Ste 1408
Virtua Health 1401 Walnut St 9th Fl
Vitale Mary L 1520 Spruce St Apt 201
Wade Clark Mulcahy 1515 Market St Ste 2050
Wagman David 1420 Walnut St 406
Walker Elizabeth 1704 Brown
Walnut Towers Assoc 150 N Brd St Pkwy Corp
Walter John G 2524
Waring Michael J 1515 Market St
Water Revenue Bureau 1401 JFK Blvd
Waters Shelly Brd at Walnut
Watson Andre 313 S 16th St
Wechsler Grace 1500 Locust St Apt 3513
Wegrzyn Jon Paul 1512 Spruce St Apt1406
Weiser Gerard 1420 Locust St Academy House 30k
Weiss Robert E, Mary 507 76th St
Wellspring Advisors 1420 Locust St Ste 300
Wenit Elizabeth 2602 N Myrtle
White Vivian Est 1601 Cherry St Ste 1320
William Muhr Attys 1500 Market St Ctr
Williams Opal 325 N 15th St Apt 504a
Wilson Atkinson Mary 1500 JFK Blvd Two Penn Ctr
Wilson James 150 N Brd St
Witherspoon Smith Brittany, Thane Martin Cpa 1528
Womens Bail Fund 260 S Brd St Ste 1000
Worgu Kenneth 1414 S Penn Sq
Working Concepts Inc Procurement Support 1500 Market St
Yamagami Jun 117 N 15th St Apt 2006
Yang Jingchan, Amanda 325 N 15th St Apt 208a
Yi Beth 15000 Locust St Apt 3109
Yijung Kim 1417 Spruce St Apt 2m
Yu Jason W 50 S 16th St
Zemartis Robert 2 Penn Ctr Plaza 1500 JFK
Zibelman Legal Assoc Pc Iota 1500 JFK Blvd Ste 1700
Zoommania, Paul 1420 Walnut St
Zubashvili Nanuli 1515 Market St Ste 1802
Philadelphia Pa 19103
01 Ma Hamilton, Morgan Lewis & Bockius 1701 Market St
1531 Pine Street Assoc 21 S 21st St Dana Jelepis
18th St Apothecary 113 S 18th St
2040 Market St Asso 2040 Market St
210 S 13th Street LLC & Fishnick 1818 Market St Ste 2530
24 7 Food Market 1700 Callowhill St
96 M 14 Petros A 1818 Market St
A Hearing Healthcare Center Inc 1900 Rittenhouse Sq Ste C
1
A W Rehn Asso PO Box 5493
A072564a Martha S One Liberty Place 1650 Market St 45th
Flr
Aaa Midatlantic PO Box 30098
Abernathy Pauline M 1624 Spruce St 3f
Abernathy Pauline Margherita 2011 Delancey St Apt 2
Abrahams Loewenstein Bushman Kauffman 1 Liberty Pl
1650 Market St
Academy for Sci Investigation 1704 Locust St
Academy of Natural Sciences 1900 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Accounting Services Sunshine Club 21st St S of Pkwy
Ace American In PO Box 1000
Ackerman Arlene C 2323 Race St 1102
Adebayo Olumide O 1835 Arch St Apt 1011
Adelson Rosalind 201 S 18th St 521
Adler Bernard 1901 JFK Blvd Apt 1325 26
Adminserver Inc Tonya Holck 2501 Seaport Dr Fl 5
Advanced Medical Resources Inc 237 S 18th St Ste 11
Aecom 1700 Market St Ste 16
Aecom Usa Inc 1700 Market St Fl 16
Aecom Usa Inc Ns Pipe & Wire Admin 1700 Market St 16th
Fl
Ahlawat Pranay 2020 Walnut St Unit 14 M
Ahmed Rekiya Y 3619 Powelton Ave
Al Ramadahan Mohammed 1835 Market St
Alalili Muparak 2400 Chesternut
Albrecht Nicholas Est 1900 JFK Blvd Apt 402
Aldhah Omar 4445 Chestnut St Apt 1
Aleesnow Emily M 1835 Arch St Apt 1203
Aleev Andrey 1835 Arch St Apt 1203
Alexander Bernice L PhD 2222 Kennedy House 1901 JFK
Blv
Alfano Janet 1707 Rittenhouse Sq
Alhashemi Hasan 1801 JFK Blvd 1014
All Risk Syndicate LLC 1800 JFK Blvd Ste 300
Allan Domb Real Est 1703 Rittenhouse Sq
Allen Elizabeth A Est 8 Penn Ctr Ste 1000 1628
Allen Sharonda 1418 Remington St
Allin Nicholas 2034 Pine St Apt 5
Alshamisi Khaled S 1835 Market St 1050
Alternative Employment 1700 Market St Bsmt 102
Altman Craig A Pc 19 S 21st St
Altschuller Henry 2103 Delancey St
Aluru Sravanth 1815 JFK Blvd 200g
Amalie Motor Oil 1801 Market St
Amer Coll of Radiology 1818 Market St Ste 1600
American Expediting Co 2215 Arch St
American Express 2401 Walnut St
American Red Cross Sepa Chapter 23rd & Chestnut St
Amerihealth Ins Co 1901 Market St
Anastasi Andrea 208 S 42nd St
Andre Iguodala Youth Foundation the Blueprint LLC
Andrulis Dennis 2028 Race St
Anne & Eric Gleacher Found 1835 Market St Ste 420
Anne P Sims Uw Jr 2031 Locust St Apt 1405
Antonacci Christopher 1933 Chestnut St 4r
Anziska David B 2105 Locust St
Aon Risk Service 1650 Market St Ste 1000
Applegate John 255 S 17th St Ste 1708
Arcilla Leo G 2101 Chestnut St Unit 503
Arkema Inc 200 Market St
Arrington Mary N Riverside Presbyterian Tower A 158 N
23rd & Race St Apt 406
Arthur Shulman Irrevo Trust Agree, Goldstein & Manello
1600 Market St 3600
Aruga Hidehisa 1815 JFK Blvd Apt 5
Ashton Technology 1900 Market St Ste 701
Astor James J 2300 Walnut St Apt 219
At Home Medical Equip LLC 21 S 21st St
Atofina 2000 Market St
Atotech Usa Inc 2000 Market St
Atta Nafisa O 1 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 1719
Audinga Besusparyte 1811 Chestnut St Apt 605
Autrey Amy Sterling Apartments 1815 JFK Blvd 617
Avery Robert 2400 Spruce St Apt 1b
B R Mgmt Co Berwind 1601 Market St Ste 1050
Baccash Mary 2300 Walnut St Apt 702
Back Bruce M 2221 Panama St
Bacote Wilbur R, Peter 1700 Market St Ste 1700
Baer Adam 1735 Market St A464
Baker Jean M 150 N 20th St Ofc
Ballard Spahr Charles Kievit 1735 Market St Fl 51
Ballard Spahr Llp Regina O Thomas Esq 1735 Market St
Ste 5100
Ballard Spahr Llp Sue Boss 1735 Market St 51st Flr
Bance Lisa 105 S 18th St Apt 3c
Bancroft Fredrica 1901 JFK Blvd Apt 1526
Bandi Subramanya Someswar 2101 Chestnut St 1512
Bank of New York Mellon 1735 Market St 3rd Fl
Bankers Securities Jennie Johnson 1845 Walnut St
Banks Martin 1818 Market St 35th Fl
Bannett Aaron D 1900 Rittenhouse Sq 15b
Bansal Richa 2031 Locust St
Bansal Suchi 2101 Chestnut St
Bansal Vijayta G 1810 Rittenhouse Sq Apt 1112
Bap Farah Jimenez 1900 Market St 7th Fl
Barakat P G Nicholas 1 Commerce Sq 2005 Market St
Baraldi Alessio 321 S 22nd St
Barber Aaron 2225 Panama St
Barber Lenthe 1818 Market St Ste 1410 Stv Inc
Barchas Jack D 1900 Rittenhouse Sq
Bardakci Yasemin 1815 JFK Blvd Apt 9
Barg Ida 1901 JFK Blvd Apt 1
Barg Robin 2101 Sansom St
Barney Salomon Smith 1 Liberty Place 1650 Market St 45th
Fl
Baron Barbara Ann, Howard M Soloman 1760 Market St
Ste 600
Bartell Lydia M 225 S 18th St Apt 1105
Bartol III Trust 1828 Spruce St
Basile Mary C 2300 Pine St Apt 4a
Batt Brian D 212 24 S 24th St 2416b
Bauman Rare Books 1608 Walnut St
Becker dba Scott 266 S 20th St
Beery Agcy Inc 1717 Arch St 3940 Helmick Co
Bello Rabi 2200 Ben Franklin Pkwy Park Towne Apt W414
Beneficial Mutual Savings Bank 1818 Market St Pension
Dept
Benfield Blanch Inc 1700 Market St Ste 3100
Bennett Brcklin & Saltzburg 1601 Market St 16th Fl
Bennett John C Res T, Drinkler Biddle Reat
Benton George 1616 Walnut St Apt 700
Berg Helen M 2400 Chestnut St Apt 2011
Bergman Arthur 1919 Chestnut St Apt 1201
Bergman Stanley Kennedy House Apt 1704 1901 JFK Blvd
Bergmann Renee F 2005 Market St Ste 1000
Bergthold Megan J 1931 Spruce St Apt 1f
Bernstein Marlene 123 N 23rd St
Bernstein Naomi E the Watermark at Logan Sq 2 Franklin
Town Blvd Apt 1306
Biddle Christine 1900 JFK Blvd Apt 511
Billet & Assoc LLC 2000 Market St Ste 2803
Binmobarak Huda Abdulhadi 1700 Walnut St Apt 3f
Biokinetics A Foster Wheeler Co 1635 Market St Ste 1500
Biosis 2001 Market St
Blake James 2101 Market Unit 2301
Blake Nan W PNC Bank Francine Alberti 6th Fl
Bland E J 158 N 23rd St 209
Blank Rome Llp Edward J Oconnor 1 Logan Sq
Blatchford Adam S 2121 Market St Apt 317
Blatt Hasenmiller Leibsker & Moore 1835 Market St Ste
501
Block Agency Inc One Commerce Sq 2005 Market St 7th Fl
Blue Point LLC 1800 JFK Blvd St 300
Bny Mellon Bank J Autieri Aim 193 0990 1735 Market St
9th Fl
Bogatin Enterprises Philip F Bogatin 2006 Walnut St
Bolger Thomas Edward, Mae Lucille 1 One Liberty Pl Fl 45
Bond Madison 1600 Arch St Apt 1801
Bond Madison 1700 Delancey St
Boniface Myriam 226 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 2607
Bouraee Sara 255 S 17th St Ste 300
Bousquet Tess 1824 Chestnut St
Boutet Chad 2400 Chestnut St Apt 3207
Bove J 1828 Spruce St
Bowden Phyllis 22 S 22nd St Apt 1205
Boy Scouts of America Cradle of Liberty Council 22nd &
Winter Sts
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Boyd Kelly 1815 Delancey Pl
Bpg Partners LLC 1600 Market St Ste 1410
Brahin Judy 210 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 32
Braid Arthur 2 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 218
Braxton Laura PO Box 2201
Brecht Margaret L 2301 Cherry St Apt 12e
Bricko Inc 1735 Market St A537
Briggs Benjamin W 304 S 23rd St Unit 12
Brinson Christine, Owen 2020 Walnut St Apt 9c
Brittinghan George Est, Michael B Grasso 1818 Market St
Ste 3750
Brockman Stanley K 30 S 17th St Glenn Scharf
Brown Esther L 1900 JFK Bl 1824
Brown Harold W 226 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 1812
Brown Margaret R Duane Morris & Heckscher 1 Liberty
Place
Brown Patrick J 251 S 23rd St
Brown Ralph 1818 Market St
Brugnera Federica 1930 Chestnut St Apt 8c
Bruneau Cecelia 1810 Rittenhouse Sq
Brutus Faith 1708 Manning St
Bryne James PO Box 2103
Bullock Syreeta 2112 Walnut St 4th Flr
Bunting Nicole L 325 S 17th St Apt 3rd
Burke Steve 1817 Delancey St
Burke White William 1737 Chestnut St Apt 1001
Burns David 201 S 25th St Apt 407
Bussiere Juliana F 1919 Chestnut St Apt 2007
Butler Leroy 1635 Market St 19th Fl
Butler Richard 11 Penn Ctr 1835 Market St Ste 420
Cambay Co LLC 2020 Walnut St Ste 25l
Cameron J D Attn Frederick Lavaly Jm 1701 Market St
Campbell Barbara A 1919 Chestnut St Apt 2217
Campbell Joey S 196 Delny Place
Canada Reuben S 2011 Spruce St 3r
Carbon Brushes Litigation Fund 1717 Arch St Ste 3838
Cardoso Thiago 2323 Race St Apt 717
Carlson Alfred Esq 1818 Market St 35th Fl
Carmosino Linda S 100 N 20th St
Carpenter Hugh W 1815 JFK Blvd
Carroll Mary 1332 E Rittenhouse St
Carroll Patricia J 1705 Panama St
Carson Patricia, Ronald L Daugherty 1700 Market St
Ste 3110
Carter L 1721 Moravian St
Carter Meredith 2000 Market St Fl 10
Casals Jorge 118 S 21st St Apt 902
Caseiras Jo Ann, Fiserv Securities Inc 1 Commerce Sq 2005
Market St Ste 1200
Castagne Le 1920 Chestnut St
Castaneda Elena 135 S 19th St Apt 1105
Catanach Angela 1835 Arch St Apt 302
Catharine B Wood Trust, Stradley Ronan Stevens & 2600 1
Commerce Sq
Causanschi Hillary 2300 Walnut St Apt 727
Cavalic Mina 2020 Walnut St Apt 16m
Cayetano Darius B 1600 Walnut St Apt 402
Ce Management Sus LLC 2001 Market St Ste 3820
Celetti Jessica 2104 Spruce St 1r
Center City Chiropractic & R 1600 Arch St Apt 502
Center City Hotel Part 1811 Chestnut St
Centurion Securities 1818 Market St Fl 18
Cfd CorPOration 1617 JFK Blvd Fl 19
Chacker Ruth N 250 S 18th St Apt 1610
Chambers Sarah L 337 S 18th St
Chan Jamie H 2031 Locust St Apt 201
Chan Lionel 1 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 516
Chang Christine M 301 S 19th St Apt 6c
Chang Dean R 2101 Chestnut St Unit 212
Chanoff William 1922 Spruce St
Chen Peishen 2429 Locust St Apt 20
Chen Yi C 2020 Walnut St Apt 14j
Cheng Jennifer 1835 Arch St 511
Cheng Jenny 2031 Locust St Apt 403
Chesapeake Hotel Lp Delware Lp 2 Logan Sq Ste 1101
Chesapeake Life Ins Co Matthew Pasquale 2005 Market St
3110
Cheshire Home Foundation of Phila I 1901 Walnut St
Apt 1204
Cheung Ming 1601 Sansom St Apt 9h
Cheung Sulyn Moy C 2225 Spruce St Apt A
Childrens Health Care Assoc 100 N 20th St Ste 301
China Victory Holdings Ltd 1 Penn Ctr 19th Fl
Ching Sheena A 1810 Rittenhouse Sq Apt 1202
Chippewa Beaver Falls Lp 1635 Market St 7th Fl
Chohan Mariam 2030 Arch St
Choi Ri Mi 216 N 23rd St
Chojnowski Margaret, Vincent 2713 E Huntingdon St
Chopra Tushar, Vinita 201 S 25th St Apt 511
Chow Peter 2101 Chestnut St
Christie Pabarue Mortesenyoun 1880 JFK Blvd 10th Fl
Chu Hui L 2400 Chestnut St Apt 1809
Chubb Group of Ins Co 4 Penn Ctr 1600 JFK Blvd
Cignarella Vincent 2228 Wallace St 2nd Fl
Cigolle Alex P 2101 Market St Unit 505
City Nails On Square 126 S 19th St
Ciwa Assoc LLC Comft Inn 1628 JFK Blvd Ste 2300
Claire Weinstein Living Trust Ua 12 14 9 5 1900 JFK Bl
Apt 111
Clark Frederic W Ballard Spahr Andrews 1735 Market St
51st
Clark Irene 2200 Walnut St
Clark Jacqueline J 1901 JFK Blvd Apt 2
Clark Joel Kennedy House 2409 1901 JFK Blvd
Claude Debotton Trust 1604 Walnut St Fl 4
Clayman Bradford, Lila Clayman Apt 22e 222 W Rit-
tenhouse Sq
Clearfield Ronald A Esq 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 3
Clovis William L 2052 Sansom St
Clymer John 2033 Walnut St Co, Stephen Springer Esq
Coffee for Less 250 S 18th St Ste 802
Cohen Kenneth F, Jean 1901 JFK Blvd Apt 2607
Cohen Lenard Esq 1800 JFK Blvd Ste 1500
Cohen Phyllis L 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Cole Patricia C First Phila Investment Group
2009 Chestnut St
Coleman Roscoe B Jr, Edith United Engineers Bldg 14th Fl
30 S 17th St
Coler Elena 201 S 18th St
Colfelt Jean Beggs 2128 Saint James St
Collins Edward T Jr 2031 Locust St Apt 1004
Comer Jonathan 1815 JFK Blvd 1703
Commerce Bank 2005 Market St 2nd Fl
Commerce Capital Ma 2005 Market St 2nd Fl
Compservice Inc Susan Formen 1717 Arch St 45th Fl
Concorde Commercial Plastic 1835 Market St 12th Fl
Condominium on Walnut 101 1808 Rittenhouse Sq
Confetti Usa Inc 1880 JFK Blvd 15th Fl
Connelly Andrea R 230 S 21st St
Conrad Christine, Cindy Lindenberg Compliance Dept
1 Commerce Sq
Cont Cable Const, Kari Stacey 1701 JFK Blvd
Cordeiro Nigel 2025 Chancellor St
Corriss Vera Est 7 Penn Ctr 13th Fl 1635 Market St
Cosmi Carmella Est 1707 Rittenhouse Sq
Cozen Oconnor Angela Manos 1900 Mkt St
Craig Jason A 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 1270
Crcc 30 S 17th St United P
Creative Media Intl 2005 Market St Ste 2600
Croce Carlo M 1829 Delancey St
Croix Securities Inc Donald F Eller 1900 Market St Ste 701
Crommarty Llewellyn C 2100 Arch St Fl 5
Crompton Corp Chemtura Corp 1818 Market St
Crooks Glenna M 2101 Market St Unit 3706
Crowne Plaza Sonesta Hotel Philadelphia 1800 Market St
Cucinotta Joseph Bkrtcy 30 S 17th St
Cukerberez Williams 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 800 1 Penn Ctr at
Suburban St
Cunfer Lauren Mcintyre, Todd E 210 W Rittenhouse Sq
Apt 1205
Curcio Grace C 2 Logan Sq Ste 3000
Cushman & Wakefield 1717 Arch St 30th Fl
Cushman Wakefield of Pa Inc 1601 Market St
Dabas Ravi 2101 Chestnut St Apt 1119
Dada Daniel 230 Et 24th St
Dae Hyun K 2323 Race St 1020
Dai Julia 329 S 17th St Apt 2
Daly Isabel R, PNC Bank 1600 Market St
Danielski John J 22 S 22nd St Apt 802
Danilyuk Karina 2101 Chestnut St 417
Dann Dorfman Herrell 1601 Market St Ste 2400
Dao Diane 2102 Chestnut St
Dao Jim 41 S 19th St Apt 41a
Dascola Joseph P Penn Ctr House Apt 1219 1900 JFK Blvd
Daugherty David M 1819 Pine St 1st Fl Rear
Davidson Margaret Elizabeth 2400 Chestnut St
Davis Jeannine E 2122 Walnut St
Davis Warren 8 Penn Ctr
Day & Zimmerman Svcs 1818 Market St 8th Fl
Day Zimmerman Inc 1500 Spring Gdn
Day Zimmermann 1818 Market St 22nd Fl Reliable Security
Dcv Inc Marcus N Lamb 1 Liberty Place
Deasey Mahoney Valentini North Kate Balsley
1601 Market St
Deaver Dorothy A Est 15 Arbor Dr 204
Deblue Asta 265 S 20th St
Debotton Joyce 1604 Walnut St Fl 4
Defrancesco Doris S 22 S 22nd St 904
Delacour Willis S Co First Union Deposit Dept Brd &
Walnut St
Delancey Clinton Ass Oci 1628 JFK Blvd 8 Penn Ctr 2 1 C
Delaware Comp Rating Bureau United Plaza Bldg 30 S 17th
St Ste 1500
Delaware Dist Inc 2005 Market St Fl 29
Delaware Funds 2005 Market St 4th Fl
Delaware Investments Trend Fund 1818 Market St Fl 13
Delaware Macquarie Inv 1818 Market St 13th Fl
Delaware Valley Healthcare Council 1835 Market St
Ste 1050
Delcap Fund Concept I Series 8850 Montgomery Ave
Delgaudio Giuseppe 135 S 20th St
Demelo Cardoso Thiago 2323 Race St Unit 717
Dennehey Warner Marshall 1845 Walnut St Fl 16
Desai Jay 2025 Chancellor St
Destefano Luis Est 118 S 21st St 323 Cooperative Apts
Detrilles David A 225 S 18th St Unit 803
Deutsch Albert 2000 Market St 28th Fl
Devirgilis John 2216 Saint James St
Deyonker James 2101 Chestnut St Apt 807
Dividend Focus Portfolio Pncbank 1600 Market St
Djerassi Foundation 1820 Rittenhouse Sq Apt 14
Djerassi Isaac 1820 Rittenhouse Sq
Djr Trust, Blank Rome Comisky Mccauly, Leonard Nalency
Esq 1 Logan Sq
Dmjm Harris Inc 1700 Market St Ste 1600
Dochney Francis X 1837 Spruce St
Doggie Style 3 Holding Co 2015 Walnut St
Doh Younjin Apt 916 1815 JFK Blvd
Donaghue A F 2033 Chancellor St
Doroshow Steve 1717 Arch St 3940 Helmick Co
Dorsey Carroll, Lucy 6712 Jefferson St
Dossantos Enestor Jr 2104 Pine St 3f
Downing Mildred H 2 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 606
Drexel Property Assoc 1600 Market St Ste 1410
Drlorenzo A Alston Ta Wellnes Sp 1st Rr 1704 Walnut St
Duane Morris Llp 30 S 17th St
Duane Morris Llp United Plaza 30 S 17th St
Dubow Steven, Blank Rome Comisky Etc 1 Logan Sq
Duff & Phelps LLC Steven S Sprenger 2000 Mkt St
Ste 2700
Duff & Phelps Llc, Bryant A Diaz 2000 Mkt St Ste 2700
Dumrongmongcolgul Asama 1815 John F Kennedy Blvd
Apt 1410
Dunn Jonathan A 222 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 1705
Ea Simpler Custody II, Morgan Lewis & Bockius
1701 Market St 15th Fl
Echiverri Juan Crisostomo 1815 JFK Blvd 2203
Egorov Puginsky Afanasiev & Marks LLC 1600 Market St
34th Fl
Ehrlich Cipora Apt 1504 2 Franklin Town Blvd
Eichman John A III 1 Penn Ct
Eis Maria 1 Franklintown Blvd 1208
Eisenman Sylvia H 1635 Market St
Eizen Bernard 2001 Market St 2 Commerce Sq Fl 34th
El Fuego 2104 Chestnut St
Elbaum Krost Elbaum Dds 1819 JFK Blvd Ste 2
Elemica 11 Penn Ctr 1835 Market St
Ellis Stephanie 2101 Pine St
Emergency Medical Svc Inc PO Box 8500
Employee Benefit Consul 1717 Arch St 3940 Helmick Co
Englander Andrea, Leslie 2400 Chestnut St Apt 309
Entertainers Entrepreneur Group 128 S 20th St
Erdem Anil 301 S 19th St Apt 15b
Eric Rivera Selffunn Ubs Financial Svcs Ali Ce Wilson 1735
Market St 3
Erlichman Fulton I Est 2600 One Commerce Sq
Ermilio Alison N, Frank P 1608 Spruce St Fl 1
Ersa Court Reporters 30 S 17th St Ste 1520
Esquire Deposition Svcs 1880 JFK Blvd 15
Esquire Deposition Svcs LLC 1835 Market St Ste 2600
Esteso Paul 2300 Pine St Apt 17
Ety Trading LLC 1900 Market St Ste 610
Eurest Dining 1600 JFK Blvd
Evans Villari Lentz, Jenna 1600 Market St Ste 1800
Even Pierre 2000 Market St Fl 21
Evercare Health Plans 1717 Arch St Ste 2910
Excelon Corp Svc Alicia E Daugherty 2301 Market St
Expert Parking 1835 Market St Ste 1010
Eye Encounters 1925 Chestnut St
Faison Jerome 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 700
Faltin Heather 1812 Spruce St Apt 2r
Fan Ying 1815 JFK Blvd Apt 2701
Fasullo Louis F 1717 Arch St 3940 Helmick Co
Fay Mary D 218 S Bonsall St
Federman Jay L MD, Erik B 1810 Delancey St
Feeley Michael 1717 Arch St 3940 Helmick Co
Feely Paul 22 W Rittenhouse Sq
Feidt Margaret C 337 S Smedley St
Feinstein Barbara Crawford 2008 Chancellor St
Feirick James D 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Feldenkreis Rose 2042 Sansom St
Feldman Michael 1908 Spruce St Apt1
Felix Benjamin 1815 JFK Blvd Apt 601
Felsburg Katharine 2429 Locust St Apt 605
Felton Rose 2200 Walnut St
Fifth Third Sec Inc Bhc Securities Inc 1 Commerce Sq
12th Fl
Fine Debbie 1601 Market St Ste 2320
Fineman Krekstein & Harris Pc 1735 Market St Ste 600
Mellon Bank Ctr
Finnegan Lisa 3000 Two Logan Sq
Finnegan Trust Victor 2215 Arch St
Fiordimondo Aaron 1934 Spruce St Apt 4f
Fiore Albert A 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Firemans Fund 1601 Market St Ste 1560
First Clearing LLC Wells Fargo Advisors Ops 305 S 17th St
Ste 2000
First Derivatives Us Inc 1650 Market St Fl 2200
Fischer Katherine 100 N 22nd St Apt 132
Fishman Charles 1911 Spruce St
Fittipaldi Mike 1801 Market St
Fitzmaurice Francis J, Msg John Caulfield 1723 Race St
Fitzpatrick Charles A III 1635 Market St Fl 9
Flick Thomas 1720 Chestnut St
Fmc Corp 1735 Market St Fl 14
Fmc Corp Thomas C Deas Jr 1735 Market St
Fogel Deanna 250 S 23rd St 2
Fogel Magill Mankad D 1901 Walnut St Ste 2f
Ford Helen DMD 1831 Chestnut St
Forman Doris H 150 N 20th St 500
Forman Sheldon 1815 JFK Blvd
Four Penn Center 1600 JFK Blvd
Fowler Wyman B III 1600 Market St Ste 3600
Fox Amy 1760 Market St Ste 510
Fox Joanna L 2300 Walnut St Apt 204
Fox Tina I 210 W Rittenhouse Sq
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Fpf Officer Fmc Corp Brian Gittelman
France Lavonne 2429 Locust St Unit 211
Frank Marilyn 1908 Spruce St Apt 1a
Frankel Fred & Henrietta Cbom 117 S 17 St Ste 1305
Frankfurt Ins Agcy Inc 1717 Arch St 3940 Helmick Co
Fred S James Company Inc Pa 2 Logan Sq 2200
Fred Zimmerman Tr Lugwig Honold Mfg Lashner &
Lashner 1604 Locust St
Freedom Chemical Co Mellon Ctr 1735 Market St Ste 3500
Frem Youssef 2300 Walnut St
Friedman Aaron Esq 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 355
Friedman Marc B Dechert Llp 1717 Arch St 4000 Bell
Atlantic Tower
Fu Yingzi 1810 Rittenhouse Sq
Fuchs Rebecca 2212 Locust St Apt 2
Fukushige Shiho 2215 Arch St Apt 512
G F Management Inc Ste 2300 1811 Chestnut St
Gale Loraine W Kathleen A Stephenson 3000 2 Logan Sq
18th & Arch Sts
Gallagher 1760 Market St Ste 1100
Gallagher Anthony 1810 Rittenhouse Sq
Gallagher Megan 1625 Locust St
Gallagher Weber 1811 Chestnut St 6th Fl
Galvez Julio 2407 Fidlers Walk
Gans Gilbert 1617 JFK Blvd
Garfield Pearl Logan Sq E 2 Franklintown Apt 2012
Garner Cedric B 1929 Sansom St Apt 912
Gary Segal 30 S 17th St Ste 700
Gautam Arpan 2300 Walnut St
Gay Edward T 252 S 21st St
Gaydar Maxim 1735 Market St Ste A 446
Ge Capital Catherine Kelly 2385 Nw Executive Ctr
Gee Jack 1616 Walnut St Ste 2205
Geer Sabrina P 2225 Spruce St Apt A
Genis Xavier 2117 Locust St
Gercke Vanessa Apt B6 2313 Walnut St
Gers J 2200 Walnut St
Gfin6 Management Inc, Country Hearth Inn 16 8 Penn Ctr
Ste 2300
Gfoh8 Management Inc 1628 JFK Blvd Ste 2
Gilfillan Edith A, Beatrice F Morris Ambassador Towne
House 2101 Chestnut St Apt1715
Gill Hasreet 1815 JFK Blvd
Gillen John F 1819 JFK Blvd Ste 244
Gimbel R Nicholas Mellon Bank Ctr 1735 Market St
Ginzburg Vittorio 323 S 17th St
Glanton Scheryl W Dorchester 226 W Rittenhouse
Sq 2815 16
Glenmede Trust Co Elizabeth Shevlin 1650 Market St
Ste 1200
Glenmede Trust Co N A 1650 Market St Ste 1200
Glover Nadine Apt 209 2215 Arch St
Gls Direct 2000 Market St Flr 11
Goh Edwin 2300 Walnut St Apt 730
Gokal Sheetal Natver Deloitte & Touche 1700 Market St
Fl 27
Gold Charlotte 1919 Chestnut St Apt 1403
Goldberg Dara 1805 Pine St
Goldberg Michael 115 S 21st St
Golden Mary E Est 1900 Spruce St Ste 4
Goldmark LLC Dba Nh Relief 1819 JFK Ste 301
Goldrich Marissa S, Steven R 2101 Walnut St Apt 809
Goldsmith Edwin M III 1635 Market St 19th Fl
Goldstein Greenberg 1811 Chestnut St 6th Fl
Gomez Christian 2220 Walnut St Apt 612
Gonzales Amanda 912 New Market St
Goodson Nathaniel 231
Granger Elizabeth 2216 Rittenhouse Sq St
Grasso Michael B 1818 Market St Ste 3750
Grattan Edward 1700 Walnut St Apt 4j
Graves Joe H 2200 Walnut St
Gray Ural 2200 Walnut St
Greely Hansen 1818 Market St Ste 3400
Green Danielle 135 S 20th St Apt 704
Greenberg George, Bernard Glassman One Logan Sq
130 N 18th St
Greenberg Lois One Logan Sq 130 N 18th St
Greenfield Rochelle 255 S 17th St Ste 804
Greenlee Ellen 135 S 18th St Apt 101
Griffin & Vogler Pc 1600 JFK Blvd 4 Penn Ctr 200
Griffin Jason 4 Penn Ctr 1600 JFK Blvd
Griffin Vogler 1600 JFK Blvd 4 Penn Ctr
Groh Harry 1735 Market St 35th Fl
Grooters Benjamin 215 N 23rd St
Gross Jay M 2512 1815 JFK Blvd
Grossberg Jonathan D 2323 Race St Unit 611
Grost Kathy G 1717 Arch St 3940 Helmick Co
Growth Prprtes Invstmnt Ma 1608 Spruce St Rose Jordan
Grudke George Est 1818 Market St Se 3750
Guarantee & Trust Co 1818 Market St Ste 2430
Oppenheimer & Co Inc
Guidotti Janice 2125 Chestnut St
Guillem Karine 2006 Spruce St Apt 3fl 9
Guo Jianwei 609
Gupta Siddhartha, Gayatree 1835 Arch St Apt 808
Guy Valerie M 2600 One Commerce Sq
Guyen Han Friedman Aaron Esq 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 355
Guynn Jacqueline 2401 Pennsylvania Ave 11b 27
H G Kuch Co 1807 Walnut St
H H Christensen LLC David Webster 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 8
Haas Ilene 2020 Walnut St 17e
Haas Jonathan L 2220 Delancey Place Apt 2r
Hackett Mary R 2426 Pine
Hagood Dorothy L 22 S 22nd St Apt M5
Hall Shannon 1811 Chestnut St Apt 703
Hallinan Phelan 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 1400
Halpern Maria 226 W Rittenhouse
Halpin Kyle 1901 Market St
Hamazaki Mayuko 135 S 20th St Apt 1603
Hamilton 01 Equi, Morgan Lewis & Bockius 1701 Market St
Han Haina 1815 JFK Blvd 830
Hangley Aronchick Segal 1 Logan Sq 27th Fl Re: 7a129224
Hansen Erik P Est 1635 Market St Fl 7
Hanson Brian W 2005 Market St Ste 1200 One Commerce
Sq
Harding Mitchell C 1600 Arch St Apt 502
Harding Mitchell C Dc 1600 Arch St Apt 502
Harigel Natalia PO Box 30319
Harley Irene Est 1800 JFK Blvd Ste 404 Bruce M Dolfman
Harmon Michael Est, Joan C, Stacey Shields Esq 1616
Walnut St Apt 700
Harnett William 1600 Arch St
Harper Jamal 2000 Market St 28th Fl
Harris Ellen S 17th St
Harvey Pennington Cabot Griffith & Ren 1835 Market St
29th Fl
Harvey Pennington Ltd 1835 Market St Fl 29
Hatahaka Toru 1835 Arch St Apt1511
Haverson Gene 1900 JFK Blvd Apt 1121
Hawk Samuel H 1737 Chestnut St Apt 501
Haynes Florence 158 N 23rd St
Haynesworth Michael B 1700 Sansom St Ste 400
Health Care Conf Admin Hc 100 N 20th St 4th Fl
Healy Katherine 1701 Locust St
Heard Joseph, Marie, Abn Amro Sage 1818 Market St
18th Fl
Hearne Shelley 2005 Market St
Hedge Funds Care Inc S M T National 2300 Pine St Ste 12
Heimlich Sandra R, Philip F 219 Logan Ct
Heinz Edward 1016 Parc Rittenhous
Hemphill Jean C 2000 Market St Fl 21
Henderson May 201 S 18th St Apt 1401
Henwood Patricia 2429 Locust St Apt 407
Heo Heather Hye Lim 225 S 18th St Apt 501
Herman Benjamin 2136 Locust Apt 3
Herman Harold L, Frances 2 Franklintown Blvd Apt 804
Herr Joanne 1735 Market St Ste 0205
Herskovitz Frieda 2 Franklin Town Blvd Logan Sq E 2211
Hervey Richard M, Dechert Llp 1717 Arch St 4000 Bell
Atlantic Tower
Herzeca Jane 1930 Chestnut St
Heselden John E, Ethel Q, Goldman Sachs & Co
1735 Market St
Hewitt Ena M 2400 Chestnut St
Hhm 1 Penn Ctr Ste 500
Hibachi Sushi & Supreme Buffet 429 S Walnut St
Highmark Bcbs Attn Its Home Finance PO Box 898820
Hill Richard J 235 S 21st St
Hilsberg Ruth E, Atty Brian A Gordon 1628 JFK Blvd
Hinton Charles F Van Pelt & Diamond St
Hippel Llp 210 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 1607
His Attorney 8 Penn Ctr 1628 JFK Blvd
His Auto Program 2012 Chestnut St
Hjerpe Katherine F 2100 Walnut St Apt 2l
Hocker Marilyn Penn Ctr House Apt 515 1900 JFK Blvd
Hoffler Tricia 1485 Se St Lucie Blvd
Hoffman Eric W 1717 Arch St Ste 3940 Helmick & Co LLC
Hogarth James 2300 Walnut St
Hollenback William M Jr Est, Robert Denious Esq Duane
Morris Heckscher 1 Liberty Pl
Holliday Linda 1617 Spruce St Apt 201
Hollowell Joann M 1717 Arch St 3940 Helmick Co
Hollstein Keating Cattell Johnson Godls 1628 JFK Blvd
Holtz Benjamin 1815 JFK Bl 2
Hong Sung M 1835 Arch St Apt 704
Hopkins Priscilla L 2118 Sansom St 2fl
Horace Drever Trust, Drinker Biddle & Reath L 1 Logan Sq
18th & Cherry Sts
Horbal Donna A 2300 Walnut St Apt 206
Hormann Albert, Ann 1424 W Hagert St
Horwitz Alfred 201 S 18th St 710 Rittenhouse Claridge
Horwitz Allan 1601 Market St 16th Floor
Horwitz Edwin 222 W Rittenhouse Sq Ph5
Horwitz Harry M, Lottie 1304 Kennedy House 1901 JFK
Blvd
Hosford Barbara C 1810 S Rittenhouse Apt 210
Hoshino Nahoko 2300 Walnut St 722
Howard F W 1717 Arch St 3940 Helmick Co
Howard Fischer Assoc 1800 JFL Blvd 7th Fl
Howard P Kauffman & Clarke And Cohen 1919 Chestnut St
Apt 1720
Howard Wayne 1717 Arch St 3940 Helmick Co
Howes Helen 2301 Market St
Hoyer Rachael 2114 Spruce St
Hsun Chih T 1815 Jfk Blvd Apt 615
Huang Zhiqin 2323 Race St
Hub LLC The 30 S 17 St
Hudek Emma E Est 1601 Market St Ste 1525
Huff Kristen M 2032 Locust St 2r
Huff Lesley 2313 Walnut St Apt A3
Human Resources Corp 1926 Arch St
Hung Chu Chun 1700 Market St Fl 28
Hungarter Douglas A 1714 Pine St Apt 3f
Hunt Daly Melissa 2010 Spruce St
Hunter Minnie L 2200 Walnut St
Huntington Ins Agency Inc Co Helmick & Co LLC 1717
Arch St Ste 3940
Huss Mary E 2301 Cherry St Apt 4k
Hussey Sara 1811 Chestnut St Apt 804
Hwa Yuan Inc Ta City Garden 1801 JFK Blvd
Hwang Jeesun 2035 Chestnut St Apt 201
Hyjazy Mohamed H 1918 Pine St
I Michael Luber Pc 1760 Market St Ste 1100
Ibbotson A 1600 Market St Ste 3600
Ida Barg Tr Fam of Gloria Levin 6 2 97 2500 One Liberty
Place
Imbarc 201 S 18th St Ste 300
In Zane Music 1608 Walnut St Ste 703
Inc 401k Plan Prmslic Legion Ins Ste 1500 One Logan Sq
Inc Fiserv S One Commerce Sq 2005 Marke
Ingersoll Ballard Spahr Benefits Admin 1735 Market St
Fl 51
Injoque Gerardo 1815 JFK Blvd 2416
Innervision Eyewear Inc 1700 Sansom St
Insurance Co of N America Stephen Harris, J Smith
Drinker Biddle & Reath
Invite Media Inc 1716 Chestnut St Ste 4
Ioc Fidelity I, Megan Gallagher 1625 Locust St
Ipc United Plaza Lease Lp 30 South 17th St Ste 1610
Iraloa Juan P 225 S 18th St Unit 1504
Irving Eleanor Jeffrey Pearlman Esq 1600 JFK Blvd 4 Penn
Ctr Ste 800
Isaac Djerassi MD Assoc 2034 Delancey St
Ito Suzuki Mayumi 2121 Market St Apt 623
J Donald Cameron Trust Frederick Lavaly Jm 1701 Market
St
J Kermit Lief Uw Hippel Llp 210 W Rittenhouse Sq
Apt 1607
Jackson Evelyn I58 N 23st 303
Jackson Hosie 2200 Walnut St
Jackson Joseph B 2300 Walnut St Apt 619
Jackson Mary 2200 Walnut St
Jackson Mona L 25 S 18th St 614
Jackson Theo I58 N 23st Apt 303
Jacobs Law Pc 1601 Market St Ste 2230
Jacobs Paula A Apt 2011 One Franklin Town
Jaffe Joan F 1810 Rittenhouse Sq Apt 1501
James Holly Anne 2015 Pine St
James Peter S, Michael 1 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 1104
Jamison Ernestine 1901 JFK Blvd
Jamois Eric 1635 Market St
Janey Montgomery Scott Inc 1801 Market St
Janney Montgomery Scott Inc 5 Penn Ctr Plz
Janney Montgomery Scott LLC 1717 Arch St Fl 16
Jansen Fred C Est 30 S 17th St
Javandel Mitra 1 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 404
Jefferson Frances A 1723 Spruce St Apt 4
Jenkins Calvin 150 N 20th St Ofc
Jenkins Ebony M 2005 Walnut St
Jennings Hubert, Eleanor St Leger Adm PNC Bank
Jewish Fam Psych Svc 1610 Spruce St Family Ps Jewish
Fam Psych Svc
Jill Hunt 1900 JFK Blvd 802
Jin Kim 2015 Locust St Apt 3f
Jms LLC 1801 Market St
John B Collins Assoc Inc 2 Logan Sq Fl 8
John Laing Homes 1628 JFK Blvd Proj−17147 Kimball Ave
John T Dorrance Jr Tuw Fbo Rosalynn Vine 1701 Market St
Johnsen Roger 1845 Walnut St 22fl
Johnstone Jerika, Lance 1818 Market St Fl 29
Jones Marion 2200 St James Place
Jones Mikel Law Firm LLC 1831 Chestnut St
Jordan William N Jr 1911 Panama St
Jose Caban 1600 Locust St
Jtj Assoc Inc, Abn Amro Sage 1818 Market St 18th Fl
Juncker Kristine 1930 Chestnut St Apt 17b
Jung So 1930 Chestnut St 9g
Kabra Archana L 201 S 18th St Apt 617
Kades Ventures Inc Ta 227 N Brd St Ste 300
Kadir Arif 1600 Walnut St Apt 705
Kagan Loren 225 S 18th St
Kaiserman Company Inc 201 S 18th St Ste 302
Kaisermanrobinson Constance 201 S 18th St
Kalai Mike 1622 Chestnut St
Kamada Kuzuhiro 1600 Arch St Apt 1104
Kane And Shore 1616 Walnut St 5th Fl
Kardon Arlan M 2013 Delancey St
Kardon Bruce E 220 W Rittenhouse Sq 25th Fl
Karim Nafis 1 Franklin Town Blvd
Kasperowicz Jeanne Est, Patricia A, James Hickey Esq 1760
Market St Ste 1100
Kassam Salim 201 S 25th St Ste 61
Kast David J 268 S 20th St
Kato Kenji 201 S 25th St Apt 413
Katz Lia 260 S 21st St 2r
Kaufman Lynne 1901 JFK Blvd 1606
Kawahara Hironori 2101 Chestnut St
Kazman Arthur 1 Commerce Sq
Kearney Joseph M Signey Hillman Apartments 22 S 22nd
St Apt 1414
Keen Elizabeth J 226 W Rittenhouse Sq
Kehan James Jms LLC 1801 Market St
Keller Kate 1811 Chestnut St Apt 606
Keller William F 2300 Delancey Pl Gdn Apt
Kelley A John J 117 S 17th St Ste 1902
Kelly Mark F 1929 Sansom St Apt 311
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Kemper Lumbermans Ins, Andrew Colombo 1717 Arch St
Fl 28
Kenney O Shea Llp 1818 Market St Ste 3520
Kerr Alexander 326 S 19th St
Keskiner Eser 201 S 18th St Apt 1813
Keum Soojin 226 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 2404
Kevin F Donohoe Co 1717 Arch St Ste 4030
Kevon Construction Rittenhouse Claridge No 300
Keys Laura 2321 Spruce St Fl 3
Keystone Auto Club 2040 Market St
Keystone Health Plan E PO Box 41507
Keystone Ins Co 2040 Market St
Khalid Faraz 2300 Walnut St Apt 429
Khera Raakhi S 1835 Arch St Apt 1612
Khojasteh Soorena 135 S 20th St Apt 1502
Khorram Group Lp 248 S 23rd St
Khorram Raena 135 S 20th St Apt 1502
Kil Ja Kim T A Expert Tailor 2301 Spruce St Store
Killino Jeffrey 2101 Market St 3802
Kim James C 1735 Market St Ste A121
Kim Jane 23 S 23rd St Unit 3r
Kim Steve Y 153 N 21st St 2f
Kimbrell Hillary 2429 Locust St Apt 209
Kiner Esther S 2 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 1016
King of Prussia Chiropractic 2041 Appletree St
Kinjerski Brian 1815 JFK Blvd.
Kinjo Ichiko 2400 Chestnut St Apt 3001
Kirloss Rafaela 267 S 19th St
Klein Arthur 2023 Pine St
Klein Company 1735 Market St Ste 4010
Klein Company Mellon Bank Ctr
Klenk Peter L Attn Stephen Ferry 2206 Delancey Place
Knowledge Rules 2001 Market St Fl 24
Knox Kohath X Paul Cohen Esq 2020 Walnut St Apt 9l
Kochanowicz Jacqueline A 2126 Cherry St
Kocian Paul E 201 S 25th St
Kodex Inc 1900 Market S
Koff Edward D 2020 Walnut St Apt 7f
Kohei Shinohara 2020 Walnut St
Kohler Larry J 1717 Arch St 3940 Helmick Co
Kohnstamm Sarah 2412 Delancey Place
Kojima Yoshiyuki 1815 JFK Blvd Apt
Kolling Rose A 2200 Walnut St
Koutoulaki Anna 2101 Chestnut St Apt 1219
Kranzel Jerome E 251 S 24th St Unit A
Kravitz Harriet 150 N 20th St Apt 404
Kremer Andrea R, I Raymond 1600 Market St Ste 3600
Kroll Assoc Inc 1628 JFK Blvd Ste 1600 8 Penn Ctr
Krupnick Betsy 135 South 19th St Apt 1512
Krzesiczan Matevz 2112 Chancellor St
Kumazawa Toshiko 2101 Chestnut St Apt 708
Kuo Edward 226 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 8
Kuo James J 226 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 1912
Kurack James Esq 1617 JFK Blvd 14th Fl
Kurtz John E 1901 JFK Blvd Apt 2904
Kurtz John E Apt 2904 1901 JFK Blvd
Kushnerick Joseph E 1616 Spruce St 4f
La Colombe Torrefaction Inc 130 S 19th St
Lacorne Vanella 1600 JFK Blvd
Laddaga Reinaldo 2205 St James St Apt C−1
Ladner Natalie 135 S 18th St Apt 907
Ladon Capital Partners 2300 Walnut St Apt 328
Laduke Casey D 1606 Locust St Apt 202
Lafavre Hadia 1900 Rittenhouse Sq Apt 10a
Lamont Graham Guard Katherine L Paul Esq 1735 Market
St 51st Fl
Land Service Usa 2 Logan Sq Ste 1101
Lansdowne Center Partnership 1922 Spruce St
Lapointe Ronald 2031 Locust St 102
Lascala Philip, Jamie 1810 Rittenhouse Sq 707
Laszlo Jozsef 331 S Smedley St Apt 22
Lattman Matthew 225 S 18th St Unit 522
Lau Stephen Unit 915 225 S 18th
Lavitz Arnold Co Maria Depina 315 S 22nd St
Law Offices of Peter E Meltzer Assoc Pc 1600 Locust St
Ste 200
Lc Wegard Conversion 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Leaf Funding Inc 2005 Market St 15th Fl
Lebanon Avenue Chirop Shaw Roseman 1831 Chestnut St
Ste 802
Lebron Mariano M 2016 Race St
Lee Hai Soon 100 N 20th St Fl 4
Lee Hajung 1927 Chestnut St Apt B2
Lee Juho 1909 Pine St
Legal Abstract Co 2200 Walnut St
Legg Mason Wood Walker Inc 1600 Market St Ste 1210
Lehnhoff James L 230 South 21st St
Lehr Martin 1815 JFK Blvd 2101
Leifer Marilyn 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Leiter Kevin 1824 Chestnut St
Leonard Kristin D 2114 Pine St Apt 3
Leshner Richard T 2600 One Commerce Sq
Levi Jonathan 2101 Walnut St Apt 809
Lewis Constance 158 N 23rd St Apt 705
Lewis Thomas III 201 S 25th St Apt 227
Lewis Valerie T 1803 Pine St
Lf Driscoll Co 1710 Rittenhouse Sq
Lfl Clinton Lp 273 Chestnut St
Li Hong Mei 2133 Walnut St
Liberty Property T R 1628 JFK Blvd 1100
Liew Lee 1 Franklin Town Blvd 516
Lin Michael 1815 JFK Blvd Apt 1517
Lin Richard 1616 Locust St Apt 502−D
Lincoln Natl Life Global Asset Alloc 1 Commerce Sq Wj
Dwyer 2005 Market St 6th Fl
Linearhealth LLC 2400 Chestnut St
Lippincott Williams 2001 Market St Two Commerc
Lipschitz Ruth 1900 JFK Blvd Apt 1121
Lipschutz Steven M Esq, Bounsri Vilaisak 1800 JFK Blvd
14th Fl
Lisa Iacovelli, Rittenhouse 135 137 S 20th St
Lisi Nicholas J 1900 Spruce St Ste 4
Liu Xin 2400 Chestnut St Apt 1803
Llobell Cortell Arturo 2300 Walnut St
Lmp Hedge Fund LLC 1818 Market St 18th Fl
Lo Albert 242 S 17th St Apt 2
Loeffler Bryan 2027 Rittenhouse Sq
Loft Arch 1835 Arch St
Logan Circle Alternatives Lp 1717 Arch St Ste 1500 Rita
Rauscher
Logan Public House LLC 100 N 18 St
Loomans Peter 1729 Spruce St Apt 5
Louchheim Danielle W 2021 Cherry St
Loughran Joseph E, Duane Morris Llp Atten Jeneen Magnin
30 S 17th St
Loughran Michael 4200 One Liberty Pl
Louie Beth 100 N 20th St Ste 401 Attn 412 Dept
Lounge Vango 116 S 18th St
Love Jean M 600 Arbutus St
Lower Kathleen H 1901 JFK Blvd Unit 2105−06
Lu Chonyang 2400 Chestnut St
Lublin Mark A 1617 JFK Blvd Fl 19
Lucchetto Brittany D 264 S 21st St
Lui Eugene 226 W Rittenhouse Sq 2215
Luminent Mortgage Co 1650 Market St 36th Fl
Lun Dennis P 2300 Walnut St Apt 608
Lundy Law 1635 Market St 19th Fl
Luxenberg Garbett Kelly & George 1601 Market St Ste 2320
Lynam LLC 1600 Market St Ste 1800
Lyshon Amelia C, E Moore 1900 Spruce St
M Fin Co Inc 1717 Arch St 3940 Helmick Co
Mac Phee Margaret V, Glenmede Deibert 1650 Market St
Ste 1200
Macchio James 2201 Chestnut St 010
Macduffie Katherine 224 Delancey Place
Macey & Kaufmann LLC 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 1025
Macgregor Douglas A, Cameron, Hepburn Wilcox Hamilton
& Putnam 1100 1 Penn Ctr Plaza
Macle Lilly Gomez One Commerce Sq 2005 Market St
Magerman Michael 2132 Race St
Magrann Const Svcs Inc 1650 Market St
Mahale Rajiv C 2031 Locust St 1803
Maklari Istvan 2300 Walnut St Apt 322
Malloy Edythe E 2300 Pine St
Mandel Richard 117 S Beechwood St
Maneely Fund 1900 Market St
Mangharam Siddharth 2215 Arch St Apt 209
Mann Music Center 1617 JFK Blvd
Marathon Grill 1601 JFK Blvd
Margaret H Meigs Trust 1 Penn Ctr Ste 500
Margaret Taxis Apt 306 Park Apts
Marks Oneill Obrien Courtney Pc 1800 JFK Blvd Ste
Marshall Dennehey Warner Coleman 1845 Walnut St
16th Fl
Martin Banks Pond Lehockey Wilson 1818 Market St
Martin Ellen Allen 1835 Market St
Martin James W RR 1
Martinez Xochiquetzal 1728 Sprus St Apt B
Martini John 2500 One Liberty Place 1650 Market St
Martz Megan M 2039 Moravian St
Mary Alice D Malone Gst Cust 94, Morgan Lewis & R Vine
1701 Market St
Mary Ann Hagan Atty at Law 1700 Sansom St 7th Fl
Mary P Wolf Trust U A Dtd 05 14 92 2211 Delancey St
Marzluf Eric S 250 S 17th St 1101
Maskaron Robert 1703 Spruce St Apt 3f
Master Weinstein P C 1818 Market St Ste 3620
Mathews Akilah 301 S 19th St Apt 8c
Mathonnat Jean L 2007 Chestnut St Apt 3
Matsunaga Erina 1815 JFK Blvd 1805
Matsunaga Miyuki Apt 1913 A 1815 JFK Blvd
Matsuo Kenichi 226 W Rittenhouse Sq Unit 1
Matt Cunniff Design Assoc 1823 Sansom St
Mattei Nanette 2323 Race St Unit 106
Matthews Dorothy M 150 N 20th St Apt 305n
Matthews L 2107 Arch St Apt B
May Bess R 1919 Chestnut St Apt 2306
May Norma E 150 N 20th St Apt 227
Mazaika Megan 246 S 23rd St
Mazurek Law Firm LLC PO Box 15792
Mbaessayhelp A Div Polareo LLC 266 S 23rd 14a
Mcalear Patricia M, Ronald J 2018 Race St
Mcallister 1760 Market St Ste 1100
Mccabe Childrens Charitable Trust, Morgan Lewis & Nancy
Allen 1701 Market St
Mccabe James L Stradley Ronon Stevens, Jessica Johnson
2005 Market St Ste 2600
Mccabe Jel, J L Morgan Lewis & Bockius 1701 Market St
Mccarthy John A, Edward T Cahill Cfo, Catholic Social Svcs
222 N 17th St
Mccarthy Keri L 2300 Walnut St Apt 206
Mccarthy Nadine 201 S 25th Stapt 407
Mccurdy Layton 135 S 19th St Ste 230
Mcdonald Julie 1900 JFK Blvd Apt 516
Mcgann Omar 1801 JFK Blvd 2706
Mcgarry John 226 W Rittenhouse Sq Unit 2110
Mcinnes Philip 1835 Arch St 0912
Mcinnis Bernadette 2101 Delancey St
Mcintyre Eric 1812 Pine St Apt 3r
Mckenna Bill 1700 Market St
Mckenna Susan 1650 Market St
Mcm Securities Lp 1900 Market St Ste 616 Daniel Bigelow
Mcquire Marguerite 245 S 21st St
Mcs Group Inc 1601 Market St 800
Mcshea John P 1717 Arch St 28th Fl
Medical Broadcast LLC 229 18th St S
Medical Central Pharmacy 2116 Chestnut St
Medical Copy Svcs 1601 Market St 800
Meine Susan 328 S Smedley St
Meisler Esther 2 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 805
Mellon Bank Center 1735 Market St
Menaged Vanessa 1731 Pine St − Apt 2f
Mendell Carl F 326 S 19th St Apt 10a
Mercantile Pooled Fd Dvd Focus 1600 Market St PNC Bank
Merrell David Y 307 S Smedley St
Mescia Pasquale, Denise 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 1400
Mhs Industires Inc 2207 Chestnut St
Michael A Carter Trust Utd 12/13/2005 2000 Market St
Fl 10
Michael Dean 1650 Arch St 22nd Fl
Michaely Yuval 1901 Sansom St Apt 5
Michman Richard 1735 Market St Ste A304
Micro Trade LLC 1818 Market St 18th Fl
Mikes Steaks 1601 Chestnut St
Miller Bruce 1707 Rittenhouse Sq
Miller David S 1901 Walnut St 3a
Miller Karen 1900 JFK Blvd Apt 1121
Miller L 2220 Spruce St
Miller Rikki, Pam Levy 2600 One Commerce Sq
Mills Corp Securities Litigation Escrow Fund 2001 Market
St
Minor Robert L 1901 Pine St 3 Apt C
Mirabello F J, Morgan Lewis & Bockius 1701 Market St
Mitchell Robert J 1900 JFK Blvd Apt 402
Mitsubishi Construction Corp 1601 Market St 25th Fl
Miyasaka Atsuhiro 1500 Locust Apts Apt 4018
Mobility Saint Honore 1835 Market St. Philadelphia Intl
Med
Modi Ashish K 201 S 18th St Apt 1410
Mohammadi Asa 2215 Arch St Apt 211
Mohammed Abdul Sayeed 1 Franklin Town Blvd
Molaee Tony 2120 Sansom St
Monahan Thomas M, Doris M 1735 Market St 10th Fl
Monastery Carmelite 329 S 25th St
Moneymetrics Ins Agcy In 1717 Arch St 3940 Helmick Co
Moon Brenda 1900 JFK Blvd Apt 8
Moore Betty A, Patricia Moore 118 S 21st St 1414
Moore Mary D 2200 Walnut St
Morante Karen 2501 Pine St
Moravian Associates Lp 1926 Arch St 4r
Morgan Claire 2104 Cypress St
Morgan Lewis Bokius 1701 Market St
Morgan Rich 2005 Market St
Morgan Stanley 2 Logan Sq Fl 14
Morris Duane 30 S 17th St
Morris Edna M, Robert 4526 Lancaster Ave
Morris J Cohen & Co, Terri Paczewski 4 Penn Ctr Plaza
Morrison Edith, John, Rose 3413 Welsh Rd
Morrissey Joseph 1700 Market St
Mors Martha E Mellon Bank Ctr 1735 Market St
Moss Henry N 220 W Rittenhouse Sq 25th Fl
Motley William 1835 Arch St 1012
Mpdc Lp 2400 Market St 209
Mri Contract Staffing R 88276 Expedite Way
Mu Helen 226 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 2811
Muhammad Wilkerson 1800 JFK Blvd Ste 300
Muhlenberg Nicholas, Laurie Peer 326 S Smedley St
Mullahy James J, Mullahy Co 1760 Market St Ste 401
Mulligan Patricia P 1818 Market St Ste 2430, Oppenheimer
& Co Inc
Murphy Francis J Rittenhouse Savoy 1810 Ritten House
Unit 1201
Murray William P III 2200 Arch St Unit 1104
Murthy Ashwin 1700 Walnut Apt 3a
Muschel Louis H, Ruth J 250 S 18th St Apt 1400
Muturi Judith W 201 S 18th St Apt 1513
My Film Co 1612 Market St Ste 14
N Broad Street Assoc 2017 Sansom St
Naas Gary Attn Mutual Funds 1 Commerce Sq 2005 Market
St Ste 1200
Nadebaum Christopher T 1700 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy Ap
Nagarajan Meenakshi 2101 Chestnut St Apt 622
Nagle Wesley Est F Jm Lavaly Esq Morgan Le 2000 One
Logan Sq
Nahoko Hoshino 2300 Walnut St Apt 722
Naik Ami 2020 Walnut St
Nakazawa Gota 2020 Walnut St Apt 20k
Nancy Trachtenberg Ira 5 Penn Ctr Plz
Narula Munish 1815 JFK Blvd
Natali Dennis 1617 JFK Blvd
Nath 255 S 17th St Ste 2402
National Archives Flynn Co 1621 Wood St
National Financial Svcs 1 Commerce Sq 2005 Market St
National Medical Imaging PO Box 30537
National Welding Supply Assoc 1900 Arch St
Natl Disease Res Inst 8 Penn Ctr 15th Fl 1628 JFK Blvd
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Natti Yamini P 1815 JFK Blvd
Nauman Michael F 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Navy Day Regatta 1623 Spruce St
Ndri 1628 John F Kennedy Blvd 8 Penn Ctr 15th Fl
Nelson Medical Group Pc, Abdul Howard 255 S 17th St
20th Fl
Nelson Medical Group Prof Corp 401, Penny Walker 255 S
17th St
Netxentry LLC 2400 Chestnut St
Newburb Corp 1835 Arch St Ste 1406
Newcomb Nicole 23 23rd St S 2e
Newsham Jim PO Box 15926
Newton Raymond 2016 Locust St Apt 2 Flr
Nf Clearing, Jeanmarie Beukers Cash 1 Commerce Sq 2005
Market St 15th Fl
Nguyen Lan 1901 Sansom St Apt 5
Nicholls Simon 308 S 23rd St
Nichols Beatrice, Bruce 1810 Rittenhouse Sq Apt 811
Nicolli Elizabeth 1901 Pine St No 2
Nlanda Mendel N 1700 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy Ap
Noble Decor LLC 2400 Market St Ste 104
Norfolk Southern Corp Real Estate Contract Svc 2001
Market St 29th Fl
Novick Lauren 1629 Spruce St Apt 5
Novison Eric J 2400 Chestnut St Apt 2509
Numedco Inc Dean M Schwartz Esq 2600 One Commerce Sq
Nupson Anna K 1600 Market St Ste 3600
Nurse.Com 100 N 20th St 4th Floor
Nuttall James P 230 N 21st St Unit 209
Nzc Eq Lp 1760 Market St Ste 1100
Oak Island II 2133 Arch St Ste 400
Oberholtzer John H A Litt 1 Logan Sq 1601
Obermayer Maxwell R 210 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 1607
Ochs William Jr Esq, K Lynch Esq United Plaza 30 S
17th St
Oconnell Jamie 121 N Lambert St
Oconnor Arlene 1635 Market St Fl 17
Oconnor Cozen, Angela Candelora 1900 Mkt St
Oconnor Jeremy 1819 Spruce St
Odebralski Janice M 2400 Chestnut St Apt 711
Odonnell Joseph 2300 Walnut St 729
Ohagan Mary 2125 Cypress St
Ohio Valley Taco Corp 1528 Walnut St Ste 515
Olszef Genevieve 1760 Market St Ste 600
Olympic Studios Kennedy House 2409 1901 JFK Blvd
Oosterhuis Christopher 1700 Walnut St
Oreilly Zita 251 S 222 St Unit J
Orthopedic Specialists Pc Joseph M Vivone 2000 Market St
13th Fl
Ossowicz Piotr 2121 Market St
Packman Gertrude J, Julia 1901 JFK Blvd Apt 9
Padilla Erica, Steven M Lipschutz Esq 1800 JFK Blvd
5th Fl
Padula Nicole L 2101 Chestnut St 722 River West Condos
Pandey Rakshit 201s 18th St Unit 1611
Panitch Ronald L 1 Commerce Sq 2005 Market St 22nd Fl
Papantoniou Antonios E 1835 Arch St Apt 911
Paramarta Rizal Apt 3914
Parent To Child 1st Fl 1722 Pine St
Parikh Sefali D 1600 Walnut St Apt 701
Paris Associates LLC 1628 JFK Blvd Ste 2300
Park So H 2400 Chestnut St Apt 601
Parke Mary M 30 S 17th St 20th Fl
Parkinsons Disease Found Adm Sterling Apt Homes 1815
JFK Blvd Apt 2
Parkinsons Disease Gene T 1803 Pine St N 1f
Parks Acacia Apt 1020 1600 Arch St
Parkway Realty Tlp 38 2 Liberty Place 1601 Chestnut St
Parthasarathy Ramya 2300 Pine St Unit 10
Partridge Architects 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 900
Pasternack Marvin, Joan E 2401 William Penn House 1919
Chestnut St
Patel Ashwin 2400 Chestnut Ave 1403
Patel Digyna 1700 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy Apt 1915
Patel Rohit A 2043 Arch St Apt A
Pattern Analysis Inc 1801 Market St Ste 200
Patterson John 128 S 22nd St
Paul Schure Ltd Partnership 1630 Spruce St
Paulo Richard J 226 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 1602
Paylor Xanthus S 17th St
Pc Fineman K 1735 Mkt St Mellon Bank Ctr Ste 600
Peco Energy Co 2301 Market St
Peggy Browning Fund 1818 Market St Ste 2300
Pelino Clare M 301 S 19th St
Penn Lottie 22 S 22nd St
Pennsylvania Compensation Rating Bureau 30 S 17th St
United Plaza Bldg, Ste 1500
Pennsylvania Partnership 1900 Delancey Pl
Penrose Hallowell 1810 Rittenhouse Sq No 4503
Pens Trust Wexler Weisman, Harvey I Forman 1 Logan Sq
Pensirikul Alyssa 1815 JFK Blvd Apt 627
Pepper Hamilton & Scheetz 3000 2 Logan Sq 18th & Arch
St
Pepper Hamilton Llp 3000 Two Logan Sq
Pepperjam 1835 Market St Ste 1105
Perlmutter Leigh D 224 W Rittenhouse Sq
Perrin Lynnsey 1650 Market St 51st Floor
Pessel R 1600 Market St Ste 3600
Peter E Meltzer & Assoc 1600 Locust St Ste 200
Peter E Meltzer & Assoc 2000 Market St 13th Fl
Petroska Susan 2015 Chestnut St Apt 3
Petroska Susan Donaghy 2015 Chestnut St Apt 3
Pfeifer Francesca A James Hickey Esq 1760 Market St
Ste 1100
Phelan Hainan & Schmieg Pa, Vincent Soda 1617 JFK Blvd
Ste 1400
Phelps Professional Srvs PO Box 95000−3465
Phila Corp for Invest Svc, Albert Louis Denton Esq 1
Liberty Place 1650 Market St Ste 3050
Philadelphia Assoc of Prof Process Srvc 1617 JFK Blvd
Ste 1045
Philadelphia Real Estate 115 S 21st St
Phillips Edith 2100 Walnut
Phoenix Investor LLC 242 S 17th St
Phs LLC 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 1400
Pierce Jason Paris 215 S Bonsall St
Pinpoint Systems Inc,Sp Manager 1717 Arch St 35th Fl
Pirolli Grace 2 Logan Sq Fl 14
Pisharody Siddharth Dorchester Unit 1118
Please Touch Museum 210 N 21st St
Pma Capital Pension Plan, Pma Capital Group Mellon Bank
Ctr 1735 Market St Ste 3000
Pma Insurance Co 1735 Market St Ste 2800
Polay Janet S 1650 Market St Ste 1800
Possehl Gregory L 223 S Bonsall St
Post & Schell 1800 JFK Blvd 19th Fl
Post & Schell Pc 1600 JFK Blvd
Post Zachary 1815 JFK Blvd Apt 2304
Preston Benjamin B 1 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 403
Preston Carol B 1 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 403
Protasov Andrey V 2430 Spruce St Apt 2f
Proudman William 2127 Walnut St 1r
Prwt Services 1835 Market St Ste 800
Prwt Services Inc 1835 Market St 8th Fl
Public Private Ventures Carol Dash Ste 600 2000 Market St
Pumphrey Dorothy, Bentley 22 S 22nd St Apt 315
Puri Surbhi 2400 Chestnut St 2601
Qcc Ins Co Amerihealth Ins P2p S2770 1901 Market St
Qcc Ins Co, Amerihealth Ins Co Stephanie Reed 1901
Market St 28th Flr
Qi Qi G 1700 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Qiu Vicky 1815 JFK Blvd Ste 2019
Quality Litigation Svcs 1628 JFK Blvd 8 Penn Ctr Ste 1810
Quinn Francis X 252 S 21st St
Quinn Rebecca, John 2019 Rittenhouse Sq
R3 Food Services LLC of Pittsburgh 1528 Walnut St Ste 515
Rachael R Gordon Irrevo Trust 1900 S Rittenhouse Sq
Radian 1601 Marketplace St
Radian Attn Tammy Fitzpatrick 1601 Market St
Radian Guaranty Inc 1601 Market St 6th Fl
Radian Mortgage Assurance Co 1601 Market St
Radian Services Inc 1601 Market St
Radiance Tech Apss Dept Puran Tewari 1701 JFK Blvd
Raghavan Krishna 1700 Market St
Raghavan Srinidhi 2400 Chestnut St
Rai Jitha 2043 Arch St Apt A
Raimo Nicholas J 2177 Riverbend Rd
Rak Katherine 2007 Chestnut St Apt C2
Ranck J Richard 2031 Locust St Apt 1405
Rangaswami Janani 2400 Chestnut St Apt 1009
Ravimohan Shruthi 2300 Pine St Apt17
Record Copy Svcs 1880 JFK Blvd
Reed Damian 201 S 25th St Apt 422
Reed Jason C 1700 Pine St Apt 1f Apt 1f
Reeves Elwood F Jr Est 2000 Market St Fl 21
Reiber Pascal 1914 Pine St 2
Reidy Matthew J 1 Franklintown Blvd Apt 2
Reilly Kathleen 1818 Spring Gdn St Apt 401
Reiter Ella G Est 2 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 501
Reliable Copy Svc 1801 Market St Ste 660 Linda Grasmick
Reliance Standard Lic, Thomas Burghart Admin Off 2001
Market St Ste 1500
Remax City Group 2200 Walnut St
Resolute Mgmt Mid Atlantic Div United Plaza Ste 700 30 S
17th St
Resource America Inc Melissa Culbertson 2005 Market St
15th Fl
Reznick Jessica K 1716 Pine St
Rhoads Jed E 201 S 18th St Apt 2416
Rhodes Christian L 1 Franklin Town Blvd Apt
Richards Abby M 2100 Walnut St
Richards Horace G, Marie Logan Sq East Apt 1403 2
Franklin Town Blvd
Ridgways PO Box 15885
Rie Yamamoto 2121 Market St Apt 611
Rieff Philip 2025 Delancey Place
Right Management Consulta 1600 JFK Blve 610
Riley Augustus J, Asst Treasurer 2301 Market St
Ringer Nathanael 1815 JFK Blvd Apt 2408
Risk Management Assoc One Liberty Plaza Ste 2300
Rittenhouse Development Co Rittenhouse
210 W Rittenhouse Sq
Rittenhouse Plastic Surgery 2255 S 17th St Ste 2200
Rittenhouse Plaza Inc 1901 Walnut St
Rittenhouse Square Imaging 1705 Rittenhouse Sq
Rittereiser Alexis J Trust 11 Penn Ctr 1835 Market St
Ste 420
Rittereiser Frederic W 11 Penn Ctr 1835 Market St Ste 420
Riverloft 2300 Walnut St
Roane H M, Riverside Presy Towers 158 N 23rd St 206n
Robert Diamond PO Box 2125
Roberts Matthew 100 N 20th St
Roberts Suzanne Writtenhouse Cond 210 W
Robinson Lawrence 100 N 22nd St Apt 122 Ste 4
Robinson Mildred 2200 Walnut St
Roger J Guenette Ira 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Romber & Co, Prudential Bache Securitie Elkins Div 1700
Market St
Ronal His Atty 8 Penn Ctr
Rong Lan 1700 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Rorer Asset Management LLC 1 Liberty Place Ste 5100
Rosen Joshua 1810 Rittenhouse Sq Apt 2
Rosenbaum Harry 801 Locust Residence Apt 1317
Rosenbaum Trust 2 115 S 21st St
Rosenberg Aaron 2600 One Commerce Sq
Rosenberg Burton 201 S 18th St 710 Rittenhouse Claridge
Rosenbluth E Dickinson, Telecommunications
2401 Walnut St
Rosenbluth Lee 2401 Walnut St
Rosenbluth Vacation 2401 Walnut St
Rosenthal Michael 1919 Chestnut St Unit 1409
Rossetti Tim 1800 JFK Blvd S
Rost Barbara, E Moore 1900 Spruce St
Rotary of F 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 680
Rotko Family Foundation 1600 Market St Ste 3600
Rowland Jennifer Split Second 2101 Market St 3002
Roy F Weston Inc Lauren Spivak Cms Co 1926 Arch St
Rozier Thomas Est 2101 Pine St
Rubin Eli S 2021 Walnut St Apt 3
Ruderman Aviva 2101 Walnut St
Rudman Kal 1650 Market St Fl 21
Rudolph Amy, Pam Levy 2600 One Commerce Sq
Rudolph Henry R 201 S 18th St Apt 1118
Rulon Miller Samuel 2105 Pine St
Rumpf Gustav Kathleen A Stephenson 3000 Two Logan Sq
18th & Arch Sts
Russell Ed 1717 Arch St 3940 Helmickcompany
Rutherford Brown & Catherwood 1 Penn Ctr Ste 500
Rutherford Brown Catherwood LLC 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 500
Ryan Jim 1818 Market St 18th Fl
Rynes Mildred M 1608 Wellington Apts 135 S 19 St
S Hillman Medical Center 2116 Chestnut St
Saber Hospitality, Corp Benefits 1811 Chestnut St 702
Sabia Barbara P Est PO Box 29743 2nd
Sable Sherry B 2426 Spruce St
Sachs Barbara 2 Logan Sq Ste 3000
Sadeq Zahra 311 S 20th St Apt 31
Safier Frances 2 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 2410
Salami Zahra O 1 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 1719
Salicrup Alejandro 2100 Walnut St 4c
Samuel Grossi & Sons 1717 Arch St
Santangelo Diane P 1628 JFK Blvd 8 Penn Ctr 950
Sarkar Monika A 2223 Spruce St Apt 2r
Savage Deborah A 1823 Carlton St
Saville Susan Est Barbara Hacker Esq 2000 Market St
20th Fl
Savitz 1845 Walnut St
Sawicki Nadia 308 S Iseminger St
Sax Helen S PO Box 30537
Scandone Dorothy, Robert 1880 JFK Blvd Ste 600
Scanlon Lawrence 343 S Smedley St
Scardigli Theresa 2200 Arch St Apt 810
Schafer James 2005 Market St One Commerce Sq
Schaffer Michael Warren, First Phila Investment Group
2009 Chestnut St
Scheefers Joseph P 1717 Arch St 3940 Helmick Co
Schiffer Samuel 2 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 108
Schilling Curtis 2000 Market St, Fox Rothschild Llp
Schleifer Weinstein 2 Commerce Sq 4100 2001 Market
Schm Alberta F Est PO Box 2155 Roseann Freitas
Schneider Robyn 1971 Spruce St
Schorling Klett Rooney 18th & Arch St Robert A Griffiths 2
Logan Sq 12th Fl
Schreiber Alan D 237 S 18th St Apt 18a
Schuman Pearl 118 S 21st St Apt 922
Schwartz Gary E 1701 Locust St Unit 1512
Schwartz Lenora 22 S 22nd St
Schwartz Sylvia 256 S 24th St
Schwartzman Richard 2530 Pine St
Schweitzer Mark 2039 Appletree St
Scott Charley C 1717 Arch St 3940 Helmick Co
Scott Ellen 1905 Spruce St 2
Scott Family Trust Eizen Fineburg Mccarthy 2001 Market
St−Ste 3410 2 Commerce Sq
Scott Kelly L 135 S 19th St Apt 503
Scott Robert E 1717 Arch St 3940 Helmick Co
Scull Edward P Jr 1600 Market St Ste 3200
Sedgwick 1801 Market St
Sedgwick Cms 1801 Market 10 Penn Ctr 5 F
Sedlack Joseph 2500 One Liberty Place
Seelaus M Kathleen 1929 Sansom St Apt 811
Seelaus M Kathleen 1929 Sansom St Apt 816
Seet Daniel W 266 S 23rd St Apt 15a
Sefert Amy 2400 Chessnut St 12
Sem Ekta 1815 JFK Blvd Apt 2018
Sembello Cleaners 2120 Walnut St 1st Fr
Semetko Vera I 1717 Arch St 3940 Helmick Co
Seneca Capital LP Ready Cash Gp Corp 1845 Walnut St
Fl 10
Seng Go H 1800 Chestnut St
Senior Care PO Box 2272
Seo Hyoju 226 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 1203
Serlen Gertrude 1900 JFK Blvd Apt 1504 Penn Ctr House
Sesum Natasa 1 Franklin Town Blvd 1405
Seung Ho Kim T A Wireless on 50 S 19th St
Sgro Sebastian, Agnes 150 N 20th St
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Shaffer Neal 150 N 20th Apt 303
Shanbhag Maya Ramdas 1836 Pine St Apt 1f
Shapiro Michael R 2101 Chestnut St Unit 1512
Sharbaugh James Est, Thomas 2126 Delancy Pl
Shay Edward F 2309 Delancey Place
Sheedy J Dennis 1601 Market St Ste 1525
Shelley James P 1760 Market St Fl 12
Sherman David 8 Penn Ctr 1628 JFK Blvd
Sheth Neil 2031 Locust St Apt 105
Shine Ann P 2139 Cypress St
Shirley Lillian J 158 N 23rd St Apt 202
Shlw Lp 276 S 23rd St
Shor Kolsby Gordon One Liberty Pl 1650 Market St Fl 22
Shorr Johnson Magnus 100 N 20th St Ste 201
Shorr Johnson Magnus 1831 Chestnut St 6th Fl
Shroder Deborah Y 1722 Spruce St B2
Shroff Vismay P 1600 Arch St Apt 1504
Shulman Marilyn 210 W Rittenhouse Sq
Sibila Michele 204 N 23rd St
Sigal Stan 2200 Walnut St
Silver Robert 201 S 18th St Apt 2409
Silvers Tracy H 234 S 20th St Apt 2f
Simon Joan, David 1600 Market St Ste 501
Simon Lyla 1901 JFK Blvd Apt 2
Simon Peter D Est, Peter D Jr 118 S 21st St 1401
Simon Scott Apt 1100 250 S 17th St
Simos Simeonidis 201 S 18th St
Sims Joseph P Jr 2031 Locust St Apt 1405
Siplet Esther 1900 JFK Bl 1606
Sirisawat Ketsareepat 2045 Chestnut St Apt A1
Sisneros James L 1829 Pine St 202
Sixtytwo Hulbert Avenue LLC 1411 Walnut St 3rd Fl, Phila
Mgmt Co
Sjahrir Gita 2300 Walnut St 424
Skiles Bessie 2217 Locust St
Skinner Kaman 2215 Arch St Apt 207
Skoog Rachel M Dagna Laufer
Sky Bar 116 S 18th St
Smalley Bernard W 1900 Delancey Pl
Smith Bros Colbry Co Inc 1600 Arch St Unit 1518
Smith James Roberson 2323 Race St Unit 1116
Smith John F III One Liberty Place
Smith Michael S 1829 Spruce St Apt 2f
Smith Paul Charles, Zachary Mark PO Box 30426
Smith Rodney 1818 Market St 30th Fl
Smith Thelma 22 S 22nd St Apt 1204
Snackbar Restaurant Jonathan Makar 253 S 20th St
Snowden Roger T 1835 Market St Ste 320
Snyder Anne Elsevier Inc 1600 JFK Blvd Donna Ciccotelli
Snyder Elizabeth 1601 Rittenhouse Calridge
Snyder Jacob 1818 Market St Ste 3010
Solomon Noah 2105 Spruce St
Solomon Sherman Gabay & Gwendolyn You 1628 JFK Blvd
Ste 2200
Sophia C Gordon Irrevo Trust 1900 S Rittenhouse Sq 4a
Sougstad Dilara 1801 JFK Blvd 601
Sounds of The Underg, Liberty Venture Partners 2005
Market St 2040
Sovco Inc 1717 Arch St 3940 Helmick Co
Spencer Rand 1608 Walnut St Ste 1300
Sphikas Constantine G, Yuriko 1735 Market St Apt A295
Spielberg Josefine 100 N 22nd St Apt 134
Spiess Saskia 2002 Pine St
Spine Center John Freeland 1911 Arch St
Springboard Ventures LLC 1700 Market St
Sr 222 Rittenhouse Sentinel Real Estate 222 W Rittenhouse
Sq
St Elmo Club Permanent Fund 1800 One Liberty Place
St Ives Financial Inc 1717 Arch St 31st Flr
Staller Jerry 1608 Walnut St Ste 801
Stann Susan 1800 JFK Blvd
Starcite Inc 1600 Market St Fl 27
Starcite Inc, Kelli Magnum 1650 Arch Fl 18
State Farm Indemnity Co, Ruthrauff Assoc 1608 Walnut St
Ste 1301
Staton D Adm’x Est Kirim Staton Lee D Rosenfeld Esq 123
S 22nd St
Stein Belle, James M Orman 1845 Walnut St 15th Fl
Stenton Place Assoc, Robert J Shusterman Esq 1608 Walnut
St 18th Fl
Stern David Esq 1818 Market St
Stern Joseph F 100 N 20th St Ste 401
Stewart Lamar 2200 Walnut St
Stingelin Laura, Elsevier Inc Med Textbook Dept Ste 1800
1600 JFK Blvd
Stock Clearing Corp of Philadelphia 1900 Market St
Stokes Marian M PO Box 30303
Stoller Jessica 301 S 19th St
Stone Charles H 10 S 18th St Room 107
Strack Lorena C 2200 Walnut St
Stradley Ronon Stevens Young Jessica Johnson 2005 Market
St Ste 2600
Stradley Ronon Stevens Young Llp 2005 Market St Ste 2600
Straus Joseph Jr 1900 Market St
Straus Philip A 228 S 21st St
Striga Michael, Richard Fiserv Sec Inc One Commerce Sq
2005 Market St Ste 1200
Sub Robert J 1900 JFK Blvd Apt 402
Suelle Corp 1616 Walnut St
Sullivan Associates 2314 Market St Fl 2
Sullivan Kathryn 4522 Spruce St
Sultan Saleh M, Fidelity Bk Rittenhouse of 18th Walnut Sts
Sun Co Inc Real Estate Dept 1801 Market St
Sunderman F Willia, Stephen Ferry 2206 Delancey Place
Sunoco Maint 1735 Market St Ste Ll
Sunoco Partners LLC 1735 Market St Ste Ll
Sunsource One Logan Sq
Supreme Group Ltd 206 Logan Ct
Sure Trace Security Cor Fl 3 1615 Walnut St
Sussman Barbara J 313 S 18th St
Suzuki Masaaki, Serika 2101 Chestnut St 803
Swanson Kimberly 227 S Van Pelt St 2
Sylvester Patrick W 1815 Delancey Pl
T F S Ins Agency Inc Independent Partners 1717 Arch St
No 3940
T R C Operations Inc 2000 Market St
T W of Stanley E Zimmerman 1600 Market St Ste 3600
Tachiki Steven T 100 N 20th St Ste 401
Takeno Hiroko 1815 JFK Blvd 712
Tal Sharon, Nadav 245 S 21st St
Tan Liting Wanamaker House Unit 14g
Tardio Mary L 135 S 19th St Apt 504
Taricano Julie M 1832 Pine St
Tax Executives Institute 1735 Market St 15th Fl
Taylor Aversa, James, Linn 1700 Market St Ste 3050
Taylor Gwendolyn 2200 St James Place
Taylor Lane Jr Stradley Ronon Stevens Jessica Johnson
2005 Market St Ste 2600
Teleos Leadership Inst Frances Johnston 1831 Chestnut St
Terker Ross L 1815 JFK Blvd Apt 1
Terrance Armstrong 2005 Market St
Terrill Dorothy 1800 JFK Blvd Ste 5
Tfm Investment Group 1818 Market St Ste 1803
Tfs Insurance Agency Inc 1717 Arch St No 3940 Indepen-
dent Partners
The Corp Housing Partners LLC 1700 Benjamin Franklin
Pkwy
Theis Kathleen V, Andrew 1609 Sansom St
Thomas Daniel Kurt Heinr 326 S 19th St
Thomas Flynn E Est 1900 JFK Blvd 2012
Thomas M Kohler DDS 255 So 17th St 1206
Thomas Properties Group Gail Korchak 2005 Market St Ste
3200
Thompson Bernard 2105b Arch
Thompson Jason 2037 Moravian St
Thomson Reuters 1601 Market St
Tian Qiu 1815 JFK Blvd Apt 1004
Ticketleap 1700 Sansom St 6th Fl
Tildord Clarence D 2200 Walnut St
Tilles Sara 1921 Chestnut St
Titus Mitchell One Logan Sq Flr 29
Tobin Margaret A 2310 Delancey Pl
Toborowsky Robort Md 1616 Walnut St 1116
Toll Edith Apt 2809 Kennedy House 19th & JFK Blvd
Toman Vera 301 S 19th St Apt 3e
Tomizawa Keiko 1600 Walnut St Apt 505
Torchia William 118 S 21st St Apt 615
Towing By The Hook Inc 1700−1799 Chestnut St
Toys For Tots 2005 Market St
Tran Maryann, Tan 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 355
Transfield Svcs 1818 Market St
Transportation Ins Co Law Offices of J Mark Pec 30 S 17th
St Ste 2010
Trc Pinnacle Towers LLC 4100 One Commerce Sq 2005
Market St
Trimingham Trust Pamela Dunbar One Liberty Place
Trubman Shirley, Joseph 1760 Market St Ste 1200
Trudeau Isabel Elsevier 1600 JFK Blvd Ste 1800
Tsai Hsun Chih 1815 JFK Blve Apt 615
Tsepenyuk Juliya 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 355
Tsuchiya Hiromichi 2121 Market St Apt 319
Tsuei Jannie 1930 Chestnut St Apt 15a
Tucker Juliette 120 S 17th St
Tucker Law Group LLC 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 1700
Tud Albert F Hauptfuhrer Jr 1 Logan Sq
Tud Charles W Young 2000 Market St Fl 10
Tunstall Cecilia A 150 N 20th St Apt 237
Turner Construction Co 1800 JFK Blvd Ste 1200
Tv Works LLC 1701 JFK Blvd 48th Fl
Ubs Financial Services 1735 Market St 35th Fl
Uchimoto William 11 Penn Ctr 1835 Market St Ste 420
United Elevator Co 2108 Sansom St
United Engineers Intl 30 S 17th St
United Hc Medicare Advantage 1717 Arch St Ste 2910
Us Debt Settlement LLC 1916 Delancey Pl
Us Facilities Inchtsi 1800 JFK Blvd 16th Fl
Uy Clariville 2020 Walnut St 8f
V F Holdings Inc Victor Keen Duane Morris 1650 Market St
Lbby 1
Vague Richard 1717 Arch St
Valentine Carla 2008 Walnut St Apt 2fw
Valentine Charles M 2205 Delancey Pl
Valentine Joanne 1 Franklintown Blvd 503
Van Zyl Sarel Johannes Stefanus 1601 Sansom St Apt 5−B
Vargas Kenneth A Commissions Dept 1700 Market St
Veith Geoffrey W, Samuel A 2 Logan Sq Ste 1700
Ventras Capital Advisors 1735 Market St Ste 3920
Veritext 1801 Market St Ste 180
Veritext Acquisition Natl Depo 1801 Market St Ste 1800
Veritext Corp 1801 Market St Ste 1800
Veritext Pa Reporting Co 1845 Walnut St 15th Fl
Veritext Pa Reporting Co Ten Penn Ctr Ste 1800
Veritext Pennsylvania Reporting Co LLC 1801 Market St
Vie Financial Group Inc 11 Penn Ctr 1835 Market St
Ste 420
Vilaisak Bounsri, Bounlab 1800 JFK Blvd 14th Fl
Vitt Geoffrey B 1816 Spruce St Apt 4f
Volpe Koenig 1617 JFK Blvd Ste400
Vuocolo Diane E 30 S 17th St
W Moennig & Son Ltd 2039 Locust St
Wade Financial 1818 Market St 18th Fl
Wadhera Sangeeta, Naveen 201 S 18th St Apt 721
Wadhwa Ankit 1815 JFK Blvd Apt 609
Wagenfeld Levine 1760 Market St Ste 1000
Waheed Sanam 2101 Chestnut St Unit 1610
Wallace Beth 7 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Walthour Cheron 1628 JFK Blvd Ste 2200
Walton Cedra 1800 JFK Blvd Ste 300
Wang Shang J 201 S 18th St Apt 2514
Ward William V PO Box 15926
Warner Coleman Goggmarshall Denne 1845 Walnut S
Wc Tuscola LLC One Logan Sq
Wealthcare Financial Advisory, Commissions Dept 1700
Market St Ste 3232
Weaver Gregory T 1717 Arch St 3940 Helmick Co
Weber Gallagher S 1811 Chestnutst Ste 600
Weber Gallagher Stapleton Fires 2000 Market St 13th Fl
Weber Michelle B 1909 Spruce St Apt 4
Weddle Ryan 326 S 17th St 2
Weeks Steven 1650 Market St
Wei Ke 1909 Pine St
Weinberg Martha 1900 JFK Blvd Apt 8
Weinberg Zachary W 1716 Chestnut St
Weiner Lynda 2020 Walnut St
Weingard Fred 11 Penn Ctr 1835 Market St Ste 420
Weinstein Claire 1900 JFK Bl Apt 111
Weinstein Goss Schleifer 2 Commerce Sq 41st Flr 2001
Market St
Weinstein Goss Schleifer Eisenberg Winkler & Rothw Kath-
leen Capone 1634 Spruce St
Weinstein Schleifer & Kupersmith Pc 1835 Market St 2700
Weisman Jeffrey S, Sandra M 226 W Rittenhouse Sq
Weiss Taryn 201 S 18th St Apt 516
Weisse Charles 2223 2225 Latimer St
Wellington Assocs LLC Affirmative Equities Co 2000 Market
St 10th Fl
Wells Fargo Auto Finance 2501 Seaport Dr Ste Bh300 Acct
5029001
Wells Fargo Bank 1600 Market St Ste 1800
Werner Willard W 1 Franklin Town Blvd One Franklin
Town Ste 1607
Wertheimer Rose, Ralph Teeters 1835 Market St
Western Investments Corp, Sp Manager 1717 Arch St
35th Fl
Wga, Sarene Riley 328 S 19 St
Wheeler Jonathan 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 1270
White & Williams Llp 1800 1 Liberty Pl
White Solomon L 1919 Chestnut St Apt 2508
White Williams Llp 1650 Market St One Liberty Place
Ste 1800
Wiegand Laura C 2100 Delancey St No 8
Wilbur W Oaks & Assoc Medical Tower 255 S 17th St
Ste 300
Wiles Evangeline 1823 Pine St 2f
Wilk Brand Pc 224 S 20th St
Williams Amos 226 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 2003
Williamson John G Jr 329 S 25th St
Wilmington Trust Fsb 1650 Market St
Winchell Co, David S Hope Esq Schnader Harrison Segal &
Lewis
Winkelstein Rebecca 1801 JFK Blvd 1011
Winkey Shanice James C Schwartzman & Assoc
Wisdom Judith F Penn Ctr House 1900 JFK Blvd Apt 617
Wittwer Thomas 1 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 1805
Wm Penn Realty Group 19 S 21st PO Box 2170
Wolf Sandra M 2211 Delancey St
Wolfson Jeffrey 2005 Market St 2nd Floor
Wolters Kluwer Health Inc Heather Boutwell 2001 Market
St
Wolters Kluwer Health, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins 2
Commerce Sq 2001 Market St 3rd Fl
Wright Family Trust Ua 01 04 89 II 1 Logan Sq Ste 2000
Dbr
Wright Family Trust William C Bullitt Esq Drinker Biddle
& Reath L One Logan Sq
Wright John B II 1 Logan Sq Ste 2000 Dbr
Wright Sabrina Steven M Lipschutz Esq 1800 JFK Blvd
5th Fl
Wu Michelle 1811 Chestnut St Apt 502
Wu Minfeng 1815 JFK Blv Apt 1105
Wu Xinye 2031 Locust St Apt 1401
Wyrick Gabrielle 2300 Walnut St Apt 619
Xiao Bei 2314 Spruce St Ste 2f
Yancone Stephanie E 2230 Spruce St Apt 1f
Yang Zhuohan 2400 Chestnut St Apt 3007
Yarbrough Hank 22 S 22nd St Ste 1410
Yi Meng 2046 Sansom St
Yoo Youngwook 226 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 1608
Yost Edward Nicholas Drinker Biddle Reath Llp One Logan
Sq 18th & Cherry Sts
Young Charles B 2135 Walnut St Apt 304
Young Tennis Raw Consultants Inc 2207 Chestnut St Fl 2
Young Wilda B 2200 Walnut St
Yu Huan 2101 Chestnut St Apt 1403
Yumak Ali K 133 S 23rd St
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Yushi Miyamoto 2020 Walnut St Apt 28c
Zalascek Susan E, Merrill Lynch 1650 Market St
Zanaras Reporting Video 1616 Walnut St Ste 300
Zargulis Kevin 2121 Market St 201
Zarin Donald, Dechert Llp 1717 Arch St 4000 Bell Atlantic
Tower
Zeigler Linda 1617 JFK Blvd
Zervas Rachel Wells Fargo Advisors Ops 305 S 17th St Ste
2000
Zhou Hua 121 S 22nd St
Zhou Xiaoquan 1700 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy Ap
Ziegler Arthur 2200 Walnut St
Zinni Maria E Adm Sterling Apt Homes 1815 JFK Blvd
Apt 2
Ziserman Maxine Apt 400 158 N 23rd St
Zoski Gloria 1919 Chestnut St Apt 1908
Zubenko Vladimir 2025 Arch St
Zuritsky Joseph S 237 S 18th St
Philadelphia Pa 19104
18 N 40th St Co 10 N 40th St
4111 Walnut Street Partners 4107 Walnut St
6100 Haverford Inc, Callie Bro 633 N 33rd St
Abadi Joseph 212 S 42nd St Apt 2f
Aboufares Ghada A 3701 Chestnut St H35
Abraham Lena 231 S 41st St
Ackerman Patrick 3847 Spring Gdn St
Ad Alta Investments Lp 4002 Chestnut St
Adams Arnita 3819 Brandywine St
Adams Arnita M 3819 Brandywine St
Adams Blanche B 3943 Locust Walk
Adams Mark A 311 Claudia Cohen Hall/6304 Philosophy
Politics & Economi
Adams Morris Beverly 3000 Market St Ste 201
Adhiraj Gupta 3925 Walnut St Apt 1400
Afanasyev Alexander 3312 Hamilton St Apt 15
Agrawal Shruti Rm 1511 Harnwell
Aguilar Viviana 3600 Chestnut St 1307
Agustina Margaret 3900 Chestnut St Apt 709
Ahmed Issam 3511 Baring St Apt 3−C
Ahooja Bhavna 3701 Chestnut St Rm G11
Akter Nasrin 4302 Market St
Alam Mohammed 4413 Walnut St Apt 2r
Albert Lauren L 4038 Spruce St
Ali N 3206 Baring St
Alias Samir 626 N 32nd St 1st Fl
Almana Hessa M 3301 Race St
Alsanosi Mohammed 3131 Walnut St Apt 414
Alzamel Ghada 3411 Chestnut St
Amanpreet Kaur 3937 Pine St Apt 1f
Amaretto Apartments LLC 2929 Arch St Cira Centre
Amber Pharmacy 3535 Market St Ste 10a
Americredit Financial Svcs 606 N 43rd St
Amexone 220 S 40th St 2nd Fl Room 201e
Amos Joan 748 N Brooklyn St
Amrollahi Mahdi 3600 Chestnut St Apt 1712
Amy Cheri L 3934 Delancey St
Anamwatnana Panarat 3465 Sansom St
Anastopoulos Ioannis 3300 Race St 217
Anderson Arlean 3715 Haverford Ave
Anderson Mary A 836 N 40th
Angry Ollie 32 N Preston St
Anisimova Maria 3935 Baltimore Ave
Ankle & Foot Medical Centers of the Dela 3801 Market St
Ste 111
Anthony James Alvin 4342 Reno St
Anthony Lois 839 N 42nd St
Antonuccio Randy S 3215 Hamilton St
Arbisser Ilana 310 S 40th St
Arce Delfina 331 N 34th St Apt 1
Archdiocese of Phila 111 S 38th St
Arican Ahmet 3650 Spruce St 1039
Aritonang Johanes 4412 Walnut St Basement Apt
Arlett Neil A 3612 Baring St
Arline Gladys 2331 N 26th
Armstrong Andrew B 3927 Baltimore Ave
Armstrong Benjamin F III 4040 A Baltimore Ave Apt A 5
Arnold Elisabeth Kappa Alpha Theta
Aronson Samuel H 311 S 41st St
Arora Hartej Harry 3606 Lancar Ave Apt A
Arya Nidhi Dinesh 3701 Chestnut St Apt E25
Asahara Daisuke Domus 209
Ashuraey Sam 4300 Spruce St Apt A104
Aska Aaron 3451 Walnut St Rm 200
Atmar Harris H 4064 Irving St
Aubrey Michael Phi Delta Theta
Awadhi Noor 3900 Chestnut St Apt 219
Awel Amina 220 Buckingham Pl
Ayaganova Saltanat 3451 Walnut St Rm 200
Azc Associates LLC 511 S 44th St
Babiner Boris 240 S 40th St
Bae Inho 3700 Spruce St 1362
Bailey Angela B 405 S 43rd St 2nd Flr
Bailey George 619 N 32nd St
Baime Michael J 1138 Blockley Hall
Bair Angel H 310 S 36th St Box 5
Baldwin Doris L 315 N Budd St
Balram Ottapathu 3820 Locust Walk 909
Banerjee Anirban MD 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
Banks Evelyn G 4235 Haverford Ave
Banks Leslie 432 S 42nd St
Banner George M PO Box 30799
Banwell Larissa 4414 Pine St
Barbosa Ernest Md 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
Barchus Jared Rm 311 Rodin
Barkley Anna R 636 N 38th St
Barkley Ariana S 4411 Walnut St Apt 1d
Barlow Carolyn 4400 Fairmount Ave Apt 233
Barrett Everald F 3516 Spring Gdn St Apt 1335
Barton John Rhea Surgical J Scherf 3400 Spruce St 4th Fl
Silverin Pav
Barunas Gerard 120 S 30th St 3
Bass Clifton R, Louse 3722 Brandywine St
Bassett Margart E 32 N Preston St
Bates James 887 N 45th St
Batkie Ryan R 336 N Sloan St
Battle Charles 4035 Parrish St Apt 504
Battle Frank L 726 N 40th St
Bayroff Logan Rm 0149 Stouffer
Beamer William H Sr 4210 Cher Ave Fl 2
Beckford Zemenia O 4234 Pennsgrove St
Beizer Dina T 202 S 41st St
Bekelja Mato Apt 103 Branden
Bellomee Brenda 4061 Powelton Ave 3rd Fl
Bender Melissa 221 S 41st St
Beninati Giorah Bradd Park
Bennett Margaret Slade 1623 W Diamond
Bense Kiley 3820 Locust Walk Mb 431
Benson Adrienne 3910 Irving St Mailbox 688
Bently Robyn 325 N 39th St
Beredjiklian Pedro K Cupp Pavilion 1st Fl Presbyterian
Hospital 39th &
Berger Amalia 4300 Spruce St
Bergman Jessica Kelly Writer’s House
Berkowitz Darryl H MD 34th St Civic Ctr Bl
Berman Jason H 3411 Chestnut St
Bernin Eric F Mccr Billing Univ & Woodland Ave
Bernsdorf Melinda M 503 Woodland Ter
Best Marcus 3711 Mellon St
Betancourt Jose I 421 N 33rd St
Betancourt Jose I, Jose M 421 N 33rd St
Bethel Meghan 3333 Walnut St Apt Mb451
Bhagat Rekha 19 University Mews
Bhanji Wylene N PO Box 13583
Bharadwaj Prerana 3333 Walnut St Apt 251
Bharath Karthik Apt C3 3601 Powelton Ave
Bhavani Trivik 3702 Spruce St 311
Biddle Daniel R 330 Larchwood St
Birgen Omer 2300 Walnut St
Blair Marvin D 750 N 40th St
Blank Nina 219 S 41st St Apt D
Blinder Jason 3131 Walnut St 338
Bobo Eli 4049 Sansom St
Bogacheva Varvara 3650 Spruce St 866
Bollinger Douglas 310 S 36th St
Bon Appetit 3800 Locust Walk
Bon Appetit Catering At Univ of Pa 3417 Spruce St
Boorgu Srilakshmi Apt−510 Chestnut Hall Apts
Boulton Julia 3907 Pine St
Bownan Minnie 3720 Wallace St
Boyle Grace 3400 Spruce St Hospital of the Univ
Bramley Natasha M 315 S 45th St Apt D3
Bramson Mathew S 3925 Walnut St Apt 1400a
Brandon Mark O Jr 3312 Arch St Apt 2
Braun Spencer Tau Epsilon Phi
Brennan Robin 2024 Macalir Hall 3250 Chestnut St Apt 60
Brenner Lindsey A Room 1609 223 N 34th St
Briscoe Rose M 3836 Aspen St
Broadus Mazie 2124 N 12th St
Brokenbough Julius C 1216 N 42nd St
Bronson Leroy 322 Powelton Ave
Brooks Geraldine 668 N 34th St
Brooks Janet 3911 Ludlow St
Brown Devon 4208 Aspen St
Brown Ivy 437 N 32nd St
Brown Joseph L 3809 Pennsgrove St
Brown Ler C 436 North 33rd St
Brown Mamie O 3911 Ludlow St
Brown Oscar, Jack of Hearts 4105 Lancar Ave
Browne Emma L 3911 Ludlow St
Brownstein Matthew J, Bruce W 3620 Locust Walk Rm 311
Broxton Leon 623 Hollymall
Bruton Eunice 621 N 42nd St
Bruza John M MD 39th & Market Sts 119 Wright Saunders
Bryant James PO Box 28088
Bubble House Co, John Wicks 3404 Sansom St 3 Phase
Buck Timothy 216 N 34th St
Buckner Thomas 1114 N 42nd St
Bucky Louis P MD 3400 Spruce St
Bui Linh 3608 Spring Gdn St
Bullins Derek 3918 W Folson St
Bullock Geraldine 3816 W Girard Ave
Bumpess William Est 752 N 43rd St
Burganov Kamil 3451 Walnut St Rm 200
Burgis Rosalee 830 N Holly St
Burgos Danilo 742 N 38th St 1st Fl
Burke Edward 3175 JFK Blvd
Burkland Danielle MD 3701 Market St 7th Fl
Burton Patricia, James J 4030 Cambridge St
Butler Charles Jr 650 N 37th St
Butler Georgina 319 S 41st St 3rd 4th 1st Fl
Butler Jeffrey 4322 Chestnut St
Butler Lucy 504 N 32nd St
Butler Michael 834 N Brooklyn St
Butts Viola 503 N 41st St
Byrd Ogress J, Adele F 4207 Wyalusing Ave
Byun Hyung 3650 Chestnut St Unit 279
Cadet Kechna 60 S 43rd St G0140
Cady Elizabeth 4401 Sansom St Apt 2
Cai Xinyi Rm 0429 Sanswest
Cai Zhen 3605 Spring Gdn St Apt 3
Calvary St Augustine 841 N 41st St
Camara Mamadou M 840 N 44st Apt 103
Cambronero Jose 4006 Pine St 2r
Campbell Karlyn 2600 Chestnut St
Campbell Ola 315 N Budd St
Cao Lele 4041 Lutlow St
Capobianco Anthony 3601 Spruce St
Care Network Chadds Ford 34th Civic Ctr
Care Ric 4039 Baltimore Ave
Carrasco Lee R DDS 3400 Spruce St
Carriero Maria Rm 0212 Mayer
Carter Ella Mae 826 N Brooklyn St
Caskey Ann G 4414 Pine St Apt 2
Cattie Howard J 3614 Lancar Ave
Cellucci Violet, David 4254 Chestnut St
Centennial Village, Adolfo Garcia 4400 Girard Ave
Ceo Horizon House 123 S 30th St
Cha So W 3700 Spruce St Apt 1539
Cha Yewon 115 N 34th 6a
Chacko Maya T 3909 Spruce St 166
Chahar Vijit Singh 3701 Chestnut C20
Chahroudi Ann M Path & Lab Med Jmb M−163 6082
Chakrabarti Turja Rm 0807 Rodin
Chalfen Samuel 504 S 45th St
Champion Kimberly 3613 Melon St
Chan Brenda 3300 Race St 704a
Chang Cheng 3600 Chestnut St
Chang Chui Wen Kelvin Cts 3500 Powelton Ave
Chang Cindy Rm 0103 Class 25
Chang John 519 S 42nd St Apt 3
Chang Melissa P 3900 Chestnut St Apt 214
Charlton Thomas A 4050 Spruce St
Chearavanont Tanyatip 310 S 36th St 208
Cheek Curry 3451 Walnut St Room 200
Chelso Ashley 3212 Powelton Ave
Chen 3925 Walnut St Apt 1206c
Chen Chingyin 3465 Sansom St Bx 22
Chen Connie Rm 0302 Graduate Rch
Chen Heng 3601 Spruce St 283
Chen Kuan Jung Rm 1412 Sanseast
Chen Li 3900 Chestnut St
Chen Li H 3820 Locust Walk
Chen Shuo 3901 Locust Walk Mailbox 2103
Chen Weihao Rm 1021 Sanswest
Chen Zhongqiang 207 S 42nd St Apt C1
Chen Zi Y 3909 Spruce St Apt 408
Cheng Chien M 3500 Powelton Ave
Cheng Chien M 3719 Baring St Apt 1
Cheng Hsing Chia 4314 Walnut St Apt 2r
Chhour Paul 522 32nd St
Chi Hsiang 205 N 36th St Apt 3f
Childs Aaron 423 N Napa St
Chiranjeev Singh 3925 Walnut St Apt 611
Chiwarah Chittima 3900 Chestnut St Apt 432
Cho Chiho 3925 Walnut St Apt 514c
Choi Jamyung 4101 Spruce St Apt 409
Choi Jeonghye 202 S 42nd St Apt 3f
Choi Julie L 3925 Walnut St Apt 1306a
Choi Minchan 3411 Chestnut St Apt 701
Choi Sarah 4317 Spruce St 202
Chop Medical Staff Medical Staff Affairs Office 34th St &
Civic Ctr Blvd
Chop Primary Care Ctr 39th 3550 Market St 4th Fl
Chop Primary Chcc Cobbs Creek 3550 Market St 4th Fl
Christofferson Anna 313 S 41st St Apt 8
Chudnow Lillian 1007 N 40th St
Cicatiello phanie Mailbox 54b
Clardy Johnson Joshlen J, Joseph 4445 Holden St Apt 1407
Clark Alphonso 4035 Parrish St Apt 705
Clark Sandra 3411 Haverford Ave 2nd Fl
Clark Terrance 3615 Haverford Ave
Clark Veronica 40 S 44 St
Clay Amos 3817 Market St Apt 309
ClayPOole Brynn Rm 0104 Graduate Rch
Clinical Health Care Assoc of Nj 51 N 39th St 4
Coates Jamyng 900 N 42nd St
Cohen Allison Rm 0353 Hill
Cohen Company Capital Markets LLC 2929 Arch St
Ste 1703
Cohen Company Securities LLC 2929 Arch St Ste 1703
Coimbra Leila 3701 Chestnut St
Colabella Jason L 4112 Baltimore Ave
Coleman Donald 852 Union Ave
Coleman John 4212 Walnut St
Coleman Yvonne Est 1236 N 42nd St 1
Collins Jerry 526 N 35th St
Collins Maggie R Est 3319 Hamilton St
Collins Ola 3905 Brandywine St
Comtel Wireless Inc 3944 Chestnut St
Conant Emily F Radiology Dept Univ Pa Medical Ctr
3400 Spr
Conner Jamie L, John H 4051 Poplar St
Connors Callie 3175 JFK Blvd
Cook Willie 3815 Folsom St
Cookson Joseph Phi Delta Theta
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Cooley Mikel L 4300 Chestnut St Apt 301r
Coonet Nicholas 720 N 38th St
Cooper Arthur 510 Woodland Tr
Cooper Chun N 4086 Lancar Ave
Cooper David 677 42nd St
Cooper Eric 6304 Cher Ave
Cooper Louise 1005 N 45th St
Cooper Mary 4130 Parkside Ave Apt 503
Corbin Clara 3835 Aspen St
Cordero Christy 3617 Powelton Ave Apt 2f
Corse Sara J 3601 Hamilton St
Costa Todd Rm 0211 Leidy Fh
Council for Relationships 1st Flr 4025 Chestnut St
Michelle Jackson
Cour Timothee Grasp Lab Levine Hall L402 3330 Walnut St
Cozzen William 759 N 39th St
Craig Robert III 3613 Baring St Apt 2f
Crawford Morgan 3820 Locust Walk Mb 333
Cremins Keith 4333 Spruce St
Crespi Jonathan Rm 0409 Mayer
Crews John 4305 Locust St
Crispin Jessa D Apt 3f 3416 Baring St
Cruz Joshua 3938 Spring Gdn St
Cuffee Florence B, Anthony B 409 N 41st St
Cui Jian 511 S 42nd St
Cunningham Brian 3175 JFK Blvd
Cuss Sarah 3175 JFK Blvd
Custis Beatrice 3927 Aspen St
Dabah Gloria E 3925 Walnut St 1006
Dailey Morris 1234 S 45th St
Dalal Nar 415 S 44th St
Damn Christopher 3411 Chestnut St Unit 846
Dangio Giulio J MD Hosp of the Univ of Pa 3400 Spruce St
Daniel Rosenthal S 4046 Spruce St
Danoff Diane S 2929 Arch St
Darweis Inc 4013 Haverford Ave
Dassey Sherie 121 S 44th St
Dattani Brijesh S I−House Apt E−18 3701
Davey Calum B 4100 Baltimore Ave Apt 1
David Solomon 4105 Spruce St A1
Davis Cheng 3131 Walnut St Apt 542
Davis Dorothy A 768 N Brooklyn St
Davis Jomo A 4045 Pine St 2
Davis Obie 3403 N 11th St
Davis Paul 3901 Market St Apt 313
Dawson Corey J 3309 Powelton Av Apt 2b
Dean Solomon B 4021 Reno St
Deangelo Michael 4036 Spruce St
Dedhia Priya H 3720 Spruce St
Defreytas Kimiko C 3820 Locust Walk 534
Degerlund Kurt J 4054 Spruce St Apt 2f
Deghayli Lina M 3820 Locust Walk
Delanco Healthcare 4400 W Girard Ave
Delaney Chelsea Rm 1313 Rodin
Delaware Valley Society for Gastrointest, David L Jaffe
Univ of Pennsylvania Div
Dembele Souleymane 506 S 41st St Apt 3h
Dennis Harold T 4210 Poweltown Ave
Dental School 240 S 40th St 3rd Floor
Derry Construction Co Ref−William J Russell
4104 Ludlow St
Desalvo Daniel 3706 Spring Gdn St
Desoyza Colombo 3806 Chestnut St 1509
Destribats Laura 3465 Sansom St
Dhanwani Vic 3701 Chestnut St H 41
Diaz Diego 3539 Locust St
Dickerson Bertha 3814 Olive St
Dickerson Lloyd O 679 N 42nd St
Dickerson Miriam S Belmont Parkside Rehab Helthcr 4400
W Girard Ave
Dill Daniel M 4040 Spruce St Apt 3
Dimiskovski Marko 320 N 39th St
Ding Shengda 3451 Walnut St Rm 200
Dirske Leah 3914 Spruce St
Divgi Chaitanya R MD 3400 Spruce St
dman Ruth M 4047 Spruce St
Dobal Fernanda 3820 Locust Walk
Dodyk Marcus 122 S 41 St
Donelly Colin 518 Woodland Ter
Dong Linda 3900 Chesnut St A 211
Doshi Sahir 3945 Chestnut St Apt 805
Douglas Emily Wallace 3411 Chestnut St Apt 244
Douglas Hope F 3910 Irving St Box 540
Drabu Sukriti 4043 Baltimore Ave Apt E3
Druckman Jeremy M 309 S 41st St Apt 4
Drummond Walter 647 N 41st St
Du Yuyao 101 N 34th St Apt R910 2
Dua Awereh Martha 421 Curie Blvd
Dubrowski Ian 4000 Pine St Apt 3r
Duggan Dana 4411 Walnut St Apt 2d
Duling Fred 4445 Sansom St
Dunlap Rosa 1446 N Port
Dva Healthcare of Pennsyl 51 N 39th St
Dziabenko Dimitri 3650 Chestnut St Apt 294
E & J Supermarket LLC 1172 N 40th St
Easwar Ramnath 4039 Chestnut St
Ecfmg 3624 Market St
Edelman Jeffrey D MD 3 Radvin Bldg 3400 Pulmonary &
Critical Care
Ediboglu Baki C 3900 Chestnut St Apt 725
Edward A Wood Test Trust 4121 Leidy Ave
Edward S Cooper Practice 3701 Market St
Edwards John 781 Dallas St
Edwards Mary E 115 N 34th St
Eisenberg Aaron Jos 431 North 33rd St
Eisenhower Michele MD King of Prussia Ortho 3400 Spruce
St Silverin
Eisler Brandon 912 N 43rd St
Eiwon Yoon 3820 Locust Walk Rm 438
Elliott Zelma L 4281 Leidy Ave
Elmardi Egbal 4412 Aspen St
Ely Jared T 3617 Lancar Ave
Emre Dirim 3602 Hamilton St Apt 3r
Engelhart Sarah N 310 S 36th St 128
Ensley Jenny 4104 Spruce St
Epthimiatos Anna 22 University City
Equity Partners I Llr 2929 Arch St 2700
Erickson Edward L 3701 Market St Fl 4
Escalante Marie 4412 Osage Ave Apt 1f
Escher Alexandra 123 S 30th St
Esdaile Leslie 432 S 42nd St
Esenn Gabrielle 3939 Pine St
Eubanks Jacqueline J 4242 Regent Sq
Fadel Aiman A 3141 Chestnut St
Faggens David 722 N 44th St
Faggins Hattie 1030 Belmont Ave
Faheemi Fatima 3411 Chestnut St Apt 802
Faisal Ali 3901 Locust Walk 635
Fang Zhiqin Rm 0607 Sanseast
Farquhar Derek Rm 0106 Chesnut Wch
Farrah Helen 3434 Warren St
Faulk April 935 N 42nd St
Fedex Kinkos Office & Print Svcs 3923 Walnut St
Feminist Working Group 3400 Chestnut St
Feng Dan 212 S 42nd St Apt 2r
Fengfan Chen 3131 Walnut St Apt 411
Fenne Gina Ah 3901 Locust Walk
Ferebee William 673 N 42nd St
Ferguson Eric 3928 Market St
Fernandes Jason 310 S 36th St
Feygin Tamara MD 324 S 34th St
Feygin Tamara MD 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
Ficerai Andre Rm 0325 Hill
Fiedler Joel M MD 34th & Civic Ctr Blvd
Fields Carman A 887 N 42nd St
Finca LLC T A Marigold Kithchen 501 S 45th St
Firefly Literacy Fund 4208 Spruce St
Fisher David 3938 Pine St
Fisher Lillian J 3949 Filbert St
Fitzgerald Isais A 4023 Brown St
Fitzhugh Clarence R 3901 Market St
Fletcher Johluellen Pathology & Lab Med M163
Fletcher Troy Jr 3801 W Spring Gdn St
Flicker Hilda, Andrew 106 S 42nd St First Fl Rear
Flourish Best 4039 Baltimore Ave
Fluellen Wanda 300 N Busti Ave Apt 204
Fogle Homer W III 4247 Locust St Apt 225
Foley Mairen 3411 Chestnut St Apt 512
Folwell Justine A 3412 Race St
Fong Elizabeth K 3925 Sansom St 348
Fong Richard C 3910 Irving St Box 142
Ford Gladys E 644 N 38th St
Ford Harry Jr 4121 Leidy Ave
Forgeard Marie 412 S 45th St Apt 1
Fortune Marion 3901 Market St Apt 1915
Fowler Mary 3636 Brandywine St
Fox Chase Assoc 3412 Race St
Fragoso Pablo 3411 Chestnut St Apt 204
Frank Benjamin 3910 Irving St Mb 485
Franklin Jesse 3943 Baltimore Ave
Freas Amanda 3175 JFK Blvd
Freund Ariella Rm 1604 Harnwell
Friedlaender Eron Y MD 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
Friedman Isabel 4109 Pine St
Fu Zhengping 203 Saint Marks Sq
Furth Emma Dept of Pathology Hosp of Univ of Pa
6 Founders
Gaines Essie Dolores 953 N 43rd St
Gaines Sidney 852 Union Ave
Gallagher Sara 4220 Aspen St
Gallo Joseph J 4283 3400 Spruce St 4312 Fm−
Family Medicine Hup
Galloway Thackery J Est 419 N 42nd St
Gallucci Angela M 3633 Wallace St
Gambro Healthcare Lombard 51 N 39th St
Gan Weijun 3611 Locust Walk
Gans Courtney 3333 Walnut St Apt 327
Ganues Jannean 4292 Parkside Ave
Gao Tina X Box 650/Rm 1908 Hamilton 3901 Locust Walk
Garala Tarulatta 329 S 42nd St B11−12
Garcia Lizette Rm 2113 Harrison
Garrett Ramona 3835 Aspen St
Gartland Samuel Rm 1612 Sane Mb 1112 3600 Chestnut St
Gasiorowski Mikhail P 22 S 39th St N3
Gasparro Robert P 4128 Cher Ave
Gass Rose 1100 N State St
Gass Rose 3821 Cambridge St
Gatling Reginald 4218 Parkside Ave Apt 2
Gay Eugene 4173 Mantua Ave
Ge Heming 3820 Locust Walk
Geng Ran 3333 Walnut St Mb258
George Premsy A 4415 Spruce St Apt 2h
George Shaun 3227 Powelton Ave Apt C
Ghanem Helen J MD 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
Gharghour Jessica 2300 Walnut St Apt 218
Gholston Phyllis 4052 Powelton Ave Apt 7
Ghps of Philadelphia St 3701 Market St
Gia Pronto 3736 Spruce St
Gibes Lisa M 542 S 45th St
Gibson Lorraine P 3903 Baring St
Gilbertson Bonnie 3329 Mount Vernon St
Gillespie Matthew J MD Civic Ctr Blvd
Gilliam Bailey Azalee 619 N 32nd
Gilliard Anna 4064 Spring Gdn St
Gilson Jacob Rm 0426 Hill
Gizem Yali 101 N 34th St 310b
Glaser David 39th & Market St
Glezer Mathan 4049 Sansom St
Glickman Katy R 237 S 41st St
Glickman Madeline S 41st St
Godwin Alena 611 N 39th St
Goihman Erick Box 74 Class of 1025 3941 Irving St
Golden Anne 4110 Parkside Ave
Goldin Brian S 3700 Locust Walk
Goldin Lizabeth 3131 Walnut St
Goldman Carroll 101 S 39th St Apt D101
Goldsmith Kathryn 3451 Walnut St Rm 200
Gomez Mata Arantxa V 3701 Chestnut St Apt D22
Gondal Qayyum 3650 Chestnut St Box 0520
Gong Yimeng 3175 JFK Blvd
Gonzalez Anna K 310 N 37th St
Gosnell Kermit Baron 3801 Lancar Ave
Gough Raymond Deceased 4067 Filbert St
Governa Lisa M 4401 Chestnut St
Goyal Monika K MD 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
Grassinger Joseph C 935 N 42nd St
Gray Charles Rm 0222 Stouffer
Gray George 230 Buckingham Pl
Grcich Kenneth D, Stacy J 3901 Locust Walk Ste 2
Green Endora 52 N 32nd St
Green Tyesha 25 S 45th St
Greenberg Gillian 3175 Jfk Blvd
Greene Mattie L 1117 N Sloan St
Greene Michael 848 N Brooklyn St
Greene Ryan 233 S 41st St
Grieves Nicholas 1026 Spruce St Apt 4
Grimberg Adda MD 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
Grimes Paula 536 N 32nd St
Groshong Conlin D 4011 Baltimore Ave
Grushkevich Anna A400 Richards Bldg 3700 Hamilton Walk
Gu Haiyan 4301 Spruce St A412
Gu Minming 3701 Chestnut St Apt 505
Gulrajani Deepa R 4233 Baltimore Ave
Guo Jiayan 4200 Locust St Rm 610
Guo Naijia 4234 Spruce St
Guo Qiang 4251 Walnut St Apt 1a
Guo Wei 4329 Osage Ave Apt 3
Gupta Abhay 3301 Race St Box No 205 A
Gupta Salil 3940 Pine St
Guryanov Artem 3200 Race St
Guyer Richard A 4054 Chestnut St Apt 2r
Guzel Bayrin B 3302 Baring St
Hachen Rachel K MD 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
Hae Kim W 3900 Chestnut St Apt 625
Hagel Theresa C 215 S 42nd St
Hagel Thomas L 3700 Spruce St Box 1635
Hai Rong 3600 Chestnut St Mb 617 Room 112
Hall Dorothy E 837 N Hutton St
Hall Katherine 671 N 34th St
Hall Robert W 647 N 33rd St
Hallen Mark E 3810 Lancar Ave 2 F
Halperin Douglas R 4028 Spruce St
Hamby Lauren N 218 S 44th St
Hamilton Village Marathon 200 S 40th St
Hammond Reginald, Alfair, Cynthia 1707 N 42nd St
Hampton Amelia 4113 Powelton Ave
Hampton Eliza B 628 N 41st St Apt B
Han David 128 S 39th St
Han Wei Lun 3600 Chestnut St Mb874
Han Xu the Det of Statistics 3730 Walnut St
Handelin Barbara 421 Curie Blvd 612 Brb Uofp Schl of
Medicine
Hannah Monroe 3848 Poplar St
Hannah Willie Penn Ctr for Rehab 3609 Che
Hao Jing 3650 Chestnut St
Hao Wang 3600 Chestnut St Apt 991
Hao Yuhan 3913 Pine St Apt 1f
Haq Syed N 3212 Hamilton St
Harden Louise 3903 Baring St
Harding Lorraine 669 N Brooklyn St
Hardy Isabel 3953 Wallace St
Hare Brothers Printing Inc 629 S 42nd St
Hare James E Jr 627 S 42nd St
Harlan Scott T 20 S 39th St Apt S−3
Harris Jimmy L 4119 Powellton Ave
Harris Marion 640 N Brooklyn St
Harris Rosie 3901 Market St Apt 417
Harrison Seth 3912 Pine St
Hart Irene B 3609 Chestnut St 276b
Harwood Robert 20 S 39th St Apt S4
Hassall Luke B 3465 Sansom St Apt 371
Haugue Sana 3921 Pine St
Hayes Kirk 312 40th St
Hayt Elizabeth Apt 218
Haywood Ethel 3914 Haverford Ave
He Jiang 429 N 32nd St
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Heath Kelsy E 313 N 34th St
Hecktman Hillary 3411 Chestnut St Apt 844
Heilakka Samuel 4040 Walnut St
Heim Sarah 3451 Walnut St 312
Heimall Jennifer R MD 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
Helbig Daniel Sigma Chi
Hellinger Jeffrey C MD 34th St Civic Ctr Bl
Hellrn ven 4009 Chestnut St
Henderson Annie 3820 Fairmont
Heng Gina S 3701 Chestnut St Apt 310
Heng Thew C 3701 Chestnut St 1w
Heng Yang 4026 Ludlow St
Hicks Inez 3870 W Girard Ave
Hicks Patricia J MD 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
Hillengas Carl M 315 S 45 St Apt I
Hines Bertha Penn Ctr for Rehab 3609 Che
Hines Jalin 4131 Parrish St
Hink Laura 4029 Market St
Hinson Catherine 3917 Willow St
Hiraoka Aya 3910 Irving St
Hoagland Michael L 3801 Spring Gdn St
Hoase Richard V 701 N 43rd St 1 B
Hodge Beatrice 724 N Preston St
Hoek Smit Marja 4216 Pine St
Hollidge Bradley S 4205 Cher Ave Apt 104
Hollin Douglas 4049 Sansom St
Holloman Jessie Est 655 N 44th St
Holman Tess 3406 Powelton Ave 1
Holmes Mattie E 3813 Cambridge St
Hong Alex 3702 Spruce St 241d
Hong Riyehee 3723 Chestnut St
Hong Xiaobo 3650 Chestnut St Apt 483
Hope James 20 S 36th St
Hope Timothy 3175 JFK Blvd Apt 503
Hopewell Ethel 3839 Reno St U14742nd
Horizon House Inc 120 S 30th St
Horsley Hunter 4049 Locust St
Hou Shangwei 4415 Spruce Apt3b
Hou Shihe 4314 Walnut St Apt 3r
Houle Timothy Raymond 214 N 34th St
Howard Ezekiel 833 N Preston St
Howren Gregory 3301 Arch St Box 413 A
Hsiao Emily 3465 Sansom St
Hsieh Anthony 3465 Sansom St
Hsieh Wanting 3900 Chestnut St Apt 1003
Hu Christine Rm 0415 Class 28 Fh
Hu Ke 3921 Pine St Apt 2r
Hu Tianyan 4012 Ludlow St
Hu Xin 101 N 34th St
Huang Chin Y 20 S 36th St 404
Huang Darien 3411 Chestnut St
Huang Qi H 4327 Lancar Av
Huang Qingqing 3820 Locust Walk Mb765
Huang ven Rm 1205 Harrison
Huang Xin 3141 Chestnut St Disque Hall R
Huber Jonathan 4101 Walnut St
Hughes Taite 3175 JFK Blvd
Huh Suhhee 3451 Walnut St Rm 200
Hung Te Y 20 S 36th St 420
Hunter Bertenia, James 1529 Belmont Ave
Huntsman Student Investment Fund 3732 Locust Walk
Hup 3400 Spruce St
Hurrell Frances 3600 Chestnut St
Hurst Robert W MD 3400 Spruce St
Hurtig Howard MD 39th & Market Sts 119 Wright
Saunders
Hurwitz Samuel Rm 0513 Harnwell
Hutchinson Regina 4326 Lancar Ave
Hyun Ji Kim 3411 Chestnut St Apt 424
Iachini Liliana 3901 Market St Apt 1713
Ichord Rebecca N MD 34th St & Civic Ctr Blv
Icowhi, Dean Afaf Meleis Univ of Penn School of Nursing
420 Guardian Dr Rm 465
Ideas Thrifty 3945 Chestnut St
Ik Soo 3650 Spruce St Mb 1081
Ilardi M 3411 Chestnut St
Im Hyunkyu 3514 Wallace St
Im Jung Chul 3925 Walnut St Apt 1308
inberg Joseph 4226 W Stiles St
Intech Construction Inc 3001 Market St
Intensive Care Assoc 3400 Spruce St
Interactive Media Group 4111 Locust St
Interfaith Center of Greater Phila 3723 Chestnut St
Interurban Clinical Club Univ of Penn 415 Curie Blvd
Crb 427
Isaacs Charles 427 S 45th St
Isaacson Harunaga S Asia Studies 820 Williams Hall 36th
Spruc
J Joseph Stokes Jr 3401 Civic Ctr Blvd
Jackson Briuana 3215 Hamilton St Apt 2
Jackson Roy 3723 Wallace St
Jain Ishaan 3925 Walnut St
Jain Trisha 3909 Spruce St Rm 408
Jamal Y Ali Est 3835 Spring Gdn St
James F Mcguckin MD of Tx PO Box 38574
James Pickett Felica 3812 Parrish St
Jamme Elizabeth A MD 3400 Spruce St 8 Ravdin
Jayachandran Rajkumar 4300 Chestnut St Apt 402
Jefferson Aaron 836 N Preston St
Jefferson William M 6 S 45th St 6 S 45th St
Jeng Annie 3131 Walnut St Apt 540
Jeon Eun 3600 Chestnut St
Jeong Yong S 415 Curie Blvd Rm 470 Clinical Research
Bldg
Jetter Keltha 3828 Hamilton St
Jewish Campus Board, Gail Cantor 202 S 36th St
Ji Chen 4101 Spruce St 318
Jian Bo Md 51 N 39th St
Jian Shengxian 40 N 40th St Apt 1
Jiang Jessica 3820 Locust Wk
Jiang Min 217 John Morgan 3600 Hamilton Walk
Jiayin Nie 3465 Sansom St
Jibril Yisak 227 S 45th St Fl 2
Jifang Ma 4401 Spruce St Apt 407
Jin Guanghui 4224 Osage Ave Apt 406
Jin Joongsuk 20 S 36th St
Jingqiao Wang 203 N 34th St
Joe Nam I 3600 Chestnut St 2205
Johnson Aloma M 3507 Wallace St
Johnson Ann MD 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
Johnson Mildred 823 Alder C
Johnson Nora 3941 Irving St G 20
Johnson Sharee 612 N 33rd St
Jones Gloria 3827 Aspen St
Jones Margo 3175 JFK Blvd
Jones Patricia 120 S 30th St
Jordan Leeroy 1729 N 42nd St Apt 2
Jorizzo Michael Rm 1311 Rodin
Joseph Gerard W II 212 45th St S
Joseph Stokes Jr 3401 Civic Ctr Blvd
Joseph Stokes Jr Research Inst 34th & Civic Ctr Blvd
Juarez Maria E 4030 Spruce St
Jung Hyeyoon 3900 Chestnut St Apt 520
Jungyeon Kang 3411 Chestnut St Apt 312
Jurosky Mary 4314 Walnut St
Kabir Nurul 4053 Powelton Ave
Kam Cheryl 3600 Chestnut St
Kancans Kristaps V Apt C114 3500 Powelton Ave
Kandoi Yash V 4028 Walnut St 20
Kang Joohoon 3945 Chestnut St Apt 304
Kang Jun 329 S 42nd St Apt B5
Kang Rue Soo 3210 Chestnut St
Kang San 3900 Chestnut St Apt 230
Kao Yun Ruei 3411 Chestnut St
Kaplan Taylor 4112 Spruce St
Kar Siddhartha 3900 Chestnut St Apt 934
Karachalios Spyridon 4312 Walnut St
Karahan Fatih 3718 Locust Walk 160
Karim Ripon 4312 Chestnut St Apt 408
Kassa Nebiyou E 4209 Cher Ave Apt A3
Katagiri Mitsuru 3131 Walnut St
Katz Benjamin J Box 265 3820 Locust Walk
Katz James 3900 Chestnut St Apt 327
Kaufman Michael 3938 Pine St
Kavitsky Philip L 1014 S 45th St
Kawai Yosuke 4416 Osage Ave Apt 14
Keenan At Lumpkin S 45th St & Market St
Keenan Auto Body 4436 Market St 4436 Market St
Keeys Daiquan, Tonya D 505 E High St
Kellapatha Anushka M 3325 Spring Gdn St Apt 3
Kellen Su 3901 Locust Walk 105
Kellman Sidney 1125 N 42nd St
Kelsoe Julia 3451 Walnut St Rm 200
Kemp Raheem 4038 Reno St
Kent phanie H Apt 1008 3175 JFK Blvd
Kern Mary C Villa of Care Pavillion 600 S University Ave
Kerpelman Ethan 4000 Pine St Apt 3r
Kersey Robert F Sr 3901 Market St Apt 1611
Kestle Sydney 4000 Pine St Apt 2r
Khaitan Sonakshi 3933 Pine St Apt 2f
Khandelwal Namrita 4102 Spruce St
Khandhar Mary 424 N 38th St Apt 2l
Kibow 3701 Market St 426
Kiefel Jarett 4221 Baltimore Ave
Kim Ellis Rm 0407 Bodine Wch
Kim Gyeongsuk 3900 Chestnut St 506
Kim Hee Sun 3650 Chestnut St Mb114
Kim In Ji 3600 Chestnut St Apt 1174
Kim Jeeeon 3945 Chestnut St Apt 614
Kim Jihyun J 1508 Harnwell 3820 Locust Walk
Kim Jinee 3411 Chestnut St Apt 409
Kim Jinee, Jinhyun 3411 Chestnut St Apt 438
Kim Kyoungwoo 208 N 35th St
Kim Mink Y 3700 Spruce St Rm102 Fshs Mb1759
Kim Patrick K MD 3400 Spruce St
Kim Sojung 411 N 33rd St A
Kim Soobin 310 S 36th St Mb424
Kim Sujeong 20 S 36th St Apt 526
Kim Youngin 3700 Spruce St 1310
Kim Youngin 3925 Walnut St Apt 1008
King Jay 3839 Pennsgrove St
King Khalife O 4034 Spring Gdn St
King Noemia 238 S 45th St
Kircher Tylor 3900 Chestnut St Apt 420
Kirsch Zoe 3910 Irving St
Kirschin Rapheal 3907 Pine St Apt 1
Klebanov Katherine 311 N 33rd St Apt B−2
Knapper Carolyn 4213 Aspen St
Knights Marilyn 3433 Fairmount Ave
Kochhar Arman 203 N 34th St 706
Kofmehl Smith Emma Rm 1015 Harrison
Kong Dexia 123 S 39th St Apt D1
Koontz Rob III 4100 Chestnut St
Kooyoomjian Robert, Rose 3622 Spring Gdn St
Kornelly Dorothy M, Franz E 4216 Chester Ave
Kornelly Franz E 4216 Cher Ave
Korwin Zachary 4200 Pine St
Kotter Jonathan Tau Epsilon Phi
Koyuturk Tarik Left Bank Apts Apt 552 3131 Walnut St
Krize Julie J 3807 Baring St 3
Krug Lindsey 4019 Pine
Krushell Alexandra Rm 0314 Class 28 Fh
Kuhta Maureen 403 42nd St S Apt 1f
Kuljian Corp Sid Ghosh 3700 Science Ctr
Kumar Pallavi 433 N 39th St Apt 3
Kumar Rajinder Box 631 3901 Locustwalk
Kumar Supriya 3901 Locust Walk 603
Kurata Takahiro 3301 Race St Apt 390
Kuriki Yusuke 3465 Sansom St Apt 213
Kurt Jon 206 S 41st St
Kusserow Est 227 S 45th St Fl 2
Kviatkevich Katsiaryna 115 N 34th St
Kwak Ho M 3650 Spruce St Apt 838
Kwon Ik Soo 3900 Chestnut St 205
Kwon Ryoce L 3900 Chestnut St Apt 428
Kyw 308 N 39th St
Lacayo Pedro J 3465 Sansom St 304
Lafargue Paul 3700 Chestnut St Box 95
Lahoda Brittany 4111 Walnut St
Lam Ann 3175 JFK Blvd
Lamadrid Maria J Class of 25 3941 Irving St 27
Lampkin Jessie 4146 Poplar St
Lamy Christophe M 501 N 35th St Apt 3f
Lando Edward 3732 Locust Walk
Lane Clyde 3224 Mount Vernon St
Lane Eric 625 N 35th St
Langer Corey Hematology Oncology Div 12 Penn Tower
3400 Spruce Stre
Langford Arthur B 873 N 41st St
Laning Michael Rm 0316 Speakman Wch
Lanza Amy 4102 Spruce St
Laquaglia Jacqueline Rm 0309 Rodin
Latha Sneha 209 N 36th St Apt 2r
Lavery Kathleen J 4219 Pine St 3f
Lawler Robert, Univ of Penn Dept of Neurosurgery 3400
Spruce St Fl 3
Lawrence William H 4105 Walnut St 3f
Lay Ry 4216 Market St
Le Nhat 3175 JFK Blvd
Ledden Allen 4245 W Girard Ave
Lee Anais Rm 0591 Hill
Lee Caroline 3600 Chestnut St 967
Lee Chan L 310 S 36th St Bishop White Rm 104
Lee Changsub 3411 Chestnut St
Lee Changwoo the Stratum 23d 20 S 36th St
Lee Curtis 4400 W Girard Ave
Lee Dana 725 North 40th St
Lee Dong H 20 S 36th St
Lee Jae K 3600 Chestnut St Mailbox 672
Lee Jaejoon 3411 Chestnut St Apt 438
Lee Ji W 3411 Chestnut St Apt 206
Lee Ji Young Rm 0811 Rodin
Lee Jiyoung 3901 Locust Wk Apt 1013
Lee Jun Youb 501 Rodney 3700 Spruce St
Lee Jun Young 3900 Chestnut St 527
Lee Myung Won 4247 Locust St 316
Lee Seungjae 3411 Chestnut
Lee Seungyun 3820 Locust Walk 685
Lee Si W 3600 Chestnut St PO Box 851
Lee Soohyun 3600 Chestnut St Apt 955
Lee Ted 3131 Walnut St Apt 446
Lee Yu Mie 424 Chestnut Hall 3900 Chestnut St
Lefort Alec 3909 Pine St Apt 3
Lefsky Anna 1029 N 45th St
Legree Floyd 3837 Wallace St
Leibensperger Ri 508 S 41st St
Lengemann Frederick 4002 Pine St
Lenz Joseph Z 4028 Spruce St
Leon Tracy 1515 Market St
Leonard Aaron 230 Buckingham Pl
Levaro Edilfonso, the Mandmarbleston Group L 2929 Arch
St 600
Levenson Courtney H 330 N Holly Ave
Levere Alice E 735 N 43rd St
Levin Andrew Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Levine Arielle Rm 2007 Rodin
Levine Sandra 3175 JFK Blvd
Li Ang 4053 Market St 16
Li Chen 3600 Chestnut St Apt 1021
Li Feng 4411 Walnut St
Li Jing Mb 186 Sansom Place East
Li Lingbo 315 S 45th St Apt D2
Li Meng 334 N 41st St
Li Mengli Apt 222
Li Qing 4224 Osage Ave Apt 410
Li Qiyao 3900 Locust Walk
Li Sun 3600 Chestnut St
Li Wen Rm 1420 Sanseast
Li Xichen 3909 Spruce St Rm 213
Li Yan 102 S 42nd St Apt 2
Li Yang 3594 Chestnut St
Li Yecheng 4210 Powelton Ave
Li Ying 3451 Walnut St Rm 200
Li Yu 3333 Walnut St Mb
Li Yulun 3131 Walnut St Apt 643
Li Zhongwei 2nd Fl 4210 Powelton Ave
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Liao Liwen 4435 Baltimore Ave Apt 304
Libiszowski Adrian 203 N 34th St 503
Liggins Nakeeda 3204 Mantua Ave
Lim Choong 3925 Walnut St Apt 813a
Lim Chung Tee Sigma Phi Epsilon
Lin Adrian M 3941 Irving St 78
Lin Adrian M 3941 Irving St Gregory Hs
Lin Ching Chang 203 N 34th St Rm 112
Lin Dao Quan 508 S 45th St
Lin Dong 3401 Powelton Ave
Lin Guo H 4303 Locust St
Lin Ko Wei 3701 Chestnut St Apt 304
Lin Qintan 3909 Spruce St 408
Lin Xiaojuan 1331 Brb II IV 421 Curie Blvd
Lin Yongnian 3650 Spruce St
Lindh Thomas C 3901 Irving St Mb 487
Lindsey Plait 332 N Sloan St
Lipscomb Edward 4115 Parrish St
Lisicki James 3813 Spring Gdn St A3
Lit Beatrice E, Edward 1728 Memorial Ave
Liu Kin Sum 3451 Walnut St Room 200
Liu Nancy 3650 Spruce St 202
Liu Qian 3600 Chestnut St PO Box 1204
Liu Xinyu 3700 Spruce St Apt 209
Liu Yu−Wen 3175 JFK Blvd
Liveris Anthony Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Lo Chuan Hui 3900 Chestnut St Apt 219
Lo Chun Han 3701 Chestnut St Apt A23
Lobo Guerrero Carolina 310 S 36th St 313
Loftus Mark 4051 Locust St
Logue William 935 Belmont Ave Apt 1
Lomax John F 4243 Westminr Ave
Lombardo Gary G Md 3400 Spruce St
Long Sam 4339 Larchwood Ave
Longyi Beijing 3600 Chestnut St 1616
Loomes Kathleen M 34th & Civic Cntr Blvd
Lore Peter 4229 Baltimore Ave Apt 2f
Lou Yukon 3600 Chestnut St Apt 823
Loyd Caitlin Rm 0359 Hill
Lozano Daniel 944 N 7th St
Lu Hui 208 S 43rd St Apt 2r
Lu Jianchao 3511 Baring St Apt 3a
Lu Jiannan 3701 Chestnut St Apt B20
Lu Xiaohui 324 S 45th St Apt A3
Lueng Gabriel 3650 Chestnut St Apt 1401
Luna Velez Maria 3701 Chestnut St J−9
Lundblad Morgan Rm 0415 Class 28 Fh
Lupo Michael 210 N 34th St
Lyons Noah 4114 Pine St
Ma Li 3701 Chestnut St Rm J 6
Mabogunje Adedamola 3623 Hamilton St
Mack Elle 4063 Haverford Ave
Maclean Logan Rm 1009 Rodin
Macnair Justin F 3717 Lancar Ave Apt 1
Maddy Monique 4247 Locust St Apt 117
Madison Shamayra 738 N 45th St
Maffey Victoria 3131 Walnut St Apt 433
Mahatma Gina G 3333 Walnut St Mb 351
Mahung Cressida A 3820 Locust Walk 811
Malloy Jamie 4224 Osage Ave
Mandmarblestone Group LLC 2929 Arch St 600
Mangete Ibifiri Magdalen, Otonyo Mangete
3141 Chestnut St
Mann Alaulaqi 3604 Spring Gdn St Apt A7
Manon Vergerio 310 S 36th St 110
Mansfield Martha 1234 N 10th St
Mantell Kathleen Rm 0401 Van Pelt
Mantyka Construction Co 3720 Spruce St Apt 442
Manzano Mireia 3901 Locust Walk
Marfione Michael 4141 Spruce St Apt G9
Marianne Welter Sep Prop Trust 3507 Hamilton St
Marino Sara 4103 Locust St
Mariotti Valentina 4427 Larchwood Ave
Markowitz Clyde E 3400 W Spruce St 3 Gates Bldg
Marks Jacob 4030 Sansom St
Marple Alexander 4109 Pine St
Martin Andrew PO Box 228
Martin Eleanor 3816 W Girard Ave
Martin Paul 4009 Baltimore Ave
Martin Wong 3820 Locust Walk 330
Maser Amanda 4075 Spring Gdn St
Mask & Wig Club Secretary Treasurer PO Box 318
Mason Norman Est 4333 Baltimore Ave 3rd Fl
Matsuda Yoshinari 3131 Walnut St Apt 504
Matthews Kevin 3901 Baring St Apt D
Matthews Wayne D 606 N 43rd St
Mayer Ashley 1018 S 45th St 1
Mayrargue Niels 3910 Irving St Mb 282
Mays Shawn 3300 Race St
Mbah Vincent 4107 Cher Av Bsmt G
Mcarthur Ollie Apt 203 900 Belmont Ave
Mccants Doris A 4110 W Girard Ave
Mccarthy Kristin 3201 Arch St 430
Mccay Osine 4435 Ludlow St
Mccollum Christine 4106 Parkside Ave Apt 4
Mccoy Barbara 3317 Haverford Ave
Mccoy Queenie 3811 Mt Vernon St
Mcdaniel Halley 4011 Pine St
Mcdougall Dawn 437 S 43rd
Mcgilloway Michael 3200 Haverford Ave
Mcglynn Megan 4045 Walnut St
Mcgraw Matthew 509 S 42nd St Apt 2m
Mcguckin J F MD PO Box 38574
Mcguckin James F PO Box 38754
Mchugh Maire B Pens Plan Admin 3400 Spruce St
Mcintyre Colin Roger 3600 Chestnut St
Mckelvey Wallace 4218 Spruce St
Mckoy Yvonne J 4231 Ogden St
Mcmullen Robert 4114 Pine St
Mcneil Eleanor L 4107 West Girard Ave
Mcnulty Thomas 230 S 41st St
Meadows Beatrice 653 N 33rd St
Medina Nelson 3818 Sansom St
Medtron Inc 3643 Lancar Ave
MeePOs Michelle 4037 Locust St
Mehta Aditya 101 N 34th St
Mehta Karishma A Chas Rodin College House 3901 Locust
Walk 6135
Meisel Eric Sigma Alpha Mu
Mellert Hestia 406 S 45th St Apt 2f
Melton Lillie B 617 N 34th St
Mendizabal Manuel 331 N 34th St Apt 1
Mendoza Emerico 3700 Spruce St Apt 310
Menzies Robert A 411 S 44th St, 2nd Fl
Merel Joshua 3411 Chestnut St Apt 532
Mergre Morgan 3406 Powelton Ave
Merrill Lynch 3304 Haverford Ave
Merritt Baron 4835 Reno St
Metchro Memel 4437 Chestnut St
Mewara Swati 4039 Chestnut St Apt 405
Meyers Robert 3818 Chesnut St
Michael Yung 3650 Spruce St 807
Michaelides Annie 4204 Walnut St Apt 2f
Middle States Assoc 3624 Market St Fl 2 Apt Rear
Mihailova Diana 4039 Chestnut St 410
Mildenberg Matthew Phi Delta Theta
Milkman Tasha M 4405 Pine St 2
Miller Bertha 3901 Market St Apt 401
Miller Felix 3825 Haverford 1f
Miller Mark 4233 Baltimore Ave
Miller Michael 658 Brooklyn St
Milutinovic Slobodan Jakov 3625 Lancar Ave
Mingjian Wang 4413 Walnut St Apt 3f
Mirpuri Giresh 3925 Walnut St
Mishra Tilak 3701 Chestnut St 502
Mistry Rakesh D MD 34th Civic Ctr Blvd 2nd
Mitchell Allen L 3613 Fairmount Ave Apt 9
Mitchell Eric 4034 Ludlow St
Mitchell Kenneth A 3943 Baring St
Mittal Juhi 3411 Chestnut St Apt 534
Mittal Pratham 3650 Spruce St
Mixed Up And Co 4004 Spruce St 1st Fr
Mkhize Khwezi 3945 Chestnut St Apt 608
Mo Zhou 3600 Chestnut St Apt 757
Moelis Jordan S 309 S 40th St Apt B204
Moffett Laura K 3816 Lancar Ave
Mohler Emile 3601 Spruce St
Mohta Kartik 4039 Chestnut St Apt 10
Mokdissi Joao 3945 Chestnut St
Mollen Cynthia J MD 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
Molodstov Maxim A400 Richards Bldg 3700 Hamilton Walk
Mon Soe Mi Thant 3301 Race St 314b
Monell Chemical 3500 Market St
Money Fame & Love 3439 Lancar Ave
Montague Charles 3517 Wallace St
Montaldo Mitchell Rm 0434 Hill
Montgomery Annabelle 3901 Market St Apt 1421
Montgomery Chudney M 4143 Parrish St
Montgomery Katelynn 212 North 34th St
Montier Mary 4287 Mantua Ave
Moock Diana 3965 Baltimore Ave Apt 3
Moody Luther 4008 Reno St
Moonis Gul 39th & Market St
Moore Charles 22 N 40th St
Moore William 4206 Spruce St
Morgan Randal, Arthur R G Solmssen Jr 2929 Arch St
Moriarty Christopher Rm 0414 Van Pelt
Morlte Michael 3833 Brandywine St
Morris D 4142 Parkside Ave
Mosko Christopher Apt 3f 426 N 33rd St
Mougin Catherine 231 S 34th St 21
Moylan Catharine 509 Sangor St
Mrinalini Sharma 3305 Powelton Ave Apt 1f
Mukaty Zain A 3650 Spruce St Nb965
Mukhtar Fahd 3900 Chestnut St Apt 911
Murphy Victoria E 3817 Spruce St Apt 163
Museum Catering Co, Bruce Nichols 33rd & Spruce Sts
Muthukumaran Aaditya J 4247 Locust St Apt 310
Myers John J 3219 Hamilton St
Myers Justus A 3720 Walnut St
Myers Sage R Md 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
Myint Thiri Soe 4039 Chestnut St Apt 6
Myslinski Scott 4013 Pine St
Nair Rahul 4418 Spruce St Apt B1
Nalbantian Theodore J 3900 Walnut St 98
Nale Clyde 701 N 43rd St 1 C
Nallakrishnan Anirudh Rm 0357 Hill
Namgung Eun 3820 Locust Walk
Nanda Girish 256 South 37 St Lauder Inst
Naniche Nicole 3131 Walnut St Apt 401
Narayan Atul 403 S 42nd St Apt 2r
Natarajan Shobha MD 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
National Ctr on Adult Lit Pa 3910 Chestnut St
National Railroad Passenger Corp 30th & Market St
Naveja Diebold Juan Maria 3451 Walnut St Room 200
Naymun Nessa 4053 Powelton Ave
Nbme 3750 Market St Accounts Payable
Neerajdatt Soman 4400 Spruce St Apt C2
Nelson Annie Sigma Delta Tau
Nelson Bertha 3812 Haverford Ave
Nelson Rosanna 4327 Lancar Ave
Neuhaus Follini Alexandra 447 Chestnut St Apt 3
Neuls Weslliane Apt 204 3514 Lancar Ave
Neurology Assoc of Univer 3400 Spruce St 3 W Gates Bld
New Beginnings 4110 W Girard Ave
Newberg Matthew Jay 4111 Locust St
Ney Jeremy 4040 Walnut St
Neyzi Zulal 3900 Chestnut St Chestnut
Ng Jessica Rm 1302d The Radian
Ng Sonia C Md 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
Ni Ching Tai Box 460 Sansom Place W 3650 Chestnut St
Nichol Jamie Alpha Chi Omega
Nichols Amy 3702 Spruce St 301
Niedospial Ashlee 4033 Spring Gdn St
Nilsson Alexander 3910 Irving St
Nivar Carnel 115 N State St
Norwood Tony 3808 Lancar Ave 2nd
Ntoso Amma Rm 0423 Du Bois
Ntziachristos Vasilis 4247 Locust St #715
Nuamah Gordon K 426n 34th St Apt 2
Occupational Medicine 1 Convention Ave Penn Tower
Och Joshua 3451 Walnut St Room 200
Ofer Olivia 229 S 41st St
Ojoallen Joyce 4023 Spring Gdn St
Okereke Enyi Md 3400 Spruce St
Olchanski Nickolay 3500 Powelton Ave Apt A301
Olegovich Lisovskiy Ilya 3411 Chestnut St Apt 416
Ollendorf David 3175 JFK Blvd
Omega Group Concepts III Inc 3000 Chestnut St
Ong Kimberley 3451 Walnut St Room 200
Opperman Zachary 3935 Baltimore Ave Rm 4
Orhoudt Kevin C MD 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
Oshea Patricia 4425 Baltimore Ave Apt 3
Osibodu Olutosin A 3337 Walnut St
Ou Peggy Rm 209 3301 Race St
Overton Lucas A 4219 Pine St Apt 2a
Owa Azusa 3701 Walnut St 1w
Pack Juan 3849 Haverford Ave
Palinet 3000 Market St 200
Pan Abby Rm 1008 Sanswest
Pan Haizhen 3600 Chestnut St Apt 1011
Panhellenic Associat 3933 Walnut St
Parackel Amy 3407 Race St
Pare Oliver 318 S 40th St
Park Chulwoo 4035 Chestnut St Apt 205
Park Julie Christine 219 S 45th St
Parkes Charlotte J, John H 4427 Osage Ave
Paselk Brittany N 4416 Osage Aveapt 5
Pasumarty Aditya 443 S 43rd St
Patel Ashok 304 N 41st St 2nd Fl
Patel Avni 3926 Sansom St
Patel Neil 3900 Chestnut St
Patel Reena 4115 Pine St Apt 2r
Patil Shivjit 31 University Mews
Patterson Lorne O 1539 S Patton St
Patterson Sheron L 3901 Market St Apt 1514
Pearson Leo, L 1724 Marlton Ave
Peisach Mike 3451 Walnut St Rm 200
Pellegrini Leah 3940 Delancey St
Penn Dhamaka 3702 Spruce St
Penn Microfinance Club 3901 Locust Walk Mb 423
Perdue Rasheeda 3932 Parrish St Apt 2
Perks Raymond 4108 Baltimore Ave Apt 1
Perrin Samuel V 4052 Powelton Ave Apt 6
Perzley Julia A 3914 Delancey St
Peterman Heather R MD 51 N 39th St
Petro Dylan 3908 Spruce St
Pham Thinh T Apt 1 316 N 40th St
phenson Mack 1602 Ridge
Phillips Dorothy 3827 Aspen St
Phillips lla L 1019 N 45th St
Phuvatanaraksa Yanika 3451 Walnut St Room 200
Pi Kappa Phi 3405 Powelton Ave
Piccoli Cara T 303 S 40th St
Pickett Joseph Vel 3812 Parrish St
Piechnik Jakub 3500 Powelton Ave Apt A308
Pierce Patricia V 3604 Powelton Ave
Pinckney Alvin J Est 4102 Aspen St
Pisimisis Anastasios 3500 Powelton Av C 204
Plastine Patricia 4400 Fairmount Ave Apt 101
Plumex Inc 4015 Wyalusing Ave
Po Yang 3720 Hamilton St
Poole Gaynell 1515 Opal St
Poon Chou Vivian Sigma Delta Tau
Pope Kendall 922 N 42nd St
Popescu Cristina 4640 Spruce St
Porter Shawn 4116 Cambrige St
Poston Mary 4123 Parrish St
Potter Alexandra 414 N 31st St
Potter Derrick 120 S 30th St
Powell Michael Rm 0403 Du Bois
Power Claire 20 S 36th St Apt 509
Price Ronnie W 4136 Ogden St
Price William C C 4251 Walnut St
Prymejenomix LLC 3945 Chestnut St
Pti Ccc Inc 3730 Walnut St 600
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Pullman Mooar Sally W 3400 Civic Ctr Blvd 300
Punshi Radhika, Shreyans Amin Chestnut Hal
Puri Anukriti 3223 Powelton Ave Apt C
Puri Mahak S 237 S 41st St
Purnell Esther M 4025 Fairmount Ave
Qi Tian 123 South 39th St D3
Qian Kai 3451 Walnut St Rm 200
Qiang Li Dba C4 Printing LLC 329 S 42nd St Apt B 1
Qiaoling Su 3909 Spruce St
Qu Like Jun Tang 421 Curie B Brb II/III R635
Quin Pierre Matthis 3451 Walnut St Room 200
Quitman Wardell 669 N Union St
Rabah Yahiaoui, University Piz 4026 Market St
Rachleff Shelby 3451 Walnut St Room 200
Radiation/Oncology H 3400 Spruce St
Radiology Assoc 34th Civic Ctr Blvd Childrens Hosp of Phila
Rae Restaurant 2929 Arch St
Ragin Carrie 51 N 39 Th St Davita Pmc
Ragone William 219 S 41st St
Raheem Mohamed 3415 Race St Apt F
Rai Alok, Tia 3600 Chestnut St Apt 2009
Rait Securities Uk Ltd 2929 Arch St 17th Fl Dina Cotton
Ralph Lucille 903 Belmont Ave
Raman Swaathy 4247 Locust St 519
Ramesh Prathyum 3451 Walnut St Rm 200
Ramonjarosa Christian, Rait 2929 Arch St
Ramsubramani Ragavan 317 S 41st St Apt 1
Randal Morgan Trust Arthur R G Solmssen Jr 2929 Arch St
Randell Alice 3941 Irving St Mb0068
Rattan Mantosh S MD 34th & Civic Ctr Blvd
Rau Nakul N 3600 Chestnut St
Rauscher Frank III, Wistar Institute Cancer Ctr 3601
Spruce St
Ray George W, Ruth T 3425 Powelton Ave
Re Veal Eric J 4051 Locust St
Reddy Abhinav 4300 Spruce St
Reddy Manu 3419 Race St Apt 1
Reece Melvin, Davita Phila Pmc 51 N 39th St
Reed Alexis D Ira 3304 Haverford Ave
Reger & Rizzo Llp Cira Centre 13th Fl 2929 Arch St
Reger Rizzo Darnall Llp 2929 Arch St 13th Flo
Renfroe Anthony 3603 Mount Vernon St
Resident Education F Uni of Pa Hlth Sym 3400 Spruce St 4
Silverin P
Revel Corine 626 Bainbridge
Reynaga Galeas Julio 310 S 36th St 441
Reynolds Lauretta 4242 Pennsgrove St
Richardson Darnell 4014 Green St
Richardson Sean 3411 Chestnut St Apt 513
Richie Megan 405 S 42nd St Apt 3a
Rieger Alex Phi Delta Theta
Riggs Margie 418 Sloan
Riley Betty H 4019 Reno St
Riley Max 3925 Walnut St
Rios Adrian 4033 Walnut St
Risque Video 4301 Chestnut St
Rithin Antony Bosco 4418 Spruce St
Rivera Coral 3616 Baring St
Roberts Joshua 315 Mayer Hall
Roberts Louis 4329 Wallace St
Robey Frank 4243 Westminr Ave
Robinson Eric C, Cheryl 438 N Preston St
Robinson Mayso 735 N 38th St
Roche Nathan D David Ritten House Laboratory
Rodak John 3001 Market St Carol Sparlin
Rodriguez Melanie Apt 1415 15 N 32nd St
Roeder Katherine C 628 N Shedwick St
Rogers Elizabeth, Wilford 650 42nd St
Rogers Elodius 3705 Haverford Ave
Rogers Morgan 3901 Locust Walk
Roman Dumitru, Rodica 4434 Chestnut St
Rosario Karl Phi Kappa Psi
Rose Siegel 3411 Chestnut St Apt 840
Rosen Jamie 4053 Spruce St
Rosenberg Elijah 3702 Baring St
Rosenfeld & Maron Medical 3910 N Powelton Ave 1st Fl
Rosenthal Matthew Rm 0225 Engl Hse
Rosetta Genomics Inc 3711 Market St 7
Roshal Mike Rait 2929 Arch St
Ross Adrienne Rm 0320 Class 28 Fh
Ross Douglas 4040 Walnut St
Rothberg Lauren 319 South 41st St
Roy Alex N 885 N Brooklyn St
Royal Jose 3822 Haverford
Rp Terrace Space Solutions 2929 Arch St 28th Fl
Rubenin Lee 4034 Walnut St
Rubin Nicole 3201 Powelton Ave 3
Rubin Paige Sigma Delta Tau
Ruffin Rosetta Early 4105 Aspen St
Rumack Aidan 4035 Locust St
Rumeci Freddy 228 S 40th St
Rumford Charles C 434 N 38th St
Russell Georgina L 3131 Walnut St Apt 537
Ryan Matthew J Md 34th St & Civic Ctr
Rychik Jack M Md 34th & Civic Cntr Blvd
S Pk 4040 Walnut St
Sabri Mounya 3702 Spruce St 103a
Sachse Laura Rm 0101 Baldwin Fh
Saints Agatha & James Parish 3728 Chesnut St
Saito Kenji 4219 Pine St Apt 2b
Salman Alansari 130 S 45th St Apt 4b
Salter Gerard 20 S 39th St
Sampayo Esther M MD 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
Samuel Joel 4200 Pine St
Samuel Robert 625 N 34th St
Samuels Gregory 4034 Spring Gdn St
Sanchez Jacqueline 875 N 40th St Apt 2
Sandler Ted 405 S 42nd St Apt 2c
Sanguiliano Eleanor 3901 Market St Apt 713
Santhakumari Sowmya 311 N 33rd St Apt A3
Sarah Allen Comm Homes 757 N Preston St
Sarkar Sangeeta Rm 0403 Engl Hse
Sasson Tova 4141 Spruce St Apt 303
Saunders Daniel 32 N 40th St 3f
Savarese Matthew 4417 Pine St
Sawyer Kelli M 625 N Brooklyn St
Scarbrough John 935 N 42nd St
Scavma/Unvi of Pa Vet School 3800 Spruce St Student
Affairs 108 Rosenthal Bldg 6044
Schade Alexander Rm 0218 Van Pelt
Scheie Eye Institute 51 N 39th St
Scherz Heidi 3901 Locust Wk Apt 0312
Schlacks Hunter Rm 0202 Ny Alum Fh
Schlecker Nikki 4043 Walnut St 2nd Fl
Schmid Lukas 4218 Spruce St Apt 1f
Schur Mindy G 3400 Spruce St
Schur Mindy G Md 3400 Spruce St
Schwartz Daniel J 39 N Preston St
Schwartz Derrick 1239 Belmont Ave Apt 8
Schwartz Fanny R 4004 Pine St Apt 2f
Schwartz Marc B 3727 Spring Gdn St
Scott Chanta 534 N 32nd St
Scott Kevin W 4417 Baltimore Ave C
Scott La Verne 3715 Spring Gdn
Scott Marion 4122 Ogden St
Scott Sallie 1030 Belmont Ave 1105
Sean Francis Music 841 N 41st Palm St
Seayhowell Angelique 4005 Spring Gdn St
Second Mile Center 215 S 45th St
Segal Noah A 4417 Pine St Apt 311
Seidler Arielle B 4417 Pine St Apt 200
Seitz Anthony 4309 Lancar St
Seiyon Oh 710 S 42nd St
Sen Sanjukta 414 S 44th St Apt A8
Sen Soumya 3600 Chestnut St 426
Seydou Keita 4234 Chestnut St Apt 2r
Seyfarth Lucia H 3131 Walnut St
Sha Enterprises 3869 Olive St
Shah Anand 4011 Chestnut St 2f
Shah Atman 3306 Baring St Apt 3
Shah Hirsh 4028 Spruce
Shah Mehul 3630 Powelton Ave Apt 2
Shah R 3411 Chestnut St
Shah Ritu 3175 JFK Blvd
Shahin Najeh 4401 Sansom St Apt 1
Shalev Orit 3814 Walnut St
Shan Chang 4311 Spruce St Apt B12
Shaner Timothy 4431 Spruce St
Shanghvi Vidhi D 4032 Locust St
Shanley Andrea Rm 0321 Speakman Wch
Shannon Richard 3400 Spruce St 100 Centrex
Sharma Zubin 3333 Walnut St
Sharodi Rahul M 239 S 41st St
Shashou Alexander 4033 Spruce St
Sheeks Patricia M, Bradley K 3208 Hamilton St
Shen Piin Jiun 3701 Chestnut St Rm A25
Shepard Carol P 1029 Belmont Ave
Shepherd Erdine 1029 Belmont Ave
Sheppard Victoria 837 N 39th St
Sheridan Matthew Rm 1913 Rodin
Sherrot Michelle 3910 Irving St
Shi Yue Rm 0507 Sanseast
Shiff Jacob 4021 Locust St
Shih Yu Hsuan 4410 Locust St Apt 1
Shijie Lu 3900 Chestnut St Apt 427
Shin Dong 3411 Chestnut St
Shin Jae 4016 Spruce St Apt 3
Shin Joan 3650 Chestnut St Apt 578
Shin You J 3910 Irving St 0294
Shin You K 3820 Locust Wk
Shiozaki Akihisa 3630 Walnut St G47
Shmeizer Ryan D 3901 Locust Walk 426
Shop Digital Download 1232 45 St
Shou Hua 3702 Spruce St 421
Shou Hua 3900 Chestnut St Apt 709
Shreve Georgia 3451 Walnut St Rm 200
Shur Helen T 3869 Aspen St
Shurney Simone 3451 Walnut St Rm 200
Silva Daniel 3220 Winter St
Silvagni Paolo 3650 Chestnut St Apt 101
Silverin Andrew Zeta Beta Tau
Simmons Alberta 4238 POwelton Ave
Simmons Donald S 3821 Folsom St
Simmons Dorothy E Chestnut Hl RR 1 Haws Ln
Simmons Gertrude 4427 Brown St
Simmons Hattie 855 N Palm St
Simpkins Frederick 3932 Aspen St
Simpson Mary 425 N 40th St
Singh Akshay 3323 Spring Gdn Apt 2
Singh Amit 518 Woodland Tr
Singh Kanupriya 3411 Race St
Singhal Riju M Mr Apt C214 3500 Powelton Ave
Singleton Michael 943 N 43rd St
Sisson Emma Jean 4247 Locust St Apt 618
Sitko Bradley 120 S 41st St 12
Slater Oscar 4019 Reno St
Slipman Curtis W 3400 Spruce St Dept Rehab Med Hosp
Smalls Charles 4025 Poplar St
Smith Corey B 3311 Wallace St Apt E
Smith Erdine N 1029 Belmont Ave
Smith Eric 317 S 41st St
Smith Jesse 3210 Cherry St 2nd Fl
Smith Kathy 133 S 36th St 519
Smith Matthew S Jr 400 N Busti St Apt 1903
Smith Mozette V 4516 Wallace St
Smith Ralph 4200 Pine St 205
Smith Samuel 345 N State St
Smolen David 3321 W Spring Gdn St
Sofer Yael 329 S 42nd St
Sohn Shinhyang 3600 Chestnut St Apt 607
Sohn Shinhyang 3650 Chestnut St Mb473
Solanki Jigna Apt 214a 3300 Race St
Solomon Jared 4039 Walnut St
Son Gayeon 3600 Chestnut St Rm 0507 Sansom E Mb 0727
Son Yeon Soo Rm 2310 Rodin
Soo Ik 3900 Chestnut St Apt 230
Soriano Andrea 4612 Spruce St
Sosa Guillermo 20 S 36th St Rm 201a
Soulds Homer F 3839 Lancar
Soule Susan A, Andrew 504 N 32nd St
Spergel Jonathan M Md 324 S 34th St
Spesivtsev Leonid 3600 Chestnut St 0620
Spiral Q Puppet Theater 3114 Spring Gdn St 2nd Fl
Spiro Westley Delta Phi
Springer Lovist 3319 Spring Gdn St
Squarsich Tamara 4318 Larchwood St
Srinivasan Devi 407 S 45th St
Stanton Leonard Jr 1103 N 40th St
Stapleton Christian Rm 0328 Hill
Starzenbach Ruth 4220 Brown St
Staten Anita E, Nancy M 3813 Cambridge St
Staten Nancy M 3813 Cambridge St
Stinney Britteny K, Britteny K Stinney 3907 Folsom St
Stjarnstrom Jennifer 15 N 32nd St Apt 303
Stmaps James E 3900 Chestnut St Chestnut Hall Apt 911
Stone Sasha 3411 Chestnut St
Stone Zachary A 4033 Spruce St
Strikes Bowling Lounge 4040 Locust St
Stukes Mary 935 N 42nd St
Stump Ethan 213d S 41st St
Stutz Christina 3175 JFK Blvd
Su Ya Jung 3900 Chestnut St Apt 409
Subramanian Sivaprakash 3921 Pine St Apt 3r
Sullivan Matthew Delta Kappa Epsilon
Sultan Ali 3411 Chestnut St
Sumithra Naidoo 309 N State St
Sun Cecilia 3901 Locust Walk 316
Sun Susan W 3650 Chestnut St Mb 105
Sun Yiren 3717 Chestnut St Apt 200
Sun Zhen 4226 Pine St Apt 2f
Sundar Natarajan MD 3615 Chestnut St
Suriano Patricia 4024 Ludlow St
Sutton Martin S MD, Hospital of the Univ 3400 Spruce St
Swain Charles 685 N 34th St
Swain Ernestine 644 N 37th St
Sweet John 729 N 67th St
Taaffe Jessica 4225 Pine St Apt 1
Taing Pheng 3807 Lancar Ave
Takakuwa Kevin PO Bx 30970
Takla Nanina 3408 3416 Brandywine St
Tan Gan Hong 3945 Chestnut St Apt 512
Tang Xinjing 4251 Walnut St
Tang Zhongzhou 4217 Baltimore Ave
Taqui Fatimah 3701 Chestnut St B32
Taylor Corliss A 120 S 30th St Fl 3
Taylor Julius 3901 Market St Apt 1017
Taylor Zelmo 1124 N 41st St
Tchoufag Joel 4103 Chestnut St
Tejadarojas Cristina M 3411 Chestnut St Apt 613
Tekle Mulu 4209 Cher Ave Apt A17
Teklemuze Mulu 4209 Cher Ave Apt A17
Tekmen Tulu 3314 Arch St 3
Temple Ashley 4425 Walnut St
Temple Physicians Inc Human Resources Gsb 107 3337 N
Brd St
Tennekoon Gihan MD Wood Bldg 6th Fl Children Hosp 34th
& Civic Ctr Blvd
Teow Sue M 439 Hill 3333 Walnut St Mb439
Tesch Gary Rm 0235 Stouffer
Thaker Abigail 4320 Larchwood Ave
Thapa Siddhartha Apt 3 3519 Hamilton St
The Annenberg Center 3680 Walnut St
Thielke Timothy A 437 N Wiota St Unit 2
Thomas Beatrice L 5714 Market
Thomas Benke 820 Williams Hall Upenn
Thomas Brian K 1609 S Marston St
Thomas James 204 S 42nd St
Thomas Roy 4426 Larchwood Ave
Thompson Dianne 3965 Pennsgrove St
Thomson Scientific 3501 Market St
Thulin Madeline Rm 0164 Stouffer
Tian Chen 4400 Walnut St
Tiong Raymond K 3935 Lancar Ave
Tisch Samuel 3451 Walnut St Room 200
Tjokrosaputro Inggrid 3620 Baring St Apt 2r
Tomas Katrina Rm 0108 Lippnctt Fh
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Topalovic Filip 15 N 32nd St
Topoulos Arthur P MD 51 N 39th St
Torquato Franco 3827 Walnut St Apt 1r
Toshniwal Dhruv R 3333 Walnut St 304
Total Health 34th & Civic Ctr Blvd
Tran Eric 3418 Baring St
Tran Loc 3600 Chestnut St Apt 894
Tsai Christopher C 3925 Walnut St
Tsai Lindsay 3901 Locust Walk 374
Tsai Meng Yeh 3600 Chestnut St Box 710
Tse Natalie 3909 Spruce St 140
Tse Theresa Rm 1815 Harrison
Tsekhman Adam 3901 Locust Walk Box 243
Tso Leonard K 3720 Spruce St 221
Tsui An Z 3333 Walnut St
Tsvbo Urara 3701 Chestnut Apt D38 Inter Ho
Tu Pei Hsuan 3721 Baring St Apt 2f
Tu Qiang 4203 Cher Ave Apt 2b
Tucker George 120 South 30th St
Tucker Shawn M 814 N Lex St Apt A
Turner Louise 536 N 32nd St
Turner Sarah E 600 N 34th St Mb512
Turner Tashia 1101 N 42nd St
Tustin William E 3209 Baring St
U S Bank N A 4173 Leidy Ave
Uchiyama Yusuke 243 S 41st St
Udomvitayanukul Apinun 3451 Walnut St Room 200
Ueda Yoshiyasu Upenn−Itmat
Uetake Mariko 4039 Chestnut St Apt 314
Ugnat Liana Harnwell College House 3820 Locust Walk
Rm 1812
Uhl Vincent W 1313 Office of Academic Progra Comp 269
Moore 6389 200 S 33rd St
Uhlar Elsie, Mary 511 S 44th St
Ulrich Julie 4053 Spruce St
Valentine Fred 421 Curie Blvd Room 557 Brb II/III
Vanderkooi Jane 16 University Mews
Vanzee Roger 3451 Walnut St Rm 200
Vascular Access Center of Prince Georges PO Box 38574
Vascular Access Centers 1 Corporate Offices C
Vazquez Antonio Rm 2316 Rodin
Velazquez Omaida C 3900 Woodland Ave Mccr Billing
Velji Zaman 3701 Chestnut St 502
Vemulapalli Varun 101 N 34th St 716b
Venkatesh Nischitha 213 N 35th St Apt 2a
venson Paul 4139 Chestnut St
Verrastro Leonard Kappa Alpha
Vgontzas Athanasia 4011 Chestnut St
Vipavini Athayu 3223 Powelton Ave Apt B
Vo Catherine Rm 0231 Stouffer
Wachter Jonathan 3451 Walnut St Rm 200
Wadleigh Virginia B 3901 Market St Apt 1812
Wagner Amanda V Apt 404a 20 S 36th St
Walczak Maria 827 N Preston St
Waldman Amy T MD 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
Walker Christopher 3720 Spruce St 199
Walker Elizabeth I, Evelyn 4043 Spg Gdn St
Walker Erika 4000 Pine St Apt 2r
Wallace Ella J 713 N Sloan St
Wallace Florence 4114 Powelton Ave
Walls Verna L 612 N 38th St
Wallsh Christie 1154 N Sloan St
Walston Charles 4251 Leidy Ave
Walton Edward A Jr 4039 Chestnut St
Wang Alena 3600 Chestnut St Apt 666
Wang Cong S 3401 Market St 320
Wang Kristina 3910 Irving St Apt 411
Wang Lei 336 S 42nd St Apt 3r
Wang Mier Rm 402
Wang Xinyi 3511 Baring St Apt 3b
Wang Yuan 3901 Locust Walk Rm 508
Wang Yuanfei 3650 Chestnut St Apt 563
Wang Yueduan 3600 Chestnut St Apt 963
Wang Zhuo 503 S 42nd St
Warman Kai S Mr 3607 Spring Gdn St
Warner Justin 4043 Locust Walk
wart Christina 3451 Walnut St Rm 200
wart Jaimie 306 N 32nd St
wart Mary 1030 Belmont Ave Apt 607
wart Melissa 830 N Preston St
wart Print 650 N 42nd St
Washington James 1729 Marlton Ave Apt C 202
Watt Robert 665 N 35th St
Watt Robert F 3738 Melon St
Waymon Seals T A Ways Lounge 3851 Lancar Av
Wayne Joseph Michael 3300 Race St
Weaver Anita 4100 Parkside Ave
Weber Yuning 3933 Pine St
Webr Clinton 4162 POplar St
Wedemeyer Sheldon 3504 Hamilton St
Wee Yeong 3820 Locust Walk
Weinberger Andrew S 4055 Spruce St
Weinin Denise 3650 Spruce St 411
Weisenthal Ben 4034 Walnut St
Weitz Tierney Rm 0312 Rodin
Wells Justin 3175 JFK Blvd
Wernovsky Gil MD 34th St Civic Ctr Blvd
West Phila Realty Board Walter M Wood Jr 4005 Chestnut
St
Wexler Sarah A 4013 Pine St
Whang Rennie 3820 Locust Walk Mb 821
Wharton Health Care 3730 Walnut St
Wharton Wanda R 4034 Spring Gdn St
Wheeler Gladys E 3938 Brown St
Wheelwright Traci M PO Box 38925
White Laura 666 N 42nd St
White Leona M, John T 4421 Chestnut St
White Margaret 725 St Marks St
White Vashaun A 3849 Brown St
Whitehead Kevin K MD 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
Whitfield Anna May 3945 Wyalusing Ave
Whitfield Pauline 3923 Fairmount Ave
Whitney Josh L 3411 Chestnut St 516
Williams Aaron 670 N 39th St
Williams Andre J 3920 Mount Vernon St
Williams Bertha 3918 Fairmount Ave
Williams Betty 1644 Clearfield St
Williams Gerald M Penn Ortho Presbyterian
1 Cupp Pavilion 39th Market
Williams Lorraine J 3847 Warren St
Williams Mildred 3870 W Girard Ave
Williams Shawn 4131 Mantua Blvd
Willis Ruby 616 N 42nd St
Willson Nicolas 310 S 36th St 116
Wilson Fannie E 764 N 43rd St
Wilson Francis 2530 Westminr
Wilson Garrison 4033 Spring Gdn St
Wilson Maureen D 4304 Parkside Ave
Wilson Rose 668 Holly Mall Apt A
Win Khaing 4025 Walnut St
Wing Cynthia 3700 Spruce St
Wing James J 4148 Poplar St
Winston Maxine Sigma Kappa
Witherspoon Shirley, Carol 661 N 42nd St
Woldenberg Jordan Rm 0402 Thom Pnn Rch
Wolfe Emily 329 S 42nd St Apt C8
Wolpow Nina 3948 Delancey St
Wong Anna Room 314b E Hall 115 N 32nd St
Wong Chyi H 3600 Chestnut St Apt 1079
Wong Sarah 3465 Sansom St 343
Woodcock Washburn Llp 2929 Arch St 900
Woodruff Ashley 328 S 45th St
Woodson Belle 707 N Brooklyn St
Woskob Larissa 3131 Walnut St Apt 640
Wright Mark 3915 Baltimore Ave
Wright Marlene 860 N Brooklyn St
Wu Kathleen E 3910 Irving St Mb 788
Wu Ya Huey 15 N 32nd St Apt 1001
Wuzardo Robert W 523 N Douglas St
Xia Mu 4224 Osage Ave 408
Xiao Zaiyuan 101 N 34th St 1405
Xie Xiaoyue 3333 Walnut St
Xinyu Liang 3701 Chestnut St H21
Xinyue Guo 210 S 34th St
Xueyuan Zhang 101 N 34th St 403
Yadav Abhishek 3300 Spring Gdn Apt C2
Yaffee Shoshana Rm 0544 Hill
Yamamoto Koji 4119 Brandywine St
Yan 3600 Chestnut St Rm 1301
Yang Han Chang 3650 Chestnut St
Yang Hong 101 N 34th St Fl 1
Yang Jin 3925 Walnut St Apt 813
Yang Jing 3931 Walnut St
Yang Tian 3934 Sansom St
Yanky Pator Va Nursing Home Clc Unit Rm 1c120
3461 Civic Ctr Blvd
Yanofsky Benjamin 316 S 43rd St
Yanwei Lu 102 S 42nd St
Yarmakhov Boris 236 S 44 3 Rear
Yeh Hsiao Yun 3720 Hamilton St Apt B
Yeonhwa Lee 3333 Walnut St 285
Yiwen Xu 3131 Walnut St Apt 504
Yongle Zhu Caneris Hall 115 N 32nd St
Yoo Hyunjung 708 S 42nd St Wilson Hall
Yoon Hejae 3333 Walnut St
You Jung Min 3820 Locust Walk Apt 1008
Young Pauline 4292 Parkside Ave
Yu Jun 4046 Sansom St
Yu Lawrence 3910 Irving St Mb 230
Yu Tiffany 310 S 36th St
Yunfan Huang 4217 Baltimore Ave
Yung Alex 882 N 41st St
Yurgin Tommy 3720 Spruce St 198
Zaidi Saleha N 3212 Hamilton St
Zaiyuan Xiao 3300 Race St 302a
Zaoutis Theoklis E MD 34th & Civic Ctr Blvd
Zaragoza Pamela 3411 Chestnut St 540
Zderic Olivia Rm 0249 Stouffer
Zendig Michael 4300 Spruce St
Zeyu Zhang 1001 N 34th St
Zhang Hualong 3650 Spruce St
Zhang Li 3900 Chestnut St Apt 518
Zhang Xiaochen 3400 Spruce St Fl 1
Zhang Yuxing 203 N 34th St Rm 410b
Zhao Bichuan 4414 Pine St Apt 3
Zhao Feng 4003 Pine St Apt 3r
Zhao Wei 3300 Race St Apt 201b
Zhaohuang Jiang 3925 Chestnut St
Zheng Huishu 3131 Walnut St Apt 507
Zhong Junjun 2300 Walnut St
Zhou Chenchong 3750 Chestnut St Mb 0150 Samson Place
We
Zhou Guangyu 3650 Chestnut St Mb 408
Zhou Lin 431 S 45th St
Zhou Nan 3620 Locust Walk 2000 Shdh
Zhou Runjie 3431 Chestnut St
Zhu Yanxi 4408 Walnut St
Zhuo Shuping 225 S 45th St Fl 3
Zitzmann Dara A 4403 Pine
Zuhtu Ufuk Dirim 3602 Hamilton St Apt 3r
Zuppe Michael 417 S 40th St
Philadelphia Pa 19105
Ace American Ins Co 501 Walnut St Wb10j
Ace Fire Underwriters Ins 436 Walnut St
Alberto John J 2621 S 13th St
Alstin Advertising PO Box 1880
Associated Retinal Surgeons PO Box 972
Borowiec Wanda M, Mary C PO Box 17011
Borowiec Wanda PO Box 17011
Cartin Charles PO Box 17089
Cb Collections PO Box 46543
Clinical Health Care Asso Box 0975
Clinical Healthcare Asso Penn Medicine Cherry Hill−
He Box 0530
Congdon Charles B, James B Est 1 Logan Sq 18th &
Cherry Sts
Cosmetic Surgery & Derm PO Box 822675
Cruse Therese T Cruse Design PO Box 1736
Dixon Anthony PO Box 54254
Duong Hao PO Box 54236
Gartside David 15 W Elbon Rd
Gerson Assos T A Univ Svc S Arsenal Bus Ct Box 125
Greene Gladys PO Box 17238
Health Partners PO Box 1220
Highsmith William H Sr, Irene H PO Box 53182
Holton Mary Est PO Box 484
Kauffmann Marie A 2922 Rambry
Kearney Mary C PO Box 17011
Kim Jean 3901 Locust Wk PO Box 148
Kwon Eun J PO Box 955 36th Chestnut St
Law Fredrick A 3495 Samson St Mb 390
Lee Ann R 3641 Morton St
Leigh Robert PO Box 53035 William Penn Annex
Li Wei Ming 1007 B Race St Box 50
Liang Sixin PO Box 17279
Liess Alice I 8017 Gerostone Rd
Mask And Wig Club PO Box 987
Mayhew John W PO Box 53571
Milne Caleb PO Box 17285
Moore Alfred PO Box 53931
Mulder Nicolas 310 S 36th St PO Box 54
Presbery Ella B PO Box 216
Primavera Psycy Assocs PO Box 851
Procare Rehab Pc P O Box 1961
Renal Treatment Center Readig PO Box 8500
Rodkey Heather J PO Box 53565
Sanchez George PO Box 17023
Shanley Jacqueline M PO Box 793
Snapir Maurice PO Box 231
Thomas Adaline B Est PO Box 144
Wigfall Louis V 7717 Crittenden St 357
Wolfe Janet, Butcher & Singer Inc Box 957
Philadelphia Pa 19106
1700 Sansom Street Co LLC Ste 1300 210 W Washington Sq
3b Pc Orthopaedics 170 S Independence Mall W Ste L44
707 Restaurant Assoc LLC 707 Chestnut St 1st Fl
728 Market St Lp 726 Market St
A Fred Ruttenberg Tr U A T Alan Markowitz 319 Vine St
Apt 501
Aberdeen Asset Mgmt Inc 197q 1735 Market St 37th Floor
Academy Court Townhomes Inc Mark Brownstein 3 N
2nd St
Ace American Ins Co 436 Walnut St
Ace Fire Underwrite 436 Walnut St
Ace Ina Holdings Inc 436 Walnut St Wa02t
Ace Ins Co 436 Walnut St
Ace Reporters Inc Ste 300
Active Lifestyles Inc 10 St James Ct
Adcock Amie 232 Arch St Apt 2
Advance Medical Equip Inc 121 W Girard Ave
Affical LLC 437 Chestnut St Ste 913
Agadzhanov Dmitriy 301 Race St 202
Alexander Elizabeth A 521 Pine St
Alford Larry 310 S Philip St
Alperin Nancy 706 S Washington Sq
Alter Ron 304 Arch St Apt 4j
Am College of Physicians Member Records 190 N Indep
Mall
American College O 190 N Independence Mall
American Express B 501 Walnut St
Anjou 206 Market St
Anjou Group Limited LLC 206 Mkt St
Anne Pramila R MD 311 Lawrence Ct
Appelbaum Alena J 315 New St Apt 413
Arbor Associates Inc Jeff Rosenblum 325 Chestnut St
Ste 1010
Are Barbara, Donald 604 S Washington Sq Lbby 2
Aronovitz Arnold 525 1 2 Spruce St
Arthritis Foundation Northeast Regi 111 S Independence
Mall E Ste 500
Artz Kathy Hopkinson House 2815 Wa Sq S
Ayes Dental Asso of Southern NJ 121 S Independence Mall
E Ste 500
B S Shirts 16 N 3rd St
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Bachstadt Pamela 61 N 3rd St Apt 3
Bahateridis Nicholas A 304 Market St
Baird Ted 33 S Letitia St
Bancware LLC 601 Walnut St Ste 1010
Banks Ryan 106 N 3rd St 3a
Barbuto 502 1/2 Delancey St
Barnhart Edward Box 39788
Barron Emerg Physicians PO Box 7418
Barrow Richard II 313 Arch St 505
Barthco International Inc 721 Chestnut St
Bartscherer Zachary, Rita J, Patrick 604 S Washington Sq
Apt 2217
Basekamp 723 Chestnut St 2nd Fl
Bates Joan 233 Spruce St
Baumann Deseve Landau 5th Chestnut Sts
Bayard Gregory P 319 Vine St Unit 211
Beals Susan K 736 738 Pine St Unit H
Belkowitz Stephen P, Samuel C 221 Vine St Apt 19
Beneficial Bank Isaoa 530 Walnut St
Beneficial Savings Bank 530 Walnut St
Berg Bradley J Ace Ina 436 Walnut St
Berg Bradley J Ace Overseas General, Deb Christiansen
Wa02s 436 Walnut St
Berkowitz Eli 128 Chestnut St
Bernardo Peter 7 N Columbus Blvd Ofc 5 138
Berry Lewis T 313 Vine St Ph 104
Beverly Healthcare 7310 Stenton Ave
Bhuiyan Tafsir 4320 Chestnut St Apt 311r
Bhullar Sumeet 212 Race St Apt 2a
Biddlestone Keith 200 W Washington Sq Apt 3607
Bishop Tabb J 332 S 3rd St
Bitros Barbara 501 Vine St 2e
Bock Beaty Ste 303 421 Chestnut St
Bock Robert C 36 S 7th St 3rd Fl
Boda Suzanne 112 N 2nd St Unit 5h4
Bolno Donna B Hopkinson House 402 602 Washington Sq S
Book Soup Publishing 215 Church St
Bookbinders Restaurant Inc 125 Walnut St
Boris John A 601 Walnut St Fl 9
Bower Wood Turning Inc 146 N 2nd St 19106
Bowman Marjorie 604 S Washington Sq Doris Bowman
Boyd Caroline MD 232 Pine St Apt 2f
Boyd Rufus 932 N 24th St
Brady Kathleen 530 Walnut St
Bragg Emergency Physicians PO Box 37754
Braunstein Andrew 604 S Washington Sq 916
Braunstein Andrew J 604−22 S Washington Sq Unit 414
Braunstein Leon 718 Pine St
Breslau Naomi 224 Locust St
Bridger Wagner H 604 S Washington Sq
Brighton Enterprises 399 Market St
Bring One In For Jim 600 Chestnut St Ste 705
Broadsphire Ace American Ins 436 Wal
Brooks Anthony Ta Atech 704 Sansom St 3rd Fr
Brooks Stephen G 315 New St 424
Brown Mary Ann, Baginski Mezzanotte Hass 150 S
Independence Mall W Ste 500
Brownstein Pearlman & Wiezer Pc 3 N 2nd St
Bushey Michael E 231 N 3rd St Apt 124
Caddell Joan 604 S Washington Sq 1709
Campbell Franklin D 707 Chestnut St
Campbell Tammy J 38 N Front St Apt 3c
Cassel Christine 200 W Washington Sq Apt 2808
Cassel Christine American Board of Internal Med
510 Walnut St Ste 1700
Cbre Cares 150 S Independence Hall W
Cc3 Aquisition LLC 395 Lebeau Blvd St
Celebrities Com 106 S 7th St
Chatterjee Minakski Est 220 Locust St
Chca 230 Washington Sq 5th Fl
Chca Mark Lari 230 W Washington Sq 5th Fl
Cherokee Rose Emerg Physicians PO Box 37805
Cherry Fieger Marciano Llp Patrick Hasson 6th Chestnut
Sts Ste 500
Chestnut Rest Ventures 601 Walnut St Ste700
Childs W D 11 N 2nd St Apt 501
Cho Bok 126 Market St 5
Ciletti Larry Mellon Bank Return Stmt Unit 2nd &
Chestnut Sts
Clark Joseph H 191 N Orianna St
Clondalkin Holdings Inc 601 Walnut St Ste 965
Cmca 230 W Washigton Sq
Cmk Entertainment 111 Church St 9
Cohen James 36 N 3rd St Ste 1
Coldwell Banker 1631 Locust St
Collins Katharyn C 303 Vine St 308
Comby Elizabeth M 200 Locust Apt 20 An
Commercial Real Estate Women Phila Beneficial Bank
530 Walnut St
Concepcion Manuel 213−217 N 4th St
Concilio Augustin 100 Independence Mall W
Conley Ruth R 222 N 4th St
Conn Candice B 233 S 6th St 131
Connection Training Svc 16 S Bank St
Cook Michael 111 Chestnut St
Coomer 50 Switchback Rd Chirnside Park
Costantini Angela 1026 Public Ledger Building 150 S
Independence Mall W
Creagh Gary 113 Bread St 8d
Cresci Margaret Bailey, John Charles 301 Race St Apt 305
Crew Lorenzo 326 New St
Crisi Ludovico 1026 Public Ledger Bldg 150 S Independence
Mall W
Ct Eyecare LLC 136 Race St 3r
Culbreth John 310 S Philip St
Curley Amy 704 S Washington Sq
Curran Stuart 320 S 16th St
Current Medicine 400 Market St Ste 700
Customs & Border Protection 2nd & Chestnut St
Dagostine Joseph Hopkinson House Apt 2605
604 S Washington Sq
Daidone Sal B 201 N 8th St Apt 105
Dantonio Robert 727 Sansom St
Dauphin County Bar Asso Baginski Mezzanotte Hass 150 S
Indep Mall W Ste 500
Dave Anoop 201 N 8th St Unit 908
David H Dunkle Trust 33 101 N Independence Mall E 137
Davis Glenn C 224 Locust St
Dea Karen Casares 600 Arch St
Dearlove Randall P 313 Vine St Apt 204
Decastro Ronald 200 W Washington Sq 2806
Delaware Valley Comm Reinvest Fund Cast Iron Bldg
718 Arch St Ste 300 N
Delaware Valley Regi Planning Commission 111 S Indepen
Mall E
Dellavalle Mary G 31 N Columbus Blvd 257
Desai Neena 241 S 6th St Apt 308
Devonshire Marketing LLC 42 S 3rd St
Difiori Alexander 229 Vine St
Digiacomo Louis, John 1211 Chestnut St Ste 300
Digirolamo Diane 200 Locust St 4fn
Dioli Marco 231 N 3rd St 409
DisaraPOng Disaraneesh 7 N Columbus Blvd
Donegan Shannon 112 N 2nd St Apt 4g
Donohue Donohue Iolta 400 Market St Ste 200
Dougherty Claire 315 New St 503
Drach George 314 S 3rd St
Drain Alexander O 146 Race St
Drexel Paul, A J 668 Public Ledger Bldg
Drezner Julie S 535 Spruce St Apt B
Duckett Margaret P 314 S 3rd St
Dudek Suzanne M 313 Vine St Apt 403
Dugan Roth L 238 S Third St
Dulau Florea 210 Locust St Apt 22d
Dumoff Catherine, Ashley 53840 Spruce St
Ed Tinkleman Ret Plan Pension Trst Eb Tinkleman Etal
715 Sansom St
Edwards Fidel 237 241 North Bread St 3
Ehr Clinical Staffing Solution PO Box 41551
Elkman Mollie 604 S Washington Sq 1915
Emergency Phys of Chattanooga Insurance
Emery Ray 108 Arch St Apt 1001
Engineering Maintenance Concep 601 Walnut St Ste 700
Enis Candace M 33 S Letitia St Apt 404
Erdy Mchenry Architecture Inc 230 N Second St
Escobar Fredy Ricardo 3 N 2nd St
Excel A Care Emerg Phys Insurance
Facchina Robert, Paul Hertel & Co 325 Chestnut St 1200
Fairwell Records LLC 230 N 2nd St Unit 1b
Falcone Victoria L 241 S 6th St 1708
Fanelli Cecelia F 243 Pine St
Farthing Charles 715 Pine St Unit 1
Fd Indemnity Ins Co 435 Walnut
FilipPOne Michael J 130 Spruce St Apt 32a
Fischer Abigail H 231 N 3rd St Apt 125
Fiserv Solutions Inc 701 Market St Box 29
Fleisher Leslie 277 S 3rd St
Flourish Mr Best 323 Arch St
Ford Emily, Brian 133 N Bread St Unit 3c
Foster Richard P 201 N 8th St Apt 408
Fosters Inc 33 N 3rd St Ground Fl
Fox Karin L PO Box 40182
Frances Munn Baker Tr 12/31/64 668 Public Ledger Bldg
Francis J Purcell Inc 251 N 3rd St
Freedman Lorry Pc 400 Market St Ste 900
Friedman Amy 200 Spruce St
Frost & Zeff Pc Pier 5 At Penns Lnd 7 N Columbus Blvd
Ste 200
Gaeto Melissa E 200 W Washington Sq
Gallagher Eileen A 1603 Hopkinson House 604 Washington
Sq S
Garson Janis G 241 S 6th St Apt 1105
George T Bisel Co Inc 710 S Washington Sq
Germantown Insurance Co 210 S 4th St
Gersch Lena 2912 Front
Giancarlo Inc 130 N 3rd Stret
Gl Trade Americas Inc 601 Walnut Steel Ste 100
Gmac Pier 5 Apt 139
Godzina Szymon 636 Pine St Apt 1
Goldhabu Bernard 12 Race St
Goldstein Rona One Independence Place Apt 1408
Gonzales J Est One Independence Mall
Gonzalez Angela 47 N 3rd − Apt 09
Goodman Ann B 723 Spruce St Apt 1r
Goodstadt Eric 34 N Front St Apt 2f
Gormley Joseph J, Frank Jr PO Box 40491
Graves Derma Care Pc 601 Walnut St Curtis Ctr Ste L90
Gravett Gary D PO Box 40183
Green Stephen 571 Chestnut St
Greenberg Briana 230 Pine St Apt 3 Front
Gustavus City 600 Arch St
Hackett Joann Estate 136 S 50th St
Hackett Joanne 136 S 50th St
Haines P 436 Walnut St
Hakeem Shamsud D Td Banknorth Customer Ser
437 Chestnut St
Hall Robin G 413 Pine St 3f
Han Xu 400 Walnut St 3730
Harvath Craig D 51 N Third St Apt 39
Harvey Helen H, John 333 W 4th St
Haskins Samuel, Betty Est, Hopkinson House 402
602 Washington Sq
Hatzlacha LLC Care of Colliers L 399 Market St Ste 320
Health Resource Svc Bruce Riegel 150 S Independence Mall
W Ste
Health Wolters Kluwer, Joseph Lippincott
Healthcare Recoveries 170 S Independence Mall W
Heineman Jeffrey A 3 N Columbus Blvd 223
Helms Wesley 3469 Boyd Rd
Herrera Cesar M 725 Walnut St Apt 3a
Hibachi of Penn S Landing Pier 19 325 N Columbus Blvd
Hicks Marc A 136 N Bread St Apt 403
Hilpl Patricia K 200 W Washington Sq Apt 1606
Hinkson Patricia H, Patricia Hinkson Doyle 214 New St 1s
Historic Philadelphia Inc 115 S 3rd St
Historic Philadelphia Inc 500 Arch St
Hoffman Donna 170 S Independence Mall W
Holmes Robert C 510 Walnut St Ste 999
Horvick Leilynne 201 N 8th St Unit 206
Im Johnny 108 Arch St Apt 302
Impark Dlc Management 510 Walnut St
Independence Graphics 615 Chestnut St
Independence National Ner I 143 S 3rd St
Infinity Sunguard Ste 1010
Insurance Society of Philadelphia PO Box 40088
620 Chestnut St
Internati Sungard Systems 601 Walnut St
James Holly A 321 Arch St
Jamison Thomas E Chestnut Grv
Jermyn Violet D, Elaine 102−122 Church St Unit 209
Joana Body Works 400 Walnut St
John M Steer Co 28 S 2nd St
Johnson Mei E 143 S 3rd St Independence Natl Historic
Jukes Joseph A 327 Pine St
Karma Hospitality Inc 114 Chestnut St
Kaseman Cathy, Keith Kaseman 408 Vine St 2b
Katzenstein Alfredo 541 Pine St
Kavanagh Jane 160 N 3rd St 2nd Fl
Kelly Suzanne 313 Arch St 505
Kichler Justin L 36 N 3rd St 5th Fl
Kim Soo 711 Walnut St
Klinger Darralyn R, Ciarra R 7 N Columbus Blvd
Koehler Mary 535 Delancey St 2nd Fl
Kong Restaurant Group LLC 7 N 3rd St
Koppel Sondra, Max 212 Delancey St
Kornstein Ken 22 N Front St 3c
Koss Anna C 223 Spruce St
Krantzler Alalexandra 233 S 6th St Apt 201
Krol William C 304 N Lawrence
Kunnel Pasquarella, PO 170 Independce Mall W
Kuntz Allison 113 N Bread St
Kwasnik Michael W 201 N 8th St Unit 701
Kyw Newsradio 400 Market St 10th Fl
Labohne Percy T 25 N 4th St 401
Labov Sara 101 Walnut St Apt 3
Lamar Hospitality Co Constitution Place 325 Chestnut St
Land Robert The Curtis Ctr 601 Walnut St Ste 160W
Landsburg Wm 717 Chestnut St
Langer Hillary S 736 738 Pine St Unit B
Law Office of James P Carfagno LLC the Curtis Ctr Ste
400e 170 S Indepen Mall W
Law Office of Thomas Bass 170 S Independence Mall W
Law Offices of Debra G Speyer 232 S Third St Co Lendell
Bldg Debra Speyer
Leffers Robert 200 W Washington Sq 150
Legal Motion 304 Arch St Store 5
Legal Motion 315 New St Ste 708
Lenard Pier 3 Apt 423 3n Chris Columbus Blvd
Levin Jonathan M 210 Locust St Apt 2g
Levin Minnie 134 Elfreths Aly
Levine Alexander 15 S Bank St Apt 212
Li Joana LLC 400 Walnut St
Li Wei 400 Walnut St Apt 5a
Library Build Inc PO Box 39827
Lieberman William 220 Locust St 30th Fl H
Lippincott Joseph 49 Cabot Dr
Lippincott Williams Wilkins 530 Walnut St
Little Sam R 122 Arch St
Littman Marshall, Pearl 604 Washington Sq S Apt 13
Liu Elaine M 725 Walnut St Apt 3a
Liwei She Stanley PO Box 7600
Llc Sungard Avantgard PO Box 40099 Mailstop Ac01a
Lorenz Janet 10 S Letitia St
Lsg LLC 400 Market St Ste 300
Mager Vicki 233 S 6th St Apt 806
Maja Audio Group 201 St James Place
Maja Inc 201 Saint James Place
Malloy & Carpiniello Assoc 299 S 8th St
Management Mechanics LLC 212 Race St Ste 2a
Markowitz Alan Trust Alan Markowitz 319 Vine St Apt 501
Marx Else PO Box 40017
Mather Company 630 Public Ledger Bldg
Mattia Angel E Est Apt 317 850 Locust St
Mccally Michael 200 W Washington Sq Apt 2808
Mccormack Michael 126 Delancey St
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Mcdaniels Margaret, Charles 1249 W Hazzard
Mcdonnell Christopher, Madeline 37 Saint James Ct
Mclerran James Stephen 16 St James Ct
Medability Physical Therapy 325 Chestnut St Ste 330
Medability Ste 330 325 Chestnut St
Mele Giovanni 241 6th St Appt 1204
Mellon Bank E 701 Market St
Mellon Bank John Rowan Sen Investigat 701 Market St
199−5100
Metlife PO Box 41753
Metropolitan Life Ins Co Dept W5095 701 Market St 19
Michael Dougherty E 325 Chestnut St Ste 501
Miller Brian 200 Locust St Apt 5f
Mitsui Sumitoo Ins Us Inc Pa Lumbermans Mutual Workers
Comp
Mohorn Heather D 33 S Letitia St Apt 413
Mondgock David J 306 Cherry St Apt 2b
Morganstern Richard 717 Chestnut St
Morris Jehangir E 200 Locust St 23 F
Morton Intl Rohm & Haas 100 Independence
Mosaic Pizza 21 N 2nd St
Mum Puppettheatre Ltd 115 Arch St
Muzattar Ayesha 3 N Columbus Blvd
Naness Ruth 241 S 6th St 1710
Nasdaq Stock Market Grant St Sta
National Constitution Cen 525 Arch St
Nelson Rhonda A 301 Race St
Newman Newman 1000 Rte 611
Niedermayer Algie E 711 Spruce St
Nigro Russell M 210 West Washington Sq
Nobadeer Realty & Mgmt Co Inc 521 Cypress St
Northeast Arthritis Foundation 111 S Indepen Mall East
Ste 500
Nott Madhu 223 Pine St
Nott Madhusudan 223 Pine St
Oconnor Joseph A III 107 Arch St Apt 2e
Oconnor Kristine, Michael 736 738 Pine St F
Oded Tamar Apt 23 225 Arch St
Ominsky Alan J 233 S 6th St
One Hour Messenger 11 N 3rd St
Ordo Robert 604 S Washington Sq Apt 2308
Oregon Trail Emerg Physc Ins
Orlow James PO Box 40017
Ottery Faith Pier 5 Apt 139
P H G I Associates Ltd 230 West Washington Sq 4th
Pace Theresa E, Larry F 241 S 6th St Apt 1904
Paflitzko Joseph Est Patrick Hasson 6th Chestnut Sts
Ste 500
Parsky Associates 348 S 4th St
Pei Fei 734 Pine St Apt 3
Pen Ac 0821900a City Philadelphia, Corestates Bank
530 Walnut St First Fl
Penco Neary. Corestates Bank Na Securities Clearance Dept
FC119317 530 Walnut St
Penn Stationers Inc 240 Arch St Robert Lipson President
Penn Valley Associat 230 W Washington Sq 4th Fl
Penna Lumbermens Mutual Ins Co Michael P Omaly Svp
The Indepen Sq W
Pennsylvania Oncology Hematology Assoc 2nd Fl 230 W
Washington Sq
Perot Christina H 53 N Mascher St 2nd Fl
Person Naomi R 222 Church St Apt 3 H
Philadelphia Jewish Archives Center 125 N 8th St 6th Fl
Philadelphia Real Estate Council 510 Walnut St 9th Fl
Philadlephia Apt Co 225 Arch St 1st Fl
Pincus Brothers Maxwell Pbm Independence Mall E
Piper Valerie G Scott Quehl 331 S 3rd St
Plough & the Stars 123 Chestnut St
Pond Jane B 315 New St Apt 621
Popli Chaman Fl 2 114 Chestnut St
Postiloff Jeweler 721 Sansom St
Potamkin Jeanne 305 S 3rd St
Potamkin Lexie B 130 Spruce St Ste 30b
Prasad Sangeeta 223 Pine St
Priscilla Robinson 415 Chestnut St
Provident Mutual Divrsfied Eqt Fund, Corestates Bank
530 Walnut St FC1911
Quality Distributors Intl 4 S Front St
Quehl Scott 331 S 3rd St
Quinn M 436 Walnut St Wa02s
Ray George F 184 Pine St
Raymond S Wojtalik Irrev Trust 510 Walnut St
Rea James L 101n Indepndence Mall E M
Regent Upholstered Furniture Co Inc 111 Arch St
Reiff Phyllis, Morton 740 Sansom St Ste 405
Reita Rea Et Al 101n Indepndence Mall E M
Reitsma Peter 604 Sh Washington Sq 2007
Reitsma Peter L Apt 2007 604 S Washington Sq
Repetto Augustine A 15 S Bank St Apt 409
Reppa Scott G 229 Pine St 2nd Fl
Revolution Devlp Group Ste 105 22 S Front St
Richard Ho, Dept W5095 701 Market St 199 3490
Richardson Kimberly A, Susan C 31 N Columbus Blvd
Riley Shainey 24 S Bank St Apt 210
Roberts Ronald D 315 Arch St 701
Robertson Julie 200 Locust St Apt 26b
Robinson Joseph Beneficial Ins Svcs 530 Walnut St
Rocksprings Village Assoc 27 N 3rd St
Rohm & Haas 100 Independence Mall W
Rohm Haas Exec Comp Agrmts 100 Independence Mall W
Rohm Haas PO Box 1260
Rohm Hass Chemi 601 Walnut St
Ross Andrew 257 N 2nd St 501
Rougas Sam 116 S 7th St Appt 505
Round Kirsten 32 N Front St
Rubin Alan 522 Delancey St
Rudick Paul L 212 Race St Apt 4c
Ruff Daniel M 321 Willings Aly
Russell Catherine 317 Lawrence Ct
Saint Mungos Finger LLC 226 Market St
Saligman Carolyn D 3 Se 210 W Washington Sq
Sanchez Patriciodr Mario 3 N 2nd St
Schaeffer Amy 317 S American St
Schaeffer Mary 201 N 8th St Unit 912
Schiffman Caren 25 Saint James Ct
Schmidt Oliver 509 Vine St Apt B4
Scriven Keith 115 Arch St Apt 4 B
Seven Arts Framing Inc 255 N Third St
Shahlapour Shelia 301 Race St Apt 320
Shenai Shaila M 200 W Washington Sq Apt 2405
Shifa Shahnnoma R 4320 Chestnut St Apt 311r
Ship Osv Bold 301 S Columbus Blvd
Shipley Company 100 Independence Mall
Shooters Inc Co Nancy Webb 1050 Independence Sq W
Shootersinc 601 Walnut St Ste 1050
Shub Howard 200 Locust St Apt 4b
Silvers Tracy H 604 S Washington Sq Apt 611
Simons Stephen, Geeta 56 S 2nd St
Slawetsky May 604 S Washington Sq Lbby 2
Smirnov Pavel 210 W Washington Sq Fl 2
Society of Hospital Medicine 190 N Indepen Mall W
Solomon Sherman Gabay, Baginski Mezzanotte Hass
150 S Indepen Mall W Ste 500
Soper Darcy L 309 Cherry St 2
Soto Joseph W 117 Chestnut St Apt 602
Soukup Jamie E Apt 1606 233 S 6th St
Space Design Inc 210 W Washington Sq Ste 9
Spirit of Philadelphia Columbus Blvd
Standing Chp13 Donna Westfield 0710485 111 S Indepen
Mall E Ste
Stanley Morgan 15 S Bank St Apt 409
Steiner Heather L 239 S 4th St
Stetz Joann Est 509 Hopkins House 604 S Washington Sq
Steve Belkowitz Photographer Inc 230 N 2nd St
Story Adeline 1603 W Erie Ave
Stuart D Fiel & Assoc Helene Morgera 232 S 3rd St
Stuart Jason D 200 W Washington Sq Fl 100
Stuart Jason D 220 W Washington Sq F
Sullivan Thomas PO Box 43675
Sullivan Vernon S, Julia E Hopkinson Sq S
Summissean LLC 253 Pine St Apt B
Sungard Epi PO Box 40099
Sungard Financial Systems PO Box 40099
Sungard Financial Systems Ssc 601 Walnut St Ste 1010
Arwen Goodwin A/P Specia
Sungard Fss 601 Walnut St Ste 1010
Sungard Shrhldr Sys LLC Accts Payable Mailstop Bf 03 A
Sungard Systems Intl Benefits Admin 601 Walnut St
Ste 1010
Susan Be Anthony & Co Lockbox 53473 101 N Indepen
Mall E
Swarv Inc 224 Market St
Syvret Daniel J 113 N Bread St Unit 5e
Tarr Joe 520 Spruce St First Fl
Taxin John 200 Locust St Apt 29b
Taylor & Francis Inc 325 Chestnut St
Taylor Hattie 222 N 4th St
Teknika Design Group 12 N 3rd St
Tereo Elaine F 221 Vine St
Terminal Ind Corp Core Realty Fl 5
Terry Shanna 237 N 2nd St 1f
Terry Shanna L 237 N 2nd St 1f
Theatre Alliance of Philad PO Box 40028
Thomas Edward 524 Spruce St
Thomas John W 213−217 N 4th St
Thomas Maki 47 N 3rd Apt09
Tillman Seth B 524 Spruce St Apt 1 R
Tlush Marian PO Box 40433
Tokuno Mariko PO Box 378
Tollefson Donald H PO Box 40035
Tommy LLC 718 Chestnut St
Trf Dev Partners Inc 718 Arch St Ste 300
Tse Elaine C 132 A Chestnut St
Type Image Form LLC Fl 3 125 N 3rd St
Tzitzifas Zois Kyw Radio 400 Market St
U T D 11 27 92 James Kellmer Trust 717 Chestnut St
Ums Assisted Living LLC 27 N Third St
Unicon Holdings Inc, David Rob PO Box 43508
Union Trust Steakhouse 717 Chestnut St
Unit Ventures LLC 529 Pine St
Ups Store 51 N 3rd St
Urioste Elena 201 N 8th St 505
Velez Isa 301 S 8th St Ste 2l
Vena Jean 1211 Chestnut St Ste 300
Vurimindi Vamsidhar 3 N Columbus Blvd Apt 108
Wachovia Plaza 401 Market St
Ware William F 502 Ludlow St
Warick Financial Pla 121 S Indepen Mall E Ste
Watkins Ronald 170 Independce Mall W
Weaver Nerissa C 36 N 3rd St 5th Fl
Wessel Julian III Atty at Law The Lafayette
What Is Spirit Dba 130 Spruce St Ste 30b
White Marc Allen 200 W Washington Sq 3805w
William E Ehrhart Trust Wells Fargo Bank, D Dennis Y
1372 060
Williams Jill 201 8th St
Willis Isaac Est 617 Pine St
Winge Pamela 31 N Columbus Blvd Apt 407
Winter Laraine 327 Spruce St
Wireless Comm Inc 305 Market St
Wittreich Joseph Jr 320 S 16th St
Wolfe Gregg 325 Chestnut St Ste 909
Wolters Kluwer 530 Walnut St
Wolters Kluwer Health Pa 530 Walnut St Accounts Payable
Woodruff Tina E Hopkinson House 402 602 Washington
Sq S
World Affairs Council of Phila 206 S 4th St
Wright Francis D 122 Et Watson Ave
Wright Kim Pc 446 Public Ledger Bldg 150 S Indepen
Mall W
Yang Jiehan R 200 W Washington Sq Apt 1001
Yarrington Hugh 530 Walnut St
Yeck Louis 301 Race St 102
Yin J 436 Walnut St Wa02s
Zempol Eric J 130 Arch St
Zettlemoyer Julie 327 Pine St Apt 2 R
Zhen H Jin Law Office 111 S Independence
Zhiyuan Liu 300 Race St Rm 1108a1
Zinych W 113 N Bread St Apt 3e
Philadelphia Pa 19107
Aba Systems 920 Walnut St
Abfs 2003 2 Inc Wannamaker Bldg 100 Penn Sq E 7th Fl
Abstract Inc 314 N 12th St Ste 100
Academy Imaging Center 132 S Tin St Rm 861
Ackf T Windener Bldg 1339 Chesnut St Ste 5
Advanced Medical Training LLC 227 N Brd St 2nd Fl
Afro American Press 1237 Vine St
Albert Rachel N 1223 Spruce St Apt 2−R
Algard Charles 1313 Cypress St
Allstate Ins Co 121 S Brd St Ste 14
Alnafjan Mohammed Residence Inn Marriot 1 Penn Sq E
Rm 1402
Alrashidi Meshari F Residence Inn Marriott 1 E Penn Sq
Anderson Allen 1206 Chestnut St
Anderson W R 1114 Spruce St Apartment 21
Andrew Dashevsky Esq Her 1315 Walnut St
Angelis John K 249 S 10th St
Annas Christopher A 927 Pine St 402
Antell Malcolm, Meltzer Antell Co 215 Sth Brd St Ste 200
Anthony V Benedetto Dermatolog 1200 Locust St 1202
Anwar Jahja Intl Div Y A Davitt Pa4818 Wachovia Corp S
Brd St
Aramark Corp 1101 Market St
Aramark Facility Services 1101 Market St
Archer Greiner One S Brd St Ste 1600
Asber Alfonso 1315 Walnut St Ste 1326
Assoc Promoting Relations between 1100 Vine St Apt C5
Atwater John D 215 S Sartain St
Avent Diane 1213 Spruce St Apt 1 Rr
Bacher Albert J 1042 Pine St
Bae Joong 1228 Spruce St Apt 608
Bahm Joshua M 1220 Sansom St Apt 7n
Banwickman of Key West Inc 207 S Juniper St
Baratiz Sydney 1100 Locust St Apt 9
Barkley Rei 1 S Brd St 24th Fl
Bass Carly B 1326 Spruce Ste 42
Bauman Robert Paul 1116 Pine St
Bazan Mariana L 1221 Walnut St Apt 6
Bazan Romero Mariana Lucia 1221 Walnut St Apt 6
Bearcom Pa Bearcom 135 N 11th St
Bell Christopher C 247 S Juniper St
Bell James A Iv 1027 Arch St Apt 301
Ben Avi Eran 1500 Locust St Apt 2901
Ben Franklin Hotel Assn 834 Chestnut St Ste 502
Benoit John S 301 S Iseminger St
Benoliel Osmond, Maria 626 W Clinton St
Benteke Per 1116 Pine St Apt 2r
Beredjiklian Pedro K MD 833 Chestnut St
Bezuk Stephen F Saint Georges Manor 850 Locust St
Apt 307
Bezwada Hari MD 3b Orthopaedics 800 Spruce St
Block Bobbi 923 Spruce St
Boytchev Mihail S 250 S 13th St Apt 2a
Bright Marvin 1221 Race St
Brinkley Tom 1211 Chestnut St 11th Fl
Brown Darien 1221 Race St
Brown Robert F, Archer & Greiner Pc 1 S Brd St Ste 1620
Browne Tanya R 1101 Market St 10th Fl
Brumbaugh Joseph R 261 S 13th St Rm 309
Bugg Christine K 262 S 11th St
Bus Septa 1234 Mktst 5th Fl
Busco Ralph 1129 Spruce St Apt 1
Bynum Robert B 317 N Brd St Apt 820
Byrd Benjamin 1221 Race St
Callahan Amy P 1305 Spruce St Unit Th2b
Canaba Yvette 801 Cherry St Apt 706
Cananwill Inc 1234 Mktst Ste 340
Cardiothoracic Surge 1025 Walnut St Ste 607
Cardiovascular Med Assoc 1128 Walnut St Ste 401
Carito 931 Clinton St Apt 200
Carlson Megan 1025 Cherry St
Carpenter Albert L 1320 Pine St Apt 103
Carrafiello Matthew D 673 City Hall
Carroll J B Md 205 N Brd St Ste
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Cass Optical Co 10th & Market St Gallery II
Castleberry Eleanor L 1326 Spruce St Apt 1501
Castro Susan Blsb 509
Cccs of Delaware Valley 1608 W Walnut St 10th Fl
Center City Legal Re 1315 Walnut St Ste 601
Central City Eyecare 105 N 9th St
Chaikin Samantha 206 S Sartain St
Chapman Rose 1015 Chestnut St Ste 106
Chen Alice Plotkin MD 800 Spruce St
Chen Chisheng 321 N 9th St
Chen Henry 1107 Cherry St
Chen Xiaohong 1009 Arch St Apt 5a
Cheong Hong 226 N 10th St
Chin Edwin 145 N 10 St 3rd Fl
China Village Inc Co Chung May Food Market 1017 Race St
Cho Sung 909 Walnut St
Chonofsky Andrew S 834 Chestnut St Ph 122
Christian Kelly 917 Pine St
Clark Pauline 1110 Spruce St
Clase Robert 256 S Alder St
Clinical Nephrology Assc 235 N Brd St 6th Fl
Comfort Inn Whitehaven Kripa Motel G 215 S Brd St 3rd Fl
Connectechs Connected 1213 Vine St Ste 207
Cooper Sylvia 906 Cherry St 2nd Fl
Courtyard Assoc 340 N 21st
Covenant Group Holdi Ngs Inc Ken 137 N 11th St
Cox Kyong 1910 Spring Gdn Ave
Cseh Julia 850 Locust St Apt 312 St George Senior Housing
Corp
Cuisine Intl Restaurants 1320 Walnut St
Cummings Jill 248 S Warnock St
Cushing Kathy 1108 Pine St
Dabney George H Mhasp 1211 Chestnut St Fl 9
Daly Jaun 255 S 10th St Apt3
Damico Lisa 1321 Spruce St
David Taylor 1229 Chestnut St Apt 1002
Dee Robert J 1110 Manning St
Deeizion Split 233 S 13th St
Delaney Helene A 1234 Pine St
Demarco Debbie 245 S 8th St
Dennis Hart PO Box 36604
Devadhas Devakumar 201 S 11th St Apt 401
Dhaenens Jon M 314 N 12th St 406
Diblasi David J 1221 Race St
Dieter Anne 850 Locust St Apt 420
Domus Inc Snidney Johnson 123 Ave of Arts
Dong Xing X 153 N 9th St Apt 3
Donniacuo Maria College Bldg 1025 Walnut St Fl 3
Dowd Michael F 8th Floor Preston 800 Spruce St
Dowd Virginia A 1206 Spruce St
Dowling Dennis R, Joan 928 Clinton St
Doyle Marilyn 1027 Arch St 609
Eagle Pa Assoc Lp 1315 Walnut St Ste 100
Eckenhoff Verna 12 S 12th St Rm 3000 12 S 12th St
Edenhartpepe Terra R 221 S Delhi St
Elmore Palmer Trust PO Box 36767
Emerson Robert 9 N 9th St Ste 108
Enomoto Iwamoto Motomi 1015 Walnut St Rm 501 Cu
Eternity Shoes Inc Eternity Kids 60 Gallery Market E
F And T Appliance 205 N 11th St
Fabric Workshop Museum 1214 Arch St
Fang Qiang 1023 Arch St Apt 1f
Fang Qiang 111 N 9th St Unit 616
Fashion Anney C 1029 Race St Fl 6
Fathom Online Internet Order LLC 340 N 12th St Ste 420
Fazenbaker Nina L 1220 Sanson St Apt 11
Financial Processing Services LLC 1 S Brd St Fl 8
Finley Bruce W Psfs Retirement Plans Adm 1212 Market St
Flam Frances 1326 Spruce St 2308
Fletcher Robert Est 121 S Brd St
Flying Monkey LLC 1112 Locust St
Foner Philip S 250 S 13th St
Fong Mak Chan Wai 317 N 9th St
Fong So H 801 Locust St Apt 1002
Forbes Raymond Adelphia House Apt 1420 13th Chestnut
Sts
Forester Morgan L 1011 Clinton St
Frank Hiram L 801 Locust St Apt 515
Franzone Amparo P 801 Locust St Apt 1324
Frazier Clifford N Est 801 Locust St
Freedman Eaf Abramson Windener Bldg 1339 Chesnut St
Ste 5
Freedman Png of Queen Ervin Ellen 1333 Race St
Freese Kristin S 1330 Pine St
Friedman Cynthia R 801 Locust St Apt 601
G Williams A Robin Hynicks 55 N Brd St
Gabriel Jeffrey M 1122 Spruce St 5c
Gallagher Gerard J 1328 Race St Community Relations
Gallery Mall Dental 9th & Market St Space 3220
Gao Zhan F 223 N 13th St
Gelman Steven J 221 S 12th St
George Steven 9 N 9th St Unit 701
Gerolamo Mcnulty Dicis & Lewbart 121 S Brd St Ste 1400
Gethers Thomas 1229 Chestnut St Apt 1316
Getz Charles MD 325 S Juniper St
Girard Square Partners LLC Jeffrey Engel 9th Fl 21 S 12th
St
Givens Richard H One E Penn Sq Bldg Ste 612 11 N
Juniper St
Gl Cliff Enterprise 247 N Juniper St
Gogate Shilpa S 206 S 13th St Apt 1803
Goldburgh Rodgers & Triester 111 S 11th St
Golden Planet 1116 Mkt St
Gonzales Peter J PO Box 36767
Goodes Virginia M 227 S Alarn
Gorberg & Gaber Pc Iolta 1234 Market St Ste 2040
Gorski Mariusz A 200 S 13th St
Gotera Anna 834 Chestnut St
Goveas Brandon 1010 Race St Apt 7j
Grayson Zachary L 1201 Chestnut St 10th Fl
Great Wall Restaurant 205 S 13th St 205 S 13th St
Gretha P 1229 Chestnut St Pmb 101
Grimm John H III 939 Spruce St
Gurbanova Nigar 221 S 12th St S415
Hain Christian Ray 310 S 10th St
Halpern David 306 S Sartain St
Hammonds Monica 1118 Market St 2nd Fl
Hand David 253 S 12th St
Hanlon Phyllis 1209 Spruce St
Hansen Erik Est 1 S Pen Sq
Hao W 201 S 13th St
Harari Nimrod 1006 Spruce St
Hard Rock Cafe Philadelphia Pa 1113 31 Market St
Harkins Kelly Ann 211 S Jessup St
Harshfield Wane 1 Penn Sq E
Health Care Compliance Assn 1211 Locust St
Healthcare Mgmt Alternatives 100 Penn Sq E Ste 900
Healthpartners 901 Market St Ste 500
Herman Frances 317 N Brd St Apt 501
Hey Day Entertainmen 253 S 10th St
Hibou Keith 201 S 13th St
Higham Albert 2035 Loaseling
Hilibrand Alan S 925 Chestnut St 5th Fl
Hilton Gueest Service 1100 Arch St
Hoang Mai 1324 Locust St
Hoff Trust C O M Hall 21 S 12th St Ste 402
Home Plus Enter Inc 11211 Chestnut St Ste 1
Hope Day Nursery 1023 Race St
Howell Bernice Est 1315 Walnut St Ste 1326
Huang Hong L 223 N 13th St
Huntley Jill 323 Camac St
Iscimenler Sinan 1010 Arch St Apt 601
James W Fox IV & Assoc Ltd 840 Walnut St 15th Fl
Jefferson Anesthesiology Assoc 1020 Walnut St Scott Bldg
Rm 531
Jefferson Family Planning 841 Chestnut St Rm 200
Jefferson Health Systems Risk Enter Mgmt Ltd
833 Chestnut St Ste 720
Jefferson Rehab Medicine 25 S 9th St
Ji Youn 1324 Locust St Apt 303
Johnson Anthony 261 S 13th St Room 709
Johnson David W W Beneficial Savings Bank PO Box 40058
Johnson Kevin C PO Box 40822
Johnson Kirk William 1027 Arch St Unit 505
Jones Alicia 8th & Locust Sts
Juniper Chancellor Lp 207 S Juniper St
Junod Charles 1233 Locust St 5th Fl
Jw 1100 Vine Investments LLC 1100 Vine St Apt C5
Kafrissen Arthur S 485 City Hall
Kakar Neketa Apt 203 1010 Arch St
Kan Tung Chye, Ma Htwe 211 N 9th St
Karpe Ashwath 1300 Chestnut St Apt 804
Kas Ilgin B 834 Chestnut St Apt 1430
Kascher Priscyla 1014 Spruce St Apt 5−3
Katcher Aaron H 1326 Spruce St Apt 2208
Keeler Emma J 236 S 11th St
Kelsey Angela D 1216 Spruce St Apt 3 & 4
Kemery Kathryn 919 Pine St
Kenexa 340 N 12th St Ste 309
King Chan Pui 1012a Winter St
Kirk Dorothy L 1015 Spruce St Rear Apt
Knox Alfred N Paul Cohen 2933 Psfs Bldg
Kohler Thomas M Ste 1206 255 S 17th St
Kolansky Jeffrey M 1 S Brd St Ste 1620
Kollias Dimitra 800 Walnut St
Korfin Arthur 920 Clinton St 2f
Kraft And Kraft 1311 Spruce St
Krao Neeta 111 S 11th St Ste 3390
Krtolica Marija 1011 Spruce St Apt 4
Kubey 317 S 11th St
Kupfer Katie J 1028 Irving St
Kwait Samantha, Jeffrey, Emily 1225 Walnut St
Kyung Heerim 206 S 13th St Apt 505
L & L Lucky Market Inc 155 N 10th St
Lam Kin Wo 1032 Arch St Fl 2
Latvinsky Oleg 801 Cherry St Apt 705
Laucius Frederick J 1015 Chestnut St Ste 306
Lawson Gladys M Amer Postal Workers Hse
801 Locust St 708
Lazarus Mark D 925 Chestnut St
Ledsome Philip 1326 Spruce St Apt 1106 Apt 1b
Lee Daquanya M 1128 Pine St
Lee Dyung 1010 Cherry St
Lee E 1032 Winter St
Lee Ji Y 1324 Locust St Apt 1131
Lee Terese 230 N Camac St
Leeway Foundation 1315 Walnut St
Lefevre Settlor Thomas V, Eugene B 936 Irving St
Leo Robbins & Sons 801 Walnut St
Leonard Joseph F 243 S 13th St Apt 4
Leonard Maria 1324 Locust St 508
Lewis Alonzo 1100 Locust St Apt 10
Lexington Law Group Pc 1201 Chestnut St Fl 10
Li Leon P 230 N 9th St
Lin Jin 1023 Cherry St Apt 2f
Lin Richard 250 S 13th St Apt 13f
Litvin Blumberg Matusow & Yon 1339 Chestnut St Widener
Bldg
Liu Jiguang 210 S 13th St Fl 1
Liu Meng 1011 Arch St
Liu Ning 1020 Locust St Ste 334
Liu Reijun Apt 1g 310 S 10 St
Liu Xin S 1032 Arch St Fl 2
Liu Yang Blsb Room 1032a 233 S 10th St
Llazo Mite 1101 Market St Ste 2500
Lo Kevin 137 N 9th St
London Edwin, Matkoff & Shengold 1101 Market St
Ste 2500
Loney Walter P 1229 Chestnut St Apt 307
Long Lula 1206 Chestnut St
Lucky Philadelphia 1336 Chestnut St
Lui Pri C Apt 27 219 N 10th St
Mai Jin L 924 Arch St 3rd Fl
Malgorzata Goralczyk MD 1010 Arch St Apt 806
Malone Ryan 1101 Market St Ste 2610
Mancall Elliot 900 Walnut St Ste 200 Jefferson Hospital for
The Neu
Manzone Melissa 1020 Clinton St Apt 1f
Margolis Berman Byrne Health Ste 901 1015 Chestnut St
Psychology Pc
Maritz Mcgettigan 100 Penn Sq E 11 Fl
Marks Michael A 21 S 12th 804 Stephen Girard Bldg
Martha Knox A 1315 Walnut St
Mary Howard Health Center 125 S 9th St
Matkoff Louis 1101 Market St Ste 2500
Matthew L Ramsey MD Rothman Institute 925 Chestnut St
Maurer Philip MD 800 Spruce St Pa Hospital
Mavromanolis J 1325 Spruce St
Mcandrew Maureen A PO Box 36693
Mcarthur−Scott Shalisa 245 S 13th St Apt 11
Mcclain Warren, Mental Health Assoc of S 1211 Chestnut St
Fl 9
Mccorey Katie 902 Pine St Apt 2f
Mcelravy Glen A 1328 Race St Community Relations
Mcintire Kieran O 9 N 9th St Apt 306
Mckenzie Mark 901 Arch St
Mcnamara Thomas 915 Spruce St
Mcrae Charles A 1221 Race St
Medeiros Luis C 237 S Brd St
Mellert Hestia 609 Blsb
Mendezlugo Dionicio 1319 Irving St
Mendoza David 221 S Schell St
Mercer Hall 1211 Chestnut St Fl 11
Merchant Construction Co 1101 Arch St
Metzger Liana 9 N 9th St Apt 102
Meyers William 219 N Brd St
Michael Shannon Designs 1315 Walnut St Ste 1717
Midiri James F 1324 Walnut St Apt 301
Miyamoto David 938 Arch St
Mock John E Est Paul S Harris Exec 810 Pine St
Modern Eye Inc 145 S 13th St
Moffit Francis X 1345 Chestnut St Pnb Bldg 1938 42
Molnar Irene Est 1515 Walnut St 12th Fl
Montgomery Samuel 1930 Nolf
Morrison A L Jr 1114 Pine St Apt 3f
Morrissey Kaitlin L Unit 3 910 Spruce St
Mouaikel John 927 Pine St Apt 402
Mouaikel Nathalie, John 927 Pine St Apt 402
Moukarzel Lea Orlowitz Bldg Apt 1701 1000 Walnut St
Moussaco Inc 105 S 12th St
Moussouttas Michael M MD 900 Walnut St 2nd Fl
Movado Watch Svc 1015 Chestnut St Ste 1010
Mozenter Robert B, Joyce S 121 S Brd St Ste 500
Munford Timothy 261 S 13th St
Muntin LLC 1326 Spruce St C3
Museum 1214 LLC 1214 Arch St
Mutchnick Scott 1231 Chestnut St 112
Najman Hindy Leah 834 Chestnut St Apt 1201
Nakamura Tasuku 319a N 11th St Fl 4
Nami Anthony P 1115 Walnut St 3rd Fl
Narumi Tetsuo 111 N 9th St Unit 311
National Breast Cancer Coalition Fund 12 S 12th St
22nd Fl
Nationalities Service Center 1216 Arch St 4th Fl
Nay Robert 209 N 11th St 1st Fl
Neely Kevin J 316 Peconi Dr
Neil Bruce Jewelry Inc 138 S 8th St
Nemiroff & Mellon Assoc 301 S 8th St Ste 30
Nemours Foundation 833 Chestnut St Ste 300
Nemours Physician Assoc 833 Chestnut St Ste 300
New World Orient Inc 1211 Race St
Ng Hang Wan 304 I N 8th St
Ni Yan 1231 Race St
Ninth Street Internal Medicine Assoc 211 S 9th St 401
Noyles Enrico 262 S 12th St Third Fl
Nunes Linda 801 Spruce St Lower Level
Nwj Management 1109 Spruce St
Obrien Bra C 301 S 11th St Unit 703
Ochs Harry 12th & Arch St
Odonnell John J III 1006 Clinton St
Odonnell Thomas J 271 S 10th St
Omalley Viola 850 Locust St Apt 421
Operation Brigh 1328 Race St Community Relations
Outin Waymon 1221 Race St
Ovide Maritza 1000 Walnut St
Pa Usa&Fujian Province Prc Inc 1100 Vine St Apt C5
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Pacini Joseph 1234 Plac St
Padilla Milagros M PO Box 40685
Page Scott 1015 Chestnut St Ste 417
Palmer Jacqueline V 1028 Spruce St 7
Palmer Trust Elmore PO Box 36767
Park Miduck 1100 Vine St
Park Wendy H 317 N Brd St Apt 619
Parker Daniel 305 S 11th St 1 F
Patel Janki 1000 Walnut St
Paul Green School of Rock Music 1320 Race St
Paul H Yeomans Inc 833 Chestnut St Ste 1140
Pbx 215 S Brd St
Pearl International LLC 1100 Vine St Apt C5
Pediatric Medical Mission 833 Chestnut St 3rd Fl
Peiper Stephen 1112 Spruce St
Pennsylvania Ballet Assoc 1347 Wood St
Petre Alexandra N 1223 Walnut St Apt 4
Phila City of Robin Hood Del, Theadora Bolton 786 City
Hall
Philadelphia Bar Assoc 1101 Market St 11th Fl
Philadelphia Fertility Inst 815 Locust St
Philadelphia Hand Center 834 Chestnut St Ste G114
Philadelphia Lambda Club PO Box 36604
Philadelphia Loews Hotel 1200 Market St
Philadelphila Foundation Spe Eq Patricia Meller Vp Fi-
nance 1234 Market St Ste 1800
Phillips Susan 250 S 13th St
Pitts Rosetta, A Golden 1201 Chestnut St Fl 2
Plan W Thacher, Phila City Council 594 City Hall
Platinum Jewelery Inc, Tammi Yosef 1136 Market St
POwell Adam C 906 Cherry St 2nd Fl
Prasad Mayank 1010 Arch St Unit 301
Pti Ccc Inc,Hal Rosen 1010 Race St 6 B
Quantum Inc 929 Arch St
Rabizadeh David 834 Chestnut St Apt1128
Rader Darryl V 325 N 12th St 3−B
Ramsey Heather, Crdlgy Cnslt Phil Pete Jan 207 N Brd St
3rd Fl
Rao Do Sanjai 834 Chestnut St Apt 812
RappaPOrt Shaffer 1339 Chestnut St Ste 530
Rauch Frances B 1212 Market St R Stewart Rauch
Rausch Elwood Charles 121 S Brd St Ste 1700
Redden William 1229 Chestnut St Adelphia House
Redkiewicz Patrycja Anna 1020 Locust St Jah Rm 346
Reed Kenna 237 S Brd St
Reilly Janiczek Mcdevitt Pc 1 S Penn Sq Ste 410 1339 Ches
Reinewald Joseph 2750 Eays St
Retinovitreous Assoc 840 Walnut St Ste 1020
Reutlinger Doris F Scott L Peters Esq Peck Young & Van
Sant 1 S Penn Sq Mezzanine
Richardson Russell C 217 S Jessup St
Rite Aid Pharmacy 3770 1000 1008 Market St
Roan D F 9 N 9th St Unit 312
Roberts Quay Condominium 311 South 13th St
Roberts Virginia L 224 S Quince St
Robinson Rosa, Matkoff & Shengold 1101 Market St
Ste 2500
Rooker Gwendolyn 319 N 11th St Fl 6
Rosen Marc R MD 909 Walnut St 320
Rosenberg Anne L MD 1100 Walnut St Ste 303
Rubin Michael 834 Chestnut St Apt 805
Rugs Dada 105 S 12th St
S2f LLC 1232 Chancellor St
Saint Regis Psychotherapy Ed Assoc 1015 Chestnut St 810
Saleh Salwa 1204 St James St Apt 3s
Saleh Salwa A 1202 Saint James St
Salvador Vicenta 830 Pine St
Sam Teena 925 Spruce St Apt 3
Savarese Deirdre, Ronald 800 Pine St Apt B
Savitz Steven House 1114 Spruce St Apt 36
Schaeffer Renee Johnson II 215 S Brd St
Schlessman Jason 834 Chestnut St
Schoenenmann Richard W 261 South 13th St Apt 404
Scott Alice J 245 S 13th St Apt 11
Scott Saundra, Horace 237 S 13th St
Se Penn Transport 1234 Market St Fl 5
Seif Alix E 1137 Pine St 103
Serfer Jamie 810 Locust St
Seth Siddarth 1027 Arch St Apt 803
Shah Shreyas S 9th & Market St
Shao Zhang 1015 Cherry St
Shetty Sarita R, Heffler Radetich & Saitta 1515 Market St
Ste 800
Shields Carol 640 Walnut St
Shoppers Kit LLC 1250 Market St Ste 580
Shuemate George 1218 Walnut St Apt 806
Siam Cuisine Inc, Owner Manager 925 Arch St
Sierra Vista Re 1101 Market St 18th Fl−Araserv
Silpasuvan Artit MD 800 Spruce St Pine Bldg
Simcox Henry A 325 N 12th St Apt 2a
Simmons Thelma 229 S Schell St
Sinha Priyadarshi 833 Chestnut St
Smith Mark T 1106 Pine St
Smith Robert Johnson II 215 S Brd St, 10 Fl
Society Hill Anesthesia Consultants, Richard Edwards 800
Spruce St 9th Fl
Sofia James 1321 Spruce St Apt 1f
Sotz Christopher 238 S Quince St
Southeast Penn Trans 1234 Market St 5th Fl
Southeastern Pennsylvania Transport 1234 Market St
5th Fl
Sova Jennifer 1035 Spruce St Unit 103
Spruce Rana Deli Market 1034 Spruce St
Stein Veronika M PhD Sem Genini 1114 Pine St Apt 2f
Stognief Vincent, Helen 819 Spruce St
Stowers Claudia H 1011 Clinton St
Strader Christina 255 S 12th St
Straub Linda 901 Arch St
Sun Life Assurance Co of Canada PO Box 7247 0381
Sun Yang 916 Spring St A
Susan G Komen for The Cure 125 S 9th St Ste 202
Sussex Marketing LLC 202 S Quince St
Sussman Joseph A 801 Cherry St Apt 706
Sutaria Nilesh 1324 Locust St
Tang Amy 279 Jah
Tangiku Toshio 931 Clinton St Apt 510
Taran Kuzey 1222 Arch St Apt 305
Tarsia Family Investments 210 N 12th St
Tasch Edward B PO Box 418
Taylor Christopher 1208 Spruce St Apt 301
Taylor David L 1229 Chestnut St Apt 1002
Taylor Leslie 314 N 12th St Apt 1006
Taylor Ossie, Rogers Sanders Admr 2400 One Reading Ctr
1101 Market St
Taylor Rober 323 Camac St
Tc Wentworth Management 1010 Arch St Fl 6
Teberian Ida 834 Chestnut St Apt 727
Teevan David 221 S 12th St 302n
Teixeira Cristina 834 Chestnut St 1701
Terai Mizue 201 S 13th St Apt 806
Tettemer Red 1 S Brd St Fl 24
Theodore G Duncan & Assoc, Dr Theodore G Duncan 829
Spruce St
Thompson Helene E, Charles F Thomson Ben Franklin
House 834 Chestnut St
Thompson Margaret 1204 Cypress St Fl 2
Tishman Construction 220 N 13 St
Tju Ortho Sports Med 130 S 9th St Edison Bldg Ste 106
Tk Development LLC 1025 Arch St
Todays Bus Inc 121 N 11th St 1st Fl
Todays Women Health Center Inc 1015 Chestnut St Ste 307
Tom Vuong Cig Asia Ltd 137−139 N 11th St
Top Tomato Pizza Cafe Inc 1107 Walnut St
Triangle Medical Inc 253 S 19th St
Trinh Phuc M 209 N 9th St Apt 3b
Trocki Daniel 314 N 12th St
Truong Alvin 1229 Chestnut St
Turner Tangela 1315 Walnut St
Tuspm Class of 801 Cherry St Apt 706
Twelfth Street Hotel Assoc 1200 Market St
Uematsu Takafumi 834 Chestnut St Apt 1717
Ultimo Aaron 324 S 11th St Apt 22
United Check Cashing Gallery Mkt E 10th Filbert S
Universal Service Admin Co 1324 Locust St Apt 1508
Valentine Charles 236 S 8th St
Vengraitis Katharine A4th Fl 1203 Spruce St
Wager Russell 224 S Quince St
Walters Benjamin 9 N 9th St 408
Wang Ke X 1021 Arch St Ste 2
Wang Y 1 S Brd St 8th Fl Pa
Waters Catherine 211 S Jessup St
Way William E 2536 Bancrofs St
Weiner David A 321 S 11th St
Weinstein J Marc 1219 Vine St
Weinstock Jack 1234 Wood St Afro−America Press
West William 1221 Race St
Wiggins Lawrence 1221 Race St
Williams Daniel 917 Pine St 101
Williams Dominic 1221 Race St
Williams Meridith April 315 S Brd St
Womens Internationa L League Pe 1213 Race St
Wong Cherry 903−A Wood St
Wong Julie S 1100 Vine St Apt C5
Yang Jun 1119 Walnut St Fl 3
Yang Wentao 1025 Walnut St Rm 813
Yen Andrew 1010 Race St Apt 3c
Yi Jean K 304 S Quinn St
Yong Xing Foods 122 N 9th St
Yongs Construction Inc 225 N Camac St
Young William B 111 S 11th St Ste 8130
Ypages Group 1229 1231 Chestnut St Ste 505
Yuqing Li 1039 Chestnut St Store 1
Zasloff Eva S 1100 Spruce St Apt 2e
Zavino Wine Bar & Pizzaria 112 S 13st St
Zhang Derrick 128 N 10th St Ste 201
Zhang Qingshen 1017 Cherry St Fl 1
Zhang Zhi Zhong 925 Race St
Zheng Qi 213 N Clifton St
Zimmerman Tammy S 376 Main Rd
Zingler Bridget 931 Spruce St
Ziss Bethany E 834 Chestnut St Apt 1406
Philadelphia Pa 19108
Callowhill Mgmt 7400 N Federal Hwy Ste 216
Davis Adver Inc Pr Sh Pl George G Griffin Sute 2626 1700
Market St
Dugan Harry 401 N Brd St
Henry David A 401 N Brd St Ste 600
Levlane Advertising Dan Hall 100 Penn Sq E
Morhow Jobe 4678 Rocky Rd
Shank Carlton 401 N Brd St
Philadelphia Pa 19109
Benn Diana M Est 3817 Market St Apt 203
Blanc Sandra 123 S Brd St
Blarsky Debbie, Marie 123 S Brd St Ste 2170
Brooks Gertrude M, Harkins & Harkins 123 S Brd St
Ste 2102
Bruckle Catherine A 47371 N Brd St
Capital Collection Svc Edelstein Martin Nelson Llp 123 S
Brd St
Carlyle Realty Golf Holdings L P Josh Mathew Pa1246 123
S Brd St
Carr Catherine 123 S Brd St
Center City Reporting Inc 123 S Brd St Ste 1920
Chamberlain C S, 1st Fidelity Bank Brd & Walnut St
Pwsp03
Chase Bank 123 S Brd St Ste 2100
Clewell Mark 123 S Brd St
College Settlement of Phila Noel Turner Pres 123 S Brd St
Pa 1210
Cranmer Grover W Richard W Hartmann Esq 123 S Brd St
25th Fl
D G Maren II Inc 123 S Brd St A Pomerantz & Co Ste 126
D G Maren II Inc 123 S Brd St A Pomerzntz & Co Ste 12
D G Marren II Inc 123 S Brd St A Pomerantz & Co Ste 1
D G Marren II Inc 123 S Brd St Ste 1260
Dougherty Michael J Esq 123 S Brd St Ste 2100
Fidelity Philadelphia 135 S Brd St
First Union National Bank Mary Mccracken Wachovia 123 S
Brd St
Fisher Jasir 123 S Brd St − Ste
George L Harrison Trust 123 S Brd St No Pa1279
Golan Ovadiah 123 S Brd St 24th Fl
Gray Justin L, Foreclosure Sjc Pa1331 123 S Brd St
Henrietta S Currier Trust Wachovia Bank
Jeffrey Sheridan Toaltoan Psp Pooled Acc, Jeffrey Sheridan
Toaltoan 123 S Brd St Ste 1820
Joseph Margaret Mary 123 S Brd St Ste 2080
Kise Franks & Straw Inc 123 S Brd St Ste 1270
Knipe Patricia A, John P, Foreclosure Db Pa1331
Mccabe Weisberg & Conway 123 S Brd St Ste 1400
Mccabe Weisburg & Conway Pc 123 S Brd St Ste 2080
Medlantic Healthcare Group Inc 130 S Juniper St 8th Fl
Missionary Emergency Fund 123 S Brd St
Mitchell Janet S 301 N Progress Ave Apt D1
Mobile County Revenue Comm Wachovia Bank Na U
Mccarrie Mac Y1379 0
New Jersey National Bank 1st Union Nat’l Bank 123 S Brd
St
Please Furnish Trust 123 S Brd St 24th Fl
Pullins No A 123 S Brd St Ste 2080
Ramiel Kathy, Foreclosure Am Pa1331 123 S Brd St
Rappaport Joseph 123 South Brd St 24th Fl
Right Worship G, William L Kingsbury− Mmw&R 123 S Brd
St
Roberts Bernice S Est, Ruffin Celeste, Susan C Moody 123 S
Brd St Ste 1820
Rotary Foundation of 123 S Brd St 24th Fl
Schortz Helen C, Foreclosure Sjc Pa1331 123 S Brd St
Sei Private Trust Co 130 S Juniper St
Shadow Creek Funb Custodian 123 S Brd St Pa 1328t
Shanthi Murugadass Mary Mccracken Wachovia 123 S Brd
St
Sirlin Gallogly Lesser 123 S Brd St Ste 2100
Srey Hanna Minor Withdraw By Ct Order 123 S Brd St Ste
1200
Toaltoan Jeffrey Sheridan 123 S Brd St Ste 1820
Virginia Homes Mb Llc, Patrick Mgovern Pa1246 123 S Brd
St
Wright Allie J Ast Equity Plan Solutions 123 S Brd St 11 Fl
Zavodnick Joseph, Edith 123 S Brd St Ste 1940
Philadelphia Pa 19110
4kings Investment Group LLC PO Box 22690
Adams Roland M 6404 Geyers Ave
Adams William Exec Est PO Box 22606
American Abstract & Search 100 S Brd St
American Music Theater Festival 100 S Brd St
Barbara Miller PO Box 22606
Bowie Rose M Est, Quinn & Quinn 100 Southbrd St
Ste 1430
Burghart William Est 100 S Brd St
Claros Nolasco Jose Patrocinio 448 N 12 St
Duffy Sara Esq 100 S Brd St Ste 1304
Ecal Corp PO Box 22458
Eurell John B Land Title Bldg 22nd Fl
Glover Kenneth 100 S Brd St Ste 1125
Gray Gus M PO Box 22433
Griffith John R Land Title Bldg 22nd Fl
Happier Com PO Box 22459
Katz Rhea Quinn & Quinn Attys at Law Land Title Bldg
Ste 1430 100 S Brd St
Meli Robin M 100 S Brd St 1421
Meli Robin M Ste 1421 100 S Brd St
Meyers Jay 100 S Brd St 1419
Miller Amy, Metropolitan Career Ctr Cti 100 S Brd St
Ste 830
Mitchell C Harding Dc PO Box 22491
Odonnell Nancy L Est Land Title Bldg 100 S Brd St
Ste 1430
Office of Fleet Management 100 S Brd St
Passyunk Chiro PO Box 22705
Phillips Phillipa PO Box 22584
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Pizzica Health System PO Box 22465
Project 440 PO Box 22363
Quann Raeneal Est, Remick Martone Pc 100 S Brd St Land
Title Bldg Ste 630
Quinn Edward J Land Title Bldg 100 S Brd St Ste 1430
Quinn Edwin J Esq Quinn & Quinn Land Title Bldg
Ste 1430 100 S Brd St
Rehab PO Box 22705
Rhythm & Blues Foundation 100 S Brd St Ste 420
Rivet Patrick Corner Moltiflora Antorium St Bort Les
Orgues
Sakharova Valentina 10031 Joanas St
Saylor Gregg Architects Land Title Bldg Ste 1100
Servant Leadership LLC Alfred Sanford 100s S Brd St
Ste 2100
Taylor Azalia E Est 100 S Brd St Ste 1810
Taylor Joseph 100 S Brd St Ste 1810
Watlington Cooper Inc Land Title Bldg 100 S Brd St 16th Fl
Woodbridge Apts Assoc Chancellor Properties PO Box 22466
Young Guyzer M, Alfred Whitman Ste 2226 Brd & Chestnut
St
Philadelphia Pa 19111
Abubaker Ali M 636 Devereaux Ave
Abucevicz Grace 7943 Verree Rd
Adair Francis R 1016 Saint Vincent St
Adams Charles A 1443 Rhawn St
Adams Michael A 7363 Claridge St
Adolph Charles N 501 Unruh Ave
Afolabi Adekunle A 8114 Verree Rd Apt C202
Agbede Sharon 922 Friendship St
Aguilera Ernest 6424 Shelborne St
Ahmed Ismail E 7707 Burholme Ave Fl 2
Al Hourani Naser 1402 Magee Ave
Alexander Herbert 307 Levick St
Alfaro Ruperto 704 Knorr St
Algarin Angela 7510 Dorcas St
Ali Ahsan A 1313 Robbins St
Ali Hamad S 6046 Newton Ave
Allgoode Natural Foods & Bev 27 E Springfield Ave
Amadu Marglie 1816 Onford Ave
Amelia W Ebbecke The Exper Dx Rad 800 Unruh Ave
American Truth Investmt Assoc Pm LLC 6520 Rising Sun
Ave
Anderson John Sr 7248 Lawndale Ave
Anmuth Margaret 1131 Brighton St
Antoine Dwayne 6020 Tabor Av F1
Ariza Jim 1721 Griffith St Apt 2
Armin POrzig Dc LLC 6712 Rising Sun Ave Unit 4
Arnold Mabel Donna Mcnamara 6810 Martins Mill Blvd
Asad Wisam 800 Cottman Ave
Auer Edward, Doris 419 Hartel St
Austin Allison 419 Chandler St
Azcona Olegario V 906 Knorr St
Bailey Samantha 7024 Rising Sun Ave
Baldwin Angeline 1623 Borbeck Ave 1st Fl
Banks Andrew 1119 Cottman Ave Floor 2
Baraniewicz Brian 7518 Watson St
Barbano Elvera M 6030 Colgate St
Barnes Acey 1405 Kerper St
Barros Lis F 1024 Magee Ave 2nd Fl
Batista Ednilson 6800 Bingham St Apt C 4
Baugh Miller 1315 Gilham St
Baur Robert D 740 Disston St
Bazar Maribel A 1336 Princeton Ave
Beatrice Hirsch Rev Tr 7709 Langdon St Apt 1
Begum Mina 1334 Knorr St
Benitez Francisco 6336 Algon Ave
Berardi Carmela D 1401 Princeton St
Bernard Thomas B 1426 Englewood St
Black Alexander, John Croskey PO Box 15337
Black Victor T Est Jr, Justine C 7744 Rockwell Ave
Blaskovich Gerald S, Joy A 1032 Chandler St
Blue Ribbon Svcs 7400 Oxford Ave
Boblitt Lottie 1219 Hellerman St
Boccalupo Sharon 6822 Algon Ave
Bodner Brenda Jo Est 7327 Tabor Ave
Boeing Elizabeth 7301 Oxford Ave
Bond Richard 1929 Pacific St
Borst Ethan 8029 Pine Rd
Borten Rose A 802 Brighton St
Boulevard Law Center 6391 Oxford Ave Ste 202
Bowen Sandra Jean 6111 Lawndale Ave
Boyd Dorothy 8106 Burholme
Brame Nazeim 1312 Fanshane St
Brenner Beverly 1212 Princeton Ave Apt A
Brooks Reginald 7100 Oxford Ave Apt 51
Brown Candice 501 Solly Ave
Brown Celia 8580 Verree Rd 762
Brown Kristie N, Brian D 1113 Solly Ave
Brubaker William E 1304 Rhawn St Apt 126
Bryan Mary 6500 Tabor Ave Rm 3415
Buchanan James 1304 Rhawn St Apt 204
Bumberger Kevin 6730 Tabor Ave
Burdette Carla 55 Van Kirk
Burke Gary M 729 Levick St
Burstein Pablo D 828 Knorr St
Burton Jsoeph 901 Carlia St
Byfield Tricia A Est, Byfield Walton L 6122 Reach St
Cahall Kathryn Ann, Kathryn Greenfield 1325 Faunce St
Caimitte Robens 1117 Mckinley St
Cairone John 1264 Levick St
Caleb Leveille Sr 1807 Oakmont St
Callahan Anna, Joseph Callahan 6604 Claridge St
Callahan Margaret 546 Arnold St
Callahan Marguerit 1304 Rhawn St Apt 204
Candelaria Brenda 6415 Argyle St
Capitano Amy 7615 Langdon St 2
Carlin May V 1304 Rhawn St Apt 132
Carlos Dos S 412 Borbeck Ave
Carpenter Williams 1359 Fanshawe St
Carr F J 1304 Rhawn St
Carraccio Marilyn 7362 Claridge St
Castro Jose M 1320 Hale St 0
Cavanaugh Catherine, James 6315 Hasbrook
Central Providers Organization, Michael Palazzolo MD 6101
Rising Sun Ave
Centre For Well Being 7880 Oxford Ave
Chacko Jaimon 316 Passmore St
Chan Hee 1412 Peach Tree Ln
Charitos Theophilos 1413 Unruh Ave
Chen Can H 1223 Kerper St
Chen Jack 1104 Glenview St
Chen Shu J 6324 Summerdale Ave
Chen Tian L 1410 Greeby St
Chen Xiong 1043 Disston St
Cheng Chui Wah 6506 Algon Ave
Cheng Guo D 6414 Rising Sun Ave
Cherizard Jimmy 7210 Oxford Av Ste Ll3
Chieffo Peter A 846 Brighton St
Chok Cheng H 803 Passmore St
Chropka John A 415 Solly Ave
Chu Helen 1307 Saint Vincent St
Chung Zhen 7912−14 Loretto Ave
Cindyi Es Nails Inc 1108 Cottman Ave
Cintron Christina 1326 Mckinley St
Citimortgage Inc 300 Levick St
Clark Loretta T 7240 Lawndale Ave
Clavin Genevieve M 712 Glenview St
Clearfield Matthew, William 7801 Algon Ave Apt 310
Clegg Nancy 7100 Shelbourne St
Clemens Nancy 474 Robbins St
Coates Emma M Est 7341 Oxford Ave
Coccagna William 6201 Oxford Ave
Coco Charles M 7917 Barnes St
Cohen Bernard M 1112 Chandler St
Cohen Mildred R, Israel H 1700 Lansing St
Colavechio Kathleen A 601 Strahle St
Colavechio Thomas J Est 601 Strahle St
Colbert Charles 8408 Veree Rd
Collision Rossettis 7921 Fox Run Ln
Colon Jamarys 753 Magee Ave
Colon Nilda 831 Disston St
Colon Ruth Elias 1246 Knorr St
Colton Jack 700 Tyson Ave Ground Fl
Compton Kevin 822 Brighton St
Conroy Elizabeth R, John J 8101 Verree Rd
Conti Kelly 1740 Vista St
Cooper Eleanor L 1234 Tyson Ave
Cooper Gerald S 6541 Oxford Ave Apt A−100
Cooper Jane 7348 Dungan Rd
Copper Valentino 1609 Griffith St
Corbacho Marion I 7240 Pitman St
Costanzo Gabriel 6228 Shelbourne St
Coston Kyle C 1208 Greeby St
Courtney Theresa, Edward 6348 Lawndale Ave
Coyle Mary H 7990 Oxford Ave Apt 1
Cozza George A 1304 Rhawn St Apt 232 Gloria Dei Est
Crager Terry 1336 Mckinley St
Creely Alice P, Howard 225 Jarrett Ave
Crespo Peter 8020 Bridle Rd
Cullinan William J 6614 Oxford Ave Apt 2
Cunningham Bridget 8355 Ridgeway St
Curran Ryan J 227 Stearly St
Curtis Robert J, Robert James Curtis 832 Knorr St
Custom Coach Inc, Angelonis Auto Collision 6011−13 Rising
Sun Ave
Da Contractors Inc 1418 Oakmont St
Dale Hunt Frances Bernice 300 Princeton Ave
Daley Maureen 7307 Ryers Ave
Dalicandro Tara 6904 Rising Sun Ave Apt A12
Damjanovic Terezo 515 Park Hollow Ln
Danglo Adam 8248 Rockwell Ave
Daps Philadelphia 700 Robbines Ave Bldg 4 Section D
Davidson Robert 7810 Algon Ave
Davis Clarence 532 Gilham St
Deantonio Psychc Svcs 534 Benner St
Dearmas Luis PO Box 56515
Dechant Jacob 1109 Hellerman St
Def Supp Ctr Dscp Mrpp 700 Robbins Ave
Defense Supply Center Philadelphia 700 Robbins Ave
Delaware Valley Restaurant 7845 Oxford Ave
Delorenzo Peter & Nanette 6217 Langdon St
Deng Huan L 1631 Faunce St
Denicuolo Charles A 1102 Napfle Ave
Dennis Rodney 1202 Fuller St
Derry Richard 7913 Dungan Rd Apt A Basement
Devito Paul A 6336 Hasbrook Ave
Dewan David, Paul 1250 Passmore St
Diantoniis Lisa D 6322 Argyle St
Dietz Agnes 1304 Rhawn St Apt 204
Digiulio Philip 7415 Alma St Apt 2
Diplan Nuri 1320 Friendship St
DiPOmpeo Nicholas G 738 Disston St
Disandro Joseph 637 Kerper St
Dobak Roman 7901 Dungan Rd Apt 3b
Domenic Carol 1211 Stanwood St
Donahue Raymond F 6224 Hashbrook Ave
Donohue M 8208 Solly Pl
Drechsler Andrew R 819 Rhawn St
Dubin Stanley DDS 1038 Knorr St
Dubouskaya Volha 7701 Oxford Ave
Durnev Lyudmila 1124 Tabor Tr
Eastern Distributors Co Inc 7115 Oxford Ave
Ebbecke George 800 Unruh Ave
Eckard Richard 6618 Oxford Ave Apt 18
Edison Michael 321 Loney St
Edouard Bernard 1237 Shelmire Ave
Edwards George E Jr, Eva 7333 Bingham St
Edwards Thomas 206 Devereaux Ave
Edwards Thomas 535 Gilham St
Eglof Elsie M 7309 Dorcas St
Einbinder Stuart C 7703 Dorcas St
Elliott Joan 1218 Hellerman St
Epstein Matilda H, Ellen 8580 Verree Rd Apt 631
Espejo Luis 917 Unruh Ave
Espinal Wilton 412 Hellerman St
Evans Helene A 412 Levick St 1sr
Everetts Eleanor B 7024 Rising Sun Ave Apt B32
Faber Roy W 1021b Magee
Farighi Ebay Business 7710 Loretto Ave
Farley Michael 619 Hoffnagle St
Fasy Margaret 6500 Tabor Ave
Fasy Margaret F 329 Stevens St
Feliciani Marie V 8527 Jeanes St
Feng Mengxue 1101 Glenview St
Fialkowski Dorothy 1720 Chandler St
Fields Marcia, Jesse 902 Friendship St
Fien Paul B 6500 Tabor Ave
Fierstein Beatrice, Stuart 8580 Verree Rd Apt 106
Figueroa Juan 419 Chandler St Apt 5
Finley Heather 7741 Dungan Rd
Finn Karen M 315 Fanshawe St
Fiore Alicia A 6848 Oxford Ave 2
Firn Donna V 427 Hartel Ave
Firn John 427 Hartel Ave
Fischer Edna M 817 Hoffnagle St
Fite Elizabeth R 412 Chandler St
Fittingoff Mildred, David 6246 A Algon Ave
Fitzgibbon Jofe F 708 Napfle Ave
Flacco Victoria, Mark S 6143 Argyle St
Fleischman Mem 6720 Rising Sun Ave
Flore Est 7437 Summerdale Ave
Flores Alonso Julian 1946 Rhawn Ave
Flynn Patricia A 717 Hoffnagle St
Ford Eleanor 5122 Lawndale Manor 6505 Tabor Rd
Ford Thomas 1634 Napfle Ave Fl 1
Ford Thomas L 1634 Napfle Ave 1st Floor
Fox Chase Cancer Ctr Fox Chase Cancer Ctr 333 Cottman
Ave
Fox Chase Lock & Key Inc 7936 Oxford Ave 1st Fl
Fox Edward T III 605 Knorr St
Frank Marie K 8580 Verree Rd Apt 226
Frederique Gina 822 Brighton St
Freedman Harry 1121 Gilham St
Freeman Tysheeka 606 Unruh Ave
Freitag Mary 817 Hoffnagle St
Friedrich Joanne 115 Devereaux Ave Fl 1
Friel James P, Cyndi M 1247 Stanwood St
Fries George A, Margie M 711 Brighton St
Funaro Michael 1245 Fanshawe St
Fund Harmony Lodge 6168 Newtown Ave
Furey Florence G, Donald F 8580 Verree Rd Apt 308
Gaffney Thomas A, Thomas F 7312 Belden St
Galette Marc 1234 Friendship St
Gallagher James F 369 Longshore Ave
Garcia Luis O 1607 Griffith St Fl 1
Gartner Andrew 512 Susquehanna Rd
Gartner Kathleen T 8580 Verree Rd Apt 544
Gausz Barbara Jean 8140 Veree Rd Apt 302
Gavin Mary Sue 826 Borbeck Ave
Geo Wash Scottish Rite 7716 Summerdale Ave
George Benny 1410 Peach Tree Ln
Gerome Frederick 6444 Rising Sun Av
Gibbons Helena M 1006 Afton St Apt 4
Gill Shazia 1431 Gilham St
Gillespie Joseph G 8221 Elberon Ave Apt 1
Glass Fred A 2109 Red Lion Rd Apt 201
Glick Emanuel 1127 Knorr St
Gluck Dolores, Henry 7358 Ryers Ave
Godfrey Anna 6580 Verree Rd Apt 213
Golden J Patrick 6144 Reach St
Golderer Christine 7921 Fox Run Ln
Goldwire William 7701 Linberg Blvd
Gomez Jacquelin C 800 Cottman Ave
Gonzalez Johnny Jr, John 7618 Rising Sun Ave Apt 4a
Gonzalez Jose 1326 Devereaux St
Goodwin Daniel 8204 Solly Pl
Gps Quality Pizza Inc 6348 Rising Sun Ave
Graham Helen E 6839 Oakley St
Grant Adlyn 1315 Robbins St
Green Keynan 617 Levick St
Green William 7318 Whitaker Ave
Greendlinger Leonard 606 Fanshawe St
Greever Michael Wayne, Maria C 8244 Jeanes St
Grosso Roberta 6728 Bingham St
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Grubb Randall 6044 Lawndale St
Guaranteed Plumbing Inc 900 Cottman Ave
Guerrero Francisco 1419 Gilham St
Gutierrez Petra 1911 Rhawn St
Gvianidze Emzar 7933 Fox Run Ln
Halasa Eva 6500 Tabor Rd
Halasa Nicholas A 909 Lansing St
Hamed Nadia 1203 Fanshaw St
Hamilton Lucy 1347 Friendship St
Hammer Ashley 623 Solly Ave
Hammond Dana 732 Glenview St
Hannan Mary R 318 Loney St 3rd
Hannibal Ahmed 1135 Knorr St
Harbridge Jennie, Joseph P Mcgowan 8221 Rising Sun Ave
Hare William J 840 Kerper St
Hargrove Russell, Diane G 1305 St Vincent St
Harner Richard, Evelyn 7814 Whitaker Ave
Harvey Kelly L 939 Afton St 1st Fl
Hassamain Khaled 1704 Locust St
Health Svcs Fox PO Box 827193
Heifet Arlette PO Box 57076
Heil Francis C, Hazel 6410 Rising Sun Ave
Hein Hope M 1732 Afton St
Heller Dean Michael 7944 Langdon St 2nd Fl
Henis Nori L 711 Bergen St
Hernandez Anthony 6117 Colgate St
Hernandez Elsy S 209 Stearly St
Hernandez Yave Garcia 526 Benner St
Hiilberd James 1344 Tyson Ave
HipPOlyte Estelyse 1417 Greeby St
Hockaday Reginald 523 Robbins St
Hogan Agnes B 7903 Loretto Av
Holland John F 7901 Dungan Rd Apt 3b
Holler Raymond P 556 Gilham St
Holloway Helen 6436 Newtown Ave
Hong Kong Chinese Rest 1105 Knorr St
Horwitz Joshua R, Kristi 1834 Borbeck Ave
House Jessie D 6103 Colgate St
Huang Jian Zhong 1130 Friendship St
Huffnagle Wilson L Jr 6575 Tabor Rd Apt 115
Hughes Francis 912 St Vincent St
Hunt Nastassja Di 300 Princeton Ave
Hussain Mohammed 1112 Fanshawe St
Huynh Tran 1402 Apple Blossom Dr
Ibrahim Rami 1113 Kerper St
Imaku Astrit, Anida 1234 St Vincent St Apt 2nd Fl
Irvin William J Jr 1045 Levick St
Isaac Thomas 1122 Tabor Ln
Islam Hakim 1233 Mckleney St
Island Imports International 7746 Dungan Rd
Jackson Grace 906 Ripley St
Jackson Jerel 7235 Leonard St
Jackson Thomas J 8022 Burholme Ave
Jacob Doherty 7416 Tabor Ave
Jah Marina 825 Levick St
Jaily Najlaa W 1811 Rhawn St Apt 303
James Crystal M 8118 Verree Rd Apt E106
James Est 808 Ripley St
James William J 401 Hellerman St
Jeanpierre Henriot 6103 Palmetto St
Jimenez Jesus 1140 Longshore Ave
John J Mcintyre Sons Inc 514 Knorr St Ste 16
John Sanju 1200 Brighton St
Johnson Charles F 6003 Dorcas Ter
Johnson Joyce O 1327 Fanshawe St
Johnson Lesley C 8514 Jeanes St
Johnson Richard, Misty Air 1018 Napfle Ave
Jones Clyde H 1138 Princeton Ave
Jones Janelle 7937 Bingham St
Jose Inc 6301 Oxford Ave
Jose Justin 1201 Knorr St
Jose Puthehu C 1201 Knorr St
Joseph Dimanche Enide 800 Cottman Ave Apt 316 A2
Joseph Kailath T A Indus Gallery 911 Levick St
Joseph Oscar 814 Lecick St
Josephine Romella 1317 Cottman Ave
Juan Construction LLC 1201 Robbins St
Julius Tisa 1120 Wellington St
Junior Jose 1301 Hellerman St
Kabas Valentine R 7534 Dorcas St
Kain Catherine M 1916 Chandler St
Kalish Sandra R 7703 Dorcas St
Kaminsky Jennifer 7351 Rockwell Ave
Kampel Mary 6209 Hasbrook Ave
Kampf Nicholas M 7523 Tabor Ave
Kancewick Christine M 8400 Pine Rd House2
Kane Henry 1801 Afton St
Karbach Helen M 1107 Devereaux Ave
Kartasevich Kevin 7301 Shelbourne St
Katro Avrel 6906 Oxford Ave
Katz Jennie 8580 Verree Rd Apt 628
Katziner Margaret M 6846 Oxford Ave
Katzinger Helen M 329 Stevens St
Kaufman W 307 Friendship St
Keehn Herbert A 8580 Verree Rd Apt 476
Keehn Herbert A Lafayette Redeemer 8580 Verree Rd
Apt 476
Keenan John E 6707 Oxford Ave
Keenan Sara Jr 200 Higbee St
Keever Robert V 449 Robbins St
Kelly John 8518 Ridgeway St
Kemper Adrianna T 7411 Whitaker Ave
Kendall Charlotte 6419 Bingham St
Kendall Stanley W, Charlotte 6419 Bingham St
Khan Elexa 7715 Burholme Ave
Kiene Joseph F 8202 Jeanes St
King Sayea J 1404 Kerper St
Kitchenman Thomas H 1229 Rhawn St B
Kittrell Lisa 324 Gilham St
Klemm Leona T 1314 St Vincent St
Klink Anna L 822 Pembroke
Knable Robert M 1120 Cottman Ave
Knecht Karen A 1252 Cottman Ave
Koff Linda J 7853 Lorna Dr
Kolman Dolores 1716 Afton St
Kontrak Angelina R 1826 Rhawn St Apt 1 Fl
Kopcinski Cecilia M 1304 Rhawn St 236
Koperstein Jerome L, Nathan 728 Kendrick St
Koryat Katie 7951 Burholme Ave Apt C
Kowalski Regina 7807 Summerdale Av Apt 2
Kramer Miriam Hulda Pilgrim Gdns
7023 Rising Sun Ave F311
Krayci Lillian L 7930 Barnes St Apt A13
Kronberger Barbara 8115 Ryers Ave 1st Fl
Kuestner Eric J 7953 Algon Ave Fl 2
Kurtz Therese 314 Devereaux Ave
Kuruvila Jose V PO Box 5031
Kuruvilla Jiju, Jinu 834 Brighton St
Kushwara Arlene C 320 Levick St
Lacarreta Nite Club LLC 239 Higbee St
Laessig Gertrude, Gustav E 1720 Cottman Ave
Lafleur Marie 1245 Magee Ave
Laine Karlene 1131 Knorr St
Lam Tuyen 925 Friendship St
Lamelza Luciano 1122 Saint Vincent St
Lampman Carrie 7414 Palmetto St
Lane Donald 6535 Rising Sun Ave
Lang Michael P 6140 Tabor Ave
Langan Anna J 1304 Rhawn St Apt 204
Langston Barbara A 1634 Napfle Ave Fl 1
Lapka Maria S 1427 Bleigh Ave
Laskar Leenia 1038 Unruh Ave Fl 1
Latif Rezia 1810 Oakmont St
Lau Phat 904 Glenview St
Lawrence Daniel J, Mark J 7013 Oxford Ave
Le Huy T 936 Fanshawe St
Leafey John J 8580 Verree Rd 479
Lease Corp PO Box 15347
Lee Gloria 1110 Barback Ave
Leidemap Cristo 1019 Magee Ave
Levin Morris, Sarah L 1207 Tyson Ave
Levins Joseph A 416 Longshore Ave
Levis Alan A 1112 Longshore Ave
Levy Margaret 7604 Central Ave Ste 102
Levy Matt 1007 Griffith St
Lewinski James 607 Robbins St
Liebchen Rita Est 330 Robbins Ave
Lieberman Terry F 8580 Verree Rd Apt 511
Linski Martha 819 Fanshawe St
Lit Leonard, Larry 1730 Afton St
Lodripas Janice R 1325 Elbridge St
Lomzer Mutual Beneficial Assn 720 Brighton St
Lopez Luis 5410 Gillam St
Lorah Donald C 1304 Rhawn St Apt 432
Lorden Isaiah G 314 Friendship St
Lourole Clotilde 7429 Bingham St
Lyons William T 7527 Lawndale Ave
Mace Fred 606 Strahle St
Mack Christopher R, Mary C 1734 Vista St
Mackrell Elva E 7409 Oxford Ave
Macool Maureen 1238 Ripley St
Mager Edeltraut M 7333 Bingham St
Maggiani Mauro 7102 Shelbourne St
Maialetti Dominic J 216 Passmore St
Maldonado Maryna 7810 Algon Ave Apt A103
Maldonado Teresa 7821 Fillmore St Fl 1
Maliyil Philip, Sosa 522 Penny Ln
Mallen Beverly B, Beverly L 1330 Devereaux Ave
Manstein Plastic Surgical Asso 7500 Central Ave Ste 210
Margeriso Kenneth H 1104 Magee Ave
Marlin Jean S 300 Ernest Way No 232
Marshall Barbara A, William H 7930 Oxford Ave
Marshall William G Jr 7342 Shelbourne St
Martin Mary 6021 Bingham St
Martin Nicholas, Michele 7325 Whitaker Ave
Martin Patrick 7600 Rising Sun Ave
Martinez Jose 6025 Dorcas Ter
Martinez Maurice 8115 Ferndale St Apt 1
Mary V Williamson Trust 1143 Tabor Plz
Masch Rosalie 7810 Summerdale Ave
Maser Joseph 1301 Brighton St
Mason Anna 412 Knorr St F12
Mason Richard J Jr 506 Faunce St Apt A
Mastrovito Carl J 7036 Rising Sun Ave
Matesun Adewale 6451 Oxford Ave Apt D222
Mathew Johnson 6446 Palmetto St
Matrishin Andrew 1626 Loney St
Matthew Chinnamma 1311 Aldine St
Max Mercado Practice LLC 7600 Central Ave
Mazzara Diane Est 1416 Brighton St
Mcaviney James P 7426 Palmetto St
Mccaffrey Helen 6378 Martins Mill Rd
Mccants Jean J 6916 Forrest Ave
Mccormack Anne 325 Borebeck St
Mccormack Katherine, John 325 Borbeck Ave
Mccrystal Steven F 1019 Loney St
Mcdermott Anne M 432 Hartel Ave
Mcgarry Lawrence C 1347 Friendship St
Mcgoldrick Thomas J 7438 Rockwell Ave
Mcgonigle Rachel, Tim 329 Borbeck St
Mcgovern Margaret, Joseph J 10813 B Block Rd
Mcgrath Joseph 408 Levick St
Mckain Wilson R, Bessie 7025 Rising Sun Ave Apt 419
Mckeever Joseph M 321 Stanwood St
Mckernan Helen 6378 Martins Mill Rd
Mckinley Francis 1355 Bridge St
Mclaughlin Rodger J 6144 Reach St
Medina Violet 1016 Cottman Ave 2
Medoway Marci 1237 Mckinley St
Meirelles Mary 933 Brighton St
Meissner Otto 1402 Knorr St
Mejias Maria C 6325 Trotter St
Melnyk Bohdan, Irene 826 Magee Ave
Mendoza Jose 1430 Fanshawe St 2nd Fl
Merenda Christophe 7427 Alma St
Meyers Margaret F, Ralph 8522 Alicia St Fl 1
Michael Cocciardi J 6730 Tabor Ave
Middleton Felicia 7732 Rockwell Ave A
Miller Elizabeth 808 Ripley St
Miller Elsie J 6433 Rising Sun Ave
Miss Mary V Williamson Trst 1143 Tabor Plz
Mitros Thomas G 1239 Cottman Ave
Monaghan Henry 7801 Langdon St Apt 5
Monaghan Robert P 200 Gilham St
Monaghan Sean E 7357 Claridge St
Morante Wilfredo Giovanni 7806 Summerdale Ave
Morris Walter 7829 Dungan Rd Apt 4a
Morton Helen 1238 Ripley St
Moskowitz Michele T 1120 Gilham St
Moskowitz Peter, Martha 732 Disston St
Moss Jesse 342−344 Hellerman St
Mouhou Abdelhamid 1218 Kerper St
Murphy Patrick 946 Oakmont
Murrin Nancy, James 7531 Verree Rd
Mystique Heat & Air Conditioning 6147 Oakley St
Nassman Melanie S 7505 Doras St
Navel Inventory Control Point, Christine Mckinney 700
Robbins St Bldg 4b
Navicp Navy PO N00140 01 M P026 700 Robbins St Bldg 4b
Ngjela Llambro, Ermira 1717 Teesdale St
Nguyen Dao B 6125 Lawndale Ave
Nguyen Hanh 8213 Rose Petal Dr
Nguyen Hien 6529 Rising Sun Ave
Nguyen Minh 1128 Knorr St
Nguyen Thanh 334 Devereaux Ave
Nguyen Tuan 6306 Rising Sun Ave
Nicholas Edward Est 8047 Ferndale St
Niederman Theresa 920 Emerson St Apt E200
Noel Money Transfer 6337 Rising Sun Ave
Northeastern Eye Assoc 6409 Rising Sun Ave
Northest Livestock Corp 6202 Oxford Ave
Nosal John 8509 Jeanes St Apt 2
Nunez Antonio 1246 Kerper St
Oconnor Heather A 1236 Stanwood St
Oliver Kimberly S 802 Fanshawe St
Olkus Shane 1803 Napfle Ave
Omalley E 6206 Harsbrook Ave
Omalley Elizabeth T 6206 Hasbrook Ave
Ondo Christopher 1603 Rhawn St
Oneill Kathleen 7437 Summerdale Ave
Opp Lillian 511 Robbins St
Orthopedic Surgery Rehab Ass 7500 Central Ave Ste 108
Osherow Aaron 1122 Brighton St
Outlaw Stacey 551 Devereaux Ave
Oyeniyi Olufunmi Amuchin, Oyewumi Marpule 1404
Kerper St
Ozber Natali 200 Highland Ave
Paglia Armando, Giovanni 1430 Magee Ave
Paller Kathleen 417 Knorr St
Parisi Joseph V 7001 Oxford Ave
Parker Maryanne, James, Joseph 800 Cottman Ave Apt 112
Parson Deborah J 1100 Elbridge St
Pasquini E Bernice 816 Kendrick St
Pastore Marcelia 8528 Jeanes St 1st Fl
Paul Beatrice 8580 Verree Rd Apt 511
Paul Beatrice, Gershon, Scott, Todd 8580 Verree Rd Apt 511
Pearl Charles E 8580 Verree Rd Apt 614
Pendleton Howard R 6027 Rising Sun Ave
Perea Secundino 1255 Possmore St
Pereira Jose 1300 Fanshawe St
Pham Cuong M 6125 Lawndale Ave
Piccinini David J 811 Disston St
Piech Robert J 7311 Hasbrook Ave
Pimpinella Silvio 7301 Bingham St
Pimtong Wittaya 9059 Oxford Ave Apt A20
Plossl Anne B 630 Magee Ave
Plossl Martha B, Anne B 630 Magee Ave
POkorny Stephen 7040 Oxford Ave Apt 226
POlakoff Gail 738 Brighton St
POnomarenko Bohdan 517 Strahle St
POpp Margaret C Dianne Jacquette POa
POrtillo Manuel 1224 Cottman Ave
POtok Gladys 7224 Lawndale St
POwell Jennifer 7721 Watson St
Pregler Angelica S 1020 Napfle Ave
Prevost Brenda 1314 Glenview St
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Primak Grigoriy 7403 Dorcas St
Procura Management Inc PO Box 57480
Pruitt James H 7913 Dungan Rd Apt 2a
Prusaitis James 934 Friendship
Pugh Marshall H, Patricia A 400 Unruh Ave Apt C
Puri Supriya 7700 Oxford Ave Apt 1
Quinn Mary C 636 Strahle St
Quintana Christian 7442 Oxford Ave
Rafferty Ed 831 Fuller St
Rafsky Selma 8580 Verree Rd Apt 129
Raja Mahmoud 1214 Tyson Ave
Ramsay Bbtron 7514 Tabor Ave
Ravitch Edward 1230 Knorr St
Regan Gerad 1436 Unruh Ave
Reich Douglas R 7122 Rising Sun Ave Douglas R Reich Dmd
Rentschler Josephine G 1914 Afton St
Reyers Julia 809 Bleigh Ave
Reyes Agripina 1246 Kerper St
Reynolds Ida J 1427 Bleigh Ave
Rhodes Karen 7012 Rising Sun Ave 103
Richardson Stella Irene 1304 Rhawn St Apt 119
Richman Evan 1036 Disston St
Ricker Charles R, Clara 10 Chandler St
Riestra Wilfredo 932 Lansing St
Rim Helen P 411 Hellerman St
Rivera Giovanni 1623 Borbeck Av 1st Fl
Riviello Theodore Jr 1st Fl 8527 Jeanes St
Rodgers K 1329 Hellerman St
Rodriguez Angel L 6610 Oxford Ave
Rodriguez Carmelo 938 Friendship St
Roldan Hector M 6511 Dorcas St
Roman Charles 400 Saint Vincent St
Romello Armand M 1317 Cottman Ave
Romero Brenda M 6437 Palmetto St
Rosen Lenora 738 Brighton St
Rosenbaum Sara 1704 Loney St
Rosenberg Hilda M 1201 Tyson Ave
Ross Micheal 1328 Bleigh Ave
Rubin Dorothy 1205 Rhawn St
Ruch Margaret 7404 Whitaker Ave
Rudolph Edward K 908 Friendship St
Russel David M, Helen 1236 Wellington St
Sabo Stephen 7522 Alma St
Sacks Matt 7830 Hasbrook Ave
Saint Fleur Ramson 6147 Readh St
Saldana Edmund C 1123 Glenview St
Salgado Francisco 1202 Greeby St
Sampson Kieb 1244 Greeby St
Sanders Harry S 806 Unruh Ave
Sanders Khadija A 1013 Stevens Terr
Sandom Marian A 7709 Rising Sun Ave
Sannon Reare E 1333 Stirling St
Santone Elizabeth 910 Bergen St
Santos Anna Rose 6208 Algon Ave
Saye Kau 8426 Verree Rd
Schild Clara 1515 Ripley St
Schlesman Joyce 7023 Rising Sun Ave Apt 9
Schneider Michael Jr 6555 Tabor Av 2707
Schnipper Felicia 1409 Glenview St
Schnurr Katharina 700 Gilham St
Schuler Annie E 1304 Rhawn St Apt 204
Schultz Robert J 7823 Fillmore St
Schwartz Bennett M 8580 Verree Rd Apt 773
Schwartz Geraldine 209 Robbins Ave
Schwartz Selma 1214 Stirling St
Scott Edna E N A Baptist Home 33 7023 Rising Sun Ave
Scott Elizabeth A 7428 Loretto Ave
Scripnicencu Lynn 6451 Oxford Ave Apt A100
Sell Catherine L 6555 Tabor Ave Apt 5706
Semia Richard 7414 Lawndale St
Sexton Laura 1037 Magee Ave Bsmt
Shafgat Noel 621 Robbins St
Sharp Claire 1214 Greeby St
Sharp William 8106 Burholme
Sheridan Vera C 1734 Vista St
Sherman Harold, Reba 740 Susquehanna Rd
Shetz Catherine M Est 320 Levick St
Shields Thomas F 712 Glenview St
Shirley Natalia R 1021b Magee
Shmuckler Michael 1732 Loney St
Siegel Marlena 500 Ridgerun Ln
Sieger Robert J 447 Robbins Ave
Sigmund Ellen M 1304 Rhawn St 411
Sillman Susan V, Paul V 8136 Jeanes St
Silverio Scarlet 6324 Summerdale Ave
Simon Vlademir 6020 Tabor Ave Apt A1
Simpson Jamilah 342−344 Hellerman St
SiPOwicz Gloria 7415 Rockwell Ave
Slater Philip R PO Box 24730
Small Reynard 1824 Glendale Ave
Smith Joseph F 213 Longshore Ave
Smith Margaret A 8535 Rigeway St
Smith Mildred Estate 6533 Montour St
Smith Troy 231 Passmore St
Snyder Margaret E 261 Shelmire St
Snyderman Marilyn S 728 Kendrick St
Sogeke Olatubosun Oloruntoyi 1208 Saint Vincent St
Solomon Saul 1213 Brighton St
Solomon Walter 1710 Faunce St
Sook Lee Hae 1108 Kerper St
Sothern M 915 Shelmire Ave
Spahr Dorothy M 6505 Tabor Ave Apt 3122
Spector Jessica 7618 Summerdale Ave Fl 2
Spinner Joseph 7601 Dorcas St
Squires Ashley B 1327 Bleigh Ave
Srinivasan Kuruchi R 1922 Cottman Ave
Stafford Mary C 8580 Verree Rd Apt 634
Stanford Douglas J 604 Knorr St Apt B−2
Stanke Charlotte 6419 Bingham St
Steerman Cohen Kor Surgical Assoc Inc 7500 Central Ave
Steinruck Carole M, Steven C 7012 Rising Sun Ave C16
Stennis Carolyn R 1336 Mckinley St
Steubronn Marion J 501 Unruh Ave
Stiffler William L 1304 Rhawn St Apt 204
Stofey Juleann Marie 7012 Rising Sun Ave Apt G15
Stokley Mary A 7206 Claridge St
Store 42169 6810 Rising Sun Ave
Strauss Edward J 7604 Central Ave Ste 102
Stulz Joan M 604 Brighton St
Sule Umaru 1216 Unruh Ave
Sulock Michelle 1823 Aston St
Sunoco A Plus 1115 Cottman Ave
Sweeney Brendan T, Terence M 7248 Bingham St
Swinton Calvin 1419 Saint Vincent St
Syrena Auto Body 6201 Oxford Ave
Syrena Auto Body Shop 6336 Algon Ave
Szczepanski Edward, Donna 1108 Ripley St
T S O Adjustment Service 300 Levick St
T&T Agency Inc 1234 Magee Ave
Taglianetti Armando 7418 Dungan Rd
Tamaccio Anthony 8123 Jeanes St
Tang Tri 916 Fanshawe St
Tanguay Marsha J 1305 Robbins St
Tataren William J, Antonia 7223 Rising Sun Ave
Tawiah Kwavena 1358 Gilham St
Taylor Ethel T 8580 Veree Rd Apt 450
Taylor Kimberlie A 535 Gilham St
Thackray Sue 728 Benson St
Thieu Stephen M, Jessica N 1206 Fanshawe St
Thompson Natasha 8118 Verree Rd Apt E 303
Timoshenko Ivan 8529 Rising Sun Ave Apt 130
To Sang N 334 Devereaux Ave
Tong Martina 1709 Afton St
Tongue Lorraine 60004 Newton Ave
Torok Tibor, Eva 1307 Knorr St
Toroni Stephen 919 Chandler St
Tournezy Rock 6239 Rising Sun Ave Fl 2
Trampe Edward J 7424 Rising Sun Av
Trampe Edward−Nora 7424 Rising Sun Av
Tran Bao V 7310 Dorcas St
Tucker Jackie 1216 Gilham St
Tully Henriette 1304 Rhawn St Apt 204
Ua 18−Sep−92 William A Walsh Liv Trust 8501 Alicia St 2
Uddin Kosuma 1923 Hartel Ave
Unger Michael Pulomonary Cancer Detect&Prev Fox Chase
Cancer Ctr 333 Cottman Ave
Urbonowski Jason 7535 Tabor Rd
Valentin Alvin Debra 300 Levick St
Valentin Lilliana, Luis A 7844 Oxford Ave Apt 3
Valentin Luis 7844 Oxford Ave Apt 3
Valenzano Richard 7435 Shisler St
Vannello Anthony III 8008 Tabor Ave
Varga Eugene 1830 Hartel Ave
Vasaturo Amy 400 Hellerman St Apt 1st
Vasilyev Gennadiy 7900 Algon Ave Apt B12
Veal Bunnal 6408 Montour St
Vegh Moses 617 Solly Ave
Velazquez Ismael 407 Princeton
Velez Manuel 305 Stevens St
Velosky Helen C 7023 Oxford Ave
Verdhi Miltvadh 2238 Naples St
Vidallon Diana B 1139 Tyson Ave
Vital Support Home Health Care PO Box 51287
Wahl Constance A 1427 Bleigh St
Wahrhaftig Ephraim, Clara 1409 Englewood St
Waldman Jodie S 1303 Unruh Ave
Walsh Jane 8119 Elberon Ave
Walsh William A 8501 Alicia St 2
Wan Kwok T 1631 Faunce St
Warren And Vullings Llp 1603 Rhawn St
Warren Ramenta D 1242 Levick St
Wasylak Mae B 8521 Ferndale St
Watson Robert A 1402 Peach Tree Ln
Watson Svcs Inc 7511 Watson St
Wazlters William William Walters
Weathers Dwayne 6213 Trotter St
Weber Elsie 7309 Dorcas W
Weinberg Marian S 1337 Kerper St
Weinberg Stephanie Pearl 8580 Verree Rd Apt 614
Weisberg Robyn Leslie, Alice 7629 Algon Ave
Weiss Brandon 7937 Bingham St
Whalen James 837 Longshore Ave
Whatley Carol B 333 Unruh Ave
White Anthony L, Ed Perkins 518 Knorr St
Wicher Janice M, Joseph C 6623 Tabor Ave
Williams Albert Z 6523 Montour St
Williams Albert Z Jr, Albert Z, Elizabeth 6523 Montour St
Williams Doreen J, Doreen J Webster 316 Hartel Ave
Williams Gilbert 7506 Algon Ave Apt B
Williams James D 739 Magee Ave Apt 2
Williams Kathleen C PO Box 5081
Williams Kirk K Est Albert Z Williams 6523 Montour St
Williams Mary S 8330 Alicia St
Williams Ryan 428 Siegel St
Williamson Mary V Est 1143 Tabor Plz
Wilson Ronald Est 2520 N Jessup St
Winterbottom Lynne Ann, Michele, Harry 8211 Burholme
Ave
Wishnefsky Jack J 1730 Teesdale St Apt 7
Wolf Caroline, Doris, Lisa 6532 Oxford Ave
Wolf Doris 6532 Oxford Ave
Wolf William N Doris Wolf 6532 Oxford Ave
Wong Cai 1403 Cherry Blossom Way
Wong Gary 1019 Brighton St
Wongus Cynthia L 1310 Barnett St
Wright Kim M 306 E Loney St Apt 3 B
Wuchter James R 937 Disston St
Xiao Li 8048 Oxford Ave Apt C2
Yaeger Ernestine 1406 Princeton Ave
Yang Xiuzhen 1829 Faunce St
Yates Jahih 6391 Oxford Ave Ste 202
Yermish Jeffrey A 7931 Dorcas St 1st Fl
Yip Kin 7701 Algon Ave
Young Calvin P 6059 Lawndale St
Yousef Maan Shiekh 1317 Mcgee St
Zabczynski Est Joseph, Evelyn 1439 Napfle Ave
Zaranka John M 7740 Summerdale Ave Apt B1
Zemble Herbert O 7716 Summerdale Ave
Zengin Ihsan 7347 Loretto Ave
Zhang Xiangjun 1310 Barnett St
Ziabari Seyed A 1401 Knorr St
Zielenbach Paul J 7901 Frontenac St
Zissman Frances M 1142 Longshore Ave
Zubeyde Narinc 742 Disston St 2nd Fl
Zul Kelly 7936 Verree Rd 2 Fl
Philadelphia Pa 19112
Amerihealth Mercy One Crescent Dr Ste 300b Refunds
Barthco Assoc Pshp Denise Lamb 5101 S Brd St
Barthco Intl Inc 5101 S Brd St
Behm Maik 700 Kitty Hawk Ave Rm 48
Cushman Wakefield 4613 So Brd St
Greenpages Tech Solutions 4609 S Brd St Qm−4
Harrison Crystal, Beneficiary Specialist Delaware Ave Ste D
Light Pod Inc 4800 S 13th St Ste 130
Mery Keyston Claims Review One Crescent Dr Ste 3
Stonehedge Property Management 4900 S Brd St Bldg 6
Ste 330
Tasty Baking Co 3 Crescent Dr Ste 200
Terrain 5000 S Brd St Bldg 15
Vr Laser Services 1900 Kitty Hawk Ave
Wonokay Albertta 233 S 57th St
Philadelphia Pa 19114
Academy Orthodontics LLC 10101 Academy Rd Ste 204
Academy Plaza 3210 Red Lion Rd
Adler Robert 9431 Fairgreen Ln Apt A
Advance Public Adjuster 3707 Daner Ln
Aglira David 3329 Kayford Cir
Allen P Shapiro DDS Ltd 9501 Roosevelt Blvd Ste
Allred Suzanne 4714 Grant Ave
Anderson Lois 9601 Ashton Rd 4b
Appel Elsie 1105 Delaire Landing Rd
Ard Grant Lp 2550 Grant Ave
Ask Plastics 9450 Ashton Rd
Augustine Frank J 9240 Andover Rd
Ayayda Nasser A 9213 Annapolis Rd
Bach Katherine A 9507 Fordham Rd
Baker Jeffrey P II 3100 Grant Ave Apt C31
Baker Murray 9503 State Rd Apt 309
Ballingall David 9129 Ashton Rd
Barberry Mark S 9326 Vandike St
Barnes William 3450 Holias Steet
Barr Victor L 2533 Grant Ave
Barrett Hifumi 3355 Holme Ave
Barry Hackert Auto Body 9215 Academy Rd
Bernaudo Michael S 2555 Welsh Rd Apt 110
Blodgett Monte R 9622 Convent Ave
Bodek & Rhodes Inc 2951 Grant Ave
Bojko Joseph F, Judith 35302 Delaire Landing Rd
Bosak Frank 4204 Delaire Landing Rd
Bosfiel Darlecia 38301 Delaire Landing Rd
Bosfield Bradley L 38301 Delaire Landing Rd
Bowden Minetta 9228 Convent Ave
Bowen Michelle 9402 Kirkwood Rd
Bowman Terry D 3200 Red Lion Rd
Bradley Mary L 4503 Arendell Ave
Brady Dennis P, Megan C 3649 N Hereford Ln
Brennan Babette, John 3707 Daner Ln
Brown Andre 2555 Welsh Rd
Buck Fiona M, John G 9329 Gillespie St
Callahan Timothy P 2669 Willits Rd
Campana Christopher 2555 Welsh Rd
Cannon Mary Ann 9178 Ryerson Rd
Capps Elizabeth M 3706 Clarenden Rd
Carter Jessica 2607 Welsh Rd Apt B 203 N
Caspar Janeen 3316 Chesterfield Rd
Castano Cesar A 2417 Welsh Rd Ste 21−321
Catalyst Physical Therapy 3790 Morrell Ave Ste B
Chan Dmitriy 9422 Kirkwood Rd
Chapman Ford Body Shop 9371 Roosevelt Blvd
Chapmans Northeast Ford Linco 9371 Roosevelt Blvd
Chiu Elizabeth 3284 Cromwell Rd
Clark Gregory T 4621 Linden Ave
Clark Robert J 9153 Ryerson Rd
Coates Marie 3555 Wessex Ln
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Cohen Naomi 25204 Delaire Landing Rd
Coleman Stephen 330 Ashfield Ln
Coleman Stephen 3430 Ashfield Ln
Correa Jaime 10234 N Canterbury Rd
Costello Louis J 2555 Welsh Rd
Cotter Irene T, Casa Farmese 1300 Lombard St Apt 411
Cracknell Lynn 3330 Red Lion Rd
Craig Robert 3302 Glenbrook Pl
Cunningham Eleanor M, Ellen M 3246 Chesterfield Rd
Cunningham Orval L 3750 Clarenden Ave Unit 229
Cureton Denise 3600 Red Lion Rd Apt 65a
Dailey James T 3523 Morrell Ave
Dambra Christopher 9529 State Rd
Daniel Kenny 9300 Bluegrass Rd
Data Carpet II Inc 9211 Keystone St
Dawson Verlena 9803 Avalon Place
Delaware Valley Academy of Medical 3330 Grant Ave
Delcasale Caroline 4622 Convent Ln
Derbyshire Martin M 4711 Aubrey Ave
Devlin Roberta P 4968 Fitler St
Digiovani Mary 3721 S Hereford Ln
Dinsley Enoch 2607 Welsh Rd
Diodato Cavella Helen 9349 Treaty Rd
Diviney David S 3615 E Crown Ave
Donnelly Kathleen I 3378 Red Lion Rd 2nd Fl
Dougherty Joseph 3748 Morrell Ave
Dowdell Thomas 3400 Red Lion Rd Apt 24e
Downey Scott 3420 Eden St
Eastern Medical Assoc 10800 Knights Rd
Eastern Medical Assoc Ltd Gwynedd Hall Frankford Hosp
Anes Dept
Eiseman Irma PO Box 63051
Elam Wayne 9235 Outlook Ave
Emile Bynhel 9601 Ashton Rd
Emmanuel Smith MD 3998 Red Lion Rd Ste 306
Emper Norma Jean 9955 Lorry Pl
Encompass Appraisal Center 2832 Saxton Rd
Eskridge Jacquelynne D PO Box 21088
Feinberg Emanuel, Sheila 2661 Willits Rd
Fenn Loretta C 3627 Chesterfield Rd
Fernandes Eugene MD 9229 Frankford Ave
Fields Shirley 4205 Delaire Landing Rd
Firnhaber David J, Amelia 3525 Glenn St
Fischer Elizabeth F, Robert E Jr 3914 Grant Ave
Fisher Theodore 3285 Holme Ave
Fitzpatrick Florence E, Joseph 3426 Morrell Ave Apt B
Fitzpatrick Joseph A, Joseph 3426 Morrell Ave Apt B
Flanagan Michael J 4500 Convent Ln
Foardkruppa Anne 10205 Albemarle Ln
Ford Chapman Robert Feldman 9371 Roosevelt Blvd
Fox Robert 9226 Delaware Ave
Frank Mary, Max 50103 Delaire Landing Rd
Galante Edith M Academy & Linden Ave
Gallagher Gertrude I 3971 Carteret Dr
Gallagher Robert M 9904 Lorry Pl
Gardner Frank R 4525 Barry Rd
Garrett Jean M 3826 Karen St
Gasiewski Michael 3685 N Hereford Ln
Gebauer Rudolf 9439 B Woodbridge Rd
Gelfenson Eugene 2525 Welsh Rd Q2
Getka Sigrid N, Joseph J 5011 S Convent Ln Apt K
Gill John 9601 Ashton Rd Apt J7
Giovani Joseph 3658 Essex Ln
Glass Elizabeth M 3309 Kayford Cir
Gonzales Christian Isidorita Berrios 9241 Blue Grass Rd
Apt 7
Gordon La Tonya A 9601 Ashton Rd
Gordon Sills Stephanie 9429 Fairgreen Ln B
Gormley Patricia A 9319 Annapolis Rd
Gotar Gasm Elbahi Moh 4433 Pearson Ave Apt 37
Grace Frederick J 3548 Nottingham Ln
Graf Robert S 3527 Fitler St
Greater Ne Sports Assoc 151 Hampton Dr
Greater Phila Cancer Hematology 3998 Red Lion Rd Ste 130
Green John D PO Box 63181
Greenhalgh Paul J 3303 S Keswick Circl 2nd Fl
Gross Elliott M 2417 Welsh Rd Ste 21 118
Gross Paul W 2665 Willits Rd Apt 320 D
Gulati 4001 Lyman Dr
Haase David 9237 Academy Rd
Hahn Kwong Ja 3816 Morrell Av
Haines Robert 2858 Angus Rd
Hanlon Mary 9503 State Rd Apt 305
Harkins George, Anne 9318 Cottage St
Hartman Jamie 3485 Kirkwood Rd
Hartnett Anna Mae, John 3246 Morrell Ave
Hartzell Charles 9337 Edmund St
Hassell Michele 9209 Bluegrass Rd Apt 2
Henry Joseph Est 9323 Melrose St
Hess Brian 2702 Riverhouse Rd
Hite Christopher G 3417 Kirkwood Rd
Ho George 2711 Springhouse Rd
Hoffman Beverly 3642 Morrell Ave
Holsworth Matthew Est 4407 Linden Ave
Horstmann Margaret 3651 Red Lion Rd 8e
Hudec Helen 3430 Eden St
Hushback Roland 3612 Prince Cir
Huston John 4424 Pearson Ave
Institutional Review Board Knights & Red Lions Rds
Jackson Gregory J, Ella Mae Sycamore Bldg 2661 Willits Rd
Apt 202
Jackson Mary E 20104 Delaire Ld
Jamal E Truesdale LLC 9412 Kirkwood Rd
Janiszewski Joseph 3430 Morrell Ave
Jankowski Ronald J 3379 Holme Ave
Jasionowski Sharon 2607 Welsh Rd J 207
Jaskiewicz John 67103 Delaire Landing Rd
Jenkins William 3471 Eden St
Johnson Susan L 9407 Lansford St
Jordan Deborah E 9239 Blue Grass Rd Apt 8
Jt Charles D 9518a James St
Juzang Ivan J 2967 Schoolhouse Ln
Karkucinski Maria 6112 Delaire Landing Rd
Karwoski Theodore 3599 Nottingham Ln
Kauffman Abraham 5016a North Convent Ln
Keenan Auto Body 9300 Blue Grass Rd
Keenan Auto Body Neao 9300 Bluegrass Rd
Keenan Joseph T Sons 9300 Bluegrass Rd
Keita Kelity 9273 Angus Pl
Kennedy Heather, Donell 3600 Red Lion Rd Apt 50e
Kennish Danielle, Brian 4211 Saint Denis Dr
Keough J 3209 Holyoke Rd
King Carolynn E 9313 Campus Ln
King Lavelle S 3400 Red Lion Rd Apt 20e
Kingston James P 10214 Woburn Pl
Konzelman Douglas J 4425 Linden Ave
Korn Rosemary 3400 Red Lion Rd Apt 13c
Kosyla John 9501 State Rd
Kramer Joseph T 3330 Red Lion Rd
Kwong Ja Hahn T A Sams Morrell La 3814 Morrell Av
Lamartine Tim 9146 Ellie Dr Apt B
Lambert Anthony I Jr 9231 Convent Ave
Lambinus Barbara 3301 Ashfield Ln
Lavan Marybeth, Justin 10214 Kilburn Rd
Lee Dong H Classic Cleaners 9456 State Rd
Leecan Esther 9951 Academy Rd E16
Levis Michelle 3942 Stevenson St
Liacas Tadas 9426 Kirkwood Rd 2nd Fl
Liberman Fanny 9200 Blue Grass Rd F113
Lihotz Robert 9243 Exeter Rd
Linsford Michael 2607 Welsh Rd
Litman Edward 10101 Academy Rd Ste 204
Loftus Michael 10101 Academy Rd Ste 204
Lunsk Torey 9200 Bluegrass Rd Unit 214
Lvnv Funding Apothaker & Assoc 2417 Welsh Rd Ste 21 520
Lyons Helen A 4516 Aubrey Ave
Mackle David J 3379 Holme Ave
Macsteel Svc Center Ap Dept PO Box 6056
Malcolm O Neal T 2607 Welsh Rd
Malik Abdul Md PO Box 16387
Manley Joseph A PO Box 16000
Manley Joseph A, Hope M 9242 Wooden Bridge Rd
Marshalls Phila D C 2760 Red Lion Rd Time Moore
Martin Josephine Co Catherine Ann Simon POA 9232
Edmund St
Martinelli Mary E 3522 Gloucester Ln
Martinez Angel 3600 Red Lion Rd Apt 77b
Maxwell Iris 3600 Red Lion Rd Apt 65a
Mayerzak Robert 3534 W Crown Ave
Mccloskey Joseph W 3824 Aubrey Ave
Mccorkle Michael P 3600 Red Lion Rd 72 F
Mcgarrigle Kathryn 9315 Frankford Ave
Mcginn Linda L 3599 E Nottingham
Mcginnis Sean 3915 Fitler St
Mcgovern Eileen, Mark 9308 Andover Rd
Mcgovern Jean C 23304 Delaire Landing Rd
Mcmahon Peter 9551 A James St
Mcmanus Nina P 9200 Bluegrass Rd Apt 210
Mcnulty Blanche 3584 Churchill Ln
Medurath Abraham A 9495 Woodbridge Rd
Merlin Martin, Joseph 4953 Fitler St Apt C
Metro Public Adjustment Inc 3555 Wessex Ln
Miller Donna M 3633 Wessex Ln
Miller Louis 5101 Fitler St
Miller Ruth E 9572a State Rd
Mitkus Lori A 3624 Wessex Ln
Mjm Investors LLC 2417 Welsh Rd
Monaghan Florence C 3965 Rowena Dr
Moody Cynthia S 2809 Willits Rd
Morrison Jason 3814 Karen St
Motz Joan 3366 Red Lion Rd
Mrh Enterprises Inc Unit F 5044 N Convent Ln
Mukute Victor K 9199 Ryerson Rd
Mullin Thomas 3606 Avalon St
Myers Melissa 3622 Essex Ln
Nelson Sean P 4205 Carteret Dr
Noble Wajda Melinda 3400 Red Lion Rd
Noe Lisa M 9213 Horatio Rd
Nolan William J 3658 Whitehall Ln
Northeast Orthopaedic Specialist 3110 Grant Ave
Nott Wiley 3600 Red Lion Rd 51c
Obrien David 5118 Arendell Ave
Odonnell Steve Est 9438 A Woodbridge Rd
Olsen Flexis M, William 3706 S Hereford Ln
Olson Ralph M Jr 3508 Avalon
O’mahoney Daniel 9334 Andover Rd
Orr Bruce A 3660 Chesterfield Rd
Oshea Kevin 2471 Grant Ave
Osiecki John 9521 Torresdale Ave
Ostrander Paula 2555 Welsh Rd
Oxford Bookbinding 3101 Red Lion Rd
Paczewski Richard 4721 Convent Pl
Palantino Susan A 9610 Eden Hall Ln
Paltin Mildred 9503 State Rd Apt 629
Pandurangan Dinesh K 9517 State Rd Apt 0
Pape Ann C 2326 E Dauphin St
Pape Ann C 3318 Elliston Cir
Pattay Kristie 9531 State Rd
Paul Pham 2701 Ruth Way
Paulson Carol 3420 Eden St
Pci Services 3001 Red Lion Rd
Pennsylvania Heart Vascular 9501 Roosevelt Blvd Ste 305
Perrin Pamela 71303 Delaire Landing Rd
Peszek Eugene P 3503 Wessex Ln
Philadelphia Clinical Research LLC 9501 Roosevelt Blvd
Ste 404
Pickering Linda 9228 Treaty Rd
POdy Carmin A 3915 Fitler St
Quan Marilyn M 3966 Carteret Dr
R R Shop Rite 9910 Frankford Ave
Ragan Francis 9200 Academy Rd
Rahn Katherine B 4300 Convent Ln
Rath Marcella G 3322 Red Loin Rd
Rausch Joseph 9349 Outlook Ave
Rawls Makeedah 2813 Saxton Rd Apt A
Regional Orthopaedic Assoc 2417 Welsh Rd Ste 224
Rehrer Kevin J 3953 Stevenson Ln
Reilly Christopher 3723 Pitt Pl
Rementer Francine 9865 Garvey Dr
Rentz Co Inc 3562 Grant Ave
Reynolds Daniel PO Box 63414
Rho Alpha C, John Walker 9124 Ryerson Rd Fl 1
Roach Elizabeth 9431 Academy Rd
Rooney Lauren M 3623 Whitehall Ln
Rosania Mary K 9922 Lackland Dr
Rosario Lillian 3651 Red Lion Rd Apt B4
Rosenfeld David 110 Benjamin Ct
Ross Jeanette, Leonard 3334 Ashfield Ln
Rossello Bertha 10042 Westbourne Pl
Rothstein Paula 4206 Delaire Landing Rd
Routt Leon 2525 Welsh Rd
Rumley Mary A 3623 Whitehall Ln
Runyen Melissa Megan 3822 Etta St
Rupinski Stanley 9431 Outlook Ave
Ryan Jean M 3841 Kirkwood Rd
Ryder Philadelphia B 9751 Blue Grass Rd
Saldutti Jerry 3217 Morrell Ave
Sanders Michael Jr 3750 Clarenden Ct Apt 35
Schlessinger Alan J 3609 Sussex Ln
Sciarra Joseph M 2821 Angus Rd
Seidelman Marlene 9401 Ashton Rd Apt A7
Sharymova Tatiana 2802 Woodbridge Rd
Silverman Scott, Academy Dental Assoc 10101 Academy Rd
Ste 204
Simmons Deborah 9877 Franford Ave 1st Fl
Singh Amrit P 9501 Tulip St
Smith Ruby 3600 Red Lion Rd Apt 56 E
Snyder Gloria D Est 9247 Woodenbridge Rd
Sobczak Joseph T 9215 Academy Rd
Sorokin Feena 6210 Delaire Landing Rd 210
Spear Rose 9339 Treaty Rd
Stachowicz Lukasz 9240 Wissinoming St
Staib Kenneth 3207 Brookdale Rd
Statewide Road Svc 2809 Saxton Rd
Stein William Est 3205 Brookdale Rd
Store 42314 9910 Frankford Ave Ste 274
Sullivan James F Christ the King Rectory 3252 Chesterfield
Rd
Sullivan Michael 3323 Ashfield Ln Apt 1
Sunoco A Plus 9200 Ashton Rd
Swift Erica S 3303 Fitler St
T Car Care Inc 9240 James St
Takiff Samuel J 9205 Blue Grass Rd Apt 5
Taniguchi Jennifer MD 3114 Grant Ave
Taniszewski Joseph F Est 3430 Morrell Ave
Thomas Daniel L 3600 Red Lion Rd Apt 77b
Thomas Gladys L 9300 State Rd 21−204
Tilsner Elizabeth 3347 S Keswick Rd
Tootchen Fay 5202 Delaire Landing Rd
Torre Nataline 3647 W Crown Ave
Torresdale Pharmacy 3998 Red Lion Rd Ste 105 Mob
Townsend Walter 3711 President St
Trottier Albert 9610 Ditman St
Trzepelellis K 3325 S Keswick St
United Display Inc PO Box 21088
Visconto F S 9434 Legion St
Volas Pizza 2461 Grant Ave
Wagner Marion 9601 Ashton Rd 4b
Wajda Gregory Jr 3400 Red Lion Rd
Walls Charles H 3300 Ashfield Ln
Walsh Thomas 9453 Lansford St
Wang Mengjie 1944 S 60th St
Weiland Florence 9503 State Rd Ofc
Weinraub Morris J 2661 Willits Rd S124
Weiss Ceceline 2555 Welsh Rd Apt 429
White Joseph Emmanuel Jr 58 E Earlham St
Whitt Rebecca L 72308 Delaire Landing Rd
Wible Alice 3501 President St
Wiegand Edward 3620 Glenn St
Williams Lawrence J 9327 Lansford St
Wilson Michael J, Cheryl 3316 Glenbrook Pl
Wilson Phillip E 9401 Ashton Rd Apt B8
Wilson Susan L 3737 Pitt Place
Wise Robert 9181 Academy Rd Apt A308
Wolaniuk Roxanne 3325 S Keswick St
Wolf Calvin 10214 W Keswick Rd
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Wolfe Gavin 3304 S Keswick Rd
Yang Tony P 3967 Constance Rd
Zajkowski Edward L 9930 S Canterbury Rd
Zivitz Rae 2 S 2 6 Bd
Philadelphia Pa 19115
Abergel Esther PO Box 56276
Abraham Samuel 8800 Roosevelt Blvd
Abraham Skhariah 9980 Woodfern Rd
Abramowitz Murray 8922 Krewstown Rd Apt 101
Action Adjustment Svc Inc 9816 Bonner St
Allmond Alfred Sr 9896 Bustleton Ave
Alterman Irene Est 8940 Krewstown Rd 312
American Survey Inc Rsvp Rese 1915 Welsh Rd
Amin Nileshkumar M 9714 Waly Ave
Amridin Tashev Georgian Food Market 1916 Welsh Rd
Auwarter Mary K 9771 Hilspach St
Auwarter Robert W, Louise L, Mary 9771 Hilspach St
Avila Gino 9731 Glenhope Rd
Baird Chloe 9805 Montour St Heahter Lombardo
Banowitz Charles 2350 Tremont St 801
Barford Christopher 600 Red Lion Rd Apt H2
Barilotti Attilio 864 Bartlett St
Barnett Sharon S PO Box 6183
Bay Janet 1527 Grant Ave
Bayron Jerome 9805 Haldeman Ave Apt B303
Belitsky Joshua D 9522 Cowden St
Benabu Nir 1259 Serota Place
Benoit Victor 2109 Red Lion Rd
Benton Court Apt 828 Red Lion Rd
Berardi Sandra 1128 Bloomdale Rd
Bereslavskaya Lena 9326 Jamison Ave B
Berkowitz Jacob L Evergreen Towers 701 2375 Woodward St
Berson Greg L 1508 Stoney Ln Apt B
Bertino Anthony W 8710 Verree Rd
Better Way Construction 1930 Goodnow St 2nd
Blair Marianne 9708 Waly Ave
Bloser Dorothy 8911 Rising Sun Ave
Blue Sky Construction & Svcs LLC 1962 Goodnaw St
Bonilla Jason 9948 Medway Rd
Boutique Fitness Inc 8705 Autum Rd
Boyle Anthony F 2137 Grant Ave
Brand Debbie L 9945 Norwalk Rd
Brandon David 2301 Woodward St Apt F9
Breslin Ethel 1104 Welsh Rd
Bresline Ethel 1104 Welsh Rd
Broadnax Michael 1921 Nester Pl Apt 10
Brodsky Ilya 9741 Evans St
Brotman Sylvia B, Ira D 717 Red Lion Rd Apt 2
Buckley Eunice 2097 Grant Ave
Bush Joann Co Ashton Tr 2109 Red Lion Rd Rm 306
Byrne Timothy 45 E Chestnut Ave
CamPOs Leonor 9418 N Ispach St
Cann John A Jr 9612 Hoff St Apt 24
Cardonick Beatrice 1045 Bloomfield Ave
Carlitz Gordon Est 9801haldeman Ave Apt B303
Casciello Mary 9896 Bustleton Ave Apt B401
Castagna Mary C 1154 Norwalk Rd
Catalano Mary 9801 Clark St
Ceci Louis N 8633 Bridle Rd
Centre Realty Co 9880 Bustleton Ave Ste 200
CePOkas Margaret M Est 1117 Welsh Rd
Champva PO Box 5318
Chang Ly Julies Nails 9315 Banes St
Chappell Delores 9356 Rising Sun Ave
Charney Editha H Green Tr S Apt 305 2275 Winchester Ave
Chase Stacy A 9629 Bustleton Av 313
Cherian Binu 436 E Welsh Rd
Cheriyan George 851 Morefield Rd
Chmielewski Elizabe 1104 Welsh Rd
Clark Regina 9963 Bridle Rd
Clayborn Elaine J 2301 Tremont St Apt 1308
Cobo Mariola 9921 Bustleton Ave A11
Coffin Alina 9704 Glenhope Rd
Connell James J 1209 Fenwick Pl
Contractor Svcs Inc 740 Red Lion Rd
Cook Janet E 713 Charette Rd
Corcoran Anne L 9212 Ambassador Pl 2
Cornell Alisa C 2024 Welsh Rd Fl 2
Cullen Daniel J PO Box 14549
Dandv 9998 Global Rd Ste 37
Dangelo Mary 8608 Verree Rd
Daniel A Pontecorvo Psp Plan Noelle Pontecorvo 2089 Welsh
Rd Apt J1
Dasilva Euclides 9841 Northeast Ave
Davish George 2301 Woodward St
Deems Albert Allegheny Valy School
Dervishi Mimoza, Hysin 9318 Alton St
Deveraux Froney, John 9960 Alicia St
Dicicco Emilo Jr 9526 Evans St
Dipasquale Lorraine, Jeanne M 9969 Bridle Rd
Donahue Francis X Jr, Mary A 9356 Rising Sun Ave
Doshikokila 9505 Hilspach St
Dougherty Michael 8912 Alton St
Drobie One Inc 1916 Welsh Rd St 12
Drobnich Evette 9926 Haldeman Ave Apt A90
Dunn Robert D 9947 Wistaria St
Dv LLC 9998 Global Rd 37
Edelman Izia 1968 Ambassador St
Edelstein Ida 2301 Tremont St Apt F−102
Eichert Florence J 9896 Bustleton Ave Apt B106
Eng Kun 1904 Conwell Ave
Epstein Jay 9409 Bus
Exxon Roosevelt 9042 Roosevelt Blvd
Faden Lillian 2350 Tremont St 801
Fadina Aina O 9129 Bustleton Ave
Faulkner Oldsmobile 9903 Bustleton Ave
Federman Bessie Etta Golden Poa 1104 Welsh Rd
Feldman Arnold H 9811 Ferndale St
Fenlon John S 9896 Bustleton Ave Apt B435
Ferker Izrail 9841 Northeast Ave 11b
Flacksman Leonid 9945 Norwalk Erd A−4
Fleck Rosena Marie 9966 Hardy Rd
Fleysh Vadim 316 Palmer Dr
Foox Mordehay, Limor 1143 Medway Rd
Freedomgate Co Op Inc Minister Ovidiu Coldea
PO Box 51041
Frisch Mark B MD 9880 Bustleton Ave Ste 30
Gabay Raphael DO Pc 9500 Roosevelt Blvd
Gaffoor Bibi 2089 Welsh Rd Apt D3
Gasiorowski Kazimiera, Frances 1104 Welsh Rd
Gelb Reida F 1122 Chesworth Rd
Gelfand Sylvia 9896 Bustleton Ave B133
Gemini Bakery Ge 9990 Gantry Rd
Geor Christin 851 Morefield Rd
George Elis 9714 Jeanes St
George Rosemary 851 Morefield Rd
Georgekutty Saly 851 Morefield Rd
Gerben Ruth Co Ashton Tr 2109 Red Lion Rd Rm 306
Gerben Ruth Oakwood Residence 306 2109 Red Lion Rd
Germain Julie PO Box 52390
Gershkovich Yury V 1911 Nester St
Gibbs Marie T 9764 Verree Rd
Gintis Harold S, Ruth 8922 Krewstown Rd Apt 310
Gitman Igor 1524 Marcy Place Apt A
Golden Oleg 9926 Haldeman Ave 123a
Goldstein Neal 8904 Turton St
Goodman Sandra 9507 Northeast Ave
Grabill Marian 9733 Bustleton Ave
Grace Joseph, Ryan 1241 Grant Ave
Greco Rose 116 Garrett St
Greenberg Sandra PO Box 6179
Grossman Bessie 2301 Tremont St Apt F104
Grossman Stanley 9229 Burbank Rd
Grumbrecht Patrick J 9946 Jeanes St
Gutman Genetta 9257 Old Newtown Rd
Haftel Chad 9200 Bustleton Ave Apt 2407
Haggerty Joseph B 8153 Brous Ave
Hammond Stephanie PO Box 51141
Hannon Susan M 4 Flag Staff Pl
Haverson Lazar Lillian Est 1801 Winchester Ave Apt C6
Hayes Margaret 600 Red Lion Rd Apt N2
Health Care Stat Home Care Desiree Crager W2 Account
9539 Bustleton Ave
Healthcarestat Homecare I 9539 Bustleton Ave
Hemlick John 828 Red Lion Rd Apt B 15
Heriawati Umi 1513b Marcy Pl
Hersh Herman St Regis 211b 2201 Tremont St
Hfma Metropolitan Philadelphia Chapter 440 Mark Place
Hibib Marie, Ann 8633 Ferndale
Highland Carl 9388 Hoff St
Hill Eric 1917 Goodnaw St
Holdman Leonard L 9896 Bustleton Ave Ofc
Hornick Janette 1157 Bloomdale Rd
House Top Masters Inc 9344 Neil Rd Apt A
Howard Jeffery T 9720 Portis Rd
Hurvitz Hurvitz & Greenfi 9636 Bustleton Ave
Hvac Replacement Parts 740 Red Lion Rd
Ippoliti Nicholas P. Rita M Est 1952 Beyer Av
Irving W Jacobson DMD & Asso 1916 Welsh Rd
Issac Leelamma 1228 Serota Pl
Istockstores Inc 220 Geiger Rd Ste 108
Jacinto Alexis G 9976 Dungan Rd
Jackson Kathryn G Est Pauls Run 9896 Bustleton Ave
Apt A102
Jacobs Andrea 9200 Bustleton Ave Apt 2310
Jaixen Ida J 9896 Bustleton Ave B235
James Collins Collin Dental Lab 90 Red Lyon Rd
Janco Jennifer 9200 Bustleton Ave Apt 1211
Janiczek Myrtle D Apt A203 9813 Haldeman Ave
Janowski Josef 8922 Krewstown Rd Apt 116
John Varghese K 641 Welsh Rd
Jones Laura P Chapel Manor Nursing Home 1104 Welsh Rd
Jones William G 9896 Bustleton Ave Apt L430
Jong Woon Lee 842 Red Lion Rd
Joyce Robert M 2093 Red Lion Rd
Juba William 9704 Dedaker St
Kagan Anna 805 Red Lion Rd Apt C3
Kahn Linda A 828 Red Lion Rd Apt B22
Kalikas Michelle 9675 Sandanne Rd
Katz Bernat, Maria 1933 Witler St
Kay Michael 9210 Old Bustleton Ave
Kelly James J III 9747 Morefeild Rd
Kelly James W, Cormack, Mary 2301 Woodward St Apt C 7
Kernan James 9253 Laramie Rd
Kessler Grace E Est 2109 Red Lion Rd
Kessler Stephen MD 9807 Bustleton Ave
Khrapko Yelena 9317 Spicebush Ln
Kim Andrew 9042 Roosevelt Blvd
Kim Jung 9201 B Jamison Ave
Kinsler Jeffery 9524 Northeast Ave
Klein Barbara 9779 Hilspach St Apt 2
Klein Marilyn A 8940 Krewstown Rd Apt 110
Klinker Barbara M 1955 Nester St
Koottungal Georgekutty C 851 Morefield Rd
Kopan Mary A 9956 Alicia St
Korti Seiti 357 Sanford St
Kriner Edward 9926 Haldeman Ave Apt B76
Kuntush Annamarie J 9219a Jamison Ave
L R Homemed Inc 1916 Welsh Rd Ste 15
Labbee Christopher 2001 Foster St
Labbee Christopher 9619 Hilspatch St
Lanzi Lorraine E 9661 Hilspach St
Lazar Lillian H. Ben 1801 Winchester Ave Apt C6
Leach Wiliam H 1926 Goodnaw St
Lenox Patricia, Patrick 9963 Alicia St
Leslie Jennifer 9612 Hoff St Apt 24
Levin Lillian 9896 Bustleton Ave Apt A115
Lewis Emanuel 2275 Winchester Ave Apt 211
Lezcano Adela, Louis 9809 Haldeman Ave Apt A301
Life Sheild Inc 220 Geiger Rd
Lin Y 1420 Rocky Rd
Lipkin Erica R, Miriam 9712 Wynmill Rd
Loftus James M 9524 Dunban Rd
Lombardi Christina 9016 Cargill Ln
London Barbara 9826 Cowden St
Loza Barbara M 9405 Evans St
Lu Wen Qin 9233 Old Bustleton Ave
Lundy Judith Co Ashton Tr 2109 Red Lion Rd Rm 306
Luong Dai 1904 Conwell Ave
Lynch Mary E 113 Central
Mahaffey Anne M 8925 Alton St
Marsico Emilia M 9016 Cargill Ln
Masood Amina 9883 Clark St
Mathai Manilal 9537 Bustleton Ave
Matthews Marian E 1720 Kohl St
Mayock Georgeann 803 Millwood Rd
Mccaffrey Gertrude, Joseph 9662 Dungan Rd
Mccauley Nancy J 8917 Springview Rd
Mccollaum Ethel A Apt B211 Pauls Run 9896 Bustleton Ave
Mcmenamin Michelle A 9823 Cowden St
Mcnicholas Jacquelyn, Michael 600 Red Lion Rd Apt 56
Mcnicholas Michael 600 Red Lion Rd Apt 56
Mendoza Juan Francisco 9200 Bustleton Ave Apt 2010
Meticulous Janitorial Svcs 1524 B Gregg St
Metro Public Adjustment Inc 9502 Rising Sun Ave
Meyer George 119 Flagstaff Rd
Michael A V OD 1916 Welsh Rd Unit 3
Miglas George. Julia U 9611 Birwood St
Mignano Francesco, Rosaria 9718 Beacon Rd
Mikusauskas Kestutis PO Box 51132
Mikusauskiene Milda PO Box 51132
Milis Iosif 1027 Alpena Rd
Millard Norman 9347−A Banes St
Miller Michael 828 Red Lion Rd Apt A23
Miller Solomon 9906 Bustleton Ave Apt C14
Mink Walter L Pauls Run Apt B 213 9896 Bustleton Ave
Mitchell Lenward 9200 Bustleton Ave
Mitchell Tina 727 Millwood Rd
Moldavsky Elena 9322 Jamison Ave Unit A
Moldenhauer Clara 1104 Grant Ave
Monachello Marc T 9200 Bustleton Av Bld 1000
Moore Renay W 9768 Roosevelt Blvd 2nd Fl
Morris Herbert 9606 Hoff St
Moumen Meriem 9511 Evans St Apt 6
Moustakidis Tasos 454 Myers Cir
Mruk Claudia U 207 Radburn Rd
Munz Ruth M 9896 Bustleton Ave Apt A306
Nadav Shlomi 851 Red Lion Rd Apt T6
Nash Kelly 9925 Sandy Rd
Ne Psychology 9892 Bustleton Ave Ste 306
Negro Jennifer 1123 Pln Rd
Nelson Sheldon 2301 Woodward St Apt F9
Nemiroff Doreen 861 Oakfield Ln
Neusch Richard D 1536 Gregg St A
Nevison Charles 9896 Bustleton Ave Apt A316
New England Pizza of Belair 9867 Bustleton Ave
Newman Mayock John D 803 Millwood Rd
NiczyPOrowicz Jessica L 8608 Alicia St
Norkin Betty 121 Thorndike Rd
Northcote Virginia Est 439 Kismet Rd
Northeast Philadelphia Pharmacy 1916 Welsh Rd Unit 4
Notkin B 2154 Conwell Av
Novick Adjustment Co Inc 1027 Alpena Rd
Oak Lane Printing & Letter 9999 Global Rd
Oakdwood Health Care & Rehab Ctr 2109 Red Lion Rd
Oels Frances L 9629 Bustleton Ave C206
Oneill P 2201 Tremont St Apt D325
Option One Facility Mgmt Inc 8705 Autumn Rd
Orenstein Shirley 9896 Bustleton Ave Apra433
Padella La 1619 Grant Ave
Parakkamannil Thomas T 632 Kismet Rd
Parkinson Catherin 1018 Bingham St
Patel Kantibhai, Kusumben 9977 Sandy Rd
Patel Nirmala B 1707 Scotchbrook Dr A
Patel Ramaben J 2128 Grant Aveapt 33
Patel Satish 2301 Woodward St Apt H 16
Pauls Run 9896 Bustleton Ave
Peltonen Kathleen 9813 Ferndale St
Pension Ttees Gateway Check Cashing Co 9285 Darlington
Rd
Penteskyl Aksenia 805 Red Lion Rd
Perks Joseph D Jr 9741 Morefield Rd
Perlman Raymond 120 Thorndike Rd
Peters Virginia 2015 Welsh Rd Unit E73
Petro Frank 1044 Grant Ave
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Pettola Philomena 828 Red Lion Rd Apt A7
Phila Locking Systems 200 Geiger Rd
Pine Valley Partners Inc 9269 Darlington Rd
Pirolli Joseph A 828 Red Lion Rd Apt A7
Pisaturo Mildred Est 9451 Clark St
Politz Frances Chapel Manor 1104 Welsh Rd
Pomerance Marcia G, Richard PO Box 6163
Pontecorvo Daniel A, Noelle 2089 Welsh Rd Apt J1
Prc 1 LLC 1619 Grant Av Store 22
Prestige Signatures, Zakkout 121 Pheasant Hill Dr
Prolife Ambulance Inc PO Box 6119
Pscu American Heritage Fcu 2060 Red Lion Rd
Pylypenko Sergiy 9926 Haldeman Ave Apt B40
Raevsky Bernard 9007 Cargill Ln
Rao Mehul 2301 Woodward St Apt I 6
Rappoport Harold T Est 2339 Hoffnagle St
Regnery Virgina 9805 Haldeman Ave Apt C102
Reider Pauline B 9209b Jamison Ave
Rembert Brian PO Box 14354
Renal Treatment Ctrsse PO Box 8
Rescigno Marie F 9321 Rising Sun Ave
Reyes Jamilet 9451 Clark St Apt 6
Richman Evan 9826 Cowden St
Rihl Josephine 9896 Bustleton Ave Paul S Run Apt 221 A
Rihl Lawrence 9896 Bustleton Ave Apt A113
Robinson Charles, Marie 1940 Goodnaw St
Rooker Miriam 9903 Bustleton Ave
Rosen Tillie 809 Red Lion Rd Apt B22
Rosenfeld Meyer, Adele, Norma 9725 Morefield St
Rotella Dana 1224 Serota Pl
Rotella Dana, Dominic Rotella 2200 Michener St Ste 4
Rotella Dana, Nichole Medical 2200 Michener St Ste 4
Rotella Rochelle, Dominic, Dana 1224 Serota Place
Rothstein Frances Excelsior Midrise Unit 207 2131 Welsh
Rd
Route 1 Furniture 1916 Welsh Rd St 14
Rudolph Fannie 2017 Grant Ave
Ruggiero Antonio L, Angela, Luca T 1243 Serota Pl
Ryan Grace, J Leo 1241 Grant Ave
Ryan Heather L 8610 Ferndale St
Rysinki Elanor A 1907 Murray St
Sabag Simon 1715 B Rachael St
Sabatina Elizabeth F 9896 Bustleton Ave
Sakalouski Ivan 9926 Haldeman Ave 17 B
Salem Petroleum Ente 9998 Global Rd
Schaeffwer Michael Apt A411 9896 Bustleton Ave
Schultze Elsie C 1101 Bloomdale Rd
Schuman Natalie 731 Charette Rd
Schuster Albert H 701 Pecan Dr
Schwartz Matilda 9908 Bustleton Ave Apt D10
Sebold Kimberly 702 Stratford Dr
Seiberlich Clara M 1103 Creswood Rd
Shainsky Arkady, Rakhil 9629 Bustleton Ave Apt 205
Shapiro Gerald L Est 861 Oakfield Ln
Sheip Kathryn A, Howard 9896 Bustleton Ave
Shell Lotts 9801 Bustleton Ave
Shemyakov Lidiya G, Oleg E 1105 Rising Sun Pl
Sheynkin Yuri 2015 Welsh Rd Apt E73
Shields Thomas F, Joan 8904 Turton Dr
Shraibman Igor 9257 Old Newtown Rd
Siapuatco Jennifer L 9976 Dungan Rd
Siburkis William Ashton Hall B Wing 2109 Red Lion Rd
Simpson Aldona G 1915 Nester St
Singh Surjit 9200 Bustleton Ave
Skhariah Shyla 9980 Woodfern Rd
Sloane Collision 9903 Bustleton Ave
Sluzhynska Mariya 1515 Gregg St Unit A
Smetana Maxym 9816 Bonner St
Smith Edward B Jr 1936 Nester St
Smith Iris S 9629 Bustleton Av 313
Smith Kelly 1900 Lott St
Smith Mary V 9511 Cowden St
Smith Robert E 9735 Glenhope Rd
Smith Ryan C 9624 Cowden St
Smith Shirley 9807 Haldeman Ave Apt A101
Snyder Arthur 1151 Layton Rd
Sodexho Pauls Run Care Center 9896 Bustleton Ave
Soffer Marvin 9726 Hoff St
Solomon Uri 9238 Old Newtown Rd
Sorkina Natalya 9904 Nicklaus Dr
Sorochkin Yuri 1256 Serota Pl
Soto Jorge 9972 Sandy Rd
Spear Betty F Lvg Trust 9896 Bustleton Ave Ofc
Spector Harvey M DO Pc 9622 Bustleton Ave Ste 3
Stadler Donald D 600 Red Lion Rd Apt T2
Steketee Derek 9959 Sandy Rd
Steven Appel DDS 8950 Krewstown Rd
Stevens Susan A 808 Medway Rd
Stotman Lawrence N 921 Alburger Rd
Stratton Maria 2128 Grant Ave Apt 2
Sturm Madeline A, Joseph M 630 Artwood Dr
Stutman Tillie 9811 Haldeman Ave
Succi Ida 9502 Rising Sun Ave
Tarasenko Alexander 9815 Dungan Rd
Thackray B Mark 105 Moredun Rd
Thompson Dolores C 2109 Red Lion Rd
Torres Amarilis, Jose PO Box 52727
Torres Vicente, Zoila M 1852 Nester St Apt A
Total Body Pain Mgmt Inc 1094 Welsh Rd
Transmercy LLC PO Box 52611
Trautwein Minsoo 9908 Bustleton Ave H−11
Travel World 1916 Welsh Rd Ste 6
Tsvetkova Anastasia 9926 Haldeman Ave Apt A79
Tsymbalenko Yelena 9813 Haldeman Ave Apt D202
Tuite Floretta E 1716 Beyer Ave
Tygh Joseph A 1963 Beyer Ave
Ukatu Lotanna, Marvin K PO Box 52215
Ulanowski Georgeanne L 1261 Serota Place
Urological Assoc 2137 Welsh Rd Ste 2c
Vanzyl Edward 570 Remsen Rd
Varghese Kollelil, Bob 721b Red Lion Rd
Varghese Sibi C 600 Red Lion Rd Apt U2
Vaymyshev Eleonara, Yulya 866 Oakfield Ln
Vazquez George PO Box 14415
Vecchione Robert 9722 Wynmill Rd
Vibration Specialty 100 Geiger Rd
Vladimirov Aleksandr 9633 Bustleton Ave Apt 1
Walker William J 7245 Charles St
Wallace Baum Printin 9985 Gantry Rd
Walton Edward C, Alvin M 9658 Hilspach St
Weber Lauryn M 801 Charette Rd
Weiss Adele 8880 Verree Rd Apt 113
Weiss Dora 2301 Woodward
Weiss Fredric K Ste 118
Weiss Ilona H 9906 Bustleton Ave Apt 53
Weissmen Lillian 2350 Tremont St Apt 702
Welch Hubert M 739 Colebrook Rd
West Coast Entertainment 9990 Global Rd
West Philadelphia Assoc PO Box 6168
Wholey Thomas 600 Red Lion Rd Apt S5
Williams Kymberly L 1516 Gregg St B
Williams Rita J 9611 Birwood St
Willow Grove Bank 9869 Bustleton Ave
Wilson Harry B Jr 790 Oakfield Ln
Winter Selma 1938 Beyer Ave
Wireless Destination LLC 9983 Bustleton Ave
Wjo Inc 9601 Bustleton Ave Ste C
Wjo Inc Bustelton 9600 Bustelton Ave Ste 202
Yakovlev Vladimir 9906 Bustleton Ave
Yohay Manahem 2401 Tremont St B
Young Robert 9964 Haldeman Ave
Youssef Mona 9810 Bonner St
Zaydenberg Alex 1916 Welsh Rd Ste 4
Zissios Maria, Nick 711 Red Lion Rd Fl 2
Ziwczyn Nicholas A, Edward J 8667 Ferndale St
Zlotak Esther 9908 Bustleton Ave E1
Zlotnik Luba 9926 Haldeman Ave Unit 62
Zsitkovsky Charles S Jr 9522 Cowden St
Philadelphia Pa 19116
Aaa Americas Inc 10050 Rossevelt Blvd
Aaron Leon Public Adjusters 10871 Bustleton Ave Ste 126
Ac Dental 10 000 Roosevelt Blvd
Adams Charles Lawler Ter
Adelshin Brothers Advanced Thermodynamic
278 Nandina Plz 2
Ahmed Fareed 802 Piermont St
Alam Manawar 1866 Merlin Place
Alam Manawar, Violet 1866 Merlin Place
Albert Est 11005 Proctor Rd
Aleks Mechanical Group Inc 128 Nandina St
Alpo Transpot Inc 10213 Dedaker
Amodei Patricia 15114 Kallaste Dr
Andrejczak Dennis 12004 Sewell Rd
Apparies Ross J 823 Selmer Rd
Arocena Cecille L 15205 Wayside Rd
Artyr Daurov 301 Byberry Rd
Baiden Jacob Rich 10101 Ne Ave C1
Baizob Yoran 10037 Bridle Rd Fl 2
Belorusets Mikhail 646 Edison Ave
Bennage Joseph W 11010 Stevens Rd
Benner Amelia 125 Brookshire Dr
Bertsch Mildred F 15039 Endicott St
Bierzalo Teresa J 15154 Beverly Dr
Bizmax Investments Limited 301 W Byrerry Apt G10
Blackman Steven 301 Byberry Rd 29
Blickley Eric J 111 Lockart Plaza 2
Blob Edward, Andy 423 Regina St
Bohemia Glass 10861 Buslteton Ace
Booker Leora 300 Byberry Rd Unit 119
Bose Allen 1346 Ascot Pl
Braddock Marissa, Wayne 827 Bennard
Brady Eleanor A Lvg Tr 15122 Carter Rd
Braude Igor 206 Alnus St
Briola Cara 10810 Heather St 1
Brook Michael I 13400 Worthington Rd
Brown Caroline C 507 Pinewood Rd
Brown Jenice, Zenja Johnson 523 Lawler St
Brown Phillip A 1760 Tomlinson Rd
Browne Malachi 1761 Foster St
Browne Margaret M 15008 Theresa Dr
Brucker Jamie F 11805 Centennial Sq E
Brusilova Yeva 12003 Bustleton Ave Apt 104
Bunting Edward L 10018 Jeanes St Apt 2
Bunzl Philadelphia 10814 Northeast Ave
Burak Alisha H, Larry 242 Regina St
Burns William 2012 Forest St
Burshteyn Lyudmila 409 Larkspur St
Bustleton Wellness Center Pc 11880 Bustleton Ave
Buyers Choice Home Inspectors LLC 15119 Beverly Dr
Calvert Hilda 10026 Ferndale St
Campbell Frances A 707 Sanford St 2
Candera Harry H 429 Regina St
Carol Holmes Ta Maita Day & Night 14256 Bustleton Ave
Carr Robert Patrick 800 Rennard St
Cartin Bernadette 13007 Worthington Rd
Casey George T 1016 Herschel Rd
Castro Chiro Rehab PO Box 18158
Catagnus John 14230 Bustleton Ave
Charles White LLC 101 Overhill Ave
Chu You Fong 400 Selma St
Chuch Ascension M 10197 99 Northeast A
Ciccotello Louis J 12040 Bustleton Ave
Cifligu Kozeta 10900 Bustleton Ave B 57
Clayton Ruth R 117−16 Banes St
Clegg Mark Jr 2600 Southampton Rd
Compass Canteen 2050 Byberry Rd
Conn Harold 15134 Kallaste Dr
Connolly Brain 14000 Bustleton Ave
Cook Kathleen A 15046 Endicott St
Corley Kathy 423 Regina St
Corona Stephen 15004 Theresa Dr
Correa Benjamin 200 Lockart Ter Fl 1
Corson Daniel M 15068 Carter Rd
Crescenzo Mackenzie, Angelo 10810 Heather St 1
Currency One 10050 Roosevelt Blvd
Curtis Christopher 13109 Bustleton Ave Apt 21
Dagle John K 15157 Kallaste Dr
Dangelmaier Joseph 15063 London Rd
Daniels Kathleen, Justin 1113 Byberry Rd
Darby Richard J, Richard 11180 Hendrix St
Datika Ben 493 Pinewood Rd
Davies Robert H Jr, Edward G 111 Lockart Plaza 2
Dejesus Rebecca 215 Lockart Ter
Dernsky Mary 11602 Kelvin Ave
Diamond At Sea LLC 404 Parlin St
Dixon Shane LLC 10049 Sandmeyer Ln
Djimbinov Oleg 265 Nandina Ter
Dmitriev Dennis P 267 Ridgeway Ter
Donahue Inez M 13015 Sewell Rd
Donald Edward, Joan G 1206 Southampton Rd
Dorfman Alexander, Alla 207 Lockart Ln
Dorotov Dmitri 10216 Dedaker St
Dorsey Charles L 10071 Bustleton Ave
Dosaev Alexander 434 Parlin St Apt A
Doshi Viraj 10101 Northeast Ave Apt H6
Dreaver John J 1054 County Line Rd
Dunn Fredja D 1054 County Line Rd
E Z Breathe Inc, Samuel M Niglio 13033 Trina Dr
Eastland Apparel 13440 Damar Dr
Elite Contracting 13440 Damar Dr
Emerald Education Committee 15039 Kelvin Ave
Endicott Realty Assoc LLC 15000 Endicott St
Erlich Sylvia C 406 Audubon Ter
Eustache Roberto Saint 10900 Bussleton Ave Apt 26
Fanticola Michael A, Alice 11136 Hendrix St
Firestone Herman, Ida 11999 Audubon Ave
Fischer Eleanor 10113 Verree Rd Apt 1a
Fomenko Yulia 13074 Blakeslee Dr
Fox Stella Somerton Ctr 650 Edison Ave
Francois Gerda D 10900 Bustleton Ave Apt A11
Freestone Edward 507 Pinewood Rd
Gablein Donna 15104 Kallaste Dr
Galie Joseph 15127 Beverly Dr
Gannon Insurance Inc 11685 Bustleton Ave
Gibbs Carl 450 Byberry Rd W Apt T31
Golod Igor 210 Lockart Ln Floor 2
Gorbacheva Victoria 536 Lawler St
Gordon Bernice 10829 Proctor Rd
Govor Igor 110 Byberry Rd Apt G11
Grabill Frank A 13043 Sewell Rd
Grant Zoebon 13512 Bustleton Ave Apt 2324
Grassifulli Rita Maiorana 10818 Kelvin Ave
Great Traditions 406 Hendrix St
Grin Vadim 10012 Bridle Rd Fl 2
Hallowell Margaret 507 Pinewood Rd
Hanshew David M 100 Alnus Pl
Hawl Phyllis 1407 Southampton Rd
Hegarty Tayler 1111 Warwick St
Helbling E M 650 Edison Ave
Hendrix Auto Tags 11685 Bustleton Ave
Henshew Susan J 100 Alnus Pl
Hernandez Jose 12030 Bustleton Ave Rear
Herpel Helen M 15041 Milford St
Hiller David Est, David 10400 Roosevelt Blvd
Hogan James 10815 Proctor Rd
Holtz Charles C 1054 County Line Rd
Home Fantasy Design Sabina Rodner 10211 Northeast Ave
Hong Kong Super Buffet Inc 11801 Bustleton Ave
Hook Robert 14020 Dana Ave
Humphries Lauren 15063 London Rd
Hye Medical LLC PO Box 11550
If Services Inc 11911 Bustleton Ave
Ignatenko Aleksandra 10030 Jeanes St 2nd Fl
Ilyaguyev Fuad 11610 Bustleton Ave
Imigo Partners LLC 301 W Byberry Rd Apt G10
International Sos Assistance PO Box 18100
Ismail Antar S 428 Woodhaven Pl
Israilov Albert 113 Nandina St
Janovsky Paulin, Raisa Shkurman 10221 Selmer St
Janow Harold, Stedham Supply 2181 Bennett Rd
Jenkins Barbara, Adam 11109 Greiner Rd
Jiang Jenny Y 503 Denise Dr
Johnson Therese E 12021 Bustleton Ave Apt 15
Johnston Richard 12018 Sewell Rd
Jon S Fisher Do 11043 Bustleton Ave
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Jones Albert 1407 Southampton Rd
Jonovicj Aminjon K 221 Lockart Ln
K And B Auto Body 109 Wexford Pl
K And B Home Remodeling LLC 13048 Blakeslee Dr Apt A
Kama Inc 654 Parlin St
Kaminski Joseph R, Mary 12050 Stevens Rd
Kamzelski Bernice J 509 Avon St 2nd Floor
Kaplan Howard, Lisa M 425 Larkspur St
Karakulova Nataliya 10900 Bustleton Ave Apt B9
Keenan Michael 1957 Kentwood St
Kelly Loretta A 10300 Haldeman Ave
Kemp Joshua, Nikia 300 Byberry Rd Unit 119
Kent Marketing II Inc 14425 Bustleton Ave Ll 103
Kessler Ruth 10132 Jeanes St
Kettle Evelyn 507 Pinewood Rd
Kheynis Nicholas 10201 Bustleton Ave Apt A 6
Khromov Sergey 656 Parlin St Apt B
Kiely Thomas F 822 Burgess St
Kims Childrenare People Inc 10127 Bustleton Ave
Kleinman Josef 535 Selma St
Knf Neuberger Inc PO Box 8500s4195
Kogan Mikhail 186 Larkspur St
Koltun Albert 12003 Bustleton Av
Kopena David 13109 Bustleton Ave Apt 1c
Kovalenko Yekaterina 606 Hazell Ln Apt B
Krivorutskiy Mikhail 13512 Bustleton Ave Apt 3304
Kurek Helen 516 Buxmont St Marie Scannapieco
Labbe Christopher 2001 Foster St
Landis Frances, Jack 301 Byberry Rd Apt 111
Larkin Carole 110 Byberry Rd Apt 07
Lastman David 110 W Byberry Rd
Latman Marina 441 Tomlinson Rd Apt A−2
Lazova Tzvetelina 613 D Edison Ave
Le De 1862 Sanford St
Lending Solutions Fl Usa LLC 301 W Bybery Rd Apt G10
LeoPOld John W III 849 Selmer Rd
Lisman Jean 11217 Jeanes St
Loh Dorin Pui 601 Parlis St
Lopez Nicolas Jose 601 Poquessing Ave
Luckangelo Holly Marie 210 Alnus St Fl2
Lukach Brad 2008 Barlow St
Luzman Dmitry G 110 Byberry Rd
Lyakhov Sergey 10840 Nandina Ln Fl 1
Lyde Latoya Y 10103 Ne Blvd Unit 3
Lyons Matilda P Apt P 7
Maccoll Alfred I, Emma 2549 S Pershing St
Macdonald Daniel 10127 Bustleton Ave
Macdonald Kimberly, Daniel 10127 Bustleton Ave
Mahmudov Kiromiddin 441 Tomlinson Rd B13
Mahoney Eliz 507 Pinewood Rd
Maiden Thomas 200 Overhill Ave
Malanchuk Anzhela 11115 Greiner Rd
Malinoff Karen 121 Rennard Pl
Malinsky Yuriy 10834 Lockart Ct
Mamedova Tatyana 10714 Haldeman Ave
Manvin Inc 10960 Bustleton Pk
Marshall Vickie R 450 Byberry Rd Apt Th10
Mathews Siji 416 Maple Ave
Matkovska Iryna 10846 Rennard St
Mattress Kid LLC 10174 Ferndale St
Mawby Michael 870 Edison Ave
Mcallister Bernard 15029 Milford St
Mcanena Deirdre 416 Parlin St
Mccafferty Cecilia Rm 411 St John Newmann 10400
Roosevelt Blvd
Mccarthy Catherine, William 730 Byberry Rd Fop 206
Mccoy Constance S 13109 Bustleton Ave Apt 5d
Mcdermott Edward J 10714 Haldeman Ave Apt G22
Mcginley Sheridan, Tierney 13034 Worthington Rd
Mcwilliams Arthur T Esq 13043 Sewell Rd
Medina Guillermina 10039 Bridle Rd A
Mellor Alvin J 524 Burgess St
Melnyk Vasyl 11991 Audubon Ave
Memorial Fund for Kayla Lauren Personal Needs Fund
10207 Dedaker St
Mendelsohn David I Carousel Sta 301 W Byberry Rd
Unit F16
Mendez Liandro 10764 Jeanes St 1st Floor
Meringo Leearndra, Lewis R 11727 Jeanes St
Micucci Leonora A 831 Centennial Sq N
Mikhailov Spivak 13451 Philmont Av Apt C49
Milestone Management Group Inc 9650 Hilspach St
Millan Norman 1028 Southampton Rd
Minner Debra K 15078 Carter Rd
Mitchell Sondra Est 12003 Bustleton Ave Apt 448
Mody Trading Inc 11986 Audubon Place
Moiseev Andrei 602 Hazell Ln B
Moldavchuk Roman 212 Lockart Ln
Monticello Granite 10049 Sandmeyer Ln
Moran Gertrude M 15134 Beverly Dr
Morton Frank K, Robert 303 Smithfield Ave
Mosheyev Anna 605 Lawler St
Mraz Harry 10481 Lockhart Rd
Murphy Gerard J Jr, Marianne 10122 Galahad St
Mvf Management Group Inc 602 Hazell Ln Unit B
Nalbandian Rouben 553 Foster St 2nd
Nedce 10796 Heather St
Nellemann John G 609 Maple Ave
Nemeroff Jack Norman 12033 Audubon Ave
Nemirozsky Zonia Apt E1 441 Tomlinson Rd
Nestoyanova Svitlana 417 Selma St
Nichi Alex 504 Avon St Fl 1
Northeast Car Connection 2001 Byberry Rd
Northeast Medical Rehab Center Pc 14200 Bustleton Ave
Ste 4
Novokhatska Nadiya, Hubert 505 Lawler St
Oconnor Marie 10871 Bustleton Ave No 113
Onell Steven 438 Parlin St 2nd Fl
Orellana Margarita 13661 Philamont Ave
Oros Hanna 212 Lockart Ln
Orthoply Corp 10061 Sandmeyer Ln
Osbourne Franklin Est 743 Gorman St
Palmer Lydia C 507 Pinewood Rd
Papke Mary C 525 Simms St
Paranin Denis 654 Parlin St
Parker Deborah, John 1074 Edison Ave
Patel Alpeshkumar 551 Foster St
Patel Dinesh 507 Avon St
Patel Gautamkumar B, Geetaben G 14007 Cliford Ln
Anil Patel
Patel Sangitaben 1866 Sanford St
Pay Less Car Rental System Inc 2075 Byberry Rd
Pei Genesis, Carmel Booth 2180 Hornig Rd
Pelicata Robert 666 Parlin St
Pepperman Selma 11811 Audubon Ave
Petoni Apts 13512 Bustleton Ave Apt 7203
Petroff Angela, Adam 1926 Kentwood St
Philadelphia India Christian A 455 Tomlinson Rd
Polakoff Lena, Mark 11811 Audubon Ave
Popel Svetlana 253 Ridgeway St 2nd Fl
Popov Grigorly 114 Lockhart Plaza
Potcolina Denis 602 Hazell Ln Unit B
Powers Charlott C 464 Byberry Rd
Preet Apparel Inc 1890 Woodhaven Rd
Prestige Home Care Agency Inc 10890 Bustleton Ave
Ste 211
Price Eva 10102 Jamison Av 215
Prinos Angeliki 814 Hendrix St
Printers Trade Inc 10081 Sandmeyer Land
Protas Volodymyr 10839 Lockart Rd Fl 1
Pullman Heather L 14025 Trevose Rd
Pushkin Alexander 307 Ridgeway St Fl 2
Raab Albert T 11044 Ferndale St
Ranti Ayogbenjo 10802 Stevens Rd
Rashevskiy Leonid 12003 Bustleton Ave Apt 104
Raytsis Alexander 10843 Rennard St
Razek Mody E 11986 Audubon Place
Rea Josephine 74 Brookshire Ct 74
Rechter Wendy 110 W Byberry Rd
Recruiting Inc 10201 Bustleton Ave Apt C−52
Rees Kathleen 1005 Piermont St
Rego Joseph M 517 Selma St
Rhodeside Margaret 10170 Dedaker Dr
Richter Irene Zucaro 11005 Proctor Rd
Rm Variety Store 728 Red Lion Rd
Rolland William F 501 Pinewood Rd
Romanovsky Konstantin 9926 Haldeman Ave 119
Romsdahl Sean 235 Byberry Rd
Rosalie Rueda 10100 Sandmeyer Ln
Rosenbaum Md Pc Carl 10160 Bustleton Ave Ste A
Rosenberg Klara 110 Byberry Rd Apt L6
Rothfuss William H Jr PO Box 11671
Rudzinski Marlena 835 Larkspur St
Rueda Miguel 10100 Sandmeyer Ln
Ruh Don F 10201 Bustltn Su C60
Ruskin Sandra 10102 Jamison Ave Apt 215
Ryltsev Mykhailo 210 Lockart Ln Apt 2
Sammons Cathryn C 15056 Sunflower Dr
Santoro Michael J 450 Byberry Rd Apt 18
Saturn Auto Trans 206 Robina St
Savidge David Jr 11054 Greiner Place
Schofield Elizabeth D, Edward B 1941 Kentwood St
Schuhl Doug 721 Greymont St
Schumm Mary 1935 Greymont St
Schwartz Aileen F 13512 Bustleton Ave Apt 4101
Shapiro Alex 10847 Nandina Ln Fl 1
Shapiro Feliks 301 W Byberry Rd Apt H 11
Shelly Robert 15138 Ina Dr
Shengelia Nika 10003 Bridle Rd Fl 2
Shengs Corp Ofc 10101 Northeast Ave
Shoaib Entesar M 10022 Jeanes St
Shokrollah Mahvash 13675 Philmont Ave Unit 21
Silverman Dorothy 167 Rennard St
Simkins Krista P, Crystal 1761 Foster St Apt 7b
Slewson Sametta 109000 Bustleton Ave Bldg 7 Apt C 76
Smith Paula 810 Tomlinson Rd
Snee Michael A, Donna M 261a Ridgeway Ter
Snyder Leona 10121 Clark Pl
Snyder Margaret J 507 Pinewood Rd
Sodol Dmitry 750 Sanford St Apt 205
Song Chul H 11989 Dumont Rd
Soondrum Vanessa 355 Gardner St
Soto Jesus L 739 E 4th St
Souders Catherine A 301 Byberry Rd
Spangler Ron 10103 Clark St
Stacy Robert M, Callie H 13440 Stevens Rd
Stanberry Suzette 133 Marita St
Stevens Phyllis 10201 Bustleton Ave Apt C−52
Stinsman James T 1005 Piermont St
Stone Rachel, Scott 10871 Bustleton Ave Ste 126
Stuikys Gintautas 466 Parlin St 1st Fl
Sukenick Sol 801 Rennard St
Sullivan Thomas 11606 Depue St
Sunoco A Plus 10610 Roosevelt Blvd
Talbot Andrea 10836 Nandia Ln
Tapper Kathleen 15063 London Rd
Tavares Marcia, Jose 101 Lockart Plaza 1s
Temo Transportation 468 Woodhaven Plaza
The Duffers Club Inc 14230 Bustleton Ave
Thomas Charles, Estelle 507 Pinewood Rd
Thomas Reni 10904 Lockart Rd
Thomas Thomas V, Omana V 412 Woodhaven Pl
Thomas Vijoe 10116 Wilbur St
Thoundiyath Robby 10109 Galahad Rd
Timm Robert 10614 Evans St
Tkachov Taras 10871 Parlin Ter
Tomaselli Helen T 1010 Edison Ave
Tomlinson Property Lp 10607 Saint Thomas Dr
Tran Sung S 503 Denise Dr
Treadstone Realty Inc 1700 Bustleton Ave
Trinh Troy A 13635 Philmont Ave
Trudell John 15029 Endicott St
Tsirkina Victoria 109 Wexford Pl
Tuchinsky Michael 110 Ferale St
Ukah Annette E 450 W Byberry Rd Apt E 63
Usa Blues 1890 Woodhaven Rd
Van Kirk Edward T 15046 Endicott St
Vanchi Tri 10207 Dedaker St
Vanyur Louise A 15120 Endicott St
Varghese Achamma 10109 Galahad Rd
Vassalluzzo Heleninez 170 Larkspur Pl
Vaymysheva Yulya 10186 Bustleton Av 3phs
Ventresca Lisa 13512 Bustleton Ave Apt 6302
Vijoe Bindhu 10116 Wilbur St
Voloshin Abram 300 W Byberry Rd Apt 115
Vranas Adonios 10206 Jeanes St
Wajda Megan Ann, Mindy Wajda 1901 Tomlinson Rd
Washington Fort 11622 Bustleton Ave
Wasko Florence 10829 Lockart Rd
Weiswasser Jerome, Irene 13109 Bustleton Ave 8
Wenig Dorothy 2628 Hemlock St
Weyhmuller Anna D 521 Selma
Wfm Management Inc 602 Hazell Ln Apt B
White Christina M 165 Larkspur St
Woodhaven Beverages LLC 1890 Woodhaven Rd
Woods James 669 Rennard St
Woshczyn Leonard 301 Byberry Rd Apt D9
Yearicks Mary 12003 Bustleton Ave Apt 431
Yohannan Timothy J 1700 Faunce St
Yuchkovskaya Anna 204 Alnus St
Zabawa Michael 13073 Dorothy Dr
Zavyazkin Mikhail 10866 Parlin Tr
Zeliantsou Siarhei 274 Ridgeway St Apt A
Zhudenko Vladimir 10607 Clark St
Ziegler William 507 Pinewood Rd
Ziskin Larry H 10202a Bustleton Ave
Zlobinsky Irina 11622 Barlow St
Zychareva Ludmyla 10846 Nandina Way Bsmt
Philadelphia Pa 19118
10th Snyder Assoc 8528 Germantown Ave
Advocate Public Adjustment LLC 8103 Ardleigh St
Agersborg Karen E 8815 Germantown Ave Ste 35
Alblooshi Magar 9219 Wooden Bridge Rd
Alvarez Celina R 9601 Germantown Ave Fournier 347
Amram Margot 25 W Willow Grove Ave
Anderson Pr 9004 Crefeld St
Asian American Bar Assoc 32 E Willow Grove Ave
Assari Soroush 7700b Stenton Ave Apt 304
Ballarini Robert J, Noelle 8242 Shawnee St
Bank of America 8103 Ardleigh St
Bank Wachovia 10 29 08 9006 Crefeld St
Baum Stanley 401 W Moreland Ave
Beccaris Jeanne D 7900a Stenton Ave Apt 204
Beer Lonnie L 8014 Winston Rd
Benson Charles E, Eloise W 5627 Summer St
Berg Jean H 600 West Hartwell Ln
Bergelson Robert J 8311 Crittenden St
Berwind Jessica 9130 Green Tree Rd
Bianchini Edward 15 E Spgsfield Ave
Bissinger Harry 9508 Wheelpump Ln
Bjorhus Robert 14 E Abington Ave
Blaine Gayley 700 W Mermaid Ln
Blyzniuk Donna M 9501 Marstan Rd
Bologna Jason 17 W Willow Grove Ave
Boone Howard 611 Saint Andrews Rd
Botvinick Matthew M 134 W Highland Ave
Bowen Ruth Ann 134 W Meade St
Bowman Properties 8135 Germantown Ave
Briggs Micah O 220 E Mermaid Ln 122
Buckingham Melissa R 8428 Shawnee St
Bumblebeads 7833 Germantown Ave
Burns William P 724 Wolcott Dr Apt D
Butler Melvin 7600 Stenton Ave Apt 1
Caleb Meyer Studio 8520 Germantown Ave
Callanan Vincent P 7903 Saint Martins Ln
Callanan Vincent Wells Fargo Bank NA 708 7903 St
Martins Ln
Capitol One Auto Finance 7600 Stenton Ave Apt 1
Carolyn A Phillips D 8431 Germantown Ave
Cary Meghan F 8409 Shawnee St
Cates Floramae M 245 E Highland Ave
Chase Auto Finance 302 W Springfield Ave
Chestnut Hill Clinic Co 8835 Germantown Ave
Chestnut Hill Dental Inc 2 E Chestnut Hill Ave Robin F
Gallagher DMD
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Chestnut Hill Medical 8815 Germantown Ave Ste 12
Chestnut Hill Village Apt 220 E Mermaid Ln
Chi Nungja 7 Valy View Rd
Choi Eunju 7800c Stenton Ave Apt 109
Chrisant William C 154 Hillcrest Ave
Christian Athletic Mentor Camp 7715 Crittenden St
Clap Your Hands Say Yeah 8717 Shawnee St Alexander J
Ounsworth
Cocco Frances 8009 Anderson St
Coin Alysse C 7860 Devon St
Colina Melissa Alexandra, Melissa Field 7915 Seminole St
Colina Melissa Field 7915 Seminole St
Colina Melissa Field, Kathryn Emma 7915 Seminole St
Collins Frances 240 W Chestnut Hill Ave
Connolly Ilene S 8523 Germantown Ave 2nd Fl Rear
Copeland Mary 114 E Moreland Ave
Corcoran Lillian Fairview Care Ctr 184 Bethlehem Pike
Coursey Monica 7900 Stenton Ave
Craige Daniel C 8305 Shawnee St
Craige Mary C 132 E Hartwell Ln
Cusick Ira Diane M 10 29 08 9006 Crefeld St
Daniels Ronald W 350 E Willow Grove Ave No M725
Darby Alex 220 E Mermaid Ln 207
Decesare Linda M 8104 Saint Martins Ln
Deitz Johanna 49 E Mermaid Ln
Delany Carol A 8415 Shawnee St
Delaplane James 201 W Evergreen Ave Apt 504
Deming Andrew 205 Lynnebrook Ln
Derr Charles A 300 Cheltenham Ave
Di Fonzo Nellina 8000 Stenton Ave
Dilks Mark 215 W Willow Grove Ave
Diversity Factor 7627 Germantown Ave
Dolinskas Anne S, Carol A Dolinskas 8330 Anderson St
Donahower Christine L 8305 Seminole St
Douglas Cynthia PO Box 27255
Drake Craig M 8305 Seminole St
Duffey John P 721 Thomas Rd
Dukes Iain 41 E Chestnut Hill Ave
Dunn Maurice T PO Box 27644
Easby G G 111 W Mermaid Ln
Edward B Oreilly Assoc 30 Whighland Ave
Edwards Charmaine D 7600 Stenton Ave Apt C6
Elena Mairead 8305 Seminole St
Elfant Wissahickon Andorra Realtors 8039 Germantown Ave
Elfant Wissahickon Flourtown Realtors 8039 Germantown
Ave
Epstein Amy 140 W Chestnut Hill Av
Erdos Michael 42 Smt St
Esmond E Est, Ella 7740 Stenton Ave Apt 112
Evans Laura Pepper 7816 Lincoln Dr
Fairman Fred W Est Jr 9502 Wheelpump Land
Fernlund J D 7703 Crefeld St
Fisher Sara 19 E Gravers Ln
Flores Justin 7900 B Stenton Ave 208
Florida Investment Enter Inc New B 7715 Crittenden St
357
Fogel Gussie 7937 Winston Rd
Ford Tamica 7600 Stenton Ave
Forrest Beatrice L 15 W Highland Ave
Foster Jill Apt 151 12 W Willow Grove Ave
Foster Stephanie C 220 E Mermaid Ln 121
Fowler Michele R 350 E Willow Grove Ave Apt 223
Fratini Marie J, Marie D 184 Bethlehem Pike
Gallagher Garrett Scott, Kathleen W 8041 Roanoke St
Gallagher Myra F 21 W Springfield Ave
Gendler Sally J 423 W Mermaid Ln
Genovese Elizabeth 731 Glengarry Rd
Geoghegan Margaret T 201 W Evergreen Ave 308
Gfg Group 104 Rex Ave
Ginyard Robert C Jr PO Box 27033
Golden Elizabeth M 8420 Prospect Ave
Goodwater Karen Apt L17
Grasso Marnie C 201 W Gravers Ln
Green Robert B 8303 Crittenden St
Greenebaum David 305 W Chestnut Hill Ave
Hacking Kathryn 8013 Flourtown
Haimes Elizabeth 437 W Chestnut Hill Ave
Harris Bruce R 7601 Crittenden St
Harris Clarence T, Lucille 350 E Willow Grove Ave Apt 205
Harris Ella M 7601 Crittenden St Apt C4
Harris Lenwood W 184 Bethlehem Pike
Harris Sydney 30 Brookside Rd
Hawthorne Matthew 204 E Willow Grove Ave 1
Herkness Lindsay C Jr 8712 Shawnee St
Herwig Karl 247 E Highland Ave
Hinkle Maryann S 716 Cornelia Pl
Hitchens Patrick 7700 Ardleigh St
Hong Jennifer J 7 Valy View Rd
Horter Alec Burns 201 W Evergreen Ave 410
Horvat Paul 12 East Mermaid Ln
Houston Osceola W, Juanita PO Box 27706
Howard Jodie A 8044 Germantown Ave Rear
Howe Jill M 7900a Stenton Ave Apt 204
Howell Linda S 7824 Ardleigh St
Imperial Laser Center 7600 Stenton Ave Ste 1j
Irwin Paul J 201 E Gravers Ln
J And J Restaurant Assoc Inc 8201 Germantown Av Rest
J S Jenks Wellness Sadd Club 8031 Germantown Ave
Jacona Marie C 8317 Ardleigh St
Jaramillo Diego 8204 Seminole St
Jewels of Pearlescent Perfection PO Box 4091
Jtrwos Drake 8305 Seminole St
Kallenbach Neville R 211 Rex Ave
Keeports Ashlee 220 E Mermaid Ln
Kendrick C L 36 W Highland Ave
Keoaroun Viphakone 220 E Mermaid Ln Unit 213
Keogh Christopher 8864 Germantown Ave
Kerman Elizabeth A, Myer 525 W Mermaid Ln
Keumson H Md 8815 Germantown Ave Ste 14
Kitzel Music Co 1011 Farrell Rd
Klein Steve 8863 Norwood Ave
Kline Elaine 201 W Evergreen Ave
Knowledge Rules Inc 9 A/B W Highland Ave
Knowles Matthew 7600 Stenton Ave Apt 7l
Kolansky Jeffrey M 9500 Wheelpump Ln
Landis Brubaker Donna 8109 Germantown Ave
Lane Constance 7600 Stenton Ave Apt I12
Lassen Elizabeth C 201 W Evergreen Ave #410
Lear John B 201 W Evergreen Ave Apt 41
Lee Anne W 320 W Mermaid Land
Legacy of Love F PO Box 4075
Leifer Amira K, Noa 229 E Benezet St
Levine William M 8620 Evergreen Pl
Lokay Kevin Glenn 6 Druim Moir Ln
Longo Antonia Mary Sister 8128 Devon St
Longo Louise M 8128 Devon St
Lunnan Randi 7912 Ardleigh St
Macavoy Janice 8117 Germantown Ave Rear
Magarity Ford Inc 8200 Germantown Ave
Maguire Margaret Est 13 Valy View Rd
Maloumian Hadji 15 W Bells Mill Rd
Maloumian Hadji Alexander 12 W Bells Mill Rd
Maloumian Hadjis 37 Woodale Rd
Maloumian Hunter Royden Haig, Royden M, Carey T 15 W
Bells Mill Rd
Marr Roselyn 184 Bethlehem Pk Fairview Care Ctr
Marr Taylor C 150 W Evergreen Ave Apt C3
Marrama Nicholas 8526 Germantown Ave
Mason Nancy M 104 Hilltop Rd
Mauren Carly 7740b Stenton Ave
Mcallister James 350 E Willow Grove Ave Apt 724
Mcallister Ken 48 W Southampton Ave
Mccalop Julia F 184 Bethlehem Pike
Mcdermott Justice Reporting Serv 200 E Evergreen Ave
Mcdonald Virginia L 104 Hilltop Rd
Mcgettigan Margaret M, Margaret 7841 Germantown Ave
Mcgill Iain 200 W Willow Grove Ave
Mcwilliams Christopher Blair 129 W Northwestern Ave
Meade Jeffrey 303 E Highland Ave
Mechanic S 7820 Devon St
Medical Chestnut H Joann Murrayschluckebier 7810 Navajo
St
Mercado Diana Apt 217 220 E Mermaid Ln
Milgrim Patrica C 8712 Seminole St
Millard Sharon A 225 E Highland Ave
Monahan Margaret M 14 W Southampton Ave
Moore James E, Janet E 7740a Stenton Ave
Morasco Lucy 8143 Shawnee St
Moses Murray J 8411 Shawnee St
Mozes Annie 8318 Seminole St
Mpaxx 7715 Crittenden St 381
Muhammad Amiyr PO Box 27195
Mulligan Mildred J, Patrick J Mooney 7808 Roanoke St
Murray Schluckebier Joann 7810 Navajo St
Nathans Alverda E 8041 Winston Rd
Neary Margaret 58 Northwestern Ave
Netramai Siriyupa 127 E Mermaid Ln Apt D
Nguyen Joe 49 W Willow Grove Av
Nichols Marguerite, Anne C 52 E Abington Ave
Nocero Peter A 127 E Moreland Ave
Odom Patricia M 521 W Mermaid Ln
Oliver Dorothy E, Beverly PO Box 27164
Oneill Susan O 8708 Prospect Ave E19
Oswald Marie A 449 Rox Borough Ave
Owens Janice 241 E Highland Ave
Paily Korathu 350 E Willow Grove Ave Apt 728
Palmer Walter P IV, Katharine 49 W Northwester Ave
Park Hyung K MD 8835 Germantown Ave
Pearson Eric G 701 W Grovers Ln
Perri Kim M 57 E Mermaid Ln Fl 1
Petermann Michaela 7818 Crefeld St
Philadelphia Gas Works 3 Falls Ctr 3300 Henry Ave
Phillips Carolyn A 8431 Germantown Ave
Popky Donna H, Janet A 8801 Crefeld St
Prejsnar David C 7827 Devon St
Progressive Portfolio Series, Value Portfolio 102 W Willow
Grove Ave
Project for the End of Rape Inc Jane Waldner Crm 8527
Germantown Ave
Quinn Nora Murray 201 W Evergreen Ave
Raiser Elaine Villa at Fairview
Rek Terry A 8405 Germantown Ave
Rice James D 220 E Mermaid Ln Unit 189
Richards Cynthia C, David H, Charles 605 W Gravers Ln
Rittenhouse Anne C 50 W Southampton Ave
Riveras Nykkita L 7600 Stenton Ave Apt D6
Riverside Gardens Realty Corp 19 W Southampton St
Robin Springfield 112 W Meade St
Robinson Sarah 220 E Mermaid Ln Apt T119
Robinson Scott C, Allison 7815 Ardleigh St
Ross Andrew S 8019 Seminole St
Royal Joan B 493 E Gravers Ln
Ryan John 200 E Evergreen Ave
S O S Inc Phila E R Mohr Box 27146
Sanborn Florence 305 W Chestnut Hill Ave
Sauer Elizabeth M 32 E Gravers Ln
Seifert Michael B 201 W Evergreen Ave Apt 205
Semones Alton M 211 E Evergreen Ave
Sepac Ngna 6950 Germantown Ave
Sheaves Protection Partner Hudson Barton IV 444 W
Chestnut Ave
Sheehan Kathleen 317 W Willow Rd Ave
Shuman Authur R 8001 Crefeld St
Silva Maria M 184 E Evergreen Ave Ste 1
Simms David 350 E Willow Grove Ave Apt 50
Sinkovics Marguerite 611 W Mermaid Ln
Sinkovics Marguerite Apt A 7705 Mccallum St
Smith Andrea, Lewis 8815 Norwood Ave
Smith John 924 E Pleasant Ave
Smith Lewis D 8815 Norwood Ave
Smith May 11 Gordon Rd
Smith Richard F, Anna M 8321 Ardleigh St
Spelman Hall Joshua Ross 39 E Benezet St
Sprandio John David John David Sprandio 218 W Chestnut
Hill Ave
St George Lucia Stainton 8864 Towanda St
Staudinger Jane A 219 E Willow Grv Ave Apt R1
Stinson William PO Box 27523
Strom Christophe D 302 W Springfield Ave
Stylos Fashion Accessories 8436 Germantown Ave
Su Lingyun 111 Rex Ave
Suanders Deborah 18 Hilltop Rd
Suzuki Ikumi 702 Wolcott Dr Apt C
Szczesniak Teresa 220 E Mermaid Ln
Taggart Lindsay A 7703 Crefeld St
Termini Petra 8121 Ardleigh St
Thurman Robert 8133 Germantown Ave
Tilley Jennifer, Brien P 2 W Bells Mill Rd
Tippett Donald, Carole 102 Hilltop Rd
Tomaka Frank L MD 133 E Bells Mill Rd
Top of The Hill Plaza Par 51 Bethlehem Pike
Tran Loc 7920 Crefeld St
Treacy Ceara Wells Fargo Bank N A 708 7903 St Martins
Ln
Tschorn Tracey 460 W Chestnut Hill Ave
Turner Charles Roger, Carolyn S 1106 Paper Mill Rd
United Cerebral Pals 102 W Mermaid Ln
United Cerebral Palsy Assoc 102 E Mermaid Ln
Uschuplich Vedran 7900 C Stenton Ave 201
Vandegrift Wade 16 W Abington Ave
Vargas Rafael 7740 A Stenton Ave 203
Velezro Frances 98 E Moreland Ave
Vogelson Andrew 7600 Stenton Ave Ste 1f
Vonstade Melissa F 7915 Seminole St
Weber Mary 7801 Crefeld St Chestnut Hill
Webster Beth 8128 Saint Martins Ln
Weinberg Eric J 517 W Mermaid Ln
Welsh Daniel, Henry 495 E Abington Ave
Wessell Rosalie 112 W Morland Ave
White Eileen M 241 E Highland Ave
White Gladys A 7600 Stenton Ave Apt I12
White John 732 St Andrews Rd
Wigfall Louis 7715 Crittenden St 357
William Gallagher Assoc 10 E Moreland Ave Ste 100
William Louise PO Box 27033
William Mcgarriqle 211 Rex Ave
Williams Jennifer 48 W Willow Grove
Williams John 350 E Willow Grove Ave Apt 219
Wilson Rebecca M. Mary M 46 Southampton
Wilson Warren J 8864 Germantown Ave
Woudsma Kimberly A 16 W Highland Ave
Wright Anna Hunter 7816 Lincoln Dr
Wright Margaret 8103 Ardleigh St
Wu Brenda 7740 A Stenton Ave 110
Young Regina R 6511 Newtown Ave
Zoeza Institute 536 W Moreland Ave Ste C
Zukin Elsa R, Wayne 7904 Lincoln Dr
Philadelphia Pa 19119
Adams Donnell 714 E Vernon Rd
Adams Gladys R 6984 Weatham St
Adjel Charles 1207 E Cliveden St
Agee Beverly 27 E Meehan St
Albright Hugh N 7018 Boyer St
Alicea Laura PO Box 4963
Allen Micheal 329 E Upsal St
Alsbrooks Andrew 6716 Bass St
Amoh Nana Y 6605 Blakemore St
Anane Stephen A 13 W Upsal St
Anderson Cynthia L 203 W Mt Pleasant Ave
Andrews George H Est 6614 Quincy St
Andrews George H Jr, Charles B 6614 Quincy St
Asbury Philip S, Eva Mae 404 E Gowen Ave
Asher Mary L 6734 Crittenden St
Ashton Robert W 422 W Hortter St
Atkins Richard 702 S Mount Pleasant Rd
Atkins Richard C Sr 239 E Sedgwick St
Barsevick Andrea 417 E Durham St
Battle Shawn J 93 E Sharpnack St
Beasley Wesley Jr 375 E Meehan Ave
Beckett Sydney A 6430 Wayne Ave
Beetle George R 102 W Mount Airy Ave
Bell Dorothy A 45 E Sharpnack St
Bellamy Stephanie 7260 Wissahickon Ave
Benoliel Marion E, Osmond 626 W Cliveden St
Benson Richard 117 W Sharpnack St
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Berg Jody 7215 Mccallum St
Berg Mid Atlantic LLC 645 Westview St
Bernstein Susan N 246 W Upsal St G303
Berry Andy 71 E Hortter Rd
Berry Arnett D 71 E Hortter St
Berry Matthew W, George R 124 Mount Pleasant Ave
Biemuller Karl A 7312 Bryan St
Blackshear Virginia H 111 W Hortter St
Blackwell Sammie O 14 E Meehan Ave
Blakeney Ashley 407 E Sharpnack St
Blistein Jonathan P, Adam D 7221 Bryan St
Blount L 131 E Hotter St
Bobbin Patricia 7023 Mower St
Boden Josephine, Warren 102 E Mt Airy Ave
Bolden Robert O 6615 Blakemore St
Bolden Robert O, Janice 6615 Blakemore St
Boyer Elizabeth H Est 6944 Creshein Rd
Brac Margie 435 Wellesley Rd
Bradley James S 317 W Mount Airy Ave
Bradley S 43 W Upsal St
Branch Roie Linda E 16 W Mount Airy Ave
Briggs Ronald 508 W Westview St
Bright Yvette D 739 Westview Ave
Brodkin Edward 623 W Upsal St
Brooks Beth 6418 Boyer St
Brown Barbara V 6618 Ardleigh St
Brown Barry 60 W Sharpnack St
Brown Darnetta L 6461 Musgrave St
Brown Deborah 7022 Mower St
Brown Elizabeth A 313 Wellesley Rd
Brown Margaret M 7014 Ardleigh St
Brown Merrill 425 W Sedgwick St Apt D
Brown Odessa B 6410 Boyer St
Brown Samuel 629 E Wadsworth Ave
Brown Scott 6515 Ross St
Browne James V Jr, Justin A 6621 Wayne Ave
Bryant Charlotte A 343 E Meehan Ave
Buffman Agnes A 641 W Sedgwick St
Buonanno Maureen 7319 Bryan St
Burckhardt Oliver 139 W Palmer St
Burgess Jessie 133 E Gorgas Ln
Burnett Jessica J, James R 7008 Cresheim Rd
Burnett Norman 6481 Matthews St
Burns John K 7444 Devon St
Burrows Eldridge 6535 Belfield St Apt E4
Butts Theodore W 6733 Emlen St Apt 615
Byrd Naomi 6421 Chew Ave
Byrd Robert H 6421 Chew Ave
Byrd Sandy L 609 E Phil Ellena St
Byrnes Helen 408 E Allens Ln
Byrnes Helen B, John J 408 E Allens Ln
Caldwell Lois K 144 W Sharpnack St
Campbell Lillian 352 East Meehan Ave
Capponi Dominic, Joy 117 E Sedgwick St
Carlson John 132 W Mt Pleasant Ave
Carney Odell P 6754 Chew Ave
Carpenter Tamara 615 E Vernon Rd
Carr Mary E 402 E Pleasant St
Carr Tara 7035 Clearview St
Castro Rafael 125 W Mt Pleasant Ave
Cavanaugh Nathan J 7040 Chew Ave Apt 2
Chalphin Gerald 427 E Mount Pleasant Ave
Chandler Richard L 6485 Ardleigh St
Chatman Sherrie, Bree 225 E Mount Pleasant Ave
Chen Hong 210 Pelham Rd
Chester Catherine A, Jessie 26 E Pleasant St
Christians United Against Addiction 7500 Germantown Ave
Elders Hall Ste 110
Clark Lewis A 7211 Sprague St
Clark Richard 6450 Clearview St
Classic Mgmt 229 W Upsal St
Clay Phillip 301 Allens Ln
Claybourne Ronald, Rose 434 E Sharpnack St 4
Clement Walton III Trust 6632 Greene St
Cliveden Convalescent Ctr 6400 Greene St
Coaley Emma 38 W Sharpnack St
Coats Karen 6515 Ross St
Cohen Lorraine 6455 Sprague St
Coleman Roscoe B 1228 E Barringer St
Collins Ernest S Jr 815 E Phil Ellena St
Conner Marion 25 E Durham St
Conner Marion 425 E Durham St
Conway Charles A 163 E Sharpnack St
Cook Leslie R 1329 E Cardeza St
Cooley Andrew J 1001 Livezey Ln
Cooney John PO Box 4963
Cooper Dexter 6435 Chew Ave
Cooperman Shirley N, Jack J 7526 Boyer St
Coopersmith Andrew S 6824 Quincy St
Corbin Clifton C, Beverly R 236 E Durard St
Corley Robert 1410 Mellon Rd
Courtland at Home 6970 Germantown Ave
Cousar Nathaniel 626 E Allens Ln
Cromley Jennifer 47 Carpenter Ln
Croston Valerie E 6484 Ross St
Cuffeld Charles H 6628 Greene St
Cummiskey Walter, Marie 21 E Hortter St
Dabney Nancy L 7302 Cresheim Rd Apt A8
Dailey Curtis H 327 Crest Park Rd
Daley Laura E 436 E Wadsworth Ave
Daly Barbara A 7220 Wissahickon Ave
Daniels Ruth 6733 Emlen St 201
Daniels Twanda P 357 East Upsal St
David Samuel J Jr, Mattie M 6920 Germantown Ave
Apt 112
Dawkins John M 6609 Lincoln Dr
Dean Nicole 344 W Mt Airy Ave
Decatur Randolph 601 W Cliveden St B314
Decoteau Kordai I DPM PO Box 12337
Degovanni Collision Svc 135 E Meehan Ave
Delaware Valley Avaition David Walsh 7221 Cresheim Rd
Devlin Kelly A 313 Wellesley Rd
Dewees Frederick 119 W Mount Pleasant Ave
Dichter Helen 639 W Sedgwick St
Difranco Lawrence P, Eileen 6830 Anderson St
Dixon Anita S 6635 Mccallum St
Docktor Jack H 447 W Ellet St Apt A
Donaldson Karen 6816 Chew Ave
Dorsey Carrie 205 E Upsal St
Dorsey Johnnie 301e Wadsworth Ave
Douthit Alvis H 440 W Sedgwick St Apt C118
Drt Financial Holdings 217 W Horttler St
Dubin Stanley M, Shawn B 128 E Roumft Rd
Duffy Edward W 41 W Nippon St
Duran Genaro 2570 Emerald St
Eason Sally B 6468 Ross St
Eastern Baptist Assoc 343 E Vernon Rd
Edmonds Aneita 21 E Upsal St
Edwards Angela, Dyone 15 W Phil Elena S
Elias Florence L 423 Wellesley Rd
Elijah Iris F 6700 Cresheim Rd
Ellsworth Wayne Nhs of Phila Rep Payee 27 E Mount Airy
Ave
Emcare Dfw Emergency Physicians PO Box 18837
Emlen Thomas F 715 Saint Georges Rd
Epps Julisa A 6439 Greene St Apt B9
Eugene Oconnell 101 Davis
Fairley Jamila C 6635 Mccallum St Apt B808
Farmer Mary 6920a Cresheim Rd
Fayall R B 6803 E Emlen St Apt 4−F
Feamster Malik 6935 Ardleigh St
Feder Kenneth A 623 Westview St
Feldman Laura 6706 Springbank St
Fields Elizabeth A 6445 Germantown Ave 452
Fineman Jay B 6803 Emlen St Apt 36
Finn Daniel 7252 Devon St
Fish Edward, Sarah 7122 Lincoln Dr
Fisher Randolph 1225 Caedeza St
Floyd Jeanette 6439 Greene St Apt E3
Fonville Donald P 1207 E Barringer St
Forman Sylvia, Sean 419 W Ellet St
Foster Margaret G 311 W Hortter St
Fosterdrain Robin 1015 W Cliveden St
Frey Curtis 386 E Upsal St
Fuller Catherine 129 E Hortter St
Fulton Robert 421 W Hortter St
Gaines James H Jr, Verolga N 327 Crest Park Rd
Gaio Kate M 35 W Mount Airy Ave
Gallagher Amber 119 East Mt Airy Ave Apt 2
Gamble Thomas P 424 E Mt Pleasant
Garvin Roxanne T 915 E Cliveden St
Gavin Ellen 416 E Mt Airy Ave
Gay Roy N 411 E Gowen Ave
Gee Edward 810 E Hortter St
Gee Shawn 714 Saint Georges Rd
Geiger Mark A 327 E Allens Ln
Germantown Home Inc 6970 Germantown Ave
Gibbs Carrie R 1228 E Cardeza St
Gilroy Kellie 135 E Meehan Ave
Glover Elsie Kearsley 6950 Germantown Ave
Goffe Ann 6647 Wayne Ave
Gold Robert M 6429 Wayne Ave
Goldfisher Edna 6645 Wayne Ave
Goldkorn Ida 12 E Slocum St
Goldman Robert J 527 W Segdwick St
Goldstein Jared 501 W Hortter St
Goldstein Jay D 1019 W Upsal St
Gortat Adam 6445 Germantown Ave
Gottlieb Rachel 505 W Mt Pleasant Ave
Gragert Melissa 630 W Upsal St
Graves D 515 W Sedgwick St
Greater Philadelphia Chapter O Tuskegee PO Box 18966
Greaves Corin A Esq 1235 E Barringer St
Green Clinton W 7009 Chew Ave
Green John C 221 W Upsal St
Green Leon 6455 Sprague St
Green Valerie 439 E Montana St
Grierson Pauline 730 E Upsal St
Griffin Samuel 521 W Ellet St
Griffin Thomas M 41 E Mt Pleasant Ave 2nd Fl
Grover Margaret 628 W Ellet St
Gwend Kovach 200 W Sedgwick St
Hall Daisy G 7500 Germantown Ave Apt 213
Hall Julia 97 W Sedgwick St
Hallman Rudolph 6950 Germantown Ave
Halloran Joseph J 7412 Boyer St
Hamilton Dallas 1314 E Barringer St
Hamilton Deborah De Borah A Hamilton PO Box 25275 673
Musgrave St C 5
Hanlon Mark J 7174 Germantown Ave 1
Harley Vanessa K 1007 W Allens Ln
Harper Charle 6667 Germantown Ave
Harris Elvenur A Est 229 W Upsal St 315
Harrison Annie 6461 Musgrave St
Hawkins Bessie 6908 Chew Ave
Hawkins Renee 38 W Sharpnack St
Hayden Sarah 6950 Germantown Ave Apt 331
Haynes Yolanda, Cynthia 33 E Roumft Rd Apt E3
Healey Margaret, Bernard 7106 Cresheim Rd
Heckscher Cynthia 1014 W Hortter St
Henderson Eva 525 W Mount Pleasant Ave
Herring Clinton 7265 Saybrook
Hickman Louise 1201 E Cliveden St
Hicks Ruth B 262 E Montana St
Hicks William 420 E Plesant St
Highsmith Brian 6905 Chew
Hill Cordelia 268 E Sharpnack St
Hill William 7265 Saybrook
Holeman Denise 333 E Meehan Ave
Holman Dorothy M, Dorothy Holman Smith 208 W Mt
Pleasant Ave
Howard Easther 6480 Musgrave St
Howerton Melody N 615 East Upsal St Apt 205
Hufuna Ahmed 630 W Upsal St
Hull Timothy 250 E Mt Pleasant Ave
Hummill John 6400 Greene St
Hunt Helen 229 W Upsal St Apt 711
Hunt Larry 622 W Ellet St
Ingram Kevin 6601 Blakemore St Apt A
Ivy Legacy Foundation 6703 Germantown Ave Ste 200
Jackson Alcibia 112 East Mt Airy Ave Apt 3
Jacob Rodrigo 518a Glen Echo Rd
James Pauline, Carol 369 E Gorgas Ln
Jefferson Rashonda 88 E Montana St
Jennings Walter, Linda 6645 Lincoln Dr
John Delaney Pub 57 W Mt Airy Ave
Johnson Alvin 6803 Emlen St Apt 312
Johnson Betty E 5 Wissahickon Ln
Johnson Felicia R 212 E Durham St
Johnson James Lee 152 E Vernon Rd
Johnson Joselyn 430 E Hoa St
Johnson Joseph 7039 Ardleigh St
Johnson Lewis W 6646 Lincoln Dr
Johnson Mark 860 W Mtairy Ave
Jones April T 6752 Emlen St
Jones Ellen C 6640 Boyer St
Jones Peter L 7420 Sprague St
Jones Selena A 220 E Sydney St
Jordan Paul 533 Pelham Rd
Joyner Brenda Jean 122 W Sedgwick St
Kane Elizabeth A 6445 Germantown Ave Apt 352
Kee Robert G 7138 N Mount Pleasant Pl
Kelley Peter 6845 Germantown Ave
Kennedy A Jr 154 E Meehan Ave
Kinley Dale L 501 W Hortter St Apt D3
Kitty Noah 101 Carpenter Ln
Klein Elizabeth A 20 W Westview St
Klekotka Estelle A 6445 Germanton Ave Rm 435
Knighton Elizabeth C 111 W Durham St
Koonce Edro 8 E Hortter St
Kovach John F 200 W Sedgwick St
Kranzel Sonia 6652 Lincoln Dr
Kroggel Faith E 6476 Musgrave St
Kushnir Leo D 415 E Gowen Ave
Lacy Carol J 6534 Germantown Ave Apt B1
Lacy Donna M 36 E Hortter St
Lamb Anthony 400 414 W Hortter St Apt 104
Lane Donald 234 E Sedgwick St
Lapera Rose 6445 Germantown Ave
Larue Nicole 124 East Durham St
Laties Jane V 1024 Westview St
Lawson Demetria PO Box 18837
Lawson Derrick 7500 Germantown Ave Eagles II Ste 303
Lawson Meaghann N 501 W Hortter St D4 Pastorius Ct
Lett Colleen W 6733 Emlen St Apt 403
Lewis J 6657 Blakemore St Apt C1
Lewis Tamara L 6803 Emlen St Apt 4h
Liu Rui 6667 Germantown Ave
Lloyd Grace E 218 E Garrett St
Lockley Lena 408−A Glen Echo Rd
Love Jean M 600 Arbutus St
Mack Kenneth 6803 Emlen St
Madway Edith R Est Ross Mccrea Llp Megan Mccrea 7169
Germantown Ave 2nd Fl
Magowansciandra Nancy 406 E Mt Airy Ave
Malfara Mark L 608 E Vernon Rd
Maplewood Manor 6970 Germantown Ave Finance Building
Mariani Kathryn 7013 Mccallum St Apt A
Marino General Construction Inc 9838 Anderson St
Maron Eric Steven, Nathan 601 W Cliveden St Apt B311
Marriott Charles 6920 Germantown Ave
Massey Gail 122 Pleasant St
Mathias David William 317 E Montana St
Matthews Charles H 86 W Gowen Ave
Mattsson Thomas 224 West Nippon St
Matus Alexander V, Ellen 330 E Gowen Ave
Maxwell Pinckney J IV 6502 B Lincoln
May Jeremy 6463 Matthews St
Mays Athena L 6453 Belfield Ave
Mc Gee Edward L, Sandra E 1318 E Cardeza St
Mcarthur Lawrence B Est 1235 E Barringer St
Mccafferty Jacqueline A, John R 120 E Gorgas Ln
Mccain Mary Spencer, Bryant Mary 219 W Mount Pleasant
Ave
Mccall Bruce A Jr, Zakia 720 E Phil Ellena
Mccoy James A 6911 Sherman St
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Mccrea Leela 225 E Garrett St
Mccullough Azalee Furse PO Box 25224
Mceuen Francis 6400 Greene St
Mcgarvey Gertrude M 6445 Germantown Ave 4th Fl
Mcgraw Thelma L 6806 Quincy St
Mckinley Elijah 6605 Mccallum St
Mcleod Shawn R 713 E Vernon Rd
Mcnamee Marie Celestine 422 W Hortter St
Mcneill Marsha 111 E Cliveden St
Melamed Jerome 6632 Greene St
Merriweather Ronald B 316 Crest Park Rd
Mezzacappa Dale 145 W Durham St
Middekeconlin Robert W 7132 Chew Ave Apt 1
Miller Linda J 506 E Roumft Rd
Miller Louise 342 E Gorgas Ln
Mills Julye Tracy 645 Westview St
Mitchell Ossie 521 W Ellet St
Mixon Katherine E 163 Weaver St
Monk Melanie L 845 N Mount Pleasant Rd
Moseley Lainey W 7103 Sherman St
Moss Simon 136 W Upsal St
Mt Airy Pediatrics 7056 Germantown Ave Elizabeth Haney
Mt Airy Ventures LLC 7165 Germantown Ave
Muhammad Bobby J Jr 7131 W Chew Ave
Mullin John C 139 E Gorgas Ln
Mumford Georgia, Rhonda 424 E Mt Airy Ave
Mumford Rhonda 424 E Mt Airy Ave
Murphy Larry 6803 Emlem St 103
Murray Agnes G 434 W Mount Pleasant Ave
Murray Anna 246 W Upsal St Apt F202
Murray Lillian M 630 W Sedgwick St
Murray Roberts Ethel 359 E Cliveden St
Muzaale Hillary N 247 E Phil Ellena St
Nash Benjamin 6517 Belfield Ave
National Dental Hygenists A 336 E Gorgas Ln Te 350−120
Ndassacolday Yasmine 129 W Upsal St
Neff Beatrice 6610 Germantown Ave
Nesmith Ephis 6469 Chew Ave
New Lifeline Christian Institute 343 E Vernon Rd
Newcourtland 6970 Germantown Ave Eisenhardt Bldg
Tucker House II Inc
Newton Stephanie 403 Gate Ln
Nichols Daphne F 241 W Gorgas Ln
Nixon William W 112 W Upsal St
Norris Elva 212 E Mount Pleasant Ave
Notarfrancesco Mary 713 E Phil Ellena St
Novek Ethel 824 E Upsal St
Oberfield Joshua D, Annie E 7503 Boyer St
Oelschlegel Barbara 426 E Sedgwick St
Ojumu Remilekun B 438 East Slocum St
Oneill Margaret K 7014 Ardleigh St
Orsini Barbara, Marion Mcgowan 18 E Mcpherson St
Owens Eric J 620 E Gorgas Ln
Owens Wendall 431 E Gorgas Ln
Palmer Bernice E 6733 Emlen St Apt 321
Panzer Jessica A 116 W Mount Airy Ave
Patterson Jesse 6733 E Pleasant Place
Paul David G Jr 523 Pelham Rd
Paul John A, Sara A 115 W Allens Ln
Pearlstein Martin 416 W Mt Airy Ave
Pendergrass Tracey 178 E Pleasant St
Pendleton Odessa J 302 W Hortter St
Penn Judith A 6817 Greene St
Perkins Yvette F. Mary H 90 W Sharpneck St
Perry Gloria Est 6497 Belfield Ave
Peterson Francis G 112 E Mount Airy Ave
Pettiford Stanell D. Stanell P 7031 Mower St
Philadelphia Ear the Childhood Collaborative 215 844−0178
Phillips Emma 220 E Montana St
Phillips George 6478 Lensen St
Pik Nathan Noah Ezriel, David 619 Cliveden St
Plant Christopher 6503 Lincoln Dr
Platts Thompson Henrietta 6638 Blakemore St
Playfair Leyman 108 E Springer St
POgue Eric S 7144 Crittenden St
POlk Beatrice M 7055 Lincoln Dr
POllak Louis 608 W Phil−Ellena St
POoree Sherry M III 6517 Belfield Ave
POpeeagan Virginia 6823 Sherman St
POrrini Dominic 6830 Sherman St
POrtee Scheryl 129 W Upsal St
POrter Iciephene 6950 Germantown Ave
POwell Marilyn 6700 Cresheim Rd
Price Barbara R, John M 6612 Emlen St
Price Christo 6632 Germantown Ave Apt 1
Price Thomasina R 6612 Emlen St
Progressive Family Club Phila Leona Wimbush
6471 Milton St
Pulido Magaret A 1120 E Cliveden St
Quarles Sherman A 90 W Sharpneck St
Randall Vera 6733 Emlen St Apt 815
Rascoe Kelly 5 W Phil Ellena St
Reddish William R III 425 E Durham St
Redwing Jamie V 6651 Lincoln Dr
Reilly Mary 430 W Welsley Rd
Repetto Augustine A 502 Wadsworth Ave
Rey Marie 6400 Greene St
Reynolds Patsy 555 Pelham Rd
Rhyne Lyvaan Avery 136 W Allens Ln Bldg E Apt 2d
Rhyne Lyvaan, Diane Kelly 136 W Allens Ln
Ribner Paul Judge 434 W Allens Ln
Rice Cornelia 137 E Gorgas Ln
Richards Vivian 6439 Greene St C7
Rivers Derrick 6656 Germantown Ave
Robbins June H 409 Glen Echo Rd
Robert H Carey B Wilcox Fam Tr 1 28 99 511 E Gorgas Ln
Roebuck Victoria, Vanessa B 725 E Vernon Rd
Roie Linda E 16 W Mount Airy Ave
Roos Marita 6715 Emlen St
Rosenberg Andrew 356 W Durham St
Rozak Valerie M 6635 Mccallum St Apt 304a
Ruff James 387 1 2 Cliveden St Apt 1
Rufus William 44 E Plesant St
Rufus William E 404 E Pleasant St
Russell Maitlon T 522 E Mt Airy Ave
Saccone Michael A 508 Eeast Durham St
Sachs Melanie, Wayne 171 W Durham St
Salmond Ann 57 E Montana St
Salter Alma B 313 Crest Park Rd
Salter Paul 62 W Sharpnack St
Schaefer George V 707 Westview St Apt 2−Ef
Schall Alexander G 436 E Wadsworth Ave
Schenk Storm Est 6646 Mccallam St
Schu David A 6819 Milton St
Schubert Richard 58 E Pleasant St
Schwartz Joanne L 404 W Mt Airy Ave
Schwartzman Deborah L, Mitchell 646 Westview St
Scott Ruby L 7138 N Mount Pleasant Pl
Scott William H 328 E Meehan Ave
Sellers Jan Coward 347 E Meehan Ave
Shannon Aaron P, Marion 719 E Vernon Rd
Sheffer Hadass 645 W Sedgwick St
Siff David B 6635 Mccallum 705
Silverstein Craig 512 E Murdock Rd
Simmons Margo R 115 E Gorgas Ln Apt 2e
Simpson Christpher L 308 E Allens Ln
Singleton Samuel 28 East Durham St
Sipe Carol A 7429 Sprague St
Sky Is The Limit Brenda Green Surfin 1818 W Dallas St
Smith Dorothy 106 E Gowan Ave
Smith Eldridge W 331 Crest Park Rd
Smith Emilie M 6733 Emlen St Apt 412
Smith Jeffrey A 622 W Hortter St
Smith Marie M 518 Wellesley Rd
Smith Sharon 352 E Gorgas Ln
Snith William M 715 E Upsal St
Snyder Olivia 246 West Upsal St Apt B 402
Sons Anna C 6950 Germantown Ave
Spalek Walker 246 W Upsal St Apt B 402
Spaulding Shiela K 402 E Pleasant St
Stanley Morgan 502 Wadsworth Ave
Stanley Richard, June 6503 Lincoln Dr
Staples Carolyn 110 W Gorgas Ln
Staples Jeff 7431 Germantown Ave
Stark Joel A 618 E Phil−Ellena St
Starling Derrick 816 E Upsal St
Stein Edward 7301 Germantown Ave
Steinberg Harris M 25 E Mount Pleasant Ave
Stock Carolyn 136 W Sedgewick St
Strawn Jennifer 7200 Cresheim Rd
Stroman Retha 6423 Chew Ave
Stubbs Joyce 530 E Mount Airy Ave
Stubbs Joyce K 371 Pelham Rd
Student Joseph Adm Northwest Ctr 27 E Mt Airy Ave
Sueker Ruth 448 W Mount Airy Ave
Sufong Chan C 6544 Germantown Ave
Sussholtz Judith P 712 E Phil Ellena St
Sylvia T Lotspeich Chartered Investment Co 514 Wellesley
Rd
Tabbutt Sarah 717 E Mt Airy Ave
Tabbutt Sarah 717 W Mount Airy Ave
Talley James 6733 Emlen St
Tanel Lauren E 717 E Mt Airy Ave
Tanel Ronn 717 W Mount Airy Ave
Taras Debra 6445 Greene St
Taylor Iris G 6416 Sprague St
Tempio David 13 E Upsal St Apt A4
Theorgood Lushington D 255 E Upsal St
Thomas Barbara J, Shelita M 6810 Sprague St
Thomas Estelle, EC 6733 Emlen St Apt 404
Thomas Sylvia 610 E Gorgas Ln Itf Susan B Thomas
Tidwell Otto F 6540 Wissahickon Ave
Toner Edward 430 W Welsley Rd
Torpey Beatrice D 362 E Sharpnock St
Tracy Beth 139 E Gorgas Ln
Tracy Donald P 643 W Sedgwick St
Travers Margaret F 6468 Matthews St
Travis Emma K 342 Glen Echo Rd
Trusty Eugene Jr 7032 Cresheim Rd
Tuman William M DMD 7111 Lincoln Dr
Turner Bernard N 6533 Berdan St
Turner Iskandar 9838 Anderson St
Turner Iskandar A, Ebon K 6833 Anderson St
Tyler William A 1121 E Barringer St
Vaughan Lucy E 6431 Clearview St
Verona Peter 401 W Mount Pleasant Ave
Viatraveldesign Com 7458 Devon St
Victory Milton M 350 E Gorgas Ln
Vie Vanessa 160 E Pleasant St
Waite Daren B 7101 N Mount Pleasant Pl
Wallace Rufus 6656 Germantown Ave
Ward John E III PO Box 4959
Ward Luther E, Louise 638 W Ellet St
Ward Marie A 35 E Mount Airy Ave
Ward Marjorie E 21 Good St
Ward Marjorie E PO Box 4959
Washington Samyre I 6410 Belfield Ave
Wayne Desiree 41 E 63rd St 2nd Floor
Wells Fargo Deale 236 E Durard St
Wells Joseph 6820 Mower St
Wells Margurite H 38 W Gowen Ave
Welton George 6651 Lincoln Dr
Wesley Allen G 26 Carpenter Ln
Wessels Ron 6970 Wheatham St
Western I 443 Wellesley Rd
Weston Arthur 6616 Chew Ave
Whitehead Herbert 6659 Sprague St
Whitfield Michael 12 E Slocum St
Whitlock Josie C, Thomas 6409 Boyer St
Wieczorek Louise A 203 W Mt Pleasant Ave
Wiggins Jacqueline 6623 Blakemore St Apt D
Wilcox Robert H, Carey B 511 East Gorgas Ln
Wilden Eric 135 E Meehan Ave
Wilkinson Rachel P 222 W Allens Ln
Willard Alphonso A 319 Pelham Rd
Williams Bobby Ray 6517 Lincoln Dr
Williams Catherine PO Box 4963
Williams Dorothy B 6606 Ross St
Williams Gregory N Fmc Mt Airy 6656 Germantown Ave
Williams Jacqueline 162 E Pleasant St
Williams Jessie 413 E Allens Ln
Williams Josephine T 213 E Phil Ellena St
Williams Michael J 7238 Devon St
Williamson Louise R 6810 Mccallum St
Willingham Jeremiah 6400 Greene St
Wilson Lewis 227 E Sedgwick St
Wilson Mary 4951 Catherine St
Wise Insurance Group 6555 Greene St Pelham Plaz
Wolf Elizabeth O 230 W Mount Pleasant Ave
Wolfe Stanley 7303 Emlen St
Wongshing Grace 6617 Wayne Ave
Wood Margaret D 108 W Allens Ln
Woodard Tracy 425 E Montana St
Woodbury Melvin 710 E Upsal St
Woodward Marguerite, Allan 119 E Meehan Ave
Workman Anne L 432 W Ellet St
Workman Eloise C, Anne L 638 W Sedgwick
Worldwide Insurance Systems Enterprise I PO Box 18893
Wright Shelba S 1205 E Parktowne Pl
Wynn Constance 6733 Emlen St Apt 409
Wyzenbeek Kimberly Bowie 6510 Lincoln Dr
Yancey Marie S 79 E Phil Ellena St
Yayi Xu 215 E Gorgas Ln
Yelverton Willie 7031 Mower St
Yelverton Willie Jr 7031 Mower St
Zayas Osvaldo 730 E Upsal St
Zelner Jonathan L 436 W Durham St
Zheng Jing L 6645 Germantown Ave
Zhuo Chun Y 6605 Chew Ave
Zion Ilana 7035 Lincoln Dr
Philadelphia Pa 19120
5409 5th Inc, Seoung Hee Choe 5409 5th St
A & A Motors Inc 4915 31 A St
Abdelaziz Ayed 4500 D St
Ablaza Rubyfausto F 4900 Bingham St
Abrams Mardell 332 E Sheldon St
Adams Clayton 5427 N Front St
Adio Falilou 5448 Tabor Ave
Adrain Dadamo 5870 N Marshall St
Aj Empire Custom Builder LLC 5041 N Marshall St
Albert Irving 107 W 65th Ave
Ali Humam 6026 N American St
Alicea Carmen 548 W Somerville Ave
All About Kidz 420b W Chew Ave
Allegheny Real Estate I Inc 5833 Rising Sun Ave
Altawil Ahmad 155 E Godfrey Ave Apt D501
Altman Louis, Irvin 4915 Wayne Ave
Alunkalthadom George V 5423 N 6th St
Alvarez Aviles Jose 5030 Boudinot St
Amandeo Anna 5255 N 5th St
Amaro Luz E 329 E Elenor St
Anacreon Barbara 250 W Fisher Ave
Anderson Rose 516 E Wyoming Ave
Andino Abdiel 4646 Weymouth St
Andino Victor 319 W Fisher St
APOnte Andres R 123 E Mentor St
APOnte Jose 5946 N 4th St
Aquilino Ellen J 516 E Hill Creek Dr
Arabia John B 4517 Whitaker Ave
Armstrong Edward T, Mary T 5217 N American St
Arzola Martinez Luisa 130 E Mentor St
Au Kinh 5819 N Lawrence
Auto Builders Inc 5950 N 3rd St
Ba Abdou 5020 Camca St
Badey Agnes Est 252 W Nedro Ave
Baker Della M 5518 N 6th St
Ball Waters Marian N 629 Garland St
Banks Fredia M 155 E Godfrey Ave Apt A104
Barrett Mary V 6251 A N 5th St
Bartley Ella 629 Brooklyn
Barton Nellie 5914 Crystal
Bastik Belgin M 236 W Grange Ave
Bauder Kathryn M 107 W Ruscomb St
Baumgartel Herman J III 5949 Reach St
Bayron Franklyn, Deserie 6046 North American
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Beard Martha 413 W Ruscomb St
Beckman Norman 152 E Ctland
Bednarik Stephanie M 5620 Rosehill St
Beisel Howard 229 Sheldon St
Beisel Mary 5811 N American St
Belmont Psychiatry Assoc 101 E Olney Ave Ste 400
Benard Denise Marie 545 W Olney Ave
Beresky Stephen 6125 N Mascher St
Bernard Marie 436 Lindley Ave
Bernard Thomas B 5443 N Mascher St
Bernikoff Esther 4947 N Franklin St
Bertsch Bernice 457 Van Kirk St
Binder Frederick A 109 E Wyoming Ave
Bines Felicia 111 E Wyoming Ave
Bismark Bernie Touch Down Productions 233 W Laveer St
Blackshear Rodney, Andre 4817 D St
Blake Helen 4517 Whitaker Ave
Bland William 418 E Spencer St
Boettcher Maria Ruth 5300 Tabor Ave Fl 1
Bolden Carl W 148 W Fisher St
Botson Earle R 5716 Weymouth St Apt B4
Bovell Angela 131 Delphine St
Boyd Harold 1628 N 30th St
Bradley Shaneh D, James 5915 Reach St
Breitenbach Louis 434 Sentner St
Bridge Insuk 6039 N Philip St
Brooker Anthony 6033 N Mascher St
Brooking David T 627 Allengrove St
Brown Anthony 4844 B St
Brown Anthony, Coleen 6025 N Mascher St
Brown Bianca M 5163 N 8th St
Brown Lola 5048 N 7th St
Brown Stacy Ann N 5009 N 5th St
Bruno Gerard 565 Alcott St
Brunson Izell 192 Roselyn St
Bullock Pearl 312 E Cheltenham Ave
Butler David Est 188 East Fariston Dr
Byrne Joseph P 411 W Fisher Ave
C Lewis Co Llp Ltd Unit 301 3 F Beautiful Group T 74 77
Connaught Rd
Cain Tawanda 4804 N 8th St
Campbell Roxanna E 127 W Walnut Park Dr
Campbell Thomas J, Teresa 5700 N 7th St
Cante Laureano 323 E Rockland St
Capellan Ana 4620 Boudinot St
Capra Paul H 533 E Luray St
Carnegie Akhenaton, Arthur J 155 E Godfrey Ave Apt K206
Carrigan Jack 502 Thelma St
Carrion Jason L 359 E Louden St
Carter Violet Est, Cynthia 5908 N Franklin St
Caruso Dominic, Fern 142 W Nedro Ave
Casale Rosemarie, Laurie Ny 4943 B Ruscomb St
Casseus Roland 215 Kenilworth Ave
Cassolongo Aderito F 4846 N Lawrence St
Castro Angel 545 E Luray St
Cdhs Reunion 04 6203 New Second St
Cecatiello Mathew D 521 E Thelma St
Chan Infong 6107 N Fairhill St
Chem Raya 5505 N Fairhill St
Chen Mei H 649 651 West Rockland St
Chiang Jack 246 Chelten Ave
Childs Mary 5954 Colgate St
Childs Shawana 5910 N 7th St
Choi Myong H 421 W Duncannon Ave
Chui Ada 423 Delphine St
Chung H Yoon MD 5031 N 5th St
Chung Joel Eli 5424 N Front St
Citimortgage Inc 561 E Cheltenham Ave
Clark Laura D 4506 Tampa St
Clark Lelia Marie 155 E Godfrey Ave N104
Clauss Grace E 211 Sparks St
Clossom Desiree 5430 N Lawrence St
Cobo Concepcion 5825 N Front St
Coleman Willie 5935 Newtown Ave
Colon Severo R 4966 Rising Sun Ave
Colquitt Sharif 627 W Lindley Ave
Corey Joseph 561 W Roosevelt Blvd
Cowie Dorothy 328 E Olney Ave
Cox Joseph A 4819 N 4th St
Croce Elaine A 6118 N 8th St
Croussett Daniel 346 E Albanus St
Cruz Daniel 5850 Newtown Ave
Cruz Esteban 449 E Louden St
Cruz Francisco 616 E Wyoming Ave
Cruz Margarita 5132 N Fairhill St
Cruz Priscilla 5201 Westford Rd
Cruz Priscilla M 5201 Westford Rd
Culp Amanda M 155 W Godfrey Ave Apt I106
Dacius Emmanuel, Marie 5825 N Howard St
Daly James 515 E Luray St
Daniels Francis W Est 5518 N 3rd St
Dasilva Piedade, Manuel 5438 N 3rd St
David Anthony 2049 Brown Ave Apt E24
Davis Charles 5747 N Marshall
Davis John W 226 Jo Aldin St
Davis Shaya Y 5845 N Fairhill St
Dawson Jones Wendy D 5246 Arbor St
Degardnuer J M 4762 C St
Dejesus Glenda 4841 N 8th St
Dejesus Lissette 4846 B St
Delgado Hector L 334 E Eleanor St
Delgado Miguel 5136 N 4th St
Delvalle Yesenia R 5208 N Howard St
Diakite Mamadou K 5903 Bingham St
Diaz Kristin 5407 N Front St
Diaz Margarita 5132 N Fairhill St
Diaz Maria 600 E Ctland St
Dick Custodian Karrington 539 W Duncannon Ave
Dick Janet J 327 E Sheldon St
Dickson Denise M 404 Van Kirk St
Diep Hanh H 5940 Hammond Ave
Diep Kha 5739 N Front St
Diing Alakiir 5619 Rosehill St
Din Nabeel 5418 Bingham St
Dinh Tuan H, Hoa C 5710 N 2nd St
Disepio Suzanne 605 Mayfair St
Dittmar Dorothy Ann Est 5647 N Fairhill St
Ditzel Mary 5914 N Lawrence St
Donahue Mary E 5934 N Franklin St
Dong Hee 421 W Duncannon Ave
Downing Eve W 4945 N 2nd St
Dukes Judith 155 E Godfrey Ave Apt J102
Dunn William Jr, Joyce 553 W Lindley Ave
DuPOn Rose 324 E Roosevelt Blvd
Dwyer Joseph P, Joseph 4801 N 3rd St
Eder Robert W 5633 N Mascher St
Edwards Brittany M 5835 Reach St Apt 1
Edwards Bryan A Jr 5759 N 6th St
Einstein Plan P 101 E Olney Ave − 4th Fl
Einstein Practice Plan Inc 101 E Olney Ave 400
Eirng Bonthan 194 W Chew Ave
Eisen Peggy 4619 Tampa St
El David 213 E Comly St
Elmine Mario 5149 D St
Emma Watson 5953 N Mascher St
Emmons Rayford, Laura 6161 N 5th St
Epperson Eric 263 W Albanus St
Erraioui Houria 227 Tabor Rd
Evans Alexander J 5934 N Franklin St
Evans Helen 741 W Fisher Ave
Executive Auto Body George Miller 5929 North Lawrence St
Exime Gelene 5938 Palmetto St
Fechunda Helen Lorraine, Helen Lorraine Maren 342 E
Ashdale St
Federal Highway Admin Co Julie Bradley 400 North St
7th Fl
Feiberg Helen 302 W Louden St
Feidlek Geneveve J 4800 A St
Feidler Genevieve J 4800 A St
Feld Felicia B 5149 C St
Felder Felicia B 5149 C St
Feliciano Raymond 138 Roslyn St
Fernando Suarez Co Inc 5553 Rising Sun Ave
Figueroa Rosario 4910 Rorer St
Fisher Micah 5241 N 2nd St
Ford Elizabeth 222 E Walnut Park Dr
Forrest Robert R 5503 N Mascher St
Fortin Lydia 5215 N Mascher St
Fowler Charles L 5008 Boudinot St
Foy Henniett D 5866 N Marshall St
Free Spel Now 623 E Sanger St
Froehlich Margaret 104 Fern St
Funk Doris R 4650 Hurley St
Funk Marie 628 E Tabor Rd
Furey Florence G, Donald F 254 W Champlost Ave
Gabriel Dorothy E 225 W Sheldon St
Ganboa Mauricio 1604 Louden St
Gandulay Mariana 416 E Eleonor St
Gantt Reubin Reginald, Blanche Ida 174 W Cheltenham Ave
Garcia Luz M 268 W Fisher Ave
Garro Alex 4812 Rising Sun Ave
Geman Maria 4733 Richardson
Gentner Tyrone 438 E Eleanor St
German Juan G 4346 Tackawanna St
Ghughtai Nadir 211 E Fisher Ave
Gibbs Barbara A 155 E Godfrey Ave Apt A305
Giblin James F 339 Van Kirk St
Gjg Construction 436 W Roosevelt Blvd
Global Link Telecom Co 5697 Rising Sun Ave
Glover Reginald 5648 Rosehill St
Goettle Catherine 426 Lindley Ave
Gokol Raymond 5555 5th St N
Goldson Pamela 413 W Chew Ave
Goldstein Sarah 5138 D St
Goli Yifewekpe 5015 N Franklin St
Gomez Bonet 333 E Albanus St
Gomez Gerardo L 5630 N 4th St
Gonzalez Juan 4620 Boudinot St
Gonzalez Marilyn 4622 Weymouth St
Gordon Kenneth 5820 Weymouth St
Gordon Mary 4617 Rosehill St
Gpass 4943 N 5th St
Grace Borland 4612 Ella St
Graham Christine 5167 D St
Grange Mall 417 W Cheltenham Ave
Gray Dwayne 5413 N 5th St 2nd Flr
Green Brenda 5128 Westford St 1
Green Linda 1917 Brown St
Green Vanessa, Myron 249 W Sommerville Ave
Green Wilbert P 177 E Roosevelt Blvd
Grier Tracey 219 W Loudon St
Griffin Nellie Nunan 5109 N Fairhill St
Griffins Kelly 5709 N Fairhill St
Grinkewicz Anna 442 Van Kirk St
Griss Anna 5758 N 6th St
Guerico Shirley 147 W Walnut Park Dr
Guillermo Laureano 5234 N Marshal St
H S Trading Abdelar Abdedaziz 3059 E Wyoming Ave
Hackney Rasalie, John 532 W Tabor Rd
Haddad Amal J 563 Rosilie St
Haefner Geraldine 5930 Bingham St
Hale John 6028 N Water St
Hall Johnnie M 5927 Weymouth St
Hamilton David 5917 Reach St
Hampton Angela 311 W Sparks St
Han Shunny 123 W Tabor Rd 1st Fl
Hansell Lee 144 W Cheltenham Ave
Hardy Madeline 165 W Walnut Park Dr
Harris Furman 5219 N 3rd St
Harris Mary Z 609 E Sanger St
Harris Sean 155 E Godfrey Ave Apt B506
Harry Melissa 5056 N 8th St
Hart Dennis A 5904 N 4th St
Hartz Dorothy R 233 W Fisher Ave
Hartzell Helen M 588 E Godfrey Ave
Hatch Tanya M 621 E Raymond St
Hawkins Anishah C 5934 Crystal St
Hawkins Gloria E 166 W Thew Ave
Hellings Sheila C, Harry S 712 W Champlost St
Helverson Mildred 5139 N 6th St
Helverson Mildred A 5139 N 6th St
Henderson Shetor, Touch Down Productions 233 W Laveer
St
Herman Naomi G 434 E Wyoming Ave
Hernandez Jamin 5218 C St
Hernandez Nayobe 5427 N 2nd St
Higgins Winifred M 307 W Ashdale St
Himmelstein Stuart PO Box 321
Hirst William C 741 W Fisher Ave
Hobbs Kyle 305 Godfrey Ave
Hoellein Kenneth MD 101 E Olney Ave
Holmes Tavone 5812 N 2nd St Apt C
Holt John J 5735 N 5th St
Hooks Kiera K 335 E Sheldon St
Horwath Frank 562 E Geneva Ave
Hoyler Margaret S 5956 Elsinore St
Hsbc House Ltd 68 West Bay Rd
Huber Ann V 4849 B St
Hurtado Ricardo 198 W Chew Ave
Ibrahim Maher Anesthesia Assoc 101 E Olney Ave Ste 400
Instant Tax Svc Instant Tax Svc 4708 N 5th St
Irving William L 145 East 64th Ave
Jabbar Zuha A 4642 Ella St
Jackson Ida Marie 545 W Olney Ave
Jackson Richard 413 W Ruscomb St
Jacob Anie Joly, Joly 5249 Arbor St
Jaggernauth Eunice 190 Fern St
James Theresa 182 W Fern St
James Wade 143 E Roosevelt Blvd
Jamiu Risikat B 5720 N Marshall St
Jaquez Francisco 525 Van Kirk St
Jeffries Wade S 5002 C St
Jenkins Edward 5233 N Marshall St
Jiang Hui 5006 N 5th St
Jimmy J Inc 6017 N 5th St
Johnson Gladys 156 Olney
Johnson Latoya 4812 Rorer St
Johnson Tammy 4732 Rising Sun Ave
Johnson Willi PO Box 18464
Jones Florence A 314 E Howell St
Jones Leanard 5902 Colgate St
Jones Troy U 5849 N Marshall St
Joseph Auto Collision 6026 N American St
Joseph Shilpa 5221 Rising Sun Av
Joshua Jacquelyn 4913 C St
Kang Dea 103 B Widener St
Karwan Corp 461 E Wyoming Av 1st Fl
Katwaroo Prakash 164 Wchew Ave
Keller Mary 5803 N 7th St
Keller Regina M, William 320 E Roosevelt Blvd
Kelley Clinton J 6331 E Fariston Dr
Kelly Marion 322 E Roosevelt Blvd
Kelly Mary P 415 Alcott St
Kelsey Tyrone 567 E Anchor St
Kemple Margaret V 5812 N Fairhill St
Keun Sung Hwang, Musictown 6201 N Front St 120−121
Killian Kathy A 5633 N Mascher St
Kim Son T 588 1/2 Alcott St
Klein Rachel Paula 130 E Colonial St
Kleis Fred 4713 N Front St
Knight Barbara 126 Delphine St
Kosciukiewicz Stel 530 Sentner St
Koss Michael J 591 E Sanger St
Kovacs Lazlo J 258 E Walnut Park Dr
Kye Man Hyuk, Jee Hyun 5532 N 5th St
Lake Mark A 5916 Tabor Ave
Landaverde Escobar Edgar J 630 E Tabor Rd
Landi Marie 5118 D St
Lansman Amy 101 E Olney Ave Ste 505
Laramee Margaret 220 W Tabor Rd
Lassiter Kristal 5215 N Marshall St
Latourche Andre 5222 Abord St
Lavin Michael 4971 N 2nd St
Lawrence Christina 5216 Marwood Rd
Lawrence Jacqueline 5526 N4th St
Lawser Walter W 208 W Chew Ave
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Le Hoang M 5015 Ormes St
Le Kinh 198 N Champlost St
Le Thang V 310 W Grange Ave
Leach Herbert 5803 N 7th St
Lee Jeffery 6725 Dundalk Ave
Lelina Edward R 420 W Duncannon Ave
Leriche Lysandre 693 Mayfair St
Leung Tsuey Hwa 5232 Rorer St
Lewis Joseph J 147 Covington Rd
Lim Yung S 5324 N 5th St
Lin Pijin 4731 N Mascher St
Lin Tim L 577 Geneva Ave
Link Starzyk Valarie 141 E Rockland St
Linton Freeman L 4929 N 8th St
Liriano Ancy 1441 Creston St
Liz Juan Carlos 551 E Wyoming Ave
Loh William, Anna 231 George St
Lombard Nick 328 E Claremont Rd
Long Terrance L 350 E Claremont Rd
Loor Alberto 6012 N Philip St
Lopez Omar 459 W Roosevelt Blvd
Losada Maria 150 W Ruscomb St
Lourole Clotilde 595 E Sanger St
Lovden Julia 4751 D St
Loyola Miguel 227 E Calvert St
Luciano Alvarado Felix 5003 Boudiot St
Luu Damon Kim 5400 N Fairhill St
Luu Polly 301 W Godfrey Ave
Ly Dany 5756 N 7th St
Ly Sonarath L 622 W Chew Ave
Ly Yang 304 W Lindley Ave
Lynn Delores 6142 N Franklin St
M & G Construction 581 Geneva Ave
Mac Linda 4732 Larington Ave
Mack Dorothy E, Kobie H 4918 Ormes St
Mai Anh 414 Grange St
Malita Realtors 5729−31 N 3rd St
Mancera Pedro 309 Fisher Ave
Mao Chenda 145 W Gale St
Marco Juanes Drywall 5440 Westford Rd
Market Lawrence 301 Sanger St
Marlow Elizabeth, Thomas J 320 W Albanus St
Marrero Miguel 309 E Roosevelt Blvd
Martin Dedrah D 616 Alcott St
Martinez Edgar R 5539 B St
Martinez Maximo 599 Carver St Apt Rear
Martinez Reinoso Luz 601 E Ctland St
Martino Angela 5529 N 2nd St
Marzouk Neama 4813 A St
Mathew Susamma, John P 5037 D St
Matthews Stephanie 5908 N Lawrence St
Mauger Lee B PO Box 24311
Maurer Fred W 5165 D St
Mauro James 315 E Godfrey Ave
Maxheimer John F 5250 N Howard St
Maxwell Greg N 1615 N Marston St
Mcaleer Marion G 568 E Cheltenham Ave
Mcaleer Marion G Est, Bernadette Coccagna 5925 Bingham
St
Mcclarren Genevieve 4800 A St
Mccullough Joseph T 265 Rosemar St
Mcdonald George 144 E Colonial St
Mcghee John 269 E Walnut Park Dr
Mcintosh John W 207 W Clarkson Ave
Mcintosh Portia 5946 Malta St
Mckeiver Ronald 142 Linton Rd
Mclean Michelle 144 E Colonial St
Mclure Velma 4737 N 7th St
Mcneil James, Ruth 525 E Ctland St
Mcnicholas Robert J 220 Sparks St
Meehan Michael T, Thomas 5936 Bennington St
Melville Will 1165 E Passyunk Ave
Melvin Yolanda 101 W Grange Ave
Mendez Merigrous 4640 D St
Mendoza Hernan M 500 E Godfrey Ave Apt C
Mercado Efrain Jr 561 E Cheltenham Ave
Merced Alberto 5422 N Water St
Merino Miguel 4757 Rorer St
Merk Ethel 622 Allengrove St
Merrics Marquis 5913 N Leithgow St
Michel Claudel 308 E Rossevelt Blvd
Mike Piazza Collision 301 W Godfrey Ave
Miller Gerald A Jr 519 W Eleanor Ave
Miller Pearl 5120 N 3rd St
Miller Takisha 955 E Godfrey Ave
Mini Dollar Plus 5816 Rising Sun Ave
Minnick Nina 6331 E Fariston Dr
Mitchell Winston 156 W Albanus St
Model Eleanor D Est, John C 179 Champlost Ave
Mohammed Morad, Rana 621 E Wyoming Ave
Montgomery Solomon 200 W Rosemer St
Montrose Emilinne 4943 N Front St
Montrose Jean PO Box 24308
Moore Martin 219 Widener St
Moore Ronald Est 209 W Ruscomb St
Moore Sherae M 161 E Fariston Dr
Morales Miguel 4628 Hurley St
Morales Santiag Joan 5728 Colgate St
Morgan Dennis 1200 Sydney St
Morgan Elsie C Est, John A 613 Rosalie St
Morgan George H Jr 6216 N Fifth St
Morgan Theresa 613 E Rosalie St
Morgenstern Mark A 629 Allengrove St
Morton Charles P Est 6524 N Mascher St
Mount Kisco Medical Group PO Box 7247−6822
Mouzon John W 6022 N American St
Murphy Janice F 4516 Mulberry St
Murphy William J, Janet 403 W Ruscomb St
Murray Leena A 519 W Eleanor Ave
Murray Marian I 5221 N Marshall St
Musa Ajaj Doctor of Chiropract 441 E Wyoming Ave
National Collision 5300 N Second St
Neibauer Clara L 5207 Arbor St
Nelson Arsene 5316 Tabor Ave
Neumann Dirk 622 E Wyoming Ave
Neuro Med Services 6230 N 5th St
Neves Andre 301 W Ruscomb St
Nevins Carolyn 616 E Olney Ave
Nguyen Lemy 187 W Chew Ave
Nguyen Toan Q 144 W Champlost St
Nmutyn Mary J 228 E Eleanor St
Noble Carmen 607 E Raymond St
Nolte Guenther 4563 Hurley St
Noone Catherine M 5215 N 2nd St
Normant Latalia 211 W Godfrey Ave
Norris David A 5713 N Marshall St
Nugent James M, Rita 4626 Reach St
Obrien Katherine 524 Alcott St
Ocasio Zorida 4510 D St
Oconnor Charles K, Theresa 457 Van Kirk St
Oden Brenda, Gamel 5841 N Howard St
Oden Gamel 5841 N Howard St
Odens Brenda 5841 N Horward St
Ohayon Chaim 522 E Roosevelt Blvd
Olibrice Marie 5261 N Mascher St
Olney Hs East 100 W Duncannon Ave
Olney Pain Mgmt 423 W Olney Ave
Olney Pain Mgmt 6201 N Front St
Ortiz Esther 237 Wildner Place
Ortiz Hector 5008 B St
Ortiz Lourdes 5924 Hasbrook Ave
P R Grocery 5919 3rd Widener
Pagan Noel 5919 N Front St
Paiz Eddy 608 Foulkrod St
Pak Don W 5901 N 5th St
Panicker George G 234 W Grange Ave
Pathammavong Paul 5406 B St
Payne Elizabeth L 5152 Westford Rd
Payton Robert III 210 Sparks St
Pedraquasa Yuri 325 Wellens St
Pendleton Marilyn 6126 N 8th St
Perez Benjamin 4950 Bingham St
Perez Carlos 101 E Wyoming Ave
Perez Joaquin 444 W Fisher Ave
Pham Dung PO Box 2793
Pham Phung T 4924 Gransback St
Pham Thuy 5201 Tabor Rd
Phan Tram 300 E Cheltenham Ave
Phfa Isaoa 224 Kenilworth St
Philippe Samuel 5212 N American St
Phillips Linda S 5811 N Front St
Phimmasone Vickey 301 W Fern St
Phonebet Texas Refunds 3001 St Rd
Phu Li L 6212 N Front St
Pierre Yolette 5212 N American St
Pifferrer Rafaela M 5221 N 5th St
Pin Roger 438 Lindley Ave
Pinasantana Johnny 263 Lindley St
Pinckney Lethanie 5523 Mascher St N Apt 2
Pindle Rita 134 W Ruscomb St
Pinero Costance M 6203 New Second St
Pitts Phillip A, Donna 138 E Ruscomb St
Plunkett Ellen 437 W Godfrey Ave
Polanco Euridice 5218 Marble Rd
Pooreclark Dannette 154 E Colonial St
Porter Vermantine D 655 W Rockland St
Portuguese South Community 5105 N 5th St
Powell Audrey 5010 Bingham St
Powell Gwendina N 615 Lindley Ave
Preap Kiman 5513 N 4th St
Prom Phuong 5415 Rising Sun Ave
Purnell Bryant 221 W Laveer St
Qiang Miao 6125 N 8th St
Quach Steve 5917 N Water St
Quality Foods Lp 5001 Tabor Rd
Quan Vy Victor 5742 N Front St
Quartlebaum Robin 521 Widener St
Quinones Juan 614 W Lindley Ave
Quinones Louise 5724 N 6th St
Quoc Andy H 5229 D St
Ragsdale Dominique M 243 W Champlost St
Raheem Rodney 4638 Palethorp St
Raines Warren 6501 N Mascher St
Ramnath Allan B 5616 N 7th St
Ramos Angel L 148 W Ruscomb St
Ramos Maria H 4910 Bingham St
Ramos Mildred 224 Kenilworth St
Ransom Sheila 5805 N 6th St
Reagan Distributor Inc Apt E604 155 E Godfrey Ave
Reefer Keisha 224 W Sulis St
Reid Clinton, Madonna 125 E Fariston Dr
Reid James W Apt Wc 7 6060 Crescentville Rd
Reider Margaret 5242 W Front
Reis Joaquim C 615 E Tabor Rd
Renee D R 1556 E Godfney Ave Apt B 203
Reo Properties Corp, Ocwen Loa 6035 N Water St
Resto Maria 4844 N Front St
Reyes Roy 537 E Luray St
Ribovich Sonya C 414 W Chew Ave
Richards Dorothy 515 E Luray St
Richardson Aubrey 5248 N Marshall St
Richardson Mark 4917 N 7th St
Richemar Jean Y 4943 N Front St
Rigual Maria 603 E Wyoming Ave
Riley Bretonia D 534 Alcott St
Riley David J 5430 N Lawrence St
Ringgold Hamilton 455 W Fisher Ave
Rival Guilande 5916 Elsinore St
Rivera Angela 1408 Anglesea St Apt Ti
Rivera Francisco 4618 Hurley St
Rivera Jose 5418 N Fairhill St
Rivera Manuel 4680 G St
Roane Kraig C 644 Allengrove St
Robayo Maurice 5906 N 2nd St
Roberson Bernadine 5649 N 2nd St
Roberts Albina 105 W Roosevelt Blvd
Roberts Leola R 5917 Lawndale St
Robles Cristina 4935 N 7th St
Roblis Grocery Store 4669 G St Cafe
Rockland Collision 221 W Roosevelt Blvd
Rodriguez Juan A 4616 Ella St
Rodriguez Nereida 5408 N Front St
Rodriguez Nykema S 4914 D St
Rodriguez Rafael 180 W Olney Ave
Rojas Nestor 2347 Somerset St
Roller Robert P 4943 D St
Rollick Peter, Anna 600 Elkins Ave
Rolon Johnathan 4938 N Front St
Roman Manuel 423 W Ruscomb St
Romero Giovanni 242 W Ashdale St Apt 2
Romero Jose 513 W Duncannon Ave
Rosado Jorge 4863 D St
Royster Roveena 5402 N 4th St
Rudo America 5010 Rosehill St
Ruiz David 4607 Ella St
Ruiz Luis 4816 Gransback St
Rutledge Leroy 258 West Somersville Ave
Sainte Gabriel 4831 N Palethorp St
Samuels Maurice 1445 70th St
Sanders Richard 5960 Palmetto St
Sandoval Rafael 5516 N Fairhill St
Sanger Florence 4726 N Front St
Santiago Jasmine 4642 D St
Santiago Maria 5107 N Fairhill St
Santos Carlos 461 E Wyoming Ave 2 Fl
Sapp Mary Lou 187 E Fariston Dr
Say Eleanor J, Karen 528 E Ashdale St
Scali Mary 6023 Rorer Ave
Schaaf Jean M 5811 N Front St
Schechter Henery, Scott A 130 E Colonial St
Schmidt Alice 4716 Rorer St
Schroeder Dorothy, Fred 400 W Delphine St
Schubach Fred W 549 Alcott St
Scott Carla 4834 Leithgow St
Scott John 1980 Cheltenham Ave
Scott Tene 6136 N 8th St
Seaborn David 150 W Olney Ave
Seabrook Ida P Est 307 E Godfrey Ave
Sebastian Antonio 133 W Grange Ave
Seelinger Thomas F 715 W Nedro Av
Segars Miles 206 Rubicam St
Seipp Elizabeth, Joan 214 E Wyoming Ave
Seipp Helen 108 E Wingohocking St
Seitz Kathryn 4627 Ella St
Seloski Samir, Lima 5414 Tabor Ave
Serrano Oscar 313 W Clarkson Ave
Sfl Construction, Sebastio Ferna Lima 5230 C St
Shanti Randa 4721 Rosehill St
Sharif Hamzah 5609 N American St
Shawne Wilkerson, A & S Ins 6135 N 4th St
Sheeron Martin 5906 N Water St
Sheppard Maurice 5843 N Marshall
Shorr Karen E, Alan D 211 Robat St
Shubert Erica 219 Widener St
Simerson Ronald B 223 E Comly St
Simkar LLC 700 Ramona Blvd
Simmons Kerry 5929 Colgate
Simon Ann 209 W Godfrey Av
Sims Narciso Jr 4921 North 8th St
Singleton Shawn L 406 W Olney Ave
Siragusa Robert 6163 N Lawrence St
Sisters Inc Invest Club A Partnership, Ivy Evans 326 E
Olney Ave 2
Slewion Sametta N 556 Marwood Rd
Slick Ellen L 161 W Roselyn St
Smith Carl 331 E Albanus St
Smith George N 174 Rosemar St
Smith Katrina 5249 N Mascher St
Sobral Sergio 554 E Sanger St
Sosa Ever J 403 W Duncanon Ave
Sot Sereivuth 5035 Rising Sun
Soytytan Esra 17 Glenwood 21221
Sozinho Garcia 219 W Roosevelt Blvd
Spann Robert L 518 E Hillcreek Dr Apt 1
Spencer Gina 6232 N Front St
St Jean Bellevue Esther 303 E Roosevelt Blvd
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St Marie R 4920 C St
Standard Robert 2320 79th Ave
Starlite Signs 5551 Tabor Ave
Stars John 543 W Fisher Ave
Steiner Thomas 589 Allengrove St
Steingraber Jonathan 121 W Roosevelt Blvd
Stevens Margaret 4821 N Marshall St
Stevens Tameeka S 4851 C St
Stevenson Frances E 652 Adams Ave
Strahle Margaret T 98 Sparks St
Stubbs Theodore 259 W Somerville
Stukes Theresa 202 Howell St
Suarez Kasandra 198 W Chew Ave
Suchite Rigoberto 506 E Roosevelt Blvd
Suerro Rossi D 525 Van Kirk St
Summers Jackie 4732 Rising Sun Ave
Sunder Das Cecil J 305 W Mentor St
Sunrooms America 1615 N Marston St
SupPOrtive Child Adult Ne 5513 N 5th St
Swartz Alice 4808 A St
Tan Sophear D 124 E Fisher Ave
Tate Omar 614 Allengrove St
Taurino Emma 5918 Newtown Ave
Taurnio Emma 5918 Newtown Ave
Taylor John 3801 E Pratt St
Taylor Lucy 4922 Nth 8th St 1st Floor
Teachey Dajuan, Terrance 104 W Ashdale St
Tentsoglides Thomas 5511 N 5th St
Tertulien Gerald A 6035 N Front St
Thach Hai 5815 N 4th St
Thi Le Tuyet X 5015 Ormes St
Thivarath Inh 5726 N Hope St
Thomas Catherine 4804 North 8th St
Thomas Selma B, B F Jr 4937 D St
Thompson Bryant 438 N Robinson St
Thompson Laheisha 5039 D St
Tieu Le 5905 Ella St
Tigre Jose 433 W Tabor Rd
Tirado Britny L 4846 B St
To Truc 117 W Godfrey Ave
Tobias Sean M 4934 Front St
Tolentino Philip 5537 N American St
Tonkin Bill 5214 Windward Ln
Toro Jorge L 133 E Roosevelt Blvd
Torres Jose A 5622 N Palethorp St
Torres Luis 436 W Roosevelt Blvd
Torres Maria 561 E Cheltenham Ave
Torres Rodriguez Carmen 126 W Olney Ave
Tran Hoang Huy 5918 Tabor Ave
Tran Trung 5229 D St
Tulley Sara 5003 D St
Turse Dorothy M 5257 Marwood Rd E
Unger Brian G 402 E Comly St
Universal Graphics 5927 N 5th St
Uon Meng 5746 N Front St
Ut Thi To 148 W Olney Ave
V Crumbley Crumco Stwear 540 W Olney Ave 1st Fl
Valente Fuadisala, Filomena 400 W Tabor Rd
Valez Rafell 4830 N 4th St
Vanhorn Katherine 40 Rosemar St
Vanhorn Millard P 4726 N Front St
Vargas Robert 5403 N 6th St
Varkey Santash 5431 N Lawrence St
Veal Miaya 313 W Grange Ave
Vega Santos 234 W London St
Velasquez Luz Elena 5926 Tabor Rd
Vith Cheth 5209 Arbor St
Vith Sophia R 209 W Chew Ave
Vlock Paula 5143 D St
Vonderweidt Virgina C 411 Alcott St
Vong Phong 304 Sparks St
Vorn Sareth 5541 N 4th St
Vu Nguyen 5551 Tabor Ave
Vu Tu 192 W Nedro Ave
Walker Cheryl 5512 N 7th St
Walsh Marie 5534 Lawrence St
Walsh Michael W Jr 329 E Cheltenham Ave
Washington Jocelyn G 5922 N Lawrence St
Waters Charles Edwin 629 Garland St
Waters Marian B, C Edwin 629 Garland St
Watson Adriene 5704 N 7th St
Watson Opal 5904 N Franklin St
Watson Verna Est 205 W Champlost St
Weber Abstract 100 W Chew Ave
Weber Minnie 730 W Nedro Ave
Weiand Loni 4945 N 2nd St
Weiler Katlynne A 6203 New Second St
Welty Walter H 5748 N Fairhill St
Wengert Lavonne N 316 E Gale St
Werbesky Anastiasi 5811 Newton Ave
West Catherine 5036 Erdman Ave
White Elsie R 6234 N Front St
White Hubert L, Janet J 138 E Walnut Park Dr
Whitehead Cheryl 4937 N Franklin St
Whitfield Raheem 513 W Ashdale St
Whitman David 6013 N 3rd St
Whitman Roslyn 117 E Wellens Ave
Wilcox Ronald 422 Drew St
Wilkerson Keya 4633 N Hurley St
Willem Roy 4511 N Lee
Williams David 210 W Rubican St
Williams Jeneese G 104 E 64th Ave
Williams Joyce Est 5903 A St
Williams Marcus 4922 D St
Williams Robert, Diane 1723 Nome St
Williams Shamari 136 W Cheltenham Ave
Wilson Meats 2 5694 Rising Sun Av
Wilson Rachel, John 307 W Ashdale St
Wilsow Robert 5118 D St
Wingfield Ricky 4919 Rosehill St
Witt Daniel G Dr 155 E Godfrey Ave J106
Wood Joette 177 E Roosevelt Blvd
Woodson Susie S 4816 A St
Woody Evelyn 6725 Dundalk Ave
Word Rondnall 254 W Louden St 1
Wright Ben 6253 N Lawrence St
XyPOlia Aspasia 252 S Bouldin St
Yan Jinhua 401 E Cheltenham Ave
Yeakel Margaret 5958 Newtown Ave
Yoon Chung H MD 5031 N 5th St
Yoth Saroun 622 W Chew Ave Apt 1
Young William H 722 W Fisher Ave
Zeiss Julia 535 Van Kirk St
Zheng Bin S 196 W Nedro Ave
Zheng Dongsheng 622 A Mayfair St
Zheng Shijun C/O Jun Tang 518 E Sanger St
Zheng Yuzhen 5766 Colgate St
Zhinin Teresa 302 E Roosevelt Blvd 2
Ziegler Marie A 517 Widener St
Philadelphia Pa 19121
Abucevicz Grace 1332 N 26th St
Adams Herbert L 2237 W Oxford St
Adams Joseph 209 W Master St
Adams Kristen 2148 N 23rd St
Adorno Aurelio 1853 N Croskey St Sarah Wiles
Adorno Mario 1501 Benner St
Akhand Taslim 1840 N 17th St
Alexander Walter G 1234 N 29th St
Ali Sharif 1930 N 25th St
Allen Eloise 3213 W Susquehanna Ave
Anderson Annie 2129 N 20th St
Anderson Delores C U3364 1310 N 22nd St
Anderson Esther 2512 N Diamond St
Anderson Robert L 3124 W Berks St
Andrews Joseph W 2531 Cecil B Moore Ave
Andrews Roosevelt Jr 2137 N 33rd St
Archer Jean 1810 N Bucknell St
Argis Nicholas 1722 Edgley St
Arline Lillian 1530 Page St
Armstrong Michelle M 1320 N 31st St
Atkins Viola 2034 W Oxford St
Ayers Ellen 1702 Cecil B Moore Ave
Baelz William 2934 W Master St
Bai Fan 1505 W Oxford St
Bailey Julious J 2421 Clifford St
Ball Geraldine E 1533 W Thompson St
Balogun Oluwakemi 1819 N 33rd St Apt 1
Bantom Naomi J 1431 N 18th St
Barber Essie 2159 N Dover St
Barksdale Byron E 2101 S College Ave Box 102
Barlow Fannie 2405 Ingersoll St U3123
Barraby Krystale A 2047 N Carlisle St
Barrett Linda 1627 N Newkirk St
Barron Bessie 1808 N 27th St
Bedley Clara 2142 N 27th St
Bell Claude 2019 N Stillman St
Bellamy Lucious Jr 1339 N Marston St
Bells Nathan N, Israel 1828 N 18th St
Berry Mae 1519 N 30th St
Bey Jehoshua A 1404b N 15th St
Beyah Mustafa 1424 N 17th St
Black Effie 2125 Sharswood
Blackman Condis 2138 N Uber St
Bossard Lillie 1915 N Judson St
Bostic Leroy W, Myra H 2540 Cecil B Moore Ave
Bowen Howard L 2512 N Diamond St
Bowie Dora 1400 N 16th St Apt B−10
Bradley Maud 1622 W Susquehanna Ave
Bradley Maud Est 1622 W Susquehanna Ave
Brecher Steven 2000 N Brd St
Briges Kareen 1426 N 17th St
Brinson Pauline 1851 N 19th St
Brockington Isaiah 2707 Glenwood Ave
Brody Mike 4935 Hazel Ave
Brook Leslie 1443 N 19th St
Brooks Alfred L 2008 N 29th St
Brooks Darell, Hattie 2933 W Westmont St
Brooks Jerel 1751 N 26th St
Brosky Kevin 1603 W Oxford St
Brown Annie 1810 N Bouvier St
Brown Edna M, John 1815 N Taney St
Brown Emmett 1518 N Garnet
Brown Joseph 2327 Edgely St
Brown Joseph W Jr 1853 N Willington St
Brown Leroy 1405 N 17th St
Brown Mamie 1751 N 26th St
Brown Robert 1527 N Marston St
Brown Vivian 2135 N 20th St
Bryant Alexander 2120 N 21st St
Buie Sam 2731 W Montgomery Ave
Bullard Michelle, Jean Ann 2610 Norris Ct Apt F
Bullard Rasheema Rose 2610 Norris Ct Apt F
Burkett Alfred Jr 2902 Edgley St
Burnett Eugene 1324 N Marston St
Burnette Gloria 1630 W Edgley St
Burney Timothy, Kim P 2823 W Montgomery Ave
Burns Brenda 2931 Westmont St
Burton Cynthia 1816 N Gratz St
Butler Jason 2309 Turner St
Byrd Walter C 2532 W Nichols St
Calcutta House Apt Mstr
Calloway Robert 2021 W Berks St
Candell Alan J 3031 Baltz St
Candie Howard, Sarah 1919 N Judson St
Cannataro Louis 1925 North Gratz St
Cannon Alice 1207 N 25th St
Capps Robert 1861 N 24th St
Carroll Shante 1241 N Newkirk St
Carson Viola 1803 N 26th St
Carter Howard 1533 W Diamond St
Carter Vanice 1538 N 26th St
Casey Cord 2303 Sharswood St
Caul Aleman 1839 N 21st St
Cerrotti Rachael 1429 Norris St W
Channel Nettie 2437 N Nicholas
Chase Home Mortage 1844 Natrona St
Cheely Jerelene 2011 N 32nd St
Chen Chun Y 1940 N Brd St Apt 57
Cherry Johnson 1711 N Judson St
Chesnick Ron 1610 N Willington St Unit
Chestnut Barbara J 2214 W Berks St
Chisom Eddie M 1901−9 N 20th St
Chitale Akshay 2007 N 17th St
Cisse Deborah 1641 Edgley St
Claiborne Edward Jr, Edward 1851 N Van Pelt St
Clanton Lucy M 2504 W Seybert St
Clark Mary 2036 N Carlisle St
Clary Dorothy 2016 W Columbia Ave
Clary John 1325 N 19th St
Cleary Andrew E 1724 N Bambery
Clyatt Dewey 1850 N Van Pelt
Coffey Brenda J 1710 N Bailey St
Cohen Flora 2013 N College Ave
Colburne Felicia 953 Dyres St
Cole Judy 2614 Cecil B Moore Ave 1st Fl
Coleman Christopher 1708 W Oxford St
Coleman June 3000 W Master St
Coles Tishawn L 1613 N 16th St
Community Advocates Assoc 2313 W Oxford St
Conley Felix 1736 W Oxford St
Contreras Judibeth 2108 N Brd St Apt 230w
Cooks Teyuanna 2016 N 23rd St
Cooper Rhyena 1402 N Dover St
Coto Max 1728 W Diamond St Apt 2
Cottrell Ermerdean 1809 N Judson St
Crawford Earnell 2349 W Thompson St
Creighton Doreatha 3222 W Montgomery Av U0812
Culmer James Jr 1855 N 21st St
Cunningham Anthony H 2432 W Seybert St
Cuthbert Alva 1262 N 23rd St
Dale Shirley 1755 N Woodstock St B
Daley Carolyn E 1829 N Newkirk St
Daley William 1321 N 32nd St
Daniels Gordon Bernice 2827 W Stiles St
Daniels Ida R 2630 W Master St
Daniels Ricardo W 2111 N 20th St
Davis Detoine 4203 Greeby St
Davis Hykeem 2138 N Carlisle St
Davis Laura 3159 W Thompson St
Davis Sadie 3217 Page St
Davis Shaquana 2539 W Montgomery Ave
Dawkins Eugene 3041 W Berks St
Dayle Joseph 1840 W Jefferson St
Deegan Marie T 1700 N 25th St
Deibert Thelma 1721 N 15th St
Delights Eatible 2338 Ridge Ave
Dennis Klevin 1650 N 30th St
Dennis Marshall 2421 Cecil B Moore Ave
Dent Alexander 1522 N Gratz St
Diamond Auto Sales LLC 2100 2102 N Franklin St
Diamond Phase 11 Venture 3207 W Diamond St
Diane Dominick 2947 French St
Dickens Evelyn Est 1306 N 25th St
Diggins Britt 1803 W Montgomery Ave
Diggs Reba 2600 W Susquehanna Ave
Dixon Ophelia 2938 Susquehanna Ave Apt
Doirin Andrew 2532 W Montgomery Av
Douglas Richard 2413 W Jefferson St
Dowdy Jamiel 1636 N 27th St
Drake Russell L 1917 W Oxford St
Dreher William 1810 N 25th St Apt L Johnson Home
Projects
Drew Eleanor, Edward 3013 Page St
Dubois Danielle L 2046 N Gratz St
Ducket Timothy 2435 Arlington St
Dworkin Amanda M 1429 W Diamond St
Edwards Annie 2929 W Oxford St
Edwards Ibrahim 2039 N 29th St
Edwards Mary A 1810 N 25th St Apt 1
Edwards Violette L 1929 N 18th St
Eldridge Willie M 2118 N Dover
Elkins Floree 1945 N 25th St Apt 2
Ellerbe Bryan A 1923 N Patton St
Ellerbe Kevin H Jr 1923 N Patton St
Elliott James 1841 N Etting St
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Emory Louise H, John C 3026 W Oxford St
Ervin Charles Est 1400 N 16th St Apt C 2
Espinosa Manuel 1633 Bouvier St
Evans Egland W, Terrence 1830 N 32nd St
Evans Shonda 1525 W Thompson St
Ewell Clarence 2410 Turner St
Faison James 1521 N 16th St
Farmer Pauline 1914 W Berks St
Fawcett Dominique 1323 N 27th St
Feeney Kathryn N 1527 Page St
Fisher William 1533 N 30th St
Fitzgerald Kurie 1630 N Willington St
Flowers Fliciel 1709 W Master St
Floyd Joseph 3021 W Norris St
Ford Augustus S 2612 W Master St
Ford Thelmon 1724 W Oxford St Apt A
Ford Thomas J 1229 N 30th St
Foreman Russell 1810 W Master St
Frager Willie, Hazel 2538 Nicholas St
Fran Dunphy Basketball Camp 1776 N Brd St
Francis Theresa 1707 W Montgomery A
Frederick Corine 1803 N Gratz St
Friends Rehab Program Inc 704 W Girard Ave
Fundira Emmanuel A, Emma 1915 Morse St
Gadson Charlie 1308 N 16th St
Gakou Harouna 1627 N 27th St
Gamble Alfred 1843 N Newkirk St
Gargan Tristan 2126 N 18th St 2nd Fl
Garner Melvin 180 W Rosemae St
Garner Melvin 3150 W Diamond St
Garrett Evelyn C 1617 N Corlies St
Gaymon Edna 3226 Clifford St Apt 108
Geiger Shelley 6745 N 17th St
Gilbert Michael 1763 N Dover St
Gillespie David 2042 N 29th St
Gilliam Nadji A 1512 N 29th St
Glenn Archie, Cora 1919 N Myrtlewood St
Glover Joseph 1241 N Taney St
Golan Katie A 2005 N 16th St
Golphin Robert 2413 Stewart St
Golphin Yulanda 1706 N Boliver St
Gooding Elsie 2521 Turner St
Gordon Constance 1739 N Dover St
Gorham Moses 1949 Uber
Grace Cameeka N 1901 N Judson St
Graves Joseph 2433 W Norris St
Gray Joyce A 1710 N Bailey St
Green Albert 2116 N Natrona St
Green Albertha Est 1827 Ingersoll St
Green Diane L 2516 Master St
Green Mark 1818 N 18th St
Green Warren P Est 1523 N Hollywood St
Griffin Donnie 3215 Turner St
Griffin Marshall 1948 N 24th St
Griffin Mildred 1943 W Norris St
Gunter Nicole 1532 Croskey Way
Hale Rebecca 2605 Ridge Dr Apt C
Hall Semeion 2527 W Oxford St
Hall Semelon 2527 W Oxford St
Halstead Alexander 1470 N 29th St
Hamilton Lueviena 1429 N 16th St
Hammonds Eldora 1910 N 25th St
Hampton Maxine 1910 A N 21st St
Hampton Nikki 2453 W Turner St
Hardy Catherine 1712 N 25th St
Hardy Millie 2734 W Eyre St
Hargrove John 1254 N Dover St
Harmon Joyce 1900 N Judson St
Harmon Laura 3120 W Fontain St
Harmon Shelia Duncan 1929 N Patton St
Harrel Carl 2435 Arlington St
Harris Herbert E 1810 W Master St
Harris Mozell 2205 W Cumberland St
Harris Sadie M 2004 N Gratz St
Harrison Omar 1826 N 28th St
Hart Sheryl 1822 N 23rd St
Hasell Isaiah L 1716 Stillman St
Hasty Viola Howell 1442 N 19th St
Haynes Alice M 1727 W Montgomery Ave
Henderson Ocerlee 1852 N Ringgold St
Hestor Delando 1823 W Master St
Heyward Benjamin, P O 2100 W Jefferson St
Hickman Gwendolyn 2933 W Westmont St
Hicks Dennis S Jr 1706 W Diamond St
Hicks Lena M 1500 W Page St Apt 22
Hightower James 2921 Cecil B Moore Ave
Hightower Khalif J 3231 W Berks St
Hill Robert C 1710 N Croskey St Apt 202
Hines William, Sue 2530 N Norris Dr Apt D
Hobbs Gertrude A, Irvin S 3230 W Montgomery Ave
Hogwood Lucy A 2823 W Montgomery Ave
Holcomb Natalie 2136 Jefferson St
Holmes Ethel M 1859 N Willington St
Holton Mary 2600 W Susquehanna Ave
Hopkins Beatrice 2204 W Jefferson St
Hopkins John L Jr 1916 W Berks St
Hopkins William 1313 N 15th St
Horton Bradley W 2014 W Oxford
Howkins Sam 4213 N 42th St
Hoyle Brian K 1735 N 33rd St Apt 2
Hudley Michael E 1500 Page St Apt 24
Hughes Diane 1755 N Woodstock St B
Humphrey Gwendolyn, Pp Louise Humphrey 1937 N 23rd
St
Hunter Dwight 1515 Hemberger Wy
Hutson Yvette M 1834 N Judson St
In Touch Medical Assoc 2109 W Diamond St
Jackson Roydon 2215 W Seybert St
James George H Est 1640 N Gratz St
James Miner J 1523 Page St
Jasper Phoebe, P 1904 N Croskey St
Jefferson Kenneth 3000 W Susquehanna Ave
Jenkins Tramaine 1850 N Woodstock St
Johnson Brandon 3235 W Arlington St
Johnson Claude A 2008 W Oxford St
Johnson Edith 1703 N 18th St
Johnson Marion S, Carla 2137 W Susquehanna Ave
Johnson Ruth C 2813 W Oxford St
Johnson Uthuman 1903 N 18th St
Jones Clementine Apt U570 1436 N Hollywood St
Jones Jamal 2016 N Woodstock St
Jones Jeanette 2412 W Thompson St
Jones Jeanette, Mary 2211 Edgley St
Jones Lela 1625 N Corlies St
Jones Nellie H 2525 Stewart
Jones Richard S 2111 N 28th St
Jones Rosa 2100 W Jefferson St
Jones William 1712 N Newkirk St
Joyner Felicia N 2947 W Norris St
Kanard Idirs 3219 N Sparkler St
Kaufmann Richelle 2039 S 6th St
Kelley Jayme 1448 N Corlies St
Kelly Gary 1876 N 27th St Apt F
Kelly Victoria R 2021 N College Ave
Kelly Wilhelmina 1731 W Master St
Kennery Virgal 1929 N Ringgold St
Kerstetter Benjamin 1537 W Flora St
Ketter Andre D, Naomi M 1913 N Van Pelt St
King Donna J 2911 Nicholas St
King Kareem 2334 W Glenwood Ave
Kirkland Dorothy W 1631 N Dover St
Kiser Troy 2340 Bolton Way Apt 402
Kmet Peter 1214 N 28th St
Komakula Sirisha 1938 N Brd St Apt 46
Landon David A 2224 Seybert St
Lane Rosa 2526 W Oxford St
Langford Anthony 1616 Natrona St
Lateef Ahmad 2414 Clifford St
Lawrence Marissa J 2510 W Berks St Apt F
Lawson Stephanie 2005 N 32nd St
Le Mar Pearl C 1856 N Van Pelt St
Lea Delores D 1500 N 15th St
Ledder Alyson E 1524 N 15th St Apt 2a
Lee Ethel 1827 Ingersoll St
Lee Robert 1409 N Corlies
Levan Markeita V 1901 N Judson St
Levin Steven 1625 Master St
Lewis Aqila 2109 Sharswood St
Lewis Maurice 1913 N 32rd St
Liles Leavett 1885 N 27th St
Lisby Emanuel 1828 N 28th St
Littles William 2038 N 18th 2 Fl
Lockley Theadore 1847 N 21st
Lomax John R 2206 Snarswood St
Long Robert T 1416 N 16th St
Long Shawn 2307 College Ave
Lynn Irvin 2001 N Marston St
Lyons Katrina 2700 W Jefferson St
Macean Guerline S 1713 Monument St
Mack Hattie, Andre 2429 Nicholas St
Mackie Lindsey 1615 N 23rd St Apt 412
Maddox Patricia A 2120 N Newkirk St
Maloy Eric 2114 N Gratz St Apt 11
Malson Brenda G 1710 N Croskey St Apt 302
Markert William 1747 N 17th St
Martin Brittany A 19 Brewerytown Ct
Martin Richard 2723 W Cabot St
Mason Doris Est 2129 N Corlies St
Mason Rebecca 1406 N Etting St
Massey Terry B 2152 N 32nd St
Matthews Deborah R 1747 N 17th St
Matthews Ike 1703 N 18th St
Mayo Hattie 1313 N 19th St
Mccall Hiamidullah 1951 Stanley St
Mcclain Deitra 2011 N 32nd St
Mccrane Agnes Girard College
Mccullum Joseph 1824 N Willington St
Mcfadden Dysheir M, Taybria Snipe 1452 N 29th St Apt 3
Mcgurk Catharine L 1735 Edgley St
Mcneill Thomas 614 W Montgomery Ave 2nd Fl
Middleton Wilford A 2023 N Van Pelt St
Miles Kathryn R 1720 N Bouvier St
Miller Joseph 1446 N Etting St
Mills Walter 1825 W Cabot St
Min Gina G 3107 W Thompson St
Mitchell Bertha 1820 N 22nd
Montgomery Charlene 2122a N Gratz St
Monument Mews 2815 W Sedgley Ave
Moon Carl 2160 N 23rd St
Moone Dorcas E 1323 N 27th St
Moore Bessie R Apt 113 1710 N Croskey St
Moore Khalil 1905 N 18th St
Moore Leonard 328 W Norris St
Moore Pauline 2931 Westmont St
Morgan Ralph, Adam 1725 W Seybert St
Moultrie David B 1706 N 25th St
Moyd Arnold 2232 W Jefferson St
Muhammad Abdul A 1948 N Judson St
Murphy Harold W Jr 1711 W Master St 3
Murphy Tiara S 1411 N 15th St
Murray Robert D 1710 N Croskey St Apt 109
Mw Fhe Inc 2600 Cecil B Moore Ave
Myers Mari 2312 N 30th St Apt1
Nease Mathew 1739 W Diamond St
Nepywoda Jesse J 2635 Cecil B Moore Ave Fl 2
Newberry Elizabeth, Lester 1306 N 27th St
Newberry Lester 1306 N 27th St
Newman Betty, David 2131 N 33rd St
Noble Clifton 1603 N 26th St
Nottingham R G 1727 N Willington St
Nuth Tony 1811 W Montgomery Ave
Oates Willie, Helen 1730 Diamond St
Oglesby Desiree A 36 Brewerytown Ct
Oliphant T 1735 N 26 St
Onwodi Morienye 1340 N 26th St P
Osuagwu Nnamdi 2314 Cecil B Moore Ave Ste 2b
Owens Aletha 2402 Nicholas
Owls Nest Caf Inc 2010 N Brd St
Oxford Village Apts 1612 N 15th St
Patterson Maggie, James 2423 Arlington St
Pearson Jane A 1517 N 15th St 1st
Pearson Lawrence, Frank 2033 N Woodstock St
Pennrose Mgmt Co 1301 N 31st St
Pennrose Properties 1301 N 31st St Ray Slough
Peralta Uladislao 2700 Ridge Ave
Perk Priscilla 1718 N Lambert St
Perry Ida 1552 N Marston St
Perry Neil 1304 N 26th St
Peterson Willie 2038 N Cleveland St
Phelps Lester 1730 N 28th St
Pierce Teasha 2113 N 20th St
Pine Macedonia 2101 S College Ave Apt 317
Pittman Rasheed H 2022 N Cleveland St
Pitts Bertha L 1536 N 28th St
Pollard Janine 3018 Euclid Ave
Pollitt Anitra 1739 W Montgomery Ave
Pone Georgiana, Brenda S 3011 W Cabot St
Price James 1858 Marston St
Pridgen Raheem 4229 W Girard Ave
Quality Community Health Center Inc 2300 Master St
Rainey Lucille 1448 N Dover St
Rector Ryan C 1429 N 15th St Apt 4i
Reedy Walter 1328 N Hollywood St
Regusters Ronnell 2612 W Oxford St
Reynolds Marion 1704 N 28th St
Rhudesell Margaret 1231 N 30th St
Richardson George 1710 N Croskey St 105
Richardson Keith 2007 N 25th St
Richardson William C 1236 N 16th St
Ridge Commons 2932 W Norris St
Riley Jacqueline 1529 N Dover
Ritter Louisa Jr 1328 N Hollywood St
Rivera Hector 2901 W Oxford St
Rivera Jose 2327 N 7th St
Rivers Horace 1527 N 19th St
Rivers Milton 1922 N 18th St Apt 1
Ro Paul 1412 West Diamond St Apart
Robertson Rhonda 1221 N 31st St
Robinson B 2934 W French St
Robinson Charles 2513 W Turner St
Robinson El Rosizetta, El James 1442 N 27th St
Robinson Frank W Est 1819 W Stiles St
Robinson Sheryl 1250 North18th St
Robinson William 2011 College Ave
Rockemore M 3011 W Page St
Rockemore Marie 3011 W Page St
Rodriguez Pedro, Nydia M Bermudez 2009 N 17 Th Apt 1
Rodriguez Teresa 1917 W Diamond St
Rogers Pauline, James B 3036 N 31st St
Rogers Sarah 1509 N 22nd St
Rone Charles R Jr 3034 W Oxford St
Rose Julia 1442 N 19th St
Ross Lester 3408 N 19th St
Ross Lester 3409 N 19th St
Ross Wilheiminia 1721 Arlington St U45571st
Rsw Investments Inc 1214−1232 N 26th St
S Ramon P 1226 N 18th St
Salahuddin Anwar, Amin 1519 N 29th St
Sampson Wilbert R Jr, Wilbert R 1529 Page St
Sams Victoria L 1700 W Susquehanna Ave
Sanchez Willie A 1800 N 25th St Apt H
Sanders Ron 4665 N 16th St
Saunders Antoinett Patric 2006 N 22nd St
Schuerch Nicole 1511 North 16th St
Schultz Alberta 1721 N Taney St
Scott Annie 1842 N 17th St 1f
Scott Dorothy J 1999 Ridge Ave Apt 107
Scott Henry 2442 Cecil B Moore Ave
Scott Keith 1434 Corlies St
Seigle James E 2026 No 15th
Selden Mary 1750 N 28th St
Sessoms Ruth 19999 Ridge Ave Apt 302 Moore Manor
Shilkitis Minnie 1522 N 27th St
Shuttlesworth Clifton K 1520 N 17th St
Sibony Assaf 2037 N Gratz Stpt 12e
Simon Jamal 3000 Master St W Apt 309
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Simpkins George 1551 N 29th St
Simpkins Wyatt 1539 N 19th St
Sitler Francis 1941 N 21st St
Slade Monica 1861 N 24th St
Small Eddy 2007 W Jefferson St
Smith Amy 1406 N Etting St
Smith Bettis 1614 Willington St
Smith Charles L 2032 N Stillman St H
Smith Denise 2733 W Diamond St
Smith Elizabeth 1514 N Myrtlewood St
Smith Elizabeth 2340 Bolton Way Apt 1104
Smith Ethel 2005 N 25th St
Smith Gloria 1446 N 29th St
Smith Joseph Jr 1406 N Etting St
Smith Joseph N 1625 French St
Smith Kathryn, Omster 2820 W Oxford St
Smith Kevin 2433 Glenwood Ave
Smith Leslie H, Walter 1500 Page St
Smith Mary 1919 Page St
Smith Milo 2611 Ingersoll St
Smith Phillip 2231 W Norris St
Smith Sharon J 1919 N Croskey St
Sommers Carrie 1867 N Willington St
Sommers William H 1867 N Willington St
Spann Alice A 1925 N 32nd St
Sparkman Larry 1527 W Stiles St
Spencer Inez 1310 N 26th St
Spivey Michael T 1335 N 21st St
SPOtwood Reginald 1522 W Fontain St
Square Benjamin R 1724 N Sydenham St
Stanard Shawn 1521 N Stillman
Starkes Monique 2561 N 30th St
Staton Samuel 1528 Page St
Stephens Bernard 1706 Woodstock St
Stevens Warren 1931 N 25th St
Stewart Akeem I 2952 Ridge Ave
Stolz Robert E 1228 N Dover St
Stoughton Frances 1408 N 25th St
Stovall Phoebe 1710 N 19th
Stroud Joyce 1502 N 19th St
Stroud Shereeta N 1820 N Taylor St
Sudler Edith 2936 Nicholas St
Sullivan Tyrell Rayvonn, Reynard 2150 N Newkirk St
Swire Helen 2141 N 18th St
Taylor Hattie T 2110 W Master St
Teagle Shelley 1915 W Master St
Temple Garden Lin 1524 North Brd St
Terry Matilda 1521 N 30th St
Theabold Ark 2952 Westmont St
Thomas Demetrius 2314r W Glenwood Ave R
Thomas Ernest 2718 W Oxford
Thompson David P 1850 N 15th St
Thompson Rafiq 2237 Bolton St
Thompson Weldon 1925 N Fontain St
Thornton Mary 1805 N Judson St
Thurmond Aaron 1710 N Croskey St Apt 202
Tindley Florence 2432 W Master St
Todd Lester 1252 N 19th St
Tomkewitz Francis, John J 1814 N 26th St
Tucker Bernadin 1520 Gratz St N
Tucker Ophelia 1709 W Montgomery Ave
Tunnin Elizabeth 3033 W Sedgley Ave
Turpin Romie 1931 N Ringgold St
Upshur Leola E 1529 N 25th St
Us Bank Natl Assoc As Trustee 3005 Page St
Vacca Ida M 2503 W Oxford St
Valentine Lois 3238 Fontain St
Valery Valery 2031 N Woodstock St Apt D11
Verna Cox, Avon Products Inc 1248 N Brd St Store
Vessels Josephine 2412 Turner St
Vincent Mcduffy 2926 W Glenwood Ave
Wagner Natalie 1727 Monument St
Waiters Rashanda 1739 N Dover St
Waldo Alzora 1715 N Uber St
Walker Louise, Thelma Willis 1251 N 29th St
Wallace Jewel 2326 Nicholas St
Walters Jeffrey 1415 N 15th St
Ward Essence 1713 N 26th St
Washington Crystal L 3013 Redner St
Washington Kesha 2127 W Jefferson St
Washington Louise 2904 Westmont St
Washington S Jr 1902 W Diamond St
Waters Catherine 1609 N 16th St Apt A
Watson Anna 2600 Ridge Dr Apt O
Watson Corey 1844 N Bucknell St
Watson Corey 620 W Williard St
Watson Leonard 1306 N 27th St
Watson Nellie R 2630d Norris Dr
WeathersPOon Retha 1928 N 19 St
West Michael 1616 French St
Westenhiser Rebecca 1428 Cecil B Moore Ave
White Eleanor 3124 Page St
White Ernest 1933 N 20th St
White Terrell 1725 W Master St
Whitehead Shawn 2340 W Glenwood Ave Apt F
Wicker Mary 1804 W Master St
Wicks Ernest 1312 N 19th St
Williams Anna 1736 French St
Williams Annie, Rufus 1407 N 22
Williams Charles I 1347 N 29th St
Williams Christa 1412 N 29th St
Williams Dolores 1430 W Master St
Williams Ethel B 1504 N 26th St
Williams Harvey Q 2442 W Berks St
Williams Levie 1504 N 26th St
Williams Major J 1710 N Croskey St Apt 106
Williams Mart 1525 N 16th St
Williams Neal 1901 Nicholas St
Williams Ola M 1837 N 18th St
Williams Robert 1836 N 18 St
Williams Valerie A 1829 N Taney St
Willis Alvin E 1330 N 22nd St
Willis Janet 1315 N Newkirk St
Willis Ruby 1330 N 2nd St
Wilson Jacqueline 2838 E Glenwood Ave
Wilson Ora 1222 N Taylor St U3358
Wise Donahue, Esther 1511 Flora St
Wolfe Ruth 2114 N 21st
Wood Daniel 1746 N Gratz St
Woodard Cheryl 2610 Cecil B Moore Ave Apt 2
Woolfolk Fannie Burnie 1710 15th St
Wright Nadine Est 1433 W Norris St 1
Wright Valena 2932 Westmont St
Yates Jean H 1859 N Willington St
Young Felicia E, Jarell B 2150 N Newkirk St
Young Rose 1924 W Wilt St
Zubrzyki Dan 1617 N Sydenham St
Philadelphia Pa 19122
1st Fresh Catering 1626 N American St Michael Heneghan
Ackley James 114a Turner St
Adams Auto Body 2022 N Randolph St
Adams Tyrone 1237 N Randolph St
Adrian Evelyn 2155 N 9th St
Ahmad Abdel M 1807 N Hancock St
Allen Ricky 1320 N 6th St
Alles William 145 W Susquehanna Ave
Althouse David 109 Master St W
Alvarado Josue 1835 North 2nd St
Alverest James Est 1305 N 10th St
Anderson Kyle 1035 W Norris St
Apostolidis Antonio G 1324 Betsy Ross Pl
Atkinson Anakay 2122 N Camac St
Audifred Fermina C 1838 N 6th St
B B Funded Prop LLC 1209 W Jefferson St
Bailey Barbara 1233 W Flora St
Ballas Melissa 1325 N 5th St
Bassi Edward D 4113 Apple St
Beauvoir Favienne 3717 N 6th St
Bell Marlene 1526 Saratoga Pl
Benson Joanna Colon 1523 N Marshall St
Berney Steven MD, Telecomnctns Bell Bldg 3fl 1101 W
Montgomery Ave
Bernson Jerome 1934 N 10th St
Berrios Sapphire 2115 N Howard St
Best Marquise 1335 N 10th St
Best Newsome Monquella 2114 N Marvine St
Blackstock Sophie 1431 N Howard St
Bonaparte Herman 2361 N Gratz St
Bonilla Louis 151 W Susquehanna Ave
Bouffard Jacob 1000 Diamond St 520a
Bowditch Jessie R 1617 N 11th St
Bradford Margrite, Charles 624 Cecil B Moore Ave
Branch Todd 1609
Brock Jevon L 2135 N Franklin St
Brown Annie L 1937 N Orianna St
Brown Darlene PO Box 16592
Brown Jose 116 Susquehanna Ave
Browning James F 2025 N 2nd St
Bruton Gary 1629 N Philip St
Bullock Kenyatta 2138 N Marvine St
Buzby Paige 1310 N 6th St
Cain Andreia 320 Diamond St
Campano Maria 1347 N 7th St Apt 1
Campbell Edward J Jr 1615 N Hope St
Cannon Mildred 1652 N 4th St
Caraballo Melissa 235 Cecil B Moore Ave
Carlyle Lillian D Grey Manor
Carnes Jennie 1920 N Marvine St
Chadwick Richard W, Mark C 136 W Thompson St
Charriez Alvarez Jose R 2026 N Howard St
Chesson Susie Benef, Karen 1134 Custis Place
Cogan Eliya Y 1431 N 4th St
Cohen Betty 1617 N Brd St
Cohen Howard P 1200 Germantown Ave
Collins Andrew 1309 N Lawrence St
Columbia Silk Dyeingco Inc 1726 N Howard St
Conwell Inn Buildi 1900 Liacouris Walk
Corbin Wallace A 6263 N Sartain St
Cruz Angelo 1525 N 7th St
Cruz Gabriel 437 W Diamond St
Cuarado Frank 202 S Diamond St
Dampf Anna 1234 N Howard St
Daniel L Ctr Std of Amer Federalsm Temple Univ
Daniels Turhan B Grey Manor
Darby Kevin PO Box 16538
Davidson Ruth E 2148 N Marvine St
Davila Rossana PO Box 14042
Delong Nicholas 2110 N 4th St
Deng Lianghong Temple Towers Unit E303 1200 Cecil B
Moore Ave
Deng Weiqiong 1200 Cecil B Moore Ave Apt 607
Deng Yuchen 1701 N 10th St Apt 429
Dennis Kenneth, Bertie Apt 4n 1600 N 8th St
Deshauteurs Aurora J 512 W Berks St
Dixon Rosa E 1207 W Master St
Doucas Ruth 2108 N Franklin St
Drake Kathryn 110 W Susquehanna Av
Dup Inc 1307 N Marshall St 2f
Easley Annie 1937 N Orianna St
Edwards Lydia M 1015 W Susquehanna Ave
Emergency Care of Atlanta PO Box 3500
Eugene Melody D 1941 N Marshall St
Farrell James 1209 N 2nd St
Felt George Sr, Rosemary 1108 W Master St
Fichera Foods PO Box 3477
Figuereoa Ivelis 2138 N Orkney St
Figueroa Dover 1250 N 3rd St Apt 409 No 42
Flores Tomas 1503 N 6th St 1
Fonseca Joel 134 W Norris St
Font Rodolfo 703 Cecil B Moore Ave
Francis Mckearn 1801 N Hancock St
Fulton Carrie J 1508 N 13th St
Galan Bianca 1500 N 6th St
Garcia Mario 1901n Howard St Apt 2
Gibbons Sean M 1422 N 2nd St
Glenn Louise 1100 W Master St
Golden Investment Club Inc Russell L Davis 1426 Guilford
Pl
Gonzalez Ruben 2108 N 2nd St
Grieshaber Elizabeth L, Edmond 2044 N 4th St
Groman Dorothy, John 1345 Hancock St
Gross Margaret, James 158 Green
Grossmayer Catherin 222 W Oxford St
Haddon Phoebe A Temple Univ School of Law 1719 N Brd St
Harrison Marlene, Marvin 619 Westmont St
Harrison Stacy 1838 N 7th St
Hartman Donald 713 Gladfelter Hall 1115 W Berks St
Haslerbrooks Nathan, Kerry 1928 N 5th St
Held Tyler S 1801 N Howard St
Henderson C 2106 N Hancock St
Hernandez Betzaida 2035 N American St
Hernandez Jose 2046 N Howard St
Hernandez Saludora 133 W Susquehanna
Hertzog Alon 1224 N Front Str
Hill Betty 1326 Kings Place
Hines Clarence M 1508 N 13th St
Holloway Ida M 1600 N 8th St Apt 3n
Hong Gee W 2029 N Brd St Apt 06lg
Hood Vanessa PO Box 3435
Hoyle Michael 1043 W Thompson St
Hubbard Robert 1930 N Hancock St
Huckel Kathleen, Brian 1517 N 2nd St
Hutchison Louis 1917 N Marshall St 67
Hyduk Tom 147 Wilt St W
Hyon Michael 235 W Cecil B Moore Ave
Ilan Hayon 1605 5th St
Indian Student Assoc at Temple 1324 Betsy Ross Pl
Isiaka Adesina 132 W Thompson St
Jackson Lorna H 1414 N 10th St Apt 41
Jaffe Joel H DO PO Box 37010
Johnson Catrina 2017 N 4th St
Johnson Luther 1113 W Thompson St
Johnson Seymore H Jr 1508 N 13th St
Johnson Viola 1549 N 12th St
Jones Abdul 925 Susquehanna Ave
Jones Shyrl 801 Girard Ave
Jordon Willa 1600 N 8th St Apt 3p
Kalikas Mihalia 1525 N Saratoga Pl
Kansara Pratik J 1701 N 10th St Apt 127
Kashlak Walter B 1438 N 2nd St 2
Katz Minnie 1431 N 4th St
Kbs Fm LLC 528 W Oxford St
Keemer Laura 413 W Master St Apt 408
Kgt Realty Corp 1401 Walnut St 10th Fl
Kierallah Ahmad Mahdi 1905 N Mascher St
Knappik Helen 1742 N Bodine St
Kripal Nick 1400 N American St 213
Lake Willie 1818 Germantown Ave
Leary Rosetta 1544 Queens Pl
Lee Timothy 1237 N Howaard St
Leslie William E 2126 N 12th St
Lewis Lopez 2007 N 7th St
Liao Jian Q 1425 St Vincent St
Lopez Edelmiro Jr 1217 N 6th St
Lopez Ivonne 1616 N Front St Apt 1
Lopez Jose 1650 N Marshall St
Ludeman Courtney, Chad 1732 N Howard St Apt D
Ludovico Nicholas C 1218 N Palethorp St
Luft Patrice R 1726 N 3rd St
Lugo Jerry 2014 N Marshall St
Lynn Aloysius 1229 N 2nd St
M Feitelson Sons Inc 1422 N 8th St
Ma Dan Dan 1225 W Master St
Manns Kenneth T 1806 Waterloo St
Mariano Sophia 1200 Cecil B Moore Ave Apt 210e
Mart Naythons Display PO Box 37009
Martin Catherine A 2147 N Percy St
Martinez Juanita 1210 Palethorp St N Apt 203
Marvania Sunny Apt N518 1300 Cecil B Moore Ave
Mason John 1446 N 10th St
Mason Willie B 1512 N 10th St
Mata Tony A 401 W Norris St Fl 3
Mayna Rochdi 1742 N 6th St
Mccollum Mildred 1221 Diamond St
Mccullough Julia 1609 N 10th St 1st Fl
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Mcelveen Gregory 1928 N 7th St
Mcfadien Leslie E 1223 N Franklin St 2r
Mcneill Eugene 1025 W Norris St
Mctear Margaret M 1529 N 2nd St
Melendez Angel 2216 N Mascher St
Members Anna 1600 N 8th St Apt 3n
Mench Hazel M 1315 N 2nd St
Mendez Cesoreo 127 Norris St
Miller Nora R 1600 N 8th St Apt 8e
Miller Sallie 1508 N 13th St
Mills Harold 1181 N 7th St
Moore Sandra R 1017 W Jefferson St
Morales Duenas Benito 448 W Norris St
Morales Luis S 503 W Thompson St
Morant Susan M, Brian 1109 W Master St
Moreno Alexis J 2143 N Randolph St
Moutan Osamah 162 W Palmer St
Murray Peggy 1620 N Franklin St
Murrell Troy Sr 1232 W Thompson St
Nevitt Mildred 1924 Parks
Newell Nathaniel 429 W Berks St
Nfte Greater Washing Nfte Phila Temple Unv 1505 Cecil B
Moore Rm 202
Nguyen Long 1701 N 10th St Apartme
Noel Margaret 1802 N Mascher
North Philad Family Practice 801 W Girard Ave Ste 104
North Philad Hlth Syst 801 W Girard Ave
North Philly Pharmac 2127 N 6th St
Nunez Jessica 1217 N 6th St
Oconnor John, Mary 133 W Thompson
Ortiz Orlando 522 W Diamond
Ostrow Edward 1505 N Marshall St
Owens Harold 5216 N 6th St
Pagan Carmen 1737 N Hancock St
Pagent Benjamin 1405 N 7th St
Palacio Felix 1425 N 7th St
Patel Mainakini N 1755 N 13th St 258
Patton Ameen 122 N 63rd St
Paul Alice, Otto 1607 N 5th St
Paul Rabinowitz Glass Co 1401−15 N America St
Pearl Pressman Liberty Comm PO Box 2870
Pendleton John A 1513 Guilford Pl
Penz John 1810 N 6th St
Pettus Alfonso 919 W Flora St
Phifer Ethel E 2145 N Fairhill St
Phila Catholic Worker 430 W Jefferson St
Philadelphia Gas Works 800 W Montgomery Ave
Philadelphia Gas Works Driscilla Wanser−Bynum 1800 N
9th St
Piemontese Michael 1218 N Palethorp St
Pierce Beatrice E 440 W Diamond St
Pistone Ryan P 1730 N 5th St
Pisuzka Margaret 1754 Waterloo St
Pisuzko Joseph 1754 Waterloo St
Plonaco Armando 403 W Diamond St
Powers Melinda Apt 2s 1600 N 8th St
Ramos Aurora 2018 N Orianna St
Raymond Jason 1301 N 6th St
Reiffert Darlene 1415 N Front St
Rios Alicia 2120 N Marshall St
Rios Joseph 1936 N 7th St
Rivera Heriberto 1250 N 3rd St Apt 216
Robinson Daisy 1730 N 9th St
Rodos Myrondo St Vincent Med Assoc 703 Cecil B Moore Ave
Rodriguez Angel 447 Diamond St
Rodriguez Angel 716 W Berks St
Rodriguez Benito 1503 N 5th St
Rodriguez Luis 2039 N Leithgow St
Rodriguez Marta M 1809 N Franklin St
Rodriguez Teresa 1250 N 3rd St
Rogers Doreen L 1027 W Oxford St
Rosa Roberto 1520 N Jefferson Ln
Rosado Julio 1853 N 2nd St Apt 2
Ross Abe 1403 N Front St
Rubin Kimberly, Annie 1317 Lafayette St
Rubio Ramon 601 W Norris St
Ruggirello Rachel 1230 N Hancock St
Ruiz Celedonio 2319 North 5th St
Santiago Joseph 2032 N Hancock St
Santiago Nelson 609 Norris St
Santiago Pedro 1907 Waterloo St
Savage Kevina 1553 N 9th St
Scanlon Eugene M 139 W Wilt St
Scarfone Valarie 1430 N 2nd St
Scott Alice 1310 Percy St
Scott Felicia, Alvin, Alice, Frank 1310 Percy St
Segger Francis J 317 W Norris St
Seigel Sophie 1909 N Franklin St
Seitz Barbara Ann 1232 N Hancock St
Sensenig Jonathon 1342 N 6th St
Seu Jae 1226 N Randolph St
Sheffield Christopher P 1203 N 3rd St Apt 202
Shynes Elencie E PO Box 14052
Sierra Jesus M 1301 Orianna St
Singh Anant 1701 N 10th St Rm No 517b
Slackway George Jr, Eleanor 2925 Kensington Av
Slick Jeffrey W 1818 N Mutter St
Smakulski Edward 2034 N Lawrence St
Smith Catherine Est 2149 N 2nd St
Smith Jerome 2115 N 13th St
Smith Joan 1325 N 5th St Apt 302
Sosa Aracelli 2045 N Orkney St
Soto Amin 2050 N Bodine St
Spaulding Odessa 1520 N 12th St
Speller Jasmine 2172 N Franklin St Apt A
Sticher Bernard 1802 N Mascher
Stroman Donte 857 E Willard St
Suarez Rogelio 2043 N American St
Sumpter Columbus, Dorothy E Penn PO Box 14001
Sunkett Vivian 1607 N 11th St
Suraci Daniel 1300 Cecil B Moore Ave Apt 431 S
Sylla Mamadou 1746 N 3rd St
Tallant Michael S 1309 N Lawrence St 10
Terrell Robert Jr 801 W Girard Ave Rtfa 11 Tower
Terrell Robert, Girard Hospital 801 W Girard Ave Fl 2adc
Theara Kitchen 406 W Norris St
Thomas Kim E 1600 N 8th St Apt 3p
Thomas Margretta 1230 Susquehanna Ave
Thomas Mary 1413 N 13th
Thomson Derrick 2245 N 33rd St
Thottungal Jacob P 1232 N 5th St Fl 1
Tillman Janice 1231 W Thompson St
Tokska Irakli 1552 N Randolph St
Toombs Beverly 2162 N Franklin St
Toska John 1552 N Randolph St
Trulear Charles F 1514 N 13 St
Tyson Adaline M 1913 N Howard St
Undrcrwn 1338 N Mascher St
Ut Lounge 4172 Germantown Ave
Varela Eliazabeth 1817 Waterloo St
Vera Marcial 2015 N 2nd St Flr 2
Vicente Carmelo 1842 N Marshall St
Village At Temple LLC 1701 N 10th St
Waller James 1226 Valy Forge Pl
Wang Xin 1200 Cecil B Moore Ave Rm 304c
Ward Little Bernice A 1910 N Darien St
Way Annie 1918 N Franklin St
Webb Ethel D PO Box 3532
Weiss Richard 2919 W Oxford Ave
White Robert 1540 N 13th St
Whitfield Hasan 1616 N Marshall St
William Margo 2037 N 11th St
Williams Ida Flood 1906 N 8th St
Williams Virginia 1326 Kings Place
Willingham James 1014 Jefferson St
Wilson Cheryl 1436 N 10th St
Woodard Michelle 2162 N Franklin St
Woods Lorraine, Leroy PO Box 3435
Wright Dorsey 1300 W Jefferson St Apt 322
Xu Ke 1200 Cecil B Moore Ave Apt 306
Yildirim Emre 1701 N 13th St
York Metal 1840 N Mascher St
Zayas Mercedes 1804 N Mutter St
Zinkewich Anna 316 Diamond St
Zinkewich Joseph 2028 N 4th St
Zoom Holdings LLC 1920 N 7th St
Philadelphia Pa 19123
11 Family Practice Resources F 850 N 11th St
913 Wallace St Assoc 919 Wallace St
Addison Rose 637 N 12th St
Adepogu Adetola 208 W Laurel St
Aguilar Benjamin Cabrera 1017 Spring Gdn St Fl 2
Al Abdulhadi Meshari 901 Penn St
Albaz David 901 North Penn St Apt P408
Alejandro Wilmary 540 N Wendle Ct Apt E
Alexander Elizabeth 1912 W Nicholas St
Allen Aubrey 1320 Girard Ave W 3r
Amudipe Oluwole, Ellen 1116 Spring Gdn St
Anderson Pappas Alexis 403 Olive St
Andrews Annie 1108 Reno Pl Apt B
Andrews Brian 800 N 11th St
Armellino Susan 1035 N Leithgow St
Ascender Holdings LLC 461 N 3rd St
Ascension Manor II Apts 911 N Franklin St
Ascentive 201 Spring Gdn St
Babia Joanne M 901 N Penn St Apt P705
Bailey Ernest, Rufus 818 N 5th St
Balderston Phil 444 4th St N Apt 403
Barber Keith 432 Brown St
Barber Noah T 407 N 8th St
Barker Brian 1226 Ridge Ave Apt 6
Barnabei James 901 N Penn St
Barnett Ryan S 817 N 5th St Apt 302
Bartolomeo Joseph V 911 N Franklin St Apt 119
Bass Harvey O 911 N Franklin St Apt 113
Benson John 615 N Franklin St
Berman Freda 530 N 2nd St
Berry Patrick J 727r N Hancock St
Best Construction D 817 N Hancock St
Betancourt Leoncia 503 Fairmount Ave
Bhattacharyya Samit 445 Waupelani Dr
Boguslaw John A 1226 Ridge Ave
Brab Walter 817 N Hancock St
Braun Clare 406 Fairmount Ave
Brigg Anna 340 W Girard Ave
Brigham R M 1262 Fairmont Ave
Britt Erica 639 N 11th St
Brittingham Edna 1018 Olive Pl Apt B
Broadwater Robert Lewis 918 C Mrytle Pl
Brock William J 933 N Fifth St
Brooks Mattie 1001 Wallace St
Brown Bertha 406 Poplar St
Brown Dorothy Hill 104 Fairmount Ave
Bush Clifton 645 N 13th St
Byrne Catherine, Margaret 4459 Green St
C C Acquisitions LLC 800 N 2nd St
Cahill Barbara A 901 N Penn St Unit P605
Cameron Margarite T 1335 Brown St
Canady Robert 705 Noble
Castillo Elsy 631 N 11th St
Catapult Learning Jeannie Abate 470 N 2st
Catapult Learning LLC 470 N 2nd St
Catrambone Nick 1021 N 3rd St
Cavallieri Miguel 911 N Franklin St Apt 419
Chandran Swapna MD 1238 Callowhill St Unit 808
Chapman Isabelle 620 N 7th St
Chavanne Manoel 933 Spring Gdn Apt 2
Cherry Jamar 1142 W Nevada St
Chidester Kirstin A 1114 Buttonwood St
Christian Megan 919 N 5th St Unit 5
Clemmons Rosemary 804 N Camac St
Clemmons Valerie J, Roemary 804 N Camac St
Cloud Ruby P 839 Hoffman Pl
Cofco Group 475 N 5th St
Cohen Morris 1146 N 2nd St
Cohen Tom 919 N Lawrence St
Collins Owen G 413 W George St
Concord Business Mgmt 444 Poplar St
Connelly Daniel Jr 614 N 2nd St
Coston Mark 1020 Fairmount Ave
Coston Mark Jr 925 N 6th St
Cotticelli Maria 206−208 Brown St Unit 4
Crank John 911 N Franklin St Apt 211
Dahnke Michael 1128 Green St 2
Daniels Danielle 861 N 11th St
Darrin Edwin W 1147 N 4th St Unit 3e
Davis James 1001 Wallace St
Dba Absolute Tennis 720 N Front St
Denmark Communications 685 N Brd St
Destination Maternity Corp 456 N Fifth St
Diamond Jeffrey 307 Saint John Neumann Way
Dickens Aaron 1109 Green St Apt 2
Dietman Jeffrey A 444 North 4th St
Dieudonne Camille, Camy 511 N Brd St 803
Dinerman Gordon 305 Brown St 2
Dintino John 901 N Penn St
Docabo Virginia 901 N Penn St Unit P1403
Donnell Daniel O Rear Apt 237 Fairmount Ave
Dr Joel H Jaffe Pc 711 N 7th St
Drake William 737 2nd St N Apt A
Dreskin Caitlin 1136 A N 4th St
Dress For Succe 1043 Spring Gdn St
Duc May L 901 W Girard Ave
Earnshaw Elizabeth C 912 New Market St
Ehrenzeller E 502 N 11th St
Eisenhart Margarette 1050 N Hancock St R8
Emore Patricia 936 N Hancock St
Esteba Sergio 1030 N 2nd St
Evans John 1360 Ridge Ave
Facen Thelma 2411 N 11th St
Floyd Kent 518 Poplar St
Ford Rose Mary 802 N Camac St
Forte Albert L 1221 Fairmount Ave Apt 421
Franklin Ave Health Center 432 N 6th St
Franklin Inez 1301 Parrish St
Friends Rehab Pr 706 W Girard Ave
G C S Service Inc PO Box 3564
Gadson Kim Rhonda 233 B Brown St
Gaines Danderidge 803 N 6th St
Gaither Azzie 1221 Fairmount Ave A
Gale John W 911 N Franklin St Apt 501
Gallman Sara 1221 Fairmount Ave Apt 301
Gardner Raymond 430 Brown St
Garvin Jessie 1001 W Girard Ave 212
Gastearl Loretta 807 Jessup
Geffen Barbara, Logan E 850 N Lawrence St
Gengler Stephen 1217 Spring Gdn St Apt 506
Giannaccarl Alfredo E Jr 901 N Penn St Unit P605
Gibbons John W 104 W Girard Ave
Gierke Jillian N 164 W Laurel St
Gift of Life 401 N 3rd St
Girard Business & Arts Assoc 199 W Girard Ave
Githinji Kimberly 1050 N Hancock St Apt 629
Global Mrktg System Inc 815 N 5th St
Gmac Mortgage LLC 415 Fairmount Ave Apt C
Gorden Adine J 914 Poplar St
Gordon Morris 1001 Green St Apt 212
Greater Philadelphia Health Action 432 N 6th St
Greenberg Harry 1113 N 2nd St
Gruinger Shannon, Jeffrey 1009 N Randolph St
Guthrie Mark 314 Brown St 103
Hamilton Lavenia 1228 W Girard Ave
Hancock Restaurant 1050 N Hancock St
Harmony Green Inc 341 W Girard Ave
Harris Berndettam P 1118 Brown St Apt C
Harris Robert 1317 Brown St
Hastings James III 1031 N Third St
Heaman Catherine M 403 Olive St
Heo Bi Y 901 N Penn St Unit P204
Herbold Andrea 1639 Poplar St
Hicks Virginia V N 11th St 814 A
Higgins Kevin 1222 Ridge Ave
Higham Rachel 1121 N 3rd St
Hildebrandt Edward 901 N Penn St F903
Hill Jon 1221 Fairmount Ave Apt 412
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Hill Mary 104 Fairmount Ave
Hipps Jerome I Jr 632 N 2nd St Apt C
Hobson Keith 415 Fairmount Ave Apt C
Holley Richard, G 634 N Marshall St H5
Holmes John 1818 N 28th St
Honda M C Svc Sales Quinn Wucetich 901 N Penn St
Unit P1804
Horrow Jenna 217 Fairmount Ave Apt 1
Hotel Employee Rest 1122 Spring Gdn St
Howard Mary 1001 Wallace St 2nd Fl
Howard Nealie 685 N 13th St
Hunt Ida 1221 W Fairmont Ave
Hyatt Andrea 417 Callowhill St Rear Apt
Hyduk Thomas K 444 N 4th St Apt 502
Ila 1291 Pmta Royalty Fund 475 N 5th St Fl 2
Ingraham Leila 712 Brown St
Ipsum Networks Inc 441 N 5th St Ste 102
Jackson Ada 513 W Girard Ave
Jackson Johnny J 1221 Fairmount Ave Apt 412
Johal Jaspreet 167 W Girard Ave
Johnson Antonio 1209 Poplar St
Johnson Antonio, Rhd Ridge Ctr 1360 Ridge Ave
Johnson James 847 11th St
Johnson Robin P 804 N 11th St
Jones Edward 1238 Callowhill St Ste 506
Jordan Jacqueline J 911 N Franklin St Apt 205
Jp Sneed Personal Ta Fitness Stu 965 N 2nd St
Kachmarchik S 171 Poplar St Fl 3
Karp David Stephen 517 N 11 St
Kaufman Leslie P, Robert L 933 N Orianna St
Kelley Moriah E, Jean M 733 Melon Ter
Kemp Kitandra 907 Ogden Place
Kenty Justin 459 N 5th St
Keystone Sewing Machine Co 833 N 2nd St
Kim Choon R 901 N Penn St R2202
Kim Sun J 109 W Wildey St Unit Apt 308
Kim Thomas T 1029 N Leithgow St
Kirby Douglas 1137 N Orianna St
Klimo Walter 609 N 11th St
Kolzow James 307 Saint John Neumann Way
Koniuszeski Mary 911 N Franklin
Konman Entertainment Inc 417 N 8th St Ste 503
Kramny Musa M 1238 Callowhill St Ste 304
Krauss Robert 716 N Franklin St 1f
Kureger Albert 105 Chenango
Kwnyin Intl Susan Linss 417 N 8th St Ste 503
Lasership 444 N 3rd St
Lebo Jessica 674 Perth Pl
Left Brain Assoc 1027 N 4th St Ste T
Lewis Scott 810 N Hancock St
Libre Mgmt Group 520 N Columbus Blvd Ste 303
Lifes Good Inc 445 Fairmount Ave
Lions Eye Bk of Delaware Vly 401 N 3rd St Ste 305
Little Viola 604 Franklin Pl
Lloyd Theophilus J Est 844 N 4th St
Loverdi Gina 1050 N Hancock St
Lyner Shirley 911 N Franklin St Apt 113
Maaliley Alice V 1121 Mt Vernon St
Machi Mario 1022 N 2nd St
Mahmud Shanjana 630 N 3rd St
Malone Tyrone, Rhd Ridge Ctr 1360 Ridge Ave
Mattox Juanita A 1507 7th St
Mayes Norman, Neoma 620 N Marshall St Apt B11
Mayfield Sharmaine 1254 Fairmount Ave
Mccandless Blake J 1020 N 3rd St
Mccarroll John 1035 N Leithgow St
Mcclain Denis 1020 Hamilton St Apt 4
Mcclain Gladys 2236 Seymour
Mccord Clarence 520 Ndelaware Ave
Mcgeehan Christina 920 N 4th St
Mcgough John 19 W Girard Ave 3rd Rr
Mchugh Dennis 209 Fairmount Ave 2nd Fl
Mcintosh Charles 1360 Ridge Ave
Mckinley Matthew 110 Pollard St
Mcmanus William 907 Hamilton St
Michaelson Anthony, Lynn 444 N 4th St
Miller Lille B 1221 Fairmount Ave
Miller Nelly A, Kenya A 638 Franklin Pl
Mininall Yusef 1005 Ogden Place
Mitchell Derrick 821 N 5th St
Monroe Viola T 615 N 7th St Apt G2
Moore Jasper Z 932 N 5th St 4
Moppins Tyree J 711 Spring Gdn St Apt 611
Morales Evangelista 933 N 6th St U46991st
Morpurgo Kevin M 813 N Hancock St 2nd Fl
Moses Alexis M 911 Brown St
Mothers Work Inc 456 N 5th St
Muhammad Saeed A 719 N 4th St
Murphy James B 836 N Orianna St
Mx Century Real Estate LLC 1021 Ridge Ave
Myers Brenda 104 W Girard Ave
Nelson Cherita 1706 6th St B
Nelson Douglas B 932 N 5th St 4
Nelson Fredderick Community Treatment Teams 520 N
Columbus Blvd D
Nelson Louise 300 Spring Gdn St
Net Delaware Inc 499 N 5th St Ste A
New Equation 813 N 5th St Ste 106
New Equation Wil Reynolds 919 N 5th St
New Kim Hing LLC 801 Spring Gdn St
New York 2 Night Ll 441 N 5th St
Nguyen Phuoc 901 N Penn St 502
Niekebi Sam 1360 Ridge Ave
Northern Liberties 804 N Brd St
Nowacky Theresa, Bertha, Urban 509 Fairmount Ave
Oconnell Kathryn 970 N 7th St Apt 1002
Omland Kristi M 1050 N Hancock Apt 404
Onion Flats LLC 157 W Laurel St
Orthelet Henry 847 N 3rd St
Ortiz Angel L 844 N 4th St
Overton Lucille 1214 Potts St
Owens Melissa P 1030 N American St
Oyloe Peter Ira 1238 Callowhill St Ste 506
Pa Vertical Exteriors LLC 715d Brown St
Pae Hyop J 1221 Fairmount Ave Apt 404
Pastrana Victoria T 507 W Girard Ave
Pearl Pressman Liberty Communicatio 5th & Poplar Sts
Peguero Milagros A 939 Spring Gdn St 2f
Pennella Erica J 716 N 3rd St Fl 3
Pennock William M 1221 Fairmont Ave 517
Petrelli Kathleen M 936 N Lawrence St
Petry Joseph A 1320 Nectarine St
Phillips Samuel 1129 Wallace St
Phongsavanh Vanhxay 13 W Wildey St
Piazza Rest Holding II LLC 1001 N 2nd Ste 27
Piesetzkie Vincent 428 N 13th Se
Pilot Maureen 631 Beulah Pl Apt D
Plunkett Shannon 715 C Brown St
Potash Harrison 510 Girard Ave W Apt 2
Powers Alberta 1203 Myrtle
Pressman Liberty Pearl 5th & Poplar Sts
Price John 1008 N 5th St
Price John H 473 N 4th St
Proctor Julia 559 N 5th St
Quigley Thomas 1206 N 5th St Apt 1r
Radchuk Anthony 827 N Franklin St
Ramos Robert 2844 N Mutter St
Ramsue Lillian 1715 Alder Pl
Ray Vickera 1239 Spring Gdn St
Raysik Elizabeth 707 Fairmount Ave
Raysik Joseph P 334 W Wildey St
Razorfish LLC 417 N 8th St 2nd Fl
Rent Holding 901 N Penn St Unit P1202
Reyes Enrique G 600 N 11th St Store
Richardson Garrett 1110 Mt Vernon St Apt 2
Rivera Angel Luis 711 Spring Gdn St Apt 104
Rivera Erik 719 N 8th St Apt 1f
Rizzo Paolo 723 Melon Ter Apt F
Robinson Alice M 640 Perth Pl
Robinson Terrence, Edna 1100 Fairmount Ave
Rodriguez Jose 1153 N Front St
Roman Genevieve I, Charles A 1113 Mount Vernon St
Rose Ben S Timothy Shoes 909 N 13th St
Ruiz Katrina 1027 N Lawrence St
Russell Lawrence S 603 Perth Place
S S Express Ins Svc 1206 N 5th St
Salvation Army 701 N Brd St
Sandler Danielle L 944 N 4th St No 2
Savage Shaun 314 Brown St
Scc North American Realty LLC 603 617 N American St
Schiro Anthony V 231 Fairmount Ave
Schlank Rose 880 N 6th St
Seese John S 800 N 2nd St Pmb 167
Segal Jack 521 N 11th St
Segf LLC Melissa Chapman 417 N 8th St 503
Shepherd Gladys 457 N 8th St
Sheppard Thomas 457 N 8th St
Shinn Alexander 706 N Orkney St
Shuler James A 1003 Brown Pl
Siam Lotus Hiran Yii 931 Spring Gdn St
Sieber Bryan S 429 N 13th St 3 D
Slonina Wladyslaw 148 Pollard St
Smart Elizabeth 1156 N 3rd St
Smith Barbara 901 Brown St
Smith Jerrell 807 N Franklin St 1
Smith Linwood R 931 33 N Watts St Ste 203
Smith Lucy 912 N Percy St
Smith Mable 724 N 13th St
Smosny William 1017 3rd St
Sonitrol Mid Atlantic 417 N 4th St
South Street Theatre 421 N 7th St
Sovalo LLC 702 N 2nd St
Spikes Trophies Lim 514 N 2nd St
State Workers Ins Fu 444 N 3rd St 6th Fl
Studebaker Kimberly L 702a N 2nd St
Sudler Cheryl J 513 W Girard Ave
Sullender Albert 4638 Olive Pl
Summers Aslie 807 N Warnock St
Sun Produce Inc 500 N 12th St
Suplick Christopher 710 N Bodine St
Sweeney Anna E 1126 Wallace St
Szabat Joseph 1133 N Hancock St
Tapas Restaurant 969 N 2nd St
Thorp Lillian, Frank 2411 Leithgow
Tobman Alan 630 N 3rd St 59
Tom Chen A 935 N 2nd St
Tribble Richard 1924 S 25th
Trophy Bike Garage 1040 N American St 801
Tsu Eric 1010 Hancock St Apt 219
Tucker House 1001 Wallace St
Tucker Stacy 1240 Wallace St
U Store It L P 501 Callowhill St
Vance James 1215 Green St
Vargas Nora 505 N 12th St
Vega Joel 2901 N Howard St
Velez Anthony 965 N 6th St
Vilk Alex Unit P501 901 N Penn St
Vivian Est 1102 1106 Green St
Waldfogel Kobi 161 Poplar St 1
Watson Barbara W 970 N 7th St Apt 311
Wearing George 933 N 12th St
Weiner Samuel 224 Fairmount Ave
Weiss Mitchell 735 N 2nd St
Wells Patrick 715 C Brown St
West Kanye 417 N 8th St Ste 503
Weston Fitness 417 N 8th St
White Eugene 612 N 7th St
White Tracey 876 N 4th St
Wiest George A 128 W Wildey St
Williams Doris V 1221 Fairmount Ave Apt 424
Williams Jane E 809 Hoffman Place
Williams Willie E 804 N 13th St
Wish Jonathan, Phineas 206−208 Brown St Apt 4
Woodshop Productions LLC Woo123 420 Green St
Wright Bobbie Jane 802 N Camac St
Wu Xiangying 3 W Girard Ave
Yang Jong K 320 W George St
Yates James 901 N Penn St Unit P21
Yates James B 901 N Penn St Unit P2101
Yezdani Khaja Northeast Treatment Ctrs 499 N 5th St
Yu Byeonggwan 320 W George St
Zhang Qi S 901 N Penn St Unit F1009
Zinny Arturo A 1217 Spring Gdn St Apt 508
Zmich Katelyn M 939 N American St
Zoratti Marie T 901 N Penn St Unit P1202
Philadelphia Pa 19124
1 E 1571 E Erie Ave
20 62nd St LLC 1205 Wakeling St
503 Corp 5019 Mulberry St
A & A Import & Export Inc 3970 E Roosvelt Blvd
Abbo Eldirdiri A 5055 Pennway St
Abdellaoui Abdelkader 4021 Potter St
Abdelqader Raed 4324 Glendale St
Abdul Ali Rasheed 1313 Wakeling St
Abraham Santhosh 712 Mayfair St
Abreo Bilibo 2078 Brill St
Agudelo Jonathan 508 Rossevelt Blvd Fl 2
Albarran Quinone Sonia 4902 B Roosevelt Blvd Apt B
Albert Troy Abel 1818 Herbert Ct
Allen Deannea 4207 E Cheltenham Ave
Alliance Industries 450 E Luzerne St
Allizzi Victor 5243 Oxford Ave
Alloway Gary 1408 Imogene St
Almanzar Paulino Gomez 4214 Maywood St
Almonte Rita 1838 Harison St
Almonte Wilson Garage Rear 3942 Frankford Ave
Alpha Health Assoc LLC Lock Box 9500
Alvarez Erick 4329 Glendale St
Ambacher Agnes E 3915 Arcadia St
Aminov Rubin 5104 Erdrick St
Andell Liam C, Eva J 1018 Wakeling St
Anders Morris E 949 E Sanger St
Andreotis Konstandin 1027 Fillmore St
Angellella Luz 1319 Wakeling St
Angelo Anita 4140 Whittaker Ave
Aponte Vargas Juanita 1403 Cheltenham Ave
Araujo Jose 4013 Bennington Stre
Arena Lisa 5026 Griscom St Apt 1r
Arturo Rojas Multi S 1417 E Lycoming St
Ashby Margaret, James M 4202 Malta St
Atlantic Supermarket Inc 827 Adams Ave
Aursby Mack 1904 Orthodox St 2nd Fl
Ayers Susan F 4628 Castor Ave
Babjak Gabriel C, Gabriel 4509 Elizabeth St
Baird Marotefel Rosemarie 9805 Montour St Heather
Lombardo
Baird Rosemarie 4573 Ditman St
Baker John M 1652 Dyre St Apt 2
Baptiste Kerlot Jean 1140 Fillmore St
Barnes John 1529 Pratt
Barreto Albert R 4065 E Roosevelt Blvd
Barrie Mohamed 4216 Claridge St
Basil Biju Friends Hosp Scattergood Bldg 4641 Roosevelt
Blvd
Battaglia Frances, James 3826 Bennington St
Baxter Anthony 4691 Hawthorne St
Beatty Anna R 2131 Fraley St
Becker Edward R 936 Herbert St
Belfield William 5312 Claridge St
Bell Kareem R 968 Bridge St
Berg Stella 5036 F St
Bermudez Alexander 5260 Pennway St
Bernabe Nelson J 951 Anchor St
Berry John Jr 1728 Gillingham St
Berta Mary A, Ivano 3948 Lawndale St
Bianco Martha B 1339 Foulkrod St
Bielesch Michael S 4150 Bennington St
Bingham Osborne G 941 E Sanger St
Bissinger Anna C 1324 Orthodox St
Blackman Louis T 4830 Roosevelt Blvd
Blair William E 4952 Hawthorne St
Blake George R, Mary E 4018 Bennington St
Bland John 5247 Glenloch St
Block Enterprises Corp 1415 Foulkrod St Ste 103
Blum Samuel 1903 E Pike St
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Bond Desiree 921 Carver St
Bonilla Robinson 937 Bridge St
Bonner Lucille 1625 E Cheltenham Ave Apt 105
Boraski Dorothy 1150 Harrison St
Bostic Millie J 3908 North Lawndale St
Boston Walter J, Mary J 4541 Bermuda St
Brady Shaun 5332 Gillespie St
Branch Charles Est 1125 Harrison St
Brdy Shaun 5332 Gillespie St
Bridges Michael 2033 Anchor St
Bridjpar Inc 5233 Torresdale Ave
Brijpar Inc 5233 Torresdale Ave
Bromley Margaret M, William T, Gilbert T 1218 Kenwyn St
Brooks Cadien A 875 E Sanger St
Brothers Intl Inc 1213 E Erie Ave
Brown Charisa 3905 Glendale Ave
Brown Charise 3905 Glendale St
Brown Joseph III 4703 Penn St
Brown Kevin M 1152 Anchor St
Brown Paul 1019 Bridge St
Brown Robert 4244 N Griscom
Brown Sean 5022 F St
Bui Thien N 3908 J St
Burke Joseph A 1655 Harrison St Apt 5b
Burton Candace 1920 B 25
Burton Maurisa 1625 Cheltenham Ave
Byrd Leroy 834 E Sanger St
Byrd Leroy V 834 E Sanger St
Camilien Marie D 4638 Adams Ave
Camilien Marie Metro Public Adjustment Inc
Camilo Debbie, Jorge 4324 Lawndale Ave
Campbell Byron S Jr 5029 Penn St Apt B
Campbell Frances I 4938 Mulberry St
Campos Adrian 4202 Palmetto St
Canyon Rickey L 4649 Paul St Apt 305
Capehart Adolphus 4416 Waln St
Caplan Beatrice E 4953 Pennway St
Caplan Beatrice E, Jerome 4953 Pennway St
Caplan Jerome 4953 Pennway St
Carbonaro Michael 5429 Valy St
Cardone Ind 5501 Whitaker Ave
Carmel Realty Assoc 1501 Unity St
Carney Adam 1338 Steinber St
Carr Dolores 4649 Penn St
Carrasquillo Andres 4557 Melrose St
Carrillo Emilio 3833 J St
Cartagena Jose M 4253 I St
Carter Daryl 3901 Roosevelt Blvd Apt 20c
Carter Michael L 5000 Akron St Apt 2c
Carter William 4938 Mulberry St
Caruso Rita 4246 Palmetto St
Casiano Evelyn 4144 K St
Casimir Rima D 751 Herkness St
Cassadean Audrey 1654 Haworth St
Cassidy Mildred M M & Bristol Apt 141
Castillo Carlos R 750 Jericho Rd
Castillo Hecdyvier 4308 O St
Castillo William 1200 Arrott St
Cavanaugh Delores Patberg, John 5368 Charles St
Cavanaugh Margaret M Est 5368 Charles St
Cebolleroflores Carlos 1313 Adams Ave
Cenord Nadine 1315 Wakeling St
Century III Nissan Wp 2666 W Liberty Ave
Chadds Ford Auto Corp 1548 Wilmington Pike
Chadwick Robert K 4953 Frankford Ave Apt 2 F
Chaffi Abdelkhabir 721 Adams Ave
Chai Edward N MD PO Box 9500 2472
Chalmers Andrew 4141 Bennington St
Chandler Eyvette 931 Granite St
Chang Seung S 4450 Frankford Ave
Charles Saurel 4840 Oxford Ave Apt 309
Charleston Eddie V 1015 E Cheltenham Ave
Chen Yue F 5425 Claridge St
Chmielewski Stella 4556 Milnor St
Chum Lam Ming 1724 Bridge St
Citizen Public Adjusters 5430 Erdrick St
Clark James A 1214 Wakeling St
Clark Jane E 4441 Paul St
Clearki James S Office Controls
Clenford Ernson 4641 Penn St
Colberg Birriel Joan 948 E Sanger St
Coleman Lorraine 5245 Hawthorne St Apt 1
Collins Harold Est 3877 Jasper St
Colon Eddy H 3845 Bennington St
Concepcion David 5258 Jackson St
Concepcion William Jr 5015 Tulip St
Condran Mary 1113 Arrolt St
Conlin Edward P 3907 Elsinore St
Conllin Anna 3907 Elsinore St
Connective Wireless 813 Adams Ave
Connelly Craig 1523 E Cayugua St
Connelly Jameel 2094 Anchor St
Cooke Joseph 868 Carver St
Cora Maria 761 Garland St
Corcoran John 5008 Penn St
Coriano Elizabeth 4110 L St
Cox Victoria 5429 Charles St
Coyne Robert 1243 Pratt St
Cremen Gertrude, Joseph 3869 Jasper St
Cronk Alberta A 5414 Akron St
Cross Lillian A 1304 Harrison St
Crossman Catharine, Thomas H 1201 Wakeling St
Crouthers Ruth 4328 Milnor St
Crown Remanufacturing Inc 123 E Luzerne St
Cruz Alex D 1318 Sellers St
Cruz Iris 4033
Cruz Marrero Jesus 5331 Oakland St
Cruz Mercedes M 3933 Bennington St
Cruz Migdalia 2113 Wakeling St
Cuellar Neury 1362 E Lycoming St 2nd Rr
Cunningham Helen 2021 Plum St
Cutter Michael 4551 Leiper St
Daly Kathleen 5610 Miriam Rd
Darboe Fatou 4948 Duffield St
Dattilio William H, George S 4524 Penn St
Davido Derek Lee Jr 1504 Sellers St
Davis Carolyn E, Lesley 1606 Church St
Davis D 1405 E Lycoming St
Davis Lula 5401 Erdrick St Apt 2
Davis Maggie 5438 Sylvester St
Davis Margaret M 5212 Torresdale Ave
Davis Nealie 1920 B 25
Dean James H 5203 Caster Ave
Dean Louis C 4630 Large St
Decker George, Norah 1761 Bridge St
Decor By Island Imports 4530 Tacony St
Dediaz Mercedes 3936 K St
Defay Katherine 4126 L St
Delrosario Ana A 3956 L St
Delvalle Nina 1701 Unity St Apt 2
Dennyl Moody 4307 Roosevelt Blvd
Detorres Juana R 1601 E Cheltenham Av Store 1st Fl
Diagnostic Imaging Inc PO Box 21911
Diaz Daniel 3936 K St
Diaz Jose 3902 I St
Diehl Avy 955 Marcella St
Dipietro Sandralee A, Daniel 1948 Church St
Dlw Inc 4530 Tacony St
Do Mary T 751 Herkness St
Doberstein Donald 5555 Harbison Ave
Dogan Monique 4634 Oakland St
Dolan Joseph F 4328 M St
Don Wasserman Intl 4530 Tacony St
Donaldson Andrea 4642 Naples St
Dormer Sally 3913 Palmetto St
Dorsey Hilda T 4683 Hawthorne St
Dougherty Vivian 2047 Fraley St
Doughty Sherrell 870 Scattergood St
Downes Arlene 1019 Wakeling St
Downey Mary G 5536 Miriam Rd
Drake Warren N, Drake Ruth 4519 Worth St
Dtd 081195 936 Herbert St
Duffield Edward C, Bertha M 3918 I St
Duffy Mary 1347 Dyre St
Duffy Timothy 4339 Paul St
Dugan Michael K 4236 L St
Dugan Samuel Est 1650 Bridge St
Dukes Anthony 2033 Orthodox St
Dunlap Janie 2121 Cheltenham Ave Apt B
Dunlap Robert W 3730 Frankford Ave
Dunleavy Jeffrey 1962 Brill St
Duque Elmer 5419 Charles St
Duque Elmer N 5419 Charles St
Duran Maria 4653 Horrocks St
Duran Monique 1936 Harrison St
Duvall William H Sr, Walter H 1414 E Cheltenham Ave
Eagle Donna D 5245 Akron St
Echevarria Israel Jr 3950 D St
Edouard Reare 857 Scattergood St
Eds Construction 4538 Milnor St
Egner Josephine 4419 H St
Eldemire Roberto G 5309 Saul St
Elhadji Abdoulaye 1805 Bridge St
Elite Entertainment Michael Watts 3957 J St
Eltonhead John A Jr 4712 Oxford Ave
Elysee Carline 4265 Castor Ave
Emmanuel Shermin 1661 Dyke St
Empty Glass Cafe Ta 1st Class En 723 Adams Av 1st Fl
Emt Trucking LLC PO Box 21114
Eshleman Amy 971 Wakeling St
Espinal Milagro 1031 Orthodox St
Estate of Dorothy Peterman 4508 Elizabeth St
Estevez Mirna 5613 Loretto Ave
Eusebio Nunez Md Pc 1216 E Hunting Park Ave
Ewell Frank 5043 Jackson St Rm 4
Ewen Leslie 5455 Valy St
Ewing Jacqueline R, Mary I 1201 Fillmore St
Falicki Tadeusz, Claire 4338 Pearce St
Falicki Thaddeus B, Claire 4338 Pearce St
Family Village Pizza Inc 4583 Tacony St
Farrell Karen 1703 Wakeling St
Fassano Marion 5547 Torresdale Ave
Fatton Joe 2041 Anchor St
Fayerbach Albert 2034 Bridge St
Faza Abdurazak 1627 Lewis St
Federal Bond Corp 841 865 Hunting Park Ave
Fei Helen 3909 Elsinore St
Feliciano Elizabeth Est 1369 Sellers St
Feliciano Jorge L 4125 Maywood St
Feliciano Lourdes M 5021 Ditman St
Felix Lesile 4840 Oxford Ave
Fernandez Fd Mk 2000 Bridge St
Fernandez Mario 4330 Glendale St
Figuereo Carmen 1245 Orthodox St
Figueroa Enrique 3911 K St
Filiomeno Wilson Guillon 4258 D St
Finley Bowman Florence 4606 Shelbourne St
Fisko Stephanie 1642 Foulkrad St
Fitch Margaret E 1123 E Cheltenham Ave
Fleurimond Jessica 5239 Howland St
Florence Allen 1344 Harrison St
Flores Mireya R B 101 1401 E Bristol St
Foley Shawn P 1496 Deal St
Forbes John E 1214 Pratt St
Forbes Lennox 4598 Pennhurst St
Ford Motor Credit 834 E Sanger St
Foster Winston C 1207 Haworth St
Francisco Domingo D 5318 Saul St
Frankford Boys Club 1357 Pratt St
Frederick Harriet 4243 Penn St
Freehafer John H, Patricia 3932 Claridge St
Freeman Ashley 5415 Saul St
Friedman Josh 1109 Foulkrod St
Fritsch John 4214 Neilson St
Furniture Suppliers Inc 3959 Frankford Ave
Fuskeller Verna B 4619 Oakland St
Gabriel Beaulah H 1633 Harrison
Gadson Andre G 5254 Burton St
Gaines Alice C 997 Anchor St
Gallagher Bessie A, William 5312 Harbison Ave
Gallagher Mary A 5450 Rutland St
Gallo Charles Jr, Charles J 4336 L St
Galloway Eleanor 1701 Kinsey St
Gambel S Family Auto Body 1709 Foulkord St
Garcia Antonio PO Box 19614
Garcia Toribio Figueroa, Rachel 1548 E Lycoming St
Garciaramos Freddy 5114 Ditman St
Garnett William 2008 Wilmot St
Garrity Donna 4246 Palmetto St
Gasiorowski Casimiera, Frances 4525 E Stiles St
Gaurnier Viola V 943 Anchor St
General & Vascular Surgical Group 1331 E Wyoming Ave
Ste 21
Geronimoortiz Cristina 1354 E Lycoming St Apt 8
Geyer Mary E 761 Smylie Rd
Gibbons John 735 S 50th St
Gibson Sidney 5324 Sylvester St 1
Gilbert Timothy 1214 Fillmore St
Giwerowski Zigmund 4559 E Stiles St
Gladden Keith O 1932 Haworth St
Glandey Dwayne 1617 Allen Grove St
Glenn Margaret, Anna 3944 Elsinore St
Golias Andrew 5126 Pastor Ave
Gollhofer William W 4507 Worth St
Gollick Barbara, Frank 4109 Roosevelt Blvd
Gomes Bronfield Dilcia 1617 Harrison St
Gonzalez Felipe R 4313 Claridge St
Gonzalez M 4317 Lawndale St
Gotay Margaret 1358 Brill St
Gottschall Margare 996 E Godfrey Ave
Grasty Dwayne Cars & Trucks LLC 3825 Kensington Ave
Graw Dorothy I 4677 Frankford Ave
Green Robert Est 4901 Oxford Ave Apt 6 A
Greenwald Nellie V 4003 K St
Greer Margaret 5254 Burton St
Griffin Leonard 1625 E Cheltenham Ave Apt 105
Gross Mary 953 Bridge St
Gross Mary A 953 Bridge St
Gueye Abdou Razakh 3905 I St
Gus Auto Body Inc 972 E Sanger St
Gutierrez Octavio 5222 Montour St
Guzman Carlos 1911 E Pike St
Guzman Joel 4747 Leiper St
Haas Albert O Jr 4252 M St
Haas Mary 4252 M St
Haines Erica 1632 E Lycoming St
Haines Latrease 3901 Roosevelt Blvd
Halasa Eva 2123 Pratt
Hallman Rudolph 2085 E Sanger St
Hamed Abed 721 Adams Av 1st Fl
Hamill James 943 Foulkrod St
Hamms Mancey 1942 Harrison St
Han Jian Q 5230 E Tabor Rd
Handcraft Auto Body 3800 Jasper St
Handy Theresa 4257 Violet St
Hargrove Henry F Jr 4739 Penn
Harmon James 9522 James St
Harriet S King 4738 Hauthorne
Harris Hazel B 1945 Haworth St
Harris Melody 892 Marcella St
Harrison Catherine 1633 Harrison
Harrison Tyrone 3951 L St
Harrity James B 4663 Adams Ave
Hartley John L Boyer St
Hassett Edward L 2142 E Sanger St
Hasson Joan Marie, James D, Jaime M 4286 Penn St
Hatcher Clifford R 4926 Duffield St
Hatchett Lillian 4340 Leiper St
Havelow Simone E 5031 Akron St
Haynes Eric 1521 Ruan St
Heard Justin 1660 Orthodox St
Heinz Joseph H Jr 1523 Dyre St
Hemingway Leroy 462 N Penn St
Henry George 5100 Oxford Ave
Henwood Michelle, Shaun 1231 E Luzerne St
Herbert Eleanor, John 2720 E Ann St
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Hernandez Francisco J 1343 E Carey St
Hernandez Sonia 3335 Castor Ave Apt 2
Hickey Mary 5637 Miriam Rd
Hieyes Lydia 4935 Darrah St Fl 1
Higham Margaret M 2083 Granite
Hill Richard 964 Carver St
Hilton Jabar 4234 Ormond St
Hiltzik David PO Box 95002395
Hipple James C 5103 Hawthorne St
Hirsch Tracy Ann 1342 E Steinber St
Hissner Roberta M 5432 Akron St
Hladczuk Thomas 5027 Worth St
Hoinville Harry W, Doris 1515 Adams Ave
Holmes Alexander 5026 Griscom St 1st Fr
Holt Thomas, Edna 1460 E Luzerne St
Hong Xiaoting 4708 Oxford Ave
Hooven Michael J 4036 M St
Horn Elmer 3950 Hellerman
Hou Jun S Md 1331 E Wyoming
Houston Carol Ann 5215 Duffield St
Hoyle Dana 1815 Plum St
Hughes Jamahl S Jr 5242 Glenloch St
Hunter Carol A 1720 Kennedy St
Hurracocha Diego 1215 Fillmore St
Hutchinson William Jr, Frances 5627 Frontenac St
Hutsheon Mike 6932 Torresdale Ave
Huynh Phong 4203 Claridge St
Huynh Vinh H 5075 Whitaker Ave
Huynh Will V 3824 J St
Ida E Phillips 4824 Griscom St
Imes Arnetta M 3901 Roosevelt Blvd 16c
Incollingo Mary 4201 K St
Irizarry Mariano 4120 J St
Isham Zachery 4801 Fillmore Tr
Isom Mark 4934 Charles St
Jackominic Elizabeth, Frank J 5245 Oxford Ave Apt 2b
Jackson William 4343 Frankford Ave Apt 1
Jackson William F 1323 Aridrie St
Jacobs Keith 4942 Charles St
Jacoby Ida 1141 Dyre St
Jacoby Mark G 1141 Dyer St
Jaixen Ida 4341 Frankford Ave
Jamison Sharon 4636 Shelbourne St
Jar18 Inc Jordan E Seiken 1201 E Erie Ave
Jean Baptiste Marie S 1140 Fillmore St
Jellick Elizabeth A 5301 Oakland
Jessup Ava 4811 E Cheltenham Ave
Jiang Xiang Qing 736 Adams Ave
Jimenez Jose A 5319 Oakland St
Jiminez Chadwick E 4712 Leiper St Apt C3
John Komada & Co 2331 Duncan St
Johnson Fred Jr 1864 Wakeling St
Johnson Grant Michelle 4654 Castor Ave
Johnson John A 4944 Grissom St
Johnson Leonard 4948 Mulberry St
Johnson Leonard 4948 Wakeland St
Johnson Marie L 5325 Jackson St
Johnson Robert 1921 Filmore St
Jones Leonard 5153 Saul St
Jones Miosotis 1021 Orthodox St
Jordan Joseph C 5625 Miriam Rd
Jorge Lisandro 5448 Akron St
Joseph Fortune 4029 Lawndale St
Joyner Frank L 1931 Harrison St
Jurosky Frank 4314 Ualn St
Kaminski Deborah L, Helen M 4502 Tackawanna St
Kasik Catherine 2126 Haworth St
Kassim Khelid 1126 E Luzerne St 1st Fl
Kaufman Virgin 4003 K St
Kearney Robert 751 Adams Ave
Kehoe James V 953 Dyre St
Keller Patrick 972 E Sanger St
Kennedy Melvina Est Michael Kennedy 5405 Rutland St
Keys Bridgeta, Dorothy 4322 Leiper St
Keys Dorothy 4322 Leiper St
Kleinguenther Herbert G 4715 Oakland St
Klimaytis Kimberly A 5439 Oakland St
Kluge Evelyn E 1458 E Cheltenham Ave
Knoell Theodora 1932 Berkshire St
Knox Mark 4666 Caster Ave Ste 1
Ko Frank 5144 Castor Ave
Koberlein Harold E 1140 Fouldrod St
Koennecker Robert L 4636 Naples St
Komada Stephen G, Veronica 2331 Duncan St
Korpuze Roque 3863 Frankford Ave
Kratofilow Richard 4812 Oakland St
Kubiak Barbara J 1623 Haworth St
Kuliza Mary 4329 Bermuda St
Kurup Vasadeva Vr 5340 Howland St
Laffoon Paul J 5252 Glenloch St
Laird Berton 4660 Castor Ave 2nd Fl
Lamar J Zamichieli 1427 Church St
Laney Helge 1102 E Cayuga St
Lang David 4519 Oakland St
Langford Anthony C 1138 E Cheltenham Ave
Langford Jerome Fresenius Dialysis 4453 Castor Ave Ste A
Lebron Yvette J 4818 Tackawanna St
Ledford Wayne R 967 E Godfrey Ave
Lee Robert A 1119 E Cheltenham Ave
Leon Yisenia M 2061 Kennedy St
Leonard Kathleen V 2037 Brandhights St
Lewis Lamar 1531 Wakeling St
Lewis Lorraine 1325 E Carey St
Lezotte Helenne M, James P 1233 Allengrove St
Li Xue Ying 4029 E Roosevelt Boulavard
Lie Imelda L 4151 E Cheltenham Ave
Liem Soeyono 4151 E Cheltenham Ave
Lightfoot Johnnie 1819 Kinsey St
Lin Dan H 720 Garland St
Lin Zhong 736 Adams Av
Linden Alice 5261 Akron St
Lipscomb Michael Warren Jr 1703 Wakeling St
Liu Song 5154 F St
Liu Zhangyu 5230 F St
Livingston Jerome 1403 Church St
Lloyd Patricia L 4996 Pennway St
Locke Gregory 5012 Tulip St
Lofton Shermik 4681 Duffield St
Loi Amy Au 5128 Mebus St
Loi Hue Hong 5128 Mebus St
Loina Richard 1370 Gillingham St
Long Francis 1314 Steinber St
Lopez Altagracia 5315 Akron St
Lorenzo Manuel 2033 Plum St
Louis Jean 5171 Pennway St
Love Adele 2024 Granite St
Lower Dublin Academy Trustees 1115 Arrott St
Lucas Eleanor 5150 Whitaker Ave
Lumpkin Mildred, Lester 1210 Allengrove St
Lupo Jacqueline Ann 4319 Milnor St
Luzerne Food Ma 1443 E Luzerne
Lynn John J 1028 E Lycoming St 1c
Lyons Cecilia M, Edward 928 Foulkrod St
Mace John 955 Foulkrod St
Maceira Marissa Elizabeth, Joseph 1618 Wakeling St
Macintosh Myrtle Est 1213 Haworth St
Mack Ronald 5137 Saul St Apt 1st Fl
Maddox Tarkenton Stephanie 5150 Pennway St
Maldonado Maria J 4517 Mulberry St
Mandeng Paul 899 E Sanger St Fl 2
Marcinkowski Kushall Violet Szulyga 1947 Hayworth St
Margadelia Saguilan 4931 Penn St 3
Markley Daniel Jr 4569 Milnor St
Marrara Genevieve Est 4332 K St
Marshall Joyce 4900 Frankford Ave
Marte Juana 4340 Glendale St
Martin Kevin 4811 E Cheltenham Ave
Martinez Jennifer 4208 M St Apt 18
Martinez Luis Daniel 4233 M St
Martinez Santiag Sheila 1122 E Cayuga St
Mary Perry 3922 Arcadia St
Mason Kamal 921 Carver St
Mastrangelo Kayal M, Mark A 4636 Naples St
Matthews Mark 5014 Griscom St
May Kenneth, Donna 1703 Wakeling St
Mayer Dolores 3724 Frankford Ave
Mayer Lester Jr 1515 E Hunting Park Ave
Mcalpine Anna S 2000 Orthodox St
Mccann Michelle, Mary 1785 Scattergood St
Mcclellan Margaret 1347 Dyre St
Mccorke Tiffany 3925 Howland Ave
Mccorkle Tiffany 3925 Howland St
Mccowan Jeffrey 5116 Oxford Ave
Mccullen Elizabeth J Est 4656 Horrocks St
Mcdonald Diarra 901 Adams Ave
Mcdowell Grace V 1103 Fillmore St
Mcgettigan Raymond F 5201a N Oakland St Basement Ap
Mcglone John, Ruth 5652 Miriam Rd
Mcneill Linda 4139 Dunfan St
Mcnutty Kerian 2380 Duncan St
Mcweeney David 5270 Ditman St
Medicl Billing Assoc Box 21911
Mehun John 905 N0 48th
Mendez Jose 4310 I St
Meneses Julio 4236 Castor Ave
Menkevich Linda D 1140 Bridge St
Mercado Carmen A 4723 Torresdale Ave
Metropolitan Nephrology Assoc Pc 4453 Castor Ave Ste B
Middleton John 4821 Fillmore Ter Apt E21
Millard Melvin Est 1655 Harrison St Apt 5
Miller James 5119 Jackson St
Miller Leo John, Mary 4223 Glendale St
Miller Medical Respir 401 E Hunting Park Ave
Miller Reginald 1920 Fillmore Place
Minner George A Jr, Catherine 4717 Large St
Minnows 1966 Bridge St
Miodonski Luke 4510 Bermuda St
Miranda Hilda L 4608 Lesher St
Mitchell Margaret 5313 Oxford Ave
Mitchell Ronald 2067 Carver St
Montalvo Javier M 5437 Charles St
Montamez Luz 4821 E Cheltenham Ave
Moore John 1705 Scattergood St
Moreno Rachae Est 1548 East Lycoming St
Moreno Rachel 1548 E Lycoming St
Morrell John W 1392 Dyre St
Morris Albert Jr 1132 Fillmore
Morrison Paul R 5658 Miriam Rd
Moss Margaret 1208 Dyre St
Mulholland James P 906 Anchor St
Mullen John 1937 Howarth St
Mullin John 1948 Pratt St
Muniz Nereida, Julio 951 Dyre St
Murphy Daniel, Robin 3938 Glendale St
Murphy James B 5007 Penn St Fl 2
Murray Keanna 905 Marcella St
Murray Shavoy 4648 Tackawanna St
Myers Ruby M 1701 Meadow St
Nassrallah Minawer 4141 Glendale St
Naussner Alfred 4217 Neilson St
Negron Enrique 5148 Akron St
Newman Anna M Bristol Sts B 11
Ngo Billy H 4874 Roosevelt Blvd
Nguyen Nhi V 4032 K St
Nguyen Nho, An 1029 E Hunting Park Ave
Nhu Housing LLC 1329 Sellers St
Nhu Muoi 5128 Mebus St
Nicholson Elwood 1926 Church St
Nicolas Laura 1320 Orthodox St
Nieto Jorge Dr 176 W Chew Ave
Nityam Corporation 1135 E Erie Ave
Nnell Mary 5133 Oxford Ave
Nobles Robert 4705 Leiper St 1fr H & B
Nolan Gerard 3904 I St
Norris Darlisa 5226 Hawthrone St
Northrop Ethel M 5443 Charles St
Norton James 1126 Bridge St
Norton Richard A 1834 Sanger St
Nunez Maria 1632 1/2 Harrison St
Obrien Paul 5050 F St
Ohm Theresa 3924 Lawndale St
Oleary Contractors Inc 1508 Unity St
Opher Manuel PO Box 23102
Orr Debbie 4736 Charles Terr
Ortiz Anselmo 1331 E Wyoming Ave
Ortiz Mariel 4024 M St
Owens Sharif L 1632 Allengrove St
Oxford Healthcare P 5425 Oxford Ave
Pace Helen F 4701 Leiper St 1st Fl
Padilla Luciano Nereida, Luciano Marco 1101 Fillmore St
Pagan Rosa M 4039 Dungan St
Pang Cui G 5035 F St
Paredes Giselle 5224 Glenloch St
Parker Stacey 1031 Pratt St
Parodi Hector 1357 E Luzerne St
Partridge Comprehensive Health Svcs 1717 Meadow St
Pasquale Marcelli 4345 Paul St
Patterson Qvondae 5030 Hawthorne St
Payne Lloyd A, Laura W 4345 Josephine St 1st Fl
Payne Mabel 1937 Howarth St
Payne Mabel 1948 Pratt St
Pearson Jan 5133 Oxford Ave
Pena Winelkis Elizabeth 5248 Pennway St
Pepper James J 926 Anchor St
Perales Giovany 5407 Mulberry St
Perez Ana Irma 4042 Marland St
Perez Tatianna 1916 Orthodox St
Peterman Dorothy 4508 Elizabeth St
Peters Samuel P 1136 Arrott St
Peterson Charles 5129 Valy St
Petitfrere Lawrence 1108 Allengrove St
Petterson James 1505 N 18th St
Pham Dang D 716 Adams Ave
Pham Phuoc M 4257 H St
Philadelphia Art Glass Co Inc 921 E Lycoming St 29
Philadelphia Auto Superstore 1571 E Erie Ave
Philip Florence 2091 Brill St
Phillips Robert W 1110 Anchor St
Phork Sreypenh 1551 E Cheltenham Ave
Pinzhoffer Deborah 4601 Leiper St Apt 1
Pirrone Eva S 4668 Edmund St
Plastic 2 Oil Inc 4201 Torresdale Ave
Postell Stephen R 932 Granite St
Price Deirdre M 5131 Akron St
Price Dorothy H 5317 Cottage St
Procopio Frank B 5356 Howland St
Professional Home Improvement 5421 Horrocks St
Provi Interventional Asso PO Box 9500
Przybylowicz Joan A 4336 I St
Pugh Janis 5430 Erdrick St
Pulver Marie 5637 Miriam Rd
Puzycki Vivian P 5410 Hawthorne St
Pyne John J 4329 Claridge St
Q&V Screen Printing Inc 4329 Paul St
Quinby Robert Frankford Ave & Wakeling St
Rafael P 5100 Pennway St Fr Store
Rafferty Jane T 959 E Sanger St
Ramirez Christian 5306 Gillespie St
Ramos Altagracia 4313 Claridge St
Ramos Epifanio E 5007 Penn St
Ramos Maria 4235 Romain St
Ramos Ramon Rodriguez 5045 Torresdale Ave
Ramos Soler Rafael, Nayibe 1030 E Cheltenham Ave
Raphael Elyse 750 Herkness St
Raymor John Jr 1632 Harrison St
Read David 5128 Jackson St
Reed Frank L 1208 Dyre St
Reid Clive 743 Herkness St
Reid Eugene Est 911 Brill St 82
Reid Patricia, Eugene 911 Brill St
Remanufacturing Crown 831 E Cayuga St
Rennie Daniel J 4502 Tackawanna St
Repic Francis Jr 4823 Rossevelt Blvd
Repici Luann 4823 Roosevelt Blvd
Repici Natalia Bianca 924 Sanger St
Reyes Dematos Ada A, Taadas 4107 Frankford Av
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Reynoso Felix 2117 Pratt St
Rhee Jung S 1200 E Hunting Park Ave
Ridolfo Joseph A 4229 H St
Ries Joseph, Mary 5407 Oakland St
Riley Jack W 4515 Paul St
Rinear Colleen P 1211 Bridge St
Rios Juan C 1673 Orthodox St
Rios Maribel 1362 Unity St
Rivera Awilda 4739 Roosevelt Blvd
Rivera Johanna 3866 Frankford Ave
Rivera Kevin 4256 Griscom St
Rivera Kevin 4256 Grisom St
Rivera Luz M 4142 K St
Rivera Soriel H 2021 Wakeling St 1st Fl
Rivera Veronica 1135 Wakeling St
Riversa Lilliam 4785 Rawling St
Roberts Anthony 856 Anchor St
Roberts Brad A 5164 Whitaker Ave
Robertson James 937 Bridge St
Robinson Alicia 6414 Discher St
Robinson Derrick 4266 Griscom St
Robinson Naomi 1337 Dyre St
Robinson Tyree 1401 E Bristol St
Robinson Victor 864 Carver St
Rodemer Thomas 3900 Glendale St
Rodriguez Brenda 4693 Horrocks St
Rodriguez Diaz Maxima 1405 E Lycoming St
Rodriguez Nancy 5352 Large St
Rodriguez Olga L 3903 Palmetto St
Rodriguez Sandy 5455 Charles St
Rogers John 1117 Herbert St
Rohde William F, Rose 52224 Hawthorne St
Rojas Manuel 1545 Luzerne St
Romero Pablo 4303 L St
Roque Michael, Myrna 5077 Whitaker Ave
Rosa Hazel 5008 F St
Rosa William 4021 Ormond St
Rosado Ernesto 3719 Jasper St
Rosado Marta 2135 Pratt St
Rosario Jose 4232 Malta St
Rose James S 4834 Penn St
Rosenberger J H 2011 Buckius St
Ruhl William J Jr 4214 Maywood St
Rupnarine Rupert 1360 Fillmore St
Ruth Rice 1512 Harrison St
Sahbi Die 2062 E Cheltenham Ave
Salgado Ariel 4637 Penn St Apt 1
Salguero Gonzalo 42−33 O St
Sanchez Jimmy 4312 M Lycoming St
Sanchez Virgen L 3930 Dungan St
Sanders Jillian 1519 Adams Ave
Sangler Ann 1616 Unity St
Santana Angel L 5100 Frankford Ave 4
Santana Rapheal 4467 Leiper St
Santiago Eddie 4150 I St
Santiago Juan 1401 E Bristol St
Santiago Juan C 5239 Whitaker Ave
Santiago Maran 902 Anchor St
Santiago Maria 4003 Roosevelt Rd
Santiago Ruiz Heriberto 4747 Leiper St
Santiago Santos 4067 Reese St
Santos Mario 962 Wakeling St
Santry John T 5537 Loretta Ave
Satchell Terrence J 5134 Whitaker Ave
Savage Christian 5030 Oxford Ave
Scarano Pat J 5216 F St
Scarborough Murray 5119 Jackson St
Scarborugh Edward 1214 Adgen St
Schaffer Joan 4630 Oakland St
Schaller Mark 4527 E Stiles St
Schmidt Grace, Harry 4848 Frankford Ave
Schmitzer Lawrence 1143 E Sanger St
Schneider James A 1117 Foulkrod St
Schott Irma 8502 Dicks Ave
Schultz Janice M, Carol L 3858 Frankford Ave
Schurig Edward E Jr 5130 Castor Ave
Schwartz Anna E 711 Landis St
Schwartz Frances 5329 Oakland St
Scott Petrena 5221 Horrocks St
Seawright Randy 4813 Griscom St
Secoda Edith Ii 1431 E Luzerne St
Seddik Saida 1632 Wakeling St
Sees Laura 5020 Hawthorne St
Segal Robert H, Rose Est Frumer & Ektin 4961 Oxford Ave
Selzle Madelin 3954 L St
Shaneman Stephen Jr, Stephen F 5432 Sylvester
Shaw Dorothy G 5301 Jackson St
Sheeron Reginia, Charles 2174 Granite St
Shields Helen 1946 Pratt
Shodt Dorothy 5116 Vandike
Short Russell A 5141 Leiper St
Shortall Daniel 875 E Sanger St
Siler Leonard J Est 454 Lesher St
Simmons Dwane 5250 Pennway St
Simms Wilma 924 Scattergood St
Simon Gregory P 1669 E Worrell St
Simone Carin 1375 Dyre St
Simone Maureen 1375 Oyre St
Singh Keron J 1714 Meadow St
Singletary Terry 3622 N Helen St
Skrocki Anita L Sr 5019 Griscom St
Smaczylo Michael 5004 Duffield St
Smereczynski Stanley 5249 Horrocks St
Smiley Jacquelyn L, Ronald N 2111 Anchor St
Smith Ed 1963 Haworth St
Smith Henry S Jr 948 Granite St
Smith John H 1317 E Lycoming St
Smith Julia 865 Foulkrod St
Smith Maureen M 4144 Glendale St
Smith Percy 4224 Ormond St
Smith Shannon, Dan 1026 Harrison St Apt 2nd Fl
Smith Terrance 5440 Torresdale Ave
Smyth Linda M 3835 I St
Snider Elizabeth M 1678 Church St
Snyder Allan R DO 5000 Frankford Ave
Soll Eye of 5001 Frankford Ave
Solomon Marilyn 947 Pratt St 2nd Fl
Soriano Esmeralda 1504 Sellers St
Soriano Yukiko Hanako 1504 Sellers
Soto Louis Jr 2392 Duncan St
Soukhamthat Outoumphone 5253 Oakland St
Soupon Khamoune 5253 Oakland St
Spence Crystal 5153 Oxford Ave
Spielberger Michael J 5333 Sylvester St
Sprowles Jane 1366 Gillingham St
Steffa Patricia 2180 Church St
Stein Sandra D Frumer & Etkin 4961 Oxford Ave
Stevens Corey 5406 Large St
Sticco Ralph V 4325 E Wingohocking St
Stoltz Christoph 4747 Maple Ln
Strazzeri Benjamin 5006 Roosevelt Blvd
Strobel David Charles, Brian 1108 Anchor St
Strough William 3743 Glendale St
Suarez Lorna A 2019 Granite St
Sukap Inc 3943 Kensington Ave
Sulatowicz Irene 2089 Carver St
Sulzback Fredrick, Helen 4519 Ditman St
Sunrise Complete Auto Svc 300 E Luzerne St
Supremo 900 E Orthodox Ave
Sutcliffe Mary 3940 M St
Sweeten Sandra 4123 Llawndale St
Szymanski Barbara 5205 Ditman St
T & A Auto Sales LLC 1213 E Erie Ave
Tack Joseph P 5400 Akron St
Taff Dennis 2028 Glenwood St
Taurino Anne 1222 Adams Ave
Taylor David 4633 Mulberry St
Taylor George 1508 Harrison St
Taylor Nina M 4201 K St
Taylor Yvonne R 5431 Horrocks St
Tempest Grace S 4717 Penn St
Temple Nest IV Lp 5417 Oxford Ave
Terrence H Est 1597 E Hunting Park Ave
Terry Rochelle 1118 Overington St
Thomas J Potts T/A Metro Staffing 5419 Oxford Av Fr St
Thomas Phillip 5224 Akron St
Thomas Richard 4700 Mulberry St
Thomas Ronald 1800 Orthodox St 1st Fl Rear
Thomas Terrell 1909 Briggs St
Thompson Jeree R 932 Scattergood St
Thompson Peter 5317 Charles St
Tobin Marion 2031 Orthodox St
Tomlin Lillian M 1668 Bridge St
Tong Kathy 5075 Whitaker Ave
Torres Nancy 4252 Palmetto St
Townes Ramona 1916 Kinsey St
Tran Alex 5114 Whitaker Ave
Tran Wood B 4975 Pennway St
Truong Cynthia N 4874 Roosevelt Blvd
Tucker Michael 1679 Margaret St
Tufts Beverly 960 Wakeling St
Twiggs Donald H Sr 3939 J St
Uw Tillie Glass FBO Mark G Jacoby 1141 Dyre St
Van Dyke George S 1737 Scattergood St
Vandyke Jennifer S 770 Smylie Rd
Vans Nails Jewelr 4741 Frankford Ave
Vansant Harold M, Laura 2062 Wilmot St
Vargas Fredy 4110 Orchard St
Varghese Abraham Kurichiath 5226 F St
Vasquez Alex 5424 Hawthorne St
Vazquez Alfredo 1120 Haworth St
Vega Antonio 4524 Mulberry St
Velazquez Santiago 4333 Leiper St
Verdieu George 4901 Oxford Ave
Vicenty Fernando Correa 1523 E Hunting Park St
Vile Patrick 5045 Tulip St
Villafane Guzman Francis H 1653 Wakeling St
Vnenk Joseph J, Sophia 5129 Pennway St
Volk George M 4583 Pennhurst St
Waite John P PO Box 23804
Wakeman Isabella, Bernard 1542 E Cheltenham Ave
Waldhauer Gloria 5266 Montour St
Wallace Lawrence 5387 Charles St
Walsh Ellen F 4740 Penn St
Wang Xiao Y 984 Pratt St
Warfield Helen A 4034 Castor Ave
Watkins Kenneth 4617 Penn St
Watson Joseph E 2064 Larue St
Weachter William 868 Scattergood
Webb William 1558 E Wakeling St
Weber Joseph 1350 Ruan St
Week Alberta L 5325 Lesher St
Weeks Alberta L 5325 Lesher St
Wertlieb Irwin 1302 Arrott St
West Nancy 4647 Leiper St
Wetzell James R, Anna M 4124 K St
White Levi W 5112 Penn St
Whiteman George, Helen 714 Chestnut St
Williams Malikah 4020 Howland St
Williams Margaret Ann, Roger 1735 Plum St
Williams Silas 1503 Adams Ave
Williams Terrance 5233 Roosevelt Blvd
Williamson Margaret 1309 Arrott St
Wilson Domique 1201 Pratt St
Wilson Ella Mae 1629 Harrison St 3rd Fl
Wilson Mary 4745 Mulberry St
Wilson Patricia 4056 Howland St
Wilson Robert J Pine Rd
Wingfield Aaron P 5418 Erdrick St
Winton Margaret E 1825 Wakeling St
Wolfe Paul M Jr 4043 Lawndale St
Worrell Frank 1655 Margaret St
Woturski Bruno 1028 E Lycoming St
Wright Mary W 4740 Penn St
Wright Monique 1668 Haworth St
Wysock Helen, Mary 4732 Roosevelt Blvd
Xiong Kheng 5265 Howland St
Yaegel Emma 4248 Lawndale St
Yanalavage Mary 937 Pratt St
Yang De Bin 1665 E Hunting Park Ave
Yang Jingjing 1672 Bridge St
Young Candance N 5245 Akron St
Young Thelma 4343 Josephine St
Zheng Zhou 1556 E Cheltenham Ave
Zhong Zhisheng 4344 Dungan St
Ziff Ann M 1214 E Cheltenham Ave
Zschunke Charles G 1661 Harrison St Apt A8
Philadelphia Pa 19125
Adams Carolann 2526 E Lehigh Ave
Adams Elizabeth 2204 Ritter St
Addy Meredith A 2313 Memphis St
Ademi Osman 2333 E Fletcher St
Alexander William Ne Cor Palmer & Thompson
All Cellular Philadelphia Muhammad Baker 701 E Girard
Ave
Allen George 2427 E Firth
Amos Kendra 416 E Thompson St
Amrita Yoga & Wellness 1202 Frankford Ave 2nd Fl
Anderson Marlena 2068 E Dauphin
App Daniel 2351 E Cumberland St
Arango Margaret M 1120 Earl St
Arnold Timothy 1844 Memphis St
Ashe David H PO Box 3604
Atlantic Refrig Equip Co Atlref E Thompson 529e
Atwood Timmothy 2362 E Albert St
Bagtaz Katelyn 1811 E Hagert St
Bannon George P 533 E Girard Ave
Barndt Lillian 1401 E Susquehanna Ave
Baroni Raymond N Jr 2356 E Dauphin St
Barr Ann E 2322 Almond St
Barr Barabara 1812 Lehigh
Batiz 1311 E Oxford St
Beare Catherine, William 2334 E 5th St
Becker Margaret M, Thomas 2627 Jasper St
Beckler Lois 2631 E Huntingdon St
Bedoya Hughes Narly 2336 E Harold St
Benton Dawn M 2323 Susquehanna Ave
Berger Robert W 1847 Frankford Ave
Berkowitz Marla 405 E Flora St
Berman Esther, Barry 5847 Alter St
Blyzniuk Virginia 204 E Girard Ave
Boc Genevieve, Steven C 2221 E Susquehanna Ave
Bonett Frank P 2322 E Tulip St
Bostic Kelly 2410 E Firth St
Bowens Ernest 2533 Sepviva St
Boykin Edward 1716 Alter
Brand Agnes H 2452 Frankford Ave
Bravo Jonny PO Box 29332
Brennan Jennifer 245 E Girard Ave
Breuer Margaret E 1831 E Sergeant St
Brown Joseph M 2362 E Tucker St
Brown Ryan M 1213 E Columbia A
Browning Marie E 2630 Emerald
Brownsweiger Margaret C 2565 Arcadia St
Buchanan Elizabeth 1942 E York St
Buck Lewis M 2429 E Firth St
Bulgareci Ilir 2360 E Susquehanna Ave
Burns Marie 2529 E Thompson St
Burns Thomas M 2360 E Letterly St
Bushwood Holdings LLC 1250 E Susquehanna Ave
Bynum Lee 2909 W Columbia Ave
Byton Walter S 802 Belgrade St
Caldwell Victoria 2446 Coral St Apt 305
Callaghan Matthew M 21 E Columbia Ave Apt 307
Campbell Dawn 2668 Belgrade St
Campbell Marie C 2016 E Cumberland St
Campbell Thomas 813 Almond St
Campo Abram Est 533 E Girard Ave
Campos Jorge 2675 Emerald St
Canter Joshua, Nicole PO Box 3604
(Editor’s Note: This document continues with Philadelphia Pa 19125 in Part V at 46 Pa.B. 4703 (July 30, 2016).)
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Philadelphia Pa 19125 (continued)
Canvas Coffee Co Inc 400 E Girard Ave
Carpenter Richard M 1914 E Albert St
Carpenter Ruth 2360 E Susquehanna Ave 2nd Fl
Chiao Erica 541 E Thompson St
Chischnijak Bridget E 821 Livingston St
Chischnijak Carol E 2656 E Dauphin St
Christman Andrew Klepper 1133 E Oxford St
Clark Joan 2420 Gaul St
Clements Timothy J 4542 Hale St
Clifton Elizabeth 2637 Jasper St
Coder William R 1905 E Albert St
Collins Margaret M 1735 Blair St
Columbia Raymond 1120 Earl St
Comber Sarah C, Raymond 2439 E Sergeant St
Conwell Anna J 1112 E Marlborough
Cooper John J Iii 808 Gaul St
Cortes Sylvia 2660 E Dauphin St
Cosgrove Marie T 2539 Cedar St
Coyle Raymond 434 Memphis St
Cramutola Mary 2510 E Oakdale St
Curran Henry 1229 E Oxford St
Czajka Matthew 227 E Allen St
Davis Robert 100 E Lehigh Ave
Delgado Juan Temple Episcopal 100 E Lehigh Ave−Mab 67
Deya Hector, Emelia 2024 E Sergeant St
Dickson James 2356 E Huntington St
Divercity Real Estate Lp 441 E Girard Ave
Doelue Vivian 1902 E Firth St
Doherty Timothy 2668 Belgrade St
Doman Maryanne 2120 E Huntingdon St
Donnarumma Sebastian 1728 Memphis St
Dougherty Jeanne 2309 E Cumberland St
Dougherty Mamie 2070 E Cumberland St
Dowell Denise J 320 E Thompson St
Dowling John David 1109 Earl St
Dowling Megan M 318 E Belgrade St
Dugan Frances X 2406 E Cumberland St
Dugan Margaret, Joseph 2229 Cedar St
Dzelinski Helen 2613 Almond St
Ecclestone Grace C 1245 E Susquehanna Ave
Edelman William F 1627 E Eyre St
Edwards George 419 E Miller St
Eisenhart Donald 1317 E Palmer St
Elliss Edward 208 East Belgrade St
Emergency Physicians at Lich PO Box 95000 2200
Emmons James 3572 Cedar St
Eti International 1341 N Delaware Ave Ste 508
Evans Elizabeth 2538 A St
Fagan Kate 714 Memphis St Apt 407
Farquhar Phyllis K 1036 E Columbia Ave
Faulls Anthony 2533 Edgemont St
Figueroa Miguel III 1832 Memphis St
Fishtown Fleet Wash PO Box 29367
Fleming Joseph M, Peter 1138 Shackamaxon St
Floyd F Partnership Colleen Floyd Carroll 1909 E Dauphin
Ste 2f
Foley Loretta 2117 E Sergeant St
Ford Catherine E 1245 E Susquehanna Ave
Franciscan Volunteer Ministry Inc
Frantum George R 222 Richmond St
Fraticelli Jason A 1518 E Susquehanna Ave
Fung W T 2427 E Hazzard St
Funk Benjamin 1345 E Montgomery Ave
Gallagher Frances M, Marie 2011 S Letterly St
Gallagher Ryan 2408 E Cumberland St
Garrett Joseph P 2611 Martha St
Garvin Helen 426 Richmond
Gaul Marie 2330 E Dauphin St
Gayton Ismael 2413 Tulip St
Gereaghty Joseph E 1029 E Palmer St
Gigel Albert J 1832 Cedar St
Giordano Jennifer L 1769 Frankford Ave
Gleason James 912 Marlborough St
Goldschmidt Keith A 533 E Cabot St
Golplin Lamar Fmc Episcopal 100 E Lehigh Ave
Goode Jonny R 1526 E Palmer St
Goyseva Lioudmilia 328 E Ontario St
Grafius Shawn M 2535 E Dakota St
Graham Jessica 2210 E Letterly St
Graham Rosemary 2628 Coral St
Grasso Anthony 2311 Tulip St
Gregory Gary 100 E Lehigh
Griffis Helen A 2548 Kern St
Grinkewitz Mary I 1130 Marlborough St
Grossmann Geo 414 E Flora St
Groves George 2661 E Norris St
Hagan John J 2550 E Lehigh Ave
Hagerty Robert 2117 E Sergeant St
Hagy Tegan C 1837 Sepviva St
Hall Lorraine E, Joseph E PO Box 29475
Hand Luxury LLC 2535 North Collins St
Handel Laura 431 E Flora St
Harkins Mary, John 2529 Oakford St
Harmon Mildred 1839 E Columbia Ave
Harris Tarena M PO Box 29478
Harrison Ann M 1325 E Susquehanna Ave
Hart Nicole 1411 Orange St
Hartley Ellen M Est 2142 E Letterly St
Hawthorne Edward, Marie 2526 Almond St
Hawthorne William R 2526 Almond St
Hilferty Michael J 2313 Memphis St
Hinchliffe Robert 1136 Frankford Ave
Hinson Julian 225 Mercer St
Hirschman James 2610 E Lehigh Av Pub Ltg
Ho Kevin 2078 E Cumberland St
Ho Minh T 2036 E Huntingdon St
Ho Quon T 2535 Jasper St
Hoffman Glen 2323 Susquehanna Ave
Hogg Erica 2331 E Harold St
Hubbert Leo H 927 E Berks St S
Huebner Fredrick C 1125 E Eyre St
Huehner Frederick 1125 E Eyre St
Huertas Hector 1946 E Lehigh Ave
Humphries Douglas G 1130 E Oxford St
Hunt Todd 1028 E Earl St
Hurschman Stephen 312 E Wildey St
Hutchinson Mark 2424 E York St
Hutchison John 2202 E Susquehanna Ave
Ibanez Jesus A 610 E Girard Ave
Iwasiatyn Jaroslaw 2534 N A St
Izzo Matthew 221 E Girard Ave
J F Macks Group LLC 2424 E York St 111
Jackson Mary 1733 Blair St
Jackson Mary R 1733 Blair St
Jakimowicz Beatrice 2634 E Lehigh Ave
Jasionowski Walter J, Sophie 1851 Pulys St
Jimenez Victor M 2039 E Huntingdon St
Joe Parson Inc 2409 E Huntingdon St
Johnson Alice 619 E Girard Ave
Johnson Charles 2637 Braddock St
Johnson Marie V 1921 E Albert St
Johnson Theresa 2649 Cedar St
Jones Michael 1762 Frankford Ave Apt 1
Jp Builder Management 1357 N Delaware Ave
Jtk Green Solutions 1567 E Houston St
Julia Hinchliffe 1136 Frankford Ave
Kandel Patricia A, Casey E 1319 E Oxford St
Katz Arik 117 Richmod St
Kavanaugh Catherine M 2038 Amber St
Kaxmmerski Henry 1420 Emerick St
Kielt Cecelia 1515 E Susquehanna Ave
Kolodziceyk Virginia 2529 E Thompson St
Kolomyec Elizabeth S 2506 Salmon St
Koslofsky Theodore, Esther M 2221 E Letterly St
Kowrach Edward N 2678 Salmon St
Kreibick Richard 2310 Coral St
La Dung V 1917 E Huntington St
Lamantia Joseph 2653 Mercer St
Lasater Helen M 2181 E Hagert St
Laudone Melissa R 1757 Frankford Ave
Lawrence L J 2431 Sepviva St
Lee Jane 2673 Cedar St
Lehigh Neonatology Assoc 100 E Lehigh Ave Sch Nurs R233
Leissner Patricia A 2317 E Cabot St
Leitner Marie 1553 E Berks St
Levas Comm LLC 900am Wurd 1341 N Delaware Ave 300
Leyden Joseph James, Regina Mck 2160 E Norris St
Lian Steven Z 1824 E Lehigh Ave
Lonergan Mary J 2336 E Albert St
Longo Joseph 2441 Kensington Ave
Lopez John Jp 2542 Emerald St
Lopez Jose 2527 Potter St
Lyon Edward D, Leona E 2035 E Letterly St
Madden James M 1217 Shackamaxon St
Madden James M Est 1217 Shackamaxon St
Malespina Nicholas 448 Belgrade St
Maliszewski Stanley J 314 E Wildey St
Manno Adrienne 2525 Sepviva St
Marker Joseph R 260 E Girard Ave
Martin Helen 2302 Coral St
Martinez Javier E Sr 2534 Sepviva St
Masip Carlos 2413 Tulip St
Mauro Margaret T 204 E Girard Ave
Mcbride Kathleen 2321 E Huntingdon St
Mccafferty Jacqueline A 1033 Day St
Mcconnell Timothy 2412 E Gordon St
Mccorriston Bryna M 1839 Sepviva St
Mccutcheon Frank J, Teresa 2049 E Cumberland St
Mcdonnell Megan, Wendy S Popowich Poa 2032 Martha St
Mcginnis Annie 2213 Tulip St
Mcintyre Anna M 2307 E Firth St
Mckeon Thomas 2224 E Boston St
Mcnally George 2433 Memphis St
Mecook Joseph 2302 Coral St
Meehan Mary A 216 E Thompson St
Melendez Miguel 2516 N Water St Apt B
Mendez Diana 2240 Cedar St
Meyer Frank W 2156 E York St
Meyers Tyrone 2636 Memphis St
Michel Edward 2009 Allegheny Ave
Middleton Peter 2424 E York St Ste 322
Miller Catherine 2664 E Thompson St
Miller Catherine, Garrett 2664 E Thompson St
Miller Joseph 1323 E Oxford St
Mills Caritina O 1640 E Berks St
Mitchell Drew C 1601 E Eyre St
Moc Sam A 2040 E Huntingdon St
Modern Construction Group LLC 1939 E Sergeant St
Moore Willard A 14 E Columbia Ave
Moreno Karen 2526 E Cadar St
Morris Edward 2609 Frankford Ave
Mothers Work Inc 456 N 5th St
Mousley Karl 2429 E Boston St
Munger Syboll, Arlene 2235 Ritter St
Muniz Angel 2819 N 2nd St
Murawski Michael 2330 32 E Norris St
Murawski Yanisia 2426 Lehigh Ave
Murphy Helen 2407 E Sergeant St
Murphy Judith A 2535 E Dakota St
Murray Matthew T 1345 E Palmer St
Muse Erin 841 Almond St
Myers Edward, Marie 2569 Amber St
Negron Ventura Temple Episcopal 100 E Lehigh Ave−Mab67
Newell Paul A 2724 E Lehigh Ave
Nguyen Hang T 2641 Jasper St
Nguyen Vinh Q 122 E Huntingdon St
Nichol Jessica 2405 E Cumberland St
Norman Ashaunte 2542 Tulip St
Norton Ann Elizabeth 401 Memphis St
Noveyovsky Anna 2417 Almond St
Nowak Joseph 2056 E Arizona St
Nuskey Anna Mae 2540 Emerald St
Ochuida Jaclyn 2333 Almond St
Olkowski Mildred 2609 Salom St
Oneill Jason 2403 E Cumberland St
Oneill Ryan E 1839 Sepviva St
Ostrowski Theodore 2625 E Thompson St
Paez David 839 Moyer St
Pankrat Viktor 2506 Salmon St
Parnassus Priscilla, Athena 2315 E York St
Patterson Samuel J, Deidre L 1080 N Delaware Ave Ste 200
Peel Norman−Dorothy 2425 E Hazzard St
Penna Eileen Della 2722 E Lehigh Ave
Pennsylvania Physicians Pc PO Box 3608
Perilstein Louis, Rose 2543 Kensington Ave
Perkins Helen, Roy 2522 Emery St
Pesyna Anna Horauth, Lauren, Megan 2209 E Norris St
Pesyna Anna Horuath 2209 E Norris St
Pesyna Lauren 2209 East Norris St
Pesyna Megan A 2209 East Norris St
Phelps Vincent 202 E Girard Ave
Philadelph Photo Arts 135 E Oxford St
Pizzica Health System 100 E Lehigh Ave
Pleasant Alice 100 E Lehigh Ave Marlo7 Fmc Temple
Episcopal
Polk Trevor 256 E Girard Ave 2nd Floor
Preble Charles 2527 E Boston St
Preble Joseph 1354 E Susquehanna
Pribula Lillian D 2005 E Fletcher St
Punjabi Haresh M PO Box 3608
Purcell Marie 2619 Livingston St
Querubin Dorothy 2535 Sepviva St
Radis Scott A 2424 E York St
Rapczinski Bronisla 2609 E Lahigh Ave
Rare Rentals LLC 450 E Girard Ave
Ray Christopher P 2005 Memphis St
Ray Dolores 1741 Frankford Ave
Reid Adele M 822 Almond St
Reik Mita 2012 Frankford Ave
Retmaniam Catherine I 1111 Crease St
Reyes Santos 2531 Lee St
Rhyanes Matthew D 2557 N Lee St
Richard Ryan K 2407 E Huntingdon St
Ridge William 2427 East Norris
Ries Jacoby Jane 1432 E Columbia Ave
Rigby Alison M 1337 E Hewson St
Riordan Rachel 1476 Wilt St
Ritchie Ann 1111 Crease St
Ritchie Robert 2613 E Dauphin St
Roberts Meagan 413 E Girard Ave
Robinson Nellie 2020 E Boston St
Rodriguez Bernardina T 1813 E Oakdale St
Rodriguez Juan C 2455 Jasper St
Rodriguez Norma 1826 E Huntington St
Rodriquez Gilberto 2441 Kensington Ave
Rogers Matthew 2608 Coral St
Rosa Juan 1923 Dauphin St
Rosenberg Allan S 1325 E Eyre St
Roth Florence 1339 E Eyre St
Roth Specialty Food 2050a Richmond St
Rouse James Smc Episcopal S Gore Mab L 7 100 E Lehigh Ave
Rusin Lucy D 2525 Edgemont St
Rutkowski Edward 2651 E Huntingdon St
Santiago Sonia 2518 N Water St
Sato Janet 2528 A St
Scally Caitlin 1123 East Columbia Ave
Schaffer Katherine, Edward, Kathryn 2608 E Cumberland St
Scheihing Craig 439 Miller St
Sensational Sandwich Cc 2560 Aramango Av
Sgoifo Eugene J 206 E Girard Ave Apt 1b
Shank William P 1332 E Eyre St
Shaw Isabella 1940 E Lehigh Ave
Shea Michael J 1317 Marlborough St
Sheehan Humphrey D 1363 E Palmer St
Shenko Florence 1240 E Fletcher St
Singh Jatinder 1902 E Firth St
Skowronski Anna D 2354 E Cumberland St
Sloans Tyrone 1810 Frankford Ave
Smith Eric 2429 Frankford Ave
Smith Glen 2240 Frankford Ave
Smith Regina C 723 Gaul St
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Smith Walter C 178 E Huntingdon St
Soder Michael 2118 E Lehigh Ave
Sormilich Anthony J 2612 Livingston St
Staab Kathleen Denise 1313 Crease St
Stackhouse Eugene 2135 E Cumberland St
Standard Claims LLC 2424 E York St Suite 322
Staniszewski Edward J 311 E Girard Ave
Stauffenberg George 2063 E George St
Steinmetz Joseph A Jr, Joseph A Sr 2603 Memphis St
Still Carolyn Episcopal Hospital Front Lehigh Sts
Strocen Susan M 2526 E Lehigh Ave
Sweeney Ann Marie Mail To: Harry Sweeney Sr 2331 E
Mercer St
Taber Chad 2462 Sepviva St
Talley William 401 E Girard Ave
Tanaka Takemi 2429 Frankford Ave
Tapia Harry 2640 Emerald St
Taraska Mary A 2464 Memphis St
Telushi Inajete 1115 E Eyre St
Theim Herbert H W B 533 E Girard Ave
Thoma Kavanaugh 2038 Amber St
Thomas Bobby 2427 E Firth
Thomas John F 1926 E Oakdale St
Thomas Luke 1112 E Palmer St
Thomas William N 1926 E Oakdale St
Tillson Michael G Jr 533 E Girard Ave
Torres Geraldo Gonzalez Lka 2033 E York St Fl 3
Toto Palmer 1127 E Susquehanna Ave
Towns Mychal 1921 E Arizona St
Tran Tam 2144 Sergeant St
Trautz Thelma 2234 Amber St
Trifu Pauna 2643 E Thompson St
Troxell Nicholas 2413 Tulip St
Tucker Christopher Est 1345 E Palmer St
Turner Elva F 1914 E Albert St
Turner William, Nellie 1806 Letterly Turner
Vantran Ba 1835 E Letterly St
Varsanyi Irene 2234 Ritter St
Varsanyi Joseph 1307 E Susquehanna Ave
Varsanyi Joseph F, Irene 2234 Ritter St
Vazquez Luz M 1812 E Albert S T
Vivekananthan Anura 2350 E Tucker St
Voorhees Darlene M 2356 E Sergeant St
Wadlick George 2416 E Cumberland
Wahle Alexander J 533 East Girard Ave
Walczak Steven G 2350 E Tucker St
Walker James P 2147 E York St
Warner Florence M 3226 Emerald St
Watsko Felix M 2000 E Huntingdon St
Weber Erik C 717 Moyer St
Weber Lucinda 2322 E Norris St
Weiss William 2522 E York St
William S Madden 1217 Shackamaxon St
Williams Alonzo 2614 N 9th St
Williams Peter Joshua, Peter E 1122 Shackamaxon St
Williamson Owen W MD 121 East Lehigh Ave
Wisniewski J 1806 Frankford Ave
Witalec Rita 1348 E Columbia Ave Fl 1
Wolfhart Mgmt 2208 Belgrade St
Woolston Family Center 1236 E Columbia Ave
Wulfhart Yoel 2208 Belgrade St
Ww Services LLC 2723 E Cumberland St
Wysinski Anna 2538 Tilton St
Yards Brewing Company Inc 2439 Amber St
Yoder Valerie 1205 Shackamaxon St
Yurgatis Stella RR 1
Zarembo Carolyn, John 1937 E Albert St
Philadelphia Pa 19126
Abramson Sylvia William Ct Apts 203 1410 72nd St
Ace Public Adjusters Inc 6412 N Park Ave
Allen Ida Y 6713 N 16th St
Alpine Pest Control 6531 N 18th St
Amaker Ann 1730 68th Ave
Anderson Sarah 7101 Old York Rd
Autry Stacie M, Ellis J 6455 N Smedley St
Barrien Earl 6812 N Brd St
Benns Michelle 6554 N 17th St
Berry Ramoye 1601 N 66th Ave
Boone Pauline 7249 Pittville Ave
Bowers Wilbur 1715 68th Ave
Boyer Elizabeth 6920 N 19th St
Bradley Jessia, Erik M 1803 Penfield St
Briheem Cobb 6728 N Smedley St
Brown Amy 6822 N 17th St
Brown Martha 7101 Old York Rd
Brown Naadia 6633 N 15th St
Brown Rose C 6643 N 17th St
Brown Willie 1604 67th Ave
Brown Willie B 1805 67th Ave
Browning Gladys L 6608 N 12th St
Bullock Kenya M 1724 W 67th Ave
Burden Sean R 6301 N 7th St
Burno Tyree 6437 N Brd St 1front
Burns Michael 6895 N 19th St
Burrell Brenda R 536 W 66th Ave
Bussie James 6630 N 17th St
Buu Chuong 6535 N 5th St
Cadiz Carmen 6509 N 2nd St
Carmosin Marjorie R 6614 N 13 St
Carter Harriet 6639 N 15th St
Cephas Jessie Est 1614 67th Ave
Cheltenham Nursing Rehab 600 W Cheltenham Ave
Cheltenham York Road Nursing Rehab Cen 7101 Old York Rd
Choing Heang S 6501 N 5th St
Clark Eddie 1342 66th Ave
Coates Richard E Jr, Dorothy M 6646 N Lawrence St
Cobbs Priscilla 6933 N 15th St
Coleman Marcellus 6804 Lawnton Ave
Colgan Mabel 6734 N 17th St
Connor Marie O 1611 67th Ave
Cook Barbara 6532 Smedley St
Cosom Maurice 1807 Plymouth St
Cousar Bettie B 6901 Old York Rd
Cramer Josephine, David 1412 Melrose Ave
Crommarty Llewellyn A 6412 N Park Ave
Crowder Ruth 1723 68th Ave
David C Sterritt Trust U A 6814 Bouvier
Denny Simon G 6729 N 18th St
Diaz Helen F 6624 N Lawrence St
Dieter Daren L 6803 Lawnton Ave
Dirckston Marcus S 1349 71st Ave A1
Divinity Margaret E Carl Mackley Apts C 20 Mt Bristol St
Dreher Theresa L 6815 N 18th St
Dreher Theresa L, Kamal J 6815 N 18th St
Driscoll Frederick 1777 Plymouth St
Edwards Dante O 6726 N 15th St
Edwards Sophia H 1521 Orland St
Epps Ellen 1905 Willow Ave
Family Food Mar 1532 W 67th St
Ferrell Lillian 1819 Plymouth St
Finley Thomas E 1627 68th Ave
Fox Delmont 1010 W Chelten Ave
Fox Samuel W Jr 6613 N 2nd St 1st
Frasier Christina 1840 73rd Ave
Friedman Pearl 6549 N Bouvier St
Fuller Suki 422 Acker St
Fulton Elois K 6601 N Bouvier St
Gardner Stephen 7124 N Brd St
Garnett Rawle 7165 N 18th St
Garrett John 6707 N 6th St
Garrett Sarah A, John 6707 N 6th St
Geiger Shelly 6745 N 17th St
Gibbs Linda A 6727 N 8th St
Gilbert Saundra E 7101 Old York Rd
Gilchrist Nabihahniane 1734 W Cheltenham Ave
Glover Donald 6901 Old York Rd
Grady John S 6524 N 6th St
Graham Samuel 1115 W Chelten Ave
Graham Samuel Irrevo Trust Burial 1115 W Chelten Ave
Greene Arthur L 6428 N 15th St
Greene Jones Marsha A 1543 67th Ave
Greene Marian A 6510 N Fairhill St
Grevy Helen Est 1207 70th Ave
Grier Dana 1304 Oak Ln Ave
Gross Kate Est 6901 Old York Rd Apt D405
Haight Eleanor 6706 N 6th St
Hailey Doretha 6906 N Brd St
Harper L 6624 N Smedley St
Harper Wilbur 1604 67th Ave
Harris Cheryl 6548 N 5th St
Harris Monique D 6515 N 7th St
Hayward Ida 6906 N Brd St
Hector James Edward 6901 Old York Rd Apt C109
Hodge Joseph E 6935 N 15th St Apt E1
Holloway Denise L 1529 W 66th Ave
Hopson Teresa 7152 N 19th St
Horan Arthur J Jr 6618 N 7th St
Howard Timothy 6414 N 5th St
Hudgins Elaine 6734 N 18th St
Jackson Tonya S 6421 N Fairhill St
James Josephine 6721 Bouvier St
Jefferson Payton 6743 N Smedley St
Jenkins Arthur L Jr, Essie L, Arthur 6537 N 16th St
Jenkins Jessie 1823 72nd Ave
Jenkins John H 6513 N 10th St
Johnson Charles 1627 68th Ave
Johnson Fred 6920 Fayette St
Johnson Rashawn 6716 N 15th St
Johnson Samira 1439 69th Ave
Johnson T 7017 N Brd St
Johnson Wendell 6221 N Fairhill St
Jones Eva Mae 7325 N 18th St
Jones Justin 7328 Pittville Ave
Juns Food Marke 6741 Ogantz Ave
Just Cousins, Gloria Acey Davis 6626 N 16th St
Kalejaiye Agiri B 7032 N Brd St
Kasha Mona Lisa 6207 N Fairhill St
Kates Lucille 7167 N 19th St
Kathleen Marshall T A Kartheos 7179 N 19th St
Kelly Joseph R 1001 66tyh Ave
Kelly Robert C 6524 N American St
Kenner Bessie 6901 Old York Rd Apt A212
Kia Team 6633 N Brd St
Kim Hyung T 251 W Colonial St
King Stacy L 6526 N 13th St
Kraus Evelyn 7342 Pittville Ave
Krauss Evelyn H 7342 Pittville Ave
Kriessman Rosemary C 6343 N 7th St
Leary Josephine 6717 N Sydenham St
Lee James C 6512 N 18th St
Lee Kwang 400 W Cheltenham Ave
Leonard Ann 6628 N 8th St
Leopold William Est 7020 N Brd St
Levitan Stephen R 202 64th Ave
Lewis Deborah J 830 W 65th Ave
Lindsay Sarah Hallie 6416 N Camac St
Lipscomb Ledell D 6540 Gratz St
Little Kingdom Land Inc 6829 Old York Rd
Livingston Gwendell S 805 69th Ave
Lonzi Louis A 7038 York Rd
Lowcostmacs4u 6803 Lawnton Ave
Malcolm Stafford 840 Asbury Ter
Martin Howard W 6643 N Fairhill St
Martin Roger 7000 N Brd St Apt 102
Matthews Alice A 6701 N 11th St
Matthews Thurgood 1016 Chelten Ave
May Marvis P 1035 W Shelten Ave
Mays Jason 1522 Haines St
Mcfadden Melissa 816 66th Ave
Mcgee Edward E 504 Oak Ln Ave
Mcintyre Dorothy M 1425 67th Ave
Midland Mortgage Co 6416 N Camac St
Miller Elizabeth, Nadine 7221 Pittville Ave
Mills Pearl D 1734 W Cheltenham Ave
Moffatt Doris 6347 N 6th St
Moffatt Robert J, Doris 6347 N 6th St
Montgomery Ave Medical Ctr Inc 1412 Melrose Ave
Multi Market Ins Serv 7305 Old York Rd
Oak Lane Park Improvement Association 6345 N 6th St
Old Bay Cafe II 6722 N Brd St
Old York Health Clinic 6901 Old York Rd Ste A101
Osborne Jacqueline N 6556 N Bouvier St
Pavy Keefe C 6507 N Fairhill St
Payton Bennie 1305 Oak Ln St
Peay Harold 6412 N Park Ave
Perry Robyn 1330 W 71st Aveune
Pierce Rose S 1509 67th Ave
Pleasant Sarah B 6630 N 16th St
Poindexter Thomas 6709 Ogontz Ave
Pollard Charles A 6807 N 7th St
Porter Anthony E 7330 N Bouvier St
Porytko Helen 6808 N 12th St
Premiere Pediatrics 902 Oak Ln Ave
Presser John 7352 N 19th St
Presser John C 7352 N 19th St
Providence John E 6627 Ogontz Ave First
Pugh Ronald J 1648 W Cheltenham Ave
Quinton Joseph, Pearl 6508 N Gratz St
Quinton Pearl 6508 N Gratz St
Ragin Terrence 6901 Old York Rd Apt C405
Ramsey Chenere 1812 Ashley St
Reynolds Roger J 6420 N Camac St
Richardson Michael B, Herbert 1802 68th Ave
Robinson Nikia 6728 N Brd St
Rodgers Isaiah D 1521 Orland St
Rodman Corey 6445 N 17th St
Ross Lawrence M, Barbara 6 Latham Park
Roverana Lillian, Jesse 7729 Ridge Ave
Sagaty Anastasia 6808 N 12th St
Samuel Lucille J 6729 N Sydenham St
Sanders Brenda 1831 73rd Ave
Santos Marcus 6622 N American St
Santos Migdalia 600 65th Ave
Sears Ruth 1807 Plymouth St
Shapiro Bertha William Ct Apts 203 1410 72nd St
Silverline Adjustment Inc 6716 N 18th St
Sims Notie 6519 N Bouvier St
Sinclair Lisa A 6509 N 3rd St
Singleton Blair S 6608 N 12th St Apt 104
Small Jack 6727 N 8th St
Smith Kendis 7011 N 15th St Apt 2d4
Smith Lateisha N 1620 68th Ave
Smith Shirley C 1306 66th Ave
Sojka Karen E 6515 N Tenth St
Sojka Peter E, Karen E 6515 N 10th St
Solar Light Inc 721 Oak Ln
Staten Samuel 1208 68th Ave
Stepney Eleanor 6425 N 13th St
Stevens Sharon J 6436 N 16 St
Stevritt David 6814 N Bouvier St
Stone Elizabeth H 1798 Plymouth St
Sutton Renee N Sr, Raymond 1523 Orland St
Tarboro Tineesha 902 Asbury Tr 3
Team Kia Inc 6633 N Brd St
Tenowich Mary P 1334 66th Ave
Thompson David 6611 N Gratz St
Thompson Elaine 6716 N 18th St
Tribble Philip 1820 72nd Ave
Tso Adjustment Serv 6416 N Camac St
Tucker Jamaal 1821 67th Ave
Tull Lillian 6608 N 12th St Apt 206
Turner Odessa 6601 N 2nd St
Tyler Claudelle 6733 N 18th St
Vaughan Fayetta M 1325 66th Ave Apt B33
Vazquez Cecilia 7020 N Brd St Apt D−10
Viella Sheila 7011 N 15th St Apt 2a4
Walker Williams Stacey 1726 W Cheltenham Ave
Washington Claire A 6506 N Ninth St
Watson Roderic 6623 N 8th St
Watson William G 1818 72nd Ave
Wellssmith Niya 6536 N Gratz St
White Deborah 1410 72nd Ave Apt 108
Whitted Jennell D 6515 N 7th St
Wiener Winnie G 7221 N Brd St
Wilkerson Benita 6608 N 8th St A301
Williams Elaine E 1546 Kinsdale St
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Williams Malieke 1804 Penfield St
Williams Patricia 6832 N 17th St
Williams Rosney 7000 N Brd St Apt 309
Wilner Richard B 7221 N Brd St
Wilson Quidri 6814 N Carlisle St
Wind Elizabeth 6816 York Rd
Wingfield Doris L 1312 72nd Ave
Worrell Marcus 7207 N 15th St
Wright Kenneth M 1620 68th Ave
Zhang Annie M 6501 N 5th St
Philadelphia Pa 19127
908 Westmoreland St LLC 4446 Cresson St
Aleksa Brian 4601 Flat Rock Rd Unit 6
Anderson Kierston, Benjamin 136 Hermit St
Art South Inc 161 Leverington Ave
Auch Harold F, Ann 191 Green Ln
Bagnoll Ruth 4616 Saint Davids St
Balsano Frank 4668 Umbria St
Becchina Peter G 250 Ripka St
Beckius Susan Lynn 4698 Wilde St
Bell Nicole 132 Shurs Ln
Bianco Shelley H, Michael 144 Leverington Ave
Bolt Katherine W 112 Ripka St
Bourrousse Charles P 4515 Wilde St
Braden Paul L 4373 Main St Apt 1
Brewer John T 114 Davis
Bridgeman Jason 142 East St
Brown Francis P PO Box 55422
Burke Meghan E 161 Leverington Ave Apt 213
Burke Oona A 167 Shurs Ln Apt 2f
Canus Corp T A Bl 7 PO Box 4664
Casselli J H 170 Levering St
Charles Tiles 4401 Main St C 2 Frt
Chase Howard J Jr, Anna 4712 Mansion St
Chase Howard, Anna 4453 Silverwood St
Chen Darwin 4312 Main St Apt 212
Chowdhury Lisa 100 Leverington Ave Apt 58
Chymiy Paul 4526 Baker St
Ciorciari Marissa J 4312 Main St Apt 110
Clark Mary B 4542 Silverwood St
Colton Andrew, Jonah 4601 Flat Rd Th 16
Cook Donald Sr 197 Krams Ave
Cooper Charles S Atty 3901a Main St Fl 2
Coss Jason R 219 Krams Ave
Couture 4319 Main St
Cox Margret M 249 Hermitage St
Davenport James 4870 Smick St
Della Penna Joan 3742 Main St
Donohue Erin T 139 Jamestown St
Dworeski Darin 148 Conarroe St
Elrn Inc 10 Shurs Ln
Englehardt Justin 4652 Mansion St Apt 3
Feingold William I 4741 Umbria St
Feingold William I 4744 Umbria St
Finn Victoria M 199 Krams Ave
Fisher Jill 4523 Smick St
Gaito Maria 136 Wright St
Gallagher Michael F PO Box 41072
Gallagher Patrick J 168 Cotton St
Gaul Jonathan P 139 Gay St
Gavio Dominic 103 Pensdale St
Gavio Margaret, Frances 103 Pensdale St
Grace Marie 158 Green Ln
Guzowski Chelsea 284 Greenough St Unit B
Harrington Carrie 4321 Main St Apt 3r
Heald Brian 4632 Canton St
Heuter John 171 Cotton St
Hillen Joseph R 161 Leverington Ave Apt 313
Holman James 4025 Cresson St
Izaguirre Roxanna 4445 Baker St
Jefferys Angela 4411 Baker St
Johnston Jason 4601 Flat Rock Rd 4
Jones Lawrence 128 Davis St
Koston David 168 Dupont St
Krams Partners Lp 161 Leverington Ave Ste 100
Leslie Stella S 159 Shurs Ln
List Terry 4869 Ogle St
Little Danyel E 3797 Cresson St
Longo Marie C 103 Kingsley St
Mackey Steven 4649 Umbria St Apt No 5
Manayunk Brewing Co 4120 Main St
Mccabe Joshua T 4730 Umbria St
Mccabe Kyle V 4730 Umbria St
Meanard Diane 128 Burnside St
Miller Thomas 143 Kingsley St
Moorhead Glen 131 Krams Ave
Moyer Marc 4421 Baker St
Mugshots 110 Cotton St
Murray Diane L 134 Conarroe St
Myers Jaclyn C 4678 Wilde St
N And F General Contractors Inc PO Box 41123
Negros Caroline M 4373 Main St Apt 1
Neiman Jamie Marie, Cheryl 4867 Umbria St
Nigro Russel 3750 Main St 305
Norman Anna R 135 Davis St
Novakoski Karen A 4743 Fowler St
Oertel Scott 4526 Baker St
Office Doctor 3901 Main St
Okeefe Kelly A 149 Fountain St
Otoole Edith A 4712 Fowler St
Paisley Mj Czerpak 4411 Baker St
Paperworks Ind Inc 5000 Flat Rock Rd
Patete Margaret R 208 Ripka St
Peters Jacob 125 Leverington Ave
Piller Francis 4304 Cresson St
Price Rickey R 158 Fountain St Apt 1
Prothe Ashley 3742 Main St
Pustizzi Kelly 4512 Baker St
Raudenbush Michele L 249 Hermitage St
Riggins B 161 Leverington Ave
Robinson Nancy, Mary 4407 Silverwood St
Rock Tenn Recycling 5000 Flat Rock Rd
Rodemer Marian 140 East St
Rosario Manuel PO Box 41003
Roy Karen B 266 Ripka St St
Rulen Jason 4043 Cresson St
Ruppel Brad 135 Pensdale St
Saltza Brown 3789 Cresson St
Schanbacker Christopher W 4603 St Davis St
Shehan Erin K 4726 Fowler St
Shingle Frank J, Anna M 157 Levering St
Slegel Andrew T 4123 Tower St
Smith James 120 Grape St
Sokolowski Christine, Cecilia 195 Krams Ave
Sommerlatte Andrew 170 Cotton St
Staffel Rudolf H 3835 Cresson St
Steele Bernard 4352 Cresson St
Sylk T M, G A 4323 Cresson St
Tan M Kristin 153 Markle St
Tgss LLC Michael Usowski PO Box 41037
Tomato Couch Ann Keiser 102 Rector St
Toole Edith O 4712 Fowler St
Tuttle Elizabeth 175 East St
U Save Auto 4373 Main St Apt 1
Waeger Patrice S 137 Leverington Ave
Warren Scott 168 Levering St
Watkins Patterson 152 Leverington Ave
Weaver Ashley 179 Conarroe St
Weber Mariel P 100 Leverington Ave
Webster Andrew P 178 East St
Weglicki Timothy 110 Dawson St
Westphal Linda 4353 Main St
White Margaret T 4403 Baker St
Woodward Shelby 175 East St
Wyche Johnny L Jr 4411 Baker St
Wynne Nancy Jo 199 Green Ln
Zawislak Genevieve 197 Dupont St
Zoltowski Mary N, John H 3826 Sharp St
Philadelphia Pa 19128
410 Shurs Lane Assoc 410 Shurs Ln
Abbott Paul C 542 Acorn St
Abell Natalie 3854 Tr St 3
Ace Constructon Co 319 Fountain St
Adams Laila 7901 Henry Ave Apt B209
Adams Steve 4436 Mitchell St
Agalloco Adam 4101 Manayunk Ave Apt 2
Agnew Isabella P 737 Cinnaminson St
Agorastos Sophia 559−61 Parker Ave
Alfano Michael D 6812 Pechin St
Ambrosio Victor D, Rose D 4007 Manayunk Ave
Amery Michele, Samuel 616 Gerhard St
Andorra Woods Health Care Center 9209 Ridge Pike
Andrea C 8201 Henry Ave
Andreoni Frances T 5438 Hermit Ter Apt A
Andros Marie I, Andros Irene 447 Roxborough Ave
Andys Plumbing Heating Inc 7041 Ridge Ave 1st Fl
Antrim Amy 474 Markle Ave
Armstrong Terence W 102 Autumn River Run
Atkinson Brian D 3902 Tr St
Bailey Thomas 7003 Voight Rd
Baker Glenn 204 Rector St
Bank Marit Diana 201 Hermit St
Barkley David J 463 Delmar St
Barnhart James 467 Evergreen Ave
Barr James F 14 Shawmont Ave
Barr Kevin 566 Fairway Ter
Barr Lauren 122 Kalos St
Bartelme Elizabeth G 8816 Ridge Ave
Bartholomew Susan 201 Rochelle Ave
Basara Walter M, Janet M 453 Roxborough Ave
Bass Flora Lieberman 906 Ronnie Cir
Bastaki Naser 7901 Henry Ave Apt B511
Beaton Brian 572 Pedley Rd
Belanger John Jr 151 W Salaignac St Apt H
Bell Shawn K 569 Wrigard
Bergman Jennifer 445 Lyceum Ave
Bergsman Robert P 329 D Shawmont Ave
Berkowicz Wood Grazyna 7373 Ridge Ave Apt 431
Bernhard Brian 502 Gerhard St
Bevitz Faith A 6725 Cinnamon Dr
Bickings Kenneth, Grace 278 Fountain St
Binder Steven H 214 Osborn St
Binder Steven, Evan 214 Osborn St
Blake Clarence R 5627 Ridge Ave
Blake Donald J 7924 Cadillac Ln
Blake Olivia P 263 Rochelle Ave
Blesi Thomas W 4016 Lauriston St
Blinkin Lincoln Productions 303 Kingsley St
Blue Dot LLC 7126 Ridge Ave
Blum Andrew L 363 Martin St
Bonitatibus Sophia 422 Leverington Ave
Bove Natalie 412 Dupont St
Bowers Melanie B 453 Leverington Ave
Boyle Thomas H 426 Naomi St
Bozajian Krikor D Est 4122 Merrick St
Brady Jennifer C 745 Claira Rd
Brehmer Carl R 335 Cinnaminson St
Brennan Ian J 545 Firthorne Ave
Breny John 4258 Manayunk Ave
Bresler David A DDS 6801 Ridge Ave
Briening Andrew P 411 Shawmont Ave Apt B
Brigham Robin 439 Lemonte St Fl 2−3
Britten Thomasean, Ante V 499 Parker Ave
Brock Kevin R 7924 Cadillac Ln
Brokenshire Jason J 150 Sumac St Apt F
Brooks Joseph J 4334 Fleming St
Brown Carrie, Harvey 8225 Ridge Ave
Brown Mary H 4134 Lauriston St
Brubaker Amber 7950 Henry Ave Apt 19b
Bruder Peter Jr 4343 Tr St
Bryant William 446 Krams Ave
Buckley Edith A 4144 Freeland Ave
Bunce Scott Apt C111 7901 Henry Ave
Burdo Donna 632 Leverington Ave
Burger Jeremy R 449 Leverington Ave
Burke Geoff 419 Delmar St
Burns John 905 Autumn River Run
Burns Lisa M, Agnes 300 Parker Ave Apt 102
Butler Dolores M 8655 Belfry Dr
Butler John T 8655 Belfry Dr
C And B Plumbing Mechanical Inc 404 Fountain St
Cade Frederick G 635 Rector St
Callahan Chris J 4336 Manayunk Ave
Campbell Cecielle Est 293 Bshawmunt Ave
Campbell Frances A 309 Carson St
Cannon Josephine 121 Sumac St
Cappelli Robert N 417 Righter St
Carpenedo Carolyn M 4336 Lauriston St
Carrigan Joseph R Jr 5435 Quentin St
Carroll Richard A 7020 Matthias St
Casazier Grace 550 Fairthorne Ave
Casselli Angelo 7347 Valy Ave
Castellini Alice 8012 Ridge Ave
Castlewitz Israel 4467 Fleming St
Cathedral Village Dubois Nursing Home 600 E Cathedral Rd
Cavanaugh Clifford 6214 Ridge Ave
Cecilia Bjurstrom US 230 Osborn St
Chads Construction 4007 Pechin St
Chhabria Arti 579 Parker Ave
Chicchi John D 505 Greenhill Ln
Chin Phyllis M 302 Lodge Rd
Chopra Aditya 274 Lauriston St
Cigich Anne 413 Paoli Ave
Clark Robert 6725 Ridge Ave Apt 220
Close Charles D RR 1
Cody Joseph E 4118 Pechin St
Colgan Christopher J 201 Righter St
Collins Colleen 5104 Umbria St
Comfort Diane E 939 Clyde Ln
Commonwealth Land Abstract Settlement 6120 Ridge Ave
Connors Patricia M 376 Fairway Ter
Cook Michae J 422 Leverington Ave
Cooper Kenneth 8200 Henry Ave Apt F 18
Cooper Kenneth Apt F 18 8200 Henry Ave
Cooper Takeenya N 469 Domino Ln
Corbett Jonah 445 Lyceum Ave
Corcell Inc 936 Clyde Ln
Corcoran Kevin 608 Palairet Rd
Corwin Robert 741 Hendren St
Cosimo Inc 531 Gates St
Cowley Margaret V Cathedral E Apt A12 700 Cathedral Rd
Coyle Sean 453 Delmar St
Crawford Elsie 625 Fountain St
Crenny John J 4258 Manayunk
Crone Anthony S 4317 Boone St
Crossroads Coffee House 6156 Ridge Ave
Crumpton Leon 5418 Hermit Ter 1
Cutty Peter 117 Vassar St Front
Cybulski Lottie 4416 Fleming St
Dalessandro Karen 930 E Cathedral Rd
Davis James 325 Gates St
Dawson Elizabet E 597 Wartman St
Dees Janet C 712 Livezey St
Degovanni Collision Repair 5104 Umbria St
Del Cid Rodrigo A 160 Sumac St 2
Deleon Emily 437 Conarroe St
Delmonte Linda, Louis 7820 Nixon St
Demeter Douglas J 474 Markle St
Derosa Anthony J, Lucy 8507 Glen Campbell Rd
Derosa Lucy 9209 Rdg Pk
Desantis Noel A 4010 Lauriston St
Desrochers Brian D 222 Sumac St Apt 2
Devaughn Sherry 450 Domino Ln
Devitt Andrea N 407 Shurs Ln 3/B
Digiorgio Eleanor 3563 Retta St
Diksa Jeffrey S 4540 Mitchell St
Dillman Colleen B 6953 Manti St
Dilworth Annabelle 5410 Hermit Ter
Disney Karl 5104 Umbria St
Ditchfield John, Lynne 717 Cinnaminson St
Dix Marilyn 6967 Silverwood St
Doebler Robert 5206 Ridge Ave
Dombroski Bridget, Jeremy 639 Maris St
Donaghy Megan 303 Righter St
Donohue Brian 4022 Pechin St
Donohue Lane 3908 Tr St
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Donovan Edward J, Mary A 4129 Pechin St
Dougar Catherine 3901 Manayunk Ave Apt 303
Dougherty Coleen Mc Gill & Mc Gill 6064 Ridge Ave
Douglas Evana 605 Spring La
Dow Dolores Apt B202 7901 Henry Ave
Dowhill Celma Henry on the Park 7901 Henry Ave B202
Driscoll Margaret 408 Seville St
Dubose Pearlie 464 Monastery Ave
Dubow Benjamin N 8605 Thomas Mill Dr
Dudek Stephen W 177 Parker Ave Apt 2nd Fl
Duffy Kathleen, Robert 606 Palairet Rd
Durham Gale 3901 Manayunk Ave
Dva Healthcare Renal Care Inc 5003 Umbria St
Dyniewski Geraldine M, John M 542 Acorn St
Ea Huy E 8201 Henry Ave Apt C110
Earle Lorna Young, Adrienne Y 234 Kalos St
Eckenroth Marion G 482 Martin St
Edney Grinder Heather 379 Lemonte St
Eells William J Jr 6901 Valy Ave Apt L1
Eric Siegel M 409 Kingsley St
Ervin Peggy 7901 Henry Ave Apt F302
Eshete Biruk 100 Parker Ave 56
Espenshade William H 4304 Fleming St
Evans & Lewis Inc 8031 Ridge Ave
Evans Margaret F 154 Sumac St Apt 1
Everett William F 7841 Ridge Ave Apt B246
Ezbecki Mary 1610 Osborne St
Faiss Philip 739 Cinnaminson St
Farrar Lyndsey Y 303 Monastery Ave
Feng Karena 8403 Chippewa Rd
Fennimore Ashley 6607 Ridge Ave 1st Fl
Ferki Wanda B 561 Pedley Rd
Ferrell Florence E 4316 Dexter St
Ferus Martha R 4122 Merrick St
Fiedler Eric 8200 Ridge Ave
Fifer Louis E III, Elisabeth G Cathedral Village 600 E Cath
Rd Apt G−311
Filante Margaret 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt A415
Finkelston Raymond Jr 8505 Glencampbel Rd
Fiorello Geraldine 4138 Pechin St
Flamingo Development LLC 7443 Keiffer St
Flannery Ryan 397 Delmar St
Fleitas Jos A 600 E Cathedral Rd
Fleitas Madelene 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt I302
Flemming Lauren 5442 Hermit Tr
Fox Elizabeth, William 202 Lemonte St
Fox Kathleen R 626 Gorgas Ln
Fraser Dawn 325 Green Ln Fl 3rd
Friedlander Cheryl T 548 Wartman St
Frieri Joseph J, Ada 730 Manatawna Ave
Gallagher Marian M 7368 Henry Ave
Gallardo Aimee 468 Seville St
Gary Sedonia Est 443 Domino Ln 4 Domino Ln Apts
Gaskill Lillian B Erle Ehly 519 Gates St
Gaudinski Marion A 4443 Mitchell St
Gaunt Melvin 227 Delmar St
Gdowik Stephanie T 545 Hermitage St
Getty Harry W 7410 Henry Ave
Gibson Gilbert 7845 Nixon St
Gil Jae 8816 Ridge Ave
Gilbert Dorothy E 468 Leverington Ave
Gillespie Dilon 3738 Wissahickon Ave
Gilpin Kathryn E 630 Gerhard St
Gingrich William, Emalene 6906 Lawnton St
Glascow Elsie 522 Monastery Ave
Gomez Joseph M 4540 Manayunk Ave
Gopal Ramasubramanian 541 Gerhard St
Gowdy Michael S 372 Dawson St
Grace Cosazler 616 Walnut Ln
Gravagno Emilio A 4587 Manayunk Ave
Gray Eric J 441 Krams Ave
Gray Samuel 565 Domino Ln
Green Life Yoga LLC 6214 Ridge Av 1st Fl
Green Power Systems Inc 639 1/2 Dupont St
Greenwood Joseph M 7235 Valy Ave
Greer Sarah W 453 Green Ln Apt 1
Gresham Virginia 776 Spring Ln
Greshaw Virginia 776 Spring Ln
Griffin Joe 106 Osborn St
Griffis Betty 600 E Cathedral Rd Bwl 118
Gully Sam K 198 Shawmont Ave
Hack Zachary R 7532 Valy Ave
Haegele Cecelia 607 Hermitage St
Hagan Rose A 8200 Henry Ave Apt B5
Hagerty Dorothy B, Francis 535 Walnut Ln
Hall Justin L 474 Gerhard St
Halpern Louis Est 7901 Henry Ave Apt G306
Hammach Abdelhakim 7901 Henry Ave Apt C 508
Hammer Monica 616 Walnut Ln Apt 215
Hammond Bradley 100 Parker Ave
Hansell Martin K 5901 Ridge Ave
Harmer Denice T 522 Gates St
Harris Barbara A 6918 Cliff Rd
Hart James J 4264 Manayunk Ave
Hatcherson Katherine 522 Monastery Ave
Heenan Mary M 600 E Cathedral Rd Bwl 118
Hendricks Rachael 6139 Ridge Ave
Hershey Lori L 5403 Vicaris St
Hicks Dustin K 8201 Henry Ave Apt I22
Hillegas Peter 7901 Henry Ave Apt E 107
Hinton Gary 5508 Ridge Ave
Hoffman Ian A 512 Monastery Ave 2nd Fl
Holmes Shannon 4023 Lauriston St
Horn Donald 595 Hermit St
Hovel Wilhelmine S 7841 Shawmont Ave Apt B133
Hovell Wilhemine S 7841 Shawmont Ave Apt B133
Howell Valma L 371 Leroy St
Humphries Kathleen, Keith 416 Hermit St
Hurwitz Daniel J 572 Fairway Terr
Husband & Wife 8201 Henry Ave
Hussain Nadeem 611 Autumn River Run
Hyman Daniel L, Anna T 575 Wartman St
Iacobacci Bridget 648 Martin St
Imperato Diane 701 Smt Ave Apt C101
Intellino Antonette 852 Ronnie Ln
Intercommunity Action Inc 452 Conarroe St
Intercommunity Action Inc Nicole Simone 6012 Ridge Ave
Irish American Cultural Society of Phila 601 Spring Ln
Irons Jeannie D 9115 Ayrdale Cres
Izzi Bruce 5440 Hermit Ter
Jacobs Pearl 600 E Cathedral Rd A411
Jagielski Paul J 424 Dupont St
Jahn Hannah M, George B 6774 Ridge Ave
Jakatt Mark 380 Dawson St
James Mary C Cathedral Village 600 E Carhedral Rd
Janiszewski Joyce A 618 Gorgas Ln
Jaworowski Leo J 125 Sumac St
Jelesiewicz Edward 203 East St
Jemmoua Brittany, Kamal 521 Leverington Ave
Johnson Doris D 4435 Fleming St
Jonas Sejal 8012 Ridge Ave
Jonathan Michael Designs PO Box 25867
Jones Francis M 361 Martin St
Jones Stephen 662 Rector St
Jordan Chris T 4339 Boone St
Jordon Charles 4320 Fleming St
Joseph Diane E 580 Fairway Ter
Josephs Ray Paul 574 Parker Ave
Kalbach Jason 8133 Ridge Ave 2nd Fl
Kane Helen 724 Hill Rd
Kapczynski Mark 5104 Umbria St
Kauffmann Michael J 8200 Henry Ave Apt F26
Kaufmann Gerald Est 7845 Nixon St
Kaufmann Shartay J, Ronnie D 7845 Nixon St
Keeney Gertrude Helene 6725 Ridge Ave 123
Keith Ira 7373 Ridge Ave
Keller Elizabeth 401 Righter St
Kelly Elizabeth 6500 Ridge Ave
Kendrick Kenyetta A 7901 Henry Ave A504 Henry on the
Park
Kendzior Richard A Jr 7017 Silverwood St
Kiely Christine 7901 Henry Ave Apt C503
Kienholz Jane A 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt G419
Kilcoyne Joan R 7456 Hill Rd
Killgore Ann V 7704 Henry Ave
Kim Hae Ryong 8816 Ridge Ave Apt 17
Kim Min J 344 Green Ln Apt 2
Kim Tammy 7611 Ridge Ave
King Eric 7901 Henry Ave
King General 6135 Ridge Ave
Kingkiner Joann 482 Ripka St
Kinley Betty L 8520 Hagys Mill Rd
Kletzel Paul M 435 Conarroe St
Kloss Gerald 610 Green Ln
Kloss Gerald J, Frances 610 Green Ln
Kobie William J 5437 Houghton Pl
Konowal Rose 3936 Mitchell St
Koons Christophe 8875 Ridge Ave 56
Kordek Mark 246 Sumac St
Kriegh Karl E 7515 Lawn St
Kritikakis Eleftherios 123 Sumac St
Kuo James J, Marianne R 890 Wises Mill Rd
Lacorte Thomas 8012 Ridge Ave
Laganella Mark J 5471 Quentin St
Lake Melvin 453 Delmar St
Lamay Jacob 320 Ripka St
Landwehr Jesse 7901 Henry Ave Apt B505
Langiewicz Joseph 552 E Parker Ave
Lapera Brian 6901 Valy Ave Apt A4
Lapteff Andrew M 5548 Ridge Ave 2nd Floor
Lar Construction Inc 494 Shurs Ln
Larkin Daniel 3912 Tr St
Lasalle Mendez Olga 4430 Fleming St
Laumeister Sheryl L 7373 Ridge Ave Apt 407
Lawler John H 597 Wartman St
Lawrence J Kessel MD & Assoc 8200 Henry Ave Ste G1
Layton Benton L 506 Gerhard St
Leavitt Amy 8650 Steeple Dr
Lee Laura Bethany 321 Lyceum Ave
Levant Harry J Esq 524 Lantern Ln
Levine Charlotte R 215 W Mt Pleasant Av
Lewandowski Alexander F, Audrey 481 Kingsley St
Lewandowski Audrey 481 Kingsley St
Lewis Lorraine 622 Martin St
Liberty Bell Cycle 3875 Manayunk Ave
Lilly Helen G 492 Aurania St
Linder Jessica 380 Dawson St
Lisowski Kyle 8201 Henry Ave Apt K 23
Liu Hanxiao 609 Autumn River Run
Llyod Stephen 3735 Midvale Ave
Logue Josephine 770 Cinnaminson St
Long Eileen 467 Evergreen Ave
Long Ralph T 217 Dawson St
Loughrey Joseph M 6952 Manti St
Lovell Wilhelmine M 4336 Pechin St
Machismo Andorra LLC 8500 Henry Ave
Macijewski Kelli M 4300 Dexter St 2
Mager James 536 Walnut Ln
Mahon Donald R 326 Delmar St
Makanowi B Est 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt L205
Makous Bruce B 7905 Cadillac Ln
Malgieri Kathryn D 579 Conarroe St
Mallach Patrick, David 5842 Magdalena St
Malloy Mary C 324 Pensdale St
Maness Kathleen 194 Shawmont Ave
Maresco Josephine 2919 N 23rd St
Maris Gertrude P, Sara E 4347 Freeland Ave
Marsh Sarah 3815 Lauriston St
Marvel Fred 7949 Ridge Ave B1
Master Sallie 600 E Cathedral Village J307
Maxein Stephen 817 Crestview Rd
Mayson David S, Jean S 600 E Cathedral Rd H501
Mazza Harp Gail N 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt L106
Mcanurn Michelle Interact 254 Kalos St
Mccafferty Sandwiches Inc 6125 Ridge Ave
Mccaffrey Thomas, Anna 4617 Pechin
Mccloskey Agnes 3571 Freeland Ave
Mccullough Sean J 122 Kalos St
Mcdermott Charles T 437 Pendsale
Mcdevitt Olivia 568 Monastery Ave
Mcdonald Margaret 383 Livezey St
Mcdonalds Corp 8500 Henry Ave
Mcfadden Martha 496 Smt Ave
Mcfarlane Kelly Ann M 725 Spring Ln
Mcgettigan Linda A 2 S Front St 6102 Ridge Ave
Mcgovern Sean 246 Sumac St
Mcintosh Jennifer 4724 Silverwood St
Mcmahon John 956 Clyde Ln
Mcmahon Kathleen V 751 Manatawana Ave
Mcmahon Kathleen V 927 Clyde Ln
Mcmahon Margaret Kathleen 956 Clyde Ln
Mcmanus James 6957 Fowler St
Mcnerney Francis IV 607 Dupont St
Meade Judith C 7516 Shaw St
Meehan Cath D 447 Domino Ln Apt 4
Melnick Julie A, Jeffrey 517 Conarroe St
Mendiratta Gaurav 446 Evergreen Ave
Mercy Management S 501 S 54th St
Mereccibotts Flavia 313 Sage Ln
Meritz Richardson Denise 721 Crestview Rd
Mewborn Constance B Cathedral Villlage 600 E Cathedral
Rd Apt I305
Michini George 8706 Wissahickon Ave
Michini Lauren 474 Evergreen Ave
Miller Claire M, Joan L, Joan L, Zoey A 127 Sumac St
2nd Fl
Mitros Clemence F 223 Wendover St
Mobley Lauren B 526 Hermitage St
Modres Heather 641 Jamestown St
Mogerman Beatrice, Morris 6912 Lawnton St
Mohanraj Sundarakrishna 9123a Ayrdale Crescent
Monaghan Eileen A 6914 Ridge Ave
Monahan Joseph S, Mary E 7500 Lawn St
Monastery Hill Partners L 4354 Tr St
Monsulich Margaret L 560 Spring Ln
Moore John H 401 Delmar St
Moore Samantha, John 290 Parker Ave
Moran Timothy 4342 Dexter St
Morrow Christina M 3889 Manayunk Ave
Morton Denise M 4346 Pechin St
Moskowitz Ferne 305 Sage Ln
Mouteng Charles D 7901 Henry Ave Apt D511
Muchler Stash Lynn W 8200 Henry Ave C18 Woodmere
Mukoka Ginette 7950 Henry Ave Apt 36c
Mullin James 8201 Henry Av C 11
Munsing Juliana D 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt H404
Muntzer Erika L 932 Clyde Ln
Murphy David T 420 Conarroe St 1
Murphy Michael 4323 Lauriston St
Murphy Michael, Kristin 575 Martin St
Myers Keith 5941 Jannette St
Natter Henrietta 101 Rochelle Ave
Nawn John P 6961 Pawling St Apt A
Neal Michael K 424 Martin St
Nelson Arthur A 537 Conarroe St
Nelson Linda C 7901 Henry Ave Apt G208
Neri Theresa 2919 N 23rd St
Nolan Betty Jane, Peter A 333a Hermitage
Nolen Christine D 366 Livezey St
Norfolk Sarah 3901 Manyunk Ave
Null Greg A 3928 Manayunk Ave
Obrien Daniel E, Mary B 4142 Manayunk Ave
Oconnell Stephen C 7331 Hiola Rd
Odonnell Michele E 414 Fountain St Apt 11
Ohara Colon 414 Hermit St
Oleary Cynthia A 320 Lodge Rd
Olechna Diane, Gary 4127 Pechin St
Omojogunra James B, Marie 7303 Ridge Ave Apt 331
Oneill Sean 315 Leverington Ave
Orivivo Michael A 550 Roxborough Ave
Orr H J 602 E Cathedral Rd Apt 3
Oswald Marie A 447 Roxborough Ave
Oswald Marie A 449 Rox Borough Ave
Paciello Helen A 7016 Valy Ave
Paganos Auto Body 5050 Umbria St
Palmer Jacqueline 867 Ronnie Ln
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Parrella James 625 Hermitage St
Pasta To Go Inc 6813 Ridge Ave
Pasternack Ian 186 Markle St
Patterson Chris 2324 Ransom Rd
Pca Emstar 300 Domino Ln
Peart William A 7242 Hill Rd
Peart Wm 7242 Hill Rd
Pennington Elisabeth 3870 Tr St
Perry Charles M 5510 Henry Ave
Peterman Elizabeth 205 Lauriston St
Peterman Elsie V 567 Green Ln
Pham Duc 5506 Houghton St
Phila Pol Dets Assoc 595 Hermit St
Philabundance 602 Leverington Ave
Pierce Loretta 4123 Lauriston St
Pierson John H 4200 Mitchell St Apt 109
Piraino Carrie 206 Overlook Rd
Pizzica Health System 8500 Henry Ave
Pleis Virginia, William 561 Monastery Ave
Poch Kurt 105 Rochelle Ave
Polish Heritage Society of Phila Joann Chenis 459 Flamingo
St
Postell Abraham 212 Great St
Pritchard Sara 8201 Henry Ave
Psculkowski Walter J 675 Rector St
Puma Stephen V 5441 Ridge Ave
Pursel Kerry J 412 Lyceum
Quigley Sean P 8620 Wissahickon Ave
Radcliffe Nathan M 7901 Henry Ave Apt G402
Ramondetta Deena 326 Delmar St
Ratay Mildred 4303 Manayunk Ave
Ravinder Bajaw S 7728 Ridge Ave
Reed Stella 4349 Pechin St
Reedhack Jennifer 7532 Valy Ave
Reichert Elizabeth M, Frederick 521 Monastery Ave
Reinhart Donna L 6901 Valy Ave D2
Renshaw Teresa 507 Seville St
Reynolds Wilford 253 Rochelle Ave
Ricci Linda 7901 Henry Ave Apt G306
Richards Ada 3963 Tr St
Richards Bertha 4217 Tr St
Rigler Veronia 349 Hermitage St
Rigney John 4207 Pechin St
Rinaudot Helen 561 Gates St
Roberts Family & Sports Chiropract 8151 Ridge Ave
Ronestock Aaron 913 Autumn River Run
Ronnie Circle, Lloyd Knight
Roscoe Darryl 7251 Ridge Ave
Rosenthal Bret 166 W Salaignac St
Ross Jillian A 4225 Boone St
Ross Roger 228 Lauriston St
Roth Ashley 611 Autumn River Run
Rowe James G 140 Lauriston St
Rowley Donald L 8246 Ridge Ave
Rowley Lawrence K 8240 Ridge Ave
Roxborough Manayunk Federal Savings Bank 6060 Ridge
Ave
Ruh Mary Grant 5443 Houghton Pl
Sallustio Nicole 618 Roxborough Ave
Samet Jeremy 609 Hermitage St
Sandy K 7901 Henry Ave
Sayers Barbara 451 Krams Ave
Schenck Robert C 4847 Umbria St
Schneider Megan 435 Hermitage St
Schrieber David 613 Autumn River Run
Schueler Heinz E 604 Green Ln 2nd Fl
Schwarz Michael H 612 Gorgas Ln
Score Educational Center 8500 Henry Ave
Scruggs John 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt A417
Services Inc Class Abstract 6120 Ridge Ave
Seserko Marilyn 6221 Lawnton St
Shapiro Harold 7901 Henry Ave Apt 0310
Shapiro Jordan 301 Hermitage St
Shaughnessy Moira 129 Sumac St
Sheehan Thomas F 613 Dupont St
Sherman Andrew 448 Roxborough Ave
Shields John F 214 Kalos St
Sibert Sylvester 469 Domino Ln
Silverstein Scott 215 W Mt Pleasant Av
Simon A Grant 714 Hendren St
Simon Alison M 4733 Silverwood St
Sisco Renelle J 7841 Ridge Ave Apt B246
Slater Anna G 322 Krams Ave
Smith Abigail L, Mark W 6545 Lawnton St
Smith Agnes A 441 Roxborough Ave
Smith Christopher S 3830 Manayunk Ave
Smith Darren R, Angela M 8875 Ridge Ave Apt 16
Smith Eva J 556 Gates St
Smith Gregory W 211 Pensdale St
Smith Helen 750 Cathedral Rd
Smith Helen J 6725 Ridge Ave Apt 202
Smith Helen T 750 E Cathedral Rd Apt B38
Smith Mark 6545 Lawnton St
Soccer Sisters United 6232 Ridge Ave
Sogo Charities 400 Seville St
Spencer Denise M 945 Manatawna Ave
Spinks Joseph L 514 Monastery Ave
Spino John F 8576 Lykens Ln
Spirit Halloween Superstore 8500 Henry Ave
Standen Corrine D 4013 Pechin St
Stefanowicz A 4147 Manayunk Ave
Steinhauer Christopher 107 Kalos St
Stevens Kim 536 Leverington Ave
Stewart Dorothy A 4200 Mitchell St Apt 109
Stolzer Isabelle, Bridget 4323 Lauriston St
Stolzer Vaughn 648 Martin St
Storonas Joseph 476 Wigard Ave
Strzodka Mark J 7901 Henry Ave Apt G404
Sturm Warren 180 Lauriston St
Sureshkumar Sworupini 8504 Parkwood Ln
Swider Matthew G 4111 Manayunk Ave
Swider Richard C 268 Kalos St
Swisher Faith 8618 Thomas Mill Ter
Sylvia Cleveland Jackson 7220 Hill Rd
Taylor Aaliyah 5606 Ridge Ave
Taylor Assoc Inc 550 Roxborough Ave
Teichman Robert 235 Gay St
Telamon Hsd Account 517 Conarroe St Rd Runne
Temple Abigail 766 Hill Rd
Teresa Antczak Memorial Scholarship 223 Rector St
Tewari Nidhi 4008 Lauriston St
Tharan Raymond W 116 Kalos St
Thiede Hester J 7841 Ridge Ave Apt B158
Tkaczuk Stella R 527 Gates St
Tower Hedy 600 East Cathedral Rd Apt B−202
Tracey Helen M 3571 Freeland Ave
Tran Art 445 Parker Ave
Trehan Gaurav 120 Autumn River Run
Triplett Terrence L 469 Domino Ln
Turner Tracey R 216 Fumac St
Tygh Timothy 363 Livezey St
Ua 04 03 00 Mayson Family Trust 600 E Cathedral Rd
H501
Usmiani Michael J 525 Gorgas Ln
Veerappan Shridhevi V 9123a Ayrdale Crescent
Velazquez Aurelio Ortiz 437 Seville St PO Box 35065
Vulli Sunil 542 Seville St
Wang Danhong 8201 Henry Ave Apt Q16
Webfusion Internet Sol Thomas Vollrath
5901 Ridge Ave 100 A
Weidenmiller Fred 5050 Umbria St
Weil Fred W Est 4304 Fleming St
Weil Frederick Est 228 N Bethlehem Pike
Weinberg Adam Benjamin, David A 8201 Henry Ave I−7
Weiss Joseph D 303 600 E Cathedral Rd
Welker Bruce, Enza 743 Claire Rd
Welsh Gregory 487 Ripka St
Wertz Martha J 496 Smt Ave
Wertz Martha June 496 Smt Ave
Wertz Martha, Steven 496 Smt Ave
Westlake Financial Svcs 414 Hermit St
Whisted Joseph P 6605 Ridge Ave
Whitaker Michael 4069 Manayunk Ave
Wickham Steven 4378 Manayunk Ave
Widhson Albert C Est 9209 Ridge Pike
Wiedmann Anna K 4309 Mitchell St
Wigard Development 712 Valy Green Ct
Wilkinson Robert M 7516 Shaw St
William W Shaw RR 1
Williams Madalyn 5508 Ridge Ave
Williamson James 4331 Freeland Ave
Winchester Hele 531 Overlook Rd
Wines Demian P 315 Krams Ave
Winters Evelyn 390 Fairway Tr
Wojciechowksi Charles A 311 Righter St
Wolf Kimberly E 207 Hermit St
Wroclawski Patricia T 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt H410
Wusl Fm Radio 440 Domino Ln
Yancey Gussie 4317 Dexter St
Yencha Lauren 4342 Dexter St
Yoder Jayson C, Scott R 4048 Pechin St
Yonnatell Regina F 482 Ripka St
Yorke Hyacinth 920 Autumn River Run
Zeitz Todd P 3940 Tr St
Ziegler Fred 6914 Ridge Ave
Zito Albert G 580 Fairway Ter
Zortman Sophia M 414 Ripka St
Zygmunt Edith P 6456 Henry Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19129
Abdalla Oubah 4055 Ridge Ave Apt 1310
Adams Harriet A 3200 Authority Tr Apt B
Adisa Orisoyin K, Abiodun 4055 Ridge Ave Apt 5402
Agrawal Prarthana 3600 W School House Ln Apt3 108
Akines Lenora N 3215 N 29th St
Allen Weldon, Mary 3413 Cresson St Apt 4
Aloia Construction Co 3417 Bowman St
American Cardboard Corp 401k Plan Kathleen Gibbons
3201 Fox St
Around Philly Com 3502 Scotts Ln Ste 1721
Artisitic Ind LLC 3502 Scotts Ln #1913
Banerjee Promila 3600 W School Hse Ln Apt C30
Barber Raymond W 4000 Gypsy Ln
Batchelder Marie C, Earl Y 3457 Ainslie St
Baynes Keith A 3436 W Penn St
Benjamin Jean E 3216 W Penn St
Benson Aaron 4833 Ridge Ave
Berman Barbara A 3528 Calumet St
Blair Joseph 3409 W Westmoreland St
Blankfield Louis Norm Caterer Inc Box 43173
Bowers Margaret 3223 Cresson St
Boyle Susan 3514 Sunnyside Ave
Boyle Tammy J 3404 Vaux St
Brigham Robert John Jr 3404 Vaux St
Brown Claudine 3220 W Willard St
Brown William S Jr Est 2910 Midvale Ave
Burger Tylaann 3506 Bowman St
Burkhalter Ellen D 3320 Tilden St
Caldwell Margaret 3366 Vaux St
Campbell Dorothy, John E 6757 Dover
Capers Evans 3239 N Newkirk St
Capstone Physical Therapy Fitness 4000 Gypsy Ln Unit 310
Cardona Dodanid 4861 Ridge Ave
Carter Marcelline 3233 N 29th St
Certified Abstract Co 3503 Ainslie St
Choukkar Supriya 4427 Driftwood Dr
Coffin Madeline M, Dean F 3452 W Queen Ln
Cole Helen M 4307 Ridge Ave
Cole Suzanne 3406 Warden Dr
Conrad Street Dist Inc 3343 Conrad St
Craig Theresa 3201 Defense Ter
Cummings Marissa 4041 Ridge Av Bl18 314
Danishefsky Edward 3606 Winona St
Datta Jashodeep 4427 Driftwood Dr
Davis Christian 6239 N 21st St
Deubel Ronald P 4041 Ridge Ave Apt 18 414
Dobson Mills Apts Leasing 4041 Ridge Ave
Dougherty Alfred, E 3441 W Westmoreland St
Dougherty Elizabeth A, Alfred 3429 W Westmorland St
Douglas Norma Lucas 4000 Gypsy Ln
Dr Ralphs Auto 3606 Winona St
Dupree Lonnie L, Connie 3232 N Newkirk St
Duttera Mary E 3423 Vaux St
East Falls Editorial Services 3539 Sunnyside Ave
Edmunds Richard 3519 Conrad St
Estevez Grocery Old York Rd & Lyco
Ethical Market Place LLC 3350 Tilden St
Falls Pharmacy 3421 Conrad St
Fathomseo Com 2450 W Hunting Park Ave
Faulkner Collision Center 3684 Calumet St
Fazlollah Mark 3352 Wiehle St
Feldman Constance 3201 Fox St
Fewkes Mildred D Est Gerard A Plourde 3214 Midvale Ave
Fiedler Ryan 3602 Indian Queen Ln
Fiedler Shannon 3602 Indian Queen Ln
Finkel Leonie J 3418 Bowman St
Freed L J 3648 Haywood St
Fripps Kristina M 4000 Gyspy Ln Apt 407
Funk Thomas 3514 Vaux St
Gary Sharese 3253 N 27th St
Gaskins Bonnie 3315 Midvale Ave
Gfrorer Arsenia 3914 Henry Ave
Goldman Lisa 4055 Ridge Ave Apt 6304
Gordon Wilhelmina 3248 N Newkirk St
Hadfield Susan D 3457 Bowman St
Harden Ruth C 2641 Roberts Ave
Helzner Richard C MD 4110 Apalogen Rd Ste W
Hinchcliffe John 3439 Crawford St
Hinz Norman L 3314 Creswell St
Hoebeke Elizabeth 3716 Calumet St Apt 1
Hunting Park Germantown Business 3413 Fox St
Hyland Joseph E 3312 Bowman St
Johnson Beatrice L 2673 Roberts Ave
Johnson Gail J 4146 Ridge Ave
Johnson Gladys 3321 N Marston St
Kelley Doris 3602 Indian Queen Ln
Kerdi Ali E 3684 Calumet St
Kevitch Michael, Todd PO Box 18524
Khan Asad 3281 Fox St
Kim Eunyoun 3409 W Queen Ln
King Tiffany 3232 Mcmichael St
Kirby Sandra 3638 Calumet St
Kirk Michelle 3358 Wiehle St
Korizi Kalliopi 3456 Midvale Av
Korupp Alexandra 3414 Barclay St
Kubacki Sophia 3903 Netherfield Rd
Latisha Dale 3414 Bowman St
Leary Margaret J 4145 Ridge Ave
Lekkham Rateetat 4055 Ridge Ave Apt 3608
Lifetime Bathtub Enclosures Inc 2409 W Westmoreland St
Linde Mary 3314 Creswell St
Lindenmuth Samuel 3671 Calumet St
Little Elizabeth 3437 Barclay St
Longmires Thelma L 3232 N 26th St
Loughney Janelle C 4135 Ridge Ave 2
Macgregor Mather Mary A 3910 Vaux St
Mahoney Eileen 3451 W Queen Ln
Mangino Eva M 3441 W Queen Ln
Marcy Francis Jr, Jean C 3538 Cresson St
Marquez Julie Apt A4b 3024 W Queen Ln
Martin Claire 3704 Stanton St
May H Sturm 3587 Calumet St
Mcandrew Mary 3309 W Penn St
Mcavoy Thomas 3651 Calumet St
Mccall Sandra 3638 Calumet St
Mccormack Kevin 3502 Scotts Ln Ste B2
Mccracken Caitlin 3541 Ainslie St
Mcdonald John 3327 Midvale Ave
Mcdonald Patrick O 3239 W Queen Ln
Mcgeehan Brian 3343 Ainslie St
Mcglynn William G 3126 W Coulter St
Mcgovern Kevin 4251 Ridge Ave
Mcvicar Lesley V Est 3455 Aninslie St
Meade George 3606 Weightman St
Mellohusky Kelli 3446 Ainslie St
Mensha Edward 4042 Ridge Ave
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Michel Shaun J 3411 Crawford St
Nash Joe 4135 Ridge Ave Apt 3
Noble Real Estate LLC 3334 Bowman St
Oneill William 3317 N Marston St
Oshea Jesse 3440 Tilden St
Owens Deborah Executive Housing Cons 3442 W Penn St
Pa Rowing Camps 3302 W Queen Ln
Patterson Willie 3911 Henry Ave
Penn Susannah N 3543 Sunny Side Ave
Pfister Monica B 3418 Crawford St
Philtec Instrument Co 3426 Conrad St
Prokuski Vanessa 3319 Cresson St
Pytsch Hildagarde 2547 Williard
Rambo Patricia 3697 Midvale Av
Rice Anna 3309 W Penn St
Richardson An 2673 Deacon St
Richardson Ruth B 3312 W Queen Ln
Rite Aid 3251 3601 Midvale Ave
Rivera Tony 2821 W Queen Ln Apt A
Robertiello Matthew J 4055 Ridge Ave Apt 3504
Rodski Amanda 4000 Gypsy Ln Unit 740
Ruble Margaret 3450 Midvale Ave
Sadtler Philip 3555 W School House Ln
Sauerwein Carin 3421 Indian Queen Ln
Schut Lydia 3937 Netherfield Rd
Shaw Suzanne P 4855 Ridge Ave
Singh Arush 2830 Midvale Ave Apt B
Smith Don H PO Box 43375
Spain George III 3213 N Newkirk St
Spino Mark J Sr 3617 Weightman St
Spivey Al 2818b Midvile Ave
Stargell Margaret 2509 W Willard St
Sullivan Carol A 2900 Woodpike Ln Apt B
Tasty Baking Co 3413 Fox St
Tasty Baking Co Gene Malinowski 2801 Hunting Park Ave
Taylor Anthony 4140 Ridge Ave
Taylor George M 2920 Midvale Ave
Thorpe James D PO Box 43273
Timby Walter, Katie 3451 Tilden St
Towles Harry 3218 W Hilton St
Townsend Joseph 3247 N Marston St Apt B
Tregea Mildred D 4312 Dobson St
Trimble Cailyn 3543 Indian Queen Ln
Tully Henriette L 3250 N Rowkirk St
Upson William 3224 Mcmichael St Apt B
Valhal Corp 3500 Scotts Ln
Vankust Bianca Apt C 2900 Midvale Ave
Warjri Ceyola M 4055 Ridge Ave Apt 4703
Weiss Stephen 3507 New Queen St
Wernert Arnold & Rita Cbom, Arnold 3687 Eveline St
Wernert Dorothy, Arnold 3687 Eveline St
Wescott Ronald 3230 N 26th St
West Tony 3253 N Marston St
Whitcomb Eleanor P Est Eva M Mangino 3441 W Queen Ln
White Clelia, Leo 3209 N Spangler St
Wilson Elaine G, Jerome G 4000 Gypsy Ln Unit 201
Wood Bernice A, Walter J 3351 Bowman St
Wray Alfred E 3110 Berkeley Dr Apt L
York Butterfly Lp Brassler Prop 4122 Apalogen Rd
Yow Krista Apt 1a 3414 W Westmoreland St
Philadelphia Pa 19130
1518 Fairmount Partners 1521 Melon St
Accra LLC 2000 Hamilton St Ste 886
Afify Dalia 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy Ap
Agko Mouchammed 2200 Ben Frnkln Pk N1604
Ahearn Marie 2200 Ben Franklin Pkwy 807
Ahrens Andrew 2811 Cambridge St
Albert Jacob 2043 Spring Gdn St
Alkulaifi Yousuf Apt S1011 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
All Cellular Philadelphia Muhammad Baker 2841 W Girad
Ave
Allied Snug Harbor Lp 109 S 19th St
Alluru Lakshmi Kanth 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy E
Almazrouei Masoud 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy Ap
Almohawes Abdulrahman 2200 Ben Frank Pky W0502
Alshamisi Khaled 2601 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 502 Ebrahim
Sharifi
Alsheikh Turki 2200 Ben Frank Pky S0805
Amaker Dearell 1906 Wallace St Apt A
Amodeo Dianna 1732 Green St
Anderson Joseph 2837 Cambridge St
Anderson Joyce M 2601 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 929
Angelides Jill 2100 Brandywine St
Antinoff Maxine 2601 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 209
Antonsen Erika K 823 N 21st St
Archibald Lisa 3033 W Girard Ave
Armour Barbara 2808 Poplar St
Arnold Chad W 1822 Girard Ave
Ashenbrenner J M 2401 Pennsylvania Ave 12c50
Ates Sina Teoman 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Parktowne Apt W 906
August Sylvia A, Linda E 2401 Pennsylvania Ave 6b23
Bailey Darcie H 2200 Benjamin Frkln Pkwy Apt S912
Baines Mary B Est Apt 2l 1818 Spring Gdn St
Balakathiresan Natarajan 1801 Buttonwood St Apt 914
Ballard Clifford L PO Box 15099
Ballew Edward C 844 N Brd St
Banies Mary 1818 Spring Gdn St Apt 2l
Barajas Juan A 1628 Vernon Mt
Barkley Ariana 2601 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 703
Bartlett E 833 N Judson St
Bartosik Leonard Apt 14c51 2401 Pennsylvania Ave
Bastian Matthew F 2001 Hamilton St Apt 1605
Bates Andrew Rowley 871 N 22nd St
Batten Robert G 2221 Ogden St
Bayer Harvey 2001 Hamilton St 1218
Beate Carolina E 815 Corinthian Ave
Ben Ayed Riadh 2601 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 447
Berch David I 2327 Perot St
Berger Jeffrey 2001 Hamilton St 808
Bergeria George, Mary 834 No 20th St
Beri Aditya 807 N Ringgold St
Berlehner Brian Garrett 640 N Brd St Apt 505
Bernstein George, Ruth 2401 Pennsylvania Ave 18c51
Bertoni Michael 2001 Hamilton St
Bilger Jami M 2009 Mt Vernon St 2f
Blakeney W Springgdn Twrs
Blakeney Wilhelmina 1818 Spring Gdn St Apt 6m
Bland Glenn L 640 N Brd St Apt 505
Bolig Bernadette 2420 Meredith St
Bonneville Noamie 1706 Cambridge St
Bosaczyk Mike 827 N 24th St
Bowles Robert E 722 N Brd St
Boykins Ralph 1527 W Girard Ave
Boylan Dennis 423 N 20th St
Bradley Susan 562 N 23rd St
Braime Margaret E 714 Shirley St
Brainard Jiooian R 1716 Mount Vernon St
Bravo Health Pa Inc 1500 Spring Gdn St Ste 800
Brennan Joseph F, Claire E 2213 Mount Vernon St
Bresch Charles 2711 W Girard Ave
Brettschneider Johannes 220 Ben Franklin Pkwy
Bridges Cora 919 N 20th St
Brodsky Helene K 2401 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 8b31
Brooks Robert M 1810 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Brown Newton A III 440 N Brd St
Brown Tsahani Ray 819 N 16th St
Bruno Desiree 2001 Hamilton St City View II Apt 2303
Bruton Jacqueline 844 N 28th St Apt 2
Buehler Edward Phila Nursing Home 2100 W Girard Ave
Burak Joshua 627 37 N 18th St Unit 210
Burns Peter 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pk W903 Apt 1
Byrd Janitorial Serv PO Box 56311
Cadoret Frederic 1737 Wallace St Apt 202
Calabreta Rosario 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Calabro Sal P 240 Pennsylvania Blvd 1a5
Callaghan Martha 1613 Green St Apt 8
Campbell William, Chanel 2001 W Girard Ave Apt B
Canteen Vending Svcs Ccp Rick Gavrys 1700 Spring Gdn St
Capron Kelly R 2601 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 952
Carbonell Chris O 1614 Mount Vernon St Apt B
Carlson Meaghan 2001 Hamilton St Apt 726
Carpenter Linda A 2432 Perot St
Carrasquillo Jose 2823 Parrish St
Carrera Maria 2231 Green St
Carroll Katherine 1919 Wallace St Apt 1
Carter Frances B 2229 Brandywine St
Carter Matilda 711 N 17th St
Cartlidge Marjorie 2617 W Girard Ave Fl 2
Chang Albert Md 637 N 22nd
Charbonnet Robert L 2821 Parish St B
Charles Singer & William Singer Irr Trus 2619 Brown St
Chase Zachary 3017 W Girard Ave 3f
Chau An T 554 N 17th St Apt 2r
Chen Yao 1806 Green St Apt 211
Chiappardi Vincent 2017 Spring Gdn St
Cho Sung 1801 Buttonwood St 1111
Choi Yang 876 N Judso St
Christian Youth Svcs 867 N 20th St
Cincotta Carl 2007 Girard Ave
Clair Catherine R 1616 Fairmount Ave Apt B
Clark Jonathan 1735 Francis St
Clark Vernon Lot 17 1713a Edwin Walk
Cmk Entertainment LLC 2611 Aspen St
Cohen Elizabeth 2 Franklin Blvd
Compher Kevin M 790 N Croskey St
Conway Maxine 1827 Green St
Copeland Karlene 2200 Ben Franklin S 1214
Corley Helen, John 878 N Myrtlewood St
Cornell Mickey R 2021 W Girard Ave
Couturie Christine E 825 N Taylor St
Coyne Allyson F 770 N Bucknell St
Crane Giles 2229 Brandywine St
Creegan Patricia 858 N 21st St
Crouch Kenneth M 925 N 28th St
Cusano Ann L 2001 Hamilton St Apt 1605
Custer Matthew 2201 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 415
Dahan Thomas 2136 Green St
Daly James W 2611 Folsom St
Daniels Bertha 818 N 19th St
Darami Michele 1631 Wallace St Unit 2
Dawkins Alexandra E 1711 Francis St
Dawson Cleveland 1416 W Girard Ave
Day Zimmerman LLC 1500 Spring Gdn St Ste 500
Day Zimmerman Mason Hanger 1500 Spring Gdn St
Deardorff Matt 787 N Judson St
Dearing Nyhus Soren I 2505 Olive St
Delaney Katelynne 2007 Mount Vernon St
Delgado Manuel A 1815 North St
Demaio Joseph A 2403 Olive St
Dennis Charles 1940 42 Wallace St Unit A
Dever Gerard A 2216 Fairmount Ave
Devine John W 857 North 28th St B
Dibeneditto Chris 570 N 23rd St
Distefano Laurence 891 N Judson St
Dobromilski Helena 2220 Brown St
Dolan Mark 2201 Green St 2
Dolchan Michael J 805 N 24th St
Dolenti Ronald P 910 N Taney St
Dolsomse Olive 1726 W Girard Ave
Domorski Victor J 2050 Fairmount Ave
Dong Xian PO Box 56309
Dougherty Richard A 2200 Ben Franklin Pkwy S 1206
Doyle Jill 2133 Spring Gdn St Apt 4
Dua Ruchika 2200 Benjamin Franklin Par W18
Dubree Frank W 2539 W Brown St
Dudley Jacob A 858 Perkiomen St
Duling Fred 829 N 26th St
Durham Wes 631 20th St N Apt 3
Eat Sweet Inc 1822 Spring Gdn St
Eckles William J, Thomas E 909 N Taney St
Economou Nicoleta J 786 N Croskey St
Edison Deborah L, Esther 2629 Brown St Apt 103
Edward B Myers 2025 Parrish St
Edwards Lucille 831 Leland St
Efros Lauro 2222 Wallace St
Ega Ajith Kumar 2200 Benjamin Franklin
Egonopoulos Paul 766 N 26th St
Egoul Katerina Ofc 1801 Buttonwood St
Eiss Bebe 2301 Pennslvania Ave 18a4
Eluk Christopher 759 Corinthian Ave Apt 2f
Elwetidi Ahmed A 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy Ap
Eneanya Dennis 2100 W Girard Ave
Episcopal Long Care Walter Orengo Aspinwall Bldg 2100 W
Girard Ave
Erin Treacy 1830 Green St Apt 2f
Ewing Charles P 2002 Spring Gdn St
Fadel Aiman Amir 916 N 30th St
Fafalios Aristeides 2001 Hamilton St E3
Fagelson David 2401 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 2a8
Fairmount Med Inc 2126 Fairmount Ave
Fairmount Supreme Property 1725 Fairmount Ave
Fertsch Joseph B 2210 Aspen
Feszczak Zenon L, Olena M 754 N 26th St
Feucht Elizabeth S 1799 Wylie St
Filmon Caroline 2100 Mt Vernon St
Fitzpatrick Ryan J 729 N 17th St Unit A
Flaherty Frank, James 841 N Ringgold St
Fleet Marcia 2601 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 207
Flower Lena 2427 Perot St
Fmp Visual Comm Inc Jeff Levin 725 N 24th St
Fowler John Henry 854 N 29th St
Frank Marchiano US 2016 Brandywine St
Franklin Kelley G 1513 Fairmount Ave
Friedland Jason Edward, Kathy 2323 Pennsylvania Ave
Fries Amy 718 N 17th St Apt 305
Fuller Stephanie M 821 N 24th St
Gallagher Eileen P 722 N Brd St
Gallagher Kacy 1609 Mount Vernon St
Gallagher Sally A 827 N 26th St 2f
Garcia Fernandez Venancio T 2231 Green St
Gardner Frederick P 2419 Olive St
Garvey Teresa A 1820 Spring Grdn 12b
Gelblum Peter G 2401 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 7b33
Gellman Rivie 2401 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 15c51
Gelman Rivie P 2401 Pennsylvania Ave/ 51
Gerhard Jamie 2806 Poplar St
Giletti Mary T 2601 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 1125−B
Goel Pooja 2200 Ben Franklin Pw W 712
Goldner Thomas M 847 N Woodstock St
Goodman Patricia A 1913 Green St 1
Goodstein Selma R Est 2401 Pennsylvania Ave 19b25
Gordon John K 2453 Perot St
Gorski Alexander J 2929 W Girard Ave
Grant Alicia M 522 N 19th St Apt 3 F
Grant Christopher 1717 N Ridge Ave
Green Frederick 2100 W Girard Ave
Greene Andrew A 640 N Brd St Apt 808
Grey Regina M 531 N 22nd St
Groninga Soschin Misty L 2125 Mt Vernon St
Gupta Aanchal A 1801 Buttonwood St Apt 807
Hagin Gregory 1900 Hamilton St Unit 801
Halaway Melissa C 870 N Taylor St
Hamilton Mary L 2001 Hamilton St 1627
Hamilton Troy J 884 N 26th St
Hammond Michael C 2921 Pennsylvania Ave
Haon Harry, Mary 846 N 23rd St
Hapani Jitesh 200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy Apt W1406
Hardigan Greg J 2751 Pennsylvania Ave B208
Harnish John F III 875 N Taylor St
Harvey Rhoda, John 2401 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 11b
Hassell Isaiah L 1630 Ridge Ave
He Sirong 2449 Olive St
Helene K Brodsky Revoc Living Trust 2401 Pennsylvania
Ave
Helgerson David P 2210 Brandywine St
Heller Gertrude 2731 W Girard Ave
Henk Elizabeth 1982 Washington Valy 213 1900 Hamilton
St 303
Hensen Helen E 3017 W Girard Ave
Hicks Steven C 1614 Wallace St
Holovat John 2200 Ben Frank Pky N0111
Holzbaur Helen E, Joseph 854 N 29th St
Hoover Jillian 400 N Brd St
Hough Earl 1820 Callowhill St
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Huang Guangzhou 1801 Buttonwood St Apt 410
Interface Psych Svcs 2401 Pennsylvania Ave
Internal Medicine Associates 16th St & Girard Ave
Irwin Jessica 918 N 15th St Unit D
Ivanov Nikola I 2001 Hamilton St Apt 2212
Jackson Terry 816 N Woodstock St
Jallo Jack 2238 Mt Vernon St
James Irene 1520 Mount Vernon St
Jane Morgan I 790 N 25th St
Jefferson Frances A, Samuel W PO Box 24810
Jeon Sun Y 640 N Brd St
Jia Wei 2200 Benjamin Franklin
Jimenez Oscar 409 Wingohocking St
Joines Scott 3030 W Girard Ave
Jones Jennie 2813 W Girard Ave
Jones Nephretite 2710 Cambridge St
Jones Sheinelle M 815 N Taney Unit A
Jones Valerie 70 N 17th St
Joyce & Cautilli 2008 Fairmount Ave
Jung Hur 640 N Brd St Apt 504
Kakuta Mitsutaka 2200 Ben Frank Pky N1203
Kamholz Sandra H 742 N Taylor St
Kane James S 1810 Fairmount Ave 2
Karzmar Walter H 2229 Green St
Kastle Systems of Phila 2325 Fairmont Ave
Kellam Readie B 1517 W Odgen St
Kelling Ernest C MD 637 N 22nd
Kelly Charles Phila Nursing Home 2100 W Girard Ave
Kemp Kirsten 2503 Olive St
Kerrick David 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy Apt S1807
Ketabchi Hamid 5440 N Tujunga Ave
Kil Yu Jin 640 N Brd St Apt 512
Kim Saejoon 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy East 509
King Frances E 2509 Olive St
King Isabelle 918 N 15th St
Kisslinger Melissa R 1839 Poplar St 1
Klerr Leah J 2505 Olive St
Knobler Lois J 2041 Wallace St
Kohli Chitra 2601 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 623
Koneck Ernest M 815 N Woodstock St
Korpuze Elizabeth, Roque 1606 Green St
Krader Jeffrey A 555 N 16th St
Krause Paul 2105 Green St Apt 2f
Kravvaritis Glykeria 2230 Fairmount Ave
Krocker Alma Kennedy 2430 Brown St
Kuang Tieliang 886 N Taylor St
Kulp Norlynne, Benjamin 2037 Brandywine St
Kummer Jeffrey 2334 Aspen St
Lambert Joyce 1625 Parrish St
Langel Matthew J 637 N 18th St Apt 104
Langer Robert 1547 Spring Gdn St Apt 2
Langford James 1933 Fairmount Ave
Lavine Bette 2401 Pennsylvania Ave
Law Offices S Richard Levin Tr 531 N 19th St Fl 1
Lawry Matthew 874 N 22nd St
Lee Anais 2346 Perot St
Lee Shaun W 825 N 29th St Apt 3a
Leecan Alfred C 1509 Cambridge St
Lefarietta Carlos 1823 North St
Leffler Steven I MD 637 N 22nd
Lehman Jason B 1532 Mount Vernon St
Lember Jessica 766 N 24th St Apt A
Leonhard Caren 839 N Taylor St
Levchuk Oleg 220 Ben Franklin Pkwy E
Levin Gloria B 2401 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 21b2
Lewis James 1633 Swain St
Lewis Robert Sr, Robert 2617 Folsom St
Li Yi K 2729 W Girard Ave
Lin Alice A 2432 Aspen St
Lindsay Katelyn Ann 637 N 18th St Apt 305 Apt 305
Linn Courtney, Timone 805 N 26th St Apt 1
Linnettes Auto Repair 2001 Hamilton St Apt 525
Litvinovic Katarina 1503 Green St Apt 4
Liu Young Sheng 1418 W Girard Ave
Loeb Gail Unit D8 1900 Hamilton St
Lojeski Walter 2420 Meredith St
Long Alice M 1718 Spg Gdn St
Longacre John J 1826 Ridge Ave
Loonstyn Michael 805 N 26th St
Lott Mia 2000 Hamilton St 851
Lucier Helen 1609 Mount Vernon St
Luebbert James 824 N Ringgold St
Lugo Helga E 775 N 23rd St
Lvovich Svetlana MD 1801 Buttonwood St Apt 1010
Lynch Patrick J 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Macijewski Kelli M 2217 Wallace St Apt 1f
Macleod Jessica 751 Ncroskey St
Madonia Lara 2601 Pennsylvania Av 509
Maguire Sports Academy LLC 2144 Green St
Mahaney Hayley 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Maier Eugene 603 N 16th St
Maloney Sarah R 2313 Wallace St
Mandanas Victor J MD 637 N 22nd
Manos John S 1900 Hamilton St Unit 307
Marcynyszyn G J 760 N Ringgold St
Marsh Irene L 2619 Brown St
Marter Marilynn 2401 Pennsylvana Ave Apt 3c47
Martin Michael 1721 Fairmount Ave
Martinez Hector 634 N 17th St
Mason Hanger Corp Michael Vorhees 1500 Spring Gdn St
Ste 500
Mason Ray 1527 Green St Apt 2r
Massa Katherine 886 N Pennock St
Matorin Eleanor 1801 Buttonwood St 1619
Matthews Russell 761 N Croskey St
Mavila Alfredo 757 Judson St
Mayes James T 2100 W Girard Ave
Mayes Russell A Est 2100 W Girard Ave
Mcandrews Michael 1941 Green St
Mcbrearty George 1542 Ogden St
Mccafferty Isabelle, John 830 N 24th St
Mccarron Agnes F 2033 Spring Gdn St
Mccrae Christopher 2014 1/2 Green St
Mckee J D 2515 Swain St
Mckenna Erin 2007 Girard Ave
Mckibbin Patricia M, Francis 2401 Pennsylvania Ave
Apt 18b23
Mcknight Ruth 2100 W Girard Ave
Mcnally Terry B, Jake 2309 Fairmount Ave
Mcnamara Ryan 2201 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 10
Mcquaid Evelyn 2100 W Girard Ave
Mcurtry Vanda 2125 Green St
Mead Hilda M 2419 Perot St
Meersand Ronald S 2939 Ogden St
Menzenski Julian P 1932 Brandywine St
Mercado Minerva 615 N 18th St
Merves Rose H 2401 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 20c5
Meskin Sheila V 2200 Ben Franklin Pkwy Apt N80
Meyappan Janaki 2001 Hamilton St Apt 1401
Mid Atlantic Rehab Svcs Inc 743 N 24th St
Minogue William E 1913 Green St
Minuchehr Pardis 2200 Ben Franklin Pkwy
Mitchell Albert B 2220 Fairmount Ave
Miyoshi Takanori 2601 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 322
Mm Partners 2621 W Girard Ave
Montanez Jose 901 Carlisle St
Mooney John C 2529 Swain St
Morgan Catherine E 807 N Ringgold St
Morgan Jane I 790 N 25th St
Moriarty David M 861 N Ringgold St
Mosby Mw III, Kay 2601 Pennsylvania Ave
Mosley James E 1715 Cambridge St
Moyer Andrew Unit 1 1717 Spring Gdn St
Mubarak Jassim 2200 Ben Franklin Pkwy Apt S60
Muller Laraine Schollmann 1527 Green St Apt 3−P
Museum Towers 1801 Buttonwood St
Myers Charles H Jr 2025 Parrish St
Myers Gregory E 802 N Brd St
Nabors Patricia Admin Profit Sharing Plan 2122 Poplar St
Nash Marvin J MD 637 N 22nd
Natale Rachel L 2027 Ogden St
Nawara Kate 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Negro Helen 1615 Wallace St
Neill Emily O 741 N 26th St
Nero Worrell D 2614 Parrish St
Nestler Lauren 790 N 27th St
Nicholas Sarah Jane 1514 North St
Nichols Rich Law Offices of Brad A Rubens 1904 Spring
Gdn St
Nicholson Alma 711 N 17th St
Nija Smith 814 N Brd St D
Ning Autumn 640 N Brd St
North Star Bar, Lisa 2636 W Poplar St
Oaktown Financial 1919 Green St Apt H
Olson Christopher 1811 Fairmount Ave
Oneill Anna O 2330 Parrish St
Ouhamou Nouara 1737 Wallace St Apt 202
Oxman Joseph 2113 Mount Vernon St
Pabon Angelines 776 N 25th St
Pagan Jose 722 N 16th St
Pakuris Justin 2716 Brown St
Papada Jonathan 761 N 23rd St
Parker Glenn A 852 Perkiomen St Apt 1
Parmigiani Carolyn F 861 N Ringgold St
Parnell John 2315 Fairmount Ave
Patel Suketu J Unit 1618
Paul Green School of Rock 1508 Brandywine St
Paul Syreeta M PO Box 56198
Peterson Shawn 932 W College Ave
Pham Victoria 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy Apt S805
Philadelphia Gas Works 2218 Fairmount Ave 1f
Philadelphia Media Holdings 400 N Brd St
Piemontese Michael 1943 Callowhill St
Pleasant News 440 N Brd St
Ployd Sean 1528 Brown St
Polisetti Sridhar 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy A
Polizzi Francesco P DO 637 N 22nd
Pollan Sara J 1666 Callowhill St Apt 105
Powlen Robert J 749 N 24th St
Pressman Residuary Tr Under Complete 2401 Pennsylvania
Ave 2c44
Pressman Robert, R 2401 Pennsylvania Ave 2c44
Preston Herman 744 N 29th St
Prota Eleanor, George 747 N 20th St
Purewal Miteswar S, Uplekh S 1519 Wallace St
Qiuting Wu 911 N 16th St 3
Quinn Margaret M 823 N 28th St
Radomsky Peter, Mary 880 N Taylor St
Rampant Group Inc 3033 W Girard Ave Ste 300
Ray Demetra F Est 1801 Buttonwood St
Raymond Lori A 2601 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 311
Reed Lisa 772−74 N Bucknell St
Reeder Jonathan 842 N Brd St
Reese Alexis 844 N Uber St
Regan Elizabeth 706 N 19th St
Reger Justin J 2728 Parrish St
Reilly Muredach 2041 Wallace St
Rembert William 1637 Fairmount Ave
Remer William M 610 N 23rd St
Renaud M 2001 Hamilton St
Rice Hilary Jensen, Peter B 1810 Callowhill St
Richards William 1412 Parris St
Richardson R A 2201 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy Apt 103
Riever Susan P 831 N Pennock St
Rift Valley Children S Fund Usa Inc 2531 Swain St
Rinker Mary 823 N 24th St
Rittenhouse Eye 2000 Hamilton St Rodin Pl
Rivera Rafael 615 N 18th St
Robertz Alcindah 1917 Spring Gdn St
Robinson Mary 607 N 19th St
Rodgers Angie 644 23rd St N
Rodgers Mary E 404 N Uber
Roegiers Fabrice J 855 North 27th St
Rojas Mendez Carmen Patricia 2200 Benjamin Franklin
Pkwy
Rona Elizabeth T 1919 Spring Gdn St
Rosario Evanisto 1803 Wallace St
Rosen Evelyn 2319 Fairmount Ave
Roth Janice Pkwy Hse Apt 519 2201 Penna Ave
Rowan Danielle M 2315 Pennsylvania Ave
Rowley Bates Andrew Malcolm 871 N 22nd St
Rozok Stefan 2443 Olive St
Rubin Allen W 1920 Brandywine St
Rundle Jonelle 2728 Parrish St
Ryan Christopher 783 N 27th St
S G Enterprises Inc PO Box 2629
Salinas Cynthia L 855 North 27th St
Sankarasubramanian Prakash 2200 Ben Franklin
Pkwy E1114
Santiago Norma 1822 Green St 1flr
Sara Allen Community Homes 704−706 W Girard Ave
Sarnow Mark 2450 Meredith St
Schiaffino Giancarlo 1735 Market St 30th Fl
Schiff Francesco 640 N Brd St Apt 800
Schuh Owen 1625 Green St Apt 2f
Sclafani Mia J 2401 Pennsylvania Ave 12a12
Sdp Education Center Proj 440 N Brd St Rm 404
Sellers Connie 2528 Parrish St
Senbeta Akilu Ta Era Club 2743 Poplar St
Shanley Thomas 2730 Brown St
Shao Zhen H 2601 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 821
Shapiro H 2401 Pennsylvania Ave 2c44
Sheel Rajiv 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Shiel Mackay 1719 Spring Gdn St
Shin Jung 2001 Hamilton St Apt 806
Shubert Amy B 888 N Beechwood St
Shutt Stephen D 871 N Woodstock St
Singer Charles, William 2619 Brown St
Singer Family Trust Ua 23−Sep−85 2619 Brown St
Singer William E 2619 Brown St
Sit Lydia K 637 N 18th St Apt 103
Siwulec Anne 2301 Green St Apt 2
Skinner Jessica E 2432 Aspen St
Skipworth Devon 1934 W Cambridge St
Slon Daniella 2939 Ogden St
Smith Alex 1919 Mount Vernon St
Smith Calvin Est 1847 Wylie St
Smith James 603 N 18th St
Smith James E 1508b Brown St
Smith John D 722 N Brd St
Smith Melvenia 1525 W Girard Ave
Smith Nellie 1818 Spring 16n
Smith Robert P Jr Apt 914s S 2200 Benjamin Franklin
Pkwy
Smithkline Beecham 1500 Spring Gdn
Sneeringer David 870 N 22nd St
Snyder Logan 840 N 27th St
Solomon Mark 1717 Spring Gdn St Unit 2r
Somensky Marie B 2200 Ben Franklin Pkwy Apt W807
Somerset C 3 901 Carlisle St
Spalding Mary H 830 N Newkirk St
Spalding Mary Jane 830 N Newkirk St
Spring Garden Chiropractic Pc 521 N 22nd St
Spring Garden Towers 1818 Spring Gdn St Ofc
Sriranganatha Amara 2200 Ben Franklin E 412
Stein Jake 2937 Pennsylvania Ave
Steiner Segal & Muller Pc 2401 Pennsylvania Ave Ste
Stellarcare 2235 Brandywine St
Stenzler Henry Carl M Winegard 2200 Ben Franklin Pk
Stillabower Laura M 520 N 19th St Apt 3r
Straight Joy N 1728 W Girard Aveapt 1
Strain Meghann Unit B 2030 Green St
Struhsaker Paul 1666 Callowhill St Apt 3b
Stutzman Rebecca 641 22nd St N Apt 1f
Suh Michael 1720 Wallace St
Sulit Armando M MD 1600 W Girard Ave
Suvannavejh Marisa 2201 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 719
Tanaka Takemi 645 N 15th St
Tas Serkan 2200 Ben Frank Pky N0202
Tateishi Takuya 2200 Ben Frank Pky E0204
Taussig Ariella 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy Apt W1005
Taylor Carl 860 N 20th St
Taylor Reba L, James, Wesley 803 N 16th St
Thomas Anish 815 North 24th St
Thomas Gertrude, Richard P Hunter Jr 2401 Penna Ave
Ste 1c 51
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Thomsen David C 2328 Parrish St
Throwaway Horse LLC Chad Rutkowski 1820 Callowhill St
Tian Yu Xuan 1801 Buttonwood St 1003
Tom Samantha 2822 Ogden St
Tomkins Judith A 2200 Benjamin Franklin
Tone Katherine A 1719 Mount Vernon St
Toolin Catherine 2631 Aspen St
Townsend Rita M 562 N 23rd St
Tracy Emon 752 N 24th St Apt 2
Travkin Yriy 5600 Ogontz Ave
Treilmen Mark 1925 Spring Gdn St Apt 2f
Tsai Hsunchih 3701 Chestnut St C33 Interna
Ua 23−Sep−85 2619 Brown St
Ua 23−Sep−85 Singer Family Trust 2619 Brown St
Urbanczyk Amanda E 2107 Spring Gdn St Apt 2f
Vandelay Marketing LLC 2401 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 9a8
Varsanyi Joseph 2001 Hamilton St Unit 1027
Verdugo Angel R 640 N Brd St 502 640 Lofts
Vigilante Mary A 882 N Ringgold St
Vinod Shanbhogue Amita A 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkw
Virtus Investment 1719 Spring Gdn St
Vitale Frances 2821 Pennsylvania Ave
Walker Julius 2100 W Girard Ave
Wallace James PO Box 15010
Walsh Elizabeth 2817 Poplar St
Walsh James PO Box 56260
Wang Wenjie 1419 W Girard Ave Fl 3
Ward Margaret 1806 W Girard Ave
Washington Brian Apt 1f 1930 Spring Gdn St
Wasilsky Marcella E 1922 Spring Gdn St
Waxman David B 2621 W Girard Ave
Weichselbaum Simone 2601 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 327
Weiner Betty R 2401 Penna Ave
Wellington Roxanne 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Wells Gerald 1500 Mt Vernon 1f
Weltman David I MD 637 N 22nd
Wertheimer Marc D 2426 Perot St
West Joshua 2034 Spring Gdn St Apt 1f
White Christine, Glenford 1523 Green St
Wiggin Bethany 2210 Brandywine St
Wilhelm Clarence 2423 Fairmount Ave
William Baines A Tiffany Hawkins 936 N Bambrey St
Williams Craig 1615 Swain St
Williams Edythe 1745 N 33rd St
Williams Margaret 2816 W Girard Ave
Williams Marie 1920 Mt Vernon St Apt A
Williams Tremayne 2009 Hamilton St Suite 784
Williams Tysheena 1719 Wylie St
Willis Stephan 922 N 29th St
Wilson Brian 2832 Poplar St
Wing Sarah 1616 Mount Vernon St Apt 2
Winters Julie 2813 Girard Ave W
Womens Health & Environ Network 704 N 23rd St
Woodall Barbara S 866 N 23rd St
Woodman Ron 2001 Hamilton St Apt 525
Wright Kenneth P, Julia 918 N 28th St
Wu Dao 2001 Hamilton St Apt 1517
Wulbrecht Robert Est 2031 Spring Gdn St
Yoga on the Parkway 760 N 24th St
Yoh Services LLC 1500 Spring Gdn St
Young El Moab 1932 Brown St
Yu Jiaxin 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Zakhary Mina 640 N Brd St Apt 405
Zelinsky Amy 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy N503
Zhao Jianguang Apt W1914 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Zubaly Elizabeth 863 N Pennock St
Zucca Michael 640 N Brd St Apt 613
Philadelphia Pa 19131
52nd St Gas Inc 1501 N 52nd St
Abdu Rashida 638 N 53rd St
Abraham Andrew 4000 Presidential Blvd Apt 207
Abrams Berenice V 3600 Conshohocken Ave Apt 1503
Adams Edna S 2422 N 56th St
Adams Harriet, Robert 5666 Diamond St
Adams Marlene 5428 Woodbine Ave
Adams Sallie C 5802 Malvern Ave
Afeli Doh 4028 N 54th St
Afriqiah Books 658 N Frazier St
Agbugui Samuel A 5777 Hunter St
Aid Hilde L 4620 Conshohocken Ave
Alabdulkarim Emad A 4040 Presidential Blvd Apt 241
Albert Alemu Ta 501 Albert Inc 501 N 52nd St
Alexander Charles 945 N Fallon St
Alexander William 663 N Creighton St
Alhameli Abdulla 4000 Presidential Blvd
Alhashem Luqman 4000 Presidential Blvd
Ali Hadiyyah A 922 N 48th St
Alili Ali A 4000 Presidential Blvd 808
Alkadi Nouf E 6100 City Ave Apt 1413
Allen Alvin 5731 Harmer St
Allen Carlton 5527 Wylausing Ave
Allen Cecil 5321 W Girard Ave
Allen Ina 3903 City Ave Apt 612 C
Alqarni Abdulrahman Mohammed 3902 City Ave Apt A1217
Alsubaiheen Mohammed 3902 City Ave Apt 915b
Alzahrani Faisal 3600 Conshohocken Ave 2004
Amadou Connie 1555 N 58th St
Amer Shehadeh N 5373 Gainor Rd
American Communications 2805 North 47th St
American Family Archives 1 Winding Dr Rm 108
Ames Zelma PO Box 4567
An Kyangjin 2805 N 47th St
Anderson Edward 5475 W Berks St
Anderson Grace 5343 W Oxford St
Anderson Kernie L 2400 Bryn Mawr Ave
Angeline Frank 5112 Master St
Anufirnwu Florance B 5200 W Montgomery Ave
Anusionwu Florence, Uche 5200 W Montgomery Ave
Unit 15a 15b
Arango Catalina 3902 City Ave Apt 922b
Artis Robin Est 926 N 50th St
Assoudani Ali Omar 4200 City Ave Apt 407
Atkinson Jeremy 5317 Kershaw St
Atwood Roslyn 5427 Gainor Rd
Austin Wendell 5238 Pennsgrove St
Averhart Eloise 2252 Bryn Mawr Ave Apt 1b
Azarva Martin 1734 N Peach St
Bah Alseiny 1611 N 56th St Apt B
Baker Christopher, Lillie 3900 City Ave Apt D523
Baker Sherman B 1720 N 51st St
Baker Sherman B, Leonie 1720 N 51st St
Banerjee Arka 3601 Conshohocken Ave
Bannon Wilhemina 1429 N 54th St
Barbour Margaret B 5233 Arlington St
Barbour Yvette C 5233 Arlington St
Barnes Evlyn D 111 Rolling Rd
Barnes Ray 5724 Wynnefield Ave
Barnes Vera 1766 N Aberdeen St
Baugh Marshall Jr, Bettye H 2115 Parkwyn Rd
Baylor Eva M 5328 W Thompson St
Beattie William 650 N 54th St
Beatty Dion 4000 Presidential Blvd 107
Beaumont Jennifer J 3600 Conshohocken Ave Apt 1513
Beinlich Edward 4630 Westminster Ave
Belk Claire E, Ronald 4849 Parkside Ave
Bell Samuel D PO Box 15509
Belton Mary K 5642 Hunter St
Bennett Andrew 1328 N 54th St
Bennieclark Lorraine A 5630 Arlington St
Benson Phyliss Lynn 4001 Monument Rd Apt 1001
Berkley L G Simpson House 2101 Belmont Ave
Berry Eric 935 N Bernard St
Beta 2 Power of Ten Club Co Leroy Richardson 3728
Conshohocken Ave
Bethel William 4615 Conshohocken Ave
Blackman Jo A 565 N 58th St
Blank Emanuel, Pauline 4016 Balwynne Park Rd
Blue Ronnie A 1536 N Allison St
Boda Pondo 4920 City Ave Apt 209a
Bolt Cynthia 5727 Malvern Ave
Bouie Mae Eva 2527 N 32nd St
Bouldin M Ernestin, Tina Bouldin 5477 W Berks St
Bounds Camille 4020 Ford Rd 1st Floor
Bounds Mabel S 5721 Drexel Rd
Bounds Raymond S Jr, Mabel S 5721 Drexel Rd
Bowler Edward 1527 N Conestoga St
Bowser Barbara P 5011 Overbrook Ave
Boyce Colon D 1207 N 50th St
Boyea Valerie W 5665 Arlington St
Bradley Lewis 5320 Gainor Rd
Bradley Rondale 4820 Wyalusing Ave Apt H
Braswell Wilhelmenia C 5317 Kershaw St
Braxton Charles 1715 N 57th St
Braxton Loretta 5130 W Diamond St
Brenner Milton 2101 Belmont Ave
Bridgeman Johnny M 3600 Conshohockn Ave Apt 1213
Bridges Laurence 1801 N 52nd St Apt 1a
Bristle Donald 5213 Berks St
Broadfield Annie L 2280 N 52nd St
Brody Jeanne 3600 Conshohocken Ave Apt 706
Brookman Philip A 2030 N 57th St
Brooks Blair L 5751 Drexel Rd
Brooks Helen G 1638 N 57th St
Brooks Mildred 5721 Woodbine Ave
Brothers Joann 4001 Monument Rd Apt 620
Brown Alice C 3900 Ford Rd Unit 14a
Brown Amber 1766 N Aberdeen St
Brown Anthony B 417 N Hobart St
Brown Helen 3901 Conshohocken Ave Apt A26
Brown Janice 1674 N Wilton St
Brown Laura M 5427 Gainor Rd
Brown Pauline H 4051 Ford Rd 401
Brownlee Diane M, Addae D, Niyala J 5730 Wynnefield Ave
Bryant Robert 909 N 50th St
Bu Huijun 2495 N 50th St Apt 333c
Buchanan Kim B 1551 N 57st
Buckley Thomas J 1418 N Wanamaker St
Buescher Stephen 5613 Gainor Rd
Bullard Annie 1771 N 53rd St
Burayak Eva 3901 City Ave Apt 1219
Burns Albert 5514 Cambridge St
Burton Jason D 3900 City Ave
Butler Helen, Lee 5518 Poplar St
Butler Jasmin 4908 Master St
Butts Edith L 2101 Belmont Ave
Byrd Ashby 5639 Lansdowne Ave
Byrd Daniel 4001 Monument Rd Apt 109
Caldwell Dorothy E, Thomas J 2201 Bryn Mawr Ave
Apt 215
Campbell Bernice 2205 N Salford St
Campbell Lillian 5747 Haddington St
Cannon Diane 2214 N 58th St
Cardell Alan D 1999 N 52nd St
Carew Reginald 5255 W Berks St
Carter Walette E 543 N Allison St
Carton Ida E 1489 N 53rd St
Center for Autism Andrea Kennedy 3905 Ford Rd Ste 6
Chamberlain Stacey N 5543 Jefferson St
Chang Hungjung 4040 Presidential Bl 24−2423
Chen Li Zhu 1204 N 52nd St
Chiu Wai Y Lui 2746 Belmont Ave 428
Chou Hantang 5414 Overbrook Ave
Christensen Carl R Apt 208 2610 Belmont Ave
Cintas 287 4700 W Jefferson St
Clark Camille 3902 City Ave Apt B308
Clark Iris 5804 Woodbine Ave
Clark Lewis 5143 Harlan St
Clinkscale Billie PO Box 9672
Cm Family Investment Club, Haywood Willis Jr
2670 Wentworth Rd
Cocklin Carmen 5612 Lebanon Ave
Cockrell Clifford 1230 N Conestoga St Apt 2
Cohen Martin Keogh, M 3741 W Country Club Rd
Cole David J 2309 N 50th St
Cole Lee 646 N 56th St
Coley Reginald 5412 Lebanon Ave
Collins Anna R Ste 124 4190 City Ave
Collins Florence Estate 5463 Arlington St
Collins Valerie 5453 Euclid St
Cooke & B, Rowland Hall 4190 City Ave Ste 240
Coombs Sondra K 5724 Woodcrest Ave
Cooper Joshua F, Joel B 3937 Ellington Rd
Cooper Patricia 5327 Wyalusing Ave
Copeland Inez L 5002 Overbrook Ave
Copes Anna Est 5612 Woodbine Ave
Cousins Althea L, Carl M 3900 Ford Rd Apt 18d
Crosby Daryl J 4027 Balwynne Park Rd Fl 1
Crosby Geneva 5460 Arlington St
Cross Mariuccia 6100 City Ave Apt 1410
Crowder George C 1343 N Hobart St
Cruzcolon Alex D 531 N 19th St Apt 308
Curbside Chef Inc 5070 Parkside Ave Ste 3500c
Dalal Saloni A 4915 Wynnefield Ave Apt 1b
Dalinta Bontempo 1301 N 50th St
Dalton Bryant 5218 Kershaw St
Dandrade Joseph 5398 Wynnefield Ave
Davenport Megan 4509 Sherwood Rd
Davenport Robin Est 2405 Golf Rd
David J Cole Revoc Trust 2309 N 50th St
Davis Amiir L 5779 Nassau Rd
Davis Danyel R 4956 Wynnefield Ave
Davis Dorothy 2100 N 49th St Apt 108
Davis Esther F 3900 Ford Rd Apt 15g
Davis Robert L III 5406 Morse St
Dayton Michael 558 N Paxon St
Deans Geoffrey 1913 N 52nd St
Dease Dominique 5327 W Columbia Ave
Delaware Valley Med Specialties Pc 5050 Wynnefield Ave
Apt 108
Demby Josephine A 6100 City Ave Apt 1410
Denny Elizabeth D 1532 N Allison St
Deshields Catherine 1431 North Ithan St
Devine Clifford 5509 Lansdowne Ave
Diallo Khatri 3903 City Line Ave
Dickens Jamal 5138 Gainer Rd
Dintaman Lena M 2101 Belmonte Ave Bennett Apt 313
Dion Mcclarin Dion Est 3900 Ford Rd 2−A
Divine Investment Club 5756 Woodcrest Ave
Dixon John 4001 Conshohocken Ave Apt 408
Dolbow Florence J 4001 Monument Rd Apt 1206
Dolphin George M 2117 Parkwyn Rd
Dominguez Velez Julio 5201 Westminister Ave
Donzo Musa 646 N Frazier St
Dooley James 2210 Belmont Ave Rm 310
Doppalapudi Pooja L Apt 1904 4040 Presidential Blvd
Douglas Annette, James 5608 Diamond St
Douglas Charley V 5367 Hazelhurst St
Douglas James M Jr, Annette 5608 W Diamond St
Downey Anna T, George 901 N 48th St
Drew Tasha D 5148 W Minister Ave
Driskell Anna A 4063 Ford Rd
Drummond Rosa 565 N 58th St
Dubose Richard N 5526 W Oxford St
Dugan Helen C 1219 N 53rd St
Dugan Helen C, Walker 1219 N 53rd St
Dumpson Sally B 656 N 56th St
Duncan Debra M 1714 N Ruby St
Duncan Sandra M 4001 Monument Rd Apt 911
Dupree Abdul A 647 N 57th St
Duran Benito 5450 Masters St
Eason Louis E Jr 1229 N Alden St
East James H Est, Cecilia A 5837 Haverford Ave
Edwards Jannie 2425 W Montgomery Ave
Eleftherie Kalfas 1999 N 52nd St
Elias Carmen 4001 Monument Rd Apt 1010
Elliott Muriel 2101 Belmont Ave Apt B107
Ellis James Jr, Letha 517 N Allison St
Elroueiheb Georges N 4700 City Ave Apt 5402
Epps Josephine 4001 Monument Rd Apt 620
Erkan Osman Nihat 3901 City Ave Apt W1207
Estate of Anne E Carter 1443 N 57th St
Esther Robin 3939 Conshohocken Ave 1134
Evans Lillian, Arthur 6100 City Ave Ph 112
Executive House Apt 6100 City Ave
Expectations Dianne Thomas 1710 N 52nd St
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Fagan Marie V 5505 Media St
Fang J 4040 Presidential Blvd
Fassett Bruce F 5412 Woodbine Ave
Feaster Thomas A 2659 Daphne Rd Apt B
Feather Christina 3902 City Ave Apt B 524
Feras Ali Alaqeeh 5414 Overbrook Ave
Ferguson Shandrea 5608 Arlington St
Figzgerald Laura M 5324 Lebanon Ave
Fineman Frances, Herbert 2291 Bryn Mawr Ave
Fineman Herbert 2291 Bryn Mawr Ave
Finney Carolyn 2805 N 47th St Apt 1110
Fisher Rakhil The Pavilion Apt B 24 3901 Conshohocken
Ave
Fitzgerald Robert L 5324 Lebanon Ave
Flowers Ernest W 1512 N Frazier St
Flowers Joanne 5791 Haddington St
Foreman Lamont J 2438 N 54th St
Fowler Barbara 1302 N 57th St
Fox James 4000 Presidential Blvd Apt 310
Francis Lydia A 4001 Monument Rd Apt 1106
Frank Diane 4428 Overbrook Ave
Frank Diane, Myer 4428 Overbrook Ave
Franklyn Enos 1540 N 57th St
Freedman Betty F River Park 702 3600 Conshohocken Ave
Freedman David Simpson House 2101 Belmont Av
Freeman James 946 N Farson St
Fridie James R III 3701 Conshohocken Ave Apt 819
Fugere Genevieve S 2331 N 58th St
Fuller Charlie 1327 N 58th St
Fulton Cheryl A 3600 Conshohocken Ave Unit 22
Fulton Rosalino 3901 Conshohocken
Gabriel Hernandez 2805 N 47th St
Gadson Shirley 5118 Wyalusing Ave
Gallacher John 1412 N 56th St
Gallagher Erin Morris Quad 200 Twn 281 6051 Overbrook
Unit 1717
Gang Hannah 3701 Conshohockn Ave Apt 215
Garcia Luis E 3901 City Ave Apt 510a
Gardner Thersia 537 N 56th St
Garrison Mary E 6100 City Ave Apt 1018
Garton John 1489 N 53rd St
Gatewood Claude, Mary 5913 Woodcrest Ave
Geng Xuting 6100 City Ave Ph 105
Gerbenlundy Judith 3600 Conshohocken Ave 1009 River
Park House
Giardina Antonio 5216 Heston St
Gibson Breyana 4604 Westminster Ave
Giddens Julia 1335 N Allison St
Gilbert Ahmad 5432 Sharswood St
Glickman Benjamin S 6100 City Ave Apt 614
Glogow Benjamin 5317 Diamond St
Goines Oliver J 2107 N 59th St
Gonzalez Damaris 2260 N 53rd St
Goodman Alice 4001 Moumnet Rd
Goodman Lawrence 1511 N Alden St
Goodman Mike 2233 N 59th St
Gosten Agnes 3901 Conshohocken Ave Apt H25
Grant Annie 4932 Westminster Ave
Grant Maxwell 541 N Wanamaker St
Green Clifford S 2311 N 50th St
Green Edward 5335 W Columbia Ave
Green Erick 526 Paxon St
Green Ollie 5606 Westminster Ave
Greene Alberta Braxton, Earl A Jr 5353 Master St
Greene Spilliner 5834 Master St
Grubb Mabel E 563 N Wanamaker St
Guilbaud Sergeo 5320 W Turner St PO Box 1560
Gunby Louise A Est 534 N Vodges St
Gupta Jaton 6100 City Line Ave
Habberstad Jeff 4040 Presidential Bl Apt2424
Haddington Town 5437 Wyoalusing Ave
Hakami Abdulatif 3701 Conshohocken Ave Apt 805
Haldeman Englert Chad R 3109 Conshohocken Ave
Apt 2109
Hale Herman L 4190 City Ave N W Dialysis−Ste 126
Halfhide Glen 3995 Kankenau Ave
Hall James N 1325 N 54th St
Ham Kenneth 650 N 55th St
Hampton Margaret W 2210 Belmont Ave 314
Hand Tasheen 4040 Presidential Blvd
Hanley Kylina E 3902 City Ave B704 Presidential Apts
Harden Ida Mae 5751 Woodcrest Ave
Hardin Julia 619 N 57th St
Harmon Damaris 2260 N 53rd St
Harmon Helen R 1025 N 46th St
Harold Denise 5628 Haddington St
Harper Jon 3901 City Ave Apt A724
Harrell Granada 5609 Haverford Ave
Harris Angela 4413 Sherwood Rd
Harris Angelica L 5125 Westminster Ave
Harris Gail M 613 N 57th St
Harris Hildreth 5705 W Girard Ave
Harris Jeanette 1558 N Frazier St
Harris Rosie Lee 5635 Stewart St
Harvey Contance 2005 N Hobart St
Hatcher John, Carl 2128 N 57th St
Hawkins J Est 5317 Master St
Haye Landscaping Inc 4901 Merion Ave
Haynes Rishon 1458 N Allison St
Haywood Patricia 5418 Woodcrest Ave
Heckstall Brian 1457 Ithan
Henry Joseph 1246 N 55th St
Henson Sidney 1429 N Peach St
Henson Sidney Est 1429 N Peach St
Hergin Jerry 5401 Wyndale Ave
Hetmi Hamad A 4040 Presidential Blvd
Hicks Madeline 5180 Nevada St
Hill Dorothy L 1324 N Alden St
Hill Herbert 6100 City Ave Apt 1614
Hilltop Views LLC 244 Krams Ave
Hines Diane Jenkins Est 5424 W Montgomery Ave
Hines Utillie 5635 Woodcrest Ave
Hinton Ozelle M 2439 Golf Rd
Holley Anna E 4001 Monument Rd Apt 709
Holme Clarence 1667 N 53rd St
Holt Joseph A 5335 West Stiles St
Hong Hongsha 6090 Drexel Rd Apt B4
Hope Leslie B 2440 N 50th St
Hope Peter R 5011 Overbrook Ave
Hopkins Thomas 2600 Belmont Ave
Hopkins W T Inglis House 141sw 2600 Belmont Ave
Horn William 2nd Fl 4035 Balwynne Park Rd
House Inglis 2600 Belmont Ave
Howard Francesco 1725 N Ruby St
Howard Gailliard April N 5216 Lebanon Ave
Howell Edward III 4949 Parkside Ave
Huang Peiran, Sju Lafarge Unite 255 2425 Cardinal Ave
Huczko John, Mary 5413 Master St
Hudson George 955 N Fallon St
Huggins Leon 536 N 52nd St Store
Hughes Loretta 2307 N 50th St
Hughes Richard P 5220 Church Rd
Humphrey Jesse 1813 N 57th St
Hunter Vanessa A 5100 Lebanon Ave Apt 1005
Inglis House Med Spec 2600 Belmont Ave
Intech Construction Inc 4100 City Ave
Jackson Alfred 2214 Melvin St
Jackson Bailey Staffing Svcs Ll 5070 Parkside Ave Ste 3500
Jackson Dorothy M, John Jr 5753 W Jefferson St
Jackson Elizabeth 5319 Wyalusing Ave
Jackson Florence P 5729 Wyndale Ave
Jackson Rene H 2419 N 54th St
Jacobs Allen J, Roberta 5412 W Thompson St
Jacobs Ena M 5100 Lebanon Ave Apt 808
Jamanth Raj 6100 City Ave
Jang Jin H 3701 Conshohocken Ave Apt 814
Jefferson Joseph E 5123 Woodbine Ave
Jennings Hallie 918 N Saint Bernard St
Jiang Xiaying 4000 Presidential Blvd
Johns Theresa 2216 Bryn Mawr Ave
Johnson Arelious E 942 N 50th St
Johnson Charles R 2636 Lenape Rd
Johnson Cherry Sherri Est 3901 Conshohocken Av Lobby 4
Apt 4209
Johnson Ebony 4910 Wyalusing Ave
Johnson Jessie 1217 N 58th
Johnson Julius K 5301 Arlington St Fl 1
Johnson Lillie B 5424 Wynnefield Ave
Johnson M 5726 Poplar St
Johnson Mary E 1720 N Creighton St
Johnson Mola 5726 Poplar St
Johnson Phyllis 943 N Fallon St
Johnson Ruth 2746 Belmont Ave
Jones Aaron 1221 N 53rd St
Jones Aaron 5433 Berks St
Jones Charles E Jr 1248 N Frazier St
Jones Donna 5868 Malvern Ave
Jones Edmonia J 4001 Monument Rd 1011
Jones Harry 5413 Woodcrest Ave
Jones James A 5738 Stewart St
Jones Joseph L Jr 2248 Bryn Mawr Ave Apt 2b
Jones R 2426 N 51st St
Jones Sylvia 1212 N 55th St Apt
Jones Tanya D 5105 Warren St
Jones Thomas 5611 Lansdowne Ave
Joyner Sharon 1828 N 52nd St Apt S−2
Jy Kee Entertainment LLC 6100 City Ave Apt 614
Kahn Elizabeth B 2100 N 49th St
Kamara Abraham 1513 N Frazier St
Kang Yunjung 5414 Overbrook Ave Els Language Ctr
Katzman Lillian 3901 Conshohocken Ave Apt G14
Kawada Shuichiro 6100 City Ave Apt1217
Keller Ethel L 5421 Master St
Kelly Florence 5439 Master St
Kennedy Dia 3917 Ellington Rd
Khodary Mohammad 6100 City Ave
Kids 4change Inc 5846 Woodbine Ave
Kim Hoon Gu 3701 Conshohocken Ave Apt 409
Kim Kanggyk 4000 Presidential Blvd Apt 1103
Kim Seokhwan 4000 Prudential Blvd Apt 1415
Kim Suk S 4040 Presidential Blvd 1804
Kim Youngjae Els Language Ctr 5414 Overbrook Ave
Kinsey Ayteesha M 5453 Lebanon Ave
Kiral Tugba 3900 City Ave Apt 1121
Kirby Eugene C Jr 4910 Wyndale Ave
Koger Rodney L 4914 Wyndale Ave
Kolunsag Ugur 4000 Presidential Blvd 824
Kolunsag Zeynep 4040 Presidential Blvd A2005
Kopacz Michael Robert 5726 Woodcrest Ave
Kravtz Fered 5398 Wynnefield Ave
Lall Suruchi 4000 Presidential Blvd 103
Lambert Hortense, Harvey 5702 Wynnefield Ave
Lamm Barry A, Linda 3711 Mimi Cir
Lance John E III 5226 Master St
Lane Billie 1840 N 54th St
Lane Wilford O 1316 N 56th St
Laura M Brown Rev Liv Trust 5339 Wyalusing Ave
Laura M Brown Revoc Trust 5427 Gainor Rd
Law Office Robert Price, Berit Price 4040 Presidential Blvd
2304
Lawlor Mary K 5340 Lansdowne Ave
Le V 3703 W Country Club Rd
Leadum Brittany 5806 Lansdowne Ave Apt A
Lear Brett 2495 N 50th St
Leatherbury Kershaw 5765 W Jefferson St
Leathurbury Elizabeth 5765 W Jefferson St
Lee Doris 17002 N 57th St
Lee Jonathan 4040 Presidential Blvd Apt 1
Lee Mindo 4040 Presidential 2505
Lee S 3901 City Ave Unit 1124
Lee Susan 4040 Presidential Blvd Bldg 21 Apt 2118
Lee Wesley C, Jeffrey 5427 Gainor Rd
Leibowitz Helene 2749 N 46th St
Leiff Philip F, Rose Pavillion 11f 3901 Conshohocken Ave
Lenhart Chelsea 4000 Presidential Pkwy
Lessick Natalie R 2438 N 59th St
Levers Margaret, William 5545 Master St
Levin Marc A 3600 Conshohocken Ave Apt 510
Levin Sidney, Eva 2628 Lenape Rd
Lewis Brahim 5200 W Berks St Apt 4
Lewis Dawn 5002 Lancaster Ave
Lewis Herman, Laura 5442 W Girard Ave
Lewis Mary 536 N Vodges St
Lewis Mickhel, Tracy 565 E Rittanhouse St
Li Chien H 5414 Overbrook Ave
Li De Kui 1204 N 52nd St
Lillian Glover Est 5609 Lansdowne Ave
Lindecamp Marion S 5607 Master St
Lindsay Phyliss 1314 Allison St
Lindsey Lewis E Est 3701 Conshohocken Ave Apt 819
Lockings Herbert 2258 N 53rd St
Logan Betty 1251 N 54th St
Lomax E 3600 Conshohocken Ave
Love Simone 3701 Conshohocken Ave Apt 609
Loverobinson Tiffany 3701 Conshohocken Ave Apt 11
Luckey Brenda E 1526 N Alden St
Lui Mei Y 2746 Belmont Ave 428
Lyons Stanford M 4991 Parkside Ave N Apt 14
Mabel S Bounds Rev Tr Dtd 07 07 92 5721 Drexel Rd
Mack Darryl 4401 Conshohocken Ave
Maclaughlin V 912 N 48th St
Mader Zachary 5201 Church Rd
Magee Edna, Joe 4051 Ford Rd Apt 304
Mahnfeldt Martin 4000 Presidential Blvd 211
Malet Frances 2100 N 50th St
Manley Mike 3704 W Country Club Rd
Mann Reginald 3701 Conshohocken Ave
Marant Anna 5542 Lansdowne Ave Apt 1
Mariani Annalisa 3701 Conshohocken Av 212
Marion Chanda 5819 Malvern Ave
Marks Anna L 3900 Ford Rd Apt 4m
Marriott Edna M 1527 N 54th St
Marshall Ernestine 1230 N 56th St
Martin Ieshia 1445 N Vodges St
Martin Ronda 2113 N Hobart St
Mason Richard 4927 Wynnefield Ave
Matthews Loraine 653 N Creighton St
Matthews Pernella G 5226 Kershaw St
Mattison Willie 5212 Pennsgrove St
May Joshua L 2438 N 59th St
Mccall Victoria M 4991 Parkside Ave N 43
Mcclarin Dion Est 3900 Ford Rd 2−A
Mccode Phillip 5014 Master St
Mccoy Margaret M, Eugene J 4001 Monument Rd
Mccrystal Patrick 5072 Wynnefield Ave
Mcdermott Hugh J 5173 Heston St
Mcdonnell Frances 1 Winding Dr
Mcgill Eva, Sam 5417 Wynnefield Ave
Mciver William 1319 N Hobart St
Mckenna Shawn 6090 Drexel Rd Apt 6
Mckie Sampson 5321 W Thompson St
Mclendon Lawrence L 1523 N 55th St
Meagher Michele 2442 Bryn Mawr Ave
Menkes Celia Est 4709 Conshohocken Ave
Mercy Family Healthcare Ste 5100
Meredith Edna J 1555 N Allison St
Merkins John 2610 Belmont Ave Apt 210
Meyer Kristen 2265 Byrn Mawr Ave
Miao Bin 6090 Drexel Rd Apt 8
Michaels Henry 3600 Conshohocken Ave
Midnight Mary L 607 N 55th St
Miller George 5738 W Jefferson St
Miller Joyce 656 N 57th St
Minor Elizabeth 5000 Woodbine Ave Apt 311
Mirah Kim 2000 City Ave
Mitchell Cecil 5452 Media St
Mizrachi Michael 1512 N 55th St
Monahan Helen 5432 Westminster Ave
Monk Davida E 2805 N 47th St Apt 301
Moore Agnes 5224 Kershaw St
Moore Atiya 4910 Wyalusing Ave
Moore Barbara 5917 Drexel Rd Apt 3
Moore Constance, Thomas 5823 Upland Way
Moore Randall 1626 N 57th St
Moore Valerie L 1310 N Frazier St
Moreno Isidoro 151 N Conestoga St
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Morgan Jeremy M 2731 N 46th St
Morris Anna M 1841 7th
Morris Robin 3939 Conshohocken Ave 1134
Morris Rose T 3900 Ford Rd Apt 14e
Mosley Martha 1314 N Frazier St
Mulvey Michael 5526 Hunter St Apt B
Murray Albert 5635 Lebanon Ave
Muschynka Charles 3901 Conshohocken Ave Apt A14
Muse Charles 528 N 55th St
Mutombo Olivia 5926 Malvern Ave
Myers Jewelle C, Jeffery C 1828 N 54th St Fl 1
Nalls Shawn L 4956 W Stiles St
Neal John H 4867 Merion Ave
Nelson William J 4000−1724 Presidential Blvd
Newsuan Kim M 1348 N Alden St
Nichols Phyllis 5636 Hunter St
Niknam Ali 3710 Conshohocken Ave
Nwabulu Ikechukwu, Ngozika 3900 City Ave Apt D909
Oaks Jawan 328 Salford St
Oglesby Betty 1751 N Anderson St
Ohanlon John J 5431 W Minster Av
Oharas Seafood Bar Grill LLC 3900 City Ave
Okeefe Christina N 5930 Drexel Rd
Omcp Clinical Assoc 4190 City Ave
Oneal Elizabeth 5728 Poplar St
Oneal Marie 5412 W Montgomery Ave
Opher or Fannie, Albert 5738 W Oxford St
Opportunity Mgmt Co 2649 Lenape Rd
Orris Victor 1536 N 58th St
Ortiz Elliot 802 Wynnewood Rd
Oshaughnessy Ellen Clelia 2024 Upland Way Apt 201
Owens Donna E 1552 N 55th St
Padilla Victor 5226 Euclid St
Paige Maudella 2125 N 59th St
Pardys Mae Est 3939 Conshohocken Ave Apt 835
Park Y 3901 City Ave Unit 1124
Parker Alfred M, Mildred 1250 N 53rd St
Parker Joyce 5963 Upland Way
Parks Calvin 540 N 56th St
Patel Mrugesh 3903 City Ave Apt 923c
Patterson Isaac N IV 5063 Woodbine Ave
Paul M Jean 5365 Diamond St
Pc of Osteopathic Medicine 4190 City Ave Ste 234
Peakes Awanya R 2805 N 47 St Apt 810 0
Pempleton Marceille 5506 Westminster Ave
Pennell Anna M 1841 7th
Perrin Ardelia R, Samuel L 5345 W Columbia Ave
Perrin Sheronda 5647 Lansdowne Ave
Persons Charles 5070 Parkside Ave Hk & K Inc
Peterkin Thomas 5640 Woodbine Ave
Peters Robert L 3903 City Ave Apt 612 C
Peterson Ralph K 3701 Conshohocken Ave Apt 1107
Peterson Robinson E 5537 Lancaster Ave
Pettiford Corine H Overmount House 4001 Monument Rd
Apt 315
Phillips Fannie M 5439 Morse St
Phillips Jason 5200 Montgomery Ave
Pond Marion F 2101 Belmont Av M200
Porter Charles 5804 Woodbine Ave
Posen Gerald 2208 N Graham St
Pothala Raghunandan R 3900 City Ave Apt D830
Powell Beatrice 1246 N Alden St
Powell Markeda 5853 Woodcrest Ave
Prescott Christopher 3901 Conshohocken Ave Apt 5408
Presidential Apts 3900 City Ave
Pressley Willie 5302 W Master St
Ragin Margaret 1256 N 57th St
Raja Anita 3989 Lankenau Ave
Randle Ilene 624 N Frazier St
Raysor H 2141 N Hobart St
Reed Kareem 607 N 52nd St
Regusters Charles E PO Box 9672
Regusters Martin Leaping Lion Photography 2024
R−Upland Way 108
Rfn Co 5803 W Thompson
Rhoads John 513 N 56th St
Rice Rose 4001 Ford Rd
Richardson Darrow K 5105 Warren St
Richardson Earnestine C, Herbert 5618 Woodbine Ave
Richardson Glorious 3728 Conshohocken Ave
Richardson Jane 5134 Lancaster Ave
Richardson Malik Dawud, Barbara M 3728 Conshohocken
Ave
Ricks Fannie H 1312 N 58th St
Riley Cas Jr 5302 Lebanon Ave
Riley Helen M, Frank 4977 W Girard Ave
Riley Quissan 5720 Harmer St
Riley Selina 1668 N Wilton St
Robinson Clementine C, Benjamin 1544 N Allison St
Robinson Collien B 2122 Melvin St
Robinson David A 5827 Haverford Ave
Robinson Delores A 4051 Ford Rd Apt 326
Robinson Diane 5542 W Cambridge St
Robinson Lawrence 1523 N 56th St
Rodgers Travel Inc 4518 City Ave 3rd Fl
Rosen Morris 5232 Arlington St
Rosenbaum Leon 3900 Ford Rd Apt 11−G
Rosenblatt Carol S, Rosenblatt Anne R 5413 Wynnefield Ave
Rowan Robert, Jack W 1518 N Frazier St
Royal Collins Janis 2132 Hobart St
Rubinstein Beth 4000 Presidential Blvd 1407
Ryan Doris J Simpson House 2101 Belmont Ave
Ryan E 2426 N 51st St
Ryan James J 1510 N Frazier St
Salem Khalifa 3902 City Ave Apt 419b
Sanders Edd 1713 N Ruby St
Saner Hilda 3900 Ford Rd Apt 9i
Sansweet David M 3820 Conshohocken Ave
Santana Lesbia 2589 Balwynne Park Rd
Santano Gladys 910 N Fallon St
Santiago C 2426 N 51st St
Sapp Jewel 1714 N Ruby St
Sayles Clarence D 5624 Stewart St
Schell Katherine 1315 N 49th West
Schildborn Jeffrey 2755 E Country Club Rd
Schloss Seymour, Gary R 3939 Conshohocken Av 612
Schofield Damon 1461 N 53rd St
Schreiber Rosalind River Pk Hse Unit 115 3600
Conshohocken Ave
Schvom Elliot S, Adam F 3751 Lankenau Rd
Scott Emily 1408 N 55th St
Scott Frank 5168 Viola St
Scott Savannah L, John B 1234 W 54th St
Seay Geoffrey 5123 Woodbine Ave
Sebhatu Zewdi 5100 Lebanon Ave Apt 710
Seeney James 1210 N 53rd St
Semore Alethia E 2026 N 57th St
Shandler Henry R 5443 W Montgomery Ave
Shaw Helen E 1241 N Allison St H
Sheikh Tara 4700 City Ave Apt 6107
Shen Rui 4401 Conshohocken Ave
Shivers Delia 4001 Monument Rd Apt 220
Shuler Darryl 2123 Parkwyn Rd
Simmons Olive E 1548 N Alden St
Simmons Shirley M 3969 Lankenau Ave Fl 2
Simons Wilbur A Est 5914 Malvern Ave
Simpson House Inc 2101 Belmont Ave
Sims Charles, Clara 5327 Lebanon Ave
Sims Margaret L 3760 Lankenau Rd
Sims Margaret L, Robert Jr 3760 Lankenau Rd
Smalls James 5224 W Tomson St
Smallwood Darryl 5427 Euclid St
Smith Alicia E 4040 Presidential Blvd Apt 2409
Smith Barbara, Keith E 1714 N Wilton St
Smith Carole I 5443 Jainor Rd
Smith Delores 543 N 58th St
Smith Duane Eric Jr 3600 Conshohocken Ave Apt 411
Smith Frank J 5016 Westminster Ave
Smith George D Jr 5439 Gainor Rd
Smith Gracie M 5353 Master St Apt 1q
Smith Helen 3600 Conshohocken Ave Apt 116
Smith James J 4939 N Parkside Ave
Smith John F 3954 Conshohocken Ave
Smith John L Jr 412 N Wanamaker St
Smith Kevin 1547 N 58th St
Smith Randolph, Joyce 513 N 55th St
Smith Tanya 2423 N 50th St
Smoot Marguerite 4001 Monument Rd Apt 1001
Snyder Rose 2141 N 59th St
Sobahi Rozan H 4000 Presidential Blvd 706
Sobel Gene H 4507 Lancaster Ave
Someya Waka 3701 Conshohokenav Apt218
Spangler Paul F 2403 Bryn Mawr Ave
Sparrow Louis 4001 Monument Rd
Spear Gertrude 5404 Lancaster Ave
Speights John, Rhd Nova III 3902 Cityline Ave
Spinosa Nicholas, Cecilia 1230 N 50th St
Spoerry Yves 1518 Spruce
Spraggins Catherine 5605 W Berks St
Stockman Sidney Mays, Ursula F 5740 Nassau Rd
Stoltz Susan L River Park 702 3600 Conshohocken Ave
Stovall Dorothy PO Box 4537
Stowe Leonard V 5350 Hazelhurst St
Strand Nettie 1415 N Hobart St
Strange Brandi 5707 Dunlap St
Strategic Governance 5612 Woodcrest Ave
Strong Cassell Est 5614 W Berks St
Stroud Charlotte 1734 N Aberdeen St 2nd Fl
Stuard Doris 5478 Berks St
Swimming Marcus F 4000 Presidential Blvd Apt 909
Taft Cleveland 3939 Conshohocken Ave Apt 101
Talodsuk Weerana 3903 City Ave Apt 817
Tancredi Albert R 2808 Belmont Ave
Tarver Kyle 659 N Creighton St
Taylor Jason 3601 Conshohocken Ave Apt 520
Taylor Mabel 2136 N 50th St
Taylor Reba Louise 2101 Belmont Ave Simpson House
M−122
Teagle Anna Est, Nathan 610 N 55th St
Teal Alonza M 406 N 58th St
Thomas John 5733 Nassau Rd
Thomas Joshua C 2130 N 57th St
Thompson Everld, Katie 5000 Woodbine Ave
Thompson Kirk S, Rev William Thompson 5829 Woodbine
Ave
Thompson Tywann 5144 Kershaw St
Top of the Clock Enterprises Inc, Chris C White 5600
Stewart St
Torian Bernadette 4141 W Girard Ave
Tramel Phillip 1738 Georges Ln
Tramel Saundra D 524 N 52nd St Apt 6
Travel Rodgers 4518 City Ave
Truitt Mary P 5361 Morse St
Trusty Iolette 5437 Wyalusing Apt A10
Tuirner Elizabeth G 905 N 48th St
Turner Nancy 2100 N 49th St 3111
Turner Shareea 1310 N 51st St
Ulysses Kae W III 2570 Balwynne Park Rd
Underwood Tamika L, Danae 1719 N Ruby St
Uplinger Ruth E 2715 Cranston Rd
Usem Morton 2746 Belmont Ave Beekman Pl Apt 325
Vaddi Madhavi 6100 City Ave
Vann Donald S 4903 Parkside Ave N
Vann Starlett 1444 N Ithan St
Vicente Ana R, Peter 1312 N 52nd St
Vick Dathan 2805 N 47th St Apt 1205
View Keith A 1452 N 55th St
Vilnyansky Yury 4001 Monument Rd Apt 612
Vyas Hansa 5070 Parkside Ave Hk & K Inc
Wade Charles, Mattie 5331 W Berks St
Waldron Charles 5538 W Thompson St
Walker Deshonda 1225 N Alden St
Walker Espeut Marie L 5408 Euclid St
Walker Laura B 2105 Belmont Ave Apt M115
Walker Michael S 5650 Stewart St
Walker Shirley 5832 Master St
Wallace Dorothea 1303 N 57th St
Wallace Shirley M 1826 N 52nd St
Wang Chung N 5414 Overbrook Ave Els Dept
Ware Adia 5400 Gainor Rd
Ware Mary G 1227 N Frazier St
Warfield A 2426 N 51st St
Warner Gordon I 658 N Frazier St
Warren Carl 5732 W Girard Ave
Warrington Dorothy 2101 Belmont Ave
Washington Cora 5533 W Oxford St
Washington Irene 5158 Parkside Ave
Washington Lois 4001 Monument Rd Apt 515
Watkins Jahmilla 5528 Media St
Watson Corene M 5712 Wyndale Ave
Watterson Jean 6025 Overbrook Ave
Webb Rodney F 5918 Woodbine Ave
Wei Jie 5600 City Ave
Weiner Honey 3600 Conshohocken Ave Apt 210
Weisman Marilyn, Alma C, Eric Iroquois Apt 708 47 47th &
City Line Ave
Weitzel Sandra S, Ezra, Pod Hadassah Shafritz 3701
Conshohocken Ave Apt 721
Wells Naomi J 4001 Monument Rd Apt 805
Welton Janice N 4619 Conshohocken Ave
West Eric F 5640 Haddington St
White Rebecca 4946 Westminster Ave
Whithers Jeffrey 1218 N 56th St
Wigfall Louis 3600 Conshohocken Ave Ste 2
Wiley Alice M 5416 Diamond St
Wilkins Dorothy M 4001 Conshohocken Ave Apt 604
Williams Aaron J 1428 N 56th St
Williams Alfred 5744 Drexel Rd
Williams Annette 5725 Stewart St
Williams Charles 1212 N 55th St Apt
Williams Donte L 5208 Lebanon Ave
Williams Fannie 2212 N 58th St
Williams Hattie 5905 Upland Way
Williams Helen E 5730 W Girard Ave
Williams Jarod J 4000 Presidential Blvd Apt 140
Williams Lamont 5731 Cambridge St
Williams Leila M 4840 Westminister Ave
Williams Loraine Est 1523 N 56th St
Williams Robert C 5723 Haddington St
Williams Terrance 5128 W Stiles St
Williams Thomas 4001 Monument Rd Apt 115
Wilson Darryl 5106 Nevada St
Wilson Elmer 5119 W Thompson St
Wilson Elmer Est 5119 W Thompson St
Wilson Homer G 1528 N Conestoga St
Wilson Joel 5333 W Girard Ave
Wilson Thelma, Elmer 5119 W Thompson St
Winchester Annabelle, Lois Donaldson 5540 Master St
Wise Janice M 5744 Haverford Ave
Womble Mamie 5711 Malvern Ave
Wooden Bland 5715 Malvern Ave
Woods Rashad 2013 N Hobart St
Woods Sciteisha 5445 W Berks St
Wright Mary 2808 Belmont Ave
Wright Phillip 506 N 52nd St Apt A
Wroten Lalita J 5656 W Berks St
Wyche James 415 N Wanamaker St
Wynne Willie 5705 Wyndale Ave
Xinmin Cai 3601 Conshohocken Ave Apt 303
Yang Chungying, Chin Chen Kuo 3901 Conshohocken Ave
Apt A313
Yang Ming 6100 City Ave Apt 1618
Yoo Yonghwan 3801 Conshohocken Ave Apt 217
Younge Varnceil 5826 Woodbine Ave
Yu Eunju 4000 Prudential Blvd Apt 1415
Yu Ya Jui 2805 N 47th St Apt 407
Zagzoog Ghaith 3801 Conshohocken Ave Apt 405
Zahrany Saleh F 3600 Conshohocken Ave 2004
Zakarevicz Lisa C 3601 Conshohocken Ave 221 Fairmount
Tr
Zeigler Elizabeth 5421 W Montgomery Ave
Zhang Fuqiang 2500 Belmont Ave Apt A303
Ziceardi Anna 5112 Master St
Zong Yuan 4040 Presidential Blvd Bldg 2
Zorana Romana Dekide Est 2408 Bryn Mawr Ave
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Abdul Kuddus 2800 W Dauphin St
Abney Audrey R 3316 West Harold St
Abney Gladys 2435 N 25th St
Abney Keith 2554 N Stanley St
Ace American 311 W Allegheny Ave
Adams Jennett 2205 N Brd St
Adams John 2510 N Colorado St
All Your Health Cleaning 2532−34 N Brd St
Allen Alice N 2338 W Cumberland St
Allen Buchnan Burnice 2225 N Bouvier St
Allen Chaz 2533 N Spangler St
Allen Deborah A 2758 N 24th St
Allen Gearline 3106 N 29th St
Allen Jeremiah Jr PO Box 50509
Allen Pauline 2631 N 17th St
American Hose & Ind 2545 N Brd St
Anderson Carl 2404 N 26th St
Anderson Cornell 2448 W Firth St
Andrew R Corp 2229 N Park Ave
Andrews Charlie A, Betty J 2314 N Colorado St
Andrews Diane 2718 N Brd St
Andrews William Sr, William Jr, Lockie Jr 2749 N 24th St
Anna B Pratt Home & School 2200 N Susquehanna Ave
Arline Tiny 2331 N 26th St
Arpaderli Vahid 3497 Ridge Ave
Avc Iron Works 3400 Ridge Av Barn
Avery William 2251 N Chadwick
Ayers Maurice 2638 N Douglas St
Ayres Elaine 2543 N Spangler St
Bables Jennie 2523 N Marston St
Bailar Benjamin F 3515 W Allegheny Ave Apt 2
Baird James A 2323 N Park Ave Apt 2
Baker Ellen 2250 N 18th St
Baker Funeral Home 2233 47 W Allegheny Ave
Baker Wendel 2233 47 W Allegheny Ave
Banks Louis 1602 W Dauphin St
Bannister Annie 2821 N Garnet St
Barksdale Terrence 3045 N 22nd St
Barnes Dawud 2507 N 19th St
Barron Jennie Agnes 2330 W Harold St
Bean Heads Barbershop 2233 W Algany Ave
Beauford John 2130 W Cambria St
Bell Lillie M 2506 N Garnet St
Belle Ruby Jean Est 2431 N Colorado St
Belo Jerome 2530 N 25th St
Benson Darlene 2305 W York St
Benson Dora E 1532 Dauphin
Berger Lovey E 2714 N Bonsall St
Berrian S 2445 W Toronto St
Berrian Steven P 2445 W Toronto St
Bersin Eleanor, Edward 2250 N Cleveland
Berwyn Collision 991 Lancaster Ave
Bey Joseph 3115 N 16th St
Beyah Mustafa 2348 N 29th St
Bierman William Jr 3431 W Commissioner St
Bing Andrew 2544 N Colorado St
Bing Richmond 2345 N 25th St
Birdsong Lula 2524 N Garnet St
Blake Martha 2754 N 28th St
Blasetti Pasquale A, Therese 2937 N Van Pelt St
Blue Clyde 2225 N Bouvier St
Boone Daniel 2518 N Hollywood St
Bosket Samuel 2223 N Uber St
Bouie Edward 2527 N 32nd St
Bowland Constance B 2656 N 27th St
Boykin Charles 2209 N Colorado St
Boykins Jasper Fmc Cambria Dialysis 2850 N 21st St
Boyles Jessica 2445 N 18th St
Bradley Bertha 2905 W Lehigh Ave
Brady Elsie E 1824 W York St
Brady Elsie E 2511 Seltzer
Brady Harry 2239 N Colorado St
Branch William, Dexter 2428 N 33rd St
Brantley Louisa E 2214 N Bouvier St
Brewer Lillie M 2849 N 25th St
Bridgers Trumiller 2528 N 31st St
Brisbum Ben 1613 W Toronto
Bronson Lula Rebella 2138 N Indiana
Brooks Robert 2418 N 31st St
Brown Christopher 2627 Napa St
Brown Claudetta 2550 N Hollywood S
Brown Elliott 2036 W Indiana Ave
Brown Kenneth PO Box 6983
Brown Kiera PO Box 6983
Brown Nigel B 2736 N Opal St
Brown Rosalee 2717 N Sydenham St
Brown Tiffany 2750 N Hemburger St
Brown Willie B 1435 W Mayfield St
Bruce Tyrek 3037 N Hemberger St
Bryant Alexander 2356 N Woodstock St
Burcham Angela 2618 N 27th St No A
Burden Reanel 2830 N 28th St
Burgess Marian A 1507 W Indiana Ave
Burgress Maggie 2436 W Firth St
Burnett Deneen 2613 W Arizona St
Burns William 1522 W Boston St
Burton Gloria M, Harry Burton 2722 N 23rd St
Bush Sidney 3140 N Brd St
Butler Jennifer 1916 W York St
Byrd Emmanuel 2629 N Colorado St
Byrd Martin L 3119 W Dauphin St
Byrd Todd 2918 N Judson St
Calloway Nathaniel 2515 Natrona St
Campbell Annie 2957 N Bambrey St
Canada Jimmy 2027 Haggert St
Canow Jessie B 3108 N 28th
Canty Carlton 1708 Girard Ave Apt 4
Capers Albert, Hubert 1426 W Hagert St
Caplan Joseph 3017 N 26th St
Carmen Jennie, James 3137 N Patton St
Carter Cynthia A 2227 N Sydenham St
Cason Joeann J 2821 N Marston St
Catherine Vanhorn 2849 W Clementine St
Chandler Tomika 2463 N 30th St
Chapman Charlotte Y 2551 N 28th St North
Chapman Donald 2254 N Brd St
Charlton Lavonjalett 25112 W Allegheny Ave
Chisholm George 2260 N Park Ave
Chisholm Rasheeda R 2353 N Lambert St
Choinski Stanley 3031 N Bonsall St
Chukhleb Gregory I 3732 Conshohocken Apt 2
Chuong Cindy L 2530 W Lehigh Av Store
Ciocari Raymond 2241 W Clearfield St
Clanton Lucy M Est Theodore Thomas Jr
2504 N Hollywood St
Clement Deon M 2942 N Bambrey St
Clyde Leroy J 2258 N Cleveland St
Cobbs Sandra R 3003 N Taney St
Cohen Willie 2332 N Bouvier St
Coleman Barbara S 2247 N 18th St
Coleman Esther 2247 N 18th St
Coleman Gertrude 2212 N Woodstock
Coleman Richard 2364 N Cleveland St
Coleman Ronald 2932 N 22nd St
Coles Elwood L 3048 N 25th St
Coles Katie 1826 W Glenwood Ave
Coles Latanya 2355 N Park Ave
Collins James 3157 Marston
Congo Alfred D 2326 W Hagert St
Cook Dorothy, Robert 2000 W Bost St
Cook Randy 2319 N Carlisle St
Cook Sherman 2509 W Gordon St
Cooper Clarence 3016 N Lambert St
Cooper Linwood 2603 W Silver St
Cooper Ruth R 2654 N 27th St
Corbin Vincent 2257 N Woodstock
Cosby Gloria 2613 N 24th St
Cox Blondell L 2826 N Garnet St
Cox Collision 2253 N Woodstock St
Coxton Alphonso 2625 N Bouvier St
Crawford Lettishaus 2103 W York St
Crawford Sharon D 2619 W Huntingdon St
Cross Tamara 2021 W Indiana Ave
Culbert Catherine 3141 Taylor St
Cummings Reginald 2640 N Myrtlewood St
Cunningham Richard 3133 N Judson St
Curtis Jerrill 3125 Penburger St
Dan Quynh H 2204 N Brd St
Dancy George F 2440 N Colorado St
Daniels Larry 3215 W Dauphin St
Daniels Lee R 2739 W Oakdale St
Davis Bernadette 2423 North 30th St
Davis Clyde 3109 N 25th St
Davis Emery 2460 N Dover St
Davis Hattie B 2834 N Opal St
Davis Howard H 2741 N 20th St
Davis Mary L 2447 N 30th St
Davis Wilhemnia 2523 N Marston St
Dawkins Lindsay T 2414 N Garnet St
Dawson Julia 2753 N 20th St
Dawson Tara 3002 N Taney St
Decola Emilio J, Felicia 2912 W Clementine St
Dennis Michael 1542 S 31st St
Dennis Rubin 2661 N Colorado St
Denny Rodney T 2841 N 27th St
Dewitt Gordon 2601 N Brd St
Dial Brown Edna 2552 W Seltzer St
Dickerson Theresa 2948 N Stillman St
Dipietro Alfred, Anna 3108 N Napa St
Divirgilio Perritti, Teresa 2922 N 22nd St
Dixon Alice 2542 W Lehigh Ave
Dixon Ashley Est 2542 W Lehigh Ave
Dixon Willis 2443 N 29th St
Doe Isiah 2131 W Toronto St
Dollinger Karl 2354 N Garnet St
Donaldson Melford 2351 N 25th St
Dorfman Goldie 3451 Ridge Ave
Dow Vivian 1826 W Glenwood Ave
Dowell Vivian 3021 N 26th St
Doyles John M 2650 N Douglas St
Dozier Almeta 3114 N Park Ave
Drayton Ben 3027 N Bailey St
Drinks Matthew M, Anna M 2210 N 17th St
Duru Raymond 3035 N 27th St
Eason Derrick 3105 Patton St
Edison Charles 1420 W Clearfield St
Edward J Darby & Son Inc Se Corner 9th & Dauphin Sts
Box 50049
Edwards Anna E 2924 W Lehigh Ave
Edwards Dawn 2247 N 33rd St 1st Fl
Edwards Lucinda 2609 W Harold St
Egins Maggie E 2342 N Park Ave
El Victor C 2240 W Oakdale St
Elam Anthony 2410 N Corlies St
Elbert Uzzell 1841 W Huntingdon St
Elliott Alfred PO Box 6975
Elliott Ida 2460 N Brd St
Elliott Jones J 2505 N 20th St
Ellison Hill Bernestine 2108 W Toronto St
Ellison William 1515w Firth St
Ergun Serkan 3111 N 32nd St
Evans Barbara 2625 W Oakdale St
Fairbanks Lisa 2969 N Stillman St
Fariello Dennis 1360 Ridge Ave
Fassano Marion E 2029 W Cambria St
Faust Joseph 3138 N Taylor St
Felder Herman Johnson Elizabeth 2543 N Bancroft St
Felsburg Francis J 2820 N Newkirk St
Fetzer Shirley, Henry 3132 N 25th St
Fields Edna C 3150 N Taylor St
Firestine Charles L 2623 N 17th St
Fisher Anthony 2553 Patton St
Fisher Tyrone 2555 W Silver St
Fitzpatrick Sheila A 3130 N 16th St Apt B4
Fleming Joyce 639 W Diamond St
Fletcher Laura Est 2519 W Silver St
Ford Carlos 2533 N Marston St
Ford Moriah 3140 N 16th St
Forster Ada 3032 N Hemberger St
Fountain George 3032 N Bailey St
Frazier Doris 2740 W Silver St
Freeman Eddie M 2401 W Huntingdon St
Freeman Eddie M, Tanya 2401 W Huntingdon St
Freeman Mae B 2835 N Taney St
Freeman Tameeka 2614 W Arizona St
Frye Courteny H 3012 N Brd St
Gadson Michael 3142 N Patton St
Gardner Frank 1550 W Oakdale St
Garrett Vivian S 2437 N Carlisle St
Gary Robert 2607 W Oakdale St
Gay Mary 2752 N Bonsall St
Geathers India 2432 W Toronto St
Gelsick Collision 3134 N 27th St
Gillam Nadine 2227 N 21st St
Gillespie Myrna 2511 Seltzer
Glass James E 2241 N Park Ave 2nd Fl
Glaum George J, Ruth 2602 W Huntingdon
Glenn Crystal D 3140 N 16th St Apt A1
Glennparker Peggy 3163a Bancroft Ct
Goldwire Joanne 2523 N 19th St
Gonzalez Santos 1523 W Boston Ave
Goode Esther 1610 W Lehigh Ave
Gorham Hardy 2234 W Cumberland
Graham Janie 3002 N 21st St
Graham Lillie M 3008 N 25th St
Granby Lamar 2635 W Somerset St
Green Gregory 2503 W Oakdale St
Green John R Est 2926 N Lambert St
Green Richard 2500 N Colorado St
Green Sean 2536 W Somerset St
Greenberg Ruth 2438 N Marston St
Greenburg Louis, Anna, Albert 2825 Cumberland St
Greene Lawrence 2535 N Opal St
Greene Peggy A 2648 N 17th St
Greene Sadie 2336 N 20th St
Gregory Liddie 2741 N Hemberger St
Griffin Fannie 2629 N Chadwick St
Griffin Willa 2113 W York St 1
Gross William 1321 W Somerset St
Gunner Lorraine 2507 W Silver St
Hagan William 3139 N 23rd At
Hagans Tieara 3317 W Hagert St
Haines Ronald 2440 N Myrtlewood Str
Hall Clartha M 2414 N Patton St
Hall Hardy Jr, Emma 1514 W Boston St
Hamiel Linda 2711 N 25th St
Hamilton Edward 2425 W Firth St
Hamilton Louis T Est 2518 N 31th St
Hamilton Willi 2244 N Clebland St
Hanley Rose C 2703 W Allegheny Ave
Hanton Lenore 2565 N Myrtlewood St U0201
Harding Marie S 2216 N Woodstock St
Hargett Shawn 2421 N 17th St
Harmon Nathan A 2245 W Cumberland St
Harris Felisha 2513 N 29th St
Harris Joan Y 2122 W Indiana Ave
Harrison Calvin 1916 W Somerset St Bldg B Apt 02
Hart Eva Lucille Est 1443 W Mayfield St
Hart Rose 3129 W Dauphin St
Hartsfield Houston Lillian 2011 W York St
Harvey Lucretia, Frances 3002 W Dauphin St
Harvim Khalil 2225 N 19th St
Hayes Josephine, Janie Crudup 2529 W Gordon St
Hayes Lorene 1516 W Dauphin St
Haynes Ernestine 2741 N Hemberger St
Heckler Lillian M 1326 W Clearfield St
Heinrich Catherine 2849 W Clementine St
Helmbrecht Heidi Marie 3111 W Allegheny Ave
Henderson Calvin 1731 W Huntingdon St
Hendrix Worthy Jr Est 2461 N Dover St
Herrigton Kenneth 1928 W Somerset St
Herring Ali 2907 N 27th St
Hess Louis 2906 N 25th St
Hill Rasheen 2212 N Chadwick St
Hill Tyrone 2108 W Toronto St
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Hill Walter E 2447 W Oakdale St
Hiller Willie 3042 N Carlisle St
Hines Hugh 2409 N Hollywood St
Hines Lela 3022 N Hemberger St
Hines Richard Estate 2920 W Allegheny Ave
Holleran Conor 2355 N Park Ave 1
Hollish Lewis A 2834 W Oakdale St
Holmes Betty 2309 W Hagert St
Holmes Mattie 2335 W Harold St
Holmes Robert 2206 N 18th St
Hooper Willie 3330 W Harold St
Houston Lillian 2011 W York St
Hughes Suzanne 2418 N 18th St
Hunter Elise 2466 N Colorado St
Hyden Montaya 2546 Douglas St
Icu Installations Inc 3102 N 33rd St
Isaac Luella 2244 N Clebland St
Jackson Andrew 3204 N Bancroft St
Jackson Brian 2856 N 25th St
Jackson Freddie J PO Box 18689
Jackson Grover C 2545 N 18th St
Jackson Hattie 2415 N 29th St
Jackson Joe 2244 N Bouvier St
Jackson Lillian 2617 N Colorado St
Jackson Michael 2568 N Corlies St
Jackson Sherry 2210 N 28th St
Jacobs Frances 2209 N 16th St U5838
Jacobs Latesha 2310 N Woodstock St
James Shawn L 3423 W Clearfield St
Jamison Florence 2469 N Bouvier St
Jamison Joseph, John 3004 N Sydenham St
Jasey Jerome 2325 N 26th St
Jiang Dian J 2262 N Brd St
Joe Michael 3025 N Brd St
John Vonherbert, Vonherbert Ltd 2259 N 18th St Fl 1
Johnson Aaron 2540 N Bouvier St
Johnson Bert 2549 N 29th St
Johnson Brandon 2504 N 29th St
Johnson Brenda E 3105 N Patton St
Johnson Ebony N, Karl 2256 N Park Ave
Johnson Homer J 2713 N 29th St
Johnson Leonard 3055 N 24th St
Johnson Lucille 2231 N Sydenham St
Johnson Naeemah C 2247 N 33rd St 1st Fl
Johnson Quiana 2952 N Bambrey St
Johnson Robert 2633 N Bouvier St
Johnson Valentino 1633 W Huntingdon St
Johnson Vera 2548 N Chadwick St
Johnson William H Jr 2508 N Hollywood St
Johnson Willie 3123 N 17th St
Johnston Mccormack Alexander 3406 W Clearfield St
Jones Amanda 3030 N Bambrey
Jones Catherin L 2532 W Lehigh
Jones Christopher 2529 N Opal St
Jones Davud 2641 N Brd St
Jones George Est 2417 W Oakdale St
Jones Katie 3119 N 24th St
Jones Lester L 1921 W Allegheny Ave
Jones Mark E PO Box 6703
Jones Mary E 3102 N 17th St
Jones Mike 2529 N 29th St
Jones Ralph 1314 W Seltzer St
Jones Raymond Dell PO Box 50542
Jones Robert C 3109 N Patton St
Jones Robert S 3203 W Gordon St
Jones Sonya 1401 W York St Resident Advisory Board
Jones Steven II 3052 N Judson St
Jordan Geraldine 2630 N 31st St
Jordan Rudolph 2253 N Woodstock St
Joseph Davis 1605 W Allegheny Ave A
Just Here Ii Pharmacy 2909 N 22nd St
Kauffman Bella 3222 W Huntingdon St
Kelly Edward 2837 N Garnet St
Kelsey Malisa 2252 N 26th St 1f
Kennedy John A 1921 W Allegheny Ave Apt 2
Kennedy Streater 2425 W Sedgley Ave
Kerns Ronald 2422 N Brd St
King Nina 2238 W Sergeant St
King Wallace 2713 N 23rd St
Kinney Carla 2552 N 16th St
Kinsey Amelia 3113 N Bancroft St
Kinsey Timothy Vincent 3113 N Bancroft St
Kinton Bernice Patton 3016 N Croskey St
Kirby Eugene 2546 N Garnet St
Kitt Robert Allen 2138 N Indiana
Kohler Loretta 2432 N 30th St
Kohlhaas Kathrin 2540 W Sterner St
Konate Idrissa 1605 W Alleghany Ave Apt 403
Kruesche Nicholas 4645 Penn St
Kull Gottleib H, Lillian 2742 N Opal St
Lamar Alfred 2501 N 18th St
Lamar Sharon Est 3059 N 24th St
Lanier Rudolph, Mary B 2955 N 27th St
Lassiter Alyssa 2303 N Cleveland St
Latham Hazel 1624 W Toronto St
Lathan D Stop & Surrender
Lauria Daniel, Maria 2138 W Clearfield St
Leak Donte 2237 N Lambert St
Lee Charles 2374 Glenside Ave
Lee Margaret C 2226 W Huntingdon St
Legette Anita 2237 W Somerset St
Lenair Dorothy 2505 N Garnet St
Lewis Juanita R, Robert A 2540 N 28th St
Lewis Margaret 1311 W Alleghany Ave
Lewis Willie Mae 2331 N 25th St
Lewter Florence 2451 N Bouvier St
Lindsey Demetrius 3016 N Bambrey St
Liu Rui Y Jiao Ying Yang 1913 W York St
Lomax Howard 1713 W Lippincott St
Lowry Jeraldine 2233 W Indiana Ave
Lucas Lillian S 2540 N Chadwick St
Lucas Mark 2788 Hemberger St
Lucas Millicent E 2269 N Gratz St
Lundy Adelena 2621 N Bancroft St
Macdonald Mary 2520 Cleveland
Machon 2518 N 30th St
Mahrous Elsayed M 3062 N 23rd St
Majewski William 1762 W Juniata St
Maresca Josephine 2919 N 23rd St
Marfisi Roberto 4502 N 5th St
Marshal William 2828 Lehigh Ave
Marshall Terry 2005 N 27th St
Martin Cornell 3909 W Popular St
Martin Margaret 2919 N Ringgold St
Martin Raushawn 2546 W Seltzer St
Martin Vanessa 2559 N 30th St
Massey Nathaniel, Olivia C 2900 N 25th St 2 Fl
Massey Oliva 2249 N Lambert St
Matthews Mary Francis 3054 N 23rd St
Mays Ajia A 2636 W Seltzer St
Mcbride Barbara, John L 3326 W Allegheny Ave
Mcbride John L 3326 W Allegheny Ave
Mccaskill Adrianna 2862 N Bambrey St
Mcclary Willie Est Jr 2446 N Douglas St
Mccleary Mary 2859 N Bonsall St
Mccollum Robert 3124 W Gordon St
Mccrory Betty 2621 N 18th St
Mcewen Richard D 1605 Allegheny Ave Apt 215
Mcfarlan Lisa 2914 W York St
Mcgrier Sappine W 2303 N 26th St
Mcintosh Mary E 2518 N 30th St
Mckant Martha, William 2265 N Park Ave
Mckiernan Mary 3008 N Bailey St
Mcknight Betty C 2025 W Boston St
Mclean Donte 2512 N 16th St
Med Rite Pharmacy 3015 N Brd St
Medley Florence 2609 W Dauphin St
Medlock William K 2450 N 17th St
Medrite Pharmacy 3015 N Brd St
Meyers Robert P 2826 N Bailey St
Miller Sarah 2351 N 20th St Apt 5
Miner Daniel, Dora, Philip 2656 N Napa St
Missimer George 313 Callowhill St
Mitchell Albert 2945 N Taylor St
Mitchell Jannie 2541 N 28th St
Mobley David 2731 N 19th St
Monaghan Charles 3119 N Taylor St
Monk Lurlene 2220 W Sergeant St
Moore Antoine 2514 W Dakota St
Moore Melinda M 2547 Dover St
Morgan Samuel Po Box 6983
Morris Catherine, Edward H 1519 W Oakdale St
Morris Etta 2550 N 30th St
Morris James 2415 N 29th St
Moultrie Bernard 2947 N 26th St
Mozdzer Anna 2227 N Bancraft St
Murphy Alberta Peal 2834 N Opal St
Murphy James A 2753 N 24th St
Nash Mattie 2213 W Lippincott
Nelson Carmelia L 2236 W Huntingdon St
Nesmith Jacqueline, Daniel D 2716 N Garnet St
Nesmith Seymour, Dewey 3124 N 25th St
New Peking Gardens 2205 N Brd St
Newman Exodus 3112 Gordon St
Newsome Rose Lee 2243 N Lambert St
Nicholoson Relia 2439 W Gordon St
Norman Frank 3106 N 29th St
Ogletree Vincent 2451 W Gordon St Fl 1
Oliver Daisy 2530 N Cleveland St
Onwodi Morienye 2550 N 29th St
Page Clarissa 2551 N 16th St
Palmer John R 2632 W Silver St
Palmer Thomas 2423 N Newkirk St
Panebianco Anthony Jr 3031 N Bonsall St
Panpas Invest Club A Partne Anthony K Scott 2543 W
Cumberland St
Parker Khalil 3005 N Stillman St
Parker Lanease P 2520 N Bancroft St
Parker Steven E 2900 N Judson St
Parrish Brown Jeanette A 1544 W York St
Parrott Aja 3440 Helen St
Pate Curtis 2423 N Dover St No B
Pathmark 2900 Nbrd & Glenwood
Patterson Jewel 2513 N Patton St
Patton Florence M 3016 N Croskey St
Peele Malcolm 2528 N Napa St
Pegues Shirley A 2715 W Allegheny Ave
Pelzer April 3136 N Park Ave
Penn Fishing Tackle Mfg Co 3028 W Hunting Park Ave
Pep Boys Manny Moe Jack, Mary Prokopik Natalia Rod
Permenter Elaine 2820 N Opal St
Philadelphia Hardware Group of Phila 3401 W Indiana Ave
Ste 2
Phillips Marvin 2508 19th St
Pinder Michael 3106 N 24th St
Piper Martha 2644 N Bouvier St
Plummer Berni 3030 N 25th St
Pointer La Vera, Lydia 3126 Napa St
Porter Harvey 2401 N Bancroft St
Postell Sallie 1506 W Glenwood Ave
Powell Daliek 2919 W Clementine St
Powell Roneatha 2749 N Taylor St
Price Ralph L 2232 Sydenham
Pugh George A 2900 N Taney St
Quarles Anna R 2316 N Lambert St
Quarles James 2422 Gordon St
R J Developers Inc 3146 N Park Ave
Ra Bamba 2658 N Bancroft St
Rae Maude 2607 W Seltzer St
Raheem Amin Abour 2504 N Douglas St
Ramos Nancy 3143 W Dakota St
Ranzer Rose 2442 N Hollywood St
Ratliff Adrianne 2635 W Somerset St
Rawles Tamika 2723 W Seltzer St
Reed Gerald 2134 W Toronto St
Reed Wilson 2516 N 30th St
Reed Wilson S 2516 N 30th St
Reeder Denise D 2214 W Indiana Ave
Reeves Eddie 1308 W Somerset St
Regan Takisha 2441 North 28th St
Reid Charlott 2843 Harold St
Rescare Inc 2701 N Brd St−Flr 4
Revere Betty Est 2236 N 21st St
Rhyne Vincent 2836 N Van Pelt St
Ribot Robert 3241 N D St
Rice Mintze 3138 N Park Ave
Richards Ricardo 2520 N Garnet St
Richardson Claudia 3119 N Carlisle St
Richardson Kenny 2555 W Sterner St
Richardson William 1717 W Huntingdon St
Richmond Machine Co Vanzel Inc 2900 N 18th St
Riddick Sidney PO Box 50241
Rigney Fern 2524 N Natrona St
Riley Sebastian E 2523 W Lehigh Ave
Rivers Edward A 2535 N 28th St 1st Floor
Roane Sharon Butts 2853 N 22nd St Fl 3
Roberts James K 2503 N17th St Apt A
Robinson Alberta 2232 N Cleveland St
Robinson David J, Mary 3114 N Park Ave
Robinson Joel H Jr 1425 W Somerset St
Robinson Mary J 3114 N Park Ave
Robinson Raffiel 1312 N 51st St
Rodgers Joseph 2714 N Croskey St
Rodrigu Grocery 26th & Cambria
Rodriguez Carlos 3453 Keim St
Rodriguez Rafael A 2832 W Lehigh Ave
Rone Porsha A 1309 W Seltzer St
Rosario Maritza PO Box 50450
Rose Dev Group 3801 Ridge Ave
Rosen Mary 2325 N 26th St
Rosser Gladys 2862 N Stillman St
Rosser Gladys M 2862 N Stillman St
Roundtree Anna K 2638 N 29th St Apt 1
Royal Electric Supply Co 3300 W Clearfield St
Rucker Fred Nursing Ctr 2843 N Ringgold St
Russell Andre 2852 N Taney
Saltsgaver Donald 3030 N Judson St
Samuels Jamal 3124 N 24th St
Samuelson Robert 2846 N 19th St
Sanford Shanice 2810 N 27th St
Saulters Ronald 3001 N Ringgold St
Savage Clairann, Clay M 2530 N 32nd St
Savage Stella 2411 N Bancroft St
Savage Terry 2414 N Garnet St
Sawyer David 2548b N 27th St Fl 2
Sawyer Kevin 2913 N Taylor St
Schiliro Ernest J, Loretta 3007 N Bailey St
Schley Fredrick 2533 W Gordon St
Schuler Recreation Center PO Box 50188
Scott Barbara K 2609 N Myrtlewood St
Scott Ethel 2642 W Gordon St
Scott Joseph 2446 N Patton St
Scott Sallie 2247 N Colorado St
Scott Sarah E 2109 W Dauphin St
Seldon Sharon 3323 W Hagert St
Shah Kantilal J 2938 N 22nd St
Shao Lian 2738 N Croskey St
Shepherd Rachel B 1104 Mt Vernon St
Shepherd Yolanda 3134 N 27th St
Sherian Millie M 1425 W Rush St
Sheridan Della A A 2319 N 26th St
Shorts Lamark T 2219 N Bouvier St
Silver John C 2930 N Taney St
Simiano Construction Inc 2001 03 W Clearfield St
Simpson Rance V 3130 N Rosewood St
Skipwith Clinton 5210 N Bancroft St
Skipwith Louise 2510 N Bancroft St
Slater George 2524 N Opal St
Smith Arabella 2248 N Gratz St
Smith C Est 2219 W Summerset
Smith Charles 2830 W Albert St
Smith Edwin 2927 Clementine St
Smith Elizabeth 2318 N Woodstock St
Smith Florine 2943 N Bailey St
Smith Florine, Paul 2943 N Bailey St
Smith Janita L 3026 W Lehigh Ave
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Smith Jeffrey L Jr 2302 N Colorado St
Smith Kathy 3105 N 16th St
Smith Ocia 2219 N Colorado St
Smith Rose 2917 N 13th St
Smith Russel 2303 N Bouvier St
Smith Terrill 2534 N 18th St
Snowden Mattie 2556 N 32nd St
Somerset Medical Practice P C 2811 N 22nd St 13
Speights Dominque, Cedric 2318 W Harold St
Speights Samantha N 2919 N 27th St
Spence Joseph F 2854 N 19th
Sprowal Derek L 2013 W York St
Starling Sawandi 3155 Ober St
Steele Emily 2317 North 18th St
Steitz Edward, Mary 2824 W 24th
Stelacio Edward M 3236 W Allegheny Ave
Stephens Alysia 2308 Carlisle St
Stephens Sedrick 3118 N Spangler St
Stewart Tameka 2949 N 27th St
Stith Leroy 2243 W Allegheny Ave
Stomer Kareem 1642 W York St
Stowers Lee 2324 N Lambert St
Stringer Ophelia Freeman 2401 W Huntingdon St
Sturgens Mike 2534 Douglas St
Suiler Charles 2823 N Garnet St
Summers Stephanie R 2239 N Bancroft St
Susquehanna Ii 2204 N 20th St
Sykes Francis R 2609 W Sterner St
Tate Harry 1717 W Huntingdon St
Taylor Anthony 2625 N Bancroft St
Taylor Brantlet 2650 N Bancroft St
Taylor Demetrius B 1820 W Glenwood Ave
Taylor Edna L 2427 N Bancroft St
Taylor Ella B 2528 N 18th St
Taylor Lydia 2859 N Bonsall St
Taylor Novella 2354 N Gratz St
Taylor Nyeme 2646 N Chadwick St
Taylor Rosa 1808 W Glenwood Ave
Teagle Brown Lisa T 2605 N Douglas St
Terrell Antoins 3038 N 23rd St
Terry Arnold 2762 N Judson St
Terry Greg 3024 W Colona St
Terry Rose 2402 N Bancroft St
Terry Rose 2402 N Chadwick St
Thach Davvy 2256 Sydenham Dr
Thames Brenda 2321 N Woodstock St
Thomas Andreda 2349 N 20th St
Thomas Anthony W 2535 W Oakdale St
Thomas John 2762 Bonsall St
Thomas Ozella 2609 N 31st St
Thompson Jerome 3108 N 16th St
Thompson Lawrence 2706 Seltzer St
Thompson Shawn 2633 W Lehigh Ave
Thornton Charles 2031 N 32nd St
Tidewell Andre 2523 W Allegheny Ave
Tillman Thomas 711 W Huntingdon St
Timperio William 2349 N 20th St
Tokley Erin L 1504 W Oakdale St
Torres Yaindhi 2600 W Lehigh Ave
Townsend Hazel 1607 W Huntingdon St
Trice Shanaiah 2600 2698 13th St
Tucker Allene 2541 W Seltzer St
Turner Deandre M 2439 N Gratz St
Turner Kenney 3040 N 22nd St
Turner Kenny 2412 N Patton St
Unhis Annette 2227 N Bancraft St
Valentine John W 2544 N 33rd St
Van Dyke Charles 2824 N 24th St
Vanleer Jomar 2718 N Bonsall St
Varallo Martha 3326 W Huntingdon
Vereen Ja Mel A 2243 N Bouvier St
Walcott Alfonso 3165 A Bancroft
Waldon Dorothy 2529 N Napa St
Walfelt Sylvia 2209 N 18th St
Walker Pennella 3139 N 15th St
Waller Henry A, Mark 3323 W Hagert St
Ward Dorothy Collins, Alfonso 2338 N Brd St
Ward John 2227 N 21st St
Ware Akron A 2536 N Marston St
Waters Eleanor, James 2710 W Alleghany Av
Watson De Forrest 3002 N Taney St
Watson Shirley, Gwendolyn Knox 2518 N Gratz St
Welcome Darren 2324 W Montgomery Ave
Wells Eliza M 3015 W Dakota St
Wenit Elizabeth 2602 N Myrtlewood St
West Lynn 2517 W Firth St
Wharton Arthur 2533 N Cleveland St
Whelan Florence, Thomas 2353 N 28th St
White Ciera H 2722 N Croskey St
White Geneva E 2449 N 20th St
White William H Jr 2342 W Firth St
Whitehead Elizabeth 2817 W Huntingdon St
Whitlock William 3038 N 23rd St
Wilburn Adelina 2621 N Bancroft St
Wilker Dorothy 2920 W Allegheny Ave
Williams David 2727 W Allegheny Ave
Williams Deborah R 2932 N Bailey St
Williams Eric 2257 N Park Ave
Williams Geneviewve Est 1320 W Cumberland St
Williams Jacob, Renee 2735 N 25th St
Williams Jean 3054 N 23rd St
Williams John 2433 N 17th St
Williams Larry 2801 N Brd St
Williams Roosevelt 2529 N 17th St
Williams Ruby 2609 N 23rd St
Williams Tanya 3039 N Stillman St
Williams Theodore 2403 W Cumberland St
Williams Theodore 2609 W Harold St
Williams Viola 2630 W Seltzer St
Williams Virginia D, Willie H 2254 N Lambert St
Wills Frederick 1426 W Rush St
Wilson Johnathan 2512 W Silver St
Wilson Thomasena F 2641 N Bouvier St
Wm Heftrick 2828 W 20th St
Wood David S 2355 N Woodstock St
Woodard George 2432 W Toronto St
Woodberry Fred 2456 N 16 Th St
Workman Darryl 2013 N Marvine St
Wright James 2413 S Natrona St
Wroten Andre 2456 N Opal St
Yonnson General 2834 N Marston St
Young Maurice 3026 N 20th St Apt 5
Zhen Xiu Hui 2400 N Brd St
Zuccari Viola 3113 N Hemberger St
Philadelphia Pa 19133
Adames Luz 184 W Allegheny Ave
Adams Hazel M, James K 2543 N Marshall St
Adorno William 3008 N Swanson St
Aing Chou 2850 Germantown Ave
Alexander Shavora 524 York St
Allen Nicole 3122 N Sheridan St
Alvarez Yadrian 2825 N Mutter St
Americo Jeanette 3023 N Franklin St
Anaya Medina Sierra L 2752 N 2nd St
Andino Gregory 215 W Wishart
Aponte Lourdes 711 W Cambria St
Arturo Rojas Multiservice 147 149 W Dauphin St
Atkins William J 2743 N Orkney St
Atkins William J Sr 2743 N Orkney St
Ayala David Jose 2447 N 2nd St
Ayala Hector 2345 N Mascher St
Barron Dina T 2327 N 6th St
Bartosz Balbina 231 W Indiana Ave
Bassett Catherine M 2511 N Sartain St
Batts Ayanna 1008 W Huntingdon St 226 N Linton St
Benigno Julia 2307 N 2nd St
Bennett Chris 5255 W Berk St
Bernard Lawrence 2607 N 12th St
Bivacca Anna Mae 2926 N 5th St
Blas Johnny 3044 N 7th St
Blocker Shamir 2917 N 13th St
Borrero Carmen Y 3031 N Front St
Bosher Thelma M 3054 N Mascher St
Boyd Caroline 2745 N 7th St
Boynton Riley 1231 W Allegheny Ave
Bracero Ricardo Diaz 2455 N Front St
Bradley George 510 W York St
Brock Georgia 2321 N Camac St
Brown Diane 3116 Sheridan St
Brown Georzianna 1016 W Cumberland
Brown James 1108 W Lehigh Ave Rm 5
Brown Julia R 2919 N 13th St
Brown Stanford Delaware Meadows 3100 N 2nd St
Brown Veronica 2858 N 11th St
Bruce Matt C 3035 Germantown Ave
Bunche Mykeisha 513 W York St
Butler Edward 3041 N 8th St
Cabrera Michael 725 W Huntingdon St
Campbell Margaret 2414 N Mutter St
Campbell Ronald 1011 W Somerset St
Cardenas Oscar 2920 N Lawrence St
Cardonna Jose 2946 E Fairhill St
Carols Wanda 1121 Colona St
Carrasquillo Nilda E 509 W York St
Cartegna Rosa 2439 N 7th St U13551st
Carter Malik 2412 N 13th St
Casanova Adalila V 1938 N 4th St
Castillo Raul 2825 N Lowrence St
Celebre Helen 2344 N Lawrence St
Celenia Jenice 2851 N Howard St
Cheatham Sylvester 3036 N Warnock St
Chelnokov Sergey S 2330 N 12th St
Chong Mei Mui 2500 Nth 5th St
Cintron Fernando 2869 Orkney St
Cintron Jorge 2847 N Hancock St
Coleman Rosemarie 1104 W Glenwood Ave
Collazo−Johnson Sonya 2951 Camac St
Colon Jorge S 804 W Somerset St Apt 1
Colon Roberto 2836 North B St
Colon Wilfredo 2555 N Howard St
Conquest Ella 1016 W Cambria St
Cooper Edith 200 E Somerset St Apt 415
Cooper James H 1015 Orleans St
Cooper Kenneth 3451 N Water St
Corbin Wallace A 6263 N Sartain St
Corrella Pauline 3226 N 25th St
Cortez Astrid 219 W Lippincott St
Cousins Supermarket 233 W Lehigh Ave
Crafton Emma 910 W Sterner St
Crawford Jenny 3014 W Colona St
Cruickhank Thomas 166 W Lehigh Ave
Cruz Daniel 186 W Lehigh Ave Apt 2
Cruz Daniel V 1017 W Glenwood Ave
Cruz Orlando 2815 N Howard St
Cruz Victor 2939 Mutter St
Cuevas Herminie 2445 N Lawrence St
Dancy Louise 639 W Cumberland St U5857
Davis Bernice 2862 Germantown Ave 201
Davis Hayward 1016 W Colona St
Davis Ronnie 1250 W Hazzard St
Davis Shakia 914 W Dauphin St
Dejesus Juan 815 W Indiana Ave
Dejesus Luis 2443 N Mascher St
Dejesus Yesinia 2362 Germantown Ave
Dekeyser Tyreek 2015 W Cambria St
Delrosario Rafael L 2951 N 3rd St
Delvalle Jose 2852 N 5th St
Depalma Josephine 5735 Ridge Ave Ste 210
Devalle Rafael 2531 N Marshall St
Diann Alex 2318 N Howard St
Diaz Carmen 2917 N Mascher St
Diaz Jose 2020 N Hope St
Diaz Martha 223 W Allegheny Ave
Diaz Radame 2218 N 2nd St
Diaz Socrates 2407 Norianna
Dietz Catherine M 922 W Somerset St
Dillion James 2225 N Camac St
Donato Cruz 1200 N 12th St
Donnelly Kathryn G 2534 N Alder St
Dortch Frank 2749 N 13th St
Doughty Richard 3142 N 12th St
Dukes Keith 306 W Cambria St
Earlin Deborah 2959 N 8th St 2nd Fl
Edwards Stephen 2362 Germantown Ave
El Callejon Bar 2956 N 2nd St
Elliot Darren 940 W Silver St
English Omar N 2420 N Orkney St
Estrella Caena Tito 2250 N Howard St
Faul Florence C, Florence 2364 N 4th
Fells Arthur M 2303 N 13th St
Fifth Street Pharmacy 2729 N 5th St
Figueroa Jose L 2833n Palethorp St
Fisher Hazel 2530 N 5th St
Flores Danilo 3118 N Hancock St
Flores Lillian 3016 3rd St
Flores Rafael 3040 N Mascher St
Foster Anthony 2220 Delhi St
Fox Clare G 2647 N 2nd St
Fraguada Hector 2540 N 5th St
Frasier Kiona I 2605 N Marshall St
Frazier James 2957 N Camac St
Frazier William 2710 N 8th St
Galan Yamilet Cristal 3031 N Front St
Gallagher George 2863 N 9th St
Galloway Rachel 3002 Germantown Ave
Garcia Carlos M 2726 N Fairhill St
Garcia Efigenia 415 W Cumberland St
Garcia Efrain 2942 N 3rd St
Garcia Elias 3631 N 4th St
Garcia Jose 2726 N Fairhill St
Garcia Rafael 3156 Franklin St
Garciamorales Juan C 129 W Henson St
Gary Orlando T 1602 Seybert St
Gentry Charlene 2822 N Oakney St
Germantown Sneaker Outlet Inc 2701 03 Germantown Ave
Glenn Timothy L 1116 W Somerset St
Gonzales Luis 2327 N 11th St
Gonzalez Giligan 2322 N 4th St
Gonzalez Hipolito PO Box 60725
Gonzalez Nancy 2441 N Hancock St
Gould Catherine W, William H 211 E York St
Green Crystal 711 W Huntingdon St
Green Thaddeous 3142 N Camac St
Guaman Cira M 2922 N 6th St
Gunter James A 2236 N Delhi St
Hamilton Nathaniel 1225 W Cumberland St
Hankins Idella 2517 N Marshall St
Harris Dungey 914 N Jessup St
Harvey Gregory 909 W Arizona St
Hatchell Vinnier 531 W York St
Hayes Roland 1121 Somerset St
Helmick Francis 2412 N 3rd St
Henry Marvella 513 W York St
Hernandez Francisca 2815 N Front St
Hernandez Jose A 522 W York St
Hernandez Peter 2423 N Leithgow St
Heron John J 2534 N Alder St
Hickman Brian 2958 N Lawrence St
Hill Barbara 1237 W Firth St
Hoerst John 2426 E Fifth St
Holloway William 3028 N Warnock St
Howard Dorsey Anna L 3103 N 13th St
Howell Charles H 174 W Allegheny Ave Apt 101
Huffman Michael 1211 W Cambria St
Ibmafia Com 632 W Cumberlan St
Iglesias Sigfredo C 2618 N Howard St
Irizarry Iris 2816 N Lawrence St
Irizarry Jorge 2325 N Hancock St
Irizarry Ralph 212 W Hazzard St
Jabbar Alamin 2616 N 12th St
Jacobs Gloria 1216 W Hazzard St
Jacobs Michael 1225 W Silver St
Jesus Feliciano 821 W Cambria St
Jimenez Ana 2932 N Waterloo St
Johnson M 2551 N Palethorp St
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Jones Charles S, Wilma 102 W Lehigh
Jones Cynekka 1124 W Nevada St
Jones Darlene Marie Est 3054 N 8th St
Jones Elizabeth D, Willie 2819 N 12th St
Jones Mabel J 2353 N Fawn St
Jones Madison 2714 N Marvine St
Jones Regina M 2331 N Fairhill St
Kearney Stephen 2355 Germantown Ave
Kelly Harold 78 S Granville St
Kelly Jennie R 2951 N Hancock St
Kennedy Gertrude 2957 N 12th St
Kilroy Catherine, Robert 2529 N Mascher
Kirkland Khary 2934 N Reese St
Koloustian Rose 444 W York St
Kramer Violet 2544 Orkney St
Laboo Lewis E 2348 N 12th St
Laboo Louis 2348 N 12th St
Laboy Ada 2866 N Lee St
Laboy Iris 3022 N Water St
Lake Giovanna 3324 B St Apt 1
Leake Linda 3007 N 8th St
Lehigh Pharmacy 1006 W Lehigh Ave
Lenair Kenneth, Mattie 1026 W Cambria St
Lewis Shyree 3154 Franklin St
Li Xiu C 3135 N Front St
Little Barry 3023 N Marvine St
Little Robert 3008 N Hutchinson St
Lloyd Abdul 3017 N 11th St
Lockhart Beatrice 902 W Huntingdon St U5625
Long Ramon 2406 N 10th St
Lopez Efrain 2867 N Orkney St
Luperonrocha Russber D 2953 N Mascher St
Maisonet Jorge 3324 B St Apt 1
Malave Wilfredo 2411 N 11th St
Malloy Christina M 1243 W Huntingdon St
Manuel Maria 2727 N 2nd St
Marcial J 2410 N Mutter St
Marin Marcelino W 1007 W Lehigh Ave
Martin Edith 2915 N 13th St
Martinez David A 2423 Lawrence St
Martinez Edwin 200 E Somerset St
Martinez Jose 113 W Lippincott St
Martinez Madeline 2542 N Hancock St
Martinez Maria L 2914 N 6th St
Martinez Nancy Morales 129 W Henson St
Mattes Kathryn M 703 W Cumberland
Matthews Charles 2642 Germantown Ave
May Robert 2839 N Darien St
Maye William Est 910 W Sterner St
Mayoros Leslie 2931 Waterloo
Mcafee Hattie 2559 N Jessup St
Mccartha Aldin S 2421 N 5th St
Mccauley Theresa 3053 N Mascher St
Mccue Mary 2226 N Hope St
Mcghee Oswell Jr 2532 N 9th St
Mcgill Eugene 2600 N Lawrence St
Mcinerny Margt 148 W Cumberland St
Mckee Bilal 2218 N 7th St
Mcnamee Jeanette, Thomas 3059 Germantown Ave
Melendez Otero Giselle 2622 N Lawrence St Apt 503
Mendoza Elvin 903 W Indiana Ave
Mendoza Pedro 2414 N 5th St
Metz Joseph L 3020 N Franklin St
Millan Nelson 2338 N Hancock St
Miller Doris 3041 N 8th St
Millner Howard B 920 W Dakota St
Miranda Jose 2203 N Mascher St
Mojica Miguel 2611 N 2nd St
Molina Roberto PO Box 60819
Molnar Zoltan 920 W Dakota St
Montijo Luz 2935 N Orkney St
Moody Corey 2762 Darien St
Moore Karla 2756 N Darien St
Morales Diana 2342 N Lawrence St
Mulero Wanda 2752 N 2nd St
Myrick Debra 1014 W Moamouth St
Negron Calderon Eliezer 2238 N Hancock St
Newton Madeline 3112 N 7th St
Nickleson Edna 1228 W Sergeant St
Nieves Dionisia 173 W Allegheny Ave
Nieves Michael 2616 N Marshall St
Nunezcruz Selene G 2200b N Franklin St W0911
Obrian Ruth 190 W Indiana Ave
Ocasio Jose M 3006 N 4th St
Olemdo Abdias 3017 N Lawrence St
Olmobaez Eugenio 2232 N 5th St
Ortiz Abimael 2713 N Darien St
Ortiz Ada Rosa 714 W Lehigh Ave
Ortiz Andres 2529 N Hope St
Ortiz Angel 3065 N 10th St
Ortiz Edgardo J 2951 N Marshall St
Ortiz Felix Dejesus 3056 N 7th St
Ortiz Jose 2536 N Palethorp St
Ortiz Juan 2458 N Fairhill St
Ortiz Maria 2362 Germantown Ave Apt 3
Osborne Aaron U 1223 W Silver St
Pagan Lucy 2725 N Fairhill St
Palmer Emily 190 W Indiana Ave
Parker Antonio 3029 N Hope St
Parul Barot Pc D 2822 North 5th St
Perez Adelaida 321 W York St
Phillips Franklin Est 3028 N 7th St
Pichardo Cruz R 2752 N Lawrence St
Pratts Carmen 2846 N Hutchinson St
Pratts Jorge 3023 N Front St
Prevention Point Phila 166 W Lehigh Ave LL David Barclay
Prosser Mable C 2927 N 13th St
Quinn Brianna M 2623 N 7th St
Rables Javier O 2959 N 8th St 2nd Fl
Ramirez Joseph L 2204 N Mascher St
Ramirez Vilmarie 3108 N Front St
Ramos Rafael 3061 N 8th St
Ramos Raymond P 2638 N Howard St
Rapoport Jeffrey 2600 N 2nd St
Rawls Sameech 2861 N 8th St
Reed Lucille 2206 N 5th St
Riello Carmelo 2521 N Howard
Rios Felix 2908 N Waterloo St
Rios Ismael 2813 Howard St
Rivera Damari 905 W Seltezer St
Rivera Eric 3308 Rorer St
Rivera Harry 2917 N Mascher
Rivera Margarita 2854 N Palethorpe St
Rivera Miguel 603 W Dauphin St
Rivera Miguel A 2341 Germantown Ave
Rivera Nicolas B 2203 Germantown Ave Apt 201
Rivera Ortiz Marilyn 2728 N 2 St Apt 9
Rivera Reynaldo 2436 W Walterloo St
Roberts Gerald 305 W York St
Robinson Gregory Est 2249 N Palethorp St
Robinson Ruby L 2323 N 6th St
Roche Eliminia 2612 N Franklin St
Rodriguez Andres 2239 N Waterloo St
Rodriguez Christopher 528 W York St
Rodriguez Edwin 2835 N 2nd St
Rodriguez Felix 2907 N Howard St
Rodriguez Juanita 2653 N 2nd St
Rodriguez Victalicia 2811 N 4th St
Rodriguez Virginia PO Box 60833
Rodriguez Wilson 3044 8th St
Rojas Rafael A 2241 N Hancock St
Rolon Dennis 29070n Hope St
Roman Andrea 2902 N Lawrence St
Romero Ernesto R 2629 N Waterloo St
Rosa Ana 2822 N 3rd St
Rosa Eddie 2306 N Mascher St
Rosado Bethzaida 2825 N Mutter St
Rudolf Thiroff 2214 N Lawrence St
Ruiz Thomas 169 W Huntingdon Ave
Rush Anisha 2225 N 13th St Apt 1d
Russell Christopher 2819 N 11th St
Sallade Wilson 2509 W Somerset St
Sampson Hattie 2218 N 12th St
Sampson Jeannette 262 N 6th St
Sanchez Carmen 2522 N Front St 2nd Fl
Sanchez Cruz Melissa 3016 N 5th St
Sanchez Santos 2963 N 6th St
Sanchez William 2655 N 2nd Sreet
Sanders Eldie Lee Est, Leo I 933 W Huntingdon St
Sanders Evelyn Lp 3055 N Percy St
Santana Christian 2910 N 5th St
Santana Christian F DDS Pc 2910 N 5th St
Santiago Alfred 2916 N Marshall St
Santiago Carlos 2600 N Lawrence St Apt 307
Santiago Davi Antonio J 201 W Allegheny Ave 2nd Fl
Santiago Eliv 3013 N Hope St
Santiago Luis 2622 N Palethorpe St
Santiago Marciala 169 Wsomerset St
Santos Ramon R 1250 N 3rd St Apt 304 Box 25
Scott Ella 2362 N 12th St
Scott Melvin 2948 N 12th St
Shambourger Oscar Jr 1227 W Firth St
Sheppard Marilyn V 3128 N 8th St
Shubert Darnay 1213 Somerset St
Siler Hattie E 2218 N 12th St
Simmons Ulysses 1226 Tucker St
Small Oletha 3141 N Camac St
Smalls Kadedra 2546 N 7th St Apt 1
Smith Curtis 2215 N 12th St
Smith Hermine 2510 N Leithgow St
Smith Jerry 2602 N 12th St
Smith Joann 3145 N 13th St
Smith Mary 2411 N 11th St Apt 701
Smith Tracey V 2235 N 13th St Apt 3b
Smith Vanessa 184 W Allegheny Ave
Smyth Ellen 131 W Cumberland St
Snead Eva B 1223 W Cambria St
Soto Hermenegildo 3023 N American St
Soto Roque 3140 N 7 St
Squire Geneva 2510 N 12th St
Stahler E John, Mary J 406 W Huntingdon St
Steadman Arthur L 1032 W Dauphin St
Still Myra 1211 W Cambria St
Susan 900 W Huntingdon St
Sylla Mody 2932 N Fairhill St
Talley Ellwood, Emily L 1033 W Cambria St
Tang Chour 2525 N Jessup St
Tattanelli Claudia 902 W Huntingdon St
Thigpe Catherine G 2206 N 11th St
Thomas Ingle 3145 N Mascher St
Thompson Keisha 2400 N 10th St
Thompson Linda 2324 N Fawn St
Thorne Equipment 2909 N American St
Tindal Christian A 1229 W Somerset St
Tobias Wilemina 1011 W Dakota St
Torres Miguel 2842 N 8th St
Torres Orlando 2837 N Franklin St
Torres Picart Shelma 3109 N Darien St
Torres Rosa 3038 Percy St
Torres−Lopez Jonath 166 W Lehigh Ave
Twiggs Pamela 121 W Lippincott St
Upshur Warren L 637 W York St
Valentin Ben 2729 N Howard St
Valez Santos 2831 N Darien St
Vargas Robert 3023 N 5th St
Vargas Serrano J 2208 N Howard St
Vasquez Juana 3131 Front St
Vazquez Emerta 2333 N 13th St
Vega Angel 3010 N Howard St
Velasquez Bobby Est 2553 N 4th St
Velazquez Carlos 2806 N Hope St
Veldez Alejandro 3131 Front St
Venture Dorado 2642 N Marshall St
Vittalis Pizza Juliana 2801 Fairhill St
Walker Luvinia Armstead 3019 N 10th St
Wallace James 2546 N 3rd St
Walsh George 2201 Germantown Ave
Waters Quintin 2362 Germantown Ave
Waters Sabrina 2709 N 11th St
Watson Donald 2328 N 12th St
Watson Judith 1029 W Glenwood Ave
Watson Ronald 1013 W Somerset St 1st Fl
West Wan 552 Huntingdon St
Widgins Charles D 2838 N 11th St
Williams James 2529 N Jessup St
Williams Kimberly 3034 N 8th St
Williams Rodney 2226 N Fairhill St
Wright Ruby 532 8th St
Wroten James 2246 N 7th St
Young Tyrell 2752 N 11th St
Zath Anna M 2332 N Lawrence St
Philadelphia Pa 19134
1249 Housing Dev 2957 Frankford Ave
A And F Pharmacy 3200 Frankford Ave
Abed Mazouzeh 2957 Rutledge St
Abele Donna 2804 Memphis St
Abner Cora L 2126 E William St
Abrams Ida 238 E Indiana Ave
Abreu Justo 2039 E Clearfield St
Accommodation Mollen Inc 2829 Cedar St
Ace Lumber Millwork Co Inc Profit Sharing Plan 2845 E
Westmoreland St
Acevedo Felix 200 E Somerset St Apt 206
Acevedo Maria 2018 Elkhart St
Adams Alice 2922 B St
Adkins Steven 2555 E Somerset Dr
Adorno Delia 2826 N Water St
Advanced Medical Data Solutions LLC 710 E Thayer St
Alameda German 237 E Cambria St
Alberto Jack M 645 E Lippincott St 1 Fl
Allen April 2148 Ann St E
Alsbrooks Jablair 843 Westmoreland St
Amendola Rose N 915 E Tioga St
American Lamp Shade Mfg Inc 2201 E Castor Ave
American Street Corridor Bus Assoc Impact Svcs 124 E
Indiana Ave
Amigos Pharmacy 3224 Kensington Ave
Amora Celito D 2815 Castor Ave
Andrews Vincent 3010 Memphis St
Anhalt George E 2818 Almond St
Apex Aquisitions 3121 Salmon St
Aponte Jorge Luis, Gladys 3447 N A St
Arce Jose 2714 C St
Ares Hilda 3537 Kip St
Artesian Investments LLC 609 E Lippincott St
Atkinson Ronald 3343 E Thompson St
Atlantic Adjustment Co 241 E Cambria St
Atlantic Towing 3140 Cedar St
Auchinleck Richard 3068 Agate St
Auletto Gennaro B 439 E Indiana Ave
Austin Vernessa D 3131 Janney St
Axten Michael 3481 E Thompson St
Ayala Dejesus 3018 D St
Backert Brooke L, David 2507 E Auburn St
Baiko Anne 3168 Miller St
Baker Delores 3418 Hurley St
Baker Robert F 2365 E Ann St
Bales Donald F 1818 E Madison St
Bar Jazo 301 E Allegheny Ave Gualberto Velez
Barrett Jean L 3415 B St
Bartlow Thomas L 1801 E Tioga St
Barton Edward F, Ruth 3066 Hartville
Bauhof Stella 3143 Belgrade St
Baum Thomas 623 E Wishart St
Becker Helen 3044 Miller St
Beideman Florence 1921 E Clearfield St
Beisel Loretta 1713 Dyre St
Bela Tina L 3131 Tilton St
Belen Antonio 2030 E Ontairo St
Benneth Juan 3341 Kensington Ave
Berger Caroline Est 2045 Albright St
Berger Katherine R 2949 Hartville St
Bergey John Est 251 E Westmoreland St
Bertotto Niki A 3012 Almond St
Bialy Frances M 1842 E Clearfield St
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Biechajlo Genevieve 3329 Edgemont St
Bish Benedict F 3140 Richmond St
Bishop Elizabeth C 3230 Keim St
Bishop Keith 136 E Huntingdon St
Blair John 2618 Overington St
Blake Shaneice 1856 E Clementine St
Bocchicchio Louis M 3575 Kensington Ave
Bockhorn Dorothy, Donald 3401 Weikel St
Boffa William P 2510 E Clearfield St
Bogden Elizabeth Est, Leon A Mankowski 2624 E Allegheny
Ave
Boles John R 3439 A St
Bonewicz Joanne D 2534 E Monmouth St
Bonilla Lydia 3348 Jasper St
Bonner Theresa, William 2925 Belgrade St
Bonta Svetlana 3548 Kip St
Bowen Carol A, Carol A Richardson 742 E Tioga St
Boy Scout Troop 282 Simpson Mem United Ch Kensing &
Monmouth Sts
Boyle Joseph M 2808 E Clearfield St
Bracero Jose 333 Roosevelt Blvd
Brearey Francis J Jr 2903 Aramingo Ave
Brennan Joseph 3181 Aramingo Ave
Bromes Henry 2916 Salmon St
Brooks Christopher 1937 East Stella St
Brooks Leroy 953 E W Moreland St
Brothers Randolph 3340 N Water St
Brown Howard 3119 Weymouth St
Brown James J 2009 E Allegheny Ave
Bruce Prager Ta Good Deal Transmissions 640 E Erie Ave
Brunner Charles H 1959 E Stella St
Bruno Patricia 1908 E Vanango St
Bubnis Wanda 251 E Westmoreland St
Buck Mary H, Edward A Schaffren 2715 E Thompson St
Burgos Carmen 226 E Cambria St
Burgos Rafael Calderon 4267 Armond St
Burke Helen 3345 Richmond St
Burton Madeline, James 2007 E Allegheny Ave
Burton Photo Industries 3332 Rorer St
Butler Billy 3358 Jasper St
Butler Marie 1816 E Westmoreland St
Byrd Mary 2726 E Clearfield St
C H Beer Dist Inc 2074 E Clearfield St 82
Cahil Elizabeth Ann 2654 E Ann St
Calderon Roberto 2818 N Rosehill St
Camacho Ramona 3439 W Water St
Campusano Ramon 240 E Stella St
Canales William 110 E Indiana Ave
Caraballo Jorge 3023 Chatham St
Carek John I 2516 E Auburn St
Carlson Robert E 3134 Frankford Ave
Carmen Frederick R Jr, Ruth 3460 Frankford Av
Carmon Roth 3460 Frankford Ave
Carmona Julia Baez 227 E Elkhart St
Carrasquillo Ely 3010 B St
Caseres Nixa 707 Allegheny Ave
Casey Richard J, Regina R 2864 Cedar St
Casillas Marisol 1042 E Tioga St Apt N O 1s
Castaing Victor 3342 N Ella St
Castoire Joshua 3208 N Hurley St
Castor Materials Inc 3025 Castore Ave
Cecilia Stutz 1831 E Cambria St
Celeste Flego E Zdrop 2595 E Seltzer St
Centeno Jonathan 451 E Cambria St
Centero Edith 2523 N 5th St 2
Cepparulo Anna 3292 Aramingo Ave
Cervino Lillian W, Joseph E 2819 Kensington Ave
Cervonka Anna 3126 G St
Chambers Albert, Mary 3447 N Braddock St
Chambers George 3547 Kensington Ave
Chaplin Leonard 3412 G St
Chapman Roseanna E 3134 Aramingo Ave
Chen Dahong 2326 E Westmoreland St
Chen Xian Shou 201 E Westmoreland St Fl 2
Chiquita Services 424 E Allegheny Ave 1st Fl
Christy George 3210 Potter St
Cieri Adelia J 2136 E Stella St
Cintron Jorge L 849 E Russell St
Citimortgage Inc 2036 E Madison St
Clare Elizabeth 1842 E Clearfield St
Clark Yvette 3080 Ruth St
Classic Shine Nation Inc 2761 Kensington Ave Gar
Clynes Francis 2515 E Clearfield St
Colby Arthur M 1810 E Schiller St
Colfer Christopher 2613 E Somerset St 3rd Fl
Collazo Rod M Christmas Club 3303 Kensington Ave Apt 1
Collins Lily 2346 E Clearfield St Fl 2nd
Colon Juan 3643 Jasper St
Colon Michael 2066 E Cambria St
Colon Miseal 424 E Allegheny Ave 1st Fl
Colon Yahaira 1851 E Monmouth St
Comer Marvelous 5406 Eastwick St
Comire James H, Eileen 3241 Kensington Ave
Conard Mary Est 3177 Gaul St
Connelly Charles 2916 Ella St
Connor Donna May 2951 Miller St
Connors Patricia M 2103 E Somerset St
Conway Lillian, Edward 2115 E Somerset St
Conway Willie 2875 N Lee St
Cool Glenn J 2234 E Allegheny Ave
Cooper Phyllis 2920 Frankford Ave
Corbia Sylvia 2112 W Verango St
Cordenner Marie 3269 Joyce St
Correa Jomarie 604 Wensley St
Costa Joseph 3517 Frankford Ave
Costello Agnes C, George 3440 D St
Cotto Marilyn 625 E Lippincott St
Cousins Food Market Inc 203 E Allegheny Ave
Cowley Charles P III 3163 Tulip St
Craven Michael 2510 E Indiana Ave
Craven Robert 2816 Belgrade St
Crawford Michael 3521 Kensington Ave
Cremen Gertrude C Est, Joseph 3312 Kensington Ave
Crenshaw Hareece 2112 W Venango St
Crilley Joseph, Mary R 2354 E Clearfield
Cruz Angel 3014 N A St
Cruz Angelo 861 E Allegheny Ave
Cunnane Shane J 2252 E Cambria St
Cunningham G 2975 Edgemont St
Curran Anna 2914 Melvale
Curran John 2001 E Tioga St
Cuthbertson Ruth E 3421 Tampa St
Czajkowski Mary 2069 E Venango St
Danak John T, Helen 3274 Miller St
Daniels of Philadelphia Inc 3461 Richmond St
Darrow Elizabeth J C, Joseph H, Elix Jc 1929 E Orleans St
Davis Gregory 124 E Indiana Ave
Davis James 3570 Janney St
Davis Logan 1843 E Wishart St
Dawn Logan 1843 W Wishart St
De La Rosa Luz 1920 E Somerset St
Deegan Catherine C 732 E Westmoreland St
Deleon Miguel 2861 N Palethorpe St
Delgado Jose 4926 N Rosehill St
Delgado Maria 5170 Whitaker Ave
Delizza David 2868 Almond St
Dembik Joseph J 3163 Gaul St
Demuro Joseph N 2104 E Tioga St
Dennis Mary K 2615 E Monmouth St
Dent Esther D 3139 Jasper St
Derr Robert 1850 E Westmoreland St
Devers Cynthia 3055 Belgrade St
Devictoria Carmen L 3465 Amber St
Devine Elizabeth C, Daniel J 931 E Russell St
Diadato Anthony T Est 3276 Emerald St
Diaz Victor Rivera 339 E Tusculum
Dipentino Damien V 1918 E Monmouth St
Dixon Maudell B 714 E Clearfield St
Dodds Francis J 3136 D St
Dohling John 2689 N Aramingo Ave
Dorsey Tracey 1819 E Tioga St Apt 2
Dragos Richard 2941 Kensington Ave
Drapczynski Chester J 1939 E Allegheny Ave Fl 1
Drinen Benjamin Robert, Gordon Robert 271 E Tusculum St
Duncan Susan 823 E Willard St
Dunphy Robert 443 E Somerset St
Dunston Dexter 733 E Willard St
Durham Sallie Mae Hall 2855 Kensington Ave Apt D−2
Dussinger Jacob A 3025 Chatham St
Dutch Michael J 2651 E Schiller St
Dwyer Michael 1808 E Schiller St
Dziengelski Christine 3375 Mercer St
Dzierwa Joseph 636 Indiana Ave
Eaby Alta Est 3166 Edgemont St
Eagle Paper Co 2961 N B St
Eddis Anthony 1903 E Orleans St
Edens Rts 2450 E Castor Ave
Edwards Melody 2077 Pickwick St
Ellison Roberto 1928 E Birch St
Elzer Istvan 2601 E Clearfield St 1st Fl
Enriquez Delmira 3126 Boudinot St
Ericsson Dorothy 3405 E St
Escobar Jackeline Domenech 5131 Mutter St
Espada Janet 606 E Hilton St
Ettner Margaret, Joseph 3566 Joyce St
Eury Charles 1819 E Tioga St Apt 2
Evans Helen M 3051 Braddock St
Evans Howard 3204 Frankford Ave Apt 1
Fambrough Rodney 3301 G St
Familia Reynaldo 2065 E Lippincott St
Farrell Edmund J, Sophie 2717 E Thompson St
Favorin Ellen 2060 E Orleans St
Felix Jose Adolfo 3337 N Water St
Ferguson Agnes C 3058 Braddock St
Fern Louis 2752 E Venango St
Ferretti Raymond F 2828 Memphis St
Ferritti Ruth M 2828 Memphis St
Feshuk Marie C 2036 E Elkhart St
Financial Exchange Corp 3099 Kensington Ave
Fiorentino Peter 2656 E Clearfield St
Fish Mary Alice 1931 E Wensley St
Fitzgerald Kyle 3053 Cedar St
Fleckenstein Michael S 2720 E Madison St
Flores Marisol 3607 Frankford Avae
Foote Arnold S 3660 Richmond St
Fordyce Frederick E, Anna Rita 2557 E Clearfield St
Foster Christine C 964 E Russell St
Foster Desiree M, Robert 2060 Kingston St
Francis J Willard Elementary 2900 Emerald St
Frankunas Joseph 3146 Mercer St
French Barry 2058 E Ann St
Freyburger Isabella, Walter 1435 S 58th
Frias Carmen 3336 A St
Frigo Jeremy 3370 Almond St
Fuller Ivy 2767 Jasper
Furniture Suppliers Inc 2345 Castor Ave
Gabrick Cecelia, T 3640 Frankford Ave
Galindez Sherrita N 3319 N Lee St
Gallo Michael F 3579 Emerald St
Galloway Margaret 1904 E Pacific St
Garcia Agostin 4254 Oxford Ave
Garcia Benedicto 2860 Aramingo Ave
Garcia Mini Mart 3400 E St
Garcia Velazquez Deritza 3246 N Frankford Ave
Garcia Wanda 2585 E Cambria St
Gasbarra Maria 3460 Weikel St
Gavin Frederick, Helen V 1233 S 27 St
Geiger Charles 3334 Potter St
Genoveba Comm 226 E Allegheny Av 1st Fl
Gesnaker Cathy 2964 Ruth St
Gibbs Leroy 2836 C St
Gillen James J 3651 Jasper St
Gimmillaro Deirdre 2079 E Clearfield St
Glass America Usa Distributors Inc 3381 Richmond St
Glassmile John 925 E Russell St
Godfrey Ina 3015 Richmond St
Goldsmith Richard 3523 Ella St
Gomez Diana 3219 N Hurley St
Gonbalez Nancy 801 E Tioga St
Gonzales Severiano 1429 E Madison St
Gonzalez Hector L 3515 N Joyce St
Gonzalez Hipolito 1920 Hartln
Gonzalez Jose 3262 Joyce St
Gonzalez Nancy 2705 E Webb St
Gonzalez Pablo 3025 N Lee St
Gonzalez Thomas 2022 E Tioga St
Gordon Florence R 3224 Jasper St
Gordon Kevin J 2535 E Monmouth St
Gosciminski Anna J Est Leon A Mankowskiesq 2624 E
Allegheny Ave
Grabczynska Anita 2701 Ontario St
Gracia Ray S 3652 Jasper St
Graeber Madeline E 3110 Emerald St
Graham Deborah 1819 E Lippincott St
Gramlich Richard J, Mary V 3058 Chatham St
Grant Charles 3400 F St 3rd Floor
Gray Keith 3237 Potter St
Greater Northeast Gastro 2330 E Allegheny Ave
Gree Gerald C PO Box 26701
Greenley Joseph H 3334 Potter St
Grillo Est Florence H 3343 Belgrade St
Grygelewicz Theresa 3064 Mercer St
Guerrido Rosa 120 E Sterner St
Guy Alice 2720 Webb St
Guzman Glorymar 1859 E Tioga St
Guzman Jose 436 Auburn St
Guzman Roberto 3554 Frankford Ave
H & J Wireless Pa Inc 3162 Kensington Ave
Hagerty Veronica C 2620 E Somerset St 2nd Fl
Hagner Naomi 3084 Agate St
Hale Lavonia 227 E Westmoreland St
Haley Michael W 2319 E Ann St
Hanish Kathryn, Albert 3404 N Emerald St
Hardcourt Bicycle Polo Federation Inc 2994 Chatham St
Hardy Patrick 4901 Unruh St
Haug Bertha L 2639 E Venango St
Haus Edward 2002 E Madison St
Hayes David 1855 E Wensley St
Heeney Charlene, Joseph E 3416 Ella St
Heffron Helen J 2513 Ann St
Hefter Charles 3134 Agate St
Hendron Sadie 2542 E Cambria St
Herbert J Bass 2072 Albright St
Hernadez Annette 3344 N Water St
Hernandez Denis 2915 Rosehill St
Hernandez Fernando 3353 Kip St
Hertz Joshua 708 E Westmoreland St
Heston Edna I 1805 E Ontario St
Heston William J Jr, Edna 1805 E Ontario St
Hillgrube Michael 3463 Emerald St
Hillman Thomas J Est 3452 N Water St
Hilton Head Start Norma Mcallister 1813 E Hilton St
Hinkle Dennis 944 E Schiller St
Hoey Rita 3427 Arbor St
Hoffman Francis 2500 E Cambria St
Hoffman William E 3334 Potter St
Home Four All Inc 2401 E Tioga St
Hopkins Elsie 237 E Mayfield St
Hopkins Taylor 2107 E Clementine St
Hpcom Parkview Residency Fund 2416 E Allegheny Ave
Hrynczyszyn Seneon J 3036 Salmon St
Hrynczyszyn William J 2007 E Elkhart St
Huertas Gabriel 2004 E Clementine St
Hurtado Jose 3313 B St
Hyman Tracy M 3476 Amber St
Imperial Auto Body 2210 E Cambria St
Infantado John W, Leon A Mankowski 2624 E Allegheny Ave
Irelan Donald E 3153 Hartville St
Iwaniuk Tatiana 2508 E Alleghany Ave
James Benjamin, Rita M 2908 Kip St
James Rita M, Benj F 2908 Kip St
Jeanlouis Armonise 3057 Collins St
Jennie Kopczynski 2963 Livingston St
Jesus Daritza Paris D 3514 K St
Jeudy Yves 2081 Pickwick St
Jimenez Juan 939 Rosett St
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Joel Grocery 3349 Malta St
John Armstrong Harrison Consult PO Box 26865
Johns Kathleen R 3540 Emerald St 44
Johnson Betty 2062 E Elkhart
Johnson Francis C, Francis, Elizabeth 2936 Belgrade St
Johnson Harvey G 3332 Agate St
Johnson Kevin 3050 Martha St
Johnson Patricia 667 E Clearfield St Apt 1 Flr
Jones Francisco 3240 Keim St
Jones Kevin 3112 Custer St
Jones Patricia, Deborah 948 E Russell St
Jones Richard F, Anna May 3043 Gransback St
Jowett George 1863 E Cornwall St
Jumper Richard M 3182 Richmond St Bar
June Phyllis 2078 E Allegheny Ave
Jurkiewicz Zofia 3231 Almond St
Jusko Marcin 3160 Belgrade St
Juszczyk Cecelia 3128 Tilton St
Kamzelski Bernice 3230 N D St
Kane Carroll 2360 Clearfield
Karpowsky Mary 2947 Memphis St
Karson Pamela 3166 Frankford Ave 2nd Fl
Kearney Robert J Jr 2850 Gaul St
Kelly Cales 2933 D St
Kelly Victoria 3357 Salmon St
Kemper Ruth 3615 Jasper St
Kenney M J 3053 Agate St
Kernan James P 3165 Gaul St
Kershma Raymond 2064 Kingston St
Kershner Raymond 2064 Kingston St
Kilby David 3541 Frankford Ave
Kim Anthony W 231 E Allegheny Ave
Kim Jin Hee 231 E Allegheny Ave
Kim Tae H 231 E Allegheny Ave
Kimley Eva 1922 E Cambria St
King Ralph D 2125 E Monmouth St
Kinslow James J 2705 E Cambria St
Kirn Marian 2916 Ella St
Kislow Ruth 3479 E Thompson St
Kittreles Lateet 3118 D St
Kline Erin N 3352 Livingston St 2nd Fl
Klos Jozefa 636 Indiana Ave
Kniele Anne M 3252 Rorer St
Knopp Joseph M 3126 Ruth St
Kobierowska Mary H, Edward A Schaffren
2715 E Thompson St
Koerber Grace 615 E Wishart St
Koesperski William 2613 E Ann St
Kok Czeslawa 3156 E Thompson St
Konopka John 3071 Agate St
Kopchinski Stanley J 3479 E Thompson St
Kostolowska Kinga 2409 E Allegheny Ave
Koury George Box 12786
Kozlowski Frederick L 3620 Edgemont St
Kramer Carol 3620 Miller St
Kremis Kathleen 3632 Miller St
Kroberger Gertrude 3334 Potter St
Kubacki Edward F 2968 Miller St
Kueny Gary 3549 Mercer St
Kurl Helen L 3151 G St
Kwok King 3503 Kensington Ave
L Est 3008 Chatham St
Labenz Mary Est, William Jr, Leon A Mankowski 2624 E
Allegheny Ave
Laboy Sonia 3046 N Water St
Lagare Jose 1927 E Tioga St
Laiclaudio Odanis 2808 Jasper St
Laiclaudio Odanis PO Box 446
Lamenia Frances F 1819 E Tioga St
Land Lapper Inc 2126 E Tioga St
Landis Robert D 616 E Thayer St
Landvest Llp 2332 E Allegheny Ave
Larose Jeannette 3443 Jasper St
Latorreal Baladej Jose 3050 N 10th St
Latzko Ernest E 2426 E Clearfield St
Lauck Frederick 3039 Belgrade St
Laux Lavinia E 3472 Frankford Ave
Law Offices Zohreh S Nabavi Iolta 2400 E Somerset St
Layton May 3091 Weikel St
Leach Dorothy 3245 Joyce St
Leahy Transportation 2747 Salmon Ave
Leake Ronald 3144 G St
Lecher Joanne J 2851 Aramingo Ave
Legrand Miguel 3536 Jasper St
Leigh Kathryn 3465 Joyce
Leonard Grace V 1804 E Thayer St
Levine Samson 2258 E Monmouth St
Lewandowski Edward 633 E Allegheny Ave
Lin Bifang 201 E Westmoreland St
Linda M Gaydosh Execu Est Jane M Lopinsk, Leon A
Mankowski 2624 E Allegheny Ave
Linke Printing Inc Kathy Hanlon 2926 Richmond St
Listman Valerie 2733 Helen St
Little Linda 3051 Chatham St
Liu Xiu Y 2758 Kensington Av 2nd Fl
Lockwood Josephine 2830 Memphis
Long Seymour 3559 Tulip St
Loor Alberto 1521 W Spencer St
Lopez Emerita G 3617 Jasper St
Lopez Natasha 2902 Kip St
Lorence Julia S 3008 Chatham St
Lorence Leo A 2621 E Schiller St
Loretta Howarth E Huntingdon
Luciano Victor 2835 Frankford Ave Apt 3
Lugo William 619 E Wensley St
Lund James 3134 Salmon St
Luniewski Mary 2074 E Elkhart St
M & J of Penna LLC 3446 Frankford Ave
Macintyre Russell C, Ruth 2742 A St
Mack Naeem 1819 E Tioga St Apt 3
Mack W Illiam 2831 E Venango St
Macvey Marilyn 2650 E Somerset St
Malave Nancy 958 E Ontario
Malia Denny 2036 E Madison St
Malinowski Wanda 3432 Almond St
Mamooney Mohammed 230 E Elkhart St
Manzano Resto Elizabeth 3079 Potter St
Mao Grocery 3050 Frankford Ave
Marchaman Sean 3418 Tampa St
Margaret Jordan 3385 Livingston St
Marix Stone 429 E Allegheny Ave 5w
Marrero Angel Marquez 2929 N E St
Martin Edgardo 3447 Tampa St
Martin Richard P Po Box 4701
Martin Thomas 3403 Frankford Ave
Martinez Guillermina 200 E Somerset St Apt 206
Martinez Hector 136 E Westmoreland St
Martinez Hector 2840 C St
Martinez Mara 2102 E Cambria St
Martinez Maria 3257 Tampa St
Martinez Melina 2828 Swanson St
Martinez Myra 3031 N Lee St
Marzucco Michael 1842 E Westmoreland St
Masi Victor 3057 Frandford Ave
Mason Wilbur 2006 E Birch St
Mastbaum Avt School Home 3116 Frankford Ave
Matczak Ewa Dds 3084 Aramingo Ave
Mathis Iesha H 522 E Hilton St
Maximum Mechanical Inc 1927 E Allegheny Ave
Mayberry James 4711 E Thompson St
Mazzacano George A 2819 Edgemont St
Mazzone Lisaann 3149 Agate St
Mcarthur Shalosa J 3044 Memphis St
Mcbride Marie 3218 Aramingo Ave
Mcbride Maryann 2827 Emerald St
Mccaffrey Jamie 1952 E Allegheny Ave
Mccarty Thomas 3179 Memphis St
Mcclain Cornelius C 2858 Rosehill St
Mcclennan Julia M 3227 Potter St
Mcconnell Charles 3416 Kensington Ave
Mcconnell Sam 819 E Cornwall St
Mccullough Andrew 3334 Potter St
Mcdevitt Charles J 2439 E Indiana Ave
Mcdonald Philip 3024 Belgrade St
Mcdonald Philip Jr 3024 Belgrade St
Mcdonough Michael 2063 E Pacific St
Mcentee Julia F, George 3108 Emerald St
Mcfarland Monica J 1872 E Schiller St 2
Mcginn Dorothy, Thomas 518 E Ontario St
Mcginnis Joe 2811 E Pacific St
Mcgovern Philip J, Rose 259 E Westmoreland St
Mcguirl Susan 3549 Mercer St
Mcilhenny Nadine T 2919 E Edgemont St
Mcintyre Samuel 3186 Cedar St
Mckee Amy 2506 E Birch St
Mckeown Adele T 3053 Mercer St
Mckeown Robert 3587 Miller St
Mcleish Dorothy K 2349 E Ann St
Mcnally Dorothy D 3066 N Water St
Mcnally James 753 E Allegheny Ave
Mcnam Roderick 2955 Belgrade St
Mcnaull Barbara A Leon A Mankowski Esq
2624 E Allegheny Ave
Mcquilken Craig 3149 S Richmond St
Mcrae James 3517 Frankford Ave
Meade Charline 2837 Emerald St
Mechanical Piping Corp 4545 Salmon St
Meehan Charles, Marie 2111 W Clementine St
Mejia Jose 5066 F St
Melendez Carmen, Eddie 3045 Memphis St
Melendez Daisy 2067 E Monmouth St
Melgar Neptaly 3480 Emerald St
Melligan George J 2835 Chatham St
Mellwig Mary M 2053 E William St
Mendez Norma 258 E Indiana St
Mendys Matthew J 3050 Gaul St
Menedez Jessica Lee 309 E Tusculum St
Mercado Raul 235 E Cambria St
Mercado Raul 2837 B St
Mercado Raul 3525 Braddock St
Merkle Herman H 3038 Martha
Mh Auto Body 2300 E Ontario St
Michalec George, Rita 3134 Jasper St
Micucci Jennie 2828 Miller St
Mikhnovich Sergey V 3424 Edgemont St
Mikus Carol 2954 Richmond St
Miller Daniel 3114 Weikel St
Miller Louis D 3412 Kensington Ave
Miller Nakeea S Davis 2767 Jasper
Miller Stella V 2702 E Clearfield St
Mimmo Marian T 2979 Frankford Ave
Minton Marie 2924 Cedar St
Miranda Jonny 109 E Lippincott St
Monaghan Helen 2079 E Venango St
Money James 1813 E Cornwell St
Monigle Ann M 3157 Cedar St
Montalvo Juanita 3442 H St
Montanez Timothy 3430 Braddock St
Monument Mews 3053 Braddock St
Morales Carmen Y Cora 134 E Willard St
Morales Carmen, Fidel 603 E Tioga St
Morales Jorge 2006 E Clearfield St
Moran Joseph 2318 E Clearfield
Morgan Donald 2307 E Ann St
Moronese James Joseph Jr, Patricia M 3647 Richmond St
Mosley Anthony 4224 N Reese St
Mossa Yakot 1937 E Allegheny Av 1st Fl
Moton Gregory T 3137 Frankford Ave
Mucerino Thomas 2405 E Allegheny Ave
Munro Elizabeth F 3107 Kesington Ave
Murphy Hannah 3025 Belgrade St
Murphy John 2095 Frankford Ave
Murphy Sharon D 1837 E Cambria St
Murphy Theresa P 3034 Arbon St
Murray Catherine 3430 Amber St
Murray Eliza M 2135 E Auburn St
Myer Christina 3142 Chatham St
N Y Restaurant, In Out Steak 3595 B Aramingo Ave
Nalls Kevin L 1917 E Monmouth St
Napierkowska Mary 3050 Tulip St
Narendra Patel, Ganesh Groceri 3101 Kensington Ave
Navarro A 3316 Grasback St
Negron Andres 110 E Indiana Ave
Negron Sixto 2923 N Kip St
Nemours Physician Asso 833 Chestnut St Ste 300
Nesbihal Mark 3472 Frankford Ave
Newell Bonnie E 3408 Richmond St
Newton Barbara 2831 Mercer St
Nguyen Dao 2875 Stouton St
Nguyen My 3244 F St
Nguyen Veronique 1926 E Wensley St
Nickels Jean 3404 E St
Nieves John 3118 N Kip St
Nieves Michelle, Victor 402 E Cambria St
Nieves Nelson 625 E Lippincott St
Nock Dale 2129 E Clementine St
Nouza Jiri 2031 E Allegheny Ave
Obrien Elizabeth M 3539 Frankford Ave
Obrien John J 3223 Shelbourne St
Obrien John J, Paul 3223 Shelbourne St
Obrien Kerrigan Dona 2025 E Orleans St
Odonnell Amelia 2509 E Westmoreland St
Odonnell Frances 603 E Wishart St
Odonnell Mary Rose, John 2919 Hurley St
Olney Jane 2078 E Allegheny Ave
Omar Deloatch 3427 N Lee St
One Stop Distributors Inc 3800 Frankford Ave
Oquendo Judith 3234 Hilton St
Ortiz Jaelyn 2346 E Clearfield St
Ortiz Jose 3232 G St
Ortiz Nancy, Maria 2346 E Clearfield St
Ortiz Torres Angel T 3314 A St
Ortlieb John E 2827 Emerald St
Ortlieb Joseph, John E 2827 Emerald St
Oryl Carolyn A, Daniel 1813 E Madison St
Oslowski Catherine, Anna 3270 Tilton St
Ossowski Kristina M 2547 E Birch St
Osullivan Dennis 2850 Miller St
Pace Alfred 2724 E Somerset St Apt 1a
Pajeski Kazimiera 3340 B St
Panda Restaurant 301 E Ontario St
Parafianczuk Helen 3132 Agate St
Pascarello Susan 2058 E Ann St
Paulino Ana Vidaly 634 E Cornwall St
Paziora Nicholas W 2903 Aramingo Ave
Peller Joseph 3056 Rosehill St
Pena Colon David 3410 Keim St
Pension Ttees Arleen Food Products Inc 2500 E Ontario St
Pepper Willie 227 E Westmoreland St
Perales Giovany 3145 N G St
Perez Chinika G 3018 D St
Perez Crystal 3257 Tampa St
Perez Elliot L 3074 Aramingo Ave
Perez Luis 2809 N Lee St
Perez Luz 2734 C St
Perkins Irving D 457 E Indiana
Perry Stephen 3182 Mercer St
Pestenis Antanas 2611 E Ontario St
Petaccio Joseph Jr 2732 E Ann St
Peterson Maree 2148 E Auburn St
Pham Ngoc 2832 D St
Phelan Hallinan & Schnieg 3463 Keim St
Philipott Helen 2871 N Lee St
Phy Mildred 3116 Arbor St
Pietropaolo Esther 2941 Almond St
Plath John Est 3223 Salmon St
Plover James 1935 Somerset
Plover James Estate 1935 Somerset
Podhale Travel Service 3154 Richmond St
Polish American Citizens League of Penns 3432 Almond St
Pondo Mary 3119 E Belgrade St
Port Richmond Seniors Center 3068 Belgrade St
Portillo Annallely 3617 Jasper St
Portillo Juliza 3617 Jasper St
Powell Julia 1845 E Lippincott St
Powell Robert J 1842 E Allegheny Ave
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Poynter Leroy A 1818 E Thayer St
Pozimski Jane 3125 Tulip St
Presbery Mark 2122 E Birch St
Prince Harry C 2149 W William St
Przestrzelski Helen 3254 Emery St
Pudimas Joseph J 2873 Aramingo Ave
Puk Edward 3059 E Thompson St 7
Quiles−Alicea Anthony 964 E Schiller St
Quinn Benedict 3035 Belgrade St
Quinn Neil 3357 H St
Quinn Ryan 3057 Cedar St
Rainey Rasheen 3006 Tulip St
Ramirez Jacqueline 3504 N Water St
Ramos Miguel 3112 Hurley St
Rauscher Louise A, Joseph H 2069 E Somerset St
Raynor Ryan 3137 Tulip St
Raynor Steven 3138 Tilton St
Razakov Firuz 3424 Edgemont St
Reddick James 667 Clearfiled St
Reed Martha J 630 E Thayer St
Reigh Catharine 3465 Joyce St
Rennie Alice 3469 Helen St
Rensing Patricia 3223 Salmon St
Reynold Mark J 3072 Livingston St
Reynolds Anna 3163 Agate St 37
Rib Ranch Inc 2401 E Venango St
Richard Alexis J, Takia 3064 Martha St
Richmond Financial Inc 2990 Richmond St
Righter Michael 2063 E Allegheny Ave Fl 1
Rigney Joseph F, Eleanor 2953 Janney St
Riley Thomas M 854 E Willard St
Rippy Khalil 3350 Amber St
Rivera Amy 3216 Aramingo Ave
Rivera Angelina 3052 Helen St
Rivera Carlos 2964 Tulip St
Rivera Heriberto 3103 Rorer St
Rivera Jose A 827 E Russell St
Rivera Kevin 123 E Ontario St
Rivera Luis 544 E Westmoreland St
Rivera Luis 733 E Allegheny Ave
Rivera Merelyn 3312 Ella St
Rivera Michelle Vicente 631 Westmoreland
Rivera Tanya 1927 E Tioga St
Rivera Wanda I 3013 Weikel St
Rivera Zaida 3423 G St
Roberts Cynthia A 3630 Frankford Ave Frnt
Rocha Jorge 3154 Frankford Ave Apt 2
Rochon Cecilia M 2947 Frankford Ave
Rod Jamey 3567 Miller St
Rodriguez Alberto 1901 E Tioga St
Rodriguez Bacilia 3433 Helen St
Rodriguez Edwin 2024 E Madison St
Rodriguez Gregoria 3633 Frankford Ave
Rodriguez Israel 815 Chile St
Rodriguez Jason 3523 Kensington Ave
Rodriguez Jesus 1835 E Cambria St
Rodriguez Joel 3229 Tampa St
Rodriguez Victor 3426 A St
Rodriguz Rubin 3555 Jasper St
Rodriquez Edwin 3439 N Lee St
Rodriquez Irene 3465 Amber St
Rojas Anthony 3330 Argyle St
Roll Emil F 3319 Keningston Ave
Roman Carmen M 3539 Frankford Ave
Romero Juanita 3462 N Water St
Rondon Angely 2303 East Cambria St
Rondon Osmilda 513 E Hilton St
Rosado Juan 859 E Westmoreland
Rosario Melissa 2860 N Water St
Rose Patricia 1842 E Allegheny Ave
Rosner William 3132 Cedar St
Ruffin Ricarlo 2030 E Birch St
Ruiz Efrain O 146 E Willard St
Ruiz Julia 1830 E Clementine St
Ruiz Maria 3046 D St
Ryan Ann 2533 Monmouth Stree Apt A
Ryan Rita M Est, William 3288 Armingo Ave
Rzepela Florence, Frank J 2710 E Clearfield St
Sabatina Beatrice 2981 Salmon St
Sabatino Mary 2833 Salmon St
Salley Ieisha 2835 Frankford Ave
Samuels Mary 2057 E Orleans St
Sanborn Timothy 2961 Frankford Ave
Sanchez Maria 3120 Hartville St
Sanford Renee 1819 E Tioga St Apt 3
Santa Jessica 2316 E Cambria St
Santiago Christian 610 E Thayer St
Santiago Jose 2222 E Cambria St
Santiago Roman Oscar 3414 D St
Santiago Yolanda 815 E Madison St
Santos Alicia 3457 N Lee St
Santos Carmen 3065 Joyce St
Santos Claudio 2833 N Walter St
Santos Freddie 2024 E Orleans St
Sauer Angela 2811 Edgemont St
Saunders Marsha 2232 N 2nd St
Scanlon Louis T 3240 F St
Scheiderman Clara M 2137 E Stella St
Scheidts Marybeth G 2436 E Indiana Ave
Scherwin Kenneth 3116 Arbor St
Schiavone Ryan 2107 E Clementine St
Schmidt Frank 2918 Almond St
Schmidt Frank J Jr 2918 Almond St
Schmidt Frank Jr, Irene R 2918 Almond St
Schmidt Joseph 2005 E Allegheny Ave 3rd Fl
Schmidt Michael 3630 Franford Ave
Schott Hildegard L 3460 Bradock
Schowguron Thomas 3354 Molta St
Schwartz Raymond O, John A 321 E Thayer St
Scoti Karen J 3044 Memphis St
Sentz Jennifer 3495 Weikel St
Severns Charles 1854 E Westmoreland St
Sgrignuoli Florence T 1866 E Clarence St
Shandor John A 3532 Kensington Ave Rear Apt N
Sharkey David 3248 Kensington Ave
Sharp Margaret A 2922 B St
Sharp Margaret A, Theresa A 2922 B St
Sharpless Nicole 2991 Tilton St
Sheilds Frank 866 E Cornwall St
Shelly Louise 859 E Ontario St 1st Fl
Shelton Cindy 2141 Auburn St
Shields Ridley 3034 A St
Shtogrin Igor 3222 Frankford Ave
Sicoli Catherine, Alfred P 1844 E Somerset St
Siddiqui Akhtar J PO Box 4700
Simkanin Joseph J, Mary L 713 E Tioga St
Simmoas Terrance 626 E Madison St
Simpson Thomas 2352 E Clearfield St
Singleton Stephanie 3257 Potter St 2
Siwinski Christine S 2961 Aramingo Ave
Skoczylas Frederick H, Nancy 3152 Aramingo Ave
Smith Evelyn 3124 Tilton St
Smith Frances 3167 Weymouth St
Smith Francis L Jr, Delores 802 E Russell St
Smith Helen 3126 G St
Smith James F 3167 Weymouth
Smith Lillian, John 2963 Ruth St
Smith Ramik 3028 Collins St
Smith Sharon 3049 Aramingo Ave
Smith Valerie A 3152 Salmon St
Snaith Joseph 3217 Jasper St
Snyder Marie 2907 D St
Sorber Roland R 2931 Memphis St
Soto Maximila 3036 Frankford Ave
Soto Maximilian 3036 Frankford Ave
Sowinski Patricia 3177 Gaul St
Spaide William 3309 Frankford Ave
Spca Pennsylvania 350 E Erie Ave
Spearman Ricky 1819 E Tioga St Apt 3
Stabler Dennis 2839 Frankford Ave
Stankiewicz Julian 2606 E Allegheny Ave
Stankiewicz Raymond J 3638 Almond St
Stanowski Elaine 2510 E Clearfield St
Stetser Raymond D Sr 2238 E Allegheny Ave
Stewart Sean 1411 Belgrade St
Stone John E 2907 D St
Store 42046 3300 Aramingo Ave
Strain Jacklynn 3561 Stouton St
Straub Martin 3460 Emerald St
Strehle Hannah 2058 Kingston St
Strong Sally 2832 Cleveland St
Strzepek Jacquelyn A 3168 E Thompson St
Suess Earl R 2536 E Indiana Ave
Super Trucking Inc 637 E Allegheny Ave
Supplee Rebecca Lee 2842 Salmon Ave
Susaywich Jeanette H, John 2503 E Allegheny Ave
Sweeney George J 2363 E Ann St
Szparagowski Kathleen 2653 Schiller St
Szyper Jon L 2501 E Westmoreland St
Tallas Madeline 2245 E Clearfield St Apt H
Tancredi Catherine T 3064 Rosehill St
Taratusky Emil 3053 Agate St
Tavarez Fernando 168 W Ontario Ave
Tavarez Rafael M 1940 E Tioga St
Tenet Health System St Chris S Mobile Dental Unit
PO Box 828166
Tenet Healthcare Corp PO Box 26869
Tete Supermarke 3468 Tioga
Texeira Richard Jr 3606 Witte St
Thomas Cheryl 3109 Arbor St
Thomas Levi 1025 W Duncannon St
Thomas Paul 3328 Edgemont St
Tioga Supermarket Inc 3528 N I St
Tirado Ivan 629 E Tioga St
Tobias Octavia 1654 N Marvine St
Toro Grisell 1819 E Cornwall St
Toro Jose 3458 Keim St
Torres Adelaida, Elise I 836 E Cornwall St
Torres Carlos 843 E Schiller St
Torres Jesus 2959 Armingo Ave
Torres Luis 3236 Emerald St
Tosato Jose 704 E Westmoreland St
Toy Daniel F 2846 Almond St
Trainer Betty 3519 Joyce St
Trainer Robert, Betty 3519 Joyce St
Tran Hai Huy 119 E Allegheny Av Store
Trinh Lan 1033 E Tioga St
Triolo Vincenzo 3335 Frankford Ave
Triple T Cycle Inc 3077−79 Janney St
Trouland Robert 3612 Miller St
Trout Donna Marie, Joseph G 2823 E Thompson St
Tucker Gwendolyn 3561 Emerald St
Tunney Mary C 3620 Livingston St
Turner Valerie 3666 Frankford Ave
Turvey Roy 119 E Wishart St
Urban Hope Training Center 210 E Tioga St
Urban Walter 3354 Salmon St
Urdaneta Maria 3136 Hartville St
Van Sant John 2802 Kensington Ave
Vandercrif Dorothy 2349 E Ann St
Vangas Angel L 134 E Willard St
Vanskiver James 3061 Hartville St
Vargas Ada 2121 E Cambria St
Vasquez Leonar 3028 Ormes St
Vazquez Jorge 3250 N Lee St
Vazquez Juan 1918 E Madison St
Vazquez Maria 3434 N Kip St
Vega Pedro Rodriguez 728 E Ontario St
Velazquez Luis 3144 N D St
Veney Sean 2115 E Williams
Vera Luis N 329 E Tusculum St
Vidmosko Allen 2864 Ruth St
Vittese Cristina 2903 Almond St
Vogelman Stella 3131 Cedar St
Volz Margaret M, William 2420 E Cambria St
Vorobyev Gennadiy, Denis 1841 E Westmorland St
Walker Catherine 3334 Potter St
Walker William K 1828 E Clementine St P
Wallace E Jane 2650 E Venango St
Wallace Elenore R, Gary 3353 H St
Washington Mutual Bank 605 East Wishart Steet
Watson Jennifer J 2315 E Clearfield St
Weber April 2441 Kensington Ave
Websterbank Na Its Succ and/or 2036 E Madison St
Weise Catherin M, Walter 2070 E Clarence St
White Karen 817 East Russell St
White Loneil 604 E Wishart St
Whitefield Steven 1900 E Canbria St
Wiechert George 4127 Kensington Ave
Willard Headstart, Danota Watson 400 N Brd St
William Joyce 2841 Aramingo Ave
Williams Francisco 2089 Tulip St
Williams Israel 2074 E Pacific St
Williams Marc 1911 E Wensley St
Williams Mary 3039 N Swanson St
Williams Robert 1304 N 53rd St
Williams Terrance 838 E Schiller St
Willis Zacherty T, Hugh J 3239 Hurly St
Wilmer Margaret 3141 Agate St
Wilsey Thomas J, Alice E 3447 Tilton St
Wilson Gregory 3041 Aramingo Ave
Wilson Javell A 3570 Emerald St
Wilson Mia 3039 Boudinot St
Wilson Shirley T, George 3213 Emerald St
Wise Hassan R 3460 Emrald St
Wisniewski William 2720 Webb St
Wlodaraczyk Steven 3051 Collins St
Wojtkowski Anthon 2830 Memphis
Wood Cherita D 2850 C St
Wood James L 3411 Keim St
Woodlee Jermaine 904 E Westmoreland St
Word Rondall 2833 Rosehill St
Worthington William B, Elizabeth 3033 B St
Wren Emily PO Box 26906
Wright Harrison 3064 Ruth St
Wu Gao 2981 Frankford Ave
Wyjadka Marie M 2636 E Ontario St
Wyszynski Jean 3632 Salmon St
Yeager Margaret 3334 Potter St
Yung Craig R 4545 Salmon St
Zagarella Nancy, Leo 1642 S Mole St
Zajac Mary 736 E Westmoreland St
Zaniewski Marek A 3125 Tulip St
Zavala Edgar 3518 Kip St
Zavala Ramon 2030 E Ontario St
Zawieja Barbara 3221 Almond St
Zepp Charles Est, Rita 3188 Belgrade St
Zheng Jia Hua Uncle Zhengs
Zheng Zong Z 301 E Ontario St
Philadelphia Pa 19135
1 Mania III Inc Roosevelt Mall 8301 Torresdale Ave
7501 Edmund LLC 7601 Edmund St
Aaron Leon Public Adjusters Pc 7163 Glenloch St
Abb Group LLC 6825 Frankford Ave
Aberkane Megan 7022 Jackson St
Abricah Pauline 4563 Cottman Ave
Ace Auto Tag & Ins Inc 4119 Longshore Ave
Ace Public Adjusters Inc 7920 Frankford Ave
Ace Public Adjusters Inc 7930 Frankford Ave
Adams Robert 5715 Tulip St
Ahearn Martin 7114 Vandike St
Airmatic Inc Joanna Dougherty 7317−19 State Rd
Aletriz Blanca 5738 Frankford Ave Apt
Alfano Christophe 5701 Vandike St
Allely William T 7128 Jackson St
Allen Pauline 7221 Aleard St
Alston Joseph 4004 Benner St
Alt Evelyn E Est Walder Zaslow & Moss
7212 Frankford Ave
Altomare Mary 4413 Princeton Ave
Alvini Marc A 8931 Ashton Rd
Alwarasna Khaled T 3324 Willits Rd Apt 12b
Amazan Marie Y 4214 Sheffield St
Anderson Carolyn J 7019 Glenlock St
Angelo Charles H 5801 Torresdale Ave 2nd Fl
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Applegate Frances 6132 Glenloch St
Arcangel Dominic, Teresa 4553 Loring St
Arce Yvonne 4311 Rhawn St
Armstrong Anthony J 4312 Devereaux St
Arroyo Jose A 3802 Amherst Pl
Arvello Steven 6637 Walker St
Aspite Jerry 7000 State Rd
Astacio Jennifer 7127 Charles St
August Ellen E 3803 Amherst Pl
Austin Bernadine 1919 Chestnut St 708
Austin Bernadine 4230 Tudor St
Austin Samatha 4217 Lansing
Babik Robert G 5711 Cottage St
Bailey Mildred 4908 Knorr St
Baker Chris 4202 Marple St
Bakula Halina 6055 Frankford Ave
Baldwin Lena 7132 Jackson St
Bale Winfield S Jr, Dolores 4010 Bleigh Ave
Barber Edna PO Box 8952
Barcelo Denise 7212 Frankford Ave
Barrett Ron 3306 Bleigh Ave
Bartholomew Joseph 8638 Jackson St
Bartusis Thomas 7969 Algon Ave
Bashir Mustafa 6632 Edmund St
Batista Ednilson 6442 Marsden St 2nd Fl
Battersby Krystal K 3440 Hartel Ave
Bauer Deborah A, Joseph T 8715 Midland Ave
Bauer Rose 4103 Stirling St
Bauer William 5727 Tulip St
Baumgardner Richard H, Grace 6802 Walker St
Baxter Richard J Jr 7621 Cottage St
Beatty Juanita R 8801 Ashton Rd
Bechel Michael 4414 Benner St
Beier William H, Dolores 4500 Mckinley St
Belinsky David 4436 Solly Av Apt A
Bell Dorothy G, Robert H 4729 Comly St
Beltz Sophia 5036 Homestead St
Bender Catherine T 8723 Glenloch St 2nd Fl
Berezik Alfreda 2990 Holme Ave
Bermingham Kathleen M 4305 Bleigh Ave
Berry Dolores 6537 Vandike St
Berryman Edward B 3156 Stamford St
Betham Margaret M Est Walder Zaslow & Moss 7212
Frankford Ave
Bhatia Rajan 4218 E Howell St
Billus Barbara A 4051 Creston St
Binns Barbara A 4522 Loring St
Bissainthe Wendell 7144 Cottage St
Blantch Paul 5716 Hegerman St
Block Joseph 6400 Marsden St
Blocksom Elva S 8801 Ditman St Apt F
Body Beautiful 4726 Hellerman St
Bond Donna M 7018 Charles St
Bond Richard 4302 Sheffield St
Bonner James J 3422 Ashville St
Booth Ellen A 3803 Amherst Pl
Borge Elaine 7930 Frankford Ave
Bowens Khadija 6715 Van Dyke St
Boyadjian Mitchel 6146 Algard St
Boyce Michael T 7052 Charles St
Boyle Dennis P St Jerome Rectory 8100 Colfax St
Boyle Joseph F 3411 Stanwood St
Bpc Enterprises Pascal Akkari 3613 Rhawn St
Bradley Sean 7201 Keystone St
Bradley Veronica Immaculate Mary Home 2290 Holme Ave
Brady Elsie E, Harry 2703 W Somerset St
Brehmer Robert 4711 Comly St
Breining Candice 3342 Meridian St
Brill Jessica 3420 Tudor St
Brisco Susan B 8020 Lenola St
Brisendine Gail 4329 Loring St
Brookes William V, Janice M 8133 Cresco Ave Apt G2
Brooks Jerome Pp1 State Rd
Brooks Leah 7201 Keystone St Apt 110
Brophy Edward 8016 Fairview St
Brown Joseph J 8030 Ditman St Apt 49
Broxton Anthony 4423 Vista St
Brunetti Carmella 4541 Teesdale St
Bryan Joan Est 3519 Decatur St
Bull William L 6649 Montague St
Burke Cecelia B 4509 Teesdale St
Burwell Gertrude F 8809 Cottage St Apt 1
Butchin Pauline 2743 Tremont St
Butler James A 4770 Vista St
Butler John J 7242 Charles St
Byrnes Gloria, Edward 4516 Cottman Ave
C R Hidalgo Trucking 6120 Cottage St
Caba Mehmet 4739 Vista St
Camacho Paul R 4648 Tolbut St
Canal Thomas W 4558 Loring St
Cands Contractors 6426 Hegerman St
Canole Gentiana, Neritan 4518 Bleigh Ave
Cantz Rosalie 7237 Vandyke St
Capecci Nick 4020 Benson Satreet
Capilato Marie R 6363 Ditman St
Capital One Auto Loan 4117 Elbridge St
Cardell Martha R Flood 2 6116 Marsden St
Cardinal Gina 2885 Tremont St
Cardona Rosalie 4414 Oakmont St
Cariola Robert 6353 Marsden St
Carlucci William, Rose 2108 15th St
Carpenter Howard L 4047 Creston St
Castro Vasquez Minercy 5709 Children St
Cecatiello Elizabeth A, Nick D 6616 Tulip St
Ceno Petrit 4522 Cottman Ave Apt 1 Bsmt
Certified Public Adjuster 7746 Ditman St
Certified Public Adjusters 4634 Hartel Ave Office Ste
Chaney Cobbs Betty 6238 Gillespie St
Chase Home Finance LLC 2 Longford St
Chasteen Jeremy 8024 Craig St
Chau Cheung 4213 Frost St
Chen Derrick 8756 Jackson St
Chen Jian N 4223 Rhawn St
Chen Qi M 4342 Cottman Ave
Chung Kimly 8500 Marsden St
Ciccia Norma 7034 Erdrick St
Cintron Ivette 4737 Bleigh Ave
Citiwide Public Adjusters PO Box 8952
Clancy La Rue 4526 Magee Ave
Clark Jennifer 6100 Erdrick St
Clements George 5934 Tackawanna St
Close Susanna, Vaughn 7150 Walker St
Colsher Juanita Est 4518 Benner St
Colsher Toni 4518 Benner St
Comas Walter 4331 Vista St
Connectv Communications 4932 Disston St
Conrad Joseph 4615 Oakmont St
Cooke James 8216 N Frankford Ave
Cooper Leigh P Est 7212 Frankford Ave
Cortorreal Judieann 4634 Kraydor St
Costantini Dolores 7143 Gillespie St
Costello John J 8805 Holme Dr
Coyne Annette, John 9074 Wesleyan Rd
Cozza Theresa H, George A 4536 Van Kirk St
Cpr Restoration Inc 8421 Hegerman St
Cramer Laura Est 7212 Frankford Ave
Crittenton Gerald 225 S 56th St
Cromwell Violet 7930 Frankford Ave
Crooks Carlos 7158 Gillespie St
Crowley Georg A Est 7218 Gillespie St
Cruz Acevedo Israel, Israel Jr 5812 Hegerman St
Cullen Catherine R 6240 Charles St
Cummings Kathleen 4612 Lansing St
Cunningham Thomas W, Ida M 6361 Marsden St
Czech Lynn B 7036 Erdrick St
Czulada Alberta, Chester A 6132 Jackson St
D & L Business Svcs Inc 6801 Torresdale Ave
Daddio Lauren M 4038 Tudor St
Dambrosio Michael J 4139 Greeby St
Dames Ruth E 3411 Aldine St
Dangleman Helen D 7129 Charles St
Danh Thao 1716 Algard St
Dasilva Elisangelo C 3346 Hartel Ave
David Spilkia D MD PC 7052−56 Frankford Ave
Davis Jerry 7930 Frankford Ave
Davis Joseph 7105 Charles St
Day Kathryn 6134 Hawthorne St
Deane Susan J 5918 Jackson St
Debarth Robert 4533 Hale St
Dechavez Dioso 6611 Gillespie St
Dechiaro Theresa, Frank 6954 Keystone St Apt 3
Deininger Alberta F 5822 Keystone St
Dela Rosa Maria A 7115 Walker St
Delaney James M, Sally J 8441 Walker St
Deleonard Joseph, Kathy, Kaetlyn, Matthew
6047 Edmund St
Demarco Anthony Est 3432 Tudor St
Demarco Attys at Law Her 6715 Van Dyke St
Demarco Petra 3432 Tudor St
Demuro Gerard 4203 Oakmont St
Deng Da Min 6705 Torresdale Ave
Deolivera Renilton 1200 Passmore St
Dervick Barbara 7170 Jackson St
Dibiasio Bernard J Jr 4206 Marple St
Dibona Joann 2807 Tremont St
Digital Innovation LLC 4710 Blakiston St
Digregorio Maggie 7158 Torresdale Ave
Diienno Jean 3439 Aldine St
Dillon Florence E 4554 Marple St
Discount Door Distributiors Inc 7600 State Rd
Distefano Francis, Doris, Patrick 3319 Tudor St
Ditommaso Kathleen A 4414 Holmesburg Ave
Dittman Rebecca B 4712 Ashburner St
Do Paul Miller 8646 Frankford Ave
Doerr Stephanie, George 3023 Holme Ave
Doherty Theresa 4207 Bleigh St
Dombrowski Terese 4115 Elbridge St
Donahue Patrick, Jill 4620 Hartel Ave
Donato Angelina 3514 Tudor St
Dorazio Charlotte 4441 Benner St
Dorsey Dolores E 4640 Kendrick St
Dougherty Alice V 8715 Holme Dr
Dougherty Marie A Est 7250 Frankford Ave
Dowd Jason 4100 Elbridge St
Drew Peterson 6106 Torresdale Ave
Dunleavy John M 6615 Charles St Apt 8
Durkin Walter L, Mary B 8052 Moro St
Eagin Francis 7029 Ditman St
Easterling Raheem 6029 Summer St
Echeverri Aldolfo 3421 Shelmire Ave
Ed Hall Repair 5017 Friendship St
Edith Hanson 4530 Higbee St
Egan Joseph A 4304 Cottman Ave
Eigenschaft Glass Inc 7600 State Rd
England Andrew F 5726 Hegerman St
Enoch Duane L 8066 Walker St Apt A
Errickson Ethel R 4425 Disston St
Escorcia Michael, Jennifer 4043 Aldine St
Espinal Juan O 4417 Knorr St
Evans Florence E 4734 Benner St
Excel Transportation 8028 Craig St
Fagan Virginia 3531 Aldine St
Faith Katherine 6607 Montague St
Farrell Joseph L, Joseph 4522 Blakiston St
Faunce M 3415 Bleigh Ave
Fengshan Xu 6909 Frankford Ave
Fennell Shaheem 5717 Torresdale Ave
Fenning Anita 7930 Frankford Ave
Ferguson Andrew P, Ian 9013 Ashton Rd
Ferko Festime 3327 Guilford St
Fernandez Eduardo A 8741 Frankford Ave
Fernys Max A 8040 Rowland Ave Apt A312
Ferraro Gary 8201 State Rd
Ferraro Jimmy 8743 Marsden St
Ferretti Caesar P 4029 Hartel Ave
Fessler Stella C, Donald J 4606 Ashville St
Fey Michael 3168 Stanwood St
Figueroa Alexis 3554 N Randolph St
Filkins Randy A 3607 Meridian St
Finfer Isadore 7979 State Rd Riverview Peronal Care Home
Finocchiaro Ralph 7309 State Rd
First Class Towing 7320 Milnor St
Fisher Herbert C 6239 Gillespie St
Fitzgerald Darryl 4403 Magaree St
Fitzpatrick Barbara 3802 Dartmouth Pl
Fixture One Corp 7701 Edmund St
Fixtureone 7601 Edmund St
Flanagan Dorothy M 3501 Solly Ave
Flem Sandra 6111 Edmund St
Fleming Mary E 7139 State Rd
Foerst Suzanne 7037 Charles St
Fonseca Bridgette E, David 7805 Cottage St
Forgrave William G, Olive 6259 Marsden St
Form Mary 4731 Meridian St
Formica Daniel 6142 Walker St
Forrest Elaine 7246 Vandike St
Fox Greg 4827 Unruh Ave
Fpj Enterprises Inc 6904 Torresdale Ave
Franchise Real Estate LLC 8107 Rowland Ave
Francois Gary 4540 Cottman Ave
Frank Edward J 5912 Jackson St Apt B7
Frank Saleen 4318 Cottman Ave
Frankford Avenue Pediatrics 8733 Frankford Ave
Franklin David 4224 Decatur St
Franklin Glassworks Inc 4827 Wingate St
Frawley Isabel 4929 Wellington St
Friedman Myron 6948 Frankford Ave
Fryer Earl 6511 Tulip St
Fuller Miriam 15 Long Ford St
Gabriell Phillips 6910 Torresdale Ave
Gallagher John 8231 Leon St Apt 19
Gallagher Linda 6132 Glenloch St
Gallant Zenstein 4329 Loring St
Galvin Mary 4532 Magee Ave
Garvin Barbara J, Edward J 4511 Marple St
Gary Julia M 2110 W Clearfield St
Gavio Dolores 7205 A Vandike St
Geiger Bernhart Jr 7029 Charles St
Geiger James 7338 Rockwell
George Henry 7205 Jackson St
Gerace William J PO Box 17737
Gerhardt Bernadette Est 6242 Erdrick St
Getty Alexander, Anthony 4524 Pennypack St
Getty Food Mart 8789 Frankford Ave
Gil Julio C 3409 Rhawn St
Gilroy Thomas 3342 Meridian St
Ginley Genevieve Holme Cir & Welsh Rd
Gleason Robin 6622 Hegerman St
Global Marshall F 6029 Keystone St
Godshalk Albert R 4203 Teesdale St
Golden Wok Chinese Rest 7022 Frankfrd Ave
Gonzalez Francisco 4141 Gilham St
Gordon Tyrique 7030 N Ditman St
Gower Rita 5724 Hegerman St
Grant Laura 6167 Torresdale Ave Apt R
Grassi Daniel V 7113 Jackson St
Gray Jeffery 3332 Lansing St
Greatness Carpet LLC 6513 Tulip St
Green Dorothy 4103 Stirling St
Green George 4141 Gilham St
Green Steven 6016 Walker St
Greenwald Ralph R 6833 Marsden St
Grieb Marlynn 4427 Princeton Ave
Griffey Margaret 4049 Teesdale St
Griffin Charles Est 4529 Knorr St
Griffin Raul 6232 Walker St
Griffith Benjamin, Gladys H 8216 Frankford Ave Apt A30
Grimaldi Mary 4408 Tyson Ave
Gross Florence M 4750 Meridian St
Gross Hilda 6948 Torresdale Ave
Gross Howard 7032 Glenloch St
Gsep Troop 91240 4227 Loring St
Guckin Catherine 4506 Magee St
Guckin Scott 4822 Devereaux Ave
Guerra Diego A 2843 Tremont St
Guiliano Michelle M 3422 Ashville St
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Haas Jean 4519 Tudor St
Hackett Robert W 6663 Tackawanna St Apt 2
Hagan Tracy L 3607 Meridian St
Haitsch Josephine, Helen E 7023 Jackson St
Halley Latasha 6264 Cottage St
Handz Walter 6611 Tackawanna St
Hanzlik Walter 6611 Tackawanna St
Harris Angela 7930 Frankford Ave
Harris Grace 7212 Frankford Ave
Harris Hazel 4037 Vista St
Harris Jason 3523 Tudor St
Harris Tyrirk 6531 Torresdale Ave 2
Harrison Catherine 3318 Ashville St
Harvey Horace A, Elsie 5724 Walker St
Hauger Barbara A 4243 Vista St
Havrusov Oleksandr 7 Blakiston Ln
Hawkins Renee 8769 Glen Loch Pl Apt H
Hawthorne John 7212 Alguard St
Hayes Sean 8215 Craig St
Heary Patricia 3413 Shelmire Ave 1st Fl
Heberholtz Cat 3523 Oakmont St
Heeney Marie L 4754 Loring St
Hefter John 3550 Shelmire St
Heinemann Ryan 9015 Wesleyan Rd
Heinrich Dorothy B 3436 Chippendale St
Heller Peter M 4415 Decatur St Apt G4
Hennigan Ottie 4424 Wingate St Apt B16
Herbert Charles Jr 6608 Hegerman St
Hernandez Miguel 6713 Ditman St
Herrera Alexandra 6602 Tackawanna St
Herring George 4945 Wellington St
Herron Dominque E 5811 Ditman St
Hibbs Jennifer 7746 Ditman St
Hicking Edward W Jr, Violet 2624 N Front
Higgins Catherine C 4230 Tudor St
Higgins Michael J Jr Est 6655 Edmund St
Higgins Richard E 7715 Cottage St Fl 1 Case 05 17855
Hight Rose A 4902 Princeton Ave
Hill Patrick 8764 Marsden St
Hires Robert W, Jessie E 6428 1−2 Tulip St
Hofferica Francis 6634 Cottage St
Hoffman Mary E 7017 Tulip St
Hogg Tierra S 4705 Sheffield St
Holzbauer Alexander 6655 Walker St
Holzbaur Gladys B 6655 Walker St
Holzbaur Joseph 6951 Tulip St
Horn Margaret W 6708 Tulip St
Horsch Charles 6551 Cottage St
Howe John T 8626 Hickory Dr
Hubbard Joan M 4527 Vankirk St
Hubbs Francis 4159 Greeby St
Hudson Margo 6742 Tulip St
Hueber Patricia A, Joseph A 4021 Hartel Ave
Hughes Harriet M, Rosemarie, Kenneth 4232 Stirling St
Hughes Manuel J 6534 Torresdale Ave
Humes Thomas 6309 Hegerman St
Hunt Barry A 6141 Algard St
Hunt Margaret M 4008 Gilham St
Hunter Charmaine Pagh, Hodges Vera L 8030 Ditman St
Apt 88
Hyman Mecca 6661 Montague St
Iannone Roofing Inc. 5220 Ditman St
India Christian Fellowship 4800 Longshore Ave
Ingelido Josephine 4312 Cottman Ave
Ingelido Josphine 4312 Cottman Ave
International Used Truck 8800 State Rd
Iosue Antonio 4502 Benner St
Islam Mohammed 6613 Gillespie Stree
Israfilov Rauf 4417 Teesdale St
Ives Ronald 9046 Weslyan Rd
J M Beauty Supply LLC 6801 New State Rd
Jaggers Donald 8030 Leon St
Jakob Helen S 7807 Frankford Ave
James J White Exterminating 4630 Vankirk St
Jarmusik Frances Immaculate Mary Home2990
Jaroski Kelly 3168 Stanwood St
John Menefee Theresa 5013 Princeton Ave Apt A1
Johnson Denise 8769 Glen Loch Pl Apt H
Johnson Harry 8635 Marigold Pl
Johnson Nikia 7166 Glenloch St
Johnson Norman 4606 Ashville St
Jones James H 4411 Megargee St Apt A
Jones Michael 4520 Mckinley St
Jones Myra 6341 Marsden St
Jones Vontia 4613 Lansing St
Joy Jincy 7930 Frankford Ave
Joyner Kenneth 8824 Cottage St
Jung Wai L 8726 Glenloch St
Jurkofsky Paul 2822 Tolbut St
Just Electric 8103 Terry St Unit Hbb
Jwg 131 Inc 4736 Frankford Ave
Kaden Carmella 8612 Glenloch St
Kalisz Sophie, Sophye, Sophia 7178 Jackson St
Kalisz Theresa Est 7178 Jackson St
Kamara Abdul 7336 Torresdale Ave
Karch Eric 4010 Benner St
Karim Abu 6101 Tackawanna St
Karpiak T S Sr 4228 Aldine St
Kasongo Willy 6425 Tulip St
Kauffman Christopher 7930 Frankford Ave
Kaufmann John 6732 Jackson St
Keeley Brian R 3514 Oakmont St
Keeley Robert R 4613 Hartel Ave
Keenan Gertrude Est 4021 Teesdale St
Keenan Glenn 6267 Gillespie St
Keller Catherine 5726 Hegerman St
Kelly Jean M 7212 Frankford Ave
Kemp Grace 8338 Ditman St
Kenkelen Dolores R, Rosemarie 4137 Barnett St
Kenney Kathryn 8824 Cottage St
Kephart David A 6350 Jackson St
Kerns Mildred M 3527 Ashville St
Kettinger Doris R 7212 Frankford Ave
Khadija Demarco 6715 Van Dyke St
Khan Shahed A Est 6526 Cottage St
Kilgore Shane 4225 Tyson Ave 1st Fl
Kilroy Janice 6614 Van Dyke St
Kirk Patricia M 4113 Stirling St
Kirk Robert 6135 Marsden St
Kirk Ruth 7150 Walker St
Kirn Florence W 4331 Comly St
Klarich Kathleen R, Timothy J 3517 Bleigh Ave
Klein Robert 4400 Aldine St
Kline Adelaide 3501 Solly Ave
Klinges Henry G 7124 Jackson St
Knox Maurice 5823 Charles St
Koch Gerald 3139 Frankford Ave Apt Fl 5
Koch Janet K Est 4318 Devereaux St
Koennecker Robert L Est 7212 Frankford Ave
Kolodchak Paula M 4513 Aldine St
Kozak Mary 3401 Lansing St
Kozak Mary T 3401 Lansing St
Kraig Leiby Kraig Auto Body 4414 Holmesburg Ave
Krupnick Mark D 7011 Torresdale Ave
Kuhn Robert M, Robert 4736 Oakmont St
Kuvik Ann R 4800 Hellerman St
Labold Gertrude S, Harry G 5707 Vankike St
Laessig Public Adjusters Inc 6100 Erdrick St
Lakpor Lucia 8441 Walker St
Lally Rose 8338 Ditman St
Lam Alan 6741 Gillespie St
Lam Pui 7216 Charles St
Lanciotti Pasquale 7015 Jackson St
Landis John E 7032 Glenloch St
Lane Charles 8034 Frankford Ave Apt 3
Lane Cynthia 4405 Decatur St Apt C4
Lange Robert 3165 Stamford St
Lange Robert J, Steven 3165 Stamford St
Lankford Katie 4755 Sheffield St
Lannett Co Inc Keith Rock 9000 State Rd
Larue George W Jr 7823 Craig St
Laswell Michele Renee 6013 Tulip St
Latorre Daniel 7163 Glenloch St
Lattanze Christine 8737 Ditman St
Lawlor Ida M 6709 Dorresdale Ave
Lawson Thomas 8014 Moro St
Lazarre Marie Est 7250 Frankford Ave
Leary Dallas W 4736 Hartel Ave
Lee Oi F 8765 Glenloch St
Lees Shawn J 9050 Weseyan Rd
Lemus Carlos 4031 Teesdale St
Lenet Sidney 5101 Unruh Ave Box 17681
Leung Brendan 7208 Erdrick St
Lev Rose 3412 Hess St
Lev Stanley Est 3412 Hess St
Levesque Leon T 4329 Marple St
Levyn Jonathan DO 4031 Sheffield Ave
Lewandowski Anna B 7235 Charles St
Lewis Clarenese D 7930 Frankford Ave
Lewis Verdell R 4200 Stanwood Ct Apt B
Ley George J 6347 Marsden St
Li Eric L 4202 Aldine St
Li Ling 4223 Rhawn St
Li Xiao T 3343 Lansing St
Li Yanrong 6705 Torresdale Ave
Liang Jeffrey F 8756 Jackson St
Lieber Sylvia C 3218 Fuller St
Likes Effie V 3519 Aldine St
Lipczynski Alicia 6832 Ditman St
Litz Andrew, A W 7979 State Rd
Lizzio Marion A 3324 Meridian St
Loeb Lael 4527 Enfield Ave Apt 4
Long Fred J 3900 Dartmouth Pl
Looney Catherine 7151 Frankford Ave 301
Lorenc Xhemali 8825 Torresdale Ave
Lyons Pest Control James Lyons 4560 Loring St 2nd Fl
Lypka Barbara G 7201 Algard St
Mac Leod Malcolm Jr 6427 Ditman St
Macleod Malcolm Jr 6427 Ditman St
Maggio Aneta P, Cosimo 3438 Aldine St
Mahoney Mary 4412 Decatur St
Malak Edmund J 7239 Cottage St
Malinero Anthony 4542 Bleigh St
Malita Realtors 8115 Frankford Ave
Malk Margaret F 7239 Cottage St
Maloney Marcus 6021 Charles St
Manzo Dominic S, Anthony N 3330 Meridian St
Marcolongo Denise A 7164 Jackson St
Marks Rachelle R 4646 Pennypack St
Marmolejos Marvin 5721 Vandike St
Martin Eileen B 4543 Shelmire Ave
Martin Theresa M 6641 Tackawanna St
Martinez Sagias Steven M 4435 Kenderick St Apt 105
Martorello Bernadette 2944 Joey Dr
Mary Niedzwiecki 6540 Keystone St
Mashura Lucy J 6229 Algard St
Mason Robert Est 7212 Frankford Ave
Mason Robert, Ami 8216 Narvon St
Mastrangelo Kathleen K 7212 Frankford Ave
Matarazzo Angelo, Jenny 3173 Weston St
Mather Mary L 8202 Albion St
Maxwell Karen 6227 Montague St
Mays Nathaniel 4621 Sheffield St
Mazer David 4569 Cottman Av Sid−D
Mazie Amy 4928 Knorr St
Mccann Paul F 3436 Aldine St 1st Flr
Mccausland Sandra M 3704 Aster Ct
Mccourt Rose 4201 Teesdale St 1
Mccray Randy, Diana 3427 Rhawn St
Mccue Mary A, John T 3511 Hartel Ave
Mcdade Cepregi Kelly R 6037 Edmund St
Mcdonald & Snyder PC Psp PO Box 22118
Mcdonald Patrick PO Box 22118
Mcduffie Jerome 4050 Benner St
Mcgee James 5916 Tulip St
Mcgee Maureen P 8050 Terry St
Mcgettigan Kevin J 2801 Winchester Dr
Mcgettigan Mary 3439 Chippendale Ave
Mcglashen Barbara L 7164 Glenloch St
Mcglynn Vincent P 6306 Frankford Av
Mcgowan Lillian Est 4800 Hellerman St
Mcguire Danielle, George 3544 Shelmire Ave
Mcintyre Matthew, Sharon 3153 Stanwood St
Mckenna William M, Edward P 7012 Glenloch St
Mckinney John J 4741 Levick St Apt 1
Mclarrin George Est 7212 Frankford Ave
Mclaughlin Amy H 4338 Devereaux St
Mclaughlin Johh III, John 4245 Decatur St
Mcmullen Michael P 4016 Aldine St
Mcmullin Dawn 4100−B Knorr St
Mcnichol James 6932 Torredale Ave Apt 1
Mcpeak John, Mary 6822 Edmund St
Mcvey Thomas 4740 Ashville St
Meder Jacob 3177 Weston St
Medical Legal Reproductions 4940 Disston St
Melanson Joseph 8202 N Ditman St 1st Fl
Mervilus Yvette 6614 Glenloch St
Meyer Marie D 4200 Tyson Ave
Mike A Lorenzo Inc 8753 Glenloch St
Miller Beatrice 7037 Charles St
Miller Charles 4547 Oakmont St
Miller James J 3556 Vista St Apt A Basement
Miller Laura 8016 Fairview St
Miller Laura C, Laura L 8016 Fairview St
Miller Misty G 3420 Stanwood St
Milnes John W PO Box 22063
Milton S 8741 Frankford Av
Misko Michael 3610 Solly Ave
Mohamed Rifaey 4900 Comly St Apt B
Mohammad Naeemah 4150 Stirling St
Mojos 8107 Frankford Ave
Mokan Mariella, Bruce 4629 Wilbrock St
Molina Anthony 4423 Vista St
Monaco Daniel 3339 Vista St
Monroe Dana 4818 Rosalie St
Monroe Louise M 6312 Marsden St
Montell Patricia A 4606 Hartel Ave
Montero Jaime J 6021−27 Harbison Ave
Moody Joseph C Jr, Stephen P 3410 Aldine St
Moore Christie 4603 Enfield Ave Apt No 1st Fl
Moore Diane, Maniaci Ciccotta 6720 Frankford Ave
Moore John 8001 State Rd
Morales Daniel 3227 Guilford St
Morales Luz I 4119 Preston Ave
Morales Sylvia 4618 Kendrick St
Moran William J, Edith 4403 Rhawn St
Morand Jonathan P 4563 Cottman Ave
Morgan Mary A 6519 Marsden St
Morris Marie 7137 Glenlock St
Morris Susan G DC 6813 Torresdale Ave
Morrisey Margaret Mary Est, Helen Catherine Est 7212
Frankford Ave
Morrison Robert 3420 Tudor St
Mroz Joseph G 4445 Loring St
Mulhollan J Est 6700 Marsden St
Mulholland James Joseph Est, James P 7212 Frankford Ave
Mullen Thomas G 6400 Marsden St
Mumper Lorraine E 8235 Winthrop St
Muntener Mary 8716 Ditman St
Murphy Augustine J, Kelly 6369 Algard St
Murphy Margaret M Est 7212 Frankford Ave
Murphy Mary A 6804 Cottage St
Murphy Thomas 4400 Decatur St
Murray Brand Assoc 7524 Frankford Ave
Murray Michael 6654 Van Dyke St
Musitano John J Est 8008 Crispin St
Nagel Anna R 3135 Welsh Rd
Napolitan Doris 7219 Wissinoming St
Nascinento Jose A 6320 Keystone St Apt 6
Neary Edward J 7212 Frankford Ave
Neild Keith T, Diane 7021 Montague St
Nero Kristin 4022 Oakmont St
Nevinsky Felix 4214 Sheffield St
New Life Batteries 7926 State Rd
New Moon Construction LLC 6320 Keystone St Suite A4
Ng Cheung S 4832 Longshore Ave
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Ng Sau Y 4832 Longshore Ave
Nicgorski Tina Joan 7216 Charles St
Nightingale Ivor L PO Box 17749
Nociti Edward F 4164 Stirling St
Noland Roberto A 6768 Marsden St
Nordberg Eric D 6835 Algard St
Northeast Medical Practice 6810 Frankford Ave
Northrop Ethel M 8048 Leon St
Nucero Electric 7210 Wissinoming St
Oaster Jeffrey N 7158 Marsden St
Obrien Jane, John 6449 Frankford Ave
Oechsle Diane 4711 Hartel Ave
Ohare Mitchelle 3418 Shelmire Ave
Older Donnette E 4316 Shelmire
Oleary Thomas F 4622 Vista St 2
Olson Alice E 3808 Harvard Pl
Oneal Jeneva 8060 Walker St Apt A
Oprea Maryrose E, Stephen 6143 Algard St
Oquendo Cruz Carmen D 7127 Charles St
Orr Nina V 8775 Crispin Dr
Ortiz Bernardin, Linda J 6306 Jackson St
Ortiz Iris, Jose 8015 Lenona St
Ortiz Robert 7746 Ditman St
Ortiz Steven 4716 Knorr St
Osmond Post Vfw 7518 Frankford Ave
Ostapowicz Rachel L, Sara L 5041 Homestead St
Ott Joseph A 6601 Ditman St
Ott Joyce 4727 Comly St
Ovington Mark 4508 Robbins Ave
Pagan Edwin 4538 Oakmont St
Pagano James M 9032 Cloverly Rd
Pahucki Edmund 7979 State Rd
Palmer Florence 6641 Tackawanna St
Palmer Joseph Sr 6348 Gillespie St
Paolino Phyllis Est 7212 Frankford Ave
Parlow Pc 4329 Loring St
Paulhill Kevin 4415 Decatur St Apt I6
Pax3 Refrigeration Hvac PO Box 17628
Peele Oscar 4202 Stanwood Ct Apt D
Penn Dda 8330 State Rd
Penn Detroit Diesel 8330 State Rd
Perdunn Loretta 4305 Vista St
Perez Antonio 4100 Longshore Av
Perri Edward J 7212 Frankford Ave
Perri Robert 4332 Marple St
Perry Arthor H Jr 7250 Frankford Ave
Perry Curtis 4508 Marple St
Perzel Agency Inc 7338 Frankford Ave
Petrone Angelo, Mary 6227 Cottage St
Peyton Mary A, James 7219 Glenlock St
Pfeifer Edward Est 4526 Cottman Ave
Philadelphia City 5900 Torresdale Ave
Philadelphia City 7901 State Rd
Phillips Edward F 4430 Kendrick St Fl 2nd
Phillips Shawn 7026 Torresdale Ave
Phillps James 3310 Meridian St
Philly Empire Lounge 4430 Carwithan St Pierce Robert
3322 Tudor St
Piccari Anthony L 4923 National St
Pietrowski Michael L 6407 Marsden St
Pirrone Emma 8542 Marsden St
Placid Nellie 4519 Cottman Ave
Planet Abicus Charte, Julbeth Madera 6660 Keystone St
Ploch Barbara A Est 4628 Kraydor St
Plummer William Est, Virginia 4100 Longshore Ave C2
Poehler Michael 3324 Meridian St
Point of Purchase 7601 Edmund St
Pompay Kenya L 6732 Tulip St Lst Fl
Pompe Marie I Est 7212 Frankford Ave
Pomponi Anthony 2859 Tremont St
Pressley Anthony 3324 Willits Rd
Presti Christine M Est 7250 Frankford Ave
Presto Salvatore, Elizabeth 8575 Torresdale Ave
Price Marcia, Larry 7930 Frankford Ave
Proctor Linda 7244 Vandike St
Purfield Ellen 6656 Cottage St
Racciatti Bessie M 6309 Tulip St
Rader Christopher 4237 Frost St
Rajartnam Chandra T 4800 Longshore Ave
Ramos Daniel 6013 Edmund St
Ramos Felix 6100 Charles St
Reed Dorothy 3324 Welsh Rd
Reid Ieshiea C 6342 Torresdale Ave Apt 2
Rein Gerard J 3510 Vista St
Reitter Charles 6249 Gillespie St
Reline Centers America 6809 State Rd
Resnick Vincent 3534 Vista St
Reyes Beatriz 4028 Benner St
Richards Donna 4613 Lansing St
Richardson Glenn 6722 Ditman St
Ries Nohanna M Holly Ct Apt A10 9115 Academy Rd
Riley Edward G Jr 6526 Marsden St
Rilley Gregory H 6613 Dittman St
Ritts Murlene Est, Anthony 7018 Tulip St
Robbins Tracey 7920 Frankford Ave
Roberts Mary E 8436 Hegerman St
Rocco Arlene M 3519 Aldine St
Roddy Michael D 5934 Torresdale Ave
Rodgers Delia 84 Jackson St
Rodgers Joseph 6541 Walker St
Rodri Jade C 4137 Devereaux St
Rodriguez Christine S 4137 Devereaux St
Rodriguez Sheila 4623 Pennypack St
Rogers Joseph D 5918 Jackson St
Rolph Eva V 6625 Charles St
Roman Geraldine 8012 Walker St
Rosario Maritza 4565 Cottman Ave
Roseberry Emma 6361 Marsden St
Ross Carlton L, Rachel C 4055 Aldine St
Roth Jennifer 4227 Oakmont St
Rowan Joseph J 4610 Sheffield Ave
Rowland Myers Funeral Home 7013 15 Torresdale Ave
Rozumalski Nick 7143−7201 Keystone St Apt
Rubin Patricia 4417 Howell St
Rumley Mary A 7151 Frankford Ave 301
Russo Nicolas C, Yolanda R 2831 Maxwell St
Ryan Thomas E 3332 Guilford St
Sabina Colleen 7908 Frankford Ave
Saffioti Judith E 7979 State Rd
Sager Damage Restoration Inc 4709 E Howell St
Salandra Corinne E, Joseph 8000 Moro St
Sanchez Andres Ta Jab Designs 4901 Benner St
Sanchez Carmen 5745 Charles St 1st Fl
Sandiford Patricia C MD 8733 Frankford Ave
Santiago Carlos 2967 E Emerald St
Santiago Jasmeen 3332 Lansing St
Santiago Margarita 4401 Benner St
Satkiewicz Anna Est 7212 Frankford Ave
Sauer Thomas 6038 Torresdale Ave
Sauler Cynthia F 4329 Devereaux St
Saylor William 3532 Solly St
Scalea Michelina M 7227 Ditman St
Schafer Wilhelm 3411 Decatur St
Schiffler Francis E, Francis 6021 Charles St
Schneider A G, Walder & Zaslow 7212 Frankford Ave
Schodowski Chester 6245 Cottage St
Schrandt Amy G 3545 Shelmire Ave
Schuckert Robert T 6622 Hegerman St
Schuima Barbara 8040 Rowland Ave Apt B229
Schwar Patricia 6361 Algard St
Schweitzer Thomas J Est, Kenneth A 7212 Frankford Ave
Seed Harriet E 6309 Glenloch St
Sehmid Mary 6838 Walker St
Seiberlick Ralph W 4223 Frost St
Sell Elsie 8601 Hickory Dr
Selser Patricia 7152 Hegerman St
Serbin John J 6235 Marsden St
Serviolo William 4212 Marple St
Sewell Charles 4430 Wingate St Apt D1
Sharp Mary Evelyn 7124 Keystone St
Sharp Rocco W 6376 Marsden St
Shellys Pharmacy 8850 Frankford Ave
Sher Frank J 3537 Shelmire Ave
Shirato Joanna E 8717 Perch Ln
Shuey Jane C 4711 Ashville St
Siebert Mary Ann 7229 Marsden St
Simmons Walter F 3429 Ryan Ave
Simon Andre J 7150 Jackson St
Sims Mary 4532 Magee Ave
Sims Mary M 6317 Glenlock St
Singh Jagjit 4728 Shelmire Ave Apt B40
Site Blaubelt Eng Inc 6648 Frankford Ave
Skillas George 6035 Montague St
Skobinsky Gerald H 6615 Torresdale Ave
Skokan John M 4344 Marple St
Sloms Joen E Est 7250 Frankford Ave
Smith Rosemary 4157 Gilham St
Smyth Debbie, Amie 6646 Montague St
Snelbaker Cary J 6137 Marsden St
Snyder Margaret J 3527 Ashville St
Solitario Jane Est 6318 Algard St
Sparacio Valerie A 7212 Frankford Ave
Spencer Anna S Immaculate Mary Home 2990 Holme Ave
R 431a
Sprigg John J Jr 6317 Tulip St
Stambaugh Elinore R, Donald, Richard 7170 Jackson St
Steck Edna M 4143 Knorr St
Steenson Wesley P 3065 Winchester Ave
Steidel Raymond, Lauren R Steidel 8220 Narvon St
Steiner Matthew 4900 Comly St
Steitz Edward, Mary 8609 Ditman St
Stevens Tina M 7207 Torresdale St
Stevenson James F 4227 Benner St
Stewart Arthur, Ida 6424 Edmund St
Stewart Marian E 4134 Levick St
Stewart Sterling 7433 Torresdale Ave
Stockage John W 7228 Walker St
Store 42006 6801 Frankford Ave
Stout Mary 3522 Aldine St
Strickland Margaret 3761 Pennypack St
Strong John 7212 Frankford Ave
Stumpo Stacey L, Fern 4624 Hartel Ave
Swalm Chad B 4240 Marple St
Swartz Betty 4223 Tyson Ave
Sweeney George 4147 Glenview St
Szewczak Donna 3140 Fairfield St
Szwanki J 4504 Unruh
Szymczuk John 7134 Marsden St
Takeda Hair Studio 4115 Longshore Ave
Talavera Abigail 8747 Jackson St
Talley Doreen R 7613 Torresdale Ave
Tan Guo X 3343 Lansing St
Thomas Eric 5936 Erdrick St
Thomas John 6424 Edmund Rd
Thompson Florence E Apt C 53 8040 Rowland Ave
Thompson Kimberly 6115 Algard St
Timoteo Valmiro P PO Box 17749
Tinney Margaret 8026 Ditman St
Tomeo Monica 4409 Marple St
Total Sport 7300 Milnor St
Toure Fatoumata 4559 Aldine St
Tran Hai Thi 7038 Cottage St
Treanor Evelyn E 4235 Elbridge St
Treshaj Jeter P, Albena 7375 Crabtree St
Trocki Krystyna A 4610 Comly St
Trombino Frances 7115 Erdrick St
Truong Long 4628 Decatur St
Trustees Perm Fund Pilgrim Lodge 7 E Franklin Deisher
8023 Crispin St
Ttees Reserve Fund Williamson/Corinthia Lodge 368 5928
Hegerman St
Tumolo Anna M 4217 Stirling St
Turay Jelikatu 7026 Montague St
Turner Suzanne E 3127 Stanwood St
Tyson Katherine 8847 Holme Dr
Uddin Nijam 6601 Algard St
Uiso Keneth 4527 Vankirk
Umidi Josephine 6361 Algard St
Urban Charles 3317 Meridian St
Vagnoni Michael L Out on the Town 4408 Aldine St
Valentine Rose M 3320 Tudor St
Valley Anne F 8202 Albion St
Vanore Jean M 6251 Cottage St
Vasquez Melinda A 4822 Devereaux St
Vaughan Daisy 5717 Torresdale Ave
Vazquez Miguel 6216 Charles St
Vecchione Corinne M, Megqan, Robert Jr 3310 Shelmire Ave
Velazquez Karen 4117 Elbridge St
Vicent Leonardo 6259 Erdrick St
Victor James 4800 Longshore Ave
Vile Daniel 8012 Frankford Ave
Vinson Corey 6264 Cottage St
Voorhees James F 8062 Crispin St
W L Schneider Assoc Inc 8008 Frankford Ave Ste B
Wach Anna 4051 Creston St
Wagner Claire G Est Martin & Martin 7250 Frankford Ave
Wakefield Dewey 6618 Vandike St
Walbank June Elizabeth 3446 Ryan Ave 1
Walczykowski Richard, Lillian 2990 Holme Ave
Walder Marilyn L 7212 Frankford Ave
Walker John H 4129 Devereaux St
Wallace Joseph J 4712 Ashburner St
Walsh Dan 6800 State Rd
Walsh Kathleen 4316 Mcmenamy St
Walsh Margaret, Patrick 5042 Hoopes
Wambach Jacklyn 7920 Frankfurt Ave
Wargo Stephen 4430 Wingate St
Weckerly Emma 4034 Shelmire Ave Apt 1f
Weissman George S 7200 Cottage St Apt 1
Weres Kathleen A, Rachel A 6661 Edmund St
Wersler Agnes M Est, Wersler Diane 7212 Frankford Ave
West Larry M 8026 Ditman St
White Jonathan R 3426 Bleigh Ave
White Jonathan, John 3426 Bleigh Ave
Whitest Daniel 4237 Rhawn St
Whitfield Oronde 6513 Torresdale Ave
Why W R 8048 Montague St
Wiest Michael 4013 Marple St
Wiggins Wayne Est, Wayne Wiggins Jr 4406 Higbee St
Wilks Linn B 7216 Charles St
William Cornell 7049 Vandike St
William Eming 6451 Edmund St
Williams John Jr 859 N 16th St 1
Williams Lillie, John 1513 W Ctland
Williams Patricia, Kevin 7212 Frankford Ave
Willms Caroline R 7212 Frankford Ave
Wilson James M Jr 7250 Frankford Ave
Wilson Leola 7338 Rockwell
Wims Natalie 8770 Glenlock Place 3
Wisler Margaret E 6714 Marsden St
Wolford Karen 4301 Benner St
Wolos John 4217 Decatur St
Wood Joann M 4227 Loring St
Woodridge Diana L 7762 Ditman St
Wright Richard 6359 Cottage
Wrubel Joseph R 7229 Jackson St
Wu Samuel 2810 Tolbut St Apt 2
Wugofski Wendy 4509 Bleigh Ave
Wynn Nasir 4445 Kendrick St
Yeager Elisabeth S 4134 Levick St
Yeager Joseph A 3221 Guilford St
Yerkes John G 6315 Cottage St
You James S Est 2 Longford St
You Theresa W 2 Longford St
Youngblood Edward C, Frederick PO Box 39566
Zawacki William 6440 Marsden St
Zembrzuski John 6240 Charles St
Zheng Shou 4019 Sheffield Ave
Zinebi Mohammed 4600 Longshore Ave 2r
Zisis Periklis 6904 Torresdale Ave
Zitro Studio LLC 6910 Gillespie St Apt 1
Zobel Thomas W 8026 Albion St
Zulli Joseph M 6747 Cottage St
Philadelphia Pa 19137
Adefemi Adewale 5059 Parish St
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Allison Lamond 4783 Richmond St
Anderson Clementine 4419 E Thompson St
Anderson Helen M 4453 Salmon St
Antrim Samuel 4610 Melrose St
Baj Helen M 2732 Haworth St
Baker John 2845 Gillingham St
Bangs Joseph 2722 Kirkbride St
Bednarek Michael 438 Richmond St
Bednarek Michael J 2600 Orthodox St
Binczswki Louis 4357 Belgrade St
Blaszczyk Lisa M 2714 Ash St
Bowen Wayne E 4707 Salmon St
Boyadjian Lucy, John 4618 Richmond St
Bradley Kathleen 2737 Ash St
Bridesburg Medical Assoc Pc 2600 Lefevre St
Bridesburg Podiatric Group Pc 2612 Orthodox St
Broadbent Charles 5314 Eadom St
Brudnicki Andrew 2723 Ash St
Byrd Nyoni 3865 Archer St
Camac John J 4748 Mercer St
Cashman Alice R 5454 Tacony
Clair Eileen 4453 Salmon St
Clopp Brian 2608 St
Conway Michael J 2655 Orthodox St Fl 2
Corcoran Kathleen 2826 Plum St
Corcoran Phyllis 2600 Orthodox St
Daut Margaret 4424 Richmond St
Davis Anne 2723 Berkshire St
Dean Sean in Trust for 4718 Richmond St
Deck John 4646 James St
Delphia Dist Inc 2251 Fraly St
Di Sandralee 4766 Tacony St Fl 1
Dronski Richard Ofc 2718 Orthodox St
Fries Ronny 4466 Edgemont St
Fritsch William J 4434 Gdn St
Garson Barbara E 4768 Gdn St
Gasior Cynthia 4357 Belgrade St
Gillespie Kristin 4545 Mercer St
Glanzmann Aaron 4542 Belgrade St
Green Joseph C, Robert A 4417 Richmond St
Green Loretta C 4718 Richmond St
Griess Barbara R 4440 Gdn St
Gutkowski Jessie 2605 Orthodox St
Hejnar Stanley 2825 Plum St
Hogg Genevieve 4540 E Thompson St
Home Line 2121 Wheatsheaf Ln
Hotel Furniture Liquidators 5301 Tacony St Bldg 44
Imlay Imo 4345 Edgemont St
Janczewski Theodore, Jessie J 2834 Reynolds St
Johnson Theresa 2361 Orthodox St
Jones Rosemary, Anna M 3861 Richmond St
Kalinowski Josephin 2533 Lefevre St
Kelly Raymond 4615 Salmon St
Klenk Tammy M 2828 Bridge St
Klucznik Adela 4519 Mercer St
Knight Jeannette 4742 Tacony St
Knox Joseph H III 2832 Wilmot St
Kraczyk Leonard J 2726 Kirkbride St
Krajewski Mary, Alma 2757 Ash St
Laczkowski Jennie 2830 Pratts Rd
Laplante Sharon L 3750 Richmond St
Laxsus Eleanor, James, Charles 4441 Richmond St
Litostansky Lucille 4751 Richmond St
Loesch Nicole 4462 E Thompson St
Malczon Josephine 5036 James St
Marchand Roberta 4539 Salmon St
Maslikiewicz Anthony, Angela 4539 Salmon St
Mccaffrey William 4456 Gdn St
Mccarney Jaylin 4617 Tacony St Apt C
Mccarthy Patricia E 2387 Orthodox St Apt 1
Mckenna Harry 2665 Orthodox St
Mcmullin Mark 3919 Richmond St
Mcnasby Alicia 4459 Edgemont St
Medical Assoc of Bridesburg 4517 E Thompson St
Mendoza Sam 4764 Melrose St
Mengle Edward R 4421 Edgemont St
Miller Dorothy Est, Lisa PO Box 11330
Mj Electric LLC 5301 Tacony St
Nixon Markquise 538 Green St
Odonnell Megan, John 2674 Lefevre St
Olszewski Katherine 2752 Plum St
Osinski Michael 2213 Orthodox St
Paczewski Jean 4506 E Thompson St
Piascik Patricia 4727 E Thompson St
Piekarski Casimer J 4471 E Allen St
Quality Motor Team Inc 4828 Tacony St B
Quinn Thomas J, Anna M 2252 La Rue
Reid Adele M 2616 Wilmot St
Ryzinksa Anna 4419 E Thompson St
Salas Juan 2645 Franklin St
Schaab Frank 4863 Tacony St
Shaffer Samantha K 4617 Tacony St Apt C
Sharkey Arlene M 2791 Pratt St
Smith Bernard, Barbara 2746 Prat St
Smith Eugene 2812 Overington St
Speck Charles A, Anna 2815 Kirkbride St
Spector Bindery Co Inc PO Box 5999
Steel Services 3901 B Main St Ste 303
Stewart Rosemarie 2620 Pratt St
Stillwell Elaine 4645 Melrose St
Stinson Ken 2723 Orthodox St
Suiffist Christia 4801 Melrose St
Sullivan Brigid C 2755 Kirkbride St
Surman Jeff 2831 Gillingham St
Szwajkowski Louis W 4463 E Thompson St
Terranova Imports Corp 5301 Tacony St Bldg 222 Box 323
Turlinski John 2623 Pratt St
Veolia Environ Svs Tech Solut 3100 Hedley St
Vile Donna 2832 Bridge St 2nd Fl
Villafane Rene 4656 Melrose St
Wagner Eleanor R 4505 Belgrade St
Walker Patricia 2828 Orthodox St
Wesolowski Ramona 4377 Salmon St
White Gladys M 2718 Pratt St
Wilson Darryl 1901 Murray St
Wintz Michael 2810 Lefevre St
Wojciechowski Stella 4220 Salmon St
Wolf Agnes 4529 Gaul St
Philadelphia Pa 19138
Ackridge Sharmin A 7127 N 20th St
Adkins Monique R 2151 74th Ave
Ahern John F 7481 Tvlphocken St
Akines Selin 6719 Wyncote Ave
Alcide Michelin 1618 E Washington La
Alexander James 7209 N 21st St
Allen Agnes, Robert Smallwood 1913 73rd Ave
Allen Beverly A 6669 Cornelius St
Alloway Robert Bethesda Ct 6200 Ardleigh St
Alston Nathaniel 1115 E Ritten House St
Amoco 2211 Stenton Ave
Anderson Barbara J 7505 Briar Rd
Artavious Norris 1638 E Tulpohocken St
Ashby Channing 7023 Cedar Park Ave
Austin Pauline, James D 2000 Laveer St
Avent Margie J 622 E Johnson St
Ball Juanita C, Keith L 7539 Briar Rd
Ballintine George, Ione M 7425 Rugby St
Banks Yvonne 7119 Cedar Park Ave
Barker Charles, Annie Mae Smith 5812 Chew Ave
Barker Crystal 2051 E Rittenhouse St
Barnes Sylvia 1922 N Dallas St
Bartee Sharon A 7151 N Uber St
Bassett Joan 1916 68th Ave
Bassetts Ins Auto Tags 7171 Ogontz Ave
Bateman Clara M 1152 E Woodlawn Ave
Beasley Sharyn 7401 Georgian Rd
Belcher Jamila N 2172 Conlyn St
Belgrave Ruth 2228 E Washington Ln
Bennett Gloria Est 6843 Woolston Ave
Benson Steven 7224 Cornelius St
Benton Tonya A PO Box 20548
Bess Nyishah 5939 Wister St
Best Kawan 2120 E Chelten Ave
Bingham Ryan H 834 E Woodlawn Ave
Binns Melba 1405 E Washington
Bishop Blanche P 1949 69th Ave
Black Sunny 6808 Wyncote Ave
Blaskman Dorothy 7300 Briar Rd
Bleiler Catherine M 902 E Chelten Ave
Bond Florence, John S 6510 N Uber St
Bond Veronica F, Lorenzo C 6520 Wyncote Ave
Boone Pamela M 2200 W Cheltenham Ave
Bostick Emma 1217 E Johnson St
Bowden John J Jr DO Pc PO Box 14299
Bradley Edward 6902 Cedar Park Ave
Brigidi Frank 2001 Eastburn Ave
Brigidi Marian, Frank 2007 Eastburn Ave
Brinkley Faruq W 7471 N 20th St
Brister James 1922 Washington Ln
Brookens Tawanna 1617 E Duval Apt A 1
Brooks Edward 7200 Limekiln Pike
Brooks Henry 1955 Sterling St
Brooks Myra Tucker 828 E Chelten Ave
Brown Abdul 1640 E Walnut St
Brown Antonio 7001 Limekiln Pike
Brown Edith 2039 Medary Ave
Brown Edward H 1966 Dallas Rd
Brown Lavena Est 1530 Wynsam St
Brown Mabel E, Norman 7039 Woolston Ave
Brown Ronald Est 5853 Crittenden St
Brown Tylisha 6624 Musgrave St
Bryant Vincent S 2134 65th Ave
Buchanan Henry J, Charity 7156 N Uber St
Bucvkley Charles 2151 Stenton Ave
Burgess James 6200 Chew Ave
Busky Donald F 7393 Rugby St
Butler Billie 7025 Ogontz Ave
Butler Derrick 6321 Milton St
Caldwell John 1978 Renovo St
Campbell Ronald 6917 Ogontz Ave
Cardwell Lionell Est 1938 Dallas Rd
Carmichael Bisi 7250 Cornelius St
Carr Wilma B 2108 E Chelten Ave
Carter Rockney K PO Box 19034
Cattan Clive 1962 N Elston St
Chaney Marion L 6933 Limekiln Pike
Chapman Cumming Darlene 1505 E Johnson St
Chew Insurance Assoc Inc 6218 Chew Ave
Choung David L 5806 N 20th St
Cimino Ernest, Rose 1739 Mohican St
Clark Rosanna 2134 Stenton Ave
Clark Tiphane M, Sarah M 6520 N Uber St
Clarke Anna M 1214 E Washington Ln
Clay Annie 1536 Mohican St
Clemmons Ethel 7230 N 21 St
Coaxum Omar 6254 N Beechwood St
Cocking Orville 2001 Middleton St
Coleman Aliyah 6534 Limekiln Pike
Coleman Lawrence E 7473 Sommers Rd
Coleman Miles 6534 Limekiln Pike
Colston Joanne 1934 Ashley St
Connolly Joseph E, Lois 2117 Medary Ave
Connor William, Mary 6026 Norwood St
Conway Pc Her Attorney 7230 N 21 St
Cooper John J 1927 Middleton St Frnt
Corley Robert 6965 Ogontz Ave
Covert John M, Patricia 1233 E Stafford St
Cuff Pearl 5963 Wister St
Cunningha Bernard M 6431 Limekiln Pike
Cunningham J III 927 Woodlawn
Daniels Isabella V, Raymond 6037 Wister St
Daub Bruce Jr 7423 Rugby St
Daughters of Se 1505 E Johnson St
Davis Hettie M 2010 W Godfrey Ave
Deas Ebonee N 1962 Ashley St
Denius Dorothy H 7143 Cedar Park Ave
Deutsche Bank Natl Trust Co 6130 Chew St
Devine Joseph H 7462 Briar Rd
Diamond Nanini 5712 Chew Ln
Dick Catherine, John 2005 E Chelten Ave
Diggs Harold M Jr 7317 Limekiln Pike
Dobbs Janice H 6201 Chrittenden St Apt J4
Donald C 845 Church Ln
Donaldson John 845 Church Ln
Dong Qiao Fang 1384 E Hanes St
Donnelly Joseph 5525 Matthew
Dormil Jeanne 7319 Sommers Rd
Dr John J Bowden Jr DO Pc 6707 Old York Rd
Dreux Erline 2256 E Washington
Driskell Grover 7551 Mayland St
Dupree James 5510 Ardleigh St
Edwards Mildred M 2002 Widener Pl
Ellerbee Thomas M 5509 Matthews St
Emma J Baker 7531 Briar Rd
Evans Myra 2002 Medary Ave
Evans Robert Ellis 1221 E Stafford St
Faison Walter J 1809 E Pastorius St
Felder Michelle 2029 Eastburn Ave
Felts James 2142 W Godfrey Ave
Fene Angeline 1303 E Johnson St
Ferguson Mildred T 7417 Georgian Rd
Fields Fredrick 5670 Ardleigh St
Flitter David 1539 E Tulpehocken St
Floyd Faye Collins 7224 N 20th St
Ford Harold M 1530 E Johnson St
Fortes Irma 7017 Andrews Ave
Fosque Jeanne M 7309 N 21st St
Francis Kineary 5509 Chew Ave
Franklin Benjamin Sr 1142 E Woodlawn Av
Franklin Clifton 1207 Mohican St
Frazier Victor E Jr, Shirley 826 E Woodlawn Ave
Frederick Patsy 7235 E Walnut Ln
Gans Shontate M 1950 Elston St
Garcia Cesar 830 E Chelten Av Store
Gardner Anthony 7025 Forrest Ave
Gardner Marguerite D 6920 Wister St
Garvin Ingrid 1187 E Washington Ave
Gates Emily 7221 Forrest Ave
Gathers Samuel 1118 E Haines St
Gavin Bernard A 5607 Chew Ave
Genious Eugene 6385 Chew Ave
George Smith H 7306 Sommers Rd
Gibson Annie 6917 Cedarpark Ave
Giddings Mark 2230 E Washington Ln
Gilmore Irene E 6524 N Lambert St
Gladden Ronald C 7028 Limekiln Pike
Gladys Barretts Family Barber Shop 1221 E Chelten Ave
Glenn Minnie E 6910 Rodney St
Gonsalves Nigel 2004 Laveer St
Gordon Jacqueline 821 Church Ln
Gould Sherray D 2030 Ridley St
Graham Nora M, Walter 6423 Limekiln Pike
Grainger Marjorie 7421 Woolston Ave
Granger Darryl T 6108 N Woodstock St
Grant Allison 6624 Musgrave St
Grant Nelson E 6246 Clearview St
Gray Myrtle 1115 E Ritten House St
Green Helena V, Judith D Clark 1545 Mohican St
Green Lataya M 1937 72nd Ave
Greene Mary E 5346 Chew Ave Apt 10a
Greenwich Services 910 E Church Ln
Gresham Anthony A 1651 Middleton St
Grier William PO Box 19034
Grimes Nancy 6200 Ardleigh St
Hacking George E 1214 E Ln
Haggray Gabe 7006 Ogontz Ave
Hall Lola 958 E Price St
Ham Richele M 2217 E Washington Ln
Hamilt S 2020 65th Ave Apt 5
Hamilton Sherell 2020 65th Ave Apt 5
Harding Willie Mae 7180 Andrews Ave
Hardison Christian PO Box 20790
Haris Lee W 6904 E Wister St
Harris Calvin 6232 N 21st St
Harris Earl A 908 E Stallord St
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Harris Juanita O 6904 E Wister St
Harris Reuben 2141 W Medary Ave
Harris Ronald 944 E Johnson St Apt 206a
Hart Malaika 2104 Homer St
Haston Gerald 1903 E Washington Ln
Hawkins Cynthia 1737 Mayland St
Hebert Mary V 6230 N Lambert St
Heller Daniel 2033 W Nedro Ave
Henderson Zulma 1942 Plymouth St
Hennie Yvonne M 927 E Stafford St
Higgins Lillian O 7435 N 20th St
Hill Albert 2046 Church Ln
Hillespie Grace 1544 Beverly Rd
Hinton Sherron N 7511 Tulpehocken St
Holman Kyle 1425 E Duval St
Holmes Arthur L 7359 Woolston Ave
Holmes Lea 7178 Ogass Ave Apt C
Holmes Morgan Edward, Barbara 914 E Locust Ave
Hornung Rudiger 2034 W Spencer St
House Scouts LLC 870 E Chelten Av 1st Fr
Hunter Edward J 5532 Jane St
Hutchinson Michael 2147 Homer St
Hutson Regginald K 7513 Beverly Rd
Hyatt Walter 6200 Ardleigh St Bethesda Ct
Incarvite John 1202 E Chelten Ave
Inniss Wilton G 2021 Medary Ave
Instant Tax Svc Instant Tax Svc 2169 66th Ave
Irving Joseph 7431 Andrews Ave
Jackson David 6532 Wyncote Ave 2nd Fl
Jackson Erica L 941 E Rittenhouse St
Jamerson Perry 5210 Wakefield St
James April Z 7023 Woolston Ave
James Dennis 7246 N 21 St
Jenkins Jeffery A 5516 Boyer St
Jennings Eugene 2047 Church Ln
Joachim Gilbert 1964 Renovo St
Johns Aubrey 6540 N Uber St
Johns Edith C 5571 Blakemore St
Johnson Bryant 7440 Georgian Rd
Johnson Dorothy R 6333 Sprague St
Johnson Elouise 6725 N Woodstock St
Johnson Gary 5752 N 20th St
Johnson Keyle 6900 Cedar Park Ave
Johnson Nathanial A 6333 Milton St
Johnson Sandra G 6520 N Lambert St
Johnson Taylor Samuel 6639 N 20th St
Johnson Victoria 6424 N 20th St
Johnson Vincent 6819 N 20th St
Johnson Vincent L, Martha E 7232 Briar Rd
Johnson Wm 5628 Sprague St
Jones Anthony E 2020 E Haines St
Jones Christine 6518 N Beechwood St
Jones David, Aaron 7535 Beverly Rd
Jones Elsie 6246 N Beechwood St
Jones Glenn B 2021 68th Ave
Jones Khadijah 1225 E Stafford St
Jones Otis C 7253 Limekiln Pike
Jones Patsy J 6328 Milton St
Jones Paul 5014 Griscom St
Jones Randy 7419 Fayette St
Jones Wanda L 6955 Ogontz Ave
Jones William 5800 Chew Ave
Kaufman Virginia, Annie Mae Smith 5812 Chew Ave
Kendall James E 7303 N 20th St
Kershaw Columbus 7548 Tulpehocken St
Kevin T 7152 Ogontz Ave
Keystone Mercy Healt PO Box 20686
Kitchen Henry Sr 6200 Ardleigh St
Kizenga Hermina E, Daniel B 7317 N 21st St
Knight Nicole 1102 E Price St
Ku Ntima Makidi 5849 Anderson St
Lacy Bernard R 1419 E Johnson St
Lalli Lillian 5712 Chew Ln
Lark Annie B 6531 N Uber St
Lawson Thomas 2135 W Spencer St
Lee Desmond 1044 Chelten Ave
Lee Helen E 6075 N Beechwood St
Leggett Brian 5520 Devon St
Lehmann Kiyoko I 736 Borrke Rd
Lemon David 6326 Milton St
Lennon David 6326 Milton St
Leonard Anna 6659 N Uber St
Levin Rose 7101 Cedar Park Ave
Lewis Connie 918 E Price St
Lewis Justin 7401 Georgian Rd
Lewis Weymouth 1984 Sterling St
Lipinski Leon T 5801 Anderson St
Lipscomb Virginia I 1540 E Tulpehocken St
Little Larry 1310 E Johnson St Apt B207
Lively Willie M 5727 N Beechwood St
Lloyd Mae 6200 Ardleigh St
Lomax Torrance R 7127 N 20th St
Lopez Maurice 6978 Wister St
Lover Augustus 1627 E Maryland St
Lowenstein Alice 6958 Cedar Park Ave
Lowry Bernard 5509 Jane St
Lucas Keith B Sr 6811 Rodney St
Lucien Jermare 5912 Kimball Ave
Luckers Marion Z 7531 Tulpehocken St
Luke Amelia 6110 Wister St
Luke Thimothy, Amelia 6110 Wister St
Mack Aaron Jr 1542 E Tulpehocken St
Mallory Caroline 7318 Limekiln Pike
Mann Carrie B 7017 Ogontz
Mann Julia 6419 N Lambert St
Manyan Anna 1221 E Stafford St
Marino Jean 6107 N Beechwood St
Marrow Derrick A 7448 N 20th St
Marshall Gerald 948 E Price St
Martin Gladys R 7123 Woolston Ave
Martin Lamartio 7351 E Walnut St
Massey Ethel 6965 Cedar Park Ave
Maxer Elizabeth 5301 Chew Ave
Maxwell Eliz 5301 Chew Ave
Mcbride Esther L 1152 E Woodlawn Ave
Mccafferty Gertru 1214 E Ln
Mccoy Daytona 7500 Briar Rd Apt B
Mccoy Jerdaldine 7359 Woolston Ave
Mcdaniel Geneva 6609 Nopal St
Mcdowell Harry C Est 948 E Price St
Mcknight Ronnie 5600 Bloyd St
Mcmahon Margaret 6911 Forrest Ave
Mcnelis Marie M 1214 E Washington Ln
Mcrea Latif 7336 Ogontz Ave
Mem Legion Post 754 5818 Chew Ave
Miles Alvin 6646 Cornelius St
Miller James 6242 N Woodstock St
Miller Lucille 1207 Mohican St
Miller Roslyn B 1919 Ashely St
Miller Theophilius 1998 Dallas Rd
Mitchell Carter Brenda 2044 65th Ave
Mitchell Ida 6577 N Woodstock St
Mohl Julia 6107 N Beechwood St
Montgomery Donald S 5705 21st St
Moonlight Cuisine Inc Stafford Fearson 6834 Limeklin Pike
Moore Harry Jr 6100 Wister St
Morgan Charlotte D 1216 E Price St
Morgan Mark L 5836 Brush Rd
Morgan White Terry L 1920 Elston St
Morris Laveile 2003 68th Ave
Moton George C 6550 Limekiln Pike
Mt Calvary 7255 Ogontz Ave
Mundly Willie 1008 E Chelten Ave
Myers James O 6334 Limekiln Pike
Myers Kim Laray 7435 Andrew Ave
Myers Lemuel B Jr 1109 E Johnson St
Nelson Marian D 2002 Widener Pl
Newell Payton Debbie D 1230 E Chelten Ave Fl 2
Newell Payton Debbie D PO Box 6523
Newman Theodore 847 E Stafford St
Nichols Lamunda 914 Locust Ave
Nicholson Lancelot 1973 71th Ave
Nicholson Lancelot 7357 Ogontz Ave
Normed Inc 7095 Forrest Ave
Ogawa Charmane 5716 N 20th St
Oliver Richard A 7532 Walnut Ln
Oliverhatcher Laura 6026 N Lambert St
Osborne Tina M 7234 Forrest Ave
Ostrovsky Sylvia 7227 Ogontz Ave
Outterbridge Samuel 1233 E Johnson St
Overton Christopher Thomas 6519 E Wister St
Overton Rosemarie C 6519 Wister St
Palmer Emily 7306 Sommers Rd
Palmer Vincent 6964 Cedar Park Ave
Pannell Lenice O 1935 Penfield St
Parker Dustin 1905 73rd Ave
Parker Dustin E 1905 W 73rd Ave
Pates Mary 5711 N Lambert St
Patterson Kevin 1858 E Tulpehocken St
Pauliolo Karen 857 E Woodlawn Ave
Pearson Edward Est 854 E Stafford St
Pelson Eleanor 7208 N 20th St
Peterson Micheal 5715 Woodstock St
Petty Laverne D 7200 Briar Rd
Philadelphia Motor World Sherman Shawn Mcleod
7446 Ogontz Ave
Pittsross Pamela 854 E Rittenhouse St
Plaisir Jean Joseph 7451 Thouron Ave 2nd Fl
Poe Rodney E 1378 E Haines St
Powell Margaret A 1953 74th Ave
Preingle Clarence P 1533 E Johnson St
Pryce Trevor A 7363 Rugby St
Pryer Velma R 1940 Georgian Rd
Quarles Anita L 7425 Beverly Rd
Rardin Timothy S 7514 Walnut Ln
Ray Alan A Jr Po Box 20601
Reddish William R 6325 Milton St
Redfern Walter G 1214 E Ln
Redington John T 1214 E Ln
Reed Qiana S 869 East Church Ln
Reed Sallie F Est Douglas Reid 851 E Rittenhouse St
Reid Louise 6021 Wister St
Remoh Inc Relish Southern Cusine 7152 Ogontz Ave
Rhem Tamiesha 6323 Wister St
Richards Charles 1977 Elston St
Richardson Thelma 6029 N 21st St
Rivers Retha 6631 Hollis St
Roberts Andrew 2043 E Chelten Ave
Roberts Joseph 5668 Boyer St
Robinson Anthony 7428 N 20th St
Robinson George 7307 Walnut Ln
Robinson Jeanne 7035 Georgian Rd
Robinson Joseph 7247 Forrest Ave
Robinson Warren C 7151 Andrews Ave
Rohrer Daisy M 7224 Cornelius St
Rone Stacy 1627 E Tulpehocken St
Rosen Manuel 2220 E Washington Ln
Roundtree Troy 2428 75th Ave
Rubin Ruth Lamundas Manor 912 E Locust Ave 922
Salley Franklin B 7214 Limekiln Pike
Salvi Carole L 7161 N 20th St
Sampson Lennox 7541 Briar Rd
Samuel Beatrice 1221 E Chelten Ave
Sanders Curtis 5847 Stockton Rd
Santana Jackson Sodelba 6532 Wyncote Ave 2nd Fl
Saxon Helen E Est 6970 Forrest Ave
Scattergood Raymond R 5849 Anderson St
Schrab Carl 7310 Walnut Ln
Scott Janyne 944 E Johnson St
Scott William K 6326 N Lambert
Sellers Byron 6247 Wister St
Senior Corinthian S Housing Corp 2 6100 N 21st St
Sephes Karole F, Tyrone G 1957 Sterling St
Seymore Andre 6931 Forrest Ave
Sharpe Amira D 5928 N Norwood St
Shields Grace, James 6834 Rodney St
Shockley Tameika 1734 Mohican St
Shockley Tamika 1734 Mohican St
Showell Cheryl 7426 Gilbert St
Silver Barry Mr 1806 Mohican St
Simmons Nahja 6740 N Ogontz Ave
Sinclair Jerome W PO Box 20735
Singelton Herbert L 1802 E Tulpehocken St
Singleton Katie M 7247 N 21st St
Skipper Maurice 6504 N Uber St
Smalls Kelleum D 5830 Chew Ave
Smith Billy 7203 20th St
Smith Cassandra 1809 E Pastorious St
Smith Elizabeth Est 1964 Dallas Rd
Smith Lyle D 1001 East Rittenhouse St
Smith Roland 1604 E Mayland St
Smith Tamika 7438 Thouron Ave
Smith Thomas Est Annie Mae Smith 5812 Chew Ave
Smith Thomas, Annie Mae 5812 Chew Ave
Smith William W 5672 Matthews St
Stacy William C 7014 Cedar Park Ave
Stanton Jesse 6002 N 21st St
Starke Sarah 5931 N Norwood St
Stenton Family Manor 1300 E Tulpehocken St
Steven Marquence 6512 E Wister St
Stewart Eva Est, Richard 7252 Sommers Rd
Stith Inez Est 1639 Wynsam St
Stith Lula 5761 Wister St
Stodd Lillian A 6107 N Beechwood St
Stokes Marc A 7443 Beverly Rd
Stone Evelyn 7157 N 20th St
Stukes Morris 6631 N 20th St
Sutton Amirah, Troy 7018 Forrest Ave
Sutton John David 1528 E Duval St
Taylor Byron S 5746 N Woodstock St
Taylor Charles A PO Box 20600
Taylor Elfriede, Robert 2066 Conlyn St
Taylor Meitta 6244 N Beachwood St
Taylor Richard 2020 E Chelten Ave
Thayer Charles, Vivian 2030 Medary Ave
Thomas Betty 1506 E Duval St
Thomas Kristina 6845 Woolston Ave None
Thompson Charles 1988 W 73rd St
Thompson Joseph F 6933 Limekiln Pike
Thompson Leroy 7514 Tulpechocken St
Thorpe Gloria 5619 Chew Ave
Trivedi Kirtibhai 7153 Ogontz Ave
Turner Sean 6421 N Lambert St
Valerio Richard 912 E Locust Ave
Vanburen Cheryl 6641 Limekiln Pike
Villanveva Lisa E 6335 Wister St
Walker Carrie E 1544 Wynsam St
Walker Charles D 7027 Woolston Ave
Walker James M 6953 Stenton Ave
Walker Preston Est 840 E Stafford St
Warren Knight, Knight Desk 5647 Chew Ave 1st Fl
Warrington Jewel 7162 N Uber St
Washington Derek 1951 71st Ave
Washington Mutual Bank 1124 E Stafford St
Washington Ti J 5716 Chew Ave
Washington Tonya J 1301 E Duval St
Waters Roger C PO Box 20515
Watson Carvel 2025 74th Ave
Weaver Martin D MD PO Box 14101
Weiner Reuben B 6318 Anderson St
Weisberg Mccabe 7230 N 21 St
Wellman Samuel 7322 Sommers Rd
Wheeler Kathlyn 1817 E Tulpehocken St
Wheitsel Helen 6325 N Beechwood St
White George 7428 Rugby St
White Gladys 1940 Georgian Rd
White Glenda 1987 73rd Ave
White James E 5210 Wakefield St
Wigfall Jackie 6867 Forrest Ave
Wilcher J W PO Box 20533
Wilkes Steven 1842 E Tulpehocken St
Willi Lanier 326 E Hamines St
Williams Alease 5818 N Lambert St
Williams Anton 2128 Eastburn Ave
Williams Cassandra J 326 E Hamines St
Williams Donise 5538 Sprague St
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Williams Fred 6631 Hollis St
Williams Kateira 1978 W 7th Ave
Williams Laverne 825 E Haines St
Williams Lawrence L III 1978 W 7th Ave
Williams Lisa 7513 Beverly Rd
Williams Ricardo M 1725 East Mohican St
Willoughby Darrin 6408 N 21st St
Wilson John D 2149 Conlyn St Apt 2
Winstead Grace Q 6623 N Opal St
Withers Jonathan R 1429 E Washington Ln
Witt B 6050 N Beechwood St
Witts William P 1701 Mohican St
Woods Trevin 6532 Wyncote Ave 2nd Fl
Wright Deserie J 7349 Thouron Ave
Wright Millette N 1974 Ashley St
Wright Neil A, Gail N 1500 Wysam St
Wright Sedric 7174 Georgian Rd
Young Jimmie Jr 957 E Chelten Ave
Youngblood Susie 2128 Stenton Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19139
198 Macdade Boulevard Inc 5951 Market St
439 N 13th St LLC 5619 Spruce St
Abanquah Kofi 212 N 65th St
Abats Insurance 5117 Chestnut St
Abrams Peggy 4509 Locust St
Ace Public Adjuster 261 S 55th St
Adebayo Victor 5701 Spruce St
Ahmed Mohammad R 4746 Spruce St
Alexander Anthony 4655 Brown St
Alexander Lynman 5447 Spruce St
Allen Lauretta J 114 N Peach St
Allen Synae 5118 Irving St
Allison Frederick D 4638 Chestnut St Apt 331
Alston Ellen 5137 Reno St
Ancrum Gwyneth L 4938 Aspen St
Anderson Grover C 14 N 53rd St
Anderson Keiera 309 N Redfield St
Anderson Nicole 5136 Webster St
Anderson Thomas 4503 Spruce St
Aramingo Dollar Obaid Khan 4734 Spruce St
Awkward Jan E 5112 Brown St
Back On Trac Physical PO Box 9306
Badger Edward Est 504b Glen Rd
Bah Mamadou 30 N 60th St 3rd Fl
Baine Theodore 128 N Felton St
Bainey Theodore 128 N Felton St
Baker Darren E 139 S 53rd St
Baker Johnnie 323 N 60th St
Baker Marion 143 S 63rd St
Ballahun Josiah K 5823 Filbert St
Ballinger Raymond Jr 9 S 53rd St
Banker Helen 143 S 63rd St
Banks Velinda 234 N Creighton St
Bantom Herman E 6219 Samson St
Barber Aisha 326 N Red Field St
Barclay Anthony W 5936 Spring St
Barnes Daniel Sr, Bernice 58 N Ruby St
Barnes Thomas Est 342 N 62nd St
Barnes Victoria 139 S 55th St
Baxter Helen M 275 61 St
Baylor Nannie 126 N Ruby St
Beacham Ethel 120 S 57th St
Beamesderfer Carol 310 N Robinson St
Bemberg Miles H 303 N 60th St
Bembery Betty C 303 N 60th St
Benedetto Anthony 4530 Walnut St Apt C20
Benson Rose W 5834 Sansom St
Black Viola W 6217 Ludlow St
Blackman Dorothy, Eddie 322 N Wilton St
Blackmon Eddie Jr, Eddie PO Box 9156
Bocchicchio James F 4619 Spruce St Apt 2 Rear
Bonapart Danielle 2391 Haverford Ave
Bond James E 6151 Chancellor St
Booker Elizabeth 111 N Hobart St
Boone Willie G, Janie 133 S 61st St
Boulden Beatrice 5348 Haverford Ave
Bowden James 423 E Haines St House E
Bowen N 37 N Millick St
Boyd Crystal 5817 Walnut St
Boyd Mahalia E 5818 Ludlow St
Boyd Melvina 5600 Race St Apt 5m
Boykins Jasper 118 N Farson St
Bradley Gilbert, Esther 269 S 63rd St
Bradley Isaac 244 S 55th St
Bradshaw Megean 235 N Farson St
Bragg William 5524 Haverford Ave Apt 306
Brickhouse Lawrence 5419 Spring St
Brisbon Ruth 6238 Spruce St
Brison Rufus 6238 Spruce St
Briston Robert J, Marie L 5700 Race St Apt D301
Bronson Darnell 4824 Parrish St
Brown Aaron 5132 Ogden St
Brown Albert 5033 Haverford Ave
Brown Anthony 5020 Reno St
Brown Derinda R 5051 Hoopes St
Brown Dorothea T 6250 Walnut St 408
Brown Ejazz 5040 Hoopes St
Brown Eugene 6218 Race St
Brown Hernietta 5235 Arch St
Brown Hope I 5142 Brown St
Brown Jameal 216 N Wilton St
Brown James 407 N 50th St
Brown John L Jr 463 N 51st St
Brown Marilyn A 111 N Yewdall St
Brown Rodney L 6124 Walnut St
Brown Viola 30 N Farson St
Bull Edward 27 S 54th St
Burwell Beris L 219 S 53rd St
Bush Ezra 5004 Pine St
Butler Christine 106 S Alden St
Butler Nancy E Est 5309 Locust St
Butler Vastie 256 S Frazier
Butt Shir 856 N Markoe St
Caldwell Dawn M 5312 Spruce St
Campbell Carson G 5051 Ludlow St
Cannon Jean E 35 N 57th St
Capers Eric 111 N 49th St W Philadelphia Achievement
Capriotti Pasquale 6417 Carlton St
Cardriftgiant Inc 5254 Market St
Care Pavilion Nursing Rehab C 6212 Walnut St
Carlson Justine E 4528 Walnut St
Carrodus Robert J 5836 Arch St
Carter Dorothy E, Sarah 111 N 53rd St
Carter Wilhemina 716 N 49th St
Casey Rose A 6503 Race St
Chandler Harry 400 N 50th St
Chaplingaines Belinda 5344 Haverford Ave
Chapman Eva R 400 N 50th St
Chapman Theola 338 N Wilton St
Chen Jin Quan 5940 Market St
Childs Benjamin C 146 N Robinson St
Chinn Gail A 6054 Spruce St
Chish Leecilla 148 N Farson St
Chisholm Leecilla 148 N Farson St
Christmas Edith B 5851 Sansom St
Chung Shirley, Kyung 61 N Felton St
Chungiu Zheng 844 N Markoe
Churn Carolyn V 125 S Ruby St
City Luversia 5116 Parrish St
Clark Dorothy D, Regina M 256 N Hobart St
Clark Steven 4242 Salmon St
Clemons William 221 N Paxon St
Clifton Helene 4940 Sansom St
Cobbs Mattye Est 5013 Walnut St
Coger Dorothy, Eddie 261 S 55th St
Coker Gilda M 232 S Melville St
Coleman Darryl T 6123 Chestnut St
Coleman Mary 6132 Ludlow St
Coleman Ricardo 6142 Sansom St
Coln Patricia 5834 Race St
Combs Carole L 857 N Markoe St
Cooke Cleveland 20 N Frazier St
Cooper E 5457 Walnut St
Cooper Terrell 5509 Cherry St
Copeland Christopher E 58 N Robinson St
Corbin Marshall 5226 Vine St Apt 1
Corecare Behavioral Health 4865 Market St
Corporatin K R 5548 Chestnut St Fl 1
Corte Elvia 254 64st
Cox Sarah 5929 Locust St
Crawford Stana K 137 N 51st St
Crooks Maude E 28 N Salford St
Crump Ethel 146 N Dewey
Cruz Jason 4909 Walnut St Apt C
Culbreath Samuel 5727 Ludlow
Culbreth Dennis 17 N Ithan St
Cunlisse William 5951 Market St
Cunningham Andria 5049 Haverford Ave
Curry Williams Rose A 400 N 50th St Apt 203
Daffe Mamadou 4629 Sansom St
Daniels Fabian 271 Wilton St
Davis Donald 204 N 62nd St
Davis Donald 5019 Brown St
Davis Doris M 6112 Ludlow St B
Davis Johnnye, Charles 5931 Arch St
Davis Kayla 4632 Walnut St
Davis Lillian 5660 Cherry St
Davis Virginia A 6148 Sansom St
Democratic Women of Phila 151 N Peach St
Dennis Mary C, Mary E 158 N 62nd St
Dessau Jr Aaron 6235 Chestnut St Apt 309l
Diallo Ousmane 31 S 30th St Apt B3
Diaz Cruz Lamarr 164 N 61st St
Dmitry David Avalon Mgmt 118 S 52nd St Store
Dockins Diane 4956 Chestnut St
Donaghy Jennie F 5240 Chancellor St
Dorn Marie 117 N Salford St
Dotson Loretta G 5549 Spruce St
Douglas Mark 131 S 55th St
Dowdell Isabelle F 4710 Locust St Apt 216
Dowling Mary E, Yvonne 4613 Ludlow St
Dr Dog 228 S 46th St 2
Drayton Kaseem 5456 Summer St
Driggins Marian L 6212 Walnut St
Drummond Donald 6212 Walnut St
Dumpson Sallie 326 N Horton St
Dupree Dishawta Chantea 5426 Vine St
Durham Adam 5114 Spruce St
Edward Karl 251 S Cecil St
Edwards Alberta 224 N Felton St
Edwards Edith 52 N Peach St
Edwards Rose M 149 N Yewdall St
Ekpaji Yakubu A, Ahmadu Y 211 N 53rd St
Eldridge Malachi 226 N Peach
Eldridge Marilyn 242 N Creighton St
Elgood Benjamin 6112 Ludlow St B
Engram Carrie B, Sinae A 4628b Sansom St
Engrm Tunisia 4626 Sansom St
Epps Claude 333 N 53rd St
Epps Howard R 5109 Reno
Epps Joyce E 133 No 50th St
Erwin Pauline 6409 Vine St
Evans Matthew 42 S 51st St Fl 2nd
Evans Robert, Helen 5917 Spg St
Evans Shirley C 5119 Locust St
Evanson Eva M 218 S 59th St
Everett Dirsheena 5616 Walnut St Apt 1
Evertt Lydia 5911 Irving St
Expert Bookkeeping Inc PO Box 9167
Ezaz Rumaina 5921 Irving St
Ezell Tiffany M 138 N Ruby St
Fairfax Javon 869 N 50th St
Fang James C 6233 Market St
Farone Angelo 6426 Carlton St
Fearrington Basil 15 N Conestoga St
Ferguson Ruth 6121 Chestnut St
Fernandez Edelmiro Sr 232 N Peach St
Fibbers Beaverage 5951 Market St
Fields Cherylee L, Mildred G 242 N Peach St
Fineberg Walter G 10 N 54th St
Fitzgerald Joshlin T 328 N Robinson St
Flanagan Ethel C 5530 Locust St
Fletcher Preston 117 N 53rd St
Flint Joanne 4509 Locust St
Floyd Bernice 101 N Ruby St Fl 1
Floyd Cleophas 45 N 58th St
Floyd Gladys 45 N 58th St
Foley William P 227 N 57th St
Ford Elizabeth Walnut Pk Plaza 6250 Walnut St Apt 222
Ford James 5725 Cestnut St
Ford James Walnut Park Plz 6300 Walnut St Apt 222
Forest Robert 5826 Arch St
Fortt Stephen 225 N 59th St
Fortune Marquitta 224 N 50th St
Fowler Ruth E 5134 Race St
Fox Deborah A 5145 Ludlow St
Frames Dorothy 875 N Moss St
Frames Richard, Katie 4818 Parrish St
Francione Ronald 204 N 65th St
Freeman David PO Box 9167
Freeman Garrison 5909 Chestnut St
Fulton Deelya 46 N Millick St
Gadson Glen 5700 Race St Apt D301
Gaines Mary A 5505 Spring St
Gallo Dolores 5801 Chestnut St Apt A
Gamble Earna 6212 Walnut St
Garcia Dorothy 400 N 50th St Apt 302
Gardner Kevin D 5702 Chestnut St Fl 3
Garrett Janet 6250 Ludlow St
Gatewood Sallie 119 S Ruby St
Gatling W 36 N 50th St Fl 2
Gazia Lena 28 S Robinson St
Gee Sykes Karen A 42 N Felton St
Geiger Gary L, Pearl 24 S Redfield St
Gerald S 126 N 51st St
Gibson Binda P 5845 Ludlow St
Gibson Tyreese R 282 S 56th St
Gilstrop Ethel S 32 N 62nd St
Gissendanner Kevin 868 N 48th St
Gjertsen Eric W 234 S 46th St Fl 2
Glenn Louis 6220 Vine St
Golden Frances M 241 S Hirst St
Gonzales Mary P 144 N Wanamaker St
Gonzalez Stacey M 154 N 54th St
Gordon Lillie 209 S 60th St
Gounis John L 5745 Walnut St
Grady Joseph F 5651 Arch St
Graham Lenora 4631 Walnut St
Graham Samuel Edward 4950 Walnut St
Grant Phyllis 5010 Irving St
Gray Charles E 5524 Haverford Ave Apt 206
Greaves Lessie, Fred 343 N Wilton St
Greeene Gerald 5426 Spruce St
Green James 141 S 55th St
Green Rufus 326 N Wilton St
Green Susan 628 N Moss St
Greene Brenda 4800 Walnut St Apt 410
Greer Tyrone 6335 Kingsessing Ave
Gussom William 121 N Yewdall St
Hairsalon Pueblo D 270 52nd St
Haley Teri 200 N 65th St
Hall Alfreda 244 N Wanamaker St U8776
Hall Dorothy 4811 Olive St
Hall Harold 105 N 60th St
Hall Theodore 5109 Locust St Apt 1st Apt 1st
Hamilton Ennis Norma 5544 Spruce St
Hamilton Esla 27 N 58th St
Hamilton Terrance 221 S Farragut St
Hammock Eular 138 N Conestoga St
Hampton Leroy, Anna 10 N Yewdal St
Hamwright Christopher K, Willie A, Carlton 23 N Ruby St
Hand James 5538 Irving St
Hardmon Laqueeta D 5435 Locust St Apt B
Hardy Tawanda 5515 Summer Place
Harrell Jermaine 5509 Spruce St Apt 1r
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Harris Eva 221 N Paxon St
Harris Martha 116 S Ruby St
Harris Norel E 4614 Locust St
Harris Rosie L 5533 Vine St
Harrison Augusta 885 N 51st St
Harvey Sylvia M 133 S 56th St Apt A
Hasan A K 5411 Irving St
Hawco Rosemary 4936 Cedar Ave
Hawkins Mable 209 S 60th St
Hayes Philip W 4715 Walnut St Apt 119
Helem Percy C 5304 Spruce St
Henry Michael A 400 N 50th St Apt 203
Henryhand Lonna 5231 Locust St
Hf Holdings Inc 5353 Spruce St
Higgins Sylvia 117 N 50th St
Hightower Nathaniel Est 5055 Brown St
Hill Charles E 5012 Chancellor St
Hill Orilee 6027 Spring St
Hill William 326 N Felton St
Hinton Brown Jacalyn 5125 Locust St
Hinton Darrell A 4632 Walnut St Apt C1
Holland Eli 106 N Conestoga St
Holley Joyce 5926 Irving St
Homer William, Arlene 5916 Arch St
Honaker Jesse 208 N 52nd St Apt 3
Hopkins Anna 217 S 49th St
Houston Margaret A 5734 Market St
Hudson Derrick 224 N 64th St
Huot Essarak 2811 Onterio Ave
Hurley Jessica 4519 Spruce St 1
Hyman Savanah G 5227 Haverford Ave
Ikpatt Victor PO Box 9335
Ikwuano Umuahia Assoc 5142 Walnut St
Independent Mortgage Co I 216 S Melville St
Ingram Thomas 6132 Ludlow St
Irby Arbee 863 N 47th St
Islam Ashar M 5531 Walnut St
Iyobhebhe Danny 124 S 52nd St
Jackson Charleen 23 N 56th St
Jackson Darryl B 5801 Spruce St
Jackson Devon 6403 Carlton St
Jackson James 57 N 56th St
Jackson Lavone PO Box 9254
Jackson Leamond S 5519 Vine St
Jeter Vanita B 100 N Allison St
Johnson Alberta 229 N Paxon St
Johnson Carol 37 N Salford St
Johnson Carrie 4511 Walnut St Apt 129
Johnson David L 6047 Locust St Apt A
Johnson Earnest 5618 Sansom St
Johnson Evelyn M 6250 Walnut St Apt 401 Walnut Park
Plaza
Johnson Freddie 5725 Cestnut St
Johnson George 4928 Chestnut St
Johnson Jeffrey 6220 Vine St Apt 2
Johnson Michael 118 N Allison St
Johnson Michael 29 N 52nd St
Jones Jonathan 39 N Robinson
Jones Kyle 256 S St Bernard St
Jones Louise 32 S 59th St
Jones Mecca Khadijah 209 N 59th St 1a
Jones Minnie L 212 N 58th St
Jones Richard 36 N Edgewood St
Jones Richard 5038 Ludlow St
Jones Richard A 230 N 57th St Apt 101
Jones Thomas 5012 Chestnut St
Jones Tracy 255 S St Bernard St
Jones Zelda 6327 Summer St
Jordan Albert Est 5526 Spring St
Jordan Frances 5028 Summer St
Jordans Auto Bdy 5542 Chestnut St
Kaing Tieng B 237 S 48th St Apt 16b
Kashem Abul 11 S Farragut St
Katele Coulibaly 6027 Ludlow St Apt I
Kendig Hazel 5307 Market St
Kenion Clem 5002 Locust St
Khatri Abhaya 207 S 46th St Apt 4
Kinsey Sara 449 N Wilton St
Klasen Frazieri 225 S49th St
Knight Gail P 50 N Frazier St
Knotts Joan L 113 N 61st St
Koons Florence 118 S 59th St
Kruer Matthew R 225 S Farragut St B
Kuki Hiroyuki 5317 Ludlow St
Lantz Daniel 4519 Sansom St
Latney Steve M 5031 Ludlow St
Lawton Mildred A 4945 Sansom St
Lee Joseph A 243 S 58th St
Legare Paul B 4946 Walnut St Apt 1
Leslie William 326 N 52nd St
Lew Amelia Est 564446 Walnut St
Lewis Hezekiah, Rose 433 N Wilton St
Lewis Mark 136 N 55th
Lift Inc 203 S 60th St
Lindsay Amy J 5153 Brown St
Lindsey Ann L, Frank 4842 Sansom St
Littlejohn Katherine 5600 Race St
Lloyd John 204 N 50th St
Lockwood Kathryn W 5934 Summer St
Locust Towers Apts 4815 Locust St
Love Joseph W 2nd Flr 5630 Chestnut St Renal Ctr
Lowery Ralph J Est 4511 Walnut St Apt 425
Lowry Catherine A 340 N 63rd St
Lucas William 5620 W Market St
Lyles Kevin R Kevins Community Svcs PO Box 24146
Lynch Samuel 236 S Frazier St
Macarthur Samuel E 5240 Locust St
Macaubl Casino 6050 Irving St
Mack Robert S Sr 156 N 61 St
Macneil Amin 5217 N Harlan St
Mallory Norris 5057 Summer St
Malone Lachante Entoinette 6144 Irving St
Mapp Mary J 5533 Irving St
Maria Bardaro 5651 Vine
Martin Josephin 123 S 61st St
Martin William H 400 N 50th St Apt 312
Mays Derrick 43 S 56th St
Mbonu Godwin 5038 Locust St
Mccants Mary J 5620 Appletree St
Mccleary John 6250 Marker St
Mcclenton Willie 5929 Locust St
Mccowan Allen, Neda Mc Cowan 5431 Irving St
Mccoy James 126 S 61st St
Mcdaniels Gregory C 121 N 52nd St
Mcdonough Thelma 6333 Vine St
Mcgill Dorothy 813 N 50th St
Mcgill Wanda, Dorothy 813 N 50th St
Mcgullough Mary 1266 S Guenther
Mcilwaine Richard P 209 N 54th St
Mckellop Arthur 5737 Market St
Mclaurin Esther 5220 Sansom St
Mcn Electrical Co 5149 Walnut St
Mcnair Property Mgmt 5149 Walnut St
Mcnash Jacqueline 6226 Spruce St
Meadows Celeste 5106 Reno St
Meccariel Teresa 142 W 62nd St
Medical Society of Eastern Pa 5801 Spruce St
Mercer Charles, Evonne 6139 Locust St
Metheny Stephanie A 4537 Spruce St Apt C1
Meyers Harold R 233 S 55th St
Michael Yvionne L 219 S 46th St
Mickens Ivory 405 N 55 St
Milas James 210 N Robinson St
Miles Carrie 239 N 63rd St
Miles Stanley 128 S Redfield St
Miller Mary Jane 5306 Walnut St
Miller Sterling 5031 Race St Apt 104
Miller Theodore 424 N Hobart St
Mills Pandora, Bertha 208 S 60th St
Milton Lauer 4902 Arch St
Mitchell Adam 5700 Warrington Ave
Mitchell Brothers 5700 Warrington Ave
Mitchell William 4937 Chancellor St
Mobley Elsie 219 S Frazier St
Montgomery Ruben 6035 Locust St
Monturano Alfonso 4638 Chestnut St 322
Monument Mews 132 S 56th St
Mooney Gertrude E 5814 Sansom St
Moore Cogan 323 N Horton St
Moore Delbert 35 N 59th St
Moore Earl L 400 N 50th St Apt 412
Moore Laura M 5742 Arch St
Moore Philip O 5234 Race St
Morehead Willie B 5600 Race St Apt 3l
Morris Juanita 886 N Markoe St A
Morris Milton 6245 Walnut St
Morton Saeed 151 N Edgewood St
Mosley Nicolas R 256 S Alden St
Mosley Serea 5601 Spruce St 3rd Fl
Mosley Steven 5504 Delancey St
Muhammad Abdul 5930 Summer St
Mulaw Aster 4724 Chestnut St
Mull Watson D 5042 Walnut St
Murchison Frank O 6229 Ludlow St
Murphy James 891 N 49th St
Murphy Vastine 891 N 49 St
Murphy William S Jr 34 N Paxon St
Murray Helen 226 N Edgewood St
Murray Philip 30 S 62nd St
Murray Richard P 210 S 50th St
Myers Destiny 6212 Race St Apt B
Neely Frederick Jr 125 N Salford St 3r
Nesbit Helen 5170 Reno St
Nguiro Sekou T 5515 Vine St
Nguyen Thanh 5212 Walnut St
Nyernie Joseph Jr, Vartour Brother PO Box 15574
Olsen Joseph, Brittany Manor Personal Ca 230 N 65th St
Olugbenga Folywasayo 245 N 65th St 247
One Stop Autobody 6245 Walnut St
Onley Carrie 26 N 62nd St
Pankey Nezzer 5911 Spruce St
Park Grace S 6250 Walnut St Apt 620
Park Manduk 5414 Sansom St
Parker Irma S 123 S 61st St
Parks Gertrude V 5442 Spring St
Payne Rochelle V 5226 Spruce St
Pearson Scott 5508 Race St
Pegram Oliver 14 S 53rd St
Pelham Floyd Est 23 S Dewey St
Perry James 5014 Locust St
Peterson Harvey 122 N Hobart St
Peterson Marilyn L 129 N Sickels St
Phila Center for Young Adult Psychiatry 111 N 49th St
Phillips Barbara 5736 Market St
Phillips Henry Lee 5323 Vine St
Phillips Juanita 891 N 48th St
Phillips Verna 5323 Vine St
Philly Gardens Re Corp PO Box 16656
Philly Swap Shop LLC 21 S 63rd St
Philpott Margaret G, Vernon 26 N Felton St
Physicians Choice 300 Domino Ln Brian Mccauley
Pierce Judith E 5127 Aspen St
Pitts Ryburn E 243 S 57th St
Pollard Darryl 4937 Fairmount Av
Pompey Linda 4403 Haverford Ave
Poole Howard B 5624 Cherry St
Poor Patrice L 4912 Walnut St
Porter Amin 4548 Market St
Postly Naiem 44 N Felton St
Powell Addae 5828 Arch St
Prince Martha A 5931 Race St
Prisk John 4931 Spruce St Apt B 21
Quick Ever L 5502 Chancellor St
Rabkin Emily A 212 S 49th St
Ragazzo Rosemarie 6415 Vine St
Randall Francis 5429 Irving St
Randall Leroy 5813 Sansom St
Randolph Mattie, Isaac 5747 Filbert St
Rawls Blanche 5130 Brown St
Ray Jennifer 4612 Spruce St
Rease Jarrell M 339 N 61st St
Reavis Brenda 130 S Ruby St
Redmond Marguerite 115 N 55th St
Reese Napoleon 138 S 62nd St
Regan Beatrice 65 N 63rd St
Reid Rodric 4710 Locust St Apt 203
Rex Lannie E 354 N Robinson St
Reyes Omar A 5812 Spruce St
Reynolds Rodney, Patsy 310 N 40th St
Rice Jovon, Linda Pompey 4403 Haverford Ave
Rich Frances P, Brittany Manor 230 N 65th St
Richards Louise M 117 N 50th St
Richardson James L 164 N Robinson St
Riley Kathleen 4613 Spruce St Apt 4
Rippy Khalil 3347 N Amber St
Riser Nantice 5559 Spruce St
Rivers Diane 4834 Brown St
Robbins Bernice C 38 N Paxon St Fl 1
Roberts Melvin 34 N Hirst St
Robinson Earlobe 56 N Robinson St
Robinson Eugene H 131 N 60th St
Robinson Lottie 857 N 47th St
Robinson Sharon Y Agent 117 N Ruby St
Robinson Warren B 4903 Arch St
Robinson William 247 S 53rd St
Robits James S 125 S 63rd St
Rodriguez Jennifer 228 Adrianway
Rodriguez Sonia N 2230 N 2nd St
Rogers Jean 323 N Horton St
Ross Carnell 334 N 63rdst
Ross Charles J 5338 Haverford Ave
Rosser Jacqueline A 5923 Race St
Ruffin Rochele 5035 Irving St
Ruffins Charles L 110 S 53rd St
Rumsey Charles, Jane E 4949 Chestnut St
Russell Sandra F 67 N 46th St
Rutledge Linda J 5038 Walnut St 1st Fl
Sacko Elizabeth K, Sekou 5633 Arch St
Salas Nitjay 5020 Arch St
Salih Sofiya 4826 Sansom St Floor 1
Sallee Hardy A 5037 Walnut St
Salvation Army 5522 Arch St
Sarfomensah Kwame 4523 Sansom St 1st Fl
Satchell Eleanora 5409 Chestnut St Apt A
Saunders Catherine 134 N Paxon St
Saunders Jerriell 4942 Sansom St 1 St Flr
Savage Thorton 5512 Spring St
Scales Janet 6110 Ludlow St Apt A
Schadler Keri L 4823a Walnut
Schafsnitz Alexis M, Laura E PO Box 16695
Schofield Milton 5629 Spruce St 2nd F
Scholfield Bryan K 5424 Walnut St
Schwartz Sherell 64 N 61st St
Scott Julia 39 N Yewdall St
Selby Elsie 4525 Wallace St
Shaw Florence B 5829 Chestnut
Shearman Allen V Jr 5149 Walnut St
Sheppard Calvert 3437 Helen St
Shinholster Patricia A 5419 Race St
Sierra Luis 226 S 46th St
Simmons Amanda 4925 Sansom St
Simmons Delor 310 N Salford St
Simmons Michael D, Dorothy 4518 Mandela Way
Sisco Robert E 20 N 50th St
Skeete Corina E 42 S 61st St
Small Alicia K 4511 Walnut St Apt 323
Smith Elizabeth 939 N Fallon St
Smith Guyunia 6128 Spruce St
Smith Henry A 891 N 48th St
Smith John 128 S 60th St
Smith Julia A 5613 Appletree St
Smith Louthel 6010 Spruce St
Smith Mabel 5643 Appletree St
Smith Natifah M 151 N Hobart St
Smith Scott 246 S St Bernard St
Smith Simon L 5148 Parrish St
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Smith Vernon 216 N Ruby St
Southstar One 16 N Saint Bernard St
Spaventa Virginia 6507 Vine St
Spectrum Health Svcs Broad 5619 Vine St
Spencer Jeannette 4700 Samson St
Spratley Floyda M 6030 Spruce St
Stanley Melvin 5819 Race St
Stavros K Pizza 5254 Market St
Stefan Stephan 5233 Arch St 2nd Fl
Stevenson Houston 351 N Felton St
Stewart Na T 211 S 46th St Apt 1r
Stillman Charles 27 S 59th St
Stokes Calvin 5921 Walnut St
Stone Timothy S, Peggy 5236 Sansom St
Streater Justin 4940 Hoopes St
Sullivan Robert C 5107 Arch St
Sun Chunyang C 4945 Pine St
Sunshine Center Travel Acct 137 S 58th St
Swafford Ian 4514 Walnut St 2nd Fl
Sweeny Evelyn M 4641 Parrish St
Swygert Corine 39 S 60th St
Tabb Darara 6145 Arch St
Taylor Annie 5130 Locust St
Taylor Azalia 4924 Brown St
Taylor Javan 5820 Filbert St
Taylor Joseph 4924 Brown St
Taylor Virginia E 43 N Lindenwood St
Teel Rasheed 315 N Simpson St
Thomas Flonnie 5601 Walnut St
Thomas Gertrude 149 N Dewey St
Thomas Lorraine 4939 Locust St
Thomas Shantai 5015 W Brown St
Thomas Zebalee 149 N Dewey St
Thompson Elizabeth 38 N 56th St
Thompson Harry 26 N Dearborn St
Thompson Janice F 5934 Spring St
Thompson Marjorie Est 121 N 50th St
Thompson Richard 13 N 53rd St
Thompson Unellar 6035 Locust St
Tinnin William D 5423 Spruce St
Toney Julia 5931 Race St
Top of the Clock Inc 111 N 49th St
Townsend Juanita Y 886 N Markoe St A
Transcare Patient Pays PO Box 9181
Trehearn William E 5422 Irving St
Trueblood Eo 5508 Locust St
Twyman Isabella 132 N Salford
Uan Sholanbayev 800 N 48th St Unit 1
Uche Chibuzo 4624 Spruce St
Urban Education Dev Research Jaqui Tolson Prop Mgr 4601
Market St
Urban Projects Inc 5407 Chestnut St
Us Bank N A 139 N 50th St
Us One Hotel Group Inc 224 S 60th St
Valentine Kim D 22 N Ruby St
Vaughan Mattie 5814 Chestnut St
Victory Vision Inc 5139 Chestnut St
Vincent Carlton 6140 Locust St
Vinston Joseph J 4530 Spruce St Apt 2b
Waddell Alonzo 6048 Walnut St
Waddell Alonzo Richard 227 54th St
Waddy Josephine 117 N Ruby St
Waiters Robert 5049 Ludlow St
Walker Malikah 249 S 53rd St
Walls Carrie 259 S Felton St
Walton Mary 5048 Chestnut St
Ward Willie M 127 N Edgewood St
Ware Geneva 6043 Locust St
Washington Rebecca 5137 Reno St
Waters Dorothea 6135 Locust St
Waters Themiah 6212 Walnut St
Watford Jacqueline 5913 Arch St
Watkins Gus W 5514 Vine St
Watson Shirley 116 S 46th St
Watson Willie B 5537 Race St
Weber Jane K 4631 Spruce St
Webster Holly B 5403 Vine St
Weems Mary 327 N 60th St
Wells Dennis 126 N 53rd St Fl 1
West Angela 400 N 50th St Apt 313
West Jean 119 N Farson St
West Phila Assoc 50 S 60th St
What You Need Inc 5179 Walnut St
Wheeler Marion 807 May
Whipple Chesterfield 248 S 46th St
White Ella F Sacred Heart Hospital 5514 Chancellor St
White Elsie 4925 Sansom St
White Marion 4632 Spruce St
White Odessa 15 N Dewey St
White Pearl 216 N Robinson St
Whitfield Veronica 5524 Danlancey
Whitsett Mary C 5420 Summer St
Whitten David 44 S Cecil St
Whittenberg Barbara 5220 Sansom St
Whittington Ramona 231 N 59th St
Wilborn James 5224 Chancellor St
Wilbur Jenna M 247 S Farragut St Apt 2
Wiliams Marlon 4958 Kershaw St
Wilks Durrell K 872 N Farson St
William Penn Civic Club 30 S 57th St Club
Williams Anthony 113 N 50th St Apt 1
Williams Barbara 135 N Hobart St
Williams Bessie M 5919 Arch St
Williams Carlton 5041 Spruce St
Williams Charles 461 N 51st St
Williams Charles Estate 461 N 51st St
Williams Cheryl D 33 N Felton St
Williams Dolphus 114 S 62nd St
Williams Francis, Lola 211 N 54th St
Williams George E 121 N Farson St
Williams Harold A 4939 Locust St
Williams Ione C 45 N 58th St
Williams Joyce G 4824 Sansom St
Williams Kenne 5935 Race St
Williams Marcus Est 4939 Locust St
Williams Nathan A 50 N Peach St
Willie A Hamwright Rev Trust 23 N Ruby St
Wilson Charles L 4508 Samson St Apt 408
Wingate Robert D 345 N 62nd St 3f
Womack Horace 5218 W Arch St
Woodson Louise H 226 N Edgewood St
Wook Marie F 25 S Sickels St
Wright Carlton 205 N Horton St
Wright Constance, Charles, Marion 140 S 50th St
Wright Hazel 5434 Chestnut St
Wynn Rosa L 210 N Robinson St
Wynn Theodore 21 S Conestoga St
Yamamoto Ema 4522 Spruce St
Yamassee Muskogee Nation Enrollment 5836 Ludlow Stree
Your Drug Store LLC 249 S 52nd St
Zimmerman Kreema D 5815 Filbert St
Zimmerman Marie, Gene 200 N 65th St
Philadelphia Pa 19140
250913 N Broad Assoc LLC 1107 W Erie Ave
4452 Flavors Inc 4452 N 15th St
A A Emergency Locksmith LLC 1405 W Pike St
Abdullah Jamillah 4327 N 16th St
Adams Carol Y 3349 N Gratz St
Adams David 536 W Luray St
Adams Judith 1215 W Butler St Fl 1
Adams Leon 2018 Bellevue St
Adams Lucia 2319 W Atlantic St
Alamo Maria 5932 N 7th St
Alamo Ventura 3942 N Reese St
Albaledejo Thomas 30801 N 9th St
Allen Lucille 2018 W Venango St
Almonte Wilson D 4408 N Franklin St
Alston Lenora 1321 West Pike St
Alvarado Jose 719 W Atlantic St
Alvarez Iris 3517 N Marshall St
Amsa Residency Fair 3500 N Brd St St325
Anderson Jean 3427 N 22nd St
Anderson John W Jr 1518 W Erie Ave 3
Anderson Stephanie A 4335 N 9th St
Andrew Louise J 3516 N 23rd St
Andrews Ronald 1537 W Pike St
Aponte Jose 700 W Russell St
Apple Vending Co 188 W Wingohocking St
Arredondo Paulino Pablo A 706 W Bristol St
Arredondos Grocery 706 W Bristol St
Arroyo Gladys E, Miguel A 702 W Tioga St
Aspira Inc of Pennsylvania 4322 N 5th St 3rd Fl
Atessa Inc 1801 Ctland St
Austin Keith 2120 W Pacific St
Avery Nathan 4501 N 17th St
Azr Property Investment 3565 N 7th St
Baker Russell 3522 N Carlisle St
Baker Shirley 1817 W Ontario St
Bakers Funeral Home PO Box 38015
Bakr Delaine Abu 3434 Old York Rd
Baldwin Walter 4649 N Brd St
Ballard Vanessa 1520 Ruffner St
Banks Jesse W III, Genice 4324 N Franklin St
Barin Mervin 4207 N 8th St
Barth Catherine 1430 Blavis St
Battle Louise 4047 Old York Rd
Battnivk Sadie 1752 W Juniata St
Baugh Viola 3730 N Sydenham St
Baxter Arletta M 3517 N Sydenham St
Baxter Sherries A 1942 W Westmoreland St
Beaman Anthony T 4525 N 13th St Apt 2
Beatrice Estate O 1329 Rising Sun Ave
Becker Dorothy 3910 Fairhill
Beckett Evangeline 4355 N 7th St
Beideman Florence 3410 N Resse St
Bell Tillie 4512 N Palethorp St
Bellwood Financial Enter 4647 N 5th St
Benedetti Lena 3652 N Lawrence St
Benjamn Richard 4421 N 3rd St
Bennett Jean D 3863 N Park Ave
Bennett Ralph 3816 Gratz St
Berberena Kristina 3430 N American St
Bergen Martin 2214 Ruffner St
Berkeley William 3216 N 15th St
Berkley Gladys 3216 N 15th St
Bernard Anthony E, Eleanor 3709 Schuyler St
Bestjames Nikkia K 4414 Old York Rd
Beta 2 Power of Ten Club Darryl Richardson Pres
4632 N 12th St
Bettiker Robert Dr 3401 N Brd St Parkinson Pavillion
Ste 500
Bishop John L, Ruth 1356 Jerome St
Blake Herbert, Laura 3816 N 18th St
Blakeney Winyard 2104 W Venango St Apt 405
Boggs Leroy 1955 Vrunner St
Booker Myron S 1723 W Tioga St
Boria Gilbert 4425 N Marshall St
Bottoms Charles A, Rebecca 4035 N Brd St
Bowman Anthony J 3904 Pulaski Ave
Boyd Jeannette 4239 N Hicks St
Boyer Elizabeth E 1717 W Hunting Park Ave Apt 80
Boyer Yvette 3860 N 13th St
Brady John H 3431 N Howard St
Brady William Temple Uni School of Medicine
1316 W Ontario St
Branche Walter L 1852 Brunner St
Braswell Christopher 423 W Annsbury St
Brickhouse Melissa K 4549 N 16th St
Bridge Cheryl 5477 Euclid St
Brinson Hightowe R 4513 N Uber St Apt 2
Broad And Pike Motors Inc 1405 W Pike St
Broadst Assoc LLC 250913 N 1107 W Erieave
Brogden Matthew 3415 N Front St
Brooks Charles, James 3316 N 20th St
Brown Anthony 4649 N 13th St
Brown Charles T 1937 Rowan St
Brown Corey 1523 N 20th St
Brown Lola 4414 N Cleveland St
Brown Mary 2044 Dennie St
Brown Mollie M 1531 W Tioga St Apt 406
Brownlee Jonathan 4319 N Marshall St
Bruce Naomi 1417 W Pacific St
Bullard Shawn C 4437 N Colorado St
Bullard Vincent 1923 Airdrie St
Bullins Gregory 1518 W Erie Ave
Burgos Carmen 258 W Thayer St
Burgos Ramon 542 W Pike St
Burke Anna M 267 W Erie Ave
Burney Frances J 3831 N 15th St
Burrel Marian 3847 N 17th St
Burton Dorothy 3809 N 10th St
Butler Anna 3234 N 13 St
Butler Robert A 3738 N Sydenham St
Byrd Beverly 3809 N 19th St
Byron Johnson 4236 N Carlisle St
Calloway Berard 4551 N 16th St
Campbell El James, Donna 2121 Ontario St Apt 1−A
Caraballo Anthony 3323 N Front St
Caraballo Hector L 3734 N 5th St
Cardona Efre Jr, Efre L 4220 N 6th St
Carmen Saffren 3735 N Delhi St
Carmona Christopher 3417 N Howard St
Carter Audrey M 4733 N 15th St
Carter Blanche V 3837 N 16th St
Carter Julie 1327 Kerbaugh St
Cartr George III 4733 N 15th St
Casasanto Catherine 1637 W Wyoming Ave
Cassell Angelina, Dominic 3336 N 11th St
Catherine C Martin 3318 N 11th St
Caudle Heath A 1841 W Venango St
Cave Hycinthia 1928 W Venango St
Center 4000 N 9th St 2nd Fl
Chandler Terrell 3841 N Smedley St
Chen Bici 617 W Erie Ave
Childs John J, Anna 3336 N Hope St
Childs Sharon 3416 N 22nd St
Christian Mark 3701 N 19th St
Cieri Frank 3910 Fairhill
Cipparone Grace 24185 22nd St
Citizen Public Adjsuter 1417 W Pacific St
Clark Arthur 1646 Dounton St
Clark Funeral Home 634 40 North 38th St
Clark Roselee 3514 N Carlisle St
Clark Stephina 4634 N Marvine St
Clark William F, Mary 4551 N Gratz St
Clearfield Auto Recycling 532 Annsbury St
Co Mhar I 630 W Roosevelt Blvd
Cobb Brian C 1315 W Roosevelt Blvd
Cobb Mahlon 2243 W Hunting Park Apt B
Cochran Steven 5026 Ditman St
Coffee Kevin 3830 N Darien St
Coleman Richard H 3422 N 18th St
Coleman Tracy S 1612 Rowan St
Coley Clint 3540 N 19th St
Collazo Raymond 4325 N 5th St
Collins Grace A 4241 N Sydenham St
Collins Leo 4629 N Brd St Apt 2
Collins Marie P 2223 Yelland St
Collins William C 3732 N Bouvier St
Colon Antonio 408 W Ctland St
Colon Priscila Liz 3445 N Front St
Community Eye 4000 N 9th St 2nd Fl
Conceicao John 1323 Colwyn St
Condell Rose C 186 W Thelma St
Cone Latanya C 4562 N Mole St
Conley Mildred 3315 N 2nd St
Conner Gussie 2104 W Venango St 3
Contreras David 4420 North 8thst
Cook Janice Elaine 3439 N 15th St
Cooper Louise M 1608 W Butler St
Copeland Junie 3811 N Franklin St
Corbett Gertrude 4649 N Camac St
Cordero Rosario 4310 N Bodine St
Cordero Ruben 4747 Tampa St
Corona Luis 4017 Fairhill St
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Corry Nichea 2017 Rowan St
Cortez Adriana 3448 N Hope St
Cosme Garcia Miguel 3248 N Marshall St
Cotto Miguel Jr 3645 N 9th St
Cotton Izona Maria G 1014 W Ontario St
Crenshaw James R 3848 N 16th St
Crisps Ricardo 1630 S 7th St
Cromartie Alexander 3846 N Park Ave
Crovetti James 128 Mcclellan St
Crowder George 2219 W Ontario St
Crump Harlee 4647 N 13th St
Cruz Alisha 4249 N Hicks St
Cruz Christine 4339 N 7th St
Cruz Flor 3503 N9th St
Cruz Luis 3225 N 7th
Cruz Roberto 3859 N 6th St
Cruz Serafin 4338 N 3rd St
Curry Richard 1349 Colwyn St
Cuyjet Aloysius B 3823 N Sydenham St
Dagney Isabella Est 1622 W Butler St
Damascceno Andrea 804 W Roosevelt Blvd
Dantley Elizabeth 1518 W Erie Ave 3
Davis Agnes 3937 N Delhi St
Davis Angel 1209 Hilton St
Davis Betty D 3844n Gratz St
Davis Darlene L 1431 W Cayuga St
Davis Raheem 1313 Jerome St
Davis Ziegler W 4254 N 15th St
Dawson Jasmine 3543 N 21st St
Deckard John 1603 W Tioga St
Decker John 3755 N 5th St
Dedmon Jeremiah 3740 N Carlisle St
Deetz Wendell 4508 N Carlisle St
Dejesus Caroline 717 W Erie Ave
Dejesus Gloria 3554 N Wrnock St
Dejesus Jacqueline 2328 8th St
Dejesus Marisol 716 W Atlantic St
Dejosie Patrice 2104 W Venango St Apt 116
Delrosario Adrian 4233 N 6th St
Delrosario Jovanny 4255 N 6th St
Dental Practice Mgmt Study 3340 N Brd St 200
Deperro Rose M 1127 W Westmoreland St
Desjesus Juan 857 W Russell St
Deutsche Bank Natl Trust Co 3845 N Marshall St
Devaughn Dioul 519 W King St
Devero Marvin 1350 W Lycoming St
Diaz Jose M 4027 N Franklin St
Diaz Maria 436 W St Lukes St
Dillard Karizma 3559 N 5th St
Dilliplane Glenn 2107 W Tioga St
Dimalanta Theodore 4226 N American St
Dionisio Felix MD 516 W Erie Ave
Diosmery Beauty Salo 3901 N 7th St
Ditter Dorothy 906 Erie Ave
Dixon Ernestine B 1332 Blavis St
Dolberry Thelma 1717 W Hunting Park Ave
Dougherty Bldg Construction 3882 84 Blaine St
Dougherty Wincen 1622 W Butler St
Dove Robert 4525 N 2th St
Duarte Edin 4146 N 8th St
Duarte Jose 3547 N 2nd St
Dubin Leon, Rose 3347 N Mascher St
Duceman Maria R 436 W Wyoming Ave
Duffy Anna R 427 W Raymond St
Dunbar Geraldine 1717 W Hunting Park Ave Apt 61
Duncan Charley 1624 W Erie Ave
Dupree Jerome 2100 W Venango St
Duran Alberto 735 N Erie Ave
Durham Jacob 4545 N Colorado St
Dyson Samuel 1531 W Tioga St Apt 319
Edwards Marvin 2101 W Westmoreland St
Efco Importers Edith Frieland 3539 N 8th St
Eiland Reginald 3732 N 15th St 3rd Flr
Elder Gordon J 4250 N 6th St
Eliseo Rosa 3712 N Dandol
Ellison W J 4322 Wayne Ave
Emeric Jose O 3440 N Mascher St
Emery John 2129 Bellevue St
Emery Maggie Est 2129 Bellevue St
Esperanza 4261 N 5th St 2nd Fl
Espino Cipriano 1003 W Erie Ave
Estrada Jose 3544 N Randolph St
Evans Johnathan 1527 W Westmoreland St
Evans Ronald 4427 N Cleveland St
Extreme Auto Body 4200 N 5th St
Family Car & Limo 3858 N 5th St
Fannan Patrick J 4409 N 7th St
Farnum Gladys J 4514 N Smedley St
Farrell John 2623 N 6th St
Feketics Rose 4010 N 6th St
Feliciano Hector 3244 Phillip St
Fennell Calvin 1933 W Bristol St
Ferrell Russell 4433 N 18th St Apt 2
Feulner Alvin K 4207 N 16th St
Fields Michael A 1329 Mcferran St
Figueroa James 3947 N 9th St
Figueroa Lenis 302 E Roosevelt Blvd
Figueroa Marcial 4128 N Reese St
Figueroa Melvin 102 W Wyoming Ave 1
Finley Gerald 1938 W Erie Ave
Fischer Saulsbury Charlvetta A 1746 W Pacific St
Fitts Marian, Darryl 4436 N 3rd St
Fletcher Dorothy Plymouth Hall Apts No 312
2201 W Venango St
Flowers Stephen M 3822 N Brd St
Fonseca David 521 W Luray St
Fordham Samuel 3515 N 18th St
Fortune Antoinette 3758 N Bouvier St
Forty Ayron 3760 N 9th St Apt 1
Forty Iris 3760 N 9th St
Foskey Bruce 4242 Old Your Rd Apt 1
Foster Gary 3223 N Brd St Ste 175
Fox Henrietta 3947 N 8th St
Fox Marcus 2101 W Venango St Apt C12a
Frank Page Funeral Home Jr 1748 W Erie Ave
Franklin William Rufus 1948 Brunner St
Frantz Edward, Ellen 3308 N Fairhill St
Frederick Hayden 1446 W Lycoming St
Frey James, Cora 245 E Thayer St
Frize Frances 3328 N Howard St
Fruit of the Vine Childcare Center 4612 4614 N Brd St
Fullenwellen Dalassie 3220 N 15th St
Fuller Carol, I 3840 N 8th St
G Frank Page Funeral Home 1748 W Erie Ave
Gabriel Freddie 4118 N 7th St
Gaines David N 1316 Jerome St 1
Galimoreroberts Melanie J 3860 N Sydenham St
Galloway Pamela 1224 W Lycoming St
Garner Anna 4643 Old York Rd
Gayton Ismael 3430 N American St
Gessner George 710 Rising Sun Ave
Getwell Pharmacy 4511 N 5th St
Giba Michael 1720 W Juniata St
Gibbs Farnum Reinaldo A 4514 N Smedley St
Gibbs Leon A PO Box 9786
Gil Ivan 3509 N 8th St
Gilbert Vandelia 3722 N 15th St
Gilger Robert E, Hannah J 4524 N 19th St
Ginyard Lorraine G 3827 N 17th St
Giraud Geran 4157 N Franklin St
Gise Ehtel G 1420 Blavis St
Gnp Multimedia Inc 544 46 Rising Sun Ave
Gonzalez Norma R 1703 W Tioga St Apt 1
Gordon Robert B 724 W Lycoming St
Gordy Howard 3441 N 18th St
Gorkoyah James 1925 W Airdrie St
Graham Lamar 703 W Annsbury St
Gray Allen C 1143 W Tioga St
Green Elsie 1535 Hunting Park
Green Vivian 3415 N 22nd St
Greene John 3761 N Gratz St
Greene Mae 3735 N 16th St
Greer Meichlene Est 3828 N 16th St
Grimes Bernice 4641 N 13th St
Gross Marvin 5605 Master St
Gruss Helen A 1412 Kerbaugh St
Guevara Rivera Carmen 4244 N Bodine St
Guth Bruce 1635 N 22nd St
Hace Mgmt Co 167 W Allegheny Ave
Hackett Robertha 3826 N Park Ave
Hagans Lamar 1540 W Tioga St
Hales Alfred E 4536 Rising Sun Ave
Hall Bruce D 1703 W Tioga St
Hammock Roger V 3825 N Delhi St
Hammond Teri R 3632 N 11th St
Hannon Daveda 1300 Wagner Ave 2nd Fl
Haqq Hasan 3714 N 15th St
Harding Maria 2131 W Pacific St
Harley Sharif 4405 N Franklin St
Harling Fannie 3335 N 15th St
Harmon Evelyn Mae 2122 W Ontario St
Harris Daryll 1739 W Dounton St
Harris General Contracting 1739 W Dounton St
Harris Terri 3834 N 2nd St
Harrison Danielle 2239 W Ontario St
Hartigan Ida 4129 N Marshall St
Harvard Anne 4603 13th St N
Harvin Sean A 3410 N 16th St
Harvin Sharee M 3410 N 16th St
Haven Hart Day Care 4523 N Smedley St
Hawkins Edward 4531 Colorado St
Hawkins Linwood 3425 N Smedley St
Haymes Denita 2123 W Tioga St
Henry Judith 735 W Russell St
Hernandez Antonio 3935 N 10th St
Hernandez Glendaliz 3820 N 8th St
Hernandez Mirran 3426 N Marshall St
Hernandez Oscar 438 W Assbury St
Herring Lorraine 3827 N 17th St
Higgins Alice 199 Tiber St
Himmelsbach Catherine, Adam, George 4160 Frankline
Hinds Lora A 733 W Erie Ave
Hinton Sakinah 1016 N Schiller St
Hofmann William, Conrad 4265 N Fairhill St
Hofmann William, Joan 4265 N Reese St
Holder Michael 4535 Uber St
Hollinger Bernadine 160 W Thelma St
Holmes Cynthia 162 W Raymond St
Holmes Eric 2107 W Tioga St
Holmes Mary J 735 W Russell St
Horn Luella 1841 W Tioga St
Horn Luella 3231 N Woodstock St
Hourigan James E 3339 Mutter St
Houser Eugene 3447 N Carlisle St
Howell Cheryl 443 W Airdrie St
Hughes Anne 3324 N Hope St
Hunter Melvyn L 3838 N 17th St
Hurtado Marina 3841 Darian St
Hutchinson Jane 3834 N 10th St
Hutchinson Nadra 1717 W Hunting Park Ave Apt 80
Hyman Wallace 3304 N 16th St
I Fix Your House Dot Com 1142 W Venango St
Ilarraza Ariel 4434 N 4th St
Incollingo Vincent 3265 N Marshall St
Ingram Sideem T 4210 N Hicks St
Isiugoabanihe Uche C 3323 N Park Ave 1 Rear
J J Towing 3920 Germantown Ave
Jackson Jasmine 3241 N Phillip St
Jackson Shakeeta 3835 N Franklin St
Jackson Wayne 4628 Old York Rd Apt 2
Jamison Florence 4020 Old York Rd
Jankowski Joseph J 1750 W Juniata St
Jankowski Joseph J 1752 W Juniata St
Jarrett Bedelia 2113 W Erie Ave
Javed Iqbal DDS Assoc Pc 4104 N 5th St
Jeanes Hospital 3509 N Brd St Legal Dept
Jefferson Erma 1520 Ruffner St
Jefferson Hakim 1436 W Venango St
Jenkins Celia A 1520 Ruffner St
Jenkins Gladys 1420 W Pacific St
Jenkins Joseph 1800 W Ontario St
Jenkins Roberta 3450 N Brd St
Jimenez Rodriguez Julio L 4351 N Franklin St
Jimenez Rosa M 443 Blavis St
Johnson Curtis 4239 N Hicks
Johnson Cynthia 3544 N Camac St
Johnson Diane D 701 W Annsbury St
Johnson Franklin Est, Willie J 1223 W Tioga St
Johnson Kianna 3339 N 16th St
Johnson Leroy E 2104 W Venango St Apt 520
Johnson Michael 4535 N 18th St
Johnson Nathaniel 3435 N 21st St
Johnson Sheila 1829 W Venango St
Johnson Terrance 3638 N Sydenham St
Johnson Warren B N 21st St
Jones Annie C PO Box 38016
Jones Csmith 1434 Jerome St
Jones Madison Jr 3621 N Camac St
Jones Pauline F 4537 N 19th St
Jordan Ervin J 629 W Wingohocking St
Jordan Hortense 2108 W Tioga St
Jordon Felton 3819 N 17th St
Jose Grocery Store 3920 N 9th St
Josephs Auto Repair Collision Joseph Aviv
3913 Germantown Ave
Joyner Ebony 1328 Jerome St
Joyner Stephanie 3858 Pulaski Ave
Junes Vincent 4024 N Darien St
Kean Kevin 2125 Tioga St Apt 6
Keels Danny 2nd Fl Rear 3325 N Park Ave
Kellermeyer Ryan E 4441 N 9th St
Kemp Andrew 1713 W Bristol St
Kieslich Richard 425 W Wingohocking St
Kitchen Timothy 638 W Venango St
Knight Allen R 3524 N 24 St
Knight Jimmy 4514 N 12th St
Knox Mcdowell Khafi 4108 6th St
Kolbmann Frances 2120 W Tiogo St
Koonce Louise 4612 Old York Rd
Kraekel Emil F 3441 Germantown Ave
Kunigus Willetta M 3955 N 6th St
Kunz Elizabeth 4239 N Fairhill St
L And C Investment Group LLC 2101 W Hunting Park Ave
Laboy Frankie Melecio 4056 N 8th St
Lacey Charlotte, James 1428 W Venango St
Ladoux Lucien Est 618 W Annsbury St
Landers Khalia M 1235 W Venango St Apt B
Landis Robert D, Ruth 3557 N Warnock St
Lane Kevin 4541 N Camac St
Lanier Hykeem 124 W Willard St
Larraga Rene 4216 N American St
Lawson Deborah 3421 N 10th St
Leatherman Howard 3212 N 17th St
Lee Florence 2013 W Ontario St
Lee Siufung 114 W Luray St
Lee Troy 3630 N 11th St
Letona Rolando Guillermo 719 W Ontario St
Levin Mark S 3442 Dillman St
Lewis Aqila 1238 W Hilton St Apt 2
Lewis Joseph 3632 N 19th St 3rd Fl
Lewis Mary F 2201 W Venango St
Lewis Theodore 618 W Roosevelt Blvd
Linder Reginald 4034 N Reese St
Little Harry 3635 N 22nd St
Littlepage Robert 4227 N Hicks St
Llanos Luis L 910 W Tioga St
Lodge Lillian M 229 W Wyoming Ave
Logan Helen F 606 W Annsbury St
Lopez Delilah 605 W Venango St
Lou And Choo Enter 2103 W Hunting Park Ave
Loux Samuel 3411 N 17th St
Lugo Cassetty 3446 N Bodine St
Lugo Rolando A 4248 N 8th St
Lyghts Rosevel 3723 N 15th St
Mack Carl 4038 N 8th St
Madera Anamaria M 3345 N Front St
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Madison Kairi 55 N 40th St
Maier Mazie J 3842 N 17th St
Malson Kyle 3252 N Carlisle St
Manick Ola 2264 Ruffner St
Marc Marie D 5640 N Warnock St
Marcynyszyn Anna 611 W Annsbury St
Marles Christopher 172 W Atlantic St
Marrero Nicholas 4037 N Franklin St
Marshall Mildred 3537 N 15th St
Martin Sharene 5116 N Camac St
Martinez Ismael 4304 N Darien St
Martinez Jose 417 W Venango
Martinez Michael 4432 N 5th St
Martinez Patricia L 4027 N 8th St
Martinez Zanaida 416 Annsbury St
Martini Pierina 3850 N Reese St
Mascovics Florence 4059 N Marshall St
Masluk Alexander Jr 537 W Westmoreland St
Massey Grace E, David 3746 N 18th St
Mateka Frank 1742 W Pacific St
Mcafee Bilal 178 W Luray St
Mccorkel Ronald 2040 W Rowan St
Mccorkle Maurice 2040 Rowan St
Mccoy John, Lola 1324 Victoria St
Mccoy Rodney D 43−29 N 15th St Apt Ste 3rd Fl
Mccray Willie J 3716 N Carlisle St
Mcdaniel Larue 1526 Kerbaugh St
Mcdaniels Ron 3427 N 19th St
Mcfadden Nathaniel 4012 Nice St
Mcgarth John 199 Tiber St
Mcglone Quentin 1625 St Paul St
Mcmickens Olga 1831 W Erie Ave
Mcneil Jeffrey 3211 N 6th St
Mcnulty Leroy H 2204 W Erie Ave
Mcsloy Frances G 927 W Erie Ave
Median Rachel 636 W Tioga St
Mee Thomas A, Marie 3331 N 17th St
Melendez Claribel 727 W Russell St
Melendez Miguel 3624 N Darien St
Melendez Orlando 3938 N 7th St
Meltzer Joel 1327 Roosevelt Ave
Mendez Jose 4010 N Reese St
Mendez Juan 2112 E York St
Mendez Maria 4010 N Reese St
Mendoza Rafaela 3856 N 5th St
Merced Luis 528 Lycoming St
Mesuna John 4227 N Hicks St
Mezquita Cornelio 4039 N 7th St
Milan Jennifer 4418 N Marshall St
Miller Herman 4030 Old York Rd
Miller Inez 1346 W Lycoming St
Miro Agustin 5614 Chetlenhan St
Mitchell Anthony 4046 N Darien St
Mitchell Fajr 3240 North 13th St
Mitchell Myranda 3562 N Randolph St
Mobley Keith 3735 18th St N
Moeller Helen T 4413 N Orianna St
Monroy Jamie 3244 2nd St
Montes Virgen 644 W Tusculum St
Montgomery Kyshima 3631 N 15th St
Montijo Efrain 3211 N Reese St
Moore Charles H, Jane 3511 N Front St
Morales Herminio B 4322 N 8th St
Morales Liset 3945 N Franklin St
Morales Luz 3426 N Hope St
Moralidad Mercedes 940 W Lycoming St
Morrisey Joseph J 1722 Juanita
Moultrie Jame 4456 N 20th St
Mozee Emerson 4238 Old York Rd
Muhaimin Nadir 3441 N Phillip St
Muhr William J Est 4113 N Fairhill St
Munoz Lizette 3948 N 6th St
Murray John E Jr, Dorothy E 3408 N Randolph St
Nash Glenn P, Joyce PO Box 38098
Nash Wilson 1912 W Pacific St
Nathan Avery Deli 4501 N 17th St
Naylor Holton Jr 3541 N Gratz St
Neal Bernadette 4514 Smedley St
Neely David P 3213 N Carlisle St
Negron Sixto 176 W Luray St
Nelson Cuello Isla Travel 544 Rising Sun Ave
Nelson Nora A 164 W Wyoming Ave
Newton Alvin A 3836 N Sydenham St
Nicholas John J MD Temple Univ Hosp Dept of Phy Med
Rehab 3401 N Brd St
Nicolas Elizabeth 4401 W Franklin St
Nieves Lucy 301 W Wyoming Ave
Nieves Tayane 250 W Ontario St
Nieves William S 4643 Marvin St
Northington Michael PO Box 38206
Nueva Esperanzo 4261 N Fifth St
Nunez Gonzalez Pedro 710 W Russell
Nunez Hector 3523 N Randolph St
Nursery Supplies 603 W Annsbury St
Nursery Supplies Inc 603 W Annsbury St
Ohalloran Mary Ellen 3308 N Fairhill St
Oliver Willie 3322 N Park Ave
Opportunities Towers 1717 W Hunting Park Ave Tower 1
Opportunities Towers 1727 W Hunting Park Ave Tower 2
Opportunity Aging Housing Corp 1717 W Hunting Park Ave
Oquendo Edwin 632 W Bristol St
Ortiz Carmen 3814 Franklin St
Osborne Wallace E 4451 N Uber St
Otis Peter T 3307 N Park Ave
Pace Steven, Marie 4550 N 18th St
Padilla Jose 3430 N 6th St
Paez Caren 3322 N Hope St
Palumbo Levia 3850 N Fairhill St
Palumbo Levia, Evia 3850 N Fairhill St
Pantoja Antonia, Orlando Rendon 4322 N 5th St 3rd Fl
Paralta Fransi 3901 7st
Park Leena 1514 W Westmoreland St 2
Parker Jason 4937 N Uber St
Parks Celestine 1726 W Tioga St
Pasquale Annette L 3407 N 11th St
Patterson Anthony 1729 W Bristol St
Patterson Dawn 4154 N 8th St
Patterson Kimberly 3922 N 8th St
Patterson Mary E Est 1333 Kerbaugh
Payne Theodore, Susan PO Box 4487
Payton Joseph W 1510 W Westmoreland St 3rd
Payton Walter E, Jeanette 4634 N Camac St
Peaches Horace 4519 N 16th St
Pearson Wilbert 4546 N 17th St
Pena Efrain 3447 N 2nd St
Perez Antonio 4430 Reese St
Perez Colon Elizabeth 3445 N Front St
Perez Daniel 3808 N Marshall St
Perezlafontaine Adali 3952 North Percy St
Peterkin Mildred B 3334 N Bouvier St
Peterman Waverly 3919 N Delhi St
Petersen Shirley C 4316 N Hicks St
Pham Tam A 4500 N 20th St
Philadelphia James F 3723 N Gratz St
Phillips Jefferson 3842 N Smedley St
Phillips Margaret A 3339 Mutter St
Pierson Leila M 1936 W Carey St
Pietkowski Robert 1932 Dalkeith St
Pietrowski Frances G 2016 W Hunting Park Ave
Pittman Sherna 3818 N Sydenham St
Pizarro Vincent, Sonia 3322 N Mascher St
Podulka Walter J 4565 N 19th St
Polk Kathryn Est 4244 N Park Ave
Pontarelli Louise, Frank 545 W Butler St
Porter Alfred 1431 W Jerome St
Porter Madeline 4415 N 8th St
Pough Maurice 7000 Ardleigh St
Preston Janvia 4254 N 8th St
Priester Louise 1936 W Willard St
Pruitt Mildred 3626 N 7th St
Pryor Blaine 1529 W Erie Ave
Puccio Ethel 4421 N 9th St
Pugh Edna 1747 St Paul St
Purcell Helen 3307 N 37th St
Purcell Tire Co 4100 N American St
Putorak Alexander B 3251 N Marshall St
Quaresima Edward J 3407 N 11th St
Quinitchette Joseph 3641 N Marvine St
Quinn Carmen 3828 N Darien St
Quinn Margaret 4440 N Cleveland St
Rainbow Reflections Assoc Lc 2114 W Tioga St
Ramirez Rafael 406 W Cayuga St
Ramos Jose 4232 N Oriana St
Ramos Nelson 4215 N Fairhill St
Ramos Noemi 4124 N Franlkins St
Rana Mohammed 3310 N 18th St
Ransom John M 3419 N 22nd St
Ratay Stella 1735 W Juniata St
Raven Beulah 3404 N 19th St
Rawls Charles S 2243 W Ontario St
Ray Kecia 4320 N Darien St
Razado Gilberto 3821 N 9th St
Reading Alice 3834 Germantown Ave
Redding James 1803 W Venango St
Redding Joseph 3834 Germantown Ave
Redfield Velma 3733 N 18th St
Reed Beatrice 3307 N 37th St
Reese Maria Mcintyre, Johnny L 4355 N 7th St
Reeves Claudette L PO Box 4411
Reid Georgia 3244 N Reese St
Reinaldo Figueroa 4054 N Reese St
Rendon Orlando F Jr 4322 N 5th St 3rd Fl
Renfro Mary 4421 N 9th St
Retrille Jennie 3936 N 6th St
Reustle Elizabeth, Daniel J 3220 N Randolph St
Reyes Anibal 3904 N Marshall St
Reyes Baudilio 4524 N 11th St
Reyes Gelio Alberto 414 W Cayuga St
Reyes Sanchez Angie 4456 N Gratz
Rice George W 3212 N Reese St
Richard J Hunigman Esq Her 701 W Annsbury St
Riley Franklin 4153 N Darien St
Rincon Victor 814 W Lehigh Ave
Rios Jose 3922 N Marshall St
Rivera Carmen 3735 N Delhi St
Rivera Jose A 4104 N Darien St
Rivera Luis 3825 N 5th St 2nd Fl
Rivera Maria Natal 3952 N 7th St
Rivera Ortiz Roberto Carlos 3237 N Howard St
Rivera Veronica 4042 N 6th St
Rivera Victor 636 W Roosevelt Blv
Rivera Yaminey 800 W Tioga St
Robbins Alice L 4340 N 16th St
Robbins Robert 3546 N 6th St
Roberts Matthew 4033 Old York Rd
Robertson Jay 3311 N 21st St
Robinson Clinton L 1915 W Erie Ave Apt 1
Robinson Johnny 3845 N 10th St
Robles Cynthia E 3227 N 6th St
Robles Jose 343 E Louden St
Rod Albert 4056 N Fairhill St
Rodriguez 600 W Bristol St
Rodriguez Agustin 3316 N 2nd St
Rodriguez Anabel 3342 N Philliphs St
Rodriguez Arsenio 4600 Palethrop St
Rodriguez Daniel 645 W Schiller St
Rodriguez Eda 3220 07 Th St
Rodriguez Eduardo 4029 N Franklin St
Rodriguez Elia M 3813 N Marshall St
Rodriguez Jose L 4248 N Reese St
Rodriguez Marcelina 1405 W Pike St
Rodriguez Maria 3609 N Percy St
Rodriguez Nicolas M 631 W Wingohocking St
Rodriguez Omaira 3224 Mascher St N
Rodriquez Angelo 4457 4th St N
Rogers Herbert 3723 N 18th St
Rojas Angel 3731 N 5th St
Rollinson Willie N, Melvin Drayton
Roman Diana 187 W Tioga St
Roman Santiago Carlos 3426 N Marshall St
Rosa Jeanette 3756 N Darien St
Rostislaw Pacowski Ta Ross Bar 100 W Wyoming Av 1st Fl
Rouse Antonieta 3535 N 17th St
Rozs Spot 4452 N 15th St
Ruffin Daisy 801 W Winghocking St
Ruiz Johanna 3446 N Front St
Ruiz Yamile 4239 N 9th St
Russell Margaret 427 W Raymond St
Rust Construction Corp 4418 N American St
Sadlik Elizabeth L 3846 N 19th St
Sadlik Elizabeth L, Walter J 3636 N 7th St
Saez Angel 424 W Glenwood Ave
Sample Renel 3827 N Park Ave
Sanchezcastro Dionicio 1119 W Ontario St
Sanders Jarrell 736 E Hilton St
Sandler Robert 3728 N 16th St
Sanjurjo Paula 3829 N Darien St
Santiago Antonio M 440 St Paul St
Santiago Margarita 3626 N 3rd St
Santiago Miguel 3900 N 9th St
Santiago Rosaura 4327 N 5th St
Santiago Sonia 316 W Raymond St
Santiago Wilfredo Solis 613 W Venango St
Santos Elias Yamilex 3661 N 7th St Apt 2 Fl
Satterwhite Virginia, Gilbert 3343 N Bouvier St
Scarborough Janie L 3422 N 23rd St
Schaeffer Elizabeth 4436 N 19th St
Schmidt Rudolph, Edward 4237 N 9th St
Scott Feotis Sr, Nygel 1713 St Paul St
Scott Queen 801 W Winghocking St
Scott Terrance W, Feotis Sr 1713 St Paul St
Scott William PO Box 4474
Sears Ruth 3435 N 23rd St
Section of Orl Temple Univ Sch of Med 3400 N Brd St
Segarro Reynaldo 3342 N Mascher St
Segars Gretta 3612 N 18th St
Seipp Elizabeth, Joan 3713 N Darien
Seller Monteray Jr 1224 W Lycoming St
Serrano Olga 307 W Raymond St
Shade Jacob G 3213 19 N 17th St Apt 1
Shanet Foust 1623 Dounton St
Shinn Thomas 185 W Atlantic St
Shivers Peter D 3541 Old York Rd
Shores Lovilgia 4513 N Gratz St
Shriners Hospitals F Financial Svcs Herb M 3551 N Brd St
Shupe Kathryn E 3612 N Percy
Sierra John 1317 W Erie Ave
Silver Shearer 4122 N 6th St
Simmons Jamahl 4609 N Brd St
Simpson Eric 1910 W Rowan St
Singleton Douglas 3314 N Smedley St
Skyeline Enterprises Inc 4609 N Brd St
Smith Daryl 438 W Raymond St
Smith Deloris 3312 N Smedle St
Smith Edith 242 W Erie Ave
Smith Ernest 4122 N 8th St
Smith Rakiem 4529 N 18th St
Sosa Jaitza I 3852 N Franklin St
Sosa Pagan Marisol 273 W Westmoreland St
Soto Jonathan 3306 N Hartville St
Spurill Edena 3516 N 16th St
Srinivasan Ravikumar 2236 Ruffner St Apt 3b
Stafford Jaime Ford 1925 Palkeith St
Stansbury James 3132 N 29th St
Starks Claudine 2220 W Venango St
Starling Paul Iii 3536 N Gratz St
Ste Marva H 1717 W Hunting Park Ave Apt 724
Stein Margaret E 4341 N Franklin St
Stevens Marva 1717 Hunting Park Ave Apt 724
Stevens Mitchell W 4436 N 15th St
Stokley Eunice 3757 N 18th St
Strand Izetta 4330 N 6th St
Strand Izetta Est 4330 N 6th St
Strickland Charles 1227 W Hilton St
Sumpter Eddie 4533 N 20th St
Sun Tianbao 1358 Colwyn St
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Swalligan Andrew 3602 N 7th St
Swartz Virginia 2640 N 3er St
Szczechowicz S 3344 N Hope St
T And K Enter LLC 4205 N Germantown Ave 1st Fl
Tabarez Jessica 230 W Tioga St
Tapia Carlos 264 W Thayer St
Tarkenton Hazel 4621 N 13th St Apt 1
Tarlton Geraldine, Jerry 3731 N Carlisle St
Taylor James 1213 W Wyoming Ave
Taylor Juanita L 3317 N 16th St
Thomas Edward J 3312 Waterloo St
Thompson Jeffrey PO Box 9728
Thorne Danette C 4237 N 6th St
Thrower William 2121 Venango
Tillman William 1953 W Rowan St
Tirado Gloria 4148 N Reese St
Torres George 3905 N Fairhill St
Torres Jose 721 W Luzerne St
Torres Jose L 3250 N Phillip St
Torres Lydia 3404 Marshall St
Torres Norma Est 3922 N 7th St
Torres Robert J 4550 Rising Sun Ave
Torres Roberto Sr 4216 N 8th St
Torresperez Carmen 3219 N Hancock St Apt No D
Towles Ruth M 1902 W Tiog St
Trieu Trieu DMD Pc 4527 N 5th St
Tucker Jeannett 3521 N Sydenham St
Turner Maggie 1531 West Tioga St
Tyler Alvin 4509 N 17th St
Tyler Ancelina 1819 W Ontario St
Tyler James 4649 N Camac St
Ulrich John R 3419 N 21st St
Unisex Garcia 3808 N Brd St
Upshaw Richard K 4447 N 4th St
Urban Star Productions 2218 W Ontario St
Vaillant Juana 3352 N Front St
Vega Maria 3608 N Marshall St
Velazquez Ramon A 3938 N Reese St
Velez Luis 3445 N 2nd St
Ventour Kathyann 3741 N 18th St
Verrechio John 3410 N 6th St
Verrechio Olivia, John 3410 N 6th St
Victoria Jasmine 4462 N 3rd St
Victory Radio Dispat 1405 W Pike St
Villalbos Jose D 3352 N Howard St
Villalona Yessenia 640 W Lyzenne St
Villar Andres L 4350 N Franklin St
Waddell Clayton 1441 W Kycoming St
Wade Fox Elizabeth 4037 N 12th St
Walker Leangel, Minnie 3605 N 5th St
Walker Minnie 3605 N 5th St
Wallace Frederick 3526 N Front St
Walton Nora 3751 N Bouvier St
Ward Mary 3537 N 15th St
Wardham Minnie 3523 N Marvine St
Warren Enoch 3738 N 18th St
Warren Khayree 2235 W Ontario St
Washington Betty 3747 Pulaski Ave
Washington Sylvia 3821 N 10th St
Waters William, Kenneth 3224 N Hope St
Watson Doris 720 Rising Sun Ave
Watson Micheal 4417 N 17th St
Waugh Steven 2126 Tioga St Apt 2b
Wayne Junction 4500 N 20th St
Weather Willy 2016 W Tioga St
Weinberg Her Atty 3735 N Delhi St
Wells William W Est 3908 Germantown Ave Apt 2
West Naeen 3234 Sydenham St
West Patsy A 3905 N Darien St
Whaley Annie E Est, Annie E 4546 N Gratz St
Whearry Alana S, Erica 4540 N 19th St
White Justin 4538 Brd St N Apt 2
White Kyle 4100 N Darien St
White Sandra 3447 N Carlisle St
Whitfield Mary R 1506 W Tioga St
Whitley Norbert 130 W Luray St
Whittaker Callie M Est 4612 Old York Rd
Why George 4117 N Reese St
Wiggins Rasheen R 3248 Goodman St
Wilder Elizabeth 3848 N 16th St
Wiley Alberta 4561 N 16th St
Williams Andre 1917 W Venango St
Williams Diamond 3310 N Smedley St
Williams Donald D 4540 N Brd St
Williams Frank 4513 N Hicks St
Williams Gale 2104 W Venango St Apt 203
Williams Giavanna 4221 N 6th St
Williams Jerry 3505 N 13th St
Williams Leslie 6006 N 19th St
Williams Lindsay 4255 N 7th St
Williams Mary 189 Saber St
Williams Patrice 1705 W Juniata St
Williams Rene 2319 W Tioga St
Williamson Kattie M PO Box 4468
Willis Thomas 4653 N 16th St
Wilson Edith R 2319 W Tioga St
Wilson Wallace Jr 4623 N Brd St Apt 2 Front
Wingfield Charles 1329 Jerome St
Wisseh Harriet 3556 N 23rd St
Wloczynska Teresa 4525 N Smedley St
Wm Distributor 3447 N 2nd St 3a
Wong Kim 3325 W Allegeheney Ave
Wood Albert 1934 W Willard St
Wood Mary E 1531 Tioga St
Woods Iona 3754 N 10th St
Woods Jeffery 186 Tiber St
Woods Michelle 4225 N 9th St
Woody Carolyn V 3334 N Bouvier St
Wooten Ronald J PO Box 9813
Wynne Jerome 4519 N 20th St
Yancey Lloyd Jr 3750 N 18th St
Yang Zhong G 3700 N Randolph St
Young Anthony D 4541 N 20th St
Young Jimmy 3425 N 21st St
Young Sam A 4525 N Smedley St
Young Sylvia W 1125 W Erie Ave
Zazezory Ludwik 1958 W Hunting Park Ave
Zeidan Ibtisam A 3935 N Fairhill St
Zindon Manuel L 1030 W Russell St
Philadelphia Pa 19141
Ace Public Adjusters 5830 N Camac St
Aemctelecom Dept Gratz Bldg 107f 1000 Tabor Rd
Alexander Jenell 1823 Glenifer St
Alfroukh Khalifa 4842 Old York Rd 1st Pl
Alkhalifa Najla 1900 W Olney Ave 102a
All Cellular Philadelphia Inc Muhammad Baker
5619 N Brd St
Allen Stanley 5741 N 17th St
Allen Tracy E 5115 N 16th St
Alpha 1 Power Ten Club 1930 Spencer St
Andrews Cecelia 6346 North 18th St
Arjona Carlo F 1817 Nedro Ave
Ashton Leon D 1828 Church Ln
Austin Deborah 5423 N 11th St
Bailey James Est 1416 W Clearfield St Apt 104k
Bailey Mary 1100 W Duncannon Ave
Banks Mary 5501 N 11th St Ste 1206
Barbour Brenda J 1815 Chew Ave
Barnes Diane, James 5014 N Marvine St
Barr Donte 5307 N 13th St
Barr Nicole L 1913 Medary Ave
Bates Amanda 1113 Windrim Ave
Beanche Nicole 5622 N 12 Th St
Beauford Bernard 4928 N 12th St
Beckett Surmency 5924 N 10th St
Becton Jane 4701 N 13th St
Bell John 1616 W Sparks St
Bell John Estate 1616 W Sparks St
Bell Kathryn 1817 Nedro Ave
Bellamy Nathaniel PO Box 21308
Berger Christine, Lovey 1609 W Grange Ave
Berger Lovey E, Christine 1609 W Grange St
Berrios Efrain 6056 N 10th St
Beta 1 Power of Ten Club Maude Small 1980 Spencer St
Bieler Helen M 1903 Medary Ave
Bird Malik 1628 Church Ln
Blount Yolanda P 1801 Glenifer St
Blu Hawk Uniforms Betty Blue 5914 N 11th St
Blue Lennie E 5744 N 12th St
Bolden Howard C 6007 N Warnock St
Bolden Theresa Lj, Robert 5301 N 12th St
Bonel Medical Equip 4817 N Brd St
Booth Arlene D 4837 N 9th St
Boykin Geraldine 1422 Clearview St Bldg J 407
Bracey Cookie 5909 N Park Ave
Bradford Joseph III 1430 W Chew Ave
Bradford Rhonda 1300 Lindley
Bradford Robert Jr 1429 Nedro Ave
Briggs Seannie 4737 N Camac St
Brinson Dianne 4822 N Carlisle St
Broad & Grange Pharmacy 5751 N Brd St
Brock Elaine 5035 N 9th St
Brockington Amber H 1434 W Nedro Ave
Brooks Barbara E 1738 Belfield Ave
Brooks Mildred 4938 N Uber St
Brown Antonia M 1804 Roselyn St
Brown Edward T 4810 N 9th St
Brown George 1327 W Louden St
Brown George 1707 Widener Pl
Brown Mckinley, Darcel 1973 W Spencer St
Brown Robert 1104 W Duncannon
Brown Ruth, Margaret 5600 N Warnock St
Bryant Latreece D 5830 N 16th St
Burnett Tamarra D 6031 N Brd St
Burrow Sofia G 6032 Park Ave
Byrd Carolyn 1501 W Chew St
Campbell Yvonne 1320 W Somerville Ave Apt 322
Campbell Yvonne V 6143 Old York Rd B14
Carlo Arjona for Melvyn Hunter 1817 W Nedro Ave
Carter Katty 1803 W Albanus St
Carter Lucy 1636 Champlost Ave
Castor Contractor, Halid Kumal 7244 Castor Ave 33
Cenord Nadine 4818 N 15th St
Chambers Zachary 5935 Chester Ave
Champlost Realty Partners 6000 N Brd St
Charles Frances 1801 Glenifer St
Charley Bs Bar & Grille 4948 N Brd St
Chesson Trevor 1305 W Godfrey Ave
Christopher Gro 1540 W Ruscomb St
Citifinancial 5943 N Camac St
Citizen Public Adjusters 4900 N Hutchinson St
Clanton Johnnie Jr 5830 N Camac St
Clark Cecelia J 1205 Windrim Ave
Clark Tyrone 1801 Glenifer St
Coger Eddie J 4925 N Marvine St
Cole Dorothy P 1316 Wagner Ave
Coleman Frances 4809 N Hutchinson St
Coleman Maria G 5433 N Marvine St
Collins John 6301 N 10th St
Connor Janet 5746 N Park Ave Basement
Cooper Latwan 1700 Roselyn St
Corbin Gladys 1619 Conlyn St
Cosmos Collision Inc 4800 N 19th St
Costello Joseph E 4825 Old York Rd
Crockett Victoria L 5771 Kemble Ave
Cruz G 5617 N 13th St
Cucetta Angelina 4935 N 17th St
Cyrus Robert 1602 Stenton Ave
Daniels Helen 6004 Ogontz Ave
Daniels May S 4938 N Uber St
Dashiell Dorothea 5943 N 12th St
Davey Vivian 6000 N 9th St
Davis Christopher 4823 N Sydenham St
Davis Jane 4732 N 15th St
Davis Jane Estate 4732 N 15th St
Davis Lloyd L 5318 N 15th St
Davis Mary L 6250 N 15th St
Davis Morissa Perkins 1510 Roselyn St
Dawes Sarah A 6255 N Bouvier St
Dean Richard Vickie 5943 N Camac St
Dewees Ruth E 5719 N Park Ave
Dillon Catherine 4925 N 16th St
Divers Dwayne 1420 Widener Pl Apt 2
Dong Zhida 4862 N Brd St
Douglass E 5914 N 19th St
Downs Elizabeth F 1614 Nedro Ave
Drake Monique A 5214 N 15th St
Dukes Doris, Tracy 1606 W Sparks St
Durnham Hattie 6255 N Bouvier St
Edwards Helen L 1938 W Spencer St
Egan Elizabeth 6359 Old York Rd
Eggleston Alice M 1635 Champlost
Ellerbe Carolyn 5003 N 16th St
Ellerbe Carolyn M, Marvin 5003 N 16th St
Empress Designs 5617 N Brd St
Erol Emre 1900 W Olney Ave
Ethridge James T, Susie M 3738 N 15th St
Etienne Marie 1833 Widener St
Evans Flora E 5325 Old York Rd
Eye Inst of Pennsylvania 1200 W Godfrey Ave
Fillo Rudolf 1422 W Rockland Apt B4
Fischer Alfred 6149 Ogontz Ave
Foreman Lavaughn 1623 Grange St
Foreman Wilmer 1623 Grange St
Francis David 6125 N 11th St
Franklin Lindsey Inc 4808 N Brd St
French Kathleen, William 5325 N 16th St
French Kenneth A 806 E Champlost
Fuller Terrance 5214 N Syndenham St
Gadson Vickie 5813 N Camac St
Gantt Nashyma 1129 Wagner Ave
Garrett Erica 1600 Widener Place
Gebelein Helen 6124 N 17th St
Giddings Terrance 1918 S 57th St
Gillis Kenneth 1532 W Nedro St
Ginsburg Eva 5157 N 9th St
Glasco Victoria 5631 N 19th St
Gordon Wendy E 921 Wagner Ave
Graham Benjamin Est 1315 Medary Ave
Hairston James Est Hope Hairston 900 W Spencer S
Haley Eugene 5112 N Carlisle St
Haley Eugene Joseph, Ann M 5112 N Carlisle St
Hamler G B 4731 N 15th St
Hanish Mitilda 5335 N Sydenham St
Harnett Lucille PO Box 20875
Harper Essie 5742 N Park Ave Apt 1e
Harrell Daniel 1305 W Godfrey Ave
Harris Lewis 1120 Lindley Ave
Harris Marjorie 4949 N Brd St Citizens Bank
Nilda Santiago
Harris Ovella 6256 N 17th St
Harrison Carl 4741 N 11th St
Harrison Claudette 5907 N Marvine St
Harvey Karen 1602 Lindley Ave
Hatchett Jerina 1932 S 57th St
Hayes Council Louise 1913 Nedro Ave
Henderson Johnnie M 1641 Conlyn St
Hicks Danelle M 4835 N 18th St
Hill Eleanor M 900 W Spencer St Apt 112
Hill Lucille 4826 N Sydenham St
Hill Yasmin 6000 N 13th St
Hite Clayton O Revoc Living 5325 Old York Rd Apt Po228
Hodge Donna 1822 Widener Pl
Holland Christopher 5204 N 15th St
Holmes Izola H 5711 N Park Ave Fl 1
Hooks Lee Michelle 6232 N 13th St
Hopkins Frances M 5116 N 10th St
Horton Grady Jr 6233 Lamekiln Pike
House of Another Chance 1421 W Olney Ave
Howard Ingrid 4715 N 12th St
Hudson Ronald 1437 W Fisher Ave
Huynh Them T 1110 W Duncannon Ave
Hyman Saundra 5101 B 12th St Apt 102
Indochinese American 4936 Old York Rd Rm Telco
Instant Tax Svc Instant Tax Svc 4847 N Brd St
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Irvin Shelton L 1913 A Chew Ave
Jackson Anthony K 1100 W Godfrey Ave
Jackson Elaine M 5019 N Smedley St
Jackson Keith K 4824 N Hutchinson St
Jackson Laurence 1042 N Washington Ave
Jackson Richard 4800 Bouvier St St
Jackson Wesley 6301 Old York Rd Apt 213
Jacobs Joseph 6156 Old York Rd
Jefferson Health System Betty Ann Patton 5501 Old York
Rd Sheerr Bldg
Jefferson Jessica J 5600 Ogontz Ave Apt C54
Jenkins Constance E Est 1533 W Chew St
Joeglette Sarah 6255 N Bouvier St
Johns Alvin 1309 W Rockland St Apt A1
Johns Walter B 6250 N 17th St
Johnson Childcare Inc Elaine Johnson 1935 Medary Ave
Johnson David R 5910 N 12th St
Johnson Delores 1418 Clearview St Bldg G 616
Johnson Gayle E 5742 Virginian Rd
Johnson Lois 5617 N Camac St
Johnson Melissa 6218 N 18th St
Johnson Stephen 1620 W Lindley Ave
Johnson Stevland R 1518 Chew Ave
Johnson Victor 1626 W Ruscomb St
Jolly Mildred L 1844 Roselyn St
Jones Arthuretta PO Box 26378
Jones Claude R Sr, Claude R Jr 1937 W Sparks St
Jones Craig S 5821 N Park Ave
Jones Edward B 5001 N Marvine St
Jones Mable 5815 N 15th St
Jones Marlene 5208 N 15th St
Jones Stewart Q 5628 N Sydenham St
Kahler Catherine 6359 Old York Rd
Kamara Stephani 1000 Wagner Ave
Kang Janet N 1432 Green Ln
Katz Bennet Levin Neurology 5401 Old York Rd Ste 405
Kelly Cynthia 1814 Church Ln
Kendust Delciene 1501 Clearview St
Kershes Daniel E, Wanda L 4923 N Smedley St
Khanmoradi Kamran MD 5401 Old York Rd Fl 1
Kidd Russell 912 W Olney Ave
Kinder Premellous Apt 609 5325 Old York Rd
Kindred Alice H 5742 N Park Ave Apt 1e
Komolo Inc Bonnie Jang 5331 N 10th St
Koster Harold 5011 N Camac St
Lamond William J 4822 N Sydenham St
Lark Thomas K 6201 N 15th St Apt 209
Latimer Dwaune 6236 N Bouvier St
Lawrence Ruby 5734 N 16th St
Laws Triesse R 5829 N 16th St
Lawson Joshua E 901 W Champlost St Apt 304
Lee Frances L 1422 Clearview St Building J 508
Lee Myong 5600 N 5th St
Lelina Ronald Joseph 1045 Tabor Rd
Lewis Edith A 6036 N 19th St
Lewis Jocelya 5629 N Warnock St
Lewis Ronald 5902 N Marvine St
Lin Dennis W, David T 1101 W Spencer St Apt 106
Logan Child Care Resource Center 5136 N Carlisle St
Lucas Lorretta, Grant 5811 N 12th St
Lutz Victor 4934 Carlisle
Macholl Louis 1320 Somerville Ave Apt 818
Mack Lakeisha 4848 N Franklin St
Malin Edith 5748 N Marvine St
Mann Freda T 4908 N 12th St
Manson Delphine V 5600 Ogontz Ave
Markind David 4821 N 11th St
Marris Jerry 5226 N Sydenham St
Mason Barbara 1515 W Duncannon Ave
Mason James Est 4900 N Uber St
Maurer Marie M 5945 N Marvine St
Mc Donald Arthur 1914 W Nedro Ave
Mckinney Charlie, Ruby 6225 Limekiln Pike
Mcknight Deborah 4828 N 10th St
Mcqueen Jarredd A 4812 N Warnock St
Melendez Eduviges 4808 N Brd St
Mercado Monique S, Garrett Mcneil 4922 N 11th St
Merritt Bryon PO Box 5271
Merritt Edward J 1969 W Church Ln
Middlebrooks M 6100 N 17th St Apt A102
Miles Anthony B Af 4744 N Monroe St
Miller Cynthia PO Box 26423
Miller Gloria Est 4804 N 9th St
Miller Jeffrey 5101 B 12th St Apt 102
Miller Norman E 1910 Medary Ave
Mills Essie 5621 N 12th St Basement Apt 1
Mills Vincent 1906 W Godfrey Ave
Milton Robert B 6147 Limekiln Pike
Mitchell Anna 1441 W Chew St
Mitchell D 4941 N 9th St
Moore Edward A Est 5325 Old York Rd Apt 310
Morales Mirza Lara 4810 N Brd St
Morton Tyrone P, Elizabeth 5131 N 10th St
Moss Hazel S 1626 W Champlost Ave
Mother Daughter Team Inc The Af 4744 N Monroe St
Moye Gerald 5123 N 9th St
Mullen Thomas R 5928 N Hutchinson
Myers Gladys M 5101 N 12th St
Nalley Derick 5234 N 11th St
Neagu Stefan V 1320 W Somerville Ave Apt 1015
Neba George 1230 Medary Ave
Nemche Lillian B 1021 Wagner Ave
Nesbitt Anna 6046 N 12th St
Nesmith Ronnie 5841 N 15th St
Newso Tony 3150 N Brd St
Norris Tiani M 6201 N 10th St Apt 524
Nri Northern Philadelphia 5933 N Brd St
Olaniyi Bolatito A 901 W Champlost St Apt 218
Onendia Ofelia T 1339 Windrim Av
Ornedo Glenn R 5448 N Marvine St
Owens Victoria R 1517 W Nedro Ave
Pak Yong U 6300 Old York Rd Apt 1002
Palmer Gertis 1760 Church Ln
Palmer Jareese 1433 Conlyn St
Palmer Lawrence Est 4819 N 15th St
Patterson Charlette 4916 Carlisle St
Patterson Victoria 6210 N 17th St
Peterson Lila M 1033 W Tabor Rd
Phoung Dim 1320 W Rockland St Apt 1st
Powell April 4740 Camcac St
Powell Jonelle R 1527 Roselyn St
Powell Tyrone 1104 W Duncannon
Presto Rose M 5161 N Hutchinson St
Pritchett Ramona M 5600 Ogontz Ave F23
Promisloff Abraham, Mary W 1619 Conlyn St
Pryce Marquita, Trevor A PO Box 26586
Quigley Kyle 5618 N 19th St
Ragang Randerso Donna 5725 N Camac St
Ravindranath Joseph 5330 N Camac St
Ready Mgmt Svcs Inc 4927 Old York Rd Rear
Reel Christina 1532 Champlost St
Ren Guang Xiang 4700 N 15th St
Ridley Roberta H 1717 W Champlost Ave
Ritter Sereda 5101 N 12th Apt401
Rivas Edwill 6160 N 17th St
Rivas Janessa 6160 N 17th St
Robertson Jay 5933 N Brd
Robin Lottie J 6273 Old York Rd
Robinson David PO Box 5120
Rodriguez Jose W 6264 N Bouvier St 1st Fl
Rose Mary L 4825 N Camac St Apt 101
Rossamando Carmela 5651 N 16th St
Rossomando Carmela 5651 N 16th St
Rouse Angie 6157 N 17th St
Rouse Angie M 6157 N 17th St
Rumors 3348 Germantown Ave
Rush Karen 7325 Old York Rd Apt 1107
Russell Lorraine 1515 W Grange Ave Apt 1b
Rutberg Della 817 W Wellens Ave
Saleem Sharief 1528 W Mentor St
Salter Owen, Irma 4900 N Hutchinson St
Samuel John PO Box 5178
Sanders Dave 6116 N Brd St
Santiago Feliciano 6159 Oakley St Apt 2 Flr
Saturn of Wyoming Valley 2140 Sans Souci Pkwy
Saunders Lillian V, Arthur 1707 W Grange St
Scott Annette 5720 Kemble Ave
Scott I E 6300 Old York Rd
Scottgregory Jordan 1168 Wagner Ave
Seawright Bernard 851 Louden St
Senatus Angikindslous 5001 N Camac St Apt 1
Shick Eleanor J 1318 Rockland Logan Pa 19141
Shields Edwards 3317 Mcelderry St
Shipley John W 1336 Wagner Ave
Shivers Elane 5035 North 9th St
Shoffner Elizabeth A 6204 Old York Rd
Simon Betty 4805 N 9th St
Simpson Margie M 5617 N Camac St
Sincerely Yours Pen Pals 6000 N 13th St
Singleton Cornelius 5325 Old York Rd Apt 802
Singleton Nonie E 1516 Church Ln
Sissoko Bamba 1707 Belfield Ave 1st Fl 1st Fl
Smalley Elise 5751 Camac St
Smile Pc Perfect 5737 N Brd St
Smith Allen 1626 W Champlost Ave
Smith Annie J Est PO Box 26459
Smith Comonic 1530 Widener Pl
Smith Fredrick 1935 Chew St
Smith Harrison Alice 5030 N 15th St
Smith Jonathan 629 Pine St
Smith Robin L 1726 Widener Pl
Smith Ronald 629 Pine St
Smith Yolanda 6143 1/2 Old York Rd
Soto William 6201 N 10th St Apt 627
Span Miah 4737 N Camac St
Starr Dinnall Paulette 5918 N Brd St
Stephens Richard C 6303 N Camac St
Stevens Jack Apt #805 5501 N 11th St
Stewart Geraldine L 5137 N Warnock St
Stokes Yolanda 1416 W Grange Ave Apt 2
Stowe Anna T 5907 N 12th St
Sumter Bryan R 880 Carver St
Sunoco A 60255 5017 25 North Brd St
Sunoco A 7691 5000 Ogontz Ave
Sutherland Patricia 1709 Wagner St
Sutton Kenneth A 1867 Glenifer St
Tafel Sandra Est 13th & L Ave 3 10 B
Taylor Clifton 1426 Green Ln Apt 1428
Taylor Evelyn L 4809 N 13th St
Taylor James R Est 5314 N 12th St
Taylor Vivian 5501 N 11th St Apt 806
Terrace Stevenson 6201 N 10th St
Thomas Marianna T 5236 N Carliste St
Thomas Ruth 4815 N Bouvier St
Thomas Tottathil V 5236 N Carlisle St
Thomaswiggins Martha C 6242 N 15th St
Thompson Dorothea 4807 N 9th St
Thompson Robert Est 4811 N 12th St
Thomulka Agnes M 1155 Windrim Ave
Tippins Chloe 1937 Church Ln
Toth Joyce H PO Box 20882t
Tracemark Pharmacy 4839 N Brd St
Trager Ida C 5230 N Hutchinson St
Tran Kieu Huynh 4911 Old York Rd Fl 2
Trueheart Daryl F 1519 Nedro Ave
Tso Adjustment Svc 5943 N Camac St
Tucker Carl E 5147 N 9th St
Tucker Diane B 1609 W Grange Ave Apt 1
Turenne Roussel 6026 N 16th St
Twersky Melvin DO 5604 N Brd St
Usher Walter S 5921 N Park Ave
Valentine Merline 4922 N 12th St Fl 1
Vannorton George 1859 W Champlost St
Wakefield Kevin D 5607 N 12th St 1st Fl
Walker Reginald K 3150 N Brd St
Walter Anne Marie 4905 N 12th St
Washington Thomasina 6201 N 10th St Apt 402
Watkins Angela PO Box 26423
Watson William G PO Box 26445
Watts Eric 5149 Camac St
Weil Sophia N Deed of Trust Weil Sophia N 1003 W Godfrey
Ave
Wells Gail M 401 W Walnut Ln Apt 329
West Maria 4828 N Sydenham St
West Side Auto Body 4822 N Carlisle St
Whitaker Anita 5725 N 13th St
White Edythe R 1508 W Grange Ave
White Mary 4704 N Carlisle St
Whylie Sebourne 1627 W Ruscomb St
Williams Amira 6321 N 13th St
Williams Anthony D 6201 N 10th St 414
Williams Charlie PO Box 20875
Williams Cleaton L 1604 Nedro Ave
Williams Elisha B 1320 W Rockland St
Williams Floyd 5307 N 12th St
Williams Gregory 6045 N Camac St
Williams James A 6209 N 17th St
Williams Leslie 6006 N 19th St
Williams Rhashad 1600 Mentor St
Williams Tiffany 200 W Sedgwick St
Williamson Owen W Dr 1501 Stenton Ave
Williamson Veronica 5027 N 9th
Willianson Owen W MD 1501 Stenton Ave
Williford Olivia 5136 N 12th St Apt B
Wilson Jack 1645 W Grange Ave
Wilson Joseph 5014 N 15th St
Wimmer Otto J Jr, Otto J, R M 1827 W Sulis
Winters Stephen D 5015 N 12th St
Womack Debra 1958 W Godfrey Ave 2nd Fl
Woskob Apartments 6100 N 10th St
Woskob Partners Lp 5926 N Marvine St
Wright Joya F 5853 N 12th St
Wright Tryphena Lawrence 1446 W Grange Ave 2nd Fl
Yates Dorothy 1724 Wagner Ave
Yau Kam 4825 Warnock St
Zeigler Robert 4830 Old York Rd
Zgura Michael, Jessie 1101 Windrim Ave
Ziegler Robert, Edith 821 W Erie
Philadelphia Pa 19142
89th Corp & Floyds 1 Ho Cham 2107 S 66th St
Abdoulaye Keita 2927 S 67th St
Abney Tabitha M 6740 Chester Ave
Adamaitis Victoria E 6123 Elmwood Ave
Adams Clayton 6301 Theodore St
Adams Louise 6701 Trinity St
Adams Terrance C, Janay 2510 S 73rd St
Adeoye Sunday T 6120 Wheeler St
Agbemdle Bismark Kobla 6325 Elmwood Ave
Aikens Jamar 6310 Allman St
Akele Rahel W 6728 Grovers Ave
Alesiani Anna May 6513 Paschall Ave
Almond Derek M 6529 Linmore St
Ashjian George E 6818 Guyer Ave
Asmelash Simret 2842 Bittern Pl
Atkinson Mack 6842 Grebe Place
Azeez Fatai 7314 Elmwood Ave
Azeez Fatal Olakunle 7314 Elmwood Ave
Bah Mamadou 2617 S Holbrook St
Bah Marliatou 2549 Massey St
Baker Marguerite M 6544 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Baker Susan T 2653 S Massey St
Barwee M 2500 S Hobson St
Bell Susan E 2705 S 70th St
Bennett Lylunette 7026 Saybrook Av
Berete Mohamed 6060 Chester Ave
Betson Jean B 6546 Woodland Ave
Betson William J 2519 S 71st St
Beverly Doris B 3018 S 68th St
Bich Nha Lam 2925 S 62nd St
Birke Firehiwot 6439 Woodland Av
Bk Enterprises 6512 Eastwick Ave
Black Margaretta J 2609 S Dewey St
Bonaparte Tamika 6524 Elmwood Ave
Boyd Ralph 1900 S Lambert St
Bradley Aisha 6822 Dicks Ave
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Brennan Florence M 2102 S Daggett St
Brister Rashid 2115 S Simpson St
Brite Tony C 6707 Dorel St
Brookins Glady, April 7225 Greenway Ave
Brooks Steven 2022 S 65th St
Broskey Anna 7035 Elmwood Ave
Brown Andre 2657 Muhfeld St
Brown Charles, Mary N 6862 Regent St
Brown Kristina M 2439 S Edgewood Str
Brown Louise 7240 Paschall Ave
Brown Mcbride Tanya 2804 S 64th St
Brown Rudina M PO Box 5351
Browning Josephine 6328 Wheeler St
Bruno Joseph Frank 2609 S Dewey St
Bynum Oscar K 6577 Windsor St
Cabrera Johnny J 6614 Dorel St
Campbell Elizabeth 2627 S 66th St
Camper Herbert 7275 Saybrook Ave
Cannon James T, Marie T, Thomas J, James J
6626 Elmwood Ave
Carr Deshell M PO Box 5319
Carroll Solomon Est 6042 Kingsessing Ave
Carter Annie L 6827 Lindbergh Blvd
Carter Dontae 260 S Robinson St
Carter Robert 1901 S 65 Th St
Chan Ivan K 6019 Elmwood Ave
Cheeseboro Evelyn 6543 Paschall Ave
Chittick Vincent 6027 Trinity St
Cobb Marcus R 1751 S Edgewood St
Cohen Dante 2511 S 61st St
Coleman Crystal 2925 S Felton St
Coleman Kareem M 5816 Belmar St
Cooper Alan 66th Woodland Ave
Cooper Morris 6445 Grays Ave
Coppola Peter 2840 S 64th St
Corbin Reginald 6940 Paschall Ave
Core William 6760 Dicks Ave
Cotton Willie 1777 S 65th St
Crown Phila LLC 6413 Woodland Ave
Crump Harlese 6107 Reedland St
Cunningham Thomas 700 S 3rd St
Cupit Florence M 6856 Dicks Ave
Dang Susan K 6228 Harley Ave
Davenport Robert M 6072 Allman St
Davis Andre 6101 Reedland St 1st Fl Apt 1
Dc Re Management LLC 6504 Dorel St
Debley Roseline 1813 S 65th St
Dees Roger PO Box 5391 6921 Lindbergh Blvd
Defrancesco Amalia 6526 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Delicci Joseph 6622 Dicks Ave
Delsordo Joseph J 6109 Grays Ave
Delsordo Thelma 7062 Wheeler St
Dennis Dahn K 1813 S 65th St
Deocera Gloria 1603 Emily St
Diabate Moriba 6527 Elmwood Ave
Diallo Aissatou 2841 S 65th St
Diperri Judith A 6209 Buist Ave
Dixon Keith 6522 Gesner St Fl 1
Do Binh Q 6213 Buist Ave
Donley Rose M 6313 Grays Ave
Donzo Shekou 2234 S 67th St
Dorbor Solomon 6903 Chelwynde Ave
Dorsey Stanley R 1806 S 65th
Dorta Antania 2609 S Robinson St
Doyle Argella 6760 Guyer Ave
Duncan Dwayne 2648 S 65th St
Dupre Micheal R 2538 S 61st St Unit 2
Eckenrode Patricia A 6848 Grebe Pl
Edmunds Derrick 6521 W Theodore St
Egan Lois, John 2022 S 61st St
Ellis Wyatt 6148 Upland St
Ellison Carlton A 6400 Woodland Ave Apt 2
Evans Larry PO Box 5322
Faison Annette 6346 Wheeler St
Family Practice Health 6120 Woodland Ave Ste B Dent Dept
Jos Casey
Farrley Harrison 6820 Chester Ave
Fasy Gerald T 6301 Saybrook Ave
Faye Khady 6437 Woodland Ave
Feeklemoys Salon PO Box 5317
Feldmayer Robert J 2227 S 71th
Ferguson Darius 6831 Upland St
Fields Bennie, Violet 1738 S Edgewood St
Fischetti Teresa 7016 Paschall Ave
Fitzpatrick Edward A III 6620 Yocum St
Fletcher William 2042 S 65th St
Flower Shop 7288 Woodland Ave
Formby Mary F 1810 S 68th St
Foster Victor 6211 Grays Ave
Foy Nena 7047 Passyunk Ave
Francesco Florence Est 2849 S 65th St
Francis Maximillian 2647 S Hobson St
Franks Musu J 7037 Paschall Ave
Fufana Amadou 6407 Chelwynde Ave
Fuller Henry G 6039 Greenway Ave
Gainnotti Mildred M 6213 Grays Ave
Gallagher Virginia M, Jude D 6044 Chester Ave
Gallo Carmela 6523 Buist Ave
Gallo Carmela, Emile 6523 Buist Ave
Garey Charles S 6067 Chester Ave
Garro Joe 6223 Wheeler Ave
Gayle Reggie 5503 Island Ave
Gbor Cecila 2910 Dewey St S
Geebli Frances, Zarzar 6318 Greenway Ave
Gelete Tadesse 2107 S 65th St
Gentile Jean 2454 S Edgewood St
Gibson Derrick 6157 Elmwood Ave
Gillespie Edwin 6707 Elmwood Ave
Gilliard Earl 7054 Saybrook Ave
Girmay Hosana 6417 Windsor St
Gist William 2339 S 63rd St
Glahn Brown 2050 Cementary Ave
Graff Gary 6443 Dicks Ave
Gray Lorraine S 6740 Linmore St
Graywicker Barbara 6324 Theodore St
Green Arnold B 3014 S 68th St
Green Gwendoilyn, John 6335 Kingsessing Ave
Green Hagan Agnes A 6349 Reedland St
Green Josettee 6101 Reedland St 1st Fl 1
Gross Roe 6161 Wheeler Rd
Grundy Romie 2100 S 72nd St
Guess Charles C 6901 Woodland Ave
Gutema Abdissa 2137 S 64th St
Gwanta Forte 6415 Dicks Ave
Hachney Carmela 6918 Grebe Pl
Hailemariam Alganesh 2559 S 69th St
Hammond Elizabeth 7057 Elmwood Ave
Hanok Belaynesh K 6430 Woodland Ave
Hanson Jason 6941 Lindbergh Blvd
Hardy Bruce 6020 Trinity St
Harrell William 2126 S 70th St
Harris Ivan 2311 S 63rd
Harris Lorenzo 1777 S 65th St
Harris Ricky 7105 Upland St
Harry Auto Repair 6238 Grays Ave
Hawkins Anthony 2614 S 65th St
Hayes Aaron 7119 Elmwood Ave
Henderson Donte 2642 S 67th St
Hernandez Heraclio 6849 Regent St
Herring Tanya M 1951 S 60th St
Hickman Nellie Y 2649 S Carroll St
Hilton Pauline 6940 Paschall Ave
Hines Tina M 2637 S 68th St
Hinfey Ruth 2636 S Massey St
Hinton Dennis 2216 S 66th St
Ho Phuong 2906 S 61st St
Hobbs White C 6400 Chelwynde Ave
Hockett Marcus 2519 S 64th St
Hol Nathan 2100 S 65th St
Home Kish F 6506 Elmwood Ave
Homiller Charles P 6200 Eastwick Ave Apt 101
Honig Matthew C 2502 S 63rd St
Ht And T 1721 S Edgewood St
Hubbard Curtis L 6901 Woodland Ave
Hudson Edmund B 1742 S 60th St
Hughes Tina 6077 Upland St
Huller Paul E Jr, Hannah 2647 S Shields St
Hunt Sarah 6502 Guyer Ave
Illingworth Charles 6200 Eastwick Ave Apt 300
Imparato Frances 2226 Shields St
Iwu Patience 6720 Woodland Ave
Jackson Annabelle 2232 Bonaffon St
Jackson Francine S 6523 Kingsessing Ave
Jalloh Alhaji 6630 Elmwood Ave
Jamaaladeen Music PO Box 33314
Janes William, Lovada 2429 S Millick St
Jeffery Violet M 6123 Harley Ave
Jetters Emmie 2530 S Lloyd St
Jin Jung 6157 Woodland Ave
Jin Jung Y 6157 Woodland Ave
Jones Elizabeth A, Robert 2557 S Shielas St
Jones Ethel C 2045 S 68th St
Joyce Brian E 6529 Grays Ave
Kaba Penella D 6731 Grovers Ave
Kamara Morris 2511 S Shields St
Kane Arthur J, James T 2108 S 66th St
Kane Shante 6614 Paschall Ave
Katherine Patrick 2636 S 68th St
Kehoe Francis, Eleanor 6420 Buist Ave
Kenny Anna T 1800 S 65th St
Kingwood Dorthy J 2128 S Shields St
Kircher Harry C 2428 S 72nd St
Kohanovich Peter 6316 Kingsessing Ave
Kollie Weedor 6119 Harley Ave
Kone Badara 6163 Elmwood Ave
Kong Pros 2234 S 66th St
Koudelis George Esq 6520 Wheeler St
Krider Verna 2117 S 65th St
Kudel Earl K 2228 S 63 St
Lachall Louis 6504 Paschall Ave
Laing Devon 2018 S Avondale St
Lam Anthony 6313 Dicks Ave
Lang Joseph 6034 Reinhard St
Lasalle Anthony, Irene 6322 Elmwood Ave
Laughlin George M, Grace S 6046 Lindbergh Blvd
Laughlin James 2214 S 69th St
Lawrence Anthony 6820 Dicks Ave
Le Binh 2429 S 72nd St
Le Kathy 6714 Egret Pl
Le Kieu M 6244 Harley Ave
Leamah William D, William Jr 7024 Saybrook Ave
Leukring Loretta 6057 Kingsessing Ave
Levenson Bernard 6900 Elmwood Ave
Lillian Proud 6236 Lindburg Blvd
Lofton Sarah P Jacqueline Lofton 3011 S 68th St
Lomax Retail 2000 S 68th St
Long Joyce A, John 6223 Wheeler
Lopes Saul 6427 Woodland Ave
Ly Khuong 6827 Chester Ave
Ly Kien E 6611 Upland St
Lyde Eddie D Marion E Lyde 6548 Woodland Ave
Lyons Abraham, Valerie 6081 Chester Ave
Magassouba Vieu 6722 Dicks Ave
Mahdi Saiful 6300 Guyer Ave
Malone Patricia A 1821 S 65th St
Mamadou Barry 2652 S 66th St
Mame Mangane 6002 Greenway Ave
Manning Teresa D 6738 Guyer Ave
Martin Josephine F, Edward A 6740 Woodland Ave
Martin Kenneth J 7043 Buist Ave
Mayer George E 6119 Glenmore Ave
Mazor Tillie, Leon, Levin & Cooper 6548 Woodland Ave
Mccrumada Annette 6900 Dicks Ave
Mcdaniel James 4124 Tr St
Mcfarland Joan 6923 Chelwynde Ave
Mckenzie Phyllis L 7109 Elmwood Ave
Mckinnon Patrilla 2548 S 66th St
Mclaughli Jennie 2656 S 66th St
Mclaughlin Joseph 2924 S Dewey St
Mclaughlinthomas A 6080 Regent St
Meany Charles H Jr 6246 Lindbergh Blvd
Mehdeh Annie 7021 Reedland St
Meluzio Mary 6543 Dicks Ave
Mena Robert G 2535 S Shields St
Mensah Elizabeth A 7005 Wheeler St
Mensah Francis 1746 Avondale
Miche Zerfe 6728 Grovers Ave
Mickens Sirena, Diane 6066 Kingsessing Ave
Mike Joseph 6844 Guyer St
Mikell Amira D, Amira 6057 Chester Ave
Miller Albert F 6028 Greenway Ave
Mitchell Richard F 2214 S Bonaffon St
Moody Olivee M 6564 Windsor St
Moore Agnes 2252 Devitt Pl Apt B
Moore Thomas 2521 Bonaffon St Fl 2
Moreth Peter J 2238 S 62nd St
Morgan Richard 6814 Finch Place
Morris Lamar 2040 S 67th St
Mount Moriah Cemetery Assoc Perpetual Ca PO Box 5384
Mowatt Michelle 6513 Kingessing Ave
Mt Moriah Cemetery Assoc Inc PO Box 5384
Mulbah Rinus 6716 Pachall Ave
Murfitt E 2517 S Massey St
Murray James H 2630 So Shields
Nachbar Frederick 2626 S 67th St
Neal Patra 2548 S 66th St
Neary Bernard, Claire 6509 Grays Ave
Nelson Jamar Est 6435 Guyer Ave
Newsuan Maurice 5546 South 69th St
Nguyen Cam 6636 Dicks Ave
Nguyen Kim 2931 S 52nd St
Nguyen Nhan T, Ba T 6838 Finch Pl
Nguyen Nhien 2435 S Edgewood St
Nguyen Tan 6313 Grays Ave
Nguyen Thuydung 6331 Greenway Ave
Nimley Garblah E 6434 Dicks Ave
Noel Michele A 2952 S Robinson St
Noonan David Sr 2552 S Holbrook St
Nunez Roque 1838 S 68th St
Nye Albert 2649 S Carroll St
Nyekan Pinky J 6434 Dicks Ave
Ohara Thomas J 6905 Garman St
Omalley Joseph M 2525 S 61st St
Omara Steven 2655 S Muhlfield St
Otoole Nancy 6713 Grovers Ave
Overton David K 2108 S 70th St
Pabon Jose 6716 Woodland Ave Flr 1
Pacheco Irving 6125 Reedland St
Paek Sung N 6123 Woodland Ave
Parmer Kathleen A, Roy E 2539 S Shields St
Patterson Allen 2038 Larry St
Pavone Joseph A Jr 6851 Chester Ave
Peyton Gwendolyn E 6939 Greenway Ave
Pham Chot V 6216 Buist Ave
Pham Thao 2021 S 67th St
Pipes Charles L 6708 Egret Pl
Pride Sara 6012 Buist Ave
Provence John 6425 Saybrook Ave
Pygatt Harry S 7026 Paschall Ave
Ramirez Elsa 2914 S Felton St
Ramos Erick Sanchez 6319 Greenway Ave
Ramsey Stanley E 6630 Woodland Ave
Rawlinson Stephen 2400 Sth 72nd St
Reed Valerie 6081 Chester Ave
Reynolds Johnnie, Melody 2525 Bonnaffon St
Rice Joel G 6200 Eastwick Ave Apt 101
Richard Hill Ins 6046 Lindbergh Blvd
Richards Catherine 2040 Bonaffon St
Richards Patrick 2515 S Lloyd St
Riddell Eleanor, Margaret Harkins 6913 Dicks Ave
Robbins Eylesha M 7051 Paschall Ave
Rogers James J 6514 Regent St
Ross Loretta 6316 Kingsessing Ave
Rowland Jennifer L 6907 Dicks Ave
Saccoh Sheku 6405 Woodland Ave
Saeed Ahmed 2617 S Massey St
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Salahub Din Cakiyyah 2549 Robinson St S
Salon Equipment Inc 6750 Lindbergh Blvd
Salvato Mary Ann 6538 Grays Ave
Sample Viola 1738 S Edgewood St
Sanders Destene 1250 S Ringgold St
Sanders Marcus 7235 Greenway Ave
Sankey Dorothy C 7226 Grays Ave
Santos Iris G 6705 Woodland Ave 1st Fl
Sarpee Dennis 2113 S 65th St
Saydee Gerald 6200 Reedland St
Schaeffer Urian 2622 S 67th St
Schaffer Uriah 2622 S 67th St
Schissler Frances 6331 Dicks Ave
Schleeter Herman, Anna G 2500 S 68th St
Schullere Charity 2227 Lloyd St
Scott Mildred C 2526 S 67th St
Serno Alexander 6547 Dorel St Fl 1
Sewell Marguerite A, Mance 2847 S Simpson St
Sh 11 John J 6506 Elmwood Ave
Shaffstall Florence, Wm A 6013 Allman St
Shelley Albina M 2656 S Holbrook St
Shemeld Sara 3190 S 70th St
Sheppard Charles 2038 Larry St
Sheridan James J 6737 Chester Ave
Sheriff Foday 2226 S 63rd St
Sheriff Sualiha 6425 Dorel St
Shewalem Dadi 6926 Dicks Ave
Shirley Colin 2622 S 66th St
Shumakeris Tina 2523 S Felton St
Sigmund Daniel B, Doris G 2049 S 68th St
Sillah Nafisa 2614 S 65th St
Sindou Fofana 201809 6 5th St Apt 3
Smith Bellvin C 2027 S 60th St
Smith Danette 6534 Reedland St
Smith Leroy 66th Woodland Ave
Soles Pamela E 6175 Yocum St
Soundara Kanhraya 2838 S Simpson St
Southwest Globe Times Inc Lenora Iannuzzelli 6330
Paschall Ave
Stachowicz Joseph, Anna C 2638 S 66th
Stapleton Larry 2122 S Gould St
Stenkiewicz Blanch 6222 Elmwood Ave
Stigall Herman 6059 Kingsessing Ave
Strano Josephine C 6622 Elmwood Ave
Strauss John F 6545 Allman St
Strobel Janet M 6542 Regent St
Sullivan Gregory 6727 Harley St
Sylla Sinkoun 6525 Woodland Ave
Taylor Dorothy M, Dorothy M Richards 7028 Wheeler St
Teranova Angelo 5549 Regent St
Thiem Serigne 2614 S 64th St
Thompson Rush R 6726 Trinity St
Thong Bunroeung 2125 S 67th St
Thorn Loretta 2633 S 71st St
Tietjen William D, George 6340 Kingsessing Ave
Timasonravichkit Areerat 6426 Dorel St
Tomasco Louis 2639 S Holbrook St
Trul Lillian 2534 Berbro St
Tucker David 2829 28th St
Valente Irene 6734 Grovers Ave
Vargas Christopher 1262 S 49th St Apt 2
Vivone Alfred 6161 Wheeler Rd
Wade Mary F, Robert 6026 Regent St
Walker John 2707 S 70th St
Wariebi Cecelia 2040 Cemetery Ave
Watson Charles J 2606 S Holbrook St
Wayne Tours Mass Transit Inc Ncc 6712 Upland St
Weiss Harry R 1812 S 68th St
Wetzel John C 72nd Brant Pl Apt C32
Wharton George 7040 Greenway Ave
White Carl 6905 Chelwynde Ave
White Mattie 6140 Kingsessing Ave
Wilkinson Patricia 1421 S 64th St
Williams Alice M 2633 S 66th St
Williams Annette 6524 Linmore Ave
Williams Diane 2117 S Shields St
Williams Elouise 2102 S 70th St
Williams Yolada M 2647 S 67th St
Williamson John L 6312 Reedland St
Wilson Hannah 2519 S 64th St
Wiltbanks Jameelah 2133 S Gould St
Wise Edward P 2153 S 61st St
Woodland Svc Station Inc Hiep DO 7137 Woodland Ave
Woodland Village Assoc 6120 Woodland Ave
Workman Anthony 6822 Dicks Ave
Wray Anita 2246 S 72nd St
Wright Steven T 6410 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Yk Wireless 6338 Woodland Ave
Yorcee J 6901 Dicks Ave
Yoseph Kelemwork, Ephrem 6836 Cobbs Creek Pkw
Young Nane 1807 S 65th St
Younger Wardell, Joan A 3026 S 70th St
Philadelphia Pa 19143
5800 Block Rodman St Club Charity Hill 5859 Rodman St
740 S 51st St Hideaway Inn Inc 740 S 51st St
Abdullah Azim 5934 Trinity St
Abrams Lucille 5401 Thomas Ave
Accardo Jennifer A 630 S 48th St Apt 1f
Adams Roselle 5633 Pemberton St
Adams William L 5228 Rodman St
Ahungena Alemayyehu 4836 Cedar Ave
Alexander Herbert, Helen 815 S 57th St
Alexander Lamont 1001 S Frazier St
Alexander Renee 5733 Rodman St
Alkaabi Humaid 4647 Hazel Ave
Allen Bailey Jacquelyn 5816 Washington Ave
Alleyne Delor 6209 Pine St
Allston Spence Mavil E 5120 Catherine St
Alston Shardie 1132 S Ruby St
Ameen Lee 5541 Catherine St
Amorosi A D 5823 Dickens Ave
Anderson Brittany 5411 Eastwick Ter Apt 2a
Anderson Bruce 544 S 59th St
Anderson Gavondale 5505 Spruce St
Anletto Brittan 4817 Hazel
Arkans Matthew 1107 S 47th St
Atkinson Robert 5121 Walton Ave
Attaquin Hazel 4929 Larchwood Ave
Aulston Charles H 1022 S 47th St
Aurora Loan Servicing LLC 4615 Kingsessing Ave
Auspitz David 615 S 60th St
Austin Harry J PO Box 19409
Aylesworth Paul 4926 Hazel Ave
Babbage Matthew J 4701 Hazel Ave 2
Badil Abish Tari 401 S 50th St Apt 12
Badkhen Anna 4910 Cedar Ave Fl 2
Bailey Betty J 1224 S Greylock St
Bailey H 1036 S 54th St
Bailuc Andreea 907 S 48th St
Baldwin Keith 1534 S 52nd St
Ballow Julius 5416 Larchwood Ave
Banks Gladys 5631 Addison St
Banton Kareem 5803 Warrington Ave
Barker James 5235 Upland St
Barkers Charles S 848 S 58th St
Barnes Kamilah, Rashana 1312 S 51st St
Barnes Prince 2218 S Felton St
Barnes Timothy L, Otis 521 S 57th St
Barrit Firn Corp 1514 S 56th St
Bartash Printing Co 5400 Grays Ave
Battles Harold E 5817 Carpenter St
Baumstark Tilman 4840 Cedar Ave
Beason Extor 6101 W Ellsworth St
Beattie William 5651 Osage Ave
Beatty Joseph C 5008 Kingsessing Ave
Beltran Del Ri Abel 405 S 46th St
Bennett S D 5327 Angora Tr 2
Benson Tamika 5333 Hadfield St
Bentley Walter 5719 Beaumont Ave
Berkley Susie 5842a Theodore St
Beth Page Assoc Inc 4726 Osage Ave
Betha Shyaine 6110 S 56th St Apt A
Bethea Stanley M 5108 Willows Ave
Bethea Tyneisha 2043 S Redfield St
Bevels Dennis 5521 Walton Ave
Bey Beatrice S PO Box 19936
Bishop Edith F, Levin 646 S 59th St
Black Terrence 5707 Pine St
Blanjean Eugene 6228 Delancey St
Blassingame Willie 5446 Osage Av
Bledsoe Cynthia 1036 S 53rd St
Bock Brandon 516 S 46th St
Boehm Benjamin S 2249 Baltimore Ave Apt 2−F
Bogale Seble 1118 S 48th St
Bolay Lusu 1833 S Alden St
Bolden Leferve 1329 S Wilton St
Bonanno Nicole 1127 S 48th St
Bostic Lisa 2049 S 58th St
Bowe Otisha 1232 S 51st St
Bowman Adelline A 5730 Belmar Tr
Bowman Cyrena R 1213 S 50th St
Bowman Mildred R 5945 Webster St
Boyce William R, Ruth E 5844 Walton Ave
Boyd Sharon 1920 S Salford St
Bracali Kirsti 1010 S Farragut St
Bradley James 1830 S Vodges St
Bradley Janie B 4641 Paschal Ave
Bramwell Maya 5825 Pentridge St
Brassell Francis J 4808 Chester Ave
Brewer Francine, Inez 2044 S Salford St
Bright Constance 1813 S 57th St
Bright Eugene 1136 S 53rd St
Brinson Emanuel 2330 S Ithan St
Brinson Florence 6114 Larchwood Ave
Brinson James 6120 Larchwood Ave
Broadnax Michael V 2708 55th Dr Apt 1b
Brodie Mable 5816 Christian St
Brooks Emma 5814 Ellsworth St
Brooks Helen 5216 Kingsessing Ave
Brooks James 5636 Catharine St
Brooks James T III 5407 Cedar Ave
Brooks Kevin M 1225 S 49th St
Brooks Nathaniel 5323 Upland St
Brooks S 5910 Cedar Ave
Bros Shearson Lehman 5018 Osage Ave
Brosier Mildred 747 S 58th St
Brown Benjamin 6249 Webster St
Brown Crystal C 603 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Brown Dora 6123 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Brown Joseph 2001 S 59th St Apt 104
Brown Oscar Jr Victoria Fields 5857 Fernwood St
Brown Raymond 5548 Whitby Ave
Brown Ronald, Alice 5113 Kingsessing Ave
Brown Tracey 242 S 49th St
Brown William H III 5338 Addison St
Brownlee Kevin M 6132 Washington Ave
Bryant Reginald 5639 Kingsessing Ave
Bryant Vicki L 504 S 56th St
Burckhalter Teresa L 1016 S 46th St
Burgesson Christian H 4816 Pine St Apt B 201
Burghart Wm E 6129 Pine St
Burke Maurice 5518 Saybrook Ave
Burstein Andrew 330 S 46th St
Burt Helen M 2000 S 58th St Apt 202
Byard Terrell 5722 Willows St
Byrne Teresa D 1053 S 54th St
Caldwell Charlotte 5120 Springfield Ave
Caldwell Charlotte 6213 Washington Ave
Caldwell Veronica B 5715 Hoffman Ave
Campbell Drew 620 S 52nd St
Campbell Mary 5349 Addison St
Campion Motyka Elizabeth 4611 Springfield Ave
Campionmotyka Liz 4611 Springfield Ave
Canda Robert 5432 Delancey St
Canter Martin J 828 S Bernard St 3fl
Carpenter Mathild 6023 Christian St
Carr Adrian 537 S 49th St
Carr Harry Lee Jr 636 S 52nd St
Carriker Sharon 5440 Windsor Ave
Carrington Estelle 5461 Thomas Ave
Carter Christopher 905 S 35th St
Carter Maria 5035 Walton Av 1st Fl
Carter Pinkie L 5203 Chester Ave
Carter Suzette 5444 Springfield Ave
Casey Troy 1345 S May St
Cassell Harry Est 534 S 51 St
Castner Gary 5852 Pine St
Cathey Mary L 5345 Upland St
Chacon Jessica G 4714 Kingsessing Ave 1st Fl
Childs Deborah J 4601 Chester Ave Apt 3e
Childs John Etta Childs Benef 5656 Christian St
Christian Terry, Ann 811 S 56th St
Christofas Louis J 5439 Catharine St
Chunn Ida B 5801 Pemberton St
Churchill David E 6225 Hazel Ave
Churchill Gearald E, Lucinda, Gerald 6225 Hazel Ave
Ciborski Lauren C 540 B S 48th St
City Focus Realty LLC 5616 Ridgewood St
Clanton Tyshawn 5609 Walton Ave
Clappier Emma 5404 Angora Ter
Clark Dorothy 5627 Cedar Ave
Clark Veronica 6128 Cedar Ave
Clarke Shawn 1324 S Divinity St
Clegg Robert N 5648 Christian St
Cleveland Theodora 5032 Kingsessing Ave
Cnp Realty LLC 1012 S Ithan St
Cochran John 5435 Addison St
Cohan Emma 4515 Pine St Apt1502
Cohen Sarah 4949 Hazel Ave
Coleman Cynthia 6044 Baltimore Ave
Coleman Diane 5641 Whitby Ave
Coleman Mark J 5436 Christian St
Coleman William Scott 120 W Penn St
Collin Emergency Physicians PO Box 19327
Collins Ameriah 6037 Angora Tr
Collins Andrew 4819 Springfield Ave
Columbus Charles 5728 Thomas Ave
Concerned Parents Inc 5407 Woodland Ave
Conklin Esther M 5906 Greenway Ave
Cook Crystal J 912 S Conestoga St
Cook David K 6251 Addison St
Cook Robert 5344 Yocum St
Cook Vincent 912 Consetoga St
Cooper Denise 5825 Warrington Ave
Corbin Belva E Harrison 5738 Pemberton St
Costello Olive 5305 Larchwood Ave
Cottman Garrie, Garri 5631 Cedar Ave
Cottman Sarah 5631 Cedar Ave
Coulter Elizabeth 1742 S Conestoga St
Coxen Orville G, Joan A 6031 Wharton St
Crafton Emma 5222 Catharine St
Craigg Philmore E 5400 Webster St
Crandall Margaret 6117 Catharine St
Crawford Nicole L 6015 Ellsworth St 1st Fl
Crawley Jerry L 821 S 59th St
Crittendon Jobbie 29 N Edgewood Ave
Cummings Agne M 5535 Kingsessing Ave
Cunningham Miles, Mary 5231 Reinhard St
Cureton Olivia A 5445 Pine St
Curetonhill Rovenia A 5848 Catherine St
Dacres Andre 1426 S 52nd St
Daily Joshua, Sonja 4900 Cedar Ave Unit 2b
Dangerfield Dana 5723 Addison St
Davis Annette, James 645 S 52nd St D
Davis Earl Sabu 4514 Linmore Ave
Davis Elizabeth 1043 S Paxon St
Davis Gladys E 4611 Paschall Ave
Davis James 6209 Catharine St
Davis James C 5754 Pine St
Davis Mamie 1658 S Yewdall St
Davis Shigeko 5642 Florence Ave
Davis Thomas 6150 Webster St
Dean Eddie Est 934 S 49th St
Dearie Anne 5808 Florence Ave
Dearie Paul J, Anne K 5808 Florence Ave
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Dearies David J 5808 Florence Ave
Degraffenriedt G 1145 S 54th St
Dellior Reba V, Smith Barney 5018 Osage Ave
Dengler Henry 5432 Trinity
Dennis George J 4840 Pine Stapt C408
Dennis Jeffery L 5231 Webster St
Dennis Shaconda 5025 Cedar Ave Apt 3
Depeiza Sylvester 5217 Delancy St
Deuschle Martha 5509 Saybrook Ave
Devine Mary 1356 S 51st St
Devoto Carolina 4701 Pine St Apt C11
Devoue Mary E 419 S 48th St Apt 209
Deyo Alexandra 1425 Jackson St
Dia Aliou 50 S St Apt 8
Diaco Agnes Est 1788 S 55th St
Diallo Ousmane 49 50 Pine St
Dickerson William 6207 Webster St
Dill Gilbert 5616 Thomas Ave
Dix John 500−504 S 47th Str Apt 103
Dixon Hermel 1426 S 52nd St
Dixon Nia E 6135 Catharine St
Dong Sheng Wu 5661 Litchfield St
Donley James 5613 Catharine St
Downey James 5340 Yocum St
Downing Joyce S 5925 Walton Ave
Drain Catherine M, Timothy 5822 Springfield Ave
Draper Evan F 942 S 49th St Apt 2r
Drumheiser James 447 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Duck Marlene D 522 S Redfield St
Duckett Anthony 5238 Beaumont Ave
Dunmeyer Brenda Bolden 5829 Belmar Ter
Dunn Arnette 1425 S 56th St
Dunn Mary Ann 914 S 57th St
Dyson Loman 521 S 51st St
E Hunter N 833 S 49th St West
Eason Annie 826 S Allison St
Eatmon Verda 4925 Walton Ave
Eatoin Shirley 5113 Hadfield St
Eberwein Edward J 1746 S Frazier St
Edge Ethel M 5350 Delancey St
Edwa John M Est 5459 Cedar Ave
Edwards John 637 S 52nd St
Edwards Roselia L 1008 S 48th St
Egbe Asore of Philadelphia 1309 S 57th St
Eisen Samuel E Est 5338 Baltimore Ave
Eisold Wesley 4525 Regent St
Elam James 5042 Hazel Ave
Elizabeth Hasan Beauty Shop 5615 Chester Ave
Ellis April 6011 Baltimore Ave
Ely George 5108 Warrington Ave
Englander Maria Carolina 4701 Pine St Apt A−11
Epps Blanche 5641 Litchfield St
Ethengain Robin M Po Box 5453
Evans David T 1139 S 55th St
Evans Karen A 6241 Delancey St
Evans Marguerite B 5300 Chester Ave 2−2
Everett Tamar 2028 S Cecil St
Everton Bogle 1049 S 53rd St Store
Ezike Saidu 1011 S 46th St Apt3
Fagan Elizabeth A 5819 Thomas Ave
Farrell Chrystal J 5415 Springfield Ave
Fatuma Inc 4704 Baltimore Ave Apt 3
Felder Ollie 5749 Walton
Ferguson Matt 408 S 54th St
Fetty Chelsea 801 S 47th St Apt 203
Fidler Kathryn 4840 Pine St C302
Fields Gladys B 5801 Hazel Ave
Fike Richard J 4642 Hazel Ave
Finnegan Bridget 5009 Baltimore Ave 3
Fischbeck Peter F 4708 Chester Ave 1
Fisher Fannie 6136 Carpenter St
Fisher Karen 6137 Ellsworth St
Fitzgerald David J 5819 Christian St
Fleming Dolores 4631 Pine St Gdn Ct Condos 405
Fleming Michael, Sarah A 5342 Willows Ave
Flemming Roosevelt 635 S Yewdall St
Flemming Tahmi 635 S Yewdall St
Fletcher Antoina 5956 Springfield Ave
Fletcher Omar 2053 S Frazier St
Floyd Gentle 539 S 55th St
Ford Lisa 1917 Brown St
Ford Philip 5724 Reedland St
Foxworth A 5227 Upland St
Francis Victoria N 5846 Cedar Ave
Franklin Heather 5420 Delancey St
Fraser Lillie 6000 Baltimore Ave Apt 101
Frazier Leroy 2016 S Cecil St
Frazier William J 5900 Osage Ave
Freeman Thomas E 1321 S Paxon St
French Charo M 4710 Warrington Ave
Friesenbet Tigist 4719 Baltimore Ave
Fryer Kathleen 5512 Delancey St
Fuller Donna 1617 S Frazier St
Fulmer Herchel L, Alice M 848 S 56th St
Futch Lisa 6060 Baltimore Ave
Gaffney Shante 5618 Broomall St
Gant Carlton 2050 S Redfield St
Gant Samuel N 5534 Pine St
Garcia Hiram 6132 Washington Ave
Gardner Allison E 423 S 50th St
Garland Margaret A 4708 Hazel Ave
Garner Lee 4516 Chester Ave Lee Garner
Gary Rosetta M Consortium 1430 S 54th St
Gebre Yvonne E 1116 S 51th
Gebrekidan Seifesilassie 1118 S 48th St Apt 2
German Edward, Mary 723 S 50th St
Ghebrehiwet Neghisti 4708 Baltimore Ave
Gibson Ishmael 5711 Thomas Ave
Gibson Theresa, Albert 2412 S Frazier St
Gilbert Judith 4822 Beaumont Ave
Gilbert Percy 5914 Windsor Av
Giles Tasha 1517 S Lindenwood St
Gillard Dorothy 5926 Pine St
Gillespie Albert 5415 Malcolm St
Gist Kimyatta Queen 5810 Pine St
Godfrey Everett 5434 Warrington Ave
Goldenberg Robert L MD 4636 Larchwood Ave
Goldsmith Byron 5851 Angora Ter
Goldsmith Irmgard M 415 S 46th St Apt 2s
Gordy Steven H 6041 Angora Ter
Graham Anna L, Anna 5253 Walton Ave
Gray David 2143 S 57th St
Greaser Tamara 4844 Cedar Ave
Greater Philadelphia Health Action 5000 Woodland Ave
Green Sarah E 1303 S Hanson St
Green William W Est 6026 Christian St
Greene Andrew 5523 Litchfield St
Greene Arnold J 5423 Thomas Ave
Greene Howard Lee 2705 55 Dr Apt 1 A
Greer Earle 445 S 60th St
Gresham Fateem 538 S 59th St
Griffin Arnesia 1135 S Divinity St
Griffin Kevin 5905 Addison St
Griffin Mary E 5125 Webster St
Griffin Teresa 5827 Rodman St
Griffin Teresa Blunt 4930 Woodland Ave
Griffith Shaun D 5746 Hazel Ave
Grimes Marcella R 1632 S Lindenwood St
Grimmer William D 1815 S Cecil St
Gross Geneva 5404 Baltimore Ave
Grossman J 4927 Hazel Ave
Grossman Rebecca, Martin 6015 Pine St
Grues Esausce 5228 Chester Ave
Guidi Raffaele 4534 Osage Ave Apt C102
Guillaume Jean 824 S 60th St
Gunter Frederick 726 S 60th St
Haileab Simon 5541 Belmar Tr
Hairston Ada L 5802 Addison St
Hairston Barry A 1015 S 54th St
Hairston Connie S 413 S 62nd St
Hairston Constance 5023 Larchwood Ave
Hall Elaine 815 S 60th St
Hall Jessica 5641 Larchwood Ave
Hall Lenda 5726 Kingsessing Ave
Hall Lillian, Odessa 5219 Upland St
Hall Tyesha 1537 S 58th St
Hamilton Cynthia 5231 Warrington Ave
Hamilton Sherry F 4725 Chester Ave Apt C−10
Hamilton Sonja 723 S 57th St
Hammock Carl A 5912 Christian St
Hammond Johnnie Mae PO Box 19831
Hampton Patricia 4607 Paschall Ave
Hampton Patricia, Paul 4607 Paschall Ave
Hanaoka Yoshishige 801 S 47th St Apt 404
Hannah Peggy Ann 5727 Warrington Ave
Harding Dolores R, Jamesz B 2061 S 58th St
Harding Hazel 6115 Cedar Ave
Harding S L 6102 Christian St
Hardy Evans Esther 1139 S 55th St
Hargrove Beulah 5425 Thomas Ave
Hargrove Christie 1217 S 58th St
Harris Allicon 1823 S 54th St
Harris Chantell A, Mary Ann 1938 S Alden St
Harris Estelle 5726 Delancey St
Harrison Basil Jr 5259 Delancey St
Harrison Bernard A 413 S 62 St Apt 2
Harry Samuel 5429 Belmar Terr
Harvey Louis E 5300 Chester Ave Apt 32
Harvey M 5306 Osage Ave
Hatch Chris 5237 Florence Ave
Hawkins Carl 1829 S 58th St
Hawkins White Maria A 5404 Catharine St
Hawthorne Clay Woodland Ave
Hayes David K 4632 Cedar Ave
Headlam Joyce S 5825 Rodman St
Headlong Dance Theater 1170 S Brd St
Heath James, Denia 5734 Christian St
Hefferan Joseph C 1117 S 46th St
Heist Dorothy 4944 Larchwood Ave
Helen Harvey 5446 Pine St
Heller Emily 5832 Theodore St
Hendricks Harrietta Est 1114 S 53rd St
Henry Corey 1145 S 54th St
Henry Debra Est 2035 S Cecil St
Herbert Benson 823 S 60th St
Hester Willie M 5536 Osage Ave
Hicks John 536 S Redfield St
Hill Alma 5649 Hazel Ave
Hill Elizabeth S 1126 S 48th St
Hill Elsie 6251 Addison St
Hines Linda, Flora 4514 Regent St
Hinton Willie 325 S Frazier St
Hirshkowitz Barbara 47 Windsor Ave
Hite Clayton Othello 5829 Osage Ave
Hite Herbert M 5016 Pine St
Hoban Thomas 5609 Cedar Ave
Hobbs Margaret O 1242 S 53rd St
Holden Florence A, William 5240 Florence Ave
Holland John 923 S 48th St 1st 2nd
Holland John P 923 S 48th St Ste 410
Holliday Jerome Est 5938 Pine St
Hopkins Arthur Jr 1210 S 57th St
Hopkins Marcus 5625 Rodman St
Hopson Deborah, Ashley 5345 Angora Ter Fl 1
Horace Mary P, John 1826 S Cecil St
Horan Arthur J Jr 934 S 55th St
Horne Anne S 2522 S 57 St
Horner Priscilla H 4944 Larchwood Ave
Horton Melvin L 5245 Chester Av
Howard Theodore C 619 S 61st St
Howell Calvin 1910 S Ithan St
Howell Eric V 5926 Washington Ave
Howell James 5714 Grays Ave
Hua Chau 4608 Springfield Ave
Hughes James E Est 5749 Delancey St
Hunter Dorothy R 5531 Hadfield St
Hunter Joshie 5849 Christian St
Hutchinson Benita H 1146 S 52nd St
Hyman Burnette 5048 Hazel Ave
Hyman Chaz D 1125 S 51st St
Idris Dorothy 4920 Woodland Ave
Ingram Walter 5851 Pemberton St
Irrevocable Burial Reserve 5444 Springfield Ave
Irvin Alice 1926 S 57th St
Irwin Alice M 1926 S 57th St
Isabella Elizabeth C, Anthony A 1025 S 55th St
Jackson Annie 5556 Pine St
Jackson David T 1305 S 53rd St
Jackson Doris 1316 S 50th St
Jackson Jovonna 5940 Belmar Tr
Jackson Marlon E 6012 Delancey St
Jackson Pearleen 1623 S 59th St
Jackson Pearleen L 1623 S 59th St
Jackson Walter E 1348 S 52nd St
Jacobs Tyrone 5715 Windsor Ave
Jacobs Wanda 1504 S 49th St
James Elwell 524 S 51st St
James Renaldo D 5511 Catharine St
Jefferson Alfred 5940 Washington Ave
Jefferson Eileen B 1826 S Conestoga St
Jefferson Ruth D 5533 Pine St
Jeffries Charles 5803 Piac St
Jemison Beth H 4730 Hazel Ave Rear 1r
Jerolmack Douglas J 5022 Catharine St
Jeter Dwayne 5742 Warrington Ave
Johnso John Arnold 5035 Pine St
Johnson Ann E 5327 Angora Tr 1st Fl
Johnson Anna M 934 S 49th St
Johnson Bobby Nicloe 551 S Redfeild St
Johnson Emogene 5948 Cedar Ave
Johnson Gamby Phyllis 2000 S 58th St
Johnson Gloria 6039 Cedarhurst St
Johnson Helen M, Albert 4631 Pine St
Johnson Lucille 2064 S Alden St
Johnson Luetta Elain 623 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Johnson Sharita D 5812 Delancey St
Joiner Dennal 1623 S 56th St
Jones Carlisle T 5900 Washington Ave Apt 2
Jones Eleanor P 5507 Belmar Ter
Jones Lewis 902 S Cecil St
Jones Lillie 2100 S 58th St Apt 265
Jones Mahoney Lisa M 706 S 60th St
Jones Rebecca 710 S 55th St
Jones Ryan K 4924 S Kingsessing Ave
Jordan Elliot 6131 Grays Ave
Jordan Marcia D 4712 Chester Av
Jordan Mary A 5968 Trinity St
Jordan Samuel 5119 Pine St
Joseph J Brooks Lees Personal Care Brd Hm Inc
644 S 60th St
Joshi Aravind K 919 South St
Jq Investments LLC 5113 Kingsessing Ave
Judd Emanuel 5736 Warrington Ave
June Brook Jr 5447 Willows Ave
Jung Won 3651 Spruce St
Kaisling Emily 1413 S 52nd St
Kapustka Heidi 544 S 48th St
Keating Mary 1356 S 51st St
Kee George A 5707 Hadfield St
Keita Idrissa 5026 Cedar Ave
Keita Kissiman D 4505 Pine St
Kelly Charles H 1008 S 47th St
Kelly Florence R 4601 Springfield Ave
Kemp Ralph 5628 Christian St
Kendall Jonathan 815 S 48th St
Kennedy Jim J Jr 5534 Baltimore Ave
Kennedy Matt W 1934 S Redfield St
Kenney Diane Louise 4805 Regent St
Keyser Hallie 5039 Springfield Ave
Killebrew Tebie 4920 Woodland Ave
Kimmel John 2708 Conestoga Ter
Kinder Premellous 1514 S Allison St
King Daniele 636 S 52nd St
King Lawson Re Ella 1646 S 52nd St
King Marilyn 5724 Florence Av
King Patricia 1546 W Airy Dr Apt Rear
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King Shawn 3903 Lankenau Rt
Knapper Robert J 4936 Osage Ave
Knigh W Eugene Est 4701 Pine St Apt Aa4
Knox Margartt, Donald 5838 Boldimore Ave
Komara Haja 618 S 52nd St
Koukoui Philippe 5652 Litchfield St
Kress Barbara 4725 Chester Ave Apt B1
Kruger Charles, Dorothy 1536 S Allison St
Krum Irwin 5735 Reedland St
Kudosh Bella 5901 Trinity St
Kuharprema Napaporn 600 S 48th St Apt 3f
Lalevic Bogoljub 4627 Osage Ave
Lalevic Bogoljub, Marija 4627 Osage Ave 2
Landau Claire A 4643 Pine St C410
Lange Kate M 5008 Beaumont Ave
Lawson Terrell J 4845 Cedar Ave Apt 2nd
Leaks Gwendolyn, Aisha N 1647 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Lee Bobby 433 S 50th St
Lee Charles 710 S 55th St
Lee Patricia Apt 402 6000 Baltimore Ave
Lee Sun Hee 4622 Osage Ave
Letnom Brookes Julian 719 S 57th St
Lett Eugene L Jr, Brittany V 839 S 57th St
Levere Sharna M 5003 Cedar Ave Unit B
Levy Robert 1104 S 46th St
Lewis Charles 5625 Chester Ave Bx215
Lewis Gwendolyn W, Hayward 6046 Washington Ave
Lewis Marcia 6141 Delancey St
Lewis Roger 919 S 58th St
Li Yong 413 S 46th St
Lindsay Hudson I 1208 S 57th St
Lipscomb George S Sr 1834 S 55th St
Little Folks 5994 Walnut
Little John 1634 S Lindenwood St
Litty Charles 1731 S Ruby St
Liu Jian Di Di 508 S 52nd St
Lloyd Frances E 5703 Hoffman Ave
Lomax Torrance R 6242 Osage Ave
Long Randolph 1340 S 46th St
Long Waline 5611 Angora Ter
Lopez Juana 540 S 61st St
Loverland Jones Catherine 4637 Pine St
Lowery Betty J 5601 Cedar Ave Apt 2
Lowman Detrick 1659 S 55th St
Lucas Stanley L 1220 S Melville St
Lynch Dunn Yvonne Administratrix 5606 Warrington Ave
Lynch Margaret E, Donald, Margaret F 2048 S 59th St
Lynch Walter Sr 5606 Warrington Ave
Lyons Florence, Daniels 6034 Catherine St
Lyons Gladys, John C 1614 S 56th St
Macaluso William 4629 Baltimore Ave Apt −302
Magolan Valerie 4715 Springfield Ave
Mahoi Saidu Mpanny Jane 2022 S Redfield St
Maillard George 6025 Larchwood Ave
Malik Mustafa 5721 Woodland Ave
Malloy Elizabeth 4622 Woodland Ave 2nd Fl Bac
Marquardt Wayne R 4838 Cedar Ave
Marshall Thomas 1228 S Greylock St
Martin George N 5648 Carpenter St
Mason Barbara PO Box 19175
Masri Nadia Rose 554 S 48th St
Massaquoi Chris T 4803 Paschall Ave
Massey Hortense 6123 Carpenter St
Mathis Judge W 5120 Walton Ave
Matthews Samara 1029 S 50th St
Matthews Sarah A 5945 Ellsworth St
Mauney Ann D 5123 Kingsessing Ave
Mayberry Robert A, Eular M PO Box 19161
Maye William 5222 Catharine St
Mayor Patrick 4701 Pine St G12
Mcbride Stewart 1838 S 57th St
Mccall Francis W 5841 Delancey St
Mccall Francis W, Patrick 5841 Delancey St
Mccall Hamidullah 5615 Beaumont Ave
Mccants Vincent 2119 S Dagget St
Mccarthy Alic 1325 S 46th St
Mcclary Earl 1834 S 54th St
Mccleann Anthony 5216 Larchwood St
Mcclenahan Helen 1219 S Ruby St
Mccullough Samuel 1255 S 49st
Mcdermott Sharon 530 S 49th St
Mcdevitt Mary E 5346 Glenmoore Ave
Mcdonough Eliz M 5533 Beaumont Ave
Mcduffie Michelle 6212 Cedar Ave
Mcgee Wanda 5007 Pine St
Mcgovern Francis J 1009 S 60th St
Mcgrath Mary A 1321 S 53rd St
Mckelvey Octavia 529 S Conestoga St
Mckenna Garrett D, David, 4605 Chester Ave B301
Mckinley John D 726 S 56th St
Mcmaster Mary Ethel, Florence 5502 Thomas Ave
Mcmillan Harriet 2408 S Frazier St
Mcmillan Jonnie 1532 S 57th St
Mcnamara Mary C 1245 S Hanson St
Mcneill Stewart Jessie M 5317 Yocum St
Mcrae Alayah 1401 S Paxon St
Mellette Dominic 524 S Melville St
Melley Michael J 1615 S Wilton Stp
Melton Dorothy 213 S 62nd St
Mette David 4514 Pine St
Mialou Inc 5009 Baltimore Ave Apt 3
Miles Diane E 1206 S Markoe St
Miller Brenda P 5545 Whitby Ave
Miller Cynthia A 4714 Baltimore Ave
Miller Karen 4824 Hazel Ave
Miller Naomi 5613 Osage Ave
Miller Patricia 513 S 55th St
Miller Zach 904 S 48th St 3rd Fl
Miller Zakia Y 5624 Thomas Ave
Milliner John 6046 Carpenter St
Millon Gustanis 1021 S 50th St
Mills Bonita 2057 S Salford St
Minker Robert 4812 Beaumont Ave
Mintz Barbara B 5803 Larchwood St
Mitchell Alicia 1340 S 46th St
Mitchell Hefertiti 5047 Walton Ave
Mitchell Lynda A 5351 Grays Ave
Montgomery Charles H, Mary 5830 Ellsworth St
Montgomery David, Sar 1406 S 51 St
Mooney Alice 5422 Regent St
Moore Carroll L, Mary 5640 Carpenter St
Moore Leroy 5436 Woodland Ave
Moore Marilyn 5334 Hadfield St
Moore Maurice L Est 1043 S 50th St
Moore Steven 5613 Ridgewood
Morales William E 1828 S 55th St
Morris Carmelita 6119 Carpenter St
Morris Laretta 1226 S 53rd St
Moses Deborah 1212 Greylock St
Mott Allison 419 S 48th St 106
Mottle Kent 801 S 47th St Apt 106
Muhammad Aleem 5706 Belmar Tr
Murphy Margaret, James 2013 S 58th St
Murray Tracy 5523 Pentridge St
Myatt Will F 6063 Cedarhurst St
Myers Walter 5844 Montrose St
Nachman Joseph, Ivan 320 S 59th St
Nachman Joseph, Mark 320 S 59th St
Nakasuji Machi Nahoko Harada 4701 Pine St Apt6−I
Nash Darlene 5411 Eastwick Ter Apt 2a
Naver Margaret 4829 Walton Ave
Neiditz Benjamin 4823 Hazel Ave
Nelson Lillian, Judge 5616 Baltimore Ave
Nelson Shaw 5026 Hazel Ave
Nelson William D 931 S Conestoga St
New Testament Christian Investment Assoc PO Box 5476
Newkirk Barbara M 5656 Hadfield St
Newsome James W Sr, Virginia, Constance L
6231 Ellsworth St
Nguyen Van Thiep 5317 Willows Ave
Nicolazzo Sarah E 4934 Walton Ave
Nisenzon Maria 5503 Warrington Ave
Norman Deree 5367 Thomas Ave
Norman Geneva 5239 Reinhard St
Norris Lois W Est, Sheri Mcfarland 718 S 49th St
Number One Beauty Supply Hai 5806 Woodland Ave
Nutter Elsie 5653 Larchwood Ave
Obrien Anna T 5604 Harley Dr
Obrien Christine 5219 Reinhard St
Obrien Patrick C, Anne T 4519 Regent St
Oconnor Kathryn T, Thomas 5418 Cedar Ave
Oconnor Sarah S 1019 S 51st St
Oconnor William, Joyce 5326 Hadfield
Odom Elizabeth, Joseph 416 S 60th St
Okeeffe Moira A 1205 S 46th St
Oliver Slater Crystal 4813 Florence Ave 1
Oliver William 4807 Pine St A2
Ottenbacher Anna M 1639 S 53rd St
Overton Steven 1410 S 58th St
Oviedo Martha C 409 S 46th St
Oviedo Martha C 409 W 46th St
Owens Joseph W 5724 Pine St
Page Sylivia 551 B S 53rd St
Palmer Otis 4807 Chester Ave Apt 105
Palmer Ralph W 5826 Christian St
Paoli Ferdinand 4838 Cedar Ave
Paris Ether 5510 Wheelen St
Park Pleasant Nursing Home 4712 Chester Ave
Park Soo 5024 Osage Ave
Parker Martha 2040 S Frazier St
Parks Benjamin R 4820 Chester Ave
Parks Cornelius 5722 Hoffman Ave
Parrish Charmaine 5016 Pine St Apt 401
Parsons Paul F 4608 Kingsessing Ave
Patel Nimesh B 837 N 2nd St Apt 301
Patterson Isiah 6230 Washington Ave
Paz Gutierrez Maria 1001 S 46th St
Pearson Sarah L 1502 S Lindenwood St
Peed Annie 6204 Catharine St
Penn Vet Holistic Club 4701 Pine St Apt D 4
Performance Studies Focus Group 4604 Chester Ave 1r
Perl Rachel 315 S 46th St Apt 1
Perry Verona E 5809 Delancey St
Person Lesley 4831 Larchwood Ave
Peters Hazel 5653 Carpenter St
Peterson Shaleena 4801 Walnut St
Peurifoy Grady 5824 Alter St
Pham Cuong 4608 Springfield Ave
Phila Pub Sch E 6037 Catherine St
Phillips Naomi M 1115 S Divinity St
Philogene Edwin 1011 S 46th St Apt 2f
Pickens Clinton 1316 S 51st St
Pinckney Baseemah 208 S 53rd St Apt 1st
Pinto Jaime F 4611 Springfield Ave Rm 3f
Pmc Bank As Agent Fo 8800 Tinicom Blvd 2nd Fl
Poindexter Belinda 4950 Pind St
Pollard Michael 5843 Larchwood Ave
Pongonis Linda 4811 Chester Ave
Porroca Theadore 1211 S 49th St
Porter Frank 631 S 49th St Apt 2
Postell Clothiel, Wilton 5103 Hazel Ave Apt 3
Potts Richard Est 1533 S 58th St
Powell Mary L 5334 Greenway Ave
Powell Summer 5645 Litchfield St
Pratt Eric 6032 Kingsessing Ave
Presley Marcus 4928 Pentridge St
Price Mark 4950 Pine St
Prichak Lorenzo, Robert 4626 Osage Ave
Procking Antoine 2132 S Alden St
Prunty Tanya P 816 S Cecil St
Pugh David 1251 S Peach St
Pulley John L 4937 Larchwood Ave
Rafferty Rachel 521 S 48th St
Ragin Carrie 5849 Hadfield St
Raines Robert M 449 S 48th St
Rajis Vera G 1539 S 57th St
Ramirez Pedro Est 540 S 61st St
Ramsey Bernadette 6030 Carpenter St
Randolph Elijah J 2038 S 59th St
Randolph Randall, Elijah 2038 S 59th St
Ray Gussie, James Odom 1304 S Hansen St
Ray Marjorie K 5227 Walton Ave
Reba V Dellior Ira 5018 Osage Ave
Reddick Flay R 5712 Osage Ave
Redmond Adrienne L 5227 Walton Ave
Reed Ambria B 4701 Pine St N5
Reed Martha 4712 Chester Ave
Reed William 26 S Robbinson St
Rees Dorothy, John W 1837 S Allison St
Reese Catheryn 5856 W Osage Ave
Register June 1312 S 54th St
Reid Terry 5434 Pentridge St
Reisberg Marian I 1911 S 56th St
Repoli Craig 4701 Pine St Apt B6
Reynolds Maurice 5521 Linmore Ave
Reynolds Thomas Jr, Desiree Jones 5527 Malcolm St
Rice James L 4912 Pine St
Richardson Emma 5133 Delancey St
Richardson Uyvette 5832 Alter St
Richman Sara 1635 S 59th St
Richman Sarah C 1635 S 59th St
Ricketts William 5607 Harley Dr
Ricks Darice S, John 5603 1/2 Woodland Ave
Ricks Gloria 5603 1 2 Woodland Ave
Ricks James L 704 S 60th St
Ricks John 5603 1/2 Woodland Ave
Riesberg Marian 1911 S 56th St
Riggs Sonya R 5422 Willows Ave
Riley Maurice 6247 Walnut St Apt 19 1
Ringgold Dondi 5510 Pine St
Ringgold William 1121 S 51st St
Rivers Kennet 6033 Ellsworth St
Roane Julia A 5638 Chester Ave
Robinson Adelina L 5814 Alter St
Robinson Alic 804 S Cecil St
Robinson Annie E 5907 Warrington Ave
Robinson Beverly, Edwin A 6015 Pine St
Robinson Dianne L 324 S 62nd St
Robinson Joyce 5724 Malcolm St
Robinson Nannie L 646 S 51st St
Robinson Neverlyn 2049 S 56th St
Robinson Patricia, Kareem 535 S Conestoga St
Robinson William 6122 Washington Ave
Rogers Daniel G 700 Cobbs Creek Pkwy 2nd Fl
Rogers Helen 5311 Webster St
Rogers Martha M 909 S Yewdall St
Rollerson Lorenzo 5831 Pemberton St
Romero Antonio D 800 S 49th St Apt A5
Rooney Mary C 1822 S Alden St
Rosendary Clarissa Powell 5334 Greenway Ave
Ross Hope 6118 Walton Ave
Ross Kathleen F, James F 4807 Springfield Ave
Roth Theodore, Viola V 1322 S 57th St
Rowe Valerie 5717 Belmar Te
Rowland Steve 4631 Pine St E410
Rowland Vera 4927 Walton Ave
Roy M Taylor Assoc 5811 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Royster Joseph D, Theresa 5844 Belmar Tr
Ruppert Vernon C 827 S 49th St
Russell Lynda C 6023 Carpenter St
Russell Thomas 83850 56th St
Rutherford Helen 5933 Ellsworth St
Rutland Nettie 1418 S 51st St
Ryals Reginald 6051 Hazel Ave
Rymes Betsy 4525 Regent St
Saddler Lamont 5213 Upland St
Saidu Samuel M 2022 S Redfield St
Saks Joshua 4607 Springfield Ave
Salaam Yasmin 1237 S Saint Bernard St
Salisbury Greg H 605
Sampson Dorothy 5630 Walton Ave
Sanchez Alberta 5404 Catharine St
Sanders Williams 5225 Warrington Ave
Sapp Mary 1623 S Conestoga St
Sarah Connaughton 4829 Walton Ave
Satterfield Alice 5536 Addison St
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Satterfield Edith 1206 S Markoe St
Satterfield Richard, Alice 741 S Alden St
Schaeffer Susie E 805 S 56th St
Schmidt Alice 914 S Conestoga St
Scott Evelyn 4515 Regent St
Scott Evelyn E 914 S 57th St
Scott Fannie 4623 Woodland Ave
Scott John 518 S 56th St
Scott Qana 6121 Larchwood Ave
Scott Qiana C 6121 Larchwood Ave
Scott Tina 5815 Christian St Apt 2
Scruggs Pamela L 5209 Woodland Ave Apt 2
Seawell Kareem 5320 Malcom St Apt 3
Sedahmed Abdulghafar 5648 Cedar Ave
Seon Russell 5345 Webster St
Seyoun Amare Ephraim 4708 Baltimore Ave
Shadding Rebecca 5325 Hadfield St
Shallcross Corson H 1336 Lindenwood
Shao Yun Duan 5661 Litchfield St
Shaw Louise 4914 Larchwood Ave
Shear Joy Beauty Centre 5101 Woodland Ave Ellis Joyce I
Shearer Anthony 1405 S 52nd St Apt 2
Shellihmer Beatrice 5604 Harley Dr
Shen Peilan 4942 Cedar Ave
Sheperd Samuel 6201 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Sheriff Mauctaru 2520 S 58th St
Shivers Lynne 4712 Warrington Ave
Siimpson Henry 1506 S 49th St
Simmons Ronald 5306 Glenmore Ave
Simpson Estella 1506 S 49th St
Sims Adella 1412 S Vodges St
Sims Brenda 6030 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Sims Emanuel 5511 Florence Ave
Sinclair Doris 5624 Osage Ave
Singleton Cornelius S 625 S 54th St
Singleton Frazier 5319 Catharine St
Small Darlene, Annie 6129 Catherine St
Small Louis J 503 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Small Marie 503 S 63rd St
Small William 5939 Catherine St
Smalley Ford Sandra D 6202 Washington Ave
Smalls John H 5738 Pentridge St
Smith China 5220 Larchwood Ave
Smith Eugene 1311 S 52nd St
Smith Howard 5032 Kingsessing Ave
Smith James H 5534 Beaumont Ave
Smith Jermaine 1128 S Peach St
Smith Joseph 1244 S 49th St
Smith Maxine 5442 Trinity St
Smith Richard C, Mary B 1311 S 54th St
Smith Willa 726 S 56th St
Smukler Eve 722 S 60th St
Solomon Bereket S 1118 S 48th St
Sonwane Chadrashekhar 805 S 49th St
Southerland Latia C 4915 Paschall Ave
Speciale Benjamin B 4525 Pine St Apartment 7
Speller June 6251 Addison St
Spencer Avril 5614 Cedar Ave
Spurgeon Rosia 6137 Ellsworth St
Squirrel Hill Community Assoc 4619 Chester Ave Apt B101
Stallworth Willie Bell 6206 Hazel Ave
Stanford Allen 5648 Christian St
Stankovich Rosemarie A 5717 Elmwood Ave
Stclair Agnes K 4826 Cedar Ave
Stephens Samuel 5010 Florence Ave
Steward James 5902 Greenway Ave
Stewart Anna M 5218 Beaumont Ave
Still Kimberly 5828 Belmar Terr
Stokes Charles R 5705 Ashland Ave
Stots Marvin 4750 Paschall Ave
Strohmeier Agnes D 5908 Washington Ave
Strunk Eden 5036 Catharine St 2
Stunson Elizabeth 4614 Chester Ave
Suah Frances 5507 Whitby Ave
Suber Mijiza 4815 Florence Ave
Suber Veronica 4815 Florence Ave
Summers Quinzell 5549 Upland St
Supple Michele A 4817 Windsor Ave
Sweet Shirley E, William 1536 S Allison St
Tague Thomas 4602 Kingsessing Ave
Tamba Leroy 1810 S Cecil St
Tapia Estelle Est, Carmelo 5504 Florence Av
Tarpley Juanita 5751 Walton Ave
Tart Jean 5839 Ellsworth St
Taylor Charlonda 411 Cobbs Creek
Taylor Mary L 735 S 60th St
Taylor Robert 905 S 47th St
Teagle Diane 5123 Kingsessing Ave
Terry Family Reunion 1251 S 49th St
Teshome Netsanet 4836 Cedar Ave
Tharpe Otha 4537 Larchwood Ave
Thayer Marion 5624 Osage Ave
Thomas Edward 5642 Addison St
Thomas Emma L 6145 Larchwood Ave
Thomas Kariama 509 S 56th St
Thomas Karriem 5712 Thomas Ave Apt B2
Thomas Monique J 5662 Belmar Ter
Thompson Denise 4526 Regent St
Thompson Dorothea 24 N Frazier St
Thompson Regina Est 1007 S Frazier St
Thompson Sheddie 5850 Windsor St
Thompson Tenia S 4714 Springfield Ave Apt 2
Thurnauer Logan W 4736 Hazel Ave
Timbers Elroy 5903 Warrington Ave
Tomkins Florence B 5220 Osage Ave
Townsend Helen M 6224 Ellsworth St
Triple A Pharmacy 702 S 49th St
Troup Darryl 1321 S Wilton St
Tryillo Roberta 2000 S 58th St Apt 408
Tsai Pei C 4619 Chester Ave Apt B401
Tsuru Junichiro 4645 Hazel Ave
Tsz Leung Cheung Laundromat 6165 Pine St 1st Fl
Turay David 1201 S 53rd St
Turner Carol A 5621 Pentridge St
University City Dental Center Pc 5338 Baltimore Ave
Upchurch Lillian 5227 Upland St
Us Bank Na 702 S 60th St
Valdez Patricia, David A 1928 S 56th St
Vance James W 5749 Delancey St
Vanessa Barnes 5123 Pine St
Vanish Archie 5644 W Pemberton St
Vankouwenberg Matthew N 4732 Cedar Ave Apt 2
Vankouwenberg Matthew N 4813 Windsor Ave
Vaughn Alfred 624 S 51st St
Vaughn Victoria 624 S 51st St
Villata Dinora 516 S 46th St
Villegas Carla 5851 Pemberton St
Viner Alfred 912 S 60th St
Waite Penelope V 5032 Florence Ave
Walker Earl R Jr 1518 S 55th St
Walker Emma 5946 Pine St
Walker Jeremy 1525 S Vodges St
Walker Luke G 4701 Pine St Apt J5
Wall Elizabeth 5726 Delancey St
Wallace Anthony 5532 Yocum St
Walston Marilyn L 5937 Washington Ave
Walters Joseph 5656 Hadfield St
Walton Colsum C 4933 Walton Ave
Wangia Gregory 1212 S 53rd St
Ward Louise M 411 S 62nd St
Washington Ajanna 1625 S 59th St
Watson Eaddy 6114 Catherine St
Watson Helen L 5221 Webster St
Weatherbee Marie 5601 Harley Dr Apt 2a
Weaver Lorin 5215 Cedar Ave Unit 2
Welch Ernest E 5951 Walton Ave
Weller Christopher 412 S 50th St
Wellinger Graig W 5444 Norfolk St
Wells Fargo Bank 313 S 58th St
Wesley Rowena 1319 S Markoe St
West Stanley R 4605 Chester Ave Apt B8
White Antonio 1439 S 52nd St
White Darel, Maria Hawkins 5404 Catharine St
White Jacquline 6107 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
White Richard 5426 Hadfield St
White Robert 4720 Cedar Ave Apt 3
White William 5619 Addison St
Whitfield Irene R 2020 S Salford St
Whitfield Niya S 1546 S Wilton St
Whittington Marie Est 5635 Cedar Ave
Wiedmann Anna K 902 S 48th St
Wiley Seth 540 B S 48th St
Wilkie Earl A 901 S 48th St Fl 4
Williams Abigail 1016 S 50th St
Williams Abigail Melinda 1016 S 58th St
Williams Elizabeth 1053 S 54th St
Williams Eric Wayne 719 S 58th St
Williams Helen PO Box 6339
Williams Louvan R 5837 Walton Ave
Williams Nikkia 5119 Webster St
Williams Rodney 1625 S 54th St
Williams Solomon J 414 48th St Apt B11
Williams Tyray 5842 Windsor
Williamson Dennis 4828 Paschall Ave
Willis Gerald 6052 Delancy St
Wilson Bernard 5040 Larchwood Ave
Wilson Brian 1311 S 58th St
Wilson Cindia 5017 Walton Ave
Wilson Leon A 1225 S 49th St
Wineglass Alberta, Othella W Smith 6162 Delancey St
Wise Gazel E 1228 S 53rd St
Wise John J 429 S 50th St
Wise Nakia E 1221 S 56th St
Wise Nicholette 5633 Litchhfield Apt R
Wood Henry W 5633 Walton Ave
Wood William, Marie 5322 Pentridge St
Woodland Heights 5037 Woodland Ave
Woolard Alice G 1424 S 52nd St
Wormley Diane L 4805 Regent St
Wright James H, Pansy Waters 5519 Angora Ter
Wright Ronald 5630 Malcolm St
Wright William 5419 Norfolk St
Wwf Paper Co 54th & Gray Ave
Wynn Catherine 6026 Osage Ave
Xie Qing 538 S Melville St
Xu Hongwu 1225 S 47th St
Young Charles R 1243 S 61st St
Young Edward 5008 Kingsessing Ave
Young Paul 1208 S 58th St Apt 2b
Yu Zheya J 4624 Chester Ave
Zamora Guillermo 4701 Pine St Apt A−11
Zauhar Catherine X 4624 Chester Ave
Zhang Qi 4704 Springfield Ave
Zinazanian Mary 116 S 47th St
Philadelphia Pa 19144
Abdulrahman Mohammed 4201 Henry Ave PO Box 1317
Ace Public Adjusters Inc 5014 Stenton Ave
Adam Dorothy H 40 W Tulpehocken St
Adams Tyree 326 East Wister St
Adelman Meri 330 W Duval St
Adelman Meri L, Ely 330 W Duval St
Alawadhi Elias 5515 Morris St
Alexander Agnes, Jame 72 Johnson St
Alfieri Adeline 5000 Erringer Pl
Allen Confort A 52 E Washington Ave
Allen Confort A, Comfort A 52 E Washington Ave
Amos Lorretta 224 W Coulter St
Anderson James 5134 Wakefield St
Anderson Ronnie Rhd Wister 326 E Wister St
Anderson Tymeisha 303 E Elwood St
Andres Jerome 245 Queen Ln W Apt 309
Andrews Forrest, Agatha 694 W Johnson St
Angel Sara 319 W Chelten Ave Apt 401
Atkinson Emily E 50 W Walnut Ln
Atoulelou Lazare 567 E Herman St
Bailey Phyllis A, Irene 5027 Copley Rd
Baker Annie R, Carl E 215 W Pomona St
Baquero Ashley 4000 Gypsy Ln Unit 621
Barish Stephen A 2991 W School House Ln Apt Ew
Barker Laronda 557 E Church Ln Apt B−11
Barksdale Steven 3600 Schoolhouse Ln
Barnes Geraldine 600 West Harvey St Apartme
Barnes Lessie 5415 Tacoma St
Barton Samuel P 5525 Baynton
Basham Jennifer 5031 Copley Rd
Bass Lorraine S 6025 Morton St
Batties Daisy 5229 Germantown Ave Apt 1b
Battle Tynisha R 34 E Rittenhouse St
Battle Zenovia P PO Box 44505
Baughn Kia 2991 W School House Ln Apt 33w
Beckford Lisa 161 E Pomona St
Begley Jessica M 518 W Coulter St C2
Bell Bibi D 5549 Crowson St
Bell Edward B 515 W Chelten Ave Apt 1308
Bell James W 5457 Wayne Ave
Bell Margaret 3005 W School House Ln
Bellamy Randy 414 W Manheim St 31−B
Bellantoni Bart 16 E Johnson St Apt 3
Bellingham Thomas J 4975 Sheldon St
Bentley Winston 5708 Germantown Av 2nd Fl
Benyaacov Shai 266 W Haines St Unit Pvt
Berkowitz Molly 515 W Chelten Ave Apt 508
Bernard Terrance 4933 Wakefield St
Berry Chester, Helen 248 E Penn St
Bevans Sharon 140 W Maplewood Ave
Bey Fatima 5511 Crowson St
Birt Barbara A 456 E Locust Ave
Bisbing Angie H, Angie B Whitcomb 106 W Walnut Ln
Black Nurses Investment Club A Partnership Inez Tory
6144 Wayne Ave 5
Blakey Mary 4000 Gypsy Ln
Blockett Kimberly 5110 Newhall St
Bobbs David A Irrevo Buriel Reserve 5218 Germantown Ave
3rd Fl
Bobo Tanzania 5727 Mcmahon St
Bonney Carolyn 6335 Morton St
Bosan Jennifer 5224 Wayne Ave
Boyce Cynthia M 6351 Ross St
Boyce Cynthia M, Noel H 6351 Ross St
Boyce Noel H 6351 Ross St
Br Moving 119 W Walnut Ln
Brabham Natasha D 543 E Tulpehocken St
Bradley Jessica, Portia Lewis 296 E Bringhurst St
Bradley Katherine V 6101 Morris St Apt 417
Braxton Mary L 5506 Greene St Apt 3
Brennan Tracy M 6029 Germantown Ave Apt 33a
Briggs Andrew 5450 Wissahickon Ave Apt 249b
Brinkley Elizabeth 249 W Haines St
Brown Bessie R 4532 Greene St 1a
Brown Beulah 452 E Tulpehocken St
Brown Frances 6116 Baynton St
Brown Frank 5457 Wayne Ave
Brown Justin 5450 Wissahickon Ave Apt 740b
Brown Kimberley A 426 E Church Ln
Brown Mark 127 W Logan St
Brown Mark E 600 W Harvey St Apt A1016
Brown Michael Vernon, Michael V 324 W Seymour St
Brown Quilena 452 E Tulpehocken St
Brown Sweeney 5116 Lena St
Brown Terrance 159 W Manheim
Brownell Rachel, Bruce 519 W King St Apt E33
Brownworth D T 311 W Seymour St
Bryant Natalie 313 W Logan St
Bunton Ruth 5301 Lena St
Burnett Willie 246 E Queen Ln
Burns Landon C 239 W Walnut Ln Apt 2
Burris Icy 34 E Bringhurst St
Burriss Katherine 34 E Bringhurst St
Burton Joy Lyn, Eva 537 E Chelten Ave
Butler Thomas A 2991 W School House Ln Apt S12
Bvf Lp Blythewood Estates 2991 W School House Ln
Byars Esther J 6329 Greene St
Byers Florence M 308 W Earlham Ter
Byrd Albert 5457 Wayne Ave Apt 620
Byrd Shazett Rhd Wister 326 E Wister St
Byren Grace 114 W Apsley St
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Calderwood Margaret 4535 Pulaski Ave
Campbell Kevin R 112 W Logan St
Cann Maxine L 64 Johnson St E
Canning Mary E 5500 Wissahickon Ave Apt 201a
Cannon Lloyd 700 E Chelten Ave 1st Floor Front
Cannon Rose 5740 Knox St
Cappello Alicia V 6220 Wissahickon Ave Unit
Carberry John F 4538 Greene St
Cardwell Sheldon 167 E Tulpehocken St
Carr Raymond Sr, Raymond 5442 Wakefield
Carter John 601 Park Ln
Carter Josephine 243 High St
Carter Josephine J 6101 Morris St Apt 515
Carter Louise, Calvin 228 E Haines St
Carter Malik 3339 North A St
Carter Priscilla M 18 W Chelten Ave Apt 304
Caruso Patricia, Carmen 539 E High St
Cathey John R Jr. Paula Cathey 547 W Clapier St
Champ Margaret J Apt D6 5720 Wissahickon Ave
Champ Margaret J, Priscilla 5720 Wissahickon Ave Apt D6
Chang Muy Fernando 158 W Queen Ln
Chapman Ford Body Shop 24 Ashmead Pls
Chappell Jean Marie 6224 Magnolia St
Chase Wydee 6101 Morris St Apt 824
Cheese Steak Factory LLC 5946 Germantown Ave
Chester Karl D 4901 Stenton Ave Apt 230
Cheung Tsz L 4927 Wayne Ave
Chisley Lloyd 5323 Newhall St Apt 204
Chisley Marjorie A 6101 Morris St Apt 1214
Christenson Kellie J 2979w School Hse Ln M810b
Chuku Ikechi 77 E Church Ln Apt 1
Cirwithen Yvonne 5012 Greene St
Clark Anna C 7321 Bryan St
Clark Kerry, Karin 5217 Wissahickon Ave Apt1
Clark Lorenzo M 5139 Pulaski Ave
Clark Olympia 411 W Penn St
Clarke Olympia 411 W Penn St
Clayton Michelle 5014 Stenton Ave
Coe Cathleen M 4826 28 Mckean Ave
Cohen Adele 163 W Queen Ln
Cohen Ariel L 133 W Harvey St
Cohen Elizabeth, Sydney S 113 W Chelten Ave
Cohn David, Erin 350 W Johnson St
Colella Augustine, Eva 6218 Morton St
Coleman Gloria A 5644 Morton St
Coleman Nadine 24 Ashmead Pls
Collins Alfred H III 135 W Sylvania St
Collins Sym Hall 600 W Harvey St B1005
Colquitt Chris 6381 Germantown Ave
Compton Edna K 5219 Pulaski Ave
Conway Charlotte, Johs 6310 Homer St
Conway Marcel 42 E Seymour St
Cook Thomas 18 W Chelten Ave Apt 1202
Cook Torres Micheke 5211 Rubican St
Cortes Brinker Erlinda D 449 W Price St
Cosby Andrew 5457 Wayne Ave 223
Coston Cassandra 355 W Duval St
Coulibaly Ibrahima 5916 Mccallum St
Cox Rebecca C 131 W Walnut Ln
Cravero Louis R 5450 Wissahickon Ave Apt 206
Crawford Stanley N 4901 Old Stenton Ave Apt 312
Cromwell Stephanie 533 W Walnut Ln
Crowder Lillie D 425 W Penn St
Cuffie Algie W 122 E Tuplehocken S
Cunningham Michelle R 5206 Morris St
Cuthbertson Francis 5443 Germantown Ave
Cwikla Stanley 6122 Ross St
Daley Margaret, George J 5521 Pulaski Ave
Daniels Donald 125 W School House Ln
Darden Jahmal 4513 Fernhill Rd
Darden Jahmal 4544 Farnhill St
Dash Sara P 5048 Germantown Ave
David & Harriet Berger Foundation 4101 Timber Ln
David F Louise 515 W Chelten Ave Apt 309
Davis Antonio 119 E Duval St
Davis Christola E 22 W Rittenhouse St Apt 407
Davis Cortez 131 W Hansberry St
Davis Izora 5603 Baynton St
Davis Marjorie E 600 W Harvey St Apt B313
Davis Tyjear 621 E Chelten Ave Apt 2b
Dawson Julian Rhd Omni 5718 Green St
Day Florence E Alden Park Manor
Deborah L Wilson Funeral Home Inc 214 W Coulter St
Decastro Ron T 2967 W School House Ln C505
Degale Hazel 72 E Pastorius Sty
Degale Jennifer Y, Hazel 72 Epastorius St
Degale Norrie A, Jennifer, Francis, Sherme, Aldith
72 E Pastorius St
Delzora Wallace 5718 Green St
Demaria Robert E 6101 Morris St Apt 617
Depaul Catholic 44 W Logan St
Desouvre Steiman 4934 Rubicam St
Devine Marcella 137 W Apsley St
Devose Pauline 114 E Washington Ln
Diallo Idrissa 600 W Harvey St Apt A303
Dickson Eleanor A 56633 Heiskell St
Dienstman Robin A 421 W School House Ln Apt 26
Dinino Pierino, Maria 518 E High St
Dinkins Harry 109 E Garfield St
Dodson Roberta 6101 Morris St Apt 209
Dokes Claude 702 E Chelten Ave
Dolfi Douglas 515 W Chelten Ave Apt 810
Douglas Marachael M 113 Maplewood Ave
Douglas Melvyn 5221 Pulaski Ave
Dove Helen H 160 E Duval St
Dove Jessie 5118 Keyser St
Dove Mary A 435 W Penn St
Drake Kareem 342 E Wister St
Dudley Johnny 5102 Germantown Ave
Duffy Gladys 5310 Wayne Ave
Dukes Robert 557 E Church Ln Apt 2
Dunphy Jesse 5515 Wissahickon Ave Apt A1
Eckle Mae E 6134 Mccallum St
Eckstein 1011 E Columbus
Edwards Anita 45 E Church Ln
Egan Marcelle A 6300 Greene St
Egleton Jean 5121 Newhall St
Eichert Carol E 5427 Wayne Ave
Elders Place 37 E Wister St Unit 201
Elders Place 53 E Wister St
Electra Walnut Partnership 418 W Walnut Ln
Ellerbee James 200 E Church Ln Apt 109
Ellerbee Myra 4631 Wayne Ave
Elliot Daniel 6350 Musgrave St
Elliott Melissa 5058 Mckean Ave
Ellis Yvonne M 4901 Old Stenton Ave Lot G3
Enebi Ibinabo 345 W Johnson St Apt E104
Evans Joyce 127 W Logan St
Evans Laura Mathis 5340 Wingohocking Ter
Farlow Edmond 5684 Morton St
Farrar Kathleen M 4535 Fernhill Rd
Fearon John P 114 W Apsley St
Feirstein Richard T 150 W Washington Ln Apt B
Felix Alexander, Lena 6206 Gdnia St
Ferrell Matthew M 1623 West Chelton Ave
First Prov Inc First Proverbs Inc 5626 Heiskell St
Fisher Denise E 5549 Crowson St
Fisher Helen Day 5140 Greene St
Fisher Patricia C 169 Hansberry St
Fisher Richard H 6214 Wayne Ave Apt 3
Flavell Grace F 5365 Belfield Ave
Fleming Mildred 5232 Laurens St 1
Forrest Joan V 5224 Laurens St
Frazier Shirley 6016 Morton St
Frazier Shirley J 6016 Morton St
Full Swiss 20 E Herman St B9
Fuller Collins Dianna 135 W Sylvania St
Fuqua Ann Marie 6329 Greene St
Furlow Ann 354 W Miline St
Galliano Raymond Sr, Mary 6016 Morton St
Galloway Edward 5309 Lena St
Galloway Regina C 5309 Lena St
Gant Charlene 24 E Walnut Ln
Garnett Arthur 245 E Haines St
Garomer Vivian C 6101 Morris St Four Freedoms House Apt
Gaspari Eileen B Sojourn 5450 Wissahickon Ave Ste C3
Genao Jose J 214 W Manheim St
Gentzler Cynamon K 269 W Walnut Ln 1er
George Morris F, Irma M 5308 Magnolia St
Germantown Theater Gild Alumni 5027 Copley Rd
Ghani Patricia A 315 W Johnson St Apt 210
Gibson Regina C School Ln House Apt 307
Gillum Micah A 5001 Erringer Pl
Giordano Dolores 5720 Wissahickon Ave Apt B18
Gleaves Mikeem 735 E Haines St
Gleaves Samuel 6254 Magnolia St
Glynn Eric PO Box 48245
Good Company Ventures 4700 Wissahickon Ave
Gowan George B Mc 4606 Pulaski Ave
Graham Renee 6352 Sherman St
Greater Germantown Educational Dev 5538 Wayne Ave
Green Marie 221 W Johnson St
Greene LLC 5917 Greene St
Greiner Alfred 21 E Herman St
Grey Jean 5812 Morris St
Grieco Marian 6018 Magnolia St
Gtown Urban C 5815 Wayne Ave
Gugliotti Ken 134 W Washington Ln
Guinn Clyde 5729 Knox St
Guinyard Willie M 723 E Price St
Ha Bich 6350 Green St Apt 218
Hall Howard 219 E Bringhurst St
Hamilton Doris 6011 Baynton St
Hamilton Edith, Ralph 5103 Wayne Ave
Hanton Lizzie 322 E Tulpehocken St
Harkins David R, Anna 36 E Coulter St
Harmon Victor 517 W Clapier St
Harris Charles 5537 Morton St
Harris Joseph W 5457 Wayne Ave Apt 308
Harris Oralee 6347 Germantown Ave
Harrison Margaret G PO Box 4227
Hartl Donald L 4816 Greene St
Hartzog Mary 5839 Germantown Ave
Harvey Pearl 5808 Knox St
Hayden Ronald 561 E Mayland St
Health Center 9 131 E Chelten Ave
Hedgpeth Shakira V Apt 104 5721 Morris St
Heins Helen T, Warren 206 E Bringhurst St
Hendricks James 50 E Earlham St
Henkel Emily 332 W Zeralda St
Henry Robert Est Helen Farrah 6301 Morton St
Herring Jacob Est 6950 Germantown Ave
Hickman Elizabeth C 461 E Locust Ave
Higgins Marie A 544 E Penn St
Hill Kofi A 6301 Morton St
Hill Ralph 6101 Morris St Apt 321
Hill Theresa G 6214 Wayne Ave Apt 2
Hitschler Sandi 2979 W School House Ln Apt K10
Holland Earl 5129 Germantown Ave
Holmes Shannon 148 W Wyneva St
Holston Vivian 4700 Greene St
Hooperclark Lisa 5222 Knox St
House Depot Inc 6381 Germantown Ave
Howard Bessie M J−21 5427 Wayne Ave
Howard Ronald W 501 W Abbottsford Ave
Howell Marion Stapely W409 6300 Green St
Huang Paul 5373 Belfield Ave
Hubbard Geraldine 22 W Rittenhouse St
Hughes Grace Stapeley Hall 6300 Green St
Hunter Calvin A 6100 Greene St
Hunter Jemol G 248 E Johnson St
Hutchins Francis 5500 Wissahickon Ave Apt M501b
Ia Eig Chestnut Hill Hlthfdn Res Fnd Susan Hanson 6023
Germantown Ave
Iden Cally 44 E Washington Ln
Idun Abrina Inez, David 6203 Baynton St
Idun Ewura Aba Madeline, David 6203 Baynton St
Idun Nana Mbra Jacqueline, David 6203 Baynton St
Ige Adegbola 141 W Apsley St
Irokwe Ikechukwu 549 W Manheim St
Jackson Christopher 324 W Berkley St
Jackson Eric 22 W Rittenhouse St Apt 407
Jackson William 5204 Pulaski Ave
Jacobs Donald T 662 W Park Ln
James Corine 244 E Rittenhouse St
James Daniel R 6122 E Musgrave Stre
James Maureen A, Daniel R 6122 E Musgrave St
Jamison Mack 4521 Pulaski Av Apt 2
Jasper Carolyn 162 W Hansberry St
Jenkins William 412 W Chester Ave
Jennifer Y Degale Revoc Trust 72 Epastorius St
Jessie Armond 5525 Blakemore Ave
Jezalik Mildred 5316 Wayne Ave
Johnakin Wayne A Jr 487 W Abbottsford Ave
Johnson Anna 84 W Johnson St
Johnson Christen A 291 E Collom St
Johnson Dennis 216 W Chelten Ave
Johnson Mamie F 5720 Wissachickon Ave Apt C16
Johnson Patricia 144 W Apsley St
Johnson William 247 E High St
Jones Daniel Jr 18 W Chelten Ave Apt 405
Jones Kenneth 6325 Germantown Ave
Jones Maurice 121 W Ashmead St
Jones Tyrone 4979 Sheldon St
Jones Tyrone A 5131 Newhall St
Jones Viola 348 E Wister St
Jordan Leigh Ann 320 E Rittenhouse St
Juvenille Justice Center Thomas Acc 100 W Coulter St
K & F Ventures LLC 4810 Knox St
Kane Patricia 35 E High St 2nd Fl
Karski Erin 5629 20th St N
Kathleen L Levin Levin Ins 56 W Maplewood Mall
Keb LLC 322 W Coulter St
Kelly Renee Margo, Tanya R 28 N Ashmead Place
Kendred James 4605 Morris St
Kennedy Paul A 5515 Wissahickon Ave E 302
King Christina 8050 Michener Ave
King John A Sr, James A 519 E Washington Ln
King Nathaniel C PO Box 48097
Kitzmiller Ruth N Commons & Commons LLC
6377 Germantown Ave
Klein Sara A 6202 Baynton St
Kling Vincent 5526 Pulaski Ave
Knott Jeannette 418 Church Ln
Knox Nathaniel W 5555 Wissahickon Ave Apt 903
Koara Moussa PO Box 44577
Koehler Charles, Anita 543 E Rittenhouse St
Kohli Manoj 5500 Wissahickon Ave Ph 2a
Kpd Intl Wholesale Inc 5331 N 10th St
Kra Corporation 301 E Chelten Ave
Kumaran Vinay Alden Park Apt M511b 5500 Wissahickon
Ave
Kumfs Shoes New Zealand PO Box 59046
Kwanzaa Biko L 4942 Rubicam St
La Distinguished 5450 Wissahickon Ave
La Fama Sportswear 5715 Germantown Ave
Laforte Erica R 2991 W School House Ln O31e
Lakes Charles E 6314 Carnation St
Lara Trust R Bazelon D Jo 3009 Foxx Ln Richard Bazelon
Lawrence Arleen R 4000 Gypsy Ln Apt 700
Laws Charles T 438 W Winona St
Laws Stephen C 246 W Apsley St
Laxmi Enterpris 5810 Greene St
Lee Bladys J 56633 Heiskell St
Lee Christopher 291 W Schoolhouse Ln
Lee Dawn 5186 Rubicam St
Lee Joycelyn E 125 E Duval St
Leheny Cara 105 W Tulpehocken St Apt 10
Len Stoler Inc 148 W Wyneva St
Lenhart Barbara 553 E Armstrong St
Leonard Gloria 5012 Newhall St
Levitan Stephen R 742 E Chelten Ave
Levonian Lisa 869 W Walnut Ln
Lewin Herbert G, Pauline 224 W Tulpehocken St−9b
Lewis Charles 503 E High St
Lewis Donail 215 E Shedaker
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Lewis Geraldine F 84 W Johnson St
Lewis Lenora 21 W Rockland St
Lewis Leroy 4423 Greene St
Lieberman Albert J 514 E Walnut
Lieberman Richard A 2991 W School House Ln Apt Ew
Lieberman Richard A Blythewood Apts 2991 W School
House Ln Apt E31
Liebowitz Eileen 307 Hathaway House 515 W Chelten Ave
Liebowitz Eileen 515 W Chelten Ave Apt 307
Lim Tianna 621 Park Ln Apt 1
Lindner Donna L 354 W Johnson St
Linney Tara C 2979 W School House Ln K914 Alden Park
Apts
Lloyd Donna A 705 E Church Ln Apt B 5
Logan Dwayne 200 E Upsac St
Lomax Agnes M 505 E Washington Ln
Lomus Angela 2967 W School House Apt 209a
Loughney Anthony J 6010 Greene St
Lowills Jewelers Assoc 57 19 21 Germantown Ave
Lucas Shawn PO Box 44383
Mack Evette L 4933 Sheldon St
Mackey Joy 13 W Seymour St
Maddox Timothy 131 W Hansberry St
Mahama Mary 5060 Mckean Ave
Makiej Randy 110 W Johnson St
Malady Mary E 427 W Queen Ln
Malagieri Louis, Mary 4959 Wakefield St
Mallion Corine Estate 125 W School House Ln
Mallis Anna R 461 E Locust Ave
Mallis Brendon, Anna R 461 Locust Ave E
Maloney Mary T 160 W Manheim St
Maplewood Manor 125 W Schoolhouse Ln
Margaret Frank R 86 W Johnson St
Mark Reids Cleaning Svc Janitorial 234 W Clapier St
Mars John 237 W School House Ln
Marshall Grace H 324 W Seymour St
Marthol Marie Monique R 105 E Washington Ln 2
Martinez Gabriella A 259 W Johnson St
Maselli Grace 142 East Washington Ln
Mason Mchael 1734 Christian St
Mason Michael 2122 Christian St
Mason Pamela 5500 Wissahickon Ave Apt 312a
Matthes Marlon 61 E Collom St
Matthew Marcus 129 E Littlehouse St
Matthews Edward 5115 Lena St
Mattis Paul A 301 W School House Ln
Mcauley Mary N 141 W Manheim St
Mcfadde Dennis J 5317 Wingohocking Ter
Mckelvey Howard S III 4926 Wakefield St
Mcrae Charles F 61 E Collum
Medicare Crossover 1 Penn Blvd
Meggett Kimberly M 129 W Ponoma St
Mendez Luis 3928 Reese Ave
Mensah Nana 2317 W Oxford St
Merrills Ronald 5135 N Marion St
Michael R Mccoy MD 5555 Germantown Ave
Michael Rutberg 2 Penn Blvd Ste 115
Mihov Lubomir M 458 E Haines St
Milburne Robert 5057 Copley Rd Apt 2
Miles Ellis L 5450 Wissahickon Ave Apt 402a
Miller Lois 56633 Heiskell St
Miller Mark A 5224 Germantown Ave Rear Apt
Mills Vyneda T 36 E Walnut Ln
Minard Terry 18 W Harvey St Apt C
Mingo Sarlene R 5009 Pulaski Ave
Minieri Salvatore 5342 Wayne Ave
Miree Montrell 117 Wyneva St
Mishriki Kate A 6333 Greene St
Mitchell Edward 5618 Mcmahon St
Mitchell Len E 269 W Walnut Ln Studio
Mitchell Nathaniel 240 W Walnut Ln
Mitchell Pearle L, Eugene 329 W Earlham Ter
Mitchell Sharon 5923 Bayton St
Monarch Sky Dr Sky Monarch 553 W Clapier St
Monley Barbara 473 W Harvey
Monroe Grady 4556 Fernhill Rd
Montgomery Shiela 4521 Morris St
Moody Anthonio 4551 Morris St
Moody Eloise Anthonio Moody 4551 Morris St
Moody Priscilla C 280 E Bringhurst St
Moore Donald 360 E Tulpehocken St Apt B5
Moore J Hampton 6316 Gdnia St
Moore Mary 5283 Germantown Ave
Moorhead Mary A 165 W Queen Ln
Morehan Kathryn 5514 Pulaski Ave
Morgan Maudel 5366 Wingohocking Ter
Morgan Russell A, Carmen 6127 Ross St
Morris Annie J 5612 Mcmahon St
Morris Clifford 5008 Mckean Ave
Morris Gladys 308 E Price St
Morris Jermal 176 W Hannsbury St
Morris Raymont 508 E Walnut Ln
Morrison Raymond 6144 Wayne Ave Apt 5
Morton Lawrence, Mary 6101 Morris St 1111
Moyer Marilyn M, Larry J 70 W Johnson St Apt C
Muscarella Matthew 4824 Mckean Ave
Mutono Patrick, Helen A 4640 Greene St
Myers Michelle L 5018 Tacoma St
Nash Mattie 5457 Wayne Ave Apt 324
Neal Fred Calvers Est, Michael 123 W Tulpehocken St
Apt W303
Neal Wayne, Peggy 5012 Greene St
Nesmith Schuyler E 419 E Woodlawn St
Newell Joann 5326 Wakefield St Apt 1
Newman Lynne V 6326 Burbridge St
Newton Joseph 20 W Wyneva St
Nichols Hamilton M 229 W Queen Ln
Nicholson Susan D 229 W Queen Ln
Norman John 4921 Germantown Ave Apt 2a
Norrie A Degale Rev Trust 72 E Pastorius St
Norris Isis 301 W Queen Ln
Norris Willie Jr 523 E Haines St
Northwest Medical Group Pc Dr Michael Lalor 2 Penn Blvd
Nunn Emmanuel 56 W Pomona St
Oglesby Clifford R 322 E Shedaker St
Okey Barbara 5283 Germantown Ave
Oliveiras Farias Glaucia 5032 Stenton Ave
Oliver Mary 94 E Seymour St
Olivia Property Group LLC 110 E Pastorius St
Omalley James, Mary 456 E Walnut Ln
Oneill Sherwin 544 W Clapier St
Outen Ira Jr 2829 A Saxton Rd
Owens George Est 4614 Newhart St
Owens Ishmael 118 E Price St
Oyana Grace 5255 Wakefield St
Park Drive Manor 600 W Harvey St
Parker Charles A 259 W Johnson St Apt M 1
Parks Tetra 301 W Zeralda St
Parris Derrick PO Box 29676
Patel Ankur N 5115 Wissahickon Ave Apt B26
Patterson Denise, Hattie 5048 Wade St
Patterson Nancy M 506 E Tulpehocken St
Peace Shirley 50 W Reger St
Pearl Alan Jevs 3005 W School House Ln
Pelaez Edwin 299 E Armstrong St
Pendergrass Tracey 530 E Rittenhouse St
Penn Antoinette, Lorraine 607 E Church Ln Apt A2
Pent Richard 600 W Harvey St Apt A 602
Perez Jose 3 E Wister St Apt 409
Perry Jeffrey 117 W Sylvania St
Petel Francis L 5032 Knox St
Philadelphia Health Center Pharmacy 131 E Chelten Ave
Phillips Susan B 5901 Mccallum St
Phoenix Physical Therapy 4943 Germantown Ave
Pinckney Wayne PO Box 44433
Pittman Christophe 102 W Maplewood Ave 5
Plant Christopher 110 W Johnson St
Pleasantview Baptist 126−28 W Seymour St
Ponder E 5934 Mccallum St
Pope James 31 W Coulter St
Porter Virginia K, Imani C 6104 Magnolia St
Powell Jermaine 6321 Martin St
Pratt Evelyn 5323 Newhall St Apt107
Pray Randolph E 36 E Walnut Ln
Premier Endodontics Pc 30 Honey Locust Ct
Price Marie G Resources for Human Dev 4700 Wissahickon
Ave Ste 126
Pringle Lena Bell 413 E Ashmeade St
Pritchard Kimberly J 630 W Naomi St
Pugh Lynette 6223 Wayne Ave 1f
Queen Michael Est 5824 Lena St
Quinn Charles 3655 Whitehall Ln
Quinton Linda 446 Bringhurst St
Rahim Kassam Adams 425 W Price St
Ramos David, Isaias 402 E Chelten Ave
Rampone Vincent F 25 W Wyneva St
Reeb Myrtle R 4560 Wayne Ave
Reed Jean O 5332 Lena St
Reese Morris 728 E Haines St
Reid M 234 W Clapier St
Rembert Denise 5611 Musgrave St
Resources for Human Dev 4700 Wissahickon Ave Ste 118
Mailbox 110
Resources for Human Dev 4700 Wissahickon Ave Ste 126
Rhd Develop 322 W Chelten Ave 1st Floo
Rhoads Jonathan E 131 W Walnut Ln
Rhoads Teresa F Trust 131 W Walnut Ln
Rhode Sharon 2979 W Schoolhouse Ln Apt K7
Richardson Courtney 481n Franklin St
Richardson Janice J 5678 Morton St
Richardson Travis 130 W Berkley St
Rios Christopher 454 E High St
Rios Lavera E PO Box 48007
Rivera Justino R PO Box 44372
Rivers Ida Est 30 E Pastorius St
Rizzo Angelina 721 E Rittenhouse St
Roach Warren 420 W Chelten Ave 2 B
Roane George E 280 W Walnut Ln Apt 10
Robb Inez 22 W Rittenhouse St Apt 312
Roberts Earl Rhd Wister 326 E Wister St
Robinson Louise 17 E Bringhurst St
Robinson Ralph 4926 Pulaski Ave
Robinson Richard 7076 N Brd St
Rodriguez Saul 2065 E Victoria St
Rogers Herbert Jr 6220 Mccallum St
Romis Mary 4145 Timber Ln
Rouse Samuel 301 W Queen Ln
Rowe Grace B 445 E Walnut Ln
Rowe Ronald 5856 Baynton St
Royster Julian H 6101 Morris St 4 Freedoms House Apt
Ruckert Rose M 1346 High St
Ruffin Frances, Dawn 437 E Walnut Ln
Russ Anne 115 E Walnut Ln
Russell Kristen Ann 642 W Park Ln
Ryans Camille 5203 Germantown Ave
Safford Fannie 61 W Washington Ln
Salinis Leonard Est 545 E Penn St
Samson Marvin J 105 E Johnson St Room 7
Samson Marvin J 6300 Greene St
Sanders Timothy 513 E Ashmead St
Satchell Alice PO Box 4121
Schleyer Edward Apt 204a 2967 School House Ln
Schulman Carly 6315 Sherman St
Schwartz Dorothy Est 4621 Newhall St
Scott Jaconda J PO Box 44372
Scott Nancy 5510 Pulaski Ave
Scott Reshawn 5427 Wayne Ave J22
Seagrave Mary E 4816 Greene St
Searles Metz J Jr, Hester 114 E Pastorius St
Sesay Jaward S 5008 Mckean Ave Apt Ac1
Settles Edward C 6121 Ross St
Shabashkevich Roman 5731 Knox St
Shackleford Erick 6218 Wayne Ave Apt 8
Shaika Michael 4450 Germantown
Shaika Michael, Eva 100 Dale Rd
Sharons Little Spot 5642 Boyer St
Sharpe Marguerite 622 W Naomi St
Shellenbarger Michael 66 W Johnson St
Shelton Elsie 5134 Wakefield St
Shermer Marie L 264 W Walnut Ln
Short Robert 5050 Germantown Ave
Shultz Nancy 5012 Greene St
Simmons Hasan R 411 West Penn St
Simmons Mary A 5348 Lena St
Simonian Mychal PO Box 44424
Simpson Ronald 5215 Schuyler St Apt D110
Singleton Naomi F 6315 Homer St
Sinkler William V 50 W Walnut Ln
Skelton William 5722 Greene St
Skinner Shana 5450 Wissahickon Ave
Small Mary V 535 E Church Ln
Smith Cheryl I 42 W Duval St
Smith Clara M 218 W Clapier St
Smith Earnestine 123 W Sylvania St
Smith Espy L 633 W Rittenhouse St Apt A702
Smith Ginger 6350 N Greene St St 417
Smith Helena 5008 Mckean Ave Bc4
Smith Ioma H 161 W Abbottsford Ave
Smith John 137 E Washington Ln
Smith Lorraine B 6317 Baynton St
Smith Lorraine B 6326 Burbridge St
Smith Mcduffie 6101 Morris St
Smith Renee S 515 W Chelton Ave Apt 706
Solomon Morton B, Peter 231 W Haines St
Sorrells Jackie 268 Harvey St 3rd Fl
Spain Nichelle 5321 Wayne Ave Apt 401
Spratt Christopher 334 W Duval St
Spriggs Charles D 5450 Wissahickon Ave Apt 735bb
Staley Glenn 5323 Newhall St Apt 302
Stanback Charles Jr 453 East Walnut Ln
Stanley Sarah 5223 Knox St
Stevens Malik 326 W Queen Ln
Stevenson Latasha D 537 E Chelten Ave
Steward Martha J PO Box 4129
Stewart Marcus 1835 Roselyn St
Stone Lavon 633 W Rittenhouse St B521
Stoner Marie 255 W Rittenhouse St
Stroman Evetta 4541 Greene St
Strong Grace PO Box 48025
Stubbs Charles 1346 High St
Stump Mariah H 5500 Wissahickon Ave Apt M
Sullivan John H 141 W Abbottsford Ave
Sullivan Meghan 634 W Park Ln
Sullivan Robert T 155 W Hansberry St
Superville Gabriella, Sheldon 542 Brinton St
Surplus Leona 1109w Elm St
Sussman Hyman G 515 W Chelten Ave Apt 508
Sutter Beth 5109 Pulaski Ave 1st Fl
Sutton Marian E 6101 Morris St Apt 610
Taig Funeral Acct 4700 Wissahickon Ave Ste 100
Tate Harry 6347 Germantown Ave
Tatro Margaret S 6118 Mccallum St
Tatro Margaret S, James E 6118 Mccallum St
Taylor Cyrene 5026 Erringer Pl
Taylor James 5021 Erringer Pl Apt A
Taylor Lynwood 314 E Wistar St
Tchs Einstein Livewe Employee Health Ste 220
Thomas Charles E Jr 410 E Locust Ave
Thomas Martin 305 Milne St
Thomas Paulette 4919 Knox St
Thompson Lydia D Est, Laura A 5457 Wayne Ave
Thompson Shareef 6336 Germantown Ave Apt 2
Tiffin Mary D 54 W Harvey St
Tilghman Stanford A Apt A309
Tinsley Marcella 243 W Hansberry St
Todd Pagent Tina L 111 E Herman St
Tory Morrison Inez 6144 Wayne Ave Apt 5
Townsville Erma L 76 F Johnson
Triple A Import & Export Svcs 4663 Stenton Ave 79
Trotter Ronald 4922 N 20th St Apt A−4
Trowers Rushell 1230 E Chelten Ave
Tweddale Alaina 612 W Naomi St
Vaillancourt Ralph 111 W Queen Ln Apt 1
Vass Paul 17 E Bringhurst St
Vassallo Donna, John 487 Pottertown Hts
Wade John L 501 W Hansberry St
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Walker Carl L 304 E Walnut Ln
Walker Jerome H 5009 Erringer Pl A
Walker Thelma M 5232 Wakefield St
Walker W N 502 W Harvey St
Walker Yvonne 5457 Wayne Ave Apt 108
Walsh Richard M Apt 607 515 West Chelton Ave
Walsh William 5920 Morton St
Walters Joseph R Jr 5010 Pulaski Ave
Wanger Ethel 515 W Chelten Ave 1107 Hathaway House
Warwick F J 607 E Church Ln
Washington Jonathan 17 W Pomona St
Washington Laure 152 E Walnut Ln
Washington Mary 6340 Ambrose St
Washington Michael 62 W Washington Ln
Washington Nancy C 5457 Wayne Ave Apt 514
Wayne Medical Arts Center 5000 Wayne Ave
Webster Caroline A 5457 Wayne Ave Apt 103
Weinberg Saffren Atty 5186 Rubicam St
Weissman Darienne G 6029 Germantown Ave Apt 33a
Wells George L 6300 Greene St
Werts Dorothy 5345 Lena St
Westbrook Chauncey 200 E Church Ln 405
Weston Alice T, John W 5038 Erringer Pl
Weston Joseph T 525 W Hansberry St
Wheeler Denise 600 W Harvey St Apt B1110
Wheeler Solomon D 6234 Magnolia St
Whitaker Marion J 246 W Walnut Ln
White Cara B 521 W Hansberry Apt 1
White Michael 6322 Magnolia St
Whitty Dorothy M, John J 5071 Mc Kean Ave
Williams Antonio 5345 Greene St Apt 3
Williams Bruce Apt C5 530 W King St
Williams Gareese 6127 Mcmahon St
Williams Gregory 6004 Ross St
Williams Jessie, Jess 167 E Herman St
Williams Kamilah K 6027 Morton St
Williams Rachel 6320 Morton St Fl 1
Williams Reuneshia 5044 Copley Rd
Williams Richard 410 E Bringhurst St
Wills Cheryl B 424 N Penn St
Wilson Gloria M, Mary H 5023 Haverford Ave
Wilson Ruby 109 E Washington Ln
Wilson William Apt 205 18 W Chelten Ave
Winant Robert J 221 E Bringhurst St Winston Lafayette
5648 Morton St
Winterbottom Laura J, James C 521 E Bringhurst St
Witherspoon Steven 135 E Mayland St
Witherspoon Vernon 437 W School House Ln
Wolf Hadye 17 E Rittenhouse St
Wood Lydia 360 E Tulpehocken St Apt B1
Woodroffe Kathryn 603 W Naomi St
Wright Jeffery 4404 Orianna St
Wynn Walter C, Thelma T 6300 Greene St Stapely W 505
You Zhuxuan 600 W Harvey St Apt A907
Young Anna M 4816 Greene St
Young John 5106 Rubicam St
Younger Clark M 421 W School House Ln Unit 7
Zalewski Jacqueline 420 W Walnut
Zhao Ruyan 600 W Harvey St Apt A907
Philadelphia Pa 19145
100 Alnus Place LLC 2020 W Passyunk Ave
7 Generations Charte 2901 S 15th St
Accardo Carmen V 1845 S Carlisle St
Acchione Armond, Marie 2921 S 17th St
Adams Tim W 2010 Mercy St
Addi Joseph Jr 1914 S Birchwood
Adjuster Inc 2516 S Brd St
Advocates for Financial 1806 S Brd St
Affinito Jacqueline M 2551 S 17th St
Agatucci Alfred 2335 S 18th St
Aha Packing Svcs Inc 2320 S 22nd St
Akshar Richa Inc Brunos Deli 3000 S Sydenham St
Alberta Louise L 2614 S 17th St
Alim Shakor 2035 S Cleveland St
Allen Christina 1710 S 24th St
Allen Guy 2010 Mifflin St
Almakedhi Kamaladdin A 1702 S 31st
Almond Carol L 1828 S 23rd St
Alston Carolyn 1713 Tasker
Alvarez Cristina C 2526 S Cleveland St
Ambrosano Perry 1532 Ritner St
Ameci Josephine, Joseph 3215 S 18th St
America Check Cashing United Check C 2311 Passyunk Ave
Ammer Jerome 5061 E Mountain View Dr
Anderson Gina 4745 N Camac St
Andrews Franklin J 3142 Jasker St
Angerome Caroline 1831 Schley St
Apadula Nino 1912 Schley St
Arline Margaret 2042 Fernon St
Ashby Almore W 2110 Morris St
Askia Malikah N PO Box 11970
Atkins Mabel 1605 S 19th Str
Atmodjo Amir H 1701 S Bancroft St
Atmodjo Hondoko 1712 Watkins St
Au Tri D 1719 Mifflin St
Auto Show Collision Center 2331 S Hemberger St
Ayres Anisa 3163 S Sydenham St
Bailoszewski John 2204 Siena Ct
Barbieri A J 1604 S 16th St
Barbieri Augustine 1604 S 16th St
Barnes Geraldine 2050 Fernon St
Barnes Joseph E 2124 S Opal St
Barnes Joseph E, Matilda 2124 S Opal St
Barone Kristin 2541 S 16th St
Barr Edward F 1618 S Mole St
Barrett Craig 2524 S Brd St
Barrow Clemens 1520 W Porter St
Basdeo Ramdath 2015 Penrose Ave Rm 1108
Bastias Rosa 1515 Mckean St
Beitler Guillermo 2425 West Ritner St
Belansen Edna 2802 Cantrell St
Belfatto Sally 1731 S 18th St
Bellarmino Giampetro & Scheuerman 1411 Wolf St
Benner Don 2100 S 18th St Apt 18
Bennett Matilda K 2030 Morris St
Berger Brian 2401 Penrose Ave
Bernardo Concetta 2104 S 17th St
Bertolini Mildred C 2638 S 16th St
Best Harold T Jr PO Box 6411
Beyah Raheem 2120 Sigel St
Bialoszewski John 2204 Siena Ct
Bickey Carmela 1540 Mckean St
Bickley Ed 2255 Croskey St S
Biello Jennie R 3159 S 17th St
Bier Elizabeth J 2713 S 16th St
Bittner Clara W 2223 Winton St
Bixler Lakana 2007 Mercer St
Blatch Hakim 2707 Tree Te
Bliyler Sallie 1609 Jackson St
Bonanno Bianca 1829 Forrestal St
Borishek Quaile Angel 1613 Jackson St
Bottigler Geraldine 1936 S Woodstock St
Boudreaux Lawrence 2718 Mifflin St
Bove Elia 1725 S Ringgold St
Bowers Carnella 1705 S Ringgold St
Boyd Nichole 2516 S Brd St
Boynton Alice B 2049 Mountain St
Brady James J, Rose 2503 S Garnet St
Brady James Joseph, Rose 2503 S Garnet St
Brahm Raymond 2224 S Brd St No A2
Bramble Lena 1411 W Ritner St
Bratton Lillian, Edward 1825 Daly St
Braxton Wilbert 2145 Fernon St
Brey Jane R 1627 S 15th St
Brickley John 2641 S 17th St
Brickley Margaret, John 2641 S 17th St
Bridges Robert L 3044 Mifflin St
Brown Curtis L 1628 S 16th St
Brown James 3160 Capri Dr
Brown Jessica 1816 S Morris Ave
Brown Lemuel Jr 1736 Watkins St
Brown Stephan 1833 Daly St
Bruno Pasquarosa 1941 Sigel St
Bryant Nancy 1826 S 23rd St
Bryant Rahme 1822 S 23rd St
Buckley John 1632 S Bailey St
Bullman Harold J 2300 S 20th St
Burgess Benjamin III 2337 S 16th St
Butler Jule Est 1932 S Bouvier St
Byrd Frankie 5239 Wissahickon Ave
Byrd Robert C 2119 S Lambert St
Cain James J 2215 Sigel St
Calabrese Louis 2307 S 22nd St
Caldwell Tia 2121 S Garnett St
Campana Mary 2421 S Carlisle St
Campbell Dawn D 1936 S Annin St Fl 2
Campbell Hellen 2329 Watkins St
Campbell Julia, Fred 1908 S Lambert
Campione Nicholas Jr, Anthony 3203 S 18th St
Campione Philip 3203 S 18th St
Caporusso Frank D 1444 W Passyunk Ave
Capuano Gaetano 1900 Durfor St
Carlton Kimberly 4935 Spruce St Apt B26
Cars Inc 1927 West Passyunk Ave
Carter Margaret, Sean B 2521 S 17th St
Caruso Anna M 1730 Wolf St
Caruso Helen R 2410 S Bouvier St
Carver Jerry 2255 S Bonzo St
Casella Antoinette 2024 Emily St
Castillo Luis 2002 Bouvier St
Castorio Margaret, Felice F 1713 S 18th St
Casurra Leonardo 1719 Snyder Ave
Cds Renovations 1608 S Etting St
Cdwg 3111 S 23rd St
Celek Brent 1 Novacare Way
Celek Brent S 2150 Verona Dr
Cellini Michael 1730 Johnston St
Cerdan Andre 1705 S Chadwick St
Chapman Ronda 2038 S Croskey St
Chapolini Vincent 1732 S 20th St
Chiancone Pasquale W 2533 S Rosewood St
Childrens Rehab 2051 Mifflin St
Chin Sophal C 1532 Tasker St
Choice Rasheem 2118 S 26th St
Christopher Agnes 1847 Ritner St
Cianci Mary 2104 S Garnet St
Ciaranca Linda, Mary 1909 Olympia Pl
Cione Agnes B 1500 W Shunk St
Clinton John J, Mary J 1507 Curtin St 1st Fl
Cobb Milton 2028 S 28th St
Cocco Filomena 2511 S 19th St
Colaianni Kathleen 1632 S Bailey St
Cole Donnel 2100 Bailey Tr
Collins Danita 1819 S 31st St
Conner David S 2232 S Carlisle St
Connor Marie T Jr 2517 S Lambert St
Constantino Dominga R 1633 S 20th St
Conti Florence 2308 S Bancroft St
Corosanite Angela 3118 Capri Dr
Corretini Antoinette M, James V 3600 Gateway Dr
Corretini Lucille 3600 Gateway Dr
Coulter Robert J 2103 S Garnet St
Cox Edward J 1912 Wolf St
Crozier Elizabeth J 2139 S Bancroft St
Cunningham Brian 1601 Bigler St Ste 2
Custis Hilda 1710 S 24th St
Cutrufello E J 1835 Johnston St Apt 101
Dalton Joseph F, Joseph 3600 Sheaff Ln Apt 422
D’amato Diana 2442 S 19th St
Dambrosio Realty Metro 1849 S 15th St
Daniel Kelly 2221 S Rosewood St
Daniels Donna M 1848 S 24th St
Dardanelli Eugene L, Rita J 1803 S 29th St
Daversa Vincent R 3105 S 18th St
Davis Clifton L 2040 S 19th St
Davis Rashaan 1619 Napa St
Deblasio Joseph R 2338 S Carlisle St
Degregorio Christina C 2439 S Garnet St 2801
Deluccia Rita 2340 S Carlisle St
Delucia Susan 2428 S Bancroft St
Demarco Albert 1849 S Carlisle St
Depalma Mary 3964 Gateway Dr Apt B1
Dermilio Rosemarie 3964 Gateway Dr Apt B1
Derose Charles 2122 S 19th St
Deshields John 2502 Jackson St
Details LLC 2469 S 17th St
Devito Julie 2003 S 28th St
Devuono Kenneth 3208 S 18th St
Dezura Molly 1827 S Hicks St
Didomenico Concetta, Joseph 2236 S Carlisle St
Digiovanni Louise L 1939 Fitzgerald St
Digiovanni Mary 1933 W Ritner St
Dignam Francis J Sr, Alice M 1714 W Ritner St
Dinh To 1831 S 17th St
Dinicolantonio Mary 2108 S Hicks St
Dinubile Philomen, Julian 1738 S 15th
Dipretoro Eric 2429 S 21st St
Do Martin S 1849 S 15th St
Dolente Anna 2341 Tasker St
Double Lyte Pos PO Box 6411
Dougherty Maryellen 2439 S Chadwick St
Dozier Lionel 1712 S Ringgold St
Dudley Charles B, Gussie 2129 Morris St
Duffy Patrick 2442 S 19th St
Dundovich Marlayne N 2522 S Colorado St
Dunham Daniel 3600 Gateway Dr Apt 225
Dwonick Albert 1948 S 16th St
E & R Bldr 1835 Johnston St
Edwards Rosemary, Walter 2411 S Woodstock
Efendy Kusni 1519 W Passyunk Ave
Elifant Albert R 1627 S 15th St
Elliott Bryant O 1912 S 17th St Apt 302
Emer Phys Grp1900 PO Box 29129
Emerg Physician Assoc 1900 S Brd St
Emerson Ernestine Apt 8f 2502 Jackson St
Epps Pathena 1731 Douglas St
Eustace Lauren 1520 Moore St Apt 1
Evans Sharon D 2048 So Hemberger St
Ewald Kenneth 1805 Wolf St
F S Supermarket 3100 N 5th St
Fair Margaret 2218 S Bucknell St
Farbiarz Izak 2713 Dudley St
Farina Carolina 2111 S 19th St
Farlow Alana Parenti 1829 Forrestal St
Fazelbhoy Rafiq 1817 S Newkirk St
Ferro Eleanora R 1723 D Hicks St
Feudale Rosetta L 2138 W Passyunk Ave
Fidler Thomas J 2056 Sigel St
Fields Dorothy M 1918 S 23rd St
Fiorelli Natalino J 1849 W Ritner St
Fisher Ilene S 2018 S Pierce St
Flanaghan C J 2533 S 16th St
Flocco Dana 2412 S Chadwick St
Fnu Sugianto 1811 Mcclellan St
Fnu Susanna 1931 Morris St
Foglia Enrico 1901 Hartranft St Apt 11
Foot & Ankle Center of Philadelphia 1900 S Brd St
Forsina Dolores 2241 S 15th St
Francis Delaney 1902 W Shunk St
Friano Vincent, Joann L J 2348 S Woodstock St
Fucci Joseph J Jr 2719 Dudley St
Fuller Crystal 1813 S 19th St
Furman Jacob 523 S 4th St
Fusello Rocco 1631 S Taney St
Galiera Leopold, Julie 1926 S 22nd St
Gallagher Michael F, Maria 1801 W Porter St
Garfinkle Raymond 2619−31 S 19th St
Garlington Johnnie M 2118 Watkins St
Garvey Edward B Jr 2613 S Chadwick St
Gaskins Brian 2058 Mountain St
Gatto Anthony 1422 Moore St
Gentile Michael J 2007 S Beechwood St
Gerald L Ross OD 1622 Oregon Ave
Germanotta Yolanda 1537 Porter St
Gigliotti Yvonne 2201 S 20th St
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Giuliano Adeline 1723 S Dorrance St
Giusini Vincent, Dena M 3212 S 18th St
Gladney Venus 1831 Sigel St
Glass Lee A 2236 S 23rd St
Gloria Violeta S 1809 S 15th St
Gombar Joseph 2041 S 24th St
Gordon Aleisha 1604 Ringgold St
Green Edward C 1717 E Cotton Dr
Griffith Michael 2631 S 18th St
Guida Frances M 1825 S Dover St
Guida Mildred 2008 S 23rd St
Guiliano Adeline 1723 S Dorrance St
Gunawan Felix 1623 Mole St
Guzman Rochelle 2134 S 17th St
Hall Herbert 2109 Pierce St
Hammel James R 2107 S 16th St
Hansford Antour 1735 S 22nd St
Harris Malik 1927 S Beechwood St
Harris William A 1813 S Taylor St
Hasan Nimat B 2029 Snyder Ave
Hawthorne Susie 2029 Moore St
Hayward Elaine D 1935 Tasker St
Henderson James 1830 Mckean St
Henkin Strother B 2142 S Brd St
Henry Devon 2036 South Emily St
Hermawan Ardi 1837 S 15th St
Herrin Bruce 1927 Durfor St
Hewlett Margaret 2043 Moore St
High Mary D 2241 S 15th St
Highgate Ventures LLC 3224 S Sydenham St
Him Mano 1718 S 15th St
Hines Denise 422 Durfor St
Hinton Antoine 1626 S Ringgold St
Hinton Ralph Po Box 6411
Ho Allen 1906 S 19th St
Holland James 2059 Emily St
Holland Kathryn 1527 W Shunk St
Holmes Khayri 1710 S Bancroft St
Holton Wilmore Sr 2443 S Franklin St
Holy Spirit School 1845 Hartranft St
Hopper Sara 1901 Hartranft St Apt 119
Horne Anne Est 1609 Synder Ave
Hughes Moses 2336 Watkins St
Hughes Moses, Ruth 2336 Watkins St
Hunter Annette 1919 S 18th St
Huynh Nhi 1719 Mifflin St
Iannelli Delia 1709 W Porter St
Iannucci John 2335 S Colorado St
Ideal Flooring LLC 2047 Morris St
Ingram Cornelius 3900 Gateway Dr A2
Intenzo Marie 2728 S 17th St
International Alliance of Theaters 2237 Hartranft St
Irawan Roby 2627 Emily St
Jackson Anna M 3013 B Mountain Dr
Jacob Catherine 2010 S Chadwick St
Jennings Harry 2311 Moore St
Johnson Cheryl An 2131 Moore St
Johnson Gladys 1717 E Cotton Dr
Johnson Melvin 1818 S 21st St
Johnson Shubrey 1944 S 21st St
Jones Charlene T 2310 Watkins St
Joseph Grigalaskas 2210 S Bonsall St
Jubilee Lawrence M 1640 S Taney St
Juliana Lucille 1623 Croatan Pl
Juned Zulfikar 2201 S 21st St Fl 2
Kalikiri Pramood 3600 Gateway Dr
Kathleen Coppolino 2607 Mckean St
Kay Marie F Apt 506b 3700 Shieff Ln
Kenney Kaitlyn 2307 S Woodstock St
Kent Michael E 2808 Ernst St
Keough Joseph, Alice 2724 S Mole St
Khamsing Thamm 1648 S Ringgold St
Khatibi Nayerosadat K 1422 Snyder Av
Khol Seling 2108 S Carlisle St
Kim Su 2131 Woodstock St
King Karl J 2044 S 18th St
Kinlaw Leola 2336 Morris St
Koza Matt 2012 Mercy St
Lam Shuet Wan 2136 Verona Dr Unit 73
Lambright Jacqueline 2508 Jackson St Apt 6a
Lanci Josephine C 2035 S Colorado St
Landis Joseph 1950 S Bonsall St
Lanzarotta Salvator 1520 Mckean St
Laury Karen 2502 Federal St
Lavecchio John G, Jennie 2506 Jackson St
Lawrence Viola 2136 Pierce St
Lax Crystal L 2024 Mifflin St
Le Thao M 2038 S 16th St 2nd Floor
Ledonne Ernesto 2442 S Mole St
Ledonne S North Carolina Furniture Inc 2515 S 24th St
Ledonnes North Carolina 2540 S 24th St
Leonard Doelph 2732 S 18th St
Lepore Katrina 2237 S 20th St 2nd Fl
Lerner Mitch 2421 W Passyunk Ave Jean Lerner
Lerro Peter 1411 Moore St Apt 1
Levin Tami 1611 S Taney St
Lewis Casandra 1713 Moore St
Lewis Jessie B 3105 Mountain Dr
Lewis Mattie 2043 Pierce St
Liana Joseph 1929 S Bouvier St
Liberty Auto Body 1616 22 Mckean St
Limantara Ilam 1704 S Chadwick St
Linder Eric J 1724 Jackson St 26
Lo Ndeye 2127 W Reserve Dr
Lobiondo Elizabeth, Albert 1725 Jackson St
Logiurato Rochelle 1708 Johnston St
Lombardo Joseph R 3180 Capri Dr
Lopez Santiago Abel 1712 Point Breeze Ave
Loque Thomas E 1936 S Bouvier St
Lott Kristen E 2308 S Lambert St
Lowe Sophie M, Edward T 2934 S 18th St
Ls Services Inc 1613 Snyder Ave
Lucci Jennie, Frank 1505 Mifflin St
Lung Ong T 1700 Mifflin St Fl 3
Ly Su V 1717 S Hicks St
Lyansky Yan 1443 Tasker St Santos Grocery
Lyew Bradberry 1828 S 21 St
Mackenn Nicole 1609 Rosewood St
Madison Veronica 2118 Watkins St
Magic Auto Body 2300 Mckean St
Magic Collision Center 2350 S Mckean St
Maher Ram Dev R 1614 S Ringgold St
Mahoney Richard 1726 S Taylor St
Mai Cong T 2331 S Hemberger St
Mallalieu R S 2036 Wolf St
Manalo Cecilia M 1820 S Hicks St
Manigo Carrie 1852 S Ringgold St
Mansfield Louis 1930 Durfor St
Maoxamph Thonglock 1838 S 19th St
Marano Aurora 2005 S 18th
Marinelli Millie 1918 S Mole St
Marino Michael 1818 W Shunk St
Marone Phillip 1519 Hulseman St
Marquardt Michael One Novacare Way
Mars Gertrude, Harry 1518 W Porter St
Martiello Josephine 1808 S 28th St
Martin P 1435 S Colorado St
Martinez Alberto 1702 Mifflin St
Martinez Carol 2029 S Bouvier St
Martinez Walter 1639 S 23rd St
Maschilli Domenico 1628 S Carlisle St
Matarazzo Francis S DDS 2416 S Brd St
Mato Michael, Mary B 2822 Winton Ave
Matz Frances 1911 Olympia Pl
Maxie Clarence 1631 S 17th St
Mayer Lois 2301 Hoyt Ter
Mazda Debra 1616 W Porter St
Mcallister Elizabet 1848 S Taylor St
Mcalpin Leonard J Est, Nancy 2904 S 15th St
Mcardle Mary 1610 S 22nd St
Mcconnell Patricia M 1842 Gladstone St
Mccoy Alvertis 1852 S Ringgold St
Mccracken Louise 1607 Napa St Apt A
Mccracken Louise Apt A 1607 S Napa St
Mccreadie Ethan 1724 S 16th St
Mcdermot Joshua 2223 S Opal St
Mcdonald Rory 2326 S Carlisle St
Mcfamany John J PO Box 6418
Mcginn George T 1418 Castle Ave
Mcgowan Irene 1741 S 19th St
Mclaughiln Robert 1736 S Newkirk St
Mclaughlin John 1929 Fernon St
Mcleod Rhonda 2023 S Hemberger St
Mcternan Mike T 1433 Wolf St 1
Meccariello Catherine 2731 Dudley St
Menish Dana 2052 Pierce St
Miele Raymond 2600 Moore St Apt 103
Mikula Mary A 1917 S 21st St
Miles Derek V 2245 S 21st St
Miller Johanna 1622 S Carlisle St
Miller Joseph 1814 S 27th St
Mills Shellie Est 1533 S 21st St
Milton Niles 1616 Mckean St
Mintzer Meghan 2218 S Bucknell St
Mitchell Rosner Assoc In Cardiovascular Ed 1801 Ritner St
Montler Donna M 2508 S Brd St Apt 2
Moore James B 2050 Fernon St
Moore John A, Frank 1614 S Ringgold St
Moore Juanita 1932 Sigel St
Morkhantha Phounthaou 2838 Cantrell St
Mtc Philadelphia Job Corps Ctr 2800 S 20th St
Mullery Joseph 2637 S 17th St
Murelle Rita 1708 Johnston St
Murray Elaine 1910 Point Breeze Ave
Muth Satha 1834 Mifflin
Myers Walter Jr 1825 Sigel St
Nasife Eileen 1939 S Hicks St
Neurology Assoc Ltd 1514 Wolf St
New Way Staffing Inc 1828 Miffin St
Newell Catharine V 1929 Ritner St
Newman Morton M III 1941 Tasker St
Ngoun Thida 1901 S 30th St
Nguyen Hien V 2432 Durfor St
Nguyen Trang D, Piez T 2062 Mckean St
Nguyen Vu 2014 Sorento Ct
Nguyen Vu 2104 Sorrento Ct
Nicaise 1628 S Mole St
Nigro Domenic 3400 Prima Ct
Nocella John, Edna 1932 Mclellan St
Noonan John P 1911 S Bouvier St
Norma Smeltzer & Tri State Public 2516 S Brd St
North Dorothy 2234 Moore St
Nrg America Mgmt 1418 Packer Ave Bldg
Nuciforo Margaret, Ronald 2842 S Smedley St
O Connor Francis X 2517 S Lambert St
Ocwen Mortgage Asset Trust 2254 Winton St
Ofranes Lucia 1607 S 17th St
Omeara F 2532 S Cleveland St
Oshaughnessey Kathleen 2307 S Woodstock St
Ousmane Doumbia 5419 Ossage Ave
Owens Ernest S 1705 S Ringgold St
Pace Antoinette 1836 S 17th St
Pagano Grace R 2020 S Hollywood St
Pal Properties LLC 1730 S Taylor St
Palma Parker Jacqueline Est George D Philipp 2709 S 18th
St
Pang Joanna M, Hannah 1622 S Brd St
Parisano Danielle, Mary A, Daniel 2035 Mercy St
Parker Margaret L 2309 Geary Ter
Passaro Thomas R 3165 S 17th St
Paulin Romeo 1722 S 30th St
Pavone Kristine 1729 Packer Ave
Payton John W 1829 S 18th St
Peak Thongsak 1904 S 19th St
Pendleton Elizabeth 2140 Milan St
Pennrose Mgmt Co Church Ln Apt Rental Office 2015
Penrose Ave
Pennsylvania Fish Culturists Assoc 1823 Dudley St
Peralta Maria A 421 Prescott Dr
Peterson Dorothy 1931 Pierce St
Petrani Robert 2427 S Carlisle St
Philadelphia Sleep Center Phila Broa 2324 S Brd St
Philarx Pharmacy 1732 S Brd St
Philippi George D 2709 S 18th St
Phun Senh 2424 Durfor St
Piccirilli Gaetano 1947 W Ritner St
Piperio William Est 3130 S 20th St
Pirillo Anthony 1738 S 16th St
Piro Erminia 2254 Cantrell St
Podulka Richard 1527 W Shunk St Unit F
Poorman Denise A 2232 S Carlisle St
Porcaro Josephine, Anna 2228 Snyder Ave
Porter Ronald L 1930 S Beechwood St
Project R C 1732 Snyder Ave
Promseyla Bunheak 1901 S 30th St
Provenzano Anthony R 3245 Chaucer St
Prum Thann 1529 Tasker St
Quach Binh 1738 Moore St
Quach Lee 3406 S 20th St
Quintanilla Daniel 1722 Jackson St
Rago Joseph Jr, Carmela 3218 Denfield Place
Rahmaan Omar 1708 32nd St
Ramos Ibrain 2641 Dudley St
Ranieri Millie 3166 S 18th St
Ravan Popo 1620 S 18th St Hse 0
Ream Wendy 2309 Mifflin St
Reddick Malik 2021 S Beechwood St
Reeves Katie 1935 Tasker St
Reginald Rickey 2240 S 23rd St
Reilly Phillis J 2629 S Hicks St
Renzulli Maria 1730 Johnston St
Repanshek Rachel M 1424 W Ritner St
Reyes Arlin 1939 S 19th St Store
Rhino Quartermaster Inc 2300 Oregon Ave
Richards Wendy 2315 S 16th St
Richardson Russell 2136 Pierce St
Richart William, Eileen 2516 S Brd St
Riley Frances 3200 Morris St
Riley Wydella 1709 S 20th St
Robbins Patrick 7400 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 3906
Robert Fairey 2029 Emily St
Romano Mildred 2702 S 16th St
Romanski John 1808 S Hicks St
Roots Tynesha 3914 Gateway Dr
Roselli Jeanne 3186 Leyte Place
Rossi Dominic J Esquire 2533 S 21st St
Rossi Paul J 2508 S Colorado St
Rota Ultimo 3700 Gateway Dr Apt 110
Ruffin Tammy 2144 So 20th St
Rufo Vincent 2530 S Lambert St
Rutter Joanna R 2005 S 28th St
Salerno Charles 1905snewkirk St
Sanith Bounchanh 2001 S 24th St
Santilli Fernando A 2020 W Passyunk Ave
Santoso Ken A 1825 Mifflin St
Sapp R N 3102 Capri Dr Regency 1
Saragaglia Domenic 2439 S 17th St
Saragaglia P 2239 S Bucknell St
Saunders Fannie 2047 Pierce St
Saylor Jeanette M 2300 S 20th St
Scafidi Catherine, Stephen 2227 S Beechwood St
Scarpa Anthony J 2100 S 19th St
Scavo Anthony 1538 Mckean St
Scena Carmela A 2711 S Smedley St
Schliffka Elise B 2232 S Carlisle St
Schorske Carl 1918 S Mole St
Schuck Michelle A 2230 S Garnet St
Sciole Dominic D, Edna E 2526 S Cleveland St
Sciulli Egidio R 1851 Forrestal St
Selarnick Hope S 1428 Wolf St 1st Fl
Seniorscript Pace Mercy Life 1900 S Brd St
Serno Frances M 2317 S 21st St
Severio Virginia 2619 S 19th St Apt 1
Sharpe Daniel 1713 S 17th St
Sheldon Philip 3013 S Sydenham St
Shelly Loretta 1800 Morris St
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Sheppard Amir 2124 S 15th St Apt A
Sheridan Margaret 1706 S Newkirk St
Shinn Julianna M 1840 S Chadwick St
Shoemaker Michael 3169 S Smedley St
Shrader Helen M 2848 Cantrell St
Shuda Julia 2829 Winton St
Siegel Robert 1715 Mckean St
Signor Richard M 2232 S 21st St
Silverstein Mark H 1614 S 15th St
Simpson Charles 1608 S Etting St
Slevin Mary 1814 S Taylor St
Sloan Elizabeth A 1416 W Ritner St
Smith Geneva 2116 Morris St
Smith Helen 1820 Daly St
Smith Judith 1808 S Carlisle St
Smith Julia J 1628 S 16th St
Smith Juliatine 1936 S 22nd St
Smith Marie E 2027 Mckean St
Smith Robert 1800 S 31st St
Smith Sabrina 1807 Packer Ave
Smith Semaj 1832 Fernon St
So Philadelphia Pt T A Pennsport W 1809 Oregon Ave
Sokso Thomas 2452 Opal St
Solipaca Margo A 2410 S Hicks St
Solomon Adam 2422 S 15th St
Sommers Ruth M 2244 S Norwood St
Sourn Dana 2627 Dudley St
South Philadelphia Pain Mgmt 1732 S Brd St
Spay Anthony 2749 Moore St
Spay Eleanor 2845 S 16th St
Sponheimer Joseph J 2643 S Bouvier St
Sprow Phyllis L 2516 S Carlisle St
St Agnes Continuin Care Center 1900 S Brd St
St Agnes Long Term Intens 1900 S Brd St
Sta Teresa Estelita T 1712 S Mole St
Stanton Vincent, Edna M 1605 S Newkirk St
Stewart Bradley Philadelphia Eagles One Novacare Way
Streamline Solutions 1929 Fernon St
Sumoski Vincent C 1930 S 19th St
Sun Fitness Facility 3144 W Passyunk Ave
Sunoco Inc PO Box 60540
Sunoco Inc R&M PO Box 60544
Suryani Syukur 2137 S 20th St
Susanto Efendi 1832 S 16th St
Sutin Matthew 2621 S Carlisle St
Sweeney Julia Rose 2241 S Bonsall St
Swiden Ahmed 1949 W Passayunk Ave
Tabernacle Beulah 3920 Gateway Dr
Taj Motors 3001 Vare Av
Tarsatana Joseph 1601 S 18th St
Tartaglione Michael Trust, Margaret R 2409 S 18th St
Tate Tavonte Tacore 2326 Bambrey Te
Taylor Jarnell 2026 Beechwood St
Terrelonge Garth A 2049 Synder Ave Fl1
Thach Saren 2024 S 19th St
Thomas Burnis 1725 18th St S
Thomas Gary R 1623 S 26th St
Thompson Melvin L 1728 S 32nd St
Thompson Michael 2501b Wharton St
Tippins Patricia 2133 Tasker St
Tjendrawati Yohanes Erika 1506 Morris St
Toliafarro Jibri 2018 S 23rd St
Tomassetti Catherine 2422 S Hicks St
Toomer Bonita L 2246 S Norwood St
Torchia Joseph N 3144 Boise Pl
Torelli Rachel 1821 S 24th St
Totally Wireless Inc 1840 Snyder Ave
Tran Chi 1848 Point Breeze Av 3rd Fl
Trantas Stephen 2219 S 24th St
Tri State Public Adjusters Inc 2516 S Brd St
Truong Betty 1724 S Cleveland St
Truong Buu H 2306 S 23rd St
Turner Rubin 1712 Mckean St
Tyshon Brown Smith Scholarship Fund 1936 S 22nd St
Ua 08−Oct−55 A Kathleen Intenzo A Minor 2728 S 17th St
Ucci Albert, Mario 2216 Moore St
Valdez Maribel 1901 S Bonsall St
Vance James 2845 Winton St
Vassar Elizabeth 2013 Watkins St
Velasquez Hernan M 421 Prescott Dr
Verna Anthony, Amalia 2516 S 18th St
Vinci John J, Rita 1652 S Bancroft St
Vinson Gregory 2028 Sigel St
Vinson Gregory 2128 Sigel St
Vitelli John J Jr Maria A Pfeffer 1715 Mifflin St
Voneschenbach Frances M 1618 S 15th St
Wall Rose 2635 Dudley St
Wallace Bertha J 2508 Jackson St Apt 8a
Washington Eleanor 2014 Mountain St
Watson Jason 2354 Oregon Ave
Watunya Robert M 3800 Gateway Dr Apt 222c
White Edward M 2244 Sigel St
White Sealve 2516 South Brd St
White Ummu 1809 S 32nd St
Wijaya Fanny 2028 S Cleveland St
Williams Georgia 2137 S Beechwood St
Williams Julia 2023 Mifflin St
Williams Talisa 2015 S 22nd St
Wilson Eileen 2813 Winton St
Wilson John 2139 Watkins St
Wong Zhen Miao 1836 Fernon St
Wray Betty 1932 Hoffman St
Wrigley Margaret 2018 S 19th St
Wulf Robert 1 Novacare Way
Wysock Helen, Mary 2635 S Chadwick St
Yankovich Rita 1824 Schley St
Yi Vanna 1913 Mifflin St
Yohanes Stanley C 1506 Morris St
York Michael A 2632 S 15th St
Yucum Francis H 2349 Mcclellan St
Yushinski Rachel Est 2342 S Rosewood St
Zambino Tillie 2628 S Chadwick St
Zani Stephen Paul, Frank A 2238 Winton St
Zerambo Bernard R 2235 S 18th St
Zheng Guo An 1514 Tasker St
Zito Alfred F 1931 S Hollywood St
Philadelphia Pa 19146
256 Host Inc 918 S 22nd St Apt
2900 Ellsworth Assoc LLC 2904 Ellsworth St
3 Jbk Inc 1518 S Marston St
915 21 S 19th St 915 S 19th St
Abbatiello Anthony 1327 Titan St
Abdulhakeem Sulaiman 2235 Fitzwater St
Abdullah Naeem K 2535 Wharton St
Adams Arlette 1332 S Capitol St
Adams Express Ali Anse 1739 A South St
Ahmon Caroline 1509 Christian St Unit 3
Akr Properties LLC 1108 S 22nd St
Akridge Steven M 3509 Wharton St
Al Hussein A 1401 S 16th St
Ali Bey Jahi I 1158 S 18th St
All Cellular Phila Inc Muhammad Baker 1555 S Newkirk St
Allen Mannie, Walter 1427 Pemberton St
Alrahman Jacque 1502 S Stanley St
Alston Helen 2334 Cross St
American Carpet Liquidators Inc 1107 S 20th St
American Express Seydou N Kane 721 S 19th St
Anderson Catherine 1730 Annin St
Anderson Eva 751 S 22nd St Fl 1
Anderson Joanna C 1630 Latona St
Anderson Raheem 1203 S 12th St
Andrade Maria C 2005 S St Apt B
Andrews Wayne 1019 S Bouvier St
Anthony Bernice 1732 Reed St
App David 2004 Kimball St
Arheny Food Market Jose E Almonte 1240 S 23rd St
Ariz Mehmet 2244 Manton St
Audain Email 1511 A Catherine St
Bailey Mildred 1242 S Bucknell St
Bailey Mildred, Blaine 1242 S Bucknell St
Balcerek Joanna 1635a South St
Barber Ashley L 1508 Lombard St Apt 3f
Barnes Marion Est 1516 Montrose St
Barnes Phin 1900 Waverly St
Bassetti Virginia 1413 S 15th St
Battallio Charles 328 S 16th St
Becker Colleen L, Craig M 1100 S Brd St Unit 116a
Behrens Matthew 1151 S Cleveland St
Bell Henry 1620 S Harmony St
Bell Michael E 1220 S 16th St
Bell Rudolph 2057 Watkins St
Bemoser Enter Juliet Bey 1940 S St Fl 3
Bendavid Eran 1932 Catharine St
Bennett Rosalie 1405 S Chadwick St
Berger Jeannette W Est 407 S Croskey St
Bergeron David J 516 S 23rd St
Berkley Lillian 2002 Saint Albans St
Best Nest Inc 1709 Washington Ave
Betz David 928 S 18th St
Bey King M 2219 Carpenter St
Bhattacharjee Dipanjan 919 S 19th St
Bines Frances 1811 Addison St
Birchard Joshua 1908 Catherine St
Bisconti Joseph J 1907 Ellsworth St
Bivins John W 750 S 18th St
Black Donald 1840 Wharton St
Black James 1934 Federal St Pub Ltg
Blackwell Bernard 1530 Fitzwater St Apt 1306
Bladen William R 700 S 17th St
Blanding Rose 1316 S Dorrance St
Bligen Shenita 2422 Montrose St
Bloomgarden Andrea 1915 Rodman St
Blue Bulldog LLC 2323 South St
Blue Mountain Recycling LLC 2904 Ellsworth St
Boghosian Michael 2415 South St
Bona Fide Property Inv 2216 Ellsworth St
Bonneville Gabriel G 415 S 19th Apt 4−B
Booker Cherina 2207 Catherine St
Booker Thelma, Leah 1332 S 24th St
Boone Robert 1231 S Bonsall St
Booth Henry 1303 S 22nd St
Boulos Daniel J 1512 S Brd St
Boyce Marcel 3124 Dickinson St
Branch Daniel L 1037 S Cleveland St
Branch Kenneth 1730 Annin St
Braxton Deloris S 1538 Christian St
Brewington Betty 1551 S Bambrey St
Bright Erica N 1624 Titan St
Brinney Jerry Sr 2116 Sears St
Broad Street Pharmacy 1416 S Brd St
Brody Jessica 2337 Montrose St
Brooks Mary E 2510 Federal St
Brown Aisha H 2612 Ellsworth St 1
Brown Albert 1520 S Mole St
Brown Boyd 754 S 19th St Apt 3
Brown Carrie 720 S 18th St
Brown Derrick D 2006 Carpenter St
Brown Gregory 2415 Naudain St
Brown James 1811 Gerritt St
Brown Keith R 2300 Naudain St Apt D
Brown Marcella 1525 S Opal St
Brown Marcella 465 Bodine St
Brown Renell 2006 Carpenter St
Brown Stephanie M 2614 Federal St
Brown Walter 1025 S Dorrance St
Brown William 416 S Carlisle St
Brueck Jason 1637 Rodman St
Bryce Teresa 761 S Hicks St
Bubble Builders LLC 1907 Fitzwater St
Bulter Blake J 1716 Christain St
Burgess Joyce, James 1520 S Dorrance St
Burgess Mary 1647 Latona St
Burns Cassidy M, Therese 1730 Rodman St
Bush Pauline 1837 Gerritt St
Bush R 415 S Van Pelt St
Byarn Donald 1837 Gerritt St
C P R Restoration Cleaning Svc 1406 S 16th St
Cadet Jean Jacques 2053 Christian St
Calhoun John P Jr 1608 Addison St
Calla James 1811 Fitzwater St Apt C
Cameron Annie 1509 Manton St
Campagne Carlo G 1146 S Carlisle
Campen Geoffrey 728 S 15th St
Caplan David 2213 Madison Sq
Cardiology Acqui Pc II Tb Rollover 18th & Lombard St Ste
101 Pepper Pavilion
Carpenter Mary 2202 Lombard St
Carrillo Giselle 917 S 15th St
Carter Julia 2730 W Hanton St
Carter William M 2223 Fitzwater St
Carton Owen 2228 Saint Albans St
Carwheel Marie E 515 S 24th St
Casper Raymond Sr, Florence 144 Mercy St
Cephas Harold 1846 Reed St
Chamroonrat Wichana 500 Admirals Way Unit 215
Chandler Rodney 1731 Christian St W30
Chang Chi Chun 618 S 15th St 2r
Chapman Richard A 1426 Bainbridge St
Chatman Robert 1614 Annin St
Chau Kun 762 S 19th St
Chen Jiaoru 1345 S Grove St
Chin Chih F 1722 Ellsworth St
Chowdhury Sohini X 919 S 19th St
Christman Katherine 2210 Madison Sq
Cisse Djenaba 1839 Bainbridge St
Clanton Marian 1525 Fitzwater St Apt 1006
Clark Alice 1048 S Dorrance St
Clark Alphonso 1736 Manton St
Clark Michael 1437 Ellsworth
Clayton Amber 1513 S 32nd St
Cobb Gregory 701 S Mole St
Cohan Hanna D 420 S 19th St Apt 15a
Colamussi Lauralea 2621 South St
Collick Edward A, Melvin W 1231 S 24th St
Collier Dora B 1253 S 22nd St
Collins Frances 2104 Fitzwater St
Collins Paul G 1148 S 18th St
Collision Care 2052 Washington Ave
Collision Care at De 2038 52 Washington Ave
Collision Care Inc Denardo S 2052 Washington Ave
Collison Stephanie 1934 Waverly St Apt D107
Community Adjustment Svc 1832 Christian St
Community Health Charitie 1536 Manton St
Cong Khran 1300 S 17th St
Conrad Nathan 1100 S Brd St Apt 117a
Cook Flora 813 S 16th St
Cook Richard 1418 S 21st St
Cooke Eugene 2018 Pemberton St
Copper Tiffany 761 S Mole St
Creative Ins Svc 2223 Grays Ferry Ave
Criniti Frank 2712 Grays Ferry Ave
Cullen William 2640 Gerritt St
Currence Noah B 1814 Federal St
D Amore Clorinda 2317 Dickinson St
Dabney Jane Est 2250 Bainbridge St
Dambrosio Daniel 1309 S Hicks St
Darby Jerome D 726 S 19th St Apt 1
Dardin Tariq 2053 Titan St
Daudu Peter A 2542 Webster St
David Bertha 402 S 22nd St
Davis Anna M 2031 Christian St
Davis Pamela 500 Admirals Way
Davis Pearl M 2042 Carpenter St
Davis Vonn 2227 Greenwich St
Davita 1172−74 S Brd St
Day Brooke, Robert 1535 S Taney St
Dba New Era Collision 2501 Wharton St Bldg Q
Debruijn Laurel M 1716 Lombard St B
Delrosario Rolando 1317 S 15th St
Deremiah Carolynne D 1527 S Stanley St
Desheilos Richard 752 S Dorrance St
Diaz Serrano Mario Alberto 1926 Rodman St Apt A
Dickey Michael 2009 Montgomery Ave
Diep Hue Kim 1827 Kater St Apt 1
Digregorio George 2651 Titan St
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Dipaolo Peter 1010 S 25th St
Diprospero Silvia, Mary 1615 Carpenter St
Dixon Ruben 2203 Montrose St
Doe Kathy G 2113 Christian St Unit C
Doffoney Charlene E 1410 S 20th St
Dolison Martin 1005 S Bouvier St
Dombrowski Robert 2322 Madison Sq
Dong Suchen 1924 Manton St
Dooner Robert Jr 1541 S 32nd St
Dooner Susan E, Joseph 1516 S 31st St
Dougherty William 1404 S 28th St
Douglas Lucretia 1827 Webster St
Drake Doris R 1327 S Ringgold St
Duffy Andrew 500 Admirals Way
Dunmore June 532 Mcckean St
Dunn Edward W 1627 Ellsworth St
Dunson Charles 1322 S 22nd St
Dupont Co 3401 Grays Ferry Ave Marshall Laboratory
Dupont Marshall 3525 Grays Ferry Ave
Durnell Catherine 2302 Fitzwater St
E I Dupont De Nemours 3401 Grays Ferry Ave
Eady John 1527 S Stillman St
Earle Edith 1320 S 20th St
Easley Lucille 1413 Ellsworth St
Edwards Karen 2028 Montrose St
Elliott Benjamin J 2613 Christian St
Ellis Wyatt 2131 Montrose St
Elmore Prisilla 2034 Reed St
Epps Myron A 2022 Bainbridge St
Epstein Yael 1637 Rodman St
Evans Dorothy 2220 Dickinson St
Everett Diane D 2226 Montrose St
Facenda Todd 1100 S Brd St Unit 305b
Fagan Carmella A 1413 S 15th St
Fagan William J II, Dellya 1252 S Bucknell St
Farmer Aluster II PO Box 21786
Faust Tynetta 2131 Montrose St
Feduchi Luis Schlatter 2335 Carpenter St
Felder Sudarria S 2606 Webster St
Fenimore Christine T 1912 South St Apt B
Fernandez Toure 1018 S Colorado St
Ferrer Solis Nelson 1635 Bainbridger St
Ferron Onzelo K 1252 S 24th St
Fields Douglas 1811 Gerritt St
Fields Jessie 1535 S Cleveland St
Figurea James J 2401 Lombard St
Financial Exchange Dave Zappaterini 919 Brd St
Findisen Anna 2726 Sears St
Fiore Nicholas 1934 Titan St
Fiore Quirino 529 S 20th St
Fitzgerald James 178 E Pleasant St
Fitzpatrick Ryan 2315 Federal St
Flowe Charles P 1735b South St
Ford Darrell A 1155 S 19th St
Foster Todd K 2216 Ellsworth St
Foundation for Architecture 2019 Saint Albans St
Frago James 1824 Webster St
Freeman Margaret, Mary A 1530 Christian St
Freeman Sakinah A 2449 Kimball St
Fuller Palmer 2908 Gerritt St
Furnas Caleb 1836 Catharine St
Gaines Allen 2245 Montrose St
Gaines Theodore 1521 S 30th St
Gainey Charles E Est 2208 South St
Gaiser Zell Marie T 636 S Bambrey St
Gallucci Stefania 1525 Naudain St
Gamba Mark 419 S 20th St
Garnett Albert D, Marie 1412 S Patton St
Garvin Brigid M 1935 Kater St
Garwood Joseph 1627 Fitzwater St
Gaskins Kevin 1537 S Garnet St
Gasper Pinto Gabriel Demarco 1620 Bainbridge St
Gibbs Glendale 2034 Reed St
Gibson Emma 1233 S 18th St
Giddens Isaac 1171 S Mole St
Gillespie James E 1453 S Newkirk St
Gilliam Richard 1347 S Taylor St
Giuliano Lucy 1511 S Garnet St
Glenn William 1431 S Chadwick
Glickman Anna C, Adam 1642 Waverly St
Glover Josebelle 1718 Alter St
Goldstein Barbara 2056 Waverly St
Goldstein Michael Shawn, Herman L Esr Corp 607 S
20th St
Goodman Gregory 2329 Saint Albans St
Gottlieb Ronald S 18th & Lombard St Ste
101 Pepper Pavilion
Graduate Physician Assoc 1740 S St Ste 200
Graham William 1836 Reed St
Greeley Megan L 1816 Webster St
Greenbaum Lauren 2135 Catharine St
Greene Carl R 103 Surgeon Generals Ct
Greene Olethia Moses Est 2100 Dickinson St 220
Grier Tieneshia 2325 Gerritt St
Griffin Albert J, Julia 1731 Christian St 2nd Fl
Griffith Donald 1128 S 19th St
Grimsley Emily 2245 Sears St
Gruber Josh 2025 Bainbridge St
Gubernick Naomi P 204 Surgeon Generals Ct
Guinther David 2528 Lombard St
Guzman Thomas 1731 Annin St
Habboushe F 2119 S 19th St Ste 103
Habboushe Fawzi P 1740 S St Ste 400
Hackett Florence 1012 S 18th St
Haffey Scott 1000 S 20th St
Halphen−Lasso Giselle M 1635 Bainbridge St
Hampton Walter 1330 S 29th St
Hardy Reatha 1024 S 18th St
Harriott Brittany M 3100 Wharton St
Harris Alberta 1406 S 16th St
Harris Frances 1808 Bainbridge St
Harris Jessie M 1435 2 22nd St
Harris John E 1906 Kater St
Harris Pearl 1906 Kater St
Harris Willie 1265 S 29th St
Hawkins Tommie J 609 S 15th St
Headon Willie 1412 S 16th St
Heble Nikhil A, Mita 500 Admirals Way Unit 407
Heckart Dave J 1535 S 33rd St
Hemphill Lora 636 S Bambrey St
Henkin Michael 921 19th St S
Henriquez Nellie 1506 Dickinson St
Henry Leon Jr 2710 Wharton St
Herbert J Palmer 1822 Elting
Herdan Ruth M 2318 Lombard St
Hill James 1172 74 S Brd St
Hill Maria V 750 S 16th St Apt 3r
Hill Mildred 2021 Gerritt St
Hill Myrtle 2249 Fitzwater St
Hills Rosetta 1715 Latona St
Himmons William 1530 Catharine St
Ho Steven 1335 S 20th St
Hoffman Andrew 765 S Mole St
Holland Ralph 1418 S 21st St
Holloway Madie 521 S 21st St
Homezone Properties LLC 1324 S 22nd St
Hopkins Amber 2030 Pemberton St
Hopkins Lillian 1401 S 16th St Apt 409
Hoskins Catina 1337 S 23rd St
Houston William 1267 S Taylor St
Howard Hortense 1718 Catharine St
Howard Joyce 1316 S Garnet St
Hrtn Inc 1824 South St
Hudecheck Elizabeth 2903 Wilder St
Hunter James Graduate Dialysis 1st Fl 1740 South St
Hydie Rosella E 1441 S Bancroft St
Hyland Janelle 750 S Hershaw St
Iacono Rose 1646 Annin St
Interior Health Golden Distric 9s311 Columbia St
Iverson Ronnie 609 S 15th St
Jablonski Lillian 3607 Reed St
Jachnicki Paul L 1100 S Brd St Unit 112a
Jackson Blanche 1119 S 26th St
Jackson Elizabeth 2450 Jimball St
Jackson Elizabeth Estate 2450 Jimball St
Jackson Julie 1308 S 15th St 1st Fl
James E Nixon Endowment 1800 Lombard St 3rd Fl
Jauregui Antonia A 2230 Ellsworth St
Jenessa Cintron 1405 S Brd St
Jenkins Bernice 2119 Wharton St
Jenkins Phil 2311 Greenwich St
Jernigan Ruth 2844 Wharton St
Jessup Robert N 1510 S Ringgold St
Jimenez Diego 613 S 16th St 2
Jmp Acquisition LLC 1510 S Bailey St
John S Trower Comm Dev Corp 1608 Christian St
Johnson Charles B 2427 Carpenter St
Johnson Cora G 2427 Carpenter St
Johnson Darren PO Box 24814
Johnson Edward 2114 Titan St
Johnson Eva M 628 S 19th St
Johnson Gerrele 2614 Wharton St
Johnson Kennet 2024 Ellsworth St
Johnson Kenneth 1531 Latona St
Johnson Maxine 1640 Federal St
Johnson Michael 1943 Bainbridge St
Johnson Natasha L 417 S 16th St 2f
Johnson Robert 1828 Christian St
Johnson Thomas, Mary 2507 Ellsworth St
Johnson Trevor 1444 S Napa St
Jones Carmen 1502 Dickinson St
Jones Elmer 1131 S 26th St
Jones Eugene 1537 Christian St
Jones John H 1813 Addison St
Jones Leigh A 2107 Naudain St
Jones Leo F 604 Admirals Wa
Jones Leon 2132 Ellsworth St
Jones Milbur 2313 Cross St
Jones Naeem 1439 S Napa St
Jones Nicole A A 2444 Kimball St
Jones Retter C 2100 Dickinson St
Jones Sarita 1326 S 18th St
Jones Steven 1530 S Opal St
Jones Tracey MD Pc 1511 Carpenter St
Jordan Dolores 2231 Ellsworth St
Jordan Jeffrey 1509 Carpenter St
Jordan Robert E 1631 Fitzwater St
Joyce Ruby 3208 Wharton St
Juice Pop 440 South Brd St Ste 1502
Kaminsky Katie M 1522 Waverly St
Kang Hyo J 2122 Fitzwater St
Kasurkin Simona 729 S 16th St
Kearney Anne D 2303 Lombard St
Kearse Rosalie 1526 Christian St Fl 1
Kegler Altha 1435 2 22nd St
Kellam Joseph 2340 Greenwich St
Kelley Vivien 1310 S Garnet St
Kelly Jamie 1516 S 28th St
Kelly Leroy 2030 Oakford St
Kelsen Judith 2009 Lombard St
Kenney Peter N 2413 S St
Kerestes James F 2022 Carpenter St
Keyes Carolyn 1215 S Bonsall St
Keys Greggory 2248 Kimball St
Khalili Kamel 440 S Brd St
Kibbe Nancy M 1927 Bainbridge St
Kimmd Richard 419 South 19th St Apt 2a
King Diwan L 2627 Gerritt St
King Jennie 427 S 20th
King John 1254 S Ringgold St
Kitchen Willie 731 S 15th St
Klekotka Estelle A 3601 Reed St
Knight Lillie 465 Bodine St
Knowles Claude R 1327 S 16th St
Koita Doro 1330 S 29th St
Komerian Ofir 2053 Pemberton St
Kone Justine 623 S 16 Th St Apt 3
Koovits Marta A 1827 Webster St
Koprivica Milan, Ellen 415 S Van Pelt St Apt E5
Kubler Felix E 305 Governors Ct
L & R Holding Grp 1541 S 31st St
L And H Auto Care Center Apt P 2536 Oakford St
Lalwaney Thaku D 1604 Wharton St
Lamarra Robert F 2612 Reed St
Lamb Mamie 417 S 17th St
Lamont J M 1441 South Hick
Lan Shenghui 3611 Reed St
Lane Joseph 2336 Christian St 1st Flr
Laneve Rochelle 1030 S Cleveland St
Lang Brad 618 S 26th St
Langston Roberta J 1338 S 22 St
Laporta Daniel 2308 Lombard St Unit 2
Lassiter Barbara G 2213 Latrona St
Laties Jane V 2408 Waverly St
Law Willie 1619 Manton St
Law Willie Estate 1619 Manton St
Law Willie J 1619 Manton St
Lawndale Equities 2133 Carpenter St
Lawrence Khalid 731 S 22nd St 3
Laws Lena 1603 Wharton St
Lawson Jennifer 2004 Carpenter St
Leactt Odessa 1529 S 32nd St
Leatrice Green V 1419 S 32nd St
Lecato Bessie 2239 Carpenter St
Lecato Gladys H 2326 Greenwich St
Lee Matthew 1100s Brdst Apt 701b
Lee Theresa 440 S Brd St Unit 1406
Leib Jonathon 2311 Grays Ferry Ave
Lennon Melba 1009 S 19th St
Lerner Marina 623 Schuylkill Ave
Levy Eric M 724 S 24th St
Lewis Lamont 1631 Taney St
Lewis Lorenzo 1308 S 21st St
Lewis Malik 1250 S 31st St
Lewis Sharon E 400 B So 22nd St
Li Sai 723 South 17th St
Liberty Court 1526 Lombard St
Lipkin Ethan Wade, Nicole 2337 Christian St 2
Liu Dan 1722 Ellsworth St
Lomas Emma 1331 S Dover St
Long Priscilla A 2617 Earp St
Loonstyn Michael J 613 N 18th St
Lord James 1905 Wharton St
Loscalzo Josephine 1506 S 19th St
Loughren John A 1805 Latona St
Love Rebecca 1911 Kimball St
Lundy Raymond M, L L 2021 Naudiain St
Lyde Melba J 1330 S Mole St
Mack James 1731 Annin St
Macko Rebekah 763 S 16th St Apt 3f
Madison Alvin Est 2120 Manton St Apt 1
Major Charles 1008 S 24th St
Makimura Osake Unit 201c 1100 S Brd St
Malay Lauren 2314 Waverly St
Malcom Shanika 1807 Manton St
Mallough Michael 1247 S Dover St
Malone Michelle 2114 Montrose St
Maloy Eric 2617 Federal St
Mansi Frances 1306 S Grove St
Maple Ventrello 1307 S Colorado St
Marino Rachel R 1633 Wharton St
Markham Allison 2012 Saint Albans St
Mason Beatrice 2336 Christian St
Mason Delores Laraine 1637 South St
Mason Gloria J 1919 Bainbridge St
Mason Storm 1321 S 31st St
Mathews Linda 2624 Wharton St
Matthews John, Rita 2612 Titan St
Mattis William L Jr 2425 Naudain St
Maxberry Pearl V 1218 S Bonsall St
Mazon Dora 2238 Cross St
Mcaleer Shawna 1247 S Dover St
Mccaffery Matthew 1434 S 23rd St
Mccant Baron 1928 Hamburger
Mcclelland Andrew C 404 S 21st St
Mccorey Michael 1315 S Hicks St
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Mccormick Sean 2020 Fitzwater St
Mccoy Tiffany 1404 S Etting St
Mcdonald Willliam, Estella 1430 S Colorado
Mcelvin Alice M 1912 Montrose St
Mcglinchey James 1442 S 28th St
Mcgoey Molly 619 Schuylkill Ave
Mcgohon Mary 625 S 16th St Apt 3
Mckiver Kisha 1520 Napa St
Mclaughlin Beatrice D Est Beth Oswald 2313 St Albans St
Mcmahon Lainey 432 S 26th St
Mcneil Johnson Alexander 2335 St Albans Place
Medina Rosario 908 S 17th St
Meeker Samuel 2512 Kimball St
Melchor Louise S 2043 Kater St
Melendez Sheila 1926 Federal St
Mellema Robert F 2210 Lombard St
Mellon Kia A 2420 Madison Sq
Meriano Frances M 1511 Latona St
Merkulov Oleksandr 1630 Annin St
Mettey Aaron 764 S Harshaw St
Mickles Michael 1926 Christian St
Middletown Comm Health Center 1800 Lombard St
Milbry Rochelle 900 S 15th St
Mills Collie Dante 1645 Annin St
Minami Yoshiyuki 2135 Bainbridge St
Minogue Martha 1932 Montrose St
Mitchum Michael 1938 Annin St
Mitchum Wilson Funeral Home Inc 1410 S 20th St
Money Marvin Jr, Marvin 1318 S Ringgold St
Monk Leigh 2600 Catharine St
Montague George T 2425 Carpenter St
Montgomery Estella 1919 Bainbridge St
Moore Arnette G 1441 S Bouvier St
Moore Dorothy J 2316 Saint Albans St
Moore Hester C 1440 S 21st St
Moore Leon 1645 Ellsworth St
Moore Lillian W 1747 Bainbridge St
Moore Silas J Jr 5229 Knox St
Moorer Marie 2202 S 23rd St
Morck Charles W III, Patricia M 100 Admirals Way
Morgan Samuel, Wayne 1717 Annin St
Morse Thomas T 2138 Catharine St
Mortgage Midland M PO Box 24814
Mullen Karl 1805 Montrose St
Mullen Michael T 1913 Kater St
Muprhy Thomas C 725 S 17th St Unit 1a
Murphy Peter J 1120 S 16th St
Murray Brian 751 S Chadwick St
Muse Lucille 1436 S Bouvier St
Myers Clara 1533 Catharine St
Myers Lisa R 2000 Kater St B
Myers Susie C Lillian W Hopkins 1401 S 16th St Apt 409
Natale Lewis M 1931 S 28th St
Neely Abby R 1630 Annin St
Nelson Elaine 1250 S 31st St
New Age Food Co 2037 Washington Ave Rear
Newry Mamie H 1635 Wharton St
Newton Jesse C 1811 Wharton St
Nguyen Truyen V 1519 Reed St
Nicola Diprospero Irrev Trust 1615 Carpenter St
Nieves Abundio 1609 S 8th St
Nixon Margaret 2022 Manton St
Noble Delsie 2624 Wharton St
Nock Harry 1703 Christian St Apt 2
Nock John 2738 Earp St
Norton Wyndom 2208 S St
Nwankpa Chikaodinaka O 2419 South St
Oglesbychamberlain Javina 1639 Titan St
Oneill Brian 1928 Waverly St
Oneill Siobhan 1928 South St Apt 1
Oramas Angel 1100 S Brd St
Orapallo Joseph 2608 Reed St
Osborne M 1236 S 21st St
Pancham Ian Adrien 1702 Waverly St
Parish Dana 1539 S 24th St
Parks Jerome S 2338 Wharton St
Parvu Dan 1512 Lombard St
Paul John Towing Co 1502 Alter St
Payne Charlie 2046 S Warnock St
Payne Wyllis 1437 S 18th St
Peach Brian 1707 Webster St
Pedino Flooring 2037 Washington Ave
Peerless Melissa 2031 South St Apt 218
Perez Jose J 2300 Catharine St Apt 2−R
Perhamus Casey J 614 S 15th St
Perkins Mason 2638 Catherine St
Perry Jessie 1404 S 22nd St
Person Charles Jr 1240 S Carlisle St
Phila Daily News Inc 2712 Grays Ferry Ave
Philipson Anita 2337 Christian St 2
Philipson Zandra 2337 Christian St 2
Phillips Alice 1337 S Ringold St
Phillips Kirk PO Box 21730
Phillips Michael J 520 S 24th St
Pierce Timothy 2541 Alter St
Pigford Huey L 1549 S Chadwick St
Pillo Monte Carla 2416 Waverly St
Pillow Kimberle E 1539 S Mole St
Pitcherello Julia 1331 S Ringgold St
Pittman Arlene 1510 S Opal St Apt A
Plummer Amy D 1912 South St Apt C
Poindexter Sallie E 1913 Pemberton St
Pollini Carmella 1704 Titan St
Polsky Daniel 2234 Kater St
Portner David F 525 S 24th St
Powell Annie 1019 S 17th St
Powell Jeffrey W, Avis 2215 East St
Pramberger Michael 2233 Montrose St
Prioleau Mabel 1936 Reed St
Pryor Maureene 1616 Ellsworth St
Pulley Albert D 1328 Mole St
Punzalan Jeffrey 201 Admirals Way
Punzalan Miriam Alfafara, Jeffrey Paul 201 Admirals Way
Purbe Hanna L 1829 Dickinson St
Purnell Joseph 1441 Federal St
Pyatt Louise 1326 S 15th St
Rae William A RR 1
Raffaele Suzanne 1830 Lombard St
Ramirez Juan 1413 Lombard St Apt 2
Ramos Lillian, Juan B 1525 S Taylor St
Ramsey Fannie B 2247 Catherine St
Randall Teresa A 1538 S Corlies St
Ray Latay 2228 Catharine St
Reid Jonathan 2120 Saint Albans St
Revens Earl 2134 Fitzwater St
Reyes Pedro F 924 S 20th St
Reyes Richard R, Mary C 1271 S Hollywood St
Reynolds Joseph 2329 Catherine St
Rice Carl R 1519 Naudain St
Richman Kenneth A MD 1840 South St Tuttleman Bldg
5th Fl
Richman Sarah C 1631 Smith St
Right Sized Homes LLC 1331 S Myrtlewood St
Riley Israel 1548 S Marston St
Rittenhouse Anesthesia Assoc 520 S 19th St Ste 1b
Rittenhouse H Oncology 1840 S St 2nd Fl
Rizzo Carol 2048 Fitzwater St
Robbins Brandon 1412 Colorado St
Robert Thomas J 1820 Dickinson St
Roberts Augustus 2114 Carpenter St
Roberts Richard 2019 Pemberton St
Robinson Aaron J 1428 S 31st St
Robinson Doris B 768 S Cleveland St
Robinson Jean 1126 S 15th St
Robinson Leroy 2042 Dickinson St
Robinson Michael K 754 S Martin St
Rockfeller Emmanuel 1158 S 15th St
Rocky Auto Inc 2501 Wharton St Bldg Q
Rogers Jennifer M 2112 Kater St
Rosado Jose 2325 Wilder St
Rosen Naomi 915 S 17th St Apt 3a
Ross Tony 1233 S 23rd St
Rosulinda LLC Jakes at Iona Lake 2300 Alter St
Rotter Kimberly 2208 Fipzwater St
Rullo Richard 751 S 19th St
Rurak Judith M, Kevin M 1534 Naudain St Ppg Ind
Rush John 1530 S Opal St
Russell Darleen 1233 S Bonsall St
Russell Tonya 1507 Christian St
Ruth Thomas 2010 Naudain St
Ruth Thomas G 2010 Naudain St
Ryan Caitlin 1713 Christian St Apartment 1
Ryder Truck Leasing 1450 S Warfield St
Sajadi Saeid 710 South Colorado St B
Sakaleros Nickolas 2115 Catharine St
Salvatore Margaret, Peter 1318 S Corlies St
Sams Mildred 1519 S Woodstock St
Sanchez Cristian 1249 S 18th St
Sanders Burnett 1513 S Dover St
Sandstrom Katherine L 2321 S St
Satchell Jerome A 1917 Carpenter St
Saunders Geraldine L 1310 S Harmony St
Saunders Wilhelmina 1252 S 26th St
Schiffglenn Emily 2017 Bainbridge St
Schnee Rose 701 S 17th St
Schofield Hattie Wilson 2221 Carpenter St
Schottland Raini 907 S 16th St
Schuh Matthew W 1222 S Brd St Apt D
Schwartz Gregory 528 W 15th St
Scortino Michael 2016 Kimble St
Scott Geneva 1016 S 25th St
Scott Maryann K 1537 S Hollywood St
Sealey Michael F 1451 S Colorado St
Segal Abby B 1504 Montrose St
Seidle Ali J 1310 S Garnet St
Sexton Carlos 2002 Saint Albans St
Shaw E 2621 Oakford St
Shepherd Kenneth, Nannie 1722 Alter St
Sheppard Cedacia 1938 Ellsworth St
Shivers Joseph 1203 S 16th St
Shur Jonathan, Jennifer 1832 Christian St
Sia Jayson 819 S 17th St
Sigel Gwynne 529 S 17 St Apt A
Simmons Ella 2004 Lombard St
Sledge Major T 2104 Apostolic Sq Apt A2
Sloane Jason 2436 Madison Sq
Slutzky Robin 1717 B Fitzwater St
Slutzky Welcome R 1717 Fitzwater St B
Smith Alfred 2114 Montrose St
Smith Daniel L 1237 S 32nd St
Smith Eugene Est 3223 Wharton St
Smith Herman 2211 Federal St
Smith Howard, Mary 1907 Ellsworth St
Smith James 2236 Reed St
Smith James F 2541 Grays Ferry Ave
Smith Kaleed 759 S 19th St
Smith Raquell 1410 S 15th St
Smith Robert 2501 Wharton St
Smith Roisin 2231 League St
Smith Sasha 1940 B Christan St
Smith Willa 1242 S Bucknell St
Sorkin James 1706 Rodman St
Spates Vernon 2325 Greenwich St
Spellman Joan L 1725 Latona St
Spence Lela A 1918 Titan St
Stackpoole Amanda E 1000 S 18th St
Stadler Dav D 2115 Clymer St
Stanford Viola 2343 Gerritt St
Staurinos Demetrios 746 S 22nd St Apt 3
Steele Mark 2227 Fitzwater St
Stephenson Rebecca 1937 Pemberton St
Stevens Birdie 1836 Webster St
Stinson Assurance Assoc I 1520 S Brd St
Stokes Gladys 2708 Christian St
Storm Mason 1301 S 31st St
Stuart John M Jr 2223 Bainbridge St
Sullivan Molly 405 S 22nd St 3/4f
Sullivan Raymond Ernest 2119 Sears St
Sumerlin Darlene 1411 S 32nd St
Swanson Erline 1208 S 16th St
Swartzell Andrew J 420 S 19th St Apt 13e
Taggart Ryan M 3629 Earp St
Tang Seng 133 Powell Ln
Taylor Patricia Elaine 1530 Fitzwater St Apt 308
Taylor Richard 1209 S 13th St
Thabet Mobarak 1906 Titan St
Thomas Earl 2100 Dickinson St Apt 101
Thomas Gladys 1324 S Colorado St
Thomas Joseph D 2024 Annin St
Thomas Louis 1705 Addison St
Thomas Robert 2414 Federal St
Thompson James 1732 South St
Thompson Robert 1601 Manton St
Thomson Luke 2207 Bainbridge St
Thornell Louis Est 1036 S Colorado St
Thornton Michael B 1609 Christian St
Tillison Alieem 2219 Tasker St
Timmons Nellie 2012 Kater St
Tincani Matthew 2004 Carpenter St
Tinsley Giles W 1016 S 25th St
Tlatenco Molanco Carlos 1526 S Mole St
Torrence Eugene R 1246 S 24th St
Torres Ramon Iv 1535 S Carlisle St
Torres Teodore 1512 South St
Toussi Tatiana 1609 Lombard St
Townsend Monica 2351 Christian St Apt A
Townsley Daniel S 1013 S 19th St
Treece Charles E Sr 1009 S Chadwick St
Truong Ty 1331 S 36th St
Tumulty Julia 1640 Berslo St
Turcotte David 2609 Webster St
Turner James A 1935 Gerritt St
Turning Points for C Brenda Rich 415 S 15th St
Ulrich Julia S 1707 Webster St
Underwood Thoma L 1616 Latona St
Underwood Wesley 1530 Manton St
United Supreme Council Scottish Rite Cathedral Usc Aasr
Pha Nor Jur
Universal Co 800 S 15th St
Upshaw Theodore, Velzora 1261 S 21st St
Ure Benjamin B 1914 Catharine St
Uy Veronica C 706 S 16th St
Vann Andrea J 1828 Dickinson St
Vann Tanasha 1333 S Opal St
Varin Sierra 2231 Montrose St
Vascular Access Center PO Box 3857
Velazquez Nun Daniel 305 Surgeon Gen Ct
Velichko 1518 S Brd St Apt 5
Vernon Thompson 2907 S Gerritt St
Vicidomino P 3012 Wharton St
Villa Brian 727 S 16th St
Von Elm Catherine 629 S Bambrey St
Waddell George F Jr 2342 Saint Albans St
Wade Fairy 1619 Manton St
Wade Sarah 1710 Montrose St
Walker Johnny 800 S 15th St
Walker Norman E 1238 S 26th St
Wang Huayi 3633 Reed St
Wang Suzie Y 1100 S Brd St 303a
Warner Viola, Wm C 721 S 20th St
Warren Larry 2042 Gerritt St
Warwick Daniel 533 S 17th St 2nd Fl
Washington Anna F 768 S Cleveland St
Washington Booker T 2137 Earp St
Washington Donnika 1307 5th St
Watson Joel C 2436 Carpenter St
Watts Sherrima 2342 Christian St
Weeks Barbara J 1728 Ellsworth St
Weiner Jennifer, Lonny 1629 Kater St
Wells Fargo Bank 1519 Chrisian St Apt 1
Welton William L 1525 Fitzwater St Apt 1105
West Lottie 1529 S 32nd St
Weston Dana 1123 S 20th St
Wharton Street Assoc LLC 1314 S 16th St
Wheeler Jonathan 440 Ave of the Arts Apt 2101
Whitaker Debra 1265 S 29th St
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White Anthony 2717 Oakford St
White Christine A, William D 1432 S 19th St
White Kimberly C 1516 S Bailey St
Whiteside Aimee 1311 S 16th St Fl 3
Whitfield David 2118 Reed St
Whitlock Jessica C 2008 Kater St
Whittington Robert E 1436 Lombard St
Wilkins Madeline, Curtis 1824 Reed St
Wilkinsonryan Tess 1836 Catharine St
Williams Albert 1201 S 23rd St Apt 217
Williams Bernadine B 1540 S Cleveland St
Williams Charles 2100 Dickinson St Apt 205
Williams Clayton 1732 Annin St Fl 3
Williams Derrick 1621 Wharton St
Williams Dilusha 2144 Lonbard St
Williams Julian E Po Box 21773
Williams Kevin J 1830 South St Apt 1a
Williams Kim 1325 W 21st St
Williams Samuel 2431 Carpenter St
Williams Willie M 1601 Manton St
Williams Willie Mae, Dorothy 2135 Federal St
Willingham Mi 1400 S Napa St
Willis Magnolia 2024 Titan St
Wilson Cecil T, Myrtle 2047 Christian St 3flr
Wilson Edna 748 S Mole St
Wilson Elinor 2614 Wharton St
Wilson Techumshie 1409 S 21 St
Winder Wana 1602 Wharton St
Winfield Clarence 2928 Reed St Ste 420
Winters Joshua R 1519 Chrisian St Apt 1
Wirth Mary A, John, Ed 1265 S Dover St
Wolfgang Luke G 2441 Grays Ferry Ave
Wong Sabu 1741 Christian St
Wood Dennis 1627 Annin St
Woodlyn Mabel 1810 Federal St
Wrenn Kathryn 2224 Oakford St
Wyant John 20161/2 Addison St
Yarbrough Louise E 1332 S 31st St
Yates Craig T 2510 Federal St
Young Bernice 1233 S 18th St
Young Karen T 2434 Christian St
Yow Burnell 2301 Naudain St
Zancolli Nicholas B 1547 S Chadwick St
Zaring David 505 S 21st St
Zielinska Danuta 1836 Bainbridge St
Philadelphia Pa 19147
40 Degrees Inc 524 South St
6214 Ridge Lp 1142 S 7th St
8th St Pharmacy 819s 8th St
Achille Omoras 1015 S 6th St
Agc Enter 717 S Columbus Blvd Unit 901
Ahearn Marie 306 Titan St
Ait 1021 Millcreek Rd
Aitz Inc, Jemil Atlig 717 S Columbus Blvd 1104
Aker Sharyn K 537 Montrose St
Albert Jeanetta 932 Reed St
Alexander Winthrop 12 Queen St
Aliote 741 S 9th St
Allison Robert 1329 Lombard St Apt 207
Allstate Insurance 1148 S Clifton St
Almost Home 717 S Columbus Blvd 1007
Alperin Dorothy E 846 Lombard St
Alston Eunice 616 S Brd St
American Digital Solutions Inc 1100 1600 S Chris Columbus
Amoro Esmeraldo C, Luz M 1015 S 11th St
Amoroso Saia Karen 1548 S13th St
Anderson Margaret H 1300 Lombard St Apt 412
Angelas Massage Therapy Studio Angela Carroll 1418 S
13th St
Antonio Evelia 1305 7 St
Apfelbaum Andrew M 1308 Rodman St
Aquilino Lawrence L 1133 S 13th St
Archdeacon George W, Gayle A 1524 E Passyunk Ave
Atella Louis P 909 S 6th St
Austin Marie 714 S 7th Rear 7
Auto Show Collision 932 Reed St
Azcona Michael D, Blanca 808 South St
Bagdonavicus Stefan 830 S 4th St
Ballouz Georges 1442 S 13th St
Balsano Filomena 1025 Annin St
Barbordoro Celeste 635 Catharine St
Barnard Dale 1300 Lombard St Apt 1704b
Barnett Alvin, Adele 646 South St
Barone Anna Est 929 Federal St
Barone Nancy 202 Gerritt St
Barr Bryan 1167 S 13th St
Barrett Ernest A 635 Addison St
Barriteau Gemma M 509 Greenwich St 2
Barry William Anthony 820 Kimball St
Bartilucci Charles Ronald Rex Piselli Funeral Charles
Bartilucci 1213 S Brd St
Barton Joseph 238 Federal St
Bates Joan 118 Alter St
Battaglini Mark J 729 Wharton St 2
Battle Johnathan 714 South St
Beauty Products Inc 211 South St
Belopolsky Inna 218 Bainbridge St
Benigno Julia 1150 Gerritt St
Benlolo Charlie 530 S 2nd St
Bereznitsky Ella 902 S 8th St
Berger Helen L 620 S 2nd St 3rd Fl
Berger Jeanette, Albert 527 Fitzwater St Front
Berkowitz Matthew A, Marc 750 S Marshall St Apt 2
Bernhardt Brian, Zara 515 S 10th St Unit G
Bernstein Alyse 1315 Latona St
Best Lillie M 339 Christian St
Bickley Quillyn D 330 Earp St
Bimc Khh Emerg Medicine PO Box 2451
Black Edward 608 Christian St
Black Lily Inc 715 S 3rd St Ste 201
Block Enterprises Corp PO Box 31212
Block Richard R 517 S 6th St Unit C
Bluebond Guitars 511 S 4th St
Bluebond Music Education Fund 511 S 4th St
Blyth Linda I 248 Monroe St
Bodhise Paul 609 S 11th St
Bonaddio Vincent A 417 Bainbridge St
Borraccini Rita F 1421 S Clarion St
Boyd Susan M 616 S American St
Bradley Larry L 714 Randolph St 1st Fl
Bradley Stewart 206 Gaskill St
Bradshaw Chris 102 Bainbridge St Apt 1r
Branin Randy J 704 S Warnock St
Braun Rachel 1300 Lombard St Apt 1802
Britt Kenneth M Est, Carol M 1509 S 12th St
Brodley Dwayne 1536 S 17th St
Bronti Concetta 705 Manton St
Brown Georgia 307 Fitzwater
Brown Ida 344 Queen St
Brown John J 715 S 6th St
Brown Mollie 509 S Brd St
Brown Scypio 717 S Columbus Blvd Apt 603
Brown Thonal 1125 Kimball St
Browne Margaret M 541 S 12th St Apt A
Brownson Joanna J 931 Catharine St 2
Buchanico Anthony C, Mary 744 Fitzwater St
Buckler Mechthild O Est 428 S Hutchinson St
Buckmonkey LLC 507 S 4th St
Buczek Marian 123 Pemberton St
Burgess Calvin 1445 S 5th St
Cai Yuchen 738 S 9th St
Callan Joseph F 1435 S 2nd St
Camp Geneva Est 1114 Hall St
Camp William L 509 S Brd St
Campbell Agnes T, Joseph 238 Federal St
Campbell Colleen M 821 Fitzwater St
Campbell Theresa A 810 S 3rd St
Capaldi Marrissa Nicole 1245 S 7th St
Capers Mary 520 Christian St
Caraballo Jose 330 Federal St
Carbonara Marie 909 Christian St
Carine Carmella 1309 S Fairhill St
Carrai Edward B 118 Alter St
Castillapuentes Ruby 530 S 2nd St Apt 743
Catenace Marie 1415 S Brd St
Cavuto Joseph A DO 1525 S Brd St
Ceasar Wendell William 305 Manton St
Celenva Vincent 604 S 11th St
Chamreon Sar Rhd La Casa 504 Washington Ave
Chan Ronald 1533 S 5th St
Chang John 202 Carpenter St
Chaplin Leonard 1122 Carpenter St
Charthouse Restaurant 555 S Columbus Blvd
Chen David 832 Dickinson St
Chen Qiao Yun 1142 S 8th St
Cheng Shanlin 1233 S 8th St
Chiu Lam P 634 Wilder St
Chmel Emil 443 Greenwich St
Chow Christopher 218 Lombard St
Christian St Dev Lp 122 Christian St
Chuptnya Ivan 717 S C Columbus Blvd 614
Ciaccio Rocco Jr 1st Fl 612 Federal St
Ciccotelli Lucy 1534 S Juniper St
Ciliberti Joseph 604 S Delhi St
Cipparone John F 1545 S 13th St
Cite Theodore 1022 S Camarine
Clark Deborah 509 S Brd St
Clark Eddie 731 S 10th
Clemente Reynaldo 1121 E Passyunk Ave
Clendenin Gail 718 League St
Clossetti Matilda 731 Reed St
Cohen Ariel 1235 Rodman St
Cohen Jeremye D 1035 Lombard St 5
Cohn Jennifer 1420 S 5th St 3rd St
Collins Brittany 924 S 12th St
Conaghy Marie L 727 S 10th St
Concannon James 1107 Federal St
Conciergeclaim Aok Auto Body 1330 Washington Ave
Connor Ryan E 1000 S 2nd St 3rd Fl
Conroy Catherine 207 Wilder St
Conroy Patrick G 706 S 2nd St Queens Ct 7
Cook Hanirah L, Adrienne 324 Cross St
Cordero John C 1208 S Marshall St
Corica Marie C 642 Sears St
Cortes Amancio C 1024 S 9th St 1st Fl
Cosgrove Barbara 515 E Moyamensing Ave
Cotton Jessica 1329 Lombard St Apt 105
Coury Marcus 715 Rodman St
Coyle Joseph C 108 Queen St 3rd Floor
Craddock William 870 Independence Ct
Crandall Starla 711 S 8th St
Cressman Alicia 1505 E Passyunk Ave
Cristella Ernest 1220 S Warnock St
Criswell James R PO Box 63728
Croce Anthony J 1153 S 8th St
Crosson Patricia Drum, Thomas G 833 S Hancock St
Crumley Gregg R 620 Christian St Apt 1a
Cucinotti Steven 211 S St Ste 504
Dalembert Samuel Philadelphia 76ers PO Box 25040
Daley Kathryn M 1101 Washington Ave Apt 719
Dalton Lauren A 249 Queen St Apt 6
Dang An Tien 1144 S 12th St
Danielewicz Andre 1327 S Howard St
Darling Kristen 327 South St Apt 2
Dasa Hospitality LLC 617 S 3rd St 1st Fl
David Mann Ltd 404 S 2nd St
Davis Gloria O 825 Alter St
Degregorio Audrey, Amelia, Frank 1325 S 9th St
Degrouchy William J 816 Fitzwater St
Degrouchy William, Patrick 748 S 5th St
Delaney Helene, Helene Mahaney 1156 S 11th St 3
Deleo Judy 1129 Annin St
Deluca Domenic D 933 Kimball St
Denese Adrienne 507 Carpenter St
Dennis Stephen 2244 S 9th St 2nd Floor
Deppe Richard A 115 Kenilworth St
Derisio Vincent 717 S Columbus Blvd Unit 1414
Derosa Louis 1111 S 7th St
Derosa Louis 622 Kimball St Fl 2
Desimone Biagio, Joanne 110 Kenilworth St
Desimone Joanne 119 Catharine St
Dhermillon Claude PO Box 63756
Dicicco John R 1238 Latona St
Diep Hanh 1142 S 11th St Fl 1
Diflorio Robert Est 272 Washington Ave
Difrancesco Enrico 739 Annin St
Difuntorum Andrea M 1331 S Clarion St
Digusto Eleanor 922 E Passyunk Ave
Dimarco Theresa 764 S 9th St
Dipasquale F 1430 S 9th St
Diperna Lauren Rachel 1329 Lombard St Apt 309
Dipollo Domenick 837 Wilder St
Disipio Natalie 914 S 10th St
Dixon Bernadine 711 S 11th St
Dobbs Jc 304 South St
Dodaro Peter 1217 S Hancock St
Doebler Darrell 1174 S Darien St
Doll Raymond E 716 S 3rd St
Dorman Andrew 746 E Passyunk Ave Apt B
Dow Luke A 1205 S 8th St
Doyle Joseph 816 S 4th St
Drake Cortes A 1005 Carpenter St
Dreher Corey B 338 Monroe St
Dungey Herman 2306 Ellsworth St
Eaddy Ethel T 1300 Lombard St Apt 1412
Edward Daniels 737 Mezzanine Level 530 S 2nd St
Edward J Filippone MD P C 1533 S Brd St
Edwards Ronald 1212 Fitzwater St 2k
Ehrlich Michelle E 616 South American St
Elan Prystowsky Ta Queen Village 528 Bainbridge St
Eldabbas Maida 1302 Dickinson St
Elhage Nadia 777 S Brd St Apt 212
Ellakany Abdelrazek 1124 Carpenter St
Eller Frederick 1124 E Passyunk Ave Apt 6
Elliott Jeffrey 619b Catharine St
Emerson Robert Philadelphia Senior Ctr 509 S Brd St
Enaco Margaret D 1222 Federal St
Enterprise Rent A Car 1236−40 Washington Ave Enterprise
Leasing Co of Phila
Evans Franklin J 714 Bainbridge St Unit 5
Faden Francine 710 Saint Albans St
Farmer Florence E 842 S 2nd St 5
Farrell James 125 League St
Farrell Sarah 610 S American St Apt 5
Fast Agency Inc 511 Dickinson St
Faust Michael 748 S 5th St
Fedak Kelly M 1312 S 13th St
Feinberg Gabriel 738 S 11 St 3rd Fl
Fera Mary 770 S 6th St
Fermo Barongan Leonora V 224 Wharton St
Fernandez Burgos Margo 1507 S Brd St
Ferrazzano Florence 1140 Titan St
Fichina Domencio 749 S 11th St
Fidell Linda M 1435 S 2nd St
Fielding Allen Fred 1201 Rodman St
Fields Viola Est 842 S 2nd St Ste 5
Filippone Antonia 1232 Titan St
Fillopena Samuel 907 Salter St
Finarelli Daria 1223 Dickinson St
Fiorella Zia A 625 S 2nd St Apt 2
Fish Lawrence W 1209 Addison Walkway
Fisher Timothy C 611 South St
Flately William, June 1417 S Philadelphia St
Fletcher Kelley Wanda 824 S 5th St
Flowers Tamieka 715 Montrose St 8875 Krewstown Rd
Flynn Malia C 610 Catharine St
Fmtc 710 Christian St 2nd Fl 710 Christian St 2nd Fl
Ford M 1501 Passyunk Ave
Forrest Robert W 1352 Lofts Apt 208
Fortino Santo T 1124 Greenwich St
Frank Stacie B 1225 Christian St
Frazier Gregory, Cynthia 1021 S 4th St Apt 203
Frazier Jeremiah Rhd La Casa 504 Washington Ave
Frock Matthew J 1015 Cross St
Gabriele Suzanne M, Angelo M 1400 S 7th St
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Gaddard Laura 1532 S 13th St
Gailt Meredith 826 League St
Gambone Grant 1325 S 2nd St
Ganel Onne 728 South St
Gao Yu 1011 Lombard St
Garcia Francisco 1404 Clarion St
Garcia Maria Del Refugi 601 Washington Av
Gardner Louise E Est 1300 Lombard St Apt 1315
Garris David 1013 Bainbridge St
Gee Edward 1101 Washington Ave
Genung Stephanie L, Lindsey 620 S 2nd St 3rd Fl
George John 237 Dickinson St
George Naureen, Simeon 5 Christain St
Geronimo Miguel B 1142 S 12th St
Ghose John S 226 Lombard St
Giant Aquarium 1539 S 7th St
Gibbon Justina 772 S Front St 110
Gibbs Hybernia 315 Dickinson St
Gillespie Daniel 1501 S 13th St 3rd Fl
Ginn Victory Est 419 S 6th St
Ginsberg Sidney, Harry 420 Federal St
Giogas Marionga M 1154 S 12th St
Giorno Vincent, Rose 513 Clymer St
Gitlin Laura 326 Kater St 326 Kater St
Gizzi Marie 1501 Passyunk Ave
Glass Marilyn 1300 Lombard St Apt 1502
Gleckman Nicholas 1141 S 10th St
Godbout Wesley B 1310 Rodman St
Godwin Chritine 1159 S 11th St
Goldberg Jessica 314 Kauffman St
Golden Philip F, James A 523 S 2nd St
Goldsmith Quantine 984 S 3rd St
Goldstein J 636 Earp St
Gonzalez Juan 435 E Indiana Ave
Good Health Med Stats Inc 614 S 8th St Ste 300
Goodman Robert 920 E Passyunk Ave
Gordon Nancy A 1107 E Passyunk Ave
Govberg Jennifer 518 S Leithgow St 3
Graham Alisha L 1445 S 2nd St First Fl
Graham Malik 414 Greenwich St
Grandell Ruta 620 S 8th St
Graves Vaughan 719 Addison St
Gregory Russell 107 Queen St
Grica Robert 714 S 7th Rear 7
Grimshaw Robert S 812 Lombard St Apt 24
Grisoglio Emma 1300 Lombard St Apt 1011
Guarantee & Trust 736 Bainbridge St
Gunter Clarence Est 1303 S 10th St
Hafler Eric 611 S 8th St
Haines Brooke A 242 Queen St
Hammond Laura 911 S 2nd
Hampton William 1021 S 4th St Apt 1507
Hansel Gordon K 1216 S 13th St
Harrington Molly E 113 South St Apt 2
Harris Lorenzo 1529 S 11th St
Hart Anthony 1312 Annin St
Hassin Richard Est 1306 Chateau St
Haus Lora N 318 Dickinson St
Hawthorne Community Dev 1240 Catharine St
Hawthorne Community Dev 712 S 12th St
He Ying J 626 Gerritt St
Heble Nikhil 518b Randolph Ct
Hecht Irwin A 704 Montrose St
Hedrick Lori 1420 S Orianna St
Heffner Hope A 1000 S St Side A
Henderson Mark 526 S 13th St Apt 3
Henderson Pamela 1335 Fitzwater St
Hendrickson Rita 1333 S 4th St
Henriksen Paul 721 Fitzwater St Apt 3
Herbert Copel 1037 S Reese St
Herbert Rose 508 Queen St
Herczeg Jennifer, Mark 810 S 2nd St Unit C
Herman Bruce J 1107 Federal St
Hernandez Antonio 701 Dickenson St
Herner Anthony, Helen 1113 Titan St
Herrera Argenis 1311 Lombard St Apt 502
Hertz Kate L 827 League St
Hicks Sandra 1240 Rodman St
Hines Dorothy 611 E 7th St
Hocker Joseph 631 Washington Ave
Hoctor James 1211 Bainbridge St
Hoffman Stephen C 528 Reed St
Hoffstetter John 203 Fulton St
Hollingshead John 777 S 6th St
Homan Gregory R 1026 Montrose St
Homko Lorraine 118 Alter St
Honest Hospitality Inc 526 S 4th St
Hooten Nicholas 770 S 2nd St 3b
Horan William, Alice 10013 S 9th St
Horlacher Evan 1st Fl 1438 S 5th St
Hua Van A 1231 S 12th St
Huang Xue F 1536 S 8th St
Hungate Kirsten 812 Lombard St 30
Huynh Tin N 1333 S Lawrence St
Huzzy Gustina 1338 Kater St
Hyde Abigail E 716 Addison St
I W Levin & Co Inc Esc Agt 748 S 5th St
Iannelli Terry 1152 E Passyunk Ave
Iezzi Anthony 509 S Philip St
Ins Regulatory Ins Svcs 419 S 2nd St
Intermind Research Inc 781 S 2nd St
Isaacs Jeremy 805 S 4th St
Jackson Marc A 306 Pemberton St
Jackson Victoria 512 Montrose St
Jackson Vincent 242 Christian St
James Albert Public Adjusters PO Box 18077
Jashnani Rajeev 614 S 12th St
Jean Madeline Inc 315 A Bainbridge St
Jefferson Shirley 1121 Bainbridge St
Jeffries Steve 609 S 6th St
Jimenez Geraldo 1346 S 9th St
Jividen Jon Gary, Silver, Irene 1101 Washington Ave
Unit 310
Jmh Realty Concepts 415 S 2nd St
Johnson Louise 1218 Christian St
Johnston Jason 1337 E Clarion St
Jones Amy 1035 Waverly St Unit C
Jones Howard 1223 Webster St
Jones Lawrence 626 S 11th St 2 Fl
Jordan Vanessa 522 Washignton Ave
Junyin Zheng 1406 S 6th St
Jutkowitz Edward 326 Kater St 326 Kater St
Kalada Michael T 1342 E Passyunk Av
Karekos Mary 235 South St
Karsenty Avihay 929 S 7th St 2d
Kastner Anna 1218 Peters St
Katz Olga A 107 Navdain St
Katz Olga A 429 South Camac
Katz Theodore T 516 S 3rd St
Keitch J 326 Queen St 5
Kelloggmiller Forrest 309 Monroe St
Kelly Brendan J 600 S 9th St Unit 302
Kelly Ed 1412 S 11th St
Kennedy Caitlyn 1015 Federal St
Kenny Raymond, Faith PO Box 18077
Kerr Kathryrn A 708 Fitzwater St
Kim Christine 1040 E Passyunk Ave
Kim John S 1334 Lombard St
King Constance L Po Box 2436
King Lisa 426 Catherine St
King Richard 149 East St
Klein Jeffrey 300 Kauffman St
Koenig Franz M 522 S 5th St Apt 3
Koth Heath 713 S 6th
Koway Madeline, Isabel Iocco 1236 Ellsworth St
Koway Theresa M 1125 11th St 2nd
Kozloff Katherine 513 S 9th St Apt 1r
Krause Jaclynn M 106 Cross St
Krisciunas C 1525 S 2nd St
La Gioconda Inc 743 S 11th St
Labov Stephen 8125 S Swanson St
Lachance Troy 815 S 10th St
Lam Phong D 1420 S 8th St
Landfair Paul A 828 League St
Lane Nathifa A 916 S Orianna St
Lange Ronald W 820 Earp St
Lapizzeria 433 South St
Lara Martha 1211 S 13th St Apt 3rd F
Larocco Carmela 536 Gerritt St
Lawrence Jose 437 Titan St
Lcl Direct LLC 753 S 6th St
Lee Elizabeth 1307 Morris St
Lee Grace M 731 Montrose St
Lee Justin 1352 South St
Lehrfeld Dale I 530 S 2nd St Apt 810
Lenas Fashions 1154 S 9th St Store
Lesicko Christine M 717 S Columbus Blvd Unit 1404
Leung Dolan C 413 S 12th St
Leung Lai H, Siu K 633 Reed St
Levonchuck Maria 1155 S Juniper St
Lewis Johnny E, Johnny 758 S 13th St
Lewis Matthew 732 Wharton St
Liebman Jennifer B 530 S 2nd St Apt 608
Linaris Eric 819 Greenwich St
Lind Francis 1313 S Second St
Linton Rose 700 Christan St 5
Lioti Paul C Mario Tamarchio 738 Catherine St
Lipman Stephen I, Andrew C 808 S 10th St
Lipscomb Square Housing Corp Entertainment Acct 625 S
12th St
Liu Yue B 1311 S 9th St
Lloyd Sallie 712 S 12th St Apt 104
Lockett Melvin 1114 Hall St
Lolli Anglina, Frank 733 Latona St
Lombard Matthew 1206 Gerritt St
Louie Matthew 17 Christian St
Lozenich Shane 614 Rodman St
Lu Li P Po Box 25011
Luck Raemma 214 Lombard St
Luning George F 1243 S 2nd St 1st Fl
Luther Joy D 833 Kimball St
M R S Rest Enterprises 763 S 8th St
Maa Edy 211 South St No 243
Mack Samell 530 Gerritt St
Madoff Jonathan 1229 S 8th St
Magarity Gregory T 421−A Fitzwater St
Malone Walter 430 Reed St Apt 102
Malsch Christopher 1101 Washington Ave Unit 105
Maneri Sadie 1137 Linn St
Manfred Fred 715 Rodman St
Maniero Marie 605 Montrose St
Maranan Reynaldo S 519 Gerritt St
Marcolongo Ellen M 923 Kathryn St
Margrave Elena Z 1205 S 8th St
Mark Francis 717 Bainbridge St
Marley Theresa 764 Front St S
Marshall Bryan 774 S 3rd St Unit K
Marshall Carol 766 S Marvine St
Marshall Linda Susan 211 Montrose St
Martin John W Jr 916 S Sheridan St
Martin Michele E 418 S Jessup St
Martinez Cesar Hernandez 1125 S 8th St
Maruhn Michael 211 South St 304
Maryak Dennis 818 E Passyunk Ave
Masada Custom Builders Inc 100 South St
Masalta Joe 729 South St A
Mascoveto Josephin 1035 S 8th St
Mason Construction & Invest 644 N Washington Ave
Matkoski Patricia 134 Beck St
Matthews Streeter 107−B Lombard St
Mauro Carla 1401 S Beulah St
Mauro Robert 1241 S Marshall St
Maximenko Feodor Casa Fermi Apt 413 13 Lombard
Maxwell Anne 224 Montrose St
Maxwell Anne S 842 S 2nd St Ste 5
Mcallister David 717 S Columbus Blvd Unit 1514
Mccarron Sarah 822 Wilder St
Mccaughan Ella 3310 Seffert Ave
Mcconaghey Marie 727 S 10th St
Mcconnell Sadieli S, Joseph J 954 S Front St
Mccormick Lillian R RR 1
Mccrimmon Nadi Est, Marian D 1015 S 6th St
Mcdaniel Christopher S 8365 2nd St
Mcginnis Laura L 816 S 4th St
Mcintyre Robert F 756 S 5th St
Mckendrick Schonda 211 South St 362
Mckenna Garrett D 1163 E Passyunk Ave
Mcknight Sarah 811 S Reese St
Mckoy Sherwood 1220 S 4th St
Mclaughlin Brian A 642 Fitzwater St
Mclean Ornamik 1329 Dickinson St
Mclellan A Thomas 623 S 9th St
Mcmullen Michael 815 Alter St
Mcnally Sinead 1115 Rodman St
Mcnamara Anthony 1329 Lombard St Apt 607
Mcnaugnton Nicole 808 Federal St
Mcneal Scott D 736 Bainbridge St
Mcquitty Melanie 719 S Darien St
Mednick Mitchell 501−507 S 12th St
Mellet Oliver 826 Kater St
Mendelson Jacqueliine 730 Christian St
Mengech Phillip K 710 S 11th St Apt 1a
Mickens Wilmon 410 S 12th St
Migoni Citlali 1817 Mifflin St
Milano Andrea 116 Dickinson St
Miller Harry 1200 Rodman St
Miller Justin K 309 Monroe St
Miller Megan 727 A South St
Miller Rev Trust U A 10 27 04 Stewart J 752 S 3rd St
Miller Richard 214 Carpenter St
Miller Stewart J 752 S 3rd St
Moffa Albert V 806 Federal St
Montgomery Frederick 1524 S 4th St
Mooney Thomas 1101 Washington Ave Unit 717
Moore Mark A 355 Gerritt St
Morris Beatrice 426 Catherine St
Mpe Inc T A Littlefish Rest 600 Catharine St 1st Fl
Mr Ritts Inc 709 E Passyunk Ave
Muldowney Brian 737 Manton St
Murla Chad 825 League St
Murphy Jonathan P 1033 S 6th St
Murray Michele 774 2nd St S Apt 3
Musumeci Josephine, Carmelo 1503 S 12th St
Muth Lindsay 1125 Christian St
Nagel Leonid 1233 Wilder St
Nasuti Richard 1134 Gerritt St
Neale Tanequa A 520 South St 3rd Fl
Nelson Judy R 515 S 10th St Apt E
Newall Michael 330 Bainbridge St 39
Newswanger C G 323 Reed St
Nice Care Dental 1311 South St
Nice Care Dental Assoc of S Phi 1311 South St
Nicodemo Anthony J Ta Specrtum R 1st Fl 1246 Federal St
Nobles Ernest D 938 Cross St
Nofziger Sonia R 941 Lombard St
Nolan Patrick 424 S 11th St
Ntl Multiple Scleros 1 Reed St Ste 200
Oakley James, Aditi J 1134 Annin St
Obrien Elizabeth 401 Washington Ave
Oconnor Mary 825 S 13th St
Ohara Ryan P 1323 E Moyamensing Ave
Ohayton Issac 607 13 Queen St
Okelo Francis G 1501 S 13th St
Old Glory Builders LLC 1207 Annin St
Olfano Carolyn 717 S Columbus Blvd Unit 1514
Olian Guy 814 S 9th St
Oliver Samuel 224 Montrose St
Orocofsky Louis J 830 South St
Orr Nina S 1307 S Leithgow St
Ortiz Nilda 507 Christian St
Osman Douglas 802 2nd St S Apt 1
Osman Yosaf 211 S St Apt 186
Oswalt Jaron 246 Monroe St
Ott James R 626 S 3rd St 2r
Ott Matthew 1001 Lombard St
Ou Yuan Jun 1517 S 9th St 3rd Fl
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Owens John J 1117 E Moyamensing Ave
Oxman Steven 625 Lombard St
Pallante Dr Box 63928
Palmerio Paul J 501 S 12th St 07
Palomo Victor M 7 Christian St
Palumbo Josephine 824 Catharine St
Pandey Priyank 400−416 S 2nd St Apt 402b
Paolella Gloria, Malvina 1426 S Juniper St
Papacoda Andrew A 620 S 2nd St 3rd Fl
Parker Emily R 1228 Montrose St
Parshall Priscilla A 1507 E Moyamensing Ave
Pastor Jeffrey Leath 419 S 6th St
Pats Auto And Truck Repair Inc 1315 E Passyunk Ave 21
Pats Steak House 1301 E Passyunk Ave
Paul John H 632 S 5th St
Paxia Restaurant 901 S 8th St
Pellegrino Katera 1317 S Brd St Apt 1f
Penza James 1243 S Warnock St
Perri Angelo J 1109 Ellsworth St
Perry Gloria Phila Senior Ctr 509 S Brd St
Person Lora 703 S 4th St
Peterkin Berdie 1418 12th St
Philadelphia Carburetor 1327−29 Reed St
Philarx Pharmacy 418 South St
Pho Ha Restaurant LLC 600 636 Washington Ave Unit 2
Physicians for Social Responsibilty 515 S 13th St
Piazza Oliver David 716 S Marvine St
Pillajr Fred 317 Wharton St
Pim Associates Pc 709 S 5th St
Pinney Matthew J 625 Catherine St 1st Fl
Piperio William 941 League St
Ponsoll Joseph A, Suzanne 940 South St
Poulson Elizabeth, Joseph 437 Manton St
Pownall Brown Rachelle 1227 Clymer St
Presti Adam P 1149 S 12st 1st Floor Apt B
Previdi Bianca M 1219 Kater St
Priest Kevin James, Jane Althen 912 S Fairhill St
Procopio Jennifer L 304 Lombard St Rear D
Proulx Janet Tobias 246 Fitzwater St 12
Prusinowki Mary 1100 Ellsworth St
Prusinowski Gerald C 1100 Ellsworth St
Prystowsky Elan 756 S Darien St
Pulizzi Michael 1237 S 12th St
Punzo Francis G 316 Federal St
Purcell Harry 402 Lombard St
Purcell Nicholas 1220 S 13th St
Quadro Louis−Del 1012 S 6th St
Raffa Marie Co Thomas Raffa 908 Dickinson St
Raj David L 1223 Rodman St
Rambo R 629 W Sedgwick St
Ramirez Inez 720 Dickinson St
Ramirez Sara N 1231 Ellsworth St
Ramos Lemus Jose Abdulio 1017 S 11th St
Ramsay Jane M 411 S Quince St
Raschella Dominick 1524 S 13th St
Ratliff John 1003 Lombard St
Ratz Gregory 1327 Ellsworth St
Raymond Greg 915 S 7th St
Reed Loralee M 1211 South 3rd St
Reed Martin 206 Monroe St
Reese Karen 638 Manton St
Regan Dolores H 1439 E Moyamensing Ave
Reichek Jennifer L 218 Manton St
Relmon Stan 211 Manton St
Renal Treatment Ctr Philadelphia 109 Dickinson St
Revzilla Motorsports LLC 741 South 4th St
Reyes Enrique 1324 Ellsworth St
Ricci Eleanor 1165 S 11th St
Richardson Joan 1212 Fitzwater St Apt 7l
Rim Dong M 1234 Catharine St
Rinaldi Catherine 1216 Titan St
Rindone Mary R 1300 Lombard St Apt 101
Rite Aid Pharmacy 3825 9th & Catherine Sts
Rivera Steven 1217 Ellsworth St
Robinson Mary E 441 Washington Ave Katherine Deshields
Roca Smith Carolina M 800 S 7th St
Rockco Plymouth 207 Beck St
Rodan Laura 1308 S 8th St
Rodriguez Apolonia 1158 E Passyunk Ave
Rodriguez Daniel M 509 S 6th St Apt 9f
Romero Alfredo 702 Sherilan St
Ronan Joseph E Jr, Eamon A 777 S Brd St Apt 230
Rooks James 842 S 2nd St Pmb 5
Rosemary Mini Market 554 S 6th St
Ross Ellen 708 Alter St
Rossi Julia A 1520 S 13th St
Rothman Andrew E 752 S 3rd St
Roush David 1106 Kater St
Roy Ola W 842 S 2nd St Ste 5
Rubini Dennis A 530 S 2nd St Apt 636
Ruggeri Francesca 1109 S 7th St
Ruggiero Angelina 941 League St
Russell Davin 1207 S 2nd St
Rutenberg Michael 620 Christian St Apt 1a
Ruth Laura 1314 S 5th St
Ryan Caitlin 613 S Clarion St
Sacred Heart Free Home For Cancer 764 S 9th St
Saffren Weinberg Attys 149 East St
Salit Amy G 927 S 8th St
Same Day Divorce Ll 211 South St
Sanders Thelm 930 Washington Ave
Sandoval Jose 1151 S 11th St
Sapience Mbc Inc 609 S 11th St
Sara Christiansen 330 Bainbridge St Apt 21
Satchell Anthony 508 Dickinson St
Scafidi Ernest 720 S 10th St
Scallatino Nettie 924 Wharton St
Schimelfenig Catherine 1511 S 5th St
Schwarz Donald F 1212 Waverly Walkway
Scientific Partners LLC 774 S 6th St
Scittina Rose A 1300 Lombard St Apt 1504
Scoreboard Sport Grill 932 Washington Ave
Scott Jeffrey C, Heidi L 1540 E Passyunk Ave Apt A
Seam Ladine, Sunly 1416 S 6th St
Sedlak Vincent A Est 224 Montrose St
Shanks Frederick Est 1021 S 4th St Apt 1084
Sheerer Carol 1511 S Brd St
Sheppard Harry 1532 S 2nd St
Sheridan Melissa Ann 809 Catharine St 1st Flr
Shi Bi F 803 League St
Shi Jian M 1436 S Franklin St
Short Christopher 348 Wharton St
Siegel Samuel, Nancy 525 S Leithgow St
Silverstein Tapp Ariella B 808 S 5th St 1
Simon Rami Calder, Robert 705 S 2nd St
Simond Samantha 516 S 3rd St
Simpson James 218 Titan St
Simpson Josephine 134 Beck St
Singleton Andrew R 765 S 2nd St Apt F
Smith Brenda 716 S Randolph St
Smith Candis L 324 Lombard St
Smith Elaine R 1165 S 11th St
Smith James Anne Maxwell 842 S 2nd St Ste 5
Smith Linda 1323 Ellsworth St
Smith Nancy 833 S 4th St
Smith William D 324 Lambard St
Sogno Communcation I Inc 1040 E Passyunk Ave
Soifer Cornelia 232 Christian St
South Street Jewelry Exch 628 South St
Spector Pauline, Sol K 303 Fulton St
Spector Sol K 303 Fulton St
Spine Patient Society 758 S Warnock St
Sport Cap Hats 524 South St
Springer Lawrenc 1348 Ellsworth St
Srivastava Bhaskar 1110 Lombard St 14
Stabile Patricia 775 S 8th St
Stambaugh Brian 1530 S 2nd St
Stanco Rocco 613 Cross St
Star Shooters Inc 326 Kater St
Steverson Kelmer 717 S Columbus Blvd
Stewart J Miller Trust Ua 10 27 04 Stewart J Miller 752 S
3rd St
Stodomingo Milagros G 508 S Reese St
Stoshs Pink Rose Corp 630 S 4th St 1st Fl
Stracciolini Rose 1526 S 9th St
Strahlendorff Tracy 530 South 2nd Apt 528
Stukes James G, Sierra 966 S 3rd St
Sulistiawaty Dyana PO Box 18067
Sulistyawati Dyana M PO Box 18067
Sullivan Joseph F, Helen 1417 S 2nd St
Sunoco A Plus 801 S Brd St
Sunpower Afrique Kira Costanza 212 Christian St 1
Suraci Joseph 1163 S 9th St
Suraci Jospeh A Jr, Alex 707 S Hutchinson St
Taraskus Anthony, Stella 1519 E Moyamensting Ave
Taylor Clara 1125 Kimball St
Taylor Patricia E 509 S Brd St Philadelphia Senior Ctr
Td Bank Na 1505 E Passyunk Ave
Tellez Jafet 918 Porter St
Teramagro Orlando 825 Cross St
Terranova L 746 S 3rd St
Terras Peter K 616 S American St
Thompson Terressa A 300 Catherine St Apt 3
Tilley Lillian E 1001 S 6th St
Tirone Mark 733 S Jessup
Titan Street Holdings Lp 429 Cross St
To Cindy 911 S 9th St
Toczylowski Maria 312 Fitzwater St
Tomsich John 824 S 12th St 2
Torres Carmen S 1139 S 9
Tran Hien 1148 S 6th St 1st Fl
Tran Xinh H 817 S 8th St 2nd Fl
Travagline Rose 1139 Rodman St
Tropea Joseph 137 Salter St
Turlington El 509 S Brd St
Turner Daniel S 718 Annin St
Ua 01−Sep−95 Norman R Proulx Irrevoc Able Life
246 Fitzwater St 12
Uebele Matthew T 1206 Annin St
Upshaw Roosevelt, Robena 1138 Kater St
Urso Yolanola 1135 S 11th St
Us Construction Inc 211 South St
Vandusen Nicholas, Laurie 609 Christian St
Vanguard Group 541 S 12th St Apt A
Vannoord Julie 934 Montrose St
Varallo Michael A 621 Sears St
Varsami Evagelia 344 Fitzwater St Apt 2f
Vazquez Candalaria 349 Wharton St Apt 2
Vella Joseph M Jr 1009 Cross St
Villari Anthony 624 Carpenter St
Vining John M 611 S Delhi St Rear
Vla 614 S 8th St 274
Volpe James C 1337 S Ninth St
Von Johnson 619 Dickson St
Vukich Eva 919 Federal St
Vuong Stacey 1347 S 7th St
Waldman Nahum M 1005 Carpenter St
Walker William J 530 S 2nd St Apt Gu6
Wallace Ellenor A 1215 S Phillip St
Waltermeyer Jean E Est 1326 S 7th St
Walters Alyssa 764 S Warnock St
Ward Kevin D Est 1165 S 10th St
Warner Jamie G 922 Hall St
Washington Rebecca 919 S 5th St
Washington Tamaro 1510 S Beulah St
Watkins Sylvester Est 763 S 5th St
Weaver Ella 516 Fitzwater St 1
Weaver Leonard 846 Independence Ct
Weaver Margaret R 1300 Lombard St Apt 206
Weber Karyl A 319 Titan St
Weber Marilyn J 216 Christian St Apt D
Weekly Jerry 1222 S 54th St
Wei Linyi 542 Manton St
Weinberg Jason S 528 Catharine St Apt 2
Weiss Allison Beth 714 S Warnock St
Weiss Michael 1103 Waverly St 3r
Wells Claudia 310 Catherine St Apt A
Wells Mary Est 1021 S 4th St Apt 2104
White Chad 703 Annin St
Whitman Jacob T 740 S 3rd St 3fl
Wilhelm James C 200 210 Lombard St 511
Wiliams Lakeya 1204 Peters St
Wilke Carsten 336 Lombard St Apt 113
Wilkins Gloria Rhd La Casa 504 Washington Ave
William Benjamin 508 Carpenter St
Williams Cleveland 906 S 5th St
Williams Danielle Rhd La Casa 504 Washington Ave
Williams Dorothy 109 League St
Williams Genda Est 1212 Fitzwater St Apt 7l
Williams Gerngross Adele 222 Lombard St
Williams James 1212 Fitzwater St Apt 7l
Williams Keith R 530 Gerritt St
Willis Helen 700 S 12th St
Wilson Anna E 606 S 10th
Wilson Dorothy F 700 S 12th St
Wilson Shah Coryan 1012 S 6th St
Wimberly Ella 26 Christian St
Wimberly Ella 822 S Swanson St
Winer Michael 520 S 4th St
Witzleben James Paul 100 Pemberton St
Wolf Abigail 636 Catharine St
Wolf I 780 S 5th St
Wolman Amanda 333 Bainbridge St
Woodside Richard J 1156 E Passyunk Ave Apt 1
Wu Ju C 933 Ellsworth St
Wyman Nicholas K 1031 Montrose St B
Yadala Sisira 940 South St
Yakich Mary H 1121 Rodman St
Yamamoto Kokichi 1221 Gerritt St
Yang Jian H 1336 S 6th St 4604 Woodland Ave
Yang Jian Quan 731 Earp St
Yannaccone Meghan 1131 S 3rd St
Young Gloria 1021 S 4th St Apt 803
Young Steven 764 S 5th St
Zaccone & Petrone Pc PO Box 25024
Zachary Winthrop 12 Queen St
Zachmann T X 1115 Ellsworth St
Zellman Catharine, Harry 218 Reed St
Zeng Xi Liang, Siu Ling 1418 S Beulah St
Zhang Chun 1328 S 8th St
Zhang David 12 South St
Zhu Yan 1507−9 E Moyamensing Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19148
A List Promotions Ll 1227 Tasker St
Abbott Jenny 2922 S 13th St
Abraham Edward R Est 1941 S 8th St
Abrams Murray S 521 Morris St
Absolute Smile Inc 2701 S 10th St
Accu Care Medical Equip 1325 Snyder Ave
Ackermann Kerri 735 Morris St
Adams Joseph 1001 Mckean St
Adams Marcie R 1614 S 4th St
Adams Mary 240 Fernon St
Adams Michael P, Alice A 1934 S 2nd St
Adams Sean 720 Mckean St
Addes Loretta Est 1924 S Warnock St
Ahmad Iqbal 2436 S 6th St
Akridge Sterling R 632 Fernon St
Alexs Auto Body 628 Tasker St Apt 2
Alistair Brett M PO Box 37154
Allegiance Public Adjusters Inc 1118 Wolf St
Allen Permilliar J 2745 S Marshall St
Altamuro Catherine 1230 Durfor St
Alvarado Jose 3228 N Lawrence St
Alvini Gloria A 2504 S 10th St
Amato Pete 1811 S Watts St
Ambrose Joseph E 229 Tree St
Amodeo Antoinette 2521 S Mildred St
Anderson Elizabeth 2521 S Galloway St
Andujar Korin 220 Mountain St
Anello J Campana M 2439 S 13th St
Angel Peres R 1918 S 12th St
Anthony T Lam Dmd Pc 1611 S Brd St
Antonelli Michael 1724 E Passyunk Ave
Aparicio Eleazar 1627 Morris St
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Arnold Florence 230 Watkins St
Arrojo Emma M 1821 S Watts St
Ashworth Kristin Leigh 1020 Emily St
Astrella Carmella 1726 S 12th St
Aulicino Michael J 2313 S Alder St
Austin Francine B 1742 E Moyamensing Ave
Avanz Inc 2102 S 6th St
Azcona Gary 606 Morris St
B S 424 Durfor St
Bailey James E 104 Taskeu
Ballester Leticia 626 Dudley St
Bang Yuan L 834 W Porter St
Banskter Olie 2504 S American St
Barile John J 2536 S Sartain St
Barkowitz Ed 2437 S 4th St
Barreto Lisa M 2725 S Darien St
Barry Patricia 121 Snyder Ave
Bartlett Christopher D 648 Tasker St
Batastini Orthodonti 2505 S Brd St
Batt Bernard A 3301 S Galloway St No 55 57 Al Finer Co
Battaglia Maria 1331 Tasker St
Baur Matthew, Gladys 1023 Mollboro Ter
Becerril K C 1934 S 10th St Fl 3rd
Bellettiere Anna 2412 S Mildred St
Benitez Ipatzi 2433 S Fairhill St
Bennett Mark 1837 S 2nd St Apt A
Beonal Alejandro 2517 S 7th St
Berenbaum Benjamin, Millie 1741 S 5th St
Berry Patrick PO Box 54762
Bersyanoff Sylvia S 2536 S 3rd St
Betances Eladio 3912 Bennetton St
Botello Martin 2536 S Franklin St
Boyle Betty E 2443 S Clarion St
Bradley John J 300 Mckean St
Brasky Madeline 1940 S 2nd St
Brendlinger Norman 244 Morris St
Brezec Primoz 3601 S Brd St
Bright Tangayika 620 Mountain St
Brinkman Madelyn G 336 Emily St
Broadway Theatrical Club 2529 S 13th St
Brooks Provisions Inc 3445 S Front St
Brown Karen E 1911 S 5th St
Brown Richard 707 Mckean St
Bruckart Warren H Jr 2829 S Randolph St
Bruno Marie 1329 Snyder Ave
Bullies Sports Bar Rest 3601 S Brd St
Burke Hannah M 1019 Mifflin St
Bussiere Dorothea 726 W Porter St
Butcher Arun 1746 E Passyunk Ave 2nd Fl
Butler M 728 Mercy St
Cairo Linda, Louis 943 Wolf St
Callen Irene Est 347 Mckean St
Camacho Annette 1714 S 6th St
Campbell Harold 1109 Mcclellan St
Capaldi Marissa Nicole 1938 S 19th St
Capaldi Mark 1232 W Ritner St
Capaldi Mark W 1232 W Ritner St
Carbin Thomas J 410 Durfor St
Carman Mascuilli A 1119 Emily St
Carney Frank 110 Gladstone St
Carr Antoine 2031 E Moyamensing Ave
Carrozza Cass 2809 S Beulah St
Carrozza Catherine 2809 S Beulah St
Carty Melynda C 2037 S 4th St
Casale Sandino 2521 S Mildred St
Casillo Frank 1116 W Moyamensing Ave
Cassise Dominick J 2444 S 9th St
Castagna Anna M 2545 S 3rd St
Catanzarite Eleanor 2509 S 4th St
Cawley Sean 2412 S Warnock St
Cerruti Vincenza 2324 S 11th St
Chamroeum Rath 2237 S 5th St
Chant Dean H 2031 So 13th Str 1st Fl Apt
Chellew Grover C, George 1624 S Front St
Chen Bao P 2034 Darien St
Chen Long H 2846 S Franklin St
Chen Weichi 2610 S 8th St
Cherry Hill M Autobody 418 Tasker St
Chew Weng 704 Mifflin St
Chianese Lisa 736 Tree St
Chiem Lam P 2820 S Sheridan St
Chin Valerie A 1822 S 9th St
Choeun Sim 1604 S 5th St
Chou Wu H, Wu S, Chi C 920 Morris St
Cialella Alfred, Sue 802 Dudley St
Citizens Bank 330 Oregon Ave
Claims Worldwide LLC Hisher 821 Pierce St
Clark Lisa M 112 Jackson St
Clissa Sylvain E 1822 S 9th St
Cocco Ralph 4921 S 8th St
Cochran Elizabet 323 Emily St
Coco Josephine 1921 S 8th St
Cocon Hector 529 W Mifflin St
Cohen Jacqueline 2109 S 2nd St
Cola Robert G Brown & Brown of Pa Inc 2005 Market St
Ste 3510
Cola Rosemarie 926 Daly St
Colantono Angelina T Jackson Place 501 Jackson St Apt 209
Colon Edison 5938 Roosevelt Blvd
Conte Augustine A 908 Johnston St
Conway Peter P 346 Daly St
Copes Helyne 2414 S 10th St
Corazo Ignacio 330 Cantrell St
Cotellessa Diana 1711 S 2nd St
Criniti Joseph Jr 2519 S 10th St
Cross Cynthia C 364 Daly St
Cruz Mary 626 Dudley St
Cruz Nilsa 627 W Porter St
Cucinotta Francesca 1123 Fitzgerald St
Cuculino Tony 524 Tree St
Cuellar Jeffrey 1617 E Passyunk Av Apt 2
Curran Grace 2223 S 3rd St
Cursuo Tommy 2901 S 13th St
Cushin William J, Mary A 118 Daly St
Cwebb Lynne 1817 S 4th St
Daly Honorah 133 Watkins St
Danao Melissa 1140 Snyder Ave
Dang Huyen T 621 S 7th St
Daniele Carolina M 1810 S 13th St
Davisson Ian S 1912 Sartain St
De Stefano Caroline 715 Sigel St
Debona Nelson T 145 Porter St
Defranco Louis 1650 Camac St
Dejohn Michael 2352 S Lee St
Delaware Avenue Dist Center Inc 700 Patterson Ave
Dello Catering 1003 Tasker St 1st Fl
Dental Health Systems 640 Snyder Ave
Dental Health Systems Pc 640 Snyder Ave
Destefano Carmela 2527 S Clarion St
Destra Rita 2415 S Alder St
Devine Kerryanne 2504 S Philip St
Dibona Jo Ann 1020 Wolf St
Dicaprio Barbara E, Carmen M 2633 S Percy St
Dichter Bros & Glass 3600 S Galloway St 3616
Dichter Bros & Glass Office 258 3301 S Galoway St
Didonato Susan 1730 S 13th St
Difazio Donato 1315 Mifflin St
Dilks Mary 818 Mcclellan St
Dimarino Frank F III 1000 Snyder Ave
Dintino Cheryl 1046 Tree St
Dintino Robert M 2746 S Darien St
Dipietro Joseph L 1906 S 10th St
Do Lam T 2607 Saint Christopher Dr
Doddie Rita 2633 S Iseminger St
Dougherty James J 1825 S 2nd St
Dougherty Margaret, Anna 2343 S American St
Druding Elizabeth 433 Daly St
Dugan Katherine 2531 S Philip St
Dunn Dixie 403 W Ritner St
Durante Richard 1718 E Moyamensing Ave
Easterday Harry 2653 So Fairhill St
Eckerts Produce 3300 S Galloway St
Edwards Chauncey 531 Sigel St
Ehrenreich Anthony J 2811 S Iseminger St
El Carrusell Inc 2042 S 9th St
Ellis Anna 1907 S 3rd St
Ellis Joseph M Jr 322 Tree St
Emoda Com 302 Moore St
Emodacom Corp 302 Moore St
Epstein Ruth 2526 S Philip St
Errera Domenic 1832 S Camac St
Esola Julia 2041 S Hutchinson
Esposito Michael 2639 S Alder St
Everly Kyle 416 Durfor St Apt 3f
Excel Staffing Inc 2421 S 5th St
Fafalowski Marie 1130 Tasker St
Farello Ambrose 1214 Wolf St
Farrell Monica 2549 S 11th St
Feret Rachel 2739 S 9th St
Fernandes Jesus 924 Pearc St
Fernandez Michael 1820 S Front St
Ferrili Robert 1608 S 12th St
Fickling Riheem 636 W Jackson St
Figueiredo David F 2553 S Alder St
Figueroa Brendalee 622 Mountain St
Finucane Ronald, Marie 1915 S 2nd St
Fisher Joseph 122 Jackson St
Fitzgerald Academic Emerg Room Phys PO Box 777 W 3560
Flores Manuel 523 Sigel St
Forbes Pamela L 935 W Shunk St
Forcino Delores 2542 S Darien St
Forte Michael 1002 Wolf St
Foy Timothy 122 Mifflin St
Frankford Memorial Post 2440 S Orkney St
Frattarola Susan 1137 Mercy St
Fratto Anna 1234 W Ritner St
Fredrick Dennis 2832 S Camac St
Freed Rebecca 324 Tree St
Frost Anna 64 Dudley St
Fumo Bernard 1808 S 13th Strret
Galanos Louie A Minos Henry Galanos 2544 S Warnock St
Gallo Mary Est 1142 Mercy St
Garant Daniel 313 Tree St
Garber Rachel 2428 S 6th St
Garvin Keyser Theresa 150 Mifflin St
Gates Richard B Rev 2536 S 6th St
Gatta Ciriaco 2525 S Brd St
Gault Thomas 2422 S Orkney St
Gault Thomas J 153 W Ritner St
Gayle Lipkin 908 Tasker St No 1
Gearhart Philip W 1908 S 13th St Fl 2
Gelches Kristin L 1210 Morris St
Genestra Josephine 2520 S Franklin St Unit T
Gentzsch Laura 115 Mckean St
Gerace Donna M 811 W Porter St
Giarrocco Colleen, Steven 2321 S 11th St
Gigliotti Mario 824 Moore St
Gikas Effie H 1329 W Porter St
Gilberto Juarez A 1134 Jackson St
Giordano Angelini 1115 Emily St
Giorgio Violetta 1210 Mifflin St
Go Satoshi 1701 E Moyamensing Ave
Gold Laurie 2211 S Juniper St
Gomez Lissette 345 Snyder Ave
Goodwin Joseph W 2334 S Hutchinson St
Govan Allen 742 Mckean St
Gpha Frankford Avenue Health Center 640 Snyder Ave
Graci Joseph S 2628 S 9th St
Grand Scale Fund Raising Inc 1841 E Passyunk Ave
Grasso Anthony 2123 4th St
Greco Paula 2704 S 10th St
Green Keith 2635 S 2nd St
Grier Ryan Wesley Jr 114 Gladstone
Gringore Emma G 445 Wolf St
Guaricela Luis V 741 Morris St 2f
Gumery Keith D 2418 S 13th St
Gurney Joseph S 349 Porter St
Gutierrez Alexandra 1638 S 7th St
Ha Hi T 514 Ritner St
Handy Matilda 534 Mckean St
Hansel Herbert A 1806 S 13th St
Harmon Frances, Tanya 636 Emily St
Harris Quoen 838 Snyder Ave
Harris Thomas 636 Fitzgerald St
Haubrich William 422 Mercy St
Haviaras Stephano 1846 S 12th St
Helphenstin Margaret 2626 S Franklin
Henson Bobby T Phillies One Citizens Bnk Wy
Hernandez Carlos 516 Mountain St
Hernandez Erika 616 Tasker St
Hernandez Jose 807 Pierce St
Herskovic Esther, Izak 636 Snyder Ave
Heyday Entertainment 1619 E Passyunk Av 1st Fl
High Mary 2542 S Darien St
Hightower Leamma 2318 S Beulah St
Hildreth James W 715 Jackson St
Hin Kim 1828 South 5th St
Ho Nguyen 1801 S 5th St 2nd Fl
Holder Jerome D 526 Tasker St Apt 3r
Horning Rab 1628 S 5th St Apt 1st F
Hsbc Bank 645 W Ritner St
Huang Yong Chang 2622 S 9th St
Hudson Lori 338 Mckean St
Hudson Rosemary 2334 S Franklin St
Iang My 614 W Moyamensing Ave
Iannacone Mario C Jr 2638 S Watts St
Ibbotson Tomas H 2340 S Lee St
Igueni Mohamed 2104 S 9th St Fl 1
Infinite Air Hvac LLC 2836 S 9th St
Inolex Chemical Co Katherine Demko Jackson & Swanson
Sts
Interested Neighbors Civic Assn Houston Comm Ctr
2443 S Clarion St
Jack Anthony 2521 S Mildred St
Jackson Elizabeth A 932 Fernon St
Jacobson Darlene 723 Johnston St
Jakubowski Edward, Thomas 120 Watkins St
Janaitis Mary A, Justin 2627 S 7th St
Jefferson Oneal 636 Mifflin St
Jewish Community Centers Greater Philade Susan Hoffman
604 Porter St
Jlacqua Diane 2634 S 9th St
Joanne Bran 2529 S 13th St
John Dugan J 1703 S Brd St
Johnson Wendelyn 2609 S Sheridan Sta
Kapas Susan H 1015 W Porter St Apt 2
Karki Dhani 1815 Seventh St
Karng Sroy 610 Morris St
Kavei Cambodian Rest Inc 320 Oregon Ave
Kazelskis Lillian 343 Snyder Ave
Kelley Helen C 120 Morris St
Kelly Anna E 1245 Jackson St
Kelly Kathleen T Est 1007 Johnston St
Kennedy Elizabeth C 227 Wolf St
Kerrigan Karen 2509 S 4th St
Kersis Anthony P, Dorothy M 320 Emily St
Kildorf Kathryn A 2719 S Sheridan St
King Siek S 834 W Porter St
Kirks Jeffrey 1714 E Passyunk Ave
Klay Eh Klay 1734 S 4th St
Knowlton Monica A, Kyle M 1151 Daly St
Koffler Brad 1603 S 12th St
Kolatosz Roseann M 224 Ritner St
Kownacky Brian C 2747 S 7th St
Krzyzanowski Betty 2223 S Juniper St
Kwong Evelyn 627 Fernon St
Labarr Jeffrie D, Joann M 2442 S Orkney St
Labcorp 1605 S Brd St
Lake Frances O 2608 S 6th St
Lam Alan 912 Snyder Ave
Lamaj Gramos 2227 S 12th St 1st Fl
Lamont Dean 1721 S 8th St
Lamplugh Henrietta 1709 S 2nd St
Lan Tan Mei 1723 S 9th St
Lane Joseph 153 Wolf St
Lang Jun S 1934 S Warnock St
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Larry Auto Parts Inc 2655 S Marshall St
Latenco Alan 2209 S Mildred St
Lattanzio Charles P 1713 S 6th St
Laverghetta Domenick 2636 S Juniper St
Lawrence Kahlynn M 2312 S 12th St
Lawrence Margaret 116 Fernon St
Le Myn H 902 Mcclellan Stree
Leabourne Elizabeth 2521 S Galloway St
Lee Catherine Y 1610 S 13th St
Lee Michael J, Jerry E 913 Daly St
Lehman Linda 354 Jackson St
Lentine Louise M 1832 E Moyamensing Ave
Leonard Thomas Jr, Thomas 2545 S Marshall St
Leone Mario 1017 Tree St
Leto Concetta 930 Morris St
Leuzzi Mark 222 Daly St
Li Meizi 1019 Mckean St
Liberato Armando 2503 S 11th St
Liccio Jerry 202 Daly St
Lie Fewen 1027 Tree St
Lighty Christopher 455 Fitzgerald St
Lin Hui Y 910 Porter St
Lina Melissa 2413 S Beulah St
Lindsay Josephine, William 2605 S Alder St
Liotino Ann 347 Winton St
Liu Anthony 1602 S Front St
Liu Hsin H 340 N 10th St
Lively Debra 2504 S 5th St
Lizardi Petra 1824 S Juniper St
Lobello Rose 529 Hoffman St
Lomax Anthony 419 Sigel St
Lombardo Danielle R 2630 S Mildred St
Lombardo Maria 2547 S Darien St
Lombardo Zachary 2809 S Beulah St
Lombertin Filomena 919 Hoffman St
Lombordo Zachary J 2809 S Beulah St
Long Phat 2126 S 7th St
Longo Maria A 821 Pierce St
Lore Joan 1924 S 10th St 2nd Fl
Lore Joan M 1924 S 10th St 2nd Fl
Lovett Sidney 723 Dudley St
Lu Min Juan 933 Jackson St
Lucky Garden 941 Tree St
Lui Dan 920 Wolf St
Luttrell Lynne R 1321 Mckean St
Luu Li Li 628 Morris St
Luu Minh 2707 S 9th St
Ly Vincent 1615 S Orkney St
M H Kaye Pavilion Inc 2507 S Braod St
Macalingdong Estrella 2820 S Randolph St
Mack Jameel 704 Sigel St
Maffei Gaten J 330 Jackson St
Maged Rophail 2539 S Percy St
Maglio Robert C 1634 S 7th St Apt B
Magliocco Marie, Stella 2926 S Juniper St
Mahc Methodist Anesthesia Practice 2301 S Brd St
Malfara Carmen 1117 Daly St
Man Kevin 2606 S Hancock St
Mancino Ida 2010 S 12th
Manning Elizabeth 2503 S Alder St
Marchowsky Carmella 2543 S Reese St
Marcure P 738 Winton St
Marin Donald R 364 Daly St
Maronski Catherine 324 Snyder Ave
Marshall Korey 707 Macy St
Marsico Salvatore 1010 West St
Martin James 1616 S 5th St
Martina Joseph T 1909 S 8th St
Martinez Adolfo 606 Tasker St
Martinez Sergio J 641 Fernon St
Martini Fortunata R 2533 S 9th St
Marzano Cara 1923 S Camac St
Mason Robert Jr 628 Tasker St Apt 2
Matonti Michael J, Josephine 2429 S 10th St
Mattiace Concetta 2217 S 13th St
Mattiocco Martin 1342 Shunk St
May William J 1623 S 11th St
Mayger Magdy R 730 Tasker St
Maynard Verna A 204 2032 So Juniper St
Mazzo Angeline 1628 S 13th St
Mazzola Christopher, Linda 1216 Emily St
Mcclary Melany 2415 S 9th St
Mccollum Hugh M Jr 2355 S American St 2nd Fl
Mcfadien Laurie A 347 Jackson St
Mcgill Chante 705 Dudley St
Mcgovern Nancy 2008 S 10th St
Mchugh Josephine R, Edward C 144 Durfor St
Mcintyre Charles T 2549 S 2nd St
Mckain Kailyn Frances 310 W Ritner St
Mcmahon Vincent 428 Winton St
Mcnally Justin 2639 S 13th St
Mcvey Bernard 2001 S 4th St
Mellet Christine L, William H 930 Mountain St
Memmo Maria 2512 S 13th St
Menaquale Florence 1114 W Ritner St Fl 1
Menon David 1309 Wolf St
Meo Frank 1015 Morris St
Merlino Sarah 909 Morris St
Merryman Ethel 409 Porter St
Mesoraca Joseph 2538 S 7th St
Mesoracco Joseph 2538 S 7th St
Messina Vincent 1931 S Juniper St
Messner Carol 726 W Porter St
Michael Ann 2553 S Galloway St
Michael Smylie 2422 S Mildred St
Mid Atlantic Surgical Pra 1332 W Ritner St
Miller Robert 2549 S 6th St
Miller Robert 2639 South Alder St
Mirarachi Vincent 1827 S 6th St
Miriello Antonio 2413−15 S 7th St
Mitchel Catherine 410 Mercy St
Mitchell Kate 410 Mercy St
Modic Teresa 1339 W Porter St
Montano Marc A 1140 Snyder Ave
Montgomery Sidiq 533 Pierce St
Morelli Jennifer 2621 S 13th St
Morgan Douglas 2600 Percy St
Mortelliti Angelina, Nicholas 1317 Reed St
Motzer Olga 2612 Percy St
Mr Storages Philadelphia 2515 S Front St
Mughal Yasmin T 826 W Porter St B
Mulligan Kathryn A Horizan House 1909 S 6th St
Muni Giovanina Jeni Est 2545 S 3rd St
Murray Susan M 2823 S Randolph St
Muth Sam 1910 S 9th St
Myers Chris T 2648 S Alder St
Namiseth Khammanh 541 Jackson St
Nat Rada 2344 S 7 Th St 2nd Floo
Nazzario John 2511 S Sartain
Neff Michelle 1721 E Passyunk Ave
Neil Jessica M 1917 S Sartain St
Nettleton Desiree Lynn 2514 S Fairhill St
Ng Kwok Wang 2702 S Hutchinson St
Nguon Vanna 1622 S 7th St
Nguyen Hoang 1337 Wolf St First Fl
Nguyen Minh 902 Mcclellan Stree
Nguyen Minh C 833 Mckean St
Nice Care Dental Assoc of S Phi 1320 Ritner St
Noel Brian 2527 S Alder St
North Carolina Furn 24th And Vare Ave
Nottis Alice 1627 S 5th St
Nowicki Darren 1133 Cantrell St
Obrien William J 159 Mifflin St
Oconnor John J, Anna 2626 S Franklin St
Odonnell Rachel 2472 S Alder St
Oglesby Anthony 2040 S 9th St
Ogozarek Margaret 105 Mountain St
Olde City Group LLC Paul Perpiglia 1332 Jackson St
Oleyn Margaret M 2223 S 3rd St
Omeara Francis 213 Fernon St
Onikepe John I Gdit 401k P Fiioc 1600 S 13th St Apt 1a
Orlando Deavina 702 Mountain St
Ortiz Gualberto 941 Wolf St
Ospa Nicholas 2441 S Franklin St
Otterman Walter F Jr 310 W Ritner St
Otto Margaret 2031 S Philip St
P D D C Ricochet Mfg 1800 S 4th St
Pacifico Rose 1907 S 11th St
Palma Catherine M 2419 S Watts St
Palmer Knyeria N, Dontae 544 Fernon St
Palochko William 2429 S Camac St
Panichelli Margaret 506 Mountain St
Parente Katherine 2639 S 13th St
Parris Patricia 1909 S 2nd St
Paskevich John Est, Thomas A 622 Riner St
Patten Martha L Est 2317 Swanson St
Paul Ranz Aka Paul Rand New Star 4 E Oregon Ave
Paul Reilly 3243 N Mettel St
Paz Rachael 911 Mcclellan St
Pellak Nicole 2620 S Franklin St
Peoples Elenor RR 1
Perez David 2207 S 8th St
Petosha Laureta 2401 S Marshall St
Pham H 2415 S Mildred St
Phila Locking Systems 33 Snyder Av Store 25
Philadelphia Properties 2331 S 13th St
Philadelphia Wings 3601 S Brd St
Philipson Anita 908 Tasker St No 1
Phillips Alle 1819 S 6th St
Phillips Reese B 1117 Pierce St
Phomsouvanh Eric 614 W Moyamensing Ave
Piazza Honda of Phila 416 Durfor St Apt 3f
Picorella Darin 1332 Jackson St
Pilli Maria 1128 W Porter St
Pilotti Mildred 2507 S Iseminger St
Ping Lee H 920 Morris St
Ping Lee H, Tes S 920 Morris St
Pinto Brothers Inc 3301 S Galloway St
Pinto Liberato Est Rita Marie Pinto 2104 S 12th St
Pinto Yamila C 2420 S 8th St
Pohler Ida 843 Winton St
Polimeno Eleanor 1007 Wolf St
Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen 2027 S Brd St
Posado Paster 1632 N 5th St
Potts William C 1308 W Ritner St
Pozza Betty, John 1318 Morris Dr
Pruss Andrew J 418 Tasker St
Pv Imprts Inc 416 Durfor St Apt 3f
Qiu Yi 2517 S 10th St
Quality Workforce 2241 S 5th St
Quattrone Frank 1140 Mckean St
Quigley Mary 2410 S 10th St
Quigley Mary A 2410 S 10th St
Rabinovitz Louis 2528 S 8th St
Rachman Lily N 1319 Snyder Ave
Ramirez Jesus 618 Macclellan St
Randazzo Vincent 1314 Sigel St
Rapid Management Systems Inc 834 W Porter St
Rat Mony 1824 S 5th St
Ratsamy Khamhou K 800 Jackson St Fl 3
Renova Homes Inc 407 W Abbottsford Ave
Repici Dominic J 2917 S Brd St
Reporting Tanya K 1137 Pierce St
Ribecchi Taylor Catherine, Daniel D 2616 S Percy St
Ricchetti Addolorata 2901 S 13th St
Richards Thomas L Jr 315 Tasker St
Riddle Ambrose 2110 S Philip St
Right Way Dealer Warehouse Inc 1915 700 Packer Ave
Riley James 2817 S Iseminger St
Rivera Nijha 625 Sigal St Ste 1c51
Rizzo Michelle V 2818 S 12th St
Robbins Jeffery K 1943 E Moyamensing Ave
Robinson Eileen 2521 S Marshall St
Robinson Vivian 1011 Watkins St
Roccos Collision 1021 Snyder Ave
Roccuzzo James, Joan 2803 S 7th St
Rodgers Helen R 2239 S Front St
Rodgers James 2728 7th St S
Rodgers Joseph B 2553 S Marshall St
Rojas Beatriz 101 W Ritner St
Rome Morton 1939 S Juniper St
Rosario Maria M 529 Sigel St
Rosetti John A 1324 Moore St
Ross Bliss 332 Fitzgerald St
Ross Karen R 424 Snyder Ave
Rossini Donna Maria 2610 S 10th St
Roth Richard, Blake 2237 S Darien St
Rowan John 438 Yollmer St
Rowe Florence, Douglas 2519 S Clarion St
Rowlands Ward J 1118 Wolf St
Rubin Robert 700 Packer Ave
Rubin Sharon R 1031 Mercy St
Ruggieri Michael J 1911 S Brd St
Runge Louise, Robert 1020 Johnston St
Russell John 2020 S 2nd St
Sabolic Margaret A 2712 S Sheridan St
Sampheng Sam 429 Mckean St
Sampson Dorothy, Gary 409 Porter St
Sanginiti Jennie 809 W Porter St Fl 1
Santa Quida Emilio, Quida Jenny 919 Mcclellan St
Santilli Dominic 2726 S Marvine St
Santoro Margaret 2735 S Marvine St
Savage Charles E 521 23 Snyder Ave
Scantlebury Emilio 2550 S Marshall St
Scattergood Catherine 2639 S 11th St
Scavello Antonietta 1010 West St
Scheffler Megan 2243 S Front St
Scheffler Raymond 2329 S Lee St
Schkoorenko Catherine F 324 Snyder Ave
Schneider Marie 145 Gladstone St
Schottland Jeffrey N 910 Johnston St
Schriver Todd 2443 S Third St
Schubert Mary A 369 Daly St
Scott June 2124 S Front St
Screnci Louis V 2509 S Sartain St
Seattergood Margaret 2639 S 11th St
Segura Margaret M 203 Wolf St
Senick Jeannetta Est 429 W Shunk St
Senick Margaret 2114 S Philip St
Senick Shawn 2650 S 11th St
Serrano Mayolo 714 Morris St
Servis Julie 351 Tree St
Shah Mahendra Kumar 423 Cantrell St
Shalet Angela M 1601 S Columbus Blvd
Sharpe Khary P 1202 Morris St
Shay Mary 2606 S 12th St
Sheldon Jennifer R 610 S Fairhill St
Shou Gou Patricia S 1721 S 5th St
Sigma Beta Rho One Lincoln Financial Fld Way
Sigona Joe 1615 S Camac St
Silva Rosa 311 Wolf St
Simoni Lorie 1014 W Ritner St
Simpers Joseph A 347 Jackson St
Sin Kelly H 2610 Satnt Christopher Dr
Sitedogscom 2822 S Marvine St
Slaughter Dolores 2000 S 6th St
Smith Linda 1839 S Watts St
Solomacha Andrew 633 W Morris St
Sosa Luis 523 Sigel St
Sou Bunheang 2320 S Franklin St
South Phila Family Med 2241 S 9th St
South Philly Diamond Club 2026 S Hutchinson St
Spence Timothy 1919 S Iseminger St
Sprows Veronica 2834 S Camac St
St Monica Manor 339 W Shunk St
Stanley Darrin 1217 Emily St
Staub Josephine C 145 Gladstone St
Stefanovicz Stanley 143 Sigel St
Steigelman David R 2334 S Mildred St
Stein David 1332 W Ritner St
Stiles Carol 443 W Shunk St
Stoltzfus Alanna 1016 Morris St
Storti John 1306 Moore St
Sucasa Multiservicios Inc 1927 S 7th St
Superior Physical Therapy 2547 S Brd St
Suraci Joseph Angelo Jr 2116 South 8th St
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Suraci Joseph Jr Phyllis Cassello 810 Watkins St
Susilo Santa M 2126 S Brd St 2nd Fl
Suswanto Teguh 2654 S Fairhill St
Sweeney Anne Marie 2600 Franklin St
Sweeney Joseph 2100 S Franklin St
Sweeten Robert, Judith 1107 Winton St
Tamang Birkha 2622 S Mildred St
Tamburino Savino, Mary 2919 S 13th St
Tana Antoinette R 830 Pierce St
Tanya Kraynak Reporting 1137 Pierce St
Tapia Jaime 2027 S 9th St 2nd Fl
Tassone Katherine 2219 S 13th St
Taxicab & Limousine Div 2415 S Swanson St
Taylor Essie 529 Mifflin St
Taylor K P 1909 S 2nd St
Taylor Kelli A 313 Tree St
Tedeschi Rosemarie Est 1010 Mckean St
Teevan Katherine E 1702 S 4th St
Tenorio Cecilia 1607 S 5th St
Tensai Labs LLC 404 Watkins St
Tenuto Edward 2844 S Mildred St
Thach Bich 2547 S 7th St
Thack Ingrid 147 Morris St
Thanasouk Sokvilay 429 Emily St
Thistles 18 Inc Philadelphia Flyers 3601 S Brd St
Thomas George, Ivy N Front St
Thomas Michelle S 2306 S 6th St
Thomas Ronald L 1721 S 5th St
Thompson James A 2522 S 13th St
Thon Pros 714 Tree St
Thurston Irene F 426 Emily St
Timotius Joesuf 2649 S 13th St Fl 2
Titan Industrial Sup 1030 Snyder Av
Tjioe Jong T 2005 S 11th St
Toldya Inc 1712 S 8th St
Tordini Ida 703 Mollbore Tr
Torres Ursula 622 Tasker St
Toscani Frances 606 Sigel St
Tran Hung 2453 S 3rd St
Tran Jennifer Obo 2338 S 6th St 1
Tran Jerry PO Box 1009
Trasatti Pasquale 2526 S Sartain St
Trasatti Violet 3212 S 13th St
Trerotola James 3138 S Juniper St
Trinh Brian 717 Snyder Ave
Trombetta Mildred 2431 S 13th St
Truxton Billy 2431 Hutchinson St
Tullio Josephine 1113 Mercy St
Tun Tavern Mcl 1223 Wolf St
Tuono Andrew 1226 Snyder Ave
Turso Kelly A 2433 S Lee St
Tyler Dominic 2521 S Mildred St
Universal Health Rehab 2338 S 6th St 1
Urban Florence F, Francis 2107 S 3rd St
Urban Florence H Est 2107 S 3rd St
Uritis Mary 413 Tree St
Value Furniture & Mattress Warehouse 320 Oregon Ave
Vandegrift Mark 1335 Castle Av
Vanha Thu 2017 S 9th St
Var Theng S 2610 Satnt Christopher Dr
Varges Jose 2 S 3rd St
Varquez Sabia V 1020 Emily St
Vega Nicholas 2846 S 7th St
Velazguez Ruben 2027 S 5th St
Verdi John 2329 S Warnock St
Viverol Rodolfo 2003 S 9th St
Vo Phuong T 2528 S 7th St
Vorn Saly 821 Mckean St
Vuong To 1627 S 8th St
Wafer Eric 616 Tasker St
Walsh James B 1809 S 11th St
Wands Robert Jr 1106 Eldridge St
Wang Fa Po 933 Jackson St
Wang Tingying 2520 S Percy St
Waters B 2533 S Marshall St
Watson Ronald 2704 S Marshall St
Webb George W 2215 S 15th St
Weir Joan L 1314 Tasker St
Weiss Karen 714 Winton St
Weller Catherin 2519 S Iseminger St
White Ailya 818 W Snyder Ave
Williams Geraldine 501 Jackson St Apt 204
Williamson Elizabet 138 Tree St
Willits Robert 1722e E Moyamensing Ave
Wilson Annette 330 Oregon Ave
Winata Sudharta 2414 S Franklin St
Wong Woon T 2510 S 2nd St
Wright Joseph 2520 S Franklin St Unit T
Wu Song M 626 Mckean St
Xie Xian Fang 628 Morris St
Yang Cheng 2842 S 7th St
Yim Phann 2622 S 6th St
Yoeung Phanna 1910 S 9th St
Yost Edward L 2612 St Chris Dr
You Chan 1930 S 4th St
Young Chante 627 Tree St
Young Roger 2526 S Franklin St
Zaccaria Rosemary 931 Daly St
Zappala Mary, Alfred 2540 S 12th St
Zarrow Laura J 1038 Tasker St
Zevins Drug Store 800 Mckean St
Zhang Jin X 2440 S 8th St
Zheng Jian H 1019 Mckean St
Zhong Luo Xiao 2514 S Beulah St
Zinni Maria 1748 E Passyunk Ave
Zolinas Charles 2114 S Philip St
Zou Zong Xiao 2510 S Fairhill St
Zuccato Cecelia 2340 S Alder St
Philadelphia Pa 19149
Aaa Cars Inc 7241 Bradford St
Abdelaziz Jafar, Safa 5941 Frontenac St
Abdullah Mohammed 6905 Horrocks St
Abedin Joynal 6935 Horrocks St
Abreau Pedro A PO Box 15444
Absolute Complete Plumbing Svc PO Box 45883
Adam Karima 6624 Sylvester St
Addo Anselm K 5901 Algon Ave
Adore 3235 Glenview St
Albanese Georgette 3235 Fanshawe St
Albergaria Daniel 7114 Large St
Ali Md 6803 Rutland St 2nd Fl
Allen Toinette 1448 Van Kirk St
Alvarez Brandon 2101 Magee Ave
Alvarez Guadalupe 6629 Souder St
Amato Jennifer 3141 Disston St
American Property Investm 5928 Frontenac St
Amrein Margaret 6817 Large St
Anderer Laura M 7122 Oakland St
Anderson Mary Ann 2925 Glenview St
Andrews Margaret, Carl 5715 Leonard St
Apet Mikhail 7145 Souder St
Aquilino Lola Lannutti, Romeo R 7242 Bradford St
Arce Martha 7028 Kindred St
Archer Lionel 1512 Longshore St
Arrison William, Fallon, Renee, Devon 7031 Calvert St
Arrow Arlene 1542 Hellerman St
Auto Pros 6250 Harbison Ave
Ayala Francisco 6643 Kindred St Apt J5
Ayofe Remi 2973 Devereaux Ave
B B Funded Properties LLC 3131 Unruh Ave
Backert David C 3216 Wellington St
Baker Donnell L 3013 Hale St
Baldwin Irene, Karl 2828 N Stevens St
Ballard Terry R 5867 Sylvester St
Bam Monica F 1318 Van Kirk St
Bank of America 5853 Sylvester St
Banka Vidya S 2101 Brighton St
Baptiste Bertony 1418 Hellerman St Apt 1
Barbato James C Jr 3443 Princeton Ave
Barnes Harry 6452 Akron St
Baron Sondra D 1619 Longshore Ave
Baumann Mark 3453 Cottman Ave
Beavers Ronald 3117 Gilham St 1
Bellamy Jalysa 5922 Langdon St
Bencosme Pedro 6298 Kindred St
Bender Lillian M 2832 Rawle St
Bennett Richard L, Helen M 3036 Hellerman St
Benoit Margareth 6306 Battersby St
Beren Michael 6301 Leonard St
Berenbaum David 6302 Sylvester St
Bethune Jason 6647 Horrocks St
Bevans Kathleen 1082 Alcott St
Biben Christine M 3201 Unruh Ave
Bill Nocella Auto Body 1645 Creston St
Bingham Donique 6606 Lynford St
Blackman Barbara 7252 Hanford
Blandon Maria R, Jair 1411 Stirling St
Blaszyck Victoria 3407 Princeton Ave
Bobiy Paul M Jr 2205 Unruh Ave
Boconzaca Luis 6270 Kindred St Apt B
Bodner Brenda E Sean M Foley 3314 Wellington St 1
Bonassi John G 5841 Penn St
Bovio Catherine M 3150 Levick St
Boyd Archibald B Jr, Doris V 3209 Rawle St
Boyle Joseph 1513 Alcott St
Boyle Joseph M 1513 Alcott St
Boyle Katherine, Edward G 3160 Edgemont St
Bradley Charles, Florence 3103 Unruh St 1st Fl
Bratts Tiffany 1448 Benner St
Brayerton William 3151 Barnett St
Brazilian Wellington O 2018 Cottman Ave
Brennen Charles 2208 Unruh Ave
Bresner Louis P 6729 Castor Ave
Brinski Emmanuelle 6249 Cardiff St
Brooks William 3405 Brighton St
Brown Harry 2119 Glenview St
Brown Leah D 2915 Disston St
Bru Palacio Jeffry 2950 Princeton Ave
Buck Joanne R 2907 Gilham St
Buck Kevin Est 3139 Knorr St
Bullock Catherine F 6350 Brous St
Bush Samuel, Minnie 6605 Large St
Byrne Timothy E, Kemma V 3133 Englewood St
Cadesca Roselaure 2057 Mckinley St
Calixte Lidia, Mario 6109 Alma St
Campbell John J 7247 Rupert St
Cantara Amanda L 7119 Horrocks St
Cao Zhi Y 3212 Cottman Ave
Carr Albert T 2958 Mckinley St
Carvalho Eudes J 2908 Levick St
Cas Home Health Care In 6415 Castor Ave
Cassidy Chris 3428 Englewood St 1st Fl
Castor Chiropractic Rehab PO Box 28551
Castor Primary Care PO Box 28414
Cerillo Dominik 5 Co House
Chaudhary Javed S 7201 Hanford St
Cheatom Jamie F 6141 Shisler St
Cheeseman Mary J 1511 Alcott St
Chen Leer 6240 Cardiff St
Chen Li H 2216 Brighton St
Chen Yanyu 3024 Glenview St
Chen Zhan Qing 6228 Bustleton Ave
Cherilus Garry 2159 Fanshawe St
Chi Li Di 2223 Brighton St
Chong Wai K 6338 Mershon St
Chow Helen H 7116 Akron St
Chu Donald 6100 Castor Ave
Ciabattone Vincent J 3135 Robbins Ave
Ciaramella George M 7224 Barnard St
Cicero Margaret H 2142 Princeton Ave
Clark Lewis J 2918 Devereaux Ave
Clarke Gayon 5915 Elmhurst St
Cohen Steven, Mollie 2025 Knorr St
Cole Frank 6051 Frontenac St
Coleman Margaret M 6817 Large St
Coll LLC Dba Manila Bay 6727 Castor Ave
Collins Charles Jr 6940 Souder St
Colon Juan D 2943 Levick St
Colon Liza M 6719 Horrocks St
Colville Melissa 2842 Knorr St
Condran Martin 1547 Hellerman St
Connor Joseph S 3440 Cottman Ave
Conway Vincent, Agnes 2936 Glenview St
Cortino Thomas George 6722 Revere St
Corvalan Maria Delos Ange 6286 Kindred St
Cosme Emiliano 2834 Longshore Ave
Costa Angelina Informal Trust Itf 1415 Mckinley St
Crawford Andrea L 7140 Horrocks St
Crognale Emma 7266 Large St
Cummings Marie 3205 Cottman Ave
Cunan Anna 2914 Milvale
Cunningham Felicia E 6730 Lynford Streer
Cunningham Joseph Robert 2856 Stevens St
Curry Timothy 6928 Revere St Apt A
Cwc Food Inc 2226 Cottman Av 1st Fl
Czach Witold 6741 Akron St
Da Silva Edionis P 6328 Large St
Daniels Lita J 6056 Belden St
Das Indu B 6289 Large St
Davenport Laura V 7101 Lynford St
Davie Mary 1425 Higbee St
Davila Hector 6310 Sylvester St Apt 2
Davis Steven T 6013 Belden St
Day Kathryn F 7122 Oakland St
De Lima Elizangela G 3258 Glenview St Apt 1
Dearruda Noel A 5904 Castor Ave
Decobo Concepcion 6322 Large St 1st Fl
Defarias Evandro 1412 Stirling St Fl 2
Deflavia Jeanne A 7252 Bustleton Ave
Demasi Albert T 3103 Rawle St
Deng Chi H 7254 Hanford St
Deng Yun L 6619 Eastwood St
Deng Zhuo F 6451 Eastwood St
Dennis Anita 6600 Sylvester St
Dennys Beverages 6599 Roosevelt Blvd
Deoliviera Luciana A 6729 Eastwood St
Derenoncourt Murielle 5919 Elmhurst St
Desimone Filomena 7124 Oakland St
Desimone Thomas A 6023 Frontenac St
Desouza Celso PO Box 45852
Dezhen Zheng 7262 Leonard St
Diegnan Mary 6832 Revere St PO Box 6641
Diep Ba 2929 Cottman Ave
Dileonardo Thomas J 3041 Disston St
Ding Jason Ke 7226 Hanford St
Dipiacido Marguerite 5858 Akron St
Dixon Jennifer 6123 Loretto Ave
Doerr William 7266 Large St
Doman Raymond Sharief Jr 1566 Mckinley St
Dorfman Bruce 2203 Brighton St
Dormer Michael A 3228 Disston St
Dragon Wok LLC 6413 Castor Ave
Durkin Leslee 6301 Leonard St
Duva Anthony J 3114 Gilham St
Dymond Francis 6633 Gillespie St
Eisenberg Fred 2218 Friendship St
Emerson Jonathan, Beverly, Gordon, James 7227 Hanfrd St
Emmanuel Sherman P, Jacquelin 2850 Stevens St
Enigson Elise M 6317 Calvert St
Epstein Celia 5950 Frontenac St
Esteves Nelson 3213 Tyson Ave
Etokimoh Friday, Norene 7032 Lynford St
Fallon John M 7021 Lynford St
Fang Lu L 2224 Tyson Ave
Faria Henrique 6100 Summerdale Ave
Farley Amanda, Naomi Devlin 2803 Benner St
Fecht Elsie S 1987 Larder St
Feeley Mary E 6112 Bustleton Ave
Feng Allison 6824 Kindred St
Fenichel Frances 6607 Oakland St
Ferko Xhevair 3315 Englewood St
Ferragame Jo Ann 2819 Unruh Ave
Ferris Hana M 7145 Castor Ave Fl 1
Fieman Michele 7151 Eastwood St
Fisher Alpheus D 7047 Castor Ave
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Fokana Inc 5901 Castor Ave
Foley Jillian 3403 Friendship St
Foley Sean M 3314 Wellington St 1
Forbes Joseph H 5865 Roosevelt Blvd
Foster Jon 7250 Leonard St
Fox Gladys 1513 Alcott St
Frank Michael 6742 Rutland St
Fretboard Pictures LLC 7257 Brous Ave
Gairo Ernest 6305 Cardiff St
Galvin Thomas 3209 St Vincent St
Gambino Marcello 6830 Kindred St
Garcia Juan 2227 Knorr St 2f
Garcia Sebastiana Lucero 3204 Disston St
Gardiner Daniella Elizabeth 3201 Unruh Ave
Gardiner Julia I 3201 Unruh Ave
Gardner Iyessia 5921 Loretto Ave
Garland Ryan 6833 Kindred St
Garritano A 3032 Gilham St
Garritano Samuel 3032 Gilham St
Gaskins Inez I 6336 Eastwood St
Geoffrey W Temple Family Med Assoc 2835 Tyson Ave
George Aleyamma 6066 Loretto Ave
George Geemon 6713 Roosevelt Blvd
Georgette M Innes Inc 5860 Akron St
Gilderman Edith 6749 Rutland St
Gilmer Donnie 6839 Rutland St
Gilson Rita L 3344 Cottman Ave
Giovanni Isis 6299 Kindred St
Giraldo Jennifer 6717 Oakland St
Gittleman Cheryl 7107 Lynford St
Glasgow Linda A 2251 Princeton Ave
Glickman Albert D 1537 Elbridge St
Golden Louis, Ethel 6721 Eastwood St
Goldenlinq LLC Phil 2824 Cottman Ave
Golenbski Joseph S 1528 Longshore Ave
Gonzales Natalie 6229 Crafton St
Gonzalez Cecila 6344 Menshon St
Goodwine Timothy 1446 Levick St
Graulau Nydia 3332 Wellington St
Grimes Rachel 5933 Horrocks St
Guzman Ramon A 5921 Horrocks St
Hagan Michael 3454 St Vincent St
Hailey Tyreea 1041 E Alcott St
Halimah Abdurrahim D 7049 Large St
Han Ki J 6630 Horrocks St
Hansen John S 3133 Fanshawe St
Hardy Terrance 764 N 49th St
Harper Edna M 2836 Stevens St
Harris Beulah 6025 Large St
Harris Lawrence P Jr, Ruth M 2917 Hellerman St
Hawkins Marie 3020 Magee Ave
Heingartner Hazel 6731 Akron St
Henderson Edward 7247 Lynford St
Hendricks Richard 6424 Large St
Henri A Bonilla 6754 Oakland St
Herencia Julio 5851 Penn St
Hernandez Hector R 6855 Sylvester St 2nd Fl
Hernandez Javier C 6312 Everett St
Herrera Alfredo 1446 Devereaux Ave
Herrera David 6286 Kindred St
Herron Christopher 7225 Souder St
Herron Eric G 3314 Longshore Ave
Hesson Geraldine 3009 Devereaux Ave
Hoenigmann Paul P 7051 Calvert St
Hoffman Carl J 2901 Cottman Ave
Hoffman Marybeth C 6718 Revere St
Hook Shakia 6036 Alma St
Hope Walter H III 3322 Disston St
Hopkins Harry T, Myrtle 3039 Unruh Ave
Hopwood John F Jr 5522 Large St B
Horton Thomas J 2931 Passmore St
Howroyd Alicia 3038 Tyson Ave 2nd Fl
Hu Ren Wei 7122 Bustleton Ave
Huang Yu 2952 Magee Ave
Hudgens Mary C 6700 Harbison Ave
Hunter Doris A 2145 Fanshawe St
Idichandy Mathew 1453 Elbridge St
Innamarato Michael 6006 Agusta St
Irrev Trst Ftb of Linda D Murphy Ttee 3241 Disston St
Ismail Ismail N 7133 Akron St
Issertell Justus J 7228 Battersby St
Ixim Federico 6717 Harbinson Ave
Jacob Priya Philip Jacob 6933 Sylvester St
Jacobson Anna 6281 Souder St
Jama Jeanette 6063 Roosevelt Blvd Apt 209
Jamanow Jean 7143 Horrocks St
Janco James F 2823 Gilham St
Janik Dennis 3112 Magee Ave
Jean Joseph G 6130 Shisler St
Jeanlouis Dahanna G 6237 Castor Ave
Jeter Gennis Lee 7049 Rutland St
Jimenezsanoguel Diana 1952 Lardner St
Joel Roman 6135 Loretto Ave
Johnson Eleanor E 3000 Wellington St 1st Fl
Johnson Katrina 6136 Belden St
Johnson Roberta 3403 Tyson Ave
Jones Katina 6355 Cardiff St
Joseph Parkinson & Kathryn Parkinson Tr
2214 Glenview St
Joseph Yolene 6733 Eastwood St
Josephson Harvey J 2119 Mckinley St
Joson Raymond, Mabel 1134 Rosalie St
Joyce Associates LLC 6439 Castor Ave
Justin Holmes Scholarship Fund 3000 Cottman Ave
Kahn Arthur 7232 Horrocks St
Kahn Molly 1425 Horsham Rd
Kahn Rose 7251 Rutland St
Kaman Wayne J 7728 Brouse Ave
Kaplan Florence, Louis 2123 Princeton Ave
Karp Albert, Leah 7116 Kindred St
Kasper Richard 6001 Horrocks St
Katilaus James J Jr 6721 Large St
Kearney Ann 5923 Elmhurst St
Kelly Calvin 6923 Oakland St
Kennedy Catherine, John J 3029 Fanshawe St
Khader Mohammad N 3258 Saint Vincent St
Khan Ruhul I 3144 Barnett St
Khashab Sam 7265 Brous Ave
Kids Med LLC 6404 Roosevelt Blvd Suite 1b
Kien Sothia 2103 Tyson Ave
King Zemora 7003 Lynford St
Kolman Stanley J 2010 Glenview St
Kong Daniel 6500 Roosevelt Blvd
Koroma Sorie N 5709 Leonard St
Kozak Hannah E 2048 Devereaux Ave
Kozole Katherine Est Michael Kozole 6304 Battersby St
Krause Florence, Edward 3137 Robbins Ave 2nd Fl
Kreiss Shirley 3021 St Vincent St
Kreschick John C 2947 Unruh Ave
Kromor Max 653 Main St
Kulha Joseph S 2842 Tyson Ave
Kutner Jules PO Box 45908
Lam Somontha 6638 Large St
Lamoph, Marie Cummings 3205 Cottman Ave
Langan Anna 3208 Fanshawe St
Lanier Terence A 5801 Bustleton Ave
Lansinger Viola M 3104 Rawle St
Lao Ai H 2213 Brighton St
Lau Yung Chun 7258 Calvert St
Lauf Frank 7122 Oakland St
Lauff Raymond, Eva L 2804 Fanshawe St
Lavanni LLC 2843 Tyson Ave
Le Anna 7059 Castor Ave Fl 2
Le David Thai 2954 Fanshawe St
Le Minh N 7235 Calvert St
Le Trang N 1451 Stirling St
Leavy Elizabeth G, Peter A 3131 Teesdale St
Leavy Elizabeth G, Peter A Jr 2929 Fanshawe St
Lee Aaron B 6932 Eastwood St
Leginus Kathryn M 1526 Longshore Ave
Leipert David J 6900 Castor Ave
Leon Sidney 7106 Large St
Leung Laiming 2940 Gilham St
Leung Yuk W 2717 Elbridge St
Li Ai Y 6700 Eastwood St
Li Fu Z 2900 Knorr St
Li Shao Y, David 2735 Levick St
Li Yan N 2141 Tyson Ave
Li Zhou F 2216 Brighton St
Liang Miaoying 7031 Rutland St
Lin Jian Shen 1504 Devereaux Ave
Lin Qun 6939 Lynford St
Lin Ya Ying 5852 Akron St
Lindemuth Maria C 1608 E Howell St
Link Timothy G, David 5942 Belden St
Linn Michael 1439 Van Kirk St
Liu An M 1418 Elbridge St
Liu Hui Q 1565 Devereaux Ave
Liu Xin Q 6320 Everett St
Liu Xing K, Li M 2737 Levick St
Lizorkin Ilya 7242 Calvert St
Logan Rodney 6361 Ross St
Lou Hurong 2270 Saint Vincent St
Louis Josue Joseph 5520 Large St
Lowenthal Stephen 7008 Horrocks St
Lu Gui Lan, Song 6610 Oakland St
Ludovico Vincent 3321 Princeton Av
Lugo Maria T 322 N Hope St
Maceira Joseph R, Jennifer 3001 Magee Ave Apt 2
Mach Radoslaw 6253 Farnsworth St
Maida Thelma 3247 Tyson Ave
Maines Meghan 3128 Levick St
Maisenhelder Dawn 3467 Saint Vincent St
Malik Aslam 3138 Glenview St
Malita Realtors 5926 Bustleton Ave
Mapp Campbell Cynthia 6009 Loretto Ave
Marcerlis Francis 2054 Deveraux St
Maronski Stanley J, Frank 3222 Knorr St
Martin Clarence 533 S Alcott
Martin Patricia A 2937 Elbridge St
Mather Wardle Sydney Lynn 1614 Longshore Ave 2nd Fl
Mather Wardle Sydney Lynn 2926 Knorr St
Mathurin Ronald 6036 Loretto Ave
Matkowski Matthew M, Georgan C 3348 Englewood St
Mattell Mildred E 6352 Calvert St
Maxan Lud 1431 Elbridge St
Maxan Marx E 1431 Eldridge St
Mazer Jacob 6715 Eastwood St
Mazza Dorothy V 2908 Hale St
Mccarey Francis A 2939 Glenview St
Mccarthy Brian 6330 Leonard St
Mccuen Timothy W, John L, Timothy R 3358 Cottman Ave
Apt 2
Mccuen Timothy W, John L 3446 Cottman Ave
Mccullough Florence, William 3329 Wellington St
Mcdermott Christine, John 3233 Wellington St
Mcdermott Edward W 2268 Friendship St
Mcdonald Francis 7201 Reetland St
Mcdonough Mary 7208 Eastwood St
Mcfeeley Patrick V 6112 Bustleton Ave
Mcglynn Marie S, A J PO Box 15479
Mcgonagle Patrick, Susan J 3038 Robbins Ave
Mcgovern Gerard Marie 5864 Loretto Ave
Mcgowan E R 3219 Rawle St
Mcgrath Theresa 3354 Wellington St
Mcguigan Lisa M 6608 Revere St
Mcintosh Catherine 2939 Levick St
Mckendrick Venda 1628 JFK Blvd Ste 2200
Mckenna Bernard 2nd Fl 6800 Souder St
Mclaughlin Raymond 5923 Frontenac St
Medina Adriana 6738 Castor Ave
Medina Jesus 6738 Castor Ave PO Box 28559
Meehan David M 3149 Wellington St
Melendez Elsa 6066 Loretto Ave
Melendez Mateo A 1248 Magee Apt No 1
Memorial Fund of Science Sean M Foley
3314 Wellington St 1
Mendez Christina M 1536 Van Kirk St
Merle Eunite 7127 Eastwood St
Merritt Gina M 3124 Hellerman St
Meyer Carol L 2902 Devereaux Ave
Mikes Auto Body & Repairs 7116 Castor Ave
Miles Lisa 6708 Kindred St
Milgor Matthew 6705 Akron St
Missino Francis 1340 Van Kirk St
Mitchell Daniel E 5921 Castor Ave
Mohamad Mohamad 6305 Oakland St
Molech John 6831 Lynford St
Molina Fidelina 7113 Oakland St
Molletta Tameeka 3014 Robbins St
Montalvo Joseph M 2220 Unruh Ave
Montoya Omar 6807 Souder St
Mooney Sara E 5953 Belden St
Moore Elizabeth 2931 Passmore St
Morreira Sergio L 7215 Barnard St Fl 2
Morris Teta 2926 Mckinley St
Mullarkey Christopher 7121 Horrocks St
Mulligan Lynne 2213 Tyson Ave
Muniz Sandra 1547 Levick St
Munz Reba 6306 Oakland St
Murphy Joan 7151 Eastwood St
Murray Diane C 7052 Roosevelt Bl
Napoli Rita M 1014 Rosalie St
Nealon Margaret 6304 Crafton St
Nealy Sharwynn C 7002 Lynford St
Nelson James 4653 Adams Ave
Neri Pasquale 6301 Leonard St
Newman Jeffrey 2117 Mckinley St
Nguyen An K 6706 Large St
Nguyen Brittney Q 2101 Friendship St
Nguyen Krystal 6533 Roosevelt Blvd
Ni Yun D 6838 Eastwood St
Niederman Ruth Leonard Niederman 1839 Arnold St
Nisenfeld Josh Kyle 7116 Rutland St
Nob Consulting Dist 6402 Castor Av
Noble Land Transfer 2101 Knorr St
Noel Harry 1434 Rosalie St
Nolan Sigrid L 6947 Souder St
Nucero Paula 2922 Elbridge St
Nurse Jeannine 1448 Van Kirk St
Nuzzi Boyle Sharon L 2666 Elbridge St
Ocallaghan Patrick J 3310 Princeton Ave
Ochlak Eric 2743 Levick St
Oconner Mary 7228 Battersby St
Oneill Tracy 6913 Oakland St 1st Fl
Ours Angel C 6349 Crafton St
Overington Lillian 6819 Rutland St
Overnight Lillian 6819 Rutland St
Pabon Lisa Ivett Marinero−Rodriguez 3102 Tyson Ave 1
Pacuku Esmeralda 3054 Gilham St
Parent Edith 6920 Sylvester St Apt 1
Park Yang Inc T A Sam Wo 6600 6602 Castor Ave
Parkinson Kathryn, Joseph 2214 Glenview St
Parths Food Inc 1601 Van Kirk St
Patterson Narayan 5813 Sylvester St
Payne Kwasi 1102 Knorr St
Payton Tiffany S 5867 Sylvester St
Peddapaidi Srujan 6519 Everett Ave Apt A201
Pellegrino Crispin 5837 Penn St
Perez Sixto 322 N Hope St
Petrocy Eric 6611 Large St
Phan Phuong A 3343 Longshore Ave
Phila Auto Haus 6213 Roosevelt Blvd
Philistin Claudy, Elise 1127 Alcott St
Phillips Rachael 7238 Rupert St
Pierce Cecilia 2132 Lardner St
Pimenta Francarlos G 1941 Princeton Ave
Pioneer Super Market 6413 Woodland Ave
Pisano Carol A 3152 Wellington St
Pizza Gourmet The 6439 Castor Ave
Plunkett Maryann 1645 Benner St
Polchan Anna M 6430 Akron St
Posel Krewstown Inc 6234 Bustleton Ave
Prestoy George P 2812 Hellerman St
Preusch Louise C 6135 Belden St
Prifti Dorian 7201 Revere St Apt A2
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Quate Charles I 2136 Princeton Ave
Quate Michael 240 Longshore Ave
Quesada Ezequiel 6649 Horrocks St
Quick Rochelle 2202 Glenview St
Quinn Elizabeth T 3242 Cottman Ave
Rahman Mohammed 6299 Kindred St
Ramos Ercely 7001 Souder St Apt A
Ramos Marilyan 6606 Akron St
Rankine Kenneth 6636 Oakland St
Rashid Muhammad Tahir 6801 Kindred St
Redinger Louis 2950 Longshore Ave
Reich Stanley Poa Joseph Beller 1437 Levick St
Riebow Kristy 1537 Devereaux Ave
Rimerman Eva 2129 Glenview St
Rivera Crescencia 1616 Longshore Ave
Rivera Jesus 1521 Lardner St
Rivera Julio 6043 Large St
Robertson Charles 3329 Friendship St
Rodgers Lisa M 2361 Cottman Ave
Rodriguez David 1132 Rosalie St
Rodriguez Florence 1340 Van Kirk St
Rodriguez Hector 1236 Vankirk St Apt A
Rodriguez Jessica 7700 Roosevelt Bl
Rodriguez Julian 5933 Horrocks St
Rodriguez Laura 2031 Lardner St
Rodriguez Richard 1645 Creston St
Roehm Deborah K 2812 Knorr St
Roman Joel O 6135 Loretto Ave
Romero Janessa E 6201 Farnsworth St
Rooney John 1131 Alcott St
Rooney Julia 5725 Leonard St
Rosario Maria 5900 Andale St
Rosen Mary, Paul S Rosen 6804 Eastwood St
Rosen Paul S 6804 Eastwood St
Rothkoff Samuel B 6117 Frontenac St
Rudderow Walter W 3112 Glenview St
Ryan Evelyn, Robert 3448 Cottman Ave
Sailor Jeffrey 6748 Lynford St
Salem Farideh 7118 Kindred St
Salomon Teresita 1105 Alcott St
San Mei Lu 6610 Oakland St
Sand Edith D 2914 Disston St
Santos Aurea 7423 Alma St
Schaf Neide, Adao 2835 Stevems St
Schulman Arthur 2117 Knorr St
Schuster George 7119 Large St
Schwait Sarah 1923 Devereaux Ave
Schwartz Rosalie 1426 Benner St
Schweitzer Joseph C 1432 Levick St
Scott W Roussel Trust S W Roussel Tte Laskaris
2938 Levick St
Scully Helen 5958 Alma St
Scully Richard 3021 Fanshawe St
Scutti Thomas 6711 Large St
Seraphin Jeannette 1516 Mckinley St
Shabanaj Ramadan 6724 Revere St
Shapiro Gerald L 3200 Magee Ave Ground
Sharief Williams Zakia 6043 Summerdale Ave
Shaw David J 1537 Elbridge St
Shehu Almimda 3408 Saint Vincent St
Shelton Richard 7240 Leonard St
Shephard Robert 3161 Barnett St
Sherman Lamar A 6226 Mershon St
Shiraki Matthew K 6534−36 Castor Ave
Shusman Jeff 6812 Castor Ave
Shusman Jeffrey L 6812 Castor Ave
Silva Eduardo 2165 Glenview St
Simoni Louise Ann 2126 Tyson Ave
Simpson Christopher 2720 Devereaux St
Sit Mel Y 1422 E Comly St
Slaffey Maurice 2848 Stevens St
Slemmer Gary J 3146 Friendship St
Smith Betty C 6400 Akron St
Smith Edna M 3320 Wellington St
Smith Jeffrey D 6544 Horrocks St
Smith Marie A, Albert 6348 Cardiff St
Smith Theresa 2932 Fanshawe St
Smoter Edmond J 1416 Alcott St
Snyder Heleana, Marvin 6937 Sylvester
Snyder Lillian 1542 Hellerman St
Snyder Theodore, Lillian 1542 Hellerman St
Snyderman Aaron, Barry 2218 Brighton St
Son Paul PO 6741 Rutland St Fl 1
Southampton Stock Invstmnt Clb 3011 Hellerman St
Souza Reinaldo 7237 Rutland St
Souza Richard C Informal Trust Itf 1415 Mckinley St
Spence Alexander 6106 Bustleton Ave
Spinelli Alberta 6832 Revere St PO Box 6641
Square Gloria 6116 Lorreta Ave
Squiccimarra Janet 2850 Longshore Ave
St John Denisecia P 1507 Benner St
Star Framing Corp 1415 Hellerman St 2nd Fl
Staton Carol C 2119 Devereaux Ave
Stern D L William Braverman 7226 Bradford St
Sterritt Mary R 7122 Oakland St
Stewart Andrew W 3001 Unruh Ave
Stimphil Haramus 5910 Horrocks St
Storz Pauline M 7117 Oakland St
Stuart Blanche 1509 Rosalie St
Stutzle Elmira 7104 Akron St
Su Guohui 7254 Large St
Sullivan Carlindsy 5823 Penn St
Sullivan John 3110 Magee Ave
Sunoco A 7265 Castor Ave
Susie Vivino Trust Dtd 1508 Rosalie St S Vivino Trustee
Sutton Noris M Flores 3118 Princeton Ave
Szydlowski Ellisa Marie 2951 Devereaux Ave
Temple Geoffrey W 2835 Tyson Ave
Tenenbaum Jean 7149 Oakland St
Thomas Claire 6613 Lynford St Anthony Donohue
Thomas Earl 1456 Robbins Ave
Thomas Joseph 6719 Oakland St
Thompson Reynol 5855 Saul St
Thornton John J 2824 Magee Av
Tomid Mary M, Henry 1037 Van Kirk St
Tomlin Mauvalyn O 1264 Alcott St
Traphoner H J 3111 Glenview St
Traylor Robert 3200 Friendship St
Trinh Lan 6301 Mershon St
Tristate Public Adjusters 2025 Knorr St
Troskin Korth Evan 3252 Oakland St
Tull Edward 2145 Unruh Ave
Tye Frank J 3205 Longshore Ave
Tyler Francis J 7236 Barnard St 1st Floor
Tyson William 2803 Unruh Ave
Uddin Jamal 3000 Tyson Ave
Uddin Mohammed Z 6935 Horrocks St
Ulhman Bertba J 1643 E Comly St
Vacarciue Oleg 6617 Rutland St
Vattanaroatjananikor Thummarongtip 3438 Cottman Ave
Vaudeir Rodrigues Da S 2058 Robbins Ave Apt 1
Ve Management 001 Inc 2359 Cottman Ave
Vega Richard 3147 Disston St
Velez Maria 6834 Large St
Vidya S Banka MD Ass 2101 Brighton St
Vieira Bethina B 6300 Oakland St Apt 2
Vo Lawrence 1451 Stirling St
Vogel Rose M 2115 Lardner St
Walker Aaron 6734 Oakland St
Walker Latia 1433 Higbee St
Walker Monique A 1577 Devereaux Ave
Wall Winifred C 3020 Magee Ave
Walters Dane 1535 Devereaux Ave
Wang Xiu Q 2921 Hellerman St
Wayne E 3031 Knorr St
Weigand Jennie Eileen Weigand 3124 Stirling St
Weiss Stephen Trustee 7101 Horrocks St
Wellington William 2713 Stevens St
Wenner Caroline 3428 Wellington St 2nd Fl
Wesner George D Jr 3416 Englewood St
Westdrum Dev Co 2812 Cottman Ave
Wetton Darleen T Est 2851 Stevens St
Whalen Patrick J 2922 Longshore Ave
Whiteley Paul 2810 Unruh St
Wilkins Reginald, Curtis 1503 Devereaux Ave
Williams Charice J 5860 Oxford Ave
Williams Erma 3137 Longshore Ave
Witherspoon Tymir D 5920 Roosevelt Blvd
Witmayer Kyle 3141 Disston St
Wolk Agatha A 6120 Loretto Ave
Wong Chung Kin 1522 Longshore Ave
Wong Michael D 1422 Stirling St
Wong Siew M 3423 Tyson Ave
Wood Kelly D 1420 Mckinley St
Woodford Edward 2240 Tyson Ave
Woods Eugene G 1142 Rosalie St
Wright Julian 7257 Calvert St
Xiao Hong 2136 Tyson Ave
Yao Zhaojuan 2942 Unruh Ave
Yocum Carol 3446 Friendship St
Young Terrance A 2120 Mckinley St
Yowakim Adla 6326 Leonard St Apt 1
Yusem Joseph N 1448 Elbridge St
Zanaras Catherine 3001 Gilham St 1st Flr
Zeidan Salam 1920 Lardner St
Zeitone Zeledon Branden, Rosita 2900 Tyson Ave
Zelazkiewicz Joanna J 5814 Akron St
Zhang Gui H 2147 Tyson Ave
Zhang Yao Ting 7238 Horrocks Rd
Zhang Yu−Zhu 1039 Van Kirk St
Zhao Qiling 6833 Horrocks St
Zheng Bao Yun 7253 Kindred St
Zheng Cheng Qiang 2204 Brighton St
Zheng Lingling 2025 Knorr St
Zhou Yong H 7116 Akron St
Zhu Shu Zhuang 2257 Friendship St
Zook Victor 5917 Shisler St
Zou Bing 1032 Van Kirk St
Zou Xue X 7227 Hanford St
Philadelphia Pa 19150
2400 Cleveland St Bl Counsel William Harvey 938 E Durard
St
Abarry Samira 1415 Yerkes St
Abgaryan Artak, Anna 8325 Stenton Ave Ste 2b
Aclaim Adjustment Agency Inc 7535 Ruby St
Alexander Wendell 8547 Michener Ave
Alexis Marie Eveline 7617 Gilbert St
Alexis Rachelle 7617 Gilbert
Allen Challee 7825 Forrest Ave
Alston Lenora M 1004 E Dorset St
Alvarado Benjamin 140 Ivy Hill Rd
Armstrong Ontario 8101 Thouron Ave
Atif Khary M 7910 Provident Rd
Atkins Lamar 2370 78th Ave
Avinger Terry V 926 E Veron Rd
Bailey Maggie W 8563 Michener Ave
Beckett Brian 2470 77th Ave
Beckett Leroy Sr, Oretha 1651 E Mount Airy Ave Apt 211a
Benson Rhonda F 7910 Michener Ave
Berlin Theodore 2717 79th Ave
Berry Twanna S 1124 E Upsal St
Bervine Hansford Virginia 8010 Rugby St 12
Best James R Jr 1026 E Dorset St
Bey Abdullah Sharon A 943 E Woodbrook Ln
Blocker Evelyn 7821 Farth Ave
Borroughs Mamie L 8634 Bayard St
Bosket Brian 8128 Michener Ave
Bowen Alfred, Viola 2490 78th Ave
Bowers Joseph C 7946 Pickering St
Boyd Carol J 919 E Dorset St
Bright Khadijah 1170 E Sharpnack St
Brody Martin 944 E Sedgwick St
Brown Aaron 1605 E Mt Pleasant
Brown Bryan O 8430 Bayard St
Brown Janet D 1415 E Barringer St
Brown Joe 7929 Lowber Ave
Brown R Jr 8127 Forrest Ave
Bryant Karen D 8236 Pickering Ave
Bryant Troy Est 933 E Dorset St
Burch Ruthetta 1034 E Gorgas Ln
Burlock Marie 7539 Woolston Ave
Burns K 8006 Michener Ave
Butler Ryan C 7910 Michener Ave
Byas Anna Est 1122 E Vernon Rd Betty Wiggins
Campbell Mary 7944 Bayard St
Campbell Thelma M 1003 Sydney St
Carrington Elizabeth 2431 76th Ave
Carson Ruby J 931 E Slocum St
Carter Dawn M 8545 Michener Ave
Carter Laverne I 2420 77 Ave
Carter William 917 Durand St
Chaberlaion Adam 915 E Sharpnack St
Chapman Micah A, Felicia 7954 Rugby St
Chapman William 8237 Forrest Ave
Chase Auto Finance 1515 E Mt Airy Ave
Clayton Robert 2310 76th Ave
Coates Glenn 7606 Gilbert St
Cobb Dorothy 8649 Bayard St
Cocking Orville O 8522 Michener Ave
Cofer Patricia 8125 Temple Rd
Coker Janet 7635 Gilbert St
Connor George R 8060 Michener Ave
Cottman Alberta 1101 E Upsal St
Cottman Genevieve 1108 N Dover St
Council Ernest R, Cecelia 8258 Michener Ave
Craig Robert Est 1053 E Sydney St
Crowder Calvin A, Helen M 1503 Yerkes St
Crump Helen J 2435 76th Ave
Curran Donnamaria A 8504 Michener Ave
Curran Donnamarie 8504 Michener St
Danielewicz Rita 7658 Gilbert St
Davis Anita, Joel 2008 Turner St
Dean Betty L 1154 E Sharpnack St
Demarais Farah 1601 E Mcpherson St 1st Fl
Dent Karl O 7902 Fayette St
Dever James Paul 7879 Michener St
Ditto Ray 7936 Pickering St
Dixon Dawn 910 E Sharpnack St
Dixon Dorothy, Glenn 902a E Durard St
Dolberry Henry 1008 Hazelwood Dr
Donaldson Rosalyn P 1123 E Mount Pleasant Ave
Dorsey Anna A 1100 E Durham St
Doyle Vance C 7607 Williams
Dsw 2385 W Cheltenham Ave Cheltenham Mall
Duelfe Minerva V 8563 Temple Rd
Duff George S 2457 76th Ave
Dunn Darius U 8225 Cedarbrook Ave
Dunn Debra A, Mary A 8225 Cedarbrook Ave
Ebner Lawrence 8247 Michener Ave
Ed Ed Ed Towing Restoration 7933 Fayette St
Edmonds R B 1501 E Wadsworth Ave R B Edmonds DMD
Ellis Aaron B. Aliya V, Benjamin, Donovan J 8312 Rodney
St
Elliston Peter 500 Eupsal St
Evangelical Church 1215 E Vernon Rd
Evans Jason 8139 Williams Ave
Fields Raymond 7520 Ogontz Ave
Fleming Charles 2479 75th Ave
Fluellen Jerry E Jr, Carol M 8225 Provident Rd
Ford Alethia 1104 E Vernon Rd
Frasier Murray M 7711 Fayette St
Friedman Leonard H, Martin 8439 Michener Ave
Frierson William Jr 8248 Michener Ave
Fulton Zavier 8561 Williams Ave
Gamble Ruby 1033 E Gorgas Ln
Ghani Patricia A 1160 E Vernon Rd
Goodwin Rachel 1104 E Vernon Rd
Greenebaum David Green Acres Rehab Nursing
1401 Ivy Hill Rd
Gualtieri Raymond J 7808 Rugby St
Guess Kimberly M 914 E Roumft Rd
Hale Theresa J 8022 1/2 Thouron Ave
Hall James 1000 Ivy Hill Rd C10
Hall Theodore 8328 Rodney St
Hall Theodore R 8328 Rodney St
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Hallman Zatanna 8504 Temple Rd
Hammond Beverly C 1349 Vernon Rd
Hansford Robert L 8010 Rugby St 12
Harden Michael 1403 E Upsal St
Harding Latoya 1312 Alfred Ave
Harper Thelma 1631 Elaine St
Harper Thelma Est 1631 Elaine St
Harperjarvis Cleo 7634 Williams Ave
Harris Jean S 1135 E Slocum St
Harris Marcus 8501 Williams Ave
Harris Tony 2618 W Cheltenham Ave
Harvin Maxine 8504 Temple Rd
Hayes Kimberly 8634 Fayette St
Hedgman George H 1002 E Phil Ellena St
Hendricks Etheal Y 1025 E Sydney St
Henrietta Brooks Est 1401 Ivy Hill Rd
Henry David 910 Murdoch Rd
Heppenstall R Bruce 1027 E Sydney St
Herbert Walta M 7810 Michener Ave
Herder Willis C, Jean 8264 Temple Rd
Hicks Addie B Alston 7719 Gilbert St
Hicks Sherwin P 1002 E Sydney St
Hoffman R 1138 E Phili Ellena St
Holland Alexander P 8425 Temple Rd
Homes Isaac M, Olivia 918 Murdach Rd
Hood Melaina 1426 E Barringer St
Hunt Jerome 2446 78th Ave
Jackson Ahman 8038 Lowber Ave 1st Fl
Jackson Mary A 7501 Gilbert St
Jackson Thomas A 914 E Roumft Rd
James Ronald C 1051 E Vernon Rd
Janey Ronald Francis, Katie M 1602 Cardeza St
Jewel of Cheltenham LLC 2385 W Cheltenham Ave Ste 562
Johnson Beverly Est 8246 Forrest Ave
Johnson Elizabeth 1142 E Durham St
Johnson Immaculata 8300 Thouron Ave
Johnson Kristen, James 7950 Michener Ave
Johnson Mark 8644 Pickering Ave
Johnson Sarah D, Robyn 8112 Rugby St
Johnson Thelma J 1010 Hazelwood Dr
Johnston Arlene Dawson 7936 Cedarbrook Ave
Jones Daisy 903 E Mcpherson St
Jones Damon 7943 Woolston Ave
Jones Lashana 8500 Forrest Ave
Jones Murtis R 8432 Michener Ave
Jordan Tracey 1631 Murdoch Rd
Jowers Inc 1619 Roumft Rd
Joynes Tiffany 8035 Fayette St
Judine Myrie A 1515 E Mt Airy Ave
Kiernan Maricar J 1517 E Wadsworth Ave
Lacy Eric F 8028 Rodney St
Lafosse Burrell Benita E 1606 Murdoch Rd
Larry April Lynn 7830 Provident Rd
Lee Violet 7515 Woolston Ave
Lewis Curran Keenan, Trina C 1000 E Slocum St
Lewis Marian 7719 Gilbert St
Lewis Maudell 7652 Gilbert St
Lewis Shaun K 1000 E Slocum St
Lichtenberger Alice B 8433 Thouron Ave
Lindsay Daisy B 2475 76th Ave
Lit Charlotte 8441 Forrest Ave
Littlejohn Joseph A 2452 76th Ave
Lloyd Antaun M 7935 Temple Rd
Longstreth Esther A, Daniel S 8005 Hollis St
Lowe Tonica M 7813 Baldwin St Apt G3
Lucas Rosalie Lave Rock Apartments
Lynch Merrill 919 E Dorset St
Lynn Clara P 8029 Mansfield Ave
Mack Dyminique Yvonne Mack 8509 Fayette St
Mack James B 8509 Fayette St
Mack James B, Sarah Y 8509 Fayette St
Madges International Cuisine 1529 E Wadsworth Ave
Mallony Robert 8226 Forrest Ave
Marshall Charles E 8101 Gilbert St
Martin Robbie 2487 77th Ave
Martino Anthony A 7734 Fayette St
Mason Earl 8301 Williams Ave
Matthews Evelyn 8344 Lynnewood Rd
Matthews Norman D Jr 7928 Temple Rd
Maxwell Doreth 8304 Lynnewood Rd
Mccall Sterling J 1414 E Mount Pleasant Ave
Mcclenton Jeffry Jr, Jarrett, Huan 933 E Sedgwick
Mcdevitt Elizabeth, Daniel J Mother Katherine Drexel Re
7919 Forrest Ave Rm 5
Mcfadden Mary Frances 1116 E Hortter St
Mcgee C Lincoln Harry Anderson 940 E Solcum St
Mckinsey Kenneth K 7846 Woolston Ave
Mcloughlin Patricia A, Edward, Helen 133 W Nippon St
Mcneill Kimberley D 7545 Gilbert St
Mcpherson Sol 932 E Hortter St
Minerva Health 8501 Williams Ave
Mitchell E Comfort Englett F Comfort 1337 E Upsal St
Mitchell Thomas 923 E Ellet St
Modeste Jasmine 7806 Fayette St
Moore Michael 8222 Williams Ave
Moore Shawn 8068 Temple Rd
Moragne Cesira 900 Murdoch Rd
Morgan Myrna E 7825 Argus Rd
Mosley Shona L 8543 Mansfield Ave
Murph Gabrielle, David 1010 East Mount Airy Ave
Murphy Matthew 1117 E Sydney St
Nettles Kimber L 903 E Phil Ellena St
Newkirk Tanika 912 E Vernon Rd
Noble Real Estate LLC 1044 E Sydney St
Oliver Geneva 8303 Michener Ave
Omeally Courtney 7962 Provident St
Opher Catherine C 8038 Lowber Ave 1st Fl
Paeks Cleanersinc 1519 E Wadsworth Ave
Pagan Rafaela M 1616 E Mount Pleasant Ave
Patterson Alfred, Gayle 7518 Forrest Ave 1
Patterson Estelle 1053 E Sydney St
Patterson Izzard Michelle 1123 E Mount Pleasant Ave
Patterson Ronald E 8240 Provident Rd
Pearson Essie M 8656 Forrest Ave
Pegrem Wanda Danita 7946 Pickering Ave
Perry Alvin W 8200 Rodney St
Petrocelli Andrea L 1141 E Upsal St
Philadelphia Housing Imp Assoc 7972 Gilbert St
Philadelphia Vision Center Cheltenham Sq Mall 2385
Cheltenham Ave
Philadelphia Vision Center of Montgo 2385 Cheltenham Ave
Phillips Andrew 5450 Wissahickon Ave Apt 711−A
Picken Carla A 2487 77th Ave
Pitt Tranessa 7887 Provident St
Powell Lucille M Est 8018 Hollis St
Quirple Edith 8422 Provident Rd
Ratnaparkhi Sonia S 933 E Roumft Rd
Redd Yvonne 973 E Vernon Rd
Redmond Jennifer A 7810 Forrest Ave
Reeves Maria E St Katherine Drexel Residence
7919 Forrest Ave
Reid Dana 1000 E Sydney St
Reid Diyeir M 8035 Temple Rd
Reid Margaret 8611 Gilbert St
Reuveni Michael MD PO Box 95000−3575
Rheinstadte Lillian 7658 Gilbert St
Rhoden Kyle 8657 Rugby St
Richardson Wendell 1144 W Durham St
Rivera Matilda 140 Ivy Hill Rd
Rivers Lisa, Jasmine 8603 Rugby St
Roach Mazina 1119 E Sharpnack St
Roane Robert Martha Roane 1616 Ivy Hill Rd
Robert Baccari Esq 7606 Gilbert St
Roberts Joseph C 7808 Bayard St
Roberts Wendy R 1214 E Mount Airy Ave
Robinson Landus A 8010 Baldwin St 2d Fl
Robinson Robert, Debra 7965 Rugby St
Rod Benjamin Alvardo 1401 Ivy Hill Rd
Rogers Herbert L Est 2462 79th Ave
Rolle Sydney 7805 Temple Rd
Rooker Derrick 7938 Cedarbrook St
Ross Eloise 2473 78th Ave
Rosser James A 1041 E Vernon Rd
Rush Richard Lee 2385 W Cheltenham Ave
Russell Isabella 905 E Slocum St
Saavedra Maiquel 7636 Forrest St
Sago Adriane 8110 Fayette St
Salley Eleanor 2420 79th St
Scott David A 1164 E Hortter St
Scott Ruth M 1000 Ivy Hill Rd Apt D6
Scroggin Laverne H 929 E Durard St
Seigel Ilene Green Acres Rehab Nursing 1401 Ivy Hill Rd
Selma Samuel H 1138 E Phili Ellena St
Shainline Elsie 7810 Thouron Ave
Sharp Archell B, Edward E 7535 Ruby St
Silverline Adjustment Inc 8325 Stenton Ave Ste 2b
Simmons Sharon R 2419 78th Ave
Slappy Lewis Sharon Est 8071 Fayette St
Small Eugene Est 8090 Michener Ave
Smith Erving 7952 Temple Rd
Smith Kyle 8034 Lowber Ave
Smith Patricia Est Willie Frank Smith 8
Smith Thai T 7924 Cedarbrook Ave
Sobers Patricia 8647 Fayette St
Sovereign Bank 8319−25 Stenton Ave
Spady Dallas, Mary 1007 E Hortter St
Sperling Ken 1401 Ivy Hill Rd
Stallworth Vanaa 1100 E Mt Airy Ave Apt A4
Stern Eric L 7805 Temple Rd
Steward Harry B 8020 Hollis St
Stinson Bolton A 7941 Bayard St
Stinson William N 7941 Bayard St
Stokes Thelma 6758 Stenton Ave
Stone Josephine D 1435 E Mount Pleasant Ave
Stone Lillian F 1127 E Mount Airy Ave Fl 1
Sykes Stephanie 1125 E Upsal St Apt B
Ta Iman C St 192a 2385 W Cheltenham Ave
Teasley Rebecca D 8032 Lowber Ave
Thomas Howard J 2360 78th Ave
Thomas John C 8243 Forrest Ave
Thompson Annette 7016 Stenton Ave
Thompson Charles E 1100 E Sharpnack St
Thompson Irving C 7126 Stenton Ave
Thurman Evelyn 1403 E Cardeza St
Tier William C, Claire C 1610 E Cliveden St
Tnt Lounge LLC 8272 Williams Av
Townsend Hilbert 7807 Gilbert St
Trimmers Hair Gallery Shahid Sabr 940 E Slocum St
Turner Marsha B 8634 Bayard St
Ulmer Kathy 7973 Williams Ave
Victory Cecilia 1144 E Vernon Rd
Wagner Elizabeth M 2353 78th Ave
Walker Janice 8632 Thouron Ave
Wallace Yolanda 1126 E Phil Ellena St
Waller Alfred Gary 8315 Lynnewood Rd
Waller Emily 8315 Lynnewood Rd
Walthour Shirley J 8300 Pickering St Apt D
Washington Steven 1331 E Sedgewick St
Watson Corene M 11010 E Slocum St
Weston William 1007 E Sedgwick St
Whaley Lucille 1194 E Upsal St
Whelan James F 8504 Michener Ave
White Linford 940 E Durard St
White Malese 8648 Gilbert St
White Robert 8518 Williams Ave
Whittaker Janet 8107 Forrest Ave
Williams Catherine E 7911 Pickering St
Williams Gladys F 905 E Slocum St
Williams Ossie 8032 Williams Ave
Williams Robert, Irena 8515 Michener Ave
Willis Michael H 8120 Temple Rd
Wilson Dorothy Est, Janet S 1021 E Sydney St
Wilson Thomasena F 8127 Williams Ave
Wise Mack E 8127 Forrest Ave
Woodard Gelena 8109 Gilbert St
Woodrow M Nelson 1200 E Upsal St Apt 5
Woodson Edward 1944 W 73rd St
Wortham Glenda 2332 79th Ave
Wylie Quincell 7918 Thouron Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19151
Ace Public Adjusters Inc 1703 N 62nd St
Adams Irma P 6366 Sherwood Rd
Adens George T 1010 N 67th St
Agbugui Samuel A 1436 N 61st St
Aguirre Oriana 444 N Daggett St
Allen Barbara J 1732 N 59 St
Ama Foundation 427 N Daggett St
Anicola Lorranine, Leonard 1300 Farrington Rd
Apio Hellen Rose 7323 Brookhaven Rd
Attaway Michael 5318 W Kershaw St
Austin Latysha 1306 Kimberly Dr
Baccellieri Angelo 6438 Haverford Ave
Bacon Christina A 1426 N 60th St
Bacon Derrick C 1311 N 59th St
Baker Carolyn 1422 N Hirst St
Baldwin Timothy 6025 W Thompson St
Bangura Mohammad 1427 N 62nd St
Barnes Edith 1815 N 59th St
Barnhill Jamila A 7514 Brockton Rd
Barrett Radcliffe 7303 Ruskin Rd
Bashir Atiya 1014 N 66th St
Bates Jane O, Floyd 2045 N 62nd St
Battle A, Jean P 911 Kenmore Rd
Bauman Alexis 6215 Callowhill St
Beckford Tamara 7318 Brentwood Rd
Belancio William 662 N 65th St
Belcher Angela 7212 Haverford Ave
Bell Albert 6245 Haverford Ave
Bell George E 6111 Nassau Rd
Bell George E Sr 6111 Nassau Rd
Bender Hudley N 7342 Malvern Ave
Bender Roslyn 7342 Malvern Ave
Bennett Bernice O 6129 Callowhill St
Benton Martha 6124 Master St
Berete Gladys 7400 Haverford Ave 316
Berman Shirley N, Louis 7346 Malvern Ave
Bernstein Henry 7337 Woodcrest Ave
Beyah Mustafa 7212 Haverford Ave
Black Michael A 6143 Master St
Bland Ivry J Blue 6105 W Columbia Ave
Blue Daryl R 6105 W Columbia Ave
Bongiovanni Joseph N Jr 7054 Sherwood Rd
Booker Bruce 446 N 62nd St
Booker Willie E 6158 W Columbia Ave
Boulware Kayla M 440 N 60th St
Boykin Reola 424 N Felton St
Boyle Lucy L 1051 Edgemore Rd
Bread of Life Academy 7534 Brockton Rd
Brinkmann Linde B 6369 W Columbia Ave
Brisbon Lucy M 5938 W Jefferson St
Brooks Joseph 6150 W Oxford St F403
Brown Berlynda M 1658 N 62nd St
Brown Warren E 1704 N Robinson St
Bunch Carl F 805 N 66th St
Byers Violet 1327 N Robinson St
Cain Donald 1127 Atwood Rd
Campbell V 6645 Lansdowne Ave
Cardenas Geronimo 6401 Lebanon Ave
Carinelli Vincenza L 987 N 66th St
Carlton Becky 1601 N 72nd St
Carlton Becky M 1601 N 72nd St
Carter Bonyonah 1433 N Edgewood St
Casey Michael K 438 N 6oth St
Cellucci Hildur Christine Cellucci Lund 7056 Greenhill Rd
Chambliss Rosa L 1524 N Felton St
Chaya Mohamed 6717 Lansdowne Ave Apt 2
Cherry Bernard Est 6338 City Line Ave
Chesson Curtis 6043 W Columbia Ave
Church Thomas E 6361 Lancaster Ave
Cleary Jennifer A 1632 Farrington Rd
Clement Rose 619 N 64th St
Cmi Legal Forwarding Div PO Box 28851
Cohen Goldie 7652 Brockton Rd
Cole Robert D 402 N Redfield St
Collins Christine, Francina 6216 W Jefferson St
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Congo Lisa 751 Marlyn Rd
Conway Derrick 7329 Woodbine St
Cooke Helina P 749 Wynnewood Rd
Coulson Thomas 2059 N 63rd St
Crenshaw Lovis D 1158 N 65th St
Crump Lisa 1925 N 60th St
Cunningham Zora L 6017 Kershaw St
Custus Jasmin 1661 N 62nd St
Daniel Theophilus 440 N 60th St
Daniels Agnes 6624 Lebanon Ave
David Syra 6123 Lebanon Ave
Davis Andrea N 939 Atwood Rd
Davis Mary L PO Box 28606
Davis Wayne 1360 Kimberly Dr
Davis Yusuf 717 S 60th St
Dellorfano Maria 1030 N 67th St
Demarco Linda 6643 Lotus Rd
Demarco Theodore Jr 6643 Lotus Rd
Dezzi Frank J 7416 Drexel Rd
Di Silvestro H E Roxborough Mem Hospital 6362 Drexel Rd
Dicarlo Daniel 6116 Master St
Difonzo Rose N 7708 City Line Ave
Dillon Tondalaya 712 N 66th St
Dimezzes Josephine 6500 Lansdowne Ave
Dinh Lisa 501 N 63rd St
Dipietrantonio P 504 N Simpson St
Disanto Jacqueline M 6107 Master St
Dixon Thelma 1702 N 59th St
E J Fleming Inc Psp 6110 W Girard Ave E J Fleming Sr
East Bay Wholesale Group 1739 N 60th St
Ekwueme Comfort 7426 Rhoades St
Eldek Kristiane 7516 Overbrook Ave No B
Eldemire Ayiesha N 6703 Haverford Ave
Essone Chantal Minang 1101 N 63rd St Apt 303
Eustace William 6355 Drexel Rd
Evenson Louise C 710 Edgemore Rd
Everett Timothy 1426 N 61st St
Farley Bernard H 6310 Woodbine Ave
Farrell Joan C 859 Wynnewood Rd
Fein Shirley Z 1344 Farrington Rd
Finkelstein Bernice 7645 Woodcrest Ave
Fisher Calvin D 6608 Morris Park Rd
Fleet Cc 7554 City Line Ave
Ford Chauncey 537 N 65th St
Ford Wilmer, Lilla 1227 N Redfield St
Fountain Phillip H 911 N 63rd St
Frambes George W 6270 Overbrook Ave
Friends Cleaner 6733 Haverford Ave
Fulton Takia 1223 N 60 Th St
Gallivan Mark E 6415 Sherwood Rd
Gambino Anna 719 Edgemore Rd
Gamble Lee E 529 North 63rd St
Gary Priscilla M Est 6241 Callowhill St
Gathright Kala 1306 Kimberly Dr
Gay James R 645 N 63rd St
Gibbs Donald 1450 N 62nd St
Glenn Barbara 1839 Wynnewood Rd
Godboldt Veronica L 761 Wynnewood Rd
Goggin Moving Storage Co 6607 Morris Park Rd
Goktas Sevil 1220 N 64th St
Goldenberg Madeline 1013 N 68th St
Golding Edward A 759 Wynnewood Rd
Goodman Lester M 715 N 63rd St
Graham Mildred M 1729 N Felton St
Graham Sandra 6224 W Jefferson St Fl 1
Gray Brown Sharon 1342 Kimberly Dr
Gray Marshall E 1443 N 59th St
Gray Raul 1602 Farrington Rd
Gray Sharell 7342 Woodcrest Ave
Green Kevin 7212 Haverford Ave
Grier Gary 1006 N 64th St
Griffin Marcus 7562 Brentwood
Guarniery Robert Y L J Carson Esq 6378 Lancaster Ave
Gurley James 1629 N Redfield St
H D Life Media Attn: Askia Harris 7300 Sherwood Rd
Ha Lynnda 7596a Haverford Av
Halim C Y 1725 Felton St
Hamilton Katharine A 1126 N 64th St
Hampton Darrick 714 66th St
Hancock Street Properties 6384 Sherwood Rd
Harambee Institute K Mcdowell 636 N 66th St
Harden Cheryl 1740 N 61st St
Harley Elizabeth M Leslie J Carson Jr 6378 Lancaster Ave
Harling Brenda 6439 Lebanon Ave
Harper James W PO Box 12439
Harris Mabel B 433 N 61st St
Harris Mikeeya 6108 W Girard Ave
Harris Ray A 1739 N 60th St
Haverford Manor Apts 7212−7224 Haverford Ave
Hawk Thomas C, Johanna 6381 Drexel Rd
Hawkins Darryl 7343 Woodcrest Ave
Hawkins George 1346 Pennwood Rd Fl 2
Hespen Lillian, Daniel 1731 N Felton St
Hines D 7618 Brockton Rd
Hodges Willa M 6141 Callowhill St
Hoskins Yvonne 403 N Salford St
Howerton Pandora 6161 Lebanon Ave
Hutchins Maurice B 814 N 64th St
Instant Tax Svc Instant Tax Svc 5943 Lansdowne Ave
Irons Samuel E 1703 N 62nd St
Its A Small World Daycare Inc 5949 Media St
Jackson Gertrude 1739 N 60th St
Jackson Richard, Zita 7642 Wyndale Ave
Jacobs Markelet Ena 1164 Atwood Rd
James Cairo C 822 Wynnewood Rd Apt 2
Jenkins Clinton 738 Wynnewood Rd
Jennings Mittie Est 1729 N Felton St
Johnson Charles W 814 N 64th St
Johnson Claudia 7212 Haverford Ave A
Johnson Cora 1463 N Hirst St
Johnson Kim 534 North 63rd St
Johnson Melanie 7301 Haverford Ave
Johnson Natasha P 1423 N 59th St
Johnson Shirley 1740 N 61st St
Johnson Tonia M 7338 Brockton Rd Fl 2
Johnson William E 1844 Farrington Rd
Jones Defuria 1626 N 60th St
Jones Florence 1504 N Robinson St
Jones Gwendolyn, Leroy A 1023 N 64th St
Jones Joseph W, Edith Darling 1427 N Redfield St
Jones Marquitta 6539 Haverford Ave
K & F Investments LLC 1434 N Felton St
Kane Elizabeth 1241 Markyn Rd
Karliner Michael 7516 City Line Ave
Keer Donald S 7512 Greenhill Rd
Kegler Shuntaine 6216 Master St
Kenny Lauren 6717 Lansdowne Ave 1st Fl Fr
Kerr Charlotte 6400 Overbrook Ave
Kids Academy Early Learning PO Box 12493
Kirlew Rhonda D 6727 Leeds St
Klauber Frances 1001 City Line Ave Apt Ee224
Knight Notoya 1335 Farrington Rd
Kone Seydou 6406 Callowhill St
Krieger Kip 6471 Woodbine Ave
Lancaster Evelyn 6243 Callowhill St
Lance John E 2062 N 62nd St
Lanchak John 1050 Edgemore Rd
Lane Zion I 1159 Marlyn Rd
Larry Amin 6001 Master St
Lawson Alice 6647 Haverford Ave
Le Brun Marie 1372 Farrington Rd
Le Thanh 7600 Brentwood Rd
Lee Patrick J 6300 Sherwood Rd
Lidovitch David 809 N 64th St
Lidovitch David M 809 N 64th St
Lindow Korton 6300 Callowhill St
Lowery Mary 7740 City Line Ave
Lucas Sarah L 6024 Nassau Rd
Madison Quadir H 440 N 60th St
Maissa Ashley Jermayn 1101 N 63rd St Apt 303
Majette Clifton A 930 N 63rd St
Manika Marie V 6473 Morris Park Rd
Manning Joseph 5925 Nassau Rd
Mapp Gary L II 7336 Drexel Rd
Mary Rostami T A Overbrook Farms 2121 N 63rd St
1st Bsmt
Maskew Latoya 7400 Haverford Ave Apt415w
Mattison Gregory J 6400 Woodbine Ave
Mccabe John 1458 N 62nd St
Mccoy Ronald M 1717 N Felton St
Mccullough Craig E 5940 W Jefferson St
Mcdonnell Real Estate Ll 1987 N 63rd St
Mcdonough Elaine A, Madelyn 1623 N Redfield
Mcdougall Walter, Thelma 1717 N 60th St
Mcfarquhar Oshane O 410 N Daggett St
Mcgowan Francis R 1313 Kimberly Dr
Mckill Gertrude V, David R 5905 Lansdowne Ave
Mcmahon Thomas, John 7512 Brentwood Rd
Mcmillan David K 6379 Woodbine Ave
Mcnair Eric R 813 Wynnewood Rd Apt 3
Mcneil Martha J 934 Atwood Rd
Meddleson Frank 6385 Woodbine Ave
Megaro Edith 534 N Simpson St
Megaro Edith Estate 534 N Simpson St
Mehalick Pamela G 803 Dover Rd
Merriweather Mildred A 1428 N Redfield St
Mignogna Michelle 6331 Race St
Miller Charles 806 Wynnewood St
Miller Renee H 1354 Pennwood Rd 2nd Fl
Milstein Morris, Jerome 7571 Malvern Ave
Mitchell Jacqueline 7652 Woodbine Ave
Moffa Albert J 419 N Horton St
Mong Sophal 1907 S 65th St
Moody Rufus, Alice 1229 Marlyn Rd
Moore Cogar 531 N Robinson St
Morgan Cherilyn 1617 N Edgewood St
Morocho Ramiro 7554 Brockton Rd
Morrison Eric 6131 Callowhill St
Moses Maggie 5913 W Oxford St
Mosley Aeesha 1219 N 65th St
Muir Gladys I 6142 Lebanon Ave
Mumin Kameelah M 1502 N 62nd St
Murphy William 7400 Haverford Ave Apt E310
Murray Maria 1120 N 66th St 10d
Murray Soss Ira Bsep 7516 City Ave Ste 8
Muse Joyce A 6371 Drexel Rd
Musso Ignazio 1644 Meribrook Rd
Ndiaye Elhadji PO Box 28627
Nesbitt Thadius A 2050 North 63rd St
Newberry Margaret 7345 Woodbine Ave
Newman Sydney 1001 City Live Ave Apt Ee 920
Newsome Leroy 6006 Lansdowne Ave
Noone Cornelius 2034 N 62nd St
Oaks Norma 6105 Lansdowne Ave
Ohara Omar M 419 Edgemore Rd
Okeke Camillus C 651 N 66th St
Oneil L C 6007 W Jefferson St
Osawaru Julius O 7472 Brockton Rd
Osborne Joyce V PO Box 12546
Osby Dennis L 1430 N Robinson St
Paige Michael R 1002 Edgemore Rd
Panchelli Vincent A, Rae 433 N Cross St
Papa Nicholas N 6530 Lansdowne Ave
Parks Areline E 1825 N 59th St
Parrott Earl W 1431 N 61st St
Pascual Enriqueta 6495 Malvern Ave
Pasquarello Philo 1200 Marlyn Rd
Paterno Matthew Rock Glen Rd
Patterson Johnnye M, James R 1406 N Felton St
Pauling Creola 1240 N 60th St
Penington Darrell 1812 N 76th St
Pettigrew Karen D 1350 Pennwood Rd Apt 1
Pharr Vanea R Brian K Pharr 833 N 63rd St
Philadelphia H Institute 638 66th St
Phillips Robert F 635 N 63rd St
Pilchard Helen M 730 Marlyn Rd
Pinder Roxie A 6204 W Stiles St
Potter Christopher C 1735 N60th St
Potts Mark W 426 Edgemore Rd
Pray Rose M 1815 N 59th St
Preston Tabatha D 6019 Nassau Rd
Price Annabelle 6139 Master St
Progressive Training Network Inc 1314 N Redfield St
Pszoniak Richard A 810 Kenmore Rd
Quagliarell Lena 6235 Lansdowne Ave
Quagliarello Thomas A, Rita 1243 Marlyn Rd
Quality Air LLC PO Box 12436
Randalls Leon C PO Box 28833
Rapp Ruth S 5937 Media St
Rashid Aginah 1542 N 60th St
Reed Sylvester, Phoebe 748 N 63rd St
Reid Nannie 5919 Thompson St
Richardson Fay 1629 N 60th St
Richardson H L 1356 N 75th St
Roberts Keith Marlin 1380 Farrington Rd
Roberts Marshelle E 814 N 63rd St Apt F
Robinson James 849 N 63rd St Apt 1r
Robinson Mahonie 985 N 66th St
Robinson Marion 7343 Ruskin Rd Apt 1
Robison Maynard T, Lenore K 6401 Sherwood Rd
Rodgers David 1716 N Redfield St
Rollins Alando 1383 N 76 St
Rosa Henry 827 N 63rd St
Rose Marie Council 1538 N Robinson St
Rose Mary 827 N 63rd St
Rosen Evelyn 211 Wiltshire Rd
Ross Edna 1122 N 63rd St
Ross Mariolene 7560 Sherwood Rd
Rotfarb Eleanor 7644 Woodcrest Ave
Royal Drugs 5936 Lansdowne Ave
Royster Edna P 442 N Salford St
Ryan Shirley 6202 W Stiles St
Sable Gladys 7460 Brockton Rd
Sadler Tommie 6212 Callowhill St
Salvucci Richard 414 N 66th St
Saminelis Ekaterini 7319 Greenhill Rd
Samuels Margaret L 7562 Woodcrest Ave
Sanchez Kelli A 2073 N 63rd St
Santos Renato D 6495 Malvern Ave
Sassani Angela 1035 Flanders Rd
Schiavello Michael, Andrea 750 N 64th St
Schoolfield Lillian 6137 Lebanon Ave
Scott Junior 1617 N 62nd St
Scott Wayne 907 N 64th St
Scurry Ella 503 N 59th St
Showell Beatrice M 1435 N 61st St
Simeon Patrick 1365 Pennington Rd
Simmons Caroline 1522 N 61st St
Simmons Delores C 521 N Felton St
Simon Delrose 6148 Lebanon Ave
Sinclair Carol B 1404 N Redfield St
Singletary Tanya 1370 N 75th St
Smith Michael E 6377 W Columbia Ave
Smith Paul N 720 Wynnewood Rd
Smith Quinzel J 1134 Marlyn Rd
Snyder Benjamin H, Stacy D 7567 Brookhaven Rd
Solos Angela 7319 Greenhill Rd
Sorgenti Paterno Matthew 47 Rock Glen Rd
Speights Theodore 814 N 64th St
St Felix M 707 Kenmore Rd
Stanley Tracey M 6475 Morris Park Rd
Staten William S, Edwena M 6141 Callowhill St
Steel Sikwa 953 N 66th St
Stefanchick Mary W 6310 Sherwood Rd
Sterling Arthur 7313 Drexel Rd
Stevenson Raquel D 7432 Rhoads St
Stewart Muriel 6124 Master St
Street Dora C 6105 Noble St
Success Biz 525 N 62rd St
Suh Joonghwa 6227 Lancaster Ave
Sulc Michael A, Julie 6411 Woodcrest Ave
Sullivan Bonnie 2317 S 18th St First Fl
Sweigart Mitchel E 6320 Overbrook Ave
Taylor Darryl T 6300 Drexel Rd
Taylor Gary J 6008 Havelhurst St
Thomas Rudolph 6150 W Oxford St Apt F202
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Thompson Salima 7513 Brentwood Rd
Thompson Yvonne 6001 West Oxford St
Thornton Harden, Elsie 1545 N Felton
Thurston Bobbie 6501 Haverford Ave Apt 3
Tilghman Andrea 5017 Walnut St
Topping Bridget 1639 Pennington Rd
Townsend Josephine M 421 N Edgewood
Tucker Virginia F 6320 Drexel Rd
United Bus Inc 6211 Woodbine Ave
Urbanphilly Com LLC 7341 Drexel Rd
Valentine Sarah E 1524 N 60th St
Vernell Peter Koyi 642 N 54th St
Villella Alfred 1453 N Felton St
Waiteman Evangelene 6016 Media St
Walheim Brian G 978 N 66th St
Walker Doris 457 N 60th St
Washington Larry F 808 N 63rd St 5
Waters Stephen H, Wayne 1115 N 65th St
Watson Isiah 1625 Marybrook Ln
Watson Rodnee 1364 Farrington Rd
Watson Tyrone Po Box 0407
Webb April J 3rd Fl 872 Wynnewood Rd
Webster Jozelle 1449 N Felton Stq
Welden Terry 6359 Lancaster Ave
Wells Jacqueline Blyther, Christina Shirley 6325 W Girard
Ave
Wgs Inc 601 N 66th St
White Beulah T 5924 Callowhill St
White Malachi 1027 Marlyn Rd
Whittington Jeffrey, Lisa 1224 N 59th St
Williams Gregory M 1457 N Robinson St
Williams Raymond M 1506 N Robinson St
Williams Virgie M, Chris W 1372 Kimberly Dr
Willis Alston A 1618 N 60th St
Willis Paul 621 Wynnewood Rd
Wilson Lloyd 1213 N Redfield St
Wilson Stacy 637 67th St N
Wolf Pauline 1216 Atwood Rd
Wright Antonio 6041 W Columbia Ave
Yarborough Rocke Funeral Home 1001 N 63rd St
Yates Andrea R 1635 Nredfield St
Young Guyzer F 7563 Greenhill Rd
Philadelphia Pa 19152
7915 Enterprises Inc Pats Sports B 7915 Bustleton Ave
Abdallah Hawweleh Nedal Y 2136 Griffith St
Abramawicz Josephine 8810 Brous Ave
Aclaim Adjustment Agency Inc 7820 Castor Ave
Acute General Contractors Inc 2331 Hoffnagle St
Agnew Karen E 2735 Axe Factory Rd
Ainsworth James J 2853 Shipley Rd
Alattia Ahmed 8126 Bustleton Ave Apt B1
Albanese Regina 7804 Brocklehurst St
Alex Shebin 1829 Carwithan St
Alwine Grace 7801 Bustleton Ave Apt 110 110
Arentzen James W 2720b Rhawn St
Autism Society of America Greater Philadel 1847 Strahle St
Avergun Josef 1725 Hoffnagle St Apt B4
Bagby Lynn K 8109 Bradford St
Baptist Home of Phila Mary Morrison Controller
8301 Roosevelt Blvd
Barbalho Andre 2727 Rhawn St
Barthelemy Christopher C 2827 Sebring Rd
Battiato Caroline L, Michael I 2815 Rhaum St
Bauer Renetta 2344 Loney St
Bce Consulting LLC 7708 7710 Castor Ave
Becker Bernice R, Irving 1811 Tustin St
Benny Cissy 2304 Stanwood St
Berger Stuart S 2223 Emerson St
Bernard Charles J 2415 Tremont St Apt 25a
Bischoff Michael 8220 Castor Ave
Blackman Paul 1802 Benson St
Blimegger Leroy G 2017 Loney St
Blumberg Samuel 8607 Algon Ave
Brahmbhatt Paresh C 8938 Bluegrass Rd
Brenes Manfred 7845 Brous Ave
Brody Max Brdford Arms Apts 2100 Benson St Apt 14 A
Brogan Agency 7955 Castor Ave
Bruce Elizabeth M 8401 Roosevelt Bl C329
Brunstein Lillian 7600 Roosevelt Blvd Valmont Towers 310
Bryant Kevin L 1804 Arthur St
Burg Ethel W 8401 Roosevelt Blvd
Burt Edythe 1704 Fox Chase Rd
Byer Gwen Valmont Towers 7600 Roosevelt Blvd Apt 204
Caditazi Abdelaziz 8111 Castor Ave
Caine Melissa A 7603 Leonard St
Callahan Sheila A, Joseph J 2709 Mower St
Carney Stephen R 7835 Brous Ave
Casio Corp 8001 Castor Ave
Castle James M 7603 Leonard St
Cedar Valley Civic A 8316 Dorcas St
Chen Xiu Y 2406 Shelmire Ave
Chesler Wayne 8735 Frontenac St Apt 6
Cheung Michelle, Wai M, Justin A 2318 Loney St
Children of Bernice Schmeid 8301 Roosevelt Blvd
Chokola Dolores Kathleen S Hyman Esq 8100 Castor Ave
Chudnoff David 8420 Roosevelt Blvd 227
Cianci Suzanne 7400 Roosevelt Blvd Apt D303
Cipriano Mark 157 Buselton Pike
Citi Wide Adjustment Adjustment 2720b Rhawn St
Citiwide Adjusters Inc 2720 Rhawn St Ste B
Clarke Thomas Annette, Marion Est, Corey A 2539a
Shelmire Ave
Clouser Doris Est Apt C003 8401 Roosevelt Blvd
Colom Luz M Est 8363 Langdon St
Conn Valentine R 2619 Tolbut St
Conteh Mohamed 7400 Roosevelt Blvd Apt D107
Cunningham Robert 1735 Danfth St
Dalton Marilyn R 8420 Roosevelt Blvd 233
Damelio Bianca M 7712 Richard St
Danielewicz Maureen A, Mark F 7450 Brous Ave
David Chudnoff Rev Trust Ua 03 02 93
8420 Roosevelt Blvd 227
Davidson Joseph 8556 Benton Ave
Davis Ervin L, Renee 7535 Battersby St
Davis John J Jr 3104 Guilford St
Dearden Daniel Sr 2015 Arthur St
Deeney Catharine M 2735 Axe Factory Rd
Denenberg Renee E Gr Fl Marian Bldg 2601 Holme Ave
Diamantas Hrisanthy, Emanuel 8247 Algon Ave
Dossantos Wibsa 7534 Castor Ave
Dougherty Robert F 7916 Fairfield St Apt 4
Driscoll Mary A 8301 Roosevelt Blvd Apt 434
Dubzak Gerald L 1735 Arthur St
Dymchenko Alla 2201 Strahle Steet Unit B
Ehmedi Shaker 2750 Fuller St
Elliot Mary 7415 Revere St
Em Syd LLC Ta Curves Fishtow 8208 Dorcas St
Enders Leonard 8428 Castor Ave
Eshet Chayil 8302a Bustleton Ave
Evans Dorothy M, Edna J 2651 Tremont St
Fernandes Claudia 1815 Emerson St
Fernandez Rivas Luis A 2115 Benson St 2nd Fl
Finger Dorothy 2344 Loney St
Fiocca Donato G 1930 Bergen St
Fishman Shai 2616 Rhawn St
Flores Natividad 2101 Glendale Ave Apt 4
Fobare Sandra J 1613 Strahle St
Ford Frederick W 7838 Bustleton Ave
Ford Phyliss 8408 Summerdale Ave
Francis Mary 7717 Bradford St
Franks Gail C 8613 Agusta St
Fresta Joann 7902 Castor Ave Apt 1
Fuchsel Raymond E 137 Griffith St 2
Galdi Ronald D 8401 Roosevelt Blvd Apt A 411
Garabedian Alicia, Jack 7703 Roosevelt Blvd
Garabedian Jack 7703 Roosevelt Blvd
Garcia Vidaura 8415 Loretto Ave
Gasper Curt, Lisa 8101 Castor Ave
Gaynor Maria C 2026 Lansing St
Gershwin Corp #174 8001 Castor Ave
Gill Annmarie 8113 Summerdale Ave 1
Ginaldi Dominic A Jr 8806 Manchester Ave
Giorno Lauren N, David 2119 Emerson St
Girmscheid Michael 1509 Solly Ave
Glassman Ruth Est, Harvey 2525 Vista St
Glazer Sara 2801 Walnut Hill St Apt 4d
Gluck Gerald, Doris 2849 Shipley Rd
Gofman Rakhmil 2101 Strahle St Apt 624
Golden Slipper Uptown Home 7800 Bustleton Ave
Goldenberg Rose 2400 Benson St Apt B104
Gonzalez Jose M 8851 Blue Grass Rd
Grazione Daniel 8803 Hargrave St
Greenberg Claire 2204 Benson St
Greene Norman J 2600 Welsh Rd
Greer Florence V, Paul 8401 Roosevelt Blvd Apt C327
Gregory Derusso Ltd 7505 Bustleton Ave
Greiner Family Foundation 2673 Winchester Ave
Griffin Ellen M 2901 Guilford St
Griffith John 7916 Eastwood St
Griver Annette K 1733 Foxchase Rd
Grubb Edith C 8175 Castor Ave
Gureghian Victoria, Arakel 7759 Roosevelt Blvd
Hadil Alfroukh 2302 Strahle St 2nd Fl
Hall Ruth M 2325 Bleigh Ave 1st Fl
Hall Winfield A 7616 Castor Ave
Hansen Lillian A, Jean P 1630 Strahle St
Harlen Gregory 2859 Shipley
Harri Cheresse T 2032 Loney St
Harris Reginald K 2032 Loney St
Hauen Blanche F 7706 Richard St
Hazan Joseph 1718 Emerson St 2nd Fl
Himmelstein Isabela 2647 Maxwell St
Hogan Lisa 3122 Nesper St
Holland Florence 8410 Bustleton Av Apt A19
Home Public Adjuster Inc 8400 Bustleton Ave Ste 11
Honigman Leonard 8001 Castor Ave 334
Howard Kawanza 2810 Chase Rd
Hu Ali Mohamed 8571 Benton St
Huang Baocheng 3120 Ryan Ave
Hulm Jacqueline L 8420 Roosevelt Blvd 233
Ibarra Michael 1824 Carwithan St
Ifrah Philip J 2333 Hoffnagle St
Innamarato Mary Weiss 8944 Haven Pl
Inoue Nana 7801 Roosevelt Blvd Apt 42
Ite Credit Union 7900 Castor Ave
J Tropical Concrete Inc 8111 Summerdale Ave Fl 2
Jackson Katima 1732 Kendrick St
Janczewska Jessie J Ann Sledzianowski 2712 Taunton St
Jane Angela 8410 Roosevelt Blvd
Jiang Yi N 2406 Shelmire Ave
Jimmys Landscaping 8525 Summerdale Ave
John Komada & Co Inc 8132 Farnsworth St
John Zapf I 8113 Lister St
Johnson Lloyd E, Marian 2033 Lansing St
Johnston Walter W 8301 Roosevelt Blvd Rm 805
Julia A Mkt 1600 Fox Chase Rd
Kakas Jolan 8301 Roosevelt Blvd
Karas Christian M, Kelly A 2037 Oakmont St
Kash George 1940 Stanwood St Apt A2
Kelama Framing Inc 7640 Castor Ave
Kelly Marion C 2019 Lansing St
Kenny Marion 2400 Benson St Apt B200
Kent Robert A Est Jr 2526 Vista St
Kessler Rose 1825 Fox Chase Rd
Kims General Cigare 2849 Holme Ave
King Larry 8654 Tolbut St
Kirk Elizabeth 8109 Farnsworth St
Kobayashi Shuichi 2201 Strahle St Apt A2
Kolb Florence 1907 Fuller St Fl 1
Kolb Roofing Company 8525 Summerdale Ave
Kondaur Capital 7711 Roosevelt Blvd
Konewal Linda 2725 Northview Rd
Konstantinidis Ana Maria, Steven 2112 Loney St
Korff Bernard G 8023 Langdon St
Korman Suites 7901 Roosevelt Blvd
Kots Joseph W 2254 Faunce St
Kramer Obgyn Assoc 7901 Bustleton Ave Ste 100
Kramer Violet 8140 Castor Ave
Krause Eugene 1733 Foxchase Rd
Krause Geraldine J, Henry 2740 Axefactory Rd Apt C210
Kretschmer Lillian 1705 Benson St
Kuflewski Maria, Greg 8117 Dorcas St
Kulla Irvin 1731 Benson St
Lamborn Magdalena Est 2812 Holme Ave
Lamers John 2904 Walnut Hill St
Langan Michael F 8110 Summerdale St
Langdon Margaret T 8822 Dewes St
Larsen Margaret E 8123 Farnsworth St
Lawrence Harry E, Jean 8401 Roosevelt Blvd Apt A504
Leavy Elizabeth G 3131 Teesdale St
Leavy Elizabeth G, Peter A Jr 3131 Teesdale St
Leins Annetta M 2909 Guilford St
Leshak Wasyl 7701 Fairfield St
Levin Marsha R 2131 Bleigh Ave
Levin Nadine B 1819 Arnold St
Lichtman Norma 2203 Napfle St
Lighttiser Doris Est 8401 Roosevelt Blvd Aptc204
Lighttiser Elmer G, Doris 1806 Fuller St
Linaugh Eileen W 2219 Rhawn St
Linc Electric LLC 8127 Langdon St
Lineage Gallery 7922 Bustleton Ave
Linguiti Alfred Trust 2823 Holme Ave
Linguiti Lavinia, Alfred 2823 Holme Ave
Lipinski Filip 2223 Griffith St
Livshits Esfir 2901 Welsh Rd Apt 234 C
Locke Christine E, Dianne E 8906 Brous Ave
Long Rozemarie 1709 Benson St
Louis Jean C Fresenius Dialysis 4216 Market St
Lozada Brenda L 9005 Brous Ave
Lupo Stephen A 2800 Walnut Hill St
Lyakhovolska Nadiya 8312 Alma St Apt A
Lynch Bertram Sharon Est 7820 Castor Ave
Mac Intl Inc 8400 Bustleton Av Str−4
Machugh Stanley A 8401 Roosevelt Blvd Apt A319
Mackiewicz Louis J 8809 Manchester Ave
Malinero Anthony 8830 Danbury St
Manjgaladze Gocha 1822 Benton St Apt 221
Mann Leonard 8001 Castor Ave 334
Manson Betty, Janis 2113 Shelmire Ave
Marsics Shannon, Robert 2614 Taunton St
Martin Brian 1307 W Wiliam St
Masich Paul V 2650 Welsh Rd Apt 17
Mattos Emily 8224 Dorcas St
Mccabe Dorothy J 1809 Stanwood St
Mccafferty Mary E 2131 Faunce St
Mccaffrey Joseph 1734 Kendrick St
Mcdonald David G 2712 Willits Rd
Mcdonald Pauline 2030 Lansing St
Mcdonnell Patrick 2223 Lansing St 2nd Fl
Mcelveen Terrell 7400 Roosevelt Blvd Apt A2
Mcfadden Tia 7400 Roosevelt Blvd
Mcfeeley Patrick 2527 Bleigh Ave
Mcgrath Bernard M 3037 Windish St
Mcguckin Eileen 7564 Battersby St
Mendoza Ana Elena 2901 Welsh Rd Apt A324
Merkel Lillian R, Ann T 7415 Revere St
Michnya Helen 7808 Fairfield St
Mierzejewski Bridget, Dylan M 2811 Shipley Rd
Milewski Joan C 2100 Borbeck Ave
Miller Sandra N 2628 Welsh Rd Apt 207
Millerstrandberg Jennifer D 1602 Fox Chase Rd
Milnes John W III PO Box 11274
Mittelman H Albert 2265 Strahle St
Molotsky Ronald 2222 Emerson St
Mondy Pierre 1601 Emerson St
Montero Jose 2601 Holmes Ave Apt A
Montis Richard, Marie Difrancesco 1920 Evarts St
Morgan Family Trust Ua 5 5 89 8420 Roosevelt Blvd 233
Morgan Marguerite M 8420 Roosevelt Blvd 233
Morgenthaler Joseph F, Rita 2131 Faunce St
Morgenthaler Rita A 2131 Faunce St
Moyett Elias Javier, Gloria 2718 Mower St
Multicare Home Health Agency Inc 8001 Roosevelt Blvd
Ste 310
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Murphy Lena M 2513 Winchester Ave
Murray Cecile K 8113 Farnsworth St
Murray Estelle L, James 2315 Oakmont St
Musket Eleanor 2340 Ripley St
Mutchnick Edward B 8500 Bustleton Ave Jacks Deli
Nguyen Stephen T 1833 Tolbut St
Niemi Margaret 1926 Arthur St
Nika Melpomeni 2401 Benson St Apt C200
Noel Marc 7400 Roosevelt Blvd A 30
Northeast Executive Abstract 7510 Brous Ave
Norton Joseph 7400 Roosevelt Blvd
Noyman Raz 7933 Castor Ave
Nuble Dana 7400 Roosevelt Blvd
Ocwen Va Assurance Abstract 7929 Bustleton Ave
Odonnell Robyn 2526 Vista St
Ojudlape Teniola A 8824 Brocklehurst St
Oksana Harbar 8735 Frontenac St
Oleary William J 2229 Napfle St
Olkowski Robert P, Mark S 8160 Lister St
Omesiete Azuka 8921 Maxwell Pl
Onukwuru Benson A 2650 Welsh Rd Apt 54
Orelien Carline 7400 Roosevelt Blvd Apt D303
Oshea Francis X 2729 Axe Factory Rd
Oshea Kathy 2600 Welsh Rd Apt 39
Oslick Raymond 7542 Battersby St
Osullivan Charlene K 2043 Stanwood St
Pa Foot & Ankle Assoc 7715 Castor Ave
Paczewski Richard F 7560 Battersby St
Padgeon David T 2133 Bleigh Ave
Pak Chun M 8847 Lister St
Parinova Svetlana 8112 Algon Ave
Parker Dorothy 8410 Bustleton Ave Apt A4
Parker Phyllis L 2901 Welsh Rd Apt 205b
Patel Chhana C 8908 Blue Grass Rd
Patel Vishnubahj S 2121 Glendale Ave Apt 301
Pearlman Craig A 2209 Napfle St
Pendskul Oksana 8346 Langdon St
Philadelphia Graphic Arts Golf Club Robert D Mcmonagle
7805 Horrocks St
Piccirelli Dolores 8907 Maxwell Pl
Pickett Frances M 2630 Welsh Rd Apt D3
Pierce Diep Insd Dylan Son Nguyen 1818 Kendrick St
Polakoff Mark 7800 Bustleton Ave Glendale Nursing Home
Polakoff Mark A, Mark 2104 Emerson St 1
Polatnick Rose 2101 Strahle St Apt 425
Pot Samath 2253 Faunce St Fl 1
Poyda Natalia 2310 Afton St
Pranvaku Zamir 7400 Roosevelt Blvd Apt D4
Pritchard James 2101 Solly Ave 1st Floor
Prochazka Marion B 7813 Brous Av
Protas Volodymir 8106 Langdon St 1st Fl
Quan Rich 2020 Griffith St
Quinn Elizabeth 8301 Roosevelt Blvd 555
Raja Rena 2109 Hoffnagle St
Ramirez Helen B 2030 Lansing St
Redlich Alan 8224 Dorcas St
Rednor Ronald P MD 7501 Brous Ave
Rei Construction Inc 2217 Napfle St
Reinsel Erin K 2018 Solly Ave
Rembert Brian T 7901 Roosevelt Blvd Apt 63
Rementer James 1804 Danfth St
Revere Medical Assoc 2630 Holme Ave Ste 102
Reynolds Helen F 8401 Roosevelt Blvd Apt A410
Rhawn Gardens Civic Assoc 8120 Brous Ave
Ribeiro Dilson S 1805 Mower St
Richardson Luz P 8813 Manchester Ave
Robinson Margo 2781 Welsh Rd
Rodriguez Maryann, Manuel 7406 Brous Ave
Rojas Amariliz 1803 Danfth St
Rome Anthony 2108 Fuller St
Romm Anne P 1820 Tustin St
Rosado Pedro 1725 Hoffnagle St
Rosalie Smith Charles W Liv Tr Charles W Smith Ttee 7355
Rosen David 2823 Solly Ave
Rosowski Helen 8134 Revere St
Ross Carfagno 2706 Mower St
Rudolph Doris 2303 Stanwood St
Sacks Jerome 2029 Rhawn St Apt 26
Saltzguebe Rebecca R 2124 Naptle St
Saltzgueber Charles L 2124 Naptle St
Sapalas Laimutis 1825 Danfth St
Sapaliene Jurate 1825 Danfth St
Sassman Mary B 2823 Shelly Rd
Sateesh Beena 2674 Welsh Rd
Scales Todd 7400 Roosevelt Blvd
Scarpone Natalie 2333 Loney St
Schickling Donna 2907 Guilford St
Schieber Elisabeth 8822 Manchester Ave
Schiliro Christophe C 8625 Algon Ave
Schmidt Fred P 8925 Leonard St
Schmied Bernice 8301 Roosevelt Blvd
Schmittinger Joseph 2549 Shelmire Av Apt A
Schreiber Catherine, Adolph 2830 Shipley Rd
Schreiber Pat 2830 Shipley Rd
Schwarz Ruth I 2328 Strahle St
Sebastian Benny 2304 Stanwood St
Segal Estelle 7561 Battersby St
Sergueeva Galina S 2208 Benson St
Serrano Jason Manuel 8225 Roosevelt Blvd 10c
Shaffer Damon 2600 Welsh Rd
Shain Isabel M Glendale Nursing Home 7800 Bustleton Ave
Rm 259s
Sharkey Margaret 2223 Lansing St 2nd Fl
Sheedy Dennis J 221 W 23rd St N 1876 Freeman Ronald E
Shields Rose 7416 Brous Ave
Shumylo Oksana 1740 Bergen St
Silverstein Dorothy 2310 Hoffnagle St
Skenduli Edmond 2225 Strahl St
Sklar Robert M, Eileen M 1813 Kendrick St
Skulsky Eve Valmont Towers Apt 603 7600 Roosevelt Blvd
Slater Dorothy M 7843 Lister St
Sloan Robert T 8301 Roosevelt Blvd 534
Smalls Shannon 3038 Rhawn St
Smith Charles 7355 Sackett St
Smith Frank A Evangelical Manor 8401 Roosevelt Blvd
Apt C109
Smith James C 1919 Emerson St Fl1
Smith Wilma 9038 Brous Ave
Soloman Paula 8532 Summerdale Ave
Sott Sandra 1606 Strahle St
Sowell Brian II 2650 Welsh Rd Apt 42
Statewide Abstract Group Inc 7901 Bustleton Ave Ste 2013
Stecker Mary Jane 9028 Brous Ave
Steigelman Theodore 1836 Carwithan St
Stein Vladimir, Asya 2401 Hoffnagle St Apt A106
Stewart Kim 2701 Welsh Rd
Stewart Terry L 2333 Loney St
Strandberg Carl H 1602 Fox Chase Rd
Strohm Thomas J 2908 Teesdale St
Stumpo Angelo, Lorene 8807 Manchester St
Suburban Abstract Assoc 7606 Castor Ave
Sunoco Smc 7937 Bustleton
Sunshine Concrete Inc 2317 Bleigh Ave 1st Fl
Surrey Howard, Jane 1717 Kendrick St
Swartz Lewis M 7400 Roosevelt Blvd Apt C204
Swavely Daniel F, Mary E 2130 Emerson St
Syrena Auto Body 7400 Roosevelt Blvd
Talarchek Catherine 8826 Hargrave St
Tarnopolsky Alexander 8116 Langdon St 1st Fl
Taylor Diane 2834 Walnut Hill St
Terinoni Marybeth 2325 Fuller St
Tien Cuong 2608 Ryan Ave
Tin Do 8100 Algon Ave Apt 105
Toli Arqile 2022 Lansing St
Tompkins Steve 2208 Benson St
Travers N 8410 Bustleton Ave
Tregubov Alexander S 8304 Bustleton Ave Ste A
Triangle Investments LLC 2522 Shelmire Ave
Turner Mark 7605 Brous Ave
Tyrone Young Est 2306 Napfle St
Uddin Sahmir 2306 Napfle St Poly Khanom
Universe Signs Inc 2727 Rhawn St Apt 21a
Usmanov Ziya M 1628 Benson St
Vantran Chuong 8810 Danbury St
Varghese Rony 2760 Mower St
Waddell Leonard C, Evelyn F 2744 Northview Rd
Wagner Dorothy 8401 Roosevelt Blvd Apt B312
Wagner George F, Claire G Baptist Home
8301 Roosevelt Blvd
Walters James R 8525 Summerdale Ave
Wambach Christine M, Mary Anne. Joseph J III, William J
1839 Strahle St
Ward James J 2922 Gelena Rd
Wardle Joseph 1923 Fox Chase Rd
Watson Grace Adm Evangelical Mnr 8401 Roosevelt Blvd
Web Pulse LLC 2607 Rhawn St 203
Web Pulse LLC T−A Helio’s Cell Pho 8001 Rsvlt Blvd Ste
Weber Sean 7710 Revere St
Weiss Morris 8161 Brous Ave
Weitzman Louis 8628 Agusta St
Wertheimer David Sheldon, Rose, Laila Sandra
2143 Vista St
Wertheimer Ludwig Rose Wertheimer 2143 Vista St
Wertheimer Rose 2143 Vista St
White Colleen 1842 Arthur St
Wholey James P 2133 Griffith St Fl 2
Williams Shawn, Margo Robinson 2901 Welsh Rd Apt 116a
Witherspoon James 8400 Bustleton Ave Ste 11
Wives Self Help Found Inc 8001 Roosevelt Blvd
Smylie Times Bldg Ste 205 207
Wolfson Samuel 2309 Oakmont St
Wrenn Kelly 2103 Rhawn St Apt 7
Wrenn Lawrence 7541 Battersby St
Wyjadka Benjamin 7610 Lexington Ave
Xavier Cherian P 2601 Holme Ave
Yousef Alia 2411 Vista St
Yu Juan 2506 Shelmire Ave
Yuen Tiffany L 2228 Napfle St
Yun Won 7701 Bustleton Av Apt 206
Zacconi Eileen J 2012 Solly Ave
Zakrewski Leona A 8142 Lister St
Zehner Dorothy A 8401 Roosevelt Blvd Apt B 304
Zhao Jiaohuo 1735 Fox Chase Rd
Zhu Ming 2430 Vista St
Zimmerman Kevin J 7703 Roosevelt Blvd
Zonis Jack B Deer Meadows Residents Apt 559
8301 Roosevelt Blvd
Zounczyk Jean 8008 Lexington Ave
Zubarev Michael 2739 Tolbut St
Zubashvili Konstantine 2221 Benson St
Zweig Etta 8906 Brous Ave
Zwerling Debbie B 1741 Danfth St
Philadelphia Pa 19153
Aharonian Paul E 2510 S Claymont St
Ali Mohamed 2612 80th St
Alvarez Ramon PO Box 16901
American Financial 7318 Meadow Lark Pl
American Staff Svcs LLC 6741 Essington Ave
Anderson Merrel G 7911 Mars Pl
Arita Juan Jose 21169 Sth 64 St
Ascendant Strategy Group 7900 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 3605
Assoc Baptists for World Evangelis 8800 Tinicum Blvd
Eleanor Popowicz
Ast Alliance Bernstein Co 8800 Tinicum Blvd 4th Fl
Bailey Albert 3037 S 74th St
Ballard Baker Jonathan 2713 S 76th St Apt 1
Ballard Timothy 7216 Hummingbird Pl
Berete Niama 8123 Chelwynde Ave
Bertram Charles 2535 S Ashford St
Biru Abonesh D, Gemeda S, Heettu 7341 Dicks Ave
Black Steven M 8420 Brunswick Place
Bradwell Daniel 2628 S 80th St
Briddell Yvette 7333 Garman St
Brook Abel 7521 Dickens Pl
Bryant Harvey 7900 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 4304
Budget Rental Car 6615 Norwich Dr
Bui Jimmy 7422 Buist Ave
Bullock Bernice 2710 Dothan Ter
Burger King 8500 Essington Ave
Burgess Daniel S 8880 Bartram Ave
Burton Marcia, Irene 7030 Lark Pl
Burton Wanda 6028 Media St
Butler Louise 2815 S 82nd St Apt B
Byers Kenneth 7814 Saturn Pl
Carapucci Josephine 7707 Jason Pl
Carbonara Marie 2441 S 74th St
Carter Michael 7701 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 606
Cavage Thomas 8116 Lindbergh Blvd
Chapman Chevrolet 6925 Essington Ave
Chapman Nissan LLC 6723 Essington Ave
Chesson Curtis Jr 7103 Dorel St
Christie Richard 2710 S 86th St
Citizens Bank 2837 Bittern Pl
Cizmarik Pauline 7327 Buist Ave
Coley Samuel L 8416 Crothers Ave
Collins Granford L 7713 Delphi Pl
Collins Virginia 7916 Pompey Place
Colquitt Adria 8036 Chelwynde Ave
Concentra Health Services Inc 7000 Holstein Ave 6
Condiff Spencer 7358 Garman St
Conlin Bert H 7348 Dicks Ave
Contempo Nail & Hair 2918 Island Ave
Cook Bertha E 2546 S Bellford St
Cooper Gerald L 7397 Wheeler St
Cooper Howard Leon 8800 Tinicum Blvd 5th Fl
Cooper Rhoda Y 7900 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 3812
Craig John W 2815 S 82nd St Apt B
Daves Delaware Valley Towing Inc 6159 Passyunk Ave
Davis Pearl H 8400 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 213
Detraz Yolanda S 7105 Lindbergh Blvd
Dibuonaventura Craig 7719 Orpheus Place
Dixon Marcia 2710 S 86th St
Do Quoc Anh 8026 Lindbergh Blvd
Dotson Michele E 7815 Saturn Pl
Early Allen, Paul 7701 Lindburgh Bl Apt 412
Edwards Jermaine 6231 N Gratz St
Elhuraibi Saleeh 7827 Venus Pl
Emella Kamara 8217 Chelwynde Ave
Eshelman Albert 7395 Elmwood Ave
Ettorre George P Rev Thomas F Gehret 7119 Lindbergh
Blvd
Evb Service Center Philadelphia Inc 6600 Essington Ave
Everett Joseph 2830 Berbro St
Excel Truck Auto 3200 South 61st St
Fahy Kathryn A, William 7356 Chelwynde Ave
Ferrell George 7916 Pompey Place
First Time Walk To Run Fitness 7442 Henslow Pl
Fowler Charles, James 7511 Buist Ave
Gebreyesus Woldetsion 7328 Meadowlark Pl
Gesualdi Anna E 8000 Lyons Ave Apt 2c
Gibson Atsede 7320 Dicks Ave
Gilbane Phila Intl 8500 Essington Ave Trml
Gilbert Louis 616 N 66th St
Gillins Barry 7900 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 3904
Ginyard Dawn 7524 Wheeler St
Glascoe Helena R 8415 Suffolk Pl
Glover Samuel 8043 Mars Pl
Gonzalez Antonio 2727 S 76 St Apt 5b
Green Saeed 2522 S 75th St
Grove Clint J, Mary M 7520 Buist Ave
Halyard Althea M 2765 Island Ave
Hannah Tanya M 7327 Buist Ave
Harrell Charles E, Sherri A 2700 S 86th St
Harris Jimmil 8111 S Lyons Ave
Hassan Sharmarke 2612 80th St
Hawkins Denise 8030 Mars Place
Haynes Orlando 8500 Essington Ave Pmb 188
Heimer Anne M Thomas F Gehret 7119 Lindbergh Blvd
Hemphill May 2551 Belford St
Hernandez Vazquez Silverio 700 Kitty Hawk Ave
Hill Alexander 2727 S 76 St Apt 6b
Hill Elizabeth M 7323 Theodore St
Hodge Torrence 8427 Suffolk Place
Hoover Alice M, Alice 2848 Lee
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Ht Insight Intl Equity Fund Shelia Sheacock 8800 Tinicum
Blvd 3rd Fl Ste 2
Hurling Barbara 8206 Grovers Ave Apt D
Infiniti Financial Svcs 7519 Buist Ave
Intgegrated Power Svcs 3240 S 78th St
Jackson Clarence 8038 Eastwick Ave
James Sharon L 2631 S 80th St
Johnson Joseph 2732 S Muhlfeld St
Jones Deirdre 7814 Saturn Pl
Jones James T 7517 Turnstone Pl
Kearney Andrew J 7242 Guyer Ave
Kellam Valerie 8500 Lindbergh Blvd 2016
Kilson Darren 7927 Buist Ave
King Maxwell 7226 Dix Ave
Koger Joseph 8434 Brunswick Pl
Koger Thomas B 7712 Olympus Pl
Le Chuong V 7323 Lindebergh Blvd
Lewis Harold 8400 Lindbergh Blvd
Lie Endre 8400 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 112
Lindsey Agnes 8003 Mars Pl
Livingston Erik D 7842 Cherion Pl
Lyons Eleanor M 7113 Dorel St
Macdonald Thomas M, John N 7720 Buist Ave
Manikonda Pradeep 8500 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 15
Mannino Thomas 7424 Redwing Pl
Maranzino Paul Do 7000 Holstein Ave 6
Marino Frank 7199 Brant Place
Marino Frank D 7111 Humming Bird Pl
Marshall John N Sr, Alice L 8423 Suffolk Pl
Martin Juanita L 8017 Pompey Pl
Mason Keisha 8121 Lyons Ave
Mclaughlin Donzella 8500 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 2412
Mclean Perry 7701 Lindberg Blvd Apt 2213
Mcwilliams Alberta Marie, Francis 7373 Elmwood Ave
Meaney Beatrice, Richard, Alfred 2627 S Naily St
Mercer Charles 7900 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 4202
Mercer Charles L Apt 4202 1st Fl 7900 Lindbergh Blvd
Merion Construction Temp Svc 6700 Essington Ave
Messina Samuel 8306 Buist Ave
Metro Motorcars Inc Metro Nissan Mitsubishi
6925 Essington Ave
Mm Displays Inc 7700 Brewster Ave
Mroinelli Anna 7323 Meadowlark Pl
Mulbah Nixon 7338 Buist Ave
Myers Ann B Est 7701 Lindbergh Blvd 312
Myles Boissiere Amenra, Goldia 7834 Centaur Pl
Nasuti Richard G 7131 Lindberg Blvd
Newman Inae L 8601 Lindbergh Blvd Sca
North America Aviation Services Phl Inc Phila Intl Airpor
C6 Cargo City
Northeast Fundraisers 7831 Bartram Av Hse Mtr
Obrien Helen L 7199 Brant Place Apt C34
Oil Patch Fuel Co 7421 Glen Moore Ave
Olajide Akintomide 7701 Lindbergh Blvd
Oneal Carolyn M 8107 Suffolk Ave
Oneal Helen 2928 S 84th St
P B Distributors Inc 6204 W Passyunk Ave
Pa Nails & Beauty Supply Inc T A 6220 W Passyunk Ave
Pacifico Ford Inc 6701 Essington Ave
Pacifico Ford Inc 6751 Norwitch Dr
Pacifico Hyundai 6715 Essington Ave
Paige Evelyn 7701 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 806
Parish Joanne L Est 7830 Buist Ave
Patterson Leroy 8418 Lyons Pl
Paul Christopher, Clyde 3029 Dowicher Place
Pennock Company 3601 Island Ave
Pennock Floral Beth A/R 3601 Island Ave
Peters Henry 2837 Bittern Pl
Pikes John P, Ida 3021 S 82nd St
Pollman Jessica Marie 8400 Lindberg Blvd Apt 1715
Price Darryl L 7354 Chelwynde Ave
Prigg Margarette 3321 S 87
Proudford Thelma 2836 Island Ave
Pugh Janice 7835 Saturn Place
Quinlan Charles D, Joanna B 7719 Buist Ave
Quinton Lemuel 7715 Orpheus Pl
Recon Auto Remanuf 3250 S 76th St
Reece Kiko 2602 S 77th St
Ridgways Ne LLC 3751 Island Ave Ste 203 Att Ap
Riley Diane 7900 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 3604
Rindfleisch John M 3002 Mario Lanza Blvd Apt W
Rivers Jones Kelsi S 7352 Chelwynde Ave
Russell Constance 2064 Red Lion Rd
Salerno John J, Lena 8516 Eastwick
Sankara Raga J 7531 Elmwood Ave
Saturn of Phildelphia 6615 Essington Ave
Saxon & Co PNC Bank Natl Assoc 8800 Tinicum Blvd
Saxton Mazie 7010 Sheldrake Pl
Sears Holdingskmart 3000 Island Ave
Seid Huda 7827 Venus Pl
Sherman Anita G, Jeffrey 8780 Pennock
Sima Ron 8400 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 201
Smith Adrienne M 7322 Long Spul Place 2nd Fl
Smith Lemmer J 3002 Mario Lanza Blvd Apt F
Smith Levi A 2654 S 72nd St
Smith Lottie M, George E 7125 Guyer St
Smith Shawn, Tracy 7533 Dickens Place
Smith William 7900 Lindbergh Blvd
Spagna Joseph 7199 Brant Pl
Spinner Alfred L 8133 Buist Ave
Staples 7607 Lindbergh Blvd
Steed Carlton 7730 Orpheus Pl
Strickland Donald 2806 Island Ave
Sutton Mark F 8500 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 1721
Synagro 7800 Penrose Ferry Rd
Tentarelli Louis M 8026 Chelwynde Ave
Thomas James 3113 S 82nd St
Thompson Ernestine T, Tara D 2641 Island Ave
Thornton Marvel Jr 8034 Brunswick
Tiernan Mia 7213 Guyer Ave
Todays Graphics Inc 4848 Island Ave
Tran Bang V 7519 Buist Ave
Trimarco Anthony 7199 Brant Place Apt D7
True North Penna Inc 7831 Bartram Ave
Tynes Christopher A 8418 Lyons Pl
Unico Vlg 7199 Brant Pl
Valentine Mildred L 8016 Lyons Ave
Veney Loretta P 7812 Saturn Pl
Wallace Dana 8320 Chelwynde Ave
Washington Jonathan A 8418 Lyons Pl
Wasylkiw Mary J 7638 Elmwood Ave
Watts Brenda 8046 Lindbergh Blvd
Wesley Portia R, Portia 7900 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 4410
West David 7323 Meadowlark Place
Whaley Marcus 7325 W Garman St
White John 7900 Lindberg Blvd
Whittaker Charles W Sr 7900 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 3504
Williams Evrold 3265 S 61st
Williams Marlon 4958 Kershaw St
Williams Nicole 2600 S 66th St
Winder Anna 6701 Essington Ave
Wise Justin 7351 Sanderling Pl
Woodard Mary E 7199 Brant Pl Apt D53
Wubayeh Dessie 7304 Sanderling Pl
Yau Chi W 8500 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 2003
Philadelphia Pa 19154
2212 Walnut Street Assoc Lp 12700 Townsend Rd
427 Franklin Mills Realty LLC 427 Franklin Mills Cir
A Dayan Inc St Talk 2 Franklin 1239 Franklin Mills Cir
Abdalla Lisa 12125 Sweet Briar Rd
Able Brothers General Contract 3105 Byberry Rd
Abuco Inc 3020 Darnell Rd
Adamini Daniel P Post Paddock Apt T12 4200 Woodhaven
Rd
Adams Frank Jr 11831a Academy Rd
Alabudi Sadeq H 4264 Deerpath Land
Alam G M 3850 Woodhaven Rd
Albert Wolfert G 4116 Whiting Rd
Albrock Christopher 11843 Brandon Rd
Arus Technologies 12007 Templeton Dr
Associated Marketing Group I 12135 Academy Rd Unit 57
Atm Investment 11758 Brandon
Baez Zachary A 4405 Deer Path Ln
Bartlett Bearing Co Inc 10901 Decatur Rd
Beatty Josephine C 12541 Chilton Rd
Beebie Michael 3549 Brookview Rd
Bejuki Maryanne 3155 Mechanicsville Rd
Bennett Stephen Est 2824 Nestling Rd
Benshetler Charles J 3800 Dorchester Rd
Best Quality Exteriors Inc 12135 Academy Rd Unit 7
Beyer Robert J 3660 Salina Rd
Bhatia Haresh M 12135 Academy Rd Unit 36
Biegenwald William 12583 Chilton Rd
Bird Jennifer L 207 Ridgefield Rd
Black Megan E 10802 Pelle Cir
Bleeker Christina E, Hans 12540 Medford Pl
Boehmer William H 3558 Kyle Rd
Bondiskey Joseph M 12231 Barbary Rd
Boomer LLC 3653 Salina Rd
Brazzillo Amelio 3504 Dows Rd
Brazzillo Joseph, Amelio 3504 Dows Rd
Brehouse Harold H 157 Ridgefield Rd
Brown Barbara L 12606 Medford Rd
Brown Dennis 12115 Medford Rd
Brown Richard Kevin Cuddahy 12715 Kenny Rd
Brzyski Nicole M 3311 Belgreen Rd Fl 1
Buhalo John S 3304 Danley Rd
Burns Marie 12712 Verda Dr
Burns Nicole 2824 Nestling Rd
Caffarella Edward T 12809 Elnora Rd
Calderon Jaime 10825 E Keswick Rd 275
Calhoun Lilleas, Lester 12014 Farwell Rd
Camilli Lawrence J 12128 Ranier Rd
Campagna Mary L 3311 Belgreen Rd Fl 1
Campagnolio Martina 11106 Drake Dr
Campbell Robert F, Diann 12552 Nanton Dr
Cardenas Beatriz 3226 Birch Rd
Cardenas Lourdes 3368 Fairdale Rd Fl 2
Castelli Robert 4144 Whiting Rd
Cayer Priscilla H 13026 Townsend Rd
Cerbara Luigi A 10949 E Keswick First Fl
Chac Bohdan 3302 Fairdale Rd
Chadem Paul 3311 Lester Rd
Chan Kuei I 10940 Dutton Rd
Chang Hui C 10940 Dutton Rd
Charlino Marylou E 12643 Dunksferry Rd
Cheung Wai W 12805 Medford Rd
Chiodo Barbara A 3858 Violet Dr
Ciarlante David P 12707 Kenny Rd
Cipriana 3532 Vinton Rd
Clark Pearl 2802 Norcum Rd
Clemens Lorraine 12800 Townsend Rd
Cogger Ehrenfeuchter Susan 4252 Deerpath Ln
Cohen Mark J All−Luminum Products 10981 Decatur Rd
Connelly Joseph J 3511 Carey Rd
Constar Inc One Crown Way
Corrado Anthony J, Joann K 3327 Belgreen Rd
Correa Claudia 6200 Woodheaven Rd
Costa Ingrid 3112 Holly Rd
Cozza Angelina 3801 Chalfont St
Cqi Document Solutions 2727 Commerce Way
Cslessandro David 3308 Belgreen Rd
Cymbor Agnes 12673 Biscayne Dr
Daniels Mary Anne 12673 Biscayne Dr
Davis Pauline, William 3736 Academy Rd
Dba Army Experience Center 1921 Franklin Mills Cir
Dc 21 Health Welfare 2980 Southampton Rd
Decola Dorothy M, Angelo V 2842 Neptune Ct
Demetrovits Alexis 3355 Morning Glory Rd
Descano Stephen A 3021 Comly Rd
Desimone Auto Group 11295 Roosevelt Blvd
Diamadelis Christos 3612 Drumore Dr
Didonato William 3838 Greenacres Rd
Dipippo Kristen 12005 Tyrone Rd
Doerr Erika 221 Parkview Rd
Doms Anna M 3514 Drumore Dr
Donahue Robert 3208 Holly Rd
Doran Robert Woodhaven Ctr Fn Rm 108 2900
Southampton Rd
Dorazio Samuel 3505 Chalfont Dr
Dowdy Thomas C 3524 Teton Rd
Dubrito Esther 11910 Alberta Dr
Edwards Gilda T 11118 Dora Dr
Ej Fla Property Mgmt LLC 11401 Roosevelt Blvd
Elias Wilf 12700 Townsend Rd
Elliott Lewis 2900 Black Lake Pl Frank Carbone
Elliott Lewis Corp 2900 Black Lake Place
Emore Bernard R 12835 Cabell Rd
English William J, Lisa Marie 11114 Templeton Dr
Erskine Debra 1614 Riverside Dr
Esposito Margaret 3119 Byberry Rd
Evans Patricia, Robert 12218 Medford Rd
Evans Robin E Jr, John J 11821 Basile Rd
Fackler Anna 12010 Farwell Rd
Fair Benjamin C 12012 Waldemire Dr
Faison Alberta 12800 Townsend Rd
Farm Buffet 427 Franklin Mills Cir
Fatula Ewa M 1340 Stewarts Way Apt 441
Ferguson Willard Jason D 11849 A Academy Rd
Fern Matt 13015 Townsend Rd
Ferragut John B Jr 12818 Medford Rd
Fielding Carlton 3125 Morning Glory Rd
Finegan George L 11108 Templeton Dr
Fitzpatrick Eileen Mem Fund 118 Meadow Ln
Flavin John P 11050 Knights Rd
Fleming Kenneth, Kevin Cuddahy 12715 Kenny Rd
Foley Michael 12077 Abby Rd Apt 1
Fonseca Jackson 12621 Medford Rd
Fonseca Sergio 4104 Farmdale Rd
Foxx Barry 3501 Woodhaven Rd Belmont 220
Franklin Printer Supply Co 2880 Comly Rd
Freeman Rhonda 10825 E Keswick Rd Apt 261
Friedberg Sylvia 12726 Knights Rd
Fuller Wilson 12246 St Briar Rd
Fung Ting L 12012 Legion St
Funk Donna 10764 Drumore Place
Furlong Brian 11916 Barwell Rd
Gallagher Meghann 3254 Birch Rd
Gangi Thomas 11728 Colman Rd
General Cinema Dip 1149 Franklin Mills Cir
Giacinto Frederick M, Julia 3715 Academy Rd
Giberson George E 11911 Academy Rd Apt 1
Girnius Joseph P 11917 Millbrook Rd
Goch Margaret D 3254 Tara Rd
Godfrey Mary Anne 12039 Academy Rd
Godfrey William 12039 Academy Rd
Goldwasser Soloman, Ruth, Robert 12005 Roosevelt Blvd
Goodwin Joi 1833 Riverside Dr
Gould Darla 12716 Minden Rd
Graham James, Donna 12826 Cliffe Dr
Guerrero Perez Jeffrey 4213 Adams Ave
Gunnane James 2861 Norcom Rd
Hagelin Christina 220 Parkdale Rd
Hanna Robert E, Ida M 10926 Templeton Dr
Hanna Scott 12309 Ramber Rd
Harold B Mulligan Funeral Home 1119 W Lehigh Ave
Harris Anne L 205 Thornwood Pl
Hartzell Howard M 1119 W Lehigh Ave
Headquar 304 Ca Bde 2838 Woodhaven Rd
Hecdivert Robert P, Rayette 12133 Medford Rd
Heineman Robert 12265 Townsend Rd
Heron Patrick 4160 Fairdale Rd
Herrera Lillibeth C 3564 Dows Rd
Higgins Helen C 11103 Drake Dr
Hill Rayvon M 12008 Medford Rd
Hoagland Albert J, Clara 12532 Richton Rd
Hodum Kristen A 12249 Sweet Briar Rd
Holmes Jartu 3101 Woodhaven Rd Apt J5
Holy Redeemer Visting Nurse Agency 12265 Towsend Rd
Ste 400
Holz Shawn, Joan 12472 Knights RD Fl1
Hopkins Patricia B 10945 E Kerwick Rd Apt 1
Hueber Margaret R, Patrick G, Colleen M 2809 Norcom Rd
Hunt William D 12333 Wyndom Rd
Hurley Sophie G 3522 Kyle Rd
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Hurly Sophie 3522 Kyle Rd
Hurst Frederick 1826 Franklin Mills Cir
Hyland William C, Carol D 10975 Ellicott Rd
Ignited Minds LLC 1921 Franklin Mills Cir
Ivy Public Adjustment 3311 Lester Rd
Jackson Dorsey H 1431 Riverside Dr
Jakeman Denise M 3807 Dorchester Rd
James Benjamin, Mary 180 Hickory
Jannetta Ella J 2826 Nightingale Rd
Jannotti Marybeth 11851 A Academy Rd
Johnson Jeffrey 1235 Stewarts Way
Johnson Rodney 13010 Townsend Rd
Joseph Alexis C 836 Riverside Dr
Joyce Patrick 11859 Colman Terr
Kachigian Christopher 3805 Inwood Ln
Kalinski Jeanne 3823 Charteris Rd
Kass Moira J 12720 Knights Rd
Kaufman Douglas 12122 Barbary Rd
Kawski Veronica 11862 Basile Rd
Kazarnowicz Kevin 12474 Balston Rd
Kelley Jeannette 3538 Byrne Rd
Keyes Nathan 12626 Richton Rd
Keyes Nathan, Debra 12626 Richton Rd
Killian William 12504 Torrey Rd
Kirsch Marilynne 12139 Rambler Rd
Kogut Edward C 2701 Southampton Rd
Kolisnyk Ida J 1260 Knith Rd
Kolodziecyk Virginia 12712 Verda Rd
Koob Stephen, Sondra 12615 Nanton Dr
Korman Corporation 10825 E Keswick Rd
Koscinski Joseph F, Joseph K 3338 Gurley Rd
Krol Stephen F 11747 Dimarco Dr
Larkin Scott 12477 Barbary Place
Lau Isiu H 11655 Academy Rd
Le Ngoc T 12818 Cliffe Dr
Leichner F Bernice, Thomas J 10900 Knights Rd
Leister Reller 12442 Balston Rd
Levitsky Igor M 12811 Medford Rd
Lewis Ledel 3501 Woodhaven Rd
Liquri Christine 3617 Salina Pl
Loscalzo Josephine G 3212 Rhett Rd
Lynn Rose 11877 Academy Rd
Madden James 12405 Sweet Briar Rd
Maguire Timothy 11738 Lntt Rd
Mahon Sean S 11843 Brandon Rd
Manes Eric 10802 Pelle Cir
Marison Elmer E 3802 Green Acres Rd
Marunich Matthew 12650 Friar Pl
Mather Clare 4368 Deerpath Ln
Mattia Thomas E 10901 Templeton Dr
Mayer Eric J 3400 Chalfont Dr
Mazer Seth 12008 Glenfield St
Mcandrew Anthony J Jr, Mary K 2831 Narcissus Rd
Mccarthy John P III 3078 Secane Pl
Mccleer Steven 12500 Knights Rd
Mccormack Linda M 3338 Gurly Rd
Mcdermott Peter 3111a Comly Rd
Mcdevitt Edward D 11934 Covert Rd
Mcgettigan Ann 4129 Whiting Place
Mcgrath Alison M 1344 Riverside Dr
Mckinna David 3554 Woodhaven Rd
Mclaughlin John J III 3606 Biscayne Pl
Mclaughlin Katie 10825 E Keswick Rd 82
Mclaughlin Marlene, John 3606 Biscayne Pl
Mclaughlin Matthew 12518 Torrey Rd
Mclaughlin Muriel 3606 Biscayne Pl
Mcmullin Frederick 12024 Academy Rd 2fl
Meissgeier Hans J 12540 Medford Pl
Miller Timothy, Amy 11755 Colman Rd
Mills Harry John 2900 Southamption Rd
Mirsch Frieda L, John 3114 Derry Rd
Mitchell Wayne 12122 Barbary Rd
Modells Sporting Goods 1280 Franklin Mills Cir
Mohan Ethel E 12712 Verda Dr
Molinaro Michael A 12463 Barbary Rd
Montero Dennis 10818 Mondena St
Montford Paul G 11805 Basile Rd
Mooney Christopher 4127 Whiting Pl
Mooney Judith 12662 Frair Place
Morgan Kathleen 12430 Wyndom Rd
Muhammad Mujahid 1245 Mayland Rd
Mulbeah Eugenia A 3504 Woodhaven Rd
Mullen John R 3332 Lester Rd
Munoz Perez Miriam 4207 Whiting Rd
Nagle Richard 12415 Tyrone Rd
Ndanu Anemone 12135 Academy Rd Apt 63
Neiley Fran 4106 Fairdale Rd
Neri Carol A 3804 Brookview Rd
Nespoli Grace 12030 Alberta Dr
Nespoli Grace N Donna Mcnamara 12030 Alberta Dr
Noonan Shanno, Khec Chi Franklin Mills K
177 Franklin Mills Blvd
Norton Richard, Susan 4224 Whiting Rd
Obrien Christopher M 3112 Morning Glory Rd
Obrien Robert J 2853 Norcom Rd
Oneill Christophe 10776 Helmer Dr
Ortiz Cesar 3368 Fairdale Rd Fl 2
Osherov Vladimi Est 12449 Barbary Rd Apt 1
Pajak Stanislaw, Stanley B 10815 Heflin Rd
Park Elizabeth T 3873 Ronnald Dr
Parker Konah L 3501 Woodhaven Rd Apt 426
Peahota John M 11735 Colman Pl
Peloso Joseph 11721 Brandon Rd
Petraky Gabriella, Elleni 12122 Barbary Rd
Pettigrew Christina 3850 Fairdale Rd
Picarella Andrew F 12200 Barbary Rd
Pierce Lisa 3721 Bandon Dr
Pinciotti John Jr 12032 Academy Rd
Pitcherello Allison E, Emily A, Patricia A 12605 Richton Rd
Pitts Melissa D 10761 E Keswick Rd
Pollick Penny 3566 Brookview Rd
Pospiech Stephen, Stella V 12731 Kenny Rd
Potts Lauren 12150 Rambler Rd
Powell Linda 12429 Balston Rd
Prete Elena R 12568 Biscayne Dr
Psluger John 12077 Nestling Rd
Quaintance Jennifer, David 3257 Morning Glory Rd
Quinn Brian J 12105 Elmore Ter
Ramos Lilian 3501 Woodhaven Rd Apt 1125
Ransome Brenda Est 4227 Lawnside Rd
Razzano William Delaware Valy Veterans H
2701 Southampton Rd
Reardon Gerald T 12526 Torrey Rd
Reardon Joseph 12526 Torrey Rd 4
Redmond Julia B 3155 Mechanics Rd
Regan Dolores 12854 Elnora Rd
Rehfuss John R 10846 Modena Dr
Reichhardt Betty J 4222 Greenmount Rd
Reid Winifred M 12519 Medford Rd
Reif John 3337 Fairdale Rd
Repici Matalia Bienca, John B Gibbons 11928 Glenfield St
Response Center 2800 Comly Rd
Ricchine Angelina 3815 Andrea Rd
Ricchini Angela 3815 Andrea Rd
Rifkin Joseph D 3803 Fairdale Rd
Roche Diane 4223 Greenmount Rd
Rodriguez Madaline 11728 Joseph Kelly Terr
Rosario Manuel 2013 Riverside Dr
Rose Charles D 10812 Heflin Rd
Russikoff Kellyann 3119 Morning Glory Rd 1st Fl
S Nagaraj Cudali 11835b Academy Rd
Sanginiti William 10706 Philcrest Rd
Scanlon Agnes H 12012 Waldemire Dr
Scheidler Cheryl A 10960 Templeton Dr
Schmidt Donald 12401 Dunks Ferry Rd
Schuon George 12526 Knights Rd 1st Fl
Schuon George M 12526 Knights Rd
Schwartz Melissa 3418 Amity Rd 1st Fl
Scott Tila 1616 Riverside Dr
Sheehan Robert 11919 Waldemine Dr
Shellys Pharmacies 1504 Grundy Ln Unit 8
Siesser Albert E 2802 Norcum Rd
Silberstein Lauri 13019 Townsend Rd
Simmons Wayne 12444 Balston Rd
Slamon Linda A, Sean P 12411 Tyrone Rd
Smith Gerard J 11910 Templeton Dr
Smith Jennifer A, Gerard J, Jessica M 11910 Templeton Dr
Smith Phyllis J 302 Waterview Ln
Smith Stephen H 11903 Academy Rd Apt 2
Sobel Josh 182 Hickory Hill
Sparks Exhibits Environments 2828 Charter Rd
Sperduto Investments 3713 Ronald Dr
Stallings John 1523 Riverside Dr Apt 1523
Starr Tavares Brenda 228 Parkdale Rd
Stivale Barbara A 3206 Gerley Rd
Stone Robert Jr 4116 Chalfont Dr
Strauser Theresa M 3214 Ancona Rd
Sullivan Raymond 3202 Holly Rd
Sultana Nargis 12445 Barbary Rd
Swisher Leroy I 12569 Biscayne Dr
T & E Georgian Express Ltd 12135 Academy Rd Apt 73
Taylor Melbourne 1204 Medford Rd
Thomas Andrea 12209 Sweet Briar Rd
Thomas Bryon 3714 Bellaire Rd
Tomlinson Maryann H 12519 Medford Rd
Toys For Tots Philadelphia Staff Sgt Marc Palos
2838 Woodhaven Rd
Trindle Marguerite 12542 Chilton Rd
Turnbach Elizabeth A 12053 Millbrook Rd
Ullmann Charles G 3830 Chalfont Dr
Us2 LLC 1921 Franklin Mills Cir
Vansant Maureen 12604 Calpine Rd
Vip Wireless 300 LLC 14061 Townsend Rd
Vip Wireless Inc 14061 Townsend Rd
Vivian Dorothy M 201 Dimarco Dr
Walker Joanne 12019 Tyrone Rd
Wallace William J Jr 3540 Kyle Rd
Walsh P J Jr 3503 Newberry Rd
Ware Joseph, Diane 10834 E Keswick Rd
Watt Regina 177 Greendale Rd
Weber Fececia O Est George D Weber 3469 Brookview Rd
Wells Fargo Auto Finance 11050 Knights Rd
Wenclawiak Emelyn T 12020 Templeton Dr
Werner 3532 Vinton Rd
Whalen Helen 4260 Deerpath Ln
White Cory 645 Waterview La Bl 6
Wick Clarence W 12450 Sweet Briar Pl
Wilkins Teresa A 10872 Knights Rd
Williams Marie C 3559 Kyle Rd
Williams Robert 3850 Woodhaven Rd Apt 507
Wissahickon Spring Water Inc Mike Pessiki
10447 Drummond Rd
Wrazen Edward J 12609 Dunks Ferry Rd
Ziegler Robert 10954 Helmer Dr Fl 1
Zimm Jeffrey Atty 12024 Academy Rd 2fl
Philadelphia Pa 19155
Academy Fence Inc PO Box 65544
Pinder Michael 1730 Jarrettville Rd
Philadelphia Pa 19160
Brown Ernest PO Box 46645
Gomez Axel PO Box 46013
Gonzalez Felipe R PO Box 46466
Lehmann Theodore II Pmbno 138 1173 Berkshire Blvd
Maldonado Iris M PO Box 46545
Melgar Neptaly PO Box 47573
Messina Elizabeth, Vincent 1801 Roseberry St
Muhr William J PO Box 46383
Officer Terence PO Box 46645
Trover Solutions Inc 824 Main St Ste 100
United We Stand As One PO Box 46564
Philadelphia Pa 19161
Kazanjin Hachick 211 Jacqueline Dr
Philadelphia Pa 19162
Aaa Midatlantic Ins PO Box 41745
Absolut Fire Protection PO Box 13035
Peco Energy Payment Processing P Box 13437
Vincent Leonard L Jr Est Chrysler Financial Corp
PO Box 13673
Philadelphia Pa 19170
Ahlstrom Windsor Locks LLC PO Box 7247−8230
American Bank Note Co PO Box 7247−8678
Americas Health Ins Plans PO Box 7247 6327
Aon Risk Services Inc PO Box 7247 7376
Aon Risk Services Northeast I 50522 PO Box 7247−6377
Augusta Staffing Assoc Clericl PO Box 7247−8341
Borden & Co Citibank Na Custody Ic&D Lockbox
PO Box 7247−7057
Bt Conferencing Video Inc PO Box 7247
Card Technology Corp PO Box 72477274
Celltech Pharmaceuticals PO Box 72476185
Chin Simon MD PO Box 7247
Chubb Group of Ins Comp PO Box 7247 0180
Chubb Group of Ins Comp PO Box 7247 0118
Citadel Federal Credit Union PO Box 7247 8614
Connecticut Dss PO Box 7247−6124
Coventry Health PO Box 7247−7427
Coventry Healthcare of Florida Vista Healthcare Recovery
PO Box 7247
Cummins Metropower Inc PO Box 7247−7217
Dhl Danzas Air & Ocean PO Box 7247 6745
Dhl Global Forwarding PO Box 7247−6745
Eyequest 2003 Reed Exhibition Co PO Box 7247−7585
Firmenich Inc Ach PO Box 7247 8502
Ford Credit Commercial Leasing PO Box 7247 0229
Genesis Rehab Services PO Box 7247−6524
Health Force PO Box 7247 8347
Interactive Market Systems Inc PO Box 7247−7403
Jiffy Lube Fleet Svcs PO Box 7247−6248
Kirklin Darryl 304 Rushcomb St
Konica Business Tech Inc PO Box 7247 0322
Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc Cobra Billing Unit
PO Box 7247 0230
Liberty Mutual Wc PO Box 7247−0109
Lullmann Cord H Citybank Na Gerlach & Co
PO Box 72477057
Marsh PO Box 7247 8855 Ny Corp Lockbox
Med Liability Mutual Ins Co PO Box 7247 7232
Meridian Healthcare Inc PO Box 7247 6521
National Benifit Life Ins PO Box 7247 0120
Ny Aesthetic Consult PO Box 7247
Panalpina Inc PO Box 7247 6404
Port Newark Container Term Box 7247 8108
Pricewaterhouse Coopers Llp PO Box 7247 7288
Quakertown Center Genesis Heal 1020 S Main St
Resource Funding Group PO Box 7247−8341
Sasi Minerals Co Smith Allen Oil Gas Inc
PO Box 7247 8649
Schenker Inc PO Box 7247−7689
Security Messenger Service Inc PO Box 7247 8341
Smiths Medical Asd Inc PO Box 7247 − 7784
Sodexo Management Svcs PO Box 7247 8673
Sopus Products PO Box 7247 6236
Stewart Welfare B PO Box 7247−0365
Stockholm Ob Gyn Svcs PO Box 7247−7889
Taylor Shannon L PO Box 7247 6524
Texas Lawyer Incisive Media PO Box 70162
Thyssenkrupp Elevator PO Box 7247−7662
Wyckoff Anesthesia Medical Svc Pc PO Box 7247
Wyckoff Heights Medical Ct PO Box 7247−7855
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Philadelphia Pa 19171
Adams Rite Products Inc PO Box 8538−602
Allen Richard MD PO Box 8538 122
Deborah Heart Lung Cente PO Box 8538547
Earle M Jorgensen Co PO Box 8538 621
Eclipsys Corp Lockbox 077133 PO Box 8538 0133
Hotels Tollman Hundley Northeast Region
PO Box 8538−0344
Sabre Ind Inc PO Box 8538−623
Philadelphia Pa 19172
Emsstar LLC Nw 5549 PO Box 1450
Philadelphia Pa 17173
Pennsylvania Bell PO Box 8585
Philadelphia Pa 19175
Abb Automation Inc PO Box 7777 W1170
Acp Mksap 190 N Independence Mall W PO Box 7777
Acp PO Box 7777
Aesculap Inc PO Box 512451
Aetna Hmo PO Box 77−W8370
Airgas East Inc PO Box 7777 W4880
Airgas East PO Box 7777 W40
Applied Materials Inc PO Box 7777 W0850
B Braun Interventional Systems PO Box 512437
Bayada Nurses Inc PO Box 514085
Beebe Physicians Network PO Box 512608
Benefit Port Midatlantic PO Box 7777/ W 502048
Page Elliott
Bolin Ira Robert R PO Box 7777−W9720
Brunswick House PO Box 7777−W0585 Oxford Finance
Comp
Caregivers On Call Inc PO Box 13543
Christ Johann Mellon Bank PO Box 7777 W9700
Clinical Care Assoc PO Box 7777−W9480
Clinical Health Care Assoc of NJ Box 0975
Clinical Hlth Care Asso Box 0530
Cpup Dept of Otrhinolaryngo PO Box 7777 W3935
Crestview North Inc Medigap Only W5080 Genesis Health
Ven PO Bo 77
Czarina A Santos Borja PO Box 512650
Dapul Gener M PO Box 7777 W7625
Dba Crestview North Center Medigap Only W5080 Genesis
Health Ven PO Box 77
De Lage Landen Financial Svc PO Box 41602
Decoteau Kordai I DPM PO Box 512337
Delaware Valley Surgical PO Box 7777−510584
E F Hutton & Co Inc Mellon Bank PO Box 7777 W9700
Emergency Service Assoc PO Box 513001
Ep Medsystems Inc Box 512589
Eplan Services Group Trust Adam J Bucciarelli W510314
PO Box 7777
Freelancers Union Benefits Admin PO Box 512660
Genesis Health Ventures PO Box 7777 W5080
Genesis Rehab PO Box 77777w0225
Genesis Rehabilitation Se 7777−W0225
Hay Mgmt Inc Aaf 178 E 80th St Owners Inc
PO Box 513004
Health Ntwk Laboratories PO Box 7777 W501986
Human Research Institute 227 Babcock St
J J Snack Foods Corp PO Box 7777w2855
John Middleton Inc PO Box 7777−W7900
Leber Ernest H PO Box 512536
Magellan Magellan PO Box 7777−W4350
Manisha Khatiwala M PO Box 513012
Mather John T PO Box 512581
Mci Internatl Wui Inc W 41729 PO Box 7777
Millar Elevator Svc Co PO Box 7777−W7940
Mirmont Treatment Ctr PO Box 7777−W0605
Mitsui Osk Lines Ltd PO Box 7777
Moore Products Co Philadelphia, Pa PO Box 7777−W5490
Nyse Market Inc PO Box 7777 W8835
Oral Maxillofacial Cosmetic Surgery PO Box 7777 Joseph W
Foote DMD
Oza Sameer W50 1837 PO Box 7777
Plastaras John P PO Box 757508
Polinsky Elliot PO Box 7777 W9720
Reed Smith Llp PO Box 7777
Reindel Ira Rose PO Box 7777−W9720
Rexel Consolidated PO Box 2182
Rosen Group Inc PO Box 7777
Rumsey Electric Co Tecot Electric PO Box 7777w5100
Shearson Lehman Bros Mellon Bank PO Box 7777 W9700
Shearson Lehman PO Box 7777 W9720
Siemens Credit Corp PO Box 7777 W 5635
Southern Delaware Imaging PO Box 512568
Staff Builders H PO Box 7777−W3980
Standard Register Co Inc PO Box 7777−W2795
Stl San Francisco Severn Trent Lab Inc Lock Box PO Box
7777 W4305 1220 Quarry Ln
Susan E Bailey PO Box 512650
Telelogic North American Inc Box 501926
Tpg Fair Oaks Plaza LLC Thomas Prop Group Inc
PO Box 512392
Welco Cgi Gas Technologies LLC PO Box 7777
Welco Gts PO Box 7777
Westfield Center PO Box7777 W5080
Weston Michael Smith Barney PO Box 77777 W9720
Westside Anes Pc PO Box 512638
Westside Anesthesiology PO Box 512638
Whatman Inc PO Box 512462
Worldcom Intl Data Services Inc PO Box 7777
Wp Brunswick Assoc LLC W 510774 PO Box 7777
Philadelphia Pa 19176
Amerihealth Ins Co of New Jersey PO Box 70250
Applied Card Bank PO Box 70165
Brandywine Podiatry PO Box 71260
Clifton Heights Boro PO Box 71202
Coniseal Inc PO Box 70250
Direct Energy Business LLC PO Box 70220
Direct Energy Services LLC PO Box 70220
Global Cynex Inc PO Box 71225
Global Software Dev Svcs PO Box 70826
Honda Finance Exchange Inc 101 N Independence
Kessler Donna Ens PO Box 8279
Michalec Joseph 1030 Shackman
Robinson Andrew P PP Box 70210
Weakland Dennis J Prudential PO Box 7960
Wright Kelly PO Box 7960
Philadelphia Pa 19177
Cross & Co First Penna Bkg & Tr Co PO Box 8068−1252
Philadelphia Pa 19178
Abovenet Communications Inc PO Box 785876
Access Healthcare Systems PO Box 8500 Box 4416
Access Therapeutics Inc PO Box 8500−4426
Acmc Anestheslologists PO Box 8500 1266
Acmc Mental Health Center PO Box 8500 1266
Akhtar Salman PO Box 8500 Jefferson Faculty Foun
Alpine Medical Assoc PO Box 8500 8057
Alwari Zaid A Md PO Box 8500
American Home Care PO Box 8500
American Homecare Supply Georg Lockbox 1212
PO Box 8500
Ametek Inc PO Box 8500 S2145
Anes Spec Bethlehem Pc Box 2401 PO Box 8500
Automotive Rentals Inc Box 8500−6675
Baby Guess Pour Le Bebe Inc Congress Tal Cott Corp Box
8500 S 4350
Bay Breeze Dialysis PO Box 8500
Belden Community Dialysis PO Box 8500
Bella Vista Manor Condominium PO Box 786201
Belmont Ctr for Comprehensive Treatment
PO Box 8500−2585
Bennett Bruce K MD PO Box 8500
Biomet Spine & Bone Healing PO Box 8500 41335
Blue Ash Dialysis PO Box 8500 6521
Bolivar Dialysis PO Box 8500−8085
Borai Nasser E PO Box 786066
Boston Scientific Co PO Box 8500−6205
Brea Dialysis Center PO Box 8500
Brzezowski Nancy PO Box 8500
Bucks Nathan P O Box 8500 9531
Carvel Corporation Lockbox 4046 PO Box 8500
Celia Dill Dialysis Ctr PO Box 8500 3781
Centers for Occupational Health PO Box 8500−1505
Central Pa Anesthesia Par PO Box 8500 7951
Cf Foods LLC Lockbox 1027 PO Box 8500
Clinical Financial Services Lockbox 3101 PO Box 8500
Cole Managed Vision Inc Cole Vision Services
Condominium PO Box 800 Lock Box 1006 125 B
Congress Factors PO Box 8500 S4350
Conyers Dialysis PO Box 8500 7872
Cor Vel Corp Lockbox 3186 PO Box 8500
Coreth Arthur Dc PO Box 8500
Coventry PO Box 8500−53843
Coventry PO Box 8500−54182
Crozer Taylor Springfield PO Box 8500
Crozier Keystone Health Systems PO Box 8500 5205
Cv Evolutions PO Box 8500 55322
Da Vita Inc PO Box 785141
Davita PO Box 8500−6851
Davita PO Box 8500−8085
Davita Riverside II LLC PO Box 786156
Davita Total Renal Care Inc PO Box 8500 8085
Deerfield Bch Artfcl Kidney B PO Box 8500
Drexelbrook Ametek PO Box 8500 S3680
E Z Pass PO Box 8500
East Bergen Imaging LLC PO Box 785951
Eastgate Home Training PO Box 78521
Ebi Lp PO Box 8500−41335
Ebi Medical Systems Inc PO Box 8500 41335
Elk River Kidney Center PO Box 8500 8085
Elliott Patrick PO Box 8500 6355
Elmer S Products PO Box 8500−53882
Emergency Care of Atlanta Inc PO Box 8500
Emergency Transport Assoc PO Box 8500 51695
Emtec Federal Inc PO Box 8500 S 4200
Erm PO Box 2701
Esquire Deposition Services LLC PO Box 785751
Evercare Hospice & Palliative Care PO Box 7226
Family Dermatology of Pennsylvania P PO Box 8500 8242
Fch Sh Leasing LLC Spectrasite Bldg Grp Inc
PO Box 8500−52413
First State Family Practi PO Box
Fmly Dermatology PO Box 8500
Fr Assembly Square L PO Box 8500 9320
Gaffney Outlets LLC PO Box 785271
Garden State Cardiov PO Box 8500 Lockbox 9056
Garland Dialysis Center PO Box 8500
Gdn Life Insurance Box 8500 224
Gibson Cr Po Box 8500 Lockbox 7896
Goldb Arleen PO Box 8500 1435
Good Neighbor Phcy P PO Box 8500
Hammonton Imaging Assoc PO Box 784526
Hartford Priority Accounts Group Benefits Div
PO Box 8500 3690
Haverford Anes Assoc Elme PO Box 8500
Haverford Anesthesia Assoc Nj PO Box 8500−4056
Health Access Network PO Box 8500 Han Surg Assistants
Health America Assurance Recovery Unit
PO Box 8500−54182
Healthcare Central PO Box 8500 Lock Box 1017
Hobbib George C Fhcs Physician Svcs PO Box 8500−6335
Hoboken Emergency Phys PO Box 8500−2216
Holy Redeemer Health Syst PO Box 8500
Home Health Corp of America PO Box 8500 50165
Home Health Corp of Del PO Box 8500−50165
Hr Physician PO Box 8500−4801
Iggywear Congress Talcott Corp Box 8500 Ste 4350
Inc Aetna PO Box 784836
Industrial Dist Group Northeast Div PO Box 8500 1251
Innoviant Pharmacy PO Box 8500 54842
Jacquin Charles Et Cie PO Box 784996
Jefferson Medical Care Pc PO Box 8500
Johanna Farms Inc PO Box 8500 S−7490
Kelly Erin C Fhcs Physician Svcs PO Box 8500−6335
Khan M PO Box 8500 5205
Life Insurance Co of North Amer Lo834 Transport Workers
Union
Limestone Open MRI Inc Lockbox 8176 PO Box 8500
Lina Life Ins Cos of North America PO Box 8500−K110
Longmont Dialysis Center PO Box 8500
Longview Rtc PO Box 8500
Lower Bucks Pain Mgmt PO Box 8500−1766
Mago Rajnish PO Box 8500
Main Line Clin Labs Lankenau PO Box 8500
Marlton Anes Pain Treatment PO Box 786141
Maryvale Dialysis Center PO Box 8500 7756
Mccollister S Trans System Inc Teresa Bell
PO Box 8500 S−3970
Mcdonough Dialysis Center PO Box 8500
Methodist Anes Practice PO Box 8500−4715
Methodist Assoc In Healthcare Methodist Anesthesia Asc
Ltd PO Box 8500−4715
Methodist Assoc In Healthcare PO Box 8500 5140
Methodist Associates In H PO Box 8500 51450
Midwest Urbana Dialysis PO Box 8500
Ml Hosp Inc Paoli Po Box 85004875
Motormite Manufacturing PO Box 8500 Stop 4565
Mountain Vista Dialysis PO Box 8500
Nasdaq Stock Market Lockbox 20200 PO Box 8500
New York Stock Exchange Inc Box 4006 PO Box 8500
Newark Beth Israel M PO Box 785786
Nightingale Medical PO Box 8500
North Brunswick Anesthesi PO Box 8500 8537
North Evansville Dialysis PO Box 8500
North Palm Beach Dialysis PO Box 8500
Novacare Rehabilitation PO Box 8500 6000
Nyse Arca Trading Svcs PO Box 8500 Lockbox 7176 401
Market St
Ocala Region Kidney PO Box 8500 8085
Office Tiger Global Real PO Box 8500−6625
Oreilly Deidre A MD PO Box 8500
Orlando Park Dialysis PO Box 8500 6851 Ste 12
Oticon Inc PO Box 8500 52843
Otocon PO Box 8500 5284
Owens & Minor 370116 PO Box 8500−55182
Palltrinc PO Box 8500−1311
Pdi Lancaster PO Box 8500 8677
Pdi Newark Dialysis Center PO Box 53213
Pegasus Emergency Group Troy POBox 8500−8466
Penn Central Properties Inc PO Box 85 S 22
Penn State Geisinger Hlth Plan PO Box 8500 1345
Pennsylvania Hh Srvs Phila Inc PO Box 8500−50165
Pep Boys Remitance Dept PO Box 8500 50446
Perrin Towers PO Box 8500 S 6110
Philadelphia Hlth Ctr Phcy City of Philadelphia
PO Box 8500−50020
Physicians Dialysis Acquisitio PO Box 8500−8085
Pilling Wreck PO Box 8500 5730
Plasner Scott S Fhcs Physician Svcs PO Box 8500−6335
Pmi of Hackensack LLC PO Box 785961
Principe D L MD Box 3501 PO Box 8500
Prof Risk Mgmt Svcs Inc Lockbox 7221 PO Box 8500
Professional Anest Consultants PO Box 8500−6796
Professional Anesthesia Consultants PO Box 8500 6796
Professional Home Health Car PO Box 8500 50165
Progressive Medical Imaging of PO Box 785966
Qualley Michael D PO Box 8500 7425
Quench Usa Inc PO Box 8500 53203 Lockbox 53203 Vld
Rmt Diana R
Red Bull Distributio Lockbox 9326 PO Box 8500
Renal Life Link Inc PO Box 8500 Ste 380
Renal Treatment Centers M PO Box 8500 8085
Renal Treatment Ctr Northeast Inc Wilmington Dialysis Ce
PO Box 8500 8085
Robert Clarno E O Tool Plastic 401k Pl Savings Plan
Box 8500 224
Robert Dn PO Box 8500 5205
Rtc Denver PO Box 8500 8085
Rtc Sherman PO Box 8500
S I A D S Harowe Div PO Box 8500 S−3810
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Safeway Trucking Corp PO Box 8500
San Antonio Dialysis Cent PO Box 8500
Sancor Medical Enterprise PO Box 8500 Lockbox 3021
Santa Ana Dialysis Center PO Box 8500
Sierra Intl Inc Lock Box 52648
Silverside Open Mri & Imaging PO Box 785306
Software House Intl Inc PO Box 8500−41155
Sony Music Publishing Co Ezra Music Co PO Box 8500
Sony Tunes Inc Obo PO 8500 2320 Prophet Music Inc
Soundview Dialysis PO Box 785141
Stonegate Dialysis PO Box 8500 8085
Sugarloaf Dialysis PO Box 785231
Sunoco Corp Har PO Box 8500 K−170
Total Renal Care Inc PO Box 8500
Trc Holding Inc PO Box 8500 6345
Trc Holdings Inc PO Box 8500−6345
Trenton Cardiology Consultants Pa PO Box 8500−53788
Trenton Orthopaedic Group Pa PO Box 8500 52173
Trinitas Emerg Solu PO Box 8500 7316
Trinitas Emergency Solutions Pc PO Box 8500−7316
Valley View Dialysis Center PO Box 8500
Vanguard Anes Assoc of New Jer PO Box 8500−2741
Vanguard Anesthesia Assoc PO Box 8500 2741
Venice Rtc PO Box 8500 8085
Vernon Dialysis PO Box 8500 8085
Victor Carl H PO Box 784976
Vidalia First Street Dialysis PO Box 8500−8085
Waterford Crystal PO Box 8500
West Broadway Dialysis PO Box 785236
Westbrook Dialysis PO Box 8500
Wheaton Dialysis Center PO Box 8500
Winter Garden Dialysis PO Box 8500 6851 Ste 100
Wolf River Dialysis PO Box 8500−8426
Philadelphia Pa 19182
3b Orthopaedics PO Box 828079
Ac Student Loan Access Group Payment Operation
PO Box 822349
Advanced Pain Management Serv PO Box 822869
Ag Fluoropolymers Usa Inc Mark C Dawson PO Box 828519
Airgas East Philadelphia PO Box 827049
Airgas Eastsalem PO Box 827049
Alliance Anesthesia Assoc PO Box 824339
Allied Security Holdings LLC PO Box 828854
American Hom Patient PO Box 827132
American Medical Response Mid PO Box 7780 4346
Amr Mid Atlantic Maplewood PO Box 7780−4346
Amr Mid Atlantic Reading Box 77804346
Arrow Corp Family Meds PO Box 823252
Associated Anesthesiology Practice PO Box 822690
Associated Retinal Surgeons PO Box 7780
Atlanic Track & Turn PO Box 827234
Azerty Inc PO Box 77801724
Banner Greeley Anesthesia Po Box 824246
Baybees Pediatrics PO Box 828915
Best Mfg Inc PO Box 827129
Bucks County Multi Spec PO Box 828126 Tps of Pa LLC
Burlington Anesthesia Assoc PO Box 824072
Butter Krust Baking Co Inc PO Box 827810
Caa Pain Mgmt Svcs Box 7780−4046
Camacho Virginia C PO Box 8207599
Capital Area Pain Mgmt PO Box 822715
Capital Area Surgery Center PO Box 822715
Cc Physical Therapy Plus PO Box 827964
Ccbn Inc PO Box 826132
Central Lewmar PO Box 822425
Chop Homecare PO Box 824013
Collins Mary M PO Box 8207599
Cpg Carlsbad Holding S LLC PO Box 828913
Delco Radiologic Assoc PO Box 7780 1760
Dermatology Group PO Box 827245
Donna Magli America Inc Po Box 823387
Dunhill Staffing Systems Inc Staffing Source Inc People 2 0
Global Inc
East Airgas PO Box 827049
Emerge Community Dev PO Box 823461
Emeritus At Arlington PO Box 821322
Emr Systems Communication PO Box 823324
Englewood Medical Assoc PO Box 820931 Englewood
Esquire Deposition Svcs LLC Esq Deposition Solutio
PO Box 827829
Esquire Deposition Svcs LLC PO Box 785751
Extension Staffing PO Box 823461
Family Meds Arrow M201 PO Box 823241
Family Meds Arrow PO Box 823241
Fox Chase Emer Medc Assoc PO Box 828098
Futurecare Cherrywood PO Box 824222
Futurecare Irvington PO Box 827562
Garboski Mary PO Box 8207599
Genesis Rehab Svcs PO Box 821322
Gibbons Del Deo Dolan Griffinger PO Box 827018
Gneiding Amanda E 213 W George St
Guaranty Radian PO Box 823225
Guardian PO Box 824404
Guest Supply Inc PO Box 77804700
Hahnemann Primary Care In PO Box 827794
Harborview Kids First Ina PO Box 820474
Harrington P J MD PO Box 7780−1133
Herzog Keith D Schc Pediatric Assoc LLC PO Box 828699
Howard Eisen Phila Health PO Box 828138
Jemal Belmont Lp PO Box 823693
Kessler Institute for Rehab PO Box 827914
Kids First Wilmington PO Box 820029
Kim John J PO Box 828258
Kiper Alice D PO Box 8207599
Langhorne Physician Svcs PO Box 827477
Lee Y Md PO Box 828368
Minnick Suzanne PO Box 827914
Nazareth Physician Svcs PO Box 822211
Neostrata Co PO Box 824287
Nextel Comm Inc Box 820906
Nms Labs PO Box 820090
Northern Anesthes N PO Box 822571
Ocm Dmp LLC PO Box 822534
Ocm Fn LLC PO Box 822534
Offmak Assoc PO Box 829434
Patel Narendra N MD PO Box 822534
Peopleclick Inc PO Box 822205
Phila Occhealth Worknet Occ PO Box 827842
Powell Family Med Assoc PO Box 820815
Prasco Gsk PO Box 822894
Progressive MRI PO Box 822929
Promptcare Co I PO Box 827611
Radian Guaranty Inc PO Box 823225
Ronson Consumer Products PO Box 823372
Rose Art Industries Inc Po Box 820951
Saxon Co PO Box 7780−1888
Schc Pediatric Assoc PO Box 828699
Scpa Child Adolescent Dept PO Box 828699
Security Allied PO Box 828854
Society Hill Anesthesia Consultants PO Box 826190
Spreemo Medical Pllc PO Box 822534
Tevawnboro PO Box 828106
Thomas Keith PO Box 8207599
Tom Jennifer V Jefferson Univ Physician PO Box 828937
Tp Delaware Valley Med Specs PO Box 828126 Tps of Pa
LLC
Tristate Imaging Consultants LLC PO Box 827275
Uniflex Holdings Inc PO Box 824266
Weiss D P PO Box 822428
Wheeler Matthew T Heritage Valy Beaver PO Box 827221
Xerox Corp PO Box 827598
Xo Communications PO Box 828618
Philadelphia Pa 19185
Lich Ims O PO Box 95000−2207
Vikas Batra MD LLC PO Box 822517
Philadelphia Pa 19187
Aarp PO Box 13999
Amer Onc Fox Chase C PO Box 827200
Prudential Insurance PO Box 13999
Philadelphia Pa 19188
Chestnut Hill Health System 8835 Germantown Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19191
Coyne Carol K 3301 Tilden St
Daly Christopher MD Main Line Emrg Med Asc LLC PO
Box 13700−1417
Dial Assoc of Norther NJ PO Box 13700−1131
Maraventano Michael F PO Box 13700
Northern Westchester Hp Emer PO Box 13700 1418
Omni Eye Svcs of Nj 2200 Rte 10 W
Phelps Mem Hosp Emerg Phys PO Box 13700−1365
Sugartown Worldwide Inc PO Box 13700 Lilly Pulitzer
Taylor Nelson Sofres Intersearch PO Box 13700 1210
Teaneck Emerg Physicians PO Box 13700−3765
Philadelphia Pa 19192
Ace American Ins Co 1601 Chestnut St Ste Tl42g
Bankers Standard 2 Liberty Place
Frank B Hill Co Sa Centro Plaza Torre Cc Piso 15 Office B
Los Palos Grande
Hornig Gerhard 1601 Chestnut St Tl18r
Kartono Paul S Cigna 2 Liberty Pl Tl18r
Moritz Jane 1601 Chestnut St Retiree Relat
Roca Cusdchs B International Brdcasting Ctr
Westen Jennifer 2 Liberty Place 1601 Chestnut St
PO Box 7716
Philadelphia Pa 19193
Derusso William Est Ford Motor Credit PO Box 93000
Mcintyre William S Est Ford Motor Credit PO Box 93000
Williams Harold A Est 150 N Wanamaker St
Philadelphia Pa 19194
Broadway Anesthesia Providers LLC PO Box 9500
Philadelphia Pa 19195
Academic Urology of Ll PO Box 95000
Acucare Physicians Pc PO Box 95000 1395
Addiction Center PO Box 95000 2193
Ahmed Tauseef F MD PO Box 95000 1225
Ali Aliya MD PO Box 1303
Ambulatory Beth I PO Box 95000−2195
Anderson Matthew J PO Box 95000
Ashby John W PO Box 95000 Cl 4220
Ashers Chocolates PO Box 95000−1875
Bancroft Neuro Health PO Box 9500 1466
Bentsinov Boris L MD PO Box 95000−2630
Benvenisty Alan I MD PO Box 95000
Bergen Anesthesia Assoc PO Box 95000
Borsuk Yusef MD PO Box 95000−2433
Bresch David PO Box 95000
Broadway Anesthesia Providers PO Box 95000
Bukberg Phillip PO Box 95000
Care Svcs Corp PO Box 95000−2195
Cfm Leap Academy Health Center PO Box 95000 3300
Chc William F R PO Box 95000 Cl No 4910
Cohen Douglas S MD PO Box 95000 2234
Cooper Family Medicine Kings H PO Box 95000−3300
Cooper University Physicians PO Box 95000−4345
David Culang P MD PO Box 95000−2434
Davis Jeff M MD PO Box 95000−2392
Digiacinto George V MD PO Box 95000 2237
Docs Phy Aff With Bimc PO Box 95000− 2454
Elliott Darianne PO Box 95000
Factor Phillip DO PO Box 95000
Fallis Andrew J MD PO Box 95000
Francis N Mase MD PO Box 95000
Frankenberger Oliver PO Box 95000
Furan Alexie MD PO Box 95000
Gershengorn Hayley B MD PO Box 95000 2433
Gordon Yvette M MD PO Box 95000
Guevara Alicia PO Box 95000−2750
Hackensack Specialty Care PO Box
Haveson Stephen P MD PO Box 95000
Heritage Med Group at Phelps PO Box 95000
Holmes Hooper PO Box 95000 3855
Jefferson Radiology PC PO Box 95000 3675
Jefferson Radiology PC PO Box 95000 3655
Jefferson Radiology PO Box 95000−3680
Karpeh Martin S PO Box 95000−2424
Kennedy Medical Group PO Box 95000 Cl 4570
Kupersmith Mark MD PO Box 95000 2445
Laurel Manor Dialysis Center at PO Box 8500 8085
Leibovitz Alon A MD PO Box 95000
Lich Faculty Practice PO Box 95000 2280
Lo Andrew PO Box 95000 2424
Lubrano John M PO Box 95000
Mannion Ciaran PO Box 95000
Margolis Eric J PO Box 95000
Medicine Assoc of Bimc PO Box 95000
Medop Behavioral Health Assoc PO Box 95000
Medquest Healthcare Pc PO Box 95000 1960
Millman Jeffrey L MD PO Box 95000
Min Albert D PO Box 95000 2433
Mitchell Elizabeth C MD PO Box 95000 288
Mohanraj Edwardine M MD PO Box 95000
Morris Medical Pc PO Box 95000
Neurlogy Pain Mgmt Ctr PO Box 95000−2750
Neurology Pain Mgmt Center I PO Box 9500−2750
Neurosurgery Sir L PO Box 95000−2620
New Jersey Urology PO Box 95000−Cl4480
New York Medical Alliance PO Box 95000 1245
New York Radiology Assoc PO Box 95000 2429
Northern Westchester Hc E PO Box 95000 4045
Ophthalmic Partners of New Jer PO Box 95000−1995
Palazzo Marie DO PO Box 95000−2436
Parisi Debra PO Box 95000−2192
Paul S Shneidman MD Assoc Inc PO Box 95000 1830
Pegasus Emerg Group PO Box 4640
Perlman David MD PO Box 95000 2433
Phmc Health Connection PO Box 95000
Physical Medicine Rehab PO Box 95000 1255
Pontero Jane M MD PO Box 95000
Puran Alexie MD PO Box 95000
Rackoff Paula J MD PO Box 95000 2433
Raja B S MD PO Box 95000 3575
Ramapo Prs Radiology Pc PO Box 95000
Rancocas Anesthesiology PO Box 95000−3170
Reuveni A M PO Box 9500
Risk And Ins PO Box 95000−2345
Roosevelt Lukes PO Box 95000−2468
Roosevelt St L PO Box 95000 2193
Rosenberg Ronald PO Box 95000
Rwj Hamilton Diabetes & Endocrinolog PO Box 95000 3230
Senzamici Camille PO Box 95000 2436
Skliut Maryna MD PO Box 95000
Slrhc Obgyn Assoc PO Box 95000−2243
Smith Stacey A MD PO Box 95000 0001
Specialty Surgical Center Anesth PO Box 95000
Standard Medical Supply Inc PO Box 95000
Stuart Kahn MD PO Box 95000
Summit Health Virtua Inc PO Box 95000 2164
Svahn Jennifer MD PO Box 95000 2424
Svcmc Physician Svcs PO Box 95000−3077
Union Square Medical Grou PO Box 95000 2432
University Medical Physicians PO Box 95000 4145
Venkatakrishnan Vivek MD PO Box 95000
Vijay Seelall MD PO Box 95000−2433
Viswanathan Anusha MD PO Box 95000
Wellpath Integrative Radiation PO Box 95000 3615
Westside Pediatric Assoc PO Box 95000 2889
Whelan Richard PO Box 9500 3980
Wolny Peter J PO Box 95000 2447
Zhuravleva Karina L PO Box 95000 3540
Philadelphia Pa 19197
Mt Kisco Med Grp PO Box 7247−6822
Sukonick L 1110 S Alder St
Tran Thoa T 728 Christian St
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Pike County
Blooming Grove Pa 18428
Osullivan Maura E 801 Lakeview Place
Bushkill Pa 18324
Adderley Robert, Elida 1592 Pineridge Piphr
Ader Pauletta RR 5 Box 10e
Aldous Kaplan Jacob D PO Box 402
Alexander Josephine 1158 Lancaster Dr
American Services 241 Ranchlands
Anderson Emily 151 At The Fls
Anglero James 436 Saw Creek Est
Anthony Cruz 253 Wickes Rd
Apicelli Donna 238 Gold Finch Rd
Artiles Yobani 1672 Pine Rd
Asprea Dawn M 134 Cardinal Dr
Baldrich Frank J 1303 Saw Creek Est P
Bargainsandfun Com C/O Jeremiah Hobson 409 Ranchlands
Battersby Grace 170 At The Fls
Beals Wilma, Keith 155 At The Falls
Berrios Carlos H C/O John A Berrios 609 Saw Creek Est
Bortone Anthony 413 Saw Creek Est
Boyce Melissa 1150 Pine Ridge
Brathwaite Rogelio E 1084 Saw Creek Est
Brennan Frank PO Box 294
Callandrello Theresa, John 392 Saw Creek Estates
Carrasquillo Santos 245 Ansted Ct
Clark Demont 1699 Pine Rdg
Clubb Tara 413 Saw Creek Est
Connolly Frank, Carla 1125 Saw Creek Ests
Culhane Denis J 434 Pocono Mountain Lake
Cust Maureen C 464 Saw Creek Estates
Danisz Jolanta 1199 Saw Creek Estates
Diaz Elvy 61 Clifton Dr
Dietrich George 1178 Pine Ridge
Diliberto Philip A 207 Ranch Lands
Domanowski Scott PO Box 72
Dudley Gary 424 Wickes Rd
Duque Sandra 234 Ranchlands
Edmondson Speller Cynthia J 175 Pine Ridge
Eugene Marie M RR 1 Box 5556
Flores Darlene M PO Box 157
Fusco Doris 103 Pocono Mtn Lk Est
Garris Richard PO Box 462
Garris Robert RR 2 Box 98g
Gerson David J Est 52 Saw Creek Est
Goldfinger Leslie A RR 1 Box 5574
Golob Marjorie 93 Saw Creek Est
Gonsalves Allison R 1770 Pine Rdg
Goodwin Patricia R RR 1 Box Pml
Haritos Joanna PO Box 5155
Hayes Robert B 140 Saw Creek
Hayes Steven D 407 Hiawatha Rd
Hines Latoya 1304 Pine Rdg
Holder Jefferson 135 Badger Dr
International Connect Attn: Nick Lucaciu
Jean Joseph 1380 Pine Rdg
Jensen Tom PO Box 16
Jones Theresa 1633 Pineridge
Joseph Jessie A 1243 Saw Creek Estates
Justis Robert RR 5 46a
Kilimanjaro Group 1246 Pine Ridge
Klipola Andrew 231 Saw Creek Est
Knight Bo B 1109 Saw Creek Est
Koster Dian 1105 Pine Rdg
Laneve Lisa Robin 372 P M L
Laneve Rochelle 372 Pocono Mountain Lake Est Apt 3a
Lespinasse Stacey R 1761 Pine Ridge
Levine Leonard 183 Ranchlands
Lotruglio Lois 251 Saw Creek Estate
Magdziak Marzena 22 Peace Falls Rd
Maslo Herbert 1666 Pine Ridge 4−2
Matt Edward 95 At The Fls
Mayrhauser Werner W RR 5 Box 5330
Mcknight Thomas 86 Ranchlands
Mercado Turina, Lee A 1846 Pine Ridge
Miller Kenneth 1355 Pine Ridge
Nieto James 407 Ranchlands
Nixon Attiche 122 Saw Creek Estates
Ortiz Jesus 1744 Pine Ridge
Owens Charles 241 Ranchlands
Payne Ronald E 1201 Pine Rdg
Perkins Arthur R 10 Saw Creek Est
Peters Oliver G 462 Wickes Rd
Piniero Jeannette 1204 Pine Ridge
Price Trevel 911 Saw Creek Estates
Price Trevel L 911 Saw Creek Est
Ridley Marta 35 Pheasant Run
Rivera Nancy 1344 Saw Creek Es
Rivera Victor 42 Saw Creek Est
Roberts Darci N RR 5 Box 36
Robinson Bain 892 Saw Creek Est
Robinson Crystal 1008 Pine Ridge Dr
Roloson Anthony S 1150 Pine Ridge
Romanowski Tabitha, James 1882 Pine Rdg
Romero Israel 1143 Pine Ridge
Rosado Jaime 438 Wickes Rd
Rose Barry J 151 Wickes Rd
Rose Matthew J, Barry J 151 Wickes Rd
Russnak Frank 66 Ranchlands
Russnak Frank RR 1 Box Prl66
Scimeca Fortunato J 133 Pocono Mountain Lake Es
Selective Way Insurance RR 1 Box 5507
Settles Thomas 3536 Kensington Dr
Sharpless Britney 962 Saw Creek Est
Shevchenko Liliya 2222 Bingham Dr
Siefken Robert M 69 At The Fls
Simmons Lisa 241 Ranchlands
Simon Natalia RR 1 Box 5556
Simpson Robin M 87 The Falls
Speller William 26 At The Falls
Steine Gail RR 1 Box Pml
Streuli Lorainne, Dan 360 Pocono Mountain Lake Est
Szoka Peter 1287 Pine Rdg
Taylor Marjorie 10 Saw Creek Est
Thomas Harry R 551 Saw Creek Est
Toto Lawrence 1259 Saw Creek Ests
Trinidad Kenneth L 1230 Sawcreek Estates
Ullrich Jason J 1135 Pine Ridge
Vance Susan M 216 At The Falls
Vanwageninge Henry Henry Jr 117 Pocono Mountain Lake
Est
Villarruz Rex M 1149 Saw Creek Est
Ward Vergena J 77 Wickes Rd
Washington Verdict M 515 Saw Creek Estates
Weitz Wendy M PO Box 47 13 857 Saw Creek Est
Westry Deforest 189 Elk Dr
White Charles 2148 Spring Dr
White Gwen M 1700 Pine Rdg
White Jamesetta 913 Saw Creek Estates
White Jamesetta Est 983 Saw Creek Est
Williams Sherwyn 1084 Saw Creek Estate
Wright Karen 1948 Pine Ridge
Yancy Shanet, Ruby 1151 Saw Creek Est
Zdziarski Keith J 1277 Pine Ridge
Zhuk Yury 1785 Manchester Dr
Zingaro Marc A 438 Whippoorwill Dr
Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
21st Century Collisions Restorationsinnc RR 1 Box 53 J
Rte 739
Almeida Angela RR 1 Box 134
Always There Respiratory Home Care Inc 8 Delaware Crst
Ancona Roger 130 Lake Forest Dr
Bajek Stanley A Jr HC 67 Box 307y
Bithany Inc La Luxor 126 Yolanda Dr PO Box 425
Bloch David 128 Spruce Lake Dr
Bonsignore Michael I 105 Vivienne Ct
Burke Jean RR 2 Box 127
Canova Marguerite J Silverlake Rd HC 067 Box 381
Castella Michele 105 Colette Ct
Castellanos Ralph 105 Colette Ct
Colletta Salvatore 617 Silver Lake Rd
Connell Laurie O 131 Evergreen Dr
Cotter Mathew RR Box 86m
Cps Inc Na RR 1 Box 881
Dattolo F 125 Kinsale Ln
Decarolis Martin M 132 Deer Trail
Delaware Auto Parts Inc RR 1 Box 8601
Dematteo Thomas PO Box 78a
Depietro John RR 1 Box 608
Dimeo Carissa 315 Marcel Dr
Duffy Brian 164 Oak Ridge Dr
Dunn Tami L 152 Loftus Ln
Ellicks Franklin F PO Box 743
Ertola Jarred 176 Ledgeway Dr
Ferrara Roseann 137 Doe Dr
Fligiel Julianne M RR 2 Box K 412 Park Row
Foord Kate M 111 Kemadobi Cir
Foord Kate M 2 Kemadobi Cir
Fortunato Alfred T 219 Water Forest Dr
Frazer Gina T 108 Persimmon Dr
Good Health Pharmacy Inc 1592 Rte 739 Suite 2
Hanford David W, Lucy E 106 Ledgeway Dr
Hanley Martin 764 Milford Rd
Hans Rita E C/O Judith A Bagattine 11775 Pocono Mt Lake
Forest
Harper Karen M RR Box 86m
Heath Joshua D 171 Willow Dell Dr
Hilburn Sankie 214 East Shore Dr
Holmes Thelma M RR 2 Box 171
Jagger Mary RR 2 Box 100
Jeffers Staskowski Barbara Ann 114 Hedge Dr PO Box 764
Johnson Keith 174 Laverne Dr
Junkevits Andrei 128 Stroud Ct PO Box 323
Kerkhoven David PO Box 808
Kully Jill 1831 Rt 739
Labosco Frank P 134 Northwood Rd
Lal Puja 10 Lake Dr
Lauth Elizabeth 143 Edgewater Dr
Lawler Chris 146 Spencer Rd
Legeny Kalman PO Box 326
Letser Steve 127 Higridge Rd
Lippa Andrew 128 Spruce Lake Dr
Lopez Rosa J 127 Snowshoe Dr
Lunger Anna RR 2 Box 160
Masker Ruth, Carl X 441d Star Rt PO Box
Mclean Kurt 188th Mp Co Unit 15025 Box 615 Apo
Ap 96218
Mgaloblishvili Gela PO Box 572
Mickles Susanne M RR 1 Box 53 C
Milewski Daniel M HC 67 Box 82
Morrison Michael P 116 Red Pine Rd
Naturale Francis 174 Doolan Rd
North American Video Intl 326 Deer Run Rd
Petviashvili Suraji PO Box 572
Po Lynn H Box 952
Przybylowski Mary B 113 Fairview Dr
Quinn Christopher 137 Doe Dr
Reeves Michelle W PO Box 419
Rehl Mark 119 Palm Dr
Rivera Juan Jr 12437 Marcel Lake Est
Rodenbaugh Darryl Jody HC 12 Box 465
Roe Leonard S Jr PO Box 503
Rome John 121 Sandstone Dr
Romero Elisa A RR 1 Box 919
Rose Sylvia PO Box 907
Rutz James E Jr HC 12 Box 460
Sajdak Catherine 114 Westwood Cir
Slack Robert M 103 Carol Ct
Sliker Thomas PO Box 171
Smith Michael H PO Box 338
Snyder Amanda L 1132 Milford Rd
Stadler Gloria A 102 Beech Rd Birchwood Lks
Steele Victorene RR 1 701
Summerell Rosemary 105 Conifer Ln
Tucker Howard E 150 Dullen Rd
Tucker Howard PO Box 688
Ungarsohn Lori 10 Juniper Tr
Virova Kristina 104 Claudine Ln
Volz Thomas G PO Box 26
Vreeland Roger, Donna PO Box 133
Wendt Dale J RR 1 90m
Whitehead Karen RR 1 Box 881
Wieder Shaun E 129 Windwood Dr
Willhoft Nicholas 199 Mountain Lake Dr
Willhoft Nicholas C/O Ogilvy & Mather S Pte Ft 199
Mountain Lake Dr
Willhot Catherine 199 Mountain Lake Dr
Wright Robert 139 Seneca Trail
Zalesky Timothy J PO Box 324
Greeley Pa 18425
Ambrose John R 105 Cub Rd
Amenta Victoria PO Box 97
Demeglio Rosemarie, Joseph A PO Box 80
Hehir Robin J 300 Rte 590
Hendershot Mark A 885 Rte 434
Miller Jeff R PO Box 45
Miola Jessica J 139 Rte 590 Apt 2
Padgett Richard D C/O Laurel Shauger 146 Wooded Acre Dr
Policastro Maria PO Box 62
Regenski Nichole, Caleb J 169 Market Rd
Said Joseph 246 Well Rd
Schiavone Joseph PO Box 214
Thompson Alice R 107 Harley Sq
Wheeler Carol 1401 Rte 6
With Nancy PO Box 62
With Nancy Policastro PO Box 68
Greentown Pa 18426
Andrews Jeanne 119 N Eastwood Dr
Andrews Paul PO Box 467
Andrews Regina J 119 N Eastwood Dr
Atkinson William E RR 2 Box 254
Bianchi Ruth M RR 1 Box 96m
Blessington Jill 128 Estates Rd
Bustamante Raymond 104 Big Bear Dr
Butler Kathleen M 101 Basswood Ter
Clark Lauren 167 Tanglwood Dr
Coe Esther 5548 Banison St
Connors Patrick A, Janice C PO Box 265
Crispo Carmen 2037 Dennie St
Deess Eugene PO Box 588
Dockx Edward J 653 Tanglwood Dr
Dutchs Market 1564 Rte 507
Elson Jesse M PO Box 714
Gambino Kathryn C PO Box 492
Gregory Joseph A RR 1 Box 96g
Grover Ruth 364 Roemerville Rd
Helms Rebecca 10 Settlers Village
Hoot James, Debra RR 1 Box 63v
Johnson James L PO Box 281
Keranis Judith M PO Box 489
King Donald Jr 114 Hazelton Dr
Kosydar Karen L PO Box E
Love Edward Brian RR 3 Box 495
Mceneny Eileen A PO Box 233
Mcgonigal Joseph R, Annie 525 Shakespeare Dr
Miller Haunani Y, Jason A 105 W Birch Ln
Moore John A 2049 Mt Carmel Ave
Morasse John 141 Jean Danielson Dr
Mullany Michael A 104 Magnolia Ln
Rambo James, Nancy 126 Deerwood Dr
Romeo Michael, Joanne 110 N Cherry Ln
Santander Consumer Usa 112 Butternut Ln
Schaffer John D 112 Butternut Ln
Schhaffer Kathy A 112 Butternut Ln
Shevorykin Vitaliy Est 134 Tanbark Dr
Shizue Y Fujiura PO Box 65
Silverback Ptt Inc 8 Wood Rd
Smirnova Viktoriya, Violetta 92 Walnut St
Thomas Dera E C/O William E Thomas Sr 266 Lennon Rd
Vreeland Eleanor M PO Box 492
West Theodore R 128 Tanglewood Dr
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Hawley Pa 18428
Addo Deseree 1098 Hemlock Farm
Alexander Michael N, Michael 1 Columbus Ave
Aqua Penn HCR 6 Box 6040
Arnold Jack 5 Oak Dr
Barchetta Ralph A 2952 Hemlock Farms
Barletta Barbara J, Richard 48 Lake Dr
Bartl Albert 114 Rodeo Dr
Bass Harvey 3157 Hemlock Farms
Benigno Antoinette L C/O Marianne Turton 1811 Hemlock
Farms
Blakesley Arthur 102 Falling Brook Ct
Bonagura Scott R 177 Elizabeth St
Borress Ryan S, Nancy Hc 8 Box 8895
Briggs Elizabeth L 2769 Hemlock Farms
Briggs Elizabeth, Hayden 2769 Hemlock Farms
Brown Eleanor 615 Barker St Apt 608
Brown Eleanor Est PO Box 156
Brown Patricia 771 Long Ridge Rd
Callaghan Florence Marital 335 Hudson St
Campen Nancy J 104 Red Start
Carley Justin PO Box 166
Carson Kenneth A 352 Woodloch Spring
China Dynasty HC 8 Box 8457
Clearcover 1918 Hemlock Farms
Collins William T 1635 Hemlock Farms
Comerford Kenneth G 802 Maple Ridge Ct
Compton Helen 641 Paupack St
Dandrea Helen P 217 Wellwood Ave
Daroja M Yvonne 205 Christopher Way
Dauchert Laurie A 182 Daniels Rd
Davenport Donna Lyn 513 Rocky Run Rd
David Boogertman Contractor 5 Woodlyn Dr
Dazenski Rosemarie RR Apt 1 Box 111
Demeis Thomas 2418 Hemlock Farms
Dennehy Teresa A 1052 Hemlock Farms
Diamond Judith Ann 1373 Rte 590
Dibenedetto Patricia 2101 Hemlock Farms
Dilella Jonathan 113 Friendship Dr
Distasi Donald PO Box 241
Dobinson Frances F 1967 Hemlock Farms
Dougherty Michael J 308 Vine St
Dunko Stephen J, Mary 1563 Hemlock Farms
Eastern Propane 1 Langan Ave PO Box A
Fasig Jean E 6 Roosevelt Dr
Felice George S C/O Bonne Jean Sullivan 3663 Hemlock
Farms
Fieldings Gloria RR 1 Box 566
Financial Planning Concepts Inc 2620 Hemlock Farms
Flaherty Brian J 105 Jefferson Dr
Gibbons Michael A PO Box 611
Gottlieb Harold 17 Roosevelt Dr
Guzzo James, Julie 117 Hickory Dr
Haberland Eva C/O Vincent A Scamell Jr 301 Keystone Ave
Hatton B 105 George Rd
Haughie Frank 133 Cherry Hill Cir
Hawley Regional Performing Arts PO Box 203 Council Ltd
Hemlock Farms Multi Service Inc 3377 Hemlock Farms
Hiris Sophie 208 Chestnut Ave
Hoila Alyssa Marie, Frederic T 3159 Hemlock Farms
Holowiak Harry M 170 Cottonwood Dr
Homers Construction Inc 459 Rte 739
Honigman Ann 217 Welwood Ave
Hruska Jane B 2905 Hemlock Farms
Isaac Degenaars Co 147 Dewberry Dr
Kaine Henry W 220 Wangum Ave
Kenney William J 103 Grey Cliff Ln
Kevin Oleary Admin Est Dorothy Oleary 47 Fawn Lake
Forest
Knoepfler Larry 2492 Hemlock Farm
Koenig Gladys 355 Ridge Ave
Koltunov Mikhail 1489 Hemlock Farms
Lawrence Thomas L 2429 Hemlock Farms
Lennon Margaret 195 Kembles Rd
Lilly Donald G 1669 Hemlock Farms
Lords Valley Village Pharmacy Inc HC 8 Box 8436
Lotierzo Mary Y 2983 Hemlock Farms
Macintire Satti D 209 Fellowship Dr
Mammone Enzo 2305 Hemlock Farms
Marion Vicki 120 Vallone Way
Martin Robert A 10 Isetta Dr
Mazzei Johanna 100 Okane Rd
Mcclain Christopher 506 Mountain Spring Ave
Mccolligan Thomas J 23 Twin Pond Way
Mcdermott E A 3607 Hemlock Farms
Mcginnis Richard M 292 Deer Run Rd
Mckean Son Inc 1592 Rte 590
Mckenna James 423 Hudson St
Mckenna Patricia A 423 Hudson St
Miller David J 41 Poppys Pond Dr
Miller Robert W IV, Vanessa 2219 Hemlock Farms
Miszler Laura RR 1
Musial Adam 112 West Colong Cir
Nachman Linda T 426 Maple Ridge Dr 2620 Hemlock
Farms
Oleary Dorothy M, Kevin 47 Fawn Lake Forest
Oleary Kevin Admin, Dorothy Est 47 Fawn Lake Forest
Olsen Jeffrey J 109 Bluestone Dr 1470 Hemlock Farms
Pender Donald T Est, Mildred E PO Box 230
Pranzo Michael T 19 Birch Ln
Primosch Gary 208 Chestnut Ave
Proctor Michael S 20 Estemerwalt Dr
R Anthony Waldron 8 Silk Mill Dr Ste 215
React RR 2 Box 67
Reidlinger Stephen J 122 Fawn Lake Dr
Richey David F 115 Golf View Ln
Richey David F 115 Woodloch Spgs
Rodriguez Rafael 380 Daniels Rd
Rothman Ruth Leah, Judy Fay 3146 Hemlock Farms
Ruddy Michael T 214 Deer Run
Safe K Administr 3317 Henlock Farms
Savage Stephanie 920 Walnut St
Savati Saverio R 111 Deer Run
Schuman Daniel 2634 Oswego Tpke Bldg A
Schuster Michael A PO Box 265
Schwinn Kaitlyn J, Lorrie A 3220 Hemlock Farms
Sciarrino Davis Daniela RR 1 Box 5676
Scott Darielle, Jared, Brianna 131 Comanche Pass
Sitch Evelyn 14 Cottonwood Dr
Smith Byron L PO Box 461
Stewart Alice 513 Rocky Run Rd
Stojin Keira 3523 Hemlock Farms
Swerdlove Carlton K, Anne 1681 Hemlock Farms
Talty Thomas 1707 Hemlock Farms
Tenant Helma 2821 Hemlock Farms
Unger Louise R 719 Church St
Ursich Joseph T 159 Swamp Brook Rd
Uspenskaya Larisa 138 Deer Trail Dr
Utegg Harry S 157 Swamp Brook Rd
Vieira Riley J C/O Jaimy Kohnert Vieira 108 Catamount Dr
Vitz Paul T RR 1 Box 667
Vlacich Guerrino PO Box 7 11
Wagner Daniel 222 Basswood Dr
Wahnon John 2561 Hemlock Farms
Wissler Kimberly S PO Box 216
Young John G RR 2 Box 646
Lackawaxen Pa 18435
Daly Jonathan, Laura 109 Masthope Ave
Davis Teresa PO Box HC
Farrell Natalie 507 Log Cabin Dr Box 1a46
Haupt Unadeane 136 Kuhn Rd
Lipton Linda C, Mark D HCR 1 Box 1a339
Lehman Township Pa 18324
Perina Ronald, Karen 11 Pine Ridge Dr
Lords Valley Pa 18428
Berg Daniel B 211 Waterview Dr
Cacace Anthony 2434 Hemlock Farms
Chippl Cynthia K 100 Basswood Dr
Chipple David R 100 Basswood Dr
Cobb Nancy 1836 Hemlock Farms
Conroy John E 815 Hillview Place N
Dede Charles J C/O Leon 320 Maple Ridge Dr 3597
Hemlock Farms
Deutsch Alexander 2283 Hemlock Farms
Dunlap Vanessa L 2469 Hemlock Farms
Granato Counseling Services 3323 Hemlock Farms
Griffiths Carl E 1743 Hemlock Farms
Hansen Claire 625 Rte 739
Hickey Miriam T, Ronald 3371 Hemlock Farms
Kaufman Fredrick 2970 Hemlock Farms
Lardner Richard 1309 Hemlock Farms
Muravin Mikhail 3587 Hemlock Farms
Pike Ridge Homes Inc 693 SR 739
Reinhart Kathleen 1848 Hemlock Farms
Sams John S 117 Longridge Dr
Sands Deborah A 801 Placer Ct
Savage Virginia E 151 Rte 739
Schneider Richard 2953 Hemlock Farms Rd
Soto Hector M 1386 Hemlock Farms
Wagner Darryl B 2117 Hemlock Farm
Zeliger Alla 3587 Hemlock Farms
Matamoras Pa 18336
Babb Christopher, Pamela, Candace 301 Ave G
Balmos Irma 10 St
Basham David 402 Ave O
Bilitowich Eleaner C/O Abraczinskas 115 Decker Ln
Broughan Patrick A 506 Ave K
Brozekat Robert A PO Box 221
Claire Muench Revocable Living Trust 603 Ave H
Deangelo Kathleen A 700 1st St 1
Decker Donald P, Viola B 5 Pennsylvania Ave
Degroat Federick 1002 2nd St
Degroat Jennifer 509 9th St
Dippre Ryan 707 Pennsylvania Av
Drescher Jacqueline L 204 Ave N 1
Edwards Brian W Rose Ln
Eschenbach John C 210 Ave I
Evans George 131 Rivers Edge Dr Apt 102
Fischetta Michael P Jr 144 Rose Ln
Fitzpatrick Kathryn 200 Aveo
Henion Joseph E 146 Mountain Ave
Hughson Donna 801 Ave I
Jackson Sharon 604 Ave I
Jenks Charles W 601 Ave P
Klemm Tammi 2 Ave M
Krasinski Dominik A PO Box 214
Kreutzfeldt Joe 906 Ave Q
Martin Charlotte 609 Ave O
Meder John 1207 Delaware Dr
Moglia Jean M 2 Ave M
Muench Claire 603 Ave H
Muir James M 236 Heaters Hill Rd
Muller Bobbie Jo 2 Ave M
Neibel Bertha E 124 Willow Ave
Odonnell Allan 610 Matamoras St
Owens Christie 508 Pennsylvania Ave
Parker Gene 411 Ave O
Piccolo Carmel 310 Ave G
Pladl Matthew J 603 Ave H
Prudhoe Loretta G, Gordon R 2 Pennsylvania Ave
R L Business Concepts C/O Alexis La Salmonie
102 La Barr Ln B
Rauf Abdul 206 Pennsylvania Ave
Reed Goldie H 10 Dervend Cir
Ricciardi Edna Est 102 Pennsylvania Ave
Rutherford Parham 721 Rte 6 209
Samaritoni Alex 113 Pond Dr
Simonsen Peter 1016 Cuddeback St
Skominas Vera 131 Rivers Edge Dr Apt 225
Stangl Norah K C/O Jennifer Stangl 101 Heaters Hill Rd
Vasliev Ray 1011 Graham St
William T Vanhorn Inc PO Box 161
Winner Evelyn 131 Rivers Edge Dr Apt 300
Milford Pa 18337
Antener Johanna J 111 E Harford St
Astheimer C Gordon, Naomi L 224 Weber Rd
Awa Service Inc 110 West George St
Baker Laurie 115 Sawkill Meadow Ln
Bedell John L 4265 Conashaugh Lk
Beihl Michael T 111 Pioneer Tr
Belcher Christina C/O Christina Belcher 2157 Gold Key Est
Bellings Josephine Est 143 Lakewood Dr
Bender Garrett W, Roberta S 105 Pennsyl Pt
Benitez Jose J 105 Cypress Ln
Benner Aleece 223 Fire Tower Rd
Bensley Elaine 303 Sawkill Rd
Billig Michael, Eleanor 149 Bennett Ave Unit C
Bizik Richard J Sr, Valentina 169 Crocus Ln
Bocskocsky Stephen 207 W Catherine St
Bolehala Bryan 102 Blackberry Dr
Boyd Charles T 148 Tunnel Rd
Boyd Debra M 2154 Gold Key Est 112 Woodlyd Rd
Boyle Patricia K 112 Palmetto Ln
Brannigan Marian R PO Box 3258 Sun Rise Lk
Brink Inc 521 Rte 2001
Briones Claire 106 W High St
Broe John 149 Kiesel Rd
Brown Debra A 103 Upper Spruce Ct
Brown Omar, Sian PO Box 18337
Buchanan Harry W 139 Cliff Park Rd
Burke Alfred R 218 Arbutus Ln
Cameron Muriel 3114 Sunrise Lk
Capitelli Suzan 175 Buist Rd
Casagrande Vania 114 Cottonwood Ct
Castiblanco Rafael J 5146 Lake Adventure
Caton Kyle 128 Blackberry Dr
Cole Barbara 303 Sawkill Rd
Corrieri Tamara 126 Pedersen Ridge Rd
D J Transport LLC 100 Hartman Hill Rd
Dalavai Raja R 100 Swale Brook Ln
Damiano Christopher, Christina 485 Raymondskill Rd
Dell Mary E 2482 Gold Key Est
Deming Mark 4351 Conashaugh Lake
Dingman Paul D RR 3 Box 3335
Dispoto Joanne 113 Deepbrook Rd
Dobrowolski Darrin K PO Box 413
Donahue Daniel PO Box 2124 Gold Key Lake
Dougherty William 506 Brd St
Espenship Christine A 123 Roberts Ln
Espenship Christine S 123 Roberts Ln
Ex Closeouts 601 W Harford St 139
Fehr William Jr 116 E Lake Dr
Feld Betty L 143 Pine Acres
Ficano Jennifer 111 Morgan Ct
Fischer Barbara J 106 Vista Ln
Fischer Kenneth A 3589 Sunrise Lk
Fitzsimmons Dolores B 2b Milford Town Green L
Florant Julien R 177 Apple Dr
Foster Alan D C/O Virginia Kidd PO Box 278 Milford
Frank Deborah 2482 Gold Key Est
Fredericks John R 157 Christian Hill Rd
Galica Maria 3529 Sunrise Lk
Ganzler Cathy E 2727 Gold Key Estates
Gaskill Glenn B PO Box 631
Geirge William 300 High St
Gibson Nicole M 4275 Conashaugh Lakes
Goddard Elaine Burma Pedranti PO Box 90
Goldberg Jay 137 Lewis Rd
Goldberg Ronald 142 Oak Manor Dr Apt 11a
Gorrell Deborah A 4117 Conashaugh Lakes
Gradinarova Maria H 198 Lakewood Dr
Gummerson Damon 107 Tan Oak Ct
Hansen Margaret E 118 Green Acres Ln
Healy James, Susan 118 Hawthorne Dr
Hinton Mary D 115 Pine Hill Farm Rd
Home Entertainment Distributors Inc
2189 Gold Key Estates
Hudson Gene A 3147 Unrise Lk
Hughes Patricia, Harold E 2456 Gold Key Estates
Irwin Christine 126 Pitch Pine Dr
Jackson Diana Moon Vly Rd
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Javorsky Sigmund 121 Old Bridge Rd
Jay Warren 315 Water Allentown Pa 18337
John Broe Trust 7 9 82 149 Kiesel Rd
Kaposznyak Edith V 259 Aspen Dr
Keegan Ruth A Moon Vly Rd
Keil Donna Lynne C, Les 100 Valy Dr
Ketcham Pamela H 101 Peach Rd 2124 Gold Key Est
Keyishian Steve K 207 Waterforest Dr
Kintner Lori 156 Pine Acres
Klemeyer John H 406 Brd St
Korcusko Helen 103 Upper Spruce Ct
Kotlicki Marek 4052 Conashaugh Lakes
Kruger Patrick J PO Box#2024
Kukach Andrea Beth 4212 Conashaugh Lakes
Langlais Robert 2663 Gold Key Est
Lembo Michelle 155 Meadow Rd
Leonard Patrick 154 Chokeberry Dr
Leone Dino C, Aldo 3083 Sunrise Lk
Levin Murray 105 Pine Grove Cir
Loria Joseph 106 Shawnee Dr
Lucas Jamar 151 Arbor Dr
Lynch Carolyn M 141 Lewis Rd
Mady Cortney L 107 Pinebrook Rd
Main Donald C 264 Rte 6 And 209
Mari Diana 3574 Sunrise Lake
Mathes Adolph 104 Rod & Gun Club Rd
Mccarthy Margaret 306 7th St
Mccarty Margaret 306 7th St
Mcguire Susan 264 Rte 6 And 209
Mcguire Thomas, Susan 264 Rte 6 And 209
Mcmanus Ronald S Jr 120 Hawthorne Dr
Mcneill Leona 404 E Harford St
Mcneill Leona Est C/O Joseph Kosierowski Esq 400 Brd St
Meeks James RR 2 8776 A
Melville Mary F 103 Palmetto Dr
Miller Alexandra K 116 Bennett Ave
Miller Florence A, Jane B 105 Gdn Ln
Miller Jason J, Jane B 105 Gdn Ln
Misenhelder John PO Box 28
Mooney James L 112 Meadow Dr
Moore Richard A 169 Primrose Ln
Morena Cheryl PO Box 1255
Musselwhite Daniel G Jr PO Box 1221
Nelson Kenneth E 113 S Shore Dr
Newman Christopher 619 5th St PO Box 1331
Nied Daniel A 175 Stateway Dr
Odonnell Robert T 163 Crocus Ln
Otero Marcos 4328 Conashaugh Lk
Pearce Jennifer C 2266 Gold Key Lake
Pearson Ralph Douglas III, Douglas 4264 Conashaugh
Lakes
Pearson Sheila Lee, Douglas 4264 Conashaugh Lakes
Peck Susan 4231 Conashaugh Lakes
Pedersen Carolyn 147 Chokeberry Dr
Pedrant Verma PO Box 90
Picker Roger PO Box 1404
Plaxe Daniel M 204 Lakewood Dr
Poole William A, Linda M PO Box 968
Power Systems Specialists 103 Rt 6
Prigge Peter J, Walter 506 Brd St
Reilly John 2727 Gold Key Estates
Reno Robert 216 Sarah St
Reve Belle 404 E Harford St
Richards Darlene 127 Blueberry Dr
Risser Geoege A 406 Brd St
Rodriguez Rusinak Patricia 100 White Tail Ln
4185 Conashaugh Lakes
Roeder David M PO Box 884
Romeo Edward 121 Larch Dr
Roome Joan T 129 Roberts Ln
Rosado William J 310 Cummins Hill Rd
Runnalls Michael R PO Box 966
Rusnack Janet 116 Mountain Laurel Ln
Rwakonda Innocent 100 West Harford St
Sachs Frances, Charles 203 Seneca Dr
Saygo Ruben 149 E Lake Dr
Schroder Robert J 116 Santos Dr
Sciascia Jean M 214 W Catherine St
Sciascia Joseph E 142 Fieldstone Dr
Scott John P Est 157 E Mulberry Dr
Seto Emily 128 Chippy Cole Rd
Sheeran John 334 Rambling Way
Silko Jamie W 104 Locust Dr
Skelenger Elaine 307 Rte 2001
Solberg Dannielle E, Eirik 146 Tan Oak Dr
Stepanek Frank 3479 Sunrise Lk
Storer K I PO Box 1281
Sunshine Station Early Learning Center 476 Rts 6 & 209
Taylor Pamela Ann, Mary H 115 Old Bridge Rd
Thomas Pierre E 3823 Sunrise Lake
Thompson Irie M 102 White Pine Ct
Torres Alex PO Box 977
Travis Harry L 107 Genesis Dr
Tucker Rita E, Joel H 123 Stateway Dr
Tuttle Gary S 120 West Lilac Rd
U S G LLC 516 Rt6 206 Unit 1
Valanca Collision 4328 Conashaugh Lk
Vill Patricia M 148 Spicebush Ln
Virginia Kidd Agency Inc Permissions Dept PO Box 278 538
East Harford St
Voskian Stephanie, Roger 3583 Srl
Walter Kasey C/O Susan Buhler 125 Partridge Cir
Weiss Amanda T 2001 Gold Key Estates
White Isabel, Fred 315 W Ann St
Wightman Mel 4122 Conashaugh Lake
Williams James 3701 Sunrise Lake
Winkler Jacqueline 103 N Larkspur Ln
Zaruba Cassidy J, Wenzel 1027 Woodland Lakes
Zaruba Rachel E, Wenzel 1027 Woodland Lakes
Zaruba Ryan F, Wenzel 1027 Woodland Lakes
Zaruba Sarah A, Wenzel 1027 Woodland Lakes
Zimmerman Theodo PO Box 375
Millrift Pa 18340
Rappel Helena PO Box 475
Paupack Pa 18451
Bragg Nancy L HC 1 Box 150l
Coutts Maria HC 1 Box 5a
Grill Joan M PO Box 150f
Gumble Owen J HC 1 Box 192
Hrabovsky George R, Priscilla A 138 Calico Point Dr
Mica Run Sen Corp Ltd 7956 Main St Ne
Rowland Pa 18457
Akin Carol PO Box 211
Mason Laurel PO Box 187 Church Rd
Olafsen Harold B PO Box 211
Shohola Pa 18458
Babey Michael 214 Twin Lakes Rd
Bruineman Marinza 116 Worzel Dr
Bruyn Nicole L 120 Meadow View Cir
Carco John 118 Twin Lakes Dr
Casella Mark H RR 1 Box 1990
Devereaux Lois 114 Lackawaxen Rd
Devereaux Lois PO Box 143
Elisofon Laura 124 Pine Tree Rd
Gallini Tyler Joseph 104 Adams Ct
Geng Daniel L 116 Laurel Valy Ct
Hayes Christopher J 165 Woodtown Rd
Hoeper Terry A 315 Rd 434
Kaiura Mitzi E 107 Meadow View Ct
Kizelewicz Alphonsus P 102 Meadow View Cir
Kosenkov V RR 2 Box 2415
Kowalczyk Tracy 111 Winding Brook Dr
Martin Theresa L 100 Whitetail Dr
Mckean Colleen R 193 Shohola Falls Rd
Ott Harold F Jr 155 Wappinger Ln
Parker Michael, Ann 267 German Hill Rd
Quill Shane 170 Twin Lakes Dr
Reader Virginia 107 Lily Pd
Rykowski Debbie L 125 Timber Ridge Dr
Terwilliger Jody 148 Sara Ln
Thornton Michael W 111 Winding Brook Dr
Williams Robert F, Anne L 118 Arapaho Dr Box 8
Starrucca Pa 18426
Harrison Liam 296 Fairmont Rd
Tafton Pa 18464
Brockner Thomas PO Box 25
Gerson Catherine Scholl, Jimmy M PO Box 634 HC 1
Box 2276
Graf Elizabeth J HC 1 2437 Colony Cove 111 Lake Shore Dr
Hickman Linda PO Box 368
Kerst Everett W HC 1 Box 2356
Kimble Ann E Est 224 Echo Hill Rd
Olson John Phillip, HC 1 Box 1879
Paybarah Ebrahim, Javaher 105 Catamount Ln PO Box 270
Petrillo John N HC 1 Box 2462
Petrillo Lorraine G HC 1 Box 2462
Petrillo Lorraine HC 1 Box 195
Savage Stephanie J HC 1 Box 1005
Tamiment Pa 18371
Blair Michael A 142 The Gln
Bravo Guido 379 The Gln
Eagel Pt Prop Own Assoc C/O Glen At Tamiment
Glaser Ruth B 58 The Gln
Harris Hal 393 The Glenn
Jamison Alexia R 11 The Glen
Lamardi Robert 11 Glen The Glen
Pottstown Development Group Inc 1 Tamiment Rd
Rodriquez Israel 114 The Gln
Rogers Howard J 37 The Gln
Rosa Manuel 230 Ravenhill Rd
Schneider Jarrett M 58 The Gln
Simon Tarik K 127 The Glen
Smith Cheryl A 93 W Oakenshield Dr 212 The Glen
Tims Auto Body 142 The Gln
Potter County
Austin Pa 16720
Bresslin Britta PO Box 36
Frank Mary Jane PO Box 111
Hostetlar Scott M PO Box 481
Rozental Marietta 142 Costello Ave
Ruberto David 43 Turner St Box 461
Sabo Anthony 3940 E Fork Rd
Coudersport Pa 16915
Baker Allan L 1295 E Second St
Bennett Patricia A 323 E 2nd St Apt 441
Bretz Amy S 603 S East St
Chapell Clement RR 1 Box 214a
Creed Christine PO Box 641
Eldridge Beverly G 79 Mapleview S Apt 111
Eplus Technology Inc 512 Bank St
Farm Service Agency 103 Market St
Flook Cathy E 366 Us Hwy 6 West
Fredrick Doug 667 W RT 6
Gaberseck Timothy 1 S Main St Apt 2
Gerner Paul 76 Carpenter Rd
Gooch Lester P 109 Hill St
Hanlon Christopher 505 N Main St
Hensel Melanie A, Douglas P James A Tilleys Auto Care 291
Sunrise Ridge Rd
Hinkley Marjorie M 2 S East St
Johe Paul D 92 Woodsedge Ln
Jones Ganelle L 15 Middle Ln
Leaverton Ethel 101 E Maple St #21
Level 3 Communications 712 N Main St
Linden Richard G Jr 305 N West St
Milchuck Olive RR 6
Mill Stream Inn Inc Gary & Scott Buchsen Atima 918 E 2nd
St
Neefe Richard 1305 E 2nd St
Nelson Damon 795 N Main St
Petruzzi Dominic P 401 E Beech St
Plastic Products 412 N East St
Schlager William J 510 E 2nd St Apt 1
Snyder Barron J 415 Dingman Run Rd
Soemann Cecelia A RR 3
Stafford Scott J Est 119 Skytop Rd
Store Boyd S 302 South Main St
Swart Madi 109 Allegany Ave Apt 2
Taubert Frances 402 Vine St
Watson Susan PO Box 394
Wilcox Jay R 601 S West St
Wiltrout Kathy S 208 Borie St
Cross Fork Pa 17729
Gavlock Loretta 210 Steward Hill Rd
Galeton Pa 16922
Andrews Eva M 40 E Main St
Bess Sharon 17 Germania St
Buchsen Kimberly A 113 1st St
Burrous Scott D 24 5th St
Crawford Gary 76 Club Hill Rd
Ingraham Maple E 1a Redwood Village
Owen Charles L 29 Germania St Apt 3
Runser Karl W III 17 Germania St
Smith Jason 1160 Rte 6 W
Genesee Pa 16923
Bricker Marion L 1976 Mcginnis Rd
Brickley Paul J Est Rt 1
Green Richard L, Angela G 256 Cobb Hill Rd
Holbert Arlie 1043 Bingham Ctr Rd
Jenigens Body Shop 256 Cobb Hill Rd
Palmatier James 268 Main St 4
Valentine Susan 354 Dogtown Rd
Harrison Valley Pa 16927
Echart Paul S 36 Kim Tian Rd Apt 23 01
Ziegler Edwin III 4311 SR 49 W
Mills Pa 16937
Horton Blanch 1313 Mills Apt 1
Mccaslin Damien R PO Box 72 Rte 49 W
Roulette Pa 16746
Beardsley Annabelle C 171 Atkins Rd
Brown Marie L Laninger Crk St
Burdick Lindalee M, Daniel R 15 Ought St
Capehart Charles 600 Seymour Dr
Carey Business G The C/O Jeff Carey PO Box 202
Chilson Dorothy 48 Maple St
Fish Gail 52 Second St
Kellogg Eva 132 Atkins Rd
Klesa Brenda S PO Box 49 12 River S
Mcdowell Steven E 121 Laninger Creek PO Box 36
Roberts Isola PO Box 28
Sallade John A Jr PO Box 49 12 River S
Stone Robert 600 Seymour Dr
Shinglehouse Pa 16748
Babcock Jason 670 Taylor Brook Rd
Baker Bernice M 1088 Horse Run Rd
Baxter Brenda L, Brian F 2420 Kings Run Rd
Dickerson Cecelia J RR 1 Box 264
Dickerson Stewart D PO Box 155
Jackson Buck A 312 W Academy St
Kellogg James P RR 1 Box 5 F
Kelly Joseph RR 1 Box 1298 PO Box 563
L V Bridge RE 2 Taylor Brook Box 412
Lagrua Jacques R 698 Clara Rd
Marie Jane PO Box 155
Mccarty Bertha M RR 1
Mesler Joseph Po Box 337 Karr Hollow Rd
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Nichols Gloria J Stevens St
Parker Alice B RR 2 Box 96
Poole Grace P PO Box 572
Richardson Joan 115 N Union St Apt 203 PO Box 250
Shultz Kasey 2955 Bells Run Rd
Sink Mary K 15 Manley Ave
Sisson Shawna 2939 Kings Run Rd
Wilson Walter PO Box 352
Woodkirk Malcolm P PO Box 465
Young Dds Christopher L 221 West Academy
Ulysses Pa 16948
Bowser Caroline J, Kenneth J C/O Charles A Bowser 421
North St
Freeman Charlotte I 612 Pleasant St
Goerner Sandra Lee 688 Academy St
Ramsey Robert 600 School St Apt 13
Sherwood Enterprises Inc. 437 SR Northern Potter Rd
Schuylkill County
Andreas Pa 18211
Beibleheimer Dolores K RR 1 Box 44
Bolton William, Mary F 1477 Penn Dr
Exner Lewis D 427 St Peters Rd
Jemo Gary 41 Red Hill Rd
Kemmerer Gertrude, Cleo RD 1
Newman Donald 3047 Blakeslee Blvd W
Reifsnyder Terry L PO Box 81
Thomas Diana 41 Red Hill Rd
Ashland Pa 17921
Ashland Uni Mart 321 325 Ctr St
Bagdonas Frank 1929 Chestnut St
Blase Loretta Est 218 N 9th St
Bonner Jenifer 707 Fountain St
Boris Olga 1937 Walnut St
Bracey Pharmacy PO Box 191 626 Ctr St
Brendle David H, Tracy L 1875 Walnut St
Britton Anthony W 124 Country Club Rd
Burd F Wnetzel 421 Chestnut St
Burke Mary R 901 Walnut St
Burns Valerie 1401 Spruce St
Buscavage Geraldine 429 S Hoffman Blvd
Carpenters Industrial Cncil Hlth Welf 1016 Centre St
Catherine Medical 101 Brd St
Clarke Margaret A 901 Walnut St
Conley Dale R 41 Lake Dr
Conway Leona 1120 Centre St
Coyne James W 339 Walnut St
Czeponis Adam 56 Paul St
Devitos Italian Eatery Inc 508 Centre St
Dtm Enterprises Inc 1021 Centre St
Dunleavy Mary 1231 Spruce St
Fertig Teresa M 502 Centre St
Fetterolf Andrew J 723 Centre St Apt A
Freed J Richard 1009 Centre St Apt 1
Freed Nicole Lee 502 Centre St
Glessner Mary 14 S 10th St
Gough Mary E 205 N 9th St Apt 2
Green Mark 444 Oakland Ave
Hamilton Donald R 327 W Ctr St
Homefreetime 27 Pine St
Hubler Timothy G 40 High Rd
Kenesky Christine, Craig, Mark S 601 Centre St
Khoudeir Yasser Md 93 Brd St
Kleeman Joseph 694 Fountain St
Leo Julia 68 Homesville
Luscavage Violet 101 Brd St 2nd Fl
Marlow Anna M 390 S Hoffman Blvd
Marquardt Scott A 337 Homesville Rd
Martin Dorothy M 1811 Market St
Miller Joshua 11 W Cnter St
Miller Robert G 1054 Walnut
Nakkoul Anwar 1023 Centre St
Nakkoul Anwar 112 Tiley Rd
Nevin Filey 1101 Market St
Pennypacker Elizabeth Est, Lester 11 Gap Rd
Rebuck C 2500 Walnut St
Reyes Arturo Pena, Hornung Family 21 Catawissa Rd
Riegel Grace 157 Hinkle Rd
Runge Frederick, Jeri 134 Main St
Schenk Joyce 1434 Walnut St
Sinberling Dor 901 Brock St
Spieles Frederick 1712 Spruce St
Taylor Dorettah 1038 Vine St
Tiley Alice RR 1
Tokarchick Elizabeth T, Stephen J, Deborah 29 Bast Ave
Tylka Richard 2120 Centre St
Weber Joseph A 604 Ctr St
Wetzel Clair 26 Rolling Meadow Rd
Yeager Ethel 51 Country Club Rd
Auburn Pa 17922
Boris Teresa 133 S Front St
Burket Eric 139 Aspen Dr
Control Alt Energy LLC 89 E Deerview Dr
Degler Alice, Wayne Executor 76 Papoose Dr
Fairway Motors 560 Coyote Dr
Freiwald Teresa M, Marla J 205 Rolling View Dr
Hoyle House Restaurant Rick Hoyle 2320 Spear Cove
Kriner Ronald L PO Box 175 240 Washington St
Lake Wynonah Homeowners Assn 406 Navajo Dr
Markish Richard M 1993 Running Deer Dr
Mettam Anne 209 Market St
Michalsky Wanda K 243 Woodland Dr
Reinert Larry, Chad 870 Bear Creek St
Rinaldi Deborah M 753 Stallion Dr
Schuylkill Products Inc 132 Aspen Dr
Serafino Melissa L 560 Coyote Dr
Stony Mountain Consulting Inc 189 Stony Mountain Rd
Yerger Paul F 26 Yerger Ln
Barnesville Pa 18214
Bankes Randall 294 State Rd
Beal Bank Ssb 1062 Barnesville Dr
Brown Daub Kia 66 Grier Ave
Budro Ellen J 177 Grier Ave
Fox Walter M 568 State Rd
Frank Kanitka RR 1
Job William F, Beverly, Sean 11 Church Rd
Jones Raymond, Agnes 47 Buck Mountain
Ketusky Diane L 57 Crest St
Marlin Michael D 232 Grier Ave
Osadche Tristin 11 Penny Ln
Pandos Margaret 7 Radnor Ave
Pogwist Cari A, Ali R 126 Crest St
Rrynold Reiseg RFD Locust Valy
Steffes Henry J PO Box 118
Tomko Veronica 3 Hotel Ln
Van Garrett 23 Williams St
White Kathleen 66 Grier Ave
Branchdale Pa 17923
Butensky Jill A 92 School Row Apt J
Donlin William J PO Box 136
Riegel Jennie 16 Stone Row
Smoluk Beth A PO Box 136
Sock Jessica 18 Pine St PO Box 155
Brockton Pa 17925
Chodorsky Cecelia PO Box 125
Hutta Joseph PO Box 22
Kensinger Donna L PO Box 225 231 Valy St
Milot William J 40 Green St
Centralia Pa 17921
Brennan Mary E Ctr
Clews Clair 422 S Troutwind
Coaldale Pa 18218
Berger Karl PO Box 231
Bodish Eric J 360 W Ruddle St
Cunningham Danielle 239 W Howard Ave
Davis John Jr 102 E Moser Ave
Dorne Charles W 50 6th St
Howell Frederick Est of 31 E High
Hydro James M 261 5th St
Matula Carol L 112 E Hight St
Mcgarry Anna 3 E High St
Miller Edgar W, Doris M 27 Bull Run St
Moneta Joseph, Anna 187 1st St
Nahn John S, William J 61 E Phillips St
Penn Bank Its Successors Assigns 239 W Howard Ave
Petras Pauline 219 1st St
Polansky Michael, Jane 50 E Howard Ave
Polansky Jane 50 E Howard Ave
Rau Tiffany 231 4th St
Scheitrum B C 2 E Ruddle St
Sharpe Charles A 116 E Ridge St
Urban Eric 118 W High St
Weigl Elizabeth P 268 E High St
Cressona Pa 17929
Bajwa Junaid 50 Zerbe St
Bob Weaver Chevrolet 23 Front St Apt 4
Commings Viola 79 Front St
Dronick Daryl 42 N 4th St
Golab James 50 Ash St
Heffner Nancy C 95 Walnut St
Lambert Stacey Ann 26 Marsha Dr
Moran Thomas J 109 Railrd St
Moyer George I 108 Pottsville St
Robinson Michael L 14 Judy Dr
Schoch Gladys 113 Cross Creek Dr
Schuylkill Haven Body Fender 94 N Sillyman St
Shirey Louise Est 42 Maple St
Spofford Fredrick H 23 Front St Apt 4
Delano Pa 18220
Mogish Florence 162 E Walnut St
Mogish Madaline 161 Walnut St
Sanphy Patrick W PO Box 211
Donaldson Pa 17981
Boyer Richard W 224 W Philadelphia St
Frain Richard, Evelyn 133 W Railrd St
Kramer Grace A, Gloria S Wetzel 31 E Spring St
Leffler Robert J 119 E Ctr St
Mease Eugene L 225 E Ctr St
Frackville Pa 17931
Alex Tessie 48 N Brd
Andrusichen John Est of 224 S Spencer St
Applegarth Chrlte R Rd Ave
Barnish Nicholas, Mary Thomas 332 E Oak St 1
Bender Andrew Est of PO Box 14
Bernard Zelaitis 52 N Brd Mt Ave
Broad Mountain Publishing Co 104 N Brd Mt Ave
Burke John L 12 N Spencer St
Cannon Marguerite Est of 210 N 2nd St
Caton Marie 525 W Oak St
Chrin Tessie R 401 S Line St
Comishock Georgene 126 S 3rd St
Cooper John J 18 N Spencer St
Costick Olga T 500 W Laurel St
DW Real Est Trust 24 N Ctr St
Demansky Joan A Westwood Ln
Dempsey Joyce, John 300 W Frack St 1d
Diamantopoulos F G 15 N Balliet St
Dronitsky Orris Carla PO Box 58
Dziczek Helen M 61 N 6th St
Gilbert Elizabeth H, Riley J 42 S Nice St
Gilgore Colleen, Robert 213 S Wylam St
Green Earl C 231 S 2nd St
Hornberger Adele K 629 W Laurel St
Huben Sharon 751 W Pine St
Jawor John J 37 N Spencer St
Jordan Florence, James, Louis 121 N 2nd St
Just Aerobics & Strength Train 602 Schuylkill Mall
Karlitskie Catherine, Metro 103 N Lize
Kaunas Brent D 501 W High St
Kline Allison 53 N 2nd St
Kost Helen 221 S 2nd St
Kovack Ann V Est of 204 S Wylam St
Koznecki Teckla 235 Morea Rd
Kruck Mary P 204 N Railrd Ave
Kulikowski Thomas J 211 S Bell St
Kushwara Michael M, Helen S 425 Middle St
Liberati Lorraine 209 S Wylam St
Lumumba Ali A 301 Morea Rd
Marham Justine M, Dennis 532 S Line
Marham Justine M 232 S Brd Mountain Ave
Marousky Vincent A, Dorothy B 20 N Wylam St
Martin Paul 251 S Line St
Matthews Karen L 106 N Spencer St
Mohutsky Edward 37 N Spencer St
Moon Eugene E 1111 Altmont Dr
Nirvanas Closet Inc 658 Schuylkill Mall
Norwich Carolyn 30 N Balliet St
Pahira Crystal M, Peter J 124 S 4th St
Paul Chevrolet Olds Pont 321 Hoffman Blvd
Pellegrino Christopher 423 Pershing Ave
Petrusky Anna 122n Brd Mnt
Pitts Christine A, Jon C 526 W Nicholas St Wallnik Manor
Pitts Jon C 528 W Nicholas St
Pleva Russel 534 Nichols St
Schaeffer William M 40 N Balliet St
Schwalm Catherine, Edward 234 N 2nd St
Schwalm Zachary T 424 W Washington St
Shemansky Anna 131 W Laurel St
Shirey Clarence H, Joseph 114 E Frack St
Slotcavage Richard S 501 W High St
Sokena Anna 136 S Middle St
St Jude Polymer Corp 1 Industrial Park Rd
Stefanick Ann M 127 N 5th St
Undheim Charles Ray III 301 Morea Rd
Vaicaitis Eleanor C 201 S Line St
Vaicaitis Eleanor K 201 S Line St
Walker Anna 52 N Brd Mountain Ave
Wellington Linda L 209 S Wylam St
Williams Olga 223 S Line St
Wishnefsky Brian 26 S Railrd Ave
Yatcilla Anna 61 N 6th St
Zelaitis Bernard 52 N Brd Mt Ave
Zilaitis Bernard F 52 N Brd Mountain Ave
Friedensburg Pa 17933
Dankulich Michael PO Box 46
Gilberton Pa 17934
Pautienus Edward Maizeville 1311 Main St
Phillips Cayla 1503 Main St
Girardville Pa 17935
Bakerofskie Adam M 5 W Ogden St
Bernotas Donna 473 W Mahanoy Ave
Blackwell Jeffrey A 108 W Main St
Bush Frederick 207 A St
Cha Margaret 315 A St
Cress David A 8 Rapp Rd
Deluca Celeste M 144 RR
Farrone Matthew 226 E Main St
Garvey Edward 19 W Main St
Gmac 376 W Main St
Grant Robert E 2 Upper Railrd St
Green Madge 372 N 2nd St
Griffiths Mary T 209 B St
Harnish Gail 258 Railrd St
Irwin Marie V 129 W Main St
Joyce Joseph J, Jean 351 W Main St
Konopke Joseph 248 N 2nd
Leonhard Mary J 376 W Main St
Marrone Jo A 33 W Main St
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Mcdonald Maureen 27 Beech St
Milanese Gloria 32 Duck St
R R Quick Mart 146 N 2nd St
Roche Alexis C 33 W Main St
Zendrosky Charles 325 N 2nd St
Gordon Pa 17936
Edwards George Jr 310 Mcknight St PO Box 250
Getty Helen M E Biddle St PO Box 376
Kaufman Marian L 414 Hobart St
Lucas Kevin PO Box 202
Merwine Jere Est of 611 Hobart St
Richards Todd 601 Hobart St
Sell William J Jr 512 Hobart St
Wiegand Jean PO Box 170
Hegins Pa 17938
Bloch Leroy M 1007 E Maine St
Carl Michael Daniel 127 Deep Creek Rd
Central Asphalt Materials Inc 844 Hill Rd
Finger Peggy M 498 S Goodspring Rd
Ganunis Bobbyetta 1144 W Mountain Rd
Maurer Mae L RD 2
Schwartz J 75 Bridge Rd
Shutt Mary Jane 757 E Mountain Rd
Smith Maude RD 2
Hometown Pa 18252
Kinnall 324 2nd Ave
Kelayres Pa 18231
Hartronft Robert 1 2nd St
Hunsinger Tracy Dba SJM Auto Sales Repair PO Box 322
Luchetta JJ, Pa 7 Market St
Martonick Stephen J Dba SJM Auto Sales Repair
PO Box 322
Orlando T Sheila 38 Ctr St Apt 6
Porcari John 11 1st St
Klingerstown Pa 17941
Erdman Lottie M 566 Walnut Hollow Rd
Schaeffer J 1015 Ridge Rd
Snyder Richard W RR 1 Box 95
Lavelle Pa 17943
Broskey Gertrude 121 Sprule St PO Box 12
Herb Doris 347 Main St PO Box 394
James Thomas E Cherry Ave
Weikel Ellen Main St
Llewellyn Pa 17944
Gucwa Mary C Est Of, Linda Rizzardi Box 262
Hauesler Maureen T, Thomas J 71 Llewellyn Rd
Locustdale Pa 17945
Eisenhart Justin C 3098 Main St
Kleman James 3134 Main St
Paul Denise M 3098 Main St
Rock James B 3062 Main St
Lost Creek Pa 17946
Cavanaugh Martin Last High Ave
Davidson Brian 312 E New York St
Gerrity Mary RR 1 Lost
Goodman Eileen, Edward PO Box 205
Goodman Eileen 9 Colorado Rd
Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Baucum Margie 5 White Owl Ave
Birkner Eileen 1321 E Mahanoy St
Blackwell Rose 104 W Market St
Boczkowski Teofilia 338 W Mahanoy St
Body Man 640 W Maple St
Body Man Collision Center 640 W Maple St
Brown William J 425 E Mahanoy St
Chapman Kathleen A 411 W Spruce St
Clewell Tyler 306 W Pine St
Daiber Catharin 821 E Market
Dean Elizabeth Est, Joseph 1 White Own Ave
Devincentis Marjorie 937 W Centre St
Dowling Edward J 52 N Main St
Dulsky Michele R 828 E Railrd St
Elliatt Marguerite M 159 Boston Run
Falatovich Anna Barna 247 Park Place Rd
Fisher Nicole M, Ryan T 411 W Spruce St
Foley Keri L, Keri F Shaller PO Box 207
Fronk Wilbert L 406 W Pine St
Gavula Jean T 500 W Pine St
Gaydarick Joseph 726 W Centre
Hanrahan Florence P 130 West Spruce St
Heiser Cherie Lee 307 E Centre St
Hellmund Josephine M 52 N Main St
Hillibush Joseph, Nancy 38 St Nicholas
Huntington National Bank 1033 E Centre St
Huseby Steven 609 E Centre St
Ihnat Dorothy 406 W Market St
Kaczmarczyk M 1125 E Pine St
Kerestus Michael J 315 W Centre St
Killian Eileen E 407 W Centre St
Kopinetz Donna M 640 W Maple St
Kramer Clara E 429 W Spruce St
Lorah Earl E 933 E Mahanoy St
Lord John D 210 E Mahanoy Ave
Mahalage Michael Jr 438 W Spruce St
Maholace Michael 438 W Spruce St
Martin Lillian E 124 W Mahanoy St
Mathis Regina 109 W Pine St
Mcgeehan Vincent P 159 Boston Run
Meredith Margaret 18 Coles
Miller Randy 105 Park Place Rd
Moss Heather A 838 E Centre St
Neifert Ronald C 640 W Maple St
Olson Karl 927 W Centre St
Pleszkoch Victoria T 425 E Pine St
Polusky Michele Dawn 24 Lower St
Pritz Ruth I, Mark E 828 E Railrd St
Ricchiuti Margaret A 335 E Centre St
Rodriguez Joseph 1322 E Pine
Sheehan Betty 34 E Spruce St
Singh Gursharan 323 E Ctr St
Sisak John G 1107 E Centre St
Stevens Rose M 29 Coles
Steward Hether 313 Mahanoy Ave
Stowe Sibrena A 539 W South St
Streisel Damian C 29 W Spruce St
Streisel Robert J 33 E Market St
Trusky Edward J 330 W Maple St
Valinski Steven 1033 E Centre St
Vaughn William K RR 1
Waba Mary 702 E Mahanoy St
Whalen Bernadette 607 W Market St
William Alexander 25 E Pine St
Williams Marvin W 623 E Mahanoy St
Wilner Rose M 14 S B St
Wishnefsky Richard J, Mary Lou 528 E Mahanoy Ave
Wycuskie Helen 538 W Mahanoy St
Mar Lin Pa 17951
Donton Ann M 312 Beechwood Ave
Grabish Paul, Dana 406 Walnut St
Mary D Pa 17952
Balliet Helen Wade 20 Main St
Haggerty Elizabeth S 109 Main St
Kotchmar Beatrice 131 Main St
Latshaw Helen 20 Main St
Mcadoo Pa 18237
Aiello Kristin 242 W Blaine St
Cervasio Adelheide 228 E Washington St 66
Corch Angeline 73 Spring St
Curry John 207 E Blaine St
Donald A Payer Est PO Box 64
Dvorak D M 12 Pine St
Espinal Yamell 27 S Manning St
Gabriel Agnes M 33 S Kennedy Dr
Gretsko Adam 509 S Kennedy Dr
Haulmark of Pa 8 Banks Ave
Johnson Linda M 34 West Blaine St
Jones Logan Eugene, Richard J, Denise M 13 James St
Kmetz Michael 21 S Logan St
Kott Leonard, Eleanor H Feathers PO Box 65
Kunkel Nancy 19 Madison St
Luchetta John 27 Doran St Haddock
Lutz Barry N 221 E Washington St
Mihalick Marlene D 1 E Green St
Palusek Michael 501 E Grant St
Payer Donald A PO Box 64
Rouse August, Ruth 30 Snyder Ave
Sponseller Creden 301 E Grant St
Waak Esther R510 S Kennedy Dr
Willing Laura M Est Of, Joseph R Semasek 331 Monroe St
Middleport Pa 17953
Dalvet Dasalina M Coal St
Hannon Joseph G 189 Winfield Dr
Rossohocy Mary Ann 11 Kaska St
Verbilla Vince, Mary 29 Coal St
Wascavage Helen 85 Washington St
Minersville Pa 17954
Baerman Harold 213 N 5th St
Brennan Ella Est of 260 Sunbury St
Brilla Brian 335 Penn St
Bruce Ann M, Robert F PO Box 763 Sunbury St
Butinsk Adam 350 New Castle St
Carson William L 244 Twin St
Cooney Lawrence D 300 Lewis St
Davi Lewis M 530 School St
Eisenhower Elizabeth 403 Church St
Engleman Electric Dba Engleman Enterps Inc 404a Pine
Hill St
Enock Goot 600 R Pine Hl
Federal Corr Institution RR 901
Foran Rita 102 N 2nd St
Gerchak Julia 216 Laurel St
Hauck William B 112 Josephine St
Helman Emma 257 S 4th St
Hirschfield John 607 N Front St
Keiser Harold J 416 Laurel St
Kordalski Mary PO Box 361
Kowalchick Lottie Est 301 High St
Larkin Collin J, James J 25 E Carbon St
Lemanski Marie K PO Box 669
Leonard Drebitko Michele M 344 Jones St
Loisowskie P Dutch Holw
Mahalchick Michael 315 N Front St
Marks Bertha I, Peter 122 N St
Marks Harold 578 Lewis St
Mazzuca Julia A, Joseph 100 Josephine St
Mchugh William F 623 Baker St
Mehlman Sue 51 S Delaware Ave
Meyers Abrchom, Rose 127 North St
Minersville Safe Deposit B T PO Drawer L
Mizzer Blanche M 302 N 2nd St
Oswald Audrey 690 Sunbury St
Roscoe Catherine, Joseph Box 480
Ryan Mary C 5 Edgar Lewis St
Searle Richard C 430 Sunbury St
Siminitus Anna, Stan PO Box 123
Singh Gurvinder 2953 Pottsville Minersville Hwy
Stamm Rosemarie D 300 Lewis St Apt 809
Tracey Catherine M 213 N 5th St
Waltman Florence, Nancy L Mcshaw 319 N Front St
Bsmt Apt
Way Mart Food Store PO Box 248 6 Sunbury St
Wiest Fred J Jr 1 N 2nd St
Yaworsky Jessica J 459 Carbon St
Morea Pa 17948
Wabo Eugene F 16 Lower Rd
Williams Helen M 78 Main St
Muir Pa 17957
Deiter Kevin J 211 N Keystone St
Yerges Farrah 305 N Keystone St
New Boston Pa 17948
Brylewski Edward 300 Main St
Kaplafka Steven 518 State Rd
Lavelle Janice A 49 Main St
New Philadelphia Pa 17959
Auman Shane 14 Wiggan St
Bierman Philomena, Leonard 133 Valy St
Boris Rosemary 78 Water St
Borkoski Dolores E 1 Alliance St
Dranginis Joan 380 Ridge Rd
Faust Dennis A 140 Water St
Fogarty John W 104 Water St
Lickman Andrew, Mary 94 Water St
Madara Estelle G 196 Valy St
Paisley Sadie 51 Valy St
Putalavage Esther 84 Clay St
Reed Pamela 26 Clay St
Rennick Dave 138 Sunset Ln
Rigney Mary 100 Valy St Apt 9
Schuylkill Valley Mutual Aid PO Box 443
Snyder Albert A, Adelia 64 Clay St
Sullan Ian P 13 Water St
Sullivan Tammy L 13 Water St
Vernicky Roxanne Est of 248 Valy St
New Ringgold Pa 17960
AM Diversified 169 Pine Hill Rd
Calai Mary Lee 85 N Market St
Caretti Cynthia A 4 Osprey Cir
Donovan Joyce 213 Hope Dr
Folk William M Jr 16 E Schmaltzdahl Rd
Galloway Nelson 2056 W Penn Pike
Home Robert Nester RR 2 Box 180
Keefer Christopher J, Rita M 16 Hunter Ln
Killian Nancy L 218 N Market St
Lehigh Consistory 2763 Summer Valy Rd
Mantz Robert M 2763 Summer Valy Rd
Mertz Kenneth L 121 Beechnut Rd
Midland Mabel L 30 Breezy Acres Rd
Orwigsburg Section 2763 Summer Valy Rd
Parks Christine C 231 Beechnut Rd
Peretti Alessio 19 Poplar Dr
Rosencrance Ingrid 30 Breezy Acres Rd
Rudelitch Joseph H RR 2 Box 270
Spethmann Erwin 215 Ridge Cup Rd
Stabler Robert E 3145 Summer Valy Rd
Steinbrunn Bonnie C 100 Dorset Rd
Swanson Cheryl 142 Cornerstone Dr
Tom Masano Inc 16 Hunter Ln
Toth Paule 16 E Schmaltzdahl Rd
Trinh Tuan, Phung Kim Van 2102 Sunny Rd
Nuremberg Pa 18241
Bott Meghan J 204 Mahanoy St
Davies Helen S PO Box 114
Pierson Thomas PO Box 165
Oneida Pa 18242
Bridy Erma 136 1st St Apt 338
Yurick Natalie Ann 158 1st St
Yurick Sally A PO Box 284
Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Aly Mohamed A 812 N Warren St
Armentano Ann 2 Woodbridge Rd
Baver Lester H Deer Lake RD 1
Bowen Evan W Sr, Philomena 401 E Market St
Classtex Knitting Mills Inc 303 E Mifflin St
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Clifford Susan 117 N Warren St
Cuff Patricia 1125 Willow Dr
Culleney Constance E 900 W Market St Rm 329
Dabashinsky Joseph C 200 Straub Ave
Dillman George R 389 Pine Creek Dr
Dixon Donna D 29 Oakdale Ests
Eisenhart Roger 900 W Market St
Fritz Ellen R 2 RFD
Griffin Brittany 411 E Mifflin St
Hafiz Sarwat, Tariq 115 Woodview Dr
Hafiz Tariq 4205 Brookside Ct
Hall Beth 132 Lake Front Dr
Harkins Steven M 3018 Ridgeview Dr
Henry Jeanine M 314 Laurel Rd
Heritage Ford Kia 1194 Centre Tpke
Hoysock Andrea M 1742 Tall Oaks Rd
Hricisak Thomas P 323 E Mifflin St
Keenan Joan F, Joan F Gelbert Box 2109 RD2
Klemsche Ursula, Karl Box 2243 RD 1
Klinger Linda S 411 E Mifflin St
Krater Ethel 620 Hope Ave
Lemanski Marie K 300 Macarthur Dr
Lin Shann B 1220 Coventry Rd
Locke Marjorie 735 Ridge Rd
Mccoy Daniel E, Sharon 8 Oakdale Ests
Morgan Kirk L 804 Village Rd
Narula Ranjit 3014 Ridgeview Dr
Orwigsburg Manor 1000 Orwigsburg Manor Dr
Petrovich Joseph 1742 Tall Oaks Rd
Rich Brian R RD 2 Box 2169 A
Salerno Joseph S 108 Chestnut Ridge Dr
Seitzinger Thomas R 2 Woodbridge Rd
Shestok Michael A 425 Ridgeview Dr
Shimsky Anna Erbe St Apt 3a Meadow Hl
Shoupe Michael E 204 N Washington St
Sowers Willard M 121 S Wayne St
Spiker Tara L 229 N Walborn Ave
St Clair Timothy R, Ursula A 317 Elm Ln
Stm Development LLC 812 N Warren St
Thompson David 171 Little Birch Ln
Trabosh Jennifer 735 W Market St
W Pace Limited Partnership 513 W Pheasant Run Rd
Walborn Monica M 1746 Tanglewood Rd
Warner Bonnie J 75 Sawmill La
Weider Joanne 117 N Warren St
Wilson Jeanette 4506 Brookside Ct
Wyatt Ainsley 1530 Merle Ter
Yaworsky Richelle M 1703 Village Rd
Pine Grove Pa 17963
Anspach Harold L Outwood Rd
Behney Elsie M RR 1 Box 495
Bertasavage Shannon RD 6 Box 108
Bicher Kevin 1246 Deturksville Rd
Bolet Werner 40 N Main St
Brown Mark 162 Smt Dr
Citrullo Robert RD 4 Box 599
Commodore Corp, Lynne Moyer Dba Manorwood Homes
PO Box 169
Dambrosio Kul Phyllis L 36 Hallton Hill Rd
Dolla Angela 31 N Tulpehocken St
Fegley Christine R, Horace R 24 Hikes Hollow Rd 219
Fehr Bruce 175 Birds Hill Rd
Fisher Nicole 10 N Tulpehocken St
Frantz Paul 120 Brookside Rd
Fry Warren Est RR 2 154a
Gassert Charles 14 Wood
Gassert Kandice K PO Box 1
Greenawalt Cath 1 RTD
Guilford Mills Inc, Pinegrove Plant PO Box 248
Heller Pierce N 76 E Pottsville St
Herring Harvey J Jr 60 Shultz Rd
Hoffman Fera K 177 Mexico Rd
Home Hl Snyders S Main St
Hopstetter Nancy B 12 Union St
Horace R & Christine R Fegley Trust Ua 11210024 Hikes
Hollow Rd 219
James H Rippon Enterprises PO Box 327
Kerschner Mamie 795 Mountain Rd Apt B
Kroh Ronnie W PO Box 63
Kull Heather 108 Spittler Rd
Kull Matthew L 36 Hallton Hill Rd
Leininger Nevin 282 Swopes Valy Rd
Levan Marlin F 20 Mifflin St
Mann Orville, Sara 840 Trestle Ct
Medeiros Paul J 36 Cir Dr
Miko Ronald, Beth Savage Kia Inc 253 S Tulpehocken St
Morehouse Troy F 305 Old Forge Rd
Nagle John E RR 2
Phoenix Contracting Co 1753 Panther Valy Rd
Pleasant View Dairy Farms LLC 73 Kurtz Rd
Potts Maxine, Allen RR 3
Pottskrammes Dakota 7 Potts Rd
Psca 44 Long Stretch Rd
Reber Ruth 3808 Sweet Arrow Lk Rd
Reed Randall W 58 S Tulpehocken St
Schneck Kittie A 118 Pleasant Valy Rd
Sharrott Betty J 120 S Tulpehocken St
Smith Ruth A RD 1 Box 114
Snyder Stanford, Beulah 1039 Suedberg Rd
Soper David 3542 Sweet Arrow Lake Rd
Umbenhauer Kevin 3 Grand View St
Van Ness Lynn 404 Deturksville Rd
Warner Joyce M 904 Rock Rd
Wenner Robert D 315 Suedberg Rd
Wenrich Margaret M Mann St
Zimmerman Jennifer, Matthew 199 Mexico Rd
Zimmerman Alverta 245 Suedbury Rd
Zimmerman Sharon L 89 N Tulpehocken St
Zolomij Aislynn 122 −2 S Tulpehocken St
Pitman Pa 17964
Huntingdon Nursing Center 200 Taylorsville Mountain Rd
Kehler Alice RR 1
Snyder Pauline Est of 1192 Spitzer Dr
Port Carbon Pa 17965
Alvarez Anthony R 210 Market St
Auman Mildred H 327 2nd St
Bubel Elizabeth D 142 Pottsville St
Burns Marie E 708 3rd St
Connors John J 345 Coal St
Corson Suzanne G, Joseph N Rodney Davis Dba Davis Body
Works 349 Wayne St
Davenport Corey 110 Pike St
Dewitt Laura B 208 Pine St
Elliott Keith T 117 N St 1j
Gregory Hannah E 413 Coal St
Hallick Anthony J Jr Lisa Mcmullen 110 Kuper Dr
Kiscadden Ashley L 117 N St 1j
Marchalonis Edward A 553 2nd St
Mckeown Sean E 396 5th St
Mcneely Richard 307 Wilson Ave
Mulhall Mary L 708 Pkave Port
Reigel Lamar C 105 Lawton St
Sorokach Dorothy Est of 543 3rd St
Pottsville Pa 17901
Adams Ann Marie 34 Bryn Mawr Ave
Alexander Anthony J, Marion E 9 N 6th St
Allen Margaret L, Thomas L 703 Ctrfield Dr
Autostar 1066 RT 61
Baker Miriam E 203 N 12th St
Barnes George F PO Box 75
Barnes Helen 3049 Chestnut St
Bellock Joseph M 538 Spring Gdn St
Bender Richard Est of 111 Market Sq Apt 11a
Bensinger John T 548 Laurel Ter
Berner Robert L 506 W Norwegian St
Blaschak Catherine, Debra 34 Tall Oaks Dr
Blu Tavern Motel RR 4 Box 4070
Bob Weaver Collision Center 2174 West St
Bolick Cevila 431 Morgan Ave
Boran Cecelia 2208 Mahantongo St
Borinsky John 210 S Centre St
Borrell Kellie 1001 Schuykill Manor Rd
Bott Mary Jane, Alan 1815 Howard Ave
Bowers Alice 16 Martha Ln
Bradley Brian F 408 S Centre
Brennan Thomas J, Helen T RD 2 Box 2407e
Brennan Mary R Main
Breslin John D 169 Morning Side Dr
Brighter Dark Studios Media 1209 Pottsville St
Callahan Bridget M, John J 19 New St
Canfield Havila J, Marie 118 E Bacon St
Chiccine L 2415 Sharp Mt Rd
Citi Mortgage Inc 118 S 2nd Ste 102
Coates John T Do 48 Tunnel Rd Ste 203
Collins Wilbur 418 Laurel Blvd
Com Art C 205 W Market St Ste A
Conway Theresa 2208 Mahantongo St
Cook Ronald, Ella 219 N Ctr St
Corby Bernard T RR 3 Wadesville
Corby Paul J RD 3 Wadesville
Cresswell Wilbert, David 21 E Caroline Ave
Cresswell Bros Co Garage 129 2nd Mountain Rd
Curran John J, Marie 474 N Centre St PO Box 890
Davis Rodney R, Carole J 1224 Laurel Blvd
Davis John H 5 York Farm Rd
Deitrich Helen R 2200 1st Ave
Denis Sandra PO Box 57
Depsky Wassil RR 1
Deysher Lauren M 404 E Norwegian St Apt 1
Dieter Gabriel M, Marie T 636 Stoney Run Rd
Dinger Maybelle 412 Greenwood Ave
Donahue Laverne A 1905 W Market St
Dormer Cathr G 739 E Norwegian St
Doyne Walter New St
Dr Logging 104 N Centre St Fl 2
Drebitko Michele M 1604 Mt Hope Av
Dunlap David 601−603 Harrison St
Earley William 510 W Norwegian St
Ebling Harry E & Assocs PO Box 327
Eifert Ruth F RR 1
Eisenhart Kathryn E, Keith P PO Box 891
Ernst Bruce 94 Main St
Etherington C H 3rd Mt Carbon 144 Main St
Evans Linda 913 Laurel St
Farr Killian Regina 7 Killian Ln
Faust Bobbie Jo 169 Morningside Dr
Fedenec Paul J, Mary J 1501 Mt Hope Ave
Fels Lois E 1320 Seneca St
Fetterolf Felicia 525c Willow St
Finley Joseph 1833 1st Ave
Fox Viola R Est 525 Fairview St
Frans Auto Repair, Francis V Purcell Jr 468 Peacock St
Fucci Anna 101 E Norwegian St
Gallagher Julia 24 S 19th St
Gaumer Viola R 605 W Arch St
Gehres Louise E 160 Red Horse Rd Apt 320
Geleff Jeffrey, Lisa 118 S 2nd Ste 102
George Timothy 335 Chestnut St
Gianelli Barbara Scott 1814 3rd Ave
Ginther Coal Co PO Box 989
Goode Kathryn E 518 Stoney Run Rd
Gordon Ilene M, Clista Hudock 1224 Spring Gdn St
Gottschall Olga 324 Young St
Green Richard J 400 Main St
Guinn William 25 Cornish St
Haffey Lawrence 604 W Arch St
Halcovage Anne Marie, George 925 Norwegian St
Hall Walter J 319 Mahantongo St
Hand Alvanna 114 E Norwegian St
Harry E Ebling & Assocs 500 W Market St
Heckler Brian L 255 Wallace St
Hein George PO Box 282
Heyd Kathryn 406 Main St
Hoffman Alice M 801 Pottsville St
Hollenbush Richard, Grace, Robert 427 Peacock St
Holley Bryant A 1336 Seneca St
Horan Anne 118 S 2nd St Ste 102
Hornung Charles 534 E Arch St
Hossler Daniel 329 E Arch St
Hoyer Leroy M T Investment Group 1 S Centre St
Hussey Mary PO Box 1150
Huth William 602 N 2nd St
Jacoby Bessie M 101 N 12th St 303
Jefferson Robert C 182 High Rd
Johnson Arron E, Higgins Insurance 115 S Centre St
Joseph D Chipriano Jr DMD LLC 2000 W Market St
Joseph Julia Minersville St
Joseph Michael J Minersville St
Joy Grace 213 Schuylkill Ave
Kennedy David J 1614 W Market St
Kent Margaret D 1188 Market Sq
Kilgore Jessica 310 S Jackson St
Kline William L 400 Laurel Blvd Apt M3
Koch Craig R PO Box 655
Kowalchick William Est, Anna 400 Mahantongo St Apt
Labadis John A 427 Main St
Lapachinski Heidi 700 E Norwegian St
Laurinaitis Barbara L 412 E Market St
Law Offices of Anthony Urban & Maria Herminia Oliv 3rd
Fl 474 N Centre St
Leddy James B 734 Port Carbon St Cla
Leonard Eleanor M 1604 Mt Hope Av
Levine Ruben 160 Red Horse Rd Rm 306
Lewis Eva G 525 W Norwegian St
Linebar Rose 700 Fairview St
Lipkin Alexander E, Treesa B 1903 Oak Rd
Luppino Michael 812 Pinewood Dr
Lurwick Vincent J 2200 1st Ave Apt 322
Lynn Regina E 513 Ridge Ave
MC Education Inc 171 Red Horse Rd
Maccorkle Melissa, Walter 14 Canary St
Madara Thomas 937 Valy Rd
Maley Pamela 2 Flagg Ln
Manbeck Clyde A 101 W 2nd Mountain Rd
Manel Walter J RR 3
Manor Care of Pottsville 120 Pulaski Dr
Marchefsky Sherry A 505 W Market St Apt 2
Markovich Patricia A, Phillip F 522 Parkmeadow Dr
Marquardt Robert C 52 Red Horse Rd
Marshall Catherin 534 E Market St
Marshall David S 1023 Mahantongo St
Matthews Gladys 38 N 2nd
Matz Noralea 16 Martha Ln
Mazzochetti Ralph D Integrated Medical Group Pc 454 N
Claude A Lord Blvd
Mazzuca Julia A 911 Laurel Blvd
Mccrann Rosaleen 101 Mahantongo St Apt 708
Mcsurdy Elmer B 4 Hall Rd
Melenchi Raymond 155 Llewellyn Rd
Melenchick Raymond 155 Llewellyn Rd
Melinchok Marie A 2273 W Market St
Melochick Benjamin 31 Community Sq Rd
Messin Albertina, Maria 913 Fairmont Ave
Mestishem Anna 420 Pulaski Dr
Mestishen Loretta 1209 Pottsville St
Mihalski Stasia RR 1 Box 112a
Mills Rita 1314 Seneca
Misczyszy Anna RR 1
Mohan Jane G 21 Main St
Motta April Nicole 1760 W End Ave
Moyer Darrin 1001 Schuykill Manor Rd
Murphy Jennifer Lynn, Ari William 1634 W End Ave
Murphy Jill M 1820 W Norwegian St
Neidlinger Victoria 613 W Market St Apt A
Neyer Earl Jr Est, Marie Lucas 432 E Norwegian St
Novorosky Julianna 1913 W Market St
Oconnor Edward J, Theresa 16 Thomaston Rd
Oldaker Gregory D 512 N Centre St 1a
Padinske Regina 2 Rosewood Dr
Paga William Est Of, Gillespie Miscavige 1 Norwegian Plaza
Ste 102
Palles Peter M Box 860
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Pantoja Felipa S 224 N 3rd St Apt C
Patel Dineshbhai C 480 N Claude A Lord Blvd
Peterson Elsie 2100 W Norwegian St
Petrie Doris 212 N 18th St
Pna Local Unit 811 2208 Mahantongo St
Pontius Timothy 512 N Centre St Apt 3j
Pottsville Radiology Assocs Pc 450 Washington St Box 9
Price Michelle L 1743 W Market St
Pukas Charles 33 Condor Ln
Quinn Aubrey A 895 Valy Rd
Quinn Gertrude RR 2
Quinn Gertrude A 1150 Valy Rd
Ra No Cleaners Ltd Dba Love Dry, Schuylkill Public 118 S
2nd St Ste 102
Rada Mary Jane 1913 W Market St
Rautzhan William E Sr 728 Port Carbon St Clair Hwy
Redco Group 210 S Centre St
Refowich Doris 1322 Mahantongo St
Reidler Joan C 111 Forest Rd
Richter Catherine M 1316 Seneca St
Riegel Sandra M Est Of, Sandra M 1000 Schuylkll Manor
Rd
Roach John 305 Howard Ave
Robertson Mike J 2133 W Market St
Roskosky Jean 510 W Norwegian St
Rubright Barbara 633 John Ohara St
Rudberg Kay D 400 N 2nd St
Ryan Cornelius D, Robert 835 Fairmount Ave
Salon Concepts 210 Industrial Park Rd
Sauther Reuben, Netta 1005 Harrison St
Sauther Rubin, Netta M 216 Mauch Chunk St
Sborz Christie E 630 Valy Rd
Schneck Helen B 333 Nichols St
Schochet Elizabeth 35 Peacock St
Schulze Speicher Co 121 N Progress Ave 2fl Left
Schuylkill County Orchestra 1440 Mahantongo St
Schuylkill Emergency Physician PO Box 239
Schuylkill Mobile Fone Ince 210 W Market St
Schuylkill Public Adjusting Co 118 S 2nd Ste 102
Scott Nancy Joan, Ethel N 1814 3rd Ave
Scott Ethel N 1814 3rd Ave
Shekalus Russell V, Carol J PO Box 1133
Shirey Lynn 78 Mountain Rd 2nd
Siminitus Anna, Stan RD 7 Box 1366
Simpson John R 1241 Pottsville St PO Box 6
Slotterback Amy L 1974 W Market St Apt 1
Smith June L 303 Morgan Ave
Snyder Alberta 86 Clinton
Sophy Bailey J 99 Weavers Rd
Spahr Florence Rd 2 PO Box 441
Spice It Up Parties PO Box 690
Spinelle Gwendolyn, Joseph 527 Prospect
Stabinsky Regina T 746 Minersville Llewellyn Hwy
Steffan Juleanne M 716 Peacock St
Stephen Francis J, Mary, 1220 W Norwegian St
Sterner Jody L 65 N Lake Rd
Stevenosky Richard P 1241 Pottsville St PO Box 6
Stille Robert E Est of 116 Woodland Dr
Szeliga Rita M 403 Laurel Blvd
T Rowe Price Trust Co PO Box 1280 1 Norwegian Plaza
Tarris John 541 Pine St
Thornburg Constance 1428 W Norwegian St
Truscott Paige 746 Minersville Llewellyn Hwy
Turner Ephrem A 725 N 3rd St
United Metal Receptacle 14th & Laurel St
Urban Joanne Demcher, William David 570 Forest Ln
Urch Alice L 123 Mahantongo Dr
Viduszynski Maryellen A 12 Mountain Rd
Wagner Drew 111 Forest Rd
Wagner Ty 111 Forest Rd
Walinsky Sophie, Joseph RR 1
Walsh Florence M 921 W Norwegian St
Way Mart II 2247 W Market St
Weaver Robert 2174 W Market St
Weis Pharmacy 500 Pottsville Park Plaz
Williams Katie B 404 W Race St
Winkler Arthur 10 Westwood Rd
Wmpi Land Corp 2nd St & Laurel Blvd PO Box 500
Young Kim B Seton Medical Group Inc PO Box 239
Yourshaw Anna 1004 Mahantongo St
Zimmerman Matthew D 1220 Laurel Bld
Zukosky Terrie L 1011 Mt Hope Ave
Ringtown Pa 17967
Blaschak Barbara V RR 2 612 Ridgeview Est
Blaschak Jean E 101 Race St
Felegie Robert 22 E Main St PO Box 21
Ferreira Marcio 47 Main Blvd
Kehl Theresa B 724 Pole Rd
Lawson Jane Est of 107 Vine St
Onuschak Regina 39 Main Blvd
Petrylak Paul D 163 Main Blvd
Petterson Eric E 419 W Main St
Thompson Xennie 34 Walnut Ct
Troyer Cheryl L, Jonathan D 108 Lumpy Ln
Wolfe Barbara B 14 N 9th St
Sacramento Pa 17968
Cartwright Barbarba, Jason 303 Mahantomgo St
Downey William J, Thomas J 1209 D S E
Martz Russell H RR 1
Sk Calvine LLC 3815 Marconi Ave
Saint Clair Pa 17970
Barrett Michael N 4th St
Bell Helen, Fred 331 S Mill St
Bittle Francis B 441 S 2nd St
Bittle Joseph G 523 S 2nd
Brady Helen 110 W Hancock St
Chakios Donna M 228 Thwing St
Diguilio Elizabeth 19 W Patterson St
Goach Kathleen 310 S Nicholas St
Howe Virginia A, Frank V 200 N Mill St
Kazlauskas Garnett L 533 S Mill St Saint
Klinger Georgine A, Miranda 447 Parvin Hl
Larson Georgine L, Mark A 330 S Mill St
Mcdonald Verna A Div of James H Evans Fnrl 347 S 2nd St
Mcmullen Donald 225 S Nicholas St
Mikula Anna 37 N Price
Miller Anton M 143 N 2nd St
Mitnitsky Helen M PO Box 62
Pretti John J 25 N Nicholas St Apt 305
Prosper Harold P Est of 127 Chestnut St
Salmon Mary T 426 S Front St
Setlock Michael R 233 Chestnut St
Setlock Walter W PO Box 62
Shellhammer Christopher 421 S 2nd St
Slotterback Amy L 146 N Morris St
Sofilka Mary 128 N Mill St
Weber Charles J PO Box 62
Wells Fargo Dealer Svcs 330 S Mill St
Wiggam Charles N 116 E Carroll St
Worek Mary 221 Chestnut St
Yastrop Frances 16 Thompson St
Yastrop Frances Est 16 Thompson St
Zawaski Joseph J 142 N 3rd St
Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Bashore Sherry A 38 Meadow Dr
Bausman Sarah L 31 Schumacher Ave
Belles Nadine 200 Main St E Fl 3−7
Bergen Debra 309 Deer Trail Dr
Brown Kathy 13 C Frieden Manor
Brown Richard J 54 Dock St
Bruzofsky Peter P 305 E Union St
Carestia Elisabetta, Jill M 52 Kelsey Dr
Chacho Jennifer 315 Haven St
Dalio Cynthia A 308 E Main St
Dante International Inc 57 St James St
Dolla John 417 Friedman Mnr
Dtl Evans Delivery 100−110 W Columbia St
Ensinger Gordon 426 Frieden Manor
Evely David 2 E William St
Fegley Sylvia V 35 Browns Rd
Fenstermacher Kathleen F 25c Frieden Mnr
Fisher Florence 111 Ave C
Foreman Ronald R 1489 Long Run Rd
Frear Doris M 105 E Main St
Frompovich Stanley F Jr, Carol 1 Walnut Ln
Griffin Kyle 13 C Frieden Manor
Harig Lori A 224 N Rte 183
Haven Lions Community Charities Inc PO Box 246
Heck Edward D, Edward 115 St Peter St
Hoover Rebecca L 223 Kiehner Rd
Hope Kristen 311 E Main St
Hoyle House Family Restaurant 588 S Rte 183
Hrusovsky James E 101 Oak Ledge Ave
Hulett John P 41 Brdway
Huntzinger Roger R 53 Memorial Dr
Ilm Evans Delivery 100−110 W Columbia St
Jmac Realty LLC 773 S Rte 183
Jones Edward 511 May Dr
Kalbach David L 201 Ctr Ave Apt 6
Kehoe Bernard 214 E Union St
Kerschner Ivan 313 E Union St
Kimmel Floyd J 520 Railrd St
Kindred Pharmacy Svcs 950 E Main St Ste 201
Kocher Larry Est Of, Larry D 4 Grace Ave
Kohan Michael J 322 S Garfield Ave
Kozura Mary T 135 Shady Ln Rd
Kramer Kim 136 Pennsylvania Ave
Kramer Timothy D 16 Schumacher Ave
Krammes Robert L Jr 103 N Berne St
Krater John F 11 E Union St
Lamastro Stephanie Siro 104 E Main St
Land Evans Delivery 100−110 W Columbia St
Lechanic Robert A 24c Frieden Mn
Levan Alvin C 2 Sammys Mhp
Loetterle Nancy Moss 1100 Memorial Dr
Maffeo Carl P 411 Naffin Ave
Markle Eugene 323 St Charles Ave
Mbc Development Lp 950 E Main St PO Box
Mccabe James L 307−9 E Union St
Mccaffery Lillian F 49 Kelsey Dr
Mccarthy Cynthia, Thomas 136 W Main St
Mcclafferty Casey 322 S Garfield Ave
Mcm Evans Delivery 100−110 W Columbia St
Miller Katybeth F 107 Lilly St Apt 3
Moyer Randall R, Benita M 139 Rte 183 N
Moyer Justin 24 Centre Ave
Moyer Justin R 136 Ranch Rd
Nagle Nicholas Isaac 307−9 E Union St
Patel Pravinbhai 15 Manor Rd
Paul Betty J 101 Ave D Rear
Paulino Estela 516 Columbia St
Poretti Denise L, Thomas M 450 Columbia St
Proper Billing L L C 372 Ctr Ave 118
Quinn Stacy M 201 Pkwy 3
Ram Seta 15 Manor Rd
Redners Warehouse Market 203 University Dr
Reichert Arlene 63 S Berne St
Reider Grace I 106 Tennis Ave
Renninger Daniel R, Ruth E 34 S St Peter St
Ricketts Melissa 33 E William St
Schauers David A 581 Dieberts Valy Rd
Schultz Bridgett 113 Paxton Ave
Shade Charles III, Kimberly 237 Caldwell St
Shapiro Edward, Renninger Market RD 1
Sharma Chandrakum 15 Manor Rd
Sherry Joel 401 University Dr
Siro Muriel S 104 E Main St
Siwoku Bernice 200 University Dr Apt 410
Snyder James A 412 Hess St
Stines Pharmacy Inc 1 E Main St
Storm Catchers Inc 7 Builtwell Rd
Stoyer Regina S 114 Paxson Ave
Sundevil Media 431 W Columbia St
Taylor Saundra 136 Pennsylvania Ave
Thatcher Regina R 15 Pennsylvania Ave
Thomas Roy 255 Pkwy Apt 810
Tul Evans Delivery 100−110 W Columbia St
Vandergrift Henry I 4 Hilltop Mobile Home Park
Walck Melissa L 23 E Liberty St 1st Fl
Wensel Grace 255 Pkwy Apt 505
Wgc Evans Delivery 100−110 W Columbia St
Wolfe Edith E 78 S Berne St
Zelusky Mesa Rose, Rosanne 307 E Union St
Seltzer Pa 17974
Padinske Regina, Edward PO Box 97 Ctr St
Shenandoah Pa 17976
Abreu Bien Venido 103 N Jardin St
Abreu Marcia 515 W New York St
Amato Vincent 108 N Catherine St
Antz Anthony H 323 Virginia Ave
Arbushites Robert J PO Box 291
Arreaga Maria 109 Main St Apt 1
Avolio Mildred R 629 W Coal St
Balkiewicz Bernard J 15 N White St
Blozowski Mary Est 100 A Main St Apt 406
Bowers Regina 119 S Bower St
Bradley Shannon Marie, John Gold Star Hwy Rt 924
Charnick Violet 246 Indiana Ave
Chillis Blanche M 260 Ohio Ave
Danowski Stanley 230 W New York St
Danowskie Clement, Lottie 230 W New York St
Decastro Mae 7 Willow St
Dempsey Anne M 102 W Laurel St
Eckley Jean 408 W Coal St
Elizabeth Williams RR 1
Engle Andrew, Joseph, Elizabeth 415 W Mt Vernon St
Faleski Henry, Helen 202 Furnace St
Finneran Dorothy 508 E Centre St
Frank Kaylin Est of 111 S White St
Garciacruz Emelia 264 Coal St
Goff Mary 100 S Main St
Gold Star Beverage Inc Gold Star Hwy Rt 924
Gulden Patrick J 1149 W Lloyd St
Hasel Joseph 202 W Coal St
Hemway Barbara Ann 946 W Coal St
Hollenbach Margaret 16 W Cherry St
Horey Rosemary 202 W Coal St
Kalatus Helen 524 W Washington St
Kalkavage Sophie 323 S Ferguson St
Kaylor Jamin M 1265 W Penn St
Kohan Michael Joseph 97 Schuylkill Ave
Kryjak Michael A 32 N Catherine St
Kulikowsky Stella, Edward 339 1/2 S Ferguson St
Kurtz Adam J 185 Arizona Av
Lapata Gerald 322 W Cherry St
Laureti Dorothy 228 N Jordin St
Leitzel Eric 160 Schuylkill Ave
Marcinowski Frank 236 W Arlington St
Marshall Millie 24 E Coal St
Mcgeehan Vincent 207 S Jardin St
Melusky Kal 100 S Main St Apt 209
Monices Gabrielle 26 N Main St
Morgan Donald L 186 Ohio Ave
Mowrey Helen 174 Schuylkill Ave
Mozdy Tracey, Paul 300 SJardin St
Muller Eleanor N 946 W Coal St
Navitsky Albert J 320 W New York St
Oharen Kathryn M 109 S White St
Paskey Francis J 119 N West St
Pena Elias 438 W Oak St
Perez Catalina 404 W Atlantic St
Petrewicz Peter P, Anna 24 S Jardin St
Racis Eva Est, Dorothy Laureti 228 N Jordin St
Redners Pharmacy 22 1 Gold Star Plz
Reese John M 209 N Market St
Richardson Maryann C, John J 1152 W Ctr St
Romeika Mary M 14 N Jardin St
Ronald Russell 306 S Jardin St
Rooney Kathy M 907 W Coal St
Russell Stephen L 415 W Mt Vernon St
Ryan Kevin 29 N West St
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Salinski Mary M 136 S White St
Sanchez Johnny 111 N Main St Apt
Sands Florence 407 1/2 E New Your
Schneck Fred Allan, Wanda L 173 Hickory Rd
Shoup Emma 202 W Coal St
Sion Marie A 103 S Bower St
Slavitsky Lillian 100 S Main St Apt 604
Slovinsky Stanley 337 1/2 W Chester
Smith Steve B 606 E Centre St
Sorin Milton, Max Po Box 208
Styka Dorothy A 1013 Ctr St
Suscavage William, Clem 341 Virginia Ave
Tomilson Jospeh Est of 424 Furnace Rd
Trinity Mission Health Rehab 200 Pennsylvania Ave
Trinity Mission of Shenandoah 200 Pennsylvania Ave
Tucker Shannon 189 Virginia Ave
Unis Wanda E 19 N Bower St
Usalis George A 8 S Emerick St
Wandzilak Anthony, Bertha 531 1/2 W Mt Vernon
Wandzilak Dennis 1160 W Ctr St
Yezulinas Dorothy, John 411 W Lloyd
Zale Eleanor M 39 N Jardin St
Zangari Thomas J 621 W Penn St
Zangri Mary 202 W Coal St
Zbigniew Patrice, Kakol 425 W New York St
Zelinskie Wanda 335 W New York St
Ziemalis Elenor 422 W Washington St
Sheppton Pa 18248
Barclay Regina M PO Box 129
Davidson Lisa PO Box 218
Donaldson Bill 1047 Washington Dr
Gonda Susan W Pine St
Kinschnink Bartholome W PO Box 129
Pecunas Ellen E W Market St
Shelton Will 739 Village Ctr
Wagner William A PO Box 28 15 E Pine St
Wandzilak Mary W Pne
Spring Glen Pa 17978
Harrell Todd PO Box 87
Rowland Brooklyn PO Box 159
Summit Station Pa 17979
Zemencik Joshua Robert, Jeffrey A PO Box 183
Tamaqua PA 18252
Alfaro Christine Lynn 500 Pine St
All Night Party 74 Fawn Ln
Andersen Christopher 227 Owl Creek Rd
Ansbach Jesse L 523 Washington St
Apci Federal Credit Union 42 Lincoln Dr
Aydin Kemalettin MD PO Box 185
Baddick Patricia A 137 W Cottage Ave
Banta Marjorie 325 Penn St
Barron John H 527 Claremont Ave
Bayview Loan Servicing LLC 601 E Union St
Bednarz Stephanie M 6 Glory Rd
Bower Marion 229 Brown St
Boyle George V III 450 Pitts St
Brachman Norman C 812 Seneca St
Buckingham David E, Dana L Hope’s Collison & Towing I
35 Lafayette St
Burger King 109 Ctr St
Burke Patricia A 128 Gay St
Carnes Enterprises LLC 1000 Clamtown Rd
Castagna Bartholomew C 222 E Brd St Apt 502
Citimortgage Inc 42 Lincoln Dr
Davis Angela M 238 Clay St
Davis Christopher W 47 Market St
Derr Thomas G 116 Greenwood St
Dietrich Marie Ellen, Joan M 315 Schuylkill Ave
Dillon Mary 537 E Union St
Disabella Ralph C 715 Fairview St Apt 6
Drum Adriane, Mark 314 W Cottage Ave
Duofold Inc Box 390
Farber Anna D 542 E Brd St
Farber Chelsea 599 Old 209 Rd
Feathers Elanore H, Robert D 316 Rolling Mill Av
Fertally Evelyn L 501 W Brd St
Flail Margaret M 4294 RR 4 Box
Fogarty John P 432 E Brd St
Frederickson C A Charles St RR 2 Box 116−A
Freudenberger Wayne C, Dale 31 Pine St
Fritzinger Jamie L 322 Clark St
Garber Quinten J 42 Lincoln Dr
Gatens Patricia 320 Arlington St
George Tracy 313 Market St
Gerber Melvin D 117 Lombard St
Goroshko Stephen 517 E Brd St
Green Thomas A 22 Wayne Ave
Grey Elizabeth 418 Rolling Mill Ave
Hahala Michael J 320 Arlington St
Hartranft Clarence D 42 Ardmore Ave
Heisler Samuel Est Of, Beverly Heisler 1 Mountain Rd
Heyman Earl 15 Clay St
Holmberg Joseph Sr, Beth 329 E Union St
Hopes Collison & Towing Inc 1500 W Brd St
Houser Michael, Theresa 762 A Claremont Ave
JE Morgan Knitting Mills 143 Mahanoy Ave
Kalbarazyk Helen R 214 Penn St
Kester Meredith Derr 116 Greenwood St
Kleckner Herbert H, Mary K Weston Execx 109 W Brd St
Knf Flexpak Corp 734 W Penn Pike Ste 1
Kobal Thomas W 412 Washington St
Koch Alice D 740 E Brd St
Kropp Anthony E 243 Owl Creek Rd
Kulha Joseph 22 Villas Crossing Rd
La Dolce Casa Llc, Roberto Picone 16 W Brd St
Liaw Michael Ming Tong 31 Hometown Ave
Martinez Cruz, Maria 61 Lafayette Ave
Melusky Thomas 222 E Brd St Apt 1505
Menconi James F 119 W Brd St
Meyer Dorothy 324 W Brd St
Middleton John A 201 Clay St
Mooney Darrell L, Amy 207 South St
Moore Robert Jr 678 Penn Dr
Neff Scott D 313 Market St
Neifert Dorothy RR 2
Neverosky 511 E Brd St
Paisley Betsy, Jaime B 74 Fawn Ln
Panther Valley Dental Society 132 E Brd St
Pappas Carolyn E 722 East Brd St
Petrole Gerald 724 Claremont Ave
PNC Bank 116 Gay St
Psecu Its Scrs Or A 116 Gay St
Pupko David M 152 E Main St
Quality Collision 16 Purnell Ave
Reeser Rebecca 174 Mahanoy Ave
Rigotti Mary 37 W Brd St Apt 405
Robertshaw Thelma 121 Mahanoy St
Rodriguez Cynthia 31 Lafayette Ave
Schap Alysa N 47 Market St
Seibert Joshua W 116 Gay St
Shafers Pharmacy 11 Ctr St
Shellhamer Lois M 307 Arlington St
Shellhamer Virgil R Est, Justine M Evans 140 Penn St
Slowitsky Cahterine RR 1 Box 372
Spector Ben 18 Ardmore Ave
Spectrum Senior Consultants Inc 91 Pebble Ln
Tamaqua Family Practice 34 S Railrd St Business Office
Tauber Ingrid R 327 Arlington St
Tolentino Bonita L PO Box 127
Trevorah Harold, Nancy 163 Penn St
Tumas Elizabeth R, Kathleen A 63 Hometown Ave
Varano Frances E 37 Ctr St
Vonetsky Robert Rd 2 Ness Apt 2w
Whetstone Herbert 5 Cherry St
White Edith G, David 444 Arlington St
Yanega William J, Joan L Jeffrey P Bowe Esq PO Box 290
York Sarah 427 Hazle St
Yost William 510 Washington St
Your Industrial Solution 120 Valy St
Zaldaris Denise 601 E Union St
Zeigler Jessica 317 Pine St
Tower City Pa 17980
Beers Tammy M 119 S 4th St Apt A
Burrows Gwen M RR 1 Box 124f
Herbert Louis J 2031 Wisconisco St
Laird Henry P 233 E Grand Ave
Moyer Marion Est of 36 Bendigo St
Noll Todd L 110 S 5th St
Pearson Robert D Jr 25 N Hand St
Rhoades Dion S 161 W Maple St
Shuey Denise R 729 W Grand Ave
Straub Eric E 503 Rear W Grand Ave
Tower Sales Mini Markets 523 E Grand Ave
Wessner Susan L 2031 Wisconisco St
Wilcosky Tasha L 301 Clarks Valy Rd
Tremont Pa 17981
Barnyock Verna I 83 W Pine St
Crone Charlotte, William 204 W Laurel St
Fasnacht Paula Marie 225 W Main St
Fox Floyd Tremont Nursing Home 44 Donaldson Rd
Graver William H Donaldson 21 E Ctr St
Guigley Nichole R 2006 E Ctr St
Kemmerling Lindsey M 2006 E Ctr St
Klouser Scott 4 S Crescent St
Kramer Julie, Mark 112 W Main St
Miners Oil Company 284 Sr 209 Hwy PO Box 86
Rodgers Isabella 45 Spring St
Romberger Lamar E 129 Main St
Wetzel Gloria A 31 E Spring St
Wetzel Gloria S 31 E Spring St
Tuscarora Pa 17982
Vlcek John Box 21 Walnut St
Valley View Pa 17983
Bixler Bette, Meluin C 1715 W Maple St
Harner Melissa J PO Box 36
Kaster Marjorie P 204 Gap St
Smeltz Mark Box 387
Stutzm Sandra J PO Box 366
Teal Jesse L PO Box 755
Wetzel Sharon L PO Box 366
Zion Grove Pa 17985
Hughes Kevin E 114 Raricks Rd
Peterson Bernice L 181 Buck Mountain Rd
Tait David 814 Greenmountain Rd Box 88
Yesenofski Bernard RR 1 Box 2310 Zion
Somerset County
Acosta Pa 15520
Diflori Mark E 105 3rd St PO Box 16
Friend Esther F PO Box 168
Addison Pa 15411
Boyd Emily 6437 National Pike
Glover Odessa 1823 Polk Hill Rd
Vignol Richard N, Vickylynn PO Box 55
Wagner Heating & Ventilating Co 1417 W Fullerton Ave
Berlin Pa 15530
Berlin Invest Club A Partnership, Doran De Voe Walker
803 Diamond St
Brant Nicole 9018 Gloves Pike Rd
Burchell Ralph W, Robert 1855 Brotherton Rd
Burnsworth Tony L 1556 Garrett Shortcut Rd
Friedline Chauncey Est 606 Swallow St
Gary Thelma F RR 3 Box 40
George Gary RR 3 Box 40
Grove Jeffrey R 425 Main St
Jenista Anne M 481 Hillegas Run Rd
Martin Leonard W 1870 White Horse Rd
Massini Nick Job 16 Cambria Tipple 182 Coal Rd
Miller Chelsea R 1776 White Horse Rd
Norris Robert G 598 Shipleytown Rd
Paronish Robert J 509 Main St
Smith James H 724 South St
Thompson Bradley 2624 Huckleberry Hwy
Timber Inc 2431 Berlin Plank Rd P Box 235
Weyant Rodger 123 Movilla Dr
Boswell Pa 15531
Barnick Christopher 237 Rocky Ridge Rd
Blake Tina M 1117 Lincoln Hwy
Blough Robert J II 253 Green Bridge Rd
Boswell Prescription Center LLC 210 Ohio St
Drwal Frances C 309 Ohio St
Hammer David G 704 N Fork Dam Rd
Hoffman Funeral Home 409 Main St
Ickes Ins Agency PO Box 39
Johnston Larry PO Box 44
Laskowski Carol J, Henry 2984 Penn Ave
Laskowski Henry J RR 1 Box 256
Lawrence Teloa R 963 Boswell Hts Dr
Morgan Cynthia E 521 Allegheny St
Oaks Edith R 519 Ohio St
Riggs S Williams, Daniel PO Box 86
Riggs Sidney W Est PO Box 86
Rose Jennifer 6251 Somerset Pike
Shaffer June R 223 Ohio St
Shubik Frances 702 Morris Ave
St Clair Caroline 218 Beam Church Rd
Straw Constr Co Inc 429 Fetterolf Rd
Tirko Cherri 211 Drift Rd
Total Mobility Svc, Raymond Pallape 4785 Penn Ave
Underwood Richard E 815 Matterhorn Rd
Watkins Anita L 2358 Lincoln Hwy PO Box 43
Watkins Chevrolet RD 3 Box 8
Boynton Pa 15532
Lindeman Roger PO Box 1
Cairnbrook Pa 15924
Mcclucas Theodore C 222 Clear Shade Creek Ln
Pytel John 27 3rd St
Waste Mgmt 1176 No One Rd
Central City Pa 15926
Abulaban Majdi 1171 Peninsula Dr
Antkiewicz Leroy J, Joan T 484 Mohawk Path
Brant Nicole 748 S Shore Trl
Fleegle Helen T Est 58 Ross St
Gibbons Michael J 627 Chestnut St
Gupta Nishith 251 Manges St
Jacks Supermarket 603 Sunshine Ave
Kline Beatrice E 477 Sorber Rd
Koch Elma L 319 Bunker Hill Rd
Lucas Ann 132 Statler St
Moslak Kathryn 749 Poplar St Apt 113
Napora John 543 Peninsula Dr
Smith Anna, Susanna PO Box 145 Apt A
Wahl Thomas 632 Lynn St
Weaver Willa Mae 146 Harrison Ln
Weicht Ronald A 823 Poplar St
Confluence Pa 15424
Applebaum Edward 524 Jacobs St Apt 6
Custer Robert 1619 Listonburg Rd
Enos Marshall R 525 River Rd Apt 1
Frye Charles E 157 Chestnut St
Giliberti Rosemary K 536 Oden St
Herlinyho Judith PO Box 178
Hosmer Elizabeth K 3051 Listonburg Rd
Pettina John 536 Oden St
Sands Alma Estate PO Box 75 RD 1
Sands Elma Estate PO Box 75 RD 1
Sands Robert PO Box 75 RD 1
Younkin Chester 343 Fairview Ave
Younkin Clinton R 526 Meyers St
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Davidsville Pa 15928
Beals Walter G 1000 Vista Dr
Geibig Kristen E PO Box 633
Kritschgau Sandra 223 N Main St
Mantini Mantini of Davidsville 316 N Main St
Shank Walter G 124 Colonial Dr
Fairhope Pa 15538
Emerick Betty, Leo 604 Emerick Rd
Fort Hill Pa 15540
Beachy Constance L, Ronald L 289 High Point Rd
Beachy Eleanor M, Galen L 343 High Point Rd
Friedens Pa 15541
Baer S Cemetary Assoc, Daniel Baer 762 Geiger Rd
Halaburda Mary B PO Box 50
Knipple Becka Marie 103 N Main St
Kozuch Nancy S 1117 Stoystown Rd
Miller John R 637 Causeway Dr
Norwich Svcs Inc PO Box 260
Piersol Elizabeth A 214 Piersol Rd
Riggs Sidney W 499 Riggs Rd
Schrock Robert, Donna RD 1
Shaulis Shawn M 224 Welsh Rd Apt A
Urban Dorothy S 1117 Stoystown Rd
Wertz Theodore P, Audrey J 354 Welsh Hill Rd
Zore William 614 Watson Ave
Garrett Pa 15542
Butler Rodney PO Box 25
Hodges Howard 2657 Button Rd
Lung Bessie 519 Jackson St PO Box 263
National Wind Power 224 Schrock Rd
Gray Pa 15544
St Clair Barbara 112 E 2nd St
Hidden Valley Pa 15502
Bock Frank Jr PO Box 4066
Goldsworthy John D 2334 S Ridge Dr
Hidden Valley Resort Lp PO Box 4420
Kates Jonathan L PO Box 4187
Hollsopple Pa 15935
Cougheour John R 333 Thomas St
Dail Brian A 105 Esther Dr
Ferre Barret E, Sarah M 123 Bethel St
Hartman Ashley B 289 Thomas St
Jodon Rachel 333 Thomas St
Jp Tees & Sportswear Rt 403 Box 512
Kentula Andrew P PO Box 368
Knupp Donald E 5425 Somerset Pike
Kozuch Betty J 172 Lunen St
Lebda Michael R PO Box 238
Markferding Joseph PO Box 527a
Rule Wanda G 834 Skunk Hollow Rd
Saylor Betty J RR 2
Shawley Susan 142 Soap Hollow Rd
Simpson Anna 280 Shaulis Rd
Smakula John M Jr, David Jr PO Box 262
Whited Emerson Sr RD 1 Box 257
Yoder Arden L, Doris M 2501 Saylor School Rd
Zimmerman James I 347 Whistler Rd
Zimmerman Wayne 395 Miller Rd
Hooversville Pa 15936
Bailey Charles E 2193 Plank Rd
Berkey Auto Body Sales, Edward L Berkey Jr 290 Clark St
Box 323
Blodwin G Jones RR 1
Boroski Gary 2059 Ridge Rd
Czapp Michael Jr 195 Shade St
Hart Linda Y 478 Miller Run Rd
Hoffman Joshua 533 Ridge Rd
Hribar Lawrence 100 Chestnut St
Jones Glen C RR 1
Keller Lori K 285 Sugar St
Miller Wilbur D RR 1
Naugle Dorothy J 497 Blough Rd
Jenners Pa 15546
Adams Henry A Box 141
Jury Tim 121 Church St
Krupper Gloria J 200 High St
Smith Carla A 109 Cloud St
Vancura Jeffery A 134 High St
Jennerstown Pa 15547
Fillman Pauline B Main St
Gerber Brian K PO Box 476
Jennerstown Three Rivers Dental PO Box 210
Walters Linda L PO Box 25
Jerome Pa 15937
Ansley Rv PO Box 215 204 Jerome Ave
Dominick Bambino Constr 102 School Ave
Kenny Ross Chev 102 School Ave
Mishler Daniel L PO Box 411
Mulhollen Daniel PO Box 215 204 Jerome Ave
Realty Excel II PO Box 370
Rininger James C, Judith M 196 School Ave PO Box 254
Schneider Gregory D PO Box 475
Sesack Mildred J PO Box 267
Skladanowski Mary, Joe Box 212
Kantner Pa 15548
Burkett Bonnie 3802 Whistler Rd
Pluta Caroline B Box 83
Markleton Pa 15551
Cox David R Sr 118 Foster Ln
Kirst Joseph D Rd 1
Knepper Kathryn M 920 Humbert Rd
Ward James E Jr Est Rt 1
Wilt Jeffrey Est 339 Markleton Rd
Meyersdale Pa 15552
Arnold Virginia R 307 Pennsylvania St Apt 5
Baer James D, Orpha L 2586 Pine Hill Rd
Beynon Leonard M 324 Beachley St
Bittner Nancy P 180 Oak Ridge Dr
Bowman Rodney L 3894 Greenville Rd
Byer Jason D 119 Condominium Rd
Carouse Guido 211 Main St
Fisher William F RR 1
Geiger Roy 199 Shirleys Hollow Rd
Glc Meyersdale Res Trust Fund Mabel Robertson 201
Hospital Dr
Haning Rachel L, Jerry F 750 St Paul Rd
Hornig Sam K 312 North St
Irwin Jeff DDS 100 Hospital Dr
Lohr Benjamin 443 Fike Hollow Rd
Long Reta P 388 Cemetery Rd
Maple City Chrysler LLC PO Box 240 7008 Mason Dixon
Hwy
Miller Michael, Wendy 239 Romania Rd
Minick Ruth 452 Glade City Rod
Ohler Edna Est PO Box 186
Peterson Mildred E 180 Oak Ridge Dr
Schrock Christopher M, Sharon K 495 Glade City Rd
Sechler Audrey, Ricky 126 Salisbury St
Shaulis Alice 201 Hospital Dr
Shockey Anna 128 Large St
Smith Helen V 514 Sherman St
Stein Mary 1 Ctr St Apt 4
Timbrook Collision 3894 Greenville Rd
Walker Clarence C, Grace H 5998 Mt Davis Rd
Watson Gary L 292 Large St
Wilmoth Henry J Est, Ggnsc Meyersdale Lp 201 Hospital Dr
Woy Brothers 495 Glade City Rd
New Baltimore Pa 15553
Meyers Marlin, Jean 262 Juniata St
Quecreek Pa 15555
Thomas E E 112 1st St PO Box 104
Rockwood Pa 15557
Church Nathan E 3608 Waterlevel Rd
Corbaci Stephanie 452 Leora Ave
Cramer Inez J 1026 Brdway St PO Box 211
Enos Ernest S 745 Main St
Grega Richard 742 Main St
Hay James W RR 1 Box 3
Lavan Pearl 359 Market St Apt 2
Lyford George Jr 621 Brdway St
Meyers Robert E 308 W Main St
Miller David A PO Box 11
New Centerville & Rural Vfc 2602 Scullton Rd
Pa Surface Coal Mining Exchange, Tom Holliday
654 Main St
Pritts Ashley M 810 Brdway St
Samler Kenneth Carl 4311 Kingwood Rd
Specht Ehtel M 308 W Main St
Van Theodore F RR 3 Box 136
Wheatlley Jenn PO Box 8734
Young John C 701 Market St
Salisbury Pa 15558
Benford Rosalie M, Jack E 670 Somerset Ave
Durst David E PO Box 209
James Michael C 131 Greenville Rd
Lowery Amanda N PO Box 352 103 Mechanic St
Sommers Joel 9276 Mason Dixon Hwy
Welfley Elizabeth M Grant St
Yoder Paul E 299 Engles Mill Rd
Seanor Pa 15953
Touth Margaret 38 Mine St
Shanksville Pa 15560
Daly James R PO Box 135
Thomas Clyde, Mary PO Box 25
Sipesville Pa 15561
Darr Harold E Box 53
Urban Josephine PO Box 51
Somerset Pa 15501
Aston Genevieve H 150 Cambridge Pl
Baker James A, Kim 409 Briar Patch Rd
Barbera Katherine M PO Box 390
Barclay Earl 1301 Maplehurst Dr
Bartek Maryann 117 E Kooser St
Bisel Ruth E 354 W Fairview St Apt 5
Bittner Dee 154 Burgess St
Bittner Robert C 165 Westridge Rd
Bowlby Violet R 237 W Main St
Bowser Roy D RR 2 Box 276
Brant Leo V 1249 N Ctr Ave 1
Bruner Linda Kay 134 Hunter School Rd
Captain Dent 457 Stoystown Rd
Cincinnati Ins Co PO Box 469
Custer Thomas L 175 Top of Hickory Hill Ln
Dinning Mary 111 E Union St 180
Dispigna Josephine 538 Piedmont Rd
Dolan Kathleen J 135 Amber Ln
Domer Earl E 703 W Bakersville Rd
Eisler Patricia A 253 E Fairview St
Eller Jackalyn R RR 5 Box 346
First National Bank 344 W Sanner St
Fontroy Derrick D II, Derrick D I, Quilton, Takiya
5706 Glades Pi
Fortier Boats Inc PO Box 264
Foust Betty R 215 Clark Ave
Friedline Robert 186 Friedline Dr
Frye Anna Mary 130 Deer Ln
Galliker Steven, Vanyo Box 1100
Gardner Elmina 455 Bethany Rd
Giant Eagle 683 4192 Glades Pike
Gillingham Ann 441 S Lynn Ave Apt 4
Ginter Paul I 466 W Union St
Glessner Bryan 128 Kimmel Rd
Gonzalez Carolina 179 N Plaza Access Rd
Guevara Angelica Polanco 327 Industrial Park Rd
Haylee Henry 840 Sherwood Dr
Henry Carey PO Box 1137
Hoover Larry C, Virginia E 6677 Glades Pike
Horner Sara, Harold 436 Patton St
J E Herring Motor Co 286 Neilan Rd
Ken Ross Chevrolet 2006 N Ctr Ave
Klein Phyllis 154 Burgess St
Koontz Brooke M 457 Stoystown Rd
Kosnosky Ina Est 440 S Ctr Ave
Lakeview Manor 166 Siemon Dr
Larson Eric D 1411 Maplehurst Dr
Latshaw James Robert 539 S Ctr Ave
Lew Doris 162 E Sanner St
Li Shui Mei 113 N Ctr Ave
Li Zai Fu 113 N Ctr Ave
Li Ze Chang 113 N Ctr Ave
Ljw Holdings LLC 150 Phillppi Rd
Lohr Marie E RR 5 Box 346
Luteri Robert P 241 Hillside Ln
Luth Inc 373 E Main St
Mack Hester C, Hester B 231 N Pleasant Ave
Mains Donald 2006 N Ctr Ave
Manuska Joseph J RR 5 Box 346
Martin Juliann L PO Box 913
Miller Nellie N, Miller James N RR 1 Box 78
Miller Jason P 344 W Sanner St
Miller Ralph L 166 Siemon Dr 112
Miller Ruth R 134 Hunter School Rd
Nealon Timothy A 990 Madison Ave
Nicholson Olive E 137 E Sanner St
Nine Sisters Irrev Ins Trust 158 E Union St 510
Ogle Katherine M, Richard, Kelsey M 496 Scenic View Rd
Oglevee Betty E, Dale W 881 E Main St
Oppegard Ann C 783 Walnut St
Patton Eilene B PO Box 857
Peffer June Est 166 E Union St
Potter Darla PO Box 953
Pritts Alma 455 Chippewa Rd
Pritts Ruth S 311 W Race St
Ralston John W Jr 5706 Glades Pike Box 631 Bc6182
Randall Charlie 225 Bognar Rd
Rascona Nathan C 124 N Ctr Ave PO Box 508
Reedy Barbara 918 S Ctr Ave Ste 101
Ridge Runners Bike PO Box 1241
Robbins Richard D 207 N Rosina Ave
Rogal Andrew 257 Bridle Rd
Rons Collision & Auto Sales 918 Stoystown Rd
Ryan Frank, Harold Shepley Assoc 209 W Patriot St
Salvio Jim 128 Nicole Ln
Schaefer Gerald T PO Box 982
Schmucker Verna M, John 495 W Patriot St
Schrock Edna Patriot Manor Nursing Home
495 W Patriot St
Schrock Hazel 427 Clark Ave
Schrock John C 569 Jefferson Rd
Sechler Bruce PO Box 856
Shaffer Anita F 600 E Main St
Shaffer Violet P 802 Smith St
Shirey Eleanor 158 E Garrett St
Siemons Est 166 Siemon Dr
Smith Heather A 733 Salem Ave
Somerset Family Practice Hlth Svcs Inc 329 S Pleasant Ave
Spahn Ruth H 136 Windermere Ln
Spangler Robert M 215 Westridge Rd
Speicher L Tom 181 Amber Ln
Sredy Luke A 449 Walters Mill Rd
Sredy Ralph 547 Stepping Stone Rd
Starry Heath M M 327 W Race St
Stern Carrie 802 Smith St
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Sterzinger Jennifer L 331 High St
Stoy Verda W, John C, Jane 192 Bishop Ln Lot 21
Sundermeier Connie S 703 W Bakersfield Rd
Svonavec James Joseph, Tara Lynn 366 Valy Dr
Svonavec Mary Elizabeth 265 Morocco St
Swank Hazel F 1238 Dar Ed Dr
Switzer Brian Scott 133 Bicycle Rd
Sypolt Joseph 315 N Kimberley Ave Apt 1
Szewczyk Edward V 524 S Rosina Ave Apt 8
Toaso Susan Est 241 Stoystown Rd
U T D 10 Xx Xx Robert J Vanyo & Barbara F Vanyo Ir,
Vanyo Box 1100
Ua 11 11 00 Ralston Farms & Stables Trust Jr 5706 Glades
Pike Box 631 Bc6182
Varner Joan 1036 W Union St
Vcs Group Inc 118 W Main St Ste 301
Wambaugh James E 130 Deer Ln
Wang Sihan 327 Industial Park Rd
Weimer Alan 335 N Fork Rd
Weimer Diane, Alan 335 N Fork Rd
Welding Morocco 133 Morocco St
Witt Mary A 218 N Rosina Ave
Wong Laurette, Bradley, Doris 162 E Sanner St
Yohn Roy E 114 Don Ln
Hidden Valley Resort Lp 1 Craighead Dr
Stoystown Pa 15563
Ansell Donald 1234 Horner Church Rd
Burnham Teresa PO 303
Clark Jennifer L 151 Cemetry Rd
Frampton Howard E 615 Goldsmith Rd
Hause Debra 145a St
Lichvar Leonard L, Rebecca M 584 Horner Church Rd
Replogle Justin M 3324 Ridge Rd
Shaffer Vaughn 6849 Lincoln Hwy
Smolen Susan, Andy 144 Choctaw Ln
Sun El Corp 3385 Lincoln Hy
Wentz Dorothy RR 2
Tire Hill Pa 15959
Telesys Inc PO Box 360 Tire
Webster Daniel PO Box 81
Windber Pa 15963
Armagost Donald L, Mary Jane 611 Horner St
Badowski Frank 2905 Cambria Ave
Bafile Jason J 1706 Budd Ave
Barbe Michael R PO Box 319
Betchers Mike PO Box 206
Bloom Christopher D 507 22nd St Rear
Bury Joseph 895 Mine 37
Citimortgage Inc 437 Peaceful Valy Rd
Cody Marsh 640 Railrd St
Cowher Donald R 1238 Horn Rd
Dacarer Inc 2907 Graham Ave
Dagostino Nancy M 2401 Park Ave
Diloreto Stella S 301 8th St
Dusack Jacqueline 1706 Budd Ave
Elton Evangalism Cemetery Assoc 1979 Centennial Dr
Furda Nicholas I 199 Morrey Ln
Furigay Margaret J 909 Jilda Dr
Gahagen Bernice 1208 Somerset Ave
Gallina Girolamo M, Teresa A 29 Veil Rd
Gap Chevrolet 1 Chevy Dr
Gibson Donna F PO Box 295
Goebel Christine M, Barbara Horvath 516 1st St
Greene Luanna 2714 Jackson Ave Apt 1
Hebebrand Goldie 553 Railrd St
Herr Melva J 1911 Hoffman Ave Apt 107
Hollern Scott E PO Box 295
Jerin Allie M 1280 3rd St
Kause Robyn L 437 Peaceful Valy Rd
Keselyak Gregory T, Mary A 1818 Somerset Ave
Kirk Raymond 505 8 Th St
Kissel Andrew E 903 Gilda Dr
Kurcis Michelle L, Mark S 1704 Hillside Ave
Lasut Thomas J 3431 Graham Ave
Ling Alma Ruth, Dwight 118 Locust St
Liska Theodore J 228 Jefferson Ave
Marsh Elizabeth C 3 Holly Path
Marsh Robert D 302 6th St
Martin David J 741 Mine 37
Mehalco Harry Est 673 Railrd St
Mehalko Paul 673 Railrd St
Nagy Gregory 1249 Centennial Dr
Nagy Irene E 707 Quemahoning Towers
Nothdurft Marie 1407 Cambria Ave
Petrilla Charles T 1802 Somerset Ave
Potts Florence 509 4th St
Quality Transport 155 Tuscareka Dr
Radu Aure, Elena 28 Clearview Hts
Reed Margaret, Henry 1013 Mine 40
Rizzo Dominick C PO Box 86
Russo Betty L 603 13th St
Sampath Srivatsa 525 Bedford St
Schillinger Florence B 17 St Veil Ave
Sendek Edward J 1114 Park Dr Rd
Sendek Edward J 114 Park Dr Rd
Serrian James 2900 Jackson Ave
Shetler Bradley J 808 12th St
Skillman Elizabeth, Robert 586 Rr St
Skowron Marion T 264 Maple Ave
Stefancik Mary J 806 Main St
Swansiger Andrew 2502 Graham Ave
Thiele Manufacturing LLC 309 Spruce St
Urbassik Richard R 902 Graham Ave Apt 1
Vaneiken Wilber RR 2 Box 5
Walker Robert J Jr, Helen, Robert 2621 Graham Ave
Washko Martin J 519 Main St
Wo Elizabeth 509 4th St
Wozniak Elizabeth B 509 4th St
Wrightsman Betty 503 Hoffman Ave
Zallar Herman J, Susan M 1216 Centennial Dr
Sullivan County
Dushore Pa 18614
Barry William J Jr, Ella Chemung Canal Trust Company
32 Als Ln
Allen Barton C PO Box 331
Boardman Avery B OD PO Box 349
Daugherty Evelyn R RR 2 Box 208
Frazer Ina J RR 2 Box 2358
Frey Donald L PO Box 41
Hoodak John J Box 416
Litzelman Mary A 228 S German St Apt 277
Raynor Virginia M 200 Academy Ter
Rex Sherry C PO Box 54
Schleeter William RR 2 Box 2200
Staples Jennifer 356 Bear Rd
Treaster Paul C 2424 Molyneux Hill Rd
Voorhees Grace A RR 1
Yedinak Margaret 558 Holly Rd
Yerger Molly 201 Cemetery St
Eagles Mere Pa 17731
Feitser Realty 2 Village Shop Complex
Kisinger Helen 14151 Rte 42
Oliver Karen A PO Box 371
Robin Fiester dba Robin Real 2 Sullivan Ave
Forksville Pa 18616
Acquaro Joseph A Darway Elder Care Rehab 5865 Rte 154
Brensinger Jason S, Tamii H Quality Collision Inc 6452
Rte 154
Furiness Richard Darway Elder Care Rehab 5865 Rte 154
Harris Willard RR 1 Box 1116
Hoppes Mary G RR 1 Box 1058
May Sondra L 5865 Rte 154 Darway Nursing Home
Raub Linda M 1020 Millview Mountain Rd
Woodhead Joan RR 1 Box 1312
Hillsgrove Pa 18619
Lewis Josephine S 73 Pine St
Lewis Josephine S Est HC 31 Box 106
Whitmoyer Eric D 9 Boyles Ln
Laporte Pa 18626
Livezey Thomas F PO Box 356
Stroble Julie A PO Box 186 Lake View Dr
Lopez Pa 18628
Mtc Eastern Pa Career Red Rock Job Corps Ctr Rte 4
PO Box 218
Smith Kevin Jr PO Box 218
Mildred Pa 18632
Rupert Jerry PO Box 6
Stabryla Lynne A RR 1 Box 1049
Walsh Theresa M PO Box 242
Muncy Valley Pa 17758
Charles Mildred, Glen RR 1
Myers Anna Kathleen, Maureen RR 1 Box 362
Myers Patrick Desmond, Maureen RR 1 Box 362
Andes Theodore H RD 1 Box 627
Armstrong Curtis J RRr 1 348
Bartlett Timothy N 11 Lorow Ln Richard Kaluga
Hall Robert RR 1 Box 75
Hanna David L RR 1 Box 469
Hanna Family Trust C/O Kathy Morgan 212 Main St
Mcclintock Jack L, Mary Louise 15222 Us Hwy 220
Meyers Danielle Rose RR 1 Box 362
Myers Dale RR 1
Myers Danielle R 82 High Rock Rd
Myers Maureen RR 1 Box 362
Russell Quava Logging 1484 Champion Hill Rd
White Valerie 3761 Nordmont Rd
Willmington Trust Co 11 Lorow Ln Richard Kaluga
Shunk Pa 17768
Morgan Kent L PO Box 28
Nelson M P PO Box 28
Susquehanna County
Brackney Pa 18812
111 Leonard L RR 1 Box 1156 Barney Rd
Cerretani Dominick, Joanne M, Joseph M RR I Box 1032
Fruehan Francis W, Kim M 20963 SR 167
Korutz Bryon J, Carol J RR 1 Box 4220 Lake Sophia Rd
Mchale Michele L 5153 Kellum Rd
Merwin Geertgens 568 Brackney Hill Rd
Nagy Lori Ann RR 1 Box 1360
Redding Michael RR 1 Box 1671
Steed Leonard III, Leonard RD 1 Box 47−04 Barney Rd
Striley Margaret E Est RR 2 Box 2610
Brooklyn Pa 18813
Lindenmuth Walter Frank PO Box 81
Browndale Pa 18421
Giglia Karyn J 325 Main St
Stefanov Mike 525 Marion St
Clifford Pa 18413
Buckley Nannette L PO Box 188
FMTC Box 228
Green Douglas L Ira Box 228
Triller Norman E PO Box 164
Clifford Pa 18421
Bognatz Jeffrey J 4306 SR 247
Forest City Pa 18421
Allan Hornbeck Chevrolet 400 Main St
Balcavage John 500 Railrd St
Care Frances Puchnick 911 Delaware St
Cobbshifler Jeffrey 212 Marion St
Drasler Marianne 317 Vine St
Driscoll John 1159 Main St
Finnerty Bridget E RR 1 Box 64b
Griebel Susan C 324 Main Sta
Harris Michael 427 Delaware St
Hyjek Helen M Apt 212 331 Main St
Jerrys Sports Inc Main St
Jsc Purchasing & Admin PO Box 121
Lonzinski Evan M 235 Delaware St
Mcbride Alyssa PO Box 38
Neubert Robert 514 Hudson St
Nolan Duane S, Laurie Lou RR 1 Box 134
Pepson Catherine RR 1 Box 89
Polednak Mike RD 1
Poterjoy Happy PO Box 131
Sever Raymond A 429 Marion St Bdle
Sterchak Joseph 818 Susq St
Virbitsky Construction Inc RR 1 Box 83
Westgate Mildred A, Carl C 819 Railrd St
Whitiak Ronald, Shawn 260 Delaware St
Friendsville Pa 18818
Choconut Market RR 1 Box 7692
Dixon John Thomas, Debra L RR 2 Box 2060
Kanuk Carol 576 Degnan Rd
Lawler John 27 Brickhouse Rd
Mcgrann Roy 1062 Mattes Rd
Rebello Karen E 27 Pamela Dr
Rockefeller Frank, Joan 4548 State Rte 858
Semper Fi Realty Co Inc 2313 Carmalt Rd
Sorensen Judsen G 252 Sorensen Rd
Great Bend Pa 18821
Abbott Eli F RR 1 Randolph St
Bennett Noralee RR 1 Box 1035
Carlucci Jean M RR 1 Box 107
Fleming Jerome N PO Box 175
Franks Sandra L 315 Orchard St Apt 3
Gregus Michael RR 1 Box 1164
Lord Sarah G RR 1 Box 1007
Hallstead Pa 18822
Allen Philip D, Cynthia L 3575 SR 1018
Bank North 4154 Old Rte 11
Butts Matthew 4154 Old Rte 11
Cordner Paul D 588 Airport Rd
Degraw Almina RR 1
Envirocycle 899 Assembly Place
Fisher Patrick RR 3 Box 3303
Foster Nancy E 2000 Booth Rd
Geertgens Philip P PO Box 779
General Dynamic C/O Guy A Erceg II 105 Chase Ave
Hanse Michael R, Susie A RR 2 Box 2696
Kotar Marion C 20 Lackawanna Ave Apt 110
Lesjack Eric B, Byron PO Box 430
Martel Mindy RR 2 Box 2170
Mott Herman W 57 Main St
Perico Gary R PO Box 774
Simpson Roger E PO Box 783
Wilber Susan E RR 1 Box 1015
William Carroll Main St
Harford Pa 18823
Bond Helen Apt 204 201 School St
Bufano Elizabeth Sherry PO Box 263
Goodman Roy Elliott PO Box 263
Hop Bottom Pa 18824
Benson Danielle E, Fred RR 1 Box 1148
Familetti Brenda M Thomson First Employee Offerin RR 1
Box 1207
Farnham Daniel, Coleen RD 1 Box 1149
Gray Robert E RR 1 Box 1405
Kulick Kurt RR 1 Box 1197
Markulies Betty L RR 1 Box 1365
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Jackson Pa 18825
Evans David W RR 328
Martin Appliances Attn: Jeff Martin
Kingsley Pa 18826
Adams Scott A RR 2 Box 137
Anastasio Luke RR 1 260f
Frank J Payne Psp Serp Pooled Acct C/O Frank J Payne
RD 2
Ingoglia Jerry RR 1 Box 263
Jenkins David R 421 Tripps Rd
Nalge Justin J 2603 Pennay Hill Rd
Payne Frank J RD 2
Perkins Alissa 3468 Gardoski Rd
Shafer Earl L RD 1 Box 114
Smith David 9515 N Weston Rd
Stankiewicz Jeffrey RR 2 Box 147
Warren Dennis W RR 1
Whitman Altheda 71 Granger Rd
Wickizer Margaret W C/O Judy Spadi RR 2 Box 171 E
Lanesboro Pa 18827
Dilello Alton F PO Box 173
Lenoxville Pa 18441
Owens Thomas HC 7 Box 7100
Little Meadows Pa 18830
Casterline Ruth 913 Maple St
Neville Vincent RR 1 Box 1372
Nichols Gerald RR 1 Box 1305
Montrose Pa 18801
Arnold Richard L II Est 12515 SR 3001
Arnold Richard L RR 4 Box 240
Austin Bryan E PO Box 162
Beautz Mary Jo Ridge St
Bistocchi Margaret 11 Church St
Book Linda A 2060 Dimock to Brooklyn Rd
Brennan Helen I 23 Park St
Brown Kathleen P RR 4 Box 39a1
Bruce Lee E 10685 SR 29
Bunnell Edwin Jr RR 7 Box 7394
Bunnell Lucille 4397 Meshoppen Creek Rd
Carey Dennis F, Mary B 189 Chenango St
Charles Heather L RR 6 Box 6297a
Charles John D RR 4 Box170 A1
Charles Leigh Ann RR 4 Box 170 A−1
Clough John RR 7 Box 7222
Dalton Randy W 213 High School Rd
Daniel Regan Funeral Home 64 S Main St
Davenport Kimberly A 21 Lincoln Ave
Davis Gabrielle C, Scott A 888 Valy Rd
Depaola Elizabeth RR 6 Box 6213
Depue David O RR 3 Box 284
Fitzgerald Mary Ann 2 Grow Ave
Floyd RR 5 Box 87
Greenwood Roy 44 Cherry St
Griffis Bruce K 224 Rd 5
Gurney Dorothy RR 3 Box 219a
High Tech Collision Refinish Dba William R Pabst RR 5
Box 99
Hllier Stacy 12248 SR 3001
Hollister Ronald L Grow Ave
Kloda Thelma 15 Church St Apt 318
Knauth Mary P 670 Baldwin Rd
Knauth Mary P RR 5 Box 201b
Knauth Pickett 670 Baldwin Rd
Lawrence Beth 50 High St
Lewis Gregg M 49 Grow Ave
Macgeorge Arden RR 4 Box 125
Markovitch Furia A RR 3 Box 357
Matthews Catherine C 34 Maple St
Mead Jeffrey Charles RR 4 Box 27
Merrill Charles C 15 Cherry St
Meyers Gerald 391 Prospect St
Minto Scott W RR 6 Box 6037
Montrose Produce Inc PO Box 107
Mulligan David C 1412 Old County Rd
Mulligan Ellen L 140 Lincoln Ave
Nagy Geraldine 181 Liberty Ct
Oliver Edward D 2 Dean St
Patton Kerry RR 1 Box 214
Peters Leo G 33 S Main St
Pietriyk Edward C PO Box 106
Powers Laurie RR 5 Box 128
Pringle Diana 6 Lathrop St
Pump N Pantry Inc 754 Grow Ave
Pytlik Roberta RB 3 Box 348
Rafferty Margaret 18 Church St
Richard B Himko Dba Himko Farm 5601 Davis Rd
Rob S Market Inc Rt 706 Lake Montrose Mall
Robs Market Inc RR 6 Box 6022
Rosengrant Charles PO Box 4
Schuster Karen C/O Karen Zub PO Box 48 Rr 1
Simmons James Est 23 Maple St
Snyder Arthur L Sr RR 3 230
Sparks Alexander G 1180 Fisk Mill Rd
Sprout Rachel M RR 4 Box 170g
Stines Jerry RR 2 Box 211c
Store Room Solutions 16888 SR 706
Strohl Lindsay A, Michael A RR 5 Box 99
Taylor Kenneth D PO Box 288
Vaccaro Elizabeth K 81 Jackson St
Vancampen Frances A 44 Bowen St
Vanwinkle Zachery J 13251 SR 267
Wattsdebonis Sharlene M RR 6 Box 6198c
West Vanessa G 363 Grow Ave
Whitney Carrie L RR 1 Box 79−A
Winkle Miriam V RR 5 Box 87
Wyatt Stephanie RR 1 Box 189
New Milford Pa 18834
Bancy Helen S 75 RR 1
Blake Brian, Karen 78 S Shore Dr
Blakeslee Lois J 447 Church St
Decker Deborah 54 Orchard St
Ehler Jesssica 120 Foltz Rd
Fisher Freda B RR 1
Innes Ruth R PO Box 273
Jennings Ronald J RR 1 Box 164a
Knerr Michelle R 3033 E Lake Rd
Ksenich Donna R 1327 Old Rt 11 PO Box 13
Major Stephen W, Colby RR 2 Box 197ab1
Marten Carl E RR 1 Box 81
Martens Catherine RR 1 Box 81
Mcpherson Climmie 5388 School Rd
Olszewski Kathy M RR 2 Box 198r
Paolucci Joseph V, Sandy RR 1 Box 87
Petrilyak John, Juel PO Box 62 163 Church St
Plevinsky Sheila A PO Box 576
Ross Curtis 1125 Hall Rd
Towner Renee 4541 School Rd
Wages Frederick Daniel Rob PO Box 576
Walker Brian PO Box 315
Ward Margaret Est 126 West Shore Dr
Warner Tedi S 15 Jackson St
Montrose Pa 18843
Crawford Virginia PO Box 38 S
Holderman Helene PO Box 38 S
Rushville Pa 18828
Bennett William T, Jennifer 1295 Gage Rd
Phy Paula K RR 1 Box 1345
Springville Pa 18844
Aiosa Nancy M RR 1 151c
Borden Rifles Inc RR 1 Box 250 Bc
Debari Vito A RR 1 Box 96
Fay Justin 755 Cokely Rd
Longo Romayne RR 1 Box 198b
Mooney Christine Box 244 RR 1 Sheldon Hill Rd
Sherman Lyle R R RR 1 Box 232a
Simmons James RR 1 Box 64
Skelton Gerald L 202 SR 2005
Vibbard Adam 3412 SR 3013
Williams Frank C RR 1 Box 267d
Susquehanna Pa 18847
Boerner Jordan, Jon RR 2 Box 154
Brant Robert F 328 Brandt Crossing Rd
Bruns George II 4478 Oak Hill Rd
Chilewski Henry R RR 1 Box 161b
Cokley Donald R RR 4
Cook Cecil 3006 Tpke St
Cook Larry RD 3 Box 28
Dennis Lackner Ua 4 15 69 Criddle Rd Rt 3 Box 3348
Fisk Robert W 44 High St
Gehman Maryann V, Thomas G 6181 Starrucca Creek Rd
Glover Lydabel 558 Potter Hill Rd
Haskins Dera H 30 Springcreek Ave
Hayes Richard F Est C/O Residential Care 514 Brd Ave
Herbert Kyle 601 Bomans Rd
Hodack Kathleen Ann, Kari Nicole 411 Church St
Iveson Sara C 46 Laurel St
Jenkins Joshua 2897 Tpke St
Jenks Lynne PO Box 166
Kempa Charlene 561 SR 1008
Lackner Michael Criddle Rd Rt 3 Box 3348
Lamb Clarence W 32 Westfall Ave
Leonardis Joseph T Mauch Churk
Lindsey Martin M 4 East St 1
Long Stanley H 113 Rockwell Rd
Lyden Thomas J 507 Brd Ave
Madera Juan I RR 3 Box 3468
Mosley Marie C 400 Tpke St
Napolitano Anna M 525 E Church St
Nelson Harold J RR 3 Box 203
Passetti Shirley A 817 W Main St
Robinson Thomas 3006 Tpke St Apt214
Rodriguez Evelyn Justine PO Box 163
Rose Perry J RR 3 Box 131
Russo Michael A 1822 Melrose Rd
Schell Sandra 815 Prospect St
Spencer Larry PO Box 166
Spoonhower Lenore 149 Brd Ave
Spoor James 722 Harmony Rd
Towner Arthur J, Robert J 56 High St
Vanderwekke Cornelia 600 Tpke St Apt 108
Washburn Doris E 108 E Church St
Welch Andrew J 514 Brd Av
Westcott Jonathan C, Frances J 20498 SR 171
Williams Clarence PO Box 45
Yannone Deann M 817 W Main St
Thompson Pa 18465
Alleman Timothy L 279 E Water St
Andrews William 350 Burnwood Rd
Cottrell Carolyn J 734 Main St
Dolph Samantha 4660 Fiddle Lake Rd
Eriksmoen August RR 2 Box 119 Avery Rd
Giberson Franklin Est C/O Deborah Wolfe RR 2 Box 326
Matikiewicz Helen PO Box 2
Pinch Nicole PO Box 74 Jackson St
Thierer Barbara Ann, John RR 2 Box 118
Tully Drilling Co Inc Poyntelle Pa 226 E Water St
Tully Francis, Joan 226 East Water St
Tully Martin Thomas, Joan
Williams Dawn Marie RR 2
Union Dale Pa 18470
Abplanalp Emma M Est PO Box 34 SR 2038
Arneil Ronald, June RR 2 Box 54b Mud Pond Rd
Bobbin Mary RR 2 Box 126
Calafut Joseph RR1
Cust Nikolas Yaskulski, Crystal B, Tamera Hope RR 1
Box 50b
Ferrel Matthew L RR 2 Box 3243
Finch Antoinett RR 1 Box 29a
Geyer Deidra Cleary RR 1 Box 116
Halupke John Jr RD 1 Box 94a
Klamm Ullrich PO Box 339
Kovacic Frances RD 2 Box 32 1
May Ralph L PO Box 288
Mills Theadore 4273 State Rte 2012
Sanderson Alice B, Albert PO Box 58
Smith Catherine, John 17 7th St
Stone Richard 15 W Spring Loop
Suchnick Nathaniel, Deborah RR 1 Box 71c
Tanton Matthew T, Brian 182 Ontario St
Turner Jerilee RR 2 Box 3168
Ventimiglia James A RR 2 Box 13c
Vandling Pa 18421
Brown Andrew 574 Main St Apt 2
Cebular Edward J, Gladys M 241 Ash Blvd
Faulkner Helen 447 Clinton St
Fotusky Patricia 676 Main St
Mcandrew William 301 6th St
Sladicka Janet R 554 Main St
Sopko Cole S 641 Main St
Tioga County
Arnot Pa 16911
Foodroutes Network PO Box 55 Apple Ln
Blossburg Pa 16912
Anderson John G Morgan Evans
Bray Gerald C B 110 Riverside Park
Canalt Chemung 146b Gulick St
Connelly L Irene 226 Davis St
Fay Nellie C 102 Tannery St
Harding Raymond E 147 Maple Hill Rd
Kelly John Joseph, William 133 Lynd St
Lambert Steven David M Bogaczyk Attorney
Lupkowski Anthony L 209 Ruah St
Mahosky Thomas Box 284 D RD 1
Naylor Melisa K 146b Gulick St
Pifer Wayne W, Nancy Pifer Freeberg 120 N Williamson Rd
Simpson Kyle R HCR 60 Box 309
Stiner Mackey C 29 Ogdensburg Rd
Tadder Sandra M 213 Main St
Tomski Dorothy 110 Lynd St
Zuchowski Geraldine 156 Davis St
Covington Pa 16917
Hopewell Phillip, Linda 2102 Fallbrook Rd
Larcom Alva J Thompsons Trailer Ct
Lisowski Suphap P 3862 Cherry Flats Rd
Mccullough Connie 533 Canada Rd
Nelson Lila 2102 Fallbrook Rd
Pino Daniel E RR 1 Box 143a
Safety Training Ecology Design Inc PO Box 477
Stevenson Robert 1267 Canoe Camp Crk
Wall Helen 265 Fallbrook Valy Ln
Elkland Pa 16920
Andrei Rudic PO Box 112 Andrei Rudic Dmd
Davis Yulanda J 109 First St
Dziekan Stanley, Donna 105b Forestview Ave
Enderle Frank C, Robert 230 River St
Guinnip Genevieve, Emery D 107 Hill St
Hatch Tammy D 400 N Buffalo St
Hayton Gary 104 Coates Ave
Johnson Gregory Dr 603 W Main St
Martin Chevrolet Olds 505 E Main St
Sherman Durwood J 413 N Buffalo St
Smith Laurie 624 E Main St
Whalen Mathew 222 Second St
Whitley Marguerite G 310 W Main St
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Gaines Pa 16921
Fuller Mary L 400 Painter Run Rd
Wildey Robert 808 Hanky Panky Rd
Knoxville Pa 16928
Beard Ronald K 212 N First St
Bebout Homer L RR 2 Box 120
Davis Evelyn RR 1 Box 925
Goodlin Pamela A, Leon S 1171 Hunter Rd
Gray Kimberly 211 N 1st St
Griffin Kathryn V 4077 Rt 49
Husted Evelyn B, Evelyn 1970 Merrick Hill Rd
Kilburn Roxanne K 315 N 1st St
Owens Bella M RR 1
Say Dorothea A 119 Orchard Pl
Wright Charles W 2712 Merrick Hill Rd
Lawrenceville Pa 16929
Berry Kevin 196 E Lawrence Rd
Bryant Mathew R PO Box 74 21 Mill St
Cook William R, Doris B RR 1 PO Box 96
Gleason Helen 296 Birch Hill Rd
Ilnicki Steve Paul 37 Main St Apt 3
Kens Auto Body 296 Birch Hill Rd
Lapoint Eloise E Box 45
Peffer Lauren 76 Cowanesque St
Spencer Jerreod 1697 Buckwheat Hollow Rd
Stickler Michael E 1857 E Lawrence Rd
Van Schaick Barett 19561 Rt 287
Wheeler Leamon B PO Box 118
Liberty Pa 16930
Focht Brandi L 415 Connolly Ln
Hollopeter Elwood PO Box 85
Pnt Collision 415 Connolly Ln
Little Marsh Pa 16950
Cummings Eldon D RR 4 Box 970
Mainsburg Pa 16932
Benjamin Connie PO Box 190
Garage Starons Rte 6 Box 134
Hoover Alan L 164 Gray Valy Rd
Smith Jeremy L 139 Smith Park Rd
Mansfield Pa 16933
Balafrej Mohammed K 72 College Ave Apt 1a
Betts Sally 2210 Cherry Flats Rd
Body Works 1275 Pitts Rd
Cady Paul R 153 S Main St
Carlson Jean B 205 E Main St
Chavers Joesph W 64 Brooklyn St
Clark Basil 364 Tears Rd
Crossley Anna Mae 2057 New Town Rd
Cucuzza Aaron M 97 Sherwood St
Day Lawrence K RD 3
Dent Wizard 2210 Cherry Flats Rd
Doud Lynn 222 Seymour Hill Rd
Estes Jesse 45 8th St
Gile Theresa 2593 Charleston Rd
Harrington Virginia C 2057 New Town Rd
Kingdom Co PO Box 506
Kriechbaum Tom 955 Hardscrabble Rd
Kshir Terence II 105 Meadow St Lot 13
Mcclure Bonnie 19 N Main St
Mckee Jessica, Daniel 84 7th St
North Cameron Cemetary Assn PO Box 592
Payne Sally A 408 E Roosevelt Hwy
Robinson Auto 16064 Rt 6
Schirmer Frederick W 71 Ext St
Schirmer Gladys M 71 Ext St
Seymore Jacob E PO Box 114
Vandergrift Lucille E 1275 Pitts Rd
West Auto Paint & Body Works 58 Barnes Mountain Ln
West Auto Paint 1275 Pitts Rd
West Auto Pant & Body Works 84 7th St
West Steve 58 Barnes Mountain Ln
Whitney Carol 1728 E Roosevelt Hwy
Whittaker Gladys L 250 S Main St
Wooley Robert 29 E Main St
Zdzinski Theo 65 Wakefield Ter
Middlebury Center Pa 16935
Baker Amanda J, Brian J 1312 Rte 249
Buffington Tiffany 228 North Rd
Bull Christopher J 63 State Rd
Cornell Edward PO Box 13
George Patricia B, Frank F 566 Glenn Rd
Linton George 90 Merlin Ln
Rankin Phillip E RD 2
Sherman Quinten H 12159 Rt 287
Smith Gertrude Est George Linton 90 Merlin Ln
Southard Rita 6 Loceycreek Rd
Millerton Pa 16936
Andrews Meredith S RR 2 Box 18
Bennett Lou Ann 5307 Main St
Benson Betty J Alder Run Rd
Benson Shirley W RR 1
Bishop Linda Est 1686 Rte 328
Evans Dale W RR 2
Evans David W 49 Maple Ln
Hamilton Sandra D 7047 Rte 549
Kecks Meat & Food Service Rte 328
Keller Rhonda S, Peter A 49 Dunkleberger Rd
Lapoint Eloise RR 2
Mccartney Joseph E RR 2 Box 41 4
Moyer Robert 3745 Rt 328
Rice Natalie, Rice James J RR 1 Box 142
Snyder David C RR 2 Box 178
South Pauline 10087 Rte 549
Stailey John RT 1
Stievo Scott M, David A 479 Warner Rd
Supulski Stanley 10087 Rte 549
White Daniel RR 2 Box 3266
Morris Pa 16938
A1 Carpentry LLC 25 Woodward Rd
Blackwell Hattie M RR 1 51
Brown Karl 186 Horn Hill Rd
Getty William C PO Box 117a
Grego Dorothy R 537 Grego Rd
Swezey Harry H Est RD 1 Box 141a
Swezey Harry H Jr 2008 Rte 414
Weiler Matthew 1794 Rte 287 PO Box 153
Morris Run Pa 16939
Campbell Anna M PO Box 213
Graham Philip PO Box 2
Labarge Anthony 145 Block St
Nybeck Raymond G PO Box 74
Nelson Pa 16940
Boyd Kenneth, Grace R PO Box 61
Minder Thomas 21 Depot St
North Fork Pa 16950
Jno Stroebeck Rt 6
Osceola Pa 16942
Harris Sarah S RR 1
Marzo Orlando B RR 1
Roaring Branch Pa 17765
Barner Norman L, Louise C 389 Country Ln
Delciotto Joseph J 298 Hearts Gravel Rd
Drasher David A 941 Adams Rd
Kelley Nicholas 93 Abbott Hollow Rd
Kindy Judson, Route 2013 Ogdensburg Rd
Mcnetts Auto Body Judson & Kindy Rte 2013
Ogdensburg Rd
Shanle Elizabeth 11947 Rte 414
Shanley Robert 11947 Rte 414
Sabinsville Pa 16943
Clarke Blanche RR 1
Trowbridge Lavern L 650 Wattle Run Rd
West Beverly B 655 Wattles Run Rd
Tioga Pa 16946
George Max A PO Box 474
Goodman Larry L 517 Mann Hill Rd
Hilfiger Etta PO Box 375
Hitman Judith A 3089 Ridge Rd
Keith Terry RR 2 Box 51
Michels Corporation 17555 Rte 287
Mosher Lewis J Rr 2 Box 175
Rall William D 3081 Ridge Rd
Satterly Matthew L 6 Fawn Ln
Seelye Edward 166 Deer Ln
Shutter Benjamin 245 Sunset Cir
Shutter Benjamin L 6 N Main St PO Box 215
Whittle Matthew J 56 Pieri Ln
Wilcox Laura 12 Franklin St
Witlin Myra R RR 2 Box 368
Wood Alice J PO Box 361
Wood Gordon PO Box 28
Wellsboro Pa 16901
Aissa Liam 780 Burton Hill Rd
Allen Natalie A RD 5 Box 176b
Andrews Roger D, Joyce B 12580 Rte 6
Beardslee Donald G, Betty 153 Main St
Blackwell Wayne 637 Stony Fork Creek Rd
Bockus Julia 37 Central Ave
Bucci Justene N 37 Central Ave
Bunch Sharon Kay RR 6 Box 214a
Butler Jason O RR 7 Box 368
Butler Lucille H 45 Walnut St
Citizens & Northern Ntl Bank 90 Main St
Clemens Gerry L 11 Bodine St
Davis Cheryl A 260 Old Tioga St
Doran Wilson Jr 1919 Shumway Hill Rd Apt 202
Dulisse Frank E 6 Woodridge Cir
Emelau William J 87 East Ave
Follis Charles I RD 5 Box 176b
George Robert D 894 Hills Creek Rd
Gillespie Max RD 1 Box 12
Gillum David 18 Lg Ln
Gleason Frederick, Foster H 701 W Branch Rd
Gleason Pat 602 Norris Brook Rd
Golden Bambi 4e Country Living Mhp
Graham Agnes Atn Robert Graham PO Box 944
Green Donna A RD 5 Box 176b
Harper Ruth E RR 6 Box 295
Heck Robert A 70 Cole Rd
Henninger Warren A 416 Sullivan Rd
Heston Clark 7 Riberolle St
Hockenberry Michael E 144 Marsh Creek Rd
Hoff Mary E 47 Central Ave B
Hoke Bryon S 12 Jackson St Apt B
Hoppel William M PO Box 876
Horning Donald E 3851 Arnot Rd
Horton Craig L 31 Water St
Hosszu Paul J, Aleah 89 East Ave Apt 1
Intelligent Direct Inc PO Box 119
Irwin Donald L PO Box 732
Jennings Ruth W 25 Bacon St
Jones Kitty Rd 6 PO Box 63
Jones Marietta A 56 Grant St
Kelly James M RR 6
Kennedy Dianne D RD 2 Box 233
Laurel Health System 15 Meade St
Losinger Kelly 2693 Balsam Rd
Macbeath Donald PO Box 331
Mcgann Smith Debra, Louise E 27 Grant St
Miller Joel W 2766 Hills Creek Rd
Moore Claire G 5 Ellis St
Newman John E 150 Kerr Rd
Nichols Michael T, Kevin M RD 3 Box 311
Niles Donald E, Richard PO Box 668
Niles Ronald E, Cinda J PO Box 668
Oquinn Beatrice Trust 31 Woodland Ave
Oquinn Troy 31 Woodland Ave
Pattersons Home Center Co PO Box 157
Peterson Elizabeth A, Pamela F RR 5 Box 281g
Pierce Clair RD 6 PO Box 63
Pranses Anthony R 1196 Round Top Rd
Price Evangeline 94 East Ave
Reed Albert B 2257 Charleston Rd
Russo Michelle M 112 A St
Sawyer Jeffrey 60 Central Ave
Schwartz Carol Est 1445 Reese Hill Rd
Sds At Pa Inc Box 35
Sds Service 200 Tioga St
Seibert Kathleen M 17 Crafton St
Shamlian George M 10 Austin St
Smith Viola M 11 Bodine St
Spencer Francis H RR 2
Spooner Daniel 537 Catlin Hollow Rd
Statts Paul E 7 Maries Ln
Stickler Arlene J 1883 Shumway Hill Rd 112
Terry John 58 West Ave
Terry John M 15 Meade St Ste U2
Thumann Michael E 144 Scouten Hill Rd
Wagner Joseph L, Ashley 378 Scouten Hill Rd
Wellen William G RR 5 Box 116
West End Market 11 Hastings St
Wigglesworth Shirley E 47 Lg Ln
Wood Alice J 90 Main St
Young Leona E 142 Main St
Westfield Pa 16950
Bell Cathy Lynn, Cathy Lynn Slaby 6204 Rte 349
Brion Larue V 6 Stone Quarry Rd
Bruce Verna M RR 4 Box 620
Bruce Verna Mae 6687 Rte 249
Butler Raymond L 463 E Main St
Carl Charles 421 W Main St
Mosher Ilene V RR 4 Box 740
Patterson Duane C RD 3 Box 155
Stiles Katrina Y PO Box 2
Sullivan Brian 154 Stevenson St
Swayne Vinton 261 Elm St
Tomaino Mike 126 Race St
Tompkins Bessie A 204 E Main St
Westfield Chit C 355 Church St
Yaeger Lanny 141 Lincoln St
Yeager Erica, Alan 606 Rte 49
Venango/Clarion/Forest Counties
Callensburg Pa 16213
Renninger Kenneth 577 Main St PO Box 84
Clarion Pa 16214
Aharrah Wilda E 516 Elss St 6
Amato Charles P RR 1 Box 214
Ambrose Andrew 496 S Fifth Ave Lot 28
Banaszek Cassandra 301 Grand Ave Apt 306b
Bauer Lucille W 1221 Leatherwood Dr Apt H
Beers Margaret 624 Liberty St Apt 115
Bell Arnold L 999 Heindrik St Room 209
Bosch Matthias W, Elias A 12 Shady Ave
Burford Chad 10875 Rte 66
Corbett Marybelle C 47 S 2nd Ave
Devers Dora E 28 Frontier Way
Dobrowski Eric 1360 Brook Rd
Dyer Curtis J 321 South St
Eisenhuth Robert E 35 S 5th Ave
Eustice Jennie L RR 1
Fleming Dorothy A 1 Liberty Towers
Ford Richard, Lois 35f Mayfield Rd
Fox Edith C 61 Timber Bridge Rd
Golden Livingcenter 999 Heidrick St
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Heindrick Francis, John 75 5th Ave
Heinrick Francis, John S, Joseph M 75 S 5th Ave
Hentschel Ryan Jeffrey 68a Greenville Ave
Herman Barbara J 50 S 4th Ave
James Valentine 643 Liberty St
Kengor Doris M 17 S 3rd Av
Lascari Christopher 406 Grand Ave Ext Apt 2
Martin Charles D 163 Westwood Dr
Matson Bart J 769 Piney Rd
Matson Bart L, Johan RR 3 Box 190
Mccleary Diane E, Fred L RR 2 Box 268
Mccleary Edna R RR 2
Mcguirk Donald 4377 Miola Rd
Mcnamara Joseph A 20977 RT 68
Null Shannon U, Donnie M 31 Woodland Trailer Ct
Ochs Laura 137 Main St Ste B
Parkes David 100 Pine Dr Ext
Scott Larry 990 E Main St 108a
Seelbach Janet R 553 Greenville Pike
Seidle Sara J 328 South St
Sew Elegant 11977 RT 66
Siekucki Jaimee 469 S 5th Ave Lot 28
Slater Andy 535 S 5th Ave
Smith Nathan E 171 1/2 4th Av
Space Daniel R 495 Railrd St
Spence Donald L 465 C 2nd Ave
Steele Wanda Estate RR 2
Stewart Sean 4412 Laurel Glen Ct
Super 8 Motel Vedantkush Inc D 135 Hotel Dr
Tynski Zofia 108 Silver Ln
Velkei Elizabeth 41 Wilson Ave
Wagner David A 58 Canaan Ln
Wolbert Ryan J 82 1/2 N 5th Ave B
Zhang Yaoshu 8 S 8th Ave
Zhao Geng 8 S 8th Ave Apt B
Clintonville Pa 16372
Alcorn Wendy 406 Emlenton St
Cox Vernon PO Box 123
Mullins Harold S Est, Jason PO Box 212
Cookburg Pa 16217
Bear Lonna C 1319 River Rd
Cooperstown Pa 16317
Dennis Farms PO Box 433
Highgate Mary RD 1
Karns Twila 839 Lakecreek Rd
Lowery Auto Body Inc 183 N Main St PO Box 271
Lowrie Donna PO Box 143
Malone Shelley A 750 Cooperstown Rd
Noel Bernice RR 1
Novak Steven J 183 N Main St PO Box 271
Prichard Donald A 748 Cooperstown Rd
Schmader Dolores B PO Box 292
Cranberry Pa 16319
Allen Edward J Jr 2923 RT 322
Bellis Kathryn L, Michael 7170 US RT 322 PO Box 131
Berkebile Scott J, Sabah 309 Village Ct Dr
Busy Beaver Building Walmart Plaza US 322 RR 1 Bo
Dinger Linda L 217 Hill City Rd
Johnson Daniel 7170 US RT 322 PO Box 131
Kaber Robert Est RD 1
Lineman Donna J, Stephen C PO Box 142
Marsh Anthony PO Box 196
Mckown Robert B 4519 Camp Coffman Rd
Nedith Allen Est 7128 US 322
Rhoads Jacqueline A 85 Fernwood Dr
Sentgeorge Marjorie Est 2283 Cranberry Rockland Rd
Slicker Marianne RD 1 Box 120 A
Stevenson Willard PO Box 196
Straffin Gina A, Ian W 630 Peganal Rd
East Brady Pa 16028
Andreassi Alexander 268 Kittanning Rd
Boltz Alison Merroll, Barbara Lynne RD 1 Box 242
Bonnett Mary L Brd St
Collision Chicora 801 Purdum St
Deal Michelle L 812 1st Ave
Decorte John L, Linda L Brd St
Haugh Stanley S PO Box 453
Hicks Curtis L 801 Purdum St
Hiles Scott D 278 Mcelroy Rd
Lavan Janice 224 Iron Furnace Rd
Mcelroy Robert Dale 336 Rest Home Rd
Myers Carol 2004 State Rte 268
Stewart Paul W 995 State Rte 68
Yough John 168 Yough L
Young Betty 224 Iron Furnace Rd
East Hickory Pa 16321
Tompkins Eleanor M, Curt A PO Box 559
Emlenton Pa 16373
Claypool Donald R 4502 Rte 58
Czajkowski Chelsea Rae 607 Hill St
Eisenman Betty Lorraine Rosen Rosen Bloom & Varsek
PO Box B 207 Seneca St
Ellis Auto Group 2029 Pa 38
Ellis Chevrolet 2029 RT 38
Ellis Chrysler Dodge 2029 RT 38
Farmers National Bank of Emlenton 612 Main St
Findlan Michael 513 Main St
Findlay Mary L PO Box 393
Fleig Gertrude G PO Box 35 Kerr Ext
Fleig Gertrude Grimm 1 Buena Vista St RD 1
G G Fleig Trust PO Box 35 Kerr Ext
Gates Jonathan L 89 Shreffler Rd
Hundertmark Wayne H PO Box 357
Kasmach David G RR 3 Box 301a
Kennedy Jennifer, Mary Ann, Michelle 19 Jones Rd
Kunselman Dean W Jr RR 1
Leopold Arthur E 910 Kerr Ave
Murray Charles D Est 1081 Big Bend Rd
Seyler Robert 394 Ritts Sta Rd
Shulik Stephen J 269 Larkin Rd
Vanistendael Morris A 3898 RT 58
Wagner Lois Maxine Rosen Rosen Bloom & Varsek
PO Box B 207 Seneca St
Whitling Raymond L 2929 Nickleville Rd B
Endeavor Pa 16322
Kordes Josephine PO Box 54
Fairmount City Pa 16224
Dunkle Bobby G 1622 Penn St
Ferringer Gary A 2512 Brookville St
Fleming Martha 66 Dean Rd
Harriger Tina M 1622 Penn St
Minich Conrad L Est 2368 Carriage Rd
Minich David C RR 1 Box 182
Nolf Chrysler Dodge Inc 1622 Penn St
Smith Edwin K 2259 Brookville St
Fisher Pa 16225
Karls Alexandria A 281 Hindman Dr
Simpson Charles PO Box 91
Foxburg Pa 16036
Naser Harriet H PO Box 302
Wagner Lachelle PO Box 162
Wetzel Daniel L PO Box 344
Franklin Pa 16323
Adams Mary E 119 Niles Rd
Agnello Joseph A 120 Evergreen Dr
Albert Dorothy B 103 N 13th St
Baker James L RR 3 Box 23
Baker Stacy K 78 2nd Ave
Beach Kevin L 10 Arbor Cir Apt 101
Beers Evelyn Estate 1311 Sassyfras
Beith David W PO Box 382
Beith Veronica L PO Box 362
Big Mac Corp 1218 15th St
Bowhead 1214 Elk St
Boyce Nellie B, Gordon RR 2 Box 250
Boyer Pamela K 338 Pinoak Dr
Brandt Robert J 203 Brown Siding Rd
Bryan William J 954 Cherrytree Rd
Buckham Richard E 1263 Belmar Rd
Burgard Sabrina S, Raymond 4787 Georgetown Rd
Carner William H 304 W Park St
Chatley Eric 10 Arbor Cir Apt 905
Concetta G Est Wilson & Thompson PO Box 310
Confer Lawrence L, The Caring Place 13 N 13th St
Crawford Pamela 1029 Liberty St, Syrena Hutchinson
Dahlman Robert E 225 Manor Dr
Daubenspeck Carl R 1180 Otter St
Davenport Lena E 1127 Liberty St
Deligiannis Aristomenis 1520 Liberty St
Ebbets Leslie N 1525 Liberty St
Eddinger Judith A 403 Liberty St
Emanuele Guy, Wilson & Thompson PO Box 310
Farmer Michael Robert 304 W Park St
Faust Rebecca II 3743 US 322
French Jayne 247 Manor Dr
Friend Paul F 869 Buttermilk Hill Rd
Gage W A 948 Liberty St
Galaxy Federal Credit Union 5114 Georgetown Rd
Gannoe Carolyn, Floyd RD 3 Box 116
Graham Brittany, Charles D 244 Evergreen Dr
Graham Brittany, Mary Ann 244 Evergreen
Graham Matthew 227 Prospect Ave
Graham Matthew C 224 Evergreen Dr
Graham Matthew, Charles 244 Evergreen Dr
Graham Matthew, Mary Ann 244 Evergreen
Grigsby Brandon 273 Prospect Ave
Grove Manor Corp 103 N 13th St
Gutowski Mary L 6195 Us 322
Hawkins Toby W 159 Hershey Rd
Hays Chiropractic 316 Rocky Grove Ave
Hazelton David 308 Warren Rd
Hazen Pauline L 1331 Otter St
Healy Julia J 210 Ctr St
Healy Julia J, Mary K, Patrick J 210 Ctr St
Heckathorn Lenoir J RR 4 Box 922
Heckathorne Michelle D 203 Orchard St
Hepler Martha L, Orrin W 973 Victory Church Rd
Hoffman Janean S, Allan V 1504 Liberty St
Jasielski Theodore 3675 Lamberton Rd
Jiwnani Navin 1275 Liberty St
Johnson Diana L 77 Buffalo St
Johnston Verna 449 Gurney Rd
Joy Manufacturing Co 120 Liberty St
Joy Mining Machinery PO Box 791 120 Liberty St
Kelley Eddie 404 Athey Ct
Kerr Carlton 511 Grant St
King Bonnie F 869 Buttermilk Hill Rd
King Cynthia RR 1 Box 424d
Kline Gary Max, Micki, Ralph L Montgomery Jr
1030 Liberty St
Knox Jon Sr 143 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Lake Courtney Joan 435 Edgewood Dr
Latchaw Lois 219 Egbert St
Lindsey Avard W Jr 620 Buffalo St
Lindsey Elsie Est RR 3
Maierhofer Catherine B 595 Sibley Ave
Malliard Melissa L RD 1 Box 443
Martin Helen L RR 2 Box 263
Masters Deborah D 6195 US 322
Mauer Jody 1696 Pittsburgh Rd
Mawhinney James 721 Wilson Ave
Mcdaniel James E 720 Mccalmont St
Mcelhaney Dorothy E Trust 1106 Elk St
Mcginnis Nelson E 1218 15th St
Mchenry Carrol 157 Pear St
Mckee Clara 330 Rocky Grove Ave
Mckee James Est 219 12th St
Mckee James Est 330 Rocky Grove Ave
Mclaughlin Mary K 843 Elk St
Mcmahon Kathryn I Est 822 Pone Ln
Meadows Marjorie 835 Pioneer Rd
Moore Joyce A 973 Meadville Pike
Murkens Michael 417 Seveth St
Myers Donna RR 4 Box 731
Osgood John R 572 Bucktail Rd
Padin Fred 150 Prospect Ave
Palmer Richard Bruce 159 James Ter
Pastnovich Gary M 120 Shawgo Ln
Perrine Michelle, Arnold 5114 Georgetown Rd
Perry Christine R 719 Mccalmoot St
Phillips Clair Est, Rodney, Violet Est 737 Elk St
Pollock Gladys E 1166 Otter
Porter David J 158 Nesbit St
Prichard Geraldine 1019 Mercer Rd
Riddle Brothers Auto Body 3743 US 322
Riland Melvin Est 1825 Rocky Grove Ave
Robinson Paul R Est RR 1
Robinson Zella RR 1
Ross Barbara A, Kevin T PO Box 85
Rutledge Luella M Est 1220 Chestnut St Apt 301
Satellite 693 1518 Buffalo St
Schlorff John, Wilson And Thompson PO Box 310
Schwimmer Lois RD 1
Shamp Charles RR 4 Box 731
Simms Bradley A, Pamela J RFD 4 Box 94
Sires Brandon 24 Baker St
Sloss Jean 28 Lincoln St
Smith Creta C 106 Smitty Xing
Smith Creta C 28 Lincoln St
Smith Janean B, Hoffman 1504 Liberty St
Smith Lois, Otis 220 Ctr St
Snow Helen Est RR 2
Snow Nellie M PO Box 443
Snyder William, Helen 708 12th St
Stroup William H 1212 Chestnut St Apt 405
Stroupe Scott T 1220 Chestnut St Apt 304
Tarr Leda 1317 Otter St
Thompson Peter 150 Prospect Ave
Thompson Terri L 13 Little Pine Pl
Thurau Jami L 238 Rocky Grove Ave
Universal Marketing PO Box 230
Universal Marketing, Chris Gibson 190 Howard St
Vandorp Adam 10 Arbor Cir Apt 311
Vision Quest PO Box 168
White Melissa H 210 Car Nell Ct
Wike Jeffrey A 1668 Pittsburgh Rd
Wilkinson Mary Ann 516 Mccalmont St
Williams Margueri R, Lona M 413 Liberty St
Williams Marguerite R Est PO Box 442
Wilson Sarah E 610 14th St
Woodworth James J 230 Atlantic Ave
Wyman Justin 1348 Sassafrass St
Young Susan 5129 Georgetown Rd
Fryburg Pa 16326
First United Bank PO Box 7
Ochs Ruth PO Box 182
Hawthorn Pa 16230
Bullers Gregory 4065 Brookville St PO Box 244
Heffner Lynn D 4185 Main St PO Box 226
Kennerdell Pa 16374
Bush Harvey C Jr, Betty J 2076 Cranberry Rockland Rd
Goldenhersh Herald H, Jerald H, Richard P RR 1
Macdonald Esther E PO Box 199a
Shufftall Harriet W 6075 SR 308
Wilson Irma S 163 Main St
Wygant Dale K, Kam M 5341 SR 308
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Knox Pa 16232
Bailey Janet M PO Box 653
Best Emma L RD 2
Bilunka S 155 Tittecanoe Rd
Brothers Virginia, John P RR 1
Buzard Roger C 700 White Ave
Byers David PO Box 689
Goetz Justin 8600 Rte 338 Lot 7
Henry Attossa 11151 Rte 338
Kelsey George 537 Baker Rd
Knox Community Theatre Act 1 Inc 827 May Rd
Mcclure Pearl, Dolly 2108 Buckhorn Rd
Peth Esther L, Gerald A RR 1 Box 259
Rhea Betty J PO Box 705
Rupp Margaret A Railrd St
Spangler Tammy E 186 Tippercanoe Rd
Switzer Milton E RR 1
Vayda Marjorie L 487 Salem Rd
Wedekind Daniel Patrick 540 Bus Mong Rd
Wenner Catherine A, Kirsten E PO Box 943 170 Heeter Rd
Wentling Jessica PO Box 131
William R Rhea Trust PO Box 705
Kossuth Pa 16331
Morgan Maria 2784 Camp Coffman Rd
Lamartine Pa 16375
Wade Sharon A PO Box 75
Leeper Pa 16233
Solomon William J PO Box 53
Lickingville Pa 16332
Bowen Corona 2290 Sunny Rd
Limestone Pa 16234
Isenberg Charles L PO Box 3
Lucinda Pa 16235
Daniel Schmader, Schmader Concrete Co 1381 Steiner Rd
Lauer Kenneth J, Estee L 26626 RT 66
Walter Lauren A 28271 RT 66
Marble Pa 16334
Steinman Herman Est, Isadora Shady Dr
Marienville Pa 16239
Claypool D Dale PO Box 648
Kindle Daniel Scott HC 3 Box 38
Nicklas Frances RR 3
Petrycki Julieanna PO Box 176
Sadley Edward, Anita RT 66 Cherry St
Shoup Nancy G PO Box 416
Stewart Betty J PO Box 680
Stewart Garry L PO Box 234
Mayport Pa 16240
Cheke Kyle A 480 Sugar Vally Rd
Farley Mildred E RD 1 Box 109a
Kunselman Irvin C Jr 308 Birch Rd
Snyder Delbert P 193 Sandy Hill Rd
Snyder Dennis L RR 2
New Bethlehem Pa 16242
Anderson Brian C 205 W Brd St
Bish Joshua 151 Farmpath Rd
Bish Pamela J RR 2 Box 275
Bower Terry S, Susan L 114 Penn St
Bowersox & Bowersox 216 Brd St
Bowersox J William 101 Hamilton St
Callenburg Anne 419 Wood St
Conrad Robert Mckinley St
Foringer Donald G 3092 Sheridan Rd
Gallo Larue 203 Grant St
Harold E Moore Railrd St
Lamb Bobbie 406 South St
Laughlin Bailey R, Rhiannon O 1034 Linwood Rd
Lawrence Michael D 304 Washington St
Lockwood Melinda K 5365 RT 66
Males Nancy 612 Keck Ave
Mcewen Harry F 220 Penn St
Mclaughlin Douglas Paul 489 Olean Trail
Morrison Joel E 400 Brd St Apt 304
Nolf Chrysler Dodge Inc 114 Penn St
Ochs Carol 56 Leisure Rd
Red Bank Mills 234 Liberty St
Reinsel Amanda 667 Wood St
Richardson Arch RD 1 Box 236
Rosamond Moore Penn St
Seifert Mary L 304 Washington St
Seigworth Corrie J 205 Spruce Ln
Seminole Funeral Flowers 238 Brd St
Shick Julia F 320 Leisure Rd
Shumaker Lydia I RD 2 Box 250
Slack Robert H 149 Linwood Rd
Smith Scott B 1670 Packing Rd
Sterner Alice L Est 100 Hamilton St
Thomas Lorie, Roger 1083 Piney Creek Rd
Tosh Sally R 216 Brd St
Walker James P 237 Fisher Rd
Oil City Pa 16301
Alta Dunlap 34 Harold St
Amsdell Dale, John R 29 Horne Ln
Anderson Betty 214 Harriet Ave
Aull Ruth E 112 Innis St
Austing John F, June N, June B Harrrington 101 Inn
Baker Brenna 108 Imperial St
Balot Mary E 105 E Fifth St
Bell Annabelle, Betty 114 SR 157
Berringer Charles E 111 Drupinal
Best David A 31 Harold St
Blauser Chavaree PO Box 884
Boyle Matthew E PO Box 928
Brown Jean 118 E 6th St
Butrim Earnest L 611 N Seneca St
Claypoole Melody A 212 E 7th St
Cnac 31 Harold St
Cochnitzke E RR 1
Coogan Donna 27 Kramer Ave
Coon Travis 255 Oakwood Rd
Dalton Shirley D Est 7 Vo Tech Dr Apt 2f
Daniel L Heath Irrevocable Trust 404 Innis St
Daniels Kenda 103 Wilson Ave
Daugherty Daisy 10 Vo Tech Dr
Davis Herbert, Connie 1028 W 2nd St
Davis Lance C 10 Vo Tech Dr
Davis Patricia 111 E 6th St
Dolecki Matthew J Est 1135 Grandview Rd
Downing James R 10 Pinoak Cir
Drelick Stanley J 249 Emerald St
Dummett Melissa M, Susan M 208 Oak Rd
Ebbert Robert H, Wanda A 1525 W 2nd St
Eprenatt Margaret RD 1 Box 360
Fesenmyer Elberta 20 Gough Rd
Fitzgerald Donald W 4th St
Flinchbaugh Walter H Est PO Box 7
Fox Mary PO Box 892
Frantz Roger 933 W 1st St
Gifford Judith C 19 Rockwood Ave Apt 101
Gray Bruce A III, Helen A 447 E Bissell Ave
Grieff John F 37 Lawrence Dr
Grieff Kathleen L Est, J Ronald Kushner PO Box 7
Harinath V Kumar MD Inc 32 Seneca St
Hart Violet 26 Petroleum Ctr Rd
Hartsell Margaret L, John M 242 Bissell Ave
Heasley James C Jr 411 W 2nd St
Heath Kevin 2501 Cherrytree Rd
Heath Sheridan W Jr 501 Wyllis St
Heeter Richard, William R 1
Henderson Jack A 606 Halyday Run Rd
Hennessy Mary 213 Clarion St
Henton Lawrence Jr, Kasey 110 Hiland Ave
Hopwood Betty J 1049 W 1st St
Howard Margaret V 10 Vo Tech Dr
Huang He Song, Xiu Qiong 11 E 1st St
Jarzenski Jean 9 Wabash Ave Apt 105
Kenniston Thomas W 11 Warren St
Kibbe Doris C 812 Grandview Rd
Kirchner Mary 806 E 2nd St
Kish Maria 705 W 1st St Apt 2b
Klapec Auto Body 283 Upper Sage Run Rd
Kluck Inc 305 West 6th St
Krawiec Chester J 120 Crawford St
Kulling Lois E 1384 Riverside Dr
Lehman Sarah L PO Box 1155
Lenar Barbara B 405 W 5th St
Lepley Nellie E 1293 Grandview Rd
Lepley Nellie E 610 North St
Lichtenberger Susan 224 Hone Ave
Luce Eileen 412 Central Ave
Marshall James C, Carrie 510 Colbert Ave
Maxwell Leonard N 411 E 4th St
Mckenzie Patricia A 716 Orange St
Mckissick Jay 401 Park Ave
Mcmillen Robert A, Bette J 714 Innis St 27
Mcnerney Kevin M 279 Linden Ave
Mcwilliams Maureen L 582 Halyday Run Rd
Mellring Elma W 4th St
Merryman Marion C 283 Upper Sage Run Rd
Miner William 298 Ahrensviller Rd
Minich Orpha T RR 2 Riverside Dr
Mitcham Paul E 257 Linden Ave
Mitchell J R 18 W Front St
Moltz Angela C 313 E 4th St
Moran Catherine J Est PO Box 7
Moult Ray 104 Bishop
Murray Thomas J 338 Washington Ave
Myers Timothy 4 Harold St
Neegaard Christopher 305 Wilson Ave
Nicklin Bernice C 130 Hillcrest Ave
Olmes Jess P 701 E 2nd St
Paciorkiewicz M 205 Plummer St
Plumer Marie 9 Maple Ave
Pope Barbara 213 Clarion St
Prenatt Margaret E RR 1
Rice E R 201 Division St
Richard R Vankirk 230 Seneca St
Rodgers Harry RD 1
Sabin Morris 412 Central Ave
Saltzmann Anna 7 Vo Tech Dr
Saltzmann Donald H 407 Bissell Ave
Satera Fry Maria E 127 W 3rd St
Schilk Ronald Sr RR 2
Schrum Stephen 811 Cornplanter Ave
Serafin Helen A 108 Wabash Ave
Shaffer Clarence V 1293 Grandview Rd
Silvis Catherine, Lucille 123 Plum St
Sisney Mildred E 26 Halyday St
Skinner Richard, Beulah RR 2
Slocum Stephen 128 Suzy Q Rd
Smith Victoria 718 W First St
Socha Christine P, Terence J 128 SR 157
Stage Aleisha M, Ryan L 908 Foreman St
Stringer James W 280 Oak Grove St
Stringer Randi 280 Oak Grove St
Sutton Gladys 120 1/2 E 1
Swartz William Jr, Georgia 105 W 4th St
Switzer Billy 768 Colbert Ave
Taylor Ruth, Rex 101 E 3rd St
Thompson G Robert 32 Woodside Ave
Weryha Alex 403 W 3rd St
Weryha Heidy, Alex 403 W 3rd St
Westfall Marsha 10 Vo Tech Dr
Williams Frank D 21 Oakwood Dr
Williams Tammy L 334 Linden Ave
Wilson Sharon F 710 Orange St
Winger Bruce 2277 Eagle Rock Rd
Winters Helen Price 523 Hiland Ave
Wyant Angela 24 Rockwood Ave
Zelasko Margaret 605 Bissell Ave
Ziemba Sophie 249 Emerald St
Zlotnicki David 5 Oakwood Dr
Pleasantville Pa 16341
Beveridge Sara C Dunham Rd
Burns Edward C 20556 Neiltown Rd
Drake Larry A Jr, Carla J 22483 Titusville Rd
Glontz Evelyn M 15502 Tionesta Rd
Haney Joanne D 21653 Neiltown Rd
Homestead Metals Inc PO Box 249
Mccall Melda Sue 17660 Burrows Rd
Roberts Warren II 23233 Fleming Rd
Schnoke Dennis G RR 1 Box 496
Watson Jane 23193 Bryner Rd
Polk Pa 16342
Beal William B, Marlene H 583 Noggle Rd
Bickel Evelyn J, Thomas L 3143 Georgetown Rd
Crowell Mary E Est, Vance RR 1
Ditzenberger Curtis J 114 Main St
Keely William E PO Box 169
Wonderling Robert E 1641 Dennison Run Rd
Reno Pa 16343
Alden Archie L 9 Ninth St
Anderson Robert R Corner 8th & Oak Sts
Crawford Beverly 803 Oak St
Les Frickshun Prdcts Inc Box 426 4 Walnut St
Theuret James E 510 Walnut St
Updegrave David J 104 Oak St
Wencil Wyllis P Corner 8th & Oak Sts
Rimersburg Pa 16248
Anthony Roy L Sr 1211 Monterey Rd
Beavers Daniel S PO Box 271
Colyvas Margaret E 151 Walker Farm Rd
Corle David S 34 Reigel School Rd
Coylyvas Margaret 151 Walker Farm Rd
Craig Ruth M 488 Crissman Rd
Decorte Linda L PO Box 267
Hawk Daniel A, Hawk Peggy D 923 Pump Sta Rd
Milner Milford R Jr 9360 RT 68
Rankin Richard Sr 685 Long Ln
Ripley Beverly J, Ripley Donald J 55 Smith St
Rokh David D PO Box 21
Rozanski Rebecca 33 Penman Ln
Slaugenhaupt Rolland PO Box 656
Steele Randy D 5759 Rte 68
Young Chester E PO Box 744
Rouseville Pa 16344
Barr Dorothy PO Box 133
Estep Grace K 102 Second St
Holt Cleva RR 1
Kulling George C 11 Locust St
Masson Catherine Cochlin, Shannon Anne 200 Second St
Rodgers Fay PO Box 133
Saint Petersburg Pa 16054
Adams Ian S PO Box 141
Nevel Roy E Jr PO Box 236
Wentling Kathleen PO Box 211
Seneca Pa 16346
Beightol Bonnie L PO Box 655
Butler Regis Est, Regis 122 Rodgers Ln
Cranberry Auto Repair 117 Airport Rd
Crowther Ralph E Jr 125 Allison Rd
Detilla Britt 211 Greystone Ave #1
Donze Anna M 174 Acorn Dr Apt 12j
Felmlee Chester, Mary 1804 Hill City Rd
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Flinchbaugh Walter J 1094 E State Rd
Harry Jeffrey D, Jacob F RD 2 Box 37
Kasper David J 3744 SR 257
Kistler Harry M RR 1
Mckenzie Hugh 107 Shay St
Shiner Lois A PO Box 648
Showers Donald E RR 1
Smith Jason PO Box 710
Wolbert Anthony 254 N Main St
Woody Helen 469 Allison Rd
York Erin Lea 273 Allison Rd
Shippenville Pa 16254
Belfield Alan 23689 RT 66
Clarion Laminates LLC 301 Fiberboard Rd
Glander Laura D 417 Ridgewood Rd
Homes Astro, Susan Ochs 22793 RT 66 N PO Box 189
Lutz Jean H 405 Main St
Mc Cleary Charles 1698 Millerstown Rd
Rupert Alan W 755 Pine Ter Rd Lot 20
Sommer Meghan M 3781 East End Rd
Stewart Timothy 634 Pine Tr
Thompson Ronald L 118 Sycamore Dr
Thompson William P 1604 Pine City Rd
Wolfs Auto Outlet Inc 10807 RT 322
Sligo Pa 16255
Hartle Edna M RR 2
Johnston Betty H 535 Penn St 32
Kimball Luke T Est 1495 Mount Airy Rd
Lantelme Anna Lou PO Box 206
Pistoia Matthew PO Box 84
Rush Georgie Anna 198 Canoe Ripple Rd
Training Toward Self Reliance Inc 2241 Whitmer Rd
Varner J Robert PO Box 376
Wetzel Douglas E RR 1 Box 110a
St Petersburg Pa 16054
Chechak Andrew Est PO Box 45
Smith Rebecca 141 Fink Ave PO Box 82
Strattanville Pa 16258
Baron Beverly, Ilan 53f RT 322
Beers Thomas E PO Box 168
Fryer Edward, Trudy PO Box 107
Gould Kevin A PO Box 152
Rader Mildred S 2448 Rehobeth Rd
Seward Gerald E Est PO Box 173
Smith Jacob J 1117 Stuub Rd
Stierl Cindy J 321 Ridge Ave Lot 11−A
Tionesta Pa 16353
Anderson Thomas R RR 1 Box 5b
Bowen Jason 502 River St Apt 7
Brown Ruth E 101 Bridge St Apt 116
Cunningham Raymond 101 Bridge St Apt 215
Harman Alfred C RR 1 300
Hilda Roos L HC 2 Box 246
Hillard Maude W 290 Ross Run Rd
Hoy Raymond PO Box 639
Kray Lisa L 519 Elm St
Mcbride Philip 116 Jug Handle Rd
Mcgregor Carol 2181 Mcgregor Ln
Mhim 116 Jug Handle Rd
Mlakar Joann C 116 Jug Handle Rd
Prescott Jonathan 231 Watson Rd
Reynolds Thomas L PO Box 249
Schrader Diane SR 2 Box 128 Whig Hill Rd
Sherman Jack 1604 Hunter Sta Rd
Sliker Kelly Lynn 9931 RT 36
Sweda Paul E HC 2 Box 19a2
Talkington Ronald PO Box 35
Turkey City Pa 16058
Masters Eleanor G Box 22
Utica Pa 16362
Andrews Robert L 2586 Raymilton Rd
Baker Marie E PO Box 123
Blume Joseph A RR 1 Box 123s−1
Lallemand Victoria E, Troy J 151 Ketchum Rd
Murkens Micheal H 440 Kraft Hill Rd
Venus Pa 16364
Hart William D, Donna F 4803 Camp Coffman Rd
Hockman Cory 193 Hoy Rd
Oneil Robert L, Alice RR 1
Smathers Clara L 598 Old SR 257
Vowinckel Pa 16260
Baker Edward 37893 RT 66
Fitzgerald Raymond J 258 Lazy Daze Ln
West Hickory Pa 16370
Gawlas Debra A PO Box 216
Warren County
Bear Lake Pa 16402
Beebe Sara L 1790 Lottsville Niobe Rd
Braswell Todd 16476 Rte 957
Christianson Diane M, Jason N, Jerry K PO Box 28
Gilkinson Richard C PO Box 20
Huston Candi 16005 Rte 957
Ott Bille J, Brian S Crotty Chevrolet 19 Lottsville Niobe Rd
Chandlers Valley Pa 16312
Anderson Margaret Dorrian PO Box 492
Papes Collision 1077b Sorenson Rd
Claredon Pa 16313
Andrea Rosezella R 87 Brown Run Rd
Andrea Rosezella R, Vedo L RD 1 1324 Brown Run Rd
Andrea Vedo L 87 Brown Run Rd
Eckstrom Willis Ashley A 155 David Farm Ln
Fox Fred A 153 Mead Blvd
Fuller Daryl Est 688 Minister Rd
Harter Jude W 11 Brown Ave
Hennessy Dana 39 Aspen Ln
Knepp Elizabeth L RR 1 1236
Knight Kenneth L 1 N Ctr St PO Box 222
Mackenzie Charles E Box 1289 RR 1
Maxwell Michael, Laurie Clarendon Pa
Papes Collision 1077b Sorenson Rd
Ramirez Doris J 2944 Chapman Dam Rd
Riggle Jonathan M 37 Tionesta Ln
Seither Gizella RR 2 Box 1596
Walker M J 11 Brown Ave
Columbus Pa 16405
Cherry E Ethel RR 1 Box 58a
Eckstrom Phillip S 850 Whites Corners Rd
Proper Matthew 23081 Rte 957
Seamens William, Cheryl RD 1 Box 82
Garland Pa 16416
Peyton Danielle, Daniel PO Box 96
Grand Valley Pa 16420
Betts Bros Collision 1444 Chappel Hill Rd
Bossardcrawford Inc Donovan & Bauer Auto Group
Miller Harold 879 Salem Rd
Robl Barbara, Robert 1444 Chappel Hill Rd
Rosenburgh Kenneth V 1338 Fiddlersgreen Rd
Sharp Joan RR 1
Tenney Robert S Donovan & Bauer Auto Group
Thompkins Raymond RR 1
Vancise Elwin A Jr RR 1
Irvine Pa 16329
Crisman Helen I 2750 Rte 62
Deshner Mary M HC 1 Box 23
Herrnberger Darla J, Philip 1014 Rte 62
Superior Access Insurance Services Inc PO Box 57092
North Warren Pa 16365
Brecht Carl H 9 Jackson St
Greenawalt Jessica 33 Main Dr Warren Stat
Pittsfield Pa 16340
Eckman Joseph T RD 1
Johnson Daniel L SR PO Box 289
Malinowski Karl 524 Buckley Rd
Martin Robert A 6696 Rte 27
Mcchesney Bernice RD 1
Niemeyers Garage 524 Buckley Rd
Scharrer Kenneth A RD 2 Box 58 E
Seamens Speedway Inc RD 1 Box 89
Russell Pa 16345
Anderson Norma RD 1 Box 1831
Angove Kimberly 1133 Akeley Rd
Brant David 299 Swede Hill Rd
Chase Ruth A RR 1 Box 1010
Christensen Robert F, Alice M RR 1 Box 1552
Fioravanti Patrick, Toni 463 Akeley Rd
Giltinan John R RR 1 Box 1840
Hebert Robert Cider Mill Hill
Hishman David K RD 1
Honhart Helen L 10 Greenbriar Cir
Huber Carol H Est 170 Cidermill Hill Rd
Kennedy Charles M Sr 728 Cidermill Hill Rd
Leins Robert A 103 Werner Dr
Proctor Herbert L 58 Double Eagle Ln
Sawyer Robert L 299 Swede Hill Rd
Schwone Linda 1283 N Main St
Swanson Craig D 223 Cottage Place
Watson Kelly 3851 Fox Hill Rd
Webster Mary E RR 2
Sheffield Pa 16347
Badger Shirley V 11 Keystone
Benson Doris 105 Church St
Borden Beth 2105 West Main St PO Box 165
Brown Lane B PO Box 335
Brunner Peter J, Nancy C 3981 Blue Jay Creek Rd
Cashmere Curtis J 211 Church St
Conn Allan J 11 Cool Spring Ln
Danielson Mary 412 Church St PO Box 684
Dickey Maurice R Est 35 Dickeys Ln
Dickey Ronald M RR 1 Box 684
Drum Gretchen K Main
Edwards Ryan D PO Box 1053
Heeter Marvin L 37 Mill St PO Box 886
Holler Anna M Est PO Box 487
Holler William HC 1 Box 991
Malm Doris 17 Pickering St Apt 109
Miller Dennis PO Box 324
Mock Thomas D Est PO Box 935
Morley Jennifer A 411 Whipple St PO Box 203
Okerwall Walter A, Opal B PO Box 805
Pastrick Doris 116 W Main St PO Box 237
Richwalsky Mary J 204 Miller St
Rockwell Florence I 97−3rd Mill St
Sabat Mike Est 15 High St
Sabat Paul, Mike 15 High St
Sisk Michael J 224 Henrys Mill Rd
Thomas Virginia S 11 Keystone
Wood Theodore G 1357 Watson Farm Rd
Spring Creek Pa 16436
Allenson David R 7450 Old State Rd
Auto Parts Connection 65 Kibbeys Ln
Barnes Paul 7543 Page Hollow Rd
Bundy Emil D, Laurie S Box 116
Bundy Stephen E RR1 Box 115−A
Burlingame Helen A Est RR 3 Box 42
Gourley Rodney H 107 Main St Apt 1
Hardy Mae L RD1 Box 86
Hardy Mae Trust 10/19/1987 5457 Rt 426
Harenda Joseph S Mill St
Johnson David W RR 1
Means Daniel Est David A Bauer Esq 2 Forest St PO Box
206
Moore Concetta M 7970 Rte 957
Mourer Steven T RR 1
Osborne Carol PO Box 236
Robinson Dustin 2530 Deadmans Run Rd
Skaggs Tracy L 76 Galy Ln
Sugar Grove Pa 16350
Swanson Michele A 48a−3 Old State Rd RD 3
Vannucci Richard 6375 Rt 6134
Weilacher James N PO Box 236
Wolcott Ronald Est PO Box 73
Tidioute Pa 16351
Anderson Eric P 12832 Davey Hill Rd
Bush James J 59 Main St
Cobbe Paul R 45 Thomas Ln
Copeland H Leeland 27 2nd St
Mcmanigle Charles R 277 Main St
Miles Dallas R 9750 Rte 337
Rasimovicz Phyllis 109 Main St
Remele Loretta M RR 1
Schantz Nancy J RR 1 Box 272b
Thomas Donald C Morrison Hill 136 Scotch Pine Rd
Tiona Pa 16352
Flick Louis H PO Box 228
Warren Pa 16365
Ahuja Anu 210 East St Apt 4
Ak Self Storage Dba Jeff Gazdak 15500 Rte 6
Albaugh Lois H 9 1 2 Schantz St
Allegheny Tire Sales 616 Pennsylvania Ave East
Anderson Raymond L 94 Crestview Blvd
Anderson Robert 24 S Carver Ave
Atwood Herman L, Paula A 7166 Pleasant Dr
Autobody Collision 3 W Fifth Ave
Baibeau Ronald J 105 N South St
Bargerstock Grover W, Eloise R 264 Buchanan St
Barnett Dennis E 6 Conewango Pl
Barrett Luella Est 108 Oak St
Baughman Carol K, Guy E 18 Quaker Ct Cir
Beaumont Erica PO Box 882
Birgel Richard A 21 Redwood St
Blair Corp 220 Hickory St
Blum Jeffrey A 418 Laurel St #1
Blum Jeffrey A 52 Crestview Blvd
Boekeloo Ronald F 19 Leslie Blvd
Bonavita Thomas J 7 Lansing St
Brooker Lanea M 690 Hatch Run Rd
Brown Eva B 1412 Pennsylvania Ave E
Burch Willis 4 1/2 Ctr
Car Go Corporation 2385 Market St
Carlson Kenneth W 17 Prospect St
Childs Laura Rounds 27 Hospital Dr
Chimenti Christopher 117 Beaty St
Christensen Joyce 110 Walker Ave
Ciprich James P 420 Hickory St
Cobb Carol 622 Beech St
Confer Emmett 419 Water St Apt 3
Conn Lanea Nadeen 690 Hatch Run Rd
Conn Lillie M, Leroy J 770 Hatch Run Rd
Connolly James B, Helen 17 Jackson Av
Creola Nicholas Est 1700 Penn Ave W
Crossett Inc PO Box 946
Cullinane Mary S PO Box 903
Currie Elizabeth J 209 Market St Apt 407
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Dagwoods Restaurant 242 Pa Ave W
Daley William F, S J 24 Valy View Dr
Dangelo Michael 21 N Carver St
Darling Margaret 209 6th Ave Rm 5
Davis Mabel A 422 Chestnut St
Davis Mabel K 422 Chestnut St
Davis Mabel N 422 Chestnut St
Dell Bogart Paula 414 Conewango Ave
Delong Betty D 27 Bean Dr
Delong Francis H 311 Market St
Denardi Jennie M 306 Morrison St
Deremer Beulah M 682 Pleasant Dr
Downey Patricia A 1520 Pleasant Rd
Dunn David A 684 E Fifth St Ext
Eaton John Brant 306 Market St
Eckstrom Kenneth E 30 Duncan Blvd
Evans Beatrice 203 Cayuga Ave
Feeny Dennis Est 507 Lexington Ave D
Feick Brian D, Grace G 1201 Madison Ave
Foley Joseph 23 Prospect St
Font Harriett D, Anthony W 16 Stoney Lonesome Rd
Fox Judith E 424 Hatch Run Rd
Fox Scott E 26 Bean Dr
Frederick Robert E 19 Kamp St
Frederick William H 2 Ctr St 486
Fronberry Jessie 55 Highland Dr Apt D2
Galiano Angelo 574 E Fifth Ave
Garrison Simonsen Inc 113 Pa Ave W
Gelotte Lois A 310 Liberty St Apt 203
Gray Florence J 113 Onondaga Ave
Great Lakes Custom Graphics 221 Pennsylvania Ave W
Grow For Life 3810 Market St
Guiffie Virginia L 601 Penna Ave
Guiffre Joseph F Jr 36 Warren Blvd
Guiffre Virginia J 601 Pennsylvania Ave E
Hagberg Helen B 211 Russell St
Haines Dorothy E Est PO Box 63
Haslet Caroline E 120 E Fifth Ave
Haslet Robert A Est 121 Callender St
Hause Timothy 109 Connecticut Ave
Hedman Judy L 682 Pleasant Dr Room 48
Hedman William E 2385 Market St
Highhouse James 69 Lenhart Rd
Hoak Phyllis J 88 Masons Mobile City
Hollick Anne B 309 Water St
Hoskins M A 1284 Conewa Holly Apartments A
Hyde Erich S 307 Water St
Integra Trust Co Natl City Bank Trust Dept 315 2nd Ave
Jeffers William A 109 Lincoln Ave
Johnson Carol A 108 Walnut St
Johnson Laverne 88 Smutz Rd
Johnson Lucille J, Allen G 55 Highland Dr Apt D3
Jones William L 902 Conewango Ave
Jordan Patrick 125 Pleasant Dr
Juliano August P 315 Hazel St
Kelly Olivia E, Dennis 398 Buchanon St
Keta Construction 2814 Pennsylvania Ave
Keverline Family Irrev Trust J Keverline Trstee
17 Drumcliffe Dr
Kintner Glenn I 10 N Carver St
Kinzua Brant Bentley 15 Cedar St
Krebs Margaret L Miss 16 Conewango Pl
Larson Jack D 2707 Pennsylvania W Av 25
Leach Michael R, Belinda M 124 Water St
Leach Paul E 10 Beaty Ct
Leadbetter Auto Body Inc 26 Bean Dr
Lintz Joanne PO Box 155
Lodowski Richard A 8 Ball Dr
Lyle Willa A 16 Sunset Dr
Madigan David S 23 Swiss St
Madigan Dolores 28 E Wayne St
Mahan Gordon D, Janet T 1205 E Fifth Ave
Mary Anns Hallmark 1666 Market St
Mathis Marie Kathryn 305 Water St
Mcclain Katherine 4 Biddle St
Mcclain Mary S 18 Conewango Ave
Minnis Betty 7 Jackson Run Rd
Moldsmiths Inc 2009 Jackson Ave
Morell Ross S 25 South St
Moriarity William J 4 Biddle St
Morris David E 903 Jackson Run Rd
Munch Dorothy M 101 Lookout St
Nelson Floyd A 108 Oak St Apt 815
New Life Christian Book Store 224 Pennsylvania Ave West
Pellegrino Rose 12 Schantz St
Penelec Warren 1500 Pennsylvania Ave
Perry Patricia A 100 Monroe St
Petrex Inc 2349 Crescent Park Ext
Powley John 24 Valy View Dr
Rajagopalan Devanathan 400 W 3rd Ave Apt 3ne
Raleigh Constance 205 Water St
Reiff Marvin E 117 Central Ave Apt 1−L
Rodgens George RR 1
Schmader Paul J 1325 Yankee Bush Rd
Schreffler Jenny I 416 East St
Schumann James H 1713 Conewango Ave
Schwab Bridget L 10 Biddle St
Scott Lois 100 Brook St
Seneca Eye Surgeons Inc John L Jarzab 103 W St Clair St
Simonsen Robert W 214 1 2 Grant St
Simpson Gerald P 212 N South St
Skaggs Jack H Jr 427 Averill St Ext
Smith Christopher S 5 E 3rd Ave
Snider Geneva L 3 W Fifth Ave
Solock Mary A 311 Market St
Standley Edward N 55 Highland Dr Apt C2
Stebers Automotive Group In Autobody Collision
313 Hazel St Apt 1
Steele Margaret J 10 N Carver St
Stenstrom Derwin G 4625 Hatch Run Rd
Streich Herman J 1700 Pennsylvania Ave E
Streit Gladys V 104 Elm St
Stuart David E 8 Morrison St
Stuart Dorothy Rd 2
Sturdevant Desiree A 1512 Penna Ave East Apt 1
Sudul John D Jr 2301 Jackson Run Rd
Swanson Robert B Jr 1515 Market St Unit 20
Swartz Lucille, Thomas 682 Pleasant Dr
Tannler David A 12 Glenview Ter
Todd Daniel 124 Oak St
Trever Schwab 10 Biddle St
Tundel Alice R 211 4th Ave
Uber Donald Est 326 Oneida Ave
Undzius Erick Thomas 313 Liberty St Ste 1
Union Oil Specialities Inc PO Box 69
United Refining Co of Pa 814 Lexington Ave 808
Usda Forest Service 4 Farm Colony Dr
Waite Jason Apt 2b 14 Franklin St
Walkerfbo Shawn O 307 Water St
Warren Manor 682 Pleasant Dr
Weiford John G 212 Market St PO Box 802
Wielobob Matthew J Autobody Collision 313 Hazel St Apt 1
Wolf Joseph T 211 Main Ave
Wolf Viola 305 Porter
Woodin Todd A 416 East St
Young Jon A PO Box 273
Yurick Marya 7 W 5th Av
Youngsville Pa 16371
Allegheny Auto Body 1001 Matthews Run Rd
Bailey Anneliese M 527 College St
Bertch Kenneth 9 4th St
Bickmire Esther B 615 Rouse Ave Apt 106
Britton Richard S 10 Hillside Dr
Brown Lawrence Rd 1 Box 314
Carlson Dorothy David M Carlson POA 701 Rouse Ave
Desimone Richard D 72 Mill St
Freeman Russell, Leona P RD1 Box 270
Haines Garland D III 26 Homestead Dr
Hiles Marion 615 Rouse Ave
Jensen Mabel P 701 Rouse Ave
Johnson Milton Ja Rouse Home 409 701 Rouse Ave
Leofsky Paul G 28610 Rte 6 W
Lewis Richard H Est 11 North Main St
Mcmeans Jeffrey S 214 Mead Run Rd
Mellon John A 701 Rouse Ave/Wilson
Morris Stacy 101 Mill St
Mott Arlene Mill
Phillops Robert G 1001 Matthews Run Rd
Robert H Y 112 Marsh Ave
Roehm Donald H, Vivian L 615 Rouse Ave
Rosequist Margaret L 463 E Main St
Seth Elsie J 133 W Main St
Smith James 51 Transport Ln
Smith James A RD 1 Box 208
Suppa Ralph 2 Yucha Dr
Walton Dennis J 172 Old Pittsfield Rd
Ward Gary 1574 Matthews Run Rd
Weilacher Carolyne A 4 Carriage Dr
Wiles James B 123 Sulpher Spgs Rd
Wilhelm Chad M 22 1/2 Davis St
Washington County
Allenport Pa 15412
Cramer Francis W 7336 Pennington Ave
Farquhar Alonzo F PO Box 43
Gaums Albert A Est PO Box 34
Mihealsick Teresa M Box 102 Rt 88
Wall Eugene, David 84 Mallard St
Amity Pa 15311
Bebout Hershel RR 1
Gardner Nadene 213 Pine Run Rd
Griffith Bobbie H 107 Carey Way
Howe Doris RR 2 Box 48
Irey Anna M RR 1
Lycett Edward Est RR 1
Lycett Portia RR 1
Nowak Edward B 650 Little Creek Rd
Ross Bobby G 670 Ten Mile Rd
Avella Pa 15312
Birdsall Thomas, Karen, Brian 108 Indian Camp Rd
Cook Michele A 28 Homestead Dr
Floyd Alvin B 45 Main St PO Box 276
Grusenmeyer Rebecca L 37 Painters Ln
Johnson Elsie T 2092 Brush Run Rd
Jones David 528 Cedar Grove
Keenan Kenneth 473 Farrar School Rd
Martin Thomas R 303 County Park Rd
Miller Margaria Dorothy A 135 Patterson Rd
Miller Roland, Sharon 732 Bethel Ridge Rd
Painter Katie R 37 Painters Ln
Painter Stanley C 128 Painters Ln
Porbin Charity, Sean 1394 Avella Rd
Rose James A 2157 Brush Run Rd
Rotellini Shawn B, Erica L 130 Bethel Ridge Rd
Russell Melissa S 108 Donahoe Ave
Schmitt Mary L RR 1
Scott Robert G Jr, Jennifer L 1408 Avella Rd
Sella James Samuel 24 Fallen Timber Rd
Snyder Lena M RD 3 Box 220
Stevens James 357 Bethal Ridge Rd
Suhon George 12 Homestead Dr
Wilson Matthew A 60 County Park Rd
Beallsville Pa 15313
Hess Todd I PO Box 67
Mayar Betty Jean PO Box 245
Sciascia Joseph PO Box 245
Shaw Michael PO Box 133
Van Voorhis Lena PO Box 144
Bentleyville Pa 15314
Andrejchak Merry P 515 Carlton Dr
Bercosky Caroline 320 Lincoln Ave
Bw Garden Inn 101 Gosai Dr
Chatman Brittany 202a Russie Ave
Donatelli James A, Mary PO Box 526
Edwards Aldon M, Maude 118 Smith St
Fiem Rena M 603 Washington St
Haga Jason 202 Lackawana Ave
Horner Jarrid L 304 Old West Rd
Hustava Andrew J 110 Mccormick Ave 115
Kearns Laura Jean, Clyde W 203 3rd St
Kirin Jamey 196 Sprowls Rd
Leoni Jacquelynn, Orlando K 272 Lusk Rd
Leoni Dolores 272 Luck Rd
Mcfeely Donald 1401 Main St
Myers Kenneth E 411 Hazel St
Natali Grayce, Marino 16 Aiken Ln
Radick Mary L Est 298 Ames Rd
Santee Howard RR 1
Smith Daniel 40 Ankrom Rd
Stock Dolores, Bentleyville Personal Care 808 Rear Main St
Stoupis Sherrie 614 Main St
Tucak Helen F 126 Gibson Rd
Vrabel Jason 258 Almond Rd
Yemiola Louise Ann 311 Oliver Ave
Bulger Pa 15019
Hootman Hugh 531 Church Ln
Kilcoyne Dennis 2026 Candor Rd
Mitchell Melva 863 Phillips Rd
Robertson Fannie 863 Phillips Rd
Burgettstown Pa 15021
Alvarez Jean PO Box 126
Barkhurst Donald E 1442 Rt 18
Bechtold James, Sue 30 Shady Ave
Black Decker Corp, Brian J Petrucci 43 Highland Ave
Brown Barbara J, David L 741 Cedar Grove Rd
Circle Stephan C 15 Cross St Apt 2
Collins Sarah L 207 Ctr Ave Apt 2
Donald H Winkler Ins 781 Rte 18
Evans Donald Q, Jaime L Albert Motor Inc, Team Ford
Lincoln Mercury 34 Harris Rd
Foflygen Elma G 1515 Smith Township State Rd
Follansbee Riverside Med 560 Steubenville Pike
Goodman Michael N 15 Lincoln Ave
Hall Roberta G 11 Hindman Ave
Henry Kevin 299 Steubenville Pike
Jenkins Bernard S 419 Steubenville Pike
Jre Development LLC 111 Bridge St
Kennedy Hilary A 519 Eldersville Rd
King Jennifer C, Raymond T 51 Creek Ln Rd
Koon Harley Est RR1
Koon Pauline RR1
Kozares Timothy R, Robert A 239 Walker Rd
Lavalla Kathleen, John M 22 Mt View Dr
Majoris Evelyn K 42 John Dr
Mckee Terra A 23 1st Ave
Metzger Craig G 213 Frederick St
Mulholland Paul 16 Elm St
Orgovan Tracey B 419 W Pittsburgh St
Ovington Mary Ellen 196 Purdy Rd
Patterson Darin R, Holly D 530 Eldersville Rd
Patterson Thomas I, Nancy 22 Cir Dr
Pediatric Assoc of Washington 1227 Smith Twp State Rd
Ramsey Gerald C 728 Steubenville Pike
Regional Medical Group LLC 560 Steubenville Pike
Rmc Sanitation PO Box 288
Rosenberger Carla 1443 Main St Apt A1
Schreiner Vincent D 552 N Kings Creek Rd
Skolyak Scott 185 S Kings Creek Rd
Steele Daniel S 22 Purdy Rd 202
Taccini Dario 7 Spring Dr
Thomas John 526 Joffre Bulger Rd
Tiptor Michael C Jr W Pittsburgh St
Vogelsang Janet 160 Francis Mine State Rd
Yoho Carl W 11 Woodland Dr
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California Pa 15419
Allshouse Nancy 133 Water St
Baker Linda 229 4th St
Bausor Bertha Lewellen 215 5 St
Bill Melissa A 600 6th St
Cadman Nellie M 1122 Edwards St
Children of Matsko William II 244 Temperance Way
Corbett Louise 1122 Edwards St
Emerick Ashleigh 664 Wood St
Gamble Paula A 242 Wood St
Ginther Sydney L 236 6th St
Glozier Kyle J 245 2nd St Apt 301
Highlands A 346 3rd St
Hollowood John T Sr 311 Rear Green St
J Daley & Assocs 229 Liberty St
Kinsey T 1033 Boulder St
Kowalski Nina A 606 6th St
Leamy Kemar 952 Cross St
Lombardki Andrew 112 6 St
Matsko William II 244 Temperance Way
Mcdonald Mildred F 136 Union St
Metzner Marie Rear 316 3rd St
Miles Rontez 250 University Ave Residence Hall E Rm 123
Minnicks Mark 79 Ash St
Polish National Alliance Lodge 623 144 Ash St
Russell Rosemary E 250 University Ave Apt 438
Schmieder Karen 1000 Stonecliffe Dr
Sealy Roger L 229 Liberty St
Seizak Patricia 514 Ash St
Sims John M Jr Est Apt 4 633 American St
Sodder Clara L, Joseph 700 Wood St
Wollenburg Michelle, Jay 1130 Mccrory Ln
Canonsburg Pa 15317
Access Credential Systems LLC 106 Springfield Dr
Adams Shawn C 138 Trotwood Dr
Alexanders Canonsburg 2403 Washington Rd
Alfonso Aileen 1043 Bayberry Dr
All Clad Metalcrafters Inc, MJ Curry RD 2
Almasy Jean V 105 Arlington Dr
Alvarez Fernando 295 Hawthorne St Apt C7
Ambrose Peggy A 311 N Jefferson Ave
Amica Mutual Ins Co 1000 Town Ctr Way 100
Angelo Tracy 1051 Saddle Club Dr
Appel George 12 N Jefferson Ave
Argentine Robert 207 Spruce Dr
Askew Patricia A 466 Plum Run Rd
Athena Simms 229 William Dr
Awhr Americas Wtr Heater Rentals LLC 11 Grandview Cir
Ste 100
Azcar Techns 121 Hillpointe Dr Ste 700
Azcar Usa 121 Hillpointe Dr Ste 70
Azoury Tamam T 115 Richards Dr
Baccaro Kathy 202 Clutter St
Bados Cucina, Rebecca Woodworth 3825 Washington Rd
Bardos Helen 242 Maple Ridge Dr
Baywood Consulting 161 Waterdam Rd Ste 260
Beccari Ernest L Jr 620 Highland Ave
Behling Sylvia 544 Craighead St
Belensky Michelle E 214 Greenside Ave Apt 1
Bell Catherine 8 North St
Bencic Goran 107 Carriage Crt
Berard Loretta 228 Parkwood Cir Apt 4
Bier Cynthia A, Scott J 1914 Rte 519 South
Bing Robert J 239 Smithfield St
Bird Dorothy Jean,Lawrence Jr 109 Hawthorne St
Birtig Frances C 1016 Waterford W Ct
Blvd Pub & Kitchen 114 Southpointe Blvd
Bolish William B 105 Ctr Church Rd
Boone Leslie Y 215 Pheasant Cv
Borden Kathleen 8 S Jefferson Ave
Borrelli Shirley 18 W College St
Boyd Sydney 4000 Town Ctr Way Ste 300
Boyts Elizabeth A 129 Golfview Dr
Briggs Lois 2200 Hillchurch Houston Rd
Brisky Russell A, Janet E 170 Ammons Dr
Brisky Janet 170 Ammons Dr
Britton Jami 223 Spruce St
Brom Suzanne 1131 Vista Hill Rd
Broussard Lonnie D 1359 Lucia Dr
Brown Geoffrey G 529 Chartiers Ave 1
Bruce Alvin 306 Smt Ave
Burchesky Robert Est PO Box 321
Caldwell Myrl RR 1 Box 194a
Cannon Tool Co. Gary J Kosen 165 Valy Rd
Canonsburg Renaissance Group Inc 169 E Pike St
Cellone Dean E 515 Filkorn Rd
Cemetery Widnoon, Fern J Browell 123 Hooks Ln
Cheverini Angeline, Raymond M 426 Duquesne Ave
Chromulak & Assocs 401 Technology Dr Ste 202
Cincinnati Ins PO Box 1350
Citicorp Trust Bank 333 Technology Dr Ste 102
Citifinancial 333 Technology Dr Ste 102
Citimortgage Inc 333 Technology Dr Ste 102
Cnx Land Resources 1000 Consol Energy Dr
Coates Amy M 114 Vine St
Cook Melissa 419 Canyon Dr
Cook Scott 455 Ironwood Dr
Cottrill Clare J 1209 Chestnut Ln
Courtney Medical Svcs 3075 Washington Rd
Dalbo Frank, Mary RD 1
Davis Esther B PO Box 25
Davis Kathleen 450 Ironwood Dr
Decker Raymond 120 N Jefferson Ave
Defail Anthony J 932 Eagle Pointe Dr
Dellorso Madalene, Frank 182 Smith St
Denny S Motor Cars Inc 2238 Rte 19
Deutsche Bank Natl Trust Co A 333 Technology Dr Ste 102
Dexter Bertholon Rowland Inc 333 Technology Dr 255
Dobrosky John RR 2
Dodds George 163 Smith St
Domsic Mary 706 Franklin Ave
Dr J S Justin Assoc In 920 Royal Ct
Duckworth Heather 5 Dalbo Ln
Dunkle Alma 463 Mcclelland Rd
Dv Enterp, Houston Sunoco 2300 Hill Church Houston Rd
Edwards Lillie 120 Vione St
Eog Resources Inc 400 S Point Blvd
Equity Mortgage Group LLC 2170 Washington Rd
F C Birtig Ua 25−Sep−80 1016 Waterford W Ct
Fairmont Supply Co 437 Jefferson Ave
Falcioni Mary 504 Bln
Farkas Lawrence 123 Elm Grove Dr
Farmer Goldia 118 Monaco Dr
Farrell Edward J 111 S Jefferson Ave
Fedele Christina, James 269 Village Dr
Fien Dominick 315 Smt Ave 3b
First Horizon Home Loans 333 Technology Dr
Fox Matthew 705 Valeria Dr
Furfari Frank A 212 Fairway Landings Dr
Galos Richard S 65 Fulton Rd
Ge Ionics Inc 50 Curry Ave
Gehrmann Arlene 296 Linden Rd
Goldsmith James, Dentica Assocs LLC 330 Morganza Rd
Gosai Prashant, Sheetal 230 William Dr
Graff Catherine 25 Elm St
Gregg Joyce 123 Vine St
Gustkowski Paul 103 Robinhood Ln
Hammond Robert R 262 Maple Ridge Dr
Harps Russell 206 Weavertown Rd
Headache & Neurology of Wpa 4000 Waterdam Plaza 28
Higgins Tammy 150 W Pike St
Hoffman Elizabeth 109 Tanglewood Dr
Hoffman Randi L 414 Imperial Dr
Homewood Suites By Hilton Pitt 3000 Horizon Vue Dr
Humphrey Debra 200 1/2 Greenside
Huston Bauer Emily 192 Galy Rd
Imperatore Freda 545 Ridge Ave
Ingold Jill 528 1/2 Mcnary St Rear
Jefferson Allergy & Famil 4160 Washington Rd Ste 210
Johnson Dotti J 335 Ridge Ave
Johnson W A Jr 218 Pleasant Av
Johnston Darcy, Harrison C 161 Meadowview Dr
Joyce Patricia 123 Sundial Dr
Judish Steve E 521 Tannehill St
Kamath Ganesh 105 Coventry Ct
Kantor Philip S 150 W Pike St
Kemp Diana Marie 131 Bishop Muse Rd
Kirtz Stefan J 420 Canyon Dr
Knapp Robert S PO Box 872
Kochanski H Jennie 713 2nd St 2
Kolarcik Dean D 1348 Meadow Brook Dr
Kostion Margaret 421 Chartiers Ave
Kowalewski Kenneth 118 S Jefferson Ave
Kozak Bernard J RR 2 Box 84
Kurnoch Gerald Jr 1011 1st St
Lambert Emily W 520 Hunting Creek Rd
Laskowski Dolores, Dorothy 449 Curry Ave
Lesjak Belinda L, John S 324 Cecil Henderson Rd
Lheureau Jodi 258 Linden Rd
Li Hui 24 W Pike St
Liberatore Robert F 708 Glenn St
Lincoln Financial Advisors 370 Southpointe Blvd Ste 200
Litton Loans Servicing Lp 1103 Vista Hill Rd
Locastro Joseph T 2000 Majestic Dr
Lorenzi Vincent A 474 Ironwood Dr
Lowe Kimberly 1501 Network Dr
Lundquist Thomas 101 Marlboro Dr
Lusi Melissa 618 Duquesne Ave
Lutz Auto Body 214 Greenside Ave Apt 1
Lyon George 37 Lindley Rd
Malinsky Anthony 130 Mitchell Dr
Mann Simardeep 1232 Eagle Pointe Dr
Mathewson William A PO Box 101
Mccall Richard W 201 William Dr
Mccloskey Ashley 335 Hunting Creek Rd
Mcdonough Damian 613 Deer Watch Dr
Mcgovern Elizabeth 126 Papp Rd
Mckinney Erin C 343 Thornwood Dr
Mcmc 701 Technology Dr Ste100
Meyer & Eckenrode Ins Group Co Sky Ins 555 Southpointe
Blvd
Miller Calvin, Cheryl 115 Hunting Creek Rd
Mondik Anna 112 W Pitt St
Moniodes Constance 442 Blaine Ave
Morgans Point Investment Club 1355 Morgans Cir
Morris Kelly 111 W Pitt St
Moss Kathy 517 Highfield Ave
Moszynski Wanda 555 Morganza Rd
Mylan 1000 Mylan Blvd
Mylan Inc 1500 Corporate Dr Ste 400
Neely Helen 8 S Jefferson Ave
Nescott Mildred K 814 Vance Dr
Nicholson Desi 113 Old Meadow Rd
Nissen Martha J 1524 Montara Dr Nw
Nourigat Fred M 337 Thornwood Dr
Nvr Mortgage Finance Inc 121 Hillpointe Dr
Ober David F 343 Thornwood Dr
Oconnell John 117 Amber Woods Dr
Oddi James A Jr 102 Sundial Dr
Okorn Christopher F 61 Abbeywood Ln
Orlyansky Sergey 1344 Lucia Dr
Paradigm Business Solutins LLC 1001 Corporate Dr Ste 230
Pastovich Lillian K 307 Mcclelland Rd
Patmon Marilee P 14 E Water St Apt 7
Patmon William E 249 E College St
Payne Linda L 451 Valybrook Rd Ste 201
Peck Barbara H 622 Louise Ct
Pedeski Mary L 706 Franklin Ave
Peijnenburg Antonius T 505 Brookfield Ct
Perkins Amber 821 Valy View Ter
Pierce Brian 850 Vance Dr
Pihiou Tony N 429 Chartiers Ave
Pihiou William M 442 Blaine Ave
Pinn Oak Resource, William Barnard 601 Technology Dr
Ste 300
Pojeta Deborah A 102 Greenwood Dr Apt G
Polansky Mary, Rita C 814 Vance Dr
Prado Eric 220 Windermere Ct
Premier Technology Sys 4 Four Coins Dr Ste 200
Price A W 850 Vance Dr
Price Jeanne 592 W Mcmurray Rd
Price Mckenzie E 5 Dalbo Ln
Pucker Mary 609 Highland Ave
Putnam Fiduciary Trust Ttee Ansys Inc Employ Pension
Plan 275 Technology Dr
Red Oak Water Transfer 375 Southpointe Blvd Ste 240
Regoli Patricia, Kevin 205 Clare Dr
Reilly Anthony V 233 Teepee Rd
Reynolds James C, Laura M 181 Mcgregor Dr
Richmond Evan Lee 400 1 2 W Pike St
Robertson P E Inc 4000 Town Ctr Blvd Ste 200
Rogalsky Patricia L 215 Orchard Ave
Route 19 Canonsburg Assocs 602 Frederick Ct
Salamon Henry Gabriel, Henry Stephan 205 Smithfield St
Sanchez Jorge Alberto 2555 Washington Rd Trlr 6
Santelli Jay A 443 Mcclelland Rd
Sarada Gregory, Jill 94 Parkln Dr
Schaefer Harry A 321 Spruce St
Schearer Walter P 1200 Linden Vue Dr
Schultz Michael J Jr 114 Hook St
Scott William Lee 228 Parkwood Cir Apt 4
Seidling Lawrence J, Laverne M 117 Foxchase Dr
Seiler Tammy J 117 Parkln Dr
Seleskie Norma F Est 2200 Hill Church Houstin Rd
Sepich William 149 Carol Dr
Seraly Mark 222 E Mcmurray Rd
Shane Charles W Jr 103 Peters Dr
Shelley Ernestine 335 Ridge Ave
Simms Richard G III 318 Park Dr
Sinesi Marieben 66 Abbeywood Ln
Singh Kesar 160 Technology Dr
Single Source Prop Solution 333 Technology Dr Ste 102
Skotarczak Edward Est 8 S Jefferson Ave
Skroupa Alexander J 1008 Oak Ridge Rd
Smith Deborah B, Blake, Chloe B 61 Will Scarlet Rd
Smith Catherine W 506 Joan Ct
Sohyda Steve 520 Duquesne Ave
Solenska Helena 325 Elm Dr
Solutions Consulting Inc 333 Technology Dr Ste 110
Songer Steel 125 Technolgy Dr Ste 200
Sovick John Jr 107 Crawford
Sparks Dale 443 Mcclelland Rd
Stahl John 250 Persimmon Ln
Stamatakis Marsha, Nick 414 Blaine Ave
Stephens Lawrence E 4 Pacers Ridge Dr
Stutts Wilbur, Lois 23 Hillview St
Sukolsky Wm 422 Canyon Dr
Sunshine Home Equity LLC 1241 Linden Vue Dr
Svitek Veronica D 440 Blaine Ave
Swanlek Kelly L 150 N Spring Valy Rd
Swart Brian 205 Grace Ave 1st Fl
Tardio Felix 138 1/2 W College St
Tekulve Linda 340 Bellwalt Dr
Terhorst Michael D 215 Blue Jay Dr
Thomas Holly D 603 W College St
Thomson Warren F 14 E Water St Apt 4
Todds Autobody 557 W Pike St
Tomsic Zorka 413 Greenside Ave
Torriero Janet 822 Eagle Pointe Dr
Trimble Mary L 120 Roscomon Place
Tsupros Leonard M 7 Ross Rd
Ubs Financial Svcs Inc, Drew Hanson 4000 Town Ctr Way
Ste 100
Usg Ins Svcs 1000 Town Ctr Way Ste 300
Utility Svc Partners Inc 11 Grandview Cir Ste 100
Vactor Elizabeth C, William G 470 Hunting Creek Rd
Valencic Frank J 1687 Rte 519
Vallone Anthony Jr, Mildred L 1010 Carol Dr
Vanguard 129 Golfview Dr
Vanvoorhis Donna J 229 Arlington Dr
Vargo Andrew 1 W College St
Vazquez Carol 126 Church Way
Vins John W 132 Carol Dr
Vitis Helen D 1337 Rt 980
Waters Misty 411 Spruce St
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Watson Jody Lynn, Gary E 142 Cynthia Dr
Wenzowski Andrea L 129 Meadow View Dr
Westviewcunningham Co Inc 2 Four Coins Dr
Widnoon Cemetery, Fern J Browell 123 Hooks Ln
Williams Rodney, Anne 1103 Vista Hill Rd
Winter Justin M 226 E Pittsburgh
Wise Don H 135 E Pitt St
Wolny Mary Lou 2200 Hill Church Houston Rd
Wood Carrie C 5030 Firwood Dr
Yankanich Nicholas A 112 Suncrest Ct
Yevins Meg 557 W Pike St
Young Etta A 235 Roscommon Place
Yu Haibin 312 Bunker Hill Dr
Zihal Anne L, Adelina M Tardio 148 W College St
Cecil Pa 15321
Anderson Susan M 3260 Millers Run Rd
Colman Eugene C PO Box 298
Davies Josephine 3260 Millers Run Rd
Johnson Linda K 15 Farmcrest Dr
Kovach John A PO Box 293
Lubic Deanna 16 Parkcrest Dr
Matthews Michael 148 Valycrest Dr
Ross Rose M PO Box 293
Smith Joann M 10 Windcrest Dr
Steffan Joleene M PO Box 83
Zinsmeister Richard C 10 Windcrest Dr
Charleroi Pa 15022
Allfree Anna L 4th St
Alvey Robbie 907 1/2 2nd St
Areva T & D Inc Alstom Grid One Power Ln
Bakaitis Eleanor M 897 Twilight Hollow Rd
Baker Bonnie F 508 Lincoln Ave
Beal Gary Oscar 11 Cedar Way
Beck Helen 126 Fallowfield Ave
Behanna Jessica R 211 Mckean Ave Apt 2
Bernard H Sobol MD Pc Profit Sharing Pla
420 Fallowfield Ave
Bethem Darwin 257 North Ave
Bezy Theodore 22 Young Ln
Brezinski Tammy M 518 Lincoln Ave
Brounce Carol A 546 Highland Ave
Cantarell Annetta 210 Mckean Ave
Carson Joshua A 202 Lookout Ave
Castner William 430 Lock St
Chamberlain Kathleen 219 Lincoln Ave Ext Apt 6b
Corey Thomas P 80 Redds Mill Rd
Cotton Lisa 627 1st St
Crabb Shannon L 163 Foxstop Rd
Dean Janet W 463 Ctr 3
Dean Janet W 701 Liberty Ave
Deluca William, Donna 804 Meadow Ave Rear
Devore Loretta 1105 Prospect Ave
Domyanich Johathan T 605 Fallowfield Ave Apt A
Douglas Josephine L 26 Hickory Dr
Dudgeon Sheryl 211 Luella Ave
Dusi Charles E 1 Middle Land Ave Apt 609
Elchak John 818 Fallowfield Ave
Elefante Clementine 719 Lookout Ave
Field Luella J, Jon H 802 2nd St
Fisher Willard C, Willard 1072 4th St Ext
Friedhof Marsha J 56 Lawn Ave
Furjanick Edward J 833 Prospect Ave
Gibalowsky Sondra L, David H 318 Fallowfield Ave
Gibson Doris 127 Lincoln Ave
Granus Mark W 47 Wertz Way
Guest Thomas E RR 2
Harris Franklin 611 Fallowfield Ave
Hurley Patrick, Jessi N 107 Howard St
Image Radiology Group 90 Chamber Plaza
Jones Beverly 251 9th St Apt 414
Jones Vivian R 728 Fallowfield Ave
Josephi Thomas A 31 Hickory Dr
Kassler Adele K 704 Momongahela Ave
Kawelkewics Rose, Steve 19 Hillcrest Mapleview
Kernisky David 601 Faowfield Ave Apt 4
Kintigh John W 524 Ctr Ave
Kolodychak Thomas 307 Isabella Ave
Koslosky Jeffrey J 317 Phillips St
Kossol Janet W 9 Grant St
Landrin Patricia 416 Highland Ave
Lauderback Howard J 172 Walnut Ridge Rd
Lettrich Millie M 267 Grandview Way
Lindahl Henrietta J, Richard A 1712 Boller Dr
Logan Alison Ann 66 Zippay Rd
Ma Engineering Inc 501 Mckean Ave Ste 3
Martucci John A, Mary J 512 Lookout Ave
Maude James 714 Lewis Ave
May Joseph M 734 4th St
Mccloskey Teresa A 254 Twin Bridges Rd
Mcconville Margaret 536 Mckean Ave
Mccrae Byron 627 1st St
Mcdonald Assocs Engrg Inc 1 Twilight Hollow Rd
Mclaughlin Rose M 27 Grant St
Mclaughlin William H, Rose M 27 Grant St
Mendicino Joseph 125 State St
Moorby Michael 909 4th St
Newman Mildred A 500 Crest Ave Apt 209
Nicholson R 27 Vernon Dr
Norkus Danee L 332 Lincoln Ave
Paluso Theresa M, Dennis L RD 1 Box 565 P
Phillips Deanne B 311 Sheppard Ave
Pletcher Jarrod 500 Highland Ave
Povrzenich Melissa R 10 Truman Rd
Radosh William 52 Craven Dr
Reading Public Library, Kristin Van Strien 142 Phillips St
Reimer Catherine M 14 Truman Rd
Rice Rosch Janice L 430 Oakland Ave
Rickard Anne 708 Crest Ave
Sai Hospitality 1200 Mckean Ave Ste 104
Sandrey Dolores A PO Box 591
Sbc Cleaning Svcs Inc 37 Tr Dr
Schwalb Frederick J 428 Liberty Ave
Shaffer Shirley B 52 Eagle St
Shepard Shane T 527 Fallowfield Ave Apt D
Speers David 504 Charles St
Spence Mary J 408 Lincoln Ave
Summers Cherie 715 E Liberty St
Theakston Ashley L, William PO Box 396
Theis Jane 217 Scott St Speers Hill
Tonarelli Albert 611 Lookout Ave
Tonkavitch Richard 409 Crest Ave
Trail Michael 1025 Oakland Ave
Valley National Gases Inc 2300 N American St
Walsh Jason M 401 Elizabeth St
Ward Roger 301 Chamber Plz
Williams B D 10 Daily Ave
Woytovich Mary 535 Ctr Ave
Claysville Pa 15323
Anderson June 410 Newman Rd
Archer R Aldene RD 3 Box 3b
Artino Anthony Robert 747 Sunset Rd
Baggus Olga K 6 Baggus Ln
Bigley Maxine F 1298 Templeton Run Rd
Boyko Robert 1023 State Rte 231
Campsey David M 346 Wayne St
Campsey David M Box C
Campsey Mary E 241 Birch St PO Box 586
Carlomagno Frank RD 1 Box 451
Chase Brandy L 355 Narigon Run Rd
Dogwood Hills Gc LLC 1728 Beham Ridge Rd
Finelli Roland V 747 Sunset Rd
Frank Mcadams Masonry 1929 Pleasant Grove Rd
Ghrist Elmer, Kay 131 Main St PO Box 475
Gray Rebecca 218 Highland Ridge Rd
Hamilton Andrew L 105 Greenhaven Rd
Hampson Nicole 119 Mt Hope Ridge Rd
Higgins Fred Est PO Box 495
Hoffman Robert A 170 Highland Ridge Rd
Jackson Leatha M RD 2 Box 143a
Kelly Thelma J Apt 301 179 105 Green St
Kern Jason 230 Dusty Trail
Kolarsky Anthony, Ann PO Box 266
Long Richard D 282 Valy View Rd
Main John A 223 Timber Lk Rd
Marshall Stacey Lynn 415 Dusty Trail Rd
Martin Patricia, Bryan 545 Valy View Rd
Mccoy Lucy P, Joann Corbly PO Box 457
Mcmurray Hazel Est Of, RD 2 Box 242
Mcmurray Hazel Main St PO Box 495
Medlen John 416 Newman Rd
Michael H Heinrich Funeral Home PO Box 539
Milvet Martha S 1244 N Sunset Beach Rd
Neurological Consultants of Nwpa Pc 110 Fairfield Dr
PO Box 549
Newton Consulting LLC 2068 E Finley Dr
Noble William PO Box 436
Peterson Ruth 1244 N Sunset Beach Rd
Plants Michelle 130 Spruce Rd
Riffle Mabel PO Box 539
Ringheisen Robert 41 Hutchinson Rd
Rizor Deserae 24 Varner Dr
Rusmisel Shaun 2361 E Finley Dr
Russell Velma 1219 15th St
Shaffer Nathan L 20 5th St
Shimschick Margaret 1320 Templeton Rd
Shoup Kimberly G RR 2 Box 306
Sprowls Ralph 213 Rural Valy Rd
Sutterfield Lee 10 Scotty Dr
Swartz Glenn R Est 209 State Rte 231
Thompson Megan 410 Newman Rd
Wescott Michael, Karen 299 Saw Hill Rd
White David F 201 Highland Ave
White Mary K, Mammas House 142 Elm St
Wilkerson Deborah A 133 Valy View Rd
Wilson John A 100 Gashel Rd 100 Gashel Rd
Winchester Marty L 647 Cracraft Rd
Young Cory 1162 N Rt 40
Coal Center Pa 15423
Cooper Patrick RD 1
Dillon David 153 S California Dr
Gails Harry 661 S Ridge Rd
Hazuga Darryl W 12 Furlong Dr
Hess Barbara 2 Grandee Dr
Kolch Jeffrey L 28 Olympic Cir
Main Bobbie Jo Est PO Box 251
Nevala Paula J 556 California Dr
Seleskie Alexander 149 Spring St
Stasko Ralph, Joyce 141 Spring St
Yonko Joyce E 950 Pike Run Dr
Cokeburg Pa 15324
Decesaris Dina M PO Box 392
Dovshek John C Box 118
Kennedy Eugene PO Box 157
Miller Michael L 128 Lincoln St
Morelli Fran PO Box 84
Yates Helene Est PO Box 14
Daisytown Pa 15427
Blanche Cucura PO Box 1
Blizman Helen 521 Pike Run Dr
Dillin Bradley 11 Glad St
Koon Dwight J 281 Hickory Sq Rd
Nusida Isabella RR 1 Box 452
Pappas Peter 342 Woodland Rd
Schulz Shiela K R D 1 Box 312a
Skrobacs Milton 359 Pike Run Dr
Sungali Mary Box 201
Swarrow Christina Eileen 551 Pike Run Dr
Szedan Robert PO Box 162
Tyler Marsha M, Dorothy Jackson RR 1 Box 38
Wright Harry A RR 1
Zirkle Randy W 13 Church St
Donora Pa 15033
Adamek Margaret M 641 6th St
Anderson Lisa 66 Lincoln St
Baldini Selina 509 3rd St
Bandalo John J 476 Allen Ave
Blaine Aileen F 308 Castner Ave
Bumpers Jay 106 Watkins Aveue
Cacia Betty, Edith 620 Mckean
Chiedor Steve M Jr 1116 Brokaw Ave
Chovan George 217 7th St Apt 2
Clark Bernard Iii 845 Thompson
Cowell Sean 517 Liberty Ave
Davis Mary, Carl 1366 Meldon Ave
Degedio Joseph 319 Van Pelt St
Degidio Joseph 319 Van Pelt St
Emidio Anthony D 523 5th St
Evans Tonya L 116 Castner Ave
Fisher Dennis C 625 1st St
Flinn Josephine Est, Nancy 959 Heslep Ave
Geick Lynn 413 4th St
Gladys Richard 433 4th St
Gonzales Helen Donora Towers Apt 403 685 Meldon Ave
Grcich Michelle 406 Murray Ave
Gregory Carl 116 Kenric Av
Gresh Annie 108 Castner Ave
Gress Albert E, Elmer B 108 Castner Ave
Gress Ann 119 Castner Ave
Hefner Donna M, Kevin E 518 Mccrea Ave
Helzlsouer Agnes 567 Mckean Ave Apt 106
Hendry Kimberly 90 Watkins Ave 3
Iacovino Carmella M Est 12 Grant Ave
Kish Joan W 221 Brokaw Ave
Krolik Samuel S II 526 8th St
Law Rosemary 175 Highland Tr
Marinos Donald 435 6th St
Matta Marie E 413 4th St
Mccarthy Gerald D 134 Mckean Ave
Mcendree Margaret, Timothy 251 Thompson Ave
Moran Edgar C 51 2nd St Ext
Murphy Caitlyn 324 Thompson Ave
Oliveri Richard D, Guerino 214 Walnut St
Osiol Walter Est 89 Thompson Donora Pa 15033
Pado Helene 59 Kenric Ave
Perry Frances 622 3rd St
Phillips Roosevelt, Valerie D 266 Mckean Ave
Ruby Andrew 429 5th St Boc 33
Sanchez Connie 1151 Meldon Ave
Saraco George Anne 7 Cemetery Rd
Schmitt Lorene E 158 Ida Ave
Scmitt Beatrice 438 8th St
Scudders Vashtie 312 Walnut St
Seiple George 104 6th St
Shawley Gary 118 Kenric Ave
Sisson Chad 514 Castner Ave
Swartz John 108 Castner Ave
Tautkus Paul R 978 Thompson Ave
Thorpe Anthony 653 4th St
Todd Norma R Overlook Ter
Trona Elma 1055 Meldon Ave
Turkovich Yvonne Box 80
Vayansky Rose Marie, Donald R 625 1st St
Wohar Joseph 437 8th St
Wojnar Richard, John A 601 Mccrea Ave
Dunlevy Pa 15432
R J Auto Repair Sales, Ronald J W PO Box 21a
Traversari Ellis N Rte 88
Wadsworth Lloyd B PO Box 545
Eighty Four Pa 15330
All Occasions Party Rental 72 Wilson Rd
Atlas Railroad Constr PO Box 8
Berry Alice P RR 3 Box 347
Bock Grace M 465 Vanceville Rd
Borkowski Robert 26 Withrow Rd
Champagne Norma R 51 Champagne Rd
Charlotte Strange 111 Valy View Rd
Crivaro Perry 60 Carl Ave Lot C6
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Crown Point Enterprises 72 Wilson Rd
Davis Safe And Lock 31 Dovercrest Rd
Deblasio William 226 Azzo Rd
Deems Christine 10a Pine Ln
Finc Gordon B RD 2 Rt 136
Galati Paul S 1348 Rte 519
Gigler Marian Est 60 Carl Ave
Griffith Roberta 316 Gilkeson Rd
Gw Peoples Contracting 1024 Rt 519 200
Hanning Joseph RR 2 PO Box 489
Hanning Wilma Est RR 2 PO Box 489
Hogue Scott A 948 Rte 519 2
Johnson John A 337 Brownlee Rd
Kilkearys Autobody 647 Thomas Rd
Lentz Licia L, Daniel 466 Springdale Rd
Lindner Curtis J 127 Dyers Stone Dr
Magerko Margaret H, Peter J 1019 Rte 519
Mansmann Joni B 1128 Vista Hill Rd
Mansmann Margaret G 236 Hamtom Rd
Mestre Jesus 462 Munntown Rd
Morgan Kevin S, Mary B 1294 Rt 519
Noordhuizen J F 18 Martin Ln
Popp David 59 St Cloud Rd PO Box 104
Raymond Agent Irene M 465 Vanceville Rd
Richards Taryn, Todd 53 Blair Rd
Scalise Richard 232 Park View Rd
Shinsky Ronald J 158 Snowdrift Rd
Simpson Wilma C 163 Gilkeson Rd
Terpin C T RD 3 Box 51a
Toci Richard N 139 Brownlee Rd
Toler Stanley A 647 Thomas Rd
Vibostak Christine L, Edward P 268 Hixon Rd
Ward Andrea M 111 Walnut Dr
Young Carl S 108 W Chevalier Ct R
Zavallo Hollie L, Marc 51 Emery Rd
Elco Pa 15434
Captain Edwards Inc 606 1st St
Captain T S Pub Marina Inc 606 1st St
Maloy Edward E 112 1st Ave PO Box 188
Vanderburg Chad A PO Box 47
Ellsworth Pa 15331
Baker Donald 365 Green Bridge Rd
Morgan Stacy 60 Chestnut St
Powells Auto Body Box 206 20 Almond Rd
Temas Kimberly S, Nickey E Box 206 20 Almond Rd
Elrama Pa 15038
Graves Jeffrey 12 Oak Ln PO Box 157
Letavec Stephen M PO Box 159
Morrison Michael PO Box 79
Finleyville Pa 15332
Beaver Paul, Ida M, Nancy L 6072 Rte 88
Bendel George 1446 Walton Rd Apt 317c
Beynon Eleanor J 42 Norton Rd
Bms Belt Cleaners Inc 3523 Cliff St
Burksaze Lisa 336 Patterson Rd
Burnisky Allen L 11 Prosser Dr
Campbell Kimberly 3571 Washington Ave
Crutchfield Mike 5012 Walton Rd
Dale Thomase DMD 3506 Wash Ave
Devore James G RD 2
Dewitt T 3486 Boyd St
Dranko David W 7004 Pennsylvania Ave
Fellabaum Austin 2015 Scotia Hollow Rd S
Fine James, FSarah 127 Houston Run Rd
Gabauer Wendy K 4 Stone Church Rd
Ganis Mary A Rr 2
Giel Theresa M Box 288 RD 4
Goutmann Peter 2358 Ridge Rd
Green Homer R, Ruthal Washington Ave
Grelo Frank 3774 Baltimore St
Hamilton Sharon 154 Race Rd
Holliday Kirsten 2533 Ridge Rd
Jackson Gene P 3614 Washington Ave
Jenkins Robert J Jr 3516 Washington Ave
Jones Eric A 83 Barr Rd
Kiggins Eleanor I 39 Old 88
Knight Arthur W 1501 Cherrywood Dr
Kramers Auto Body 58 Stone Church Rd
Kwiatkowski Plumbing 2212 Ridge Rd
Lewis Kevin M 27 Sky Ln
Leyda James H Jr 3103 School Pl
Lines Margaret A 3380 Rte 136
Lohman Jackie M 5131 College St
Lucas Marc W RD 2 Beagle Club Rd
Manzini Donald 6068 Library Rd Rt 88
Martik Scott 161 Airport Rd
Mccord Pamela S 253 Stone Church Rd
Mccorkle Vera L 2712 Ridge Rd
Mcmahon John C 103 Hidden Valy Dr
Molinaro Dean J 112 Tuscany Ests Dr
Mussill Chris 23 Limestone Dr
Ohare Thomas K 18 Hilltop Dr
Pascoe Jeannene M 6081 Brownsville Rd Ext
Pasquinelli Paul E Sr 52 Boyka Dr RD 2
Pastorius Andrew 409 Stone Church Rd
Patel Hiren Dinesh 3551 Washington Ave Apt 7
Phenicie David 95 Mcchain Rd
Provins Jean 1039 Riverview Dr
Robert J Jenkins Jr Md Ltd 3516 Washington Ave
Roskov Robert C 490 Mingo Church Rd
Ruby N 6100 Rt 88
Sacasa Cosean 6100 Union Vly Apts 5
Salmon Christopher 281 Garvin Rd
Sanders Robert 116 Hidden Valy Dr
Sasko Margaret RR 5 Box 169
Shoemaker Barbara 58 Stone Church Rd
Stilley Dianna 9 Meadowview Pln
Strangis Daniel A, Jill A 6080 Rt 88
Struman Larkin Ford 2212 Ridge Rd
Trantham Randi L 2133 Rankintown Rd
Weinberg Gordon 6204 5th Ave 403
Fredericktown Pa 15333
Centerville Clinics Inc Joseph Yablonksi Mem
1070 Old National Pike R
Crawford Willard, Irma RD 1
Czegan James J PO Box 737
Evans Kathleen Est 1047 Old National Rd
Flanjack Steve J, Flora Welcome St
Fullem Brian A PO Box 813
Johnson Joseph Hse 14 Newtown
Lacey Charlotte J 1105 Old National Pk
Lowther Tracey L PO Box 200
Redmond Heleyn PO Box 200
Savage Louis S 66 Wickerham Rd
Scott Carol L Box 139a
Smith Albert H, Marie A 462 Barneys Run Rd
Smith Warren W Box 139a
Gastonville Pa 15336
Balliard Kenneth Est, PO Box 64
Cole Doris PO Box 36
Minotti Evelyn R, Henry PO Box 36
Hendersonville Pa 15339
Wiencek Chester PO Box E
Hickory Pa 15340
Cowden Mark K 36 Woodland Rd
Criquellison Robert 494 Westland Rd
Goodwin Christopher 28 Washington Ave
Hanna Kimberly R, Joseph E 14 Dire Dr
K & P Asphalt 79 Skyline Dr
Karns Kathleen A 9 Main St
Knicely Joshua 111 Main St
Mcmaster Louis M 323 Water Dam Rd
Metzler Traci 90 Mccarrell Rd
Oldham David PO Box 387
Pawlosky Jennifer C 1084 Western Ave
Perez Shaunda C PO Box 64
Rossero Helen 494 Westland Rd
Schwab Todd PO Box 51
Spiers Lisle W & Aj RD 1
Taylorstown Comm Festival 4141 Henderson Rd
Tonya James S 3910 Henderson Rd
Whaley Jonathon 84 Main St PO Box 184
Houston Pa 15342
All Kontrol Extermina 817 W Pike St
Ammon Jeff 207 E Grant St
Arvay Pauline L, Andrew J 204 N Main St
Automotive Collision 502 N Main St
Barney Sarah E 502 N Main St
Beck Mary E 155 N Haft St
Belensky Michelle E 119 S Main St
Bell John 113 W Main
Bigley James K 140 W Pike St 205
Burris Sandra 2125 W Pike St
Carnell Lois 207 W Grant St
Casetech Interl Inc 195 S Belt Industrial Dr
David Gatesman, Gatesman Home Imp 2136 W Pike St Apt
Dejohn Raymond, Irene 310 W Grant St
Embert John 219 E Pike St
Fiala Mary Frances 539 Regent St
Fitch Ola M 1018 Mcgovern Rd
Freno Frank Est Sr 224 Locust Ave
Gaydos Daisy 140 W Pike St Apt 10
Godfrey Anthony 620 W Pike St
Guernsey Michele H, Edward 228 Locust Ave
Hahn Kathryn J 132 N Haft St
Hickman William A 230 N Main St
Intertek Usa Inc 2200 W Loop S Ste 200
Johnson Robert 824 W Pike St
Jones James R, Julia C 101 Country Barn Rd E
Kohring Angeline M 224 Locust Ave
Krulutz Gene RD 1 Western Ave
Lee Industries Inc. Fox Point
Lowther Jeanne Est 317 West Grant St Apt 2
Lutz Auto Body 320 Walnut St
Maffio Bernard T 321 Allison Ave
Maggi Bronwyn 320 Walnut St
Marcase Curtis H 327 Western Ave
Marco Toni M 316 Linda Ln
Marvel Electric Inc 530 N Main St
Mccullough Mary Jane 110 E Grant St
Mckay Ruthann D 207 Cherry Ave
Meadowlands Fresh Market LLC 2440 W Pike St
Mullins Jean E 420 Allison Ave
Olive Margaret A 833 Reed Ave
Patsch Bros 101 W Pike St
Paver Raymond T 502 Regent St
Pellman Ronald L 514 W Pike St
Prizm Environmental Inc 8650 Laurel Trails Dr
Pucker Mary E 15 Becker St
Reddington Lindsay 423 W Pike St Apt 5
Southwest Risk Lp 800 Gessner
Sprowls George G 216 E Pike St
Stegenga David I 817 W Pike St
Stopperich Georgetta 360 N Ave Ext
Swanson John A Box 224
Swoager Andrew C 513 Mcgovern St
Timcheck Mary E 126 E Pike St
Transportation Group Ltd The 11111 Wilcrest Green Dr
Traynor Fred 115 Irwin Ave
Wallace Nobert L 308 Reed St
Waste Water Inspections Inc 5380 W 34th St Box 346
Weiss Lawrence J 419 Pershing Ave
West Ralph H 234 Roth St
Wilson Garry A 807 Longvue Dr
Wood Robert C 237 Parker St
Joffre Pa 15053
Alouise Vera A, John 27 Sta St
Pennbalt Inc PO Box 287
Langeloth Pa 15054
Huggins Tiffany 312 E 3rd Ave
Mull James 128 Eleanor St PO Box 224
Vallina S Market 1438 Langeloth Rd
Lawrence Pa 15055
Chytil Douglas A PO Box 16
Cobalt Development Inc 101 Commerce Blvd 210
Cowan Danielle 22 3rd St
Dimauro Jean M 1130 Old Farm Rd
Gauthier Gerald A PO Box 352
Guzik John Jr PO Box 2
Hanco Ltd PO Box 510
Heartland Homes 101 Commerce Blvd Ste 1 PO Box 535
Kucsma Ruth A PO Box 604
Lee Covert Catlin 1411 Lexington Dr
Martincheck Justin 1465 Yorktown Dr
Mcdonalds PO Box 526
Natale Matthew R 303 1st St
Nordman Monica A, Brian K PO Box 229
Pastor Mary L PO Box 152
Ploskina Maria 1335 Lexington Dr
Plute Bryan W Box 292
Saul Bradley, Yolanda, Jason 1110 Valyview Dr
Seeley Mgmt LLC PO Box 504
Shields Karl B PO Box 502
Snee Jeffrey D 332 Marshall Hts Dr
Stushs Auto Repair PO Box 296
Tain John 1172 Valyview Dr
Washington Ruby M PO Box 212
Wolford Marlene PO Box 17
Marianna Pa 15345
Bens Courier PO Box 325
Gallik Cheryl L 20 Friend Ln
Hecht Audrey Agnes RR 1
Nichol Ashlee M 3 Church St 82c
Sawicky Joseph PO Box 453
Shrontz Virginia H 3 Church St
Tomsic Harry R 80 Clarksville Rd
Mcdonald Pa 15057
Alderdice Jean 405 Kingsbrook Dr
Augustine Steven 8226 Steubenville Pike
Battung Todd PO Box 83
Belcastro Tracy 341 Water Dam Rd
Berceli Stella H 540 Coleman Rd
Betschart Richard J, Anita R 10 Oliver St
Bistareky Gary 3743 Millers Run Rd
Boyd John R 201 Appleglen Ct
Catola Dominick RR 1
Cellone Danneen D, Candace R Coonfield Utma
1120 Mohawk Rd
Cerzo Beatrice 205 Brook St
Cj Grant Comm Lp Cj Grant Ent LLC Gen Pt 354 North St
Coleman Edward J 303 Commodore Dr
Coles Kenneth E 407 N Mcdonald St
Collins Harry R 143 4th St
Cook Christopher M 209 Ctr Ave
Coonfield Candace R 1120 Mohawk Rd
Daniels Carri 304 Sta St
Dawkins Shelby Y 349 Hudson
Degrave John 503 Gene Dr
Donahue Charles 4271 Battle Ridge Rd
Elk Regional Health Cente 763 Johnsonburg Rd
Estus Mark A 1132 Laurel Hill Dr
Ferrer Jena 209 Ctr Ave
Ferris Michele 3123 Hudson Ave
Fleming Mary Foremost Auto Inc 4122 Battle Ridge Rd
Flom Christopher M 5112 Forest Ridge Dr
Frances Allen 21 Oliver St
Gallick David J 122 E Lincoln Ave
Gardner John S 29 Jess Ln
Geisler Karen 822 Wall St
Greene Jeffrey M, Greene Jeffrey B 441 Valy St
Groceries Plus More Inc 315 Barr St
Guiliani Michael 1004 2nd St
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Hitchings Elizabeth L 120 Anchor Ct
Hofrichter Robert W Jr, Danette L 191 N Depaoli Rd
Hormel Peter 24 Belgium Hollow Rd
Hughey Charles 1007 Valy St
Hunter Kevin M 101 Petricca Dr
Jpmorgan Chase Bank Na 2029 Sterling Dr
Keegan Joseph H 120 Anchor Ct
Kenawell Edward X, Sheri M 2029 Sterling Dr
Komec Tiffany 30 Cherry Valy Rd
Kovach John A RR 3
Kulak Frank 7536 Noblestown Rd
Kulak Genevieve M RR 1 Box 172b
Langer Roberta A 105 Coal St Apt 405
Machek John 402 Robinson Hwy
Marchiny Rosemarie 116 Grant Ave
Margerum Lauren 1240 2nd St
Maruvada Geetha 5203 Forest View Dr
Mccoy Isabella 105 Coal St Apt 506
Mcdonald Ford Inc 8181 Noblestown Rd
Mcguiness Teresa J 215 Sta St Apt B
Mcguiness U A 12 18 96 Teresa J 215 Sta St Apt B
Mihok Ferenc A 762 Millers Run Rd
Miller Edward 11254 Laurel Hill Rd
Miller Harry W Jr 226 E Barr St
Miller Run Auto Body 1678 Millers Run Rd
Mills Charles RR 1
Miszcyzcha Darlene F 18 Meriage St
Moss William 1678 Millers Run Rd
Murrer Helene 703 Valy St
Naeger Matthew B 322 Commodore Dr
Parry E Wesley II, David G, Thomas W
1570 Millers Run Rd
Phillips Anna 18 Holly Dr
Plezia Charles W 27 Cannon Gate Dr
Reddinger Jennifer M 2145 Rte 980
Roach Susan 11 Salvini Ln
Ross Rose M RR 3
Schmitt Brian M 117 Dupont Dr
Schollaert Lisa 3101 Robinson Run Rd
Sethner Douglas 25 Plum Run Rd
Shifler Jacob J 18 Meriage St
Smith Barbara J 102 Apple Blossom Dr
Smith Charles L 339 N Mcdonald St
South Fayette Parent Advisory Council
3640 Old Oakdale Rd
Spaley James P 69 Galati Rd
Stewart Kevin C 125 S Mcdonald St Apt 5
Strother William PO Box 142
Sutherin Heather 415 Valy St
Tarr John G Foremost Auto Inc 4122 Battle Ridge Rd
Thomas Wallace B 222 Sta St
Timco Geraldine M 1370 Oakridge Rd
Tomazich Christine M, Glenn E 221 3rd St
Tornabene K Est 438 Coleman Rd
Vactor William G 557 Swihart Rd
Vincenti Mary RD 3
Walker Catherine L 135 4th St
Wanashee Conservancy Inc 130 Ohara St
Wilson William H Jr, Jennifer Francis 3360 Old Oakdale Rd
Woodward Wendy E 106 Commodore Dr
Young Mary PO Box 221
Mcmurray Pa 15317
Aaron Mark 103 Green Valy Ln
Abraham Lucille 936 Old Washington Rd
Ambrogi Donna M, Rodney R 145 Druid Dr
Asay Robert G 106 Estates Dr
Baughman Tonie L 113 Oakwood Rd
Beads 2 Wear 3515 Washington Rd Ste 516
Beahn Ainda M, John F 249 Roscommon Pl
Belcher Shelly 201 Thompsonville Rd
Benson Jacqueline, Russell 107 Marlboro Dr
Blyth & Shearn Inc 3190 Washington Rd
Bolish William 105 Ctr Church Rd
Brisky Russell A, Janet J 170 Ammons Dr
Brush John R 302 Carriage Hill Dr
Cain James G 107 Sherborne Dr
Cantrell Julie A 446 E Mcmurray Rd
Cavanaugh Patricia, James M 131 Jonathan St
Cavasinni Frank Jr, Kathryn, David E 224 Mcnary St
Chan Wai 126 Marlboro Dr
Chiropractic Center Pc 1900 Waterdam Plaza
Collins Andrea L 126 N Heide Ln
Crescent Contracting Corp 138 Lakeview Dr
Crouse Alex J 101 Sherwood Dr
Destefano Mark L 307 Bunker Hill Dr
Dicks John R 840 Old Washington Rd
Downey Mark PO Box 1241
Duffy S Jones 325 Maplewood Dr
Enright Mary L 95 Ctr Church Rd
Fatzick Samuel 218 Clubview Dr
Fletcher Thomas H Jr 112 Braun Dr
Franco Thomas 4017 Washington Rd Apt 1100
Greguric Melissa M 117 Richards Dr
Gropp Colleen K, John J 113 Parkwood Ln
Harbison Auto Svc Inc 134 Camp Ln
Hardy Russell, Rose M PO Box 903
Hytowitz Elaine Hrc Manor Care Mcmurray
113 W Mcmurray Rd
Johnson William A Jr, Craig A 218 Pleasant Ave
Jordan Tax Service 102 Rahway Dr
Jozwiak Erika L, Mary,Matthew T B 265 Ctr Church Rd
Kannan Shana 215 Molly Dr
Kilkearys Auto Body Inc 101 Sherwood Dr
Krupa Joseph F 306 Cedar Hill Dr
Lacey Francis P, Meghan K 42 Lintel Dr
Leasure Grover, Mary 109 Hemlock Dr
Living Trust of Robert M Chan 126 Marlboro Dr
Long Walter F 230 Thomas Rd
Lorah Heather Ann, Paul E 546 E Mcmurray Rd
Luckhardt John L 127 Highland Dr
Magliocco Magdalene E 119 Ctr Church Rd
Magnotti William J Sr, Stephen G PO Box 1555
Matthews Brian 307 Squire Ln
Mccay Judy 126 Fireside Dr
Mccready Francesca 411 Ctr Church Rd
Mcintyre Archie L PO Box 974
Merendino Kristen 107 S Heide Ln
Mobile Fleet Wash Inc Box 1254
Moderate Americans PO Box 1361
Mortimer Elizabeth Baer, G Mark 190 Gateshead Dr
Mosites Andrea 200 Maidmarion Ln
Neisen Ltd Family Partnership 264 Valybrook Rd
Nts National Telecom Svcs 2894 Old Washington Rd
Oliana Kathryn J 2001 Waterdam Plaza Dr Ste 208
Orci 4017 Washington Rd No 161
Pecora Patrick 113 Mcclintock Dr
Pirosko Sandra 82 Lintel Dr
Polidori Fernando 128 Mcclintock Dr
Rack Wildner Gerard 226 E Mcmurray Rd
Ramsay Mary A 105 Marion Dr
Reed Eugene B 109 Boxwood Ct
Robinson Laura R 170 Gateshead Dr
Roney Frank C 103 Marlboro Dr
Rossini Suzette 128 Mcclintock Dr
Route 19 Beer & Cigar 3626 Washington Rd
Santa Lucia Janice, Michal Irrev Tr 223 Trinity Dr
Schaefer Eileen L, Eileen 110 Cambridge Dr
Schlereth Eileen 140 Kimber Dr
Sheldon Jeffrey 124 Roscommon Pl
Shettima Mahiru 113 Kimber Dr
Sirera Charles J, Carrie L 78 Lintel Dr
Skittle Matt Jr 4017 Washington Rd Num 304
Southpointe Investments 104 Bayberry Ct
Sprenger Mark, Christine L 107 Treetop Ln
Staley Masonry 120 Central Church Rd
Sumney David 113 Inverness Dr
Sutton Bonny S 333 Bellwalt Dr
Swanson Timothy 309 E Mcmurray Rd
Tarter Kenneth D 546 E Mcmurray Rd
Thomas Heather L 210 Old Oak Rd
Thomas Jacalyn 3075 Washington Rd
Todd George O 249 W Mcmurray Rd
Tourdot Marcel Jr 404 Cedar Hill Dr
Traurig Sherry, Neil 133 Marble Dr
Ua 03 22 96 Magdalene E Magliocco Trust 119 Ctr Church
Valley Brook Family Dental LLC 180 Gallery
Weisenbacher Doris 220 Maplewood Dr
Weiss Jeffry A, Barbara L 222 Hemlock Dr
Meadow Lands Pa 15347
Baker Mine Svcs Inc PO Box 610
Hornburg David R 569 Pike St
Pamplin Darryl Layne PO Box 144
Physical Medicine of America PO Box 519
Servic Mec R PO Box 499
Smartcomp LLC PO Box 800
Torchia Donna J PO Box 533
Universal Smartcomp PO Box 519
Universal Smartcomp PO Box 800
Wright Dale PO Box 259
Midway Pa 15060
Dowler Clifford E, Mildred E PO Box 355
Fernovich Gloria G 411 Dickson St
Machak Rosella 308 Washington Ave PO Box 251
Mastic James, Ruby, Rayman 105 Stevenson St
Mastic Rayman, James 105 Stevenson St
Susch Lorraine J Est 407 Oakwood
Millsboro Pa 15348
Klock Walter L Sr 163 Ctr St Apt No 3 PO Box 247
Orndoff Alberta PO Box 316
Pahle Andrew A Box 56
Monongahela Pa 15063
A M Rafi Pc 100 Stoops Dr Ste 240
Allegrini Angelo Est 136 Railrd St
Anders Howard G 910 Thomas St
Andrejchak Roxanne M 526 Park Ave
Angerman Albert H 1696 4th St
Baldassari Evelyn M 200 Stoops Dr
Bardelli Rano D 116 Taylor Run Rd
Battaglia Mary A 1033 Thomas St
Baxter Timothy A 316 Dry Run Rd
Bercini Mary 471 High St
Borodaty Barrett A 108 Mary Ellen St
Campi Filippo 133 Main
Cantanzaro Philip 101 Shannon Rd
Chattaway Susan D 1222 4th St
Childrens Community 607 4th St
Ciambella Armida 402 E Main St
Cintella Danny R 1682 Lucetta Dr
Collin Olga B 801 Meade St
Colosimo Eleanor M 124 Howard St
Copeland Rebecca A, Ryan L 64 Donora Rd
Corbelli Louis Est, Mary 125 Main
Corp Lori J 3993 Lori J Cir
Crawford La Venia 226 Elmirao Union St
Crompton Donald E 440 4th St
Cspr Assocs LLC 200 Stoops Dr
Davis Bernice 29 Lafayette Way
Davis Cynthia 141 Wisebecker Ln
Day Leda E 1121 Lilac Ave
Defide Briana 1117 Lawton St
Desantis Olga Est 519 High St
Devore George M 6368 4th Ave
Dinardo Louis Jr Est 901 E Main
Doty Anne Lee, Arthur J 1012 James St
Dragosin Mary F 208 Ridge Ave
Dyer Duane A, Mary 1222 4th St
Ferrari Mafalda G, Louis P 1373 4th St
Fisher Heights Giant Eagle 1300 Country Club Rd
Ford Kathryn S Est, Laurel A 4615 Williamsport Rd
France Luetta N 1104 Stanton St
Francetic Lawrence 170 Kevech Rd
Garoski Ralph, John Rt 88 RD 1
Geyer Patricia 2291 Sunnyside Hollow
Gildow Michael J 1652 4th St
Girdish George A PO Box 2
Goins Wesley F 220 Vine St
Gordon Jill 1243 Country Club Rd
Grace Lutheran Church 911 Howard St
Grant Mark 2356 Sunnyside Hollow Rd
Harding Lynda 6 Grant St
Harris Mary C 500 6th St
Haywood William A 526 Hudson Ave
Holets Henry 1290 Chess St 2nd Fl
Homa Susan Est 1005 Rt 837
Hudak Debra 81 Donora Rd
Irey Diana L 126 Diane Dr
Jarvis Betty L 67 Orchard St
Jenkins Susanna 4710 Williamsport Rd
Jjc Properties I Lp 1360 1/2 4th St
Johnson Harold 2418 Manown Rd
Johnson Sterina 420 Park Ave
Kapusta Andrea 1711 4th St
Karnis Rudolph J, John 1346 Anderson Ave
Krzmaric Shane 4691 Williamsport Rd
Lenzi Wilma L 1028 Marne Ave
Leone Amelia J 173 Tr Dr
Lidan Medical Leasing Co 612 W Main St
Loren Ryan 166 Taylor Run Rd
Lorenzi Trisha 103 Baywood Dr
Lovrich Ronald Jr 3993 Lori J Cir
Magaruh Elsie M Hoon St
Martell Joan W 6867 Wall Rd
Mary Anne Battaglia Ed D 1033 Thomas St
Mathews David J 711 Dry Run St
Medical & Endocrinology 420 W Main St
Meikle H Scott, Harry, Jayne 22 Ernest Ave
Migliori Eric 315 Anton St
Moon Valley Care Center 200 Stoops Dr
Munger Charles 640 E Main St
Muzina Catherine 781 E Railrd St
Nucleus Lodge 377 I O O F, Geo Robert Kirby 1646 4th St
Pasini Marie RD 3
Patrick Virginia E 1247 Highland Rd
Patterson Ruth 67 Orchard St
Pelcharsky Jamie 6906 Wall Rd
Piccione Marlene J, Carmen C 123 W Main St
Povrzenich Edward 404 5th St
Robinson Margaret T 503 Meade St
Shannon J Scott RD 1
Sheperd Paul Est RD 1 Victory Hill
Sidone Michael 471 High St
Smith Barb 128 Downer St
Smith Barbara 128 Downer St
Smith Dean PO Box 222
Smith Karl C, Kristie L 812 Meade St
Stockberger David 170 1/2 Fisher Ave
Strong Force Inc 23 Lakeview Dr
Susick Lauri J 377 Ridge Ave
Tennant Nadine 127 Factory St
Thomas Elmer R 158 Taylor Run Rd
Tokar Michael 182 Rt 837
Turner Gretchun 46 Snyder Ave
Varega Bonny A 182 Rte 837
Walch Clyde G Jr 1360 1 2 4th St
Walker Edward C 844 Sampson St
Wall Clayton R 4424 Rostosky Ridge Rd
Walsh Pauline, John K 1121 Try St
Winters Timothy M 109 3rd Ave
Wossilek Metro, Anna 412 Park Ave
Wossilek Metro Est 412 Park Ave
Young Chester 434 E Main St Rear
Young Janet V 212 Vine St
Muse Pa 15350
Garber Shirley 153 Locust St PO 184
Hunt Jimmy 156 Locust St
New Eagle Pa 15067
Baez Rebecca M 174 Main St 4
Brown Violet R 418 2nd Ave
Burke Alice PO Box 37
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Capicotto Jonathan 22 Crestview Est
Charapp Chev of Monessen 30 Donner Ave
Cowan Minnie Main St
Douglas Janice PO Box 32
Everley Jason G 127 Union St
Hamilton Virginia, Howard Hamilton Morton St
Kristobek Elizabeth 341 Ctr Ave
Lexie Mark 514 4th Ave
Mc Ginty Paul T 420 Main St
Peters Thomas E PO Box 283
Petrosky Phylis J 110 Chess St
Smith Cheryl L 342 Ctr Ave
Spence Norma P 110 Chess St Apt 311
Tirpak Nellie 503 Maderia St
Zewe Edward 125 3rd Av
Prosperity Pa 15329
Coffield Megan L 2217 Craft Creek Rd
Cyphers James W 257 Minton Run Rd
Drury Eugene J, Helen 910 Dillie Rd
Marek James, Rita RR 1
Miller Douglas W RR 2 Box 124a
Scherich Eugene W 5405 Prosperity Pike
Scherich Thomas E 5515 Prosperity Pike
Steele Scott 15 Church Ln
Valerio Michael 211 Conger Rd
Washington Chevrolet Inc 15 Church Ln
Watson Gary L 26 Cabin Rd
Richeyville Pa 15358
Chambers Eugene PO Box 274
Colantoni William Emery Rd PO Box K
Cunko Trent A PO Box 191
Diversity Management Group LLC 3153 National Pike
Durgey Tim E PO Box 28
Mikolay John Jane St PO Box 62
Mikolay Pearl PO Box 62
Pfeil Catherine PO Box 43
Rags To Riches Investment Club A Partner PO Box 485
Sabo Kathryn PO Box 81
Thompson William T PO Box 60
Roscoe Pa 15477
Batton Richard RR St
Ferguson Harold R PO Box 711
Luntskys Market More 601 Rte 88
Parkins Fred PO Box 299
Pondanie Paul PO Box 308
Scherder Janet W PO Box 455
Schmid Lois M PO Box 501
Watson Peggy R, Robert M Exec PO Box 656
Scenery Hill Pa 15360
Blank Richard, Susan 1008 Daniel Run Rd
Brewer Carol L, Lee 15 Meadow Ln
Dieterle John 36 Sandrovich Ln
Great Amer Ins Co 2175 E National Pike
Guza Mark F 582 Daniels Run Rd
Irwin Rose G 2586 E Natl Pike
Lapcevic Dorothy, Paul S 39 Smt Point
Rankin Mary Jane 107 Sunedecker Rd
Seaton Janet 2159 E National Pike
Staffa George 2130 E National Pike
Stein Bryan 192 Beatty Ln
Slovan Pa 15078
Dugas Patricia L 16 Billy Boy Dr
Herman Arthur PO Box 225
Wojcik Gloria 11 John Ave PO Box 135
Wojcik Joseph Jr 19 5th Ave
Stockdale Pa 15483
Boyles John PO Box 22
Brown Michael PO Box 121
Chornack Christine PO Box 325
Encrapera N Est PO Box 28
Kady George Jr RR St
Wfs Financial PO Box 22
Zajack Alphonse K PO Box 98
Strabane Pa 15363
Campagna Sharon 170 Latimer Ave
Ferczak Helen 134 Wylelie Ave PO Box 89
Hritsko Helen B Est PO Box 12
Lucas George R, Thomas 64 Selwyn St
Progar Donald J PO Box 202
Skerl Stanley 185 View Ave
Walter Clark 160 Latimer Av
Venetia Pa 15367
Atkins Susan L 1326 Sugar Run Rd
Banach Melinda 679 Bower Hill Rd
Booze Donald A 10 Kings Ln
Brusco Michael 101 Farmview Place
C & R Development LLC 342 Snowberry Cir
Christiano Beth 106 Hardwood Dr
Cook Joelle N 114 Timber Oak Ct
Cwalina Michael 405 Timberlake Dr
Danish Gerald 427 Bower Hill Rd
Davidson Michelle M, Dallas N 377 Turkeyfoot Rd
Detig Norbert, Suzan 180 Church Hill Rd
Detrick Mary Ann 861 E Mcmurray Rd
Donati Ronald 612 Bower Hill Rd
Dotson Jessica L 317 Buckingham Dr
Dunn Brian 105 Fairview Cir
Esterhuizen Anton Gabriel 108 Creekwood Dr
Fino Gregory J 200 Sugarwood Dr
Fisher John P 876 Bebout Rd
Foster Kenneth B 114 Highvue Dr
Frank Anthony R, Matilda J 236 Sienna Trl
Grossi Anna T 385 Scott Ln
Gurtner William C 110 Ross Creek Ln
Haag Scott Jeffrey 512 Scott Ln
Herman Elise A 254 Quail Run Rd
Huffner Wickstrom Diane 148 Bittersweet Cir
It S All About The Sparkle 294 Brookwood Rd
Jarasiewicz Mitchell F 402 Timberlake Dr
Kinney John L 311 Sugarwood Dr
Kirksey Tammy E 143 Brooke Dr
Lead Marketing Group Inc PO Box 216
Ley Ian 307 Abbey Brook Ln
Mansfield Patricia 332 Oak Ridge Dr
Mansfield Vicki Mcjunkin, William Mcjunkin
103 Homestead Dr
Mcgowa Matthew R, Carrie R 312 Doubletree Dr
Mcjunkin Linda, William 103 Homestead Dr
Mcmeekin Debra S, William Mcjunkin 103 Homestead Dr
Mona Lisa Hair Salon Inc 202 Sugarwood Dr
Moore William 109 Teaberry Ln
Murphy Jon P 203 Bridle Trail
Narey William 124 Hardwood Dr
Norman Michael 401 Longleaf Dr
Osterhaus Lisa C 384 Pine Ridge Dr
Parello Kim 112 Park Ave
Perot Systems Corp, David L Gruska 135 Lake Colony Dr
Pribanic Michael 105 Kingwood Dr
Schultz Claudia 655 Boyer Rd
Serdi Frank T Est Patricia M Trunzo Exec 115 Walnut Dr
Springer Howard E 427 Bower Hill Rd
Szklinski Brian J 251 Hill Place Rd
Tarbert Adam C 619 Bower Hill Rd
Weidman Monica L 306 Bridle Tr
Whalen Adam W 120 Grouse Ct
White Patrick R 103 Trotwood Dr
Wible Danielle, David 306 Bridle Trail
Young Womens Breast Cancer PO Box 65
Vestaburg Pa 15368
Brasuhn Anna 315 1st St PO Box 231
Cote Adam Ttee 134 Lake Colony Dr
Cote Michael Est 134 Lake Colony Dr
Faieta Anna L 237 2nd St Apt 367
Matusky Robert A PO Box 221
Whitlow Desiree PO Box 312
Washington Pa 15301
19th St Lounge 1919 Pennsylvania Ave
Adams Corey J 720 Michigan Ave
Adams Hazel E 645 Ewing St
Allterrior Coatings LLC 1895 S Main St
Almeida Gabriel, Allyson 1130 Riggs Ct
Als Water Hauling Svc 2699 Jefferson Ave
Ames Josephine P 424 Locust Ave
Amos Karen S 510 Vaneal Rd
Anderson Logan A 1914 E Maiden St
Anderson Mary E 220 Dewey Ave
Andrew S Balta DMD Inc 201 Ridge Ave
Andy Audra 222 Valy View Dr
Aon Risk Svcs Inc of Washington Dc 1120 20th St Nw
Ardeno Frank 873 Weirich Ave
Ardeno James 183 Lacock St
Ashland Oil Jefferson Ave
Ashmore Robert A 185 Lawrence Ave
Barlow Anthus D 822 N Main St
Basham Dana L 52 Griffith Ave
Baum Brenda 422 E Wheeling St Apt 5−3
Baumgartner Merrill, Louis 83 Monarch St
Beaulac Seth 20 Coffeys Crossing Rd
Beddow Wilbur 78 Hawkins St
Bedillion Shawn 346 Locust Ave
Beharra Cleo 29 Hall Ave
Belcastro Scott A 94 Monterrey Ave
Bell James T 342 Cortez Dr
Bellevue Cardiology Assoc PO Box 28
Betts Barry C 221 Seik Rd
Bezy Wilfred M, Beverly E PO Box 575
Bick Nicholas J 15 Gordon Aly
Blackhurst Kenneth 441 Brad Ave
Blumer Patricia A 1145 Banetown Rd
Bof Dolores Ann 135 Ohio St
Bonanno John R 849 Henderson Ave
Boring Brandon R, Shannon R 134 Mounts Valy Rd
Bower Seth P 580 Jefferson Ave
Boyd Tamara S 15 N Main St Apt 2
Boyle Francis X, Thelma, Steven S M 720 E Maiden St
Bracken Kathleen E 317 Wellness Way Apt 113
Bradley Frank 140 North Ave Apt B
Brautigam Clyde M 35 Harvey Ln
Brennan Goldie 58 Ramsey Rd
Brenner Robert H 10 W Cherry St
Brilhart Elizabeth, Russell 476 Brd St
Brockway John D 1 Raymond Blvd
Brown Christopher 1112 Maple Terr
Brown Kenneth J PO Box 927
Budzanoski Stella M, Michael 800 E Beau St Apt E5
Budzanoski Revocable Family Trust 800 E Beau St Apt E5
Bundash Helen 270 Pleasant Valy
Burgwin Lanee S 137 Jollick Manor
Burks Towing & Recovery LLC 5 Baltimore Ave
Burns Melody 244 Malone Ridge Rd
Butl Dorothy P 257 Lincoln Ter
Call Teresa M 862 Beech St Apt 302
Campbell Kevin 401 Old Scales Rd
Capital One Auto Finance 68 1/2 W Prospect Ave Apt 1
Car Care Center 244 Malone Ridge Rd
Care Center 62 E Wheeling St
Carlson La Mar E 15 Munce Ridge Rd
Carpenter Ryan 275 N Franklin
Carroll Jodi 172 Jollick Manor
Carruthers Christine 945 Brd St
Caruso Dominick 1499 N Main St
Casciola Mary, Sylvester Ex 314 Washington Trust Bldg
Cermak Jeffrey P 446 E Beau St
Cessna Pamela F, Raymond 1515 Rt 136
Chadwick Carl E 15 Old Plank Rd
Chapman Corp 331 Main St
Chappel Donna 545 Brd St
Charlier Donald P 705 Regent Dr
Charmley Frances 43 Baltimore Ave
Checonsky Gary 1620 Weirich Ave
Chenoweth Mildred B Apt 1008 George Washington Apts
Chobany Dolores, John 906 Idaho St
Christopher Dale A 1246 N Main St
Chunderlik Mary C 164 Oak Spring Rd
Clarke Dorothy E 703 Mckee Rd
Clawson Regina M 90 Humbert Ln
Closser Harold Ethel May Owens Et Al 123 Sunset Dr
Elwood Park
Clutter Lloyd Est, Mary 97 Charles St
Clutter Richard R 207 Floral Hill Dr
Cole Carroll L 155 Old Hickery Ridge Rd
Conklin Sr Walter R Est 373 Burton Ave
Constant Emily 2250 Cornelia St
Cook Judith 235 Mounts Rd
Cook Michelle 120 1/2 Iola Ave
Cornerstone Care Comm Medical Dental 400 Jefferson Ave
Costanzo Mary 412 Houston St
Cox Margaret 1450 Amity Ridge Rd
Cree Carrie B 375 3rd St
Cregut Robert 967 Redstone Rd
Crockett John 288 Seik Rd
Crowe Josephine L 800 E Beau St Apt F4
Csuhta Stephen, Mary 595 1/2 Weirich Ave
Cummins Dawn M, Lois B 317 Wellness Way Apt 312
Cunningham Todd E 306 Fieldbrook Dr
Curcio Christina 68 1/2 W Prospect Ave Apt 1
Curran M Scott 158 Woodside Dr
Curves, Lynn Kulla 2876a S Bridge Rd
Cyprowski Barbara J, Kaylee L 370 Wilbert Ave
Dakey Thomas 1192 Greenside Ave
Dallatore Jeffrey 255 Weirich Ave
Danley Helen I 862 Beech St Apt 220
Danley Helen P 319 Wellness Way Apt 216
Darby Nichole 324 Burton Ave
Daugherty Betty 135 W Walnut St
Daugherty Kimberly 181 Barnett St
Davenport Eadrik N 270 Preston Rd
Davenport Grayson 227 Locust St
Davis Gregory K, Alma M 402 Washington Rd
Day Adrienne M 381 Mineola Ave
Day Chris D 599 E Maiden St
Decker Maclaren 22e Prospect Ave
Deliere Susanne, Eric D 445 Kelley Rd
Depsky Heather R 516 Meadowlake Ct
Derry Esther M, Robert 736 Beech St
Devenney Steven P 3464 State Rte 40
Devitis Renee J 815 Country Club Rd
Dewitt Ida F PO Box 1093
Deyell Katherine Est 39 N Main St Apt 404
Dickinson John RD 2
Dicks William G 1735 Ridgewood Dr
Dille Martha I Est 895 Deerfield Rd
Dillie Douglas D 515 Fayette St Apt 1
Domaracki Jennifer 450 1/2 E Prospect Ave
Donella Body Repair 48 Woodland Ave
Dowler Renne I, Faith R PO Box 1420
Duball John 540 E Chestnut St
Dubina Brent 70 Stokely St
Dunn Betty Lee, Joseph 50 Greenhill Dr
Dunn Joseph L PO Box 925
Dunne Jamie N 86 S Wade Ave Apt 3
Durila Michael RR 1
Duskey Helen M 64 W Spruce St
Ealy D Jill 102 S Wade St
Easterbrook Robert M Jr 425 Old Plank Rd
Egers Kathleen 129 Bellevue St
Eimer Dorothy D 45 E Prospect Ave
Engle Paul E 317 Wellness Way Apt 202
Evans Kala E 175 Brookside Ave
Evans Marion 880 S Main St Apt 302
Ewing Glenn Est Sr 184 Old Hickory Ridge Rd
Ewing Lisa 423 Mccln Farm Rd
Faloskey Elizabeth M 107 E Railrd St
Farabee Evelyn M 117 Dorothy Ave
Faure James 464 Lone Pine Rd Apt 10
Faust Kristin, Tina 410 Mckinley Ave
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Felice Kathleen M, Civie D 249 Floral Hill Dr
Ferri Katherine 382 Munce Rd
Fien Edythe 1499 N Main St
Fitts Edna E 3 Farley St
Fonda Catherine 88 Moger Dr
Fonner Francis G 17 Victoria St
Foodland Washington 1920 W Chestnut St
Frac Tech Svcs LLC 1150 Washington Rd Ste 105
Frazier Hart Inc 100 Wellness Way
Freier Lura 335 N Main St
Friends of The Citizens Library 55 College St
G G & C Bus Co Inc 2896 Jefferson Ave
G L Racing Supply 15 Buffalo Rd N
Gamber Catherine A, Thelma B 11 Sherman Ave
Garvey Christina, Robert 70 Wren Way
Gatewood Amy 465 Lone Pine Rd
Giecek Anna Jane 24 Charles St
Gladys Walter M 1435 Park Ave
Goode Mary Ann 17 Victoria St
Gordon Ethel P RR 1 Box 234a
Grandel Billy 791 Locust Av 80
Greathouse Floyd M, Tracy 3504 Club House Cir
Greene James J 421 Cleveland Rd
Grimm Virginia Est PO Box 343
Gross Macy Lynn, Terri Gross 134 Renee Rd
Gross Terri L 9 Cara Dr
Gross Tyler A 134 Renee Rd
Gualteri Dominick, Betty 124 Springfield Ave
Guegan Leslie H 30 Mcelree Rd A−2
Guido Mary Ann 315 Elm St
Gulley William K, Presbyterian Medical Ctr 835 S Main St
Gump Eleanor B 728 Fayette St
Gwen S Day Care Inc 860 Allison Ave
Hadanich George, Victoria M 26 Fulton Ln
Hain Crystal M 246 Greenhill Dr
Hainer Roy A RD 1
Hall Mattie C 2402 21st Pl Ne
Hallam Robert H III 169 Linnwood Dr
Harley Sara R 791 Locust Ave Apt 129
Harris Joseph 685 Woodlawn Dr
Hart James RD 2
Hathaway Art, Jason 401 Old Scales Rd
Hathaway Art I 401 Old Scales Rd
Hathaway Art II 401 Old Scales Rd
Hathaway Lauren 432 Old Scales Rd
Haught Carol S 15 Chestnut Ridge
Havanis George, Rosemary Miller 175 Glenwood Dr
Hays Peggy Lou 25 Sherwood Pl
Heckman Randy L, Donna D 440 Brad Ave
Hega William PO Box 95
Heinrich Michael H 163 Security Dr
Henderson James Q 1450 Donnan Ave H19
Hennessey & Co Inc 162 W Chestnut St
Herman Frances K 30 1/2 Orchard Ter
Hewitt Carol S 511 Bower Ave
Hickerson Walter P 855 Ewing St
Hill Karen 100 Mcadam Ave
Hilton Andrea 285 Country Club
Hixenbaugh Nicole Leigh 49 Mckennan Ave
Hoffman Elmer 1069 Allison Ave
Holley Janie V, James A 21 Central Ave
Holmes Grover L 1520 Jefferson Ave Trlr 22
Howe Phyllis 655 Jefferson Ave
Hoy Loretta G 102 Crescent Dr
Hoyt Diane J 215 Trinity Dr
Huba Cherlyn 139 Hall Ave
Huffman Amanda 1670 E Beau St
Hughes Edna 903 Locust Ave
Hughes Heidi 2555 Jefferson Ave
Hunt Charni 581 Arden Rd
Hunt Martha L 246 Shirls Ave
Hurd Israel A 255 Glenn St
Hurley Matt 420 C E Beau St
Huseman Lynn Y 11 Shady Ln
Hutchinson Herbert B 30 Mcelree Rd A−2
Ic Cesidia Fund 480 Moninger Rd
Inghram Margaret B 1313 Allison Ave
Internal Medicine & Geria 880 S Main St
Irey Anna M 585 Lone Pine Rd
Jackson Charlotte 815 S Main St Apt 210
Jacobsen Marie 806 Governor Cir
Jean Norma 60 Highland Ridge Rd
Jestat William 1029 Sycamore St
John Sisson Motors Inc 470 Washington Rd
Johnson Carrie 305 Walker Ln
Johnson Charles T 136 Boone Rd
Johnson David 925 Allison Ave
Johnston Vaughn R, Cheryl A PO Box 261
Kaczmarek John A Sr 84 W Wheeling St
Kadash Amanda 3503 Cobblestone Dr
Karns Rose 1375 Park Ave
Kaufmann Cole Jo Ann 155 Old Hickery Ridge Rd
Kaufmanns Dept Store Washington Crown Ctr
Kelley Robert 38 Mcclain Ave
Kennedy Carter 124 S Wade Av
Kennedy William 63 S Wade Ave
Kepple Richard 815 S Main St Apt 217
Keranko Raymond, Annetta 5040 Dividend Dr
Keranko Kathleen A 1484 Gabby Ave
Kerr Robert A, Joy L 180 Hazelwood Dr
Kirk Mary J Est 835 S Main St
Klinefelter Elva T 163 Security Dr
Klinzing Aaron 10 Bel Air Dr Apt C
Kluglein Fred G 404 Pine Brook Ct
Knode Diana 34 Mark Ave
Kocik Raymond 297 E Buffalo Church Rd
Kojacks Body Shop 849 Henderson Ave
Kojaks Auto Body Shop 849 Henderson Ave
Koren Anne M 720 Locust Ave
Krenzelak Brenda A 88 Murray Ave
Krol John F 27 Morgan Ave
Krystofik Jay 183 Clare Dr
Kucher Gregory 1103 Clubhuose Cir
Kumar Vivek V Frazier Hart Inc 100 Wellness Way
Lacock Rose B, King 248 N Franklin St
Laird Sara A 845 Addison St
Lang Patricia 1 Raymond Blvd
Lange Lars U 86 S Wade St
Laurine Thomas S 604 Malone Ridge Rd
Laux Judith A 70 Chestnut St
Lavelle Gary 197 Jollick Mnr
Law Offices of Jeffrey A Watson 144 N Main St
Leckie Mary Elizabeth 357 Woodside Dr
Lender Ser, Lps Applied Analytics P 331 S Main St Ste 110
Liberto Concettina 329 Ridge Ave
Lindley Charlotte A 306 E Buffalo Church Rd
Lindsay Romola A PO Box 255
Lindsey Laura Jan, Emmett 212 Shannon Ave
Lisa Moffitt Inc 80 Trinity Point Dr
Littell Ellen Est, Atty M Scot Curran 11 S College St
Lowe Chris 50 Scott Ln
Luellen Virginia 660 E Maiden St
Luketich Brian L 168 Country Club Rd
Lusco Ronald S 478 Lone Pine Rd
Lutes Patricia 301 Elm St
Luzier Kimberly 715 Donnan Ave
Lw Miller Roofing Inc 100 Hamilton St
Lynn Beulah M 205 Locust Ave
Mace Dacia M 480 Warrick Dr
Macik Ashley 130 Lacock St
Maiden St Foodf 1001 E Maiden St
Majewski Stanley Est 5 Memory Ln
Malarkey Arleen 800 E Beau St Apt C6
Mancinelli Roberta A, Roberta A M Anderson 210 Rock Ave
Manes Ralph 153 Oak Hill Dr
Marchand Auto Svc 61 Statement Ave
Marshall Karen S 848 Brd St
Marshall Tonya L 860 E Maiden St
Martin Ruth A 815 S Main St T 208
Mary Sutton Rev Trust 11/17/92 3805 Jefferson Ave
Mays Kimberly 79 Mobile Rd
Mazon Amanda 345 Moon Rd
Mcallister Michael 2250 Cornelia St
Mcbane Caren 150 Union Rd
Mccardle Ellen Steele 535 1 2 Duncan Av
Mccarthy Naomi 622 Fayette St
Mccartney Paul H 1246 N Main St
Mccloskey Mary G 242 Weirich Ave
Mccoy Cynthia, John M 600 E Maiden St
Mccoy Margaret B, Boyd M 36 Old Hickory Ridge Rd
Rm 325 S
Mccoy Margaret Est, William 42 E Wheeling St
Mcmahon Gary 311 W Maiden St
Mcmastors Charles RR 4 Box 227
Meadows Racetrack & Casino 210 Racetract Rd
Meeks Lawrence N 649 Wilmington St
Mental Health Assn 575 N Main St
Mentor Network 90 W Chestnut St
Meriweather A 356 Houston St
Miller Robert, Jodi 84 Arden Sta Rd
Miller Mary J 200 Moon Rd
Mitchell Kenneth, Mary 1500 Hillcrest Ave
Molinaro Elizabeth 980 1/2 Brd St
Mollenkopf Richard 300 Annuity Dr
Monongahela Valley Path A PO Box 28
Montgomery George R 1043 Magnolia Dr
Montgomery Ip Assocs 6 S Main St
Moore Thomas J, Lori L 52 Moon Rd
Moorhouse Kevin 50 S Lincoln St
Morasco Frank PO Box 22
Morascyzk Michael 109 North Ave
Morgan David L 271 Quarry Rd
Morningstar E 29 Hall Ave
Morris Arthur B 1691 Streato Ave
Morris Iva 1880 W Chestnut Apt 121
Mossburg Cheryl A 917 Bruce St
Mrukot Francis J 380 Shady Ave
Myers Lorna J, John A 1669 N Main St
Nadalin Norman, Nadalin Auto Body 1300 Donnan Ave
Apt E−8
National Auto Shield Inc, Angelo Falconi Fin & Renta
382 W Chestnut St
Nelson Kathyrn E 10 Bel Air Dr R
Nguyen Troung Anh Vu 112 Trinity Point Dr
Niemiec Janice 7 Amy Dr
Nieves Jose 89 Bufalo Church Rd
Nolan Valerie 153 Hall Ave
Oak Springs Center 250 Oak Spgs Rd
Odell Debbie 335 N Main St
Owens Myrna B 4210 Benningrane E
Palefsky Paula C 123 Washington St 3244
Paluda Pamela J 260 Mccln Farm Rd
Pangean Investment Group LLC 1919 Pennsylvania Ave
Parker Naomi L 109 Mcelree Rd
Parkman Charles H 306 Lincoln Tr
Parks Byron G Jr 92 Haines Rd
Patrina Donna L 17 Victoria St
Patterson David E Sr 1703 E Maiden St
Paylor Charles 45 Griffith Ave
Peppermiller Darla J 198 Springfield Ave
Pere Pamela, Terri Kupec 1002 Trinty Cir
Peters Frances, Harold E Est 64 Oakwood Ave
Phares Pascal Dr 95 Leonard Ave
Phillips Kevin Est, Kosek Dom Care 380 E Maiden St
Phillips Edwin E Est 15 Chestnut Ridge
Phillips John E 976 1/2 Addison St
Phillps Claudia 380 Mccln Farm Rd
Placid Ceramics 172 S Main St
Poland Thomas 1301 Weirich
Populo Kathleen M 219 North Ave
Porter Iva G Est 25 Sherwood Pl
Pratt George Jr 235 W Chestnut St
Premier Rentals 460 Washington Rd
Presto Drew 1300 Donnan Ave Apt E−8
Proudfit Ins Agcy Inc 1385 Washington Rd Ste 105
Prutzman Rickie L, Ava M 291 E Buffalo Rd
Quraishi Marwan, Quraishi Trucking 661 Mccln Farm Rd
Raines Patricia 622 Waynesburg Rd
Ralston Melvin L Sr, Margaret L 59 Chestnut Ridge Rd
Rankin Robyn Rae, Robyn R Shrader 201 Sunset Blvd
Ray Princie Lee 205 Locust Ave
Reihner John M DDS 2031 W Chestnut St
Reynier Raymond Jr 30 1/2 Jefferson Ave
Richter Roge L, Tina M 465 Glenn St
Riffle Perry D 60 Highland Ridge Rd
Riggle Harold 576 Arden Rd
Robins Doug 405 E Chestnut St
Robson Robby 17 Griffith Ave
Roche Martha L 3090 Park Ave
Rodgers Joyce 1350 Donnan Ave Apt A21
Rogers Thomas H 465 Shirls Ave
Rose Scott R 508 Fair Meadow Dr
Rothkop Jerome 63 Acre Dr
Rothkopf Jerome 63 Acre Dr
Roupe Keith C 800 E Beau St Apt 9h
Royal Alice M 2372 Belmont Ave
Ruscello Joseph John 1286 Allison Ave
Ruschel Robert 756 Duncan Ave
Rutkowske Tracy 849 Henderson Ave
Samuels Morris P, Marion L 58 Altamont St
Samuels Morris P Est 58 Altamont Ave
Satterlee Bradley B 425 Moon Rd
Sawyer Gregory D 121 Hall Ave 1
Schmalz Richard A Ii 365 1 2 Duncan Ave
Schoettlin Williams Heidi B 345 E Wheeling St Apt 11
Schuster Amy L 1260 Sycamore St
Scuvotti Martha W 480 Duncan Ave 2
Seibert June Box 993
Selway James E, Anita M 1170 Montclair Dr
Selway Rosalie W 129 Bellevue St
Seman Flooring Inc, Abbey Carpet of Washington
625 Henderson Ave
Semonian Vivian, Bruce 91 Floral Hill Dr
Semonian Bruce P, Vivian L 91 Floral Hill Dr
Seneca Anthony J Esq 335 N Main St
Sensky Rebecca J 58 E Walnut St
Sepe Alexis 820 S Main St Apt 305
Shea Michael 50 S Lincoln St
Shingleton David J 1889 Arlington Ave
Shrader Katherine R 850 Beech St Apt 712
Smagner Hala F 100 Mcadam Ave
Smartcomp LLC 480 Johnson Rd Ste 200
Smiley Linda J, William, William J 309 Tyler Ave Apt E
Smith Jennifer 1091 Jefferson Ave
Smith Marianne Lcsw 155 Wilson Ave
Smith Z Miller 48 Park Ave
Soissong J A 710 Michigan Ave Apt 0−11
Somen Leyla I Md 75 E Maiden St Ste 103
Southall Jessica 10 Bel Air Dr Apt C
Southside Restaurant 352 S Main St
Spence Frank RD 2
Spencer Ann 317 Wellness Way Apt 127
Spur Enterprise Lp 33 Quail Acres Ln
Staff Masters Inc 123 Washington St Ste 19
Stephens Clair C, Mary A 411 E Maiden St
Stevens Kylee Ann 286 Crescent Dr
Stock Eva R 336 N Main St
Stocker Elizabeth F, Harry A 310 Mcclay Rd
Stoner Peggy 22a Laurel Ave
Stromski Brian J 144 Blaine St
Strosser Lucille E 101 Hartwood Dr
Sutton James, Mary 3805 Jefferson Ave
Sw Pa Neurology Assocs 378 W Chestnut St Ste 106
Swann Jaqualine C 84 W Wheeling St
Syrek Stella 7 Griffith
Tanner Edith M 644 Buena Vista St
Tarr Brodie R 3355 W Chestnut St
Tarr John E Jr 3345 W Chestnut St
Teeter Glenn 55 David School Rd
Tennent Lucille M 98 Manse St
Tharp Kendra 34 Meyers
Thomas Tillie RR 4 Box 227
Thompson Sandra E 118 Hall Ave
Titus Harold Washington Co Health Ctr RR 1 Box 94
Todd Samantha 130 Cumberland Ave
Tomsic Josephine M 380 Shady Ave
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Toper Raymond R 2323 Flint Dr
Toth John A 502 Galaxy Dr
Towers Siobhan 835 Donnan Ave
Tr U−A 03−31−78 Andrew S Balta DMD Employee Pensio
201 Ridge Ave
Trautman Virginia F 622 1/2 Addison St
Tri County Orthopaedics 380 W Chestnut St Ste 103
Trich Patricia A 350 Donnan Ave 1
Trinity Alumni Assoc 2 Webb Dr
Turner Russell H 3055 Wilson St
Tygard Machine Manufacturing 300 Meadowlands Blvd
Tyskiewicz Michael 120 Sharon Ave
Ullom David H 894 Weirich Ave
Ungvari Peter P 1657 N Main St
United Cerebral Palsyfound 190 No Main St
Universal Smartcomp 480 Johnson Rd Ste 200
Unrue Mary J 154 College St 602
Urso Josephine 430 Allison Ave
Vandever Evelyn M 880 S Main St Apt 240
Veltri Stephanie 43 Paul St
Vida Christine M 40 Bel Air Dr M
Viet Q 581 Arden Rd
Vrabel Edward Est 456 Fayette
Vranek Bryan A 500 Crile Rd
Waller Louis 1035 Maple Ave
Wargo Catherine 655 Jefferson Ave
Wargo John S 35 1/2 Leet St
Wasalasky Rebecca A, Robert A, Donella Body Repair
1 Elizabeth St
Washington Animal Hospital 449 Washington Rd
Washington Chevrolet 1 Raymond Blvd
Washington Chevrolet 105 Church St Apt 1
Washington Chevrolet 305 & 307 Washington
Washington Co Wound Care 155 Wilson Ave
Washington Investors 14 E Wylie Ave
Washington Physician Svc Organizatio Washpa Family
Medicine 1146 W Chestnut St W
Washington Toolmachine Co Inc PO Box 873 Baird Ave
Washinski Natalie 90 Humbert Ln
Washinski Stella A 129 Bellevue St
Wasler James R, Anna M 955 Brd St
Watters James J 1225 Willowbrook Dr
West Richard D, Robert D RD 1 Box 276
West Cindy Lee 600 Baird Ave
West James D 140 W Walnut St
West Penn Wire 2833 W Chestnut St
West Point Products 250 W Wylie Ave Ste 10
Wheeler Helen 90 Vankirk Rd
White David H RR 1 Box 120
Wienceks Rest Dairy Bar, Stanely C Wiencek Sr
1719 Jefferson Ave
Williams Betty J RD 4
Williams Charles 470 Ewing St
Williams Harry 49 Addison St
Williams Ryan D 368 Burton Ave
Wilson Charra M 1670 Henderson Ave
Wilson Sara J 598 Elmwood Ave
Wine Joshua A 35 Gayle Dr
Winterhalter Judith G 365 Beacon Ave
Wise Dorothy M 12 Linn Ave
Wise Edgar B 475 E Prospect Ave
Wisner Leonard E 519 Bower Ave
Wolf David B 1147 Arrowhead Dr
Wolfe Clarence F 840 Race St
Wollett Stan J 419 E Maiden St Apt 3
Wright Jason 1045 W Chestnut St
Wright Paul 67 Seminole Ave
Wright Susan RD 6
Wylie Matthew 989 S Hewitt Ave
Yablonski Kenneth J, Kenneth S 28 Mcvehil Dr
Yablonski Kenneth J, Shirley A 28 Woodside Dr
Yeager Mauriah M 29 Ullom Rd
Yocum Terry 1223 Weirich Ave
Young Aaron K 455 Lagonda Rd
Zendek Rori Nicole 192 Maple Ave
Zenner Vending Svc 56 E Railrd St
Zoeller William Est 23 E Hallam Ave
Zuraw Margaret 1298 S Hewitt Ave
West Alexander Pa 15376
Dobrzynski Matthew J, Mark J 19 Ealy Rd
Fisher William 12 Rte 40 West
Greathouse Candice J Noble 628 Old National Pike
Harris Peggy 14 Shaler Rd
Jolley Elizabeth C, Charles R 260 Wilhelm Rd
Jolley Charles R 260 Wilhelm Rd
Jolley Elizabeth Christine RR 1
Jolley Mildred Jean RR 1
Moose Jessica R 962 Old Brick Rd Apt A1
Noble Mildred S RD 1 Box 394
Sexton Yvette 334 Dry Ridge Rd
West Finley Pa 15323
Walbert John F 255 Blockhouse Run Rd
Anderson Judith 165 High Point Rd
Bronski Bruce RR 2 Box 311
Dersham David C RR 2 Box 155
Diaz Ada 3 W Finley Rd
Dinsmore Helen D RD 2
Dinsmore James G RD 2 Box 47
Fuller Cindy 3 Camp Resort Rd Apt 9
Livingood Richard D RD 2 Box 147
Mcmillen Mark E 438 Veterans Rd
Shipman Amanda J 505 Fraction Rd
Zuver Edyth M Est 401 Robb Ridge Rd
Westland Pa 15378
Brown Qori 50 Meadow St
Jolley Elizabeth C 260 Wilhelm Rd
Mccullough David PO Box 37
Wayne County
Beach Lake Pa 18405
Alex Bertot Dba Bertoto Tires 1209 Beachlake Hwy
Blendermann Robert D, Barbara A RR 1 Box 1455
Carley Josepha J, John J Tuscarora Dr Box 116
Carroll Alan M 177 Mohn Rd
Church Michael A 58 Milanville Rd
Cilli Louis RR 1
Cummins Clifford 155 Perkins Pond Rd
Defazio Robert J, Renee Y 30 Shady Ln Dr
Dodson John W 12 Castle Hill Rd
Flyte Ruth C/O Eileen Amos PO Box 148
Fowler Sandra L 1374 Beach Lake Hwy
Kuta Robert Stanley, Stanley J 28 Brook Pond Dr
Leslie Richard E PO Box 297
Mickel Sarah, Kyle 16 Stonewall Rd
Mohn James R 93 Atco Rd
Mohn James RR 2 Box 2330
Peppard Blaylock A, Joanne R PO Box 168
Rosler Andrew 46 Trot Ln Rd
Rrsc Inc Marc Honigfield 230 Trails End Rd
Seaman Susan 195 Butternut Flats
Sullivan Joseph 410 Milanville Rd
Turouski Janet PO Box 144
Bethany Pa 18431
Brown Alison A 30 Sugar St
Clifton Township Pa 18424
Goodrich Margaret 104 Madison St
Mccann Joseph M 346 State Rte 435
Damascus Pa 18415
Campanelli Maureen 3h River Rd
Cimino Alfred RR 1 Box 85a
Coufalik Otokar Est 112 Galilee Rd
Englert Felice Est RR 1 Box 70
Fuller Victoria 117 Conklin Hill Rd
Hyde Robert A Jr HC 1 Box 12
Lemon Richard J 218 Schuman Rd
Litzenbauer James V RR 1 Box 133
Patrisso David M 22 Meadowland Dr
Roma Villa Resort 356 Villanova Rd Attn Doris Moyer
Wilcox Heath P 306 Bush Rd
Equinunk Pa 18417
Attridge Robert W 4774 Hancock Hwy
Catskill Stone Limited 404 Fork Mountain Rd
Dubois Chris 14 Lordville Rd
Lewis Tyrone D 3067 Hancock Hwy
Mercer Donald C 577 Duck Harbor Rd
Middelstaedt Ellen Box 109 RD 1
Weiss Jeffrey RR 1 Box 29f
Gouldsboro Pa 18424
Beam Josephine, Kenneth 39 Indian Country
Bensley Renee PO Box 917
Bocra Gary E 30 Pocono Ranchettes
Borochaner Irving L 260 Pocono Dr
Brown John J PO Box 789
Buselli Barbara PO Box 763
Casale Philip J 34 Mcesther Dr
Cottone Ronald J 98 Ridge Dr
Covello Dominick 19 Indian Country
Digennaro Isabella, Anthony 313 Sunnyside Lake Dr
Ejk June P Box 777
Eyler Karla M PO Box 843
Gardner Alison M 6 Skylark Commons
Hardy Carol PO Box 447
Hnatko Robert J State Rte 507
Jones Robert RR 2 Box 2586
Jupin Michael PO Box 751
Katsev Alex 1166 Acres of Diamonds Ct
Kubiak Garrett C SR 18 Roundup Trail
Kuchak Rose PO Box 316
Maloupis John 71 Livingston Ln
Mead Adam PO Box 754
Merva Pauline A PO Box 645
Mochamer Cheri PO Box 913
Moses Janice PO Box 719
Murphy Brenda L 419 Main St
Narcisso Winfield 65 Navajo Trl
Orourke Leo J, Alice P 323b Big Bass Dr Box 248
Peirce Anne RR 1 Box 1347
Pezoldt Douglas J RR 1 Box 276a1
Rapp Kevin James 13 River Rd
Redmond Michael 24 3rd St
Reehl Christopher 109 Covington Way PO Box 325
Romero Adriana 41 Wildflower Cir
Romero Gustavo R Et al PO Box 1139 Deromero Bettina
Romero Maria A PO Box 802
Schafer Laurence 1 Indian Country
Sherman Dorothy G 37 Blue Sky Path
Sigman Mark J 112 Skyline Dr
Storms Mark 46 Apache Trail
Hamlin Pa 18427
Bartlett Arik T 532 Cedarwood Tr
Elias David J PO Box 604
J&J Caf PO Box 422
Lewis Jonathan E PO Box 405
Quigley Kate A PO Box 405
Subway Restaurant Rt 590
Ullo Anthony Box 956
Wombacker Donald, Pamela PO Box 791
Honesdale Pa 18431
Altieri Sylvester HC 65 Box 9
Ballentine Eusebeus 1114 Beech Grove Rd
Ballentine Farms LLC 1114 Beech Grove Rd
Baxter David 619 Church St
Belwin Theresa RR 3 1359−
Beningo Lorenzo 150 Noble Ln
Bennett Tammy 513 Grove St
Bill Rise B Lcsw 602 Church St
Bongiovanni Lawrenc 219 Willow Ave #A
Botens Gary F PO Box 533
Brauer Darren 168 Duck Harbor Rd
Bright Christopher 1114 Beech Grove Rd
Brill M Elizabeth HC 62 Box 755
Bryant Arthur E 1228 Main St
Burchell Kathryn L 2521 Shuman Rd
Carroll Andrew J 354 Ridge St
Cheng Sandra J 1047 Shady Ln
Cleary Joseph 105 Smt Dr
Cobb Graphics PO Box 751
Cook Richard G 1237 Main St Apt 4
Cooper Bernice G 203 Holgate Rd
Corcoran Daniel P 2587 Lake Ariel Hwy
Curtis Philip N 1229 Westside Ave
Dean Andrew E PO Box 418
Enterprise Rent A Car 2892 Lake Ariel Hwy PO Box 840086
Fasceski Joshua 299 Bunting Rd
Feldman Gabrielle 158 Fox Hill Rd
Fiebiger Daniel A RR 2 Box 500
Fiedler Arthur Apt 304 3 Corey St
Flederbach Richard J, Carol A 176 Woodlyn Ln N
Fritz Marta 475 Cliff St
Galasso William N, Arlene 159 Holgate Rd
Glossenger Ruth 301 8th St
Gombita Sophie R 1104 Ct St
Granger Jeffrey R 333 11th St
Groo Robin 55 Schoolhouse Rd
Hershkowitz Belle, Leon 200 Sunrise Av Apt 8
Hoar Laura J 1089 Beech Grove Rd
Honesdale National Bank 724 Main St PO Box 350
Horsman Fred 72 Lakeside Dr
Hughes Janet H 210 Beach Grove Rd
Hyundai Motor Finance 326 Green St
Indian Head Camp PO Box 2005
Jackowski Kim A 938 Beach Lake Hw
Jennings Patricia M 1219 East St
Jennings Timothy 160 Dunn Rd
Kelch Angela L 899 Maple Ave Apt 6
Keselowsky Irene Est 831 Ct St
Komar Rose M 915 Bethany Tpke
Kuta Kenneth Paul, Stanley J 269 Kellows Rd
Langendoerfer Stephen 448 Ridge St
Latournous Lillian, Patrick 1724 East St
Lintner Kathleen RR 2
Long Helen M, Walter 6 Mountain Creek Ct
Lorenzen Karen M 1920b Hancock Hwy
Lubas Barbara Lynn 1519 West St
Margeson Patricia B 13 Elizabeth Ave
Marshall Marjorie, John E 337 Bethel School Rd
Masters Nicole 201 Arbor St
Mayer Marie E RD 3 Box 1620
Mazzotta Brooke A, Deanna, Crystal A
106 Spring Meadow Ct
Mazzotta Brooke A, Deanna M, Frank V
22 Spring Meadow Ct
Mckean George, Marie 913 Main St
Mihelic Michael A 147 Shady Ln
Miller Darlene 107 Elizabeth Ave
Miller Patrick 780 Tr St
Morris Doris E 2 Large Rock Rd
Morro Trucking Inc 1137 Shady Ln
Morror John D 105 Kenwood Dr
Moser Gerda RR 3
Myers Kenneth J, Della 403 Riverside Dr
Nelson Andrea N 950 Beach Lake Hwy
Oconnell James T 388 Beech Grove Rd
Oconnell Jotanna 500 Tr St
Ohara Patricia 1403 North Main St
Olsen Richard 473 Willow Ave
Olver Myrna 983 Beech Grove Rd
Parker John−Ann RR 1 Box 285
Paslawsky Margaret RR 1 Box 985
Pratt Stanton R 208 Watts Hill Rd
Propst Procto Sandra L MD 1227 Westside Ave
Pykus John RR 1
Reds Pools & Patio Furniture Inc C/O I Weinstein 451a Erie
Reynolds Steve 225 Vine St
Rickert Margaret E RR 4 217
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Rise N Run Stairs C/O Frank White 1055 Owego Tpke
Robinson Richard M Jr, Richard M 23 Ellen Memorial
Ryder Marguerite 1748 East St
Scarfalloto Rosalia 187 Fords Rd
Schiefer Stephen 29 Stanton St 1
Schuerholz Dorothy RR 1
Seegers Doreen 326 Green St
Sievert Marie Mayer RFD 3 Box 1620
Simpson John 1310 N Main St
Stiles Linda J RR 3 Box 1410
Szilvagyi Julius RR 1
Tedesco Wilma 342 Bunting Rd
Thomas Harriet C Est 7 Korb St
Thompson Lorna I 149 Young St
Total Landscaping Inc PO Box 985
Vlacich Jerry J 779 Tr St 2
Walsh Byron V RD 1
Warring Jennifer, Jason 865 Maple Ave
West Irondequoit 2100 13 Elizabeth Ave
White Frank 1055 Oswego Tpke
Winters Daniel R 927 Texas Palmyra Hwy
Wood Timothy 1221 West St Apt 1
Zodorozny Heidi A 342 Bunting Rd
Jefferson Township Pa 18436
Defilippi Robert S, Laura 27 Hitchcock Rd
Fick Chris I 2108 Maplewood Rd
Jones Tammy 484 Cortez Rd
Mattern Lawrence T 411 Jefferson Blvd
Mcandrew Carol M 75 E Shore Dr
Mclaughlin Kaitlyn M 47 Moosic Gap Rd
Mucha Nancy, Bryan 111 Stonefield Dr
Sebastianelli J 17 Shore Dr
Wells Fargo Bank Na 111 Stonefield Dr
Yurkanin Donald, Rachel 1431 Charles Rd
Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Ackerman Susan 42 Indian Dr
Andreyev Boris 34 Arrowhead Ct
Balint Jennifer, David 3 Eagle Nest Tr
Bendik Margaret 40 Evergreen Dr
Birmelin Sharon 119 Samson Rd
Black Edith 601 Easton Tpke
Black Theresa A 1184 Fernwood Rd
Coffey Carol M 13 Daniels Rd
Coley Christine 1364 Woodhill Ln
Connors James D RR 2 Box 2410
Cook Grace V 11 Red Hawk Dr
Coombs Neeka 1962 Grandview Dr
Corbett Daniel T Hideout Box 607
Cottone Ronald J 2 Canoochee Ct
Cowell John H Joan 1136 The Hideout
Craig Klapath Post Bldg Fund RR 1 Box 205 A
Culley Bill 1136 The Hideout
Damirgian Jeanne 4047 S Fairway PO Box 406
Dehl Diana 314 The Hideout
Dickey Jeremy 4 Ivy Terrrace
Ditchkus Nancy 122 Mount Cobb Hwy
Dolowy Florence B 262 The Hideout
Evans Mark RR 4 Box 4380
Evans Nicole RR 4 Box 4380
Fenicle Funckes David Craig 22 Wallenpaupack Lake Es
Fidelity Deposit & Discount Ba 1136 The Hideout
Fielding Joan R RR 5 Box 5756
Fitzgerald John 38 Deer Valy Rd
Galambos Gertrude M R1 Box 167a
Gavich Allan 757 The Hideout
Gersten M Moldawsky 1094 The Hideout
Giacobbe Mary A 1416 The Hideout
Giles Eric V 719 Cliff Dr
Giombetti Leo RD 6 Box 6217
Goldstein Herbert 1749 The Hideout
Gordon Brian, Joyce 1819 The Hideout
Grieshaber Catherine Susan 3001 Third Ave
Guo Yong Chun, Liang Y 103 Murin Rd
Hager Frances M 96 Wallenpaupack Dr
Hallock Clarence 1043 S Woyer Rd
Hanson Aggregates 643 Keystone Rd PO Box 127
Hennemuth Korrie PO Box 429c
Henry Landis Development Assn RR 1 Box 1775
Hernandez Eric 3730 The Hideout
Hickey Larry 696 Woodridge Dr
Hoch Jennifer L 166 Eisenhauer Rd
Holm Christopher N PO Box 231
Hosler Mary Jane, Norman 62 Indian Dr
Howes 84 Exxon C/O Michael Kwiatek 191 Twin Rocks Rd
Hurtadokolesar Cheri 2044 Moosic Lakes Rd
Jackson Jay 559 Tannery Rd
Jacob Edward E 1170 Maplewood Rd
James Carol A 1715 The Hideout
Jesse Clark Trust 314 The Hideout
Kaplan Andrew M 661 Lakewood Dr
Kaszuba Zygmunt 844 Wildwood Ter
Keating Williard RR 5 5926a
Kellogg John 853 Lake Henry Rd
Kennedy William M 1356 The Hideout
Kolek Kristen H PO Box 429c
Landis Charlott B RR1 Box 167a
Lauterbach Edward J 583 The Hideout
Lee Gary R 3 Elmdale Ct
Massie Catherine 1057 The Hideout
Masterson Christina 28 Evergreen Dr
Meyers Matthew J Est 9 Cottage Ln
Mihalics James M 3367 Northwood Trc
Miller Gladys 1401 The Hideout
Mills James A 104 Indian Rocks
Monahan George 278 The Hideout
Morizzo Bernice R 13 Rolling Hills Dr
Mulvey William, Roberta 1151 The Hideout
Murphy Kristina S, Andrew N 87 Mill Brook Rd
Mutascio Dominick, Debra 1090 The Hideout
Muzi David 56 Red Hawk Dr
Odea Peter J 69 George Dr
Okeeffe Mary G 551 The Hideout
Paige Jerome L 1380 Woodview Terr
Pearson Steven 487 The Hideout
Perez Jeffrey 75 The Hideout
Pesarcik Andrew RR 1 Box 589
Pineiro Christopher, Angela 1446 The Hideout
Pope Trai M 1594 The Hideout
Potochnick John D 157 Lake Hts Ct
Price Edward C 100 Moon Rd
Pron Frank J RR 4 Box 373
Pruss Eleanor A RR 1
Reahm Patricia 57 Moosic Gap Rd
Remeneski Shirley 52 Beaver Lake Dr
Riddall Marie R 360 Wimmer Rd
Riedel Candace L 2890 S Fairway Dr
Roberts James P 17 Cobbs Lake
Rogers Thomas 1 Oak Ln Wle
Rosencrans John T 137 Samson Rd
Rosengrant Nina L RR 2
Safety Research Manufacturing 1028 Fernwood Dr
Salerno Gary 122 Father John Dr
Scheider Larry 694 The Hideout
Schwarz Richard P 1775 The Hideout
Shefchick Jacqueline PO Box 96
Simansky Mary R RD 2 Box 369 Hemlock Rd
Sitler Joseph 1185 The Hideout
Smith Ann M 265 Hitchcock Rd
Smith Barbara R, Jacob M 1 Island Ln
Smith William J 672 The Hideout
Smith William T 265 Hitchcock Rd
Snell Arthur L 503 The Hideout
Stahley Donald 313 Wallace Rd
Stephens Eileen M 757 Deerfield Rd
Stephens Eileen M, Danial 757 Deerfield Rd
Tague Carolyn M 1475 The Hideout 1816 Lakeview Dr
Thomas Jessica F PO Box 285
Van Leuven Brian E 1018 Bell Rd
Vath Mar 69 George Dr
Wagner John F 604 Cortez Rd
Wallace Lorraine T 122 Mount Cobb Hwy
Williams Roland A RR 7 Box 6322
Womer Glenn A 5041 5th Ave
Woodlands Management Corp 1422 Woodview Tr 622
The Hideout
Wormuth Takayo 1504 Hamlin Hwy
Yaniga Rosanne M 18 Laurie Ests
Zink Michael G 756 Deerfield Rd
Lake Como Pa 18437
Funke Joseph Star Rt
Marin David S Jr PO Box 25
Lakeville Pa 18438
Abel Shirley, George 46 Smt Cir
Cove Haven Entertainment Resorts 194 Lakeview Dr
Culic Simo 194 Lakeview Dr
Curry Christopher J 117 Historic Dr
Hotel Capri Inc HCL Box 362d Attn Richard Fabri
Igals John A HC 1 Box 556
Morris Donna M 246 Crane Rd
Mowery Steve D 24 Frst Dr
Pezzullo Antimo John 17 Forest Dr
Reeser Winifred P 121 Boulder Point Rd
Treshnik Alfred H Box 52c Star Rt
Tyson Robert J 2 Spring Brook Cir
Lakewood Pa 18439
Cahill Brian PO Box 259
Dunlop Mary RR 1
Liberman Isaaac 779 Whitmore St
Miller Gary A, Sue 1140 Rock Lake Dr
Prince Billie PO Box 97
Scott Marilyn PO Box 229
Stamets Ronald B 236 Equinunk Creek Rd
Vanzuidam Walter 18 Weed St
Milanville Pa 18443
Ottens Gavin F, Luz V 742 River Rd
Max Telecom LLC 4587 46 Ave East
Newfoundland Pa 18445
Amelia Sheridan PO Box 264
Ammerman Mary L 425 Crestmont Dr
Brautigam Fam Ltd Partn PO Box 422
Bree Donna M RR 1 Box 207
Burchell Mark F C O Buechell Ruby 22 Hilltop Rd
Citimortgage Inc 290 Nevin Rd PO Box A
Daemonti Jordano PO Box 183
Gilpin Elizabeth, Mae RR 1 Box 128
Gormley Joanne T 309 Sterling Rd
Grives Melissa, Jason 118 Fountain Dr
Haselnus Gail 325 Rte 447
Ketterer Paul H 107 Schelbert Rd
Kronick Constance, George S 202 Carlton Hill Rd
Mcmanus Carole Lynn 269 Nevin Rd
Mistkowski Frank H 100 Felton Ln
Oakes Edward 265 Hemlock Grove Rd
Oconnor Denis P C/O Kathleen R Oconnor 42 Breezewood
Dr Pocono Spring
Oconnor Kevin 220 Hilltop Rd
Parker Florence 290 Nevin Rd PO Box A
Sennefelder Edgar RR 1 Box 93
Shaftic George S PO Box 125b
Smith Annabelle M C/O Robert Smith RR 1
Steck Elfriede Est RR 1 Box 211
Williams Alexander, Ann RR 1 Box 88a8
Orson Pa 18449
Haney Josephine, Ronald RD 1
Pleasant Mount Pa 18453
Atchison Patricia 192 Dixon Valy Rd
Balgobin Nirmalla 2660 Bethany Tpke
Broce Donna 476 Great Bend Tpke
Torsiello David Matthew, Michael J 68b Dixon Valy Rd
Preston Pa 18455
Chaitovsky Joshua 3199 Creamton Dr
Feltman Ronald E 131 Panther Hill Dr
Prompton Pa 18456
Hopkins Leland D PO Box 64
Rohrbach Kimberly A 65a River Rd
Swartz Elwood 171 Church St
South Canaan Pa 18459
Garrett Charity PO Box 95
Ismaily Wazir PO Box 146
Mccartney Joseph PO Box B
Santana John PO Box 95
South Sterling Pa 18460
Smith Dorothy J Box 10b
Stone Silo PO Box 77
Tollinchi Daniel Brookside Pch 265 S Sterling Rd
Starlight Pa 18461
Flynns Naturescapes Inc 6048 Hancock Hwy
Spencer Fredrick 35 Myrick Rd
Starrucca Pa 18462
Bass Adrian W Box 102
Black Jennifer I, Michael E 436 Fairmount Rd
Case Benjamin 387b Shadigee Creek Rd
Chaplin Edward RR 1 Box2000 Little Ireland R
Dickey Margaret Box 31
Fentos William M 790 Fairmount Rd
Fisher Scott 365 Starrucca Creek Rd
Gill Gerald T 331 Starrucca Creek Rd
Nugent Regina 261 Hickory Hill Rd
Potter Thomas A RR 1 Box 1966
Rivera Diana V 307 Island Lake Rd
Shay Susan A RD 1 Box 1918
Starrucca Creek B & C LLC 326 Starucca Creek Rd
Yeomans William Jr, William 198 Fox Farm Hill Rd
Thornhurst Pa 18424
Alexander Lawrence E HC 1 Box 152a1
Dolph John 14 Country Club Estates
E Z Body Shop HC 1 Box 238c
Gould Shawn 8 Country Club Est
Morris Catherine O 188 Country Club Est
Oneal Harold Box 101 River Rd
Seeliger Kevin 171 Bear Lake Rd
Shirer Shelley M Box 101 River Rd
Steele Chuck 170 Country Club Estates
Szela John J 542 Buck River Rd
Szymanski Carl HC 1 Box 102a2
Wilkinson Kevin E HC 1 Box 238c
Tyler Hill Pa 18469
Acker Martha R Box 26a
Rea Chrisleen K 11 Laurel Ln
Smith Andrewq J Sr 169 Galiee Rd
Waymart Pa 18472
Appalachian Utilities Inc PO Box 248
Baranoski Edward PO Box 304t
Bates Deborah L 231 S Smith Rd
Belavitz Alexander J 26 Merwin St
Booths Angela D, Eric C 128 Big John Rd
Boots George RR 1
Brojack Mark RD 2 Box 132b
Carr Elizabeth D 15 Roosevelt Hwy
Demuro Mary RR 1 Box 447
Diaczuk Peter 345 Canaan Rd
Dombrowski Helen L 596 Honesdale Rd
Giannoulis Haralabos 95 Stanton Dr
Green Joyce RR 2 Box 96a
Gryszel Krystyna B 329 Belmonte St
Harold Margaret PO Box 598 205 Water St
Henry James Manor At Waymart 596 Hones
Hinz Henry J 299 Jubinsky Rd
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Hoger Sueellen 10 Gravity Pln
Hunter Cheryl, Hunter Allen 130 Merwin St
Knehr Edward, Elaine RR1 Box 1288
Lentini Maria 37 Woodland Dr
Manor Wayne W 295 South St
Mccormack Jacob, Jessica 299 Jubinsky Rd
Messerschmidt Norma 441 Honesdale Rd
Millons Evergreen Nursery 335 Belmont Tpke
Nurkiewicz Chester, Mark RR 1
Petuh Gary 15 Carbondale Rd
Podunajec Jeffrey A 228 O Connell Rd
Poltanis Joseph A 1163 Roosevelt Hwy
Potter Glen 145 S St
Rickard Robert G PO Box 84
Ryan Leslie A 14 Knobby Knoll Ln
Sabo Tilda 345 Canaan Rd
Thorpe Charlotte M 204 Belmont St
Thorpe Sandra F 343 Belmont St
Ulmer Celeste A 2293 Easton Tpke
Zawislak Edward Charles III RR 1 Box 1844
White Mills Pa 18473
Husband Jack C Jr PO Box 77
Mcdonald Katya PO Box 233
Mcgraw James J, Alice T Box 236
Odell Allen PO Box 166
Westmoreland County
Acme Pa 15610
Britts Casey J, Alice 370 Bear Rochs Rd
Brush Feldman Heidi M 124 Brown Rd
Family Behavioral Resources Inc 130 Longview Ln
Greenwalt James 161 Chearney Rd
Hartzell Lawrence V 170 Horse Shoe Bend Rd
Huber Amy S RR 1 Box 229
Kramer Jack R RR 2 Box 21b
Lloyd George Franki, Mary Scott, Dorothy B Equisearch
Services 13 Spruce Peak Rd
Rega Patrick J, Joseph 2045 Rocky Ridge Rd
Schultz Brandon 138 Schultz Rd
Stahl Edward M RD 1 Box 242
Steck Robert 79 Spruce Peak Rd
Usonian Preservation Inc, Polymath Park Resort
1 Usonian Dr
White Charles, Ella, Laurelview Care Ctr PO Box 398
Yalch Anne B PO Box 82
Adamsburg Pa 15611
Kirkland Andrew M, Theline 29 Tulip St
Ritson Susan L PO Box 84
Rodenz Almeda, Joseph 14 Lilac St
Wolfgang Marcy, Eric PO Box 237
Alverton Pa 15612
Miller Alan 585 Mt Nebo Church Rd
Myers Anna V PO Box 123a
Apollo Pa 15613
Abbott Esther M 190 SR 356 Apt A
Adams Jackie 209 S 4th St
Alwine Micky Lee 827 Rte 66
Angelozzi Mary 151 Goodview Dr
Ardellitz Robert Vincent, Robin Lynn 811 Kiski Park Dr
Bash M T 138 Florida Ave
Baum M Dorothy 402 Blue Jay Ln
Beers Mary A PO Box 326
Beighley William, Adeline 119 Ridge Dr
Benninger Esther V 1412 State Rte 56 E
Brayer Linda, Paul 375 Markle Rd
Brink Mary M RR 1 Box 416a
Brostmeyer John 337 Crooks Rd
Brown Christopher M 1606 Coulter Rd
Charlton John 239 Gill Rd
Colella Nancy J 5500 Greensburg Rd
Cunningham Richard, Smith, Jean 522 N 5th St
Damico Terance 439 Hoover Dr
Daniels Lombardi Ins Agency 114 N Plaza
Davenport Gregory R 1717 Washington Rd
Dilick Lisa 1625 Shady Plain Rd
Engel Steven 1560 Crestview Dr
Estate of Richard Cunningham 522 N 5th St
Fantaski Paul S 585 Rte 366
Finnegan Denes J 2595 Turkey Ridge Rd
Flenner Eileen K 1276 Sugar Hollow Rd
Freee Christopher W 222 Beaver Run Rd
Fruechtel A C & Heating 476 Bell Point Rd
Gardone Frank 610 Shingler Dr
Gillespie Charles PO Box 344
Gilson Nathan B 404 N Pennsylvania Ave Apt B
Grisson William E 1602 Quarry Ln
Gross James Chambers Hotel 223 1st St
Guercio John Robert 1495 Gilmer Rd
Hale Margaret E RR 66 Box 912R
Hild Arthur 32 Pine Cir Rd
Hoff David W Irrev Inter Vivos Trust 203 N 3rd St
Hoff Rebecca L 104 Grace St
Horrell Garrett 103 Sycamore Ln
Hughes Rose PO Box 74
Jones Martha Z 225 Pine Run Church Rd
Kelly Kathleen G 1371 Edmon Rd
Koss Edna M 149 Primrose Dr
Kukich Nina L 138 Thorn St
Kunkle Lyle E Jr as Infinity Graphics 1116 Martin Rd
Leyland Winston 515 Pheasant Dr
Mains Clara E 111 Old Faithful St
Markovich Arliss M, Leslie M 2136 Forest Dr
Mccawley Nancy Est RD 1
Mcgee Angela as Infinity Graphics 1116 Martin Rd
Mcnamee Judith A 623 Jackson Dr
Mellinger Paula D 541 Bell Point Rd
Merolillo Mary Est 2047 Bowman Rd
Moorhead Karl 1333 Sugar Hollow Rd
Neely Kevin J 316 Peconi Dr
Newton Michael D 709 Woodward Ave
Olszewski Joey 319 Maple Hill
Orr Melissa A, Dennis R 813 Edmon Rd
Palermo Joseph, Angela 105 Palomino Ln
Patton Harold, Carol 309 1st St Apt A
Petrilla Randy 814 Beulah Church Rd
Pettigrew Brad 127 Thorn St
Race Milton 262 SR 356
Riggle Hallie E Jackson Rd
Riggle Harold E RR 3
Roberts Pamela 300 N 3rd St
Ross Auto Body 743 Old State Rd
Rupert Dorothy Est RD 1
Schaeffer Bertram E 227 Moore Rd
Seigh Dorothy L 504 Cardinal Ln
Smith Jacqueline M 5500 Greensburg Rd
Snow William J 1179 SR 56 E
Spiher Lucy N 2nd St
Statton James C 809 Beulah Church Rd
Stefaniak Charles PO Box 4a
Stevenson Eleanor 218 Grossheim Rd
Straka Lillian PO Box 74
Teeple Audrey M 990 Watt Rd
Walton Bonnie E 1661 Hancock Ave
West Haven Nursing Home PO Box 278
Whaley Marcus 743 Old State Rd
Wilhelm Gladys S 1084 White Cloud Rd
Wohlin Lesle T 1295 SR 380
Wuchevich Leah 1803 Moore Ave
Ardara Pa 15615
Confer Samuel M PO Box 15
Lass Laurel 12767 Water St
Lynch John PO Box 53
Mckinnon Matthew T Lauren L 12767 Water St
Phfa 12767 Water St
Stevick Linda L PO Box 21
Tkacik Rena E PO Box 13
Vericrest Financial Inc 12767 Water St
Armbrust Pa 15616
Lowstetter−Layton Ares PO Box 68
Arnold Pa 15068
Alvarez Stella L 1938 Leishman Ave
Beroni Rena 106 Seneca Dr
Bittcher Mark A 1517 Victoria Ave
Bollinger Conner 937 Drey St Apt 2
Carter Ted R 1412 5th Ave
Crawford Kevin 1523 Leishman Ave
Dorian Zoran 2038 Constitution Blvd Apt A
Espey Homer L 365 Camp Ave
F M Weitzen Co Inc Box 3175
Furness Jr 1549 5th Ave
Geiger Charlotte L 1724 Kenneth Ave
Gier Marvin 1613 Victoria Ave
Greenfield Robert 1622 3rd Ave
Guzzi Gregory M 2101 Leishman Ave
Hessom John E 1801 5th Ave
Jones Joseph 129 Mohawk Dr
Kubin Helen 1433 37th
Kubin Helen 1433 3rd Ave
Madison Christopher 629 Riverside Dr
Marlowe Thomas W 1521 Leishman Ave
Mcfarland Karen E Est 1528 Horne Blvd, Apt 702
Olszewska Cecylia 1809 Kimbal Ave
Opalinski Doris Jean, Adam 204−16 St
Owens Charise V 1425 4th Ave
Palsgrove William G 1922 Victoria Ave
Palyszeski Theresa 1117 Drey St
Patrick Zante Darell 1379 5th Ave Apt 2
Patterson Kirk 1553 Leishman Ave
Perrin Leroy 1421 5th Ave Rear
Phaturos Theodore W 1528 Horne Blvd Apt 613
Predebon Raymond E 2021 Ridge Ave
Pryor Luevalena 1308 3rd Ave
Reid Connie 1603 Leishman Ave
Schweiger Carmella A 1528 Horne Blvd Apt 717 Arnold
Seronka Margaret 1432 4th Ave
Sgalio Joseph J, Marion M 1906 Victoria Ave
Smay David Est 2021 Ridge Ave
Sokol Frank 1840 Rebecca St
Stapinski Savilla Est 1421 5th Ave Rear
Szanto Letha A 1100 Warren Ave
Tusing Pauline 396 Camp Ave
Valentino Romeo 1728 Leishman Ave
Wall Sarah 1918 Ridge Ave
Wolandki Julius 2016 Woodmont Ave
Zarichnak Olga 1944 Leishman Ave
Arona Pa 15617
Mitchell John PO Box 176
Ritson Beatrice, Thomas C Ritson PO Box 124
Sadler Richard E, Tonya L PO Box 73
Shorthouse Elizabeth M, Daniel G PO Box 84
Stoken Ashley Marie PO Box 5
Avonmore Pa 15618
Bernat Donald R, Amanda J 606 Cambria Ave 253
Bracy Arlena 208 Faith Manor Apts 575
Gaskell Holly 204 Indiana Ave
Guthrie William T, John Guthrie 1453 Edmon Rd
Lentz James F, Dee Ann 3647 SR 156
Okopal Ruth D 208 Bell Point Rd
Paquet Leona RR 1 Box 29
Patterson Gladys, Eddie PO Box 383
Shannon Dana J 169 High St
Sinclair H Ruth PO Box 506
Stapinski Deborah Ann, Walter P 523 Allegheny Ave
Stapinski Deborah Ann, Walter P Box 195
Swartzendruber Kay C PO Box 181
Taylor Condacure PO Box 402
Walker Victoria PO Box 513
Wheeler Glen R Jr PO Box 92
Bolivar Pa 15923
Gamble Lindon C 828 Mckinley St
Pickup Monica PO Box 58
Rundle Danielle E 110 Ctr St
Silk Michael Est PO Box 333
Spirit & Life Center PO Box 186
Bovard Pa 15619
Dixon Christina Marie PO Box 8
Braeburn Pa 15068
Deiseroth Catherine 310 Apt H
Bradenville Pa 15620
Buccigrossi Tammi, Jason 122 Candace Dr
Geary Ronald J 103 Olympic St
Gozdick Helen PO Box 241
Hileman Clair PO Box 88
Iscrupe Richard A Jr PO Box 145
Lynch Daniel J Jr 5171 SR 982
Matrunick Mark E RR 1 Box 57
Champion Pa 15622
Caruso Ronald 394 Deer Ridge Ln
Cramer David 184 Horseshoe Rd
Dynamic Building Cor 524 Southwind Ct Lot 153
Marques Pedro G Attn Joy Lishisa 777 Water Wheel Dr
Williams David J 3 Sunrise Dr Unit Q
Claridge Pa 15623
Anderson Alan D 3037 School St PO Box 59
Frye Joanne M 287 Laufferman Rd
Marefka Cecilia PO Box 267
Yakovich Nick Box 112
Crabtree Pa 15624
Mcclain Kenneth P PO Box 66
Mckowen Melissa 2549a Rte 119
Sarnovsky Beverly E PO Box 351
Twan Steven Dept 640198
Wotus Richard, Bobbie PO Box 82
Delmont Pa 15626
Adamson Virginia S 149 Hawthorne Ct
Bash Nied Funeral Home 152 Abbe Pl
Beatty Martin 37 Buena Vista Dr
Berkoben Todd J 6800 Stephanie Ct
Betler Susan 152 Pembrooke Dr
Cader Shirley C 30 Fairway Dr
Carfang Matthew, Patricia L 24 Christy Rd
Chandler Vernon 106 Valy Stream Dr Apt 4e
Chase Olivia R 126 Park Dr
Chrise Michele A 30 Fairway Dr
Colarusso John F 723 Cloverleaf Cr
Delmont Super Motel 180 Sheffield Dr
Delmont Veterinary Hospital PO Box 398
Dominion Transmission 6814 RT 22
Eakin Mark E 115 Tioga Ln
Elias Ruth 101 Valy Stream Dr
Fox Stanley P 416 Hillcrest Dr
Franci Brett 2240 Justin Ct
Gerbec Charles Jr 172 Sheffield Dr
Hines Shauney 67 Tanner St
Hipple Dianne L 17 Delmont Ave
Hixson Gloria 375 Rte 22 Apt 9
Holtzer Harry G 152 Abbe Pl
Jobe Ursula 176 W Pittsburgh St
Jones Larry T Est 112 Ctr St
Kennedy Jack Jr 102 Valy Stream Dr Apt 2c
Kennedy Shirley J, Shane 111 Surrey Farm Dr
Kessler Helen A 48 Maplewood Ct
Keys David L 116 Surrey Dr
Kubas Fern 375 RT 22 Apt 9
Lamplighter Inc Cortina Inc Lamplighter Partn 6552 RT 22
Lapiana Francis R 12 Fairway Dr
Lomik Construction Corp 15 Rockspgs Rd
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Manendo Bernard 149 Manor Rd Apt C
Martin David C Jr 25 Bel Aire Dr
Mcgillivray Frances 101 Valy Stream Dr
Painter Ronald W 59 Maple Dr
Peer Richard R 120 Hawthorne Ct
Piper Jane C 251 Aurora St
Poierier Michael D 718 Cherry Blossom Ct
Remaley Mary J PO Box 117
Rettger Harry C III 34 Heritage Ct
Royal Window Door Pro 1 Contact Pl
Schmitt Eric 36 Salem Dr
Scott John E 53 Bel Aire Dr
Shaffer Lois M 70 Freeport St
Shultz Robert D 316 Link Ct
Spisak Margaret Est, Jan PO B
Volek Joseph R Manor Rd
Westmoreland Cty Cardio 506 Athena Dr PO Box 98
Williams Laura E 244 Cloverleaf Cir
Wolber Charlotte 186 Stotler Dr
Woods Ronald G 127 Abbe Place
Writt Christopher A, Christine, Carrie Elissa 132 Rock
Spring Dr
Derry Pa 15627
Baker Robin K 1007 N Chestnut St Ext
Barchesky Alice R RR 3 Box 125
Barkley Ella 105 Bank St
Barr Marion V 215 W 4th Ave
Bates Michael T 415 W 2nd Ave
Brewer Marie G 1200 W 6th Ave
Chase Home Finance 824 W 1st Ave
Coalmer Shana L, Ryan P 409 Clifton St
Coles Cemetary Assn PO Box 157
Comunal Vincent A, Annsher RR 2 Box 49b
Derito Charles S 604 W 2nd Ave
Dibert George E, Martha N 123 W 5th Ave
Ecker Paul PO Box 96
Fabian Michael A 509 Smt St
Felbaum Diane 413 E 1st Ave
Fleming Patrick F, Anna F 205 Paris
Gamble Rebecca A 418 S Chestnut St
Gap Minerals LLC 1293 RT 217
Gess Mildred G 272 Strawcutter Rd
Hamill Joseph M, Betty L 312 Hickory Ave
Harr Scott E 100 N Bank St
Hoyman Kristen D 126 Pine St
Iga Mastroroccos 133 1st Ave
Kelly Jenna 322 17th St
Leary Robert W Jr 513 Earl Dr
Maus Dorothy PO Box 202
Meyers Carl 436 High St
Nicholson Helen Chestnut
Paterson Bruce K 154 E 3rd St
Ramsay Myrtilla J Chestnut St
Reed Frances 403 E 4th St
Repko John 913 W 4th Ave
Resto Kathleen A 313 Old RT 217
Reston Charles R 313 Old RT 217
Rice Hershel R Brooke N, Hershel R 824 W 1st Ave
Ruckel Holly V 923 West 4th Ave 2
Shrum Diane K RR 1 Box 207c
Simpson Mfg Inc 131 E 3rd St
Smith Matthew H 1320 W 4th Ave
Spillar Scott 916 W 4th Ave
Stratton Patricia A 1382 Rte 217
Thomas Michelle F 101 Valy St
Torrence State Hospital 121 Longview Dr
Weppelman Rosella M RR 1 Box 207c
Winters Robert H 100 N Bank St
Wisneski Sigmund C 1181 Millwood Rd
Wnek Frank 901 First Ave
Woodley Gilbert E Sr, June R 218 Hillside Rd
Donegal Pa 15628
Baken Zane PO Box 282
David Richard 128 Cir Dr
Days Inn Donegal Roger & Rose Alms Atima 3620 RT 31
Ditto Anthony W Jr PO Box 330
Ditto Anthony W Rev Jr 170 School House Ln
Jericho Chuck PO Box 223
Kinneer Virgie A Est 291 Mountain View R
Summitt Hospitality Roger & Rose Alms Atima 3620 RT 31
East Vandergrift Pa 15629
Frank Zohupsky RR 1
Philips Burt PO Box 31
Phillips Cynthia P O Box 31
Strzeiec Jennie 752 Mc Kinley Ave
Export Pa 15632
American Auto Matrix Inc One Technology Ln
Ballentine David R 147 Pfeffer Rd
Bassaro Nino E 2891 Italy Rd
Beam Walter D DO Pc 5035 Old William Penn Hwy
Bebar Anthony C 3995 Utah Ct
Blue Ribbon Systems Inc 1008 Corp Dr Murry Corp Park
Bryn Enterprises, Elizabeth Nagoda 6923 Italy Rd
Buckwalter Charles Q Jr, Beverly K 5597 Field Stream Dr
Chandler Joy 1016 Hunt Club Ct
Choice 5690 William Penn Hwy
Christian Gennifer W 29 Hones Rd
Colaizzi Joseph E 2393 Willow Dr
Craig Charles RR 2 Box 147
Craig Genevieve Est RR 2 Box 147
Durstine Shirley A 5870 Kennedy Ave Apt 204 Duff Manor
East Suburban Animal Hospital 5051 William Penn Hwy
Eiselman Delwood D Jr 5714 Kennedy Ave
Elcesser Wendy Lou 5410 Fieldstream Dr
Elder James Jr 2816 Walters Ct
Evans William Howard 5835 Kemerer Hollow Rd
Export Fuel Co Inc Att R J Morchesky Pres PO Box F
Farbarik James 3315 Hills Church Rd
Fischer Andrew R 138 Tanner St
Fischione Enterprises Inc. 9003 Corporate Cir
Forde Anthony M P 111 Williamsburg Ln
Fox Iv Technologies Inc 6011 Enterprise Dr
Fry Mary 5318 Kistler Rd
Garofalo Michael 6014 Calisti Dr
Glunt Pauline M 5303 Faulk Dr
Happy Acres Box 409 RD 1
Hegley Jennifer L 5076 Old William Penn Hwy
Henry Randall S 4104 Mannor Oaks Ct
Hersch Edya 2362 Adams Ct
Hice Ralph T, Kevin 6190 Italy Rd, Terry Dorman
Hines Jeannie M 163 Tanner St
Hines Shaunie, Jeannie RD 2 Tanner St
Hollingsworth Stephen 340 Arlington Ave
Hufford William L RD 1 Box 331
Hyning Max V II 6129 Old Wm Penn Hwy
Jackson Donna M 3040 Sunset Cir
Karp B RR 2
Kelly Sharon A 5314 Foxtail Ct
Kepes Jonathan RR 1 Box 369
Kerr Patrice Lachmanek 5771 Grant Ave
Keslar Michael Lee, Vivian O, Vivian U 3013 Lexington Ct
Kipp Ruth Elizabeth 204 Georgetown Ln
Kowalski Jeffrey L 2353 Harrison City
Kress Valerie 3514 Hills Church Rd
Kropilak Daniel 133 Lori Ln
Lachmanek Genevieve J, Paul G 5771 Grant Ave
Lack Maire R 3004 Hoy Farm Ct
Livengood Jaclyn M 209 Georgetown Ln
Lovato Alfonso J RR 1 Box 476
Lundberg Asa Erika 101 Williamsburg Ln
Lundberg Johan Olof 247 Maiolie Rd
Mahoy Caroline A 5771 Grant Ave
Martinez Michael A, Janice 5606 Field Stream Dr
Mclaughlin Leland J, Leslie J 2313 Broomsage Ct
Mclay William F 7 Quail Ct
Medvec Catherine T, Vincent R 5870 Kennedy Ave Apt
Medved Cathleen Marie 5938 Graybrook Dr
Morford Travis C 5550 Old William Penn Hwy Apt A 1
Msprc 5900 Edison St
Musselman Kirk F 2918 Bryer Ridge Ct
Neuman Cheryl 2871 Short Ct
Newman Christopher 3992 Farmington Ct
Pass John K 5771 Grant Ave
Pass John K 5771 Grant St
Pechar Joan 4979 Simmons Cir
Peck Albert Est 5904 Claridge Rd
Perella Sonia J 5835 Kemerer Hollow Rd
Powers William H Jr 2610 Haymaker Farm Rd
Reno Clara 2241 Manordale Dr
Restaurie Dorothy 2663 Puckety Dr
Ruffo Eleanor 5750 Lincoln Ave
Sajjad Maliha 1027 Lexington Dr
Shah Zulfiqar Ali, Shahida Z 6005 Great Oak Dr
Sharatz Peter Berlin St
Shea Robert M 127 Aviation Ln
Simmons Annie G 5558 Old William Penn Hwy No A
Spognol Arthur 100 Borland Rd
Stamm Paul J 5182 School Rd S
Staymates Karen Lynn RD 2 Box 162a
Thiebaud Karen 3823 Hills Church Rd
Tom Garry C 6809 Italy Rd
Transcendental LLC Joseph M Curley 4907 Simmons Cir
Urban John RD 7 Box 265 I
Vitalo Josephine 6435 Old William Penn Hwy
Vucelich Smilja, Paul, Mildred Dubich 2818 Italy Rd
Washington Booker T Box 360 Delmont Slickville Rd
Wehrle Michele 417 Lockwood Rd
Wolff Margaret G 507 Sheridan Ln
Zell Mfg Timothy Zell RR 2 Box 248−A
Zeyzus Richard J 5900 Edison St
Forbes Road Pa 15633
Greater Forbes Road Civic Assn PO Box 204
Horner Anna M PO Box 214
Regola Katherine PO Box 85
Grapeville Pa 15634
Costello Rose Brown Ave
Eaglemark Savings Bank 4 4th St
Grapeville Vfd 2528 Newark St
Harster Gerald Jeannette Diagnostic Pathology PO Box 157
Jeannette Anesthesia Grp PO Box 155
Loughner Elizabeth L 8 5th St
Loughner Elizabeth L, Chris 2512 Vancouver St
Schmidt David 4 4th St
Stoner J PO Box 157
Strayer William D Brown Ave
Watson Thomas J, Tara D 107 3rd St
Greensburg Pa 15601
1st Commonwealth Bank 576 Fairfield Dr
935 E P G Ltd 935 E Pittsburgh St
Ackerman Eleanor, John H RD 7 Box 2
Adaro 905 E Pittsburgh St Ste E
Aharon Nancy DDS 101 N Main St
All American Paintball Pa, William Gardner 123 Paintball
Park Ln
Allan Helen B 8 Gdn Ctr Dr 128
Allegheny H Lift Hempfield Ind Park
Allen Mckinley Jr 624 Cribbs St
Alsaadi Khaldon, Raoda 268 Lancewood Pl
Ament Glenn J, Jane R 1015 Mace St
Anderson Barry 36 Madison St
Anderson Josephine 8 Gdn Ctr Dr Apt 127
Anderson Nina M 137 Harrison Av 504
Andrae Rebecka V 520 New Market Dr
Andress Keyshawn John, Kaylyn Shareese RR 11 Box 169
Arc of Westmoreland 316 Donohoe Rd
Armel Marcie L 4565 Ridgeview Dr
Art Tech Supplies Inc 135 S Pennsylvania Ave
Ashbaugh Garrett Thomas 3011 Brown Sugar Ct
Ashburn Jennifer L 629 Shearer St
Aukerman Bonnie Lou 1048 Orchard Ave
Bailey Helen Est 11 Lynn Lee Dr
Banchiere C G 251 Lakewood Rd
Bankosh David F 170 White School Rd
Bardish Catherine RT 2
Barish Marjorie L 252 Arbor Hill Rd
Barr Marie 113 Lambert Ln
Bell Anna M 6 Gdn Ctr Dr
Bell Judith L 32 Northmont St
Bennett Catherine E, Edward R 1106 Scenic Dr
Benson Patrick J RD 11 Box 520
Berger Jeff 12 Zeller St Apt 4
Bittner Marjorie B 119 Sioux Dr
Black Robert J Sr 499 Poplar St
Blum Marla PO Box 45
Bobniz Christine G 881 Georges Sta Rd
Boehn Beverly 2126 Keystone Ave
Boerio Trisha A, Corey, Preston 951 Jamell Dr
Bono Marianne 900 Cribbs St
Bononi Darleen Jean 19 Zeller St
Bordas Mary Ann RD 8 Box 181 White School Rd
Botsko Amelia 7371 B Eastmont Dr
Botsko Amelia 746 Eastmont Dr Apt 1b
Boyle Sheri, John 717 Curtis Rd
Bradish Catherine, Anthony 165 Silvis Farm Rd
Branch Banking & Trust Co 309 Walnut Ave
Breslin Nolan R, Ian F 208 Murdock Way
Bricker Clarence, Dora M RFD 1
Briscoe Samuel C 27 Carriage Rd
Broda Patricia Knapp RR 11 Box 169
Brown Jean 31 Country Ests
Brown Michael T, Sheila M 319 Seminary Ave
Bucci Carol A 27 Lakewood Rd
Bucciarelli John R, Gary D 254 Lancewood Pl
Bud Smail Lincoln Mercury RT 30 E PO Box 1200
Bud Small Auto Body PO Box 1200
Budesky John R RR 1 Box 385
Bumar Peter 630 Depot
Bunting Robert M 229 S Maple St Ste 201
C Bernard Rieder Ira 100 S Main St
Caccia Francis A 323 Sells Ln
Cain Eleanor S 156 Chestnut Dr
Cannizzaro Marie 325 Walnut Ave Apt 16
Capital Bank 148 St Ives Dr
Cepullio Daniel 735 Mace St
Cerilli Annette, Antonetta 90 Quail Run
Certified Ins Asso 121 N Main St 3
Cerva Marie 2480 S Grande Blvd
Chen Chi−Lin 603 George St
Chrisman Donald R 362 Quarry Dr
Christian Layman 258 E Pittsburgh St
Christopher Frank W 109 Rolling Meadows Dr
Cindric Jane M 1414 Poplar St
Cirelli Michael 305 Stanton St
Cis Investment Strategies LLC 1 Northgate Sq
Citimortgage Inc 717 Curtis Rd
Coastal Credit 4727 Rte 30
Coble Gwendolyn J 154 Madison Ave
Colaizzi Mary 4893 RT 30 Ste 12
Colosimo Luigi R 330 S Vrania Ave
Comisak Nancy R 549 1/2 Farview Dr
Comm Linda L 21 Saddlebrook Dr
Community Foundation 100 N Main St
Conforti Tina L 602 Helen Ave
Cook Esther 148 Hi Acres Rd
Cooper Roger D 146 Hope Ct
Costello Charles R 119 Industrial Park Rd
Courtney Robert Tyler 101 University Dr
Cpx Nine One One Swfp 2 N Main St Rm 108
Craft Stephanie 1000 Walkers Trail Apt 2
Credit Entities LLC 935 Jamell Dr
Croushore Jeff 944 Hurst Rd
Cruder Julia PO Box 1734
Crum Lorrie P 1123 Sandstone Rd
Crusi Luciano, Suzanne E 8 W Hill Rd
Crystal Visions LLC PO Box 944
Cutrell Maureen 105 University Dr
Datel Lawrence Jr 505 Canterbury Dr
Datz Helen E 30 Glenview Ave
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Daugininkas Rose 2480 S Grande Blvd
Davin Sarah Ellen, Mary Ellen RD 8 Box 190j
Dayo Navalgund Asso 120 Village Dr
Dba Tom Stang Ind PO Box 190
Dee Gary G 742 Cabin Hill Dr
Deemer Donald Adam 112 Blue Sky Ln
Defloria John PO Box 760
Delvitto Brian W 30 Glenview Ave
Denezza Lydia 49 Cherokee Dr
Detor Victoria I 108 Gleneagles Dr
Detore Julian J Jr 108 Gleneagles Dr
Difranceso Katrina 502 Santone Dr
Dipaolo Jennie M RD 1 Box 27
Dittmas Kathleen 823 Cambria Cir Apt A
Diversified Capital Corp 23 Carriage Rd
Dodge Debra K, Larry K 105 Wendwood Mnr Apt 204
Dolfi Catherine V 602 Helen Ave
Domingos Richard 2211 Keystone Ave
Dovillers George 126 W Otterman
Durkan Susan L 407 Bella St
Dutrow Stephanie, Carly E, Richard 577 Agnes St
Dwyer Julia E 746 Eastmont Dr Apt 1b
Dye Mandy Star Auto Body & Collision 579 Old SR 66
Eberly William, Sarah K 1335 Dellview Dr
Ebert Helen L 410 Chestnut St Apt 2
Ed Miller Electric 1096 Bailey Farm Rd
Eichner Robert T, Autumn 802 Brookview Dr
Elias Lisa 403 Sells Ln
Emergency Debt 134 Ind Park Rd
Endocrinology Specialists Pc 530 South St Ste 220
Etc Group LLC 312 Tamarak Trail
Evaldi Josephine R 1411 Ashland St
Evering Douglas P 109 Dana Dr
Export Fuel Company Inc 1050 Mechling Rd
Falzini Ronald 524 Trees Mills Rd
Family Chiropractic Cntr 520 Rugh St
Fanchalsky Douglas Raymond, Scott A RD 7 Box 8f
Fauth Frederick G 402 Bella St
Faye Terry 506 Macbeth Dr
Fern Farm Inc 320 Greengate Centre Cir
Ferranti Anoinette, William 2500 S Grande Blvd Apt 716
Fetter Thomas M Jr, Mindy S 5037 RT 30
First Commonwealth Bank 717 Curtis Rd
First Niagara Bank Na 161 Crest View Dr
Fop Development Group LLC 303 Tremont Ave
Fox Frederick I 510 Austin St
Frank Frederick 8074 SR 819
Frank George L Est Box 638 D RD 2
Frank Roskosh Trust 124 Northmont St
Frick Thomas M 135 Grant St
Frye Edna M RR 3
Frye Melissa 192 W Hills Dr Apt H 1
Fulton William D 52 & 54 S Hamilton Av
Funk Charles Est, Goldie 62 Chestnut St
Gaia Alice M Royal Oaks 418 Crest View Dr
Gaia David Heidi 161 Crest View Dr
Gaia John L 418 Crest View Dr
Galante Lucille 2480 S Grande Blvd
Gallagher Todd 20 Lakewood Rd
Galvin Nora 211 E Otterman St
Ganster Mary A 896 Weatherwood Ln Apt 323
Garcia Carlos M 252 1/2 Painter Ave
Garys Truck Repair Inc PO Box 1774
Gelfo Samuel J, Mary RR 11 Box 478
George Elizabet J 430 Euclid Ave
Gergas Steve 2480 S Grande Blvd
Giacchino Damion J, Rozan 213 S Hamilton Ave
Giangarlo Christopher X 41 Division St Apt 1
Gillis Richard, Randy 2021 RT 819
Glunt Rosemarie 611 Stanton St
Gonzales Amy J 5190 Rte 30 Ste A
Good Mary A 505 Bloomfield Dr
Graszl Edward F 235 Cresent Dr
Graybar Electric, Branch Manager RT 30 East Georges Sta
Rd
Greely Jason Est 2043 Clawson Ave
Greenberg Geraldine F 134 Stonewall Rd
Greensburg Auto Parts 1226 S Main St
Greensburg Care Ctr 119 Industrial Park Rd
Greensburg Waterproofing PO Box 56
Greist Timothy A 210 N Lincoln Ave
Grnsbrg Vtrnry Assoc Inc, Greenburg Veterinary RR 6
Box 216
Gross Christian 1103 Spyglass Hill
Guerrieri Richard 620 Chestnut St Apt 5
Guerrieri Samantha J, Sally J 515 Welty St
Guzik Josephine 620 Reamer Ave Apt 511
H King Hartman MD Ltd 516 Pellis Rd
Hagans Charles E 424 Westminster Ave
Hamilton Lawrence D 209 Old RT 30
Hamilton Robert W 455 Lexington Dr
Hammer Edgar T Jr Atty 139 S Pennsylvania Ave
Hammond Jennifer 800 Cabin Hill Dr
Hamrock Stephen A 940 Harvey Ave
Harbaugh David Jr 1033 Carbon Rd
Harbaugh Joann F 1035 Carbon Rd
Harbaugh Kenneth 1031 Rear Carbon Rd
Harding Suzanne M 134 Alexander Ave
Harrold James RR 5 Box 60
Harshell Annabelle 121 Lambert Ln
Hart Maurice F 57 Glenview Ave
Hathaway Warner M 425 Green St
Hawk Shannon M 1916 Gay Ave
Henderson N Est, Nancy E 156 Old RT 30
Henderson Shirley M, Joseph W 156 Old RT 30 Rm 108
Hensell Travis 2012 Autumn Ln
Hensler Charles J Est 609 E Pittsburgh St
Herb Ray & Heidi Ray Asso In End 510 Pellis Rd
Hico America Sales Tech 125 Theobold Ave
Hill Arthur B 890 Weatherwood Ln
Hixson Denise L 1535 Poplar St
Hoffman Mark G 1221 Brinkerton Rd
Hoffmann Karl 607 Tree Duck Ct
Hoffner John W, Lori 20 Glenmeade Rd
Hoke Juliann Julia Ann Gault 235 Kenneth St
Horvath Cleo 8 Gdn Ctr Dr Apt 102
Howe Robert R 818 Sewickley St
Hribal Frances M Aaa 200 Main St
Hubbs Norva E 911 Sewickley St 1st Fl
Iannuzzo G L 514 Weaver St
Idzik Ruth L 326 Brandon St
Impressions Salon 125 Nature Way Rd
Indiana Fire Equip Co 210 West Dr
Institute for Advanced Catholic Studies B Fichtner
PO Box 1007
Irwin Judith 1370 Mt Pleasant Rd
Iskra Gary J 2038 Towne Sq Dr
Jacobs Darron A 1814 Snyder Ave
Jenkins Dustin 15 St Clair Ave
Jessup Barbara PO Box 546
Jobe George R, Nancy J RR 3 Box 112−C
Johnson Beverly J, Robert A PO Box 1645
Jones Eleanor 1616 Elm St
Jones Thomas Estate 1616 Elm St
Joseph Stein Family LP 219 Maple Dr
Juriga Barbara 1275 S Main St Ste 102
Kauffman Dolores 2480 S Grande Blvd
Keefer Ottilie M 234 Waycross Rd
Keenan James 214 Shelby Dr
Keith Ricahrd 121 Silvis Farm Rd
Keller Dorothy B 4 Brich St
Kelley Thomas J 742 Angela Dr Apt−220
Kemerer Leo F RR 15 Box 34
Kemerer Rebecca Nadine 618 Ctview Dr
Kennedy Kathleen L, George W 743 Sagamore Dr
Kennevan Thomas RR 15 Box 5
Keracher Sydney R, Kyler R 512 Chestnut St
Keystone Carpet & Furniture Cleaning 264 Pleasant Unity
Mutual Rd
Kiebler Ryan M 140 Toll House Rd Apt E9
Kienzle Janice L PO Box 500
Kimoto Maryann 17 W 2nd St Apt 301
King Bryan M 409 White St
King James J 825 N Main St Apt 9
Kinsey John RR 3 Box 267d
Kiser Justin 524 E Pittsburgh St
Klink Benjamin H 1003 Valy Dr
Klorczyk Genevieve 2480 S Grande Blvd
Kmichael Corp 645 E Pittsburgh St 214
Kolla Siva Ste A
Komarinski Daniel RR 9 Box 760a
Komarinski John 130 Toll House Rd Apt B16
Kondaveeti Radhika 603 Tree Duck Ct
Koral Judith Judith Koral Roth 651 Buckingham Cir
Krivacsy John Est 2607 SR 819
Krivonyak Anna 1215 S Main St 101
Kryzanowski Konrad A 742 S Main St Apt 2
Kurtz Kathleen D 402 Westland Dr
L Js America Window Authority 1378 Conway St
Laffin Marian Papson 2480 S Grande Blvd
Lakin Myrna M 532 Sidney St
Lamoureux Thomas A PO Box 451 RD 2
Lampkin Keith, Kelly 906 Arberdeen Dr
Lapina John 416 Culbertson Ave Apt 3
Larue Lindsay A 615 Helen Ave
Last Caroline T 57 Fosterville Rd
Laughlin Helen Greensburg Care Ctr 119 Ind Park Raod
Lehman Jeffrey A 430 N Pennsylvania Ave
Lenzi Kathleen F 113 Sherwood Dr
Letrick Nicole A 1322 Swede Hill Rd
Linderman Helen 259 Bonita Dr
Loughner Shirley J 315 Westland Dr
Loyacono James K 609 Chestnut St
Lundgren Ryan K 130 Toll House Rd B11
Lyons Erin 327 Tremont Ave 2
Marchioni William L 514 Weaver St
Marchioni William L, Mary Ann, Scott Fatur 140 S Main St
Ste 301
Marcius Bonnie 1169 Holly St
Marietta Shirley, Richard 1058 Athens Dr
Marinelli Brian T 107 Monica Dr Apt C1
Marol Mary L RR 4 321−B
Martino Roland J 644 Vine St
Matenkosky Amy S 4694 SR 136
Matson Phyllis S, Stuart J Horner J 229 S Maple Ave
Mattiuz Audrey 105 Unity Sq Dr
Mc Nutt Nancy L 8 Foxglove Dr
Mccormack Lillian 1816 Skidmore Dr
Mccracken Wilbert C 232 Wheatfield Dr
Mcculloch Sandra Lee 149 Troy Cir
Mccullough Barbara RR 6
Mccurdy Rosemary 425 S Maple Ave
Mcggivern Michael J 419 Tremont Ave
Mchugh Regis 3rd & Maple Ave Ste 225
Mckenna Mary 541 New Alexandria Rd
Mckenna Mary Est 541 New Alexandria Rd
Mckinley Dominique 848 S Main St
Mcmullen Anthony J 543 Vine St
Mcnab Ronald 189 Dolphin Ln
Mcnutt Harold R, Nancy L 8 Foxglove Dr
Mcvey Cynthia M 306 Kenneth St
Med Care Equip Co LLC 501 W Otterman St C
Medved Steven, Amy 5 Hampshire Dr
Mehalic Michael 130 Toll House Rd Apt B 18
Mendonca Dias Helena 2480 S Grande Blvd
Menser Edith 174 Carasea
Miller Dorothy J Georgetown Apts Apt 109
Miller Kathie L 3237 Ridgeway Dr
Mills Charles J PO Box 57
Milstandardscom 3005 Mcclellan Dr
Miner Robert G Jr, Debra L 403 Balsam Ct
Minton Patricia 304 Hunt Club Dr
Minton Patricia N 304 Hunt Club Dr
Mlakar Leslie J, Janice S 126 S Pennsylvania Ave
Mom Team 375 Slate Run Rd
Monaghan Martha E 316 Donohoe Rd
Moninger Nancy, Cecil 369 Boggs Hollow
Monios George Dr 508 Brighton Ct
Monsour Michael A 368 Elm Dr
Monyok Joel M 12 Fosterville Rd
Moore Donald L Est, Stevie Moore 710 Williamsburg Dr E
Apt 4
Moore Paul Scott 1118 Scenic Dr
Moorer Daneja R 915 Georges Sta Rd
Morelli Lisa T 717 Union Cemetery Rd
Morris Lena F 424 Westminster Ave
Morrison Shalynn 935 Mace St
Morrow Katheryn M 1630 Elm St
Morton John 408 Ridgeway St
Mountain View Inn 1001 Village Dr
Mt Airy Enter Inc 203 S Main St
Murrell Stephen D 2nd Alexander St Fl 625
Murrysville American Legion 709 Stonehaven Dr
Mycontractor Com 766 E Pittsburgh St
Myers Ellen K 6 Gdn Ctr Dr
Myers Emogene V Est Hempfield Manor Snf RD 7 Box 499
Woodward Dr
Myers Harold Robert 763 Cabin Hill Dr Apt 1
Myers Samuel 417 Juniper St
Naidu Rahul 4731 RT 30 Ste 302 Berkshire Cent
Nania Dennis V 196 Bonita Dr
Natcity Investments Inc 125 Main St Fbo Drew W Shirk
Nelson Mary 620 Farview Dr
Neville Veronica RR 819 Box 2428
New Eastgate Dodge Barb Dickie RD 12 Box 7
New Haven Court at Lindwood 100 Freedom Way Ste 1000
Newmyer Amel James 416 Westminister Ave
Ninehouser Paul L Ro 1694
Noll Richard G 125 Toll House Rd C16
Odonnell Mary K 732 Ctview Dr
Omnicare Pharmacy Services RD 6 Box 514 100
Orbin George 620 Cribbs St
Overly James M RD 10 Box 10
Owens Minor Dist Inc 134 Industrial Park Rd
Painewebber 100 S Main St
Palmer Michael 402 Locust St
Panichella Joseph 17 Dunham Dr
Parker Mary E 214 Ridgefield Dr
Patik Shirley 2480 S Grande Blvd
Patil Ulhas 196 W Hills Dr Apt I21
Pavlocak Dolores R 180 Frye Farm Rd
Pavlovcak Susan 180 Frye Farm Rd
Pavlovcak Susan V, Dolores, Paul J RR 7 Box 349
Pennsylvania Physical Medicine 120 Village Dr
Perceptual Image PO Box 190
Peters Tyler 103 East Pittsburgh St Apt
Petrosky Lorraine F, Anthony F 109 Cobblestone Dr
Petrosky Robbin 616 Helen Ave
Phan Weng 321 Arch Ave
Pierantozzi Josephine 2480 S Grande Blvd
Pierce Katherine A, Ellen K 32 Northmont St
Pierson Charles T 540 Jack St
Pinnacle Auto Sales 5189 SR 30
Piper Ray 16 Theta Dr
Piper Robert L 218 Mitinger Ave
Pittsburgh Foundation 951 Old Salem Rd Penthouse Ste
Pittsburgh Orthopaedic Alumni Assn Dr Jack Smith 133
Donohoe Rd
Plevel Rae Adaire 111 Starboard Villa
Plischke John R Breeze Hill Gdn Apartments 129 Grant St
Potter Dawn 2270 Greenhills Ln 895
Pratt Timothy J RR 15 Box 270
Premier Motors Inc 1825 Franklin St
Preston Brian K 15 St Clair Ave
Pricer Geraldine C 4765 SR 136
Primerock Capital LLC 2000 Tower Way Ste 2041
Pt Group Acquisition Llc, the Pt Group 438 Pellis Rd
Ste 101
Quist Helen 8 N Washington
R E Michael Co Dubois RR H6 Box 518 Woodward Rd
R50 Corp 368 Elm Dr
Radocaj Judith 80 Huff Ave Ste 1
Realino Valarie E RR 3 Box 267a
Redding Carolyn 201 Craig Dr
Redding Carolyn 706 Stonehaven Dr
Redstone Highlands Health Care 6 Gdn Ctr Dr
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Reed Helen L 154 W Hills Dr Apt A 1
Reed Jacqueline, Rex A Laurel Valy Motors 1919 RT 130
Reffo Misty D PO Box 704
Rehabilitation & Nursing Cent the 890 Weatherwood Ln
Repak Kenneth E 74 Mohawk Dr
Richie Kenneth L 251 E Pittsburgh St Apt A
Riddle William Jr 1161 Cedar St
Robinson James H Jr 1090 Cranston Dr
Robinson Jill E 10 E Otterman St
Robinson Johnette M 621 1/2 Stone St
Rocco Carol J 178 Wild Turkey Dr
Rodabaugh Kathryn 2480 S Grande Blvd
Rodeheaver Bruce W 514 Perry Ave
Rose James, Alice 449 College Ave C4
Rowe Robert R 818 Sewickley St
Rua Raymond, Michael 324 Oakland Ave
Rudolph Larry Three Rivers Dental Greens 121 Donohoe Rd
Rugh Jeff 904 Weatherwood Ln
Ruk Bryan M Star Auto Body & Collision 579 Old SR 66
Rushing Eileen 2480 S Grande Blvd
Rusiski Adam R 61 Brattleboro Dr
Rutkosky Irene 827 Geroges Sta Rd
Sacco Robert 594 Trees Mills Rd
Safran Beverly J RR 9 Box 605
Sagline Elizabeth RD 6 Box 245
Sanders Scott B 33 Forest Ave
Santamaria Lily 508 Cambridge Dr
Santone Joseph 1010 Orchard Ave
Sapone Edward K, Edward 31 Carriage Rd
Scafedi Michael A 315 Concord Ave Apt 8
Schaffer Mary E 514 Cribbs St
Schanz Barbara 2480 S Grande Blvd
Schilling Virginia R 229 S Maple St Ste 201
Schmidt Mary 47 Patricia Dr
Scofield Lynda S, Stuart J Horner Jr 229 S Maple Ave
Scott Natalie Ann, Anthomy I RD 3 Box 269 F
Seabol Robert A 24 Meadow Dr
Sedinger Kathy Jo 176 W Hills Dr Apt E3
Shaffer Holly 334 Weavers Rd
Sharan Rupam 603 Tree Duck Ct
Sharon Altman LLC 141 Wilson Ave
Shaw Denise 219 Westminster Ave Apt A
Sheridan Scott C 31 Shryll Hts
Sherin Richard 730 N Main St Apt C6
Shetty Karun S 124 Lakeview Dr
Shields Ruth M Est Stuart J Horner Jr 603 Florence Ave
Shirey William, Evelyn R RR 1 Box 213
Shirk Drew W 125 Main St
Shoaf Andrea R 206 Tiffany Cir
Shop N Save RT 30 East
Shrader Anna J 2480 S Grande Blvd
Signs By Tomorrow 422 E Pittsburgh St
Silva Maria Veronica K 3146 Mcclellan Dr
Simulia Violet 449 College Ave Apt B−7
Sisler Sean 305 S Maple Ave 1
Sivits George, Mt View Special Care 227 Sand Hill Rd
Slater Ronald T 292 Millersdale Rd
Sleeth Laura M 37 N Tremont Ave
Sloan C K RD 4 Box 271a
Smail Auto Group 5110 RT 30 E
Smail Collision Center 5037 RT 30
Smarr Deborah H 34 Oakhill Ave
Smith Arthur L, Betty RR 2
Smith Mathew D 526 John Edward Ln
Smith Ryan O 107 Foxwood Ln
Smith Willian W, Joan H 11 Rowan Ave
Smouse Mary 200 S Main St
Snyder Ruth S 1120 Mountain View Dr
Speicher Jeffrey L 718 Sewickley St
Spillar William M, Susan M 242 Menoher Way
Spino Pasco 311 S Maple Ave
Sproch Carol A 125 Toll House Rd Apt C16
St Anne Home, Raven Scheztle 685 Angela Dr
Stang Teresa 148 St Ives Dr
Stang Thomas K PO Box 190
Stauffer Byron G 341 Willow Crossing Rd
Staymates Adam J 15 St Clair Ave
Steed Nelda, Arlene Bompiani 607 Grove St
Stein Michael T, Daniel I PO Box 1628
Stein Realty Co Michael Stein 219 Maple Dr
Stein Samuel A 79030 Jefferson Ave
Steiner Ethel H 9 Northmont St
Sterf Phillip 131 Madison Ave Apt 3
Stevenson Lori A 118 Troy Cir
Stewart Curtis, Karen 121 Hornet Ln
Stewart Suzanne, Gary 576 Fairfield Dr
Stilwell Lavinia Arlene Bompiani 607 Grove St
Stinson Carmella 755 Cabin Hill Dr Apt G2
Stoner Sandra 123 S Spring Ave
Style Auto Service 951 W Pittsburgh St
Suk Ying Sherlene 519 New Market Dr
Supplee Andrew 15 St Clair Ave
Swenson Evelyn 1613 Brd St
Swift Michelle 1036 Highland Ave 2
Szalewicz John M 312 E High Acres Rd Apt 13
Tait Patricia S, Ralph D 170 Hilton Rd
Tanaka Kathleen, Steven 309 Walnut Ave
Taylor Karen E 222 Alexander Ave 1
Taylor Thomas I Jr RR 9 Box 658
Telford Emerson Clair 18 Windihill Dr
Tempro Mabel 141 S Hamilton Ave
Thibodeau Edna 39 Foxglove Dr Apt B5
Thomas E Crenney & Asso 621 1/2 Stone St
Thomas J Dowling II DMD 101 Ehalt St Ste 111
Thompson David V Jr 502 Santone Dr
Thompson Theodore F, Teresa M 131 E Otterman St
Tinkey Robert E 325 Brown St
Todaro Charla 201 S Lincoln Ave
Tomallo Tom 819 Reamer Ave Ext
Tomson Joshua C 1 Rainbow Dr Fl 1
Torock James Wallcoverings Spct RR 30 Box 5142
Toyota of Greensburg RR 7 PO Box 380
Trent Darryl 124 Van Ave
Tri Elliott 1 E Glennis Dr
Trice Kenneth M Jr 5264 Brinker Rd
Trout John A 120 Lakeview Dr
Trout Melissa Renee, Paul M 2 Meadow Dr
Truxell Dorothy 102 Wissing Ave S
Turnbull J Donald II 714 Williamsburg Dr E Apt 5c
Uhrin Karen 201 Craig Dr
Uhrinek Josephine RR 8 Box 213k
Ulishney Julia S 1488 Mount Pleasant Rd
Ultis Denise R 512 Chestnut St
Urbanek Mark 31 N Tremont Ave Apt C
Us Too Greensburg 914 Sandra Dr
Vottero Frank PO Box 1200
Waidler Harry 917 Georges Sta Rd Ap
Walker Karen 223 Wren Dr
Walker William H RR 5 Box 336a
Wallace Margaret 305 Stanton St
Ward Catherine 307 S Hamilton Ave
Washington Marilyn K, Glenn C 628 Jean St
Werksman Marc R 156 Westmoreland Mall RT 30 E
Westmoreland Emerg Med Speclst/Frick, Latrobe 501 W
Otterman St B
Westmoreland Manor 2480 S Grand Blvd
Westmoreland Manor 25 N Main St Rm 101
White Terry PO Box 415
Whitfieldspillar Vickie 188 W Hills Dr
Wian Thomas B Jr 236 Naugatuck Dr
Wick Melanie D Co Timothy Mccormick Esq 101 N Main St
Ste 106
Wiedeburg Eric N 615 Helen Ave
Williamson Scott L 2359 Green Hills Ln Lot 802
Wineland Isabelle RD 1
Wodoslawsky John, Mary 896 Weatherwood Ln Apt 319
Woodward Betty A Est, Betty A 2015 Highland Ave
Wright Barry B 235 Grant
Wuslich Michelle K 311 Gaelic Dr
Yasher Christoph 301 Fitch Ln
Youngbauer Marjorie J 1118 Woodward Dr
Yurko Albertina G 805 W Newton St
Zaitoon Mohammad Munir 8 Saint Ives Dr
Zajdel Francis J 112 Zee Ln
Zello Genevieve 134 Ash Ln
Zello Genevieve 134 S Washington Ave
Hannastown Pa 15635
Bordenick Rose PO Box 21
Harrison City Pa 15636
Advanced Healthcare Systems 206 Sagerville Ln
Barron Francis E, Mabel L 106 Hyland Rd
Cader Shirley C Est Michele A Chrise 128 Buck Run Dr
Callihan Raymond T, Susan 1008 Campbell Rd
Chusko Andrew PO Box 212
Citimortgage Inc 1008 Campbell Rd
Davis Carl J 101 Harvest Ln
Deluca Gregory, Nancy 128 Harvest Ln
Dowling Victoria R, Michael W New Monroeville Dodge 8
Highview Cir
Driestadt Frank H 133 Harvest Ln
Elgin Robert J PO Box 537
Elko Sam 138 Harvest Ln
Karan Elizabeth C, William 1024 Chinaberry Ct
Korbini Melvin F 1002 Sunnyfield Ct
Labovick Stephen R PO Box 264
Liberty Tax Relay Team 46 Country Farm Ln
Mcgill Joseph 368 Raymaley Rd
Peaco Wayne T, Lisa M 383 Rose Ave
Pederson Melissa 207 Anthony St
Pnc Bank Na 1008 Campbell Rd
Purpura Joseph A 110 Whistle Dr
Reigner June M 129 Cool Spgs Ln
Schnupp Heidi M PO Box 275
Sellitto Francis C 1015 Tulip Dr
Shenk Kevin 1029 Harrison City Export Rd
Socrates Anthony J, Sandi L 21 Brookln Dr
Tauber Joanna Marie, Kathryn 11 Saxony Dr
Virginia Coal & Iron Company Lorasen Holdings Inc
PO Box 241
Vo Michael F, Thu X 40 Country Farm Ln
Westbrook Dist Inc 15 Brook Valy Dr
Wolfe Nora M PO Box 21
Herminie Pa 15637
Andreo Helen R 207 Andrews St
Andreo Peter 122 Andrews St
Bregar Frank Jr PO Box 268
Bridge Joann 119 W Newton Rd
Feldman Elizabeth E 988 Lowber Rd
Garlow Joyce V PO Box 317
Hazlinsky Thomas 50 Limerick Rd
Hoepfer Audrey 608 Church St
Hofstetter Milton W 2 Harris Dr
Ingrham William C 38 Main
Lombardozzi Albert M 104b Sewickley Ave
Lydia Sornig RR 1
Mellinger Ronald L 306 Highland Ave
Ometz Eleanor J 22 Wilps Dr
Petor Joanne S PO Box 23
Sarsfield Zella Madison Rd
Shofnosky RR 1
Sova Edward J 55 Sewickley St
Sova Edward Jr 55 Clopper St
Waryanka David M Box 77
Whitfield Glenn A 9 Evans St
Wolfram Frederick L 90 Sunshine Rd
Hostetter Pa 15638
Kikel Leonard, Henry Hostetter Rd
Hunker Pa 15639
Baker Joan 106 New Stanton Commons
Blanish Melvin 3 Main
Commonwealth Rehab & Fam 1007 Old RT 119
Crouse James E RR 1 Box 488
Easy Living Estates Inc 1 Easy Living Ests
Gray George E Est 440 Stone Church Rd
Howell Jack E III 377 Sandworks Rd
Mccune Dallas G RR 1 Box 86
Musgrove Masonary PO Box 142
New Stanton Commons Sunny Dr
Orbin Paul 215 Trouttown Rd
Parnell Myrtle M RR 1 14a
Rocco James D Jr 1303 Shaye Ct
Wainwright Terry 440 Stone Church Rd
Hutchinson Pa 15640
Golobic Paul M, Mary 222 Sunny Rd
Theys John E 202 Hood St
Hyde Park Pa 15641
Griffith Jeromie L 600 4th Ave
Heist Mary 311 Raymond St
Israel Joseph E, Sandra 519 Murphy St
Nelson Frances 310 Chestnut
Williams Emily Alana, Carol 400 Ctr St
Irwin Pa 15642
Abraham Halie M 10253 Garnet Ln Apt 1g
Adams Les Carcarradan Inc 2151 Hahntown Wendel Rd
Adams Pauline Golack 14355 Marybelle Dr
Amos C Christophe 14581 Josephine St
Antoinette Penna 3522 RT 130
Archinal Brianna L 561 Cedar Glenn Dr
Aukerman Carrena J 1207 Iris Dr
Baker William 145 Charles Dr
Baling Pauline 366 Clay Pike
Bartolomucc John R 4062 RT 130
Bartolomucci John R 4062 RT 130
Baughman Vivian 117 Mt Pleasant Blvd
Benish Marlene C 1000 Schendel Rd
Benz Carin 11825 Quarter Horse Dr
Beymer Louis Jr 4077 RT 130
Bialowas Tammy L 84 Arona Rd
Blazers Fitness 100 Colony Dr
Boehm Nicholas A 110 Aquillin Ct
Brose Braden Q, John M, Fintan S 1012 Cicero Dr
Brown Carl 356 Whitney Ct
Brown Garnett 6900 Beatty Dr Apt 5101
Burgun Kenneth J 4084 RT 130
Burkholder John 146 Longview Dr
Bussard William H 2344 Lynn Rose Dr
Buterbaugh Ida 350 Durst Rd
Carvallis Gregory D RR 1 Box 437
Catanzaro Angela 1001 Ash St
Chapman Sarah A 604 Chestnut St
Choby Michael D 2500 Ipnar Rd
Cloherty Earl 17 Main St
Clontz Richard L 123 Brandywine Dr
Corcoran Joseph, Mary 105 Rizzi Dr
Cornell Harry T, Anna L 208 Bellview Dr Norwin Hts
Corrao Candace 14 Weller Dr
Cranston Daniel P, Melinda 19 Concord Dr
Crosby Edwin R 601 Sandy Hill Rd
Crystaloski Tina L PO Box 94
Dantonio David 705 Pleasant Valy Rd
Denney William F, Lorene R 12390 Linshan Dr
Depew Jamie Burgun 4084 RT 130
Dick Roberts & Sons Inc 550 RT 30
Diclaudio Verna V 19 Renaissance Dr
Diemert Karl J 1500 Rosebud Dr
Dillman Wilbert M 255 Hannah Dr
Dittman Robert J 612 1/2 Warden St
Dougs Motelmosside 13930 SR 30
Eastman Lena P 118 Manchester Dr
Ebbert Bertha A 12479 Adams Dr
Ehrenfeld Robert H Jr 45 Wendel Rd
Elton Gary RR 1 PO Box 364 Oggln
Farrell Anna 225 3rd St
Ferguson Nellie 12690 Terrie Dr
Ferguson Ronald N 141 Sheffield Dr
Fix Frances 149 E Madison Ave
Fix Frances B 416 Morris Ave
Float Earl A, Louise 10 1st St
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Floder Jason 374 First St
Fonzi Edward 13730 Saint Clair Dr
Fraser Justin R, Robert J 2301 Birch Dr
Fraser Robert J 2301 Birch Dr
Freshwater John E II 409 Bethel Rd Apt 210
Frick James 820 8th St
Galya Susan M 27 Regola Dr
Gau Ling Lian 134 Birchwood Way
Gelzhiser Michael J 1217 Robbins Sta Rd
Gibbs Kathleen E 241 Fregman Rd
Gipton Leah 6300 Beatty Dr N205
Gisi Timothy E 187 Seanor Rd
Goodman Lori S 514 Pennsylvania Ave
Grant Kenneth RR 3
Griffin Helyne F, Richard, Kathleen Donnelly
2 Buzzardtown Rd
Grimm Kenneth, Cynthia 14160 Hiland Place 161
Guardasoni Daisy RR 1
Gumbert Roni D 531 Semple Dr
Hamilton Buick Pontiac RT 30 Jacktown Rd
Hamrock Gail Lynn 224 Cameron Dr
Hanko Kristan T, David J 1063 Paintertown Rd
Hardy Adam R 594 Dianthus St
Harhai A 95 Railrd St
Harhai Harry S, A J 95 Railrd St
Hayes Troy 6600 Beatty Dr Apt 105
Henderson Randi 1273 Mica Dr
Hettler Charlene 350 Durst Rd
Hildbold Mildred K 435 Morris Ave
Howe Juliana RD 1
Howe Justin Robert RD 1
Hubacher Vivian 14275 Hilland Pl
Hunter Joyce M 114 Briar Ln
Huntsman Heather 6 3rd St Apt 1
Intrieri Carol B 4062 RT 130
Irwin Bank Trust Co 309 Main St
Irwin Family Care 905 Spruce St Ste 201
Jaffre Kimberly A RR 1 Box 437
James E Krack 214 Cameron Dr
Jasper Louise 405 Main St Rear Apt B
Johnson Charles A 27 Amberwood Dr
Jones Troy J 505 8th St
Joseph F Ott Funeral 504 Oak St
Kalna Joseph G, Joseph 621 Clay Pike
Kavel Stanley C One Roaring Spring Ln
Kolosky Stanley 1261 Robbin Sta Rd
Kopnitsky Mary C 6600 Beatty Dr Apt 0305
Kotok Jaime L, John M 301 Harvison Rd
Kowalsky Charles 960 Main St
Kreider Diane 681 Bucktown Rd
Kreider Diane L 80 Bucktown Rd
Kriss Nancy 124 Shraders Ln
Kristopaitis Ernest A 12472 Larimer Ave
Kugler Helen 14289 Tr Dr
Kulik Richard D, John PO Box 627
Laciak Joseph A RR 3 Box 324
Lakhavani Deborah M 408 Brunazzi Rd
Lamison Margaret 4060 Stratford Dr
Landolfi Vincent R 109 W Hempfield Av
Lane Margaret J 136 Manchester Dr
Lane Margaret J 7980 Pennsylvania Ave
Lanning Amelia 504 Oak St
Laraway Brian 4028 RT 130
Latsko Betty Jane Est 12200 Adams Dr
Laursen Judy 3 Dell Dr
Leightley Velma J 13 Dell Dr
Leverenz Janice H, Roy V 711 Kimlyn Ave
Leverenz Roy Verner, Janice H 138 Kimlyn Rd
Lewis Howard R, Luanne F 560 Semple Dr
Lichtenstein Steven E 610 Oakhurst Dr
Lomicka Susan E, Jean L RD 6 Sandy Hill Rd
Luffy Lawn Svc LLC PO Box 444
M B F Construction 112 Cameron Dr
Mandella Erica L, Emily, Stephen 14721 Catherine St
Mann Marlene L 2129 Lancelot Dr
Manns Joann K 242 Diamond Aly
Marcius Carrie F, James 127 Longview Dr
Markovich Milton E 278 Kunkle Rd RD 1
Mattei Shari 236 Wendel Herminie Rd
Mcdonough Scott A 198 Slebodnik Rd
Mcgrew James W RR 1 Box 116
Meier Jennifer 7600 Beatty Dr Apt R102
Mikolics Charles M 7990 SR 30
Miller Keith Anthony, Elaine PO Box 205
Miller Mary E 10130 Washington St
Moran Management Ltd P 224 Cameron Dr
Murdoch Richard 717 Pennsylvania Ave
Murray Kathy A, John M 123 Longview Dr
Muse Richard, Pamela 420 Buttermilk Hollow Rd
Myers Andrea J 419 Main St Apt 2
Nase Catherine A 10513 Roseway Blvd
Naylor Jessie W 313 5th St
Nemeth Eugene W 12256 Longview Dr
Ninemire Nicole S 105 Tanglewood Ct
Novak Edward C 12061 Haywood Rd
Odonnell Thomas D, Joanna 14221 Jane Clair Dr
Olshanski Bradley E 770 Altman St
Orr Donald R Est 706 Spruce St
Otoole Mary J 8850 Barnes Lake Rd
Pa Automated Svcs Inc PO Box 340
Pae Dong W MD 606 Oak St
Parrish Chastity Duncan Fin Group LLC 311 Main St Ste 2
Pasierb Kristen D 106 7800 Beatty Dr Apt T
Pedder Marjorie PO Box 616
Pellish Milissa 12103 Ctr St
Pepple Tonya 26 Regola Dr
Perkins Janice 9331 Pembroke Cir
Perry Deidre 104 Sir Richard Dr
Plank Florence Est 650 Skellytown Rd
Plauny Jack 100 Western Ave Apt 603
Pokrant Lorraine J 12200 Adams Dr
Ponsi Nancy 1218 Pinewood Rd
Proctor Duane S 427 Clay Pike
Rain Carol H, Carol M 9001 Barnes Lake Rd
Rain Mildred Ann 14b Long Dr RR 2
Reflective T Program 531 Main St
Regan Mildred L 13667 Loretta Ct
Renze Robert 121 1st St
Ressler Kelli 137 Hamilton St
Reyes Debra A 283 Montana St
Rhodes Burdell P RT 180 Rd 2
Richardson Ruth E Guffey Rd
Rinaldi Michael J 258 Colony Dr
Rnr Collision 105 Rizzi Dr
Robinson Patricia 4135 Cambridge Dr
Ruffolo Alfred A 7711 Kifer Ln
Ryan Abraham 10253 Garnet Ln Apt 1g
Salesi Kathleen M, Karl A 306 Pennwoods Dr Ext
Sapna Magazine LLC 909 Giovanni Ln
Schade Judith 911 Penna Ave
Schlesselman Erin 1010 Cicero Dr
Schmitt Peter Trust 211 Verdant St
Schnupp Gail E RR 6
Schott Stephen W 4112 Stratford Dr
Schulte Genevieve 2031 Hahntown Wendel Rd
Schutzer Daniel J 625 Walnut St
Schutzer Maynard H 625 Walnut St
Sciarretti Anthony J 9080 Lucia Ln
Scott Erma 6300 Beatty Dr N205
Sero Rose M 183 S Thompson Ln
Shutzer Maynard H 625 Walnut St
Siemen Amanda 13896 SR 30
Skoloda Kelley 1315 Lavista Dr
Smith Dale V 1061 Main St
Smith Nolin Hunter RR 1 PO Box 364 Oggln
Soles Edward J 1867 Guffey Rd
Sparvero Daniel G 12281 Carmine Dr
Sslie Charles D II 604 Walnut St
Stacy Takacs M 594 Dianthus St
Stelzl Erma 310 Gdn Ctr Ct
Stewart Amber 680 Main St
Stillio Kathleen M 1281 Thoroughbread Dr
Stipancic Gary Est 1415 Plymouth Dr
Stipancic Lindsay D 44 Penn Ave
Stohl Kent E 526 10th St
Sturm John 608 Wyandotte St
Sullenberger Jeffrey 283 Montana St
Swalwell Regina Est, Kathleen Vamosi 360 Marbury Dr
Thoma Seth 804 Cedar St
Thomas Georgina, Glenn 4700 Fairwood Dr Apt H308
Thomas Richard J 816 Greene St
Thomas W Nitetis Thoburn Merged Tuw First National
580 Wendel Rd
Tomko Gloria Ann R Drobin St
Townsley Pauline RR 9 Box 107
Urbach Beatrice V, Herman G 697 Kimlyn Ave
Valentine Rebecca 14521 Chris Dr
Vargo Scott D 508 Mulberry Ln 3
Veychek Susan RD 1 Box 142 Wolff Ln
Watkiss Patricia M, Arabell RD 1
Weyandt Michael 3011 Turk St
Wilson Diane 6500 Beatty Dr Apt Q201
Win Settlement Svcs LLC 324 Main St
Yurko Brady 4035 Yellowknife St Apt 1
Zogas Lois 312 Rizzi Dr
Zona Ruth H 612 Spruce St
Zona Thomas J 26 Hawthorne Ln
Jacobs Creek Pa 15448
Manke Marjorie G PO Box 27
Jeannette Pa 15644
Acrie Robert R 507 Chambers Ave
Affordable Auto Rental Thomas M Armstrong
1030 Gaskill Ave
Anderson Debbie 5029 Trailside Ct
Anderson Letita 323 Hickory St
Anthony Margaret V 16 E Gaskill Ave
Anzoino Frank Lincoln Hwy E
Arlington Mower Repair 26 Lockwood Dr
Bachman Margaret 742 Sellers Ave
Baker Jesse A 12 Andrews Ave
Bakshi Viharika K, Kevin M Wong MD 2057 Harrison Ave
Barr Ian A 4 S 7th St
Becar Sally 409 N 4th St
Bevilacqua Tammy 918 Evans St Apt 208
Bickerstaff Julia 405 Sloan Ave
Birch Robert W 1000 Jefferson Ave
Blackmore Aaron 716 Westmoreland Ave
Blanton Greg D 125 Bigelow St
Bradley Anesthesia Pc PO Box 381
Bringe Michelle E 323 Glenn Ave
Building Visions Inc 504 Harrison Ave
Cady A Bruce 4009 Trailside Ct
Casagrande Michael, Lynann 2020 Claridge Elliott Rd
Casino Nicole K 64 Briarwood Dr
Casper Donald P 712 Jefferson Ave
Chase Home Finance LLC 472 Beech Hills Rd
Christofano Vincent J, Dorothy G 910 Lewis Ave
Churchfield Debra Ann, James 602 Welty Ave
Cilli Santina A, Gerald B 1144 Altman Rd
Cindrick Marvis B RR 2 Box 46
Colucci Ardith I 602 Division St Rear
Compton Hilda E 1703 1/2 Harrison Ave
Constantine Jill 620 Lowry Ave
Constantine Mary C 202 Henry Way
Cotugno Bruce Lowry Radiology Asso 1111 Lowry Ave
Crowe Roy Est Virginia Rothwell 311 Calico Ln
Crowe Roy R 311 Calico Ln
Cubbins Charles E 2090 Boxcartown Rd
Daniels Ty W 120 N 3rd St
Davis Kimberly A, Robert W 472 Beech Hills Rd
Day Eleanor 709 Hissam St
Deguffroy Caroline 510 Greenwood St
Dickey William 1003 Lowry Ave
Diclaudio Mary S 1012 Adams Ave
Diclaudio Richard B, Mary S 1012 Adams Ave
Dollar Bank Servicing Center 420 Lafferty St
Dunn Jason A 415 N Jenkin St
Edris Eshter H, James H 917 Gaskill
Eglhaut William, Naomi 710 Dithridge St
Elhillal Mohammed F Mohammad El−Hillal 6590 RT 30
Englehart Ronald 930 Scott Ave
Faroux Alice 504 N 4th St
Fine Line Printing 1801 Harrison Ave
Finlay Thelma 1022 N 2nd St
Fisher Robert O 605 Walters St
Fordyce Barbara J, Cliffor 106 Baughman Ave
Free James H 412 Cedar Ave
Garrighan Lucy 5033 Trailside Ct
Goconnect Alan Murtaza 711 Harrison Ave Ste 300
Goodell Russell 700 Gaskill Ave PO Box 205
Griffith Margaret 409 N 4th St
Haile Karin E 411 N 3rd St
Harvey Robert E, Rose M 210 N 3rd St
Hatch Marie B 1874 Ridge Rd
Hazelwood Tawny 115 N 5th St
Hembree Chad Reynolds 920 N 2nd St
Henry Patrick 601 Maple St
Hernandez Zavala Jose 163 Frothingham Ave Apt 2
Hetherton M Ailene 706 Allwine Ave
Hilchey Gossard Susan 204 N 2nd St
Hlywa John Jr 519 N 6th St
Hodge George H, Bonnie G 607 Westmoreland Ave Ext
Hoffman Stephen C 6 Theodore Dr
Holby Marjorie L 709 Arlington Ave
Hossain Ayesha MD 1111 Lowry Ave Ste A
Hunter Dorothy Anne PO Box 448
Jamison Charles 401 S 4th St Apt 509
Johnson Richard D 1215 Ellsworth Ave
Jones Carl W RD 2 Beech Hills Lakeview Dr
Jones Traci M 8 N Locust Dr
Kindelaw James J 923 Scott Ave
King Dennis 410 Lafferty St
Klingensmith Patricia A, Boyd N 1015 R Frye Rd
Klus Theresa 78 Locust St
Kraus Paul W 716 Gaskill Ave
Krause Jason, Dana 119 N 5th St
Kuhn Kelly Sun Beach Tanning 2042 Penny Ln
Kumar Pradeep 1117 Lowry Ave
Laco Milan 202 Henry Way
Larrew Charla 218 Echo Valy Rd
Lavelle Catherine, William 432 S 6th Sr
Linderman Helen 602 Division St Rear
Lipscomb Caroline T 438 Woodlawn Rd
Long Richard, Laurie 2 Theodore Dr
Lovett Sheryl A 921 N Second St
Luce Bernard W 58 Cuyler Ave
Mararet Mocchiuzzi 4 Schrader
Marcheti Lauralie, Margaret 39 Wayne Ave
Marshall Jerome J 443 Richmond Dr
Masciantonio Kelly 1153 Claridge Elliott Rd
Mccormick Gerald A 109 Evergreen Dr
Mckissock Gladys M 707 Zimmerman St
Mclaughlin Elizabeth A, Roy E 202 Koerbels Hill
Menz William 909 Scott Ave
Midland Mortgage Corp Isaoa 106 Baughman Ave
Milburn Thelma 437 S 5th St
Miller Virginia M 607 Lewis Ave
Missenda Amanda 203 Old Spanish Ln
Mora Helen 921 Gashill Ave
Mora Louis 903 Cowan Ave
Morris Lourene 435 Cedar St
Morschl Marian M Est 1 Westwood Dr
Moskyok Eleanor M, William, Thomas, Richard
709 Hissam St
Moyar James Est 720 Sellers Sve
Murrau Kathleen S 1 Chambers Ave
Murray James Edward 1 Chambers Ave
Nelson Dorothy 125 12th St
Nescot George 7007 Clay Ave
Nescott George 7007 Clay Ave
Oakland Anesthesia Asso PO Box 491
Orange Bertha 1107 Harrison Ave
Oshea Mary M 412 Michigan Ave
Ostrosky Judith L Lt 930 Scott Ave
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Pate Laura R 107 Harrison Ave
Pellegrino Rosemary 1119 Lux Rd
Pennsac, Cathy Chew 900 N 4th St
Pershing Carol RD 1
Peters Kerstin 1003 Coal Ln
Pfouts Stephen A Jr 124 Spanish Villa Dr
Phillips Carole E Est RT 2 Beach Hill
Piasecky Frank 1023 Ellsworth Ave
Piper Cami L 318 Cedar St
Poglein Dorothy E 208 Mary Ln
Potochnik Danielle R 109 Duncan St
Powell Robert 213 Kalmar Way
Puskaric Jeffrey R 301 Agnew Rd Apt 4
Ramey Patrick S 1030 Scott Ave
Roskosh Thomas L 605 Clay Ave
Russell Annette M 414 Ohio Ct
Salomon Miguel 50 Lincoln Hwy East
Sawinski Stanle Jr 938 Scott Ave
Scarlett Bethann 103 Brd St
Schrock Jack 316 S 5th St 2nd Fl
Sealey Roger 400 Agnew Rd
Signstat 412 Harrison Ave
Simpson Wallace C 1103 N 3rd St
Singer Brian P, Traci A 904 N 4th St
Sirnic Christine D 1200 Thompson St
Smeal William, Naomi 908 Ellsworth Ave
Smith Thomas Est, Ethel 507 Old Hill Rd
Sorokes Esther 1000 Gen Forbes Rd
Speed Kathleen 401 S 4th St Apt 509
St George Crystal Ltd Judel Products Inc PO Box 709
Steban Dawna, Mark 12 Strawberry Ln
Steele Sara K 1100 Lewis Ave
Stepanik Shirley Becker 56 Penn High Park Rd
Sterling Packaging Corp Annette Mindala 1000 Thomas Ave
Stewart Beula Est, Beulah M 400 Good St
Stewart Suzanne D, Gary S 1055 N Greengate Rd
Storey Adam M 435 Guy St
Stull Tracy L 420 Lafferty St
Sullivan Shirley 100 12th St
Szokan Frances A 209 North Dr
Tatarek Michael 410 Cassatt Ave
Tiberio Josephine 1025 Gaskill Ave
Tillman Lance 11 13th St
Torri Josephine P 717 Lowry Ave
Tranks Samuel R 116 South 16th St
Universal Oral Fluid Lab of Pa 308 Clay Ave
Updegraff Velma 504 N 4th St
Vottero Albert Est 429 Welker St
Vukoder William, Barry 111 Woodhaven Dr
Welsch Paul 4568 Robin Dr
Wener Steven A 102 Kifer Rd
White Frances M 809 Ellsworth Av
Williams Leola 124 S 13th St
Wolfe Charles W, Karen Kenny Ross & Sons Chevrole
514 Scott Ave
Wong Kevin M MD 196 Connor Dr
Wong Shirley R 196 Connor Dr
Xun Diagnostic Asso PO Box 491
Jones Mills Pa 15646
Czernecki Nancy J PO Box 48 RT 31
Zioncheck Nicholas, Roger PO Box 5
Larimer Pa 15647
Dunn James H, James N PO Box 34
Errett Eva M 11403 Frog Rd
Fedco Mfg Inc PO Box 357 11585 RT 993
Good Diana 959 Brownstown Rd
Hamilton Leila M 650 Brownstown Rd
Taylor Andrea, Sally, Sara M 11651 Frog Rd PO Box 243
Wyncoop Genevieve H PO Box 265
Latrobe Pa 15650
Ackerman Matthew 1025 Whitney Ct Dr Apt 64
All American Paintball Team Inc PO Box 3200
Allison Competition Engines 4686 SR 982
Ament Dorothy Ann 800 Chestnut St
Ament Mary M 511 Weldon St
Armstrong Hannah Est, Christine 210 Miller St
Arnold Palmer Motors Inc 332 Walnut St
Ballash Dorothy E RR 7 Box 16
Barkley Motorsports LLC 4385 RT 30
Barnette Sheldon P 128 Canyon Ct
Barr William L, Linda L 1567 Theatre St
Bartlett Michael C 207 Sheppard Ct Apt 223
Basciano Anthony M, Kelly L Laurel Valy Motors
704 S Shenandoah Dr
Baumbeck Gary R Jr 204 Miller St
Baumgardner Richard J, Sarah C, E Jane 2021 James St
Apt 126
Baumgardner Sarah M 2021 James St Apt 126
Baumgardner Sarah M 21 E 4th Av
Bender Virginia PO Box 639
Best Cynthia A 131 Ave C
Betler Dean RD 2 Box 302b
Bialo Matthew, Christa 1404 Jefferson St
Binder Theodore 215 Jefferson St
Biss Glenn S RT 30 East
Blair Kathleen M 406r Ligonier St
Boerio Thomas A Dr, Mary H 503 Depot St
Bogle Roderick 610 Tarason Dr
Bossart Richard 57 Viewmont Dr
Brant Beverly E 1595 Mission Rd
Brewer Lois 317 Triangle Rd
Bridge Hauser Karen W 1612 Catherine St
Bryer Michael T 23 Lightcap Rd
Budesky Beverly K 217 Brinker St
Bukovsky Elizabeth, Arnold 137 Longs Rd
Campbell John F 1121 Waverly Dr
Candace C Hill Prop Escrow Disb Acct 2781 Raymond Ave
Cargnel Loretta 721 Mission Rd
Carota Sharon 610 Tarason Dr
Carson Raymond H RD 2 Box 24
Carson Raymond H RR 2 Box 24
Casteel Shirley 226 Anna Goodman Rd
Ceratizit Usa PO Box 272
Chase Auto Finance 150 Cemetery Rd
Chestnut Ridge Beverage 11 Lloyd Ave
Chupka And Knoeller RD 2 Box 318−A
Clad Conforma PO Box 231 1600 Technology Way
Clark Elizabeth 1772 Lincoln Ave
Clark Jane RT 30 E
Cline Robert E 1121 Abbott St
Cochran Catherine 2012 Skyline Dr
Cope Larry J, Mary A Usa Acting Through Rural Housing
Svc Agcy Isaoa RR 9 Box 3290
Crovin Virginia 104 Ave A
Dailey Patrick D 4620 Eaton Rd
Damato Daniel L 150 Cemetery Rd
Defelice Dolores J 1701 Jefferson St
Deiseroth Christian R, Hilary S 1076 Bethel Church Rd
Delorenzo Anna M 122 Anna Goodman Rd
Demary Louis PO Box 45
Dibert Martha N 204 I Cobblestone Ln
Dimartino Rosanna 396 S Shenandoah Dr
Dollar William, Wilma RR 5 Box 493
Doris Bernice 1118 Waverly Dr
Dornie & Lori S House Lori Nicely 919 Wood St
Douglass Irene Est 1111 Jefferson St Apt 405
Downs Richard 27 Lentz Rd
Eldaieef Mounir L G U Inc 600 Ligonier St
Elderly Care PO Box 292
Elliott Francis 526 RT 217
Engelke Dorothy Mary 2127 Raymond Ave
Family Chiropractors 5767 SR 981 B
Family Chiropractors DC 1458 A Clearview Dr
Fantastic Sams 309 Mount Laurel Plz
Farren Elizabeth M 500 Brouwers Dr
Felbaum Richard T 307 Miller St
Ferrari Bruno Jr, Gloria E PO Box 150
Ferrari Dorothy R, Bruno PO Box 150
Fitzmaurice Michelle 204 Miller St
Flickinger Tina M 409 Lehmer St Apt J
Fox James Inc 3690 RT 30
Frick Community Hlth PO Box 1100
Fritz Joan S 920 Fairmont St
Frye Luzia M Loyalhanna Care Ctr 535 Mcfarland Rd
Fyalkowski James E 110 Ave A
G U Inc 600 Ligonier St
Gannon Jack A 174 Eleanor Dr
Gardner Heather M 215 Lloyd Ave
Garlow Bertha M 5944 SR 981 Apt 1
Gebicki Kathleen 509 Main St Apt 7
George Albert B 1226 Saint Clair St
Gervase Pevarnik Ltd Fam Ptnrshp PO Box 886
Giampolo Alberta 157 Armel Rd
Graham Euphemia Est, Jennie 14 Ave B
Gray Scott B 819 Mission Rd
Gritzer Elizabeth RR 3 Box 467
Gruss Mylee A 4444 RT 22
Gu Inc 600 Ligonier St
Guerrieri Mary L RR 1
Gyno Associates 1010 Ligonier St
Harbaugh George, Tara 27 E 1st Ave
Harr Clarence RD 1
Hartman Rebecca 214 Denali Dr
Harvey Marie K 2021 James St
Hitson James 213 Potomac Ct
Holzer Richard W Jr 700 Walnut St
Hopper Angela S 2513 Ligonier St
Huffman Scott 208 Saint Cecilia Rd
Humes Mary E 207 Loyalhanna Ave
Hunter Marcus 332 Walnut St
Husfelt William V 458 Saxman Rd
Inselmini Joyce C 1074 Breeze Way
Janisse Margaret L 860 E Weldon St
Jodis Stephen M 704 Highland Ave
Kalyak Stephen 216 N Shenandoah Dr Apt 102
Katounin Igor 1006 Alexandria St
Kennametal Inc PO Box 231 1600 Technology Way
Keough Vincent P, Francis RD 6 Box 474
Kistler Eric D 1004 Laurelview Ct
Kivador Daniel 113 Jay St
Kosker Colleen, Joseph 371 Binkey Rd
Kozar Heidi 235 Quarry Rd
Krinock Randy J, Monica 1429 E Main St
Kuba Rita A, John 1426 Anthony Way
Kubistek Robert A, Betty J 310 High St
Kuhn Martha V 415 Spring St
Kung Man N 512 Brouwers Dr Apt 210
Kuzio Mary E 1111 Jefferson St Apt 313
Ladis Athan, Betty Lawson Hts 1290 Trent Dr
Lambert Michael R 1006 A St
Laposky Anna M 1812 Dailey Ave
Latrobe Chevrolet Ford 1595 Mission Rd
Latrobe Country Club Lpm PO Box 616
Latrobe Internal Med 1100 Ligonier St Ste 100
Latrobe Steel Co PO Box 31 2626 Ligonier St
Latrobe Westmoreland Health Sys Ctr Dr Westmoreland
District
Laurel Highlands Health Ctr 911 Ligonier St 001
Laurel Valley Motors RT 30 E
Lemmon Helen Louise 860 Weldon St
Lewis Sandra J, Larry S 510 SR217
Lohr Cherie L 3755 RT 982
Luffy Peter Sr, J 106 Swallow Haven Ln
Lyons Susan E 1600 Catherine St
Macharyas Paul L 485 Schultz Ave
Maher Thomas Latrobe Mnr 1013 Jefferson St Apt 903
Maiers Paul A 604 St Claire St
Malkin Jacqueline A, Mark T 703 S Shenandoah Dr
Manners Christopher T 607 Fairmont St
Mar Rebecca A 615 Jay St
Masucci Nathan 300 Fraser Purchase Rd St Vincent College
Mcculloch Gordon 917 Hillcrest Ave
Medwid Walter 1611 Ligonier St
Mellon Bank Building Dr Thomas A Boerio 816 Ligonier St
Meloy Wilmer 212 Red Cut Lodge Rd
Meloy Wilmer C Jr Box 62
Metarko Andrew 103 Chelsea Dr
Metarko Andrew, Verna 103 Chelsea Dr
Moffa Sherry 1462 Bethel Church Rd
Moffa Viola RD 2
Montegna Vincent, Edna 315 E 2nd Ave
Monteparte John 517 Miller St
Monzo Linda 5370 Pleasant Unity Rd
Morrow Kenneth Richard L Jim PO Box 698
Motors Laurel V 109 Bittner Ln
Moulayianis Kathleen M 615 Jay St
Muncz Marian M 1125 Saint Clair St
Musselman George L 2021 James St Barnes House 119
National City Mortgage 27 E 1st Ave
Newhouse Tammy L, Scott W Dent Wizard 412 Lloyd Ave
Niezelski Carol, John 1450 Monastery Dr
Nuttall Carolyn Ann 214 Ave A
Obgyn Inc 218 Depot St
Olecki Margaret G 1739 Dailey Ave
Onega Enes R 3 RR Box 294
Pagnanelli Henry J, Mary 503 1 2 Ligonier St
Phar Mossos 1006 Ligonier St
Piper Eva 221 Spring St Apt 3b
Piraino Anna M 2115 Raymond Ave
Pohland Leona D 28 E Tacoma Ave
Poole Carole A 902 Cherry St Apt 1
Prahs Auto 3075 Ligonier St
Precision Care Pharmacy 1906 Dailey Ave
Pulmonary & Critical Care Med 911 Ligonier St Ste 204
Puskar Eugene A 128 Goodman Ln
Pyros Jocelynne M 201 Brinker St
Quicquaro Carol 224 Smokey Mountain Dr
Quinn Martha M 1428 4th Av
Raabe David J 209 Dos Dr
Rankin Colt A 209a Dos Dr
Reed Patricia A, John W 930 Unity St
Remaley Richard B 20 E 1st Ave
Rethi Ronald G 301 W Monroe St
Richard B Guskiewicz Asso 1013 Ligonier St
Robinson Joseph L Po Box 322
Rodrigo Tm N 2002 Friendly Dr 15
Rose Joseph F 1013 Jefferson St Apt 612
Ross Michelle 109 Bittner Ln
Roth John A 547 Lloyd Ave
Route 30 Sns 2150 Latrobe Shopping Ctr
Ruoff Gregory B 213 Calvary Hill Rd
Schirf Harriet 130 Wagoner
Schmucker David A 965 Youngstown Ridge Rd
Schultz Beckie 126 Canyon Ct
Servicemaster of Greater Pitts 1404 Jefferson St
Shadler William A 3075 Ligonier St
Shah And Shah LLC 58 N Ligonier St
Sherlock Michael Est, Michael J 128 Meade Dr
Shirey John J 1235 Mission Rd
Shrum Clifford 1026 A Saint Vincent Shaft St
Simpson Darlene J 3000 W Williamsburg Ln
Sims Thelma L 109 Marcia St
Skovira Samuel L 385 Hoover Rd
Smith Catherine 317 Walnut St
Smith Fred B 2301 Laveen St
Sovereign Bank Auto Prop 1006 A St
Specktor May 1135 Cir Dr
Sperber Leslie 116 Ave A
Spillar Ida M 512 Browers Dr Apt 123
St Clair William 4756 SR 982
Stahl Jane E RR 4 Box 124
Standard Machinists Robert Bell PO Box 428
Stas Samantha E 110 Vermax Rd
Steeves Thomas, Norma 1701 Dailey Ave
Stephenson Margaret Wood 905 Mission Rd
Sterling Penn Hills 122 Anna Goodman Rd
Steving Leonard G 636 Charles Houck Rd
Sung Lee, Hyo PO Box 737
Szokan Victor 500 Brouwers Dr 47
Thompson Dorothea, Ryan A 110 Pershing Cir
Thurston Jane 827 Walnut St
Tieman Sharon Z 110 Pershing Cir
Titel Justin L 2218 E Harrison Ave Apt A
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Tompko Veronica S, William J 237 Dickens St
Torris Thelma I Box 329
Treskovich Adam, Pauline Hovanec 500 Brouwers Dr
Ulatsky Karen L 214 Gertrude St
Underwood Marsha S Indian Hill
Vaglia Sue 218 Malvina Ln
Vaglia Sue P RD 4 Malvin Ln
Valasko James 2553 Raymond Ave
Vee Neal Aviation Inc 148 Aviation Ln Ste 109 Arnold
Palmer Regional Airport
Vogelsang Marion 124 Club Manor Rd
Volpe Vernon M 332 Walnut St
Voyteck Joseph Jr 1433 Anthony Way
Voytilla Jeffrey R, Jamie Arnold Palmer Collision Ce 5020
Ctr Dr
Walters David 123 Edgewater Vlg Apt 18
Ward Kimberly, Thomas PO Box 737
Warfield Cynthia 1226 Saint Clair St
Warren Gerald 128 Swallow Haven Ln
Watkins Jackie 116 Loyalhanna Ave
Weatherton Esther M 2021 James St
Wentzell David, Anna 32 Harrison Ave
Westland Clinic of Chiro 703 Ligonier St
Whittaker Josephine D, Marilyn A 121 Ross Rd
Williams Tristan J, Karen V 126 Whitfield Dr
Winter Weather Services Inc HC 64 Box 20
Wynn Charles Thomas IV 714 Highland Ave
Yasko Christina 444 Saxman Rd
Youngs Auto Body 512 Brouwers Dr Apt 210
Zabkar Elizabeth 109 E Ridilla Rd
Zaccagni Josephine Est 609 Miller St
Zaccagnini Josephine 609 Miller St
Zenk Margaret L 110 Pershing Cir
Laughlintown Pa 15655
Anker Olivia PO Box 294
Bank of America Na PO Box 443
Boyle Arthur J Jr PO Box 400
Countrywide Home Loans PO Box 294
Daimler Chrysler Finance 23 Maple Rd
Halferty Randy PO Box 443
Hegan Mary A RT 271
Horgan Catherine M PO Box 269
Morse Cecilia A, Edmond L Box 13
Schrock Laura Dr 329 Camelot Ln
Shaffer Kevan S 23 Maple Rd
Smith Aimee PO Box 443
Smith Joseph PO Box 294
Ligonier Pa 15658
Aller Charles E 105 Picadio Ln
Aller Charles E Est 168 Red Arrow Rd
Amicone Robert 191 Ross Rd
Artuso Joseph F 410 E Church St
Barany Matthew 209 N Grant St 2
Bell James W 3740 SR 711
Bell Richard L 3740 RT 711
Bennett Nancy E, Edna B 1200 RT 259
Bjorkland J R 762 RT 259
Blair Faye T 630 Hillside Ave
Bowers Ida E PO Box 233
Brown Robert S, Teresa A 225 Murphy Rd
Brown Roger D 545 Trout Ave
Burkett Katherine M, Travis M 326 E Church St
Cartwright Donald T 516 Austraw Rd
Christopher Elizabeth R 545 Trout Ave
Clark Emma 321 St Clair St
Conley Charlotte 114 Franklin St
Cook Ruth B RFD 4 PO Box M
Costanzo Frieda 1118 Griffith Rd
Cote E Ttrustee Under PO Box 750
Cote Edward T PO Box 750
Countrywide Home Loans 329 Ferry Ln
Damewood Lena Mae 608 W Main St
Dehus Richard, H D Alternator 129 Valyview Dr
Fennell Tracey S 205 Orme Rd
Ferrari Gloria 1 Highgate Rd
Ferri Leno 381 RT 271
Ferry Donald, Nancy 329 Ferry Ln
Flickinger Jane M 511 Smt Ave
Frisk Donna 1025 Canterbury Rd
Gallo John E PO Box 116
Gerhard Dora RR 1
Gerstner John H Jr RR 5 Box 134
Gibson Alma S 209 Bell St Apt 1
Gordon Clarence E, Rose Marie PO Box 443
Graham Alma L 110 E Main St A
Graham Raymond L, Reba B RD 2 Box 382
Griffith Timothy J 1227 RT 271
Hawkins Julie RD 4
Hayden George, Betty 107 Oakview Dr
Hunt Jeffrey 1213 RT 259
Inc Farabaugh Chevrolet Olds 3513 RT 711 N
Iwaniec Kenton, Debra 206 U P Church Rd
Jacobs Gretchen E 223 N Market St Apt R
Keck Shirley 754 Laurel Dr
Kees Frank Robert PO Box 1
Kent Michael P 562 Jackson Rd
Luff David C 201 Bunger St
Luther J Paul 626 Hillside Ave
Luther John E 1895 RT 30
Manzulic Betty J 2739 RT 30 W
Masumoto Brian S 745 Rt 271 N
Matson Stephanie, D S PO Box 702
Mattern Geoffrey K 110 S Fairfield St
Mayo Laurie D 109 St Clair Cir
Mccloskey Megan R 474 Hotel Rd
Mignogna Auto Body 329 Cherry Way
Military Personnel Svcs Corp 3720 RT 711 Ste 7
Miss Simplee Sufficient Hermitage Cir
Moff Regis RD 2 Box 242b
Mspoke 712 RT 259, Dean Thompson
Nagel Alfred G 207 Washington St
Nasta Joseph L, Misenko 369 Waterford Rd
Posta Elaine 1309 Robb Rd
Queer Amy S 300 U P Church Rd
Robinson Michael, Julie 3468 SR 711
Robinson Ricky 712 Blue Hole Ln
Rose Keith W 151 Mill Rd
Rose Sheri L Box E
Sampo Theresa V, Bruno W 20 2nd St
Schrauder Barbara F RD 2 PO Box 317
Shirey Bridget E, John J, Kathleen A 1500 Darlington Rd
Shirey John J RR 2 Box 133
Shultz James PO Box 465
Springer Samantha 210 Looking Glass Ln
Stoner Robert F, Amy L 113 W Vincent St
Tantlinger Valerie L 410 N St Clair St
Trgina George 51 Mansville Rd
Tucci Natalie M PO Box 591
Vigliotti Samuel Patrick, William J RR 1 Box 251
Village Ford Inc 508 N Market St Ext/PO 1
Vogelsang Eric R 110 W Vincent St
West Rodney Glenn, Rory Glenn 122 American Way
Wiltrout Betty Jean RR 2 Box 371
Zitterbart Cristie S, Gilbert A RT 1 Box 288n
Lowber Pa 15660
Basic Carbide Corp PO Box 228
Hornfeck Patty A PO Box 64
Lowmaster Richard Est PO Box 64
Peters William M, June M Box 7349
Lower Burrell Pa 15068
A K Valley Federal Credit Union 3271 Leechburg Rd
Aboard PO Box 2225
Aftanas Steven A 3009 Wachter Ave
Anthony Jessi M 148 Frandor Dr
Anuskiewic Helen 249 Alder St
Anuskiewicz Helen G 249 Alder St
Armor Doris Valjean, Hayes V 2850 Edgecliff Rd 28
Beddard Leo F 236 Wayne St 414
Bernardo Harry 333 Grove Dr
Bruno Anthony J Dr 2890 Leechburg Rd
Cancro Patrick A, Mildred K Apt 104 180 Craigdell Rd
Cardamone Rose 140 Adamchik
Cariss Richard V 3013 Leechburg Rd
Ceraso John 104 Wayne St Apt 6
Cockroft Kathryn 2992 Georgia Ave
Coscarelli Caroline 275 Sherman
Cowen Mary Lou 4267 Garvers Ferry
Craig Vivian M 233 Florida Dr
Criste Charles E 962 Pamela Dr
Duda Antoinett 2997 Sycamore St
Faus Heather Marie 118 Larchmont Dr
Fish Gail E 316 Dutchman S Run Rd
Golding David 385 Claremont Dr
Gordon Ruth T 567 Braeview St
Hags Joseph T 429 Dairy Farm Rd
Hepler Samantha J 213 Leewood Dr
Herrington Jeffrey J 143 Jefferson Dr
Hillcrest Crossing Mobile Home Park 100 Lorraine Dr
Hillcrest Path Crossing LLC 100 Lorraine Dr
Hoch Audrey D, Fred R Hoch 144 Clarendon Ave
Honkus Debra 17 Cayuga Trail
Hooks Kathleen A 3236 Vermont Dr
Hornack Health Center Dc Pc 2921 Leechburg Rd
Kaczkowski Raymond H, Jean P 246 Florida Dr
Kadunce David F 2504 Feroce Dr
Kaminski Conrad F 28 Elaine Ave
Kaminski Conrad F 28 Elena Ave
Kedzierski Dennis 2620 Princeton St
Kostray Jacobus Ann 178 Oakridge Rd
Kress Joann Ccx Braeburn Alloy Steel 101 Braeburn Rd
Kwiatek Francis Est 209 Montana Ave
Lamendola Robert S 155 Jefferson Ave
Leylend Mary R 3142 Algonquin Trails
Liu Miao 3115 Algonquin Trail
Magill Jill 232 Arizona Dr
Mangone Patsy 296 Morgan St
Manley Elma M 1305 Greensburg Rd
Mcgee Richard A 108 Johnson St
Mcintyre Christopher R 2069 Spooky Hollow Rd
Mechling Mildred J 191 Finnin Rd
Mele Patricia M 39 Elena Ave
Minter Management Inc PO Box 2040
Muretic Gabrielle 3016 Davies St
Odom Tammy 514 Harding St
Oneill Daniel T, Nancy L 2720 Leechburg Rd
Penn Psycare Inc 2663 Leechburg Rd
Pennacchio Joseph 217 Montana Ave
Philip H Jacobus Credit Shelt Tr 7 14 04 178 Oakridge Rd
Pierce Betty 5041 Watters Rd
Pope Erica S 3502 Riverview St
Ravotti L W 532 Chester Dr
Ray Heidi, Herb 3275 Leechburg Rd
Rupert Mary 627 Vance Dr
Sada Rosie F 225 Hilltop Dr
Sager Nancy B 2747 Iowa Dr
Sakaluk Charles 122 Jefferson Ave
Sauage Patricia 108 Johnson St
Schrum Bruce Est 223 Wayne St
Sharp Barbara 501 Mckinley Ave
Tack George T, Myrtle A 2715 Tack Dr Box 203
Three Macs Inc 2524 Leechburg Rd
Toepfer Nora A 323 Frederick Dr
Traders Path Hillcrest Crossing Mobile H 100 Lorraine Dr
Turney George M, Louise M 2737 Van Buren Dr
Venglik Marlene H 349 Wells Ave
Watson James P Sr, Maria C 2716 Hastings Ave
Wodehouse Mary Anne 3225 Dorothy St
Yockey Dorothy L 229 Arizona Dr
Loyalhanna Pa 15661
Moyer Ronald A Jr 401 Brennan Ave
Owens Linda 123 Clinton St
Pace Ind Airo Div, Patrick Cooper 1004 Ind Blvd
Quidetto C PO Box 107
Somple Marie A PO Box 17
Luxor Pa 15662
Dwyer Sean 468 Bovard Luxor Rd
Dyer John 86 Luxor School Rd PO Box 86
Laurel Valley Motors 468 Bovard Luxor Rd
Madison Pa 15663
Maughan Peter PO Box 164
P C I Energy Svcs Inc Westinghouse−Waltz Mill
Roberts Gary T PO Box 135
Mammoth Pa 15664
Balun Violet B PO Box 1
Zimmerman Kathryn L Mammoth Rd PO Box 133
Zimmerman Lee R RT 982 PO Box 133
Manor Pa 15665
Benjamin Sean E 23 Oak St
Bowman Ethel M 29 Oak St
Cline Edith M Maple St
Cline Edith M PO Box 246
Crispin Jeffrey B 58 Observatory St
Davis William G 10 Penn St
Hribal Elizabeth 210 Pleasant
Jones James 350 Mount Manor Rd
Jones Thomas Est 37 Railrd St
Mclaughlin Theresa C PO Box 606
Miller Virginia M PO Box 196 48 D Elsie Ct
Nemeth William E 136 Frederick Dr
Quinn Allan 39 Blaine Ave
Sebula John M PO Box 267
Soltis Sarah J PO Box 744
Wyble James S III 105 Manor View Dr
Monessen Pa 15062
Arnold Kenneth W 1240 Maple Ave
Bedner Philip A 372 Ridge Av
Bettis Willie 1426 Rostraver St
Book Louis 90 Pacific Blvd
Bridge Rose A 220 Mckee Ave
Brown Cecelia Apt 415 Valy Manon
Campana Jasper, Linda 20 Delrose Dr
Claytor Alora J, Howard Paige Sr 929 Graham Ave
Czelen John 1435 Leeds Ave
Davis Carmen R 1005 Highland Mnr
Deems Richard, Janice 18 Monessen Blvd
Dietz Martin K 525 Forest St
Dodds Ruth 1340 Graham
Dragan Chiropractic Center 1725 Grand Blvd
Dudek Josephine R Est Albert C Gaudio Atty 513
Schoonmaker Ave
Esola Raymond 214 Tyrol Blvd
Evans Mary Est, Robert 9 Aliquippa Ave
Farmer Darrin Jr 1171 Athalia Ave
Filipowski Edward 808 2nd St
Fincik Brett 511 2nd St Apt B
Ford Charles L 680 Mckee Ave
Franklin L Bialon Atty 566 Donner Ave
Frost Charlene 507 Divison St
Gaudio Albert C Atty 513 Schoonmaker Ave
Gereshenski Raymond E, Barbara A 422 Oneida St
Godla Julius J 1331 Graham Ave
Hallam Patricia L 1000 Leeds Ave
Higgins Amanda 22 Colonial Dr
Higgins John 8 Reed Ave
Higgins Ray 118 3rd St
Hnatko Frank 745 Crest Dr
Johnson Betty 518 Chestnut St
Johnson Raymond A 25 Colonial Dr
Joyce Raymond 228 Aliquippa Ave
Keegan Allen 1220 Maple Av
Kelley Candis A 1335 Smt Ave
Kutska Nicholas 1050 Alexander Ave
Lawson Henry Jr, Henry 124 Mckee Ave
Lee Mary L Vazquez, William F 601 Eastgate Manor
Lighthall Mark L 60 Pacific Blvd
Lutska Brandt 34 Pacific Blvd
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Masci Lawrence A 50 Willow Dr
Maund Thelma A 70 Scenery Blvd
Maune Thelma A 70 Scenery Blvd
Mccallister Mabel J 426 Motheral Ave
Miller Jennie L 632 Locust Ave
Modrak Anne S, Paul G 41 Jefferson Dr
Modrak Paul G 41 Jefferson Dr
Mondi Anna Mae 933 Chestnut St
Mullins Garry 1454 Graham Ave
Page Alfred 1133 Mcmahon Ave
Page Elmer 634 Mcmahon Ave
Pasterick Irene L 424 Frye Ave
Payne Clarence M Est Al Gaudio Atty 513 Schoonmaker Ave
Pehl Carl Frederick 425 Scott Av
Peltier Rosann M, James 315 Delaware St Front
Perry Louis M 30 Columbus Dr
Petruska Rose A, David 1645 Coolidge Ave
Pishko Boris, Olga 344 Helen St
Poletini Leonora A 205 Parente Bl
Poli Michael D 1440 Rostraver St
Portnoy & Quinn LLC Their Att 18 Monessen Blvd
Rattay Catherine 105 Park Manor Dr
Rutledge John H 482 Clarendon Ave
S J & M J Tkachik Rev Lvg Tr 1111 Reservoir Ave
Sabolchick Julia 358 Park Way
Sabolchieck Julia 358 Park Way
Sarber Susan 333 Manown St Apt 103
Scarel Lucia 7 Cir Dr
Senitta George 21 Mckee Ave
Shandor Michael S 1176 Dennis Ave
Simpson Arthur Otto 631 Smt Ave
Sinsley Daniel 358 Ridge Ave
Snyder Edward L 115 Elm St
Sosnak Jordon R 321 Balazia Ave
Stewart Allen K 1521 Jones St
Stewart Blair K 603 Schoonmaker Ave Apt 304
Sufilkanich Eleanor 1541 Mellon Ave
Tarquinio Alfred, Ida A 1341 Nash Ave
Tatsch Lawrence 956 Athalia Ave
Tkachik Stephen J, Mary J 1111 Reservoir Ave
Urdenis Mike Jr 315 Delaware St
Victor Hannah J 117 Knox Ave
Vivio Loren S, John 14 Keystone Dr
Wherry Robert P 1037 Dennis Ave
White James M 653 Mckee Ave
White Scipio, Al Gaudio Atty 513 Schoonmaker Ave
Wilson Rose 482 Clarendon Ave
Zynosky Robert A III 39 Monessen Blvd
Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Alfery Fritz RR 6 Box 2060
Augustine Jamie L, Adam S 203 Bearfield Dr
Avalos Miguel A the Silvis Group Inc 250 Shultz Rd
B E F Enterprises Inc 620 N Geary St
Bailey Richard H 119 Polecat Rd
Bajaj Ram Chetnadarsh Inc 901 Smt Ridge Plz
Bellush Kathleen 201 College Ave
Blair Sarah A 200 Maruca Dr
Bradley Robin A 315 Tpke Rd
Braen Alma M 642 Joseph St
Brennan Barbara RD 2 Box 495
Burkholder Russel Jr, Sara 487 Kreinbrook Hill Rd
Byers Imogene T 124 Shipley Ln
Calabrace Amelia M 119 Viking Dr
Canady Wayne D 6951 RT 819
Ceodeux Inc 221 Westec Dr
Coffman Donald D Jr PO Box 463
Cramer Emma G 248 Mount Joy Rd
Crum Edward E RR 6 775
Cunningham Catherine 162 Standard
Dentistry Tendercare 6583 RT 819
Desai Bharati P Desai Medical Asso 1 Braddock Ave
Dublinski Violet L 134 Holly Place
Dublinsky Violet L, Anna 134 Holly Place
Dustbunny Housekeeping & Bldg Maint 426 Quarry St Ext
Dziobak Rosemary 127 Bridgeport St
Echard Carole Lee 335 Evergreen Dr
G And H Automotive 351 Quarry St
Garsteck Justin A 8 Willow St
Gaudiello Cindy A 215 Railrd St
Gonofsky Paul A 735 N Church St
Gowton Frances J 34 Franklin St
Gray Dana 1195 Mount Pleasant Rd
Grecco Carolyn 209 Paul Dr
Greensboro Abb 100 Distribution Cir
Guntur Sk 220 Bessemer Rd Ste 104
Hagiwara Kiyoshi 1001 Technology Dr
Harp Maureen O PO Box 51
Harrer Lewis A 531 Washington St
Hauger Alma B Est RR 5 Box 445
Hauger Dan S RR 5 Box 445
Hiltabidel Unknown 271 Buckeye Rd
Hoke Katherine S RR 4 Box 215
Hovanec Andrew J RR 6 Box 1982
Hribal Elizabeth 210 Pleasant Mnr
Hribal Elizabeth PO Box 454
Its Enclosures 271 Westec Dr
Jacobs Nathan 109 White Bridge Rd
Jendras Scott 750 Smithfield St
Kachmarek Patricia A, Patricia RR 3
Kaczmarek Melba J 902 W Smithfield St
Kalp Vernon L 723 Parkview Ter
Kelly William 116 E Vine St
Kennedy Carol A 616 Sandhill Rd
Killinger Michael H 21 East Main St
Kims Nursery Inc 2651 RT 981
Kinkead Sherry 581 Renee Cir
Kowalczyk Rose Marie B 244 RD 4
Kraus Robert 213 W Smithfield St
Laporte Shelby Ann 109 White Bridge Rd
Laskowski Catherine 823 W Washington St
Lenox Reuse Building RT 31 E
Lester Echard F 227 Quarry St
Lobingier Ursula J 227 E Main St
Lucas Pauline D State St
Luft David 107 Maple Hl
Lynn Kaminski Med Asso Pc 1 Braddock Rd Ave
Mardis Louise 107 Maple Hl
Mcnair Freeda 349 Maruca Dr
Mendoza David 1713 Greystone Blvd
Miller Patrick D 119 Cherry Ln
Miller Vicki D RR 1
Minero Harold D 201 N Quarry St
Mondock Thelma R RR 3
Mt Pleasant Collision Svc 39 High St
Nicholson Ronald Jr 3359 Country Club Rd
Novinsky John E 212 College Ave
Overly Minnie L PO Box 737
Park Pain & Rehab Ctr PO Box 922
Peffer Jacob L 2570 RT 982
Peterson Harry 109 White Bridge Rd
Petrosky Paul M Est 149 Lemmon Rd
Potoka Sandra 6945 SR 819
Proud Gertrude H, Larissa A 208 Larkspur Cir
Proud Gertrude H, Lauren M 208 Larkspur Cir
Proud Gertrude H, Lindsay G 208 Larkspur Cir
Queer Veronica 919 W Main St Apt 204
Raleigh Louella PO Box 484
Ridenour Marty 327 Evergreen Dr
Ronallo Christopher J 15 Hecla Armburst Rd
Ruskar Margaret RR 1 Box 438
Salomov Zokir U 36 W Main St
Scherer Dennis 845 Kreinbrook Hill Rd
Shireman James T 335 Washington St
Smith Gina 335 Mulberry Cir
Snider Mildred M, Mary, Dessie, William RFD 2 Box 226
Sony Electronics Inc 1001 Technology Dr
Stepansky Thomas 2397 School St
Stillwagon Frances, Forest 108 Prittstown Rd
Strosnider Ernest E 101 Melissa Dr
Supervalu In 1000 Countryside Plaza
Szelong Building Remodeling 212 S Chestnut Dr
Tender Care Pediatric Dentistry LLC PO Box 1201 Beatriz
Delaroche DDS
Thomas Matthew Blair 789 N Church St
Todd Fulmer Htg & A C 117 S Depot St
Tokar Francis A Jr 166 Deer Creek Dr
Tommarello Margaret H 8 Willow St
Truxel Paul E 153 Prittstown Rd
Tucci William 128 Yoder Ave
Tylka Blanche R 149 Ridel Rd
Uber Twila L RR 4 Box 252
Vandervort Thomas L 408 Angelica Ln
Vandyke Alecia 207 S Shupe St
Vojtek Susanne, Mike 313 Smithfield St
Werry Charles 6075 Mays Ln
Whalen Charles Vine
White Lisa 338 Maple St Apt 127
Wisnie Melissa A 230 S Shupe St
Wisniewski L P 230 S Shupe St
Zahrobsky Kerry A 201 Hecla Rd
Zaronsky Dora B 92 Yoder Ave
Zimmerman Jennifer 6808 Low St
Zubach Stephen J PO Box 597
Murrysville Pa 15668
Aaa Construction Inc 3017 Hilltop Dr
All County Cardiology 2411 Oakhurst Ct
Altmeyer Judith J 132 Bella Vista Ct
Antalik Paul 3979 Old William Penn Hwy
Artman Alice 3985 Gun Club Rd
Aspinall Jeannie, Ronald PO Box 86
Auman Barry C, Michael G Dailey Esq 4373 Old William
Penn Hwy
Bailey Lucille Casto 4064 Hankey Church Rd Harold G
Ritter Jr
Birdy David A 3525 Burnett Dr
Bream John III, Beth 4928 William Penn Hwy
Bredel Margaret 520 Marion Ave
Caldwell William W, Ida J, Andrew 4841 Bulltown Rd
Campas Donald A PO Box 652
Campisano Marcantony 3829 Old Wm Penn Hwy
Chakrabarti Gauranga, Brita 4018 Dubln Ct
Coe Dorothy M PO Box 106
Colaizzi Mary 3457 Burnett Dr
Corollo Joel 5004 Pioneer Ct
Cottone Christian 3817 Edinburg Dr
Cottone Elizabeth, Christian 3817 Edinburg Dr
Czajkoski Elizabeth, Vincent 396 Nature T Ln
Decaria Anthony J 3013 Hilltop Dr
Decesare Corp 4241 William Penn Hwy Ste 300
Defelice Danielle M, Daniel 3712 Gleneagle Dr
Dezzutti Irene F 3212 Waters Edge Ct
Dezzutti Irene F, Joseph A 3212 Waters Edge Ct
Dyna Craft Industries Inc 4060 Norbatrol Ave
East Suburban Sports Medi 4115 William Penn Hwy
Ste 304
Engram Simon Bobby 2009 High Pointe Ct
Erie Insurance 1000 Murry Ridge Dr
Evanil Oil Co Inc Bruce K Brown Jr
4953 Cline Hollow Rd 143
Fifth Third Bank 4928 William Penn Hwy
Fiore Gail 4559 Old William Penn Hw
Foust Alexander Mitchel, Amy V 4730 Saltsburg Rd
Ftmsa 3001 Meadowbrook Rd
Fulciniti Linda C 3925 Reed Blvd Ste 300
Gallucci Joseph 3528 Kellman Dr
Garred Lawrence K 407 Benden Cir
Gilmore Gary Thomas 4009 Chelstead Wa
Gismondi Rita 4459 Logan Ferry Rd
Greg Adams Ins Inc Ste 3
Ha Mary M 3297 Falcon Ln
Hall William J 5900 Steele Rd
Hankinson Kristen 5060 Plan Ct
Harris Ronald D 3297 Falcon Ln
Harrison C Pearle 4953 Cline Hollow Rd Apt 331
Horace Cofer Asso Inc PO Box 151
Hutchinson Group Ltd 4280 Old William Penn Hwy
Jack William 3300 N Hills Rd
Jain Disha 5017 Impala Dr
Jenkins James O Sr, Shirley 3068 Trafford Rd
John Megela Jr DMD PC Ion 3821 Old Wm Penn Hwy
Kenawell Sheri M 5195
Kirkpatrick Partricia L, William F 3459 Macarthur Dr
Klaus Eleanor, Joseph 3784 Newton Ct
Knabe Craig 4008 Remaley Rd
Kohl Frederick R, Heather L 3400 Lake Ridge Dr
Kris Vrudney Intl Krista Vrudney 5427 Silvis Hollow Rd
Kuhns Howard F Jr 3353 Logan Ferry Rd
Kwisneklamantia Lisa M 3212 Chestnut St
Lauren Hayko 5275 Sardis Rd
Lersch William C 4135 Windsor Ct
Lgb Enterprises 3885 Brookside Ln Apt 207
Madsen Debra M 825 Clover Ln
Maholage James 3095 Mccloy Ave
Manuppelli Josephine 3900 Glenshire Ct
Matcuk George, Ida 3540 N Hills Rd
Mcclung Enid G Redstone Highlands 4953 Cline Hollow Rd
Apt 263
Mcconnell Mark A 4769 Mill Stream Ct
Melucci Nicholas 3195 Windgate Dr
Mitchell Alexander 3507 Mayer Dr
Mitchell Cathy Est 5195
Molitierno Salvatore, Beverly 3408 Lashar Dr
Moorehead Marybelle 4953 Cline Hollow Rd Apt 334
Murawski Susan 4645 Hilty Rd
Murphy Elizabeth A, Edward B 3433 Lake Ridge Dr
Murphy Shirley, Bates H 212 Meadow Ln
Nedwick Annamarie 4002 Sloanwood Dr
Novic Robert, Marie 4025 Penn Oak Ct
Olivenstein Jilma 2411 Oak Hurst Ct
Pack Erin B 3230 Hawthorne Ct
Pds Hot Spot Corp 4689 Trafford Rd
Penna Antoinette 4953 Cline Hollow Rd Apt 258
Peterman Morris 4327 Fleming St
Pisani Katlyn 5093 Harvest Dr
Plecia Brikis Kristen 3400 Lake Ridge Dr
Powers William H Jr PO Box 61
Raghu Vikram 4025 Sloanwood Dr
Rahim Owais 2223 Trefoil Dr
Rastogi Gauri 3411 Douglas Dr
Rettger Violet Est 5031 Wallace Rd
Richard W Hundstad Tr 3885 Brookside Ln Apt 505
Ritter Charles C, Melvin J 4062 Hankey Rd
Ritter Helen Ruth, Harold G Jr 4064 Hankey Church Rd
Rosporske Maria 4057 Sartis Rd
Rossetti Richard R 4113 Lott Ct
Roth Jennifer F 208 Falls Village Rd
Ruane Susan 2401 Oakhurst Ct
Russo David T, David J 3018 Hilltop Dr
Safko Louis S 3921 Sardis Rd
Sampson J 4696 Christy Rd
Scott Russell 3344 Lake Ridge Dr
Sharp John A Est Jeannie Ronald Aspinall PO Box 86
Shevchik Michael G 3885 Brookside Ln
Shultz Brian J 4342 Old William Penn Hwy
Silva Mary L 3977 Murry Highlands Cir
Simmons Garry T 3294 Mayer Dr
Simone Thomas J 3263 Woodhaven Dr
Simpson Robin L 3939 Hickory Hill Rd
Slawinski Tonya T 2640 Pleasant Valy Rd
Smaithers Beth 5093 Harvest Dr
Specialty Tradeshow Inc PO Box 444
Starr Sandra 4711 Tomer Dr
Stuckert James 5051 Harvest Dr
Taylor Earvin 1160 Delaware St
Trudell Cynthia R, Eugene P 3006 Settlers Ct
United Medical Products 4453 William Penn Hwy
Visconti Anders 3230 Hawthorne Ct
Walker Michael E 3831 Meadowbrook Rd
Warburton Darla 4528 Saltsburg Rd Rear
Watkins Catherine K, Janet Lee Higgins Poa for Maragaret
C Truschel 3375 Logans Ferry Rd
Weiner Brittany Laurel, Louis R 3121 Antheo Ct
Weiner Lane, Noah 3121 Antheo Ct
Willard Regina V 4668 Marjorie Dr
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Yeloushan Charles J 6163 Saltsburgh Rd
Yoon Youn Hee C, Jeong W 4889 William Penn Hwy
Yurko Zita 8007 Bren Dina Ct
New Alexandria Pa 15670
Balik Katherine G RR 2 604
Bialo Matthew, Christa 168 Redwing Dr
Brudowski Steve, Rose 110 Dewleaf Rd
Burnside Jesse Paul RD 2 Box 566
Detillo Christopher RD 2 Box 221
Herman John M 510 Lees Ln
Kelly Brian Patrick Gdn Apts Apt 9
Kelly Patrick D 3178 State Rte 981
Kempert Jeffrey A, Susan Stankewich RR 2 Box 398
Klinzing Kristina L 313 Walters Rd
Mannitto Motors RT 22 & RT 981
May Michael D 16 Keystone Dr
Mcnaughton David G PO Box 177
Mertens Robert G 774 Koontz Rd
Moyer Richard 440 Kemp Rd
Olson Jennifer A PO Box 379
Purvis Carolyn Est, Carolyn R 8489 R Box 101
Ressler Heather D PO Box 133
Rhodes Randall 508 State Park R
Ries Thomas L RR 3
Schellenberger Erin 208 Church St
Slezak Frederick A, Margaret S, Dorothy G 259 Lone Maple
Dr PO Box 407
Speal Saranna L 1854 Lyons Club Rd
Steele John R 435 Kemp Rd
Strack Charles L 517 Little Acre Ln
Thurston Charles 520 Little Acres Ln
Traeger Katherine E, Bonnie L 316 Bash Rd
W M Hi Acre Stable 340 Hi Acre Rd
New Derry Pa 15671
Guzik John RR 1 Box 104
Guzik Teresa M 5627 982 Rd
Guzik Teresa M PO Box 104
Scaramouche Amedeo PO Box 56
Scaramuzzi Amedeo F PO Box 56
Thomas Patricia L, Bruce E 360 Pittsburgh St
New Florence Pa 15944
Blanar Dennis 6740 RT 22 Hwy E
Chesla John L 5875 RT 711
Colson Robert, Stacy RD 2 85 Rumble Rd
Klochak Richard J 615 Ross Mountain Rd
Knupp Robert E, Burl A Box 151
Krouse Joseph 114 Jakes Dr
Platt William PO Box 336
Ripley Jason 7205 RT 22 Hwy E
Ward Christian 127 Birch St
Yeckley Charles L 918 Clyde Rd
New Kensington Pa 15068
Abel Carol W 1740 Rebecca St
Abraham Eugene 1104 Woodmont Ave
Acrie Robert 305 14th St
Agents of Value 150 Chaney Ct
Bacharach Inc 621 Hunt Valy Cir
Ban Suzanne G 2943 Leechburg Rd
Beatty William G 105 Shady Ave
Beckett Elizabeth J 4887 Sardis Rd
Bench Joel 535 1 2 6th Ave
Bennett Sheldon L 498 Industrial Blvd
Bigley Kimberly M 4964 Garvers Ferry Rd
Bittcher Mark A 1125 Parkview Dr
Bittner Harry RR 1
Blackwell Caron L 605 5th St Ex 2
Blank Richard G, Nancy J 100 Carrie Ann Dr
Bongartz Gerard T 820 Walnut St
Bowman Margaret H 700 4th Ave Apt 909
Brewer Viola 6th St
Bridge Jason 300 Fernledge Dr
Brinkso Daniel 520 Campbell Ave
Bruce Conley Auto Body 7065 Leechburg Rd Unit 1
Burgung Barbara 1614 Leishman Ave
Burns Raymond W 520 Harris Rd
Callahan Allen Milan, Gladys 3108 Texas Dr
Camp Francis S 559 Edgeview Rd
Campbell Dorothy C 1728 Kimball Av
Caporali Letitia S, Gustave 711 Caldwell Ave
Carlucci Victor E, Minnie A 1129 6th Ave
Carnahan Robert A Est 448 Finnin Rd
Cepull Clara A 1770 7th St
Chelecki Helen D, Roseann 644 Ridge Ave
Ciesielski Stephanie A, Richard C 1146 Strawn Ave
Cipollone Joseph 701 Carl Ave
Cirigliano Thad B 237 Charles Ave
Cochran Vaughn Jeishman Ave
Collinsworth Roberta 820 East Hills Dr
Condupa Michelle M 1643 Old Leechburg Rd
Connors Rosanna, Rose 1352 4th Ave
Conrad June M 253 5th Ave
Cook Rachelle 59 Haser Dr
Coscarelli Frank J, Carol A 222 Vernon St
Costantino Lisa M 411 Freeport Rd
Costello Tom L 1049 Edgewood Rd
Cowan Michael Grover 1603 Victoria Ave
Crs Inc 887 5th Ave
Crutcher Robert 1013 Kenneth Ave Apt B
Cuddy Joanne E, George, Barbara Howard 1725 5th Ave
Days Inn 6 Landings Dr
Delotta Pauline 1319 Leishman Ave
Demeron Amy 530 Pershing Dr
Dialysis Clinic New Ken 722 Fourth Ave
Dipalm Anthony 216 Kansas Dr
Doris M Kengor Trust 519 Pershing Dr
Drake Sam 666 R 2nd Ave
Dunay Richard J 197 Sinclair St
Dunkel Michael 1153 4th Ave
Dzugan Michael R 1538 Greensburgh Rd
E C M Transport Inc 1460 Greensburg Rd
Eckert C E 260 Lynn Ann Dr
Edgar Beatrice R 244 Aluminum Ter
Ellis Darrin, Tracy 201 Home St
Ellis Mildred C 725 Carl Ave
Evan Irene P, Michael Kuzniar 1725 5th Ave
Evanyk Glenn R 1209 Strawn Ave Rear
Faith Jo E 1001 Manor Rd
Fassett Margaret 1050 Kenneth Ave
Federinko Anna 521 Greenridge Rd
Ferguson Heating & AC In 4389 Leechburg Rd
Ferguson Lawrence G 834 Emerald Dr
Ferree Enterprises 23 Feldarelli Sq
Ferrick Anne Nairn PO Box 697
Fester Dorothy M 439 Spring St
Fifth Avenue Pharmacy 846 5th Ave
Fiore Monica A 119 Hemphill Hollow Rd
Flaherty Matthew R, John K 717 State St
Fleming Robert E Jr 1700 Greensburg Rd
Fredrick Jean R 1209 Leishman Ave
Friday Richard A 136 Duquesne Blvd
Fundy Linda A, Eric 880 7th St Ext
Gamble Harvey 216 Dean Dr
George William D 521 Arizona Dr
Glenberg Daniel J 101 Argonne Dr
Gould Elizabeth, William J 401 Dairy Farm Rd
Green Hazel 1617 Ridge Ave
Guy Jeremy 1520 Leishman Ave
Guy John L PO Box 492
Guy John L Sr 1148 5th Ave
Hackett William 1319 Leishman Ave
Hackett William, Pauline 1319 Leishman Ave
Hardaway Carol J 100 Woodstone Ln
Harris Kevin 200 North St Apt 101
Haser Genevieve 420 Wedgewood Dr
Haugh Thomas O 175 Clinton Ave
Hawkins Leonard E 220 Argonne Dr
Hazelwood Stephanie L 1016 Parkview Dr
Hedeen Deborah A, Mark E 625 Freeport Rd
Hess Samantha 352 Ridge Ave Apt 2
Hill Top Mart 1700 7th St
Hines Emma R 953 5th Ave Apt M
Holmes Georgene E 250 Whitten Hollow Rd
Hughes Herbert S 1850 Rose St
Imm Robert 549 Charles Ave
Jenkins Janet, Kyle 127 Peppertree Dr
Jentgens Travis 1325 Rear Kennenth Ave
Jesko Linda T 1105 Elicker Rd Apt 6
Johnston Kay L 1122 Parkview Dr
Johnston Stan 1370 5th Ave
Kane Edith I 104 Violet
Kasecky Joseph J 4676 Shearsburg Rd
Keene Thomas 178 Dinwiddie Dr
Keibler David G, Barbara 1500 Alta Dr
Kengor Doris M 519 Pershing Dr
Kennedy Margaret 1804 Arnold St
King Brad 254 Hulton Rd
Klingensmith C 309 Charles Ave
Krapp Elizabeth Est 420 Greenridge Rd
Kroner William 400 11th St Apt 211
Labecki Charles 1313 Greensburg Rd
Ladd Kathryn 484 Freeport St
Lahmer Darcy 1104 Woodmont Ave
Landowski Robert K, Georgiann 4229 Frederick Dr
Laws Sharon 501 Keystone Dr
Learn Thomas 400 Milltown Apt 408 Kellywood Manor
Leibert Weddie A 301 5th Ave
Lettrich Norma J, John J 300 Craigdell Rd Apt 401
Lilley Ann I 1528 Horne Blvd Arnold Towers Apt 209
Lincoln Evangeline, David 1156 5th Ave
Linza Leighann 308 Glencove Dr
Lobaugh Christina 1818 Victoria Ave
Lookabaugh Tim 2846 Hastings Dr
Lucidi Michael R Jr, Judith A 1515 Westview Dr
Maglisco George 912 Mccandless St
Malagari Scott M, Adam D 417 Finnin Rd
Malkey William F 1614 Leishman Ave
Mancabelli Maria 107 Dinwiddie Dr
Mariskanish Robert P 1057 Michelle Rd Apt A
Maroni Lorrie J 14 Aluminum City Tr
Martin Courtney 1501 Ctr Ave
Mazza Joseph Sr 489 Longvue Rd
Mcgivern Frances 893 E Hill Dr
Mckay Omali 1051 Pukety Church Rd
Mckinney Kyle E 1320 Burrell Ave
Melzer Frances 1309 1/2 Leishman Ave
Menhart Edward J Sr 112 Helen Way
Metz John A 140 Marlboro Dr
Milderberger W Jr 925 4th Ave
Milleman Michael W, Robin L 7065 Leechburg Rd Unit 1
Mitrovich Renee 254 Ridge Ave
Mlpf And S Fbo Joseph Cipollone 701 Carl Ave
Moglisco George 912 Mccandless St
Molnor Peter E 620 Campbell
Montalbano Philip M, Cecile V 465 Farm Hill Ct
Morrow Sandra 127 Rita Ave
Muir Scott A 303 Riverview Dr
Murray Eugene, Mary E, Donald 504 Ridge Ave
Murray Veronica 567 4th Ave
Namey Matthew P 6235 Schaffer Dr
Ockmer Isadore 1142 2nd Ave
Orlowski Donald L, Dayna 2549 Virginia Dr
Orr William E Jr RR 2 Box 7th
Pakulski Lisa 300 Country View Dr
Petit Janine A 216 Charles Ave
Pituch Colleen 401 Oakwood St
Pnc Bank Na 4229 Frederick Dr
Polito Victor Est 1433 3rd Ave
Polyconcept North America Inc 400 Hunt Valy Rd
Pomatto Tara J 134 Duquesne Blvd
Potter Steven 414 Barking Rd
Praniewicz Dennis Fawn Dr
Prato Mary R 1728 Kimball Av
Prefling Kenneth L 328 Grove Dr
Ptak Katie 242 Freeport Rd Apt 2nd F
Puskar John L, John 520 Finnin Rd
Ratliff Constance C 250 Main St
Raymond Elizabeth 237 Charles Ave
Reed Kenneth P II, Kathryn M 3101 7th St Rd
Reeves Virginia 216 Charles Ave
Ringus Charles 1622 Horne Blvd Apt 609
Robare Thomas J 249 Mclaughlin Dr
Romito Samuel T 12 Margaret St
Ross Auto Body 1028 Edgewood Rd
Ross Auto Body 498 Industrial Blvd
Rusiewicz Kristen 205 Frary Dr
Rusiewicz Kristen 3755 Baxter Dr
Safety Grooving 632 Hunt Valy Cir
Scott Shawn 869 Kenneth Ave B
Seben Rita 2667 Russell Dr
Shergill Kultar S Alle Kiski Pediatrics 12 Feldarelli Sq
Simone Mary L 2725 Leechburg Rd
Sinicki Cynthia L 567 4th Ave
Siracuse Carlene 4 Feldarelli Sq Freeport Rd
Skapinyecz Linda J 1522 Riverside Dr
Slomer Theresa G Est 10 Prince George Dr
Smith Barbara S 1614 Leishman Ave
Smouse Charles E 4061 Greenwood Rd
Staley Erik W 250 Macbeth Dr
Steffey Judith D 441 Pershing Dr Apt 16
Stewart Francis 638 5th Ave
Sturlini Charles R 646 Carl Ave
Suckling John 6 Ashley Ln
Swatski Gwendolen E 333 Lynn Ann Dr
Tafi Josephine 193 Craigdell Rd
Tel Star Inn 2555 7th St
Thornton Kim 14 High Ridge Ct
Tielsch Francis 226 Rampart Blvd
Traini Norine M 454 Keystone Dr
Trzeciak Mildred 788 2nd Ave
Trzeciak Olga 519 Riverview Dr
Tucci Victor N RD 2 Box 489
Vaina Jennie C 522 Charles Ave
Vanhorn Irene 1920 Drennen Rd
Veltri Joseph RR 2
Venturini Suzette 228 Charles Ave
Viggiano Matilda 445 Fifth Ave
Voegtlin Frances L, Herman J 635 Linden Ave
Wainer Doris J 1770 7th St
Walker William P 1028 Edgewood Rd
Warren Tanae M 618 5th Ave Apt 2
Waugh Krystal L 504 15th St
Weaver Judy K 325 Main St Apt 101
Weigler Jill 60 Kellywood Ct
Wenger Ella C PO Box 316
Wescoat Kathy 1034 Manor Rd
Wiklenot Jennie 41 Aluminum City Ter
Williams Daniel E RR 2 Box 550e
Williams Larry 1509 Victoria Ln
Wilson Ben 1216 Constitution
Winters Patrice 2645 Virginia Dr
Worrall Chris 606 Kellywood Manor
Wright Joseph A 448 Argonne Dr
Xolo Thomas Salma Y 518 Earl Ave
Young Margaret 1293 Meade Ave
Young Margaret 925 4th Ave
Young Margaret C Est 1293 Meade Ave
Zammikiel Mary E 132 Woodland Dr
Zentner Isabelle PO Box 2338
Zerovich Michael, Joanne Russell 219 Teakwood Dr
Zummo Stella, Joseph 209 Charles Av
New Stanton Pa 15672
Advanced Imaging Asso Pc PO Box 450
Barron Jean 610 Woodmere Dr
Bash David 825 Capri Ln PO Box 584
Basinger Jess 129 New Stanton Manor Ct
Bennett Joshua Clark, Jesse Clark 204 Florence Dr
Bricker Dora M Highland Ave
Burkett Dorothy E 20 Pineview Manor
Bussar Marjorie G 60x 2482 Race Track Rd
Carr Eileen PO Box 627 Huntington Rd
Carson Norma J 415 Edge Ln
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Cipriani Alfred 605 Woodmere Dr
D & A Auto Sales Inc, Clo Angelicchio PO Box 431
Ellwood Thomas Jr Est 607 Woodmere Unit 8
Gootz Paul C 642 Arona Rd
Kalp Tabitha PO Box 113
Kao Cheng Han PO Box 68
Kish Raymond Est 129 New Stanton Ct
Kregel Margaret J 108 Water St
Leasure Bonnie 145 Chellman Ln
Mclaughlin Margaret J 603 Woodmere Dr Apt 8
Mertz Robert H RD 1
Nave Sara E RR 1
Open Mri of Connellsville PO Box 450
Packe Robert RR 1
Palicka Joy 7 Boss Row
Perry Denver Lee Jr, Leslie A 236 Melrose Dr
Richey Helen 420 S Ctr Ave 211
Rodgers Mochael J 107 S Main St
Ryder Truck Rental 500 N Ctr Ave
Shenango Valley Imaging Asso PO Box 450
Smith Eleanor RR 3 Box 370b
Smith Lisa 609 Woodmere Dr Apt 2
Snyder Elmer R 115 Timber Ridge Ct Apt D 16
Sonnie Helen E 420 S Ctr Ave 211
Sula Robert J Jr 109 Timber Ridge Ct Apt A11
Thomas Ellwood F 607 Woodmere Dr Apt 8
Thomas Mabel R 119 Timber Ridge Ct E3
Thomas Violet May RR 1 Box 80
Victory Solutions Inc 114 Timber Ridge Ct C6
Wolfgang Stephanie 312 Chanticleer Cir
North Huntingdon Pa 15642
American National Ins Co Duncan Fin 7562 RT 30
Anglin Brian 10481 Roseway Blvd
Babicz Stanley E 2394 Scenic Ridge Rd
Baircliff Pavilion 249 Maus Dr
Beckwith Justin 840 Butterfield Dr
Bernard Jenna A 939 Hazel Dr
Bilesimo Kelley J 462 Country Hills Dr
Briarcliff Pavilion 249 Maus Dr
Bryner Jeremy 277 Clay Pike
Burns Justin 10979 Old Trail Rd
Butina Nobalee A, Daniel 251 Burning Oaks Dr
Byers Mary Ellen 10410 Washington Ave
Chuway Robert 163 Arona Rd
Countyline Collision 888 September Ln
Coyne Mary, Mary Ihnat 13819 Lincoln Way
Critchfield Dorothy E 10400 Ctr Hwy Apt 3
Crystaloski Tina L 10177 Lavonne Dr
Delaney John R 81 Woodside Rd
Doege Rupp Fiore Ins Agency 12875 RT 30
Drake Timothy J 11444 Percheron Cir
Duncan David 518 RT 30 E
Duncan Ins Agency 518 RT 30 E
Felter Michael J 9831 Mcclellan St
Ference Beverly A 2001 Mickanin Rd
Findley Steven R, Lisa A Countryside Veterinary Hospital
12249 RT 30
Fixs Body Shop Inc 2254 Walter St
Fletcher Kerry A 8701 Lincoln Hwy Apt 18
G And D Painting Co 1160 Five Pines Rd
Gebert Judith J 939 Hazel Dr
Giandomenico Nicholas, Kallie 10600 Sophia Ct
Gibasiewicz Ruth M 79 Wallace Ln Apt H
Gniewkowski Jonathan E 13661 Saint Clair Dr
Greco Mary L 1290 Graig Dr
Grynkewicz Contracting 360 Robbins Sta Rd
Haas Andrea L, Thomas J Somerset Trust Co
2480 Lindale Ct
Hahner Susan 2254 Walter St
Haines Nora L 730 Pettigrew Rd
Harbert David 13230 RT 30 W
Harkovich Sarah M 1223 Five Pines Rd
Huntington Partners 8791 Barnes Lake Rd
Ihnat Mary J 13819 Lincoln Way
Jackel Lisa 3199 Tray Rd
Jobes Goerge P 14007 Ridge Rd
Johnson Alice M, Charles Badstibner 12629 Deborah Dr
Jones John C Jr 2392 Hi Ridge Dr
Jones Keena, Duncan Financial Group LLC
311 Main St Ste 2
Kenton William M 11386 Seminole Dr
King Lisa L 2129 Lancelot Dr
Kolosky Emma 11341 Tioga Rd
Koreen Harry G, Joyce M 14395 Roberta Dr
Kowalczyk Rebecca 1449 Jeffery Dr
Kuchel John 14314 Marybelle Dr
Kugler Kathleen, Helen 14289 Ter Dr
Long Mary Ella 620 Clay Pike
Mann Marlene L 2129 Lancelot Dr
Maysak Marilyn B, George 14409 Jonathan Dr
Mcguill Wendy 9991 Buckingham Place
Miller Mary E 10130 Washington St
Minnick Anna M 614 Dianthus St
Moeller Angel 12751 Virginia Ave
Moore Brian R 569 Kingfred Dr
Morris Raymond 8324 Pennsylvania Ave
My T Fine Catering Inc 10414 Jefferson Ave
Myers Terry R 10410 Washington Ave
Neubert John PO Box 201
Nolan Edmund F 10700 Old Trail
Norwin Monument Co Inc 10602 RT 30
Novotny Marilyn J 410 Robbins Sta Rd
Olsen Edward J, Bonita J 1977 Bernice Dr
Orazi Christine 2039 Spicher Hill Rd
Osburn Dorothy D 14342 Jane Clair Dr
Papula Albert P 11359 James St
Pavlovich Diane M, John L 670 Peregrine Dr
Penn State Tool & Die Corp 7590 RT 30
Petroff Mark 478 Country Hills Dr
Pitt Rental Center 7650 RT 30
Pollock Larue B 1911 Robbins Sta Rd
Remai Feltes 11685 Pkwy Dr
Rendulich Florence, Evelyn 2290 Lynnrose Dr
Rhodes Donald W 8020 Penna Ave
Richter Eleanor L 10392 Harrison Ave
Rodman Thomas M 2691 Mickanin Rd
Rose James S 101 1st St
Ross Kenneth Clair 11250 RT 30
Saello Dino 9844 Mark Ave
Sanders George 840 Iris Dr
Satterfield Suzanne Pt Deceas 11120 Wren Dr
Schulte Genevieve, Richard 2021 Hahntown Wendel Rd
Schulte Richard J 2021 Hahntown Wendel Rd
Schutle Richard J 2021 Hahntown Wendel Rd
Sharo Virginia M 52 Soltis Dr
Shearer Hugh J 234 Oakmont St
Sherman Henry C 1289 Five Pines Rd
Shields Martin R, Diane L 2130 Hahntown Rd
Shirey Candance 1696 Guffey Rd
Smith Reuben S 690 Butterfield Dr
Smoody Robert J 14564 Chris Dr
Spinelli Painting 888 September Ln
Splendid Removal 1385 Samantha Way
Stanton Kathleen E 10329 Washington Ave
Sterling Penn Hills 2039 Spicher Hill Rd
Stewart John E 12030 Mckee Rd
Stoviak Frances L, Leonard, William V 200 Leger Rd
Strassman Sam 7990 RT 30
Sunset Valley Civic Asso Walter Ave
Taylor Julie 624 Westchester Dr
Trac Thermo King Hold 13031 RT 30
Trautman Wayne D 12870 RT 30 Trlr 2
Trexler Real Estate 12431 RT 30
Ustazewski Brooke, Chad 11934 Dartmoor Dr
Varela Richard 47 Soltis Ln
Walker Geraldine A 1566 Hedy Lynn Dr
Weber Jennifer 8326 Pennsylvania Ave
Wertz Stella, Briarcliff Pavilion 249 Maus Dr
Westover Michele R 9974 South St
Weyant Russell, Kim 10400 Madison Ave
Williams Carolyn M 11879 Dartmoor Dr
Woomer Florence 249 Mauz Dr
Yager Holly M 1919 Diane Merle Dr
Zyhowski Thomas Re Anne Zyhowski 10960 Hall Dr
North Irwin Pa 15642
Bredon Joseph RR 1
Camp Jill E 4 E Franklin Ave
Douglas James 20 Foster Ave
Jalosky Daryl D, Susan M 15 Lincoln Ave
Kmecak Cathleen, Robert 21 Webster Ave
Miller Hunter 4 E Franklin Ave
Stewart Steven D 64 Penn Ave
Norvelt Pa 15674
Borg Leo PO Box 384
Lowther Linda M PO Box 533
Salonski Ann PO Box 205
Salonsky Ann PO Box 205
Slujnski John PO Box 205
Penn Pa 15675
Bradley Geraldine F PO Box 12
Bush Mabel Est PO Box 211
Dekleva Timothy 1085 Bert Cir
Detar Lee PO Box 79
Landers Service Inc PO Box 418
Maier Timothy J, Cheryl F 804 Emma St
Mcconnell Frances J, David R PO Box 153
Myers Amanda 413 Victor St
Naugle Michael 709 A Scott St
Orris Robert Jr, Elizabeth PO Box 252
Shaffer Vera C 606 RR St
Shaffer William J 608 N Railrd St
Pleasant Unity Pa 15676
Dreistadt Marianne PO Box 82
Ludvik George J 1064 First St PO Box 26
Marker Martin R II PO Box 102 Amber Villa 302
Rector Pa 15677
Lynch Elisa Pierce HC 64 Box 325
Mcgregor Jacqueline, J Russell 618 Weaver Mill Rd
Mckay Jane Reeves Smallwonder PO Box 47
192 Country Club Rd
Rillton Pa 15678
Bozzo Angelo 125 Peach St
Detar Charles Est, Angeline PO Box 34
Gahagen Frank L 480 General Braddock Rd
Mellinger Delores PO Box 173
Ruffs Dale Pa 15679
Ashbaugh Deborah A RR 1 Box 951
Chada Pauline, Paul A, Deborah 274 Kelly Rd
Cope Heath L, Brandie RD 2 Box 584
Mccune John R RR 1 Box 718
Mcnaney Betty, Joseph 275 RT 31 275 RT 31
Melton Cathy S RR 1 Box 494
Rypczyk Helen M PO Box 203
Seighman Sherry R RR 1 Box 920
Sherbondy Hattie RR 1 Box 630
Snodgrass Ryan 591 Stoner Rd
Sossa Catherine RR 2
Sylvester Tony 362 Brickyard Rd
Toth Mary PO Box 44
Vlasak Margaret L RR 1 Box 506
Wade Mary Lou RD 1 Box 346
Wadsworth Betsy, James 182 Ruffsdale Rd
Wojtascek Patricia A RR 1 Box 506
Salina Pa 15680
Palka Zofia RR 1
Richard Grace PO Box 208
Shaul Mary V PO Box 294
Scottdale Pa 15683
Anderson Florence M 804 Loucks Ave
Associates in Rehab 125 Market St
Baker Frances E 1416 W Pittsburgh St
Barger Bertaleigh 801 Mulberry St
Barkley Janice 20 Pearl St 511
Bayha Helen 1004 Pittsburgh St
Bitner Eliz E PO Box 197
Bittinger Chastity M 606 Delaware Ave
Bmw Plumbing & Heating 20 S Brdway St
Booth Sue 123 5th Ave
Brown Theodore, Marie R 19 Park Ave
Burns Drug Company 135 Pittsburgh St
Coffman Patricia 9 Mccune Ave
Commercial Invest Adjustment Co 115 Spring St Apt 5
Cottom Kathryn 355 Wesley Chapel Rd
Daloni Alexis 395 W Overton Rd
Danley Lureta Joan 207 Newcomer Dr
Davidson Loie M 115 Jennings Ave
Depolo Albert A 1100 Irene Rd
Don Hoke Inc 2 Dollar Ave PO Box 422
Dr Josephine RR 1 Box 411
Dunn Paul A RR 1 Box 230 Scottdale−Smithton Rd
Earnesty Mary J RR 1 Box 138
Embrooke Inc, Northwes PO Box 203
Fabe Ted 308 S Brdway St
Figg Diane 314 Porter Ave Ste A
Fite Robert D 350 S Chestnut St
Fleet Consumer Discount Co 314 Pittsburgh St
Giacomelli George R Jr 144 Kelly St
Hann Estate K Myra Box 147 Kelley St
Hart Shawn Marie 700 Kingview Rd
Heck Hayes D 23 N Chestnut St
Hollis Peggy 700 Walnut Ave
Hough Thomas W, Ailene N 717 Parker Ave
Hough Wilma, Debra 201 Jennings Ave
Hubbard Lula 1001 Everson St
Jcs Auto Center Inc RD 1 Box 275 Scotdale Smth Rd
Kelly Imogene 503 N Chestnut St
Lingo Scott M, Mary C 726 Parker Ave
Marhefka Robert A 605 Kingview Rd
Mclaughlin Robert PO Box 105
Mongell Dominic 314 Porter Ave Ste A
Moon Naomi Est 201 Newcomer Dr
Peterson Nancy 1359 W Pittsburgh St
Pierce Charles R 208 Mulberry St
Pletcher Evelyn G RR 1 Box 729
Post Kathleen M 408 N Brdway St
Pyszkowski Arkadiusz 1075 Valy View Dr
Ritenour Harold O 2315 Cowling Rd
Rizza Mathew J RR 1
Rodkey Sandra K 916 Market
Rolla William S RR 1
Scherer William 1001 Everson St
Shandorf Charles Leo, Marianna 200 Edwin Ave
Vlenti Kisa, Mark 901 N Hickory St
Watson Robert J 20 S Brdway St
Williams Allen C 39 5th Ave
Zhukas Ronald Est 112 5th Ave Fl 1
Seward Pa 15954
Boring Oscar R 531 Truman St
Caldwell David C PO Box 113
Dombroski Ina V 690 Malloy Ave
Fraser Gladys L, Jack R RD 1 Box 188
Hamrock Gary L 78 William Fry Rd
Hoffman Hazel 12464 RT 22 Hwy E
Laughard Clyde R Est 111 Laughard Ln
Payne Bradley 216 Indiana St
Strong Pamela D 127 Edgewood Ln
Slickville Pa 15684
Bell John 295 Charles St
Cardio Care 119 Main St Box 14
Massera Rita PO Box 342
Repasky Stephen J PO Box 186
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Smithton Pa 15479
Amoroso Esther 351 Mendon Rd
Barthels Levi A, Chris, Lacee M, Kristy 324 3rd St
C Harper Collision Center 121 1st St PO Box 301
Fabbri William J RR 1 Box 177
Harris Mamie I RR 1 Box 416
Hough Alice, Eugene D Hough Jr 333 Hough Ln
Kelley Zettie P RR 1
King Pamela 264 State Hill Rd, Dream Designs
Martinellis Auto PO Box 473
Miedel James F Jr, Carol M 128 Bendix Ln
Mologne Betty J PO Box 385
Musgroves Masonry Repair 1020 Urich Rd
Omasta John 156 Marose Ln
Peden Barbara A RR 1 Box 119a
Rankin Tracy 616 Horne Rd
Smith Elaine 121 1st St PO Box 301
Sokol Alice J RR 2 Box 302
Tylka Joseph PO Box 495
Urick Emma RR 1 Box 180
Werner Ryan J PO Box 473
Stahlstown Pa 15687
Beckner Everett 1258 SR 711
Hauser Mark PO Box 18
Krutz Kristina C 125 Cecilton
Kuhns Blanche A PO Box 151
Mcbroom Christina H 168 Galaxie Farms Ln
Obrien Sheila R 663 Stahlstone Ave
Sutersville Pa 15083
Dainty Patricia 315 8th Ave
Hellier Anna M 8th Ave Rd 1
Kosh Marybeth 210 Almond St
Matthews Robert M Est PO Box 39
Mikolics Charles Melvin 128 Charles St PO Box 333
Miller Nelson 1398 Curry Rd
Schoem Wilhelmina E RR 1
Shivak George 2141 Douglas Run Rd
Tarrs Pa 15688
Geska Teresa I RD 3 Central Rd
Gilpin Mary E Bethany Rd
Puchalski Ronald M 153 Fire Department Rd
Pytlak Kristin M 708 Johnny Love Rd
Shaw Ruth 904 Brownfield Rd
Yeskulsky Martin T PO Box 121
Torrance Pa 15779
Daykon Christophe PO Box 111 SR 101
Dermalogica Dermal Group A Corp 1001 Knox St
Reinard Scott W, Hipp Program Chestnut Ridg PO Box H
Ruddy Chad PO Box G
White William Torrance St Hospital PO Box 111
Workman Faith PO Box 111
Trafford Pa 15085
Aikens William E, William 206 Timer Dr
Baker Jane Laverne, Baker Jane 316 Edgewood Ave
Balkovec John J 211 E Gilmore Ave
Bary Paul 283 Meadowbrook Rd
Batters Up 129 Murrysville Rd Unit H
Beam Robert 836 Meadowbrook
Beltram John 255 Mcwilliams Rd
Bercik Paul C 204 Meadow Dr
Bermon Louise G 257 E Fairmont Ave
Bertolino Larry 421 Home Dr
Capan Naomi J Est, Joseph M 115 1/2 Brinton Ave
Cassidy Sean M 309 3rd St
Chase Home Finance LLC 544 5th St Ext
Clemente Mary Grace, Mary M, Tony 214 Duquesne Ave
Coleman Genecco Christine 113 Fern Dr
Coleman Roger 218 Duquense Ave
Cuda Mary R 409 Duquesne Ave Floor Apt 1
Davis Karen 220 Homewood Ave
Disaster Restoration Svcs 544 5th St Ext
Doperak Regis M, Anna, Michael 425 Gilmore Ave
Durick Janis 758 Meadowbrook Rd
Entress William J Jr 132 Painter St
Fehl Elizabeth 125 Autumn Dr
Fenton William F Jr 4130 Fundistown Rd
Ferraro Catherine, William L 322 3rd St
Franey Elizabeth 328 Cavitt Ave
Frye Ronald G 264 E Fairmont Ave
Geiger Darlene K 681 6th St
Gigliotti Jo Ann 13151 Pine Hollow Rd
Graham Automotive 437 Homewood Ave
Harrover Ellen V 4320 Western Ave
Henderson Lena J 554 SR 130
Hugus Bergetta K, Eugene 136 Saunders Sta Rd
Irwin Interiors System Inc 75 1st St
Jefferson Pilot Financial 225 E Fairmont Ave
Johnston James R 127 7th St Ext
Konovich Richard J 329 Pine Hollow Rd
Lease Rebecca L 602 Cypress Ct
Long Jennifer J 353 Homewood Ave Apt 1
Lukas Mila Deceased 733 SR 130
Lutton Loraine, Violet 246 E Fairmont Ave
M&M Connection 6190 Baker School Rd
Machen Catherine A, David W 205 Woodlawn Dr
Mandich Diana 758 Meadowbrook Rd
Mangan Karen 220 Homewood Ave
Maxon Damiel Grant 357 Homewood Ave
Mazzocchetti Rita E Est 534 Brinton Ave 911
Mccafferty Mack 29 Wallace Ave
Mcpherson Ilan E 427 Timber Dr
Melnick Bethany R 120 Orchard Dr
Metal Menders 230 Saunders Sta Rd
Meyer Henry 421 Cavitt Ave PO Box 84
Mock Aaron D 120 Old Gate Rd
Nesta James J 4273 Westinghouse Ave
Nestor Kevin F, Carol A 111 Summerhill Ln
Odonnell Susan C 6307 Doe Cir
Orange Andrew RT 1 Box 150a
Owens Matthew P 225 E Fairmont Ave
Peduzzi Dolores 116 Brinton Ave
Perich James, Ruth 337 Cavitt Ave
Petrini Biaggio 156 7th St Ext
Pse Incorporated 2036 Saxonburg Blvd
Raible Eugene L 729 Williams Dr
Reymer Martin 505 Duquesneau
Serra Lucy Est 323 Fairmont Av
Shanafelt Geraldine 132 Painter St
Sopher Damian 412 Murrysville Rd
Stadelman Joseph, Edward
Stanley Janet 305 Duquesne Ave
Tomkowitz Joseph E 730 Harrison City Rd
Valley Honda 437 Homewood Ave
Value Behavior Health 516 Pleasant Valy Rd
Valueoptions 520 Pleasant Valy Rd
Venturo Jamie 302 1/2 Fairmont Ave
Venturo John 328 Short St
Verzinski Daryl L 141 Murraysville Rd
Walker James 323 Duquesne Ave
Warson Mary C 409home Dr
Weaver Margaret 204 Duquesne Ave
Wojick Lawrence J Jr 6216 Antler Hill Dr
Young Laurel S 313 Edgewood Ave
Zarod Stephen 608 Penn Dr
Vandergrift Pa 15690
Adorante Diodato 224 Longfellow St Apt F
Alter Jennifer M 326 1/2 Lowell St
Armbrust Diane 2701 River Rd
Blair O T 206 Whittier St
Blanciak Constance E, Julia A 282 Jefferson St
Brewer Beverly 1616 Dime Rd
Bryan Richard L, Terri L 108 Lowell St
Campbell Byron S Emerson St
Canzano Louis J 418 Longfellow St
Capretto Victor 114 Michigan Ave
Carney Walter R 1120 Pleasantview Dr
Clawson Caroline T 107 Custer Ave
Crooks Stephanie 169a Washington Ave
Crosby Ashley A 1113 Elk Ave
Croyle Timothy 1314 Hancock Ave
Delledonne Mark 516 Franklin Ave
Doverspike Jessica 532 Spruce Hollow Rd
Eiler James M 406 Harrison Ave
Ellenberger Patrick 1190 Dime Rd
Fox Beulah B RR 2
Garrigan E M 126 Hedenburg Dr
Glendenning Magt 147 Columbia Ave
Hales Eugene 118 Franklin Ave
Halin Rene, Jos Primac 35 1st St
Hanna Tabatha E, Sabrina 1222 Upper Mateer Rd
Hansen Roy W 1007 Wallace St
Hartman Lloyd W 221 1/2 Washington Ave
Hedenburg Don F 126 Hedenburg Dr
Hollobaugh Patricia 105 Walnut St
Hyde Helen G 139 Sumner Ave
Hyde Madolyn C 402 Hancock Ave
Johnson Charlie W RD 1 Box 366
Keddie Patrick J 526 Hancock Ave
Kelly Annette L, Robert J 209 Washington Ave
Knight Mary A PO Box 278
Leda Valerie 812 Holland St
Leech Jean M 1011 Copper St
Mcclain Amanda J 118 Lowell St
Mcmanus Howard V 104 1 2 Holmes St
Medicine Shoppe 0868 701 Hancock Ave
Melegari Carrie A 175 Blossom Ln
Moore Harry L, Harry RD 1 Com Park Rd
Musala Dorothy L, Andrew L RD 3 Box 128
Nulph Florence I 241 Sherman Ave
Orr Jean 107 W Adams Ave
Parks Mary L 1116 Stitts Run Rd
Poynter Albert W, Leola A 111 18th St
Quarato Joseph A, Mary 802 Holland St
Quarato Joseph A, Mary M PO Box 175
Randall Janet R, Rev Herbert Randall 135 E Adams Ave
Rapport Kirk A RD 2 Box 234 2a
Ray Edwin N RR 2 Box 291a
Remaley Alison M, Scott M 509 Lowell St
Riggle Bruce A 1165 Ridge Rd
Roberto Randall Patrick 179 Washington Ave
Ruggeri Bradley 278 Sherman Ave
Showalter Juanita L 406 Hancock Ave
Silvestri Benjamin J, Melinda 319 Longfellow St
Smith Kristin 1134 Overlook Dr
Smouse Myron 1134 Overlook Dr
Snair Lea M 1002 Wallace St
Solomons Minimart PO Box 199
Sopko Nicholas E 174 Franklin Ave
Steinhauser Louise 3781 N Balsinger Rd
Straka Lillian 303 Beech St
Stubblefield Orlando M 1114 Walker Ln
Tarosky Mary W Est 306 Custer Ave
Turner Leslie Est, W 211 A Longfellow St
Walbeck Charlotte H Box 362
Walker Tara A 406 Harrison Ave
Weiske Madolyn F 402 Hancock Ave
Wilcox Aretta M PO Box 570 RD 1
Woods Rachel 1120 Pleasant View Dr
Yakulis Charles 181 Washington Ave
Zinchini Tiffany, Terri 61 Victor Dr
Webster Pa 15087
Shepler Raymond H PO Box 98
Wendel Pa 15691
Bouch Candice, Dennis PO Box 4
Fassett Mfg Co PO Box 34
West Newton Pa 15089
Abbott John 156 N Water St
Adams Darrell W, Alice M 102 Cort St
Allen Mildred W Water St
Baker Chrisanne 7 Voyager Estates
Baldwin Amy 1949 Mt Pleasant Rd
Balko Kim 308 Burger St
Baran Tina 1004 Vine St
Barkley Dorothy M 319 Allison St
Bolttech Inc 200 Riverside Dr
Bolttech Mannings 220 Atomic Way
Borodach John J Est 145 Manor Dr
Byers Paul 1201 Vine St
Castellana Jennifer 1123 Vine St
Costa Ramon 1319 Apples Mill Rd
Delduca Vincent J RR 1 Box 272
Dixon Joseph C 250 Collinsburg Rd
Evans Ethel E 224 N 5th St
Franklin Thomas M RR 1
Fulmer Allan 1245 Greensburg Pike
Hadbavny Robert M 650 Apple Mills Rd
Hanna Floyd 156 N Water St
Hause Julia Est 223 3rd St
Holomshek Rhonda 141 Beacon Light Rd
House Julia 223 3rd St
Humenik Edward R Jr 730 Galaxy Dr
Jd Byrider 1949 Mt Pleasant Rd
Kauder Stuart S 465 River Dr
Korsch Michael 607 Manorview Ln
Laird James 407 Collinsburg Rd
Lewis Sharon 359 Apples Mill Rd
Libbos Gary E 20 Thelma Dr
Messner Melvin C 160 Balentine Rd
Puklavec Angela L 21 Korpar Ln
Raczkowski Irene 410 N Water St 6g
Radusewicz Peter 880 Collinsburg Rd
Rostraver Twp 1411 Coal Hollow Rd
S And S Auto Repair PO Box 311
Sabol Christine D 824 E Main St
Salago Susie, John 132 S Water St
Santimyer Andrew N, Gary A 212 Allison St
Santimyer Gary A 212 Allison St
Shychuk Paul 99 Shychuk Ln
Sims James A 321 N Water St W Newton
Tamasy Helen D 226 Walnut Ln
Thaxton Phillip J 208 N 1st St
Troup Katie 610 Greensburgh Pike
Truong Ricky 211 N Water St
Ucman Deanne De 252 Sutersville Rd
Ulander Faye M, Ronald 311 N 4th St
Walko Mike Blackburn St
White Samuel 208 Brdway St
Williams Cornell 2133 Smithdale Rd
Westmoreland City Pa 15692
Clemens Elizabeth M, Vincent C PO Box 166
Durst Richard W PO Box 213
Greguric J E Rrt 1 8910 Oak St
Page Dorothea F 1270 Buckeye St
Rodgers Brianna Lynn, Samuel 1027 2nd St
Rodgers Michael J 1027 Toby St
Scott Stephanie J, Kevin L PO Box 82
Williams X J 1331 6th St Apt A
Whitney Pa 15693
Mcmichael Patricia L, Hannah L PO Box 155
Navarro Healthcare Pc PO Box 189
Wyano Pa 15695
Cleek Sally 2233 2nd St PO Box 20
Parker Thomas E 2233 2nd St PO Box 20
Youngstown Pa 15696
Adaline Curly 242 E Florida
Arnold Palmer Cen PO Box 764
Borza James M PO Box 55
Edwards Julie PO Box 764
Heup Richard PO Box 634
Hill E Darryl PO Box 573
Kenzel Sophie 2240 Telma Ave
Mincher Waive 1051 W Woodland
Radenkovich A 446 Randall Ave
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Youngwood Pa 15697
Bates Dary Ann 415 N 4th St
Bayers Pharmacy Lypson John Thomas 1 N 4th St
Blake Wendy Jr 117 S 3rd St
Bossart William E Jr 230 S 6th St
Brown Larry Est 205 Locust St
Butler G Scott 4 S 4th St
Carey Kevin 512 S 5th St Apt 2
Crum Blanch V dba Card Room 306 Depot St
Devine Joanne 439 Berkley Ln
Ellsworth Alvin S 610 Academy St PO Box 516
Juratovic Stjepan PO Box 144
Kelly Michael J 210 S 5th St
Knizner Donald 401 S 5th St
Lapham Linda C 305 N 5th St
Latta Eugene 110 N 4th St
Magill Beryl P, George 707 Sherwood Cir
Magill Brooke M 608 N 6th St
Mari Romeo A, Mary L 22 50 4th St
Morgan Jeffery D 234 S 3rd St
National Financial Svcs 4 S 4th St
Newhouse Donald E, Sandra J PO Box 77
Pasko Thomas II 711 Sherwood Cir
Polovina Jennifer C 403 S 4th St Apt B
Radebaugh Elaine Beverly 501 S 4th St
Roxie Obriene 5th St
Secosky Amber L 238 Rear S 3rd St
Thomas Christine 8 S 6th St
Vanderlee Anthony 318 N 4th St Apt 2
Vukelic Catherine 28 S 2nd St
Vukelic Mildred 88 N 1st St
Yelinek Emily 413 N 6th St
Yukon Pa 15698
Convenient Green Clo 1007 Waltz Mill Rd
Kravanja Rudolph PO Box 145
Kravanja Rudolph, Nancy L PO Box 145
Kunkle Ronald P Homer St PO Box 335




American Credit Collections 8 Reynolds St
Bates Raymond 2083 Hickory Ridge Rd
Beyer Winifred, Donald F RR 2 Box 2417
Big Sky Transport Inc 195 Riverside Dr
Carson William RR 2 Box 2099
Chilewski Chester T RR 2 Box 2373
Chilson Clinic 90 College Ave
Chronowski Robert T RD 1
Demarest Patricia 34 Wilson St PO Box 74
Doughty Joseph P 87 Tall Timbers Vlg
Fordham Walter H Jr Est RR 2 Box 2502
Fox Michael W 8 Silvermark Dr
Goodrich Michael T, Brenda T RR 3 Box 3416
Griffith Ruth Riverside Dr
Grimaudchilson Rebecca Chilson Clinic Pc 90 College Ave
Huffsmith Deborah A PO Box 373
Keating Joy A RR 2 Box 2327A
Kelly N T RR 1
Major Kevin J RR 2 Box 2516
Maro Angelo John 10 Donna Dr
Marthens Catherine A RR 2 Box 2237
Martin Elizabeth J 67 Linley Ave
Migliori Benjamin S 106 Bonifanti Ln
Miller Jared M, Joshua R RR 2 Box 2327 A
Miller Rudolph RR 2
Moore Gail 85 Tall Timbers
Paal Marybelle 207 College Ave
Roginski John RR 2 Box 117 Highland Ave
Seamaus Ruth PO Box 111
Stahl William R 645 Fox Rd
Stauffer N C PO Box 325
Thomas David J RR 2 Box 2069
Thomas David J RR 3 Box 3089
Thomas Douglas P RR 1
Walters Shirley RR 1
Zalewski Katherine E 1140 Avery Sta Rd Apt 2
Falls Pa 18615
Allan Kettell & Son Produce RR 1 Box 512
Aulisio Dominick N PO Box 91
Daley Ruth Kehoe RR 1 Box 37
Gammauta Grace D 111 Gomena Rd
Gammauta Grace D Est RR 1 Box 72
Johns Susan E 20 Church St
Kline Daniel E, Elsie A RR 1
Markert Anna RR 1
Mccain Lloyd S RR 2 Box Apt 33
Roskos Anne RR 1
Schorr Harold C RR 1 Box 104
Treat Linda E RR 1 Box 429
Hunlock Creek Pa 18629
Gregory Jewel E Est RD 1
Laceyville Pa 18623
Cimino Alessi P RR 2 Box 2671
Hotchkiss John 1745 State Rte 367
Lear Mabel RR 3 Box 3209
Lockburner Francis 122 State Rte 3001
Love Stella B RR 1
Place Charles A, Alfred 933 S King Rd
Rev Kenneth S RR 1 Box 1860
Root Floyd R RR 1
Smith Doris RR 2
Waldrop Douglas RR 2 Box 2790
Lake Winola Pa 18625
Dougherty Marco E PO Box 297
Gallagher Margaret R PO Box 144
Winola Pharmacy Rte 307 Winola Plz
Mehoopany Pa 18629
Adams Mae RR 2 Box 21
Burgess Steven C, Linda P, Jason RR 1 Box 56e
Byars David M 66 Jaynes Bend Rd
Dailey Roy R Jr 1697 SR 4002
Dillman Mikahail J 335 Schoolhouse Hill Rd Apt 1
Lahiri Herma W RR 2 Box 113
Lane Tara PO Box 282
Newhart Brian H 335 Schoolhouse Hill Rd Apt 1
Robinson Alexander James, Holly Lee RR 2 Box 311
Stark Joseph RR 2 Box 259
Meshoppen Pa 18630
Aten Joetta L, James A RR 3 Box 17
Ball Michael 190 Allen St
Balouski Cindy RR Apt 4 Box 4015
Banko Charles RR 3 Box 59a
Burke Gail PO Box 10
Deras Martin 104 Penn Ave PO Box 71
Dudock Theresa B, Linsey M PO Box 82
Foster Todd M RR 3 Box 249
Frank Veronica K RR 3 Box 119
Haines Kelly M RR 3 Box 218
Hillard Michelle PO Box 308
Hunter Florence A RR 2 Box 164
Kountry Korner RR 1 Box 76b
Kulick Tambra L 309 Meshoppany Ridge Rd
Lewis Gerald Est 555 County Home Rd
Marshall Cecelia RR 2 Box 116
Martys Market PO Box 238
Mcgavin Paul RR 3 Box 324
Mcglynn Eric J 340 Mowry Rd
Mendonca Eduardo F RR 1 Box 60
Rompala Marie T RR 2 Box 301
Sherman Paul O RR 3 Box 21
Shingler John William RR 3 Box 218
Smith Donald R, Alice T RR 3 Box 165
Monroe Township Pa 18657
Ayers Carolyn 2390 Sr 29 Apt 1
Hall Ira D 2003 Sr 29 S
Nicholson Pa 18446
Allen D Est 351 Spencer Hill Rd
Appleman George E 10 Williams St PO Box 52
Burak Stephen E RR 2
Burris Justine RR 1 Box 1441
Buselli Barbara J RR 1 Box 1078
Buselli Sandy A III RR 1 Box 1078
Carr John Jr 72 Hollyhill Dr
Cook Myrtle V Tpke Rd
Davis Cora RR 2 Box 2142
Davis Sharon M RR 2 Box 2443
Decker Sherry PO Box 160
Dewolfe Lawrence S 19017 Dimock To Nicholson Rd
Frankovsky Marcella RR 3 Box 3682
Gawron Carol 3561 Whengreen Rd
Kays Dora L RR 1 Box 229
Kilmer Elsie RR 1 Box 1466
Kocher Beatrice Est PO Box 185
Laura Bartks Re Carol Murray RD 3 Box 3776
Loch Kathleen 185 Tamarack Rd
Mccracken Elizabeth, Garrett PO Box 115
Moser James RR 1
Novitch Hildegarde I 5620 Sta Hill Rd
Nye Jered Michael PO Box 50
Oakley Rebecca 358 State Rte 11
Peterson Stephen, Vickie RR2 Box 2737
Reploeg Kurt RR 3 Box 3353
Richards Joseph J 23 Oak St Pob 234
Ross Jack L 260 Tea Pond Rd
Siekierka Ronald RR 2 Box 2152aa
Smith Paul V PO Box 53
Sprowls Cynthia, Sierra RR 3 Box 3456
St Clair Carol Davis RR 2 Box 2142
Stock Joseph P PO Box 468
Svoboda Frederick PO Box 80 Novitch Rd
Tavernia Warren J PO Box 317
Tewksbury Jennifer PO Box 76
Tuminski Nettie RR 2
Whengreen Emelia RR 1 Box 1204
Wood Martha J RR 2
Noxen Pa 18636
Bond Lucianna PO Box 164
Coole Frederick D RR 1 Box 6w
Coole William K PO Box 51
Davies William W RR 1 Box 89
Kocher Susan Est RR Box 70 A3
Kocher Susan G PO Box 164
Korbeil David E II 205 Hill St
Korbeil Michelle A RR 1 Box1c
Munkatchy William F Box 192c
Perez Orlando 235 Main St
Steele Rebekah R 196 Island Rd
Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Arsenault Maureen 362 Berry St
Badilla Enior 11 Kuot Park
Baker Jacqueline PO Box 423
Blom Teresa 5 Cooks Trailer Park
Bluhm Gary A 155 W Tioga St
Boice Harold 3 R
Browns Van Svc 915 SR 29 S
Bunnell George 76 Old Trail Rd
Camp Susquehannock Inc 44 W Harrison St
Carfi Emanuel E 9 Karin Dr
Carichner Sarah 741 Mile Rd
Cassarino Jami 350 Thurston Hollow Rd
Chafin Steven M, Beth 95 Putnam St
Chilson Clinic 1 Kim Ave
Chilson Terrance S 145 W Tioga St
Chiropractic Medica PO Box 813
Citizens Bank 302 Jenks Rd
Clark Raymond L, Barbara L 6257 SR 87
Cole Donald J II RR 4 Box 53
Comstock Howard W, Debbie S 16 Washington St
Cottle William 1244 Sr 292e
Cragle Donald W 24 Mountain View Ter
Daniels William 59 E Tioga St
Darling Jason M, Deana M 172 Barziloski Rd
Darrow Travis 329 Peach Ln
Daubert Jennifer M 12 Margrow Rd
Deighton Coralee, Ashley 45 E Tioga St
Dimeolo Daniel F 29 Big Sky Dr
Dudock Lisa 1608 State Rte 295
Ell Florence C RR 2 Box 197d
Fleeger Alfred 125 Roosevelt Hwy
Freed Donald C dba Dons Cleaning & Restora
77 North Eaton Lande
Gabriel Mario Est PO Box 342
Gardner Jean S 18 West St 5
Gardner Mary G 28 Etioga St
Garnecki Stephen 107 Lakewood Rd
Gibbons Susan 8 Aspen Ln
Greubel Sign Co PO Box 734
Gudman Genevieve SR 292 E Box 701
Harding John T RR 6 Box 70a
Hasting Mark Curtis 111 Jenkins Ln Apt 1
Hongach Andrew S IV Est 3 Rails Rd
Hunt Thomas F 302 Jenks Rd
Kalinowski Edward J RR 4 Box 439−C
Kalinowski Helen E RR 2
Klinkel Rose Ann 108 Putnam St
Lane Donna 70 Elm St
Layland Gary T 146 Ripplebrook Rd
Lechs Pharmacy One Kim Ave Ste 3
Lloyd Russell J 47 Longbrook Acres Rd
Maas Michael Wayne 10 Thomas Dr
Mancuso Ruth Ann 108 Putnam St
Marbaker Duane A 108 Washington Park Rd Apt 5
Mckenna William 31 Chestnut St
Mead Frederick PO Box 615
Mile High Collision Service 9 Kim Ave
Miller Albert 134 N Bridge St
Mosley Thomas 155 Pine Ridge Rd
Myers Carrie 421 Stark Rd
Newhart Brian H 26 W Harrison St
Newhart Brian H 35 Morio Dr
Oliver Lynn R 3 Gum Tree Dr
Ostrum Judith C 24 Mountain View Ter
Owens Thomas M 10 Benson Hollow Ln
Palmer Florence 2533 SR 29 S
Parker Katelyn 65 Franklin Ave
Pease Henry Est 17 Lakeshore Dr
Place Lawrence 11 Brookside Rd
Pongonis Cecelia T RR 2
R&B Hobby Center 506 SR 29 South
Regulla Theresa 212 Shadowbrook Dr
Reid Margaret L 36 Maple Grove Rd
Ries Colleen F 511 Keelersburg Rd
Rogers Carl D 123 Rogers Ln
Romero John 37 Wyoming Ave
Ronca Michael C Jr 9 Pennsylvania Ave
Ruddell Insurance Agency 158 W Tioga St
Sayre Hannah G 151 Dewight Way
Schwartztrauber Justin T 435 State Rte 92 S
Secora Flora L 162 E Tioga St Apt 82
Shaffer Kyle 309 SR 292
Sherry David A 56 Maple Ave
Sherwood Arthur W 131 Sherwood Dr
Sherwood Walter 106 SR 87 South Apt 1
Shoemaker Laverne K Box 105 Hillbilly Village
Stemples Esther 59 E Tioga St
Stroka Anthony PO Box 123
Talcott Rebecca, Brad 27 Pine St
Testa Stanley A Jr 4 Ironwood St
Van Fleet Nelson H 130 Old Rt 92 Ln
Vaow Charles R, Heather L RR 2 Box 341c
Vieczorek John E, Gail M 1 Vieczorek Dr
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Wiernusz Randy 211 Shaffer Ln
William Joseph R C/O Bhc 30 Virginia Dr
Williams Sam 510 Sugar Hollow Rd
Wootten Delbert RD 3 Box 332
Wright Katherine 9 Kim Ave
Yurak Helen S 321 Creamery Rd
Zebrowski Michael J, Linda A 183 Clydesmuir Dr
York County
Airville Pa 17302
Anglada Dylan L 9923 Muddy Creek Rd
Bredlow Megan E, Cody W 21 Orson Hollow Rd
Bull Clementina Est 164 Crowl Rd
Burkins Robert P 317 E Posey Rd A
Copen Gregory 1266 Muddy Creek For Rd
Cosgrove Mark 7869 Woodbine Rd
Croxall Jason 483 Norris Rd
Dalton Christian M 3890 Delta Rd
Farmer Patricia, Roger C 132 Reinecke Rd
Fisher Margaret 39 N Castle Finn Rd
Garcia Yadira 401 Blain Rd
Herr Kenneth 4203 Delta Rd
Lorine V Trumble 918 Bedford Ave
Maglaughlin Eryn 5 Craig Rd
Snider Michael A 15402 Sparklin Spgs Ln
Stokes Kenneth M, Lois M 31 Pine Grove Rd
Waltemire William 138 Bark Mill Rd
Wells Douglas 228 Fulton Rd
White Estle B Est 327 High Rock Hill
Yuknavich Timothy K 14233 Collns Schl Rd
Brodbecks Pa 17329
Mcknight M Keith, Merlin 5383 Spirit Ln
Mummert Dale R RR 1
Tyler William D, William L RR 1
Brogue Pa 17309
Adler Beth A 12855 Stamper Rd
Allen Donald Sr 2779 Delta Rd
Beard Madison L, Joshua M 2851 Old Forge Rd
Dorn Carroll 1535 Main St Ext
Frederick Robert M 12621 Gum Tree Rd
Goddard School Flh Inc 3552 Oscars Rd
Heindel Julie PO Box 134
Peach Bottom Htg & Clg PO Box 118
Posey Kerry A 11745 Smith Hollow Rd
Slagle Chrissy 310 Goram Rd
Stephens Sue F 12846 Gum Tree Rd
Woodard David D 1325 Furnace Rd
Codorus Pa 17311
Krebs Eva Jane PO Box 224
Zamores Ana C 316 E 3rd St
Craley Pa 17312
Boden Allison L PO Box 273
Lenhart Montana R PO Box 346
Dallastown Pa 17313
Albright Robyn 304 S Charles St
Ald Construction Inc 365 Fruitlyn Dr
Barscheski Gerard 97 S Franklin St
Barshinger Heather, Barry 120 S Pleasant Ave
Bloss Leslie Karen 461−F E Maple St
Boyce Catherine 451 E Maple St Apt C
Bupp Rachael 64 W Maplle St
Chesapeake Ready Mix Inc 435 E Locust St
Dallastown Family Practice Ctr 755 S Pleasant Ave
Dallastown Medical Assocs 1010 Blymire Rd
Deardorff Tracey, Kris PO Box 307
Deller Julia 15 E Frederick St
Ellis Timothy B 36 S Pleasant Ave
Fennick Daniel M 111 Maylyn Ave
Franks Fred PO Box 2
Frasch Elizabeth U 147 N Park St
Fry John M 535 E Main St
Gillespie Steven M 751 St Johns Place
Gillette Edward 216 W Chestnut St
Grace Business Svcs Ins 403 E Main St
Grothe Alesia E 128 N Pleasant Ave Apt 13
Grove Joshua 535 E Frederick St
Hamberger Larry A, Larry 63 W Howard St
Hauri Stephanie A 605 Carrie Dr
Health America 100 W Queen St
Hedin Richard 75a Walnut Rdg
Hengst Martin F 152 N Lombard St
Henry Pamela A 464 E Maple St
Hudson Christina D, Joseph A 543 E Frederick St
Jones Julie E, Paul M 775 Wind Rush Dr
Kissinger Susan J 617 Green Meadows Dr
Kohler Margaret R Est 216 Troy Rd
Lafond Margy 113 S Walnut St
Lantry James H Jr 486 Tanglewood Ln
Leigh Curtis Group LLC PO Box 56
Mccann Jennifer A 450 Tanglewood Ln
Mcfatridge Mitchell, Flazia 349 W Chestnut St
Mckibben Pauletta 660 Blossom Hill Ln
Mcneal Barbara, Wellspan Pharmacy 755 S Pleasant Ave
Miller Christine M 128 N Pleasant Ave
Moody Tina 47 E Howard St
Morton Ersilia S, Tyler J 2789 S Queen St
Nabors Rafe S Jr 201 Sheffield Dr
Oakes Mark 717 Franlyn Dr
Price Helen 623 E Main St
Rahauser Evelyn I 830 New School Ln
Roach Chad J 202 W Brd St
Robinson Margaret M 238 W Main St
Rogers Matthew J 244 S Charles St
Rogers Rachael A 785 Ridgelyn Dr
Saylor Helen B 74 Howard St
Schildt Michael A 125 N Pleasant Ave
Schoettlin Troy T 28 W Maple St Fl 1 Rear
Seeler William 215 S Charles St
Seitz Michael R 300 W Main St
Shelton Hannie 2 E Main St 2
Shuster Leonard Est 225 Leaderton Dr
Singel Michael J, Ava A 3348 Ridgeview Rd
Smalley Bud 408 Tanglewood Ln
Smith Cyndee L 716 Ridgelyn Dr
Snyder Fay V, Jay 12 S Park St
Snyder Jay E 440 E Main St 2nd Fl
Stoltzfus Melissa 128 N Pleasant Ave Apt 31
Strayer Todd A 479 S Pleasant Ave
Sweeney Mary C 111 Maylyn Ave
Taliano Joseph A Jr, Tammy S 272 Teila Dr
Towson Sandra F, Jeriah R 213 Sheffield Dr
Weaver Scott 2791 S Queen St
Weikel Matthew 64 W Maplle St
Weinmeister Dorothy 128 S Walnut St
Williams Robert L, Nancy L RR 1
Wilmoth William W, Jerod M 91 S Franklin St
Windsor Tobacco Inc 170d S Orchard St
Winters Kelley L, Glen C PO Box 56
Delta Pa 17314
Barwick Kathleen A 179 Pond Rd
Bergmann Jason 42 Heidi Rd
Bundy Ann M 55 Cardinal Trl
Burks Kimberly A 2 Pine Hill Rd
Collins Lucy M 218 Kilgore Rd
Cooper Brenda G 502 River Rd
Davison Jerry N, Storm A 86 Roycroft Ln
Detamore Barry R 218 Kilgore Rd
Dickerson Donald Jr 902 Chestnut St
Ensley Robert L 101 Brd St
Feveryear Lorna 93 Gemmill Rd
Francisco Victor 100 Griffing Rd
Gray John 35 Clubhouse Rd
Hitchcock Michael Lee 353 Talton Dr
Jackson Kerri L 123 Clubhouse Rd
Kelly Dolores 709 Ellis Ave
Klapka Virgil J 724 Ellis Ave
Kloch Donald 189 Clover Trl
Kohlbus William F Box 42
Mid Atlantic Capital Corp 301 Chestnut St
Molla Patricia 425 Flintville Rd
Morris Constance M 546 River Rd
Moul Lisa S 211 Main St PO Box 94
Newlo Patricia M 64 Ivy Hill Ln
Newlon Jason R 64 Ivy Hill Ln
Ondeck Celinia Ann 358 Brd St Ext
Palmer Gregory C 546 River Rd
Parr Stewart Heather 19 Valy View Dr
Schlitte P S 506 Chestnut St
Simpson Helen 21 Oak Forest Rd
Smith Stacy C 108 Misty Hill Dr
South Josh D 693 Lay Rd
Sullivan David 87 Pond Rd
Thomas Jeannie 13 Birchwood Dr
Twist Michelle, Michael 28 Cabin Still Rd
Tyson Richard L 171 Rolling Rd
Walther Benjamin, Crystal 42 Heidi Rd
Watson Lawrence, Ligeia 727 S Main St
White Cleveland A 85 Riverview Rd E
Wilson Myrtle M 1956 Atom Rd
Dillsburg Pa 17019
Albert Jeremy J 216 Autumn Woods Ct
Anderson Laurabelle G 1613 S Mountain Rd
Baker Joseph RR 3
Baker Marie RR 3
Baker William RR 3
Barner Leroy 9484 Carlisle Rd
Beers Franklin Tamea L 612 Range End Rd L22
Blackwell Mark 132 Dorsey Ln
Blizzard Mary J 424 Mumper Ln
Bowermaster Patricia M 9 S Baltimore St Apt 7
Bricker Jeff D 1147 S Mountain Rd
Brightbill Dawn 69 Aspen Rd
Bullock Sherry 1613 Baltimore Pike
Carlson Donna J 62 Willow Glen Rd
Carr Charles R, Leslie G 37 S Baltimore St
Castner Sydney PO Box 4180
Cecile Coble 10 Chestnut Grove Rd
Chase Home Finance LLC 13 Fisher Run Rd
Chubb Frederic K 8 Camp Ground Rd
Confair Benjamin 12 Belair Dr
Connors Ethel K 210 Capitol Hill Rd
Covert Jonathan, Jennifer 109 Walmar Manor
Cox Mabel G 153 Logan Rd 230
Coyle Mari E 612 Range End Rd Lot 96
Cummingham Kami 64 Old Mill Rd
Davis Brett L 64 Brittany Ln
Dice Jen 105 Harrisburg Pike
Digital Ink Inc 230 Gettysburg St
Doebling John 131 Willow Glen Rd
Elliott Trina K 25 W Hanover St
Eshleman Richard C Jr 81 Chain Saw Rd
Eutzy Christopher 1370 S York Rd
Farley Michael P PO Box 711
Fromm Norman H, Lynn M PO Box 372
Giampietro Faraone 62 Clemens Dr
Ginter Sharon 117 Walmar Manor
Groves Toni 114 N Lewisberry Rd
Habig Sara E 2054 Old York Rd
Hartman Mary A RR 1 273
Hench Charles 1772 W Trindle Rd
Henry Marlin, Leah RD 1
Herbert Rosemary, William 36 Dogwood Ln
Hildabrand Robert B 20 Acomo Dr
Hobbs Dorothy W 4 Big Dam Rd
Hockok William O VI 45 Old York Rd
Huffman William, Anna RR 2 Box 121
Husic Tonya A 506 Range End Rd
Ivory Shelly A 213 S Baltimore St
James Bayard D 153 Logan Rd
Jenkins Ellen B, Mark W 100 Green Briar Ln
Jodon Samuel S 52 Bethel Church Rd Apt D
Johnson Gail L 440 Fickes Rd
Kapp Bryan E 460 Old York Rd
Krysakowski David E 495 Ridge Rd
Lauver Anthony S 2 Stone Head Rd
Lawrence Matthew A 30 Walmar Manor
Lehman Robert 9 Audubon Park
Logan Helen RD 2
Maldonado Orlando, Patsy J 31 Union Church Rd
Marchi Giulio E 109 S 2nd St
Miller Diane R, Marian 127 Evergreen Cir
Miller Fred J 223 Putters Cir
Miller Marian 127 Evergreen Cir
Miller Ruthanna 94 Buttonwood Dr
Mitchell Lydia A 5 Sheffield Dr
Morrison Shirley A 153 Logan Rd 126
Morse James A, Doris RD 1
Nell Richard C, Doris I 34 Capitol Hill Rd
Nugent Sara E 4 Wargo Ln
Ohrum Kris E 114 South Baltimore St
Potteiger Adonna D, Elmer H 25 Rocky Ridge Rd
Presbyterian Homes 1 Trinity Dr E Ste 201
Reasey Ethel E RD 1 216 Coffeytow Rd
Rehabitat Inc PO Box 81
Saltzer Vickie L 19 Wargo Ln
Schaffer Jennifer 19 Pheasant Ridge Rd
Schmidt Keith 9720 Carlisle Rd 6
Schoppe J 206 Capitol Hill Rd
Shafer Beryl P 98 Buttonwood Dr
Sheaffer John, Taylor 94 Pine St
Sheaffer John W Jr 94 Pine St
Shoffstall Steven R 25 S Baltimore St Apt 5
Shuey Matthew 22 N Fileys Rd
Shymanski Chris E 946 W Ocean View Ave Apt
Singer Rosemary, Ray 149 S 2nd St
Smith Tamara Jaynesebri 75 Fickes Rd
Spahr Brandon 107 W Siddonsburg Rd
Spinnaker Svcs Inc, Amerilube 4 Tristan Dr
Stone Floyd S 153 Logan Rd 124
Stover John A Jr 50 Western Rd
Timberview Veterinary Hosp 2054 Old York Rd
Uhryk Mark A 50 Lost Hollow Rd
Wagner Kristina M 13 Fisher Run Rd
Walters Thomas R 140 Mount Top Rd
Weherbee Bradley 64 Old Mill Rd
Weigle Tamara 127 W York St
Wert Angela J 132 Dorsey Ln
Wickey Beverly A 730 S York Rd
Williams Sandra 9 S Baltimore St Apt 12
Williams Sullivan M 14 Northern Dancer Dr
Wilt Elgin E 1271 Gettysburg Pike Apt 210
Witmer Denise A, Jason W 380 Poplar Rd
Wolf Mary E RD 4 Box 213
Zell Ellen, Jacob 105 Cherry Ln
Zibrida Joseph M 112 Martel Cir
Dover Pa 17315
Bailey Linda J 4735 Bull Rd
Baker Kenneth L, Candace R 2985 Cypress Rd
Barge Maureen 2939 Village Sq Dr
Berg Allen W 205 N Gotwalt St
Billings Gilbert V 2360 Tower Dr
Bonham John B 2001 Red Bank Rd 54
Bortner Dorothy, Gerald RD 1
Bourinski Elsie M, Albert 3377 Fox Run Rd Ste 1
Brenner Brandy L, Eric 2460 Anita Dr
Briske Beatrice H 3510 Cycamore Rd
Buchanan Margaret 1820 Temple School Rd
Burg Rachael I L Ower Windsor
Busses Garage 2040 Hilton Ave
Carl Danielle 55 Mayfield St
Carr D, Joan D Strausbaugh 6440 Dupont Ave
Cherry Ranae 4550 Bull Rd 74
Coble Amanda L, Anne I 5320 Salmon Run Rd
Conley John 1080 E Canal Rd
Coover Helen G Apt 10h Lark Cir
Coyle Jamie L 4050 Bull Rd
Crone Grace F, Kenneth RFD 3
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Crone Noname 1111 W King St
Dover Internal Medicine 4020 Carlisle Rd
Dull Mary A RR 2 Hellam Br
Eisenhart Clark E 1130 E Canal Rd
Elgin Rebecca Lee 6290 Clearview Rd
Elliott Bernard D 1161 Cherry Orchard Rd
Emig Eric 2900−53 Meadowview Dr
Fair Ruth, Melvin 1891 Rohlers Church Rd
Fair Ruth E 1891 Conewago Rd
Filangeri Gertrude 3064 Jodi Ln
Fogle Preston E, Virginia 2041 Hilton Ave
Forry Dale, Mary 2010 Detters Mill Rd
Forsling Joann R 2535 Bremer Rd
Gaughan Joel 4430 Hikey St
Gentzler Verna V RD 6
Gernak Virginia J 800 York Rd Lot 7
Gochenour Stanley R III 4590 D Bull Rd
Gordon James E 915 York Rd
Gordon Williamo 213 Gross Ave
Grumbine Kenneth L 5551 Pine Hill Rd PO Box 43
Habgood Margaret 1509 Hunter Dr
Hake Donald 3070 Grenway Rd
Hake Esther M RR 4
Hakes Grocery Inc 6491 Carlisle Rd
Hall Thomas 5140 Harmony Grove Rd
Halterman Angie E 3407 Glen Hollow Dr
Hamaker Gerald, Katie L 1975 Wyatt Cir
Hamlett Anthony R 3701 Stonehouse Ln
Hammons Cynthia A 170 Cedar Hill Dr
Harman Matthew, Alicia 3169 Falcon Ln
Hastings Susan B 3856b Fox Chase Dr
Heiner Amy R 2040 Hilton Ave
Herren William M 4076 Foresthills Ct
Hiden John C 5124 W Canal Rd
Holland David E 40 J Stony Ln
Holland Evanna 62 W Boundary
Hollandscherer Karen 3802 Kings Ln
Hope Ellen 5475 Bull Rd
Hopkins Daniel 3510 Sycamore Rd
Hummer Carl 6421 Harmony Grove Rd Apt H
J K Salvage Svc 2010 Detters Mill Rd
Jarmen Luther 2055 Jug Rd
Johnson Lauren L 3316 E Pheasant Dr
Johnson Martin W 2130 Sky Top Trl
Kaune Paul H 1990 Park St
Keener Joan L 2134 Huntington Rd
Klaskin Bruce D 1020 Cherry Orchard Rd
Kotteles Kayla 88 Richard Mine Rd
Lankford Leon B 3650 S Salem Church Rd
Lardarello Alec John 2430 Belair Dr
Latshaw Carl M N Main St
Ledbetter Harold 2560 Carriage Ln
Lloyd Gary 5180 Davidsburg Rd Apt B
Mak Jason 3116 Wooster Dr
Mann Debra C 290 Big Rock Dr
Marshall Pallet & Delivery Svc 4031 Carlisle Rd
Mcclane Robbi 475 Zeigler Rd
Mccleaf Marcia A 2524 Municipal Rd
Mcdyre Ella Grace, James F, Ireland 1890 Ashcombe Dr
Miller B E 435 Buck Rd
Miller Charles A 108 N Main St
Miller Cynthia E 81 S Maine St
Miller Fredric L 3430 Davidsburg Rd
Miller Maureen M 3183 Jayne Ln
Millward Katherine Louise 3609 Partridge Dr
Morgan Christine 3325 E Pheasant Dr
Moritz Michael 4760 Carlisle Rd
Moro Ronald 5511 Old Carlisle Rd
Mummert Shanna L 6351 Clown Rd
Musser Jane E 5561 Harmony Grove Rd
Nells 1971 3025 Carlisle Rd
Njume Raykoge E 3183 Jayne Ln
Odell Annamae 3377 Fox Run Rd
Odinsky Tina L 2541 Tower Dr
Pieruccini Angela 1967 Aldon Dr
Rager Candice, Robert 1697 Weeping Willow Ln
Ranieri Zennith J 800 York Rd Lot 112
Reidinger Susan H 3856b Fox Chase Dr
Reinert Ashleigh R 1580 Temple School Rd
Rorapaugh Melinda 1390 Red Bank Rd
Royce O G 213 Gross Ave
Ruth Lois M 1621 Condor Ln
Ruth Winifred V Davidsburg Rd
Salem Springs Landscaping 4110 Nursery Rd
Schields Wade E 6341 Old Carlisle Rd
Schnetzha Hyacinth F, Joan D Strausbaugh
6440 Dupont Ave
Schroll Blanche N Est 290 Big Rock Dr
Schwab William G Jr 3246 Falcon Ln
Shank Beverly L 2001 Red Bank Lot 418
Shaub Marc E 1819 Spangler Ave
Shows Peggy 4550 Bull Rd Lot 72
Sizemore Seth Aaron 2436 Anita Dr
Slaseman Mindy S 2475 Red Bank Rd
Smith James S PO Box 331
Smith Kelly L 3415 Cardinal Ln
Smith Tina 2996 Milky Way
Staub Tammy S 4428 Beaumont Rd
Stock Donald T Est 110 Delwood Dr
Strategic Edge Logistics 2010 Detter Mill Rd
Strategic Edge Logistics 6631 Carlisle Dr
Swank Chiropractic LLC 4091 Carlisle Rd
Sweitzer Keith 4880 Lewisberry Rd
Taylor Keith D4 Kenray Ave
Trimmer Amy L 3041 Solar Dr
Vancleave James W 2610 Elm Ct
Waybright Bonnie L 1904 Deerfield Dr
Welsh David A 1100 C Conewago Rd
White Ruth C 120 S Pershing
Williamson Nathan 3105 Galexy Rd
Woods Rebecca 3600 Rock Creek Dr
Wright Tracy 3930 Sheppard Dr
Yerges Kenneth M 3713 Wheatland Dr
Dover Pa 17402
Scott Regina RD 2
Sloat Elmer RD 2
Smith Elwood RD 4
East Prospect Pa 17317
Keller Nettie I 35 W Maple St
Kuhns Joanne E PO Box 475 East
Rehman Gail PO Box 299
Ruby Todd 15 N Main St PO Box 276
Spangler Robert PO Box 403
East York Pa 17402
Dierickx Jennifer J 204 St Charles Way No E
Usa Optical Inc 2553 E Market St
Winkel Donald 2221 Dixie Dr
York Aimee J 531 S Russell St
Zeiler Daniel 176 Silver Spur Dr
Emigsville Pa 17318
Cpr Restoration Cleaning Svc PO Box 51
Datum 89 Church Rd
Dellinger Jean M PO Box 51
Gougher Evelyn M PO Box 24
Jones Conni PO Box 362
Kline Derek 3196 N George St
Knapp Bonnie L PO Box 24
Metro Public Adjustment PO Box 51
Miller Marvin PO Box 51
Pierce M L 3263 Brd St
Etters Pa 17319
Abel Brandon 305 Red Mill Rd
Acri Kimberly 240 Birdie Ln
Anderson Richard C 120 Ramblewood Dr Apt 9
Atchley Amy M 712 Salem Rd
Aymin Margaret 71 Bunker Ln
Baker Robert M 326 Braeburn Dr
Baucum Dorothy K 110 Wedgewood Cir
Becker Gail 5 Russian Olive Dr
Billman Jeffrey D 105 Ridgeview Dr
Book G 226 S York St
Brenda Bashore, Forrest Jacobs 66 Persian Lilac Dr
Brusters Real Ice Cream 560 Financial Way
Buddenbaum Rebecca 502 Overlook Dr
Burger Pamela M, Earl A 40 Spring House Circ
Bush Jeremiah S 700 Salem Rd Trlr 41
Collins Larry II 22 Rose of Sharon Dr
Cooper Tammie Sue 300 Ridge Rd
Ehrhart Dana 646 Mallard Dr
Elaine Alexis 300 Ridge Rd Trlr 37
Falke Marcia P, Keystone Certs 1790 Old Trail Rd Ste D
Fisher Robert G 156 Fisher Rd
Gamble Gary E 435 Big Sky Dr
Grady Barbara 92 Persian Lilac Dr Lot C1416
Grissinger Serina M 300 Ridge Rd Trlr 37
Hall Deborah 65 Holly Ln
Harco Drugs Inc 200 Newberry Commons
Hart Tim 627 Canvasbach Dr
Hershberger Richard PO Box 48
Hostetler James A Lot 41 Beech Island PO Box 291
Jones Ashley E S Apt 3 2110 York Haven Rd
Julian Marcie 336 Lamp Post Ln
Kim Kyounghun 635 Mallard Dr
Lewis Brian 67 Persian Lilac Dr
Lowe Brian E 300 Ridge Rd Trlr 10
Meyerhoff Sabrenia L 684 Old York Rd
Miller Edward H, Lois K RD 2
Pague Edward R 42 Mall Rd
Pepperman Bill A 162 Juniper Dr
Peters Kristina 168 White Dogwood Dr
Peters Mark E 311 Valy Rd
Reap Deann M 2345 Old Trail Rd
Riddel Martha J 48 Bill Dugan Dr
Rosenberry Steve 232 S York St
Ryerson Daniel K 105 Ridgeview Dr
Shields David H 10 Bald Cypress Cir
Short Esther RR 1
Shroy Rose 700 Salem Rd Lot 68
Simonsen Margaret 628 Pintail Dr
Spangler David 310 Hemlock Ln
Starner Joshua L, Angela M L B Smith Ford Inc
412 Shelleys Ln
Stephens George F 50 Highland Cir
Sweger Steven 240 Birdie Ln
Tezerra Addis Beyene 24 N Conley St
Toyota Motor Credit 10 Bald Cypress Cir
Underkoffler Andrew, Karen 1060 Yocumtown Rd
Updegraff Michelle 652 Bamberger Rd
Valentine Leonard B 2020 York Haven Rd
Whipple Pamela Darlene 594 Old York Rd Trlr 30
Wilson Barbara A 26 Rose of Sharon Dr
Young Wendy L Est, David K 254 White Dogwood Dr
Zeigler Leonard C, Verna PO Box 11
Fawn Grove Pa 17321
Adams James W Jr 128 Morris Rd
Anderson Christopher R 246 E Main St
Citizens Volunteer F 171 S Market St
Herrman Richard E Est 528 Garvine Mill Rd
Larkin Geraldine E, A E RD 4
Mann Maureen Charlotte 446 Throne Rd
Middlebrook F E RR 1 Box 66
Ruby Marion D Park Dr
Ruby Robert M RR 1
Sheepmilksoap Com 140 Kunkle Rd
Smith James L Jr, Robyn L 918 Thompson Rd
Thompson Vernon L 119 Brown Rd
Trego Susan R 651 Graceton Rd
Wagner Anne G 445 Salt Lake Rd
Woods Amie M PO Box 263
Felton Pa 17322
Amann Theresa Ann, Linda 118617 Pine St
Benney Robert 12702 Wintertown Rd
Buseck Shirley D Est 10 Briarwood Ct
Corwell Latasha, John 13 Oriole Cir
Edens Gregory A, Dawn G 12906 Mt Olivet Rd
First Clearing Corp. Jeffrey Brenner Bene Ira 348 Main St
Goss Steven D Jr 47 Main St
Grove Reunion 34 Main St
Heiffer Melvin 16 Heather Way
Holcomb Jason 7 Cypress Point
Kingston Kathleen 157 Cold Stream Trail
Klunk Tara B, Tod A 522 Rankle Rd
Leonard Jonathan 11609 Grim Rd
Lewis William 2455 Furnace Rd
Miller Joshua J 7868 Lentz Rd
Moskowsky Peter A 10188 Park View Dr
Ness Charles N, Cathy A Ness Anderson PO Box 144
Ondek John 18 Saddlebrook Dr
Salesky Vicki 12491 Canning House Rd
Shue Richard C 14 Cedar Dr
Sinclair N W 22 Oriole Cir
Slaughter Kimberly, Daniel 4241 Ridge Way Dr
Sluder Ashley L 15568 Laurel Rd
Smith Patricia A 346 Pine Valy Dr
Smith Ryan S 3331 Millers School Rd
Strayer Darla S RR 2
Trageser Mary E 9211 Fulton School Rd
Ulrich Jason 60 Hemlock Dr
Webster Karen K, John W 12890 Glessick School Rd
Franklintown Pa 17323
Dawson Lindsey PO Box 122
Williams Fred 4 Gordon Pl
Yeingst Ross Jr, Lois M Shope 14 S Baltimore St
Glen Rock Pa 17327
Albright Melinda S 35 Cottage Ave
Apple Family Ins Agy 117 Church St
Better Investment Partners 2969 Seitzland Rd
Boggs Christopher, Joanne 5761 N Church St
Boyer Patricia S 4740 Fiscal Rd
Breen Donald L, Sue S 13480 Robins Run Ct
Brown Vickie L 228 Edgehill Rd
Cafferty Diane M 1699 Hametown Rd
Calho M Gertrude 660 Calhoun
Chippich Kevin M 357 Church St
Conner Kenneth 214 Lester Ct
Cook Christophe 6446 Brodbeck Rd
Day Kurtis 10130 Mount Zion Rd
Delozier Raymond 3494 Sticks Rd
Deters Brian J 6779 Fairschool Rd
Diaz Tyler 3139 W Clearview Dr
Edgette Alyssa Marie, Terrie Ann 3939 Shaffers Church Rd
Edgette Terrie Ann 3939 Shaffers Church Rd
Force Supply 91 West Ctr St
Fuller Robert L 206 Lester Ct
Geiple Robert 35 Hayward Hts
Gemmill Lanette D, Thomas H 115 N Main St Apt 2
Goyden Arin 3938 Shaffers Church Rd
Harman Jo A 3667 Fissels Church Rd
Hoerr Danielle 1336 Valy Rd
Hummel Jaclyn, Craig 41 Manchester St
Jacobs J Melvin Est RR2
James Watts L 1523 Church St
Keller Arlene O 4075 Manchester St Glen
Ketter Elizabeth P 109 Manchester
Lebo Floyd M Jr 12263 Rockville Rd
Lynch Joshua 21 Cottage Ave A
Markets At Shrewsbury 12025 Susquehanna Trail
Matthews Kristi, Dan 6194 Steltz Rd
Mccarthy Karen E 353 Park Ave
Mcdonald Michael J 4353 Ziegler Rd
Melvin Jacobs J RR2
Miller Gemmill 33 Main St Apt 4
Racey Charles Jr, Robin 35 High St
Rugel Ana 12863 Glen Brook Ct
Sajko Linda S, John W 123 Main St
Simmons Elsie 11896 Pleasant Valy Rd
Smith Ryan 20 Commerce Dr
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Sowinski Matthew, Denise 4246 Johnson Rd
Stine Annabelle, Jerry RD 4 Box 4947
Taylor Cynthia D 3139 W Clearview Dr
Taylor David M 82 Manchester St
Thomas Daisy M 5005 Hildebrand Rd
Vasp 182 Industrial Rd Glen
Waldner Eric 20 Dustys Ln
Weisenborn Minerva 4157 Johnson Rd
Wells Fargo Dealer Servic 41 Manchester St
Wilcox Charlotte 12847 Glen Brook Ct
Williams Heath T, Tara L 3214 Catholic Valy Rd
Williams Susan H 203 Dundee Ln
Wilson Brian Eugene Jr 3939 Shaffers Church Rd
Yakubowski Michelle 3753 Krebs Rd
Glenville Pa 17329
Barksdale Jeannia M 6211 Blue Hill Rd
Boddiford Lynne 4141 Harman Way
Gore Samuel L 3902 Skyview Dr
Hanover Dodge Chrysler Jeep Ram 6211 Blue Hill Rd
Janney Baldwin H, Ann H 4738 Dogwood Ln
Mcelroy Robert 2611 Ridge Rd
Quillen Stacey 6142 Allison Mill Rd
Rohrbaugh Karen F 3001 Willow Ln
Schilling William N Jr, Emily A 7221 St Johns Rd
Shea Carl J, Jenny 3949 Smoketown Rd
Simpson Jeffrey M 2536 Ridge Rd
Speir Joseph A, Karen L 5074 Miller Rd
Wilt Anna 3671 Moringstar Rd
Wineholt Jerry L, Karen J 2107 Ridge Rd
Hallam Pa 17406
Ghebrekidan Habte 457 Buttonwood Ln Apt B
Hildebrand Robert G Iii 56 W Market St Apt 1
Tumati Sudheer 265−B Friendship Ave
Hanover Pa 17331
Adams Hanover Counseling Svc Mandy Worley
540 Wilson Ave
Adams Jennifer 201 Diller Rd
Adelsperger Jody L 468 Fairview Dr
Alcott Chauncey G EstOf 827 Mccosh St
Allegheny Solid Surface Techns PO Box 144 805 W Elm Ave
Allen Tiffany 22 1/2 Young Cir
Alpha Omega Vending 475 Flickinger Rd
Altieri Thomas M 1268 Wanda Dr
Alwine Susanne M RR 6 Box 314
Anton Jason 133 Zachary Dr
Arter Irvin D 764 Hershey Hts Rd
Athey Kathleen R 35 Colonial Ct
Aunt Kittys Foods Inc PO Box 334
Auto Body Intensive Care 720 Carlisle St Rear
Avery Rachel 21 N Blettner Ave
Bac Home Loans Servicing Lp 70 Bowman Rd
Bailey Kent E, Beth A 407 Carlisle St
Bair Annabelle, Eugene D, Fred Rt 1
Bair Suzanne M, Grant M 261 Frederick St Apt 1
Baker Robert C 6847 Mountain Dr
Balanesi Peter 10 Wagner Dr
Bankert G E 830 Mcallister St
Bankert George R 438 Baltimore St
Barrett James A 14 Partridge Ct
Barrett Michael A PO Box 1553
Bauer Alexander E, Michael E 231 Princess St
Beard Teresa 221 N Franklin Stapt 102
Bechtel Susan 310 4th St
Bechtel Zita 333 Brdway
Bechtel Zita C 725 Westminster Ave
Becker Elizabeth W 672 Morning Glory Dr
Becker John L 240 Ram Dr Apt 348
Beebe Marian Louise 10 Barley Cir
Belivakici Sarah 240 Bragg Cir
Bennett Jessica 110 Gdnia Dr
Bertsch Joan M, Karl 24 Alexander Dr
Biesecker Andrew 129 E Chestnut St
Blaney William L III 14 Ivy Cir
Bless C Est C 905 York St Apt 1
Bless Conrad F III 377 Juniper Ln
Bowman Gary 46 Windy Ct
Bowman Jodi 6 John St
Boyer Steven M 28 York St Fl 2
Boyers Flossie 656 1/2 Brdway
Brace Melody V, Kirk R 35 Sherman St
Bragg Euneva 1200 Baer Ave
Brame Barry 230 Racetrack Rd
Brilhart Franklin R 1263 Hoff Rd
Brimmer Jenifer 125 York St Apt 2
Brookshire Patricia 1242 Wanda Dr
Brown Blaine C 458 Hartman Ave
Burk Karl D 146 Glenville Rd
Burroughs Joseph D Jr 23 Ctr St Fl 1
Byers David A 349 Green Spgs Rd
C H Reed Incorporated PO Box 524
Caldwell Ronald H 32 Heritage Dr
Camacho Sheika 4b Beck Mill Rd
Camarote Kelley 113 Locust St
Capobianco Cara 31 Steed Ln
Caprio Amber 140 Bowman Rd
Carril Yazmil 878 Baltimore St Apt 1a
Carroll Andrew T 1916 Oak Hills Dr
Castleberrys Foods Hanover Foods Corp 1486 York St
Casual Male Inc, Kelly Smith 340 Poplar St
Catlin Patricia A 371 Inpounding Dam Rd
Caughey Kathleen M 124 Comanche Trail Unit 1915
Chase Home Finance LLC 21 N Blettner Ave
Chavez Jorge 2957 Hanover Pike
Chipperfield Rachelle, David 39 Cougar Dr
Claudine F Baker Rev Trust 12 9 05 6847 Mountain Dr
Cline Jason M 506 Rear Brdway
Conover Rebecca 333 Second Ave
Constantine Robert W 267 Old Westminster Rd
Cooke Matthew 18 Laurel Dr
Cool Michael, Sean 308 Puma Dr
Creek William 453 Clearview Rd
Cromer Erin E 21 Timber Ln
Cromer’s Electric Inc 2640 Baltomore Pike
Cullison Atlee L PO Box 1320
Cunningham Mary 425 Westminster Ave Apt E369
Daly Christine M 492 Clearview Rd
Dattilio Connie R M 19 Menlena Cir
David Shirley Est 62 Yara Way
David Leavitt Company LLC 1290 Westminster Ave
David Shirley A 62 Yara Way
Deamer Brandon 45 Penn Cir
Degon George W 866 W Alvin St
Depamphilis Christopher Taylor, Hy J, Janette Marie
43 Nace Dr
Devan Charlotte S 213 Eichelberger St
Diggs Felicia 128 Baltimore St 6
Dillow Shannon L 326 Pine St
Direnzo Richard T 536 Black Rock Rd
Dix R Est 1365 Wanda Dr
Dresher John F 2577 Centennial Rd
Dutterer Merwyn D 617 Morning Glory Dr
Eaton Leola 219 York St Apt 1f4
Ebaugh Mark 200 Pleasant St Apt 4
Ehring Eileen M 131 Carlisle St Apt 1
Elizabeth W Lamb Trust Ua11 13 1998, Elizabeth W Becker
672 Morning Glory Dr
Emerson Royce A 1516 Carlisle Pike
Englert Christy 70 N Blettner Ave Unit 12
Faloon Randall S, Olivia 1171 Eichelberger St
Farmco And Co, Farmers Bank & Trust Co 13 Baltimore St
Faulkner of Hanover 100 Eisenhower Dr
Feeser Jamie 29 Amanda Ave
Figueroa Xiomayra 211 Locust St
Fitzberger Kenneth 221 N Franklin St Apt 309
Flexible Technology Solutions LLC 1757 Baltimore Pike
Flynn C 96 Beckmill Rd
Ford Motor 39 Cougar Dr
Forry Rick A 1150 Krentler Dr
Foster Teresa J 12 E Granger St
Fritz Sterling R Jr 94 Knisley Dr
Frock Christina L 572 Carlisle St
Fuhrman Harry L 27 Sherman St
Fuhrman Ruth H 6610 Moulstown Rd E
Furry Paul R 1337 Brdway
Garrett Brittany R, Winston J, Rebekah 707 W Middle St
Geiman Jean H 129 Baltimore St Rear
Gelwicks Dale E 299 Poplar St
Gent Rebecca 810 Mccosh St
Gonzalez Alvarez Juan Pablo 261 N Frankling St Apt 213
Good Jeffrey L 401 Huntsman Ct
Gordon Terry PO Box 471
Gorey Kyle C Bac Home Loans Svcing Lp 6 Earl St
Gouker Craig 515 Old Westminster Rd
Gray Barron Jr 800 Mccosh St
Green Dorothy 52 Lexington Dr
Griffith Christophe 129 3rd St
Grim Kathy L, Todd E 1147 Eichelberger St
Grogan Gloria L, Frank G, Gavin J 22 Cardinal Dr
Gummel Ervin A 255 Locust St
Hankle Jane H 911 Sherwood St
Hanover Area Human Resource As 240 Kindig Ln
Hanover Casuals Inc C/O Kelly Smith 340 Poplar St
Hanover Country Club PO Box 185 200 E Water St
Hanover Medical Group 310 Stock St
Hanover Orthopaedic Assoc Inc 100 Penn St
Hanover Orthopaedics 207 Blooming Grove Rd
Hanover Toyota Collision Center 140 Dart Dr
Harden Wesley R IV, Deborah A 550 Fairview Dr
Harford Marion P 40 York St
Harris III James Est 608 E Middle St 2nd Fl
Harris Norman 145 Willow St
Hart Jennifer A 64 S Allwood Dr
Hartman Rozena 131 Oak Hills Dr
Haynes Norma 110 Timber Ln
Heffner Tammy 138 North St
Heilman Patrick Est 21 N Blettner Ave
Helwig Marcella C, Gerald W Corner of Charles & Baer
Helwig Jared 597 Baltimore St
Hershey Anna K 908 Baltimore St
Hesson Harry P 450 Clearview Rd
Heyden Laura A 255 York St G
Hhhh Inc Pa Personal Ca 236 Railrd St
Hilker Randy L, Brittany Renee 1036 Keith Dr
Hillside Internal Medicin 250 Fame Ave Ste 135
Hinkle Kenneth A II 161 Oak Hills Dr
Hnatkowicz Signs 714 Moul Ave
Hockensmith Peggy J 337 Frederick St
Hoff Maxine G 209 Brdway
Hoffman Dustin V 2040 Grandview Rd
Hoffman Hellen 568 Brdway Fl 1
Hoke Elizabeth J 639 Northland Dr
Hollingshead Patrick J 37 Shoshone Dr
Hollingsworth Barbara A RD 10 Box 339
Horne Charles M 18 Gdn Ln
Howard Charles L, Shirley W 2295 Grandview Rd
Hughes Dixie S High St
Ibarra Avendano Candido 119 High St
Insight Marketing Svcs 31 Edgegrove Rd
J A Myers Homes 160 Ram Dr
James Autumn M 591 Black Rock Rd
Johns Patty 1161 Westminster Ave
Johnson Megan M 13 Stuart Cir
Johnson Tyler 30 Arlene Ct
Jones David B 9 St Rene
Jones Earl A 39 Vegas Dr
Jones Floyd P 7 Driftwood Ct
Jones Kenneth Frank 218 Centennial Ave
Jtrs R Vance 249 York St
Kailian Hrats 550 Baltimore St
Kale John P 435 Carlisle St
Keefer Edward N 788 Baltimore St
Kelly Jonathan D 835a York St
Kenny Heather M, Joseph L 207 Hall Dr
Kess Body Shop 22 3rd St
Kim Deborah 115 N Orchard View Dr
Kindig Ivan F 26 Grant Dr
Kinsey Rachel 179 Northview Dr
Kiser Rebecca A 510 Fulton St
Klein Herbert 135 Hillside Rd
Klinedinst Michael 200 Baltimore St
Knecht Frank 66 Harget Dr
Kopp Dolly M RD 3
Korman Kevin D 50 Airport Rd
Krebs Anthony 220 Baltimore St
Kress Jason 235 Eagle Ave
Krill Charlotte 60 Woods Ln
Krise Stuart A & Vivian S C F Zachary A Krise Utma
116 Ctr St
Krout Ann 47 Arlene Dr
Krug Leeanne, Fred 803 1/2 York St Apt B
Kuehner Timothy P, Larry P, Janet L 1545 Oakwood Dr
Kuhn Delores M 530 Poplar St
Kuhn Helen 215 Kennedy Ct
Lambert Evelyn L, James L 4 High St
Lanius Eric M 6649 Pigeon Hill Rd
Lau Jeffrey W PO Box 821
Laughman Gladys N, Allen T 126 Pleasant St
Le Kathy N 354 Foxleigh Dr
Leavitt Boris Est, Param 425 Westminster Ave
Leese Jeffrey A 531 York St
Lefteris Tula 100 Holmewood Way Apt 244
Legge Anthony J, Sarah N 1398 Wanda Dr
Lentz H Larue 236 North Railrd St
Leonard Thomas P 222 Pleasant St
Liberty Getty York 918 York St
Linton David, Lise 26 George St
Litchauer Keith A 5 Frock Dr
Little Elsie Mae 237 Chestnut St
Livelsberger Amanda 317 E Walnut St A
Livelsberger Bernard J Rt 44
Louise B Rucchio Liv Trust 5 2 94 2288 Grand View Rd 26
Lovedahl Jiles 96 Bowman Rd
Lowe Lisa A 3330 Grandview Rd
Luagarcia Elenar 608 Carlisle St
Lubeskie James L Jr 4 Brentwood Ct
Luersgorey Samantha E Bac Home Loans Svc Lp 6 Earl St
Lunn John P 1021 Old Westminster Rd
Mahoney George 619 Meade Ave
Maloney Jeremy 71 Sara Ln
Malvone Christina, Armando 218 Fairview Dr
Markle Ardella M 72 Deer Dr
Marx Michael G 100 Eisenhower Dr
Mathena Randy 454 Springbrook Ct
Mathews Raymond Eric 795 Cherry Tree Ct Ste 3
Matthews Bud 743 Sweet Pea Ln
May Helen 220 Baltimore St
Mcdannell Loretta C Est 820 Honda Rd
Mccartin Victor Jr 218 S Lincoln Dr
Mcclain Teresa A 2634 Pleasant Hill Rd
Mcdannell Lorretta 820 Honda Rd
Mcdonald Kevin L, Kay W 711 Boundary Ave
Mcdowell Kenneth E 425 Westminster Ave Apt 121
Mcgonigal Patsy R 308 Puma Dr
Mckinsey Kimberly 25 Pinewood Cir
Mclusker Laren 609 Meade Ave
Mcmillion Daria J, Duane E 360 Utz Dr
Mcmillion Sharon A 25 Meadowview Dr
Mcnelly Amy 68 Zachary Dr
Mcwilliams Leonard T 1 Pine St
Meadows Courtney R 129 Pleasant St
Medina Frances C 15 Lake Wood Ct
Miguel Teresita C 1004 Baer Ave
Miller Anna M RR 4
Miller Paul E S High St
Miller Timothy A 34 Meadowview Dr
Millheiim Geraldine E 591 Black Rock Rd
Moore Thelma M 214 W Hanover St
Moschetti Melanie L 88 W Alvin St Apt A
Moul Faye M 1945 Smith Sta Rd
Moul Mary C R 2 Box 66
Moul Sandra PO Box 89
Mullins Elaine 235 N Steven Pl
Mumma Linda 213 Carlisle St
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Mummert Karen 179 Seneca Dr
Mummert Pauline M 123 Bowman Rd
Murphy Scott 614 Brdway
Murray William 19 Pleasant St
Myer Kristina, Brandon 50 Sara Ln
Myers Carrie A 210 S Jefferson St 1f
Myers Cody 353 Pine Grove Rd
Neiderer Virginia, Michael 5 Dickerson Dr
Nitchman Hilda O 608 Locust St
Nitka Eaton Diana 578 Blooming Grove Rd
Nls Animal Health 235 North Allwood Dr
Noble Landis Hilda A 508 S Franklin St
Noble Rebecca G 961 Beaver Creek Rd
Noel Lori A 508 Hartman Ave
Noel Pauline Gladys Rt 1
Norris Andrew M 119 Deguy Ave
Novotny Braedyn M, Stacy A 91 Sara Ln
Oglevee Shawn R 1075 Beaver Creek Rd
Oregan Terrance 62 Collins Cir
Palermo Rose 380 Thornhill Dr
Parker Deborah K 85 South St
Parker Lorie L 255 Locust St
Patel Mili Atul 1080 Carlisle St
Payne Broadus E, Dalton Z, Tracy L 165 Helmer Dr
Penkala Tiffany L PO Box 85
Pennell Cheryl A 33 Scenic Dr
Pa Personal Care Svc 236 Railrd St
Perdue John 100 Moul Ave
Pfaff Michael A 947 Carlisle St
Phillips Alicia 253 Vegas Dr
Phipps M L 337 Frederick St
Pierce Sarah 206 2nd Ave
Presutti Dennis, Patricia A Rosner 6 Maple Dr
Rapid Rooter Inc 91 South St
Redding Whitmore E 58 Test Rd
Restak Alice 228 Fredrick St
Restak Christopher 213 Carlisle St
Riley Mary 20 Eichelberger St
Riley Robert III 21 E Middle St 1
Rimel Alphia H Sr Meade Ave Ext
Ripple Ray H 134 North St
Rishel Michael T, Wanda M 2121 Youngs Rd
Rivera Jennifer S 328 E Middle St
Robertson Ann Alica 140 Brdway
Robertson Cindy A 15 Sycamore Ln
Rodgers William L 978 York St
Roggenkamp Gerhard H, Suzanne J 100 Bankert Rd
Ronayne Patricia, David 289 Bankert Rd
Rorrer Stacie 2555 Jefferson St
Rucchio Louise B 2288 Grand View Rd 26
Rul Chris 235 Stock St
Rupp Frances 1580 Baltimore Pike
Saal Stephen 26 Gdn Ln
Samuels Abraham 840 Baltimore St
Sanders Patrick A 128 Baltimore St
Schaefer Melissa A 634 Frederick St
Schafer Lisa M 6 Violet Dr
Schafer Tom 108 Stock St
Scheivert Steven 1674 Taylor Dr
Scherer Spencer A 39 Little Knoll Dr
Scheuerman Edward A, Kara E 307 E Elm Ave Fl 2
Schmeyer Jon MD 250 E Walnut St
Schuler Rachel L 70 Bowman Rd
Schultz Thomas M 215 Baltimore St
Seifert Barbara D 520 Frederick St Apt 4
Selby Gregory A 291 South St
Semel Sandra 173 Mitchell Ct
Shaffer Trisha M 130 Sherman St
Sheaffer Eric 60 Frederick St
Sheets Michele 477 Clearview Rd
Sheffer Robert S 249 York St
Shepherd Thomas 272 Fleming Ave
Shifflett Michael 865 Mcalister St
Shuff Philip R, Scott P 1234 Baltimore St Trlr 6
Shuff Steven 2187 Baltimore Pike
Shultz Frederick C Est 215 Baltimore St
Shultz John 508 Carlisle St
Silverman Wayne S DDS 211 Kennedy Ct
Simply Self Storage All Seasons Roller Cir 10 Roller Cir
Sinclar Hester G 453 Deerfield Dr
Slater James 379 Joshua Ct
Slenker Rita 623 Frederick St
Slick Robert A 1546 Brdway
Small Mitchell M 313 Stock St
Small George 1081 Beaver Creek Rd
Smith Elizabeth, Maurice 219 2nd Ave
Smith Barbara S 2288 Grandview Rd 15
Smith Brian K 30 Bristol Dr
Smith Gary L 426 Locust St
Smith Henry W RD 4
Smith Jeremy C 5510 And 5516 Hanover Rd
Smith Laura 4746 Hanover Rd
Smith Nicole 1280 Westminster Av
Smith Scott L 15 Blue Heron Dr
Sneeringer M S 316 N Franklin St
Sneeringer Treva 355 Dart Dr
Snyder M Kathrine 523 High St
Snyder Richard 21 Elm St
Spalding Mary H. James 868 Brdway
Spence Ashley N 9 Mount Royal Ave
Spencer Jennifer L 33 Dickinson Dr
Spory Alfred W 1017 Keith Dr
Stambaugh Susan M 4435 Grandview Rd
Staub Joseph E 630 Brdway
Staub Mark 861 1 2 York St PO Box 1140
Stauffer Patricia A 212 5 Centennial Ave
Stecker Jeffrey A 21 Young Cir Apt A
Steelman Michael T 492 Clearview Rd
Steelman Michael T DO 201 Allegheny Ave
Stiffler Sarah S Est 2288 Grandview Rd
Stranich Stephen 3 Patti Ln
Strauchbaugh Elma 117 Rear High
Strausbaugh Jessica PO Box 1414
Street William M 34 Elk Dr
Strubin Invst Club A Partne, Robert Strubin 211 Brdway
Super Cycle Store 1155 Carlisle St
Swartzbaugh Ralph E 582 Half Baltimore St
Taylor Bryan 52 Colonial Dr
Taylor Randy L 236 Railrd St
Taylor Rebecca Clark 6 Star Dr
Thelma Mae Moore Revoc Trst 214 W Hanover St
Thoman Anna E 7908 Woodland Dr
Thomas Korman Brienne N 50 Airport Rd
Thomas Rick 353 Smoketown Rd
Thompson John F III, Eleanor L 476 Clearview Rd
Thompson Brandon R 2652 Baltimore Pike
Thompson Richard Thomas Jr 23 Little Knoll Dr
Tobe Norma 145 Maple Dr
Tolson Fredrick W 70 Blue Heron Dr
Toner Thomas Jr J MD 136 Penn St
Topper Jeffre A, Meleah G, Courtney 134 Ocelot Dr
Topper Courtney K 8 Wappler Dr
Tr Tr, Humbert Box 513
Tradition House 237 Ridge Ave
Trainor Richard 145 Willow St
Tran Victor B 354 Foxleigh Dr
Tryson Michael J 2382 Fox Chase Dr
Vain Tammy 705 W Middle St Fl 2
Vega Ariel 34 W Middle St
Vipergas LLC 1201 West Elm Ave Apt 2
Wagaman Christine, Timothy Hanover Toyota Coll
420 Carlisle St
Wal Mart 1757 Baltimore Pike
Walb William III 701 Spencer Dr
Wallace Christin 217 Skylite Dr
Webb Patricia 520 Edgegrove Rd
Webster Jessica 28 Blue Spruce Dr
Welsh Vivian H 664 Morning Glory Dr
Wentz Phyllis 818 Mcallister St
Wheman Betty 344 High St
Wible Vernon S 2154 Carlisle Pike
Wilkins Bradley 57 George St
William Grim 604 Meade Ave
Williams Jamie H 18 Gdn Ln
Wilson Earl G Jr 240 Ram Dr Apt 348
Wilson Earl G Jr 247 Beck Mill Rd
Wilson John W 191 Valy View Dr
Winder Patricia 2589 Hanover Pike
Wise Rebecca 720 Carlisle St Rear
Wisner Penny L, Cody R PO Box 626
Wisner Mary A 1 Pine St
Wolf Daryl E RD 5
Wolfe Mitchell D 241 York St Apt 3
Woodward Maybelle V 113 Kwin Dr
Workstation Participant 200 Pleasant St Apt 8
Wright Thomas F 91 South St
Wright Wendy 6446 Pamadeva Rd
Wyatt Alexander F 70 Blue Heron Dr
Yacka Joseph P Jr, Patricia A 26 Narrow Rd
Younes Thana M 442 Deerfield Dr
Yu Tin L 195 Pheasant Run Ln
Zart Marjorie L, John, Anne Holtzman 9 Andrew
Zcomm Wireless 1452 Baltimore St
Zimmerman Michael R 310 Centennial Ave
Zinn Evelyn M 231 Brdway
Zumbrum Jeffrey A 582 Blooming Grove Rd
Hellam Pa 17406
Allnutt Mary E 36 W Market St
Barnhill Joan Jr, Phares 221 Freysville Rd Lot 6
Burnside Courtney L 320b Buttonwood Ln Apt F1
Carmichael Nicholas 334 B Friendship Ave
Ferry Daniel A 4655 Ore Bank Rd
Fritz Samantha E, Ella M 4744 Fahringer Dr
Fritz Todd 230 E Market St
Kochenour Paul 206 Cedar Village Dr
Mclaughlin Diane R 63 Blessing Blvd Apt C1
Mcvaugh Joseph 68 Artman Ave Apt E5
Mitsky Joseph 110 Schoolhouse Ln
Reynolds Anthony M 280 Orange St
Rose Thomas A 249 A Friendship Ave
Telecom Business Sols 268 N Beaver St Ste 112
Theresas Custom Svc 227 West Market St Rear
Warfie Betty J 184 E Market St
Wolfgang Charles R, Susan J 121 Frysville Rd
Jacobus Pa 17407
Atomic Transmissions Inc 141 S Main St
Beck Suzanne T, Paul A 6495 Leader Dr
Bhamidi Anuradha 200 Hidden Hill Farm Ln
Bowman Stephanie 205 York Rd
Brigham Ruth E 6276 Leader Dr
Brown Donald A, Mya I 31 Water St
Dolinger Samuel J 121 E Greenbriar Dr
Glessner Joy J 35 Farmington Ln
Healey Michael P, Karen E 22 Park St
Hong Elizabeth 564 Ensminger Dr
Jones Aisha 23 Eagleton Dr
Keeports Gail L 874 School Rd
Klein Carol L 111b N Main St
Mccleary Ethel I, Brett J 121 E Greenbriar Dr
Moorthy Gita MD PO Box 250
Sanderson Kathm 8 Hillside Dr
Thiele Andrew W 211 York Rd
Lewisberry Pa 17339
Althouse Andrea 706 Quaker Cir
Altland Allison D 120 Sarah Ct
Beaver Helen Frey 242 Mountain Rd
Bishop Ayden L, Hailey R 550 Roundtop Rd
Blalock Aaron J 1000 Rosstown Rd
Demartyn Kenneth J 603 Harkins Crt
Denmark Business Solutions Inc 806 Stonybrook Ln
Diller Andrew 681 Winebary Cir
Dodson Josh PO Box 41
Fair Melvin E Est 30 Mt Airy Rd
Fair Ruth E Est 30 Mt Airy Dr
Fairview Retirement Comm Inc 780 Woodland Ave
Faulkner Pontiac 629 Copper Cir
Gallagher Brian 102 Turtle Hollow Dr
Gordon Patricia A 808 Stonybrook Ln
Gross Martin 542 Industrial Dr
Lisa M, Daniel B 1003 Silver Lake Rd
Hertz Bonnie J, Joseph C 629 Copper Cir
Johnson Gail 775 Silver Lake Rd
Klinedinst Steve C, Chad M PO Box 382
Klinger Edith 65 Rocky Wood Ln
Landis Chuck T 805 Garrison Rd
Lepley Marc 522 Fishing Creek Rd
Lewisberry Convenience LLC 658 Wyndamere Rd
Lonski Margaret 845 Schoolhouse Ln
Martson Dorothy B 549 Fishing Creek Rd
Miller Lester R, Ada H PO Box 288
Miller Dennis L, Bonnie M Eberly RR 1 Box 359
Nesbit Bruce A 8205 Bull Rd
Overhead Door Co 576 Grandview Dr
Redland Rampage 659 Red Fox Ct
Remtech Environmental Group 560 Industrial Dr
Reva Pbc Wesley LLC 540b Industrial Dr
Rhoades Gary 495 Nauvoo Rd
Ridgewood Pathology PO Box 266
Rill Abigail I, Andrew M 872 Moores Mountain Rd
Smith Patrick P 480 Mt Airy Rd Trlr 10
Snyder Paul H 740 E Mt Airy Rd
Staples Albert D 8275 Bull Rd
Stees Alice B 242 Mountain Rd
Strategic Comm Svcs, Candace Plank 516 Industrial Dr
Targetcom 500 Mccarthy Dr
Urena Antonia 945 Siddonsburg Rd
Vaughn Jessica L 720 Heck Hill Rd
Villarreal Garcia Williams 782 W Front St A
Weaver Donald F 501 Trimmer Dr
Wenzlaff Karen 845 Schoolhouse Ln
Williams Judith L, Robert 825 Pinetown Rd
Zurich Thomas C 660 Wineberry Cir
Loganville Pa 17342
Christensen Eric J PO Box 102
Neus Lynne M PO Box 54
Nolet Philippe PO Box 234
Sanders William D PO Box 102
Wright Madison J PO Box 54
Manchester Pa 17345
Adams Irene R, Paul E Adams Agent And Aif 145 Creek Rd
Ahrens Robert L PO Box 398
Airopak Corp 1 Devco Dr
Anderson Susan A 102 Beshore Schoole Rd
Anthony Gary L 2885 York Haven Rd
Bahn Donald 105 N Griffth Ln
Barnhart Ronald David 35 N Liverpool St Apt C
Barry Arthur H, Lucy C 20 Fig Tree Way
Bentzel Lisa 4140 Board Rd
Bland Michael 761 2nd Ave
Brandt Sandra M 4140 Board Rd
Bush Eric M 7 High St
Chilcott Connie E 4140 Board Rd
Chucks Auto Repair 5585 Susquehanna Trail
Clain Lynn M 700 Cassel Rd Lot 152
Cooper William J, Jamie L 318 N Main St
Crone Shannon M 83 S Main St 1f
Crooks Mary L 14 Cold Spgs Dr
Danner M Faye, John 270 Park St
Dennis Eric M 1440 Canal Rd Ext
Diehl Motor Co 700 Cassel Rd Lot 152
Donovan Barbra L 80 Fig Tree Way
Douglas Battery PO Box 546
Feeser Jeffrey C 144 Maple St
Fink Tanya J 1425 Conewago Creek Rd
Fisher Mark D 525 Crossings Way
Fitzkee Florence A 167 S Main St
Freidhoff Faye 4140 Board Rd
Gephardt Adam J 114 S Poplar Ct
Gode Timothy 910 Locust Ave Lot 4
Griffith Robert D 1760 Canal Rd Ext
Hample Shawn David 175 N Griffith Ln
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Harbold Grant, Co F & S Transp 37 S Main St
Henninger John R II 55 Fern Dr
Henry Darren L 25 N Liverpool St Apt J
Hildebrand Linda 212 Royal Dr
Hjelmstad Marg 189 Cold Spgs Dr
Hoover Glenn 130 3rd Ave
Horn Louise Mc 265 Forge Hill Rd
Hunt Cynthia B 60 Sedum Ct
Ketterman Jayf B RR 1
Laubach Mark R Jr 90 Pine Tree Rd
Lawyer Jason E 170 S Poplar Ct
Leppo Janelle 1440 Canal Rd Ext
Lippy Erma E 5280 N George St Ext
Ludwick Mark 4140 Board Rd
Masonry Contractors Inc 2991 Kipling Dr
Mcclain Angel M 700 Cassel Rd Lot 152
Mitzel Patricia 5225 North George St
Morrison John 50 Beechwood Dr
Northeast Pekingese Rescue PO Box 461
Ortiz Alejandro 910 Locust Ave Trlr 59
Parents Without Partners 4140 Board Rd
Richards Alexander Jason, Nicole 1819 Canal Rd Ext
Ritz Linda 4140 Board Rd
Rohrbaugh Larry E Jr 495 Park St
Runkle Pamela H 20 Fig Tree Way
Ruppert Troy 976 Canal Rd Ext
Sauble Debra T 1183 1st Ave
Schroyer Jessica R 205 N Griffith Ln
Shank Norma 807 Cedar Village
Shorts Robert Eugene Jr 45 F N Liverpool St
Taingay Adore G 35 Juniper Ct
Thornton Chevrolet 180 S Main St
Villarreal Bonita G Keefer 930 Conewago Ave
Vogel Jeremy R 1183 1st Ave
Watson Gary R 13 Haverford Cir
Wells Fargo Bank Na 1440 Canal Rd Ext
Mount Wolf Pa 17347
Alloway Mildred E 450 Wago Rd
Bair Laura C 4834 N Sherman St Extd
Brothers Edward H Jr PO Box 882
C & F Inc 380 Silver Maple Ct
C & F Inc 470 Silver Maple Ct
Dukery Elsie 4775 N Sherman St Ext
Edleblute Raymond E PO Box 224
Erickson Eva 545 Abbey Dr
Fink Dale J, Lana L 4775 N Sherman St Ext
Fink Pauline V 4245 N Sherman St Ext
Ford Motor Credit Co PO Box 782
Fote Jack Jr 204 S 7th St
Hair Gallery PO Box 618
Hamberger Maura L 345 Pebble Beach Dr
Harrington James 389 Pebble Beach Dr
Heisey Todd Z Est, Kitty 326 Pebble Beach Dr
Herman Sally A 340 Codorus Furnace Rd
High Michael S, Rebecca J 440 Abbey Dr
Hightower Noel 430 Wago Rd
Holler Josephine, John PO Box 524
Holtzapple Kimberly L 58 N 3rd St PO Box 222
Kling Tana 466 Blossom Dr
Laird Wanda E PO Box 782
Mccullen Samuel P PO Box 50
Metlife 315 Lynne Dr
Miller Kevin PO Box 278
Nease Vincent 270 Codorus Furnace Rd
Pitts Marie 545 Abbey Dr
Ruppert Troy J 145 Steffie Dr
Ruths Rex A 115 Steffie Dr
Shelly Helena M PO Box 632
Sherman Oaks Joint Venture 380 Silver Maple Ct
Sherman Oaks Joint Venture 470 Silver Maple Ct
Shorts Corena M Box 83 155 N 2nd St
Simmers Teresa A PO Box 78
Smith Cortney PO Box 146
Snow William M 485 Codorus Furnace Rd
Stroup Kristin, Daniel O Box 589
Trautman Mazie E PO Box 454
Vw Bank PO Box 589
Wallace Roland N, Nicole 75 Burberry Ln
Wallace Nicole, Roland 75 Burberry Ln
Wanyeki Betty 135 Burberry Ln
Warren Barbara PO Box 430
Weire Clair 270 Codorus Furnace Rd
Williams Anthony D Nakia, Anthony D 315 Lynne Dr
Wolgamuth Jeffrey L 390 Lynne Dr
Woodring Barbara A, Daniel N PO Box 147
New Freedom Pa 17349
Adams Evan Patrick, Jonathan F 17 Meadow St
Ambrose Jazzmin E, Zina L 2546 Smith Mill Rd
Bates Carolyn H, Harry E 12 Keesey Rd
Bloomer Flynn Corry
Brittain Corleen M Est, Edward M PO Box 71
Coasta John Est 12 Harrison Rd
Cybex Tbb 802 Far Hills Dr
Davis Kenneth 43 E Franklin St
Filling Rosalie 110 W Penn St
Foxwell Amanda K, Andrew L 14 Barelyn Dr
Fritz Cathleen P 15 E Main St 2nd Fl
Gelbke Richard 12 Liberty Ave
Gennaro Catherine 12 Dickinson Ct
Gorman Thomas J Jr, Thomas J Gorman III Execu 10
Lennon Ln
Green Ralph E 1 Still Pond Dr
Grim Laura M 526 Boundary Dr
Hamilton Naomi D 16994 Keeney Mill Rd
Hartenstein Tami Ann, Grace E 12 Mccurley Dr
Haynes Yvonne A 3 Heritage Farm Dr
Herrmann Carter R 25 Washington Rd
Hurley Richard F 19 Meadow St
Hurtgen John Dvm 3244 W Sieling Rd
Imhoff Joshua 16132 Sherwin Ct
Kunselman Jennifer N, Jenna M 11674 White Oak Rd
La Mottes Corner Bar, Larry Lamotte 7 E Franklin St
Lipinski Dorothy, Harry 49 Independence Dr
Lyons Mary Est, John M Jr 753 Creek Ct
Miller Donald E 42 E Franklin St
Mitchell Janine 16744 Susquehanna Trail S
Myers Michael S 1506 Windy Hill Rd
Nordbruch Dana Marie 2082 Hain Rd
Norris Elizabeth A PO Box 382
Oneill Tammy 104 Abbey Rd
Orlidge Kimberly, Leslie 2 Apple Rd
Schmidt Anne R 229 N 3rd St
Sechrist Jill L 12 Mccurley Dr
Sherer Shirley M, Ronald B 20 Oakmont Cir
Technical Fabrication Inc 15842 Elm Dr
Thomas Burns Girl Softball Memorial Fund 18158 Amanda
Ln
Thomas Fred W 885 Plank Rd
Thompson Theodore PO Box 277
Tischler Stewart J 17535 Old Farm Ln
Weeks Howard G 10 Adams Ct
Weichseldor Joann M, Timothy J 526 Boundary Dr
Williams Richard B 4569 Bowser Rd
Wozniak Gregory J 1297 E Tolna Rd
New Park Pa 17352
Cheek Madge C Hillendale Farm
Zink Logan Michael, Theodore 1291 Fawn Grove Rd
Railroad Pa 17355
Coker Laura 14 E Main St PO Box 66
Red Lion Pa 17356
Adams Terry 126 W High St
Allen Gary 234 E Brdway
Aller Daniel W, Robert J 1269 Snyder Corner Rd
American Honda Finance 625 Sterling Dr
Anderson Michele, Lowell 100 Grove Rd
Anderson Carl E 66 Windsor Way
Anderson David Eugene RD 3 Box 295 B
Armstrong Greg 1025 Woodridge Rd
Ashdown Elizabeth J 2606 Blymire Rd
Bahn Jonathan 125 Henrietta St Apt 3
Bailey Candi 47 Windsor Way
Baker Brian K 338 E Brdway
Baker Van Z 365 Boxwood Rd
Barrera Ida 214 Country Ridge Dr
Barron Steven J 3030 Acorn Ln
Beaken Ame L 520 Guy Ray Dr
Bleacher Warren A 122 N Cheviot Way
Bosserman Betty L 2660 Sandra Ave
Briggs Patricia 514 Heffner Rd
Bull Holly A 556 W Brdway
Buntemeyer Jennifer L 8958 Park St
Bupp Cl 15 Springhouse Ln
Burns Pauline 643 S Main St
Centineo Sharon E 462 S Main St
Churilla Cesira 447 Appaloosa Way
Clark Connie L 815 Horn Rd
Clouser Leroy 343 N 1st St
Conrad Mary N RR 3 Red
Constance Cynthia Kay, Courtney A 854 W Brdway
Curren Jack E 2945 Cape Horn Rd
D & L Cab Co 106 Morningside Dr
Dawson Ameta 28 W Brdway
Delong Brian 224 Wise Ave
Duncan Amy L 240 W Brdway
Ebersole Brenda L Larkin Personal Care Home
333 Larkin Dr
Emschweiler Enterp Inc 800 Lombard Rd
Eveler Larry 100 Rain Dove Dr
Eveler Mettie Est 2406 Cape Horn Rd Apt A−74
Farlow Gerald R 10185 Chapel Church Rd
Finkenbiner Todd D 15 Sheldon Dr
Fitzpatrick Edmund G, Kelly, Kasey 2930 Freysville Rd
Flory Donald E 115 Marshall St
Folger Helen A 273 Winners Cir
Frey Bart 1800 Cape Horn Rd
Fuoco Austin 942 David Dr
Gantz Charles J 1235 Bahns Mill Rd
Garlitz Meagan 60 1st Ave
Gears Clausina 625 Sterling Dr
Gemmill D E 10174 Chapel Church Rd
Gipe John E 535 W Brdway Apt 1
Gress Shane 108 Overview Cir
Grim L Palmer Jr, Lucretia R 702 S Pine St
Harned Tori 120 Forest Hills Rd Case 05 01727
Hass Letha M RR 1
Hayes Dan 3495 Springwood Rd
Hetrick Funeral Home Larkin Personal Care Home
333 Larkin Dr
Hibbard Sadie Helen 40 W Brdway
Hickey Jessie B 121 1st Ave Apt 210
Hinkle Sherry L 213 Belview Rd
Hobbs Ethan J 1139 Felton Rd
Hsbc Mortgage Svcs Its Suc 47 Windsor Way
Innerst Orpha 2505 Innerst Dr
Jerrys Food Rite 1 Dairyland Sq
John Burkhardt Esq Her Attorn 213 Belview Rd
Johnson Melvin 651 Lombard Rd 225
Keiser Stephen K, Mamie V 45 Chatham Ln
Keller Preston 812 Delta Rd
Kern Jody L, Lee T 255 W Brdway
Kilgore Crystal 812 Delta Rd
Kleiman Ivan 30 N Main St Apt4
Kocher Frederick, Rosemarie 40 E Gay St
Koons Martin A 607 Country Club Rd Apt A
Landis James 603 B Country Club R
Lee Stephen D 256 Country Ridge Dr
Lightner William G Jr 2034 Parkview Dr
Lion Pharmacy 10 W Brdway
Low James 663 Danbury Dr
March Earl D 517 E Lancaster St
Martin Thad C 748 Connolly Dr
Martinez Pamela M 85 Springhouse Ln
Mccauley Nancy Est 515 S Franklin St
Mcshea Eleanor 859 W Brdway
Melhorn Dorothy O, William E 601 Memory Ln
Mitchell Michael 491 Gdn Ct
Mock Justin B, Andrea Stanley Esq 110 W Brdway
Morrison Scholorship Fund 134 Kathryn Dr
Moss Justin 486 Oak Hollow Rd
Myers Tammy 550 Pershing Ave
N B Cochrane Co 112 Keener Ave
Neal Delores 119 Jonathan Way N
Nesbit Robert E 321 Wise Ave Red
Nkrumah Lord 222 Country Ridge Dr
Norris Ronald J, Kandy K 510 Heatherfield Way
Orwig Andrew M, Tobias L 103 W Howard St
Ott James R Jr 500 Milner Dr
Patterson Wade 155 Hillstream Rd
Paules Breeanne M, Jodi L 820 Belle Rd
Perkins Evelyn L, Richard L Baer 2104 Hope Dr
Phillips Adrienne L 669 W Brdway 1st Fl
Portner Kimberly J 85 Springhouse Ln
Powers Joseph E 47 Windsor Way
Premier Ankle & Foot Specialists 745 Danbury Dr
Progressive Lea 765 Arbor Dr
Quick Che 432 Appaloosa Way
Rauch Richard R, Marion L, Kathryn L Shoff
2556 Arnold Rd
Red Lion Automotive PO Box 96 Red
Red Lion Body Fender Svc 60 1st Ave
Reinecker Brooke E, Dunnick 218 W High St
Renn Doris A 412 Seville Dr
Rock Joseph C, Lisa 820 Edgeworth Ct
Roderick Clinton IV 514 El Dorado Dr
Runkle Scott W 530 Crestwood Dr
S&S Mobile Power Wash PO Box 563
Saare Kathy M, Kara R 512 E Lancaster St
Sanders Chuck Freysville Rd/Pob 752
Sechrist Emaline J, Barbara 737 Wise Ave
Senft Nedra E 8 Jonathan Way
Sisson Ioleta 107 S Main St
Smeltzer Matthew D 323 Atlantic Ave
Smith Angela 410 Craley Rd
Smith Frances 126 W High St
Stabley Kenneth E, Ruth 830 Lombard Rd
Steven Stambaugh His Att 1800 Cape Horn Rd
Stone Melissa 328 Cherry St
Store 42236 3193 Cape Horn Rd
Strong John 226 Country Ridge Dr
Tarbert James R 647 West Brdway
Taylor Bonnie L 2445 Freysville Rd
Taylor Carolyn 2565 Freysville Rd
Thompson Jesse 1415 Pleasant Grove Rd
Tompkins Kent W 601 Memory Ln
Treat Holly E 1520 Windsor Rd Red
Trout Violet M 12 Crest Hill Ln PO Box 504 Red
Trustee For Golden Arch Assoc 1145 Brook Ln
Turner Amy R 421a S Main St
Unger Elsie M 623 S Main St
Varner Darek 385 Springvale Rd
Vaught Jaime R 116 Keener Ave
Vickrey Fabien Md 100 Yoe Dr
Vonkarssen Mark 1070 Felton Rd
Wells Sheila 212 S Franklin St
Wherley Susan 225 Forest Hills Rd
Whitehurst Carmella 35 Steeple Ave
Williams David W 328 N Main St
Williams Ghigan G 2590 Cape Horn Rd
Wilson Jane 1001 Delta Rd
Wilson Katie 3160 Freysville Rd
Wolfe David 409 Seville Dr
Wood Joseph N 179 S Franklin
Wray Justin M 185 Jonathan Way N
York Psychiatry Assocs 1011 Woodridge Rd
Zielinski Kimberly L 508 Dakota Dr
Seven Valleys Pa 17360
Burk Karl D 1999 Union Church Rd
Clark Bruce 4359 Walters Hatchery Rd
Courbis Michelle 4415 Green Valy Rd
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Delauter Dawn 61 Main St
Dent Mary 3533 Messersmith Rd Apt 4
Diffendarf Robert L 4391 Waters Hatchery Rd
Evans Donal H 6509 Reynolds Mill Rd
Fair Andrew S 388 Claremont Dr
Fulton Lauren D 7654 Player Blvd
Gilbert Donnie 473 W Ore St
Holloway Christopher L 7505 Spring Rd
Klepetka Dione M 2920 Myers Rd
Knight Archibald, Carol 2476 Seven Valys Rd
Lewis Keith A 7703 Grand Lake Dr
Macco 473 W Ore St
Matthews Claudette D 7543 Pinewild Rd
Mccabe J 1118 Silver Maple Cir
Med Billing Svcs LLC 7463 Player Blvd
Schultz Steve T 3500 Aldinger Rd
Slaugh James Jr 180 S Main St B
Stinchcomb Leah M 9 Maple St
Stoute Elcid L 8503 Diamond Run Ct
Strine Benjamin 6509 Reynolds Mill Rd
Winemiller Charles W, Margaret 2119 Seitzville Rd
Wright Mike 7484 Player Blvd
Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Antkowiak Brian 48 Woodland Dr
Barto Sylvia 405 S Main St
Chounet Serge M 23 Crosswind Dr
Covington Gordon 41 Covington Dr
Dipasquale Carolyn A 17114 Mt Airy Rd
Dunkinyost Cher 10 Crosswind Dr
Earling Earl D 44 Woodland Dr
Earling Earl D Jr 44 Woodland Dr
Earling Earl David Est 7 Virginia Ave
Edel Charles 319 W Railrd Ave
Endocentral Inc 644 Shrewsbury Commons Ave Ste 258
Franklin Marcy A 25 Tree Hollow Dr
Furlong Jamison 10 Covington Dr
Gohl Frederick G Jr 57 Crosswind Dr
Guinard Raymond K, Rebecca M 19 Culpeper Rd
Gullivan Mary E 10 Whitcraft Ln
Huber Welding Svcs LLC 883 E Tolna
Hunt Devon Noah, Jason 451 Madison Dr
Johnson Charlotte D 241 S Main St
Johnson Nancy B 310 Luther Dr
Jones Karen A 16973 Mt Airy Rd
Lee Barney E 5 Foxtail Ct
Lehman Terri 17058 Mt Airy Rd
Lyons Kathleen 41 Woodland Dr
Mason Dixon Soccer League 26 Berkshire Dr
Mccauley Doris 41 Covington Dr
Melfa Ronald 115 S Main St
Miller Frederick S 10 Briarwood Rd
Miller Jenene 43 Crosswind Dr
Miller Olivia A Briarwood Rd
Molesworth Ralph 124 Raypaula Dr
Nohe Gregory M, Gina L 88 Covington Dr
Reall Carrie L 108 W Railrd Ave
Rimel Alphia H 26 Keeney Sunset Dr
Sawada Edward B, Edward A 205 Prospect Cir
Selby David 80 Covenington Dr
Sesum Douangcha S 16647 Kennedy Cir
Shaffer Maurice, Charlotte 800 Bollinger Dr Apt 116
Shiflet Albert Briarwood Rd
Sodico PO Box 178
Southern York Turf Tractor Inc 250 N Main St
Stewart Matthew S 430 Madison Dr
Stoner Timothy Briarwood Rd
Thompson Kimberly 577 S Main St
Walker Jerry 26 Valy Rd
Weglein Louis M Jr 65 Woodland Dr
Wood Richard 24 Culpepper Rd
Wood Shannon 17171 Mt Airy Rd
Young Mike 24 Eastwood Dr
Spring Grove Pa 17354
Kessler Helen 159 Jackson St
Kessler Helen H 142 W Jackson St
Moore Lewis E Rt 2
Spring Grove Pa 17362
Alloway Jewel 100 E Railrd St
Bd Bldg Development 930 Amy Ln
Best John Patrick, Glen Robert Rt 7 Box 7852 Plainview Dr
Prescott Patricia RD 7 Box 7413
Best Kathleen 1915 Plainview Dr
Best Kathleen E RD 7 Bx 7852 Plainview Dr
Betlyan Jesse 2023 Jefferson Rd
Boose Kenneth M, Boose Angela 2344 Myers Rd
Brandt Glenn M, Corey 5508 Lake Dr
Brown Charles R 9336 Orchard Rd
Buffington Sandra L 6285 Hoff Rd
C L Svc Team 5090 Walters Hatchery Rd
Chase Home Finance LLC 5508 Lake Dr
Cherry Dave 43 W Constitution Ave
Cover Elizabeth L 45 S Main St 1
Cox Julie A 787 Iron Ridge Rd
Cramer Dean L 3317 Smoketown Rd
Dittenhafer Karen 5040 Walters Hatchery Rd
Drumm William D 1843 Liberty Rd
Farms Hilllandale 2862 Daron Rd
Ficucell Jessie C 2780 Myers Rd
Flaherty Electric RD 1 Box 1125h Slagel Rd
Gaibie Ebrahim A 54 S Main St
Gentzler Margaret C 422 Monocacy Trail
Hadsell Duane N 6019 Old Hanover Rd
Hartlaub Roxan 4993 Zeiglers Church Rd
Henshaw William C 173 N Water St
Hess Mable V 1293 Jackson Sq Rd
Jacobs Michael L 289 Old Hanover Rd
Jessee Christina 5640 Lischeys Church Rd
Jones Timothy K 1503 Jefferson Rd
Kern Jennifer L, Michael A, Erin E, Ryan M
851 Roth Church Rd
Kern William E, Josie R 93 N Walnut St
Krout Floyd D, Mildred 1399 Village Dr
Lauchman Samuel Jr 111 S East St
Lint Rick L 4521 Keeney Dr
Livesay Carol R Pieper Matthew 6299 York Rd
Longstreth Lamanda M, Glenn A 6598 York Rd
Lovegren Marcella L, Lars J 5230 Rockery Rd
Margush Stephen G Est 5268 Waltersdorff Rd
Marks Auto Body 787 Iron Ridge Rd
Mosser Bruce T 6070 Eyster Ave
Mummert Brian 7212 Kopp Rd
Mundis Bernetta 1293 Jackson Sq Rd
Myers Henrietta C 5981 Harmony Ln
Navarro Marcela Caicedo 3503 Hardwood Tr
Nehmsmann Louis 4470 Lynwood Dr
Nelson Donald A, Lois A 1821 Jefferson Rd
Oneill Patricia 88 N Main St
Oversmith Lavern, Marie A 5190 Hillclimb Rd
Parr Ivan L 845 Jackson Sq Rd
Peoples Bank 1802 Park Rd
Pima Mid Atlantic Div, Charles Merris Jr Main Str
Potts Gary, Ann RD 3
Reidt Sally 111 S East St
Riley Richard H 154 E Constitution Ave Apt 9
Ryon Patricia A 2622 Wilkens Ln
Schneider Dennis L PO Box 104
Scottoline Rose 175 N Main St
Seus Katy 3228 Smoketown Rd
Shanbarger William A, Jennifer 6788 Woodland Dr
Sheerer Holly 9578 Orchard Rd
Smith Rachel 327 N Pine Ave Apt 2a
Spring Grove Music B 1490 Roths Church Rd
Successors 5508 Lake Dr
Taylor Linda M 430 N Main St Ste 4
Thibault William H II 1084 Porters Rd
Ua 11 21 88 Ficucell Trust 2780 Myers Rd
Ulrich Barbara EstOf 289 Old Hanover Rd
Vain Christopher A 2061 Stoverstown Rd
Vain Derrick Michael 74 S East St
Wells Jason L 1802 Park Rd
Wesley John A 25 E 3rd Ave Apt I6
Wilson James L 141 Danner Dr
Workman Ronald E, Diane K RR 1 Box 1177
Stewartstown Pa 17363
Akeo Frances Wendybray Manor Ct Mobil Home Park
Andrews Donald W 230 Clear Branch Dr
Blevins Joan E 4145 Blevins Rd
Brown George William 59 N Main St
Buck Jeannette M 13220 Ridge Rd
Colonial Lp 200 Bailey Dr Ste 204
D4 Global 11 N Hill St
Domulewicz Allen K 4226 Westview Dr
Duffy Frances 6 Chantilear Ct
Edelen David G 13829 Ebaugh Rd
Endurance Auto 15180 Barrens Rd N
Fiedler William A 169 Hollow Rd
Grindle William C, Joseph 3 Jasmine Ln
Halsey Smith Ruby N, Leona A 3287 Bridgeview Rd
Hassan Janice A, Sonia F, Michael S 5582 Woods Rd
Hemmings Emily W 119 Shawnee Dr
Holmes Rosie J, Rose J 2673 Oakwood Hts Dr
Hurst Professional 106 Alco Ct
Jacobs Michael 68 Poplar Spgs Blvd
Kile Ralph E III 2188 Orwig Rd
Klopf Gus 8 Memory Ln
Letra Russ 11 Cedar Ln
Litchfield Nicole E 39 College Ave
Mackenzie Catherine Y 226 Sand Patch Ln
Marcinko Robert 19276 Rosewood Dr
Matthews Virginia 105 Carbridge Rd E
Matzk No A 59 Brakeman Dr
Moore Mark Vastin 201 High St
Murphy Paul 16929 Sheila Ln
Murrow Gary 21 Ovelton Ave
Nichols Donald L 11 Cedar Ln
Oktavec Luke 39 Mill St
Original Italian Pizza 5 W Penna Ave
Parker Jeffrey 5002 Homestead Dr
Pa Dairy Princess PromoPO Box 188
Pnc Bank 230 Clear Branch Dr
Prementine Wayne 15828 Maddox Rd
Quirk Mary Patricia, Patrick John 55 W Pennsylvania Ave
Rehmeyer Angela L, Colton W, Shelby 16564 W Liberty Rd
Ring Jacob RR 1
Robinson Mary Helen, Ronald R 11 Ballast Ln
Robinson Margaret 12 Trout Ln
Schwartz Rowena 15828 Maddox Rd
Smith Kenneth W Est, Deborah A 23 College Ave
T Elizabeth B 54 Poplar Spgs Blvd
Thompson Christopher M Jt, Kellie A Jt 18 S Main St
U S Bank National Assoc 230 Clear Branch Dr
Ua 05 28 02 William A Fiedler Revocable Trust
169 Hollow Rd
Warrick Scott H, Jane 5113 Woods Rd
Weaver Nola H 38 N Main St
Widener Nicole C 56 Mill St
William A Fiedler Rev Trust Ua 05 28 02 169 Hollow Rd
Yingling Billy J 10 E Pennsylvania Aveue
Young Kenneth W 226 Sand Patch Ln
Thomasville Pa 17364
Abrahims Trudy L 7179 Lincoln Hwy
Baadte Donald V RR 1 Box 211aa−5
Burkholder Warren 5694 Pine Rd
Crowl Donald E 4101 Eagle Scout Rd
Crowl Doris E 4121 Eagle Scout Rd
Diamond Group Inc PO Box 3
Doutrich Joel M 303 Shady Del Rd
Eyster Joseph D, Darla 4889 E Berlin Rd
H & K Equipt Co PO Box 3
Harget Robert PO Box 811
Heckert Logan Eugene, Lydia Elaine 4101 Eagle Scout Rd
Hoke Marvin D, Diana L 1009 Kbs Rd
Holley James Alexander 89 Mobile Dr
Jones Patricia F, R Richard 20 N Lake Rd
Kurtz Kate 5192 Admire Rd
Liddle Sabrina A, Sean A 89 Mobile Dr
Mid Atlantic Medical Case Mgmt PO Box 247
Myers Jonathan L 210 Timber Ln
Perkins Joshua J 14 Cedar Ln
Rhoades Margaret M 6107 Pine Rd
Rsc Equipment Rental 6778 Lincoln Hwy
Smith Beatrice M RD 1 Box 33
Szyman Brandon J 333 C Brentwood Dr
Tegeler Marianne 96 S Schoolhouse Rd
The Blue Diamond Co 6354 W Lincoln Hwy
Weikert David A RR 1
Weikert James Lincoln Hwy
Wells Richard, Pamela 6764 Lincoln Hwy
Wenschhof Leroy 6600 Lincoln Hwy W
Wellsville Pa 17365
Aircooled Racing 1560 Old Mountain Rd
Altland Jerry E 1956 Ridge Rd
Asper Maureen A 1065 Zeigler Rd
Bair Jenniffer M 9222 Carlisle Rd
Bowhunters Superstore PO Box 158
Brenneman Edna M 205 Main St
Bross Thomas M III 1921 Ridge Rd
Hoff Charles F 300 Main St
Infusion Solution PO Box 275
Kens Auto Body Sales Repair LLC 9222 Carlisle Rd
Laird Ronald M 7815carlisle Rd
Metts Catherine 970 Alpine Rd
Mummert Glenn M 889 Wellsville Rd
Rhodes Barbara A 32667 Rosstown Rd
Slowakiewics Jill C 80 Conewago Ave
Smith Philip 7535 Harmony Grove Rd
Solution Infusion PO Box 275
Steger Jacquelin 7734 Harmony Grove Rd
Stewart Charles 7600 Carlisle Rd
Walter Sally A 25 Mount Top Rd
Walton Norman Elwood 853 Wellsville Rd
Watts Brian 123 York St
West York Pa 17401
Spells Evelyn R 360 W Philadelphia St
Capital One Auto Finance 1438 Monroe St
Throne Kevin D, Teresa 1438 Monroe St
Windsor Pa 17366
Bain Corey S 147 W Main St
Barshinger Debra E 1827 Winters Rd
Boring Sherie I 850 Richmond Rd
Boyd Patrick 126 White Tail Ln
Castro Lucie Y 45 Lewis Rd
Davidson Charles A PO Box 286
Delgrosso Joseph 155 Massa Dr
Frey Kourtney L 240 Stabley Ln
Garza Debby J PO Box 195
Gembe Harry C Jr 182 W Main St Box 204
Graham Ferree Christine K 120 Oak Leaf Dr
Harris Roy A Jr 207 Konner Way
Haskin Kathryn Sovereign Bank 2 Pawnee Dr
Haugh Gerald Est 870 White Oak Rd
Hensel John Jr 1630 Craley Rd
Hobbs Virginia 31 N Camp St
Impact Signwork 126 W Main St
Jones Jeffrey H 385 Stabley Ln
Kelly William H PO Box 291
Kline Jordan A 430 Manor Rd
Klinedinst Wilbur, Beulah 616 Taylor Rd
Knapp David 7 Wellyn Dr
Laird Richard A Sr RR 1
Leary Paul R 45 Lewis Rd
Letten Ashley C 15 Abby Rd
Marion Scott 28 Penny Ln
Morgan Richard L 1376 Manor Rd
Murray Michelle A 27 E Main St Apt A
Nearhoof Casey 450 Manor Rd
Nickol Candy L 1478 Snyder Corner Rd
Omlor Christopher J 75 Lewis Rd
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Paugh Richard 680 Strayer Dr
Ruby Lamar G PO Box 205 15 Patton Ln
Santos Marc 1556 Prayer Mission Rd
Shanebrook Charles A 580 Jamison Rd
Shields Joseph 101 Fawn Cir Dr
Smith Melissa 58 W High St
Snelbaker Lee 43 3rd St
Snyder Matthew L 126 Oak Leaf Dr
Stevens Katherine, Rodney W 1790 Winters Rd
Stifler Steven L 685 Taylor Rd
Stone Tina 23 Windsor Acres
Strausbaugh Patricia A 69 Winsor Acres
Tyson Selena M PO Box 252
Watkins Eric 580 Thomas Armor Dr
West Zachary T, Aimee J 625 Thomas Armor Dr
Wroten Charles W 1931 Craley Rd
Ww Sons PO Box 108 4th S Camp
Wrightsville Pa 17368
Apple Auto Group Inc Apple Ford 723 Strickler School Rd
Arnott Erin M 101 Oak Hill Ct
Bailie Sarah L 12 Christine Dr
Brooks Patrick R 757 Grand Manor Dr
Buckley Michael 227 Locust St
Burkey James 145 Jonathan Ct
Campbell Kate 190 Hedgewick Ln
Dellinger Harry F Jr 211 S 6th St
Drennen Jean M Main St
Drenner Earl W Main St
Dunkelberger Gary A 510 Cir Dr
Eckert Brett A, Ruth A 829 Cool Creek Rd
Ecore International 715 Fountain Ave
Eichelberger W W Jr 2320 W Shoff Rd
Fasnacht James 509 S 6thst
Fritsch Kevin R 319 S 2nd St
Garretson George G, Margaret, George RR 1 Box 324
Gohn John 320 Walnut St
Haapala Elmer J, Karen P 10 Travis Cir
Hank Donald E 319 Brook Ln
Hughes Lula Thomas 116 Hellam St Apt 2
Jensen John M 900 Hellam St
Keeney Helen O Est 463 Bull Run Rd
King Shannon R, Timothy R 2 Vickilee Dr
King Camille D 906 Sunrise Ln
Kohler Nicholas 210 Mulberry St
Kraus Dolores 34 Surrey Dr
Leader Naomi Lynn, Barry Lee 433 Pleasant Hill Rd
Mcadams Robin 578 Willow Creek Rd
Mcadams Stephen 57 Willow Creek Rd
Miller Clarence 90 Gilbert Ct
Mitrovich Milan 430 Locust St
Motter Nancy S 6260 Lincoln Hwy
Mundis Eric L 723 Strickler School Rd
Redcay Ray L PO Box 204
Redmond Alisha 208 Brook Ln
Reichard Susan E 455 Hybla Rd
Reisinger Jean E 500 Orange St
Rhodes Dwain 985 Riverbank Ln
River Valley Landscape Inc 1178 Nursery Rd
Rock David 95 Kenneth Way
Rosales Gerardo 303 N 7th St
Ruby David W Box 160 New Bridgeville Rd
Ruby Norma J 411 Hellam St Apt 1
Schissler Kimberly G, Matthew A 23 Meisenhelder Rd
Sechrist Kenneth M 550 Bull Run Rd
Sechrist Lacy R 275 New Bridgeville Rd
Shoff Jeffrey PO Box 282
Smith Auto 275 New Bridgeville Rd
Snyder Alma E 2781 Craley Rd
Yoe Pa 17313
Boone Edward For Est 262 W Walnut St
Hendrickson Shannon 258 W Walnut St
How Investment Co Orchard St
Yoe Concrete Construction Inc 267 Wilson Ct
York Pa 17401
A1 Power Clean Inc 446 N George St
Amig Al 200 N Duke St Apt 309
Argu Transport LLC 578 W Princess Ave
Atwood Charlotte L 469 W King St 2
Barnes Marian C 140 Roosevelt Ave Ste 206
Barnett Robert G Est 743 W Poplar St
Barton Michael 19 SWest St
Bell Jazzmin 616 W College Ave
Bentzel Janet 633 W Princess Ave
Bergdoll John G 300 W Market St
Better Deal Cellular 116a E Market St
Bixler Leroy Est 40 S Duke St
Boldt Erich W Jr 308 N West St
Brito Ramon U 606 W College Ave
Brockley Margaret 504 S George St
Brooks Charles W 816 W King St
Brown Katie 14 1/2 E Maple St
Bury Mark Wood III Esq 322 W Market St
Camacho Jacqueline 559 W Princess St Fl 2
Central Family Rest 400 N George St
Cooney Robert L 701 W Market St Apt 4
Craley Delores M 40 S Duke St
Crouse Larry L 602 Salem Ave
Daugherty Tracy L 325 N George St
Dawson Yolanda N 436 Salem Ave
Deardorff Clarence W 725 Jessop Pl
Dentsply International Inc 221 W Philadelphia St Ste
Dorm Melissa A 130 E Gas Ave
Downs Franklin 758 W Philadelphia St
Ehrhart Barry C 527 W Jackson St
Eisenberger Georgetta 603 W King St
Eline Galen 242 Jefferson Ave
Emons Transpo Group Inc 96 S George St
English Alice 310 W Maple St
Ensminger Lillian A 214 W Cottage Pl
Farley Robert 245 N Newberry St
Fidelity Home Mortg 257 W Market St
Fitz Cynthia E 40 S Duke St
Foust Louise A 512 Salem Ave
Frank Doris J 40 S Duke St
Frey Charles H 610 S Pershing Ave
Garber Edward H 40 S Duke St
Garcia Ana 291 W Maple St
Gary Kling Assocs 39 S Hartley St
Gilmore Emerson B, Sonja B 421 Park St
Gold Deal Risk Mgmt LLC 110 N George St 2nd Fl
Gonzalezv Elez Marisely 32 W King St Apt 10
Gutierrez Edgardo 355 S George St
Hahn James F Est 140 Roosevelt Ave Ste 206
Harlan Tim 800 W Locust St
Hauck Bernard 49 Jefferson Ave
Hedgepeth Danielle 330 W Maple St
Hedgepeth Marian A 200 N Duke St Apt 207
Hedrick Gail Y 325 W Philadelphia St Apt 3
Heisey Mary F 728 S George St
Hershey Ralph E, Good News Consulting Inc
140 Roosevelt Ave Ste 206
Holmes Martha Lee 40 S Duke St
Hopewood Evelyn 111 S George St
Horan Carolyn Sue 40 S Duke St
Jackson Lon 272 W Market St
Jarman Peggy D 200 N Duke St Apt 818
Jenkins Kyiesha 129 S Penn St
Jesus Molina Manuel D 317 S Penn St
Johnson Barry Jr 381 W Market St
Jones Marion 21 W Maple St
Jones Pontiac Gmc Truck Co 903 W King St
Jordan Richard Est 29 E Philadelphia St
Kauffman Yvonne Est, Nadine E, Harold D 40 S Duke St
Kepner Mary Est 40 S Duke St
Kirkland Juanita K, Kerry L 267 Kautz Ave
Kleiman Raymond E 153 S Duke St
Kling Bros Ins Agency 43 W King St
Klussman Aline B, Bruce C Bankenstein S 48 S Duke St
Kochenour Candice E 40 S Duke St
Kumontis Francis M 5 S Belvidere Ave
Lacourt Peter Anthony, Pedro A 650 W King St Apt 1
Lacourt Natividad 650 W King St Apt 1
Lacourt T&T Dynomite Auto Repairs 650 W King St Apt 1
Lee Gary M 35 N Belvidere Ave
Lester Joy Y 118 N Duke St
Levengood Evelyn F 40 S Duke St
Lifetime Brands Inc 540 S George St
Louis M Lavetan Irrevoc Trust Agreem 96 S George St
Ste 350
Love Derrick 327 Bristol Dr Apt E
Marine Alonzo G 610 S Duke St
Marshall Joseph L 35 N Belvidere Ave
Mckinley Group 1 E Market St
Messersmith Violet, R E 629 Lincoln St
Miller James E, Grace 40 S Duke St
Miller Burnell R 19 Carlisle Ave
Miller Roderick E 903 W King St
Mosley James 500 E Boundary Ave
Musser Pauline Est, Ronald R 40 S Duke St
Nary Viola M 121 Arch St
Nelson Lisa M, Gwendolyn 238 N George St Apt 101
Ness Correna 8920 Reynolds Mill Rd
Oberdorff Roma K 58 E Cottage Pl
Old Man Kennedys Restaurant 111 E Princess St
Orr Lucille 424 W College Ave
Ortiz Alicea Lizzette 479 S Pershing Ave
Otto H R 123 S West St
Palmer Ryan Edward, Lydia 42 E Maple St
Paniagua Jorge B 909 W Locust St
Parker Louise 500 E Boundary Ave
Patterson Clifford 467 W Market St Apt 3
Pena Ryan A 639 Lincoln St
Peterson Jalissa 164 Lafayette St
Pittenger Betty D 922 W College Ave
Pivk Darko 252 W Market St
Plitt Paul K 38 E South
Portner Emerson 367 W Market
Pugliese Michael Joseph 40 S Duke St
Quinones Johanlix 820 W Poplar St
R G Industries Inc 258 W Market St
Rife William B, Donald J 40 S Duke St
Rivera Angel F 506 W Princess St
Rivera Carlos 10 E Maple
Riveria Josephine, Donald C 342 S Duke St
Roberts Richard P 633 W Princess Ave
Rodgers Emma M 200 N Duke St 702
Rosado Rousanna 249 Shaffer Ln
Rosario Junior 40 N Grant St Apt4
Rotz Assocs Inc 11 E Market St
Russell Donna E 40 S Duke St
Russell Esther L 459 Juniper St
Sam & Tonys Italian Restaurant 237 243 W Market St
Sanabria Yasmin 535 Mcdonald Ln
Sandy Burkheimer 746 S George St
Sanjurjo Wilfredo Martinez 287 W Maple St
Santiago Wilmer A 521 S Duke St
Scott Jamie L 435 N George St
Senft Robert A, Doris I, Judy L 40 S Duke St
Senft Ester L 444 N Beaver St
Shapiro Harvey H 239 W Philadelphia St
Sheetz Jason L 920 W College Av
Short Brian 267 N Hartley St York
Simmons Prince 485 Park St
Simpson Lorraine 310 N West St
Smallwood Talisha 246 Walnut St
Smith Jennifer 18 N Belvidere Ave
Smith Lawrence R 818 W King St
Snyder Barley Co Chris Shank 126 E King St
Soto Carlos 474 W Princess St
Spagnola Guido O 500 W Market St Rear
Spangler Roy 914 W Market St
Stoner Dale 407 Lindberg Ave
Suder Carolyn J 40 S Duke St
Summers David H 342 S George St
Susquehanna Pfaltzgraff Co Wind Up Liquidating Trust 140
E Market
Sweeney Tomoa 739 W Poplar St
Thornton Chevy Inc 909 W Locust St
Torresnegron Jesus M Jr 32 W Jackson St
Toyota Motor Credit Corp 800 W Locust St
Turbay Marte Jacob E 344 W Philadelphia St
Turner Amy L 135 W Jackson St
Turner David L 124 N Penn St
Vargas Pedro 341 S Penn St
Villegas Luis 207 Green St
Wagman Constr Inc 231 N George St
Walker Gertrude Gilmore 177 Lincoln St
Way Edna M 125 S Hartley St
Wells Golda Est 40 S Duke St
West Paul 254 E Mason Ave
Westerlund John B 110 E Market St
Westry Nadine 272 W Market St
Wildasin Donald E, Anita R 628 Salem Ave
Willett James W 238 N George St Apt 303
Williams Mary 169 W Maple St
Winemiller Charles Est, Charles Wayne 40 S Duke St
Yorco Agency Inc 24 W King St
Young Ralph B 904 W Locust St
Zidwick Robert J 218 S Duke St
York Pa 17402
Acworth Seafood 2254 Industrial Hwy
Adler David A 25 Angela Ln
Advantage Physical Therap 2821 E Prospect Rd
Ai Bradley Academy 1409 Williams Rd
Ake Benjamin 2730 Castanea Ct
Alan Esparza 3400 Eastern Blvd
Albright Stewart Est 40 Bridlewood Way Apt A22
American Honda Finance Corp 2777 Carnegie Rd Apt 204
Anderson Samuel J 4233 Webster Dr
Andrews Murray Gayle MD 292 St Charles Way
Armanyous Joseph 2765 Carnegie Rd Apt 102
Arnold Larry L 2621 Meadowview Dr
Arroyo Wilfredo 29 Royal Ct At Waterford
Associated Wholesalers 600 Arsenal Rd
Aubel Helen L 4064 Wilshire Dr
Baile Barclay J, Brett D 106 Chambers Rdg
Baker Margaret R, Burnelle D Wood Stream Dr RD 7
Bardolf Russell J Jr, Susan F 143 Fountain Dr
Bargain Time Store 3561 2955 E Market St
Bartz William R, Paula R 1390 Eden Rd
Bastoni Nicole 115 White Oak Dr
Baublitz Clarence E, Donna J 1747 Sagamore Dr
Beasley Ford Inc 1801 Whiteford Rd
Beecher Leslie 1885 Whiteford Rd
Bene David J MD 2915 E Prospect Rd PO Box 3528
Best Buy Business Advantage 2865 Concord Rd
Bixler Kevin 4325 N Susquehanna Trail
Bixler Michael Jr RD 27 Box 179
Block J Wayne Block Business Systems Box 3325
Bortner Mary R 731 S Royal St
Bosies Michael K 214 Crown Pointe Dr
Boy Bessie K RR 3
Boyd Damion 125 N Findlay St
Boyer Bessie K RD 3
Bradenbaugh Charles L 1913 Pin Oak Dr
Brango Pamela S 331 S Findley St
Branthaver Terry 72 Coventry At Waterford
Brenneman Dale Est 990 Cortleigh De
Brenner Betty L Lot 1 3715 St
Bridgwater Terri J 760 Dietz Rd
Bromery Hannah 31 Coventry At Waterford
Brown Abraham 108 Hambledon Ct
Buchanan Linda C 2706 Crestview Dr
Bumbaugh Daniel O 991 S Russell St
Burk Phyllis L 1801 Whiteford Rd
Burt Paula J, Paul T 2451 S Queen St Apt 3
C & F Mortgage Corp 2647 Carnegie Rd
Cable Gary L 2474 N George St
Calderon Jose 1611 Long Dr
Callow Jennifer L, Mackenzie, Megan 632 Campbell Rd
Campbell William J 2863 Candlelight Dr
Campo Rhonda L, Frank P 3844 Concord Ave
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Cao Tuyen T 203 Torrington Rd
Carl Beasley Ford Inc 1801 Whiteford Rd PO Box 3115
Carrington Mtg 379 Bruaw Dr
Carson Meghan L PO Box 3088
Carter Rhonda L 3967 Eastgate Dr
Castle Tanya E 561 Erlen Dr
Chambers Ashley 433 Ginger Cir
Chappell Mildred 3400 Eastern Blvd Apt A13
Chen Douglas N 1030 Plymouth Rd
Chronister Glenn E 771 Haines Rd
Chun Deborah 322 Pinehurst Rd
Citizens Auto Financ 668 S Hampton At Waterford
Citroni Benjamin 1610 Rosebrook Dr
Co Misericordia Nursing 998 S Russell St
Coar Laurence F 3975 Stony Brook Dr
Coburn Ruth C 105 Bridlewood Way Apt C12
Conley Jennifer E, Rachel R, Savannah M 67 S Main St
Connoly Beverly 208 Oak Ridge Dr
Conway Mary 508 Ridgeview Dr
Counsel Trust Co 224 St Charles Way Ste 100
Cummings Richard F 659 S Hampton At Waterford
Cunningham Anabel L 320 S Vernon St
Cybergrad 3679 Concord Rd PO Box 3325
Dallastown Dare 33 Oak St
Davis Harry B DO 3384 Harrowgate Rd
Dejong Minno, Tommy 1209 Eberts Ln
Delara Edwin L 1195 Cranberry Ln W
Delta Pizza 2861 E Prospect Rd
Derry Lynn 3664 Cheltenham Dr
Detwiler L RR 3 Owen Rd
Diaz Arlene J 1015 Skyview Dr
Diehl Motor Co 2451 S Queen St Apt 3
Doedderlein Angela, C J 127 N Oxford St
Dominos Pizza PO Box 20369
Donnelly Richard C 2491 Pin Oak Dr
Droniv Vasyl 80 Coventry At Waterford
Durica Allison 4231 Orchard Hill Dr
Eagle Global Logistics Ceva 609 Memory Ln
Eagle Perry A MD 21 Hudson Dr
Easton Gregory 157 Coventry At Waterford
Elliott Marguerite L F11 2618 E Market St
Elliott Paul 213 Heistand Rd
Embers The 100 Memory Ln
Emenheiser Richard RR 9
Emig Charles W, Lucy 2321 Freedom Way
Erwin Marcia 2232 Dixie Dr
Evergreen Express Lines Inc 601 Memory Ln Unit D
Family Health Assocs 76 Acco Dr
Federal National Mortgage Assoc 1455 Karens Way
Feliciano Nicholas E 326 Graystone Rd
Fillmore Larry L 920 Chardrie Dr
Fisher Christina 2801 E Market Bldg B
Fisher Patricia RR 22 Box 149a
Flaim David J 16 N Marshall St
Flinchbaugh Paul 240 Edgewood Rd
Folk Robert 860 Greenspgs Rd
Fornwalt Nathan 301 S Royal St
Frank William Stuart, Kevin Andre 204 St Charles Way
Unit 122
Frederick Margaret 103 Chambers Ridge
Frey Clayton V 2101 E Market St C
Frey Sean Daniel 2701 Woodmont Dr
Galacci Sally Est 2400 Kingston Ct
Garibaldi Jesus Alan Espar 3400 Eastern Ave Apt E2
Geesey Carl RD 3 Mt Rose
Gehring Christopher 132 Locust Grove Rd
Giambalvo Jack M 230 Mt Rd
Giambanco Tina M 83 Kings Arms At Waterfor
Gifford Joann 1849 Ebony Dr
Givens Richard S 2615 Kingston Rd
Globtox 235 St Charles Way Ste 100
Graham Packaging Lp 2401 Pleasant Valy Rd
Grimes Roxana M 14 Shady Tree Ct
Gross M Cheryl 111 N Keesey St
Gruber Antonio 732 W Mason Ave
Gymnast Funds 2615 Course Rd
Habgood Margaret A 2400 Kingston Ct
Haines David M 3124 Wheatlyn Rd
Halkiotis Carey J 585 Quaker Dr
Hamby Brantley G II, Melissa 2 Dutton Ct
Hamme Ann S 2830 Carol Rd Apt 13
Hankle John J DMD 2251 Eastern Blvd
Harbaugh Audrey W 2495 Fairway Dr
Hargest Thomas 47 Governors Pl
Heckman Marie H 2830 Carol Rd Brunswick Rm 22
Heilman Donald E 1108 Oak Rd
Helmuth Josephine C, Patricia Marie Kirby
30 Eisenhower Dr
Heritage Hills Windows 2700 Mt Rose Ave
Herr Donna J 136 N Findlay St
Heuberger Carl A PO Box 3250
Hively Charlotte T 998 S Russell St
Hoke Jean M 51 Lynbrook Dr S
Hoke Lulu J 1020 Cape Horn Rd
Holloway Florence J Est 2830 Carol Rd
Holman David 203 Knob Creek Ln
Hornberger Mary C 503 Wynwood Rd
Houseal Peggy M PO Box 7 940 Quaker Meeting Rd
Hruz Donna L 4 Oak Ridge Dr
Huff Lucille 118 Pleasant Acres Rd York Co Home
Hughes Jessie Brother 1314 W Market St
Humphrey David T 550 Mundis Mill Rd
Hunt Club Condominium Assoc 2715 Hunt Club Dr
Huska Robert J 359 Blue Ridge Dr
Hutton Jessica 490 Windsor Rd
Hutton Laurie 67 Morningside Dr
Ilgenfritz Erica 707 Cedar Village Dr
Intergroup Ppo 200 Pauline Dr
Jack Giambalvo Motor Co 1390 Eden Rd
Jack Giambalvo Motor Co 2425 Industrial Hwy
Jacks Auto Outlet 1793 Whiteford Rd
Jensenius Robert Howard 4160 Wilshire Dr
K L Myers Htg & Clg 2469 Cambridge Rd
Katari Vijay 32 Shadytree Ct
Kearney Rebecca L 3817 Starview Dr
Kehoe June Est 39 Morning Side Dr
Keller Matthew G 200 Governors Place G23
Kelly Phyllis J 3222 Eastern Blvd
Kemp Casey Renee, Darren 2736 Meadow Cross Way
Kennedy Donald 3400 Eastern Blvd
Kirby Marie, Patricia Marie 30 Eisenhower Dr
Kletzing Greg L 3498 Druck Valy Rd
Knaper Ray 508 Ridgeview Dr
Kohr Phyllis J 10 Westwood Ct
Lauze Joseph U 2761 Chestnut Run Rd
Law Office of Donald L Reihart 3015 Eastern Blvd
Le Tony 96 Meadow Hill Dr
Lebo Agnes E 98 Oak Ridge Dr
Lehr Keith B 3745 Bear Rd
Leonhardt Regina M PO Box 20013
Lin Long J 303 Haines Rd
Little Verna I RR 5
Longenecker London 40 Bridlewood Way Apt B12
Lopuski Jan S 1900 Shulton Dr
Loyal Order 148 970 Windsor Rd
Lutz Michael 668 S Hampton At Waterford
Mackinnon Douglas, Lisa 2831 Candlelight Dr
Major Restorat Srvc 2139 Industrial Hwy
Maldonado Sonia 329 E King St
Mann Pauline, Charles 1465 Hamilton St
Mann Horace 235 St Charles Way
Markey Austin E 3048 Lakefield Rd
Marquez Lilly, Joe 460 Penn Blvd
Martin Phyllis 3198 Skylight Dr E
Martin Podiatry Pc 2003 E Market St
Mattas Bonnie L, David M 217 Ridley Dr
Matthews Dorothy Ann 575 Cortleigh Dr
Mcentee Hugh F 50 Bridlewood Way Apt A22
Mcfadden Tylea 401 Wynwood Rd
Mcginnis Ronald 2133 E Philadelphia St
Mcgurk Michael R 398 Allegheny Dr
Mckee Patrick 4124 Woodspring Ln
Mcmillan Towatha Denise Cha Nelle 2469 Chrystal Ln
Mcnulty Bridget 115 N Vernon St
Meeks Mary 153 Fountain Dr
Mehta Rahul 2401 Pleasant Valy Rd Ste 2
Mena Midna E. 3425 E Market St 1st Fl Front Apt
Mena Sheerin S 3201 E Market St Apt 217
Metzger Joseph C 3205 E Market St Apt H4
Michael C R, H 645 Cherry Blossom Ct
Mid Atlantic Garden Flower 1012 Valle View Rd
PO Box 3339
Middleton Jordan 540 Alton Ln
Miller Jerrie A, Jere A 2474 N George St
Miller Norman H 1119 Arthur St
Mitchell Harriet E RR 3
Mitra Kelly A 2500 El Dorado
Mitzel James L Est, Millard 2140 Fineview Rd
Montero Miguel 133 Kings Arms At Waterfor
Montgomery Eugene W PO Box 3783
Morris Agnes M 270 Edgewood Rd
Morrison Angela M 1414 S George St Apt B
Morsi Shahira 209 Torrington Dr
Music Box Clock Shoppe Inc 134 York Galleria Mall
Myers Edith, Jeff, Lisa 415 Wynwood Rd
Napm Central Pa Inc 3822 Silver Spur Dr
Nash Robert F 2315 Ashleigh Dr
Naylor Velzetta J Robert W Naylor Jr 2400 Sunset Rd
Neilsen Mark A 58 Kings Arms At Waterford
Ness Bryan E 905 Heritage Hills Dr
Newcome David C 94 Oak Ridge Dr
Nguyen Hao T 2777 Carnegie Rd Apt 204
Oms Susquehanna 2210 E Market St
Oneil Tim 155 Coventry At Waterford
Oquendo Arroyo Edwin 3400 Cocord Rd
Orthopaedic & Spine Spec 1855 Powder Mill Rd
Oszczypinsks Timothy 4445 Cedarwood Dr
Ott Charles 1821 Eastern Blvd
Patterson Lenina R 2816 Eastwood Dr
Paules Mark 170 Dew Drop Rd Apt F
Pena Julia 38 Theater Ln
Pendelton Pearl L 3522 E Market St Apt 2
Penn Waste Inc PO Box 3066
Pennypacker Alysha 1906 Ebony Dr
Perryman Sandra M 643 S Hampton At Waterford
Peters Elaine 3417 E Market St
Petry & Morrow Inc Co Idg Usa LLC 3100 Farmtrail Rd
Phillips Katherine Virginia, Lezlie B 2843 Candlelight Dr
Placek Elaine M 2615 Course Rd
Pollick Jonathan T 1900 Shulton Dr
Prats Ignacio 25 Monument Rd Ste 260
Pringle Peter C Est 198 Silver Spur Dr Apt C4
Rainey Pamela J 2999 E Prospect Rd
Rannels Tiffany 106 Hambledon Ct
Reagan Josiah 2550 Kingston Ste 113
Redayhaber Christa 129 Point Ridge Dr
Reiker Wilbur L 4080 Wilshire Dr
Reynolds & Whitcomb Inc 2051 Industrial Hwy
Richley Jason M 428 Blue Ridge Dr
Rife Dale E 450 Ivory Rd
Rizzio Lawrence E, Florence A 2001 Wallace St
Robert S Knox Agency 305 Chambers Rdg
Runk Mark 5145 Susquehanna Trail Lot 26
Russell Donald 1025 Hastings Blvd
Russell Shelly S Trust 1025 Hastings Blvd
Sallade Ruth N 30 Stevenson Ct
Schenck Harry J 4030 Old Orchard Rd
Schlegel Robert Jr J MD 228 Saint Charles Way
Schmidt Lillian 191 Silver Spur Dr Apt C4
Schneck Harriett H 4030 Old Orchard Rd
Schwab Carol 110 Haines Rd
Sewell Elizabeth, Michael 1858 Ebony Dr
Shaeffer Kerlin E 3400 Eastern Blvd Apt H6
Shafer Christopher 106 Pinehurst Rd
Shaffer Barbara A 326 Graystone Rd
Shaffer William K Est 2830 Carol Rd
Sharp Richard E 5145 Susquehanna Trail Box 11
Shaub Kristopher Martin 148 Crown Pointe Dr
Shearer Industrial Supply Co Co Idg Usa LLC
3100 Farmtrail Rd
Shearer Tina M PO Box 22022
Shimko Robert D 3205 E Market St Apt A11
Shostak Andrew 65 Bridlewood Way Apt B43
Shrieves James H 20 Bridlewood Way Apt B43
Shumaker Lewellyn 2830 Carol Rd
Slenker Kenneth Cindy Slenker 711 Laura La
Smith Margie E, Paul L 2228 Old Colony Rd
Smith John T 65 Jean−Lo Way
Smith John W DDS 2251 Eastern Blvd
Smith Preston A 134 Royle Ct
Snyder Eugene E RR 3
Snyder Richard D 115 White Oak Dr
Snyder Steven 3126 Wheatlyn Rd
Sobotka Cynthia 1131 Locust Grove Rd
Stambaugh Bernadine L Est 675 S Hampton At Waterford
Steelman Darlene M 241 Lynbrook Dr N
Stein III Charles A 2835 Eastern Blvd
Steinberg Arthur L As Exec 3485 Pebble Ridge Rd
Stiles Harry E 21 N Kershaw St
Store 90349 2801 E Market St Ste 3
Stouch Richard E Jr 211 Maywood Rd
Stover Jaime L 95 Bridlewood Way Apt A11
Strine Htg Ac Inc 1549 Coffee Mill Ln
Strohecker Betty Box 3163
Suarez Rolando H 2685 Carnegie Rd Apt T3
Szczypinsks Tracy 4445 Cedarwood Dr
Target 2610 Pleasant Valy Rd
Tawney Donald E 493 Capital Dr
Taylor Prince 2801 E Market St Bldg B
Therit Josephine 4321 Old Orchard Rd
Thompson Sarah, Jevon 3825 Starview Dr
Toran Charles 785 Clydesdale Dr
Treacy Jeff 115 Bridlewood Way Apt 32
Trimmer Lawrence W 600 Chambers Rd
Trustees York Lintel Cast Stone Inc Pension Plan
3400 Board Rd
Tsan Thin P 203 Torrington Rd
Tschanz Karl M 3201 E Market St Apt 403
Tunney John 365 W Market St
Ua 01 01 76 Eastern Oklahoma Orthopedic Center Pro 224
St Charles Way Ste 100
Ups Store 0644 401 Hunting Park Ln
Vault Pizza & Deli 709 Highlands Path
Velez Leigh C 328 Bruaw Dr
Villalobos Milan Jason 2925 Eastern Blvd Apt 6
Vuono Olga H 30 Stevenson Ct Apt B22
Wachovia Dealer Svcs Cindy Slenker 711 Laura La
Wade Judith 3 Southview Dr
Waldrup C Danny 324 Blue Ridge Dr
Walton Aubre 302 Harvest Field Ln
Weaver Dorothy I, Curvin L 2363 S Queen St
Weaver Frank E 2825 Eastwood Dr
Weber Georgiana S 2655 Fairway Dr
Weeks Howard G, Dorothy 449 Kirkham Dr
Weiser Gary A 560 E Canal Rd Ext
Wells Fargo Bank As Trustee For 379 Bruaw Dr
Wessells Andrew J 336 Folkstone Way
Westerlund John B 3110 E Market St
White Rosalind M, James E 419 Whtie Rose Ln
Wilkes Catherine M 322 Allegheny Dr
Williams John E 3705 Bedfordshire Dr
Wilson Holly M 136 Hambledon Ct
Wong Ming Der Md 1934 Security Dr
Wright Brothers Lincoln Mercury 2157 S Queen St
Writer Cletus William 1020 Cape Horn Rd
Writer Nancy J 1020 Cape Horn Rd
Wynn Mark 448 Pinehurst Rd
York Co Dental Lab Inc 2474 N George St
York Co Youth Network Po Box 3173
Yorktowne Mutual PO Box 12011
Yost James M 2550 Kingston Rd
Yost Robert L 207 Haines Rd
Young Shari A 760 S Kershaw St
Yox Cindy 2801 E Market St Bldg B
Zeamer Francesca A 3670 Springetss Dr
Zerbe Irmgard Est 482 Holyoke Dr
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Ace Heating & Cooling Co Inc 261 Kings Mill Rd
Adam David J MD 25 Monument Rd Ste 250
Adams Ulysses Jr 701 E Philadelphia St
Adamson Renee A 759 Grandview Rd
Aimable Nina R 904 E King St
Alba Victor 1121 3rd Ave
Allison Marion M 545 Dupont Ave
Altland Elijah C, Shad W 478 W Jackson St
Altland Schoen M 1537 2nd Ave
Amicone Lynn A Apt H 310 Queensdale Dr
Anderson David A 428 Hillcrest Rd
Apgar Michael J 304 Greendale Rd
Apple Hill Urology 25 Monument Rd 196
Armentilla Jose R 620 E Chestnut St
Arnold Geoffrey L, Melissa A 1261 Leafydale Dr
Arnold Fred, Gary 1050 S George St
Arnold Keith 330 Warren St
Arnold Melissa A 1261 Leafydale Dr
Atwater Lewis R 1057 E King St
Auffart Shentell 429 Edgehill Rd
Automotive Svcs Inc 1920 Lancaster Ave
Axel Plbg & Htg Inc 335 N George St
Ayala Jose 35 S Queen St
Backinoff Diana 609 Owen Rd
Bailey Heather N 476 Wallace St
Baker Sandra M, Scott L 2800 Deer Leap Ln
Baker Richard H Wellspan Medical Group Corp 1803 Mt
Rose Ave Ste B3
Baldwin Chalotte, Richard 152 N Queen St
Barnett Mickie W, Johnnie P 201 September Way
Barnhill Mark Richard 616 Cleveland Ave
Bartels Roger 257 E Market St
Batten Andrew T 319 W Jackson St
Bauer Thomas L MD 1150 Glen View Dr
Beaverson Barbara J 103 S Ogontz St
Beck Barbara C 1775 Powder Mill Rd Apt 2
Beck Diane 1159 Mt Rose Ave Apt 2
Becker David E 274 S Albemarle St
Beckner Barbara S 1765 Prescott Rd
Beckner William Jr 416 Rathton Rd
Belcher Janice 338 Norway St
Bell Marie 1741 Verdan Dr
Benedict Kevin D 710 Ridge Ave
Bennett Jozefa J 701 Chestnut St Apt 1
Berwick Russel 330 Springdale Rd
Biesecker Jeffrey 7586 Seneca Ridge
Billet Newton L, Doris L 786 Rathton Rd
Biser Shonta R 1404 2nd Ave
Bishop J Richard 750 E Hillcrest Rd
Blakely Iran 506 Hill St
Blum Anne E 652 E Philadelphia St
Boetzelen Ernest, Maria 1145 Wyndham Dr
Boetzelen Ursula I Est 433 W Springettsbury Ave
Boffo Louis S, Opal W 91 W Brook Cir
Bohr William R Apt 2211a 2730 Pine Grove Rd
Bolan Brady E 423 Atlantic Ave
Boll William 343 Garfield St
Bonner Almatha 347 Liberty Ct
Boustead Daniel G, Michael 560 Shady Dell Rd
Bowers Robert L 44 N Tremont St
Boyer Geri 1062 S Ogontz St
Brabham Patricia A 167 S Pine St Fl 1
Brady Mamie A 970 Colonial Ave
Brenneman Edna J 2485 S George St
Bride Thomas P DO 110 Pine Grove Commons
Brillhart Jose 2436 Joppa Rd
Brinton Bonnie 213 E Philadelphia St
Briscoe Karen 108 Highland Rd
Brown Joseph Michael, Michael C 1693 Mt Rose Ave
Brown Joseph Michael 1693 Mt Rose
Buchanan Agnes 746 Edison St
Buckley Richard T 1775 Powder Hill Rd
Buettner Thomas III 771 Colonial Ave
Bulk Margaret L RR 8
Burkenhiser David C 970 Colonial Ave
Butler Alfred H 1523 2nd Ave
Bywaters Ruth I 800 E Prospect St
Calhoun Ernie 306 S Pershing Ave
Campbell George J 2012 Wyntre Brooke Dr S
Capital Assurance Inc 100 Leader Hts Rd
Carmalt Merrill E 30 N Pine St
Carney David T 545 Dupont Ave
Carney Judy L 1624 2nd Ave
Cartagena Jorge Luis 217 E College Ave 1st Fl Apt
Carter Tyshaun 58 N Tremont St
Chase Eleanor A 1384 Tri Hill Dr
Christian Lawrence A, Lawrence 135 S Hartley St
Christman Richard F 2443 Pine Grove Rd
Chung Phuong T 661 Chestnut St
Cigarette Cellar 1910 South Queen St
Conrad Lynn C 1112 Grandview Rd
Cormack Thomas J 18 N Sherman St 2nd Fl
Correa Jaclyn 215 Kurtz Ave
Corto Frank J 1417 Turnberry Ct
Cr Realty 1561 E Market St
Craighead Delores E, Martin D 1895 Grantley Rd
Cramer George L Jr, Nedra E 135 Edgewood Dr
Cvs Pharmacy 2080 S Queen St
Daniels Brenda 934 Calvert St
Danner M Faye, John H 822 E Market St
Danner Eva Est 220 Bunting Dr
Degaray Shane F 114 Highland Rd
Delancey Robert F Autumn House 1775 Powder Mill Rd
Rm 516
Deleon Polonio 245 E Princess St 2nd Fl
Dell Alba Mildred R 1121 3rd Ave
Dellinger Woodrow S, Country Meadows
2760 Pine Grove Rd
Diagnostic Cardiac 25 Monument Rd Ste 200
Dibonto Leona, Mario 1406 3rd Ave
Diehl Collision Center 301 N Sherman St
Diehl Gladys C 150 Rathton Rd
Diehl Motor Co York Auto Group 2723 S Queen St Lot 33
Diener Nikolas 534 S Yale St
Digestive Disease Center 25 Monument Rd Ste 250
Dipasquale Karen J 2880 Deer Chase Ln
Doll Shirley 528 Dallas St
Duncan M 1533 Heritage Ln
Dunkerley Jeffrey A 291 Imperial Dr
Eberly Larry D 1185 Fairview Dr
Einsig Agnes A 403 Hill St
Eisenhart Margaret C 609 Owen Rd
Eisensmith Loureda 350 E Philadelphia St Apt 310
Eline Richard C 728 S Queen St
Emergency Medicine Physician 325 S Belmont St
Erdlen Richard 151 E Springettsbury Ave
Eskridge Timothy H MD 940 S Queen St
Eveler Jason 315 Wheatfield St
Farmers & Merchant In 1197 Ruxton Rd
Fenner John Jr 193 Tuscarora Dr
Festerman Industries 702 S Richland Ave
Fisher Ralph R 315 Queensdale Dr 1
Five X 2 Equal Tn LLC 221 Imperial Dr
Flannelly Michael W 162 Leeds Rd
Fleming Jean M 526 Dallas St
Flinchbaugh Leonard 2728 Vireo Rd
Forbes Jean L 31 Manor Rd
Ford Motor Credit 673 Cortland Dr
Freeland Deborah Ann 110 W Cottage Pl
Frees Valeri F 841 S Beaver St
Fresh Lane Eric 341 Old Orchard Ln
Gannon Wagman Susan, Margaret Gann−Clsg
975 Smt Cir N
Garcia Dalila 720 East Philadelphia St
Gatto Denise A 129 Ee Wentworth Rd
Gdovin Joseph 2254 Sutton Rd
Geesey Palmer L Greenhill
Geesey Patricia Denise 143 Loucks St
Gehly Michael 385 Indian Rock Dam Rd
Gilarsky Bruce P MD 1001 S Goerge St
Gingrich Stanley C 1469 Wayne Ave
Gladfelter Julia Est 2000 Hollywood Dr
Global Pipeline Systems 1409 Kings Mill Rd
Godfrey Beatrice M 310 S Sherman
Godwin Michael J 1337 Mt Rose Ave
Gonzalez Rosa 311 Sherwood Dr Apt B
Goodin Jennie 126 N Queen St
Gorrell Gemma 516 Country Club Rd
Graham David 960 E Philadelphia St
Grantham Christa B, Karin E 1879 Grantley Rd
Gray Tom 1300 Ruxton Rd
Greer Taneisha 817 S Queen St
Griffith Marie L, William 204 S Albemarle St
Grimes James D Jr 109 N Hartman St
Gross Marian E, Robert J 696 E Philadelphia St 3rd Fl
Apt M
Grush Ranee 632 Chestnut St
Guerrero Nunez Lisbeth E 354 E Poplar St
Gunter Louisa L 915 Arlington Rd
Hagarman Bernard C 1051 Prospect St
Hamberger Mark W 2 Stanyon Rd
Hancock Grace A 617 Ctland St
Handrix Alice M 581 S Yale St
Hankin M Allyn 229 Springdale Rd
Hanover Bank 871 Emarket St
Harbold Delores, James 5th Ave
Harris Deborah A 133 W Cottage Pl
Hartshorne Lucinda F 351 Old Orchard Ln
Harwell Properties Llc, Janeene Powell 127 Ridge Ave
Hawkins Herman L Sr 302 S Pershing Ave
Heckrote Roger J 235 E Market St
Heffner Pearl I 405 Edgehill Rd
Helm Robert D 618 Chestnut St
Hershey James 746 S George St
Hes Inc 1050 S George St
Hirt Dominik X, Jason A 1125 E Philadelphia St
Hoffman Larry E 815 Lancaster Ave
Homar Jose 247 S Pine St
Hong Chantramony 601 Counrty Club Rd
Hopkins Victoria 816 E Princess Sreet
Hose Thomas 638 Valy Rd
Houseman John 1251 Wallace St
Houser Bernice L 825 Grandview Rd
Huffer Laura S 1000 Country Club Rd
Hufford Robert L 929 E Philadelphia St
Hummel Noreen 449 E King St Apt63
Hyder Helen 528 Dallas St
Internal Medicine Consult 1777 5th Ave
J P Morgan Chase 93 Reynolds Chase
Jack Giambalvo Motor Co Pontiac J 108 Highland Rd
Jackson Douglas 326 E Gas Ave
Jackson Helen J 330 E South St
Jacoby Mary M 1180 Ruxton Rd
Jamison Theodore 135 Arch
Jarrett Richard Jr 234 S Quenn St 1st Fl
Jefferson Famil 1803 Mt Rose Ave Ste B3
Jessap Ralph 700 E Boundary Ave
Jiles Stephen L, Sharon 2180 Larkspur Ln S
Johnson Anthony A, Geli A 93 Reynolds Mill Rd
Johnson Anthony 55 Columbia Ave
Johnson Bernice 963 E Princess St
Johnson Controls 631 S Richland Ave
Johnson Stephen A 312 Reinecke Place
Jones Elaina 718 Edgar St
Jones Robert 401 Ridge Ave Apt 102
Kaeding Anna R 104 E Springettsbury Ave
Keim Phillip 214 Verdan Dr N
Keller Andrew H 704 Rathton Rd
Kettl Brian W 306 Queensdale Dr Apt H
Key Roy L 505 S Queen St
Kim Young K 1927 Queenswood Dr G202
King Patrick, Tricia 802 E Wallace St
King Jerry K 1250 E Prospect St
King Stephen M 320 Pattison St
Kinnard Eli 300 E College Ave
Kinsley Constr Inc 2700 Water St
Kissinger H D 635 S Ogontz St
Kline George 756 Midland Ave
Knaub Stanley E 354 Peyton Rd
Knokey Charles F 256 Liberty Ct
Koehler Brittany 953 Wellington St
Koelle Lyons Yvonne, Margot S 2760 Pine Grove Rd Apt 109
Kosh Hakeem Adrian 728 Cleveland Ave
Kotek Jeremiah A 424 Corbin Rd
Krebs Donna 675 E Philadelphia St
Ladd William E 306 Queensdale Dr D
Landis Donald E 2559 Overlook St
Larkins Marlene 3222 Eastern Blvd
Laser Imaging Systems Inc 120 North St
Latimore Jacqueline 312 E South St
Lauer Amy Michelle 2255 Dandridge Dr
Layton Darlene M 1009 Lancaster Ave
Leader Surgical Assoc 25 Monument Rd Ste 260
Lee Sylvester 200 N Duke St Apt 705
Leffler Paula 6415 Lake Rd
Legore Mary Smith 2255 Dandridge Dr
Liebergott Albert & Toby Cbom 2120 Bayberry Ln
Liggins Don 238 N George St
Lilly Flavius 206 E Market St
List Shaun M 811 E Chestnut St
Liu Jinghao 631 S Richland Ave M/C 362d
Lloyd Russell M 820 E Philadelphia St
Lodwick Windy 371 E Philadelphia St 2nd Fl
Long Tina L 871 Emarket St
Lozano Nicolas 708 Wallace St
Lucas Suzanne 79 Reynolds Mill Rd
Malinowski Theodore J 822 E Philadelphia St
Mallory Michelle 233 E Philadelphia St
Mangan Patricia L 888 E Market St
Mann Gloria A 32 E South St
Mapstone Jesse 38 N East St
March Curtis L 516 Colonial Ave
Martin D CraigheadEst, Diane C 1895 Grantley Rd
Massa Patrick 428 W Springetts
Matos Angel Luis 320 S Pine St
Maugans Merle E 1200 Springdale Rd
Mcilwain John 46 Seminole Dr
Mckinney Rosetta 537 Cleveland Ave
Melendez Marcos A 360 S Pine St
Melhorn Joan A 626 N Franklin St
Melton Karen A 553 Colonial Ave
Men Keo 222 E Springettsbury Ave
Merced Andino Alexandr 713 Queen St S Fl 3
Meyers Curvin A 1197 Ruxton Rd
Milchling Garrett David 1570 E Philadelphia St
Miles Burgundi N 623 Vander Ave
Millen Davis Michael 46 N Hartman St
Miller Bradley B York Auto Group 2723 S Queen St Lot 33
Miller Melanie L 819 Wayne Ave
Miranda Nathasha Lee 650 York St
Mitzel Kenneth 676 E Philadelphia St
Montalvo Genesis 344 E Poplar
Montgom Bertha M 34 Dew Drop Rd
Moylan Benjamin J, Tina M 195 Peyton Rd
Mt Rose Auto & Transmission 1315 Mt Rose Ave
Mt Royal Auction 2870 Travis Ct
Muldowney Kelly 301 N Sherman St
Murray Gerlyn L 211 N Pine St
Myers J A 912 S George St
Neff Jeffrey M, Nancy 1650 1st Ave
Nelson Sara J 248 E Popular St
Nelson Vera L 1800 Westwood Rd
Ness Clayton E, Wendy Miller 6879 S Susquehanna Trl
Neumann Nathan 1920 Lancaster Ave
New York Wire, Scott Radcliffe 441 E Market St
Newton Sharon RR 2 Box 134
Nichols Dorcas E 917 E Philadelphia St
Nicklow Richard 1321 Toann Rd
Noel Anna M, Paul 121 W Philadelphia S
Nuzum Pearl I 1226 E Philadelphia
Oare Lauren N, John R 278 Brookwood Dr N
Oberdick Derek A 333 E Market St
Oconnor Tyler 162 Strathcona Dr S
Ogrady Brian 200 S George St Ste 3
Olson Michael 298 Rathton Rd
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Opthalmology Assoc York 1945 Queenswood Dr
Orr Paul Edward 237 E Poplar St
Orthopaedic & Spine Specialists Pc 908 S George St
Ortiz−Ruiz Yizaria 28 Local Way
P F Logos LLC 119 S Hartman St
Paik Eugene 208 E Market St Ste 2
Pan World Travel 8 S Queen St
Pantojas Margaret 158 E Maple St
Parish Sara E 145 Irving Rd
Park Cheon M 239 E Boundary
Paules Ashley M 1421 2nd Ave
Pearl David M 917 E Philadelphia St
Pence Charles R 6012 Lake Rd
Pa Capital Region Oncology Nur 25 Monument Rd
Peters Kenneth 330 Lambeth Walk
Pfeiffer Georgena M, Lawrence F 35 N Queen St
Phh Mortgage Corp Its S 114 Highland Rd
Platts Russel 430 Walnut St
Preston Rebecca L 440 E King St Apt 128
Queen Surgical Assoc Ltd 25 Monument Rd Ste 299 Y
Raad Leverne, Imad 25 Manor Rd
Ragland Oral Surgery Assocs 924 H Colonial Ave
Ramclif Supply Co 1212 E Mason Ave
Ramos Danny 944 E Princess St
Rau John M 929 E Philadelphia St
Read Leureny J, Torres 1034 Edison St
Redman Harriet M 153 Fox Run Dr
Reese Jefferson Kycere J, Kia D 820 Manor St
Reineberg Michael F 2180 Suburban Rd
Reisinger Kenneth 709 E Prospect St
Resser Curt 824 S Beaver St
Restuccia Dennis 129 Ee Wentworth Rd
Reynolds Kathleen D 401 Ridge Ave Apt 114
Riddle Kathy 959 E Princess St
Riggin Dorothy G, Mikele G Saunders White 1218 S Pine St
Rinehart James M Jr 586 Sun Aly
Rivera−Resto Jesus Antonio 638 Vander Ave
Roberts James T 771 Greendale Rd
Robertson Todd 804 E Prospect St
Robinson James A MD 25 Monument Rd Ste 275
Rodriguez Dana B 301 N Sherman St
Rodriguez Ramirez Jacqueline K 344 E Poplar
Roltech Inds Inc 500 N State St
Romberger Millie, Lynn 190 Reynolds Mill Rd
Rombergers Appliances Inc 190 Reynolds Mill Rd
Rombergers Supply 190 Reynolds Mill Rd
Rosengrant Elsie I 881 Albermarle
Rosengrant Elsie I 899 S Albemarle St
Royal Oaks Home Owners Assoc Inc
1190 Regents Glen Blvd
Ruby Margaret V 365 E King St
Rulenz Craig M 1399 Lancaster Ave
Russell Danielle 1596 S George St
Ruth Lois M 1762 Chesley Rd
Rutherford Francena R 828 Wallace St
Saez Jessica 518 E Prospect St
Saldana Kathleen 1608 1st Ave
Samuel Frank E 1043 Hay St
Sant Alan V 1101 S Edgar St Ste D
Sant Alan V 1410 E Market St
Savenon Noraida 928 E Princess St
Sawyer Jeffrey R 119 Fox Run Dr
Sayers Margaret A 6835 Seneca Ridge Dr
Schell Russell R 542 Ctland St
Schmidt John A 401 Ridge Ave
Schminke Charles H 2102 Maplewood Dr Apt B
Schmitt Katharine E 131 Peyton Rd
Schrum Melissa 542 Ctland St
Schwartz Laura R 22 Barshinger Ave
Scott William, Loretta 4 Walnut Av
Sechrist Virginia D 850 Upland Rd Wyndham Hills
Senft Kelly A 928 Edison St
Shade Anna R 649 Dallas St
Shalkey Daniel A 1600 6th Ave Ste 109
Shanton John 6781 Seneca Ridge Dr
Showver David 1409 4th Ave
Shue Helen E 1231 Edison St
Sievers Philip S Jr 310 Elmwood Blvd
Sindicich Marie 1251 Brookway Dr
Sipkoff Saul 131 Scarboro Dr
Smith Eugene F A, Diane Y 2910 Ironstone Hill Rd
Smith Roy III, Roy 1836 Crows Nest
Smith Grant 306g Queensdale Dr
Smith Kathryn 959 E Princess St
Smith Norman 476 Wallace St
Snyder Joan 210 S Sherman St
Song Suzette J 2864 Deer Chase Ln
Spanakis Aristidis, Athena A, Lillian 453 Walnut St
Spence Robert 23 Rebecca Ln
Speranza David N MD 2690 Sothfield Dr
Sponseller Steven E 214 Liberty Ct
Springdale Pediatric Medicine Wellspan 1803 Mt Rose Ave
Sterling Arnold W 1050 S George St
Stevens Margaret F 26 N Pine St
Stevesn Margaret F 24 N Pine St
Stewart Howard III 319 E College Ave
Still Chad 1635 Mt Rose Ave
Stipe Joseph V, Jane E 405 Hill St
Stough Page L 21 W Jackson St
Strausbaugh Richard MD 110 Pine Grove Commons
Strickler Elaine C 2022 Wyntre Brooke
Stubbs Leroy 518 Walnut St
Sullivan James J DO Springdale Med Ctr 9rathton Rd
Sun Ae Haywood 2073 S Queen St
Talley Evelyn Est 467 E Princess St
Taylor Joan C 1501 E Market St
Taylor Romayne C 1501 E Market St
Thomas Jean F 401 Ridge Ave Apt 408
Thomas L Martha A 15 Wyntre Brooke Dr
Thornton Chevrolet Inc 888 E Market St
Thornton Paul 33 S Penn St
Tiruchelvam Vasudevan MD 25 Monument Rd Ste 260
Torr Correa Luis 14 1/2 E Maple St
Torres Arnaldo Luis Sr 419 E Boundary Ave
Torres Daisy Miranda 650 York St
Torres Maria L 328 Harding Ct
Toyota of York 301 N Sherman St
Travers Summer D 631 E Market St Apt 2
Triangle Motors 2730 S Queen St
Trish Arthur 213 E Philadelphia St
Trung Ma 399 Tollgate Rd
Tsuruta Ryo 820 S Newberry St
Tutt Genevieve H 440 E King St Apt 114
Vanorder Bruce Jr 361 Lakeview Dr
Vansant Alan E Md 9 Rathton Rd
Vernon Dorothy E 25 Maple Rd
Vidal Carol 206 E Market St
Villalonge Carles M 400 E Princess St Apt 316
Vizzard James J, Marie E 560 Smt Ter
Vna Home Health Svcs 218 E Market St PO Box 2404
Waggenspack Gerard A MD 2248 Sutton Rd
Wagman Mary T 1138 Wyndham Dr
Wagman Nicolette M 335 N Main St
Wallace Bret A 1581 Randow Rd
Walli Earlamond Elizabeth 2760 Pine Grove Rd
Wallick Dalena L 2520 Joppa Rd
Wallick Earlamon E 367 Hillside Ln
Walther Bruce E MD E Berlin Family Med 1803 Mt Rose
Ave Ste B3
Warren Darrell J, Dorothy M 1411 3rd Ave
Warren Robert, Jean 804 Glendale Rd
Waterway Bar Grill 220 W Philadelphia St
Watkins Martha P 1112 Hollywood Tr
Watkins Suzanne T 665 E Philadelphia St
Welty Duane M, Duane W Shinneman 1301 Clover Ln
Wenner Earl Jr J DO 9 Rathton Rd
Werner Janet E 354 Peyton Rd
Whitmire Jene L 115 Rathon Rd
Whitmore Brent S 2593 Wildon Dr
Williams Kathryn 1049 Southern Rd
Williams Mary S 821 S Newberry St
Williams Mervin 264 Walnut St
Williams Nakia 108 W Boundry Ave
Wink C Louise 2302 Knobhill Rd
Winter Roy J Jr 350 E Philadelphia Stapt 509
Wolf Amber L 121 S Queen St Apt 2
Womens Health Special 340 Pine Grove Commons
Wood Penelope 1413 1st Ave
Woodard Anna Ruth 1103 S Pine St
Wright Theresa R 153 Rathton Rd
Yeagley John F 840 S Edger St
Ymca York 320 E Market St
Yohe Kristen 533 Linden Ave Apt 1
York College 441 Country Club Rd
York Imaging Center Marketing Works 509 Hillcrest Rd
York International 631 S Richland Ave Lisa Blymire
Young James R, Grace C 1360 Hill St
Zarfoss James R Jr 1300 Woodland Rd
Zuver Amy M 1418 E Prospect St
York Pa 17404
321 To Go 1121 N George St
544 Iron Ridge Road Assoc Lp 3108 W Market St
Abalone Mgmt Group 820 Vogelsong Rd
Adetunji Bosede 2615 Jesamine Way
Aldinger Kenneth L Jr 800 Robin Hill Cir
Allison Linda J 339 Garfield St
Amspacher Thomas L 1389 Sterling Dr
Anderson Donald E 519 Thomas St
Anderson Warren D 1029 Forrest Rd
Andrews Charles T Do 520 Greenbriar Rd
Annette Christine M 1601 W Market St
Anthony Mark 1350 Beejay Dr
Apple Body Shop 1437 Brittany Dr
Apple Chevrolet 1090 B Marbrook Ln
Arganbright Jennifer 1223 Aylesbury
Arnaldo Luis Torres Jr 430 Atlantic Ave
Arnold Gable, Rae I 2108 Hershey Ct
Atherman Briggs Greenberg Attys 207 N Newberry St
Azor Eugene 1114 W Market St Fl 2
Balaoing Perla S 1310 Saddleback Rd
Barker Brittany Marie 1206 W Poplar St
Barker Josh 737 Fahs St
Barley Karl R 2042 North Dr
Barnes Joseph P, Heidi L 50 Bridle Ct
Barnes Peter J 1302 W King St
Bartlett Thomas E 125 Weire Rd
Beck Evelyn Est 820 Tioga St
Becker Laverne P 1854 Azalea Dr
Bedding West Inc, Lemoyne Sleeper 970 Loucks Rd
Benjamin Charles Michael, Margaret L 221 Pkwy Blvd
Bentley Jennifer L 632 Harvest Dr
Berg Satoko, Allen 205 N Gotwalt St
Bergey Arthur H 1555 Angel Dr
Berkheimer Doroth E 408 N Belvidere Ave
Bernlohr Christi A 2677 Ferncreek Ln
Bernstein Natalie R 1300 Bannister St Frnt
Boldt Christian Connor 1701 Taxville Rd Apt 18f
Bolyard Dorothy 1202 W Market St 2
Bosler Ralph 1406 W College Ave
Boyd John A 1701 Taxville Rd Apt 6f
Boyd Karen 352 N Highland Ave
Boyer Helen C 100 N Seward St
Breen Michelle 1090 B Marbrook Ln
Breidenbach Eric 525 Valy Rd
Briggs Larry B 815 Loucks Rd
Brooks Brian 730 Roosevelt Ave Apt 1
Brown Francis L, Frances K 1928 Leonard St
Brown Cynthia 1002 W Princess St Apt 1
Buckley Nell H 44 E 8th Ave
Buckley William T 662 Linden Ave
Buckner Constance 1624 Monroe St
Bunch Donald L 1990 Worth St
Bupp Frances E, Dale E 1998 Carlisle Rd Ste A
Burkholder Scott B, Lemoyne Sleeper 970 Loucks Rd
Busler Ralph 1406 W College Ave
Buttorff Mabel R 701 Madison Ave
Canty Michele D 650 Madison Ave Apt 2
Carr Elizabeth P 450 Madison Ave Apt 56
Carsten Hilda E 567 Pennsylvania Ave
Cart Pamela Y 1437 Brittany Dr
Caskey Kendall 1545 Hambiltonian Way
Cercano Guillen Cristobal C 1313 N George St
Chilton Denika 632 W College Ave
Choice Walter C 1500 Scotch Dr
Christine Annette M 1601 W Market St
Christine Annette M 4 N Seward St
Chronister Shaun C 1108 Gunnison Rd
Ciely Margaret 329 Westwood Dr
Cintas Corp 1600 Pennsylvania Ave
Clutter Jamie 1232 Continental Rd
Coleman Maurice, Shirley 60 Heather Way
Collare Lori L 150 Lester Ave
Condrey Terrell M 639 Linden Ave
Corcuera Melo Maximo 669 W Princess St 2nd Fl
Cramer Mark A 1339 W Poplar St
Crist Jay K 1328 Cherry Hills Rd
Criswell Frances 1355 W Philadelphia St
Criswell Kay Ann 2179 Derry Rd
Cromer Ray 1677 Westgate Dr Apt 104
Cross Roy 666 Maryland Ave
Crumley Frederick 814 S Queen St
Cunningham Dennis F, Denise D 1022 Lafayette St
Dagen Kent D 441 Linden Ave
Dangerous Goods Council Inc PO Box 7325
Daniels Justin 3108 W Market St
Dayhoff H Bennett 501 N George St
Dca of York 2085 Kennteth Rd
Decker Dominic W, Heather L 1104 S Albemarle St
Degraffinried Lakishna N, Freddie B 1711 Candle Ln
Deichler Agnes 683 Leaf St
Demmitt Audrey L 834 Fahs St
Denaro Valerie 1417 Continental Rd
Dental Dreams LLC 351 Loucks Rd Ste 4e
Desenberg Ina E, Nancy J Penrod 755 Col
Desiderio Ana 112 S Richland Ave
Desseyn Danielle R, Donald M, Adam N 2191 Aslan Dr
Diaz Pablo 1976 West Philadelphia St
Dostal Heather J 1124 Hearthridge Ln
Doyle Sandra C 1088 Village Way
Drivas Sotirios 2121 Narnia Dr
Dufek Danielle S 901 Sequoia St
Eberly Ralph Est, Ralph V, Ralph E 1998 A Carisle Rd
Edge Richard A, Jane M 818 Texas Ave
Eisenhauer Jon 215 S Highland Ave
Eisenhou Catharine M Est 422 Alantic Ave
Ejaz Muhammad 31 Dewey St
Ellis James J 313 Maryland Ave
Ellis Miina 625 Manor St
Elwell Andrew C 2654 Chadbourne Dr
Emig Kenneth P 1930 Kenneth Rd 101
Ernst Robert 750 Kelly Dr Apt 269
Evans Joyce E 1302 W King St
Eyes of York Surgical Center 1880 Kenneth Rd Ste 2
Fair Housing Assoc LLC 635 Smith St
Fair John Jr 716 Roosevelt Ave
Fair Lynne M 986 Northbriar Dr
Family Enterprises 3177 W Market St
Fearon Deanna L 1103 Hearthridge Ln
Fells Truman I Jr 171 Lincoln St
Ferro Anthony R PO Box 7379
Foreman Tyra A 1237 W Princess St Apt 2
Forry Randy 18 E 4th Ave
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Fringer Earl L 2163 Bannister St
Fry Luanna, Jon 1250 Lancer Ln
Fry Laura Ann 2205 Esbenshade Rd
Gale Margaret Pine Manor Home687 Greenb
Gannon Andrew W 1950 Orange St
Garcia Brandon 1014 W Princess St
Garrett Denisha 76 Newct
Gebhart Lauren E 3225 Lehr Dr
Gemmill Kenneth E 2151 Filbert St
Gerber Elwood E, Hazel 754 Chanceford Ave
Gerber Hazel 754 Chanceford Ave
Giambalvo John W 2688 Huntfield Dr
Gilbert Carol A 622 Pennsylvania Ave
Gilhool James 2854 Bark Hill Rd
Givens Doris 1989 Karyl Ln
Glatfelter Romaine 1055 N Duke St
Global Ag Assocs Inc 2650 W Market St
Glover Geraldine 450 Madison Ave Apt 47
Goldrick Elizabeth J 1733 Candle Ln
Good Crystal 400 Waldorf Dr
Goode C A 1998 Carlisle Rd
Govesan Manufacturing Inc 939 Monocacy Rd
Grace Properties Ltd 120 Hokes Mill Rd
Griest Eleanor C 1825 W Philadelphia St
Groah Charlotte K, Stephen W 426 N Hartley St
Gross Romaine L 708 Roosevelt Ave
Grove Autumn R 3002 Balsa St
Guaba Jose 662 W Market St 2nd Fl
Gulden Theresa A 1243 W King St Apt 110
Guzman Antonio R 805 Linden Ave
Hagerich Brian 1892 Susquehanna Trail
Haines Dorothy I 868 Whispering Spgs Dr
Halewski Robert 2424 Manor Rd
Harlow Kathryn, Todd 2020 Teslin
Harris Tanaya S 1115 W Princess St
Harvey Eigene IV 2095 Carlisle Rd
Heagy William David IV 32 N Gotwalt St
Hechinger Robert V 1395 Detwiler Dr
Hershberger Toby L 1394 White St
Hershey Kyle J, Joan M 1040 W Market St 3rd Fl
Hess Violet 487 Madison Ave
Hibner Kenneth T 1622 Stanton St
Hildebrand Robert Grant 3560 Raintree Rd
Hillmeyer Jennifer 1646 Monroe St
Hinkle Catherine M 1612 W Market
Hioutis Nick D 418 Smith St
Hobbs Ginger L 1910 Trolley Rd Rm 44
Holland Linda 801 Roosevelt Ave
Holt Michael R 719 Noonan Rd
Holtzapple Judith A 2475 Baker Rd
Hoover Eugene C Est 1808 W Philadelphia
Horn Cherie 1144 Hearthridge Ln
Houser Jacob L 1507 Filbert St
Hoyme Doris 2311 Pine Rd
Hsbc Mortgage Corp Usa 1235 Futurity Dr
Huson Naomi L 3450 Lewisberry Rd
Jang Seunghee 907 Greenbriar Rd
Jeffries Polly A, Mark A 3119 Paulownia Ln
Jimerson Melvin L 814 Fireside Rd
Johnson Mia S 801 Roosevelt Ave
Johnson Sandra E 537 Smith St
Johnson William R Rev Lvg Tr 820 Vogelsong Rd
Jones Floyd P 2675 Eastern Blvd
Karimi Katerina 680 Robin Hill Rd
Katz Donald W 1888 Filbert St
Kemper Michelle Leigh 50 E 8th Ave
Kin Stephanie A, Ronald R 1650 Devers Rd
Kin Ronald 1650 Devers Rd
King Lydia A 2048 Village Cir E
King Tara A 1221 N George St 2
Kinsland Michael L 580 Grouse Ln
Klinedinst Helen E 1960 Bannister St
Knaub Michele 220 Canary Cir
Krebs Esther G 1 Dewey Ave
Krebs Ira Michael N RD 6 Box 34b
Krout Connie 927 Linden Ave Fl 1
Lachapeele Mark 325 Cedar Run Dr
Lam Jacquelene G, G E 1998 Carlisle Rd
Landes Dale C 538 W Market St 2nd Fl
Landry Jacob 1006 Hearthridge Ln
Lattucas Sub Bar 1601 W Market St
Lattucas Sub Bar 4 N Seward St
Lauer Grace L 530 N Hawthorne St
Lay Prim L 2171 Lucy Ln
Lazerow Francismary 932 N Duke St
Leaman Margaret 1092 Kelly Dr
Lease Donaleen M 519 Madison Ave
Leibhart Philip D 1125 W Poplar St
Lemoyne Sleeper, Bedding West Inc 970 Loucks Rd
Leonhard David Edward 1576 W King St Apt 1
Linebaugh Ruth B 1854 Azalea Dr
Livelsberger Michael P 435 E Canal Rd
Lockhart Jovan 1232 Continental Rd
Lyons Jeremy 703 Hardwick Place
M & T Bank 455 Carlisle Ave
M&T Bank 1235 Futurity Dr
Malinowski Linda K 513 W King St
Mapes Dennis M 1435 Breezeview Dr
Mark 1 Restoration Svc 713 Applewine Ct
Markish Reta 2555 Mid Pine Dr
Markle Robert L 1241 N George St Apt 5
Marrero Jacqueline 400 E Princess St Apt 327
Marshall Richard 1716 Candle Ln
Martin Ronald 1214 W Poplar St
Martin Thomas J 1543 W Market St
Maughlin Dorothy 704 Gunnison Rd
Mcbride Hayden, Ted, Shane A 907 Pkwy Blvd
Mccarthy Daniel P, Agnes 1861 Hayward Rd
Mccaughey Michael J 1109 Roosevelt Ave
Mccleary Paul C 1998−A Carlisle Rd
Mcdevitt Steven 1611 Stanton Rd
Mcglaughlin Haley 2740 Huntfield Dr
Mcmaster Donna 607 N George St
Mcmillin Queen 350 S Pennsylvania St
Mcphee Linda Jean 1474 Old Salem Rd
Meckley Carl O 1910 Trolley Rd Rm 44
Meek Marie 2246 Pine Rd
Meininger Edward L, Gary Landis PO Box 7321
Meraklis Heather 3120 Sorrel St
Miller Anna 3715 N Susquehanna Trl
Miller Joan E 1250 W College St
Miller Leroy H 1109 W Poplar St
Miller Sarah 755 Fireside Rd
Miller William H Jr 730 Roosevelt Ave Apt 1
Montgomery Domonique 903 W College Ave
Moonstruck Management Group 820 Vogelsong Rd
Moran Pauline, Leo 1454 W King
Morgan Christine K 2141 Elim St
Morrett Michael Albert 719 Pennsylvania Ave 2nd
Morris Frances S, Arthur E 750 Texas Ave
Moscato Guy R 1437 Brittany Dr
Mundis David S 41 Hartley St
Murray Jameel R 1117 Priority Rd
Murray Timothy 367 W Market St
Myers Audrey N 44 E 8th Ave
Nagle John T 345 Lincolnway Dr
Nayeem Arbina 351 Loucks Rd S
Naylor Deanna L 141 Lark Cir
Neff Esther E 751 Tioga St
Nemo Stephen 745 Pacific Ave
Ness Mitzie A, Earl 2300 W Market St
Ness Mary J 1311 Beeler Ave
North York Automenders 1525 N George St
Not Furlong Temp Inc, The Medical Lea 162 E Market St
Nunez Salustriano 1013 Roosevelt Ave
O Fashioned Chips 990 Carlisle Rd
Orihuela Evelia 648 Pennsylvania Av Fl 1
Owen Inc 18650 W Corp Dr 300
Owen Ins, Tom Owen 1805 Loucks Rd Ste 400 PO Box 7327
Page Diane H 2205 Esbenshade Rd
Parker Harold E 372 W King St
Parks James T 1323 Sterling Dr
Pastwa Dorothy 715 N Belvidere Ave
Patrick Tracey 458 W College Ave
Pauly Tanoa L 1512 W Philadelphia St
Penciak Steven F 2330 Breezewood Rd
Pfeiffer Philip Jr, Gary Landis PO Box 7321
Pierce Michael 928 N Duke St
Pierobon Michele 403 Weldon Dr
Plass Robert R Jr 2548 Timberln Dr
Poff Krista 1012 N George St
Ponderosa Pines Mgmt 820 Vogelsong Rd
Post Kathleen 116 E 11th Ave
Powell Jessica Apple Chevrolet Inc 822 Tioga St
Pritz Auto Body 1243 Roosevelt Ave
Proof Myron Est 63 Copenhaffer Rd Apt 1fl
Raffel Judith V 487 Madison Ave
Rainwater Nancy K 1630 Church Rd
Ramirez Vanesa 737 W Locust St
Ramos Danny R 217 W Front St
Rauch Patricia M, Michael L 713 Applewine Ct
Reid Valbery 232 S Hartley St
Reinhart Sean M 103 Farmview Dr
Reliance Hoist & Crane Inc PO Box 7121
Renda Cathy 542 Madison Ave
Ribar Edward T 29 Williamstown Cir
Richard Andre G 365 E Canal Rd
Rife Robert E Jr 180 Quickel Rd
Rineholt Michael S 1253 W Poplar St
Ritz Marcie 20a Greenwood Rd
Rivera Mary 1038 W King St
Robertson Rodney J 1063 Roosevelt Ave
Rock Wendy 1272 W Princess St Apt 3
Rodgers Joshua P, Miki L 2001 N Susquehanna Trl
Rohrbaugh Richard T Melissa S 1235 Futurity Dr
Romp Andrea 54 S Hartley St 1st Fl
Rubio Michelle L 110 N Williams St
Rudy John 1127 W King St Apt 3
Runkle Harold L 1429 W Orange St
Ruppert Annie B RR 10 Box 111
Sanders Britney J, Ryan A 737 N George St 2nd Fl
Sastre Maria L 744 E Clark Ave
Schiding Paul L 279 Pine Hill Rd
Sciangula Christine N 2098 Pearson Dr
Sease Charles H Est 235 S Penn St
Seitz Mary I 2115 Carlisle Rd
Serafino Kim K 158 Weldon Dr
Seven Mountains Academy 475 Madison Ave
Sgagias Jim 497 Pennsylvania Ave
Shay William B Jr 1020 N Duke St
Shearer Daryi W 1743 Orange St
Sheetz Adam 615 Cedar Village Dr
Shepperd Kathleen 1617 W Philadelphia
Shultz Albert J 959 Wetherburn Dr
Slagle Laverna E, Ervin L 1921 Weisgerber Way
Slagle Lois E 312 Pennsylvania Ave
Slaugh Miriam S 38 E 9th Ave
Slaughenhaup Elwood 714 Roosevelt Ave
Slaughenhaupt Grace 714 Roosevelt Ave
Smirl Mitzy 1124 Sarazen Way
Smith Fred 821 Bleeker St
Smith Phyllis M 914 W Market St
Smith Richard E 131 Lark Cir
Smith Ronald B 495 Linden Ave
Smyser Fleta L 34 N Highland Ave
Smyser Louise 1250 W College St
Snyder Scott 38 Dewey St
Snyder Sherri A 2166 Springwood Rd
Sowers Elweltra S 687 Greenbriar Rd
Spangler Allen C Jr 28 S Sumner St
Spangler Marguerite 18 S Sumner St
Spangler Michele R 3088 Hadley Dr
Sprenkle Jonathon 4420 Wolfs Church Rd
Spyker John M, John 2773 Woodmont Dr
Spyker John 162 Lightner Rd
Staffordshire Home Owners 1775 Candle Ln
Stambaugh Rosina C, Ryan J 1303 Dartmouth Rd
Starlite Diner Inc 1353 Kenneth Rd
Starner Myrtle A, John 325 Stone Ave
Steis Jerrod T 2121 Worth St
Stetler Dodge Chrysler Jeep 1405 Roosevelt Ave
Stitley Robert T 38 N Scott St
Stoner Jane L 755 June St
Stove Evelyn M 1998 A Carisle Rd
Stover J Robert, Harvey, Jacob 998 A Carisle Rd
Straley Florence D 1998−A Carlisle Rd
Strong Jasmine, Nadine 544 Soap Stone Ln
Styers Dean 1514 Fireside Rd
Super 8 Motel York 40 Aresenal Rd
Surya Ramana 2227 Bernays Dr
Tango Prods Inc 1305 Sterling Dr
Tech Books 3600 W Market St
Thomas Samantha S 2548 Timberln Dr
Toe John D 1405 Roosevelt Ave
Torzok David 651 Albright Ave
Turbon International Inc, Lisa Shenberger 1160 Fahs St
Ulrich George R Jr 1960 Thelon Dr
Ustc Inc Rd 6 Box 34b
V Productions 1222 Garrison Dr
Visual Numerics Inc 2721 St Andrews Way
Wagman Sherry, David 207 N Newberry St
Wagner Karen L 630 Jug Rd
Wagner Karen L RD 1 Box 208 Jug Rd
Wagner Robert C 1495 W Philadelphia St
Wantz Margaret G, Charles 36 W 9th Ave
Ward Helen RD 1
Warfield John C 175 Test Rd
Warner Steven Edward 29 N Highland Ave Front
Weaver Christopher E 1147 N Duke St
Welkner Debra 951 N Duke St
Westerlund Fanny W 1783 Devers Rd
Westgate Chevrolet Inc In Apple Chevrolet Inc 822 Tioga St
Wildasin Terry L 1209 Continental Rd
Will Graham 600 N Hartley St Unit 216
Williams Harold R 747 Conewago Ave
Williams James 1302 W Poplar St
Williams Katherine 1800 Folkemer Cir 106e
Williams Linda 1129 W Poplar St
Williams Michael 3305 Bitternut Blvd
Williams Tracey 1427 Old Salem Rd
Wilt Kimberly A 3088 Hadley Dr
Windle Katherine D 455 Carlisle Ave
Winkler James 200 S Sumner St
Witmer Linda 1107 W King St
Woodard Douglas 718 Pennsylvania Ave
Woodson Estelle 146 S Cherry
Woolson Richard C 1800 Folkemer Cir
Worlock Frederick 157 Timber Crest Dr
Wright Wilbur W, Donna J 1728 Altland Ave
Wright Dave 945 Rachael Dr
Wynn W William III 2850 Woodmont Dr
Xing Hualing 2200 N Susquehanna Trail Aprt 4
Yarrish Barbara A, David J 20 Dressage Ct
Yeaple Jacob 3565 Raintree Rd
Yohe Judith PO Box 7155
Young Dorothy N, Alfred G 702 Madison Ave
Young Louise T 1362 W Market
Young Ralph T 119 N Belvidere Ave
Zartman Grace B 577 Smith St
Zeigl Benjamin G 3225 Lehr Dr
Zettlemoyer Morris 871greenbriar Rd
Zimmerman Harry F 106 N Gotwalt St
Zinn Logistics LLC 1300 Zinn S Quarry Rd
York Pa 17405
Basson Robyn A PO Box 963
Bono Richard PO Box 5005
Dentsply Caulk Inc, Lori Secrist Shared Svc Ctr
PO Box 2846
E H Recycling Co Inc PO Box 291
Eastco Enterprises Co Inc PO Box 291
Fpd Boone Co 1 Vfis Bnfts Div Group PO Box 2726
Glatfelter Agency Inc PO Box 2926
Glatfelter Insurace Grp PO Box 2726
Idg Usa LLC Industrial Distribution Grou PO Box 1272
Industrial Distr Grp PO Box 1272
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J E Baker Co PO Box 1189
Jesamcorp PO Box 251
Kitlinski Ray 360 Strickler School Rd
Kreidler Charlotte R 93 E High St
Landis Bernard, Elaine 1855 Hollywood Dr
Miller George PO Box 722
Myers Mary A PO Box 764
Ortizortiz Lydia PO Box 05
Peoplesbank, Harry R Swift PO Box 2887
Precision Components Corp PO Box 15101 1
Rebate Direct Inc 905 Post
Refractories Lwb PO Box 1189
Robinson Leslie PO Box 1469
Schroll David Clarence 200 S George St PO Box 0388
Scott Edward PO Box 443
Select Speciality Yo 1001 S Geroge St 5th Fl
Susquehanna Agents Alliance Pl 221 W Philadelphia St
Tulsa Dental Products Inc PO Box 2846
W L Reynolds Co PO Box 1272
Walker James E PO Box 5062
Yep Industries Inc PO Box 1702
York Building Products 1020 N Hartley St
York Roofing Inc PO Box 1589
York Tape & Label Inc 401k Plan PO Box 1309
405 Willow Spgs
York Waste Disposal Inc Box 1401
York Pa 17406
Albino Esteban 39 Old Church Ln
Anderson Beatrice M 3680 Mt Pisgah Rd
Aomp Columbia Assembly 20 108 Bluestone Rd
Architectural Testing Inc 130 Derry Ct
Arnold Cathy Marie,Jeffrey 783 Elham Dr
Arnold Edward L 1722 San Gabriel Dr
Barshinger Scott 4710 Fahringer Dr
Beale Aaron W 230 Kentwell Dr
Belcher Jeanne L 4625 Fake Rd
Biggs Donald Leslie 2276 N Point Rd
Biggs Mary Lynn 2276 N Point Rd
Bishop Hafey Class of 1980 180u Camelot Arms
Blymier Charles 1153 Candochly Rd
Boose Kenneth 415 Woodland View Dr
Bracey Vernon L 2224 Live Oak Ln
Buerger Edward W, Rosalene 3655 Springetts Dr
Bustamante Roberto 737 W Locust St
Byrd Jonathan R 889 Poff Rd
Capital One Auto Finance 108 E Beaver St
Carter John W 1165 Antler Dr
Chatman Thomas B Jr 1768 Sagamore Dr
Chevaux Virginia D 3281 Deininger Rd
Columbia Assembly 20, Dale E Keller 108 Bluestone Rd
Cope Sharon M 1025 Witmer Rd
Crump Bradley A 355 Taylor Rd
Cyphers Gailyn 805 Cedar Village
Dellinger Phyllis 114 Chelsea Way
Dens Svc Center 5109 E Prospect Rd
Descar Brian 4265 Mt Pisgah Rd York
Didyk Tiffany, Ronald 5810 Lincoln Hwy
Dobbins G David J, Deborah E 405 Grant Dr
Doucette Industries Inc 20 Leigh Dr
Dougherty Gerald N 1751 Long Dr
Ensminger Gladys 2340 Mayfield St Apt 106
Extra Space Storage 2199 Parklyn Dr
Flinchbaugh Kathryn M, Cassie L 33 Camelot Arms
Ga Fc Wagman Inc 3290 N Susquehanna Trl
Gibson Graphic Group Inc 4527 Cherry Ln
Gobat Juanita 2125 Eden Rd
Godfrey Marie 1300 Freysville Rd Apt 10
Golden Mary S 616 Accomac Rd
Gonzalez Rosa A 1735 Timberland Dr
Gotwalt Jack H Jr 876 Elham Dr
Graybill Pauline G 7824 Meadowbrook Blvd
Greg Mitchell Enterp Inc 314 Laurel Dr
Griffith Christina 5810 Lincoln Hwy
Grove Mary E RR 12 Box 118g
Gruver Ports Cyndy S 580 Norman Rd
Haapala Elmer J 302 Laurel Dr
Hakes Body Shop 5810 Lincoln Hwy
Harrell Brian Lee 910 E Butter Rd
Hatley Jennifer L, John W 359b Buttonwood Ln
Hawkins Keith A 4567 Fake Rd
Heindel Jill 4810 Fake Rd
High Kristine A, Robert V 1690 Valy Vista Dr
Highland Contractors LLC 621 Willow Spgs Ln
Hisert Leanne M, Mark A 2539 Mayfield St
Horn Timothy L Jr 1204 Cabin Creek Rd
Horst Gerald R 145 Stony Run Way
Howard Sandre L, Brian M 1240 Witmer Rd
I K Realty 3689 Sorrel Ridge Ln
Katona Muriel M 445 Charles Cir Poa N Greg
Kauffman Shane M 1607 Valy Vista Dr
Keller Michael 1709 San Gabriel Dr
Kenley Carol J 3631 Hope Ln
Kirkessner Melody 1248 Ridgewood Rd
Kitner Shane E Est 1460 S George St
Kline Mccambridge 50 Grumbagier Rd
Klinedinst Judith A 2505 Pin Oak Dr
Kling Tana 5350 River Dr
Kriner Elizabeth D 1064 Heller Ln
Kriner Terry 1064 Heller Ln
Kuhns Ned H 808 Skyview Dr
Lartz Nikki 220 Camelot Arms Bldg Z
Leary Stephen D 437 Clover Dr
Liek Lori A 200 Haybrook Dr
Lucas Kathleen A 1710 Deamerlyn Dr
Lutz Rocco G 180u Camelot Arms
Mackensen Susan 1818 Eberts Ln
Marcini Adam S 495 Capital Dr
Mccaffrey Curtis 37 Woodward Dr
Mccombs Jeremy 361 Barcroft Rd
Mcdaniel James 5745 Lincoln Hwy
Mcdaniel James Jr 5734 Lincoln Hwy
Mcmurrin Andrea R 1130 Stone Gate Dr
Mellinger Mike 5109 E Prospect Rd
Members First Fcu 4710 Fahringer Dr
Miller Paul R 580 Norman Rd
Mitzel James L 2140 Fineview Dr
Mitzel Millard L Est 2140 Fineview
Mummert Lucas R 3881 Trout Run Rd
Murphy Brain, Heidi 1304 Topper St
Murray Donald D, Sarah G 1418 N Sherman St
Newton Timothy J 352a Buttonwood Ln
Parker John L 331 Freys Ln
Pavlina Helen A 159 White Oak Dr
Peelor Robert F Est 717 Skyview Dr
Pencek Edward B 3510 Board Rd
Pennsylvania Dutch Chapter Ntma 1050 Tower Rd
Perez Desi C 84 Camelot Arms
Phelps Lisa M 2025 City View Rd
Phillips Bethany 3881 Trout Run Rd
Pilat William 280 Skyview Dr
Portillo Jose N 1920 Alcott Rd
Rang Patrick 490 Mundis Race Rd
Rawlison James 330 Greenleaf Rd
Ritchey Joshua R 1155 Witmer Rd
Ritchie Alicia N 270 Bruaw Dr
Roger Patricia L, David S 100 E Locust Ln
Roy Steven N 1960 Manor Rd
Sanders Venechor 144 Camelot Arms Bldg Q
Schad David R 424 Masonic Dr
Schafer Katherine L, Claire E 4960 Yorkana Rd
Sechrist Sandra L 1955 Freysville Rd
Seguin Richard B 1306 Canterbury Ln
Shivery Marc A 3630 Coventry Ct
Simmons Gary C 5145 N Susquehanna Trail 76
Smith Anthony E 812 Mt Herman Blvd
Smith Bracey Pelar S 2224 Live Oak Ln
Snyder Bryce 2160 Ridge Rd
Spears Anthony D 108 E Beaver St
Tassia Anthony S 4275 Pleasant Valy Rd
Tyler Refrigeration Ap 50 Grumbacher Rd Ofc
Venturi Staffing Partners 2915 N George St Ste 1
Walker Gretchen A 1760 Deamerlyn Dr
Walter Ryan Garrett 1760 Deamerlyn Dr
Willow Springs Props 621 Willow Spgs Ln
Witmer Susan M RD 2
Wood Kimberly L 2800 N Susquehanna Trl
Wright Tamika C 324 Bruaw Dr
York Pa 17407
Goebeler Heather 2717 Woodmont Dr
Hall Curtis, Laura 7 Church St
Potteiger Hazel K 250 Main St
Ritz Terry L 21 W Water St
York Pa 17408
After Market Auto Care, Terry Daley 440 Loucks Rd
Albright Eric S 2427 Herman Dr
Allison Andrade 2252 Golden Eagle Dr
Ames Raymond L Jr 1700 Deer Ford Way
Appleby Systems 401k Plan Trustee 1800 Trolley Rd
Babbis Nicholas 1496 Farm Cross Way
Bahn B N 4671 Wolfs Church Rd
Banks Monique R 1736 Yorktowne Dr
Barley Joseph R, Karl R 2444 Logan Rd
Beasley Ford 1760 Ivy Pump Ln
Beck Marlyn Jr 865 Smith Dr
Bem Heather 1353 Winterberry Ct
Benray Enterpr Inc, Rudisills Auto Body 4335 W Market St
Unit 18
Biesecker Barry L 19 Copperwood Ct
Boatright Mary E 1695 Kenneth Rd
Bobbitt Shawn 101 Pine Ct
Boldt Juliann 2175 Esbenshade Rd
Bolt Juliann 2175 Esbenshade Rd
Bradly Perkins 3337 Honey Run Dr
Bramucci Rachel L 3490 Woodbury Rd
Brillhart Thomas E 2135 Taxville Rd
Bruce Judy L 3591 Cannon Ct
Carter Michele R 2561 Westminster Dr
Cka Enterprises LLC 2323 Carlisle Rd
Conley Mildred 1770 Barley Rd
Cs S Hub Internl Northeast 1805 Loucks Rd Ste 400
Delp William T 33 Westview Mnr
Dons Automotive 3592 Cannon Ct
Dr Window Installation 25 Keven Dr
Dunlap William 4943 Grant Dr
Eifert Edwin H 2768 Brookmar Dr
Ferguson Sarah Elizabeth 29 Lawson Ct
Firestone George J 1653 Westgate Dr Apt 101
Fissel Amber 3325 Honey Run Dr
Fordyce Lori A 3408 Indian Rock Dam Rd
Gairing Markus 1695 Westgate Dr Apt 202
Gholson Mildred 2255 Sycamore Rd
Glezer Ashley N, Lisa W, Haley, Michael R
2784 Farnham Ln
Green Anthony J 3201 Honey Run Dr
Green Robert M 1651 Westgate Dr Apt 104
Grove Lucas T 2145 Carlisle Rd
Harpaul Paul 1695 Kenneth Rd Apt 41
Harvey Daniel E 1675 Westgate Dr
Hendrickson John 1801 Oakland Rd
Hert Michael D 2310 Manor Rd
Hilbert Glendora L 3313 Honey Run Dr
Hoff Kenneth E 230 Melinda Dr
Hoffman Doris 1910 Trolley Rd
Hoover Richard E 1900 Trolley Rd Apt 329 York
Houck Brandon M 2217 Locust Ln
Jensen Christopher 1701 Taxville Rd Unit 12 G
Jones Thomas R 2495 Baker Rd
Jordan Jean M 324 Mesa Ln
Kendall Benjamin 3294 Days Mill Rd
Klischer Herbert 3540 Bull Rd
Kruelle Christina 133 Farmview Dr
Krug Gloria R 1333 Wellington Dr
Kunkel David 1124 Kunkel Ln
Lavallee Lance 2195 Log Cabin Rd
Lay Michael 3050 Goldens Path
Leisey Jan M Est 2733 Sunset Ln
Linaburg Donald 350 Cape Climb
Martin Jacqueline A 19 Lawson Ct
Mcgregor Willie M Est 1681 Westgate Dr Apt 101
Mease Stacey, Barry 2175 Taxville Rd
Merling Eric R 1961 Golden Eagle Dr
Mitzel Michael L 2445 Church Rd
Morales Nelson 2266 Walnut Bottom Rd
Myers Amy 1795 Yorktowne Dr Apt H
Myers Betty 2485 Derry Rd
Nath Ronald 2200 Nena Dr
Nette Gerda 1920 Trolley Rd C
New England Securities 3337 Honey Run Dr
Newcomer Virginia 2342 Brougher Ln
Oaster Kris 4335 W Market St Unit 18
Okorie Anozie Est 2631 Farmstead Way
Omni Home Care Hbg 600 N Bell Ave Bldg 2 Ste 130
Pagan Stacy M, Jem A 1451 Wheatfield Dr
Pluhar Abbey 337 Cape Climb
Powell Khalid T 155 Quartz Ridge Dr
Prossers Auto Body 2145 Carlisle Rd
Ranck Robert 1701 Taxville Rd
Reday Haber Christa 1659 Westgate Dr Apt 101
Redden Cynthia J 1760 Ivy Pump Ln
Reger Sandra J 2417 Manor Rd
Repp Amanda J 2145 Carlisle Rd
Reynolds Arthur 1711 Ivy Pump Ln
Rhodes Christopher 3094 Mackenzi Ln Apt 3
Rohrbaugh Edna F 2263 Manor Rd
Sager Alyson 2752 Carlton Pl
Schoonover Sam 2630 Friends Cir
Shubert Michael, Wade D 4043 Sharoden Dr
Shue Steve A 3304 Indian Rock Dam Rd
Sloat Margaret A 4042 Sharoden Dr
Snyder Brandace L, David G 4020 Robin Hood Dr
Sterner Jennifer L 2246 Pine Rd
Striewig Ray W 3540 Bull Rd
Strushensky Michael 23 Slate Ridge Dr
Sunday Nathan M, Samantha 2231 Walnut Bottom Rd
Tasker Dana 25 Keven Dr
Thompson Jennifer 1300 Woodeberry Rd
Vasquez Sue G 2410 Onyx Rd
Wattenschaidt Ryan K 3592 Cannon Ct
West Manchester Mall LLC 1800 Loucks Rd460a
Wolf Karen L 2875 Ridings Way
Wolfgang Ruth H 315 Rhonda Dr
Wright Daniel A, Susan J 2165 Nena Dr
Yanover Lawrence V 1139 Heindel Rd
York Obgyn Spec 1880 Kenneth Rd
York Rehabilitation Assocs 1881 Loucks Rd
York Haven Pa 17370
Arthur Grover E 50 Fisher Dr
Baney Troy 52 Walton St
Bennett Zackary R 1300 York Haven Rd Lot 7
Bowen Karen Md Garriston Rd
Brown Mary 2550 Old Trail Rd Lot 43
Caldwell Debra S 160 Northcrest Dr
Calhoon Richard M, Francis 49 S Landvale St
Ebaugh Susan E 650 Garriston Rd
Erford Vicki 28 Northwood Manor
Hall Howard R, Mary Walton St Box 249
Jolley Keith B 2970 Grandview Dr
Kern Kevin J 150 Reeser Dr
Laughman Kim 290 Long Ln
Lemelman Blake S, Penny 89 S Main St PO Box 1031
Lincoln Colleen 275 River Rd
Mg Laughman Jason 290 Long Ln
Mochon William D 840 Pleasant Grove Rd
Ness Harold F 185 Sheepbridge Rd
Ort Clarence E 1585 York Haven Rd
Ott Christoph A Pearl B Faulkner Honda 20 Debra Dr
Penn Haven Manufacturing Gay St
Repman Gordon E 50 Walton St
Richards William, Chris 275 River Rd
Roth Jennifer A 120 Cragmoor Rd
Saxman George M 48 N Front St
Schaeffer Christian A 75 Iroquois Trl
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Schappell Sherry, Extreme Clean Pressure Wsh
50 Fisher Dr
Selig Alyxandra M PO Box 141
Shutt Victoria RD 1
Smith Jeanette 525 York Haven Rd
Stover Jacqueline M, Weston E 735 Midway Rd
Thompson Olsen Jennifer M 37 2nd St PO Box 52
Thornton Body Shop 75 Iroquois Trl
Trask Charles N, Pearl PO Box 194
Walsh Isabel C RR 2 Box 118
Wells Richard 98 N Wood Manor
Whitehouse Stephanie M 12 Dunkle Ave
Yinger Nancy C 665 Midway Rd
Zimmerman Jennifer J 265 Iroquois Trl
York New Salem Pa 17371
Becker Fannie M Main St
Schoenberger P A PO Box 425
Yorkana Pa 17402
Waypoint Brokerage Svcs PO Box 3100
Markle John W 89 Main St
Unclaimed Property Reported Without Name or Address
When holders of unclaimed property file reports with Treasury, some accounts are reported without the name or
address of the owner. If you have done business with any of the companies or organizations listed below and believe you
may be entitled to unclaimed property, contact the Bureau of Unclaimed Property at (800) 222−2046, Monday through
Friday, 8:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m. Please note that original documents will be required to file a claim that has no reported
name or address.
Abington Township Police Department 1166 Old York Road
Abington Pa 19001—Safekeeping
Allegheny County Controller’s Office 436 Grant St Room
212 Pittsburgh Pa 15219—Uncashed Checks
Allegheny County Police Dept 400 North Lexington Street
Pittsburgh Pa 15208—Safekeeping
Allegheny Medical Practice Network Highmark Inc. PO Box
890089 Camp Hill Pa 17089−0089—redit Balances
Allentown Police Department 425 Hamilton St Allentown Pa
18101—Safekeeping
Allstate Fire & Cas Ins Forestview 8209 Ibm Drive Building
102 Suite 100 Charlotte Nc 28262—Claims Payment
Check
American Express Company 2401 W Behrend, Mc 24−02−19
Abandoned Property Unit Phoenix Az 85027—Travelers
Checks
Amity Township Police Department 2004 Weavertown Rd
Douglassville Pa 19518—Safekeeping
Anthem Inc C/O Computershare 250 Royall St Canton Ma
02021—Claims Payment Check
Aria Health 10800 Knights Road Philadelphia Pa 19114—
Safekeeping
Aria Health Physician Services 10800 Knights Road Phila-
delphia Pa 19114—Accounts Payable Check
Baltimore Life Insurance Co. 10075 Red Run Blvd Owings
Mills Md 21117—Premium Refunds
Bank of America 121 Moore Hopkins Lane 2nd Fl Columbia
Sc 29210—Safekeeping
Bell Township Tax Collector 2324 Route 380 Box D Salina
Pa 15680—Uncashed Checks
Bensalem Township Police 2400 Byberry Rd Bensalem Pa
19020—Safekeeping
Berks County Berks County Courthouse 633 Court Street,
4th Floor Reading Pa 19601—Restitution Awards
Berks County Area Agency On Aging 633 Court Street 8th
Floor Reading Pa 19601—Safekeeping
Bloomsburg University of Pa 400 E Second St Waller Bldg
Bloomsburg Pa 17815—Safekeeping
Bloomsburg University Police Department 400 E 2nd Street
Bloomsburg Pa 17815—Safekeeping
Brecknock Township Police Department 889 Alleghenyville
Road Mohnton Pa 19540—Safekeeping
Bridgeport Boro Police Dept 65 W 4th Street Bridgeport Pa
19405—Safekeeping
Butler City Police Department 200 W New Castle St Butler
Pa 16001—Safekeeping
Caernarvon Township Police Dept 3307 Main St Po Box 52
Morgantown Pa 19543—Safekeeping
Carnegie Mellon University Police 300 South Craig Street
Allison Park Pa 15101—Safekeeping
Castle Shannon Boro Police Dept 3310 Mcroberts Rd Pitts-
burgh Pa 15234—Safekeeping
Centurion Abstract Inc 303 Market Street Kingston Pa
18704—Escrow Account
Cheltenham Township Police Department 8230 Old York
Road Elkins Park Pa 19027—Safekeeping
Chevron North America Exploration & Production Company
Division of Chevron Usa Inc Concord Ca 94524—Mineral
& Royalty Proceeds
Chicago Title Insurance Company 601 Riverside Ave Corpo-
rate Tax Department Jacksonville Fl 32204—Escrow Ac-
count
Citibank Na 1000 Technology Drive Ms 430 O’fallon Mo
63368—Customer Deposit
Citizens Bank of Pennsylvania 525 William Penn Place 24th
Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15219—Safekeeping
City of Erie Police Department 626 State Street Rm 307
Erie Pa 16501—Safekeeping
City of Pittsburgh Police Department 1203 Western Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15233—Safekeeping
City of Warren Police Department 318 W Third Ave Warren
Pa 16365−2380—Safekeeping
Coal Township Police Department 805 W Lynn St Coal
Township Pa 17866—Safekeeping
Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania 200 Civic Center Drive
Columbus Oh 43216−0117—Uncashed Checks
Commercial Industrial Brokers Inc 930 Red Rose Court
Suite 200 Lancaster Pa 17601—Escrow Account
Conshohocken Police Department 720 Fayette Street
Conshohocken Pa 19428—Safekeeping
Council Rock School District 30 North Chancellor Street
Newtown Pa 18940—Accounts Payable Check
Cumberland County Criminal Investigation Division 1 Court
House Square Room 202 Carlisle Pa 17013—Safekeeping
Dauphin County Fines & Costs 101 Market Street Base-
ment Harrisburg Pa 17101—Restitution Awards
Davis Vision Inc 175 E Houston Street San Antonio Tx
78205—Registered Checks
Derry Township Police Department 620 Clearwater Rd
Hershey Pa 17033—Safekeeping
Donald J Goldberg Esquire 2000 Market St 20th Floor
Philadelphia Pa 19103−3222—Uncashed Checks
Donegal Mutual Insurance Company 1195 River Rd Mari-
etta Pa 17547—Uncashed Checks
Downs Racing Lp 1280 Highway 315 Wilkes−Barre Pa
18702—Uncashed Checks
Doylestown Hospital 595 W State Doylestown Pa 18901—
Safekeeping
Duquesne University Dept of Public Safety 600 Forbes Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15282—Safekeeping
Dyer & Maher Attorneys At Law 400 Greenwood Avenue 1st
Fl Wyncote Pa 19095—Safekeeping
East Brandywine Police Department 1212 Horseshoe Pike
Downingtown Pa 19335—Safekeeping
East Lampeter Township Police Department 2250 Old Phila-
delphia Pike Lancaster Pa 17602—Safekeeping
East Pennsboro Twp Police Department 98 S Enola Dr
Enola Pa 17025—Safekeeping
East Whiteland Township Police Dept 209 Conestoga Road
Malvern Pa 19355—Safekeeping
Eastern Berks Realty Services LLC Dba Keller Williams
Realty Group 2213 Quarry Dr Ste 201 West Lawn Pa
19609—Escrow Account
Eastern Pike Regional Police Department 10 Avenue I
Matamoras Pa 18336—Safekeeping
Edinboro Borough Police Dept 124 Meadville Street
Edinboro Pa 16412—Safekeeping
Emmaus Police Department 400 Jubilee St Emmaus Pa
18049—Safekeeping
Enterprise Rent A Car Company of Pittsburgh LLC 4489
Campbells Run Road Pittsburgh Pa 15205—Credit Bal-
ances
Ephrata Community Hospital 169 Martin Ave PO Box 1002
Ephrata Pa 17522—Safekeeping
Equifax Incorporated 1100 Abernathy Rd Suite 300 Atlanta
Ga 30328—Accounts Payable Check
Erie Insurance Exchange 100 Erie Insurance Place Erie Pa
16530—Claims Payment Check
Erie Regional Airport Authority 4411 West 12th. Street Erie
Pa 16505—Safekeeping
Falls Township Police 188 Lincoln Hwy Fairless Hills Pa
19030—Safekeeping
First Commonwealth Bank PO Box 400 Indiana Pa 15701—
Safekeeping
First Commonwealth Bank 601 Philadelphia Street Indiana
Pa 15701—Safekeeping
First National Bank of Pennsylvania 4140 E State St
Hermitage Pa 16148 −Safekeeping
First Niagara Bank Na PO Box 886 Lockport Ny 14095—
Safekeeping
First Quality Nonwovens Inc 80 Cuttermill Rd 500 Great
Neck Ny 11021—Wages, Payroll Unclaimed
Fnb Bank Na One Penn Square PO Box 4887 Lancaster Pa
17604—Safekeeping
Four Seasons Hotel Philadelphia One Logan Square Phila-
delphia Pa 19103—Gift Certificate
Franklin Park Borough Police Department Municipal Build-
ing 2344 West Ingomar Road Pittsburgh Pa 15237—
Safekeeping
Fulton Bank Na One Penn Square Lancaster Pa 17602—
Safekeeping
Gaskill Township Tax Collector 118 Philliber Lane
Punxsutawney Pa 15767—Uncashed Checks
Geisinger Medical Center 100 N Academy Ave Danville Pa
17822—Credit Balances
Georgeson Inc 450 7th Ave Suite 905 Canton Ma
02021−1011—Dividends
Ggnsc Administrative Services 1000 Fianna Way Fort Smith
Ar 72919−4118—Accounts Payable Check
Glenmede Trust Company Na 1650 Market St Suite 1200
Philadelphia Pa 19103—Uncashed Checks
Google Inc 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View Ca
94043−0000—Credit Balances
Government Employees Insurance Company Controller De-
partment One Geico Plaza Washington Dc 20076−0001—
Accounts Payable Check
Green Tree Borough Police Department 10 West Manilla
Avenue Pittsburgh Pa 15220—Safekeeping
Grove City Police Department 337 East Pine Street Grove
City Pa 16127 Safekeeping
Hampden Township Police Department 230 S. Sporting Hill
Road Mechanicsburg Pa 17050—Safekeeping
Hanover Borough Police Department 44 Frederick Street
Hanover Pa 17331—Safekeeping
Harry L Mcneal Jr Attorney At Law 34 East Princess Street
York Pa 17401—Uncashed Checks
Hatfield Township Police Department 2000 School Road
Hatfield Pa 19440—Safekeeping
Haverford Township Police Department 1010 Darby Rd
Havertown Pa 19083—Safekeeping
Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation 15251 Pleasant Valley Rd
PO Box 11 Center City Mn 55012—Refunds/Rebates
Hazleton City Police Department 40 North Church Street
Hazleton Pa 18201—Safekeeping
Hcr Manor Care Inc 333 N Summit Street Toledo Oh
43604—Credit Balances
Health Partners Plans Inc 901 Market Street Suite 500
Philadelphia Pa 19107—Accounts Payable Check
Hemlock Township Police Department 26 Firehall Rd
Bloomsburg Pa 17815—Safekeeping
Heritage Valley Federal Credit Union 2400 Pleasant Valley
Road York Pa 17402—Safekeeping
Hilltown Township Police Department 13 West Creamery
Road PO Box 260 Hilltown Pa 18927—Safekeeping
Holy Redeemer Health System 12265 Townsend Road Phila-
delphia Pa 19154—Safekeeping
Honesdale Borough 958 Main Street Honesdale Pa 18431—
Safekeeping
Horsham Township Police Department 1025 Horsham Road
Horsham Pa 19044—Safekeeping
Hta Restricted Stock 5th Floor Tower 210 W 10th Street
Kansas City Mo 64105−0000—Dividends
Immaculata University 1145 King Road Immaculata Pa
19345—Safekeeping
Imperial Abstract Inc 1344 Hamilton St Allentown Pa
18102—Escrow Account
Indiana County Clerk of Courts 825 Philadelphia Street
Indiana Pa 15701—Refunds/Rebates
Indiana County Prothonotary & Clerk of Courts 825 Phila-
delphia Street Indiana Pa 15701—Restitution Awards
Indiana Township Police Department 3710 Saxonburg Blvd
Pittsburgh Pa 15238—Safekeeping
Integon Indemnity Insurance Company 59 Maiden Lane
38th Fl Winston−Salem Nc 10038—Claims Payment
Check
Intercounty Hospitalization Plan Inc Amerihealth Adminis-
trators 720 Blair Mill Rd Horsham Pa 19044—Claims
Payment Check
Johnstown Police Department 401 Washington Street Johns-
town Pa 15901—Safekeeping
Kutztown Borough Police Department 45 Railroad St
Kutztown Pa 19530—Safekeeping
Kutztown University of Pa 15200 Kutztown Rd Stratton
Admin 221 E Kutztown Pa 19530—Safekeeping
Lafayette College 730 High St Room 202 Markle Hall
Easton Pa 18042—Safekeeping
Lake Erie College of Osteopathic Medicine 1858 West
Grandview Blvd Erie Pa 16509—Safekeeping
Lancaster City Bureau of Police 39 W Chestnut St
Lancaster Pa 17603—Safekeeping
Lansdale Police Dept 35 Vine Street Lansdale Pa 19446—
Safekeeping
Laurel Legal Services Inc 306 South Pennsylvania Ave
Greensburg Pa 15601—Escrow Account
Lehigh University 524 Brodhead Avenue 524 Brodhead
Avenue Bethlehem Pa 18015−0000—Safekeeping
Lehigh Valley Public Telecommunicaiton 839 Sesame St
Bethlehem Pa 18015−4719—Accounts Payable Check
Limerick Township Police Department 646 West Ridge Pike
Limerick Pa 19468—Safekeeping
Long John Silvers LLC 1938 N Woodlawn Ste 300 Wichita
Ks 67208—Accounts Payable Check
Lost River Caverns PO Box M Hellertown Pa 18055—
Safekeeping
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Lower Allen Township Police Dept 2233 Gettysburg Rd
Camp Hill Pa 17011—Safekeeping
Lower Paxton Township Police Department 425 Prince
Street Harrisburg Pa 17109—Safekeeping
Lower Pottsgrove Township Police Department 2199
Buchert Road Pottstown Pa 19464—Safekeeping
Lower Saucon Township Police Dept 3700 Old Philadelphia
Pike Bethlehem Pa 18015—Safekeeping
Lowes Companies Inc 1000 Lowe’s Road Mooresville Nc
28117−0000—Refunds/Rebates
Lycoming County 48 West Third Street Williamsport Pa
17701—Uncashed Checks
Marple Township Police Department 225 S Sproul Rd
Broomall Pa 19008—Safekeeping
Mba Abstract 2337 Philmont Ave Suite 103 Huntingdon
Valley Pa 19006—Certified Check
McKees Rocks Boro Police Dept 340 Bell Ave McKees Rocks
Pa 15136—Safekeeping
Mechanicsburg Police Department 36 West Allen St Me-
chanicsburg Pa 17055—Safekeeping
Mercer County Jail 55 Thompson Road Mercer Pa 16137—
Safekeeping
Mercy Home Office One West Elm St Suite 100
Conshohocken Pa 19428—Refunds/Rebates
Metlife Inc C/O Computershare 250 Royall St Canton Ma
2021—Div Reinvestment
Metro Bank 3801 Paxton Street Harrisburg Pa 17111—
Safekeeping
Middlesex Township Police 350 N Middlesex Rd Ste 3
Carlisle Pa 17013—Safekeeping
Middletown Township Police Department 5 Municipal Way
Langhorne Pa 19047−3424—Safekeeping
Mifflin County 20 North Wayne Street Lewistown Pa
17044—Safekeeping
Millcreek Township Police Department 3608 West 26th St
Erie Pa 16506—Safekeeping
Milton S Hershey Medical Center 600 Centerview Drive
Hershey Pa 17033—Safekeeping
Monroeville Police Department 2700 Monroeville Blvd
Monroeville Pa 15146—Safekeeping
Montgomery Township Police 1001 Stump Rd PO Box 68
Montgomeryville Pa 18936—Safekeeping
Montoursville Police Department 617 North Loyalsock Av-
enue Montoursville Pa 17754—Safekeeping
Moon Township Police Department 1000 Beaver Grade Rd
Moon Township Pa 15108—Safekeeping
Motors Insurance Corporation 3101 Towercreek Parkway
Suite 400 Auburn Hills Mi 30339—Refunds/Rebates
Nationwide Financial Services Inc, Computershare 250
Royall St Canton Ma 02021—Dividends
Nissan Motor Acceptance Corp PO Box 685001 Franklin Tn
37068—Miscellaneous Items
North Cornwall Township Police Dept 320 S 18th St Leba-
non Pa 17042—Safekeeping
North Lebanon Township Police Department 725 Kim-
merlings Road Lebanon Pa 17046—Safekeeping
Northern Lancaster County Regional Police Dept. 860
Durlach Road Stevens Pa 17578—Safekeeping
Northern York County Regional Police Dept 1445 East
Canal Road Dover Pa 17315—Safekeeping
Office of Attorney General 106 Lowther St Lemoyne Pa
17043—Safekeeping
Palmer Township Police Department 5 Weller Place Palmer
Pa 18045—Safekeeping
Patton Township Police Department 100 Patton Plaza State
College Pa 16803—Safekeeping
Paypal 12312 Port Grace Blvd Unclaimed Property Lavista
Ne 68128—Uncashed Checks
Penbrook Police Department 150 S 28th St Harrisburg Pa
17103—Safekeeping
Penn State Harrisburg Police Department 777 West Harris-
burg Pike Middletown Pa 17057—Safekeeping
Pennsylvania State Capitol Police Suite 70 E Capitol East
Wing Harrisburg Pa 17125—Safekeeping
Pennsylvania State Employees Credit Union 1500 Elmerton
Avenue Harrisburg Pa 17110—Cashiers Checks
Pennsylvania State University James M Elliott Bldg, Ste
202 University Park Pa 16802—Safekeeping
Peoples Security Bank & Trust 82 Franklin Avenue
Hallstead Pa 18822—Safekeeping
Perkasie Borough Police Department 311 South 9th St
Perkasie Pa 18944—Safekeeping
Philadelphia Police Evidence Unit 1400 JFK Blvd Room 715
City Hall Philadelphia Pa 19107—Safekeeping
Pinnacle Health Hospitals PO Box 8700 409 South Second
Street Harrisburg Pa 17105—Safekeeping
Pleasant Hills Borough Police Department 410 East
Bruceton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236—Safekeeping
Plymouth Township Police Department 700 Belvoir Rd
Plymouth Meeting Pa 19462—Safekeeping
Pnc Bank P−7pfsc−02−0 500 First Ave Pittsburgh Pa
15219—Safekeeping
Pocono Mountain Regional Police Dept 2545 Rt 940 Pocono
Summit Pa 18346—Safekeeping
Police And Fire Federal Credit Union 901 Arch Street
Philadelphia Pa 19107—Cashiers Checks
Presque Isle Downs Inc PO Box 10728 Erie Pa 16514—
Safekeeping
Prudential Mutual Fund Services LLC 100 Mulberry Street
Gateway Center 3 −10th Floor Newark Nj 07102—
Dividends
Psp Bureau of Gaming Enforcement 8000 Bretz Drive
Harrisburg Pa 17112—Safekeeping
Psp Troop A Greensburg 100 N Westmoreland Ave
Greensburg Pa 15601—Safekeeping
Psp Troop B Washington 83 Murtland Avenue Washington
Pa 15301—Safekeeping
Psp Troop C Punxsutawney 485 N. Findley Street
Punxsutawney Pa 15767—Safekeeping
Psp Troop D Butler 200 Barracks Road Butler Pa 16001—
Safekeeping
Psp Troop E Erie 4320 Iroquois Avenue Erie Pa 16511—
Safekeeping
Psp Troop F Montoursville 899 Cherry Street Montoursville
Pa 17754—Safekeeping
Psp Troop G Hollidaysburg 1510 North Juniata Street
Hollidaysburg Pa 16648—Safekeeping
Psp Troop H Harrisburg 1800 Elmerton Ave Harrisburg Pa
17110—Safekeeping
Psp Troop J Lancaster 2099 Lincoln Highway East
Lancaster Pa 17602—Safekeeping
Psp Troop K Philadelphia 2201 Belmont Ave Philadelphia
Pa 19131—Safekeeping
Psp Troop L Reading 600 Kenhorst Blvd Reading Pa
19611—Safekeeping
Psp Troop M Bethlehem 2930 Airport Road Bethlehem Pa
18017—Safekeeping
Psp Troop N Hazleton 250 Dessen Drive W Hazleton Pa
18202—Safekeeping
Psp Troop P Wyoming 475 Wyoming Avenue Wyoming Pa
18644—Safekeeping
Psp Troop R Dunmore 85 Keystone Ind Park Dunmore Pa
18512—Safekeeping
Psp Troop T Turnpike P.O. Box 67676 Harrisburg Pa
17106—Safekeeping
Psp Troop W Blce 3655 Vartan Way Harrisburg Pa 17110—
Safekeeping
Public Storage Inc Partnerships, Computershare 250 Royall
St Canton Ma 02021—Dividends
Quakertown Borough Police Dept 35 N 3rd St Quakertown
Pa 18951—Safekeeping
Ralph F Kraft Iolta 318 Malbranc Road Johnstown Pa
15905—Trust Accounts
Richland Township Police Department 229 California Road
Quakertown Pa 18951—Safekeeping
Right Management Inc 100 Manpower Pl Milwaukee Wi
53212—Wages, Payroll Unclaimed
Ross Township Police Department 1000 Ross Municipal
Drive Pittsburgh Pa 15237—Safekeeping
Roxborough Memorial Hospital Prime Health Care 5800
Ridge Ave Philadelphia Pa 19128—Safekeeping
Sandy Township Police Department 1094 Chestnut Avenue
Dubois Pa 15801—Safekeeping
Santander Bank 100 Old Kings Highway Sandwich Ma
02563—Safekeeping
Servicelink Holdings LLC 601 Riverside Ave Bldg 5 5th Fl
Jacksonville Fl 32204—Escrow Account
Sewickley Savings Bank 531 Broad St Po Box 564 Sewickley
Pa 15143—Money Order
Shaler Township Police Dept 300 Wetzel Rd Glenshaw Pa
15116—Safekeeping
Shapiro & Denardo LLC 3600 Horizon Dr Ste 150 King of
Prussia Pa 19406—Uncashed Checks
Shippensburg Police Department 60 West Burd Street Ship-
pensburg Pa 17257—Safekeeping
Shippensburg University 1871 Old Main Drive Ship-
pensburg Pa 17257—Safekeeping
Slatington Borough Police Department 125 South Walnut
Street Slatington Pa 18080—Safekeeping
South Williamsport Borough Police Dept 331 West Southern
Avenue Williamsport Pa 17701—Safekeeping
Spiritrust Lutheran 1050 Pennsylvania Avenue York Pa
17404−1999—Safekeeping
Spring Garden Township Police Dept 340 Tri Hill Rd York
Pa 17403—Safekeeping
Springettsbury Township Police Department 1501 Mount
Zion Rd York Pa 17402—Safekeeping
Springfield Police Department 50 Powell Rd Springfield Pa
19064—Safekeeping
St Lukes University Health Network 801 Ostrum St Bethle-
hem Pa 18015—Safekeeping
State Correctional Institution At Rockview Box A 1
Rockview Place Bellefonte Pa 16823—Safekeeping
Stephen H. Gold Esquire 105 West Third Street Media Pa
19063—Uncashed Checks
Stroud Area Regional Police Dept 100 Day St East
Stroudsburg, Pa 18301—Safekeeping
Susquehanna Area Regional Airport Authority One Terminal
Drive Suite 300 Middletown Pa 17057—Safekeeping
Susquehanna Township Police Department 1900
Linglestown Road Harrisburg Pa 17110—Safekeeping
Susquehanna Trust & Investment Company 1060 Main
Street PO Box 309 Blue Ball Pa 17506—Safekeeping
Swatara Township Police Department 599 Eisenhower Blvd
Harrisburg Pa 17111—Safekeeping
Td Banknorth Po Box 1190 Lewiston Me 04243—Safekeep-
ing
Temple University Hospital 3401 North Broad Street Phila-
delphia Pa 19140—Safekeeping
The Dime Bank 820 Church Street Honesdale Pa 18431—
Cert of Deposit (Non−Tangible
Township of Derry 600 Clearwater Road Hershey Pa
17033—Safekeeping
Township of Lower Merion 75 E Lancaster Ave Ardmore Pa
19003—Safekeeping
Township of Spring Police Department 2800 Shillington Rd
Reading Pa 19608—Safekeeping
Transitional Services Inc 806 West St Homestead Pa
15120—Pension & Profit Sharings
Tyrone Borough Police Department 1100 Logan Ave Tyrone
Pa 16686—Safekeeping
United Fire & Casualty Company Computershare 250
Royall Street Canton Ma 02021—Claims Payment Check
University of Pittsburgh 4200 Fifth Avenue Pittsburgh Pa
15260—Safekeeping
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (Upmc) 600 Grant
St 58th Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15219—Accounts Payable
Check
Univest National Bank & Trust Company 14 N Main Street
Souderton Pa 18964—Zsdbx Type
Upper Allen Township Police 100 Gettysburg Pike Mechan-
icsburg Pa 17055—Safekeeping
Upper Gwynedd Township Police 1 Parkside Place West
Point Pa 19486—Safekeeping
Upper Uwchlan Township Police Department 140 Pottstown
Pike Chester Springs Pa 19425—Safekeeping
Visions Federal Credit Union 24 Mckinley Ave Endicott Ny
13760—Safekeeping
Warminster Township Police Department 401 Gibson Av-
enue Warminster Pa 18974—Safekeeping
Washington Savings Association 2900 Comly Rd Philadel-
phia Pa 19154—Money Order
Waste Management 6015 Pleasant Valley Road Irwin Pa
15642—Safekeeping
Waynesboro Police Department 57 East Main Street PO Box
310 Waynesboro Pa 17268—Safekeeping
Wells Fargo Bank Na Po Box 3908 Dept Au9229 Portland
Or 97208−3908—Checking Account
Wells Fargo Bank Na Po Box 3908 Dept Au9229 Portland
Or 97208−3908—Estate Funds
Wellsboro Police Department 14 Crafton Street Wellsboro Pa
16901—Safekeeping
West Chester University 201 Carter Dr, Ste 200, Rm 205
West Chester Pa 19383—Safekeeping
West Goshen Township Police Department 1025 Paoli Pike
West Chester Pa 19380—Safekeeping
West Whiteland Township Police Dept 101 Commerce Drive
Exton Pa 19341−2208—Safekeeping
Westmoreland County Court of Common Pleas 2 N Main
Street Ste 203 Greensburg Pa 15601—Restitution Awards
Westmoreland County Park Police 2 North Main Street
Greensburg Pa 15601—Safekeeping
Westmoreland County Prothonotary 501 Courthouse Square
2 North Main St Greensburg Pa 15601—Fiduciary Funds
Wilkinsburg Police Department 605 Ross Avenue Pittsburgh
Pa 15221—Safekeeping
Williamsport Bureau of Police 245 W Fourth St Williams-
port Pa 17701—Safekeeping
Wolters Kluwer Health Inc 2001 Market St Philadelphia Pa
19106−3603—Credit Balances
Wyndham Worldwide Corporation 22 Sylvan Way 3rd Fl Tax
Parsippany Nj 07054—Accounts Payable Check
York City Police Department 50 W King Street York Pa
17401—Safekeeping
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